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SPIRITS—THEIR JOURNEYS

Even While Connected With the Phys
ical Body, They Traverse the 

Celestial Regions.

friends

and 
no-

In some of the spiritual papers 
publications I have occasionally 
ticed articles expressive of different 
■writers’ Ideas relative to spirits jour
neying away, leaving the physical body 

- in a state of repose. Recently when 
reading Hudson Tuttle’s grand work, 
“Psychic Science,” the article on “Hub 

, luclqatlons” brought to mind several in'- 
C’stances of which I was.cognizant in the 
'■ mediumship of ‘ Justin Hulburd ' that 
^yere in that line. Some years ago his 
"toirit leaving l:is physical body was of 
? toquent occurrence. Thinking it may 
‘^Ssslbly be interesting to some of your 
“Yaders I- will relate some of which I 
tolve personal knowledge. Of course 
"l%re will always be skeptics, no matter 
"tow positive the evidence doubting 
”^!iomas must express himself.
S(< In February,’ 1848, I made my home 
Jn Morris, 111. I soon made the acquaint
ance of a congenial spirit who in later 
years became known throughout the 
state as Hon Perry A. Armstrong. We 
became warm friends and have con
tinued such to the present time. Disa: 
bility contracted during the civil war 
compelled a change of climate. I never 
returned to make my home in Morris, 

■ but the. friendship which had been ce
mented between Mr. Armstrong and

, myself was to endure tor all time.A 
Scarcely a night passes that spirits 

' do not come and-converse with Justin, 
I sometimes preventing sleep until near 
'morning-
\ In May of last year a spirit appeared 
to him who gave the name of Arm
strong, who said he knew me very well. 
I -was sleeping in an adjoining room. 
Hp conversed with Justin 'for some 
time, ■ In the morning Justin told me of 
the visitation, and described the spirit. 
I went to the library, got a book of 
which my friend Armstrong was the au
thor, containing his portrait. I showed 
it to Justin who immediately exclaimed,

“Puss, I liave just received a letter 
irom Mr. Hart, in which he says he 
can’t get here until next Sunday 
evening. He will leaveJersey City Sat
urday night for Chicago.
- The following morning when Justin 
appeared at rehearsal on his way into 
the Theatre, he stopped at the box of
fice where he found Mr. Hooley and 
the treasurer. He said: “Uncle Dick, 
last night I boarded a train, entered a 
sleeping car, and about the middle of 
the car I threw back a curtain, looked 
into the berth,'and f saw Mr. and Mrs. 
Hart lying there. They will get here 
this evening.”

Mr. Hooley said, "I don’t see how that 
can be. Mr. Hart’s letter says they 
won't get here until Sunday night.’’ .

Justin replied, “Uncle Dick, they are 
on their way now. You will see they 
will get here I his evening.

Just then a messenger boy tapped bn 
the' window, Mr. Hooley opened it, 
when the boy said’ “Here is a telegram 
for Richard M. Hooley.” Mr. Hooley 
read, thus: “Friend Dick, I will be in 
Chicago to-night Your friend, J. Hart."

Mr Hooley turned around and said: 
“Puss, if you had lived a hundred years 
ago you would have been burned for 
a witch."

Mr. and Mrs. Hart arrived that even
ing sound and well.

Rehearsal was called next morning 
for Hart’s new comedy. Mr. Hart said 
that evening to Mr. Hooley, "A strange 
thing happened last night in the sleep
ing car. While my wife and I were 
lying in the berth the curtain was 
thrown back, there stood little Justin 
who laughed at us. I • said without 
thinking, ‘Tell Dick Hooley I’ll be there 
tomorrow evening.’ It all seemed as 
real to me then, Dick, as It does now 
that I am talking to you.”

Mr. Hooley laughed and said: “The 
little- witch told me all about it this 
morning.”

Mr. Hart said: That little creature is 
a strange being, and don’t you forget

“That is the man.”
-. 1 immediately wrote to a mutual 
friend tor particulars of his death. 
That friend replied under date of June 
M, 1904: "Perry Armstrong is still 
,ql|ve. He has suffered from a cancer 
for several years. His friends wnnlrt 
rat be surprised if he passed 
suddenly.”

i immediately wrote friend

would
away

Arm- 
fromstrong and received two letters 

hin? during the summer. He came and 
materialized to Justin tour times while 
still in the physical. His spirit passed 
away in December and has called to see 
us twice. Last night he came to Justin

AN IMPORTANT QUESTION. SPIRITUALISM ANO SCIENCE. AN INTERESTING SUBJECT. - MAY PROVE RESURRECTION. .

Does the Ascended Spirit Ever Possess 
Any of the Animal Passions of Earth 
Life?—Evidence That They Do Pre
sented by a Prominent Medium.

In The Progressive Thinker, No. 788, 
our Bro. Lyman C. Howe says that the 
animal passions and physical appetites 
do not pass the death line; hence, spir
its never desire tobacco or whisky, etc.

At a circle held at the hoiqo . of Mr, 
A. (as related to me by other members 
of the circle) I, while under uncon
scious control, told Mr. B. that he was 
smoking for a spirit man more than for 
himself, and though tfie spirit absorbed 
the aroma or strength of the tobacco, 
yet he was injuring himself and doing 
the spirit man no good.

I then described .the spirit as'almost 
a skeleton, and called him “Bones," say
ing that lie was with Mr. B. on a coast 
jessel as a sailor, and was an inveter
ate user of tobacco, borrowing or beg
ging it from everyone on board, Mr. B. 
himself, more than others, supplying 
his want. Having passed to spirit life 
he had attached himself to his old 
friend, and through him sought to satis
fy his craving for tobacco.

Mr. B. recognized the spirit and 
promised to curtail the smoking, and 
thereby reform hiihself and spirit 
friend. “But,” said he, "you was a 
sailor. Did you not use tobacco?”

it.” ..
Mr. Hooley said: "He has played tor 

me off and on tor over twelve years, 
and I have seen and beard a gread deal 
of his antics."

Mr. White, the stage manager, says, 
“He’s an uncanny being.” They fuss 
and quarrel sometimes at rehearsal; at 
the same time, Mr. White holds a great 
love for little Justin.

Mr. Hart told Mr. Hooley he had can
celled his engagement at the Olympic 
Theatre on Broadway, N. Y., and that 
was why he was here to attend rehears
al. A question came up between him 
and the manager on which they did not 
agree; he cancelled his engagement and 
that night started for Chicago.

I will now relate two instances which 
strongly corroborate the claim that

and said he had learned since going to 5 
spirit life that his spirit made those J 
journeylngs while in the body to pre- J 
pare it for the life “over there.”

While here last night, he made the J 
request that I prepare tills' article for 
publication in The Progressive Thinker. 1 
He said: “In spirit life there is great 
interest; felt in Dr. Peebles’ book, Ob
it sslon, or Demonlsm of the Ages. It • 
was going to revolutionize the Spiritual 
philosophy, ani it was about time those 

' fakers .were broken up calling them- 
/ selves Materializing Mediums. Where 
( (here Is one genuine materializing me- 
| (Hum, there are fifty frauds.”
I ■ He did not believe any of those public 
I materializing mediums were genuine, 
'l In company with other spirits he has 

visited a large number of them and 
ioqnd them to be frauds of the worst 
UinK He said: “It is about time they 
were broken up and sent to jail ’for re
ceiving money under false pretenses.”

At the home of W. W. Judson, Kan
sas City, Mo., one afternoon in the 

(month of June, 1883, while the family 
was sitting on the front porch, Maggie, 
the servant maid, came to consult Mrs. 
Judson on some kitchen affair. Justin, 
who was present, saw a spirit follow 
and stand alongside of her while talk
ing to Mrs. Judson. Justin described 
the spirit to her as being a man about 
sixty years of age, and had a peculiar 
way of holding his head.

She turned pale and placed her hand 
over her heart saying: "That is my 
father you have described. I hope he 
is not dead..’’

After lunch she went to her room, 
wrote lo her sister asking if her father ' 
was well. In two days she received an 
answer to her letter In which her sister 
said: “Father is well as usual” Not 
long after that he passed from his phys
ical body.

A merchant tailor in Kansas City, 
Mo., named C. B. Grabe, ond day made 
a visit Jo our home. While sitting in 
qn easy chair, he laid his head back 
and said: “I am tired.” Just then Jus- 
tjn saw a beautiful female spirit stand
ing by him, which he described. Mr. 
Grabe said: “I have a letter in my pock
et now from that lady. She was.one 
of my dearest friends In Philadelphia.” 
He wrote to her asking if her health 
was as good as usual? He received an 
answer saying she was well as ever. 
Two weeks from that day she passed 

- from her body, after which she ap-

spirit can leave the physical body and 
journey wherever they will. As' 1 
could not vouch for their accuracy, I 
will let Dr. F. D. C. Meyer, whb was 
most particularly interested' and who 
verified them, state them ip his own 
style:
.“One evening in the year .1886, we 

were sitting chqtting on various sub
jects, when the conversation turned on 
Spiritualism. I asked Justin Hulburd, 
medium, if his spirit could leave the 
body at will, or if he could send the 
spirit to any place, at any time. Wher
ever he willed it? In reply he said he 
did not know, but he had known his 
spirit to leave the body and go visiting 
at different times. I then asked Justin 
If he would try to go to DesMoines, la., 
where I had a sister living at that time? 
He said he would. He became quiet 
and shut his eyes, in about ten min
utes he spoke and said: "Your sister 
is packing her trunk; there is a lady 
there helping her whom I do not know. 
Your sister is going to move tomorrow. 
Your sister saw me and • started to 
speak to me, when the other lady com
menced talking and broke the condi
tions so I could not answer her.’ He 
described the varrious things in the 
room. Next morning I wrote to my 
sister, telling ber what Justin had told

peared to him as a spirit. I
In the summer of 1§8S, E. H. Davis, 

from/Williamsburg, Long Island, was . 
sojourning with us at our home in thè' 
mountains of Southern California. One 
day. Justin was resting on bis bed. He 
lay very quiet for some time and then 
s.eemed to awake. He said he had been 
to. a place which seemed to be a good 
sized town and" visited a house which 
he. described. The ' plan of thè house 
its furniture and ornaments (of which 
one was a large portrait of a young i 
lady, which hung in the back parlor). 
Mr. Davis said it was an exact descrip
tion of his father’s home. The portrait 
was .that of his sister, but Justin was 
mistaken in one Ihingk There never 
was a bed in th<T back' parlor. He im
mediately. wrote home. His mother re
plied they had received an unexpected 
visit from a relative and had been 
obliged to put a bed in the back parlor.

During a visit from Mr. Davis last 
summer, he told us this circumstance, 
end so interested his people that they 
investigated, aud became Spiritualists, 
Mr. E. H. Davis is now a prOTalfiènt res
ident-of Mesa' Grande, San Diego Co.;

Hiding the Truth for Fear of Financial Can New-Born Spirits Manifest or Con- 
Loss. tr01 Medla?

During the third week .of; October 
last, the week of the.NatlonabAssoci- t 
ation meeting in St. Loulqy there was i 
a traveling theatrical’ company stopped 
in the city of Winchester, Va.,/during 
the entire week.- Two ’ of : the -actors 
were a Mr. Wm. H. Variojmd Minerva, 
1:1s wife, whose part it was on ¡the stage 
to be securely handcuffed witji several 
pairs-of handcuffs>-on.hahds, ¿^wrists, 
and two pairs of ‘hobbles 5securely 
locked en his fqet; also, by tjie'police 
and other authorities,.; He thferi had a 
sheet thrown over him.and in ¡four min
utes he came out from under,the sheet 
perfectly free, whh .the handcuffs and 
hobbles in his hands. . ‘ "

Another of his performances " was to 
place his wife in a trunk mid after hav
ing the trunk securely lo&ed-and fifty 
feet of rope tied aroundJft/tJiuB making 
it perfectly secure, by the¡ ’police and 
other authorities, and after!ri'sheet be
ing thrown over them, in three minutes 
she was out of the trunk arid he, Mr. 
Vano, was fastened sécureto the trunk.

■ A full account of thls.wgs in the two 
dally papers published hereto Winches- 
.ten the Item apd the ÍStp'r. - - ' .

Seeing this publication in. the papers,' 
I went to see Mr. Vano; at his-hotel,

“Yes," said the control; “all sailors 
do, but I as a spirit have outgrown the 
desire and would advise all users of 
the weed to break off .while yet in the 
body.”

“Could you not enjoy a good cigar 
now? I see that you, a spirit, could not 
smoke it,” said Mr. B.

“Yes, 1 could cause^ my" medium to ‘ ‘ 
smoke, the same as you are smoking for 
Mr, Bones, and though my medium has 
not usfed tobacco for many years, will 
do so in order to convince you, or prove 
my statements.”

They had agreed to say nothing to me 
until after another circle. In the mean
time, Mr. B. got a friend to make a 
vile cigar. He also bought a common 
one, and a very nice one, and brought 
them to the next circle.

Putting the vile one in front, he 
offered the control his choice. He, how
ever, took all three, chose the best, put 
the others In my vest pocket and 
smoked the fine one (or I smoked It for 
him) to the stub. They all thought It 
would make me sick,'but I knew noth
ing about' it until the next morning, 
when, finding- two Cigars in my pocket, 
I asked who put them there and was 
told all about it.

While visiting friends in .Evansville, 
Ind., I was asked to go to a seance held 
in a room over a saloon on the levee. 1 
replied that we were not expected 
there, and as It was late we had better 
not go. As Mr. W. was acquainted, I 
yielded and passing through the saloon 
we went upstairs and found a number 
(mostly Germans) present, but waiting.

As we entered the room a lady said: 
“There, I told you to wait, and here 
they are.” Being a stranger to all pres
ent, I did not understand, but the se
ance was at once opened with a song, 
and before the singing ceased I was un
der control. Personating a sailor I 
went to the chairman and complained 
that the steward had stopped my grog, 
I did not know the reason. Would, the 
captain order him to Issue it to me. He 
sent down stairs for a bottle of whisky 
and a glass. A common tumbler was 
brought which I held until it was full, 
and then drank it off and held the tum
bler for more, which they refused to

me.
"Four days from that evening I re-, 

ceived a letter from my sister saying 
that she had moved to other rooms. 
She stated that on the evening before 
moving, while packing her trunk, a lady 
friend being present to help her, she 
saw the spirit of Justin Hulburd, and 
recognized it at once. She started to 
speak to him, when the lady friend 
asked her what she was talking about? 
With that the spirit vanished. She 
wished me to ask Justin if he remem
bered having been there. Our letters 
passed one another on the way. We 
both were astontshed and delighted to 
know that the spirit of Justin had re
ally visited my sister on that occasion.

"When Justin had related to me his 
visit to my sister, I requested him to 
try and go to Germany to my old home, 
where I was born. He said he would 
try. He became quiet as it aSleep. In 
about fifteen minutes he spoke and 
said: ‘I see a house;’ and described my 
birth-place Inside and outside better 
than I could have done it. He de
scribed the people who were living in 
the house at that time, whom I did not 
know jfiy writing I found the descrip- 
tir .Jfo be true. While I was asking 
jiri a question he said: .‘Wait a minute. 
1 am attracted to another place.’ In 
a minute or tw'o he described a house 
which I recognized at once. Then he de
scribed the 'rooms and a man. who was 
sltting-by ri desk writing a letter.

‘Welf he said, 'That.letter is for you. 
It is in regard tb soine property. He 
has charge of your property; he is your 
guardian.’ I tcld him it was true. 'He 
described that man so perfectly I rec
ognized him at opce. That letter 
turned out to be the final settlement 
of some property we had In Germany.”

I would cite many more cases of Jus
tin’s spirit leaving his body, not only 
to go to places on the earth, but to the 
spirit spheres, but it would make-the 
communication too long. . - ; .

E. W. HULBURD.
Descanso, California;

Cal._ ..
Dr. Thomas JenniUgS, of New York, 

\vould’ frequently..place his hand ‘upon 
Justin’S'hBad and will him to go to any 
place he wished.. Justin would go, soon I 

¿return,, and report-what he had seen, 
which' was invariably identified. On 
one occasion he sent him to Philadel- 

> pl’ln, to .the home of -Dr. VanAme. 
। ’when he returned he described a lady 
। whom he called Mrs. Chase. The name 
i-Chase Dr. Jennings did not remember. 
1 He wrote Dr. VanAme for a list of the 

guests present on that after.' . tin. In- 
Btead of Mrs. Chase the name of that 

I lady was Case, the wife of Col. Case of 
I Philadelphia. ■’ While Justin was playing at R. M.

I uw.A-Hooley's Theatre, Chicago, one.
rehearsal,; Mr.Hooleysaid:
J ...............

Rev. 8. Edward Young Touches on Pos
sible New Evidences of Future 

Existence. ,
This is an important question and 

should be understood by all Spiritual
ists.

What is the condition of a spirit just 
born into the spirit world? We are told 
by teachers of the highest standing in 
the science of Spiritualism that the con
dition of new-born spirits varies ac
cording to their condition at the time of 
spirit birth. If it Is one who has lived 
in the. flesh till old age has thoroughly 
matured the spirit, and whose physical 
power has gradually lost its attractive 
power upon the spirits and the spirit ' 
is fully ripe for the severance of its con
nection with the flesh, It will organize 
itself as a spirit and become conscious 
in the course of a few hours. In such 
case it is like lying down to sleep at 
night and waking in the morning re
freshed and with new life. But in 
such case, the most favorable birth pos
sible, the spirit Is infantile, and re
quires quiet and time to gather 
strength from spiritual food before it 
can exercise its faculties of body or 
mind 'to any. considerable extent—for 
weeks at least. If the spirit is born by

having a long talk' with hind. He ris- 1 
sured me that they both were riot only, i 
firm believers in Spiritualism^'but were 
both highly developed -mediums also, 
having the phases .of automapc :and in
dependent writing, as well that e'x-' 
hibited on the stage. And that, they 
had no power at all within themqelves 

-to remove the hobbles, handcuffs’ arid 
other things, but the entire - perform
ance was done by his powerful Indian 
controls. j / e

I then asked him why if was that they 
could go into any bank iq th'ls city in 
the night time,-and by .means of his 
powerful Indian controls push'back the" 
bolts and throw open the ddOfs to the 
vaults. / ' . i

I then asked him why if iwas that they 
did not do these things In the name of 
Spiritual Science; when he assured me 
that by doing so-people,,being so much 
opposed to Spiritualism, would not at- 
lend the performances, while toe clergy 
would fight against it, advteing the peo
ple not to attend and, the .'house -would 
not be half full, while aSJt wns, the 
Auditorium was completely;: packed and 
jammed to witness the perforjnrinces.

Now, If such performances as; these 
were done in the name of Spiritual Sci
ence they would have more'influence 
in opening tho eyes of the people tb 
spiritual knowledge and truths than all 
the speakers now engaged!in ithe work, 
for what the people want'Is something 
tangltiie.tq demonstrate BpitltualitruthB 
and power,'.fh°y not.having the-confl- 
dence in speakers without any/evidericb 
of facts. \ . - J. J ' । -

In his Easter sermon at the Second 
Presbyterian Church, -Pastor S. Edward 
Young touched upon a new world of evi
dences for future existence, saying:

“Concerning possible new proofs of 
the resurrection, I know I venture upon 
dangerous ground; but I am held by the 
conviction that investigators are on the 
verge of demonstrating the existence of 
the soul after death by the scientific 
study of psychic phenomena. The 
word Spiritualism needs fumigation 
after such long association with knav
ery, superstition and semi-lunacy; but 
the central proposition of Spiritualism 
—that the spirits of the departed can 
and sometimes do communicate with

reason of violence from'vigorous man
hood, it requires more time for the spir
it to be born, and to organize itself on 
the spiritual plane, and -to regain con
sciousness arid Strength to exercise its 
facultiesasaspir.lt.

I remember an Incident that occurred 
when Maria was writing the first vol
ume of “Principles of Nature" at Napa 
City, Cal. A murderer was executed 
at the jail near by who was In the 
prime of life, and immediately after the 
execution the body was taken to the 
cemetery for burial. The road to the 
cemetery was In plain view from our 
house for a half mile or so; and we saw 
the wagon with the body on its way to 
the burial „ ground. The teacher 
stopped dictating for our writing, and 
talked to us about the conditions of the 
spirit of that newly executed man at 
that time. He said, the nucleus-of the 
spirit was moving along above 'the 
body and the spiritual and soul matter 
was coming out of the body and was 
strung along the road behind following 
the nucleus in a very chaotic and dis
turbed condition; and that while the 
spirit nucleus would attract to itself 
every particle of soul and spirit, yet, 
it'would take considerable time to gath-

the living—is beginning to command 
the respect of sober men and every 
year more and more cool-headed people 
approve of Gladstone’s assertion that 
this line of investigation is the most 
Important work that is being done In 
the world—by far the most important.”

Alas that so many unsteady minds 
have over-believed Spiritualism and, be
ing disappointed, have turned rank in
fidels. Nevertheless, the reports of the 
Society for Psychical Research, the In
cidents almost any group of friends 
can recall and the vast array of authen
ticated cases leave the old sneer of re
visits from the dead less and less to 
say for Itself.

The scientific investigations now pub
lished are my chief reason for expect
ing that some Easter morning the pul
pits will thunder with fresh proofs cor
roborating the New Testament declara
tions concerning life after death. Com
munication between the spirits of the 
departed and the living has been ac
cepted as a fact by at least one hun
dred of the foremost intellects of the 
past two or three generations, including 
Bulwer Lytton, Alfred Tennyson, Eliza
beth Barrett Browning, Queen Victoria, 
Napoleon Bonaparte, Abraham Lincoln, 
Victor Hugo, Thackeray, Bayard Tay
lor, Camille Flammarion, Whittier and 
scores more in every field of thought.— 
Pittsburg Leader.

hr it all in and reform it in its proper 
place, and that the movement of the 
body and immediate burial would delay 
the completion of-the spirit form for 
many hours and perhaps days,' That It 
sometimes takes, in cases of violent 
deaths of those in the vigor of health 
and life, twenty-four hours and more 
for the spirit to be fully born. The at- 
attractlon, in such, case, between the

But the most 'Important fact of all, 
such spiritual demonstrations as these 
over matter would.be thia taking of 
them up and publishing by the secular 
papers, as this was done; and would be 
republished all over the 'country and, 
put people to thinking.and ln^estigating 
in every direction,, and tots'i| what we 
want, tor as if' is, spiritual knowledge 
is only published in spiritual papers, 
and they are only read by.Spiritualists.

Throw off.the cloak of r.eiigion and

give. '
After thanking the captain,, the con

trol changed and delivered a short lec
ture, stating that the whisky and the 
tobacco appetite adhered to the spirit, 
and it could be satisfied only through a 
medium, on earth.

To me the full tumbler of whisky had 
no more-effect than a glass of water, 
though Mr. W. thought it would make 
me very sick.

One evening as we sat down to sup
per in Mr. W.’s home, a lady medium 
present jumped up’ from, the table and 
ran into an adjoining room in which 
was an alcove containing a bed. Mrs. 
W. asked me to see what was the mat
ter. I found her on the bed doubled up 
as if with cramps. I asked if she would 
not have some hot drink? In reply, a 
man’s voice said: "O, hell, give a fel
ler some whisky." There being no 
liquor In the house, I sent for a pint of 
good rye, and poured two fingers in a 
common tumbler, asking if he would 
not have some sugar and hot water in 
it„ "Damn it, I always took my whisky 
straight,” said he, “but give a feller a 
drink.” I poured another finger, refus
ing more. He drank it and then rolled 
off the bed, went in the other room and 
seated himself at the table, grabbed a 
piece of cold meat with one hand and 
a sjice of bread with the other and com
menced eating as though he had been 
starved. Mrs. W. asked, if he would 
have some butter.

“Don’t want any of your grease on 
mine.”

“You’ll have a cup of tea, I suppose?”
"Don’t want any of your damned- 

slop, but you might make a feller a cup 
of strong coffee," helping himself, to 
more meat and bread, and stuffing it

The smiles of infants are said to be 
the first fruits of human reason.—H. N. 
Hudson. _ , , . ... .

Virtue itself offends when coupled 
with forbidding manners.—Bishop Mid
dleton. . . r-J

In such a world as ours the Idle man । 
is not so much a biped as a bivalve.— 
Horace Mann. - ■ '

His face was the doubtful kind that 
wins tile eye and not the mind.—Scott-

•The most certain sign of being born 
I with great qualities is to be born with
out envy.—Rochefoucauld.

I never think he is quite ready for an
other world who is altogether weary of 
this.—Hr A. Hamilton.

Reason must .be-our last guide and 
judge in everything.—John Locke. ■

In such a world as ours the idle man 
is not so much a biped as a bivalve.— 
Horace Mann.' • ■

-. Genius always gives its nest at first; 
prudence at last—Orator» ' . “

advocate,, the philosophy as a science, 
pure, and simple, which it Is, rind noth
ing élse. "

There is a great deal. of humbug
gery in this world? Nò, end to it, but 
there is more humbuggery , about re
ligion than all other humbiigs put to
gether, and Gibbon,'the celebrated his
torian, who had’more opportunities of 
knowing than any other ' man living, 
never made a truer statemfeqttoan that 
all religions were to thé people equally 
true, to the philosopher equally falso, 
and to the statesman equally useful.

That is, that not only éacli one of the 
137 Christian' sects, but each lime also 
of the almost innumerable $eçtà of the 
followers of Confùcfus, Budfjha, Abra
ham, Mohammed and others believes 
his or her particular religion to jbe per
fectly true. While ' the ■ statesman 
makes use of them to collect’ money 
into the treasury of the state,., and to 
fight tor the state, making tùçmbelieve 
(hat all of those who died /jue-to the 
faith and the state, either Üqrlst, Bud
dha or Mohammed, as the case might 
be, will receive them into thèir bosom 
and carry them into everlasting bliss, 
while the unfaithful, disloyal and cow
ardly will be burned by the ’Devil and 
his angels everlastingly in fir® of brim-

In her mouth. ■ ,
. The coffee was soon prepared and a 
cup placed beside her. He looked ur 
at me (I was standing by her chair) and 
said: “I always put a little brandy in 
my coffee at home; put in some whis.- 
ky.” I got' the.bottle and poured in a 
very little, .■when^quick as a flash he 
grabbed thesbbttie from my hand and 
drank every drop (a full pint in less 
than half an hour). He then turned to 
Mr. W. and said, (while still eating): 
‘.’Will, you ought to know me and know 
that I starved to death; but I’ve had a 

. damned good- square meal to-night and
I’ll.'pay your bill when you come where 
flive.” - - ' - • ■

Asked where his home was, he said: 
“Part of the time in the big new church. 
You know I put lots of money in there 
to help build it, and now I want to get 
it quL” ■ ’ ;

He drank hlS coffee, got up'frofn the 
table and went to the back -doon 1 
stepped to the door and told him that 
lie could not take the medium out doors. 
He said: “I used to trot her on my 
knee whej she was a girl and would not 
hurt her for the world," and left..

She stood there for a minute or s<£ i 
and turned and said, “Why, you’ve, all. 
had supper!" Mrs. W. replied, “All but 
you and Mr. Young. There’s a cup of 
tea on the range for you.” She got the 
left and we sat down to supper, she eat
ing her supper the same as if nothing 
strange had occurred. I had requested 
that no one should say anything to her 
of what had happened.:

' The evening passed as usual:- In the. 
' morning she said that she.,had slept- 

-well, but she did not know why.she had 
not taken supper with the rest 'of us. 
At the table she was told all that had 
occurred, Mt took tee united evl-

WHITHER ARE WE DRIFTING? ' j 
■ —----- ....

A Proposition From G. Major Taber, fl- 
Prominent Member of the Southerq 
California Academy of Sciences. । 
To the Editor:—To progress, W0 

must think, and there Is more in the 
above caption than the majority real
ize.

I have a proposition to make to tha 
thinking readers of your progressive 
paper, and as I make no pretension to 
be a philanthropist, yet it is my desire 
to help spread the glad tidings of a 
positive hope for those who are asking, 
“After Death, What,” and to aid those 
who have never investigated the facta 
of Spiritualism.

I ask, "whither are we drifting?" and 
after stating my position, I want The 
Progressive'Thinker to reach a class of 
people who are non-subscribers, in the 
hope that they may become interested 
In the philosophy of its teachings. My 
proposition is this: We are drifting on 
our earth at the rate of 25,000 miles in 
24 hours, and are whirling through 
space around the Sun at the rate of 68,- 
000 miles per hour, and our whole sys
tem, Including the' Sun and all of the 
planets are traveling through space at 
the rate of 45,000 iniles per hour, no one 
knows whither, and I will give the num
ber of miles 1 have traveled on Earth's 
Celestial Railway, and the one who 
gives a correct answer first, I will pay 
for one copy of The Progressive Think
er, upon the following conditions:

The paper must be given to any one 
who will promise to read It through 
carefully, and then pass it on to another 
person under the same pledge, aud so 
on until the paper is worn out.

It ought to reach at least 10 non-sub
scribers, and during the year this one 
copy will fall into the hands of at least 

। 500 persons.
Each week the paper should be start

ed on a new route, and if 100 of its 
readers would go and do likewise, in 

; one year the paper would reach 50,000 
■ non-subscrlbers, and out of that num- 
, ber several thousand new subscribers 
, might be obtained. My proposition is 
- as follows:
1 On the earth I have traveled 658,520,- 
- 833 1-3 miles; in going around the sun, 

42,988,240,000 miles; in passing

Herbert Spencer on Rights of Women.
Herbert Spencer, one of the greatest, 

if not the greatest of modern philoso
phers, says:

“The rights of women must stand or 
fall with those of men. They are de
rived from the same,authority, involved 
in the same axiom, demonstrated by the 
same argument. The law of equal 
¡freedom applies alike to both sexes. 
The idea that the rights of women are 

| not equal to those of men is akin to the

through space, 28,448,100,000 miles; 
Total number of miles, 72,094,860,- 
833 1-3.

How old am 1 in years and months? 
The editor wilt have my age, and my 
subscription will be paid as soon as I 
am notified.

Who will nely to make up 100 of such 
subscriptions?

Send in your questions and make it 
instructive as well as interesting, as

eastern dogma that women have 
souls. Subordination of females

soul and body Js so great.
In such cases, he said, the spirit was 

unconscious sometimes for days, and 
did hot acquire strength to act for 
much' longer time, if a spirit Iras be
come emaciated and weakened by abuse 
and dëbâüchefÿ :lt may take'months 
to. acquire ;strengnr^r'do4 anything, 
Thé.time required for..a new-born spirit, 
to move abonl in'its new world, to 
.think and act depends wholly upon tts 
condition when born into that life; and 
in no case can it manifest itself to or 
through a medium lit the flesh for many 
weeks..............

It must be apparent to any one, that 
.the new-born Spirit must first acquire 
strength, which,’it Is reasonable to be
lieve will take' days,’ at least. Second, 
it must learn how to use its powers in 
the new wbrld It has entered, which 
must take tltae according to its capac
ity. It has to learn, how to travel and 
how to exert its powers to accomplish 
anything. It could not come back to 
earth till it has learned these things, 
except it is brought back by others. 
To influence one in the flesh requires 
much time and learning of the spirit 
of spiritual laws to influence and con
trol gross matter. Therefore, the reas
onableness of the above declaration.

Mediums often are told of the pre
sence of newly-born spirits and what 
they, say, etc. In such cases, we were 
taught, that they were represented by 
others, and what they said was like 
the mother talking for the child" that 
could hot talk itself. This often gives 
consolation to friends and mourners

stone. ...
. Religion is certainly the great draw
back to the development> of progress 
and acceptance by the people of this 
grand and wonderful Bclepcp. if it had 
not been for religion, It ; would have 
been accepted by the people, and have 
spread over the'.entire , civilized world 
as rapidly as the sciences of telegraph
ing and telephoning, especially ihe lat
ter, which approaches.neores| to it.

Our spiritual, friends ..should know 
that'this is not the ago of j preaching, 
which is a relic of a dark age fast pass
ing away; but the age of printing and 
reading, and of every one -judging for 
himself, and the’ power.of: tnoJhind of 
man over matter. ..,:/ ). '

- J. I. HOLLINGSWORTH.
. Winchester, Va.

J.; .": .... L * ?

dence of all present^’mrike <her. be
lieve it. ’ . ’' -; ; < ■: : '■ '.
Jjfóthing belongs tri tlitf liody? The 

passtons, the appetites 'and-' desires all 
belong to the spirit/ and all go with the 
spirit across “the death 4iriq.” ^There
fore-spirits (must) control mediums'to 
gratify their own appetites -and pas
sions by proxy, because the. means for 
such gratification "do not hkist in the 
spiritual .world." ■ ■ T: : 1

Whisky'and tobacco-ane not! to be 
procured oVer there, bridal, think that 
the tobacco habit has a deeper Stold on 
the spirit than any otheF, and is harder 
to'outgrow, for many a'drunkard com-

I menced his. downward course with a 
cigarette. . A I-

I JAS. H.- YOUNG.

no 
to

here is a chance to increase 
ber of subscribers at slight 
Who will join my club?

Come, friends, get down to

the num
expense.

business,

males reveals its descent from barbar
ism. As the usages of mankind vary 
co much, let us hear how it is that the 
sphere, we assign woman is the true 
one; that the limits we have set to fe
male activity are just the proper lim
its. Let us hear why, on this one 
ppint of our social policy, we are exact
ly - righty wWstWQ are wrong on so 
many other A

The desire to command is essentially 
a barbarous desire. Whether seen in 
the ukase of a czar or in the order of an 
Eton bully to his rag, It is alike signifi
cant of brutal! I y. 'You must not do as 
you will, but as I will,’ is the basis of 
every mandate, whether used by a 
planter to his negro, or by a husband to 
his wife.”

These statements, and this logic of 
Herbert Spencer, have never been, and 
never can be, upseL

and give Brother Francis a chance to 
ride in a $2,500 automobile, and spend a 
few months in the winter in the “Land 
of Sunshine and Flowers,” in order to 
increase his years of usefulness from 10 
to 20 more years more, and which will 
enable him to give his readers the ben
efit of his long and valuable experience.

A word to the wise ought to be suffi-
clent.

Los Angeles Cal.
G. MAJOR TABER,

IMMORTALITY.

The following beautiful poem 
■written by Joseph Jefferson while

was 
on a

THE SUNSET GATES,

I havej^ien thought when sunset 
Burned on the mountain crest, 

And its strange, unearthly glory
Kindled along the west,

In a vision of wonderful splendor, 
That the gates of heaven were ajar, 

And thro’ them I caught faint glimpses 
Of the land where our loved ones are.

Behold! but is it but fancy?
The sunset gates swing wide, 

And I see through their parted portals

fishing trip with Grover Cleveland. 
It was read at the memorial services 
at the Players’ Club:
Two caterpillars crawling on a leaf,
By some strange accident in contact 

came;
Their conversation, passing all belief, 
Was the came argument, the very same 
That has been “proed and conned” 

from man to man.
Yea, ever since this wondrous world 

began,,
The ugly creatures, Deaf and Dumb and 

Blind,
Devoid of features that adorn mankind, 
Were vain enough, in dull and wordy 

strife, .
To speculate upon a future life. 
The first was optimistic, full of'hope;
The second, quite dyspeptic, seemed to

and justifies its practice.
In the discussion of the “Open Court," 

a lady (I forget the name and I am un
able to find the article), claimed she 
was obsessed and therefore she knew it 
was true. This is the substance of her 
experience, viz: She was sick near 
Boston and a murderer was executed 
not-far from her home, and at the very 
time of his execution she was attacked 
by bis. spirit. He pressed his knees 
into her stomach and choked her till 
she was black in the face and nearly 
killed, when three friendly spirits came 
to her rescue and tore him away from 
her and took him off with them.- He 
threatened to kill her and would have 
done so had she not been rescued by 
those friendly spirits.

, What, a statement!. What powerful 
evidence in view, of the law just stated, 
of obsession! The woman was sick, and 
her -heart .probably stopped for a few 
beats and .she felt suffocated and a con
traction of themuscles in the chest, 
and -her belief in. evil spirits did the ! 
rest. It is a terrible thing to frighten 
sensitive people with such bugbears. 
There is but one redeeming feature in 
the whole story, that is, the good an
gels coming, to.her rescue. Her guard
ian was able to impress that vision on 
her min'd ‘and-that took away the dis
eased .conception of the evil spirit and 
she was relieved. Had she been in
structed'in the science of Spiritualism 
she would have known that no new-born 
spirit was capable of doing barm to

Onset, Mass. ■ < -
..- — .

Education begins the.gentleman, but 
reading, good. company and-; reflection 
must finish him.—Locke-. '-j 
-Lovetoat has nothing blit.beauty to 
keep it In good health; is short-lived 
and apt to have ague, fits.— Jrasmus;

The smiles ot Infant’s* are said to be i 
the first fruits of human reason.—H. N. 
Hudson. , >. . , .

, Great results. caninot be, achieved at 
once, and we'mnsf-sau^ ad
vance- in life as we walk—s& by. step. 
—Smiles.■ ■ ■■,,■.■ 
, Give a boy address ¿nd aconsaplish-. 
ments rind you give’ him .the tomfery of 
palaces; and fortunes Merelw

. Emerson.. ■- j®" J :

The hills of the heaven side— 
The hills that are crowned with 

shine
Of a day that never ends, 

Ip a country where no grave is
And no one mourns lost friends.

sun-

I fancy I catch through the gateway j 
A glimpse of the golden street, 

And an echo of wonderful music, 
Mystic, low and sweet, 

Comes on the winds of twilight, 
From the country far away, 

Where the dear remembered voices 
Sing in God’s choir to-day.

And see!—but a shadow hides it! 
I thought that I saw a hand 

That beckoned me to come over 
To the beautiful summer land.

Oh, loved of mine, whom I miss so, 
Are you there at the sunset gate, 

To watch for me down the pathway 
That leads home, soon or late?

The angels of dusk are closing 
The gates to my longing eyes, 

And no longer I see the city 
On the hills of Paradise, 

But love, like the soul, is deathless, 
And some day1—God knows when!

I shall pass through the sunset gateway 
And find my own again.

, —Eben E. Rexford.

any one. : .
. Teachers of Spiritualism, if you 

would eradicate the vagaries from the 
minds of Spiritualists, and produce con
sistence and harmony in our ranks, 
teach the fundamental laws of the sys
tem, so that all phenomena may be 

i squared with these. These laws are 
| little to be doubted. Without under
standing these laws, much phenomena 
are misunderstood and inharmony in 
our ranks and injury to the cause are 
the result , .

Societies should not employ teachers 
who indulge in transcendentalism, in
comprehensible and high-sounding non
sense. Employ only, those who teach 
plain . understandable - common, sense 
principles of Spiritualism, and then you 
wJll become educated in' the science ot 
Spiritualism and be benefited, and grow 
into a people respected, and be a power 
for good in the world.
■/Hammonton, N. J. A. J. KING.

The custom and fashion of to-day will 
be the awkwardness and outrage of to
morrow. So arbitrary are these tran
sient laws.—Dumas,

IMPORTANT QUESTION.

mope.
Said Number One, "I’m sure of our

Said

Our

And

vation.”
Number Two, “I’m sure of 
damnation;

ugly forms alone would seal 
fates

sal-

our

our

bar our entrance through the gold
en gates.

Suppose that death should take us un
awares,

How could we climb the golden stairs? 
If maidens shun us as they pass us by, 
Would angels bid us welcome in tho 

sky?
I wonder what great crimes we have 

committed,
That leave us so forlorn and so unpit

led?
Perhaps we've been ungrateful, 

giving?
’Tis plain to me that life's not 

the living.”
"Come, come, cheer up,” the 

worm replied,

Is the Catholic Church Sending Out Me
diums to Bring Odium Upon Spiritual
ism by Deception and Trickery-?

. To the Editor:—An article In a re
cent number of The Progressive Think
er in reference to the Bambams at Lily 
Dale, reminds the writer that two sum
mers ago while there he got Into con
versation with a certain Irish lady, 
said to be a medium for trunipet work, 
who is, or was, a Catholic. i

i - The speaker was handing out some 
i plain talk about the Roman Catholic 
church, when this lady said: “Oh, she 
doesn’t know what she 'is talking 
about!” Then she proceeded to relate 
how a certain priest in a Catbplie insti
tution at-Dayton, Ohio, had a class of 
twenty young, people whom he was in
structing or developing along medium- 
istic lines.

I have often wondered If this were 
true, and If so what was the object? 
And if these Bambams or others may 
be some of the graduates of his class, 
sent forth to cast odium upon Spirit
ualism. W. O. PURVIS.

unfor-

worth

jovial

"Let’s take a look upon the other side;
Suppose we cannot fly like moths and 

millers,
Are we to blame for being caterpillars?
Will that same God that doomed" us 

crawl the earth
A prey to every bird that’s given birth, 
Forgive our captor as he eats and sings, 
And damn poor us because we have no 

wings?
If we can’t skim the air like owl or bat, 
A worm will turn for a' that.”
They argued through the summer, Au

tumn nigh.
The ugly things composed themselves 

to die.
And wo, to make their funeral quite 

complete,
Each wrapped him in his little winding

i sheet. ।
The tangled web encompassed them full 

soon, ? '
Each for his coffin made him a cocoon.
All througn the chilling blast they lay' 
Dead to the world, aye, dead as human 

clay.
Lo, Spring comes forth with all her 

warmth and love;
She brings sweet justice from the ■ 

realm above;
She breads the chrysalis, she resurrects 

the dead;
Two butterflies ascend encircling her 

, head. ",
And so this emblem shall forever ba „ 
A sign of immortality.

—Chicago Examiner. :

Will anyone for one day apply his 
strength to virtue. I.have not seen the 

i case-when his strength is insufficient.— 
WuU». -

He who always complains of the. 
clouds receives little- of life’s sunshine ■■ 
and deserves less.—Anon. . : ,

All science rests on a basis of faith; 
for. it assumes the permanence and uni-' 
formlty of natural laws.—Tryon Ed.-

facultiesasaspir.lt
would.be
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A Young Mother and Her Spirit Child.

qnently his voice changing gradually to that of the

FOR THE GOOD OF MANKIND.

The balance of ev-ing of holy ikons to the Russians.

Pilgrimages to Holy Shrines.

MEDIUM'S RELIEF FUND. ANNIVERSARY.

the messages '

the“Right Generation the Key to 
Kingdom ot Heaven on Earth."

Pilgrimages to holy shrines and temples are much 
in vogue in Japan, and many clubs exist among

one of’the greatest ever held in our 
church. ‘, ju-

Sister - Brobkmore, the president of 
The Ladies’ Aid; and Brother Fry,-were 
early at thblr'posts and promptly ar
ranged the decorations. At 6:30. a 
circle was held, Sister Pratt, treasurer 
of the church, having charge of the cir
cle, -assisted, by-other mediums. Bister 
Pratt’d Invocation in the opening of . the

idence is in favor of the Japanese being on a moral 
plane equal to any European country, despite their 
so-called Paganism. The forms of religion which 
have obtained a hold of Japanese for many centuries

SPIRIT RETURN EXISTS THE WORLD OVER. 
IT IS COSMOPOLITAN IN ITS MAKE-UP, AND SO 
KALEIDOSCOPIC IN ITS CHARACTERISTICS 
THAT IT DOESN’T SEEM POSSIBLE TO MAKE 
IT INTO A RELIGION, A SECT OR A CREED.

Mrs. Brown?'daughter of .Sister Hat
ton, rendered fiome beautiful selections 
of musitw ■ ,J>‘ - ’

The’cffurch^'was nicely decorated 
with c«tl flowers, potted plants, and 
paltns.^The president of the society, 
BrotheicFetzef; seemed to be inspired 
and didn't leave a stone unturned in

gohei-wand, which, begins to quiver as does the me
dium, and soon a sudden throe announces possession. 
The leader reverently asks the name of the god who 
is irf possession or control, and petitions are presented 
and questions are asked as occasion arises.

At 2^0 the^ervice was again opened 
by th®iBingiflg “Nearer, My God,' to 
Thee.”imThePRev. Day spoke upon 
“Splrltnallsm’tVind its worth,” ' dating 
back from thd'time of the rappings at 
the homo of flie Fox family. Mr. Chas. 
MorroWmnd Mfrs. Mary Hatton, of Eng
land followed 'with spirit messages, 
all of which-Were fully recognized and

The First' Spiritualist Church of Alle- 
..gheny, Pa.

and man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality in all the rela
tions of life.between men and women, 
doth; 75 cents; leatherette. 60 cent®.

"Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op. 
erntlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt,.LL. D., M. 'D.- This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 16 cents. For sola 
at thiaoffloa. ■ t ■■

“Death, its Meaning asa HemSte.“ 
By J. K. Wilson, of -tío 'Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly. interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
,wonderful, wchlc .events: in- thar a®, 
abort e-Tperienca. doth. 660 U-

. _ By
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason

dies’ Aid of the chartered society of
Wheeling, W. Va;> benefit social, $20.40; elation Is extended to all donors * and 
A Friend, Hamburg, Iowa, $10; Edward we earnestly ask all who have not as
Bremer, $10; Mrs. Hanson, benefit se- "yet contributed to the Relief Fund, to 

send their donations and blessings to 
this office at once. •• - •

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue-S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

We- desire .-to call your attention to 
the good work that- Is being carried on 

. at the First Spiritualist Church o£ Alle
gheny. On 'Sunday, April 2, we cele
brated the: Fifty-Seventh Anniversary 
of Modern Spiritualism, with aji all-day 
service;(.opening’with a cotfference at 
10:30.1 Subject for discussion, "Spirit- 
ualismT’ Thdi conference lasted until 
noon, iefi

ITUAL MMES IS SACKED. THE FOLLOWIHC
IN REFERENCE TO SPIRIT RETURN IN JAPAN w evaded en variom pretexts. . He gives > paillette 
WILL BE READ WITH GREAT INTEREST. narrative of a young mother summoning the spirit of

In th Mdim nf fawn AxMvpil IlllClIBil! Ill IIKi vl ydyCHIe tmeounteact the unnatural rigidity of the body, the
■ -'O H gdHl?i-Wa^d being so tightly held that it takes some

. . . nrigjites’fo loose the grasp. On one occasion, in Mr.
the evocator, whose activity was later on transferred ’^presence,, a medium, whose pulse stood at 
to the one intended to be entranced. Violent contor- 84?<deg. at'commencement had it raised to 120 deg. at 
tions were followed by prance, when the evocator be-' enlFpf sitting. This one was much disappointed 
gan to ask questions as to their pilgrimage and other w^n h<$earned that he had not spoken in his trance; 
matters. After each had his turn, they proceeded on fop«he tad hoped to speak in English (of which he 
their pilgrimage, but Mr. Lowell saw them again ’ ’' '

SPIRIT RETURN IS SIMPLY THE OUTGROWTH twice the next day indulging in communion. He 
. Of NATURAL LAWS PERTAINING TO THE MA- states that during the two days of their ascent and 

TERIAL AND SPIRITUAL. SIDES OF. F-VT^T. descent of this 10,000 feet mountain they ate nothing 
ENGE. IT IS NO MORE SACRED THAN THE and drank but water’ 
LAW OF PLANETARY ATTRACTION; NO MORE 
SACRED THAN THE LAW OF SPECTROSCOPIC 
ANALYSIS; NO MORE SACRED THAN THE LAW 
OF GROWTH AND DECAY; IN FACT IT IS ONLY 
ON A PAR WITH OTHER LAWS THAT PERMIT departed one. Then questions quicldy asked will be

_THE ACCOMPLISHING OF CERTAIN RESULTS answered, but the ery will be, “Hasten, hastenl for 
IT IS SACRED this my coming back is painful, and I have but a little 

time to stay I ’ ’ And he remarks that to call back the

Ipww nothing), as a test.
Alt aiMher sitting, when the eight participants 

were ài^çho^-keepers or tradesmen belonging to 
chibs,¿allnceremonies were duly performed, including 
tha' illüdiration by fire of nearly everything. When 
■pb'ssesriÿn. was reached, the leader put questions ar- 

,, t. , , A , . , rangedjftr.by.Mr. Lowell as to friends in AmiSriea,Mr Hearn states that Buddhist and Shinto pnests wj^h he savs wer0 nnswered «with Delphic oraeu- 
practiee evocation. Various ceremonies are gone larit, » a plJrase which is itself extremply vague, 
through, and the priest repeats I have come tre- A sittijig ia generally arranged, ¿y the more devout 

people f^ir-the purpose of receiving thereby a name 
for.a child, while the majority are satisfied with a

IN THE SENSE THAT ALL TRUTH IN THE MANI-1 . a
FESTATION OF NATURE’S MATERIAL OR SPIR- , ea(? 13 “ot; ,as xt inalces condition worse,

ss==8=5==!sasssssS!ass«pKs“=«>-s~— 
ceremonial had disappeared. Hearn, gives copies of 
several official documents which were drawn up to 
certify to the fact that a little boy who died at the 
age of six was re-born three years later in a family 
residing at no great distance. At the age of nine he 
stated facts of his previous life, which were verified 
by his being taken to the place where he had lived, 
when he identified houses and people, and pointed out 
alterations made since his time.'

Mr. Hearn gives a narrative of the suicide of a 
young Buddhist priest who was pestered by the at
tentions of young women, and who protected his wav
ering virtue by death. To Mr, Hearn’s suggestion 
that he sought death to escape sinning, an old priest 
replied: “Then he will have to face like temptations 
again and again, and all the sorrow of it, and all the 
pain of it, even for a thousand times a thousand times, 
until he shall have learned to master .himself,” 
Which is a very hard saying, but it is repeated in sub
stance in some other quarters, ■

Dead Áre Not Less Real Than the Living.

priest fishing in a bowl wherein a number of names 
are piit, thse fishijlg-rod being the aforesaid gohei- 
wand.. ’

; Trance Communications or Sittings,

The phase of ancestor worship which comes into no
tice in the spirit communion so largely practiced is 
interwoven with the belief in pre-existence or re-birth 
to a very large éxtent. The besto.wal of the Order of 
the Rising Sun on a deceased general, has its reasons 

The old records of Japan, dating back 12 centuries, in all these. The deceased soldier is sufficiently in
contaiji narratives of trance communications or pos- connection with this plane of existence to be con- 

. . „ .. * session's at .the instance of Emperors and Empresses scious of the act of gratitude for his labors, and the
----------------- . he,r child, and being informed that the child had _ob- in which no .trace of Buddhist names are to be found, whole transaction will give its coloring to the eharac- 

Jajian has leapt fori^ ^°A Pal^ Jas. ^wledge of his mother ’s- impending How much farther back these practices extend is un- ter of thé honored one when bis time comes for an-
TT..t: -a * 1 -J..«, —j j.j 4.. i! . . . . .... ... - ................................. - .............. - Hearn thus expressesthe Harbinger of Light, Australia] in international death, and was rewarded for his prayer to die in her known; but it is clear that they were followed long be- other term of earth-life, 

strife with surprising suddenness, and the result as stead by the privilege being granted. She became a fore Budahisin was introduced to Japan, and with, his view:
yet has been creditable to the intellect of its people, holy nun, in special favor with several generations of them werCTksgbciated the trials pr ordeals by boiling “To Japanese thought, the dead are not less real
The attempt by her so-called Christian antagonist to children, and his personal knowledge was that, after water,-by walking on fire, and ascending ladders of than the living. They take part in the daily life of
treat Japan as a barbarous and pagan country must her funeral, a deputation of children asked for sub-- sword bladeSj all of which were in full operation until the people, sharing the humblest sorrow and the hum
fail when we compare results. It is true that Japan scriptions for a small childish tombstone in addition recently. ? ’ ' "" ’ •' " ” ' —-*-i-
is not a Christian country, but side by side in a news- to one then set up. He subscribed, . and. remarked This is mil absolutely foreign to the original Budd-
paper appeared announcements of the despatch of that they would now have nowhere to play. To hism, but the priests of that form of faith insist upon
New Testaments to the Japanese army, and the send- which the nine-year-old girl replied: “We shall still their print claim of proprietorship in the practice,

' ” ' ” ! a - play in the court of the temple. She is buried there. ' - - - .. .. . . . ’
She will hear our playing, and be glad,”

tho.ugh it is.clearly borrowed by them from the prim-

are Shintoism alid Buddhism. Confucianism is ln vogue in Japan, and many clubs exist among 
sometimes referred tb, but may be passed over, as it tradesmen and workmen, the subscriptions being de- 
is really a moral philosophy and not a form of re- voted to the necessary expenses of a portion of the 
ligion. members while on pilgrimages. Foremost among the

About the seventh century, Buddhism was brought places to which these travelers .make their way js the 
Mount Ontake, where the highest possible class of 
spirit communion is considered to take place. This 
is the possession by the gods which was achieved in

from China and Korea, and was accepted as the state 
religion. Thus Shintoism was for a time obscured, 
though both forms existed together and reacted on 
each other. There have been, and still are, various 
sects in both forms, and Ryobu is one which arose 
when the primitive Shintoism was in obscuration, ap
parently to utilize the Buddhist organization for the 
purpose of spirit evocation. Shinto is stated to. 

'he, in the simplest form of description, “the belief 
that the world of the living is directly governed by 
the world of the dead.” Mitford gives some sermons 
preached by a priest of the Shingaku sect, which pro
fesses to amalgamate the three forms. For instance: 
“By blending together the principles of the Shinto, 
Buddhist, and other schools, we shall arrive at some
thing near the true principle of things.”

Spirits Communicate With the Japanese.
iMr. Lafcadio Hearn says that an educated Japa

nese spoke to him thus: “PERHAPS BY WESTERN 
PEOPLE IT IS THOUGHT THE DEAD NEVER RE
TURN. BUT WE CANNOT THINK SO; THERE 
ARE NO JAPANESE DEAD WHO DO NOT RE
TURN. THERE ARE NONE WHO DO NOT KNOW 
THE WAY. THEY ARE WITH US J^)W.” And 
he gives an episode in his experience as teacher of 
English: “I remember one day attempting to explain 
why we ought not to speak as if they were living pa- 
rents. Perhaps my pupils suspected me of trying to

itive faith of Shinto. A curious phase is presented 
in the Nieliiren sect of Buddhism, a sect which arose 
in Japan about six centuries ago, and in which only 
women or children are possessed or entranced. Th? 
priest conducts the proceedings with an infinite 
amount of ceremonies, and the woman or girl becomes 
entranced'in a quieter manner than is the case where 
men ar? god-possessed.- _ •

This use of an intermediary in the production of 
the trance state leads Mr. Lowell to discuss the ap
parent likeness to the operator and subject in hypno
tism. - But he finds clear difference between the two, 
though he is utterly against the spiritualistic view of 
the matter.

Curious Practices Among the Japanese
Not |hq least interesting of the personal experi

ences which he narrates is his visit to what he flip
pantly terms a Sunday school. Ue says he was al
lowed to introduce another foreigner, his own purity 
being pnjy just sufficient to admit him. My own

the case of the three abstemious pilgrims already de
scribed. A few members of each club are'period
ically developed into the equivalent of our mediums, 
and the whole business is carried on with earnestness 
and practically in combination. Many of these peo
ple, both at home and on pilgrimage, practice austeri
ties to subdue the body so as to facilitate the develop
ment of sensitiveness, and various ceremonies are per
formed to induce susceptibility to the spirit influ
ences.

Baths, Diet and the Development of Mediumship.
Among other devices for inducing.sensitiveness is 

the cold baths, preferably a shower under a waterfall. 
Four or five baths a day are reckoned as producing 
good results, and a still better effect may follow from 
the screwing up of one’s courage to rise at 2 or 3. a. 
m., for a mid-sleep cold shower. The latter is sup
posed to have a wonderful effect on the development 
of a sensitive. This is combined with a* spare and 
strictly vegetarian diet by the more ardent devotees, 
tobacco, said, and even tea being strictly tabooed. 
Lowell meta man who had practiced these austerities
for 43 years, and his reward came to him in the shape 
of a constantly increasing power to predict future 
events. It is noticeable.th^t h.c had'some difficulty in 

meddle with their beliefs: for’ the Japanese’ never, conveying to his. American friend any'description of 
think of an ancestor as'liaVing become ‘only a mem-"sensations experienced, a difficulty which can be ap- 
orv ’—their dead are alive. ” • preeiated by any one who has endeavored to speak on

We will here see a parallel with the reverence for psychical subjects to a smart skeptical person.
pa rents and ancestors so often referred to as a Chi
nese characteristic, but which had its god-making 
side also among the Greeks and Romans. In fact, all
the millions of gods so flippantly spoken of by some as 
worshiped in Japan, amount in the last analysis to an
cestor worship practiced for many centuries, and'kept 
in full vigor by the constant communication with 
those who had passed on.

Mr. Hearn is a sympathetic observer, and he thus 
/•phrases the fact alluded to: “The august house of the 
^nmi is not so much a temple as a ghost chamber or a 
haunted room; many of the lesser divinities being 
ahosts of great warriors, heroes, rulers, teachers, who 
lived thousands of years ago.”

Pilgrims Who Were Entranced.
Mr. Percival Lowell gives some facts of personal 

observation. He is a good witness, and he thus shows 
his position as a skeptic: “But as some good souls will 
still persist in believing in spooks, in spite of the fail
ure» of tbe not over-incredulous Society for Psychical 

■ Research to find a single really trustworthy specimen, 
it may be well to lay this ghost by a funeral logical 
rite or two.” Oue interesting episode was his meet
ing with three pilgrims to Ontake, who by the side of 
the mountain path took turns in being entranced, and 
having what he terms communion with the gods. 
The three successively wore the entranced one, the 
evocator, and the reverent bystander, each in his 
turn. All the preliminary activity was displayed by

Report From N. S. A. Home Office, 
Washington, D. C.

To the Editor:—It gives me pleasure 
to submit to you and to the readers of 
your valuable paper, the following re
port of money secured for the Mediums’ 
Relief Fund of this Association', to the 
close of April. We have now but one 
month in which to raise the balance of 
the thousand collars asked for from the 
Spiritualists at large—the necessary 
amount still wanting is about three 
hundred and fifty dollars, and we im
plore our generous and trusted friends 
not to let this work fall for lack of 
means to carry it on. Could Spiritual
ists from everywhere be in this office 
one month and read the many letters 

- of appeal for help from and for worthy 
mediums who are destitute and deserv
ing of aid, they would hasten to pour 
what money they could spare into our 
treasury for the continuance of this 
most worthy benefaction. It is pitiful 
that any well-authenticated case of 
need has to be denied, but it is impos
sible to aid all who deserve assistance 
from our fund. Not only regular pen
sioners should be aided to the list but 
temporary aid is greatly needed by 
some of our mediums who afe in finan
cial straits sometime—we do all we 
can, but. it is only by receiving finan
cial aid from friends of the cause that 
the noble work can be carried on. On
ly last week an aged couple was placed 
on the list, worthy Spiritualists and me
diums, who .in times past had sacri
ficed much for the cause, now helpless, 
and but for the timely .aid of the N. S. 
A would have had to go to the public 
almshouse the first of May.

The sincere and heartfelt thanks ot. 
. all 'connected with "this work are ex 

tendecU to every donor'to this' Relief 
Bind; the béautifill letters-.that- còme 
with many of the contributions are. In 
themselves a blessing and an inspira-
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blest joys. They attend the family repasts, watch 
over the well-being of the household, assist and re
joice in the prosperity of their descendants. They 
are present at the public pageants, at all the sacred 
festivals of Shinto, at the military games, and at all 
the entertainments specially provided for them. And 
they are universally thought of as finding pleasure in 
the offerings made to them or the honors conferred

opinqon of his being thus privileged is that it was due 
to UiS oWn stupendous impudence acting hypnotic- 
ally'&i thffpriests. The idea appears to be to develop 
sensitives,ijvhile young, and is almost exclusively by 
the practice of dancing and gymnastics in the way of 
somersaults and traveling about the room while hang
ing flj the’cornice. All these are stated to be symbol
ical,^.Thq^ance imitates the dance of a.certain god
dess, the Somersaults represent the revolution of
things, and’standing bn one’s head in the corner sym
bolics possession by the spirit of a climbing plant. 
But-jjt is fatter for discussion whether calisthenics 
havaiuot developed into the very pronounced gym
nastics I hhve described, and the symbolism thereaf-

upon them.”
As far as it is possible to disentangle the original 

Shinto belief from the vast amount of later growth in
duced by the Buddhist and other Chinese teaching, it 
would appear to be that the departed still dwell in the 
world and rule it, by influencing the thoughts and ac
tions of men'and by directing the forces of nature. 
Spirit communion follows as one of the most desirable 
episodes for those in this life, as a means for obtaining 
guidance in various matters and as a form of worship. 
To this interblending of those in the seen and in the 
unseen may be attributed the readiness to part with 
life so often displayed, as well in the wife who cere
monially despatches herself to atone for wrong done 
to others by her husband, or the woman who commits 
suicide to liberate her son for military service, as it is 
in the heroism of the soldier or the deliberate ending 
of their life by the 47 Ronins after avenging their 
master’s death.

Though thoroughly Shinto in character, these rites 
of spiritism are not practiced in all the sects; in iaet, 
it is more a popular than a priestly institution at the 
present tme. There are shrines at Ise, whose sacred
ness in the eyes of the people is shown by the fact that 
when a skeptical Minister of the Crown intruded on a 
certain specially consecrated portion of the temple, he 
was assassinated by a pious government officer. The 
murderer was executed, but the mass of the people 
treated him as a martyr to the faith, and decorated 
his grave with flowers. One of these temples is stated 
to be dedicated not to the spirit of the Sun Goddess,

CD
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but to her possessory spirit. The priests do not un- 
- B.---- ----------- o-----------  . derstand the fact, as they belong to a sect which does
There is a very.suggestive similarity in the physical not practice evocation, but Mr. Lowell’s conclusion 

phemmienaTecorded tb those which occurred at Mora ' ' ’ ' ' '
in Sweden, in the early part of the last century, and 
which were manifested almost exclusively through

ter i^vent«^ to give a psychological drill.

Description of a Sitting.
I will endeavor to summarize Mr. Lowell’s descrip

tion of a sitting. In a chamber which is newly puri
fied, if not kept permanently pure as in temples, is set 
up a shrine of which the leading feature is the gohei, 
which occupies a position akin to that of the crucifix 
in a Roman Catholic church. The gohei is a piece of 
paper cut to a shape suggestive of a flash of lightning, 
and is supported on a wand. Various other articles 
are presented, including saucers of rice and salt and a 
cup of sake. The chamber is purified by eharms and 
exorcisms, and all the participants retire to bathe, 
and return in special robes.

A full sitting is composed of eight persons, whom 
whom we will call the medium and the leader, four 
whose office is to ward off evil influences from the 
four quarters, a deputy leader and a recorder. The

the mediumship of young boys and girls.
Good Effects of Spirit Communion.

It is to be noted that this practice of spirit commun
ion is part of the daily life of the.people, as the clubs 
alluded to" have sittings while at home, the pilgrim
ages having an element of what Lowell calls “pious 
peripatetic picnic parties,” with the higher commun
ion obtainable at the shrines as a reward for their 
travel. Even the flippant Lowell is compelled to ad
mit that this firm belief in spirit communion has a 
good effect on the daily lives and general conduct of 
the people, impressing upon the adults the need for 
kindness and love to the young, and upon the young 
the necessity for reverence and affection for their 
elders. There is a narrative of one Hamaguchi, a 
rich farmer. All the people of his locality were away 
on the seashore, leaving him with his grandson. From 
the height he saw signs of a tidal wave, and proceed
ed to set fire to his stacks in order to recall them,- his 
grandson obediently assisting, though thinking that 
his grandfather had gone mad. The people hurried up' 
to assist in quenching the fire, and were saved; Hama-

is: “So completely was possession once an integral 
part of the Shinto faith that it erected these temples 
to the possessory spirits. Nothing could well testify 
more deeply to belief in their existence, and nothing 
seems to bring them home more closely to their devo
tees than this fashioning of an earthly pavilion for

latter two are often dispensed with, and even on oc
casions the four warders, but, the ceremony is of 
course far less impressive. After various rites, de
termined by the number taking part, the gohei-wand gUcqj was ruined, but happy. 'When better times re- 
is p need in the center, and the sitters change from .turned, a temple was erected in his honor, and he was 
sitting on their heels to he cross-legged attitude of worshi^d while living and after.
the images of Buddha. Then the medium takes the . « w

Reincarnation—A Peculiar Case. ..

their temporary sojourn. Among all the strange de
tails if this god-possession cult, this perhaps is the 
strangest—these temples to possessing spirits.”

A lengthy discussion of the philosophy of hypno
tism, suggestion, the lack of individuality in Japa
nese, and psychology in general, is concluded by these 
words: “This lands us at an unexpected conclusion, 

- to wit, that these gods really are what they claim to 
, be. In Shinto god-possession we are viewing the aet- 
, ual incarnation of the ancestral spirit of the race * * • 
' If these his ancestors were gods in the past, gods they 

are that descend to embodiment to-day.”
It inay be regarded as a debatable point whether 

t the word “gods”, quite expresses the conception of 
. the Japanese as to the position of all the spiritual be- 
; ings with whom they hold converse. In many cases, 
; it is friends Who have passed on, and it is probable 

that the advanced entities to whom the term ‘ * gods ’ ’

This communion with the departed has connections 
with the belief in re-birth which is prevalent in Japan, 
except among those educated in Western science and 
philosophy, with most of whom all religion other than

would justly apply are only to be evoked by the 
higher class of mediums in the temples and shrines. 
But it is evident that the centuries of Buddhism as a 
state religion have not sufficed to destroy the belief of 
earlier centuries in the naturalness of the communion 
with those who have passed on. And the Japanese 
remain one of the bravest, most intelligent, and most 
devotedly patriotic people of the world, which ap
pears to be largely attributable to their firm assur
ance that the seen are guided by the unseen.

tton; one good old Spiritualist, 83 years 
of age, himself an inmate of a benevo
lent Home, sends one dollar from his 
pension, with words of love and bene
diction; aa aged lady, also 83, and an 
inmate of "An Old Ladles’ Home”, 
sends all she has, a dollar, with a ten
derly written blessing for all good me
diums.

The amount previously reported on 
the thousand, was $431.55—since our 
last we have collected $213.66—which 
includes the sum of $71.60 sent by our 
missionary, E. W. Sprague—we have 
still to raise the balance by the first of 
June. Dear friends, please help -us in 
this good work.

The following sums have been re
ceived since last statement: From La-

The $70.60 sent by Missionary 
Sprague Is as follows: Mr. and Mrs. E. 
W. Sprague, $11; Mr. Hahn, $10; Mr. 
Delysle, $5; -Mrs. Paul, $2; 'Mrs. U. 
Pindle, $2; Mr. Luke Lane. $2; Sarah J.; 
Stark, $2; Collection at '§an Diego, 
$17.55; special collection, $1.55; Helen 
A. Stark, $1; Mrs. Egan, $1; Thos Fitz
simmons, $1; Mrs. Riley, $1; Mrs. Eliz
abeth Lowe Watson, $1; Mrs. B. Grant 
Taylor, $1; E. W. Briggs, $1; Unknown, 
$1; Mr. Sexton, $1; Buttercup—Gillispe 
—$1; Sarah Scott, $1; G. Gunnison, $1; 
Mr. Ringley, $1; Mr. Shaw, $1; Mr. 
Hemsley, $1; Mrs. Barber, $1; Mr. Dex
ter, 50 cents; Mrs. E. A. Damon, 50 
cents; Mrs. Flint. 50 cents; Mrs. L. M. 
Little, 50 cents; Mrs. Howell, 25 cents; 
H. A Starks. 25 cents.

As before stated our grateful appre-

ance, $8; Ladles' Aid, Springfield, 
Mass., $5; J. L. Taylor, $5; Society ot 
Divine Truth, Louisville, Ky., $5; se
ance by G. W. Way, $5; Carl E. Shultz, 
$5; C. B. I., $5; Jacob Hey, $5; Friend, 
in Westfield, $5; W. K., $5; Henry 
Brunhaus, $3.85; J. W. Emsley, $3; Dr. 
E. Paige, $3; Mrs, H. Brunhaus, $2.50; 
People's Church, Louisville, collected 
$2; Titusville, Pa., society collected $2; 
H. A Kellogg, $2; James Lynch, $2; 
Mrs. A. M. Lewis, $2; G. H. Clark, $1; 
Lily M. Thiebaud, $1; Chas. Holland, 
$1; Wb. Laplain, $1; Mrs. B, T. Ollin- 
ger, $1; Friend in McKeesport, $1; 
Mrs. E. R. Beck, $1; Mary Chapman, 
$1; N. Freeman, $1; J. O. McGrath, $1; 
Mrs.-A'Conrad/$1; J. H. Morris, $1; 
Mrs, Alice A. R; Kibbe, $1 ; Mr, J. 
Humphrey, $1; A Friend at Hoosic 
Falls, $1; Mary A Koch, $1; inmemory 
of-Eliza D. Hale-^Mrs. Z. A. M. Alleii, 
$1; Mrs. E. Baker, $1; Philip Lamneck, 
$1; Eliza'Gill,-$1; H. Hubbard, $1; J. 
Peterson,'$1; Cash from Brookville, $1; 
A. B. Cox, $1 ; LizMe A Whittle, $1; 
John Lynch, $1; ’'Cash. "'Wheeling, W. 
Ya., 25 cents. , ■■■-•

ing an invocation. The choir then ren
dered a selection, and the subjects for 
the evening lecture was taken from the
audience. Each subject was handled 
to the entire satisfaction of the audi
ence. Brother Day followed his lec
ture with spirit messages of the most 
convincing character, and all went 
away satisfied. In all it was a great 
day for Spiritualism.

The pastor announced that the serv
ices would be Continued on Easter Sun
day,,April 23, at which time Rev. Fran
cis would be present and address the 
audience from the subject of the Easter 
Light and Its Relation to ^Spiritualism. 
Brother Francis delivered . a. touching 
discourse, and made many friends for 
himself as well as for the cause of 
truth.

At the close of the lecture, the pas
tor followed with spirit messages and 
.the reading of articles, all of which

received at three different times a bap
tism of flowers. The last sitting, April 
22, they received sweet peas, when 
there was not a flower of that kind in 
the house. Their circle is private, only 
the three sitting together, Mr. and Mrs. 
Day and Sister Pratt, treasurer of the 
church of which Brother Day is the pas
tor. God grant that the angel world 
may continue to shower these blessings 
upon our dear pastor, and that he may 
be spared to feed many of the hungry 
and starving from the store-house of
knowledge.

ifour

F. W. PRICHARD.

Truly, the world has never seen thè 
like teiere. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modani; critically Ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; lobk 
bere and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made In reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nomlndl ' 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The lawt 
one to appear, "LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD." written through thé 
mediumship of that remarkable Me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be( in 
every library. Road the following cire- 
fully: T

We have now TWELVE magnifiejent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows: !

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two ot the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price XJ .10.

Any four of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five ot the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05. '

Any seven of the Twelve Prehntirii / 
Books you may order, price $2.35. J

Any eight ot the Twelve Premium \ 
Books you may order, price $2.65. t

Any nine of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.90. )

Any ten of tho Twelve Premium 1 
Books you may order, price $3.10. ■

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40. I

Lastly, all of Giese TWELVE Pre- i 
mium Books here announced are sent / 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, somè-t 
thing never before equalled In thia' 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like ot it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
Ths following is the list of titles ot 

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Suh-Mun- 
oane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Haidinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
■Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of”— 
Carlyle Petersilea. ' vi

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send in a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

INDUCE
Neighbor to .Subscribe for Th« 

Progressive Thinker.

was again recognized. It was then an-
__ ___________ ______________ riounced that there was an evangelist in

gave much comfort to those receiving; the audience from Washington, D. C. 
”--------------- - Brother Day extended the brother an

invitation to make a few remarks. The 
gentleman arose to his feet-and said he 
did not care' to say anything/but would 
offer the paster a proposition, as fol
lows: “I have noticed your reading of 
articles and the recognition given to 
each of the readings. Now the proposi
tion I have to offer Is thisi If you will

Now is the time to extend -the clrcula. 
Ron of The Progressive Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and SpirituallBtlo 
Mis -with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast, amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich th« 
Bind. Bend in a subscription now.

. WOMANLY BEAUTY
Of Form and Feature—The Culti

vation and Preservation of Per
sonal Beauty Based upon Health 
and Hygiene. $

malting the Fifty-'Seventh Anniversary read the watch I have in my pocket and
give me the details connected with the 
watch I will think more favorably of 
Spiritualism, and will render a solo en- 
titledCMy Mother in Heaven.’." -

Mr. Day said at once, “I will accept 
your challenge. Come forward to the 
platform and give us your solo and the 
guides will read your watch with every 
detail." Brother Day’s guides read the 
watch without a hitch.'givlng every de
tail, much to' the delight of the audl- 
cade.’ Dr. Day is doing' much good

■circle brought harmony and touched tho
-hearts of ¿hit present; ’-At' 7:45,' Rev. . „ ..... . . „.....
.Dav.- pastor/ entered upon the rostrum -work-for the cause in thla city. His 
and opened the evening service by the wife is also developing into fine medt 
reading of a scripture lesson and offer- umship. At their home circle they have

“The New Life.” By Leroy Berrler. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines ot 
"new thought” Excellent in tone and 
tendencies. Price, cloth, $1. y

“New Testament Stories Comically il
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes- 
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly -funny. Price in boards,'ll. 
Cloth. $1.50.
"Cosmlan Hymn Book." A collection 

of original and relected. hymns, for lib
eral and ethical' societies, tor schools 
and the home; complied by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. . It comprises 258 choice selec
tions.. of poetry and music,¿ embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price 50 cents. 
Uves. Frico, by mail. $1.

By twenty well-known physicans and 
specialists. With 80 half-tone and 
other illustrations. Edited by Albert 
Turner. A handsome volume. 256 
pages, bound tn doth and gold. ‘

In this volume the editor has brought 
together the teachings of those who 
have made a study of special features 
of the subject, and the result Is a work 
that is unique and practical, not filled 
with a medley of receipts and formulas, 
so often found m books on beauty. "■

Fully illustrated with • pictures that 
mean something to the reader, not of 
so-called “beauties," closing with chap
ters of “Hints in Beauty Culture"-and 
"Hints in Health Culture," which, if 
followed, would alone bo worth many 
times the price ot the volume in secur
ing health and good form, which bi feds, 
slble to all. Price $1. . _
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BY CHARLES DAWBARN.

The scientist turns all hie energies to 
the discovery and classification of facts. 
'But; vyhen he has done his utmost ho 
only gets hold of a piece of a fabt. No. 
matter what may be his genius and 
ekijt, he can deal with no more of a fact 
than he can himself sense. He may 
invent wondrous instruments by which 
to see, hear and feel more than his 
grandfather, but, all the same, he can, 
not escape the limitations of his sense. |

fering

the universe.

ent brain development will permit. 
The'scientist had figured out 

probable life limit ot the sun, and 
planets. It was a mere matter of

And, sooner or later, l,e Is compelled m 
admit that he himself, and everything 
in the universe he can see, hear or 
touch, is a great deal broader and deep
er than his sense or his Instrument can

And as the sun is perpetually distribut
ing bis property among his children, 
they each catch a grain or two of 
helium-radium as It is being hurled out 
into space. But the sun is a* poor 
marksman, It is true some of his 

(evolved energies do hit his planets, and 
become for them light, heat, magnet
ism, electricity, etc., but for the most 
part they are squandered in space, and j 
do no good to anyone we can perceive. 
But in this fact lies embedded a whole 
philosophy which is the object of this' 
article.

Take a mass of red-hot iron and you 
discern, as you walk around it, that it 

grasp. . । is scattering its heat (energy) in every
It is an everyday .phrase to call man direction. And Prof. Langley’s Bolo- 

a cosmic speck, but,' in solemn truth ne meter, that measures the heat of a ean- 
is only a very small piece of a speck, die at a hundred yards, tells you th© 
bo far at least as the man we know who same tale. Every unit in existence is 

’ "'ïlng himself scratching the sur- radiating its own essence right out into 
\üie planet. Every student is space in every direction. It is not a
Jaware of his own limitations, hit-or-mlss process, for everything Is 

’nially "declines to learn foe les- t>it, and everything is missed In this 
/He knows, if you ask him, that eternal output. A speck gives out the 

/ything of which he can conceive energy of a speck, and a Bun gives out 
Xs in motion;—that no atom, or ion, the energy of a sun.

electron is so small that it goes to There are just two points to be spe- 
' sl^ep in a baby incubator, and then daily noted "and held in mind right 

ke^eps still while it grows a little bigger, here. The first is, that since every 
He knows that when he senses any- speck is in motion, ita energy is thrown 
th)ng it is because he and it are rush- out in every direction around it, 
ing about, and never getting tired. 'And whether it be embodied in a giant sun, 
thlis when particles of atmosphere jolt or remain a mere microscopic speck, 
against toe particles of his ear drum The other fact to be noted is that only 
at; the rate of a few thousand jolts In a a very small portion of this energy can 
second, a lot of other particles inside by any chance reach any other speck, 
him take part in the dance, and pres- planet or sun.
ently the man tells you he hears, and So much Is clear, but it gives ub a 
wliat he thinks about it. What started peep into what might be called Cosmic 
those particles of atmosphere, and Geography. Let us remember again 
keeps them going is quite another ques- and again that a speck, or a unit, is 
tlon to be studied later. But, as a mat- and must be a compound of energy, in
ter of fact, we note that man is listen- telligence and substance. Necessarily 
Ing and thinking as the result of cer- intelligence is the prime factor in what- 
tain movements that make him say he ever may be contact of one speck with 
hears. another, bo we Bee that when the scl-

Simfiar movements, if increased to a entist talks of an ether-fllled space he 
Few millions of times in a second out is equally proclaiming the truth of a 
In the ether make the same man say universal intelligence.
he sees, and once again as the result So much is the wondrous truth em- 
he says he thinks. In passing we just phasized by ths present peep into space 
iote the interesting fact that a man can beyond our sense limits, which we call 
lelther see nor hear without thinking. X-Ray, radium, and several other 
finis thought is itself as much the names. We see that everything exhib- 
iffect of this motion as any part of the its intelligence to its own limit pf ex- 
ilocesB, and is limited to the vibrations halation, and to the limit of reception 
e can sense. by another speck. But we see also that
^Though man Is thus limited in his it is death, or organic destruction, for 

perception of the cosmic vibrations of mortal form to come into contact with 
the] universe, these vibrations are them- vibrations above or below the outreach 
selves necessarily continuous, and do of man’s normal sense.
their own mighty work, although silent But if it be a universal truth that the 
to the consciousness of man the mortal, gun is perpetually hurling these higher 
So the all important fact in mortal lite vibrations, as well as the lower, out 
^s not its fulness and scope, but its lim- into the great ethereal space—if nls 
Hâtions. radium and X-Rays ar© perpetually
\ Intellectual development and culture bombarding Infinity, it is natural for 
ni>;e all within the few vibrations man, foe student to Inquire how bis own 
thie mortal, can sense, and if he tries to form, and every other, escapes injury 
go; outside he soon gets into trouble, py these deadly vibrations.
Energy, that is to say "motion,” is cos- We must here note that there is no 
mlc. Every speck in the universe is change of raw material in the universe, 
necessarily in continuous movement, Th© only variation Is in Its rate of mo- 
I bough man, the mortal, can neither tlon. Radium will have, like everything 
perceive nor sense it. And if he even else, a compound unit. Just intelll- 
tries to sense it he gets into trouble and gence, energy, substance, for the stu
danger. For instance, it happens that jent will perceive the three comprise 
one day he discovered a vibratory move- everything he can conceive In God or 
ment just outside his normal limit, and, man, or microbe. So a slight change 
like a child with a new toy, he pro- of proportion, or of rate of motion gives 
ceeds to play with it. He calls it the its variety to the universe. Man has 
X-Ray, and finds he can use it to see already noted and applied this fact in 
right through certain kinds of solid studying his own form, and its sur- 
matter. He proceeds to harness it, and roundings, and specially including his 
put It to work, it only to cure his dis- own sense organs. The truth may be 
eases. But he presently discovers that said to be scientifically appreciated to- 
such energy is destructive to his body, day, except that the fact of toe com- 
''li’burns him into malignant sores that pound universal three, the intelligence, 
■won’t heal, but does It so quietly that energy and substance in every unit has 
be does not know he has been Injured long'been taught only by the present 
for weeks after his experiments have writer, so far as he knows, in many 
been almost forgotten. To-day the ex- published articles.
perienced physician like Edison, and Keeping this in mind, we are ready 
every trained physician, has acknowl- for another thought. There can be no 
edged that X-Ray is too dangerous to absolute limit in the rate of vibration 
meddle with. It proves the reality of of these units. We now recognize it 
vibrations he cannot sense, save to his from what we call its beginning or zero, 
deadly injury. He can make instru- on the one side, and on the other 
ments that will prove toe fact Itself, "radium” is probably exhibiting the 
but the operator will presently lose his present scientific limit of unit motion, 
hands or his eyes if he continues to ex- From the movement of a possible one 
perjment in such realms of Cosmos. teat in a second up to countless mil-

» There is nothing, so far, the scientist lions and trillions is the A, B, C truth 
can discover save the movement of the of our learned men of to-day. It rests 
universal unit at a speed which is fear- with the philosopher to study its mean- 
fully dangerous to the mortal. In an- ing and learn its lesson.
other direction he learns the same les- Man, the "mortal, as we have said, can 
son, but this time from a physical sense but few of these vibrations with-
standpoint. The scientific curiosity of out destruction of his organism". The 
a woman results in another discovery, whole realm between the vibrations of 
also just outside mort^ Mmit of sensa- sound and those of sight Is to him al- 
tion, save at the certainty of much suf- most an impossible field of phenomena. 
' ' and even death. Everybody And beyond the radium we presently
knows the tale how Madam Curie pro-1 enter another realm" where Nature 
seeded to uncover the secret lying en- seems to begin all over again but a
cysted ’ ”---- - -*1................. ’

----- an „

in pitch blend. From tons of celestial octavo or two higher. We 
that mineral she stripped the outside thus have the fact of the emission of all
covering, itself as harmless as any play- rays by our sun, from .01 to radium as 
thing of childhood. The process was a demonstrated fact. The planet and 
slow and costly, but at last she cap- the man catch what they can absorb of 
tured a few grains of Cosmic Essence, this mighty output. The rest goes out 
which she called "radium.” and out, possibly returning in one vast

Every thinker in the world was star- divine orbit. But If the sun is thus 
tied as never before, for he learned that casting out its own life forces, it is still 
the universe is based upon an energy composed of units, and each unit is— 
which knows no exhaustion. But when to the extent of its own power—doing 
he wanted to examine this wonderful precisely the same as the whole mole
substance he found that tp even handle cular mass. And this is the life history 
it was destruction to his mortal form, of every unit, whether in-sun, in man, 
A thousandth part of a grain would or in microbe.
scorch him, and burn unhealing sores, Man is a microcosm of the universal 
let him handle it carefully as he would, whole. He, too, is a blending of inde- 
simply because it was embodied energy pendent units, each perpetually radiat- 
at work outside his sense limits. There ing its own individuality, yet remaining 
may be, perhaps, but a pound or two of “personal” because either of radium, or 
this “radium” existing as primal es- some radio-active substance, that can 
senee of this little planet home of man, apparently give out indefinitely without 
but every speck scatters its forces with destruction of form.
a result now known as "radioactivity,” yye are receiving proofs to-day that 
in which diluted form man can at least -nan j3 thus emitting these"finer rays, 
face his own limitations. casting them out Into his own sphere,

Radium is teaching a tremendous les- precisely as the sun does. Photos are 
son to the mortal, for if there be in ex- taken, we are told, by the use of these 
istence materialized energy which emanations from the human form. Yet 
needs no fuel, he is facing the eternal further, French scientists are claiming 
fact of immortality. If the present to have discovered, and to be using 
writer’s claim that every unit of Cos- what they call N-Rays. They are even 
mos must be. a compound of intelli- telling us of the special rays of passion, 
gence, substance and energy, apply also such- as hate, love, etc., and even de- 
to this Cosmic essence—as it must— picting their colors. It is thus demon- 
then-he is face to-face with all the Di- strated that man, like the sun, is per- 
vinity he can sense or imagine. And petually sending forth the essences of 
his very first kindergarten lesson teach- his own personality.

-es him that to approach too closely
this Great First Cause is destruction We can go a step further than this, 

for we find that everything, large orbls mortal form. But all the same it ^a^is a “form”^ooTrse mFllm- 
stands to-day as the foundation fact Af 1 ■■ - ■ —- -Y—--UHIUU, u> wty tuvui DCHQU HUT*

of Rations?" It is a PRESENCE, far be- 
_ yond its apparent form limitations or

. “This is not an essay on radium or any boundaries. The speck of lodestone is 
other of the hidden-forces of Cosmos, a speck only to our senses. But it out- 
but an attempt to discern the meaning reaches to other specks and influence's 
and lesson of this proved fact to man, them at distances far beyond Its form 
the mortal. From the physical Bide In- limit. So we assert, and claim as 
vestigation seems barred. Ask the stu- proved, that limitations are foe effect 
dent of matter to Investigate the prop- of our sense limits, but we see that Na- 
erties of radium and he will reply'"too turc knows nothing of any such divid- 
dangerous. .The student is certain to fog Une as the fdrm by which we swear, 
be crippled or burned.” Manhood is thus Man is perpetually Influencing and bo- 
facing vibrations of units which;-being ing influenced by what we may call his 
outside his sense limit, are .destructive outer manhood or PRESENCE. Herein 
to hfs form. But, nil the same, it can Ues the mystery of heredity. i
be handled mentally so tar as our pres-.

lies the mystery of heredity.

the 
his 
the

exhaustion of his energy. Some day his 
supply would be all used up, and then 
there would be another Cosmic funeral. 
But as radium is capable'of transmuta
tion into helium, and as helium Is

Let us now apply this law of "unl- 
versal emanation,” If I may stTEailit, 
as we watch the coming together and 
blending of units into what is a "form,” 
according to oumsenso limitation. The 
milt had its form center, but in reality 
that unit was a PRESENCE outreach- 
ing-Into.infinity, but with no definite 
boundary ot which .we can conceive.

............. - . We have a rigjit to assume that the snn 
found in "the sun, ns sworn to by the' PRESENCE would be far more out- 
spectroscope. its energy may, tor all wo i reaching than man PRESENCE, or unit 
kno_w. lost lndefi”lt«”y. So the calcq- PRESENCE. ..Wo know that toe intel- 
JationB of the scientist, are (ill upset llgence, energy and substance in that

suit foM could çot b» weated--fn 
"form” life, for form is only a fragment, 
and perhaps a very small fragment’ of 
the entire "presence.” = ,)v< . ; T

We can copcetye of Cost»w as ©vast 
“whole presence" which ccmjd.onjj, be 
fully, represented by another Cosmic 
presence:” That is, of course, ¿trim- 

unit outreach, attract, and blend more Lhe™ “n
or less intimately with other like mind-
cd units. It is thus the molecule is 8 ? it includes tti^ fpriçlesa,
born. But that molecule is composed un*verHal presence. So frpipBoform 
not only of all the forms of its units, S tí
but also of all their emanations. That Î
molecule has our sense limitations out-
Une, by which we measure, test and '
analyze it, but It also unites and blends A*® „¿r en
the several outreachfog unit Presences 'J®
Into a. new molecular PRESENCE The Passed in form, is just awumpeHect sun is Ums “omposed Ind*
presences, outreaching into molecular f 5®", 
forms and presences. The form of the f?8 - 1
sun, as of everything else, is just so' '8f unPp'JX AFf.A®861®11 ® . ?pr^lon 
muçh of its PRESENCE as our senses a„
can grasp,. If we could grasp more of
the PRESENCE the form would change « any more than any two forms are 
its shape to our enlarged sense concep- ^Uca^ S greater ei

Oir direct present object is to watch r W .“‘"m °f
the effect of this law of "outreaching 
presence”,upon the molecular unit form whole
we call man. It is obvious that to spirit “In?nfPeñ^Ct' » the f°”m £ra6’
sense more of PRESENCE will be per- ÍL ® ,,o£res! ce h,a,ve
ceived, find by so much what mortals 0 OIh
call the human form will be enlarged to a 8>»ould de-
them. There would still be left an out- Jh^8t 8F T°r6 mat!1.e’
stretching presence, but more of it might easily seem to uq as dis-
would be visible to them as ?or<1, P’l?1?1® m®81c a®d less mathemat- 
what we call human form. The F ?UB 
shape of man-form will always ot,?™ n®vertlieless, if we could 
be a matter of sense limitations. ^ue, TÍ016 °í 8ny one
Enlarge the scope of the perception and <^°U1^?ea' » true jesem-
you change the form as a matter of T?8®®?1811?8 every
course. This is a most interesting and ? itB ^or^eaF< -Yet every
important trufo, but, all the same, it is . i8 !®p®rfect tn i<B relation
not the truth we are seeking, but only is
approaching it. Imperfect in its relation to the entire

Let us note that the law of attraction presence" of which it Is a part, 
of forms necessarily Includes attraction "®re we face a. great truth in nature, 
of foe entire PRESENCE of each and C08™08!8 a whole, but has myriad form 
every unit, of whose ultimate shape we expressions, A presence, although it 
can have no present conception. A child ^ra8ment of Cosmos, is yet a
Is born into earth life. Let us now ¿v??'®„ Pre8ence> »nd can, like Cosmos, 
study thçt child. He has à form which bave several, perhaps many1 form ex- 
we call human. He has also, as we Pressions. In other words, the child 
hate seen, an outstretching PRES- ioito we have been watching may more 
ENCE. His form to our eye limitation ,le88 resemble its ancestor. It will, 
is fixed, but to the less limited eye of f i best, present only a distorted resem- 
a spirit, especially an advanced spirit, to our sense for its form is but 
that form will be very different, as it ® Y®^ limited portion of its whole, 
will include much "more of the PRÉS- 8®nse with its Mm-
ENGE, into which that child is-really “^lons, there is, and must be ^pres- 
bullt up. That is the first factor in our ®nce se®8® with itB fulness. Form' 
attempted study of the new-born man 8 , n £ort ÍJP Presence’ per-
child. He has human form,'"but is real- c® „ e 1° ,°í!!er ie Portions of ' pres-
ly much more, which we call PRES- eace' Outside our mortal form there 
ENGE, and can only conceive as limit- ’P™ be—we may from analogy say 
less. SO much of fols “presence” as we other forms, which are part of 
can grasp has become "form” to us, but ,, .j88?1® Preoence, but with sense 
the rest is all there, notwithstanding °®8 P1®*- can realize forms 
our limitations. 'k® themselves. The whole “presence”

Scientists who weigh and measure *s composed of intelligence, energy and 
and analyze forms know nothing of this 8®bstance in eternal vibration, from 
outreaching presence, so their estimate ^er?, the inconceivable. The little 
of that babe is founded only upon bo • R®™?,® we know and sense is limited to 
much of bis form as their senses can dimension-of our sense. Probably 
grasp. They will tell you, first, that th®, and nearest fragment of our 
his form is human in the general. Next enure presence is, in its turn, just 
they will show you resemblances they aa nmitea. Its music and Mathematics 
call “racial,” manifested to them as W“1 be as limited as ours, hut also very 
special colors and shapes. But that olnerent expressions, and perhaps not 
racial form includes also certain “fam- Ine®1®0 °®r mortal sense limitat|çnB. 
Hy" limitations, distinct from that of , So W0 now see heredity an .^xpres- 
other families. Yet further, it usually , a °’ dualities through a
bears a more or less striking resem- rorm, which to our limitations, ex- 
blance to the individual form from Presses a resemblance to ancestral 
which It was an apparent outburst in Qualities- It may run only ; to fingers, 
outline and color. So much Is obvious, toes an,® features—it may have organic 
but when we realize how little of the resemblance, so far as we can trace— 
"presence” is congealed into form by or ® maV exhibit mental similarity In, , 
our sense limitations we perceive that 8®Y, music or mathematics. When 
(a) spirit eye, by seeing more, or at therc is a.ny such expression we talk of 
least a different portion of the presence, heredity, but more often we pannot 
will discern a form which will be sense , c? “ a® because the form is Itself 
limited into a shape very different from *°o Imperfect an expression <5f foe 
the form we mortals sense, (b) They whole presence." Heredity will , thus 
will also b© dealing with a different por- ^® , 41® our sense limitations of 
tlon of the entire “presence,” and there- oortmn form resembianceg which at 
fore with a different manifestation of best ar® ve^ partial emanations' from 
selfhood. Hence the advanced spirit ouF whole ‘ presence.” ■ ■ " ‘t'
must have a personality very different This stupendous fact ofttlre limitation 
from that of foe mortal, since it is built °r iorm Presents full explanation of 
up out of a different portion of the th,® various casps of multiplex person- 
presence. a’»y which have recently so perplexed

Since conception is the outburst of 
an entire presence, a life history com- e rPreB
menees which includes far more than „„a6™« wnn^eD fr°m iÍ0^’
the form we sense. When we speak of 88w W-rhL 8 h?W calteâ a
heredity we mean much more than sim- r •a.pl?®ars
ilarity of fingers, and toes, and other
physical features of the new form. Fol- J.™® ^Ja60fraila8 JFih6 l°nB
low out that form a little further into píp^Miña 'm?UrnM° u Fan’
its “presence” and it begins to exhibit uaMaB’
qualities that appertain to a larger aaî 'î?B>l Barn®8’
form center. There may be sight, hear- an^ mvriad other such human phe- 
ing, touch, but they become clairvoy- JÙR???8! hÎJFôJF n°W see’ und®r 
anee, clairaudlence, intutition, etc., bé- 
cause working further into “presence” ,port 011 of the
than our mortal limitations. Conscious- t0 every eier’
ness itself is always an output of far
more of “presence” than is contained R,!8^ suob unit8» which we
within our sense limit, and is therefore , , ,
always cramped and confined in ex-
presèion by the dense mortal form. Pf.?8®“®® aad ^5? aHon t0
Heredity implies the resemblance of an n?XRhfnrWmnrpe<HFnZ™ mtL 1 eX 
entire “presence” to the entire "pres- plat 8S %PerSOn"
ence” of its creator. But what mortals J» ÆÎpîk8 t0 the ®ys" 
oercelve find studv as hprpdffv is nnlv of liorôdit)^ which arc mysteries eo muchoi^rVenc^^^
the limited personality of the selfhood thp^.fh^T 
from which it sprang. Suppose the im- ^Lp^l a„?'a M u ft6nCe< °í. íhe 
mediate ancestor of the child we are yaBt o£ wM.®h J0/1® 18 but a
watching to have had a form exprès- heredlty; 88
slon, physical and mental, that we hl
sense &s music That reallv nartAinq manifestation of the relation of every to hîs entfoë pVnce, Ind "we^cateh

only so much of it as his and our sense pd4C0mm1?Ce
limitations permit. It is obvious that íS un tR
there cannot be in our limited form ex- Beem8 016
pression more than a portion of what ihoFJ?6 ereF ®SS0R
the whole "presence" would express, eXi»re8?w
butit would be of the same quality. For °16 head Dg Oi Mortal
instance, the whole could not express vôt o.rtnór u „„„„IM,.
love, and a mere portion of the "pres- ? Í;™,3 posslb),e ^at *b®
ence” express hate. There would sim- 2^ Preae®c® of which
ply be more love in the whole, and less ï“?y F V6 a
lov© in the narL So in averv nhnso nF real scientific basis , to what is Known 
character which is manifested in mor- Ip! BtU?honit
tai life we have but an imBarfart py- osophy. We nave seen, .that . pres- 
pression of what the whole “presence” in ir°Dt
would be, if we could but sense it. This J?™ 88 neW fom a?,pe<Rr‘
seems as obvious truth, but in reality R? înp?Ur se®se limits,
earth life tells a very different tale. If ®ut ?^at be st>’ ^T® ?ay be' P®rbaps

î,1?íacte,:8 everywhere ®nd fornlPTfoC^^^ foe
same quality of manifesting form only 
according to the sense limitation of the 
observer. For foe one igreat element 
of "presence” is that it.-glways mani
fests form to the utmostsense limit of 
foe observer, and no further. We have 
seen that an advanced intelligence 
sees a form as our, personality that is 
founded on more of foe-Vpresence” than . 
mortals grasp. Bût font same ad
vanced intelligence may, thus sense 
form behind our present, iormxilfe, as 
well as in front of it,. „Deafondestroys 
nothing. , It only manifqgis another ex
pression. of "presence.” pit. isea great 
kaleidoscope, with the -gam©!^material 
exhibiting ever changingeformset

So I repeat this study of “mertal lim
itations” may not provçf but! it cer- 
tainly suggests that thg experience of 
the eternal unit may have commenced 
long before what, we now. sen?je> as mor
tal form.. Every form ^.really mortal 
form, for it changes or ,(]isaM>ears just 
as sens© limits change,, And every 
"presence” is, so far as we can sense, 
unlimited. Therefore "form" as a par- i 
tlal manifestation of “presence" does ’ 
to that extent seem to support—almost ’ 
to prove—the doctrine of pre- existence, : 
But that is so suggestive a theme that < 
i( demands a separate study.

0

- . _   — v. If v
aropnd us each represent a whole “pres
ence” then indeed there must be both 
greater devils as well as greater angels 
in the individual “presence” than Is 
manifest in form personality. This de-' 
mands most careful examination. ,

It Is obvious that heredity is founded 
on the law of attraction. The unit that 
bursts into mbleculfff expression is un
der impulse and energy from the parent 
"presence” from which it springs forth. 

' It will, of course, attract units and mole
cules like itself, or as nearly so as pos
sible. In fact, bo two units in the uni
verse are exactly alike, therefore no 
two molecular blendings.will be exact
ly alike. The blendings of substance, 
energy- and intelligence seem capable 
of infinite variety; If no two units are 
exactly alike neither will any two inole-.. 
cular forms exhibit the same charac
teristics. There is, however, a differ
ence between unit expression and form 
expression.

If wé conceive of a perfect whole it 
could not JiUabiaten up into perfect 
fragmenté; for perfehtion is not dlvisl- 
-bler^nd if no two molecular aggrega
tions are exactly, alike, then it is cer
tain that in a part there must be either 
a surplus or a lock of some principle or 
characteristic of the whole. In other 
words, whereas in the whole there may 
be a supposed perfection, yet in each 
part there would bo a positive imperfec
tion. Nothing but the whole can-repre
sent the whole. - When we apply this 
truth to the study of heredity we per
ceive as a truth the fact that “jiarent 
presence” is writing itself on that 
"child presenao” as a whole, with a re-

-(The End.) 
San Leandro, Cal.

Spiritism and Mr*. Leonora B. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J.-Hudson’s T heories 
in Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrate::'futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s-explanationsx>t 
¡spiritual phenomena.- Erics penta.

Leaves From the Diary 
of a Spiritualist Medium

flu Interesting and Instructive Narrative irom 
tue Pen oí that Talented Lady and Excel-

w Medium, Mrs. 1. L Lewis, 
oí Betliel, Vermont.

(Continued from No. 806.)
February 24.—When I came up to my 

room last night I did not sit down to 
'write, in my diary as I usually do, for I 
could not free myself from the Impres
sion I had had all the afternoon that 
someone was coming, but the idea 
seemed absurd, for it was quite late in 
the evening and the roads were drifted 
full. Just as Aunt Sue was putting the 
cat down cellar, and Uncle Ike was 
winding the clock, there came a rap at 
the door apd Uncle Ike admitted a man 
who was'much muffled with scarfs, and 
a good deal out of breath from the ex
ertion of walking over, around and 
through snowdrifts, not to mention 
climbing a steep hill. A little later 
Uncle Ike presented himself at my door 
and with the rather vague remark, 
“You’ll find him in the settip’ room," he 
handed me a foldedpaper and departed. 
I opened the paper and read, “Saul de
sires a private interview with the Witch 
of Endor,” and it was signed, "Saul, 
alias H. Cameron Parson”—the minis
ter who 1b Boon to vacate his pulpit in 
the brick church! I could hardly be
lieve my senses, I was bo surprised. It 
was only a year ago this very man 
preached a rousing sermon against 
Spiritualism.

“You are not offended with me for 
calling you the Witch of Endor, are 
you?" inquired Mr. Parson, as soon as 
we had exchanged greetings.

“Certainly not,” I said. "I consider 
that you paid me quite a compliment. 
The Woman of Endor, according to the 
only account we have of her, was a fine 
medium. She gave Saul a truthful
message from the spirit he wanted to 
bear from, and then she obeyed the law 
laid down by Christ a long time after
ward and gave her enemy food and 
drink and rendered to him good for 
evil."

“I never thought of that before,” said 
Mr. Parson, with some surprise.

"Begging your pardon, sir, I think 
there are many things in the Bible that 
you have failed to get the true signifi
cance from.”

"Very likely,” he said gloomily, "but 
I am not as much interested in sthe 
Bible to-night ns I am in myself. I am 
all out of fix with the Biole, myself, my 
church, my religion—everything. A 
year ago I was perfectly satisfied with 
the world. Yes, a year ago I was per
fectly satisfied with my religion and 
thought it all anyone need ask for, but 
it failed me utterly in my hour of trial. 
I thought I knew God, but now I hope 
that the God I have talked so flippantly 
about is only a morbid conception of 
some old heathen’s brain, for if the 
Ruler of this universe is the terrible 
being I once so complacently thought 
bim to be, then—" Mr. Parson paused' 
and laughed bitterly, then he exclaimed, 
“Mrs. Drury, if you can do anything to 
help me, in the name ot all you hold 
dear andsacred. do it!”

As I looked upon the boyish face be
fore me, sb sad and troubled, I became 
conscious of the presence of a sweet
faced elderly woman and it seemed to
me as if the young man was my Bon, 
and my soul Went out to him in moth
erly love and pity, I took a chair be
side him and saw a young girl come and 
lay a white hand upon his shoulder, a 
young girl with brown curls thrown 
back fiom a white forehead, her cheeks 
were rosy and dimpled, her Ups red 
and smiling, and her brown eyes looked 
with unutterable tenderness upon the 
bowed figure of the young minister. 
Her lips framed but one word, “Bertie." 
At the mention of that name Mr. Par
son caught my hand In a vise-like grip, 
and exclaimed, "My God, It is—it is—”

“It is Alice and she calls you Bertie," 
I said.

He broke into passionate sobbing. 
What I said to him I cannot recall, but 
later he said to me, “God bless you, 
Mrs. Drury, for what you have done for 
me to-night. You have brought me 
hope and comfort, you have given me 
positive proof that my beloved Alice, 
my betrothed wife, is not lost to me If 
she did die without confessing Christ 
and was unbaptized. You have brought 
to me the knowledge that my mother 
still loves me and is near me in my 
loneliness, and it does not seem to me 
that I ever can be quite as wretched 
again. No one but my mother and 
Alice ever called me Bertie, and I am 
sure no one In this state knows what 
the letter H in my name stands for. I 
thought I would tell you this to encour
age you in your work. Whatever comes 
into my life later,. I know now. I shall 
not be bound by church creeds. What
ever light comes to me I shall give oth
ers the benefit of and do the best a 
worm of the dust like myself can do to 
get all the knowledge of the hereafter 
possible.”

“You are not a worm of the dust,” I 
said; "you are a son of God. Stop In
sulting your Father and throw away 
your worm theory and everything else 
that is wrong, and stand up erect and 
assert your divinity and let your life 
testify to it”
. One more led from total darkness 
into the light of morning? I think so. 
God grant that the morning may break 
into a perfect day. To-morrow if the 
roads are not too badly drifted, I go to 
be the guest of Mrs. Blind of Blind- 
ville.

March 5.—I am back home again and 
it seems good to .be here. If I needed a 
change, I got it. I arrived • at Mrs. : 
Blind’s in season for dinner and was in- .
troduced to her family consisting, of her 
mother-in-law, Mrs. Glum, a son Max, 
aged twenty, and twin daughters, Le
nore and Vivian, aged sixteen. After 
dinner Mrs. Blind took me to her room 
and poured but her troubles like a'flood. 
Mrs. Glum fretted from morning until 
night and no one was ever' known to 
please her. She was exacting, critical 
and suspicious and insisted upon, be
stowing advice upon everyone, and the 
fact she knew nothing about the matter 
in question never discouraged -her in 
the least.

"You don’t know anything about it,” 
said Mrs. Blind, tearfully. T try to be 
patient, but that woman is enough to 
try the patience of an angel, but I can 
stand her nagging better than some 
other things I have to bear."

She then told me with many tears
and sobs-that her son had several times 
recently been brought home intoxicated, 
and all her tears and prayers and argu
ments had only'seemed to make him
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ful light just before me, and 
all will be well.

I am sure

"Oh, dear,” groaned the mother, “I do 
hope so. It does seem to me. that I 
have more trouble than anyone else 
ever had unless it was Job.”

"The reason why it seems so is be
cause you know your own troubles so 
much better than anyone’s else. There 
can nothing befall you in the nature of 
trouble that is not more or less com
mon to humanity—-we are all one great 
family."

“Perhaps so,” she said doubtfully,- 
“but not every mother has prayed for 
her children and sacrificed herself as I 
have for mine. I am sure I have talked 
to them enough so they ought to know 
how to conduct themselves. I have 
done everything for my girls, but they 
are just as ungrateful as they can be. 
Lenore goes about looking and acting 
as If she had lost her last friend and re
fuses to go anywhere or see anyone if 

| she can hblp it, and does not take any 
interest in anything but religion. She 
is very religious and lately has hardly 
spoken except to quote Bible or poetry."

“What sort ot poetry does she 
quote?” I asked.

"Oh, something pathetic, something 
about heaven and dying.- I am dread
fully worried about her, but she does 
not try me as her sister does. Vivian 
wants to be going somewhere all the 
time. I don’t believe that girl would 
stay at home five minutes if she did not 
have to. She is just like her grand

; mother and nothing ever pleases her. 
! They say she is real agreeable away 
J from home, and I am sure I am glad, 
1 for she Is a terror here. Why that girl 
J will throw herself about and scream 

and rave until I actually think of the
’ devils Christ cast out. and fear lest 
; there may be such a thing as a person 

being controlled by evil spirits now. One 
day I told her this and the idea seemed 
to strike her fancy, and she has acted 
worse ever since."

I sat in silent thought for some time 
and then I said, "Mrs. Blind, there Is a 
deep-seated cause for all these troubles, 
and if we can discover the cause and 
remove it the troubles will soon cease. 
It is natural for everyone to be happy 
—your religion to thé contrary. We 
have a legitimate right to happiness, 
and young persons usually recognize It 
and are happy, and if your children are 
not there has been and is mismanage
ment somewhere. I do not see my way 
clearly at the present moment but I 
know I shall. You have many spirit 
friends about you who understand the 
situation hère and are anxious to help 
you, and I know they can and will give 
me all the information I need. I do not 
promise that you shall jump from the 
bell you are in Into the joys of heaven, 

■ but I do promise you that you will gain 
it step by step if you will follow the 
guiding light."

“I will follow at any cost to myself,” 
said Mrs. Blind, firmly.

"Then," said I, “put from you all anx
iety and know that you have this mo
ment entered the path leading to peace 
and strength and happiness realized. I 
have one request to make of you. Do 
not mention your trials in the presence 
of your children, or betray any anxiety 
lest something unpleasant should arise, 
and do not take -any apparent notice of 
their shortcomings; let them do what 
they will.”

Later In the day I was left alone with 
Mrs. Glum and listened to a pathetic re
cital of her trials.

"Abigail is so fussin’ and particular 
that I never could do anything to suit 
her,” said Mrs. Glum. “I was brought 
up to work, and I want to work and do 
something besides makin’ blue cats and 
dogs on pieces of yeller silk," and she 
poked contemptuously at some silk
patchwork on a chair beside her. "It 
looks to me like a wicked waste of time 
and'I don't think much on’t. This set- 
tin around all fixed up, tryln’ to look 
fashionable is what I despise. Abigail 
said thè other day she wished I’d mind 
my own business, but I can’t mind 
what I halnt got. If she’d let me wash 
dishes an’ mend clothes and sort perta- 
ters, I’d mind my business, for I’d have 
the business an-’ the mind to ’tend It."

I found Mrs. Blind and told her such 
portions of the conversation as 1 
thought best.

"Give your mother-in-law suitable 
clothing and iet her go into the kitchen 
and do the work she is longing to do,” I 
said. “When a person who is inclined 
to meddle and criticise has nothing 
else to do you may be sure she will 
make It her business and attend to it 
faithfully. The remedy Is hard work."

“But if I do as you tell me," said 
Mrs. Blind, my neighbors over here will 
tell all over the village that I am mak
ing my poor old mother do my drudgery 
for me, and what will people say?”

(To be continued.)

Good News for Asthma Sufferers.
We are glad to announce that the 

Kola Plant, recently discovered on the 
Congo River, West Africa, has proved 
itself a Bure cure for Asthma, as 
claimed at the time. We have received 
the testimony of ministers of the gos
pel, doctors, business men and farmers, 
all speaking of the marvelous curative 
power of this new discovery.

Mrs, L. -D. York, of Henderson, Me., writes, 
thanks be to my God and the Kola Compound 1 
am now completely cured of Asthma after many 
years of suffering. Hon. L. C, Clute, ot Manches
ter. Iowa, writes, was permanently cured of 
Asthma after eighteen years’ severe suffering 
and want other sufferers to know that the Kola 
compound did It. Mr. E, B. Hume, IMS Arch 
St,, Philadelphia. Pa.,- a widely known traveler 
writes was cured after physicians and every
thing else failed and I tried nil so called reme
dies known. ftrs.Sadie Montgomery,Lapel, lad., 
writes, I could not lie down or walk fast for 
several years, but the Kola Compound cured me, 
although every other remedy tailed.

I To prove to you beyond doubt Its 
| wonderful curative power, the Kola Im- 
i porting Co., No. 1161 Broadway, New 
York, will send a large case of the Kola 
Compound Free by mall to every reader 
of The. Progressive Thinker who suffers 
from any form of Asthma. This, is very, 
fair, and we advise sufferers to send for 
a case. It costs you nothing and you 
should surely try it

worse. I saw-Mrs. Blind was very fond 
of her handsome: boy, and I 
thized with her.deeply.and told

"Do.not feei. either anxious- 
couraged,” J said,, "for I seo a

sympa- 
her so. 
or dls- 
beauti-

"The Priest, the Woman and the Con. 
fessioual.” This book, , by the well 

■ known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading; Impure influences and results 
of the Romish ;confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked

"The Romance oi June, a Story of 
the Life and Times of the Nazarenoar.il 
His People.”. Through the mediumship 

tot Mrs.M.T. Longley. An Intensely In* 
terentlng book. Neatly bound in cloth

,BBd gilt Only CO cents.

Send your name today and get by 
return mail my new 3-fold Treat- 
rtient which is curing thousands. 
To every person answering this ad

vertisement at once I will send—-Erie 
to try— my complete new three-fold 
absorption cure for Piles, Ulcer, Fis
sure, Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation 
and all rectal troubles. If you are ful
ly satisfied with the benefit received, 
Bend'-me one dollar, if not, send noth
ing; you decide’after a thorough trial, 
I am curing even cases of 30 and 40 

I years’ standing; as well as all the ear 
Her stages. Act now and save yourself 
perhaps untold suffering. My three-" 
fold treatment cures to stay cured be- . 
cause it is constitutional as well as local, 
and I want you to try it at my expense, 
One dollar is little to pay if cured. My 
valuable new Pile Book, (in colors) 
comes free with I he approval treatment, 
al! in plain package. Send no money 
—only your name—to Dr. Van Vieck 
Co., X022 Majestic Building, Jackson, 
Mich. Write today.

PUBLICATIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle
Librari of Spiritual Literature.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

Thia work essays to utilize and ex
plain foe vast array of tacts In its field 
ot research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from -hem arise to the ’ laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents, 

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story foe scenes are fold on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and tha 
real life ot spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story ol 
evangelization and free thought. It la 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets ot 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Pries, 
30 cents.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

foe Angell Prize Oratorical Contesta. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents. 

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

The readers ot The Progressiva 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of thia book. It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirlt-atithora 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations, it 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through Inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of Investigators 
that are not answered la its pages. 
Price, |1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to *1
HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio. 4-

ASPHODEL BLOOMS,
AND

Other (Brings,
BY

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

This volume contains a selection of 
the best poems of this gifted author and 
storyett,es contributed by Clair Tuttle 
in ber charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page illustrations, 
including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound in blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many of 
the poems are especially adapted for 
recitations.

The author needs no Introduction to 
the spiritual public. Het-’ songa are 
among the best in spintoal literature. 
Epes Sargent said ot oy of her poems 
that it was the equal ofriinything in the 
language, and that she was the poet of 
the Nevi Dispensation.

The Mecca says: "Psychic Poems.”
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmett© 

Coleman: "To all lovers of good poetry 
this book is confidently recommended.”

Will Carlton: "I have read with great 
interest:”

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: “A most exquisite bouquet. 
» » * * the thoughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise for. 
every page.”

The author says In the dedication/ 
"To those whose thoughts and longings 
reach Into the unseen Land of Suuis, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey; 
thither.”

Price $1.00. For sale by 
HUDSON TUTTLE,

Berlin Heights, Ohl;

Three Journeus Around the World
Travels In the Pacific Islands, 

New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, 
A. M., M. D.. Ph. D. In this splendid large 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated a vase 
amount ot valuable Information. It Is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual
ism as ho found It every where in his travels 
receives due attention, making the book ot 
special value and interest to Spiritualists 4M 
largo pages, finely bound, at the price ot 11.60.

-THE— <
Christs of the Past and Present.

By MOSES HULL,
A comparison of the Chrlst-work or Medium

ship of Biblical Messiahs and the condition, 
they required, with similar manifestations In 
Modem Spiritualism. This is a good work to 
study tor arguments with- which to meet th. 
very common orthodox question, “Why do you 
always require conditions for your spiritual 
.manifestations?" - Cloth bound, 35 cents; pap* 
25 cents. For sale al this oftlco.

Nazarenoar.il
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(sen:. Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 
ILqomis Street, Chicago. HL

1 XAKB NOTICE,
At the expiration ot subscription, it not re

newed. the paper Is discontinued. No bills 
will be sent for extra numbers.

Eff"If you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors In address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis.

pF*Whenever you desire the address of your 
paper whanged, always give the address ot 
the place to which It has been going or th« 
change cannot bo made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is ?2.

SATURDAY, MAY 13,1905.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th.n you are per* 
Ifectly safe, and will eave yourself an- 
kioyanco and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit 
, pallet Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an* 
■wer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Sead him 

¡.clippings when si attack is made,- glv- 
tag date and name of paper. Address 
tfelm at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Any person donating one dollar 

the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. 
lA., will, If desired, receive one set

to 
S. 
ot

¡spiritual tracts and one copy of "Vto- 
iets," a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy ot 
“Leaves of Truth,” a cloth-bound book 
t>f instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

J500 Pennsylvania avenup S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

’ A Misunderstanding of the Text.
The Christian world has misunder

stood Genesis, according to the Dean, 
quite as a negro preacher did the text 
pn “Evil doers.”

A great many good hits have been 
made because of absolute ignorance of 
the matter In hand. The pith of most 
sermons comes from an amusing un- 
.consciousness of the true meaning of 
the Bible texts. Talmage, the great, 
made his name by the open mouthed 
credulity with which he received, and 
volubility with which he expounded the 
Bible, and DeWitt, the little, follows— 
far behind-—the footsteps of his sire. 
. ,The following sermon by a negro 
preacher in Texas, in manner and style 
resembles Talmage’s best efforts, the 
all-believing misunderstanding' of the 
text being redeemed by the shrewdness 
of application. It reads like a Tal- 
magean sermon transposed into negro 
dialect:

“My tex’ dis ebening' am from Jerl- 
miah or Keziriah, I disremember 
which, but anyhow hit says, ‘Beware ob 
ebil dores.’ Now, what do de ’spired 
writer.mean by ebil dores? What am 
an ebil dore? Why, an ebil dore am de 
side dore dat leads into the saloon on 
'Sunday, when de front dore am locked 
an' the blin’s pulled down. Dat’s what 
an ebil dore am, an' dat’s what de 
Salmfst declare you mus' all beware ob. 
So you see my bredderen de sacred 
writer, he knowed all ’bout it.

“It is de ebil dore dat no p’liceman 
neber kin see, but dar’s one above dat 
do see hit, kase he kin see both sides 
ob ebery dore, both in de dark an’ in de 
light, an’ he’s keepin’ tally on all dat 
enters derein. De ebil dore opens to 
let in a sober man airly in de mornin’, 
but when "fib comes out he brings a 
smell ob whisky wid him strong ’nuff to 
knock down a meetin’ house. De man 
mAy be tol’bly decent when Ire enters, 
but when de ebil dore opens to let him 
out, what is he fit for den? He can’t see 
straight, he can’t walk straight, an’ he 
can’t stan’ straight. No, he can’t; he’s 
only fit for treason, statagems, boils, 
measles an’ murder. De good in him 
hab all gone fast to sleep, an’ de world, 
de flesh an' de debil had taken him 
prisoner, an' dey hab full control ob 
him. When he 'rives home an' enters 
his own dore, lie plays de debil full

That Terrible piverce Question.
The clergy seem greatly hungered at 

this time for a uniform divorce law. 
They want Congress to usurp the pre
rogatives belonging exclusively to the 
states, and pass an act making only 
adultery the cause for divorce. ■ It mat
ters not how grave the wrong inflicted 
on a marital partner; if the opposite 
has not been unfaithful in his or her 
marriage vow, there is no redress, if the 
Ideals of these malcontents can be car
ried into practice. They so, loathe 
adultery they would minister to it more 
faithfully, by prohibiting the party 
guilty of the offense from marrying 
again.

And why dq the Christian clergy take 
this -position?, “Because,” say they, 
“the Master, the dear Jesus, made that 
offense the only cause for separation."

Jesus said no such thing. He did not 
suggest a divorce for adultery. Matt. 
5:32, he is reported to have said:

“Whoever shall put away his wife, 
save for the cause of fornication, 
causeth her to commit adultery; and 
whoever marrieth her that is divorced 
commltteth adultery," Fornication and 
adultery pre different offenses. The 
man putting away his wife for commit
ting the first offense, causes her to com
mit the second.

In Mark 10:3, Jesus is represented as 
inquiring what provision Moses had 
made for putting away a wife. The 
-Pharisees informed him that Moses per
mitted a man to write a bill of divorce
ment. Then Jesus, verse 9. “What God 
hath joined together, let no man put 
asunder.”

Where the proof thafGod has joined 
the inebriate, the assassin, ‘the rene
gade, the low, vile and vulgar, with the 
noble, the true, refined and worthy, or 
who have become such? Bring the ev
idence of such joining in God’s own 
hand-write, and then we will consider 
the matter. «

Modern law, laws not founded on the 
barbarism of 5,000 years ago, nor de
vised by monks in their cloisters during 
the Middle Ages, have provided very 
good codes on the subject of divorce. 
The state of New York has made adul
tery the only cause for separation, so 
that offense is encouraged by law, and 
parties gladly avail themselves of the 
statutory offense to bring themselves 
within its provisions. It should have 
been entitled, an act to encourage adul
tery,” as should any act, even If passed 
by Congress, restricting divorce to that 
cause alone.

We read in a fashionable journal the 
other day, the statement made by a 
lady, that her husband was In the habit 
of using his knife in passing food to his 
mouth. She claimed she had done her 
best to break up the uncouth habit; but 
he insisted he thought it as gross to 
pitch his food into his month as to 
shovel it. and he persisted in vulgarly 
shoveling it in. She wanted to know 
of the lady editor what she could do in 
the premises. To which the fair edi
tress replied: “Get a divorce by all 
means. I would not live for a minute 
with such a barbarian.”

That is what a fashionable editor of 
a popular journal would make a cause 
for divorce. Another would compel 
parties to take liquids from the side of 
a spoon, and oreak up the home if that 
recent habit is not strictly observed.

The Progressive Thinker does not 
trouble Itself to know what Moses 
thought on the divorce question, and 
cares as little for the opinions of fash
ion editors. It is content to leave the 
subject where modern legislation has 
placed it

Give the priesthood control and one- 
tenth of our incomes would be given to 
the church, for the benefit of the clergy, 
Every saint’s day would be a sacred 
day, when labor would not be tolerated. 
Every person would be compelled by 
law to attend church on Sunday; no 
marriage could be solemnized unless by 
a priest; and the whole government 
would be run In the interest of secta
rianism, to the prejudice of those who 
take'no stock in its sacerdotal claims.
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That Will Agitate Spirjtiiiilism From Center to Circumference.
' ni tot

SPIRITUALISM IS MOVING ON tHE WORLD LY TO BE KEPT SMOULDERING, TO BREAK 
OVER. IN JAPAN IT IS IN THE A^OEJ^&ENCY OUT AGAIN WITH THE BOGUS MANIFESTA- 
UNDER VARIOUS NAMES. IN CHI^A, ^EN, IT TIONS OF THE BAMBAMS LAST SEASON.
IS EXERTING ITS INFLUENCE. lOHIglOOUN, AT THE PRESENT TIME THERE IS A CRISIS 
TRY, PRESENTED IN VARIOUS COLORS, AND PENDING, AND A DISCUSSION IS TO BE IN-
CONSIDERED UNDER DIFFERENT! NAMES, IT AUGURATED AGAIN FOR A BRIEF SEASON TO 
IS MAKING PROGRESS AS NEVER REFO^E.

NOTWITHSTANDING FRAUD HERB, AND
THERE BESETS THE PATHWAY OF MANY IN
VESTIGATORS, YET IN THE END THE TRUTH 
TRIUMPHS. '

QUESTIONS ONCE IN A MEASURE TABOOED 
ABE NOW OPENLY CONSIDERED, AND TO BE 
A CANDID, CONSCIENTIOUS GENTLE FBAUD- 
HUNTER AMONG THE VARIOUS TRICKSTERS

CONSIDER A QUESTION THAT WILL AGITATE 
SPIRITUALISM FROM CENTER TO CIRCUMFER
ENCE.
z THE TIME HAS COME FOR ACTION, RESO
LUTE ACTION, AND IT MAY BE WELL TO TAKE 
AN INVENTORY OF THE STOCK OF ARTIFI
CIAL “SPIRIT” TOGGERY ON HAND, TOGGERY 
THAT SOMETIMES SENDS FORTH A DISAGREE
ABLE ODOR FROM LONG USE IN THE PRESEN-

AND ROTTEN ADVENTURERS THAT-INFLICT TATION OF SO-CALLED M A TERT A T.T7, ATTONS
OUR RANKS IS CONSIDERED MERITORIOUS, 
AND THE FAKES EVERYWHERE ARE TREMB- 
LLING IN THE ANTICIPATION OF EXPOSURE.

A FEW YEARS AGO, WHEN A FEW MISERA
BLE, ROTTEN FAKES WERE EXPOSED AT LILY 
DALE, AND DRIVEN FROM THE GROUNDS,

SPIRITUALISM CAN ONLY ADVANCE ALONG 
THE LINES OF EXACT TRUTH. WHEN ON THE 
LINES OF ERROR, FALSEHOOD AND TRICK- 
ERY, THEN IT RETROGRADES, THEN IT DARK
ENS, THEN IT LOSES ITS SPIRITUALITY. SO 
LOOK OUT NEXT WEEK FOR A SPECIAL DIS

MANY SPIRITUALISTS PROTESTED, AND FOR CUSSION OF GREAT AND VITAL IMPORTANCE 
A TIME THE “FRAUD CRY” WAS HUSHED, ON- BETWEEN MASTER MINDS OF OUR CAUSE.

0

The Great Work to Be Accomplished Through Its Influence

Dr. Alexander Caird and wife are well 
known by the editor of The Progressive 
Thinker. The Doctor is an exception
ally careful, critical, conscientious work
er in the ranks of Spiritualism, and. is an 
up-to-date man in every particular, an
alyzing with painstaking care and skill ev
ery phase of this modern movement. 
Iis wife, a splendid medium, stands by 
lis side, and the combined forces ^f the 
two will be instrumental in doipg a(great 
work through the instrumentality óf the 
^sychic Circle. r 1

whether you are a Spiritualist or not, join us, add the 
power of your thought to ours and receive a blessing 
with us.

The hour of the circle is from 9 to 10, every Friday 
evening.

Bules for Circle.
Please sit in silence as far as it is possible for at 

least twenty minutes within the specified hour. If

swing. He kicks ober de table,
smashes de dishes, breaks his wile’s 
nose an’ heart too, at one blow, an’ 
when he’s run all de chil’enout, he runs 
de house to suit hisself.

“But my belubbed bredderen, de ebil 
dores won’t hurt ye if you obey de tex’ 
an’ beware ob dem; don’t neber go near 
dem, but try an’ get all de ebil dores 
shet up, neber agin to open.

“If thar be ebil dores so thar be good, 
though mv tex' speaks not ob dem. De 
church dore am a good dore. Git in
side, my belubbed and shet dat dore an’ 
shet de debil cut in de col’. God am 
dis side of dat dore; he am, belubbed, 
an’ you am safe by de blood ob Jesus, 
right hear behind this dore."

The Evidence of a Broad Mind.
"College atmosphere of the average 

Institution of learning of to-day is unfa
vorable to the origin qnd development 
of ministerial aspirations. Religion Is 
practically ignored in the curriculum. 
The scientific spirit of the day, so 
strongly represented in the college, is 

। 'not consistent with the religious spirit 
prevailing in the churches.”

Thus from the pen of President W. R. 
, Harper, of the University of -Chicago, 
i It was he who was subject to a recent 

■i surgical operation for cancer, during 
l which his great classes In the Univer- 
I sity were on their knees praying to God 

.to .make the operation a success. And 
to hope we all. And more earnestly 
when we see everywhere the evidences 
of his broad mind, not hampered by 
creed. ‘ •

«
Lot the Heathen Alone.

Np doubt the sympathetic feeling 
that animates many who give of their 
means to carry “the gospel to the 
heathen” is commendable, although we 
may regard It as induced by a false the
ology labeled orthodox.

These sympathetic adherents of or
thodox dogmas concerning human be
ings and their destiny, will be shocked 
when they read the words of Professor 
Starr, of the University of Chicago, who, 
Is thus reported in the Record-Herald:

Does John D. Rockefeller, in giving 
money to foreign missions, send woe 
and trouble to the heathen? A profess
or of the University of Chicago, so 
richly benefitted by the master of oil, 
offers an unqualified “yes."

Philanthropists who give their money 
to mission boards for the purpose pt 
converting heathen nations are mali
cious meddlers, according to Professor 
Frederick Starr, the celebrated anthro- 
pologlst, and every dollar of their mis
placed cash sinks the barbarians lower 
and lower because of the contact with 
so-called Anglo Saxon civilization.

Disregarding the sentiment ot Mr. 
Rockefeller and the university divinity 
school which trains the missionaries. 
Professor Starr declared in a lecture 
to students yesterday that foreign re
ligious work was a huge mistake, and 
that even cannibals wrould be far bet
ter off without its influence.

Professor Starr told the students that 
the religious rites ot the heathen were 
more tolerant than the Christian re
ligion, which he termed too “Intoler
ant,” thereby working injury to the 
normal state ot primitive peoples. Fan
cy drinks, rum, shoes, stiff shirts and 
alarm clocks he named as the only ben
efits Anglo-Saxon Interference had giv
en to heathen nations and those he de
clared “the ridiculous monuments ot 
our meddling.”

"There is not a barbarous race in the

Wise or Silly, Which?
Rev. John Daniels, pastor of thc*^!i J 

sion Tabernacle, at Galesburg, re^endly 
discoursed on Spiritualism, and «de
clared that 99 per cent of it is humbug, 
and the rest is of the devil. (

That is a grand diescovery by I the 
doubtless learned and worthy Christian 
preacher. He must know whereof he 
speaks else he would not be so positive 
Jn his assertion. All the millions 'of ar
dent believers in the truths of Spiritual
ism the wide world over, are victims ot 
humbugery, hlu statement truel ■ It is 
wonderful what a mass ot knowledge 
that brain of Rev. Daniels possesses. 
And it is astonishing how many victims 
there are to the great delusion.

Rev. Daniels fortified his position and 
made points, when he declared;

"Spiritualists have no common doc* 
trine; they do not recognize the Bible,

PSYCHIC CIRCLE. It -

In a recent issue of The Progressive Thinker'1 refer
ence was made to a psychic circle fornjed iii ’Lynn, 
Mass., under the direction of Dr. Alexander1 Caird 
and wife. Many letters have been received asking 
for particulars, to which we respond in iliis manner.

THE SUGGESTIONS AND DIRECTIONS1 FOR

unable to sit alone concentrate your mind and 
thoughts on the objects and work of the circle.

First. Send a loving and heartfelt greeting to all 
members of the circle.

Second. Search your souls to learn if you have 
lived your very highest since the last circle. Have I 
been kind, patient and helpful to all with whom I 
have come in contact?

Third. Ask your spirit friends and the circle 
guides to draw near and assist you in the develop
ment of your highest soul powers and your medium- 
istic gifts.

Fourth. Send out a helpful thought to all speak
ers, mediums and workers; and to the press, that the 
divine plan may be more generally applied.

While we wish it distinctly understood that admis-
sion to this circle is absolutely free of cost to all, 
there is quite a little expense incurred in the pur- 

THIS CIRCLE CAME FROM WISE AND CijEAR- chase of books, printing circulars, etc., and each one* 
SIGHTED MINDS ON THE SPIRIT SIDE OFLIFE. joining should consider that matter. It also seems 
THE GREAT POSSIBILITIES OF A ClRCUE IN desirable to occasionally send notices and explana- 
WHICH THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE AT'?HIE'SAME tions to those desiring to join. Brother Francis has 
TIME, CONCENTRATE THEIR MINDS‘ON’’THE very generously offered the columns of The Progress-

iveThinker for that purpose. He realizes the great
If we believe in the potency of thought, we can but possibilities of such a circle, properly conducted, and 

believe that such a thought wave permeating the psy- lie will open a psychic column in his paper in which 
chic -lives of so many in different parts of the world will be published the time, objects-, rules, any

SAME OBJECTS, MUST BE OBVIOUS TO ALL.

■world that we have not tried to en
lighten and convert,” said the profess
or. “There is hardly to be found a pop
ulation so small that we have not car
ried the torch of learning to it—never 
failing to bring back the cash.

“We wish to convert these barbar
ous peoples. Therefore our religion, 
which is an intolerant religion, holding 
that there is nothing but everlasting 
damnation for those who do not happen 
to have beard ot it, sends its mission
aries to foreign shores.

“It Is all a mistake. An African liv
ing in Africa, after an African fash
ion is likely to be a better man than he 
would be after the Anglo-Saxon intro
duced his religion, his surface civiliza
tion and his rum.

"We think we are the chosen of God. 
It is my belief that the real worth of 
the different races is one and the same. 
But because we think we are in the lead 
-we teach the heathen a great number 
of new drinks, for which they probably 
were pining.

"We are the most meddlesome race 
that ever existed. We meddle at home, 
we meddle abroad and we meddle eve
rywhere, and it is the almighty dollar 
that is the reason for our meddling. 
That is the watchword ot the Anglo- 
Saxons. Our missionary work is sim
ply meddling.

“We send our merchants and literally 
force the products of our so-called civ
ilization on nations that do not want 
them, and do not need them. The real 
reason for this is our everlasting greed. 
We pretend to be so sorry that the na
tions of the world are so barbarous, so 
we send merchants to Introduce our 
wares—for the good of the heathen, of 
course."

looking upon It as any other book. Tha 
mediums are purely hypnotists, and do 
much harm to weak people."

The dear cleric should weep when ha 
casts his eye about him and sees how 
this humbug faith has entered all the / 
churches, and Is weekly preached I«' 
some form in probably 50,000 ChristiaiJ 
pulpits. i

And worse than all, these Spiritual
ists find their teachings inculcated 
throughout that book labeled Blible. 
though many do not feel that fact udds 
any value to the knowledge they Have 
derived direct from spirit communion.

If proved that Spiritualism is a hum
bug; that mediums are imposters; that 
there is no communion between the 
mortal and the Immortal, then we ven
ture the assertion, there is no proof of 
an immortal life. The assertion, how
ever strongly made, or numerously be
lieved, that the Bible Is a revelatlQ»- 
from heaven, has not been and can 
be proved. It came to us through O 
olic hands, and It was the bloody Inqui
sition with its torture chamber that 
compelled its reception as the Word of 
God. It was kept out of the hands off 
the people so long as possible, tha 
the priests might tell of the revelation 
while others were reconstructing it t 
make it sustain their church creed.

And as to the hypnotism of medium^, 
■we insist most earnestly the victims 
church creeds give the strongest evi
dence possible that they are under hyp
notic influence from the strongly 
netic and chicken-fed priests.

ag-

APPRECIATIVE WORDS.

Letter From the Veteran Rolla St/ubbs.

An Objection Answered.
Recently the writer attended a 

ture by a Syrian, on his country.
lec- 
He

Religious Revivals and Their Source.
Says I. T. Lloyd, discoursing on relig

ious revivals:
“Revivals can be satisfactorily ac

counted for without Introducing God 
into them. They are perfectly human 
in every particular. They are managed 
on strictly business principles, and 
along purely scientific lines. Nothing 
is left to chance. The first require
ment is the presence of a crowd; the 
next a suitable man to move the 
crowd; and third a band of capable 
helpers to deal jylth the Individuals 
moved. The cf6wd supplies an atmos
phere of excitement in which It. Is easy 
for a skillful manipulator, to play upon 
the emotions of the people before him. 
A successful revivalist is a consum
mate actor. However sincerely and 
firmly he may believe in the reality of 
the supernatural, it is by natural 
means alone he produces his effects.”

We would add to Mr. Lloyd’s presen
tation of facts, as given above, the op
erator should be a good hypnotist. The 
better qualified in that direction the 
greater his success. To make the ef
fect permanent the subject should only 
associate with those who have been 
successfully operated upon; he should 
only move in their circle; should read 
no books telling how the art is success
fully practiced; should attend church 
regularly each week, so as to get a new 
dose, and be instructed all the time “it 
is the spirit of God acting on him.” 
With all these precautions, mingling 
with the world and learning its ways, 
he is liable to come out from under the 
hypnotic influence, backslide, say 
churchmen, and become a natural man 

‘again.
This subtle influence, operated in an 

earlier age, the law relating to it not 
being understood, was the junior mem
ber Jn the firm of Father, Son & Holy 
Ghost. It was. he who, produced that 
great excitement on the day of Pente-' 
cost, narrated in the Acts, chapter 2. 
That the apostles practiced the art we 
have positive proof, see Acts -3:4: 
“And Peter, fastening his eyes on him 
with John, said, 'Look on us.’ ” Then 
a congenital cripple, by suggestion only, 
was cured, who stood up and walked.

Here were the successful hypnotists, 
who had just been practicing their arts, 
as narrated in the preceding chapter, 
and ihe doings were credited to the 
Holy Ghost, as was this cure by the 
apostles. .

This is a point telling us who was 
the Holy Ghost we do not remember to 
have seen before.

i “Success, and How to Win It” a 
lecture find course of twenty-four sue-- 
cess lessons by Dr. B, F. Austin, B. A.,' 
D. ’ D. The titles of some ■ of the lec- - 
.tares are as follows: Self Helps; Finan-1 
clal Success;- Ideals; Economy; Plqn-; 
nlng; Attraction; Courtesy; Kjndness- 
«nd Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 cts.

"Origin of Lire, of Where Mah Comes 
From." "The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows." 
By Michael' Faraday.-. Prince. 10 cents. 

: ■ "Talmagean inanities, tocongrunieB, 
■Inconsistencies and: Blasphemies; a Re
view of.Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism." By Mosea m»h, 
Price JO cents.'• . .

must be productive of spiritual good.
The object of this movement is not for the advance

ment of the cause in any one place, or with any par
ticular people, nor solely for the good of the mem
bers alone, but for the workers, the press, the spirit 
friends, and the upbuilding of the cause in general. 
We believe that much good will be accomplished; 
that those possessing the gift of mediumship will re-

changes that may occur, growth of the circle, corre
spondence concerning it, AND IN RETURN FOR 
THIS KINDNESS IT IS CONFIDENTLY EXPECT
ED THAT ALL MEMBERS WILL BECOME SUB
SCRIBERS TO THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER. 
The paper is worth many times the price of subscrip
tion, for the many readable and instructive articles it 
contains each week and it being the.official organ of 
the circle, members will be brought into closer toucheeive help .and spiritual strength, by placing them

selves in the psychic wave engendered by this means, with each other by perusing its pages.
We hope every reader of this paper will send their Send name and address for membership in circle to 
name and become a member of this circle; no matter Lynn, Mass. MRS. A. A. AVERILL.

A NATIONAL SPIRITUALIST TEMPLE.
Out of the nebulae of the thought of year's at last 

has come into being a star of such magnitude as to 
warrant the attention of the advancing thinker 
throughout the country. / ;

A National Temple for the teaching of the philoso
phy and the demonstration of the phenomena of Spir
itualism is to be built in Washington, D. C-, and the 
work is well started on its way, not financially but or-

ready for the stupendous work the temple will be 
built, it is a part of the movement already in its initi
ative and will be a demonstration of it, so its incorpo
rators have undertaken the task of introducing the 
early features by forming the nucleus of a fund which 
shall come into being for the great work.

The organization is tied to no other, to no society or 
association; it stands dignifiedly alone, to be con
ducted with great care and to maintain the trust with 
a zeal qualified by integrity and prudence. Whether

gaineorpôration papers are filed and constitution and the membership be large or «small its annotations 
by-laws drawn up and accepted; charter members, ®™t be correctly made. The interest of the fund 
J , ” F ’ will be safe-guarded in every possible way so that
iorLy”ivVo. _ ” ** ■ * “* - • - -

Something of these facts have come to the notice of 
the readers of The Progressive Thinker, but of its 
real importance little has been said. The project is a 
large one, but out of the fullness it will be carried 
into effect. The design has not been diagrammed, 
but as it has come inspirationally to view, the Temple 
will be arranged with large and small auditoriums, 
six seance rooms, parlor, dining-room, and kitchen, 
also committee and cloak rooms, with all appliances 
and fittings necessary for a complete and commodious 
building, adapted to the uses of, and in keeping with 
the importance of, a center of the highest type of that 
which is called religion. . ¡s

“ And when will this be built,” do you ask? . .. , - , -, ,, - „
When we shall grasp the fact that it ik<W need- interest m the work ed to add to the fund from 

cd and the power of thought is. so epncenSfed^pon month to month by our mdustmr and, faithfulness 
it as to make it strongly magnetic enough to bring if to he built, the earth is to yield of
within a practical radius the funds necesW Mr its ’ts.fullnessi for it, and thepowera of the air will bring 

t t'n ■ oh <ai substance to it; it is a feature of the new er^ and will
^The^halcvon days of a higher Spiritual^ a^ap- staWthe era as nothing else has dope, so come with 
proaehing.’ In"the spirit realms of this planet vast to the furtherance of the grand plan and you wil 
preparattons are being made for a fuller, s^ngeFhnd ^rbe glad when from your etherhomes.youbehold 
more complete demonstration of the relation and what you have helped to build for the good of human
powers of the different states of being whioh wâï ne- lty and the upbuilding ofr Tiuth, for the interest 
cessitate more correct methods among the dwefiers of the sum and.substance of all sciences and the dem- 
here, and‘better appliances for such demonstration; onstration of that to which we pH look with so much 
a fact which co-ordinates the work on botte sidesoand anticipation or anxiety, the life that lies m the future, 
requires preparation for. As a center the" eapiflal of Any information will be gladly given by the under- 
our nation is of importance, and increasihgfy sd/ It signed at any time. ... MRS. M. A. CONGDON, 
will be the operating center of an advance movëfiïenf ’ . . Corresponding Secretary,
that is coming in Spiritualism per se; and "to inake 1402 L street N.W.jWashingtonpD.C.

’ all bequests and all contributions will be held sacred 
to the purposes for which they are devised. The or
ganization is provided with a legal adviser whose 
place will always be filled and who, like all other of 
the officers, gives services free, no provision being 
thought necessary for compensation, as the whole 
work is a labor of love and gladly given to so great 
a cause.

Through, the Spiritualist papers we shall keep in 
touch with the friends, all over the country, and over 
the world, too, for the matter is really an interna- 

■ tional one, and we shall be ready at any time to ac
cept and invest funds, receive and care for legacies, 
and intend to do everything in our power to increase

stamp the era as nothing else has done, so come with

"Continuity at uta & cosmic Truth.' 
By Prof. W. M< Lockwood. The work oí 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
important subject MsHeei eMh, 8L

"Child Culture, .According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion." By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most éx^ellent work for all 
who.have toe enro-or training ot ch!!-’ 
dren.?.Price 66 canta.1

•••Love—Sex—immortality." By Dr. 
P. Phelon. Price 25 cents.

“Spiritual Songs for the'Use of Cir
cles," Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
ualistls Gatherings." By Mattia -E. 
Hull. Price 10 cents-

"The Majesty of. Calmness, or Indi
vidual Problems.and Possibilities." By 
Wnu George Jordan. Another valuable 
little work.' Price 30 cents.

Courtesy’of temper, when It is used 
to veil eliufllslirieSs -Of deed, is but a

had been educated at Harvard and sent 
out as a missionary. He gave an inter
esting account of his sensations and 
thoughts the first winter he stayed In 
this country, when ice began to form 
and snow to fall. He had never seen 
anything like it before, and in a letter 
to his mother he attempted to describe 
it But at the beginning he met with 
difficulties almost insurmountable. He 

■could think of no words in the Syrian 
language for ice and snow, or to give an 
idea of the intense cold.

in a round-about way he told his 
mother that the water became at cer
tain seasons of the year, hard as stone, 
yet remained clear as glass. One could 
walk all over the surface, and people 
put irons on their sandals and went fly
ing over the rivers and lakes. When the

• water was thus hard, men snwed It Into 
blocks and stored it away in houses for 
the next summer, when it was used to 
cool the heat of the too warm days. 
When it was doing this it became water 
just as at first. Rain sometimes be- 
came hard in the clouds and fell in 
balls that broke the windows, or again 
it fell in white flakes like feathers, cov
ering the ground and glittering like dia
monds on the trees.

Before the water became hard, most 
of the trees dropped their leaves and 
remained bare as though dead, until 
spring.

When his mother read this letter, he 
said her grief was great, and she imme
diately wrote him: "My dear son, come 
home at once. Your letter shows that 
your mind is affected, and If you stay 
you -will become a hopeless lunatic and 
irrepressible liar.”

Inadvertently, what a line answer 
this is to the objection so frequently 
made against spirit communications be
cause they do not accurately describe 
the world in which they live. Had this 
missionary returned as a spirit from 
•some portion of the spirit world, and at
tempted to describe its supernal beau
ties, he would have been met with sim
ilar yet far greater difficulties. For the 
spiritual things he would attempt to de
scribe have no earthly name'and only 
by symbols and comparisons could he 
hope to convey partial and distorted 
ideas.

To the Editor:—I consider The Pro-, 
gressive Thinker the best Spiritualist 
paper printed. It is full ot instructive 
reading and thought from the betat 
writers. / ,

The cause of Spiritualism here is pro
gressing nicely. We hold meetings; ev
ery Sunday at 2:30 p. m., in our (¡.em- 
ple. i

For a number of years before (Tlie 
Progressive Thinker started, we read 
the Rellgio-Philosophical Journal and 
the Banner of Light, both $3 a year; 
when The Progressive Thinker camo 
out at $1 a year, all said that a Spirit
ualist paper could not live at those 
prices, but it has lived, and instead of 
being four pages like the first year, It 
has gained in size to an eight-page 
journal, brimful of good reading mat
ter. One who fails to read The Pro
gressive Thinker is missing the good 
things of this life, and can not keep 
posted in the progress of Spiritualism.

In the last forty years I have seen 
Spiritualism rise and tall. At t\yo pr 
three different periods, it would seem . . 
to rise and go to the front as a religion i 
for a time, and then die out; but at f 
present it is coming before the world as t 
it never did before. The secular papers ( 
throughout the land give us an account I 
of the meetings and the work, without! 
so much ridicule as they gave thirty or? 
forty years ago. I

Modern Spiritualism has come to I 
stay. It has been the false teachings ) 
and trickery under the cloak of Spirits 
ualism that have kept it back. It haq 
been scorned and ridiculed by; thei 
church-going people as a free-love religó 
ion, before the people properly under
stood its work and philosophy.

When the church or any religious so
ciety discards Spiritualism out of its 
Bible or religion, it has nothing to build 
on, as spirit is the life principle. 
There is no religion more beautiful 
than the one which teaches that our 
loved ones in spirit life come back to 
earth and manifest and make them
selves known to their friends. It is a 
blessed knowledge to know such is 
true. ROLLA STUBBS.

Long Lake, Minn.

WOMAN SUFFRAGE.

Some Reasons Why It Should Be Con* 
ferred.

"The Infidelity of Eccleslasuclsm. 
A Monaco to American Civilization." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical physiological nnd psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents.

Give up no science entirely, for sci-
„ ______ _ cnee is but one.—Seneca.
knight’s girdle'around the breast of a- Present-tears’"are less than horrible 
base clown.—Walter Scott imaginings.—Shatapears.

Attention Spiritualists of Ohio!
The last Convention of the Ohio Spir

itualists Association, held at Columbus, 
May 1904, selected Dayton, O., to hold 
next meeting, but owing to the inabil
ity of the society there to entertain the 
Convention, the Official Board of the 
Association was compelled to make a 
change and accepted the offer of the 
Ashtabula Society, therefore the next 
Ohio Spiritualists Association Conven
tion Will cohvene at Ashtabula, Ohio, 
May 26, 27 and 23, 1905. All Societies 
have been notified by the Secretary, 
and are earnestly requested to send 
their delegates and assist in the trans
action of the business of the Associa
tion, and make this meeting a grand 
success to our glorious cause. Good 
speakers and message-bearers will be 
In. attendance. Do not forget the dates, 
May.26, 27 and 28. All Spiritualists of 
Ohio come to Ashtabula.

C- A. SOLLINGER, 
■ Crcvelaud, O. ' Secretary 0. S. A.

•Discovery of a Lost Trail." By Cha». 
B. Newcomb. Excellent tn (spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, 51.50.

The most certain sign of being born 
with great,dualities, is to be. be- born 
without envy.—Rochefoucauld.

Woman suffrage is going to be one 
of the great issues of the day and must 
be met and settled right. The women 
are capable in every respect to exercise 
the right of suffrage, more so in fact, 
than manv of the men to the manor 
born, or the foreigners who come here 
and are entitled to vote In five years 
after taking out their naturalization pa
pers at the call and behest of the polit
ical boss of bls election district.

With women voting it would tend to 
make cleaner politics; it would tend to 
minimize the influence of the ward 
heelers and hangers on of the party In 
power; it would cause politicians to 
bring out men for office with cleaner 
and better records in order to appeal to 
the votes of the women, who would be__ 
sure to look into their capabilities and— 
inquire into their antecedents in a more - 
thorough and elective way than most 
men do. This, of itself, is alone worth 
conferring the right of suffrage to wo- 
“indeed, anything which will tend to 
make our politics and candidates abler, 
cleaner, better, cannot be instituted any 
too soon; and one o£ the best measures 
to help it along will be woman suffrage.
—Dover (N. J.) Index.

t 
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Your
INDUCE , Th

Neighbor to Subscribe for The 
Progressive Thinker.

Now is the time to extend the circula
tion ot The Progressive TMnker. It 
v-ill contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
fom;u„r. No other paper published on 
«his earth, contains such a vast amount 
otmattar so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send in a subscription now.

"Koradlne. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Uda Holt Talbot.” In the form of 
an entertaining story. It contains les
sons which every girl should know, 
price, cloth.41. ■ .

“Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
"Age of Reason," and a number ot let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological Bubjeets.~Cloth binding,, 430 - 
pages. Price §1- ■

Self-conceit is the enemy of progress.
—Bion. :

Death KaS’ iw longer a sting, and taq 
Afarols but thb cftdle of victory.
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16 It Utue Oat tbe Wat Is We to paneta^ Inßuenees ?
A Discourse Through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond.

Is the War Between of the Great Dragon, her planetary influences are now 
T a ” jn the ascendant and she is sure of victory over

The subject this morning, “1» me »r«* x/ewrwx. 
¡Tapan and Russia Due to Planetary Influences,” is 
suggested by two things: That the Japanese as a peo- 
pie are believers in astrology, and that the Russians ¿umuji ¡jcujjlc me not uupresseu wnu tucae traui- 

' as a people, while adopting a Christian form of relig- tions, but, as said before, there is always a founda- 
■ ion, are, nevertheless, personally pervaded very i:— -1 * -- - .------

1 largely by the Northern Mythology.

Russia.
Many people are not impressed with these tradi-

mythological,” and therefore, a “superstition, of

northern nations’to meet the southern nations.

This is why, having emerged from the mouthcess.

WHATEVER IS, IS RIGHT.

prominent.

macrocosm, or lack of harmony be
tween a life entity and ita environment!! 
Such definitions as these are certainly 
more in harmony, with the generally 
cepted results of modern science.

and animal kingdoms. Struggle with ta evolution from the lower to the high- 
a seemingly mimical environment re- er,.from the homogeneous to the heter- 
sulting In tho.survival pf the strongest ogeneous, from the simple to the com-
or the fleetest, or the fittest, is every-, plex, 'from the grosser, more tnaterial- 
where seen. ’ istie to the higher and more refined

calling for punishment either in the 
present or in the future life, unless rep
aration be made by repentance or sac
rifice.

A careful study of these definitions;

course, that is not jn accordance with your particular 
'belief. The time will come when the knowledge and 
great spiritual impulses of the Christian nations will

Analyzed From a Strictly Scientific 
Standpoint.

th£ first In tha light of the well-estab-
This tacit of harmoiiy resulting in a Jlshed laws of scientific evolution^ and 

clash of nature’s' forces; we behold the last in the light of the dominating

A,________ ing. $his being true, what we call evil thought or action, wilfully pursued,
In our emancipation from the dualism is. not a unlqu3 phenomenon character- Trhfch tends to throw the individual 

istic of the human, race alone. In out of balance with his environment.

mythology holds, u8ually_in the form of symbolism, 
There is a „legend, that “when out of the mouth of the inspiration and truths of a nation. Everything is 

the Great Dragon the Dog Stai- is released, then shall <> ” «v

tion of truth in every myth or tradition, because

dualistic theology of the churches* re
veals the great superiority of the for
mer over the latter in point of exact
ness. and conformity to known fads.
In. all kingdoms of nature a constant 
or periodic clash of forces, resulting in 
a struggle; is the necessary condition

in the birth, growth; death and re-birth 
of worlds. Ws see ft in the earth
quakes, volcanoes and tornadoes of so- 
called inanimate nature about us. And 
all these activities do’ but adumbrate 
the constant struggle for life ever no
ticeable throughout both the vegetable

I have been greatly interested in and 
edified by the discussion of this prob
lem of the ages, in The Progressive 
Thinker. And while much' light has 
been thrown upon the subject, it seems 
to me some of the basic principles un
derlying this dictum of England’s great 
pôÿt-philosopher have not been made

of the past we should be careful lest 
our mental pendulum swing off to the 

. extreme of monistic materialism. Ideal
istic or spiritualistic monism, it seems 
to me furnished the golden- mean plat
form on which we can stand and suc
cessfully solvo the problem.

We should remember that, strictly 
speaking, there is nothing either super
natural or infranatural. John Stuart

ley of the Supreme Court to-day allowed 
the will'o£ the late. Joseph Hamblett ot 
Lowell, in favri ofTfls'We, Susan la

some form ar other it is a great fact and thus to detract from his physical 
running through all nature, all life and or moral' completeness of life.” An- 
all time. Indeed, it Is a part of the thropomorphism says, “Sin is an of- 
very condition of nature itself. fence agafnst a personal Deity, consist-

Instead of. evil, however,, it should be jug in a disobedient transgression of 
called maladjustment, imperfect corre- some one of his revealed edicts, and 
lation, as of the microcosm with the -

the Orient arise, then shall it be redeemed.”
In this sense the Great Dragon refers to the north

ern constellations, including Ursa Major, and it is 
supposed by the believers in this legend that the Dog 
Star has been held in abeyance for a “thousand 
years” because of these mighty northern powers. 
'They are called “Rishis” or rulers of the northern 

. planets in the Orient, The Magians, when only three ■ 
stars in the constellation of Ursa Major were visible, 
held that the Earth was in the shadow, and afterward, 
when others became visible the light came forth.

In Japan it was believed that the mouth of the 
"Dragon” held in its thrall nor only the Chinese em
pire, but India, and that when Japan should be re
leased a new country would appear.

Whether this tradition is historical or mythological 
■you may judge. But it is certain, astrological or 
mythological scenes are not falsehoods, but are sym
bols of truth. Usually traditions that have their 
foundations in the hearts and beliefs of a nation are . 
.traditions of spiritual value.

. Astrology, of course, is to-day not an exact science. 
There has been a time when astrology and inspiration 

. went liand in hand, and the astronomy of the ancients 
. bore an astrological significance, and was accompa

nied by great spiritual perception.
The Chinese for many hundred years have held this 

Oriental knowledge in close keeping and like the an
cient Egyptians have held the tables of the astro- 
nomes in their sacred archives; when fully revealed 
these will show that the Chinese understood the pres
ent system of astronomy long before Copernicus re
vealed it to the western and more barbarous nations.

All important movements or changes in the world 
are in cycles, and these cycles are indicated by the 
conditions of nations. Nations do not owe their con
ditions fully to the cycles, but the cycles are indica
tions of that which will transpire; just as the Messi
anic cycle in the Hebraic and Egyptian records signi
fies the larger performance in the heavens, and this 
solar system passing around the great central light 
which, of course, was a larger cycle. But the Mes
sianic cycle of a “thousand years” in Oriental phrase
ology is simply a symbol, it does not mean ten hun
dred years, but it means the largest number conceiv
able, consisting of ten and two of the smaller cycles, 
and ten and five (the twenty-five thousand years) of 
the larger cycle.

It is time now for the great fulfillment (according 
to the Northern and Eastern Mythologies), as Sirius 
has emerged from the mouth of the Dragon, for the 
great change to occur in the restoration of the exact 
magnetic pole, time for the reaction to begin that was 
expected to take place in the Orient. This has been 
predicted by us in our prophecies concerning the 
“Glacial Period” which will soon be precipitated 
upon the earth; in fact- you are in the midst of the 
heraldings of that glacial period now. The storms, 
deluges; volcanoes, earthquakes and wars are indiea- 

. .tions of the commencement of the glacial period. The 
great belt of ice that prevents the approach to the 
■North pole and the great cap of ice that holds the 
South pole in its keeping will find release upon either 
side of the earth and produce the glacial cataclysm. 
Meanwhile the nations keep pace with and correspond 
in the ir unfoldment to those cycles or periods.

The nations of the Orient, for many hundred years, 
indeed for thousands of years, held in abeyance have 
continually retrograded and, as far as your history 
gives any knowledge, have been isolated from all the 
onward march of civilization, are now, astrologically, 
in the ascending scale, in the awakening time. The 
great re-birth, of which Horus in India and the Bud
dhistic reaction in China and Japan was the symbol, 
is due to-day. Formerly the believers in the gods in 
Japan held that out of the mouth of Dragon this small 
kingdom would be set free; that it would be held in 
abeyance for the thousand year cycle, which really 
meant the larger number of 2,500 years. After this 
release this “Flower of all Lands,” this fair “Lily of 
the East” would rise in her might, and would minis
ter unto the “Mother Celestial,” the Chinese empire, 
and would set her feet again upon a solid basis of life 
and advancement. All the immured treasures of 
knowledge which would come forth is to be found in 
the sacred writingrboth of China and Japan.

Japan is more alive to the prophecies of the Ma
gians. She holds as saered knowledge the traditions 
that at the very beginning of her war with China was 
the beginning of her “release.” This is why she 
went to battle. This is why she was certain of sue-

Mill says: “Nature means the sum of 
sll phenomena, together with the caus
es which produce them; Including not 
only all that happens, but. all that is 

, capable of happening.”
Looking at ibe subject from this Mo- 

‘ no-psychc-cosmical standpoint, we 
must riot forget that man is. a. most in
tegral part of nature. Dr. Bushnell in 
his great work, "Nature and the Super
natural,” proved to the satisfaction of 
himself mid many others' that only man, 
decarnate intelligences and God, weroi 
supernatural. But exact science lias 
carried all progressive thinkers beyond- 
this position

. Haeckel says, "Our monism might as' 
sccurately be called. Spiritualism, as Ma- 
terlalism.’’ .. .
' Man is a part ot nature in precisely'

also has its inspiration, which & impelling the west- becomes a readiness, an Impetus for moral endeavor, 
era nations to fulfillments that are old in the Orient, these Angel forces that are abroad in the world be- 
iWhiie they are‘entering upon a new cycle, which is come the leaders, the Teachers of Truth, become those 
the cycle next, .beyond yours. Commerce, this who are willing to suffer martyrdom, those who are 
struggle for material power, this infantile aggressive- ready to take their places in any phase of the conflict, 
ness, all this is past the Orient. William Lloyd Garrison did not want wax- for the

,We think as there, is not in the world,'or suppression of slavery, but as he said, “I see that is 
in the conception 'or man a more peaceable people. God’s way,” he had to consent to his son going to the 
than the Japanese, .J. people peaceable in their war. He was a non-resistant, but God is not always 
tomes, in their communities, in their societies, in their a non-resistant.
dealings with 01^ anqttiei: and with strangers. There Jesus and Buddha, and the lives that have illustrat- 
is no more peaeg^íe ^ast in the world than the lion, ed. the divine victory, have given the possibility of 
he does not go om to spring upon his enemies, he does man. But when the Boanerges are called to the 
not seek to quá¥fél;nf he is hungry he must have front, when the Angels of war are called to conflict, 
food, if he is at'fey then he shows his strength. The it means that this is a stage of the earth Is history. 
Lion of the EasBfs aíGúsed, and that which has been 
for a long time fgpsjdrt'ed dead reveals itself as hav
ing been only sJ^njb^ing. Not only is China being

Jesus and Buddha, and the lives that have illustrat
ed,the divine victory, have given the possibility of

Just as the volcano, as the earthquake, the deluge and
the glacial period mean the same thing.

We are going to have peace; there is coming a bap-
aroused, but China has been the great slumbering bar- tism of peace after awhile in the Orient. Great Brit- 
rier between the West and the Orient. When China ain will be driven out, Russia will be driven out, all 
has heard this Oriental awakening, who shall protect Europe will be driven out, and there will be, as said 
you from China?;''We answer, Japan! Japan I before, a new Orient. We are not sure but what the 

pass from the realm of history into the realm of tra- T^e E^at new empire will hot be the over-run- Yankees will .be driven out of the Philippine Islands 
dition or mythology. ’ Then, whatever shall be the o£ t)ie. West,.especially America by the “little —we hope, so, for they have no business there, when 
name of the new civilization that shall appear upon brow men,” „mi.
the Earth, there-will not be the discredit given to ation of tire great rtew Orient.
your traditions that is given by Christians to the Ori- ,a fl,° ™Iv<.h,
ental nations. These traditions that have come- out salvation of the resPof the world from China. This But the truth is, 
of. the North, the more northern mythology, form the is what we see in the Oriental stars; this is what we .
basis, the undercurrent of the spiritual impulse of this understand by thergreat struggle. Meanwhile, she you have muddled things a great deal in Santo Do- 
Anglo-Saxon race. Thor, Odin and Friega a?e but is the Nemesis of, Russia. There is no other nation mingo. What you are doing in the Philippine Islands 
symbols of the powers that have borne forward these^as b““ 80 ag&ressive^sp encroaching, so deter- jjo one is thinking about, because all thought is een- 

---------------------... .. ..- mfaed,-so cruel. What Great Britain did in India, tered upon this war in the Orient; but whatever you 
Russia hoped toMo in her outlet to the Orient. But have sown, that shall ye reap, every nation does, and 
Russia will not do it, and that is because her despot- ’ ’ ’ ’ ’

t brown men,” by Hie.“ Yellow Peril,” but by the form- they had fulfilled their war with Spain they should 
I—.2 lli. = -J. 2.2._have made a bow and come home. They did not, and

Japan is not only the salvation of China, but the they never have had a thought of being driven out.

The resurrection of the Orient is two-fold; it is not 
only by the astrological signs that lead "to western 
Europe and the western continent and the mingling 
of southern Europe with the~North, but it has a 
deeper significance; it comes to you to-day when you 
are living—-you do not know the privilege of it—, you 
are living exactly in the great turning point of the 
cycles, when the Orient is to be redeemed. It was not 
the redemption of the Orient when Great Britain con
quered India. It was not the redemption of the East 
when, for the purpose of acquisition and the benefit 
of her exchequer, she has held India in thrall for 
more than a hundred years. There probably never 
was a greater piece of iniquity than the formation of 
the Great East India Company. India has been ruled 
by that company for nearly a hundred years. Now 
the cycle is changing. You are in the midst of it. 
The Orient is rising toz vindicate Japan, to release 
China and to set the light in the New India. This is 
the meaning of the astrological signs as read by the 
Japanese and Chinese astrologers. It means: For a 
time the “Celestial Mother,” as China is called, must 
hold her peace, must listen to the “Child.” It is the 
coming forth again of the child-life. Like the Horus 
of Egypt, veiled in the mystery of Isis.

Horus is born; it is named Japan, and with that 
name, and the impetus that is behind it, is included 
this great other change that is going on among the 
planets. The great perihelion of the planets a few 
years ago was one of indications of that which is oc
curring to-day, and that which has suddenly changed 
the actual position of the magnetic poles several de
grees indicates the approaching cataclysm, or culmi
nation of the cycle.

Meanwhile, the spiritual forces of the universe are 
at work. The nations that have been slumbering are 
coming to life. Peoples that have been dominant 
and nations that have been ruling with arbitrary 
power are receding. The decadence of the suprem
acy of Great Britain is but a question of a little time, 
indeed is already here. Russia as an empire will 
cease, and the great new Republic of the North will 
come forth to join hands with the great sister Repub
lic of the Orient. Across the “Bridge of Sighs,” 
which is Siberia, across the terrible crucifixion and 
persecution of patriots, across the sleepy Mongolian 
Empire,, across all those outlying districts that have 
been held as partially neutral, held by the Chinese, 
across that which is the battle-ground now of the two 
nations, this wonderful bridge is being formed; it is 
formed in Russia by the tears and groans and prayers 
of patriot exiles; it is formed by the imprisonment 
and murder of thousands of those who dared to speak 
a word for freedom; it"is formed in the Orient of all 
inaction, of all despotism, of all the hoarded wealth 
of learning'that China has buried for thousands of 
years; it is formed by the flowering out, distinctively, 
of this new child-nation that is to set up the new na
tion of the East, as a lily, with its live, wonderful new 
government. So this Star and the Lily, which is the 
symbol of the new life, will also be the symbol of the 
new nation. Japan is a flowery kingdom, it is a king
dom of blossoms. The lilies or lotus flowers are the 
symbols of its new life. It upsprings as doed the lo
tus. Its existence, .as is the lotus, is by the great 
mastery of the Primal Mother, -by the over-brooding 
of the Primal Father, symboled by the sun, which in 
the Orient is worshiped everywhere.

The symbol of the Dog Star, which is the symbol 
of the rising and the setting of its life’s tide, and sym
bol of all those southern constellations that form the 
Great Dragon, all are symbols of that which now is 
appearing.

If you only knew, if the Western mind could fully 
understand, if you could appreciate the lore and 
learning of the kabalistic and magian literature and 
symbolism that is held in those wonderful Oriental 
minds, in the wonderful treasures of Chinese learning, 
you would marvel at your own crudity, a crudity that

mutations, changes, evolutions, devolu
tions and cataclysms that characterize 
the other manifestations of life in the 
universe about him.

There is a “periodic decay and re
birth” of all cosmic bodies and of every
thing, so far as we know, in. the uni
verse Haecksl, Spencer, Darwin, and 
other scientific expounders of the great 
law of evolution have abundantly prov
en this.

Man is as much a product of evolu
tion as anything else in nature is,, cre
ationism to the contrary nothwithstand-

death—fir short, physical evil—to use 
the old term. Disease is bnt a Cyclone 
in the human system. Likewise his 
inability from lack of knowledge, to per
fectly adjust his mental activities to 
the mental world about him results 
in evil intellectual, flnancial, social and 
moral—sin, if you please, agafnst man 
and God.

John Fiske in his “Cosmic Philoso
phy* says, “From the scientific point of 
view, sin is a wilful violation of a law 
of nature, or, to speak in terms of the 
theory of evolution, ft is a course of

iu num id, “like causes produce like effects.” 
You have given a tardy self-government to Cuba,

every people and every human being. Nothing is 
ism is more infampqs, and her retribution is more im- surer than that Russia is reaping the harvest of her 
minent, more certain. Great Britain has responded despotism. Indicated by her stars, indicated by her 
to the call for wider freedom, for broader laws. Ev- own moral condition, indicated by the feebleness of 
er since the Magna Charta of King John there has her rulers: It is the reaction, and, of course, it comes 
been a studying and heeding of the demands for bet- to all nations.the same as it once came to Greece,
ter laws. Just aS soon as there is a. riot, Parliament Rome and Egypt.

“ If anything proves that successive embodiments 
must be true, it is because nations will not learn from

knows something must be done. But riots in Russia 
produce added cruelties, and a Sabbath desecration 
by the murder of hundreds of peaceable citizens 
brings its own swift retribution. And the Orient is 
the instrument for that retribution because the time 
was rjpe for the Orient to come forth.

Weido not like war, but we dislike more than war 
the despotism that produces it. We did not like the 
war that was caused by the southern slave-holders, 
but we disliked slavery more. We do not like the

the history of any other nation. No more than men 
learn from the downfall of those who speculate on the 
boards of trade and stock exchanges. Ninety-nine in 
every hundred fail; only one in a hundred approxi
mates success, only one in a thousand succeeds any 
better, and only one in several millions becomes a 
Rockefeller, to be scorned at last by a convocation 
of Congregational ministers! That is scorn enough

despotism of Mammon, but we would very much dis- for anybody.
_.. ____ ' Let us look to it then, if our stars point to that kind 

like “strikes,” we do not like “Ipck-outs,” we do not of a nemesis according to our interpretation, for 
like any of tlie things that show that somewhere the along with each pathway of the planets is the accom- 
opppessor’s hand is strong and cruel. Japan is the panying other light. Now planets fio have physical 
retribution for Siberia, for all the surveillance, the influence very greatly over this Earth. You are held 
punishments and the slaughter of the innocent by in your mutual places physically by action and reac

tion upon each other. The disturbing of the tides 
and various things may occur because of this or that 
or the other position of the different planets, but the

like a war or revolution to overthrow it. We do not

Russia.
The Star of the North will shine upon, redeem and 

release Russia such time as its feeble monarch is freed 
from the influence of his military dukes and advisers. worlds are peopled as well as the interstellar spaces; 

it is that, law of intelligence that moves the universe,Great Britain ha.4 no release until she was free from .
her dukes, until the Upper House of Parliament was not merely the law of things. When Mars flashes his 
made powerless by tfie1 great Lower House, until Cob- ” ” “■ T - , : ——
den, Bright, Gla^storiH and a half dozen men of fhe 
people made her understand her true position among

light upon the earth, or Jupiter is seeking to woo in 
the heavens the beautiful planet Venus, it is not the

the natiohs.
Russia is receiving her lesson at the hands of the 

smallest nation almost in the world, and the nation, 
that is the most.pea^eably inclined until aroused. 
But the great redprrent cycle of Oriental rebirth was 
the time for the new India, and the new China, and
the new Japan t^ be bpm. This is the time for Japan 
to illustrate her.(pow$r. When this history is read 
in the distant future jit will read as a romance and 
seem quite impossible^ that this small nation should 
rise out of the East apd go forth to make war upon 
one of the strongest empires of the world; should

stars that are influencing human lives, but their mes
sengers.

Mars is the nemesis of the Earth. How do you 
know but what the leader of the Japanese armies is a 
messenger from Mars? ' How do you know but what 
the retribution that comes because of these conditions 
of corruption and injustice is in the hands of these 
mighty messengers who do the work assigned them, 
and that the intermediate spiritual intelligences, those 
who have passed from earth, and that the mighty 
congress of nations that bends above might have sent 
word, or possibly have decreed that injustice must
eeaso before peace can exist 1

have set asidejand ^¿¿quered the ancient Mother Chi- 'fhese spiritual congresses of nations do not sit su- 
ha, and'should sebup’ihe great light of the new Orient pincly waiting for peace, are not singing songs along 
in such a wonderful manner. Albeit, Japan does not the banks of paradise waiting for this little quarrel
seek for war-like prowess, has no wish, like the Yan
kee nation, to seize the whole world just to show that 
she can. Nothing of that, there is none of that spirit. 
It is simply inevitable, it is simply that there is a 
power that threatens destruction, greater destruc
tion to the Orient, and Japan must check (t.

You may have read in the Good Book once about 
the Boanerges, the “Sons of Thunder.” No one 
knows exactly the origin or application of the word. 
But it means a certain number of people on the earth 
that are always ready: ready to take up the standard 
of rightx ready to bear the cross, ready to bear what
ever is necessary to defend a principle or a law. To 
those to whom Jesus addressed it, he meant that they 
belonged to that order of men, to that class of people 
that are ever ready and alert; that are not to be 
eaught napping; that when the emergency comes are 
there. You have them in the life-saving stations; 
yon have them in those who rescue people from the 
flames. They do not make the storm, they do not 
create the fire, but when it is there they are ready. 
So this great, wonderful torrent that sweeps over the 
earth, that today has its focal point in the far East, 
is that which calls upon the people who are ready. 
The Russians are not ready, they must be forced, con-

or that little quarrel to be over;-but with mighty pow
er and great ur«ncy are uplifting the hands of those 
who seek for liberty and the justice of the people. 
And the day and the hour is almost here when this 
great reactionary tide will sweep over your own land. 
We hope it will not mean war. If all the ministers 
of all the churches would refuse to take the tribute 
that Mammon pays as the price of salvation, then 
there would not need to be any war, the Prince of 
Peace would have already come, and you would sit 
down in your temples of worship knowing that the 
starving children upon the streets, that the men and 
women who toil for their daily bread are not op
pressed by that which you are doing in receiving the 
bribe-money from the professed Christians who fol
low after Mammon.

The time will come when out of the shadow of this 
Eastern war will spring two new nations: The new re
public of Russia, which will practicalize many of the 
ideals of Count Tolstoi; a new Japan that will realize 
many of the old ideals that you have missed. Then a 
new Australasia that will not only set the example 
of being the best governed colony in the world, but 
will set the fashion to Great Britain of being the best
Republic. The time will come when America, swept 

scriptian must take place, they must be compelled to through and through by this great reaction that is to 
be ready to go forward. The Japanese are ready, come, will refuse to take the tribute money that Cesar 
one life, a hundred, a hundred thousand, a million if offers, that Mammon offers, but will protect the hum- 
there is need, theirs is to ■win the victory. blest of these lives, and the humblest of these nations

Now when this is applied to moral force, when it of the earth.
blest of these lives, and the humblest of these nations

OEAFMESS MID 
’ CAT«BH«

BY NO METHOD UNTIL «AU- 
T1NA” WAB DISCOVERED.

Ninety-five par cent ot all cases of deafness 
brought to our attention is the result ot chronic

passes through the

catarrh of the throat ami 
middle ear. The air pas
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the action of the vi
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure la impossible. The La* 
nereai' cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the inability of au* 
rials or physicians to cura 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there Is a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh is demonstrat
ed every day by the use of 

’ Aotina. The vapor current 
generated in the Aotina 
Eustachian tubes into the

tolddlo ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
aslt passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) In the 
Inner ear, making them respond to the slight
est vibration of sound. Actins has never fulled 
io cw,o ringing noises In the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be completely cured la 
only throe weeks' use of Aotina. Aotina also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 

, lungs, colds and headache; all ot which are di
rectly or Indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
ease. We give advice tree, and positive proof 
W cures. A valuable book—Protessor Wilson's 
loo page Dictionary ot Disease, Free. Address 
New York & London Elewtrlo Awsoehuton, Dun, 
S42C,a‘»Wa!uut Street.Kausas City, Ma

SaaDaySureS’SS US MJB . * »bioluUly aura; w*
furnish the work and teaob you free, you work la 

the locality whore you live. Send ua your addies« and we will 
explain the buaineis fully, remember weguaruiteo a clear profit 
of *3 tor every day’s work,absolutely sure. Write st once.
KOTAt ^itAVIfkCTVIUiia Hot 867« OeCrait,lUch.

I Turned Out S30I-
worth of pittiag lu two w«tkr, write« M. L. 8u<ith of 

atuklluutüt). Hev. Geo. P. Crawturd write«. 
mJ made $7.00 first d«r. J. J. 8, Mill«, * tiraur, wrilet, 

ctu ewiiy malte |5.00 dey pluUcg. Tboi. Parker, 
school teacher 21 fee», write«, " I made f9.80 

profit one def, KM# auolher." Plating 
Ou«ineM ea«ilf Irarned. We teach you 
Free—No Experience Required.

_ _ Everybody ha« tableware, watchea, jew- 
*0*1 metal good« to be plated with 

Gold, Silver, Nickel aud Tin plating.
■^7»"' Heavy Plate—leuet prooeie. No toy or 

humbog. Outfits all «Ues. Everything suantjUud. LET CÖ 
HTAIIT YOU. Write today for Agency aod Offer. Addre«« 
F. Gr»y A Co* Platiutf Worbe, ClucknunH, O.

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles Fistula, Ulcers, 
EczemaandulIRklnaadFemuIeDiseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address 0 
DRZBYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

NOTICE!
The Woolley Sanatorium, the only Institu

tion In- the United States where the Opium, 
Cocaine and Whisky habits can be cured with
out exposure, and with so much ease for tiro 
patient. Only .W days'time required. Describe 
your case and I will write you an opinion ns to 
what 1 can accomplish tor yon. Ask yonr family^ 
physician to investigate. Dr. B. M. Woolley, 
104 N. Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

trim above U the number or the pres
ent Issuo of The Progressive Thinker, 
aa printed at the top of the first page, 
tight hand corner. If thia number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at ths 
right hand comer of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the numbei 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number ng 
ike tag of yonr wrapper.

In the World Celestial
Is.'. wonderful book, being the personal
e: a man whose dead " ■-

ress. This is obtained through strug
gle. It costs us struggle. And the en
vironment against which we struggle 
seems to- us evil. But it is not-' It is 
the absolutely necessary condition, to 
our progress. . :

All so-called sin is therefore inciden
tal to our development. Philosophic
ally it is the temporary domination of 
the Higher by the lower, as a necessary 
prerequisite w the permanent domina
tion of the lower by the higher. Every
thing in the universe is good in its 
place, each under each, ' serving the 
higher and being served by the lower. 
Our supreme aim should be, not hap-

PHENOMENAL.

Remarkable Manifestations on 
Body of a Little Girl.

the

Mrs. L. M. Garber—Dear Sister and 
Co-Worker:—I received my Progressive 
Thinker to-day and find a short article 
in ft entitled, “Wanted Information." I 
wilj say in regard to the same that I 
think the parties referred to are rela
tives of my husband; his father was a 
Primitive Baptist minister, Anson 
Richardson, and he had a grand-daugh
ter who from the time she was six

pfness but complete, coritiriuous harmo- „months old until she was three, had 
nization with cur physical and mental flowers, figures, printed and written let- 
environments. Lift In 113 fullness and ters, and names on her body, arms and 
happiness necessarily but incidentally, face, which were plainly seen at times; 
will be the natural £^^1^(10 proportion ' ' " - ■
as we obtain this encL Pope was right
scientifically,, and philosophically, 
though one- hundrgfi an'd! ffity years 
ahead o£ his day. -t : ¿Io

S: J. BIpW^ON, M. D. 
Elkins, Ark..

says spirituaiJsiT Will is not 
yOid. e:

' ' —Hr— m '
Justice Brafey Moyes,gas Matter ,of 

Law, That Belf^l Ino That System 
Does Not Vitlate papgdty of Joseph 
Hamblett of Lqw^lL ¡n’ - .
Lowell, April 21, -1905.—Justice Bra-

at other times more dimly.
As some of the statements in the ar

ticle by E. W. Hull are incorrect, I will 
give you what I know to be the facts in 
the case, and T think some one else will 
write Mr.. HOU, who made the inquiry. 
My father-in-law came to Keokuk 
county, Iowa, in 1844, which you see is 
twite the number of years given in Mr. 
Hull’s article. He had a family of fif
teen children, eight of which grew to 
manhood and womanhood; six are still 
living. He also preached and always 
refused, to acctept pay for his services.

Another incorrect statement is in re
gard to the age of the young lady, for 
Bnch she is now, being past 21 years of 
age. I do not know that the spirits 
said when they quit making the letters 
that they would begin again, in eight

looking to see what she could find, and 
almost always she would see some
thing.

As they lived close to our home until 
the child was seven months old, I saw 
a number of the tilings that were made. 
Once I saw a name given,'one letter at 
a time, until the whole name of an 
aunt of the child, who was dead, was 
spelled out. Another time I was dress
ing the babe and saw on one of her 
shoulders a place that was unusually 
red, and while I was looking at it there 
came out in white a large printed B. It 
did pot fade out gradually, but looked 
as if it was removed as one would wipe 
the figures off a slate, it went so 
quickly, and in a few seconds I saw a 
written D in the place where the B had 
been. Although I saw a number of the 
letters and figures, my husband never 
was fortunate in getting an opportunity 
to see a single thing.

After she grew old enough to talk, 
she Jold us the spirits scratched awful 
hard when tlrey made the letters. She 
was also a natural clairvoyant up to 
five or six years of age, but at the pres
ent time doesn't seem to have any me- 
dhimistic gifts, nor would she sit to de
velop them. I would like to know if 
you have the knowledge where Mr. Hull 
got his information about this medium.

Your for the truth,
MRS. ANNIE RICHARDSON.

Hayesville, Iowa.

sweetheart, after appearing 'to liim 
maty times, etherealized, materialized 
arf through trance mediums, has him 
.put Into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time lie spends with 
her In the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his'friend who 
gives it to the world in his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, the Well- 
known author, scientist and reformer.

This book has a brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher. Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D., president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives It the weight of his un
qualified endorsement.

He says: "This book will give us . 
courage to pass through the shadow ot ' 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial.”

Rev. M. J. Savage says: "It is in
tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true,”

The Medical Gleaner says: "It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. Z Windle says: "It is inex
pressibly delightful.”

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: "It is one of the 
choicest pieces ot literature ot this mar
velous age ot books."

Every oody will be charmed with it, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiftl love romance of 
two worlds. It is printed in elegant 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price $1. 
For sale at this office.

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of "The World Beautiful,” “Kato Field,* 
••After Her Death»" “From Dreamland Sent,” eta.
WJtb portrait. 16mo, Cloth, gilt. Price tl.25. The 
writer of this “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning“ 
has thrown tho book Into fly© chapter«, with sub-title« 
as follow?;
LIVING WITH VISIONS. ’•Summer Snow of Appl* " 

Blossom»;” Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends Ln th® 
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. Tbo Ptefigurcd Frtondi 
Vita Nouva; “Ono Day, My Siren.’’

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Pootryj In C««W 
Guldl: Florentine Days; Walter Savage Landor.

ART AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 
Clasped Hbnds; Kato Field's Records; Mrs« 
Browning’« Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rtak; Spiritual 
Laws; Modern Scientific Thought; Tbo 
atton of Genius.

For Sole at this ode«. * 1

“The Constitution ot Man.” By 
Elizabeth Towne. Gives a clear and

have’ bUtA*0 that
tllS iTfOuatG’ vQWtt; JfGlatlVGB Of. lDE. . nrlwiTifj} IrtpuA onia tho- FnlUaef-
deceased. The will wris contested prin- ; The mother of the child received In- tpnr.hinir extant as'to the nntnro mn

Prof. Metchlnkopf, in1 his work,"The .manifestations of spiritualistic phenom- cipally on the groundiot - undos influ- etriicttonsiliow, to bathe and car» for S¡“5?direction of rUd«. m-fS» ro^' 
Natural of Man,” has fully elaborated ena. Without this struggle there could cnco, and' testimony. „Was .Introduced, ¡the child's rEddu. but. the letters did not «2?

r an<tiir?strn^<f tMs raw bya he no advancement. .Without it man
fhe same sense that a molecule or a; facts drawn noth from the lower king-, would never have emerged from ani- «mo'.n mm-min. « ».»»w w..* jmspreuy vuiume cynuuus_miy-suven
•mountain; an ntom or an angel,A plant don? of "salinate nature and frontman mnl'Ity to humanity. By means of ft 
or a planet, an electron or at\ elephant.’ himself. Man’s inability, through lack the higher forms of psychical power 
is though occupying a different plane of knowledge, to- perfectly-adjust his are now being evolved, suctr asclitir- 
from these or nny other entities or man- physical system to* Its complete phys- voyance, psythometry, telepathy, mag* 
ffestations of ’Ife. Being a part of na- feal environnient, results in bodily suf- netfc healing, levitation, prophecy, etc.
lure Ite Is subject to the same laws, foring, disease and generally premature Knowledge is the universal key to prog-

Spiritualistic meflium¿was 'k dtermin- after, a bath, but would come at any ¿uthor’s tatest mid So'eclt 
Ing factor. Judge BrAfey rated that .air .time. After the first ones were seen, it. nnems Neatly bound in cloth and with 
a matter of law it-belief in Spiritualism ;She began fretting, which site would \Sortrait of the author. Prlce’75 cents, 
did not vitiate the testator's capacity, generally db when the letters were be-: ^ynris celestial," by Dr T A.
and he did not find' evidence of a com jng made,(although 'she would never Bland. Interesting, instructive' and 
trolling Inaueacq.of this, cry out as though It was hurting her helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth
(Mass.} Haratd. , very much) her mother woul^ihegta:hound; price $L

In Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within yourself Uos tbo cause of whatever enter« 
Into your life. To come lutotho fun realisation oJ 
your own awakened interior powers, is to br able to 
amdlUoayour Jlfo fa exact accord with what yoi 
would have Lt.—From Tltla-rage.

CONTENTS--L Prelude; 11. The Supremo Fact of 
tboUniverse; HL TboBuprcmaFuct&rnamaaLtfoi 
IV. Fnllucia of Life—Bodily Health and Vigor; V. 
The Secret, Power and Effect of Love: VI. wisdom’ 
and Interior Illumination; VII. The Realization of 
Perfect Peace; VIII. Coming Intofulinessorpowcr; 
IX.Tlentv or AU Tilings—The Law of Prosperity l • 
X How Men Have Become Prophets. Boer», Bora^ 
and Bavtors; XI- Tbo Baste Principle of- All Bollglona 
—Tho Universal Ruitgfoui XII. Biitcrlns Mow Into 
theRcaltntton ortho IllBhtwt Rtehcs. .«For wda<A 
UUaonico. Price, poitpaia.fi.2S. ’
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TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
i-YCEUM.

Sunday, May 14, 1905, S. E, 58: “is 
Spiritualism True?

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

»

MW 13, 1905.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I Taks due notice that Item» for this 
is alone responsible for any assertions | page In order to Insure Insertion must

" or statements he may make. The editor

CENTERS FOR NUMBERS OF 
PLE, MANY OF WHOM ARE 
GERING FOR PHENOMENA 
THE REST OF THE YEAR

FUL AIDS IN 
TRUTHS OF

allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do sb. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

,WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon thè minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgressiveThinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly, with Ink on whitq^ 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten Unes, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer..- The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may b* cast 
into the waste basket.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONSFOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY. TO THE 
WASTE BASKET,

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WOliK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT. THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

ALL THE HONEST MEDIUMS IN 
CHICAGO RECEIVE THE CORDIAL 
ENDORSEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS 
STATE SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIA
TION, WHETHER ORDAINED OR 
NOT. AS THERE ARE NUMEROUS 
FRAUDS IN THE CITY, IT WOULD 
^E WELL FOR ALL CAMP OFFI
CIALS TO BE EXCEEDINGLY CARE
FUL AND WRITE TO DR. GEO. B. 
WARNE, 4203 EVANS AVENUE, FOR 
INFORMATION, IF THEY DESIRE 
ANY PARTICULARS. SUMMER 
CAMP-MEETINGS, WHEN PURE IN 
SOCIAL CONDITIONS, ELEVATED IN 
MENTAL AND SPIRITUAL TONE 
AND CONDUCTED ON STRICTLY 
BUSINESS METHODS ARE POWER-

SPREADING THE
SPIRITUALISM. IT

MUST NOT BE FORGOTTEN THAT 
THEY ARE ALSO THE HARVEST 
TIME FOR THE FAKIRS, BECAUSE 
THEVCOME TO THE RALLYING

PEO- 
HUN- 
ALL 
AND

READY THERE TO PART WITH 
THEIR MONEY WITHOUT PRU
DENCE. SPIRITUALISTS AND THE 
PUBLIC AT LARGE LOOK TO EVERY 
ONE OF OUR CAMP OFFICIAL 
BOARDS TO PROMOTE DECENCY, 
ELIMINATE TRICKERY AND RECOG
NIZE ONLY HONEST • MEDIUMS. 
THEY SHOULD PROTECT THE NOV
ICE AND THE GULLIBLE FROM IM
POSITION AND ROBBERY. THEY 
ARE LARGELY EDUCATORS OF THE 
PUBLIC. CAUTION, CANDOR, COUR
AGE AND DISCERNMENT ARE RE
QUIRED BY THESE OFFICERS.

Mrs. Throndsen of Louisville, Ky., 
was ordained as a minister by the State 
Association of Indiana.

President Hassman writes: “The en
tertainment of the North Star Spiritual 
Union was held Saturday, April 29, in 
Perl’s hall, 1546 Milwaukee avenue, 
with a large attendance. The opening 
address was ably delivered by Dr. P. M. 
Esser, after which the musical program 
started, which was fine. Recitations 
were given by Hassman, Jr., Edy, Jr., 
Long, Jr., and Mr. Long gave a fine 
sketch, 'The Tramp With His Little 
Girl.’ Mr. Bauman gave a ‘Song of the 
Sea,’ after which all went to the grand 
supper given oy the society. Fish pond 
and donkey games were also there. 
The well-known test medium, Mrs. 
Rennau, spoke a few words upon Spirit
ualism ; so did President Hassman, end
ing with a little hop. Best thanks to 
those who gave the society a helping 
hand. The Sunday» meeting was well 
attended; lecture by Dr. P. M. Esser 
and tests by Mrs. Renau. The Pro
gressive Thinker was not forgotten, and 
was bought largely.”

L. Agnese Moulton, president of the 
Leadville (Col.) society, writes: “We 
have just had a spiritual feast here at 
this spiritual altitude of ten thousand 
feet above (sea level. E. W. Sprague 

: and wife, missionaries for the N. S. A., 
stopped off enroute East, and gave us 
four lectures, followed with tests by 

;; Mrs. Sprague. Through Mr. Sprague’s 
eloquent appeal and the prestige of be- 

!? lodging to the N. S-A., our 'Occult So- 
< ■ ciety,’ which is chartered under the 

laws of our state, decided to charter 
also with the N. S. A. The meetings 

• netted 338.55 for the N. S. A., and 38.25 
/ contributed for the Mediulins'.Fund. 
, .Brother and Sister Sprague expressed 

i. themselves as well pleased with their 
i short stay in this ‘city of the clouds,’ 
i ‘ and left an impression with our people 
. that they were the right parties for 

their work. We trust that other work: 
? era that are endorsed by the N. S. A„ 
: ' going through Colorado, will ,corre- 

< spond with the president of the Lead- 
■ I; ville Occult Society, and 'arrange to
’¡i t stop off here.”
b - Thè Peoria (Ill.) Star says: "A be- 
/ . liever, in Spiritualism discovered at a 
i rècéht seance that the Japanese and 
; Rv/!sian soldiers and sailors fcho have 
' passed over are still fighting their bat- 

; ties. However, if the Russians dop’t 
i • make a better showing in the . spirit 
R land than they .have on earth, it won’t 

take the Japs very long to settle the 
-question,”

An item from A- W. Bracken, of San 
Francisco, Cal., was through some mis
take of the type made to appear as if 
coming from Los Angeles, thus convey
ing a wrong impression.

Oscar F. Evertz writes from St. Louis, 
Mo.: “The Carondelet progressive Spir
itualist Society is now holding regular 
public meetings at Judd’s Hall, 7801 S. 
Broadway, every Sunday at 8 p m. 
This little' society has some noble work
ers, among them being Mrs. Elizabeth 
Burgher who officiates as medium and 
lecturer, assisted by Mrs. J. M. Pierce 
and Mrs. C. W. Judd, a well known 
clairvoyant and test medium, The offi
cers of the society are as follows: G. 
M. Nunemacher, president; Mrs. Sarah 
Green and C. Umberhein, vice-presi
dents; J„M. Pierce, secretary and treas
urer. Public circles are held every 
Monday at 8 p. m., at the residence of 
J. M- Pierce, 8302 Van Buren street, to 
which the. public and members of the 
society are admitted without charge. 
Mrs. Burger holds developing and test 
circles at her home, 8309 Water street, 
Tuesday afternoons at 2:30. The offi
cers and members of this society are 
working hard against great odds and 
should receive the support and co-oper
ation of local Spiritualists and the gen
eral public as well.”

Dr. A. B. Spinney has opened his new 
sanitarium at Belding, Mich., and al
ready the. institution has a number of 
patients. In an interview with the 
Doctor this week, he stated that he ex
pected to keep his sanitarium open at 
Reed City tor a time at least, where he 
has an able corps of experienced 
nurses caring for a number of pa
tients. The Belding sanitarium is in 
the suburbs of the city and “quiet 
reigns supreme”— a feature very essen
tial where the sick are to be treated 
and cared for.

Mrs. M. Miller writes from Rochester, 
Indiana: "The meetings held in our 
city by Will V. Nicum of Dayton, Ohio, 
were well attended, and very profltable. 
Had Spiritualism more exponents of the 
Nicum stamp it would rapidly increase 
adherents. His lectures are a direct 
appeal to the spirit within to ascend 
loftier heights, and no one can listen to 
the message he has for the world with
out having felt a spiritual blessing. So 
completely did he win his Rochester 
audiences, that it was the expression 
of each any every one, ‘Let us have him 
again.’ ”

N. H. Eddy writes: “Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood has been serving the First 
Spiritual Society' in Buffalo, N. Y., at 
the Temple, Prospect and Jersey 
street, during April, and has done 
most excellent and efficient work. He 
had good audiences. His private class 
was very interesting and well attended. 
He has given good satisfaction in his 
labors for our society.”

Forty members of the Spiritualist so
ciety at Decatur, 111., spent a very pleas
ant evening in the S. of V. hall on 
South Water street at the social given 
by the Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Spirit
ualist Scientists Society. The affair 
was preceded with a supper. A short 
program followed and later in the even
ing the younger members present spent 
the evening in dancing.

The Spiritual Alliance Society, which 
meets every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., at’ 
Vincennes Hull, 3514 Vincennes avenue, 
corner Cottage Grove avenue and 35th 
street, is gaining ground, and has a 
splendid new home. Mr. Fraser will 
assist Mrs. May Elmo, and a good meet
ing can be expected. The next social 
and dance will be held Saturday May 
13. You are invited.

The First Spiritualist Association of 
Wheeling, W. Va., met at Odd Fellows’ 
Hall, Sunday, April 23, Rev. G. W. 
Way. pastor and medium, under spirit 
control, lectured and gave spiritual 
messages from those who have passed 
through so-called death to their rela
tives and friends in the audience.

Mrs. Dobson-Barker writes from San 
Jose, Cal.: “The First-Spiritual Union 
met at Eagle’s Hall, 40 N. First street, 
Sunday, 11 a. m., April, 23, conference 
being well attended. After a few re
marks by the president, Mr. Joseph 
Murry, short addresses were given by 
Tillie Gunderson, Merle Munts, Prof. 
Cotton and J. Harker, the last calling 
the attention of the Spiritualists to the 
observance of Easter Sunday, saying it 
meant more to Spiritualism than to any 
other religion, as the arising of Christ 
is the first spiritual demonstration of 
which we have any knowledge; also 
that the word tomb typifies the spirit
ual birth. General inquiring after the 
sick, and sending them good thoughts, 
the meeting closed with singing. A 
special meeting of the board met at 
6:30 p. m. to arrange for speakers and 
test mediums for the coming month. In 
the evening at 7:30, meeting opened 
with piano selection by Madam Ferbos. 
Mrs. H. L. Bigelow gave the beautiful 
poem, ‘Roll the Stone of Self Away,’ 
which furnished the subject of dis
course by Mrs. N. P. Fox, who ad
dressed an appreciative audience. Af
ter congregational singing, the meeting 
was dismissed with benediction by Mrs. 
Fox.”

Merle L. Munts of San Jose, Cal., at 
the 57th anniversary meeting there, 
gave a detailed account of how she be
came a Spiritualist. In concluding she 
said: "I do not like to speak of fraud at 
this church where only grand and beau
tiful things should-be Bald; neverthe
less, I will try to quote a few lines: 
‘There is no iraud in Spiritualism, as 
many say, for Spiritualism is the truth 
and nothing else. There is no fraud in 
Spirltiialism, it is the fraud done to 
Spiritualism.’ As a proof to those skep
tics who may be present, I will relate 
what happened at a circle ,ln which I 
sat, so as to show or knake known that 
a higher power does exist. We were 
nine in number and we air sat around a 
small table, each putting one hand on 
it. We at once heard distinct raps, and 
when one of-the ladies present asked if 
the spirits would rap when we had our 
hands oft, we heard three distinct raps. 
We removed, our hands, and we heard- 
the raps distantly. : We then moved 
back our chairs and the table com
menced to move around, and bowed to 
several in-the room. Remember.' we 
did not have our hands on the table. 
Does this not prove that a higher power 
does exist? Thus by slow degrees I be
came a Spiritualist, till now I love this 
grand and beautiful truth.”

We go to press'early Monday morn
ing, henc£ communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach thia 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

zz
Mrs. Aila McHenry is now located in 

Excelsior Springs, Mo., at the Saratoga 
hotel and will be pleased to meet all 
who are interested in- occult science. 
Demonstrations of spirit power, test cir
cles and inspirational lectures on any 
subject given at hotel parlors or private 
homes by appointment.' Instruction in 
psychology and all lines of spiritual sci
ence. Special instruction as to how to 
be beautiful, healthy and happy.

E. W. Sprague and wife, the N. SÏ A. 
missionaries, may be addressed during 
the month of May, at Rochester, Ind.; 
after that mail will reach them at their 
home, 618 Newland avenue, Jamestown, 
N. Y. Mail will be forwarded to them 
from Rochester, Ind.'

Geo. B. Ferris writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.; “Mrs. Marian Carpenter 
of Detroit, has just closed a successful 
engagement with the New Thought 
Spiritual Society of this city. Her lec
tures were well received anti her mes
sages all recognized. She comes to us 
again next Autumn, probably during 
October.”

J. D Williamson writes from Kansas 
City, Mo.: “Mrs. Williamson and my
self have just returned from a twelve 
weeks’ tour of Kansas, stopping at Os
awatomie, Ottawa, Hutchinson, Wich
ita and again at Ottawa. We made a 
very successful trip, and convinced a 
number of skeptics. We arrived here 
Sumjay, April 30, and are being enter
tained by Mrs. Carrie L. B.ean (Mrs. 
Williamson’s mother) who is one of the 
leading mental mediums and lecturers 
of Kansas City, Mo.—having been in 
the Spiritualistic work in this city for 
more than five years, and formerly 
served the Spiritual Society of Lincoln, 
Neb. She is the leading teacher of 
Occult Science, and has brought many 
skeptics into the truth of Spiritualism. 
Your valuable paper has been read by 
me for some time and is one of the 
best published. May it live long and 
continue to do good work.”

The Oklahoman says: “The members 
of the organization meet eyery Sunday 
evening at the Ripy ball, corner Sec- 
ondand Broadway, for the purpose of 
teaching their philosophy and religion, 
and the investigation of psychic phe
nomena and kindred subjects. Spirit
ualism demonstrates to you the fact of 
a life beyond the grave (through the 
various phases of mediumship), and 
that actual communication with, the 
spirit plane of life has been established. 
After our services you will receive ac
curate descriptions of your loved ones 
in spirit life, with messages and names, 
as they are given to our mediums who 
are honorable and highly respected 
residents of the city. Investigate this; 
it is of the utmost Importance to you.”

D. G. Hill writes: "A large and ap
preciative audience greeted the Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society at its hall, 
Sunday, April 30. The afternoon ser
vice was conducted in the usual way by 
short talks and messages by different 
mediums, and for the evening the tal
ented speaker. Dr. Daniel S. Hagar, 
held the close attention of the large 
audience during his discourse, which, 
by the way, was his first lecture from 
a Spiritualist rostrum, and merited and 
received the hearty applause of his 
listeners. He was followed by Sister 
Sarah Thomas, the very capable worker 
who spoke from the subject of the Doc
tor’s lecture in an entertaining way. 
The message bearers, Sisters Nora E. 
Hill and Sister Bloom, gave very con
vincing proof of the return of spirits, 
which was well received. The-speaker 
for Sunday evening. May 14, will be the 
Hon. Ex-Judge W. L. Snell, who holds 
a wqrm place in the hearts of the peo
ple who know him. Services each Sun
day afternoon and evening at 3 and 8 
p. m., at O’Donnell College hall, So. 
Paulina street, between Washington 
blvd. and Park avenue. All cordially 
invited.”

The Minonk, Ill., News says that John 
Rhodewald, a highly respected citizen 
of that place, had an experience Sunday 
night that he will never forget, if he 
lives to be a hundred years old. He is 
the fireman at the new coal shaft, but 
since they have been working at the old 
shaft he has to go down'lhere three or 
four times a night to look after the fire 
under the boilers, and to see that things 
are all right around the works. Sun
day night between 12 and 1 o'clock he 
went down to the old shaft. Every
thing was still as death as Mr. Rhode- 
wald approached and he' was nearly 
startled out of his wits by seeing a 
shadowy form enter the engine room 
and start the engine to going. This 
was kept un for some time and Mr. 
Rhodewald says his hair raised on end 
and the cold sweat stood out onhis fore
head. He says the man was the exact 
image of the old engineer, William 
Jackson, who died a year or two ago. 
Mr. Rhodewald is a truthful man and 
the citizens are-unable to explain his 
vision.”

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: “One of the 
principal features of the meetings of 
the Rising Sun Mission on the last Sun
day of each month, is the conference. 

‘Everyone present takes a deep interest 
and the services are always enjoyable, 
from the fact that each one has the 
privilege of giving his or her experi
ence, as was done on Sunday afternoon, 
April 30. The remarks by Brother Dr. 
Hagar were very interesting, as were 
the remarks and tests of Brother 
Thompson and Sister Weaver and Sis
ter Coombs. Quite a few strangers 
added their mite in the way of experi
ences. In the evening we had the 
pleasure of hearing our Sister Martha 
Price, formerly of Boston. Her sub
ject was the Lord’s Prayer, Prior to 
her lecture, our president read the one 
hundred and forty-third Psalm, which 
led up to the discussion, she handling 
her subject in a very able manner and 
to the edification of all. ,She awoke in 
the hearts of her hearers the necessi
ty of prayer, and the proper under
standing and interpretation of. the 
Lord’s Prayer. Our choir rendered 
some very fine selections during the 
services, which was appreciated by all. 
We cordially welcome strangers to our 
services which are held every Sunday 
afternoon at 3 and evening-at 8, at Mis
sion Hall, Peoples’ Institute, Van Buren 
and Leavitt streets. Our speaker for 
Sunday evening, May 14, will be Dr. 
J. H. Randall.”
. Owosso—Charles Seidler is a retired 
farmer who recently sold a piece of 
property for $1,400 and placed the pro
ceeds in the M. L. Stewart & Co. bank. 
Now Seidler had long known Charles 
D. Stewart the head of the bank, and 
believed him perfectly safe and sound. 
On the night of Friday, April 14, Seid
ler dreamed that the Stewart bank had 
"busted,” and on Saturday morning he 
told about his dream at .the breakfast 
table. He laughed about It at first, but 

■ within an hour he bad become thought- 
.ful over his dream.' About 9'o’clock he 
drove up to the Dank and drew his total 
deposits and about two hours later' no- 
■tice of the bank’s suspension was post
ed up. Mr. Seidler believes.in dreams 
now. ■

* A. J. Chapman, who was killed ' in 
Battle Creek, while coupling cars, had 
à presentiment of hla fioming^ flçath.

’‘Boys,” said Chapman a few hours be
fore the fataUt», Tljbelieve I ought not 
to go to work today.’ All the morning 
it has seemed to me" something was go
ing to happen^ wife going to be hurt or 
something." Before- the next morning 
Chapman was dying. at Nichols’ hospi
tal. Mrs. Chapman) who is here from 
Marshall to claim) the body, says her 
husband hasuiiad am presentiment of 
death for thefipast ofceek, and the last 
words he said io hdr< were: “Little wo
man, I am going toothy and get another 
job without so knuqlJ ¡danger, and where 
I can be at home wiUi you more.” Sin
gular as it uihy soem, there were no 
evidences ofOBeriottS Injury at first. 
There were tab bdnfes broken and no 
flesh mutilated. When found. Chap
man stood a few feet from his car, lan
tern in hand"and ¡told a workman, “I 
slipped while lii'alilng that coupling and 
I guess I am! done-for.” .At Nichols’ 
hospital he became unconscious and 
died within a few hours.

geo. C. Dunbar /writes from New 
Hampshire: "as tile old year Has ’ al
most expired for \yhich my subscription 
was paid to, I am now sending you one 
dollar for a renewal. Jt is the only pa
per that I take that comes regularly. 
I wish to thank ,you for it. I do not 
know as there Isany particular part in 
the paper I like any more than others, 
unless it is Brother Tuttle’s answers 
to questions. The^paper from start to 
finish is brim full of good things, and I 
do not see how you can do it for any 
such price. You are doing a noble 
work, and God bless you,”

Georgia Gladys Cooley will lecture 
for the Psychical Research Society of 
Rockford, Hl., May 7, 9, 12, 14; also at 
Genoa, Ill., Wednesday evening, May 10.

Maggie Henry writes: “On-Sunday, 
April 30, at the Universal Occult So
ciety, as usual we had a very interest
ing meeting, In place of the lecture, 
our speaker, F. M. Stoller, or rather his 
guides, answered philosophical ques
tions asked by those in the audience 
seeking light and knowledge pertaining 
to Spiritualism and spirit return and 
how.to unfold the powers that are with
in each and’every one, of us. Many in
teresting questions were asked and 
very instructive answers were given 
Our audience through not very large, 
was intellectual. Strangers are espe
cially invited to attend our meetings. 
Many psychometric readings were 
given by'the Professor at the close of 
speaking."

The will of the late J. T. Crumbaugh, 
a rich banker of Leroy, Ill., provides for 
an endowment of 3200,000 for a church 
for Spiritualism in that village. It also 
makes provision for a free library for 
the village, with ah endowment of 350,- 
000. The will was, probated May 6. 
Mr. Crumbaugh died at the age of 87, 
leaving ho children. Five brothers and 
sisters are given 31,000 each and his 
wife is left a nominal sum, but the 
great bulk of the estate, which may ag
gregate 3300,000, wpl go to Spiritualism 
and to carry o.n a sphool in the Interest 
of this belief,)—Chicago Record-Herald.

Mrs. Dr. Qjird, (Jae well known me
dium, is visiting frjends in Akron and 
Toledo, Ohlo,odurlijg this month. She 
will visit Chiqqgo about June 1, and will 
be pleased to meet ©Id friends there.

Spiritualist Mass-Meeting.
A union meeting’of the Spiritualists 

of Massachusetts v?hs held in Cadet 
Hall, Friday, May 5/under the auspices 
cf the Lynn 'Spiritualists Association. 
Large delegafibns Were present from 
hearly every 'brganj'zed society in the 
state, and wer'entertained by the Lynn 
society.

The afterniibh meeting was opened 
with an invocation' by Mrs. Dr. Chase, 
after which P'rksident Alex Caird, who 
was in; charge «£ the’exerciser through: 
out the day, stated the object of the 
meeting to be to try' to devise some 
plan whereby the societies of this state 
may be formed into some kind of an or
ganization, under which more and bet
ter work for the cause may be accom
plished than under the existing condi
tions.

It seemed to be the unanimous opin
ion of the delegates present, that It was 
desirable to form an organization com
posed of the chartered societies of this 
slate, to work under the same rules as 
prevail in some pt the western states 
at the present time, its business being 
conducted by delegates from the socie
ties connected with it. Dr. Caird was 
appointed chairman of a committee of 
five to formulate and put into operation 
some plan towards bringing about the 
desired result. Among those who took 
part in the discussion following Presi
dent Caird's address, were Mr. I. F. Sy
monds and Mrs. Minnie' M. Soule of the 
Banner of Light, Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn, 
Mrs. Byrnes, Mr. Fuller, Mrs. Pye, Mrs. 
Belcher, Mr. Wells, Dr. Hale, Mrs. Pet- 
tenglll, Mrs. Cunningham, Mrs. Scott 
and others. About 200 were served 
with supper, which was followed by a 
concert with Miss Alison Low, Miss 
Eva Manning, Miss Gertrude Chesley, 
Mr. James Singer, Master Joseph Cuffe 
and Master Charles Popp, vocal solo
ists; H. C. Chase, pianist; W. H. Ather- 
ly, cornetist, A. E. Meader, dramatic 
reader. Mrs. Soule opened the evening 
service with an invocation, followed by 
messages. Address by Mrs. A. J. Pet- 
tengill, and messages by Mrs. S. C. Cun
ningham. At nine o’clock, which is 
Psychic Circle hour, a short time was 
devoted to silent thought concentration, 
thus bringing to a close the most suc
cessful meeting of its kind ever held in
massachusetts.

Lynn, Mass.
A. A. AVERILL.

MOTHER.

Some Beautiful Words of That Sacred 
name.

The 
of all

word mother is the most sacred 
names, and .motherhood is the

closest’of all humanl ties. Oh, Mother! 
when you nestle yottr little one to your 
loving breast tend -look into the eyes 
that reflect tfte nibther-love shining 
from your owtf, do'You not sometimes 
think with ann Involuntary shudder of 
the sorrow arid1 grid!’ it would be were 
the child-to Be taken from you? Or, 
still worse, if your tender care were 
removed froifi1 thd : helpless infant? 
While this thought Is'- still with you, ex
tend it to the'bljrd-ri&ther, for she sure
ly has for her offspring the same tender 
love that youffiave'-for yours; she has 
the same affection;l!the same willing-' 
ness to face dahgerto protect what is 
to all mothers dearer than life itself. 
Oh, human mother, ^MU you again wear 
for a personal adornment a plume ta
ken from the d&d fmy of a bird-moth
er, the plume .pjat i§ni,he emblem of her 
married life as the golden circlet is of 
your own, ths-plume that was taken 
from her bleeding body because her 
motherhood was so strong that she was 
willing to give up/ life itself rather 
than, abandon her » helpless infants.! 
Whenever you are tempted in the fu
ture to wear a Heron’s plume, think for 
a moment of your.own motherhood, and 
spare the bird-mbther and her little 
ones —the Character. Builder.

"The Present Age ana Inner Life; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi- 
ffed and explained.'* By. Andrew Jack- 
eon Davis. We Have a few. copies o( 
thia work bg. the^ cele^rated gee?.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS,

Gem of Thought:—
"As brothers, commune together and 

enjoy the serenity of a pure and noble 
life.”—Wisdom of the Ages.

For information concerning The Pro
gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas,

REVIEW OF PASSING EVENTS,

The Dean of Westminster Tells How 
The Bible Was Written.

The Dean gave a sermon, for the pur
pose, he says, "of suggesting some 
thoughts in regard to the inspiration of 
the Holy Scriptures, which may posci- 
bly be helpful to two classes of minds, 
which are alike perplexed by. the con
flict between modern knowledge and 
traditional views of the Bible.”, One 
of these classes is the scientists, the 
other those who have unquestionably 
received the book as infallible inspira
tion. “It is no ordinary task,” he says, 
“the preacher has before him to recon
cile the apparent conflictions," in which 
statement no one will disagree with 
him. He says: "The Book has not 
changed, We have changed. Much 
new light has been given to us by God 
in regard to our own constitution and 
the constitution of the world in which 
we live; and in this new light, which is 
shining all around ns, and which comes 
to all of us at least in scattered rays 
here and there, we read the Bible dif
ferently. Our whole conception of the 
method of its inspiration has been al
tered. A great deal which our fore
fathers took literally we can not take 
literally to-day. The first chapter of 
Genesis no longer means to us that the 
world was made in six days. The sec
ond chapter of Genesis no longer means 
to us that God molded clay into a hu
man figure and breathed upon it, or 
that he took a rib from Adam and 
made Eve. These are allegories or 
parables to us, but they still proclaim 
theft original spiritual lessons. All 
this is untouched by modern discovery; 
it is the underlying spiritual truth, 
taught in the form of what was at first 
literally believed, but for us, is a para
ble. And so, again, we believe that 
God made man out of dust, not by mold
ing clay, bpt through a long process of 
development which followed a course 
which he had marked out, and in every 
slep of which he was working his will.”

Here 1b the vital issue which the 
Dean seems co ignore, and evades by 
befogging the subject. The Bible has 
been claimed to be an infallible guide, 
given by God to mankind, because man 
is a fallen being and by his own powers 
cannot arrive at moral truth. If it is 
not such a guide, it is valueless. If for 
its understanding, two thousand years 
had to pass, and man by other means 
advanced to its Interpretation, and 
thereby prove that all those who read 
it previously were in error, of what 
greater value is truth thus discovered, 
because afterwards found in the 
Bible? If the story of the creation and 
fall, "are allegories and parables," and 
as revealed by science—not by the 
Bible—"God made man * * through a 
long process of development,” what be
comes of the Christian scheme of salva
tion? This was built on these "allego
ries.” The fall of man taught by 
Christians made the salvation through 
Christ necessary. Had the allegories 
hot been received at literal, there 
would have been no Christian plan of 
redemption, for it would not have been 
demanded.

The Dean does not see the dilemma 
in which he places himself, and to 
make his meaning plain returns near 
the close of his sermon to reaffirm bls 
position even more positively:

“For example, what man of sense will 
think that there was a first and second 
and third day, evening and morning, 
without any sun, moon or stars? And 
who would be so silly as to imagine 
Ihat God, after the fashion of a human 
gardener, had planted a garden in Eden 
toward the East, and set in it a tree of 
life, that could be seen and felt, so that 
one who ate of its fruit with his bodily 
teeth should acquire life; and again, 
that one should partake of good and 
evil by eating What he took from a 
tree of such a character?”

True, no “man of sense,” will be
lieve this childish cosmogony, yet this 
same chapter of '.‘allegories,” forms the 
foundation of the Dean’s theology. 
Take this away—prove that man never 
fell and what is the need of the Dean 
and the host of preachers, laboring to 
save souls—never lost?

According to him, the; progress of 
mankind, has been By means outside of 
the Bible. Man could not understand 
the Bible until “developed” by knowl
edge. Thus "developed,” he finds that 
the Bible has been misunderstood. On 
its “allegories" and “parables,” a sys
tem of religion has been reared, and for 
2,000 years, preferment and honors in 
this life, and happiness in the next, 
made to depend on its acceptance. 
What countless martyrs have died in 
vain torture, by those who have made • 
this world a hell, to gain God’s favor in 
the next!

After thus giving a knock-out blow 
in the solar-plexus of his faith, the 
childish innocence of his conclusion is 
a charming example-of his bewllder- 
men£)>

We nave .not lost our faith. We 
move fearlessly forward toward the 
growing light of a larger day; confi
dent that the Bible will always prove 
its own inherent power; that its fur
ther study will reveal its deeper truths; 
that as the human element In its com
position is more clearly ascertained its 
divine element will be more intelligibly 
recognized; remembering always that 
it .claims an authority over the human 
spirit such as no other book can claim, 
and that by. our use of it, or our neg
lect of it, we shall be judged in. the day 
when God calls us to our account.

Of what authority is the Bible over 
the human spirit, if that spirit must 
'first gain knowledge elsewhere for its 
understanding, and has the granted 
right to throw out whole chapters, and 
interpret it at its pleasured

• THe highest authority in the Angli
can church has attempted to hedge 
against the issue which has already 
come, and unconscious that he has sur
rendered the citadel tb the enemy,, he 
bravely declares-“We have not lost our 
faith. We move fearlessly forward,”.as 
a boy whistles on a long rbad to keep 
his courage up, ana prevent himself, 
yielding to the gbblins of panic. and 
starting o'n a break-neck run.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.’’ 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History' of the Christian Religibn to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church icadern to get control of the gov
ernment An important work. Pap®, 
25 cents.

A Prominent Medium Passed to Spirit 
Life.

Mrs. Emily Coverdale entered . into 
rest at 4312 Langley avenue in the early 
morning of Wednesday, May 3, 1905, 
after many months of illness for whose 
outcome only a fatal termination was 
possible. She was born tn Quebec, 
Canada, October 15, 1830, the daughter 
and only child of Mr. and Mrs. Reed. 
After her marriage to Reuben Cover
dale their home was Milwaukee, Wis., 
for twenty years; then Clinton, Ill., for 
seventeen years, whence they removed 
to Chicago in 1882. Her husband pre
ceded her to the land of souls in 1893, 
and with six of the children of.their 
union awaited her coming. . Albert L. 
Coverdale and Mrs. Lily Vance of Chi
cago, and Harry Coverdale of Los An
geles, together with eight grandchil
dren, are the surviving members of her 
immediate family.

Her personal interest in Spiritualism 
centered in the mental and inspiration
al manifestations rather than In the 
physical phases, but she was tolerant 
of all she believed to be genuine. Dur
ing thirty-five years of her life she gave 
private readings in an unpretentious 
way, having a large circle of personal 
admirers, and through her organism 
counsel and comfort was divinely sent 
to unnumbered' human hearts, She 
gave generously for one of her means 
to strangers and friends, while she car
ried to great degree the sorrows, mis
fortunes and financial burdens of her 
own flesh and blood. Her life was a 
dally sacrifice for others. Her going 
adds another one to the list of Chicago’s 
faithful mediums who have been mus
tered out from mortal duties and 
serves to recall to local workers the 
names of Mrs. Pirnie, Mrs. Warne, 
Mrs. Dobson, Mrs. Cutter and other 
translated ones. The funeral address 
was given by Dr. Warne, president of 
the Illinois State Spiritualist Associa
tion, on Thursday afternoon.. The mu
sic was directed by Mrs. Isa Cleveland 
and Miss Goldie McCoy. Mrs. Rush
more contributed original and fitting 
lines to the memory of her friend of 
thirty years’ acquaintance, while the 
peaceful sleeper rested amid a wealth 
of floral offerings truly typical of the 
beauty of the life just ended on the 
mortal plane. Burial followed at Oak- 
woods Cemetery just as nature was 
mingling with the dew of human eyes 
the tear drops of a passing shower. 
We have lost a mother in Israel from 
the ranks of Spiritualism.

A Friendly Criticism of the Spiritualist 
League.

To the Editor:—When the Chicago 
Spiritualist League was organized last 
year the Inference was given out that 
the league was to be a sort of bureau or 
clearing house, as it were; a place or 
gathering where discussion and ex
change of ideas, for the best further
ance of the cause of Spiritualism, and 
elimination of tricksters and frauds 
from the ranks. This program was at 
first, in a measure at least, carried out 
or adherred to, and did, I believe, do 
a great deal of good, especially in 
frightening the fraudulent and immoral 
tricksters pretending to be Spiritual
ists, as a cloak for fraud.

I am an earnest inevestigator, and 
have attended the league meetings 
quite regularly, and found them very 
interesting when debating was allowed; 
but now the meetings have settled 
down to an ordinary test meeting, with 
so many mediums on the programme 
that no one is allowed time enough to 
do justice to themselves and the 
cause.

At the last league meeting there 
were so many mediums (6) on the pro
gram that the speaker for the evening 
was so limited in time that he was not 
permitted to give the full discourse, be
ing obliged, as he said, to leave out 
many of her personal experiences along 
the line of obsession. Dr. Wickland and 
wife, having, as he stated, devoted 
many years of study and research to 
this work. As I followed with much in
terest the discussions in the Open 
Court, on Obsession, I was very disap
pointed that the speaker could not be 
allowed sufficient time to give his inter
esting experiences.

From what I have heard of the work 
being done by Dr. Wickland and his 
wife in advancing the truth and phil
osophy of Spiritualism, I believe that if 
we had more of such workers the time 
would soon arrive when we would no 
longer need to blush at being called 
Spiritualists, as, sad to say, is now of
ten the case.

It seems a pity that there is no place 
where free discussion and debating is 
encouraged, where we could bring our 
friends for instruction, and where we 
all could come together to learn, each 
from the others’ experience. We cer
tainly air feel the need of more knowl
edge regarding our duties and respon
sibilities as truth seekers. Tests we 
can get at any Sunday meeting.

As the league is now run, it appeals 
to a stranger more as an advertising bu
reau for mediums, the way they are 
pestered with card peddlers on leaving 
the hall. I have had many so-called 
tests at various meetings but few that 
I have been able to recognize.

What would the earnest investigators 
do without the priceless Progressive 
Thinker, with its many gems of truth?

Wishing you continued prosperity in 
your good work, sincerely,

JANE STEFFENSON.

A NOBLE NAME.

Through the years of toil and change, 
Through sunshine, joys and tears, 

My path has reached God’s open range 
That leads to brighter spheres.

The struggle for wealth and fame, 
For sordid greed and gold,

With a worldly aim to win a name, 
For the toilsome days of old.

I’ve come at last to truly see
There is a wiser, better way;

To feel my heart-throbs once more free 
Under love’s gentle sway.

I will gather up the threads of Truth, 
■ “And weave them a golden strand,

•Like my rosy youth, so full of ruth, 
The morning breezes fanned.

ptalnless and pure' are the roses fair, 
Empearled in the, morning's dew,

Like children’s faces free from care, 
Reflecting God’s heavenly blue.

O beautiful days of the long ago,
O summer days that gleam and shine, 

How fondly dear, but we loved them so,
Now held in memory’s shrine. 

✓
Nor wealth, nor power, nor gain,

Nor aught the world can know,
Can compare with the gift of a noble 

. name, f
That love can alone bestow.

BISHOP A. BEALS.
Summerland, Cal. '

"Right Living." By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality In 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics.7 She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and" ■ anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It'Is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the bands of mothers and 
teachers it may bo made' very .useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it*

§1.
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They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantial! 

bound in cloth. ’
No oth'ej* publishing house In th« 

United States excels them in the me» 
chanlcal work—binding, printing and 
paper. ' ' ' ' I

The three volumes of the “Encyclopo 
dla of Death, and Life in the Spirit! 
World," contain more valuable daXal 
on Death and Spirit Life than can bet
dug up in all the libraries of the world^j

Then comes the valuable work byj 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Maij 
and Ethics of Science." I

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M, 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages." . j

Then comes the "Great Debate B4 
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson! 
It will fill an important niche in you« 
library. ।

Then follows “Ghost Land," “An 
Magic,’’ “The Next World Interviewed’ 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,* 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus.’’ I

And lastly, our latest premium bool? 
“Letters From the Spirit World,” writi 
ten through the mediumship of that tq 
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea. >

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib* 
ers fO'.* $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a pries 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will do. 
light you. They will constitute a per« 
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressiva 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise! |

THE CO-RO-NA MEDICATOR
MAILED ON FIVE DAY’S TRIAL

Never take medicine In the 
germs of Catarrh In the hea 1.

FREE
Cures 
Catarrh, 
Head Colds, 
Headache, 
Partial 
Deafness 
and 
immediate-* 
ly relieves 
Hay Fever 
and 
Asthma, 
stomach to kill 
Nothing but air

(

can reach their hiding places, and the Co-ro-na 
kill them on the spot. . 1

SPECIAL OFFER.
For a short time I will mall my new* 

Co-ro-na Medlcator with medicine ton 
one year’s treatment to any person nam
ing The Progressive Thinker on fivo 
day’s trial ires. If it gives you perfect 
satisfaction, send me 31 (halt price), It 
not, return it at the expired time which 
will only cost you 3 cents postage and 
you will not owe me a penny, or if you 
enclose 31, I will include free for the 
asking, 30 days’ treatment of my Aus
tralian Life Tablets for Rheumatism 
and Kidney trouble.

They destroy the Uric Acid poison iff 
the plasma of the blood. (

Address, E. J. WORST,
8 E Imore Blk., ASHLAND, OHIO.

Building of Vital Power
Deep Breathing and a Complete System 

for Strengthening the Heart, Lungs, , 
Stomach, and all the Great VI- $ 

tai Organs. Profusely JjQ 
Illustrated. ’’I)

Every man. woman and child needs 
great vitality, for that means strong in
ternal organs. It means the possession 
of that strength which is absolutely es
sential to the acquirement and retain
ment of superb health. This book tells 
you how to increase the vital powers of 
all the important organs. It is plain 
and concise. Il you care not specially 
for muscles, but want to feel at all 
times exhilarated with superabundant 
health, secure this book and follow the 
plain directions contained therein.

Bernarr Macfadden, editor of Physi
cal Culture, is the author. Price 31.10 
postpaid.

OUR NEW

Physical Culture Cook Book
Preface and first chapters by Bernarr 

Macfadden. The remaining chapters 
compiled under Mr. Macfadden's direc
tion. Bill of fare for one week of 
foods.

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatability of 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

This is not a strictly vegetarian cook 
book. Bound in cloth. Postpaid $1.

WHAT SHALL WE EAT?
The Food Question from the Stand* 

point of Health, Strength 
and Economy.

Containing numerous tables, show
ing the constituent elements of over, 
three hundred food products and their 
relations, cost and nutritious values, 
time of digestion, etc., indicating best 
foods for all classes and conditions. By 
Alfred Andrews. 120 pp. Price, leath
erette, 50 cents; cloth binding, 75 cents.

To many- people there is no question 
of greater-importance than the one 
asked in the title of this book, and no 
more satisfactory effort to answer it 
haff been made than is to be found be
tween the covers of this practical vol
ume. It opens with a consideration of 
the purposes for which we eat, and 
how food material is converted to our 
needs, and is used in sustaining life.

A very important feature of the work 
is found in. the numerous tables given, 
showing the results of some 1,500 an
alyses of food products to determine 
the constituent elements, comparative 
food values, lime required for diges
tion, etc. ..

"The Attainment of Womaly .Beauty; 
of Form and Features. The 'Cultiva''* 
tien of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy- 1 
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by i 
Albert Turner." Of especial interest 
and value. Price $1. ' * " ■
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Say 18,1501.

ERSiS
If This department is under the man- 
(Ugementof

HUDSON TUTTLE.
'{feddress him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

* NOTE—Tha Questions and Answers 
|iave called forth Buch a host of re- 
tptindenta, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
elearjiess ia perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit- 
jtefl, pnd the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of ail tilings is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
/With waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write Jette'’ of in- 
nuiry. The supply of matter i .Iways 
¡several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 

। tevery one lias to wait his time and 
"»lace, and aJl are treated with equal

-favor.
, NOTICE.—No attention will be given 

anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
dress must be given, or the letters will 
axot be read. If the request be made, 
fhe name will not ba published^ The 
correspondence of this department lias 
¡become excessively large, especially let- 
;fers of inquiry requesting private an- 
siiers, and while I fqeely give what
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex- 
■liected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

A. M.: Q. What is meant by the 
"Word?”

A. Perhaps no one theme suggested 
by the Bible has been more wrangled 
ever than the “Word,” the “Logos,” and 
this has been understood to mean the 
word of God, or the Bible. Tills inter
pretation came irom a want of knowl
edge of the antecedents of the term and 
its meaning. When language began to 
be written, first by signs, pictures, and 
monograms, and afterwards brief sen
tences, because the priests, who alone 
held the secret, could read them, the 
masses thought these scripts had life, a 
soul of their own, and as potent for 
good or evil, as the beings they repre
sented. The aame and the being were 
confounded, anti the knowledge which 
mabled a person to write or speak the 
lame was believed to confer power to 
nvoke the God it represented, and, to 

¿Jictatc what he should or should not ao.
Among almost all savage people, it is 

acrllege to speak the name of chiefs, 
for they fear an evil influence will be 
thereby gained. For if man can control 
the gods by knowing their names, the 

i evil gods could make endless trouble if 
| they knew the names of men. In some 
) tribes this belief is so dominant, that 
'when a chief dies, not only is his. name

THE SOULUOF ^INGS.A GLIMPSE OF SPIRIT LIFE. THINKS FOR HIMSELF.

A Letter From an Old Spiritualist.

names. No hypocrisy there. Many

STRANGE HAPPENINGS.

A SPIRIT APPEARS.

received"Jay the witch” have been
from all over the country, and Mr.

of
HIS MOTHER’S FACE.

Frequently Appeared Before Him.It

at 4 o’clock. 1

Subordinate Notified of Death by Ghost
ly Visitation.

“The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Uso of 
Liberals.” Price 25 cents.

White has accepted that of John Dunn 
Grimsby.—Chicago Inter Ocean.

72^18?

The connection hits been compared to 
a “Silver Cord, ’ which when severed, is 
death, and there can be, under no cir
cumstances a return of the spirit. I 
have not understood Mr. Davis as abso
lutely holding to this statement. The 
slightest knowledge of spiritual laws 
will show that a spirit cannot revive a 
dead body. The independence of the 
spirit in clairvoyance or trance leads to 
the inference that it has escaped phys
ical fetters, just as it' readily accepts 
purely subjective impressions for ob
jective realities, and believes when the 
images of localities are impressed that 
it has visited them.

As for the “journey to Mars,” it will 
rot bear criticism. The “spiritual sci
entists”'saw that some sensational as
tronomers have dreamed, and a greater 
share of.what it is said they saw, would 
be impossible to materialize on that 
planet. If Mars Is inhabited, it must be 
by living beings quite different from 
those on this earth. ' The length of 
seasons, the extreme vicissitudes^ the 
difference in gravity, the tenuity of the 
atmosphere, would prevent a being like 
man from living there. If these “spir
itual travelers tell the truth, then as
tronomers know nothing about the 
physical condition of the planets.

A great deal of attention has been of 
late given to Mars, and wildest specula
tions as to the condition of its surface, 
inhabitants, etc., widely published, and 
those calling themselves astronomers 
have advertised themselves by giving 
to the press the most startling.

When it is considered that by the 
highest power of the telscope yet made, 
the “moons” of Mars, which are six and 
seven miles in diameter, appear only 
as points of light, difficult to see under 
the most favorable circumstances, the 
folly of asserting that works of art may 
be seen, is apparent.

When Mars and the Earth happen to 
be on the same side of the sun at the 
nearest point they approach within 35,- 
000,000 miles to nearly twice that num
ber, but when on opposite sides of the 
sun they may be more than 240,000,000 
miles distant II takes this planet near
ly two of our years to go around the 
sun, and to do this it has to move at an 
average velocity of oyer 550,000 miles a 
day. Suppose a company of "spiritual 
scientists” should mount a car after 
breakfast, intending to lunch at noon in 
a Marsian cafe, would they steer direct 
for the planet, or where it will be six 
hours later. As the speed of Mars is 
variable, this would be a fine mathe
matical problem.

Imagination is an entertaining facul
ty, but we should accept its dreams for 
what they are, and not for reality. It 
must be remembered that spiritual be
ings do not leave this quality of the 
mind with the body, but rather it is in
tensified, and they can romance with as 
startling headlines, as earthly writers.

inever spoken, but every wbrd suggest
ive in the language is also dropped, and 
lienee such deaths produce a radical 
Change in the dialect.

i The Jews were devout believers in 
the “incommunicable na*me of God.” 
The Christians had their Christogram, 
I. H. S„ letters with divine meaning. 
Older yet, the Egyptian Book of the 
Dead, is filled with brief sentences used 
in incantation to evoke the gods and 
compel them to.serve the master who 
held the key-word. All the necromancy, 
magic, etc., is founded on this belief 
that by a combination of words pro
nounced with certain tone and inflec
tion the gods may he controlled. The 

■ lingering remnant is seen in the pass 
Ords and secret societies. Having 

z^fie word the door of the lodge room 
opens , as having the greater word 
opens the gate of power and of heaven! 
iThe gods are obedient to him who has 
ihe word, for the word is stronger than 
they. The name of Christ, a text or 
the whole Bible exorcised the devil. A 
text from the Koran, as a word written 
on,paper or engraved on a gem, is a 
talisman, driving away evil influences 
^nd warding off danger.

Starting from this misconception of 
Ignorance the myths of the "word,” the 
“Logos,” grew until the beginning was 
lost sight of, completely covered over 
with speculations. The “Divine Word” 
became the second person of the trin
ity. This was differently interpreted as 
the divine Reason remaining in the 
the bosom of the father, and as the 
same sent forth to the world. The latter 
was platonic, ihe former theological. 
The discussion of the subject is not 
clear, and the matter remained in a 
fog, for no mind unravel its profound 
mysteries, for no one traced the idea 
backward to its origin.

■Philo, a Jewish philosopher of Alex
andria (A. D. 40) with the attenuation 
of thought which covers its imbecility 
with distinctions, made two forms of 
ihe Logos, that which was inherent in 
God, and that which emanates from 
Cod. St. John states tire doctrine that 
this IjOgos was personified in Jesus 
Christ through whom the father as
sumed human form, and gave salvation 
to the world. As' the written word re
veals thought, so Christ the embodied 
word revealed the Father.

There has been endless discussion on 
this subject, and a great number of vol
umes written, which are among the 
least read and most befogged of theo
logical literature.

As interpreted by theologians, the 
bryptogram which Lord Bacon is sup
posed to have inwrought into Shak- 
speare’s writings, is a transparency in 
comparison. From the sacredness at
tached to a ralismanc word, or the in
itial letters cut on an amulet, it was 
easy to take all that was supposed to 
have been written by God, as holy and 
sacred, and' call it the Word of God. 
To this volume the old belief was trans
ferred, of its inviolable honor. It was 
the revelation of the Divine Logos to

: Man, and as such must be infallible.
' It is thus seen how the seeds planted 
; by ignorance grew, and when some de- 
’ gree of learning was brought to the dis
cussion it was subsidized by prevailing

| ideas and not allowed to go back to. the 
। time when the word was regarded as a 
personality with an active spirit.

Iftnoe the more these theologians 
I discussed, the wider they were from the, 
| truth.
i j. C. N. A.: Q. Paul, A. J. ^Davis, 
Ewgdenborg, and others talk of leaving 
their bodies and visiting distant locali-

; ties. We have a story of a party of 
I spiritual, scientists visiting Mars, ac- 
' complishing the journey in a few hours.
Is It possible for a spirit to leave the 

, mortal body and return to it again?
i A. The spirit in profound trance acts 
almost independent of the physical

I body,. but It never entirely leaves it.

Ghosts Revive TJiIs Family Intended 
Dinner.—Also Burn Servant Without 
Use of Fire and Topple Bottles Off 
Cupboard's High Shelf.
A strange story of a bewitched farm

house comes from Binbrook, a village 
on the Lincolnshire wolds, England. 
The house, which is known as the Walk 
farm, is tenanted by a famous Lincoln
shire ram breeder, William Drakes, and 
is occupied by his fordman, a man 
named White. The foreman and his 
wife, according to a correspondent of 
the Sheffield Telegraph, tell weird tales 
—of a' dead bare which detached itself 
from a hook outside the house, ran 
about, and went back to the' hook 
again; of plants in pots on the window 
sill which mysteriously tilt on one side 
and then resume their former position, 
and of brooms which came dancing 
across the middle of the floor while the 
family were at dinner.

No Fire; She Burns.
Then one day the clothes of the ser

vant started to burn, although she pos
itively affirmed that she was nowhere 
near a fire at the time. The girl was 
so severely injured that she had to 
receive medical attention. The “witch,” 
in whose existence the neighbors are 
firmly convinced, is said to have com
menced her visitations by .breaking the 
legs of a number of fowls at different 

, times.
Mr. White has given correspondents 

an account of the most rece- ‘ extraor
dinary occurrences. His story ~was cor
roborated by his wife, children, mother,
and servants. When Mrs. White 
bottles toppling over one by one 
falling from a shelf to break on 
tiled floor she called her husband 
servants, and they also watched 
completion of the astonishing I 
taele.

saw 
and 
the 

I and 
the 

spec-

Shove Bottles Off Shelves.
Two dozen bottles leisurely went to 

destruction in this way. Some of them 
contained paint and others oil. In the 
dairy three strings of home-made sail- 
sages'were hung On a line, but refused 
to remain there and after being hung 
for the third time they fell- and broke 
in small pieces. A dozen large dinner 
plates moved from a high shelf and 
were deposited in a large earthenware 
dish. A dish of milk set for cream 
overturned, and a large pot of cream 
ready for the churn performed a simildr 
feat. When the family were having 
tea, water poured into the kitchen 
from under the storehouse door until 
the floor was completely flooded. In
vestigation showed that a large flat-bot- 
tombd tub had emptied Itself. Offers to

And a Breath of Spirit Atmosphere.

When I was very young I found my
self wondering about life, death and 
I his great universe. ThOse old,old 
questions constantly recurring to my 
mind: “What are we here for?” and 
“After we die, What?”

I went to Sunday-school and heard 
about Heaven and Hell, but ii all 
seemed vague to me. and I longed to 
know .the truth, to solve for myself the 
great problem of life, “If a man die 
shall he live again?"

Lowell says, “Many loved Truth and 
lavished life’s best oil, amid the dust of 
books to find her." And that is what 
I did. I read all the books that I could 
find that. I thought would help me— 
the works of eminent philosophers and 
scientists, and the standard works on 
Spiritualism. But after all I seemed 
to la^k something to fully satisfy me, 
for I was indeed a skeptic. And I said, 
"I wish God would give me a special 
revelation," and, dear readers, it came.

One day my hand was controlled by 
an invisible power, and I involuntarily 
became a writing medium.

My mother took my hand and wrote 
that she had never left me, but that she 
had always been near, guiding and help
ing me. She told me about the-spirit 
world and her beautiful home.

I said, “Mother, tell me, have you 
ever seen jesus?”

She replied, “No. He is far above 
me, but He sends his love down to me 
and to you!”

My father also came and wrote beau
tiful words of love and cheer to my sis
ter and me. He told us of his life and 
■work in that beautiful land. He said 
he was more alive than when on earth 
in his old physical body; and that his 
spiritual body was just as real and 
tangible to him there as his material 
form was during his life on earth. He 
said he was studying the lessons of 
life with a great spiritual teacher, who 

j lived in Texas when on earth. Hd 1 
said there were great colleges and in
stitutions of learning in spirit life, and ! 
that all spirits were busy.

I said, "Pa, have you ever found any 
Hell, any lake of fire and brimstone?"

He answered, “No, I have been in 
spirit life a long time but have never 
seen nor heard of any such place. God 
loves his children and would not hurt 
a hair of their heads, but He does pun
ish for sin." He said it was true that, 
“Eye hath not seen, nor ear. heard, nor 
hath it entered into the heart of man, 
what God hath in store for us.”

I was very sensitive to spirit influ
ence and my mediumship developed 
rapidly, and in many different phases, 
and for a time I almost walked and 
talked with my dear friends. I could 
sense their conditions and feelings. 
When they spoke of love and their 
great happiness, a perfect flood of light 
and love would pour over me.

One day, I sat alone In my sitting
room, conscious of my friends around 
me, and then a strange sensatidn came 
over me, mv physical senses seemed 
to close, and then I was standing in a 
beautiful place, and there right before 
me sat my mother, and by her side 
stood my baby, my little Herbert, look
ing so sweet in his little white dress; 
and at my left stood my dear old father, 
and I looked at them all and then down 
at myself, for I was indeed myself, in 
a real body, but not my physical one; 
and then I breathed in the glorious love 
atmosphere. Oh! It was so beautiful! 
Lt permeated my whole being, and my 
soul was filled, and I said, “O, mother, 
it is all love here!"

She smiled, apd I said, “Mother, I 
know it is God’s love.”

Oh, If I could only describe it, but no, 
I never can. St. -Pierre, nays,“The 
terms for describing nature- ».¿are 
not yet invented,” and so it is wlth thls 
wonderful life to which we are all hur
rying. Human language is inadequate, 
words are too weak and meaningless 
to describe its beauties. I can only say 
the atmosphere was full of life and love. 
But I said, “Mother, I must go. back,” 
and then my senses returned and I was 
once more in my little home on earth, 
afid everything seemed dark and coid 
and crude.

O, I don’t need to read any more to 
find Truth. Those sweet moments 
with my dear ones, and those squl- 
thrilling glimpses of spirit life have 
taught me more than aH the books I 
ever read.

In one of my conversations with my 
father I said, “Have you ever seen 
God?” and he replied, “No, He is only 
felt in Nature;" and when I stood there 
in that beautiful place, breathing that 
glorious atmosphere, my father’s mean
ing was all very clear to me; I did not 
see God, but I felt His Infinite Pres
ence, and I can understand Paul when 
he said:

“O, death, where is thy sting? O, grave, 
where is thy victory?”

If everyone could know God’s great 
love he would never more sin, and then 
"When the perfect man is come 
Earth and Heaven shall be his home; 
In alternate periods he
In them both shall seem and be. 
Heaven by night and earth by day 
Shall behold his wonder-way.”

EMMA GLOVER BROOKS.

An Analysis of an /jnpprtant Question.

Here we find oursçlvas with an earth
ly body; within jit ia awriactive force. 
These bodies weaffiout.ánd eventually 
moulder in the ground, afid its material 
goes back to mingle with: the material 
from which it sprung. ,Lbt us leave it 
there to see what becomes of the force 
that actuated intelligent «hot ton while 
earth-life lasted. Rkperlance and suf
ficient proof have established the fact 
that an indwelling en qurjounding spirit 
or etherealized spoilt: body has been 
the instrument tiiçougbc which the 
above mentioned jqrçe ujvas carried, 
which actuated the,physjpa.l btJdy. Call 
this spirit body the spirit, if you please, 
ought we not to have, a name for that 
intelligent force that actuated paid 
spirit? We may caji it soul life force, 
eternal actinism, or any other name, 
to distinguish it from'the etherealized 
spirit body (or spirit). The spirit body 
is but matter, and the intelligent force 
thqt actuates it must pl necessity be of 
a ¿till higher material, ‘

Modern Spiritualism may hot have 
taught us alilof the wanderings of the 
ego of man, in one half century; and 
.the spirit body may have to pass away 
similarly to our earth todies, while the 
Indwelling force passes on, clotiiqd in 
.still more etherealized form. ■ 
¡ Experience and proof have also es
tablished the fact that as the spirit ad
vances, its habiliments and'general ap
pearance changes in a similar manner, 
as either educatiofi or degradation 
changes the form and features of man 
on earth; but with' áll these minor 
changes the earthly form in time is laid 
aside, and so. undoubtedly our spirit 
bodies will be; or, in other words, that 
a death of the spirit body, analogous 
to the physical body, is but a parallel 
action of everything ituthe universe, 
with the exception of-the soul of things.

In the childhood of the world,and in 
our own childljood, all earthly things 
and beings were the only, tangible 
things known; all peyond that was 
mystery. The philosophy afid . knowl
edge of certain ancient schools was 
either burled or confpunded, and the 
word “witchery" marked.on all things 
not taught within the pale of the 
Schools and sanctuaries.

Intuition and the spirit of progress 
urged man into fields beyond prescribed 
forms. He stumbled often and was 
overtaken by disappointments, while at 
every stage the teachings instilled in 
the child’s plastic hrqin of the “mys
teries of godliness”, would haunt like 
a ghost of the past, aqd bar further in
vestigation for awhile. Eventually the 
spirit world that bad linked hand with 
man, unknowingly to him, for ages, re
newed its efforts, and the spirits were 
made manifest, their faces and forms 
seen, and their wordh sounded in many 
tongues, till the experience ot thou
sands were reiated,;iind a literal un
derstanding about the spirit and the 
spirit world was arrived at The phil
osophies of old weffe bfttëght to light 
and compared withAhe 'i&mlt of mod
ern investigations. The 4vorld looked up 
toward the spiritual1! which gave the 
spirit world the opportunity anxiously 
awaited fir ages. —

We find also a counterpart of soul ex
istence in the vegetable matter. Its 
soul, essence, actinism, ,,()r whatever 
name It may bear, is lost, though 
often manifested In.ñifferént forms, ac
cording to its Indwe^ing Çjrces, climat
ic conditions and environments. Now 
if man as an individual’.ego has ever 
-prlorly existed, as he naturally must 
have, will our philqgpirhçjÿ insist that 
he had exactly they same, form, the 
same opportupiti.es, and ,hi$ aspirations 
pnd. earlier; enyli^menfe,adpffited lot. 
prdseht possibilities.?tím clothing or 
form is nôt the man1., trie spirit body is 
not an acting principle, but an instru
ment or vehicle like our own, through 
which to manifest. Now what will we 
name this central force? Will we name 
•it spirit within spirit, or will we call it 
soul? Thus far only force has been 
mentioned, but behind every force 
thifre is a power that impels and com
pels all things into action. Dormancy 
to a considerable degree is the prevail
ing tendency of the lower strata, or of 
uncivilized man, but as intellect grows, 
his aspiration grows in an increasing 
ratio, until man becomes what the 
world terms wise; then, and not till 
then, does he actually see how much 
there is yet to learn.

Il must be the very'essence or soul 
within man which forces this aspira
tion, for the spirit body, which is but 
etherealized matter, is but like the cos
mic dust of our planet; which diffuses 
and reflects the Sim’s rays and makes 
his light possible and bearable.

C. J. JOHNSON.
Pocatello, Idaho.

It did my soul good to see the article 
in The Progressive Thinker of Decem
ber 17, contributed by that advanced 
thinker, A. H. Nicholas. I need not say 
it is a “stunner,” and meets my appro
bation. I have made the same state 
meats—when arguing with my Chris
tian friends,—about the .teachings., of 
their bible, and their God, and when 
the paper came to hand I could not re
frain from reading the article to them, 
to show that I-was not the only fool or 
lunatic—from their standpoint—in the 
world. As long as I have the power of I 
speech I will use it to the best of my 
ability to counterbalance the evil ef
fects of the pernicious teachings of the 
Christian churches and Christian bible.

It will take five hundred years by the 
most advanced and liberal minds of the 
times to destroy the baneful influences 
that eighteen centuries of Christian 
rule have fastened upon the human in
tellect.. ■

The whole number of The Progress
ive Thinker containing this article is 
bristling with di^morid points of truth 
from advanced minds of the galaxy of 
your contributors, which cannot fail of 
finding lodgment in all students pf the 
occult, who have been freed from the 
superstition and bigotry of old theolo
gy! This one number is worth more 
than a year’s subscription of the paper, 
and so all along through the year, every 
month there is one number or more 
that flashes out diamond thoughts from 
the pens of advanced minds from all 
over the civilized world.’ You deserve 
and no doubt have, the best wishes and 
assistance from the advanced spirits 

i over the divide, as well as the spirits 
in the mortal. How any one that pre
tends to be a Spiritualist can afford to 
be without The Progressive Thinker 
passes my comprehension. The amount 
of reading matter you spread before 
your readers each week cannot be di
gested in the short space of seven days 
(always enough left over for a lunch).

Mrs. Clara'Watson’s contributions 
are very fine, and I hope she may be in
duced to “put in her oar” very often. 
She speaks to the point and is not 
afraid to call things by their right

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITO AUSTS TO PERUSE

Spiritualists want to affix or prefix 
some of the obsolete Christian doc- 
rrlnes, sayings or beliefs to Spiritual
ism, in order to make 'it more palata
ble to the taste of a few "milk-and 
water" Spiritualists, and curry favor 
with the bigots in the church.

I. for one, believe in asserting what 
we absolutely know to be a truth be
yond the possibility of a doubt, in re
gard to spiritual communion. Others 
can satisfy themselves of the truth of 
it, if they will take the time and trouble 
to investigate.

I have been a Spiritualist for more 
than forty years. I never lose a chance 
to investigate or learn all I can in re
gard to spirit communion. I am near
ing the seventy-fourth milepost, and 
consequently have but a short time to 
stay on this side the divide—and I want 
to say right here, as long as I do stay, 
I want every number of The Progress
ive Thinker.

It seems Dr. Lyman Abbott stirred up 
a big hornet’s nest in his criticism of 
the bible. What a bad fix to be in, to 
be declared outside the "pale of Chris
tianity.” But this is nothing to be com
pared to what our good pious Christian 
puritan forefathers Inflicted on those 
who did not worship their God at Ply
mouth Rock, in 1625, and Boston, 1640 
—a free dance at the end of a rope, on 
thin air—a very effectual quietus to the 
culprits.

May, you long be spared to batter the 
citadel“ of bigotry and superstition, is’ 
the wish of your friends oh both sides 
of the divide. Yours for progression, 
humanity and Spiritualism.

' O. M. AMBLER.
Stowe, Vermont

A convert at one of Dr. Torreyfe 
meetings was a young American who is 
a ship’s steward, and has been a sailor 
for fourteen years. He had been at
tending the meetings for fully ten 
days, and worker after worker had 
dealt with him, but to no avail. Finally 
on Saturday night, as they were singing 
.“Tell Mother I’ll Be There,” he broke 
down and confessed Christ. When 
speaking of his decision the following 
day he said: “You will scarcely be
lieve me when I tel] you how frequently 
my mother’d face appears before ¿e 
while at sea, although I only remem
ber her as seen in a photograph, for 
she died when I was seven months old. 
When they sang ‘Tell Mother I’ll Be 
There,’ it broke me all up, and 1 yielded 
myself to God, and now I am trusting 
him to keep me.” He expects to 
shortly sail for South America.—Even
ing Express, Cardiff,, Wales.

**Rov/ Shall I Become a Med!
urn,” Fully ftnswed

ediumship and Its Laws, Its SonditionB 
aid ltivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35

Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0. J

“Don’t Do It.”
It was a great pleasure to read your 

"Don’t Do It,” in the editorial, where 
you call attention to I. Cor. 7:36.

Fourteen years ago, when I began in
vestigating the phenomena of Spiritu
alism, the bible was a great help to me 
In discovering the motive for the mani
festation, and I marked many of its 
passages, among which being I. Cor., 
7:36 to 39. Afterward I was visiting 
my father, who, while not a church 
member, was a believer in the orthodox 
rendition of the bible, and of course, 
thought I was going astray. I called 
his attention to the passages referred 
to—read them to him in fact—and he 
disputed they were in there. I handed 
him the book and he asked me where 
I got it? I told him it was one I had 
had ever since I was a school-girl. He 
told me he believed I had had one 
printed to order and would not accept 
the facts until he took down his own 
bible and found the passage referred to.

Perhaps when I say the bible was a 
great help to me in discovering the 
motive for the phenomena, I should . 
explain.

I had experimented with phenofnena I 
enough to know that the knowledge and 
power possessed by those who -have 
once been In mortal life were unlimited, 
so when I took up my bible again which 
I had lain aside as being of no more, 
use to me—by the advice pf a spirit 
relative—I soon had the key to all its 
mysteries and all its inconsistencies 
were easily accounted for.

But as I have touched upon the sub
ject in a previous article to The Pro
gressive Thinker, perhaps it is not nec
essary to refer further to the subject 
row, lest I make repetitions, though 
to accomplish the desired end one must 
account for the discrepancies in the 
bible on logical reasoning.

When people learn that what they, 
suppose Is inspiration from God is pro
duced by our spirit friends, and- that 
they are often giving us our own be
liefs, and that it: fs nqt. their purpose 
to tell us how much thqy know norUiow 
much power over nature's forces they 
possess, then we can reconcile all In
consistencies. .

MRS. A. B. COOPER.
Indianapolis, Inch.

Chester, Pa.—That there are more 
things in heaven and earth than are 
dreamed of in his philosophy is the ex
perience of Charles K. Melville, man
aging editor of the Morning Republican. 
Until recently he filled the chair of 
city editor of the morning paper, but 
during the illness of- Victor H. Klett, 
the managing editor, he performed the 
duties of that desk.

After sending the last edition to 
press a morning or two ago he left for 
his home on Madison street, which he 
reached at 4 o'clock in the morning. 
Just as he was removing his clothes, 
preparatory to going to bed, a shadowy 
figure came before his 'eyes.

Thinking it but the-wague creation of 
a weary brain he was about to turn out 
the gas light, when the figure of Mr. 
Klett appeared at the foot of the bed,, 
lingered a moment, then vanished.

“Klett is dead," said -Mr. iMelville, 
as the specter disappeared. ...

When he reached Jhe office at noon 
the next day Mr. Melyllle yjasnot at all 
surprised to find a hhlletimmnnouncing 
the death of the latp3 chigf, with the 
further fact that he) had passed away

M. F. Hammond Going to Mexico.
Brother Will J. Erwood, president of 

the Wisconsin State Spiritualist Asso
ciation, took my place for the Progress
ive Spiritualist Church the last Sunday 
in April, speaking to large and enthusi
astic audiences. He is always good. 
He was in this city last October, and 
again in March last, speaking on those 
occasions at the convention of the Indi
ana State Association. He has en
deared himself to the Spiritualists 
here, as he does to all the people he 
meets. He is a most entertaining 
speaker, and the best of all, he has no 
use for fakes, and like all honest advo
cates of our cause, he would drive them 
from our ranks. He goes to St. Louis 
for a time to occupy the place of that 
other advocate of reform in our ranks, 
Brother Grimshaw, who is at present in 
England.

I finished my work in this city last 
Sunday, and will start on May 15 for 
Jalisco, State of Chiapas, Mexico, where 
all are Spiritualists, even to the Gov
ernor of the State, and President Diaz, 
the world-renowned president of the 
Mexican Republic. With the permis
sion of the editor of The Progressive 
Thinker, I will send a letter occasion
ally to tell the state of our cause ih that 
land where one. can have all the fruits 
of the temperate and semi-temperate 
zones every day of the year-.

My stay in Indianapolis has been 
very pleasing, and the Progressive 
Spiritualist Church is true to its name; 
its members are most hospitable, and I 
bespeak for the speaker who follows 
me,, a home that will be such as is not 
found with all societies. I leave them 
without a speaker engaged, and would 
say that any speaker with open dates 
could most likely make engagements if 
they opened correspondence immediate
ly, if they write to their most affable 
secretary, Mrs. O. S. Crane, 232 Shel
don street. But any speaker coming 
here must be progressive, and up-to- 
date, as the Spiritualists here ha,ve 
heard the best and can not listen to any 
other.

The grand old Progressive Thinker Is 
taken by many, and often I hear the 
remark, “I can hardly wait from week 
to week to receive my Thinker.”

M. F. HAMMOND.
Indianapolis, Ind., A few davs before this ’Incident Will

iam Moore, a youngBma^y,died at the 
Croser hospital. Jqgj bqfpre he died 
he rose upon his be^p fijmface lighted 
with a.smile, and.^xqlanning, ‘iWhy, 
there’s mother," hajpass^away. His 
mother died thirteen, jtearSj&go.-Ohica- 
go Interr.Oceam. •' a
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fl Guance to KOonag.
I have berries» grapes pushes a year oìdi

tresh^as when picked. J3used ihe California 
ColdProcess. Do noti beafrpnwltho fruit, just 
putiti up cold, Keeps perfectly , fresh, and costs 
•Almost nothing; can put up a bushel in ten 
minutes. Last year ! sold directions to over 120 
families in ono week; anyone will pay a dollar 
for directions when they sub tho beautiful sani* , 
pies of fruit. As thcro are ftiany people poor ; 
like myself, I consideriti w duty to givo my 
experience to such and feel confident anyone 
can make one or two hundred dollars round 
homo in a few days. I will mall sample of fruit । 
and fuibdlrcctions to any of your readers for 
nineteen (10) two cent stamps, which Is only tho 
actual cost of the samples, postage, otc. 
F1UNCIS Caset. St. Louis. MO.

; "The Spiritual significance, or, Death 
as-an Event in Life." ByLillanWhit- 
Ing.: One ot-Misa-Wtdtlngls inost sug
gestive, intensely interesting,, spiritual 
books. It Is laden-with rich, thought- 
fid spirituality. Price

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na- 
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M.- Lockwood. 
Prot Lockwood is recognized an oho of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. 
Price 25 cents

“How to Train Children and Pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases it is the 
parents that need the training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to . themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not. be .better spent than 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care.of children should read it. 
Price 25 cents.

"Handy Electrical Dictionary." a 
practice handbook of reference, Con
taining'definitions of every used eleo- 
trfcnl term or phrase. Price ?L
. “Death Defeated; or the.Psychic Be- 
erst of How to Keep- Young." By J. M. 
»M, M. A., Ph, & - Prise 
JO cents, * '

„ Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Our 
Bayorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by the gifted 
writer, Mrs. Mary Foote Henderson. Price,' $1.50.

The Bible. New and Kevised Edition. By John R^asiburg, 
1 nee $1.25. \
_ ^e. ^ahdle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred iwid Six 
Questions to the Clergy. Niits that are hard for them to crack. An in
teresting book. By Win. Heart. Price -10 cents.

The Constitution of Man. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents. ■
The Crisis, By Thomas Paine. Price, 25 cents.
The Demonism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit

ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Hr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth 
bound. Price $1; postage, 19 cents. .

The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Price, 75 cents.
। The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig- 
| ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents. ■

The Discovered Country. A very spiritual book, given through tha 
mediumship of the late Carlyle Petersilea. Price $1.

• -l1?6 Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy
chology to the Fatherhood of God. By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson, 
Price $1.50.

The Dream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
the laws ot affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
eX£une™C?d .B^ ^“rence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents'

The Fairy Land of Science. This beautiful book fills a niche in the 
hearts of the young people. Lyceum library literature. By Arabella 
B. Buckley. Price 50.

The God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex in Religion. A sensible logical 
statement of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational’nature 
A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gambia Price $2 25

^eatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book.' By Ralph 
waldo Inne. Price 3u cents.
, Th? Creat Psychological Crime, which claims that subjective medium

ship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of “The Dream 
Child” and “Harmonies of Evolution.” Price $2.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carns. Fourth edition 3^ paijes 
An effort to purify our ‘Idea of God’ that it may be greater sublimer’ 

and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ’ever been 
yet.”—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to American Civilization 
A trenchant and masterly treatise. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood Price’ 
25 cents. ’ ’

The Kingship of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas and bound 
in white covers with pretty floral design. By William George Jordan 
Price 30 cents.

The Life of Jesus. By Ernest Renan. Translated from the original 
French. Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cents. b

The Life Radiant. For every one in every walk of life Rv Lili™ Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1. ■ ny Lilian

The Living Decalogue. From Sinai to Zion. By W. J. Colville 
Price 50 cents.

The Lover’s World. A Wheel of Life. Treating on the subjects of 
love; marriage and parenthood. By Dr. Alice B. Stockham “The 
Lover’s World, garnered sheaves from the wisdom of books and life’s 
experiences, is now returned to the heart of humanity.” priec gnj,. 
eloth, $2.25. ’ '

The Majesty of Calmness. By William George Jordan. Price 30 ets
The Missing Link of Modern Spiritualism. A most valuable book’ 

giving a history of early Spiritualism. Written by Leah Fox Under
hill of the Fox Sisters. Reduced to $1.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature. Demonstrates the continuity 
of life aniiour environment of spiritual influences. Free from all theo
ries of superstition. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents

The Mystic Thesaurus. By W. F. Whilehead. Leatherette, Price $1
The New Life. By Leroy Berrier. Price 50 cents. ’ ’ ’
The Other Side of Death. Scientifically examined and carefully jn. 

scribed by C. W. Lead beater. Price, $1.50.
The Priest-, the Woman and the Confessional. This is a most valuable 

book. It comes from an ex-priest, whose character is above reproach 
By Father Chiniquy. Price $1.

The Prophets of Israel. Popular sketches from Oki Testament His
tory, than which no branch of science, in the last generation, has under
gone a more profound revolution. By Carl Heinrich Cornell. Price 25c 

< The Relations of Science to the Phenomena of Life. Ideas of life scii 
entifieally expressed in contradistinction from the old theories. By 
Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents. ’ '

The Relation Science Holds to Natural Philosophy. By Prof. w. M. 
Lockwood. Price 15 cents.

The Romance of Jude. A story of the lime of Christ, given through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Longley. Cloth bound. Price, 50 cents.

The Soul. Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human Em
bodiments. This is clearly a book on re-enibodiment, or the principles 
of reincarnation. By the guides of Cora L. V. Richmond, Price $1

The Soul of Things. These three volumes are among the most popu
lar works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual philosophy. By 
William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each; postage 15 ets'

The Soul’s Song of Triumph. A prose poem by Harrison D. Barrett 
Price 10 cents.

The Spiritual Alps, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on 
”How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things are 
subject to it.” By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents.

The Principles of Light and Color. Including The Harmonic Laws 
of the Universe, The Etherio Atomic Philosophy of Force, Chromo 
Chemistry, Chromo Therapeutics, and The General Philosophy of Fine 
Forces, Together with Numerous Discoveries and Practical Applica
tions. Illustrated by more than two hundred engravings and four-col- 
ored plates. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price $5.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. ’The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, heaven and hell. A logical statement, proven both by 
facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 cents. ’

The Religion of Spiritualism, Its Phenomena and Philosophy. This 
work was written by that noble modern savior and grand man—Rev, 
Samuel Watson. A marvelous work. Price $1.

The Spiritual Significance. By Lilian Whiting. This book is all that 
the name implies—a spiritual book. Price $1.

The Spiritual Wreath. A new collection of words and music for the 
choir, the congregation and the social circle. Containing 04 pages.” By 
S. W. Tucker, author of many musical publications. Price 15 cents. ‘

The Story Hour. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories, 
written expressly to interest and instruct the young. A good work for 
Lyceums. By Susan IL Wixon. Price $1.

The Sunday Question. A historical and critical review, with replies 
to an objector. Its motto: All time too sacred to do wrong; no time too 
saefed to do good. Price 15 cents.

The Talmud. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, its 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the men 
who made and commented upon it. By II. Poking. Price, cloth, $1.

The To-Morrow of Death, or the Future Life According to Science. 
Is just what it purports to be—what the title indicates—in every chap
ter. By Louis Figuier. Price, eloth, $1.50.

The Unknown. By the scientific writer, Camille Flammarion.
Price, $2.

The Widow’s Mite and Other Psychological Phenomena. A new book 
of 538 pages by I. K. Funk. A most remarkable and valuable book. 
Price $2. '

The World Beautiful. Series One, Two and Three. Choice volumes of 
restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in this 
life. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1.

The World’s Sixteen Saviors, or Christianity Before Christ. A key 
to all the sacred mysteries of the present religions and their Oriental 
formation. 13y Kersey Graves. Price $1.50; postage 10 cents.

Three journeys Around the World. By the renowned lecturer and 
traveler, Dr. J. Mi Peebles. Price, $1.50.

Three Jubilee Lectures. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 35 cents.
Thomas Paine’s Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration of 

the passages in the New Testament, quoted from the Old and called 
Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price, 15 cents.

• Truths of Spiritualism. This book narrates many of the striking ex
periences of its author as a lecturer and test medium in the earlier days 
of Spiritualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1.

Twentieth Century Guide to. Palmistry. By the Zanzigs. A good 
boo-k for all those interested in this study. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 25c,

Two In'Ona A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combina
tion of “The Question Settled’,’ and “The Contrast” into one volume. 
By Moses Hull. Price $1.

Uncooked Foods and How to Live on Them. By Mr and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated; Cloth, $1. ■ .

Unknown Life of Christ. - By Nicholas Notovitch, the discoverer of 
the manuscript. . .Cloth,. Price $1. . ■ .

Vaccination a Curse. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 
of vital importance to-.every one. Price, $1.25, -................ -u
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answers thousands upon thousands of,Letter Number Eleven.

A SUGGESTION

To

Editor:—Would it not be fit-

Place 
Col.

Statues of Thomas Paine and 
Robert G. Ingersoll in 

Public Places.

The eaitbly bodies of Carlyle Pete/ if j have to
ellea and Abby A. Judson were both'

¿The Progreas^ HiAef Stands Ever Ready to Battle for SpiHtuafe^ Pureahd Unadulterated, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity,

ft Progressive Thinker
LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS.

Send in Your Dates and Name of Sec
retary at Once.

'.'A Belies of Letters From Spirit Carlyle Petersilea, Through the Medi
umship of His Wife, Mrs. Amelia Petersilea.

■ cremated. Mrs. H. W. Hildreth writing 
■ to The Progressive Thinker, would like 

lo know what Abby A. Judson now 
thinks of cremation, also, how it affects 
Ihe spirit body?
■ Now, I want to be very confidential 

With the readers of The Progressive.
. ■ Thinker, and tell them every little thing 

just as it happens; and then they may 
judge for themselves whether there is 

. any truth in my mediumship or not. 1 
Was sitting, sewing very busily, and not 
at the time thinking of spirits at all. 
In fact, 1 was thinking deeply of a 
person in the mortal form who was. 
causing me a great deal of unhappiness, 
w hen, all at once,' my darling husband's 
spirit came to me and said: “Put down 
your sewing, dear, I want to write.” I 
immediately laid my sewing aside.

’’Will you write,” I asked sorrowful- 
Jy, about the one who is causing'me so 
much unhappiness?”

..“No, no;” he replied.. “Not about 
that; but I want to answer a question 
that a lady has asked through The Pro
gressive Thinker.”

“I would much rather you should an
swer my question," I said.

"No,” he replied, “It will be better 
that I answer the lady’s question.”

I did not know what lady he referred 
to, so ne compelled me to get a back 
number of The Progressive Thinker 
and look it up; and he said it was Mrs. 
Hildreth’s question about cremation. 
She would like to know how cremation 
affdets tiie spirit of the one who is cre
mated ; also, if a spirit can gain any
thing from the material body it has 
left?

Abby Judson is not here at this pres
ent time, and It is Carlyle Petersilea 
who is now controlling his wife.

Mrs. Hildreth: My dear lady, my

remaln_on earth ten, fifteen, or even, 
perhaps,- twenty years longer, how shall 
I ever .be able to overtake you and be 
joined to you as formerly? 1 fear, my 
dear, that you will get so far ahead of 
me that I can never overtake you.”

Now, my reply is this: “My dear 
wife, if I could thus selfishly leave you, 
and go on into glorious fields of happi
ness without you, I should not be 
worthy of your'lqve. When those who 
truly love each other, and promise to 
be true to each Other through time and 
eternity, marry and join themselves to
gether for time and eternity, nothing 
can separate them; the union Is of the 
spirit and soul, and the death of the 
material body cannot affect the spirit 
and soul union. No soul union can ever 
be severed. When those on the earth
ly plane marry simply for material con-' 
sideratioh, not taking the spirit nor the 
soul into. consideration at all, such an 
union may, and nearly always does, fall 
apart when one or the other departs the 
earth life. Perhaps the one left be
hind, oh the earthly plane, in the course 
of a year or two marries again. Now 
if one could do so It is positive evi-

earthly body was cremated, as was also 
that of Abby A. Judson. After my spirit 
was out of my body, my material body 
was no more to me than a decayed 
tooth would be to you after it had been 
extracted. A badly smelling, decayed 
tooth, is rather a disgusting object, and 
should be either thrown away with oth
er garbage, burned or burled; otherwise 
the diseased germs from it are liable 
to find their way to the sound teeth of 
others or the one from whom it has 
extracted.

The material body is constantly 
throwing off effete matter while the 
spirit still inhales It, and the farther we 
can get away from such matter the bet
ter. Nothing can be more abhorrent 
or disgusting. Filth and garbage of all 
kinds should be utterly destroyed by 
fire, and the human body, after the spir
it has left it. is a mass of bloated, de
caying filth. The spirit who has left 
it; after looking upon it once turns 
away in disgust,-and never desires to 
look upon It again. When once the 
cord is broken that holds the spirit to 
the body, the spirit has no further use 
lor that body.

To bury human bodies is very un
cleanly. and most unhealthy to those 
who are still living within material 
bodies. All such bodies should be 

‘-'burned—that is, cremated—utterly de
stroyed by fire, and mothing is more 
delightful to the spirit than to know 
that such filth as ft may have left be
hind in the form of a body is utterly 
purified and scattered by fire.

0. if we could but make you all un
derstand that no one should ever cling 

•to or feel the slightest affection for a 
dead body. Cremate it as soon as pqs- 

; Bible. Do not bury it.
Now I shall write to you of the feel

ings of my own dear wife; and no wife 
. could have loved a husband more than 

she loved me, and as I hope still loves

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Gause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the "Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole iTruth, and Nothing but thé Truth

Spiritualist Meetings
It is important when a meeting 1» 

suspended, that notice bo given us,'so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We' 
want new notices of all meetings-being 
held hero In public halls at the present 
time. '

dence that the fijst union was not of 
the soul, for if it had been, to marry an
other would be equivalent to polygamy.

And now permit me to tell the world, 
that there can be but one true union, 
and that union must be of-the soul; and 
if such a union is not consummated on 
the earthly plane, it surely will be here 
in the realm of the soul.

My own dear wife and I are soul- 
mate.d—we are counterparts of each 
other. Neither she nor,l can possibly 
unite ourselves to others, no matter 
who may say to the contrary; and when 
I say this of ourselves, I say it to all 
others. Hand in hand we went while 
on the earthly plane; hand in hand we 
go together now. Soul responds to 
soul and spirit to spirit. I have not the 
slightest desire to leave my wife and go 
on into glory without her. Never, no 
never! It would be utterly impossible. 
The cord, or soul union between us, 
can never be broken. The heights of

. me.
She says.to herself, and It Is a great 

, comfort to me also—"I do not have to 
think of my darling as being away off, 
buried up in the cold, damp ground. 
No; all there is left of his material 
body is here, sealed up in an urn. It 
is very small, not weighing over two or 
three pounds; and oh, how glad 1 am 
that all that Is left of me materially has 
become pure and clean, and nothing left 
which can infect or poison any who are 

. still inhabiting material bodies.
This is my answer to Mrs. Hildreth’s 

question; and Abby Judson’s would be 
the same. All spiritual beings who 
love purity and cleanliness would make 
the same reply.

Then, again, if all were cremated, 
no one would be buried alive as is 
sometimes the case. It would be far 
better for one who was in a trance to 
be-burned alive than buried alive; but 
great precaution should always be tak
en that none could meet with either 
late. Be sure that the spirits of your 
loved ones have really departed from 
the body before they are either buried 
or cremated.

heaven would be the depths of hell to 
me without her.

But some of you may say: “How is..it, 
professor, that you are running a spirit
ual conservatory of music?”

Well, I run an earthly conservatory of 
music; but that did not separate me 
from my wife; in fact, it was one thing 
that cemented our union. You must all 
understand that the husband and wife 
do not take the same positions, neither 
here nor on the earthly plane. While 
I managed a conservatory of^piuslc, she 
managed the home; and that Is the way 
it will be here in the spirit world if we 
still desire to go on as before. At any; 
rate, I shall still go on with my teach
ing, as I formerly did, and make my 
home with my wife until she lays aside 
her material form, then we may con
clude to travel among the celestial 
worlds for awhile.

Now it is not my wife who is writing 
this message, but myself, and I know 
whereof I write.

Before I left ipy material’ .body piy 
Wile and I' talked of taking a trip 
around the. world, and'I was exceeding
ly pleased with the idea and fully in
tended to carry but our plan. Now, all 
I have to eay is this, and I tell you 
truly;-1 will carry out that" plan with 
my wife as sure as that I exist, and ev
ery wish of her heart shall be fulfilled.

We may have to-wait until she joins 
me here. Well, “learn to labor and to 
wait.” If she waits, bo must I. But 
we can still work together as one, just 
as we always did; Hand in hand we 
go. Since coming here I have learned 

. that there is a great purpose to be sub
served. She must remain on the earth
ly plane a while longer that I may con
tinue my work through her; and, pres
ently, the-soul sun shall burst forth in 
all its glory.

I have given the lower world a truth
ful account of all my doings thus far, 
and now my spirit is growing very 
strong. Of course, like, a new-born 
babe, I could not be very strong at 
first; but I have been here now nearly 
two years, and I am waxing very pow
erful, and am bringing a great many 
ethers to my aid. Many of you say that 
a spirit takes up its life just where it 

’ laid it down when, on earth, and this is

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman's Hall, , corner ' 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street.

The North Star Spiritual Uniox holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium.

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday „afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasking’s hall, 30th and Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs, Howes.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in IJopkins’ Hall 528 W 63rd 
street,. near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Leqture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p, m. Mrs, Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union is 
now located at .McDermott's Hal), 6603 
South Halsted street, Meetings every 
Sunday evening at 7:30. Ladles’ Aux
iliary every Thursday afternoon at 2:30,

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Greve 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S, Fraser, „ All wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. n), .

Spiritual Church of Ail Souls, in Hope 
Hall, No. 220 Western avenue, between 
Jackson and Van Buren, Sunday even
ings at 7:30, conducted by Mrs. R. 
Squire.

The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m., at Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas-, 
tor and test medium^ Come and bring 
your friends.

The Progressive Society holds >erv-. 
Ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling; at 3'and 8 p. m. 

'Good-speakers, tests'*and messages at 
’ every session. Mrs. Hilbertlpastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox: Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at & p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is-361- 
363 East 43d streeL Conducted by Mrs. 

: Isa Cleveland.
Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 

meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee, avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p.-m., at Arlington 
Halt, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening 'servlbe,

at Star Lodge Hall, 378 -S. Western ave
nue,- under the direction of- Mrs; Nellie 
Kusserow. - -

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
.will, hold meetings every Sunday at, 3 
. and 8 p. m., at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing-, 
ton-Boulevard and Park avenue. All 
cordially invited.

Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
sta .avenue, near Robey -street and 
North uvenue. -Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
;m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
rat 3 and 8 p. m-, by Mrs. T.' Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German an<i English.

The Christian Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall, 3245 State street. 
Every Sunday evening at 7:30. Test 
messages given by good mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance. •

BKi RAY. PtiycMcone Natural Clairvoyant 
’• Readjnfa by inuiLítl.Ñ. ¡¿üTUncoln ave., Chi« 
cago, IBInoU.

R
eadings bv MAiu-Lock of iiair.tim, 
and aUmp, Mif. IL Newman, 71013th st..S, E*, 

Washington, D, C.

, Annte Xord Chamberlain’s Card.
pear frlendB,jou can rreaUy help me care tor 

my blind elater, Jennie L. Webb; ono of the earl- 
leaf mediums now in the form, by writing a*letter 
to a Spirit, friend. ■ Send litóme wlihÚ, and I will 
try and.get reply by independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mra, Anule Lord Chamberlain, Mil» 
lord Masa.' •

Free Psychic Diagnosis.
J. A. Marvin. Psycho-Medical and ¿Magnetic 

-Healer. Sterling. In..-cure8 asthma, bronchial 
troubles, goiter, ‘paralysis, rheumatism, brain, 
spinal, stomach, liver/ kidney and female trou
bles, whero others have-failed. For diagnosis 
send mime, age, married or single, with lock of 
hair (no symptoms), and Six contain stumps.

The infallible fibre trumpet is inauiated top and 
bottom: shell, enamel, cardinal eplor finish, SI 50. 
Guaranteed, better tbammetal or any other mate« 
rial; very light in -weight; absolutely'tangible 
with spirit force«; warranted perfect or money 
refunded; case© with handles, tl.&O. Booklet for 
all kinds of development, 12 eta,sent on receipt 
of price.
JAS. NKWTON, 4.33 Dorr St,, Toledo. O.

■ Intercut in the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report at 
once to this office, so that proper an
nouncement as to dates can be made.

MT. PLEASANT PARK, CLINTON, IA.
The twenty-third annual camp-meet

ing at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens July 30 
and closes August' 27. The very best 
talent has been secured for the-sehson, 
and Opening Day promises to be a red 
letter day in the history of the camp. 
Programs and information’given to all 
who write to Mrs. M. B. Anderson, sec
retary, Clarksville, Mo. ■ ’

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
Who him hail

Forty Years' Experience in the Study 
and Practice of* Medicine, Two, 

. Years. |>of. In a Medical v
College, Ten Years

IN SANITARIUM WORK» 
and H b Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
faila-ln diuguoBm, Ho has given upecia] attention 
to ear, .throat and hiux troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
fails to cure piles, If you would like an opinion 
of your ease FREE, write just how you feel with 
your own hand and hold ;bo letter in yotir hand 
five minutes. Enclose atauip tor reply.

. Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D.
, Prop. Reed City Sanilurium, Reed City. Mich.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one at the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual Kind Magnetic Physicians. HIh cuveB are inar- 
yeloue; hie examinations are free t > all who send 
mmniune, are. bex, and lock of hair, and 6 cents 
in btaiwpe. He doesn't ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A Mal will 
convince you. His practice extends all j)ver the 
land, lip cures you fh your own home.

Address. J. s, KOUCKS, M. D.,
' Lock Dox 1203 Stoneham. Miass.

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces,

Teaches new and wonderful methods ot cure, 
w. ^USLbecoming of world-wide fume.”—H.Tnttle 
Light. Color, Electricity, MagneiUm, Mind, Bath».

Its beautiful Diploma confers title. ‘‘D. M.” 
Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
at one 8 home. Books and instruments furnished, 
bend stamp for catalogue to

E. D. BAHWITT. M.
— 03 East Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power. ’

Mrs, Or. Dobson-Barker, 
230 North Slx^i St. 

Sàu Jose, Call

PLEASE READ THIS.
If Hick write) me; < win give yon n free exami

nation and Mnrcly-' cut* you. 1 cure when nil 
others fall. Nervous exbauHtion and lost vigor 
of both sexes suecessfuUy treated. Great eucceaa 
with diseases ot •Children. Write in own hand
writing, giving usme, age, sex, weight, leading 
symptom, and stamps, and receive a
correct diagnosis. wortbMoilure to you. For chil
li ren send lock oflialr. l

IKANOE8 A. LOUCKS,'

fl UnnApph if Restores Lost Vision, 
n VvUllUUl lui Write for Illustrated Circular 
XnanHnfa showing styles and pricesand 
OUUbldUl ut photo qj Spirit Yurma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant pmvor in me. I can ud- 
lUBt my Melted Pebble Leni Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own'hoine and Bond bv 
mail, as if you were in my office. Thousands will 
testify- IL F. POOLS.

Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Hl
DearMr. Pople:—Your spectacle» are perfect 1 

can say perfection, rehull recommend them to 
my friends. Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Loa Angeles. Cal,

35 Warren 81, Btonftbam. Vaia.

, ONSET CAMP.
Onset camp commences its twenty- 

ninth annual meeting, July -23, and 
closes August 27; Onset i.s one of the 
most beautiful seashore resorts In the 
world, and is in close proximity to other 
noted summer resorts,, It is connected 
by a bridge with Point Independence, 
and close at hand lies Monument 
Beach, and beyond Gray Gables, for
merly the summer home of Ex-Presi
dent Cleveland, and at the head of the 
bay is located “Crow’s Nest,” owned by 
■Joseph Jefferson,

The water supply, introduced by the 
Onset Water Company from Sandy 
Lake, could not be purer or better.

No summer resort is better supplied 
with well-regulated hotels, with rooms 
and board at reasonable rates. Also 
rooms can be obtained at cottages, and 
meals at either hotels or restaurants in 
close proximity.

Letters addressed to the .proprietors 
of the following hotels, Onset, Mass., 
will be promptly answered, giving full 
statement with regard to prices of 
rooms and board: Hotel Onset, Glen 
Cove Hotel" Glen Echo Hotel, Union 
Villa, Washburn House, Bullock’s, Ho
tel Marcy, Highland House, and Mrs. 
Ronald’s,

There are some things that seem a I 
little odd to me since coming to this । 
life. All broken threads, or what ap- : 
peered to be bioken, are taken up here i 
—as tnough in order to make a beau
tiful pattern some threads had to be 
dropped for awhile and then taken up 
once more to perfect the pattern. I 
have renewed, cr taken up all my form
er acquaintances that were once upon 
the earthly plane. All our hopes and 
aims that were relinquished, as we 
thought, forevei, are once more carried 
forward, now, with the certain knowl
edge that we shall bring them to pass.,

On earth we all, looked forward to 
old age and death, and one,by one our 
aspirations and hopes dropped away 
from us. Here, -old age and death are 
left forever behind and fright us no 
more. All that is required now is pa
tience and parseverance.

How many on earth start out. with 
high hopes and ambitions. One may 
meet them a few years afterward and 
find them dejected and unhappy. If 
one were to ask them why they were 
so, they would say that their hopes had 
all been blasted and their ambitions 
were dead. Mothers will weepingly 
tell of the death of their little ones. 
Fathers will dejectedly say their sons 
aie no more on whom their hopes rest
ed. . Disconsolate widows stretch forth 
their arms and cry out for their de- 
jlarted husbands: “O, my ■ husband! 
Where are you?—Oh, w'here?’’ And 
husbands sit lonely and dejected mourn
ing for their wives.
“ Peace, be still! The threads will 
all be taken up again, even to the most 
casual acquaintance.

It seems strangely odd to me some
times, and when we meet we talk of 
the old times on'earth—and how we 
straighten out all our former misunder-

so, but it is one grand remove higher. 
Of course, all must Bee that this 1b bo. 
A conservatory of music in the spheres 
must be one remove higher than one on 
earth, and so of all other things. I took 
up my life just where ! laid it down on 
earth. I had a large conservatory of 
music, elocution, languages and art, and 
as soon as I regained my spiritual 
strength, after the dissolution from the 
material— I cook ,up my life here just 
at ihat point. I joined my forces with 
my old partner. Dr. Eben Tourgee, and 
started in again, one remove higher— 
that is our conservatory is larger, 
grander, higher, more beautiful and 
perfect, and our energies, together with 
our music, the same. We are attract
ing thousands of our old friends to us, 
as well as tne old masters who love to 
visit US.

* (To be continued.)

J5. cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the-cmld wonder, will always.^etin .at. 
tendance. Others Will’ assist. ...^esa 
ffieetings will 'be cdhtliitied'all summer.
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann,, at' 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening, at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musu at every 3er- 
vice.

The Spiritualistic Church of the-'Stu
dents of Nature will hold Sunday even
ing services at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue. Mrs; M. Schu
macher, pastor.

The Universal Occult Society meets 
ev^ry Sunday at America Hall, 77 v 
31st street, at 3 and 8 p. m. R. Gllraj*; 
pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller will 
preside at all meetings during the ab
sence of Brother GUray. ‘ .-

Lalte View Spiritual Union holds 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m., 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North’ Clark 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. Wickland. Ail 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Well? 
street*

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
in room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a. m. .' Su
perintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. S. 
J. Ashton. Pastor’s address,. 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park. Day at

To the Editor:—Would it not be fit
ting and proper to make an organized 
effort to honor the memory of Thomas 
Painfe and Robert G. Ingersoll, by plac
ing a 14-foot bronze' statue . of them at 
the National Capital; also a statue of

> Blandings. .
My poor wife now sits sorrowfully, 

asking me some questions; and as all 
who have lost near and dear ones ask 
the same questions, I think It will not 
be dmlss to answer.her questions; for 
In answering hers at the same time,

each of them ai the capital df every 
state in the Union?

It seems to me an organization might 
be effected at Chicago or New York 
City for the purpose of taking up,this 
grand -work. - After the statues are 
modeled and the casts are made, any 
number ot statues can be cast at a very 
reasonable expense, not much more 
than the cost of the bronze and labor. 
Men and women -should be selected for 
this work, who believe that every hu
man'being Is entitled to perfect free
dom and equal rights, with every other 
human being, free to read and think for 
themselves, on any and all subjects. 
The organization could select the right 
man or woman at the capital of '. very 
etato In the Union, to solicit fund to 
place these-statues as near as .possible 
to the capital of that state. No doubt a 
large number of these statues could be 
Bold to societies for.public parks, and 
to adorn other public places, in all 
parts of the United States. It this plan 
could be carried out, I am sure it would 
be a wonderful Inspiration to present 
and future-generations to rend U)e 
■writings of those grand men.

WM. B. vwnH-j » M, ..
Mendota, Mo.

TO THE SICK.
I extend my Brotherlyiihnnd and earnC8Hy.ro- 

quest that each and every reader of tills paper 
write for my Free ¡BOOKLETS, on Cures by NA- 
TURF’S FOHClES. Itiavo cured tlibuebnuH in 
ail parts of ibo United States, and-nearly every 
jort and eutjy in the wortd. 1 have good news, 
: or 30 days only.; ttfall sick people—whether rich 
>f po.Qr.-,,\yrIteitbi*;v€tyA'mlnnte.'u8 >ihU oppor* 
luiilty maXA^ver comotOLyou^8'alnl.'*,’i:';

Address XJRXU^rROGERS.V. !>..
• . Union City. Mich,, U. 8. A,

FRED. P. EVANS, 
The Noted Psychic for 

Independent Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance, 

Haa recently left New York, and la now located at 
1112 Bdtly St.. Ban Franelaco. Cal Bend utamp for 
circular on Mediumship.

Vrilia freights.
■ A Sununer Resort, / .

On the NORTH SHORE OF GENEVA DAKBrfor 
PROtiBKKSIVK PEOPLE; under the direc
tion of DR. ALICE B. STOCKHAM, the well 
known author ot TOKOLOGY and KAREZZA.

. COVnsES OF LECTURES
on Philosophy and Ideals are given. Recreation 
Is also an attractive feature, that Includes ath- 
lotlea, dancing, swimming, boating, games and 
sports.

ARTS A5D CRAFTS.
Including clay .inodelhig.-photograpliy. and tool 
work, under the direction of La Verne Francois 
Wheeler, .gives practical advantages and joy to 
children of all •ages.' Terms, reasonable. For
particulars address.

70 Dearborn Street. Chicago, 111.
A. B. STOCKHAM.

UNCOOKED FOODS
home, Friday.

Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. 
at hall 210, Masonic Temple, under- the 
auspices of Walter Det oe, the well- 
known lecture^ Miss Cora M. Nafe, 
sololset.

The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
holds regular services every Sunday at 
3 and 8 p. m., at the People’s Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. The 
Rising Sun Lyceum meets at 2 p. m.

The German-English Society Bund- 
der Wahrbeit No. 18, holds £>erv(pes ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E'. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourh; and every 
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock sharp, 
at the National, formerly GarfieldTurn
er Hall. - Mr. .Frank Joseph, medium.

Church of the Soul Communion, holds 
meetings every .Wednesday evening at 
8, oclock and Sundays at 8 p. m.,. at 

.207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Hyde Park- Occult'Soolety holds: 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o'clock, at 319 E. 55th street,; between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is. the 

-.Object of this society. Address all com- 
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 543 E 55th 
street Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th 
street. ’

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple; every first and 
third Thursday of the month. After
noon session,. 3 o'clock; evening ses- 
si6n. 7.30. Everyone attending is re
quested to furnish refreshments for 
6:15 supper. Coffee tickets 10 cents.

The Chicago spiritualists’ League 
holds its meetings the first Tuesday 
evening of each month, at Kimball 
Hall, 243 Wabash avenue. Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, president; O. E. Kropp, 5481 
Kimbark avenue, necretary. The 
League wishes every Spiritualist soci
ety of the city to send In the names of 
all their mediums, stating their partic
ular phase of mediumship. Address all 
communications to the secretary; :

The Spiritual Association of Sixty- 
ninth street and Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall, 
6922. Hon. D. Gilmour will address the- 
meeting at 7:30 p. m. Conference at 
2:30 p. m.

The Society of Spiritual Unity holds 
IneotlngB every Sunday at S^tnd. 8 p. m.,

And How to Live on Them—With 
Recipis for Wholesome 

Preparation.

o

MRS. WM. T. LAMBERT.

COR.

MY EXPERIENCES.

Demonstrating Spiritualism to Be ft 
Grand Truth.

CHESTERFIELD, CAMP.
The official board met at Camp Ches

terfield, April 9, to perfect arrange
ments for the coming camp session, be
ginning July 15 and ending August 27. 
The grounds are In fine cohditlon and 
we want to make this the best camp 
ever held here. We have secured the 
very best talent and will have them 
well advertised. The programmes will 
be ready for distribution in a month. 
Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Anderson, 
Ind.

My bah.v Ralph was bom the 27th ot 
May, 1894, and died at 6 p. m. He lived 
only 13 hours. On Tuesday, June 5, 
1894, just after dinner he appeared tq 
me.

■ On Thursday,-July 11, 1895, at night} 
aboutf 8 o’clock, he came again, but this) 
time lie was in bis coffin, and there watf 
a light about him and the coffin at the 
side of the bed where I was lying down. 
Two days later I got word that one of 
my nieces had died. The -first tima 
Ralph appeared to me, two months 
later, I was taken so sick that my hus
band had to be sent for; he was away 
at work.

May 11, 1895, a very close friend of 
mine died. I have seen her three or 
four times since, in the same year that 
she died, but she always appeared In 
her coffin, just as she wap when I last 
looked at her.

In May, 1902, it was a cloudy day and 
was raining. 1 was out doors wringing 
some clothes out of the water they had 
been soaking in. I was just a little 
way from the -well box, when there ap
peared a bright light between the well 
box and me, and I raised my head to 
see whether the sun had come out ox 
not, but no, it was just as cloudy as 
ever and raining, too.

On November 22, 1903, I went out to 
my. father's to attend a prayer-meeting, 
and after it was over, I was standing 
just about a foot or two in the house, 
from the door, when there appeared 
nothing but the blue sky over my head, 
and I felt like 1 was lifted Off of the 
floor.

On October 4, 1904 my baby Guy was 
born, and when he was three days old I 
heard a voice at the foot of my bed, 
where I was lying, telling me to name 
him Guy, and I so named him. That 
was on Fridav afternoon at 4 o’clock. 
1 wasn't afraid, but I had a happy feel
ing at the time.

On October 10, 1904, when Guy was 
six days old, on the ceiling there ap
peared a square hole with a light shin
ing through it, and there appeared 
some red roses in the hole in the east 
side. I was awake. It was in the 
morning just after the children had 
gone to school, and the other two wero 
outdoor playing. It was just west of 
my bed, and you must remember the 
ceiling is all lathed and there is no hole 
of any kind In the celling. My bed is
set in the northeast corner of the front 
room, with the head to the north.

SUNAPEE LAKE CAMP, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association will hold Its 28th 
annual meeting at Blodgett's Landing, 
N. H„ commencing July 30 and closing 
August 27. We have a good list of 
speakers and test mediums. Address 
all letters to Thomas Burpee, Sutton, 
N. H„ or the secretary, Lorenza Wor
then, Hillsboro Br., N. H.

VICKSBURG, CAMP.
Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 30 

and closes August 20. For full particu
lars address Mrs. Jeannette Fraser, 
Vicksburg, Mich.

When I saw the light and roses, I felt 
like I was lifted off of the bed, but I 
could feel and see my body lying on tho 
bed. ........... ’

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

(Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted tree. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of tlftsen cents per Hue. About seven 
words constitute one llne.j

Mediumship and Adeptship.
To unfold your psychic powers is only a matter 

of science and science Is only a matter ot know
ing how! My . System of Development is tin 
Uye-openerf It develops youdn less time and 
at l^ss cpsHhau the unpopular hicubator meth
ods. NojyiMitjes, no controls, unless you want 

’ them, No Obsessions; all flangers removed. 
: ' Bend slam ped addressed envelop« for my book
let, (25c. to be enclosed for psychic delineation), 
and reduced terms. Address 1285 Commonwealth 
Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Books of Mysteries and Revelations.
Clairvoyance. Cloth, ISO pages, by J. C. F. 

Grumbino. Teaches how to read the future, prac
tice tefepathy. penetrate the veil between the 
seen and the unBoeu, converse with splrits.know 
the mysteries. It 1» a revelation. The only prac
tical book of its hl nd ever published. Lilian 
Whiting, Henry Wood, Mind. Light, all adepts en-. 
dorse |L Price (reduced from 12.00). $1.50.

AUras and Colors.—How to read the atmos
phere of persons ami understand the appearance 
of halos, auras and nltnbu«. Contains a color 
dictionary. Paper, price 50 vents. .

Dentil and Afterward', by an Adept A 
profound study from actual facts of life beyond 
tiiegrave. Cloth, price T5cents.

Realizntlon. HoW-lQ.bocomc well, success
ful, prosperous. A wonderfully helpful book for 
beginners. Paper, price 10 cents.

Psychometry. Teaches how to get at the soul 
of things. Paper, price 50 cents.

The New Philosophy, luminously set forth 
bo that anyone cun realize God. Cloth, price 75 
cents.
«“Send 12.26 for a large crystal for crystal 

reading. Address J. C. F. Grnmbine, 1285 Com
monwealth Ave., Boston. Mass.

MINERAL PARK CAMP, CAL.
The Spiritualists of Southern Cali

fornia have engaged Mineral Park, the 
camp grounds in the Arroyo Seco, just 
below Garvanza, for their annual camp
meeting, from June 25 to July 25. Many.
improvements, are to be made at 
park, and fourteen cottages will 
erected. Mrs. Nettle Howell is 
head of the executive committee, 
dress her for programmes.

the 
• be 
the 
Ad-

Passed to the higher life, April 16, ! 
Mr. C. Nelson Wood of Stoneham,' 
Mass. He was a patriot who sacrificed, 
his health for .his country in 1861-65. 
During his years of patient suffering, 
his wife has been his constant compan
ion and nurse, having been separated 
but a few days for over twenty years. 
Mrs. M. S. Wood was one of our earli
est speakers, and is remembered for 
her brilliant, earnest work. Both be
ing conscientious Spiritualists, his prep
arations for transition were written in 
1900. In compliance with his request, 
the services were simple, and his form 
was cremated, while his soul, still 
grows in knowledge, and aids in 
thought the loving and loved ones, who 
travel on to join him.

C. FANNIE ALLYN.

Hie Devil ana tne Adventists.
An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re- 

pulsed. By Moses Hull. Price. 10 cents.

Force anö Matter
book. A profound work upon a profouna sub
ject. Price, cloth. B1.Ó0.

THE WORLD BEftUTIFUL
Series one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting.
Three choice volumes, each com; ’-te in Itself, 

in which spirituality is related to' vsryday life 
in such a way as to make the world beautUuL 
Price. 81.00 each.

Proper combinations and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotionof health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr.' and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

The only complete work on the sub
ject that has been published, and will 
do very much to solve1 the Question of 
how to-live for health, strength and 
happiness^

It will simplify methods of living— 
help to settle the servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Price »1.

•■poems itf Fiogrcim." By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism Jmay- be read in her 
varied moods, "ironxigrave to gay, from 
lively to severe?/ It-is a book to be 
treasured and rtchlyvenjoyed by all who • 
love genuine poetry;-end especially by 

: Spiritualists, TheTtolume in tastily
"Mediumship and Its Development, 

and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H.VHach. Especially 
useful to learners who'seek to know’and 
utilize the laws- of mediumship and de
velopment; and', avoid • errors. Frlce, 
cloth, 50 cents; ’paper, 25 cents.

"Voltaire's Romaiwee." Translated' 
from the French., With numerous u- 
lustrations. -These ¡lighter works of th> 
brilliant Frenchman;: ¡an invincible en
emy, of theCatJiolic'iohuwjh, are worthy. 
of wide reading.’. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the thill of 
a master mind. ioPrice $1.50.

"Wedding Chltoesff: By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage -ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. . •

■ "The Kingship of Self-Control.” By 
Wrn. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape 
duty, the • supreme- charity of the world; 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cenls. . - ' - •

"An Infamouo Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy- Detected and Exposed.". 
"Romanism -Exposed.".‘iTwo pamphlets 
by Rev. J. .Gj’Whlte, author of Startling 
Facts. Price 10 cents, each, or.two for 
ascents

NEW ERA CAMP-MEETING.
The New Era camp-meeting begins 

July 9, and continues over four Sun
days. We will have with us during the 
meeting those grand workers. Harry J. 
Moore, Mrs. McCoy, Mrs. Ella Royal 
Williams, sure, and hope other good 
workers will also attend from all parts 
of the compass. We expect many of 
the lecturers and mediums from the 
coast (and we have many good ones) to 
attend during the meeting. Everybody 
come and help make this coming camp
meeting a grand and glorious one. The 
hotel will be under the management of 
the president, and everything possible 
will be done for the comfort and wel
fare of the guests. Camp ground is 
only 22 miles from the great Lewis and 
Clark' Exposition at Portland, Oregon. 
Address Rev. G. C. Love, president, 354 

'College street, Portland, Oregon.

Passed to higher life, on Wednesday, 
April 19, Samuel W. Marx, president of 
the Bible Spiritual Society of Portland, 
Oregon. While walking along the 
street, he-suddenly fell to the sidewalk, 
and when assistance reached him, he 
said, "Take me where 1 can rest.” He 
was carried into a building near ^here 
he fell and in a few moments his spirit 
took its flight. Mr. Marx had many 
warm friends in Portland and his sud
den flight to the realm of spirit cast a 
gloom over those with whom he was 
earnestly working in trying to better 
the conditions of humanity. The Bible 
Spiritual Society loses an earnest 
worker from its ranks. His wife Is a 
medium, earnest and true, and the sym
pathies of those who know her best is 
hers in the hour of need. Rev. G. C. 
Love conducted the funeral services on 
Sunday, April 23, from Holman's un-
dertaking parlors.

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN VVHIT1NQ.-In this book Miss 

Whiting aims to portray a practical ideal for 
daily living thit shall embody tho sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant- • 
menttoHfe. It is, in a measure, a logical se
quence ot‘•The World Beautiful,” leading Into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der the soul in harmony with the universe. It 
is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth, 81,00.

A Veru Interesting Book tor AIT, 
Philosophy Of TM3 work con- 

Spiritual Intercourse, account of tae 
vary wonderful spiritual developments at the 
house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and 
similar cases In aU parts of the country. This 
volume Is the Sir* t"om the author directly up
on the subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
the test ot many years. Cloth, 80c.; postage lOo»

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story ot a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded wl ;h pure and beautiful spirituality 
ot thought. Instructive aud helpful to al! who 
love and seek the higher and finer Ways of 
spiritual experience. Price, Sl.oa . ., -

What All the World’s a-Seeking,
... RALPH WALDO TRINE.

Sachis building bis worM. from within; thought Is 
the builder; for thoughts era forces,—subtle, vita)» 
Irresistible, omnipotent,—and according as used do 
they bring power or impotence, peace or pain, success 
or failure.—From Title-page.

The above books are beautifully bound in gray-green 
raised cloth, stamped In deep old-green and gold, with 
gilt top. Price, 11.25. For sale at thia office.

FROM INDIA
TO THE PLANET MARS,

A MOST BEMAKKABLE WORK.

Fascinating, Interesting and In
structive.

UNITY CAMP, SAUGUS CENTRE, 
MASS.

The season’s work at Unity Camp, 
Saugus Center, will open on Sunday, 
June 4 and continue every Sunday until 
the last of September. These meetings 
will be fully up to standard of former 
seasons, with many added improve
ments. One of the most .important 
items is the fact that visitors can come 
direct from Boston to the camp without 
change of cars, which will be a decided 
improvement over the old method of 
changes and many times long waiting. 
Cars will leave Scollay Square every 
half hour, for Saugus, by way of Clifton- 
dale.

There will be some slight changes in 
the time of services. The conference 
will be at 11 as usual, and all speakers 
and mediums are cordially Invited to as
sist in this service and make it what its 
name implies, a conference.

The next service will be at 2, song 
service at 4:30, concert and entertain
ment at 5 and regular service at 6. By 
this programme those wishing to stay 
to tfie last service will have ample time 
to reach their homes in good season.

A strong effort will be made to have 
better car service to Lynn than in the 
past. The officials promise that as 
many extra cars as may be needed shall 
be furnished to accommodate visitors 
to the,camp.

The concert and entertainment which 
will precede the evening service is an 
innovation which we think will be ap
preciated, being conducted on the same 
lines as those in Cadet Hall, Lynn, 
which are proving .very popular.

Some of the finest talent procurable 
will assist at these concerts, A study 
of the program will convince you that 
the speakers engaged will be worth 
coming a long distance to hear. Gas 
yzill.be Introduced into the kitchen to 
be used for cooking purposes, and the 
seating capacity of the restaurant en
larged, so that all who wish to remain 
through the day will have no difficulty 
in being served well and promptly. All 
seekers for truth and pleasure com
bined are cordially invited to visit 
Unity Camp. •

■By Th. Flournoy, Professor of Psy
chology In the University of Geneva.

"Thia Is an account ot the experiment» 
Kith the ’Geneva Medium/ Helane 
Smith. In her trances she Uvea th« 
dual existent» of an Indian prince« 
and of. an inhabitant of the planet 
Mars. Professor Flournoy and his fel-, 
low scientists have for’moro than five 
I'ears experimented with these astound- 
ng physical phenomena.”
Thio la a work of thrilling Interest 

It haa excited great attesitloa tn thia 
emtrg sad in Europe.

J. P. Ford of 404 Kaweali street, Han
ford, Cal., passed to spirit life, April 24, 
aged 79. He was a firm believer In the 
truths of Spiritualism. He saw his pa
rents as they came to take him to their 
home in the beautiful beyond.

MRS. MARY J. FORD.

“Beyond thé Vail.” A Sequel to 
'"Rending the . Vail;" 'Being . a compila
tion, yvlth notes.and explanations, of 
narrations and Illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal .verification, of 
“What We Shall Be " and. a code - of 
ethics, requisite to the most speedy re
alization of the highest and purest fe
licity attainable in-the future life. A 
very remarkable book. Large, octavo, 
ÊÔOpagee. Price, 81.75-

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts aud Political Pin Points." By J. 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 
cents.

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price, 
cloth, 31.

The new song-book, "The Golden 
Echoes,” by S. W. Tucker, has found its 
way into many homes, and Its beautiful 
songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should be heard 
In every home in the land. Price, 15 
cents; 81.50 per dozen.

"Harmonics of Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence» 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car. 
rylng the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Price, cloth, $2.'

"Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and ona 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep, 
thought and patient research into Na-, 
ture's finer forces are here gathered, 
and made amenable to the well-being of- 
humanity. Medical men especially, an<4 
scientists, general readers and students, 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con- 
talning beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
15. It is a wonderful work and you will 
¿0 delighted with IL .

■ The Commandmenta Analyzed, pricu 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth, 50 
cents- For sale at this office,,

“The Commandments Analyzed.” By, 
W. H. Bach. Tins Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with - 
other. Bible passiK?«, showing great 1m 
cofigruitles. Price 25 cents . '

"Heliocentric Astrology or Esientlals 
of Ast'.vnohiy nnd Solar Mentality,‘' 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 18S0 to. 
1010." By Ynrmo Vedra. For sale at '
Äl8 office. Price §1.50.
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A GENEROUS BEQUEST.

S. H. WEST.

but enter 
which we

go by. 
LeRoy, III.

i FRAUDS AND CAMP-MEETINGS.

How Shall We Separate the Sheep 
. From the Goats?

It Was Made by thé Late. J. T. Crum- 
: ». baugh, of LeRoy, ill. "

THE JUDGMENT DAY. ■

Thoughts Suggested by a Funeral Dis
course.

decaying

«À

0

“AN ENTIRELY NEW VIEW."

Mrs. Lois Waisbrpker Trying to Place 
the'World on thé Right Track.

Much has been Bald lately, regarding 
the alleged encouragement of frauds at 
the camp-meetings. One writer, more 
noted for forcefulness than accuracy, 
went bo far as to charge that at one 
time the board of managers of the Clin- 

\ ton, Iowa, Camp made a practice of ln- 
\ viting Known frauds to their grounds 

Íor thé sake of revenue. The only re- 
;ly that need be made to that charge 

19 to name some of those who were 
members of the board at the time spe-. 
cified. When I name Alonzo Thomp
son, ’Hiram Eddy, Stella A. Fisk, N. G. 
Omstead and Geo. B. Warne, no one 
,who is acquainted with eithft will re
quire any further evidence of the ab
surdity of the allegation.

Few of those who criticise the offi
cials for not excluding all tricksters 
from the camp grounds realize the per
plexities and difficulties whicl, ' beset 
them in the effort to render exact jus
tice to all. or the amount of time and 
nerve-racking labor spent by the man- 

ÍÍ. aEement In the quiet investigation of 
-charges and complaints in order to ex- 

1 elude as far as possible, improper-char- 
< acters, while giving the fullest proteo- 
h tion to those who deserve it.

; No^Spirltualist needs be told that 
fevery medium has his partisans as 
• well as his enemies, and as no careful 
Official regards his argument as infalli
ble he must needs proceed with, the ut- 
njnst caution in deciding the genuine- 
nebs or otherwise of any particular 
casi?' ■ ■

Take, for instance, the case 'of Wi
nans1. whose exposure at Hot Springs 
Beeips so thorough and complete. 
NeaiJ twenty years ago I satisfied my- 

■ self \hy certain careful tests that 
while' Winans Is undoubtedly a fine me
dium ín Bome of bls phases, his "mate- 
rlallz/tions” were all—so far as my 

1 experiPnce went—merely impersona
tions l)y himself. On being taxed with 
deception he assured me In all apparent 
candoF' that as he was always entranced 
durin£ the cabinet seance he knew 
noting as to how the phenomena were 
prdJu06^' (No wigs, beards and’masks 
had \ been found In his possession at 

. thatPmel
La?t summer he Bpent a couple of 

weeVS at the Clinton Camp. Some of 
.sitters pronounced him a fraud; 

......‘— '"S just as emphatically declared 
-—-That vhey had received the most con- 

vinclirB tests of his mediumship. Here 
" the uáual dilemma was presented. Who 

■was tP be the Judge between the con- 
' tendeé8 ? Mindful of its responsibility, 

the management had resolved to call
him account when he evidently sus
pected- Diat something was afoot and 
Bud?enly left the camp. .

The saddest thing about such cases 
"fis Winans’ is, the different effect upon 
such estimable, intelligent and earnest 
investigators as Mr. and Mrs. Boving, 
people who would be a real power for 
good in Our ranks. I earnestly, 1 may 

'Say; prayerfully, trust that those good 
-people have already realized In their 
own- being .too much of this glorious 
tnuth to be set back-a single step -by 
their late disheartening experience.

I But to return to the question. How 
Bjtiall we—to quote the editor of The 
Progressive Thinker—"eliminate trick
ery and recognize only honest médi
ums” at our camp-meetings? There is 
not a camp-meeting association in the 
country whose officers would knowingly 
encourage fraud; to intimate such a 
thing is a gross insult—a reckless libel. 
They reebgnize the Importance of pro
tecting their guests from Imposition 
and trickery; but they also realize their 
duty to protect mediums, without whom 
there would be no camp-meetlngB.

The question, and the whole question, 
is : how to determine who are honest 
and who are not. Is there any infalli
ble-rule to govern all cases? Can a 
reliable list of honest and dishonest me- 
.dlums be made out by any one? A 
list that will meet the approbation of 
even a majority of Spiritualists and in
vestigators? Will The Progressive 
Thinker or the president of the Illinois 
State Association make out and pub
lish a list of honest mediums for the 
guidance and protection of investiga
tors? Or, on the other hand, will they 
publish a list of the frauds, and thus In- 
lerentially endorse all others as genu
ine?

Mark, I am not criticising in the 
-slightest degree the words of The Pro- 

. gressive Thinker, in trying to rid our 
-.'ranks of these pernicious tricksters.

,The.necessity for such work seems to 
me of paramount importance, and de
serves the support of all true Spiritual
ists. As the chief officer of one of the 
leading camps I am simply trying to 
make clear the .difficulties that beset 
us in the effort to keep our gatherings 
frée from the taint of fraud.-

If it were possible to prepare and 
publish a ¡1st of absolutely reliable me- 
.diums the matter would be greatly sim
plified. That there aro mediums who 
are as true as truth, we all know, but 
who would be brave enough to publish 
such á list and thus Inferential!/ desig- 

j nate all others frauds? ’ If the editor 
; . of a Spiritualist paper, with his great fa- 

■ Cllltfes for obtaining * information, Is 
amable-to make such a catalogue, why 
should those with far less opportunity. 
ne expected to draw the line with per
fect exactness?

Mediums are human beings with the' 
same faults and frailties that ..beset 

. other people, and should be dealt with;
—except with more coñsiaeratiG¿«i£x- 
actly as we deal with othqr- classes. A 
few"people are absolutely. and strictly 
honest.in all their dealings. A large- 
number are honest or dishonest accord
ing to the degree of incentives and 

. ifeEptations which confront them, 
while a few, again, are devoted almost 
entirely to fraudulent pursuits and 
practices. It is precisely so with those 
^vho profess mediumship. A few would 
die rather thffn be guilty of deceptlq&i 
Many give the gehtílñe when-they can 
find; supplement with; make-believe 
when they want to make out a case. 'A 

‘ Jew are out-and-out frauds with no gen- 
. ulné mediumship whatever.
» In business we would.all prefer to 
- trade entirely with the strictly honest 

but; perforce, must deal more or less
• । with those less ■ conscientious, keeping 
-, b sharp watch on them meanwhile.

The out-and-out frauds we avoid t.(to
gether, and sometimes imprison them. 
It seems to me that it Is precisely thus 

! we should deal with mediums.; Cherish 
: j ns beyond rubies, those who are strictly 
/ genuine. Watch closely and encourage 

’ to better things the weak and waver- 
Jng, and banish completely the unmiti
gated fraud.
' It has always been the policy of the 

V M. V. 8. A. to extend the utmost hos- 
O iltality to mediums for all phaaea^of 
&L And that, will continua to

V

Thoughts suggested by remarks made 
over the remains of a dear Aunt, at the 
funeral services by one looked upon as 
an educated minister of the Gospel of 
God.

“She Iles asleep, the sleep of the 
dead, until God sounds the trumpet 
which awaketh the dead, and the dead 
shall arise from their sleep upon the 
Judgment Day."

Did he understand the great far-off 
meaning of the words which he spoke 

•to those who mourned the departure of 
a dear ope from their midst, and the 
result of his words upon those in the 
earthly body, if what he said was true?

Let us reason on these thoughts, and 
see if they are true, what is really the 
effect of this reasoning, that they sleep 
until the Judgment Dav.

If this condition really does exist, 
there are no inhabitants In heaven, or 
what is called hell, because God has 
not yet judged man according to his 
deeds, for as yet He has not sounded 
the trumpet which is to awaken them 
upon the Judgment Day,

Heaven is barren of human life, it- 
this condition really exists.

Hell is not filled with the suffering 
ones of error.

The devil is left alone in the bottom
less Pit, the fires of hell are burning 
only to be endured by him.

There are as yet no persons to sing 
praises, or play on golden harps to their 
God, for He alone is in heaven, waiting 
for the right time to come or the right 
condition on this little earth (which is 
only one of the numberless worlds 
which have been created) before He 
awakens them (the so-called dead) 
from their sleep.

There are no angel friends to help us 
carry our earthly burdens.

There are no guardian angels, of 
which so much is sung and written, and 
which sustains so many bereaved ones, 
If these conditions really exist.

Those who passed the change called 
death, one thousand years ago, and 
those who passed from the material 
body yesterday, are both In the same 
spiritual condition, if the trumpet 
should sound on the morrow. s

I thank God there is a religion which 
teachps us differently from that.

There are no dead. Those dear ones 
who pass away from our mortal vision, 
do NOT sleep the sleep of the dead, but 
they live in the spiritual world and are 
all the time gathering-wisdom and un
derstanding of the spirit: and earnestly 
seeking in every possible way to bene
fit those dear one? they have left for a 
brief season op earth. I say they 
have left us, but I mean they are not 
visible to the .masses, for their vision 
Is not developed spiritually. .

They do come back to their own, and 
teach of the things of the spirit, if they 
can find the right condition, which will 
enable them to do so. ,

Truly, we are like those over whose 
earthly vision cataracts have formed, 
we are unable tp behold things clearly 
if at all, but death gently lifts-the veil; 
then we can behold all things in the 
clear light of the spiritual sight.

I thank God that the Aunt who has 
left, us, may return .to her devoted and 
noble son. who now walks alone upon 
the journey of life.

She will help film over the-rugged 
pathway, for I cannot believe she sleeps 
until the Judgment Day, when her 
fond mother’s heart still yearns to be 
with him during the dark and lonely 
hours that are before him.

Through the laws of mediumship and 
the revelation of the spirit, the stone 
has been rolled away from the door of 
the sepulchre; we .behold the garments 
which have" been laip. aside, but - the 
spirit has departed and goeth before us, 
but the angel of the Lord hath spoken 
unto us and commanded us that;we go 
and tell,the disciples that Christ has 
risen., . ’ . 1

If he liyes we. shall ’live and will ap
pear to them as He did on their way tp 
Jerusalem. .

He did not sleep until the Judgment 
Day.

We, too, shall not sleep, 
at once upon the duties for 
are best fitted.
“Sweep up the debris of 

faiths;
Sweep down the cobwebs of worn-out 

beliefs, >
And throw your soul wide open to the 

light
Of reason and knowledge. Tune your 

ear. :
To all’the worldless music of the stars, 
And to-the voice of Nature, and your 

heart
Shall turn to truth and goodness as the 

plant
Turns to the sun. A thousand unseen- 

hands
Reach down to help you to their peace- 

crowned heights,
And all the forces of the firmament . "
Shall fortify your strength. Be not 

afraid
To thrust aside half-truths and grasp 

the whole.” ’
Norwich, Conn. . L. M. COBB.

The will of the late J.-T. Crumbaugh,. 
of LeRoy, Ill., was probated on the 6th 
Inst. It bequeaths property valued at 
$160,000, the income from which is to 
be used in founding and maintaining a 
public library, and- also a Spiritual 
church in LeRoy, Ill. The properly 
consists of’productive farm lands, the 
net income from which will easily reach 
$5,000 per annum. .

But thig. .bequest is not available dur- 
the life of the widow who is seventy 
years old, unless she eo desires.

The will of Mr. Crumbaugh was made 
some four^years ago under the inspira
tion and direction of his-friends oh the 
other shore, just , as the Leland Stan
ford, Jr;, University was founded under 
the direction of the spirit of the’only 
child of Senator Stanford. These mag
nificent bequests, are some of the fruits 
of Spiritualism that will increase in 
benefits to the human raco as the ages

been violated in the past is doubtless 
true. That tricksters may attempt to 
do.so in the future, is quite Jlkely, but 
the public may rest assured that the 
ménagement will use every, reasonable 
precaution to insure: only genuine phe
nomena upon our Camp grounds. -

W. F. PECK,

Flashing Scintillations From the Philosophic Pen of Henry Morrison Tefft
“Everything is infectious in this world good and 

bad,”
“Society exists by chemical affinity, and not oth, 

erwise.”
“We do not live under a government of law, but 

of public opinion,”
The earth is the thought of God embodied, .The 

castle, the cathedral, the picture, the statue, is the 
thought of man given form. There is nothing strange 
about this principle,—the expressions are common ; 
but when we come to speak of the embodiment of a 
feeling, a desire, and an intense emotion, so that it 
takes form and .can be seen, we hesitate, deny; and 
cannot understand and yet some day this may be the 
settled belief of- science and philosophy. It is 
claimed that thought can mold the form, beautify 
the face, and tint a flower. The desire to see devel
oped the eye, and the necessity for hearing developed 
the ear. 1 < .-

_ Every thought, belief or- act -on the moral side, of 
life, however erroneous and false, that expresses a 
man’s true convictionsAnd comes from the best im
pulses of his heart must be to his advantage and 
growth, There is no other way of arriving at truth 
except through following the: guidance of the soul, 
From what source does the mind of man draw its 
knowledge? Somewhere there must be an unfailing 
supply, for out of it cometh his wisdom.

Truth gushes forth spontaneously like water from 
a fountain. It is not manufactured ;. laws are not 
made; all that man does is to discover these princi
ples for he finds them ready for use at his hand. “The 
thought » sensed from the unlimited, primitive sub
stance of intelligence, ¿ In the eternal thought sub
stance all future happenings are known now. Telep
athy, prophecy, clairvoyance, psychometry and other 
soul-powers unfold without will, purpose or effort.”

• What is right morally, what is true scientifically 
must in the end triumph, else humanity is a lie and all 
reasoning is naught. Truth- has been beheaded, 
burned at the stake, tortured upon the rack, hung 
upon the gallows, made to beai; false testimony, but 
never kille'd. When a great moral question comes 
before the people it takes years of discussion and 
argument before a final agreement, but when the 
public mind becomes crystallized and firmly fixed it 
is all dominant and powerful.

The smallest obstruction changes the current of the 
stream. ..There are points in thé lives of men and nat
tions, and in the course of a great political, social 
and moral movement, when the most trivial circum
stance or a mere incident, or some-startling'event 
tips the scales for or against, and hopes .are blasted 
or fruition won, a cause is gained or a battle lost.
. The writing of a letter prevented Henry Clay from 
being elected president of the United States, and some 
think the same was true of General Hancock.

The words, “Rum, Romanism and Rebellion,’’ un
wittingly uttered by a clergyman at a gathering in 
New York City defeated James G. Blaine, in the pres- 
idential race of 1884 and placed Grover Cleveland in 
the executive eJiair instead.

A moment of time, sometimes, calls into activities 
all the pent-up feelings, the. smothered indignation, 
the outraged moral sentiment of a;community, state 
or nation that has been long slumbering in the hearts 
of the people.- A single' spark- is. sufficient to put a 
whole city in conflagration. The firing upon Fort 
Sumter sounded the death 'knell .of slavery. The 
blowing up of the Maine precipitated the. Spanish- 
American war, and wrested fronrfipain, Cuba, Porto 
Rico and thé Philippines, ' and opened thejn up to 
wider possibilities and greater progress.
- There are times when’ error seems to triumph, when 
wickedness is in the ascendant,-^but this is an illu
sion,—falsehood is always op the' road to detection. 
A meteor sweeping across the:heavens, lights up for 
a moment the whole firmament, -but its brilliancy soon 
disappears/ In the crucible-»fi time all questions, 
principles and characters: at length become clarified^ 

John Huss was excommunicated by -the Roman 
Catholic church and then burned -at the stake. Now 
it is said that a -pétition ¡-Ras'been made to the. 
Holy Synod of the Gréek’church asking that he be 
canonized. It is the-people ’tliat canonize men and 
not the church, cardinals or popes. They only add 
the seal to the verdict Of public opinion. .

. The public is made up of single individuals. Pub
lic sentiment is the aggregate of individual sentiment. 
It is like putting together-infinitesimal particles, .of 
matter until you have a large body. What one mqn 
■thinks or believes is not Of ffiueh account but what a1 
million of men believe- becomes an important matter. 
One man alone is weakj-but ten thousand men to-, 
gether, bent’ on one common-tobject; -become an un
controllable. force. A man ’standing alone and in a 
crowd is entirely a different creature. The samé ha- 
-rangue that would nòt move-a person in the least 
alone, in a crowd might'excité’liini to; the most desper- 
ate'deeds as well as to-thehnost benevolent acts., ■ 

When great objects are to be obtained people are 
gathered together in large hsemblages, . It matters 
not whether it is for a political, moral or religious 
purpose,--whether for peace or war. The dedication 
of churches is often made the occasion of gathering 
large congregations, for the purpose of raising money 
•to pay off the church .debt,-7: when, under the excite
ment of the hour and'the fervid eloquence mf" some 
pulpit orator—the most miserly of men give freely oi 
their substance. - ' ’ .

: In heated politeal- campaigns, brass bands, torch
light processions, and. all the ingenious methods ,poli< 
ticians possess are ’brought into operation, to move 
and excite the multitude, knowing that the party 'who 
makes the most noise, not. the party who makes the 
best arguments, will be most likely .to succeed..

^During thè war of the Rebellionj war meetings /vere 
held all over the country, when thousands of men be
came so wrought up ùnder"the patriotic appeals of el
oquent speakers as to risk their lives in the service of 
their country, wKo, if approached singly and alone at 
their homes could not have been induced to take 
the step. - ■ • ■

The more ignorant and superstitious people are thc 
more easily they-can be moved. It matters not. on 
what lines you desire them to be led.’. Thc.same power 
that would arouse" them: to works of revenge, robbhrjh 
and murder, would, when differently applied,'direct: 
them in the ways of charity; benevolence and religion/

The more cultivated and educated people become

bringing hundreds into the church in a very brief 
space of time,—are every year becoming of less fre
quent occurrence. Men of culture and refinement are 
not so easily moved by excitement or swayed by pas
sion. Bùt the power that mind has.over mind, and 
mind ovqr matter is something wonderful to contem
plate. t

■ None so strong as not to be influenced. The judg
ment anil, action of great and deliberative bodies of 
men are often shaped and controlled by influences en
tirely outside of themselves.

Mr. Blaine in his “Twenty Years in Congress, 
speaking tof the nomination of Mr. TÀDÇPÏB fer the 
presidency-at Chicago in 1860 says: “In a final analy
sis of the causes and forces which nominated Mr. U’n? 
coin, great weight must be given to the influence 
which carne from the place where the convention was 
held, and from the sympathy and pressure of the sur
rounding crowd. Illinois Republicans, from Cairo to 
the Wisconsin line, were present in uncounted thou
sands. ' The power of the mob in controlling: public 
opinion *is immeasurable. In monarchical govern
ments ill has dethroned kings, and in republics it die- 
tatesl candidates. Had the conditions been changed 
and ■Xhe’patioiial convention of the Republicans as- 
sembled at Albany, it is scarcely to be doubted that 
Mr. Seward would have been nominated. It is quite 
certain |hat Mr, Lincoln would not have been nomi- 
nated,”

- No;one gvent ever had more meaning to the people 
of thp United States than the nomination of Abraham 
Linedin.'. ' He was a divinely appointed instrument in 
tiie hanq-of "God for leading us triumphantly through 
the’Moody war of the Rebellion and striking the 
shackles off of four million of people.

'Henry/Watterson in a lecture once said, “Where 
did Shakspeare get his genius? Where did Mozart 
get h^/mnsic? Whose hand smote tjie lyre of the 
Scottish ploughman and stayed tlip life~oi the German 
pries&r God, God and God aloh'^^?as surely as 
thesçi’men were raised, up by by God, so
was:£b£aJjam Lincoln, and a thpüsah’u;yeârs hence no 
story^ no nragedy, no epic: poem will be filled with 
greaierfWopder, or be followed by. mankind with 
deepâ feeling than that which tells' of his life and 
deatM” • /. ■ s .

Yqt so trifling a matter as archange of place where 
thes&nvention was held .woulfl Have defeated him. 
Some- ohomas said of Garfield that he once claimed 
“that q roof of a certain house was so absolutely a 
watçB-sbéaihiit the flutter of q bird’s wing would be 
suffirent ÎÏQ decide, whether ft particular rain drop 
sh'ouRl Wjb its way into the Gu|f of St. Lawrence or 
iiitoilhè Gulf of Mexico.” . \ _

Ou'yrhai slender threads-hang the jiestiniesi oj Indi-’ 
vidUals'.'anU nations. So' unstable are thehnoods of 
mcn/so ciiangeable and uncertain are the courses of 
states ai)3'nations that to the casual observer the 
Whole world'appears to be run by ehancefbut the eye 
of tho Scholar, whose search for knowledge has broad
ened hi.à vision, sees in all this apparent chaos of mat- 
ters/ohe^grand concert of action, and agencies. Ac- 
'eorHihg. to his vision there b& been from the earliest 
dawjû of |ime one goal to which-jill things have been 
tenÿngl That each generation. M men,, each period 
of time Jias paved the way for the one that succeeded

‘-The .centuries -'are all lineâl children of one an- 
othqi’.” ¿But as yét- there is nothing permanent in 
sight; * The world is in a state of great unrest, so- 
eicdÉ’, politically and religiously. iThere is no settled 
«onditibh’ of thought. We have no Tom of goyera- 
mept, mi system of philosophy, science or religion 
that d'E^j be called stable.
: Henw/George says, “Though we may not speak it 
opqttjyOie general faith in republican institutions is, 
when.' tiiey have reached their fullest development, 
nan^v^ngand weakening.” “In the presence of the 
infimti problèm of life,” says David Starr Jordan, 

sciei^e'is dumb, * * * The poet sings of what he 
feels;Wt SeièhÇé'»peaks only of what we know. * * * 
SciepcAfcnows no ultimate rules. *-* * All. that man 
knows;must be stated in terms of his experience. ’ ’

. From whatever point we view man’s existence here, 
•the lights and shades in the picture quite balance each 
ôthéy. /Every known force, power or principle has its 
antaggaist. The war of contrarieties is continually 
gmhg'^i. The visible and invisible forces around us 
■arefalways at work building up and tearing down. 
Srefetyrlike nature never stands still. To control 
ani•utilize the forces of nature and to harmonize the 
■conflicting elements that enter in and make up the 
^qfiticpland soeial life of wpeople is what the world 
ha£èvè£bèen trying to dpf
. ' ^veiy institution of humamsociety,” says one 
writer,'“is on the defensive, changing or resisting 
tendencies to. change. * • ’Property also, the earth 
and-' its .treasures once admitted to be the inheritance 
of'¡tiefortunate ones • * *■ Was first modified, then 
ehilllepiged, then claimed as being the irihetitance of 
the people, • * Socialism, communism, nihilism, an
archism-are only specific and unusual’ forms of a new 
feeling which has. spread throughout the world, • * * 
Commerce, the greatest of civilizers,- * .* * To pagan 
naiiqnsTt carries benefits tempered with vices, • ?. •. 
Ciwïizàtiôn is no doubt to the race a blessing;' to the 
individual it may be à calamity, To whole classes 
agnations it may be a calariiityC' Nff progress is pos- 
si^;thS does hot involve destruction. * * • We are 
ehtCringjupon an epoch in the development of free in- 
stittitionM which is inevitable, but fill! of peril to ev- 
erw iptetest of mankind. : Darwin and Spencer, Car- 
lyte ahd^uskin; Emerson and Wendell Phillips,.Tur- 
gçmè|ïmhd Tolstoi have not been talking about prog- 
re^,; Struggle, human rights, the power bf^the people, 
tlmoppféssion of the few and the wrongs of the many, 
WWÎUÉ laving an audience larger than they. knew. 
AOëW^ts'"know..what'is going on behind closed 
¿bqrs ancl read tie secrets of every household, so do 
even- the uneducated know by subtle instinct what 
thein betters are thinking; * * * Rulers, ecclesiastics, 
cahtàiiis'bf industry, and political economists will 
mistaie the facts if they omit to notice the operation 
of certain; impulses of sentiment now working with 
Btïrnrtgé power in The minds of the majority. * • ♦ • 
Whefheiùit 'be a ¡disease or asigii of .vigorous; life; 
therd is a world fever of democracy new in history.” 
- Norwich, N. Y. HENRY MORRISON TEFFT.

the less liable they, ore to be moved by any sadden im
pulse or emotion. This accounts for the fact that 
those large religious revivals that in the early history 

«©isatsx wi .to ^hole
. ..

THE MULTIMILLIONAIRE.

Do you think because of riches, in the 
great eternal. plan.

That you’ll be much more respected 
than the "Rags-Old-Iron-Man?”

Do you think to hoodwink Nature and 
_ old Justice where you go?
Do you think the dear St. Peter will 

not send you down below?
Do you think the gates will open when 

your visage there appears?
■And your presence up m heaven will a 

signal be for cheers?
Do you think the loving angels will be 

glad to meet you there,
With your greed still clinging to you, in 

those “Mansions bright ahd/fair?”
Do ypu think that God will vacate that - 
j o'fi crumbling golden throne. 

And lay down His crown and scepter at 
your feet, to be your own?

Do you think that you can purchase all 
those twinkling little stars,

And control the silver moonlight just 
the way you can the cars?

Do you think the power of motion in 
the universe will pause,

When you take your place in heaven 
with your heel upon the laws?

Do you think all things will kowtow to 
your spirit when you die,

When you stand before your record 
with your dollars all laid by?

Do you think because you have it, that 
your wealth will pull you through, 

And no matter how you get it, it will 
bring all things to you?

Do you think that gold- in heaven is 
the medium of exchange?

Do you think that that old heaven you 
will buy and rearrange?

There’s a voice within the silence, 
there’s an echo from the deep,

And it plainly tells the story; "As ye 
sow, so shall ye reap.”

There’s a whisper in the breezes; 
there’s a murmur in the sea, 

“All thy virtues and thy vices, will 
sometime return to thee.”

DR. T. WILKINS.

Just received The Progressive Think
er of April. 22, and there are so many 
things in it of which I would like to say 
a word, I hardly know where.to com
mence, but finally conclude to take the 
article with the above heading.

Friend Doane is right as to the ob
session of Ideas, and to my mind there 
Is no greater obsession than that of the 
idej that Christianity is to possess and 
rule the world, or as expressed through 
one hypnotized medium: “Jesus Christ 
is the legitimate ruler of this planet." 
I wish Spiritualists were wholly free 
from this obsession, but I never read 
one of our papers but I find evidence 
that they are not.
; Even my old friend, C. W. Stewart, 

says Spiritualism was “The foundation 
of Christianity." Brother Stewart 
ought to know that the fact of commu
nication between the two worlds of ex
istence is the "foundation of every re
ligion, but Spiritualism proper, Spirit
ualism as developed today was not the 
“foundation of primitive Christianity," 
and why belittle it by saying so?

When I say Spiritualism I do not 
méan Spiritualists, for they, we, are 
the result of an existing system which 
rests largely upon the obsessing power 
of the Christian idea.

The following incident occurring at 
a camp-meeting in • Washington, will 
help to illustrate what I mean:

During the noon recess a lady had 
gathered around her quite a number of 
people who were listening to her rad
ical remarks. During a pause an old 
gentleman Baid: “If Jesus was here 
I believe he would sanction every word 
you say.”

"I do not care whether he would or 
not; I am one person and he another," 
was her quick reply.

That woman’ had become free from 
every' phase of Christian obsession. 
Christianity is the aggressive religion. 
“Jesus shall reign wherever the sun 
Doth his successive journeys rtin,” 
is the language of its every movement. 
The war between Russia and Japan is 
due to that claim. The Czar in connec
tion with the spirits of his obsessed 
ancestors is working to get control of 
all of Eastern Asia—this as the repre
sentative of Jesus; but It is said of 
those on the other shore who desired 
the suppression of chattel slavery, that 
they wanted a leader and the South
erners sent them John Brown.

There are other leaders who have 
been over, both from this country and 
Europe, leaders who are educating the 
crushed millions on the other shore, 
crushed out of this life to prevent the 
unseating of Czars, Emperors, etc;; al! 
these are being educated above , the 
plane of revenge, but their purpose is 
to overturn alt institutions, all systems 
that malte the people victims; all such 

¿will throw their influence against Rus
sia’s Chndtian assumption, -

Obsessed, yes, and the Greek and 
Catholic hierarchies on the spirit side 

•of life, particularly- the Catholic; and 
such spirits obseBB'mediums to practice 
fraud. All things are double, have two 
phases. In obsessions we have that of 
the idea on which powerful organiza
tions are built, and that of the indi
vidual. A poor soul who had commit
ted an awful crime sent me word 
through a medium that he was ob- 
sesBed!?J had been impressed with the 
same^Ma. . -

Wa^l wondering why this spirit, of 
whom I had known nothing in the earth 
life, should come to me, I found Dred 
Scott standing beside me. "I brought 
him,” he says. “I remembered -what 
you’had done for me, and we gather up 
those we can reach and educate them." 
I had not heard from Dred for ten years' 
and I asked why he had stayed away so 
long. “Oh, I have been busy and you 
did not need me,” was his reply. I 
have not heard from him since.

Your word of warning, friend Francis, 
about Catholics colonizing the United 
States, is timely if it would only be 
heeded, but the obsessing idea of the 
masses that we are all right, that there 
is no danger, prevents proper protec
tion from the worst of foes. But in 
your note headed “Two Soul-savers 
Equal to One Man," I felt when I read 
it, like asking, are our "Rev." Spiritual
ist speakers who travel on half-fare 
any bigger?.

I never see that title applied to one 
of our wí ers but I feel humbled and 
ashamed that Spiritullst speakers 
should so dishonor Spiritualism as to 
place themselves on a level with Chris
tian ministers. I am as poor as a 
“church mouse,” but no amount of mon
ey would tempt me to that

When “Observer” says “The world’s 
reformers are making unsatisfactory 
progress, because^their efforts are di
rected largely against effects Instead of 
causes,” he tells what is lamentably 
true, but In order to a better heredity, 
woman must have better conditions 
than man-has yet furnished, and that 
is why I demanded unqualified freedom 
for woman as woman, and that all the 
institutions of society be adjusted to 
such freedom.

Hudson Tuttle’s reply to the question 
as to 'the-reliabillty of spirit commun
ication is quite right, in that It throws 
us’ back upon our own responsibility 
and thus aids our reasoning powers. 
I have said that all things are double; 
In the human these two inseparable 
and eternal factors or forces are called 
male and female, and in the Universal 
Life the two factors have been called 
Father—Mother—God. They are cer
tainly that “in which we live and move 
anfi have our being.” 
. In the mental world we have two 
methods of reasoning, the deductive in 
which we take otir stand by truth and 
reason out to facts. This is sometimes 
called intuition. The other method is 
taking facts and following up to their 
cause. -This is called the inductive 
method. -

The firkt^taken alone leads to super
stitions, ...to'religious bigo.try; the other 
depended upon alone leads to-materlal-

Bome of my Theosophical friends won- 
ism. •
der that I cannot accept Theosophy, but 
I have said to them: "l am looking for 
a higher truth than has yet befen bom 
upon this planet, and the.mingling of 
the-magnetisms of the Orient and the 
Occident will bring IL” . -

: I believe I have found It; not so much 
perhaps, as to the fact stated as to their 
application. The bible declares: ..

“He that overbometh-shaU inherit alt 
things,” and the. other, religions give 
the same in substance. Ovcrcometh 
What? In the little booklet I call "The 
Secret of Life” is; the explanation—one 

(that fully warrants the premise, and

Notes for Reflection.
Peter the breat has been quoted as 

saying: “It was well to learn the art 
of war from the enemy." This saying 
should be well pondered by the powers 
Involved In war at the present time.

Then, again, Napoleon became great. 
He had tact, art and ambition to spare. 
He was vain and his visions of military 
glory were almost boundless.

History is made for those coming 
after to learn from and profit by, but 
alas! the most important lessons are 
not heeded. Napoleon adroitly assailed 
Alexandria and with his tact and policy 
informed the Arab population that he 
bad come to protect religion, restore 
their rights and punish the usurpers, 
etc., but his dream of Oriental conquest 
was somewhat dispelled by contact 
with a British warship. Still he 
pressed on. grew more cruel in his de
spoliation and plunder, but ended his 
first war.perlod pretty much to his de
sire. The second period; though 
opened with Great Britain, involved 
many nations. Napoleon covered his 
name with glory. He became not only 
Emperor of France, the Pope crowning 
the new sovereign, but he was later 
also crowned sovereign of Northern 
Italy. The iron crown ->f Charlemagne 
which had quietly reposed a thousand 
years, was brought forward and Napo
leon placed it upon his own head with 
the words, "God has given it to me, be
ware of touching it." But, his power 
waned, his glory vanished, he reached 
his Waterloo and had a sad ending of 
his proud career, as an exile.

Now it seems there is a repetition of 
each thing in progress now, somewhat 
changed as to forms and pursuits, but 
still the same spirit is manifested in 
ambitious advances to despoil, etc.

MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio.

MOST REMARKABLE.

Spirit Return Without a Particle of
■QoubL

While in Oklahoma on business iapt; 
March, I learned from responsible par
ties that one Mr. Parrott, on his death 
bed requested to be buried in a certain 
cemetery near the road; but he was. ” 
contrary to hia expressed wish, placed 
back In a woods. Several months after 
this a Mr. Star, a neighbor of Mr. Par
rott, while plowing in a field, saw some 
one coming across the same. He 
looked so much like Mr. Parrott, that 
he waited for him to come up. The 
form proved to be Mr. Parrott, and Mr. 
Star asked, “What do you want, Mr. 
Parrott?”

Mr. Parrott replied, “I want you to 
have my body moved to that cemetery.” 
This so dumfounded Mr. Star, that he 
dropped his head for -an answer, and 
when he looked up, Mr. Parrott was 
gone.

When Mr. Star went to the house, his 
wife asked him who the man was that 
came to him in the field. So there was 
no Imagination on the part of Mr. Star 
in that deal.

Several weeks later Mr. Parrott 
came to Mr. Star again, and insisted 
that he have his body moved to that 
cemetery. Mr. Star asked him why he 
had come to him to have that done, in
stead of going to his own folks, and ho 
answered that he knew Mr. Star to bo 
an honest man and if he could get his 
promise, he knew it would be done. So 
Mr. Star promised, and did the work.

My brother gave me this story while 
on the road to the railroad station, lie 
pointed out the cemetery and grave 
where Mr. Star placed Mr. Parrott’s 
body.

I am not positive about having the 
names correct in the above, but I can 
find out; also give the address, and any. 
one doubting the story can write Mr.' 
Star and get particulars.

W. P. BRITTAIN, 
Martinsburg, Va. (Investigator.)

t

for an explanation, unless you send at 
least $1.00, and then I will send that 
and "Woman's Source of Power;” these 
will be worth more than many dollara 
when the conditions .for the realiza
tion of what they teach can be had.

LOIS WAISBROOKER» 
Home, Washington;

- Slind^is the revenge of a coward and dissimila
tion |his Wfans’o.—J ohnson. ■ 

for more than he can lose with pleasure 
^S&art.-Hqrbert. , I makes re-generation as natural as gen-

w.^&'are so «liver as to knew. Ml the mischief I «ration. - -
“ ~ ' J Noy, friend», do not writs and ask me

The temple of fame stands upon th? 
grave; the flame upon its altars W 
kindled from the. ashes of the dead.-* 
Hazlitt.

Faith is letting down1 our nets Inttf 
the transparent deeps, at the dlvln® 
command, -not knowing what we shal^ 
lake.-rFabtr.' . , 4

Care is no cure, but-rather a .corrflh 
sive tor things that are not to be remit 
died.—Shaltspchre.
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Crisis Pending in the Ranks of Spiritualism

Jufloe Dunn in Deiensn oi Mr. G. E. Winans

losé after reading thiaId si

HEADGEAR OR- 
FEATHERS, TO 
INDIAN CHIEF- 
BEEN A DOZEN

SPIRITUALISTS, 
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ERAL CULTS AND 
HAVE ASSUMED
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The Court of Inquiry
It is now in Session to 

take intp careful and criti
cal consideration the Arti
ficial Toggery, often un
clean, used by some mate
rializing mediums, to make 
up in proper form your an
gel friends and loved ones. 
Honesty or Fraud; Which?

Verily, the “way of the transgressor 
is hard.”

I have no desire to enter into any 
prolonged discussion of the extremely 
kind manner in which this poor sick 
man was treated; and the extremely 
large amount of spiritual fellowship dis
played .by these good Samaritans, Bov
ing and Eastman, in dealing with the 
situation, but a perusal of the articles 
by them, as well as the comments by 
Dr. Warne, and also the caustic edi
torial, would seem to show! that each 
arid all of them ring true ajpd clear in 
the chime of brotherly love and spiritu
ality, and we humble searchers after 
light and truth may well take courage 
and keen oh in our course and search; 
being assured thereby that our cause 
is a living one and its beacons are 
brightly burning and exemplifying our 
creedal corner stone, “Whatsoever ye 
would that men should do unto you, do 
ye even so unto them.”

But as an investigator for over ten 
years, and one who will always be an 
investigator,-who nevér expects to be 
aught else; who’will never claim to 
know it all, much less to be able to 
measure, determine and define the lim
its and the power of the Spirit, forces,’ 
I am in search earnestly of knowledge, 
and after carefully reading and digest
ing as well as I am able to this series 
of condemnatory articles, I am con
strained to ask loudly, “What consti
tuted this so-called ERAUD? In what 

"manner was any fraud disclosed? How 
was any fraud or deceit perpetrated? I 
am at a loss to discover- the fraud from 
the facts stated, EVEN ADMITTING 
THEM ALL to be true, and I challenge 
the right of' any one to pass judgment 
of frauflúlént practice upon the evi
dence found in the statement of facts by

was not ^w« )l&at hie organism and 
raiment v®re being used to, deceive and 
defraud tne sitters, or was being used 
at all fori'ihe jjlfirpose of spirit mani
festation, sthen,Recording to all rules 
governlng>Ahe commission of offences, 
the medi^ip ca^-pot rightfully be pro
nounced giillty of perpetration of a 
fraud or aeceiC aud our friends, includ
ing Dr. WEarnenMiie • commentator and 
Bro. Fraduls, tha> editor, have apparent
ly done Ohwrong! to this old-time me
dium, Winans. ;o

The medium: himself, and all materi
alizing mhdiumsp claim, and it would 
seem to te welbfiounded, that they are 
never couaciousdof-any manifestations 
that occumaftettthey enter the cabinet, 
being fuUjpentraaced and therefore un
able to eense. üie things that occur. 
How that'.is, of course Lam not able to 
fully determine, but will rely upon their 
word as honest people, and as all in
vestigators are compelled to do until 
the contrary-fully appears.

To some investigators, as to the 
writer, the manifestation by the trans
formation, or use .of the physical or
ganism of the medium in-an UNCON
SCIOUS CONDITION, is one • of the 
most sure and satisfactory evidences of 
spirit control and spirit power, and. 
when accQmPaitje.d by intelligent com
munication affords the best evidence of 
spirit presence. . ; .. ■ : ■

But right here.is where it is difficult 
for-a new investigator to discover the. 
seemingly,..real from, the sham, and is 
the place. where the cry of fraud , is 
often improperly and apparently in the 
present case raised; .

TO ILLUSTRATE.
Some yeàrV ago this same medium 

was giving démonstrations of' spirit

The Court of inquiry.
The Court of Inquiry will convene only in case 

of a Crisis in the Ranks of Spiritualism. There 
seems to be a Crisis now prevailing in our ranks, 
and the Court of Inquiry is instituted’for the 
purpose of arriving at Racts involved in that 
Crisis, arising from the use of artificial parapher
nalia, in which your spirit friends are supposed 
to appear. Andrew d. Dunn,"a prominent Law
yer, leads off in the discussion.

May 20.3805.
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THERE HAS AT LAST COME A 
VERY SERIOUS CRISIS IN THE 
RANKS of spiritualism.

MANY MATERIALIZING MEDIUMS, 
EMBOLDENED BY THEIR SUCCESS 
IN THE U8E OF ARTIFICIAL TOG
GERY IN THEIR SEANCES, HAVE 
AT LAST FORCED AN UNPLEASANT 
CONDITION OF AFFAIRS INTO THE 
RANKS OF SPIRITUALISM.

EVER SINCE THE DAVENPORT 
BROTHERS TRAVELED THROUGH 
THE UNITED STATES WITH THEIR 
MYSTERIOUS CABINET FEATS, 
MYSTIFYING THE PEOPLE, LEGER
DEMAIN, CONFEDERATES, ARTIFI
CIAL TOGGERY, DRESSES ILLUMIN
ATED WITH PHOSPHORUS, FALSE 
WHISKERS, WIGS, CHEESE CLOTH, 
FEATHERS,* AND EVEN KNIVES 
HAVE BEEN BROUGHT INTO REQUI
SITION TO HELP THE MEDIUM OR 
SPIRIT IN WHAT IS EVIDENTLY A 
WORK OF DECEPTION OF THE 
DARKEST KIND.’

THIS ARTIFICIAL TOGGERY IS 
OFTEN UNCLEAN, AND REVEALS 
UNDER THE MICROSCOPE, MI
CROBES WHOSE ONLY PLACE IN 
THE ECONOMY OF NATURE 18 IN 
THE FILTH OUTSIDE OF THE 
RANKS OF PURE SPIRITUALISM.

ALL THESE ROTTEN TRICK
STERS HAVE GOTTEN IN-THEIR 
PESTIFEROUS WORK UNTIL EM
BOLDENED BY THEIR SUCCESS IN 
THEIR DECEPTIVE METHODS, 
THEY HAVE ACTUALLY NAUSE
ATED THOUSANDS OF HONEST

NENCE IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE 
COUNTRY.

COMMENCING WITH THE EXPOS
URE OF MRS. GRIFFEN, IN MILWAU
KEE, WI8., OVER TWO YEARS AGO, 
DRESSED IN A HOME-MADE INDIAN

OR MORE EXPOSURES, AND IN EV
ERY CASÉ THE “SPIRIT” PROVED 
TO BE THE MEDIUM DRESSED IN 
GROSS MATERIAL, OFTEN DIRTY, 
AND ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOR 
THE OCCASION BY MORTAL HANDS 
INTENT ON DECEIVING.

EVEN ELSIE REYNOLDS, THE 
GREAT LEADER OF A .CERTAIN 
GANG WHO U8E ARTIFICIAL TOG
GERY IN DECEIVING THE PÉOPIE, 
WHEN EXPOSED IN LOS ANGELES, 
CAL., HAD ON A MASK AND GOG
GLES, WITH HER SKIRT ROLLED 
UP, REPRESENTING HERSELF AS 
THE SPIRIT^OF “AUNT BET8EŸ.” 
SUCH BEING THE CASE MR, DUNN 
HAS SOME FOUNDATION FOR HIS 
STATEMENT THAT ALL MATERIAL
IZING MEDIUMS ARE GUILTY OF 
PRACTICING THÉ SAME DECEP
TION, HENCE THIS COURT OF IN
QUIRY HAS BEEN CALLED, WITH 
THE OBJECT IN VIEW TO ARRIVE 
AT THE REAL FACTS IN THE CASE.

In the issue of The Progressive 
Thinker of March 25, 1905, large prom
inence is given to a detailed statement 
of alleged irregularities in the demon- 

’ stration of the materializing phase of 
spirit power, indulged in, as is claimed, 

■ by one of the oldest, most trusted and 
best accredited mediums in the ranks 
Of the workers and demonstrators of 
physical phenomena of Modern Spiritu
alism, Mr. C. E. Winans of Edinburg, 

.ejnd.
I The articles consist of statements 
; made by Mr. F. C. Boving and Dr. E. H.
Epstman. concerning the alleged facts, 

: comments thereon by the President of 
the Illinois State Spiritual Association 
and Vice-President of the N. S. A.', Dr.

1 Geo. B. Warne, and concluded by rather 
caustic editorial matter ostensibly by 

! the editor of The Progressive Thinker.
Of course, the significance of the edi

torial matter and comments of . Dr. 
Warne must depend largely upon the 

, force of the alleged facts, for their 
' standing. I have no desire to enter the 

arena of polemics, or to measure a 
lance with any one, but in the interest 
of candid inquiry, fair- play and a 
square deal, and at the risk of being 

. classed with defenders of: fakes and 
frauds, I am impelled to continue my 
inquiries and search after more light 
and fuller knowledge of the wonderful 
phenomena that have come into our 
hfe, so to speak. In these later days.

It seems from the alleged facts, that 
* last summer Mr. Winans was at the 

camp at Clinton, Iowa, where he has 
been for many years, and .was engaged 
in demonstrating the alleged fact of 

■ spirit return to the campers through his 
development as' a materializing me
dium. '
‘That at that camp and as a witness 

. at his seances was Mr. F. C. Boving of 
Hot Springs, Ark.

That so well pleased and so thor
oughly convinced of the truth ahd genu
ineness of the; demonstrations there 
witnessed was this Boving, that he ex
acted a solemn promise from ‘Mr. 
Winans to visit him at his hoine in Hot 
Springs, in the near future, for the pur
pose of demonstration of Spirit power 
to the people of the vicinage.
' Il seeiris then that in the month of 

December last* Mr. Winrins, in fulfill
ment of that promise, visited Hot 
Springs nnd was met with open arms 
by Mr. Boving and taken to hip hos
pitable home, but unfortunately Mr. 
Winans was there stricken with severe 
illness and lay.close to.the spirit side 
of lite-for some months, during..whlch 
time Mr.- Boving/and-Dr.. Eastman and 
Others weyo-most kind and aided and 
assisted him financially -by. advancing 

- |>lm funds-arid sending ptated. amounts 
home to-his wife, furnishing him-med
ical apd other attendance, .dolng.tWhat 
any wel.l-lntentloned ^godd Samaritan 
would do: under. like-:nircumstances, of 

■ course being disappointed In mot being 
able to exhibit tho phenomena to the 
people all this time.

But after much delay Mr. Winans

was sufficiently recovered in his bodily 
health to permit of an attempt at dem
onstrations from the spirit side of life 
Accordingly a seance was arranged for 

this g00d Samaritan 
Moving, at which was present a few 
iriends, including the good Dr. Eastman 
and the colored nurse.

During this seance it whs discovered 
as is stated, chat the manifesting spirit 
was arrayed in borrowed plumage; that 
is, m materials of the earth earthy -not 
all recently materialized, but apparent
ly shop goods, such as the vulgar multi
tude might purchase at any second-hand 
store in Hot Springs—wigs, false hair, 
whiskers, masks, etc.-and that when 
this discovery was silently made the 
medium and nis guides seemed to sense 
the dissatisfaction occasioned thereby 
in the sensitive souls of Boving et al. 
and the manifestations ceased the se
ance coming to a rather abrupt ending 
on account of claimed .bad conditions. '

The next day Mr. Winans was called 
to. account by these searchers after 
TRUTH—Boving, Eastman & Co_  
openly accused of being a fraud and a 
fake, and ordered to produce the bor
rowed plumage in which he had been 
endeavoring to represent spirits from 
the beyond, which he accordingly did. 
under a threat of immediate arrest and 
incarceration (but under what charge is 
not told). Then we are told, without 
further investigation or endeavor to as
certain the meaning of the presence of 
these,so-called false articles, this sick 
man was ruthlessly thrust from the 
door of this good Samaritan Boving 
into the inhospitable streets of Hot 
Springs, penniless, forlorn and dis
graced; his trunks and belongings1 sent 
post haste to the railroad station, arid 
the Rands, and probably feet, of these 
good, kindly Spiritualists, Boving and 
Eastman, were washed clean of this gi- 
gantic fraud, fake and false medium, 
Winans.... -

But the poor colored nurse who had 
cared for him during his illness was 
touched by his infirmity and necessi
ties, gnd kindly harbored him and gave 
his weary stricken body a resting place 
fqr the night in Her humble home, and 
she, too,-had .witnessed the great fraud, 
but was not convinced of its realty, or 
if she was,-it failed to make such an im
pression as to obliterate those feelings 
of, kindness Tor a fellow being in dis
tress, that seemed so easily blotted out 
in tile Boving and Eastman sort of Spir
itualists. . .

these good Samaritans,1 Boving-. and 
Eastman. ' '

IT MAY BE THAT I AM WRITING 
MYSELF DOWN AS A FOOL-OR'AS 
A DEFENDER OF ■FRAUDS AND 
FAKES, but at "the risk of losing caste 
in that regard I will say: Come now 
and let us reason together a bit.

I will speak from personal experi
ence from personal observation, from 
the testimony of other, credible wit
nesses, and from- the printed pages of 
scientific researchers as -well. -

1st.' As to the medium; Winans him
self, all Splritualists’who have encoun
tered’the demonstrators of \ physical 
phenomena; especially the phase called 
materialization, within the . last ten 
years, have at some time been found 
sitting in the seance room where this 
medium has been -used as the instru
ment of Spirit forces to demonstrate 
the continuity of life and the possibility 
of spirit communion, and tq all such I 
appeal for confirmation when I assert 
that he never yet opened a seance with
out in the first Instance insisting that 
all skeptics as well as believers who 
had not attended his seances should 
make a careful and minute examination 
of his cabinet tor the purpose.of guard
ing against confederacy; should place 
himself in such test conditions as 
seemed to be sufficient to guard against 
conscious impersonation, and finally in
formed the sitters that in seances pre
sided over by his spiritual guides there 
were three forms of manifestation 
usually presented, to-wit:

Materialization proper,, transfigura
tion, and impersonation. In the last 
two, where the forces being unable ow
ing to conditions not understood to form 
a spirit body or counterpart of human 
form though which the spirit could 
manifest, they would use the personal 
organism of the medium, take him from 
the cabinet and dross him as they 
chose, or use his form without extra 
habiliments and manifest through that 
organism without his being .at all con
scious thereof. • .

Now, the first form òf manifestation 
above spokén of is of course the' one 
really most desirable, for in it there 
should be nothing of an earthy nature, 
and in that form only could the spirit 
be able to demonstrate its Integrity by 
the process of dematerialization in 
presence of the Bitters, and’ which by 
the way is to my mind the Only true 
method of distinguishing the transfig
uration or impersonation from the ma
terialization.

It is the two last named forms of 
manifestation which give rise to the ap
parent committal of fraud and deceit 
by the medium, and tills form is seém- 
ingly the one upon which Our good Hot 
Springs Samaritan friends base their 
charge of fraud. They rest it entirely 
upon the fact that - the manifesting 
spirit was arraved in some articles of 
apparel which were not materialized 
for the occasion, but were ready-made 
and hand-me-downs, so to speak, wigs, 
whiskers, etc., and perhaps robes, and 
also upon the further corroboratory 
fact, that certain like articles .were 
afterwards found to lië In' possession of 
the medium, and were concealed from 
easy search, but which under pressure 
of threatened arrest the medium dis
covered to them, which articles they 
claimed had been used in disguises and 
simulations of departed friends, by the 
so-called manifesting spirits.

It would seem that... they entirely 
overlooked the announcement made by 
the guide of medium Winans at the out
set of the seânçe that they might ex
pect just such a show'as they fqund, in 
certain contingencies, which doubtless 
arose and made it necessary..
AN EXTRAORDINARY STATEMENT.

NOW TO MY MIND THERE IS NO 
SORT OF DOUBT TJUT ALL OF THE 
MATERIAL. THINGS^ WERE FOUND 
JUST AS STATED, AND THAT THEY 
WERE CONCEALED.’ .'.FROM THE 
EYES OF ANY PAUL PRY WHO 
MIGHT BE FOUND .WANDERING IN 
FORBIDDEN PASTURES AND EX
AMINING NOOKE 7AND. CORNERS 

"WHERE HE HÂD NÔ BUSINESS.
AND THERE IS NO DOUBT, 

EITHER, THAT THESE. SAME SO- 
CALLED OR SIMILAR EARTHLY 
PARAPHERNALIA WERE’USED BY 
THÉ GUIDES AND. CONTROLS OF 
MEDIUM WINANS' AT;, THAT SE
ANCE, AND HAVE BEEN 'USED IN 
EVERY SEANCE WHERE HE HAS 
BEEN MADE USE OF AS THE IN
STRUMENT OF SPIRIT FORCE, AND 
ALSO THAT SIMILAR PARAPHER
NALIA IS USED BY OTHER MEDI
UMS DEMONSTRATING SPIRIT 
FORCE' THROUGH THIS PHASE 
CALLED MATERIALIZATION; at 

’ least my experience lead? ine to that 
conclusion, and 1 think the experiencé 
of every othèr. investigator will upon a 

1 thoughtful consideration ; of’ what was 
‘ seen lead to the same conclusion.
' But the cnftiril question’ which deter-' 

mines the true from the liaise ' demon
stration is: ,

power through, his Instrumentality in 
the city of St: Pgul, Minn., at the home 
of a private cHjzen and apparent.friend, 
when THE SÀÜIE SORT OF PARA- 
PHERNALlA WAS FOUND IN HIS 
POSSESSION hÿ" some of tlie family 
upon making pearch through his un
locked trunk;' At once the same effect 
was produced, though not in so strong 
degree as waé evidenced nt Hot Springs. 
The medium was dnvlted ’to vacate, and 
with the same threats of arrest, but 
with the alternative of acknowledging 
himself a-fraud. He declined the al
ternative arid quietly departed, but did 
not cease his’vork. '
ARTIFICIAL TOGiGEpY A GREAT 

AID. TO THE MEDIUM; /\
In talking ‘éoïne years afterwards 

with’a gifted Psychic whose medium
ship has always been unquestioned, she 
related the circulnstance and Informed 
me that she was one of the sitters who 
discovered the fraud, and she then as
sured me that since that occurrence, 
she having beéomé further spiritually 
unfolded ànd1 déveloped in her elairau
dience and clairvoyant powers as well 
as her insplraltbnal and trance states, 
she had become convinced that a great 
wrong was at lliht time Ignorantly done 
to the mediUm”Winans, for, as she as
serted, Slib' had’ found from experience 
and contact with the spirit world 
through her owiB mediumship that FUR
NISHING CERTAIN EARTHLY MADE 
ACCESSORIES^ SUCH AS ROBES, 
WIGS, efei; etcJ for use by the spirit 
forces im/lhe transformation and im- 
personatidif ofR the medium, was a 
GREAT AID T^THEM, and prevented 
the unneéèfesarysùse of spirit power and 
force in üàteriSllzlng the same class of 
matters rilid thi%s so necessary in this 
class of démdnsftütlon, and in fact ANY 
demonstration In a’ materializing se
ance; an® I was) then informed by her, 
and it sddmed ¡then to me, as it does 
how, to Ite reasonable, that where such 
accessorlfib areTfiised by the manifest
ing pov/dîÎJNCONSCi&USEY by the 
medium while his organism was being 
used or otherwise, that there was and 
could be no legitimate ground for a 
charge .of fraud.
~I have personally attended many se
ances for materializing given through 
the instrumentalities of some of the 
best known media in the work, some of 
whom are now on the brighter side of 
life, and I am certain that in no seance 
I have attendéd was there EVER 
LACKING THÉ USE OF PURELY 
EARTHLY MATERIALS in demon
strating sglrit power and spirit pres
ence, and 'at thé same time the evi
dence was seemingly conclusive • that ' 
the mediurn Was' entirely unconscious 
of the means used in demonstration.

To understand'the difficulties lying in 
the path of the investigator and how 
possibly we may be deceived, take the 
case related by; Professor Crookes, the 
inventor of the Crookes Tube, whereby 
the ray called the Roentgen Ray is 
made useful, and to whom all Spiritual
ists point with' pride as one who has 
brought to be^r’ the true scientific 
method of investigation in things spir
itual, and-who' after such investigation 
became and iS thoroughly convinced of 
spirit corrimuhion and the persistence 
of life after the’- shock "called death. He 
investigated* thé phase known as ma
terialization, having the young child 
medium, Miss Florence Cook, as a mem
ber of his own family for some months, 
thereby being able to thoroughly study 
as became à-true scientist this phase in 
all its various.ramifications. He is on 
record In the little book called Re
searches ta Spiritualism, "London edi
tion, at pagç 110, as follows:

‘T have the jnost absolute certainty 
that Miss Cook (the medium) and 
Katie (the manifesting spirit) are two 
separate individuals, so far as their 
bodies are' concerned, several little 
marks on M16s-Cook's face are absent 
on Kâtié’§. ' Miss Cook’s hair is so dark 
a brown as klriiost to appear black; a 
lock of Katiq’s-Jiair,’ which is now. be
fore me, rind' which'she allowed me to 
cut oft frotoi^^ luxuriant tresses, hav
ing first tracecFit ùp to the’ scalp and 
satisfied inyselt that it actually grew 
there, ‘ is a. rich golden auburn. One 
evenihg-Lpmeq; Katie's pulse. It. beat 
steadily at 75;‘whilst Miss Cook’s pulse 
a little tiinq after was going at its usual 
rate of-w.- On* applying iny ear to 
Katie’s cîrest I could hear a heart beat
ing rhythffléalb^ Inside and ’ pulsating 
even mord- steâuily' than did Miss 
Cook’s hêSrt when she allowed mè 'to 
try a sirimhr experiment after the .Se
ance. T^ted ’:H’the same way, Katie’s 
lungs wdlw foühd to be sounder than 
the medium’s, Tor'at-the time I tried 
the expeWfiient®ftIiss Cook was under 
medical tr^itmiSt for a severe cold.”

theory; and I must confess the theory ; 
seems to.me to be more plausible than : 
the claimed ' tacts, and is another evi- ; 
deuce that in these matters one must, [ 
as did the Doubting Thomas, see arid 
feel for himself. .

Lam not able to decide between these 
thinkers and investigators except so far 
as,to say.for myself, that if,this.hair 
cut by tiie professor was real,, natural 
hqir- arid’not materialized for the oc
casion ;by. spirit power, as the professor 
thinks it was and declares, it roust have 
beep provided Ju some manner otner 
than by a process then employed, and 
unless. th§. medium was unconscious of 
Its use at the time, she was liable to a 
charge: of fraud and simulation, as well 
as Mr, Winans; and yet no one would 
be so wanting In confidence in the 
youpg medium. Miss Cook, or the pro
fessor, as to'charge that she was CON
SCIOUS, of the use of false material in 
the manifestation, even if it could be 
shown (as is claimed in the case under 
consideration), that she had such prop
erties in possession during her normal 
condition, 7

Myself and many others to my knowl
edge have..sat in.seances operated by 
the gùjdes of the late Mrs. Buchanan, 

witnessed the presentation of 
thq jnpst beautiful flowers brought into 
the rooiji without the aid of human 
hands, Apparently through the solid 
walls of thè apartment, and yet they 
were earthly material entirely.

With many others I have witnessed 
thp presentation of most beautiful pic
tures, perfect likenesses of our arisen 
friends, painted through the powers of 
the gifted Bangs sisters, without the 
aid of human hands other than to fur
nish the canvass stretcher upon which 
the picture was impressed.

I and many others have sat at the 
seances of Mrs. Isa Wilson Kaynor and 
have received messages written, print
ed, impressed, and carved, upon slates, 
by spirit power, without the aid of hu
man hands, except to furnish the ma
terial slates and sometimes the pencils.

Myself and many others, have sat In 
seances presided over by the guide of 
the medium now under Are, Mr. Win
ans, in various states of the Union, and 
have seen beautiful flowers plucked 
from the very atmosphere above us by 
pure spirit power and presented to the 
sitters, myself among the number, and 
they were material, not materialized on 
the spot, but were evidently brought 
tncre from outlying gardens and hot
houses, of which the medium was en
tirely and absolutely apparently uncon
scious.

The same scenes have been wit
nessed thousands of times by ali who 
have endeavored to make full Investi
gation's fairly and honestly of . the 
power of the spirit forces. These In
stances arts given to show that the 
spirit world does not hesitate to make 
use of earthly materials when neces
sary for proper demonstrations, some
times by the knowledge and consent of 
the medium, and sometimes without 
such knov.'ledge.

Now Mr. Winans has been before the 
public as a medium demonstrating the 
truths of Spiritualism for, I am in
formed, over twenty-five years, certain
ly to ihy own personal knowledge near
ly ten years; he has been arrested and 
threatened with arrest; been hauled be
fore courts; oeen thrown into jails; but 
if I am rightfully informed has never 
been convicted of the commission of 
(conscious) fraud or deceit.

He. has been persecuted and maligned 
by people who have not been able to 
account for the manifestations that oc
cur, at his seances on natural or non- 
spiritual grounds, yet he hesitates not 
to appear before .the uneducated, skep
tical, hostile public and permit his 
guides tò make use of his organism to 
give such exhibitions of the power of 
the spirit'world as seems best to them, 
he being at all times apparently uncon
scious óf the occurrence. He enters his 
cabinet and goes to sleep, as it were, 
under the control of his . guides, and 
what takes place is without his con
scious volition.

Éo far as I have been able tq observe 
at his. ’later seances attended by my
self it has seemed to me that his guides 
did most'of the manifestations, and 
that his organism was. used in trans
formation and .impersonation to a great
er degree than in my earlier experi
ences with him; this perhaps may be 
duri to . the fact that his bodily powers 
which form the magnetic force, human
ly speaking^ so apparently necessary to

given heed to the criy of gome few peo
ple who, not understanding the laws 
governing the manifestations, -have 
been led to denounce what they did not 
understand?. And has not this very 
question that I have sought to discuss 
here to-wit, the unconsciousness of the 
medium, been set aside, and has it not 
always been assumed that the medium 
was conscious of the surroundings and 
therefore guilty of wilful deceit?

Is there not danger that in the desire 
to weed out fraud and deceit from the 
midst of us, we run into the other ex
treme and evince too little of calm judg
ment, and too much of the quick action 
which generally, as does all ill-digested 
matter, work Injpry to some one?

Our cause Ib too sacred to be tam
pered with, but until we can say we 
POSITIVELY KNOW the laws that 
govern the spirit world In manifesting 
its presence physically and psychically, 
ought we not to be very careful in pass
ing judgment? I find myself in position 
frequently, when witnessing phenomena 
of the physical character, of one who is 
willing to say: I don’t understand that, 
sort of manifestation; it may be all 
right, but it is new to me. And I feel 
better towards myself in that position 
than if I rushed along with a hue and 
cry of “stop thief.” The simulator and 
the fakir in our midst will soon run 
their course and meet their end, if let 
alone, especially when it is so difficult 
to stop them by force.

I personally am well satisfied from 
my own observation that the mediums 
who have been denounced the most in 
the Spiritual press as frauds, to-wit, 
Mrs. Mabel Aber Jackman, Mrs. Elsie 
Reynolds, and now Mr. C. E. Winans, 
are .endowed with rare psychic powers, 
and are capable of the highest and most 
satisfactory demonstration of spirit re
turn and presence, and yet I am fearful 
that in saying so in this place I RUN A 
GREAT RISK of losing caste with 
many of my friends in public and pri
vate life, spiritually speaking.

Our gifted mediums, the Bangs sis
ters, have been accused of monstrous 
frauds, threatened with arrest, and I 
do not know but have been arrested, 
and yet their well wishers and sponsors 
are legion in our ranks.

So, Bro. Francis, let us have peace in 
our ranks, and try and see if we can 
not arrive at conclusions from solid 
testimony, and if we find what Is sus
pected as a fraud has existed, let us see 
if we can not harmonize it with what 
some other good brother will declare Is 
truth; and if we find a difference of 
opinion let us refrain from giving cry 
publicly to our individual thought, fear
ing we may do an irreparable wrong to 
some sensitive who is but an instru
ment in the hands of the spirit world.

ANDREW C. DUNN.
.Winnebago City, Minn.

MUSIC HYPNOTIZES HEARERS.

Curious Effect of Opera Melodies Played 
on a Harp.

Peoria, Ill., May 10.—Rosettl, a 
French harpist, a modo-n Svengali, 
worked a hypnotic spell Sunday even
ing, in which seven local Germans, 
adepts in music, were wafted to an un
natural sleep by his wonderful playing 
of his instrument. Herman Sanders, 
tenor, and Herman Bauer, zitherist, 
prominent residents, were among those 
who fell under Rosetti’s spell. He 
played, an Italian opera and the music 
tell from his finger tips so deftly that 
it fairly entranced his hearers.

Finally the old man left his instru
ment and went to his quarters. He 
awpkened six bouts afterwards and 
said he had traveled in a wonderful 
country of music and flowers., His sub
jects awakened at the same time and 
marveled over the strange circum
stance. To-day Rosettl . returned to 
Sanders for his harp and said he had al
most forgotten where he had been Sun
day night. Rosettl is 68 years old. He 
has been in America fifteen years and 
thirty-eight years ago was arrested in 
Paris for playing the "Marseillaise” on 
the street.—Chicago Chronicle.
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The next move was that Mr. Winans 
was forced,to, come out.of his place of 
hiding,..so said; in order that ho-mlght 
bo. identified by his goodfriend Boving 
at the bank' so that he might obtain the 
needed funds upon a draft sent him 
for transportation home; but we are 
told Ills trunks and belongings ■ were 
still kept attached to secure. the pay
ment of the. moneys so kindly (?) ad
vanced, as well as for medical services 
sd- kindly -bestowed during-his-Illness,- 
and which we are told will be released 
upon payment of the sum of $100—a 
bargain B.ol0 »rice, so enld, ■

WAS WINANS CONSCIOUS?
Was the medium at the time; of the 

manifestation of so-called spirit pres
ence; in possession of his normal fac
ulties so as to be conscious of the fact 
that h'Is. own person and this borrowed 
plumage or. accessories was being "used, 

■ and, also used for the purpose of DE
CEIVING the sitters? .’ ' , —•

If this-question slioll be answered in' 
the affirmative,, then the . charge - of 
fraud and simulation is well founded 
and there can be no punishment too se
vere to visit upon the. head of the 
offender, .■. ; , . .
/ ■But if .the medium, was. at the time 
deprived of. pis normal faculties in any 
manner--whatever,Neither by being en
tranced, controlled, insane or other
wise, so that he did not have a con
scious knowledge of the situation and

Red "the ' conclusions 
, linent . professor, but 

not soi- the ienowB óf the Academy 
laughed''mm otft’bf court, sò to speak; 
and ■ in 'some' 'iiretances refused to re
ceive and'Me'nisTeports, on the ground 
that they-weh»?of no value whatever. 
He, hoWrivir, jlferslsted in claiming their 
verity, arid dots so tp this day.

But now 'we find some of the best
informed people upon this subject, 
among'thopi; if I mistake not, is in
cluded ouY editor at large, Mr.. Hudson 
Tuttle, doubting the’integrity and gqnu- 
ineness’of thls^seance so graphically 
■described by1 Professor- Crookes, upon 
the ground tbht'lf the hat# cut'frotn the 
manifesting- spirit's Infad Was really 
materialized flair, ip Would not have re- 
mainettalNTACT) but- would' have- de
materialized;! returned to its .-original 
elements- when ithh spirit -body ot'tho 
Spirit-Kutle'Wirh so resolvedr as It*was 
at close of seance.

blend with the spirit force in produc- 
iñg’tlié manifestations, may be by rea
son ¿f age. or Infirmity, waning; so that 
sometimes the..material .necessary is 
not forthcoming for true materlaliza- 
tfon/andJ Accessories aré used. It is 
véry-'pnobable',that owing to his illness 
such wriS ‘the case at Hot Springs.

SÓ;it; .would . seem to me, after con- 
sideraUonOf the whole matter, that, ad- 
mitting.iiiat''Mr, Winans actually had 
in'hls conscious possession all.of the 
material things which these brethren of 
Hot Springs claim,he. produced to them, 
and that they were used by his guides 
at tbd seahce ,iri question, and were so 
palpable as to. .be discerned by them, 
yet if'the" médium at the. time of the 
manifestation was UNCONSCIOUS of 
their Usé, as before stated, such facta 
do not cause me to join in thé charge 
made against, him by the Hot .Springs 
friends, by Dr. Warne' or by the gifted 
editor,of. The Progressive Thinker, to 
the effect thâfhe has WILFULLY DE
CEIVED arid DEFRAURED those who 
had a (íght to expect belter things. 
\ .I DO NOT ASSERT THAT HE IS 
GUILTLESS, but merely that, under
standing as I dp' the philosophy of the 
materializing phase of spirit, force, thq 
evidence submitted falls far. short of 
convincing proof as should be forth; 

-coming before pur old friend should be 
branded to thé. world as fakir . and 
fraud. .' J.,..,...... .■■.. ■.. .... . .

I- am aware -that this letter will prob
ably be the occasion of charging me 
with being an.apologist for fraud, a- con- 
donei1' oL.faklrisrii in the name of Spir- 
Ruolismk and may al_qo-be the occasion 
of, charging (ho wrltèr'with being a de
fender, of.thia.particular medium, Win- 

. .Yet for . all that/1 am ready.'at all 
limes .to' meet such charges, and-think 
tljey can be rettlted with all ease, 
.Have-not ofii” public men been too 
ré.Tdy 'tó 'cbndqmn our mediums 'upori 
totf ltttlé'prwte?’'''Have-those'who have

Consliniption
Cured by New

LUNG DEVELOPER
I Cured Myself—1 Will Gladly Send Any

one. My Discovery to Try FREE.
Write Me,

If you have catarrh, bronchitis, 
cough, lingering cold, or any other

a 
of

the deadly symptoms of consumption, 
or if there is a record of consumption in 
your family history, write for my new 
Ozonized Lung Developer. I saved my- 
selffrom a lingering death. I arp sav
ing others even worse off than.I was. If 
you are in danger let me.ielp you, ..,

Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his- / 
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex- / 
amine the history of Spiritualism; look/ 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference . 
to these twelve remarkable Premluni 
Books. They constitute a wonderfuiiL 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult 
brary, and are tarnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound ate 
neatly printed, and those who purch^a 
them are delighted with them. The l£at 
one to appear, "LETTERS FROM TLp 
SPIRIT WORLD." written through ,>.g 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care/ 
tally: (

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows: r

Any one of the Twelve Preminin 
Books you may order, price 25 centaf 
This is the price, remember, when yrt^ 
order only one book in connection wAi, 

-0 yearly subscription. Tne paper, 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. 7

Any two of the Twelve PremlL™ 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.;

Any three of the Twelve Premii.™ 
Books you may order, price fl.10. 4

Any tour of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50. ’

Any five of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

. Any nine of the' Twelve Premium 1 
Books you may order, price $2.90. '

Any ten of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this . 
country or Europe. !

Bear in mind that every order for a; 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that tho world 
has never seen the like of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE- 

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Twelve Prenjium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in tho Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit vVorld, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs.- S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lauds. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Bast and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great'Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson. .

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once comr:.»^ 
mencing Tonning a Spiritualist and Oc- > 
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
Or more, you must send In a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

Dr. Hill’s Ozonized Lung Developer.
By the invention of my Ozonized 

Lung Developer, l am able not only to 
build new cell tissue by systematic ex
ercise of the lungs, but also to send 
Ozonized Oxygen into the innermost 
cells. The effect ' is ' immediate—the 
pulse is quickened, the nerves strength
ened, the appetite ; increased. The re-' 
suit is truly marvelous. ■' '

If you have the hacking ribugh, or 
any of the throat ■ or’ lung weaknesses 
that are the surd signs of Tuberculosis,’ 
don’t delay. Send’your name at once 
to Dr. J. Lawrence Hlll;X020 Majestic 
Bldg., Jackson, Mich.; He will send you' 
immediately hfsinewOzoiiized Lung De
veloper, together with his' New Ra
tional System of -treatment, which 
quitikly rebuilds the Wasted tissues of 
the body. This complete treatment- 
price $2.50—is sent free on-approval. 
Test it thoroughly, then if satisfied With 
the help received, send ; me >2.50.- It’ 
not, keep-your umoney. You decide. 
My splendid book :(ln" colors) on pulmo
nary diseases,- sent" flee. ’’Write me' to
day. ■ .‘ te'1"

WOMANLY BEAUTY
Of Form and Feature—The Culti

vation and Preservation of Per
sonal Beauty Based upon Health 
and Hygiene.

I ao: glibly. cried fraud an respects some 
. But Professor Crookes relates .facta, 1 QUr' oldest mediums not been a trifle 
and iriccdB proceed UROa hasty In theiFawttoast gave they, set

«Best», Kta Mearns' êbS Ecratta* 
By 1.-K. .Wilson, ol the,Pennsylvania 
Bat. An.aWrbWy Interesting, toì. 
amo; of fleclaefl value. A narrativo et 
vMatef hl psychic events In the eb

By twenty well-known physicans and 
specialists. With 80 half-tone and 
other, illustrations, Edited by Albert 
Turner. A handsome volume. , -256 
pages, bound m cloth and gold."

In this volume the editor has brought, 
together the teachings of those, who 
have made a study of special -features 
of the subject, and the result is a work 
that is unique and practical, not filled 
with a. medley of. receipts and formulas, 
so often found in books on beauty^ . ■

Fully illustrated with pictures, that 
meah something to the reader, not of 
sO'Called "beauties," closing .with chap
ters of "Hints in Beauty • Culture” . and 
“Hints in Health Culture,” which,. -jf 
followed, would alone be worth many 
times the price .of-tho volume in secur
ing health and good form, which is pos
sible to all. . Price $1. . •

’The Romance of Jude. A: Story og 
the Life and Times qf the Ntorirene aad) u 
His People.". Through themedinmaWp ■ 
Of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely tfl, 
testing . Neatly bound la aW



V THE COURT OF INQUIRY^
Shall We Cultivate Honesty In Mediumship?

m IPÄÖORBSSIVB THINKER. ........... ’ ’ ' Í
IS THERE AbY EXCU8ET theVresioent of The i. s, s.jl

■ The above question is before the Spiritualists of 
this country. A large and growing class wants Spir
itualism undefiled with artificial toggery, illuminated 
dresses, and subtle trickery and legerdemain. An
other class objects to having mediums exposed who 
dress themselves in dirty cheese-cloth and other par

aphernalia for the purpose of representing them
selves as spirits. The breach between the two class-
es is widening. The Progressive Thinker represents 

\ the former class, which will only accept a pure, an- 
1gelic and undefiled Spiritualism, always insisting on 

absolute honesty. Thé necessity of cleaning house 
comes from all parts of the United States. Moses 

" . Hull, now in the extreme West, writes of Portland,
Ore,: “The Spiritualists are, or have been nearly 
faked out of existence. Some who were the best

■S0BQ9

Leaves From the Diary ladies came that evening and askei 
Mrs. Blind’s permission to join our cir» 
cle, and Max brought a motherless 
youth home with him.

Right here I will note the fact that 
the last night I was there, twelve be
sides the Blind family attended our cir
cle, and several urged mo to go to theiii 
homes and hold circles.

The next day Mrs. Blind asked me to 
go with her and look at tho chambers 
occupied by her daughters. Miss Vivian 
was in her room and as we entered she 
hastily concealed a paper-covered book 
in the folds of her dress," but she was 
not quick enough to escape her moth
er’s observation.

(To be continued.)

Hudson Tuttle, the Well-Known Author 
and Lecturer,, and Edltor-at-Large of 
the N. 8. A., Present« Hie Views for 
the COURT OF INQUIRY In a Mari
ner That Will Attract Great Atten
tion. ' x
During the time Spiritualism has 

been before the world, there has been 
a swarm of mountebanks who have 
pushed tliemselves to the front by 
brazen advertising, and by sleight-of- 
hand produced “manifestations,” which 
have been impossible for the genuine 
medium. The result has been a suc
cession of exposures which have dis
graced the cause and driven away in 
disgust many who were otherwise at
tracted to it.

Yet in all these years there has never 
been a fakir exposed, even when the 
proofs were unanswerable, or self-con
fessed, but there were many champi
ons ready to defend them, Always 
some plausible theory has been brought 
in explanation.

When die trumpet was blackened, 
and the paint was found on the medi
um's hands and lips, an unequivocal evi
dence of his part in the performance, 
the good believers said the black color 
was “transmitted from the spirit," and 
was rather proof that the spirits used 
the trumpet!

When spirits came out, making the 
floor creak under their tread, with 
breath tainted with onions or whisky, I 
the believers said the spirit drew from ■ 
the medium or attendants.

Yet of all the thousand theories 
brought In explanation of what to most 
people is transparent fraud, that of Mr. 
Andrew C. Dunn 1b the most ingenious 
and broad, FOR IT COVERS DECEP
TION LIKE-A BLANKET, AND SI
LENCES CRITICISM.

Mr. Dunn is a lawyer, reported as of 
more than usual ability, and surely has 
a remarkable gift to present his side 
with plausible address. He does not 
doubt that Winans had in his posses
sion ALL THE PARAPHERNALIA 
claimed to have been found. He has 
ho doubt Winans used them, or that 
they were used to impersonate spirits. 
Winans confessed that he carried this 
toggery for this purpose and used it.

Mr, Dunn fuither thinks al) material
izing mediums exactly follow Winans' 
method. They have three methods: 
"materialization,” “impersonation,” and 

। "transfiguration.” When they fail to 
have spirits materialize, they put on 

i the toggefy, or the spirits put it on 
them, and they parade as THE SPIR
ITS. . Transfiguration is a phase tew 
undertake, for'it is impossible to imi
tate, or deceive in this high sphere of 
influence.

Mr. Dunn says: “What constitutes 
this so-called fraud? In what manner 
was this fraud disclosed? How was 
any deceit perpetrated?”

These questions reveal the peculiar 
mental condition which has made possi
ble such frauds.
. If Mr. Dunn was pleading the case of 
ff burglar, who was caught hot only 
with a housebreaker’s kit in bls'posses
sion, but in the act of using them, and 
afterwards he confessed that he used 
them for burglarous purpose, would he 
consider it sound argument that his cli
ent was Innocent because he could not 
break into the house without his tools? 
What constitutes the fraud? How can 
this question be asked?

If pretending to have spirits material
ize, to come before their friends in ma
terial form, while it 1b a Bham, a mas
querade, in toggery prepared for the 
purpose, is not fraud, what is fraud? 
How was it “disclosed ?” If confession 
is not sufficient, what is more?

Dr. Inadequacy of Hudeon'a.explanations of 
Spiritual phenomena, Trica 2B cuta

. "Love—Sex—immortality.” By
W. P. Phelon. Price 25 cants.

THE PRESIDENT OF THE N. 8. A.

ABSOLUTELY GENUI 
US HAVE THE TRUT1

Spiritualists in Portland when ’ 1 was. here a dozen 
years ago never go neaf the meetings now, simply 
because of frauds. Spiritualists have sustained frauds 
for fear that in driving them out they might ‘root up 
the wheat also.’”

Acting In That Responsible Capacity 
Ever Since the inception of the Or
ganization, and Havlng_Had a Long 
and_ Varied Experience In Connection 
With the Phenomena and Philosophy 
of Spiritualism, Being One of the 
Ablest Lecturers, His Opinions Will 
Be Read With Great Interest In the 
COURT OF INQUIRY.
t was with great surprise, keen re

gret and a painful sense of humiliation, 
Unit 1 read Judge Dunn’s elaborate de
fense of Winans and others of like ilk 
in respect to the mooted question of 
materialization. Surprise that such 

/sophistry and nonsense should be ad
vanced by such an erudite man .as 
(judge Dunn; regret that this able jurist 
Should lend himself voluntarily to the 
defense of wrong and outrage unspeak
able; humiliation that our cause must 
nejeds be defended and apologized for 
by such poor logic as the old infamous 
Jesuitical doctrine, “the end justifies 
th? means.” No lover of truth and no 
person anxious to demonstrate the 
truth can ever accept that horrible 
dogma. If it is right for Winans, and 
(as Judge Dunn declares), all other ma
terializing media to take their toggery 
into their cabinets with them, then it 1b 
right for lawyers to hire witnesses to 
go into court to swear to the Innocence 
of their clients, even though said cli
ents be red-handed murderers.

Judge Dunn errs in his very first par
agraph in saying that Winans is one of 
“our most trusted and best accredited 
media.”- If the people who know what 
Winans’ wprk really is, would tell the 
truth as it is; my good friend, Judge 
Dunn; would find to his surprise, that 

'.very few intelligent Spiritualists trust 
/him or give him credit for even a modi- 
I cum of honesty.
I In truth Judge Dunn’s . own words 
। convict Winans of having been a fraud 
'. through all of the years he has been be

fore the public. He was caught in Hot 
'¡Springs and obliged to exhibit his para- 
Iphernalia to the parties who detected 
him. He was caught in St. Paul years 
before and obliged to do the Same 
wing there. He has been caught in 
Either places and has always had his 
full supply of wigs, beards, masks, 
cheese cloth, etc., to exhibit to those 
who caught him. If he was to use 

' these things while in the unconscious 
.. trance, was he unconscious when; he 

bought them, concealed them about 
him, and had •rhem always so conven- 

- iently at hand? Out upon such rank 
nonsense! “If the dear spirits” want 
to use wigs and cheese cloth in “making 
up” (?) they should call upon the more 
than “omnipotent” cabinet chemist,” 
who would materialize them out of 
nothing, of course, in about one-quad- 
rillionth of one second!

Brother Dunn's argument in favor of 
Winans’ honesty, because of his willing
ness to have a is cabinet examined and 
his own person searched, is simply 
amusing. Of course, he is willing to be 
searched, once, twice, thrice, or even 
a half-dozen times. His paraphernalia 
is never on his own person, but he 
always knows just where it is. Search
ing never avails anything, for the com
mittee invariably searches the wrong 
person. If the one who has the tog
gery concealed about him were to be 
found/great would be the surprise of 
those present. It would not be the 
ubiquitous manager—it would not be the 
organist—nor anyone directly associ
ated with the medium. It would be the 
man who posed as a skeptic, “present 

- for the first time in his life at a place 
like this,” or the modest, hollow-eyed 
little woman, who .wants to see if she 
can get a message from her loved ones. 
It is too easy for anything, to do these 

“things, to say nothing of the paid con- 
. federates, who attend the average SB
'S nnce to help the “poor, sick medium 

out?’ ■ Confidence of the honest sitters 
isgained by the searching process,, and 
by .the courteous request of the medium i 
to examine his cabinet. Then he is at 
liberty to fleeco his victims without 
mercy.

As for Brothers Boving and Eastman, 
of Hot Springs, I have this to say—they 
certainly did what was right by Winans 
when he was ill, and if they had per- 
mitted him to defraud and deceive 

' them. Judge Dunn would have found no 
fault with them. Because they had 
common sense and honor and the cour
age to use them, they are made the tar
get of Judge Dunn’s bitterest satire. 
Even supposing they were in fault on 
one- side, was not the act of Winans in 
trying to deceive them in the name of 
their precious dead a much greater 
one? Was it not really the blackest of 
crimes? It hardly seems possible that 
»•negro woman could'or would be ad
mitted into a soance of any white man, 
North or South. It such was the case 
in this Instance, -she was probably 
there at Winans' request,, and was evl- ■ 
dently the one whom he-had hired to 
help him with his paraphernalia. The 
“poor, colored nurse” would be-found to 
bo after the cash, could the facts be de
termined as: they* really- are; If our 
brothers in Hot Springs wish to clinch 
this matter they could do so by secur
ing this woman's statement-under oath, 

^8 to her true part in this conspiracy. J 
»onor these men. as'I do Brother Halo 
in Los Angeles, for their manly, courage 
¿ exposing a wicked crime. > ~

“Was Winans conscious?'' Do ducks

ever swim, Brother Dunn? Will any
one claim that Winans was unconscious 
when he. purchased his wigs, cheer 
cloth, and other material used in his be- 
ance? Of course, Winans left a loop 
hole for his escape if caught in his' 
trickery. “It might be materialization, 
ethereallzation, transfiguration, or im
personation!” Such was the broad 
ground he assumed at the outset, and if 
caught he was merely "being used by 
the “dear spirits” to impersonate! 
Even in my palmy, “dead-easy” days, 
this quadruplet of possibilities became 
rather nauseating, and every sensible 
person finds it a thousand times more 
so to-day.

To justify the use of artificial para
phernalia in a materializing seance, is 
to ask man to stultify bis own intelli
gence. To argue that the presence of 
such stuff is asked for by the spirits in 
order to husband their forces is to pre
sume that all men are fools, and ready 
to believe that they are soon to have 
a large slice of that monstrous green 
cheese, the moon. No such material 
was allowed by Prof, Crookes in his 
seances with Miss Cook. No honest In
vestigator, could feel that any evidence 
of honest fact were being given him, if 
he knew of their presence in the medi
um’s cabinet. No intelligent spirit 
seeking to establish a great truth or 
principle would ever consent to the in
troduction of anything of the kind into 
a seance room or laboratory. It is 
truth and truth alone for which the hon
est excarnate spirit really stands, and 
his brother on earth ought to be equally 
as honest to find truth here. Prof. 
Crookes’ work is the one hope of the 
Spiritualists of the world in respect to 
materialization. It was open, honest, 
above board; scientific. It stands albite’ 
in its class until substantiated by evi
dence equally clear, or overthrown by 
demonstration of absolute fact.

No doubt artificial toggery is a great 
help to such a medium. It helps him to 
put up a quicker show and a more per
fect fraud. Legerdemain is now a fine 
art, and the material flowers brought 
Into the seance room mentioned by 
Judge Dunn, are but one manifestation 
of its wonderful prowess. Legerde
main can, and does, account for many 
of the bogus manifestations of materi
alizing fraud. Trickery is easy when 
confidence is once gained; and there are 
thousands who really enjoy being 
fooled. It makes them feel so good, 
don’t you know?

Judge Dunn, however, has rendered 
Spiritualism a good service in one re
spect in his article. He has torn the 
masks from the faces of those harpies 
whom he so innocently defends, by ad
mitting that they all use artificial 
mean's in producing their phenomena. 
This will open the eyes of many honest 
dupes and give them a chance to fr,ee 
themselves from all such influences. 
His argument that mediums have a per
fect right to use artificial help, is no 
new one. I have heard it advanced 
for many years by people of low mental 
calibre and small spirituality, but never 
before by a man of culture who has 
worn the judicial ermine and is men
tally equipped to know better. For the 
others thero was the excuse of ignor
ance; for.him—what excuse is there?

The writer does not claim to “know 
it all,” neither does he assert that one 
failure or a dozen failures is evidence 
of fraud. A dozen counterfeits only 
prove that there is a genuine article 
somewhere. Therefore, I am a truth
seeker—not a fraud-hunter.— When 
managers of seances go into seance 
rooms, armed With' revolvers; bowie 
knives, sling-shots and brass knuckles, 
I feel that such paraphernalia is there 
for a purpose.

On the 5th. day of .the present month 
a gentleman., told the writer that he 
once had a Colts’ 45 navy revolver 
drawn oh him nt a certain materializ
ing'seance. He was “from Missouri, 
and wanted to know.;” hence the mana
ger tried to shoot him. The party men
tioned chanced to be a man of both 

। courage' and muscle. He caught the 
rascal’s wrist and invited,him to step 
outside of the house where both of them 
could have a chag^j^i'-sfiootk --This 
ease does not standalone. "There are 
hundreds like it, yet, according to 
Brother Dunn, the media and their 
managers had a perfect right to take 
these weapons into their seances in or
der that the spirits might do quicker 
and better work—that there was no 
harm in their use, provided the media 
were unconscious of having -shot, 
stabbed, slugged, or killed one of 
more of their patrons! .. .
]. For shame that such an argument, 
could be, or has been, advanced! If 
wigs, cheese-cloth, coats, hats, ladies’ 
wear, etc., are necessary for the spir
its’ 'ufce, no one can reasonably com
plain' when revolvers, bowie-knives,, 
sling-shots, and brass knuckles keep 
them company. The implements of 
murder <are as “spiritual,” "relined,” 
"uplifting,”-"wholesome,” and as justi
fiable ns are the implements of deceit, 
spiritual dishonor and soul assassina
tion! God help Spiritualism when it 
is reduced to this low level, and angels 
protect us when it comes to this—that 
wo must accept fraud and rascality 
with as much complacency as we do 
truth and honesty!

Yours for Spiritual Spiritualism, 
. HARRISON D. BARRETT.

. It is not .satisfactory to shy. that the 
spirits take this way to assist them
selves in “materializing,” and the me
dium is not responsible because “uncon
scious.” The medium is conscious 
while gathering his.wigs, robes and 
tarletan raiment. He knows for what 
purpose he takes them into the seance., 
If the spirits advise this deception and 
assist in it. they are the greatest 
knaves of all.

THE THEORY IS A NEAT EXCUSE 
FOR FRAUD. IF THE SEANCE IS 
UNINTERRUPTED BY ADVERSE OB
SERVATION, IT IS “WONDERFUL 
MATERIALIZATION!” IF THE SHAM 
IS EXPOSED, THE MEDIUM IS “PER
SONATING!”

To affirm, in order to shield Winans,- 
that all materializing mediums pursue 
his methods, we do not belifeve" can be 
supported, but it undoubtedly is of the 
-great class who advertise their shows, 
and have a set programme.

THERE IS NO NECESSITY OF A 
“CABINET" OR OF DARKNESS. The 
great medium, D. D. Home, had the 
most astonishing manifestations in the 
light and in parlors without any fix
tures. Investigators should demand a 
light sufficient to see .plainly, and let. 
those who prefer the conditions im
posed by deception revel in the "dark 
circle.”

IT IS ALL WELL TO SAY, “LET 
US HAVE PEACE IN OUR RANKS,” 
BUT IF PEACE IS TO ' BE .GAINED 
BY UPHOLDING SUCH RANK DE
CEPTIONS, BY CONSTANTLY APOL
OGIZING WITH BLUSHES . OF 
SHAME FOR THE EXPOSURES OF 
SHAMS AND FRAUDS, BY ALLOW-' 
ING THE MOST SACRED FEELINGS 
OF THE HEART TO BE TRIFLED 
WITH BY CONSCIENCELESS RAS- 

: CALS, BETTER BE A CONFLICT UN
TIL THESE VAMPIRES ARE CUT 
OFF.

It is Buch as these that , have been a 
curse to the cause, and constantly 
brought it into disrepute. If you .search 
for the reason for the decline in inter
est, it 1b readily found in the; obloquy 
these shows have cast on the cause. 
Such an exposure accompanied ‘ with 
confession, should once and forever 
carry the'crlminal out of the rank«' of 
Spiritualism, and to condone , and ’ ex
cuse, is to sacrifice the cause to assist 
those-whose place is behind.. prison 
bars.

Spiritualists have one course, and. 
only one, and that to demand TRUTH
FULNESS AND INTEGRITY. If they 
do not, if they excuse and palliate the 
mountebanks they must expect to be 
judged by the world by these vampires 
who represent them.

If they do not cut them off, they must 
expect the disgrace of having, it done 
for them by the police, and to be identi
fied by the Sutslde world with the 
frauds.

As long as these fakirs are supported 
by professed, spiritual journals, who 
give space to correspondents who write 
in their interest, extolling their "won
derful” performances, and disparaging 
all attempts- to enlighten" the public as 
to their real character, they will flour
ish, and be representative. Let the 
line between the true and the false be 
sharply drawn, and maintained and 
things be called by their right name.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

A True Friend of AH Woneif^Mediums, 
an Eloquent Advocated tl^phenom- 
ena and Philosophy, gpd Ejz^r Watch
ful for the Interestss>f Pure and Un
defiled Spiritualism;oHe Adds Much 
Interest to the COURT OF:VNQUIRY, 
by his Comprehensiv^ Vlev^j
Our genial brother, Judge Dinn, is bo 

loyal to his Belf-styled-<s:rtaiaUes about 
physical phenomena as^io Invite the ap
plication to himself of thei ancient 
prophet’s words: “Ephiaim iAqoiped t9 
idols; let him alone?.' Eighty-nine 
years have passed sihoe Oummodore 
Deoatur uttered at Norfolk ttmt famous 
toast to our country: “May she always 
be in the right; but our country, right 
or wrong.” Our Winnebago*'City sage 
seems to almost paraphrase that senti
ment into. May materialization always 
be honest; but materialization, honest 
or false.

Not so very many m’onths ago Bro. 
Dunn favored The Progressive Think
er's readers with a glowing eulogy of a 
Chicago medium whose materializing 
seance he attended at the Clinton 
camp. Last August Bro. W. E. Kellogg, 
of New Boston, Ill., who shared with 
Winans' attorney by volunteer assign
ment, ,the honor of being mortal escort 
for the spirit which in its peregrina
tions from the cabinet on that occasion 
so enraptured our astute' judge, pri
vately gave the other Bide of the story 
of that evening, and more recent devel
opments about that identical medium 
at the same center afford ample 
ground for believing that it was not 
Bro. Kellogg who was foolgd at the se
ance, wkich filled Bro. Dunn with an 
overflowing faith in both.medium and' 
manifestation. , .

We hear at times much from press 
and stump about the “fowa idea” upon 
a political and • economical question. 
On two different' occasions, to our per- 
sonal knowledge, there has . been ex
pression of what might be called a 
“Minnesota idea” of materialization. A 
dozen years ago a Spiritualist who had 
juat moved to Chicago from Minnesota, 
gravely explained tho presence of 
robes, wigs, dummies and masks in a 
cabitaet, during or after ai seance, by 
saying the spirits produced them inde
pendently of mortal sources—that on 
each occasion this assortment of misfit 
toggery came fresh from spirit looms 
and factories—that spirits never wore 
one another's garments. Now another 
inspired Minnesota brain finds that 
“ready-made” clothing supplied by mor- 
tals. greatly conserves- spirit power by 
enabling it to be wholly devoted to pro
duction of the forms,, which can instant
ly slide into their waiting .wardrobes.

I am grateful for this information. 
Recently in a Michigan, will case a rasp
ing attorney called upon me to explain 
whence the clothing worn by spirits 
came. On second thought I . am glad 1 
did not then know, for .-the .figment of 
fanciful explanation endorsed by our ex
cellent Brother Dunn jwould. not have 
strengthened the sidet of Spiritualism 
with the Presbyterian iudgOpjor hostile 
jury, in whose keeping] thesfssues of 
that case lay. -.'I ’ :

EVERY MEDIUM CAUGHT WITH 
PARAPHERNALIA OR.IMPLEMENTS 
OF TRICKERY, IN HI0 POSSESSION 
IS NO MORE ENTITLED TO CONFI
DENCE THAN THE BVRGLiAR WITH 
HIS SKELETON KEYS, JIMMY AND 
DARK LANTERN; THE THUG WITH 
HIS BLUDGEON, OR THE COUNTER
FEITER WITH HIS SPURIOUS COIN 
OR FRUITFUL MORDS, i'sWINANS 
WAS NOT ONLY CAUGHT 1 WITH AR
TICLES IN HIS POSSESSION WHICH 
NO MEDIUM NEEDS iFOR GENUINE 
MANIFESTATIONS, -BUT WAS DE. 
TECTED IN WEARING- SOME OF 
THEM. -;•] “;L/

Judge Dunn, with the-habit 'of his pro- 
feBsion, multiplies words to create the 
impression that Winans was uncon
scious when he made conscienceless 
use of his deceptive outfit and there- 
'fore wholly blameless, .tacts do not 
bear out that baseless assumption. In 

' The Progressive Thinker of April 22, 
appears a “Defense , of Winans.” 
Among its signers was “Prof. Leith Old, 

! Lecturer New Thought Society.” After 
he left Hot Springs, I with a few friends 
met Prof. Old at a private home in Chi
cago apd he there said fhat Winans ad
mitted that he did practice trickery 
upon Dr. Eastman and Mr. Boving and 
gave as his reason therefore that he 
was called upoh to work before his 
strength was sufficiently regained— . 
which has been fully refuted by. the 
above gentleman. Consciously, deliber
ately, wilfully he played the game, as 
the cold facts show, but specious plead- ( 
Ings deny. .

Let me suggest that’no one but ma
terializing mediums themselves will be 
moved to apply the eplthei of “tool” to 
Judge Dunn for his defense will prove a । 
veritable bomb for their phase, among , 
thinking people. The rest.of us con. 
cede his sincerity and think’ too highly । 
of him personally, to indulge in any in- ; 
dividual abuse. 1

The most radical reformer. In our । 
ranks has never gone t<> the limit of ; 
charging that all phenomenal mediums t
carry and use paraphernalia. Truly 
they should join in prayer- for deliver
ance from such friend«; as this valiant 
defender. SpiritualiBtB from ocean to 
ocean will carefully, note whether the 
physical workers endorse his statement 
by remaining silent under its imputa
tion, or rise in indigriatiim to an em
phatic refutation of the ¿harge. It is 
only one additional step to the endorse
ment of the use of professional cabinet 
confederates, for mortals should relieve 
spirit intelligences of all need for exer
tion. We will then have‘‘ready-made” 
clothing and implements together with 
“ready-made” and inhabited bodies and 
the celestial denizens can loll in perfect 
laziness and mortals ,be the entire 
“pUBh.” DO NOT ASK US TO BE
LIEVE THERE ARE .NO MATERIAL
IZING MEDIUMS WHOjSE WORK IS

IUT LET 
LL HAZ-

of a Spiritualist Medium

An Interesting and Instructive Narrative froth the Pen 
of that Talented Lady and Excellent Medium, Mrs.

I. L. Lewis, of Bethel, Vermont, \ )
Continued From No. 807.)

“Sensible people will say nothing,” I 
replied, “and those who are not sensi
ble are not worth noticing. If you are 
ever to find peace and happiness you 
must do what you know to be right and 
pay no attention to the idle talk of idle 
people. If you will give your mother a 
few words of praise every time you can 
find a chance you will find it will work 
wonders. Remember what the Bible 
tells you, and don’t give grudgingly, but 
cheerfully, and do it heartily as unto 
the Lord. You have never got anything 
out of the Bible yet that was really 
worth having, and now is a good time 
to Jbegin. I haver no idea that any 
course of treatment will transform your 
mother-in-law into an angel during this 
incarnation, but you will find that she 
will be a much more comfortable wo
man to live with if you follow my ad
vice."

’*! will follow it and begin at once,” 
was the reply.

Having disposed of the. mother-in-law 
according to the best light given me, I' 
went into the deserted sitting-room and 
sat down to think put-the young man’s 
case. I am not accustomed to dealing 
with young men; and I was at an entire 
loss to know what to do, I felt my ig
norance and inability painfully, and it 
was plain to me that I would have to 
rely upon spirit guidance. After some 
minutes occupied in intense thought I 
noticed a slight tapping upon the -book 
shelves, and looking, I saw a woman’s 
hand resting upon one of the books as 
if to remove it. I arose to go to the 
shelves and the hand vanished. The 
book was a well-worn manual of botany 
and the fly leaf told me that it belonged 
to-Mrs. Blind. A light broke in upon 
my mental darkness and I went in 
search of Mrs. Blind. I found her en
gaged in altering a frock for Miss Viv
ian, and as I approached I heard that 
young lady say, "You have not half 
ironed my lace and I hate the dress 
anyway. I always have the meanest- 
looklng old things to .wear—" Here 
she caught sight of me and left the 
room abruptly.

Mrs. Blind looked tearful and har
assed.

"You can see for yourself what an un
grateful child I have got," she ex
claimed impetuously, “that girl just 
wears the life out of me with her fault
finding, and here I am making a slave 
of myself every day for her.”

I drew a long, deep breath. “Mrs. 
Blind," I said gently, "lay down your 
Work, lean back in your chair, fold your 
hands quietly and let the light of truth 
illumine your soul and mind. Now lis
ten to me. fou have a God-given right 
to freedom and it is yours of you will 
claim It, but if you will make a slave of 
yourself you have no cause to complain 
if others accept of your Blavedom and 
insist upon adding to your bondage. 
You are doing for your daughter what 
she ought to do for herself. If-she does 
not know how, it is high time that she 
was taught No superior power is go
ing to do for you what you can do for 
yourself if you will.”

"Next time your daughter finds fault 
with a piece of work you have done tor 
her just'say to her kindly but firmly; 
‘If I have not done it to j>lease you, 
hereafter'you must do it for yourself; 
and then see that she does it and does 
it well. This is a duty you owe your 
daughter as well as yourself. You have 
no moral right to encourage her in her
ignorance and selfishness. But it is of
your son I wish to speak. Is he inter
ested in botany?"

“He used to be. but he filled the 
house so full cf weeds and litter that I 
couldn’t stand for it, so I just put a stop 
to it,” was the careless reply.

I -went to my room thinking how 
much easier it is to make a mistake 
take than it is to rectify it, and how 
often, we fail to recognize the way lead
ing to the attainment of those things

spirit forms and no record of their rec
ognition by the sitters.

In Florence Cook’s manifestations no 
one but her guidé, Katie King, ap
peared, walked, talked and was em
braced. Minimize the probability of 
one’s own lost ones materializing to 
mourners and overweening devotion to 
the phase will be checked and it will be 
studied In the light of sober reason. 
Prof. Crookes omits all mention of fils 
spirit visitors requiring 'human-made i 
garments, wigs and bowie knives. 
What force they must have wasted in '

“The Priest, the Woman Md the Cea* 
fessioual." This book, by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results 
of the Romish ^confessional, as proved 
by the sad expérience of many wrecked

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora B. Piper, 
and Dr, Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in - Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dalley; Demonstrates futility and'ta VV.. ii-..«- - * V 1.

ARDS. We stand read7 to.^nate our 
cast-off trousers for use,of tf^angels.

Let us all study Sir, Wn;,. Crookes' 
testimony upon materialization—the 
phase sadly needs the,presage of his 
endorsement and the s'upporLpf equally 
careful methods. He,concluded about 
it that it was an errorow hqW darkness 
essential to its phenomena, ftpA his best 
results, with few exqjptiops, were in 
the light; they were c|ven ¡jp his own 
house, at times appointed W himself, 
and under circumstances, v$ich abso
lutely. precluded the employment of tho 
very Simplest instrumental ¿lys instead 
of bnly in the rooms‘‘.¿f <iK| at.hours 
named by the medium inadvance; the 
sitters did not need W. be selected by 
the medium, or .be be|leversan the doc
trine the latter taught, and he chose his 
own circle of friends,. Introduced any 
hard-headed unbeliever he chose and 
generally imposed hls.oiyn terms to 
prevent fraud.

Presumably ho or his friends, had rel- 
atives.in spirit life, but.he does not tell 
of any of them appearing.' 
. Xvith Home as medium.-a dark, shad
owy, semi-transparent form like that of 
a mam seeri bX bll prpsent, stood-near 
the window, waved the (. curtain and 
faded away, or a phantom form visible 
to all present for. many minutes came 
from the corner and glided- about the 
room playing an.accordion- picked up I 
therein. Not a word, Dpokea'.'by tho' 

,53,*'

providing their own clothing!
All phases of phenomena must be 

spontaneous in. their' manifestations to 
be genuine. Ethereallzation undoubt
edly occurs at infrequent intervals and 
under the operation of forces not udder- 
stood on the mortal plane. It can not 
be commanded by the wlliof the medi
um, the wish of the sitter, or by the 

1 financial necessities, of either or both. 
I am not prepared to say that it may 
not so vary in density, or degree of sol- 
idifidatlon, as to. reach the stage called 
by many materialization,,but in that 
case its occurrence is still far less than 
the number of times it is offered 
for sale as a certainty. The same con
ditions apply to -impersonation and 
transfiguration, the former occurring 
more frequently, I imagine Bro. Dunn 
is just a -little too ready to accept so- 
called phenomena, and many of us have 
passed througn the same stage whose 
completion required double, or more, 
Ilie years he has, given to investigation.

Daniel Dunglass Home, the ~ great 
Scotch medium under oath said: “I 
have no control over them (physical 
phenomena) whatever—they occur ir
regularly, and even when I am asleep. 
Sometimes I am many months, and i 
once I have been a'year without them. 
They will not happen when I wish, and i 
my will has nothing to do with them.” I 

• We will all join with Judge Dunn in a 
search for “solid testimony,” but may I 
differ from him in the use to be made i 
of It when discovered. We have tried i 
the plan of refraining from "giving cry I 
publicly to our individual thought” for | 
one-half the lifetime of Modem Ameri-1 
can Spiritualism. Ab a result the most 
certain thing about the character of our 
phenomena is their uncertainty. Moses 
Hull described - the widespread condi
tion of our cause when he wrote'from 
Ashland, Oregon: "SpiritualistB are., or 
have-been nearly faked or .frauded out 
of existence.” -'The day of their deliv
erance approaches. Wrong, will not al
ways be upon the throne. Our individ
ual differences of opinion are but the 
travail of enduring truth Into birth-

GEORGE B. WARNE.

which we "most desire. It Is only- 
through the cultivation of the spiritual 
nature and perception that we can hope 
to see clearly what is best for ourselves 
and others.

On my way to Blindville I stopped at 
the office and got my mail and in one of 
my letters I found some pressed flowers 
from the far South, and as soon as sup
per washover I produced them for Max 
Blind’s benefit and soon had him en
gaged in animated conversation. The 
family soon left us to ourselves and for 
two hours we talked botany and kin
dred subjects, or rather hq did, for I 
only made remarks to draw him out and 
listened attentively. During this con
versation I learned that it was a hard 
blow to the young man when his moth
er refused to have his “litter," as she 
termed it, about the house any more.

"It’s no use," he said gloomily, "I 
can’t have anything I want here at- 
home. I can’t even ask one of the boys 
to come and see me without there’s a 
fuss. If one of them happens to call, 
it’s always, ‘Be careful, Max, and don’t 
step on my pansy rug with your dirty 
feet! O, look out! you’ll jamb my silk 
pillow.!’ I am always getting tangled 
up in some blamed thing or other.”

I laughed. “You have my sympathy,” 
I said. "I love the beautiful, but I do 
not propose to hi its slave.”

Just then Mrs, Glum bounced into the 
room, and with her habitual straight
forwardness, said to me: “Be you a 
Spiritualist medium?"

“I am," I said, wondering what next. 
"Wall, the Wldder Riley, she that 

was Becky Jane Harvey, that lives 
down here in the yeller house, has jist 
been in and she told me you was, but 1 
wouldn’t believe it. I guess Abigail 
don’t know it, but if ye can call up dead 
folks and hear ’em and see ’em as the 
Wldder Riley says you can, I want you 
to call up some for-me.”

I hesitated for a moment and then I 
said: “I cannot call up the dead, but if 
any of your friends you call dead are 
here with you to-night it is quite prob
able that I may be able to give you 
some message from them, provided we 
can make the conditions right.”

“We’ll make ’em right," she ex
claimed excitedly. “Here, Max, you 
clear that truck an’ dicker offen that 
table bo that it can tip if it wants to, 
and I’ll put out the lights.”

I put out a detaining hand and said, 
‘It is entirely unnecessary to do either. 
Before I proceed any farther I must 
consult Mrs. Blind, for I do not want to 
overstep my privileges."

Max who had regarded me with great 
interest during the conversation with 
his grandmother, now left the room but 
soon returned with bls mother and sis
ters. Mrs. Blind seemed pleased with 
the turn affairs had taken.

"Run out, Vivian," she said, "and 
close the shutters and put out the light 
in the haH.”

“What do you want to do that for?” 
said her son. “Haven’t you a right to 
have a circle in your own house? You 
are not going to commit a crime, are 
you?”

“No,” said Mrs. Glum, slyly, “she’s 
only goin’ to take a bath.” At this they 
all laughed, and harmony was restored.

We had our little circle and I know 
by tho conversation I heard afterward 
that I must have done extra well. What
ever they got it was something that 
took hold of them powerfully and they 
needed it. When I was going to my 
room Max slipped into the hall and 
sinking his voice to a whisper, said:

"That was my grandmother who 
came to me to-night, and I know it, and 
so does my mother. My grandmother 
thought the world of me, and if she had 
lived—O, Mrs. Drury, I— I—”

1 I knew just what he wanted to say 
and I land my hand upon his arm and 
said gently, “Yes, I think I understand; 
you have made some mistakes but you 
will never make the same ones again. 
Your life lies before you bright and 
beautiful if vou will make it so.’ You 
are building your future now hour by 
hour, and you can make it grand and 
noble if you will. The grandmother 
who loved you so well loves you better 
now and watches over you fondly. You 
will not grieve her again, I know, but 
strive with all your power to make the 
noble man she wants you to make, that 
you yourself want to make, and will 
make. From this hour you will find 
you have begun a new life. Give good 
and seek for good and good will come 
to you.”

The next day I talked with Mrs. 
Blind and spoke very plainly to her, 
and in conclusion I said: “Your son will 
make a man you may well be proud of 
if you will do your duty by him. Scold
ing and fault-finding never did any good 
yet. They only serve to strengthen the 
habits you wish to destroy. The one 
remedy for evil is -good, therefore apply 
it and attend to it faithfully and let the 
evil entirely alone, Encourage your 
children to invite into their home those 
who ought to be their associates. Your 
son knows far better than you do what 
young men are fit to associate with his 
sisters, and you can trust him to choose 
wisely. Let them have their games 
and their music and throw your troubles 
to the wind and join in with them and 
renew your youth in the society of 
-youth; then If you see a tendency to 
anything you consider evil you will be 
the better fitted to suggest the good 

! that will overcome it. Make those Who 
gather here feel that they are welcome, 
and if you have anything in your rooms 
that you consider to be too good to use, 
put it away. What are a few fancy ar
ticles, however beautiful, to the welfare 
of your children? Let your son pursue 
his studies in botany, and be very 
thankful he has the desire to do bo. 
Take1 an interest in his work—you can 
if you will—and help him all you can. I 
would suggest that you give your son a 
room to fit up and use just as he 
pleases and place no restrictions upon 
him.” ...

Mrs. Blind loves her children de
votedly—there is no doubt aboht that 
—and some of my enthusiasm seemed 
to fire her and she at once begatrto 
plan,’ and when her son came home to 
dinner she told , him what she had de
cided to do. Thc_ boy gave me a look 
of gratitude I shall never forget, and 
went and kissed his mother; l left the 
two alone together. What passed be
tween them I do not know, but- I am 
sure there is a bond of sympathy estab
lished between them that was never
there before, and God grant that it may 
grow ever stronger and more precious
as the years .roll on.

That afternoon Mrs. Glum 
making calls and the result

went- out 
was four
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UNCOOKED FOODS
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Recipes for Wholesome "
Preparation:

Proper combinations and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some of tho 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatability of 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following^ he 
recipes of this cook book. ■ v 
• It will simplify methods of living, • 
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the financial problems as well as poiA 
the -way for many, to perfect health. 
Price |1.

"Right Generation the Key to tho 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth." Ry 
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A New Kind of Revival.
Wm. T. Stead, the able editor of the 

London Review of Reviews, says: “A 
revival is a veritable moral epidemic. 
It spreads like the plague.^ Its coming 
is as mysterious as an outbreak of in
fluenza. Its departure is as inexplica
ble. While it lasts there is no doubt 
about its infectiousness. It spreads 
like cholera by contact. To those who 
have long since divested their minds of 
all belief In anything supernatural, who 
have outlived their religion as they 
have survived their measles, the revival 
must present a fascinating subject for 
study.”

We have greatly abridged Mr. Stead’s 
article, but have carefully preserved his 
words and ideas. They were introduc
tory to his mention of the recent great 
revival in Wales. The victims of that 
revival, he informs his readers, are the 
ordinary sensual kind of an animal. 
“They were as illegitimate In their 
birth-rate as the worst of their neigh
bors, and were ar least as much ad
dicted as other men to the grosser 
forms of intemperance and the crimes 
which drunkenness engenders.”

Then Mr. S. said, “The apparently 
extinct volcano is in full eruption, and 
South Wales is in the throes of a re
ligious revival." But note:

“It is a revival of a new kind. Here
tofore a great outburst of religious en-’ 
thusiasm has usually been due to a sim
ilar cause to that which produces erup
tions of Krakatoa and the like, But in 
South Wales there has been no applica
tion of heil-flre to the explosive imagin
ation of mankind. The note of the re
vival is love. These rude miners, not 
less than the smooth townsmen, have 
rediscovered love as the supreme law of 
life.- For them conversion means the 
acceptance of a Divine Love hitherto 
pressed upon them in vain; and the re
ligious life to which they publicly 
pledged themselves means but the daily 
application of the same law of love in 
all the relations of life. Forgiveness of 
all injuries is the watchword of the re
vival. If you forgive not your brother 
neither will the good God forgive you."

It must be admitted this is a new 
kind of a revival, and if fully carried 
out in practice it will not be a bad epi
demic to be afflicted with. We com
mend it to Rev. Billy Sunday, to the 
Rev. Sam Jones, and to all others of 
that ilk. Instead of love as the Inspir
ing influence in revivals, fear has been 
the agent employed, and hate has been 
the outgrowth. Fortunately the ail
ment has another resemblance to small 
pox. It rarely or never attacks the 
same person twice. Once afflicted, fol
lowed by recovery, and the patient is 
immune from a repetition of the conta
gion.

Truth and Error Should Not Combine.
In the "National Review,” London, of 

B late date, from under the head of "Ag
nosticism and National Decay,” we ex
tract the following:

“Religion, for a very large number, 
and those in stations of influence, is no 
longer on its trial; it has ceased to ex
ist. Doubt, positive and paralyzing, 
has taken hold of so many that a pro; 
test in the shape of revivals, accompa
nied by intense excitement, is spread
ing among the less educated, who feel 
that the clergy themselves have too 
often opened the gates which they 
were sworn to defend and are letting in 
the enemy. The future of England, as 
of other countries at a like degree of 
culture depends on its attitude toward 
the secularist or agnostic view of life 
and action.”

All who read know agnosticism has 
taken a powerful hold on the educated 
classes. The age in which we live is 
based on knowledge. Faith, on which 
popular religions were built, had its 
rise in an age of ignorance, when the 
statement of a priest was the voice of 
God. Confidence' in priestly clamor 
having failed, and the mind free to rea
son, doubt comes to the front, and is 
succeeded by denial.

Spiritualism furnishes the only proof 
of an immortal life. It supplies the ev
idence agnostics demand. This evi
dence came to the church; but it was 
repudiated by them, and this the 
cause Christianity is in decay.

But it is well. The popular religions 
were loaded down with the errors of 
paganism. To engraft the truth on it, 
a hybrid would be the product, and that 
product would not be worthy of preser
vation.

They who are striving to imitate the 
errors of Christianity, to unite the 
knowledge of the one with the faith of 
the other, are only hastening to de
struction the creedless truth the im
mortals haye taught us.

Truth and Error cannot .dwell to
gether in unity. Creeds are made to 
perpetuate ancient thought, and con
tract knowledge, not to expand it.

The mind, disenthralled from creeds, 
Can roam through a boundless universe 
at will, gathering wisdom at every ad
vance ; but tied down and back to a nar-
row church creed and progress 
ended.

Is

THE LIBERTY OF PROTESTANTISM

By an Orthodox Minister,

The following article was first pub
lished in Scribner’s Monthly, July, 1873:

Protestantism arose not only to pro
test against the papal corruptions, but 
also against the papal tyranny over tire 
minds and consciences of men. But in 
this last respect there is also, need of 
protest against Protestantism; for.

liberty more than preferment. This Is 
precisely ^s ILought not to be. It is 
Of the om Adam as distinctly, not to 
say as • disgracefully, as possible, and 
not at atltof CliHst. If brethren cannot 
dwell tog^therrfin unity,- hoping all 
things, trad, beaming all things, it is be- 
cause tiiejr are pot yet fairly converted 
to Christ? and’meed the lesson which 
was givett to^the disciples about be
coming tj»e least! of all and the servant

THE MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE.
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The Right Triumphed.
late pending bill in the French 
of Deputies, providing for the

separation of church and state, has 
been adopted and become a law, so far 
as to proclaim: “The Republic neither 
recognizes, provides stipends for, nor 
subsidizes any religion.’ The vote 
stood on its final passage, 337 for, to 
233 against, a handsome working mar 
jorlty of over 100 in favor of the 
measure.

'■ All the ancient governments, back as 
far as we have history, claimed to hold 
authority from the god they worshiped. 
The Icings were the heads of the 
church, the supreme pontiffs, as is still 
the czar of Russia, and as is the Prot
estant king of Great Britain, with the 
amended title of Defender of the Faith. 
The kings of Austria, Spain, and until 
the late revolution, Italy, and most of 
the other nationalities outside of Ger
many and Switzerland, are subordinate 
to the pope, the supreme pontiff at 
Rome, all pledged to do him homage, 
he being the liege lord of all. It was 
an inheritance to that functionary from 
his pagan predecessors.

Great Britain has been laboring for 
many yekrs trying to divorce its civil 
and ecclesiastical departments; but 
thus far without success. The United 
States, under the masterly direction of 
the fathers of the American revolution, 
were the first to lead in this great re
form.

With the spread of intelligence all na
tions must necessarily fall into Une, 
and leave the churches, outside of civil 
governments, allowing them to man
age their own institutions in their own 
way, so long as they keep hands off 
from the secular government, and do 
not trespass on the rights of indlvid-

Probable Origin of the Deluge Story.
They who wish to bolster up the idea 

of a universal flood, covering all the 
earth, and destroying all life, save such 
as was preserved in the ark, so as to 
strengthen belief in Bible narration, 
quote the universality of such belief 
by widely separated nations, as proof of 
Its genuineness^ forgetting, or never 
knowing, that all the great Western 
civilizations had a common origin in 

¡ Central Asia, and in their emigrations 
' carried with them traditionary ac
counts of such flood.

■ Geology gives evidence that there 
• was-a time when a great deluge did in
undate both the valleys ot the Euphra
tes and Tigris, and even covered the 
high land between those rivers, known 
to the Greeks as Mesopotamia. These 
rivers haye their rise in the Taurus 
and Armenian mountains. With many 
tributaries they flow south-east, the 
last five hundred1 miles nearly parallel', 
to each other, finally uniting and enter-

' ing the Persian Gulf through a delta 
common to both rivers.

Probably nearly if not all the emigra
tion which, subsequently...entered' Eu- 

’ rope, bringing, their religion, a. multi
tude of traditions, and some portions of 
tho Sanskrit language with them, . by 
which scholars are able.to trace their

1 migrations, passed through those-val
leys, and-there learned of the great 
flopd. The account was magnified: by 
each narrator, until it was finally: ren
dered stable by tho sensational histo
rian whose account is now received .by 
many as divino inspiration. ’

Lotus all woepjf that is-the way our 
Oldest histories wore written. -

uals. This, however, seems almost 
Impossible thing for them to do.

an

The Kaiser on the Japanese.
A peculiar man is the German kaiser, 

and his speeches and actions are many 
times of a rather startling character. 
An instance is thus reported, of a re
cent date:

Berlin, May- 8.—The Evangelische 
Kirchen Zeitung to-day prints a de
tailed report of Emperor William’s re
marks when swearing in the naval re
cruits at Wilhelmshaven on March 9, in 
which, according to the very brief re
port published at the time, he cited the 
Japanese as a luminous example of pa
triotism and soldierly fidelity. The 
Kirchen Zeitung's resume of the speech 
is as follows:

“The emperor referred to the heroic 
deeds of the Japanese and added that 
these are born of Japanese patriotism 
and love for children, which in turn re
sulted in splendid discipline . in ■ the 
army and navy. • One must not, how
ever, draw the conclusion from Japa
nese victories—victories of a heathen 
over a Christian people—that Buddha is 
superior to our Lord Christ. The Rus
sian defeat, in his opinion, was due to 
the fact that Russian Christianity was 
in a deplorable condition. The Japa
nese, on the other hand, could show 
many Christian virtues. A good Chris
tian makes a good soldier. Among the 
German people, too, Christianity is In 
a sad condition, and He doubted wheth
er we Germans, in case of war, would 
have the right to pray God for victory 
—to force it from him like Jacob wrest
ling with the angel. The Japanese are 
the scourge of God, like Attila and Na
poleon. It devolves Upon us to take 
care that God does' not chastise us 
some day with such a scourge.”

“The Molecular Hypothesis ot Na. 
ture.” . By. Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume ho presonts 
in succinct form the substance of .his 
lectures on tho Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views aa 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study, and. think, 
Price. 25 cents

“Death Defeated; or the.Psychic 8» 
eret of How to Keep Young." By J. ij. 
rMblM, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Frit» 4L 
10 cents. , .

"The New Life.” By ..Leroy -Berrien 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
"new thought” Excellent in tone and 
¡tendencies. J?rice, cloth, $1.

there Is neither liberty of thought nor 
of conscience allowed to .those within ' 
the pale of orthodox Protestantism.

If left to adult years to choose for 
themselves, they have the liberty to 
adopt one of many different creeds. 
But, 'having once done so, their liberty -, 
of private judgment ceases ; for hence
forth the judgment of their creed fram- . 
er becomes the limit and-.measure of ' 
theh- own.* They may not transcend • 
the limits of thought fixed by their 
creed, except at risks which few will , 
dare to take. The conscience, too, is 
bound, for it demands an utterance for 
profound convictions which they dare ' 
not give.

The liberty of Protestantism is, there
fore, simply the privilege of choosing ' 
a sect. It is said, the communicant has : 
the liberty of leaving the church. But 
that is not liberty, for he is compelled 
to do so if he differs from its creed. It 
is said, also, that he joins the church 
on .confession of faith, thereby agree
ing to adhere to its sreed while he re
mains in it. Is not that a fair com
pact? And what Infringement of his 
liberty ' is there In requiring him to 
take himself off when he can no longer 
adhere to it? If he was capable when 
he espoused the creed of examining it 
and understanding jt; if ho knew the 
nature ot the compact he was entering; 
and if, in dismissing him, the church 
imposed no disabilities, then there is 
no wrong done him. .But there 1b rare
ly a case where all these conditions 
are fulfilled. If the point in which he 
differs from the chosen sect be one 
merely of difference between orthodbx 
sects, he may be dismissed from one 
to the other_without serious disadvan
tage to himself. But if his doubts con
cern a point in which all orthodox sects 
agree, then he must leave orthodoxy 
entirely, and incur the odium of heter
odoxy, which involves always the sus
picion of moral delinquency.' Doubt 1b 
considered a sign of depravity; and or
thodoxy treats the doubter as though 
he were immoral, not only by the with
drawal of confidence but by visiting 
upoif him the same penalties as are 
executed against grôss immorality, viz., 
arraignment and expulsion if he does 
not recant.

If this mode of treatment is unjust 
towards those who have entered thé 
church Intelligently and responsibly, it 
becomes a gross abuse of liberty in 
the case of a large majority of doubters 
who join the church in early youth, be
fore they are capable either of investi
gating or understanding its creed. 
Probably ninety-nine out of every hun
dred doubters are of this class. While 
too young to doubt they accept, and pro
fess honestly to believe the creed of 
their fathers, because they have been 
taught to do so from their infancy. 
They grow up in the church and learn 
to love it as the mother that has 
watched over and reared them. They 
are loyal to it and make sacrifices foj 
its maintenance. More than that, they 
are loyal to Christ, devout and faithful 
Christians. But with growth and cul
ture they come to the ability to think 
and Investigate for themselves, and 
so to doubt the creed they accepted 
unquestioningly and blindly at first. 
For them there two courses possible. 
One is to give an outward adherence 
to doctrines they disbelieve, and the 
other to separate from the church they 
love, and around which are entwined 
the fondest memories of their childhood 
and youth. It is not strange that the 
majority prefer the former course, and 
consent to suppress their convictions, 
and maintain an outward allegiajpe to 
a creed which in their heart they repu
diate, rather than leave the church.

There can be no doubt that there are 
thousands in the Protestant churches 
to-day who, if required publicly to ren
der the same confession of faith which 
they made when they first entered the 
church, could not do it conscientiously. 
But the church accepts their external 
adherence, though cognizant of their 
heart-defection, and thus becomes a 
partlceps crimlnis to a system of de
ceit which effectually undermines all 
integrity of character, sacrificing that 
for which alone the church was estab
lished, for the sake of an appearance 
of doctrinal soundness ; preserving the 
shell, but destroying the kernel; de
bauching the conscience fiir the sake of 
preserving the creed intact.

But if the doubter will not suppress 
his convictions, and maintain an out
ward adherence to the creed he blind
ly accepted when he was too young, 
to investigate it. he meets the same 
fate as if he had been a knowing, re
sponsible party to the compact; that is, 
he is excluded from the communion he 
has loved and supported'from'his child
hood. Surely that is not liberty which 
hedges the thinker about with disabil
ities, which though not so malignantly 
cruel, are yet just as effectual in re
pressing liberty of thought and con
science as were the fagot, the thumb
screw and other tortures of the Inquisi
tion.

Orthodox Protestantism is avowedly 
opposed to all théologie thought that 
does not harmonize with the creeds. It 
says to its adherents, “You may think, 
but within the limits prescribed by the 
creed. You may investigate, but you 
must always come to' the same conclu
sion.”

This is not liberty, .but bondage.
And this bondage is felt more or less 

by every private member who thinks; 
but to the ministry it becomes a griev
ous burden and hindrance to efficiency.' 
For while they are held to a stricter ac
count for their opinions, they also'suffer 
greater loss in" case their orthodoxy is 
impugned. A slight suspicion of het
erodoxy is usually sufficient to hedge 
up the way of a minister in any of the 

, orthodox churches;
Any serious divergence from the pre

scribed and beaten track of théologie 
' thought Is sure to provoke grave dis

cussion and. threats of dismission on 
thé part of the church, or his confer- 

. ence hastens to test his soundness, and 
। if he is found to hold any obnoxious 
. opinion he must renounce it, or he is 
, declared a dangerous innovator;, the 

pulpit and “official organs" of his 
church are closed against him, and hé 
relegated to silence and obscurity.

Few ministers are willing to Inciir 
such penalties, even for the: precious 

1 boon of liberty. Hence thé majority 
' suppress their best convictions,' trim 

down their sermons and other produc
tions to a rigid conformity- with the 
creed. • ■ ’

, The hope of preferment is also a pow- 
. orful motive to1 conformity. In all or- 
* ihodox churches, soundness in the 
. faith Is a sine qua non to preferment 

The great temptation of every minister 
, is to barter Ills liberty, for success. 
, Many do this, and having, paid ' the 
, price, get the leading positions. These, 

with the always large' number.séqlting. 
. preferment and anxious to prove their 
t fitness for it by. a cheap zeal for ortho- 
I doxy, are-able to.greatly embarrass or 

■ wholly reptoss the few Who prlze their
' « I , 1

of all. Wheà £^all we hear the leaders । 
of a sect say to eadh, "Go not away : 
from us ’to find’'freedom for your con- 1 
science, But leti'us serve even you In I 
forbearappe andf.charity, until we all i 
come into, seeing no -more darkly.’’— i 
Lord Salisbury,'

But as'tiling^1 commonly stand, ft a 
brother is< providentially betrayed into : 
steppingifieavepward ahead of his sect, 
he is compelled to take himself off. di
rectly, lest his divergence stir up an 
evil spirit of difference, and make 
trouble to the communion. The Bamp
ton lecture for 1871 says truly of a lead
ing demonstration: “Any serious devi
ation from thè common faith, on the 
part of any one of these thousands (of 
ministers;), is sure to lead to his sep
aration from the teaching . ministry." 
And the editor of an official paper of 
this denomipation says: “We are not 
a free thinking church, and if ministers 
will persist in putting op their thinking 
caps, they must be deprived of the min
isterial office.”

Thus the genius of orthodoxy and the 
interests of Its adherents conspire to 
hold it in an attitude of opposition to 
liberty of thought and conscience. The 
result is a narrowness of the average 
théologie mind which makes orthodoxy 
the gibe of scientists and all other pro
gressive thinkers.

In other departments of thought the 
freest discussion is allowed. Agitation 
Is considered the surest method of ex
posing error and arriving at the truth. 
Political reformers are permitted lib
erty of thought and of the press. In 
science he is hailed as a benefactor 
who explodes old error and discovers 
new truth. But in theology, the broad
est and most progressive of all sci
ences, he who denies the Infallibility of 
the creed, or advances a new doctrine, 
receives only objurgation and anath
emas for his pains. '

In all this orthodoxy assumes that its 
qreeds are perfect, entirely free from 
error, and containing the whole of the
ological truth, and therefore that there 
can be no such thing jib progress in the 
science of theology. But wherefore? 
Has wisdom died with the creed-fram
ers? Were men wiser five hundred and 
a thousand years ago, when the creeds 
were built, than they are now, or than 
they ever will be? Is age in a creed 
any conclusive evidence of accuracy? 
Must science and all other departments 
of thought go on progressing, and the
ology remain forever in Rs swaddling 
garments? Shall the Protestant con
science and thought be forever limited 
and bound by the dicta of Augustine 
and Calvin, whfie the opinions of their 
contemporaries In other departments of 
thought hpve been long discarded and 
forgotten!? A¿11 yet each sect thinks 
its creed ,çontafoB the whole truth, and 
nothing but the,truth. But how many 
such creeds can there be? It is very 
unfortunate tot‘this assumption ot or
thodoxy, that there are so many differ
ent creed? dirqctly opposed in many 
points. , .

The fact |s, that while orthodoxy con
tains mucih truth'. it also contains much 
error. Moist of-its creeds are very old, 
and contain many articles of belief 
which are, the bpquests of the ages of 
ignorance .that God winked at. There 
is room, to'erefote, for progress and im- 
provemenbin thè. orthodox theology. 
There is ftlso .great need of change in 
,the creéds .fn o^er that the essence of. 
truth may be preserved. And théologie 
science caiihot be perfected by one 
change nor by many; but will need fre
quent renewals of its creed-statements 
as the human race advances.

But believing its creeds to be infalli
ble, and that everything contrary there
to Is dangerous error, orthodoxy con
ceives it to be its high calling to guard 
its creeds with a flaming sword, and 
suppress every’other form of doctrine, 
lest-the truth committed to its keeping 
should suffer thereby. Accordingly its 
constant effort is to prevent freedom of 
thought, of investigation, and of discus
sion among its adherents. It prescribes 
for them all. young and old, what they 
shall read, what they shall think and 
believe, and proscribes everything else. 
The aims of all its theological teaching 
is to indoctrinate the pupil, and fortify 
him In a peculiar mod.e of belief; rather 
than to make'him a student and 'a 
lover of the truth wherever it exists. 
What would be thought of a school of 
medicine in which the professors aimed 
to convince'the student that the exist
ing modes of treatment admitted of no 
improvement, or of a school of natural 
science which tréated the discovery of 
new facts as a fault? But theology,— 
in Rb propét nature the noblest and uni
versal of the sciences, the child of lib
erty, the lover of all truth, the leader of 
the human race—“theology has been 
manacled and guarded, and the first and 
last injunction to its votaries has been 
to stand aside.”

One reason for the opposition of or
thodoxy to liberty is the danger of its 
abuse. This danger equally besets all 
liberty. The right use of personal free
dom is probably the most difficult of all 
things to learn. It is not merely that 
men are liable to abuse it, but that mul
titudes are certain to do so. But we do 
not therefore oppose civil liberty and 
advocate despotism, as the only means 
of preventing abuse. We believe it is 
better to have liberty notwithstanding 
the great perils attending it.

So In religions'matters, there is great 
* danger of an extréme use of the right of 

private judgment. But it does not fol
low that men shóùld be deprived of re
ligious liberty for fear they will abuse 

■ it. They must father be taught that it 
is theirs of right, as a gift of God; that 

■ they are accountable to him for the use 
they make .mt it, and may not therefore 
abuse it wfrn~ltnpnnlty! Admitted that 
many will ¡ruin themselves by abusing 
their liberty? yet. there can be no doubt 

' that more would Jie ruined by an intol
erance that Jprlveá them out of the 
church inttcS hatred ' of all religious

1 truth. j! ¡
Orthodoxrcainmt keep men from 

thinking, not} can. it keep the thinker 
within the .prescnbed limits.. Mind is 

‘ inhereutly 'iree. “It cannot be chained, 
; nor kept irfgnorance of its liberty. 
1 Sooner or later men will find out that 
' they have‘an inmenable right to free- 
’ dom. The quèstlOTi là, shall orthodoxy 
' recognize their freedom and’ encourage 

it by makingj thmw feel that'.Christian
ity, the great liberator ofy mankind, is 

! not the énemy, but; the friend and fos
ter-mother'of I; freedom, and thereby 
hold them under its influence, where it 
can teach them how to use their liberty 
temperately, reverently, in the fear and 
service of God? r

Or shall orthodoxy continue to teach 
■ men that free thought-and investigation 
i. are wicked, andr lead to hell, and. that if 
- they persist in tho exercise .of theif 
' liberty they must be turned out of the' 
- church, and deprived of its.sympathy 
i and help ; and thus force them into op- 
, position to'Christianity, and- à hatred of 

the very name of orthodoxy as a syn- 
• onym -foñ.b'omiagé? 'If so, the. result 
■ will be impious^ defiance instead of rev?. 
’ erence,'contempt 'instead of investiga- 
: lion, license instead ot liberty' añd ut-

To the Officers, Professors, Teachers 
and Students of the Morris Pratt Insti
tute, Whitewater, Wls.—Dearly Be
loved Friends:—Your very appreciative 
and fraternal article publlslied In the 
current numbers of the Spiritualistic 
press has been read by me with a joy
ful apd grateful heart: Joyful that you 
have during my recent visits to deliver 
lessons in Higher Psychology to the 
students and teachers in the Morris 
Pratt Institute manifested, more and 
more, your appreciation of my work as 
an Instrument of the unseen ones, and 
have, personally, made me feel the true 
friendship and fraternity, the cordial 
greetings and kindest hospitality and 
earnest enthusiasm ever accorded to 
co-workers in a great cause; grateful 
that my busy life has been spared these 
many years to bear forward the work 
assigned me when a child; and that I 
have been privileged to be thus chosen 
to do such work as has been recently 
performed through me in your midst 
and which is so warmly appreciated by 
you.

When I consider the scope and grand
eur of our beautiful philosophy and its 
sublime mastery over every depart
ment of the mind, as dominated by the 
spirit—the soul—I rejoice in a school 
that enables students, teachers, and 
professors to meet on a higher plane of 
education than that usually offered in 
the academies and universities of our 
land. For not only is true psychology 
(knowledge of the Soul and Spirit) not 
taught in other schools, but that which 
passes as “psychology”—recently in
troduced—is but physical, or at best 
mental philosophy.

The introduction into the class 
room—and I trust into the curriculum— 
of the Morris Pratt Institute, of every 
phase of training in higher thought and 
Psychological truth is a step In the 
right direction and an example to other 
institutions.

I wish it were tn my power to ex
press how much I value the work of the 
president, the principal and all the 
workers in the Institute for the work 
already done there, and for the untiring 
and unselfish zeal with which all con
nected with the school, whom I met in 
my recent five visits, have borne for
ward their work.

I bespeak, for the future sessions of 
the school an ever-increasing interest 
on the part of the Spiritualistic public 
in sustaining with pupils, subscrip
tions, and endowments, a school so ad
mirably conducted and so well founded 
In the principles of a correct and liberal 
education.

Hoping to be with you again In form, 
as I am ever one In the spirit of your 
work,I remain, ever sincerely and fra
ternally yours,

CORA L. V. RICHMOND,

Annual Convention of the Morris Pratt 
Institute Association.

The third annual convention of the 
Morris Pratt Institute Association will 
meet June 3, 1905, In the Institute 
building, in Whitewater, Wls., at 2 
o’clock, p. m.

Members of the association and 
friends who are Interested in its wel
fare, should, if possible, be present. 
There is much to be done in this con
vention. By-laws are to be adopted, 
the constitution to be amended to allow 
the convention to be called at a more 
convenient time and earlier In the 
week. Other important matters rela-. 
five to the work, the workers in and 
out of the house, the best methods to 
be pursued, etc., must be considered— 
all of which should be a matter of per
sonal interest to the members of the 
association.

After three years of experience, the 
officers are in a position to-suggest such 
changes as they deenf advisable for 
the good of the school.

It Is sincerely hoped there will be a 
good attendance. Remember the date, 
June 3, at 2 p. m.

CLARA L. STEWART, 
, Secretary.

GUILTY AS CHARGED.

That Is the Opinion of Dr. Eastman.

In reviewing the Winans case, Mr. 
Dunn has presented a masterly article, 
and given it the view one would natu
rally expect from a legal man. He has 
presented the case, as it were, in the 
form of a brief, in defense of his client, 
and in considering tho same, it would 
only be fair to do so on the same lines.

First of all, Mr. Dunn admits that Wi
nans uses paraphernalia, but the ques
tion at stake is: Was he conscious 
when the same was used? If he was 
conscious, Mr. Dunn admits that he is 
guilty, and that there is no punishment 
too great for him, whereas if he was un
conscious, which he believes to have 
been the condition, he was not guilty of 
fraud, and is being innocently perse
cuted,

The case then hinges on whether Wi
nans was or was not conscious of what 
he was doing, and comes under the le
gal head Of involuntary commitment of 
crime.

The involuntary commitment of an il
legal act, does not make the defendant 
any the less amenable to the law. .Le
gal libraries are full of reports of such 
cases—some instances where the pun
ishment has keen severe. However, 
let us grant that Winans may have 
been unconscious of what was transpir
ing when attired in those garments, 
whether conscious or unconscious, he 
knew the paraphernalia was there, had 
it ready to use and VOLUNTARILY 
gave himself up for-.their use, and is 
therefore gdilty as charged.

DR. E. H. EASTMAN.
Hot Springs, Ark. ~

Insanity or Obsession, and its Remedy 
Whatever the Difficulty or Disease 
Human Treatment Is Required.
One of the great, if not the greatest 

problem of tl;e age, is the constant in
crease in the number of victim's to the 
malady termed insanity and the al
most utter- failure to restore them, and 
yet we know the day is past to say, “Ye I 
are all physicians of no value,” because 
the records prove at least some facts, 
and that the different treatments in 
vogue have not always been in vain; 
still there are too many cases of in
sanity under protracted treatment, 
which bailie the skill and efforts of the 
most expert, and why? Is it not be- 
liaps, because the diagnose failed to re
veal the cause, and so the patient is 
subjected to the wrong treatment?

Physical ailments may readily yield 
to physical treatment; mental ailments 
to mental treatment, and so may spir
itual ailments yield to spiritual treat
ment, and while the materialist may 
be very successful in treating his pa
tient for physical ailment, he may be ot 
little or no help to the mental sufferer, 
and worse than useless for the spirit
ual one.

On the other hand, mental and spir
itual treatment may utterly fail to re
store a patient from a physical ailment, 
while the mental or spiritual sufferer 
may be speedily and most thoroughly 
relieved by mental or spiritual treat
ment.

The astonishing results and undlsput- 
able facts of numerous healings of in
sanity is partly revealed In the experi
ence of obsessions by Dr. Karl Wick
land and brought out in an Interview 
with Dr. Funk, of New York, should be 
looked Into, and set the minds of men 
thinking especially in those of authori
ty over Insane Asylums throughout the 
world.

It should be borne in mind that Dr. 
Wickland 1b not a novice in this noble 
work, nor stands he isolated in the 
same; foremost of all in the field Is Dr. 
J. M. Peebles, of Battle Creek, Mich.; 
then Dr. Lester Lane, of Boston, Mass.; 
Dr. KimbalJ of Maine.; Mrs. M. Bergen 
Brown of Morgan Hill, Cal.; Dr. W. 
Yates, now of Madison, Wis.; and many 
other spiritually gifted, and who know 
and are ready to prove that insanity, 
so-called, is in most cases simply, ob
session by spirit Influences which lie 
beyond the grasp and comprehension of 
the mere materialist.

The over-crowded condition of asy
lums, poorhouses and penitentiaries is 
alarming in the extreme, and should 
incite the proper authorities to study 
its real causes, not alone from a mate
rial point of view, which is well enough 
to furnish data and statistics on econ
omy, sociology and criminology, but 
fails to find the root of the evil, or its 
remedy, unless Its spiritual base, the 
foundation of all material, is reached, 
which, by the way, is the most dum- 
founding conundrum to the materialist, 
the belated scientist, the premature 
critic, and to the many misfits in the
ology. Only such men and women as 
mentioned previously, endowed with 
rare gifts mental, physical apd spirit
ual, whose integrity of heart is only 
excelled by their love and devotion for 
a suffering humanity, have found and 
are fit to apply the remedy.

But what about the Apostles, the first 
or last, and.all the rest of the disciples? 
Has the Man of Nazareth died in vain? 
Did He not teach them to heal the sick 
and to cast out demons? Have they all 
forsaken Him and worship Mammon? 
Even Dr. Dowie, who had boasted of 
having more healings in his Zion than 
were at Jesus’ time done in all Pales
tine, refused a poor but obsessed wo
man in his presence!—The venerable 
Dr. Peebles has been instrumental in 
restoring many hundreds of such af
flicted, yet lays no claim to any pre
sumptive titles nor masquerades about 
in gaudy gown like a circus clown in 
an educated bonnet.

Multimillionaire philanthropists, like 
Mr. Rockefeller, Carnegie and others, 
have done much, especially for the edu
cation of many, yet the ever-increasing 
stream of unfortunates into public 
places of refuge,' correction and re
straint is unabated, and will eventually 
swell into a tidal wave- destined to 
swamp with destructive force its feeble 
banks.

Yet there is hope when no delay. 
What is at present immensely more 
needed than Libraries, is Sanitariums 
in all principal cities, with men and 
women at the helm who are blessed 
with the necessary gifts of the spirit, 
and able not only to deliver the ob
sessed from the torments of undevel
oped, earth-bound and unfortunate spir
its, but to bring them to a better un
derstanding of their destiny, and to in
duce them to work out their own sal
vation as missionaries among their own 
on both sides of the divide, which is 
often most cheerfully done in a sense 
of profound gratitude. Vice, crime, 
poverty and insanity would soon cease 
its abnormal proportions and dwindle 
down to its proper minimum and Anal

Heard I not an angel sighing? f
Or perhaps, she lightly wept. /

And fl silver star was gleaming, / 
Strangely in my room it crept. (

On the east and Western pendants f, 
Hung two scales of measured size?

Two words shone in the darkness—f I
“Brotherhood," and “Equalize." ' । 

“Angel, thou didst come from heaveni
What mean these words and balanced 

scales?” - ,
Answer came, as opening flowers: j 

“Minus these, all justice falls." ; 1 
Slow her snowy wings she lifted,

Transformed the air to lustrous gold. 
"See,” she said, “the yellow metal?

For this, our human lives are sold.”
“This," she said, “you’ve made your 

idol,
You’re worshiping a golden god; 

But work and wealth will be united,
Both must pass beneath the rod.

White slaves no more shall kneel to 
masters.

Poverty’s bell no more shall ring;
Dark age of mammon’s reign' will van

ish,
And none will crouch before that/ 

king."
The golden light solttly faded, / 

Flames ascended of blood-red hue.' 
"Hark, you people, living mortals, '

Would you Christ’s great work 
undo?”

Fell the scales from trembling star- 
beams,

"Conditions broken here,—behold! 
Symbols of sacrificial blood-streams

Flowing over beds of gold."
Came the words with holy sadness 

From the lips of the angel fair, 
Then the blood-streams turned to dark

ness,
The bitter darkness of Despair.

She pressed her hand on her bosom,., 
Showed a heart of broken light;

Piece by piece she joined the frag
ments,

Saying: "Thus shall all unite.”
“Beauteous angel, why these symbols, 

Why these words of mystic worth?
Why hast thou from heaven descended, 

Back again to dismal earth?"
She said, with accents firm yet tender: 

"There is so much for me to do;
The poor must have a strong defender 

Tho rich must hear the message, to</.
"God has waited long and loving. 

Waited for some potent sign
For the heart of man to open, 

And receive his Word divine.
Wondrous powers he gave his people!, 

Gave them heaven, in trust, or- 
sooth;

The world Ho gave to all created, 
For brotherhood, and right, and truth.

"Ho gave to man, progressive wisdonu ’ 
Universal love-to claim;

And breathed on all living mortals 4 
His own. eternal, holy name. / 

He gave the moon the nights to lightom, 
The stars he save, and kept not or e;

Not life to burden, but to brighten, 
He gave the wondrous, central sun.

" 'Twas not enough," said the anfrel, 
weeping,

Man asked still more of God (Su
preme. (

Then He gave all in all He cherished— 
The son of man—the Nazarene.

But man is selfish and coldly thankless, 
Oblivious to the strength of giving.

God taught life’s most essential Law- 
Equality, to each one living.

“Justice and peace to all mankind 
Can be achieved without dismay;

Love’s sweet embrace circling all, 
Witli Reason’s torch to light the way.

The strength of all is Unity, .
Soul of freedom—faith of lover;

Not heaps of gold for pampered pride, 
But true wealth—sharing with each 

other.” .
Fell these words from the 

angel,
“Hear me,” she said, “I 

you;
Listen: All this gold, and

fe

4

lips of tho

plead

blood.
darkness

Will be changed to life anew. 
And e’en cold doubt—man's ruling 

sion—
Doubting his God and fellow-men

for ( 
i

and '

pas-

Will be no more, for wealth and labor \ 
Will be written: ‘Brotherhood,’ with 

mighty pen.”
The heavenly vision slowly vanished.

Leaving the world In wondrous light;
United in Freedom—united in’Power— 

Proving the truth: "Equalitv is 
Might!"

In all tlie scenes of the world’s great 
staging,

Will be heard the soft voice of re-
turning dove;

On mother earth’s bosom, God’s law
will be chiseled:

"Equality is Justice, Peace and
Love."

LAURA M. HYLAND.
Ocean Park, Cal. ’

extinction.
Chicago, Ill. G. A. WOLTER.

ter recklessness Instead'of the fruits of 
a holy life. ' '

The church hrs no right to drive men 
from, its altars by intolerance, for in so 
doing it loses its power to benefit them. 
The church was not established to de
prive men of their liberty, but-to teach 
them how to usé it. But in order that 
men may know how to use it rightly 
they must have it It is only by the 
possession and exercise of liberty that 
men can learn its.proper use. It is; 
th erefore the duty of Protestantism to- 
win men to its altars and keep them 
there, by guaranteeing perfect freedom 
of thought and conscience, that it may 
be able to benefit thèm, and guide them 
out of their doubts into a higher faith 
beyond. ’ -

INDUCE
Your-NelghbifF to Subscribe for .The 
< - ; Progressive Thinker; ■

¿Now-is.the time to extend .the circula
tion of The. Ptogressj’e- Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should, be 
familiar. -No other paper -published on 
thia -flarth- CGHtfiiiiB finch Tnst uiount 
of matter no well adapted to cnrtch the 
mind; .Send, in a eubbortotlon now.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
The Ohio State Spiritualists Associa

tion convention will be held May 26, 27 
and 28, at Ashtabula, Ohio. We are 
certain to have one of the best conven
tions ever held in Ohio. We shall have 
our programs completed next week. 
Among the talent already engaged and 
those yet to hear from, are Mr. George 
B. Warne, president of the Illinois State 
Spiritualists Association, and Laura G. 
Fixen, vice-president of the same; Liz
zie Harlow, F. D. Dunak'in, Anna E. 
Baird and Elizabeth Schauss.

We wish to extend to all mediums 
and Speakers of Ohio and our sister 
states a most cordial invitation to .at
tend the convention.

The Ashtabula society and citizens 
know just how to entertain the conven
tion. Their society is one of the ban,- 
ner societies of the state, constantly 
adding to its membership. All dele
gates will be entertained during the 
convention by the Ashtabula Society 
members, urging that all societies send 
their delegates.
• To all members ot the O. S. A. Board 
I wish to give notice; that there will be 
a board meeting, Thursday evening, 
May 25, at Ashtabula, Ohio.

MRS. CARRIE FIRTH CURRAN, 
Président O. S. A.

- FOURTH ANNUAL MEEETING.
’ The State Spiritualist Association ot 

Kansas will hold its fourth annual con
vention in Topeka, June 1, 2, 3 and 4, 
1905, at 'Security. Hall Seventh and 
Kansas aYe.; meetings each day nt 3 
and 8 o’clock p. m. All local societies 
áre urged to have delegates at this con-, 
vention. Good speakers and mediums 
will belin attendance.. All out of town 
visitors made welcome.

A. SCOTT BLEDSOE.
“Beyond the Vali.” A Sequel to 

“Rending tho Vali.” Being a compila- 
tlon, with notes and: explanations,' of 
narratlons and illustratlons of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations;- setting up a 
scientific and personal : verification of 
vWlmt -We Shall Be,” and a code of 
éthlcs, requisite toRhe most speedy re
alization of; tho highest ,nnd purest fm 
lielty attainable. In the future life. -A 
very remarkable book. Large, octavo.'! 
£00 pages. Price. §1.75. '

Woman Suffrage in the Philippines.
The census of the Philippines has 

now been concluded, and it is to be the 
basis for the establishment of a legisla
ture in the islands which shall convene 
two years hence. Who are to vote for 
the members of that legislature, and 
who are to be entitled to seats in that 
body?

During the spring of 1902 the United 
States Senate Philippine commission 
summoned before it a number of per
sons competent to give expert testi
mony as to conditions existing in those 
islands. Among them was Judge Will
iam H. Taft, at that time Governor of 
the Philippines, and he spoke with high
er authority than was possible for any 
other person. Governor Taft said to 
this committee: .

“The fabt is that, not only among the“, -y 
Tagalogs, but also among the Christian ’ 
Filipinos, the woman is the active man
ager of the family, so if you expect to 
confer political power on the Filipinos, 
.it ought to be given to the women.”

Another witness summoned was 
Archbishop Nozaleda, who had been 
actively connected with the Catholic 
church in the Islands tor twenty-six 
years and archbishop since 1889. He 
testified as follows:

"The woman is better than the man 
in every way—in intelligence, in virtue, 
in labor—and a great deal more eco
nomical. She is very much given to 
trade and to trafficking. If any rights 
and privileges are to be given to the 
natives, do not give them to the men, 
but to the women.”

There has been a great deal of siml- *■ 
lar testimony from correspondents and, 
others who have studied personally the' 
conditions existing in the Philippines,- 
air uniting in the opinion that tho wo
men in general are superior -to the men 
in general. The ebnsus which has just 
been taken shows the proportion of .wo
men engaged in gainful-occupations to ■ 
be double that in the United States. It 
will be an outrage.if these women are 
denied all representation In their gov
ernment and-arbitrarily relegated to a > 
position inferior to any they have ever- 
before occupied, but'it is an outrage 
which the Congress of the United-., 
States is quitecapableof committing— 
Ida Husted Harper in Indianapolis 
News.

- ---------- 1 ------- --------- -,
- “Handy vElsetrlcal- Dlctlotiary.” æ 
prncticnl.4mnöbook>.otreference, eon.' - 
tâlhtng -definitions of every used eleo ' 
tricar term or phrase. Frico $L
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O
soul could only expresg^B animal monsters preying tality—of the Pagan—so-called—Seneca? Can you
on each other iu slgaHo^seas and dense tropical for- measure in your, day the brilliance of the inspiration 
ests; the animal propensities gather op the soul plane and its effect on the civilization of the Augustinian 
of expression and twill Sfijpresent. theinaelves in the age? Can yoii.measure today the effect of the revived 
grand light and glbry’flf the evolution of soul con- of classical and artistic art and learning in the mid- 
sciousncss in expejjlence^nd in its general expression, 
and with the realisations of this there will come the

RESTORES EYESIGHT.
’¡A “ecture by the Guides of Mr. 3. Clegg Wright, The poets are inspired, inventoi's, historians, ora- 
j \ Before the First Association of Spiritualists, Wash- tors, generals of armies, mechanics, adventurers, fath- 
V I ington, D. 0., Sunday Morning, April 23,1905-Re- ers mothers, children all men in their ratio of 
j i senmbihty are inspired first by the soul manifesting

in the organization, ponseiousness itself is a per
sonal function manifesting in the organization, and - ...
sbmetimes the soul's consciousness will carry the jnai propensities ofitconi. .
characteristics of the physical personality-on to the lessened in the instinctive constitution of the person- 
subjective side and the outward mind in man will not 
be conscious of the manifestation, and the personality 
of the man will manifest on the spiritual plane.

The soul has the power to'manifest its personalities 
on planes of sympathy" where the relativities of psy- 

  ______ ____chical. and etheric forces balance, so that you raise 
iwiiat their methods before "we were able to be con- your conception of man personal to the plane that the 

" - ’ - ‘____________________ 'power of the soul—a great master workman-rcan „ ■ . ... , , , -------- »»
liUDille its personalities and inspire according to tlie states of expression it jnust bring with it its personal- been the history of the United States of America it

' t Ventu^ thex^elJJJ

J ! ported Expressly for The Progressive Thinker, by 
' ( ¡Walter P. Williams. ■
' I (Mr, F. A. Wood, president of the society, said:
' 'A little more than half a centqry ago the door be- 

JtWeen the seen and the unseen world began tq be 
opened more widely, making it possible for minister
ing spirits and teachers to come to mortals; now, if it 
be practicable this morning, will the Intelligence who 
¡wishes to use the medium tell us something of what 
¡was the work of these ministers and teachers and

epoch looked for ite>tho;fearliest ideals—in the ideals 
of Christianity wkfei plaice and love shall sit in the 
sanctuary of humiij, consciousness, when the low ani- 

iflict and destruction shall be

die ages? Can apy mart measure the magnitude and 
force of the artistic inspiration that came from the 
spirit world in the force of character and life of Lo
renzo de Medici? Is it possible at this time of the 
day to measure the effect of the wars of the crusades? 
Going farther back, can you measure the force of in
spiration that was at the back of Charles Martel when 
he rolled back the Mohammedan invasion of Europe?

tetacfes a Thing of the Past
“Actio».“ ■ Marvelous Discovery Tint Cures AO 

Afflictions of the Eye »nd Ear Without
- Cutting or Drugging. —'

Kcious of them as a factor in the world’s progress?
The entranced medium responded as follows:

ality of man. Th^Se instincts of man are instincts;
they are in man be£awte(the soul brought them from _______ __________ _ _______ _____ ,_________
prior experiences jn.-itsaicontact with' nature, in its tory. But for the sword blade of Charles Martel you 
power of expression; so that instinct is that power un- would have been a Mohammedan; Christianity would 
der the threshold of udiiheiousness which is not fin- have been obliterated from the'face of Europe. How 
larged by experience'nor diminished by inactivity, -

A sword-blat[e saved you—almost an .accident iu his-

would have been a Mohammedan ; Christianity would

Instinct is not progressive, it is the product of person
ality and hence in the touch of the soul on material

different would it have been-in the history of the 
United States of America if the brilliant Lee had been
victorious at Gettysburg; how different would have

lion, I will strive to detain you while elucidating the Now. tlie poets of all ages are inspired by the soul an instinct ot consciousness! Generation atter gener- genius of Abraham Lincoln not seen on earth? 
.problem presented lly your worthy representative. It and the spiritual sphere. By the “spiritual sphere” ation it caused the soul to make the highest pleasure mighty co-ordinating inspirations of the spiritual 
is impossible for any mind in the mortal confinement I mean souls independent of actual physical represen- jn animal existence the function of procreation before world in generation sent these men, for verily heaven 
of capability to have the slightest conception of the tation. There is a world of consciousness not ex- could attain to the. beautiful instinct of mother can make a man when man needs that man.
¿ature of the relationship existing between myself as pressing in matter states directly by personation; that Jove, qnd even to:day the struggle goes on. Mother epoch man is sent, and through the inspirations of

Tliare is no need tor cutting, drugging or 
probing the eye tor nny form ot disease, for u 
new Bystem ot treating afflictions ot the eye has 

been discovered whereby 
all torturous and barbar
ous methods arc eliminat
ed. Thore Is no risk or ex- 

? perlmentlng, as thousands 
ot people have been cured! 
of blindness, falling eye
sight, cataracts, granulat
ed lids and other affliction» 

of the eye through this grand discovery, when 
eminent oculists termed the cases Incurable. 
Below wo print extracts from testimonials 
such us arc received by us dally.

Mr. A. O. T. Pennington, special agent Mutual 
Benellt Life Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo., 
writes: “Having used Actlna for several years. 
I cheerfully recommend it for the cure of.eyo, 
ear and throat affections. It cured my mother 
of cataracts."

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: “I am 
73 years old. I was so blind I could only know 
persons by their voices. Aitor using Actinal 
can now thread a needle without glasses."

Rev. W, C. Goodwin, Moline, Kan., writes: 
“My honest opinion of Actins Is that it Is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries ot the age. 
It cured my eyes, und cured my wife of asth
ma."

Hundreds of other testimonials can be sent 
on application. "Actlna" Is purely a homa 
treatment and self-administered by the patient, 
and is soul on trial postpaid. If you will send 
your name and address to the Rew York aud 
London Electric Association. Dept 3r.’B.92U Wal- 
nut St., Kansas City. Mo., you will receive ab
solutely free a valuable book, Professor Wil
son’s Treatise on the Eye aud on Disease in 
General,

is, there are souls in the spiritual world that are not

impossible, but take the literature of India. The

In the World Celestial

The Boy Medium’s Methods Exposed
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Elizabeth Towne. Gives a clear
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This young man is not yet 17 years 
Bi age, but has been before the public 
for some time, claiming to do marvels ■ - ’ ” — -V-- A -1-A_-- _!x

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skinand Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address * 

DR. BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

A. P. A;»AL
Itela ot ina American ProtecUve Assocl&Uon. 
A’ hook tor all natrlotlc American clUzous. .
Friso, 15 conta, or tiro ter K centi. ■ —1 • ’

ft Is Accomplished Before a Large 
j-, dience—He Is Driven From the Stage 
I! by a Well-Known Man Who Detects 
f and Traps the Youth.

The

i! ■* for some time, claiming iu uu mai.eio 
Jh the way of “independent slate writ-

r

nature of the relationship existing between myself as 
a conscious entity and the medium articulating for 
ine. I wish-1 might be to you, for the purpose of this row related to any bodily organization, and they on 

the plane of soul can sympathetically and consciously 
correlate. The correlation in this state is more per
fect than any personal correlation you can make even 
in the trance consciousness. The development of the 
elemental power of clairvoyant consciousness puts the 
personalities of the soul on the spiritual plane in a 
closer relationship than that soul through its person
alities can have with man and his states.

So in the development of inspiration from the soul 
incarnate, expressing in the body, a large field of in-, 
spiration can be touched and details of life and work 
can come under the potency of this inspiration. 
Now, in all ages of the world, ¿nd since man came 
there has been what you call a poetic power. What 
is a “poetic power”? Poetry, with the expression 
of the ideal in feeling, in passion, in. perception 6f ex
ternal nature, in the perception of historical se
quence or time, for the concept of time is a great field 
for poetic inspiration, for the deductive capabilities 
in the attributes of the ideal of poetry come in so that 
we may summarize the poetic power' as the faculty of 
inspired and realized ideality.

fiation, a co-ordjnating manifestation with matter un- In all ages of the world this inspiration has bfeen 
aer the conditions and expression then existing. The' manifest. To make any review at this time would be 
spiritual world in its elemental relationship direct

[elucidation, just an intelligent voice. •
There never does begin, in the processes of natural 

co-ordination, any new principle of relativity. In 
3848 no new spiritual law came into existence and no 
new stratum of intellectual power and activity came 
to man. There was no organic change in the consti
tution of man. For the convenience of historic refer
ence to certain abnormal manifestations of intelligent 
force, you speak of 1848 as the epoch year of Modern 
Spiritualism, but in truth it was not the beginning of 
any new process, of any new manifestation in spirit
ual relativity to mankind or to the general phenomena 
¡of nature.

To elucidate the true relationship between-the ac
tivities of mortal life and the mental and spiritual ca
pabilities of consciousness in the spiritual world will 
necessarily lead me into the field of definition. The 
'personality that survives death is certainly a persist
ent and a great personality, and has been surviving 

’death from the very period when life began to mani
fest in cosmic energy, for, however elemental the 
manifestation of life may be, it is a spiritual manifes-

with man is an inspirational relationship, and the ex
pression is confined to those faculties of the mipd 
which are the most powerful, whether those faeul- 

\tics which are the most powerful are closely related to 
(the generative or to the vegetable side of soul activ
ity, for I would call those faculties of the mind which 
lie below the floor of consciousness the vegetable .or 
generative forces of the mind. Inspiration can touch 
.these faculties.
I (inspiration can touch another set of faculties which 
Rre sentimental in character, not thought-creating 
facilities, but impulses in consciousness. There can 
be pn inspiration of this plane of feeling. The per
ceptive powers can be intensified and quickened into 
great energy by co-relation with spiritual force. The 
intellectual powers pure and simple can be intensified 
under the influence of spiritual power and the intui
tive faculties are those faculties which lie nearer to 
the consciodsness of the soul than the inductive and 
deductive powers of the mind, for the soul has a con
sciousness larger in its field of action, in its phenome
nal reach and in its clairvoyant concepts, than rea
son. I havç no terms to describe a consciousness that 
is above reason. The soul has a consciousness above 
reason and the mind expressed in brain organization

field of philosophical and religions inspiration has 
been very large, and, philosophically, the inspiration 
has tried to reach the genesis of causation. In thy 
Hebrew cult, some of the finest inspiration that ever 
came to the human brain, you have the sublime ideal
ity of some of the writers of the Psalms; philosophic
ally imperfect but poetically beautiful; the grasp of 
ideality in the inspiration of Isaiah; the tragic and 
sublime sensibility of Jeremiah almost makes you feel 
that Thomas Moore, the Irish poet, stood in harmoni
ous relativity with the plaintive patriotism o£ Jere
miah. The inspiration of Homer, majestically gath
ering the phenomena of the dramatic ardor of his 
ideality from time relativity rises to the grasping of 
nature and presents the operations and forces of na- 
ture in the carnal personalities of gods and heroes.

A Babylonian poet gave to you the tragic and mag
nificent didactic poem of Job. You see in the person
ality of Job the creative ideality—force represented 
in the operations of nature—at a time when the state 
of mental honor in man met in causation the moral at 
tributes that passed judgment in good and evil. The 
ethics of the abstract had two forms, and so in that in-, 
spiration the philosophical thought is carried, but the
ideal is an inspirational epic, and so down the ages, 
the spiritual world correlating with the soul has been 
inspiring the human race.'

Up till this stage, and for a little while yet, the god
1 T\fnKirill h/i Hio lYnrl nF o/hronninrr nivil irrof inn • iF

I is but a limited expression of the consciousness of the 
soul. It is a personal consciousness, this eonscious-

) Bess of the brain life, and that is then the first field of .
inspiration when the soul is the inspirer of the mind, of Mars will be the God of advancing civilization; it 
This inspiration is closely related to_all those mental will be Thor as divinity for a while yet; the force of 
phenomena which lie in the general social, intellectual nature will be military because the attributes of the 
fend philosophical activities of men. soul’s personalities are manifesting in time when the

f It Is with great sorrow that we admit 
: to our columns this exposure of the 
methods of this young man Baker. 
Gifted In many ways, it Is too bad, that 
he should resort to deception. An ex
posure of the boy at Smithville, Texas, 
pame to this office, but we refused to 
publish it then, desiring to wait for fur
ther evidence, which has now come 
from Los Angeles, Cal., and seems to be 
complete in all respects. We have pub
lished many favorable reports of this 
boy, and it was with feelings of deep re
gret that we have heard of the decep- 
ipion he practiced in Texas and Cali
fornia.

BOY MEDIUM EXPOSED.

■ "Prof.” M. Baker, the “boy medium," 
■who has been electrifying a trusting 
public from one end of the country to 
the other with his alleged wonderful 
psychic powers, came to grief last 
night, falling an easy victim to a party 
of fraud hunters that had been lying in 
wait to show up his methods.

Ing.” He assumes power to receive 
i messages from beyond the grave, 
bringing back departed relatives at so 
much per head for anybody willing to 
pay the price.

The youthful “professor" reached Los
Ahgeles a short time ago and was car- 

, rylng on his mysterious slate-writing 
1 apparently without opposition from any 

• ¡ source, while ihe gullibles were voting 
.■ him a marvel. He had spoken before 

the Truthseekers' Society at Burbank 
hall, and was to appear there again 
night. A large audience turned out to 
see his .slate-writing,, and the 5fraud 

. hunters.: t?;ere there, .although? the .boy.
paedlum was blissfully ignorant of their, 
purpose.
■ : When the time arrived for ’Baker to 
lippear everybody was on tiptoe oÇ.ex- 

.Jpectancy.’ - ’
■ The lights were turned low .and . the 
audience was requested to examine'the 

, plates, which were held in the hands 
oft the operator, but must not be 
touched. Then the medium ? and an
other man mounted the’rostrum and 
Bt6od each holding onto oné end ol thé 
pile of slates. The medium quaked, ■ 

■ groaned,' wiped a bit bf Hmàglnary 'per
spiration from' the mape ot 'his-neck— 

,J pud the buéiness was done. “You can
»«■ ’see,” he remarked, “under, what a 

, terrible strain I have been.” Then the 
, ' Blates were opened, and behold, the 

J ¡writing.
L -Names wore signed to the messages, 

lûld the boy medium encouraged bis I 
« audience to recognize what loving

' iriends hAd sent, but there was no1 re>-|

spouse. Nobody claimed the tes®: 1
Exposure of Fraud.

When Baker had finished, Robert T. 
Hale, well known as a business man in 
Los Angeles, advanced and took the 
boy’s breath quite awiy with one of the 
most sensational exposes that ever 
have been made in the Interest of driv
ing frauds from Los Angeles.

“Little boy," said Mr. Hale, “hold up 
your hand here before this audience; 
confess that you are an unmitigated 
fake, then turn over a new leaf, be a 
good child and grow up to be an honest 
man.”

Baker was non-plussed and paced 
back and forth while Mr. Hale contin
ued to unfold the carefully-laid plan by 
which the youth liad been trapped. In 
the first place, he stated that he had 
been able to overhear a conversation in 
which Baker had acknowledged, the 
methods used by him for deceiving the 
people, and being convinced from the 
boy’s own words that he was a fraud, 
Mr. Hale had employed the services of 
a detective.

This is not Mr. Hale’s first experi
ence with the fakers which abound in 
Los Angeles and other parts of the 
country, and he -has learned many of 
their secret signs. One of these, the 
sign of recognition, exchanged between 
strangers, he had given to the detec
tives, and with it the officer trapped 
Baker. Passing the sign, the detective 
drew the boy into conversation and of
fered to give him a list of stock tests, 
such as are exchanged among the 
fakers, and bestowed for cash consider
ation upon a visiting “medium,”' who 
intends to show his powers in a com
munity where it is understood that he 
has no acquaintances and therefore 
cannot know the life Stories of the peo
ple before him.

Bogus “Tests" Sold.
The boy medium was looking for 

these same stock tests; in. fact, he 
could not do business without them, 
and he caught eagerly at thé bait, going 
with the detective'to a neighboring ho
tel and receiving the information-which 
he desired about the gullibles who 
would,'no doubt, be at last night's- 
meetiags. ,

The'“tests,” however,..were all flcti- 
tious and not in any casé "hear the 
truths Besides this, the detective took 
the précaution to keep ..a. type-written 
copy of what he had glveh out 
■ This copy Mr. Hale proceeded v. to 
read, showing that in substance ' It 
was the same as the tests oh the slates. 
He also read for the edification of his 
hearers an agreement which Baker had’ 
signed,'saying that he would not ext 
charige-wlth non-members.of the "S. E. 
A. P. F,” any of :tbé ¡tests, received. 
This “S- E-. A. F., F.;" it should: bé ex
plained, was supposed to he a California 
association which the boy medium- had 
not known before, but¡.which he'recog- 
nized as-an.5>rder of ]¿s,&wn kind. In: 
reality thé letters/set-d<wn in a spirit 
of merriment by the falce'Kunters; stand 
for, "Southern Educational.'Association 
of Professional Fakers.” \ . • . ' .

There was almost a panic in the hall 
when Mr. Hale had finished, and every
body wanted the method of the slate- 
wrltlng shown up. This was under
taken and explained to the satisfaction 
of many, although the boy and his 
mother, who was with, him, sought fran
tically to prevent the complete expos
ure.

How Trick Is Done. ।
When the slates were laid upon the 

table they were placed on a black cloth 
and as one after another was raised, 
the cloth was folded up gradually and 
finally removed entirely. The actual 
process, as seen by persons near the 
table who were on the alert, was this: 
The slates were covered with silica 
slabs, which is thia and slate colored 
and cannot easily be detected In a dim
ly lighted room. Under the silica was 
the writing already prepared, and after 
the audience had made its examination, 
the slate being held up by the medium, 
for that purpose, they were laid upon 
the cloth, the silica dropped down and 
the cloth folded over it.

"The satchel, the satchel! We want 
to see its contents!" came from every 
part of the room, but the boy medium 
made a dive for the telltale grip, and 
stood over it like, a tiger. Finally he 
escaped with it, a detective shadowing 
him as he passed down the street. It 
is believed he will leave town at once. 
If he does not he will be further pur
sued by Mr. Hale and- his "friends.— 
Los Angeles (Cal.) Express, April,24, 
1905. ’

Reads Messages Furnished In Advance, 
From Dead Persons Who Never Ex
isted—Confessed to Fraud . to Audi
ence
Spirit messages to prominent Los 

Angeles Spiritualists from departed rel
atives who never lived were the,down
fall of Milton Baker, boy medium, from 
Texas; whose psychic powers,' mani
fested in slate writings hàvç been the 
feature of meetings of the Truthseek
ers’ Society the past fortnight. Detec
tive work by members of the society 
who suspected the genuineness of the 
youth’s manifestations also contributed 
to a most sensational expose at a ses
sion Sunday evening of the Truthseek
ers In Burbank Hall, and his subse
quent repudiation by the society,as pub. 
lished in the "Examiner”. yesterday.

Baker came to town armed with cre
dentials from the National Spiritualists' 
Association and was immediately hired 
by the Truthseekers to give exnibltiohs 
at their meetings. He made good as a 
“boy wonder” from the. first and would 
doubtless have left town with that 
reputation only that he is boastful, and 
Robert T. Hale and other members 
heard him remark that he had fooled 
Harrison’ D. Barrett, president of the 
National. Association of Spiritualists, 
leading clergymen all over thé. country 
and even .newspaper men. In fact, he 
declared he could fool, anybody If he 
could only get. his subject alone in a 
dark room.

It then occurred to the Los Angeles 
.Spiritualists that the young Texan was 
fooling them, and they set about to ac
complish bls downfall.

j Fakirs among mediums have an or-

love is still personal. The mother Toves her child— 
her child, not necessarily her neighbor’s child.

It took ages of suffering for the benevolent instinct,
the altruism in the ethics of conscious nature—it took 
untold ages of conscious personal evolution to make 
that altruistic emotion. It was born in pain, in suf
fering. If- man had never suffered he never would 
have been kind. It is suffering which develops kind
ness. Siberia in Russia is rebuilding the altruism of 
the Russian peasant.- The birthplace of Liberty is 
Tyranny, Oppression and Wrong. The birthplace of 
virtue is the blackness of vice, revulsion from satiety. 
And so the moral emotions,—moral adhesiveness—un
roll in the expression and necessity of the human 
race.

For ages the spiritual power struggled for the man
umission of man.- The slave born into heaven sends 
back unto man the love of freedom. The singing bird 
at the gate of glory stirs the notes of the bird in slav
ery. The heaven of emancipated mentality sends 
back its power to stir the emotions of intelligence and 
of liberty. Dear and consecrated affections of family 
send back the force of pride and ideality on family 
descent. Aristocracies are based on the sentiment of 
family veneration and pride. The Daughters of the 
Revolution will make an aristocracy of mentality in 
America if that power alone could be dominant; but 
in the broad inspirations of your day such retrospect
ive folly will be swept away under a grander ideal. 
The ideal of the inspiration of America will be and to 
a limited degree is that governments exist amongst 
men for the convenience-of the men, women and chil
dren for whose’special existence and protection they 
arc, and collaterallyffor the development of the high
est instincts of emotion and moral ideality for all na
tions. ,, , Bl

If I were—qr, rather, if I could be—an American 
statesman—if I could dominantly and effectually in
spire an American st'pteSfijan, I would make his moral 
ideal humanity, I would ijiake it educational, I would 
make it a force to .carry: to every man, woman and 
child on earth the truths of nature and of life. I 
would make it easj^to be. good and difficult to do 
wrong. I would m^ke the power of intellect moral, 
and love the education, for I would educate the love 
nature of m&n and women-; I would educate the moral 
nature;’! would edujlate'.tlio avarice, I would educate 
the imagination of inan.fljod woman, and I would 
make the study andnideality of nature supreme that 
the people of the eaTbh might dwell together as one 
people. I would sijbk "■¿p- abolish sectionalism; I 
would seek to bring genius to the expression, I would 
make genius the power, but as democracy cannot 
make genius I would make genius the elevator of dem
ocracy. It will always be that the man who stands 
on the frontier of inspiration and of thought will mold 
the fabric, the character and the law of a new civil
ization.

Can you measure the influence of the moral men-

instinctive generation the life appears to do its work, 
for at the back of historical phenomena of life and 

I,of heaven there is an Intelligence, that holds the phe
nomena of this universe in the hollow of its hands, 
and I, as a soul, stand related to that Infinite Intelli
gence in the p’ower of co-ordination as I stand in re
lation to the eonie souls of the spiritual world. The 
lowest manifestation of intelligent life on earth is 
touched by the fire of divinity in its own oixler as you 
are touched by the fire of the infinite—life in the Infi
nite, life one eternal uncaused power. I am lost. 
IIowzcan I speak of that which lies in inspiration? 
How can I delineate the operations of divinity? How 
dare I try to bound my god when I cannot 
express my ideal ? Why should I? I should ever be 
trying to express. I want to express. I want to ex
press the infinite. I want to be infinite, not because 
of a mission, not for power, but that I may know. 
I have the thirst to know, and the thirst to be is eter
nally unfolded in the dreamy sphere of my progress
ive life.

I want to leave you with the idea that inspiration 
from the soul sphere began when the first cell of life 
appeared and filtering through the gyrations of phe
nomena, historical in time and physical in sphere, 
came on and on, and the Sphinx of civilization is 
opening to yonder central light, and as those dreamy 
eyes of the Sphinx look out on the wilderness of sand 

-impassive, dreamy Sphinx eyes, so I look and behold 
only what I can realize; but distant, in the unex
pressed, the Sphinx’s eyes are luring me to the cham- 
bess of a consciousness I have not reached, and trav
eling in the weary wilderness I am, in the evolution 
of my consciousness, where sand and stones cut ray 
feet, but I am rising to thé light of my higher power. 
Where tears were falling and sadness abode I look 
and flowers from tears have sprung, and joys from 
broken dreams arise, the misery of one experience 
becomes the source of a new pleasure, and so I rise to 
your field and suggestively turn to the subject with 
delight as it marks the age, the epoch and the time.

In all ages the spiritual world has expressed in 
man. In all of the flight of time, in all the struggle, 
invention and development of conscious mind as well 
as cosmic form, the majesty of the infinite, the power 
of the infinite, the thought of the infinite, have been 
written on cloud, on mind and heart. So then let me 
say that in a day like this, dedicated to immortality, 
after a few more days have fled, you will take your 
flight to gardens fair, there to meet your loved ones, 
the darlings you have known before. Your tears will 
then be but sprinkling showers to raise new flowers 
at night, and in that greater state where wisdom 
blooms in conscious mind you will rise to realize that 
somewhere in the heart of this universe is a father 
who loves you and who will care for you in all the 
changes of endless time.

WONDERFUL STOVEI^e^ 
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ganization with secret .signs and grips. 
They co-operate ini securing from the 
unsuspecting facts about deceased 
friends and relatives which are made 
use of In slate writing.

Baker was given the “fakirs’ ” grip, 
which is three pinches on the left arm 
at the elbow; also a secondary sign to 
show he is “on"—three slqps on the left 
shoulder—and he responded. Mr. Hale 
then had the boy sign an agreement 
never to use professionally any fake 
tests he might receive; also never re- 
vqal to anyone where he got them. 
He was then given the following tests 
written on a typewriter ..and which he 
agreed to reproduce on. slates at'the 
next meeting of the Truthseekers.

“John McLane—Mother, hamed Mar- 
l'garet, died in Glasgow of heart failure 
thirty years ago; has two wives in spir- 

! it, one by name of Jane; second wife 
died in Cleveland June 1899.

“Robert T. Hale—Mother died in an 
insane asylum in England twenty-two 
years ago; sister died in Boston five 
years ago and her husband got 95,000 
from railroad company after hard fight; 
has brother in spirit ' named frank, 
killed in Crimean war.

“Stephen D. Dye—First wife drowned 
Jn New York harbor; has spirit daugh
ter by'second wife, who always sends 
love to’papa and mamma;,she was only 
16 when she passed away from typhoid 
fever and had much long hair down her 
back.

"F. A. Stowe—Has brother in spirit 
who was killed at Gettysburg and who 
sends word that the fiitiire will be a 
great deal brighter than thé ..past ’ has 
been; this brother-Charles .^¿1 be al
ways with Frank and help him in every 
undertaking." j

Thé above message?.“ each of which 
Ib addressed to a prominent?Spiritual
ist, Mr, Dye being pr^Idmit 'of the 
Truthseekers, appeared.pn die hoy won
der’s slate last Sundaypevenlpg. They 
crehted a sensation, whìéh^ however, 
was mild-when compared .WiQi the sen
sation when R. T. HaléTed Bluter to the 
front of the stage ana made him ad
mit he was a fakir, and, that,lie had re
ceived the “messages':1 Trbrna. typewri
ter and not from spirit hahd»?

Baker's exposure is'rmo'reI2lhan likely 
to cause a split in uie „Truthseekers’ 
Society. Those who (mred'-fhe Texan 
and who proflted'by3™?.1 'crowds he 
drew are angry, those'¡wpq?1 conspired 
against the boy decl^fli^was fur-

test by members supmjsed||o be afn- 
cere.. ’ n '

A report of the affai’.'made to 
the National Association'òf Spiritualists 
by both’factions.—-Los Angle's Exam
iner, April 25, 1905. n ,, '’ /

The Truthaeekers' Club of Los Angeles, 
Cal., Issues Resolutions Apologizing 
for Introducing. Miltort -Baker, the 
Boy Medium. " ' ■ .

: Owing to the discovery on the part of 
tho. spectators' at 'thè meeting of. the 
Truth Seekers', chib yestqr&ay after- 
u^on' that the officiating’medium, Mil
ton Baker, was using tricks.to write Uie 
spirit messages on the slates used in 
the reading, the. following resolution 
aws adopted! '

‘To the public in mheral and Spirit*

ualists in particular:
“We the undersigned, trustees and 

officers o£ the Truthseekers’ society 
ot Los Angeles, respectfully submit this 
apology to the public.

“For the last two Sundays we have 
introduced to the public Milton Baker, 
the so-called boy medium, as a slate 
writing medium. Being satisfied from 
what occurred at our meeting this even
ing that said slate writing was fraudu
lent, we hereby apologize to the public 
in general and Spiritualists in partic
ular for having v6uched for said me
dium by Introducing him to the public.

“S.JD. Dye, president; F. S. McPher
son, secretary; Nettie Howell, treasur
er; D. E. Lyons, M. T. Mann, Mrs. M. 
T. Mann, D. L. Newcomb, trustees."

Exposure of Baker—Dr. Curham Fol
lows the “Materialist’’ to a Complete 
Expose—Last Night’s Work Showed 
the Red Hand—The Carmine Did the 
Work.
The Spiritualist society of Smithville 

was organized here a little more than 
a year ago, and the organization has 
been controlled every week by mem
bers whose names were placed on the 
charter, with the aid of new members, 
The membership is made up from 
some of the best people of the town, 
and the society embraces good reliable 
citizens.

For Tuesday night of this week it 
was announced that Milton Baker, a 
IG-year old Spiritualist, of Dallas, 
would appear at the opera house and 
give spiritual manifestations from the 
stage. The night was a dark one and 
the ground was covered with mud, but 
the audience was a big one and filled 
the seats back to the two last rows. 
A cabinet covered with cloth, had been 
erected on the. stage, and a committee 
of reliable citizens' was selected to see 
that the work was fairly done? Young 
Baker addressed the audience at some 
length on the doctrine of Spiritualism, 
after which he was bound with a strong 
rope by the committee and placed in 
the cabinet. Dr. Curham, one of the 
committee, stated that he opened the 
corner of' the cabinet and saw Baker 
loosen his right hand from the rope, 
take up the bell and rang it, dropped 
the bell, stooped and picked It up again 
with his right hand, dropped it the sec
ond time and could not reach it froth 
his tied position, but took the mandolin 
from the table, reached with it for the 
bell under a chair, where it had rolled, 
and failed to get it; his hands supposed 
to have been tied all this time. He 
says he showed Baker’s free hand to 
Prof. Bond, Mr. Maney, ■ Mr. • Gresha’m 
and Mr. Tom Dougherty.

In the second act, in which, he was 
supposed to produce the voice of the 
spirit, to prove that he did not do the 
talking'Baker took a mouthful of wa
ter, which he was supposed to' hold in 
his mouth to prevent talking; that he 
swallowed the water and did the talk
ing himself; that Baker placed his right 
hand in the inside pocket of his coat 
and produced a 4-ounce medicine bottle, 
from which he re-filled his mouth with 
water, then hc rep.aced his hand back | 
in tho rope. .. . • . I

Dr. Curham says he searched Beker 
and found the 4-ounce bottle imtheV 'w ; J

pocket and notified Dr. Hickman and 
Messrs Chase, Dougherty, Hudnall and 
c^her members of the committee; that 
he asked them to search and said he 
would give 920 if the bottle was not 
found in the pocket.

Second Meeting.
There has been much interest mani

fested to find what success was had in 
subsequent attempts by the young man 
to give manifestations.

Wednesday night, at a seance held at 
a private residence Mr. Chase And Mr. 
Moore used tape and tied Baker so firm
ly that he was powerless in the use of 
his hands. One of the members of the 
society, a gentleman who has strong 
faith in the doctrine of Spiritualism, in 
answer to a query, said that there was 
nothing accomplished; that the work 
was not satisfactory.
Third Meeting and Completely Exposed.
. The third meeting of the society, be
ginning with Tuesday, was held last 
night and to this meeting Dr. W. R. Cur
ham was invited. Baker and two mem
bers of the society took seats in front of 
the cabinet. A curtain was drawn in 
front of the thiee to cover their bodies 
to the shoulders. Baker and the gen
tleman placed their two hands on, each, 
an arm of the lady. The mandolin 
came into view above their heads. Dr. 
Curham had previously handled the 
mandolin as if to examine it, but dur
ing the formation of the “battery” and 
the progress of the performance he sat 
among the collection of members in 
front, watching every movement of 
Baker. Curham stepped forward and 
said to Baker: "Give me your hand.” 
He held the hand and turned to the 
members and said: “Ladies and gentle
men, I did not come- here to denounce 
Spiritualism, but to denounce fraud.” 
Raising the palm of the hand- up to the 
■view of the people, he said: “You will 
observe that it is stained with-the same 
carmine that is,contained in the bottle 
which I pull from my pocket, and you 
will find carmine from the bottle on 
the handle of the mandolin.” The lady 
assisting in,, the "battery” said to 
Baker: "I am a Spiritualist, but I know 
you arfe a fraud.” Baker replied: “Did 
1 take my hand from your arm?" and 
she answered, “Yes, you did!"

Every person that handled, the man
dolin was stained.—The Times, Smith
ville, Texas, March 10, 1905.

practical presentation of advanced 
mental science and embodies many, new 
and Original ideas, and the fullest' 
teaching'extant as to the nature, con
trol and direction of desire. Price 50o? 
'. ’¡Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E’. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the. author’s latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound In Cloth, and with 
portrait of the author.' Pride. ?5 cent*.

"in tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A 
Bipod. -Interesting, instructive- and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; PSico Jl.

; “Child Culture,' According to the 
I Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
[Mental Suggestion.” By -Newton N- 
Biddell. A most excellent work for nil 

' who have the c^re or training ut 
fir®. irieaSBcesGb

Is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences ot a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to Him 
many times, etherealized, materialized 
and through trance mediumc, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time he spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it to the world in his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, the w'ell- 
known author, scientist and reformer.

This book has a brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D., . president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives it the weight of his un
qualified endorsement.

He says: "This book will give us 
courage to pass through the shadow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial.”

Rev. M. J. Savage says: “It is In
tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true.”

The Medical Gleaner says: “It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. A. Windle says: "It Is inex
pressibly delightful."

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: "It is one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books.”

Everybody will be charmed with it, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance ot 
two worlds. It is printed in elegant 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price 91. 
For sale at this office.

A Study or
Elizabeth Barrett Browning,

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of “The World Beautiful,” “Kate Field," 
‘•After Her Death,” "From Dreamland Sent,” 
With portrait. 16mo. Cloth, .gilt. Price «1.25. The 
writer of this “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning” 
hae thrown tho book Into live chapters, with sub-tltlcs 
as follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. ‘-Summer Snow of Applo 

Blossom«;” Muelc-Fluw of Pindar; Friends iu the Unseen.
LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Friend; 

Vita Nouva; “Ono Day, My Siren.
IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; In Casa 

Guldi; Florentino Days; Walter Savage Landor.
ART AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 

Clasped Honda; Kate Field’s Records; Mra. 
Browning’s Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Lawn; Modern Scientific Thought; The Consider* 
atlon ofGenfus.

For Salo at this office* '

In Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Withta yourself Ues tbo causa of whatever eaters 
Into your life. To come Into the full rcallzstlonof 
your own awakened interior powers. In to be able to 
condition your life in exact accord with what you 
would have It.—From Title-Page.

CONTENTS—!. Prelude: 11. The Snnrcme Fact of 
the Universe; III. The Supreme Fact of Human Life; 
'IV. FuUncM of Life—Bodily Health and Vigor: V. 
The Secret, Power aud. Effect of Lore; VI. wisdom 
and Interior lllumlnatlou; VII. The Realization of 
Perfect Peace; VIII. Coming Into fullness of power; 
IX. Plenty of All Thing»—The Law of Pronpertty; 
X. How Men Have Become Prophets, Seers, Sage«, 
end Saviors; XI. Tho Basic Principle of AU Religions 
—Tho Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now Into 
IheReanratlou of the Highest Riches. For sale al 
thlsofflco* Prloo, postpaid. 11.25.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psych leal Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
• Dr. Savago. in this book ot 213 pages, discuss- . 
os problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
probably to »greater extent than any others, 

■saving those of tho religious Uto. Ho states », 
great - number ot well-authenticated instances 
ot spiritist revelation or communication, ills 
discussion Is trank and fearless, and merits tho 
widest reading, tor. ho deals with facts and ex* !
uorlcrces. Price, cloth. fl.00. - I
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In different parts of the country partici
pated. In the evening we had a tea

body—at one time I thought I might get 
up again, but it wasnot so ordered. I

Hydesville, which have-since gone to 
ill, natjons;Nearly, every family and

Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Dr. G. B. Warne's Reply to Jane Steffen
. son's Criticism.

■The, afternoon and. evening:was spent j iect has becomé hbneycombed by these 
in a pleasant manner«" ©spirit manifestatJoàa«” •

The Noted Actor Visits a Former Actor 
Friend.

Here Is a book ot songs for public meetings
ana the home that is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book Is just the right 
slzeuieatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 76 songs

WORDS THAT ARB TRUE.
“These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul.

THE CO-RO-NA MEDICATOÉ
MAILED ON FIVE DAY’S TRIAL !

truths." !

TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
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Sunday, May 21, 1905, 8. E. S8: “Story 
of the Letter O, .

ward to having some delightful times. J W .thoughts together aud am some
I am engaged every Sunday in different what weak.

hundred last evening;. :.If the. weather __ ________ ________ _ ____ _ .
juld only clear up, I am looking for- J am not altogether myself; I cannot get
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TO EVERY 
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Millspaugh writes: 
appointed by the. Lar

PEO- 
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ALL 
AND

CENTERS FOR NUMBERS OF 
PLE, MANY OF WHOM ARE 
GERING FOR PHENOMENA 
THE REST OF THE YEAR

vice-president; Mrs. Marv Hill, secre
tary.; Mrs. 8. Ashton, treasurer; Mrs 
A. Turbett, corresponding'’secretary.

DENCE. SPIRITUALISTS 
PUBLIC AT LARGE LOOK 
ONE OF OUR CAMP 
BOARDS TO PROMOTE

SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIA-

E., every
Stephens 

afternoons;

dresses.” ■
Flora Hardin 

“The committee

..________ "On May 7,
Arlington Hall, Kansas.’’ City, Mo., a 
large audience assembled • to witness

STATE _...........  „„
TION, WHETHER ORDAINED QR

ledo, and Mrs. Anna E. Baird, of Elyria, 
’ the memorial ad-

contain the full name'and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket. <

Ohio, delivered

READY THERE TO PART. WITH 
THEIR MONEY WITHOUT PRU-

• We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended fW 
that current Issue should reach this 
office .not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall bo my angel 
name.’ The man, tho song have been singing 
in my consciousness over since; the man was 
Prof. Longley,the song, one of his earliest com
positions?’—J. S. Loveland.

Longley’s lattst book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had in decorated covers for 60 
cents: plain, 40cents.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I Take due notice that Iteme for this 
is alone responsible for any assertions I page In order to Insure Insertion.must

Wood’s, 402 A’-street, S. 
Thursday evening. Mrs. 
holds classes Thursday

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

allows this freedom ot expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
lentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space 1b inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors, That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the 'General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have, to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of-your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

Whea writing. M this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

ALL THE HONEST MEDIUMS IN 
CHICAGO RECEIVE THE CORDIAL 
ENDORSEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS

FRAUDS IN THE CITY, IT WOULD 
BE WELL FOR ALL CAMP OFFI
CIALS TO BE EXCEEDINGLY CARE
FUL AND WRITE TO DR. GEO. B. 
WARNE, 4203 EVANS AVENUE, FOR 
INFORMATION, 'lF THEY DESIRE 
ANY PARTICULARS. SUMMER 
CAMP-MEETINGS, WHEN PURE IN 
SOCIAL CONDITIONS, ELEVATED IN 
MENTAL AND SPIRITUAL TONE 
AND CONDUCTED ON STRICTLY 
BUSINESS METHODS ARE POWER
FUL AIDS IN SPREADING THE 
TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM. IT 
MUST NOT BE FORGOTTEN THAT 
THEY ARE ALSO THE HARVEST 
TIME FOR THE FAKIRS, BECAUSE 
THEY COME TO THE RALLYING

A seance will be held on Friday even
ing, May 19. at the residence of Mrs. 
Geo. Lincoln, 626 East 63rd street. This 
well-known medium has , volunteered 
her services, and desires other medi
ums to join in making the occasion a 
delightful and instructive one. Private 
readings will be given to those wishing 
the same. A small admission fee will 
be charged, and the proceeds of the en
tire affair will go to the Sunflower 
Club, Auxiliary to the Illinois State 
Spiritualist Association. Come one and 
all and enjoy this rare treat. .

Mrs. O. S. Crane writes: “The Pro, 
gresslve Spiritual Churph of Indianapo
lis, Ind., met May 3 tor its first annual 
election of officers., The following 
were elected: President, C. A. Allen; 
vice-president, Mrs. O. S. Crane; secre
tary, Mrs. Eudora Compton; treasurer, 
Mrs. Chris Hartman; trustees, one 
year, O. S. Crane, J. A. Humphrey; 
trustees, three years, S. A. Zeigler, Mrs. 
J. E. Rehme.and J. C. Barnes.” •

Mrs. B. Scherer writes from Louisville. 
Ky.: "The Ladles’ Aid of Mrs. Anna 
Throndsen’s Spiritual Church, gave her 
a surprise on April 4, she having been 
absent for five weeks, serving the 
friends in Indiana. It was a complete 
surprise to her. Refreshments were 
served. About forty ladles were pres
ent and all went away delighted. Our 
Aid is progressing nicely, and we hope 
to do better in the near future. Dur
ing the five years Mrs. Throndsen bac 
been in Louisville, she has endeared 
herself to the many people, bringing 
comfort to many homes. On Sunday 
night we will begin our-usual Sunday 
ser-vlces. We held services in the pas
tor's home during her absence.”

Fred D. Dunakin writes: ‘.‘The La
dles’ Society, auxiliary to the Spiritual
ist Society of Elyria, Ohio, held a me
morial meeting at Its hall on last Bun
day evening, May 7, in memory of Aunt 
Lydia Steel (as she was familiarly 
called by all), of North Amherst, Ohio. 
The little hall was well filled, for Aunt 
Lydia was a friend to everybody, and 
everyone loved and respected her, and 
sought by word and deed to show their 
respects to her whom they loved. The 
ladies had their room beautifully deco
rated with lovely flowers for the occa
sion, emblematical of the pure sweet 
life of the one they held so dear in their 
memory, and whose transition to the 
spirit world was like the breaking away 
of a dove-like spirit from its prison 
house of clay, and passing out to a more 
perfect condition, where all things are 
lovely like'herself. The writer, assist
ed by Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran of To-

ELIMINATE TRICKERY AND RECOG
NIZE ONLY HONEST MEDIUMS. 
THEY SHOULD PROTECT THE NOV
ICE AND THE GULLIBLE FROM IM
POSITION AND ROBBERY. THEY 
ARE LARGELY EDUCATORS OF THE 
PUBLIC. CAUTION, CANDOR, COUR
AGE AND DISCERNMENT ARE RE
QUIRED BY THESE OFFICERS.

dies’ Bazaar Society, auxiliary to the 
Camp Chesterfield, Ind., and organized 
by Amelia Colby Luther, desire to close 
up their business pertaining to the 
Luther monument or marker for her 
grave, a notice of which was given 
through The Progressive Thinker last 
fall by Mrs. Louise Murphy, of Crown 
point, Ind. At the recent spring meet
ing of the committee, I was authorized 
to again announce through the Spirit
ualist press the purpose of this commit
tee and to ask the friends and acquaint
ances of Mrs. Luther who desire to as
sist in this duty to her memory, to send 
at once their remittances to Mrs. Susan 
S. Mong, 325 West Adams street, Mun
cie, Ind. The committee have not yet 
enough funds to meet the expense. 
They desire to have the memorial serv
ice at her grave in the Muncie ceme
tery; also at Chesterfield as early dur
ing the session of camp-meeting as pos
sible.” “

Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran writes: "I ! 
wish to announce that I am not a candi- : 
date for the presidency cf the O. S. A.; 
neither can I accent that office for an- : 
other year. I take this way in answer
ing my friends’ request, thanking them ■ 
for the support they nave given me in 
the past two years. I regret that I was 
uuable to do more for the state in the 
past year, but owing to ill health was 
compelled to leave the state work and 
go South where tire sunshine and the 
rest has been a great benefit to me.”

Harry J. Moore serves the Montana 
State Spiritualists Association during 
May and June. He delivers fifteen lec
tures for the New Era camp, near Pott
land, Oregon, during July. It may be 
that be will decide to remain and lec
ture in the West during August and 
September, but he will again work in 
Iowa during October and probably re
turn to St. Joseph, Mo., for November. 
His present address is Cottage Inn, 
Billings, Mont.

Our correspondent at Sandusky. Ohio, 
writes: "Mrs. Marian Carpenter, of De
troit, addressed the Psychic Research 
Society, Sunday and Monday evenings, 
May 7 and 8. Mrs. Carpenter is one ot 
the ■ most brilliant and entertaining 
speakers who has visited our city, and 
has a large number of admirers here. 
Following her lectures, she delivered 
many messages from spirit friends of 
the audience, neatly all of which were 
acknowledged correct.”

Professor-Doctor Uhlenhuth, of Ger
many, an eminent army doctor, definite
ly claims to have discovered the “miss: 
Ing link” bv a long series of investiga
tions, having established the similarity 
In every respect of the blood of the high 
apes and human beings. "If the blood 
serum of one animal be mixed with 
that of any other, the mixture remains 
ciear. If, however, blood . be taken 
from an ape and injected Into the veins 
of a rabbit the blood subsequently 
taken from this rabbit becomes 
troubled-when mixed with more ape’s 
blood. A similar' result is obtained II 
human .blood be injected into the veins 
Of a rabbit, and this simple experiment 
Is Often relied upon to prove it if a spot 
Of blood found on the clothes cf a svo- 
pected murderer is hu-.nan. The phe
nomenon-is observed only when the 
blood of some living animal Is used, 
and the higher the ape.in the scale of 
development the more pronounced is 
the reaction. . / .

Mrs. H. L. Bigelow writes: "Married, 
in San Jose, Cal., April 25, 1905, L. W. 
Dexter and H. Anna Travis, Mrs. Hen- 
dee Rogers officiating. The writer of 
this and husband, also Mr. Rogers, wit
nessing the ceremony. The contract
ing parties have been Spiritualists for 
many years. Brother Dexter has filled 
the office of treasurer of the First Spir
itual Union satisfactorily for several 
vears. We congratulate them on their 
new relation most heartily, trusting 
they may walk together in peace and 
harmony for many years to come."

E. R. Fieiding writes from Washing
ton, D. C.: “The First Spiritualist Asso
ciation has discontinued its meetings 
until October. The lyceum, under the 
supervision of Mrs. M- J. Stephens aud 
Mrs. W. Miller and Mrs. Price, will give 
a picnic, which will be hëld at River 
View, down the Potomac River. The 
Temple League will hold meetings all 
through the summer, at Mrs. Farrows’, 
216 I street. N. W. A very interesting 
meeting was held on Sunday, May 7. 
After a musical selection by Miss Far
row, Mrs. Congdon addressed the meet
ing, assisted by Walter P. Williams, 
Mrs. Farrow, J. Potts, Mrs. Angel and 
others. The auxiliary of the First As
sociation meets as usual at Mr. F. A.

. H. Smith writes: "The Society Stm 
dents of Nature holds meetings with 
varying success every Sunday evening, 
at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, corner 
Western avenue. Last Sunday, tlie 
meeting was unusually interesting; 
Brother H. Koeller, M. D., assisted' the 
worthy pastor, Mrs. M. Schumacher. 
Sister McIntire gave us remarkable 
tests. Do not fail to attend the last 
Sunday evening service, May 28, the 
closing of the season until September. 
Prof. W. Lynn, the Hindoo, Prof. Hunt 
and his string orchestra of twenty juve
nile musicians, will be'present, which 
will be light of the evening to all. We 
predict a large gathering.- All will be 
made welcome." .

Mrs. C. Kerchner writes: "The serv
ices on Sunday afternoon, May 7, at the 
Rising Sun Mission, was fraught with 
pleasant surprises. The absence of our 
president necessitated Brother Mont
gomery taking charge of the meeting, 
which he did to tlie satisfaction of all. 
He delivered a forceful lecture upon 
spirit return, making the comparisons 
of demonstrations during bible times, 
which are recorded in the bible, and 
the present time. A great- many Chris
tians were in the audience, and it had 
a tendency to convince them that our 
Spiritualism is true, if they believe 
what their bible teaches. Demonstra- 
tlosns of the phenomena were given 
by our Sister Weaver and Mrs. 
Hamilton Gill, and.. a beautiful in
spirational poem was rendered by 
Mrs. Virginia Bryan, ’ a very talented 
spiritual worker from Ohio. No com
mendation is necessary - on the mes
sages given, as they brought consoling 
thoughts to all who received them. In 
the evening our hall was well filled by 
an eager throng of anxious strangers 
who were seeking after the philosophy 
and phenomena of our belief, I am 
glad to say they were not disappointed, 
for our speaker, that grand orator, Bro. 
Dr. J. McFarland, formerly _a Presby
terian, now an ardent Spiritualist, en
lightened them all. He took for his 
subject, "The Witch, of Endor.” He 
showed plainly that in her time there 
were demonstrations of spirit return, 
and If it were true then, the laws of the 
Great Spirit have not changed, so it 
must be true-, now, and ail the creeds 
and dogmas of religions cannot bontra- 
diet it if they place their faith on the 
bible, or on the phenomena as it is pre
sented at this time. At thé conclusion 
of his lecture hé was heartily applaud
ed. Spirit messages were. given by 
Brother Burgess, Sister Weaver, and 
Brother Thompson, all of which bore 
out oqr speaker as to the truth of spirit 
return. Our choir rendered some beau
tiful selections which added materially 
to the services of the evening. We 
welcome strangers and investigators to, 
our services every Sunday afternoon' 
at 3; evening at 8, at ^disslon Hall; 
People's Institute, Van Buren and 
Leavitt streets. Our Second Annual 
May Hop will take place at our Pleasure 
Hall, People’s Institute, on Saturday, 
May 20, and our lectures on Social 
Economy will take place the samo 
evening in Mission Hall."

Professor Ernst Haeckel, scholar and 
exponent of Darwin, has delivered a 
most interesting lecture on the subject 
of evolution and the church. -He had 
been Induced, "he said, to revoke his de
cision, made several years ago, neyer 
to lecture In public again by the appear
ance of a book which he claims marks 
an era in the history of evolution. It is 
the work' of Erich Wasmann, a Jesuit 
father residing at Luxemburg, who has 
made a special study of ants. Was
mann acknowledges his conversion to 
Darwinism, except as regards the gene
sis of man, who, as he says, differs from 
the entire animal world in that he pos
sesses a soul or the spirit of God. In 
spite of tills reservation, Professor 
Haeckel sees in Wasmann’s statements 
an admission on the part of the Catho
lic church that the Darwinian theory is 
correct, and he regards the present po- 

«sition as a compromise as important- as 
that made by the church with’ Coperni
cus. The consequence-will be, adds 
tbe savant, that church teaching will 
now gradually adapt itself to the Dar
winian theory.—Special dispatch to the 
Chicago Inter Ocean, from Berlin, Ger
many. - •

Mr. Hassman, president, writes: 
“The attendance of the regular Sunday 
meeting of the North Star Spiritual 
Union was satisfactory. The opening 
prayer and lecture was delivered by Dr. 
P. M. Esser, after which . Dr. L. -C. 
Koehler followed with’ a short address 
on the Spiritual Philosophy. Tests 
were given by Mrs, Miller and Mrs. 
Rennau. The last mentioned medium 
has just opened a new society, “Light, 
more Light,” at 1802’Ashland avenue. 
The sick were treated and-flowers given 
to them, donated by the society. Any 
Spiritualist desiring to become a mem
ber of the sociëty will' get true instruc
tions in the philosophy from Dr. P; M.

Mrs. Emil Nabbe, as usual, at Woon's< 
Hall; Mrs. Hinkle, No ll 4th street. S. 
E-; Mrs. Price every Sunday evening; 
and the Educational Association at 
Smith’s Hall, through the month ot 
May.” ; .

Emma A. Newton writes from Glens 
Falls, N. Y.: "Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds 
has just finished a five weeks engage
ment with the first Psychical Society of 
Glens Falls. We feel a pleasure to 
speak regarding her work. She has 
-been coming to Glens-Falls every.No
vember and April for twelve ÿears, and 
every year we realize a growth in her 
powers. She is a conscientious and in
defatigable worker. This month there 
seems to have been a change in the 
guides to do a much more positive as 
well as scientific work. The Ladies’ 
Aid gave a social in honor of Mrs. Rey
nolds, and it was a perfect success. If 
she has as many friends elsewhere as 
tn Glens Falls; The cause seems to be 
growing in., a .substantial manner. 
Thinking people are admitting the 
truth. Tne presldent/Mr. M. B. Uttle, 
gives fine lectures .when _no out-of-town 
speaker is here, and he holds '-the 
standard high and demands“ the best, 
knowing that- there is none too good 
for Spiritualism. We will look forward 
eagerly , to-November that will bring 
our sister to up again.” ' ; '

Reporter_wrjteg.v “The Church, of . the 
Soul, Mrs.^ora-E. V, Richmond, pas
tor, held its annual meeting last Sun
day morning. The treasurer, op.Dial
ing his report, said it was the best 
financial r"»or( ev^r maie by. the 
church. Tne following officers were- 
,elected for the ensuing year : President. 
Mr. Waldo'f)er(ni^? vice-president, Mrs. 
S. J. Ashtoij; sectary, Mr. A. AV. Aus
tin; treasurer, Mr. J. Gleselman. Mr. 
Janse'was the only new member elect
ed on the board of trustees. The Sun
day service} willhbe held in the same 
hall, 809 Masop^i,Temple, t)ie coming 
year. The Sunday services will be con
tinued during the month of May, begin
ning again >the Ahlr.d Sunday in Septem-

Gem of Thought:— -
O tell? of- morning, of glory and power, 

Of oft.open doors,— !
Opportunities that crowd to the hour.

For information concerning The Pro
gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas,

parts of the country, and if I was not 
here for rest t could ial£ every night.

There, I have blown a long blast on 
my own horn, and I suppose you are 
tired. Sorry I could not be'with you at 
May board meeting—hope you have ac
complished great things aud that the 
triumphant march of the cause is as
sured for the next six months.

»•

■ Mrs. Vlrgihia Bryan, one of our most 
eloquent tiutice niediums, will lecture 
at Star.Lodfee Hall, 378 South Western 
avenue, each Sunday evening.

Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, the vice-presi
dent of the I. S. $. A., has received the 
following from Mrs. Lizzie Mooro, of 
Wellington, N. Z., speaking of Mrs, 
Loie Prior, as follows: “Mrs. Prior is 
without exception the best medium we 
have had. She is drawing crowded au
diences/ and hundreds have to be 
turned away, though our hall has been 
considerably enlarged." ., 
'Maggie Henry writes: "On Sunday, 

May 7, at the Universal Occult Society,. 
Evangelist F.'M. Stoller read for tlie 
scripture lesson a portion of the 1201, 
chapter of I.. Corinthians. Then ln_ 
place of the usual lecture he answered" 
philosophical questions. Some very in 
teresting questions were asked and an
swered. We have fine meetings, per
fect harmony, and good music, Madam 
Lucile DeLoux , presiding at the piano. 
She always favors us with spirit mes
sages. Then Prof. Stoller is a fine psy
chometric reader and many get mes
sages or readings. So all are blessed 
by attending our meetings. A cordial 
invitation is extended to strangers id 
attend- our meetings. On May 24, 
Wednesday evening, Madame DeLoux 
will hold a test social in her parlors at 
2952 Cottage Grovo avenue; an invita
tion is extended to all. Refreshments 
served." ;

L. N. Walling writes from Lawrence, 
Kansas: “The ’First Spiritualist So
ciety ' has recently had the 
pleasure of entertaining the public with 
a feast of good things by way of lec
tures from the gifted speakers, Mr. A. 
Scott Bledsoe and wife, of Topeka, Kan
sas. They spoke to appreciative audi
ences on Friday'and Saturday evenings, 
and Sunday afternoon, the 5th, 6th and

Mrs Johanne Rennau writes: “The 
North Side SpirituhliBt Society will give 
ah entertainment and May party, May 
20. A good time ..is expected. All are 
invited. Come and see for yourselves. 
There will be'a,short program, after 
which there will be music and dancing. 
Admission 15 cen^s."

Dr. Beverly writes: “Free meetings 
continue at. Arlington Hall, 31st street 
and Indlanatgvenjie, and large crowds 
are coming to, investigate this new 
truth. Sunday, May 21, the president 
of the society wiijjgive a lecture on Vi
bration, using theublackboard and two 
megaphones,jn9I illustrating. He 
teaches telepathy <and is demonstrating 
some very useful tpuths that all should 
know. We Mve aecured a new musi
cian, and with Florence Daniels' lovely 
solos, pur program; cannot be excelled. 
All-workers ,ln thejtruth are welcome to 
come and help/ We stand, for honest 
demonstrations: ¡»nd the highest

some very interesting spirit manifesta
tions. Mrs. Margaret Vest al of In li
ana, gave an exhibition’of her .medium
ship in a full clear light She holds 
the large end of her trumpet with her 
arm extended at full length, while the 
small end was held to the ear of the lis
tener, and voices varying from a small 
child to that of a man, were distinctly 
heard by the whole audience, greatly 
to the satisfaction of the listener and 
Interesting to the audience. ■ This com 
tinued for an hour, and many went to 
the trumpet. Then W. W. Aber, the 
well known materializing medium, gave 
a light seance consisting ot the ringing 
of bells and throwing them out from an 
improved'cablnet while the medium sat 
in front of it in full view, so confined 
that he could not move. Then hand
kerchiefs taken from the audience were 
put in the cabinet one by one, and soon 
thrown out with a message on it ad
dressed to the owner of it. About twen
ty messages were thus delivered. Then 
a blank tablet was put in the cabinet, 
and the leaves containing messages 
written thereon, addressed to persons 
m the audience tb the number of over

ognized. A knife was then put Into the 
medium’s mouth and the spirits cut him 
loose. The trumpet medium received a 
lound of hearty applause, and Mr. 
Aber’s manifestations gave universal 
satisfaction.” .

Mrs. A..Turbett writes: "The Band of 
Harmony held its annual meeting at 
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Rich
mond, Rogers Park, May 4, this being 
the 21st anniversary of the Band of 
Harmony. The officers for the ensuing 
year are the following: Mrs. Cora Rich
mond, president; Mrs. Louise Goodrich,

Emil T. Whs writes: “The Germán’ 
English society, Bund der Wahrheit No. 
.18, will have ¡A Ma jh Festival on Sunday, 
May21,.'tab®iheldatHeuser’s Hall, 576' 
Larrabee street, hear Wisconéin, begin
ning at 3 p. m1. sharp. In the afternoon 
a very elaborate program will be car
ried out, consisting of • songs, instru
mental music, recitations, etc;, as well 
as a lecture by E. T. Voob on the sub
ject of ‘Obsession/ and tests and. mes
sages by Frank Joseph and other me
diums. Supper will then be served. 25 
cents per person, and the evening spent 
in dancing and general good time to ev
erybody. Admittance 15 cents at the 
door. Come everybody, and enjoy the 
day with us, and remember the place, 
Heuser's Hall 576 Larrabee street. 
Come and help crown the most win
some lassie as May Queen for 1905.”

D. G. Hill writes: “The Golden Rule 
Spiritualist Society’s services for Sun
day, May 7, were greeted by a large at
tendance, both afternoon and evening. 
The speaker for the afternoon, Mrs. Al
ice Sexsmith, delivered a most pleasing 
address, her subject being 'Spirituality/' 
which she handled in a very Instructive 
manner. Your correspondent foretells 
for her a most promising future as a’ 
teacher of,the truth of Spiritualism.- 
She was followed by messages by those 
well-known mediums, Mrs. Nellie Kus- 
serów,'and Mrs. Mary McIntyre. ' Thu 
evening lecture was by Mrs. .Nora E. 
Hill, who always holds the close atten
tion of her audience. The message 
bearers were Mrs. Alice Sexsmith and 
Mrs. Nora E. Hill. The speakers, for 
Sunday, May 21, will be for afternoon, 
Mrs. Martha Price of Boston, Mass.; 
for the evening, Mrs. Isa Wilson Káy- 
ner, missionary for. the State Spiritual
ist Association of Texas. All seekers 
after truth are cohdially invited to at
tend these meetings each Sunday at 8 
and 8 p. m., O’Donnell College Hall, So. 
Paulina, street, between Washington 
Boulevard and Park avenue. The re
ception and dance given by this society, 
Saturday evening, May 6, was a finan
cial success and was heartily enjoyed 
by all. On Saturday, Juné 17, this so
ciety will give án entertaihmeut at its 
hall, at which time á prize drawing of a 
complete set of book's, the writings of 
John L. Stoddard, which was donated to 
the society, will take place.- An enjoy
able time promised on that occasion.” 

* Joseph Chailand writes from Topeka, 
Kansas: “I am pleased to be able to say 
that the First Spiritualist Society of To
peka is in qúRb flourishing condition. 
The lectures are; well attended, and are 
highly satisfaptorjA as well as the tests 
given after each’ lebture. I have never 
seen a Spiritualistjmeeting conducted 
in a more becoming manner. I have 
1iad the plea®re tn listening to many, 
eloquent platorm .speakers but have 
never heard any, in* any way, superior 
to Mrs. BledSop, ana as to Mrs. Inez 
Wagner’s peTftt reading which is con
ducted undeiTTabsoThte, test conditions, 
will say, they gre perfectly satisfactory 
to all who aiw.not influenced by preju
dice or envy-)£i ■ ■

Simon Emccy writes from Maine: “I 
was very much interested in an article 
by Julia H. Jobnsom In The Progressive 
Thinker of Ajttil 28, in relation to the 
great Influx xá . spirit communication 
among the Shakers. I- lived with them 
In Alfred, Maine. At that time I was 
quite young, not over 15 or 16 years old, 
but remember many, of the communica
tions, predictions and beautiful heaven
ly songs - through their ■ mediums. It 
only seems.a. little, while since, and I 
am now past mj! 80th year. I have 
lived to see many of those predictions 
fulfilled to the letter. : I remember 
when the.spirits' told them- they were 
going to leave-them-for a .while and 
commehce .on the outer wheel, and In a 
shore time-theitlny. raps were heard at

A paper published at Hutchinson, 
Kansas, says: "The Psychic Research 
Society held a very interesting service 
Sunday afternoon, the subject of the 
lecture being ‘Spiritualism, a Moral and 
Ethical Teacher/ which was handled 
with skill and care by the Rev. E. E. 
McCarthy, whose natural powers of ex
planation is unsurpassed. She lifts 
one out of his environment to dwell for 
a time at least among the blessed. She 
goes to Sterling with best wishes and 
hopes of her return.” x
'Mrs. C. J. Dixon,'secretary,'writes: 

“The secretary of the Spiritual Associa
tion of Springfield, Mo., would be 
pleased to communicate with some 
good speaker bearing proper creden
tials, who may contemplate a trip 
through the Southwest. Under satis
factory terms, arrangements may be 
made for a short,engagement. Address 
me at No. 529 West Linn street." *

Maurgerite Mac writes: "In her par
lors at 8019 Vernon avenue, on Thurs
day evening, May 25, Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land will hold her regular monthly so
cial. If you want to have a good time 
and get a good cup of coffee, just at
tend one of her socials. After you 
have been to one, you will not forget to 

' invite your friends to the next one. 
You are sure of a message or a palm 
reading, as Mrs. Maggie Henry is al
ways with us to read the lines in your 
hands, and other psychics are always 
present."

Dr. Dobson-Barlter. ..writes. from San 
Jose, Cal.: “The Wst Spiritual Union 
was greatly favored, Sunday,, at their 
morning and evening meeting,‘¡by hav
ing with them Prof. Geo. Perkins of 
Oakland. A large and intelligent audi
ence gathered to hear him, the deppest 
interest being manifested at both ses
sions. Prof. Perkins’ specialities are 
speaking and singing, and giving read
ings from a scientific - standpoint, 
bringing .prominently to the front ques
tions pertaining to the domestic econ
omy, the sucredness of home and the re
sponsibilities resting upon father, 
mother and child. His lecture before 
our society was, ‘See Thou Character/ 
analyzing Shakspeare’s delineations, 
and pointing out the absence of the 
home’ teachings. Mr. Perkins empha
sizes the necessity of having phrenolo
gy, astrology and psychometry taught 
in our public schools. The president 
calling for a rising vote of thanks, a 
unanimous vote was given by the en
tire audience rising to their feet, in re
sponse to their appreciation of the in
structive lesson taught. We hope to 
have the Professor with us again in the 
near future. Sunday, May 14, we are 
to have ap address by Mrs. N. P. Fox, 
followed by Mrs. R. Cowell, of Oakland, 
who will give tests, and during the 
evening session, will christen the in
fant grandson of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. J. 
Hambiy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Theall, 
having recently returned to San Jose 
from New York City.”

In a letter received from Dr. Peebles, 
in London a few days since, we learn 

i that, he ip lecturing-every Sunday, upon 
Spiritualism in Nottingham, Birming
ham, Leeds. Sheffield, Manchester, 
Glasgow, Merthyr in Wales, and bo 
forth. He desires us to state that he, 
cancels all his engagements with the 
camp-meetings to which he had been 
invited, except the Chesterfield, Indi
ana, camp-meeting, and one in Michi
gan, near Battle Creek. His outlined 
literary work prevents his spending 
time at these camp-meetings. He re
turns from England some time in June.

Eva McCoy, the excellent test medi
um, writes from Sheridan, Wyoming: 
“I am engaged for the month of May 
and June at this place, and through 
Montana, to serve the state association. 
I serve the New. Era camp at Portland, 
Oregon, for July and through Iowa in 
September."

Moses and Mattle E. Hull will be at 
borne not later than the 23rd of May, 
and ready for Work in the Spiritualist, 
field. Mrs. Clara L. Stewart is going to 
the Pacific Coast to work In the inter
est of the Morris Pratt Institute. She- 
begins her work in Seattle, on Sunday, 

. June 18, and in Portland, on Sunday, 
July 3. She can be addressed after 
June 16, Hotel Vendome, Seattle, Wash., 
and after June 26, at 311% Stark street, 
Portland, Oregon. Mr. Hull writes: "I 
am now holding a -great debate with 
Elder Steers, a great Adventist Minis
ter of Vancouver, B. C.”

Jane Steffenson’s criticism of the 
Chicago Spiritualists’ League and its 
May meeting particularly, published In 
The Progressive Thinker of May 13, 
calls for a word of explanation.

The settled policy of the , body has 
been to limit the main address of each 
public programme to thirty minutes in 
its time of delivery, from a conviction 
that the average audience feels that it 
is generally willing to dispense with all 
a speaker cannot compress into that pe
riod and from a desire to do justice to 
all participants who have a part in the 
evening’s entertainment Dr. Wick
land was granted ten minutes in excess 
of that limit, and without doubt could 
not have exhausted his experiences and 
conclusions had the entire evening been 
at his disposal. His work in all psychic 
lines bears the stamp of candor and of 
painstaking studlousness.

Your lady correspondent is the first 
one whose complain against the suspen
sion of five-minute speeches on the 
evening’s subject has reached the exec
utive board of the league, while on the 
other hand many exceptions to that 
feature have been expressed, because 
of the lateness when.it was reached, be
cause the speakers often bestrode some 
individual hobby foreign to the pending 
question, and because free criticisms 
preceding the messages often created 
an atmosphere of friction which ham
pered the mediums for that phase.

The executive board 1b simply seek
ing to learn what 1b most Interesting to 
the audiences and use the knowledge 
thus acquired. Each meeting adds r.o 
its fund of experience. It has already 
so nearly abolished the unpleasant ad
vertising feature by private notification 
and platform protests that criticism 
upon that point is too belated for pres
ent consideration. Three message me
diums are enough for any one evening.

GEO B. WARNE, 
President C. 8. L.

Evolution as Defined by Dr. Austin.
Dr. B. F. Austin, pastor of the First 

Spiritual Church, Baltimore, Md., lec
tured on "Evolution,” Sunday, April 30.

In part, the doctor said that evolu
tion, once so unpopular with religious 
people, is now the dominant philosophy 
of the scientific world, and is rapidly 
invading the theological colleges. It 
has been defined as a "continuous pro
gressive change, according to definite 
laws and by means of resident forces.” 
Three great steps upward in human 
thought have been taken in the past: 
The recognition that the sun is the cen
tre of our system; the law of gravita
tion and the evolution theory. Coper
nicus, Newton, Huxley and Wallace are 
names “not born to die." It is said 
that evolution is not logically proven; 
neither is the law of gravitation, nor 
the assumed fact that the sun will rise 
rise to-morrow.

It is said that evolution does away 
with God; not so. It does destroy those 
puny and unworthy conceptions of the 
Great First Cause, those anthropomor
phic ideas of God which men_formed in 
the childhood. of the race. Whence 
came the “resident forces,” and whence 
the “definite laws.” If not from God? 
In place of an “absentee God” who 
tolled six days and then rested, evolu
tion shows us the living and present 
God at work in all nature’s operations.

Evolution enlarges our conceptions of 
revelation, making it world-wide and 
age-long, and showing us that nature is 
full of divine truth and every “burning 
bush” ablaze with God. Evolution, 
fully understood, is not antagonistic to 
true religion, whatever its relations 
with and effects upon theology. It as
serts the great antiquity of the earth, 
and many of its expounders tell us man 
has been an inhabitant of this globe a 
full quarter of a million years. It 
declares that there has been no disas
trous fall, but a constant rise in human 
life and character. It is supported by 
a vast array of corroborative facts in 
geology, astronomy and kindred natural 
sciences.

In place of degrading man by giving 
him a lowly origin, it represents nature 
as at work for millions of years in mak
ing preparations for his coming, 
through that gradual organization and 
sublimation of matter in vegetable and 
animal forms, which rendered the hu
man body and brain a possibility. Man 
embodies in his form the results of all 
lower forms of life; in him the whole 
animal world is represented. This 
truth is taught in Markham’s poem, 
“The Making of Lincoln,” in Boyesen. 
Tennyson and other grqat poet philoso
phers. Evolution makes man’s future 
inexpressibly glorious and sublime.

D. FEAST.
Dr. Geo. B. Warne says: Brother 

Thomas Grimshaw’s many friends, both 
East and West, will read with interest 
the following lines from hlm, and know
ing his innate modesty will not mistake 
bis freedom, of expression in private 
correspondence for seeming egotism. 
He ' wrote from Burnley Lane on' 
May 1: "

Here I am In thb land of the free and 
the home of brave, at least that is what 
Englishmen say, and of course it must 
be true. ’ , ’ ’

Well, We arrived safely after a most 
delightful voyage. The sea was almost 
as calm as the scriptural sea of glass. 
No sea sickness. I managed to dispose 
of four good square meals each day, 
and—tell it not in Gath—I gained eight 
pounds of flesh In eight days.

Since our arrival the weather has 
been beastly, raining nearly all the 
time. Speaking socially and spiritually 
I have had a delightful time. After a 
brief visit to my. old home where 'the 
Spiritualists gave me a grand recep
tion, we journeyed to London and spent 
a week in seeing the sights, and the 
friends I met were very agreeable. I 
met good old Dr. Peebles, who is paying 
one of his flying visits. Easter saw me 
in Manchester, where we had a splen
did time. Good Friday they celebrated 
the Anniversary. In the afternoon we 
were entertained with a choir contest; 
several choirs connected with societies

party, about a thousand people partook 
of the feast of good things, after which 
we adjourned to a large hall and had 
the pleasure of meeting and hearing 
many of the leading workers of the 
movement. Your humble servant was 
the honored guest, and I met with a 
magnificent reception. ■ '

Sunday I lectured In Manchester be
fore the Central Society, the hall was 
literally packed, many being- - turned 
away. . Easter Monday found me pres
ent-at a demonstration--of Yorkshire 
Spiritualists in Dewsbury. Yestordhy, 
Sunday. April 30, found me back in my 
home town, Burnley. Although it rained 
all-day, we had an audience of over six

"Charlotte wanted me to come 
give my first communication through/ 
little Puns. I will come again ana nopii 
to do better next time." i,■; ■ (

DE. Meyer asked the spirit if Ka 
found it over there as he had antlclf 
pated. He said, "Not' quite. In soma 
respects it is not exactly as it had been; 
represented or as mediums had ’ de
scribed it to me, but it is all right X 
will soon be straightened out.”

The spirit ceased talking and appar
ently left. Presently he returned and 
said: “I nearly forgot to say good
night. Remember me to Puss. I will 
come again."

Owing to his diminutive form, Justin 
was by bis theatrical friends 'ailed 
Puss; that nickname was applic ta 
him while he remained upon iho i «.

The passing of Joseph Jeffi 
leaves Justin the last of that old sc 
of actors. e. W. HULBURL

Descanso, Cal.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially, 

bound In cloth.
No other publishing house In tha 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing anil 
paper. ’

The three volumes of the "Encyclope- 
dla of Death, and Lite in the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can bq 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by, 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. m,

Then comes the “Great Debate Ba. 
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, 
ft will fill on important niche in you* 
library. .

Then follows “Ghost Land," “ArO 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed’' 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands/' 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book,/ 
"Letters From the Spirit World," writ
ten through the mediumship of that re^ 
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea. j

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished.to our subscrlb/ 
ers for 33-75 (postage prepaid)—a prime 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you , 
and your family,—an achievement only 1 
accomplished by the Progressive? 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise! J

I
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Cures 
Catarrh, 
Head Colds, 
Headache, 
Partial 
Deafness 
and 
immediate- ; 
ly relieves 
Hay Fever 
and 
Asthma.

Never take medicine In the stomach to kilt 1 
germs of Catarrh in the hea l. Nothing but air / 
can reach their hiding places, and the Co-ro-na : 
kill them on the spot. '

SPECIAL OFFER.
For a short time I will mall my new 

Co-ro-na Medlcator with medicine for 
one year’s treatment to any person nam
ing The Progressive Thinker on five 
day’s trial free. If it gives you perfect 
satisfaction, send me ?1 (half price), if 
not, return it at the expired time which 
will only cost you 3 cents postage and 
you will not owe me a penny, or if you 
enclose 31, I will include free for tho 
asking, 30 days’ treatment of my Aus
tralian Life Tablets for Rheumatism 
and Kidney trouble.

They destroy the Uric Acid poison In 
the plasma of the blood.

Address,.E. J. WORST, 
8 Elmore Blk., ASHLAND, OHIO.

Longley’s Choice CollectionOF
BEAUTIFUL SONOS.

Last evening Dr. F. D. C. Meyer, 
Justin Hulburd and E. W. Hulburd 
were in the home of the latter, reading 
a recent spiritual publication entitled, 
"Death—The Meaning and Result,” by 
J. K. Wilson, and conversing upon its 

1 contents. • About 9 o’clock Justin was 
observed to be under some Influence 
that was endeavoring to obtain control 
of his organism. He arose and walked 
about the room in an unsteady manner, 
finally approaching an open door, stag
gered and fell against the door casing. 
Dr. Meyer and E. W. Hulburd sprang to 
his. assistance and led him to an arm
chair.

After a few minute? the spirit ex
tended the medium's hands, shaking 
purs in a cordial manner, saying, “Good 
evening, gentlemen. Well, well, well. 
He is nearly as broad as he is long. 
What has become of those beautiful 
curly locks and that petite form? 
Where Is his pride now? All gone. I 
am" rather weak on my pins. I thought 
I would walk around until you stopped 
reading, but L staggered and come near 
falling. You have a^iice, comfortable 
home here in the mouuntalns. Every
thing looks beautiful outside.

"I suppose you would like to know 
who I am. My name is Joseph Jeffer
son, I passed into spirit life a few days 
ago. / You may think it remarkable that 
I have come so quick, but I have known 
of this for many years. I am a thor
ough Spiritualist and knew all about 
the change; ... ’ ■ .

"How do you suppose I got here so 
quick? I met Charlotte Cushman. She 
safd, ‘Joseph, don't you -want to go and 
see Puss?-(the nickname of the medium 
when on the stage) You can talk 
through his organs of speech,’

“1 said. ‘Yes/, and she brought me 
here. ■ .r ..... '

: "I knew I was going; to leave»-the

—Lyman C. Howe.
"This collection of songs breathes a pure 

spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency."—Dawning Light.

“The songs and music are of a nature to in
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W, Hull. ’

“There are somethings in our nersonal histo- 
rv that nover fade from memory. One in mine 
has been fresh for fifty years. I went one night, 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, ProtS.B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought be ad-

20th Genturu Guide
TO

palmistry
' v

Thia Is the simplest, clearest nnd yet 
the most exhaustive presentation thia 
Interesting science has yet -received. 
All of the discoveries, investigation* 
and researches of.centurles are summed) 
up in thin practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry. •

There Is no trait, no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency, that is not -marked 
on the palm of the hand and can tie 
traced with unerring accuracy by foL 
£grwlag hho principles enforced by the 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents', cloth, 31. ... I

"The Spiritual Blgnlflcance, or. Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit-' - 
Ing. One of Miss Whiting's most »ug- • 
gestivo, intensely interesting, spiritual 
hooka. It is laden with rich, thought* 
fel spirituality. Price 8L__ \

> -
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Mary
Schwenker, 98 N. Front street, Colum
bus, Ohio, Crossed the border“lin'd/ jUst 
as the-sun went driwn at '6 o’clock, 
Wednesday evening, April 26 in her

Our- arisen sister, Mrs.
Prominent Spiritualist Passed On

' This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE,
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

“The ’Truth",Seeker ¡Collection of 
.. ........ Fortes and Ceriem'bnies for the Use of 
prayer and. intercession wRtlpt change Liberals.” Price’25 cents.

NOTE—The Questions and-Answers 
hqve called forUi suck a host pt re- 
'epondentB, that to give alt equal bear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 

¿Clearness Is pprhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and tlie style becomes thereby as- 
Bertlve, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
.with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write lette's of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
¡several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 

■ place, and all are treated with equal
favor.

• NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonympus letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, er the letters will 
net be read. It the request be made, 

. the name will not be published. The 
correspondence ot this department has 
.Lecome excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what- 

: ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy ot correspondents Is ex 
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

the course of things la the least. We I 
know we must then, place ourselves in I 
line with the laws of onr being, and it i 
we do so .there is harmony, and what
ever the power beyond, if we call it i 
God,.we thus become in. harmony with 
him; we obey his commands and fulfill 
his purposes.

This is true worship; the adoration of 
I knowledge, if we pray, intelligently, It 
us not that the laws of the world be 
changed, but that we understand and 
conform to the laws physical as well as 
spiritual.

Can deeper reverence come to the 
human soul than is felt when, under the 
dome of stars, it sees in each gem-like 
light a sun and stretching into infini
tude of space continuous suns and sys
tems, all held in mazy orbits by the 
hand of law? When it contemplates the 
universe thus presented as looking off 
into space from the headland ■ of this 
earth, feeling as an atom in immensity, 
yet it Is conscious that it Is superior, as 
a being -comprehending the forces on 
which this complex immensity depends.

It does not worship by a confession of 
weakness, of incapacity, and imbecility, 
but by admiration and the . ennobling 
consciousness of being the one product 
of this - evolution having the possibili
ties of comprehending the universe.
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A Series of Letters From Spirit Carlyle Petersilea, T^ougli the Medi
umship of His Wife, Mrs, Amelia Petersilea. f’1' 
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. Letter Number Eleven-Continued. messes to sour andilbecofAe putrid; in 
Now, I wrote the - foregoing that it ^kls case life appears at once and thé . • ' . « ° . ’ », rntiQOCU f» m ri ronuu IltrlMn* Zivnn hi »»ou

THE HOWLANDS.

Roy BaFcal: Q. it God created all 
life, is it not-sinful to take the life of 
animals ever for food? Are there any 
particular passages in the Bible on this 
point?

A. The Bible by designating the 
kinds which may and may riot be eaten, 

io’ves the religious law, which is sup- 
sed to give the right to man to use a 
rtion at least as he pleases. The 
ble further is understood as placing 
a animal world subservient to man, 
d thereby gnade him lordly, unjust 
d cruel to the animals with which he 
mes in contact. It was believed that 
sy had no feeling, or reason, arid no 
;hts man was bound to respect. Not 
til science came and declared that 
in was only one remove from the an- 
als beneath him. and instinct a less 

developed reason; that all the various 
species of animals were united by their 

\ plan of organization, alike in all, that 
I all had nerves that felt the thrill ^f 

¡pleasure or of pain, was humane senti
ment possible.

( This correspondent puts his question 
¡from the standpoint of theology. In an
swering it, we must dispose of the idea 
that God "created” animals or man for 
nriy purpose. There has been no crea
tion! there has been evolution. The 
old story ot God creating the world, is 
a child’s dream, and is like the other 
■tales of the childhood of the world.

The master of “sinfulness” would 
turn on the point of whether it was 
God’s will that man should kill—that is 
in a religious sense, for sin means act
ing contrary to the will of’ God ’ ex
pressed in religious dogmas. Accord
ing to the Bible, Gpd was an insatiate 

./lover of smoking flesh on the reeking 
altar. He commanded his chosen peo
ple to sacrifice (kill) the best for Hiin. 
But this has nothing to do in deciding 
thejauestfon of right rind wrong.

It is “right,” that’ in accord .with 
their organization, .for the ciirnivoru to j 

> eat flesh, as it- is for the IrUgiverous to 
eat fruit, or the herbiverous to live on 
vegetation. It would be wrong if either

I attempted the diet of the other.
7 Hence the answer depends on the 
i class to which man Belongs. If bis 
I, teeth and digestive tract show that he 
. was evolved from the carnivora, then

Pe(er Valentine: Q. What Is the 
difference between magnetism and 
hypnotism? ■ ' /
. A, Magnetism, In the. sense given 
the word by this correspondent is “ani
mal magnetism" as distinguished from 
physical magnetism. There is no dif
ference in the meaning of the two 
words. Hypnotism Is less objection
able than magnetism, but both convey 
erroneous ideas, and in no wise are ex
pressive of the phenomena. The early 
practitioners of mesmerism found that 
when they held their hands near the 
foreheads of subjects, there was appar
ently an attraction exerted by the 
haqds, drawing the forehead as a mag
net attracts Iron. They changed the 
name of mesmerism to magnetism, pre
fixing “animal,” to distinguish it. 
Later investigators saw in the phenom
ena resemblance to sleep,' and to es
cape the odium which had been cast 
on these names. Invented a new desig
nation, hypnotism. But as this state is 
sleep only in faint resemblance, the 
term is misleading.

M. S. B. Greenwald: Q. Is it neces
sary to have “Rev.” prefixed to a per
son's name, when engaged in speaking 
on Spiritualism?

A. Unless ordained, really you have 
no right to affix “Rev." to your name, 
although many do. It is a false pre
tense. Ordination by the N. S. A. con
fers advantages, such as the law gives 
all ministers of the gospel, ?uch as half
fare oh railroads, power to perform the 
marriage ceremony, and makes the 
meeting which they address unques
tionably protected by the laws in com
mon with all religious gatherings. But 
if ordained, no one is required to write 
"Rev.” before his name. That is en
tirely a matter of taste. As used it is 
now a meaningless term,—however 
much it meant to a past generation. 
There is no need of writing L.L. D., or 
Rev. with the name of Savage, or A. 
M. S., F. L. S., F. H. S., Ph. D., and a 
dozen other abbreviations to the name 
of Thomas Edison. It is a streak of 
vanity which exhibits such appendages, 
and the really great man is belittled 
thereby.

might be somewhat of a test, and to 
let you all know that wo know your 
thoughts and also what is written about 
us. This afternoon, since the forego
ing was written, my wife has received 
The Progressive Thinker, dated April 
8, wherein a lady refers to Abby Jud
son, and that the Idea of her being 
united to the Other half of herself must 
he very erroneous—that she thought of 
little else but her brother Elnathan, and 
that her greatest happiness would be 
to make him happy.

My wife lias a letter in her possession 
that Miss Judson wrote to us previous 
to her departure to the spirit World, in 
which she says: “I have read’ your 
books with great delight and satisfac
tion. They make clear to my mind 
many things that r have loh'g ‘desired 
to know. Two points, especially, have 
come home to me as : great truths— 
eternal verities. One is the spiritual 
germ theory, the other,,the great ques
tion of soul counterparts. . l/am. con
vinced that what you wrote’,on-.those 
subjects is trup. I never CQUld: believe 
that'animals ceased to exist at the 
death of the body, nor that angels were 
sexless. The spiritual, germ theory 
explains everything, and cleans, pp the 
mist. Your showing, up pt the eternal 
counterpart seems a? true to me as it 
is delightful. L myself,-haye jm ■ ink
ling of how it will be with . me who 
have never been married. I also feel 
certain who my true other self may be; 
but he passed into spirit, life many 
years ago. No doubt that is t^ie reason 
why I never married.” v.

The above is the gist of wlia't Abby 
Judson wrote, and the letter,.-as' pre
viously stated, is in iny wife’s possess
ion; and now I shalIaIldw ,Abby hei'' 
self to take the control. ...

CARLYLE, PETERSILEA.

messes are a mass v? IIVjftg creatures, 
hut the germs, were-.iW.ltW. the air or
the ether, and were, attracted to the 
messes oh account of this condition.

And so, when I, Abby A. Judson, 
wrote to you of that which has taken 
place with me, som&tof you spout it. 
I must talk arid write1 exactly th? sariie 
as before, not having gained a particle 
of knowledge or experience. I do-not 
know how any will progress ai; that 
rate; '■ ’. ' ■

Now I am doing'this writing, and not 
Mrs. Petersifea, I ¿ih now; within her 
aura and olile to write that which I 
wish to write, and we tire now, this mo
ment',’ talking together.1 Her spirit is 
talking with my spirit, but.I am doing 
the writing. 1 -

She says; “Abby, If I thought I should 
never be again united-to my husband, 
I would much rather be annihilated.” 
But one would think'to-hear some of 
you talk tn earth life'that true mar
riage was rather disgraceful than other
wise. Such people dUght to turn Cath
olics and become priests and’ nun?. 
The great eternal perifect law 1b: “And 
they twain shall become one flesh;’’ 
or, rather, spirit, as It-really was ren
dered in the olden language. '

I
Would my old-tinm ■friend desire that 
should remain an imperfect half

throughout eternity? If she so desires 
and thinks, nature does not; and the 
perfect law must be fulfilled. Because
I remained unmarried in the earth life

An Earnest Defense of Their Medium
ship, In Defiance of Their Positive 
Statement That They Are ‘‘Not Medi
ums or Spiritualists, God Forbid.” 
I am in favor of everybody being just 

and honest. Honest, ignorance is com
mon. Honest Ignorance is one of the 
most unjust manifestations in Spirit
ualists. You published ’an editorial 
from the Banner of Light about Mr. and 
Mrs. Howland in Boston. D'id the 
editor of the Banner of Light visit and 
study the manifestations through or by 
Mr. and Mrs.- Howland while they jyere 
in Boston in 1905? . He did not report 
that he did. That editorial is an opin
ion without justice, as no trial was 
held, and the editor, as judge, had not 
seen any fraud. I went , to see the 
Howlands three times during their stay 
in Boston in 1905. They invited the 
brightest and smartest people in their, 
audiences to detect them in any trick/ 
They gave six men ahd six women lib
erty to examiné them and all their 
work by closest examination at all pub
lic meetings. The first part of . the 
meeting was a lecture by , Rev. How
land. His ideas were good and pleased 
Boston audiences' close to Trinity 
church, Boston Public Library, and 
Copley Square, to such extent that all 
seats appeared to be taken at 35.and 50

driven out of a city or Exposed in our 
■lives. If you were a little; smarter i’. 
wiser (and surly you ?re: old enough) 
you might know that The notorious 
Howland not Howlands’ (of California 
was another man, what about “The Fox 
Sisters did they not sign an aifidavid 
That they were fakes & frauds & after
ward the spiritualists took them back 
and used them as foundation stones to 
found their religion on your paper is a 
living lie & you know it. We will be In 
Chicago before long we are through 
with The Old Bay State & have a 
pocket full of money The only trouble 
with you is. we dident give you & "The 
Beautiful Banner some of it, Tuttle 
comitted Suicide & robed the Banner 
after I told him he was anything but a 
man We have hundreds of wealthy Spir
itualists in Boston who know what ly
ing papers youTs is & The Banner too.

STORE YOUR MIND

By Reading Prof. W. M. Lockwood’s 
» . Publications.

My dear friend and all Other friends, 
who may read'this message. Is there 
one of you who can suppose , that 'sim
ply to witness my brother1? joy would 
be joy enough for me throughout eter
nity?

My brother’s joy belongs (o him, and 
my joy belongs to, me, I may be de
lighted and sympathize with my broth
er in his joy, but I cannot sink my own 
individuality within that of my broth
er’s, or either one of my brothers, for 
Elnathan is not my only brother. El
nathan suffered much while in the 
earthly form, but he was not entirely 
conscious of his sufferings. Qne of the 
first to meet and greet me when I ar
rived here was Elnathan, together, with 
my father and mother. My father had 
already been instrumental in restoring' 
my brother, for at first he was’ little 
more than a child in spirit, his real self 
had been, buried so long in a crazed 
brain and wpak, impotent body, I 
found him an inmate of my father’s 
house, once more taking up his life 
where he left it in early youth, for his 
spirit had really made very little prog
ress after his braid became so useless 
to him.

He visits' me now often for great 
lengthB'bfotiine,- addAis ’iritetoBted ^^ 
self in my work and ' that of'my dearly 
beloved husband. '

is.no reason why I should remain thus 
foreva'. I had a good ¡reason for re
maining single when, on earth, ■ tad 
well knew that my life there was only 
a half life, but mal<Jen-like concealed 
my real feelings from curious and un
sympathetic eyes; but now need no 
longer blush, for a. true union has 
changed me from a shrinking, sensi
tive female to a courageous and whole- 
souled woman, for the. other half has 
been added to my life, consequently do 
not expect to find me exactly the same 
as I was in my undeveloped, single, 
earthly state. We afe trying »to give 
through this medium as well as 
through many otherh, but we do not 
expect that all will accept it.

All nature is male rind female or pos
itive and negative, d^d even when in 
the. lowest forms of iife it appears as 
though there wore btrc one principle, it 
is only in seeming, the two principles

flesh being his natural diet, he like all J 
h<‘sh eaters must obtain It by the 
Slaughter of animals. The carnivora 
¿imply obey the impulses of their or
ganization.

It man has partially evolved out'of 
the carnivorous state, and become om- 
nlverous, then his flesh food must be 
obtained by killing lower anlinals.

There is, however, a radical disagree
ment as to man’s early estate. The 
anthropoids immediately below him are 
frugivorous. The orang outang, chim- 

'■■panzee, etc., live on fruits and nuts, 
with now and then birds’ eggs, or 
young birds. Man came from frugiver- 
ous ancestors and not carnivorous1. His 
history proves this, and it is confirmed 
by bls anatomy. At some time in his 
advance, either by failure of his natu
ral food, or the perversion of his appe
tite he became a flesh and fish eater.

Among savage peoples, the struggle 
for food is the dominant incentive, and 
starvation is an ever-present menace. 
Whatever will appease hunger is seized 
—insect, reptile, or animal. Especially 

. is this the case with tribes, driven 
away from the more fruitful regions. 
While those living in the tropics may 
have a continuous supply of fruits, nuts, 
and vegetables, those pushed into the 
temperate regions, would And' It impos
sible to sustain life, without taking 
other life. In the dire visitations of 
famine cannibalism had its origin, to 
continue after its necessity had passed.

Few there are who would relish 
flesh, if they came fresh from the 
slaughter bouse, having witnessed the 
cruelty and pain, and disgusting opera
tions. .

Man has a right to protect himself 
against venomous and destructive ani
mals, but he has no right to cause un
necessary pain, even to the lowest 
creature. .

We believe that the growth of hu
mane sentiment, will eventual!^ lead 
man'tojirefer the diet which his' organ
ization clearly indicates.

forty-seventh year. A true, noble wo
man, unselfish, and an ardent worker 
for Spiritualism. Thé writer visited 
her often during her last illness, and 
her face was most beautiful and radiant 
—so beautiful that I had to express to 
her how beautiful she looked, and I told 
her that it proved to me that her njind 
was at. rest. She said. “Yes. Sister 
Webster, I am ready to go when the 
angels come for me. Every wish is 
gratified; there is nothing in this world 
that I want but what I can have for the 
asking. I know I must go soon, and I 
am ready.” Mrs. Schwenker Is the be
loved wife of Mr. Chas Schwenker, one 
of Columbus’ moat influential business 
men. He is also a true Spiritualist, 
and had her funeral- conducted under 
spiritual rites, Miss Elizabeth Harlow 
of Boston, officiating.' Miss Harlow 
was assisted at the home by FI. E. 
Boerstler, president of the West Side 
church, and at the cemetery by the 
writer. Miss Harlow was fully inspired 
and delivered an eloquent and beautiful 
address that was soothing and com
forting to those who were near and 
dear to our arisen sister before passing 
to higher life. Mrs. Schwenker made a 
gift of three hundred dollars and more 
to the West Side church; having her 
lawyer pay off the mortgage and cancel 
the remaining notes, leaving pur 
church free from all indebtedness, say
ing, “Now, Sister Webster, I have paid 
off the debt; now those of you who 
have worked so hard can raise money 
and beautify the inside for the angels." 
She had been interested in the church 
since its organization. She. was very 
energetic, and helped us to decorate 
the board of trade auditorium for the 
state association last May, and spared 
neither time nor money to have it a suc
cess. She was a good, true woman, al
ways trying to do something for the up- 
liftmént of humanity. Her funeral was 
largely attended arid the floral tflbuter. 
were grand in the extreme.

MRS. HÀTTIE G, WEBSTER.

The love of a brother does not in any 
way Interfere with that ot a husband, 
neither will either one of us remain 
within the home of our parents through
out eternity. No, nor for any great 
length ot time. Each soul has its own 
particular work to do—its mission to 
perform—and my father, Adonirato',’ 
would not consider either.Elnathan br 
myself worthy of him if we selfishly 
remained within his home, simply that 
we might enjoy ourselves.

My friend says she doesn’t think it 
like me to slip off and marry an old 
lover. Well, to say the least, such a 
way of putting it la very, undignified. 
I surely did not slip off, but my hus
band was brought to me by my own,pa
rents, and Elnathan’s joy was greater 
than all the others, apparently, for he 
was the most child-like in the manifest
ation of it. Elnathan himself, when 
the proper time arrives, when he is 
fitted for the true union, will be united 
as I have been. This, he already 
kriows, and the event no doubt, will 
soon take place. If his spirit had been 
fully developed in earth life It .would 
have taken place some time ago, arid 
when it does happen, his work, together 
with- his own other-self, inay. be far 
away from me. It. is just as erroneous 
to suppose that families come together 
here, and remain thug throughout etern
ity, as the old idea of heaven, God sit
ting on a throne, and the angels singing 
psalms and playing harps forever and 
ever. Earth is a type of heaven, land 
all you have there we have here on a 
grander scale, one grand remove higher 
and. all that we have: missed or kicked 
on earth the great law of. recompense 
and strict justice restores to us here.

I became very weary, of .my. brother 
Elnathan’s obscene and abusiye’.ravings 
before he left his body,’ and felt.thflt un
less h&were greatly changed I: should 
not care to see him; and, can any sen-

reside within one fofni tolbe evolved 
into two forms latef* onl* If my cap
tious friend will seriH foalMrs. Peter- 
sllea for a book entitled V’Mary Ann 
Carew, or Wife, Mothérf Spirit, Angel,” 
she may become somewhat-enlightened 
as to our mode of lift hetel

Mrs. Petersilea says tlittt she would 
rather be annihilated thari not to re
join her beloved busbahdihere, and I 
now say that I wouldfirathfiT be annihi
lated than to be sdpatated from my 
own. But this can rievenhe, for if one 
half were to be anisihllaMli the other 
surely would be, for one half cannot 

¡die and the other live; -Wiiien in earth 
life I said but llttleuonjke marriage 
question, fearing that Enright be mis» 
■understood, and-being ’monaiden ladyjl 
could not fully understand,-,not having 
lived it, what true carriage really sig
nified; but after, reading the- Pete/sllea 
books my eyes were opened, and where 
before I- saw through « glass darkly, 
now all that appertained to true mar
riage become clear, and I now know by 
experience that the principles therein 
expounded are true. That there is no 
propagation in this lÿe kt, also true. 
The material earths aje.the only places 
wherein propagation Jakes place, and 
from thence fill and pustain the spirit 
realms.

Justice and equilibrium are two great 
eternal, unchangeable laws in nature, 
and all that the soul has missed on 
earth is restored and .equalized here.

If sex simply belongs to the. mate
rial body, then, indeed,Î one might say 
that there was'no “sex. in the ' spirit 
world; but yet, you all'say, or at least 
Spiritualists do, that tips death of the 
material body changés , nothing—that 
the spirit takes' up its: life . precisely 
where ft was’ when it left the body—and 
this is true, and sex jeajly belongs to 
the soul and spirit and not to the mate
rial body, for that bpdy was but the 
covering of the soul,spirit. Then 
how can one say there Is rio sex-in.the 
spirit world? All who .say this . are 
wrong, for the male is the' male forever, 
and the female is the female forever, 
and they twain make one.

Many earthly marriages are fleeting, 
I know, because they are not founded 
on the right bases; and that is one 
great reason why I remained single 
while there, for I would not enter into 
an ill-assorted marriage, preferring to 
wait until I should And thé one great, 
eternal and true Unitih,

I am led to think oiat nothing ever 
takes place in vain, îôÿ T am now very 
glad that.I wrote that,letter to thé 
Petersileas, as it proves what I really 
did think on the subject; and, also, is 
another or added proof'of my identity.

cents per seat, whifo. at the free meet
ing where Mr. J. J.. Morse was medium, 
only a few hardened Spiritualists as
sembled—also rieari C.opley. Square, Bos
ton. Many seats that were free were 
unoccupied by. any material human. I 
attended the placé, and heard J. J. 
Morse, and' my opinion was with the 
larger audience that went to hear and 
see Mr. and Mrs, Howland. We have 
better test mediums than Mr. Howland, 
but none at present to equal the mani
festations through , Mra. Howland after 
and under the closest examinations.

I went top. private, meeting with -the 
Howlands in 1905. They Invited all the 
audience to examine the./cabinet and 
meeting room. I used t(ijs invitation to 
the full extept of my ability. Women 
examined Mrs. Howland, and removed 
all her garments and placed garments 
that were all ' black, and stranger's 
on her. We had remarkable manifesta 
lions, and l 'dld ,not discover one sign 
of fraud at this or any other meeting 

! held with Mr and Mrs. Howland in 
1905. I knew they were called frauds 
by some people, and I was watching for 
fraud. I found more dishonesty, fraud 
and ignorance among soirie called Spir
itualists in Boston,, thari with Mr. and 
Mrs. Howland^ If their manifestations 
are material tricks of material humans 
—expose them. Tell us where they 
kept the white garments? Tell me 
where they kept the flowers that ap
peared and remained with us in my 
home?

I am an agnostic about spirit mani
festations. I have walked and talked 
with materialized ghosts under careful 
test conditions. I had with me associ
ates to discover tricks of spirits in hu
man material bodies, and of spirits 
from dead human bodies. I accept the 
facts I found ahd concede Spiritism is a 
fact, a truth—the only evidence of im-1 
mortality or a continued intelligent in
dividual existence of a souj after its 
leaving a dead human body—Spiritual
ism. Spirits love to deceive and love 
to please. Expose the Howlands In an 
honest and just way. Expose the man 
who closes his eyes and advertises to 
speak entranced or In a trance. Push 
the expose into the ranks of inspired, 
writers and public speakers, etc., etc. 
I am writing for honest’ and just treat- 

; ment of'Ull mediums in Boston, and all 
who will Visit us. AURIN F. HILL.

Boston, Mass.

We are about to begin suit against the 
Banner It will be different, Than, yours 
& Mable Abers’ (who posed as a m6" 
dium) & we dont & never did. your at- 
tacts on my wife who is not a miss This 
or that (as so many of your so called 
women mediums are) but a respectlable 
Lady a married woman a mother,) Is to 
say the least cowardly & ungenUemah- 
ly Have you ever seen our Work, How 
do you know (we are fakes'did you ever 
see ua exposed, A beautiful Editor, A 
wolf in Sheeps Clothing, I hope you will 
publish tRis But of course you wont I 
Bet you $1000 you cant get any medium 
on earth who can duplicate our work 
Their are Thousands of Spiritualists 
you never know who believe in us who 
wouldent have your paper in their 
house. Thanking you for free advertis-
ing Clarence. C, Howland,

Mr. Hill’s defense of the Howlands as 
mediums, loses its force when con
fronted with their emphatic declaration, 
“We never posed as mediums or Spir
itualists, God forbid!" If not mediums 
then legerdemain produces all the ma
terializations, all the dpves’and all the 
flowers at his meetings.® Mr. Hill’s al
lusions to J. J. Morse, one of the finest 
speakers today on the rostrum, a noble 
man, a medium, too, of the highest or
der, greatly esteemed in this country 
as well as at his home in England, is 
in extremely bad taste in saying that 
while the meeting of the Howlands was 
well attended at 35 and 50 cents per 
seat, the one held by Mr. Morse, where 
no charge was made, "only a few hard
ened Spiritualists assembled.” Then 
God and the angels pity the spiritual 
culture of Boston, its Spiritualists pre
ferring a show to the elevated, spirit
ualizing teachings of Mr. Morse.

The statement that Mr. Hill makes, 
that the flowers were materialized at 
Howland’s meeting, and remained 
“with us in our home,” only exhibits 
his childishness—if not his extreme 
intellectual weakness—in the investi
gation of Spiritualism. Flowers never 
have been, nor can they be material
ized, especially before a large audience, 
and thereafter remain in the home of 
mortals. God and the angels pity Spir
itualism, if those who say they "are 
not mediums or Spiritualists—God for
bid!” are to be sustained by gullibles 
as being really genuine mediums.

We publish the above views of Mr. 
Hill in compliance with the request of 
Mr. Howland, who claims there are 
other HOwlands before the people, and 
that he is in no wise responsible for the 
latter’s conduct, and that he and bis 
wife were never driven from any place 
as set forth in the Banner article, and 
they "never posed as mediums or 
Spiritualists, God forbid.”

We take pleasure in correcting the 
misstatements, and hope that future in
vestigations now being carried on in 
Philadelphia, and various other places, 
in the West, will lead to more fully 
sustaining the statement of Mr. How
land, . and establish his innocence in 
ail respects.

Now read the following letters, exact
ly as written, one to the Banner of 
Light, and the other to The Progressive
Thinker, end then you can more prop
erly estimate the real character
literary ability of' Mr. Howland :

and

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE,

T. A. Wentworth: Q. Does religion 
harmonize with science? What is wor
ship in_a scientific sense? :

A. If religion is the truth, it must 
harmonize with science, whicn is dem
onstrated truth, for truth wherever 
found,is a unit. Whatever dogma of 
religion does not harmonize, must tben 
be false. There may be supreme wor
ship In a "scientific’ sense,” though not 
that worship which comes from cring
ing fear; the begging prayer of the 

■ slave who regards God as á tyrant mas- 
ter to be appeased and turned from his

1 purpose. Consecration to knowledge— 
to, know, the principles of nature, and 
the sublime capabilities' of the spirit, is 
tlie'bigiiest form of worship. We know 
that'not the, least law. of the physical or 
spiritual universe can be changed. That

How Some of Onr Beaders Vari 
• Make Money. (

Having .read of the success of some of your 
reader? Belling Dish-washers, I have tried tho 
work with-wonderful success. I have not made 
less than £9.00 any day for the last six months. 
The Mound City Dish-washer, gives, good satis
faction hud every family wants one. Aladycan 
wash and dry the dishes without removing her 
gloves and can do the work In two minutes: I 
got my sample machine from the Mound City 
Dish-Washing Co., of St. Louis. Mo. I used ft 
to take orders and sold 12 Dish-washers the firat 
day. The Mound City Dish-Washer Co. wlfl 
start you. Write them for particulars. Ladles 
can do as weU as men. Jomt F. M.

_ _. . w , . . I
"How to Train Children and Par 

rents/' Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
thq. position that in many cases it is, thé I 
parents' that need the training more 
than, the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than 
buying this little book, Anyone . that 
has the care of children should read it 
Price 25 cents.. ’ ■ ' \ , .1

«♦FtoW Shall 1 Beçômé à Medi 
tìin/’ Fuíly

în ‘Mêdiumsbip and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
¿àd Cultivation,” bÿ^ Hudson , Tuttle. Price 35 

• ¿end to Mr. Hei^WO.'. I

Bible person think that;I should-be for
ever, tied to, my .brother’s-si^e?!. L love 
my brother as dearly as any siater^eyer 
loved a brother, but à brother is. but 
a brother and not. a..; husband.; My 
spirit IS so far ahead of Elnathan^s .that 
he is almost like a child to me(; and;we 
are extremely far apart—that, is-.our 
souls ate! Where would be my own joy 
and rec.oiripensè’if l wéré.to retnain by 
him forever?.. Moreover, hé .would be 
trie first to shrike tee off. - , /. ■

Spiritual brings ’ sometimes',feel ah 
most discouraged at trie vobtu.sehess or 
the lbwer world about these, things, and 
if after great endeavor we. „write .'.to 
tliciii, they will not ’believe, hs,if we do 
not continue to say the same, old thingi 
we used to say, without hping one step 
in advance, then in their estimation it 
cannot be ourselyes. ..O, how strange 
it seems to ine now!. ..’’ . .. / ', 1 '

Ingersoll must still.believe.and write 
the same things hç did wfién in the 
earth life or it cannot bfe the redoubt
able Colonel, forgetting, that Ingersoll: 
now knows what hé before’ did . not. 
know, and consequently Is changed, 
' Charles Darwin must1 still’continue to 
teach evolution just as hé believed it 
to' be when in the' earth life, fôrgét(ing;i 
that his eyes and'spiritual knowledge I 

i are opened to a greater truth; and that 
i truth is involution, together with' evo- 
i lution, and’ you, will.not accept them 
i and that which“ they have learned.
Still you all preach progression—eter
nal-progression—but if they may not be 
allowed to'teU ot the things that they 
have learned since coming here, where»- 
in-IB’the progression?- ’

Others will talk about creating JIfe 
by- joining certain chemicals together/ 
forgetting that the germs, of life re-, 
side within the ethers and are at tracted 
into matter: irom thenbe, wheh ' the 
proper conditions ' are “'made. V’lf lite 
could be- created in ■ the wav before 
mentioned, the credit might be “given 
to nay aeglectful housewife wto foS

But what I said,'or iriay have thought, 
does not change eteriSxLlaw one iota, 
for natural laws, are - unchangeable. 

Hoping to' give nothing but truth to 
a hungering and suffwi^’g world, I re
main as ever, Yourshumanity and 
spirituality. -

ABBY A. JUDSON.

Ä

REEUOlW . CURÉOS ■ .
WITHOUT MEDICINE

New Remedy Wliicli
Absorbs Acid Imçùritic^Through

the Large Ftat Piffes. . . -
A DOLLAR >AIR< FREE

On Approval—Write To-day.
Don’t take mediciiiè for J^heumatism, 

but send your name to the makers of 
Magic Foot Drafts,- tri«’great Michigan 
discovery which is cueing Avery kind’of 
Rheumatism without medidMe—chronic, 
or acute—Muscular, ffiiiatilbf-Lumbago', 
Gout, etc., no matterite wltst part of the 

¡body. You’ll 'get thé Drafts by return 
mail. If you are satisfied with the re
lief they give, send ¡us ¡one dollar. If

TMOtUARK r. not, send noth-

Store your mind with tho great but 
demonstrative truths found In consec
utive order only in these writings.

Prof. Lockwood is the only writer, 
thinker and lecturer In this country 
who affirms Uiat the evolution of tho 
soul of man is in strict accord and 
agreement with the evolution of the 
soul of nature; and that the only proof 
of Immortality inheres in -an analysis ot 
nature’s fundamental principles and 
the co-relation of cosmic demerits and 
energies.

These great truths are explained and 
demonstrated from the plane of the 
Spiritual Philosophy founded on Nature 
itself.
. ;The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature 
and Ka Relation to the Philosophy of 
Spiritualism.. A scientific demonstra
tion of the invisible principles and at
tributes of nature and Modern Spirit
ualism. A mint of scientific truths as 
the basis of its phenomena. Price 25 
cents.

The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm—A 
Menace to the American Civilization. 
The entire hierarchy of Eccleslastlclsm 
arraigned as infidels for subverting the 
scientific demonstrations of universi
ties and colleges, by substituting tho 
immoral phantoms of the Mosaic Hy
pothesis. It is a hot shot. Price 25 
cents.

Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections' to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment. A concise 
and masterly review of the historical 
origin of Reincarnation as an ancient 
dogma. Its Illogical claims and incon
sistent assumptions. Its glaring de
fects and dogmas dissected. Price 25 
cents.

The Spiritualism of Nature. Mod
ern Spiritualism has its basic truths in 
nature, and is proven not by the bible 
or any sacred cosmogony, but by an an- , 
alysls of jiature’s self-existent princl- . 
pies. Price 15 cents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
The greatest book, and the greatest 
troth of any age; a book of 212 pages 
with several telling scientific Illustra
tions. Continuity of life and the asso
ciation of spirit realms demonstrated to 
be in scientific accord with principles 
of the Co-relation of Force, and the 
Conservation of Energy. The greatest 
book ever written in the defence and
support of Spiritualism. Price $1.

The Relation Science Holds to I 
ral Philosophy and Its Conflict

Natu- 
with

Every Phase of Religion. In this essay
the author shows that science is not a
thing—a corporation or individual, but 
a process of inductive and deductive 
reasoning, its acceptance means the 
death of Theurgical religions. Price 
15 cents.

Ail of Prof. Lockwood’s publications 
are on sale at The Progressive Thinker 
office, Chicago, 111., and at the rostrum 
when he lectures. These treatises con
tain the wealth of a vast historical and 
scientific research. ■

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted tree. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.)

At her home, in Jacksonville, May 1, 
Mrs. Betsie A. St. John, widow of David 
E., was bom into spirit life. She was a 
consistent Spiritualist for fifty-five 
years. Music by the members of the 
Zuleika Society. The writer conducted 
the services at the house and the grave. 
The floral offerings .were numerous and

Threatens the Editor.
- Buffalo N Y April 17 05 

To the Ed|tor- o£.the Banker of Light: 
The Article Published in your paper in 
reference to. my wife and self and our 
work is made out of whole Cloth and is 
a Lie from beginning to end. your Ed
itorial is worse than -the Article itself 
To think you as an Editor would be 
guilty of sueh an, ungentleipanly attack 
cn Innocent people Is proof enough to' 
all fairminded people; That you are not 
fit to hold such a position my wife & 
self are not. , Spiritualists (never 
claimed to be) But we are Spiritual Sci
entists, it you will get your dictionary 
and look up the Words perhaps you will 
See your mistake. But you havent a me
dium in your ranks who can (claiming 
to be materializing and flower medi
ums) duplicate our seances under the 
same test conditions, nor cap any magi
cian legerdemain-or sleight' of Hand 
man do» it either ■ You will hear from 
our manager /oh- thia -subject. Such 
men as you have .been-hprsephipped by 
Ladies for such unjust attacks I as Mr 

'Howland wish to deny the statements 
made by/The woman styling herself 
Madame Hubbard she as-you is a fabri- 
/ator & a coward ashamed to publish 
Tier name. The title? of “Dr. & Rev” 
were coriferred on me as “honor” by 
your leading '.Spiritualists, I never 
asked for them-arid care nothing for 
them, your statement that we refused 
to .give, a stance is false The seance 
was declared off, Dy- the Parties them
selves who telephoned-to our Manager, 
Now then Mr. Editor-if there is any law 
in Mass, to reach ¿you I’ll make you do 
justice.to my wife. I’m a new England
er myself of “The Green Mountain Boys 
stock (The . Allens & .Howlands) who 

¡made history .& helped to 'make the Re
public, you. know what fighters they 
were, If you had a spark of sense you 
wouldent listen to A “Clairvoyants” and 
old-womans twaddle ■ - 
yours as a Spiritualist Scientist

\ Clarence C Howland

«ing. ‘-'You De- 
tlde. l

Magic Foot 
Drafts possess 
the-remarkable 

quality ot absorbing from the'blood the 
impurities which’ cause-.’ Rheumatism; 
curing where everything.-telse-has failed; 
They-are even curing cases of -30 and 40 
years’ standingi They;will.>cnre- you. 
Send your name today to.-Magic -Foot 
Draft Co/, X020 Ollver .Building, Jack- 
son,- Mich- Our Splendid’’new book on’i 
Rheumatism comes ¿¡.fltta-with • the 
Drafts. Send no money-—only your; 
name. .Write today. . .

beautiful. AMY BUCHANAN.

Passed to spirit life, May 25, 1905, 
after a lingering illness, Samuel Ulst, a 
pioneer of Marion county, and later a 
resident of Marlon, Ohio, and almost a 
life-long Spiritualist, having reached 
the ripe old age of 79 years. Services 
were held at the residence on Sunday. 
Prof. L. M. Lydy, a noted Spiritualist of 
Columbus, Ohio., delivered the dis 
course. A large concourse of people at-
tended the funeral. COR.

On April 4, William Thomas Graham 
passed to the higher life—a soldier 
serving through the entire war, and at 
its close receiving an honorable dis
charge under the title of Major. A 
Spiritualist of twenty years’ standing, 
he goes joyfully to meet his beautiful 
spirit daughter Pearl, and serenely 
looks forward to a reunion with a wife 
and daughter left behind. His soul has 
gone to answer the last bugle call while 
his body lies beside his old comrades 
in its last camping, ground. Esther 
Thomas Bosley officiating minister.

The removal by death of Brother 
Allen of Lansing, Mich., takes another 
veteran of our cause from among ua. 
His funeral took place April 16, at the 
Universalist church of the above-named 
city. Mrs. A. -E. Sheets, assisted by 
Rev. Bard, conducted the services.

Brother O. H. Soules passed to spirit 
life, May 3, at his home in Ionia, Mich. 
He and his companion who survives 
him were among the early Spiritualists, 
and have been well known by attend
ants at camp where they were accus
tomed to go each year. The services 
were conducted by Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of 
Grand Ledge, Mich. His long and 
painful illness was borne by patient for
titude, and his aged wife was given 
strength to minister to him to the last. 
He leaves also two daughters, who are 
consoled by the teachings of our phil
osophy. .. MRS. A. E. SHEETS.

WHAT SHALL WE EAT?
Thé Food Question from the Stand

point of Health, Strength 
and Economy.

The above letter is prlnted'exactly as 
it reached the hands of the editor.—Ed. 
“B.-L.” .. .............. : . .. .

Now read, the following written to us • 
Buffalo N Y- April 26 05

J. R. Francis ; ’l
; Chipago. ...' / •

In. your paper of April 29th you publish 
article, from (“Banner of Lies) "not 
Light) and also dare to head it “The 
Notorlous Howliinds” you are aware of 
■the fact-no doubt that, you have.layed 
yourself Hable to ^damagej.uit, your 
statements' Uffe tlie* Banners' are false

MOSES HULL'S BOOKS.
Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual

ism; A Concordance to the Principal 
Passages ot the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the import
ant books of the Bible. Price $1.

Our Bible. Who Wrote It? When, 
Where, How? Is It Infallible? A voice 
from the higher criticism. Price $1, .

Two in One, being a combination of 
the two books. The Contrast, and the 
Question ot the Spiritualism ot the 
Bible Settled, together with a series of 
starlling contrasts between creedal 
Christianity and the facts and philoso
phy ot Modern Spiritualism. Price $1.

The Spiritual Alps and How we As
cend Them, or a Few Facts as to How 
to Reach the Altitude. Price, cloth, 40 
cents; paper 25 cents.

Joan the Medium, or the Inspired 
Heroine of Orleans, or Spiritualism in 
France nearly 500 Years Ago. A most 
interesting book. Price, cloth, 40 cents; 
paper 25 cents.

Christs of the Past and Present—a 
Comparison of the Christ-work, or Me
diumship of Biblical Messiahs. Cloth, 
35 cents; paper, 25 cents.

PAMPHLETS:
All About the Devil. Price 15 cents.
Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 

Jnconslatencies and Blasphemies. A 
Review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. 
Frank Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents.

The Devil and the Adventists, a 
brief review of some of the' recent at
tacks made by Adventists u“en Spirit
ualism. Price, 10 cents.

The Spiritual Bi4h, or Death and Its 
To-Morrow. Price, 10 cents.

The Old and the New. Price 10 cts.
BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULL.

Way side Jottings. Essays and 
sketches gathered from the highways 
and by-ways of life. Price 75 cents.

Spirit Echoes, 
sketches. Very 
cents.

The Spiritual

Short poems and 
beautiful. Price, 75

Songster. A small
booklet with words only, adapted to 
congregational singing and circles, etc. 
Price, 10 cents; ?6 per hundred. Post
age, 50 cents.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, ÍOc. Each.

Containing numerous tables, show
ing the constituent elements of .over 
three hundred, food products and their 
relations, cost and nutritious values, 
time of digestion, etc.., Indicating best 
foods for all classes and conditions. By 
Alfred Andrews. 120 pp. Price, leath
erette, 50 cents; cloth binding, 75 cents..

To many people there is ho question 
of greater importance than the one 
asked in the title of this book, and ho' 
more satisfactory effort, to' answer it 
has been made than is to be found be
tween the covers of this practical vol
ume. - It opens with a consideration of 
the purposes for which we’ eat, and 
how food material is converted to our 
needs, and is used m sustaining life..

A vary important feature of the’ work 
Is found in the numerous tables given, 
showing.-.the- results of some 1,500 'an
alyses of food products to-determine, 
the constituent elements/.comparative 
food values, lime required ’for diges-’’ 
tion, etc. ■ ■ - - - ■ ’.

■ "Koradlno.. By Alice B; • Stockham 
and Xida Holt Talbot.”-~1n the form of

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth biriding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic Jn History. The Hero as Divin
ity, The Hero as Prophet The Hero 
as Poet The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car-. 
Iyl6.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

BuCkley.. This book is written in such, 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it Illustrated,, 
gilt top. , , .

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win. ■ . .

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin; 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home. . - >•

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. SlnnetL 
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma-' 

He Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story. ........-. .............. -
; Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. • A ro-’ 
dance by that most wonderful and mys-- 
tic writer» after a long residence In trio 
East and an exhaustive study-of occulj 
lOrO. .

Any one of the above valuable book«, 
can be obtalned for-50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness. - .

and made out of whole Cloth—all Lies I an entertaining story, It contains lea- 
We never posed aa Mediums or Spirit» I sons which even?, girl Should hnoir, 
uallsts XQod I« sera Revet1 ; > 7 , , /.~

■“Diswery «2 a Lost Trail.” 
B. Newcomb., Excellent in 
guggestiveness. Cloth,
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Â Rank insult to Spiritualists and Mediums.
TESTINO SPIRITUALISTS AS A BODY

7

LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS
Send In Your Dates and Name of Sec

retary at Once.

a

. The Light of Truth is engaged upon the only pur
pose spirit return has in- this world’s affairs. That 
purpose is to free the spirit man here and^now and 
make earth a fit dwelling place for him, ;

In this work the Light of Truth appeals, for the 
present to Spiritualists, because they are supposed to 
be the people that know about these things.

The Light of Truth is testing the Spiritualists of 
North America specifically, and the Spiritualists of the 
world generally. •

This test will go on until the fiber of the goods is 
thoroughly known and understood.:

For the MOST PART the STUFF SO FAR TEST
ED IS EXCEEDINGLY SHODDY. Some of the 
PACKAGES TIED WITH FANCY STRING and 
BABY RIBBON offered for inspection WILL NOT 
BEAR IT AT ALL.

A FEW SMALL PACKAGES tied: with the ordina
rybinding cord .¿contain big- values; They are the 
kohinoors among the diamond field-s of things Spirit
ualistic. On them the Light of Truth depends for 
courage to continue the test.—Editorial in Light of 
Truth. < -

We are glad to announce that The Progressive Thinker is exception-1 
ally’prosperous. Our issue thiswehk is something over 12,000, a larger j 
edjtion probably, than all the other Spiritualist papers combined. This is j 
ample evidence that the people ¡approve the stand the paper has made | 
for true Spiritualism and honest mediumship. I

Interest in ¡the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report at 
once to this office, so that proper an
nouncement as to dates can be made.

of the program will convince you that 
the speakers engaged will be worth11 
coming a long distance to hear. Gas/ 
will be Introduced into the kitchen to| 
be used for cooking purposes, and tha 
seating capacity of the restaurant em! 
larged, so that all who wish to remali| 
through the day will have n(> difficulty, 
in being served well and promptly. Al| 
seekers for truth and . pleasure comJ 
blned are cordially invited to visit! 
Unity Camp. j i

Trenchant Criticism, by Guy A. Cherry.

Guy A. Cherry of Los Angeled, Cal., criticises 
the aoove editorial in Light of Truth, which calls 
the Great Mass of Spiritualists “Shoddy.” It 
will be read with deep interest, and Spiritualists 
generally will agree with Mr. Cherry, who, says: 
“For rank inlbecility, it excels anything I have 
ever seen in what claims to be Spiritual litera
ture.” - :
' It is well known to the readers of 
Thè -Progressive Thinker that my com
munication in defense of Mr.- Hale was 
published in this paper several weeks 
ago/' Some time previous to'this'he 
was- attacked for several weeks by the 
Light of Truth in a most shameful and 
cow'ardly manner, abusing and misrep
resenting hlfn in every conceivable way,- 
in the use of the most scurrilous invec
tives, without offering any reason or 
mentioning any cause for such, dastard
ly treatment, for they, as we know, had 
none. ■ ' ' .' Mr. Hale was personally unknown to 
the owner and editor of the Light of 

, : Truth, and bad done nothing ungehtle- 
^manlv,..,flishon9Xà^ unjust,
Notwithstanding, all of this, Mr.. 
■Hale was selected as a. target for 
J. B. Townsend and Hull to unmerci
fully and ìlbelously slander through the 
columns of their paper, thus inviting 
the just criticism we feel it our duty to 
return. There may be others hurt be
fore we are through with the criticism 
still “held in remembrance dear."

- , The only one thing that Mr. Hale did
do, was to incidentally hurt the finance 
of the Light of Truth in exposing the 
fraud mediums that infest-the ranks of 

- Spiritualism, by offering, unsolicited, in 
all honesty, as a lover of the truth, the 
generous contribution of one thousand 
dollars to be paid to any person who 
would come to Los Angeles and pro
duce one single materialized spirit un
der a test condition, so simple that no 
reasonable Intelligence In all the world 
could object to. This startled all the 
fakirs in this line of work, who, not ac
cepting this proposition, have acknowl
edged that it is all trickery in which 
nothing they claim is genuine, and 
therefore dare not expose themselves 
to a man who is aware of their tricks. 
Whereupon the cohorts of this sacri
legious profession of the materiallza- 
tionists rose up in one accord in its de
fense; among whom, the most prom
inent are these who,are responsible for 
the existence of this pretended Spirit
ualist paper inappropriately called the 
Light of Truth. In the columns of this 
paper is published glowing accounts of 
this pernicious work of darkness, laud
ing its heartless, cruel, and dark per
petrators by representing them as me
diums of Spiritualism of the highest 
type, thus defrauding the people of 
their time and money, and blinding 
them to the light of truth by deceiving 
with their tricks, into the belief of. a 
lie. .

CHAMPION OF FRAUD MEDIUMS.
It is very palpable that this paper, 

called the Light of Truth, Is the cham
pion of all fraud mediums that will 

' yield financial returns to its proprie
tors. It Is the organ patronized by the 
fraudulent element found in the ranks 
of Spiritualism and then comes out 
with the editorial which stands -prom
inently at the head of this communica
tion. It was printed in caps and there
fore specially prominent, and FOR 
RANK IMBECILITY excels anything I 
have ever, seen in what claims to be 
Spiritualist literature. Notice what it 
says: “The Light of Truth is testing 
the Spiritualists of North America spe
cifically, and.the Spiritualists of the 
world generally.” We do not suppose 
that a single Spiritualist has felt the 
vibrations of this “testing."

WHO ARE THESE TESTERS?
By what right and authority do they 

undertake the task? Who has request
ed them to do so, and what are they go
ing to do about it if they find the stuff 
"shoddy”? There is not a true Sgjr- 

' itualist who, when he reads the above 
quotation, but will feel Indignation for 
the arrogance and assumption of this 
mysterious cllqùe that has set. about 
testing Spiritualists;' not testing Spir
itualism, but the great body of. Spiritu
alists. The test has found them a very 
"shoddy” lot, but a few “tied with or- 
dlnary binding cord.”. “are the kohi
noors among the diamond fields of 
things Spiritualistic." .
DOLEFUL PACKAGES OF TRUTH.

Who are these "kohinoors” that have 
been found by'this wonderful testing? 
Why, Elsie Reynolds is one, whom the 
Light of Truth has lauded to the skies 
as an angèl upon the earth when 
clothed in her fobes of white, DAZ
ZLING IN THE LIGHT OF PHOS- 
EHOREdCENT paint in a dark seance. 
But, alas! Poor Elsie, who has been

ever rise again. ,,Not alone -with maslj 
and goggles, wltli skirt rolled up posing 
as the spirit—“Oid- Aunt Betsy”—which 
was witnessed to by eight reliable per
sons under oath and many others whose 
oaths were not taken, all testifying that 
they saw her in a clear light as abdvé 
described masquerading as à spirit. 
This shq coulfi have overcome with 
most of , her following by' beating the 
devil around the bush, as she has many 
timés done during her wild. career, 
when caught; but the letters she wrote 
and signed with her own hand In con-, 
fidenqe/to onp who had learned of ii'pr, 
w'iir'forever stand .as a sure record on 
earth; a living’witness, CONDEMNING 
ALL HER WONDERFUL MATERIAL- 
IZATION OF! SPIRITS TO -, BE AtL, 
FRAUD. This is one "package Of 
truth" in testing Spiritualists found .fey 
this Infallible cdurt called the Light 
of Truth. This Is what they call à 
“kohinoor” of things Spiritualistic. Oh, 
God aniFAngels!

Another "package of truth" is Harry 
Crindle, the son of Elsie, who with his 
wife was exposed in Los Angeles and 
taken to jail, where they confessed 
their guilt; and upon promise of leav
ing thq city were dismissed by the au
thorities.

Aggin we have Fallis, the spirit artist 
of. Chicago, whose methods were ex
posed by Dr. G. B. Warne, President of 
the Illinois State Spiritualist Associa
tion.

Another small "package of truth” con
sists of Willard J. Hull, editor of Light 
ot Truth, who refused to lecture on the 
rostrum with .the venerable Moses Hull 
(no.relation-to Willard), who Is his 
superior In all respects that pertain to 
sterling character, genuine manhood, 
and ability. All such "packages” have 
been tested by the Light of Truth and 
found to be gemline, "tied with ordinary 
binding cord” and “contain big values." 
Willard In his own opinion fs a kohi
noor, while Moses is shoddy! What 
presumption! What Idiocy! A speck 
men of the deference -paid to such, 
“packages of truth” is that of eulogizing:] 
Elsie Reynolds as a refined, courteous 
“lady.”

With his definition of a lady, a genuine 
lady, Mr. Hull had better secure her 
attendance at the coming camp meeting 
in Lbs Angeles, with her mask and 
goggles used when posing as Spirit 
Aunt Betsy. These two dainty “pack
ages of truth,” walking arm in arm tb 
a seat on the rostrum would add grace 
and beauty to the other "packages of 
truth” of which this camp will be com
posed. It would be well, however, for 
Harry Crindle (Elsie’s son) to be there 
with his wife as another “package” 
tested arid found to be kohinoors. 
These would advertise the camp dnd 
give it a boost.

. The questions here naturally arise: 
Who is this Light of Truth? Have all 
the leaders in the Spiritual movement 
formed an association in that name?- 
Is that the one and the only source of 
truth? The paper from which we-copy 
the editorial that stands at the head 
of this article, called the Light of 
Truth', Is under',the direct management 
of one. man, X B. Townsend. . He is ‘a 
promoter, ¿nd promotes this paper as 
he does other, schemes. It has another- 
man who is â tool Of the promoter. 
This tool, Willard J. Hull, when picked 
up by the promoter was one of the most 
rabid of radical lecturers, who left -all, 
to help promote. ,

Too shameful to tell; but if the pro
moter wants Spiritualists “tested" .and 
has already reached conclusions from 
his tests, is it not well to apply the 
'‘test” tb him, and determine if hé is 
what he pretends to be? The promoter 
Townsend is. not all. He only stands 
in the front, for behind him in the 
background, Is a woman,- a "genuine 
lady,” through , whose pretended medi
umship the whole scheme is given.

The scheme under the cloak of a 
bastard altruism, appealing:to the most 
spiritual aspirations, but really to pro
mote a -mining scheme by which for 
every dollar that comes back to the 
stockholder, ten. will probably go into 
the pocket of the promoter, as “ex
pense” on his part. What the first 
stockholders get as dividends, the later 
buyers pay in. Possibly- (?) the great 
King Solomon Mines may be worked.

lar profit would go to the cause of Spir- 
.ituailsm. Those who have will regret 
their credulity, The whole business 
scheme-is a concoction of the medium 
who has directed the details of the bus!-/ 
ness of the paper, and now uses her in
fluence by “spirit advice” (?). to friends 
to invest in mining stock. Her record 
ought to be spread before the Spirit
ualists of America. If this were done, 
it would shake the confidence of the' 
over-credulous in the honesty and abil
ity of this tribunal to test Spiritualists.

WAS THERE EVER CONCOCTED A 
MORS CUNNING. A MORE CRUEL 
SCHEME TO GET MONEY IN THE 
NAME OF RELIGION? TO MAKE ITS 
DUPES BELIEVE THEY WERE AS
SISTING . THE , SPIRIT WORLD 
■WHILE HELPING THEMSELVES? - 
. Spiritualists,, how. .do, you like the 
scheme of being "tested” by such a 
tribunal (Townsejid, ..'Willnrd J. Hull 
and Josephine C. Stowell)? IT HAS 
BEEN APPLIED AND YOU ARE* 
FOUND "SHODDY," only.now and then 
ft rough diamond! r --; ■

■ Why are you called "shoddy"? Why 
have you proved a failure?
- Because you, have not given your be
lief over to the-keeplng of the promoter 
Townsend and ..bls submJWIve servant, 
Willard-J. Hull. That is one reason. 
Another one more potent is. that you 
have failed to "respond "to the lurid ad
vertisement of “King Solomon's Mines," 
and have not Invested your hard- 
earned dollars in support of. the promo
ter, his cringing, servant aqd his "me
dium.” Those' who have fallen into the 
trap are the ‘‘diamonds,’!, the “kohl- 
noors” who hftve jgiveff-Uieir .all—not 
to the Lord, but into the-pocket ;of the 
prompter. Of course the Light of Truth- 
depends on these “kOhmobrS” for not 
only “courage/’, but 1$5 cash by which 
to meet its Inereasink.deficiti-rlts pub- 
lisheFf. need not.,, worry, about its sub
scription Hs.t as long as King Solomon 
Mine Investors are dropping money into 
his pocket.

; • If to be "shoddy!’have suf
ficient. common of the’
clutches of the ^ettfjjffiM 
tors, we are gladr tb^O^Ienty: :df' , 
shoddy among SpirWuSIW, with good, . 
plain knowledge which enables one to 
spot a .trickster at Bight,-and not be 
caught in his .net, however' artfully, 
spread. ■ . - . '. ■ '. !

I desire, here.tp say that I am a fulie i 
fledged-Spiritualist and ■ have • been for ‘ 
many yeftrsrrone of the too credulous 
kind until my eyes were-ppened by the 
pernicious practices of -Elsie Reynolds 
and others. There are ,tlmes.-;when si
lence fs golden, when even in the -pres- 

a_jgreat .wlpkedness Is better.: 
to-wait in .patience. -There are other 
times when to bp silent and inactive is ' 
a. crime. ,If a ,Wf, c6mes'into..the fold ■ 
concealed' ds »"dhaepl’it■ 6h6ulU ,be de
stroyed,-and the’.hhepbjW.f^ not 
do this would regret his folly. -If a viper । 

' Coiled Itself on the hearth,., it would be ■ 
unwise parents who allowed it to re
main. We believe in charity. We pity : 
the most degraded criminals. We pity 
yet more their victims.

There is one thing superior to all, 
which really .is the highest charity in 
f ts outworkings, and that .ip Justice. In 
the end, however much ^e topy give to 
mercy, pity and charity/ justice' will be 
outwrought and.the right opine upper
most. We do not think, that-the Spir
itualists pf “North America’’ or “The 
World” will consider an apology neces
sary for what we have said about the 
above paragraph. If they have read the 
flood of similar matter which has been 
labeled Light of Truth, they.will won
der why we have not come to the res
cue of the Cause before..' *'..',

Now that judgment has beep passed, 
what is this court pf three"..the promo- 
•ter, servant and -woman going to do 
with the Spiritualists? They have the 
“kohinoors” hooked.'fast; ,by invest
ments, but (he "shod^”7?') mass, why’ 
they will remain'as unconscious of the 
sentence'of this delectable trio as they 
were of the investigation^) ::< -

A gnat once alighted oh the back of 
an elephant. ' “I fear my weight is a 
great burden,” it said.;'

"Had you niot hpd^en.=h should not 
■have known you, were there,” replied 
the elephant. .... - i • •

Don’t be a "kohindqi*’; a “dia
mond,” or perchance/wUi others you 
will contribute ,tq the shaip., altruistic 
movement by making a necklace for 
that woman’s apek.’: 2 ' ,. !

-.- GUY A. CHERRY. 
1232 E. 36th Sf'.; Lqs ,&ng$eB, Cal.

A BROAD-MiNDED CBJTtClSM

FOK THE

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
Who hub had

Forty Years* Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine« Two

Years Prof; in a Medical 
College, Ton Years

IN SANITARIVM^VORK, 
and 1» a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
falls in dlnguoaiH, He has given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
fails to cure piles, If you would HUo an opinion 
of yourease FKEE. write lust how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your baud 
live minutes. Enclose stump for reply,

Address» ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D. 
Prop. Heed City Sanitarium, Heed City, Mich.

MT. PLEASANT PARK, CLINTON, I A.
The twenty-third annual camp-meet

ing at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens July 30 
and closes August 27. The very best 
talent has been secured for the season, 
and Opening Day promises, to be a red 
letter day in the history of the camp. 
Programs and information given to all 
who write to Mrs. M. B. Anderson, sec
retary, Clarksville, Mo.

The poor deluded victims have ..en
trusted their savings with this promo
ter because ot his Christ-like represen
tations, viz., that he did .not want the 

exposed many-times; has .fallen too low millions that would flow from the mines 
her iast exposure'in Los Angeles to for his personal use, hut that every dol*

Of the Scurrilous, Attack? qn Spiritual
ists, Designating the Great-Mass of

’-Thera,ae.HjélngrStiôdcly,.

To test is. to'Judge;£.and;ope judges 
others by himself..-. A Pascal-naturally 
thinks all -méff Áre-fascAlS^ any 
one to set hiinself uj 'tî8?thé;.UNIVEK--j 
SAL CENSOR OF SPIRITUALISTS 
THE WORLD OVER, andt- in North 
America.,s_peciflcally,.lsfor that one to 
arrogate to himself all’the Spiritualistic 
virtue there is; "I AM IT, AND BY MY 
CRITERION, - OR FOOT ' RULE, I 
MÉASJJRÊ ALL THINGS;”', ■

Egotism undoubtedly- has a place in 
the mental make-up of men; but when 
it runs riot and becomes thé dominant 
motive, it makes of the man A BRAG
GART OR AN INSUFFERABLE MED
DLER. - -

Spiritualists aré such by .- virtue of 
their knowledge of spirit return; a rec- 
bgnitlon of thlb' fact makes .'them Spir
itualists. Per se, they are'made neither 
better nor worse by such knowledge; i 
yet they stand:to-become far broader;- 
more charitable and perfect, in their 
views of, and conduct in, life, by reason 
thereof. . ”■ . - . ’ :

Such knowledge naturally, tends to 
quicken the conscience and to set the 
judgment more nearly right on many of 
the perplexing problems of life. This 
is desirable and commendable, and nat- j 
urally- must bear fruit, and he who can
not discern it must either be purblind,, 
spiritually, or have some material axe | 
to grind at the expense of the large ma
jority who in some way have disap
pointed his sordid expectations.

; A. Mil GRIFFEN. '
“Wedding Chln^!*.<^@y.Delpha Pearl 

Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and -appro
priate wedding souvenir;' Contains mar-' 
riage ceremony; . marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice-matter iff poetry and । 
proas. Specially désignai ior the uas 
of the Spiritualist esd Libará-feiaheto,

I Price 76 ceats.

Dr. Peebles Institute'ol Health oilers Free i 
’ Consultation to the Sick anf Suileriug.
It you are in poor health sod wish Io be cured, write* 

Ike Doclsje at once. They Can Help You.
Dr, Peebles Insti

tute pf Health, has 
for years made a 
specialty of treating 
chronic diseases and 
by thefr Home Treat
ment have cured 
hundreds who came 
tothenj-ln utter de
spair beepuse their 
cases had been, pro
nounced ¿incurable

Ki • by theis-local physi- 
? cfcnis. TJieysuccess- 

fully*.-treat Catarrh, 
Bronchitis, Asthma, 
Bheutnatism, Kid; 
ney and Bladder 
Trouble, Heart 
Trouble, StomachY 

• Bowel and Liver Troubles, all Blood and Nerv
ous Diseases as well as all diseases and weak
nesses peculiar to both man and woman.

They employ the latest and most approved - 
• methods of treating* these disease and if you 
are not completely cured your stomach is not 
ruined with strong diws. If you are in 
poor health and want treatment or if you do not 
understand your case and wish to know your 
exact condition write the Doctors for advice. 
They charge you nothin? for a complete diag
nosis and If they find your ease is curable their 
charges will be most reasonable.. .They will 
also send you literature fully explaining their 
methods of treatment.

If sick yourself or if you are Interested in a sick 
friend write them a plain, candid letter and they 
will tell you what your trouble is and if your case i 
is curable will quote you their lowest terms, i 
Write to-day. Address Dr. Peebles Institute of । 
Health, gg Main St.; Battle Creek,-Mich. < I

RH. BAY, Peyente one Natural Clairvoyant 
. Head Inga by mallei.Cd. 207 Lincoln ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Of hah*; 81.00,
Ab undatainp. Mrfli-Jfi-Jiewmun, T10.mh 
Washington, D,C. * > .

Annie LordX'tainberlaln’a Card.
Dear rrlandaowui -cM, rreatly help me care tor 

my tillnd>alstercdemilS.L. Webb, one- ot iheearl- 
icst.madluma now tn Mie form, by wrlilny a teuer 
to a spirit trten&b Bendit to me with Ui and I will 
try and eot.repljb:hy independent writing or whin, 
pere. Address Mra. .Amite Lord Chamberlain, MU*, lord Masa

YSEEBG I will gladly Inform' 
anyone addicted to

MWM. P. RALDVRIN. Box 1212ChicaFO. IJL

MADAM EHEKESE SHAGREN, 
Ih the most gMtedfmeriiujn and psyebte in the 
world to-day;'he? testimonials from nil parr ot 

- the globe spent of beross a marvel: call and’Vead 
•thfni arid rocelvaairdeclife reading orsendloct 
bhltidr, date of'tairth arid 3 stamps for»-free.read- 

:■ Ing’by mail, wlthmnswers to 8 questions: or full 
■ lifereadlng. 50icenta h»£tamps....Address 10 Ew
ing Place..JB-vfiaDiPrauaiecaiCal.^

F re Psychic Diagnosis.
; X. A. .Mnrvln. Psycho-Medical and Magnetic 
• Healer, .¿terllng, III,. cures asthma.•bronchial 
■ trouble», goiter, paralysis, rheumatism, brain, 
spinal, stomach, liver, kidney -arid female trou- 

: bles. where others have failed. For diagnosis 
send name. ape. married or single, with lock of

. hair (no symptoms), and six contain stamps.

PLEASE tREAD THIS*
If sick write me; will give you a free exami

nation and surely cure you. 1 cure when all 
others fail. Nervous ¿exhaustion and lost vigor 
of both se^cs successfully treated. Great success 
with diseases of children. Write In. own hand
writing, giving name, age. sex. weight leading 
symptom, and 3ve 2-cept stamps, and receives 
correct diagnosis, worth dollars to you. For chil
dren send lock of hair.

FKANOIS3 L. LOUCKS,
85 Warren St,, itonebam. Mui

TO THE SICK.
I extend my Brotherly hand and.earnestly re

quest that each and . every reader of * this paper 
write for my Free BOOKLETS, on Cures by NA. 
TURK'S FORCES*: 1 have cured thousands in 
all parts of the Untied States, and nearly every 
port and entry in the world. I have good news, 
for 80 days only, toall.alck people—whether rich 
or poor. Write thir very minute, as this oppor
tunity .may never came to you again.

Address dr. ar. rogebs, v.
- J Union City, Mich,, U. S. A,

FRED. P. EVANS.
The Noted Psychic for 

Independent Slate - Writing and 
Clairvoyance,

Hae recently left New York, and la now located al 
HlXBddy St., San Francisco, Cat Send stamp for 
circular on Mediumship.

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists of a course ot lectures 
deUveredin the trance state, and is certainly no 
small ccntrlbutlon to the study ot the soul. It 
is a goou-work to open the eyes to. the difference 
between the deductive and inductive process' of 
mind. Bound in cloth, 11. ' For sale at this 
office.

•‘We Are P&ssinirBnt OnceThis Way.” Song 
and refrain, by P.* O. Hudson; price, 25 cents. .

••Satisfied.” A reverie. By A» J.
■ Price 25 cents.

“The Light of Reason.” English and German 
words; sung to tho- tune of “Lead, Kindly 
Light” Price 25 Cents.

I ICnFTM A&Interesttafi* Story rl\nrlil MTwoWondjsi 
iiM-EfevathiK, Fascinat

ing and Iriatmbtive Tnrougliout, 
.Thls.work byCarrl&B. S, Twlng is exception

ally Interesting.' >Sha .well says: "These char
acters which have brought out the highest and 
■lowest In different religious beliefs, have moved 
me, not I them."’iThelWholebook Is interesting, 
fascinating, and;instructive. Erlee, fl.00.

IIU or Tbe Touch of An Angel 
Jlmj . 5 Mother, i
.. . BYCARRlEfE. S. TWINC,

Her dedicatory alia eat uro sufficient to show 
0ie spirit of theobookd&a tell as theaUthor.lt 
reads, '.'Becaoshm^oXESi children artf£ll under 
thejender care M the ¡Angels, and my- heart is 
hungry for theitite of t^e young. I most loving- 
ly dedicate thia* booM to th^ chtidieh : of ths 
world-". This bbOk Aaftdl of soul elevating and 
Interesting thofiffit ^rlce, cloth, |1. For sale 
Mthlsofflce. .

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life» Cosmic Truth

By Prof. W.M. jLookwood. <
A masterly presentation of an Important sub

ject. Apowerful argument along new and scien
tific lines, establishing on ■ a ecientifio basts the 
fact.of th© continuity of personal individual con« 
sclous eelfhood after laying aside the physical 
body. A of rar® valno. With several 
fineillustraUona. doth. 11,00. 1 

i By James M. McCSinn. A complète and over
whelming refutation of the Bible story of tho Deluse, yrice. 15 cents- •

Self (ontraöictlons of -the Bibfe. 
, Onohundred and forty-four propositions, the- 
elogiad, moral, hlstesdcal and spéculât ivo; each 
proved .aSBifcatits®' ted-negaave^by -quota- Wb trotó Seri^isshSriasoutcoaaient Price,

DR. J. S, LOUCKS
Ie one of iha eldest and moat successful-Spirit
ual anti Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar- 
velou8; his examinations are free to ail who send 
him name, age. sex, and lock of hair, and 6 cents 
in stamps. Ho doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land. • He cures you in your own home.

Address,!* ■. IvOVOliM, M. 1U
• Lock Box 1203Stoneham. Mass.

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College or Fino Forces«

Teaches new und wonderful methods of cure.
‘•Fuat becoming.ofwortd-wide fame. H.Tuttlo 

Light. Color. Electricity, Magnetism, Mind, Butha.
Ils beautiful Diploma confers title. “D. M.” 

Doctor pf Magnetics: cun bo gained at College or 
at one’s ahorne.. Books, und instruments furnished. 
Send stump for catalogue to

E. 1>. BAHBITT. M. U.,
i i• ' 02 East Ave;. ItocheutrT, N. Y.

ONSET CAMP.
Onset camp commences its twenty

ninth annual meeting, July 23, and 
doses'August 27. Onset is one of the 
most beautiful seashore resorts ii the 
world, and Is in close proximity to other 
noted summer resorts. It is connected 
by a bridge with Point Independence, 
and close at hand lies Monument 
Beach, and beyond Gray Gables, for
merly the summer home of Ex-Presl- 
dent Cleveland, and at the head of the 
bay is located ‘‘Crow’s Nest," owned by 
Joseph Jefferson,

The water supply, Introduced by the 
Onset Water Company from Bandy 
Lake, could not be purer or better.

No summer resort is better supplied 
with well-regulated hotels, with rooms 
and board at reasonable rates. Also 
rooms can be obtained at cottages, and 
meals at either hotels or restaurants in 
close proximity.

Letters addressed to the proprietors 
of the • following hotels, Onset, Mass., 
will be promptly answered, giving full 
statement- with regard to prices of 
rooms and board: Hotel Onset, Glen 
Cove Hotel, Glen Echo Hotel, Union 
Villa, Washburn House, Bullock's, Ho
tel Marcy, Highland House, and Mrs. 
Ronald’s.

CENTRAL OHIO CAMP. V’
This camp opens Sunday, June 4 (and 

closes Sunday, June 25), at Bueleh' 
Park, eight miles southwest of Colum
bus, directly on the B. & O. railway, and 
Columbus, Grove City and Southwest
ern Traction Lines; one-half hour’s 
ride from Columbus and 20 minutes 
from Morgans; will land everybody at 
the park. Many talented speakers en
gaged. All are welcome. Officers: H, 
E. Boerstler, president; L. M. Lydy, 
vice-president; A. W- Dennis, treas
urer; Hattie G. Webster, secretary. • 
For further particulars, address Uie sec
retary, 55 McDowell street, Columbus, '• 
Ohio.

GRAND LEDGE CAMP, MICH.
/The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens July 21, 1905, and closes 
Aug. 21, 1905, with Mr. Oscar A. Ed- 
gerly as presiding chairman. As the
programs are now being printed they, 
will be distributed as soon as possible, 
and all those wishing further Informa
tion regarding the camp, address J. W. 
Ewing or W. R. Divine of Grand
Mlch. The association extends 
dial invitation to all.

Parkland Heights Spiritualists'

Ledge, 
a cor-

Homo

AN. ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three ■ two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair/age,- name and the leading symp
tom,and^^pur disease will be diagnosed 
Tree'by spirit power.

Mrs. Ik. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

■ .... Suu Jose, Cail

CHESTERFIELD, CAMP.
The official board met at Camp Ches

terfield, April 9, to perfect arrange
ments for the coming camp session, be
ginning July 15 and ending August 27. 
The grounds ere in fine condition and 
we want to make this the best camp 
ever held herd. We have secured the 
very best talent and will have them 
well advertised. The programmes will 
be ready for distribution in a month. 
Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Anderson, 
Ind. :

A Restores Lost Vision.
H W.vIlUul I UI Write for Illustrated Circular 
CmonFonta .showing etyles mid prices and 
OUuVLdUlUi photo of Spirit Yarhia, who de
veloped thia Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad- 
lust my Melted Pebble Lena Spectacle aa perfect
ly toydur eyes at your own'liomo and send by 
mall, as if you were In my office. ThoitHands will 
testify. • B.». POOLE.

«8 Evanston Avo.. Chlcago. ill
• Dear Mr. Poolei-^Your spectacles are perfect.. I 
can B.ay perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends,' Ever your friend. E, IL Boberlsou, 
Los Angeles. Cal.

8UNAPEE LAKE CAMP, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association will hold its 28th 
annual meeting at Blodgett’s Landing, 
N. H., commencing July 30 and closing 
August 27. We have1 a good list of 
speakers and test mediums. Address 
all letters’to'Thomas Burpee, Sutton, 
N; H., or the secretary, Lorenza Wor
then, Hillsboro Br., N. H.

Mediumship and Adeptship.
~To unfold ydur psychic powers is oply a matted 
of science and science Is only a matter of know- 
iug..bow!;My.-.Syntev> of Development is an 
.»yA-op,cnerl It develops you hi lesa time and 
at lets'cost than the unpopul ar Incubator meth
ods.? No trances, no controls. unless yoq want 
them. No obsessions; all dangers removed.

Send stumped addressed envelope for my book
let, (2$o. to oe enclosed for psychic delineation), 
and reduced terms. Address J2& Commonwealth 
Avenue,'Boston, Mass.

Books of Mysteries and Revelations.
Clairvoyance. Cloth. 150 pages, by J. O. F. I 

Qrnmblnc. Teaches how to read the future, prac
tice telepathy, penetrate the veil between the 
seen and the unseen, converse with splrlts.know 
the mysteries. It Is a revelation. Tho only prac
tical-book of its kind ever published. Lilian 
Whiting, Henry Wood, Mind. Light, all adepts en
dorse it. Price (reduced from 12.00). 11,60. |
* Auras and C'olora.—How to read theatmos- ; 
phere of persons and understand the appearance 
of halos., auras and nlmbui*. Contains a color 
dictionary. * Paper, price 60 cents.

Beutli &nd Afterward«, by an Adept. A 
profound study from - actuaVfacta ot Ute beyond 
the grave. Cloth, price 76 cents.
JleAllxjitlon. How to bbcome well, success

ful, prosperous. A wonderfully helpful book for 
berlnnors. Paper, price EO cents.

faychometry. Teaches how to get al the soul 
of tilings; 'Paper, price60 cents.

The Now Philosophy, luminously set forth 
so that anyone can "realize God. Cloth, price 76 
cents.

tysend 12.26 for a large crystal for crystal 
roading. Address J. C. F. Grnmblne, 1285 Com
monwealth Ave., Boston. Maaa.

VICKSBURG, CAMP.
Vicksburg camp, Mich:, opens July 30 

and closes August 20. , For full particu
lars address Mrs. Jeannette Fraser, 
Vicksburg, Midi. .

MINERAL PAftK CAMP, CAL.
The Spiritualists of Southern Call-

fornia have engages Mineral'Park, the 
¿amp grounds in the Arroyo Beoo, Just 
belbty Garvanza, for their annual camp
meeting, from' June 25 to July 25. Many 
improvements are to be made at
park, and fourteen cottages will 
erected. Mrs. Nettle Howell is 
head of the executive committee, 
dress her for programmes.

the 
be 

the 
Ad-

The Devil and XB Adventists.
An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re- 

pulsed! ■ By Moses Hull. Price, 10 cent«.

ForGG and Matter
boon. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth. Bl-00-

THE WORLD BEftUTIFUL.
Series one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting.
Three choice volumes, each com; ’'ite In itself, 

in which spirituality is related to .ruyday life 
in such & why m to make the world beautiful, 
Price. 61.00each.

NEW ERA CAMP-MEETING.
The New Era- camp-meeting begins 

July 9, and continues over four Sun
days: We will have with us during the 
meeting those grand, workers, Harry J. 
Moore, Mrs. McCoy, Mrs. Ella, Royal 
Williams, sure, and hope other good 
workers will also attend from all parts 
of the compass. We expect many of 
the lecturers and mediums -from the 
coast (and we have many good ones) to 
attend during the meeting. Everybody 
come and help make this coming camp
meeting a grand and glorious one. The 
hotel will be under the management of 
the president, and everything possible 
will be done for the comfort and wel
fare of the guests. Camp ground is 
only 22 miles from the great Lewis and 
Clark Exposition at Portland, Oregon. 
Address Rev. G. C. Love, president, 354 
College street, Portland, Oregon.

THE LIFE, RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITING-In this book Miss 

Whiting alms to portray a practical ideal for 
dally living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment tojlfe. It is, in a measure, a logical se- 

Xpience cf ’’TUe World Beautiful,” leading into 
still diviner harmonies. It Is calculated to ren
der cho soul in harmony with the universe. It 
is truly ah inspiration. Pnice, cloth, $l;00.

A Venu- Interestina Book tor Aff.
Philosophy Of This work con- 

_ , - , , T tains a graphio
Spiritual Intercourse. account or the 
very wonderful spiritual developments at the 
house of,Rev.-Dr. Pholps, Stratford, Conn., and 
similar cases in all parts ot tbe country. This 
volume is the fly?* trom the author directly up
on the 'subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
the test ot many years. Cloth, 80c.; postage lOo.

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story ot a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded wi :h pure and beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructive and helpful to al! who 
love and seek the higher and flnér ways-of 
spiritual experience. Price. SI.0ft

What All the World’s a-Seeking,
RALPH WALDO TRINE:

Each li building-bls world from within; thought is 
tho builder; for thoughts are forces.—subtle, vital, 
Irreilitlblo, omnipotent,—and according as used do 
they brlnr power or impotence, pesco or pain, success 
or failure.—From Title page. .

i Tho above books are beautifully bound in gray-green 
raised doth, stamped in deep old-green and gold, with 
gilt top. Price, »1.25. For sale at this office.

FROM INDIA
TO THE PLANET MARS.

A MOST REMAßKABLE WORK.

Fascinating, Interesting and In
structive. -

By Th. Flournoy,' Professor of Psy
chology In the University ot Geneva, 

«Thia la an account of the axnerlmMta 
with the *Geneva Medium/ Helena 
Smith. In her trances she lives the i 
dual eStotenoa of an Indian prlnetaa 
and. of- on Inhabitant of the planet 
Mars.? Professor-Flournoy and bls fel
low scientists have for more than five 
years experimented with these astound
ing physical phenomena."

48’ a wwk « tbrining IsteieeL 
It to attest

EDGEWOOD CAMP, WASH.
The annual camp-meeting of the Spir

itualists, of the state of Washington, 
will be held at the Edgewood camp
grounds on Surprise Lake, commencing 
July 30 and ending August 20. These 
grounds are owned by the state associa
tion and can be reached either from To- 
coma or Seattle by the Interurban 
electric ®trs'. The annual state conven
tion will also be held at the same place 
on August 21 and 22. Spiritualists from 
the East who Intend to visit the Lewis 
& Clark Fair at Portland, should time 
their visit so as to stop over for a day 
or two nt the camp, where they will 
find a hearty welcome from their west
ern co-workers. All railroads give, stop- 
over privileges at the different Sound
cities.

Tacoma, Wash."
GEO. E. KNOWLDEN.

UNITY CAMP, SAUGUS CENTRE, 
MASS.

J The season’s work at Unity Camp, 
Saugus Center, will open on Sunday, 
June 4 and continue every Sunday until 
the last of September. These meetings 
will be fully up' to standard of former 
seasons, with many added improve
ments. One of the most important 
items is the fact that visitors can come 
direct from Boston to the camp without 
change of cars, which will be a decided 
improvement over the old method of 
-changes and many times long waiting. 
Cars will leave'Scollay Square every 
half hour, for Saugus, by way of Clifton- 
dale. 1

There will be some slight changes In 
the time of services. The conference 
will be at 11 as usual, and all speakers 
and mediums are cordially invited to as
sist in this service and make It what its 
name implies, a conference.
r The next service will be at 2, song 
service at 4:30, concert and entertain
ment at 5 and regular service at 6, By 
this programme those wishing to’ stay 
to the last.service yUl'have ample time 
to reach their homes in good season.

A strong effort will be made" to have 
better car service to Lynn than In the 
past The officials promise that as 
many extra cars as may be needed shall 
be furnished to accommodate visitors 
to (he camp.

The_coneert and entertainment which 
will precede the evening, service Is iln 
Innovation which we think will be ap
preciated, being conducted on the same 
lines as those in Cadet Hall, Lynn, 
which are proving very popular. >

• '.Some of the • finest talent procurable 
yrill assist at these concerto. A-.study

and Camp-Meeting Association.
। To the Spiritualists and friends ot 
( the cause everywhere—Kindly Greet
ing: Realizing that in union of high1 

! is Btren^b. «>e members
of ParWand Heights Spiritualists’ 
in?,1? n ?nd CamP-Meetlng Association 
take this mean of informing you of the 
wn °Ur ®oclety—organized on tho 
?i™1 ^“Biist, Í903, for the dissemlna- 

i!16 reI,glon and Philosophy of 
Spiritualism and also for the purpos 
of establishing at this beautiful rura 
?,??/ <a h?me and orPhanage for Spirit 
ualists—is now an incorporated bod 
with a membership of 100, and that w 
do sincerely, most earnestly, deslr 
your co-operation In this work, to whk/h 
we are giving the best of our lives.
nA1 ?<Ur annual meeting held in Phil adelphia, Pa., on the 21st of January^ 
1905, by unanimous vote, the following were re-installed in office for the e¿ 
suing year: “

Richard F. Adams, president; Frank ( 
E- Luce, vice-president; Elizabeth Mi’ 
Fish, secretary; William R. McGlemZ 
treasurer, Julia R. Locke, correspondí 
ing secretary; and by virtue of th ele 
respective offices, they are also Direc
tors, and to work in conjunction with 
them, as such, the following were aldo 
elected: Thomas M. Locke, Frank H. 
Morrill, William A. Grossick, Helen F. 
Adams Ida v. McGlenn and Augusta 
Volk, all of Philadelphia. Pa., except 
the secretary, whose summer and win, 
ter home is at Parkland.
hAaHAUmD?eir érove meetlnss were 
held during July and August, with two

Sunday< with good at
tendance. The high spiritual thought 
which permeated these meetings was 
fm- fio cel they gur well
n»™ /r“^e88 our project; that tho

e ° Par^“d «ball yet resound 
nt íhte 5 T? giory fhrouKb the whole 
of this broad land,.

At present the society fs in possess- ' 
wUh°Ltb? Rowing property: Six lots, 
with an auditorium thereon; nearly 500 
chairs, an organ, a seal with full name 
«^MtC eiy’ a„f^w booliS< some dishes 
and fools—all free of encumbrance— 
and about $100.00 in cash, all of which 

be a go.od sh°wlng for the 
fit st eighteen months' work.

Parkland, Pa., is on the New York 
branch of the Philadelphia & Reading' 

20 miies from PhiladeU 
phla (this line dividing the lowei- 
«rounds from the Heights), with sevl 
eral trains stopping daily. It has many 
natural advantages for the purpose now 
des¿s"ed’ J1 18 beautifully situated on 
a high eminence, commanding a fine 
view of the surrounding country for 

i“' tWlth its lovely groves, 
with the brook running through, and 
the historic Nishamlny creek gently 
flowing at its feet, Parkland is, indeed 
a lovely spot in which to build up á 
?L°S?ur?ua CamP-meeting, and also to 
establish a "Home.” for with its pure 
air and fine spring water, there is no 
more healthy location in the country.

During the past year nine new houses 
were built on the Heights, making a 
total of 32—besides, about seventy on 
the lower grounds, where there is also 

large hotel and dining room, a com
modious pavilion, and a chapel, the lat- 
hL cr??.ertT. of the Flrst Associa
tion of Spiritualists, of Philadelphia.

A public school was recently started 
here, poles have been placed for electric 
lights, and a trolley is ln prOspect 
for the near future.

It is our aim to conduct our meetings 
along a progressive, educational line 
serving from our rostrum only such 
food as will inspire to higher, more no
ble living; that beautiful Parkland mav 
yet become a great center of high spir- 
■tual thought that shall radiate its light 
or Truth far and near.

In connection with this Camp It is 
nre on the8eHeights a Home for worthy mediums 

and Spiritualists who have given their 
lives to the Cause so dear to their i 

OrPbanage, where tho . 
dear little blossoms of humanity mav~ ^d8^eóed to “d ,ovJn«ly "belted ■ 
and given proper conditions to unfold 
their Innate powers to grow into noble 
H^ra?d. Wom,en’ and 80 take their 
rightful places in the progressive march 
toward making of mother Earth a real

W?‘ch cominS generations 
shall yet live iff peace and harmony. 
i |An<kntlw’ °h ^riend of Progress! real.

Ye hav® entered upon a most ’ 
sacred work, we earnestly ask for your - 
co-operation, for we do most sincerely 
oesire the assistance of those who have 
awakened to the realization that Spir- 
dnv1 ^1n1?“17 a r®bgion of an every
day right-living; that our Cause is the 
cause of humanity; and having them
selves tasted of the sweetness of tho 

aWa¿ers. the
Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood 
of Man and aroused to their own in- ' 
divldua! responsibility are not willing' ■ 
to selfishly enjoy alone the fruit of ; 
their higher understanding. I '

We have recently started a special ' -
। fund to be known as the "Home Fund ” 
and all who give proper thought to this 
matter must realize the great need ofi 
such a Home, and we feel the time is 
fast drawing near when we shall not 
appeal in vain for the needed dona
tions and endowments to carry on thuv 
great work. « a

We would be glad to have societies ‘ 
announce at their meetings the forege 
Ing, and devise ways and means to as
sist In this work, which as truly belongs 
to them as us, and all assistance) ' ¿ 
whether great or small, wilt be thanlct" 

®cc?Pted.and duly acknowledged v 
by the secretary through the Spiritual 
press.. ..
M , ELIZABETH M. FISH. Sec’y J 

i Floral Heights; Parkland, Eden P, ¿I - - 
L Penn. ' - *

theaUthor.lt


body, is a spirit, and can assun} ap- ,' . .
pearances. There is abundance of evi- A Tribute of Respect to This Gifted
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J. W. NIGH.
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MUSI

these adventurers, who were 
itualists, but posed as such.

the occasion was memorable 
cause they were gathered in 
after considerable alterations 
ditions had been made. It was 
of the most comfortable and

ubt Spir- 
The lady

was be- 
the hall 
and ad-
now one 
best ap-

Mrs. Lo|e F. Prior’s Grand Reception by 
1 the Spiritualists of Wellington.

New Zealand.

I, There -was a noble way, In former 
i times of saying things simply, and yet 
paying theta proudly.—Irving,- - -.;

To Advance the Grand Truths of Spirit
ualism.

A Spirit .Gave Ulm the Impressive Vis
ion, Showing Him the Burn

ing Home.

duty to warn the Spirltualis' pl 
Zealand, so that they might vi

Life has no blessing like a- prudent I 
IrURtL—Euripides. I

By the last steamer from San Fran
cisco a noted medium and lecturess 
came.to New Zealand from the United 
States to fulfill an engagement with the 
Wellington Association of Spiritualists, 
Registered. The lady's name is Loie 
F. Prior, and she gave her'flrst address 
at the New Century Hall, Wellington, 
on Sunday evening, 9th April. The 
spacious hall was crowded, and many 
were unable to obtain admission. Mrs. 
Prior’s kindly face and quiet, yet earn
est manner captivated her hearers, and 
Brie was listened to with close interest

On the Tuesday evening, following, 
the society gave a "reception” to their 
visitor at tho hall. A large number of 
invitations had been sent out, and on 
the evening in question the hall was 
filled with an intelligent gathering. 
Mr. William McLean, the president, oc
cupied the chair. A few songs were 
rendered at the commencement of the 
proceedings, the guest of the evening

Showing the Prevalence of a Belief In ¡A Message of Good Cheer From Maori 
Spirit Return. | . Xand. ■

MATERIALIZATION.

An Old and Forgotten System'for Spir
itualists to'Consider. ■'

To the Editor:—We Miy realize the 
greatness and profundity of the sub
ject 'before us, - the delicate chemical 
processes involved la production of 
this the most wonderful of ail ’psychlc 
phenomena; also do we recognize our 
Inability to properly and clearly convey 
our Ideas to the Advanced student read- 
ei- on this great question,, and if we 
should fall short pn language and ap
propriate terms necessary }t<L present 
the true facts to youri consciousness, it 
Is hoped that ’ the' Intelll|ej£t reader 
will be able.’ to supply the deficiency 
and level ,up to, thqdine ofc thought we 
here lay out for your candid'considera
tion. , ' ’.

An Address by Dr. J. M. Peebles Re
jected;

The following is from Light of Lon
don, England:

I have been for fifteen years a 
promptly-paying member of the London 
Victoria Institute and Philosophical So
ciety of Great Britain, of which body 
the Earl of Halsbury is president, but a 
paper upon "Immortality” that I had 
prepared to be read at a meeting óf that 
society on Monday, the 17th Inst., was, 
at the last moment, rejected by the 
council in session. .

Though yearly admiring many of the 
essays upon science and religion read 
and discussed by ■ this .distinguished 
body, I felt that the temple of'this con
servativa Institute needed a "living 
stone,’! a present-day inspiration; and 
from the best and .highest motives I 
prepared to furnish it'under the name 
of “Immortality: Its Naturalness, its 
Possibilities and Proofs.” L

The thinking, progressive' souls of the 
twentieth century dp not care whether 
the old Moabites were polygamists or 
monogamists; whether Samson chased 
the foxes or was himself chased by the 
foxes; but they do care àhd pray for 
tho termination of this brutal war be
tween pious Christian Russians and the 
more enlightened "Pagan”: 'Japanese; 
they do care about the unemployed in 
London and the street-corner beggars ! 
in New York; they do care about the 
uneducated, half-clad orphan arid weep
ing mother mourning over the cold, 
dead form of a loved child. With no 
knowledge of a future life, many Ra
chels-are mourning without consola
tion!

AN IMPRESSIVE COMPARISON.

Keefer the Medium va. Kellar the Ma
gician. / '

After reading the above, which has 
appeared in a great many papers^ both 
city and country, as a full and com
plete expose, and as an expert and sci
entific explanation and refutation of the

The Irish Independent recently of- I arrived in New Zeala’nd April 7, and 
fered a guinea prize for tho best an- remained at Auckland, port of entry, 
swer to the question, “Do you believe only a few hours, coming out to Wei- 
in Ghosts?” and the winning reply was Ungton, where ! landed safely April 8, 
the following, published in that paper after nearly three weeks’ voyage. One 
on March 1st, and written by Mr. B. little realizes the size of the Paclflo 
Granger, of 2, Millmount-terrace, Drum- Ocean, until he sails westward upon lt;l 
condra: » aa^ after day we steamed on, some-

“My own belief in the supernatural times making 400 miles In 24 hours, 
world and its sometimes visible deni- and no sight of land; only the great ex- 
zens is as instinctive as my belief in panse of blue water, water!
God. It admits of no debate, and re- How little one feels when looking out 
quires no justification—to myself. But across the billows. Such a trip Is a 
there are doubters and skeptics. The very good cure of egotism, tor one real- 
instinct is not universal, although, if tans fully, that he amounts to little, 
proper tests could be applied, it might when compared to the earth and Its 
be found generally true that in all there wonders!
is the coid that thrills responsive to I was met at the depot by Brother 
the supernatural. McLean and his good wife, who took

"In a rural district in Ireland you will “>e in charge, they having arranged for, 
hear well-authenticated instances of lodgings, and they made me feel at 
wraiths, or apparitions of persons still once that I was not a stranger in a 
alive—one was mentioned a few days strange land, but with cheerful words 
ago In connection with the Richlll pois- and kindly smiles was I greeted as if 
oning case—of ghosts, i. e., apparitions they had always known me.
of Individuals known to be dead, and Mr. McLean is president of the bo- 
of mysterious intimations, variously ciety here, and a very nice society It is, 
conveyed, of the deaths of relatives and too. New Century Hall is owned by 
friends. And that, too, from truthful, the Spiritualists. It has recently been 
sober-minded men, to whom it would be enlarged, relighted and reventilated, so 
an insult to Impute falsehood or hys- to-day it compares well with some of 
terja, the churches of the city.

“Spiritualism, mentioned by Canon The membership roll is a large one, 
Courtenay Moore, is one of the most and each one has, seemingly, put him- 
thoroughly absurd creeds in the world. se'f °ut to make my stay a pleasant 
Table rappings, juggling, trickery— cne.
these constitute Spiritualism, say the On Sunaay, April 9, the seating capac- 
critics, who will not take the trouble ity of the hall could not accommodate 
to make themselves acquainted with the crowds that came, there were over 
(he facts. Maskelyne, in his “expos- °ne hundred turned away, and the door 
ures” of the various mediums (properly charges were 2s., equal to our 50 cents, 
witches), has exposed a vast amount showing In itself what Interest is taken 
of unreasonable prejudice in himself, ln Spiritualism. I have given two Sun- 
and similarly with others who had day lectures, and one Wednesday even- 
made up their minds not to be con- ing tost meeting, and the same crowds 
vinced. What they could not under- have come.
stand was only some trick cleverer than The singing and music at the meet- 
the rest. in£s are especially good, and the choir

"I have been present at clairvoyant should be praised for the good work 
seances where the "controlled” medium which it does, fl he Spiritualists hero 
has described the ghosts who hovered are active, progressive men and women, 
about in the vicinity of various mem- and they have had the best in our phil- 
bers of the audience. Their descrip- osophy taught, Dr. Peebles, W. J. Coi
tions have enabled the living fathers, viHe, J. J. Morse, Ada Foye, Nellie Brig
husbands, wives, to recognize the do ham and Laura G. Fixen all having 
ceased members of their households, been here in the past, and I feel that 
and messages have been given by the lh® work I am called to do, is but add- 
medlums from the spirit world to those tog a few grains of truth to much that 
on earth. I might have argued collu- kas already been sowed.
slon in all these cases had I not had 0» t’1® ?Hb a grand reception waff 
positive proofs of the impossibility of give® m®. aa<l I was welcomed to tho 
such a thing in tho case of several colonies by a member of parliament; 
friends of my own. but the most delicate compliment was
• “I could multiply instances like these fl'e draping of "Old Glory' above my 
did space allow, and though I do not chair. How quickly my eyes filled with 
regard Spiritualism as by any means tears when I saw the folds of the Stars
a healthy subject to dabble in, its reve- Stripes embraced by the folds of 
lations, taken in connection with what E>o flag of New Zealand. Now true 
might be described as the unaided be- Spiritualism is a bond that closely, 
lief in things ghostly, seems to me to ««‘t^ UB> making us one great family, 
afford positive proof of the objective toat knows no line or boundary of land 
pYiqfpnre’of ehnsts " nor siaie-

In another reply, a Roman Catholic I sha» be here two months after, 
priest- states that while Spiritualist which I start on a tour of the colonies, 
seances are condemned by his Church You will hear from me■
as grievously sinful, there is no a, nrj- Lum P. nuuit.
art reason to show why spirits slmid' ---------- - - • -------- —
not manifest themselves. Man’s ( loul, - MR8. NETTIE PEASE FOX.
he says, after its separation froq the ------- -

Waukesha, Wis.—Dreams sometimes 
come true.

’ The dream of little Louis Spechtenet- 
sky came true last week and to people 
who believe in presentiment^ this will 
be but. another evidence of the truth of 
their faith, while to the materialist it 
will appear a mere accident. However, 
they will both agree that it was a 
strange occurrence.

Last'Tuesday night as Louis and his 
mother were coming home on the inter
urban electric car from Milwaukee the 
boy fell asleep. He suddenly awoke 
from a dream and said: '

“Ma, our house is on fire.”
His mother comforted him in his ter

ror over his presentiment, saying:
“No, our house is all right. We will 

soon be home now and pa will meet us."
When she reached Main street, Mrs. 

Speehtenetsky suddenly shrieked;
"My God! My children!”
For less than a block away she saw 

the upper story of her home on White 
Rock avenue in flames, a crowd of peo
ple on the street and the fire depart
ment at work.

The mother's heart was soon relieved 
from Its burden of crushing fear, how
ever, for her children were safe, and 
the damage to the house was small.

It happened that another son, Nsk 
than,'had set a candle too close to his 
bed. One quilt and his clothing were 
burned before Hie boy was aroused and 
he probably would not have awakened 
in time to save his life If it had not 
been for his sister Annie, who discov
ered the blaze. She aroused him and 
then gave the alarm.—Milwaukee News.

INTERESTING ITEMS.

felt it a

ANOTHER COMMENDABLE WORK.

if New 
¿are of

by their deception, and she

occupying a seat on the stage under the 
folds of [he Union Jack and the Stars 
and Stripes.

The chairman said It was a memor
able occasion, for two reasons. First, 
it was their privilege to welcome one 
of the bravest and best women in the 
cause of Spiritualism. He most cordial
ly welcomed Mrs. Prior, not only to 
New Zealand, but to a free platform, and 
he could tell her that she was in a coun
try where, before the law, women stood 
equal with men, and at election time 
her vote had the same weight. With 
regard to mediums the law was not sat
isfactory, but he hoped their legislators 
would soon perceive the necessity of 
amending the present Jaw. The 
Chairman next referred to the enor
mous strides Spiritualism was making 
in all countries, the sympathetic atti
tude of numbers of scientific men, and 
thd press and in the Church, where a 
bitter spirit had been siiown, there was 
not such marked antagonism. He 
thanked the Wellington papers for their 
lengthy notices concerning Mrs. Prior 
and her work. The second reason why

pointed halls in the colony. ~In welcom
ing Mrs. Prior the Chairman assured 
her that there was a veryjdndly feel
ing existing in this colony towards their 
American cousins; and he felt sure that 
her visit would cement the friendship.

Mrs. Prior then stepped forward 
amid warm applause. Such occasions, 
she said, left her without words, for she 
felt that the welcome was the outburst 
of warm hearts. As she stood beneath 
the Stars and Stripes on Sunday even
ing she realized that there was a strong 
bond of sympathy between the two peo
ples—that they were more brothers 
than cousins. She came with fraternal 
greetings from across the sea, and her 
welcome had been warm and touching. 
Mrs. Prior then spoke at some length 
on: the philosophy of Spiritualism, the 
teachings of Jesus Christ, and lastly, 
of the unprincipled persons who posed 
before the American public as material
izing mediums and trifled with the ten- 
derest feelings of humanity. These 
fraudulent persons were coining money

resumed her seat amidst another show
er of applause.

Mr. John Duthie, M. H. R., at the re
quest of the Chairman, said a few 
words. Though not a Spiritualist he 
believed the organization was doing 
what It could to benefit humanity.

A very young lady delivered a recita
tion with good elocution and grace.

Mr. W. C. Nation, of Levin, joined in 
the greetings to Mrs. Prior. She was 
now in what had been called “Wonder
land”—a land of rippling streams and 
mountain torrents, of fields of ice in the 
South and subterranean fires in the 
North. He was glad to join in the wel
come and he believed that Mrs. Prior’s 
mission would be productive of much 
fruit, and when she returned to her own 
land she would be followed by thankful 
hearts and good wishes. He was glad 
the visitor had spoken of the frauds 
practiced upon unsuspecting inquirers. 
He could tell the audience he had re
ceived a circular from the United 
States detailing a complete outfit for 
materialization seances, and offering to 
supply such at a price. He would pub
lish the particulars, he said, in The 
Message of Life, so that Spiritualists 
throughout the colony could see what 
was in store for them. Mr. Nation 
spoke of the different scnools of 
thought. He said he felt he was 
amongst students of New Thought, the 
Subjective Self, Mental Scientists, The- 
osophists. Spiritualists, and other stu
dents of the occult. AU were climbing 
up the mountain side, in different 
tracks may be, but they were trying 
to gain the summit .By and by they 
would reach the height they were striv
ing for, and he could imagine the greet
ing after this style as they met in the 
purer atmosphere, “Oh, you here too? 
I.didn't expect to meet you!” The 
summit attained they would all ,be clos
er together. The speaker urged' pa
tient investigation and -a deeper spirit
uality in the lives of all, so that the 
close ofthe mortal career might be like 
a,beautiful sunset of blue and gold.

The whoje company then adjourned 
to the spacious supper room, where re
freshments were provided without 
stint There was a marked display of 
good feeling, and Mrs. Prior got in 
touch with many warm-hearted, intelli
gent, and earnest seekers after truth.

Since this gathering Mrs. Prior has 
had well-attended meetings. As a lec
turess and as “message bearer”, from 
friends who have passed on she has 
been highly successful, anti her work 
in New Zealand will produce rich fruit 
■ Speaking of one of Mrs. Prior’s meet- 

: ings, a Wellington paper said: "After 
I the lecture she devoted half an hour to 
I giving tests, most of them remarkable, 
j No questions, either oral or written, 
■ were addressed to her, nor were the 
1 lights turned down. Standing on the 

platform she described various spirits 
• which she said were present, was im- 
i pressed with the ailments with Which 

they had died, and Indicated the part of 
the.hall where sat the .persons for 
whom their messages were intended. In 
certain Instances where no response 
was made, Mrs. Prior stepped down 

: from the stage and successfully identi
fied the persons who knew the spirit in 
this life. They were evidently taken by 
surprise.—"Message of Life.”

Mr. and Mrs. Aber In Arkansas City—A 
Select Circle Held In Which the Man
ifestations are Most Remarkable.
W. W. Aber and wife from Kansas 

City, Mo., spent ten days In our city, 
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Terrell, us
ing their parlors' for the reception of 
those seeking information from their 
friends in spirit life. The rooms were 
crowded each evening. Many persons 
were convinced of spirit return, meet
ing and conversing with their friends 
for the flrst time since their transition 
to spirit spheres. Mr. and Mrs. Aber 
are each excellent mediums.

The Sunday evening developing se
ances, held at E. J. Hoyt’s are progress
ing nicely, and growing in interest. The 
circle consists of members of Mr. H. 
and family, with a few select friends 
and an occasional invited guest or 
guests. The light in the rooms is 
slightly shaded, the features of the sit
ters being plainly visible. Preceding 
the sitting, a half hour or more is spent 
in the parlor rendering delightful In
strumental music. Mr. H, is a fine vio
linist, using an instrument that cost । 
$501). Ella, his daughter, presides at 
the piano. Joe, a nephew, plays the 
cornet, and Turner, the son-in-law, and 
medium, plays a horn. These concerts 
are a good prelude to a harmonious cir
cle. Exactly on time the sitters take 
their respective places. The medium, 
dressed entirely in black garments, en
ters the cabinet, which is a curtain in 
two parts suspended on a wire 
stretched across the corner of the se
ance room. The cabinet and medium 
are inspected, the curtains closed and 
the medium is soon in a deep trance. 
The friends from spirit spheres an
nounce everything in readiness, when 
form after form appears, bows to 
friends, and seem pleased when recog
nized. Some are clothed in robei of 
spotless white; others dressed in gar
ments such as they wore in earth 
sphere. They talk through the medium 
to the circle or some member of it, an
swer questions and give advice. No 
fee is charged or donations accepted; 
no exhibition in public contemplated; 
the circle is held for investigation, and 
has .demonstrated to its members that 
¡cur departed friends can, under favor
able conditions, appear visibly and con
verse with us. %

THOS MURRAY.
Arkansas City, Kansas.

Dear Friend:—Are you a Spiritual
ist? And if so, are you desirous of as
sisting in building up and advancing 
the Cause of the Angels? No higher, 
holier cause was ever presented to the 
human race for its consideration than 
that which proves the immortality of 
the human soul, the perpetuity of love, 
and the eternal progress of mankind.

In view of this, I am desirous of es
tablishing a Home for Spiritualism in 
the city of St. Louis, Mo., to serve as a 
center of activity in the upbuilding of 
our cause in the Great West

St. Louis is a large and rapidly grow
ing city, centrally located in the great 
Mississippi Valley, and contiguous to 
all points in therWest and Southwest. 
There is no better field for propaganda 
work to be found anywhere than here.

You are therefore solicited to con?, 
tribute the sum of one dollar to a fund’’ 
that is already begun, to be appropri
ated to the purchase .of a site and thé 
erection thereon' of a building suitable 
for the following purposes:

An entertainment hall, with all nec
essary appointments for the purpose of , 
public meetings of all kinds, Including 
amusements, etc. A kitchen and din
ing hall, seance rooms, laundry, and 
rooms for sanitarium and dispensary 
purposes. * , ■

This establishment shall be open at 
all times for the purpose of assisting 
all who heed either physical, mental or 
spiritual aid, and for the purpose of fur
thering in every way the cause of true 
Spiritualism.

The officers of the organization 
known as the Spiritual Society of 
Truth Seekers of SL Louis, a body or- 
ganized and chartered by both the Pro
gressive Spiritualist Association of Mis
souri, ¿nd. the National Spiritualists. As
sociation, have caught the spirit of this 
lofty ideal,.» movement instigated and 
Initiated by your correspondent, into 
which she.Is putting all.of her life en
ergies, and which has the full approval 
and endorsement of the angel world.

Will you help us? If so, please remit 
by return mail the sum of one dollar, 
together with the names of all Spirit
ualists whom you think would be inter
ested in such a movement.
— • Sincerely yours,

MRS. JOSIE K. FOLSOM. 
3007A Dickson ctreet, St Louis, Mo.

Serious pondering upon these momen
tous subjects, I selected Immortality, 
with Its legitimate corollaries, as a fit 
subject for my paper. It was di^ly pre
pared, and handed to the secretary, 
Professor Edward Hull, LL.D., F. R. 8., 
on April s, and, according to the cus
tom of the Victoria Institute, It was 
printed in pamphlet form, and sent out 
to many of the members, that they 
might know its contents, and be pre
pared for the reading and discussion. 
The paper was In the hands of the of
ficials and members for two weeks. 
All seemed well. In the meantime the 
secretary, very courteously wrote me, 
knowing the condition of my throat and 
lungs, and expressed the hope that I 
would be able to personally read the 
paper. The tickets of Invitation had 
been printed and distributed.

The hour had come. The people had 
assembled. The reporters were at the 
table—then, and then only, was I sum
moned into the council room, and grave
ly Informed that the council had de
cided that "for good and sufficient reas
ons,” the “paper was not considered 
appropriate to be read" before the 
members and invited guests. Using 
the “Daily Majl’s” phrase, the "address 
was closured before It began,” and the 
Rev. Canon R. B. Girdlestone, M. A., 
was substituted to deliver an address 
on the “Resurrection.” The most of 
my friends, city officials and journal
ists, Indignantly left the lecture hall.

The council having refused to.accept 
my paper, treating of the evidences of 
the Divine existence, and proofs from 
ancient testimonies, and present-day 

j spiritual phenomena, in demonstration 
of a future conscious life, I withdrew 
It, and it is now my property. Spirit
ualism was the crux, and, yet, at the 
head of the printed pamphlet—sent put 
by the Institute—was this passage: 
“The Institute’s object being to Investi
gate, it must not be held to endorse the 
various views expressed either in the 
papers or discussions.” But, Inasmuch 
as it is the professed purpose, of this 
body to "Investigate," the inquiry nat
urally arises here: Could the members 
of the Institute “investigate’! and “dis
cuss” a paper which was forbidden to 
be "read?”

The Musical Scale.
Our line of argument in the form of 

an explanation of ' the . processes in
volved in this most wonderful phenome
non called materialization, ■ will be 
based upon- the musical scale. The 
seven octaves of our musical range of 
vibration Jiold'a perfect multiple rela
tion to one another, yet, by Jan almost 
unlimited combination of-'individual 
notes, harmony, and discord are pro- 
dduced in endless variety and degrees.

It is this range of the seven chromat
ic scales that we hold to Jiè a true rep
resentation of the macroefsmtc and the 
microcosmic scales'- pt. vibrations. By 
the macrocosmic scale'ofJ vibration we 
mean that infinite range; of vibratory 
rates existing between the lowest vi
brating atom on thè low£f C and the 
highest rate of vibratpry ¿lotton on the 
highest C. By thé microcosmic scale 
of vibration we mean hlpvibratory ac; 
tivlty between the lowest vibrating 
atom constituting the human organism 
and the highest vibratory soul power 
on the high C on the seventh octave, 
which includes all vibratory powers, 
forces and elements operative in the 
visible and invisible, realm of the hu
man being. . • f

Materialize, according ,to Webster’s 
definition,’ is : ‘to reduce to a state of 
matter,” and we take it< for granted 
that the meaning he intepds to convey 
is, that an invisible substance of high 
vibratory motion or activity Is reduced 
or lowered down to that state of vibra
tion exhibited in tangibly material ob- 

I jecta, which are visible td our sense of 
sight by responsive-capacity of our 
visual organs. . . y

Now let us remembfer '-this fact: To' 
materialize is to reduce to lower atom
ic vibration of an invisibly ethereal sub
stance which under thé lâw of transmu
tation becomes condensed and at last 
solidified sufficiently .to f be visible to 
our physical sense of sight. The 
term reduce, means: ?to.bring back to 
a former state.” ((Webster.) 
• It, Js . customary for ’ investigators 

when explaining this.-.phenpmènqn, es
pecially in regard toi'it^ genuineness, 
to base their ¡conclusione upon experi
ence under close.observation,,but this 
is not always a safe method,"for under 
the present system' practiced by<many 
materializing mediums, nald io produce 
this phenomenon,' 'the investigator is 
rup up againstoowers and forces which 
rènder it impossible for him to at all 
times be absolutely sure that he sees

phenomena of slate-writ(pg, it Is the 
wish of the writer to place along side 
of the story of how Kellar, “the most 
mystifying and marvelous magician on 
this mundane sphere,” says he did his 
wonderful work of slate-writing, a state
ment of the work witnessed by the wri
ter on the 3rd instant, at the home, in 
this city, of Mr. P. L. O. A. Keeler, the 
medium, who has for twenty-five-years 
been the instrument through which has 
been given this most interesting and 
convincing phase, and positive proof of 
the power of spirits to return and com
municate with mortals.

Calling at Mr. Keeler’s home at 11 
o'clock on May 3, I was invited to the 
front room on the second floor, and 
seated at a small table opposite Mr. K., 
and with, the light of noonday stream
ing in upon us through four windows, 
having previously procured from a 
down-fown store, three slates, 8x12 
Inches in size, which were placed upon 
the table, Mr. K. assuring me that con
versation would in no wise interfere 
with the work, we touched upon sev
eral subjects entirely irrelevant to the 
matter we were engaged in, but after 
the passing of a half hour's time, Mr. 
K. was apprised by his guide, George 
Christy, that the notes I had prepared 
before leaving home had not been 
addressed to names, which was neces
sary; so I opened them and made the 
change suggested. A further suspen
sion of anxious waiting qfsome 15 min
utes, during which Mr. K. apologetic
ally inquired if I was growing impa
tient, and expressed his regrets at the 
delay, but saying he could not help it, 
when his guide made the further re
quest that I separate the two slates 
which had been secured together and 
remove and hold in my hand for a mo
ment the bit of pencil which had been 
placed between them. This was done, 
no writing appearing as yet on either 
slate, but on replacing the piece of pen
cil the sound of the scratching began 
immediately, and continued for not to 
exceed 45 or 50 seconds, when O. K. 
was received from the guide.

I at once picked up the slates and 
separated them, and received the reve
lation that will ever dispel doubt from 
my mind on this momentous question.

These two slates were not touched 
by either of us during the writing; they 
were simply lying upon the table be
tween us. There were five communi-

I need not dilate upon the shock, or 
the crushing, mortifying position in 
which this belated decision placed me. 
It Is passing, and almost mirthfully, 
strange that this council and the learn
ed members had previously received, 
and had discussed, a paper on the “Ven
omous Snakes of India”; and another 
paper (see Vol. XXXXIII.) of twenty
seven pages was read by the Rev. F. A. 
Walker, D. D., upon “Hornets.” particu
lar stress being laid upon the point as 
to what “period of the year do queen 
hornets leave their nests.”

an abject when he thinks he sees it. 
This applies especially to the question 
ofc identification.

The object of this article Is mot to ex
plain the processes and methods used 
by materializing'mediums at the pres
ent time, who under various conditions 
produce what is skid to be full form 
materialization, which, to a certain ex
tent. no doubt, are genuine - in many 
cases whrin the requisite conditions are 
present; but rather to explain the true 
process in materialization when circles 
are formed in accordance -with nature’s 
laws and principles: as, exemplified in 
the musical scale.,;.

All nature is established upon a mu
sical basis. ' All psychical as well as 
physical phenomena',- result from' a 
blending of primary .fotces and ele
ments; this blending | always takes 
place to the same degreb that harmony 

..exists—and is not harmpny inherent in 
the musical scale?

Subject to Musical Laws. ' ।

Think of It! A distinguished body of 
. ministers, clergymen, and titled scien

tists permitting a paper to be read 
upon the characteristics of “Hornets" 
and “Wasps,” yet rejecting a paper 
treating of the ancient and present-day 
proofs of human Immortality! As I 
have said, Spiritualism waB the crux, 
and yet these clergymen should not be 
frightened at Spiritualism, when many 
of the brainiest and most scholarly 
men of ■ the world are Spiritualists— 
when the illustrious .Dr. Jowett, Master 
of Balliol College, Oxford University, in 
a sermon upon "Faith, Doctrine, and 
Immmortallty” (p. 319), says: "The 
spirits and forms of the dead seem to 
hover around us and to be about our 
bed and about our path, sometimes for 
a shorter and sometimes for a longer 

. -period after they have been taken from 
us.” Jesus asked (I quote from mem
ory), "How much, then, Is a man better 
than a sheep?” and I shall' ever say,’ 
when thinking of the Victoria Institute 

. and Philosophical Society of Great Brit- 
: -ain, how much better is immortality, 

with its angel-ministries and spirit mes
sages, than the "hornets” and" "wasps," 
and tfle "snakes of India,” the charac
teristics.of which ibis institute allowed 
to be described in a paper (of twenty- 
cne pages) by Sir Joseph Fayrer, M. D., 
LL.D. By the way, there is no refer
ence in this exhaustive paper upon 
snakes to the rib-made woman of Eden, 
and her conversation with the "ser
pent”

The extraordinary treatment I have 
received from the council of the Vlc- 
toria Institute excites in me not thè 
least anger, but- rather the fraternal 
feeling of a most condescending pity. 
And yet, owing to my abiding and un
bounded faith in God and the fulfillment 
of His mighty purpose In creation, I be
lieve In the future enlightenment aud 
final salvation of the members of this 
Institute’s council; basing-this beauti
ful belief in a degree upon this sacred 
scriptural passage: "The Lord preserv- 
eth the simple.”

• J. M. PEEBLES.

[We have, much pleasure in announc
ing that Dr. Peebles has kindly con
sented to give his “rejected" address on 
"Immortality: Its Naturalness, Its Pos
sibilities and Proofs,'- to the members 
and associates of^he Lpndbn Spiritual
ist Alliance, on May 25 next, and we are 

I confident'that he will receive a very 
I sympathetic welcome from a large and : 
appreciative audience on that occasion, i

Light] .1

Every human being Is at all times 
subject to musical laws, And has a cer
tain location on the musical scale, ac
cording to inherent, predominant elec
tric or magnetic force;' which consti
tutes a person's keynote, and is one 
of the great domlnant' ïactors of ex
istence. i

No Two Persons Born Alike.

cations, completely covering the two 
Inside surfaces with closely written 
matter; the writing and composition as 
distinctly different in character and 
form as it is possible to get from five 
persons in any promiscuous gathering.

Mr. Keeler then received intelligence 
that the guide wished to,write a com
munication, so he picked up the remain
ing Blate and one of those, already writ
ten upon, put them together, holding 
them toward me in his hands, arms ex
tended. I took hold of the opposite 
side, the pencil began moving in a way 
that indicated very rapid movement, 
and in 15 seconds stopped with the 
whole Bide of the slate closely written.

The character of the matter was high
ly intelligent, in every, partiicular in 
each instance. I identified fully each 
personality and their peculiar traits. 
I had know all intimately for periods 
ranging from ..twenty to fifty years, 
their respective ages being from 30 to 
73 years. .

It is but fair to say, for the purpose 
of acquainting the reader who may 
have misleading surmises as to the 
predilections or bias of Investigation 
of the writer, that all his natural ten
dencies of thought, both speculative 
and so-called scientific is, and has been 
for over a half century, impregnated 
with skepticism to an extfeme and in
tolerant degree.

I am compelled in candor.to admit 
that up to the very moment of opening 
the slates and-beholding the revelation 
in the fullness of’all the faculties pos
sessed, I was.ao incredulous as to think 
it absurd anfl'absqlutely .impossible to 
get what I was led to expect in accord 
with report and reputation of the me
dium.

dence, which in law would be regarded 
as decisive, to prove that spirits do 
makb manifestations. One man In ev- It was my privilege to hear this gift- 
ery ten has had experiences, but the ed lecturer first in 1883 at the Mt. 
majority are ashamed to acknowledge Pleasant Camp-meeting, Clinton, Iowa, 
them. Lastly, he cites the authority of Her husband was president of the 
the bible, which records many spiritual association at that time. He was also 
phenomena. editor of the Spiritual Offering, a paper

“The Herald of the Golden Age” con- that was distinctively temperance as 
tinues to bless its readers with its win- well as Spiritualistic in its endeavor to 
some reflections upon Spirit-life. Wo enlighten the world.
send our kindest greetings to our excel- I was at that time only an investiga- 
lent ally. A late article, on “From Mat- tor. Tangible evidence of immortality, 
ter to Spirit," Is a beautifully written had not yet reached me.

By the thirteen notes'ent the chromat
ic scale we have thirteen, different hu
man characteristicB’^nd temperaments 
represented. If we» divide every half 
step on the scale lit fpur equal parts, 

- we have fifty-two: different tempera
ments represented., klf wrnmake a more 
sweeping division w^ijiave 258, but this 
is’ not practical, yet'we might go Into 
the hair-splitting business and deal 
with fractions, which .gives us thaF in
finite variation unds^ which no two per
son are ever born Just alike; no two 
leaves in the fores&are just alike; but 
in this article we shall only deal with 
the original: thirteen, human tempera
ments according to .their location on 
the chromatic scale da which is inher
ent the basic principles of existence. 
; According to statement.'in the' New 
Testament, Jesus nnzst-have understood 
and practiced this system when he .went 
about over the .country pithing up his 
disciples here.taiid2Xhere.mB he found 
them.correspondingto';thB.twelve notes 
on the chromatic scale, he himself be-1 
Ing located on F shgri»; the vital center, 
a position^ only, held Lyna perfect hu
man being, and isacalledlhe messianic 
point, with Johnd^G?ahfilJames on F, 

¡which.are the prdpheticjpoints; Peter 
। on high C, with Judas; ondow c, which 
constitutes the two extremities. This 
gives us three-chief divisions of the 
human family: theelectnja the magnet- 
i<\and the electromagnetic, each one 
wl ‘ their sign-board aloft designating 

 

theih position 6n <hq Scale. Judas was 
just ps necessary in’ the 'formation of 
this reat batteryi.aSl low C is in the 
musfcal scale, although Jesus knew 
that/Judas was a devil (see John 6:70); 
nevertheless had'febhave him in order 
tw have -his battery ’ complete Hero 

light, be maintained the beautiful 
thought of the-evolution of the low C 

Vinto ¿the multiple ijelative positions 
fronivOctave toioctaveibttt we must cur
tail. . . <; .b.ig;} P- PEARSON. '

‘ fonca Cityi OkW k ’■* • 
\ • (To btreoniinued.)

to''iœïbiti®,.JB too narrow 
for friendship, too.cr$bkbd for love, too 
rugged for honesty and^ too dark for 
science.—RoBseau. - ;
. Tho friendships, of the world are oft 
confederaaies toÄe, .-.©r leagues of 
pleasure*—¿Äsa. _ - _

’ It is conceded to Kellar that he is the 
high priest of fakirs, the prince of trick
sters traveling the land.

If his performance is amusing and 
mystifyihg, perhaps worth the price if 
you are pleased, we have no word of 
reproof, but, dear reader, do exercise 
your intelligence, weigh in the balance 
of reason, study thoroughly, analyze 
your deductions and the facts as you 
find them, make the fullest comparison, 
be free, frank and fair, note the wide 
contrast between the work of Kellar 
the magician and . his fake, and Keeler 
the medium and phenomena. Of what 
priceless value to the sincere, earnest 
soul searching for the truth, and seek
ing solace for' the sore heart whose 
healing depends on a proof of the fact' 
of continuity, of life; after death, insep
arable from love, -as is given by the 
divinely gifted Keeler in that .honest 
work, so simple in manner, so amazing 
to the mind, Yet so satisfying to the 
heart throbbing with the longings of 
love to feel the unmistakable assurance 

; of the presence of those dear ones gone 
a little before to enter the beautiful 
realms of a purer and higher condition 
of existence.
, It is an unpardonable presumption 
on the intelligence of the people to 
parade before the public pretending to 
do that which he cannot, and Kellar’s 
self-laudation and conceit above are 
equal to the occasion; it would be per
fectly safe to wager that he could not 
get a single scratch from a bit of pen
cil the size of . a broom straw and an 
eighth of an inch long in a decade of 
his deceptive practice,

He may-be able to confound and dum- 
fouhd scientific savants and suckers, 
but is it possible that people will per
mit such cheap trickerey of legerde
main to pass their discernment and dis
crimination . between the fickle and 
false, and the irrefutable, convincing’ 
evidence of the living truth?

| Ah, music, thy voice is tender, ’ ; ! 
I Thou art no shallow base pretender, 
। Thy tones are deep as' love of woman, 
Thy sympathy is something more than

• human. • ’ ' » . ;/ •
i Down to the deepest heart's emotion, 
Down to the soul's unfathomed ocean,' 
Deeper than earthly lines have sottad- 
. . ed; .
Thy notes sink limitless and unbound" 

sa. .Young.
àsisàiî

presentation of the truth “that wo are While in attendance at that meeting, 
living souls, not animated bodies.” it occurred to me that having been a 
"Our fleshly tabernacle,” it says, “is dreamer of very vivid dreams all my 
but a temporary movable dwelling- life, it might be a good thing for me, 
place—a convenient means of communi- and later , for the world, if I should at- 
cation with this physical world, in tempt something of an analysis and 
which we are gaining necessary and elasifleation of dreams; and without 
valuable experience and are perfecting giving a hint of my intention to a living 
our spiritual evolution.” soul, I actually began recording my

The spiritual awakening is also very dreams, morning alter morning tor a 
tenderly and luminously described, period, but finally abandoned the idea 
The following sentences are like points of classification, and with it, the re- 
of light: cording of my dreams.. But the vivid

When the human soul awakes from dreams persist.
the long sleep of materialism, and be- Curious to say, the work which I had 
comes spiritually conscious, all things abandoned, Mrs. Fox’s guides pursued, 
become changed. It sees a new heaven and the first lecture I was permitted 
and a new earth. after the lapse of 22 years to hear from

It becomes aware that this dense ma- her, 'was uP°n this very subject, 
terlal universe is the theatre of a great “Dreams.” It was here in San Jose, 
drama, in which ft is, itself, playing a about a month since, and I instantly 
humble but not unimportant part; that took in the remarkable co-incidence— 
our planet is the scene of a great work the dream episode at Clinton in 1883, 
of soul-transformation or evolution, and the dream analysis by this same 
which Is ever taking place. able lecturer in 1905.

It is no longer in bondage to the fear She gave a very lucid and thoroughly, 
of death; for It knows that departure scientific analysis and logical classifl- 
from the physical body is but the laying cation of dreams and their true slgnifl- 
aside of an earthly garment which has cance, such as would be of profound 
become butworn, and that the etheric benefit to all thoughtful people.
form which envelopes it is of finer The following Sunday she lectured on 
texture and of more sensitive vibration, Progression, and manifested true inspl- 
and one that will more perfectly reveal ration of a high order. Most im- 
its true self. presslve and eloquent was her allusion

The material world loses its grip t de- ‘° grand fact that success tn our 
pendence upon physical sensation be- meetings from week to week, is not 
comes lessened; the stupendous vision necessarily marked by crowded halls 
of the unexplored wealth, and the trans- and seasons of excitement, but rather 
cendent possibilities of the spiritual by a quiet determination which man!- 
worlds are intuitively perceived; and tost ‘toelf to the co-operative endeavor 
the soul begins to realize, even though a few earnest souls, intent upon solv
it be but faintly at first, the glorious lib- great problem of relief of strug- 
erty and privilege of, “the children of S'tog humanity as we find It today, 
god » crushed and bruised by the tyrant hand

In due time, it is permitted to have deall"g b?°W bl°^'
foretaste of the peace that passeth un- wlth fatal effectiveness, while the vast 
derstanding, and the joy that cannot be uncounted millions of victims, still pa- 
expressed, which constitute the peren- li®nt in their forbearance, are strug- 
nial conditions of the Christ-sphere gW agamst tremendous odds for re- 
where love and sympathy are freely ef, and wondering why it never 
outpoured comes.

< When its hour has come and it has indeed. Is the burden of thought 
been tried and tested, and found faith- of a« true Spiritualists May' the wid^ 
ful, it is admitted to the mystic king- worW, over- T1?e £i8e and Ahoush“ui 
dom and the real Presence—and, find- ones ln our ranks find here their chleI 
Ing there the fulfillment of all its hopes concern.
and all its dreams, it abides, and goes Her lectures rate not among the ord!- 
out into the darkness no more.—Light, nar{’ Bh®a 8
London, England. ?ueb artist ^ne, and judging

from these two lectures I Infer that she
THE KO8MON DAY IS HERE.

The.hearts.of men throughout the earth 
Beat in unison from their birth— 
In pulsing throbs of joy or pain— 
In yearning, gracious, glad retrain—

The coming of a Brighter Day.
The Day is here, we heed it not! 
Within! Within! Behold thy lot! 
United we in soul commune— , 
United we at Kosmon Noon—

The Kosmon Day Is here. e 
JOHNA.LANT.

. Fraternal Home, Pittsburg,’ Kans.

ranks with Cora L. V. Richmond, both 
in vigor and grace, and 1 hope that 
henceforth her fine powers will find am
ple opportunity for expression.

It is needless to say I have written 
this frank statement unsolicited and 
entirely unknown to the one whosa 
name I have here so freely used, as al 
tribute of respect to the living and the 
just claims of the world upon her fu* 
tore service.

THOS. H. B. COTTON.
San Jose, Cal. .

Few men are so clever as to know all 
the mischief they do.—Rochefoucauld. ■

It is only necessary to grow old to he* 
come more indulgent.- -I see no fault' 
committed that I have not commltttyf

-myself.T-Goetne.
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VERY SERIOUS CRISIS IN 'VHE

¡A Trenchant Reply
to Judge Dunn

iS

HEADGEAR OR- 
FEATHERS, TO 
INDIAN CHIEF- 
BEEN A DOZEN

COSTUME, WITH A 
NAMENTED WITH 
REPRESENT AN 
TAIN, THERE HAS

THERE HAS AT LAST COME A'SPIRITUALISTS, ' AND DRIVEN 
'---- 1 THEM ItJTO THE VARIOUS LIB-

To do
The KEligionof^

HÜM^NITy.'

¡¿fBUIiUETin«^

The Court of Inquiry
It is now in Session to 

take into careful and criti
cal consideration the Arti
ficial-Toggery; often un
clean, used by some mate
rializing mediums, to make 
up in proper-form your an
gel friends and loved ones. 
Honesty or Fraud;'■Which?

Crisis Pending in the Ranks of Spiritualism

ranks of spiritualism.
many materializing mediums, 

emboldened bV their success 
in the use of artificial tog
gery in their seances, have 
at last forced an unpleasant 
CONDITION OF AFFAIRS INTO THE 
RANKS OF SPIRITUALISM.

EVER SINCE THE DAVENPORT 
BROTHERS TRAVELED THROUGH 
THE UNITED STATES WITH THEIR 
MYSTERIOUS CABINET FEATS, 
MYSTIFYING THE PEOPLE, leger
demain, CONFEDERATES, ARTIFI
CIAL TOGGERY, DRESSES ILLUMIN
ATED WITH PHOSPHORUS, FALSE 
WHISKERS, WIGS, CHEESE CLOTH, 
FEATHERS, AND EVEN KNIVES 
HAVE BEEN BROUGHT INTO REQUI
SITION TO HELP THE MEDIUM OR 
SPIRIT IN WHAT IS EVIDENTLY A 
WORK OF DECEPTION OF THE 
DARKEST KIND.

THIS ARTIFICIAL TOGGERY IS 
OFTEN UNCLEAN, AND REVEALS 
UNDER THE MICROSCOPE, MI
CROBES WHOSE ONLY PLACE IN 
THE ECONOMY OF NATURE IS IN 
THE FILTH OUTSIDE OF THE 
RANKS OF PURE SPIRITUALISM.

ALL THESE .ROTTEN TRICK
STERS HAVE GOTTEN IN THEIR 

< PESTIFEROUS WORK UNTIL EM
BOLDENED BY THEIR SUCCESS IN 
THEIR DECEPTIVE METHODS, 

! .THEY HAVE ACTUALLY NAUSE- 
I ATED THOUSANDS OF HONEST

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER
DECORATED HAT, BANNERS GAILY 

—.....- . ORES*DECORATED .WITH STARS, 
CENTS, CROSSES,’ HANDS, 
ERB, ETC. Many of these 
were recognized by wife and 
having been materialized by

AN ETHEREAL DEFENSE. OCCULT POWER OF THE SOUL

æwgsnnœssŒOT:

CASTS OUT EVIL SPIRITS.
•FLOW- 
articles 
self as
Jimmie 

’ClintonBundle, last August, on the -......—
camp: grounds, to ihe amazement and 
great pleasure of .the circle. Also it 
fan which was mysteriously material
ized by Jimmie Bundle, and with 
which he moved from one to the other
of the circle fanning each to show it 
was not a vision, but the real thing 
produced from a borrowed handker
chief, also u bowie-knife produced in 
the same way. The music box and 
most of the articles above enumerated 
at this.moment lie on a table before 
me and anyone -who wou)d like a feath
er from the head-gear of Winans’. In
dian guide, will please write and make 
such request, the same will be granted 
at once.

If Winans is an honest medium, why 
does he perform such tricks to create

ERAL CULTS AND CREEDS THAT 
HAVE ASSUMED GREAT PROMI
NENCE IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE 
COUNTRY.

COMMENCING WITH THE EXPOS
URE OF MRS. GRIFFEN, IN MILWAU
KEE, WIS., OVER TWO YEARS AGO, 
DRESSED IN A HOME-MADE INDIAN

OR MORE-EXPOSURES, AND IN EV
ERY CASE THE “SPIRIT” PROVED 
TO BE THE MEDIUM DRESSED IN 
GROSS MATERIAL, OFTEN DIRTY, 
AND ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOR 
THE OCCASION BY MORTAL HANDS 
INTENT ON DECEIVING.

EVEN ELSIE REYNOLDS, THE 
GREAT LEADER OF A CERTAIN 
GANG WHO USE ARTIFICIAL TOG
GERY IN DECEIVING THE PEOPIE, 
WHEN EXPOSED IN LOS ANGELES, 
CAL., HAD ON "A MASK AND GOG
GLES, WITH HER SKIRT ROLLED 
UP, REPRESENTING HERSELF AS 
THE SPIRIT OF “AUNT BETSEY." 
SUCH BEING THE CASE MR. DUNN 
HAS SOME FOUNDATION FOR HIS 
STATEMENT THAT ALL MATERIAL
IZING MEDIUMS ARE GUILTY OF 
PRACTICING THE SAME DECEP
TION, HENCE THIS COURT OF IN
QUIRY HAS BEEN CALLED, WITH 
THE OBJECT IN VIEW TO ARRIVE 
AT THE REAL FACTS IN THE CASE.

false impressions on the minds of the 1 
innocent investigators, who spend hours 
afterwards talking about the wonders 1 
of Jimmie Bundle, the lace-maker, who 1 
materialized so many articles from a 1 
borrowed handkerchief? 1

Do you, my reader, think this part of ’ 
his performance in any way spiritual, 1 
and does it promote in the minds of 
any one proof that we live beyond the ’ 
grave, when the explanation of how ! 
these tilings are dope is made? No! 1 
Such is nonsense and rot. 1

I purchased at the sale, his black cur
tain and can now explain how the ma- 1 
terialized hands came through.

The curtain had the appearance of 1 
being two solid pieces of heavy black 
cloth, and the hands apparently came 
through the cloth, most any place. On 
Inspection the curtain proved to bo 
full of holes with flaps in front covering 
same, to enable the hands to pass 
through and return without showing to 
the audience any apparent puncture or 
opening in the curtain.

Does my friend, Mr. Dunn, say that 
this Is right too? if he does, I am sat
isfied he does not mean IL Does he 
think all this deception and trickery a 
part of the play, and what should be 
expected by the honest investigator? 
If so. he is the first man I have heard 
so express himself. '

Winans’ friends in Hot Springs say 
that on the night of February 26, at my 
house, he. gave what ho advertises on 
his card as one of his phases of demon
stration, namely, personation. This is 
when he is decked out in the parapher
nalia and parades before the audience, 
and in THIS instance not giving one 
single word of intelligence.

What is this for?
No one recognizes the feature, form, 

voice, action or intelligence of anyone 
known to have passed to the other side.

Then, I again ask, for what purpose 
is such a circus presented? Was there 
-anything spiritual in this spectacle?

1 leave the answer to my Intelligent 
reader.

Was Winans conscious at the time he 
appeared in these rags? Yes, I am pre
pared to positively state that he was, 
and Winans himself acknowledged the 
same to Dr. Hallman, Eastman and my
self. When asked, "Why do you use 
these traps?” his reply was, "At times 
1 cannot get materialization, and then 
1 use the paraphernalia to hold and sat
isfy the audience.”

This is self-conviction to any fair 
mind. Would the audience be satisfied 
if they knew that the forms were Wi
nans himself, and getting no communi
cations at all?

What can there be, I ask, of a spirit
ual nature in such performances, to 
console and convince the honest invest-, 
igator?

When pinriod down to the exact num 
ber of times he had used this regalia., 
Winans acknowledged using the same 
at least one dozen times. If he used 
it this often to his certain knowledge, 
isn’t he just as guilty aS if he had said 

■ ever since his career began? I am sure 
. my reader will answer in the affirma

tive.
Yes, I was in Winans’ seances -last 

' August at Clinton, Iowa, and was there 
■ duped by his trickery, but in my own 

home I had better chances to investi
gate than when his guest at Clinton.

Mr. Dunn sarcastically refers to the 
fact that on discovery of Winans’ trick
ery and deceit he was "Ruthlessly

Mediums DJay VJ^II Rray to Be Saved 
Frini Their Friends.

It woultf^Seem^lo be a positive fact 
that, no nfOlter hfdw palpable tlie fraud 
and trlcjcepy pr^iced by a “medium," 
lie or she-Will '¿tail defenders among 
Spiritualists. I End other excuse or de
fense Ib t possible, the trickery Is 
charged tailtlie' ^spirit controls,” who 
use the organism of the medium, in an 
entranced condition, to perpetrate 
fraudulent/materiaiizatiop by means of 
the medium's iiriBSrsonation of a spirit, 
dressed in'onatedihl toggery hindly pro
vided by th$ iqedjnm,. to assist the dear 
spirits in. tljelr work. >,

If therd is1 nohiteinpt or intent to de
ceive, wily hide tlie' paraphernalia in a 
music box or other hiding-place, before 
and after the, “pianifestatlon?” Cer
tainly it )voul() seem more honest to 
display the toggery beforehand and ex-
plain its intended -use by the “spirits.” 

“Apparently unconscious." Yes, “ap- 
parently”—and that is all that can. be 
said for it. Apd there is not a fake me
dium that will not, when exposed, claim 
that he was Unconscious, In a trance, 
while performing his trickery—to help 
himself out of a tight place.

When skeptics as well as believers 
make an 'investigation of the cabinet, 
before tho seance, why, if the medium 
is ingenuous and. honest, does he keep 
the artificial toggery used in impersona
tion (while entranced, and uncon
scious) deftly hidden away from view?

Is it well, 1b it best, for a medium (or 
a spirit control) to deliberately pursue 
a course that bepra all the indication of 
sheer dishonesty'¿nd trickery?

Certainly the indications are, in such 
a case as this, that the medium is dis
honest, and there is no reliance te be 
placed on hiB “apparent” trance or “un
conscious” state, and we cannot rely 
upon his word or his “apparent" en- 
trancement.

And under such condition, to admit 
that the medium used such parapher
nalia, and assert further that similar 
paraphernalia is used by every other 
medium giving: materializing seances, 
is virtually to—In legal phrase—“give 
the case away" so far as defending such 
mediums is concerned. Truly these 
mediums may well pray—Lord save us 
from our friends-!

Trusting all to thé word of mediums, 
“as honest people,” when they all, by 
the use of home-made artificial toggery 
to assist the spirits, and by hiding the 
same before and after the “manifesta
tions,” carry all the indications of sheer 
trickery in their performances—does 
not seem the wise and proper course 
for an investigator or a believer.

The fact that a medium knows where 
his paraphernalia Is hidden is evidence 
that lie Is not under unconscious en- 
trancement in his' performance with ar
tificial toggery.

Was he unconspjous, in trance, when 
he manufactured or purchased the para
phernalia, hnd when he hid it in a 
mu^lc-box and carried it to the seance 
room? .,, j,

And why keep Ifc hidden, so deftly 
that ordinary mortal detective would not 
suspect its hiding-place? Why keep it 
hidden at fall, if sit is to be honestly 
used, and n^t for ijBoeptlon'!

Why need [they bp concealed from the 
eyes of any Paul Pry who might be 
found wandbrlng Hi forbidden pastures 
and examining nooks and corners 
where he hgd no business?

Why forbidden—if the medium is 
honest?

To the common'inind it would seem 
that it werle Pauf Pry’s'proper “busi- 
pesa” to seqych evpry nook and corner, 
.to discover, if possible, such rjch, suc
culent pasturage ap rewarded the eft- 
forts of our’Hot Springs friend's. -

The plea of "unconscious trance” in 
Winans’ case and others of the same 
sort, is entirely too "ethereal” to justify 
a verdict of innocence—and that seems 
to constitute all the plea there is to this 

. attempted defense. .
JAS G. UNDERHILL.

Hammond, Ind.

THE RUSSIAN-JAPANESE WAR.

He Heard His Son Calling Him.

"He heard my son calling him on his 
deathbed," said Mi’s. James J. Crerand, 
tills morning, wife of the Camden man 
who has just returned from the west, 
after having aimlessly wandered over 
tlie country for a period of two years, 
bis mind a.blank and his recollection of. 
home, family and friends completely ob
literated.

The son, Vincent, who was fifteen 
years old, d|ed a year ago at 738 Berke- 
¡y street, Camden. He was a victim of 
spinal meningitis, and a few hours be
fore death is alleged to have given a 

.wonderfurmanifestation of the subcon
sciousness which is claimed by many 
scientists to exist in man. His mother 
said: “Vincent lay in a stupor. Sud
denly he raised his right hand and 
rapped on the headboard of tlie bed in 
the Morse code of telegraphy, ‘Come 
quick, pop, I'm waiting for you, hurry 
up.’ Then he repated the words after 
the signals. He did this many times 
shortly before he died."

Mrs. Crerand was told by her husband, 
who 4s slowly beginning to recognize 
Ills surroundings, that many times 
while he was In the Western sanita
rium in which he was found, he heard 
knocks on the door, and his boy’s voice 
calling, “Father, father, I want you." 
The attendants at the institution, the 
man says, reprimanded him for believ
ing in such delusions. He was finally 
located at Evansville, Ind., and his wile 
and child went to bring him home. 
They were then living at 505 Haddon 
avenue, Camden.

Crerand disappeared in San Francis
co while on a visit to some relations 
where he was looking up an estate. His 
wife received a letter after his arrival 
on the Pacific coast saying: "My brain 
is on fire. .1 am burning up inside. Oh, 
what torture, what will become of me." 
Shortly after this he disappeared. The 
son grieved for his father to such an ex
tent that Mrs. Crerand believes it has
tened the boy's death.

The husband did not recognize bls 
family until his little girl called him by 
name in Evansville and rushed into his 
arms. His hair is grey from the terri
ble experiences through which he has 
passed. The family are now living at

A Prophetic Message From Queen Vic
toria to the Czar of Russia.

1515 Federal street, Philadelphia, with 
relatives.—Philadelphia Evening
le tin.

Bui-

Umatllla Indian Performs Some Mirac
ulous cures—Medicine Man of Tribe 
Heals With Black Eagle’s Feather— 
Undergoes “Sleep of Death" and 
Comes to Life Again—He Illustrates 
the Grand Truth That Spirit Return 
is Common to the Whole World.

. Pendleton,- Oregon.—At last it seems 
as if the “red man” was to be reclaimed 
from the whisky habit, in spite of a re
cent supreme court decision that allot
tees can have free access to intoxicat
ing drinks. This reformation among 
the inhabitants of the Umatilla Indian 
reservation is due to the visit pt the 
Weinito, a “medicine man" of the Yaki
ma reservation in Washington, who, 
with two companions have just re
turned home after performing miracu
lous cures among the tribesmen in this 
county.

Weinito is said to have cured many 
Indians here of the liquor habit, the 
cure being so effective that even the 
smell of whisky causes the former 
heavy drinkers to become deathly sick. 
During his two weeks visit Weinito has, 
eo it is claimed, driven the evil spirits 
from twenty-five men and women, all 
of whom had been addicted to the use 
of whisky. In addition to these cures 
the “medicine man" is credited with 
having healed a number of Indians who 
had been in ill health for years.

Was Dead Six Days.
There is an interesting story connect

ed with Welnito’s past career. Several 
years ago he was considered a very bad 
Indian and is said to have committed 
numerous crimes, including murders. 
Soon after his last crime he took sud
denly ill and died, according to the sto
ry. Just before his death he command
ed his tribesmen to watch over his body 
for six days, keeping candles burning 
at night. The news of the strange case 
was Boon Bpread about, and Indians 
gathered at the Yahlma reservation 
from many parts of the country to view 
the body of the dead man. At the end 
of the six days' vigil the watchers were 
surprised to see signs of life returning 
to the supposedly dead Indian. Wei
nito slowly recovered from his"sleep of 
death,” showing no signs of physical 
depression. He claimed that he had re
ceived a message from the “Great Spir
it” and that he was to be hereafter en-
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A FRANK CONFESSION.

The Pope's Cane Brought Bad Luck to 
John L. Sullivan, the Pugilist.

tza 
CD

F. C. Boving is a Prominent Spiritualist of Hot 
Springs, Ark., respected by all classes for his sterling 
honesty and integrity, and his answer to Judge Dunn 

I will be read with deep interest.
To the Editor:—I hstve just read and ; 

thought over the very remarkable and : 
exhaustive article of Andrew C. Dunn. . 
Il is to me remarkable because a man . 
of unusual intelligence, such as Mr. । 
Dunn undoubtedly possesses, would be 
expected to have better judgment and 
reasoning than his article indicates. 
After digesting his article two thoughts 
came to my mind, namely: Mr. Dunn 

I is either employed to defend the cause 
of fake phenomena, and has done the 
best he could with his subject, and pos
sibly said more in the fakes’ beflalf 
than could have been presented by one 
out of a thousand in the ranks of Spir
itualists, for this he is entitled to credit 
and has done what his profession re
quires.

On the other hand, if this tupposition 
is wrong, then he honestly believes, 
feels and thinks that his expressions 
are true, in this event I am surprised, 
for his argument is absolutely without 
reason. He states that all materializ
ing mediums Carry paraphernalia. This 
I am able to dispute, for there was a 
medium at my house for two weeks 
last fall, who permitted her trunk and 

I effects to be thoroughly searched upon 
entering my home, and before enter
ing the cabinet, (which was a corner 
of the room behind my wife's curtains, 
Instead of her own) permitted the la
dies to disrobe her of every garment, 
and donned a black dress furnished by 
the ladies, entering the cabinet without 
tnusic box or other effects. There was 
no chance for trickery here, and from 
the cabinet came forms white as snow, 
she being clothed entirely in black, and 
all sizes from three to six feet high. 
This proves Mr. Dunn’S statement 
false regarding paraphernalia being 
used by all such mediums.

। His argument that this trash is need- 
| ed by the spirits sounds absurd.

Far what purpose do they need it? 
1 In personating, he will doubtless an 

swer.
What is personating?
My understanding of the use of the 

word in this connection is, where, the 
.--spirits take possession of-'the medium’s 

person- and bring him before the audi
ence, (the medidm being unconscious) 
for the .purpose of using the medium's 
anatomy through which instrument the 
spirit may communicate to his friends 
in the circle. The object then is.to 
give some .Intelligent communication 
which will be recognized as coming

from the spirit of one of our departed 
friends. Why then decorate the me
dium's person with robes of cheese
cloth, old discarded hats with various 
alterations and decorations, false 
beards and wigs? Do these articles 
convey to the loved one in the circle 
any satisfaction? No! Then why use 
them? If such stuff is to be used, 
wouldn’t it be better for the medium 
to make explanation of them, and ex 
hibit them before the seance?

WHY DO THEY LIE when asked 
about paraphernalia, and secrete it in 
the music box where no one can find it? 
When the audience is asked to examine 
the cabinet, why don’t they also open 
up the music box and expose the con
tents of the secret pocket beneath the 
disk?

If it is right for this stuff to be used, 
and ALL, as stated, carry the same, 
why should the public not know it, and 
have its use explained?

The medium expects the circle to be 
honest in their investigations, hence, 
why not the sitters have the same right 
to expect the medium to be honest in 
return?

Deception is not akin to honesty in 
any sense.

Did you ever hear of a medium ack
nowledging that be carried parapher
nalia for the benefit of his spirit guides, 
to be used in their seances? No! They 
deny this emphatically, and exclude 
from their circles all whom they know 
have such suspicions. At my house, 
Winans explained personation to be 
when the spirit made up and resembled 
himself in appearance, manner, talk, 
etc., but positively stated that it was 
THE SPIRIT MATERIALIZED that 
came from the cabinet and never him
self. To satisfy the circle of this, he is 
often sewed to his chair or placed be
neath a mosquito bar which is fastened 
to the ceiling and floor, in subh a man
ner that there is apparently no chance 
for him to escape without tearing down 

' the same. This is a trick like many 
others performed,....

On . yesterday , morning, ; Winans’ 
trunk-and .diamonds were sold on the 
streets by the constable, and I pur
chased his music box, which was locked 
and np key to-be found which would 
open it. I procured one from a lock
smith, however, .and on opening it 
found THE SECRET COMPARTMENT 
STUFFED FULL OF ROBES, WIGS, 

: .TURKEY-FEATHERS, BEARDS, A

thrust from-the door into the Inhospi
table streets of Hot Springs, penniless, 
forlorn and disgraced, and his trunk 
and belongings sent post haste to the 
railroad station.” Would Mr. Dunn or 
any of my readers have done other
wise?

After having nursed tlie man for two 
months through serious illness, making 
a hospital of my house, allowing my 
wife to nearly break her back, and 
wearing out her nervous .system with 
attention to him night and day, assist
ing him in and out of his bed. when, na
ture demanded, and doing sudi work 
that would be disgusting to anyone at 
times when the hurse was absent; giv- 
him hot baths, rubbing his limbs to re
lieve pain, moving him from one posi
tion to the other in the attempt to make 
him comfortable; how many, I ask, will 
do this for a stranger, and for what re
ward? ’,

TO FIND HE IS A TRICKSTER, DE
CEITFUL AND NOT WHAT HE REP
RESENTED HIMSELF TO BE.

After all this, I am inclined to think 
that most people would have kicked 
him from the door and thrown his ef
fects into the street, instead of carrying 
bis grip, paying his car fare and assist
ing him to the station, paying a trans
fer man to haul his trunk as I did. The 
kindly feeling ceases when, you bestow 
your hospitality, time and money, upon 
one who makes no attempt to recip
rocate, BUT LIKE A VIPER TURNS 
AND ATTEMPTS TO INFLICT THE 
DEATH WOUND WITH HIS VENOM
OUS AND POISONOUS TONGUE.

Yours for Truth, F. C. BOVING. 
Hot Springs, Ark.

To the Editor:-—In reading Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Richmond’s highly interesting dis
course on Japan: and Russia, which ap
peared in The Progressive Thinker, is
sue of May. 13', I am reminded of a re
quest made me by Victoria, beloved 
ruler of Great Britain for so many 
years.

About six weeks before the Russian- 
Japanese war broke, out, I was sitting 
alone In my office meditating, when the 
familiar voice of the late Queen ad
dressed me as follows:

“My friend, will you grant me a fa
vor? I wish you to write the Czar of 
Russia to use every means in his power 
to avoid war with Japan, for as surely 
as he engages in a .struggle with the 
Japanese, he wiii not only be defeated, 
but Russia will become a second-class 
power among the nations of the earth.

“Say to him that I, Victoria, from my 
spirit home, through this earth instru
ment, send out to. him this warning and 
beg him to heed, beware, for her sake 
and the peace of his own and many 
other souls.”

I said in the beginning that the "fa
miliar” voice of Queen Victoria spoke 
to me. I will explain. My guiding in
telligence or chief adviser in spirit life, 
was a renowned English physician, a 
graduate of Etonj and at one time pro
fessor at Oxford,, yvho practiced exten
sively, not only ¿¿¡¿England but also 
Paris and Berlin.,' Through his invita
tion Queen Victoria^ since passing to a 
higher state of consciousness, has often

A Talk With Life.
The golden leaves of my life have 

closed forever. The vase that held my ; 
choicest flowers Jies shattered at my 
feet; the sweet song that nestled close 
within my heart hath died to a moan, 
and the perfume of Love hath melted 
and dissolved into the vapor of sorrows. 
The white-winged messenger Death, 
hath closed and locked the door that 
guarded the sanctuary of my heart and 
heaven; silence engulfs my soul cry, 
and seals the echo beneath the dark 
waters of Lethe. This kiss that thrilled 
the moment in an ecstasy .of bliss is 
now laid upon the altar of cele’Stial rap
ture to bloom in the garden of-God. A. 
sweet throb beats within the measure 
of hope that soothes and breathes the 
glad tidings of reunions in the yet “To 
Be,” wlfen the mists have, all been 
kissed away by the glowing warmth of 
Eternity’s morning, and the soul’s rec
ognitions are wrapped again in the 
mantle of unchanging love and undying 
harmony,- where triumphant songs that 
glorify the arisen resound through the 
corridor^ of Divine Love, and mingle 
with aromas distilled from'flowers of 
heaven. :

Rose L. BushnellDonnElly.

: “Spirit Kehoes/' My MatUe E. Hun. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author's latest and. Choicest 
poems, Neatly bound In cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price 75 caata.

John L. Sullivan, ex-Champion pugil
ist, is writing his “reminiscences" tor a 
Boston daily. Last week he said:

“I had a nice talk with Pope Leo 
when I was in Rome. He didn’t do any 
preaching at me because of my busi
ness, the dear old man. He seemed 
very glad to Bee me, and when we part
ed, I took from the Vatican with me a 
feeling of reverence for him as a kindly 
soul who understood that all of us 
couldn’t be as perfect as he was. Be
fore leaving, 1 gave him a 5500 U. S. bill 
for his poor. ■ His Holiness told me that 
he appreciated the gift, and asked:

“Isn’t there sometning I can give you 
to remember your visit?”

“I told him I would always remember 
him and my visit to Rome. At first, I 
couldn’t think of anything he could give 
me, but he urged me to make a selec
tion. There was a fine tree growing 
near by in the Vatican garden, and it 
occurred to me that, a cane from one of 
its branches would be a nice thing to 
have. I told him so.

A few days after, a walking stick, 
beautifully carved, was brought to my 
hotel in Rome by a messenger in uni
form, and given to me, with the compli
ments of His holiness. That cane I car
ried for a long time, but I never had a 
day’s luck while it was in my posses
sion.

“Often I have thought that I was not 
good enough to take a gift from so holy 
a man; but whatever the cause, every
thing I attempted went sidewise. After 
Corbett made me run 25 miles in a 
small ring, I was in Providence, R. I., 
and Patsey farker, the detective, a 
good friend of mine, carried the cane 
all day and frequently expressed admi
ration for it. He thought so much of it 
that I said to him: ‘Patsey, that stick is 
yours. I hope you will have better luck 
while you own it than 1 have had since 
it has been mine.’ Poor Patsey. Like 
many of his old friends, he has gone 
where there are no troubles.”

Here John testifies that the Pope's 
gifts, like the Pope’s blessings,, bring a 
curse to the recipient.—Boston Citizen.

dowed with supernatural powers. His 
chief missions was to go among the In
dians, heal them of their ills and cure 
them of the drink habit.

His Feats of Healing.
In performing his feats of healing 

Welnito’s methods is to place a black' 
eagle feather in each hand of a sick or 
drunken person, or one who has com
mitted a crime, and after closing both 
eyes tightly and muttering a few mys
tic words to give his subject a sudden 
twirl to the left. The subject falls to 
the ground, and, it a criminal, goes 
through the various motions of his 
former crime or crimes. Should the 
Indian be sick Weinito touches the af
flicted part and pulls out the disease, 
while in the case of a drunken Indian 
he is never able to keep liquor on his 
stomach again.

The Umatilla Indians look upon Wei
nito as almost a supernatural being 

. and all worship him frantically. Many 
of the Indians regard him as being in 
close touch with Sahalle, one of the 
great gods of Indian mythology.

Weinito himself claims to be a dis
ciple of Smo-Hollow, an aged Indian 
Spiritualist, who is accredited with hav
ing embroiled the Indians during the 
outbreak of the Nez Perces in 1878.—- 
Chicago Chronicle.

Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constituie a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, "LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD." written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilca, should be in 
every library. Read the following care
fully:

We have now TWELVE magnificent, 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. Tlie paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, 51.25.

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any

two of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price 70 cents.
three of 
you may 
tour of 
you may 
five of 

you may 
six of

the Twelve Premium 
order, price 51.10.
the Twelve Premium 

order, price 5L50.
the Twelve Premium 

order, price 51-75.
the Twelve Premium

Books you may order, price 52.05.
Any seven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price 52.35.

J

The

been present and ’ witnessed the work 
of my spirit physicians and chemists 
over our patient^, jpany times giving 
me most beautiful Messages while I 
was in an ei$rely .conscious sffite, as 
was the case^hen n the message re
ferred to was received. Those who are 
familiar wlth^e fajhily ties existing; 
between Que^rt Wcgiria and the Czar 
will readily yr^erstand why she took 
such keen int^r^st lh him. I consulted 
my companionLiegarhing this message, 
and she advisCci tnaLj do nothing about 
it, adding, “Yftur even though it 
reached the Eifiperor,' would doubtless 
find its way tcj^he.wa^te basket" So I 
did not carry'&it ^ the ex-queen's re
quest. Later,"nowey^r, after the war 
commenced, sao car^to me again, and 
among other tilings,'said: <

“I thank yoj 
had written T 
would have d<

ame as though you 
s_aB I desired. It 
good. It was then

too late, too Me! .Believe me your 
sincere friend,"victoria.”

DR. GEORGE LESTER LANE.
Boston, Mass.

■---------- ----- --^u.-------- -

■Death, Its Meaning *ng Results.* 
By J. K. Wilson, bf the Pennsylvania 

’Bar. An absorblfigly- interesting rob 
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic e vents in th* *u> 
thoFa einerienea. Ctotb, 660 page^ y.

“Tho Constitution“«)! ' Man.”~*:gy 
Elizabeth Towne.'- Gives a clear and 
practical presentation’’ of advanced 
mental science and embodies many new 
and original ideas, and the fullest 
teaching extant as to the nature, con
trol and direction of desire. Price 60u.

OHIO NEWS.

Wentworth Association 
uallsts.

On last Sunday, May 14,

of Spirit

the state
president of the Ô. b. A., Mrs. Carrie 
Firth Curran, of Toledo, Ohio, present- 
,ed the Wentworth Association of Spir
itualists with a new state charter that 
unites us more closely with the state 
and National workers, and will keep us 
in touch with all the honest workers, 
and help us to guard against frauds and 
tricksters that are too apt to impose on 
unsuspecting individuals and associa
tions that are not thus.protected.
“Ydrs. Curran delivered a very inter

esting and instructive address in the af
ternoon on the subject of co-operation 
in the spiritual-work, and the advan
tages derived from confining- the phys
ical and mental phenomena to our own 
homes and private circles, and to avoid 
the growing custom of making mer
chandise of that which should be to us 
too sacred to be thus tampered with.

Our association elected two dele
gates to represent us at the state con
vention to be held at Ashtabula, Ohio, 
May 26, 27 and 28. Our worthy presi
dent, Albert Wentworth, is a son of 
'Thomas Wentworth, for whom the asso
ciation was .named; and Albert's son, 
Thomas Wentworth, and grand-son «of 
the father of the association, ’ is our 
present secretary.

Annual grove meetings have been 
held right in the same neighborhood for 
nearly forty years, and many speakers 
of note and distinction have voiced 
their sentiments in proclaiming the 
truths of Modern Spiritualism to the 
multitudes that come from year to year 
to listen.

We hope to grow tn strength and In 
the knowledge of Spiritual truths as set 
forth by those noble teachers that are 
handing down the philosophy from the 
angel world through their own medium- 
istic organization for the benefit of 
earth's children.

-FRED D. DUNAKIN. 
Cecil, Ohio.

WOMEN’S CLUBS DEFENDED.

By W. L. Bodine, Superintendent 
Compulsory Education In 

Chicago.

of

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

eight of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price 52.65.
nine of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price 52.90.
ten of the Twelve Premium 

you may order, price 53-10.

W. L. Bodine, Superintendent of Com
pulsory Education in Chicago, does not 
agree with Grover Cleveland that wo
men's clubs are pernicious. He writes:

“I believe in women’s clubs, because 
I am In an official position, as Superin
tendent of Compulsory Education In 
Chicago, to know the vast amount of 
good they have accomplished in child- 
saving work, In securing legislation on 
compulsory education, parental schools 
and juvenile courts, and in the suppres
sion of child labor. Women’s clubs are 
not theoretical. They are practical. 
They act. They ‘do things’' for the 
good of the community and the country. 
While men have been busy quarreling 
over the money question and the tariff 
question, women's clubs have been safe
guarding humanity.

"Grover Cleveland in a recent article 
assaildfl women’s clubs. He believes 
they are inimical to society, a menace 
to the nation. The distinguished gen
tleman from New Jersey prates much 
of home life, of woman, her duty, her 
work. Be it remembered this is the 
same distinguished gentleman who 
lived half a century as a club bachelor 
before that Indefinable spell of en
chantment known as romance took pos
session of his soul, and he at last knew 
what home life was.

“For some time prior to that event, 
during Mr. Cleveland’s first administra
tion, the -republic beheld the spectacle 
of a president setting as an example to 
his people, a man in the White House 
who bad no wife and no concrete value 
tor home life—then a distinguished ex
ponent of race suicide, to say the least. 
Be it said to the credit of Mr. Cleve
land, he has since redeemed himself. 
But as a penitent it is ungracious for 
him to assail mothers who belong to 
women’s clubs, and some of whom had 
families long ere he had taken unto 
himself a bride. It would be unreason
able for him or any other citizen to 
paint the ideal wife, in this day and 
generation, as one whose life was 
bounded by the kitchen and drawing
room, the nursery and the front porch. 
Any man who would not give his wife a 
day off once a week or oftener, to spend 
an intellectual afternoon at a woman’s 
club, is unreasonable, undemocratic 
and un-American.

"Women’s clubs do not Impair home 
life; they promote it. They do not tend 
to race suicide; the majority of their 
members are mothers. They not only 
improve their own homes, but they ex
tend the helping hand of benevolence to 
other homes—to other people's chil
dren, to the iatheriess and oppressed, 
to the poor children of the city whose 
outings and vacation schools are a few 
of the many beautiful philanthropies 
where the altruistic doctrine of wo
men’s clubs is apparent."

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 53.40.

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, tor 53.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
lias never seen the like of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following Is the list of titles of. 

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Lite in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R, Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten,

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilca.

Each Spiritualist should at once com- 
metfeing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send in a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

WOMANLY BEAUTY
Of Form and Feature—The Culti

vation and Preservation of Per
sonal Beauty Based upon Health 
and Hygiene.

"Beyond tie Van.” A Sequel to 
"Rending thé Vail.” - Being a compila
tion; with totes and ■ explanations, of 
narrations and Illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spokeh, written and .made by 
full-form materializations; sotting up a 
scientific and personal verification of 
"What Wo Shall Be,” and a code of
ethics,, requisite to the most speedy re
alization of the highest and purest fo-

“In tho World Celestial," by Dr. T. A. 
Bland, interesting, Instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; fiflee 51.

“Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
'Mental Suggestion.'' By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for *11 
who have the care dr training of cbQ- 
Arch. Price 66 cents.

“The New Life.” By Leroy Berrler. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
“new thought” Excellent in tone-and 
tendencies. Price, cloth, |1.

...................... „ . ............ . *Haa<ly Electric*! Dictionary." a 
4!elty attainable I*, the . future life. A I practice! handbook of reference, eon. 
very remarkable book. Large, octavo^ I twining definitions of every used elec* 
BOOpagM* nics*iL7& I trical term or phrase. Price fl.

By twenty well-known physicans and 
specialists. With 80 half-tone and 
other illustrations. Edited by Albert 
Turner. A handsome volume, 256 
pages, bound m cloth and gold.

In this volume the editor has brought 
together the teachings of those who 
have made a study of special features 
of the subject, and the result'is a work .
that is unique and practical, not filled I
with a medleyof receipts and formulas, 
bo often found in books on beauty.

Fully illustrated with pictures that 
mean something to the. reader, not of 
so-called “beauties,” closing with chap
ters of “Hints in Beauty Culture” and ' 
“Hints in Health Culture," which, if , 
followed, would alone be worth many 
times the price of the volume in secur
ing health and good form, which Is pos
sible to all. Price fl.

“The Romance of Judo. A Story of . 
the Ufe and Times of the Nazareno >
HIb People.” Through the mediumship.
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely In
teresting book. Neatly bound in ¿loth 
andgilL DnlyCO oeAfiA



forms. T3

sic does “run her geometrie race, 
melody does express herself in various beautiful

3

Voice figures, .exquisitely beautiful, will 3^^
et have something to do with our Cause, brane of India rubber. The membranes used are of 
.1- r Y • -j. different degrees of thickness, and- the dises over»laying an impoj tant part .jn Spiritualistic which the membrane is stretched also vary in size ac- 

' " “ ‘ cording to the powder or liquid used in the experi-
• . ments and the lung capacity of the voice, and also ac-

$nd Occult"Investigation.

On,Thursday evening, the 9th inst., Mrs. J. Page 
Hopps delivered an interesting address to the mem
bers and Associates of the London Spiritualist Alli
ance on “Voice Figues,” in the Salon of the Royal 
Society of British Artists, Suffolk street, Pall Mall. 
The address was illustrated with a large number of 
lantern views of the curious and striking figures pro
duced in sand, etc., by voice vibrations, several of 
which we reproduce. Mr. H, Withall, vice-president, 
occupied the ehqjr, and in a few well chosen remarks 
introduced Mrs. Page Hopps, who said: '

.. In ancient Hindu writings, Brahma is spoken of as 
“The Great Breath” who, by breathing into space,

• created the manifested, universe. In the Hebrew 
scriptures it is said of creation that “God spake and 

\it was done,; and in the New Testament we are'taught 
'that “in the beginning was the Word” (or Logos) 
f‘and that in it was life.” The Greeks’ idea of the 
“Harmony of the Spheres” was more than a mere po- 

; etieal expression. They seem to have had a feeling 
that the soul of Nature was music, and that she mani
fested herself everywhere as a harmony. Carlyle 
beautifully expresses this in his essay on the “Hero 
as Poet.” “Musical,” he says, “how mych lies in 
that! A musical thought is one.spoken by a mind 
that has penetrated into the inmost heart of the thing, 
detected the inmost mystery of it, namely the melody 
that lies hidden in it, the inward harmony of coher- 

- - enee which is its soul, whereby it exists, and has a 
right to be here in this world. All inmost things, we 
may say,' are melodious, and naturally utter them
selves in song. * * * See deep enough, and you see mu
sically; the heart of Nature being everywhere music, 
if you can only reach it. ”

cording to the figures required. Upon the membrane, 
fine sand or lycopodium is sprinkled; or prepared 
water color, such as flake white, is placed on it, arid, 
upon the singing of any note through the trumpet, a 
figure is produced upon the sensitive surface of the

and the soul or they shall give' account in the day of judgment.” 
t Registered in tho surrounding atmosphere, every 

cadence tells. The utterance of impatience and of 
If, as we are nowassured, these sound vibrations anger as well as the expression of kindness and af- 

fill the air, what lovjjy pictures we should see if we faction, are sent forth into that invisible world where 
had eyes refined enough to behold them! Is it too all tjie subtle causes are. Who can tell what iniiu-’ 
large a speculation (hat (hjis jmseen universe of ex- epees the forms produced may have upon the feelings 
quisite vibrations dpsis convey, delight to"unseen be- arid thoughts of./others? We are assured by science 
ings adapted to revive <iind comprehend them?
But is this uniyers^'iif exquisite vibration entirely 
unseen by us? No!,"for, ^f We are to believe what 
clairvoyants’tell us, it is not entirely unseen by mor
tals., ' j ‘ CJJ • ’

Mr. Leadbeater, ii}!'“The Theosophical Review.” 
gives a remarkable ,description of what he saw during

that every vibration set going, travels throughout 
space, and plays some part in the tremendous whole. 
What if the vibrations we send forth are discords,

an original recital, lie says i—
“I noticed the effect! which is produced

Ugliness, sources of irritation? Who1 knows the 
mischief they may do when received upon the sensi
tive brain or more sensitive spirit of one in a condi- 
tioii to, receive them? On the other hand, if the vi
brations we -set going are melodious, beautiful, and 

•the enor- sources of joy, who can tell what ministries of good,. T .... - 1 P H • 3 1 * HUUVLU UllV ÜUÜVV WJUVU AO JMVUUWUi—UIC VUUl’ Ui JUV, WUU UUU LU11 wm JUIU1ÖWWÖ VX
membrane. 1 hese figures are wonderfully varied, and moug e^jßce bujjt up’^ri th^ästral and mental matter, what suggestions of soothing may go with them? 
mosto£atliem very beautiful, as you will presently see, extending away above the organ and far through the In the Book of Genesis the awful record stands 
nnnoiariliff’ nt rrnnm nrmnol niiTrnnno «»vctoIcj nml annll « „ _ - .... ...consisting'of geometrical patterns, crystals and shell 
forms, flowers, leaves and even trees and landscapes.

—if there
I watched the musical conditions fair

BOOK REVIEW.

Present-day science now comes in to confirm all

PUBLICATIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle,
Iiilrary of Spiritual Lileratore.

Although the figures produced by lycopodium and 
those produced by sand are often similar in appear
ance, the manner in which they are produced differs; 
for whereas lycopodium has been found to settle on 
the disc in those parts which are the centers of mo
tion, leaving the other parts bare, sand, on the other 
hand, flics from the centers of motion and settles at 
the nodes or points of apparent rest. Faraday ex
plains this fact of the lycopodium remaining at the 
centers of motion, by pointing out that, owing to the 
powder being so light, it is caught up in swirls by the 
vibratory agitation, and is held at those points until 
the agitation ceases, when it drops and settles.

Besides sand or lycopodium figures, Mrs. Watts 
Hughes experimented with water or milk with which 
she flooded the disc; and then, when a note was sung 
through the tube, the liquid surface became at once 
covered with regular wavelets in beautiful patterns, 
the wavelets varying in size according to the number 
of vibrations of the notes sung. When flake white or 
red lead was added to the water, many of the curves 
of the liquid became more definite, and spread out 
into forms suggestive of roofs, branches and foliage.

In experimenting it has been found that the figures 
produced bear a strict relation to the pitch and in
tensity of the notes sung into the trumpet. It would

Present-day science now comes in to confirm all seem, then, that the vibrations of the air forced from 
this. In contradietion to the old materialistic and .the larynx are sent forth in rhythmical waves Which
physical explanation of the basis of life and form, we take shape in perfect accord with the note and its in- 
are now told-that all forms of manifestation known tensity. The figure representations which Mrs. 
to us, and presumably those unknown, are determined Hughes has had printed show that every note has a 
by varying degrees of motion in the ether. Every- corresponding form which has a distinct individuali-

roof of the church like a kind of castellated moun- against Cain, “The voice of thy brother’s blood
fniri minim nil nrminnarifl nl2 rvlmnmia flnaVnnrr nnlnvo ./»»»in+K ■»v»« fnnw, gl'OUnd figure Of

thing then is resolved into vibration of different de- ty, any slight variation of pitch or intensity from 
grees of intensity, and this law seems to apply every- “ ’ ' ” *
where.

the original note altering the form in some way.

tain range, all. composed of glorious flashing colors, •crieth unto me from the 
eorruscating and blazing in a most marvelous manner speech,” it may be said, 
like Aurora Borealis in the Arctic regions, I espe- these strange appearances.
eially noticed) too, the'flifferenee in the character of vibrations proceeding from Abel’s blood, but there 
the edifice built by the works of the various compos- were their equivalents. In John Ruskin’s “Time 
era as the organist played them. Wagner makes and Tide,” there is a passage of profoundest signifi- 
always a magnificent, whole with splendid splashes cance as to this. He said :—

Hardly, in the light of 
There were no sonorous

of vivid color; one of .Bach’s fugues an ordered form Yesterday afternoon I called on Mr. II. C. Sorby, to 
of mathematical precision, with parallel rivulets of _gee some of the results of an inquiry he has been fol- 
silver, or of gold, or of ruby, marking the successive J .... .................... .... > ■

By scientific experiments it has been found that the 
vibrations which produce musical sounds emerge, and 
travel, as figures of great beauty and variety. A 
modern poet (J. C. Earle) has anticipated the experi- 

■ nents, for, speculating concerning the pictures pro- 
' luced by music in the air, he said:

“Ah, could 1 see the motions in the air
Through which the dulcet warblings of a flute
Are welling, 

* • •

Then I should know how beauty and sweet sound 
Rest on a common basis and embrace

As sisters'—how vibrations, in a round
Of choral dance, their stated figures trace— 

How sights and strains harmonious intersphere, 
And music runs her geometric race.”

Various attempts have been made to render the so- 
horous vibrations visible. Chladni succeeded in his
experiment of scattering powder or sand on plates of 

r- z jglass, and then drawing a violin bow across one of the 
edges of the plate, when many varied and lovely fig- .... 1 .. I— — „ /I Ani -..Awn vxx.n z] n zi zx zl n n• - S3 - - * ' - - —
ures, star-like and geometrical, were produced, ac
cording to the note played.' Then Savart experi
mented with a fine powder scattered on a stretched

? gold-beater’s skin or parchment, but the membrane 
was not sufficiently flexible or sensitive, so the results 
were not quite satisfactory.

It has been-left to Mrs. Watts Hughes, who has 
lately been experimenting in this field of research, to 
nvent the eidophone—the most appropriate instru
ment for the transmission and expression of the sono
rous vibrations.

This reminds one'of Emerson’s saying, that “over 
everything in nature stands its demon or soul, and 
as the form of the thing is reflected by the eye, so 
the soul of the thing is reflected by a melody.”

In order to produce any particular figure, the note 
must be sung with the exact amount of intensity 
and in the exact pitch by which the form was origi
nally produced.

Mrs. Hughes found, when experimenting with ly
copodium, that a greater or less degree of intensity, 
when singing a certain note, increased or decreased 
the overtones; and that, when singing too loudly, the 
presence of overtones prevented the .figure from form
ing dearly on the disc. Certain figures, in fact, will 
only form under the influence of simple tones.

The difference in the relationship of the overtones 
to the fundamental note is what constitutes differ
ences of quality, making one voice Beautiful in tone 
and another weak or harsh. Mr. Arthur Lovell, in 
his little book on “Beauty in Speech and Song,” says 
that quality is the very essence of music, represent
ing form and harmony as distinguished from brute 
force and animal strength, This same writer holds 
the opinion that in the voice there is something more 
than the mere mechanical action of the larynx, the 
tongue and the lips. He finds in it something spirit
ual, and believes that will, imagination and concentra
tion play a very large part in the production of the 
voice by acting on the mechanical instrument, and, 
according to him, the “tone of voice is the expression 
of the'individual as a whole.” Although we cannot 
affirm this, I Think that it is at least safe to say that 
what gives a powerful impressiveness to a voice is 
the factor of sympathetic emotion, which appears 
to act in some way to the larynx, giving feeling and 
quality to the voice, and producing a correspondingly 
beautiful form. So, by the photographs of the voice

appearances of the motif; while one of Mendelssohn’s 
songs without “words’makes a lovely airy erection— 
a sort of castle of Jiligree work in frosted silver. ’ ’

This opens to us an immense and splendid field of 
speculation and experiment into which we cannot en
ter now, but every rightly informed Spiritualist 
knows it well; and those who are not Spiritualists, 
and cannot or will not accept the testimony of the 
clairvoyants who have described to us the infinite 
variety and beauty of this wonderful unseen world 
of sound, and presumably of color vibration, now 
have before them the actual photographs or originals 
of sonorous vibrations expressed in visible forms.

Many may not see what voice figures have to do 
with Spiritualism, but it seems likely that in the fu
ture they will play an interesting and important part 
in spiritualistic investigations.

At the conclusion of the address a large number of 
the very striking and varied “figures” which had 
been referred to by Mys. Hopps were exhibited, by 
means of lantern slides,:by Mr. A. E. Isaac; and Mrs. 
Hopps afterwards replied to numerous questions 
from the audience regarding them.

A hearty vote of thanks was given tb Mrs. Hopps 
for her interesting address, to Mrs. Watts Hughes for

lowing all last year, into the nature of the coloring 
matter of leaves and flowers. * * * My friend showed
me the rainbow of the rope, and the rainbow of the 
violet', and the rainbow of the hyacinth, and the rain
bow of forest leaves being born, and the rainbow of 
forest leaves dying. And, last, he showed me the 
rainbow of blood. It was but, the three-hundredth 
part of a grain, dissolved-in a drop of water; and it 
cast its measured bars, forever recognizable now to 
human sight, on the chord of the seven colors.

At this point, may one venture the suggestion that 
there is something in the human voice besides vibra
tions,—something that is vital, leading up to those 
other wonderful words of the Master, “The words 
that I speak unto you, they are spirit and they are 
life”? A secondary and transcendental significance, 
that; but the sayings of Jesus are largely subtile and 
-transcendental. It is the voice that largely differen
tiates man from the “brutes,” and it is hardly likely 
that the difference is only one of modulation. Not 
without meaning did the lecturer commence with the 
lofty note of the foil owing’words:

In ancient Hindu writings, Brahma is spoken of as 
“The Great Breath,” who, by breathing into space, 
created the manifested universe,. In the Hebrew 
Scriptures it is said of creation that “God spake and 
it was done”; and in the New Testament we areher ’kindness in lending her lantern slides, and also

to Mr. Isaac for kindly .exhibiting them by means of taught that “in the beginning was the Word” (or Lo- 
\ . gos) “and that in it was life.”his lantern.—Light, London, England.

THE CREATIVE VOICE.

There is probably some underlying fact beneath the 
superstition concerning magic words, incantations 
and spells, as living vehicles of operative impulses 
proceeding from the user of them. A curious story 
in the First Book of Kings is interesting at this point. 
The scene is a wilderness where Elijah is in hiding 
from the enraged Jezebel, and where “the Lord” 
manifests to him His presence. He is told to take his 
stand “upon the mount before the Lord”; whereupon 
a mighty wind that rent the rocks passed by, ‘ ‘ but the

Those who had the good fortune to be present at 
the exhibition of voice pictures a fortnight ago had 
revealed to them a wonderaworld of mysterious beau
ty which becomes more wonderful as we reflect upon 
it, and »which suggests deeper and deeper thoughts. 
Apart from those deeper''.thoughts, however, the 
mere artistic loveliness of fjhese pictures is surprising. 
We happen to know that when the figures were intro- Lord was not in the wind”; then there was'an earth- 
duced to the great Spiritual artist, G. F. Watts, his quake, and a fire, “but the Lord was not in the fire”duced to the great Spiritual artist, G. F. Watts, his 
remarks indicated tfip feeling that they belonged to 
a hidden realm, and not to the common earth. We do 
not wonder at that, ¡especially when the manner of

The eidophone consists simply of a kind of speak- figures which I am going to show, you will see that 
mg trumpet with an upward bend in it, the top of the poets anticipated what science is confirming. Mu-

their production is remembered. That a single note 
sung into a tube should, ¿n a simple membrane, be 
translated into, a figure so.involved, so exquisite, so 
full of meaning, ap most of these pictures are, must, 
■indeed, “give us pause,” and carry our’thoughts to 
that which lies in'tlieteqlpi bf tlie unseen, for these 
figures reveal what Hitherto has been unseen,—some
thing of that tremendous ocean of voice-vibrations 
which flood the world with their million myriads of 
forms, in the midst of which we live and move and 
have our being.

For good or evil, every spoken word goes forth and 
carries its waves of motion into the atmosphere. To 
do what? Who can say? All we know is that those 
waves-go forth and take their place and exert their 
influence upon the sum total of vibrations that pulse 
everywhere upon the brain or the finer self within.

Thus considered, a word is indeed a serious thing, 
and, in the light of it, one may find a deep and grave 
significance in that saying of the Master, “I say unto

and after the fire “a still small voice”; and when 
Elijah heard that, he wrapped his face in his mantle, 
and listened. Greater than tempest and earthquake 
and fire was that gentle voice.

Two other highly interesting topics invite attention, 
but we can only just mention them. One is the very 
curious similarity between some of these voice figures 
and certain well-known peculiarities of spirit draw
ings. The other is the simply marvelous resemblance 
many of these figures bear to natural objects, such as 
shells, snowflakes, flowers, trees, ferns, mosses, crys
tals, feathers, and microscopic objects, such as diat
oms, thrillingly suggesting the lurking of creative 
powers in the voice,—a simply immense thought. If 
the human voice can create in the atmosphere vibra
tions corresponding with these objects, what large 
meanings lie within that saying of the ancient He
brew poet: “He spake and it was done; He command
ed and it stood fast”! But here we get indeed into 
deep waters; and, though these strange thoughts are 
inevitable, one can entertain them only as they who 
look up to the inaccessible stars.—Light, London, 
England.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

Thia work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of, facta in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from -hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being- Third edition. Price 76 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in tho spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. It le 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets of 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price, 
30 cents.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 centa.

Ail books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science .and 

Philosophy.

The readers o£ The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects It treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in Us pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to i
HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

. n

The Little Book of Life After-Death. 
By Gustav Theodor Fechner. Trans
lated from the German by Mary *C. 
Wadsworth. With an Introduction by 
William James. Little, Brown & Co., 
Boston;

The publishers have conferred a 
great favor on the spiritually inclined, 
by issuing this gem of a book, a gem in 
appearance and a crystal of the wonder
ful intuitive thoughts of the greatest 
philosopher, scientist, and Spiritualist 
of his age. Prof. James has introduced 
the book and author with a sympathetic 
appreciation, which at once places the 
reader on familiar terms and adds 
much to his enjoyment and under
standing.

The book was written as long ago as 
1835. seventy years ago, yet its vitality 
and truth is such that the present has 
just overtaken the views of the author. 
He was a Spiritualist in contradistinc
tion to a materialist—a Spiritualist In 
the highest sense, advocating the su-. 
premacy of spirit over matter. His was 
the “daylight view,” as contrasted with 
the “night view” of materialism;

In passing its pages under review, the 
temptation is strong to transfer page 
after page, for all is so interesting, sd 
full of thought, it is difficult to choose 
one passage more representative than 
another.

In the beginning he says man "Lives 
upon the Earth not once but three 
times”: before birth, his earth-life, the 

‘ third when: “His life Is merged with 
that of other souls into the higher life 
of the supreme spirit and he discerns 
the reality of ultimate things.

“The passing from the first to the 
second stage is called birth; the transi
tion from the second to the third is 
called death.” “Death Ie only a second 
birth to a freer existence, in which the 
spirit breaks through its slender cover
ing aud abandons inaction and sloth as 
the child does in its first birth.”

his destiny, his capacity and talents for 
further progress in that world.”

Of unconscious spirit impressions: 
“Man does not know from whence his 
thoughts come to him; he is seized with 
a longing, a foreboding, or a joy, which 
he is quite unable to account for; he is 
urged by a force of activity, or a voice 
warns him away from it, without his be
ing conscious of any special cause. 
There are visitations of spirits, which 
think and act in him frem another cen
ter than his own.”

There has of late been a discussion of 
the question whether spirits could be 
benefited by coming into the sphere of 
mortals. Fechner affirms that they 
can. He says: “The outside-spirits es
tablished within a man are quite as 
much subjected to the influence of the 
human will, though jp a different way, 
as man is dependent upon them; he can 
from the center of his spiritual being, 
equally well produce new growth in the 
spirits united to him within, as these 
can definitely influence his deepest 
life: but in harmoniously developed 
spiritual life, no one will has the mas
tery over another.”

Now comes the key to “obsession.”
"All spirits cannot bo united indis

criminately in the same soul; therefore 
the good and bad, the true and false 
spirits contend together for possession 
of it, and the one who conquers in the 
struggle holds the ground.” He feels 
the conflict, “But not as a prize won 
without effort, or as a wilfing victim, 
does he fall to the strange spirits in the 
contest, but with a source of self-active 
strength in the center of his being, he 
holds between the contending forces 
within which wish to draw him to 
themselves and fights on whichever 
side he chooses; and so he can carry 
the day even for the weaker impulses, 
when he joins his strength with theirs 
against the stronger. The Self of the 
man remains unendangered so long as

out attention to the dead is to awaken , 
theirs to us: “At every festival we de- i 
vote to them they rise up; they float 
about every monument we raise to 
them; tb.zy listen to every song with 
which wt. praise their deeds.”

“And tnw much man will have to 
learn after death! For he must not 
think at the first entrance he will pos-. 
sess the whole divine perception for 
which the future life will offer him the 
means. There may be a beginning 
without an end, says Fechner, “But are 
you afraid that human consciousness 
because born out of the universal, will 
again flow back into it; then look at the 
tree. Many years passed before the 
branches grew out of the trunk; but 
once there they do not go down into it 
again • * * so will the life-tree of the 
world grow and unfold'ilself.”

Had this book been written yesterday 
it would not be. so marvelous, but to 
meet a clear and beautiful presenta
tion of the principles of Modern Spirit
ualism, which is the result of immeas
urable communications, • written thirty 
years before its advent, is a delightful 
surprise.

There are a few passages, Somewhat 
obscure, and others seemingly conflict
ing, yet on the whole there is no doubt 
of the author’s meaning. His condensa
tion of thought, sententious and assert
ive at times, makes his clearness the 
more remarkable.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

DENVER, COLORADO.

The Psychical Research Society, Incor
porated.

Do You Suffer with Asthma?
If you do, you will be Interested In

Of spirit communion he says: "A 
Goethe, a Schiller, a Napoleon, a 
Luther, still live among us, thinking 
and actlng'fn us, as awakened creative, 
individuals, more highly developed 
that at their death,—each no longer re
strained by the limitations of the body, 
but poured forth upon the world which 
In their lifetime they molded, glad
dened, swayed and in their personality ; 
for surpassing the influences which we 
still discern as coming from them.

■ “This is the great justice of creation, ■ 
■that everyone makes for himself the 
conditions dfhfe future life.”. . '

"According as the man has been good.1 
or bad, was industrious or Idle, will he 
find himself possessed of an organism, 
healthy or sick, beautiful or baleful, 
'strong or weak, in the world to come, 
and his free.activity in this world will 
determine his relations to -other souls,

he preserves the inborn freedom of-his 
power and does not become tired of us
ing it. As often, however, as he be
comes subject to evil spirits, is it be
cause the development of his interior 
strength Is hindered by discouragement, 
and so to become bad, it is often only 
necessary to be careless or lazy.”

"The bad man must first overcome 
and subdue by'his own will all the evil 
spirits which have striven against him 
• * * Pure spirits turn gladly to enter a 
pure soul and evil without fastens upon 
the evil within * * * But even good spir
its, if they despair of winning a soul 
from' the final mastery of evil, desert it, 
and so it becomes at last a hell, a place, 
fit only for' the torments of the 
damned.” Most true is the means the 
author prescribes for .communion with 
the dead. ’
. One means there is of attaining the 

highest conscious meeting between the 
Hiving and the dead; it is the memory 
of the living for the dead. To direct

knowing that the Kola Plant, a new bot
anic discovery found on the Congo 
River, West Africa, is pronounced an 
assured cure for Asthma. Most mar-- 
velous cures are wrought by this new 
plant, when all other remedies fail. 
It is really a most wonderful discovery.

Mr. R. Johnson, Sr., a prominent citizen of 
Grand Porks, N. Dak., writes : I tried twenty 
Bhysiclans and changes of climate without re

ef, but was completely cured by tho Kola Com
pound after fifty years suffering. Dr. W. H. 
vail, an eminent physician of st. Louis, Mo., 
writes that he tried Hlmalya on several differ- 
ent cases of Asthma with satisfactory results 
In every case. firs. Millie Borchers, Amanda, 
Ohio, .writes: I suffered with Asthma twelve 
years until the Kola Compound cured me. Mrs. 
W. E.MurgIttroyd, North Chatham, N V., writes, 
I suffered lor several years with Asthma and 
could set no relief until I used the Kola Com
pound which cured me. • Hundreds of similar 
fetters have been received by tho Importers, 
copies of which they will be pleased to send you.

To prove to you beyond doubt US' 
wonderful curative power, the Kola Im
porting' Company, No. 1161 Broadway 
New York, will send a large case of the 
Kola Compound free by mail to every 
reader, of The Progressive Thinker who 
suffers from any form of Asthma. This 
is very fair, and we advise sufferers to 
send for a case. It.coirtS'you nothing 
and you sncuid surely try it.. .

To^^iSditor:—Tne cause of Spirit
ualism lias taken a long step in ad
vance in this city by the organization 
of the Psychical Research Society un
der the auspices of the National Associ
ation, and its incorporation under the 
laws of the state of Colorado in such a 
manner as to enable it to carry on the 
religious work of the organization un
der the protection of the state laws and 
at the same time to conduct a publish
ing house or establish schools, as it 
may be deemed best.

For the past year or so the organiza
tion of the Spiritualists of this city has 
seemed an impossibility, because of the 
same feeling that has handicapped the 
movement in all the centers of activity 
in the fcuntry, namely the petty jeal
ousies of so-called leaders and mediums 
who have been unwilling that any other 
organization than one, that centered 
around their own persbnality should 
have an existence; but the coming of 
Brother and Sister Sprague has made a 
great change in the situation, and the 
society has organized with a working 
membership of about fifty.

The board of offleers'is a sterling one 
and very harmonious in its composi
tion, and well-known men and women 
and Mediums are on thè board. The so
ciety will hold a number ot! Socials and 
entertainments durin^the summer, and 
there are vigorous plans on’foot for the 
construction in this efty ot1 a temple 
that shall he a headtìnarteYs for not 
only the Spiritualists iff thefclty, but of 
the entire state, an(Ftheré'1 (shall be a 
school here, which shMl be^fc the Spir
itualists of the great!West1’ what the 
Morris Pratt SchoM bf th^’East is, or 
should be to the SpIHtualUls of the 
East.

The society infendsfito also establish 
in due time a publlctftion nouse which 
shall be the means of wsuing the stand
ard literature of the ®ùée I'h.the places 
where it will do the’°most!''good, and 
publish from time to iftnO such books as 
will help the cause inrany 'manner pos- 
siblcThe president, W.^-.M^shall, is a 
wealthy mining man and a thorough 
business man. The vlcs;presldent, Mrs. 
Banner Ford, is a new-comer compara
tively In the ranks, but .a .magnificent 
speaker and psychic., The secretary, H. 

. H. Warner, is a wellinown printer and 
publisher, and has spoken on the plat
form in the, east, but. h£s retired from 
that part of the work and devotes his 
time to the work of the press and the 
care of'the correspondence and finances 
of the society in connipotion with the 
treasurer, A. B. Montgomery, who is a 
mining man of largetuncans, and with 
all the members of his family a devoted 
SpiritualisL Miss Cobh is a business

woman, Mrs. Gehring-Patterson is well 
known as one of our most reliable me
diums, and'C. E. Bull is a large dairy
man. The board Is planning for open
ing the fall campaign with such speak
ers as Moses Hull, H. D. Barrett, Mrs. 
Cooley and Mrs. Gaule-Reidinger and 
other psychics of national reputation. 
The secretary of this society would be 
pleased to hear from speakers and me
diums wishing engagements, and can 
be addressed at 2062 Lincoln avenue, 
Denver, Colo. No drinkers, users of
drugs, or mediums whose methods 
work or living will not bear close 
spection, need apply.

of 
in-

The society has no use for such upon 
its platform, aud does not intend to 
stand as sponsor tor them before the 
public.

The society is taking an active inter
est in protecting the rights of the local 
mediums, and is actively opposing the 
passing of an ordinance in the city 
council which is intended to repeal the 
present law that exempts our ordained 
mediums from the payment of the li
cense fee demanded from the palmists, 
astrologers, etc., who are flooding the 
papers with pretentious advertisements 
of the great wonders (?) they will ac
complish if you only patronize them.

H. H. WARNER, Sec’y.

To Whom It May Help.
I came into the realization of spirit 

return through the study of divine sci
ence, and knew nothing of Spiritualist 
literature until my guide directed me4o 
subscribe for The Progressive Thinker, 
telling me where it was published, and 
saying it would direct me into channels 
of thought necessary for my unfold- 
ment” I am happy to say it has. I have 
always entertained the thought of the 
love-principle, as Christ taught it, and 
my experience is, the perfect love we 
should have for each other, the love 
that casteth out fear, is the key that un
locks the way to this great psychic prin
ciple, and the gateway is obedience and 
simplicity to the divine principle within 
and around us.

If we wish to see beauty, we must 
live, beauty. Knowing this, we are en
compassed by the opposite to good, and 
if we wish to communicate with minds 
In the higher and holier realms of 
thought, we must live in those higher 
and holler realms, for the ego Ib a free 
agent and goeth where it listeth.

Shall we be pure and holy Spiritual
ists, or float down the stream with the 
driftwood and dead fish? Let us live 
and demonstrate to.the world Spiritual
ism in Its highest and purest potency. 
Let every reader of The Progressive 
Thinker join the psychic circle as sug
gested in its columns, and project a 
thought of perfect love to all humanity. 
It will cost but little, and may buy a 
great deal, for thoughts are things and 
are creative.- - -, ■

LEO JONES DAVIS. 1 Lynn, Mass.

The Work of Oscar A. Edgerly.
The people of Lynn, Mass., who have 

been fortunate enough to listen to the 
inspired utterances Of our friend and 
brother, Oscar A. Edgerly, who nas oc
cupied the platform of the Lynn Spirit
ualist Association during the month of 
April, have enjoyed an unusually rare 
treat. The Spiritualistic public are 
quite well aware of his success as a 
speaker and medium in private as well 
as public, and I am pleased to report 
the very acceptable work he has, with 
the assistance of his guides, rendered 
the society and the public, who have 
shown their appreciation by filling the 
hall to its fullest capacity upon each 
Sunday of his engagement. The writer 
always an admirer, finds after an ab
sence of nearly seven years of faithful 
labors performed for the cause in the 
west, a great increase, of intellectual 
power In the treatment of all subjects 
chosen by his guides. He has been no 
less successful in his labors on each 
Wednesday evening at the society’s 
weekly sociable, when they have a 
"spread" prepared for all comers, and 
tho tables are well filled, many coming 
from adjoining towns to again greet an 
old-time friend and co-worker—and we 
part with him with many regrets. In 
chronicling the above events the writer 
wishes to bear deserved testimony to 
the fact that Brother Edgerly always 
carries himself with dignity, and yet 
with uniform courtesy and kindness to 
all, and commands, by his exemplary 
life, the consideration and respect from 
those who do not endorse the claims 
made by him and his friends as to the 
reliance he places upon his mediumship 
for the elucidation of spiritual truths.

He will, during the month of May, 
enjoy a much-needed rest, passed with 
his sister at Newburyport, Mass., when 
he again puts on the armor to contend 
with the forces of error, ignorance and 
superstition, making the light of truth 
shine in dark places.

The good work goes bravely on in 
Lynn, as exemplified by the two socie
ties managed respectively by Dr. Caird 
and Mrs. Anna H. Quaide. We will 
close our hall meetings the last Sunday 
in May, and the first Sunday in June 
open up at Unity Camp and also at 
Mowerland Park, otherwise known as 
"Camp Progress,” to continue until the 
first Sunday in October. Mediums and 
speakers who desire engagements 
should address either Mrs. A. A. Aver
ill, 42 Smith street, or Mrs. Anna H. 
Quaide, 13 Tower avenue. The writer 
is gratefully acknowledging the co-op
eration of spirit forces, greatly aug
mented within three months, which arò 
helpful especially in social and busi
ness lines, and some platform work is 
prophesied fòr him in the near future. 
He sends greetings to the editor and 
staff, and all his friends everywhere.

| DR. G. W. FOWLER.

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re
duced.

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emilo 
Pingault. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof. 
Charles G. Brown. Price 5 cents.

Religion in the Republic. Bv Mrs. 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture deliv
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.

Revelation Under the Microscope of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad- 
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake. 
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The “Recon
ciliation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus of 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Re
futed by “Corvinus.’’ Price 10 cents.

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman. 
With his portrait and life sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Have They Done for tho World? By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.

John Tvndall Memorial. Ten 
sketches of the life of this great 
Price 10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology. 
Vindex. Price 10 cents.

short 
man.

By

Church and State. The Bible in ths 
Public Schools. The New American 
Party. A Criticism by “Jefferson.” 
Price 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or What tho 
Editor of tire Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price ’■'tents.

"Why An Expurgate^ tible?" By 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price „ cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought. 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; Its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil. By 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien-
tifie Assumption. By Henry M.
Price 10 cents.

Liberalized Christianity.
M. Taber. Price 6 cents.

The Republic in Danger.
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

In Place of Christianity. 
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

Taber.

By

By

By

Henry

Henry

Henry

“Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By, 
Dr. M. B. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality In all the rela
tions of life between men and women. 
Oloth. 75 cents: leatherette. 60 cental

“Social Upbuilding, Including Chop, 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 16 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event In Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, Intensely Interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price $L

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the Substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents hie views aa 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book Is commended to 
all who love to study and think. 
Price 26 cents ,
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HUDSON TUTTLE.

I Kdltor-at-Large for the National Spirit 
ualist Association.

■ Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
Slippings when a i attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
ilm at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Any person donating one dollar to

the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S. 
A., will, if desired, receive one set ot 
spiritual tracts and one copy of “Vio
lets," a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy of 
"Leaves of Truth,” a cloth-bound book 
ot instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

COO Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

Material for Learned Thought
The age In which we live has oppor

tunities of critical research experienced 
by no other. In all the past there 
were no such libraries as we now pos
sess, neither were there persons so 
deeply learned as now, persons who are 
able to decipher every extant written 
language, The hieroglyphics of Egypt, 
and tho cuneiform inscriptions of Bab
ylonia and Assyria, are now more eas
ily read than was the Greek four hun
dred years ago.

Our principal metropolitan - cities 
have libraries today to which the mass
es have access, greatly superior to any 
extant in ancient times. We are told- 
by JoBqbhus, without regard to who he 
was, or when he wrote, that the Jewish 
library consisted of twenty-two books. 
Those twenty-two books now appear in 
a part of one of our present volumes, 
which, labeled in Greek, means “The 
Books,” The two hundred thousand 
volumes of Pergamus, or the seven hun
dred thousand volumes of Alexandria, 
would probably diminish in numbers 
as did the Jewish, if appearing in mod
ern characters.

With easy access to these storehous
es of modern wisdom it is not strange, 
then, that ancient thought and pre
tended knowledge should pass

-review, and very possibly give 
to more correct ideas.

Every biblical student who has 
to think, must have wondered

It Won’t Do.
Rev. Edward T. Slater, an English 

clergyman, in a late issue of the Lon
don “Churchman,” discoursing on the 
need of a “higher religious education," 
In the course of his polemic, says:

"It Is idle to deny that a change has 
come over men’s Ideas, and they justly 
require the great central truths to be 
restated in terms of modern thought."

The proposition is correct, but is it 
not a fact that what is termed "great 
central truths," like the language in 
which they are expressed, are concepts 
of a barbarian age, and of a half civil
ized people; and do they not need re
vision, as largely as the “terms" in 
which they are expressed?

This is an age of enlightenment, of 
science, of cultured thought, In wonder
ful contrast with the teachings of two 
thousand years ago. As well attempt 
to revive the uncouth costumes of the 
Gothic age, and make them the stand
ards of to-day, as to revive their modes 
of thought. But Rev. Slater would do 
worse than this; he would carry us 
back two or three thousand additional 
years, and impinge the morals, and the 
crude religious notions of those ancient 
people, only lately emerged from a sav
age life, worshiping idols of wood and 
stone, and make their thoughts models 
ot present knowledge and refinement 
It won’t do. The angelic world, co-op
erating with morality, are opening up 
new ideas in regard to a future life, and 
these in time will become perfected, 
leaving no place for the rude splendor 
of ivory Ui rones, streets paved with
gold, and brutal wars between 
tials.

celes-

The Spirit.
To the spirit there seems to be no 

past, no present, no future, but an eter
nal Now. Height, depth, distance, 
seem annihilated. The boundless uni
verse Is in its grasp. Byron beautifully 
describes a spirit as he conceives It, 
and no inspiration by prophet has fa
vored us with such a sublime descrip
tion as he:
“Eternal, boundless, undecay’d,

A thought unseen, but seeing all. 
All. all in earth, or skies displayed,

Shall it survey, shall it recall;
Each fainter trace that memory holds. 

So darkly ot departed years,
In one broad glance the soul beholds, 

And all that was at once appears.
“Before creation peopled earth,

Its eye shall roll through chaos back; 
And where the furthest heaven had 

birth,
The spirit trace Ils rising track."

And where the future mars or makes,
Its glance dilate o'er all to be,

While sun is quenched or system 
breaks,

Fix’d in its own eternity.
“Above of love, hope, hate or fear, 

It lives all passionless and pure;
An age shall fleet like earthly year;

Its years as moments shall endure. 
Away, away, without a wing, 
W o’er all, through all, its thoughts, 

shall fly;
i nameless and eternal thing, 
Forgetting what it was to die."

WILL AGITATE SPIRITUALISM
FROM CENTER TO CIRCUMFER-
ENCEI IN FACT, IT IS SOMETHING

under 
place

dared 
why

there were so many gospels and so va
riant, professedly-giving an account of 
Jesus. There are nearly or quite fifty 
gospels, canonical and apocryphal, ex
tant. All of these, taking current ec
clesiastical history for authority, were 
in being when the Council of Laodlcea 
was holden, where it is claimed the 
four canonical gospels were selected. 
This number, it was said, was selected 
because there were four seasons of the 
year, and the choice fell upon those 
which best agreed in their narrations. 
The acceptance of either of the others 
would have made a different Jesus and 
a different religion from that we now 
have. So had but one of either of the 
accepted gospels remained as author
ity, all others being rejected, the char
acter, Jesus, in some respects, would 
be quite different from that now en
tertained of him.

We might inquire: Why this diverg
ency in statement? To us the question 
can be best answered by inquiring into 
the origin of the so-called gospels, 
whether canonical or otherwise.

It has been claimed there was proba
bly a prior gospel to any now in being, 
from which writers drew for their prin
cipal facts, and where divergent they 
drew on an active Imagination to 
round out the record. This seems very 
plausible; b.ut is not that record still 
accessible? May it not be found In 
what is now known as the New Testa
ment? Is not every material point in
volved in Paul’s Epistles? And the va
riations, whether in the canonical or 
non-canonical gospels, are they not just 
such as a monk in his cloister would 
be liable to write were he familiar with 
Paul’s productions, and he was ambi
tious to have a full story of the apos
tles’ Jesus?

It Is universally conceded by biblical 
scholars, that Paul’s Epistles antedate 
the gospels. And ' they who have 
turned their attention in that direction 
admit the dogmas of the church derive 
their principal support from Paul. Sal
vation by faith in Jesus first appears 
as a Christian teaching in the Epistles, 
and so with many other inculcations. 
The clergyman preaching on immortal
ity draws on the Epistles for texts in 
support of his faith, and rarely makes 
citations from the gospels, for there it 
appears second hand.

Why should not Paul be received as 
original authority? He says, Gala- 
tions, i., 11,12: “I certify you, brethren, 
that the gospel which was preached of 
me is not after man; for I neither re
ceived it of man, neither was I taught 
it; but by the revelation of Jesus 
Christ."

Paul never saw Jesus save in a vis
ion. That vision seems the result ot 
sun-stroke; though Kitto says: “Some 
regard that whole narrative as a myth.” 
Paul himself determined that his teach
ings were the only gospel. See Gal. 
1:8. “Though we, or an angel from 
heaven, preach .any other gospel unto 
you than that which we have preached 
unto you, let him be accursed."

A review of all the passages in Paul’s 
Epistles which would suggest and lead 
up to the gospels are too voluminous 
for these editorial columns; but the stu
dent who shall turn his attention in 
this direction will find an ample field 
for thought, and possibly be able to 
make clear that which we admit we 
only suspicion.

The conclusion is, how can we ac
count for the numerous gospels, genuine 
and otherwise, which seem of equal an
tiquity, only on the hypothesis that the 
several authors gleaned their material 
points from—shall we write it?—still 
older myths?

NEW IN THE HISTORY OF OUR 
CAUSE—SOMETHING ORIGINAL, 
AND SHOULD BE READ BY EVERY 
SPIRITUALIST IN THE LAND. 
LEGERDEMAIN, DECEPTION THAT 
IS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO UN
COVER, AND SLEIGHT-OF-HAND 
ARE THE AGENTS BROUGHT 
INTO REQUISITION TO KEEP PACE 
WITH, OR IN ADVANCE OF, IF POS
SIBLE, THE GENUINE SPIRITUAL 
PHENOMENA. FOR YEARS NO ONE 
SUSPECTED THE.USE OF ARTIFI
CIAL TOGGERY IN THE MATERIAL
IZING SEANCE TO MAKE UP YOUR 
"ANGEL VISITORS," BUT SOME 
STEADFAST FRIENDS OF THE 
CAUSE AND THIS PHASE OF MEDI- 
UM8HIF*DECLARE THAT ALL PHYS
ICAL MEDIUMS USE THIS ARTIFI- 
CIAL TOGGERY, AND THAT IF YOU 
CATCH THE “SPIRIT" YOU WILL 
HAVE THE MEDIUM DRESSED IN A 
ROBE THAT WILL NOT DEMATERI
ALIZE. THIS IS A* SERIOUS 
CHARGE, AND IF TRUE, DEMON
STRATES DECEPTION OF THE 
DARKEST KIND. LET THIS UNIQUE 
COURT OF INQUIRY DECIDE.

Afraid of Spiritualism,
A more than usually shameless exhi

bition ot petty, narrow-souled bigotry, 
and intolerance of freedom of thought 
and its expression, was that manifest
ed by the "council” of a society known 
under the high-sounding title of “Vic
toria Institute and Philosophical Soci
ety of Great Britain"—in its treatment 
of Dr. J. M. Peebles, as is set forth in 
a statement published by Light, of Lon
don, England, which may be found in 
this issue of The Progressive Thinker.

Such infinitesimal littleness does not 
Indicate the breadth of mind and judi
cial qualities that characterize genuine 
philosophers, of honest, earnest seekers 
after truth.

Of course, by this action, the said so
ciety will have only succeeded In be
littling itself In the estimation of the 
public, which likes fair play and a 
square deal.

Spiritualism, and Dr. Peebles as its 
representative and advocate, will gain 
in prestige and influence as a result of 
this manifestation of combined coward
ice and bigotry..

Spiritualism cannot be put down or
hindered by Buch small tactics 
part of its cowardly opposers.

on the

In view of the plain reasons for his
shabby treatment. Dr. Peebles should
consider himself honored by the coun
cil’s action, rather than otherwise; he 
is entitled to congratulations rather 
than commiseration. The members ot 
the council were afraid of him and his 
presentation of truth.

His address will doubtless be pub-'

For Money Ao Assist In Defending the 
W ’’Jfloff Will; '

. iv , il------------
To tbeipdltofi:—Herewith I send you 

a short article,as an appeal for help In 
the Goff'will case. Iknow your valu
able spacte had been used for this cose 
several i|jmeB;vbut as yet tho desired 
results liuvo qof been reached.

We wish to say to the Spiritualists of 
Michigan,’ if yiu lose this case by let
ting it g6' by default, for tho want of a 
small aigpuut of money, -you are mak
ing a great mistake. John F. Goff was 
a man of as sound judgment and good 
business';1abillty as any man in the 
county at the' time his will was made, 
twenty ypars ,ago, and in fact he had 
no superiors jp.business ability up to 
the last year his life, yet the oppon
ent is trying to break the will on the 
ground that said Goff was insane, bas
ing his claim of insanity on the tact 
that he was a believer in Spiritualism. 
The case was sustained in the probate 
court, but by ¿ prejudiced jury we were 
beaten in the'circuit court. The con
testant has said in public that such of 
tho legatees as did not oppose him 
would receive their legacies in case he 
succeeded in breaking the will, hence 
only a few of the legatees have given 
any asBistarice( and the lack of money 
has come very near to losing-the case, 
but we havq succeeded in getting until 
June 1, in which to complete the bill of 
exceptions, etc;, and we need some 
money at once, with which to pay type
writer, printer, etc.

Now, you people who have property 
that you may wish to leave by will, 
should consider this matter and assist 
us in sustaining the will and not allow 
the verdict to go out that all Spiritual
ists are Insane.

To allow this case to go by default 
would be to merit the claim of insanity. 
The estate is in the hands of the tem
porary administrator, and under the 
ruling of the court, which will not allow 
any further expanses to be taken from 
the estate, and the three administrators 
appointed by Mr. Goff, who are illy able 
to do so, have been advancing money, 
and pledging more, which has made it 
possible to hold the will from going by 
default and it is nearing the time when 
the records and briefs are to be printed, 
which will cost probably 3250, possibly 
3300.

If the will Is-sustained it means $15,- 
000 or more for the State Spiritualist 
Society, with which other cases can be 
assisted, should they come up, as no 
doubt they will; and now you who wish 
to assist in establishing the precedent 
In the court that a man can be a Spirit
ualist and not be insane, we ask you to 
help us; If you cannot send us 325, 310 
or 35, send smaller sums; 25 or 50 cents 
thankfully. received.

Bear in mind this point, that if you 
send one dollar or more we will send 
you a receipt, promising to pay the 
amount back to you in case the will is 
sustained; if you wish such receipt, 
please mentiowJsame. AdcJjess all do
nations to Rong D. Chapman, state sec
retary, Marcellus, Mich.

in । H. L. CHAPMAN, 
By request of administrators' who are 

Dr. B. ¿’Dell,.¡Pawpaw,'Mich.; Alfred 
H. Underwood, Wakelee, Mich.; H. L. 
Chapman, Marcellus, Mich.

THE SPIRIT VOICE.

Ilshed in good form and will reach
thousands of minds that, If be had
been allowed to deliver it, 
have seen or heard of it.

would never

Interesting Items, Experiences, Sketches, Observations and Para/
graphs from English Journals.

Insane Asylums and Religious Wrecks.
Superintendent Gorst of the Mendota 

Hospital for the Insane, ot Wisconsin,
to a visiting party of the state 
turc, is reported by the La 
Chronicle to have said:

“There is no greater crime

legisla-
Crosse

against

Deserted the Ancient Faith.
The papers announce that a French 

Catholic church, at Manchaug, Mass., 
has become associated with the Bap
tists, Rev. A. E- Ribourg, pastor.

In some features the Baptist denomi
nation is the most liberal of the ortho
dox sects. More converts to Spiritual
ism camh from the Baptists and Univer- 
salists than from other church. The 
writer remembers one Baptist church, 
way back in the early ’60s, which closed 
its doors because of the large desertion 
of its members to faith in the teachings 
from spirit life.

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic.’* 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author ot 
"History of thé Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leadeis to get control ot ihe gov 
eminent An important work 
25'cents.

the state than holding .religious ‘reviv
als.’ Whenever there is a stirring re
ligious revival in any part of the state 
it is followed by a veritable influx of pa
tients sent to the asylums. It is not al
ways safe to say these things openly, 
because it is not always safe to tell the 
truth; but that is the fact Religious 
mania is one of the most common forms 
of insanity, and together with over in
dulgence in alcoholic drink and family 
troubles, religious enthusiasm is the 
great cause of «ending persons to insti
tutions like this.”

This is a plain, straightforward, una
dorned narration of facts, well known 
to practicing physicians the whole coun
try over. It is not peculiar to Wiscon
sin, but it is common to the sensational 
pulpit everywhere. Restrictive legisla
tion, is required on this subject; and yet 
it is probable constitutional provisions 
are in the way. But this would not 
count if Spiritualism produced such un
happy consequences.

NEW YORK STATE CONVENTION.
The ninth annual convention of the 

New York State Association of Spirit
ualists will be held in Empire Hall, Syr
acuse, N. Y., on June 2, 3 and 4, to 
which all members, also Spiritualists 
and liberals are most cordially invited 
to be present A large number of good 
speakers and phenomenal mediums will 
be present Choice music will be ren
dered and elocutionary readings will be 
given by our talented elocutionist, Miss 
Victoria C. Moore, of Dryden, N. Y?

Arrangements have been made for 
reduced rates of board, at the Empire 
Hotel for all visitors and delegates. 
Let us all endeavor by our presence and 
enthusiasm to make this the most in
teresting annual meting held.

HERBERT L. WHITNEY,
Secretary. .

35 living. Place, Brooklyn, N. Y,

Startles a Church Congress.
The Rev. Dr. John Peters, .rector of 

St. Michael’s church, New York, is re
ported to have greatly stirred members 
of the Episcopal Church Congress, by 
declaring that the bible, when treated 
as history, must be subjected to the 
same rules of criticism as any other 
narrative compilation.

His analysis of the personalities 
which have come down to us under the 
names of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and 
Joseph startled the more conservative 
of the congress and elated the more 
progressive. Comment on Dr. Peters’ 
attitude was running freely at the con
gress today. His statement that the 
Book of Genesis is full of myths, that 
Abraham, Jacob, and Isaac were not 
real people in the commonly accepted 
sense, but are merely composite photo
graphs, so to speak, of Israel, and that 
much of what is recorded of the patri
archs is purely romantic, led to no end 
of argument, approval, and criticism.

. Dr, Peters elaborated his contentions 
that the bible as a historical narrative 
must be subjected to analytical and syn
thetical criticism, just as other records 

.of events. The rector added that the 
bible legends were superior to other 
folklore in that they served to point to 
the higher moral- and spiritual life.

“The stories of Abraham, of Isaac, of 
Jacob, and of Joseph, differ in no es
sential degree from the folklore legends 
of our own Germanic and Celtic kins
folk,” said Dr. Peters. “Those stories 
originated in the myths, ‘the legends, 
and the traditions of Hebron, Beershe
ba, Bethel, and Sechem, and those pre- 
Israelistic myths and legends were wo
ven Into the fabric- of Hebrew story. 
So the ancestral heroes, gods, or demi
gods of the country of which the Israel
ites took possession were adopted by 
Israel as its own ancestors—patriarchs 
whose personalities were clothed with 
the traditions of Israel’s history, re
ligious beliefs, ideals, and convictions.”

A Prominent Spiritualist Passed to 
Spirit Life.

Levi P. Barrett, the father of H. D.
Barrett, president of the N. S. A., lately 
passed to the realm of souls, at Canaan, 
Maine. He was one of the noblest men 
In tho ranks of Spiritualism, and was 
fully ripe for the great change. Presi
dent Parrett’s little baby daughter has 
also passed to spirit life, having been 
attacked by pneumonia.

SPIRITUALIST MASS-MEETING.
We have been notified that there will 

be a mass meeting of thé Spiritualists 
of the state of Kansas at Topeka, June 
9,10 and 11. The following well known 
speakers are engaged for the occasion: 
Dr. G. B. Warne, vice-president of the 
N. 8. A., a forcible and eloquent speak
er; MrsI Virginia Bryan,. well known 
throughout the state as an excellent lec
turer and message-bearer; Mrs. Isa Wil
son Kayner, a splendid test medium, 
the daughter of that veteran, CapL E. V. 
Wilson; Mrs. Lull, a fine speaker and 
E;age bearer. Other able lecturers 

mediums will be present The mu- 
programme will be under, the su

pervision of Prof. Worrel, "

"The Infidelity, of Eciffeslasticism. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. "W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular- or spiritual hypothesis of nar 
tor«.- Scholarly, masterly; trenchant 
Price 25 cents.

It Warned Him of Danger, Saying, “The 
Bridge,’Frank; the Bridge”— Strange 
Premonition Saved 150 Passengers 
From an Awful Plunge to Death.
Saved Uy the!.premonition of Frank 

G..Yost, epglpepf, from the, horrible 
fate of a plunge from a railway trestle, 
thp 150 passengers on C., L..& N. train 
No. 34 are-tliankfu! that they are alive 
to-day toitell the story of one of their

Safely across the "Atlantic waters, 
which were extraordinarily calm for 
stormy March, I reached London safely 
op Saturday, and tho next day was 
standing and speaking upon a platform 
long identified with Spiritualism, and I 
have lectured every Sunday since, and 
sometimes on week-day evenings. My 
future appointments are in Notting
ham, Birmingham, Manchester, and 
Glasgow, back to London, down to JJer- 
thyr Tldvllle, then returning to London 
I appear a second time before the Hack
ney Society and shall lecture before the 
British Vegetarian Society in London, 
before the 'Psycho-Therapeutic Society 
upon the subject of Suggestion, Hypno
tism, Mental Roading, and am also to 
spend an evening in Westminster Hall 
with the members of the Anti-Vaccina
tion Society. So goes the world of ac
tivity.- Weary with the getting out of 
two new books, I sought rest—relaxa
tion—from hard study, and I only had 
it while upon the nine days' voyage 
upon the ocean.

MY FIRST VISIT TO LONDON.
There has been some misunderstand

ing as to the time of my first reaching 
London and doing some lecture work in 
this great city of cities. As a matter 
of history it.may not be so very import
ant, but it is decidedly interesting to 
those who have studied the beginning 
and progress of Modern Spiritualism. 
I reached London tho first time, in the 
autumn of 1869, doing some lecturing 
under the auspices of James Burns, 
whose devotion and energy in this 
movement were deserving of the great
est credit. •

A fine reception was tendered me at 
that time. By turning to the "Medium” 
and "Daybreak" of June 3, 1869, one 
will see, under date of May 29, 1870, 
that I delivered my valedictory address 
in the Cavendish Rooms before return
ing to America, and in the issue of the 
“Medium" April 2, 1870, may be found 
these earnest words from James Burns:

"We found in Mortimer street a suit
able place for Sunday evening services 
and with very little publicity filled the 
hall comfortably on the second evening. 
These services have gone on steadily 
for three months and now seem to 
have attained a steadfast footing. This 
Is the first effort that has been under
taken in London to hold a similar series 
of religious meetings, and tho result 
has been in every way most profitable. 
This is no mean achievement, and if 
we were asked to point out a case in 
which it had been before accomplished 
in this country, we should be obliged to 
confess that we had no knowledge of 
any such case.”

This was fully thirty-five years ago. 
While here at that time I visited and 
lectured in Dublin, Ireland. On tills 
trip I was accompanied by Mr. McDon
ald, who after lecturing kindly took me 
out to some of the round towers of Ire
land. They are wonderful relics of a 
remote antiquity, and it is quite gener
ally thought that they related to Phal
lic worship. Others, and among them 
myself, think differently. The witty 
O'Brien suggested that these towers 
were built by the ancients to puzzle the 
moderns and they have proved a grand 
success.
DIFFERING VIEWS OF SPIRITUAL

ISTS.

most remarkable escapes, as set forth 
in the Post of late date.

It was during the raging of the big 
storm Thursday as the train neared the 
high C., L. & N. trestle over a deep ra
vine, a quarter of a mile south of Ken
nedy Heights.

Yost’s train was to go to Montgom
ery, and he started the run from the 
depot on Court street, near Broadway, 
with the coaches well filled with su
burban passengers. Despite the wind 
and rain that lashed about the cab win
dows Yost had the throttle open several 
notches and the train was speeding as 
it neared Kennedy. Through the 
sheets of rain Yost could see that the 
track ahead was clear.

But suddenly, so he told his compan
ions, a voice'from out the air seemed to 
say to him:

“The bridge, Frank; the bridge!"
Yost answered by throwing on the air 

brakes and the train came to a stop 
within a few score feet of the bridge. 
Yost clambered down from his cab and 
went ahead.

The supports Qf the bridge he found 
had been almost entirely torn away by 
the torrent of water that fought its way 
through tho ravine. Its own weight 
was almost enough to send it crashing 
below, yet from thè train it looked per
fectly safe and no train could have got
ten half way across without crashing to 
the bottom.

The passengers, learning the condi
tions, crowded about Engineer Yost and 
wrung his hand. But he told them to 
thank not him, but the higher power 
that sent the strange warning. Then 
he calmly resumed his place at the 
throttle and backed the train to Cincin
nati. Workmen have been repairing 
the trestle ever since.

Sublimely true, Spirit Return comes 
to all, without regard to the station in 
life. It is a grand truth that Spiritual
ists do not have a monopoly in the 
Spirit Return business. C. R. ITIC.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

A DREAM VISION.

Which Told the I3oy His Mother Was 
Pead.

s y -if-------
Bridgeport; CM—William Craw, a 

nineteen-year-old. patient in the Bridge
port 'Hdspital, hasamazed the surgeons 
by a mysterious u.iaculty of “seeing 
things" in ’dreams .before they happen, 
or,about thestimeothey happen.

Mrs. Rosa Jepson, a sister of the 
young mamstrho IB recovering from the 
loss of a leg; in a. railroad accident, 
called on him. His mother died after 
he was taken to Ithe hospital and his
sister feared tobreak the news.

“Mother had ariether of those 
spells last night,"fahe said.

“Why, mother is dead, now,”

bad

said

translation: “24th of October 1714, Rev. 
James Knight, A. M., was ordained dea
con in the Savoy Chapel, London, and 
preached in the same Chapel, on the 
following Sunday." This with the al
most minute descriptions of the city ot 
York, its minster, St. Mary's Abbey, 
the River Ouse, the lay of .the land 
where the boy Aaron had played and 
other scenes which he bad described 
to me, all conspired to confirm his 
identity. This—all tills—I pronounced 
remarkable, and I defy any candid 
skeptically-inclined mind to come to 
any other conclusion than that this was 
the Aaron Knight, the veritable brother 
of the Rev. James Knight, once a mor
tal, now a risen conscious spirit. Slm- 
lar facts Henry Ward Beecher once 
said "strengthen faith." They do more. 
They demonstrate the reality of a con
scious converse between the two worlds 
visible and invisible.

SCIENCE AND RELIGION.
The London papers have made a 

long extract from Professor Haeckel's 
lectures in Berlin. Not only have they 
reported them, but they have discussed 
them. Haecltel is one of the rankest 
materialists that I know of. He de
nied “the possibility of the existence 
of any immortal spirit.” He declared 
that “what is generally called the soul 
or spirit is a mere function of the brain 
and a development of the Intellectual 
faculties derived from and possessed 
by the higher domestic animals, such

China, and there conversing with the 
natives, studying their magic, their me
diumship, and their obsessions,'I have 
said over and over again that these 
people all, or nearly all, were Spiritists, 
It is an exception to find a man or wo
man who does not believe that their an
cestral spirits are around them, about 
them, and under varying conditions con
verse with and give to them advice. In 
accordance with this position Admiral 
Togo at a funeral service held in Tokio 
in memory of officers and soldiers killed 
in action addressed their spirits—mark 
it well—in the course of an address he 
lifted his eyes and said:

"As 1 stand before you spirits I can 
hardly express my feelings. Your per
sonality is fresh in my memory. Your 
corporeal existence has ceased, but 
your passing from the world has been 
in the gallant discharge of your duty by 
which the enemy’s fleet on this side of 
tie world has been completely disabled;

“Our combined fleet retains the un
disputed command of the seas. I trust 
this will bring peace and rest to your 
spirits. It is my agreeable duty to re
port our successes to the spirits of 
those who sacrificed their earthly exist
ence for the attainment of so great a 
result.

V

as fidelity, moral 
self-sacrifice." He

consciousness and 
visited while in

Berlin the famous Hans horse, the
horse that knows and remembers so
much, but cannot tell it. Haeckel says 
there was “nothing wonderful in the 
horse's performance, as the intelligence 
of insects and animals differed from 
men only in degree.” Professor Voght 
and other materialists taught the same 
thing years ago, in fact, thin chain of 
materialism can be traced link after 
link back to that atheistic materialist 
Lucretius. And yet our most distin
guished scientists admit that they 
know nothing of matter when traced 
down to the last analysis. And so they
are emphatically "know nothings."
What a contrast to Spiritualists 
know, positively know, that they 
verse with their risen friends.

A STRANGE TRANCE.
A boy ot some ten years, bright 

precocious, living at Normanton, 
considered exceedingly religious 
sedate for one of his age. He 
spells which were called by the i

There is In England considerable of a 
line of demarcation between what are 
termed materialistic Spiritualists and 
Christian Spiritualists. This is unfor
tunate. There is a strong, and I fnay 
almost say, uncharitable controversy 
now raging upon this subject in the col
umns of the “Two Worlds." Never 
while men have differently shaped 
heads and dwell under different envir
onments can they be made to see or be
lieve precisely alike—and why should 
they? Monotony would be anywhere an 
intolerable Hades. When I was in Lon
don thirty or thirty-five years ago gath
ering the materials for the “Year Book 
on Spiritualism” issued by Hudson Tut
tle and myself, I sent a circular to the 
noted Spiritualist journalist and book 
reviewer, S. S. Hall, asking him for a 
short article. He replied thus briefly: 
“Sir, I am a Christian Spiritualist, and 
I am Informed that you are propagating 
opinions hostile to Christianity. I am 
therefore bound to withhold from you 
aU aid or countenance in any way.” 
Brother Hall was a good conscientious 
man, but church-bound. The distin
guished William Howitt, Bald to have 
been the author of 70 volumes,, sympa
thized religiously with Mr. Hall. Benja- 
mln Coleman, a veteran in the cause, 
took the same view on the subject.

OLD REMINISCENCES.

the young man, sadly. Then he told of 
a dream. ‘Jiiknettr she was dead last 
night when ii had: a dream at 10 
o’clock," heaBaid.nji“! dreamed that I 
was in the-Open - air. Suddenly two 
stars descended. One of them burst 
open and I saw mother’s face. She 
smiled and ■ I felt her fingers running 
through my hataf; She said: ‘Oh, Wil
lie!" Then I awpke.”

The boy's mother died at 10 o’clock, 
the hour he had the drcam. ’

Three nights rbefore-Crawmet with 
the accident he:dreamed; that- he. was 
injured And told his friends at the time. 
—Chicago Examiner. - . ’ v

. ■'..........— - ...------ :------r
• Tfce Commandments Analyzed, pries 
25 cents. - ■BlgiB5bIe>StodeB,,cloth,H 
esnta. 2Tor sale At this office.
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Being in London again recalls 
mind many interesting occurrences

to 
of

my first visit to England. I reached 
Liverpool August 23, 1869, and lectured 
in Manchester August 27 of the same 
month; And when putting my feet 
upon British soil I thought and kept 
thinking of E. C. Dunn, and of his spirit 
guide calling himself Aaron Knight, 
who very frequently entranced him. 
Mr. Dunn was with me much of the 
time for 14 years ahd from the time of 
his first entrancement, during the after 
years I talked with his spirit guides 
hundreds and hundreds of times. He 
(Aaron Knight) Informed me that he 
was born in York, Yorkshire, England, 
something like 200 years ago. although, 
he would add, I take little note of time 
in my present higher life. He de
scribed to me over and over again the 
old Yorkminster, the ruins of St Mary’s 
Abbey, remnants of the old city walls, 
the River Ouse, the general topography 
of the country, the picture of the Virgin 
Mary in the minster with the serpent 
under her feet. He also said that his 
brother, the Rev. James Knight, the 
original name being McKnight, was a 
distinguished clergyman, ordained a 
deacon in tbe Savoy Chapel, London. 
And mark, at this time 1 had never 
been in England, nor had this young un
lettered Dunn, so there could have been 
no telepathy about the test. Very well, 
reaching England, I went to London, to 
Manchester, where I met Robert Green, 
who accompanied me to the old city of 
York where I commenced a search for 
the names of the Knights, that I might 
if possible Identify the family and learn 
the particulars of the Rev. James 
Knight and so forth.

It is always tiresome to ransack old 
libraries. The first day was spent 
among the old “annals” of York, but 
with no success. Then we went the 
next day to a venerable antiquarian, 
who directed us to the “Will Office.” 
When there I asked the clerk to go 
back some two hundred years and 
search for the family name of Knight 
He did sb, and at length, to my delight, 
he found the name of the Rev. James 
Knight the Identical-brother ot Aaron, 
and he-also unearthed other-matters 
connected with the family ot which 
Aaron Knight had acquainted me. Pay-. 
.ingrihe. clerk; he gave, me a full- copy 
' «¿the origlnal record in Latin with, thia

enlightened of the neighborhood, tranc
es. In one of these trances be foretold 
his death: He declared several times 
that he should not be alive ae the next 
Christmas. Taken sick, he was pro
nounced dead from meningitis. Phy
sicians had pronounced him dead, and 
had so legally certified. The hour for 
the funeral had arrived—the hearse, 
wa? at the door and the reeler present, 
when the mother thought she saw a red
ness about the ears of her boy. Lift
ing the eyelid, the eye seemed bright 
and clear, putting a polished glass over 
the mouth there was a slight moisture. 
They called several physicians, two 
pronounced it a case of suspended ani
mation, the other said he is doubtless 
dead. They took him from the coffin, 
the form seemed limber, and they put 
him before the fire and placed smelling 
salts under his nose. For four days the 
form remained in this questionable con
dition, some pronouncing him alive in 
a trance, and others denying it. But 
finally there was a discoloration around 
the throat, the eye assumed a dull lead
en color; there was no further mois
ture from the mouth and he was pro
nounced dead, and consequently bur
ied. In my opinion many are buried 
alive each year.
ENGLISH NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS.

The Daily News informed us a few 
days ago that the Methodist Church at 
Forest Hill presented a remarkable 
scene. Some sixty members of the 
church, while holding a prayer-meeting 
and lajer “discussing the public hous
es” became excited. The excitement 
rose high. Bitter, angry words passed 
and then a scene of wildest contusion. 
The mission hymn books were rolled 
into balls and thrown by the men at 
each other and this was- followed up by 
using the kneeling hassocks as missiles. 
It was, says the reporter, a most de
plorable sight, a disgrace to the name 
of Christianity.

While the Bishop of London was cel-, 
ebrating the rite of ordination, Mr. 
Kensit and some halt dozen others 
walked up to the choir where Mr. Ken- 
sit began reading a paper protesting 
against the ordination of the Rev. 
Basil S. Dyer. A noisy scene ensued. 
Bitter words were spoken. Mr. Ken
sit being violently opposed to the rit
ualist portion of the English Church 
and the Roman Mass, was next day ar
raigned and fined by the Lord Mayor 
thirty-five dollars.

There is a great excitement now in 
the English Church over the tact that 
some one hundred of their most distin
guished clergymen and college profes
sors have signed a manifesto endorsing 
what is termed the “Higher Criticism.” 
A leading member of the High Church 
party declares that this manifesto rep
resents the thin edge of the wedge of 
an organized effort to tamper with the 
very foundations of the church. It was 
an attempt, he said, to wipe the super
natural element out of our religion and 
to break down the whole sacramental 
system.

A resident merchant of Benares in In
dia writes that India is about to become 
the center of a lively religious war. 
The “leading Hindoo thinkers are or
ganizing for the purpose of driving The
osophy from the strongholds It has be
gun to attain in Hindustan.” These 
Hindoo leaders declare that the Theoso- 
phist pretensions and writing are only 
a fabric of fiction. Annie Besant, the 
successor of Mme. Blavatsky, has built 
up a college for the teaching of her 
personal doctrines. They say that

ENGLISH MIRTH.
As every circus has its clown, so the 

English Parliament lias its inveterate 
humorist. Il is Sir Wilfred Lawson. In 
one of his speeches he said that a min
ister, addressing a meeting of his con
gregation, asked all women who had 
never quarreled with their husbands to 
stand up. Every woman kept her seat. 
Then the minister asked all men who 
had never quarreled with their wives to 
stand up. Ten men stood up, and they 
expected the minister to praise them. 
Instead, he said, "Qli! Lord, have mercy 
on these ten liars.”
THE BATTLE UPON “OBSESSIONS” 

J. J. MORSE. (
Through not seeing The Progressive 

Thinker regularly, in consequence bf 
iny journeys hither and thither, 1 rfm 
not up to the mark in regard to tiie 
moral combatants. But the other diy, 
tn looking over the bound London "Me
dium and Daybreak," I came across the 
lollowing in regard to Mr. J. J. Morse 
and his controlling Chinese intelligence, 
Tien. Here are some of the questions 
put to this Chinese spirit guide and the 
spirit's answers. It will be observed . 
that they are in line with the direct tes
timony of nearly every enlightened 
spirit and Intelligent mediums.

Q. What is the philosophy of obses
sion?

A. Numbers ot disembodied men 
and women retain a liking for the 
Pleasures of life, but their new habits 
prevent them from the enjoyment of 
their old habits, so they find one of 
similar tendencies with whom they 
come enrapporl. This connection lasts 
as long as the person obsessed answers 
the purpose of the spirit or till the 
spirit attains a higher position than its 
earthly desires.

Q. Can the obsessing spirit extract 
elements from the spiritual nature of 
the obsessed person?

A. Our previous answer implies tIio 
affirmative. Food nourishes the spirit
ual nature as well as the physical and 
this spiritual sustenance the obsessimFo. 
spirit absorbs." (

This Chinese sage who has entrances y 
Mr. J. J. Morse so many rears, is one of ( 
the ablest spirit intelligences that 1 < 
ever had the pleasure of conversing I 
with, and considering his long experi- ( 
ence in the higher life his direct testi- \ 
mony to the fact of spirit obsessions j 
counts one in the affirmative—a big / 
one—as do other strong and Irrefraga- ‘ 
ble facts relating io this subject. (

I am just in receipt of the "Har-/ 
binger of Light” from Australia and I ’ 
see by this issue that the editor, W. H. 
Terry, takes precisely the same view of 
“obsessions" that I do myself. These 
are some of his words: "The spirits 
who hover about the earth-plane are 
not the elite of the spirit world, but 
those seeking to participate in the sen
suous pleasures of their earth-life by as
sociation with those of like disposition, 
and when they have, through tiie ready 
acquiescence of the sensitive, obtained 
control, they are often difficult to get 
rid^iff." "Commercial spirits” or those 
on the lower plane may be clever and 
faithful to their medium, so much so 
that when the conditions are unfavor
able to produce legitimate phenomena, 
these spirits will co-operate with them 
to substitute bogus ones.” And here is 
a hint that when brought out more 
fully before Spiritualists will induce 
them to understand that there may be 
“bogus spirits and fraudulent-inducing 
spirits" as well as fraudulent mediums. 
This class of spirits were wiely named 
by A. J. Davis, diakka.
WISDOM WORDS FROM HUDSON 

TUTTLE.
Who is so well prepared ■ to write 

about obsession or the condition of the 
dead as those who have long held con
scious converse with them as has my 
friend Tuttle. In his book “Life in the 
Spheres" and under the heading of “the 
low societies" he has this, briefly ab
breviated, but not a thought nor an 
idea changed. “A spirit who nad just 
arrived from earth came from a bar
room with all its sots. He died while 
intoxicated, was found lying in a gutter.
Becoming conscious and hearing 
word ‘drink,’ he asked, ’Drink; 
you drink here?'

“ ‘Yes,’ was the grim reply, ‘we 
can and feel as nice as we please.

Mme. Blavatsky was a female magician 
and untruthful. Mrs. Besant, they in
form us, wears the Hindoo dress, eats 
only food cooked by the Brahmins, and 
declares that she whs a Brahmin in a 
previous reincarnation, and walks the 
streets of Benares counting her beads- 
surrounded by young men. She an
nounces that the religion revealed to 
Mme. Blavatsky is the oldest religion in 
the world and precedes the Vedas. AH 
of this the educated Hindoos and the 
higher class scholars repudiate. They 
ask her to prove her occultism, but she 
utterly refuses, and these Hindoo teach
ers and scholastics Insist that she 
knows little of the Vedas and nothing 
ot the Sanskrit,, and they pronounce 
the Mahatmas imaginary ghosts to 
frighten the uneducated. A series of 
lectures are now being given in India to 
show the folly and pretensions of the 
theosephists.

Since my visits to India, CeykmvsuiL

the— 
can

just 
But

all can’t—not unless they find one on 
earth just like themselves—form a con
nection with such an one and when he 
gets to feeling good, you will feel good 
also. I will try it, no mistake. • » * »

“Did you hear what an infernal 
scrape I got into last night? I went to 
Fred. He did not want to drink. I de
stroyed that feeling and made him 
think he was dry. He drank and drank, 
more than I wanted him to, until I was 
so drunk —(mark the phrase —till t 
was so drunk that I could not break my 
connection with him or control his 
mind. He undertook to go home, fell 
into the snow, I suffered awfully, ten 
times as much as I did when dying." 
(pp. 30 and 31). This testimony corre
sponds perfectly with that of many oth
ers who have conversed with spirits 
that had just passed from the under
ground slums and liquor-maddened sa
loons of earth. And yet Mr. Tuttle, as 
do all other Spiritualists, was careful to 
speak in this connection of the great 
love of progress that uplifts even the 
lowest on to the higher planes of the 
higher life.

» J. M. PEEBLES.
18 Endsleigh Gardens, London, N.. W.
"The Priest the Woman and the Con« 

fesslonal." This book, by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure Influenoat and results 
ottbe -Romish ■confesBlonal,. as proved -

asA sxpartaMe ot;mimy wrecked ’



Eye Glasses Not Necessary

stopping at a hotel, had him arrested and kept him in

In the World Celestial

every tub.

THE RELIGIOUS SITUATION. THOMAS PAINE—COL. INGERSOLL. THE ETERNAL TREND.

and

fusing Its evidence more than for re- and proper to bring the body of Thomas - The things that we mortals do:
fusing that of our physical senses on

rests’

INDUCEwhich, by the constitution of.our nature

forth under an ampler sky. If our
. ProgressiveThinker.

WM. B. KETCHAM.
Mendota, Mo;

Dr.

hundreds and I think I could safely say thousands in 
slow fires for Jesus’ sake and for the love they enter
tained for their God. And how about John Calvin, 
the founder of the Presbyterian church, who had a lit
tle argument with Servetus on a theological subject,

By» Hight can be Strcngtnened, and all 
turma ot IMaeaaed «ye» Cured with

out Cutting or »rugging.

Live who may and die who must, 
The work of the world goes on, 

And the right will rule, we hope 
trust,

were haughty, selfish and proud, and extremely jcal- in which they disagreed, and a long time afterwards 
ous of anyone whom they might have the least suspi- Calvin, learning that Servetus was in Geneva and

once becomes a sacrifice, and all sacrifices deface our 
mansion in heaven rather than beautify it. The

As I have told you many things that man does 
which do not work for his salvation, I will now tell

Paine on the same flagship, and bury 
the two side.by side?

As Understood by a Master Mind, Gold- 
win Smith. A Desire to Have Them Specially Hon

ored.

In my judgment tills country has a 
better claim on: Thomas Paine’s mortal 
remains than any other. ’ I wish ten

devise. (As in the case of their torture of Regulus, 
the Roman general.) Cutting off the hands and feet, 
pulling out the tongue by the root, cutting off the eye
lids, and burning at the stake with a slow fire, was 
no uncommon occurrence with them. Their rulers

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skinand Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent tree. Address 0

DR7BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

"Love—Sex—Immortality.” By 
W. P. Fhdqn. Price 25 cent*.

Bible claims the w^rid-fivas made; some are.known to
take twenty-six thousand years to make one revolu* present happiness out of doing good. Happiness js 

God's declaration of present salvation. If you wishtion of its orbit. m ib

which all science, moral or physical, 
rests? After aH, what is truth but that

usually put to the sword, while their leaders were
subjected to the most inhuman torture that they could you going to do with those pious Catholics who burnt

Mtsg 37.19051 '

. , .... : , a thing because we think it is a duty, or because we
saint, ihe seeming rewards and punishments are but tHR make us happier iff another world, it at 
the natural operations of law. " • • - - ..............................

God does not require sacrifices of any kind, all sac-

What Shall We Do to Be Saved?

we cannot help believing? Is any man 
without a conscience There are men 

----------------------- r— —who crush IL perhaps silence it in 
THERE IS NO USE IN GUESSING themselves;, but is any man without it? 

AT THE NATURE OF THE POWER That notions of -fluty vary conslflera- 
WHICH.FILLS AND MOVES THE bly fromage to. age may be admitted.

C^aDaySureSSQyff EBI CT * lute!/ turc; wo
W' Sair furnbb the work and teach you free, you work in 
the locality where Jou live. Send us j"ur aduiess and we Ail! 
expluothabusinessfully, remember wegcauuico aclr.ir profit 
of |3(or every day's work,ab»<jluu:ly Hire. Write al once
UUUL DANtiFACTLUlfiU CO., Sox C67. Detroit,Mkh.

, What Shall We Do to Be Saved? praise all the rest of his works? When their Bible
Well, if you t»-e ever saved you will have to save c^its God with saying after he had created man, 

yourself, God will never do it. God in the beginning h.e 8ttW everything which he had created and be- 
____ __________ ______________ did for man all IftS will’ever do. He placed within his’,0.ld ,11: was very good. (Genesis 1:31). No, my

A Lecture Delivered by James L. Dow, before the First Spiritual So-£',!sE^^
• i p -ar k 4.4- • and God willMdver Wansgress his own law to relieve A= r luw told von »««« h»

■ eiety OI Jn.annatta:nj lYkDSaS. the sinner, God^hev^! sympathizes with the afflicted,
——----------- :--------- :— and is-never'disj^cascfl with those who "are happy.

What shall we do to be saved? To be saved from of the best of tlieir children. So they Svent among loves the vilest singer just as devotedly as he does 
Buffering and sorrow here and hereafter? the rich, and noble of birth, and compelled two him- 'the most devoted saint, he is no respecter of persons,

This is the most important question that the hffman 'dred mothers to each bring one of their best children all creation is hi£' IBi man transgress a human law, 
family ever had to deal with. From away back in the to a place designated for the sacrifice. penalty 0^ w^ch ii) ope hundred dollars, a^ter he
dim. distanee of the past, as far back as we have any • • ■ has paid that finfi hq sjffnds equal before the law with
reliable record, people were asking this question. I . one who never transgressed it. And thus it is with

■ ’ ” ” luu , Cries of Bflbies in Holy Fire, God’s law;• suffering’Wways follows quick upon- the
ed since then, up to the At this place they had a large bronzed statue with heels of wrong 4,i?ingnand happiness is sure to come 
been the question most its arms stretched out and slightly downward; and from all good acts. , This is tlie never-varying law of 

■ ' “ ” “ ..... • ... . God. God never punishes the sinner, or rewards the

reliable record, people were asking this question. I > 
And all through the myriads of years and thousands ! 
of generations ^at have passed since th 
present time ims.has always been the q__________ „ „
frequently asked, and the’ one that has never been under these arnffi they had a roaring, see-thing furnace 
satisfactorily answered to any considerable number of -of holy fire, and before the eyes of their natural pro- 
people. . tectors (their mothers) these little innocent and un-

■ The answer to this question has b^on so varied ac-' suspecting children were laid one at a time upon the 
cording to the belief and spiritual development of hot arms of this unfeeling statue, and there while call- 
whoever undertook to answer it, that the great majpr- ing piteously to its mother to help, it elung to these 
ity of the people have become dazed upon the subject« hot, unfeeling arms in its endeavor to escape the fiery 

furnace which was beneath it, until it was exhausted, 
when it fell into that terrible pit below where- its cries

and hardly know which way to steer. The various 
requirements of salvation as given out by different 
people have been easy and natural, hard and difficult, 
or tyrannical and cruel, just according to the charac
ter given to God by the people, and the character 
given to God is always in harmony with the moral and 
spiritual development of the people.

God and Moral and Spiritual Development.
In order to show you how perfectly the character 

of a God who is worshiped by a people conforms to 
the moral and spiritual development of that people 
I wish to call your attention to the inhabitants of 
Carthage, when that city was in its greatest glory. 
The inhabitants worshiped the sun and the moon, and 
were called fire-worshipers, as they believed the sun 
was fire, and their Magi, or Oracles claimed to have 
received some of this fire direct from the sun, and 
they called it holy fire and kept it continually burn
ing upon their altar in the temple, and they worshiped 
it as a God or a representative of their God, and the 
whole nation would have gone into mourning if by 
any means this fire should have become extinguished. 
These people were warlike, as were all the people at 
that lime, and while they were fairly honorable in 
their dealings with their own people who devoutly 
worshiped their God, they were most unjust and cruel 
to all others. Their common enemy if captured was

-were smothered in that liquid holy fire; whep this hor
rid scene was agaiir repeated with another child, and 
this thought to be holy, exhibition was continued 
until two hundred were thus cruelly forsaken by 
their mothers, and were allowed to fall headlong into 
this fiery furnace to satisfy an angry God. And if 
one of these mothers let drop a sigh, or shed one tear 
for her suffering child, she was severely punished, and 
the offering of the child became useless, as they be
lieved that God would not accept a sacrifice unless it 
was freely and willingly given. Here we see what 
the wise men of that city gave as an answer to the 
question, What shall we do to be saved? The people 
of that city being cruel and heartless towards those 
who sinned against them, believed that God would re- 
quire cruel sacrifices Of them, if guilty of sin.

Some Very Unpleasant Truths.
You may say these Carthaginians were pagans, and 

therefore nothing better could be expected of them; 
but we find recorded in the eleventh chapter of 
Judges that Jephtha offered up his only child as a 
burnt offering in fulfillment of a contract he made 
with the God of the'Bible. You may urge that this 
was in the early part of the world’s history, and that 
the people had made but little advancement, and that 
Jephtha was not a follower of Christ. But what are

cion of aspiring to their position, and they usually put 
to death all their own relatives, as well as the rela
tives of all former rulers, so there should be no legal 
aspirant for the throne.

So afraid were these rulers that some other citizen 
would get some of the praise of the people, that they 
usually put to death any one whom the people 
praised for justice, wisdom, or bravery; like the god 
the worshiped they required, and demanded all the 
praise, and to assure themselves that they were get
ting it^they required continual demonstrations from 
tlie people that they were still loyal, and loved them.

The people were often required to bow their heads 
down to the dust and worship them as a semi-God. 
And unless the people continued to demonstrate this 
attitude towards their ruler, the ruler became jeal
ous and angry, and the people had to pay dearly 
for it.
I The Character Attributed to God.
1 The character of the people and their rulers being 
such as I have stated, it becomes easy to understand 
what kind of a character they would be likely to at
tribute to their God. God being a ruler of rulers, and 
king of kings, they gave him the character of their 
ruler, only greatly intensified.- They believed that 
God required and demanded their most humble sub
mission to his will. That he required daily sacrifices 
in order to assure him that the people was loyal to 
hhn. They believed that while the people could only 
torture the followers of other Gods while physical 
life should last, their god could and would torture 
them through all eternity in a burning lake of holy 
fire. They not only believed that God was jealous of 
other Gods, but they believed that he was subject to 
fits of anger which could only be appeased by a great 
sacrifice, which in many eases was as heartless and 
crpel as the torture to which they subjected some of 
their prisoners.
I Believed Their God Had Become Angry.
' About the year 500 B. C., the inhabitants of Car
thage saw a Roman army approaching the city. They 
believed that for some reason their God had become 
angry and was leading this Roman army against them 
for the purpose of destroying them. And they cried 
out: “What shall we do to be saved?’’

The wise men of the city were hurriedly called to
gether to see if they could find out the causjri A the 
displeasure of their God, and after looking the matter 
over they unanimously agreed that the cause of his 
anger was because they had been offering up as a sac
rifice to him the children of the poor people, and the 
children of their slaves; they believed that their God 
demanded the best of everything, and was angry be
cause they had offered up to him the children of the 
poorer class. They therefore quickly decided that 
the only thing that would save them, and cause God 
to again smile upon them, was to offer up to him some

To the Editor of the Sun—Sir: Your 
acceptance of my letter has brought me 
many tokens ot interesr in the sub
ject to which, they relate. Some of mv 
correspondents ask me my theory. But 
as 1 have said before, I have no theory. 
All 1 pretend to do is to date the case 
¿nd invite opinion.

The subject is one of interest, practi
cal as well as deep, were it only from 
its beayng on the future position of the 
clergy. What are clergymen on whose 
minds the light of criticism has dajvned 
hereafter to do? Renan and Matthew 
Arnold seem in effect to wish that the 
clergy should continue to preach a re
ligion suited to the multitude, while 
they, the sons of light, sit aloft in light 
by themselves. But will learned and 
conscientious men, as your clergy must 

; be, be found to preach wholesome false- 
: hood for State purpose, and, like Ro
man augurs, to laugh each other in the 
face when they meet?

There are symptoms also of the dis
turbance of morality, especially of pub
lic morality, by the failure of religious 
belief. The strange phenomenon of 
flag worship'is one of them.

. Ü ultra-materialism is true, man ls a 
mere development Of the germ-plasm. 
There is no ground for belief in a moral 
government of the universe. Conscience, 
Jf it speaks of a tribunal higher than 
the human,- Iles. Death ends all for us.

you about something that will save you.
In the first place all good acts which do not amount 

to a sacrifice will make you happier here and lay up 
happiness for you hereafter.

As you cannot buy your way into heavdh, anything 
given, or done in order to lay up treasure in heaven 
will be found tirbe a failure.

Must Do Good Because We like to.
It is those things that we do that bring us happiness 

here, that will lay up'joy for us hereafter. If we do

rifices arc sacrilegious. They originated and belong 
to the dark ages. *

Something About the True God.
The true God does not get angry at the transgressor 

who is always paying the full penalty, neither are his 
smiles bought by flattery,-devotion, love, or money. 
God does pot deniapd that we worship him, for that 
would bo vain in him, and could do neither him nor 
us any good. God does not demand our love, for love 
cannot be forced, neither can it be resisted if the be
ing is lovable. God does not either demand, Hear or 
answer our prayers, and prayer is but another branch 
of heathen sacrifices, and has never-been known to 
move God in any direction. When President Gar
field was ^hot and lay hovering betwee» life and 
death, the whole Christian world and many others 
were asking God to spare his life, but God was not 
moved. When the Slocum (loaded with over thir
teen hundred human beings mostly mothers and their 
children, who were members of a Sunday-school, and 
going to a picnic to celebrate their devotion to their 
God) took fire and the most heartrending appeals 
were sent up to sate these dear children, and while 
these mothers did not think it too much for them to 
cling with their hands to redhot iron rods until tlieir 
hands were baked fast to these rods in a vain attempt 
to save their children, his children, God was not 
moved, although it seemed sufficient to move a heart 
of stone. If a man falls into the water where it is 
over his head, and he comes up and cries out: “0, 
Lord, what shall I do to be saved?" the only intelli
gent answer he could possibly receive either from 
man or God would be—swim. To believe that God 
will by any special act interfere with our life here or 
hereafter, or in any manner have anything to do with 
our salvation, requires us to put our reason under our 
feet, and close our eyes to the most palpable self-evi
dent facts.

The Magnitude of the Planets.

stranger traveling through a strange country who 
lifts a crying child out of a mud-hole, cleans off its 
clothes and gives it a nickel to make it forget its 
troubles, and passes on to other countries without giv
ing his name or residence, and having no thought of 
God at the time, has done more for his salvation than 
the man who builds a hundred ten thousand dollar 
public libraries as a monument to his name. If we 
would be saved we must do good because we like to 
do good, and not for a reward or for the fear of pun
ishment.

The man who is restrained from stealing only by 
the fear of the law, is a moral thief, as much so as the 
one who takes his chances and does steal. The man 
who quits sinning for the fear of God or his punish
ment is still a sinner. The elders who went out on 
the ice barefooted down in Pennsylvania and baptised 
a woman eighty years old, through thé ice, that she 
might be saved and they strengthen their chances of 
salvation, would have sent more solid material to the 
spirit world with which to erect a mansion if they had 
kept their shoes on and stayed in the house and 
played a game of blind man’s buff with the old lady, 
for they might have given each other a little pleasure 
without hope of reward.

Our Earth Life Reflected.
Our earth life is reflected into the spirit world, and 

happiness here reflects joy over there. Sacrifice is a

That the eyes can bo strengthened so that oyo 
glaBses can be dispensed with in the great ma* 

'*•' cuseSt hay been proven beyond a doubt, 
testimony of thousands o’ people who 

have been cured by that 
wonderful little Instru
ment called "Actlna.” Ac* 
Una also cures sore and 
granulated lids,Glaucoma. 
Iritis, etc., also removes 
Cataracts and Pterygiums 
without cutting or drug* 
glug. Over seventy thous

and of the Actinaa having been sold, thereforeit 
te not an experiment but an absolute tael. The 
following letters are but samples of those that 
are received daily:

Mrs. M, E. Cbampney, 242 West 185th St. New 
York City, writes: The ‘'Actlna" cured me of 
Iritis, after the doctors said there was no cure 
outside an operation. 1 have been ent irely well 
forever four months, can see to rend and sew as 
well as before. 1 can honestly recommend “Ac- 
Lina" for all afflictions ot the eye.

Emily Kapp, 1V20 Catena Street. Milwaukee. 
Wisconsin, writes: The “Actlna’’I purchased 
from you a year ago saved my brother’s eye
sight. My brother was near-sighted, wore num- 
her five and six ulasses, and now he can go to 
school and do ail his work and study without 
glasses.

E. R. Holdbrook. Deputy County Clerk. Fair* 
fax. Va., writes: “Actlna” has cured my eyes 
so tha'i I can do without glasses. I very seldom 
have padache now, and can study lip to eleven 
o’cloa^ after a hard day’s work at the office.

Aetna is not a drug or lotion, but a small 
pocket battery, which can be used by old and 
young with perfect safety, as it is Impossible to 
do any harm with Actlna. Every member of a 
family can use the one Actlna for any form of 
disease ot the Eye, Ear, or Throat or Head. 
Actlna will last for years, and is always ready 
for use. Actlna is sent on trial postpaid. —

If you will send your name ana address to the 
'New York and London Electric Association. 
Dept. 342N., Walnut St., Kansas City. Mo., 
you will receive absolutely FREE a valuable 
book, Prof. Wilson’s Treatise on the Eye aud on 
Diseases tn General, and you can rest assured 
that your eyes can bo cured, no matter bow' 
many doctors have failed.

a dungeon, and afterwards had him burnt at the . Let us go out in^atb^jstarlight and behold the mill- 
stake with a slow fire made of green wood, and this he ’ ’ons worlds that come within the range or our vis- 

- - ion, which are a thousand times larger .than this,
world, whirling through space with the rapidity of a' 
rifle ball, and yet;fliany|,of them have not been able to 
make one revolution o_f its orbit since the time the

did in his zeal to please the God of the Presbyterian 
church, and make sure that he (John Calvin) would 
be saved.

The Catholics even at the present day are shutting 
many human beings out from the world in the un
wholesome air of their prisons called by them nun
neries, where the world is not permitted to know of 
the sorrow and premature deaths that occur there in 
the name of Jesus and for the love of God.

And it i$ a notorious fact that even in this enlight
ened day and generation a large majority of the peo
ple believe that God requires sacrifices.

All the Christian churches are still offering up sac
rifices to please God. They believe we should ab
stain from many harmless pleasures, that we should 
do penance, that we should contribute to the church, 
give liberally to the missionary fund in an endeavor 
to convert the heathen to Christianity; they require 
us to become members of their church, and love and 
worship their God; they say we must be baptized ac- 
cordingtto the rules of the church and the require
ments of. God, that we must fast, and abstain from 
meat on Friday, and above all we must not forget to 
pray. Now these and many other sacrifices are be
lieved by Christians to be demanded by their God, and 
essential to our salvation. 1

The Pagans and Early Christians.
While the Christians of the present day look with 

horror upon some of the sacrifices of the Pagans and 
early Christians, they fail to see that they are follow
ing in the .path marked out by these Pagans and early 
Christians, and that their present practices only differ 
from theirs in degree. They believe that their God 
gets angry at their shortcomings, and becomes 
pleased with their sacrifices; they seem to think him 
very jealous of other Gods, and will severely punish 
any who'dare to worship any other god but him. 
They seem to think that God requires daily exhibi
tions of your love in order that he may know that you 
are still loyal to him.

The only difference between the Pagan God at Car
thage and the present Christian God, is that the pres
ent Christian God (like the people) is a little less 
bloodthirsty. He gets angry just as quick (although 
the Bible says that anger rests only in the breasts of 
fools) and requires something that will mortify the 
flesh in order to get him good-natured again. He 
seems only to be delighted when we are sacrificing 
our time, or our money to him, or humbling ourselves 
in the dust before him. He seems to retain all the 
characteristics of those early rulers as regards their 
vanity, and love of praise, but-is a little more moder
ate in regard to the amount of pay which he demands 
in return for his love.

and levels us all. When we die It sig
nifies nothing whether <mr life has 
teen good or evil. Materialists say 
that the evil-doer be punished by re
morse for the wasted life. But how 
can his life be said to have been wast
ed if he has supped full of pleasure 
gratified every passion end bilked hu
man justice? Positivism tells us that 
we shall live for good or evil in the fu
ture of the race. What interest when 
we have personally ceased to be, shall 
we have in the future of the race? Af
ter all, in what will the race end? Sci
ence says In a physical catastrophe.

Dogmatic and miraculous Christian
ity we resign. But the vital principles 
of Christianity, the fatherhood of God 
and the brotherhood of man, still rest 
on their historical and moral evidences 
as a key to the moral problem of our 
being. At the same time Christianity, 
by throwing off dogma and miracle, is 
rid of one of its heaviest burdens. 
There is no longer a barrier between 
Christendom and the rest of humanity. 
The term “heathen” becomes unmean
ing. Socrates, Epictetus, Marcus Au
relius are no longer consigned as out 
of the pale of salvation to the uncove
nanted mercies of God. We live hence-

us is evil, o£ order with disorder, of 
beneficence with cruelty, of beauty with 
the unbeautiful. We cannot solve the 
mystery. Bridgewater Treatises, pick
ing out instances of order and benefi
cence and saying nothing about the op
posites, no longer afford us help. Hu
man excellence is attainable only 
through effort, which implies a strug
gle with evil. This, apart from revela
tion, is apparently the only hint ot a 
solution that we have. Yet it is diffi
cult to believe that rational being is 
confined to this planet or that nothing 
speaks to us through the majesty aud 
glory of the universe. . z

Conscience, says Bishop Butler, a 
keen anatomist of human nature, would 
rule the world- Conscience tells us 
that as we do well or ill it will be well 
or ill in the sum of things. Is this a 
mere delusion? Is conscience, or is it 
not really a part of our nature? If it 
is, have we any special ground for re-

Then let us come within our own little planetary 
system and see h®w little our world is. Uranus is 
about 300-times as large as the earth, Neptune is 400 
times as large, Saturn is 700 times as large, Jupiter is 
1300 times as large, and you could tumble a half- 
dozen worlds. like'Hirs $ith all its inhabitants into one 
of those little pock ¿parks that' are to be seen on the 
face of our sun, and then the depression would not be 
nearly full. ’

This earth compares in size to the visible universe 
about like a grain of mustard seed to this world. And 
then it is not reasonable, in view of the fact that there 
is no end to space, to suppose that the visible universe 
is one-millionth part of the created worlds.

Millions Upon Millions of Worlds.
When we contemplate the vastnqss of these millions 

upon millions of worlds'whose size is almost incom
prehensible, and which move upon exact time and in 
perfect order, whose actions have never been inter
fered with by God since they were created and placed 
under law, does it not make you a little tired to think 
of millions upon millions of people all over the world 
asking and expecting this almighty creator who was 
never known to violate pr suspend one of his laws, to 
come down and fix up some little matter of law with 
them 1

Prayer is but a relic of paganism, it is not only use
less, as has been demonstrated thousands of times in 
the most thorough manner, but it is a foolish waste of 
time. We have nothing to pray for, we have nothing 
to ask for. If we ask for his love we are asking for 
what we already have, for God loves his entire crea
tion down to the smallest worm. Had we ought to 
ask for mercy and expect to receive it from God, 
whcn'mercy is always unjust unless the penalties are 
unjust or e.xcessive? Do you think the penalties, at
tached to God’s laws are excessive or unjust? Had 
we ought to ask God to save us, when he has placed at 
the feet of every human being a ladder upon which 
we can climb to salvation? Some say we are poor, 
mean, low, degraded sinners, and not worthy of sal
vation, or preserving in any manner. Does it not 
look like a gross and inexcusable insult to God to talk 
like that about his works. Men would get mad if you 
should talk like that about any of their works.

If God’s wórk in making man was such a teetotal 
failure, why did he not at once destroy him, and try 
it again? Why du Christians condemn man and

evolutionary process^ This does not 
affect its authority. " When developed, 
it is here. We must, however, be al
lowed to challenge the claim of the 
germ-plasm to prepotency and finality. 
The germ-plasm is the starting point ot 
a development which, carried forward 
and moulded by a varietylof influences, 
culminates-in Socrates. ¡But Socrates 
is not a germ-plasm tuny Thore than he 
is a particle in the nebula-from which 
the germ-plasm isioan emanation. 
That man had his inundation in tho 
dust we knew long agpt But con
science, moral aspiiHiomispiritual af
fection, the sense M spiritual beauty, 
idealization, are, iCsuur' Jinner sense 
does not utterly mislead ads, higher in 
their nature than dust', pu

Let ultra-materialttm ptove its case, 
and we accept It, little- welcome as it 
may be. But let it distinitly prove its 
case. We are just flow ii the rush of 
the great Darwinian 'discovery. We 
want a little time and reflection to see 
what the limits of that discovery are.

GOLDWIN SMITH.

loss or the losing of something, and those who sacrifice 
here will have to sacrifice over there.

When you can get happiness enough in this life to 
suit you, you are saved, and the spirit world holds out 
to you the prospects of a happy reception over there; 
but if you have made this life such that it has been a 
burden to you, filled up with sorrow, suffering, de
grading humility, and sacrifices, you can look for 
nothing better upon the other shore than a barren 
desert which you will have lo irrigate with your tears, 
and make beautiful with the work you should have 
done while here.

If you cannot make yourself happy under the laws 
that govern this world you can reasonably expect 
hard times for a while over there, for the same ruler 
rules both worlds.

Secret of Salvation and Happiness.
The whole secret of salvation is learning how to get

to find happiness when you land upon the shores of 
spirit life, then live so as to be happy here, for the. 
conditions of this life are reflected upon the other 
shore. If you would increase your happiness after 
getting into the spirit world, then get wisdom, for 
wisdom is the only- currency that will buy happiness 
over there.

Wisdom is the only currency that goes at par in 
that world to come. Every one should endeavor 
to take a good supply of this currency along with 
them, as with it they will be able to purchase all they 
need. A little of this currency will go farther in that 
world of spirits, than the prayers of a million Chris
tians.

Reason is God’s most noble gift to man, it is the 
pilot sent from heaven to guide our life-boat through 
life’s journey here and land us safe in that summer- 
land of the spirit world. The man who list's his rea
son in deciding his duty to himself or his God will al-' 
ways take the shortest road that is possible for him 
to salvation. This road will be a short one, or one a, 
long way around, according to the development of the 
intellect of the one supplying the reason, but whether 
it be the short road, or the long one, reason will finally 
lead to the winning post.

But the people who take the teachings of any book, 
or their father, or their mother, or the word of any 
preacher, priest, pope, or potentate in regard to what 
they should do to be saved, without first putting it 
under the strongest searchlight of their reason, are 
about as near hell as people ever get, and anyone who 
has preconceived opinions, which prohibit or restrain 
them from investigating any question touching upon 
the subject of what we shall do to be saved, is wan
dering from the path and losing himself in a wilder
ness of ignorance and superstition.

Reason is our guide from God, and will lead us in 
true paths, but preconceived opinions are the crea
tions of man, and may lead us astray unless we keep 
the searchlight of our reason focused upon them.

Take no man’s word in regard to what you should 
do to be saved, unless it conforms to the standard of 
truth as viewed under the light of your own reason. 
God has set no man over you to tell you what to do, 
neither has he given the keys of heaven to any sect, 
creed or congregation. Every tub stands upon its 
own bottow and there ought to be some reason for

O
Dr. Woolley’s

PAINLESS'

PIUM
ANDWhiskey Cure

SENTFBEEto all users of morphine, opium, laudanum, 
elixir of opium,co* 
cainoor whiskey, a largo book of particulars on botneor 
sanatorium treatment. Address, Dr. B. M. WOOLLEY, lOfi N. Pryor St
Atlanta, Georgia.

Ito above la the number ot Ue pre»- 
ent Issue of The Progressive ThluUer, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. It this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Ib ad- 
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number oa 
tke tag of your wrapper.

Is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to him 
many times, etherealized, materialized 
and through trance medium::, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time he spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it to the world in his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, tlie well- 
known author, scientist and reformer.

This book has a brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D„ president of tho 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives it the weight of his un
qualified endorsemenL

He says: “This book will give us 
courage to pass through the shadow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial."

Rev. M. J. Savage says: "It is in
tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true.”

The Medical Gleaner says: "It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. A. Windle says: "It is inex
pressibly delightful."

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: “It is one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books."

Everybody will be charmed with it, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance of 
two worlds. It is printed in elegant 
style, bound in clotli and gold. Price JI, 
For sale at this office.

To the Editors—I thank you for giv
ing out my suggestion to honor the 
memory of Thomas Paine and Robert 
G. Ingersoll, with bronze statues. If 
the plan could be carried out I think it 
would assist some in counteracting the 
influence of the pope of Rome in this 
country.

Societies should be organized in dif
ferent parts of the United States to 
raise funds to place these statues where 
they would do the most good, or where 
the largest number of people would see 
them.

I see it stated that our government 
contemplates bringing the mortal re
mains of John Paul Jones to this coun
try for burial. Would it not be wise

When we to our graves have gone;
Though sin may vaunt herself in her 

might
And surfeited lie and yawn, 

The evil is only the span of night 
• And right is the pearly dawn.

Live who may and die who must,
The work of the world stays not, 

And even our acts of hideous lust
Are a part of the greater plot;

And whether or no we fit in the plan 
That a higher pow’r hath wrought, 

The evil of man devised by man
Bat cometh at last to naught.

Live who may and die who must, 
The work of the world rings true, 

And dark and light in the web is thrust
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- : - - - • _ thousand people'would write President
Neighbor, to Subecrlbe w vwt Roosevelt and iirge him to take up this 

Progressive Thinker. matter, and- have the remains of
NOW la th/time to extend the circula. ; Thomas Paine brought to the United 
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And the pattern is wrought by him who 
sees

As the shuttle glances through, 
And the evil is changed to good with 

ease
And roses are bom ot the rue.

Live who may and die,who musL 
The work of the world is done,

Or ever the workers Ue down in the 
dust . , . •

They, are used and'every one;
For the master weaver is above it all 

And sits in the blazing sun, . ,
And those who rise and those who fall 

Are Used, for he wasteth none.
•—Chicago Chronicle.
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By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within youmclf lies the cause of whatever enter« 
Into your life. To como Into the full realization of 
your own awakened Interior power«. Ib to bo able to 
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Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savkge. in this book of 243 pages, discuss* 

es problems that have vexed IntelUgeat minds 
probably to a greater extent than anv others, 
siring those of the religious life. Ho* states a 

■great number of well-authenticated Instances 
otsplrliist revelation or communication* His 
discussion Is trank and fearless, and merits the 
widest readme, for be dente with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth. 61.00.



THE RELIGIOUS SITUATION.

ed if he has supped full of pleasure

man justice? Positivism tells us that

_ . not really a part of our nature? If it
rid of one of its heaviest burdens, is, have we any special ground for re- 
There Is no longer a barrier between fusing its evidence more than for re-

What Shall We Do to Be Saved?

stopping at a hotel, had him arrested and kept him in

. Conscience; says Bishop Butler,
keen anatomist of human nature, would 
rule the world™ Conscience tells us 
that as we do well or ill it will'be well 
or ill in . the sum of things. Is this a 
mere delusion? Is conscience, or is it

and levels .us all. When we die it sig
nifies nothing whether our life has 
been good' or evil. Materialists say 
that the evil-doer; be punished by re
morse for the wasted life. But how 
can his .life be said to have been wast-

Ac Understood by a Master Mind, Gold- 
win Smith.

themselves; but is any man without it?
That notions of duty vary considera

bly from age to age may be admitted. 
But conscience always declares for 
duty as we. see it at the time against 
the forces of passion or self-love.

A Lecture Delivered by James L. Dow, before the First Spiritual So

ciety of Manhattan, Kansas.

What Shall We De to Be Saved?....... praise all the rest of his works? When their Bible 
Well, if you ever saved you will have to-save credits God with saying after he had created man, 

yourself, Obd will never do it. God in the beginning th»* h« saw everything which he had created, and bc- 
did for man all 11« will’ever do. He placed within his 1‘°.ld it was very good. (Genesis 1:31). No, my 
reach happiness5yhi(3f ho can obtain only by right ac- “'je"d8> God has not been disappointed m man; man 
tion. Suffering eonjgg entirely from transgression, 13 "1 tliat God expected of him. .
and God willuidver .transgress his own law to relieve ,4s, I have told you many things that mail does 
the sinner. C

What shall we do to be saved? To be saved from of the best of their children. So they‘went among 
Buffering and sorrow here and hereafter? the rich, and noble of birth, and compelled two hph-

This is .the most important question that the human dred mothers to each bring one of their best children 
family ever had to deal with. From away back in the to a place designated for the sacrifice.
dim. distance of the past, as far back as we have any
reliable record, people were asking this question. , Cries of Babies in Holv Fire 
And all through the myriads of years und thousands ! . Cries ot Babies in Holy I ire,
of generations Slat have passed since then, up to the '- At this place they had a large bronzed statue with 
present time taik .has always been the question most its arms streteheil out and slightly downward) and 
frequently asked, and the one that has never been under these armk they had a roaring, seething furnace 
satisfactorily answered to any considerable number of />f "holy fire, and before the eyes of their natural pro- 
people. . >. tectors (their mothers) these little innocent and un-
■ The answer to this question has b^dri so varied ac-' suspecting children were laid one at a time upon the 
cording to the belief and spiritual development of hot arms of this unfeeling statue, and there while call- 
whoever undertook to answer it, th^tthe great major- ing piteously to its mother to help, it clung to these 
ity of the people have become dazed upon the subject* hot, unfeeling arms in its endeavor to escape the fiery 
and hardly know which way to steer, The various furnace which was beneath it, until it was exhausted, 
requirements of salvation, as given out by different when it fell into that terrible pit below where-its cries

ULAL* uuu nui-JIViVl XIX» unii 4-UW bU IPIAUVV . % « . T . ii

the sinner, God^ievitj sympathizes with the afflicted,, which do uot work tor his salvation, I will now tell 
and is -never'diseased vyith those who “are happy, you about something that will save you. ■
He loves the vilest singer: just as devotedly as he does ^le P^ee all good acts which do not amount 
the most devoted saint; he is no respecter of persons, to a sacrifice will make you happier here and lay up 
all creation is hili;1 IfTi man transgress a human law, happiness for you hereafter. _ ...
the penalty qf <jeh & ope hundred dollars, after he .As you cannot buy your way into heavdh, anything 
has paid that linu hq stands equal before the law with gi.vei1» °1’ done in order to lay up treasure in heaven 
one who never transgressed it. And thus it is with will be found to'be a failure.
God’s lawpsufl’dring^ftlways follows quick upon-the Must Do Good Because Wo Like to.
heels of wrong qpin^arid happiness is sure to cóme ft js f]10se things that we do that bring us happiness 
from all good acts. ; fins is the never-varying Jaw of bere that will lay up^joy for us hereafter. If we do 
God, God never punishes the’sinner, or rewards the a because* we think it is a duty, or because we 
saint. The seemmg rewards and punishments are but think it win make w happiei« in another world, it at 
the natura 1, operations ot law. • . once becomes a sacrifice, and all sacrifices deface our

God does not require sacrifices iff any kind, all sac- mansiOn in heaven rather than beautify it. The 
rifices are sacrilegious, they originated and belong gtrangei. traveling through a strange country who 
to the dark ages. -- ■ - - - -- - - - •lifts a crying child out of a mud-hole, cleans off its 

clothes and gives it a nickel to make it forget its 
The. true God doeinot get angry at the transgressor “d passes on to other countries without giv-

people have been easy and natural, hard and difficult, -were smothered in that liquid holy fire; whe9 Jhis hor- whous always paynng the Qod at for galvation than
or tyrannical and cruel, just according to the eharae- nd scene was again'repeated with another child, and man who builds a hundred ten thousand dollar
ter given to God by the people, and the character this thought to be holy, exhibition was continued God does pot demapd that we worship him, tor that .j- ki,rar;es as a monument to his name If we

- — -■ - J 1 1 ....... - - until two hundred were thus eruellv forsaken hv would be vain m him, and could do neither him nor Puu?? Dianes as a monument w iusumm. n wvunui iwo_ iiunuriu were runs eiueiiy lorsairen oy ' . , j* m A1W inw u'w would be saved we must do good because we like to
their mothers, and were allowed to fall headlong mto “W ?°°d- God does not demand our love, tor love f1n[rnn<1 nrif1 nAfn r„,„nr^ nr fnr tll„ fonr nf nnn. 
this fiery furnace to satisfy an angry God. And if

given to God is always in harmony with the moral and 
spiritual development of the people.

God and Moral and Spiritual Development,
In order to show you how perfectly the character 

of a God who is worshiped by a people conforms to 
the moral and spiritual development of that people 
I wish to call your attention to the inhabitants of 
Garthage, when that city was in its greatest glory. 
The inhabitants worshiped the sun and the moon, and 
were called fire-worshipers, as they believed the sun 
was fire, and their Magi, or Oracles claimed to have 
received some of this fire direct from the sun, and 
they called it holy fire and kept it continually burn
ing upon their altar in the temple, and they worshiped 
it as a God or a representative of their God, and the 
whole nation would have gone into mourning if by 
any means this fire should have become extinguished. 
These people were warlike, as were all the people at 
that time, and while they were fairly honorable in

one of these mothers let drop a sigh, or shed one tear 
for her suffering child, she was severely punished, and 
the offering of the child became useless, as they be
lieved th?t God would not accept a sacrifice unless it 
was freely and willingly given. Here we see what 
the wise men of that city gave as an answer to the 
question, What shall.we do to be saved? The people 
of that city being cruel and heartless towards those 
who sinned against them, believed that God would re
quire cruel sacrifices Of them, if guilty of sin.

Some Very Unpleasant Truths.
You may say these Carthaginians were pagans, and 

therefore nothing better could be expected of them; 
but we find recorded in the eleventh chapter of 
Judges that Jephtha offered up his only child as a 
burnt offering in fulfillment of a contract he made 

' tlieir dealings with their own people who devoutly with the God of the-Bible. You may urge that this 
! worshiped their God, they were most unjust and cruel, was in the early part of the world’s history, and that 
to all others. Their common enemy if captured was
usually put to the sword, while their leaders were 
Subjected to the most inhuman torture that they could 
devise. (As in the case of their torture of Regulus, 
the Roman general.) Cutting off the hands and feet, 
pulling out the tongue by the root, cutting off the eye
lids,', and burning at the stake with a slow fire, was 
no uncommon occurrence with them. Their rulers

the people had made but little advancement, and that 
Jepktha was not a follower of Christ. But what are 
you going to do with those pious Catholics who burnt 
hundreds and I think I could safely say thousands in 
slow fires for Jesus’ sake and for the love they enter
tained for their God. And how about John Calvin, 
the founder of the Presbyterian church, who had a lit
tle argument with Servetus on a theological subject,

were haughty, selfish and proud, and extremely jeal- 'in which they disagreed, and a long time afterwards 
ous of anyone whom they might have the least suspi- Calvin, learning that Servetus was in Geneva and 
cion of aspiring to their position, and they usually put
to death al) their own relatives, as well as the rela
tives of all former rulers, so there should be no legal 
aspirant for the throne.

So afraid were these rulers that some other citizen 
would get some of the praise of the people, that they 
usually put to death any one whom the people 
praised for justice, wisdom, or bravery; like the god 
the worshiped they required, and demanded all the 

• praise, and to assure themselves that they were get
ting it^they required continual demonstrations from 
the people that they were still loyal, and loved them.

The people were often required to bow their heads 
down to the dust and worship them as a semi-God. 
!And unless the people continued to demonstrate this 
attitude towards tlieir ruler, the ruler became jeal
ous and ringry, and the people , had to pay deiirly 
forit.
I The Character Attributed to God.
' The character of the people and their rulers being 
such as I have stated, it becomes easy to understand 
what kind of a character they would be likely to at
tribute to their God. God being a ruler of rulers, and 
king of kings, they gave him the character of their 
ruler, only greatly intensified^ They believed that 
God required and demanded their most humble sub
mission to his will. That he required daily sacrifices 
iri order to assure him that the people was loyal to 
him. They believed that while the people could only 
torture the followers of other Gods while physical 
Ijfe should last, their god could and would torture 
them through all eternity in a burning lake of holy 
fire. They not only believed that God was jealous of 
other Gods, but they believed that he was subject to 
fits of anger which could only be appeased by a- great 
sacrifice, which in many cases was as heartless and 
crpel as the torture to which they subjected some of 
their prisoners.
[ Believed Their God Had Become Angry.
' About the year 50& B. C., the inhabitants of Car
thage saw a Roman army approaching the city, 'fhey 
believed that for some reason their God had become 
angry and was leading this Roman army against them 
for the purpose of destroying them. And they cried 
out: “What shall we do to be saved?”

The wiso men of the city were hurriedly called to
gether to see if they could find out the cau^f^i the 
displeasure of their God, and after looking the matter 
over they unanimously agreed that the cause of his 
anger was because they had been offering up as a sac
rifice to him the children of the poor people, and the 
children of their slaves; they believed that their God 
demanded the best of everything, and was angry be
cause they had offered up to him the children of the 
poorer class. They therefore quickly decided that 
the only thing that would save them, and cause God 
to again smile upon them, was to offer up to him some

To the Editor of the Sun—Sir: Your 
acceptance of my letter has brought me 
many tokens of interest in the sub
ject to which, they relate. Some of nv 
correspondents ask me my theory. But 
as 1 have said before, I have no theory; 
All < pretend to do is to state the case 
and invite opinion.

The subject is one of interest, practi
cal as well as deep, were it only from 
its beating on the future position of the 
clergy. What are clergymen on whose 
minds the light of criticism has dawned 
hereafter to do? Renan and Matthew 
Arnold seem In effect to wish that the 
clergy should continue to preach a re
ligion suited to the multitude, while 
they, the sons of light, sit aloft in light 
by Themselves. But will learned and 
conscientious men, as your clergy must 

I be, be found to preach wholesome-false- 
’ hood for State purpose, and, like Ro
man augurs, to laugh each other in the 
lace when they meet?

There are symptoms also of the dis^ 
turbance of morality, especially of pub
lic morality, by the failure of religious 
belief. The strange phenomenon of 
flag worshljris one of them.

. If ultra-materialism Is true, man -Is a 
mere development of the' germ-plasm. 
There is no ground for belief in a moral 
government of-the universe. Conscience, 
if it speaks of a tribunal higher than 
the human,-lies. Death ends all for us.

Eye Glasses Not Necessary.
ft

Bye Hight cau be ^truugtJieiicd. and all 
fornati of IMseuaec) Byes Cured wllti> 

ont Cutting or Druggiug*

*
Something About the True God.

cannot-be forced, neither can it be resisted if the be
ing is lovable. Gpd does not either demand, Hear or 
answer opr prayers, and prayer is but another branch 
of heathen sacrifices, and has never* been known to 
move God in any direction. 'When President Gar
field was .shot'and lay hovering between* life and 
death, the whole Christian world and many others 
were asking God to spare his life, but God was not 
moved. When the Slocum-(loacled with over thir
teen hundred human beings mostly mothers and their 
children, who were members of a Sunday-school, and 
going to a picnic to celebrate their devotion to their 
God) took fire and the most heartrending appeals 
were sent up to safe these dear children, and while 
these mothers did not think it too much for them to 
cling with their hands to redhot iron rods until tlieir 
hands were baked fast to these rods in a vain attempt 
to save their children, his children, God was not 
moved, although it seemed sufficient to move a heart 
of stone. If a man falls into the water where it is

do good, arid not for a reward or for the fear of pun
ishment.

The man who is restrained from stealing only by 
the fear of the law, is a moral thief, as much so as the 
one who takes his chances and does steal. The man 
who quits sinning for the fear of God or his punish
ment is still a sinner. The elders who went out on 
the iee barefooted down in Pennsylvania and baptised 
a woman eighty years old, through the ice, that she 
might be saved and they strengthen their chances of 
salvation, would have sent more solid material to the 
spirit world with which to erect a mansion if they had 
kept their shoes on and stayed in the house and 
played a game of blind man’s buff with the old lady, 
for they might have given each other a little pleasure 
without hope of reward.

Our Earth Life Reflected.
Our earth life is reflected into the-spirit world, aud 

happiness here reflects joy over there. Sacrifice is a 
loss or the losing of something, and those who sacrifice 
here will have to sacrifice over there.

That the eyes can bo strengthened so that eyo 
(lasses can be dispensed with in the great ina- 

cases, has been proven bovonu a doubt, 
testimony of thousands o’ people who 

have been cured by that 
wonderful little instru
ment called “Actlna.” Ac« 
tina also cures sore and 
granulated lids,Glaucoma, 
iritis, etc., also removes 
Cataracts and Pterygiums 
without cutting or drug
ging. Over seventy thous

and of the Actlnas having been sold, thereforett 
is not an experiment but an absolute fact. The 
following letters are but samples of those that 
are received daily:

Mrs, M, E. Champney, 242 West 135th St. New 
York City, writes: The “Actlna” cured me of 
Irltjs. after the doctors said there was no cure 
outside un operation. I have been entirely well 
for over four months, can see to read and sew as 
well us before. I can honestly recommend “Ac- 
tina” for all afflictions of the eye.

Emily Kapp, 1920 Galena Street, Milwaukee. 
Wisconsin, writes: The “Actlna” I purchased 
from you a year ago saved my brother's eye
sight. My brother was near-sighted, wore num
ber Ave and six glasses, and now he can go to 
school and do all his work and study without 
glasses.

E. R. Holdbrook. Deputy County Clerk, Fair
fax, Va., writes: “Actlna” has cured my eyes 
so tha'i I can do without glasses. I very seldom 
have kaadache now, and can study up to elevon 
o'clock after a hard day’s work at the office.

Actuals not a drug or lotion, but a small 
pocket battery, which can be used by old and 
young with perfect safety, as it is impossible to 
do any harm with Actina, Every member of a 
family can use the one Actlna for any form of 
disease of the Eye, Ear, or Throat or Head. 
Actina will last for years, and is always ready 
for use. Actina is sent on trial postpaid.

If yon will send your name ana adaressto the 
'New York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. 842N., W9 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo., 
you will receive absolutely FREE u valuable 
book, Prof. Wilson's Treatise on the Eye aud on 
Diseases in General, and you can rest assured 
that your eyes can be cured, no matter how 
many doctors have failed.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Wdto 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address O 

DR7B YE, moudwa^Kansas City, Mo.

ji

over his head, and he comes up and cries out: “O,
Lord, what shall I do to be saved!” the only intelli- When you can get happiness enough in this life to 
gent answer he could possibly receive either from Suit you, you are saved, and the spirit world holds out 
man or God would be—swim. To believe that God
will by any special act interfere with our life here or 
hereafter, or in any manner have anything to do with 
our salvation, requires us to put our reason under our 
feet, and close our eyes to the most palpable self-evi
dent facts.

The Magnitude of the Planets.

RlB El M uUsolctel, tui©-, w#
furnish tho work and tueb you free, you work in 

the locality where you live. Send u» your addier» and we will 
ei plain the bualnen fully, rumember wegnaiiuteo a clear profit 
of |3 for every day's work .aliroluuly tore. Write ut once. 
UOUL lUJiUFAmKIDiU Box £67, Uctruii.HUlu

O
Dr. Woolly’s 

PAINLESS' 

HUM 
ANDWhiskey Cure

SENT EBBE to all 
users of morphine, opium, laudanum, 
elixir of opium,co- 
calnoor whiskey,a largo book of par
ticulars on bomoor 
sanatorium treatment. Address, Dr. 
B. M. WOOLLEY, 106 N. Pryor St.
Atlanta, Georgia.

to you the prospects of a happy reception over there ; 
•but if you have made this life such that it has been a 
burden to you, filled up with sorrow, suffering, de
grading humility, and sacrifices, you can look for 
nothing better upon the other shore than a barren 
desert which you will have to irrigate with your tears, 
and make beautiful with the work you should have 
done while here.

If you cannot make yourself happy under the laws 
that govern this world you can reasonably expect 

■ hard times for a while over there, for the same ruler 
rules both‘worlds.

Secret of Salvation and Happiness.
The whole secret of salvation is learning how to get

a dungeon, and afterwards had him burnt at the . Let us go out in/:o,tl  ̂starlight and behold the mill
stake with a slow fire made of green wood, and this he * ’ons worlds that come within the range ot our vis- 

- - -• - - - — - ■ j0I1) wkick arg a thousand times larger jhan tiiis^
world, whirling tarou^Ji space with the rapidity of a" 
rifle ball, and yet.'.piany.of them have not been able to 
make one revolution of its orbit since the time the 
Bible claims the lyprld-jwas made; some are.known to ...
take twenty-six thousand years to make one revolu> present happiness out of doing good. Happiness js 

God’s declaration of present salvation. If you wishtion of its orbit. >0 i n . ••
Then let us come within our -own little planetary

system and see haw little our world is. Uranus is 
about 300-times as large as the earth, Neptune is 400 
times as large, Saturn is 700 times as large, Jupiter is 
1300 times as large, arid you could tumble a half- 
dOzen worlds, likithis ‘i^ith All its inhabitants into one 
of those little pb^^fks thaVare to .be seen on the 
face of our sun, and'then the depression would not be

did in his zeal to please the God of the Presbyterian : 
chureh, and make sure that he (John Calvin) would 
be saved.

The Catholics even at the present day are shutting : 
many human beings out from the world in the un- ; 
wholesome air of their prisons called by them nun
neries, where the world is not permitted to know of 
the sorrow and premature deaths that occur there in 
the name of Jesus and for the love of God. 1

And it i% a notorious fact that even in this enlight- ' 
ened day and generation a large majority of the peo
ple believe that God requires sacrifices.

All the Christian churches are still offering up sac- 
rifices to please God. They believe we should ab
stain from many harmless pleasures, that we should 
do penance, that we should contribute to the chureh, 
give liberally to the missionary fund in an endeavor 
to convert the heathen to Christianity; they require 
us to become members of their church, and love and 
worship their God; they'say we must be baptized ac
cording to the rules of the church and the require
ments of-God, that we must fast, and abstain from 
meat on Friday, and above all we must not forget to 
pray. Now these and many other sacrifices are be
lieved by Christians to be demanded by their God, and 
essential to our salvation. *

The Pagans and Early Christians.
While the Christians of the present day look with 

horror upon some of the sacrifices of the Pagans and 
early Christians, they fail to see that they are'follow- 
ing in the .path marked out by these Pagans and early 
Christians, and that tlieir present practices only differ 
from theirs in degree. They believe that their God 
gets angry at their shortcomings, and, becomes 
pleased with their sacrifices; they seem to think him 
very jealous of other Gods, and will severely punish 
any who'dare to worship any other god but' him. 
They seem to think that God requires daily exhibi
tions of your lore in order that he may know that you 
are still loyal to him. .

The only difference between the Pagan God jit Car
thage and the present Christian God, is that the pres
ent Christian God (like the people) is a little less 
bloodthirsty. He gets angry just as quick (although 
the Bible says that anger rests only in the breasts of 
fools) and requires something that will mortify the 
flesh in order to get him good-natured again. He 
seems only to be delighted when we are sacrificing 
our time, or our money to him, or humbling ourselves 
in the dust before him. He seems to retain all the 
characteristics of those early rulers as regards their 
vanity,, and love of praise, but is a little more moder
ate in regard to the amount of pay which he demands 
in return for his love. ,

nearly full. " v
This earth Compares in size to the visible universe 

about Like a grain of mustard seed to this world. And 
then it is not reasonable, in view of the fact that there 
is no end to space, to suppose that the visible universe 
is one-millionth part of the created worlds.

Millions'Upon Millions of Worlds.
When we contemplate the vastnqss of these millions 

upon millions of worlds'whose size is almost incom
prehensible, and which move upon exact time and in 
perfect order,, whose actions have never been inter
fered with by God since they were created and placed 
under law, does it not make you a little tired to think 
of millions upon millions of people all over the world 
asking and expecting this almighty creator who was 
never known to violate pr suspend one of his laws, to 
come down and fix up some little matter of law With 
them?

Prayer is but a relic of paganism, it is not only use
less, as has been.demonstrated thousands of times in 
the most thorough manner, but it is a foolish waste of 
time. We have nothing to pray for, we have nothing 
to ask for. If we ask for his love we are asking for

to find happiness when you land upon the shores of 
spirit life, then live so as to be happy here, for the 
conditions of this life are reflected upon the other 
shore. If you would increase your happiness after 
getting into the spirit world, then get wisdom, for 
wisdom, is the only currency that will buy happiness 
over there.

Wisdom is the only currency that goes at par in 
that world to come. Every one should endeavor 
to take a good supply of this currency along with 
them, as with it they will be able to purchase all they 
need. A little of this currency will go farther in that 
world of spirits, than the prayers of a million Chris
tians.

Reason is God’s most noble gift to man, it is the 
pilot sent from hgaven to guide our life-boat through 
life’s journey here and land us safe in that summer- 
Ignd of the spirit world. The man who usbs his rea
son in deciding his duty to himself or his God will al-' 
ways take the shortest road that is possible for him 
to salvation. This road will be a short one, or one a. 
long way around, according to the development of the 
intellect of the one supplying the reason, but whether 
it be the short road, or the long orie, reason will finally 
lead to the winning post.

But the people who take the teachings of any book, 
or their father, or their mother, or the word of any 
preacher, priest, pope, or potentate in regard to what 
they should do to be saved, without first putting it 
under the strongest searchlight of their reason, are 
about as near hell as people ever get, and anyone who

The above le the number ot the pros, 
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top ot the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right band corner ot the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
tee tag of your wrapper.

In the World Celestial

has preconceived opinions, which prohibit or restrainrtM‘tlin rn^.ii r: 1 . » i

non down w the ¡uuaih^ ™ui. Had we ought to gejn from investigating any question touching upon 
ask for mercy and'expeet to receive it from Go^,. th* subject of what we shall do ta be saved, is wan- 
when mercy is always Unjust unless the penalties arb? «enng from he path and losing himself m a wilder- 
unjust or excessive! Do you think the penalties, at- ne®s °f ignorance and superstition.
tached to God’s laws are excessive or unjust! Had - Reason is our guide from God, and wilrlead us m 
we ought to ask God to save us, when he has placed at true paths, but preconceived opinions are the crea
tile feet of every human being a ladder upon which tions of man, and may lead us astray unless we keep 

■ - ~ the.searchlight of our reason focused upon them.

what we already have,, for God loves his entire erea-
tion down to the smallest worm.

we can climb to salvation? Some say we are poor, 
mean, low, degraded sinners, and not worthy of .sal
vation, or preserving in any manner. Does it not 
look like a gross arid inexcusable insult to. God to talk 
like that about his’works. Men would get mad if you
should talk like that about any of their works.

If God’s w6rk in’making man was such a teetotal 
failure, why did he not at once destroy him, and try 
it. ngniri? ."Why dn Christians condemn man and every tub.

Take no man’s word in regard to what you should 
do to be saved, unless it conforms to the standard of 
truth as viewed under the light of your own reason. 
God has set no man over you to tell you what to do, 
neither has he given the keys of heaven to any sect, 
creed or congregation. Every tub stands upon its 
own bottow and there ought to be some reason for

us Is evIL of order with disorder, of evolutionary process. This does hot THOMAS PAINE—COL. INGERSOLL, 
beneficence with cruelty, of beauty with affect its authority. “When developed, ■  
the unbeautlfuL We cannot, solve, the it is here. We must, however, Ue al- .„ .
mystery. .Bridgewater Treatises, pick- lowed to challenge Qie claim of the A Desire to Have-Them Specially Hon
ing out instances of order and henefi- germ-plasm to prepotency' and finality. * ored.
cence and saying nothing about the op- The germ-plasm is thfe starting point ot —— ' <

---------------  —„---------------------—- posites, no longer, afford us help. Hu- a development Which; carried forward To the Editors—I thank you for giv- 
gratified eveiy, passion end bilked hu- man excellence is attainable only and moulded by a varietytof influences, ing out my suggestion to honor the

through effort, which. impUes a strug-culminates-in Socrates. ¡But Socrates . ------
gle with evil. This/apart from revela- is not a germ-plasm mny Thore than he 
tion, is apparently the only hint of a is a particle in the Jiebulasfrom which 
solution that we have. Yet it is diffi- the germ-plasm isiotan .emanation, 
cult to believe that rational being is -That man had his ¡foundation in tho

we shall live for good or evil in the fu
ture of the race." What interest when 
we have personally ceased to be, shall 
we have in the future of the race? Af
ter all, in what will the race end? Sci
ence says in a physical catastrophe.

Dogmatic and miraculous Christian
ity we resign. But the vital principles 
of Christianity, the fatherhood of God 
and the brotherhood of man, still rest 
on their historical and moral evidences 
as a key to the moral problem of our 
being. At the same time Christianity, 
by throwing off dogma and miracle, is

memory of Thomas Paine and Robert' 
G. Ingersoll, with bronze statues. If 
the plan could be carried out I think It

THE ETERNAL TREND.

Live who may and die who must, 
The work of the world goes on. 

And the right will rule, we hope 
trust,

and

confined to this planet or that nothing dust we knew long agp£ But con- 
speaks to us through the majesty aud science, moral aspliilionaispiritual a£- 
glory of the universe. . ? fection. the sense df Bpifitual beauty,

a idealization, are. ifiaxur' finner sense 
does not utterly mislead ais, higher in

would assist some in counteracting the 
influence of the -pope of Rome in this 
country..

Societies should be organized in dif
ferent parts of the United States to 
raise funds to place these statues where 
they would do the most good, or where

When we to our graves have gone;
..Though sin may vaunt herself In her 

might
And surfeited lie and yawn, 

The evil is only the span of night 
• And right is the pearly dawn.

Live who may and die who must, 
The work of the world stays not,

their nature than dust ■ Ju ' the largest number of people would see 
Let ultra-materialtim-i.tave its case, them.

’ And even our acts of hideous lust
Are a part of the greater plot;

And whether or no we fit in the plan 
1 That a higher pow’r hath wrought, 
1 The evil of man devised by man

Bat cometh at last to naught.and we accept it, little-, welcome ps it . I seo it stated, that our government 
maybe. But let it distinctly prove its contemplates bringing the mortal re- Live who may and die who must, 
case. We are just flow ii the rush ot' mains of'Jbhn Paul Jones to this coun- The work of the world rings true, 
the great Darwinian .'discovery. We try for burial. Would it not be wise Arid dark and light in the web is thrust

J t ------- - —--------------------------— — want a little time arid.reflection to see and proper to bring the body of Thomas - The things that we mortals do;
Chrlsteiidom and the rest of humanity, fusing that of our physical senses on what the limits of that discovery are. " " - • ...... . ....
The term "heathen” becomes unmean- which all science, moral or physical, “ ‘
ing. Socrates,. Epictetus, Marcus Au- rests? After all, what is truth but that 
reUns are no longer consigned as out ................  
of the pale of salvation to the uncove-

Paine on the same flagship, and bury And the pattern is wrought by him who 
’ GOLDWIN SMITH, the two side, by side? ' sees

nanted mercies of God. We live hence
forth-under an'ampler sky.

THERE IS NO. USE IN GUESSING 
AT THE NATURE OF THE POWER 
WHICH FILLS AND. MOVES THE 
UNIVERSE. ’WE CANNOT HOPE TO 
DELINEATE OR DEFINE THE IN
CONCEIVABLE-

The world-visible to us presents to 
our senses a perplexing mixture of thht 
which to us is good with that which to

which, by the constitution of.ournature 
we cannot help believing? Is any man 
without a conscience There' are men 
who crush it, perhaps silence it in Jfour

In my judgment .this country has a As the shuttle .glances through, 
* .better ¿¡aim .on JTho Paine’s mortal And the evil is. changed, to good with
- remains than any other. '1 wish ten

It may be true that conscience, like earm contains suca a vast iuuuuui 
other parts of our. nature» including the.af matter bo well adapted to ehrich tha 
scientific faculties, is developed by an p»ind. Bend m asubscriotiou now. .

, . ■ ■ ’ _ thousand people would write President
Neighbor to Subtcrlbe W Roosevelt and urge hlm to take up this

;Progressiv». Thinker. matter, -and'-have • the remains ’ of
Ndw is the timo to exto&d the circula, Thomas Paine brought to tho United 

Uon of Th'e Progresses Thinker. It . States in the name of the people of this 
will contain Occult'fthi SpIritualistlö ^great nation/ , 
news with which every one should b« 
familiar. No-other papbr published on 
this,earth contains sudh a vast amount

ease .
And roses are boni of the rue.

Live who may and die.who must,.
The Work of the world is done, 

Or ever the workers He down in the

Mendota, Mo; •
WM. B. KETCHAM.

"Love—Sex—Immortality.*’ By 
W. P. Phelqn. Price 25 cents.

Dr.

dust
They, are used and every one;

For the master weaver Is above It all 
And sits in the blazing sun, , .

And those who rise and those who fall 
Are used, for he wasteth none.

—Chicago Chronicla.

Is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to him 
many limes, etherealized, materialized 
and through trance mediums, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time he spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it to the world in his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, the w’ell- 
known author, scientist and reformer.
. This book has a brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas. D. D., president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives It the weight of his un
qualified endorsement

He says: "This book will give us 
courage to pass through the shadow of 
detith to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial."

Rev. M. J. Savage says: "It Is in
tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true."

The Medical Gleaner says: "It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. A. Windle says: "It Is inex
pressibly delightful."

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: "It is one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar- 
velous age of books.”

Everybody will be charmed with it, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance ot 
two worlds. It Is printed in elegant 
style, bound In cloth and gold. Price $1. 
For sale at this office.

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of “The World Beautiful,” “Kate Field,* 
“After Her Death.” “From Dreamland Sent,” etc. 
With portrait. 16mo. Cloth, gilt. Price 11.25. The 
writer of this “Study of EUzabctb Barrett Browning** 
has thrown the book into five chapters, with sub-tiiiea as follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. ‘’Summer Snow of Apple 

Blossoms;” Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends iu tho Unseen.
LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Friend; 

Vita Nouva; “One Day, My Siren.
IN THAT NEW WORM). Pisa and Poetry; In Cm« 

Guldl; Florentine Daya; Walter Savage Landor.
ART AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; Tbo 

Clasped Hands; Kate Field's Records; Mrs. 
Browning*« Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank: Spiritual 
Lawn; Modern Scientific Thought; The Consider
ation of Genius.

For Sale at this office.

In Tune will) the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine. •

Within yourself lies the cause of whatever enten 
Into your life. To come into tho full realization ot 
your own awakened Interior powers, Is to be able to 
condition your Hie in exact accord with what you 
would have It.—From Title-Page.

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; H. The BanremeFflCtof 
the Universe; III. The Supreme Fact of Human Life; 
IV. Fullness of Life—Bodily Health and Vigor; V. 
Tho Secret, Power aud Effect ot Love: VI. Wisdom 
and Interior Illumination; VIL Tho Realization of 
Perfect Peace; Vlll. Coming Into fuHnesB of power; 
IX. Plenty of All Things—The Law of Prosperity; 
X. How Men Have Become Prophets, Seers, Sages, 
and Saviors; Xl, Tho Basle Principle of All Religious 
—The Universal Religion-. XII. EuteriugNow Into 
the Realization ditto Highest Riches. For s&leM 
this office. Price, postpaid. »US.

Gan Telepathy Explain?.
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Sarâgxx in this book ot 243 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others,, 
string those of the religious life. He states a 
great number of woll-anthentlcathd instances 
of spiritist revelation or commuulcatlon. His 
discussion Is frank and fearless. the
widest reading, for he deals with iacuandox« 
perigees. Price, cloth. £1.00.
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When writing for this paper
ese s pen or typewriter. ?

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over. _

We go to preo$ early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous. Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I Tnke due notice that Items for thU 
s alone responsible for any assertions I page In order to Insure Insertion must

■*

ir statements he may make. The editor 
illows this freedom of expression, be- 
leving that the cause of truth can be 
:est subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
.iametrlcally opposed to his belief, yet 
.hat is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade- 
luate to publish everything that comes 
.o hand, however much we might "desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corro- 
spondents that The ProgressiveTlilnker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Pleasp bear this 
.n mind.
’ ITEMS.—Bear In mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
■adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
ess; otherwise many items would be 

crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
tern is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to twb lines, as occasion may re-, 
quire, jf

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 

"Correspondent writes so and-so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The Items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we ’have not space to use them.

contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the-.waste basket.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NA MD 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

Mrs. Alla. McHenry is now located in 
Excelsior Springs, Mo., at the Saratoga 
Hotel, and will be pleased to meet all
who are Interested', in occult 
Demonstrations of spirit power, 
cles and inspirational lectures 
subject given at hotel parlors 
vate homes by appointment.

science, 
test pir
ón any 
or prl-

»?

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NpT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

ALL THE HONEST MEDIUMS IN 
CHICAGO RECEIVE THE CORDIAL 
ENDORSEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS

SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIA-STATE -----------------
TION, WHETHER ORDAINED OR
NOT. AS THERE ARE NUMEROUS
FRAUDS IN THE CITY, IT WOULD 
BE WELL FOR ALL CAMP OFFI
CIALS TO BE EXCEEDINGLY CARE
FUL AND WRITE TO DR. GEO. B. 
WARNE, 4203 EVANS AVENUE, FOR 
INFORMATION, IF THEY DESIRE 
ANY PARTICULARS.. SUMMER 
CAMP-MEETINGS, WHEN PURE IN 
SOCIAL CONDITIONS, ELEVATED IN 
MENTAL AND SPIRITUAL TONE 
AND CONDUCTED ON STRICTLY 
BUSINESS METHODS ARE POWER
FUL AIDS IN SPREADING THE 
TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM. IT 
MUST NOT BE FORGOTTEN THAT 
THEY ARE ALSO THE HARVEST 
TIME FOR THE FAKIRS, BECAUSE 
THEY COME TO THE RALLYING 
CENTERS FOR NUMBERS OF . PEO
PLE, MANY OF WHOM ARE HUN-
GERING FOR PHENOMENA ALL
THE REST OF THE YEAR AND 
READY THERE TO PART WITH 

,THEIR MONEY WITHOUT PRU
DENCE. SPIRITUALISTS AND THE 
PUBLIC AT LARGE LOOK TO EVERY 
Ot4E OF OUR CAMP OFFICIAL 
BOARDS TO PROMOTE DECENCY, 
ELIMINATE TRICKERY AND RECOG
NIZE ONLY HONEST MEDIUMS. 
THEY SHOULD PROTECT THE NOV
ICE AND THE GULLIBLE FROM IM
POSITION AND ROBBERY. THEY 
ARE LARGELY EDUCATORS OF THE 
PUBLIC. CAUTION, CANDOR, COUR
AGE AND DISCERNMENT ARE RE
QUIRED BY THESE OFFICERS.

Mrs. Dan M. Davidson, 192 N. Gratiot 
avenue, Mt. Clemens, Mich., writes: “I 
wish to extend an invitation to all 
friends contemplating a visit to this 
noted summer resort, to call upon and 
receive a hearty welcome from your 
humble servant, at 192 N. Gratiot ave
nue, Mt. Clemens, Mich., for they will 
find the people of this city very narrow 
—so much so that we are just starving 
to meet a brother or sister in the cause 
,we all love so well.”

W. J. Colville is now lecturing in Odd 
Fellows’ Hall, San Francisco, Sundays, 
at 3 and 8 p. m.; also Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays,Thursdays and Saturdays, 
at 8 p. m. His present address is 1649 
Everett street, Alameda, Cal., where he 
lectures Mondays and Fridays at 8 p. 
m- during May.

Frank T. Ripley has the last two Sun
days In June which are not engaged. 
Ho will lecture and give messages for 
any society on reasonable terms. He 
is engaged at the Chesterfield (Ind.) 
camp-meeting for the whole season. 
Write all letters to Louisville, Ky., care 
of General Delivery, until May 28, after 
that , all letters to Tipton, Ind., care of 
.General Delivery.

H. Brady, of Thorpe, Iowa, wants the 
address of Mrs. Alexander, , materializ
ing medium, formerly of Muncie, Ind. ,

Clair Tuttle-Yerance, daughter of 
Hudson Tuttle, writes: “Mrs. Marian 
Carpenter, the popular lecturer, has re
cently returned from her winter home 
in Cuba and Ib filling engagements. She 
was greeted by a large and appreciative 
audience in Sandusky, Ohio, May 7, 
where she is a great favorite, and is al
ways warmly welcomed."

Maggie Henry writes: "On last Sun
day evening, at the Universal Occult 
Society we had a fine meeting. Some 
very interesting questions were asked 
by the audience, and Instructive an- 
swfers' given by the guides of our speak
er, Evangelist F. M. Stoller. The meet
ing was so harmonious that it was easy 
for the spirit friends tc give messages 
to the psychics,'and MMame Lucile'De 
Loux gave quite a number of loving 
messages to their friends. We hope 
ere long that every seat will be, occu
pied in the hail. Strangers welcome. 
On next Wednesday evening Madame 
Lucile De Loux will hold a test social in 
her parlors at 2952 Cottage Grove ave-, 
nue. Many psychics and palmists will 
be present to give tests, messages and 
short readings. Refreshments served. 
All who wish to spend a pleasant evén-v 
ing attend.”

Mrs. Nellie S. Baade writes from De
troit, Mich.: “I would like permission to 
say through the columns of the best 
Spiritual paper published, The Pro
gressive Thinker, that -we have closed 
our meeting for the season in Detroit. 
I officiated at the closing service for the 
First Spiritual -National Church of this 
city. A large audience greeted me, 
while the mediums present seemed at 
their best, and many regrets were ex
pressed that we should not meet again 
until September. I am going to confine 
myself to tne Interests of Spiritualism 
in this city, and at home during the en
tire summer, but will be free to officiate 
at funerals at home .or abroad, upon 
reasonable terms whenever called upon. 
I will be pleased to make engagements 
for the-fali and winter season. Those 
desiring my services will notify me in 
the near future so as to arrange dates 
accordingly. My permanent address 
will be 411 Vermont avenue, Detroit,. 
Mich.”

Mrs. Virginia Bryan, onetof our most 
eloquent trance mediums, will. lecture 
at Star Lodge Hall, 378 South Western 
avenue, each Sunday evening. Mrs. 
Bryan’s address at present is 748 W. 
Harrison street.

Maurgerlte Mac writes: “Att the resi
dence of Mrs. La Londe, 624 West 63rd 
street, on Wednesday afternoon a very 
interesting christening service took 
place, Mrs. Jeffery Buriand officiating, 
assisted by Mrs. Lincoln. Richard 
Thomas, the Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas, the candidate for baptism, 
was baptised in the usual way, with 
flowers, the flower especially chosen tor 
him, the lily of the valley, which is sym
bolical of purity and happiness. Tests 
and spirit messages were given by 
quite a number of psychics. Refresh
ments were served and all had a pleas
ant time, and wish the young man a 
long and prosperous journey through 
life. On Thursday evening, May 25, 
Mrs. Burland will hold her regular 
monthly social In her parlors at 3019 
Vernon avenue. All are invited to come 
and have a jolly good time. Good-psy- 
chics are always present to give spirit 
messages and tests, and Mrs. Maggie 
Henry is always present to read the 
lines in your hands. Then Mrs. Bur- 
land always'has something nice to eat 
as well as a good cup of coffee.”

Brother Curts writes from Hutchin
son, Kansas: "The First Spiritual 
Church'of Hutchinson held a very In; 
teresting service at the home of one of 
its members May 14, the medium be- ■ 
ing Mr. Hugh Burroughs, the trumpet 
medium. He was securely held- by 
members of the circle and the voices 
were loud and clear; the guides some
times using, two trumpets at once and 
many personal tests were given that 
were highly satisfactory. The fire test 
was given after a searching examina
tion by three physicians present who 
noted physical changes in the medium 
that could not be done by trickery, and 
the handling of blazing lamps was a 
very satisfactory demonstration, the 
heat being greater than anyone else 
present could bear.” ■

A friend of the Cause writes from SL 
Louis: “On Sunday evening last, a very 
good audience assembled at Howard 
Hall in this city, where the Spiritual 
Society of Truthseekers hol'd . their 
meetings. After the opening exercises 
the president of the society.and pastor, 
Rev. Josie tK. Folsom, introduced Dr.

O. M. Ambler . writes; "It seems 
strange to me to see how indifferent 
the masses hereabouts seem to be to 
spirit communion and the laws govern
ing spirit in the unseen and the seen. I 
for one wish to learn all I can pertain
ing to the spirit side of life before I 
pass over. Old Theology has lost Its 
grip on the rank and file, and many 
pews arq for sale and some churches 
without a pastor, and many pastors are 
almost minus a congregation—from 20 
to 50—and a hundred a big crowd. 
Some go out to drum up recruits, like 
commercial travelers, but with little 
success.” ■

Mrs. Kirdhner writes: "The services 
Sunday afternoon, May 14, of the Ris
ing Sun Mission, were as usual well at
tended, and the thoughts given out by 
Brother Randall and Dr. Greer were 
well received. I make ■ no mistake 
when I say that Spiritualism has taken 
hold of a great number of church peo
ple who attend our services, as numer
ous comments were made as to our 
philosophy and phenomena being so 
clearly defined, as to convince the most 
skeptical. Sister Weaver and Brother 
Thompson gave some grand demons tra- 
tlqns of spirit return, all of which were 
recognized. In the evening our hall 
was well filled, and all who attended1 
were well paid for their visit, as our 
speaker, Dr. J. H. Randall gave,one of 
bis grand- lectures. Spirit messages 
were given by Sisters Kirchner and 
Trafton, and Brother Thompson; those 
who received them were more than 
pleased to have such accurate commu
nications from the spirit side of life. 
Our choir, as usual, enlivened tho serv
ices by rendering some fine selections. 
Quite a number of strangers were pres
ent; among, them a Spiritualist from 
Milwaukee who commented on the 
grand meeting we. had. We welcome 
strangers and visitors to’ our services. 
bvery Sunday afternoon at’3, evening 
at 8, at Mission Hall, Peoples Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. , Our. 
speaker for May 28 will be Mrs. ’ V. 
Darby. Our dancing classes take place 
every Saturday night In the Pleasure 
Hall, and our lectures on Social Eco
nomics, every Saturday night in Mis
sion Hall. Everybody welcome."

Mrs. M. L. Elliott ‘ writes: “I thank 
you and ask especial blessings on you 
lor yoiir generosity-in giving us such 
grand premium books. I have them al), 
and enjoy reading then? over, again and 
again. I have just read Art Magic 
again and understand it much better 
than I did at flrst."

Mr. Hasman, president, frites: “The 
Sunday meeting of the North- Star Spir
itual Union was held in their hall, 1546 
Milwaukee avenue, The lecture was 
delivered by Dr. P. MJSsser.' Subject, 
‘Strike and Brother iJove.’ After the 
lecture the Doctor laid hands bn the. 
sick in waiting. The . second speaker 
was Dr. Koehler, who ably handled 
his subject,- ‘Modern. Spiritualism.' 
Tests were given by Mr. Solomon’Ren
nau. The society has sent in its Incor- 

. poration papers to Washington,. and ' 
soon will be able to stand pat with a^y 
spiritual union. Please become a 
member." .

Lydia F. Stouffer writes: “Recently 
we have had with us Dr. Coon and .wife 
of San Francisco, Spiritualist evangel
ists. -They held two services- in the' 
Masonic Hall, at Cottage Grove, Ore., 
one at 3 and one at 8 p. m. The even
ing service was largely attended. Dr.

8PI RifUA^T ^8B-!&ETI NG.
We have been notified that there will 

be a ■mass'medUng'Qf the Spiritualists 
of the state offansu at Topeka, June 
5,10 and IL Ige well known 
speakers are engagea for the occasion: 
Dr. G. B. Warns, vise-president of the 
N. S. A., a forcible and eloquent speak
er; Mra. Virgljüa Unyhn, well known 
throughout ttiejptatqps an excellent lec
turer and message-bearer; Mrs. Isa "Wil
son Kayner, a’”epleiiuid test medium,

TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM,

Bunday, May 28, 1905, 8. E. 58: “Story 
the Apple.

the daughter of iteran, Capt. E. V.

Guthrie Okla.—Detectives are scour
ing the Territory and adjoining states 
for Florence Mae Hayden, a traveling 
fortune teller, who Is alleged to have 
married four Oklahoma men within the 
past eighteen months. According to 
the detectives, she is one of a- league 
which has operated in Oklahoma City 
for the purpose of marrying unsophisti
cated and wealthy old men to get their 
money. The last victim of Mme Hay
den was Captain G. W. Mouldin Of Mar
shall. Two months ago- the woman 
went to Marshall, opened headquarters 
at the main hotel, and announced her
self as a clairvoyant. Mouldin was a 

, widower of eight months, past sixty 
years of age and had $5,000 in bank. 

- owned a quarter section of valuable 
land near Marshall, numerous town lots 
and considerable property in Cripple 

. Creek, Colo. Within three weeks after 
. meeting her in Guthrie, but, failing in 

her alleged attempt to get Mouldin s 
money and property, she left him. It is 
alleged tliat Mrs. Hayden'also operated 
dor the name of Florence Mae Ferrer. 
It is charged that she married three 
times in Oklahoma and never secured a 
divorce. Mouldin is.also preparing for 
divorce proceedings.—Chicago Exam- 

.Rier.

Herman W. Faber, a prominent physi
cian of the clty^ a devoted worker in- 
the cause of Spiritualism, and one of' 
the vice-presidents of the Missouri 
State Association, who had been Invited 
to address the society. Dr. Faber took 
for his subject ."The angels rolling the 
stone away,”- and for thirty minutés 
he held, the audience enchained with 
his eloquent remarks in which he 
showed that science is the true angel 
that is rolling the stone of ignorance 
from the grave where superstition and 
priestcraft have burled the human race, 
and that there is a universal resurrec
tion taking place; Every one was 
pleased with. the Doctor’s efforts and 
many expressed a desire to hear him 
again. After a few remarks by CI W. 
Stewart, who emphasized the fact that 
Spiritualism is a perfectly natural 
thing;' whose proper place is in the cat
egory ’ of the natural sciences, Mrs. 
Folsom proceeded to give a number of 
her wonderful spirit messages?’ •

Ella Dare writes: ‘‘The Progressive 
Thinker finds its task arduous, in these 
crficial conflicts upon which Advanced 
Thought has entered, for surely the 
sifting time is here. The baskets are 
ready for the grain, and when the way 
is cleared, the sowers will go forth with 
the clean seed, and the fruitage of truth 
will bless the world.”.

Coon 1b an able speaker. His lecturers 
were followed by tests by Mrs. Coon.”

Mrs. M- Theresa Allen, the noted.in- 
splrattonal speaker and message medi
um of Sprlngflled, Mo., will deliver a 
course of lectures in-the near future at 
Millersville, Mo (Cape Girardeau coun
ty). She would like to hear.from other 
points in the state and vicinity where 
her mediumlstic services are desired. 
Address her until June 6, at Millers
ville, Mo., care of Geo. H. Miller, or at 
the home address, 651 So. Grant street, 
Springfield, Mo. ,

O. Merritt writes from Genoa, Ill.: 
“We have had two very interesting and 
instructive meetings at Genoa, under 
the auspices of our local association; 
the first was on April 12, when Mrs. M. 
A. Burland of Chicago was with us. 
She took her subject from the audience, 
which she handled in a masterful man
ner, pleasing to all. The lecture was 

"followed by\tests, all of which were 
fully satisfactory.. On May 10, Mrs. 
Georgia G. Cooley delivered a grand 
and impressive lecture, which stirred 
the audience to many happy and inter
esting observations pleasing to hear. 
Her lecture was also followed by ten as 
satisfying tests as. were ever given in 
this village. We expect to have a lec
turer here once a mOnth .at Jeast from 
now on, and wo hope for.and believe’ we 
see great signs of an awakeriing to the 
truths of Spiritualism;”; -

Isabella Powderly’writes: “The En
glewood Spiritual Union is holding 
meetings every Sunday, evening; also 
Thursday afternoons, at McDermott’s 
Hall, Halsted and Sixty-sixth streets, 
I. M. Powderly will address the meeting 
Sunday evening, the 21st. Mr. T., S. 
Russell, former president' of the Union, 
will lecture the following Sunday even
ing, May 28. Everybody welcome. 
Tests and messages will follow each 
session.” ■. 1 . ; -- ; '

Harriet N. Crafts writes: “I have 
taken The Progressive Thinker from its . 
first number. There is more meat and" 
soul-food in-one number than all the 
other papers I ever have taken. Long 
may you live to send out the glorious 
sheet.”

The official board of the Indiana .As
sociation of Spiritualists adopted a pro
gram for the annual'camp-meeting at 
Chesterfield, Levi Mock, of Bluffton, 
president. Political celebrities, sought 
for as drawing cards in former years, 
are barred frpm the program-adopted, 
the talent engaged being of Spiritual
istic faith or inclined to it.

Brother Brady writes .from Thorpe, 
Iowa, speakifig in high terms of the me
diumship of W. E. Harvey. His phases 
of mediumship consistdf hand material
ization, writing, and trumpet speaking. 
A sister came with the glad-tidings that 
she had been released from the grasp 
of spirits who had continually har- 
rassed her. Other relatives came and 
fully identified themselves. In conclu
sion, Mr. Thorpe says: “Our love and 
very best wishes follow, Mr.-Harvey to 
Fort Dodge, Iowa, to which place he 
Journeyed on the 9th inst; We are all 
rejoicing to-day in the happy conviction 
that we have communed with many of 
our dear spirit friends, some of whom 
we never met before. Long will we re
member this season of happy reunion."

Mrs. C. Kirchner, assisted by several 
other mediums,, will hold, a circle on 
Friday evening, May 26,-at No. 22 Jack- 
son Place, for the benefit of-the Sun
flower Club. Admission 15 cents. All 
the mediums present will be most ex
cellent and a good time is expected.

Mrs. Celia Hughes has' removed from 
69 Thirty-first street to 124 Thirty-first

Wilson; Mrs, JUull, 4 Tine speaker and 
message bearqr. , Qpier;able lecturers 
and mediums will be, present. The mu
sical programme will be under the su
pervision of'Prdf. ’Wbrrel.

-— P) >■—.w । --------—
You are invited tollie May Party and 

dance given by the Spiritual Alliance 
Society, at. Vincennes Hall, 3514 Vin
cennes avenue, near corner 35th street 
and Cottage Grove avenue, Saturday 
evening, May 27. ■ Eight little children 
in May polo dance, one of'the enjoyable 
events. Music by Prof. Norton, the 
best in the business. Tickets 25 cents. 
Wardrobe free. '

, J. L. Foster writes:. “To be called to 
the bedside of your darling child, all 
bathed in blood (and her brains scat
tered over her face is indescribable. I 
thought I would die in" my grief and 
loneliness, but at the end of about 
eight months the beautiful doctrine of 
Spiritualism dawned into every part ot 
my being. How happy I was when I 
could realize that she was not dead, 
but was with me, around and about me. 
It is this experience and her influence 
that pushes me forward. I love , the 
truth and I love to defend It. I cannot 
testify even that1 Spirits can float a 
trumpet, because I can not see in the 
dark; but I know:and can testify that 
they can and do talk through them in 
daylight in the hands of a little 10-year- 
old girl, as plainly as any mortal can 
speak. I have also'heard their voices 
outside of any mediums. There Is no 
doubt in my mind, but what Spiritual
ism is on the eve of a grand shaking 
up! It will be all'for the best without 
a doubt.” i

E. R. Kidd writes: “Mrs. Nina D. 
Challen, our honored and respected me
dium, whose permanent address is To
ledo, Ohio, but whose headquarters 
have been In Canton, Ohio, for some 
weeks past, will return to Toledo this 
week for a short^ime. While In this- 
section of Ohio, ^Mrm Challen, between 
Canton, Massillon orid.Akron, has been 
kept quite busy. In addition to her 
platform work she ' is an excellent 
trumpet medium and her-controls are 
truthful and of a relined order. She 
has also developed trumpet talking in 
the light and under'"conditions that pre
clude any' possibility of fraud. In 
speaking of this, L fio not wish to re
flect upon her dark, circles, for they, 
too, are of a high and refined nature. 
The messages received by the writer 
and others in the light were, while in a 
whisper, distinct and characteristic of 
the spirit friends who delivered them. 
As message bearer she will follow the 
speakers at Latte Brady this season: 
July 30, (Cleveland (pay) Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond; 6, Lyman C.
Howe;' August 20, W. J. Colville. In 
.addition to thefee engagements she ex
pects to be atlLaltoiBiady the greater 

"portion o£-the;oamp(geason.”
Correspondent wr^es: “On Sunday,' 

Mfiyv28th the ^pjritqa! Alliance Church 
will dedicate its’hew' Home in Vincennes 
Hall, 3514 Viricennegi avenue, near the 
corner of Cottage Grove avenue and 
35th street AW'Ohfi1? Program has 
been,arranged for this occasion—good 
talent, ftpeaker^.muBic, singers and me
diums.’ After won 'Service opens at 
2:45 sharp, withiinuslcal 'sdletitlOn by 
Prof. Mortpn, followed by songs; vocal 
solo by Ray Brown; psychic readings 
by Ada Zazelle; tests and messages by 
Prof Ray; greetings and messages by 
Mrs. Elmo. Evening program'opens at 
7:45 sharp. Special musical program 
by J. A. Bliss, mid Prof. Norton; vocal 
solo by Mrs. Graham; dedication by H. 
F. Arnold; test and messages by Mrs. 
C. Kirchner, Mrs. Mqry E. Weaver, Ada 
Zazelle, Dr. Burgess and Mrs. May 
Elpio.

H. W. K. writes from Defiance, Ohio: 
“The" Church That Pleases God holds 
regular meetings each Sunday at 7:30 
p. m., at 506 Clinton street. On last 
Thursday evening we held a special ser
vice in memory of our departed friends, 
with a lecture, which was very appro
priate, delivefed by our pastor, Mrs. 
Clara B. Wagner. After the lecture re- 
freshmonts were served and a general 
good time was had by all present We 
also have a lyceum with fifteen mem
bers and have good attendance. We 
use the Progressive Lyceum sheet

Gem of Thought:—
In the heart of the seed, buried deep, 

so deep,
A dear little plant lay fast asleep.
“Awake,” said the sunshine, “and creep

' to the light.”
“Awake,”, said the voice of the rain

drops bright.
The little plant heard, and awoke to 

see,
What the wonderful, beautiful world

might be. —Selected.
For Information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

- , , ... j w^ts.

Both young and old receive good 
sons from it. Edward Wagner 
Manford Klein furnish music on 
violin for our church and lyceum."

les- 
and 
the

Emma J. Whitnqy writes: "The fifty 
mile post of wedded life was passed 
Wednesday, May 10, by Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas S. Kizer, who celebrated their 
golden wedding at their home, 531 N. 
Mercer street, Wednesday afternoon 
and evening. They were married May 
10, 1855, at Waynesville, Ill. Mr. Kizer 

iwas born in Shelby county, O. His
Wife, then Miss Mettlin, was a native of 
Pennsylvania. Wednesday afternoon 
was reserved for the old people, who 
called to congratulate Mr. and Mrs. 
Kizer. At noon dinner was spread for 
twenty guests, and. as many more -at 
supper. During the afternoon and 
evening ice cream and cake were served 
to the guests. A number of people 
from out the city attended the celebra
tion ; among them, were Mrs. Feldman- 
arid Son. and James and William, Snarr 
of St. Louis, Mrs. Mary Stickel of Cas- 

-ner; A. Mettlln and wife of Beardsdale;
Mrs. Tho. Sheridan and Son of Joplin,. 
Mo.," and Mrs.-Emma L. Whitney of 
Forrest. Mr. and Mrs Kizer kept a 
small album at hand In which the 
guests wrote a line’'expresslng their 
best wishes and congratulations. Pic
tures were takiJn ori the lawn of friends 
and relatives., In the evening vows of 
wedded life weFe'renewed. The ring 
.-service was used: both ring and service 
were" presentem'ny Mi's.' Sheridan in!h 
pleasing manner. - the gifts were va
ried and beauiftul.' "Aihong the pre
sents were gold to tte amount of $65. 
Two sons, Ralplf antf Harry Kizer, with 
their wives and four children, were 
present.' The Quests departed at a late- 
hour after a; delightful, evening, wishing 
Mr. and Mrs. Kizer ifiriny years of hap
piness in earth life. Sister and Brother 
Kizer have devoted'^heir life to the 
cause of Spiritualism; have been 
airiong .the falmul fSw and deserve 
love and congratulations from their 
many friends.'1 ’

D. G. Hill writes: "Sunday, May 14,' 
was another daV of enjoyment to the at
tendants at the services of the Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society, the s^ker 
for .the afternoon being that veteran 
Worker, James E.‘ Coc. Ills lecture 
was of deep Interest, and will be long 
remembered. It Was followed by mes
sages by Mrs. Schuhiacher and Mrs; 
Mary McIntyre, which : carried convic
tion-to the doubting. The speaker for 
the evening was the Hon. Ex-Judge }V. 
L. Snell. Tho ability of-your corre
spondent would fall'tb-do justice to his 
masterly address; suffice It to say that 
he Is ever a welcome speaker on our

1 rostrum. - The message bearers were 
Mrs. Alice-Sexsmith and Mrs. Nora E. 
HilL The beautiful music and singing

as rendered by our choir is a marked 
feature of our services, and has much 
to do in producing the harmony that 
brings the best inspiration to the work
ers. The speaker for Sunday evening, 
May 28, will be Dr. C. A. Burgess, at 
O’Donnell-College Hall, So. Paulina 
street, between Washington Blvd, and 
Park avenue. Don’t forget the grand 
drawing and entertainment, Saturday 
evening, June 17."

Society of the Psychic Forces. Rev. 
Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt, lecturer; Mrs, Isa 
Cleveland, medium, Wilcox Hall, 361 E. 
Forty-third street, three blocks west of 
Cottage Grove Avenue. Conference 
meeting at 3 o'clock, and lectures every 
Sunday evening at 8 by Rev. Dr. J. O. 
M. Hewitt. Learn the truth; “If a mail’ 
die shall ho live again?" This question 
is positively answered in the affirma
tive at all the meetings through trance 
messages.

D. H. writes from Casnovia, Mich.: 
"May 14, we again had with us Miss 
Emma Gibbs, of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
and Mrs. Georgiana Pierson of the 
same place. At a previous visit they 
had swung the gates ajar, and set the 
people to thinking,. and the increased 
attendance at this meeting showed the 
interest they had aroused. The lec
ture by Mrs, Gibbs was listened to with 
marked attention, and, and the seances 
given by Mrs. Pierson were well ah 
tended. All were so well pleased that 
we have engaged them to be with us 
again in two weeks. So Truth goes 
marching on.. Truth and veracity go 
with them, and we would recommend 
them to any society'who are desirous of 
genuine, earnest workers."

The annual-convention of the Ohio 
State Spiritualist Association, Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday, May 26, 27 and 
28, 1905, at Ashtabula, Ohio. Business 
sessions, G. A R. Hall, corner Main and 
Spring streets. All evening and Sun
day meetings, City Hall, corner Main 
and Division streets. First-class medi- 
pms and speakers. Among those who 
will be present and participate in the 
program will be: Address of welcome 
by the Honorable Mayor of Ashtabula, 
Ohio; George B. Warne, of Chicago, ill., 
president Illinois State Association; 
Mrs. Carrie Firth-Curran of Toledo, O., 
president Ohio State Association; Mrs. 
Laura G. Fixen of Chicago, 111., vice- 
president Illinois State Association; 
Mrs. Dr. Caird of Boston, Mass., mes
sage medium; F. D. Dunakln, Cecil, O., 
treasurer Ohio State Spiritualist Asso
ciation; C. A. Sollinger, Cleveland, O., 
recording secretary Ohio State Spirit
ualist Association; Mrs. Anna E. Baird, 
of Elyria, Ohio, corresponding secre
tary Ohio State Spiritualist Associa
tion; Harry E. Boerstler of Columbus, 
O., first vice-president O. 8. A.; Mrs. 
Hattie G. Webster, of Columbus, 0., 
second vice-president O. S. A.; W. V. 
Nicum of Dayton, O., trustee O. 8. A,; 
Thomas D. Bellis, of Cleveland, O., 
trustee O. 8. A. ; Mrs. E. Schauss of To
ledo, O., missionary O. 8. A.; I. W. 
Pope of Cleveland, O., missionary O. 8. 
A. ; Mrs. A. H. Talcott of Ashtabula, O., 
musical director. Friday, May 26, 10 
a. m.? music, short address and appoint
ment of committee ori credentials and 
rules. 2 p.m., business session. 7 p. 
m., City Hall, lecture and messages.

• Saturday, May 27, business session, 10 
a. m. and 2 p. m. Lecture and mes
sages, City Hall, 7 p. m. Sunday, May 
28, City Hall, lecture and messages, 10 
a. m., 2 p. m., and 7 p. m. We urge that 
every Spiritualist in the state be repre
sented at this convention, either in per
son or by delegates. A most cordial in
vitation is_extended to the Spiritualists 
and Llberalists from other states as 
well as from our own to be with us. 
Good music. Reception of delegates, 
Thursday, May 25.

J. A. Toren writes: -"A Decoration 
Day entertainment and concert will be 
given by the Society of the Psychic 
Forces, Tuesday, May 30, at Wilcox 
hall, 361, 363 E. ,43rd street, corner of 
Champlain avenue, three blocks west 
of Cottage Groye avenue. An excellent 
program has- been arranged for both 
afternoon.ànd evériing. Rev. Dr. J. O.- 
M. Hewitt will deliver the address in 
the afternoon, and all old soldiers are 
especially requested to come and hear 
him. Mrs. Isa Cleveland and other 
mediums will-give messages at both 
meetings. General . admission, after- 
afternoon at 3:00, 15.cents; evening at 
8; adults, 25 cents; children, 15 cents. 
Don’t miss it"

W. F. Schumacher writes: “The at
tendance at the Spiritualistic Society, 
Students of Nature, at its Sunday even
ing service, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
increased, and.much good has been 
done to enlighten the minds among the 
orthodox brethren. Dr. Koehler, M. D., 
with Prof. Hurit, assisted the pastor. 
May 28 will be the closing service for 
the season.’ Prof. Lynn, the Hindoo, 
with many mediums will give messages. 
Prof. Hunt with his juvenile orchestra 
will he present the youngest fifeing six 
years of hge. Recitations by elocution
ists will add interest to the occasion.”

LETTER FROM LOS ANGELES, CAL.

rooms, also, to serve at the camp of 
which she Is head, to investigate his 
methods before allowing him again to 
appear before the public. I also 'phoned 
the president, Mr. 8. D. Dye, the follow
ing day, expressing what I felt could be 
proven, and his reply was, “Yes, I had 
my doubts at once last evening, and 
agreed that it was a disgrace to a 
speaker and worker, as is Mrs, Lillie, to 
have her lectures marred and services 
concluded by such exhibitions.”

The following Sunday, however, the 
boy was again announced in the papers, 
and the mother was on the platform.to 
offer an invocation (.what a farce!) to a 
large audience, gathered to witness the 
unexpected. For Mr. Hale, the one per
son in Los Angeles that all fakes com
ing this way need iear, had arranged an 
Easter program to nip In the bud the 
blight which ever and anon alights on 
the pure lily of Spiritualism.

I am told the expose was complete. 
They, the Bakers, held on to their 
slates, refusing eve;i after Mrs, Lillie 
requested them to allow them to bq 
handled by the audience.

Mr. Kratz and also myself found the 
false bottom to the slates in handling 
them after the services the Sunday pre
vious, Milton Baker grabbed them 
from us, saying, “Please don’t handle 
those slates.” But the truth had al
ready spoken.

A few more Mr. Hales In every com
munity wherein Spiritualism is being 
advocated would result in its being pu
rified. If there are any such intending 
to visit our coming camp, I will sound 
the note of warning, Beware, material- 
izers of the fake order. Leave at home 
your music boxes, for they are now con
sidered a suspicious part of your para
phernalia. In visiting this center of 
"Hale” storms, it would be fitting if ev
ery member of the organization of 
Truth Seekers of this city were to hang 
this motto in their homes, "After Hale, 
Sunshine," for had it not Haled, the in
vestigating public and Mr. and Mrs. 
Gullible of the Spiritualists of this city, 
would have had three months of rank 
deception given them. This mother and 
son, I am told, hied themselves to San 
Francisco, there to tell their side of 
the story, as all do, and find the easily 
taken in ready to believe and accept 
them.

Demand to handle the slates, both on 
the table and those he passes through 
the audience; also that the Blates be 
left on the table, Instead of him and an
other holding them, and you will not 
hear spirits at work—which was pro
duced by scratching with finger-nail un
derneath the slate. Hold on to the 
black cloth that he so cautiously places 
on the rostrum, after placing slates on 
the table.

In fact, cease to be fools, be men and 
women.

The writer tried to find consolation 
in the bible quotation, “A little child 
shall lead them.” Yea, how little it 
takes, after all, to satisfy the hunger of 
our souls for communion with those 
who have preceded us. Is it any won
der we have the supply for tests at our 
very doors?

We have Mrs. Lillie with us as 
as speaker for the Truth Seekers’ or
ganization; a truer and more noble 
worker for the cause never lived. She 
is at her best at all times, and a capa
ble speaker on all subjects; helpful to 
mankind.

Why supplement her efforts with 
such exhibitions? If the public must 
have slate-writing or some exhibition 
of test work, let them seek medium
ship in private. Two-thirds of the pub
lic worjt given to prove immortality, is 
a perfect farce.

Rev. B. Fay Mills, of evangelistic 
fame; has organized in this city what is 
termed the Los Angeles Fellowship. 
The organization is but a few months 
old, and counts over one thousand mem
bers. Many from every state • in the 
Union have sent their names as mem
bers, and great preparations are being 
made for a world’s congress this sum
mer, such as held in Chicago during the 
World’s Fair, at one of our beaches. 
Some of the brightest minds of the 
world, liberal, and I presume otherwise, 
will be in attendance. Scientists of 
Europe, among them those who shall 
give to us their results in the search for 
truth in the psychic realm.

Dr. Isaac K. Funk, of Widow’s Mite 
fame, will also be with us. They are 
bringing Spiritualism to the people. .

I find many of the Spiritualists of Los 
Angeles have become members of the 
Fellowship, Mr. Mills giving us each 
Sunday food for thought on subjects of 
interest. We can at least avoid the 
friction and inharmon'.' manifested in 
so many of our Spiritualist organiza
tions.

Our departed sister and co-worker, 
Mrs. Dr. G. Hilligoss, then of Anderson, 
Ind., truly said: "I am teaching a har
monious philosophy to an inharmonious 
people.” Grant that her sweet spiritual 
influence might lead us out of all this 
gross material demand for more than 
honest mediumship can produce, into 
that field of receptivity where the soul 
shall be fed, and the eye discern the 
beauties of that home over there.

M. EMILIE KRATZ.
Los Angeles, Cal.

manding respect for bls sterling worth 
and honorable dealings with his fellow 
men. Ho was for many years an infidel 
In belief. Bplrituollsm camo to him an 
an evangel of the glad tidings upon 
whose complete fruition he lias now en
tered. He leaves a widow who was his 
bride of thirty-two years ago, a grown
up son and two brothers, the last 
named residents of the Empire state. 
Mis. May Elmo of Chicago conducted 
the funeral services on the 17th Inst., 
and on the following morning his body 
was biought to this city for cremation 
in compliance with his own direction. 
His going leaves another vacancy in the 
circle of neighbors, friends and family 
qs well as In the local household of our 

friend.
OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in tha 

United States excels them lu the me- 
chanlcal work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Lite in tho Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion ot Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, 
It will fill an Important niche lu your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” "Art 
* "Tlle Next World Interviewed” 

and A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus.” 
o And lastly, our latest premium book, 
"Letters From the Spirit World," writ
ten through the mediumship ot that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOK8 are furnished to our subscrib
ers for ?3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known In ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you, 
and your family,—an achievement only, 
accomplished by the Progressiva' 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise!

WBÀT SHALL WE EAT?
The Food Question from the Stand

point of Health, Strength 
and Economy.

Containing numerous tables, show
ing the constituent elements of over 
three hundred food products and their 
relations, cost and nutritious values, 
time of digestion, etc., indicating best 
foods for all classes and conditions. By 
Alfred Andrews. 120 pp. Price, leath
erette, 50 cents; cloth binding, 75 cents.

To many people there is no question 
of greater Importance than tlfe one 
asked In the title of this book, and no 
more satisfactory effort to answer It 
has been made than Is to be found be
tween the covers of this practical vol
ume. It opens with a consideration of 
the purposes for which we eat, and 
how food material Is converted to our 
needs, and Is used in sustaining life.

A very Important feature of the work 
is found in the numerous tables given, 
showing the results of some 1,500 an
alyses of food products to determine 
the constituent elements, comparative 
food values, time required, for diges
tion, etc.

Longley’s Choice Collection OF 
BEAUTIFUL SONGS.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. AU in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.J

Hero la a book ot songs for public meetings 
and the homo that is full of music and poetiy 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 76 songs.

WORDS THAT ARB TRUE.
"These songs are aditpted to the needs of sock 

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, aud 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured souL 
—Lyman C. Howe.

”This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.”—Dawning Light.

“The songs and inuslcare of a nature to in
spire those who hearthem with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W. Hull.

“There are some things In our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory- One in mine 
has been fresh for fifty years. 1 went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, Prof.S.B. Brittan, 
butlbBveno recoDec lion of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley.the song, one of his earliest com
positions.J. S. Loveland.

Longley’s latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had in decorated covers for 60 
cents; plain, 40 cents.

Passed to spirit life at Canton, Ohio, 
at the age of 67, May 8, Griffith Dishart, 
an avowed Spiritualist The services 
were conducted by Mrs. Nina D. Chai- 
len, and her funeral sermon was atten
tively listened to. Four-fifths of those 
who attended were not Spiritualists,

20U1 Genuini Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
but nevertheless were greatly
ed. E. R.

interest- 
KIDD.

On the 10th day of May, at the pa-

U

Another Hale Storm Burst Forth op the 
Calm, Serene Atmosphere of Truth 
Seekers, In Los Angeles, the City of 

- the Angels.
A report of the boy medium, Milton 

Baiter’s expose has no doubt reached 
you ere. this, and for the benefit of Mr. 
and Mrs. Gulllble-at-large,-l hope for its 
reproduction in the columns 'of your 
paper. . : .
- It seems a bitter experience for the 
body of Spiritualists (Truth Seekers) 
who employed this sixteemyear-old boy 
and his mother, yet when those in the 
lead, including the president of the or
ganization, as also .the treasurer, Mrs. 
Nettie Howell, who was instrumental in 
bringing them here, refuse to investi
gate and test their demonstrations, 
after being given the warning, they 
must expect results, for people are de
manding truth, not deception, and are 
unwilling any. longer to pay, an admis
sion fee. to witness fraudulent manifes
tations, as was done in this case.

While I was'one of the taken-ins the 
first evening, accepting what was sup
posed a test, yet, before leaving the 
hall I was fully convinced that though 
only a sixteen-year-old boy, his “spirit" 
manifestations-were not genuine. I so
informed Mrs. ■ Howell, and asked her.

rents' home in Greenfield township, 
Mich., the infant son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Nelson Everetts was born to the higher 
life, leaving this life in peace, sur
rounded by his friends of earth, while 
his angel friends soothed him with 
their presence and bore . him gently 
away. Angels love.sqen as he. Earth 
has lost a noble soul, while spirit life 
has gained a treasure. Services con
ducted by Mrs. Laura Crawford.

-> COR.

Mrs. Ida H. Davis passed to spirit life 
from her home in Elyria, Ohio, on Sat
urday morning, May 13, 1905. She was 
51 years old, and had been a life-long 
Spiritualist, and was a noble woman. 
She was married to Fremont Davis In 
1891. She was born at Milan, Erie 
county, Ohio, but the most of her early 
life was passed at Liverpool,in Medina 
county, Ohio. She leaves a mother 
(Mrs. Hauk), a husband, a brother and 
a host of friends to mourn at her de
parture, but not as those who have no 
hope of a continuity of life, and a belief 
in the spirit communion. The writer 
was called to officiate at the funeral, as
sisted by Rev. Cadmus, of Elyria, Ohio.

Ransom.Pratt ..entered into life, im
mortal on Hay 14, 1905. at his home in 
Lowell, Ind., in the 73rd year ot: his 
earthly embodiment -A native of New 
Yotk State, he served in its 148 ’regi
ment of volunteers during the civil war,

informed Mrs.'Howell, and asked her, settling afterward In Indiana. He was 
since he was to hold -seances In . her J a man liked by all who knew him, com-
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This is the simplest, clearest and y el. 
the most exhaustive presentation thia—, 
Interesting science has yet received. .’ 
All of the discoveries, investigations '? 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in thia practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There is no trait, no characteristic, no 
inherited tendency, that-ls not marked 
on the palm of the hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing title principles enforced by the 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 91.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Kind reader, are you or do you know 

of those sitting for development? No 
difference for what phase of medium* 
ship. Send your address with a 2-ct 
postage stamp. In return I will give 
my experience and advice free of
charge.

Anderson, Ind.
J, G. HINDSRER.

“The Present Age and inner Llfe3 
Ancient and Modem Mysteries Clasal« 
fled and explained.” By Andiew Jack* 
son Davis. We have a few copies ot 
this 'work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, <1.10.

"Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixom 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics; She illustrates her subject,with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It la 
especially adapted for use in Children's 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers It may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by IL 
Cloth, $L



seances, and the Indians came 
through their partially developed 
dium,' gave nothing but nonsense 

, lies?
The threat of this rascal, was

I’ This department is under the man- 
Ugement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

t ‘ - T_ ” / » *

I*

il, 1905.

ERStiS

NOTE—-The Questions and Answers 
fcave called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. 1’roofs have to be omit
ted, and tire style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all tilings is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
jwith waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letle’’’’ of in
quiry. The supply of matter i>- always 
Several weeks ahead of the space given, 
land lienee there is unavoidable delay. 
iEvery one has to wait his time and 
place,, and all are treated with equal 
favor. ,
| NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
¡anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
¡dress must be given, or the letters will 
■not be read. If the request be made, 
¡the name will not be published, The 
correspondence of tills department bas 
Iftecome excessively large, especially let- 
¡ters of inquiry requesting private an- 
¡«wers, and while I freely give 
•ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy ot correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE-

L. D. Rouse: Q. Why did not the 
spirit controls of the clairvoyants and 
others who attended Winans’ exhibi
tions expose him? I am 83 years old 
and have taken all the spiritual papers 
published since 1852.

A. This is a very pertinent question, 
and applies to many other cases. It in- 

’iwolves tjie reliability of such clairvoy- 
Aynts, and incidentally casts a shadow 
ion that phase of Impressibility. Really 
i;t shows how strong the Influence of the 
^'circle is on the impressible minds pres- 
feint. There has yet been no means of 
Biurely detecting the source of an im- 
mresslon, whether received from a 
efelrlt or mortal. Thought vibrations 
ane received and their intrinsic cliarac- 
ten Is the only evidence of their origin. 
Tlney may come with such vividness 
tlhat the recipient will accept_them as 

\ objective and fully believe that he sees 
what is only a mental impression. Had 
ithere been a clairvoyant present, who 
Vas strictly speaking, “independent," 
the truth would have been seen and 
spbken.

It has been written by spirits who 
halve the cause in highest regard, that 
frauds have been unexposed by them 
because necessary to break down the 
superstitious veneration for spiritual 
beimgs, leading to acceptance of every
thing communicated by them as infalli
ble.authority, and hbove all things self- 
reliance, and discrimination Is demand
ed for the formation of the best charac
ter. The more sensitive a clairvoyant 
Is, the more -irresistible would be the 
impressions from a circle where cre
dulity and skepticism, mingled with 
crass curiosity.

If we stop to think of it, every mem
ber of such a seance, has just as large 
opportunity to detect fraud and expose 
trickery, as the spirits who may be pres
ent.

gestion disturbed the minds of the 
circle; and was sufficient to disrupt com
munication, leaving the “Indians’’ out 
of the case.

Let the members demand the best, . 
and hold steadily for the right to deter- . 
mine the order of intelligences which 
are allowed to come into their sphere. 

■To have “Indian controls,” one must 
■talk of Indians, thina of them and thus 
call them.

The same applies to all kinds of “ob
sessing” spirits. It is obvious that a 
spirit can not have more influence than 
a mortal. They can in the nature of 
things have a great deal less influence. 
If p. villain come into one’s home, he 
would have a. better opportunity to ob
sess some inmate than the same villain 
as a spirit. Yet how weak an exten
uation to say we yielded because of 
“undue influence!” The villainous 
spirit out of the body can be turned out 
as readily, as while in the body, and 
there is no excuse for yielding or sub
mitting.

There is no more danger of "obses
sion” of Indian spirits, than of a Indian 
Massacre. A campaign of education is 
needed to relieve a multitude from the 
hoodooism recently cultivated by a re
vival in the ranks of Spiritualism of a 
kind of devil worship.

D. L. Haines: ' Q. What is the creed 
of the Salvation Army? Are they op
posed to Spiritualism?

A. Thé Salvation Army, founded in 
1865, by William Booth, has no distinct
ive creed, but Its doctrines have a gen
eral resemblance to that of thé evan
gelical churches, more nearly, perhaps, 
that of Methodism. Its form of organiza
tion is the principal difference, Its mil
itary organization, with high sounding 
official titles, and insignia of office, are 
exceedingly effective in catching the 
crowd of ignorant and vicious. Its hur
rah method is wonderfully, successful 
with the unlettered and excitable, and 
that it has been a blessing to many can 
not be doubted. It does not appeal to 
the cultured, nor to the reason. It aims 
to excite the emotions; at the heart, not 
the head.

Yet Spiritualists should not criticise 
this astonishing movement, which' real
ly is of spiritual origin quite as strongly 
as their own. Wisely the spirit leaders 
controlling it, have confined themselves 
to the purely psychic manifestations— 
impressional speaking, guidance, and 
hypnotic control—they have made it a 
great spiritual movement without giv
ing it the name.

The rank and file of the Army are too 
ignorant to know whether they oppose 
Spiritualism or not, or to distinguish it 
from their own • beliefs. The leaders 
are scarcely better informed as to the 

■ source of their power, and usually are 
bigoted and narrow.

Théy are further from Spiritualism 
than the orthodox ministers, and being 

■ drawn from the uneducated are not 
over refined in their expressions of dis- 

1 approval.

THE SOUL COMPASSIONATE.

When you stand for truth’s high mean
ing,

You must bear the shock and stress 
Of the blinded hosts that wander, 

Famished, lost and comfortless.
Swayed by ancient superstitions, 

Fearing, hating, through the world, .
By each impulse of fierce passion 

Into deeper darkness hurled.
Blench not when the envious fingers

Seek to tear away your crown;
Shrink not from the vengeful voices

Roaring up to drag you down.

C. F; Short: Q. is it not true that 
the physical body may be beautiful, 
strong, symmetrical, or puny and 
dwarfed, by our conduct, habits, etc.? ( 
Does this relatively, affect the spirit 
body for better or worse? So much is ; 
said on how to grow a perfect body, is 
it not of even greater importance to de- ■ 
velop the spirit body, for all time, and 
how can this be done?

A. Theoretically, a perfect 'physical 
body is the outward expression of a 
perfectly formed spirit. But environ
ments make this an exception and fail
ure the rule.

Nor is perfection of form essential, 
the healthy activity of the organism be
ing the more desirable, as giving the 
spirit greater power and opportunity 
for Repression.

The body may be dwarfed, or distort
ed, and yet the spirit be beautiful, and 
.so show itself through features glowing 
,wlth its excellence.

When freed from the physical body, 
the spiritual body will perfectly respond 
to, and represent the quality of the 
mind. To cultivate the physical body, 

- in order to perfect the spirit, is to put 
the coach before the horse;

To cultivate the spirit—that is the 
spiritual qualities of the mina, will by 
reaction give strength and true beauty 
^o the body.

Whatever cultivation Is given the 
body, as such, has only a temporal rela
tion to its conditions and surroundings. 
Possibly such cultivation may be detri
mental to spiritual excellence. It may 
result in mere animal perfection. The 
spirit may become a dwarf in the body 
of an athlete.

G. L. Reynolds: Q. Why, when a 
light snow falls on a stone sidewalk, 
and on a board walk, does It melt al
most as fast as it falls on the stone, 
while it does not melt on the boards?

A. Stone is a better absorbent of 
heat than wood, and hence becomes 
warmer throughout its whole substance. 
Being a better conductor when brought 
in contact with a cold body, as snow, it 
not only yields its heat more readily, 
but has more to yield. • Apparently this 
is a simple question, but It Involves a 
profound principle whidh has world
wide application.

THS ¡FROGRESSIVB iTHINKBR

Emotional Religion’ aM Lack of Morality
Prof. S, C. Bronson, of Garrett Biblical Institute,

HH

once said some very plain tilings to the Methodist 'ligiotiii rites 
ministers. During the course of a paper the speaker. '
spoke very frankly of what he thought are somç of 
tailings which are frequently found in the ministry,’ 
referring to the ease with which men are alloweddo 
enter the ministry, to the minister's lack of commer
cial integrity and those who become hopelessly in
volved in debt and at times repudiate their obliga
tions. He said that he was led to speak from the' 
deepest conviction, because he loved the ministry 
and-was committed to its service.

He said; “Amatter which is of frequent embarrass
ment to the ministry relates to the minister’s conn

whaste women were the most regular in observing re- 
'I'he unfaithful wife prayed to the gods 

mV1' W i’av0i‘ of her paramour; and the man who had 
4TSoiwd-.to .commit a crime prayed at the dame time 
for diecess and for forgiveness. In Italy, bandits 

priest with them that, at the approach of death 
•fcRM Mnd i*ave their sins absolved. How 
jUiinyrmillions in Christendom have lived persistently 
jpnmpial lives with the expectation of being saved by 
taking advantage of the atonement scheme 1 ' With-

mercial integrity. It is, of course, closely associated 
■with this carelessness of which I have just spoken; 
but it is more than that. There are many things 
which make one fear that the cultivation of the relig
ious emotions is often accompanied with a certain 
moral obtuseness regarding some very plain business 
principles. How else can you account .for the fact 
that oftentimes the great trust funds of the charges 
are appropriated by ministers, to be*made good, , of 
course, before the reports are rendered at the quar
terly conference? Such a thing as that, if it should 
occur in the business world, would subject the of
fender to immediate discharge ; and of case of failure 
instantly to make good the funds, would send him to 
jail. I think that we are too lenient with those min
isters who are hopelessly involved in debt. In all of 
our conferences we have such men, not-many, but 
some; and there ought to be a cleaning up of this 
class.” -,

Many who have heard me lecture on ethics and re
ligion will remember the great emphasis-which Ï have 
put upon the fact that genuine religious emotion, as 
well as sincere religious belief, is entirely consistent 
and often co-exists with the undeveloped or degraded 
moral character. When I was,a young man, still in 
my teens, I was, from personal observation and 
against all I had been taught to believe, convinced 
that the religious feelings may be strong and the 
moral disposition weak, that a man may be sincere in. 

.praying to God, in exhortations to a religious life, in 
practicing religious ceremonies, and yet be morally 
unreliable, addicted even to the worst vices, and not 
above committing the worst crimes.

I noticed that some of those who were the most ex
cited, the most zealous, during religious revivals were 
among the. most dishonest and immoral persons in the 
community, that some of those who were the first to 
yield to the excitement of a revival, and who were 
most affected by it, were, in disposition and in habits 
of life, the most faulty, and the most open to criticism, 
judged by the universally accepted moral standard.

When in those days I mentioned these facts, I was 
sometimes told that a counterfeit implied a, genuine 
coin, and that spurious conversions implied genuine 
ones, and the hypocrites used religion as a ’cloak to 
conceal their wichedness. But I was never deceived 
by these remarks ; for I saw that such persons as those 
referred to were sincere, in manifesting their emo
tions, that they were, in some cases, on the verge of 
insanity, so great was their excitement, and"that they 
gave the most undoubted proofs of .having undergone

out it moral disposition, without moral aspirations, 
they have lived and died, merely submitting to certain 
so-,called' religious rites, not for a inoral purpose, but 
tio enable them to escape the torments with which the 
priests threatened them in case of non-compliance.

Men In whom the moral nature is strong are dis
posed to do right,, to live morally, whatever their re
ligious belief and whether their religious emotions 
are strong or weak. But men may be disposed to do 
right, and yet do wrong. The founders of the Span
ish Inquisition thought that they were doing right in 
torturing andzin killing people in order to extirpate 
heresy, and so thought the priests when they insti- 
’ated the expulsion of the Moriscoes, a remnant of the 
Moorish nation, from Spain. So thought the Catho
lics when they murdered the Huguenots of France, 
and the New England Puritans when they persecuted 
Quakers and put old men and women to death on the 
ehgrge of witchcraft. So thought the murderers of 
Bruno,.and Calvin when he encouraged the death of 
Servetus, whom he could not silence by argument.

A moral man with false ideas and having power 
qiay be more dangerous than one in the same position 
Without rigid morals. Of this history abounds in il
lustrations, and Buckle proves it very convincingly in 
showing the deplorable effects of intellectual error. 
True conceptions as well as the disposition to do right 
are essential to moral conduct.

Here science has conferred inestimable benefits on 
mankind. Its discoveries and its .inventions, inereas-. 
ing "the means of travel and of communication be
tween nations, annihilating, as it were, ■ space and 
time, destroying hoary-headed prejudices, exploding 
mischievous superstitions, broadening the views and 
the sympathies of men, have educated men practi
cally, as no amount of preaching or theorizing could 
do, and have in aJarge measure rescued the world 
from the curse of persecution which has tortured and 
destroyed in Christendom scores of millions of lives. 
Thp, diffusion of rational views of life, of humane sen
timents in regard to the treatment of criminals even, 
the decline of belief in the authority of the priest and 
iff supernatural interferences in the affairs of men, 
qpd the large and increasing knowledge of Nature 
aaid of her laws, are everywhere accompanied by bet
ter and higher conceptions of human rights and duties 
fhan.^ere possible in the past.
sr A flew words in regard to Professor Bronson’s re- 
fiiarkh touching the lack of “commercial integrity” 

the.clergyThe clergy naturally are as honest aS 
aye other men. They are, I believe, for obvious rea
sons,¡freer from some of the common vices than are

,Know, • when you are - bruised and 
broken

" By thè many’s malice banned,
Cyril’s hatred stoned Hypatia 

Cast her beauty to the brand.
Give them back both peace and pardon 

From the Truth they desecrate;
Blessings stronger than their cursing, 

Love more powerful than their hate.
Yours the mission to enlighten;

Lift and comfort, help and lead, 
From the bondage ot their blindness; 

By the greatness ot their need.
Yours to teach, in faith unshaken, 

Of the vast eternal plan, 
Harmony of God and angels, 

Brotherhood of man with man.
From your heights of truer wiedom, 

To the brothers held in thrall, 
Give with both hands love and blessing 

Pardon, pity, peace tp all.
BEATRICE ST. GEORGE. 

Oak Park, Ill.

THE PINE TREE.

Beneath a giant pine I stood, 
A marvel in its height, 

A stately monarch of the wood, 
A tree of massive might.

How straight the line It marked 1 
space,

In towering toward the sky, 
It builded strong its dwelling-place— 

The lowly and the high.
In sunny Southland stood the pine, 

Its needle plumes In air, 
Serene in poise and strength divine, 

Majestic, grand and fair.
Its silence smote upon my soul, 

And held me in its thrall;
1 seemed to see the ages roll, 

I seemed to-hear them all.
“O, Spirit of the Pine,” I cried, 

“Thy story tell to me,

lira. F. E.: Q. Is it possible for a 
medium .to send, his spirit band, suppose 
this is formed of Indians, to interrupt a 
circle? . We have had. an experience 
Which appears to favor, this view.

A. A medium who would resort to 
Buch practices, would probably have for 
companions h class ot spirits as selfish 

• and grasping as himelf. His claim that 
; be can develop the faculty in others, 

nnd efforts to prevent holding home cir
cles, dhows him to be unworthy of at
tention.

This correspondent says in explana
tion, that the medium offered for pay to 
develop the members of this circle, and 
threatened if they did.not employ him, 

, he would send aband of Indians to 
break them up. They continued their

and 
me 
and

In

the experiences known as “conviction” and “con
version”—experiences real beyond dotibt. and be
lieved by them to be the “operation of the Holy 
Ghost” upon their hearts.

The conclusion was unavoidable, that sineere/relig- 
jous' belief and genuine religious emotion wen^lcojn-. 
patible with the absence with those high moral ideals 
and convictions, and that moral.course of life xwhich 
were observed in many who were unsusceptible to 
religious excitement and took no part in religious re
vivals.

I became satisfied early in life that religious emo
tion has a real basis, in man’s nature, that it is ex
cited by natural causes, and not by any supernatural 
influence, that it is not a moral quality, that the re
ligious man may be or may. not be moral, that his 
eh’aracter and conduct and the manner in which re
ligious emotion is. manifested depends upon his intel
lectual and his moral nature. This ground I took in 
a lecture I gave in my first" in the winter of • 1857, 
when a great religious revival prevailed throughout 
the United States.

This view -I now hold to bA correct. Religious emo
tion and moral deficiency: are often about equally con
spicuous in the same individual. This fact was illus
trated in the. life of Guiteau. ’ The notorious James 
brothers are said to have been very religious, as were 
their father and mother, and; fit the same time, un
scrupulously and criminally inclined. This is true of 
a large proportion of the criminals in our jails and 
penitentiaries. ■ ■ .

Rev. Dr. Sehaff mentions the fact that among the 
negroes of the South, religious “infidelity” is un
known, but that unchastity .find theft are very com
mon among them." Religious, revivals are frequent 
among them; but the effect is not to give them loftier 
moral ideas or to raise' thein to a higher moral life. 
Indeed religious emotion when intense often arouses 
the sexual nature, and, by inflaming the passions, in
creases licentiousness. Physiologists like Maudsley

The years have come, the years have 
died—

Unfold their mystery!”
Through tasseled top of waving green, 

There swept a pulsing tone, ‘
A breath of fragrance, like a dream, ;

A melody its own:
“God thought of me, and here I am, 

A pine tree, straight-end strong, 
He gave me to the earth, and man;

To them I sing my song! - ■
“The shifting sands are ’round my feet. 

My plumes in upper air.
Where frieqdly winds about me meet, .. 

With greetings sweet and fair!
“Of time, or age, or sweep of years, 

I make no mark or note;,
These are, for men, but floods of fears, 

On which their sorrows float
“I love the air,” the pine tree said, 

“The sun, the earth, the sky;
By living forces I am fed.

I love the low, the high.”
.’Tis love, I learned, that builds the 

tree—
This , monarch of the scene— 

God’s sign of strength and majesty, 
-High crowned in living green.
Austin, Ill. - , . ELLA DARE. ’

«DMcoveiy òr a Lost Trait” By Chai, 
thelg. Newcomb. Excellent in oplritoal

means of its own fulfillment. The sug- suggestiveness. Cloth, 11.50.

‘ffioW Shall 1 BsGorne a Medl> 
um/’ Fully /Viiswefed

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,”' by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 

^oent& Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, O. I

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
A Conspiracy Against the Republic. By Judge 0. B. ‘Waite, author, 

of “History ot the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price 25 cents.
A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Eng

lish freethought leader, with a story of-his life as told by himself and a 
history of his Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents.

, After Her Death. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. . Something to.make the reader pause and 
reflect almost to entrancement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1.

Age of Reason. Being an investigation of true and fabulous theol
ogy, A new and complete edition, from new plates rind new type; 386 
pages. By Thomas Paine, Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Ancient India, Its Language and Religions. Translations of the arc 
tides “Religion of the Ve'da,” and “Buddhism.” The Study of the 
Sanskrit. By Prof. II. Oldenberg. Price 25 cents.

A New Ohtechism. By M. M. Mangasarian. A book suited to ex- 
-press the thoughts of men, women and children living in the new times.

ftien’-Of other professions and avocations, for instance, 
ihtenifterate drinking and the use of tobacco. If in 
$hyi$& their debts’ and in keeping their word in re- 
gard.fo business matters or in disregarding rules and 
ffUstems which other men regard as binding, ministers 
She below the ordinary standard, the explanation of 
,^hi^ fact will bé ,found not in the characters of the 
-j£en,,^iit.jRtkQ,^ and the privileges of the pro-

'ro Tl^ minister usually has but little business to do, 
and does pot acquire business habits. In money mat
ters he is favored more or less by all classes with 
whom he deals. He travels on the railway at half- 
rates, he receives papers, periodicals and books at a 
discount; he passes free where others pay; he is treat
ed leniently in situations in which others are severely 
dealt with by business men;, his parishioners are 
réady to condone his shortcomings in business matters 
on the ground that he lacks business knowledge. In 
a hundred ways-he is- favored as other men are not.

-He is expected to maintain a high standard in most 
respects, to deport himself correctly ; but punctuality 
and fidelity in business transactions are not consid
ered of prime importance in a preacher as they are in 
a banker, in a merchant or in a mechanic. The minis- 
ter; thus becomes a privileged Character, not to be 
treated as other men are. It is but natural that he 
should come to'think that he should not be held 
strjctly to the same rules to. which others are held. 
He grpws careless in meeting obligations, knowing 
that he will be tendeYly treated, that perhaps the debt 
will be cancelled. These careless habits become con
firmed with age until the minister sometimes is ex
tremely unreliable and unscrupulous : in business 
transactions, though in other respects above re
proach. —

Sb long as privileges which came down from a time 
when the office of priest was regarded as sacred, and 
when thé priest was not to be tried by secular law, nor 
to be held accountable to the people, are still accorded 
to the clergy, the “lack of commercial integrity” in 
that profession will continue to exist. As the profes
sion becomes more modernized-Jhe “exceptions to the

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
Angell Prize Contest Recitations. To advance Humane Education in 

all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price 25 cents.

Antiquity UnveileJ. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of the 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50.

A. P. A. Manual. A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro
manism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents.

Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New Testa
ment by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, and now 
collected into one volume. Eriee» $1.50.

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder
ful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents.

Around the Year With Ella Wheeler Wilcox. By Ella Ruddy. 
Price $1. *
. Aryan Sun-Myths. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity 
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titcomb. Price, cloth, $1.

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr. Thomson J. 
Hudson. Price $1.50.

A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrooker, author of ‘' Helen Harlow’s 
Vow," “The Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many, 
other works. Price 25 cents.

As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual book 
and gives a beautiful account of the process of dying. Price, $1.

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by 
Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price $1.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with signs of the 
Zodiac. By J. H. Hill, M. D. Price $1.

Atlantis, the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnelly, is a book 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2.

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbinc. Price 50 cts.

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences’ of the 
author. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price, cloth $1. 
Paper, 50 cents. ’ ’ ’

Behind the Veil Written by a spirit in a most interesting manner, 
and describing his life in the spirit world. Price 75 cents.

Beyond the Vail. A Sequel to Rending the Vail, given throughJho 
mediumship of W. W. Aber. Price, $1.50; postage 25 cents.

Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power which helped or 
made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam. Price 75e 

■ Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing ii de
scription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of 
the principle personages.of the Christian Bible, and an examination of 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves, Price $1.75.

Big Bible Stories. Placed in. the crucible of Mathematics, they are 
made top absurd for anyone .who can count on his fingers, one two 
three, etc. New and unique. By W. II. Bach. Price, 50 cents ’ '

Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot J. S.avagc. Price $1.
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Magnetic* 

Forces of Nature. Just the book for mental healers or students in the 
science. 107 pages. Price $1. ;

Character Building, Thought Power. A dainty little book and heln- 
ful. By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 35 cents. 1
Conflict Between Religion and Science. By J. W. Draper. Price $1'75

ChilcL Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear chill ' 
dren according to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental sug
gestion! By Newton R. Riddell. Price 65 cents. ’ °

Children’s Progressive Lyceum. A manual, with directions for the 
organization and management of Sunday-schools. Something indis
pensable. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, 25 cents; postage 5 cts

Christs of tire Past and Present. By Rev, Moses Hull. A valuable 
book. Price, cloth, 35 cents ; paper, 25 cents.

Clairvoyance. A book of 109 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a 
system of philosophy of clairvoyance, its law, nature and unfoldment. 
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Common Sense. A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
present day. A book to inspire the reader to love his free America. By 
Thomas Paine. Paper, 15 cents.

Concentration. A series of six symbol cards and a valuable pamph
let on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with instructions how 
to conquer yourself and develop your innermost faculties. By Laura 
G. Fixen. Price 50 cents.

have noted this fact, and fcqmffi.6nted on it; and it has
long been a matter of observation and comment by rhlfe,
those who are familiar with, the old-fashioned camp- the 'clergy will become more and more like other peo- 
meeting ’ __ ' ■■ “

In ancient Romei as Mbïnrifsén téllg the most un-J ‘

how numerous, will increase in number, and

pfó in their business häbits.
B. R UNDERWOOD.

A BACONIAN POEMl . j: | neither; ’
———- . ’ ’’ -1 Great,- high, rich, wise,- nor fair; poor

Farewell, ye gilded follies, ■’pleasing’
troubles! .

Farewell, ye honored rags, ye glorious 
bubbles!

Fame’s but a hollow echo, gold' pure 
clay; , . 7

■Honor the darling of btif ette short day; 
Beauty, th’ eye’s Idol, but a'damasked 
’ skin;
State but a golden prison to live in 
And. torture freeborn minds; émbrold- 

■ ered trains;
Merely the pageants for proud-swelling 

veins;
And blood allied to greatness is alone7- 
Inherited, not purchased, nor its own:. 
Famé,' honor, beauty, state, train, blood 

and birth,
Are but the fading blossoms’ of • thé 

earth. r ’’■
I would be great but that the sun doth' 

still - - ” ’ 7 / •
Level its rays against the rislng filü;
I would be high, biit see thé proudest 

’oak
Most subject to the rending- thunder 

stroke; '
I would be rich, but see men, too un

kind, ’ ■
Dig in the bowels of the richest mind. 
I would be wise, but that I often See 
The fox suspected, while ' the as» goes 
• .■ free; ■ .... - -
I would- be fair; but see the fair and 

- .proud,
Like the bright Sun, oft setting in a 

• cloud;
I would be poor, but know the humblo 

■ grass
Still trampled on by. each unworthy 

ass;
Rich, hated; wise, suspected; geôfiiècl 

it poor; ; -

I’d be rather.
Would the world nowiffilopt mé as her 

heir; . "
Would beauty’s, queeff ¡entitle me the

Famé'speak’ me foft^ë^ gabion; could 
' Ivie "ar

With India’s sages;19vfitl}9a sparkling
• - dioi f)9’Command bared heagg, ...pqwed knees, 

strike, justice ^mh,B, ' ¡"
As well as blind a^’laggi pr give a 

tongue f „n bl .
To stones by egitap|g; jj^called ¡great 

master' . b .
In the loose rhymej gOt^Yery poet- 

aster: , . m • ■str.- - .

. Ilves, ' B
Great, fair, rich, wisp, «11,^ superla

tives; Bif ■ tob
Yet. more I freely wqyld fgese gifts re- 
Than ever fortune woulP’have made 

them mine, - h,, -..
And hold one mlnut%,of inis holy vis- 

: ure
Beyond the riches of this empty pleas

ure. ■ . ,1^,. . ’ . ’ ,
Welcome pure thoughts ¡.'welcome ye 

■ silent groves;. - 3
These guests, these cqurts ffiy soul 

most dearly loves,;.. , ■
Now the winged people ^>f the sky shall 

sing
My cheerful anthems to the gladsome 

.spring; - ■
A prayer-book now shalLbe-my looking- 

glass
tn which I will.admire.sweet nature’s 

■ face. . ...
Here .dwell no hateful, looks, no palace

Great, feared; fair, tempted; hlgh/btiU cares;
No broken vows dwell here, nor pale-

folly, ,
And learn to'effect an hóly melancholy; 
And it contentment be a Stronger, then 
F1I ne’er loolf ipr.it.but’In heaven again.
- This poem was flrst^published in 
Izaac Walton’s “Complet Angler," and 
again at a later time? R was Success
ively ascribed, to Dr. Dtfiine, Sir Henry 
Walton, Sir' Kenclm Digby, and Sir 
Waltér Raleigh. Thè'original MS. was 
topnd in 1889 by Dr. Alexander Grosart, 
who announced his Intention to print it, 
not knowing of Its early publication. 
And perhaps he was also deterred from 
publishing it lest “the crazy Baconians" 
should rejoice Over IL- I date Its Com
position ,aboutl641, for in my tract, 
“Light on Freemasonry,” I have proved 
that Lord Bacon died only to the world 
In 1626; and was driven into exile ly 
the secret society he himself had 
founded, called “Rosicrucian,” the pa
rent of Freemason^. And I affirm that 
he lived in exile’ until about 1641, hav
ing passed his eightieth birthday. ’

WM. HENRY BURR.

"How to Train Children and Pa
rents.” Mrs. .Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases it is the 
parents that heèd the training more 
than the children;, and advises parents 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read it 
Price 25 cents.

■ "Wedding Chlmèe.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc.,-with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the usa 
of the Spirltuallstand Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents.

‘■The Truth Beeker Collection of__ -- -Mi.* Uiuacu vuwa uweu uuiv. uui uuif 11W Aluiu oetKtiL v 
l'iMmwÄrifw' — » ■ «A. i faced fears; Forms and Ceremonies foiI have wished all, but now I wish for Thon hero I’ll gitani sign raj hot lovjg’a ansate.”Forms and Ceremonies for ths Ube OS

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, the 
well-known lecturer. Those who have had the privilege of hearing 
Prof. Lockwood lecture will understand and appreciate the character 
of this work. Price $1.

Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences of Samuel 
Bowles. Given through the mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twing. Price, 
50 cents. . , ■

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection of original and selected hymns 
for liberal and ethical societies, for schools and the-home. Compiled 
by L. K. Washburn. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its title indicates-a 
thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. A very in- 
teresting book. Price 25 cents.
: Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Berrier. Price, 50c 

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.,«- Price 50 cents.
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Sectf& of How to Keep Young. By

Dr J. M- Peebles. Cloth bound. Price $1. . '
Death, Its Meaning and Result. By John K. Wilson, a member of the 

Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth. Price, $1.25.
Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their Interpreta

tions. By Dr. Robert Green-. Price, 25 cents.
Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will 

help you see the beauty and joy Of life. Price, $1.50.
Echoes from World of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 

songs, with music and chorus, in book form. By C. P. Longley. Price, 
$1; .postage 15 cents.

Edith Bramley’s Vision. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested 
in learning how the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are seek
ing to prevent the progress-of liberalism. Price 15 dents.

Elsie’s Little Brother Tom. An interesting story for children. Allen 
Thurber, author. This book fills a need for literature for small folks 
as there are but a few books, ana we recommend this as being interest
ing and instructive. Price, 75 cents.

Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the prin
cipal passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove or. ‘ 
imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1. . .

Evolution of the Devil. The most learned, accurate, scientific and • 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published. By Hevry, 
Frank, the independent preacher of NAv York City. Price 25 centt.

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimke, Ph. B. 
Cloth cover. Price, $1.50. # .

Every Living Creature, or a heart-training through the animal world,- 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Cloth. Price, 35 cents.

Father Tom and the Pope and the History of the Pope’s Mule. Price, . 
paper, 25 cents: cloth 50 cents.- i ■■ . •■. . ' •- ■'
i Fasting, Hydropathy and. Exercise. By Bemarr Macfaddcn and 
Felix Oswald, A. M., M. D. Cloth bound.- Price $1.
' Fifty Years in the Church of Rome.- A book that has done, more to 

enlighten, the world of Catholicism than any other two published. By; ■ 
Rev. Chas. Cliiniquy, ex-priest ■ Price $2.25. ’ . ’ \ ‘ ’

■ Force and Matter, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a Sy»« 
tem of Morality Based Thereon, A very popular scientific exposition, 
By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1. .

Worn Dreamland Sent A book of poems, Verses of life-tQ com%

a.



mLeaves From the Diary it

of: a Spiritualist Medium

Give Us the Truth, the Whole- Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

DR, J. $. LOUCKS

I

read by alb Fricó 81ÆQ.

of mourning and beauty where formerly 
you saw only ugliness and desolation.

holds itB’ meetings the first Tuesday Kusserow.
evening of each, month,nt />Kimball Mrs. Virginia lWan, one of Out most 
Hall, 243 'Wabash avenue. Dr, Geo. B. eloquent trance-raadlums, will lecture 
Warne,' president;' O. K. 6481 at Star Lodge HalLJTS South Western
gtoWR ( «90^17», The

Thè Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Beady tö'Battle för Spiritualist; Pure anOT Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity.

LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS.
Send In Your Dates and Name-of Sec

retary at Once.

An Interesting and Instructive Narrative from the Pen 
of that Talented Lady and Excellent Medium, Mrs. 

I. L, Lewis, of Bethel, Vermont.

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism,. Science,vMoraiky,Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life-and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Interest In the various Spiritualist, 
camp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report at 
once to this oilice, so that proper an
nouncement as to dates can be made.

"Vivian Blind," she exclaimed, "How 
many times have I told you to let such 
trash as that alone? Hand me that 
book this minute.” -The girl’s cheeks were flushed, her 
Ups quivering and her eyes brilliant 
With excitement when we entered the 
room, but as she listened to her 
mother an expression of angry defiance 
came over her face and she made* no 
move to obey. Mother and daughter 
looked at each other for a moment and 
then Mrs. Blind caught her daughter 
by her arms and pulled her upon her 
feet, and snatched the book when it fell 
to the floor and threw it into the fire
place where a few coals were burning. 
The girl screamed, shriek after shriek, 
and then threw herself across the bed 
which was near and poured out a flood 
of words and phrases which told plainly 
what sort of mental food she had been 
feeding upon. i

Mrs. Blind stood over her daughter! 
commanding, threatening and exhorting 
but her efforts only added strength to 
the fury of the tempest, and at last 
she sank into a chair and looked help
lessly at me.

As I stood, uncertain whether to re
main or go, I saw a dark for,m standing 
beside the girl, a female figure whose 
face was marked by evil passions and 
she seemed to gloat over the girl with a 
sort of malicious triumph and satisfac
tion. I then understood something I 
never had before. Then there appeared 
beside me the grandmother and She 
looked sorrowful and seemed uncertain 
what to do. I glanced up and. there 
flashed before my vision in letters of 
light the familiar words: "Love con
quers all things," but they came to me 
with the force of a new revelation. I 
went to the bed and clasped the girl’s 
hands firmly in mine and looking at the 
spirit 1 said—as near as I can recall 
my words: “You poor soul, do you not 
know you are bringing sorrow and pain

thing the matter with her'more than a 
morbid condition of the mind. - Perhaps 
we had better visit her room as we in
tended. ‘
: The room was large and ought to 

. have been sunny and pleasant, but the 
shutters were closed and the atmos
phere was gloomy. Pictures of saints 
and martyrs hung upon the walls, and 
religious publications with startling and 
sanguinary titles lay scattered about. 
I picked up several books and glanced 
them through and found as I expected 
that they were abnormal productions 
wherein the young girl heroine suffers 
everything but actual martyrdom from 
the members of her family, and finally 
gets so ultra human that she has to die 
and go to heaven where nothing human 
ever enters. In one of these books I I 
foudd a slip of paper upon which was 
written in a delicate girlish hand:
“I can see the light a shining

On the pearly gates above; .
Soon I’ll leave this world so dreary 

For those scenes of peace and love.
.Come, beloved, claim the maiden 

‘Whom the angels name Lenore’—
Come and bear my spirit o’er

From this dark and dismal shore.’’-
I closed the book. "Mrs. Blind, 

I said, “Lenore Is by nature inclined to 
be religious and sentimental. If she is 
carefully trained she will develop into 
a refined, useful anl lovable woman, but 
at present her mind is in as unhealthy, 
a condition as one might expect it to be 
after feeding upon such trash as that,” 
and I indicated the Sunday-school
books. “Do not, I beg of you, allow any 
more of them to be brought into your 
house, but put something bright and 
cheerful in the place of them. I have 
discovered that Lenore is very fond of 
pets. Let her have them to her heart’s,, 
content, and give her books upon the 
proper care of them, and see that she 
does care for them properly, without 
seeming to interfere. Of course you 
will see that she does her share of the 
work, the same as her sister. Be ob
servant, patient, firm, but gentle al
ways, aud you will soon have order es
tablished out of chaos, joy in the place

upon yourself?"
The spirit looked at me as if sur

prised, but the power of discernment 
was mine and I went on: "When you 
were in the flesh, dear soul, the world 
seemed all against you. You struggled 
bravely for a time, how bravely no one 
but yourself knows, but at last you 
grew discouraged and said, “There is no Remember the desert will blossom as 
use trying.’ You saw your most cher- the rose if you will make the conditions 
ished hopes blighted, those you trusted- right „ we want to find happlness we proved unfaithful or unworthy, the love muBt make the most o£ u £ brl bt 
you sought was denied you and no one and beauUful things that cotne to 
drew near to speak a helpful or loving abd the best way in the world to help word Oh the long, dreary hours .ot others is to !et aIone bad quaHti^ 
loneliness, heart-hunger bitterness and and make the most of tbeir ^d 
despair! Lady I see them all and my Goodness growB fflore rapld£ b cujtl. 
soul goes out to you in sympathy and vatlon tban ,B usually U1<Jugb't 'We do 
love. But these tilings are all in the untoid barnl to ourselves and others by 
past and exist no more except in your throwing out. suspicions and Bugges-T . them go, dear soul, and tfons of evfl MaPy parent8 take > 
memory. Let diem go, dear soul, and granted that their children are going to 
now gain if you will friends, happl- do every undesirable thing that they— 
ness beauty, love are al yours if you lbe parents_are smart enoUgh to think 
von ^111 v'oTnot^Z’" iS f of. and as soon as the children fulfill

< u °,U noj ' v p 4 , their expectations they blame the chil-
ntfdVsnM1 ‘h RhO lifted dl'en’ when if they had kept thelr mindsahd Isaid, Look up, lady! She lifted free from n the ^ould b 
her eyes and saw what I saw, a beauti- done tbp Ram. * frl„„4 foia ful female figure clothed in garments ;of about^ nelghbol/ of bls who had to 

one brilli^^^ leaYe several young chiI<iren alone for
little child wlttsunnycurls^nd eyes of “fWns to^musFth^6 & * bflg 
heavenly blue. The poor spirit gave a 2s
cry and her dark face lighted with the ldpllidht of a treat iov and the star- .??,seized her and she Don t You 
crowned Uit put out her hand Ind ™
Baid “Come sister” and the child ^pses I am gone. When she got 
laughed aX-thlv^ Love ??ck she iound every Dose ful1 of beans-
has conquered an%\ne more vX^n ‘Y
passed from darkness into light. Bless- h tO [“.u
ed are they who know the power of fnd‘YiduaI a,s

the Devil, he is deserving of the great-
Lo,v.t , , i, i k est sympathy. Poor oldDevil! I tell1 then turned my attention to the sob- • ' hp

iiif ’S;1” ^¡’iul, M‘sa ylvian’ s 18 the last spasmo£ he has been. Just think what a 
this sort you will ever have. Now listen dreadfUi thing it would be to never 

iy°U a,e ? T°»ns Svin have anything but evil expected or ve
g' and you look forward every ay quired of you, and’as age after age went' 
a time when you will be free to o s by never to receive a kind word or 
you please and you are building grand ¿ou ht fro anyonei..castles in the air, and are . planning Vftnd brnst fnto a hearty laugh
about the wonderful things you are go- ------/.V', „•ing to do and that are going to happen dLSt time while I was there. , 
to you, but Miss Hox, your neighbor . . ?readful 1
across the street, was once just as beau- sllf sa d‘ y°u do 1
tiful as you are and dreamed just such „aat a 1 the women I ever saw when it 
beautiful dreams of future grandeur .charity- You have pitied ev- ,
and happiness as you are now dream- ?ry , B'oner in this town since you 
ing. Yesterday you were laughing taYe been ami now you wind up by 
about her, and tellinghow ugly and dis- iorZ^®, P>ev'1- However,"
agreeable she is. Do you want to know S^Q added soberly, you have preached 
what has made her so? I will tell you; me an excellent sermon, and I needed it 
it is selfishness, outbreaks of passion ““Sp’ w caused by lack of self-control, and . P“®n, morning I came back home, 
thinking thoughts she would , shrink 1 Buoss it was time.
v/ith terror from having her friends arid . <lo be continued.)
neighbors hear expressed in words, yet ~ *
all those thoughts have been printed. Gone to His Reward,
upon her soul, her character, her face, j0 the Editor:—Your paper sent to 
and all who have eyes to see can read Mr. William Davis reached here just 
them. Now, Miss Vivian, you are going after hie departure to spirit life which 
to turn over a new leaf and nevermore took place April 11. He was a true ex
indulge In thoughts of any sort that will ponentof Spiritualism, living while 
be a disgrace to you when they are here for the life to come. He was one made known, and let me tell you that a of th0 p[onears of splritualllm, being 
few more such outbreaks of passion as converted while a ^ormQn 
you have just indulged in will entirely utah, by the then only believer in Bpir- 
ru n your beauty which is on y skin itualism among them, a trance medium neep now and will spoil easily, and Dr. wisemMli nlckn’amed Dr Death' 
then if that handsome young man you and ridlcuied by the church in genW 
spend so much time dreaming about After, leaving the church fold he was 
should come along later on he will find thrown into the river by the “Dpstrnv youso ugly he will not look at you but ing Angels/’Tbanl oZctach me^ 
once. , bers organized for the purpose of doingFrom every standpoint I have ever away with all apostates. His prepertf 
been introduced to, my last remarks WBRwere the most unorthodox I could well ™ mff „^1^ - U Ch' 8“d &e 
haVe made, but they hit the mark as I Belng ^or by profession his 
intended, and made a deep Impression thomrhtR worn nru A. v Ithat will last until a higher and less ®
selfish suggestion can find lodgment. In frOln ftrae’soul, and1 in eve^

As s^A as I had finished speaidng I S »“htahA^nW^ 
beckoned to Mrs. Blind and we left the raging, he would sit upon his ben?hInd

4 v, ' 4 » . communicate with his-loved one and“Give your daughter good, entertain- many vaiuabIe messages wire given to 
ing, whol^ome reading in abundance the captaln and crew7 which were ful se.e, that she learns how to work, that flned, to their astonishment, silencing 
she takes abundant outdoor exercise, their scofllngs oimuung
and get her Interested l^the welfare of . He man u^eg t w th . n . 
others and set an example by being last days on earth that he nad fought 
yourself what you want her to be and g00d flgbt and Kr  ̂ rosy door .of degth to open^tbat he
ner ner^atter. . ; ■_ might be free. ,He had reached theMrs. Blind dropped into a chair and ripe age ot 76, passing away peaceful^ 
began to sob "O God, help me, I never was bis wIsb f
saw myself before. O, if I only had be laid away under .spiritual Yftes bul 

4 known years ago-’ r _ his -daughter being a Salvation sdldier' , /??e p?s.t 18 Pa81, .1 sairi kindly, "so bad body laid away under their si- 
■ let it rest in peace, but the present is pervislon r uer men- su
yours to do with as; you will,-no begin He wa^ a warm fri a f Th . pro. 
anew this moment You can (»mplete- gressive Thinker, enjoying all the good 
ly transform yourself, your -life, your tilings therein contained.
surround ngs if you will,’’ . . • The tent is folded and laid away in
r earnestly ( and’ clay, so to speak. Let us not wish
I am so thMkful to my mother for. hlm back Into this cold world where 
sending me to you; lam so thankful for stOrm after storm arises over the dark 
this beautiful light that has come to way. May we enjoy his spiritual pres, 
me God bless yoil,-Mrs. Drury, for all ence- from time to time, as when he 
that you have done for me and mine; Was here is ,the wish of his many 
but, dear friend, there is,one more now friends and; the Writer;- 1 - -

; i ^mortal services were held iri his be-
. do not think there Is the least half at the Progressive Thought Hociq-

MT. PLEASANT PARK, CLINTON, IA.
The twenty-third annual camp-meet

ing at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens July 30 
and closes August 27. The very best 
talent has been secured for the season, 
and Opening Day promises to be a red 
letter day in the history of the camp. 
Programs and information given to all 
who write to Mrs. M. B. Anderson, sec
retary, Clarksville, Mo.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
After a period of two or three years 1 

deprivation, the Spiritualists of Los Au- / 
geles are this year to enjoy another/ 
Camp, unitedly with all else that is 
good, as the name implies: Liberal, Edr 
ucational and Spiritual Camp-Meeting, 
With our own Mrs. Nettie Howell in 
charge, it goes without saying, success 
awaits It. From June 25, to July 25, 
beautiful Mineral Park (a five-cent ride 
from the city), will echo and resound 
with the music of aspiring lives, in har
monious association; with the ringing 
voice of truth-inspired lecturer, speak
er, message-bearer and Binger, shedding 
forth the thoughts that educate, un
fold, heal and otherwise bless the many 
listeners who will no doubt be there ta 
receive all those blessings. ’

Already assured is the presence and 
help of Mr. Harrison D. Barrett, Presi
dent of the N. 8. A.; Mrs. R. S. Lillie, 
true messenger of light and love; Mrs. 
Cowell, of Oakland, well respected 
here; Messrs. W. J. Colville and B. Fay, 
Mills, whose very names inspire thous- 
andB to listen and learn; Mr. John W. 
Ring, the Lyceum builder and children’s 
friend, and a host of others, especially, 
some choice local talent. Among these 
may be mentioned G. P. Sullivan, the 
revered old worker and medium, Mrs. 
Weeks-Wright, Mrs. Lettie Allen, and 
Mrs. Boyce, also Dr. George Carey, 
scientific chemist, and Dr. Clark of the 
Psychical Research Society, also Mrs. 
Harmon, and many more, especially, 
naming Mrs. Baldridge, who, as onp of 
our home mediums, is especially good.

Mrs. Howell is providing an especial 
tent to be known as Lyceum Temple. 
The Children's Fraternal Home will be 
especially represented by members and 
the little ones gathered, up to the 
present.

The beautiful grounds of the park 
are being renovated and put into fine'^v- 
sanitary condition, the pavilion being 
enlarged to a further seating capacity, 
of a hundred, making now ample room 
for large-sized audiences.

A first class restaurant, managed es
pecially by Mrs. Howell, will be one of 
the essential attractions and blessings.

There are twenty cottages perma
nently located in the park, and tent... 
galore already arranged for. Every! 
body interested is more than hopeful of 
a grand good time, and with the infu
sion of light and life from the “liberal" 
and generally recognized “educational’ ’ 
element, there should be a grander than . 
good time awaiting the fortunate visltojr

ty, corner Pearl and Franklin, Sunday, D s. kav, PeyciiUanqNatural clairvoyant ANDIJF.W R «PINNFV M n May 7, where many touching things AlWKlaW - «UlNlNEY, 1^
were said of the departed friend and .. ------------ - ;— Fortvbrother. F. 8- CORNISH. BEadings b^maid.^^ antipXt^o ofMedicin^

Cleveland, Ohio. Yeirs PrS aMedi^^
---------—■— -— ------------------------------------—— in College, Ten Years 

Maaii«««£» A“1»1« ChamDeriain’S Card. .nA I. a Satüra^cuVrio^n^Henever

^■111 11 II/i UK I IvRHHIIlIv K ■ Dear Mends, you canjrreatly help me care for falle In diagnosis, He baa given epeclal attention wl/111 mClllvr . HlWllH/L w» myrblindelater, Jennie f. Webb,one of thoearl- toeye, ear, throat and'lung troubles, also all - - ■
1' lest mediums now in tho form, by writing a letter forme of nervous diseases ot both eexes. Never noted summer resorts. It is connected

—- to a spirit friend. Send it to me with 11, and I will falle to ciiro piles. If you would like an opinion 1» a hridfra with Pnini Tndonpndonno
t* *— -x n —»i « . M-iAatin«» u try and f e| jeply by independent wrltlny or whiy of your case FäEE, write lust how you feel with °yiaSe a i“<*®Pentleilce»
It IB important wnen a . meeting . IS Pers. Address Mra.Aunlo Lord Chamber your own hand (ind hold the letter in your hand and close at hand lies Monument

suspended, that notice be given us, so foniM»» ■BM<^?.Vl£‘I>Jorro^ .. n Beach, and beyond Gray Gables, for-that inquirers may not be trilslead. We f ftfwm Pro^Beed’a Dsa& merly’the su mer home of Ex-Presl-
want new notices of all meetings being 0WEB~—--------- ----------- —--------------------- dent Cleveland, and at the head of the

umlhero pubUc k8118 at 010 preses 'TRUMPETS J Joseph Jefferson.
. AaxmieBB some Cure.« Address Tiio infallible flbro trumpet 1b insulated top and The water supply introduced by the

First German Spiritualist Society on Mns. m. f Baldwin, box 12» Chicago, nt Onset Water Company from Sandy
tho West Side. Meetings every Sunday —............... —• ■ Hai; very light iu weight; absolutely tangible Lake, could not be purer or better,
at 3 p. m. In Garselman’a Hall, corner MADAM ; THERESE SHAOREN, No summer resort is betten supplied
Ashland avenue and W. loth Streeu IB the most gifted medium and psychic in the all kinds of development, 12 cts.sent on receipt With well-regulated hotels, with rooms

The North Star Spiritual Union holds world to-day; her testimonials from an parts of of price. . . and board at reasonable rates. Also
norvinna nt Dnrl'a TXnil -1 KdR MilTVAiilrpA ^8 globe speak of her as a marvel; call and read JAS. MJWTOJi. 42U Dorr St.. Toledo. O > . . ,. .services at Peri s Hall, loib Milwaukee them and receive a free life reading, or send lock * xoieao*rooms can be obtained at cottages, and
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. of hair, date of birth and ö stumps for free read- “ “—i------------ :—-------- meals'at either hotels or restaurants in
Mrs. JohaMa Rocnnaw.teflt medium. nn I A 1(11101(0 close proximity.

Central, Spiritual Cliurch holds serv- tug Piaco, B., sun pranciBco Cai. - Uli I J| U| LUUUliU Letters addressed to the proprietors
ices each-Sundäy afternoon at 2:30’at ——— ————  —------ ;  — ■ is one of tiie oldest and moat successful soh-tt- ^e following hotels, Onset, Mass.,
Tasking s hall, 30th an<l Archer avenue. ynn Dniinhin niQiYnnOlO "nJ nni.Ns,metu> Physicians. Hiscures are mar- will be promptly answered, giving full
CThe Lrnht ofM™ H"" rSyCniC UiagllOSISl Statement with regard to prices of
sereices MpkÄ 63ro X A Marvin, paycho-Medical and Mantle ÄXne^^  ̂ Hotel”0^ Eclo HoU1 ' Un “
Htroot near Rtownrf nvnnnp Confer- Pe»ftr. sterltaff, 111., eures asthma, bronchial wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will «mm. wen iucno notei, unionStreet, near btewart avenue, uonier troubles,, goiter, paralysis, rheumatism, brain, convince you. Ills practice extends all over tho Villa, Washburn House, Bullock s,Ho-
ence at 3 p, m. Lecture at-7; 45. Mes- spinal, stomach, liver, kidneyand-female trou- land. He cures you In your own home tel Marcv Hiehland Honso and MrsRhc-PR at Onnh RnrvW-l Midweek meet- wes, where others have faired, For diagnosis Address, J. s. LOlkHH, M. D., «-1 Maa,, myiuno uoUBB, MO Jura.

. i6nMw send name, age, married or single, with lock of ’ Lock iio»11203 Stonchmm Mass. Ronald’s,ing Thursday 3 p. rn. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- hair (no symptoms), and six cents Ln stamps. —--------------------------- J-------------------- ------------- .
%JePÄwood<Spiritual Union is * TO THE SICK. ACSdeillV Of HÄf SUCHCCS . CHESTERFIELD, CAMP, 
now located McDermotts Hall, 6603 loxtendjny Brotherly hand and earnestlyre- * ® The official board met at Camp Ches-
South Halsted street. Meetings every, quest Uat euoh and every leader of this paper And College of Fine Forces. terfleld, April 9, to perfect arrange- 
Sunday evening at 7:30. Ladies Aux- TtjnE’8lFoiccE8. i have cured thousands in Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure. ments for the coming camp session, be-
illary every Thursday afternoon at 2:30. aiipartsof the united states,and nearly every 'Fast becoming of worlds ginning July 15 and ending August 27.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in The grounds are In fine condition and there, while the Southern California
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove or poor, write this very minute, as this oppor- p,°ctor of Magnetics: can bo gained at college or we want, to make this the best camn Camp-meeting should be so tlioroughfly

a ah ^wv-ii Address DIL M 'äooeiis1 v n Seudaum^ipr wtaU)ffuodtönBlruluß^^ ever rield here. We have secured the established as to never again be known
sisted by Hugh 3. Fraser. All wel- • Ü . „. wL'n’s a - u.». babbitt, m.d„ very best talent and will have them to "pass by default.” Good music proh
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m. _____________ •________ ’ " ' ' ' 02 Boat avo., icociieat.r, ». w. well advertised. The programmes will pyived. NELLIE F. SULLIVAN.

Spiritual Church of AH Souls, In Hope —--------------------------------- — be ready, for distribution In a month. Matron C. F. H./
Hall, No. 220 Western ayenue, between PLEASE READ THIS. ... _____ Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secreta-ry Anderson, ' _____ )
Jackson and Van Buren, Sunday, even- it nick writemo: win give you atreeexami- AM A yTiiMi yUIrIR IILLCD Ind. ' CAMP progress I
Ings at 7:30, conducted'by Mrs. R. nation and aurely cure you.11 euro, when all PI A A I II |V 10 Fl IIIU UI 1 E il . HKUGKböb. IaÄntro - ' otheraau. Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor •••• ■ wmynin w vi • Camn Progress Moreland Panic“OUire. Of both Boxes successfully treated. Great success Send three two-cent stamns lock of -------- r. r, S ’ .. A IThe Kenwood Spiritual Church will with diseases of children. Write in own hand-- wree IWO cent stamps, iocs oi 8UNAPEE LAKE CAMP, N. H. Grove, Upper Swampscott, Mass., opens
hold services everv Sundav at 3 and 8 writing, giving name, age, sex. weight, leading hair, age, name and the leading symp- ____ Sunday, June 4, 1905. >
p. m., at Kenwood Hall, lips. 4308-10 lÄm toint an^ your disease will be diagnosed meetfoR Lsw^ M Itf «Ith Thls associatlon has been reorgtin-
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers a>ensend lock,irelr. 1 free by spirit power. annua^meetina:at Blodaett’s Landlna ized with the intention of making ft tjio
and music. Mrs; Grace E. Aitken, pas- FRANCES X. LOUCKS, y k nX»n N“h commencing JuK 30 anSine leading camp for the summer season (of
tor and test medium. Come and bring ft warren st. »tombam. Mau. MrO Hr IJnhQnn.UQrlfQr ^H, we have a 1500^ 1^ Wc ask your co-operation a;nd
your friends. ---------- ■------------:«• ' UUUÜUII UmHÜIf August 27. We have a good 1st of bope you wln v)slt us aud help aldng

The Progressive Society holds sere- To Every Reader of This Paper: 280 North Sixth St. a?l letters to Thomas B^nee Sutton tbe cau3e o£ This is not
ices every Sunday at 183 East North Doyon want to-obtain tho apirit of Knowi. 8üH Joso, Call pi H( or the secretary Lorenza Wor- a business, our only ob-
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. «a^eand wtwaomi Do yondesire thegin of +h'Q„ unhiinm ^ary wrenza wor ject |8 t0 promote this grand cause. All
Good speakers, tests and messages at --------------------------------------------------- then’ H11Isbor° Br- N- H- Spiritualists are eligible to membership
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor. spirit«? Doyou wiah to become a Trwe Ma»- ----------- in this association.

«ÄÄ VICKSBURG, CAMP. The grove contains about eleven
Charnnmm arenuo y0U- Wrhealonoe- Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 30 ac^a ot woodland very pleasantly sit-
Suridav CMferenriai ^ ihe Philosophers of the Living Fire. and closes August 20. For full particu- ua ed in Upper Swampscott. Lynn and
bunaay. conterence ai ö p. m. i-ec- nninh citv Minh min..». inrs artdrens m™ lonnnßtta ftmspr Salem electric cars pass the main en-ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- Union city, Mleh. A 1 Jnnflppfllf Restores Lost Vision. *ars address Mrs. Jeannette Eraser, which shouid make lt the resortW Rnst 43d strsot Conducted bv Mrs --------------- ---- ----------------------------- n WU1 !UCl I Ul Write for Illustrated Circular Vicksburg, Mich. ' trance wmen snouiu make n. tnc resoic ,jod ernst add street, vonuuctea oy mrs. ______ Cnanbonfa showing styles and pricesaud • of all Sniritualists of Eastern Massa- I
Isa Cleveland. ' *4 FRED P* EVANS ÖU6Cl3CICi photo ot Spirit Yanna, who do- - chusetts 'Church of the SnirltuaJ Truth holds t Im-UVAIVWi vefoped thia Clairvoyant power lu mo. icanad- LuuovLLa. ....meetings everv Siindav evenlne at 7-30 V^ms ifotea^Bychto for lust my Molted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfecu MINERAL PARK CAMP CAL. The grove meetings are a great help ,meetings every Bunday evening at GoU r„4»nanflBhli;s|ötR-,lWridntf nnd iy to year eyes at your own homo and send by “ VMivir, uml. mediums who mav take nart as Iat 962 Milwaukee avenue, near' North' ana lty/u werot my omce. Thousandswiu The Spiritualists of . Southern Cali- ^tendTto establish more engagement • }
Paul nastr^t. -Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor. . .^Ctah^yance, «Evansto“ a™.Pc°S tu fornia have engaged Mineral Park, the du^ J
Sunday from 2TicIo rnTtSX DoarMr.Poo.oi-vours^tao^ I camp grounds in the Arroyo Seco, just me intention of the directors to
HÄwmcorner0Si äiÄ» mteÄÄ™^ = sel?Ct i^-dass metllums each Sunday
Indiana avenue. Admission to after- RABV fl NR Qßl II ----------------------------------  toprovS are to Ä and would solicit correspondence fromDvUl IinU ÖUUL 'STARTLING PHENOMENA. park, and fourteen cottages will SUC
thBCrhnd BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT. Bymy SYSTEM you acquire. In an Incredibly erected. Mrs. Nettie Howell is
the child wonder, will always be in at- Tills volume consists of a courso of lectures “SSTiJIST, the¡ seobets and mysteries of head of the executive committee, 
tendance. Others will assist, These delivered In the tranco state, and is certainly no wouYi? havoNhimdredeh o^aredöms^ dress her for programmes, 
meetings will be continued all summer, small contribution to tho Btudy of tho soul. It ’’Omaihave hundredst ot students W What I
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31St Is a goot. work toopon the eyos totho difference vaiue'recelved^ My SYSTEM cannot tall to un- ----------
street between the deductive and mduetlve process of fold your mediumship and psychical powers. NEW ERACAMP-MEETING?
b , c, , i, mind. Bound In cloth, BL For sale at this whatever your previous training, your failures, _______A Spiritualist Temple sas been onica age, you can succeed. Let me help you. H. Gia- The New Era camp-meeting begins
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel-  ----- , ~ “ ~~ sec>, Portland, Oregon, wrote a day or two ago; July 9? and continues over four Sun- OCEAN GROVE CAMP,
mont avenue. Services held every Sun- Q inpt Mnnin Three Beautiful spirituaiephuosophy°%ut ” ha% f0und8Imore days. We will, have with us during the This camp is located at Harwich, 
day and Thursday evening at 8 Ulium xuuuiu. Spiritual Songs, knowiedeom the few lessons you have sent than meeting those grand workers, Harry J. Mass., and opens July 9, and closes 
o’clock. Tests and musu at every 3er- ..Wo Are Passing But Once Tbft Way.” Song PrMÄrandtÄ moX’ Bond for my Moore> Mrs McCoyi Mrs. EUa Royai Juiy 23.
vice. and refrain, by P.O; Hudson; price, 25 cents. books on utibiiasHiP, Williams, sure, "and hope other good —-----

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu- ..Sattefled." A reverie. By A. J. Maxham. clairvoyance. Cloth. 150 paces, by J. c. F. workers will also attend from all parts WINFIELD (KANSAS) CAMP, 
dents Of Nature win hold-Sunday even-. Price 25 cents. _ Grumblno. Teaches how to read the future, pruc- .bfi oomnass Wr exnpet mnnv of ' '
ink services at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, “The Light of Reason." English and German tlce telepathy, penetrate tho veil between the J»’“llecl ““7 “ The Winfield Camp Association “willmg services at LOOO .Biuwaunecn,vnuue, d » t of “Load, Kindly seen and the unseen, converse with splrlts.know the lecturers and mediums from the . .. H h .‘.icorner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Sohu- ^¿1, “p“g cents. themysieries. it ft a revelation. The only prac- coast (and we have many good ones) to hold its twelfth annual camp-meeting,macher nastor ’ ■ g deal book ot its kind, ever published Lilian ’’J Booa o^^^^ commencing July 15, and ending July

mt.A ntvartoi ncmilt • Ronlnfv mcRta — ' Whiting,Henry Wood, Mind,Lieht, all näepts en- attend during the meeting. Everybody .. ,,, hove secured the best of tal-The Universal Occult Society meets .^„-«imiAnjiiterestinffStorv dorse it. Price (reduced from is.ooi. ii.m. come and help make this coming camp- , l a' e secured tne best 01 tai
every Sunday at America Hall, 77 .East I ICDCTH y Anrn» nnd Colors.-How to read theatmos- pfitine a <rrand and elorinna one The ent’ and exPect to make tlns catnP Ono¿lot Ot 0 or>a ¿Tr TO R Gilrnv I I \l»F I II Of TWO AVOrlOS. phere of persons aud understand the appearance meeting a grana ana glorious one. ine . ,. . „r ilq hlsfnrv31st street at 3 and O-m. K. GUray, g . pagcinat- of halos, auras and nimbus, contains a color hotel will be under the management of ° „ G,mo nterestmg or 1 is history,
pastor. Evangelist T. M. Stoller Will aieUonary. Paper, price w cents. thenresident and everything nossihle All get ready to come the first day and.preside at all meetings during the ab- ing and Inßtractlve Throughout, P-vchometry. Teaeims^ will be done’for tiirSfort a stay until the last Wo have secured
sence of Brother Gilray, aMel« fare of Te guestl Tamp ground^s Max Hoffman, Will' J. Erwood, Isa Wil-
SuX aftXooTS^^  ̂ ÄÄÄ« monw^hU^^ ÄEÄTaM Mr” AbeT S “i “oXt

TH6 Devil äna tue Adventists, Älnrbe^y
Dr, arid Mrs. Carr A Wiqkl^pd. All nr Tha Trninh nf An .Adveptftt attack upon Spiritualism re- b ’ ’ the grounds. Address Mrs. Maud K.
cordially invited. Residence,616 Wells IIU OF 1B6 lOUCil Of An Angel pulsed. By Moses Hull. f>rice. io cents. -------- Gat 807 North Manning Btreet, Win-

K iel, Q tWiftml V Mother. ■ Fni»fP Shfl MaftPP LmM?Ba8^ EDGEWOOD CAMP, WASH. field, Kansas.
Church of the-Soul, Airs.'Cora'L. v. BY CARRIE E. S. TWING. fUl uu dllu /lldbbui nerr A celebrated The annual camp-meeting of the Spir- _______ _ ■ _ . .

Richmond, pastor, meets^every Sunday Her dedicatory lines are. sufficient to show . ■■^jee^dott'aiw'Up°n a pr0,0Und BUb’ ituallsts of the state of Washington, NEW YORK STATE CONVENTION, 
in room 309 Masonic Temple. Service the.spMt.ofthebookaswellastheauthor.lt JecbPric^ciotmsLOO.________________  will be held at the Edgewood camn- INCVV 0 M c lu,N-
11 a. m. Sunday-school- -10 a. m. Su- reads, “Because my own ehlldretrure all under p.rn..ndR nn Atirnrisp T.nko mmmmNnf To the Spiritualists of New York State
perintendentoLSuhday-scriopl, Mrs.H. THF LIFE RRDIRNT July 30 and ending August 20. Thes! -Dear Fellow-Workers:-In behalf of
J. Ashton. Pastors; address,- 3802 ^dedicate this book, to the children of tie I I IL, 1311 13 111 llzll 111 1 e rounds are owned bv the state nssewia- the New York State Association of Spir-
Rtdee avenue. Rogers-Park. ,Day at world.“ -This book is tull Of eoul elevating am by LILLIAN WH1TIN0.—In this book Miss “‘J? ituallsts and of its officers I gladly ex-S iSSr ■ Cftorestlng thought Price, cloth, Jl. For sale Whiting alms to portray a practical Ideal for tion and can be reached either from To- '„„J ,„3 a„a 3,“
home, BTidBy. -skürSihiAK-a to Mthftoffloe. ... dally living that shall embody the sweetness coma or Seattle by the Interurban tend to you greetings.

Meetings every Sunday Ät 1U.4Ö a. in. ____________ _____________________ and exaltations and faith that lend enchant- pipctrin Pars The annual atato con von- Knowing something of the interest
at hall 210. Masonic Temple, under the * HJaCTCDI V menttollte. It ft, In ameasure, a logical se- . L Jr r *. e uuuyeu taken in this movement we«naninoH of Walter DeVoe’ the well- A MASTERLY WORK. quence of "Tho World Beautiful," loading into tion will also be held at the same place “aye Uken in mi» move^ 
auspices of Walter . • Cnntinnitv nf TifA n ßnmrif» Troth stm diviner harmonies, it is calculated to ren- on August 21 and 22, Spiritualists from desire to express our appreciation of
known lecturer.. Miss Lora M. -Nate, vonilHUlvy VIUU0 a UOSullC Irftlll der the soul in harmony with the universe, it hip East who intond tn viait tha t owiq your efforts towards the presentation to---------------------- ---- ” ft truly an inspiration.. Price, cloth, Si,W. t who intend to ris^^

their visit so as to stop over for a day Spiritualism stands and which make 
. or two at the camp, where they will uplift and the betterment of the

find a hearty welcome from their west- h,uman family. The larger interprets- 
ern co-workers. All railroads give stop- °* an^ PurP°ses» the newer 
over privileges at the different Sound. an^ more beautiful conception of death 

md I cities. GEO. E. KNOWLDEN. and the after-life, the liberalizing o£-
Tacoma, Wash. pulpit oratory • and the softening o£ ,

creeds, are some of the first fruits o£ » 
Modern Spiritualism.

Fifty-seven years of frequent inter-

ONSET CAMP.
Onset camp commences its twenty? 

ninth annual meeting, July 23, and 
closes August 27. Onset Ib one of the 
most beautiful seashore resorts In the 
world, and 1b in close proximity to other

such.
■J6 Miss Annie Foley of Haverhill, is en- 

~\e gaged for the opening Sunday.
Ad’ Benj. H. Blaney, 150 Elm street, Mar

blehead, Mass.; Geo. D. Merrill, Lynn, 
Mass.; E. P. Cooley, 205 Eliot street, 
Boston. Mass., board of directors.

sololset. , . .- .■ . . , By Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
The Rising Sun Spiritualist -Mission Amasterly presentation of an'importantoul>

holds regular services every Sunday at feet ,A powerful argument alone new and scien- nni • • . ,f cm I
3 arid 8 p.m„.at the People’s Institute, ft VeFU IntePeStinQ BOOR tOF Aft.
Van Buren and , Leavitt; streets. The scions eeifhood after laying aside ,tho physical Philosonhv of This work con«
Risins Sun Lyceum ineets'at 2 D. m. ' hody.-Aboo>« of,r»©<’ralue. with aevertu « > »» a ■ tains a graphicfinelUustrationB.-cloth. IL00. - Spiritual Intercourse, account of the
■4 ™ ~ Tilt urnDlriDrnitTirin----- ven’Wonderful spiritual developments at theder Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev- T44P IJ RFfll JTIFI11 housed Bev. Dr. Pholps, Stratford, Conn.land 
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 In Brandt’s o , v,,. similar cases in all-parts of thecountry. This
Hail 152 E. Northavenue, .between
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HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP,-AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY,

. ■ By Thomas Carlyle.

' *A remarkable book by a remarkable 
man;' Marked by terse strength and 
Vigor, deep ¡thought; philosophy  .and .dra
matie ieadlty Ot earnestness. A notable 
Htrntyfeftott A'&ne edition in cloth.
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CENTRAL OHIO CAMP.
This camp opens Sunday, June 4 (and communion between the two worlds 

closes.Sunday, June 25), at Bueleh has accomplished muon, but as yet wO 
Park, eight miles southwest of Colum- are only on the threshold of spiritual 
bus, directly on the B. & O. railway, and unfoldment and have only caught a - 
Columbus, Grove City and Southwest- glimpse of the wonderful possibilities 
era Traction Lines; one-half hour's which loving co-operation between the 
ride, from Columbus and 20 minutes disembodied and the living has opened 
from Morgans; will land everybody at UP t0 trie children of earth,.
the park. Many talented speakers en- Mediumship in its varied forms has 
gaged. All are welcome. Officers: H. been, and will continue to be, the ave- 
E. Boerstler, president; L. M. Lydy, nue through which mankind is inspired 
vice-président; A. W. Dennis, treas- to give these advanced teachings.
urer; Hattie G. Webster, secretary. It furnishes the only positive proof of 
For further particulars, address tho sec- continuity of life, and since Spiritual- 
Tetary, 55 McDowell street, Columbus, iBts are the natural guardians of medi- 
Ohio. , umshlp aud of the open doorway be-

________ ' tween the two worlds, the trust thus 
GRAND LEDGE CAMP, MICH. pIaced in lheI5 keeping is one of vast;

• m,. ' „ 4 t 4 import to the human race.
, The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp- All ofïhese things appeal to me and 
meeting opens July 21,1905, and closes impress me with the largeness of the! 
Aug. 21, 1905, with Mr. Oscar A. Ed- work that confronts our state assocla- 
gérly as presiding chairman. Ab the tion and its auxiliaries and I trust our ■ 
programs are now being printed they coming annual convention which is 
will be distributed as soon hs possible, caned to be held in the city of Syracuse 
and all. those wishing further informa- on June 2, 3 and 4,. will deal wisely wit» 
tion regarding the camp, address.J. W. these and the other .important ques»> 
«Y1?6 ^y{he of-Grand Ledge, tlons that may come before that body, 
Si », as®oc\at!°n extends , a cor- {0 fhe end that our beloved cause may. 
dial invitation to all,. take its proper station in the ..front

. . ■. —— ranks of reform movements.
LOS ANGELES, CAL., CAMP. We need in that convention the com* 

‘ The Liberal, Educational and Spirit- tined wisdom of all Spiritualists In this
ualist Camp-meeting will open at Mln- sroat Empire S(ate and I urge not Only)
eral Park, June 25, and close July 25. . thal a11 ^x®06,8 <

. . . -. but also that a large representation of ,
- . ■ Individual members end Spiritualist

- ' THE ASHLEY, OHIO, CAMP. workers come and participate in the dq-j -
This camp opens August 6 and closes liberations,

August: 27. ■ For further particulars ad
dress Will Randolph, secretary, Ashley,’ 
Ohio. ~ v . East Aurora* N. Y,

H. W. RICHARDSON, 
President N. Y. 8, A. 8.

the.spMt.ofthebookaswellastheauthor.lt
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WHAT 16 DEATH. MATERIALIZATION.

FIRM4N HER FAITH.

Will

to

An Old and Forgotten System for Spir
itualists to Consider. ( ’

¡SPlJ^ITUALIgJVI—-Progress

' RECLAIMING THE WAYWARD.

WORLD'S WISDOM.

ASTRAL BODY IN COMMONS.

the patient entirely transformed.
has gained cont.rpl of ills will and 
gentle and affectionate.”

And a bitter doom you meet 
Labor to lighten its ignorance, 

It nails you fast to the cross. 
The flame and the fagot shall be 

meed

She Believes That Her Pet Dog 
Meet Her In Heaven.

■
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WAS IT 03953910«? AN IMPORTANT QUESTION, ANOTHER MEDIUM.
========^^

MEDIUMS’ RELIEF FUND, j

There Are Many Views In Reference, 
to'the Change Called Death That Are 

. Entertained In Common by Spiritual
ists and Theosophlsts.
The materialist says that death ends 

; all; the Rpman Catholic tells ub of time 
spent in purgatory, and then eternal, 
bliss-; the Protestant decrees that death 
is the open sesame to everlasting hap
piness, or to never ceasing punishment.. 
And no iriatter to which class one may 
belongi'he is aptly described by the re
mark of the shrewd oid scrubwoman, 

■ who Baid, “Even when folks is Bure of 
gettili’ to heaven, it se.ems as though 
they’d ruther stay In Chicago.”.

Theosophy gives a different and more 
cheerful conception of death. It is 
based on the ideas we have already 

r touched (Upon, viz: Reincarnation and 
Karma. From them one gains the 
idea that the dead are inhabitants of 
the astral plane for a scrire of years, 

"imore or less, preparatory to entering 
higher and more glorious spheres of 
existence. Being deprived of Eis phys
ical body, a dead man is more keenly 
alive to the emotions of his loved ones, 
and it may happen that the only trou
ble that awaits a g<(od man after death 

.. is the impossibility of being able to 
soothe iheir grief at ills loss. If he 
has pàqeed through a long illness be
fore death comes, it is a joy to find 
that paia and fatigue Ì2 not exl8t ior 
him on the astral plane. Has he fond
ness' fo^ good literature? The finest 
libraries off the land are open to his 

: visits. Doos he take pleasure in J.rav- 
\ cling? It Cakes about five minutes to 
I go In the astral body, from New York 
to London. ''And a lover of good mu»

(Continued from last week.)
-If space allowed we could bring in a 

long string of evidences in (he form of 
sayings attributed to Jesus that can 
never be correctly understood until this 
system is fully understood and applied. 
But some will say that Jesus was only 
a- mythical character representing cer
tain ethical and moral principles. Very 
well, if you want-it that way, you only 
transfer the knowledge of facts to some 
one glse, namely the one or ones who 
wrote the gospels, wnoever they might 
-have been; If so, then they must have 
understood these facts. The proposi
tion is just as broad as it is long; the 
facts are there just the same.

Now please remember that we do not- 
refer the bible statements for the pur
pose of provingour explanation of psy
chic phenomena to be true, but simply 
to sholv what people In that age and at 
that time thought of these things, for 
the positive proof of the truthfulness of 
the explanation of any phenomenon ex
ists in the law inherent in the base 
upon which the phenomenon and the 
explanation rest. If the foundation is a 
solid fact in nature, the conclusions ar
rived at will be In harmony with nature 
and must be true.

The Trend of Events.
According to the trend of events in 

the field of Modern Spiritualism and 
the evolutionary movement of this 
mighty ppwer, with its coordinate up
heaval? of moral sentiments tinctured 
with love for that which is true, we 
must have come to the point where 
these facts should be applied in a new 
method of producing psychiq phenom-

Bic can easily, .hear every fine concert 
given in Europe and America, provided 
io two are given at the same time.

With a knowledge of the astral plane 
id a belief in its existence, one comes 
feel the nearness of loved ones after 

di ath. We never know the repeated 
ef orts they make to show us they are 
st 11 with us and would not wish us to 
m turn for them. It we imagine for a 
moment our feelings if we were walk- 

< ing with a friend and he were sud
denly stricken blind, and said despair
ingly, “I cannot see you. I have lost 
you," it may help us to think how a 
dead man feels, who is certain he is as 
much alive as he ever was. He per
ceives that it is our limitation which 
makes our loss, and lie mourns our 
materialism; for, surely, all love that 
is worthy of the name is given for 
something higher and more enduring 
than the physical body.

This does not imply that all are im
mediately happy when death comes. 
The suicide brings by the act of self
destruction much misery for himself 
on the lower sub-planes of the astral 
world. Those who lived largely in the 
gratification of the Bentes, as the glut
ton, the drunkard, or the sensualist, for 
a. time suffer acutely when deprived of 
the physical body. This Is one reason 
why-the great teachers of the world 
have always taught temperance and 
moderation.

What absorbed a man In his physical 
life is at first going'to interest himself 
precisely as much after death. If a de
voted mother dies, for Instance, she is 
constantly watching over her orphan 
children, putting into the minds of 
friends the idea of giving them pleas
ure in some way, and she often is so 
bound by her love to them that she' 
does not pass on to the heaven world 
until they are grown: or, in. othei- 
words, the emotion of love keeps her 

' on the astral plane, which is the plane 
of emotions and desires. If a man in 
his lifetime sought to aid and benefit 
mankind, he keeps right on in his work. 
He is watching those who have at heart 
the same object, and gladly lends them 
some of his own power and force.

In the heaven world is reaped the 
harvest of all pure thoughts generated 
during earth life, all intellectual and 
moral efforts and aspirations, and of 
all useful work given to the service of 
humanity. Selfish animal passions 
cannot enter this plape, as there is no 
material with which they can be ex
pressed, and, though the scantiness of 
the harvest of good deeds and thoughts 
during life may render the heaven life 
very brief, any good which has been 

’ expressed in life by the most depraved 
soul is there given an opportunity to 
grow into wider and fuller expression 
during the next earth life.

The soul that is somewhat advanced 
studies over his past life and learns to 
see the mistakes he made and how to 
avoid them in the coming earth life. 
He also enjoys all the inexpressible 
privileges of the heaven world In the 
proportion that he has prepared for 
such pleasures on earth. Is he a stu
dent in any particular direction? Op
portunities are given him to learn 
much more rapidly than is possible in 
lower worlds, and from those opportu
nities be may bring into his next in- 
carnaticn the ability to discover some 
new fact in the world of art or science. 
And after centuries passed thus profit
ably and pleasurably the cycle swings 
round again and life on the physical 
plane is once more begun.

CLARA S. HENDERSON.

eng.
But it has been said: "There is noth

ing new under the sun." It so, then 
this system must be old enough to have 
been forgotten during the intervening 
centuries when the human mind was 
shackled by the then dominating priest
craft. 1

A Hindoo Philosopher.
We will here introduce a spirit mes

sage purported to have come from a 
Hindoo pnilosopher who lived many 
years ago in India, in which he says 
that this system was taught in India 
long before the Christian era; that his 
successors taught this system to Jesus 
when he was in that country seeking 
knowledge, but Jesus having the Jewish 
religion to deal with modified and mys
tified their teachings, thinking thereby 
to be better able to amalgamate this 
system with the doctrine of the Jews; 
no doubt actuated by a desire for noto
riety as a teacher among his country
men.

We at one time submitted a colored 
chart for inspection by the Hindoo cab
inet chemist of Prof. E. J. Hoyt (in 
Arkansas City, Kans.) materializing se
ance, who after examining it, handed It 
out of the cabinet, saying that it was 
correct- in all its details.

This system consists in forming cir-

• Confident that dogs have a future ex
istence; Mtb. Annie K. Proudman of 227 
West One Hundred‘and Third street, 
New York, has had a monument erected 
over the grave of her pet pug.

Her companion for seventeen years, 
"Wrinkles” died last • January. Mrs. 

- Proudman grieved greatly over his 
death, and she never tires of recounting 
her pet’s virtues. ’ She believes dogs 
have feelings and sentiments.siinilar to 

. those of human beings, and she is sure 
that she will be greeted in the hereafter 
by the beloved “Wrinkles.” --

The drig was buried'with all cere
mony In the Hartdale cemetery, in 
Westchester county, where about 1,000 
pet animals are interred. Mrs. Proud
man, who is wealthy,- sent memorial 
cards, among her friends. The menu- 
ment,*-which has just been set up, bears 
this inscription: ’

The Wonderful Potency of Spiritualiz
ing Suggestions During the 

Hours of Sleep.

Can inebriety be cured- by sugges
tion? This Is a question which has 
been asked many times and satisfacto
rily answered In the affirmative, says 
Public Opinion. But the 'question of 
practicing suggestion while the patient 
sleeps is a different proposition and, 
therefore, a recent article in the Jour
nal des Debate of Paris, -is of interest. 
The experiments in question were con
ducted by the well known psychologist, 
Dr. Paul Farez. "The man under, ob
servation Refused all offers of treat
ment, but notwithstanding his refusal, 
against his 'will’ and unknown to him, 
the man was cured and has remained 
so for four years, The patient was 
twepty-flve years of age, married, of 
sound constitution and average health. 
He commenced'drinking when he was 
seventeen years of age and his wife 
had married him In order to reform 
him. After his marriage, however, he 
drank as before. His daily ration was 
two quarts of wine with his meals, and 
during the day several glasses of bran
dy, rum, vermouth, absinthe, etc. -Or
dinarily the man was quiet, but when 
he had taken more absinthe than usual 
he became violent, abused his -wife, 
broke everything within reach, and sur
rendered completely to his frenzy. The 
day following bld delirium' the man re
membered nothing, but when told of 
what he had done he wept, promised to 
become sober* etc, The acenes, £03» 
ever, were soon repeated,

"Dr. Farez decided'to try, WltB the 
approval of the family of the patient, 
suggestion during natural sleep. The 
treatment took place four or five times 
per week, and although (h6 patient did 
not know what was going on, there was 
Blow and steady improvement. The 
treatment commenced in January. Up 
to April the man had been Intoxicated 
only three times. In April and May 
there were no acts of violence; in June 
and July slight intoxications on two oc
casions; in August and September a 
trip to the country, -but no wine during 
this time, only beer. Returning to 
Paris, the man did not go to a cafe, but 
drank a little absinthe and less than a 
quart of wine for all of his meals. After 
a year the only thing taken was a little 
absinthe taken on Sunday and Saturday 
and from this time the patient has not 
touched wine and has only taken a lit
tle absinthe one or twice a month and 
at home. He is no longer irritable, but 
happy and a regular worker. The treat
ment had to be continued for eighteen 
months, but the result is complete and

A Curious Case Whert a Mw-ls Led to 
Commit Murder, Uriri^isclous of Him
self, by Apparitions'Which Were Real 
to Him. '
Somerville, N. J.—[Special to the Chi

cago Tribune]—Three men,-as fantastic 
and evil as villains Ihiflqtion, but por
trayed with a ildentyf which brought 
them forth as actual beings, were intro-, 
duced to-day to the-jui-y m the criminal 
court, which-is-hearing I file trial- of 
George H. Wood ■for f the ihurder of 
George Williams on Mount Höreb, Feb- 
ruary.2. • T

Samuel Swackhemer, counsel for the 
prisoner, told tlie jury a)j three charac
ters are flesh and blodd tt Wood. They 
have come into his life ait frequent in
tervals for several yeari). They have 
lured him on to acts'vrhiQh have blight
ed his'career. ■■

If Woo(l killed Grocer Williams in his 
sleigh, Swackhemer asserted, it was 
three devils holding him ijn their power 
for nearly a. week which drove him to 
do murder, ■ ' .

4f {9 ’. * “ ’ •
Ignorant of His Guilt.

Are We, Gaining Demonstrative Proof 
of Immortality?

He Is Giving Free Seances at Roches- Letter From N. 8. A. Home 'Orfico» 
ter, Mich. . Washlngtpn, D. C.

He 
is

Beat the world with a tyrant’s sword 
And it crouches at your feet!

Teach it with Christ-like tenderness

cles according to nature’s laws, em
bodied in the principles of the musical 
scale. This is exemplified astrologi- 
cally by the great circle of the twelve 
zodiacal signs with earth in the center, 
forming that grand circle for evolution;- 
are spiral sweeps of the constellations.

Again are the same principles pre
sented in mythology by the twelve sons 
of Jacob, six on each side comprising 
the twelve tribes of Israel. In the 
same way does the chromatic scale rep
resent all the different characteristics 
and temperaments of all nations on 
earth. When forming a circle accord
ing to this system each person should 
be selected according to his or her mul
tiple relation to each note on the chro
matic scale, joining the two extremities 
with low and high C together as a neut
ral point, and open th’e circle at F 
sharp, with a medium at the pivotal 
point on F. sharp; that would fill the 
requirements of a sensitive instrument, 
with a perfect individual electro-mag
netic balance, and correspondingly de- 
veloped .soul powers to insure a perfect 
vitallzation process. Such a medium 
would constitute a natural focal point 
for the concentration of all the forces 
in the circle, to be transformed into 
power.

A circle so formed would indeed be a 
veritable human horseshoe magnet on 
the physical plane, with the medium in 
the electro-magnetic field between the 
positive and negative poles indicated by 
the notes G and F. The flow of the vi
tal electro-magnetic force from the 
junction of the lower and higher C 

’’along both arms of the circle will reach 
the medium on the focal point on F 
sharp In a perfectly balanced condition, 
and in a concentrated form ready to be 
transformed into power to be used by a 
skilled spirit operator In the work of 
lowering or reducing-a high vibratory 
motion to the prevailing rate of^moletS* 
ular activity in tangible matter, which 
our physical organs or vision may read- 
ity respond to by virtue'of laws gov
erning reflection of light, which. again 
sets up vibratory action in the brain 
cells, that is recognized and interpreted 
by the mind and transmitted to the 
realm of consciousness, when the hu
man soul entity sees the object that has 
been "reduced to a former state of mat
ter.”

If we should undertake to explain 
psychic phenomena to result from 
physical causes only,-our explanation 
would be one-sided and only partly true. 
Having in a short time explained the 
formation of the human horse-shoe 
magnet or battery, as a chromatic circle 
on a certain level or octave on the phys
ical plane, it becomes necessary by the 
very nature of the case, to go into the 
invisible.realm and closely examine the 
spirit horse-shoe magnet or battery or
ganized upon the same plan and law of 
harmony inherent ip. the musical scale.

Each spirit being forming the spirit 
Chromatic circle or battery Is selected 
according to multiple relation to ’ the 
notes on the chromatic scale on the oc
tave upon which the organization is to 
be effected, with the spirit medium dr 
instrument on F sharp. This spirit.

1 "In lovftig memory of .'Wrinkles,’ a 
little pug dog, who died Jan. 7, 1905. 
For seventeen years a/faithful;friend 

’ and'constant companion, he .will never 
be forgotten by hla sorrowing mistress. 
Our close connection of many years
proves this beyond all doubt a truth 
be:
‘■The passing of that little life

Ends not alone in memory;
Say what you will, he was, he is - 

. A part of the infinite in me.
Not annihilation, but living still, 

He waits and watches tn eternity.

his

Who parts the gold from the dross!
Rush with the vultures to share the 

feast -
And your way shall be made plain. 

Check their greed with a holy thought— 
And meet with their cold disdain.

Show them a road to gain or fame-- 
And your name shall be adored.

Seek to lead them to purer heights— 
They bar your way with the sword!

For the eagles that love the mountain 
air

Must bear with its solitude, 
Since the madness of Self has cursed 

mankind
And their yery-souls imbued.

Yet strive—though your way be marked 
in blood

And your earth-wrought castles reel, 
There are goals far higher than happi

ness,
Still strive for the fair ideal.

Strive on, though the world be deaf and 
blind,

It must listen and see at length. 
From the salt despair of calamity 

Gather the future's strength.
Bear this for your certain staff of help 

As your labor toward that day:
No path is trod by the mutltitude

Until some soul marks the way!
BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.. . 

Oak Park, Ill.

medium on F sharp necessarily is in 
perfect harmony with the physical me
dium on F sharp- on the lower octave, 
hence by virtue of the law of harmony 
a perfect blending process becomes pos
sible in which the two mediums become 
as one in polarity.- Strike F sharp on 
any two octaves on your piano and have 
this blending exemplified. The blend
ing-of-the two mediums constitutes-the 
focal polnt_for the concentrated forces 
of the two circles or batteries, the vis
ible and the invisible. Just as modula
tion in music is the bridge on which 
harmony and discord meets in polarity, 
so is mediumship the bridge upon 
which the positive and negative forces 
an/k elements meets in polarity.

P. PEARSON.
(To be concluded.) •

He opened for the defense this after
noon with the following words:

“I am .in an extraordipary position, 
representing a defarigqá man, a man un
able to make a defense UJte one In pos- 
session of his nomai’faculties. 'I can 
neither deny nor admití the circum
stances of the crime;
-"The défendant JmORS- UPtMpg of 
what transpired In the interval from 
January 81 to Feb’ruaiy 2, He cannot 
recall bls whereabouts fix hla actions 
during these days. ■ ,

“We will endeavor to ffllow you that 
on February ^ 2 the prisoner was unoom 
Eoious of his acts, li.hp killed Will
iams, it, was. not through a guilty mo 
live, nor for gain, nor bëcauflO Of ani
mosity. " " ■

"This defendant onUgn. 30 started 
out, as he thinks, with two men—Henry 
Wolf and Mack. Mack wás introduced 
to Wood by Wolf. Both; are beings 
born of insanity, 'wolf has been 
Wood’s evil, genius foruyéars. He first 
came to the defendent^one day, claim
ing to be an Illegitimate gon of Wood’s 
father. - • ;

Lead Him From Home.
“Wood had forsakeffi'Jpb 'after job to 

escape the houndings ôf this-apparition. 
He was in terror of thfe man,’‘for human 
he was to the defendant. ;

“Wolf appeared January .30, and, 
while talking about biisjness affairs, 
told Wolf a man named Mack would, 
help him. Mack had'hgreefl to obtain, 
JI,000 from his fatherland to.give it to 
Wood it would be ne'cesgary to go to 
Scarsdale, Pa., for thé money. Wood 
goes home, and iB met there by Wolf, 
and the latter conductB h|m:to a barber 
shop, where, he introduced Mack. 
There plans were madê for the trip.
'“Wood tells how. with'.his two com

panions-he crosses th of dr ry-'and takes 
the Pennsylvania railroad "train, x-e 
recalls vaguely disembarking^at p' junc
tion, havlpg dinriër^ and "ithlls ' even 
what the party ate. WhilefBitting aV 
actable’ the- surrouridfrigs Tbecame ob- 
spare. In' this haze Wdlf and Mack- 
disappeai1 and Wood 8ndfe himself with 
a iiJWdark man rit his 'elbow.
' ' ' ' Black Man Becomes Guide.

“This man becomes his ^uide and to
gether they set forth. Wqod seems to 
be moving ’ in a rush.' Something 
drills "it into bls •; mind that 
the little black man took him aboard 
a train. Dreamy sensations numb his 
brain until he returns 'tp consciousness 
when the keeper at thè Tombs asks 
him on Sunday, two days after his ar
rest for the murder bt Williams, if he 
wishes to attend religious service.

’’’At the time when this evil genius, 
Henry Wolf, appears hp takes control 
of Wood. The déïendei)t's life then is 
without a guide or rudder. Wood is not 
a criminal but a lunatic.’;

In the San Francisco Examiner of 
April 30, an editorial writer seems to 
doubt that belief in immortality can 1 
ever be replaced by actual proof of-it, 1 
for the reason that: 1

“Spirits return no longer to this 1 
earth, except in the grotesque exhibí- ' 
tions of impostors and mountebanks.”

An assertion of this kind would prove.1 
satisfactory alike to bigot and unbe
lievers if it were wholly true. But it 
is not. That spirits do sometimes re- ' 
turn, quite outside of fake-shows of 
impostors, is a fact of almost daily 
demonstration to the favored few. 
Probably, when the controlling condi
tions of such apparitions shall be better 
known, the truth of them will become 
so prevalent that the majority will ac
cept it without doubt or hesitation, 
but neither the legerdemain of humbug 
mediumship nor the fanciful illusions 
of credulous dreamers will ever suffice 
tri bring about such a result. It will 
require demonstrative proof which shall 
successfully appeal to the calm judg
ment of competent observers. Yet, it 
is by no means necessary that every
body shall be able to actually see the 
proof. Nobody doubts the established 
fact that water may be produced from 
apparent nothingness—that is to say, 
from two imperceptible gases. But, al
though the conditions are known, the 
intimate processes involved in the pro
duction of water are' quite as inscruta
ble as the Biofiessea pt ghost produc
tion.

-Jt Is absurd to suppose that floffnitlffn 
of the immaterial may be reached by 
material sense-perception without ra<P 
leal'changes somewhere» If we kney 
just What those changes were and how 
to bring them about, the fljmohstratlon 
of spirit return would beoottiB US sim
ple and sure as demonstration of the 
union of oxygen and hydrogen to pro
duce water. There exists no line of de
marcation between the material and the 
immaterial. Sir Oliver Lodge, princi
pal of the University of. Birmingham, 
states.lt as a fact of science that an 
aggregation of a million millions of at
oms of substance is only barely visible 
with, the higher power of a microscope, 
while it must be a million times bigger 
still to become visible, jib a mere speck 
or granulé, to the naked eye. Sir Oli
vers’ statement goes a long way to
ward proving the contention that the 
material is simply a modification of the 
immaterial andi therefore, of necessity 

. there can be but a single elementary 
and ultimate basis for both.) There
fore, in |ts ultimate analysis, the hu
man body is quite as Imponderable as 
the bumin soul. Indeed we may well 
ask whether changeful activity in a sin
gle ultimate element will not only ac
count for both soul and body but for 
everything else in existence, But we 
really know so little of the matters that 
dt.ls not to. b.e.wondered at if Skeptical 
observers should attribute apparently 
successful indications of spirit return 

- to trickery or illusion;-and htaest fail
ure .to the inherent necessities of the 
case.’ Nevertheless, the world does 
move, arid success is sure to be reached 
by. the favored experimentor. It only 
remains for him to learn why he meets 
with either failure or success and thus 
become ablé to prove at any and all 
times the truth of spirit return. In 
other words» fo demonstrate the fact of 
immortality.' O. O. B. '

San Francisco, Cal.

A young optician and jeweler, Louis 
B, Palmer, Jr., a resident of this village, 
Is developing as a most wonderful ma
terializing medium. Dark cabinet se
ances are often held for the demonstra
tions that may be given through his me
dial agency.

Grand surprises at every seance are 
suddenly sprung upon the attendant ob
servers. For instance, when sitting un
conscious in .his trance sleep, he will 
often be raised from his chair and car
ried bodily above the floor, and some
times over the table. At a seance late
ly, in the .dark room, he -was lifted by 
his invisible manipulators as high as 
seven feet and put onto.the top of a 
little cupboard-closet, back to the far 
corner, Up near the upper ceiling. At 
the top of the closet was a row of large 
nails on which to hang clothing, yet he 
was riot hurt by that sudden and appar
ently-bo dangerous performance. It 
was quite a task to get him down from 
the top of that cupbord, just under the 
upper celling.

Up there, upon awakening, he asked, 
“Where am I?" He then called for a 
light and assistance. The seance was 
given at the village president’s resi
dence.

One night, later, while eight of us 
with him were sitting around a table, 
having our hands joined upon it, he was 
suddenly lifted over the table and 
propped onto the laps of three sitters, 
yet nd harm to any of us resulted from 
this apparently reckless demonstration. 
We were patted upon our heads by ma
terialized fingers. The bell was 
brought by the spirit hands that were 
ringing it, from the dark curtained cab
lai ito the sitters’ apartment, and 
fertplaced upon the table about which 
W0 were sitting with hands joined.

To the Editor:—It gives me pleasure; 
to inform you that, as we have still! 
quite a sum to raise before the thou
sand dollars for the Mediums' Relief 
Fund is secured, our kind friend who 
promised the other thousand, has ex
tended the time limit to -July 1, by. ’ 
which date, however, the fund will ab
solutely close. With this concession 
and the aid of our generous friends who 
have not as yet contributed to the fund, 
but wpo may do so by the last of June, 
we believe the full amount called for 
can be secured. Now, dear friends, 
those of you who have not yet sent 
your donations, please do bo as Boon as 
possible; remember wo have but one
month in which to succeed, and that 
the poor mediums need your aid; a lit- 1 
tie irom your purse can go a great way 
in helping the unfortunate and forlorn;! 
we count upon you, all who have beqq 
blessed by the spirit world, we appeal 
to you to Bend in your mite and your 
blessings will be increased a thousand
fold.

As our missionaries say this Medi-
urns' Fund is not as widely

Startling thunder-claps of noise were 
made upon the table. Several times 
the wooden door of the cabinet-room 
slammed shut with a fierce and loud 
racking vengeance. A window shade 
was taken down and dropped upon the 
floor, and then rolled up and thrown 
out of the cabinet, into the room of the 
sitters. His hands were tied together 
back of him, by the invisible wonder
workers, and he was then taken from 
his chair and dropped, but yet without 
injury. Materialized hands reached 
down ipom over the seance-table and 
shook hands with the sitters. Once the 
medium was carried from his chair, 
taken to the window, and the window 
was then raised, and the the magicians, 
were going to throw him out through a 
shoofly screen outside the window-way, 
but the medium awakening and resist
ing their further movements, he pre
vented their finishing of the comic 
tragedy.

This worthy young medium is very 
desirous to have doubters and scorners 
come to his seances and witness the 
wonders, and thereby become converted 
into knowers.and welcomers.

The doubting Thomases are becoming 
converted by nieans of these free se
ances given by this young, intelligent, 
moral and industrious Louis F. Palmer.

PROF. W. CHAM ELIOT.
Rochester, Mich.

SEEKING THE CRIMINAL.

Clairvoyant Opposed by Spirit

understood
as it should be—it would be it' Spirit
ualists more generally read the papers 
—it may be in order to hereby state 
that it is th« aged and well nigh help
less who are on the pension list of the 
N. S. A. Some of our pensioners are 
cripples, one blind and two others near
ly so. The monthly pensioners are, 
Mrs. A. L. Chambe: lain, Mrs. Jennie L. 
Webb, Mrs. A. Angell, Mrs. M. E. 
Wright, Mrs. E. Cutler, Dean Clarke, 
Abram James, Mr. and Mrs. Jaqua, Ly
man C. Howe, B. F. Clark, Belle Bush— 
from June last. These dear, aged vet
erans have all seen many long years of 
hard service for the spirit world, most 
of them have passed seventy-five years 
and a number are over eighty. In addi
tion, Hie N. S. A. supports Henry 
Slade at a Michigan Sanitarium, paying 
for his board, medical and clothing.

With the record of the N. S. A. and 
its management, it would seem that no 
defense of the uses made of the Me
diums' Fund is necessary, yet it is 
cruel to hear remarks from some who 
give nothing to the fund, that if they 
knew the money would go to the medi
ums they might give something—this 
raises the question if .hey really would 
give, or if they but thus excuse them
selves ior not giving to the poor. Our 
books and reports are open to the pub
lic; the financial accounts are given at 
every convention and printed in the 
spiritual papers; the editors -of -those 
papers are friendly to the N. S. A., and 
contributors to the Mediums’ Fund; is 
it likely they would aid in any nefarious 
work or help any cause they had no 
confidence In? Our board is composed
of honorable peonie, 
contribute largely to 
work.

who, 
this

themselves 
benevolent

of

ROGERÄND 1

Strange Vision of Sir Gilbert Parker 
Corroborated by Sir Arthur Haytor— 
Conversation With Campbell-Banner 
man Recalled—Other Instances of 
Kind Cited—Discrepancy in Vote 
Thirty Years Ago Explained!
London, May 17.—Sir Gilbert Parker, 

who claims to have seen the astrdl body 
of Sir Carne Rasch In the house of com-, 
mons while the latter was Ill in his 
home, is receiving corroboration of his 
extraordfsfervy vision. Sir Arthur Hay- 
tor writes as follows:

“I beg to say that I not only saw Sir 
Carne Rascb, myself, sitting below the 
gangway, but called him to the atten
tion of Sir Henry Campbell-Banherman, 
with whom I was talking on the front 
opposition bench. I said I wondered 
why all the papers inserted notices of 
Sir Carne's illness while he was sitting 
opposite apparently quite well. Sir 
Henry replied that he hoped the Illness 
was not catching.” ■

It seems that this is not the first in
stance of the sort that occurred In the 
house; In 1897 Mr. O’Connor, an Irish 
member, went to Ireland to be present 
at the deathbed of one of his parents. 
Swift McNeil saw his wraith in his 
usual seat on the third opposition 
bench. It was also seen from the press 
gallery.

Thirty years ago a member who went 
abroad, suffering from an acute malady, 
received an urgent five line.whip... He 
replied that he would attend the house 
at whatever cost to' his health. The 
house’was divided on the'matter at Is
sue, and on division the lobby tellers 
saw the member arid counted his vote. 
The next day it was found that the 
number of votes'recorded by the divis
ion clerks was one less than that given 
by the lobby clerks, and on the lost of 
the former this particular name did.not 
appear, as it did on the list of'tfife'latter. 
At the time.the division was taken the 
member was dead.—Chicago Tribune.

Do what good thou canst unknown; 
and be not vain of what ought iather to 
be felt than seen.—William Penn.---

■ Labor without pleasure is like life 
without consciousness. The real indus- 
fry; does not sadden.—W- F- Barnard.

"Weil, Roger, my dear old .'doggie, they 
say that your race H'run;

And our jolly tramps, tçééther up and 
down the world’are dope;

You’re only a dog,. Old fellow; a dog, 
and you’ve had your vipy,

But never a friend of all’my friends has 
been truer than yóul alway.

We’ve had glorious tlnjes; together in 
the fields and pastures fair; ., 

In storm and sunny Weather we have 
romped without á drive;

And however men havlj treated me, 
though foul or fait tjlieir deal—

However many the’ friends’, that failed, 
I’ve found you trae as steel.

That’s right, my dear 0I4 fellow, look up 
with your knowltig. eye.

And lick mv hand with .your loving 
tongue^ that nevej ’has told a He ;

And don't bô afraid, 0I4 doggie, if your 
time has come torgo,, ' -

For somewhere out in'the . great .Un
known there’s a pla'cel'oryou, 1 know.

Then don’t worry, old . .comrade, and 
don’t you fear to diC, .

For out in that’ fhirer' country I will 
find you by’ and by;

And Til stand by ÿou old fellow, and our 
love will surejy win,

For never a heaven'shall-harbor me 
where they wori’LIet Roger in.

When I reach that cits glorious; behind 
the .waiting dark, \

Just-come amRstandnoutslfle the gate 
and wag your taitarid bark.

I’ll hear your volce/ahd I’lLknow It and 
I’ll come to.the gate a«’d say: •

‘St. Peter, that’s myñiogétít' there, you 
must let him: confie itW;way.’ ’

And then if the SaintíiréfuBeB, Hl go to 
the One above ’■ kjC. r .

And say: ‘Old'Roger & Atthe gate, with 
his heart briinfultof love.;

And there isn’t a shlnirig angel of all 
the heavenly band I \

Who ever, lived.' a nobler: life than he, 
in that Earthly IMdx,.V;. ..

Then I know, thé gate will .open and 
you will come friskingiin.

And we’ll roam falr Jtóldsrtogether, ,in 
that country free f rom sin. >

So never you'mirid,’<H4-|^^ if your 
; ■/ time has co$nei.t0.goi -
You’ve been true, to me; ITil be true to 

you—and th eLord'is good, we know.

Experiences After Death.
When shortly ’ after the death of an 

acquaintance whom we had known to 
be deeply interested in Psychical Sci
ence as his name was written, we 
asked, "Will you tell us what were your 
Individual experiences when you awoke 
from earth-life—what were your emo
tions?”

Ans.—“Crying out with joy when I 
found my spirit so strongly buoyant, so 
free of physical hindrance. I realized 
at once that death—or freedom from 
mortal sense imprisonment, was free
dom for all that was best In me. But 
still I longed to be able to shout my joy 
into the ears of the denser friends still 
buried in the accursed flesh wherein the 
grub must change to spirit with free ac
tivities.”

Ques.—“Will you tell us something 
about that change?”

Ans.—"Spirit,-when freed from the 
physical foriri is at once born into this 
new higher existence, and if the atom 
of being thus changed has been that of 
.cne who has had time and opportunity 
’for thought on the great problems of 
life and conscious mentality while still 
in the flesh, then the questions’ which 
on earth perplexed and troubled his 
soul because. no sure answer came, are 
here shown clear . exposition, when 
spirit consciousness awakens. To 
those who have not been thoughtful on 
spiritual Unes the answer comes more 
slowly after teaching by higher ones.”

Ques.—“What do you mean by higher 
ones?”

Ans.—“By higher ones I mean such 
as have been appointed guides to earth- 
born souls. These are' the chosen 
teachers of babes born from earth life 
into this higher sphere. They wait bur 
awakening and answer _our childish 
queries when we recognize the new con
ditions.”

In an article entitled “A Contribu
tion to' the Study of Psychic Phenom
ena,” by Rev. W. G. Todd, in the Arena 
some years ago, the following descrip
tions of the change death makes were 
given through the Ouija Board:

Ques.—“How did you feel at the mo
ment of death?”

Ans.—“Lighter and lighter. It was 1, 
and yet not I. _ I was freed.”

Here a little child softly asked her 
mother, “How can people climb up to 
the other world?” Immediately was 
written the answer:

’ “Sweetheart, going is as easy as go
ing asleep. You just float’ put and 
away, and leave the old heavy body be
hind you.’ The body has helped you get 
a start,, and was a good body while it 
was needed.” •*

. SARA A. UNDERWOOD.
Quincy, Ill.

You are only a dog,-olm fellow, a dog, 
and you’ve had yoqqday—

Well, I’m getting"ther^myself, old.boy, 
and-I hayenib

old Comrade,But yoU>e stépï by m 
; , and I’m bound,to à 
So don’t you worry; ol

d by you;
Roger, for our•>» 
stufender.

Great memories, Which «stain all in
differently, are the .-s^sfeasses of an 
inn, and not the ®i!?treeaes'<^'a house. 
—Mme, Neeker. - .. ... - -

Resentment seems to have been given 
us by nature.for defense and.for de
fense only; it is the safeguard of jus
tice, and the security-of'innocence.— 
Adam i^nith.

Philosophy, in the final analysis, 
seems-to consist of convincing one’s 
self’that it is easier, on the whole, not 
to want things' than it is to get them. 
’—Puck.

When a man has not a good reason 
for doing a thing, he has one good rea
son for letting it alone—Thomas Scott 

I Make life'a ministry of love, and.lt 
will alwaysbe worth living;—Browning.-

Child’s Mother—Sees Child Playing 
at Corner of House; Then Sees Him 
Struck Severe Blow on the Temple— 
Body Near House. -
Danbury, Mass.—The coming of Mrs. 

Nellie Titus, the Lebanon clairvoyant, 
upon the scene early this morning, 
awakened the hopes of scores of the 
residents of this town and Grafton. •

Faith in her power had lessened, a 
little as the days went by, and no word 
from her, but her appearance to-day, ac
companied by her husband, was taken 
as a certainty that she had come to 
make some definite statement.

Many people from the adjoining 
towns have consulted her lor years in 
matters of importance. They place im
plicit reliance in her, but not one of 
them expected the -sensational an
nouncement which the woman made to
day after going about the Braley farm.

Had Talks on Tucker Case.
A score or more followed her about 

from early morning until she returned 
toward her home to-night. These re
membered that she had found the body 
of a missing young woman of Enfield 
when all other search had failed, and 
not a few of them still believe in the in
nocence of Charles Tucker of Auburn
dale, because Mrs. Titus Insisted that 
her spirit friends had told her that the 
real murderer of Mabel Page had yet to 
be apprehended.

Selectman Augustus Herit drove the 
woman over to the Braley farm. First 
she asked to be taken to the School 
pond, the little body of water intowhich 
it was feared that the body of the mur
dered boy might have been cast.

For a few -moments she stood upon 
the shored her eyes fixed across the 
water but gazing into vacancy.

After a few minutes of breathless 
susperise to those who were waiting 
and watching, she said: "He is not 
here; he is not in water anywhere. He 
is not so far from his home. I cannot 
see any water anywhere in connection 
with him. All I can see anywhere is 
the woman and she is opposing me.”

Mrs. Titus then went to the Braley 
house where she remained indoors for 
several hours.

Saw Him Struck Down.
When she had finished her thought 

trance she said that the boy had been 
shown to her playing at the northwest 
corner of the Braley house.

“And there,” declared the clairvoy
ant, dramatically, "I see him struck a 
severe blow on the temple—I see him 
fall—it Is near a pile of spruce logs, 
and those logs have been moved several 
times siribe then!”

Mrs.' Titus will return here to-mor
row. Before leaving Danbury to-night 
she said to a Journal representative:

Spirit of Child’s Motber.
"This is one of the hardest cases I 

have ever undertaken, because I find 
myself opposed by the spirit of the 
child’s mother, and until I can conquer 
that spirit my:investigation will be se
riously' hampered. '

■ “In my investigation of such matters 
in the spirit world-Lam compelled to 
pass, through the same sufferings which 
my objects have been subjected to, and 
that is the reason of my sickness and 
the cause of my delay in reaching Dan
bury.”—Boston Journal. ' <

I do not meddle with what my friends 
believe or reject, any more than I ask 
them whether they are rich or poor.— 
■Lowell.

The following little list belongs to 
that printed last and completes the re
port to May 1: _F. M. Whorlly, Ji; Fred 
Bruner, JI; W. W. Hawkins, Ji; Adele 
M. Porter, JI; Mrs. A. P. Osborne, JI, 
and later 35 cents; Chas Holkirk, JI;, 
Mrs. A. Chidester, JI; Jacob Newark, 
JI; Friend of the Mediums, JL

The list from time of our last report 
to July 1 will be printed in full when 
the list closes.

With cordial greetings to all friends.
MARY T. LONGLEY, 

N. S. A. Secretary.
600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash- 

ington, D. C.

HOPE THAT TRIUMPHS.

Hope forward leaps, with dauntless, 
eager face,

Whose speaking joy illuminates and 
charms;

While dreams enwrap, he hastes at 
quickest pace,

Nor slightest heed, e’er pays to shrill 
alarms.

Within his path wide yawns an open 
Pit,

Yet naught he sees but skies of gold
en red;

He blindly steps, though Nature’s torch 
is. lit.

And, tumbling, falls, inertial as the 
dead.

He dormant lies awhile In stupor’s 
sleep,

Then moaning sounds of heartfelt an
guish rise;

Now virtues true o’er him their vigil 
keep;

For righteous hope must win—it 
never dies.

Though crushed by foes and trahipled 
in the mire,

Or buried deep beneath a mass of 
wrong,

The right survives all strife of ill de
sire,

Triumphant hope chants then ' its 
gleeful song.

Base hope shall die—’twas cursed be
fore Its birth—

The seeds of death were planted 
strong and sure;

But pure desire prevails beyond the 
earth—

Its perfect bliss forever shall endure.
ALEXANDER SPENCER..

George Meredith on the Woman Ques, 
tion.

A writer who has recently inter
viewed George Meredith-reports him as 
saying:

"I have not studied women more 
than I have men, but with more affec
tion a deeper .interest in their enfran
chisement and development, being as
sured that women of the independent 
mind are needed for any sensible de
gree of progress. . They will so educate 
their daughters that these will not be 
instructed at the. start to think them
selves naturally inferior to men because 
less muscular; and need not have re
course to particular arts, feline chiefly, 
to make their way in the world.

Since I began to reflect I have been 
oppressed with the Injustice done to 
women, the constraint put upon their 
natural appetites and their faculties 
generally, much to the degradation of 
the race.” '

Whoever thinks that men might have 
fÙ11 sympathy with their fellows, while 
lacking all sympathy with inferior crea
tures; will discover his error op looking 
at the facts.—Herbert Spencer.

I would rather play a corn-stalk fiddle 
while pickaninnies dance than build of 
widows' sighs and orphans’ tears à 
flimsy bubble of fame, to be blown 
adown the narrow beach'of time into 
eternity’s shoreless sea.—W. C. Brann.

Our affections are our life. We live 
by them; they supply our warmth.— 
Channing. •... —-—-
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Pacific Coast Journeyings, by Moses Hull
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tenth of the Spiritualists will unite and man Is doing. There can be no doubt

roueed to send us out on another mission men.
of the kind we are now closing. On Sunday night, May
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Of Form and Feature—! he Cult! 
vation and Preservation of Pen 
sonal Beauty Based upon Health 
and Hygiene.

expose such

pressure has been 
to have us remain at 
months west of the

14, Mrs. Hull, 
in Portland, 

via Seattle, 
Pacific road,
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do as much in proportion as the two but that it is the duty of the Spiritual- 
“Ms" are doing, the Institute will not ists, in self-defense, to --------

papers to anyone who will pay 
from ten dollars up. He asks, __  
sometimes gets twenty-five dollars for

As far as the west is concerned, 1 after speaking twice 
will say I hear of many mediums and boarded the 11:45 train, 
lecturers, good, bad and Indifferent, and over the Canadian 
who are to visit the Lewis and Clark home. 'J’wcnty-five or thirty of the 
Exposition. Some of them will succeed Spiritualists went to the train at Seat-

June 3, 1905.
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THE SITUATION AS VIEWED BY DR. H. A. CROSS.

This case cited from the expert-ment.as-

Let

a

be declared guiltless and innocent.
Such profound logic as tins is 

toundina. especially so coming as 
does from the pen of a lawyer.

To do ö°ÖÖ 
THE RÉÜGION.OF^

—^UkllETin^

The Court of Inquiry
It is now in Session to 

take into careful and criti
cal consideration the Arti
ficial Toggery, often un
clean, used by some mate
rializing mediums, to make 
up in proper form your an
gel friends and loved ones, 
Honestyor Fraud; Which?

Crisis Pending in the Ranks of Spiritualism

The case of C. E. Winans, of Edin
burg, Ind., a so-called materializing me- 
#ium in whose possession were GON 
SEALED wigs, false whiskers, and 
maybe other artificial toggery, as 
brought to light and exposed ov Mr. F. 
C. Boving and others, seems to be re
ceiving more attention in print than 
Bv.ch a case deserves.

1 am heartily in favor, however, ot 
bringing to the light of common hon
esty, common decency and truth, for ex
posure everything that is defiting our 
cause of beautiful Spiritualism, but it is 
a painful surprise to me to see how 
leady some people are to take up their 
pens in defense of such work and prac
tice as that of the said Winans.

The fact that he may have been be
fore the public at the camps and other
wise for a term of years without his 
wigs and false whiskers having been 
discovered, proves nothing in this case 
beyond the fact that a guilty man went 
undiscovered and unpunished for that 
same period of time, it would appear 
from the published circumstances at
tending his final undoing by the discov
ery of his CONCEALED paraphernalia 
which he had used to deceive the unsus
pecting ones for so long a time, that 
controlling forces of the better port in 
the spirit world, by a concerted effort, 
did so control and influence tl/e events 
in the life of this man at the time when 
he took up his abode in the home ot M<-. I 
Bovmg, as resulted in his final ex-j 
pesure.

From our childhood days to the pres
ent time goodness has been exhibited 
in the light of long-suffering. The long- 
suffering goodness ot a pure and con
trolling influence of the spirit world 
seems to have allowed this man to run 
his course, and use his wigs and false 
whiskers, etc.,by the aid of that class 
of spirits of whom wo have read so 
so much of late, the obsessing and de
frauding ones on the invisible plane, 
thus giving time for the mending ot 
such ways, but "Thus far shalt thou go,

Genuine PhenoMS
j)r Nie at All!

■■ i . . niia
To the Editor:—Like Banqud’s Ghost, 

the-fraud question will not down, and 
presents Itself for review once more. 
While it 1b an unpleasant "bon mot," 
1 hope it will not be entirely disposed ot 
until it is settled right. 1 trust, in ac
cordance with the spirit of the fore
going truism, it will kqep bobbing up 
until Spiritualists have established 
their .equilibrium to the extent that 
genuine mediumship and phenomena 
shall be sustained universally, and the 
spurious article discredited everywhere.

While I was, and am sorry that condi
tions necessitating such steps as the 
recent exposure of materialization ex
ist, I feel that we should congratulate 
the cause upon having some adherents 
who love truth more than the prestige 
of any medium; and have tire courage 
to speak out when the artificial toggery 
which is sometimes passed off for the 
genuine article, Is found. A demonstra
tion of truth belongs to the people, and 
wherever found should be given out, 
and I feel that a good thing lias been 
accomplished by the proof recently of
fered of the nefarious work in so-called 
materializing seances.

Unfortunately, however, there are 
myriads ot people who assume to be 
Spiritualists, who decry the exposures 
with all the eloquent ability at their 
command, and continue to make a 
fetish of the word mediumship, as they 
have already done in the past; a ten
dency which supplies a fruitful field of 
operation for those who are not averse 
to supplying the spirit world with the 
necessary feathers, daggers, and gauze, 
in which to make up for their persona- 
tions(?). Why so many dislike to have 

■the truth made known I cannot see; 
especially do I fall to see why it is that 
those who fight bitterly against the

and false whiskers and other parapher
nalia are ever used in connection with 
the demonstration of Spiritualism, re
garding it- all as too sacred to admit 
of anything in the line of deception, are 
an easy prey for such methods as 
is practiced by this man Winans, and 
others of his ilk, both male and female. 
We are all of that class to a greater or 
less degree at some period of our lives 
when we begin the investigation of the 
phenomena of Spiritualism, and the 
phenomena usually precedes the phil
osophy, which by the way, is not the 
wisest course to pursue, for during that 
early period of investigation commonly 
called tho gullible period, one is so lia
ble to be deceived by just such false 
be-whiskered individuals as this man 
Winans.

In this controversy over Mr. Winans, 
no one has denied the fact that he was 
the possessor of wigs and false-whls- 
kers, and that he had them CON
CEALED in his music box. What pecul
iar articles they were for an honest, up- 
ifght materializing medium to carry 
about with him, and what a peculiar 
place is a music box for keeping such 
things in.

CONCEALED is the word to use in 
this connection, and I imagine that Mr. 
Dunn’s arguments and logic will not 
suffice to convince Spiritualists at 
large of^the honesty of purpose of this 
man Winans.

Mr. Dunn writes like an amateur, not 
only of things pertainhig to Spiritual
ism, but in logic as well. He writes as 
follows: “IT MAY BE THAT I AM 
WRITING MYSELF DOWN AS A 
FOOL OR AS A DEFENDER OF 
FRAUDS AND FAKES.” I see no

and no farther,” seems to have been 
spoken to this man Winans and his de
based spirit guides and controls in such 
Iones as are being heard all around the 
earth, and into the spirit world as well.

The published statement of Andrew 
C. Dunn to the effect that artificial tog
gery is a common and universal ad
junct with all physical mediums for the 
phase called materialization, is the 
most astounding and dumfounding 
statement .ever made by, any one pro
fessing ordinary intelligence, or com
mon honesty and respectability.

One of Mr. Dunn's arguments calcu
lated to prove that this man Winans 
is not guilty, but rather, Is a sort of 
angel of light and purity among his fel
low creatures, is the suggestion that 
Mr. Winans, being under control during 
the time of his holding his seances, 
would have no knowledge of the dispo
sition of his body at such time, and it 
wigs and false Whiskers are used by 
his spirit guides and controls. Mr. Wi
nans should not be held as guilty, be- 
catise. he being unconscious, under con
trol. would have no knowledge even 
that his physical form had been thus 
decorated, therefore Mr. Winans must

rather hifve lilb good old-fashioned 
trance niUdiuiiii'&ltb; under the divine 
afflatus 'qjjjspirAtsial power, gives me 
some word oy phrase which reveals the 
characterMicq of ‘‘loved ones gone be
fore,” than to’ ¿lisp the hand of some ? 
muttering’-'ifldlvtfMill, whose hands have 
been dipped innjcold ■ water—-to give 
them the (P^ces^ry-.chill—or who has 
been decorated in clteap feathers and 
phosphorus "

I would not be Unjust to anyone, but 
I think of all- the crimes in the cate
gory the SIMULATION OF SPIRIT
UAL PHENOMENA IS THE WORST 
AND THE'HARDEST TO OVERLOOK. 
Just a few days ago; the old shopworn 
argument was presented to mo: 
“Leave them alone; if the Spiritualists 
only won't patronize them they will 
soon quit the business." I heard that 
argument ten years ago—-it still serves, 
and I fail to qep the abatement. I won
der why they, don't quit? I'll tell you, 
Spiritualists! 'Simply because there are 
so many who are willing to argue: 
“Sometimes it is necessary to he'lp the 
spirits out.” As long as we are willing 
to allow such barefaced simulations of 
spiritual phenomena, we will be infest
ed by such charlatans.

I believe in being fair; I think there 
should always be.charity shown for the 
shortcomings of others, but I do not 
think it is charity or justice to allow 
such work to continue. Spiritualists, 
for truth's sake, look this matter

fraudulent in every'other walk of life, 
are content to argue uiat: "A little 
fraud won’t hurt” when it comes to the 
seance room.”

Some recent Conversations, and com
munications that I have had, have re
vealed the fact that it is again time to 
sound the slogan: “GENUINE PHE
NOMENA” OR NONE AT AL^, and to 
sound it as»lt has never been sounded 
before. The matter of spurious phe
nomena presents itself as never before. 
A medium, old .in the ranks, approach
ing the time in lite when legitimate 
and genuine mediumship, and its pos
sessor, should be tenderly cared for, 
has been brought into the lime-light 
of exposure, with the attendant ills, 
and has delivered Into the hands ot 
otners the apparatus wherewith simu
lations of spiritual phenomena were 
manufactured; in other words “the 
counterfeiter’s tools have been se
cured." What, then, is to be done?

A hue and cry has been raised 
throughout the United States among 
the Spiritualists: “Why did they do it? 
Why did they not go quietly to him, in
stead of publishing it in the papers?” 
These, and a thousand other queries 
have arisen, and parallel the express
ions that I have heard from Wisconsin 
to Missouri. I am informed by citi-

chance for an argument there. I think 
the average reader will be content to 
let that statement go unchallenged.

In Mr. Dunn's reference to Professor 
Crookes and his experiences, and ex
periments with the medium, Miss Flor
ence Cook, and the spirit Katie, men
tion is made of the fact of Professor 
Crookes haping clipped a lock of hair 
from the head of the spirit Katie while 
in materialized form, and suggests that 
from the fact that said clipped lock ot 
hair did not dematerialize when the 
materialized spirit body of Katie de
materialized, it might be regarded as 
evidence of fraud and deception on the 
part of some one unknown in the case. | 
This to my mind is not to be thought of 
for a moment, for Prof. Crookes was 
dealing with the whole problem in his 
own home when the possibility of a 
confederate being present, was entirely 
out of consideration. 1 would regard it 
as a relative question just here, to in
quire what reliable evidence have we 
from any source tending to prove that 
a lock of hair clinnnd from thg head 0** 
a spirit while In materialized form, or 
that a piece of lace or other fabric 
clipped from the materialized garment 
of a materialized spirit body, is always, 
or even in any instance ever demateri
alized. either at the time when the 
spirit body with its garments is demate
rialized, or subsequently. I know of no 
one competent enough, or sufficiently 
presumptuous to undertake to read to 
us the universal law governing such 
things. It is outside-the pale of argu-

mc inquire just here how it happens 
that Mr. Winans is willing to conceal 
artificial toggery in his music box. or 
anywhere else, for the convenient use 
of a mortal or spiritual confederate? 
How much better does It serve human
ity. WHEN THE CONFEDERATE IN 
THE FRAUD AND DECEPTION HAP 
PENS TO BE A SPIRIT GUIDE OR 
CONTROL. INSTEAD OF A MORTAL?

Does not the fact that Mr. Winans 
had his wigs and false whiskers CON
CEALED prove his guilt? If there be 
no wrong in using artificial parapher
nalia simply because the deception is 
practiced by a debased spirit, why did i 
Mr. yVinans CONCEAL his wigs and i 
false whiskers? Why did he not ex
hibit those things the same as he open
ly made use of his cabinet, and explain 
to his patrons that ail these things are 
necessary aids in producing the phe
nomena called materialization? The 
fact that he had his wigs and false 

■ whiskers CONCEALED proves his 
guilt I wish to go on record as saying 
tliat CONCEALING ARTICLES THAT 
ARE- USED FOR DECEPTION IS POS
ITIVE EVIDENCE OF GUILT.

When persons advertise them- 
selves’ as materializing mediums and 
bold seances apd announce to their, 
patrons that their bodies aresometimqs 
used to impersonate, why do they not

Let- me see; where did I leave ott? I 
am too busy 'a man; I have too much 
to do; my sins of omission are even 
greater than my sins of commission, all 
for want of time to do all the work I 
plan? ■ This letter is written in St. Paul, 
Mimi., May 20, 1905. I have no data to 
tell when and where I wrote to The Pro 
gressive Thinker last, nor what was 
and what was not in that letter. A\1 I 
am-positively sure of is that I have 
spent most of the time since it was 
written in Seattle, Wash., and Portland, 
Oregon. Mattie was the most of the 
time in one city and I in the other; thus 
a good work was being carried oh In

Rockies. As desirable a plpce as the 
west is in which to work we could not 
think of remaining at the present time. 
Should we remain in the flesh a qouple 
of thousand years more and should 
traveling expenses come down fifty per 
cent or more, we may visit it again, 
either together or separately, and re
sume the work which Is now under way. 
Our traveling expenses, hotel bills, etc., 
during tlie last sixty days has been be
tween three hundred and four hundred 
dollars. I will say to "the fearful and 
unbelieving," that not one cent of it 
came out of the Morris Pratt Institute. 
That much more would have gone into 
the Institute had not these bills come 
upon us as a tariff for presenting the 
truth to the people. As it Is, if one

Mrs. Hull put In two more weeks in
cluding Sundays at Portland, and I 
one. The time was well spent. The 
work in the west, north of the Califor
nia line, was never iu a better condi
tion than it is now. '

Before I say anything about our jour
ney westward it seems to be my duty to 
give one “Rev. Dr.” A. M. G. Wheeler 
the benefit of one more free advertise
ment. I do not do this to injure qaid 
Wheeler, but to save people from being 
victimized by him. Mr. Wheeler carries 

-cred^fitials from societies and people, 
las a minister, medium, etc. These 
credentials are supposed to all of them 
be forgeries. His main credentials— 
those he shows first are from a society 
or church in Kentucky. The fact is, I 
know a thoroughly honest and respon
sible Spiritualist who got into the confi
dence of this Wheeler, and thus has 
been admitted into "the “inner circle," 
where he has seen the seal and other 
paraphernalia of the church where, 1 
believe be claims to have been pastor. 
This was purloined from the church. 
Now this Wheeler is issuing ordination

his documents thus forged in the name 
of this Kentucky local society. Tnls 
-man of whom I speak has seen two of 
these ton-dollar documents and one 
twenty-dollar document Issued by 
Wheeler. If ever a person deserved a 
place in a state prison, it is one who 
would forge such documents as this

square in the-face; you claim to love 
the cause; you say you want genuine 
phenomena; you tell us.you l.ke Spirit
ualism because it will not tolerate such 
fraudulent practices as characterized 
the earlier religious concepts! Then, 
for the sake of humanity—both spirit 
and mortal—remove the frauds by 
showing them- you will not submit to | 
their practices! Encourage the genu
ine by showing tliat you want truth, not 
sensationalism.

When a bone-flde exposure is made, 
why do you attribute it to jealousy and 
an Inordinate'desire to persecute me
diums? Cannot you see the true Spir
itualist is the one Iha; whnls the truth 
no matter how it hurts? Cannot you 
see that it means something to all of 
us to know that the phenomena are be
ing tampered with? Lastly, can you 
not see that Lhe welfare of Spiritualism 
as an organized movement depends 
upon straightforward, genuine, soul-in- 
splring spiritual phenomena and phil
osophy, and that these turkey-feather 
combinations cannot but do us harm? 
It is the law of, self-preservation that 
demands “the tquth, the whole truth, 
and nothing but the truth.”

Yours for genuine phenomena, no
matter how insignificant, In preference discussion. He was ready to show that stop over until after midnight Sunday, 
to the spurious,;!no matter how sensa- jj^ic was dead set against Spirit- hence there was no way to do but to 
tional.' .. ¡WILL J. ER WOOD. ualism. Through the same paper I ac- start Monday as we had arranged. That

St. Loui^, Mo. (i cepted his challenge providing he was got ub into St. Paul on Thursday night,
< - — - ----------- an able, and a representative man about 8 o’clock. We found good quar-

Dr. George L. Lane. among his own people. ters at Hotel Windsor, where we se-
The following' was written nearly He and some of his brethren, at my cured more rest than we had since we

two months aso 'on reading Dr. Lane’s request, met Walter Hall, the president loft home. We-told nobody of our ad- 
personal experience in The Progressive of the oldest local society in Seattle, vent into the tity, but took our 1111 of

and some of them will not. tie to see us off. The Spiritualists
To begin the real history of our work I brought plenty of supplies for our "com- 

from the lime of my last report, I will missary department." Some of the 
say that on our return, to Seattle we good Spiritualists shed tears at parting, 
found a great revival of so-called relig- Perhaps we would have done the same 
ion, enjoying the most insane phases of thing if we had not known that we 
its development. Somehow I felt to would meet other good friends on our 
challenge Rev. Mr. Chapman, the chief way, and especially at the end of our 
thimble rigger in this performance, to journey. Our over forty hours’ journey 
a controversy on the question as to in the Canadian mountains caused Mrs. 
whether the work being done was a re- Hull to make one continuous exclama- 
vival ot real religion. I believe that tlon of "(J—o—o—,’’ and 1 believe that 
such revivals are more likely to recruit is about the only way 1 can describe the 
the candidates for lunatic asylums than scenery along the Kicking Horse and 
they are to Increase the inhabitants of Columbia Rivers. if I never see the 
heaven. I put a clause in that chai- foreign Alps until I describe the Alps 
tenge allowing other able and worthy of British Columbia, then farewell to 
ministers of the city to accept the chai- my hopes in that direction. At attempt 
lenge providing Rev. Mr. Chapman to describe these mountains is like 
failed to defend the work he was doing, holding up a rush light by which to 
None of the orthodox clergy accepted, view the noon-day sun.
but Rev. Mr. Hayward, an Adventist Our first and only halting place on 
minister, and pastor of a Seattle our way home was at "The Twin Cit- 
church, instead of accepting my chai- les,” St. Paul and Minneapolis. We 
lenge, challenged me through the Seat- had arranged to go right home without 
tie Daily Times, to meet him in public any stops, and did not know of this

Truly, the world has never seen the 
like bei'ora Search th“ annals of his- , 
lory, ancient aud modern; critically ex- 
amine the history of Spiritualism; look' 
here and there, In every nook aud cor-; 
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, “LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT. WORLD.” written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in. 
every library. Head the following care
fully:

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of tho Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection witli 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of "the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

zens of Milwaukee, whom I personally 
know to be reliable Spiritualists ot the 
best order, that under similar condi
tions they^ld go quietly to the medium 
—but did'that put an end to the prac
tice? Not so.

Even I hr.ve heard it argued: "The 
medium was not pware ot the fraud, 
And if such really did take place it was 
the controls who did it. Such work is 
legitimate (?) because it is personation, 
and the medium always announces that 
personation is liable to occur; the 
strength and conditions were not such 
as to allow absolute materialization to 
take place, and It is better to help out 
(hat way than to cut the spirit off from 
communicating.”'

Think of such sophistry, Mr.-Editor, 
coming from people who claim to be 
Spiritualists, and who claim to want the 
truth. Is it not enough to make the an
gels weep?

Faugh! Such argument makes me 
weary and heartsick. As "well might 
we aay: “The making of counterfeit dol
lars is perfectly legitimate because it is 
"personation,” and prevailing condi
tions will not permit the production of 
the genuine article which bears the 
seal of the government; and it is bet
ter to have the counterfeit than to have 
none at all." Or, when we are given 
spurious letter and slate-writings—such 
as have been prepared by the medi
um (?) beforehand, we ought to shut 
our eyes and say: “It is legitimate be
cause there was not force enough to 
enable the spirits to write, personally, 
hence it was necessary for the medium 
to do it for them, and besides all of 
that, it is personation, and that is per
missible always; furtlfcrmore the me
dium announced that the spirits are lia
ble to personate:"

I would like to know why this is not 
as legitimate in one phase as in an-

ments of Prof. Crookes has no bearing 
whatever upon the Winans case.

Bv rights the Winans case is un
worthy of mention in connection with 
such valuable evidence that comes 
from the remarkable experiments of 
Prof. Crookes. The one case is that of 
an eminent, scientist gathering valuable 
knowledge for the benefit not only onlj- 
of himself, but for Ins fellow-man. Ihe 
other is that of a shameless creature 
who conspired to deceive and defraud 
his fellow-man for the sake of shame- I 
lessly gaining a few dollars.

When any medium advertises himself 
or herself as a materializing medium, 
and wnen their patrons have gathered 
together at a seance, and the seance is 
about tq commence, and the medium 
then announces that sometimes there is 
impersonation by making use of their 
bodies, it should be regarded at once as 
a loop-hole to admit fraud and decep
tion. and the seance should be broken 
up before it begins, it I may Ibus ex
press my sentiments.

Impersonation should be given. It 
given at ail. at a seance by itself: and 
materialization should be presented by 
itself. There should be no such mixing 
up ot the two phases as is so common 
a practice. A certain class of mediums 
always surround themselves with a 
whole string of lopp-holes which admit 

■ of fraud and deception. Such-loop-holes 
are termed -conditions." While any in-

advertise themselves as Impersonators 
also? That does-not sound well/ It 
would not look well on thelradvertis-" 
Ing card.. It is a .word that implies DE
CEPTION on tie face of it "■

Honest and Well-meaning people be
ing attracted bv the teachings ahd 
claims of Spiritualism, start out. as 
Investigators, not suspecting that wiga

telligent Spiritualist knows that certain 
conditions are necessary in order to ob
tain- a manifestation of spirit phenom
ena. at the same , time I maintain, that 
no conditions should be tolerated either 
bv the sitters or the medium which ad
mit of the introduction of fraud, ... .

. Even trumpet mediumship can ue 
demonstrated in a subdued light, and 
for the sake of avoiding every appear-

other? Where stock tests are use^,’ 
why not say: "Oh. its all right! The 
spirits .could not give anything, so. of 
course, we had to give a little that was 
not direct from them—it was necessary 
to supply the material, as it were—and 
then it was personation, you know. 
What is the use of all the hue and cry 
of "Genuine phenomena or none" if we 
are to meet such arguments as I have 
met In the last few weeks—I might say 
in the last few years, and as the above?

Is personation legitimate? Under 
one circumstance, yes. I believe it 
might be—but that circumstance is al
ways this: when the spirit desiring to 
ieve.il its laentity. controls the medium, 
and the announcement is made—not be
fore the seance begins but when the 

l event is actually taking place—"this is 
the medium personating. Is the use 
of paint. leathers and cheese cloth or 
gauze legitimate? Never! in my esti
mation. The spirit personates through 
the average trance medium without 
such addenda as the above mentioned 
articles. I have, seen the faces of me
diums so changed, as to have no sem
blance of their natural contour, without I 
tne aid ot any material appliance what-i 
ever: nothing but (he exertion of spirit 
influence. Let them do the same in the1 
seance room.

In spite of all the cry "the medium 
did not know anything about It." it is 
quite manifest that they were not so 
Blissfully unconscious of the matter as 
to be unaware of the presence ot the- 
toggery or its hiding place. It there is 
r.c intention of fraud, why hide it away 
in music boxes or. tubes, or other places 
ol concealment? Why not say. "Ladies 
and gentlemen, it is sometimes neces
sary to supply parapnernalla with 
which to give the effect desired, and it 
has been secured and lies before you.” 
etc?

■ For. my part, I want .no turkev feath
ers anti luminous paint: I would niuch

Thinker of-March 4. " and Mr. Campbell, secretary of the rest—perfect rest.
Blessings be upon George L. Lane! state Spiritualist association, and my- ------- -

One fact is worth a multitude of theo- self- T1>e Adventists were very prompt Home, May 23.
ries sustained by specious sophistries. >“ all they did; the first of which was "Be it ever so humble there Is no 
It is not argument that we want, but t0 withdraw their pastor from the arena place like home."
simply the. truth-rfacts that have been al’d substitute Eld. A. W. Steers, of What a long spring Mrs. Hull and I
proven to 'be facts not negative asser- Vancouver, B. C., a great debater, to have had; I think it was the 9th of
tions frtfni those who have1 not wit- ta,te Rev- Mr- Hayward’s place. Ap March that landed us in Boise, Idaho,
nessed thé facts or never come to a Bro. Hayward was particularly interest- Since that we have enjoyed a perpetual
knowledge of the’ truth upon a given ed in having me well whipped, he him- spring. Now we are al home, and as 
subject.1 No special pleading can dis- self favored and I believe started the we witness farmers planting their corn 
possess any one of a knowledge- that lr‘°ve in ^t dtrec lou. They said that and view the newly made gardens, and 
has been gained by experience. when 7e llad beaten Mr- Steers> they the,d?,lds.°f oats Î«®1 «Prmglng into 

How thoroughly Dr Lane corrobo- were down- real )lfe‘ n seem® llke one Perpetualrates ln h°s ¿wnExperienceX strong- Well‘ t0 shorten Etory’ we had a sprlng’ Aiter putling ln a IarSe daV®
est statements in Dr Peebles’ book Ob- four session ,debate, each session last- work in St. Paul and Minneapolis, and a ^ssion or Demonism of the Ages If ing two h0UES- Brotllfir Steers was a uigllt and anothor hal£ day’s trave‘. and
its Publication had done nothing more sood man’ and an able and gentlemanly spending another half day in opening
than to bring before“ the nnbllcPhe in- debater- u is thought by Spiritualists and reading letters, and answering such 

(hoi V™ on and by very many others that the Elder as could.not be put off nor longer sot
structive a ray ° £a Thinker of lost beart irom the very flrst‘ and never aside- we are at home again even in our
peared in The Progressive Thinker of regalned hlB . courage. The Elder>s reelings.
late it would have been a useful docu- ¡)reuu.en were quite as gentlemanly as -At the,close of our big day’s work 
®®nt- .,, .... , he was; they behaved very well and Sunday, we were accompanied to the

Ignorance of these things has caused tQok medicine" like little men train in St. Paul by Brother Whitwell 
many persons to go back to their flnd women jjev steers thought that, and Brother and Sister Sauer, where at 
churches declaring they will have noth- jn many instances wry faces would be 11 o’clockSte started on the last divis- 
iug more to do wjth Spiritualism. Une made ar portions he was prepared ion of our long journey. We arrived at 
woman told me: They got my husband ma];e me swallow, and several times home in due time, and were met by all 
away from me. He seemed altogether intimated as much, but nary a wry there is left of the school. We found 
like another man after being with the face; when his bitterest doses came— a large dinner in waiting at the Temple 
Spiritualists awhile. From a kind hus- ttje doses which were to render me hors for us, all nice and hoi. The principal 
band and father he became Indifferent du Combat, to their chagrin they were’ ingredient of the dinner was fowl, and 
and brutish—didn’t even manifest love (0 me ‘.‘milk and honey.” His strongest we partook of enough of it to give us 
for his little -boy he had formerly idol- texts were among my strongest proofs, fowl stomachs. As the fowls were fe- 
ized.” If he quoted, “The dead know not males they “laid” on our stomachs, and

Much unjust odium has been thrust anything,” I found the same text put- we are happy.
upon Spiritualism for want of knowl- ttng an extinguisher on all Adventist Well, on Sunday, the first thing of im- 
edge. Believing that only the spiritual- hopes by asserting that “Neither have portance we did was to attend the Pro- 
minded come, or that only the evil-dis- they any more a reward nor a portion gressive Lyceum conducted by Brother 
posed can manifest, are equally erro- forever in anything that is done under Whitwell. Brother Whitwell has good 
neous. All is not good, neither is all the sun.” If he quoted the law against helpers in the persons of his wife, sons 
bad. Believing that all is correct that necromancy, I showed him that necro- and daughters, and Mr. and Mrs. Sauer 
comes from disembodied spirits is an mancy was talking with the dead; and and a few others whom I cannot men- 
open door for imposition. Believe not that if the dead cannot talk nor com- tion by name. The lyceum is small, es- 
every spirit. municate, then his God was guilty of pecially at this season of the year, but

No, we “do not want to belieVe In ob- legislating against an ignis fatuus. I it is a model lyceum. I wish that every 
session, any more than we want to be- then showed that the law was "added " Spiritualist in the United States could
Heve in war. But ascertaining the as Paul said, "because of transgres- see Brother Whltwells method ot con- 
facts in both cases. we are obliged to sion.” that Is because people were go- ducting a Bunday school. He seems to 
accept them. No doubt some persons ing to the dead for knowledge. Here, have a method of bringing out of every 
are too credulous, imputing to spirit in- if anywhere, was the place for God to student all there is within. Besides 
fluence some things that could be ex- have explained to his people just how that he has the faculty of keeping all 
plained another way. But what about dead the dead were. I next Showed interestded In the lesson.
the multitude of -cases that can be ac- that the law was a very natural and -. Mrs. Whitwell is a good speaker, and 
counted for in no other way? W. J. very good law. made for an especial oc- Mrs. Sauer, a platform test medium of 
Colville says there are sensitive per- casion. but like many other laws it nec- much more than ordinary ability. From 
sons whose sensitiveness is uncertain essarily died when the occasion for it tne lyceum Mrs. Hull and I went to the

ance of evil, every medium for that 
phase should demahd that condition of 
the spirit forces. It were better that 
humanity , get along with less-manifes
tation of spirit power, il need be. father 
than receive it under such conditions 
as will admit of all sorts of deception.

Chicago. 111. H. A. CROSS.
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ity. they have not learned the science I also showed that if the law was dinner, f will say in passing that Mrs. 
of self-mastery;, that is why they are binding now, then it was all binding Ives is one of the women from whom 
dominated by extraneous influences now: that would require him. not to de- the world will hear. For years she held 
when they should tie able to select their bate with me. but to come. 'With his a lyceum in her own house in which she 
unseen comrades:" This is a edndi- pockets fuil of-rocks, and stone me to always taught the young folks lessons 
tion very desirable to be attained. death; but nothing that I could say or calculated to.lead to higher and better

What has been accomplished can be do could induce him to obey his part of lives. When I was in St. Paul fourteen 
done. Let ®s weigh the thoughts ot ex- the law. The result was that when he years ago. I ordained her to the work of 
nerlenced lexdersiind appropriate what found me violating God s law I only the ministry; she worked very little at I 
our commotfisenseiand reasoning facul- hu-d to quote Paul at him. Thou art in- the work to which-she was ordained be
lies can digest andrasslmilate. No two excusable, O. man. whosoever thou art fore she imagined herself unfit for the 
persons camfiiavoothe self-same expert- that judgest another, lor thou that work. She had graduated In the high 
ences. only similar ones. By adding to- judgest doest.the same things/- He. school, and I think also in the normal 
gether what we know or think we know himself violated the same law he ac- school, but she felt her lack of the par- 
ourselves anH whist we read ot others’ cused me of breaking. licular education needed for her work,
views we can gebithe spirit or essence The Spiritualists and the Adventists so she went to the Columbia School of 

i of the whole fcondemsed in a believable were all» s° far as I knew, well pleased Oratory and graduated there. In that 
scientific shape ’ no with the behavior of each other. The school she got enough to know that

t ' HRS C K. SMITH. mists cleared away." and they "know there was something lacking yet. so she
San Diego Cal rar each other better. ■ Spiritualists and has just finished a two years’ special

h,_ others said the debate was the best course of studies in the Chicago Vnl-
:. 9 thing that ever happened for Spiritual- versity and is now ready for work. She

m nmued uzunlumnin unruenunna lsm inSeattle- In some respects the has always been a medium of fine abil-
W WUiutlt. JljTIU uKtAU ntUlncKnUuD debate wgs more of a symposium than Ity and is educationally as well pre- 

__  : ' a debate. pared for the platform of the Spiritual- 
tofonnation How Tneymay Give Birth to Happy, Our meetings before and following istlc field as any lecturer on our plat-

HeattbSfc6l!4rtlilAb»olutdy with* the debate .were very large. forpis-
.. <d»ui P»ln«SentFreo. While we did not do a great deal for ■ From Mrs. Ives- we went to a 3 p. m.

ho woman ntod atiyvionrcr dread the pains of the Morris Pratt Institutes immediate entertainment given by the Masonic 
bMdebro&?fiMMftti^ue^ benefit, we are sure that we have placed Temple Society. This entertainment
women. -He hasororwithaiaii pain at childbirth the school where, from one year on. we was fine. The music and singing were 

:?oWwit’^^ shall have less worriment and care exceptionally good, so were the straw
sendyour namo -and MdreM io Dr. j.iLDyth im over its-financial outlook than for it in beTnes and cream.

*7 olhe,r direction. Hereafter the At night Mre, Hull spoke for the 
(give wnh to liupta. haiithy children, awouiteij school will undoubtedly.be able finan- Band of.Peace Society.-and'I returned- 
deiar'but'wriwtiiv 'w bur° ElcrIhty' »o' dally to allow me to remain.at home, or to St. Paul and lectured before the Spir- 
,   it .will.be prepared to let me go out and itual Alliance. I have not Inquired par-

"In tho World Celestial " by Dr- T- A. ^ork in-its Interest when necessary. It ticularly as to Mrs.’Hull’s audience or
iBlamL-in Interesting1- taatnictlfro aad can select one-of -the graduates of the speech. I had a-good audience of as
hdpful; Spiritually- uplifting- Cloth Homiletic class ,to to-? charge of the deeply interested hearers as can be
tmmArfiUM$L ■ < Bible studies in my au^euce.--. • found anywhere. - .
i '■••Thn-:cpnstitutton./j)£ Man/:... By The outlook tor the niorris Pratt In- Since Spiritualism has undertaken to 
-Elizabeth -Towne./ .Gives a clear and Ftitute .was never so bright as at pres- purge itself of frauds and' fakes It 
practical, presentation of.. advanced ent. We .-hope within a year or two seems to be rising as it has not risen in 
mental science and embodies-many/new -years. .atthe.iongesLto.take.a-few-poor manyaday. Itlt will1 keep-dr In "the 
and original ideas, and the fullest young men and women every year and way It'is now going there is no doubt 
teaching extant as to the nature, con- graduate them -without charge, to any- that It will gain the respect of the 
trol and direction of desire. iWce 50a body world. HOSES HULL.

Lite in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.
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Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
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Carlyle Petersilea.
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cult library. -
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or more, you must send in a yearly sub 
scription for The Progressive Thlnken
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and night, A lady medium told me one day that her

ing the winter, but as the. Spring opened we had ex-

they look exactly alike; yes, are twins, and one is

èupant of the lower floor of the house, I was fre-

over her shoulder, and appeared to be reading the

SAY8 THEY ARE FAKES.

IN SUCH GOOD COMPANY.

A Trenchant Note From the Veteran 
Lecturer, Will C. Hodge.

C, C. Davis; a venerable Spiritualist of 
Hartland, Vermont; Illustrates many 
beautiful' truths in connection with 
Spirit Return. These Spirit Manifest
ations seemed to occur spontaneously, 
independent of any Mediumship that 
he or others possessed.

hands seemed" to fail,¿and allowed me to fall to my 
former resting place on the bed.

Although I had received my visitations from .the 
spirits at different times,, ills was the first time any
thing of this nature had,-Wen revealed to me by'my 
own request.

The next evening, as I was resting alone in the 
same place, a figure ■ appeared before me which I 
knew at a glance was my son George, who, when Jiv
ing upon the earth was deformed, owing to an injury 
received when but a child. As I watched him I no-

One Sunday afternoon lyhilc living in LaSalle, Ill., 
I was walking.in a paAurdin which cows were kept, 

■ following u narrow, ^ell-b®uteu path made by the 
in white. I was so much surprised and. amazed that cows through the pasture, when a feeling flashed 
I could not frame words to speak at first, but in a through my system t^ I.ijmst stop, which I did. As 
few moments I said, “Hullo,” but did not receive any I looked around,.enjoying the-beautiful’scenery, not a brother, 
answer. The figure turned and glided softly across living thing was in yieiw,- but I noticed a beautiful lit- 

tit tree standing a litHte waV’1 from where I was stand
ing, I stepped toward thqjree, took my knife from 
my pocket, cut the tw.’ckqe to the ground, walked

ticed he was slim and straight and appeared to be 
about five feet tall, which was about a foot taller 
than when he was living. Thus I was blessed with 
two successive visitations from my son George.,

During the winter of 1881-82 I was boarding in St. 
Albans, Me., with a family by the name of Fair-
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Discovery FREE TO TRY
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Catarrh, fironchltls, Tonsiliftb; « Chronic Hack»
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T . The sleeping mom assigned to me was 
the parlor bed-room, or guest room on the lower floor 
of the house. I was aroused from my' slumbers bythe floor and passed through the space between the 

portieres without moving them, not even the-sound of 
the brass rings from which the portieres were sus
pended upon the rod which holds them in place.

' Watchfulness of Our Guardian Spirits.
Many years ago, when a resident of Winchendom, 

Mass., I was very much troubled about a sum of mon
ey that was due me. I eould not drive this thought 
about the money from my mind, it worried me day

back to the path, trimmediit, then placed it in my 
hand as a walking st’iclf,llibh I thought: I do not need 
a cane to assist me in walking; I would feel ashamed 
to have anyone see me walking with the aid of a 
cane. I looked in all directions to be sure no one was

what seemed to be a child patting my ankle, the pat
ting continued along my Teg until it reached my 
knee, when I exclaimed, “Ohl” and it ceased. '

As I lay thinking about the above visitation I dis
covered in the corner of the room an old-fashioned 
arm chair in which was seated an elderly lady whose
face was turned from me, dressed in black, with a 
poke bonnet on her head of the style of a century ago.

This all seemed very strange to me, so in the morn
ing I related the experience I had the night before to 
“Aunt Foss,” an aged lady who sat knitting by the 
open fire-place.

She listened attentively to my story and then re
plied that- those spirits were of a mother and daughter 
who had passed away in that room and had visited 
several different people who had slept in that room.

 ....____ _____ r„ One afternoon, while living in Amherst, N. H., be- 
it would give me the greatest pleasure of my life. owmg me. - ’ _ . x x.. 1 struck at the snake again and again until I had’ ing the sole occupant of the house, I lay resting upon

One evening while resting upon my bed in my V?® sP^inS> while living in Bradford, N. H., at the lulled it with the stick which I had cut only a few mo- a bed, with my eyes open, when suddenly there Rp- 
Jrome at LaSalle, Ill., many years' after I made the of Frank Hemphill, I was very ill and not Ments before. ' . ' geared above the footboard of the bed the head and
above remark, a ’spirit appeared i^ the space before expected to live. - -\ \ : Again my life was saved by the watchful care of' face of a man with iron-gray hair, and as I watched
me As I lav watching it for a few minutes it said: . we had uspd a coal heater in our sitting-room dur-■ my spirit friends, who seem to be ever-present -to the pleasant, intelligent features of the figure,

in sight, then resume^ my , journey along the same 
narrow path, • I discovered in the path about a yard 

....—------- ------------------------- --------- in front of me a copperhead, a deadly venomous
spirit- guides had informed her that I would surely, snake, lying in a coil about the size of a six-quart pan, 
receive this money in due time.. with its liead raised, its mouth open, and its tongue

A short time after this I was, awakened from my pointing toward me. Had I attempted to step over 
slumber one night by the feeling tjiat a presence wap Rs tongue would have touched my body as I 'Was 
around me .in my room. Soon a sweet-voiced lady c)ad in thin summer garments; even a touch from that 

e an utterly impossible W veriomous snake would have caused my death before I
I would often remark that if I could see my father wecl« I received the full amount of money that-was could have reached honje. ■

I haven’t; any recollection of my father.- The last' 
■we heard from him were some kind, affectionate let
ters written by him to my mother many years ago 
when I was a mere lad. »

My mother would often state that my father’s 
spirit communicated to her at various times, and I 

' would laugh and scoff at such an idea, as it Seemed to 
- • me an utterly impossible and improbable thing.

“Dd yon wish to see your father?” As I continued r. ,to watcli this figure it seemed to disintegrate slowly. for a wood heater which failed to supply
■ ; ° . , , ., . ,n, n w thA.vnAm in tuhinh I woo usinlr with thAtwAnAr amAiinr.
Thus was revealed to me the truthfulness ¿of my

mother’s teachings. '
One morning shortly after my arrival in Vera Cruz, 

Cal., as I was strolling down Pacific avenue, I no
ticed this sign, “Mrs. Reed, Medium,” upon one of 
the houses. A short time after this while passing 
this .same way, I entered her house, walked along the 
Railway; knocked at a door. A voice from within 
|said, “Come in.” I opened the door, passed into the 
i-oom, ‘where I saw seated in an old-fashiqned chair 
q lady. I said, ‘How do you do?” Then'll gazed 
a?, the lady, wondering what I had come in herí for. 
She looked up. I remarked, I do not know why I am 
here, but the medium answered: “I do. A spirit 
oí a sister who is now on the other shore wishes to

, mc- 
warn me of any" danger that may beset my pathway thought it was one of the ancient statesmen. Just 
through life. . ? - then the word “Pericles” sounded in my ears, and I

. While, en route from San Francisco, Cal., to New knew that it was the most accomplished statesman of 
England, accompanied by my young daughter, upon ancient- Greece, born of distinguished parentage 495 
reaching New York" 'City, we took passage on the B. C. His father was that Xanthippus, who won the 
steamer “Providence,” for Boston.at 5 o’clock p. m. victory over the Persians at Mycale, 479 B. 0., and 
About 8 o’clock p. m., everything about us was envel- his mother, Agariste, was the niece of the great 

- . . _ . oped in a dense fog, so ‘the steamer cast anchor and ’ ’ "
I lay shivering with the cold, the same sweet-voiced betook ourselves to our berths to avoid seasick- 
lady whispered in my ear, “Tell them to hurry.” — 
Meaning that they must hurry to heat the room for

the room in which I was sick, with the proper amount 
of heat.

My daughter, sent a man with a gasoline heater, 
telling him to place it beside my bed and light it that 
I might be made warm and comfortable, but he did 
not light it. My life was at a very low ebb, and as

my safety, as it is very dangerous'to allow a person 
in my condition to lie in an unheated room. This 
made it plain to me that my spirit friends were still 
guarding my life, although I was very near the other 
shore at this time.

I was seated at a table one evening where a spirit
ual circle was being held. As I listened to the dif-

.Now I had buried several sisters. As I was won- J^ent people relating the many ways m which they 
dering which one it might be, .the medium explained, rece ved «PecT^ demonstrations from friends in 
“She is coming, and another is close behind her, and th® T ’i conversation and
+h<>v .lonlr oYnct.lv nlilro- vc« are twins, and one is mode the remark that if there was any truth that
looking over your right shoulder.”

I had not thought of these twin sisters (who were 
born five years before I was) for months or perhaps 
years, as one had died at the age of six months and 
the other had grown to be a young lady, then passed 
away. This seems to me a strong proof that Spirit- 

■ uahsm is true, inasmuch as I was a stranger to this 
; medium, and was three thousand miles from home, 

no one being acquainted with me or my family, in this 
, locality. _ ' • ,

"While living in Barre, Mass., in the Col. Robin- 
: sdn house, situated on Harrison Hill, one afternoon 

■ as I was sitting-in the large sitting-room I sajv ex
tended toward and about two or three feet from my 
wife, who was reclining on a couch, a beautiful white 
hand of a lady. , ,

■ In the afternoon of the next day, in the same room, 
as T lay resting upon the couch, my wife reading a 
newspaper, I discovered the form of'a lady standing 
behind'the. chair in which she was sitting, looking

spirits came to this world, they should visit me this 
very night. ' . •

That evening after I had retired to. rest alone in 
that same room, I was suddenly awakened .by some
thing falling on my chest, the weight of which 
seemed to me as heavy as a peck of shelled corn, and 
struck with such force it must have fallen a distance 
of several feet above me.

Thus it was revealed to me that the spirits are the 
ruling power of the world and can make their pres
ence manifest whenever they so desire, and I was 
m'ade to believe the truth of my friends’ conversa
tion in the earlier hours of the evening,' although I 
had been sure that their stories were merely imagin
ary. This taught me the lesson that it is not best to 
jest or ridicule the ideas of others, until we are cer
tain that they are untrue.

While living in Amherst, N. H., beipg the only oc-

Athenian reformer Cleisthenes. Pericles received an

ness.
The berths are arranged in sets of two, one above 

the other, the only chance to approach them being at 
the front side. As I was sleeping soundly in the 
lower berth, and my little daughter in the berth above 
me, I was awakened by hearing three distinct raps 
directly over me and underneath the berth occupied 
by my little daughter. . She said, “Papa, did you 
hear that?” and I replied, “Yes; be quiet please.” 
The first thought was of robbers, as I had money and 
our passage tickets in my possession. But I knew 
there was no chance for anyone to enter as the door 
was locked on the inside. I put my hand on the 
door, to be sure that it was still securely fastened. I 
felt something pulling the clothes at the foot of my 
berth, and I knew nO'One could be there, as the foot 
of the berth was a straight wall. While talking with 
my'little daughter about this, I heard a commotion 
outside and upon op.tping'^he door I discovered that 
all the passengers w^e hurrying from the steamer. 
I called to my little daughter to hasten or we would 
be left alone on the .steamer. The steamer not being 
able to make her journey m the usual time, on ac
count of the fog, had^nchgred at the terminus of the 
Old Colony railroad, on Lqpg Island Sound, and in a 
few minutes .would fee speeding back to New York 
and we would have been carried with it only for this

elaborate education; but of all his teachers the one 
whom he most reverenced, and from whose instruc
tion he derived most benefit, was the philosopher An
axagoras. Pericles was conspicuous all through his 
career for the singular dignity of his manners, the 
“Olympian” thunder of his eloquence, his sagacity, 
probity and profound Athenian patriotism^

While a resident of Illinois, I was walking along a 
cart-road in a pasture one dark night, so dark that 
nothing was visible around me. I remembered the 
last time I passed this way that the bridge which I 
was approaching which spanned a mad torrent rush
ing through a channel lined on either side by jagged 
rocks, was minus one plank, as I dropped on my knees 
to creep across the bridge, a large ball of fire ap
peared above meanaking everything about me as 
plain as though the sun was shining and I discovered 
that the bridge had been removed. This wonderful 
light or ball of fire seemed to pass from the sky in 
an oblique line to the earth, then disappeared, having 
performed its mission of saving my life.

When a resident of Winchendom, Mass., I retired 
to rest as usual one evening, and dropped to sleep, be
ing the only person pn the lower floor of the house.

Suddenly I was-arouscd and as I became conscious 
of my surroundings I realized that something was 
hovering over m^. Just then I felt a pressure on my 
right knee, and puttin'g my hand there I discovered 
that' it was the foot of a small child. As I placed my 
hand over the foot the palm of my hand covered the
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timely warning from 4ny áoh George, who had .passed 
from earth about oné",and ^ne-half years previous to 
aboyé incident. “““ «“J1 l““wu ;auu uu me uan ui uie loot,

My son-George entered Ato rest February 5, 1882, which was warm and natural as life to my touch. I 
in San Franóísco, Cal; Thé follbwing April my fam- What is this,.and who is it?”

quently awakened by the bed clothing being pulled fly and Icamb to the h'Ámp ptrny te Aniherst, !e’ was the answer. Then I thought and 
over nei- miuuma, ~iu » »v xv«^e __  off my body toward the foot of the bed. One evening N. ft The- evening «of t'oár arrival there, ¿s I lay studied for several minutes, but still I was not any
news from the newspaper. I recognized this figure while the clothes were being slowly removed, I said, ealiply sleeping alone, I was awakened by something wiáer, for I did not know anyone by that name, 
as a sister of my wife, who had passed away in Chica- “I wish the spirit would make a plainer demonstra- pulling the clothes down to the foot of the bed, off my I — :*>. . ----- « ■ “
go II’ about a year previous to this appearance. tion of their presence.” The next evening I was body. At first' I tried to hold the clothes in place after this about the visitation.

My sleeping room joined the above sitting-room, awakened to consciousness by two hands being placéd with one hand, but soon I needed to use both hands to who it was,” a tiny girl whe b.a„ ivvv„vv uovuvailcu 
and as I prepared to retire at night I drew the double- under my body, which raised me gently and slowly keep the bed clothing in its proper place, then I felt to our All-Wise Father, in a neighboring town, 
portieres, leaving a space of perhaps a foot in the in an. upward direction about a foot from the bed,-something fall on my chest, and I asked, “Is this you, In the morning when I awoke I found that the clock 
center. One morning I was awakened at the break then in the same manner placed me back on the bed. George?” The answer was a guttural “uh,’’ then I had stopped at ten minutes before three, a thing 
of day. While won.dering what had awakened me, I said, “Repeat it, please,” then I was raised again felt his arms encircle my body and my arms his body, which it has never done before or since that time, 
I discovered at the ¡eft of the bed, standing in the in the same manner to the same position, but when de- although I was conscious at the same time that my showing to me that it was done by the same influence 
middle of the room, a beautiful young'lady dressed scending the second time the strength in the' two arms were lying by my side. that had visited me. C. C. DAVIS.

ankle and my thumb rested on the ball of the foot,

I was talking with a friend of mine a short time
She said, “I know 

a tiny girl who had recently been called

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERAI PAMPHLETS

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re
duced.

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger- 
soli. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emilq 
Pingault. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof. 
Charles G. Brown. Price 5 cents.

Religion in the Republic. By 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Wo-ship. A lecture
Mrs.

deliv-

v y BOOK REVIEW.

Unseen Forces and How to Use 
Them. By S. R. Maxwell.

This book of 355 pages is a daring at
tempt to grasp the unseen forces which 
originate and sustain the human spirit. 
If the author succeeds in this, he 
achieves what no one before him has 
accomplished. He is of the “New 
Thought,” and yet not of it, for his 
New Thought is unlike that of the cult, 
although advanced In views beyond 
dogmatic religion, he makes Jesus 
Christ the corner stone and God the all 
in all of his system.

Christian Science he dismisses with 
a sneer. He ranks it with a bad lot: 
“Taking all these things into consider
ation, and comparing what the founder 
of-Christian Science has claimed and 
accomplished, with what Joe Smith, 
Ann Lee, Mrs. White, Alexander Dowie, 
Mohammed, Susanna Southcote and 
others have claimed to accomplish, I 
can see no difference at all between 
them.” ,

The full scope of the work is ex
pressed In the following:

“I propose to assist the reader In' ob
taining an intelligent understanding 
how the spiritual man .assimilates the 
truth as given by Jesus; how the'spirit
ual man by the operation of certain 
laws, weaves the life of Jesus into the 
warp and woof of his character. I pro
pose how he ,can obtain self-mastery; 
iiow he can master all the forces of his 
own mind and utilize them; how he can 
master the forces of his own body, cure 
disease and establish the habit of

pendent of the other and the conscious 
brain may not- know what the other is 
doing.

He takes the existence of this ' sub
conscious brain as granted, makes not 
the least attempt to prove his asser
tion. • This he should have made- par
ticularly strong, for there is great 
doubt about there being any such divis
ion of brain. The brain is a unit In 
structure, completely united with nerve 
fibres. The mind is a unit, and there is 
no- division into conscious and uncon
scious mind.

Joining the cerebellum or base brain 
is the spinal cord, interwoven With it by 
nerve fibres. Every vertebra encloses 
a ganglion or mass of nerve cells, from 
which nerve filaments are sent off to 
certain vital organs, ending in plexuses 
of filamentous nerves. As.a whole the 
nerve substance of the spinal cor'd 
forms a distinctive, yet dependent 
brain, for thé supply of nerve force to 
-the organs ht. discharge of their func
tions. In the'amphibia, as the turtle, 
this spinal brain is so largely devel
oped that the head or cephalic ganglia 
may be cut off and life will be pre
served for an indefinite time. The of
fice of the base of the cephalic brâin'àp1 
pears to be a central station to pre
serve the unity of the spinal stations; 
The Involuntary activity of the'-body is 
directly referable- to the spinal brain; 
It is the seat of all the unconscious or 
involuntary actions. By it the organs 
secrete, the stomach digests, the heart

manifestations rest. The theory comes 
from metaphysics, speculation, started 
in ignorance of the structure of the an
imal body, and not- from the actual 
study of organic life.

This Is,a. wide digression from the 
matter before us, and yet so much has 
been’said of the wonders of the “sub
conscious self,” so much stress is laid 
on it by this author; so. much'’. of his 
conclusions, depend thereon, it seems 
essential that an outline, at least, be 
given of the structure and Junctions of 
the nerve system, on which anything 
like a comprehensive understanding 
can be based. It is evident from 
this preliminary study, . that in the 
sense the terms "sub-conscious self,” 
and “sub-Uminal self’’ are used by the 
theorists, they have no existence except 
in the imagination of their supporters.

If the reader Is a believer in the infi-. 
nite qualities of Jesus, and sees God 
imminent in the world; and the Bible 
as holy scriptures, he will be pleased 
with the book,-for it is written in a 
sprightly style, and is "instructive. As 
the author is a minister of the gospel, 
his leaning toward theological views, 
and the constant trend that way, while 
his facts and logical conclusions-lead In 
Uie opposite direction, is pardonable,- 
and he should be congratulated .that 
while retaining such a strong hold on 
the old religious beliefs, he ¿has 
grasped so much of the new. .

HUDSON TUTTLE.

health. I propose to show him the mar: 
velous extent of the “kingdom within,” 
the infinite resources of that kingdom; 
how to develop these resources . and 
Utilize them for the benefit of himself 
and others. I propose to show him how 
to reach the richest unfoldment of the 
soul- how to master adverse ' circum-. 
stances and utilize favorable, and thus 
fulfill the design of his creation.”

The reader asks, is tins exalted prom
ise-fulfilled? It is in one way. To do 
all this one must be like Jesus. “He is 
pre-eminently the man, and the system 
he has given the world is perfection it- 

. self.” -* • ? “No man can reach' a condi
tion of perfect peace until the Christ 
spirit within rises and lifts him into the 
realms of the highest and urges him 
forward to the realization ot his ideal.” 
Then he can say: "I have found . my 
true center.” - .

The main-reasoning of the author .Is 
founded on the conscious, and- subcon
scious brain. About every human ac
tion above the normal he refers to.the, 
latter, and yet he does not clearly de-, 
fine what this subconscious, brain is, or 
■where located. Surety this .. nervous 

-structure which.explains all .that is 
mysterious, “occult,” and hitherto un
known, ought to reveal itself In anato- 

’ myl To make this clear, is vital to the. 
main contentions ot the author. The 
major part.of his..afilrmat|ons rest on 

, the functions he.asserts.for this subcon
scious brain. He speaks of these two 

' brains as though they were absolutely 
distinct, and 'one may act entirely, inde-

pulsates, the lungs expand. All the re
fleja, actions go no farther, -than the - 
spinal ganglia. -In- the ‘ skull, itself 
formed of consolidated vertebrae, the 
several ganglia of the senses, thé cere
bellum, and the especial ganglia " of 
thought (the mind) are concentrated. 
Outside Of this cerebral mass, there is 
no consciousness. This is the briefest 
synopsis of the anatomy of the nervous 
system, extended sufficiently, for an un
derstanding of the machiherÿ of vital 
activity and mental manifestation.

Its comprehension Is essential to an 
understanding of this mooted problem 
of- thé conscious and- unconscious- self. 
In the amphibia is presented beings in 
which this subconscious activity pre
dominates. They are creatures domi
nated by the spinal brain. They fur
nish examples of the sub-conscious. Is 
this subconscious superior to the con- 
ecIous? Are they especially - endowed 
with mentality? They should be if this 
"subconscious self” theory be true.

In the higher orders or animals, es
pecially in man, there is laid-ori top of 
this lower stratum, a brain; the cere
brum,- with -massive - nerve substance 
for the especial purpose of- all the phe
nomena called mind. Whether we re
gard it as the organ manifesting intel
lect, or as the organ through which 
spirit - manifests the wonders of 
thought.-is inessential in this , discus
sion. This superior -brain, is united by 
nerve filaments with’ every spinal.plex- 
us, and is the cqptrolling power., There 
is but one mind,' one consciousness, and 
to-bring up the ’'sub-conscious” as dis- 
tiflct, and .superior, is.to ignore the an
atomy and physiology on which the

: To the Editor:—I have not been in
vited. to mix in the “scrap” regarding 
the" fraudulent practices of- mediums, 
but like, the Irishman at Donnybrook 
Fair who could not keep out of the 
fight, but whenever he saw a head, hit 
it, I am constrained to put in my oar 
and take a hand in the fight. It does 
me good to see the ‘bretheren” strike 
right out from the shoulder In handling 
this question. If the cause can’t stand 
the discussion, THEN LET IT PERISH. 
I have no. fears, however, and ¿would 
like to see a fight to a-finish in elimi
nating every fakir and every dishonest 
medium from the ranks of Spiritualists. 
You will remember that at the time of 
the‘Ben Foster episode in Chicago, I 
stood pretty much alone in my straight- 
out convictions and expressions, and it 
does me good that I am -now in such 
good company. ~ •

WILL C. HODGE.
San Diego, Cal.

Dr. Burdette DenouncesTrumpet Speak
ing Mediums. - .

. To the «Editor:—My attention has 
just been called to an article, “Import-, 
ant Notice,” feigned Geo. B. Warne. Mr. 
Burdette was in r Peoria- about two 
weeks ago. He gave a "fake” seance 
to a few old Spiritualists and: they were 
so well pleased with his: work that one 
of.those present sent to .the. Herald- 
Transcript of March-19, the following:

“Dr. C. A. Burdette, the professor of 
psychology who taught a-.class in 
hypnotism here last' spring, is again In 
Peoria, visitipg his former pupils. On 
Frlday^plght he demonstrated' to a few 
friends how so-called spirit lights and 
spirit forms can be produced in the 
dark by fake methods.

“His work was .simply wonderful fend 
WOULD HAVE DECEIVED ANY ONE 
OF THE OLD SPIRITUALISTS THAT 
WERE PRESENT, HAD THEY NOT 
KNOWN THAT THEY WERE THERE 
TO HEAR HOW THOSE THINGS 
WERE PRODUCED. . When the light 
was turned on the professor exhibited 
his apparatus and explained how the 
tricks were worked. He Also illustrated 
how spirit trumpet-speaking and slate-, 
writing Were produced. ?THE PROFES
SOR Does not- claim that 
THERE IS NO GENUINE. PHENOME
NON, but he does claim to have :in his 
pocket proof positive that the -Peoria 
trumpet and materiallzatiorv mediums 
are fakes. ■: i-ir'

“Next April the prbfgssoraiwill again 
visit this city, and onAhat occasion he 
will be pleased to demonstrate,- free of 
charge,\to any bne.whte wiHefurnlsh a 
suitable hall, how these dtricks are 
played.” . Ha

I would be pleased to! hear;What Mr. 
Warne finds in this thtit is Hntrimental 
to the welfare of Splrlthalisms:We have 
had many fakirs in Peorla of late. Does 
Mr. Warne think it would b<si well to 
keep tie thing secrdE Mr. Burdette 
has told some of us how" to .detect the 
“fakes.- I wish to Gqi-Mr^aree and 
all other officer’s of the different Spirit
ualist associations would,-4» the same.

Peoria, 1)1. ' G^P.‘BENEZET.

The Baby Barrett Spread.
The transition to spirit life of Baby 

Barrett necessitates a slight change in 
our plans. We have decided to con
tinue to receive names for the book, 
which will be sent with the spread, and 
all the letters "to Brother and Sister 
Barrett in memory of the risen little 
one. This book will be open through 
the month of June, for any names ac
companied by the dime for each name 
sent.

Three-fourths of the fund will be di
vided between the Morris Pratt Jnsti-' 
tute and the Mediums' Relief Fund, one- 
fourth remains with the ladies who 
made the .spread, who pledge, to _use 
their share to advance the cause of 
Spiritualism.

We have received, up to date, $13.99. 
Have forwarded to the above institu
tions, $5,00 each.

Now, friends, let’s have a "silver 
shower,” through-the month of Jime, 
and raise a large amount for these wor
thy causes in the name of Baby Barrett.

Mrs. Anna E. Baird, of Elyria, Ohio, 
has taken the spread to the convention 
at Ashtabula, and will get names and 
money on it during the convention. 
With her endorsement of us, you have 
no need to doubt our honesty. We are 
opposed; to fraud and dishonesty in 
every form. As Mrs. Gott is a dress
maker,'-and very busy, send all future 
communications to,

MRS. MARY'SKOGLAND.
Box 575, Wellington, Lorain Co., O.

itual Church were rendered. During 
the burial a beautiful song was also 
finely rendered by the choir, which also 
sang at Eagle’s Hall.

NEVER DESPAIR.

Fight your way on through each storm 
and privation;

Make of each barrier a power to up-

E’en as the vine in its dark desolation
Throws out its arms to each bright 

sunny rift,
Making a ladder of weed and of bush, 

Up which to heaven it may struggle 
and push.

Fight your way on through each grief 
and each burden;

Sweet are the blossoms which pa
tience unfolds;

Time in-its archives guards safely thy 
guerdon;

Tighten thy tendrils which faith 
sweetly holds.

Dark though the day be, and darker the 
night,

Never a darkness but yielded tolight!
KATHARINE H. TERRY.

/V $1. Package

"The New Life/’ By Leroy Berrler. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
“new thought” Excellent in tone an^ 
tendencies. Price, cloth. $1. -

"Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology. - and 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton, N, 
Riddell. A most exnellent'work for all 
who"-have the ewe or-Yralnteg <tf oMi-

. - ” . . '■ " hy.-Bswo'.- - —'",. ;
An Easy Way to Bfiak&Money.
I bave made S560.O0 in sendayauoelllng Dish- 

washers. I did my honsevrork at the same 
time. I don't canvass.- Peoplecome or send for 
the Dish-washers. .1 handle the Mound City. 
Dish-washer. -Itls the best on the market It 
la lovely to sell. -It washes and dries the dishes 
perfectly In two minims, • -Hvery-Iady who secs 
It wants one- IwlU devotiMl my future time 
to the business andoitpect to clear Zt.OOO-OO thls 
r>ar.- Any. intelligent personoau do as well as, 

have.done. Write tor particular«to tbeMound 
City Dlsh-Waahor CO., St LouffMo.

< MBS. W. B.

• "The Altslntnent’of Womalyi Beauty 
ot Form and 'Features. ..< The CuRIva; 
tion of Personal Beauty,- Baaed oil Hyl 
giene and Health: Culture; By twenty 
physicians and specialists; .Edltfi by 
Albert Turnet." .Of eapeclal interest 
and value. Price ?L - r >. .

Dr. Henty M. Barker Passed to Spirit 
Life.

Dr. - Henry M. Barker, a prominent 
Spiritualist and healer, passed to spirit 
life at the mines, in Trinity county, Cal. 
Heart failure was the cause of his un
timely demise. He was the husband 
of Mrs Dobson-Barker, whose name is 
a household word- among all Spiritual: 
ists, she being so Well and favorably 
known. Funeral services at the Hall 
in San Jose, were held.May 19, and 
were conducted under the auspices ot 
the First Spiritual Church. Mrs. Nettie 
Pease Fox eulogized the departed com
rade, and an obituary poem was -read 
W. D. J. Hambly.

The grand army post conducted the 
■ final military honors at the grave. The 
Walter and B. P. Schuler, of Los Ga
tos; O. A..Whitney, D. P. Simmons, and 
S, C. Baker, of San Jose.

A touching feature- of the ceremony 
was the presence of L. Benedict, who 
fought through the civil war at the side 
of Dr. Barker; and who came from Ore
gon to follow his comrade’s body to its 
grave.

The exercises at the grave were es
pecially Impressive.; Sixty comrades 
were at Eagle's Hall,-a large number 
of whom went to the cemetery in a 
chartered car, accompanied by- many 
ladies of the G. A. R. Circle. The flag 
service was rendered at the hall, and 
tho E.'O. C. Ord Post conducted the 
G.- A;-R." ritual at- the burial, after 
which the usual rites of the First Splr-

FREEttr°
If You Have

PILES
Send your name today and get by 

return mail my new 3-fold Treat
ment which is curing thousands. 
To every person answering this ad

vertisement at once I will send—Free 
to try— my complete new three-fold 
absorption cure for Piles, Ulcer, Fis
sure, Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation 
and all rectal troubles. If you are ful
ly satisfied with the benefit received, 
send me one dollar. If not, send noth
ing; you decide after a thorough trial. 
I am curing even cases of 30 and 40 
years’ standing; as well as all the ear
lier stages.. Act now and save yourself 
perhaps untold suffering. My three
fold treatment cures'to stay curfed be
cause it is constitutional as well as local, 
and I want you to try it at my expense. 
One dollar is little to pay if cured. My 
valuable new . Pile Book, (in colors) 
comes free with the approval treatment, 
all in plain package. Send no money 
—only your name—to Dr. Van Vieck 
<'o., X03 Majestic Building, Jackson, 
Mich; Write today.- ■

"Origin -of Life, or Where Man Cornea 
From." "The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter -Through Organic Pro
cesses, or-How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cento.

"The Truth Seeker Collection - of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
■Liberals.” Price 25 cents.

ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By. 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.

Revelation Under the Microscope of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Pr! a 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake. 
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The "Recon
ciliation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus of 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Re« 
futed by “Corvinus.” Price 10 cents.

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman. 
With his portrait and life sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Have They Done for the World? By, 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.

Johz Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches of the life of this great man. 
Price 10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology. By, 
Vlndex. Price 10 cents.

Church and State. The Bible in tha ; 
Public Schools. The New American i 
Party. A Criticism by “Jefferson.” ? 
Price 10 cents. । ’

Standing Up for Jesus; or What the' ■ 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents. f 

"Why An Expurgated Bible?" By 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought. , 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un- : 
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; Its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth ot the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil. By 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien-
tifie Assumption. By Henry M.
Price 10 cents.

Liberalized Christianity.
M. Taber. Price 5 cents.

The Republic in Danger. 
M.' Taber. Price 10 cents.

In Place of Christianity. 
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

Taber.

By

By

By

Henry, 

Henry, 

Henry,

"Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom ot Heaven on Earth." By; 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason ' 
and man’s hlgbest aspirations. A plea 
for Justice and equality mail the rela
tions of life between then and women; 
Cloth. 75 cents: leatherette. 50 cent* , ,

"Social Upbuilding, Including Coop« 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL'. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For tala 
nt this oSoo. - |
' "The Spiritual Significance, or, Deatlt 
as an Event in Life." By l.i .an Whit
ing. One of- Miss Whiting s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought-
îul spirituality. Price $L

oYnct.lv
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A Japanese Methodist on Religion.
A Methodist journal bearing the 

name "Gokyo,” Is published in far-away 
Japan. It -jq-ndited by Dr. Takagi, the 
name indicating that Jie la a native. In 
a recent article from his -pea It seen« 
apparent the same facts in regard to 
the decline of Christian faith exists 
there as In America and throughout 
Europe, He was replying to a corre
spondent who was complaining that 
“the learned world has always treated 
Christianity with indifference," u prop
osition all know to be true who have 
turned their attention in that direction. 
But the Doctor’s reply does not help the 
matter. He says:

"The Indifference is not, to religion, 
but to the church. * * The prevailing 
idea throughout the 19th century was 
that science is all-sufficiefit. Religion 
waned; philosophy failed to attract. 
Science was the all in all to the edu
cated world throughout Europe and ' 
America. • • * It Is the duty of Chris
tian. scholars to reconstruct our theol
ogy. This no doubt will be done in 
time, but in the meantime the lack of 
teaching suited to the age is felt 
throughout all our churches. * * Psy
chologists, scientists and other special
ists, approach the subject of religion 
from their various standpoints, and 
throw a good deal of light oq it.”

Doctor Takagi closes by saying:
“If preaching is out of harmony with 

the spirit of the age it will most cer
tainly lose the support of discerning 
people. This is the precise situation 
to-day."

The Doctor wants Christian scholars 
to reconstruct theology. That is what 
we all want. Let them begin by elimi
nating an eternal and fiery hell from 
their creed, a thing already done so,far

Idltor-at-Large for the National Spirit* 
uallst Association* '

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
■wer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
dippings when a a attack Is made, giv
ing date and name -of paper. Addresn 
Mm at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

toAny person donating one dollar 
the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S, 
A., will, if desired, receive pne set of 
spiritual tracts and one copy of “Vio
lets,” a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 

. to the fund will also receive a copy of 
“Leaves of Truth," a cloth-bound book
of instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N., S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

Theological Fogyism.
• Non-progresslve biblical fogyism was 
। recently well exemplified by the speak

ers at the American Bible League Con
vention’ in New York city. As stated 
by the daily press, higher criticism of 
the bible was condemned as an “insid
ious disease.” the book of Jonah was 
declared to be historical rather than a 
parable and the claim was made that 
archaeology has proved beyond ques
tion the historical worth of the book.

Speaking on the topic, “Effects of the 
Higher Criticism on the Ministry,” Rev. 
Dr. E. Fitch Burr of Lyme, Cong., de- 

; dared that the so-called higher criti
cism, like a deadly disease, runs 
through various phases till it brings 
the destruction of all distinctively 
Christian dogma.

He believed that if it came to prevail 
generally among the ministers and the 
public it would do infinite mischief, it 
would lesson the number of ministers, 

i dwarf their message and scatter their 
! congregations. "The higher critics 
I have not only taken away the old 

views,” said he, "but they have added 
■ new views of man and bis needs. They 
i give us a new theology. We call it 
! heresy.”
I Rev. John Urquhart of .Glasgow, Scot- 
) land, replying to the question, “Is the 
' book of Jonah history or parable?” 
i maintained that Jonah was a historical 
I character and that the scripture stands 
or falls with the historical character of

' W 3,190^

Seme Queer EthlpalNotlpne.
Some rather peculiar, not to say 

cranky ideas pertaining to ethics, and 
which will excite mental’ action in our 
thoughtful Spiritualist readers, were ad- 
vance'd at a meeting of. the Sunrise 
Club of New York City, at a recent 
meeting. As stated In the Chicago 
Tribune’s report, the club attempted to ‘ 
settle the question of right and wrong, 
good and evil.

The most remarkable views 'of the 
evening were those expressed by the 
Rev. Hugh O. Pentecost. He said:

“I tried in my youth to read and un
derstand philosophers and metaphysi
cians. I gave it up. It was too hard 
for me. Then I settled it all for myself. 
Right and wrong, gbod and bad, moral 
and immoral ought to have no meaning 
for me. The happiest moment of my 
life was when I found I had eliminated 
my conscience root and branch and had 
no moral sense whatever.

“I got there by this process: I went 
back to nature. I found that one single I 
principle exists In the universe—seek
ing the line of least resistance. We 
simply always do the thing which it Is 
easiest to do under given circum
stances.

“Good and evil are all gammon and 
spinach to me.' From the martyr at the 
stake to the most abject criminal on the 
gallows we are all doing the things we 
do because it is impossible for us to do 
anything else.

“If you would get rid of conscience 
and all that tommyrot you would have a 
solution for every problem In life. I 
have no fear of God or devil. I have no 
desire to go to heaven and have no 
dread of going to hell. Every tempts-

as all thinkers are concerned. Then 
repudiate the silly story of the fall of 
man; and don’t outrage common
sense any longer by teaching that man 
Is totally depraved. Relegate the idea 
of a scapegoat, on whom is piled the 
sins of the world, to its heathen ances
tors. This done and no “son of God” is 
needed to atone for other men’s sins; 
and the idea of a virgin giving birth tp 
a God will appear as ridiculous as Is 
now the teachings of - childhood that 
roosters lay the small eggs in the nest.

Then teach that he who serves man 
best, serves God most; that the golden 
rule of the Chinese philosopher, Con
fucius, ‘‘Do not to others that you 
would not have others do to you,” is as 
good for us of the 20th century, as it 
was for the heathen two thousand five 
hundred years ago. Teach that special 
favors cannot be gained by prayers to 
the Monarch of all worlds; neither can 
his greatness be magnified by praise; 
and that an immortal life is an inherit
ance which cannot be avoided, neither 
can wrong escape punishment propor
tioned to guilt. These, followed by les
ser additions, such as virtue, morality, 
fidelity and truth as standards of 
thought and action, then we will have a 
religion all can tie to, and even intelli
gent heathen cannot and will not re
pulse it.

What cay you, good reader?

the book of Jonah.
The "deadly disease” is spreading be

yond the control of old-school D, Ds., In 
spite of all their efforts to stay its. "in
sidious” infection.

These very orthodox teachers, It 
seems, are able to swallow Jonah, 
whale, vomit and all, without a single 
grimace or indication that the medicine 
or pabulum tasted otherwise than good 
and wholesome, digesting well in the 
orthodox stomach.

Decline of the Ministry.
Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones, in a recent 

issue of the "Outlook,” puts it this way:
“That the ministerial profession has 

been losing ground; that the theologi
cal schools, regardless of denomlna- . 
tional lines, are in a bad way; that the 
churches have lost, or are losing their 

! old time leadership, are palpable, dem- 
; cnstrable facts. This break be- 
■ tween the practical conditions of the 
I churches and the higher ideals of the 
! community has led to numberless social 

improvisations that undertake to ad
minister piecemeal interests which can 
be separated only by a fatal process of 
vivisection. These improvisations of 
the spirit for the conservation of ethics, 
the renovation of society, and the sal
vation of souls, have crowded out the 
churches on their own chosen fields to 

; an extent little realized by the average 
friend of the church.

“Social settlements, women’s clubs, 
men’s clubs, fraternities, secret socie- 

i ties, study ciasses, Christian temper- 
( ance unions, Chautauqua circles, sum- 
1- mer assemblies, Young Men’s Christian 
i Associations, Young Women's Christian 
I Associations, civic federations, voters' 

leagues, industrial unions, university 
extensions, and, above all, the reach' 
for universal^ education through the 
common schools, seem to render the 
church obsolete and justifiably to enlist 
the interest, time, energies, lives, of the 
•noblest young men and women our no- 
ilest universities can contribute, and to 
absorb the time and prime resources of 
the up-to-date home-makers of this gen
eration."

- • Such is a view by the man up a tree.
• It must be correct
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A Tributó1 to ’the' Memory of a Beloved 
I Father. -■• oi 
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tryly that he could not grow old in añy 
■way.”.

I wrlie/ thlslword of my. beloved 
father, kpyi;IJi Barrett, of Canaan, Me., 
who re-entered ,the(world of souls, May 
13, 1905:8 It Wap a painful shock of sur
prise tchYecelve in far-away Texas, a 
telegram!'announcing his triumph over 
the bodyyanff .Jlie grave on the day in 
question, und d. would not at first be
lieve th9 uew^to pe true. He was so 
young inspirit, so full of strength; so 
active and sewhopeful in all things, it 
did not ¡qeemji® if he could leave us 
now. Bri so,It was; the blow fell sud
denly, swiftly, and tho strong man 
passed from the Waking dream of what 
men call life into the eternal real of the 
souL »

Levi P, Barrett was born in the 
Very house ffom which his silent form 
was carried by loving hands only a few 
days since, 76 years, 5 months and 18 
days ago. He spent his entire life upon 
the old homestead, with the exception 
of eight yehrs which were passed in 
Rhode Island one year; New York two 
years, and Minnesota five years. He 
returned to. his native heath, April 30, 
I860, and for forty-five years has car
ried on the old home farm* He married 
Miss Lucetta J. Merrow of Canaan,

lion I have in the world I yield to—ev-1 
ery one. And I afa not a - bit different J 
from all of you. I have not a lighter 
nature at all—nor any lower in nature.
I propose to yield to every temptation.
I only have to be sure it is a temptation. 
If it is—good-by, I’m gone.

“If I wanted to get drunk I’d get 
drunk, If I wanted to beat my wife I’d 
beat her. If I do not, it’s because I had 
lather not. It’s more comfortable. 
Shall I blame another man who drlnlcs 
end beats his wife because it gives him 
joy?

“Character? There’s no such thing 
as character. Those persons have good 
character to me who have those desires 
which I consider beautiful desires and 
act on them."

: James F. Morton, Jr., free love advo
cate and philosophical anarchist, said 
the world was troubled by conventional 
views of right and wrong, but that to 
say there is no right and .wrong at all is 
to throw out the baby with the bath.

The Past a Guide for the Future.
Mosheim, the learned German Prot

estant, in his Ecclesiastical History, 
Tenth Century, Part I, Chap. II, Sec. H, 
says:

“Christian princes (during the 10th 
century] exerted their zeal in a terrible 
manner, proclaiming capital punish
ment against all who persisted in the 
worship of the pagan deities. -This 
dreadful severity contributed much 
more toward the extirpation of pagan
ism than the exhortations of ignorant 
missionaries.”

In the last section of the preceding 
chapter Mosheim related the condition 
of that period :

“Whole legions of bishops and abbots, 
girded the sword to the thigh, and went 
as generals, volunteers, or chaplains 
into Palestine. The priests and monks 
who had lived under their jurisdiction, 
and were more or less awed by their 
authority, threw off all restraint, led , 
the most lawless and profligate lives, । 
abandoned themselves to all sorts of li
centiousness, committing the most fla
gitious and extravagant excesses with
out reluctance or remorse."

These licentious and highly criminal 
wretches were in reality the founders 
of the present dominant religion, while 
through their hands'came the Bible and 
what pretends to be the early history of 
the church. How much was forged can 
never be known with certainty. Flout
ing an eternal hell of liquid flame as the 
penalty for all who did not obey their 
demands, these leaders rode rough 
shod over the nations. Restrained to 
some extent in later times by the ad
vancement .of civilization they could no
longer retard, they now assume to voice 
"peace on earth;" but again clothed 
with power the fangs of the tiger will 
reappear, while the Inquisition with its 
ghastly horrors will be re-enacted, even 
in our own loved America.
- It will be well to keep this in mind

b- .
The filneral; services were heldrin the 

old village church in Canaan, May 19, 
at which I spoke eucll words as were 
given me to the multitudes assembled, 
This was in harmony with his oft ex
pressed wish in the past, and we ear- 

: yled it Into effect so far as we could, 
While we miss him sorely, there is no 
sense of death in the old home—none 
of the usual gloom that accompanies 
the departure of a loved one. Thus far, 
mother, sisters and I, all feel that he is 
with us, and that his loving spirit is in
spiring and comforting the dear ones he 
has left behind. Three children had 
preceded him In the world of souls, and 
my dear mother, three sisters and seif 
are left on earth for a few years longer. 
We are all Spiritualists and on this oc
casion, in this severe trial, our religion 
has enabled us to triumph over our 
pain, even as he has conquered seeming 
death and the yawning tomb. “He has 
fought a good jlght, he has kept the 
faith, he has won a glorious victory,” 
Peace be to the memory of our loved 
one. Ho lives in a \iappler clime, and 
we have the real legacy of his life—"a

July 30, 1855 with whom he has lived 
most happily for almost half a century. 
Their golden wedding would have been 
appropriately celebrated July 30 of this 
year.

My father wasa man of wide reading, 
and a most original thinker. Through 
illness, he was .deprived of his hearing, 
but it did not sour him. He made 
choice books, advanced periodicals and 
reform journals his companions, find 
stored his mind with a rich treasury of 
facts upon which he could draw at will, 
when in an argument with friends. In 
some respects, he possessed the most 
powerful and retentive memory* of any 
man I ever knew. Especially was this 
true of local history, economics, politi
cal history and the ages of his friends.

He was à born reformer and at an 
early age Identified himself with thé 
temperance and abolition movements. 
He believed the Maine prohibitory law 
to be just and right with his whole 
heart up to the very day of his transi
tion. He regarded negro slavery with 
horror, and vigorously opposed it with 
pen, voice and vote until it was over
thrown forever. In fact, all kinds of 
slavery were equally repugnant to him 
—Industrial slavery, slavery of fashion,

"What Is right?” he asked. “That ! 
which is in accordance with the process J 
of evolution. We say good egg and bad ’ 
egg. We mean exactly the same thing ' 
when we say good man and bad man. ' 
Good egg? It is an egg which fulfills 
the mission of egginess, the egg which 
is every Inch an egg. Bad egg? We 
mean by that an egg not expressing it- ■ 
self on the plane that belongs to an egg. ' 
That's a definition of right and wrong ' 
as it belongs to human beings. If an 
act is in accordance with the broader ' 
movement of the universe from Inco- - 
herent to coherent, from indefinite to 
definite, it is right.”

The Rev. Pentecost’s quality of ethics 
may be strictly anarchistic—Indeed we 
think It is so—but there is a striking 
failure in the philosophic aspect of his 
views. In reality there seems to be no 
shade or shadow of ethical principle in 
the composition of the mental and 
moral make-up of his Ideal man.

To follow out the Une of action he ad
vocates, he would, if So tempted, rob, 
steal, murder, slander, commit any 
crime against person, life or property.

.His ideal man would be the man' 
without a conscience, without moral 
sense—in fact, a something, a being 
lower than the devils in an orthodox 
hell.

His views, if put into practical effect, 
would quickly turn this world into a 
hell outranking, If possible, in hellish
ness, the Kell portrayed by olden ortho
dox theologians and revivalists.

To cast aside all thought of right and 
wrong, to ignore moral principle and 
moral law, to obey the behests of blind 
passion, to yield obedience to desires 
that, if gratified, imbrute and curse 
mankind—to follow whither "tempta
tion” beckons, without regard to moral 
sentiment or laws of right—or ethical 
principles—such seems to be the "law” 
or governing principle set forth by this 
apostle of anarchism.

Such views seem better adapted to 
appeal to the judgment of the inmates 
of an asylum for hopeless lunatics than 
to people of sane minds. »

। A soul actuated by such principle 
i would be a derelict floating, without 
l anchor or rudder, on the Infinite ocean 
1 of life and’ being, driven hither and 
( thither at the mercy of the winds of 

passion and the waves of temptation.

while noting the Catholic countries of 
Europe pouring her uneducated and 
priest-led menials into our favored 
country, with the view of ultimately 
subordinating people and government 
to the Pope of Rome.

A Saint’s Bones vs. Heathen.
It Is all up with Japan! Further con

tention and sacrifice of life are useless! 
The newspapers report that the. Czar 
of Russia has determined on a pilgrim
age to the tomb of St Serafin, at 
Strafsbaya, with the object of Imploring 
the saint's bones to save the Russian
army in Manchuria from defeat 
grand idea. Serafin was a priest, 
great influence two centuries ago. 
his bones carft save Russia from

Children’s Rate.s. i-l
It has been a standing joke, on tailors I 

for many years, that it takes nine of I 
'them to make a man. A higher estl- 
, mate to placed, on preachers; -by rail
roads, two of them. If well authenti
cated, being equal to one man. They 
travel on children's fares, at half price.

Many Spiritualist lecturers seem will
ing to bear the odium of. Reverend, and 
are willing to be addressed as such; 

' provided they, can travel at half Tates. 
'Well, it is not our funeral, ao we do not 
jcomplaln. ■ ’ ■ •

A 
of 
If 

im- 
sa-pending defeat, what is the use of 

cred bones? Japan, being Buddhistic, 
depends on the bravery of its defend
ers in mortal combat, and so far have
been victors. But the bones of a saint
enlisted against them, now comes 
tug of war.

the

• Bigots Not All Dead.
That unreasoning bigots are not all

dead is evidenced by the fact that a
Sabbath Association exists in Illinois,
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FAMOUS NOVELISTS DEPARTURES
¡«ß

HAMLIN GARLAND’S GREAT NEW

The Tyranny of the Dark
Hamlin .Garland, who has been an investiga

tor of spirit phenomena in connection With the 
American Psychical Society, of which he served 
as president two terms, has just written a new 

, , , - . novel, the plot of which is based on the results
life full of usefulness, a soul full of joy," p . . 7 - • n ■ n i i
to-cherish until we are called upon to OI filS 6X0611611668 ID tlllS field.
greet him in the higher spheres. mi i 1 • • nr i- •' i i i /

a tribute of love from his son, The heroine is a W estern girl, possessed by a
Canaan, Maine. strange psychic power which she does not 0117'

derstand. In New Yprk she becomes the centreAN ARISEN FATHER.

/

religious slavery, were all objects of 
his detestation and he opposed them 
with all of the ardor of his great soul. 
He loved the principles for which Fre
mont and Lincoln stood, and advocated 
them throughout his life.

About thirty, years ago he became in
terested in .Spiritualism, and about ten 
years later espoused the sunny gospel 
of anger ministry. He was possessed 
of psycMcal powers of a rare order in 
the way'of healing, and had he devel
oped th^m ho,, would have been a 
power fop good ln this special field. He 
was not Üp.lf-hearted in anything he- did. 
He put hiB sofil into his work, whether 
it were parlng¿apples, or writing an ar
ticle, upon poetical matters, or upon 
Spiritualism. JHe loved an argument, 
and was, ri ever so happy as he was 
when hd had driven his opponent into a 
corner. He talked his religion and his 
polltlcalirvlews; with equal freedom 
wherever he went. His sincerity was

Respectfully dedicated to the arisen of a heated controversy between her followers 
Barrett. Barrett, father of Harrison D. meR of gc^ence< Completely ill tll6 pOWCl* 
Aa°avvayfrha^gonetoreZ“ p“8ed °f ^is strange “Tyranny of the Dark,””she is the 
And left sad souls upon the earth their unwilling medium in startling manifestatioinP’i 

grief to manifest. , O . O - I
’Tbdeath,socaiied,-tistrue; butthen, which bafile all explanation on the part of her /

Ils not tho journey s end; . - _ _ _ i , - , , I /
Just the passing from our sight of a lover and other skeptical investigators. J

father and a friend. , i-fj Tn,v I
Another noble father gone the way of 1116 UfiUSUal and aStOUfiding CVCntS 1101’6 1’6/ 
Anofeer'traveier rushing on to and a corded, which make this book a striking depart] 
AnotiiTir&nd counselor has left fire from current fiction, are within the personal 
But UrwTbS hto wiser thoughts experience of Mr. Garland. It is a strong stoijy 

and tender words from there. |n a grange and WOlldei‘ful Setting, aild it pi'O- 
? where consciousness is free; liIe’ sents to the public the problems of psychic mys- 

Wetrhat^it^Ldto0Itobekn0ws his own’ teries in a way that cannot fail to create a pro- 
An^TouLr^ mlnd found impression. 
The kindred here who need advice, and _

higher knowledge teach. ILLUSTRATED, $150
How kind of nature that we know so

little of fee grief HARPER & BROTHERS, - - NEW YORK
That is to be; that we see not the fu- 
• ture is relief. 
Could we stand here today and count 

ahead the clouds of woe, ORDINATION USAGES

a mattdf- of remark to all, and every
one whd'Jmew him noted his deep love 
for the bo;lvictfonaJ6f hlB-souI.

He; niffy baVb been, ambitious tor 
name and fame, but I’never saw any 
special evidence In that direction. He 
was ambitious to live a true, white life 
—to be a good citizen, a faithful hus- 

. band and father—and to pay one hun
dred cents on the dollar. He never 
wronged man or woman out of one 
penny knowingly. In all my life I 
never heard him use an obscene or in
decent word, nor relate a story that 
was even slightly risque. He abhorred 
profanity and carefully refrained from 
its use. He never used liquor in any 
form, nor touched tobacco, so far as,. I 
know, in all his life. Such a life is a 
credit to any man, and the community 
in which it is spent.is better therefor. 
Father is one of the few of thexild Puri
tan stock who had not succumbed to 
the petty vices .of the present age.

He taught all of his children to be 
honest for honesty’s sake, and bade us 
all be on our guard against' the false 
gospel of “policy in honesty.”. Truth
fulness, sobriety, progression were his 
watchwords. He loved to do good, and 
no one was ever the wiser from his nu
merous benefactions. He was kindness 
itself to the widows and orphans of the 
little village where he lived, by whom 
he will be greatly missed. He had a 
pleasant smile for all whom he met, and 
never failed to extend his hand to any 
one who accosted him, rich or poor, 
high- or low. Every one knew him, for 
he was always going about tb see what 
he could find to do for those in need.

A Thought. ■
Did Spring, awakening from the long 

sleep of Winter, with springing blade, 
the bursting bud, the melody of birds, 
the joy of all life, suggest the original 
idea of existence beyond the grave? As

and in a convention recently held in 
Chicago, they determined to send a let
ter- to President Roosevelt requesting 
him to stop the delivery of all mails on. 
Sunday, and to cease paying men labor
ing on the Panama canal on Sunday. If 
men of that ilk had the power they 
would stop all the processes of nature 
on’Sunday. Thé sun would cease to 
shine, the birds ceàse to Bing, the flow
ers cease to bloom, the rain to fall, the 
rivers to -flow, and so on to prohibit ev
ery natural phenomenon.; They forget 
they are living in the 20th century, and 
seem to suppose the barbarism of .Baby- 

i Ion, where the Sabbath originated,— 
not among the Jews,- as ;Ja generally

I supposed-Aijtfn prevails? -

the seed Is planted In the earth, . to 
sprout, send forth shoots, and In due 
time swell into the majestic oak, so it 
was thought man after the lapse of 
ages would come forth rejuvenated, and 
fitted for another state of being. Con
sidered in the light of the revelations of 
Spiritualism it must be conceded it was 
a happy guess, it that was all the early 
believers had on which to base hope. 
Certain it is, seed buried in the ground, 
germinating, then bursting into full life 
and blossoming In beauty, is strongly 
suggestive of another state of being for 
mortality.

Need Chaplains to Keep Them in the 
' Faith.

Our Liberal friends object to. the ap
pointment of chaplains to minister in 
penitentiaries and. penal institutions 
generally. Statistics show the occu
pants of such institutions are largely 
orthodox, and almost wholly persons 
who have been educated in Sunday 
schools. Chaplains are "really needed 
to keep the convicts in the line of 
thought in .which they were reared and 
educated. Taught ■ that Jesus paid all 
the debt they owe, no sooner do many 
of them leave the prison doors than 
they engage in new crimes. In doing 
so they feel secure, trusting implicitly 
in what, the chaplains have- taught 
thorn that the Dear Master is the scape
goat for the sins of the world.

'Twould make us live our lives- just . ., twice In hell down here below. And Other Rites In the Religious Serv- 
ices of Spiritualism, Issued by the

How grand is love, and truly grand are National Spiritualists Association, 
they who love possess; rHow grand is life, and truly grand are Seo> 5- When any Pei‘soa ln tho sPlr- 

they whose lives express Ituallst ministry has been proven un-
The highest type of manhood here, and worthy, with reference to conduct un- 

hlgh is his estate becoming a minister, bls name shall he
Who lives and loves with all hiB soul erased irom tbe Hst o£ mtnlsters kept 

and undeflled bv hate at the headquarters of the National
Spiritualists Association, and all Spirit- 

How great a blessing to arise when ualist churches shall be notified of said 
once our work is done; • action by letter, by the secretary of the 

| How kindly Nature offers rest whene’er National Spiritualists Association.
our race 1s run;How true Is Time, who calmly tolls Lay Ministers or Licentiates, 

_ throughout the night and day, . Section 1. Spiritualist churches, or 
To cut us down and pass us on the societies, may at their discretion elect 

higher, better way. Bpme one of their members to the office
Let’s raise our hats and bow our heads ?£ minister whose duty it shall be 

as Time and Nature pass lead ,the meetings oi the church act
In evolution’s rhythmic tread, with all ?8 weaker in the absence of the minis- 

their human mass ter’ wben °ecasi°n requires, and follow
Let’s smilB «nd as such line of study and of work as will

before ihn'snfrlf’n°,fHIrhfWerS therS best fit him for full service in the min- 
AnATn™ ~ AS istry. All such elections shall be re-

anfl^nnke raoi?8n»tt On Ported to the state Spiritualists associa-
the r Pothwnyriright. having jurisdiction over the state,

uk. i. WILKINS. or, where no state association exists, to 
" ' ' * ' ------------ the National Spiritualists Association,

EDITOR-AT-LARGE N. 8. A. whereupon these bodies, as indicated, 
-------- shall commission said parties as lay

No man in the place will be more gen
erally missed than he.

In 1877 he became aYnember of the I. 
O. O. F., and has never faltered in his 
’allegiance to It. He was an early 

; worker for the Grange movement, and 
for twenty-four years has been an act- 

- Ive member of that order. Large depu- 
' tations from both organizations attend

ed the funeral services. He never 
sought, nor.would he accept, a public Of
fice of any kind. He preferred to re
main a quiet citizen in his own home, 
to the emoluments of office, or the ex-, 
citem.ent of public life. He took a 
deep interest In town, state and na- 
tionp.1 affairs, and cast his ballot with 
as much consideration as he would had 
he known thatlhe fate of the nation de
pended upon his act.

Personally i shall miss him sorely, 
because gf hip frequent sunny letters to 
me whil^put In the world-at my work. 
He encoHjageik, me, soothed ■ me, in- 
structedipdo, advised me, and helped 
me over.many, q,rough place in my life’s 
roadway.Cl cagnot put into words what 
I owe tqlhJs good man who lias re
turned to nis home in the spheres, of the 
soul. He“lobk“prlde in me arid my pub
lic workftand followed me ’every
where wife; his I loving thoughts and 
prayerfurwlslms. If I have done even 
a mOdicfffii. of Shod in’.the world, much 
of the brelilt fflerefor should be given

Spiritism and Sira. Leonora B. Piper, 
and Tir. Thomson J, Hudson’s Theories 
ImRegard to IL . ;By Ei-Judge -Abrum 
H.--4MUey. <DmanEteatec.:fiiHllty -'smj

to my arisen ^father. He was and Is 
one of naturslsmoblest men.

He always wished to take 'leave of 
i earth sudifenlysand his desire was grat
ified. Hbx’wasiir his usual health, full 
of hope Tdf tho'future, planning with 
care his Sally duties while taking a 
short ’ ride with his son-in-law and a 
grandson, wbem.the call came. Without 
a murmur, without a spasm of pain, he 
passed from1 earth. ’ The stroke may 
have been apoplexy,. Or heart failure, 
we do not Itnow; we only kriow that he 
did Trot suffer,,’and’that the end was as 
ho had always . wished it to be. The 
sweet.smile 'that settled upon his feat
ures told us,'that his’form was-at rest, 
and.Uiaf, hrs, soul was.once more free. 
Jfe hndipever ¿been, an old, man in life, 
«navhlasformtdhiits .4ast\-sieep.looked 
like ttist xff ia.ananjin’tniddle-Ilfe. He'] 
had" lived so nl^anlyrao purely;«nd W'

one failure to produce phenomena of u 
positive character.

Sec. 4. Whenever a medium shall 
make use of his or her commission for 
personal gain only, or shall resort to 
fraud and deception, or shall be guilty 
of inebriety or some infringement of the 
moral law, his (or her) commission as 
associate minister shall be at once re-
voked by the state association, or,
where no state association exists, by 
the official board o£ the National Spirit
ualists Association, who shall, through 
the secretary of the National Spiritual
ists Association, make the fact known 
to all Spiritualist churches, or societies, 
by letter.

Report for Quarter Commencing March ministers or licentiates.
1, and Ending June 1, 1905. Sec. 2. AIPpersons thus elected and

--------- commissioned should he chosen with 
To the Executive Committee N S A strict regard t0 tlielr abillty to Pr°Sress 

—Respected Sirs:-I have during the the work, their educational fitness, 
past quarter contributed the following a“d “P™1 w0"th; N? cne,can be, el®ct‘ 
articles to the various secular and Splr- e<l an.d Commiasloneri a lay minister 
itualist journals named- wh0 has not been a member some

What Evidence is There That Ghosts sPlrltu,alls} cburcb ln g°od standing for 
Exist? Reply to Prof. Garrett P. Ser- 0n6 1ca,endar year’ , After year ^of 
vlBS. Banner of Light and Sunflower. serv “ as laF “»nister, or licentiate, 

Frauds and FolHon an»«™.*“ providing sufficient progress has been 
Events ^d Thlir ¿lanrn™ • n made in the line of education and un- 

Moment as a speaker full ordination
The World Moves: Advance of Min- X aMusagel * 

Ser“' ThB Pl«ve X 3 No Itoentiate has the right
Prof. Larkin’s Expose of Spiritual- to Perform tbe ceremony of marriage, 

tom. Philosophical Journal 1 nor can he exercise the full preroga- 
Wlll His Crime Be Puntohed? An- a minister, until he has re-

swered by Emma Rood Tuttle tn San- ceiTe? legal ?rdinatl0Aa ?e iBtnd8tu0i 
dusky, Register, Sandusky, Ohio a stat,® asaoclation °{ Splr to^tm the 

Presentation of Spiritualism Port- f0Mnc%’ °-r, confe,?nce °f the bplntual- 
land Examiner Ind uauouj. r°rt .JsOc churches called fOr the purpose, or 

“Unmhnr on’s nf „ t, , by the ordination commission ap-
to ¡^anzelfst ?0P y Pointed by the National Spiritualists
ina S ih 1 GaIesburg Eye“- Association, as set forth in the usages

Passing Events. The -Progressive 01 ordlnation 011 page 3 of thls ^ork’ 
Thinker. Mediums.

K.a^Jeri fimcman. (Under Section 1. AU mediums for the pro
Stress of Catholic influence this article ductiOn of physical phenomena and all 

admission Into the paper others who depend upon seances or prl- 
which published the report of the ser- vate sittings for a livelihood, who are 

o «ye??gade American.) members In good standing of some 
»»JSvn r o al Efistence After Death a Spiritualist church and are known to 

’ rP , . Some thoughts suggested by possess psychical powers of a genuine 
the lecture of Dr. Taylor. The News nature, shall constitute the Associate 
and Leader, Richmond, Va. Ministry of Spiritualism. None,o£ these I

Messages From the Dead Declared to mediums under the law of tbs' state are | 
Be Impossible—Are They? Reply to C. eligible to full ordination, but they may । 
S. Towne. Record-Herald, Chicago. be commissioned by the state associa- 

Revlew of Passing Events. The Pro- tlons, or, where none exists, by the Or- 
gresslve Thinker and Banner of Light dination Commission of the National 

Dr. Hillis and Dr. Abbott. New York Spiritualists Association as Associate
Globe'and Sunflower. ’ . , Ministers, whose duty it shall be to ren-

Nqtes on American. Spiritualism, der every possible assistance to the 
Two Worlds, England, and' Harbinger churches of which they are members 

, of Light, Australia. and to administer spiritual consolation
Reply to George Allen White. Search- to those who may seek their aid.

v kt Sec- 2’ The fafthful discharge or
1 8 ?aRer read these duties shall, under their commis-

association,. El- s}oni entitle them to the protection of 
’ An the ,ocal church, or society, to which-
0Second Reply to George Allen White, they belong, the state association of 

ArS. „11 a* , trieir state, and to the National Spirit-
r„a^S,Ler?g alLattacks. Bent by ualists Association of the United States 

, < j 111 the secular press, of America, in case of persecution, pros-
I ’■ae,re waa an opportunity to do secution, or any injustice or indignity ot- 
something In a needed line of work by fered them because of their legitimate 
reviewing passing events, those more .use of their mediumship. No medium 
directly related to Spiritualism and of any phase shall be eligible to this 
hence of interest to itq believers. Cop- branch of ministry unless he or she to a 
les of these’articles have been given to member in good standing of some Spir- 
the Spiritual press, and encouraging let- itualist church, or society, and has been, 
ters of approval from many prominent in full practice of mediumship for two 
workers have been received. So much calendar ydars.
encouragement, in fact, that I intend to ___ _ ,continue the series. Respectfully ■- Sec. 3. Thaaatisfaction given by the 

HUDSON Tin-Tr m exercise of theKpowers, as psychics, 
BUTTLE. shall determine the fitness of medk -.

I ’.‘How to Train Children and Pa- t0 reeeive commissions as assocla .e 
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes ministers from the proper sources, 
the position that in many cases it is. the This satisfaction shall depend upon the 
parents that heed the training, mote decision of a committee appointed by 
than-the children, and advises parents- ,al hoard of the state associa
te look to themselves. Twenty-live Uon having jurisdiction, or by the offi- 
cents- could, not be better spent than hoard of the NaMonal Spiritualists 
bitylhg thfeillttle bbok: -'xAByiBie ¿mi ¿Association. - 'Rtonh-nsennce shall be 
haaihecaretofxhildrenshould raadit. ihdged■'by.-Itself, =andT®j;me<liumTshair| 
.»uaa 9.!» . ’I be'condemned nd unworthy neesuse

A Veteran Worker Run Down by an >' 
Auto.

It appears from the Los Angeles Ex/ 
aminer, that the veteran lecturer D. W. 
Hull, 72 years Old, was left quivering in 
the street, badly hurt, by autoists who 
crash into his bicycle from the rear. 
While riding bls bicycle homeward 
from a professional call, he was struck 
from the rear by a large touring car on 
Pico street, near Normandie, and hurled 
senseless forty feet away in the road. 
The four men occupying the automo
bile saw the aged man quivering in the 
dust,but the chauffeur gave his machine 
additional power and it disappeared to
wards the city.

Mr. Hull, after lying in the street for 
fifteen minutes in a semi-conscious con
dition, was driven to his home, at 1410 
Kellam avenue. His back is severely 
wrenched and bis face and body bear 
numerous cuts and bruises. He will 
probably be kept in bed several weeks.

The owner of the auto or its occu
pants are not known, as none who wit
nessed the accident noticed the number 
of the machine. A boy said be thought 
it was number 1250, but no such num
ber appears in the city clerks register 
of automobiles. Members of Mr. Hull’s 
family will institute criminal proceed
ings if the identity of the party be
comes known.

A MESSAGE FROM COL. ROBERT G. 
INGERSOLL.

Given in Independent Spirit Writing, in 
Full Electric Light, Under Absolute 
Test Conditions, at Howard Hall, St. 
Louis, Mo., Through the Mediumship 
of Rev. Josie K. Folsom, April 30,1905. 
“Dear, Kind Friends of Progress: —

Permit me to give you a word from my 
Book of Knowledge. When in my body 
I thought that the angel of Death would 
let down the curtains of sunset, bring 
the autumn, and pronounce a benedic
tion upon all that was. I thought he 
would gather the years into his arms^ 
and cast them into oblivion. Now I .'r 
flnd the angel of Ute has planted a , 
germ in the heavens, and warmed into - 
life by the power of Love, a Universe of 
Eternal Life.

“ROBERT G. INGERSOLL."

SPIRITUALIST MASS-MEETING.
We have been notified that there will 

be a mass-meeting of the Spiritualists 
of the state of Kansas at Topeka, June 
9,10 and 11. The following well known - 
speakers are engaged for the occasion; 
Dr. G. B. Warne, vice-president of the 
N. S. A., and president of the Illinois 
State Spiritualist Association, a forcible 
and eloquent speaker; Mrs. Virginia,' 
Bryan, well known throughout the state’ 
as ah excellent lecturer and message
bearer; Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner, a. 
splendid, test medium, the daughter of - 
that veteran, Capt E. V. Wilson; Mrs. 
Lull, a fine speaker and message bear
er. Other able lecturers and mediums 
will be present The musical program 
will be under thé supervision of Prof. 
Worrel. This meeting is not Intended 
to create any antagonism; on the con- - 
trary, its main object Is- to thoroughly 
harmonize and combine the diverse con
ditions that exist In the state, and put 
Spiritualism where it properly belongs 
before the people, as a harmonious 
working body. In order to accomplish 
this desired end, there should be a large 
attendance from all parts of the state. ■

s - Tho'Cannnmdments Analyzed, priea 
b “15 centh. '■'Elfe tE&te-’Btfiriea, cloth, SQ

;



is worse off than-if he read neither,—he is bound to be

Magic, Sorcery and Witchcraft

WÍE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.
The world is one huge kaleidoscope—the scene is ings. The germ that produced these outrages exists 

continually changing. “Creation is on wheels.” i
The universe is held together by the battle of oppo
site forces. Every magnet has its positive and negu-

in human natures to-day. The range for independ-

; five pole, Eacl|jeoiyi|ninity has its positive and nega-
No political party, no religious institution, no gov- forces beat-upon his mind ns he wrote. We cannot live men. The latter accomplish nothing—the. for- 

ernment ever .purifies, itself. It1 may have that up- suy under what fierce light, or amid what darkness
pearanee, but it is only temporary, transient and lim- and gloom he did his work.
ited. Radical reforms always copie from some dis- “I charge you,” said Walt Whitman, “forever^re-ited. Radical reforms always copie from some dis
turbing element, which changes arid upsets the gen- ject those who would expound me, for I cannot 
eral order.- I • pound myself.” How can we

ne, tor I cannot ex
pound myself.” How can we interpret anotherp 

All the marked changes-arid reforms in the relig- life when we are unable to solve our own? Much hah 
ions of the world have had their inception in a single been written explaining Emerson’s philosophy; it is 
man. “The reforms are always begun by spme great nonsense-no one knows. Knowing is tentative. A 
man, who, seeing, or imagining error in the old sys- man’s opinions today are not binding on him to-mor- 
tem, undertakes to correct it. * * * Thus Zeroes- row. Emerson, in his belief, stands alone;—he 
ter rebelled against the impure worship of the cor- neither copies nor imitates. Greatness is always 
rupt religion if his country and founded Parsec- isolated; it is,the child of solitude. It is not born in 
ism;' thus Confucius gathered together some of the the busy mart, nor in the crowded street, noi- in the 
traditions and sayings of the ancient writers, added centers of civilization, but in the solitudes.
to them a great many teachings of his own and found- '. In the silence God speaks to men’s souls. Sheep go
ed Confucianism; thus Gautama, the Buddha, con- in flocks, cattle in herds, horses in droves, but the 
vineed of the inability of the ancient Hindu faith to lion, king of beasts, roams abroad solitary and by 
lielp the world’suorrow or heal its wounds, founded himself. Neither-wealth, aristocracy, nor royalty 
Buddhism; and thus Mohammed felt himself called ever gave the worl^ prophets. The cruder the peo- 
of God to wage a war against idolatry, and so he pie, the purer their.morals. Communion with nature 

is holding fellowship with the Creator. ■ Nature is 
truthful;

“Yea, let the heathen be thy teacher who adoreth' 
mhny Gods, for there is no widespread error that hath

founded the Moslem, faith.” _
Stagnation meai^s death—action, life, Whatever 

remains motionlu.7 dies. Human organizations ob
serve this law. A new invention, if it affects a con
siderable body of people, has io fight its way to rec
ognition because it disturbs the old order. It takes 
time to adjust and harmonize any innovation with 
the existing conditions. Society dislikes to be dis
turbed. We had rather belong to the same party, 
attend the same church, read the same line of litera
ture that custom and habit have forced upon us.

Individuals and communities move in grooves. 
Evenly balanced minds generally float with the cur-

not truth for its beginning.” For every belief and 
for each condition society there is a reason. No 
great leader ever appeared until' his cause was ready

mer move tho machinery, of politics, science, religion 
and governments- Aothousand men believe a thing to 
every one whoH&abU to demonstrate it. . ..

A man is not^Ccessarily false because his doctrine 
is unsound. lOo Wits, some of tho greatest religious

ent expression of thought, is again narrowing.
Each year legislation is more stringent and arbi

trary, What men. can say and do are being more lit
erally proscribed. Yet every restrictive law passed 
is an advertisement for the act prohibited. Crime 
lies dormant in thousands of people’s minds and only 
requires suggestion to put it in operation.
• Mental suggestion can create disease and cure it,
and in like manner it can produce crime and prevent 
it. Everything is contagious. One suicide duly pub
lished makes way for a dozen others. All changes in 
nature, and life, and in the social order are foreshad
owed. Magic foreshadowed science; astrology, as-

teachers of thoHAvorM would fail to stand the test. 
Carlyle in his HlMpre^on Mahomet said, “He is by no 
means the truest; Of prophets; but I do esteem him a 
true one. *.* Qu® current hypothesis about Ma- .... - „ , . „
hornet, that heiwas auseheming impostor, a falsehood tronomy; mythology, religion. Signals are contmu- 

‘ .. ................... " ' ally being displayed but only the trained eye can ob
serve them. The Indian places his ear close tb the

incarnate, that His-rdHgion is a mere mass of quackery 
and fatuity, begins really to be now untenable to any 
one'. * * * The word this man spol^has been the life- 
guidance now of a hundred apd eighty millions of 
men these twelve hundred years. ♦ * * A greater num-
her of God’s creatures believe in Mahomet’s word at 
this hour than in any other word whatever. • •• A 
false man found a religion? Why, a false man can
not build a brick house 1 ' If he do not know and fol
low truly tho properties of mortar, burnt clay and 
what else he works in, it is’ no house that he makes 
but a rubbish heap. It will not stand for twelve cen
turies to lodge a hundred and eighty millions.”

The day hap nqt yet come for infallibility of be,lief. 
Who are the custo'difins of truth, of science, of philos
ophy, morals and religion ? There are none; each in
dividual must speak for himself and none other.

and his presence demanded. To understand a legend, Worlds disintegrate and turn to _ dust; civilizations 
an institution or a teaching we must go back to its cQffie and go; great moral, spiritual and physical 
source. forces reach a culminating point, recede, dimmish

The archaeologist sees history written upon ancient an^ ,‘^e recurr®nc® phenom-
language, monument, painting and’sculptured stone; ena nature s law. No race or nation of which we 
the astronomer finds it stamped upon the sky; the have any record has avoided a recrudescence of bar

rent '“Thus a irreat ref ormer and a creat criminal Eeol°gist reads it in the deepest strata of the. earth, barism for a hundred generations. _
rent. mus a gicar leionnei ana a gieat criminal events :n history are related Connecting links- Discarded philosophies and religions will, again are both abnormal in the sense of diverging much "l,1 Lvcnis m msu>ry arc ruateu. uonnecjing units____i:^ „.° .1.

----- - - - join races, times and conditions; There are no iso-from the average or normal man.” The world has 
produced but few heroic souls capable of proclaim
ing a doctrine against the Universal belief. News
papers publish what the people want, not what they 
ought to read. It is difficult to determine in which 
capacity the press are most proficient—in their effort 
to enlighten, or in their desire to deceive the people. 
.‘‘Moral influence,” says one writey, “is legal tender 
with only a small tenth of the people who read news
papers. The other nine-tenths want something more 
lively, and more entertaining to them, than truth and 
morality. They do not read for information and im-- 
provement, but for excitement, and fiction generally 
fills that bill better than truth. If it is truth it takes 
better when highly colored with sensational imagina
tion.

“The days of Horace Greeley journalism, and Will
iam Cullen Bryant journalism, were passed years ago, 
in fact came to an end while Greeley and Bryant were

lated facts, the universe is one. Life is an artist and, 
out of material which in its elemental state, science 
cannot distinguish, it fashions plant, bird, beast, rep
tile and man.
“Nature is the chart of God, mapping.out of all his 

attributes;
Art is the shadow of his wisdom, and copieth his re

sources.”
Art.is only an imitation or reproduction of what the 

physical world suggests. Man vies with nature in 
the performance of miracles. He strives to imitate 
all her operations. “There is not a-device known to 
architecture or mechanics which is not found in the 
human body. ” Even the insect world has suggested 
to the inventor and the mechanic some of the most 
useful hints in mechanical and other devices.

Instinct in animals is akin to reason in men. Life 
in the lower order of creation is the same as in thestill delving upon the Tribune and Evening Post.”

The person who only reads one side of a question, higher. What is the difference between the principle 
whether it be on religion, politics, or social problems, of life in a tree or a plant and the principle of life in 

"" ’ ‘ 1 ‘ ’ i a human being?
deceived, for a partisan is never truthful.

( We cannot divest ourselves from environment. 
Friends,'literature, surroundings,—all help to make

'. life and character. We get impressions from reading 
even that which we do not clearly understand. It 
is impossible to see or feel the mental and spiritual 
mood in which an author writes. He may not fully water. Dissatisfaction is everywhere chronic. .No 
comprehend himself. We db not know what strange man is satisfied with himself or his neighbors.

A Comprehensive Analysis of Magic, I 
Sorcery and Witchcraft, by a New ' 
Zealander, in the Message of Life, a , 
Spiritualist Paper Published There. , 
To the average understanding there : 

is something terrible in the associations . 
that are connected with the terms . 
Magic, Witchcraft and Sorcery, and the 

' vninstructed or uninformed shrink from 
all those who are supposed to be pos
sessed of powers in either of these di
rections. This shrinking is the out
come, in nearly all cases, of Ignorance, 
—ignorance of the powers and forces 
that are utilized by those who are what 
might be called adepts in either of 
these departments; for generally people 
are ignorant- of -the fact that all that 
can be done by tho witch, the magician, 
or the sorcerer, are possibilities to ev
eryone else besides, tb the unfortunate 
so-called victim as well as to the seem
ingly so-called more fortunate masters.
^agic may be accepted as the sup

posed practice of the higher forces of 
the magician’s power. Sorcery may be 
accepted as the lower manifestations of 
the like power, while witchcraft gives 
us the disorderly manifestation of spo
radic spiritual phenomena transpiring 
among certain portions of the human 
family, who are to-day known as me
diums, but whose powers are under the 
more or less orderly control of spirits. 
Bearing distinctly in mind the supersti
tions associated with what is now 
known as Spiritualism, In the earlier 
days of civilization, you will be the bet
ter prepared to accept what we are now. 
about to present for consideration.

We have in the matter of magic three 
separate planes of operation. In the 
first place it might be inferred that the 
operations would all pertain to this 
world’s life, its selfish desires, its indb 
vidual peculiarities and necessities, and 
most likely would belong to those mat
ters which are dark, degrading, and 
possibly undesirable. Here, then, we 
shall likely find aU the superstitious 
forms of invoking and evokitig, by 
weird and strange processes, these al
leged spirits of earth, air, fire, water, 

• etc.
Startling stories are told you of 

occult gatherings where under mysteri
ous oaths In magical circles, with pe
culiar odors, with strange and curious 
symbols, with many peculiar, personal 

■ preparations, you are introduced to that 
magic chamber where these mysterious 
entitles are, and by such processes they 
are brought to you and made your Gér
ants. But fearful oatns of silence are 
imposed upon you, and you Are forbid
den for your life to step outside of the 
charmed circle wherein you have been 
placed for safety.

We have very little hesitation in say
ing that while the phenomena are per
fectly true, the interpretation of them 
is decidedly erroneous, and that this 
phase of magic is strictly possible of in
terpretation In accordance with thé or
dinary laws of life, both in nature and 
yourself.
■ When we step out of this lower circle 
Of operation into the intermediate, 
where the magician is more on a level 
with the spiritual intelllgencfes he in
vokes, then we leave the lower orders 
Of alleged quasi-splritual entities out
side,—we come out of the spirits of the 
earth, the water, the air, witches, and 
what not—and come into the class of 
spiritual intelligences .who are really 
disembodied intelligences, the people 
who have lived in this world or alleged 
intelligences who have never lived in 
this world, but who in either case are 
intelligent; rational personalities. They 
may be appealed to for comfort and for 
aid, but are supposed to be more or less

come to life. Magic, palmistry and astrology are al
ready claiming 'attention. There is nothing new. 
Christ was not the.author of the sentiment^ expressed 
in the Sermon on the Mount ; they had existed in scat-

Man is naturally barbaric. Grant the public any 
privilege and they will convert it into a nuisance, un
less the strongest safeguards are prescribed. There 
are always two forces at work in society; one bearing 
it forward and the other backward. Agitation puri
fies social organizations the. same as it does air and

in harmony with and under the influ- ' 
ance of, these magicians who call them.

In the higher planes there is so much 
that you are already acquainted with in 
spiritual communications that but very 
little explanation Is necessary from us 
on that pojnt. You appeal to the high
est spiritual Intelligences, you ask them 
to come to you, you desire their pres
ence, and you invoke their aid and 
counsel as has been done in the world 
for thousands of years past.

Now, to show you how clearly all this 
may be properly interpreted and a true 
light cast upon it, let us call your at
tention to sundry facts that Spiritual
ists are familiar with. In the formation 
of your spiritual circles you have all 
the elements that the magician has in 
the formation of his mystic circle; but 
you do not burn Incense, you do not mix 
magical compounds and set Are to 
them, you do npt draw a circle upon the 
ground and mark signs therein, you do 
not feel that you are going to draw up 
hell to minister to your evil deeds, or 
make sprites, gnomes, or fairies obey 
you, or go out of the earthly life your
self, or call down the great ones of the 
world beyond and command them to be 
your ministers; but, instead, you feel 
you are forming a circle for the pur
pose. of the evolution of spiritual phe
nomena. You are virtually and practi
cally embodying and obeying all that 
magicians have been able to do in the 
past; and the real result of circle hold
ing, when scientifically attended to, is 
a reduction of the magic of antiquity to 
the orderly and lawful expression of 
spiritual phenomena in modern times— 
neither more nor less.

Then you will ask, Why are these in
cantations necessary? Why.these mys
tic surroundings? Why this gloom? 
and why this wonderful personal prep
aration? They are all indicative of cer
tain essential laws and principles that,- 
when better observed in the light of an 
intelligent understanding of to-day, will 
always assure your spiritual circle a far 
greater measure of success than would 
be the case by Ignoring them.

There can be no harm, and possibly 
much good, in the preparation for at
tending such circles by bodily purity, 
both in the outer person and inward 
character,—m the cultivation of medita
tion, spiritual aspiring, and of the finer 
and better graces of nature. There can 
be no harm In being purer outwardly, 
inwardly, physically, mentally and spir
itually; no harm in your assembling in 
a room especially charged with the vl- 
talic forces of those who are to consti
tute the “magic,” o^ spirit circle; no 
harm to prepare and form the condi
tions by which you can supply force 
and power which the intelligences on 
the- other side can use; ho harm in 
opening these circles in unity of mind 
and harmony of purpose, which enables 
the invisible to enter into your pres-

preparations and processes wise and In
telligent spirits who have once lived In 
human life,—who shall counsel rVlth 
you, and perhaps under certain condi
tions be able to attract to you certain 
cunning workers in psychological

enee; no harm in aspiring for the high
est and best to hold communication 
with you; no harm in having pleasant 
and comfortable surroundings, and due 
consideration to the solemnity of the 
deep relationships between the two 
worlds, of which you distinctly partake.

There can be nothing objectionable, 
we repeat, in all this: because much 
good may come from* it. In obeying 
these requirements faithfully, then you 
wlll-be, tn these modern times, in har
mony with thè character of your pres
ent civilization, and in accordance with 
the exigencies of your own necessities 
—you will reproduce the .essential and 
really valuable part of magical services 
and Incantations; but you .will not have 
the spirits of the earth.-the 
water, or the fire, or any.such-entities, 
though you may draw down' by the

and Spiritualism is and will be the bea 
con star of all progress. Thus let u< 
rally once again in local, state and mu 
tional work, always being kind and uran 
ciful, but demanding the best, and saui* 
fled with nothing else. <

ELIZABETH HARLOW. 4
Columbus, Ohio.

REMARKABLE IVNENTION
AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE

STORES EYESIGHT.

tered phrases hundreds of years before. Moses did 
not originate, only compiled, the law to the Hebrew 
people. It was gathered from the wisdom of the 
ages.

All conditions of society are temporary. Philoso
phies, religions, and systems of government rise, 
flourish and decay. Their origin no man knows. 
That which is considered proper and in good form in 
one age becomes absurd and ridiculous in the next. 
Mighty warrior^, able statesmen, renowned law 
makers have- soiight the aid of the Gods in their pro
fessions, callings and undertakings. Christian men, 
leaders and founders of religious thought have be-

ground in order to hear the approach of distant ob
jects. A man standing on a molehill cannot be ex
pected to see like the one whose vision is from a 
mountain. It is the master-workman, not the hod- 
carrier, that keeps in mind the form of the structure 
they are creating. There are those who can speak in 
prophecy, while others must adhere to a literal trans
lation. Some can only state a bare fact; they have 
no imagination,.no sentiment, no feeling; all thought 
—comes unembellished. Everything is symbolic;—a 
manifestation of some reality. A government is only 
a symbol of the people.

A single man sometimes stands as a symbol of the 
spirit and essence of- the times in which he lived, of 
the feelings, beliefs, hopes and intense desires that 
predominated in his age. Even then we may be un
certain as to the individuality of the person, of his 
ever having been a real living presence. We often 
mistake the symbol for the thing symbolized.

Heaven and hell, while not literal facts, are terrible 
spiritual realities—but to the dull mind they have to 
be materialized. It is not the value of the gift, but 
the giver, that we appreciate; the most trifling token 
from one we love outweighs the costliest treasure 
from an indifferent source. The attributes of the 
soul cannot be weighed by scales and balances;—yet 
all feeling, sentiment and mental states are realities. 
Thought is substance. The mental and the spiritual 
world is mapped out with the same accuracy of detail 
as the physical and there are times when the subject
ive mind sees the former as clearly as the objective 
mind does the latter.

Many things like poetry, eloquence, beauty are in-

lieved in witchcraft and its punishment. How peo
ple’s ideas in regard to space and time have changed 
in a hundred years;—so has.our view of geology, as
tronomy and the.Bible.

“We are noftgoing through the greatest revolu
tion of though^the.’iforld has ever seen. It means 
nothing else than anew universe, a new God, a new 
man, a new destiny.” Nothing moves in a straight 
line. Whichever way you take, if continued in a di
rect course, wi^. h$ng you to the starting point. 
Christ was crucified,,(Socrates compelled to take the 
poison, Servetus; andi Bruno burned, Galileo impris
oned, Lovejoy'Hiurdpred, Garrison and Phillips 
mobbed, Charles Sumner beaten in the halls of Con
gress because oij. their opinions, doctrines and teacli-

forces, who can do strange things, cre
ate lights which float around you, ethe- 
reallze forms and figures which float 
before you, make strange sounds, move 
bodies, entrance the members of the 
circle, and do a hundred and one things 
you have heard of in magical circles in 
olden times.

When we have to Seal with thé ef
fects magic is said to produce upon 
other people, we have to consider the 
sorcerer. , Let -us turn our attention to 
the operations of the sorcerer for the 
“evoking” of spirits, “the casting of 
spells,” the giving of life and the be
stowing of health;” tire individual who 
claims to do this and that for you, who 
has a monopoly of Influence, who can 
give you half the world If necessary, or 
aid you to accomplish some great pur
pose. Do you believe suchAhings? Do 
you believe that one individual, made 
like yourselves, organized and consti
tuted like yourselves, having- powers 
that you possess, has been permitted 
by the Almighty Intelligence to exer
cise such powers while here in this 
world, and arbitrarily interfere with all 
the laws and purposes of nature and 
God? If so, you believe things that are 
supremely silly, altogether beneath 
contempt, when viewed in the light of 
experience and the known laws and 
principles of the universe.

The effect produced by the sorcerer in 
three-fourths qf cases, depends upon the 
fact of the victim’s knowing that the 
power of the sorcerer is being exercised 
against him. If you take that simple 
element out of the proposition, the 
power of the sorcerer is reduced in the 
same proportion. When the power of 
the sorcerer affects a result without the 
victim knowing what Is being directed 
against him, you can then put it down 
that a mesmeric or psychological power 
is being directed by the sorqerer to
wards the person. Take but these two 
elements and sorcery becomes impossi
ble. But, Of course, you are far toó In
telligent to believe In such a thing as 
evoking his Satanic Majesty,—you have 
discarded all such opinions.

All this question 'of “Sorcery,” sup
posed to be associated With thè lower 
races of mankind, is but a blind and m- 
definite searching after, the spiritual 
powers which you possess,—is one of 
the expressions of spiritual growth, just 
as the exercise of magic is one of the 
expressions of psychological growth of 
the power to use the psychological ele
ments of your nature. They are indi
cations of what a man is going to do 
and become by and by; indications all 
upon the lowest plane of Individual de
velopment,—and when bereft of the su
perstitions that surround them, they are 
resolved into the simple facts of nature 
that In your larger experience you are 
familiar with to-day.

We now come to the question' of 
witchcraft You have been bewitched 
by a laughing eye, a merry voice, a 
twist of the hair, a turn of -face, a 
charming manner,—oh! by these you 
have been bewitched beyond power to 
resist; a spell has been cast over you 
which you have felt for years after
wards, and you have thanked tlod for 
such bedevilment—for it brought you 
all the happiness you had in life!

Here you have the secret of witch
craft,—the influence of one individual 

• upon another; ; It may be laudable and 
■ good, or disgraceful and ifijurious; it 
. may kindle into action the higher find 
i' better parts, or arouse all the lower 
: and baser elements of you; may make 
i you allindo the very angels themselves, 
! or forge chains which shall bind you 
: down to the lowest elements of sensu- 
, cws llfe. '
s Work out the problem on that line.

‘ W ■
All the witchery ,£nd, tiewitching re
solves Itself, Into • psychological Influ
ences;. the psychploglsit.^iakes, J^ls sub
ject believe that ¿.gpld milnTs red hot, 
that a gentleman’p, walking stick is the 
embodiment of the evil one, and by a 
thousand different things bewitches the 
intelligence and faculties and judg
ment of his subject, who, for the time 
being, is under a sppll that compels him 
to do whatsoever the controlling mind 
desires him to do.

But the time was when these things 
were not understood, when those who 
were capable of exercising an influence 
upon other people were called 
“witches,” were looked upon as devil
ish, and, mayhap, have paid for it by 
being roasted alive, as a burnt offering 
to heaven, as, md^pd many were so 
treated. So then, when we take 
witchcraft in this light, think of how 
many thousands of "your fellow-crea
tures In this world have suffered pains 
and penalties because they possessed 
powers which God himself gave them, 
for the exercise of attributes with 
which you are familiar to-day,' and 
which pass unchallenged in the com
munity at large.

Magic, sorcery and witchcraft then, 
in this light, bring, themselves in line 
and harmony with the laws of nature 
and the possibilities of man; they are 
“uncanny” subjects only when you fail 
to understand what they involve; they 
are dreadful and horrible things to deal 
with when "you are led into them blind
folded, and introduced to them in the 
dark; but when they come out to you in 
the bright light of day, when old asso
ciations fall from them, they stand out 
as prophecies of the powers that ypu 
are to-day personally acquainted with.

A Prominent Spiritualist Passed to 
Spirit Life;

We learn from a San Diego (Cal.) 
paper that Dn Henry M. Barker, a 
prominent Spiritualist of that city, has 
passed to. spirit life. ■ He died near 
Carrville. The remains were taken to 
San Diego, and thè funeral services 
took place May 20;- The news of his 
death reached Mrs.'Dobson-Barker at 
the residence of Ker daughter, Mrs. 
Cora D. Ringlep; 230 North Sixth 
street, on Monday morning. The af
fliction is a severe!'blow to the entire 
family, coming without a previous inti
mation of the dótìtor’s Illness, and 
much sympathy IS maii’ffisted for them 
by the numerous G. A. ÌH comrades-and 
other friends at life Ghfbs and in San 
Jose. The arrangements for burial 
services were madU by^the Commander 
of the E. O. C. Ord'PosfUin which Sher- 
idan-Dix Post and'Eadies-of the G. A. R. 
most heartily co-^bya^d. 1

• ■ ■ ' qT;l iq, ■

INDUCE -
¡Tour Neighbor Sutóribe for Tho 

Progress^ Tftlpker.
Noir is-the limalo extend tlie.ctrcula» 

tion of The ProgKssiya Thinker. It 
«ill contain Occult, aniv. Spiritualistic 
aews with which Laverà [one should ba 
ruminar. No other paper, published on 
this earth contains'Buch a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich tha 
Blind. Send in a subscription now.

spectacles Can Be Abandoned.
This instrument is in the form of a 

pocket battery, which the Inventors 
have patented and which they call “Ac- 
tlna," a word which is their trade mark ' 
and owned by them.

In the treatment of eye diseases the 
Inventors of "Actina" claim there is no 
need for cutting or drugging the eye for

terpreted by the heart and not by the head. The 
most sublime poetry ever written affords no depth of 
thought.or beauty of sentiment to some,—they can 
only see metre and rhyme. Intellect is cold, dujl and 
unresponsive in comparison with the finer, spiritual 
qualities of man. The soul is as real as the body and 
suffers far greater misery. There are tragedies in 
human histories more stirring and tragic than the im
agination ever conceived; there is a sadness that has 
never been given voice; a sorrow which the mind sees 
but cannot translate into words.

“Not by the page, word painted, 
Let life be banned or sainted.

Deeper than written scroll 
The colors of the soul.

Sweeter than any sung
My song that found no tongue.

Nobler than any act
My wish that failed to act;’.’

HENRY MORRISON TEFFT. 
( Norwich, N. Y.

Prof. Lockwood’s Article.
To the Editor:—In regard to Prof. 

Lockwood’s article In The Progressive 
Thinker, No. 792, entitled “Ancient Doc
trine of Theurgia the Basis of all Eccle
siastical Religions,” etc., I desire to call 
the attention of those who have not 
read it (especially the class (who may 
be truthfully termed paradoxical-ortho
dox Spiritualists and who tenaciously 
cling to “religious” rites and ceremo
nies), to its many clear, logical demon
strations of Immortality, based upon in
finite law, rattier than vicarious atone
ment and paltry, fictitious saviors.

It is not probable that one of Mr. 
Lockwood’s scientific attainment needs 
recommendation or fulsome eulogies to 
sustain his conclusive argument 
against theosophy and a horde of falla
cious “religious” fads and fancies; but 
I make this reference hoping those who 
have not read his essay may look It up 
and study closely its pointed truths. 
They, are expressed in so’ clear light 
that none can refute, and reasonable, 
logical minds, upon due consideration, 
must necessarily accept them.

He brings conclusive evidence that 
wars are based upon “religious" beliefs, 
each nation contending for its respect
ive god, or gods, and not only in the 
past, but to-day, the same terrible 
scenes of butchery are enacted over and 
over in their defense through the ig
noble power of bigoted ’■religious" doc
trines and their puerile belief in the 
personality of a Supreme Being, rather 
than in scientific law as the ruling 
power of the universe, ’fills so-called 
“religious” influence has been trans
mitted from past generations, and with 
it is hopelessly mixed inhuman greed 
and inordinate love of conquest. It 
•would seem that mankind have always 
been ready to give themselves up-to the 
dark, debasing influence of mystery and 
superstition, rather than delve into the 
intricate recesses of Nature’s laws— 
the study of which, alone, can give us 
real facts and set our blundering feet 
apace upon the path of scientific evolu
tion and divine harmony with nil na
tions.

Is It not barely possibly that Prof. 
Lockwood is the man that shall wield- 
the golden hammer of Truth (cleansed 
from the scum of all past religions), 
which shall crack the jidamantine nut
shell of ignorance that enshrouds and

"Beyond the Sequel to
“Reading the Vail.'?' Being a compila
tion,- with notes and ^explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of.spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and matte by 
fell-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal-verification of 
“IVhat Wa Shall Be," and a code of 
■ethics, requisite- to the nW. speedy re-

THE CAUSE AT COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Elizabeth Harlow’s Work, and Views of 
Things.

The season for the winter’s work is 
over, and every one now is preparing 
for the parks and camps. I wish to 
say it-iias been a most successful sea
son for the Sixth Street Church of Co
lumbus, Ohio. I came here last fall 
and have been with them all the season. 
Wo have not had crowds, for we have 
in no way catered to the , curiosity 
monger.' But we started with a deter
mination to put Spiritualism on its 
right footing and keep it there, which 
is education; and there has steadily
grown an intelligent interest, so 
have very good audiences of the 
people of the city.

The Interest has become such 
there has been an enlarging of

we 
best

that 
the

auy iorm of disease, 
cataracts, pterygiums 
and other abnormal 
growths can be re
moved and weakened 
vision restored by tho 
new and more humane

metliocl. if tills is a fact, there will bo 
no need to go blind or to wear spec
tacles. “Actina” lias been tested in 
hundreds of cases and has effected mar
velous cures. So confident are the in-
ventors that this device is an article of 
great merit that they give an absolutely 
free trial. They want every one Iner- 
ested to make a thorough Investigation 
and a personal test of the “Actina." As 
it Is sent on trial postpaid, any person 
can give it this test.

They issue a book of 100 pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which 
tells all about “Actina,” the diseases It 
will cure, what others think of it, what 
marvelous cures it has effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and it is sent absolutely free upon re
quest. This book should be in the li
brary of every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association,■ 
Dept. 342R. 929 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Vice™, 
Eczema and all Skinund Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address 6
DRi 4J YE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

NEW INVENTION! ■
_ Write ter now bocktet, Hped«! Offer lid« mooch. Our
• ’(yy Quaker Fuldttjg Vapor Bath Cabiurta, floret

ft
produced. Etcrjtioily dchglited. Eujoy «I 
lumie furi): each all the tnurv-louicleauhluE, 
invigorating, curaiivc <th eta of the faiuoui 
TurMsh Hath«. Open the fiJJÜÜ.Ü'JÜ «Un 
pon s, purities the tuiirc system. Erala Hut 
Spring«. 1‘n vruti disease. Hares Dr. bill«.

*^»4 ll’OUimii«» Nature’» druyle»» remedy 
Äßr* tor cold«, grip, rbcumalhni. udn», puh«, 

blood and »Lin Kidney trouble
children’s dkensos and female ill*. Guaran.

tWa teed, Bent on 50 day»’trial. ^lOOlo^BOO 
a month. aate»tncu, manager«, general Agmta. profit. 
WOULD MFC. CO.. 82 Would Building. CIHGIHNATI, OHIO.

■Ä.I

The above u the number of the pre», 
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number nt tho 
right hand corner of the first page is ad- 
vanced each week, showing tho number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number oo 
tft.o tag of your wrapper.

In the World Celestial

working force of the church, which has 
in the immediate past been run by the 
board of trustees who have the building 
in charge. . Jolin D. Arras is chairman 
of this board, and he has worked long 
and faithfully for the cause in this city. 
But now we have another board, which 
is called the working board. This 
board will work with the old board, and 
have the active work in full charge this 
coming season. The chairman of this 
board is Mr. A. L. Frank, the secretary 
is C. A. Delaney, and the treasurer, Mr. 
Maxson. The new board has twenty 
members. Through this we hope to 
carry on the work more successfully 
and accomplish much more. It was the 
unanimous vote of both boards to have 
its present speaker return for next sea
son. So I shall only leave for my sum
mer work, returning the first of Oc
tober.

I feel more hopeful for the cause in 
its real mission to the world than ever 
before. One can see signs all along the 
Unes where the people are waking up to 
common sense. Spiritualism had drift
ed almost into a superstition, but now 1 
feel it will be redeemed. If one follows 
The Progressive Thinker he can see 
where We stood, and where we may 
hope to stand. To read the Open 
Courts arouses the most credulous and 
gives hope to tire thinkers.
¡•-It is something most dreadful, when 
we realize to what an extent the intelli
gent mind of a man can be carried to

is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to Him 
many times, ethereaiized, materialized 
and through trance mediums, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time lie spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it to the world in his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, the w’ell- 
known author, scientist and reformer.

This book has a brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D.. president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives it the weight of his un
qualified endorsement.

He says; "This book will give us 
courage to pass through the shadow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial."

Rev. M. J. Savage says: "It is in
tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future lite that one cannot help 
wishing may be true."

The Medical Gleaner says: "It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness. ■

Hon. C. A. Windle says: "It is inex
pressibly delightful.”

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: "It is one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books."

Everybody will be charmed with it, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance of 
two worlds. It is printed in elegant 
style, bound In cloth and gold. Price $1. 
For sale at this office.

promotes the fallacies ot thousands of c __
religious people? ° g P .

In this connection 1 am constrained,mawer v*uat. 
to ask the liberal, enlightened writers 1 
who contribute to the columns of The 
¡Progressive Thinker, if It would not be 
appropriate to substitute some other 
Word than “religion” To symbolize, or 
represent the great universal element 
ot Morality, Justness and .Goodness

We have criticised the superstitions 
of other religions and especially the 
thought of popes, but when one reads! 
Judge Dunn’s defense of Winans, one
can easily see how we drift into’super
stition. Aqd'the Judge is a fair Repre
sentative of-a host of others, who make 
popes of any one that will pretentt to 

with their utmost power? ' |trot out spirits at a dollar a head, hut
This word “religion” has done service usually these same People'fly Into a 

throughout the centuries as cloak ■ lor ‘when asked to contribute a dollar 
many phases of hypocrisy, and having a.®ont'\°r towards spreading the
been the leading, ruling power of every -------  - -- - ---- . - -—. —
grade of humanity in the 1 moral and Philosophy to the same extent we have 
commercial world, I am deeply Im- Phenomena, we would know more, 
pressed that It should, (that it practi- an^ npt be satisfied with wigs - - . . _ . pnj illuminated cheese-cloth. And 1

which all true souls seek to obtain . - . , - x■ । trot out spirits at a dollar a head.

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

My Lilian Whiting,
Author of "The World Benutlful." "Kato Field." 
"After Her Death." "From Dreamland Sent.” etc. 
With portrait. ICmo. Cloth, gilt. Price «1.23. Tho 
writer of thia "Study ot Elizabeth Barrett Brownton" 
baa thrown the book Into Are chapters, w 1th sub-UUoa 
as follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. "Summer Snow of Applo 

Blossoms;" Music-Flow of Finder; Erlends In tho 
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Frlendt 
Vlta.Nnuva; "One Day. My Siren."

IN THAT NEW WOULD. Pisa and Poetry; In Casa 
Guldl; Florentino Daye; Walley Savage Landor.

ABT AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; Tho 
Clasped Hunds; Kato Field's Becords; Mrs. 
Browning's Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Lawn; Modern Scientific Thought; The Consider
ation of Genius.

For Salo at this office. -

philosophy. If we would uphold the

cally can, as the mind sufficiently un
folds) be erased from the vocabulary of 
learning, and other more humanizing 
language substituted to represent the 
element of purity and spiritual progress 
which unfolds naturally in the human 
soul through inevitable evolutionary 
processes.'- ' . ;.

All hail! to Prof. Lockwood for the 
light he is casting across the threshold 
of darkened minds.

BURR CHAAPEL.
Waverly, N. Y;

"Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Huh. 
This' pretty volume contains fifty-seven- 
of the author’s. latest and choicest

cllzation of tbo’hlgbest and- purest fe
licity attainable-In the future life. A „ . , , , . ...
very remarkable Hook.- Large, octavo, poems.^Neaily bound In cloth, and ^rith 

Brice» < portrait of tha author. Price 75 «ate,

am'sorry, too, that It seems such a 
knotty question for some, to know bow 
to discriminate In employing for camp
meetings. It seems to me that the 
only sensible path of procedure is, 
where there fias been positive evidence 
gained against any one, that one is at 
least unsafe to put up as a representa
tive in so promiscuous a crowd aS a 
camp-meeting is.

’. The old cry that possibly some of 
these may have at times genuine power 
Is no excuse, for if a tnan or woman will 
trick when they cannot get tlie genuine, 
they are not safe at any time, for you 
never know what is coming. And 1 
could never recommend auch an one..
'.However, it will all work out: right,

In Tone with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within rouraelt Uen tho cause of whatever enter* 
Into year life. To come into the fall realization of 
your own awakened Interior powers, la to be able la 
condition your life in exact accord with what foq 
would bare It.—From Title-Page.

CONTENTS—L Prelude; II. The Supreme Fact of 
the Universe; III. The Supremo T act of Human Life; 
IV. Fullness ot Life—Bodily Health and Vigor: V. 
ThoSecret, Power and Effect of Love: VI. "Wiliam 
and Interior Illumlhatlon; VII. The Realization of 
Perfect Peace; Till. Coming Into fullne«« of powers 
IX. Plenty of. AH Thing»—The Law of Prosperity; 1 
X. How Men Dave Become Prophets. Seen, Sages» 
and Saviors; XI. The Basic Principle of AU Rcltgumi 
—Tiro Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now tala . 
the Realization of the Highest Riches. Tor salenS ‘ 
thlsoSlcc, Price, postpaid, ti.25.

MAUAMI-T Bls Klrth, Character and /IHlIlUinLl Doctrine. By Edward Gin- 
bon. This is No. 6 of tho Library of Liberal 
Classics. It is conceded to bo historically cor
rect, and so exact nnd perfect in every detail ah 
to bo practically-beyond tho roach ot adverse 
criticism. ’This work will bo found -Intensely 
Interesting. Price, 23 cents.
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Meroy.”

contain the full name and address of tho 
writer. Otherwise they may bo cast 
Into the waste basket. >■

Barnes and sei 
president of El 
the Irish contri

r .We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended tor 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the^trcvlous Satur
day morning. Bear thia In mind.

THE CAUSE IN ELYRIA, O.

Going On .With New Strength and Cour
age.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
' and General Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each .contributor Take due notice that Items for this
is alone responsible for any assertions page .In order to Insure Insertion must

J ‘4mtly maIle’ TJle editOr 
Mevw ^1V!'iied0ra oi expression, be- 
h«» lat th0 cause ot trutb can be 

^“bserved thereby. Many of tho 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account, for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorabie, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.ITEMS.—Bear In mind that items for 
the General Survey willjn all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
Jess; otherwise many items would be 

’crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address ot 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.’ .

”ps>

When writing for. this paper 
use a, pen or typewriter.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS-AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE AAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

ALL THE HONEST MEDIUMS IN 
CHICAGO RECEIVE THE CORDIAL 
ENDORSEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS 
STATE SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIA
TION, WHETHER ORDAINED OR 
NOT. AS THERE ARE NUMEROUS 
FRAUDS IN THE CITY, IT WOULD 
BE WELL FOR ALL CAMP OFFI
CIALS TO BE EXCEEDINGLY CARE
FUL AND WRITE TO DR. GEO. B. 
WARNE, 4203 EVANS AVENUE, FOR 
INFORMATION, IF THEY DESIRE 
ANY PARTICULARS. SUMMER 
CAMP-MEETINGS, WHEN PURE IN 
SOCIAL CONDITIONS, ELEVATED IN 
MENTAL AND SPIRITUAL TONE 
AND CONDUCTED ON STRICTLY 
BUSINESS METHODS ARE POWER
FUL AIDS IN SPREADING THE 
TRUTHS /OF SPIRITUALISM. IT 
MUST NOT BE FORGOTTEN THAT 
THEY ARE ALSO THE HARVEST 
TIME FOR THE FAKIRS, BECAUSE 
THEY COME TO THE RALLYING 

"CENTERS FOR NUMBERS OF PEO
PLE, MANY OF WHOM ARE HUN
GERING FOR PHENOMENA ALL 
THE REST OF THE YEAR AND 
READY THERE TO PART WITH 
THEIR MONEY WITHOUT PRU
DENCE. SPIRITUALISTS AND THE 
PUBLIC AT LARGE LOOK TO EVERY 
ONE OF OUR CAMP OFFICIAL 
BOARDS TO PROMOTE DECENCY, 
ELIMINATE TRICKERY AND RECOG
NIZE ONLY HONEST MEDIUMS. 
THEY SHOULD PROTECT THE NOV
ICE AND THE GULLIBLE FROM IM
POSITION AND ROBBERY. THEY 
ARE LARGELY EDUCATORS OF THE 
PUBLIC. CAUTION, CANDOR, COUR
AGE AND DISCERNMENT ARE RE
QUIRED BY THESE OFFICERS.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond has been 
duly appointed and has official creden
tials as delegate for the National Spirit
ualists Association to the Congress of 
Religion, to be held the 28th, 2pth, 30th 
and 31st, at the new “Settlement” 
building connected with the church of 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones, Langley avenue, 
Chicago. Eminent speakers will be In 
attendance. Mrs’. Rlcbniond is also fra
ternal delegate from her own church in 
this city.

Titus Merritt, the veteran Spiritualist 
of New York, writes: "The glorious 
cause of Spiritualism'has made rapid 
progress in: this city during the past 
winter. The secular press has almost 
daily published something pro and con 
to the subject, resulting in increased at
tendance at our meetings, at Tuxedo 
Building under the able ministration of 
Mrs. Margaret Gaule Reidinger, with 
the First Association of Spiritualists of 
New York, of which Mrs. Henry J. New
ton Is still president. Mrs. Helen T. 
Brigham holds her own nobly and well 
with the Spiritualand Ethical society at 
the Builders’ League Hall, and In 
Brooklyn at the First Church of Spirit
ualists under the ministration of Mrs. 
May 8. Pepper."

Mr. Hassman, president, writes: "The 
regular Sunday meeting of the North 
Star Spiritual Union was held In their 
Hall, 1546 Milwaukee avenue. • The at
tendance was satisfactory. Prayeraqd 
opening lecture was given by Dr. P.M. 
Esser on Healing Power, a blessed gift 
manifested through him in a remark
able manner, and which is administered 
free at the meetings. The same gift 
was again demonstrated through Dr. L. 

IC. Koehler, a physician of this city. 
| Tests were given by Mrs. Johanna Ren
nau. May 28 will be the closing meet
ing of said society In the above hall, 
and no meetings will be held until the 
first of September, except the regular 
business meetings which will be held 
at Brother Long's residence, 33 Upton 
stre'et, once every month.”

Eugenia Rouble writes from Water
town, N. Y.: “We'fire glad to tell what 
a grand and noble work Mrs. Amanda 
Coffman has done in Watertown. Our 
society is in a more prosperous condi
tion than when she took it in charge. 
Our active membership has increased. 
The packed houses that have always 
been such a rarity are now quite the or
dinary thing. The people who come to 
scoff, went away satisfied that we had 
a good reason for our belief - and re
turned with the spirit of an interested 
investigator. Prominent people of our 
city, skeptics until they saw Mrs. Coff
man’s work, now champion our cause. 
The people at large are treating our 
arguments with more deference than, 
usual. Our officers and members are 
so well satisfied they regret the close 
of the season is so near at hand.' It 
seems Mrs. Coffman has made personal 
friends of them all, and how could it be 
.otherwise when she has made every 
service an event? Such has been her 
success and we are .not surprised for 
her three previous engagements were 
equally satisfactory.”

L. M. H. writes as follows in refer
ence to the death of Dr. Wm. M. Ham
mond: “He was conscious to the last 
and recognized the spirit friends who 
came to bear him away, it was a scene 
well worth narrating, and I have writ
ten an account of it to all his relatives,, 
who are mostly church members.' The 
Christians are so fond of narrating the 
deathbed scenes of those who die in 
their faith, and claim that those out
side of the church have nothing to sus
tain them in the hour of death, that 1 
think it behooves us to show them to 
the contrary when such an event oc-

L. H-, of Oil City, Pa., writes: "Mrs. 
E. J. Demorest of Pittsburg, Pa., is with ; 
us and doing a grand work In the cause 
of Spiritualism. We hope she may be 
successful in organizing'a society while 
her«. She is giving general satisfac
tion.”

Voodoo rites Involve the shedding 
and drinking of blood, presumably to 
placate evil spirits. Many children, 
particularly young girls, have been sac
rificed in mountain orgies, when the fa
natics throw aside all pretense of civil
ization and commit every atrocity in a 
frenzy of devil worship. -“I have had 
voodoo men many times at my house in 
the country,” said a Port au Prince 
business man. “They drink and then 
chant and dance almost incessantly for 
several days and nights, swaying to and 
iro rhythmically while others are going 
around. In their patois they keep on 
singing and praying to the spirits and 
when they swing their knives as they 
circle about a'fire they are really horri
ble. On these occasions they sever the 
heads of chickens and then seize the 

. bodies to drink the warm blood. They 
pull out the heart and certain other or
gans, which they deem sacred and de
vour them raw. There are many chil
dren who disappear and who are sac
rificed, but th&re are very few prosecu
tions as a result" /

Dr, B. L. Eskelson, Mt Carroll, III., 
was .in the city last week. The Doctor 
is doing an excellent work through his 
lectures on the Spiritual Philosophy. 
He is also a healer of remarkable pow
ers. • -

S. M. Powderly writes: “The Engle
wood Spiritual Union holds meetings 
every Thursday afternoon and Sunday 
evening. Mrs. Priscilla McArthur will 
lecture for us Sunday evening, June 4.

cure. His memorial was largely at
tended and by many who were hot Spir
itualists.” „

Mrs. L. D. Shorey writes from Maine: 
"The Progressive Thinker to me is the 
best Spiritual paper printed. It takes a 
firm, decided stand for right and truth."

A telephone by the side of her rel
ative’s grave is what one woman in this 
city who believes in Spiritualism con
templates. The unusual request to 
make an estimate on a telephone which 
would be set at the head of a grave, 
in one of the local cemeteries was re
ceived by a local. telephone company 
today and strange as It may sound the 
woman was In earnest. Some time 
ago a relative other's died.and as she 
is a firm believer in Spiritualism she 
bqs held numerous, conversations with 
the relative since the time' when the 
relative passed to the great beyond. It 
is her belief that she cannot talk to the 
one departed unless she is at the grave.

Mrs, Cora L. V. Richmond was re
cently a guest of Mrs. E. B. Harbert at 
tbe sumpier home of Judge and Mrs. 
Harbert, Williams Bay, Lake Genova. 
There were eight ladies in the party, 
and the occasion was one long to be re
membered. The informal committee 
meeting took the form ot a social and 
ethical club, aud as it was during the 
recent peace conference at the Hague, 
many "best tnoughts” tor universal 
peace went forth like white doves from 
the Lake Geneva party. While there, 
Mrs. Richmond visited Dr. Chainey’s 
"School of Interpretation," which is 
close at hand. “Mahanalm,” - as the 
school is called (the meeting of heaven 
and earth) is an ideal place, a beauti
ful home, and a true fraternity. The 
inmates practice ideal co-operation, all 
the work being shared by the Inmates. 
Lake Geneva Is becoming quite famous 
for its many educational, literary and 
ethical "colonies"-and camps.
A London hypnotist who says he is 

able to cure the appetite-for liquor ex- 
jilains the method ast follbws: "I merely 
say, ‘You wjll feel an Intense antipathy 
to wine,beer and spirits;’ but, of course 
this can’t be done without their con
sent. One of our society told the sori 
of a dipsomaniac if he drank he would 
be sick and for six years he was not 
touched liquor. It 1b the same with' 
smoking. This same doctor had a pa
tient who, whenever he was not eating 
or sleeping, Was smoking. He there
fore hypnotized him; saying; 'If you 
ever put a pipe or cigar . Into your 
mouth you will be sick.’ Hq^then woke 
him and watched him fill his pipe. He 
put it between his' lips, but he became 
sick immediately. The patient has not 
smoked since, nor shown any wish to 
smoke.

C. H. Mathews, 319 East High street, 
New Philadelphia, Ohio; ' writes : "To 
the first applicant I. will send fresi to 
anyone who will pay express charges, 
50 back numbers of' The Progressive 
Thinker, in years ’92, 93 and ’97. Sent 
C. O. D., about 15 or 20 cents."

Will C. Hodge has taken .his depart
ure from San Diego, for San Francisco, 
and Oakland, where Eh intends to re
main for about six weeks. He is en-' 
gaged for the Edgewood Camp, between 
Seattle and Tacoma, from July 30, to 
Augpst 20, and the annual Washington 
State Convention,’August 21 and 22, 
and with the local society at Seattle, 
for' September. He can be addressed 
at 1373 Tenth Avenue, East Oakland, 
Cal.

G. A. K. writes from Lancaster, Pa.: 
“The First Spiritualist Society of Lan
caster, Pa., bad the pleasure of hearing 
Mrs. Etta Wriedt, of Detroit, Mich., 
here for a week lately, giving trumpet 
seances.”

Corresponding Secretary to the Pro
gressive Spiritualist Society of Smith
ville, Texas, writes: "The First Pro
gressive Spiritualist Society, of Smith
ville, Texas, was honored on its first 
anniversary, Wednesday evening, May 
17, with the presence of Mr. John W. 
Ring, of Galveston, Texas. Very . ap
propriate remarks were made by the 
speaker to the society on its one year’s 
organization, and was followed by a 
lecture on the subject, “The Spiritual
ist idea of God.” It was very clear'and 
eloquent, and was listened to with rapt 
.attention. Mr. Ring is a speaker of 
much ability and all who hear hint are 
always benefited thereby. A Lyceum 
was organized and the society was en
couraged. I feel interested in the new 
work that has been placed with them.”

Walter .A. Hall, president of the So
ciety, Seattle, ^Wash., writes: “I nòte 
by your progressive paper (and it Is 
well worthy the name 'Progressive’) 
that many of the representative Spirit
ualistic workers anticipate, this year, 
visiting the Lewis and Clarke Exposi
tion, at Portland, Oregon. Upon ar
rival at Portland they will be within 
eight hours’ ride by rail, from Seattle, 
the metropolis of the Pacific Coast. 'As 
President of the Seattle Spiritual As
sociation, I hereby extend to each and 
all of the lecturers and mediums, who 
contemplate- going to Portland, an in
vitation to visit our city; and I shall be 
pleased to correspond with any of the 
workers who are coming West and ar
range dates for appearing before.our 
society. To anyone^ going.to Portland, 
1 would suggest that you buy a round 
trip ticket to return East by way of 
Seattle. It will cost no more; and if 
you come to Seattle, I assure you a 
royal welcome and liberal financial re
turns. Address me at No. 2120% Fifth 
Avenue.”

Dr. B. F. Austin has done a most ex
cellent work in Baltimore," M3. The 
Baltimore American, with 70,000 circu- 
lalton reports his Sunday lecture every 
Monday. He is in touch with many or
thodox people there who call and inter
view him, -and they are iritérested' in 
Spiritualism. By request he gave 
twenty of them a parlor lecture on his 
experiences. Wherever Mr. Austin is 
employed, he leaves an excellent 1m- 

. pression for good.'..........

Gpm of Thought:—
"I will try to be kind to all harmless 

living creator^, and, will try to pro
tect them from.prueyjpsage."

For Informatfon’ concerning The Pro
gressive Lycbiim, -^authorized Jesoon 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John! W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple,' Galvehton, Texas,
——-------—' ILT1 ——-------------- -

At the annuaj. mee^ng of the Band ot , 
Harmony, held at tpe, home ot Mr. and 
Mrs. Richmond,Un Rogers Park, May 4, 
the members voted to adjourn until the 
third Thursday in September, unless 
called together by hie president.

Dr. Beverly writes: “The Spiritual 
Science Society wilji continue its meet
ings free for tho summer. We find the 
attendance much larger, and the collec
tions are very satisfactory. The medi
ums give readings in booths between 
the meetings at half price, and many 
come and eat lunch and remain all day 
for the services, which give food for all.. 
We teach a high spiritual truth that 
heals the body, purifies the mind and 
liberates the spirit. This is the object 
of life, to unfold the powers within and 
fill our hearts full of love and truth. . 
We have only the best speakers that 
can demonstrate the truth, and the best 
mediums that hpnestly- demonstrate 
their many phases,’’;

Marguerite Mac writes: "Thursday' 
evening at the residence of . Mrs. Bur- 
land, 3019 Vernon-avenue, we had the 
pleasure of .meeting quite a number of 
friends at the Social. Mr. Fraser was 
there and gave excellent psychometric 
readings and clairvoyant visions. Mrs, 
Maggie Henry, the palmist, gave a few 
very good psychometric readings, and 
Violet, Mrs. Burland’s little Indian, did. 
good work in tests and messages. She 
also made the coffee, and it was fine as 
well as the cake and strawberries?’

Secretary writes from Billings, 
Mont.: "The second annual convention 
of the Montana State' Spiritualist As
sociation will convene in Billings on the 
1st, 2nd and 3rd of June, Harry J. 
Moore, speaker, and Mrs Eva Mcuoy, 
Medium. We expect people from all 
parts of the State, and hope for some 
from other states.” -

Virginie Barrett writes: "Will the 
friend's please address me at’No. 333, W. 
Colfax avenue, Soutji Bend, Indiana. 
I would like a few 'jFall engagements, 
also for camp-meetings. Terms reas
onable. I was pleftsaptly surprised last 

•week by a visit from Brother Herrick, 
.who has been with The friends in El- 
path, and whom I had not seen for many 
years. He brings with him the same 
old good cheer, and faithful influence 
of a truthful, lasting worker in this 
grand field. I was javited to join in the 
service Sanday,.morning. It was with 
an inspiring h^rt that I journeyed 
along to the Place; the road-side re
vealing the -beauty of Spring, being 
dotted here an<|r.(ttiereiwlth purple lilies 
and yellow dai^ieq.-.y/hile the songs of 
the robins give peace and joy on this 
beautiful spring' day. An interested 
audience awaited uslit the protty hall. 
In the afternoon wemeld a friendly se
ance. Mr. and. ^Irs;.,Wyant, Brother

months dl'd, IVe wore organized by Mr. 
and Mrs. Sprague when on their tour of 
California; with' Charles Menders ot 
nineteen. We have increased ouj mem
bership to. twenty-eight,’ good, true 
workers, and we hope in the future to 
be counted w one ot tire bright stars in' 
¿Spiritualism.”

Jolin Lord writes from Philadelphia, 
Pa.: “I was 72 years old yesterday, and 
my love-for The Progressive Thinker, 
its manager, and our cause, increases 
with age. May a long life be yours and 
success crown every effort is my wish.''

i The hand painted chocolate set that 
has been donated to the Sunflower Club, 
to be raffled for at the Fourth ot July 
picnic, will be on exhibition at the 

^League meeting, on Tuesday evening,
June 6.

The New York Press says: "Physi
cians and the public at large will have 
the benefit of whatever discoveries may 
be made in the future as to psychical 
phenomena, Spiritualistic or telepathic, 
by a society which has been organized 
by Prof. Hyslop of Columbia Unlver-

< I would also speak Of thé good work 
Brother Moses Hull did here in Febru
ary, and also Miss Harlow, who served 
our society a number of times during 
'¡'.0 JW., ,

Tho class of work done by such as 
the above is appreciated by Spiritual
ists, skeptics and Investigators alike, 
while some of the work palmed oft in 
the name of Spiritualism, disgusts and 
drives away the intelligent or sensitive 
investigator.

Let us renovate our rostrum as well 
as seance room, and encourage and em
ploy only such as arc worthy, true and 
capable.

FREDERICK W. MARTIN.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

(Obituaries to the extent ot ten Unes 
only will be Inserted free. All In excess 
of ten Unes will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.J

-• Do not fait to hear this lecture.
Halsted street”

Wilson Duncan writes from

6603 S.

Council
Bluffs, Iowa: “I sang 'Sweet Home,’ 
with violin obligato, two Sundays ago in 
our meeting. An Omaha lady was en
tranced, and standing she addressed 
words to our meeting that brought 
tears to many eyes. I asked her who it 
was. She pointed to Wm. McKinley’s 
picture, and said he was her control to 
speak, and had caught her unawares as 
she listened to that beautiful music.’.’ -

Miss Elizabeth Harlow has closed a 
very successful engagement at Colum
bus, Ohio, and has .now returned to her 
home at Haydenville, Mass,

and for that reason a great deal of her 
time Js taken up in trips toand'from 
tho cemetery. The thought suddenly 
struck her that she would have a tele
phone installed at the grave and in this 
manner converse with-the departed kin 
without the trouble, of making the fre
quent trips.—Columbus (Ind.) Republic^

D. G. Hill writes: “The Increasing in
terest in the meetings, of ,the Golden 
Rule Spiritual Society gives encour-. 
agement to its promoters for the labor 
they have given• towards its-develop- 
ment, and incentive for greater effort 
for the future.. The attendance for 
Sunday, May 21, was large at both ser
vices, and made up of intelligent in
quiring, people, and we were favored by 
tbe presence and help of such untir
ing workers as Mrs. Nellie Kusserow, 
Mrs. Virginia Bryan Lyons, Mrs. Mary 
McIntyre and others besides our.speak
ers, Mrs. Martha rrlce, for the after
noon, and that ever faithful worker, 
Mrs. Isa Wilson Kaynor, for the even
ing. . With such an array of talent and 
willing work, we do not wbndef that 
seekers after truth find comfort in their-; 
attendance at our meetings, and we 
extend thanks to air who so ably assist 
us. Our speakers for June 4 will be 
for afternoon, Mrs. Isa Wilson-Kaynor, 
for the evening, Mrs. Nora E.'Hill. Re-- 
rhember the entertainment and prize* 
drawing Saturday evening, June 17. 
A-fine program has been arranged to 
conclude with ice cream and cake, at 
O’Donnell College.Hall, So Paulina St, 
between Washington boulevard and 
Park avenue. Yoy are cordially-, in
vited. .

: W. W. Aber,, the materializing medi
um, has part of July and-August open 
for camp engagements. Address him. 
at 3422 East’Tenlh street,:Kansas City, 
Mo. - • * '

Dr, Lamon of Fitzgerald, Ga;, writes 
as follows of Geo. F. Perkins of Califor
nia: "We have regarded him as one of 
the best psychometrists. Some seven 
years ago, while attending his day cir
cle of 30 or more persons, he took up a 
letter that I had laid upon the table 
(among other articles brought there) 
and said: ‘There is a business proposi
tion in it, upon which you. desire infor
mation as to its acceptance. A spirit 
influence [perfectly describing my 
father with his violin] says you had 
better reject it,:as only trouble would, 
result.’ I was grateful for .the timely 
advice. I desire to testify to the gener
ous nature of Prof. Perkins, having 
been an honored guest at his Chicago 
home, where'his dear wife, also a fine 
psychic, displayed great hospitality and I 
amiability.” •: » i

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: “An exceed
ingly interesting meeting was held by 
the Rising Sun Mission, Sunday after
noon, May 21. Our speaker, Sister 
Briggs, asked for a subject from the au
dience, and .’Justice' and .‘Love’ were 
submitted. Her discourse was. brimful 
of good thoughts which ¡brought out 
considerable expression 'from Brother 
Avery and Sister Sims. Brother 
Thompson gave some very clear’demon
strations of spirit return, Our choir 
rendered some very fine, selections in 
the evening song service, which pre
ceded the lecture. Spirit messages 
were given by Sister Weaver, Sister 
Klfchner and Brother. Thompson, all o.f 
which ..were readily recognized. Our 
May hop was a grand success and ev
erybody. had an enjoyable time. Our 
regular dances take- place every Satur
day night In our. pleasure'hall, and our. 
lectures on Social Economy every Sate 
urday night in our Mission Hall,- Peo
ples’ Institute, Van Buren and Leavitt 
streets. Our speaker for Sunday, June 
4. will be Mrs. J. L. Fravel. Good sing-

spirit'messages. All welcome.!’

and renewed his, acquaintance with us. 
He is always interesting. I was indeed 
pleased to again figar him,, Brother 
Barnes had. independent . voices; and 
“Jammie,”his,;ntfle; pontrol, ip nlvays 
welcome wlih'.li^ tests and. cheer. His 
seances have the desired effect to con
vince, and the pretty way in which he 
ends them, with soft music, is charm
ing.. May both these mediums be kept 
busy for the good of the cause."

Clara L. Stewart; Secretary of the 
Morris Pratt Institute, acknowledges 
the receipt of $5.00 from Mrs. Gott, and 
Skogland, the amount realized on the 
same.

Fred T.«Slater writes: "I wish that 
The Progressive .Thinker was read 
from the Atlantic to the Pacific by the 
orthodox Christians, for I believe it 
would do more, good and give them 
more enlightenment than all the 
church papers and sermons combined. 
May you be spared for long years to 
carry on the good work of The Pro
gressive Thinker, apd when called to 
the other side, be able to aid and In
spire your BuccessorJin keeping up the 
high' standard of the paper as you have 
so nobly done in the. past."

, Maggie. Henry-writes: “on Sutiday, 
| May 21, at the Universal-Occult .Socie
ty, as usual, we. had’a very interesting 
meeting. -Many questions on the Spir
itual philosophy were answered by the 
guides of our speaker, F. M. Stoller, fol
lowed by messages by Madame Lucile 
De Loux and others; Strangers- are 
cordially invited to attend our meetings 
at No. 77 East 81st r street, Hall C, 
known as “01d 77.” On last Wednes
day, Madame Lucile DeLoux, held a so
cial in her parlors, at 2952 Cottage 
Grove avenue. All present had a very 
enjoyable evening. We had messages 
and. tests from Hugh. Fraser, better 
known as “The Boy Medium.” We had 
severaLselections on the violin by Prof. 
LaLoude. Prof. Stoller gave - many 
satisfactory ■: psychometric readings. 
Madame De Loux; gave-messages. All 
had;a spiritual feast as well as1 ice 
cream, cake and lemonade.”

E. A. M. writes from Akron, N. Y.: 
"The Search-light of Truth is with us. 
Those who have been blind to the phil
osophy of Spiritualism are awakening. 
Yes; through the untiring and faithful 
efforts of our pastor,«Mrs. Atcheson, of 
Buffalo, N. Y.,- the vail has been lifted 
and the'light shines; Her messages 
from the immortal-side have proved be
yond a doubt thatliK is eternal; that 
the dear departed Ho home with loving 
messages for tlieir friends on the earth 
plane. Spiritualism Akron is in its 
infancy, but wOkfeeHwith Mrs. Atche
son as our teacher afld guide, the light 
will be made tod Bhihe so bright and 
beautiful that 'thoses^ho. are striving 
and starving foffthe iitith will be made 
to seethe beacfcrftliaeffilhnes for all."

Bity. It is yet in embryo, for the ofli- 
cers have not been elected and the 
name has not been selected, but a com
mittee was appointed at the initial 
meeting held on last Thursday night In 
the Harlem Casino, at which were pres
ent about'fifty men interested in eso
teric research. The avowed purpose of 
the new society is to investigate all so- 
called manifestations given by Spirit
ualists; to expose that which is fraudu
lent and publicly approve that which is 
good. It is said that Andrew Carnegie 
and other wealthy men will help the so
ciety when the organization is com
pleted. Dr. Billings and Dr. ¡¿welsohn 
urged that tests be laid down, by the 
society and that spirit; mediums be in
vited to give their demonstrations ac- 
cordingto the society’s tests, not their 
own. Physicians, he said, should be 
given opportunity to study the mediums 
and make observations as to their 
mental and physical condition when in 
the trqnce state. Two men, who said 
they represented two of the foremost 
mediums in the city, announced ' that 
their clients stood ready to submit to 
such tests."

London is talking of a remarkable 
seance held in a private house in the 
suburbs, at which a number of promi
nent men of letters, scientists, lawyers 
and physicians were present—most of 
them in the capacity of earnest believ
ers,in Spiritualism. Among them-were 
Sir William Crookes and Sir Oliver 
Lodge, the two leading scientists ot the 
day, and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Cor
respondence in the newspapers reveals 
the fact that an unusually large number 
ofpublic men are Spiritualists, and that 
large Bums of money are spent every 
week in the attempt to fathom the mys
tery of the unknown. One of the three 
gentlemen named above told me in all 
seriousness yesterday, that at a recent 
seance he had discovered the important 
fact that the Japanese and Russian sil- 
diers and sailors who have “passed 
over” are still fighting their battles and 
that other spirits who are forced to 
become unwilling spectators of the 
ghostly strife are very much inconven
ienced and shocked thereby. Further
more, I am told that the new cult of 
Spiritualism maintains that when we 
“pass over” we enter a sort of floating 
state, in which we are totally useless, 
apparently unhappy and nervous, with 
an.overweening desire to get into com
munication with our friends in the flesh 
bymeans of any medium that may hap
pen to be handy. They say that when 
the spirits find out that there is to be 
a seance they crowd in millions to the 
place, and only the strongest and most- 
energetic manage to secure lodgment 
in the medium—Brooklyn Life.

The Boston Globe has the following, 
which speaks tor itself: "Rev. John 
Scully in his discourse at the church of 
the Immaculate Conception took up the' 
subject of ‘Marriage Impediments.’ He 
spoke upbn different causes which ren
dered marriage null and void and gave 
Instances where, though a ceremony 
was performed, there was in reality no 
marriage. He said in part: ‘The marri
age contract between certain persons is 
null and void ,by God’s law, natural and 
revealed. All Christians agree so far. 
No one holds that marriage between 
father and daughter, or brother and sis
ter is now valid. But we maintain that 
the church has power to institute im
pediments nullifying the contract. The 
reason is very simple. Marriage be
tween the baptized is a sacrament. 
Therefore this contract falls under ec
clesiastical authority. Just as the state 
may nullify contracts between minors, 
so many the church limit the freedom 
of this sacramental contract. So, too, 
the state has no power to nullify marri
age, although as the marriage formali
ties affect the public order it may regu
late them by providing that the names 
should be registered, etc.’ ”

G. B. writes mini Manchester, N. H.‘ 
“The Manchesiei' ’Society Progressive 
Spiritualists elector Ape following offi
cers on May '„President, Fred' C. 
Fearon, 222 Laurel sweet ; First Vice- 
President, ¿Albert É.. Hall, Cypress 
street; Secondé yi<æ-^Pfpsident, Mrs. 
David Thayer, TvO ¿ridge street; Sec
retary, Mrs. Flcfe jC Francis; Treas
urer, Andrew Tfily; CBllector, Leon B. 
Page. Meetingsnte held every Sunday 
from October to Junb, and with local 
talent from Jurie.ïé’October.’’

Secretary Ridley writes from Sheri
dan, Wyoming:. “A- vote of thanks was 
extended by the^ Spiritualists Society Of 
Sheridan,. Wyo., to Mrs. F. D. McCor
mick, president of.&e.Spiritualists As- 
sociation, in which, it was made possi
ble for us to partake of ,a ¡treat in lis
tening to-the ■lectures delivered . by 
Harry J.,Moore,. and the tests given by 
Mrs. Eva McCoy, Mr. Moore is. an ex
cellent speaker- aw)- .tbe,most skeptical 
Lave to acknowledge his excellent logic. 
Mrs. McCoy’s tests were,.flne. Our 
association Is to its Infancy,. only four

WhlTe on my way to my father's fu
neral, our little baby, who sought us 
only three months ago to be her earth 
parents, returned to her home in the 
soul world. The cause of her transi
tion was pneumonia, and she suffered 
intensely until she escaped to her home 
In the land o’ the leal. The little form 
was cremated, May 18. Just why this 
should be, I do not quite understand, 
but some day, perhaps, we shall know. 
The little form was perfect; the smile 
will never be forgotten, and the void 
she has left will be most painful for 
Jong years to come. Baby Is safe—we 
all know that—but the keen agony ot 
the long-suffering mother, who is but 
slowly recovering from pneumonia, is 
something pitiful. She has suffered 
beyond all words to describe and the 
less of this treasure is filling her cup to 
the brim with bitterness. It Is to her 
to whom all sympathy should flow—all 
earnest prayers be offered for her re
covery. May the dear ones on the 
other side give her the balm of healing, 
and bring her face to face with all of 
her arisen loved ones, that she may 
drink of the cup of joy while here on 
earth. HARRISON D. BARRETT. •

Passed to spirit life at Lebanon, Mis
souri, April 18, William Spohn, age 
nearly 72. He had been a Spiritualist 
for several years. He leaves a wife 
who knows that he still lives just be
hind the veil, and will, with their chil
dren, await her coming.

VICTORIA SPOHN.

Andrew J. Henry, a prominent Mason 
and friend of Spiritualism, passed on, 
May 10, from his home at Grand Ledge, 
Mich. He leaves a wife to mourn him, 
although she has the consolation of our 
philosophy. Four sisters also remain 
of his family. The funeral was con
ducted hy the Sir Knights of Lansing, 
of Grand Ledge and other towns, the 
discourse being given by Mrs. A. E.
Sheets. COR.

Dr. Wm. M. Hammond of Rosedale, 
Kansas, passed to spirit life, April 27, 
lacklng'just one week of being '90 years 
old. His body was cremated, according 
to his request. The Spiritual societies 
of Kansas City, Mo., united in a memo
rial on the afternoon of May 14, serv
ices conducted by Mrs. Baldwin. Dr. 
Millard F. Hammond, who was travel
ing, and stopping over Sunday in the 
city, saw notice of the meeting and 
came. He was asked to speak, and 
made the concluding remarks which 
were much appreciated by all. The de
ceased was born m the state of New 
York, and had lived in Michigan, Ohio, 
Missouri, California, and lastly in Kan
sas. He had been a Spiritualist over 
fifty years, and will be remembered as 
such in nearly all the places where he 
has lived. His wife, Dr. Loretta Mann- 
Hammond; who survives him, is also an
old Spiritualist. !.. M. H.‘

,To the Editor.—I take this oppor
tunity to let thè world and our friends 
know that we, “The Progressive Spirit- 
lialisl Society, of Elyria, Ohio, are not 
dead 'yet, òr even sleeping.. Although" 
we have In the past year passed 
through a crisis,-and although the 
downfall of our society has been prophe
sied, and so' reported, I am glad to tell 
your friends, and the true friends of the 
cause,' that our little boat has safely' 
weathered the storm, and, is about to. 
enter the calm sea, where it will again 
unfurl its sails And proudly continue its . 
voyage of exploration and missionary 
work.

While the storm has been a . fierce 
one, and it seemed impossible that the 
turbulent waves would fail-to shatter 
our craft-upon thé rocks of envy find 
selfishness, a few honest souls stood 
bravely by and encouraged and bus-I 
tained the skipper with words of cheer I 
and encouragement

We have fought the good “fight, and । 
truth has conquered, as it always will,1 
•where the heart does not grow faint. 
,We send our sympathy and encour
agement .to others that may, like our
selves, be going through 'a process ot 
renovation. While we have- lost five 
of our members, two of them through 
the change called death, besides one 
we could claim as our-own, we. have 
never been stronger than we are to-day, 
for we are harmonious, And as in 
unity is strength, we feel confident ot 
doing as great a work in the near fu
ture as .we have done in the past. Al
though we have made no effort during 
ouf time of trouble , to get new mem
bers, we expect to add ten or twelve 
new members,'who are true blue, , and' 
have, signified their intention of casting 
their lot»with us. , ~

On Saturday, May 21, we had those 
tireless, earnest workers, Mr. and Mrs. 
E. W. Sprague, with us and the fact that 
Sunday evening they were greeted by 
the largest and most intelligent audi
ence we have had in years, speaks well 
for their work here, as they are well 
known to Elyria audiences, having 
served our society many times for the 
past six or seven years. They did 
much -good here, as they always have.

Brother-Sprague, sent. many truths 
home and Mrs. Sprague did unusually 
•well in her,message-work, giving some 
wonderful proofs of''spirit presence. .:

J. G. HINDERER.

In return I will give

( -V-

. June 3, JM5,
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OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They arc neatly and substantial!}; 

bound in clotb. ,
No other publishing house in ths- 

United States excels them lu the nto 
chauical work-binding, printing and 
paper.

Elizabeth H. King, wife of Wm. H. 
King, and mother of Mrs. H. S. Beals, 
passed to the higher life at the home of 
her daughter in Sacramento; Cal., April 
23, 19Q5, at the age of 81 years. She 
was born at Hartford, Conn., and was 
one of the first mediums and speakers 
in the cause of Spiritualism. Although 
she suffered much physically, her work 
of giving readings continued up to a 
few hours before leaving this life.

The three volumes of the “Encyclope-1 
dia of Death, and Lite in tho Spirit 
World," contain moro valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Lite than can. ba 
dug up in all the libraries of the world. .

Then cornea the valuable work by Jj 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion ot Man " 
and Ethics of Science.” (

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. fl 
Peebles, "Thè Beers of the Ages."

Then comes tbe “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche in your, 
library.

n 
e

Then follows "Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Lite of Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
"Letters From the Spirit World,” writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a prica 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then Bend for them. They will de
light you. ihey will constitute a per
ennial fountain ot knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only, 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise!

Lester T. Barker passed to spirit life 
at his home in Minneapolis, May 10, 
age 78 years. He was born in New 
York, and there married Mary A. Ken
yon fifty-two years ago. He served 
through the war of the rebellion In a 
blew York regiment, faithful to every 
duty. Many friends, neighbors and 
comrades met to wish him God speed 
in his new life. The service at the 
house was conducted by the writer; at 
the grave by Levi ButlerPost of the
G. A. R. MRS. ASA TALCOTT.

David Thayer, born Oct. 18, 1819, 
passed to spirit life on May 4, 1905, at 
12:30 o’clock. He was a devoted Spir
itualist. He hgd been identified'with 
Lake Sunapee camp-meeting since it 
was organized; been itsjjresldent, and 
Tor many years held office In- the So
ciety of Progressive Spiritualists of this 
city, and was vice-president at his tran
sition. He had a very wide circle of 
warm friends who held him in high es
teem. He was a medium and under 
control of an Indian guide of Immense 
strength, and a healer. For two years 
he had expected the change, and a shin- 

! ing light was often seen glowing on his 
countenance when speaking of it, and 

•at the moment of his departure from 
! the body, a halo of happiness came and 
he passed as easily as to sweet repose. 
•The gifted medium, Anna L. Jones, Of 
Lowell, Mass., at his request, spoke 
words of cheer and consolation at the 
burial service, May 7, and read a poem 
written that morning by the author ot 
this sketch. The Spiritualist society at
tended in a body. Many flowers were 
about the casket, and the body taken 
to Valley Cemetery-for interment.

GEORGE BUSH.
Manchester, N. H.

WHAT SHALL WE EAT?
The Food Question from the Stand* 

point of Health, Strength 
and Economy.

Containing numerous tables, show
ing the constituent elements of over 
three hundred food products and their 
relations, cost and nutritious values, 
time of digestion, etc., indicating best 
foods for all classes and conditions. By 
Alfred Andrews. 120 pp. Price, leath
erette, 50 cents; cloth binding, 75 cents.

To many people there is no question 
of greater importance than the one 
asked in the title of this book, and no 
more satisfactory effort to answer it 
has been made than is to be found be
tween the covers of this practical vol
ume. It opens with a consideration ot 
the purposes lor which we eat, and 
how food material Is converted to our 
needs, and is used in sustaining life.

A very important feature of the work C. 
is found in the numerous tables given, 
showing the results of some 1,500 an-„_ 
alyses of food products to determine- 
the constituent elements, comparative, 
food values, time required for diges-00
tion, etc.

"Ths Molecular Hypotheeiaof Na- 
ture.” By Prof. Wm.. M. Lock wood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
tbe ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents bls views' as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study “ and' think. 
Price 25 cents . .

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
"History of tbe Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov 
eminent. An Important work. Pap®, 
25 cents. >

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticlsm. 
A Menace to -American ^Civilization.” 
By Prof.- W. -.M; Lockwood; lecturer, 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of tbe mo-j 
lecular or. spiritual - hypothesis of - ha-1 
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant J 
Price 25 cents.

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M.- 
g^ablCB, M. D., Mr A., PK«D. Prto gL

‘ 10 cento.

Longley’s Choice Collection"1
OF

BEAUTIFUL SONGS
Here Is a book of songs for nubile meetings 

and the home that la full of music and poetry 
that reach.the soul. Tho book Is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a ' 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 76 songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
■‘These songs are adapted to the needs nt soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Howe.

"This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency-"—Dawning Light.

"The songs and music are of a nature to in
spire those who hearthem with newaud higher 
resolves.” D. W. Hull.

"There are some things In our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One in mine 
has been fresh for fifty years, I went one night 
to hear the eloquenth-i-tm-er. ProLS.B. Brittan, 
butlhaveno recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since:-the man was 
Prof. Longley.the song, one of his earliest com
positions.”—J. S. Loveland.

Longlev's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had in decorated covers for 00 
cents: plain, 40 cents.

20th Genin G:Me 
TO 

PALMISTRY
This Is the simplest, clearest and yet 

the most exhaustive presentation this 
Interesting science has yet received. 
All of tbe discoveries, investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in this practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There Is no trait, no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency, that is not marked 
on tbe palm of the band and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing tbe principles enforced by the 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents; cloth. $1.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Kind reader, are you or do you know 

of those sitting for development? No 
difference for what phase of medium
ship. Send your address with a 2-ct
postage stamp.
my experience and advice free of
charge.

- Anderson, Ind.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, in this book of 243 pages, discuss-! 

es problems that have vexed intelligent minds t
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious Ute. He states a 
great number of well-authenticated Instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion Is frank and fearless, and merits the
widest, reading, tor he deals with tacts and ex- ( 
uerlences. Price, cloth. 81.00. ;

. ; I
“The Present Age,and inner Ufefi । 

Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi« , 
fled and explained." By Andiew Jack« < 
son Davis. We have a few copies of 
this work bx the celebrated seer., 
Cloth, 11.10. - «1

"Right Living." By Susan H. Wixon. ' 
The author shows a wise practicality In 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book mote interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It Is 
especially adapted for use In Children’s 
Lybeum. In the hands of mothers and 
touchers It may be made very, useful. 
Young and old will be benefited *by it. 
Cloth; $1.

“Death,- Its Meaning asfi Bemsta.'* 
By J. K.' Wilson, ot the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol. 
ume, ot decided value. A narrative ot 
wonderful psychic events tn the' an- 
Ihor's erpmieneo. . Cbth, 660 U,
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A Survival of Hell.
The monstrous forms of the

“The Jesuits." .By Rev. B. F. Austin, 
A. M.,-p. D. An excellent pamphlet. 
Price 15. cents. . - ,

phis department. Is under the man- 
pmentof - - y 
| HUDSON TUTTLE,

»-¿dress him at Berlin'Heights, Ohio.

i ^4OTE—-The Questions and Answers 
j have called forth such a host of re- 

«pendents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, Which of all things is to be dep- 

. recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write lette«-n of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
¡several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

1 NOTICE.—No attention wllLjie given 
'anonymous letters. Full namq.and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
,become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an- 
ewers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

John Whitworth: Q. I read a state
ment m a scientific book that there are 
30,000 centers in the human brain, only 
.1,000 are ever brought into use. If this 
is ajfact, floes.ft not prove there is a.fu-’ 

\ture Hfe.of progression in order that 
'the other'29,000 may be developed?

i X Thia correspondent -fa mistaken 
in accepting the above as a statement 
of science. Wherever it was published 
its, is entirely of imagination, . The only 
‘‘centers’’ of thought in tlie brain are 
the nerve cells, imbedded in the! grey 
matter of the ganglia, and aroiffid the 
peripheral extremities of the nerve 
libres. Their number it is impossible 
to determine or even approximately to 
»stimate. They vary in-size from .002 
to .0003 m in diameter, and have 
branching appendages one of which 
may unite with some fibre.

These cells are batteries for the pro
duction of vital force, which is a modi
fied form of electricity. Every
thought is accompanied with, a dis
charge of this from the cells In some 
portion of the brain. As different por
tions have different thought expres
sions, the region affected thus depends 
on the character of the thoughts.

In this thought activity, some ceils 
are always destroyed, while others sim
ply) discharge. If the activity involves 
all /.he powers of the mind, or if the 
emotions are deeply excited, the vital, 
or nerve force becomes exhausted, and 
rest is demanded. In case of the emo
tions, the exhaustion of the cell force 
brings on a partial coma, and thus for
tunately by its opiate becomes less sen
sitive, But emotions may be so over
whelming as to so exhaust the vital 
lorce of the cells, that there is not suffi
cient to carry on the organic functions, 
and death is the result.

/These cells are not evenly distributed 
throughout the brain, but in different 
portions, they are in greater or less 
abundance according to the qualities of 

\the mind, but whenever massed in the 
train or spinal ganglia, they are the 
■only “centers” of thought. Really they 

I are the keys by and through which 
I thought is expressed or better ex
presses itself. There are it is true 
many cells not used, for there is always 
a vast number in the immature and 
growing state. But these when devel
oped, become active and take the places 
of those worn out and absorbed. There 
is none unemployed except the Imma
ture and growing cells.

R. H. Lees, England: Q. This be
ing Nelson’s year, can you tell us any
thing- of his present condition in the 
spirit world?

A. Nelson was one of the greatest, if 
not the greatest, of the commanders of 
the old-time battle-ships. He was a 
fighter and pre-eminently successful as 
a fighter. As to intellectual attain
ments, culture and those qualities that 
go into the formation of an exemplary 
character, he was not superior to the 
men who braved death under his com
mand. Hence it may be a surprise to 
the hero-worshiping reader, to learn 
that the conditions surrounding the 
great spirit are no different from those 
of thousands who fought under bls 
command. He has outgrown the war- 
spirit, and round that the fierce passion 
which directly and indirectly caused 
him so much anxiety and pain while on 
earth, was not abiding in the next 
sphere, and the sacrifices he made 
were useless, as far as gain in his pres
ent life is concerned.

He is not with a circle of warriors, 
for he has advanced beyond that stage 
and although It cannot be said he re
pents his conduct in war, he takes no 
pride in it, nor makes mention. His 
life on earth was for the things thereof, 
and there was little stored up for the 
future.

While Napoleon gathered a court 
around him and maintained a phantom 
show of pomp and power, few there are 
who have the prestige and attraction to 
pursue such a course, or we may say 
¡he Inclination.' x

lienee when men like Nelson enter 
spirit life, they are no more than ordl 
nary mortals, and may be so spiritually 
Iwarfed by their life pursuits, as to be 
imo'ng the least. They: as children, 
lave to begin at the beginning.

' RGIiancetoMeMoney.
1 have berries, grapes and peaches a year qld, 

fresh as when picked. I used the California 
Cold Process. Do sot heat or seal the truit, just 
put ft up cold, Keeps perfectly fresh, and costs. 
almost nothing; can put, up a bushel iht.cn 
mlnUtes. Last year Isold directions to over ISO 
families In one week: anyone will pay a dollar 
for directions when they see the beautiful sam- 
files of fruit. As there are many people poor ' 
Ike myself, I consider It my duty to give my 

experience to such and feel confident anyone 
can make one or two hundred dollars round 
homo in a few days. I will mail sample of fruit, 
and full,directions to any of your readers for 
nineteen (19) two cent stamps, which Is only the 
actual cost of the samples, postage, etc. 
FitiNpis Osset. Su. Louis. Mo. I

THB FROQRBBSjiyB THINKER

Review of Passing Events.
By lltfdson Tuttle, Ediior-at-Large, N. S. Á.

The English Lyceum Work,
In comparing the lyceum work in this 

country with that of our English breth
ren, while we are exceedingly glad of 
their wonderful success, a feeling of 
sadness cannot be cast of. The more, 
when we read of the Buspension of the 
Boston Lyceuyi, which for so nyjny 
years lias been under the devoted peal 
of its earnest leaders one of the shining 
lights,

We cannot impute this state of affairs 
to our own officers, for a more zealous 
or able laborer is not to be found than 
John W. Ring, who reminds of the old 
apostles, who went forth,on their mis
sions with perfect trust in their cause.

Our English lyceumists adopted an 
effective plait They made the lyceum 
the leader. The best men and women 
gave their time andAtforts. They or
ganized in a way that bound them to
gether. They did not stop to quarrel 
over a creed. . It does not take many 
men like J. J. Morse, Alfred Kitson, 
Chiswell and Greenwood to make an 
opposing force that will conquer diffi
culties.

The report for 1904 gives 140 lyceums 
in good standing in, the Union, a gain 
of 25 during the year. There are 18 
lyceums not in the Union, against 24 
last year. This leads to the inference 
that six non-union joined the "feder
ated,” and 18 new lyceums were organ
ized.

There are 158 lyceums in all, three 
only being in Scotland, and none in 
Wales! Mr. Kitson in his report re
grets this; we may regret, but we ought 
not to expect a people led into such re
ligious riot, as the Welsh, would’have 
taste or Inclination for the cool, rea
soning method of the: lyceum. There 
could be nothing imagined more differ
ent

There are of the "Federated,” 1305 
Officers and 6928 members. Of the non
Federated (estimated! -133'officers, and 
765 members.

If anyone objects to organization, 
here is an object lesson. There can be 
no permanent movement without a 
union of individual effiort, and the more 
self-devoted and zealous this is, the 
more gratifying the success.

There is one element more, and it has 
been an important factor. The Lyceum 
Banner, started by the Morses, and for 
a time sustained by their self-sacrifice, 
has been a force to bring union. The 
report tells us that its circulation has 
increased by 4,000 copies during the 
year. How gladly would we record this 
of our Lyceum Superintendent’s Pro
gressive Lyceum.

There should be ten lyceums in the 
United States to one in England.

The/’Holy.Rolters."
In Southwestern Ohio there has 

sprung up a new sect with peculiar 
rites and ceremonies, which .puts in the 
shade the everyday experiences of the 
churcEes.

As the great Wales revival came to a 
people emotional and ignorant, so this 
Ohio revival came to the most ignorant 
and benighted -portion of the great 
State. It began among the hili dwellers 
of Pike county. Pike stretches along 
the lovely Scioto river and the inhabit
ants are divided sharply into two 
classes. The wealthy class of the val-
ley does hot ffiirtgle with fhe uncouth, 
and half' savage people of the mount
ainous regions which fringe the valleys 
of Southwestern Ohio. It is among' the 
latter that the Roller religion has be
come dominant. They at first called 
ihemsplves the Christian Union 
Church, a sect in good standing to-day 
although a small denomination.

Two years ago a revival was started 
and by the frenzied exhortations, some 
of the converted began to roll on the 
floor. Then others joined, and all fol
lowed until the wildest pandemonium 
reigned. Men, women and children 
rolled in tangled masses. - They con
tinued to roll, hour after hour, until 
black in the face and completely ex
hausted. Some roll in the fields, and 
the pious believe that one exceedingly 
zealous man rolled until he rolled him
self to pieces, and then the' pieces 
rolled until they came together' and 
edited and the man came home safe 
and sound! Why not? This is a 
slight miracle to those performed« by 
the founders of Christianity.

Why do they roll? They answer; be
cause they want to, or because they 
can’t resist the impulse.

They lately became subject to the 
law. It Is not usual for the law to in
terfere in religious services. It pro
tects all in their peculiarities, however 
crazy they may be. Tho “Rollers” were 
not wise. When asked why they rolled, 
they should have s^ld, “It Is a part of 
our religion”; they did not, but replied, 
“We "can’t help it,” “we want to,” etc., 
and thereby fell short of a religious 
sect An evangelist must earnestly be
lieve in his doctrines to succeed. The 
authorities saw their opportunity, and 
undertook to break up these rollers, 
who were bringing disgrace on the 
Christian name.

The - opportunity came when the 
Rollers attempted to perform a miracle 
by restoring sight to a blind girt' They 
started a meeting at the Town Hah on 
Monday morning, and continued with
out interruption until Tuesday morn- 
Ing, twerity-foür hours. As the girl’s 
sight was not Improved the leaders an
nounced that it was because of her 
want, of faith, arid' adjourned until 
Wednesday evening. The Town Hall is 
a plank shanty ,*but a good rolling, place. 
The Rollers became more furious and 
abandoned. ’ They surpassed any for
mer action, and after the three-days’ 
service they were on the eve of col
lapse. The township officers thought it 
time that something be done. The roll
ing had spread along the hilltops dur
ing two years like a contagion, and as 
the Rollers boasjed, it wás not now the 
ignorant but many of the lowlands 
with culture, had joined the ranks.

One of the leaders In the anti-roller 
movement said to á reporter! “The 
whole bunch is insane. We had to step 
in to save them from' their, own hys
teria; .If we hadn’¿ broken up their 
meetings they would all have gone 
crazy. As it is now, at least four are 
too near insanity to be comfortable' ter 
themselves or others. We are proceed
ing against it as a public nuisance." . •?

The officers broke up the.meeting, to 
save^the frenzied people -from self-de
struction.

Really, there Is nothing religious -in 
these performances. They , have come

"ftoW I BecôiRe a Medk 
Unir' Fully Answered

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
RûdX » ùyation,” by Hudson Tuttle.

Send to Mr. Beiim I

from time to time as the result of evan
gelist exhortations, and are to the 
spirit what epidemic and contagious 
diseases are to,the body;............

Superstition and ignorance prepare 
the mind, as a hot-bed, tor the nourish
ment o£ the' psychic microbes, and the 
only remedy is the diffusion of knowl
edge.

-Tlie thoughtful student of this sub
ject cannot but speculate on what the
result would have been, if instead of be
ing hedged in by intelligent people, 
these "Rollers” had been surrounded by 
people like themselves, Would the 
whole State have become rolling fanat
ics, and rolling taken the place of 
prayer and sermon?

In all Buch movements, some hyster
ical person does some strange thing, 
and thus suggests to others who imi
tate, then the hypnotic influence, 
strengthened by additions of numbers, 
becomes more and more Intense until 
the whole assembly is swept before it. 
But tire subject must be prepared, and 
the thoughtful pre immune from 
attacks. such

past 
rock-ages are entombed in the earth’s----- 

crust: Flying lizards, and . saurians 
whose restoration is a nightmare. They 
are all dead now and in their tombs' of 
stone. One, "The Old Dragon,” a giant 
man, with horns on his head, and a tail 
like a prehensile monkey’s, lived down 
to the past generation and1' then -was
supposed to die. Henry Ward 
Beecher thought he was dead. Theo
dore Parker was-sure, and men of sci
ence have laboriously performed autop
sies on the supposed remains.
^The preachers who had for' some 
thousands of yearq made : themselves 
well acquainted with the "Old Satan," 
the “Dragon, from the "bottomless pit,” 
?md held him up- as a scare-devil, to 
drive souls to God, were reticent and 
careful how they made their appeals. 
Their personal devil was refined into 
an evil principle, and- grew thinner and 
thinner like an evanishing whisp of 
fog. Now it gives a nervous shock, this 
declaration from the pnipit that 'the 
devil still lives and is active. It re
mained for a Chicago preacher, Rev. 
Newell, to go over to Toronto, and pro
claim the glad tidings! The professors 
in Chicago colleges lead the world in 
their'startling assertions. They are 
nothing if not bizarre! Newell is 
ahead .of his church—or shall we say an 
hundred years behind? What has To
ronto, the quiet Canadian city, done* 
that such a preacher is Bent to scare its 
people?

Rev. Newell is reported as saying: 
"There isn’t a preacher on earth who is 
faithful to God who doesn’t preach hell; 
he can’t be a disciple of-Chrlst and not 
preach it.”

He appealed to Christ for evidence, 
saying: “There was more of hell on the 
lipd of Jesus thhn In those of any of his 
preachers.”

He knows all about hell. The dead 
Are clothed in indestructible bodies, ca-, 
pable only of suffering, and all pun
ished and tortured by eternal flames..

He had no time to. fool with scientific 
notions. All the terrible manifesta
tions of flood, earthquakes and torna
does are directly from God.

The Mont Pelee people, he said, bad. 
on thè' day before thè calamity crucified 
a pig in mock derision o, the Cross.

The fear and terror of lost men on 
their deathbeds furnished strongest ar
gument. “I see into the very depths of 
hell this very minute.’ was the excla
mation of Sir Francis Newport to his in
fide^ companions just before his death. 
Tom Paine’s screams of terror on his 
deathbed could be heard half a mile 
away.

When a man, regardless of truth, and 
in his bigotry is conscienceless; with a 
vivid imagination, manufactures “facts” 
to support his assertions, he be
comes a dangerous factor, and- difficult 
to meet in argument. Nobody ever 
heard of that “crucified pig" before, and 
if every pig on the island had been cru
cified, is there an educated man in the 
world who believes Ged would care or 
be so angry as to destroy the people, 
innocent as well as guilty? Mr. Newell 
does not believe it. It is his stock in 
trade. He mouths it as Poll Parrot 
cries out, “Oh, my sore toe!”

Nor does he believe the infamous 
story of Thomas Paine. He knows that 
it was started by Paine’s enemies, and 
although completed refuted by his 
friends who proved from reliable wit
nesses that the great thinker dropped 
away'in peaceful sleep, after the terri
ble physical suffering he had endured, 
the preachers have* gone on repeating 
the falsehood, until even our strenuous 
president was so warped in his histor
ical criticism that he wrote of him as 
a “filthy little Atheist.”

This may be thought to be speech too 
plain for the amenities of refined dis
cussion. There., are^ those who Would 
call a iie, an erroneous statement of the 
truth, and thus take the force from lan
guage. ’ When Mr. Newell, before a 
“crowded audience,” unqualifiedly 
makes such- untruthful statements, 
knowing that he Is shielded by. hls..pul- 
¿it from contradiction, odes he not open 
the door for a reply in the same fash
ion? If the refutation; is not made in 
as strong words as he has clothed his 
assertions, it becomes weak and_power- 
less.

The gospel ministers claim, to be de
voted to the truth. If they are, they 
should carefully inform themselves on 
the subject they speak of; and if they 
have done this they know that all. the 
stories they repeat, of "deathbed ago
nies” of unbelievers, are manufactured, 
.lies made by zealots for “Christ’s sake.”

These lies have been refuted, time 
after time, yet not the least atténtion is 
given to the-denials, and the-repetition 
goes serenely on. If the church «news
papers should open their columns for a 
general attack on frauds In their ranks, 
as some of the spiritual journals have 
done, It would be amazing reading mat
ter, quite as sensational as anything 
that has appearedfn the latter.’

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
.1 Editor-at-Large N. S. A. 
ONE MORE rTvER TO CROSS.

I have lived In this old body, . . - 
Some seventy years or more,

Now I’m waiting for-the boatman <■ 
; Who is drawing near the shore. .. .... , 
Yes, I’m waiting for the boatman-

■-To take my spirit o’er. ... 
To the land of light and beauty; . 

. It is there I .want to go, ' .. , •
For I see the pearly gates

Are swinging to and fro. ’. .
1 rshaU meet my dear, good mother, 
1-- And my many friends fiésidès, v- 
When I leave this ’worn-old body, ■ ’■ 
: Anthcross the,gréât divide." , 
Oh, how joyfully they’ll groet tis, ' \

Holding us in close embrace; . . : ' 
Though the gravé did'once-divide u$ . .

Now we meet them face .to face.
And we feel their gentle influence, " 

> And the touch of ¡loving hands,, ! - , . 
And'we know we’ll live forever,!

In the happy spirit land.
, R. 8. HARRINGTON. 

■ : Corvallis; Or®, _ ■„; - ■

jottings from seawue, wash.

Moses Hull’s Work-on- the Pacific 
' Coast. • U.i

1 ‘ . ,7b d c
• I am Inclined to VefiSVe ^is planet, 
globe, or ball, on wnlcii xH think we 
live, is moving.and ¡iwoyjjjg. Accord
ing to the bqst infonftatiqip^ve can get 
upon the subject, tliey qp.tlr^unlverBe— 
with its inultitudinousaBDlt^ils perform
ing a grand promensdp, Bü'ougli- limit
less space with treiuffiidpj^ ' yeloclty. 
These units,'thém^lws'.dean to say as 
much. How they LMn^Ie arid blink at 
you; look directly aQotf,‘and some
how convey the ideâ'^Tji^t'1, they are 
“winking tlie other éyq at’,Sd)u,” and all 
the 'while saying in stqf dialect, that 
’’there is nothing' to He done save to 
.obey the law, and “chassé out” with’the 
; est of the family ; “balance across" the 
skyiess space, “all harilis ’round” etc. ; 
no confusion and no dldshing, though 
countless ages come and go and the 
heavenly dance go on forever.

Once we did not bellflve this. We 
thought our world was statiohary and 
fiat, and the only “real thing" because 
by us inhabited, while, with superb ego
tism we supposed.the rest of the units 
were created expressly to dance attend
ance. -•!

We think differently now. We have 
somehow discoyered that behind or ac
companying the planet, there is a force 
compelling our onward movement, and, 
by tho same token impelling or creating 
Improvement, Under, pressure dur 
planet (we call it ours) is becoming re-, 
fined and on the whole .becoming al 
much better “residence! district" than 
formerly. This improvement seems to 
be shared by all Its products; its ani
mals less gross ; its. vegetables more 
nutritious; its flowers more beautiful 
and fragrant, and itsTgeneral deport
ment” of a lllgher grader

We also believe, but cannot prdve It, 
tliat this same law Is. operating upon, 
man; impelling him- “nolens volens," 
to become wiser and better; and con
sequently happier. 1

Occasionally a Canute: plants himself 
across the* route of the advancing tide, 
but is soon compelled to move on or be 
submerged. Again, in these later, days, 
there are those who represent the other 
extreme and rise by sheer main 
strength; "conscious will-power,” mak
ing all law submit. We have witnessed 
a few temporary successes, and a very 
large number of failliras.

Law seems to be gùp'reme, and gen
erally has the best of the argument.

Well, this being true, what are we as 
Spiritualists going to dp jlbout It? Rec-, 
ognlze tlie fact, and adapt ourselves and 
our methods to it, or halt in our course, 
anchor to the past antf rfefuso to move? 
There is a marked tehflency in some 
quarters and in some particulars', to do 
the latter. 1

Conservatism has fiS upqs, but it’s 
’ an easy matter to be/ioo ’conservative. 
Basic principles of 'course, do not 
change; but methods of expression and 
of application are changlflg constantly. 
Herein lies the problem tg'be solved, 
and its solution is nov'difficult.

Human' experience "had .taught that 
society must be constantly1 reformed ; 
frequently reconstructed, "rind its ex
pressions made to line up'with higher 
ideals and broader standards of meas
urements. It can anchor.'permanently 
to no system, nor be. Confined, to a set 
formula of action. ' 7

Spiritualism cannot.1 become the ex
ception and maintain' Jts standing. Its 
advantages’’lie j.n weîr.nttésfed phenom
ena, „and-a spien.tiflR . phfmhophy. Its 
dlBadvàntâgés ate offep. johrifl'’ln qiri- 
phasizing thé'fortriër'at tl^ 
the latter, forgetting that the world 
needs analysis as well as evidence. 
Just at present the cult seems to be 
clinging most tenaciously to the phe
nomena. Not long since we learned 
of a society that refused very strenu
ously to employ one of our strongest 
and most' effective speakers because 
she preferred not to give public tests. 
Ye Gods! and some of these people 
were seeking "tests”-a'quarter of a 
century ago, and we ffear will be doing 
so a quarter of a century hence.

It happens that a large number of 
old-time workers have been “retired," 
by the aforesaid method of procedure. 
Let us hope this kind of verdict may 
not often be rendered

As in music, art and literature, we 
can create the demand which» we wish 
to supply. A happy blending of these 
agencies will best ministerto a health
ful public sentiment. ‘

This leads us to observe that public 
sentiment, In Seattle;’’ is generally 
healthful. This is evidenced by the 
fact that it required a-vast outlay of 
dollars, numerous bands of-music, mid
night parades and a combined clergy 
(they are combined occasionally, not 
often), to hold the recent Chapman 
Evangelistic movement in proper form 
for its brief sojourn here, and further 
evidenced bÿ an immediate return to 
normal conditions whferi’ the pressure 
was removed. The people didn't even 
feel Insulted by this ostentatious dis
play of a worn-out and bedraggled, sys
tem, well knowing its transitory and 
in this instance, mlgiatory nature. A 
few cases of insanity dnd commitments 
to the state asylum seem to be the. only 
residuum. The movement was below 
the level of the Seattle church and 
clergy. They do more and better work 
when left to their own devices; ~

This part of the planet is moving on, 
the appropriate action' for the sensa
tionalist, be he orthodox or. heterodox, 
is to move “off:” <■

And now, shall we:;be open to the 
charge of “egotism," if; we affirm that 
thé Spiritualists of . Seattle are doing 
their work well in this onward move
ment? We will venture-.tiie statement 
But we are notalongjin -our ¡efforts. 
We have learned hovnto.;lia:asslsted as 
well as how to assist mtWfi-

We found a way .tpi draw, Moses and 
Mattie Hull out of tüeir ¿fftstern 'seclu
sion, and out to therPacifiq .Coast, and 
It has certainly beepjB of reason
and’ flow o£ soul” Rm-trig) past two 
months. Nothing like, it,din the previ
ous history ot this qttor.;.,-jTflieir coming 
has done more to irpwesqiihe-value ot 
our work upon the ffilpfl.SoQi the people 
in general than cangioiv :y6 .estlinated7 
or expressed in words;’ t

It is placing it mildly to Kiy that Spir
itualism has gained jnTriihtence and sta- 
bllity among the.various movements of 
the city. It is making .Vetter men and 
better women’ of tho§p wjm listened.,

But the crowning eyeni\[occuifed in 
the closing scenes, ij^the'i^jrm of a reg
ular.! old-fashioned ..^peba^ .between. 
Moses and' the leading Adventist diVine 
(?)' of the Pacific' Northwest It. was 
a great treat to both veteran and novice 
and particularly iritlfis discussion, for 
all did'participate either upon one-side 
pr the other. One of oiir largest halls 
was filled nightly and-stick a blending 
Mvthe “old and;tlii5;new," wlth!A.dvent- 
ism ias a AMe?iuti;thW>ii'gfiC'thei;vartQUB 
strata of liberalism; to the "Ca’p Sheaf” 

' df ithem Mdflhen \SplritualI26d- Splr-
Realismi'-wlll 'hbt' ^bn^'bc^^ 

. never again.' ‘;‘7 ’-:r ' . -
■ Thb 'eVdrit

6f ̂ conditions created^

“Bcrap?” (mental; of course), and who 
ever knew one tliat did not feel fully 
equipped to battle with . anything or 
person, short I of-Cloven-foot or Deity?

Well, the gladiators met. One rep
resenting the ideas of the medieval age, 
and the other ’the most advanced of an 
enlightened scholarship. Briefly speak
ing,¡the-good Elder Steers was no 

.match for Moses,¡either in scholarship 
or originality. - Indeed, it was painfully 
apparent, tliat he could not, or did not, 
at all times comprehend what .Moses 
was talking about. The good brother 
was evidently “long“ on honesty, but 
woefully “short” on what 1b now com
mon knowledge. If, as Moses affirmed, 
the bible sustained Modern Spiritual
ism, it is apparent that Elder Steers 
knows but little about Ills own’text
book. If it does not, his own argument 
would leave us in doubt as to what it, 
does sustain. But the verdict of the j 
vast audience was unmistakable. Even 
thé Adventists were led to applaud 
their champion’s opponent at times. I

It is seldom given tliat a speaker, 
and stranger to so many, so completelys 
wins his audience, as occurred in the 
appearance and argument of this cham
pion of advance thought. After the 
first evening Brother Hull received an 
ovation upon his entrance to the hall, 
and when rising to speak. It reminded 
one of the enthusiasm created ’by- the 
appearance in our midst of Bryan and 
Roosevelt. And what was more im
portant and gratifying to the lovers of 
Spiritualism, every speech of his did 
royal service.

Brother Hull never forgets that the 
“Truth” as we see it, is the end to be 
achieved, Well, to defeat the oppo
nent, but still better, tj build up the 
Cause the opponent seeks to destroy. 
According to arrangements he spoke on 
the negative of the Elder’s affirmative, 
but was constantly affirming the truths 
of Spiritualism..

The discussion and-the sermons giv
en by Brother and Sister Hull, have 
done much good, and their visit will 
long be remembered, even After good 
Father Time shall have folded his lov
ing mantle around them and hied them 
away across the border.

Personally, we have enjoyed study
ing anew this grand young man, and his 
full-orbed, soul-crowned comrade, and 
helpmeet.

We have queried as to that subtle 
charm that never tires, and yet minis
ters in full to the demands of hungry 
souls.

Unimpeachable honesty, unquench
able thirst for truth, absolute devotion 
to human interests; these are strong 
points in the make-up of Brother and 
Sister Hull, or we fall to read correctly,

Seattle, Wash. R. F. LI TTLE. |

A TRINITY OF GREAT MEN.

As Presented by John T. Dow, of Du
luth, Minn.

Realizing our very limited ability, we 
hesitate to judge as to the merits of 
individualities,—but there can be no 
harm 1ft expressing our opinion, and al
low others to judge of Its correctness.

It sterns to us that for- all-around 
great and noble characters, each in his 
own field of operation, at this time, 
three men that we can name stand at 
the very apex of nobility and grandeur.

The names of this trinity who have 
reached to near the zenith of human 
attainment, are, Hudson Tuttle, Rev. 
Minot J. Savage, and W. J. Bryan.

If our estimation of these men is too 
high, we will stand corrected when you 
can show; nobler specimens of human 
greatness anywhere upon the face of 
the earth.

JOHN T. DOW.
Duluth, Minnesota,

A CREED.

There is a destiny that makes us 
brothers:

None goes this way alone;
All that we send into the lives of others

Comes back into our own.
I care not what his temples or 

creeds,
One thing holds firm and fast— 

That into his fateful heap of days 
deeds.

The soul of a man Is cast.

his

and

—Edwin Markham.

D1STANT LIGHT.

Poem Written by the Planchette.

A light In the distance breaking , , , 
A token of coming day, 

To the many sad hearts waiting 
Along this toilsome way.

A distant gleam of sunshine 
Among the rugged clouds, 

Like the peaceful smile immortal, 
On-the face of the snowy shroud.

A distant echo oft starts us, 
Of things ,we cannot see, 

That tells us of life eternal, 
And events that are to be.

And West, in the shadows deep’ning, 
We catch the whisper of song, 

Borne on the evening breezes, 
And gently carried along.

A whispered hope and prayer, 
For that long-sought land called 

.blest
We close our eyes and fold our bands, 

. And seek that quiet rest.
IRANO.

A $1.00 PAIR
Have' 

RHEUMATISM 
Send your name to,day and get this Re

markable Cure by Return Mall.
To those who answer this advertise

ment at once will be sent, free to try a 
pair bf . the Celebrated Magic Foot 
Drafts, the great Michigan discovery 
which is, curing all kinds of Rheuma
tism, including even some of the\worst 
chronic cases in thè state. These 
Drafts arfe worn on'the feet (without 
the least inconvenience), but they cure 
Rheumatism in' every part of the body, 
by absorbing the poisonous uric acid 
and. other impurities from the blood 
through the great' foot" pores. Don’t 
think that because this’remedy is Biffi- 
file and cheap it won’t cure; It will, 
and already th'oùsànìis have written us: 
that it-has cured them,. It - will cure 
you. SendglB~your namb,-to-day and 
give thè Drj^s-h-trial. • Itryou are sat-' 
isfled witlpthe benefit ' received from 
them, then send us one dollar.' It not, 
keep-:yoiir ■ money. You' Decide. A
splendid new. booklet on Rheumatism, 

yisUatlpn. , A challenge, was sent ; to illustrated -with-colored plates, .-. comes 
him, but it somehow-slipped past him,' free with ¡the‘Drafts. ¡Write to-day to 
and fell upon the pathway of our Ad- Magic Foot Draft Co, X03 Oliver Bldg., 
vehtlst friends. Whoever knew an Ad- Jackson, Mich. Send no money, only

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE,
From Soul to Soul. This beautiful book of beautiful poems all that 

tho title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic find restful 
in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1.

Gospel of Buddha. According to old records. A translation'from 
Japanese, made under the auspices of the Rev. .Shaku Soyen, delegate 
to the Parliament of Religions. -By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1. ;

Gospel of . Nature. A book .filled from beginning to end with spiritual 
truth of the most-sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all 
life. By M. L. Sherman and Win. F. Éyon. Price, $1. -

Great Roman Anaconda, or Thirty-seven and a half years ip the. . 
Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet. By Prof. George P; Rudolph,. 

‘P11..D. Price, 15 cents. , ,
Happiness and Marriage. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents'.
How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
Harmonics of-Evolution. A valuable work by Florence Huntley, ' 

Cloth. Price, $2.
Health and Power. A handbook of cure and human upbuilding by 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. By E. D. Babbitt, 
. M. D. Cloth cover. Price, 35 cents.

Heaven Revised. By Mrs. E. B. Duffey. Price 25 cents.
Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and 

ephemeris. By Verno Vedrà. Cloth. Price, $1.50. , /
Heresy, or Led to the Light. By the well known jvriter, Hudson , 

Tuttle. Paper cover only. Price 30 cents.
Heroes and Hero Worship. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
History of Atharael, Life in the Stone Age. The history of Atha- 

rael, chief priest of Al Aryans. Written through 5. G. Figley. It is 
very interesting. Price 30 cents.

History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite, 
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2.25.

History of the Inquisition. Just the book for those seeking informa
tion eóncerning that most damnable institution known in history—tho 
Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason, M. D. Brice 25 cents.

How to Train Children and Parents. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 
25 cents.

Human Culture and Cure. Part First. Philosophy of Cure, Includ- ; 
ing Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Bapbitt, Mz D. Price, 75 cts.. 
Part Second, Marriage, Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding. 
Price, 75 cents. Parts Third and Fourth, in one volume, Part Third be
ing devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth to the 
Nervous System and Insanity. Price $1. Part Fifth, The Bodily Or- • 
gans, Their Diseases and thè Great Natural Methods for Their Cure. 
Price, $1.

Human Personality, and Its Survival of Bodily Death. By Frederic 
W. H. Myers. Edited by Richard Hodgson and Alice Johnson. Two 
volumes. Price $12.

Hypnotism, By Albert Moll. Price $1.50.
Hypnotism. By L. W. DeLaurence. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Hypnotism and Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuekey. Price, $3.
Hypnotism. An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Krafft-Ebing. 

Price. $1.25.
Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development. By Fredrik Bjorn- 

strom, M. D. Price 75 cents. ,
Immortality, or Future Homes and Dwelling Places. By Dr. J. M. 

Peebles. Price, cloth, $1, postage, 15 cts. ; paper, 50 cents, postage, 10c.
Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner life, an

cient and modern. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price $1; postage, 10c.
Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This book states the sim

ple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly in
teresting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth $1.

Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with friends on the other side 
of life and a familiar talk. An interesting book. By Carrie E. S. 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents.

In the World Celestial. 'A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Cloth. Price, $1.

In Tune With the Infinite,’ or Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty. 
By Ralph Waldo Trite. Price. $1.25.

Invisible Helpers. By C. W. Leadbeater. Written in the author’s 
charming style. Cloth. Price, 55 cents.

Jim. A story for young people, teaching spirit guidance. By Carrie 
E. 8. Twing. Price $1. •

Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the 
most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrillingly inter
esting and convincing. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40e; paper. 25c.

Journeys to the Planet Mars, or Our Mission to Ento. By Sara Weiss. 
Cloth bound. Price $1.50.

Just How to Concentrate. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 25 cents.
Just How to Cook Meals Without Meat. A small valuable book on 

vegetarian cooking. By Mrs. Elizabeth Towne. 25 cents.
Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus. By Mrs. Towne. A book on 

concentration. Price 25 cents. .
Kanna. By A. P. Sinnett. Price 50 cents.
Rarezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright for 

children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa
cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

Kate Field. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price $2.
Kingdom of Love find Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

A prophetic story, and a valuable book for girls to read. 
Written by Dr. Alice B. Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot. Price $1.

Koran. From the original Arable. Price, cloth, $1.
Langle of the Stars. This important work is the first practical ex

position of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man- 
vet issued; Price 50 cents.

Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price $1.50
'Lisbeth, a Story of Two Worlds. By Carrie E. S. Twing. Cloth 

bound with portrait of the author. Price $1.
Longley’s Choice Collection of Beautiful Songs. Price, cloth, 60 cts. ; 

board covers, 40_cents. _ _ -
-n^^A neath Being a review of the World’s Beliefs on tho « ^^Consideration of Present Conditions of Thought and Feel- 

Subjeet, a_V ■ nuestion as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as 
mg, Leading 0 an Appendix Containing Some Hints as to
Pernnal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Judson Savage, D. D. 

Pric-r fniomas^aine. ° Illustrated with views of the old Paine home- 
vSlonument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the Na- 

rt with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, cloth 75 cents, 
honal, WRU pie L v Richmond. An interesting book regarding 
’ lArpnowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual- a world-reno bv H. D. Barrett. Price $2, postpaid.
ism'3 M°SPE«vnt or the Science of the Soul and the Stars. A gran^

Light 01 »BJF»»
phical deductions, on a theme of great interest worKorpimv“itji ¿g 1 ,

to everybody- Db-tu Character and Doctrine. Historically correct. 
E^^andp^et in every detail and beyond adverse criticism. By, 

^^¿^itha'lllustriow/ An apology for the life and character of 
, ^¿¿d nrSet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed pages, 

this celebr P Price 25 cents.
By Godfrey Hob ’ u^ World, as disclosed by the Bible and study, 
,Manthe l&e ofScal Spiritualism. By Rev. Arthur Chambers.: 

Price, $1-10- Present and Future. A popular account of results i 
Man in me r« » regarding the origin, position and prospects. 

of recent s^^Sig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1.
of , py a'story By Carlyle Petersilea. Price, cloth, .60 cents.

Mark Chester. AMogBy. Whee)ep Wilcox price $1

-most vnluable b00k by Hudson Tuttle*
Price, 35 cePt*’_ , n Development, and How to Mesmerize to Assist 
Mediiunstap«^^^ By

Development. paper, 25 cents.
W. H. Bach. Pnc , Brooklyn Enigma. Giving an account of the

■Wleyi ot TriolHMd Traps of Bogus Mediums. By,

cxp°se °f how frauduient mcdiutua 
perform PA ctinplet^ overwhelming refutation

Brio», A Mmmonsense demjmstaUo? of

Price, 75 cents.
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CAMP PROGRESS.

■i-

LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS,

Give Us the Truth, the Whole’Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

SOK. THEF. S. CORNISH.brother,
■ • Cleveland, Ohio.

Spiritualist Meetings

Unity Camp, Saugus Center, Masa

"I do

GEO. Ê. KNOWLDEN..cities.
Tacoma, Wash.. •

improvements are to be made at 
park, and fourteen cottages will 
erected. Mrs. Nettie Howell is 
head of the executive committee, 
dress her for programmes.

the 
be 

the 
Ad-

ty, corner Pearl and Franklin, Sunday, 
May 7, where many touching things 
■were said of the departed friend and

TlfltHJOE woir KIHEIt, (formerly of CM-' 
JIL-ciigo.-Ill;); Eeadltxxa by mall, f 1.00. andpost- 
Saltl, aeU-adarcsaed ’envelope. .Koster Opera 

louee Bld.,-Band Wolnut.Pea Moines.Iowa, .

evening?"
1’he woman shook" her head.

VICKSBURG, CAMP.
Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 30 

and closes August 20. For full particu
lars address Mrs. Jeannette Fraser, 
Vicksburg, Mich.

wpMotism,
A completo artel ¡practical, typewritten course by 

mail. Price IlMi. Aditreaa ProL E n. Manning, 
Kokomo, Ind.

: , MERO DEATH.
, Stary of a Sunüazr. Sy Ulten Whitlr®.

BpärlMsality

MBSnM. F. BÄWW1M. Bof-ltlKChlcairo. 1)1...

Force and Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub* 
jock Price, cloth, $1;^ < ~

■ The. Progressive TtokerS^ to Battle for Spiritual; and UnadulleraM and " »e All That Te nds to Elevate and Uplift Humanity

ft Wme Ker

April 7,

Jong. Early this afternoon 1 left the
place -where I wasplace where I was enterta^^ uda° two toother s?xtÿ

fiom snow, to come to my .friend at ||tW £Xt It, child,
and poWerS the

IjIujIku s ^El^Rting-, Fascinat
ing anU IntftrudiKo TUroughout, 
• This wnrlt .bv .O4tTlc3B; S< Twing Is exception
ally luteresting. cSboWnell ssysr "These char-, 
acters which, harn brourtht out the highest and 
lowest ImlllTereiltrellBtons beliefs, have moved 
me. not! tbem."'n'he whole book is interesting, 
fascinating, andilnstriiattve. Price, fl.00..

To be held at Mineral Park, col 
mencing June 25 and ending July 
Mrs. Nettie Howell is in charge.

. FR.ED.P. EVANS.
The Moted Psychic for 

independent Slate - Writing and 
¡•Clairvoyance,.

Bas recently Mt New Yorii. and-lB ^ow-located at 
J1l2.Eddy St..San- Francisco, CaL Bend stamp for 
circular on Mediumship. ■ • " * • •

MPsjODiagri^
J./A.-Maryin. Psyeho-MedUal mid- Magnetic 

Healer. ■ Sterling, IB.. cureB^aathmri; Lronchhil 
troubles, colter, paralveis. rheumatism; brain, 
spinal, stomach, liver, kidney- mid’ female trou- 
oles. where oiherfi Imvb fatted. ’ For’diagnosis 
send name. age. married or ainglo. with lock of 
_halr-(no aymptomsL and six cents lu stamps.

THE LIFE. RRDlftNT.
BY LILLIAN WHlTiNa-In this book Miss 

Whiting aims to portray-a practical ideal for 
daily living: that shall embody the- sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant* 
ment to life. It is. in a measure, a logical so* 
duenco of .'’The World Beautiful,” leading into 
still diviner harmonies.- It is calculated to ren
der the soul in harmony with the universe. It 
is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth, $1,00.

April 7. I have had a beautiful expe- go along with me and there can’t any- 
rlence to-day and one I shall «mebber e to

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Fin Points,” By J.’ ¿i 
K\Harrington. pamphlet containing /£»

pag^i of racy rcMlag. Price

Leaves From the Diary ■ 
of a Spiritualist'Medium

A ji Interesting and Instructive Narrative from the Pen 
A of that Talented Lady and Excellent Medium, Mrs. 
L L. Lewis, of Bethel, Vermont.

A Paper-that Never Falters, Never Raws in Its Effort for »the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought; and a: Better Life. 
Neyer Lacking for Life and the dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food,

Send Jn Yobr Dates and Name of Sec
retary at Once.

Interest-in the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced,. ■ and 
secretaries of the same should report at 
once to tide office, so that proper an
nouncement as to dates can be made.

MT. PLEASANT PARK, CLINTON, IA.
> The. twenty-third annual camp-meet
ing at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens July 30 
and, Rioses August- 27;! The very best 
talent has been secured for the .season, 
and Opening Day promises to be a red 
letter day in the history of the camp. 
Programs and information given to all 
who write to Mrs. M. B. Anderson, sec
retary, Clarksville, Mo.

There was life in the air,there was mu
sic lu the air and sunshine every-where, 
when I started, but I had not gone more 
than half the distance when there came 
up a sudden squall nt wind and rain 
and as I was wholly unprepared for it 
I was a good deal discomforted, and 
said to myself, "O dear, what a ax lam 
in, the flowers on my new hat will be 
entirely ruined.” -

- Just then 1 saw a little house, old and 
weather-worn, snuggled tn a tangle of 
trees and shrubs. - A column of smoke 
arising from the large square chimney 
told me that it Wai not deserted, al
though I have seen scores of better 
houses that were. Toward this house I 
directed my footsteps with jpore haste, 
than dignity, The door opened At my 
approach and a tall woman,- . Old, 
and wrinkled, clad In a peat gingham 
town and apron, and wearing a small 
grey shawl over her hair, presented her- 
eelf in the doorway and said hospitably, 
“Come right in) never mind your-rub
bers, clean dirt will harm no one. Ehe 
conducted me to an old-fashioned Woo^-. 
en-Bertee beside the fire-place where 
bright flames were leaping and crack
ling and helped me get my wet gar
ments "a-drying, •

Comfortably sealed with my wet feet 
by the welcome fire, I looked upon my 
strange surroundings with a sense of 
jest and satisfaction.- The room was 
low and the furniture old and worn, but. 

■ everything looked clean“ and orderly 
even to the spinning wheel with .a 
bunch of white wool rolls thrown light
ly across—well, the lower part of It 
a sight I have not seen before since my

highest.” . ■
Just then the room filled with sun

light and I uttered an exclamation of 
pleasure. '

"Yes,” said my hostess, “I knew It 
was coming. When at this time of day 
the mist rolls up around Scrubby Peak 
the way it did a little while ago, we aF 
ways get some sunshine.” s

She helped me on with my wraps and 
followed me out into the path. I drew 
in tlie sweet-scented air and looked 
about me with a feeling of exhilaration.

"It is beautiful,” I said simply.
“Beautiful! yes,” said the woman, 

gazing fondly about her.; "there is 
beauty everywhere If we have eyes to 
see it, and there is melody everywhere 
jt our ears are trained to catch It, and 
if we do not find beauty and harmony 
we may be sure the trouble lies within 
ourselves.
. •‘Listen'” Ebe exclaimedf "Mat flo 
you hear?“ '

"A jay summing over In that appi&-

It IB Important when a meeting la 
suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want’new notices of nil meetings being 
held hero lx» public halls at the present 
time.

Dr. Peebles Institute of Health offers Free 
Coxuuitatlon to the Sick and Suffering.

I! you are is poor hultn »nd wish lo be cured, writ* 
the Dooms at ooce. HteyCaaUeip You.

Dr. VceUics InsU- 
tutQ ot Hcaitn. has 
fpr*.years made a'1 
SPCcis|ty of treating

childhood.
After I had rested for a while, my 

hostess and I engaged in conversation 
and I soon found that she was nd oroi- 
nary woman, if her surroundings were 
poor and homely. She told me that she 
had spent the entire eighty-four years 
of her life there. Ab she was the 
youngest of a large family it fell to her 
to remain at home after her marriage 
and care for her parents until" death re
leased them.

"I do not need to live here In this 
way," she told me, “for I have, a bob in 
the great city who longs to give his old 

' mother everything wealth can buy, but.
I will have none of it, tor,l have no use 
for it. The wild bird pines and dies 
when yon rob him of his freedom, even 
though hi? cage be ma^je qLgold—gold 
means nothing w him". ' what do I want 
ot jewels and fashion, and pomp and 
show? It is all emptiness, .weariness 

’ ■ and’ vexation.- It dazzles the- eye tbr a 
time but It cannot bring peace, and the' 
happiness that 1b .bom of It will vanish 
before the first rude wind that blows. I

Bar”
‘ "Say, I don’t know as he said any
thing. I only heard a harsh, discordant 
sound that Is meaningless to me,” I re
plied. •

The woman laughed. "Are you sure 
that your ears-are bo well trained that 
you hear aright what comes to . you 
: rom the spirit world?“ she asked.

I was silent, for I did not fully grasp., 
her meaning. '■

"I will tell you what the bird said,” 
che continued soberly; “he said ‘cheesq 
hoop, cheese hoop.’ The jay is a very 
practical bird in spite ot his regal robe 
and crown, an^ is neither a poet nor a 
musician, but he is a prophet not to be 
despised, and when I hear him calling, 
‘cheese hoop,’ I know the time has 
come when the kine low over the calves 
toddling about, them in the pens—-or in 
other words, spring has come. Now you 
know what the jay Bays; his voice will 
never sound the same to you again.”

The bird filled his throat and again 
his cry .rang out. "You are right,*’ 1 
said, “for now 1 know what the bird 
says; his voice has a ring of melody in 
it I never detected before.”

The woman laughed with girlish gay- 
ety, and exclaimed, “Just so! What did" 
I tell you ? You have always compared 
his notes with those of the song birds, 
those nature has constructed to. pour 
forth-jnelody, which z[s, .unfair botlT'tp: 
you and. the jay; You Want to learif'tb'' 
see and hear aright, and then yo.u will 
receive everythingibr -what At really Is, ■ 

, and so receive benefit;from'"it"and keep

First German Spiritualist Society on 1 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner ‘ 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street.

The North Star SpirltuarUnkn holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs, Johanna Roennaw, test médium,

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasking’s hall, 80th and Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

Oe Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart : avenue." Confer
ence at 8 p. m, Lecture at. 7:45. Mes
sages at each Service, Midweek meet
ing Thursday 8 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, - ■-

The Englewood Spiritual Union is' 
now located at McDermott’s Hall, 6603 
South Halsted ,street. Meetings every 
Sunday evening at 7:30. Ladies’ Aux-, 
jliqry every Thursday afternoon at 2:30. 
' Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. "Mrs. May ;Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. "All wel-" 
come. . Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Spiritual Church of All Souls,, in Hope 
Hall, ,No, 220 Western avenue, -between 
Jackson and Van Buren,. Sunday even
ings at 7:30, conducted'by "Mrs. R. 
Squire. - ,, :... ■
; TBé Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. ' in.,’ "at Kenwood Hall', Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. , Good speakers 
and music. Mrs. Grace* E. .Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. "Còme and bring 
your" friends. - ■ ;.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices'every Sunday at 18? East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at" 3 and 8 p. m.~ 
Good speakers, tests' and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastoi*, " ;

The-Church Of the Psychic Forces : 
holds services at . Wilcox .Hall,. corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every

chronic diseases and 
I bv tneir Homo treat-’. 
i ,* ment ' toave cured 
|uun^?ds who came 

topiem in utter de- 
A'/ 'spair because their 

> caB^had been pro
nounced.- incurable 
py t)ie|r local pnysl* 
clans. T|ieysucces6- 
iuny. treat Catarrh, 
Broncnnis. Asthma, 
kljeuniausm. Kid
ney and Bladder 
Trouble. Heart 

. Trouoje, Stomach, 
Bowel and Liver Ttbuok*. a J Bluvd uua Iyoiv- 
ous Diseases as well as all diseases and weak
nesses peculiar to both man and woman.
• They employ the latest and most approved 
methods or treating these disease and If you 
are not completely cured your stomach is not 
tuined with strong drugs. If you are In 
poor health and want treatment or if you do not 
understand your case and wish to know your 
exact condition write the Doctors for advice, 
They charge you nothing for a complete diag
nosis and if they find your ease ls curable their

•'will be most reasonable. They will 
. also send you literature fully explaining their 
.methods pt treatment. -

If slck-yourseif drlt you are interested in a cick 
friend-write them u plain; candid letter and they 
will tell you wnut your troupials audit your case 
is-curable will quote you tntnr lowest terms. 
Write to-day.’ Addicas Dr. Peebles Institute of. 
Health, «-g Main St.¿Battle Creek, Mich.

New Methods of Cure
Write Today to

DR, C. E. WATKINS, 
Giving him your age, sex. and leading symptoms, 
and he wJU give you adiawnatiiB.of your case, and 
very low terms for'treatment, during June 
July and August} and will explain to you his 

NEW METHODS OF CURE. 
Remember that during June, -July and August 
very low terms can be made with the Doctor, 
No Charge for Diagnosing Your Case

DR. O. E. WATKINS,
Hotel Westland, 

Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

KU. KAY, Psyohto âne Natural Clairvoyant 
• Readings byumíUtiM 207 Lincoln uve., Chi
cago, Illinois. :

MRS. I>R. dime and birth date,
8 QueBtlonH unawered: private reading» dully, 

UE.'dUtBU, Chicago.-,.-

Anuie Xidf&iCu&niberlaln’A Card»
Deabfrlexid8,:yon xrt»^euiay help me care for 

my bllnd alBtor.^eDnlaX. one ot iheearlt 
lest mediums now in We form, by writing a letter, 
•to a spirit-trionC ! SehdU to mo with II, and I will 
try and cot reply toy itfdepcudent writing or 

;perg. Address Mts. Autrte Lord Chomberlald. Md« 
ford Mass.

TRUMPETS;
The infallible fibre trumpet U insulated top and 

bottom} shell, enamel, cardinal color finish, 11.50, 
Guaranteed,-belter than metal or any other mate« 
riak vary light la weight} absolutely tangible' 
vith epirit forceei warranted perfect or money 
retundedi caaéa with handles, 11M Booklet tor 
all kinds of development. 1? eta,sent on receipt 
of price, 
jas, newtom, <aa »orr »»„ Toledo. O.

Andrew b. spinney, m. d
Who has had

Forty Years’ Experience In the Study 
and Practicq of Medicine, Two 

Years Prof, in a Medical 
College, Ten Years 

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
anrt Í* a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
falls in diagnosis, He lias given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both aexea. Never 
falls to cure-piles. It you would like un opinion

• of your case FREE, write lust how you fee) with 
yoi)r own hand and hold the letter in your hand 
live m.imues,. Endoso stamp for reply.

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D. 
Prop. Reed City SuuUarlum, Reed City. Mich.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of ihp oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar- 
yelous; his examination« are freo to all who send 
hlin name, age. sex. and look of hair, and 6 cents 
in stamps. He doesn't ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both Boxes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices’. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
'land. He cures you in your own home.

• Address, J. 8, LOUCKM. M.
j ■ Lock Hox !2U3 Stonehum. Mass.

ONSET CAMP.
Onset camp commences its twenty

ninth annual' meeting, July 23, and 
closes August 27, Onset is one of the 
most beautiful seashore resorts in the 
world, and is in close proximity to other 
noted summer resorts. It is connected 
by a bridge with Point Independence, 
and close at hand lies Monument 
Beach, and beyond Gray Gables, for
merly the summer .home of Ex-Presi
dent Cleveland, and at the beau of the 
bay is located "Crow’s Nest,’“ owned by 
Joseph Jefferson.

The water supply, introduced by the 
Onset Water Company from Sandy 
Lake, could not be purer or better.

No summer resort is better supplied 
With well-regulated hotels, with rooms 
and board at reasonable rates. Also 
rooms can be obtained at cottages, and 
meals at either hotels or restaurants in 
close proximity.

Letters addressed to the proprietors 
of the following huieis, Ousel) AjUfeBn- 
wilj be promptly answered, giving,full 
statement with regard to prices' of 
rooms and boardt Hotel Onset, GW 
Cove Hotel, Glen Echo Hotel, Union 
Villa, [Washburn House, Bullock’s, Ho»; 
tel Marcy, Highland House, end Mra, 
Ronold’a» ‘

coéstérfiélo, cXw. '
The official board met at Camp Ches

terfield, April 9, to perfect arrange
ments for the coming camp session, be
ginning July 15 and ending August 27. 
The grounds ere in fine condition and 
we want to make this the best camp 
ever held bera. We have secured the 
very best talent and will have them 
well advertised. The programmes will 
be ready for distribution in a month. 
Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Anderson, 
Ind.

Gamp Progress, Moreland Park 
Mass., opens' Sunday, June 4, 1905. - - •

< 'r1hi8„1aB1s,“clatIon has been reorgas 
nna,W th® iutelltJon of making it th 

the summer season <" 
.JJ05. We ask your co-operation at 
;hope you will visit us and help ale 
the cau.se of Spiritualism. This 1b E3 
a money-making business, our only t

1 ?< From°te this grand cause. 
Spiritualists.are eligible to membersba 
in thin association........

The grove contains about elevi 
,oi ;Y0Qtiland very- pleasantly s 

o°"ie<1 tn Upper Swampscott. Lynn a^* 
Salem electric curs pass the main eh- 

the res°rt Of all Spiritualists of Eastern Massa- 
CilUEdviS«

grmeetings are a great help' 
to all mediums who may take part, as 
it tends to establish more engagements 
for thena during tho winter, season, ’

It is the intentton of the directors to i 
select first-class mediums .each Sunday I 
suchW°U d Bolic^ corresPondence from 1

Miss Annie Foley of Haverhill, Ib en- 
gaged for the opening Sunday.
i, “enT Ulaney, 150 Elm street, Mat^ 
blehead, Mass.; Geo. D. Merrill, Lynn, 
Mass.; E. P. Cooley, 205 Eliot street, 
Boston, Mass., board of directors.

OCEAN GROVE CAMP. '
This camp is located at Harwich, 

Mass., and opens July 9, and closes 
July ¿q.

WINFIELD (KANSAS) CAMP. 1
-i ^Infield Camp Association will 
hold its twelfth annual camp-meeting 
commencing July 15. and ending July; 
¿5. We have secured the best ot tab- 
ent, and expect to make this camp one 
of the most Interesting ot its history 
All get ready to come the first day and 
awf Wil "th? last, "We have secured ftSSKts 

Wwa<noB6 everyone Imowi 
There ^?fll hd many local mediums 
the grounds. Address Mrs. Maud ® 
Gates, 807 North Manning street, JHnr

Kansas, •

UNITY CAMP, MASS. ' ?'
The season’s work at Unity- Camp, 1 

Saugus Center, will open on Sunday, 
June 4 and continue every Sunday until 
the last of September. These meetings 
will be fully up to standard of former 
seasons, with many added Improve
ments. Good speakers and mediums 
will be present. Electric cars going 
direct to camp gate, without change,! 
leave Scolley Sq. subway, Boston every) 
half hour. Visitors cordially welcomed/

LOS ANGELES CAMP, CAL. I8UNAPEE LAKE CAMP, N. H.
• Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp
meeting Association will bold its 28th 
annual meeting at Blodgett’s Landing, 
N. H., commencing July 30 and closing 
August 27. We have a good list of 
speakers and test mediums. Address 
all letters tp Thomas Burpee, Sutton, 
N. H., or the secretary, Lorenza Wor
then, Hillsboro Br., N. H.
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have never been a drudgetor a slave in 
rny life, and 1 am not going to begin In 
my old age."

The woman paused and looked at me 
keenly, and then said, “When you love 
your work, love to do everything you 

•have to do, you are mistress of the’situ- 
ation, of every material thing that bq- 
longs to you; but when you dislike your 
work and go to it unwillingly, rebell; 
icus or with martyr-like resignation, 
then your work is the mistress and 
you áre its slave. I love my humble 
home, I love every rod of ground that 
surrounds it, I love the trees scraggy 
and twisted though' they áre, I love the 
birds that sing in the branches and the 
winds that roar among the mountains," 
and she glanced fondly through the 
small many-paned window toward the 
rugged hills now softly veiled in gray 
mist, and tten continued, "The hills

in harmony.”- - ■
As the woman spoke the deep signifi

cance. of her words sank into my soul, 
and I felt a strong desire to thank her 
for the help she had given me, but she 
was listening intently and so I listened.

"What do you hear?" she asked.
“A hushed and solemn roar ' rising 

and falling far away among the mount
ains,” I answered, ■ . '

“Yes, you heard, and its message is, 
another squall is coming,’ therefore 
hasten, or it will reach you before you 
reach your destination. Now good-bye, 
and remember these words, 'Let- him 
that has ears hear what'the spirit says 
to the churcheA’”

I arrived here at my friend’s house- 
just in time to escape a second wetting. 
Now alone in my room .thé. events of'

call to me in the morning when sun- 
lighted and glorious, ‘Be glad, rejoice in 
the light, for it is of God and shines for
ever, and when the shadows deepen and 
night draws its coverlid oyer the earth, 
tire mountains call to me, 'Rest, be
loved, and fear not, for when we are 
crumbled in dust thou shalt still live.’ 
Oh, I am glad I have got eyes that can 
see and ears that can hear.”

I sat silent and surprised. This poor, 
lonely old woman whom I was prepared 
to pity became transformed before me 
and I was not sure but she was pitying 
me. After some minutes of silence my 
hostess said to me, “In the public work 
you are engaged in you must meet 
many peculiar Individuals, both in their, 
flesh and out of It."

I looked up from my reverie quickly 
and said, "Then you know me? Per
haps you attended the , meeting last

Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall,number is ,361- 
363.Eaat.4iid' street. Conducted by Mrs.: 
Isa'Cleveland. , , ' /
. ;ChUrch of ;the Spiritual Truth holds 
•meetings every Sunday evening.at 7:30 - 
at 96“ Milwaukee avenue," flbair North

• Paulina street -Mra. J. DeLong, pastor.
Spiritual Science. Society meets every 

Sunday from 2 to" 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st ¡street and 
Indiana avenue. - Admission -to after
noon meetings, free; evening"servifce, 
15 cents. Mrs, Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always .be in at
tendance. Others will assist.'..'These 
-meetings will be continued'ali-Bummer, 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44’ East 31st 
street . .

.A Spiritualist -Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann/ at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun- - 
day and Thursday evening at 8

the day stand out before me viyidly and 
1 know I.have learned much, of. value. 
The simple faith "of that aged woman 
appeals "to me, and yet her . perfect 
faith is the natural result of her perfect 
love. I am thankful to-night for my ex
perience, but when I was being led, or 
rather driven into it I was annoyed and 
thought only of my new hat—as If a 
few rag flowers are to be compared 
with the beautiful lesson 1 have learned 
to-day! HoW shortsighted we are apt 
to be! Just like children that whine 
and sulk and kick because they cannot 
have their own way even though it lead 
to pain and trouble. My prayer to
night is that I may hear and see aright, 
may hear what the spirit says—to the 
churches. . Seeing that I speak in one 
to-morrow night, yes! '• -

(To be continued.)

o'clock. Tests- and musK at every ser
vice. -
( The SplrituaIistlc?CKfifnhr-of the Stu-, 
dents of Nature WilEhdl^; Sunday even
ing services at 1565 Milwaukee-avenue, 
¡corner. Western avenue;M.'Schu- 
Ynacher, pastor.

The Universal Occult Society meets 
every Sunday al America Hall, 77.East 
31st-street, at 3 and 8 p. m. IR. Gllray, 
pastor. Evangelist, F. M. Stoller will 
preside at, all meetings during the ab
sence of ^Brother Gllray.'- • . '

Lake View . Spiritual Union holds 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m.,' 
at Wells Hall, No; 1629 North- Clark 
street corner Fletcher, conducted by 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl A.. Wickland. Air 
cordially invited. Residence: 616 Wells 
street.
- Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V.

TO THE SICK.
- I extend niy Brotherly hand and earnestly re
quest that each and every.reader ot this paner 
write Cor mv Free BOOKLETS, on Cure« by Na- 
TVBB’S FOKCES. .I havo'emed thoneandfiln 
all parts of the United States, and nearly'every 
port and ontiy tn tho world. I have good hews, 
for30 days only, toall elck people—whether rich 
or paor. Write thie very minute, as this oppor
tunity may never com&to you again.

Address HR; Ms ROGERS. V.
.. . ■> Union City. Mich,, U. S. A,

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces.

' .Mmebea n6w and wonderful methode of cure.
- ‘Fnevoecòmlnr o( world- wide fume. ’’—H.TulUe 

Light, Color, Electricity. Magnetism, Mind, Bathi, 
,Jts beautiful plplomu confers tide. *'D M.’1 
Doctor oHMagnetlcs: can-be gained at College or 
ai-on&s home. ■ Book^ and jnstruments-furnlshcd. 
Sepd-Btaujpiur catalogue <o

02 Maat Ave., Itoeliebter. IV« Y.

PLEASE READ THIS.
I! Bick writo.me; will give yon a free exami

nation and. purely core-SKm. I curd when all 
others fail;. Nervous exhaustion and.loel vigor 
of both sexes successfully treated. Great success 
with diseases of children. Write Jri own band- 
•writing, giving name, age, «ex. weight, leading 
symptom; ,and-5ve 2-cent stamps, and receive a. 

'»correct diagnosis, worth dollars to you. Forchll- 
d ren scud lock of haiiv 1 ~

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
; 35i.Warren St, Stoneham. Mass.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, SOc. Each.

not know your name nor where you 
came from, but I know a good deal i 
about-you. You are surprised and puz- ■ 
zled so I will explain.' When my old 
man came in a little while ago you । 
looked toward the do(jr as if expecting 

. to see It visibly open end close, and 
when he came and stood'beside you 1 

/Saw by your actions that you recog
nized his presence, you unconsciously 
betrayed yourself. I know-you-are an 
avowed Spiritualist, because you have 
Used words during your'-conversation 
that only Spiritualists habitually use. I 
know you are accustomed to public 
rpeaklng, for your style of speech and 
manner betray you, so I jump, at the 
conclusion that you are a Spiritualist 
medium and preacher, and I now see l

■ am right. I learned years ago that one 
• great trouble In this world is,. people 
use their mouths too much and their 
ears and eves too little. Wisdom 
comes to us in thoughtful silence and

. not when we are gabbling;
’"People think I live here alone, but 1 

don’t, for myzold men stays right here 
with me night and day. When he came 
in just now he had been out to the barn

' to look at the cow and I knew by the 
slow way that he. came In that it is well 
with the cow and so I am saved one 
journey to the barn in the'wet. I did 
not see him, and I have never seen him 
but once since bis body was laid under 
those elm trees you see over yonder. I 
don’t need to see him to know he is 
with me. When he was dying he said 
to me, ’Vlny, you needn’t think I’m go-

. Ing to leave you here alone, for I shall 
ndt do it. ‘ I Shall stay right here with 
you just as long as you stay, and if you 

• n$ver see me nor hear me don’t you
ever doubt or fear, for, I shall be right 

viiere. I have thought il^all over,’ said 
/■ he, 'and .1 have made up" my mind, and

7ou know, Viny, I am dreadful-set when 
my mind Is made up, and I promise you 
TJ1 not go to any heaven until you can

Thg following books by . well known 
and popular.writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. .The Hero as Divin
ity. The. Hera as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The Hero ■ as Priest. „The 
Hero as King; By Thomas Carlyle.'350. 
pages. . _ -

Past and Present. By Thomas Car
lyle. '. ■■ - ■

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. . By Arabella B. 

Buckley, - This book is written in-such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can’ understand It. Illustrated, 
gilt top. '

Origin of Species, By Charles’Dar
win. .

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home. ■ .

■ Karma. A Novel. By A. P. SInnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma- 

"rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.. - ' .
: Zanoni. By. Bulwer Lytton, a ro
mance by that most wonderful, and mvs- 
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore. ■ • <

Any one of the above valuable.books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY. “

By Thomas Carlyle.
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man. Marked by terse Strength-and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness.: A notable 
literary effort. A. fino edition: in cloth;< 
Price 50 cents. -

Richmond, pastor, meets every-Sunday. ; 
in room 309 Masonic "Temple. - Service • 
11 a. : m, Sunday-school 10 a. ,m- Su
perintendent Cf Sunda’y-'sehool, Mrs." S.. i 
J. ’ Ashton. Pastor's .- address, 3802 । 
RJdge avenue, Rogers Park," Day at 
home. Friday. ■ .

Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. 
at ball 210, Masonic Temple, under the 
auspices of Walter De\oe, the. well- 
known lecturer. ' Miss Cora- M. Nafe, 
soloiset. - ..... ,

The ltislng Sun Spiritualist Missipn 
holds regular services every Sunday at 
3 and 8 p. m., at the People’s-Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. The 
Jlislng Sun Lyceum meets at 2 p, m.. 
• The German-English Soclery Bund 
der Wahrhéit No.'18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at-7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue,-‘between 
Halsted and. Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening-at 8 o’clock sharp; 
at the National, formerly Garfield Turn
er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium; 
' Church of the Soul Communion holds 
meetings-every Wednesday evening at 
8 oclock and- Sundays at 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 

-hi)d Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.
, The Christian Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall, -3245 State street- 
Every Sunday evening at 7:30.. Test 
messages given by good mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
will hold meetings ■ every Sunday, at 3 
and 8 p. m., at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, betweeh Washing
ton Boulevard and Hark avenue. All- 
Cordially Invited. -

Temple Light and Truth;370 Waban- 
’eia avenue, near Robey , street and 
North avenue.' Sunday-school-10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and.8 p. m., by Mrs. T-.Loll, pastor, ■ 
every Sundav, in- German aud English?

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, .7:45 
o’clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 

• Kimbhrk and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured, for all 
meetings. To,spread thé truth , is "the 
object of this society.- . Address-all'com- - 

. munlcatlons to Miss Eva -L. Stewart, 
■ corresponding secrelaTy, 543 .'E' " 55th 

street Entrance to ball. 319. E. 55th 
■ street.

The Chicago spiritualists’- Lieague" 
■ holds its; meetings the ' first Tuesday 

evening of each month, at - Kimball
>. Hall,: 243 Wabash-avenue. ,Dr;

Warne,- président; O.:E. Krop

This popular Sunday resort will open 
on Sunday, June 4, and the mamgi 
ment-offer a large array of talentlon 
that occasion. Mra. Minnie M. Soule, 
Mrs. A. J. Pettlngill, Mrs. Annie L. 
Jones, Mrs. Dr. Caird, Mrs. Hattie 
Lewis, Mrs. Dr. Chase, Mrs. Maude 
Litch, Mrs. Mamie Helyett and many 
other good speakers and mediums will

;e-

AN ASTONISHING OFFER 
■ Send three two-cent, stamps,, lock of 
hair, age, name and the leading symp~- 
|pni;'arid your disease -will be diagnosed 

‘free by'spirit power.

Mrs. Di. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

, San Jose, Call

MINERAL park camp, cal - 
, - The.- Spiritualists -of. • Southern Cali
fornia have engaged Mineral Park, the 
camp grounds in the Arroyo Seco, just 
below Garvanza, for their annual camp
meeting, from June 25 to July 25. Many

n l./nndöhfiif Restores Lost Vision. 
H WUllUül till Wrhofor Hluulrated Circular 
Rnonbaorn ehowlug styles and prices and 
OUüvLGuiui photo of'Splrlt Yannu, who de
veloped ibis Clairvoyant bower in me. I cun ad
just- tny Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle asserted* 
ly to your eyes at your bwn'homo and aend by 
mail, as If you were in my office. Thousands will 
testify. IL F. POOLE.

43 Evanstoo Ave., Chicago. Ui

NEW ERA CAMP-MEETING.
The New Era camp-meeting begins 

July 9, and continues over four Sun
days. We will have with us during the 
meeting- those grand workers, Harry J. 
Moore, Mrs McCoy, Mrs. Ella Royal 
Williams, sure, and hope other good 
workers will also attend from all parts 
of the compass. We expect niany of 
the lecturers and mediums from the 
coast (and we have many good ones) to 
attend during the meeting. Everybody 
come and help make this coming camp- 
meeting a grand and glorious one. The 
hotel will be under the management of 
the" president, and everything possible 
will be done for the comfort and wel
fare of the guests. Camp ground is 
only 22 miles from the great Lewis and 
Clark Exposition at Portland, Oregon. 
Address Rev. G. C. Love, president, 354 
College street. Portland, Oregon.

be present.
Musical and literary specialities will 

be introduced during the day, Mrs. 
Mona-Bblls Welch, the well knovtc 
ieacner of elocution', Miss ASbiq Corbin* 
Masters Cuffe and Popp, Mr. James 
Singer, vocal soloists, will assist in the j 
exercises. Prof. Harry C. Chase will/ 
be in charge of the music, with Mr. W.l 
H. Atherly, cornetlst.

Conference will be held at 11; regular j 
service at 2, song service, 4:30; con- 
cert 5, and closing service at 6. Pres- 1 
ident Alex Caird, M. D., will conduct 1 
the services throughout the day. The 
association has recently purchased the 
grove in which the camp is situated, 
and the services will partake somewhat 
of the form of a dedication. Refresh
ments can be procured in the grove, 
thus enabling visitors to come in the 
morning and remain through the day. 
Visitors coming from Boston, can tak<? 
the electric car at Scolly Sq. subway, 
and ride direct to the camp gate with
out change. Cars leave every half-hour. 
All visitors cordially welcomed. ,

A. A. AVERILL.

fiBWOIS
Reftcarclie« tn Modern SpirftraWm. By 

the greatest living chemist. Sir William Crookes. 
New Amer/E<L 5Ue. (Eng. Ed. costs il-.6O.)

Rational Memory Train 1 ug. By B. F,.Aub- 
Un. B.-A., Ex-Principal Alma.College. ’•The ker
nel of the Memory Systems.’- . Highly commended 
bv educators; 6th edition. Just out, COe,

The Xivlng-Deeaiogaez- Twelve; maHteriy 
¡Expository Lectures by W; J. Colville, the great 
nnthorjind spiritual teacher;. JuBio.it. LOe.: 
> Sncccis and How to XVln It. 24 New 
Thought Lessons by Dr. Austin. Editor of ''Reas-, 
on.” Worth f25.Q0, bntaoid for 26c. . •
. Kotinon. <8 pp. monthly .- (New Thought and 
Psychic Research.) Edited by Dr. B. F. Austin, 
50e.a year, - . - -.v-
pT’-The four volumes,-with-“Reason ”*ryoar, $2.. 
AUSTIN-PUBLISHING COMPANY

Department TrRochestcr, N> Y.

M Must.
“We Are Passing But Once This Way.” Song 

and refrain, byP:1O. Hudson; price, 25cents.
'‘•Satlfifled.” Al’ffevcrie. By A. J. .Maxham.
Prlco25cents. . *■. •

“The I/ght oLBeastflt” English and German- 
words: sung ioj the who- of -"Lend, Kinaly 
Light.” Price ’2» Oent& . :

Dear Mr.'Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 
can say perfection. I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E. B, Robertson, Lob. Angeles, CaL

STARTLING PHENOMENA.
Ey my SYSTEM you acquire. In. an Incredibly 

Short time: the SECRETS and MYSTERIES of 
OCCULT SCIENCE and the Law of Development. 
Would I have hundreds of student^ it what’ I 
teach failed to produce Results. I give more than 
value received.’My SYsTEM cannot fall to un- 
fold your mediumship and psychical powers.
* Whatever your previous training, your failures, 
age, youcan succeed?’-Let mo help you. H. Gla- 
soe, Portland,- Oregon, wrote a day or two ago: 
“I have read a good deal of Indian occultism and 
Spiritual Philosophy, but I have found more 
knowledge in the few lessons .you have sent than 
in all I have read on. the subject.” Send for my 
Prospectus and terms at onde.

BOOKS OX MEDIUMSHIP,
Clairvoyance. Cloth. 150 pascal by J. C. F. 

Grumbfne. Teaches how to read the future, prac
tice telepathy, penetrate the veil between the 
seen and the unseen,’converse with spirits.know 
-the-mysterles. .41 is a.revelation.. The only prac
tical, book of 1U kind ever published. Lilian. 
Whittng/Henry Wood.'MInd. Light, all adepts on- 
dorse lu - Price-ircduced from $2.00). 81.50.

Auras and Colors.—How to read- the almost 
phere of'persons and understand the appearance 
of halos.-auras and nlmbu«. Contains a color 
dictionary. .Paper, price. 5U cents. "

Psychorfnetry. Teaches how to getat the BÖu) 
of things. Paper, price50 cents.- -- -J..
i gar Send W25 for a: large crystal: for crystal 
reading. Address J.-C. F,-Grnmbine^lSSS Com
monwealth Ave.,•Boston. Mass. ‘

Tho InciiWc Containing chapters on Or- 
•J HQ eJuuUlbd igin. and History of the Jos-: 
ulfs; Principles and Aim of the ^Company of 
JcsUh Immoral Teathings of the Jesuits; Con
demnation of the Order; Expulsion of the Jcs* 
nils;Bull dt Popo Clement XIV,, Abolishing the 
Society ¡.The Jesuits’ Estates ’Act; an appendix 
of valuable Information. By B. F. Austin, A.
M., B. IX Price 15c.

TH6 Devil ana tlie Adventists.
An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re

pulsed. BrMosesHull. price, lOcents.

League wishese every.Spiritualist soci
ety of the cityoto Send. in the names- of 
all their.medlnms.istating their.partic
ular phase¡oPmediumshlp.- Addressall 
communications to the-secretary.
’ The Spiritual Association ~ of Sixty- 
pinth.-street? and ’Wentworth- avenue, 
meets "every: Sunday .at • Alberta Hall, 
69 22. Hon. D. Gilmour will address the- 
meeting at 7:30 p. m. ; Conference at 
2:30 p. m. -m ■
< The? Sortely. ofc Spiritual-Unity holds 
meetings joverySunday at SaniS p. m., 
at Star Lodge Hail. 379®-Western ave-- 
nue,- under.'the ilrectiomof‘Mrs; Nellie 
Kusserow. ' ’"•' < ■* :*""-

-Mrs.;Virginia! ■atyanjmne ofAur most 
eloquent -trance-mediums, will lecture 
et Star Lodge HsIL 378 South -Western 
avenue, each Sunday evening. ■

EDGEWOOD CAMP, WASH.
The annual camp-meeting of the Spir

itualists of the state of Washington, 
will be held at the Edgewood camp
grounds on Surprise Lake, commencing 
July 30 and ending August 20. These 
grounds are owned by the state associa
tion and can be reached either from To- 
coma or Seattle by the Interurban 
electric cars. The annual state conven
tion will also be held at the same place 
on August 21 and'22.' Spiritualists from 
the East who Intend to visit the Lewis 
& Clark Fair at Portland, should time 
their Visit so as to stop over for a day 
or two at the camp, where they will 
find a hearty Welcome from their west
ern co-workers; All railroads give stop- 
over privileges at the different Sound

CENTRAL OHIO CAMP.
: This camp opens Sunday, June 4 (and 
closes Sunday, June 25), at Bueleh 
Park, eight-miles southwest of Colum
bus, directly on the B. & O. railway; and 
Columbus, Grove: City and Southwest
ern Traction - Lines; one-half hour’s 
ride from Columbus' and 20 ■ minutes 

.from Morgans; will'land- everybody at 
the park.' Many talented speakers en
gaged. All are welcome. "Officers: H. 
E. Boerstler, president;. L. M. Lydy, 
vice-president; A. W. : Dennis;, treas
urer; Hattie G. Webster, secretary. 
For further particulars; address the sec
retary, 55 McDowell, street, Columbus, 
Ohio. ... ’ "

A Veru Interestina Book, tor Alt.
Spiritual intercourse. account ox tho 
tsry wonderful spiritual developments at ths 
bouse of Rov, Dr. Phelps, Stratford, CbnnAjand 
similar casts in. all parts of the country. TMs 
volume is the Br?’ *.'om the author directly up
on the subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
tbs tost of many years. Cloth, soc.; poslas« !0&

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS.
Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual

ism; A Concordance to the Principal 
.Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the import- 
aht books of the Bible. Price 31.

Our Bible. Who Wrote It? When, 
Where, How? Is It Infallible? A voice 
from the higher criticism. Price 31.

Two in One, being a combination of 
the two books. The Contrast, and the 
Question of the Spiritualism of the 
Bible Settled, together with a series of 
startling contrasts between creedal 
Christianity and the facts and philoso
phy of Modern Spiritualism. Price 31.

The Spiritual Alps and How we As
cend Them, or a Few Facts as to How 
to Reach the Altitude. Price, cloth, 49 
cents; paper 25 cents.

Joan the Medium, or the Inspired 
Heroine of Orleans, or Spiritualism in 
France nearly 500 Years Ago. A most 
interesting book. Price, cloth, 40 cents;! 
paper 25 cents.

Christs of the Past and Present— 
Comparison of the Christ-work, or Me- 
dium'ship of Biblical Messiahs. Cloth, 

.35 cents; paper, 25 ceilts.
PAMPHLETS:

All About the Devil. Price 15 centsX
■ Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, i ~- 

Inconsistencies and Blasphemies. A ; 
Review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. I 
Frank Talmage’s oft-repeated .attacks I 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents.
. The Devil and tjie Adventists, A ; • 
brief review of some of the recent at
tacks made by Adventists upon. Spirit- । 
uallsm. Price, 10 cents. ' J
- The Spiritual Birth, or Death and Its 
To-Morrow. Price, 10 cents. |

The Old and the New. Price 10 cts.

GRAND LEDGE CAMP, MICH.
, 'Th? Graiid Ledge Spiritualist Camp
meeting opens July 21,1905, and closes 
Aug. 21, 1905, with Mr. Oscar A. Ed- 
gerly as presiding chairman. As the 
programs are now- being printed they 
will be distributed as soon as.possible, 
and all, those wishing further informa
tion regarding the camp, address J; W. 
Ewing or.W. R. Divine of Grand Ledge, 
Mich. The association: extends a cor
dial invitation to all. ■ -■. ■

‘ BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULU
Wayside Jottings; Essays and 

sketches gathered from the highways 
and by-ways of life. Price 75 cents. -

Spirit Echoes.. Short poems and 
sketches. Very beautiful. Price, 75 
cents.

The Spiritual Songster. A small 
booklet with words only, adapted to 
congregational singing and circles, etc. 
Price. 10 cents; 36 per hundred. Post
age; 50 cents.

LOS ANGELES, CAL., CAMP'.
The Liberal, Educational and Spirit

ualist Camp-meeting will open at Min
eral Park, June 25, ,and close: July 25.

THE ASHLEY, OHIO, CAMP.
.‘ -This camp opens August 6 and closes 
August 27- For further portlcujars.ad- 
drm’WUI HaaäiHjih, secretary, Ashley",

"The Commandments Analyzed." 
W. H. Bach. -The Commandments are 
'not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible paBsnsec, showing great in. 
eorigrultlcs. Prlce 25 cents 
' "Heliocentric Astrology or Esientlals 
of "Astreuomy . and Solar Mftntallty,' 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to- 
1910." By Yarmo Vedra. For sale at 
this office; Price $1,50. . ' ‘
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A QUERY BY DR. GREER.SPIRIT RETURN.
THE FUTURE LIFE.DEATH AND LIFE ETERNAL.

'When you .finish youï'î ,; there

down will no he in#
(LDOxYNE.

DR. R. GREER.
Chicago, III.

faith is plficed by the negroes of the 
neighborhood in the story told by Mary 
Jane Harris of her interview and asso- 
cljUob<wfth the.spirit of the missing

- We should avoid whatever may dis
play bad feeling, and.attend with clvil-

Dr. Greer, an Excellent Medium Him« 
self, Has Something Suggest

ive to Say.

, EXTRAORDIMAÇ^^ 

Bringing.to Ûghî;>â^ 
; Tragedy^

ibe Slink«
ßlQTPITlJALISM—Progress, the Universal Lav) oí ¡Matare ; JI boágbt, tbg P£gbjerr>s. g
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THE GREAT COMING TRUTH.

.One Primal Elementary Force Underly
ing Phenomena, and That Force Is 
Thought—Force Has Intelligence. 
As has previously been said [as set 

forth in the Chicago American], the 
condition of scientific thought at the 
present time may fairly be described as 
chaotic. Working hypotheses, fixed be
liefs which tor two centuries have been 
,tbe granite foundations upon which our 
text books have rested, are being cer
tainly undermined and swept away. 
This.state of affairs was well foreseen 
end clearly prophesied six years ago by 
Virchow, Lodge, Fitzgerald and many 
other great observers. Three .years 

' ago their views and prophecies were 
dwelt upon by the writer at some length in this paper. I

It has seemed certain in these six ! 
years and now seems more certain than 
ever that the whole basis of scientific 
philosophy 1b destined to be shifted; 
*hnt the great edifice of Science Is to be 
removed from foundations which have 
crumbled away and placed upon a new 
and substantial mass of stone work 
which will last for a e'entury or so at 
least. The question is, what is this 
great new base to consist of? What is 
the great new truth which is coming to 
the minds of men?

Any answer to this question can only 
be found by an examination of the facts 
and if the facts be arrayed any man 

I can find the answer tor himself. They

The Fulfillment of the Words of Reve
lations.

are these:
Ten yeatfi ago Professor Fitzgerald 

camé to the conclusion that there was 
pniy one primal, elementary force un
derlying phenomena, and he could only 
declare his solemn conviction that this 
force was thought. That one primal 
force was the mother of all the other 
forces—light, heat, chemical force, co
hesion, magnetism, electricity—that all 
these forces which we know were not 
varied manifestations of tue great pri
mary force, and that, strangest of all, 
this great primary force knew what it 
was doing. That in addition to energy, 
the Idea which we ordinarily associate 
with force. It had INTELLIGENCE. In 
short, that the force which animated 
the wind, colored the lily, armed the 
man and moved the planets was

We read in Rev. 21:4, "And there 
shall be no more death, neither sorrow, 
nor crying, neither shall there be any 
more pain, for the former things are 
passed away.” '

We have selected this passage be
cause in our days the fulfillment of ' 
these sayings are being realized, and 
after all is said and done, visions of 
mortal mediums and visitations from 
ministering angels always did and do 
now, make up the chief factors where
by the problem of life in all its bearings 
can be analyzed and rendered compre
hensible, John was a medium who had 
experiences like many of us modern 
mediums. He speaks of some of them 
as "being carried In spirit” out of his 
mortal form or only by his intense and 
pure thought which formed themselves 
into wings of ascension, that thus he 
met on the highlands of spiritual truths 
his spiritual teachers and saw what he 
related from the higher points of view, 
and which things so seen could not be 
realized on Earth in their fulfillment 
until in the course of time and natural 
advancement it would be possible that 
involved designs could be worked out. 
This "could only take place as man’s 
conception of things by mental unfold- 
ment could be commensurately changed 
with nature’s unfoldments, to grasp j 
said designs.

Modern Spiritualism and its medi
ums have done a great work, that is, 
jointly with the heavenly workers, to 
change men’s views of things and to 
grasp life’s true significance; also to 
show them that it is not Heaven and 
Earth that are passing away, but sim
ply the former conceptions of them. 
The view is changed; things are beheld 
from higher standpoints, disclosing the 
fact that life Is life and cannot die, 
therefore there shall be no more death, 

■ only a change of outer form, to don one 
, more suitable to the plane where, in 
i accordance with each one’s fltribss, 
1 life’s journey is pursued.
I It is high time that mortals awalje to 
s this truth that each one born upon the 
i Earth must make this journey for his

Louis Bacle of Paris Writes a Book 
That Astonishes Engineers and Theo
logians—Uses Science as Proof— 
Says Soul Is a Force and immortal, 
as No Force Ever is -Created or Lost.
Louis Lucien Bacle, of Paris, France, 

one of the foremost mining engineers 
in France [as set forth in a special dis 
patch to the Chicago Tribune], and his 
books on his specialty aro held in the 
highest esteem by experts. But when 
public attention was attracted the other 
day by the appearance of a book en
titled “The Future Life," by one Louis 
Elbe, It occurred to no one to suspect 
Louis Bacle of the authorship. The 
names of all known theologians and 
scientists were suggested, since every
one was convinced that Louis Elbe 
must be a noni de plume, no inexperi
enced man being capable of writing 
such a volume. And when it was dis
covered that the author of “The Future 
Life" was- none other than the Paris 
representative of the Loire iron works, 
and manager of the Franco-Russian 
Manufactories’ societies, it is hard to 
say which expressed the most amaze
ment-scientists, theologians or engi
neers.

Business Man and Thinker.
When Louis Bacle . was questioned 

about his ideas he was found in a busl- | 
ness-like office, but his appearance be- 
trayed the thinker.

"The necessity for reconciling sci
ence and religion has long been in my 
mind,” he said, “but I may consider 
that the genesis of my present work 
lies in Henry Drummond’s book, 
‘Naturhl Law in the Spiritual World.'

"All theologians I found write from 
the purely religious point of view, and 
their statements consequently have no 
weight with non-believers. The general 
question of the immortality of the soul 
seemed worth treating In its broad as- 

’ pect, as referring to all men whatever 
their personal beliefs; and historical 

’ and scientific reasons appeared to me 
in the support of the theory of an after 

’ life.”

OUR I^OME A MINUTE WORLD

The Grandeur,of the Universe as Por
trayed by a Master Mind—Psychic 
Studies Are Wide Spread, and Amaz
ing Deeds Are Being Wrought by the 
Great Mathematicians of the World, 
Our home is a minute world [as set 

forth in the Cliicagp American], so 
small In comparison with its surround
ings that, even by comparing, one can
not gain an adequate idea of its little
ness. The reader may use tire word- 
nothing in speaking of tifo earth, if he 
chooses, but this has no '(meaning, be
cause the brain cannot think òf nothing. 
Next to nothing, infinitely small, small
er than the dust .in the air in a room; 
if one cubic inch contains a million, 
these, Indeed, are smaller than thought 
can think about, yet they , arc larger 
compared to the room than, the earth 
is to space included in a. sphere whose 
diameter Is now explored by the huge 
telescope., >

And man! if'he Is tribe gauged by his 
size, comes- out so incredibly minute 
that brain and sense are overcome by 
the mere idea of his~ abject insignifi
cance. Anlmalculae-ln one drop of wa
ter, whore one million havo plenty of 
room, are larger in relation to the drop 
than man Is to the. earth. But the 
earth is as nothing to space containing 
many trillions of other ^Orids.

Thus one hundred miiljon worlds like 
the earth with. all.-. their: Inhabitants

THE FUTURE FORETOLD, 

In All Ages of the World There Have 
.Been Those Who Could Foresee the 

• Future—Some Extraordinary Cases.
In the year 1891 and old negro lived 

lu St. George's, Grenada, who was sup
posed by the other colored people to be 
a wizard. During the course of that 
year he wrote to the St George’s 
Chronicle, advising people to avoid go
ing to Martinique “for fortune or 
through misfortune,” as God had de
cided to destroy it.

A prophecy never came more literally 
or horribly true, for since the days of 
Pompeii no place has ever suffered 
more fearfully than this island did last 
year. .

The fact of the murder of the late 
King and Queen of Servia having been 
foretold before its occurrence has many 
other parallels in history, and some of 
these prophecies seem strange beyond 
mere coincidence.

The terrible death of the plucky air
ship experimenter, Monsieur Severo, is 
still fresh in the memory of most peo, 
pie. He was killed by the collapse of 
his great airship La Pax on its first 
voyage. His end was foretold to him, 
in a dream which he himself related to 
his wife. He dreamt that he was in the 
Pax above a cemetery. Arms were

A Peculiar Case Among the Negroes at I 
Meridian, Miss., Illustrating the Fact: 
That Spirit Return Is Common to All 
Humanity.

.To the Editor;—The following clip
ping is from the Meridian Star of May 
18, This incident has caused no small 
amount of interest beiug taken in the 
matter among the whites as well as the 
blacks, and if successful in bringing to 

1 the surface identification of the missing 
body, it will be the greatest sermon 
ever preached in this state.

x Meridian, Miss. T. A. MERVIN.

To the Editor:—According to certain 
recent press reports concerning Elsie 
Reynolds, a professional spirit medium, 
telling of her alleged spllltualistic work 
—for and against—and which press re
ports are so confilctory, that to many 
they would suggest the idea, that in the 

¡same Spiritualistic field and specialty

THOUGHT.
. This was ten years ago. bincq that , 

time we have discovered the Roentgen 
., rays, the Bacquerel rays, radium and 

a mass of new and strange phenomena. 
Explanation of these has been and is 
being sought with the greatesfactivlty. 
It may without exaggeration be said 
that all the great scientific minds of 
today are coming tó Professor Fitz
gerald’s view; that thè underlying force 
undoubtedly carries within itself the 
consciousness—if the word may be used 
—which explains the orderly process-- 
Ion .of nature’s phenomena, the similar
ity of the leaves iipon. the tree, tlie re: 
production of the type from the seed, 
'the unvarying regularity in crystallize- - 
tion in the movement of ths planets 
upon their courses.

. The great ppintt the promise pt the 
great new. truth which is coming, lies 
in-this: The intelligence is not in the 
matter, as we call it, but in the force 
itself. ' ' .

Now, when we look about to see if 
there are any other facts to confirm 
this great new generalization, we 
cannot help being astonished at the 
mass of evidence.

About twenty-five years ago there 
took place in France, under the highest 
scientific auspices, a series of experi
ments which proved that the essential 
spirits of certain drugs was transmiss-1 
Iblé. That all the effect of opium, nic- 

.otlne and sundry well known medica
ments could be obtained upon a person 
without administering the drug. . That 

- the effect of the drug could be conduct
ed into the person. In short, that the 
real power of the drug lay not in its 
matter, but that its force was non-ma- 
terlal. In short, that the reality, thè 
actuality of the drug, lay In what might 
be called its spirit, its idea, the thought

own improvement and to some extent 
only his own better promptings should 
be followed tn order to render in suc
cessive order the numbers in life's busy 
career for which his individual program 
calls.

We do not wish to be understood that 
mortals should isolate themselves; nay, 
association as in families, in labor, in 
com/nrijiwealthB, in organizations for 
general weal, etc., is proper, and- en
hances the privileges as well as enjoy
ments in the fulfillment of each one's 
duties. ■

Then,,too, it should be borne in mind, 
that there sfibuld be.no crying nor -sor- 
row;:.at Bofoalled. death/ 'for the reason 
-that thoria released from the cumber- 
edme-erirth-forms and conditions go to 
prepare homes for the loved ones they 
leave behind for- a short, br even for a 
long -time. But sooner of later 'they 
arrive, and oh! the joyful reunion. So 
you see there are no losses connected- 
with these climatic separations. The 
immortal worlds' are os' different cli
mates only, improved stratic planes 
closely linked with this Earth plane. 
Soon It will be seen by mortals what 
should Jong since have been understood 
by them, that most of the grief and 
tears, when friends are separated by 
so-called death, is selfish grief. Those

Shows Historical Evidence.
“I do not like to say I prove it, but 

I certainly have found much interesting 
evidence. Take the historical consid
eration. Without exception, all the 
primitive races who have left on monu
ments traces of their thoughts believed 
in the immortality of the soul. Could 
this uniformity be a mere coincidence? 
Where, as-with the Greeks and Ro
mans,- negation came, it was introduced 
as th.e fruit of culture in a.few peculiar
ly constituted minds.

“All this is-significant, but it would 
be disregarded , nowadays, Jf experi
mental evidence were - lacking. .How
ever, experiments decidedly - tepd to 
confirm the existence of the soul."' ^p- 
callcd realists oppose the Christian thét.. 
Cry of the soul, yet it has as much 
probability as other scientific facts. 
The physical scientist, perceiving the 
light ray, believes in ether, which he 
does not see. . Experiments in demon
strations of energy, of ’ the côllodiàl 
state, of the odle fluid, of spontaneous 
or experimental telepahy, etc.,' all tend 
to prove thé existence of a soul.

could be instantly annllliUted and the 
universe would never hear of it.

Yet, withal, this utterly abject crea
ture can weigh the sun,! tell the dis
tance.of some of the stars and also the 
quantity of matter they contain, arid 
what they are made. of. ' Besides this, 
by the marvels of J photography he 
stores up their energy, on ¡plates; that 
Is, actually records their .present ap
pearance, location’in-the sky arid rela
tive brilliance, to be left as: á legacy to 
coming astronomers.’'.Thus the two in
sects, inan and the coral builder, make 
records, one in salts'of silver and the 
other in carbonate of time.

More astonishing than this, if possi
ble, man has the'power of 'studying his 
own mind and those brothers. Psychic 
studies are widespread: now¡ Amazing 
deeds are also being wrought by the 
great mathematicians 'pf the world. 
They are wandering this moment In the 
most inscrutable labyrinths, weighing 
suns and electrons. - -

Men now aré literally- immersed in 
infinity. Could the niighty brains of 
the mathematicians at tile qiast 'become 
reanimate, their minds would be filled 
with wonder at whafi i heir successors 
have dOne in the wayiof Munching into 
the deeps bf thó universe; „It is simply 
astonishing to. think of theimentai pow- 
érs njiw displayed by’-great.mathemali- 
elites.. ,',Afid'modern .whemists, .physi- 
c'lsts arid" biologists/ what '¡shall he said 
of their brain energy? ■ ■
' •The idea is old that man's brain Jb

stretched out to him from the open 
graves, and among the dead he recog
nized his mother. The accident actual
ly took place above the cemetery of La 
Parnasse.

President Carnot was warned of his 
own sudden and violent end many years 
before it happened. When he was Min
ister of Finance, and long before he 
ever dreamt of reaching the presidency 
of France, a friend of his who had just 
returned from India presented him with 
a curious little Indian idol.

He warned M. Carnot that there was 
a legend connected with the gift. - It 
was that the oweer would attain su-

What the Meridian Star Says. i
"Zury” is located.
The body of Missouri Larkin'is said 

to be now in Oktibbee creek, and at the 
same point at which young Rhoshaw 
was drowned several years ago, Mis
souri’s body has not yet been recov
ered, nor has it yet been seen by the 
natural eye, though her spirit has been 
beheld by the optics of one Mary Jane 
Harris, and a number of other members 
of the colored race.

The readers of the Star will remem
ber that during last December an ad- 
vertisement appeared in this paper for 
the frau of one Watt Larkin, colored, 
who had very mysteriously disappeared. 
Watt's wife, who is no other than the 
Missouri referred to above, accompa
nied him to the cotton field one day, as 
was her custom to do, and although no 
"chariot of fire” or unusual clouds were 
noticed by Watt to descend and rise 
again on that day, nevertheless, his 
wife, Missouri, vanished from before his 
eyes, and has not been seen from that 
day until this.

The home of the darkles is on the 
Martin place about 1% miles northwest 
of the asylum, and It was from a cotton 
field on that place that the person of 
Missouri Larkin made its sudden ghost-

there were two Elsie Reynolds—a gen
uine, and a counterfeit—the genuine, 
for her rich, brilliant display of marvel 
and miracle, as seen at different times 
and places, and under different circum
stances, by different correspondents, 
greatly extolled.

The counterfeit, for her bold and bra
zen sham pretense, seen also at differ
ent times, and places, and under dif
ferent circumstances, by different cor
respondents, and laying it to spirits, 
greatly berated.

Thus, from these different conflicting 
reports it would seem hard to imag
ine only one Elsie Reynolds.

Here, I am reminded of attending a 
dark seance, several years ago, in Chi
cago. There were 25 or 30 of us pres-

which it represented.
Precisely the same line of experi

ments, revealing precisely the same 
truth, may be seen to-day in the hyp
notic- laboratories of Paris. All there 
io of the drug, its actuality, its entity, 
is non-material. The real drug is non
material.

Balzac, half a century ago, worked 
this Idea out so thoroughly, claimed so 
flatly that will and thought are not only 
real forces, but are the only real forces, 
that a reading of his extraordinary 
views, as lucidly stated as the period 
permitted, is worth any man’s time.

Back of Balzac lies a literature, mak
ing claims to the same end and giving 
instances which are weighty and im
pressive.

The records of the Psychological So
ciety show authentic cases in almost < 
any desired number, forcing the im
partial observer to believe that the real 
man; jike the real drug, is non-material 
andzfhat the disassociation of the real 
riarPwith his body can and does take 
place frequently during life.

Schiller believed and declared that 
this was so common an event in human; 
life that it was the basic phenomena of

who are gone are missed in so many 
ways where their aid and counsel were 
so helpful. We are not unmindful of 
the fact that the severing of the ties 
of love and friendship causes wounds, 
the heart is torn, but it is not a sever
ing in truth, for it concerns only the 
outer, material part. Spirit to spirit 
and soul to soul remains sufficiently 
attached that there can be spiritual as
sociation.

Love and life endure forever, so also 
all good deeds done while in the Earth- • 
form endure forever in things that can 
be eternally enjoyed.

Jesus, when the time drew near for 
his departure from Earth confronted 
his disciples thus: “I go to prepare a 
place for you.” So, even so, each one’s 
friends are privileged to do, for which 
reasons there are no losses as to 
things for real enjoyment.. What is 
missed on Earth because of these sep
arations is many-fold made up in thesri 
higher states of life where the loved 
ones can enjoy it together without fear 
of being again separated.

The further words of John, "There , 
shall be no more pain,” cannot yet be 
realized by the human family, not until 
life’s problems in their relative bear
ings are rightly understood. Then, 
when men live in harmony with their 
own and nature's constitutions there 
will be no more pain or sickness; neith
er want, for all will:be supplied and: 
happy. ” MRS. M. KLEIN.

Van-Wert, Ohio.

s,leep.
1 ■ The probability is that the world is 
’ close to the reception and adoption of 

a truth so strange that at present we 
have not. the words to formulate it 
properly. This is that nothing exists 
except as'an action of thought. That 
Its essence, its reality, its actuality, is 
only as att expression of thought. That 
the reality of all objects, as of all. drugs, 
is absolutely non-material. '

H. J. W. DAM.

The Strange Odle Fluid. ...- 
“The sensitiveness of trié pdic’.fiuifi 

radiating from the human body ' hi$s 
been shown upon screens, arid ’ these 
last have been seen to become suddenly 
Illuminated at the moment of death. 
Furthermore, sleep, anaesthesia, and 
torture are accompanied by a complète 
separation of the bdic fitiid and the as-' 
trai body.” ' '

“In what condition the soul does ex
ist science is powerless to prove, just 
as we find the positive proof that future 
life must exist, we find the negative 
proof that science is checked in seek
ing to establish particulars. But the 
soul appears to be a force, and for this 
fact it must be immortal. In nature no 
forcé is created and.none lost; it is only 
transformed and preserved. Therefore 
the soul must be permanent like all 
other forces.

Religion Must Have Science.
"Such are a few of the many' argu

ments In detail to reconcile -science 
with religion. I realize that if religion 
is to live it must have science on its 
Bide.
'"I have been surprised and gratified 

by the friendly sentiments expresse^ in 
most of the religious papers. I expect 
that some objections will be raised by 
those who like to argue from the pure
ly religious standpoint, but evidently, 
there are others, and thoroughly ortho
dox Christians, who find nothing blame
worthy in my attitude.”

Inal self as to whether it shall ~have 
faith in God, arid consequently in ’Im-' 
mortality of the individual soul. Mere 
intellect, or what we term the “object
ive mind,” can form no conception of 
God or immortal life/ The intellect is 
loveless; pitiless, soulless.

Immortal life is the survival of the 
fittest—the morality, intellectuality and 
spiritually fit. Eternal vigilance is the 
price of immortality. The desire of im
mortality is universal. Immortality is 
conditional; we must intensely desire 
and work for it or we will never attain 
IL The man who has no conscience 
has no soul. Some cowards comtoit su-

IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL.

Spirit SaidIto' Be Eternal Directing 
Power •That Control*. All Mat

ter and Force.

A writer in the.Battle Ground In.the 
Chicago Record-Herald, says that mat
ter and force -are “both eternal;": 
.that is, always have existed and always: 
will exist, and yet he denies the ¡minor-, 
»tallty of the soul. •If matter and force are eternal, why,' 
is not also spiritual intelligence? The; noblest and most divine of all spiritual' 

. .power must-be superior to all other, 
powers, because when intelligently di- 

•lected It controls ail matter, and'all ma-; 
'terial forces. If it were not for intel-, 
ligence directing, matter and force they.; 
would both immediately revert ' to’ 
xhoas. • :

- ? We cannot prove the existence - of 
» God; neither can we prove the immior- 
h .taUty of the human; soul. They; are

capable or will become ¡capable of un-_ 
derstanding all thing?. ^Hbw often in 
literature the thought-hpn^rs' tbe'^ord 
microcosm is,used! Thaos, man is a 
micrograph of the univèrse, his mind 
being a miniature copyof universal 
mentality. , ’Àll departments of nature 
are now being ransacked; closed corri
dors, Sealed since the srilld.earth was 
evolved, now have thety rusty doors 
battered down; fong, winding Ways, 
more Inscrutable , than that in the pyra
mids of Suphis, are being explored, and 
new facts discovered hourly.

Man in his micrócosmfcinfinity of lit-
tleneBB rises into , the •'visible world, 
gazes with startled eyes ¡a: faomerit, and 
vanishes.. While here, If: he has time 
to make a discovery,:to seize a pen arid 
record it, or lay hold on a photo
graphic plate and expose it to the'hew 
thing, "he adds' tó thè ^.toi;e: of knowl
edge: If not, his potoirig;.^ Will 
be as intense as it was before.’' ,

But if a man is “part: jifithe Infinite,” 
as some hundreds of trillions say, he 
may be here again arid have another op
portunity to make; addition to wisdom.

Man’s place in spacri ¡is: known; and 
also his place among'thriother animals; 
but his place in the cosmic evolution of 
mind is not yet well made opt. ; This is 
due to the fact that during thè past ten 
thousand years meh hirv§-not atridied 
their own minds, haVeta Xjiw philoso
phers just shrith pf thff Himalayas, in 
India, . -prof.’édgaS l.-Larkin. ■

Lowe Observatory,C0.Ilibrnia,

preme power in the State andxdie by 
the knife.

It had belonged to the tynasty of the 
kings of Khadjurao, all of whom had 
perished by cold steel. The prophecy 
was literally and absolutely fulfilled. 
Madame Carnot, believing that her hus
band’s death was due to the fetish, has 
left an injunction in her will that her 
children are to get rid of the Idol.

The record murderess of all time was 
the Sicilian woman, known as La To- 
fanla, who by means of a solution of 
arsenic ended thè lives of from 500 to 
1,000 persons before her career of crime 
was put an end to.

To this day a solution of arsenic is 
known as aqua tofana. Before she was 
executed-this woman wrote a prophecy, 
of-which-the, following is a literal trans
lation: , -

■ '.‘In thq year 1901 the spirit of the 
Tofania will-return to the world like a 
gust of wind, and.will cause to .die 
many of - the -people. Beware: tfien. of 
drinking thè beer all those who do not 
wish to fall." -■ -,
ft is, to say. the least of it, curioris 

thiit ;nie:§t'eatiepidemic' of-arsenic ppis- 
priing- by . beef should have first beeri 
èuspectè.d; in the very year mentioned. 
The-prophecy-was made 200, years ago. 
: A-.very, peculiar .incident is- vouched 
for by Monsignor Mace,' formerjy,-at the 
head ot-Ute . Parisian détective police. 
Hé saw the same ring appear upon the 
hands of no fewer that five different 
corpses Which came to the morgue be
tween 1879. and 1884. '
-It was)a-.unique ring of curious de

sign, arid, a prophecy connected with it 
said that all who wore it should come

like disappearance.
Various and sundry rumors as to 

the whereabouts of the said Missouri 
Larkin have been afloat among the 
colored population of Meridian and the 
surrounding section. Among these 
rumors Is one to which has been given 
considerable credence by the more su
perstitious members of the race, and is 
a story to the effect that on dark nights 

i Missouri is seen promenading the 
I streets of Brown’s quarters In the

ent, a woman was the alleged medium, 
and here 1 will relate some of the ludi
crous features of that ever memorable 
dark seance, and for which we, each 
(except a few dead-heads) were made 
to pay an even dollar.

A woman behind a curtain posing In 
oratory and song impersonating, there, 
cundry alleged spirits unknown and un
seen to any excepting to the woman be
hind the curtain.

A woman, too, coming from behind 
the curtain on her bended knees, and 
in baby twaddle, personating a garru
lous little girl tot called "Effie.”

A woman, too, before the curtain, hav
ing removed from her mouth her arti
ficial bicuspids, personating for a lady 
present, her toothless old spirit mother; 
but the lady would not have it, declar
ing that her mother died when young, 
besides her mother was not toothless.

Other ludicrous features we will let 
pass; suffice it to say that this partic
ular spiritualistic seance, advertised

northern part of the city. It is Baid 
that Missouri, robed in a snow white 
sheet extending from her neck to her 
feet, her head covered with a ily bon
net, also white, and after the style of 
the one she wore when she is supposed 
to have taken wings and separated from 
her husband in the cottpn Held last De
cember, can be Been on any dark or 
cloudy night pacing up and down the 
avenues in the hollow between the 
Highlands, or the Red Line, and Twen
ty-ninth avenue. Many ' negroes have 
been frightened almost completely out 
of their wits by this moving' arid 
strange object, and for a number of 
Wmtr W Beeh-We’v^fo^'W'^ 
other, than the spirit of Missouri Lar- 
■ldn.‘'

It is also said that thid qiieer figure'

for Ghost Materializations was no ghost 
show, for no ghost, great or small, did 
at any time put in an appearance; on 
the contrary, it was transparent leger
demain, pure and simple, from begin
ning to end.

As I before said, there were In the 
seance 25 or 30 persons, mostly women, 
Including three reporters, two of whom 
were Spiritualists, all except the dead
heads expressed disgust. Next day 
the Chicago press denounced the wo- 
man an arrant impostor.

Now, as this woman claimed to be 
Elsie Reynolds, the question is, was she 
the genuine, the one so greatly ex
tolled? Or was she the counterfeit, so 
greatly berated? At any rate, she was 

. fall and elderly, of dark complexion, 
and with face and voice and manner

on the earth where you loft your ma
terial body, you wlli-cb^ie here, for this 
is your home,” Thon -l Jcft to finish 
my jotirriey On. earth- o

If my visit, trill .chemgqri soul- 
on earth, then m#,rixp6rlence writtenA VISIT IN SPIRIT.

While the Body Lay In Tranquil. Sleep.

. Wfieri living on my farmlin .Michigan, 
tome thirty-five years ago, I was taken 
sick arid employed one of the best phy
sicians I could' find, who doctored me

; nearly a year. It was given up by the: 
doctor and'toy friends to'die; and 'a- 
spirit came to me in the daytime, in my. 
normal-state of-mind, and told me not- 
to take any more medicine and • the- 
spirit would .take .charge ;of me, and 
bring me through all right This spirit, 
stayed with me day and night for about: 
two months, I going by her directions 
—for it was a lady’s spirit—then. I was 
able to take.care of myself. . \

For several years after that I could 
leave my body asleep, and visit my mor
tal friends, and on one occasion I vis-, 
lied the lady’s spirit in her home in the 
spirit world. I seemed to light down/ 
as it were, on a spiritual planet, as tan

icide of the bodyt Khasoning irom 
analogy, ills possible to dSmSit suicide 
of the soul. By long continued viola
tion and neglect of natural and spiritual 
laws the scul gradually dies. If we 
can quench a part of the spirit, and we 
Know we can, we might quench all of it 
If we do not use our soul powers we 
lose them; There is such a thing as 
total death. The soul Is not annihi
lated, but dissipated, annulled, disor
ganized, abrogated, rendered powerless 
to suffer or enjoy anything—blind and : 
.deaf-and dumb to all the glories which 
light up this resplendent universe.

Whom shall we believe In regard to a 
ftiture,:immortal life? If there is not a 
future life, what is the use of this? It' 
we are extinguished at death, better 
never to have been born. Byron was 
right when he said: i
"When coldness wraps this suffering 

clay, ■ ", ,-.i
Oh, whither strays the immortal 

' mind?.
It cannot die, it cannot stay, 

But leaves its darkencd.dust behind,”

gible to my spiritual feet as this mate
rial planet ip to my material feet J 
?Sw“acotuge with trie loor"open, I 
walked up to the cottage and walked 
in;-and met the Jady of the cottage in 
tlie reception room. I knew her as the 
one that came to me when I was .given 
up to die by the physician and" my' 
friends, some ten years before this visit. 
She gave me a cordial welcome, but I. 
noticed it was through the universal 
language of spirit, and asked me in the 
same language it I wished to take a 
walk with her in her flower garden? 
I answered her in the same language,: 
and as we came out of the door side by; 
side, we turned to the left and went: 
around the end of the cottage into the 
most beautiful flower garden I ever, 
saw. I cannot find language to de-: 
scribe it. .The flowers seemed_to.be, 
transparent Then we came back Into 
the cottage. ...
.Then it seemed to me it: was time-for 

me to come to earth where I had left 
my material body, and she came with 
me to where I seemed to light down, in 
sight of the cottage; there we stood and

to a violent end.
The gem was found upon the finger 

of CbunC'Zborowski, who, it will be re
membered, was killed in si terrible mo
tor accident at Nice in April last.

Gypsy Lee, of Brighton, foretold the 
future state of the present Duchess of 
Portland, and the Duchess sent to her a 
magnificent satin gown as a present 
when the prophecy was fulfilled.

Almost innumerable similar incidents 
•might¿fee quoted.

A very curious prophecy is connected 
with the lake at New Hall; one of the 
homeS/Of the Stacpools. A legend said 
that the lake would change color if the 
familyfover left the place. They did,' 

I arid during the tenancy of the O’Briens 
| the writer turned a deep crimson hue. ;

her,-bdt she was always crying so much,' 
and.T;iAd to. cry, too. It seems so J 
'strange that she won’t pay any atten
tion-tri me. As soon as I talk-to her' 
she . starts to cry,-and once when she 
saw riie she ran away from me.”

. Whin he. was told his wife had mar
ried Ills former partner and ' gone to 
Europe, he said: “I know he loved my 
wlfe/but I loved Nan best Such is 
sporting ,life-—a miserable, existence—' 
ho happiness unless you make it for 
yourself by drowning your sorrows in 

^carousing.”
~ Ori’being informed that he had lost 
hla body, he segmed much perplexed, 
and it-took over an. hour’s time to con
vince him that his earthly: body . was 
burled, and; tfiat-his spirit-was now con
trolling, the-body of a lady; and when 
finally the truth dawned upon him, he 
felt lost in darkness arid despair, say
ing that-his only.doom was hell; that, 
.there was.no hope for him in future; 
but. yielding at last to better counsel 
and reason, he condescendingly prayed 
for light and mercy, and promised to 
follow the instructions of angels’ hands 
extending, to a better understanding of 
a higher life for eternal happiness, and- 
to undo as best h^can the evil deeds of.

has been seen in other portions of the 
city at night time, chiefly in those dis
tricts inhabited by colored people. Un
til last Friday, however, Missouri, nor 
her ghost has ever beei seen in the 
neighborhood of her old home. Friday 
morning there were several negro wo
men hoeing cotton on the Martin place 
in the same field from which Missouri’s 
departure was made, when one of the 
women, Mary Jane Harris by name, 
suddenly dropped her hoe to the 
ground, and exclaimed:

"0 Lawdy, O Lawdy, for my life, dar’s 
Zury!"

Her companions said, "Whar?”
"Right dar standin’ befo’ yo eyes, 

niggers, don’t you see her? Dar she is, 
her natural se’f."

The other women stood amazed at 
the queer conduct of their companion, 
Mary Jane, and assured her that she 
was mistaken. Mary Jane, however, in
sisted that Missouri was right there in 
the presence of all, and appeared to en
gage in a conversation with the undis- 
cernable spirit of Missouri.

Suddenly Mary Jane began to walk 
away from the other women, disappear
ing among the underbrush of the Oktib
bee bank nearby. After an absence of 
an hour or more Mary Jane returned to 
the field and related to her companions 
the following startling story:

In distinct tones Missouri had told 
her that she was the spirit of the real 
missing Missouri, and had her to follow 
her and she would leafn the where-

like one who ,had inore. thought for. 
self than love or care for others.

Spiritualistic counterfeits, we know, 
have followed in the wake of all great 
mediums. Home, for Instance; Slater, 
and Schlatter, have had their counter
feits; the Fays, the Eddys and the Da
venports have had their counterfeits, 
and why not Elsie Reynolds? It is re
markable, however, that this seance, 
given several years ago in Chicago, was 
the last one given here by this afore
said Elsie Reynolds.

But why spiritualistic counterfeits 
are by the spirit world tolerated, 1 do 
not know. We might as well ask why 
God don’t kill the Devil, the big and the 
little Devil, and all the Devils, since the 
world began/ or ask why God don’t kill 
the microbes? But I suppose Devils,

On the 8th of May; tfMkS; assembled 
¡¿.oum circle -with .thet-Band' of Mercy, 
for rescue. wor£ ori.the borderland of 
the; irivlsible;'wprld;$'fife -medium saw; 
clalrTOyaritly a'carribgri drive past, oc- 
cipied by a man andta: woman; .they 
seemed engaged in astam^^ort of alter
cation, when.siiddenly |h^> -man flour
ished'a revolver, ;which*tiie woman at
tempted to turn or tdti^cecaway, and in 
so doing the'weapon liras 'discharged, 
and the man, to all iupnearance ,mortal
ly wounddd, fell dir,eriJmbtihe lap of the 
woman, 'i'hen all uantehed, and some 
one in the company’¿made;, a remark 
about another Nari dfiritforson Case, but’ 
nd further attention-srag/given the mat
ter uptii May 20, wheni inia trance the 
medium’kcpntrol atiiflrat keemed some
what sjupeflei but•nmoiiniing to, in-. . 
quired, “Is she fre^” , ''’;. :

He then toliTusTnisubstance that his 
ham'e'W&s Ceasar Yourfikmad' that just 
before he was to leave with his wife for 
Europe, he was having Ila good time”, 
with Nan; that they Idved each, other,: 
and that she did hot like to have'him 
go and leave her behind; that she had: 
given him her wmvraxolyer to carry 
white on his journey,-ahuvihat in a jok
ing sort of way he drew the.gun and- 
proposed'thht both should 'cotomlt sul- 
slde, so they would pot haye to depart, 
but. that Nam did,not If te the idea, and 
thinking that he mean business, tried, 
to prevent,its execution, '.when in the: 
ensuing scuffle-ffiB weipon discharged,11 
and he was shot; “lu is all: my own* 
fault,” he said, -‘-‘and tl am. to; 
blame for it. The po6r/gift;is. tano-! 
cent;but now ! am all? right ¡again and! 
they shall not coagfci ier-aat as long:

■ as I live,” ......................... ' ■ "r •" -j - ------------------------------------ -- ........When iWt&er' he tadlity, to what may ba addressed to ufi; all

abouts of her body. Mary Jane was 
powerless to resist the command and 
Involuntarily followed the woman to 
the lake on the Oktibbee creek where 
young Rhoshaw was drowned a few 
years alter the war.

Arriving at this point, Mary Jane af
firms that Missouri commanded her to 
kneel and pray. This she did, and 
when her prayer was concluded and she 
arose, she saw Missouri as plainly as 
ever in her life, sink to the ground, her 
body prostrate upon the bank of the 
creek,.and roll off into the water.

' Mary Jane’s story was told with such 
emphasis and positiveness that her

microbes and all are here to inflict and 
afflict, and so I suppose, are spiritual
istic counterfeits.

One thing, "however, I do know, and 
that is, spirits, like mortals, especially 
spirits of high degree, are greatly jeal
ous of their good name and reputation, 
and will not long tolerate being misrep
resented without rebuff or retribution.

For Instance, immediately after the 
transition of the celebrated Dr. Newton, 
several alleged healers claimed him for 
their spirit control, but many to my 
knowledge, failing to heal, as he did, 
were called to time, turned down, and 
made to get out. Thus for a time, Dr. 
Newton’s reputation suffered greatly. 
These spiritual impostors did not have 
even Dr. Newton’s simple method. His 
method was not only simple but beau
tiful. He did not, like certain alleged 
healers, have to sweat over his patients 
by massage, or rubbings. No. Dr. 
Newton's method was simply a gentle 
touch of the hand, a word of command, 
a strong will power, aided by a powerful 
band of spirits and the good results 
were, in most cases, instantaneous.

Dr. J. R. Newton was a true represen
tative of a truly typical spirit healer.

Healers, above all other class of me
diums, should be careful, honest and 
conscientious, and not claim service— 
servile service—from certain great

his wild career in the past. ■ 
CORRESPONDENT.

Chicago, Ill. : '

BOY’S VISIONS STIRS COUNTY.

Hundreds Gather at His Bedside to 
Hear His Strange Experiences. x

The strange actions of 15-year-old 
Chauncey Boyer, son of John Boyer, a 
wealthy farmer hear Lindsey, Ohio, 
continue, to excite and arouse the great
est interest in the northwestern portion 
of the county. At the Boyer home, sev
eral hundred persons, some of them 
coming a distance'of many miles, as
sembled at the young man’s Interesting 
prayer and religious meetings, listening 
to his wonderful exhortations.

During the last week hundreds have 
visited young Boyer, listening to the 
strange things he relates, and as a re
sult not a few have been. converted. 
He claims to be in constant divine con
tact and tells of visions of God and the 
angels.—Chicago Chronicle. .

companions immediately laid aside i 
their tools and proceeded to inform oth- ■ 
er negroes in the neighborhood of the j 
strange -incident.

As a. result, within two hours there 
were gathered on the bank of the lake , 
75 or 100 negroes, and a search was 
instituted for the body of the missing 
Missouri Larkin.
- Thé' Oktibbee creek had overflowed, 
and the waters in the lake were very 
high»- rendering it difficult to drag for 
the body. ' In fact,, at many points the 
water was of such depth that the bot
tom of the lake could not be reached by 
the means employed by the searchers.

The entire afternoon was spent in 
dragging the lake, without success, 
though at one time the negroes claim 
that the body was brought almost to the 
surface, but that it came loose from the 
drag and was never again reached.

After the fruitless effort, which lasted 
until dark Friday evening, the negroes 
held a conference, and concluded to ad
journ until this morning when it is 
hoped that the water will have receded 
sufficiently to enable them to make a 
thorough search of the lake’s bottom.

A gentleman from the asylum neigh
borhood who was In the city yesterday i 
afternoon states that there will be, 
without doubt, no less than 500 negroes 
on the Oktibbee at the point named 

■ above this morning, and that nearly, if 
■ not. all of them will go there firmly of 

the belief that the body of Missouri Lar- 
■ kin will be recovered. The greatest

names, for when they do and fail, and 
patients become disappointed, the fail
ure reflects upon those great names, 
wounding their sensitive feelings and 
incurring thereby their sore displeas
ure.

But, Mr. Editor, such unwarranted 
claims, of great names, are often the 
great psychological crimes of a great 
many mediums, and especially so of a 
great many healing mediums, till 
turned down.

Spirit mediums cannot afford to sim
ulate spirits. They cannot afford to 
practice in their profession a single act 
of deception. If they do, and persist 
in so doing they will grieve the spirit, 
lose their grip on the spirit world, be
come, like others, abandoned mediums 
and left to themselves severely alone.

Honest spiritual service, which lights 
the way, is all-important, and from 
our spiritual viewpoint is of greater 
worth to the world of mind than all the 
gold of earth. _

mepted creature, and it is ri fact that 
she was during last December, in the 
field with her husband, and .at an un- . 
guarded moment she suddenly disap
peared and has never since been heard 
of. ■ I

The scholar who cherishes the love of 
comfort Is not fit to be deemed 
scholar.—Confucius.

Bad men live that they may eat and 
drink, whereas good .men eat and drink 
that they may. Uve.-^Socrates. ,

It te the act of a bad man to decoiva

seemed_to.be
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The Court of Inquiry
It is now in Session to 

take into careful and criti
cal consideration the Arti
ficial Toggery, often un
clean, used by some mate
rializing mediums, to make 

■ up in proper form your an- 
?el friends and loved ones. 
Honestyor Fraud; Which?

Crisis Pending in the Ranks of Spiritualism

Ed Lunt Being a Painstaking, Critical < 
Investigator of thf Phenomena of J 
Spiritualism, His Wife Being an Ex- J 
cellent Medium, His Views Will Add , 
Interest to the COURT OF INQUIRY. ( 
After a careful consideration of the 

yrticlc contributed by our friend Dunn, ( 
®f Minnesota, I am impressed with the 
■tact that it is a remarkable one, in ' 
many respects. One of these is its pal- 1 
liable Inconsistency, judged from the 
■standpoint of logic and common sense. 
It purports to be a plea for more har
mony in the ranks of Spiritualism, and 
for more charity in onr judgment of the 
work of pnyslcal mediums, so-called, in 
regard to whose methods there seems 
to be considerable agitation just now, 
and no little harsh criticism.

The article seems to have been called 
out especially by the case-of C. E. Wi
nans, an alleged materializing medium, 
whose exposure at Hot Springs, Ark., 
was recently published in The Progress
ive Thinker. Early in his article, our 

■ friend makes these very significant 
statements, to which I would call .espe-

ARTIFICIAL SPIRIT TOGGERY

Mrs- Georgia Gladys Cooley, One of Our 
Best Platform Test Mediums and 
Lecturers, and Always Thoroughly 
Honest in Her Work, Gives Her 
Views to the COURT OF INQUIRY. 
"There are more things, in heaven 

and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of 
in your philosophy."

We will always find doubting 
Thomases, and many not understod by 
untutored minds seemingly to them im
possible. If forms of departed spirits 
were seen through the phases called 
materialization and etherealizatlon in 
ages past, why not to-day? "There is 
nothing new under the sun.” The laws 
of psychic phenomena are little under
stood by the masses, hence skepticism 
and doubt prevail.

Sorry indeed would it be for our phil
osophy if the statement made by your 
correspondent is correct, as follows:

“I have personally attended many se
ances for materializing given through 
the instrumentalities of some " of the 
best known media in the work, Some of 
whom are now on the brighter side of 
life, and I am certain that in no seance 
I have attended was there ever lacking 
the nse of purely earthly materials in . 
demonstrating spirit power and spirit 
presence,” etc.

If the spirits can materialize a body, 
they certainly can clothe the same, and 
as the intelligence conveyed in the mes
sage is generally the proof test of the 
personality, it little matters as to 
whether abundance of material Is used 
in clothing said body.

If as the writer says he “has been in
formed by a gifted psychic that furnisli- 
ing certain earthly made accessories, 
such as robes, wigs, whiskers, illum
inated dresses, etc., was a great aid" to 
the spirits, why not have these necessi
ties in a basket, either inside or outside 
of the cabinet, first explaining to the 
sitters the desire to assist all spirits 
who arq unable to furnish their own 
clothing, etc., by allowing them to don 
such as complied to their various needs 
or tastes; also do away with the for
mality of searching the medium and 
cabinet as a proof that no materials 
are used otherwise than brought by the 
spirits, as this is. the impression it is 
generally intended to convey.

Continued exposes may prove fraudu
lent work in our midst, which I much 
regret, yet it does not disprove the ex
istence of true mediumship, no more

etc., are to be used In certain phases? 
Not.on your life! If our friend’s the
ory is correct, why are they so care
fully concealed? Should they not be 
displayed and their use explained to the 
skeptical?

Seizures of paraphernalia at materi
alizing seances have been numerous of 
late years. Among the first notable 
cases (at Lily Dale) was one in which 
the claim was strenuously made by the 
medium and his or her friends that the 
goods were surreptitiously placed where 
they were found, by the "fraud-hunters” 

| themselves, in order to ruin the medl-

cial attention:
"Now to my mind there is no doubt ' 

that all of the material things were 
found just os stated (referring to the 
■wigs, robes, etc., found concealed in Wi- 
nan’s music box) and that they were 
concealed from the eyes of any Paul 
Pry who might be found wandering in 
forbidden pastures and examining 
nooks and corners where he had no 
business.

“And there Is no doubt, either, that 
these same so-called or similar earthly 
paraphernalia were used by the guides 
and controls of medium Winans at that 
seanep and have been made use of as 
the instrument of spirit force, and also 
that similar paraphernalia is used by 
other mediums demonstrating spirit 
force through this phase called materi
alization."

Thus the main and most vital conten
tion of the lovers of truth and honesty 
who are striving to free Spiritualism 
from the terrible incubus of dishonesty 
and fraud is admitted by this defender 
and mouthpiece of crooked mediumship, 
to be true. In his argument that fol
lows, which is the gist of the article, 
that tho use of such paraphernalia by 
materializing mediums to personate 
spirit visitors, guides, relatives of the 
sitters, etc., was made in an uncon
scious state, and was legitmate and a 
necessary aid to the spirit “chemists" 
an their work of building up the said 
forms, an unwarranted assumption is 
shown on the part of our Minnesota 
friend that the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker, and Spiritualists in 

• general are a set of gullible fools. The 
idiotic and untenable position taken by 
the gentleman is not entirely new, but 
Mr. Dunn, so far as I have seen, is the 
first to exhibit the nerve necessary in 
giving it public expression.

If our friend is making this argument 
4n good faith, however, which seems 
hardly possible, perhaps he will not ob- 

-<ject to clearing up a few points that 
seem to conflict with his remarkable 
'ideas. For instance, if the medium is 
really in a trance or unconscious state

In other cases the same claim whs
made, and believed by many. Nothing 
was said about the unconscious theory. 
Probably there was no astute lawyer 
there to suggest it. A little later one 
Mabel Aber Jafekman’s confederate was 
caught in one of her seances in Chi
cago, having on a supply of such para
phernalia. How does the “uncon
scious” theory work In here? Were the 
assistants given, by.the spirit guide, a 
dose of celestial knock-out drops, then, 
while unconscious, transported through 1 
the solid walls -into the seance room, 
and there made to do their little stunts? 
Or were they brought in in a conscious 
state, then made unconscious, did their 
turn, restored again to consciousness, 
and then paid off. If so, did they know 
what they were paid for? Again, if my 
memory serves me, one Harry Clifton, 
who flourished as a materializing medi
um some years since in Chicago, was 
found to have used apartments that 
had been elaborately prepared for the 
business, being fitted with sliding pan
els, hinged base-boards, and other facil
ities for expediting the entrance and 
exit of his material assistants who per
sonated the spirits. Was the medium 
conscious, in this case, of the prepara
tions' made, or did the “guides” do it 
all?

I could cite many more cases of like 
nature, but the space ailoted to me will 
not permit. In concluding I would

nt these seances, and is unaware, as 
'„claimed, that the said earthly material 
Mrobes, wigs, etc.) is being used upon 
jhlm to personate certain “spirits” and 

: deceive persons into the belief that the 
forms are actually what they purport to 
)je, when did the unconscious state be- 

’pln, and when did, or does, it end? If 
.it began with the seance, then tjie me
dium must have been in a conscious 
state before that, when he provided 
himself with the properties in question. 
If so, he must, logically, have known for 
¡W-hat purpose he procured them. He 
must have known and intended that the 
goods so procured were to be used for 
the purpose indicated, and if he did 

; know it, is he not morally and legally
guilty of Intentional fraud? And if the 
unconscious state ended with the se
ance, did the medium not know that the 

. dollars he received trom the patrons of 
the seance were obtained under false 

। pretenses, and that he was again com- 
i mitting a crime? The attempt to throw 
■ the responsibility for a criminal action 
upon so intangible (In the -eyes cif the 
laW) a personage as a spirit “guide," 
will hardly wash in this practical age- 

. What becomes, then, of jrour “uncon-
scioüs" theory? What would become

BOOK REVIEW. THE POWER OF THOUGHT,

“The AflèciyShal and Legendary Life 
of Christ?5® Beliig toe whole of the
Apocryphal Gpspels and other extra- 
canonicat'^HterSture which pretends to 
tell of (life' liffe'And words of Jesus
Christ, including much matter which 
lias not before’appealed in English, in 
contbiuotlS narYMiye form, with notes, 
scrlptura’l'Yeferlfnces, prolegomena and 
Indices. 1 By j^jnes DeQuincey Done- 
lioo, A. 1ÍÍ. SSl1 octavo pages. The 
Macmllla’li ConipAny, Now York and 
London, f®1'

The refeaer whip desires to have clear 
views ofYlie offgins of the religions of 
toe pastjfespeclally of the Christian re
ligion, cailiibt aff&rd to let go by the op
portunity Illis' book presents of becom
ing familiar with that mass of writings 
called apocryphal, which accumulated 
during the first sixteen centuries and 
from which the'New Testament was se- 
lectedi No one'wlio has not read these 
fantastic writings, can form any idea of 
them. Many collections have been 
published, one under the title of The 
Apoeryphal New Testament, but these 
give a faint idea of the mass of matter 
which has accumulated. Some of these 
manuscripts áre supposed, to be as old 

•as tlie second century, but Buch conclu
sions show how training will affect the 
judgment. If written in the early cen
turies they should have been composed 
in pure Latin "and Greek, while they are 
really written in those tongues after be
ing corrupted by barbarian Ignorance,

The monks in their convent cells, 
copied the earlier MSB., and their 
copies under their imagination became 
new works. Or they composed fabu
lous tales, signing the names of favor
ite authors, of fictitious.

than a counterfeit dollar would dis
prove the existence of the genuine coin. 
Many cases of fraud have been laid to ' 
a materializing medium's door through 
the spirit who is unable to form a com
plete body, using the medium for per
sonating and transfiguring purposes, 
and if said manifestation is poorly ac
complished the sitter readily recognizes 
the features and form of the medium, 
and not understanding the method used 
denounces the medium. This could be 
obviated by a few words of explanation 
and warning, given by the cabinet con
trols, and the doubt of sitters set aside 
leaving better conditions for continued 
manifestations.

Honesty on the part of the guides 
should be demanded by mediums of all 
phases. True, the best of them cannot 
help but make mistakes at times under 
sudh conditions as confront the average 
meeting or seance, and I have yet to 
find the first medium or guide who can 
be called infallible, notwithstanding 
one occasionally bears statements 
made to that effect. When I hear such 
statements made, either by medium or 
guide previous to message bearing or

mention that I have made a study of 
this question for several years, and at
tended probably as many seances as 
our esteemed friend from Minnesota, 
and I have never yet heard a medium 
explain to his or her audience just what 
the difference was between the three 
forms or phases to be expected, and on 
very few of the occasions was anything 
whatever said on the subject. In every 
case where the medium did not come 
out personally in his or her own garb, 
to give some one a special test or com
munication, the audience were given to 
understand, by remarks and actions, 
that the form presented was a genuine 
materialization. Our friend also says: 
"I AM CERTAIN THAT IN NO SE
ANCE I HAVE ATTENDED WAS 
THERE EVER LACKING THE USE OF 
PURELY EARTHLY MATERIALS IN 
DEMONSTRATING SPIRIT POWER,” 
and thus far I agree with him. Indeed, 
if I were trying this case in court, I 
would submit the case to the jury on 
the gentleman’sjôwn statements here
in quoted, without further argument.

Mr. Dunn further says that he is per
fectly satisfied that the mediums who 
who have been denounced the most in 
the spiritual press as frauds, Including 
Winans, are èndowed with rare psychic 
powers, etc., etc. This is the same old 
song so often sung by those who have 
enthusiastically endorsed the work of 
certain so-called mediums who have 
since been detected and thoroughly ex
posed as miserable frauds. Of course 
it is humiliating for one to acknowledge 
that be has been so easily and so ex
tensively imposed upon, and the only 
way out is to stick to your story and. 
insist that the exposed one has at least 
some psychic power.

Onr Minnesota friend claims he has 
“seen beautiful flowers plucked from 
the atmosphere;” and other-astonish
ing manifestations in seances. It is 
verv evident that he has MISTAKEN 
CLEVER SLEIGHT-OF-HAND WORK 
FOR SPIRIT MANIFESTATIONS, IN 
HIS BLIND FAITH, AND HAS ACCU
MULATED A LARGE STOCK OF 
SPIRITUAL “GOLD BRICKS,” even 
though they were so thinly coated with 
the precious truth that the base filling

: could not be hidden. It certainly seems 
to me that a man that possesses such 

. evident ability in other directions 
■ should allow himself to be so cruelly

of thé attorney who would set up sueai 
■ h plea in à court of justice? Would Ue | 
' xote be hooted out of court, at-least, or । 
. perhaps, more likely, subjected to an I 
: examination to determine the state, of: 
• his mental faculties? - . I
1 . But Mr. Dunn save Winans and other 

mediums always allow and insist upon 
A careful examination of their cabinet, : 

: to see toaffio fraud. Is possible,- and 
. : plso çxplalfi to the -.Bitters .that .■three 

. formé, of waniféstàtlcn are -usually pre- 
| .flonted—materialization,.. ÿ.rppeij. trans- 

<.. i- gguratlon ^..and^.impetsaaatton,^^
tWblofe he is not liable lor fraud if 

| one phase is mistaken for another. Is 
ft also ej®lalaea that the robes, -trigs,

Its Analysis 
Affairs of

Few think,

In Connection With the 
Earth and Spirit Life.

but many think they
think; and if It were possible by some 
magical art to reverse this condition, 
the result would at once he apparent. 
There would be more of justice, hones
ty, and devotion to the highest ideals 
of life and less of selfishness, love of 
sensation, and thoughtlessness for the 
welfare of others, for it must always 
be remembered that all advancement 
has come through the few people who 
know how to think.

How, then, may one learn to think? 
By watching the dawning intelligence 
of the Infant we learn that it responds 
in time to the impacts of outside bod
ies; it learns what impacts produce 
pleasure and what produce pain, and 
from this arises the action of crying 
when attacked by the pangs of hunger 
and ceasing to cry when that want is 
supplied by the mother’s milk.

The same experience, only on a larger 
scale, happens to each evolving soul as 
long as he lives in the physical body. 
He feels the need of something, and 
he exercises all the powers of his in
telligence to supply that need. If he 
does so at the expense of the rights of 
others he has made a serious mistake, 
and for this he suffers punishment in 
the working out of his future karma. 
This is repeated again and again, for

There was a period of intense activ
ity all turned In the direction of fabri
cation of religions legends.

The author'says: “We know that they 
forged a perfect fewarm of writings pro
fessing to be the works of Christ, of his

I apostles, aud all other principal charac
ters of the New Testament, as well as 
the Old.” One of toe more fruitful 
sources of legends, was the prophecies. 
Stories grew up for their fulfillment.

It would be impossible for the gen
eral reader to gain access to this mass 
of literature, and to read it would be a 
monotonous task, bo much is rubbish. 
Hence the author has conferred a great 
favor, by selecting and condensing, and 
relieving the fetndent of the labor while 
he gives him ’the result His plan is a 
happy one. He gives the life of Christ 
as told by toesé books, selecting the 
most characteristic passages.

These “gospels” go farther back than 
the father and toother of Christ, the 
writers saw that it was necessary to 
make Mary divine, and if Christ was 
virgin-born, so must be his mother. 
The Catholic worship of Mary is found
ed on these apocryphal gospels. As il
lustrative of htHv this book is written, 
this story of Mary’s grandmother is 
taken frofi' the%ooks entitled Prote- 
vangelion9of Jaines, Gospel of Pseudo
Matthew, Gospel of the Nativity of 
Mary, Frà^menSé of the Life of the 
Virgin. "■' w

A Bweetiiorsä, from the “Life of the 
Virgin," ife'h'ere quoted as a sample, and 
to give the reader a faint taste. It may 
or may rifit provoke his hunger for 
more. ni

the production of phenomena, a pang of 
pity goes from my heart and, a prayer 
that the veil of ignorance be lifted from 
the too credulous instrument and over- 
conceited guides and controls.

Let us not be too hasty in the con
demnation of any medium or phase of 
mediumship.

As a science we must accept the dark 
as well as the light séance..

As a philosophy we must accept all 
its beautiful teachings.

As a religion we must be careful., 
Mediumship has nothing to do with re
ligion, but Spiritualism should be repre
sented by men and women of pure 
character.

Mediums should ever aim to grow 
and improve in their work, but only 
through natural channels, and he or 
she who is willing to allow the natural 
growth, never stooping to simulation 
when conditions are unfavorable, is the 
man or woman whose mediumship will 
bear the test of time, though it ever bo 
void of sensation.

This growth can be acquired by- hold
ing ourselves receptive to higher forces 
and thoughts, and positive to lower

At three year^ Mary was devoted to 
God, beln£ consigned to the priests in 
toe tempre^rith a group of virgins. Of 
her life tiffere it1 IS written: “And as 
she grew'i Ilttl"^ she Jiut from her all 
vain Interefeurswand her heart she 
turned "from all'the beauty'of this life. 
.There camfrito"H.er no thoughts of her 
"parents qrr‘of .this world.. She never 
Tainted Bef'eye^ nor put saffron on her

forces and thoughts. May this be 
aim of .every worker in the ranks 
Spiritualism.

Yours-for Truth and Progress2

the 
of

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.

WINANS AT MT. PLEASANT.

The Spirit Weaving of Lace Pronounced 
an Unmitigated Fraud.

humbugged. .Understanding, - as he 
says he does, “the philosophy of the ma
terializing phase of spirit force’’ (prob-: 
ably the oniv living pereon who does • 
understand It) he should certainly.be; 
able to detect the spurlous. He seems : 
gifted with the-true spirit of prophecy, 
too--when-he says: “IT MAY BE THAT 
I AM. WRITING MYSELF DOWN AS 
A FOOL OR AS A • DEFENDER OF 

i FRAUDS AND FAKES." - But cheer up, 
i brother. 'There is still - hope ■ for you. 
Do nbt be guided and influenced by. th® 
sophistry and- cut-and-dried jnlea laid 
down by. fraudulent -mediums for. their 
own protection and-benefit, hot investi
gate ss you would any other class «J 
erisaSoBls, Hex you sxjm to

J. R. Francis, Esq., .Editor of The 
Progressive Thinkfer, Chicago, Ill.:

Dear Sir:—I have read with much 
Interest the discussion in the Court of 
Inquiry relative to the methods prac
ticed by Winans, the alleged material
izing medium, at Hot Springs, Ark.

I have sat in Winans’ seances at Mt 
Pleasant Park, Clinton, laws, two dif
ferent years, the last timé being the: 
year before last. On that occasion I 
decided he was not a genuine medium. 
One of his cabinet controls was prepar
ing to materialize lace and was passing 
around the circle; as he passed very 
near to me I thrust my face within a 
few inches of his and got a very dis
tinct look at him; he returned rapidly 
around the circle and when passing 
me again said: “Do I look like that fel
low there?” I told him I thought he 
did. ' '

Now please note the following: Wi
nans has a very large moustache; and 
across che upper lip of this-alleged spir
it was a swelling, and over it running 
around the face a band of flesh col
ored rubber; this rubber set tightly to 
the face, swelling where it covered the 
upped lip and the moustache. I am 
positive of this. I saw it distinctly in 
a very fair light, and from that time 
on I set down the spirit manifestations 
occurring at his seances as unmitigated 
fraud.

If you desire to please the great body 
of honest investigators that are now at 
work studying this beautiful philoso
phy, you can accomplish no more good 
than by mercilessly exposing frauds 
and fakes wherever you find them.

I am Yours very truly, 
JOHN K. SCOTT.

Rock Island, Ill.
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WOMANLY BEAUTY

-

Of Form and Feature—The Culti
vation and Preservation of Per
sonal Beauty Based upon Health 
and Hygiene.
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REASON CLEARLY DEFINED

its Relation to God and Man. and the 
Conclusions It Leads To.

Reason is a faculty of the mind by 
which is distinguished truth from false
hood and good from evil, and which en
ables the possessor to deduce infer
ences from facts, or from propositions.

Our reason teaches us that our phys
ical lives begin and end on our earthly 
plapet.

The bible teaches that God started 
the human family by creating Adam 
and Eve. That he, God, located Adam 
and Eve in a place called the Garden 
of Eden where abundance of fruit was 
produced to supply their physical 
wants. Adam and Eve were given per
mission to pluck and eat of the fruit 
all the trees growing in the garden, ex
cepting one—the tree of knowledge— 
the fruit of that tree was forbidden 
them. The serpent (one of God's 
creatures) persuaded them to eat of the 
forbidden fruit, and said to them: “For 
God doth know that in the day that ye 
eat it, then your eyes shall be opened 
and ye shall be as Gods, knowing good 
from evil. And Eve took of the fruit

sou)s are slow to learn, until at last his 
reason tells him that there is a way by 1 
which his wants may be satisfied and 1 
the rights of others not infringed upon. 
And with this great step forward prog
ress becomes a much easier matter.

The instrument by which thinking is 
accomplished is the physical brain 
working harmoniously with the indwell
ing soul. The brain is deliberately 
taught to respond to certain suggest
ions. For this purpose concentration 
and meditation is cultivated. By con
centration is meant the ability to turn 
all the power of thought in one direc
tion—to dwell on one subject; not an 
easy task at first, for the mind is prone 
to wander and is impatient of restraint, 
but by daily practice much may be ac
complished.

Then comes the act of meditation, 
and by this is meant taking a subject 
and turning it over in one’s mind— 
viewing it from different aspects, and 
learning to. know it in every phase. 
This 1b hard work for the untrained 
Physical brain, but if persisted in halt 
an hour a day, clearer (bought, quicker 
perception, and keener powers of ob
servation will be attained.

And when all is said and done, what 
Is being attempted but an effort to do 
by deliberate training what the great 
thinkers of the world do naturally?

Edison forgets to eat when absorbed 
in some new invention, and Hawthorne 
lived the scene of “The Scarlet Letter” 
as he wrote the book.

But it is not alone in self-advance
ment that .we may use the power of 
thought, although all who strive tor In- 
'tellectual development are by their ef
forts uplifting mankind. One who has 
reached a condition where clear think
ing is natural can do much directly to 
help others.

Christian scientists and Mental Sci
entists have materially aided in bring- 

1 in^ to the attention of the public che 
; fact that much may be done in curing

of the forbidden tree and did eat and 
gave also to her husband with her and 
he did eat and the eyes of both were 
opened. And Jehova, God, said: Be
hold the man is become as one of us, 
to know good and evil.

Now, giving the language of the bible 
a reasonable construction, does it not 
apper that the reasoning faculty of the 
mind by which man is enabled to dis
tinguish truth from falsehood, and good 
from evil, came to us by the serpent’s 
influence and action?

It appears that God created millions 
of creatures tn different forms, and that 
of all the living creatures of his crea
tion, man alone possesses the power 
to reason. Without the reasoning pow
er would not man be on the brute 
plane? Suppose God had said to the 
ox or horse: “In the center of your 
pasture is the sweetest grass, but you 
must not eat of that, if you do you will 
surely die.” Do you think it would 
Lave exercised any controlling influ
ence over them? How co .d it? They 
could not distinguish right from wrong. I 
They could not comprehend what death 
meant, even if they possessed reason 
before, knowledge must come to them 
through the occurrence of an actual 
death. The knowledge in the mind 
comes from and through experience 
which is treasured by memory.

We have penal laws, but idiots and 
lunatics are immune from their penal
ties. But in the case of Adam and Eve 
(apparently as Irresponsible as are 
idiots and lunatics) their Creator, the 
■great God of the universe, pronounced 
judgment of death against them and all 
their posterity. According to the bible 
our power of reason is a divine prerog
ative. Here is a good opportunity to 
use this wonderful power in the way of 
criticism.

We have a sense of justice to apply 
to the conduct of mau. What would

or warding off diseases of the physical 
body by intelligent thinking. And 
many members of the medical frater
nity are now convinced that certain 
lines of thought tend to aid or retard

cheeks, not; platted her hair. She did 
not put choice perfume upon her, nor 
did she anpfnt her body with ointment. 
She did not bathe nor wash with water, 
flor did she put her face outside the 
door, lest she should see a strange man. 
Her raiment, which was always of the 
natural colors, never became foul nor 
wore out, nor tore; but that her mother 
put upon her when she gttve her to the 
temple, remained upon her till the day 
of her death. As regards that, while 
Mary increased daily, the raiment be
came greater with her. Nor did she 
ever see the nakedness of her bod^; 
but when she was about to wear a gar
ment she would shut her eyes.”

“Mary was of,medium stature, and 
her body was in all respects graceful 
and well proportioned. She was some
what delicate in appearance, and her 
color was that oj a ripe wheat. Her 
face was ova! ahi rather pointed; her 
hair golden, and,Abe wore it bound up; 
her eyes were large and piercing, in- 
cliniiig to blue in qolor; her eyebrows 
arched and soirieWhat dark; her nose 
rather long, and her lips fresh, and full 
of the loveliness of speech. Her ap
pearance was "so beautiful scarcely any 
one could look info her face, and if any 
one who was unwell touched her, the 
same hour hq ..went home cured." . .

She vowed, not to leave the temple, 
but the law required that the virgins 
should remain there only until four
teen years old, and the priests decided 
that she must go and become the wife 
of some one.- How'Joseph the. old car
penter came tp get her is told in “The 
History of Joseph the Carpenter, and 
Other ’Writings.” She was bestowed 
by lot. Every man among the twelve 
tribes, without, %.wife, was, to,, bring a 
rod, and tlié''bné''from wfósé rod a 
white dove should fly" was to have her. 
Three thousand-eame, and among them 
Joseph. He outwitted all the others," 
for his rod was no-common reed. In the 
words of the historian: “Now Joseph’s 
rod was a short, one, but it had a won
derful history.: God made it on the 
sixth day of creation, and upon it was 
engraven hip incommunicable name. 
Adam received ittfrpm his son Seth 
who brought itilout of paradise; and 
from him it descended to Enoch, to 
Noah, to Shep,'tn Abraham, Isaac and 
■Jacob. Jaqpb took it down to Egypt, 
where befoue hisildeath he gave it to 
his son Joseph. ¡¿When after Joseph's 
death the Jords tof Egypt spoiled his 
goods, then carried away the rod to 
Pharaoh’s palace, where it came into 

: the hands of Ragjjel, a magician, who 
carried it into the Land of Midlan, and 
planted it there ‘iS* Ais garden. No one 
was able to comichear it till Moses 
came, whoVéhd tufe letters upon it and 
pulled it Wit® this rod Mosfes per
formed his wondmfe and finally gave It 
to Aaron.' David'recelved it for a scep
ter and the prophets sing of the root of 
Jesse, untlU'it'flWly came to Joseph

recovery, as the cose may be, ih cer
tain diseases of the body.

A much larger field lies open to “one 
who loves his fellow men" In cultivat
ing the ability to help the morally 
weak at the moments when they are 
most tempted. It Ib possible by well- 
directed thought to steady a man who, 
being thrown off his balance by the de
sire nature, is about to make a serious 
mistake, until he becomes calmer and 
again permits the higher self to domi
nate. It is not neccessary that the one 
who is helped need ever know what has 
actually happened; he.only realizes that 
he did not yield to temptation and his 
heart is lighter In consequence.

And quite as much may be done for 
a dead friend. Suppose he died with 
bitter rebellion in his heart because he 
was swept away from a full and happy 
life. If a living friend be sufficiently ad
vanced he will become conscious in 
some subtle way of the dead friend’s 1 
condition, and will turn his energies to 
helping him. At night when he falls 
asleep he will try to go to him on the 
astral plane, filled with calm and help
ful thoughts. He may have on waking, 
a distinct recollection of having seen 
the one he is trying to help; or he may 
have nothing more than a feeling that 
the night was well spent.

Of course, there are possibilities in 
tho way of evil thinking as well, but 
they are not so certain in their results. 
A man may send a harmful thought to
ward one he thinks has Injured him, but 
if that individual is not conscious of 
doing harm to any one, but on the con
trary, is ever seeking to do good, he has 
panoplied himself about with an invul
nerable armor. And then the harmful 
thought returns to its source, just as 
does the boomerang of the Australian 
savage—the simile is appropriate, for 
hate is more lit Accordance with his 
state of evolution than with ours—and 
waits until some favorable, opportunity 
permits Jt to' do the harm it was in
tended to do,' but the «fender himself 
Is injured Instead of the' one he sought
to harm.

CLARA S. HENDERSON.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Ohio Spiritualists, Attentionl

The Ohio State Spiritualist Associa
tion is very desirous of extending its 
missionary work, and earnestly solicits 
all Spiritualist societies In the state of 
Ohio desiring its missionaries to help 
them, to communicate at once with its 
corresponding secretary.

■ We also wish to hear from every lo
cality in the state where there is an Op
portunity of organizing a society. We 
urge Spiritualists to co-operate with us 
in our work of organization, thus plac
ing our local cause on a solid founda
tion.

CARRIE M. BARTHOLOMEW.
Cor. Seferetary O. S. A. 

P. O. Box 267 Geneva, Ohio.

June 10, 1905.
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Truly, the world has never seen th« 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; lo^k 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot Arid 
a parallel to the offer mad« in reference 
to nfee twelve remarkable Premium 
Boo! w, They constitnm a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, "LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD." written through the 
mediumship of_ that remarkable me-

convict a thief or a murderer if--you 
were to allow yourself to be guided by 
rules of- investigation’.laid downiby.itho: 
prlsfener’or.hlB attorney? - Let .■common- 
sense guide yon ,and you will soon sefe 
where the-fraud comes Im-

ED. LUNT.
Station A, Boaton, Mass. ■■<- -

and the Mq^iah-Bir I
When the-iJriabicatue. tho other rods 

were of no account, but from Joseph’s 
rod: "Immediately; from -the tip of it 
came forth a dove, whiter than snow, 
and most beautiful which after resting 
on the head of -Joseph, and fluttering 
for a long time about the pinnable of 
the temple, at length flew toward 
heaven.” ;.
’ The booksiof tlje New Testament,rare 

•like those ¿.apocryphal' wrlttiigB^ Uut 'it 
would: seem \that ■•■ they .7 irero.-written 
wltii-morfe ctete fof probability, anfl Tess 
abnndon’to everyylegend of fervid • Ori-

centuries to bo worked over and over 
again into, what is now an inextricable 
maze of fraud and superstition.

One of the most delightful features of 
this book is the impartiality, and inde
fatigable care with which the subject is

you think of an earthly parent that 1 
would put his son to death for disobe- 1 
diently biting an apple against his pa
rents Injunction? If the parent •admin
istered severe corporal punishment for 
so Blight a cause, the neighbors would 
raise their hands and voices to stop it. 
But God’s judgment against Adam and 
Eve, to the thinking mind, was more 
cruel and unjust, and was not limited 
to them, but embraces in its penalties 
all the generations that followed them. 
Would you believe it to be just to put 
to death the innocent children of a 
criminal parent? Is it just for the in
nocent to suffer with the guilty, when 
the innocent are free from fault and 
utterly powerless to prevent the crim
inal acts of their parents? If not, then 
God's judgment against the human 
family has no love In it, no kindness, 
nothing of the beautiful, nothing that 
excites the pure emotions, nothing that 
calls for worshipful reverence, nothing 
high, ennobling or reverential, but ft 
lias in it everything that we would con
demn in the human court as most cruel, 
unjust and tyrannical.

Again the bible says, "in the begin
ning God created the heavens and the 
earth,” and 1 think it further appears 
that God created everything that ex
isted. All matter, material and sub
stance, and force, spirit and forms, ani
mate and inanimate, he created, and 
outside of his creation there was noth
ing, thence it follows there was noth
ing in Adam and Eve only what he 
had created. The substance, force and 
form in them he created; there was 
nothing outside of God’s creation but 
space, nothing to act on God’s crea
tures but God and the material force 
and energy they received from God. 
Now, from what source could Adam and 
Eve be influenced to disobey God.

Suppose the great inventor Edison 
should say to his phonograph: “If.you 
repeat what I say to you, I will destroy 
you,” and then the machine IB put in 
motion, and it does just what it is made 
to.do—repeats his very words in the 
same tone of voice. Would you say that 
Edison betrayed good sense and judg
ment in destroying the machine? But, 
says the theologian, that is a machine, | 
it can only do what it was made to do; | 
with man It is different. God gave man 
a free will. He can choose to be good 
or bad. How? If man has a will he 
-did not make it, as he has no creative 
power, so If he has a will God gave it to 
him. God also furnished the power to 
move the will to action. If there are 
laws to govern matter and force they 
must have emanated from God, and like 
Edison’s machine can only do those 
things which God has created them to 
do.

Man in himself and in all that relates 
to himself is a mystery to himself. He 
cannot find out God; he cannot find out 
the origin of life; no man can do that. 
The laymen of the churches, the 
preachers, the bishops, the archbishops, 
the cardinals and the pope, know no 
more' about God than the humblest 
mortal. Then how can they teach us 
God’s laws, His judgments and His 
commandments? Why, the preacher 
says: “We have the bible containing 
God’s holy words and teachings. We 
must be guided by that. Its. is our only 
proof and authority. We do not ques
tion IL We rely upon it. We accept 
it as authority without question, or 
doubt All the evidence they offer is 
the book itself. No scholar, theologian, 
or otherwise can trace the bible or any 
part of it to God. No proof other than 
hearsay can be'furnished that God had 
anything to do with the production of 
the bible. ' H. H. BLANCHARD.

Janesville, Wis.

dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be In 
every library. Read the following care
fully:

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This i3 the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
o yearly subscription. Tnc paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 21.10.

Any tour of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the- Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium 
I Books you may order, price $2.05.
I Any seven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Twelve Premium , 
Books you may order, price $2.65. )

Any nine of the Twelve Premium '; 
Books you may order, price $2.90. !

Any ten of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles of

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death,

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun- 
dano and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Lend, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—Tlte Occult Lite of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W- F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
/written through the mediumship ot-< 
• Carlyle Petersilea.

. Each Spiritualist should at once com- 
¡¿fencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send In a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

entai fancy. Yet how ;its component 
parte ^re tókWtod why’-oìher W, ____ ___.

Land Lida Holf3®b®L" ïa tho fS^' -tery.. It that
an «MMrtKUiIa« Mory, ft contahia ,1» I MBS. are öWtr ttom toe ttth mm." 

' ■- ' other toBtstissripta aa<

Ì'

presented. The Now Testament cannot 
be understood Without the reading , of 
■tMs^bbolc?- There ’■hkv&ibecn inhumor- 
’able? Ilves, of Christ- written; from ail 
Imaiflimbl6 BtandpolntB;but thia aur* 
pafesea them all: in interest and original 
infortt&tion. ••

I - . HUMON TUTTLE.

ite «ä %® W

•'Origin <rt Lit«, or Where Man Come« i 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through urganlo Pro-1 
cast», or How th» ¡spirit Body Orowz." 
gjr Michael Faraday. Prines H) ovnt*

•The AttaJtimaut of Womaly Beauty 
<jt Form and Features. The «Oulllva- 
tlon of Personal Beauty, Baaed on Hy- 
gleno and Health •Culture; By twenty' 
physicians and specialists EdlCll by 
Albert Turner." • Of napecufl ttrtere« 
and-value. Price 31.

»WUoiHihaaimmBAEaWd* By 
W. Hr Bach. Th® CorataBfiiSiaenta are 
act only asaWJ» MA «oateasted wKfi

By twenty well-known physlcans and 
specialists. With 89 half-tone and 
other illustrations. Edited by Albert 
Turner. . A handsome volume. 256 
pages, bound tn cloth and gold.

In this volume the editor has brought 
together tho teachings of those who 
have made a study of special features 
of the subject, and the result is a work 
that is unique and practical, not filled 
with a medley of receipts and formulas, 
so often found in books on beauty. ■

Fully Illustrated with pictures- that 
moan something to tho reader, not of 
so-called “beauties;' closing with chap
ters of “Hints In Beauty Culture’’ and 
'•Hints, in Health Culture,’’ which, .It 
followed, weuld'alone be worth •■many 
times tho'priee of the volume in secur
ing health and good form, which ie pos
sible to all. Price |1.

,1

certainly.be
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MATERIALIZATION. . THE HERMIT OF THE STORM.REMARKABLE SPIRIT VISIT.

yow

To

Her husband

beheld a venerable personage, hisI

with a thin red screen and a cover

this when a spirit appears

’MOS> HARDING.kind.”
Sturgis, Mich.

What I Know About It by-Experience.

more rapidly than I am in 
writing tills statement. I

-, Dry thy tears; ■ e' ; : • 
Ok, gentle, loving hdart, love on.

That bind and gall.
Oh, faithful, hopeful heart, hope on. 

, MARGUERITE MILLER.
Rochester, Ind. . /

among their ancestral traditions, 
which they have been brought up to be
lieve as in the Holy Writ.

MARQUISE DE FONTENOY.

An Inspirational Parable—Spirit the 
Beginning and End of All.

Demonstrating the Universality of Spir
it Return.

kq
Io '

ear, "Come with me and I will do thee 
good." I started; revealed by a flash

much agitated and with a black ribbon 
tied around" her wrist. ” - - -

Oh, faithful, hopeful 'heart, hope on;
God sees toy great desire; / 

He knows all, . ;
Weaves wreaths of joy from chains

—------------
• ■ '■ 9: ■ tin? \

OPTIMÎfrTIÇm-

pUMAN'ÇHA^cyeR.

On Both Sides of the Death Line U Is 
the Ôwoe.

IMPORTANT QUESTION.

the Editor:—During the sessions

Shall We Deal With Wrong 
Doing.

t eh«

The first materializing seance I ever 
'(attended was in 1868., P.lerre Keeler 
was the medium. He went into the 
-Cabinet. After several forms had ap
peared the name of my, deceased sis- 
(ter was called. I went to the cabinet, 
jnit she was not there'. Instead" of her 
I saw a man, in shirt-sleeves and wear
ing tf sailor, cap.. He was, the spirit 
guide, four inches taller than Mr. Kee
ler; his name-was Washington. Em
mons, a sea captain. I shook his hand 
and conversed with him. After that I 
attended many such seances for sev
eral years until Mr. Keeler quit holding 
them.

He gave no more for fourteen years. 
I deemed it prudent for h|m to discon
tinue them and for a good reason. He 
would sometimes come out of the cabi
net in the trance condition personating 
some one who had passed over. But 
on returning to the cabinet on one oc
casion he turned up the dim gas light 
and then fell violently to toe floor. He 
rose, and being unentrauced, exclaimed, 
“Who did that?” He was slightly hurt 
by the fall, caused by the turning on of 
the light. Thereafter whenever he 
sought to reach the gas light it was 
guarded by persons present,

My wife, who was vary skeptical in 
regard to materialization, and even 
other phases of spirit manifestation, be
came a complete convert after seeing 
her father’s form at his first appearance 
in fairly good light, every one present 
could distinctly see the form, she was 
astounded. He could not then speak. 
When spoken to by her he put his fin
ger on his mouth. She recognized his 
features. He held a handkerchief in 
his hand which she clasped. Such was 
his habit at times when visited by a 
friend in warm weather while dozing 
in his chair with the handkerchief over 
his head to keep away the files. She 
clasped his body, which in a tew min
utes began to sink. It rose again and 
then sank down. She saw his head as 
it reached toe floor.

In feeling of his garments she noticed 
that he had on an overcoat of old-time 
water-proof cloth. As he had dropped 
dead while hunting in .a snow storm in 

' Dutchess County, New York, she sup- 
I posed that he was clothed in the fus
tian suit which he usually wore in hunt
ing. On inquiry from her sister she 
learned that on that December day he 
put on his water-proof suit.

Mr. Keeler for the past year or two 
has resumed materializing seances 
once a week. I have attended nearly 
all. Instead of gas light he has a can
dle in a box at the end of the room,

Lady Waterford's death, which has 
just been announced by cable and which 
places in mourning her son, Admiral 
Lord Charles Beresford, who has just 
returned to England from a visit to this 
country [as set forth in the Washing
ton Post], has doubtless been heralded 
in a similar fashion by the supernatural 
appearance of Lady Beresford; wife of 
Sir Tristrpm Beresford, and the ances
tress, therefore, of Lord Charles Ber
esford. Lady Beresford had a romantic 
affection with the Lord Tyrone of her 
day, and, filled with doubts and fears 
as to the value of their religious opin
ions, they made a solemn promise that, 
whoever of the two first died should 
it permitted by the Almighty, appear 
to the survivor for the purpose of prov
ing the existence of the Divinity. Fif
teen years later she came down one 
morning for breakfast looking very

asked her if she had hurt herself? 
whereupon she earnestly entreated him 
pot to Inquire as to the cause of her 
wearing it, saying; “You will never see 
me again without it.” She then eager
ly and anxiously asked whether any let-, 
tors had arrived, and on being ques
tioned by her husband, remarked that 
she expected to hear ot Lord Tyrone’s 
death, which she declared had taken 
place on the previous Tuesday. Her 
husband laughed,, but In the afternoon 
a letter was brought in stating that 
ing that Lord Tyrone had died on Tues
day at Dublin,

To the astonishment of Sir Tristram 
Beresford, his wife, Instead of manifest
ing grief, showed feelings of relief, and 
exclaimed: "I can now give you a most 
satisfactory piece of intelligence. I am 
going to become a mother; it will be a 
boy and an heir to your estates." A

The sun had sank below toe horizon, 
and light struggled'but faintly against 
all-conquering darkness, when in the 
midst of rugged slopes and almost path- 
Igss hills I found myself benighted. My 
horse, which until now had borne up 
well in the long and toilsome journey, 
began to show signs of weariness, and 
no wonder, for I had been In the saddle 
from early dawn, I had hoped by hard 
riding to reach my destination before 
nightfall. But now the sun went down 
and the dark mantle of night was being 
spread.

Threatening thunder-clouds gathered 
and I looked in vain for shelter from 
toe approaching storm. No habitation 
of man seemed within reach, and my 
poor jaded, but faithful steed trembled 
in every limb, as it in anticipation of 
some impending evil. Mountainous 
locks were.piled up on my left, while 
on the right a deep chasm yawned with 
but a narrow ledge between, and almost 
pitchy darkness around me.

Now the storm burst, thunders pealed 
and toe mountains trembled, lightnings 
flashed around me, one vivid glare 
played for a moment around my horse's 
head. 1 felt the mortal shudder that 
passed through his frame—one spas
modic thrill, then his limbs straight
ened out and stiffened beneath him; I 
knew that he was dead. I sprang to 
the ground—a moment more and it 
would have been too late. He leaned 
over to one side and rolled rigid and 
helpless into the fathomless abyss.

Now I was indeed alone, what shall I 
do? Whither shall I go? Would that 1 
had never been born! (A mortal's ex
tremity is a spirit’s opportunity. Great 
need awakens great power to save and 
the unexpected occurs.)

"Come with me,” said a voice in my*

• PROGRESSIVE SPIRITUALISM.

From the Standpoint of a Christian
1 Spiritualist.

which opens and shuts by a cord and 
pullies. The end of the cord is in the 
cabinet. The light is thus let on from 
the cabinet, sometimes it is entirely 

off, but usually when the forms ap- 
more or less light is let on. It is 

well known fact that ghosts are gen- 
ally seen in dim lignt, and that they 
anifest themselves frequently in total 
ght, some only in complete darkness.
Mr. Keeler has been holding seances 

tor twenty-five years, three or four 
times a week, mostly in Washington, 
D. C. His character is without re
proach. I estimate that his coat has 
come off nearly 3,000 times while his 
two hands clasped the arm of the sitter 
in the "battery” next to him. I have 
been that sitter several times. There 
used to be an agitation ot his person 
before the coming off of his coat, but 
for many years past there is scarcely 
any, often none at all, so that he does 

* not even know it is off until. it is 
thrown over. At a recent seance when 
I sat next to him in the battery, he 

" promised to tell me when he began to 
feel his coat coming off; but it came 
bo suddenly that he could not notify 
me, and if he did not clasp my arm 
tightly at the moment then I cannot 
credit my senses. Every sitter can 
or must say the same.

But this is a digression. I have seen 
numberless materializations in the last 
seventeen years, but many at other me
diums' seances, and I never detected 
n fraud—though at one time I was not 
quite satisfied. Anyhow, toe female 
medium or her spirit control lifted me 

I Irom the floor several feet and let me 
•down with such violence that In the 
darkness my wife feared I was hurt, 
i have been roughly handled at dark 
seances while the medium was at the 
other end of the room and not en
tranced.
’ When Mr. Keeler resumed the full
form materializing seances I took my 
violin, as I had often done when his mu
sician failed him at the light circles. 
A form came out purporting to be one 
Lozecam, a restaurant keeper whom I 
never knew, but who was well known in 
this city. He called for my instrument. 
I said, “a string has just broken and it 
is out of tune." Nevertheless he took
it, tuned the three strings and played 
part of a melody quite artistically. Mr. 
Keeler was in the cabinet entranced. 
At a later seance Lozccam came and 
again played a melody. Several times 
later he came out. Twice did I meet 
him face to face on toe floor. Every 
time he was in elegant evening dress. 
I felt oi his garments. They were not 
such as Mr. Keeler wore. To show that 
he was just like a mortal man he bent 
his knees and lowered his stature be
fore me.

Several times my wife’s father has 
appeared to me in full form, always the 
same, with no shirt collar, not elegantly 
dressed, and with a long grey beard. 
He it was who told me that Thomas 
Paine would come and make a speech. 
The promise was fulfilled and the 
speech was written down in the cabi
net He spoke so slowly that it could 
be taken down in long hand. It was 
printed in The Progressive Thinker. 
Mr. Keeler and I sat In the battery in 
front of the cabinet, not entranced.The 
written speech of 180 words was exact
ly as spoken. The blank tablet was 
passed into the cabinet after we were 
seated. I could hear toe leaves torn 
oft, and when the writing was com
pleted they were folded and passed 
over into my lap. The reporter claimed 
to be my partner for many years as 
stenographers.

At these full form materialization se
ances more than fifty forms sometimes 
appear, most of whom announce them
selves and are recognized. Sometimes 
there are three or more forms on the 
floor at ir'ce. I have been called up 
when two J.fJns appeared, my wife’s

son was born within a year, who, in 
course of time, inherited the Beresford ■ 
title and estates, and, marrying Lord 
Tyrone's only child and heiress of all 
the Le Poer property, was created Earl 
of Tyrone himself, his father-in-law’s 
title being revived in his favor.

Many years afterward when on her 
deathbed Lady Beresford revealed to 
her eldest son and to Archbishop Will
iam King, of Dublin, her spiritual ad
viser and most intimate friend, the rea
son of her wearing the black ribbon on 
her wrist. She declared that on the 
night preceding the arrival of the an
nouncement of the death of the last or 
the Le Poer earls of Tyrone he had ap- . 
peared to her sitting by the side of her 
bed. On her screaming with fright, he 
exclaimed: “Have you forgotten our 
promise to each other? I died on Tues
day morning at 4. I have been permit
ted thus to appear to assure you that 
the revealed religion is the true and 
only one by which you can be saved. 
1 am also suffered to inform you that 
you will, seven months hence, become 
the mother of a son, who will marry 
my infant heiress and that you will die 
in your sixty-eighth year.”

Lady Beresford continued, "I begged 
him for some convincing sign or proof, 
so that when the morning came I might 
lie able to rely that his appearance had 
been real and not merely the phantom 
of my imagination. He thereupon laid 
his hand, which was as cold as marble, 
on my wrist, and where the fingers 
touched it the sinews shrank up and tne 
nerves withered. ‘Now,’ said he, ‘let 
no mortal eye while you live ever see 
that wrist.’

After Lady Beresford’s death, which 
occurred precisely as had been predict
ed, in her sixty-eighth year, her eldest 
son and the Archbishop of Dublin un
tied the black ribbon and found the 
wrist exactly as she had described it, 
with the nerves withered and sinews 
shrunk, the discovery being placed on 
written record by both men, namely the 
prelate and the first of the Beresford 
earls of Tyrone.

Lady Beresford lies burled in the Ca
thedral of St. Patrick, at Dublin, and 
appears to the Beresford family when
ever a death is about to take place 
among the members of the house. That 
is the true story and origin of the fa
mous ghost of the Beresford’s, the ex
istence of which is known and believed 
in from one end of Ireland to the other.

Columns more could be written of 
equally well authenticated instances ot 
supernatural visitations, of family 
spooks and of “seeing things,” so that 
it is not altogether astonishing that the 
story of Sir Gilbert Parker and of one 
or two of his fellow-members to the ei- 

■ feet that they had seen Sir Frederick 
Rasch seated in the House of Commons 
at the very moment when he was lying 

. ill in bed at his country place in Dan- 
; bury, in Essex, should be believed by 
: men who nearly all have family ghosts

long white hair and beard swaying in 
the wind. By another flash I saw the 
sweet expression of a heavenly peace 
reposing on his features. "Surely,” I 
thought, “an angel has come to rescue 
me.”

He clasped my hand and led me away 
through the-'darkness to his home, a 
cave in toe mountain. We sat long in 
silence before the smouldering fire. At 
length I found voice to thank my aged 
preserver and shudderlngly referred to 
the storm. “Oh! Father," 1 cried, “why 
is the world afflicted thus?”

“That thunder,” said the venerable 
hermit, “is toe voice of nature. When 
interpreted, It means ‘forward.’ 
Through her universally operating laws 
she gathers œrtÿ/ln elements and so 
mingles and ifiLOrmlngles that at length 
a ball thousands of miles in diameter 
rolls along the highways of Immensity. 
Action and reaction proceeds—the 
rocks, are shattered—a soil is formed, 
then come life, vegetable and animal, 
man and mind, contention and growth, 
joy and sorrow.”

“A wonderful creation, father,” I re
marked.

“Nature,” continued thé hermit,

îo toe Editor:— Tim are many
that a bright, ausplciqjm day is dawning 
for the lifting of thegVeil^qnd casting 1 
off of toe nightmare qpf ignprance and 1 
knavery that have tong mftde difficult 1 
and "fitful the progress of .„truth • and 1 
righteousness on thajarth.)(( 1

Happily the lines being so clearly 
drawn that the way^per, though not a 
Solomon, need not m^fàkéqtoe way.

The fact is clear ‘tp. eargpst investi
gators that he or shg(Àvho would stand 
on toe walls of our spiritual Zion as 
watchmen or lieraldsjmus^ttain to a 
deeper, wider knowledge |ÿf spiritual 
things than merely tgat degth does not 
end all, and that oupj depqj'ted loved 
ones can communicate, with us. While 
the value of toe knowledge just named 
is beyond toe price of rubies, it is but 
the a b c of the education urged by the 
dwellers in upper spheres upon their 
friends and kindred bn the earth plane.

We are autocratically assured by self
appointed wise ones that no system ot 
facts has ever been given by spirits to 
mortal upon which a theory of lite and 
work in spirit realms could be based 
that would bear scientific scrutiny,

Ten thousand mediums who have 
been touefied by the .divine afflatus 
know the oracular assurances referred 
to are untrue. If our minds are in har
mony with the sordid, base and grovel
ing elements surrounding us, we cannot 
at the same time be toe recipients of the 
gentle ministries, illuminations and 
spirit upliftings from the higher walks 
and councils of mortal or spirit life.

Think not for a mpment, benighted 
brother, that because the messages that 
come to you are frivolous and contradic
tory, all other spirit talk 1b of the same 
order.

Ab well Bay the gabble of a mixed 
multitude, or the incoherent wrangle of 
a saloon gang lepreqente the highest 
type of the world’s morals and wisdom.

There is a loud and pretentious de
mand that Spiritualism be kept on a 
"scientific” basis. Science and scien
tific are sounding terms, often about as 
clear to toe minds of those using them, 
as was the colored preacher's exposi
tion of the text, “Beware of evil doers.” 
If anything can be settled by evidence, 
toe Open Court has settled for all time 
that human character op both Bides of 
ihe veil—the death line—is the same.

This point settled—and it is a settled 
point with a great multitude of earnest, 
careful thinkers—fixes à scientific basis 
for work on toe mortal side, the urgent 
need of which is apparent to all who 
care for human weal. The work is 
here and now, how shall we go about its 
doing? Can it be ,made productive of 
good results by telling the oppressor ot 
men—his brothers—to "eat, drink and 
be merry—death for him is certainly an 
upward step? And to all the un
washed crowd below ,^im in toe social 
scale sing toe same j^elllfluous strain. 
Character in this life.jnmy no,t count for 
much on the social stairway, but just 
beyond the'line nothing elpe^ill weigh 

' an elder-down. ■>

of the Open Court I was a silent though । 
an Interested spectator; and now since ; 
the Court of Inquiry has begun its ses
sions, I am impressed to offer some 
suggestions, as I have had much expe
rience in that phase of mediumship 
known as materialization, the most in
teresting and because in a dim light, 
fraud is the most easily practiced.

Ono of the most important things in 
relation to this subject is a calm, cool, 
serene state of mind. Our views on 
any subject are more or less colored by 
our feelings. What we want to be so, 
we try to make it bo; but our wanting 
It to be so, doesn’t make it so.

In regard to this subject, there are 
many things to be considered; and it is 
essential that they be well understood; 
but sometimes what we think we un
derstand, we don’t quite understand; 
and in this case,“as old Solomon has it: 
“And I gave my heart unto wisdom, and 
to know madness and folly, I perceived 
that this also is vexation of spirit; for 
in much wisdom is much grief; and he 
that increaseth knowledge Increaseth 
sorrow."—(Eccl. 1:17-18). So it is wise 
to go slow, and not be too certain in 
what we think.

The competent judge on any subject 
must be one who has traversed the 
whole matter, and critically examined 
every point with a tentative eye. From 
the fact that final conclusions on the 
same subject, of an opposite character, 
have been reached, by persons of equal 
ability, having equal opportunities to 
investigate, and being equally honest 
and sincere, warrant the statement that 
feeling has more or less biased their 
judgment. We must enter this discus
sion in that state of mind in which the 
earnest student is whjle solving a math
ematical problem.

In the case of so-called materializa
tion of spirits—I say so-called—be
cause the word “materialization," in 
the meaning that we use it is(a misno
mer, and leads to absurd conclusions. 
It is simply this, as well as I can ex
press It: Magnetic -emanations from 
the persons in the circle contain ele
ments in the atmosphere, and that pe
culiar something in the medium that 
the spirit chemist takes, and by a pro
cess of chemical manipulation he ren
ders visible to mortals which the spirit 
so manifesting puts on; presenting its 
form more or less resembling the spirit, 
generally, so near as to be recognized 
by the visiter to whom it appears. This 
is all we know, or can know in mortal 
life.

In this there is no toggery or any 
kind of paraphernalia. In my own ex
perience, and witnessing that of many 
visitors, I have seen a little child, my 
niece, whom I recognized who was 
drowned when two years old, rise up to 

; her full mature stature at my request,

To the Editor:—Having been an oc
casional reader of your valuable paper, 
and being deeply Interested in the no
ble cause of Spiritualism, I thought to 
drop you a few lines which you can give 
to the public if you see fit.

Spirit return has been to me a fact 
since my rearly youth. Receiving no 
encouragement from my parents or any 
friends, born and raised In the Empire 
State, and my parents being strict or
thodox people, my natural gift of me
diumship was never cultivated, but was 
smothered as much as possible in my 
early life.

Little was said about spirit return in

the . time of 
have ' re-

peatedly seen and heard things like
to a visitor

$$$$££$$$$$$$$$$$$$£$$$£

the spirit learn about the matter? And 
I have been told things by spirits at 
these seances which they knew nothing 
about in earth life.

Visible spirits are a common occur
rence. Some are seen only by psychics, 
but at materializing seances by every
one present. Positive proof that some 
of them have weight and strength has

father, and /js daughter. I have con
versed with both. I have often shaken 
the hand of the father and kissed that 
■Of.the daughter. Indeed, at the light 
circles where Mr. Keeler was not en- 

\ tranced, I have many times kissed that 
: daughter.- “How does it feel?” said

Mr. Keeler. "Just toe same as if I was’ 
kissing Mrs. Keeler," was my answer. 
Kissing the ghosts is very frequent at 
their light circles. "Shall I kiss you?” 
said my wife to her sister.' "No,".said 
she, “I want to kiss a man," and she 
kissed me twice. •

• Mr. Keeler knows nothing of what oc
curs in his two hours’ trance. Once at 
the close'bf a seance I told him some
thing that-was told me by a spirit. He" 
laughed and explained all,about it. A 
certain statesman was to attend a light 
circle And the snirit requested mie‘ to 
be preS'ènt. But I have attended most 
of thè seances since and ■ tnè 'person' 
named has not been there. " How-did

often been given. Even the change of 
weight of the medium has been tested 
on scales. Long ago Prof. Hare, the 
scientist, tested the changing weight of 
Mrs. Ross in that way. My friend Geo. 
A. Bacon (who, by the way, has been 
lying in bed three months, afflicted with 
heart disease) once witnessed such a 
test.

Materialized hands have appeared at 
nearly all the seances of Mr. Keeler for 
twenty-five years. I have seen five at a 
time. Others say they have seen more. 
At the time when! saw the five it was 
at a private house. The bands come, 
out'through and over the curtain and 
write messages on a tablet held by the 
person pointed to. I have often sat in 
toe battery and seen the hand write. 
Once I was called up and the hand 
wrote for me, "This Is'true whether it 
is in the Sun or under it. . Chs. A. 
Dana.” It was a few days . after his 
death. The words "in,” "Sun” and "un
der" were underscored. The. last, mes
sage written for me in that way .was, at 
my request, ip German; and ,I held the 
tablet on the head of the lady sitting 
next to Mr. Keeler. I once witnessed 
such writing on the shirt cuff of Gen. 
Floyd King, an ex-M. C. from Alabama. 
It was in good French. All these hands 
are materializations. A naked human 
foot appeared at one seance in my 
presence. At another time a shoe ap
peared. Sometimes a hand of a colored 
spirit is shown.

In-conclusion, let me say that it ma
terialization Is a fraud, then I am aeon- 
federate, of the same, and that Spirit
ualism has no basis but the. phenomena.

. WM. HENRY BURR.
Washington, D. C.
"The Constitution Pt ’Man.” ' By 

Elizabeth Towne. Gives a clear, and 
practical' presentation of advanced 
mental Science and embodies many new 
and original’ideas, and , toe. fullest 
teaching extant as to the nature, con- 
troband direction of desire. . Price 50c.

“makes her own tools and uses them to 
accomplish her purposes. Man is her 
tool In the hand of necessity, and all 
things are material. ‘Behold,’ she says, 
T have furnished the raw matter to 
your hand, go, complete the work.' She 
takes him forth from the city—from old 
associations—from all that he so dearly 
prized! Necessity uses her Implement 
and he tears himself away, he dashes 
the tear of affection or effeminacy from 
.his eye—he penetrales -the primeval 
forest—an Interminable wilderness is 
before him—the forest trees shut out 
the sunlight even as the light of hope 
is often shut out from his heart, but the 
word Is ‘Excelsior.’ He throws down 
his bundle—he is resolved. ‘Here 1 
will fight my final battle for a home.' 
Home! home, what sweet anticipations 
cluster around the word and weave 
themselves in with the heartstrings of 
the man. Home! the little white cot
tage, the peaceful flocks, the lowing cat
tle, the green fields, out sweetest of all 
the little cottage with baby faces 
against the window pane to get the first 
glimpse of a returning father.

“Sweet spirit of hope,” said the her
mit, "but, ah! those forest trees, how 
they bar his progress. What is that 
which, like an electric shock flashes on 
the air? The bright axe of the wood
man has descended and the giant of the 
forest has fallen.

“Let us approach and speak to this 
man.

“ ‘Ho! what art thou doing here, gpod 
man?’ He wipes the moisture from his 
brow—his bosom swells with honest 
pride in his glorious calling,*as he an
swers, ‘Brother, I am making a world!'

“Now turn over a leaf in Time’s old 
book,” continued the hermit “The 
man has occomplished his purpose. 
Here indeed are the fertile fields, the 
peaceful flocks, the cottage home. Here 
is the reality which, in years gone by 
cast its premonition on the soul of the 
woodman. But alas! his faculties have 
grown dim since then—pis form is bent 
—his eyes are looking down into the 
bosom of his old mother earth—soon he 
will possess new light in a new home 
and look down from a lofty eminence 
upon the world he had helped to make. 
Nature's command Is ‘Forward’ ever.”

The venerable hermit relapsed into

Let us not forget thq gaúzjness of toe 
veil separating the two forms of the 
same life. Human spirits,, just the 
same on both Bides^-amenpble to the 
same laws. ’ 01

Multitudes on the.J. eart^ide dress 
daily in purple and fine linen, who, if 
justice did not halt,’would 9)ie behind 
prison bars. Don’t tmnk fem a moment 
that they can escapt^*' gold^and bonds 
may screen them herp, bq^juBt across 
toe line—and the lin^ ls yriq broader 
than a state line—caph án^ bonds are 
not legal tender; ; Crta-^^pdoubt: top 
mission intrusted tó¿us, a;i(j, .the neces-’ 
sary qualifications of’, real( teachers? 
Great Is our hope; toe moral wave is 
surely advancing. But work, faithful 
work by clean and faithful workers

who would say, “Yes, the name is cor
rect, and things you State are true; but 
you do not look quite natural. You are 
not so tall, and your whiskers are not so 
long;” and the spirit would instantly 
grow taller and lengthen out his whis
kers. “Ah! that is more like you.”

This illustration simply" shows in 
many forms, the fact of the absence of 
any appliances of a material character. 
Repeatedly these spirit forms sink ap
parently Instantly through the floor, 
without leaving the least trace, and rise 
again in another jpla^e. , Thi§.has.been 
my: experience many'times,' and that of 
niahy others in my presence, and wit
nessed alike by all present. I men-

silence. “Surely,” thought. I, “Neces
sity is an employe of Nature, and man 
is a tool In her hand.”

"But what is civilization, father?” I at 
length ventured to inquire. “Harmony, 
peace, concord, is civilization. - Stand
ing armies are the triumph of barbar
ism. 'A savage heart loves savage

only will bring the longed-for position.
The old conception of future disaster 

to the extortioner, toe vile and toe un
clean, Is not without a basis of solid re
ality. A great crowd of returning wit
nesses testify to the truth of this state
ment, as well as a clqud of mortal tes
tators who have been, in painful touch 
with those awful realities so flippantly 
scouted by a small army of surface in
vestigators.

Let us hear the conclusion of the 
whole matter as to the responsibility of 
those who would stand' as teachers of 
toe exalted truths of life in the spirit 
spheres. Humanity ¿3 we know it is to 
be turned from its evil ways, If not in 
this life then in the next under great 
stress of humiliation, pain and sorrow. 
The warning to the evil man to forsake 
his way or pay the penalty is no false 
note. Bonds and imprisonment await 
the evil doer in spirit life a thousand 
fold more certainly than in the mortal 
realm. In that land all thoughts as 
well as acts are known and read of all 
the people. The last farthing of evil 
Indebtedness Is exacted by the unerring 
law of compensation. Limited time 
here, endless duration, over there, and 
there is no escape. These are a few 
unfashionable, oldtime -truths we are to 
face In the. not distant, future, unpala- 
ble though they may, he' to pur fleshly 
minds.

The spirit "guide" either in or out of 
the mortal form "who. does,, not know 
these things is either Ignorantly or wil
fully blind, and in either case amen
able to enduring law.''

Salem, Ore. j. RIGDON.

tite is buried under: a lignified self-con
sciousness. A true man or woman is

deeds.”-
"Law," he replied, “is universal and 

unbroken, it is an endiess chain bind
ing each to all and all to each. Each 
link is a perfect circle and each coil an 
unbroken round. As perfection in any 
department is approached by man he 
deviates less from the perfect circle. 
He takes his external character fréta 
the world he belongs to and of which he 
forms a part. He first dwells in storms, 
earthquakes, floods, and his character 
Is correspondingly violent and morally 
lawless. 'Lastly, he rests-in a world of 
thought—a sphere of peace and true sci
ence and his character is correspond
ingly gentle. There is a correspond
ence between moral, and physical law. 
When wild beasts and selfish men • have 
ceased to exist the era of civilization 
will have come. Disorder -and' self- 
love and the disregard of life Mark the 
savage, order, suavity and self-control 
are the-marks of gentle society. A civ
ilized'individual may exist in a barbar
ous community, but he is governed 
from within. General civilization is a 
long way off. Particular civilization 
may be here already. Such an one 
lives the life of the spirit universal, 
here and now.” ’ •; •

"A strange light kindled the old man’s 
eyes'; he "seemed in an ecstasy as he ex
claimed, "Storms will cease! Volca
noes will cool. Oceanswill be calm. 
Enthusiasm will give place to thought. 
Then selfishness will die, brute passion 
will be subdued, harmony will take the 
place of war. Harmony 1b civilization! 
It exists only when man Is a law unto 
himself. The moral man rules In peace 
over his subjects of the flesh. Appe-

immortal now!” “ * : • •
The old man bowed his head in 

thought. The storm ; .still unabated/ 
ioared above us, one thunder-clap loud
er than the rest aroused me to con
sciousness, for it was all but an evening 
presentation. The 'partial1 triumph of. 
spirit over matter—the Soul-struggling, 
upward, against impediments,'light con
tending with darkness:.--J il • •

When we are Inquljlii^ior the path, 
of duty and true lifel^njojtfients, let us 
remember one line'from ®fpoet of a 
hundred years ago, Zand 6Vir be “Con
tent and—not for praisdobut virtue-

■ a ; c , 
.Oh, weary, tired he^j trji^t on; 
The nameless pain ipiist ce^se 

. Within thy breq^ . ' 
Time must bring for’^heeggi day , 

• Of happy rest ,.< t 
Oh, weary, tired heftr^-tvps/. on, ■ 
Oh, gentle, loving heart,•idVe on;:' 
From out the ambient ealst?

A hand appears,11 '< 
To guide thy faltering step?' :

Rev. S. H. Eisenberg. Ph. D., Centre Hall, Pa.,, 
perhaps one ot the worst casus, was permanent
ly cured alter many years suffering. Rev. D S 
Hopkins, Wilson, Ind. Ter. writes May 25th, Ills, 
wife was cured two years ago after eight years 
suffering. Rev. F. F. Wyatt, the noted Evangel- 
1st, Abilene, Texas, writes was cured of Hay-Ee- 
ver audAslhma after eight years suffering and1 
had no return of the disease. Mr. L. H. Johnson, 
of Gainesville, Ga., Manager of the Gainesville' 
Siwe Co., writes, the Kola Compound Is a dtath 
blow to Asthma. Il cured my daughter after- 
till hope had gone and words are inadequate to- 
express our gratitude to the Importers.

been at once restored to healtniby the- 
Kola Plant Compound. Among others,, 
many ministers of toe gospel testify to
ils wonderful powers.

An Asthma Cure at Last.
It gives us great pleasure to announce 

the discovery of a positive cure for 
Asthma, in the wonderful Kola 
Plant, a new botanic product found 
on the Congo River, West Africa, 
‘ilio cures wrought by it In the worst 
cases, are really marvelous. Sufferers 
of twenty to fifty years’ standing have-

those days, and one who did espouse 
the cause was looked upon as being un- - 
reliable or a fit subject for the asylum. 
However, as time passed on and my 
lot in life directed my footsteps toward 
the setting sun, and trouble and difficul
ties arose, no one on earth can tell the 
comfort and consolation it has been to 
me. In fact, true Spiritualism and true 
mediumship never die, and another 
great satisfaction is that the progres
sion made by Spiritualists In the last 
quarter of a century has placed their 
doctrine on an equal footing with other 
churches of more ancient origin. 
Christian Spiritualism when rightly un
derstood I believe to be the best light 
that was ever lit to guide our footsteps 
in the paths of lite and secure to us a 
happy home in the spirit land; for our 
life 1b one of progression from our birth 
until we pass out from this body into 
the spiritual plane of existence, and the 
greater amount of light we can ac
quire during that progression, from the 
spirit side of life, the better will be our 
enjoyment and the greater our happi
ness when the change comes and we 
are permitted to see our eternal home.

The general belief that our friends do 
return under certain conditions and 
through certain persons is scarcely 
doubted. In fact the growing impres
sion is becoming well settled In the 
minds ot toe public that such is the 
fact, and Spiritualism is fast crystalliz
ing itself into a religion’ of the purest 
character. We do not discard the Bi
ble, but revere that Golden thread of 
divine light and truth that extends from 
the beginning to the end of that in
spired book.

My experience has been from my in
fancy to the present time, and that ex
perience has brought to me conclusive 
evidence of the continuity of life. The 
conclusion has been made apparent by 
the manifestation of our departed 
friends to me In person. While this 
may seem visionary to the skeptic, to 
me It’s as plain as the noonday sun.

And now as the time has come that 
the ^ivine revelation is being under
stood, and the public is beginning to 
recognize a reasonable and spiritual In
terpretation theory, let us who have 
been convinced all our life not fall to 
aid in the great reformatory work of 
elmlnating from the mind of general 
readers the superstition of the orthodox 
faith. I am now doing all I can for true 
Spiritualism, and my earnest desire is 
for the advancement of the good work 
you so nobly advocate through the col
umns of your valuable -paper.

MRS. S. W. MARK/?. 
Portland, Oregon.

To prove to you beyond doubt its- 
wonderful curative power, the Kola-. 
Importing Co., No. 1166 Broadway, 
New York, will send a large case of the. 
Kola Compound free by mail to every 
reader of The Progressive Thinker who 
suffers from any form of Asthma. This, 
is very fair, and we advise sufferers to 
send for. a case. It costs you nothing 
and you should surely try it.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and' 

Philosophy,

The readers of The Progressive- 
Thinker are already acquainted with, 
character of this book. It is intendeds 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-author» 
to furnish a compendium to the student, 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on toe- 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators- 
that are not answered in its pages» 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to v-i
HUDSON TUTTLE, )
Berlin Heights, Ohio. 1

I,

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine- 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re
duced.

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Pingault. Price 3/cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their
Likenesses and Differences. By 
Charles G. Brown. Price 5 cents. 

Religion in the Republic. By 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture

Prof.

Mrs.

deliv-

tion this to show that no material appli
ances are employed in these phenom
ena.

Now, let me ask what mortal under
stands the modus operand! of these phe
nomena? And who are qualified to pro
nounce final judgment as to the cause 
of them? We live k. the material 
world, all our experience is founded on 
its phenomena, and these manifesta
tions have their rise in the spiritual 
world where no mortal has ever been. 
Does it not seem a little strange that 
some claim the ability to grasp the en
tire subject, and insist that all so-called 
materializations are produced by means 
of toggery, wigs, false whiskers, masks 
and other paraphernalia, when in fact, 
the medium is in a deep trance, and so- 
confined in the cabinet that he or she 
cannot get out?

Fraud? Of course there Is fraud. 
But why be alarmed about fraud? 
When there is so much interest felt in 
this subject, so little understood about 
it, so much credulity and eager curios
ity manifested on the one hand, and so 
many facilities for deception in a dim 
light, so much inventive genius in con
triving false appearances, and withal, 
the eager pursuit of the “almighty dol
lar” when it is so plainly in sight ot 
these tricksters, how could it be other
wise?

Let me ask, in what kind of business 
is fraud not practiced? And what won
derful ingenuity and persistence - are 
manifest in them all! There are thou
sands of counterfeit money in circula
tion, and everyone knows it,'and scarce
ly an article of food that is' not adulter
ated. We do not cry out in alarm.

There are many trauds^wolves in 
sheep’s clothing, livery stolen from 
heaven in which to serve the devil, and 
no great outcry is made. Then why so 
much alarm manifested when fraud is 
practiced in Spiritualism,, or rather its 
phenomena simulated? If its grand 
philosophy in advancement is depend
ent oh protection against fraud, it is in 
danger; in that case fraud is more pow
erful than truth, for no one can prevent 
fraud. The right thing, it seems to me, 

: is to show the difference between fraud 
and the genuine manifestations, and 
when that 1b shown fraud will lose its 
influence.

Let. those who disclaim so loudly 
against fraud, explain the phenomena 
of materialization, in order that it may 
be better understood; then the frauds 
pertaining to it will be better under
stood. A regretful-feature in some 
who demand expurgation of fraud (and 
who doesnot?) is seen in a spirit more 
•or less bitter after the manner of a 
prosecuting attorney in his eager de
sire to convict his victim. It is the 

. fraud with which we should deal; this 
is the1 ground of protection against it

There is another thing In connection 
with this subject that needs considera
tion; that is, the part which spirits 

■ themselves take in producing the mani
festations that seem fraudulent 1

net without dragging the rug to which 
he was sewed, and chair on which he 
sat, with his hands full of oatmeal, all 
of which were found intact at the close 
of the seance; besides, the form was 
the exact likeness of my daughter. 1 
say this to show the fact that visible 
material can be produced by spirits.

It is only necessary to say that spirits 
retain their earthly characteristics; and 
as many persons delight in practicing 
fraud and deception; and moreover, 
there are spirits who antagonize all ef
forts to enlighten the world on this sub
ject, it is reasonable to infer that such 
spirits would take part in supporting 
the idea that materialization is a fraud; 
and this not being taken into consider
ation helps to perpetrate the idea that 
this phase is all a fraud.

And now I would ask all who take 
part in this Court of Inquiry (and I 
hope it will prove a drag-net, and bring 
out all the fraud operators) to be sure 
they have traversed the entire domain 
of this subject with the sole view of 
eliciting the truth, and without bias or 
prejudice—a thing very necessary, and 
yet very difficult to do.

Another poiht Very few realize the 
force and persistence of early teaching. 
The common sentiment is averse to the 
existence of ghosts, witches, spooks, 
hobgoblins, and the like; and we are 
unconsciously Influenced by our feel
ings on this subject, and inclined to 
doubt the verity of any manifestation 
claimed to have been produced by the 
spirits. Such feelings are so deeply 
rooted and interwoven into the mind as, 
to give rise to the sense of reality in 
what is felt.

I haye heard many long-time Spirit
ualists complain of lingering and tor
menting doubts that they could not 
prevent; and yet did not know the 
cause of them. This gives rise to sus
picion in spite of reason and the ten
dency is to suspect, or at least, to fear 
fraud where fraud does not exist. It is 
quite a comifion characteristic of Spir
itualists to seek tests when they have 
had tests beyond all possibility of 
fraud; but their early teachings per
sist; and they do not know what is the 
matter. The thing is too good to lose; 
and yet they do not know just how to 
hang on to it; hence their fear; and 
simulation alarms them, and they get 
uneasy.

When we understand, all fear will 
vanish; and we can rest in full assur
ance of the verity of this highest and 
most valuable, yet the most, easily sim
ulated phase of mediumship, inviting 
fraud because it brings in sight coveted 
prize-money—and there is no lack ot 
those who eagerly seek this method of 
gaining it—fakers who have no interest 
in it but that of profit We all alike ex
periences the ruthless sacrilege and 
heartless cruelty of violating, the most 
sacred feelings of our nature, and just
ly and promptly resist it; and this is a 
question of policy; for no sensible'per
son can tolerate fraud. All feel the ne
cessity of driving away this lowering 
cloud that so seriously impedes the ad
vancement of the noblest cause ot hu-

ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price- 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.

Revelation Under the Microscope of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Amr 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake. 
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The “Recon
ciliation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus of 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Re
futed by "Corvinus.” Price 10 cents. .

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman^ 
With his portrait and life sketch 
Price 10 cents. .

The Priest and the Church—What 
Eave They Done for the World? By’ 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.

Jobs Tvndall Memorial. Ten 
sketches of the life of this great 
Price 10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology. 
Vindex. Price 10 cents

short 
man..

By

Church and State. The Bible in the 
Public Schools. The New American, 
Party. A Criticism by “Jefferson." 
Price 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or What too 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine- 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

“Why An Expurgated Bible?" By 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress ot Evolutionary Thought. 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents,

Christianity; Its Impeachment and. 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil. By 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien-
tifie Assumption. By Henry M.
Price 10 cents.

Liberalized Christianity.
M. Taber. Price 5 cents.

The Republic in Danger.
M. Taber. Price 10 cents. 

In Place of Christianity.
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

Taber.
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"Discovers of a Ixm* Trail." By Chas. 
3. Newcomb. - Excellent in , spiritual 
Buggestlvenesa. Cloth, $LSS>

tod , ' 'i’1’ 
n-asj' «• -

have seen the materialization of sub
stances in full view by spirit agency, 
the weaving of fabrics like beautiful 
lace from invisible substance. To illus
trate: On'bne.occasion I was called to 
the cabinet and my daughter appeared 
and said, “What have you in your pock
et?”. I. said, ' "Nothing.’.’ She. then 
thrust her empty hand into the left 
band side pocket of my coat, and began 
pulling out-lace. She. then gathered it 
up and pressed It against my face. It. 
felt like cobweb more than anything 
else I can ttink of. A sleight-of-hand 
tribk? The medium in a profound 
trance,vwas sewed in such a manner 
that Uh oouM not get out of the caul-

“Tha Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.", By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 1 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized aii one ot 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros- 
truin.’ In this little volume he presents 
in succinct frfrm* the substance of his 
lectures on toe Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents' his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commetided to 
all who love to study and think. 
Price 25 cents

"The Infidelity, of Eccleslastlcism. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic sclehce. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, • masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. .,- .

“Right Generation the Key to the- 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A plea, 
for justice and equality in all the rela
tions of life between men and women. 
Cloth. 75 cents: leatherette. 50 cental

“Social Upbuilding, Including co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness amt 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D.. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprise» 
Ute last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale- 
£» this offloo.

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death, 
nl an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit- 
fcg. One of Miss Whiting's most sug
gestive, Intensely InteresUng, spiritual, 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price SI.

"A Conspiracy Against th er Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to- 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment An important work. Paper, 
25 cents.

"Beyond the Van.” A. Sequel to- 
“Rending the Vail." Being a complla- 
tiou, wlih notes and explanations,' of ■ 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up n. 
scientific and personal verification of 
“What Wo Shall Be," and a code ,of 
ethics, requisite to the most speedy re: 
hlizntion of the highest and purest fe
licity attainable In the future-life. A 
very-remarkable book. Large, octavo/ 
600 pages. Price, $1.75.

“Continuity of Uta a Coamio Truth.'1 
By Prof. W.'M. Lockwood. The work o$ 

I a strong, logical thinker, on a deoplg 
Important subject . Mse, St. _,
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Remit by Postodlce Money order, Registered 
letter or Bratt on Chicagoer NewTork. It 
eosts from 10 to 16 rente to got chocks cashed on 
local banks. so do not send them unless you 
Meh that amount deducted from the amount 
aeut. Address all letters to J. IL FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, III

TAKE NOTICE!
IS^At the expiration ot subscription, it not re

newal, the paper la discontinued. No bills 
will bosent lor extra numbers..

OTTI you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
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8®*Whenever you desire the address of your 
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TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 
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WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, end then the next remittance may 
bo lost or stolon. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th :i you are per
fectly safe, and will eave yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE,

Rd’topat-Large for th« National Spirit
ual 1st Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
clippings when ax attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
tin at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Any person donating one dollar 

the Mediums' Relief Fund of the N.
to 
S. 
ofA., will, if desired, receive one set 

spiritual tracts and one copy of “Vio
lets," a booklet of choice spiritual
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy of 
"Leaves of Truth," a cloth-bound book 
of Instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

BOO Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

A Word of Warning From the National 
Spiritualists Association.

All -Spiritualists are respectfully re- 
questea to take notice that the MAR
TIN BAILEY, who real name Is BA
KER, recently exposed in Los Angeles, 
California, is NOT ENDORSED by toe 
N. S. A., and holds no papers ot What
ever character from said organization.

Per order Trustees National Spirlt- 
UallBts Association.

HARRISON D. BARRETT,
President.

Mary T. Longley, Secretary.

Planning for a Book of Prayers.
The General Assembly of the Presby

terian church was late in session at Wi
nona Lake, Ind., In whit* body many 
matters in the interest of that church 

’were considered. That which most at
tracted the attention of The Progress- 
ve Thinker was the one pertaining to a 

•‘Book of Prayers,” which it is proposed

Wonders of the Past—Hope for the 
FutureZ

Captain Cook, the distinguished navi
gator and explorer, during his voyages 
in toe Pacific, in 1774, discovered up
wards of 2,000 miles off the western 
coast- of South America, what is now 
known as Easter Island. It is about 
eleven miles long, and six miles broad, 
rising 1,200 feet above the sea. It Is of . 
volcanic origin, with fertile valleys, but । 
very deficient in water. A Dutch navi
gator first met with the Island in 1722, 
but it remained for Cook to describe it. 
There is no other land within 2,000 
miles, yet it has a population variously 
estimated from 400 to 1,000, They are 
tall and robust, with regular features, 
but seemingly of the Polynesian race 
and dark complexion. It is believed by 
many scientists to be all that remains 
of a submerged continent, itself a 
mountain peak that rose high above the 
plain in some far off age.

Quoting from the Encyclopedia Brit
annica, Vol, six, p. 428:

“Here are formed immense plat
forms built of large cut stones fitted to
gether without cement. They are gen
erally built on headlands, and on the 
slope toward tho sea. The walls on the 
sea-side are, in some of the platforms 
nearly 30 feet high and from 200 to 300 
feet long and about 30 feet wide. Some 
of the squared stone are 6 feet long. 
On the land side there is a broad ter
race with large stone pedestals on 
which once stood colossal stone images 
carved in the shape of the human trunk. 
On one of the platforms there are up
wards of a dozen images now thrown 
from their pedestals, and scattered In 
all directions. Their usual height is 
from 14 to 10 feet, but the largest are 
37 feet, while some are no more than 
4 feet. The top ot the heads are fiat, 
as If to receive crowns. A number ot 
these crowns still He at the crater about 
8 miles distant where the images were 
cut.”

One of these statues has a place In 
the British «Museum, weighing tour 
tons, and one adorns the National Mu
seum at Washington. The latter was 
acquired by the U. 8. ship Mohican in 
the year 1886. Residents of the island 
have no traditions relating to these im
ages, or of the people who made them.

Knowing somewhat of the mighty 
convulsions which have marked the his
tory of this old earth, there cannot be 
a doubt a vast continent was engulfed 
In some distant’ age, carrying down a 
dense population, and these images 
were probably the gods they worshiped. 
All the early races of which we have 
any account, went upon the .mountain 
tops to worship^ their ambition to get 
as near heaven as possible so their 
priests could hold converse with their 
gods. Mdses is represented to have re
ceived the law from the bond of Gon, 
through a cloud while on Mount Sinai. 
It is believed the pyramids of Egypt 
and those of Babylonia had altars on 
I heir summits, where sacrifices were 
made.

If old Time would give up her ancient 
records, what a wonderful history 
would be given to humanity! We are 
hopeful the secrets of all the past will 
be unfolded to the denizens of the new 
world awaiting us on the other side of 
life, and that the employment of schol
ars there will consist in researches in 
those majestic realms of Nature con
cealed from mortal vision. Such a 
heaven would be infinitely superior to 
“loafing "round the throne” and singing 
"Glory, glory, to God and the lamb for
ever,” such as our orthodox brother
hood promise us.

adopt as a fixed form of religious 
service, for that church after the man
ner of Catholicism, save the latter is In 
Latin.

That act to us, seems eminently 
proper for Presbyterians, when we con
sider the rise and progress of lip-serv
ice, as distinguished from machine 
praying.

Under the ancient order ot sublunary 
affairs the menial approached his mas
ter on bended knees, assuming this at
titude before imploring a favor. With
out such humiliation and proof of serv
itude no clemency or indulgence of any 
sort could be expected.

The king required from his vassal or 
dependent similar service. The subject 
approaching him must kneel, ungirt 
himself, and uncovered, hold up both 
empty hands, promising fealty with 
“llge and limb and earthly honor.” This 
humiliating procedure, coeval with his
tory, is extended to the Pope at Rome, 
fie extending his uncovered great toe to 
hts courtiers to be kissed. The late 
Queen of England extended her hand to 
her favorites to be kissed. No one had 
a right to expect a kindness from roy
alty without first giving evidence of 
servility.

When a God was enthroned to secure 
his attention still greater humiliation 
was expected. No act of aebasement 
was too degrading for divine worship
ers. They often clothed themselves in 
sackcloth and ashes, then, to gratify 
his spiritual appetite, they fed him on 
the aroma of sacrificed doves, lambs, 
fat bullocks, and even tender babies, 
which were placed on the burning altar.

Forms of prayer used from five thou
sand to seven thousand years ago, in
scribed on earthen tablets are found in 
ancient ruins by late explorers.

Scholars find the Lord's prayer, as 
used by Christians, was a Jewish pro
duction many centuries before our era, 
according to popular chronology; and, 
stranger still. It is proved to have been 
in use in Babylon before the alleged 
Jews were slaves In that country.

Saying nothing of the antiquity of the 
' praying custom, will the good reader 

kindly tell wherein the advantage ot 
mumbling prayers by human lips, over 

' machine prayers, as practiced in Ton-
quin, Burmali, Tartary, anywhere 
Buddhistic faith prevails ? Players 
written, attached to wheels, and 
made to revolve by water/ wind 
wave. Each revolution a prayer

RESSIVE THINKER
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WHITTIER’S VIEWS OF GOD AND THE FUTURE LIFE. child beside his’ father in the dark. The thoughts of this poem have 

--------  j a _ wrought igightily in shaping man’s conception’s of God’s nature. They 
A Most Remarkable Article Taken From thtf Northwestern Christian reveal the doctrine of the Fatherhood of God so divine, so sweet that, 

Advocate, a Staunch Methodist Paper, the Leading Organ "ke a sun sh,nin’v flhnvo u ”fi'
z of the Church.

John Greenleaf Whittier is the best loved flf‘ the American poets. 
Bryant,' Emerson, Longfellow, Lowell, and Holmes are great poets-, but 
not one of them comes so near the American heart as does the magnifi
cent Quaker poet. Through his poetry he has become a member of 
countless households. Through his poetry he has entered into the most 
sacred experiences of countless human souls. He plays upon the heart
strings of humanity. He sings of great faith in God, in mankind, in 
the future.

Whittier is a seer. He catches the finer voice with which God's spirit 
whispers to the dull ear of the world. He puts‘that voice into words, 
interpreting it to the people. As a man standing upon a lofty"mountain 
summit sees what those on the plain cannot see, even so it is with Whit
tier. He has brain and heart and soul to see great visions. He tells the 
visions and inspires faith in others. As a seer, he-is worthy to stand 
with the glorious Hebrew bards.

Whittier believes in God as the inspiration and source of all love, as 
the love given to all humanity. No poet has ever sung of God’s love 
with sweeter, stronger voice than John Greenleaf Whittier. This is his 
message:

svtvua vmv vevvvLAAiu ul mu x AvUvlXlUUU UI HJIUU BO UlvlUUj BU bnulv LMaUj 

like a sun shining above the chaos of earth and time, it sends down re
buking rays upon all who turn away from God.- No confession of faith 
ever composed has been so widgly read and has had so great an influ
ence as this poem. It has reached a larger audience than the best ten 
thousand of modern sermons, Not. in all the literature of the world is 
there a grander creed than what we have in “The Eternal Goodness.” 
It is the most remarkable religious poem of the world, the sweetest re
ligious lyirie that has been written since time began. It is immortal. 
It will live so Jong as human life needs inspiration, so long as human 
hope needs cheer.

“Immortal love I forever full, 
Forever flowing free, 

Forever shared, forever'whole, 
A never-ebbing sea,”

He says: “Surely God would not permit his children to suffer if it 
were not to work put for them the highest good; for God never does 
suffer to be done anything but that whieh we would do if we could see 
the end of all events as well as he. God’s love is so infinitely greater 
than mine that I cannot fear for his children. And when I long to help 
some poor, suffering, erring fellow-creature, I am consoled with the 
thought that his great heart of love is more than mine can be, and so I 
rest in peace.” Whittier believes that God sees all, that God knows all, 
that all things are in God’s hands; and therefore they must work for the 
good of all.

A SWORN STATEMENT.

An Interesting Citation of History.
George Rawlinson, a clergyman of the 

Church of England, late Professor ot 
Ancient History in the University ot 
Oxford, and author of “The Seven Great 
Monarchies of the Ancient Eastern 
World," in his "History of the Fourth
Monarchy,” closing Chapter 8, on 
Babylonian Civilization, concludes 
follows:

"To Babylonia, far more than

the
as

Egypt, we owe the art and learning
to 
of

the Greeks. It was from the East, not 
from Egypt, Greece derived her archi
tecture, her sculpture, her science, her 
philosophy, her mathematical knowl
edge—in a word, her intellectual life. 
And Babylon was the source to which 
the entire stream of Eastern civiliza
tion may be turned. It is scarcely too 
much to say, but for Babylon, real civil
ization might not even yet have dawned 
on the earth. Mankind might never 
have advanced beyond that spurious 
and false form of it which in Egypt, 
India, China, Japan, Mexico, and Peru,
contented 
cies."

This is
sion from

the aspirations of the spe-

a frank and truthful admis- 
one of the most learned of

the 
are 
are

or 
has

been addressed to the Universal Good. 
Sleeping or waking, toiling or resting, 
walldng, running or leaping, the pray
ing goes continually on, nnd the owner 
of the wheel gains the credit. We like 
the idea. What a magnificent pow^r 
«till remains at Niagara for propelling 
praying machines! It should be util
ized, providing machine praying will 
gain as many favors as do the other 
kind. . ” . '

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic s» 
erot of How to Keep Young." By J. M. 
Sables, M. D4 M. A, Ph. a PriOS «L 
20 cents.

Whittier’s faith in God is tranquil; it is assured; it is unshakable. As 
a child rests in its mother’s arms, so he rests in the goodness of God.

“I see the wrong that round me lies, 
I feel the guilt within,

I hear, with groans and travail-cries, 
The world confess its sin.

“Yet, in the maddening maze of things, 
And tossed by storm and flood, 

To one fixed stake my spirit clings;
I know that God is good. ’ ’

“I wait in His good time to see 
That as my mother dealt with me, 
So with His children dealeth He.”

Out-of chaos will come order, out of discords will come music, out of 
the darkness of night will come the splendors of morning; such is Whit
tier’s faith.

Whittier cannot bear the injustice and the heavy cruelties of the old 
Calvinistic ideas about God and man. He rejects the crude and im
moral ideas of Calvin’s theology. It is too heavy a“weight for his brain 
and heart. Sir Edwin Arnold at one time remark^to him: “You, sir, 
born in the purple of the muses, never were an/J nevqr could be a Calvin
istic Puritan.” Whittier answers: “Nay, thee is right. The world is 
much too beautiful and God far too good.” As Buitas kindles the souls' 
of Scotchmen, palsied by the teachings of J<jhn Chlvin, even so does 
Wliittier kindle the souls of New Englanders, palsied by the teachings

What is Whittier’s belief as he looks out towards the future? To him 
this life is only the porch of the entrance-way of the real life. He looks 
upon death as only the shadow of life. He says: “The circumstance of 
death will make no difference with me.” In conversation with Lowell, 
he says: “ I feel that I am immortal. I cannot feel that there is any end 
to me.” When Lowell dies, Whittier writes to Holmes in these words: 
“Ever since I heard the sad news of Lowell’s death, I have been think
ing of thee and longing to see thee; for we are now standing alone. The 
bright, beautiful ones who began life with us have passed into the great 

‘ Shadow of Silence; or rather, let us hope, they have gone into the World 
of Light, and we alone are lingering here in the shadow. Well, I shall 

1 soon follow them and I wait the call with a cal in trust in the Eternal 
i Goodness.” His faith in man's immortality is invincible. He says: 
• “I do not reason about it or try to prove it; but I perfectly trust that 
, there is a life beyond more spiritual than this and of more perfect ad- 
i justment, because I entirely believe that the Power which placed us 

here and is over all life, is one of perfect justice aud love.” He sings:
"That life is ever Lord of Death 
And love can never lose its own. ’ ’

of Jonathan Edwards. í¿
- Whittier's personal friends, the members of the society to which he 
belongs, remonstrate with him for his poem on “The Two Angels.” 
The ideas'of tenderness and love and compassion s^fforth in this poem 
seem to his orthodox friends inconsistent with^he creed which he is sup
posed to hold. His Quaker friends make a most'acrimonious attack 
upon him on the ground that he is losing faith1; that he is teaching dan
gerous doctrine. The poet replies to this at^ck 1$ writing his poem 
entitled “The Eternal Goodness.” In this pqejn hp rebels against the 
Calvinistic conception of God'and God’s dealmgswith men as held by 
the Quakers. To them he says in substance^ “God cannot be such a 
being as you think he is. God canno.t so treat his children. I care not 
what your proofs may be, it cannot be so.”

“O friends, with whom my feet have trod 
The quiet aisles of prayer,

Glad witness to your zeal for God 
And love to man I bear.

“ I trace your lines of argument, 
Your logic linked and strong.

I weigh as one who dreads dissent 
And fears a doubt as wrong

‘ ‘ But still my human hands are weak 
To hold your iron creeds.

Against the words you bid me speak 
My heart within me bleeds. ”

A song of sweeter trust than Whittier’s “Eternal Goodness” has 
never been sung. It is a magnificent, cathedral-like poem. In it the 
poet puts his higher moral ideas of the love and tenderness of the All
Father. The poet teaches that though God be hidden in dark clouds, 
vet we can put our hand into his hand and walk by his side like a little

The hope which Whittier thus expresses is older than any religion of 
earth. It is a hope born of human love. It is as a sweet flower that 
grows in the soil of love; and there it will grow and bloom as long as 
human tears fall on the white faces of the dead.

Whittier’s teachings about the spirit world are so full of sweet com
fort that they flash beautiful rainbows of hope across the showers of 
falling human tears. He believes that beyond death man goes on with 
his power to think, to remember, to love, just as of old; that man begins 
the life hereafter just as he leaves it here, man being precisely what 
his life on earth has made him. He says: “I shall have in the other 
life the same love and aspirations and occupations. If it were not so, 
I should iiot be myself; and surely I shall not lose, my identity.” To 
Whittier the gates between the seen and the unseen are ajar. The near
ness of unseen realms and of unseen spiritual presences is to him a mag
nificent reality;

“O, sometimes comes to soul and 
A feeling that is evidence 
That very near about us lies 
The realm of spirit mysteries.”

He believes that we are moving now in a closely enfolding spirit 
world, a world so near to us that its wavelets lap the sands at our feet 
every day. He believes that our visible world is immersed, embosomed 
in a spirit world, as our earth is immersed and embosomed in the at
mosphere. He believes that we are surrounded on every hand by the 
spirits of those who have lived here, but who have left us. He sings 
of the spirit world as the real home land. There friends and loved 
ones find each other. He believes that we shall recognize in the future 
state those we have known and loved on earth. He savs:

Wonderful Manifestations Occurring in 
Bright Daylight—The Whole Family/ 
Clalraudlent and Clairvoyant—The 

, Spirits in This Family Prefer the 
I Bright Light of Pay in Which to Do

Their Work
This Is to certify that I, Mrs. Rey

nolds, of Puyallup, Wash., went to Mr. 
John A. Kinton’s on Friday afternoon, 
April 14, 1905, to make a call and to 
gather a mess of greens. When I got 
there, I found Mr. and Mis. Kinton were 
in Puyallup.

I found Ollie Kinton, their niece, at 
home, in the summer kitchen alone; 
Jennie L. Kinton and her little boy 
were out in the barnyard feeding chick
ens, and such work.

Ollie asked me to lay off my wraps 
and stay, as she expected the folks 
home soon. 1 took off my cape and hat, 
and laid my handbag on a chair; then 
folded my cape, it being large, heavy 
beaver cloth, and laid it on top of hand
bag, placing my bat on top of it; no 
one handling my things except myself.

Some time previous Mrs. Kinton bad 
told me the spirits of tbe so-called dead 
had the power to move or take clothing 
or money and carry them off and hide 
them, and sometimes they would bring 
them back, and sometimes not, and that 
it had caused them, the family, a great 
deal of annoyance.

Sometimes the spirits would tell her 
daughter Jennie where to find them.

I thought of this when 1 placed my 
wraps and pocketbook on the chair. 
There was no one on the place at that 
time except the ones I have mentioned.

Ollie and I took my. basket and went 
out to gather my greens, and when we 
went out through the yard Jennie and 
the little boy joined us without going 
into the house.

When we had gathered enough we re
turned to the kitchen, it being six feet 
from the house.

I walked over to my things, and 1 
know no one had touched them, for 
they lay just as I had placed them. 1 
picked up my handbag, and looked in. 
I had one five and one ten-dollar gold 
piece in the bag before I went out, and 
now the ten was gone.

1 do solemnly swear I know they 
knew nothing of my money in my purse, 
and only Ollie knew 1 had any handbag 
with me, and 1 also know if any earth
ly person had moved them, I could have 
detected the same, as it was a test case 
with me.

Just then Mr. Kinton drove up, and 
Mrs. K. came in and greeted me very 
kindly, and asked me to stay to supper, 
as the girls were getting it ready, and 
regretted that she was not at home, as 
1 had not been to see her for some time.

1 concluded to stay and see if the spir
its would bring my money back, but I / 
did not lay my purse down again. 1/ 
kept it in my hand. I dreaded very 
much to tell Mrs. Kinton about it, for (I 
knew she would feel badly about itl 
but I knew no earthly hands had robbed 
me. ,

After supper Mrs. Kinton and 1 went 
into the house and I said: “I must go 
home as It is getting late.”

While she and I were alone I told her 
of my loss. She was very much 
troubled, and said: “Mrs. Reynolds, you 
shall not lose your money. If I cannot 
make the spirits bring it back, I will 
borrow it and pay you."

Then Mr. Kinton came into the house, 
and we told him. By this time Jennie 
came in to tell me not to go and forget 
my greens, as I had left them on the 
back porch. We told her about the loss. 
“Oh!” she said, “I believe they will 
bring it back.”

Mrs. Kinton suggested that we go 
back into the kitchen and all be still, 
and perhaps they would bring it back, 

! or maybe it was hidden out there where 
I the purse was left. She then told tho 

invisibles they must bring my money 
back, or tell where it was. We all 

! went out to the kitchen, and were quiet 
a few minutes, when Jennie, her daugh
ter, Baid. “A spirit tells me your money 
is upstairs under the carpet In the 
house. Come with me and see.”

We all followed her, and when she 
got to the top of the stairs in the hall, 

, she stood still a moment, then turned to / 
' her right, and opened a door into a1 
! large room, and said, "Rip up the car

pet on the far side, under the window."

“I have friends in spirit land, 
Not shadows in a shadowy land;
Nqt others, but themselves, are they.'

s beautiful sister is to him unspeakable. She 
is gifted with fine poe c tastes. She adores her brother. Their home 
life forms one of the s eet pictures in literature. She is his loving and 
constant companion. ath takes her, and then of her he writes:

“I canhot feel that thou art far 
Sinceiuear at hand the angels are;

And wllen the sunset gates unbar
Shall!I not sec thee waiting stand?

And, wnite against the evening star, 
The welcome of thy beckoning hand ?”

REV. JOHN"REID SHANNON.

The loss of Whitti

Her father 
sure enough 
gold piece.

I know no

pulled out the tacks, and 
there was my ten-dollar

one had been upstairs

English scholars. Instead of giving 
credit to a Semitic tribe, with an almost 
inaccessible city in the Lebanon mount
ains of Palestine, as is the habit of 
churchmen, he relates a truth which 
the world should know.

If we can trust Bible history, it was 
during the seventy years the Jews were 
slaves in Babylon they acquired the re
ligious ideas, and most of the history 
which now passes for “divine revela
tion.” This Is proved by the fact that 
much of what is called Jewish history is 
found on the lettered slabs which 
formed Assurbanipal’s Library, from 
which it is evident the Jewish account 
was transcribed.

It is from Babylon we derive the idea 
of winged angels.

They who seem to suppose the Jews 
were the Inventors of a theocratic gov
ernment will be surprised should they 
read Rawlinson to find this feature 
was borrowed from Babylonia. Quot
ing the author again:
' “The architecture of the Babylonians 
seems to have culminated in the Tem
ple. While their palaces, their bridges, 
their walls, even their private houses 
were remarkable, their grandest workq, 
their most elaborate efforts, were dedi
cated to the honor and service, not ot 
man, but of God.”

But to the religionist the most re
marlsable feature found In the ruins of 
Babylon, buried full 2,500 years beneath 
the sands of the desert, beyond the 
reach of the spoiler or the forger, was a 
madonna with a childjn ,her arms. We 
regret our lack of ability to copy an il
lustration as given by Rawlinson in his 
“Fourth Monarchy.” His letter-press 
description must supply the want:

“The mother is seated In a natural ’ 
and not ungraceful attitude on a rough 
square pedestal. She is naked except 
for a hood, or mantilla, which covers 
the head, shoulders, and back, and a 
narrow apron which hangs down in' 
front. She wears, earrings and a brace
let. The child wlilch sleeps on her left 
shoulder, wears'a shirt open in front, 
and a short but full tunic, which is 
gathered into plaits. Both figures are

in simple and natural taste, but the 
limbs of the infant are somewhat too 
thin and delicate.”

Will some person be so kind as to 
show the relation, if any, between this 
Babylonian madonna-and child; those 
found-in India, representing the infant 
Buddha and mother; that of Isis and 
chifd Horus in Egypt, to whom temples 
were built in Rome; and that of Mary 
and Jesus, which Roman Catholics de
light to worship with thelitis of Queen 
of Heaven and Child? There seems 
some mystic relationship between all 
these characters, as also with Jes 
Crishna and his mother, the eighth In
dian avatar.

A Happy Simile.
A correspondent of‘the Truth Seeker 

has happily Illustrated in the following 
paragraph, which we quote with pleas
ure, just what is going on quietly, ah 
most noiselessly, in the churches. He 
says:

“There is a railroad near the Hudson 
which his for some years been rebuild
ing the bridges over the many deep 
gorges on its line. Without the least 
cessation of traffic these skeleton-like 
structures have been replaced beam by 
beam, a marvel of modem engineering 
skin. Will not some such change take 
place In the churches, or it is not now 
taking place?”

Most certainly the removal of rotten 
dogmas on which the churches were 
founded are being removed as fast as 
perhaps it is desirable. Those of ub iff 
the sere and yellow leaf have .noticed 
these changes, little dreamed of by the 
younger generation. Churches widely 
separated fifty years ago are now unit
ing, and are working harmoniously to
gether. Demagogues have always 
been laboring to tie themselves back to 
tho past, but they are defeated by mem
bers of their own churches, who wish to 
get away from the teachiiits of the 
babyhood of the race.

Let the joyous work go bn. In the 
good time nearing all the rotten timbers 
and planks will give place to new ones, 
rendered indestructible by scientific 
methods, then the ages can advance to 
higher planes of thought

■Ig» M ■■ ।
"The Majesty of Calmness^ or ।Indi

vidual Problems and Possibilities.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. ; Another Wuable 
little Trice -30 beats. ,

Not Original With Jesus.
“Jesus’ golden rule,” said a clergy-- 

man in his discourse the other day re
lating to the Chicago strike, “is that 
one shall place himself in the place of 
another.” The “rule” is a' noble one 
and should be observed by all, whether 
Christian or heathen. Practiced by all 
we should have a most excellent world 
to live in. There would be no crime 
and but little wrong.

But why give Jesus, God, man or 
myth, credit for this rule of conduct 
which svery scholar and every preacher 
should know, was in existence ages be
fore the period credited to Jesus. Of 
course we can’t know who was its in
ventor, for it is a self-evident proposi
tion, and was probably coeval with civ
ilization. So soon as the race began to 
cultivate the virtues, so soon It must 
have been In being. It was proclaimed 
by Confucius, the Chinese philosopher, 
who died 479 yeap before our era. It 
was reiterated by Grecian sages only 
a little later, , and^must have been gen
erally currant witn all cultivated, na
tions at the periigl It is ascribed to 
Jesus.

Is it just df'truih, and does It add ad
ditional luster to.toe name of Jesus, .to 
heap upon him air the virtues and the 
good teachings in existence ages before 
his time, arid givetoim^credlt with orig
inating. them;- at the same time falsify
ing and ignoring the culture of the long 
centuries which preceded him? Inscrip
tions in cuneiform characters on earth
en plates buried, more ^an 2,500 years 
under the sands ofi- the insert at Baby
lon, which neither friends nor enemies 
could altennlatel^iresurrected, contain 
as good mdtols :as' Jesus taught. And 
the EgyptlanUBoslc of the Dead .found 
.wrapped arotind Ahe mummified dead, 
lose nothing in moral force when com
pared with the best thought of even 
present day divines.

Let us be just to antiquity, and not 
attempt to rob-tljem of the glory their 
due.

THE FILTERED FALSE—THE GOOD.

Do the spirits of pur kindred e’er to 
earth again return?

Are these faces but deceptions of the 
eye that we discern?

Are they all the masks of mortals and 
prepared to make telleve

They are sacred, to enchant the human 
spirit and deceive?

Are these loVed ones we are touching 
and oft kissing made of paste,

Or of paper, or of cheese-cloth—our 
attentions merest waste?

Are we naught but dupes of fakirs and

"How to Train Children and Pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
thé position that ÎÙ many cases it Is the 
parents that heed the training more 
than the children, arid advises parents 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than
buying this little book. Anyone that

MY PHANTOM SHIP.

On a sea-girt shore, where the sea-gulls

I

soar
O’er the ships-port and the ocean 

wide,
gaze and dream of the days now no 

more, 
And list to the billowy tide.

To that land of pleasure where many a
treasure

Were stored in the heart ot Truth, 
In the voice of the sea, come back 

mb
The days of my happy youth.

to

a gang of sharks on earth?
Be it so; then have we nothing in 

cause of greater worth?
Though'granted all this thing we 

be fraud before our eyes,

our

see
Beneath the very shameful act ,a sa

cred precept Ues:
Naught e’er defrauded or defiled, if of 

good shall perish, though
Oft it seems as dead sad crushed by 

an almighty final blow.
But the truth can never perish or be 

smothered by a lie,
For it is a law eternal; it can never 

- fall or die.
Though all the ghosts and goblins may 

be.proved of human make,
We will rise from an these ashes if wd 

hold the truth at stake,. X
Though there-floats upon the surface a 

pretentious, nasty scum, i
Down within the rushing torrent there 

are voices never dumb;
They are ever, ever speaking to our 

spirits, and declare,
That though all may seem delusion our 

dear friends are living there.
Out upon the human passion comes a 

hunger and a greed,.
That can hold no precept sacred whit* 

will not.that hunger feed;
Greed is vicious; greed is cruel; greed 

. is heartless, callous, cold;
Human greed has but one IdoF, that a 

shining god of goid.
’Tls a shame, disgrace, a monster of the 

. -darkest, blackest kind; -
’Tls a crime against the sacred and the 

pure in soul and mind; ■
But there is,within the Illy just-the fil

tered filth—its food;
So within the truth eternal is the fil

tered false—the good.
DR. T. WILKINS.

. ---------------» «a« ." .i ■

Pearls and rubles, amber and gold, 
Were the cargo hidden away

In the hull of my bark, with youth’s 
trademark,

When Dreamland held its sway.
I sailed away gaily, nightly and daily, 

For my heart was aglow with pride, 
My ship held its treasures of innocent 

pleasures,
As it floated on a sunlit tide.

My ship is still sailing, the day-beams 
are paling,

Ab I near the Infinite shore.
Her treasures are the dear ones faith

ful, unfailing
Dwellers where time is no more.

I’ve seen their white hands in the lu
minous .shadows,

Outstretched across the wide sea, 
And their faces were tender, radiant 

with splendor,
As they fondly beckoned to me.

I watt In the gloaming Jove’s light be
stowing

Star-gleams of the soul’» inner sight, 
Where are gardens of flowers and vine- 

clad bowers,
Far from earth's chilling blight

I wait and harken as the-night shadows 
darken

The mystical star-aisles ot night, 
My lone ship is drifting the new dawn 

is lifting
Where gleams t£e fair City of Light 

BISHOP A. BEALS.
Summerland, Cal.

since I went there. The spirit claimed 
it was taken to prove what could be 
done by spirit power, and that spirits of 
the so-called dead do return, and do 
many strange things innocent people 
are blamed for, and that it is strictly 
essential to the world that this must be 
proved, and they had found mediums in 
this family to prove it.

Mr. and Mrs. Kinton said they had 
known this to be true for twenty years, 
but could not be brave enough to pub
lish it to the world, to make tlieir fam- 
ily*a target for people to talk about, but 
are forced at last to publish it for the 
good of humanity.

I will say I have been well acquaint
ed with them for two years, and know 
them to be honest, truth-loving people, 
with no desire to do anything but right. 
All the family can see and hear spirits 
when conditions are right. Nearly all 
the demonstrations are done in daylight 
when the sun is shining.

MRS. S. A. REYNOLDS.
Subscribed and sworn to betore me, 

this 10th day of May, 1905.
ROBERT WILSON.

Notary Public in and for the state of 
Washington; residing in Puyallup.

[SEAL.]
Mrs. A. J. Kinton, Mr. John A. Kinton, 

Witnesses.

Spirits Gave the Victory.
A press report from Tokio, Japan, 

states that Admiral Togo, responding to 
the imperial rescript commending the 
admiral and his sailors, expresses his 
appreciation and says:

“That we gained a success beyond 
our expectation is [due to the brilliant 
virtue of your majesty and to the pro
tection ot the spirits of your imperial 
ancestors, and not to the action of any 
human being.

“We shall, be faithful and answer to 
the imperial will.”

Altogether, thus far, the "virtue” of 
the Japanese emperor, and the “protec
tion of the spirits” of his ancestors, 
seem to be more powerful than the God 
for whom the Russians hurrah.

."The Jesuits.” By Rev. B. F. Austin,UUjJUg LUlO llLLiU 4UUWIL. xinjuuv tuub _ AUV UVOUIMi AJJ twf *J. A» ¿tuoiui, 

has tbe care of. children should read U-1 A.M., B.- D.. An excellent .pamphlet.

Spiritism ud Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
In Regard to IL By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dalley. Demonstrates futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
■plritual phenomena. Price 25 gyoy

"The Kingship ot Self-Control.” By 
Wm; George Jordan. It treats of tho 
crimes of the tongue, the f Red Tape 
duty, the aupremo charity of the world.

Price 25 cento. Price 15 cents.

"Principles ot I4ght and Color.” By 
B. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and ona 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are hero gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction ot 
great value and interest A large, four, 
pound, book, strongly , bound, and con- 
tolning beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid 
85. It is a wonderful work and you wlU 
bu delighted with It

The Commandmeats - Analyzed, prtoa 
.HS xxmta.- .Blg.Blblo SiotieB, cloth, 59 
cents. For sale at this o&ck



The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work,
and General Progress, the World Over

THE FRO®RBSSIVB .THINKER
OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS,

use « pen or typewriter.
They are our own publication«. ’; 
They, are neatly and . BUbscantlaUyi, 

bound in cloth.

PEO- 
HUN-
ALL 
AND

CENTERS FOR NUMBERS OF 
PLE, MANY OF WHOM ARE 
GERING FOR PHENOMENA 
THE REST OF THE YEAR

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
tJlows this freedom ot expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
'hat is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
<o do so. That must account for the 
».on-appearance of YOUR article.

)VRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon tlie minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four; 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written- plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
•he General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 

generally have to be abridged more or 
tecs; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten Unes, and ten 

'lines to two Unes, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address ot the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address ot 
tlie writer. The items ot those who do 
not comply with this'request will be 
cast into the waste basket

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
it we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
•IOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

ALL THE HONEST MEDIUMS IN 
CHICAGO RECEIVE THE CORDIAL 
ENDORSEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS 
STATE SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIA
TION, WHETHER ORDAINED OR 
NOT. AS THERE ARE NUMEROUS 
FRAUDS IN THE CITY, IT WOULD 
BE WELL FOR ALL CAMP OFFI
CIALS TO BE EXCEEDINGLY CARE
FUL AND WRITE TO DR. GEO. B. 
WARNE, 4203 EVANS AVENUE, FOR 
INFORMATION, IF THEY DESIRE 
ANY PARTICULARS. SUMMER 
CAMP-MEETINGS, WHEN PURE IN 
SOCIAL CONDITIONS, ELEVATED IN 
MENTAL AND SPIRITUAL TONE 
AND CONDUCTED ON STRICTLY 
BUSINESS METHODS ARE POWER
FUL AIDS IN SPREADING THE 
TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM. IT 
llUST NOT BE FORGOTTEN THAT 
fHEY ARE ALSO THE HARVEST 

■TIME FOR THE FAKIRS, BECAUSE 
THEY COME TO THE RALLYING

• READY THERE TO PART WITH 
THEIR MONEY WITHOUT PRU
DENCE. SPIRITUALISTS AND THE 
PUBLIC AT LARGE LOOK TO EVERY 
ONE OF OUR CAMP OFFICIAL 
BOARDS TO PROMOTE DECENCY, 
ELIMINATE TRICKERY AND RECOG
NIZE ONLY HONEST MEDIUMS. 
THEY SHOULD PROTECT THE NOV
ICE AND THE GULLIBLE FROM IM
POSITION AND ROBBERY. THEY 
ARE LARGELY EDUCATORS OF THE 
PUBLIC. CAUTION, CANDOR, COUR
AGE AND DISCERNMENT ARE RE
QUIRED BY THESE OFFICERS.

At the Engineers’ Arms, at Nelson, in 
Lancashire, Eng., the ghost of Robert 
Adams, a former landlord who was 
buried at Aberdeen, is said to have 
been behaving most "disgracefully of 
iate. “He" is heard in the dead of night 
drinking behind the bar—one man de
clares he looked through a window and 
saw “him”—but when the present land
lord and his friends and guests descend 
to eject the intruder its intangible 
form flits upstairs to the bedrooms and 
disports itself there with much noise 
and riot. The latest report from Nel-1 
son is that a former friend, secreted in 
the bar, saw Robert Adams’ burly fig
ure at the beer engine, but naturally 
failed to seize it

Sunday, May 21, being the least of 
St. Helen, the inhabitants of the vil
lage of Lozen Grad, in Roumania, cel
ebrated their annual feast, when the 
"Nistinares,” priest of a special sect, 
danced barefoot upon live coals, a cer
emony which will continue every day 
till the end of the month. After mass, 
celebrated by the Bishop, a large pile 
of wood was set on fire, and toward 
evening tho "Nistinares” took turns at 
dancing over tho scattered embers, ut
tering prophecies' as to the happenings 
of the coming year most closely affect
ing the members 01 the parish. While 
the ceremony was going on bauds 
played and people surrounded the burn
ing embers. The people believe tlie 
"Nistinares” Inherit the power of walk
ing unscathed over the fire and that 
aven they could not enjoy the privilege 
except during this month, on the occa
sion of this special celebration. This 
rite has been celebrated from time im
memorial in this particular locality, and 
attracts a large number of visitors. 
How did they withstand the burning 
embers? Were they mediums?

D. S. Dewey writes: "I had rather 
lose my dinner and supper than to lose 
a copy ot The Progressive Thinker. 1 
do think it is the best paper oti God’s 
green earth.”

J. W.1 Buchanan has removed to 620 
Thomas avenue, Dallas Texas, where 
his friends will please address him. “

Mrs. Powderly writes: “The meet
ings at 6603 Hnlsted street are growing 
in numbers «nd uro very , interesting. 
Mrs. Orm will Iccturii for us Sunday 

f ‘ evening. Ladies’. Aid meets..:;overy:
” 'fe^tobTjustU« re^Jteody wel- 

>, needn’t go to thinkin’ that Sp>

Sunday, Ju^Vf, Wo5, S. E. 58: “Birds.’’

inter-

WHAT SHALL WE EAT?

MRS. ELSIE STUMPF. '

ROCHESTER, IND.

J. G. H1NDERER.

of transportation companies con-j street. Phono Douglas 108, »ceraed, to eSect some arrangement—

in care of ; 
street, Toro1!

charge.
Anderson, Ind.

To German Spiritualists.
As there are many Germans

[obson, 28 Taylor 
tada. .

Spiritual Meetings of Interest and Profit 
Are Held There.

porqneous diagnosis and healing:/the 
sick; he has removed to his old : loca
tion, 3030 Indiana Avenue, corner 31st

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may bo cast 
Into the waste basket. ।

The Food Question from the Stand1 
point of Health, Strength 

and Economy.

¡a 
tho

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current , issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this Ip mind.

pre cordially Invited to attend our 
I meetings." ,4 .

I U

June 10,1905, ■>
When writing for this papefj.topic for' the . progressive 

1 LYCEUM.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

E. R. Fielding writes from Washing
ton, D. C.r “The auxiliary of the First 
Association has discontinued their 
meetings until October. Meetings are 
held at Mrs. W. Bocman's every Thurs
day afternoon at 2 p. m., during the 
summer. The Temple League met at 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Williams’. Quite 
a sum was realized for the Temple. 
Sunday meetings are held at the home 
of tlie president, Mrs. W. Farrow, every 
other Sunday. Sunday, May 28, the Be
nevolent Spiritualists met at Mrs. Far
rows’. Mrs. Congdon gave tlie opening 
address, followed with addresses by 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Williams. Miss 
Farrow rendered several selections on 
the violin. Mr. and Mrs. Emil Nablie 
hold meetings as usual at Woons’ Hall; 
Mrs. M. Price, every Sunday at No. 423 
First street N. E.; Mrs. Leese at 720 
Tenth N. W.; Mrs. Julia Warnekle, 122 
I street N. W."

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell’s avowal of his 
belief in “mind reading” is of much 
more consequence to the world than all 
of the great Osler’s lucubrations on the 
decline of mental powers after the age 
of forty. If it is true, as this eminent 
neurologist and clear seeing author 
says it is, that a knowledge of facts and 
occurrences may be gained without vis
ion, touch or hearing, it is plain that 
physical science as it is now authoritat 
tively needs revision.—Tribune, La 
Salle, Ill.

W. Hassman writes: . "The closing 
meeting of the North Star Spiritual 
Union was held May 28, at 1546 Mil
waukee avenue, with a large attend-

I ance, especially from,the Society Light 
More Light, 'rhe lecture was given by 
Dr. P. M. Esser, a noted teacher and 
healer residing at 82 Willow street, 2nd 
flat. The second speaker was Dr. 
Koehler of North avenue. Tests were 
given by Mrs. Johanna Rennau, 1812 
Ashland avenue. The president gave 
thanks to all who attended the meet
ings and invited them back again at the 
opening gathering the first of Septem
ber. The business meetings will be 
held at 33 Upton street every month as 
usual."

G. H. Brooks writes: “I have been so 
busy since my return home from Phila
delphia after a very pleasant month's 
engagement with Mr. Locke’s society, 
that I have not had time to write to 
The Progressive Thinker to let the 
many readers of the same, as well as 
my friends know of my work, or where 
I am. During our absence from home 
our house had been broken into, and ev
erything scattered about the house, to 
such an extent that we shall faever feel 
settled again.- Some damage was done, 
but thus far we have found nothing 
missing. I arrived home the second ot 
May, and wife and Raymond from Los 
Angeles, Cal., the next week. Wife has 
been greatly benefited by her trip to 
California, and is much better than 
when she went away. I have been serv- 
serving the Spiritual Science Society of 
Rockford, Ill., during the month of May, 
and am to serve one Sunday in June. I 
find a very pleasant and successful so
ciety, and the engagement has been suc
cessful and most pleasing. I shall be 
found at my home, 114 President street, 
Wheaton, Ill., where I will respond to 
calls for funerals, and some work later 
on. Our little society in Wheaton in
tends holding a grove meeting either 
the third or last Sunday in June, at 
Glen Ellyn, where we shall be more 
than glad to welcome all of the Spirit
ualists who may feel to attend. In next 
week’s issue I will tell how to get there, 
and when the meeting is to be, and the 
kind of talent we are to ha,ve. I trust 
in a short time to be out of my hurry, 
and give more time to my friends.”

The nineteenth great picnic will be 
given by the First German Spiritualist 
Society of the West Side in Reisig’s 
Grove, Riverside, 111., on Sunday, June 
18, 1905. Tickets, sold in advance, 25 
cents. At the grove, 30 cents each. 
Take the Metropolitan Elevated (Gar
field Park Line) to 52nd avenue, and 

'from there take LaGrange car to the 
i grove.
i Mrs. H. A. Cross writes: "I wish to 
¡express my appreciatiqn and' thanks 
through the columns of The Progress-

I ive Thinker to Mrs. Geo. S. Lincoln and 
Mrs. C. Kirchner for opening their 
homes for the test circles held for the 
benefit of the Illinois Sunflower Club, 
auxiliary to the I. S. S. A., and also to 
the mediums who assisted them in the 
message giving; and also to thank the 
committee at the entertainment held at 
the Hyde Park Occult Society’s Hall, 
for their good work, and the society, for 
the use of its hall for our business 
meeting and the entertainment, and 
last but not least, our Sister Francis, 
who is always ready to offer her home 
for our little gatherings. Now every
body make up.your minds to go to 
our Fourth of July picnic, to be held at 
Lake Bluff, HL Round trip tickets on 
the Chicago and Northwestern railroad, 
75 cents. Basket lunch. Coffee and. ice 
cream served. Chocolate set to be raf
fled that day.” •

Mrs. Kirchner writes: “On Sunday 
afternoon, May 28, we were again fi- 
vored by having our Sister Briggs give 
us a grand inspirational talk. It being 
conference Sùnday, quite a few took ad
vantage of same and added their mite 
to thé causé. Dr. Hager gave an ele
gant talk upon the continuity of life, 
from a scientific standpoint. Brother 
Lawrance also gave out some good 
thoughts', which carried considerable 
weight Brother Thompson and Sister 
Weaver gave some grand demonstra
tions of spirit return, all of which were 
recognized. lu the evening, owing~to 
the absence of our president, ’ Sister 
Trafton conducted the ' services. The 
speaker, Mrs. V. Darby, gave one of her 
eloquent discourses. After the lecture 
Sister Thompson and Brother Thomp
son and Sister Trafton gave some re
markable ■ demonstrations of spirit re
turn. Our choir, as usual, 1 rendered 
beautiful music, ■ which all claim is 
equal-to any heard in the churches. We 
extend a cordial invitation to'all to at
tend our services every Sùnday after
noon at 3, and evening at 8, at Mission 
Hall, People’s Institute, Van Buren and 
Leavitt street.- We have -our regular 
classes fpr dancing every . Saturday 
night in Plcasüre Hall and regular June 
dance, June l7. Picnic at. Relsslg’s 
Grove, July 1. All are welcome.”

Letters will rencli Oscar A. Edgerly, 
the noted trance ^lecturer, at 42 Smith 
street, Lynn, Mass, .
I ' 1 '

Our correspondent at Sandusky, O., 
writes: “Mrs. M. E. Jenkins, of Wind
sor, Ontario, served the Psychic Re
search Society of this city. May 21 and 
28, as lecturer and message bearer. 
She quickly endeared herself to the au
diences by the joyous messages she 
gave from the loved ones who have 
passed out of physical view. While 
here, she responded to a call from Put- 
in-Bay Island, where she held a parlor 
meeting, bringing comfort and consola
tion to many who had not had an oppor
tunity to attend Spiritualist meetings. 
It is hoped that she will again visit this 
vicinity.”

President writes from Rockford, 
Mich.: "The Rockford Spiritualists will 
hold their regular June meeting on Sun
day, the 11th. Mrs. Abbie E. Sheets of 
Grand Ledge has promised to be with 
us. Mrs. Sheets is a favorite with the, 
Rockford people, but has been unable to 
accept engagements for a long time by. 
reason of illness. We are glad to 
learn that she is again able to go on 
with the good work.”

H. Smith writes: “On Sunday even
ing, May 28, a large and appreciative 
audience congregated at tlie hall of the 
Students of Nature,. 1565 Milwaukee 
avenue. The hall was crowded. Each 
person was given a red carnation. The' 
platform was surrounded with Prof, S. 
Hunt’s juvenile orchestra of 20 young 
musicians, Their instruments were vi
olins, guitars and mandolins. The pas
tor in charge eloquently gave the his
tory of the birth and growth of the so
ciety which she bo cheerfully cradled 
for eleven years. Sister Kusserow and 
Sister McIntire gave much encourage
ment for the future. Rev. Dr. Koehler, 
an ex-minister of the Lutheran church, 
spoke on Decoration, which was appro
priate for this occasion, Ue being a true 
teacher of Spiritualism. Brother J. 
Coe, our old veteran, spoke of the 
growth and unfoldment, like a flower, ot 
the pastor, as he has watched her, as a 
florist would. W. Lynn gave twenty 
tests. AU were recognized. This so
ciety has lived eleven years, and will 
open the doors at Van Buren Opera 
House in September, with the pastor as 
the leader and teacher. It is located 
at the corner of Madison street and Cal
ifornia avenue.”

Mrs. Laura Crawford writes from De
troit, Mich.: “The First Church of the 
Soul, 46 Grand River avenue., held its 
closing and memorial services May 28. 
A fine program was rendered.. The hall 
was nicely decorated with flowers and 
flags, and crowded to the doors. Lec
ture by Mrs. L. Crawford. She was as
sisted in messages by Mrs. Nellie Med
calf and others, who did well in demon
strating the continuity ot life. Thurs
day, the first day of June the Harmony 
Club will hold a social and prize draw
ing at the home of Mrs. Crawford, 198 
Fourth street This society has been 
organized two months; membership 
numbers 24. We will resume our meet
ings again Sept. 1. Allow me to Bay in 
regard to your valuable paper, which 
we have for sale at our meetings, it is 
the best exponent of the Spiritual truth . 

. known. Long may it live to carry the 
messages of truth to the starving chil
dren of humanity.”

Mrs. B. Sidwell writes: “A very in
teresting trumpet seance was held at 
Sisters Montgomery and Brooks, 24 
Jackson Place, Monday evening. May 
29, for the benefit of the Ladles Auxili
ary of the Rising Sun Mission. Quite 
a snug sum was realized which was do
nated to the Auxiliary to aid in their re
lief work. Our sisters give very fine 
trumpet manifestations, and are worthy 
of the support of all Spiritualists. They 
leave for Winslow, Ill., for two weeks, 
where they are to give trumpet mani
festations to quite a number of profes
sional people who are investigating. 
The Ladies' Auxiliary ia assisting ail 
who are needy. Seances to raise funds 
to carry on its work are held every 
Thursday evening at Sister Bigden’s, 
90 Warren avenue—always a number of 
good mediums present. Come help us 
along.”

Jerry Robinson, a prominent Spirit
ualist and a wealthy Mississippi planter 
owning property on Lookout Mountain, 
where he had spent the summer for 
years, dropped dead of heart trouble in 
Chattanooga, Tenn., May 30. He was 
stricken as he started to board an elec
tric car in front of Jo Anderson’s drug 
¡store to go to the Central station where 
he intended to catch the Memphis train 
at 10:20 o'clock. He was the owner of 
the Natural Bridge property and a fine 
residence near it on Lookout Mountain. 
He bought this property tor about 
$5,000. after the Natural Bridge Hotel 
suspended business some twenty years 
ago. Later he turned it over to the 
Spiritualists, who held meetings of dif
ferent kinds on the property for a long 
time. The Spiritualists allowed the 
property to get in the chancery court, 
where Mr. Robinson secured possession 
of it again a short time ago.

Dr. H. A. Cross writes: "It the major
ity of materializing mediums do keep 
artificial toggery handy at their se
ances—which I hope is not true—I want 
to assure you that spirit materialization 
is a fact in nature, and I can prove it 
by truthful statements of my own per
sonal experiences. There is the false, 
the take, but the genuine does in real
ity exist also. One trumpet medium of 
Chicago, Mrs. Celia Hughes, has given 
her word of consent and willingness to 
join with any or all congenial members 
of the League Board, for a sitting once 
a week for the phase of trumpet mani
festation in the light It was my sug
gestion, and she willingly acquiesced. 
If we can get trumpet manifestation in 
the light, sitting the same as is the cus
tom 'when sitting in the dark, the medi
um not touching the trumpet, and every 
one present seeing the trumpet lifted 
by unseen hands, and hearing the voice 
from unseen vocal organs, or even if 
the spirit hands were to be seen lifting 
tlie trumpet, what a glorious accom
plishment for the cause of Spiritualism 
that „would be, and to have it here .in 
our city. Such a result is worth work
ing for. Mrs. Celia Hughes is willing 
to join us In the effort. The idea is my 
suggestion. I hope to see it realized."

Dr. G. Lester Lane of Boston, writes: I 
“A letter just received from Dr. I 
Peebles Informs me that he sailed for 
Boston last Saturday. He will be my 1 
guest while here. Queen Victoria's 
message given through me regarding I 
Russo-Japanese wat has now been ful
filled to the letter.” -

Dr. Louis H, Freedman, the noted 
Australian healer and physician, began 
d series of Sunday evening meetings, 
commencing June 4, in St. George’s 
Hall, No. 3337 State street The Doc
tor intends to make these meetings a 
continuous pleasure to come to; de-I 
Ughtful singers will take part, and a va
riety of mediums will give messages. I 
Various lecturers each Sunday and at 
every meeting. Dr. Freedman demon- I 
strates his renowned faculty of extern- |

Gem of Thoi?ÿit:Î-
“He is in ignoble, business who steals 

from his defenseless little friends, the 
birds; they&miHrbar their homes, nor 
conquer th^ éneìiìies.”

For intorSiatiowmoncernlng The Pro
gressive Isylceuniy: authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualista Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas,

Begethe èidwélWrites: "The Ladies’ 
Auxiliary of the Rising Sun Spiritual 
Mission has changed its meeting place 
from 54 N. Ashland avenue to 90 War
ren avenue, where they will continue to 
give their regular test meetings on 
Thursday evenings at 8 p. m. sharp. All 
are cordially invjted. Admission to 
these meetings will be 15 cents, the 
proceeds to go to the poor and needy. 
During the winter months we have 
been able, with the assistance of our 
numerous friends and co-workers, to 
supply provisions, fuel, rent and medi- 

' bal attendance whenever needed.
While we expected to give up our meet
ings during thé summer months, we are 
able by the assistance of our sister, 
Mrs. Bigden, who has given us the use 
of her commodious parlors free, to con
tinue to hold'meetings as heretofore. 
President Mrs. Etta White-Foote, will 
give dancing lessons every Saturday 
evening at thé People’s Institute, Van 

, Buren and Leavitt streets. The pro
ceeds of Buch lessons will go to help us 
in our work.” ; „

Fred D. Dunakin, one of the most effi
cient workers in‘ our ranks, and who 
stands for pure Spiritualism and honest 
mediumship, has lately been elected as 
president of thé Ohio State Spiritualist 
Association. Hé writes: "Our state 
convention was pronounced a perfect 
success from start to finish by all who 
were there, and I beg for the privilege 
to say a word in regard to Miss Edna 
Grant of Conneaut, Ohio. She is the 
sweetest and most inspirational and 
charming Binger I ever heard. She sang 
at nearly every session of the conven
tion and her snlilling face and musical 
voice did more to imbue the large audi
ences who congregated there from time 
to time, with the spirit of truth, and ex
pansion of soul than any discourse that 
was presented or delivered at that 
great convention. The work has a fair 
start in Ohio. We are on a good, sub
stantial basis and all that is requisite 
for a successful year’s work is a united 
effort on the part of all true workers to 
push the work so nobly begun on to
wards perfection.’’-

John D. Severance writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: I wish to say a few 
words in regard to a young speaker of 
whom Grand Rapids Spiritualists are 
justly proud. I réfer to Mrs. D. A. Mor
rill. A little ovefiRwo years ago she 
made her début as a speaker, and from 
that time she: has” been going steadily 
onward, meeting -With success wherever 
she goes anti to-daÿ she ranks with our 
best speakers. She ot herself is a 
bright, intelligent Woman, but when un- 

| der the control of 'her powerful guides 
it seems thait the fields of wisdom are 
opened to heh SWe speaks rapidly, but 
very distinctly, clear, logical, forceful 
and eloquent. tLast> Sunday evening the 
New Thought: society that Mrs. Morrill 
has served tfor the last two months, 
held memorial services and her closing 
lecture washindeed a wonder. She 
should be. kept busy the year around, 
for such mediums will' build- up the 
Spiritualist movement, and dead human
ity to hlghericonditions."

Irene Gay Write® as follows af the 
Ohio State Spiritualist Association con
vention, paying a high tribute of re
spect to the retiring president, Mrs. 
Outran: “It was one of the most enjoy
able spiritual gatherings I ever attend
ed, that of the O. S. A. convention re
cently held in Ashtabula, Ohio. Fine 
weather, good speakers, soul-inspiring 
music, handsomely decorated halls and 
large audiences produced such favor
able conditions that everyone was in
fected by it, and a general epidemic of 
harmony resulted, therefrom. The lo
cal society at Ashtabula has long been 
noted for the harmonious and social ele
ment which pervaded its ranks, and 
during the recent convention, it was 
proven beyond all doubt that its reputa
tion had been justly, earned. Never 
were people better received or ¡more 
warmly welcomed, and the kindly treat
ment accorded them will long be pleas
antly remembered. It is not my inten
tion to give the proceedings of the con
vention, as a'full statement will be 
made by the state secretary, C. A. Sol- 
iinger, but will say the election of offi
cers seemed to give uniform satisfac
tion, and I believe good and efficient 
service will be rendered by them. I 
wish to speak a few words ot our retir-* 
ing president, Carrie Firth. Curran, of 
Toledo, Ohio. For two years she has . 
faithfully served the O. S. A., and TOO 
MUCH PRAISE CANNOT BE GIVEN 
THIS NOBLE WOMAN WHO HAS 
SPARED NEITHER TIME, STRENGTH 
NOR MONEY IN ADVANCING THE 
CAUSE AND PRESENTING IT TO 
THE PUBLIC IN A TRULY 'SPIRIT
UAL LIGHT. I but voice the senti
ment of all when I say that the O. S. A. 
is better spiritually and financially for 
having had Mrs. Curran as its presi
dent, and it was with regret we learned 
that ill health compelled her to decline 
accepting the ofiïée with its many on
erous duties. The honest medium, as 
well'as all sèékers after truth have 
ever found in her a staunch friend, and 
that she may be restored to health and 
enabled to go on in the work wherein 
she has achieved such great success, is 
is the prayer of those .who know and 
love her.”- >

G. W. C. writes1 ïrom LaGrange, Ind.: 
“I am well pleasëd with Thé Progress
ive Thinker; don’t? know where I could 
better spend'One ‘"dollar. I hope you 
will continu^you^-grand thoughts and 
stirring disetfSsiofis, and expose the 
fakers wherever ®êy may be found, for 
they certainly ®fe a menace to true 
Spiritualism r.StàTfd for the truth and 
right, and all! honest men and women 
will stand byi you'to the end.”

Mrs. L. AUOriffi® the English psychic 
and message ùjearër, who has been serv
ing the First-Chtifth of Hamilton, and 
now with thé Prdgfessive Spiritual So
ciety of Toibnto,3 Canada, is open for 
engagement’ for 3lily, August, Septem
ber and Octcjker o£ihis year, with camp 
meetings, «Mettef, etc. Address her

. The Excelsior Daily Call says: “Hu
man personality and its survival of bod
ily death, was demonstrated in a very 
striking mamier by Mrs, McHenry, the 
trance hiedhun and psychic expert, at 
the Saratoga Hotel, Excelsior Springs, 
Mo., one Sunday evening lately, iiie 
parlors of the hotel were comfortably 
filled, and the ladies and gentlemen 
present were given individual readings 
from personal articles placed upon a 
table. The readings were universally 
satisfactory and showed Mrs. McHenry 
to be a deep student of psychic re
search. Vocal selections of a high or
der rounded out an exceptionally enter
taining and instructive program.”

A. R. McDonald writes: “The Psychic 
Research Society of Toronto desires 
to make engagements for the ensuing 
year, with the best lecturers and test 
mediums. Kindly bear in mind, we 
court only the very best as tho best are 
not too good for us. Address me with 
full particulars at No. 124 Victoria 
Street, Toronto, Canada.”

W. J. Elmo writes: “The Spiritual Al
liance Society, 3514 Vincennes avenue, 
near corner Cottage Grove and 35th 
street, holds its next social and dance 
Saturday evening, Juno 10. All wel
come.”

D. G. Hill writes: "Sunday, May 28, 
the Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
was especially favored by large attend
ance at both services, and great inter
est was manirested in the lectures giv
en by, Mrs. Nellie Kusserow in the af
ternoon, and Dr. C. A. Burgess in the ; 
evening. Both of these speakers were 
at their very best; surrounded as they 
were by the splendid condition 01 the 
hall, they seemed to outdo themselves, 
if such could be possible, holding the 
closest attention of their audience un
til the last words were said, followed by 
mediums with messages and tests that 
carried comfort and conviction to the 
recipients. The speakers for June 11 
will be for the afternoon, Mrs. M. 
Schumacher, pastor of the Society Stu
dents of Nature, and for the evening, 
that brilliant orator and talented man, 
Chas. Hughes, ex-state’s attorney, who 
has entertained us on former occasions.

better than any I have witnessed— 
whereby the little time at their disposal 
may be spent by the sober-minded in 
listening to an enlightening discourse, 
or perhaps in a first consultation with 
a medium^ further as an additional aid 
to the mssemlnalion of a rational be
lief, I think it would be well for mana
gers and editors of Spiritualist periodi
cals to distribute gratuitously at such 
times circulars containing directions 
for organizing house circles, a list of 
standard Spiritualist publications, in
formation regarding the camps, etc. 
Comparatively, few visitors, it tactfully 
approached and politely requested, 
would refuse to accept them for exami
nation at home, and new ideas first 
gained at the camp might thus be1 prof
itably developed and much good result."

Choice Poems by Mr. Edmiston.
To the Editor and Readers of The 

Progressive Thinker:—Jhe N. S. A. has 
been presented with fifty copies of the 
handsome cloth-bound book of choice 
poems, the same to be sold for the ben
efit of our relief fund. The author has 
generously allowed us to sell these vol
umes for the exceedingly low price ot 
fifty cents per copy. We trust the lov
ers of good poetry will hasten to secure 
a copy and thus help to swell our pen
sion fund. We are in receipt of our 
portion of the funds raised on the Bar
rett quilt made by Mesdames Gott and 
Skogland; the amount will appear in 
óur closing list; our grateful and sin
cere thanks are extended to all helpers 
in our good work. With cordial greet
ings to all.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
NJ 8. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

No other publishing house In -- 
United: States excels them in the' me, 
chanical tvorli—binding, printing 
paper. j,

The three volumes of the "Encyclopey 
dla of Death, and Life in the Spirij- 
World," contain more valuable dat>9 
on Death and Spirit Life than can b^ 
dug up in all the libraries of the worl^

Then comes the valuable work bq. 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M, 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages." ■ /

Then comes the "Great Debate B<y 
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, x 
It will fill an important niche In your, 
library.

Maggie Hefiry ®tes: “At old 77, the 
Universal C'ctulvSociety as usual had ! 
a very interesting meeting. Our pas
tor, F. M. Stoller, took for the scripture 
lesson a pdrt of the 12th chapter of I. । 
Corinthians. Some of the answers to 
the phllosophicaiaijuestions and especi
ally one pertaining to psychometry as 
he is a fine psychometric reader • him
self, he is well qualified to answer it as 
well ns all other questions pertaining to I 
tlie spiritual philosophy, and all who 
are interested along this line of thought i 
could not find a more interesting or in-: 
st ructlve place. to spend a couple of 
hours Sunday’ evening. We. always 
have good spirit messages from Mad-1 
ime Lucille- DeLoux and others. All i

Don't forget the grand entertainment 
and prize drawing, Saturday evening, 
June 17„ at O'Donnell College Hall, So. 
Paulina street, between Washington 
Blvd and Park avenue."

Answering the inquiry of a subscriber 
as to how and why the words "In God 
We Trust" were put on the silver dol
lar, we would say that tor this pious lie 
the country is indebted to a man named 
Pollock, who, a generation ago, was su
perintendent of the Philadelphia mint. 
Pollock was almost insane, Ingersoll 
said, about having God in the Constitu
tion. He placed the inscription on our 
coins without authority, but the act 
was approved by the government. In 
religion, as Shakspeare remarks, what 
damned error but some sober brow will 
bless it and approve it.—Truth Seeker.

Mrs. Ella Totten of Fort Worth, 
Texas, writes : "I read in The Progress
ive Thinker of a Mr. Burdette, who says 
he has proof positive that the Peoria 
trumpet and materializing mediums are 
fakes. There may be fakes there all 
right, but there is one genuine trumpet 
medium I know. Her name is Mrs. S. 
E. Pemberton, as fine a lady as ever 
lived and who gives you the truth and 
nothing but the truth. I think it is 
very wrong to paint all mediums the 
same, just because there are fakes in 
the town. If this man would call on 
this lady I think he would change his 
mind. Because we find frauds in the 
work it is no sign they are all frauds, 
and it shows a very weak place in any 
one saying so.”

। C. A. ,Sollinger, the secretary of the 
Qhlo State Spiritualist Association,

, writes : "With pièasure we send you 
j greetings from the O. S. A., who by ris
ing vote send their heartfelt thanks to 
the spiritual press, especially to J. R. 
Francis, for the kind and generous help 
in keeping the work of the O. S. A. be- ; 
fore the public.”

W. J. W. writes from Los Angeles, 
Cal.: "A prophetic message from the 
spirit of George Washington is right in 
line with what the guides of Mrs. Cora 
L; V. Richmond predict: Spirit Wash
ington foretold through a trance medi
um of this city at the-beginning of the 
war between Russia and Japan, that 
the Japanese would come out victori
ous. The Japanese are the most spirit
ual people hence thé progressive forces 
on the spirit side could work with and 
influence them. Many advance mili
tary spirits from America were with 
the Japanese; also the great Confu
cius.”

■ George B. Ferris writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “On the last Sunday in 
May, the New Thought Spiritual So
ciety concluded its meetings until after 
the summer is past, and will hold no 
more meetings until October, when the 
work will again be taken up, with 
greater zeal than ever, after the rest. 
On Sunday, the 28th, Memorial Day was 
observed with fitting exercises, which 
included brilliant addresses by Mrs. D. 
A. Morrill and Dr. J. C. Batdorf. The 
society during the past year has been 
very successful; the meetings have 
been well attended, and. there is no in
debtedness. The future of the society, 
too, seems to be assured. Plans are 
being considered to make the society 
more useful and more successful than 
ever before. We are in correspondence 
with a number of prominent speakers in 
regard to engagements for the coming 
season, and though no definite an
nouncements can yet be made, it is cer
tain that we will1 have on our rostrum 
some of the most talented and most 
widely .known speakers now before the 
public. The Holland Unitarian church, 
where the meetings have been held for 
the past few months, is one of the 
most suitable meeting places that 
Grand Rapids Spiritualists have ever 
had; and it has been leased for an
other year.”

Word comes from London, Eng., that 
a clock which is expected to run for 
30,000 years or more is the latest result 
of the discovery of radium. . This in
strument has been invented by the Hon. 
H. G. Strutt, who is a son of Lord Ray
leigh, the discoverer of argon, and re
cent winner of the Nobel prlzë for phys
ics. in the clock one-twelfth of a grain 
of radium is suspended over a small 
electroscope consisting of two thin 
strips of silver. ■ These, being charged 
with electricity from the radium, move 
apart, till they touch the Bides of the 
vacuum' tube in which they are fixed. 
There they communicate, their charge 
to an aluminum wire which rings a bell, 
and, being discharged, fall together 
again, to repeat the process indefinite
ly. This extraordinary timepiece has 
just been placed on the market in Lon- 
,don. •

I. R. Armstrong of Vermont, writes: 
“The camp-meeting season again draws 
near, and as a former interested at
tendant and a present reader of Spirit
ualist literature, I wish to make a sug
gestion to those in authority, at such 
summer gatherings. Of the transient 
visitors, many are excursionists of ., a 
class unable to go at other times, per
haps ignorant of what is'taught there, 
and in numerous instances—as any 
camper can attest—eager to learn some
thing In the brief interval usually af
forded.- In consideration of such cir
cumstances it seems it would be well 
fot. management, mediums and officials

I ested in Spiritualism, who are often not 
able to understand the English lan-

I guage sufficiently to investigate 
through English meetings and English 
mediums, they will have opportunity to 
attend meetings in their own, the Ger
man language, at Lily Dale, during tlie 
camp season this summer. We will hold 
daily meetings there in German, aside 
from the regular meetings, which, are 
of course in English, this German work 
being only a branch of all the good 
work that is done there.

The writer of this, with the assist
ance of other German mediums, will do 
this work. We hope a large number of 
German friends will attend the camp 
there, who would like to spend a sum
mer vacation in the most delightful 
epot of the country, for rest and recrea
tion, and get spiritual food and knowl
edge from their loved ones on the other 
side of the veil.

The railroad company has recognized 
the beauty and attraction of the place 
and has placed it among the summer re
sorts, making special rates; anyone 
wishing to come may ask their ticket 
agents for rates of excursion tickets 
good from June 1 until October 31.

We hope that mediums speaking 
the German language will wend their 
way to Lily Dale to assist In this work, 
which I think is needed in the camp and 
during summer season as well as at 
home in the winter; we hope that the 
readers having German friends will in
form them, that they may consider Lily 
Dale when making their plans tor the 
summer, that we may be able to make 
this a success and add to the good of 
the cause.

I will conduct developing classes and 
also hold seances and give private sit
tings for clairvoyant spiritual commu
nications.

On May 15, those faithful, untiring 
workers in the vineyard of Spiritualism, 
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, paid a 
visit to .Rochester friends to rest lor a 
short period and incidentally to speak 

। and give a comforting message to those 
of the fold. Many and loyal are the 
friends of these good people who are 
pleased to have them come among us. 
The meeting held at First Spiritualists 
Church was not so largely attended as 
on previous occasions, owing to the 
meeting being mid-week, when people 
are busy with material cares, neverthe
less, all said and done at this one meet
ing was helpful and appreciated, and 
the weary pilgrims went on their way 
refreshed and happy for their visit.

May 21, Dr. George B. Warne con
ducted two splendid services in our 
city. The coming of this genial gen
tleman is always fruitful in good re
sults. Therefore, every word he ut
tered was gratefully received. With 
Dr. Warne at the helm of Spiritualism, 
it is no wonder the fake element trem
bles. He is one of the saviors of Spirit
ualism and will be the means of wash
ing its skirts from the filth so long be
smirching it. Dr. Warne will always 
find a welcome among Rochester Spli t(- 
ualists who believe in his methods and 
admire his manly courage to stand for 
the pure and honest in our cause.

May 30, a day of ideal beauty in na
ture, was also a day of spiritual feast
ing to the Spiritualists of our little city. 
Will V. Nicum, the apostle ot Spiritual 
Spiritualism, delivered two lectures to 
fine audiences. By invitation of the of
ficers of the church, Fredonia Lodge, 
Knights of Pythias attended services at 
First Spiritualist church to listen to 
this gifted and eloquent exponent of our 
philosophy. To say his effort was ap
preciated by the order and all listeners, 
is putting it .mildly. We have engaged 
on our rostrum some of the best talent 
before the public in our our ranks, hut 
it is safe to say no speaker has touched 
the responsive chord of sympathy and 
produced better results than this Day
ton, Ohio, young man. Spiritualism 
means more than demonstrated immor
tality, it means the growth and devel
opment of the real man and woman. 
His plea for spiritualized Spiritualists 
will eventually bring about different 
conditions among the people and here 
and there will be found those who will 
reflect the radiance of the pure white 
light-seen and experienced by this gen
tle teacher. If I was an orthodox I 
would pray the Lord to send morq Will 
V. Nicums into Spiritualism to help us 
find the, Christ within, and the good in 
everyone and everything. We will 
make a strong effort to have Mr. Nicum 
with us again in the fall as it is plainly 
to be seen he is the one to put life and 
new blood into the cause at Rochester.

MARGUERITE MILLER.
Rochester, Ind.

"Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. - Specially "designed for the uM- 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 76 cents.

1’Foema at Erogresa." By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume,1 this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read In her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from

i lively to.severe.” It Is a book to be 
i treasured andrichly enjoyed by all who 
I love genuine poetry, and especially ,by 
1 spiritualists« Jhe volume is,

Then follows “Ghost Land," "Art 
Magic," “The Next World Interviewed 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands, 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus."

And lastly, our latest premium book. 
"Letters From the Spirit World,” writ
ten through rhe mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

AU these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain ot knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only, 
accomplished by the Progressive^ 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business ” 
enterprise!

Containing numerous tables, show, 
ing the constituent elements of over 
three hundred food products and thelù 
relations, cost and nutritious values, 
time of digestion, etc., Indicating beat 
foods for all classes and conditions. By 
Alfred Andrews. 120 pp. Price, leath
erette, 50 cents; cloth binding, 75 cents.

To many people there is no question 
of greater importance than the one 
asked in the title of this book, and no 
more satisfactory effort to answer it 
has been made than is to be found be
tween the covers of this practical vol
ume. It opens with a consideration of 
the purposes for which we eat, and 
how food material Is converted to our 
needs, and is used In sustaining life.

A very important feature of the work 
is found in the numerous tables given, 
showing the results of some 1,500 an
alyses of food’ products to determine 
the constituent elements, comparative 
food values, lime required for diges
tion, etc.

Longley’s Choice Collection
OF

BEAUTIFUL SONGS.
Herein a book of songs for public meetings 

and tho home that is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 7<J songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
■'These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to tho home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Howe.

“This* collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.”—Dawning Light.

“The songs and music are of a nature to in
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W, Hull.

“There are some things In our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One in mine 
has been fresh for titty years. I went one night 
to hear tho eloquent lecturer. Prof.S.B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection ot a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was» 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.' The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley,the song, one of his earliest com
positions. J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises tho 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can bo had In decorated covers for GO 
cents; plain, 40 cents.

20th Genturu Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
This is the simplest, clearest and yet 

the most exhaustive presentation this 
interesting science Jias yet received. 
All of the discoveries, investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in thia practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There Is no trait, no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency, that Is not marked1 
on the palm of the hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing tlie principles enforced by the 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents; cloth, ?1.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Kind reader, are you or do you know 

of those sitting for development? No- 
difference for what phase of medium- 
ship. Send your address with a 2-ct 
postage stamp. In return I will give 
my experience and advice free of

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research*

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage. in this book of 243 paces, discuss

es problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any other?* 
saving those of the religious life. Ho states a. 
great number of well-authenticated Instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His- 
discussion Is frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for ho deals with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth. Bl.00.

"The Present Age and Inner Lltefl 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi* 
fled and explained.” By Andi aw Jack* 
son Davis. We have a few copies ot 
this work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth,

"Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixom. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method ot teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting, 
and more easily, comprehended., .It,la. 
especially adapted for use in Children's: 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful* 
Young and old will be benefited by it* 
Cloth, :$1.

"DMtb. Its MstniDf «Di Bestuta,** 
By J. K. Wilson, of tho Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vc8- 
ume, of decided value. A narrative ot 
wonderful psychic events In- tho an» 
Ihor’s oi L'.erioneok Ctotbt 660 MM IL



in the ¡present incarnation. %

training the mind to act quickly and I Thou hast helped to raise.

stood

Instances.

beauties are sometimes caught by the heavily have weighted.

NATURE’S BOOK.

who is able to tell 
how it may be at-

infinite practice, trains his hand to be 
true.

At the same time control of the de-

what it may, when he is ready to assim-1 bestowed;
Hate definite training it will be given And thus I took the first step, 
him; or, as has been said, “when the I Which, followed by a second was 
pupil is ready the teacher is waiting.” undoing.

ten to the lecturer 
why it exists, and 
talned.

Historical
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This question is one of great interest, for it opens 
lie door that exists between the1 material .and spiritual 

The following communication from Clara S, 
Rgjlenderson contains many suggestive statements that 

^vill attract general attention among Spiritualists.
Clairvoyance [as set forth in the 

Chicago inter Ocean] means literally, 
“-clear seeing,”,or, as the dictionary 
puts it, “the ability to discern objects 
not within reach of the eye under nor
mal •conditions.” And what clairvoy
ance is to the eye, clairaudieuce is .tc 
the ear.- The ability to perceive what 
others do not see is often linked to the 
power to hear what others do not hear, 
and they will be treated together, al
though it should not be understood that 
these two faculties are invariably unit
ed. It may be said of both of them, 
however, that they are an extension oi

, the ordinary senses, due, if we.could 
.¡trace back toe history of toe -ego who 
enjoys such privileges, to special train
ing received either in former lives or

There are men. who are able to state 
tpproximately how many bushels ' of 
apples will be gathered from any par
ticular orchard by looking at the fruit
laden trees. There are other men who 
earn large salaries because of the ex
tremely fine development of the sense 
of taste, which qualifies them to be
come efficient judges of tea. In the 
game way clairvoyance and clairaudi- 
ence bring to those possessing tiiem 
knowledge which it would otherwise be 

.impossible to gain.
Clairvoyance, like many other things 

\ in life, is largely a matter of vibrations.
I Above and below the colors we are able 
) to discern in the spectrum are many
(others, and of toe entire gamut of sound 
\vibrations, we hear, through the phys
ical ear, only a very small portion; bo 
khat, in reality, undiscovered worlds 
are before man, and with them he is 
slowly—in what is now termed abnor- 
knal ways, but which is really only nor-' 
pial deyelopment, becoming acquainted'.

I And yet toe word itself—clairvoy- 
sjice—is viewed with suspicion by toe 
majority of intelligent people, for it IB. 
frequently the synonym of charlatan-: 
ism, fraud and chicanery. Under its 
guise vast sums of money are annually 
gathered in by those who often adver
tise as “natural psychics." They are 
surprisingly accurate at times, and 
'quite as inaccurate at others.
\ Those who are pursuing the investiga

tion of this interesting subject for al
truistic motives alone, under the guid-

In the latter portion of “Jane Eyre,” 
when St. John is proposing marriage' 
to the heroine, she is suddenly roused 
to a memory of Rochester, by hearing 
Ms voice calling her name in accents 
,f agonized love. She dashes out into 
lie garden, thinking lie must be in toe. 
vicinity, and calling as she runs, “Yes, 
( am coming.” But he is not to be 
found. Later lie tells her that at that 
precise time Ue did call to her from 
where he was, many miles away, and 
.hat be heard her answer. She decides 
not to teil him 'her own experience, and 
ibis is the reason she gives for such de
cision: “The coincidence struck me as 
loo -awful and too inexplicable to be 
communicated or discussed.” Fortun
ately, we have -passed that period of 
mental growth. There is nothing “too 
awful” now to be investigated and class
ified—there’s no better wayxto remove 
the “awfulness."

In “David Copperfield,” Dickens gives 
an instance of clatraudlence occurring 
in the conversation between David and 
Dan’l Peggotty a year or two after 
DanTs niece Emily has eloped with 
Steerforth's people, that Emily has 
run away from him, and toe question 
arises, whether, in her shame and de
spair she might not have committed sui
cide. Dan’l finally says: “My niece, Em-, 
ily, is alive, sir; I don’t know where 11 ‘ 
comes from, or how ‘tls, but I am told; 
as she's alive.” Dickens, whose orlg-' 
inaiity Is one of his perennial charms, 
makes no comment; he simply satis
fies himself with the statement.

In “Sir Richard Calmady,” is a beau
tiful description of an evening scene in 
toe garden at Catherine’s home, when 
she becomes clairvoyant for a time. She 
sees her dead husband tn his bunting 
costume, slowly pacing up and down 
In one of his favorite walks, just as she 
had often seen him during his life-time 
many years before. The author de
scribes the Incident so naturally that 
we realize that people are much more 
willing to believe such happenings than

ance of careful instructors, make no 
effort to attract the attention of the 
public; consequently, clairvoyance is 
usually judged by those possessing the 
faculty in an uncertain and untrained 
manner, rather than by the highest 
type of investigators, who are able, by 
means of it, to know at any time what 
is occurring or has occurred on any por
tion of our globe.

The fitful powers of the “natural psy
chic” ar e ample proof that something 
unexplained does exist in man. In 
some races this faculty is frequently 
found, although erratic In its manifest
ations. The Irish, for instance, with 
their innumerable tales of fairies, trix- 
les, elves, ar^not Indulging their story
telling faculty solely in such narrations. 
They are naturally psychic, and pos
sessed in former years the ability to see 
these tiny denizens of the astral plane, 

I and to this day in Ireland one Is shown 
. the fairy rings—or rings where the 
I grass is trodden down—as proof that 
the fairies frequent some favored spot.

Their nelgbors, the Highlanders, with 
less of romance and more of conscious 
rectitude, also have their tales of sec
ond sight and many a Scottish story has 
for one of its exciting incidents the ap
pearance of a loved one wrapped in a 
shroud as a warning of his approaching 
death.

In our own country the increase in 
psychic faculty is noticeable west of 
the Rocky mountains, and audiences on 
the Pacific Coast need no demonstra
tion that it exists, but they eagerly lis-

at toe period when “Jane Eyre” ap
peared.

It 1b worthy of comment that in each 
Instance these unusual powers were 
attained by some one who loved In the 
Ideal manner—purely, unselfishly, and 
devotedly. And authorities on the sub
ject of clairvoyance tell us that in life 
these powers often spring from this 
cause—that of love. In Its most elevat
ing aspect.

Different Conditions,
Clairvoyance may-be attained under 

different conditions. Its first appear
ance In a person supposed to be nor
mally healthy is often cause for anxie
ty. Although this explains some cases, 
it would be an unfair way of disposing 
of all instances.

Quite often, too, there is a dlsorgan-

If we turn to history for confirmation 
of these faculties, we find two of its 
greatest characters are chronicled as 
being clairaudient.

What was that made Joan of Arc, a 
simple little peasant maid, take upon 
herself the deliverance of her nation? 
It was the voice, she said, that spoke 
to her in the field and by the fireside. 
How did she gain knowledge to gain 
a successful campaign against a strong 
and courageous eneihy? It was the 
voices that gave her clear and explicit 
instructions. From whom did she learn 
how to plead her cause before a most 
august tribunal in a manner at once 
able and convincing? It was the voice 
which taught her in the lonely night, 
as she lay in her loathsome dungeon. 
Nothing of herself alone—naught but 
an ignorant, healthy little girl; pos
sessed of no gifts of intellect or learn
ing, but dowered with the purity of 
heart which enabled her to hear those 
voices, and that absolute devotion 
which led her to give up her life in 
obeying their commands.

r THE JUDGMENT OF THE SOUL. MATERIALIZATION.
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Withln_|the^deep ico((sses^>| an Inky | .^n qij- anj Forgotten System for Spir
al Writhing and groping, lay a human ualists to Consider.
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i soul;— .
be 'looked upon as the revelation of any- Seomely iettersd by toe chains of retrl- (Continued from No. 810 ) 
thing omniscient, tor that is tar trom , „*ou, .. . „ „„ At this point the expected result de-
tiue; 'indeed, cla'iraudiems Often hear Which bound it to a past as jet unre-. pends largely upon tlie skill and knowl- 
inane and vapid conversations on the1 . . ™®med. edge oi the spirit chemist, or operator
astral plane, just as we do on the phys-1 And aa companion to the awful dark- manipulating the power resulting trom
ical plane. And there is no occasion ,, „• . *■„ blending pioctss of primary toices
to pride oneself on ‘account of growing ™as. j/}, alld elements. This power we have
■consciousness on 'this Plane lor it is ihat the most teriiilc thunder computed from actual measurement ot
possible, 'unless accompanied by spirit- ■ the émanations from each individual
mal growth to eet Into serious trouble In comparison were mild. ■ comprising the circle on the lower oc-,ttaough such faculties. Our latent And h,ow ,tllus cannot I tave, and by mathematical processes
weaknesses are ail fliscovéred on this Be satd, . ■ obtained the measurement of the invis- '»fo? our an open But le that * MWb ign°- octaves higher up, and ,
book to fits irfhaWtawh« add advantaee I . ’ance oi an ' the result represents a lifting power of
is often taken of this tact '^at eVel burdened this 2,000 to 3,‘000 pounds weight in one

hour. That is the energy and power 
one morning, was startled to hear a that has been generated and expended f
voice right behind him say:' “Cut your laWn£ tUe ülst Step. la one hour would equal the power neo- '
throat; do it now.” He turned to see Suddenly a gleam of H^ht broke through ossary to lift from 2,000 to 3,000 
who had come Into Ills room'uninvited, toe awful horror; pounds. J his of course varies accord-
hut found no . one. This occurrence Removed the penetrating darts oï ighè-1 ^h® level or octaves upon which .
repeated itself for many weeks. Hèl ' rahCe and bewilderment, toe two circles are organized. This is,
grew fearful at length lest he •might, in 1 And Memory stood before ft. toe same power manifested when you ■
a moment of folly, yield to'the terrible Sharp were the stings of conscience :your muscular contrac-
suggestion, but, realizing that it Was And deep thé scat’s of hate. i tion, a result finm concentrated vital
a test between his own Will power and But withal, a lingering kindness iI*0®6» which is-the motive power, 
something with whieh he was not fa- ' brought Memory ] H®1'6 should bè noted the close rela- j
miliar, he fought bravely for his free-1 For it led the soul to tinward trend. 1 ©klsHng between the tenus, reduce,, 
dom, and gradually the voice grew I „ . . —-i m < * » •< » 1 <:®ndellso aad contract. We should j
weaker until he heard it no more. Spake toe soul: Why 1Mb Intensity of ; also remember that a force does not j 
Some time after this a friend who was I » «l.,, exhibit any powen unless concentrated
mediumistic said she had a message tor £aa Ve a®»1™**”1 ’ h?v® OT confined. Each mëmbef of the two ,
him from a man who had committed I Nay- tls 1>ot so- for Btsu 1 feel and efrclea being at their post on their re- : 
suicide some yeats before. The suicide „ .by spectTve notes On toe chromatic scale :
»aid he had, alter Mis own rash act J 86ems hut now since I beheld the I with the two mediums blended at the. 
been seized with a;strong desire to']™ ®utt’ . , j}1?1 ™®c'।
force some one else to do the same Thus 5t Pondered fol- a*tlme tro-magnetic forces will lightning-like !
thing- that he had Worked for a long 1 While Memory grew stronger, flash along both alms of the human and j
time to persuade Mr K— to kill himself 1 Til1 ^ully J'ecognized ft stood before the spirit horseshoe maghets to the focal :
and that he felt grateful because Mr. ™ ?out _ r-oint oï concentration along lines ot
K_ iia<i n<>t done so inasmuch as he 1 T™3” e®®!1 was °1® anguish, least resistance, where they are con-
(toe suicide) had been thus freed from 1And struggle for supremacy was ■ verted into energy and power to be ma- 
bis unholy desire, and had never since ‘ , nlpulated by toe skillful operator.
tried to persuade anyone to follow Ms1 'Por t*“® soul as Its oPPou®nt l®d a « A- spirit being wishing to be material- ' 

i ixample. 'I aBd Hbspent past; a Ized and for a few moments at least be-1
'ibis case has been given at some I And t0 decl,de stood Justice, an arbitra-1 corné visible to earth friends, steps into i 

iength for toe reason that there seems 1 flrm- ' lhe electro-magnetic field of the human
:o be an Increase of such experiences ‘ Yel mlld- ' horseshoe magnet where the reduction
aow apparent; and we may ere long Then spake toe Retords'of the Past:
often be forced to decide whether such i in the pages of the life-book J ;° a. former 8^at® — s, !“ade

i““S “• *'"1 «SK’“R
«»..„ta L ik '<"■■■ R!

Some of toe prasible dingers in store ThûSe char€68 lald agal,lBt brought baK a former state of mat

ter the person seeking clairvoyant govhood's davs were reckless and ler‘” in a few “oments oi time' and iB 
! powers have been mentioned, and now | y ana now ready for th-e augmentary or finish-
, it remains for us to learn how they may I «n.im «mon ing-up process, which tor the want of a’be avoided. The only sate method of better name we will call electro mag-

attaining these higher faculties is i netic atomic plating,—a process similarthrough concentration and meditation. I Thén’ 110 your commercial electro-magnetic
To begin with, concentration should ’«mA,.™«! sliver and gold plating.be practiced in all the details of lite. For ' 81l0u dst I This is a process under the taw ot

‘Let us do with our might what our « 1 transmutation by which matter is con-
hands And to do,” is a good epitome of CouldS,t„*°“ paStlme verted into Its co-related force at the
the attitude one should hold in all he w__ .LT,8 ■' positive pole and transferred by the
undertakes. If it is only writing a let- ner Qeaul 10 ulee 18 laia‘ I electro-magnetic currents to the nega
ter, he should think of nothing else but To the widows and the orphans thou | five pole where It is re-converted into 
that at the time, and put his whole I hast not been a friend. Its “former state of matter," thus form
mind to making that letter fill toe exact To swell the increase or thy treasury,1 I ing a veritable shell of solid matter on 
purpose for which it was written, Thou didst employ théir ' ¿¿protected that part of the spirit body whose vl- 
whetoer of a social or a business na I state thy vantage groùhd. | brations had been “reduced to a former
lure. And thy workings at ¡the gaining tablé state of matter.” These processes

And then one comes next to médita-1 are not to be passed o'er. 1 may be applied to any part or to toe
lion, to setting aside a little portion of | Pitiable cries of hungry mouths waiting I whole spirit organism, and external or- 
each day—if only a tew moments—to 1 to be fed, ’ ‘ • gans of toe five physical senses.

scientist living in equatorial regions 
deny the fact that vapor under favor
able conditions Is reduced to a former 
state of crystallization, and falls from 
the clouds iu the form of snowflakes, or 
that water congeals into a solid state 
under a certain degree ot cold, because 
he has never seen it. No, he has stud
ied and understands the law that gov
erns these tilings just as well as bls 
brother scientist in a northern latitude 
where such phenomena frequently oc
curs.

•Brother and sister Spiritualists, Why 
r.ot study the law that governs and pro
cesses involved in materialization? 
You can do that In full broad daylight, 
and become competent to judge be
tween the false ahd the true, and he 
able to distinguish the difference be
tween an arisen brother or sister and a 
scarecrow. P. PEARSON.

Ponca City, O. T.

REMARKABLE IVNENTION
AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE. 

. STORES EYESIGHT.

As

These atomic and molecular material
readily, quite as the draughtsman, by I As a towering oak thou shauldst have I elements, come largely from the physl-

ical medium, but also from members of
To receive the clinging weaknesses of 1 the physical circle, but are only bor

those near and dear. 'T 1 rowed for the time being, and are by a

WHAT iS LIFE?

Comprehended by a Noted 
fornian.

Call-

ized nervous system responsible for 
such happenings, which may be reme
died by medical care. If, after careful 
medical treatment, howerve, the hap
penings stlU occur, and toe individual 
seems to retain his mental balance in 
other ways, we must look further tor a 
more satisfactory explanation.

Turning aside for a moment, let us 
consider the different physical condi
tions under which clairvoyance may be 
reached. First, is that which is gained 
by means of hypnotism. This is now 
so common that all are familiar with 
the amusing performances of a hypno
tized person as exhibited by lecturers 
on this subject

Then we have the clairvoyance that 
comes from the use of stimulants or 
narcotics. The fact that it can be at
tained in this way is generally discov
ered accidentally, and the use of some 
stimulant 1b purposely pursued, with 
the inevitable result that the normal 
powers of Intellectual achievement are 
eventually weakened. De Qulncey and 
Coleridge are famous examples of this 
type of clairvoyance.

Another method of reaching clairvoy
ance Is by means of crystal gazing, and 
this amusement has, of late years, been 
very popular in England.

There is also the clairvoyance at
tained through religious ecstasy. Ot 
this kind, William James, professor of 
psychology at Harvard, gives many In
teresting cases in his “Varieties of Re
ligious Experiences.”

There is also ths clairvoyance which 
is sometimes reached in sleep, but this 
touches the subject of dreams, which 
is too complex to be more than men
tioned at present.

We may think ourselves profound, ■ 
but there is a greater wisdom which 
recognizes that more exalted beings 
may excel us in profundity; and this 
was the wisdom which made a saint of 
Joan of Arc. The Lombroso School of 
medicine speak of her as a most inter
esting neuropath; perhaps that is what 
the world needs today—a few more 
neuropaths.

The other case is that of Socrates; 
A character so great that his biographer 
Plath, devoted a long life to promulgat
ing his teachings. Socrates had a fa- 
mtllar, a demon, he termed it, who 
stood guard over him in all the trans
actions of his daily life. It never told 
him what to do, but always advised him 
when he was about to make a mistake. 
'And it was after years of such advice, 
always heeded, that Socrates went to 
make the speech which resulted in his 
being sentenced to death. The voice 
checked him not Ab he delivered the 
sentences which most Infuriated those 
in power, toe voice remained mute. 
'And his conclusion from this silence 
is nothing less toafi magnificent, for 
he said that since he had not been pre
vented in doing that which resulted in 
his death, Ue believed that death was 
not an ‘evil ; that It was the next step 
for him in the course of evolution, and 
he did not fear nor dread its approach.

Cases in Literature,
In literature, for we can And many 

Witnesses in this field, concerning clair
voyance, wo shall cite but three exam
ples. Taken as they are, from books 
written within the last sixty years, they 
may serve to show us that general opin
ion Is changing, and that we are ap- 
pmbhing tne .time when this subject 
«riH ba seriously investigated.

sire might be sought This is an ef- A bold and relentlesS'tyranhy was all reversal of toe processes after each 
fective method of subduing those thou hadst to give, ct manifestation returned to the originali
troublesome astral entities which lie | And to all these may be ad/ied deceit 1 owner under the law of harmony which 
in wait for one when he begins to visit and cruel slander,— ! causes each atom to seek its natural po
lke astral plane consciously. I While hypocrisy stands foremost I larlzation.

^No dèflnite time can be set for ac-1 With such-a record oi the 'feast;- what I Now, let it be understood that spirit- 
complishlng certain results, for the] sayfest thou .in mritignttón? 'j ual clothing and nil things of a spiritual 
reason that each student may have ac- m nature, can by these precesses be “re-
compllshed much or little in former , r! , ,.an“ fi™®8 W answer, I ¿uce4 a former state of matter" for
lives along this line. All that has been Justice raises her bandi 1 t]je yme being, and toe length of time
mentioned must be achieved by the pa- Then spake the soul: it wlu hold intact under red or orange
Lent and unceasing effort of toe stu- Judge not harshly,— colored light or twilight depends upon
dent himself, and when he is ready for Mine were but the deeds of thousands I 016 thickness of too electro-magnetic
regular training it will be given him. gone before, 1 atomic plating. A thick piece of ice

It is perhaps well to add that quail- And thousands to come after. hold a solid form longer under the
fled teachers do not advertise them-1 My early inspiration was a pair of eyes, I application of heat than a thin piece 
selves in flashy literature, nor in any my mother's, I wil1-
public manner. They do not teach tor ] As In solicitude o’er me her form I Remember that heat and light are 
toe material benefits to be derived bent. on'y manifestations of certain rates of
therefrom and they are quite indiffer- Then came boyhood days. motion, and the white light or actinic
ent as to whether the world, generally I Vain were the prayers and pleadings of I *'a5r with its multiple relation to high
speaking, even knows of their exist- my mother, IC on the scale, affects a materialized
enee. But of a certainty, no man seeks I My companions' taunts jeers I ] just as a correspondingly high de- 
their guidance and seeks it in vain, if feared, I wee of heat would affect a thin piece of
his purpose be earnest, honest, and un- Nor bethought me of toe counsel 1 lce> which would melt Instantly and be
selfish. Be his creed, caste, or color A -wise and kind parent so fondly had converted into vapor and at last disap- -------- ,— ■ ,— . . i i pear entirely under continued applica-

Mental Plane Clairvoyance. ' 1 dar® not for justice; 
j , But I would pray for mercy. The mental plane, as stated in a I

former theosophical article, is toe plane Then spake Justice:
next higher than toe astral plane in toe A damaging evidence against thee 
course of evolution. Brief and frag- the records of thy past 
mentary glimpses of its indescribable l hold toe balance thine iniquities

purest and loftiest minds.. Cases of If to the realms of harmony and bliss store house.

Astral Plane Clairvoyance. ,
Let us now return to the individual : 

who begins to have clairvoyant or cialr- 
audient experiences when in possession 
of his normal faculties, and who con
sults his physician find faithfully fol- ’ 
lows his advice with no results what
ever; he finds, on the contrary, that 
with the passage of time, his experi
ences increase and grow more definite 
and clear-cut. Under such circumstan
ces we may assume that tbere is a 
gradual quickening of some one of his 
bodies other than the physical one. It 
may be one or more of several different 
bodies, and his experiences would thus 
fall under different classes.

By far the most common type results 
from the gradual awakening of the as
tral body upon the astral plane. A man 
may have had for years a longing to 
visit some city; suppose it to be Lon
don. On some particular occasion, 
when the conditions are advantageous, 
he may close his eyes for a moment 
and find himself in London; he beholds 
the heavy fog with his inner vision, he 
sees the street-lights made dim and red 
by it, and he feels the damp hit around 
him. No Importance is attached to an 
occurrence of the sort. It is merely, as 
said before, a quickening of the’desire- 
body on the astral plane.

The astral plane has been called the 
“plane of illusion,” and a man may real
ize this in some of his experiences. 
On this plane are many malicious en
tities, who are anxious to frighten the 
newcomer, and he may be treated to a 
scene of kaleidoscopic changes some
what discomposing to nerves not of the 
strongest. It is not pleasant, for in
stance, to see n woman diminish in the 
twinkling of an eye to a fairy of eight 
or ten inches, anfi in. another instant 
grow to an enormous giantess of as 
many feet in height, towering; over the 
frightened beholder with angry face, 
and menacing gesture. It takes some 
will power to stand one’s , ground and I 
not cry for mercy, but that is the only, 
way to get rid of such disagreeable at- 
tentions. Infills domain.-of ‘ man, a 
strong will carries us over' obstacles 

• quite tho same as in the physical world. 
• And any experiences of this nntore only 
; give one an opportunity to use Judg- 
■ meat and common sense.

Astral plane experiences should not

«few

Life is a tern (-as set forth in toe i 
•San Francisco Chronicle) with which : 
we abe falhlliat- in its ordinary sense, ■ 
W the fullness of its meaning is apt! 
to 'stagger ns. For life is everything! j

Objections to such a definition are: 
heady to hand, but can it not be proved ! 
true? Truth is frequently established 
by prdofs that are largely speculative, i 
when that eminent scientist, Sir Oliver ‘ 
Lodge, tells us that atoms are Verifiable ‘ 
which ate so little that a million mill
ions of them massed together are bare
ly Visible with the highest power of a 
microscope, we accept the fact, al
though we feel that proof of it must be 
partly inferential. But what, in this 
connection, interests us most in Sir 
Oliver’s tiny atoms is the fact that they 
are alive; they move—and move with a 
purpose. They build up other forms of 
being, just as they themselves are built 
up by and of toe ultimate something we 
here term life.

But what reason have we to claim 
that the inherent activity of infinitesi
mal bits of substance is, properly, a 
phenomena of life? We do so simply 
because life is the energetic principle— 
the primary basis—the ultimate some
thing of universal existence, whose in
cessant activity m>t only sustains its 
own being, but creates and sustains 
everything else that exists.

Hence, life is eternal; these condi
tions of its existence prove that it could 
have had no beginning and can have no 
end. They also prove that life has in
telligence that is Inherent aftd supreme; 
none other could control its purposeful 
precesses.

Therefore life Is all-powerful and 
all-comprehensive; It is omniscient, om
nipresent and omnipresent. But these 
are attributes which we can only as
cribe to God himself, as the supreme 
ruler of too universe, •

Therefore life Is God and God is life.
And tho dictum is true that man is 

created in the (intellectual) image of 
his maker; for he Is apparently the 
superlative output of the constructive 
processes of life. For human life, as a 
specific determination and individual- 
zation of universal life, differs essen
tially from the lower forms in that it 
acquires consciousness of its existence 
and memory of its experience. These 
go to constitute human personality, 
which as an uncomplicated condition 
of eternal life, can never be destroyed. 
Self-consciousness in any form of being 
that is strictly elementary could oy no 
possibility be lost.

Man, therefore, is destined to live 
forever as a miniature production and 
integral part of creative intelligence. 
In conclusion, we claim that here are 
facts that go to establish the truth of 
the definition that life is that Intel
ligent creative energy whose activity 
accounts for universal existence.

Life is everything.
O. O. BURGESS, M. D.

Spectacles Can Be Aba ndoned.
This instrument Is in the iorm of a 

pocket battery, which the inventors 
have patented and which they call “Ac- 
tlna,” a word which is their trade mark 
and owned by them.

In the treatment of eye diseases toe 
inventors ot “Actina" claim there is no 
need for cutting or drugging the eye for 

any form of disease,, 
cataracts, pterygiums 
and other abnormal 
growths can be re
moved and weakened 
vision restored by the 
new and more humane 

method, it this is a fact, there will be 
no need to go blind or to wear spec
tacles. “Actina” has been tested in 
hundreds of cases and has effected mar
velous cures. Bo confident are the in
ventors that this device is an article of 
great merit that they give an absolutely 
tree trial. They waht every one iner- 
ested to make a thorough investigation 
and a persona! test of the “Actina." As 
ft is sent on trial postpaid, any person 
can give it this test.

They issue a book of loo pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which 
tells all about ‘‘Actina,” the diseases it 
will cure, what others think ot it, what 
marvelous cures it has effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and it is sent absolutely free upon re
quest. This book should be in the It- 
brary of every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. 342R. 529 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
EczemanndaUfekmand Female Diseases. Write 
for lUustmted Book. Bent free. Address a

DWYE,»&y* Kansas City, Mo,

I Turned Out S3OI— 
worth of plating in two weeks, writes M. L. 8mltb of 
T>a.(u»EiBniaH outfit). fteT. QcO.P. Crawford Write«, 

Drat day, J. J. 8. Mill«, t farmer, writes, 
cao costly moke |5.00day plating. Thoi. Parker, 

tehoolteacher it yeuri, writes, "I mai« W.80 
protit one day, (0.S5 another.'’ Ph:lug 
husineti easily learned, We Tvarh You 
rVcB—No EittcHcnc'
Everybody bsi tableware, watebei1, J'*'- 
e!ry and meta! ggodi to be plated. Wo 

With Gold, Silver, Nickel. lBroot«, 
““l“l|j<lirajs, Tin, Copper. Plate—laicit

ffoecta. No toy or hntnlmg. Outfl'eaH eirve. Everything gaaran» 
kET fit HT4KT Y4)L'. Write for Catlo;. Accncy aud Offer. 

Work«, viuvinttati, O.

A a A Bend ue yonr address

x a DaV SUI
GIB V r.biolutely cure; w«

fortfih tjie work hod teaeh yon free, you work in 
the locality where you live. Send u» your addien and we will 
oxnrainlhelnraineurulty.Toraember weguarante» «clear profit 
of »3 for every day's work,absolutely sure. Write al unre.
UO14L EUNUFACTUUMU L'O., box 807« RetroU.kleh.

NOTICE!
The Woolley Sanatorium, the only institu

tion in the United States whore the Opium, 
Cocaine au d Whisky haUU'can becum! with
out exposure, and with so much ease for tho 
patient. Onh’30<lay.s' time required. Describe 
yourcasennd Î will write you an opinion as to 
what loan accomplish for you. Ask vour fam i! v 
physician to investigate. Dr. B, hi. Woolley, 
*06 N. Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

811
TL# above i> ibe number of the pres

ent Issue of Tho Progressive Thinker, 
•s printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand comer. If this number cor
responds with tho figures on your wrap
per, then tho time you have paid tor has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of toe number on 
tJ» tag of yonr wrapper.

FORGOTTEN. In the World Celestial

I tion of heat. But the slow-going mo- 
my tion of light reflected from red on C

I and orange on D have a lesser effect on 
I newly-reduced matter with texture su- 
I perfine, and colors far surpassing any 
1 of our chemical pigments, and are more 
j like rainbow tints, or the colors exhib- 

are ited in a newly opened rose bud. The
1 white seems to be whiter than new 

so fallen snow; it is here where coloring 
matter comes direct from nature’s

clairvoyance on this plane are rare. tbou wouldst proceed Now we will make the prediction and
Only the trained clairvoyant is able to A duty falls to thee, 'tis this: to coun-1 assert advisedly that when materializ-
reach it, since at the present stage of I terpoise the scales. I mg circles are formed on toe plan here
man's evolution definite training is Thou hast been weighed and found outlined, it will become possible for hu- 
necessary in order to learn to function 1 wanting, ] man beings on toe earth plane to walk
consciously toe mental body, which is And to repair thine insolvency with angels and gods at high noon, and
the body used on-toe lower levels of the 11 compel thee, Soul, to labor and dis-1 entertain such visitors from the higher 
mental plane. I place 1 realms, not unawares, under cover of

On the higher levels of this plane, Each wrong by deed of good. darkness, but under full light will we
where man functions in toe casual This is law and unimpeached. meet spirit friends face to face,
body, one becomes conscious of his past Therefore, for greater leniency implore Now suppose a physical human being 
lives and the causes therein set going 1 not; 1 should desire to dematerialize, and “be
which resulted tn his present condl- "Tls fruitless and of no effect. 1 an angel and with the angels stand" for
item g™.. a few minutes at least, the modus oper-

Clairvoyance at will on the mental qn.™'» looms Kefore ln „Hm horror mv andi would be for a sensitive to take a 
as well as the astral plane, is tne ultl- mfsshanen nnst • 1 position on the other side of the cabinet
mate possibility in store for everyone, Th threads of mv Ill-Woven dent in v I in the-electro-magnetic field ofbut each must choose for himself the Phe 2^ my ’“woven destiny I eplrft horse.shoe magnet wbere
time in which it is to be attained. It Aeain Uve <n the beeinnine I sP*rit operatov c°uld manipulate
may be reached quickly, if we work in fipemina -imnossibnitv of mv vein I same powers with a reversal ofharmony with toe law ot evolution, and The WI f y 1 1 processes, and in a twinkling of an
for toe highest interest of those around nvp™b?imR me and I shrink 1 almost/tbe rates of your material vibra-
vs; many incarnations may pass by if X „ । « h artions would be increased to the state of
we drift, aimlessly through life with’no I y ’ 5 . I spirit substance, and the subject would
set purpose, idly seeking toe amuse- Justice: ‘‘ no longer be visible to physical sight,
ment the hour affords; and aeons upon Part of thy punishment shall be spent and as a visitor from the visible realm 
aeons may transpire before this glori-1 in solitude. /' I of nature in turn be entertained by lov-
ous possibility is achieved, if a man d^- The remainder shall doiisist’j | ing angel friends, manifesting life on
llbeiately sets himself to oppose tlm I In mingling with the .souls'iSf earth toe higher octaves of existence; and by 
interests of others and work solely lor To comfort those in need.d 0 I a reversal of the processes our inquisi-
the- aceomplishment of his own selfish 1 Aa then hast trod the, paths, of selfish-1 tive friend would be returned to former 
desires. | ness and greed., ' d} | normal state of matter, wiser but per-

CLARA S. HENDERSON. I By sympathetic deed aimeray spiritual I baps not happier.
I state is gained. 111 | While we think of it we will intro-
I , , , ’4 “$.2 , I duce a statement from Prof. M. Fara-
I ci..™ h,». ♦i.AM.LX«„„j day, from spirit side of life, in which he | Since then,—a thousaM centuries and 1 tte Bpirltaai body consists of
I- _ .Iin. .?.1? ■ the same elements as toe physical•1 Buns, moons and courses I body an^ onqy differs in atomic rates of

have continuedi rr: not I vibration
And stttmg minds, swayediwith opposi- we nOt daUy ^serve these same ’ 

Hr»™ I processes in nature all around ns when
I the Hdefon • 1 an invisible substance under the law of
While toe streets of iauorance and in-1 transmutation becomes visible, tangible 

• * J9Jr7 to° |niatter,whlcftisaresulto£themanlpu-
And night prevail ed ohrato I lation of vital elecromagnetic force
When hope seemed tofit, there came a I ^y. a B0Uj entity striving to build a 

giemn . ' m u v J physical structure for toe purpose ofFrom InspIraUon asm, _ I manifesting as life on the great hlgli-
It broke the night, andr brought the | way oj progressive unfoldment -with its

,,y , . , * I cyclic spirals leading from octave to oc-
The soul s work,iiasb^n^__ I tave to ultimate realms of infinitude.

»ii i. hL ADELE THIEMAN. 1-rbis process of growth under nature’s 
Milwaukee, Wis. I own normal conditions is slow and last-

The life of earth is but a school, 
In which we learn to read

The holy laws of nature, 
In a book that has no creed.

It has the Tocks, the trees, the birds,' 
The sun. the moon and stars,

The grand old sea, flushed with glee, 
’Neath the golden sunset bars.

And the tiny blade of grass । 
Doth a sermon to us preach, 

The odor of a flower
Oft our inner souls can reach;

The ripple of a brooklet.
With all its music, mild and meek, 

Will teach us all a lesson
In the book of nature sweet ■ -

MBS. J. H. DALLAS.
St. Louts, Mo.

“Spirit Bcaoes." My Mattle E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains Gityeeven 
ef the author’« latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
gartrslt of tbs aether. Fitea ?& «ata.

The New Mie." By Leroy Barrier. 
Eminently suggestive along the Uses of 
“new thought'’ Excellent ta t®a® 
tendencies. Price, doth. ji.

the 
the 
the 
the 
eye

Do your dear eyes look down from toe 
heavens above

Where now you "are happy, dear friends 
that we love,

With scorn or with pity for those who 
forget

The lives that you gave without fear or 
regret

The wounds and the pains that for their 
sakes you bore,

In the days when toe blue of our coun
try you wore?

Dear voices long silent, dear eyes that 
are closed,

Dear forms bent with sorrows by trea
son imposed,

Whose blood flowed like rivers, whose 
lives were laid down

That the country you loved might go on 
to renown.

The country you bled for, and writhed 
in your pain,

Can It ever forget you ? Would not God 
disdain

The people who ceased to remember 
with pride

And devotion the heroes who for them 
had died?

Yet now forty years have scarce faded 
away,

But who speaks or thinks of those he
roes to-day?

The glorious hearts that were strangers 
to fear,

When danger assaulted the land they 
held dear,

Who sprang like a torrent from work-

Till

Yet

shops and farms, 
the very earth shook with tne

shock of their arms!
who now remembers or trembles 

with pride
And tears for our glorious heroes who 

died?
Our heroes, who were • they? Bright 

e boys who with all
Life’s joys opening for them sprang 

< quick to toe call
Of their country in need, and their gal

lant hearts burned.
And, oh, God, what they bore! what 

hosts ne’er returned!
They gave us our blessings! Oh, how 

they were bought!
For our country, our homes and our 

freedom they fought.
They suffered and died! forgot must 

• • they be? ,
Oh, when I forget them, may God forget

Is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to liim 
many times, etherealized, materialized 
and through trance mediums, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time lie spends with 
her iu the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it to the world in his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, the w’ell- 
known author, scientist and reformer.

This book has a brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher. Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D.. president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives it the weight of his un
qualified endorsement.

He says: “This book will give us 
courage to pass through the shadow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial.”

Rev. M. J. Savage says: "It is in
tensely Interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true.”

The Medical Gleaner says: “It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. A. Windle says: “It is inex
pressibly delightful.”

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: “It is one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books."

Everybody will be charmed with it, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance of 
two worlds. It is printed in elegant 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price JL 
For sale at this office.

me! KITTY.

---- ----------------- ------- I Ing, aiid the manifesting entity need
“In too World CelMtlal,” by Dr. T. A. I wt afraid of being lightening) - 

Eland. Interesting, instructive and | struck at. every whip stick of the road 
Mtptul; Spiritually uplifting, doth and seemingly dashed into nothingness 
*uund;gSfee'$l. . in the twinkling of ah eye.

“ChUd Culture, According to tool Why should Spiritualists repeatedly 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and assert In print and otherwise that ma- 
Mental Suggestion." Nswtoh N. terialization cannot and does not take 
SHddelL A most excellent work gw all) place; that this beautiful phenomenon' 
who have toe eare or trateW 1 should, have no place among or be class- 

jdrea. Fries 05 seats» Rifled as spirit manlSestsUon. Would a
■ . .. > • -. ; ' , ' .

INDUCE
Y»ur Neighbor to Subscribe for The 

Progressive Thinker.
Now ie the time to extend toe circuit. 

Hon ol The. Pragressiye Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and SpIritraUstlo 
new« with which every one should be 
fginlHar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich ths 
tyinfl. Bend in a subscription now.

A Study or
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of *Ttie World Beautlftil,” mKaU Field* 
‘•After Her Death." “From Dreamland Soot," eta. 
With portrait 16mo. Cloth, gilt. Price <1.13. Thu 
writer of this “Study of Elizabeth Barrett BfowbIor* 
has thrown the book Inta five chapter«, with eub-Uuet 
ta follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. ‘’Summer Snow of Apple 

BloMomi;’’ MuilC'Flow of Pindar; Friends lathe 
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Frfendi 
Vita Nonva; “One Day, My Siren.“

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry: Tn Cm* 
Gnldl; Floremtlne Day«: Walter BarageLandar.

ART AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 
Clasped Hands; Kato Field’s Records; Mra. 
Brownlag’i Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spirtteat 
Lawn; Modern Scientific Thought; Tho ConUdW 
atlou of Genius.

.For Salo at thia offlen. r

UAUAUET Hls Birth, Character and mnoumt 1 Doctrine. By Edward Gib
bon. This Is No. 6 of tho Library of Liberal 
Classics. It is conceded to bo historically cor
rect,- and so exact and perfect in every detail as 
to be practically beyond tho reach of adverse 
criticism. This work will be found intensely 
Interesting. Price, 25 cents._________________

Sa

“New Testament Stories Comically n- 
lustrated. ■ Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com- 
meats upon the Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are Incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Frico in heard!!!, Bi* 
Æloth. «1.6Û, .

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume) consuls ot a courso'ol leclums, 
delivered in tho trance state, and is certainly nd 
small ccnlrlbullon to tho study ot tho soul. It 
Is a go«, work to open tho eyes to tho dltteronca 
between tho deductive and ladncMvo process ot 
mind. Bound la cloth, BL For safe at thia 
odlco. __ _________ ._________________

ANCIENT INDIA
Its Language ar ww
berg, Faper, '/L - - *’”41^1



birds; they1 
conquer th«
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-TIME 
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All 
our

NOT BE FORGOTTEN THAT 
ARE ALSO THE HARVEST 
FOR THE FAKIRS, BECAUSE 
COME TO THE RALLYING

bar their homes, nor 
îles.”

me Lucille DeLoux and others, 
are cordially Invited to attend 
meetings." . ,

contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

We go to pres? early Monday merit
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

gunday, ?• E. 58: “Birds."

Gem ofThod^M:^
“He is In ignoble, business who steals 

from his defenseless little friends, the

dancing over the scattered embers, ut
tering prophecies' as to the happenings , - - -
of the coming year most closely affect- vantage of same and added their mite u. mo v u. » — Ito the cause. Dr. Hager gave an ele-

-S
The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 

and General Progress, the World dver.

CONTRIBUTORS—Each contributor I Tako due notice that Items for this 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 1 page in order to insure insertion must
or statements he may make. The editor 
Ulows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
ihat is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
>.o do so. That must account for the 
>.on-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We-would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre- 
epondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four; 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written- plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS—Bear in mind that Items for 
ihe General Survey will in all cases be 
id justed to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
i cnerally have to be abridged more or 
iécs; otherwise many Items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The Items of those who do 
not comply with thls'request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

When writing for this papef for“ the prdgremive

ase a pen or typewriter.

* J «r/31

«une 10,1905. a

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
-1OT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

ALL THE HONEST MEDIUMS IN 
CHICAGO RECEIVE THE CORDIAL 
ENDORSEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS 
STATE SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIA
TION, WHETHER ORDAINED OR 
NOT. AS THERE ARE NUMEROUS 
FRAUDS IN THE CITY, IT WOULD 
BE WELL FOR ALL CAMP OFFI
CIALS TO BE EXCEEDINGLY CARE
FUL AND WRITE TO DR. GEO. B. 
WARNE, 4203 EVANS AVENUE, FOR 
INFORMATION, IF THEY DESIRE 
ANY PARTICULARS. SUMMER 
CAMP-MEETINGS, WHEN PURE IN 
SOCIAL CONDITIONS, ELEVATED IN 
MENTAL AND SPIRITUAL TONE 
AND CONDUCTED ON STRICTLY 
BUSINESS METHODS ARE POWER
FUL AIDS IN SPREADING THE 
TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM. IT

E. R. Fielding writes from Washing
ton, D. C.: “The auxiliary of the First 
Association has discontinued their 
meetings until October. Meetings are 
held at Mrs. W. Bocman's every Thurs
day afternoon at 2 p. m., during the 
summer. The Temple League met at 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Williams’. Quite 
a sum was realized for the Temple. 
Sunday meetings are held at the home 
of the president, Mrs. W. Farrow, every 
other Sunday. Sunday, May 28, tbe Be
nevolent Spiritualists met at Mrs. Far
rows’. Mrs. Congdon gave the opening 
address, followed with addresses by 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Williams. Miss 
Farrow rendered several selections on 
the violin. Mr. and Mrs. Emil Nablie 
hold meetings as usual at Woons’ Hall; 
Mrs. M. Price, every Sunday at No. 423 
First street N. E,; Mrs. Leese at 720 
Tenth N. W.; Mrs. Julia Warnekie, 122 
I street N. W."

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell's avowal of his 
belief in “mind reading” is of much 
more consequence to the world than all 
of the great Osler’s lucubrations on the 
decline of mental powers after the age 
of forty. If it is true, as this eminent 
neurologist and clear seeing author 
says it is, that a knowledge ot facts and 
occurrences may be gained without vis
ion, touch or hearing, It is plain that 
physical science as It Is now authorita
tively needs revision.—Tribune, La 
Salle, Ill.

W. Hassman writes: "The closing 
meeting of the North Star Spiritual 
Union was held May 28, at 1546 Mil
waukee avenue, with a large attend
ance, especially from, the Society Light 
More Light. ’The lecture was given by 
Dr. P. M. Esser, a noted teacher and 
healer residing at 82 Willow street, 2nd 
flat. The second speaker was Dr. 
Koehler of Norin avenue. Tests were 
given by Mrs. Johanna Rennau, 1812 
Ashland avenue. The president gave 
thanks to all who attended the meet
ings and invited them back again at the 
opening gathering the first of Septem
ber. The business meetings will be 
held at 33 Upton street every month as 
usual.”

G. H. Brooks writes: "I have been so 
busy since my return home from Phila
delphia after a very pleasant month’s 
engagement with Mr. Locke’s society, 
that I have not had time to write to 
The Progressive Thinker to let the 
many readers of the same, as well as 
my friends know of my work, or where 
I am. During our absence from home 
our house had been broken into, and ev
erything scattered about the house, to 
such an extent that we shall hever feel 
settled again.' Some damage was done, 
but thus far we have found nothing 
missing. I arrived home the second of

Our correspondent at Sandusky, O., 
writes: “Mrs. M- E- Jenkins, of Wind
sor, Ontario, served the Psychic Re
search Society of this city, May 21 and 
28, as lecturei" and message bearer. 
She quickly endeared herself to the au
diences by the joyous messages she 
gave from the loved ones who have 
passed out of physical view. "While 
here, she responded to a call from Put- 
in-Bay Island, where she held a parlor 
meeting, bringing comfort and consola
tion to many who had not had an oppor
tunity to attend Spiritualist meetings. 
It is hoped that she will again visit this 
vicinity.”

President writes from Rockford, 
Mich.: “The Rockford Spiritualists will 
hold their regular June meeting on Sum 
day, the 11th. Mrs. Abbie E. Sheets ot 
Grand Ledge has promised to be with 
us. Mrs. Sheets is a favorite with the

For InforûiatlOB'cconcernlng The Pro
gressive loyfceunhr authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas, 
—~ w»—।.     ——

CENTERS FOR NUMBERS OF 
PLE, MANY OF WHOM ARE 
GERING FOR PHENOMENA 
THE REST OF THE YEAR

•READY THERE TO PART 
THEIR MONEY WITHOUT

PEO- 
HUN-
ALL 
AND 

WITH 
PRU-

DENCE. SPIRITUALISTS AND THE 
PUBLIC AT LARGE LOOK TO EVERY 
ONE OF OUR CAMP OFFICIAL 
BOARDS TO PROMOTE DECENCY, 
ELIMINATE TRICKERY AND RECOG
NIZE ONLY HONEST MEDIUMS. 
THEY SHOULD PROTECT THE NOV
ICE AND THE GULLIBLE FROM IM
POSITION AND ROBBERY. THEY 
ARE LARGELY EDUCATORS OF THE 
PUBLIC. CAUTION, CANDOR, COUR
AGE AND DISCERNMENT ARE RE
QUIRED BY THESE OFFICERS.

At the Engineers’ Arms, at Nelson, in 
Lancashire, Eng., the ghost of Robert 
Adams, a former landlord who was 
buried at Aberdeen, is said to have 
been behaving most"disgracefully of 
iate. "He" is heard in the dead of night 
drinking behind the bar—one man de
clares he looked through a window and 
saw “him”—but when the present land
lord and his friends and guests descend 
to eject the Intruder its intangible 
form flits upstairs to the bedrooms and 
disports itself there with much noise 
and riot. The latest report from Nel
son is that a former friend, secreted in 
the bar, saw Robert Adams’ burly fig
ure at the beer engine, but naturally

May, and wife and Raymond from Los 
Angeles, Cal., the next week. Wife has 
been greatly benefited by her trip to 
California, and is much better than 
when she went away. I have been serv- 
serving the Spiritual Science Society of 
Rockford, Ill., during the month of May, 
and am to serve one Sunday in June. 1 
find a very pleasant and successful so
ciety, and the engagement has been suc
cessful and most pleasing. I shall be 
found at my home, 114 President street, 
Wheaton, Ill., where I will respond to 
calls for funerals, and some work later 
on. Our little society in Wheaton in
tends holding a grove meeting either 
the third or last Sunday in June, at 
Glen Ellyn, where we shall be more 
than glad to welcome all of the Spirit
ualists who may teel to attend. In next 
week’s issue I will tell how to get there, 
and when the meeting is to be, and the 
kind of talent we are to baye. I trust 
in a short time to be out of my hurry, 
and give more time to my friends.”

The nineteenth great picnic will be 
given by the First German Spiritualist 
Society of the West Side in Reisig’s 
Grove, Riverside, Ill., on Sunday, June 
18, 1905. Tickets, sold in advance, 25 
cents. At the grove, 30 cents each. 
Take the Metropolitan Elevated (Gar
field Park Line) to 52nd avenue, and 
from there take LaGrange car to the 
grove.

Mrs. H. A. Cross writes: “I wish to

failed to seize It
Sunday, May 21, being the least of 

St. Helen, the Inhabitants of the vil
lage of Lozen Grad, in Roumania, cel
ebrated their annual feast, when the 
"Nistinares,” priest of a special sect, 
danced barefoot upon live coals, a cer
emony which will continue every day 
till the end of the month. After mass, 
celebrated by the Bishop, a large pile 
of wood was set on fire, and toward 
evening tho "Nistinares” took turns at

express my appreciatiqn and’ thanks 
through the columns of The Progress
ive Thinker to Mrs. Geo. S. Lincoln and 
Mrs. C. Kirchner for opening their 
homes for the test circles held for the 
benefit of the Illinois Sunflower Club, 
auxiliary to the I. S. S. A., and also to 
the mediums who assisted them in the 
message giving; and also to thank the 
committee at the entertainment held at 
the Hyde Park Occult Society's Hall, 
for their good work, and the society for 
the use of its hall for Our business 
meeting and the entertainment, and 
last but not least, our Sister Francis, 
who is always ready to offer her home 
for our little gatherings. Now every
body make up your minds to go to 
our Fourth of July picnic, to be held at 
Lake Bluff, I1L Round trip tickets on 
the Chicago and Northwestern railroad, 
75 cents. Basket lunch. Coffee and. ice 
cream served. Chocolate set to be raf
fled that day.” »

Mrs. Kirchner writes: “On Sunday 
afternoon, May 28, we were again fa
vored by having our Sister Briggs give 
us a grand inspirational talk. It being 
conference Sunday, quite a few took ad-

Ing the members oi the parish. While 
the ceremony was going on bands 
played and people surrounded the burn
ing embers. The people believe the 
“Nistinares” Inherit the power ot walk
ing unscathed over the fire and that 
even they could not enjoy the privilege 
except during this month, on the occa
sion of this special celebration. This 
rite has been celebrated from time Im
memorial In this particular locality, and 
attracts a large number of visitors. 
How did they withstand the burning 
embers? Were they mediums?

D. S. Dewey writes: "I had rather 
lose my dinner and supper than to lose 
a copy of The Progressive Thinker. 1 
do think it is the best paper on God’s 
green earth."

J. W.-Buchanan has removed to 520 
Thomas avenue, Dallas Texas,; where 
his friends will please address him.

Mrs. Powderly writes: . “The meet
ings at 6603 Halsted street are growing 
in numbers and arc very . interesting. 
Mrs. Orm will Iccturft for us Sunday 
evening. Ladies’.. Aid meets .. .every

Everybody wel-

Rockford people, but has been unable to 
accept engagements for a long time by. 
reason of illness. We are glad to 
learn that she is again able to go on 
with the good work.”

H. Smith writes: “On Sunday even
ing, May 28, a large and appreciative 
audience congregated at the hall of the 
Students of Nature, 1565 Milwaukee 
avenue. The hall was crowded. Each 
person was given a red carnation, The - 
platform was surrounded with Prof. S. 
Hunt’s juvenile orchestra of 20 young 
musicians, Their instruments were vi
olins, guitars and mandolins. The pas
tor in charge eloquently gave the his
tory of the birth and growth of the so
ciety which she go cheerfully cradled 
for eleven years. Sister Kusserow and 
Sister McIntire gave much encourage
ment for the future. Rev. Dr. Koehler, 
an ex-minister of the Lutheran church, 
spoke on Decoration, which was appro
priate for this occasion, he being a true 
teacher of Spiritualism. Brother J. 
Coe, our old veteran, spoke of the 
growth and unfoldment, like a flower, ot 
the pastor, as he has watched her, as a 
florist would. W. Lynn gave twenty 
tests. All were recognized. This so
ciety has lived eleven years, and will 
open the doors at Van Buren Opera 
House in September, with the pastor as 
the leader and teacher. It is located 
at the corner of Madison street and Cal
ifornia avenue.”

Mrs. Laura Crawford writes from De
troit, Mich.: “The First Church of the 
Soul, 46 Grand River avenue., held its 
closing and memorial services May 28. 
A fine program was rendered. The hall 
was nicely decorated with flowers and 
flags, and crowded to the doors. Lec
ture by Mrs. L. Crawford. She was as
sisted in messages by Mrs. Nellie Med
calf and others, who did well In demon
strating the continuity of life. Thurs
day, the first day of June the Harmony 
Club will hold a social and prize draw
ing at the home of-Mrs. Crawford, 198 
Fourth street This society has been 
organized two months; membership 
numbers 24. We will resume our meet
ings again Sept. 1. Allow me to-say in 
regard to your valuable paper, which 
we have for Bale at our meetings, it Is 
the best exponent of the Spiritual truth 

. known. Long may it live to carry the 
messages of truth to the starving chil
dren of humanity.”

Mrs. B. Sidwell writes: "A very in
teresting trumpet seance was held at 
Sisters Montgomery and Brooks,: 24 
Jackson Place, Monday evening. May 
29, for the benefit of the Ladies Auxili
ary of the Rising Sun Mission. Quite 
a snug sum was realized which was do
nated to the Auxiliary to aid in their re
lief work. Our sisters give very fine 
trumpet manifestations, and are worthy 
of the support of all Spiritualists. They 
leave for Winslow, HL, for two weeks, 
where they are to give trumpet mani
festations to quite a number of profes
sional people who are investigating. 
The Ladies’ Auxiliary is assisting all 
who are needy. Seances to raise funds 
to carry on its work are held every 
Thursday evening at Sister Blgden’s, 
90 Warren avenue—always a number of 
good mediums present. Come help us 
along.”

Jerry Robinson, a prominent Spirit
ualist and a wealthy Mississippi planter 
owning property on Lookout Mountain, 
where he had spent the summer for 
years, dropped dead ot heart trouble in 
Chattanooga, Tenn., May 30. He was 
stricken as he started to board an elec
tric car in front of Jo Anderson's drug 
store to go to the Central station where 
he intended to catch the Memphis train 
at 10:20 o’clock. He was the owner of 
the Natural Bridge property and a fine 
residence near it on Lookout Mountain. 
He bought this property for about 
$5,000. after the Natural Bridge Hotel 
suspended business some twenty years 
ago. Later he turned it over to the 
Spiritualists, who held meetings of dif
ferent kinds on the property for a long 
time. The Spiritualists allowed the 
property to get in the chancery court, 
where Mr. Robinson secured possession 
of it again a short time ago.

Dr. H. A. Cross writes: “If the major-

gant talk upon the continuity of life, 
from a scientific standpoint. Brother 
Lawrance also gave out some good 
thoughts, which carried considerable 
weight. Brother Thompson and Bister 
Weaver gave some grand demonstra
tions of spirit return, all of which were 
recognized. In the evening, owing-to 
the absence of our president, Sister 
Trafton conducted the ‘ services. Thè 
speaker, Mrs. V. Darby, gave One of her 
eloquent discourses. After the lecture 
Sister Thompson and Brother Thomp
son and Sister Trafton gave some re
markable ■ demonstrations of spirit • re
turn. Our choir, as usual, rendered 
beautiful music, which all claim is 
equal-to any heard in the churches. We 
extend a cordial invitation to'all to at
tend our services every Sunday after
noon at 3, and evening at 8, at Mission 
Hall, People's Institute, Van Buren and 
Leavitt street. - We have- our regular 
classes for dancing . every. Saturday 
night in Pleasure Hall and regular June 
dance, June 17. Picnic. at , .Relssig’s 
Grove, July 1. All are welcome.”

Lettera will rencli Oscar A. Edgerly, 
the noted trance ¿lecturer, at 42 Smith 
street, Lynn, Moss.

ity of materializing mediums do keep 
artificial toggery handy at their se
ances—which I hope is not true—I want 
to assure you that spirit materialization 
is a fact in nature, and I can prove it 
by truthful statements of my own per-, 
sonal experiences. There is the false, 
the fake, but the genuine does in real
ity exist also. One trumpet medium of 
Chicago, Mrs. Celia Hughes, has given 
her word of consent and willingness to 
join with any or all congenial members 
of the League Board, for a sitting once 
a week for the phase of trumpet mani
festation tn the light It was my sug
gestion, and she willingly acquiesced. 
If we can get trumpet manifestation in 
the light, sitting the same as is the cus
tom ’when sitting in the dark, the medi
um not touching the trumpet, and every 
one present seeing the trumpet lifted 
by unseen hands, and hearing the voice 
from unseen vocal organs, or even if 
the spirit hands were to be seen lifting 
the trumpet, what a glorious accom
plishment for the cause of Spiritualism 
that „would be, and to have it here in 
our city. Such a result Is worth work
ing for. Mrs. Celia Hughes is willing 
to join us in the effort. Thé idea is my 
suggestion. I hope to see it realized."

Dr. G. Lester Lane of Boston, writes: 
“A letter just received from Dr. 
Peebles Informs me that' he sailed for 
Boston last Saturday. He will be my- 
guest while here. Queen Victoria's 
message given through me regarding 
Russo-Japanese wat has now been ful
filled to the letter.”

Dr. Louis H. Freedman, the noted 
Australian healer and physician, began 
a series of Sunday evening meetings, 
commencing June 4, in St. George’s 
Hall, No. 3337 State street. .The Doc
tor intends to make these meetings a 
continuous pleasure to come to; de
lightful singers will take part, and a va
riety of mediums will give messages. 
Various lecturers each Sunday and at 
every meeting. Dr. Freedman demon
strates his renowned faculty of extem
poraneous diagnosis and healing the 
sick;■ he has removed to his old ■ loca
tion, 3036 Indiana avenue, corner 81st

j street. Phone Douglas 108.

Begethe indwell writes: "The Indies’ 
Auxiliary of .the Rising Sun Spiritual 
Mission hasJphanged its meeting place 
from 54 N.‘lA’shland avenue to 90 War
ren avenue, where they will continue to 
give their regular test meetings on 
Thursday evenings at 8 p. m. sharp. All 
are cordially invited. Admission to 
these meetings will be 15 cents, the 
proceeds to go to the poor and needy. 
During the winter months we have 
been able, with the assistance of our 
numerous friends and co-workers, to 
supply provisions, fuel, rent and medi
cal attendance whenever needed. 
While we expected to give up our meet
ings during the summer months, we are 
able by the assistance of our sister, 
Mrs. Bigden, who has given us the use 
of her commodious parlors free, to con
tinue to hold'meetings as heretofore. 
President Mrs. Etta White-Foote, will 
give dancing lessons every Saturday 
evening at the People’s Institute, Van 
Buren and Leavitt streets. The pro
ceeds of such lessons will go to help us 
In our work.” ' ;■

Fred D. Dunakin, one of the most effi
cient workers in' our ranks, and who 
stands for pure Spiritualism and honest 
mediumship, has lately been elected as 
president of thé Ohio State Spiritualist 
Association. He writes : “Our state 
convention was pronounced a perfect 
success from start to finish by all who 
were there, and I beg for the privilege 
to say a word in regard to Miss Edna 
Grant of Conneaut, Ohio. She is the 
sweetest and most inspirational and 
charming singer I ever heard. She sang 
at nearly every session of the conven
tion and her sniilllng face and musical 
voice did more to Imbue the large audi
ences who congregated there from time 
to time, with the spirit of truth, and ex
pansion of soul than any discourse that 
was presented or delivered at that 
great convention. The work has a fair 
start in Ohio. We are on a good, sub
stantial basis and all that Is requisite 
for a successful year’s work is a united 
effort on the part of all true workers to 
push tho work so nobly begun on - to
wards perfection.”

John D. Severan'ce writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: I Irish to say a few 
words In regard to a young speaker of 
whom Grand Rapids Spiritualists are 
justly proud. I réfer to Mrs. D. A. Mor
rill. A little ovet^two years ago she 
made her début as a speaker, and from 
that time shw hasfibeen going steadily 
onward, meeting w'lth success wherever 
she goes an® to-day she ranks with our 
best speakers. She of herself is a 
bright, intelligent Woman, but when un
der the control of her powerful guides 
it seems that the fields of wisdom are 
opened to heh Shte speaks rapidly, but 
very distinctly, clear, logical, forceful 
and eloquent. JLast' Sunday evening the 
New Thought; society that "Mrs. Morrill 
has served ffOY the last two months, 
held memorial services and her closing 
lecture was!'-indeed a wonder. She 
should be.'kept busy the year around, 
for such mediums will’ build' up the 
Spiritualist ¡movement, and-lead-human
ity to higher conditions."

Irene Gay? WritéS as follows at the 
Ohio State Spiritualist Association con
vention, paying a high tribute of re
spect to the retiring president, Mrs. 
Curran: “It was one of the most enjoy
able spiritual gatherings I ever attend
ed, that of the O. S. A. convention re
cently held in Ashtabula, Ohio. Fine 
weather, good speakers, soul-inspiring 
music, handsomely decorated halls and 
large audiences produced such favor
able conditions that everyone was in
fected by it, and à general epidemic ot 
harmony resulted therefrom. The lo
cal society at Ashtabula has long been 
noted for the harmonious and social ele
ment which pervaded its raifks, and 
during the recent- convention, it was 
proven beyond all doubt that its reputa
tion had been justly, earned. Never 
were people better received or more 
warmly welcomed, and the kindly treat
ment accorded them will long be pleas
antly remembered. It is not my inten
tion to give the proceedings of the con
vention, as a'full statement will be 
made by the state secretary, C. A. Bol
linger, but will say the election of offi
cers seemed to give uniform satisfac
tion, and I believe good and efficient 
service will be rendered by them. I 
wish to speak a few words of our retir
ing president, Carrie Firth Curran, of 
Toledo, Ohio. For two years she has 
faithfully served the O. 8. A., and TOO 
MUCH PRAISE CANNOT BE GIVEN 
THIS NOBLE WOMAN WHO HAS 

! SPARED NEITHER TIME, STRENGTH
NOR MONEY IN ADVANCING THE 
CAUSE AND PRESENTING IT TO 
THE PUBLIC IN A TRULY SPIRIT- 

■ UAL LIGHT. I but voice the senti-

The Excelsior Dally Call says: “Hu- 1 
man pgrsonahty and its survival of bod- ■ 
ily death, was demonstrated in a very i 
striking manner by Mrs. McHenry, the , 
trance tnedlum and psychic expert, at । 
thQ Saratoga Hotel, Excelsior Springs, i 
Mo., one Sunday evening lately? The । 
parlors of the hotel were comfortably 1 
filled, and the ladles and gentlemen , 
present were given individual readings 
from personal articles placed upon a 
table. The readings were universally 
satisfactory and showed Mrs. McHenry 
to be a deep student of psychic re
search. Vocal selections of a high or
der rounded out an exceptionally enter
taining and instructive program.”

A. R. McDonald writes: “The Psychic 
Research Society of Toronto desires 
to make engagements for the ensuing 
year, with the best lecturers and test 
mediums. Kindly bear in mind, we 
court only the very best as the best are 
not too good for us. Address me with 
full particulars at No. 124 Victoria 
Street, Toronto, Canada.’!

W. J. Elmo writes: “The Spiritual Al
liance Society, 3514 Vincennes avenue, 
near corner Cottage Grove and 35th 
street, holds its next social and dance 
Saturday evening, June 10. All wel
come.”

D. G. Hill writes: “Sunday, May 28, 
the Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
was especially favored by large attend
ance at both services, and great inter
est was maniiested in the lectures giv
en by, Mrs. Nellie Kusserow in the af
ternoon, and Dr. C. A. Burgess in the 
evening. Both of these speakers were 
at their very best; surrounded as they 
were by the splendid condition oi the 
hall, they seemed to outdo themselves, 
if such could be possible, holding the 
closest attention of their audience un
til the last words were said, followed by 
mediums with messages and tests that 
carried comfort and conviction to the 
recipients. The speakers for June 11 
will be for the afternoon, Mrs. M. 
Schumacher, pastor of the Society Stu
dents of Nature, and for the evening, 
ihat brilliant orator and talented man, 
Chas. Hughes, ex-state’s attorney, who 
has entertained us on former occasions. 
Don’t forget the grand entertainment 
nnd prize drawing, Saturday evening, 
June 17„ at O’Donnell College Hall, So. 
Paulina street, between Washington 
Blvd and Park avenue.”

Answering the inquiry of a subscriber 
as to how and why the words “In God 
We Trust” were put on the silver dol
lar, we would say that for this pious lie 
the country is indebted to a man named 
Pollock, who, a generation ago, was su
perintendent of the Philadelphia mint. 
Pollock was almost insane, Ingersoll 
said, about having God in the Constitu
tion. He placed the inscription on our 
coins without authority, but the act 
was approved by the government. In 
religion, as Shakspeare remarks, what 
damned error but some sober brow will 
bless it and approve it.—Truth Seeker.

Mrs. Ella Totten of Fort Worth, 
Texas, writes : “I read in The Progress
ive Thinker of a Mr. Burdette, who says 
he has proof positive that the Peoria 
trumpet and materializing mediums are 
fakes. There may be fakes there all 
right, but there is one genuine trumpet 
medium I know. Her name is Mrs. S. 
E. Pemberton, as fine a lady as ever 
lived and who gives you the truth and 
nothing but the truth. I think it is 
very wrong to paint all mediums the 
same, just because there are fakes in 
the town. If this man would call on 
tills lady I think he would change his 
mind. Because we find frauds In the 
work it is no sign they are all frauds, 
and it shows a very weak place In any 
one saying so.”

C. A. .Sollinger, the secretary of the 
Ohio State Spiritualist Association, 
writes: “With pleasure we send you 
greetings from the O. S. A., who by ris
ing vote send their heartfelt thanks to 
the spiritual press, especially to J. R. 
Francis, for the kind and generous help 
in keeping the work of the O. S. A. be
fore the public.”

W. J. W. writes from Los Angeles, 
Cal.: “A prophetic message from the 
spirit of George Washington Is right in 
line with what the guides of Mrs. Cora 
L; V. Richmond predict: Spirit Wash
ington foretold through a trance medi
um of this city at the'beginning of the 
war between Russia and Japan, that 
the Japanese would come out victori
ous. The Japanese are the most spirit
ual people hence thé progressive forces 
on the spirit side could work with and 
influence them. Many advance mili
tary spirits from America were with 
the Japanese; also the great Confu
cius.”
' Geo B. Ferris writes from Grand 

Rapid®, Mich.: “On the last Sunday in 
M the New Thought Spiritual So- 
ci/ty concluded its meetings until after

ment of all when I say that the O. S. A. 
is better spiritually and financially for 
having had Mrs. Curran as its presi
dent, and it was with regret we learned 
that ill health compelled her to decline 
accepting the offide with its many on
erous duties. The honest medium, as 
well'as all seekers after truth have 
ever found in her a staunch friend, and 
that she may be restored to health and 
enabled to go on in the work wherein 
she has achieved such great success, is 
is, the prayer of those .who know and 
love her.”- ■ '

G. W. C. writes' from LaGrange, Ind.: 
“I am well pleased with The Progress
ive Thinker; ddn’U know where I coUld 
better spend done ffiollar. I hope you 
will continufepyou^' grand thoughts and 
stirring disctestofis, and expose the 
fakers wherever Siey may be found, for 
they certainly- fife a menace to true 
Spiritualism) rStAhd for the truth and 
right, and adUhoiiest men and women 
will stand byi youdto the end.”

Mrs. L. AUGriffliF the English psychic 
and message ffieiifct, who has been serv
ing the FirsDCbiifth of Hamilton, and 
now with tKd Prdgf-essive Spiritual So? 
ciety of Tortmto)3"Canada, is open for 
engagement' for Jlfly, August, Septem
ber and OctjtiyBr qJjhis year, with camp 
meetings, gWletW, etc. Address her 
in care of Airs..Hobson, 28 Taylor 
street, Toronto; Canada.

Maggie Henry whites: “At old 77, the 
Universal d'cbult“So<!iety as usual had 
a very interesting meeting. Our pas
tor, F. M; Stoller, took for the scripture 
lesson a part of the 12th chapter of I. 
Corinthians. Some of the answers to 
the philosophicaiulquestions and especi
ally one pertaining to psychometry as 
he is a fine psychometric reader him
self, he is well qualified to answer it as 
well as all other questions pertaining to 
tho spiritual philosophy, and all who 
are interested along this line of thought 
could not find a more interesting or in
structive place to spend a couille of 
hours Sunday): evening. We. always 
have good spirit messages'from Mad-

t Bummer is past, and will hold no

better than any I have witnessed— 
whereby the little time at their disposal 
may be spent by the sober-minded in 
listening to an enlightening discourse, 
or perhaps in a first consultation with 
a medium^ further as an additional aid 
to the dissemination of a rational be
lief, I think it would be well for mana
gers and editors of Spiritualist periodi
cals to distribute gratuitously at such 
times circulars containing directions 
for organizing ।house circles, a list of 
standard Spiritualist publications, in
formation regarding the camps, etc. 
Comparatively, few visitors, ir tactfully 
approached and politely requested, 
woatld refuse to accept them for exami
nation at home, and new ideas first 
gained at the camp might thus be-prof
itably developed and much good result.”

Choice Poems by Mr. Edmiston.
To the Editor and Readers of The 

Progressive Thinker:—The N. S. A. has 
been presented with fifty copies of the 
handsome cloth-bound book of choice 
poems, the same to be sold for the ben
efit of our relief fund. The author has 
generously allowed us to sell these vol
umes for the exceedingly low price of 
fifty cents per copy. We trust the lov
ers of good poetry will hasten to secure 
a copy and thus help to swell our pen
sion fund. We are in receipt of our 
portion of the funds raised on the Bar
rett quilt made by Mesdames Gott and 
Skogland; the amount will appear in 
our closing list; our grateful and sin
cere thanks are extended to all helpers 
in our good work. With cordial greet
ings to all.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. G.

To German Spiritualists.
As there are many Germans inter-

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOK^

They are our own publications, 
boundÔVè!ortly

M.

2 “S S ““ - «*•'«• 
Paper. ndlDg’ pr‘ntinS

A sand Ethics of Sei* 6°n °£ Ma°

“ th® exce,ient work by Dr J 
Then’ ^^oftheAgZs"
Then comes the "GJeat Bebate Bn 

tween Moses Huh and W w t । B°" 
It will flu an . W’ JainleBon. 
library. llnP°*tant niche in your

ested in Spiritualism, who are often not 
able to understand the English lan
guage sufficiently to investigate 
through English meetings and English 
mediums, they will have opportunity to 
attend meetings In their own, the Ger
man language, at Lily Dale, during the 
camp season this summer. We will hold 
daily meetings there In German, aside 
from the regular meetings, whicli tire 
of course in English, this German work 
being only a branch of all the good 
work that is done there.

The writer of this, with the assist
ance of other German mediums, will do 
this work. We hope a large number of 
German friends will attend the camp 
there, who would like to spend a sum
mer vacation in the most delightful 
rpot ot the country, for rest and recrea
tion, and get spiritual food and knowl
edge from their loved ones on the other 
side of the veil.

The railroad company has recognized 
the beauty and attraction of the place 
and has placed it among the summer re7 
sorts, making special rates; anyone 
wishing to come may ask their ticket' 
agents for rates of excursion tickets 
good from June 1 until October 31.

We hope that mediums speaking 
the German language will wend their 
way to Lily Dale to assist fn this work, 
which 1 think Is needed in the camp and 
during summer season as well as at 
home in the winter; we hope that the 
readers having German friends will in
form them, that they may consider Lily 
Dale when making their plans for the 
summer, that we may be able to make 
this a success and add to the good of 
the cause.

I will conduct developing classes and 
also hold seances and give private sit
tings for clairvoyant spiritual commu
nications.

Then follows “Ghost Land” "Art

■•lX * ply' 0Ur Iatest preflliun’ book, 
ten th . ,he Spirit World,” writ’

ers for»$3.75 (postage prepaid)_a prica 
never before known In Sclent or mid 
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They WX 
X1170?' They W1" const'tute a per- 
enulal fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,-an achievement only 
Thinkl d by the Pr°S|eMlvi 
Thinker a miracle fn modern business 
enterprise!

WHAT SHALL WE EAT?

Containing numerous tables, show'-i 
Ing the constituent elements of overt 
three hundred food products and thefit 
relations, cost and nutritious values, 
time of digestion, etc., indicating besit 
foods for all classes and conditions, Ry 
Alfred Andrews. 120 pp. Price, leath
erette, 50 cents; cloth binding, 75 cents.

To many people there is no question 
of greater importance than the ono 
asked in the title of this book, and no> 
more satisfactory effort to answer it 
has been made than is to be found be
tween the covers of this practical vol
ume. It opens with a consideration of 
the purposes for which we eat, and 
how food material is converted to our 
needs, and is used in sustaining life.

A very important feature ot the work 
is found in the numerous tables given, 
showing the results of some 1,500 an
alyses of food products to determine 
the constituent elements, comparative 
food values, lime required for diges
tion, etc.

The Food Question from the Stand’ 
point of Health, Strength 

and Economy,

MRS. ELSIE STUMPF.

ROCHESTER, IND.

Splritual Meetings of Interest and Profit 
Are Held There.

more eetlngs until October, when the 
work will again be taken up, with 
greater zeal than ever, after the rest. 
On Sunday, the 28th, Memorial Day was 
observed with fitting exercises, which 
included brilliant addresses by Mrs. D. 
A. Morrill and Dr. J. C. Batdorf. The 
society during the past year has been 
very successful: the meetings have 
been well attended, and, there is ho in
debtedness. The future of the society, 
too, seems to be assured. Plans are 
being considered to make the society 
more useful and more successful than 
ever before. We are In correspondence 
with a number of prominent speakers in 
regard to engagements for the coming 
season, and though no definite an
nouncements can yet be made, it is cer
tain that we will- have on our rostrum 
some of the most talented . and most 
widely known speakers now before the 
public. The Holland Unitarian church, 
where the meetings have been held for 
the past few months, is one of the 
most suitable meeting places that 
Grand Rapids Spiritualists have ever 
had; and it has been leased for an
other year.”

Word comes from London, Eng., that 
a clock which Is expected to run for 
30,000 years or more Is the latest result 
of the discovery of radium. This in
strument has been invented by the Hon. 
H. G. Strutt, who is a son of Lord Ray
leigh, the discoverer of argon, and re
cent winner of the Nobel prize for phys
ics. In the clock one-twelfth of a grain 
of radium is suspended over a small 
electroscope consisting of two thin 
strips of silver. These, being charged 
with electricity from the radium, move 
apart, till they touch, the sides of . the 
vacuum’tube in which they are fixed. 
There they communicate, their charge 
to an aluminum wire which rings a bell, 
and, being discharged, fall together 
again, to repeat the process indefinite
ly. This extraordinary timepiece has 
just been placed on the market in Lon
don.

I. R. Armstrong of Vermont, writes: 
“The camp-meeting season again draws 
near, and as a former interested at
tendant and a present reader of Spirit
ualist literature, I wish to make a sug
gestion to those in authorityrat such 
summer gatherings. Of . the transient 
visitors, many are excursionists? of a 
class unable to go at other times, per
haps ignorant of what is'taught there, 
and in numerous instances—as any 
camper can attest—eager to learn some
thing In the brief interval usually af
forded/ In consideration of such cir
cumstances it seems it would be well 
fol-.management, mediums and officials

I of transportation companies eon- 
s earned, toofiect some arrangement--

On May 15, those faithful, untiring 
workers in the vineyard of Spiritualism, 
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, paid a 
visit to .Rochester friends to rest'for a 
short period and incidentally to speak 
and give a comforting message to those 
of the fold. Many and loyal are the 
friends of these good people who are 
pleased to have them come among us. 
The meeting held at First Spiritualists 
Church was not so largely attended as 
on previous occasions, owing to the 
meeting being mid-week, when people 
are busy with material cares, neverthe
less, all said and done at this one meet
ing was helpful and appreciated, and 
the weary pilgrims went on their way 
refreshed and happy for their visit.

May 21, Dr. George B. Warne con
ducted two splendid services in our 
city. The coming of this genial gen
tleman is always fruitful in good re-
suits. Therefore, every word he 
tered was gratefully received.

! Ut- 
Wlth

Dr. Warne at the helm of Spiritualism, 
it is no wonder the fake element trem
bles. He is one of the saviors of Spirit
ualism and will be the means of wash
ing its skirts from the filth so long be
smirching it. Dr. Warne will always 
find a welcome among Rochester Spli>(- 
uallsts who believe in his methods and 
admire his manly courage to stand for 
the pure and honest in our cause.

May 30, a day of ideal beauty in na
ture, was also a day of spiritual feast
ing to the Spiritualists of our little city. 
Will V. Nicum, the apostle of Spiritual 
Spiritualism, delivered two lectures to 
fine audiences. By invitation of the of
ficers of the church, Fredonia Lodge, 
Knights of Pythias attended services at 
First Spiritualist church to listen to 
this gifted and eloquent exponent of our 
philosophy. To say his effort was ap
preciated by the order and all listeners, 
is putting it mildly. We have engaged 
on our rostrum some of the best talent 
before the public in our our ranks, hut 
It is safe to say no speaker has touched 
the responsive chord of sympathy and 
produced better results than this Day
ton, Ohio, young man. Spiritualism 
means more than demonstrated immor
tality, it means the growth and devel
opment of the real man and woman. 
His plea for spiritualized Spiritualists 
Will eventually bring about different 
conditions among the people and here 
and there will be found those who will 
reflect the radiance of the pure white 
llght seen and experienced by this gen
tle teadher. If I was an orthodox 1 
would pray the Lord to send more Will 
V. Nicums intq Spiritualism to help us 
find the. Christ within, and the good in 
everyone and everything. We will 
make a strong effort to have Mr. Nicum 
with us again In the fall as it is plainly 
to be seen he is the one to put life and 
new blood into tbe cause at Rochester.

MARGUERITE MILLER.
Rochester, Ind.
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Longley’s Choice Collection OF 
BEAUTIFUL SONGS.

Hero Is a book of songs for public meetings 
and tho home that Is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right» 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a» 
splendid quality of paper, aud contains?«! songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
•‘These songs are adapted to the needs of socl- , 

eUes and to tho home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured souk 
—Lyman C. Howe.

“This'collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.’’—Dawning Light.

“The songs and music are of a nature to in
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W. Hull.

“There are somethings In our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One in mino 
has been fresh for fifty years. I went one night» 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, Prot.S.B. Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought ho ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang. ‘What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man, the song have been singing- 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley,the song, one of his earliest com
positions. J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream ot all his former books and many new 
ones, and can bo had in decorated covers tor GO 
cents; plain, 40cents.

"Wedding Chimefl.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc.; with choice matter in poetry and 
prose.* • Specially -designed for the um- 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. .

"Poema ef Frogresa.” . By. Lizzie 
Dotcn. In this volume, ' this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read In her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to.severe." It Is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry,.and especially by 
gpirituallBte, volume to, taattig

20th Century Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
This is the simplest, clearest and yet 

tbe most exhaustive presentation this 
Interesting science -has yet received. 
All of the discoveries, investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in this practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There Is no trait, no characteristic, nd 
inherited tendency, that is not marked 
on the palm of the hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing title principles enforced by the 
presented In this. Price, paper, 25 
cents; cloth, $1.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Kind reader, are you or do you know 

of those sitting for development? Nir ... 
difference for what phase of medium
ship. Send your address with a 2-ct
postage stamp. In return I will give 
my experience and advice free of 

J. G. H1NDERER.charge.
Anderson, Ind.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, in this book of 243 pages, discuss* 

es problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than anyothersr 
saving those or the religious life. He state's a- - 
groat number of well-authenticated instances- 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His- i 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits tbo 
widest reading, for ho deals with facts and ox- 
oerlenccs. Price, cloth. 81.00.

“The Present Age and Tauer Llfep 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi, 
fled nnd explained.” By Andisw Jack- 
eon Davis. Wo have a few copies of 
this work by tho celebrated seer. 
Cloth, $1.10. ;

“Right Living." By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching tho principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes,, 
which render the book more Interesting 
and more easily comprehended.. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’^ 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers It may bo made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by IU 
Cloth,: $1. ■

«Death. Ita Meaning eaA Besatta.** 
By J. K. Wilson, of tho Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol. 
tune, of decided value. A narrative ofi 
wonderful prychic events In' the an
ther’s ewCTHmect OoUl BOD gagra Uh InstentssL BLS®. - -------
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June 10,1905

. This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made iu 
the most condensed form, aud plten 1 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 1 
forced brevity. 1’roois have to be omit-1 
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of ail things is to be dep-1 
Tecated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions aud write letters ot in
quiry. Tlie supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name aud ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made,, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Not only was it the same day ot the I 
week and month, but ins father em- ! 
ployed the same means to end his । 
earthly cares and at the same hour ot | 
the day. The older Cuvellier and his 
son were also the same age when they 1 
invited death at their own hands." 
Was this "obsession/’ coincidence, or 
brooding over his trouble real or Imag
inary, did the knowledge that fils 
father committed suicide influence the 
son?

A. From a previous, somewhat ex
haustive study ot Uns question, 1 think 
the law of heredity fully explains it. 
Perhaps the knowledge ot his father's 
act may have been suggestive and pro
duced that state of mind when one idea 
dominates, known as the hypnotic, but 
this would not have occurred had not 
the recipient's mind been tavorably or
ganized. It was like his lather's and ot 
necessity pursued th<^ same career. Au 
unlimited number of instances illustrat-

S. P. LeRoy: Q. Where can I get) 
Robert Ingersoll’s lecture on “The 
Gods"?■

A. It can be obtained through the 
Office of The Progressive Thinker.

C, H. Doty: Q. It has been proven 
•Jby Damns and others that Apollonius of 

, .Tyana, born in the year 2 A. D., and 
.'dying in the year 98 A. D., was a rare 
¿»cholar, teacher, traveler, seer and 
dealer. That he brought documentai 
¡similar to our gospels from India. Al-| 
flowing the personality of jesus, what 
yvas the necessity for two individuals,

TUB PROGRESSIVE THINKER
MESSAGE FROM JOE JEFFERSON.

Given Through the Mediumship of Jus
tin Hulburd.

ing and paralleling this case of suicide 
might be collected. I will relate one 
whicli came under my own observation. 
A young man, a leader in business in a 
western city, deserted a wite and two 
children, for a paramour. He was in 
his 28th year and after a few years ot 
profligacy, renounced his ways for a 
more correct life. There Is nothing ex
traordinary about this, but on investiga
tion It was found that his father at 28 
deserted his wife who had two children, 
for a woman more attractive, leaving 
the mother to rear them with hardest 
labor. After a few years of dissipation, 
he returned to her and until his death, 
twenty years thereafter, was a model 
husband,

Continuing this line of research it 
was found that the grandfather had ex
actly the same career, leaving his wife 
at the same age, returning and living 
an exemplary life thereafter. The 
three, grandfather, son and grandson, 
as their portraits showed, had more 
than usual resemblance. They were 
actuated by the same motives, and 
there Is no mystery in the fact that 
their actions were the same. We see 
instances every day where children fol- 

' low the footsteps of their parents in 
noble deeds. Children are expected, at 

1 proper age, to reproduce the character- 
1 istics of their parents, and the sur- 

prise comes when they do not. Many 
4 times mental and physical peculiarities 
: pass over a generation to re-appear in

yf the sprue nature and office, at the 
(same place and time? It has been as
serted that the life and character ot 
Apollonius has been attributed to that 
rf Jesus. What is the probable truth? 

j A. The life of Apollonius is almost 
;as obscure and mythical as that of 

/Jesus, and it might be contended with 
''jilausibllity that either one was a sub- 
B.titute for the other, or that both were 
reflections of more ancient persons. 
That part of history which touches re
ligion has been so enwoven with fraud, 
Interpolated and changed to suit the be- 
Refs of copyists, that there is scarcely 
Anything reliable. It is a fogland, with 
pleasing mirage conjured by the imag-
ination of the travelers.
' Our correspondent Is too precise 
his date of the birth of Apollonius. 
Isjvariously stated, showing that it 
not exactly known. His birth was

in 
It 
is 
in

striking isolation In the character ot 
some offspring.

The same law holds in the entire 
range of the animal world. The horse 
has been cultivated from immemorial 
time away from the wild stock and yet 
in the purest bred strains there is con
stant reversion to the original type. 
The dog reverts to bls wolf or fox pro
genitors. The physical is accompanied 
with corresponding mental1 reversion. 
So well established is this fact of off
spring taking back to more or less re
mote ancestors, that it has received a 
name, atavism, under whicli the tacts 
are collected. It is the force which op
poses evolutionary progress, holding 
specific forms to their own type, and 
obliterating the changes brought by ac
cidents or conditions.

“Blood will tell,” and tills hereditary 
tendency often proves stronger than ed-

R.

üm/’ Fully Answered

A New Phase of Mediumship.
S. Ray has recently developed

by Hudson Mfe

the years of the first century and his 
life covered the greater part of the 
dame.

He was a Pythagorian philosopher, 
traveled in India to learn the wisdom ot 
the .Brahmins, and returned to teach. 

' As the Brahmins have not changed, we 
know what he learned of them and 

y-Atapght, He was thought by his disci- 
pies rto be. divine, end performed, it Ib 
recorded, astonishing miracles. Oth
ers Regarded him as an impostor. It 
is probable that he, like all the ancient 
“philosophers," used the smattering of 
knowledge of nature he had gained to 
awe the Ignorant masses with a show of 
‘,‘divlne power." Every soul of them 
was a charlatan and pretender. Their 
“wisdom” was either a reiteration ot 
platitudes, or word juggling, where 
words were taken for real things. 
They were compelled to perform mir
acles, for that was the only evidence ot 
their superiority the people would re
ceive. Their wisdom was ot small mo
ment if they could not heal the sick and 
raise the dead. Miracles were com
mon to all prophets, messiahq and 
teachers. If they did not occur during 
their lives, their followers introduce 
them after the master's death. In that 
age no other record was made except by 
those interested, and in a generation all 
ci idence for or against disappeared.

ucational training, and the savage 
pears through the highest culture 
civilization.

H. H. Budington: Q. Was not 
Shakspeare a medium, loftily inspired? 
No doubt many of his plays were ex
tant before his time, yet ignorant as he 
was, could he have written with such 
exalted wisdom, had he not been im
pressed by wise spirits? He was, I be
lieve, under the influence of Greek 
spirits.
. A. Mr. H. H. Budington has pub
lished a pamphlet with a good showing 
of evidence as to the spiritual origin of 
Shakspeare’s works. If this be admit
ted the answer recently given in The 
Progressive Thinker does not require 
modification. We all have the evi
dence of spirits that it is correct. As 
for Bacon we do not understand why 
he Should be connected with Shak
speare at all. There is no allusion to 
him in the plays, and at Shakspeare’s 
time no mention is made that he was 
not the author, or that Bacon was in 
any way concerned.

. O. Merrill: Q. What is the origin 
of man, and at what time does the spir
it take possession of the body?
, A. It is the unanimous opinion of all 
scientists, that man came by evolution 
from lower forms of animal life; that 
he was not created, but evolved. This 
question has been treated at length by 
spirit intelligences in the .book I pub
lished, “Origin and Antiquity of Man.'” 
. Taking this theory as correct, the 
spirit }s the last link in the chain. It is 
the product, the fruitage of all this 
travail.

The body does not form the spirit, or 
the spirit the body. The two grow to
gether, mutually dependent until death 
separates them.
. . For the individual preservation of the 
spirit a certain progress must be 
reached, and hence embryonic life does 
not carry with it prolongation after the 
death of the body.

“I AIN'T LOST tyY R|J.IG1ON.' A GREAT WOMAN GONE.

ap- 
ot

an

Commentary and Criticism—Theism 
and Atheist.

Mrs. Livermorels Interest In Woman 
Suffrage.

Good morning, brother; one in faith, 
one in tact, one in a souj’s desire. We . 
can drink the libation of Truth togeth- । 
er, calling that great divine power to , 
bless our ministrations through life. , 
Tho cup that will hold tiro seventh ti- i 
bation creates in man a brotherhood ; 
through eternity.

I have entered Searchlight Bower ■ 
tins morn lug to ask m all kindness that 
you will do me the favor to take down 
a communication and see that the same 
is conveyed through the mail to that 
glorious sheet of information, through 
the law of progression called The Pro
gressive Thinker. Such is the promi
nent headline of that educational pa
per.

Before I go any further it is my de
sire to tliank a lady whose soul is gen
erosity. She says her name when in 
the physical lite was Mrs. Mary C. 
Morse, the wife of Ephraim Weed 
Morse, one of San Diego’s old citizens 
in Southern California. Her spirit 
name is Lovelight.' She gave way to 
allow me to give this communication, 
as this was the day she was going to 
send a letter to her husband and spirit 
mate who «till lives in the physical 
body. ,

Do you know, Brother Hulburd, wo
man's nature—bless them-—Is a con
stitution of love and generosity? I 
care not how low any female may fall 
below the law of morality, in that indi
vidual still lies a flame that can be kin
dled into love for a fellow-being. I 
believe it was woman that gave to the 
soul of man one of nature’s laws called 
Generosity. I am willing to be con
vinced to the opposite. I would like to 
see the individual who had the power 
to convince me it was not so. Woman 
—bless her—is the mother, the wife and 
the comforter of man through life.

I hope Brother Francis, the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker, will permit 
me space in his glorious paper to send 
my soul love and spiritual greeting to 
those loved ones I left in the physical 
body and to all who call me their friend.

Now, brother, I wish to describe my 
entrance into spirit life through the 
new birth.

After I had made my exit from the 
physical body, when I opened my eyes 
and had taken in the visual condition 
called spiritual sight, I beheld my moth
er and father, and with them was my 
first female companion.

After I had received that joyful greet
ing, I looked upon my loved brother and 
professional companion, William Flor
ence. He held by the hand one of my 
offspring. After I had received the 
greetings accorded me by my spirit 
friends, Billy Florence said: “Joe, you 
look like you had come from a hard re
hearsal, and the long and tedious work 
has its effect upon your condition.”

I said, “Dear Billy, when the curtain 
. descended on the last act I was tired, 

that is all.”
On his left stood Edwin Booth, John 

Spear, the astrologer, and wife on the 
• right. Many 'happy days I passed in 
. John’s company. As I looked to the 
. east I saw Edwin Forrest and Charlotte 
• Cushman approaching, holding each- 

other’s hands with that great smile of 
affectioh called brother and sister love. 
Many of my professional sisters and 
brothers were in attendance with a 
host of other friends.

( There came forward one whom I

Some people iiemijjjl me of the old 
African who, in ii mpjneii^.of pious eu- 1 
thusiasm, arose in a1 meeting and deliv
ered himself as follows: ^Brothers aud 
sisters, you know anffi 4 Imow I ain’t ■ 
been what I oughterubecul 1 I’ve robbed 
ben-roosts and stotoliogsUnd told lies 
and got drunk andvtussedland swore; 
but I thank God therAs ,ona.thing I ain’t 
never done—I ain’t pever^st my rellg-

I do not insinuate'niat’these persons 
have lied or sworn M fstoten or got 
drunk, but use this’case''to illustrate 
another point. They have passed 
through many changes and have been 
obliged to modify oi‘,./irop some points 
of old religious belief to agree with 
their knowledge ot Spiritualism; never
theless, they still hold some points ot 
old faith acquired in early life, and will 
cling to these until they land “on the 
other side of Jordan.” They have not 
lost their religion. i.

I want to analyze some of the say
ing, statements and jniqtakes of this 
class, and do it so' as to avoid person
ality. .

“Men are made in thq Image of God,” 
a common expression qf Theists, leads 
us to inquire which men and which 
god? Some men are piuck, some white, 
some yellow; so therp should be black, 
white and yellow gods to correspond. 
There are many gods..apd many men in 
endless variety; but let us suppose 
there is but one god, piid men in his 
image, as alleged; we want to know 
which man or men ar^ the best likeness 
of him? As we may get a true idea of 
a thing by seeing its,’image, we should 
perceive exactly what a god is in ap
pearance by observing its image.

We would transpose,(he statement so 
as to read: Gods are made in the image 
of men. AU gods are man-made; and it 
is very uncertain what men mean by 
God.

The argument that man is the image, 
the offspring, tlie counterpart of a god 
proves that the said god is one of bad 
character, because humanity has been 
and is bad, for the most part; and the 
bad qualities must have been transmit
ted to them.from the creator.

. But we are told that man is the coun
terpart of God only in his good quali
ties; while in all things bad, wrong, 
evil, he is the image and child of Satan.

That does not help the matter any, 
for this god, they say, made Satan also, 
who derived his natural attributes from 
this maker the same as other individ
uals. However, leaylng Satan out of 
view, the wrong doing and evil in men 
prove a bad creator, on the hypothesis 
of offspring, image and counterpart.

The water in the qtream is like that 
in the fountain. A -tiling made is at
tributable to its maker. Jjlke produces 
like in all nature; and these is no fair 
or logical reason why/,a god, should nat
urally be better thauahisi offspring .and 
counterpart. g; ¿i

advanced phase of mediumship in the 
line of answering questions sent up by 
those iu his audience. Mr. Ray passes 
through the aisles before the meeting is 
opened, giving each person a slip of 
paper and a pencil; they write one 
question, fold the paper and return to 
him. He places the papers, when they 
are all gathered, on the table in front of 
him, in plain sight of the audience, and 
does not touch them again until they 
have been answered, when he throws 
them into the waste basket.

The questions are answered in detail, 
names being given, and particulars in 
regard to the questions, the spirit 
friends of the questioner being often 
described, and even private conversa
tions held by the questioners before 
leaving their homes, and other things 
which could not be known by a 
stranger (as Mr. Ray most assuredly is 
to most ot those present) unless in
formed by spirits in touch with the par
ties and with him.

Mr. Ray’s meetings are held in his 
large parlors, three connecting rooms, 
all brightly lighted, at 207 Lincoln ave
nue, between Garfield and Webster, ev
ery Sunday, Wednesday and Friday at 
8 p. m.

The wonderful new phase of medium
ship which he. has developed consists in 
the' fact that he does not touch the 
questions after they are hand
ed ' to him in plain sight of the 
audience, and then laid together in a 
pile on the table, all the time in plain 
sight in a bright light. He leaves them 
there until after the opening hymn is 
sung, the invocation, and the address 
upon the Philosophy of Spiritualism, 
when lib places himself in a receptive 

• condition, passes his hands over the 
questions as they lay piled up on the 
table, about four or five inches above 

• them, but not touching the papers, and 
> immediately his spirit guide and the 
i friends of the questioners commence 
■ giving him their answers, which he re- 
i peats to' those in the audience whose 

satisfaction and often astonishment are 
unbounded. He often answers more

। , Hon. R, A, Dague: Q. The San 
; Francisco Examiner has the .following 
■ news Item: "Former Councilman Ber- 
' nard C. Cuvellier shot himself yekter- 
1 ’day on the roof of the eleven-story 
. building of the Union Savings Bank, at 
: Thirteenth street and Broadway, it be- 
i Ing t)ie anniversary of his father’s sul- 
: cide many years ago in New Orleans.

loved from boyhood—N. M. Higgins. 
His soul and life was that of muslq. 
When we clasped hands the echo ot 
an orchestra was heard in the distance. 
The sound of each instrument showed 
to me they were in perfect tune. The 
lone was heavenly and I cried for joy. 
Brother Higgins said, “Joseph, I had' 
in preparation this orchestra for your 
reception. Our rehearsal was that of 
joy to know we were going to welcome 
an old friend to spirit life." Oh, it was 
such a glorious meeting I cannot de
scribe it to you. No pen or pencil can 
portray that blissful scene.

Mediums in the physical body erred 
when they described my spiritual home. 
Human nature is weak in many cases, 
and I found it so in those who were 
playing the role of public mediums.

I was conducted to the home of my 
loved ones in spirit life.

While enjoying that beautiful ex
pression called soul friendship, Char
lotte Cushman approached me and said, 
“Brother Joseph, do you not want to go 
and see Puss? You can talk through 
his organ of speech. Here are two 
guides waiting to conduct us to his 
home in the mountains. Come, they 
will lead the way. it is in their power 
to attach your force and will power to 
his organ of speech; through that 
channel you can convey your thoughts 
to the people living on the earth 
plane.”

They led and we followed, that is 
why when I made you that other visit 
the attempt at producing a communi
cation for the reading public was so 
feeble.

than a hundred questions upon all pos
sible subjects in an evening. ..People 
coming from as far as Austin and May
wood on the west, and.' Ravenswood 
and Evanston on the North and from 
the far South Side, a party of six came 
last Sunday in their automobile.

People may write their questions on 
their own paper at home, and place in 
sealed envelopes if they like, it makes 
no difference, the only stipulation being 
that no one but themselves and the 
Professor must touch the paper. Even 
Mrs. Ray does not touch a. paper, be
cause it would spoil the personal mag
netism necessary for him to get in rap
port with spirit friends of the ques
tioner. The other evening a man for
got to hand in his question written at 
home, but his friends were so anxious 
to communicate with him that they 
came and . told the Professor that the 
mah had his question in his pocket but 
had forgotten to send It up, and the 
spirit who came answered the question 
just the same.

These things to those who are not 
Spiritualists are very wonderful and un
explainable—to us who know whereof 
we speak and why we believe, they 
come to be a matter of course.

FRANCES MARIE NORTON.
Chicago, RI.

**HW Shall I Become a Medî-

Some Spiritualists; hayei repudiated 
Jehovah, yet believe jin Jiad recognize 
the Christian god of t popular religion. 
We have understood.Ahat the god of the 
bible is one and theisantesgod all the 
way through; but now it.neems there 
are two—one, the Christian god; the 
other, god of the Jews. When they as
sert “the Bible is thevwordiniif God” they 
should state definitely: which god. They 
often quote “None isigoodebut one, and 
that is God.” That iia She Christian 
god—-worst, and.mnstcalrominable of all 
gods—well proven; Iff history. ; .

Dr. Blank says: “Wbew L speak of 
Christianity I have np reference to the 
Jewish Jehovah—when I use the word 
God I do not refer to Jehovah.” The 
god that Christians worship is declared 
to be “the God ot Abraham, Isaac and 
Jacob,” which is the Jewish Jehovah. 
The pedigree ot Christ runs back 
through the genealogies of Jewish his/ 
tory. He was a Jew and his fath«/ 

| must have been a Jew, inevitably—"the 
I Father of an only Son Jesus” by a vir
gin, according to the fable.

At another time Blank affirms, “God 
did not speak his last words to Moses 
on Sinai nor to John In the rugged Isle 
of Patmos. He speaks to us in every 
true soul thought today.” It is evident 
that the god he recognizes is the one 
that spoke to Moses and to John, the 
Apostle. (Jehovah)

If any god speaks toffs in the soul 
thoughts expressed by Blank, it says 
some crooked, contradictory things,, 
impossible to understand. His god- 
webs-onthe-brain is buil t upon the shift
ing sqnds ot Christian- ignorance, pa
raded as “divine wisdom,”

Dr. Blank’s latest definition—“God is 
spirit—the infinite consciousness, life, 
purpose, will, wisdom of the universe. 
This God I believe iff, 'trust and rev
erence."

If he will confine his averments to 
this world, it will be.big enough' for all 
practical purposes. What does he

Perhaps you would like to know who 
gave that little Justin the name of 
Puss. It was I, Joseph Jefferson. 
When quite a lad, at rehearsal one 
morning in Washington, D. C., he was 
sitting on my knee, a little mite of a 
creature as I thought then. I thought 
I had grown to be quite a lad, and' felt 
my superior condition over him, he be
ing so small. I forgot then that he 
was a number of months older than I 
was. Edwin Forrest was playing a star 
engagement at the theatre. He came 
to where we were sitting and said, “Joe, 
let me take my little one; he appears 
in this scene. Do you not think we. 
ought to give him a nickname?”

I said, “Yes, let’s call him Puss, he's 
so little for his age."

He held up a stick of candy and said, 
“Joe, hold this until I get through; 
don't you take too many licks now, be
cause I can tell, you can lick down to 
there,” pointing his little finger down 
on the stick of candy.

Brother that is -a sweet memory to 
me. I treasured that as long as I lived 
in the physical body. Now in my spir
itual existence the memory is sweeter 
than ever. I am .-today Speaking 
through the organ of that little one 
that I loved 'so much on earth. He 
was looked upon by the professional 
sisters and brothers as a little queer in
dividual, sensitive to all influences that i 
he came In rapport with.

I remember on one occasion Edwin 
Forrest said to Edwin Booth, “The 
world will hear from that little one yet. 
I hope it will not come to pass until he 
has closed his professional career." 
The spirit world understood what they 
required.

Wlille-iinder the guardianship of 
Brother Warren his mediumship was 
put into full force between the North 
and South, durifig the civil war.. He 
obeyed the commands of a spirit voice, 
and many papers reached Abraham Lin- 
coln’e hands , tlirough .a force -called 
Mind.'-.The .action;was;physical. The 
higher ¡element was spiritual.' He was' 
borne on that.force, and gave-Into the

Mrs. Mury A. Livermore, whose re
cent death has called forth words of ap
preciation, love and admiration irom 
those who have known ot her work all 
over the civilized world, never lost her 
interest m all worthy reforms. In an 
address not long ago, after reviewing 
Hie good work that women are now do
ing in a multitude of lines formerly 
thought impossible to them, she said:

“The ballot is the synonym and sym
bol of equality in a republic. We must 
have this symbol of equality betore wo- 
nieircan do their best work in any de
partment of lite. Now, they are most 
ot the time trying to undo the mischief 
done by others, or by the law.

“Women are allowed to look after the 
oefectives and unfortunates, but they 
want to get back behind the causes of 
pauperism and insanity, and in nine- 
tenths of the cases these result irom 
bad laws.

“Women have no antagonism toward 
men. We love men quite as well as we 
ought to, and often better. They only 
need to beckon at any moment, and we 
are ready to rush to the uttermost. It 
is this very wish to help that makes us 
long for the ballot.

“During the civil war, the major ot 
the 20th Indiana Regiment was 
brought to my house in Chicago, with 
seven partly healed wounds, received at 
Gettysburg; He told me that in the be
ginning of the battle his regimept was 
stationed on a hill among the reserves. 
The smoke hid the battlefield; they 
could not see what was going on, and 
the screaming of the shells was so ter
rible that he found himself trembling 
with fear. After-qwhile the smoke 
blew away, and thqy could see, on a hill 
opposite, other reserves, including the 
18th Indiana. Presently the other re
serves were ordered down, and the ma
jor cried, ‘Boys there goes the 18th In
diana into the fight!’ The grape and 
canister tore through them mowing | 
great swaths. On they went, keeping 
step and time, making their way around 
the great mounds of dead. And the 20th 
Indiana watched in agony the slaughter 
of their comrades aqd friends, and the 
major cried, 'O, God, why don’t they 
call us reserves into action? We could 
charge down the hill and spike those 
guns!’ I think of this as I read the pa
pers, and as I go among the slums. I 
say to myself, ‘O, God, why do not these 
beloved men, the halves of ourselves, 
call on us, their reserves? We could 
save them! ’

“The same lesson came to us from 
our sick and wounded soldiers during 
the Spanish war; it comes to us in all 
charitable and philanthropic work. It 
is this that makes me—now facing my 
84th birthday—still keep asking that 
we women may be classed not polit- 

1 ically with state prison convicts, but 
. with the men of our own households, 
. whom we have helped to make and 

rear."

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
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An excellent smkaadguided
• i. • '- '«J . ... Tn. ■ . W» j. _ CLnAft ÔÏ •■ - ■  *•• ■W nericci health. By. Horace Fletar,

Obsession. How evil spirits influence mortals, and how to guard 
against the same. A very necessary and interesting study for sensi
tives. By M. Faraday. 23 pages. Price 10 cents. f

Oceanides. A story of spirit life, by Carlyle Petersilea. Price,; paper, 
cover only, 50 cents.

Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin. Price, cloth, gilt top, 50cts.
Origin, Development and Destiny of Man. A scientific and philosoph

ical treatise upon a subject of which man never tires—that of himself. 
By Thos. P. Fletcher. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. . .

Out of the Depths Into the Light, This little book will be read with 
intense interest by thousands. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
Twing, medium. Price 25 cents.

Our Bible, Who Wrote It, and a Few Thoughts on Other Bibles. By 
Moses Hull. Price, $1.

Palmistry. By Comte de Saint Germain, A. B., L. L M. Practical 
palmistry, or hand reading simplified. Price 75 cents.

Past and Present. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond's Resolve. Dedicated to 

woman everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed. By. 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price, cloth, $1.

Philip Carlisle. By Carlyle Petersilea. A romance, and full of spir
itual thought. Price, $1.

Philosophy of Phenomena. Physical and Metaphysical. Matter phe- 
nomena and life phenomena. Objective and subjective phenomena. 
Hyperbole metaphysical. By Geo. M. Ramsey, M. D. Price, cloth $1.

Philosophy of Spiritual intercourse. Contains an account of the very 
wonderful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Strat
ford, Conn. By A. J. Davis. Price, cloth, $1; postage 8 cents.

Physical Culture Cook Book. By Bernarr Macfadden. Price $1.
Poems From the Inner Life. These poems are full of soul inspiration

—are real poetic gems; sweet with the highest thought. By Lizzia 
Doten. Price $1.

wlth pens dipped in the gall of demon
ism and exhibit the froth of hell." He 
may frighten some people with his hell 
and blasphemy, but those free from re
ligious bondage will not be disturbed. 
Denunciations of "the infidels and athe
ists" do not settle anything in argu
ment.

We do not recognize any such thing 
as blasphemy, have no reverence for 
sacred things, and we perceive the er
ror and folly of prayers to imaginary 
gods. No prayer was ever heard and 
answered by any god. We worship no 
person or thing—we reverence nobody 
—nothing.

It Is queer how some folks affirm so 
much of a thing that is incomprehen
sible and define a word that is undefln- 
able. The only visible, palpable part of 

za god is the name—all else is myth, 
faith, fancy; Men worship a monster of 
their own creation. “The Omnipotent 
God" is an omnipotent tyrant and crim
inal.

• Spiritualism meets the whole Chris
tian gospel of salvation and damnation 
with square denial and proves it utterly 
false.

The Bible is the great compendium of 
errors, fables, myths; and it takes one 
error to prove another all the way 
through theology. Theism is mystery 
of the unknown, the worst of all delu
sions, involving man in a maze of blast
ing contradictions, of no importance to 
humanity. What we believe is not as 
important as what we know. The log
ical mind demands facts in proof of the
ory. We are no longer dependent upon 
imaginary idealism.

A. H. NICHOLAS.

know of the infinite and the universe? 
and of a god that he avers is "undefina- 
ble, incomprehensible, unknowable?” 
His proof is assertion, assumption, in
ference of what he believes.

He says, “We might as well attempt 
to blot the immortality Idea out of hu
man beings as the Grid Idea. They are 
Innate ideas."

There is nothing he 'claims, to know 
so much about as life; ideal god. In
nate ideas, facts, principles are well 
sustained by science, ¡nature, reason, 
demonstration. .The god idea is a 
thing of faith and education, end god 
ideas are as different,as the various 
god believers — doctrines assumed, 
taught, believed—fabrications without 
support of science or nature.

Blank claims to have held conversa
tions iWth Jesus Christ, .but says others 
who claimed this weiq obsessed; and he 
proved certain persons,, obsessed or in
sane because they cialmed; to be God 
or servants ot God to deliver his mes
sage; notwithstanding; lie-says of him
self: "I am a consefaueridndivldual, a. 
germ of divinity, a portion of God.” He 
seems to be “a chipopf .tHfe old l-’ock.” 
May not this prove,jhta'. insane or ob
sessed by the phantogj oSjap imaginary 
god—measured by hfe qwji^nle?

He makes the chaygq.ofjgWasphemy” 
against persons opposed fo prayers to 
his unknown god or /fe.peakorreverently 
of sacred prayer”—"they write

bands of Abraham Ldncoln,,tbat which 
was /valuable. Abraham Lincoln tells 
.me j»b watched for his coming with the. ‘ -j .. - * • • * • “ •............... i.bmjbb wa.œneœiorwe«»^

' Tn ^íédiuinship audits J&wJte ,ÇwdiUoa®j^«^ 
.. ■ ..... -
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PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE,

Poems of Progress. By Lizzie Doten. Price, $1.
Poems of Passion. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1. '
Poems of Pleasure. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox., Price $1.
Poems of Power. By Ella Wheeler ^teox. (Price $1.
Poems of the Life Beyond and Within. From the poetic inspiration^ 

of many centuries and of different peoples. Spiritual poetry translated 1 
from many tongues. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price $1.

Political Works of Thomas Paine. Containing the three volumes— 
“Common Sense,” “The Crisis” and “Rights of Man”—three volumes 
in one. Just the book for patriotic Americans. Price, cloth $1.

Power of Self-Formation. By Leroy Berrier. In two styles of bind
ing; paper cover, 50 cents; cloth cover, 80 cents.

Practical Methods to Insure Success. A valuable little work, full of 
practical instruction in matters pertaining to the physical, mental and 
spiritual health. Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents.

Primary Factors of Organic Evolution. By E. D. Cope, Ph. D., Mem
ber of the II. S. National Academy of Science, Professor of Zoology in 
the University of Pennsylvania. Price, cloth, $2.

Prophets of Israel. Comprises in the main popular sketches from Old 
Testament History. ,By Carl II. Cornill, Doctor of Theology and Pro
fessor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents.

Psychic Experiences. By Ella M. Dole. Price, 50 cents.
Psychic Light. Continuity of Law and Life. By Maud Lord Drake. 

This book is from the pen of an acknowledged leader in psychic philos
ophy and a successful demonstrator of its phenomena, anil one of the 
oldest advocates of New Thought aud Higher Education. Cloth 
bound. Price, $1.50.

Psychometry. Its Science and Law of Unfoldment. By J. C. F. 
Grumbine. Price, 50 cents.

Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. Second paragraph in book, last two lines 
reads: “Christianity is one thing for grown men. It is quite another 
thing for women and children. By Helen II. Gardner. Price 10 cents.

Radiant Energy and Its Analysis. Its Relation to Modern Astro
physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director af Lowe Observatory. 
Containing numerous illustrations and diagrams. Price $1.75.

Realization. A Course of Lessons Upon the Inner Nature of the 
Self. By Loraine Follett. Price, 50 cents.

Reincarnation. By Walker and Wood. Price, leatherette, 75 cents; 
paper, 50 cents;

Reincarnation, or the Doctrine of the Soul’s Successive Embodiments. 
Examined and discussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr. 
Helen Densmore and W. J. Colville. Paper cover. Price 30 cents.

Relation of the Spiritual to the Material Universe, and the Law of 
Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and . greatly improved. 
By M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

Religious and Theological works of Thomas Paine. Here is a book 
that should be in the library of every Spiritualist and Freethinker in tho 
land. Price, cloth, $1.

Religion. 4 A profound philosophical treatise on this world-wide sub
ject of contention. It is a good book for students preparing for the spir
itual rostrum. By E. D. Babbitt. Priee, cloth $1; paper, 50c; postage,

{Obituaries to the extent ot ten lines 
only will be inserted tree. All in excess 
ot ten lines will be charged at the rate 
ot fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

On Monday May 22, Rev. G. C. Love 
delivered the funeral discourse of Har- 
rlet Susan Parmenter, near the town ot 
Barlow, Oregon. Miss Parmenter was 
nearly 16 years old, and had been an in
valid for eight years; for five years was 
helpless, yet was ever patient in her 
Sufferings. The flowers brought by lov
ing friends completely covered - her 
grave, showing she had many friends to 
miss her in this life.

Henry Upsall passed to the -higher 
life, May 26, at the home of his daugh
ter, Mrs, Ballou, Chicago, aged 74. The 
funeral was held at Watseka, at the. 
home of his son, and conducted by Dr, 
H. H. Alter of Watseka, and Margaret 
E. Skeels of Onarga. Mr. Upsall was a 
devout Spiritualist, a Mason, Oad Fel
low and G. A. R, The Odd Fellows con
ducted the services at the grave,

MARGARET E. SKEELS.

Passed to spirit life, Mrs. Rose 
Bracher, age 34, Sunday, May 21, at her 
late residence, 431 North Harrison ave
nue, Canton, Ohio. She leaves a hus
band, one son and one brother; also her 
parents. Mrs. Bracher and her hus
band were Spiritualists, she having 
passed away la that belief. It was her 
request that Mrs. Nina D. Challen 
should take charge of her funeral, 
which she did most beautifully.

• MR. B. LINT. ■

10 cents.
Rending the Vail. Given through the mediumship of W w -11 Price, $1.50; postage, 25 cents. 1 w' 'V'

Researches Into the Phenomena of Modern Spiritualism. Bv Sir w.„ Crookes. Illustrated. Price 50 cents ‘v ’ r ”la
Right Generation, the Key tothe Kingdom of Heaven on Earth a, appeal to reason and man’s highest aspirations. Bv Dr m w n A1

Price, leatherette cover, 40 cents. ^onger

Right Living. This book gives an admirable course of shuto ics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adSi 

comprehension of children. By Susan H. Wixon Price
Rights of Man. Being an answer to Mr. Burke's attonb , French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo- 279 na^ P°p • “ 

paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents. ’ W£s. Pria

Romance of Two Worlds. By Marie Corelli. Price 50
Schopenhauer s Essays. Translated by T. B. Saunders p-r Scientific Basis of Spiritualism. By Epes Sargent Ai - J/“ ° 

of *to**d' u

Science of Spirit Return. By one of the scientific minds nf Th » gressive Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profon^ ii. 1P 
; By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents. P und though

; Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative Systems »nd tt .I ness and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D Babbitt M n ' 
paper, 15 cents. ’ ’ • Ince

Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern. Atures by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50. les
Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs Matim r rr ,* An attractive little volume, neatly bound in cloth Price 75 A i Hu '
Spiritism. Mrs. Piper’s and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s ihcnriT?- 

gard to it. By Ex-Judge Abram H. Dailey, ex-president o*! the MpX? 
Legal Society of New York. Price 25 cents Medicc.

Standing up for Jesus, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s M™- zme thinks of him on general principles. Profound, biblical, sarcaX’ 
Price 4 cents: 25 copies for 50 cents. ’

Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal music for the choir, congreea 
tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. O Barrel f w Bailey, musical editor. Price $1.25. Postage 14 cents ’

Spiritual Songster. A collection of thirty-eight inspirational sone 
adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and 
dies.. By Mattie E. Hull. Price 10 cents.

Starnos. A rosary pf pearls culled from the works of Andrew Ta/>ir 
son Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart new inspiration. By Dr. Della E. Davis. Price 50 cents h

Startling Facte or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricula 
Confession, and Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents M™« teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev J fl. Wh£

still lives a monument be his past life. 
Those that loved Iifm m^his profess
ionalcareer have parsedW to a higher 
life, thq real world dttiugight.

I send iny love and'blessing to the 
friends that were kind-to me, and may 
the higher angels ble^s my dear ones, 

.1 thank yon for taking down this, com
munication, «nd hope the editor-of The 
Progressive Thinker will,find space for 
it in bis valuable paper» - It is. the only 
channel at- prOsent through which- J can 
qonvey. my' ih.oiigjjt8ito-.the friends still 
.living ■in' the physical .body. -1; am on 
the look-out for anothenmedium nearer 
home through whom I -can; reach. my 
loved ones and.'npehk-to-.thorn through 
the -power of oral language. ..•-
. Tour friend and the,friend of all pro- 

gredslye thinkers, -1 uniitirateMi toe pow
er of spirit commualcatipn ffhlte living 
toAWMiMy- Aigeu WH wa 
we ■am egato, 8 
, st -

Released from earthly bondage, Har- 
ry Prioe, yohngest son of Mrs. E. R. 
Price of St. Louis, Mo., the well-known 
trance lecturer and clairvoyant, after a 
long siege of suffering and pain, under 
which the young man bore up with 
great fortitude. He was T9 years old 
and was a dutiful son and beloved’ 
brother. The change called “Death” 
held no terrors for him and Ms last-re-, 
quest was that he be given ^Spiritual- 
irtlpTuneral, .^blchtook place, May: 29, 
and ...was conducted by the. Society for 
Spif Itual Research, among' which • the 
young man had a host'of friends. Serv
ices were held at toe-house by Mrs. IL, 

_T. Hairy of St. Louis and at the grave 
by^Mr: Wr J. Erwnod of. WiscosuHn.

; - '•< OSCAR f; BVERTZ.
St Louie, Mo. .

Price, 75 cents.
Strike of a Sex. A unique story of a strike among women. Price 25c.
Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi

gate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium- 
ship. By Hudson.Tuttle. Price, cloth; 75 cents.

Success, and How to Win It. A lecture and course of twenty-four 
success lessons by Dr. B- F. Austin, B, A., D. D. Price 25 cents.

Superstition in AU Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.” „ Testimony of a Cath
olic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 
for having taught it. Price, cloth, ; postage 14 cento.

Talleyrand's Letter to the Pope. This work will be found especially 
interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
th&Bible. .Price 25 cents.
. * Teachings of Jesus; Not Adapted to .Modern Civilization: /With , the 
true character of Maty Magdalene. A book' fiill of truth. By fleorgo. • 
W. Brown, M. 1?,. Price cents. . ' . 1 '

Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. H. Bach. Price, 25 cents, 
. > The .Amna of Spiritualism. A Manual of: Spiritual Science and
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leaves From the Diary
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LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS.
Send In Youy Dates and Name of Sec-

OCEAN GROVE CAMP,
.This eamp is located" at Harv..v. 

Mass., and opens July i 9, and close 
July 23. '■ ' s

An Interesting and Instructive (Narrative/from the Pen 
ft of that Talented Lady and Excellent Medium, Mrs. 
L L. Lewis, of Bethel, Vermont,

April 20. “Nothing much," as Aunt 
Rue says, has come to me to-day, so I 
will devote to-day’s pages to an account 
of the Rising Up of Betsey Jane. For 
some time I have felt a drawing toward 
Steelville, and when I got a letter ask
ing me to come over as soon as possible 
and hold a meeting in the hall, I came.

It seems that a medium, Mr. Strong, 
came to the place several months ago 
and held circles in various private 
houses every week for some time. By 
what I have heard of him he must be a 
Une medium but he is not a speaker. 
He succeeded in waking up the sleepy 
church members in the place, not to 
mentjon the pinners” the church had 
failed to reach-.

Steelville was thoroughly roused at 
lost and Mr. Strong was fairly besieged 
by investigators and his seances were 
crowded, but personal affairs called him 
to a distant state and the meetings had 
to be discontinued. After Mr. Strong’s 
departure the minister of the most pop
ular church in the place preached a ser
mon denouncing Spiritualism and he 
made a good many statements that will

. not make his record look pretty/>¿“^0 
day of judgment." Many oLth&Pfth&li. 
members, including one of tie deacons, 
were very angry and remarks anything 
but Christ-like were hurled from one 
party to the other, until it looked as if 
the “temple would be rent in twain,” as 
the minister expressed It. To stay 
the storm a minister from another town 
was sent for and the opposing parties 
.were requested to choose a spokesman 
and meet at a certain time and state 
their grievances, and the two elders 
would arrive at some decision provided 
they could not calm the tempest.

' The two deacons were chosen to rep
resent the two parties, and at the time 
appointed the church was so crowded 
there was hardly standing room. Be; 
fore Deacon Foggy, who represented 
the church, got through with his accu
sations Deacon Broaden, who represent
ed the Spiritualistic dissenters was 
taken violently ill and was helped to a 
nearby house by bls alarmed family. 
This circumstance seemed to afford 
much satisfaction to Deacon Foggy and 
his party who hailed it as a sign that 
“the Lord was on their -side. At the 
close of Deacon Foggy’s remarks the 
out-of-town elder got up. and comment
ed briefly upon Deacon Broaden’s Ill
ness and Inquired if there was any one 
present who felt equal to filling his 
place. For a moment there was solemn 
stillness and then a woman plainly 
dressed, with gray hair and a kind 
motherly face, rose to her feet and sur
veyed the gathering. “I will take his 
place,” she said simply.

A murmur of astonishment ran 
tfirpugh the house, but above it a man’s 
voice was heard to exclaim, “I vum, if 
Betsey Jane bain’t rlz up!” The woman 
waited until quiet was restored and 
then in a steady voice began to siifeak. 
"My friends, I ain’t no orator nor schol
ar, but just a hard workin’ farmer’s 
wife, as you know; but what’s in a per
son is bound to come out sooner or 
later, and my time has come to-night, 
and I'm going to stand up for what I 

- know is the truth if the. heavens fall. 
Deacon Foggy says Spiritualism is the 
devil's doings. Well, that is . his per
sonal opinion, and don’t prove anything 
but his ignorance, besides the remarks 
is so old and worn-out it ain’t fit to put 
in a rag bag.

“Next the Deacon told us that this 
Spiritualist feller Strong is no sort of a 
man, but queer in his talk and ways. 
Very likely, folks who don’t believe as 
we do always are queer, but it’s safe to 
say that Mr. Strong is a pretty straight 
man, for if he had disclosed a vice as 
big as a chickadee’s eye the Deacon 
would have made a cloak out of it that 
would have covered him out of sight.

“The first real charge seems to be 
that this man Strong is leadin’ the peor 
pie into infidelity because he don’t take 
much stock in the Jewish God. Well, if 
that being didn’t want folks to pick 
flaws in his character, why didn’t he 
hold himself above reproach, I’d like to 
know? If Mr. Strong won’t have any
thing to do with such a god he is fol
lowin’ the example set by Jesus Christ. 
Moses told his folks that God said so 
and so, but Christ told his folks that 
Moses said it and then he asserted his 
authority was way above it and just 
pushed Moses and his god right one 
side, and we haven’t any reason to 
think that he ever acknowledged him. 
You church folks want to look out, or 
you’ll find some folks that don’t pre- 
tend'are His closest followers after all.

“Next the Deacon told us that spirit 
messages work ruin and mischief, and 
to prove it he told us that a spirit came 
into one of his meetin’s one night and 
said his name was Dudley Price and he 
advised his brother Andy to make a 
trade he was thinkin’ about and Andy 
made the trade and lost all his prop
erty. If Deacon Foggy should meet a 
man who said he was my brother and 
the man should ask him to tell me to 
buy a certain thing and I should do it 
and lose my money, would Deacon 
Foggy want everybody to hold him and 
his religion acc^Rtable for it? Why 
can’t j oil use a little sense, if you’ve 
got any? Everybody knows that Dud
ley Price was a poor shiftless critter 
whose chief business in life was settin’ 
on the steps of the post-office tellin’ 
how the United States government 
ought to be run, while his poor wife 
took in washin’ to keep his from starv
in’. Andy Price wouldn’t have paid one 
mite of attention to any advice his 
brother might have given hljn before 
he died, so why should he now?

. "You church folks have got it In your 
heads that death, is goln’ to make you 
hll over, but your bible tells you plainly 
that he that is holy shall be holy still 
and he that Is filthy shall be filthy 
Bllll, and it stands to reason that a per
son who is a fool before he dies will be 
a fool afterward until he has had a 
chance to grow wise, and I wouldn t 
trust him for quite a spell, for folks that 
won’t learn anything here, won’t be 
likely to learn very fast there. You are 
spirits now just as much as you ever 
will be, and the quicker you get that 
idea in your heads the better off you’ll 
be.:. ■ , •' '■ ■ -

"It does beat all how old ideas will 
btick in a body’s head! The most of 
the Spiritualists seem to think that 
death is bound to do a little cohtoggllng 
for them and the ones they love best, > 
lilt it won't Death will . take away 
from us all our conceit and wealth and 
hypocrisy ■ and show and we shall ap- 
i>ear to ho just what wo really are.'You 
heedn't go to thinkln' that Spiritualism

gives folks leave to act like the Old 
Nick all their present lives, for it’s no 
such thing—it just gets right down to 
the bottom of things and it cuts closer 
than any church creed you ever see.

“The Deacon’s next charge is that the 
spirits that come are deceivin' spirits, 
and to prove It he tells us that Aunt 
Fllda Rich’s brother came into the se
ance one night and advised her to give 
her money to home missions, and by 
that we ought to know it was the devil 
and not Flida’s brother, seein’ he was a 
missionary Jo foreigners.

“fFtiie report was true, Jabez Rich 
was eaten by the cannibals—I don’t see' 
how they ever stomached him, but per
haps his religion bein’ hot and peppery 
made him set well—and judgin’ by Dea
con Foggy’s remarks to-night I don’t be
lieve he’d want any of his money given 
to folks that had eaten him. If itjvas 
the devil in Mr. Strong that gave‘that 
advice to Fllda Rich, I would like to 
know if It was the devil In Deacon 
Foggy that made him persuade old man 
Hogg when he was dyln’ to give his 
money to the church?

"The Deacon says that Spiritualism 
is entirely contrary to the teachin's of 
the church. Well, so much the worse 
for the church then. The religion 
taught by Jesus Christ was entirely 
contrary to the teachin’s of the church 
in them days, and I might say in these 
days too. Christ taught us that God is 
love and it is the love in us folks that 
makes us want to know whether our 
folks live after death or not.

“Aunt Hannah Goodno was the chief 
pillar of this church for years and
years. I was In to see her after her 
girl Malvlny died, and she says to me, 
'Betsey Jane, you don't know how 1 
miss Malvlny, and it seems as It my 
heart would break for want of her.. If 
I could only know that she still lives 
and loves me I could bear it better. It 
some one I could trust could see her or 
get one word from her, even if I 
couldn't, it eeems to me I would be 
happy.’

"Here the poor old lady began to sob, 
and says she, ’My religion has always 
been a great comfort to me before, and 
it’s been a- mighty power to soothe and 
uplift when I’ve helped bury other wo
men’s girls, but Borne way now I can’t 
get holt of it as I use to, and it seems 
kinder wobbly and far away, and I want 
to know my Malvlny still lives.’

“That is the cry that goes out from 
every soul that has ever loved and lost. 
You church folks will yell yourselves 
hoarse declaring folks live after they 
die, but the minute somebody tries to 
prove it, you’ll have a conniption fit. 
Now don’t you Spiritualists get rousted 
up and go to twittin’ and callin’ namep. 
If you’ve got somethin’ worth having,' 
let your words and your acts prove it, 
and keep holt of R, and let them howl 
if they want to. What’s false is bound 
to die sooner bi- later, and neither you 
nor they can help it no matter how 

| hard you hug it. Truth will grow 
stronger and brighter all the time so 
there ain’t any call for anybody whose 
got it to get scairt and have spasms, 
for it will keep first rate. If you get 
all rousted up you will Bay and do lots • 
of foolish things, but if you keep coöl 
and sweet you'll be in a cqpdition to see 
what’s right and what’s wrong. The 
proof of the puddin’ ain’t in the receipt 
you took to make it by, but in the eat- 
in,’ and the proof of religion ain’t in the 
preachin' but the livin.’ If you’ve got 
holt of something that makes ybu hon
est and kind and clean and happy, folks 
won’t be long in findin’ it out and want
in’ to know what it Is and how and 
where you got it.

" Afew days ago I called on a neigh
bor—I’m not going to call names—and 
she is a dreadful nice, particular house-, 
keeper, and her parlor Is fixed up so 
nice and prim and she’s chat choice of 
it that she never opens it only on spe
cial occasions. Well, I hadn’t been 
there a great while afore the minister 
came and so this woman asked us to go 
into the parlor. It was close and dark 
and everything looked as spick-span 
clean as a new hat. We hadn’t been in 
there but a little while, when Llddy Per
kins and her three children come along, 
and of course they had to be taken into 
the parlor too. I knew it was goin’ to 
make dreadful riley feelin’s and lots of 
’em. and it did. The children didn’t 
want to stay there in the dark, and I 
didn’t blame ’em If they didn't, and so 
they kept runnin out doors and leavin’ 
the door open after them and that let a 
whole lot of sunshine in and if you’ll 
believe it as soon as the sun got in good 
and bright we saw two or three great 
spider’s webs right across some of the 
best pictures—Bible pictures they were, 
too—and we saw also that there were 
holes in the stuffin' to the sofa and the 
floor was real poor and didn’t look a 
mite safe. The woman that owned 
these things was all worked up and set 
cn the edge of a slippery hair-cloth 
chair with her back as stiff and straight 
as a board, and never took a bit of com
fort; I don’t believe she heard half the 
minister said when he tried to explain 
to us how that old infidel Joe Honest 
happened to die happy.

“Poor woman, she just ached all over 
with the misery them children gave 
her, and when they begun to to look at 
her relics and keepsakes and make re
marks about ’em—children are master 
hands at maltin’ discoveries—I heard 
her mutter, real loud for a mutter, 
‘Drat them young ones!’ but they didn't 
do a mite of harm, not one bit

“Now the church is like that woman, 
and these Spiritualists are like them 
qhlldrqn, and the church Is so afraid 
that the children will leave the door 
open—of course they will—and let the 
light of truth illumine her darkness and 
disclose her cobwebs find ragged furni, 
ture, that she can't take a minute’s 
peace when they are around; and when 
they get to lookin’ over the relics hand
ed down to her from long ngo she will 
sit stiff-backed and mutter—not very 
low—'Drat them young ones!’ forget- 
tin’ that He whom they profess to foller 
said, 'Except ye become as little chil
dren, ye can in no wise enter the king
dom of heaven.’ ” _ . •

Betsey Jane sat down and for a mo
ment there was silence “and then th e 
house rang with applause. Tho elders 
said they were sorry tho people hud 

i been kept bo late and closed the mcet- 
’ing at once. The next day Deacon 
Broaden who was as well as ever, wrote 
for mo to come to them, and every
where I have been among-the farmers 1 
have had ■ to. hear how Betsey Jahe "rlz 
<up." ' - ।
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Give Us the Truth, tlie Whole Tratli, and Nothing but the Truth

Spiritualist Meetings.
It Is important when a meeting is 

sudTieuded, that notice be given us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero In public halls at the present 
time.

R Psyehle imo Naturai Clairvoyant
cago.niinulu6 by““11-<1M 2« Llncoln'ave., Chi-

Interest in the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has . eommenced, and; 
secretaries of the same should report at 
once to this office, so that .proper an
nouncement as to dates can be made;

MT. PLEASANT PARK, CLINTON, |A.
The twenty-third annual camp-meet

ing at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens July JO 
and closes August 27. The very best 
talent has been secured for the season, 
and Opening Day promises to be a fed 
letter day In the history of the camp. 
Programs and information given to all 
who write to Mrs. M. B. Anderson, sec
retary, Clarksville, Mo.

! WINFIELD (JANSAS) CAMP. )'
The WJnfleld Camp Association win I Lold its twelfth annual camp-meeting, 

commencing July 15, and ending July 
•25^ We have secured the best of tal
ent, and expect to make this camp onp 
of tho most interesting of its history. 
All get ready to come the first day and 
stay until tffe Igst. We have secured 
Max'Hoffman, Will J. Erwood, Isa Wil
son Kayner, Bessie Bellman, Mr. and 
Mrs. Aber. These are all excellent 
workers as most everyone knows. 
There will be many local mediums on 
the grounds. Address Mrs. Maud K. 
Gates, 807 North Manning street, Win
field, Kansas.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side, Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. In. Garselman’s Hall,- corner 
Ashland avenue aud W. 13th' street

The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl's Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m- 
Mtb. Johanna Roennaw, test medium.

Central Spiritual Church holds sery* 
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasklng’s hall, 30th anrl Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins' Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, ■ near Stewart 'avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45, Mes-' 
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union is 
now located at McDermott’s Hall, 6603 
South Halsted street. Meetings every 
Sunday evening at 7:30. Ladies’ Aux
iliary every Thursday atiernoon at 2:30.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, In 
Vincennes Hall, 35tb and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh Sf" Fraser. All wel
come. Services pt 3 and 8 p. m.

Spiritual Church of All Souls, in Hope 
Hall, No. 220 Western avenue, between 
Jackson and Van Buren, Sunday even
ings at 7:30, conducted by Mrs. R. 
Squire.

The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m,. at Kenwood Hall, Nos. ,4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. Come and bring 
your friends.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices ¡every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, comer 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday.. Conference at 8 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- 
363 East 43d street ' -Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.
. Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 

meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Spiritual Science Society, meets every 
Sunday troffi '2 to 10 p. m.,’at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31s.t street and 
Indiana avenue.- Admission to after
noon meetings,. tree; evening - servIte, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always .Jie In at
tendance. Others will, assist.'/; These 
meetings will: be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president No. 44 East 81st 
street..

A Spiritualist Temple bas been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Servlces.held every Sun- 

■ day'' and Thursday’^VQi^g, at 8

MKH. 1>B. DIXON-Mall Ohno aha birth date, 
8 Questions answered; private readings daily, 

44 E. 31st st., Chicago.

MRS, DE WOLF KISER, (formerly of Chli 
eago. Ill,), Readings by mail, H.OO/and post

paid, self-addressed envelope; ■ Foster Opera 
House Bld., 8 and Walnut, Des Moines. Iowa, .

Business Medium and Psycliornetrist.
.fipnd..dittoof birtli, nsk three Questions, which 

will be answered, and u trial reading, for 26 cents. 
For-psyehmnetry.* send article on specimen‘to 
read from. THEREfiE DUANE, Box 87, Berkeley, Cai.

Annie Lord Ukianiberialti’s Card.
Pear friends, you nah greatly help trie earn for my blind elater, Jennie £. Webb; one of ‘the earl

iest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Bead It to me with *1, aud I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or will», 
cers. Address Ure. Annie Lord Ohamberlalu, MU* lord Masa

New Methods of Cure
' , Write Today to

DR. 0. E, WATKINS,
Giving him your age, eex, and leading symptoms, 
and he wiH give yon udiugnoals of your case, and 
very low term« for treaiiucnt, during June July and Auguet; and will explain to you bls 

NEW METHODS OF CERE. 
Remember that during June, July aud August 

1 very low terms can be made with the Doctor,

No Charge for Diagnosing Your Case
DR. C. E. WATKINS,

Hotel Westland, 
Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

: o’clock. 'Tests 
vice.'- '

'ery 3er-

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature will hold Sunday even
ing services at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu
macher, pastor.

The Universal Occult Society meets 
every Sunday at America Hall, 77 East 
31st street, at 3 and 8 p. m. R. Gliray, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller Will 
preside at all meetings during the ab
sence of Brother Gilray.

Lake “View Spiritual Union holds 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m.,. 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North Clark' 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. Wickland.' All 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Wells 
street.

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
in room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a. -m. Su
perintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. S. 
J. Ashton. Pastor’S • qddress, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park. Day at 
home, Friday.

Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. 
at hall 210, Masonic Temple, under the 
auspices of Waiter DeVoe, the well- 
known lecturer. Miss Cora M. Nafe, 
soloiset.

The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
holds regular services every Sunday at 
3 and 8 p. m., at the People’s Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. The 
Rising Sun Lyceum meets at 2 p. m.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening! at 8 o’clock sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfield Turn
er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium.

Church of thé Soul Communion holds 
meetings every Wednesday evening at 
8 oclock and Sundays at 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue,. between ' Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and-tests. .R. S. Ray, pastor.
" The Christian Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall, 3245 State street 
Every Sunday evening at 7:30. -Test 
messages given by good mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. ,AH 
cordially invited.

Temple Light and Truth, 870 Waban- 
sla avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at i3 and Ç. p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o’clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door.. The best tal
ent available -will bo secured for all 
meetings. To spread tho truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to.Miss Eva L. Stowart, 
corresponding secretary, 543 ,E 55th 
street. ’ Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th 
street.

The Chicago spiritualists’ . League 
holds its meetings the first Tuesday 
evening of each month, • nt Kimball 
Hall, 243 Wabash avenue. Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, president;. O,. E, Kropp, 5481 
Kimbark - avenue, secretary. The 
league wishes every Slflfltiiallst sool- 

_cty of the city to send InTho names.of 
all their mediumfi. stating .their: partie- ■ 
iilaf phase of mediumship, Address all 
cotasnirolcatloms to the secret^.

. MRS. M. F. BALDW1U.BOX 1212 Chicago, nt

TRUMPETS;
The infallible ilbre trumpet is tabulated top and 

bottom; shell, enamel, cardinal color Anish, (1.60, 
Guaranteed, better than metal or any other mate« 
rial; very light in weight;- absolutely tangible 
with spirit forces; warranted perfect or money 

: refunded; cases with handles, W.60. Booklet for 
all kinds of development, 12 cts.bent on receipt of price,
JAS. XEWTOM, 428 Dorr St,, Toledo. O.

PLEASE READ THIS. .
If Bick write me: ‘Will rive you a free exami

nation and surely cure you. 1 cure when all 
others full. Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor 
of both sexes aucce&efully treated. Great success 
wlth diseaaes of children. Write In own hand* 
writing, giving name,* age, sex. weight, leading 
symptom, .ana five 2-eent stamps, and receive a 
correct diagnosis, worth dollars to you. For chll* 
d ren send lock of hair.

FRANCE& L. LOUCKS,
85 Warren SU. •toueham. Moa.

FRED. P. EVANS, 
" The Note?! Psychic for 

Independent Shite Writing 
Olairvtoyance,

and

Wl®ew ïSîrk, and la now located at 
1113 Eddy st. San: Franfclaco. Cal Send stamp for 
circular on MedlumehtR “

GREAT BOOKS
Besearchestia Hollern Spiritualism, By 

the greatest living chemist. Sir William Crookes. 
New Amer. Ed. Wc. (Eng. Ed. costs tl;60.)

national MemorylSPralninir. By B. F. Aus
tin. B. A-, Ex-PHneipah-Ahna College. ‘.‘The ker
nel of tho Memory-Systahe.” Highly commended 
by educators. 'Bui edition just out. 50c.

The JLIvlng:JJeeu®rgue. Twelve masterly 
Expository Lectures toy W. J. Colville, the great 
autimr and spiritual teabher. JnBtOHU,.fc0cv _

Succei«' awtt JIoW Win It. 24 New 
¡Thought Lbssows by Dr.-Austlu. Editor pt “R^Ka- 
on,” W-ortb92L<J0, butdolitior-Zf'^

Deaton. <8 jjp.:Tnorithly.- (New Thought and 
Psychic Research?) Editeddby Dr. B.-F. Austin; 
50c. a year.
tWThe four volumes,with “Reason,” J year, 12.
AUSTIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Department T. Rochester, N. Y.

8W Misic.
"We Are Passing But Once This Way.” Song 

and retrain, by P. O. Hudson; price, 25cents.
‘■Satisfied." A reverie. By A. J. Maxham. 

Price 25 cents.
"Tho Light ot Reason." English and German 

words; sung to the tune ot “Lead, Kindly 
Light." Price 25 Cents.

I ICnVTIIAnInterestingStory I l\nr I 11 ' of Two Worlds. 
LtlvVLj 111 Elevating, Fascinat
ing and. Instructive Throughout, 

This work by Carried. S, Twing is exception
ally Interesting. She well.says: "These char
acters which have brought out the highest and 
lowest In different reUgions beliefs, have moved 
me, not I them;" Th® whole book Is Interesting, 
fascinating, and Instructive. .Price, ii.00.

AFTER ffER DEATH.
Ths Story of a Suminer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pwvadol wl'.h pure-and beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructive and helpful to all who 
love and. seek the higher and finer ways of 
spiritual experience. Price. 11.00.

The Spiritual Association of Sixty
ninth street and Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall, 
6922. Hon, D. Gilmour will address the 
meeting at 7:30 p. m. Conference at 
2:30 p. m. .

■ The‘Society of Spiritual Unity holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., 
at Star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western ave
nue, under the direction of Mrs. Nellie 
KuBserow.

Mrs. Virginia Bryan, one of our most 
eloquent trance 'mediums, will lecture 
at Star Lodge Hall, 378 Soutii Western 
avenue, each Sunday evening.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, 50c. Each,

The following books .by well known- 
and popular writers, we. have selected 
With the thought that they will b.e of iri- 

jterestto our realists. They are printed : 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable , 
type;. cloth btijdiffii; Good home library 
edition:' , .

Heroes . artSit Heib Worship, and the 
Heroic in HlStoryil The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hbiio aK'Pfophet. The Hero 
as Poet. ;. Thm as Priest. Tjie 
Hero as King-.' By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages. • ..

Past and Presewt. -By Thomas Car
lyle. ;

Data of EtWlcs. >IBy Herbert Spencer;
Falryland^ftiScIKhce,; By Arabella B.

Buckley.' This batik is written in such 
a pleasing ihiibner' thatiTouhg as well 
as old can ’uMetfitand ■ it.: -Illustrated, 
gilt top. ...

Origin of '3pec$ft,By. Charles Dar
win. .......

Descent of ManM.By Charles Darwin, 
These two bbo®s by Mr. Darwin, should 
be In every Romeite i '
. Karma. A Novel/ By A. P. .Slnnett 
,A Romance of Two Worlds. By'Ma- 

i rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
i story.

Zanonl. ■ By Bulwer Lytton. A ro- 
| nmnee-by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive-study of occult 

I lore. . •■
i -Anyone of the above valuable books 
can be- obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

"Harmonics M Evolution; The Phil- 
osophy of Individual life,. Based Upon 
Natural. Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law." By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep.tliought, car
rying the prirfcSples of evolution into 
néwflôîdu.; i’ra&.do&.-SSv i,--

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
Who has had

Forty Years1 Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two 

Years Prof, in a Medical 
College, Ten Years

IN SANITARIUM WORK.
and i* a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
fails in diagnosis, He has given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
falls to cure piles, if you would like an opinion 
of your case FREE, write lust how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your hand

■••HhcUse stamp for reply,
Address, ANDREW D, SPINNEY, M. D. 

Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velous; his examinations are free to all who send 
him name, age, sex, and lock of hair, and 6 cents 
in stamps. He doesn't ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you Ln your own home.

Address, J. S. KOUCK». M. D.,
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces«

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
“Fast becoming of world-wide fame.’1—H.Tuttle 

Light, Color, Electricity, Magnetism. Mind, Bath».
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. “D M." 

' Doctor of. Magnetics! can be gained at College or 
at one’s homo. Books and Instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

D. BABBITT. M. D., 
62 Hast Ave., Rochester, K, Y«

AN ASTONISHING OFFER 
■ Send three two-cent stamps,, lock ot 

HMr,.age,/name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power?' '

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call

ft LlnnAapFnf Restores Ldst Vision. 
n WvIlUUl I UI Write for Illustrated Circular 
SnonFonin showing styles and pricesand OUuuLdblUi photo of Spirit Yarmat who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power In mo. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mall, as if you were in tny office. Thousands will 
testify. B. F. POOLE.

48 Evanston Ave., Chicago. CH 
Dear Mr, Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect I 

can say perfection, 1 shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, Los Angeles. CaL

Rare Books For Sale.
Art Magic—Original de lux copy, cost f 16.50. 

Will sell for «2; A BARGAIN.
Gerald Massoy^s “The Natural Genesis,”—2 

volumes, and “The Book of Beginnings,”? vol
umes. SIG: worth 120, These books contain the 
origin of symbols, astrology, magical ritual, free
masonry and all religions. No idea can be had of 
their great value. A bargain.

History of the Doctrine of a Future Life.
W. R. Alger. Cost $5; at $3,

Psychology—John Dewey, 11.25; now 90c.
Doctrine and XAtcratwre of the Cabbala. 

Waite. S3; at (2, now.
Dictionary of the Bible—Worth (15; at S8.

A bargain. Address at once,
J. C. F. «RUMBINE,

1285 Gjmmonwealth Ave., 
Boston, Mass.

A Big Cut in Occult Books 
Of Priceless Value, 

f^”For the Next 15 Days Only,j£j 
READ CAREFULLY b^.»^e, 
160 pages and containing new matter on Divina
tion and Crystal-reading. It is endorsed bv Lilian 
Whiting, Henry Wood, The Progressive Thinker, 
W. J. Colville, and all up-to-date writers and lec
turers on occult subjects. Professor Hardin, the 
noted hypnotist, uses It as a Text book for his 
students. Regular price, 12: npw, SI.

“Auras and Colors,” “Psychoiietry,” “Realiza
tion,” three 50c books for 11.

Crystals reduced from 12.26 to 11.75,
My .Extraordinary System of Develop, 

ment—“The System of Philosophy Concerning 
Divinity"—never falls to develop your psychical 
powers. It is a revelation—ah eye-opener, I can 
not emphasize its value too highly, as I unfolded 
bylti 0Tlt teaches you how to sit, what to cat, 
the conditions to follow, how to avoid trances, 
obsessions, and to become a magus of tho first 
order. The O. W. R. is the only Rosicrucian or- 
aer in America. Send for prospectus, reduced 
terms, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope.

A’d'drese, ’

J. C. F. GRUflBlNE, 
1285 Commonwealtli Ave., Bo.ton, Sloss.

Tho Ioc ii it c Containing chapters on Or- 1 llu eJu&uluO igin and History ot the Jes
uits; Principles and Alm ot the "company ot 
Jesus;” Immoral Teachings ot the Jesuits; Con
demnation ot the Order; Expulsion of the Jes- 
nits ¡Bull ot Pope Clement XIV,, Abolishing the 
Society; The Jesuits' Estates Act; an appendix 
ot valuable information. By B. F. Austin, A. 
M.; B. D.;: Price 15c. ■

The Devil anti tue Adventists.
An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re

pulsed. By Moses Hull; Price. IO cents.

force and Matter « 
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth. 61.00.

THE «RADIANT.
. BY LILLIAN WHITING.-Iu thia book Miss 
Whiting alms to portray a practical Ideal tor 
daily living that shall ombody tho sweetness 
and-exaltations, aud faith that lend enchant
ment to life. It is, in a measure, a logical bo- 
quonco of ‘‘Tho World Beautiful,” leading into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der tho soulin harmony with the universe. It 
is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth,

A Veru Intere&tina Book tor Atf. 
■ V Philosophy or This work epn- 
Spiritual Intercourse, amount8 o^the 
very wondarfnl spiritual dovolonmsnu nt th» 
bmiso of RoV, Dr. PhoIps, Btratford, Conn., and 
Btaltectacsln aU paHa ot tha.country.:: .Thia 
rolnmoiattaftr?' *omths author QlrocUy up-

ONSET CAMP.
Onset camp commences Its twenty

ninth annual meeting, July 23, and 
closes August 27. Onset is one of the 
most beautiful seashore resorts In the 
world, and is in close proximity to other 
noted summer resorts. It is connected 
by a bridge with Point Independence, 
and close at hand Ues Monument 
Beach, and beyond Gray Gables, for
merly the summer home of Ex-Presl- 
dent Cleveland, and at the head of the 
bay is located "Crow’s Nest,’’ owned by 
Joseph Jefferson.

The water supply, Introduced by the 
Onset Water Company from Sandy 
Lake, could not be purer or better.

No summer resort is better supplied 
with well-regulated hotels, with rooms 
and board at reasonable rates. Also 

| rooms can be obtained at cottages, and 
1 meals at either hotels or restaurants in 
close proximity.

Letters addressed to the proprietors 
of the following hotels, Onset, Mass., 
will be promptly answered, giving full 
statement with regard to prices of 
rooms and board: Hotel Onset, Glen 
Cove Hotel, Glen Echo Hotel, Union 
Villa, Washburn House, Bullock’s, Ho
tel Marcy, Highland House, and Mrs. 
Ronald's.

CHESTERFIELD, CAMP.
The official board met at Camp Ches

terfield, April 9, to perfect arrange
ments for the coming camp session, be
ginning July 15 and ending August 27. 
The grounds are in fine condition and 
we want to make this the best camp 
ever held here. We have secured the 
very best talent and will have them 
well advertised. The programmes will 
be ready for distribution in a month. 
Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Anderson, 
Ind.

8UNAPEE LAKE CAMP, N. H.
Sunapee w Lake Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association will hold Its 28th 
annual meeting at Blodgett’s Landing, 
N. H., commencing July 30 and closing 
August 27. We have a good list of 
speakers and test mediums. Address 
all letters to Thomas Burpee, Sutton, 
N. H., or the secretary, Lorenza Wor
then, Hillsboro Br., N. H.

VICKSBURG, CAMP.
Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 30 

and closes August 20. For full particu
lars address Mrs. Jeannette Fraser, 
Vicksburg, Mich.

MINERAL PARK CAMP, CAL.
The Spiritualists of Southern Cali

fornia have engaged Mineral Park, the 
camp grounds'in the Arroyo Seco, just 
below Garvanza, for their annual camp
meeting, from June 25 to July 25. Many 
improvements are to be made at
park, and fourteen cottages will 
erected. Mrs. Nettle Howell is 
head of the executive committee.
dress her for programmes.

the 
be 

the 
Ad-

NEW ERA CAMP-MEETING.
The New Era camp-meeting begins 

July 9, and continues over four Sun
days. We will have with us during the 
meeting those grand workers, Harry J. 
Moore, Mrs McCoy, Mrs. Ella Royal 
Williams, sure, and hope other good 
workers will also attend from all parts 
of the compass. - We expect many of 
the lecturers and mediums from the 
cdast (and we have many good ones) to 
attend during the meeting. Everybody 
come and help make this coming cainp- 
meeting a grand and glorious one. The 
hotel will be under the management of 
the president, and everything possible 
will be done for the comfort and wel
fare of the guests. Camp ground is 
only 22 miles from the great Lewis and 
Clark Exposition at Portland, Oregon. 
Address Rev. G. C. Love, president, 354 
College street, Portland, Oregon.

EDGEWOOD CAMP, WASH.
The annual camp-meeting of the Spir 

itualists of the state of Washington, 
■will be held at the Edgewood camp
grounds on Surprise Lake, commencing 
July 30 and ending August 20. ' These 
grounds are owned by the state associa
tion and can be reached either from To. 
coma or Seattle by the Interurban 
electric cars. The annual state conven
tion will also be held at the same place 
on August 21 and 22. Spiritualists from 
the East who Intend to visit the Lewis 
& Clark Fair at Portland, should time 
their visit so as to stop over for a day 
or two at the camp, where they will 
find a hearty welcome from their west
ern co-workers. All railroads give stop- 
over privileges at the different Sound 
cities. GEO. E. KNOWLDEN.

Tacoma, Wash.

CENTRAL OHIO CAMP.
This camp opens Sunday, June 4 (and 

closes Sunday, June 25), at Bueleh 
Park, eight miles southwest of Colum
bus, directly on the B. & O. railway, and 
Columbus;' Grove City and Southwest
ern Traction Lines; one-half hour’s 
ride from Columbus and 20 minutes 
from Morgans; will land everybody at 
the park. Many talented speakers en
gaged. All are welcome. Officers: H. 
E. Boerstler, president; L. M. Lydy, 
vice-president; A.' W- Dennis, treas
urer; Hattie G: Webster, secretary. 
For further particulars, address the sec
retary, 65'McDowell street, Columbus, 
Ohio.

■ GRAND LEDGE CAMP, MICH.
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp- 

meeting opens July 21,1905, and closes 
Aug. 21, 1905, with Mr. Oscar A. Ed
gefly as presiding chairman. i.As the 
programs are now being printed they 
will be distributed as soon as possible, 
and all those wishing further informa
tion regarding the camp, address J. W. 
Ewing or W. R. Divine of Grand Ledge, 
Mich. The association extends a cor
dial invitation to all. ■ .

' LOS ANGELES, CAL., CAMP.
The Liberal, Educational and Spirit

ualist Camp-meeting will open at Min
eral Park, June 25, and. close July 25.

THE ASHLEY, OHIO, CAMP, 
. - This'camp opens 'August 6 and; closes 
August, 27., For further particulars ad
dress Will Hdgdolph, secretary, Ashley,

iste,

UNITY CAMP, MASS.
The season’s work at Unity Camp, 

Saugus Center, will open on Sunday, 
June 4 and continue every Sunday until 
the last of September. These meetings 
will be fully up to standard of former 
seasons, with many added improve
ments. Good speakers and mediums 
will be present. Electric cars going 
direct to camp gate, without change, 
leave Scoliey Sq. subway, Boston every, 
half hour. Visitors cordially welcomed.

LOS ANGELES CAMP, CAL.
To be held at Mineral Park, com

mencing June 25 and ending July 25. 
Mrs. Nettie Howell is in charge.

VERONA PARK CAMP.
The Verona Park camp-meeting, Me,, 

will open Aug. 13 and close Aug. 27',' 
A. F. Smith, president, Bangor Me.; R 
W. Smith, secretary, Rockland, Me.

MANTUA CAMP, OHIO. t /
This camp located at Mantua Station, C 

Ohio, will open July 9, and continue to j 
August 27. For further particulars, ad- 
dress F. H. Sherwood, Secretary, Mam ;<* 
tua Station, Ohio. *

CAMP PROGRESS.
Camp Progress, Moreland 

Grove, Upper Swampscott, Mass., 
Sunday, June 4, 1905.

Park;
opens'.

LAKE BRADY, OHIO.
The fourteenth annual session of this?; 

camp will be held during the months oici 
July and August. For full particulars",' 
address A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

FOREST HOME CAMP, MICH. / 
Forest Home Spiritualist camp-meet-'^ 

Ing begins July 30, and closes Aug. 20./ 
Programs are ready for distribution. <

Any person never having been fh 
Northern Michigan, will find It to their 
Interest as well as pleasure to visit this 
camp. Its climate is delightful; its 
natural scenery beautiful; it is an anti
dote for hay fever; here the gay and 
festive mosquito 'does not scatter its 
germs of disease. The association 
wishes to make its sixth annual meet
ing the best that has been held. Two 
cottages will be erected the coming 
month, and the public will be well taken 
care of. For full particulars address 
the secretary, Mrs. Ruth Eastman, P. O. 
Box 69; Mancelona, Mich.

Maple Dell Park, Ohio.
The American Spiritual, Religious 

and Science Union will open its camp 
session at Mantua, Ohio, Sunday, July- 
9, the day’s program being In charge of ' '• 
the Cleveland lyceums, which will unite / 
and celebrate Childrens Day. I

On Sunday, July 16, the exercises will ( 
be in charge of the veteran workers tn I 
Spiritualism, Moses and Mattie Hull. /

Sunday, July 23, the speaker will ba i 
F. W. Martin, of Elyria, O., a premia- 
Ing young orator, who highly pleased , 
his audience at this place last summer. ■ 
He will be assisted by other speakers.

Mrs. Morrill of Michigan, will be ont- 
the grounds from Monday, July 24, and. 
will be the principal speaker from that 
time until July 30. \

July 31, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond 
has charge of the work, and will re
main to August 7, giving a course off 
psychic lessons during the week, clos
ing op the yearly meeting day, Aug 7.

From Aug 7 to 12, Lyman C. Howe is 
expected to be with us.

Aug. 13 Is Cleveland Day, when tha 
different Cleveland societies will lilt 
the program with good mediums, speak
ers and music.

Aug. 20, the Darrowville society will 
have entire charge of the program.

Aug. 26-27 will be set aside for a con
vention. This will be the closing meet
ing of the camp session.

D. M. KING, President.
F. H. Sherwood, Secretary.

New Era Camp, Oregon.
To the Editor:—As camp-meeting 

time draws near, allow me through 
your columns to ask the friends not to- 
forget to send in donations for the 
fancy work.

If sent so they can reach me before 
the 16th of June, they may send them 
to my present address, 354 College 
street, Portland, Oregon. After that 
date, direct to me at New Era (Camp 
Ground) Oregon, as I shall go there to 
clean up and arrange the camp ground, 
and hotel, so that everything will be in 
readiness for the first meeting on Sun
day, July 9. Articles of fancy work of 
any design that can be turned into cash 
will be thankfully received and duly ap
preciated.

We have secured splendid talent for* 
the meeting, and everything possible is 
to be done for the comfort and educa
tion of those who attend the meeting, 
and we want everyone who can do so, 
to show their appreciation of our efforts 
by coming to meeting during its ses
sion. Remember, the board of officers 
can only furnish talent and accommo
dations for the camp-meeting. The 
people themselves make the meeting. 
It is for the people then to make the 
meeting large or small. Everybody, 
come, then, and help to make the com
ing camp-meeting the largest and best 
ever held on the -New Era camp, 
grounds.

Don’t forget the Lewis and Clarke Ex
position in the city of Portland, which 
is only 22 miles north of the camp 
.ground, and all attending the Exposi
tion are cordially invited to come to 
the camp-meeting where they will find 
a beautiful camp ground, pure water, 
good accommodations, grand lecturers, 
honest mediums and a hearty welcome,

REV. QI C. LOVE, President.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY. (

By Thomas Carlyle,
A remarkable book- by a rcmarkabla 

man. Marked by terse strength and! 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notabla ■ 
literary effort. A lino edition in cloth. 
Price 60 cents. ;■ p

"Success, and How to ."Win It" ’A)1 
lecture and course of twenty-four sue-, 
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A.,' 
D. D. The titles of some of the leo. 
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan-, 
clal Success; Ideals;. Economy; Plan-* 
ning; Attraction ¡«Courtesy; Kindness«

A
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Every man Is a volume if you know 
how to .read him.—Channing.

There can be no civility without- a 
deep morality ‘—Emerson.

The Law at Work.
D. Noyes writes from Rochester,

Strong desire for liquor: when- be did 
hot receive it. he could not give a good

a grand medium. Mr. Pirnie was 
a medium, but owing to ill health 
rarely controlled, but this evening 

'were having a friendly .chat he 
-..-:!enly controlled by a negro

We should avoid whatever may dis
play bad feeling, and attend with civil-, 
ity to what may be addressed to us all 
hearts are conciliated by politeness and 
affability—gccrates.

They Sometimes Remain Long After 
Entering Spirit Life.

Some Practical Inferences From Its 
Results.

What the feeling was when he came in 
rapport with a physical .medium? ■ ■ 

■He Said when he camo close to the 
medium's atmosphere, then -came a

now for liquor. He said: 
more: It took me a long 
OYçr thaï degire.”

Then Professor - Haus

Ji

and upbraided her for deceiving her.
Rosa then told her she was the Virgin 

Chicago, taking a rest. He frequently^^ftry. The spirit wanted to know 
attended circles and was manv times iwBat made her sb dark. Rosa said she

The police. June 6. called on all 
clairvoyants: palmists • and ■ mediums, 
and warned them to quit .work or. take

injreéáibe «Thinker
3PIgHyALISJ^I^—Progress, foe Universal Lav> ot Satúre ? foe goEtept offtep Probier^—gPIB?lTUALI3}\4

ANIMAL PASSIONSAND APPETITES

In The Progressive Thinker, No ,807, 
James H. Young replies to Lyman C, 
Howe's statement in No. 788, that "an
imal passions and physical appetites 
io not pass the death line." When 
reading the article of Mr. Howe I was 
greatly surprised that a person of his 

■probable great experience in spirit man
ifestations and knowledge of the Spir
itual Philosophy should still cling to 
that nearly obsolete "twinkling of an 
eye” doctrine which some years ago was 
so generally taught in orthodox Chris
tian churches. ,

Although my parents were fanatical 
Christians, thanks to the good angels, 
I was saved from the blight of such 
teachings. -

After thirty years study of Spiritual
ism and twenty-four years daily life 
with one of the spirits’ chosen medi
ums, and communion with hundreds 
of highly advanced spirits, 1 have never 
heard one make the statements attrib-. 
Uted to' Mr, Howe, Un the contrary, 
every spirit who has made expression 
on that point has invariably stated that 
when spirits left the physical body they 
without exception carry with them all 
the. attributes of the earth life, and it 

■ sometimes takes a long time to divest 
themselves of those incumbrances. •

I long ago supposed all highly cul
tured Spiritualists, such as Brother 
Howe, had advanced beyond the old 

i .church teachings and. been released 
\from the swaddling bands of Chris- 

’ ’ianity.
\ I fully endorse Brother Young’s artf- 

y ;le, jand in corroboration will state a 
ew (instances sustaining his views.

My cousin, Justin Hulburd, when 
“jitteen years of age was a member of 
E dwln Forrest’s Dramatic Company. 
¿Then on a boat going down the- Miss- 
mA'iPP1 irom S*-- Louta Mo., to Memphis, 
TTnn., Mr. Forrest was sitting on the 
“efck and Justin stood alongside of him, 

, “°;)dlng a spelling book.. Mr. Forrest 
, ’J'/S teaching him to spell, He’ discov* 

'fered In time’ that was a failure.
_ ' As they were in process ot a little 
' quarrel about the spelling lesson, the 

Cqptain came to where they were. He 
said, “Mr. Forrest, won't you allow your 
boy to sing for the passengers? They 
have a great desire to hear nlm.”

, Just then Justin was controlled by a 
spirit who paid to the captain, whose 
name was Horace Maybrook, "Hod, for 
Ch/ist's. sake give me a drink! I’m 
shivering all over, for want of a drink.” 

Justin’s Uttie'body was shaking like 
. an aspen leaf. Mr. Forrest said to the 

Captain,. ."Bring some whiskey in a 
' . glass and let Puss smell It; perhaps the 

pdor;of the liquor will satisfy the un
happy, spirit or whatever It may be.” 

' ’’-The Captain left, and soon returned 
with a glass of brandy. Mr. Forrest 
said, “Now, Puss, or whoever is talking, 

’ sp here on my legs and smell this
liquor. ' •

Nd sooner had little Puss sat on Ed- 
_/wlU j Forrest’s legs, when he: grabbed 

thrzglass out of the Captain’s' hund and 
i drank the contents before they could, 
\ stop him, then threw the glass into the 

) river and said: “Brother Hod, that was 
/ good, now I can talk to you. James 
I Livingston was my murderer; he shot 
/ me through the heart as we were riding 
/ through a- piece of timber near Jeffer- 
\ Son, Mq.
I The Captain admitted to Edwin For- 
\ rest that was the spirit of his brother 

who was a gambler and outlaw. They 
, knew he was killed’, but by whom they 
npyei; learned until then.

The Captain said: "Why, that child’ 
has drank enough brandy to make him 
drunk.”’ •

Edwin Forrest said: “Those influ
ences that surround him have 3 way of 
destroying the effects; how L cannot 
tell.”

The above Incident ocurred before 
the Fox Sisters were heard of.

The Captain told it to a reporter of 
the New Orleans Picayune, and it was 
published’at the time.

In 1875 Justin was sojourning in

The results of this war were predict
ed by mediums, and have already been 
fulfilled In some points—another proof 
of the truth of Spiritualism.

At the beginning of the conflict the 
czar stated that Japan had acted very 
badly in their manner of opening the 
war .-at Port Arthur, and, notwithstand
ing Japan is a little nation and Russia 
a great and .powerful nation, Japan 
must be punished severely.

Russia has not yet arrived at the 
point of administering that punishment, 
and the plot thickens. They.called on 
their god constancy and relied on him. 
to give them the victory over the foe; 
yet he heeded not their cry, but de
serted them in t|me of greatest need— 
another proof that the Christian God is 
a fabrication aifd religion a fraud. .This 
god appears to be on the side of the 
best fighters, and now Russians have a 
justifiable cause to repudiate Jehovah.

The czar’s proposition to the Euro
pean nations, a few years ago, for dis
armament has been carried into practi
cal effect by the Russians, though not 
^cording to the original plan. The lit
tle Japs did it for them on land and sea, 
and now the world rejoices.

Togo had the best thoughts and 
wishes ot the world at large (including 
native Russians) which aided him. as 
much as anything else, and he did what 
the world’expected of him.

A. H. NICHOLAS.
Summerland, Cal.

sire left him and he prayed to the good 
angels to keep it away., His prayer 
was answered and now he has no desire 
for liquor.

Thos*e present said, "Thank the good 
angels for that, ministration in life."

Such was told me by Mrs. Harriet 
Hosmer Chamber lain.

In the winter of1883 and 1884, boot. 
F. D, C. Meyer, Jugtln IJulburd and the 
.writer were one evening at thé home of 
Prof. Kimmel, in Kansas City, * Mo. 
Mrs. .Kimmel, the accomplished wife.of 
the Professor, Was a medium. On'thls 
occasion she was Controlled by an In
dian spirit who demanded pipe and to
bacco. Upon being refused the. spirit 
attempted to take her to the street 
where those things could, be procured. 
It was only by a strong effort the Pro
fessor prevented her leaving the house.

In the year 1882 we were holding 
circles twice a week in Justin's home. 
The circle was composed of Mrs. H. H. 
Chamberlain, Joseph Fleming, F. D. Ç, 
Meyer, E. W. Hulburd and the medium, 
Justin. At one of the circles Justin 
was controlled by an Irish Influence. 
The first words were, “Sure, now, and 
who .be yez? Is'It heretics ye, are? 
Arrah, now, and what would Father 
Bfady say if lie saw me here? Sure 
and the girl told me 1 would find the 
Virgin Mary here.” '

Then she commenced bemoaning her 
sad mishap in having been enticed Into 
à place where there were heretics. 
Finally she said her nanÿO 'whs Bridget 
Kelly, that she was à washerwoman 
in New York City. She told of Dennis, 
her husband, and her daughter Norah. 
Of the many times the priest called for 
money to save her soul. After talking 
for some time she turned to Mrs. Cham
berlain—a very dignified did lady of 
72—saying, “Give me a, sup.” Mrs. 
Chamberlain said she did not use liq
uor and had none.

The spirit said, "Sure now, take that 
bottle out of your pocket’ and give me 
a drink.”

Mrs. C. reiterated the assertion that 
she had none. The spirit indulged in 
some characteristic remarks and .left

Justin’s Indian guide Rosa chme 
laughing heartily and’said she found 
the; spirit wandering around looking 
for the Virgin Mary. She told her the 
Virgin was in there. When the spirit 
left the medium, she again met Rosa,1
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DR. B. F. AUSTIN.
I

o- Extract From a Lecture Delivered iff 
Baltimore, Md.

controlled by a spirit who gave the 
name of Tim. The circle was usually 
composed of Col. Morse and wife. Mrs. 
Thompson, the wife of a Chicago law
yer a Mrs. Robinson who was a mem
ber of the society for which Mrs. Rich
mond lectured, a bass singer of Mrs. 
Richmond s choir, name forgotten. F. D. 
C Meyer, and a sister-in-law of Col. 
Morse name forgotten.

The spirit Tim gave many fine tests, 
but never until they would give him a 
drink of whiskey. Justin never drinks 
liquor of any kind, but the sitters would 
give his spirit what he desired in order 
to get tests. He wanted only the com
monest whiskey. If they gave him a 
good article he- would refuse-to give 
tests.

On one occasion, in 1878. I with two 
others was spending an evening in a 
social way at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Pirnie. in Cleveland. Ohio. Mrs. Pirnie

spirit he had known in Michigan. The 
spirit ¿hid he was drowned in Saginaw 
Bay. He had procured a bottle of rum. 
gone’ out in a small boat fishing, was 
caught by a squall of wind, the’boat 
was upset and he was drowned. I 
asked ..the spirit how he felt when he 
went to spirit life. He said: "Ill tell 
you. boss. I felt mighty bad to think I 
had lost all that good rum. I d only 
drank part of the bottle, and I was so 
Borry I hadn’t drank the rest of ft"

It was very evident death- had not 
taken from this poor spirit his love for 
rum. . - -

Tn 1882. at Kansas City. Mo., Mrs. 
Harriet Hosmer Chamberiain kcJoriV 
panied by Prof. Haus, of Topeka. Kan- 
called at Justin s home. Besides the 
above named there were present Mrs. 
See. a daughter-in-law of Bishop bee._of 
Davenport. Iowa: Doctor J. W. Charles, 
nf-McPherson. Kan., and Doct F. D. C.

- Meyer. - . .
. , After sitting a short time Justin wad 
controlled by Edgar Allan Poe, who

- gave Proi. Haus his past life in rhyme, 
! telling him of the peculiar minds he 
had to deal with amongst the students. 
The-Professor told Mrs. Chamberlain 
every word was true. The Professor 
asked Spirit Poe if he had any desire

got sunburned going about to so many 
countries.

Bridget ^afterwards came several 
times. She said we were her saviors. 
She became a member of Justin s band, 
and the guides say she is doing a grand 
work, bringing ignorant Catholic spir
its from "Darkness to Light." She is 
very bitter in animosity towards the 
priests, and says. "Sure, they are the 
ones that took all our hard earnings."

After we came to our present home 
in the mountains of Southern Califor
nia. for a time we had great difficulty 
in procuring the family washing done. 
Had to depend entirely on Indian wo
men. who at first were very unreliable. 
At one time we were for several weeks 
unable to procure a washerwoman. 
Finally Justin said if I would bring the 
.water he would do some washing. I 
brought the water amt he commenced. 
He had been at work but a short time 
when I perceived It was not Justin who 
was- washing; Bridget-.had come and 
she remained until the work-was com
pleted. After she had been working' 
for some time she said to me that Mr.' 
Franklin Baid she might have a drink, 
and she asked for whiskey. Benj. 
Franklin was at that time the leader 
of that band. :

After the passing of- twenty-three 
years. Bridget is still working with the 
band and frequently makes her pres
ence known. Justin s guides : say she 
has become a beautiful spirit and is a 
grand missionary among those‘still in 
darkness. ■ ■ .

It was evident Bridget did not leave 
behind her desire for liquor when she 
left the physical body. It is many 
years now7 since she has expressed a 
wish for hquor. - • - /. ..

Whefi we <&fhe to this mountain 
home we frequently employed an In
dian named Jose Duro, who was Cap
tain of the Canajoes. He was fond of 
whiskey and would drink whenever he 
could get it; In time he passed to the 
"Happv punting Ground.”- Several 
timer he came and controlled Justin. 
The 7s£ time he controlled was about 
tw ears ago. He Baid, he knew of a 
ru /edge of gold-bearing rock and 
wuuid lead us to it if we would give 
him snme whiskey. We told him we 
did not keep whiskey in the house. He 
persisted for some time, urging us to 
got him whiskey. When he realized 
that he couldn’t get It he left without 
revealing his secret.

This Indian had been in spirit life 
about .twelve years and still , craved 
.whiskey. < E. W. HULBURD.

Descanso. Cai.

göZamunicatloDi After a time Unit de

Many people speak of animals and treat them as though; they had no 
rights. They are mere brutes to be used for -man’s convenience or 
pleasure; to be kicked, beaten, tortured, whenever ringer.jor ilk-nature 
wants some object on which to gratify itself by the: infliction of pain. 
They are irrational creatures without souls, without sensibility, with
out any sense of right or wrong, and why treat them with any eonsid-’ 
eration ! Were they not ihade for man? Was he riot giveilfdominion: 
over them? Is not death the end of themÎ-- ; • -j '

Jerome K. Jerome thus expresses a common attitude of min in rela
tion to the dog who will stick to his master whatever.misfbrjupe; over
takes him, and defend him even with his life, if that is requjred;.

“.Ah! old stanch friend, with your deep, clear eyes.and hfiijhi, quick 
glances that take in all one has to say before one has trine to speak it,' 
do you know you are only an animal and have no mind? Do you know 
that dull-eyed, gin-sodden lout leaning against the post out there is im
measurably your intellectual superior? Do you know that every little- 
minded,, selfish scoundrel, who never did a gentle deed or ¿aid a kind 

1 word, who never’had a thought that was not mean and lowin', a desire 
that was not mean and base, whose every action is a fraud, and whose 
every utterance is a lie ; do you know that these crawling (sUJilks are as 
much superior to you as the sun is superior to rush light, you honor
able, brave-hearted, unselfish brute? They are nien, you know, anil 
men are thé greatest, noblest and wisest firid„b.est beipgs.'-iil the whole 
vast, eternal universe, Any man will tell you that.” . , "

Yet many of the wisest of mankindin all ages have believjd that the 
lower animals as well as man exist after death, that all living crea
tures have minds,¿in however small a degree, and that, miridjip as inde
structible as matter. . I '

If animals had the power of logical thought and of speech they might 
argüe very ingeniously, if not conclusively, in favor of íthejr ’ówn ini--’ 
mortality. Addressing man through one of their representatives^ 
dog or horse, we will suppose they might say : ’;

We*have, fundamentally, the. same natures that you have,’ We feel 
pleasures and pain, and are subject to moods; wé have affection, jeal
ousy, vanity and pride : we enjoy the smile of approval front, our super 
riors, and dread thçir displeasure; we are not devoid of imitation arid 
curiosity. We have s.ome sense of-beauty, some imagination, arid some 
power’pf reasoning. We are not entirely destitute of reverence. We 

itere eatable of improvement by education and inheritance.; ''
Your philosophers teach that mind is imperishable, ^ej'ta.inly, we 

have minds, distinct individual minds. Mental ari well ah bodily çharr 
acteristics are subject to the law of heredity with us, prefeirièly.as they 
are among human- beings. If your, minds are immortal,: why are not 
cur’minds also immortal? Your philosophers refer, in proof ôf man’s 
immortality, to the fact that his consciousness persists, while thé atoms 
of"his brain and body are constantly changing, that mémery and iden
tity extend through years, although the body has changed! many times, 
showing that the impressions must be'made on something‘tliat is hot 
like the brain, subject to change. This is just as true of wK j Tlje atoms 
come and go; but our identity, as shown in memory rerieliingtback a 
dozeri years or more, persistsjimid all material fluctuation^ I \

Your Darwins and your Haeckels and Wall’acés have ^-shown what 
your own observation should have taiight you, that yod Are? derived 
from the lower animals—the lower animals,, we say, because you'your
selves are animals. Go far enough back, and,your ^néeáxorsjand ours 
were the same creatures. Since orir origin-is the sffipé¿ítatisfíjdot óiir 
nature and destinyAe the.same? Your bodies hipre béeri developed 
from animal bodies; your minds from animal miiidri.. ,’ïi, then, yptm 
minds are iinmortal, ours must be; for how could a bein¿:,whpris4i'ridé- 
Structible and immortal;haye: been evolved"from ajperrsh^e feeing? 
To say that the capacity for immortality was somehow acquired during 
the’process of evolution from apehood to maiflibod is .tri make use of 
an unsupported assumption, opposed to continuity, thç primary fact of 
evolution, in order to enable you to dçny‘bur immortality ¡ and assert 
your own. . '.‘id ■. '

There is another consideration vye inriy mention in our’behalf. Your 
theologians say that a future life iri necessary to prévént the ultimate 
defeat'of justice, since it ófteri.fáils'here/ Think of the nfilljons of ani
mals that have been* fiimfedi foy sport, "beaten, tortured, ¡'and wantonly 
killed—often, too, by men^ilieÿ: are’serving with all theiiVstrength and 
the besl; they knew. Where is the justice of a God wh’óAvould -confer 
immortality upon all who have found their .chief sport ¿tormenting 
and destroying animals, and give the animals no recbmponge for-their 
sufferings, extending through long dreary, centuries, iri thé aggregate 
beyond the power of computation, and in hórribleness beÿond the power 
of Hogarth’s pencil to describe? i, \ . . I

Justice requires that we have a future life. Moreover,‘‘from, the first, 
man has been surrounded by animals; they have been W çoippariions, 
and they are indispensable to his-happiness’. *He keeps’ thpi^ fibw^ even 
wheirfhey are of no utility to him; and in the city parificare' 
swan and bird's of song for the pleasure of the people...', Iji',tfepast men 
were' generous enough to belieye-that we would share ’wift^dm the 
future: and. even now. the Indian of the plains ■ ¿ v

"thinks, admitted to that equal sky. : >1 
His faithful dog shall bear him company.”«! ( ■ •

One of your own poets, while speaking our praises, bears testimony 
to the indispensableness ot our presence and our companionship to 
man s happiness—an indication that, if man is immortal; iiyfij too. are 
immortal: -- " '.i..-.;--
"I.think I could turn and live with animals, they are .so pfa?id and self- 

contained: . -, r
I stand and look at them sometimes for an hour at a stretch : - 
They do not sweat and whine about their condition : ’
They do not lay awake in the dark and weep for their sms:. 
They do not make me sick discussing their duty.to ; God : a .
Not one ;s dissatisfied—not one m.demented with the. mamg of owning 

things: . .- - ; ■ ■ ■ •
Not one kneels to another, nor to his kind that lived ¡thousands of years 

ago.” ’ f
iHi.We are not degraded by vices. We have never.heem^eilty of drunk
enness, gambling,-swindling or lying: most of us?are' notmpen to the 
charge ofeholdmg slaves or of-beatmg our wives and children. 11

Thus might the animals make a plea to the rational-world, not simply 
for their own immortality, but for better treatment.thari-they now re
ceive. Abstract morality would treat with justice all bemgs, without 
any mquirv as to their origin or destiny: but the;highest-ground on 
which Christendom has theoretically recognized the rights of1 all races 
of men is that they have a common origin and destinys and! constitute a 
universal brotherhood. • -

This implies a great advance beyond the condition offthe flittie tribe 
•or community which recognizes no rights'to be respeetea bfeyond its 
own jurisdiction and the relations of. its own members;*.1-Thlrprogress 
is due to a multitude of causes :• and the belief that -all nsteiuhave a com
mon origin and a common destiny has probably had brit little to do 
with it. as it certainly affords no ultimate reason for themractice of jus
tice to all men. which we behove has its true reason ancblb^sisun the in
terest and well-being of mankind. . ;

If the great majority, of mankind who behove in friture' state for 
themselves could see.that the claim of the animal to. a future life is 
nearly, if not indeed, quite, as well founded as their: own.vthe result 
mighvbe a treatment-of the poor brutes somewhat betterdbanrihey now 
receive. Perhaps the-fashionableladies and gentlemen wfeo join m fox 
hunts, and the brutal drivers wlm chib their horses until. jt|iey.fall from 
the weight of the load and the force of the blows, might fee restrained, 
if they éonld realize that the wronged brutes, would appear in ghostly 
form to reproach them after death. - ,

Our knowledge, however, of the-hardships and barbarities to-which, 
slaves have been-subjected, when-there has been .no question-.among 
their masters as to their immortality;'of"the”treatment-uthichs,the infe
rior races have received from the powerful nations ofOhliptendom: and 
of the persecutions that have destroyed inillious-.of . lii/es .where the 
brotherhood of man and, the .immortality of .the soul haveujeeipacceptcd 
by all. and of the wars,'- Which 'every now and then drejMi watll blood 
the fan eat spots in Christian lands make one doubt whèüiçr the accept 
anee of the theory that animals aie immortal would gredtV modify the 
common treatment of thorn * i

The belief among thé mild and contemplative Ei^ptiáña that the
I < ) - , ; - - ” *

souls of men after death appear again in animals, and the saAe doc
trine in India, where metempsychosis was most extensively and ingeni
ously developed, undoubtedly contributed to respect for the rights of 
animals. Unfortunately, justice to animals had no place in the ethics 
of the Christian church, which has shown less regard for the brutes than 
was shown by the pagan teachers of Greece and Rome, whose writings 
abound in passages inculcating kindness to animals as do the writings 
of tlje Old Testament, which commands: “Thou shalt not muzzle the 
ox that treadeth out the corn.” “Thou shaft not seethe a kid in his 
mother’s milk,’’-—passages which, among others, show a tenderness to
ward the brutes we do not find in the-early teachings of the Christian 
ehurch. ’The Jews are entitled to credit for their humane method of 
slaughtering animals for food, for it is an established fact that severing 
the main arteries arid allowing the animal to bleed to death’ is far less 
painful than the Persian and Babylonian method of crushing the head 
with a sledge-hammer, not to speak of the superior dietary effect of the 
Jewish procedure.

“The fata!vice of the theologian,’’ says Mr. Lecky, in his History of 
European Morals, “who have always looked upon others solely through 
the medium of their own special dogmatic views, has been an obstacle 
to all advance in' this direction. The animal world, being altogether 
external to the scheme of redemption, was regarded as beyond the range 
of duty; .and the notion of our having' any kind of obligation to them 
has never been inculcated, has never, I believe, been admitted by Cath
olic theologians. In the popular legends and in the recorded traits of 
individual, amiability, it is curious to observe how constantly those who 
have sought to inculcate kindness to animals have done so by endeavor
ing to associate them with Something distinctively Christian. That 
class of amusements, joi which the ancient combats of wild beasts form 
the type, have, no doubt, nearly disappeared from Christendom, and it 
is possible that the softening power of Christian teaching may have had 
some indirect influence in abolishing them, but a candid judgment will 
confess that it has been very little. During the periods and in the 
countries in which theological influence was supreme, they were un
challenged. They disappeared at last, because a luxurious and indus
trial civilization, involved a refinement of manners; because a fastid
ious taste, recoiled with a sensation of disgust from pleasure that an un
cultivated taste would keenly relish; because the drama, at once reflect
ing and accelerating the change, gave a new form of popular amuse
ment; and because, in consequence of this revolution, the old practices 
being left to the dregs of society, they became the occasion of scan
dalous disorders.” .

Mr. Leeky states with truth that the inculcation of kindness to ani
mals on a wide scale is .“mainly the work of a recent arid secular age.” 
Societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals are supported in the 
Protestant- and free-thinking portions of Christendom. But in every 
community thereneed to be cultivated sensitiveness to the sufferings of 
animals, arid a public seritiment that will not permit them to be abused.

Cruelty tp duhib. sentient creatures by man who has them in his power 
should be-,deemed; criminal, • B. F. UNDERWOOD.

18 Á MEDIUM? VACCINATING THE GROUND.

■ ■ • Or an Expert In Legerdemain?

The subject of Spiritualism being un
der discussion at the “People’s Fpriim,” 
.Washington’; D, p, MayTH oné ¿peaker, 
declaf ed^that ke -cpiili do ¿.U that Pierre; 
Keeler does at his light circles, and he 
did not çlaim to tie.<a.medium nor, be
lieve’. irifipir itCommUn!cWion.‘-Hesat<r 
he had given seances in His shop ion 
Seventh street, several times, and 
would like to give another to which he 
would invite as; many present as his 
shop could accommodate. Accordingly 
at a subsequent meeting, the seance 
was appointed and arranged. I and my 
wife wenb ’biit by a mistake of the 
street number failed to- Bet there. So 
we returned to .altfehd tbe seance at Mr. 
Keeler’s not far, away. We found him 
sitting oil thé steps With a friend. It 
was time to begin; but so few were 
there that he declined to hold a seance, 
but said he would’ go with us to the 
other one. He. had, heard of the man’s 
performances and knew the place. So 
my wife and I hurried back, followed by 
Mr. Keeler and his friend. Though the 
performance had begun we were all let 
in! There were about sixteen persons 
gathered in the small upholstery shop. 
The-battery had been formed by the up
holsterer, Fuss. The ringing of a bell, 
beating ¿ tambourine and drumming on 
the back of a guitar to. the jnusic of a 
mouth organ were - heard. The man’s 
coat came off while he clasped with 
both hands the left arm of the lady sit
ting next to him in the battery. She 
declared that she felt the pressure of 
his hands all the time. Another bat
tery was chosen by raps purporting to 
comç from the guide. George Collins, a 
a deceased minstrel. A lady was first 
chosen: then each man in turn asked 
“Do vou want me?" The answer from 
the cabinet was one rap. no. until the 
last man. Mr. Keeler, was chosen.

The second battery being formed, 
pads and pencils were handed over to 
the guide in the cabinet. About twen
ty messages in writing came over which 
were recognized and. received by differ
ent persons present. Three came for 
me: one signed Thomas Paine, Baying, 
"l am glad to see you here-: another 
signed R. G. Ingersoll, saying. "I do not 
know”: a third signed Herbert Spencer, 
saying. "You are doing good work. „

Next came writing on a large pad, by 
a visible hand. . Several persons were 
called up by the h nd pointing to them, 
and holding the pt ; on the shoulders of 
the sitters in the battery, got writing.

No sign of trickery was apparent, nor 
does Mr. Fuss pretend to-be a trickster. 
Like performances have been witnessed 
in his shop before, and he says that on 
one occasion the twenty-one persons 
present all voted that it was spiritual.

There, was no charge for admission. 
I moved that a collection be taken. It 
was seconded by Mr. Keeler. Mr. Fuss 
demurred and passed out to the side
walk; But the collection was taken. 
Mr. Keeler and two other men put in 50 
cents each, and I suppose a fair amount 
was raised. Mr. Fuss feared to take 
pay. not having, a license, but Mr. 
Keeler assured him there was no law 
against accepting contributions.

We-all went away satisfied that in 
spite of the man s assertions to the con
trary. HE IS A MEDIUM, and that the 
performances we witnessed were spirit-

Barren Land Can Be Made as Rich as 
harden at Cost of 4 Cents an Acre

a

WM, HENRY BURR.

That the spil can be vaccinated to 
cure , its barrenness, with the same re
sult tliat atteiids- the vaccination bt the 
human body to cure certain ills would 
appear preposterous-to the casual mind, 
bUti/his js feXaatly.yiiMit Is done, accord
ing to’ an intensely interesting article 
entitled “Inoculating the Ground," by 
Gilbert H. Grosvenor, in the October 
number of the Century Magazine. In 
the most simple language he describes 
how,’ by a process of inoculation, the 
nitrogen, so necessary to fruitful land, 
is put back into the soil which is robbed 
of it by wheat and many of the other 
grain crops, and rendered unproduct
ive by reason of the robbery.

Even a skeptic reading Mr. Grosve
nor’s article must be impressed by it, 
and at the end of the story see visions 
of vast tracts of now barren fruit lands 
in the eastern part of this country re
claimed and fruitful. Probably the 
most pleasing thing about the whole 
matter is that the nitrogen germs so 
necessary to the soil’s productiveness 
are furnished free by the Agricultural 
Department, the letters patent having 
been presented to the government -by 
Professor Dr. George T. Moore, in 
charge of the laboratory of plant phys
iology of the department, who discov
ered how to practically utilize nitrogen 
germs. i

But Mr. Moore was not the discov
erer of the germs. It has been known 
for many years that the air we breathe 
contains all of the nitrogen so neces
sary to the soil, and it was known that 
certain, plants, like the clovers, bean 
and pea, did not impoverish the soil 
as some of the grains did. It remained 
for Professor Nobbe. a German scient
ist to discover, as Mr. Grosvenor de
clares. that the bean especially takes 
its nitrogen from the air and that it 
absorbs more than it needs, and actu
ally enriches the soil with the surplus 
supply.

Then he found that all, of these plants 
bad bulos, or round tubercles, or nod
ules. attached to the roots, as it an in
sect had oitten them. He dissected 
one of these bulbs and found it filled 
with bacteria that worked incessantly, 
absorbing nitrogen from the air to teed 
the plant.

Then the professor successfully cul
tivated these bacteria, and a German 
company was actually formed to supply 
them to farmers in bottled form. They 
did not live because they had been too 
well fed by the professor, says Mr. 
Grosvenor, and hence were not used to 
working for themselves. In the soil 
they died. The company stopped man
ufacturing.

Professor Moore cultivated a self- re
liant disposition in his nitrogen bac
teria. He did not overfeed them, and 
they began to seek their nitrogen food 
themselves. Having obtained perma
nent bacteria, he found a bit of ’cotton 
would soak up millions of them. Then 
he dried it. and in this form it is sent 
to the farmer, who is directed to soak 
the cotton in- a solution of water, gran
ulated sugar, potassium phosphate, 
magnesium sulphate and ammonia 
phosphate. The solution is then mixed 
W|th earth, so that every particle of the 
earth is moistened. It is their mixed 
With five times the quantity of earth 
and scattered over the barren field, vac
cinating it with nitrogen germs that 
multiply and cause bountiful crops. 
One small package, it is said, will inoc
ulate one to four acres.—Chicago 
American. ■

------- " ’ *
“Robert Green Ingersoll, the question- . 

ing agnostic, the fearless iconoclastic 
and wizard word-weaver of our age, 

o?'? Au6ust il. 1833, and died July, 
di, 1899. He enjoys the great distinc
tion of being most bitterly attacked by, z 
those who never heard his voice or 
made a thorough study of his writings. 
He was called an ‘infidel/ but this term ■ 
was not properly applied to him, either 
as one who denied the existence of God, 
or in its truer meaning, as one who is 
unfaithful to his own convictions o£ 
right and truth. He is frequently 
spoken of as though his entire message 
was a gospel of negation, a system of 
doubt'and skepticism; whereas Inger
soll taught a most comprehensive sys- 
tem of positive duties, a gospel of Hite, 
and liberty and love. He sang the 
prqises of honest industry, championed 
the cause of the oppressed, exalted and 
glorified the pore home life and love, 
taught men self-respect, and urged men 
to make the most and best ot them
selves, help their brothers in affliction 
and serve their country with fidelity. 
He was/he great apostle of liberty and 
freedom, and preached a gospel of truth 
and kindness, and justice and equality 
among men. He lived a pure and char
itable life, spending with royal munifi
cence his large income on the poor and 
on humanitarian objects, and leaving an 
example in his home life and relations 
which multitudes of his 'detractors 
might copy with advantage. ■ Ingersoll 
did not deny, though he did doubt and 
question the existence of a personal 
God. He said: ‘There may be for aught 
I know somewhere in the unknown 
shoreless vast, some being whose 
dreams are constellations and within 
whose thought the Infinite exists.’ Of 
Jerus he said, ‘For the man Christ I 
have an infinite respect. The place 
where man has dipd for man is holy 
ground. To that great and serene man 
I gladly pay the tribute of my admira
tion and my tears. He was a reformer 
in his day. He was an infidel in his 
time. He was regarded as a blas
phemer, and his life was destroyed by 
hypocrites. Had I lived at that time I 
would have been his friend.’

"Like all other great men he had lim
itations and his lack of faith in, or 
knowledge of, the future life was one 
of his greatest. He constantly de
clared that his effort was not to blot out 
any hope men might entertain of heav
en, but to put out the fires of hell. He 
ridiculed some of the old dogmas and 
interpretations, but never religion it
self. He said some bitter tnings about 
the church and the clergy, but most ot 
his attacks on the church were attacks 
on abuses, and most of his bitter state
ments about clergymen were reprisal.

“It is too early to estimate the effect 
of his lectures and writings. In 100 
years frpm now his work will appear 
far greater and more beneficent than it 
could possibly appear to us. It is not 
too much to say that he has Influenced 
largely the religious teachings-of our 
age, has contributed largely to the more 
liberal thoughts of our times,'and’-has 
cleared the ground by his iconoclasm 
for the new theology now the new 
thought of the day.”

D. FEAST.

God’s Mills Grind Slow But Sure.
In our experiences in this inner 

school of a kindly Providence under an- ' 
gelic tutors, we see and hear, and write 
things which, owing to insufficient men
tal unfoldment, we cannot understand, 
and often have St. Paul's scruples, when 
he said that being caught up into the 
third heaven he saw and heard things 
which were not lawful to tell.

Such experiences have often been 
mine. One lesson given me by a spirit 
in 1874 in writing, and which, although 
I saw nothing in it, was preserved 
among others, and reads as follows:

"Many new features of universal 
knowledge will soon appear in different 
ways and become the knowledge, and 
through knowledge, the wealth of hu
manity. At present if electricians or 
any scientists were asked concerning 
universal wireless telegraphy from 
mind to mind, city to city, continent to 
continent, immortal realms and beings 
•included, they would not think it feas
ible, and to ask even the brightest con
cerning cosmic titles and cosmic com
merce. they would think it an absurdity. ■« 
or at least unintelligible speech. But it 
is divinely purposed that these things 
shall be Introduced to man and become 
known and established facts and prac
tices, yea; in time to be taught in the 
common schools and colleges.

Cosmic commerce implies the use of 
nature s forces and substances of hith
erto unused kinds and in ways new to 
men of this age. Electricity, the queen 
of nature s forces, drawn from the earth 
and supplemented by that of the ele
ments, will revolutionize many things 
and pave the way for man the student 
to receive the truth concerning creation 
and all evolutionary processes. He will 
learn to verify the prophecies of the 
Bible in scientific demonstrations 
through the wireless system of mental 
and general telegraphy, the establishing 
of light towers from which the light 
shall flash from the east to the west 
and fill the earth with glory. Man slfh.ll 
also wholly learn himself: learn what 
is or constitutes life: how these fluids 
—electricity, magnetism and ether are. 
interactive and pass through the silver
cord to the golden bowl or soul seat, 
nourish the life or spirit in man.

to

their chance of arrest and fine or. im-, 
prisonment. When I asked if the order, 
included spirit mediums, he said. Yes? 
all are classed under that head of for
tune tellers, and would be dealt with in 
that way/ , The writer was one that 
was warned." 1

The church still talks about- "evi
dence.' about "reason." about "freedom 
of . conscience..' and the "liberty of 
Speech." and yet . denounces those who 
appeal to reason, and who honestly ex
press their thoughts—Ingersoll.

The acknowledgment. of . weakness, 
which we; make in Imploring to be re
lieved from hunger and temptation is 
surely wisely put in our prayer.—

"They will learn to keep up the re
quired ratios of these substances by 
thought, proper foods and proper con
duct. to thus prolong life on in a strong 
and healthy condition to a much greater 
age, and garner wisdom for eternal en-- 
joyment."

Now we read in our daily papers the 
efforts and accomplishments of such 
men as Tesla. Edison. Marconi, and oth
ers in electrical science. Many other 
noble minds are delving into these stud
ies and the establishing of the referred- 
to light towers to be lighted by electric
ity drawn from the earth and supple
mented by that of the elements . will* 
some of these days be a realized tiling. 
Many grand demonstrations will then:' 
result, which are not yet thought ot 
oven by those capable of bringing the 
results of their arduous studies inta 
useg of different kinds.

I am sure these things will so be. be
cause all that I have ever beheld clair- 
voyantly has come and does come t« 
pass, but some things are slow, verify
ing the Baying that "God s mills grind 
slow but sure. MRS. M. KLEIN. ,

Van Wert, Ohio.

«stià-i

Self-reliance is one of the progenitors 
greatness —Anoa,

. Think of the egotism of a man who 
believes that an Infinite being wantq 
his praise^Ingersoll.
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materializing toggery.

manages to arrange for the

work. Truth loves the light of day.

out with
and crea-

place to drop all such medl- 
their apologists, and repudi-

time and 
ums and 
ate both.

Nature

In the 
what is

name of aU that is sacred, 
Modern Spiritualism coming

and the spirits came 
pretty, shining stars

A Trenchant Article From the Pen of C. 
W. Stewart,

4?

Wpö
The raEüGiohLor/

The Court of Inquiry.
It is now in Session .to 

take into careful and criti
cal consideration the Arti
ficial Toggery, often un
clean, used by some mate^ 
rializing mediums, to make 
up in proper form your an
gel friends and loved ones. 
Honesty or Fraud; Which?

* ■ r
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MUSIC CURES INSANITY.

Lyman C. Howe Visits Buffalo and Col
lins, New York.

Buffalo is the first city I ever visited 
as a spiritual itinerant It was in 
1856-9. Then Mrs. F. 0. Hyzer, Thomas 
Gales Foster and Cora Lu; V. Scott were 
the ideal standard? of the • spiritual 
platform, and Ite thrilling inspiration?. 
Few, if any, have ever surpassed them, 
and rarely are they equaled. Platform 
tests were Yuiknownf but the largest, 
halls were packed, with, intelligent, 
eager listeners to.the startling utter
ance's and brilliant, oratory of the 
heaven inspired, speakers. >

As it vfas my “first love," Buffalo has 
ever been;a favorite . center to me. 
Many, montlis-r-aggregating years—I 
have ministered to, the faithful, through 
the varying-changes that have marked 
the footsteps of , progress in Buffalo. 
Last Sunday, June 4, I again made my 
bow to a Buffalo audience, at the Tem
ple (Church), corner of Jersey apd 
Prospect streets. The day was dark, 
and rain respected not.our . feelings; 
and the chill was trying to the faith of 
Christian Science. .But there was a 
lively sprinkling of children and young
sters, and the tried and true of the 
oldsters, made a respectable audience. 
Mrs. Dillon was fpll of life to inspire 
the lyceum and lead it into the spirit
ual arcana in search.of truth. "

The evening brought out a fine audl-' 
ence, Including Mrs. Dr. Matteson, fresh 
from Syracuse, where she bad been to 
share the annual meeting of the State 
Association, of which she is an active 
and valuable memper, and now elected: 
to serve on the official board.

The strong personality of Prof. Wm. 
M. Lockwood and wife. surprised me, 
as intellectual illuminators, and he is 
to give some scientific lectures at the

F 'Mediumship Defended
And Advocates the Philosophy of Splr- 

■‘n itualism.
' ’k-’- '!«< ~ ,

To ILeìÉ^gr.éf the New. York Amer- 
ican:r-jY your paper of May 21, 
an. qrWgle ffign Ml® Wheeler Wilcox on 
Psycb^ Phwjomeina, and I. read the 
commjij)Icat|pji wlth nmcU interest as I 
(io all ftrtlplgj^from the pen of this gift
ed wrygr. ^iig^come^ndqr my obaerva* 
tion, ^diyqt J iiBay pot always agree 
with to' contusions.. .

Mr^Wilpox! says, she had been asked 
to give hey opiqloji upon , the above- 
named,, pupjgct, and surely she has a 
right tp 'her opinion, and a right to ex
press it, tqo, ?nd as a thinker her opin
ion is entitled to respect. But it is said 
there^ye.atyay#,two,sides to a ques
tion, ariq some subjects are many-sided, 
and we are wiser if we hear all sides, 
.and with, your permission, Mr. Editor, 
the writer^ would .like through the col
umns, of your.interesting and.progress
ive paper.’to voice a few thoughts on 
the other side of tiffs importato subject, 
and ¿also kindly review some of the 
statement? of .the article in question,

Thè writer says she agrees with a 
certain jufis® I1! llis remark, that 
“proofs of,the,existence of the mind of 
man after death vias the most import
ant matter in’the whole world,” and. 
further speaks of the subject as an “im
portant and beautiful study,” and it 
would .seem tjiat a subject of so vast 
importance should be world-wide in its 
application, and, yet Mrs. Wilcox would 
limit ita study, to just a few of the hu
man racp, Bliq says: “I would earnestly 
advise any ope who is not in robust 
physical condition,, and not in the pos-,

andtoo, among the street-sweepers 
ditch diggers, and these latter are of 
equal importance in the great field o.f
Hfe with the masterful orator or artist, 
and thus it is in the natural order of 
things that there should be master 
minds in’tilings spiritual, or in seer
ship, blit thjs does not signify that 
these’’masterful minds or/ "knowers," 
know’ it all. 'There is still the great 
field of unexplored knowledge, No 
master, or expert, or adept has exhaust
ed. the fountain of wisdom or drank all 
thé exhilarating waters from the well
of knowledge; there is still plenty 
from which the average mind can still 
quaff and be refreshed.

My gifted sister writer says she Is 
‘’convinced of the immortal truth un
derlying it all, and also of the danger 
lurking in such investigation," But, 
my good sister, danger lurks , every
where. The danger is in excesses and 
abuses, and not in the normal and ju
dicious use of methods and things; and 
I would advise all people who would 
come into a better understanding of 
life, its great meaning and purpose; 
who would come Into a higher under
standing of self; who would know the 
unfolding of latent powers and possi
bilities of bejng; who would sense the 
expansion of intellect; who would real
ize the exquisite joy of mental and spir
itual freedom, 'who would have their 
will strengthened, their sense of per
sonal 'responsibility quickened, their 
individuality Intensified, 'their standard 
of moral action elevated, and. their 
sense of justice enlarged—I would ad
vise all such to investigate psychic phe
nomena with its accompanying philos
ophy which really constitutes the phil
osophy of life and the science of living. 
I would advise all people who would be

Motherhood the Best Guarantee of 
Good Citizenship.

Wo call ourselves a republic. Are 
we? A republic is k country governed 
by representatives elected by the peo
ple. Are we? No. The. men of our 
country elect the representatives, but 
the men are only a fraction of the peo
ple, and no matter how good a fraction 
is, it can never be the whole,

The puritans caught, the idea of re
ligious liberty for themselves, but they 
denied it to others; yet they regarded 
themselves as upholding freedom. 
Church member? paly were at the time 
allowed to vote.' After the close of the 
Revolutionary war it was the,taxpayer 
only who could vote. Later, .under 
Thomas Jefferson, the great democratic 
principles were advocated and white 
male citizens only might cast the ballot. 
Ths republicans blot out the wordv 
“white” and male citizens only may 
vote.

This country can never be a true re
public while these limiting words 
stand. If the true republic would be 
upheld, every citizen, male and female, 
at the age of 21, should have the right 
ot franchise. Disfranchised persons 
are described as “male idiots, male Ig
naties, male criminals, male children— 
that distinction? Why do governments 
exist? For the protection of property, 
'for the fulfillment of law for the devel
opment of the people. Are not women 
interested in these matters? tA woman, 
from cradle to the grave, has her life
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Crisis Pending in the Ranks of Spiritualism

to?
Is it possible that the claim made by 

the alienist materialists that belief in 
Spiritualism is evidence of mental de
generacy is to be verified and sustained 

, by such special pleading as that of 
Judge Dunn in a recent issue of The 
Progressive Thinker?

The whole article is a plea in extenu
ation of rascality on the part of both 
spirits and mortals. For admitting for 
the sake "Of the argument that Winans 
procured the paraphernalia under spirit 
influence, and it was afterward used 
upon his person by spirits, it only shifts 
the rascality from the mortal to the 
spirit. Yes, but Winans always tells 
the circle that there are “ethereallza- 
tlons, materializations, and persona
tions." Yes, I know that he does, and 
once in a circle held by him with mos
quito netting tacked to the floor around 
him, a tall figure wrapped in a sheet 
appeared before me and some one sug
gested that it was my mother. I asked 
if it was, and the figure bowed asaent. 
I put my hand upon the head of the 
spook, and found that the hair (?) re
sembled grey Spanish moss, and in 
quantity almost sufficient to stuff a 
chair, while the fact was that my moth
er had very fine black hair, combed low 
on her forehead in her earth. Ilie. I at 
once stated that this was not my. 
mother, and in so doing I incurred the 
lasting hatred of Winans and his adher
ents. At the close of the seance a few 
of us concluded to investigate the 
“test” conditions a little, and we found 
that while the netting was tacked to 
the floor, it was tied to a hook overhead 
and had a convenient draw-string in it 
which enabled the "personating” spirit 
to simply unhook the net, open the 
drawstring, and step outl

It was the air of mystery assumed by 
Mesmer that caused the French Acade
my to sit down on him so hard, and it 
Is a pretty safe rule to go by to coreful- 
ly watch all alleged media who clothe 
themselves with an air of great mys
teriousness TRUTH DOES NOT

the principles of mediumship, and 
would know what true test conditions 
were. "

I have seen ipanifestations of this 
kind that -were given under conditions 
where fraud was impossible, and have 
talked with my own spirit wife, and 
have seen her dematerialize right be-- 
fore, not only my own eyes, but a’com
pany of ladies and gentlemen saw all 
that I saw and heard all that I heard; 
and this with a medium who would 
scorn the idea of sitting under any 
other than test conditions, as well as 
the idea of accepting remuneration for 
thus sitting. And when there is a 
suggestion that any kind of parapher
nalia is necessary to facilitate the mani
festations, right then and there is the

advent of human beings into this 
sphere of existence with a body suita
ble for general purposes, and no para
phernalia of any kind are necessary to 
facilitate the process. And if the claim 
that the spirit realm is a perfectly nat
ural world is worth anything, then the 
coming back into visible form of one 
who has entered the next expression of 
life ought to be as natural a process as 
the first. DIRTY CHEESE-CLOTH 
AND FALSE HAIR AND FACES FORM 
NO PART OF THE MID-WIFE'S OR 
THE ACCOUCHEUR’S OUTFIT, AND 
TO CLAIM THAT A SPIRIT CANNOT 
MANIFEST WITHOUT THEM IS TO 
BRING THE WHOLE SUBJECT . TO 
THE LEVEL OF THE VAUDEVILLE 
STAGE! '

It is the almighty dollar that is at 
the ’bottom of all this rascality, and 
when Spiritualists will organize for bus
iness ’purposes, and see to it that when 
a medium is proven honest they shall 
be not only protected, but the organizar 
tion see to it that they are freed from 
the struggle for a living, then there will 
be no Incentive to such reprehensible

saw a medium in this city over a year 
ago agree to go under test conditions 
to give materialization, and after all 
the arrangements for the tests were 
made, the womans, husband slipped in
to the cabinet, thus ruining the test,

WEAR A MASK, even If “personating” 
spirits do and any cause that excuses 
such trumped-up nonsense will fail, 
and ought to fail.

There seems to be a continual con
flict wage]! in the ranks of the Spiritual
ists growing out of their failure to 
catch the significance of the trend of 
scientific and progressive thought at 
the present time.

What is it that causes the constant, 
Universal harmony that characterizes 
the Royal Society of England? 11 is to 
be found in the fact that each and ev
ery member is, a devotee of natural 

. truth, and is willing to sacrifice 
everything on the Altar of Truth. A 
number of active workers in the cause 
of Spiritualism, including myself, be
lieve that so-called spiritual phenome
na are natural phenomena, and al- 

jltthough they are the highest class of 
i natural phenomena, they are no mgre 

। remarkable, per se, than the blooming 
-mof a flower. As Prof. Hyslop said to 

me over a year ago, “in the light of 
y.modern scientific investigation the 

words natural and supernatural have
V । both lost their meaning.”

Another reason for this harmony is 
\ in the fact that the Royal Society does 

. not deal in gods and religions, except
ing as ethnological subjects. One of 

""..the greatest causes of discord in our 
ranks at present is the effort to church- 

" nlize Spiritualism, and this makes it 
i )nuch easier for the practice of rascal- 

{ty. When anything is cloaked with a 
lalo of false reverence, that moment

: thè road is opened for. the entrance of 
I ‘‘pious fraud." The history of theolo- 
, gy is but a record of this fact. A me

dium, like everybody else, is sacred only 
when he is the embodiment of truth.

, A spirit is no more an object of rever- 
' enee than is a mortal in earth life, and 

when this truth is fully compréhended, 
people^ will cease anting in open- 
mouthed wonder listening to the most 
ridiculous twaddle, purporting to 'come 
from the prophet Isalag, or some of the 
Greek philosophers’.

CUT OUT THE RELIGIOUS ELE
MENT, PLACE SPIRITUALISM 
WHERE IT. BELONGS IN THE CATE
GORY OF SCIENCE, AND YOU WILL 
NOT ONLY PUT A STOP TO THE 
WRANGLE OVER THE UNKNOWA- 
BLE, BUT WILL, TO A GREAT DE
GREE STOP THE DEPREDATIONS 
OF THE FAKIRS.

I uridertake to say. here and now, af- 
, ter thirty-four years of investigation of 
this subject, that mo genuine, mediums 
tor' materialization will, have In their 
possession, or allow in the seance room,, 
any such paraphernalia as is said to. 
have been found .in the possession of 
Charlie: Winans;. Mòre than that, I Bay 
here and now, that no genuino medium, 
for-materialization Will refuse to dub-: 
mlt to reasonable test conditions, pro- 
¡sided by a committee that understands

cents all over their "spirit robes,” amid 
the Ohs! and Ahs! of the residents of 
Easy street who, as Barnum said, will 
pay more to be gulled than they will 
pay for the pure, unadulterated truth. 
And this very medium (?) has admitted 
that she was party to a precious bit of 
fraud that was recently exposed.

Out upon all the wretched rotten 
crew! Out upon the whole ignorant 
gullible crowd that follow in the wake 
of these charlatans to get a test from 
their great-grandmother, and have no 
use for the philosophy, which, if they 
had sense enough to comprehend it,, 
might save them both dollars and 
shame!

All “John and Mary" mediums who 
have had a cold chill down their backs 
and have started out to get a quarter 
out of the gullible public with a “test
er,” should be sat upon at once. Bet
ter, far better that the world should 
wait another thousand years for proof 
of future life than that this glorious 
truth should be smirched and slimed 
with the filthy elements of falsehood 
and fraud.

Another abomination of desolation in 
our ranks is the would-be leaders and 
managers who want to be the whole 
kite, when they are not competent to 
serve even as the tail of one! Here, 
for Instance, comes the Light of Truth, 
that like Atlas, has the whole world on 
its back, and is “TESTING THE SPIR
ITUALISTS OF NORTH AMERICA 
SPECIFICALLY AND THE SPIRITU
ALISTS OF THE WORLD GENERAu-

regulated by the government. Should 
she not have somethipg to say abput 
what shall be the kind of government 
she is controlled by?

In old times the men of this country 
made ne>v laws for themselves, but im
ported the old common law for women, 
the common law preventing the mar
ried ones from holding or inheriting 
property or Ln collecting her wages it 
she earned them. During the last sixty 
years, since woman’s suffrage hae been 
agitated, these laws have been im-1 «XS
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church on week evenings, taking a door .
fee to meet expenseses. T regret that I sesslom pf a strong will, a clear reason- 
I am not to be one of his pupils for this ing brain and-, a' well-balanced mind to 
week arid next, on Wednesday evenings, keep away from psychic phenomena.” 
There are some superficial Spiritualists Now as a matter of fact there seems 
who affect to discredit Frof. Lockwood to be , but few. people comparatively in 
as a Spiritualist, calling him a material- robust or perfect health, and the great 
1st, and even denouncing him aa a mass of humanity are not the posses- 
“dangerous element” for spiritual sors of a strong, will, clear reasoning 
Camp meetings! How ' any intelligent brain or well-balanced minds, nor yet of 
person, after hearing his, lectures, or I strong Individuality.
reading his books-and letters to the» The mind of the great mass of the 
spiritual press, can see any ground for people is fashioned ob molded by the 
such charges, surpasses my understand- prevailing thought of the age ; they 
ing. He Is a materialist, and does riot drift with the tide—the great coutolesB 
deny it; but his materialism is of that throng of humanity have never been 
scientific order that demonstrates the awakened ,to the, need, or indeed to _____ „ „
continuity of human life, and potion of p^rty, to"~thë I brary, and ¿re furnished"at a’wmi
municaUon of excarnate men and wo- onenl a bound- and benefits untold will accrue there- administration of justice and the de- 8um- AI a« substantially bound 1
men with the denizens of this world, setoed to the world that opens a bound- frQm R enslaved velopment of the race, it would seem ?eatly printed, and those who purclK
and the frank and free expression of a less field pf knowledge to the human f cramped and dwarfed by the dog- that she would have a share In making them are delighted with them. The!;
belief to immortality. If thia does not mind, shall the multitude be* barred maa ’^d “¿pereSuons of the past ttte the laws. one t0 aPPeaL "LETTERS FROM Æ
constitute a man a Spiritualist, what from its benefits? Shall the Investira- tne women wh0 are unflt for I SPIRIT WORLD." written throughX
does? Ho has no apology for bogus t(on of thto Important and beautiful | at prog remlve ¿«8«, Le£heovee^^ of that remarkable Xf
mediumship, and strikes hard against study be left solely to such men as "®8 “ouent. And to me there to no sen government, as tnere^are men unni dlunlj Carlyle PelerslI ghould b 
frauds and shams of all kinds If this * oS »nceTh  ̂that ^eZme“ K «ZÆ tot^guaren“ ^brary. Read the following cX
is cause fora church trial and excom- Newton, D^’imka^^ Thought. It to the diamond rare that good citizenship that exists, and it is £ul^„ haVR now _w_. J t
munlcatlon from the spiritual fraternity terest thereto mtb. wucox says, lenas flaahes <t SDiendor ot reason amld fhB motherhood. « .Uav® now TWELVE magnificentit might improve the condition of Spir- dign ty to the study ” She seema to be > f ®“°°r °r reason amid the motnernooa. Premium Books, and you can select
itualism to ostracise the t“lty. tokin^^^ NatS ¿XS’"s^ '

sensible Sniritualist who loves the chance,iand n»te the progress^ , “°- -----------►-----------  This is the price, remember, when youtaut cani Œto coddle and protect In Mrs. Wilcox ^kes un- o^ britone™ T° A M0U“ M0THER‘ I order only one book in connection with
anv ImnoBltfon whether it be practiced qualifié, statements that neeu to be “X® ' “ public work bringing me -------- _ a yearly subscription. Tne paper, one
bv a medium to supplement the genuine vérified-to bQito<iePted as fact, and the al“ost dally into copiant with people (Dedicated to Mrs John Patterson, year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

cotctenS Pre- I?V®8t,gated al?nf ^ese of North Dakota.) Any two ot the Twelve Premium
is in no sense a medium, and abuses elude to? pppsltdllty of verification. > e my 1 would not wipe away a tear or soothe Bo?a® ¿°pGntBi'
nubile confidence bv systematic Ivina She sayfi; Mftpy degenerates, if not all, “ensjng in my own organism the in- the deenest crief Any three ot the iwelvff Premium
and preconcerted deception. half th«insane, and many invalids are V th“®fôregotogFor ln them both the’re is a force that Bo°^ '{°arma[ “¿°' ,

Brother Atcheson nresided over our simply^victimfi of obsession” (by evil naa ,ea t0 “¡°, toregoing conclusions. brines such sweet relief- Any four of the twelve Premiummeettng®rg^d music entertained and spirite)-%I ^,etoIt is quite impossible And ye®I feel so sad for’those who B°± y" ^V^e^Pren.rnm
sweetened the hour, old friends met, to verl^these sweeping assert ons for uP°a which Ideas we builded. ]ose a ntUe chnd< Any five of the Twelve- Premium
and new ones were introduced, and the I eren a ^mMter that B^ie style^ the Jamestown, New Yotk ' And down within their spirite fall to B J Twelve’ Premium
:^TfoX^™ ------------ ------- ------------ be quite reconciled. Books you may order, price »2.05.
I exoMt to sneak to toe same chrnSi toe causes of wrong-doing are manifold. . CORBECTION There is a sadness deep and low within Any seven of the Twelve Premium
1 expect. to speak ta tne same enurçn h je a o. i A CORRECTION a mother’s breast, Books you may order, price $2.25.
FroTÆ ISK ttZÏÏŒta « ’ ■ . -- ----- ! When close unto her’mother heart ths _ Any eight of the Twelve Premium

to Colffns^about^e mfies south of North every ^dividuM degenerate, and. the Made by. William F. Nye,‘ of New Bed- lifeless form Is pressed, you may order, price $2.Go.
Cotons where“for ttorty years toe same regarding the insane. I question ford, Mass. But when we know that naught Is lost A?y a’ne of the Twelve Premium
greatAnnual meeting of the Friends of « ^one knows that, halt the insane -------- and death is but a change, ^s youmay 0^er'T^
Human Progress did a world-wide work P®°Ple are bo because they are obsessed To the Editor:—In your list of Spirit- W® passlnS on to be so Books you may orderj prlce ?310
for freedom and Spiritualism. by evil spirits, The causes of insanity, uad camp-meettngs we particularly note ve y stra s ' Any eleven of the Twelve Premium

On Monday evening, June 5, in com- “e same as or wrong-ooing, are many. g<)od thingS Baid Of onset (presum- All beings in the stream ot life are float- Books you may order, price »3.40.
pany with Mrs. Howe and her relatives, This bas oft been maao oy ad;y |,y management), and interest- ing with the tide Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre-
I visited the State Asylum tor the In- Theosopmsts. ed as I ever have been in Onset’s devel- And in the rushing current oft are mium Books here announced are sent (
sane. It is a beautiful .and .wonderful Mrs. Wilcox also reiterates tne Opment, it is amusing, to say the least, swept from side to side; - out, all postage prepaid, for »3.75, some-f
place. 500 acres of, ground in a very ®barge that mediumship is destructive what they say of its pure water supply A mother clinging to her child is often thing never before equalled in thia'' 
complete state of cultivation, worked to toe physical, mental, moral ana spir- fntroduced several years since by a torn away country or Europe.
mostly by the patients, and buildings welfare of the medium. company having the best Interest of To meet and cling far down the stream Bear in mind that every order for a
ail of brick, covering a large area that “be says-. mefilinns as a rule are un- chosen spot at heart, little expect- upon some future day. Premium must be accompanied with à
makes it seem like a modern city. We I able to> distinguish between mind-read-1 jng any pecunjary gajn jor a decade, but ... . . .. , , ,,, yearly subscription for The Progressive
witnessed the dance. in the spacious “g and seership r but is there any they d((J expect a helping hand from the Tis }h® end when they depart, tts Thinker. We repeat that the world
hall built expressly for entertainments e*"!11!? in this?^My ®p*n’oa , “at the Lyae zealous directors of the association _ not forevermore; ... bas nevdr seen the like of it before.
for patients. wl^nraâiced^^^ Wh<? Hnn?ally collect î4’000 from 018 Th®the other shoreBr0W De' W“ ’ UP°“ 0UR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE-

It is a model of fine taste, elegant 'Yas practiced upon herself a score or 3ociation's property consisting of 37 „„ “s other snore, m..... orin.zO cr.D 7C
appointments, beautiful scenery, and t,mea by mediums, regarding a desired cottages, a large temple, a large casino, Where angels teach them of their souls, MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75. 
nollshed cleanliness. It is about seven event, was-on the part of toe boat landings, many bath houses, etc. iF?1? taortaI bodies free. The follow-ing is the list of titles of
years since it was started and there communicating rather than that of the But in the yearg that watec The higher laws, toe truer life of im- the Twelve Premium Books: 
are now about seven hundred and fifty- Psycblo> ^anP'ffas writer any could not purer and better" mortality. _ d EoC^l0?.?dl.?5 °/ P°,atb, and
eight patients and more coming. Many I ffpowledgeto the contrary? and which the state board of health has DR. T. WILR1NS. Life in the Spirit World, VoL 1.
have been cured and discharged. I ^ra- Wilcox said that at a certain jft-onounced the best in the state, has ----------- - - — - ----------- J ?b0 Encyclopedia of Death, and

The music is one ot toe best reme-1 b®r taresUgation she found not been introduced into a single one ot Helped by Spirits. Dite in toe Spirit vVorld, Vol. 2.
dies. It may also be one of tire best toat her wlU, and the sense of personal tliejr buildlrfgs, and toe occupants .of we are often asked of what use Is m and
preventives, not only of insanity, but all responsibility waa being lessened. tbem all have to bring water in buck- Snirituallsm. It is of use often in Bav- ' Ji,fe ln Pæ S/ W°> d’ ^°'d'Mhor mdodlM - My own experience of more than toir- etB from a driVPn well Rnt nn the spiruuarism. re is or use ouen in sav tkres voiUmes have been prepared byW^ stayed tto about 11:30 p.m., dur- ty W investigation along this we “e S »m ^“1»^ Îwm'Œon0“ LV™'1" They contain invaluable
ing which time nature joined in the portant subject has been exactly toe for privilege of bringing this ele- where I have been saved. mto-m nr XTnndnnp
festivities in a sublime display of py- opposite. .My own will has been ma- ment of salvation to the grounds—and «orne thirty years aao Ï was tending
rotechnlcs, and a superb rendering of terially strengthened my sense of per- Balvatton it truly haa ' been, for the aa < “n nlaner I had on R ‘ what if RrffiJn ta' y
battle hvmns of the clouds sunnle- sonal responsibility largely increased, water from the drive wells waa hecnm- an,,lr®n P*aner- 1 naa on it wnat is Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.oatue nymns or tne ciouas, suppie inmvirtiialitv Btriklnelv-devel- « \ m i .! “rl ;e wens was oecom- 1 called a planer jaw. It is somewhat 5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult-
mented by a baptism of her summ^ by vaults and cess- Uke a vl86( for holdlng small pieces lsm, by Mrs. Emma Hai dmge Britten,
tears, the whole ma!^cs a scene sub- ’ of j have knowledge. ™ l0USaa?S rev®“ue in while being planed, which it would be ■ 6—The Next World Interviewed, by

.P b®* I Tify gistsr worker would havs no ons I ciai- in ® very difficult to hold without it. While Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable’me-
Now don’t you tell that I am just out - “y slsleJ °“® sist in their course, scarcely contrib- on „ rprtain nccaainn I nnfier- aium

of- an insane asylum; for L might be $ot health have anything to uting t0 a single fountain presented tooWo adiust a niece of iron that had 7—The Occult Life of Jesus by Alex
suspected of having been obsessed, do wRh J8^0“y them to which the water company Is become lojge wlthout stopping the ma- ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.
But against the obsession theory it is Perience Untaught me that thou™ watBr. which was a very dangerous 8-A Wanderer m the Spirit Lands,
noteworthy that for most of toe cases Xpet°hP'0^ power I have J^i l°y °f °nSu?“anaSem®nt is thlag'to do. The planer jaw }n moving Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
there are natural causes easy to dis- a“y Psy“to PX were with °1® s®7“ years back and forth passed very near to thl English medium.
cover, and by the application of natural Known mw mediums wno were atting of the entire property of the asso- back- uprigbt of the planer. To adjust »-The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
antidotes they are cured and discharged.. ?°ld.0 of their Isychle wers^who t S madt ‘be^res, wh ch for tbe pIece t bad t0 place my hand for- Science, by Hudson Tuttle.
One case that does not seem to im- toeing of thefr psyçhlc powers who many yBarB baok bas deprived all hold- of jaw and if not taken away 10-Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
prove much, is toat of a Fredonia man bave be^ restorer to neaitn tnrougn ers tbe property of toe Onset Bay ia time thé hand would be caught be- Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles, 
who has spent most of bls life with fe^d tlea Xre are manTmedl “°V“ 010 tween 018 3aw and frame of toe H-The Great Debate BetweenMoses
horses, and owned some racers, and his sPlrlt- Ana. tnen tnere are many mem any of its revenues. We are literally nlaner and the wrist cut off or crushed Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
whole mentality was absorbed in toe bXr?ndUe%^ for'.3astice in th® ln time to save my hand, some 12-Letters from the Spirit World,
horses and races. He fancies himself blessings in this state courts, and the. pubUc .are decrid- power outside of myself jerked my written through the mediumship of
a horse, frequenüy claiming that he is the »at the methqds of hand back out of danger. If it had been Carlyle Petersilea.
the famous trotter Duke that he I Ne -Y__whoso wonderful 8 ^^P’111®®^^ directors are not I delayed one second of time I would Each Spiritualist should at once com-
Mother think» he is a nost and he work is known: throughout toe state, my dear Mr Francia r am baye lost my hand. menclng forming a Spiritualist and Oo<
, AJ;»®?, wnnas ne is a post, ana ne - . ftnd benefited oto- > Ji aear -»anpis, * am lay- Another instance, I was thrown to the I cult library.is stiff and straight, and when he danc- bas cured thousands ana oenentea oui I tng bare these conditions of what in the emnnd hv n rnnawnv horse the conse-1 j n - < -, ,es all his motions conform to the ideal I er thousands.e She devotes her tlme yearfi paat was one of the most prosper- auence was a stiff left shoulder joint 11 when orderlnS a Premium Book, one 
post, rigid, inflexible. One patient sud- the, work, and has for 0UB Spiritualist camps In the country, Sd n^t move my shoulder joint. 1 or more'you must Bend ln a year,y EUb-
denly came to himself In toe midst of years,-and Is happy, hale and mOre in pity than Iff*anger, and to show was sitting bv the stove and went to I 8criPtlon ior Th® Prefiresslve Thinker, 
toe dance aqd wondered where he was ”^¿‘ ¿re-t® I may add that I °f and flnanc,al sleep, when some outside force took me
and how he came there. He was cured B^nF’ th^ Tuld by the arm and gave it such a sudden
fro“ ?at„.S* ». »_______ ierk that It loosed toe joint so that it

rid of the element of* fear, who would I proved so that now married as well as 
have removed the dread and terror that single women may hold property. 1
has so long hung as a pall of gloom ’ Last year Massachusetts passed a 
over the gateway of death—1 would ad- MU which the women had been working 
vise all such to study the great subject for fifty years entitling a woman to a I Truly, the world has never seen th< 
of spirit return. legal right in her own child. like before. Search the annals of Ills/

But beware of fakirs; use discretion There are now 500,000 children under tory, ancient and modern; critically e7 
and judgment in the selection of psy- 14 years of age at work in factories, amine the history of Spiritualism; log 
chics. Tricksters, and pretenders -are and women who are struggling to get here and there, in every nook and cd 

. abroad in the land. One recently came bills passed to prevent it have not been ner of the world, and you cannot fl[ 
to grief in my own city. Clyirlatans able to accomplish It. President Roose- a parallel to the offer made In referen 

' I are prowling around deceiving those velt has been lecturing on the subject of to these twelve remarkable Premia 
j I not on the alert. Believe not every one I raoe suicide. Ib there any race suicide B°°ks- They constltum a wonderfii 
J who claims psychic power, but make like this? Since women are interested valuable Spiritualistic and OccultT

TO A MOURNING MOTHER.

A CORRECTION

LY. "What meat has (his our Caesar 
fed upon that he has grown so great?” 
And worse than all, the editor informs 
us for the most part, the stuff so far 
tested- Is exceedingly “shoddy." Well, 
well! Have we a right to ask the L. of 
T. what is the nature of its test condi
tions? Do the proprietors of King 
Solomon’s Mines employ the same as- 
sayer to test the Spiritualists and the 
same chemicals with which they locate’ 
great, gobs of wealth in “Country 
rocks?” Are they like the old fellow 
in NevSda .that told ot a mine that he. 
had located that was “full of pirates, 
and chloroform?”. We qre all growing- 
anxious to learn whether we belong to 
the class called shoddy, or those who 
ate all wool and a yard wide! And 
when this party gets toe-sheep and the 
goats separated, will he take.the sheep 
that have been sheared to sit at the 
right hand of “our Father which Is'In 
heaven?”.And will-the, goats .-.that- are 
“shoddy.” be driven into quter darkness 
where there will be weeping-and wail- 
ipg and gnashing of teeth? If so, 1 

: shall brook no delay; but will employ a 
dentist at once tbat I may-have some
thing to gnash! O, for a few E. V.

. Wilsons In the -flesh to satirize*. this 
: mlsamble kness and mixture of vanity 

and assurance! ■ r ,
Spiritualtom to in thto-world just as

Good medicine nleaaant to take1 vet others haw 'been cured of the tobacco] revealmentB are no less deserving of Jerk that it loosed tne joint so that ituooo meoicme, pleasant to rase, yet nnm« habit etc through reveaimenis, are no less aeserying of has been all right ever since but I never
dancing is so wicked.! Habit, the liquor napit, - etc., tnrougn censure than the frail mediums in their had anything hurt me as that did The

LYMAN C. HOWE. coming in tou^: with the forces and fraudu]ent methods. nain diedI Xvto a few minutes and 1
influences of,thb spirit realm. _ I - WILLIAM F. NYE.

the sunlight is in the world. It is hot 
here to aid a little mutual admiration 
society getting half-fare rates on the 
railroads, nor yet to assist to publish
ing prayerbooks.' But at present It is 
somewhat adumbrated with theological 
twaddle, and barnacled with, fakes and 
fakery, but it has survived many other 
evils and will doubtless survive these, 
and wheh it does, it will rest upon the 
foundation of scientific truth, untram
meled with either churches or pious 
fraud, which have always supplement
ed each other In robbing;/ humanity.

Yours for scientific truth,
’ C. W. STEWART.

. "Origin of. Life, w Where Man Cornea 
From.’.' “The Evolution of the- Spirit 
from ' Matter- ThTough organic * Pro*' 
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Prlnce lO csnta.

"The Infidelity of Eccleslasticlsm. 
A Menace to American: Civilization." 
By Prof.- W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mm 
iecutar or spiritual-. hypothesis of nt> 
tuna. Scholarly, masterly. trenchant 
Price 25 cants.

_-TT t TA Hr n XYvrn I “aiu ***'i'J a auauucco «au a
Mn, W«cox?péaks of thousands of I New Bedford> F’ N™' have ¿been doubled with it stoce

ifiedlumæTwho tÿrow open the door of , I ln anotner instance, t'.was arawmg
their being to fall sorts” of spirits-and U “ ' 1 fence posts down the mountain. There
declares ithe result of such action is I “Beyond the Valk” A Sequel • to I a steep place where I had to chain 
ruin to them. II have been wondering ^Rending the Vafl.” Being a compila- the Wndwheel. I had placed the chain 
where these thousands of people are. tion, with notes and explanntions, of round 016 forward axletree and as 1 
My own>experlence with mediums has-1 narrations and Illustrations of spirit ex- was passing the chain back between 
been thatisthey have one general spirit periences, spoken, written and made by the forward wheel and the wagop rack, 
helper, Oriis'b'ahd of assistants whose full-form materializations; setting up a my horse hawed just enough to catch 
work is tooprotafct, counsel and advise, scientific and personal verification of my left arm between the wagon rack 
My reseanches'ihave not led me to one "What We Shall Be,” and a code of and the rim of the wheel. I exerted 
single mediumswho kept “open house” ethic?, requisite to the most .speedy re- myself with all my strength to free my 
to all kinds ofvsnlrltB Here aealn ex- altoatlon of the .highest nnd p.urest fe- arm, but was held as firmly as though 
periences differ ’ licity attainable In the future life. A I were in a bear trap. I was out of
' I would..not,Scoff’ at."mastership" faring of anyone. After I had satis-
in things spiritual, nor declare it did , could clear
not.exlst; and W1Ç I haveno acquaint- .n^8 wc«T 7lthout I’became rested to my
anoo with thé- tarticuldr kind of “mas- ture.‘ ■? Y»m. M. Lockwood. fate and became passive. AHof a sud- S&wS I wa? freed The home did not
chic wisdbffi” at. chifeago, of which the ^^fjÆ^Avo^ °“ 1
writer RnonkR Htlll mostorshln obtains lrUm' v ri?- ‘-5 TOlv®i-Was allof a Budden freed.to ofter dXtmcnte“f life Thore in 8UCcInct .V? au’JBta£c« «J Redhouse, N. Y. A. H. FRANK, 
in „orner_.aqçmç)ncnis 01. me. 1Quro lectures, on the Molecular Hypothesis ■ ■
are master&>in. eloquence, In oratory, Nature;-and presents hm vinwa m I ....... . ... •. ','1* .. .. . < ■
4n Mt( in sdulpture; - Hr -mathematics,-jAèinditotrâtlng a^ scianüfldbàdis of Spto. ”H°w to Train Children and Pa
to music; there are masters in the pro-The book is commended to voat8" Mrs- Elizabeth Towne, takes 
fessions, to medicine. In surgery, in law, [ ¿¡t-^hb love to study, and think, the position that in many cases it is the 
In teachlng]-masters in the realm of price 25 cents . - ■ parents that need the training more
Invention, Idi the, field ot physical.soli «TjhWd ÆiWnré, -AMwwnnitf- ta tu® lhan the children, and advises parents
cnce. and’lndhe-world of industry. YesJjjawg ÔÏ Physiological PayoltotoKy and to look to themselves.' Twenty-tlvo 
and on the field of carnage, masters sjètttài Suggestion” By JNWton N. cents could not be better spent, than 
In the “art”'Stim. ' - JUàaélï; 'A mdat excellant wk W 60 W this little book. Anyone that

There are masterfiil home-builders, have the tm tt <2 -.IM* baa the care ot Children should read it
masterful souls to doing good. Masters I coats.

By twenty well-knowp physicans and 
specialists. With 80 half-tono and 
other illustrations. Edited by Albert 
Turner. A handsome volume, .256 
pages, bound ip cloth and gold.

In this volume the editor has brought 
together the teachings of those who 
have made a study of special features 
of the. subject, and the result Is a work 
that is unique and practical, not filled 
with a medley of receipts and formulas, 
so often found in. books on beauty.

Fully illustrated with pictures that 
mean something to the reader, not of 
so-called "beauties,” closing with chap
ters’ of “Hints in Beauty Culture" and 
“Hints Ln Health Culture," which, „If 
followed, would alone he. worth many 
times the price of the volume In secur
ing health and good form, which is pos
sible to all. Price $1.

“The Romance of-Jude. A Story ©9 
the Ufa and Times of the NfcBareap «ad 
His People.” Through the mediumship, 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely to- 
teraatlng book. Neatly bqmd to 
aiuSetUL -- --
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care of the blacks, so day by day 
hunt went bn.

The end of the. first week found 
major almost prostrated and the

Willets. His mother, who was . 
beautiful Miss Nina Trimble of the

A Detailed Account of a Most ReniarM^

ç ’ 3 V A 3 f -i— ” S«*. *

It Is Àbly Answered by L. \V. Billingsley, Attorney, in a Lecture

la There Psychic Phenomena That 
Leads, to a-Rational Inference That 
There Are Communications Between 
Spirits or Entities of Those Who 
Have Passed Over to the Unseen 
World, With Persons in Earth Life? 
The last quarter of a century has 

seen a remarkable epoch for spiritual 
enlightenment. It was an inevitable 
sequence of Increasing knowledge, and 
of a firmer grasp of the psychic laws ot 
the universe. These laws related both 
to the physical and spiritual ' realm. 
Science, with painstaking and patient 
investigation has penetrated and par- 

> tlally unfolded the forces and mysteries
of the universe.

Man has a two fold nature, the physi
cal and spiritual; the former adapted to 

. his material environments and the lat
ter capable of infinite expansion, and 
development in spiritual surroundings. 
There‘are different degrees of manifes
tation ot the physical and ethereal 
realms,

• Science, Thought, Strange Discoveries.
■ Science has reached this point; it 
sees in matter a manifestation of spirit. 
Man through the eyes of science sees 

. that he is encompassed round about,— 

. in which thought carries its messages 
and flashes its images.

Thought is found to be. a vital dy- 
..namic force, that springs into action 

and is manifested in deeds material and 
spiritual. Thoughts are things, JxLtwo 
realms of action. ' r

Some souls have far outstripped oth
ers in potent enlightenment of human-1 

•ity because they had-greater power in 
. interpreting spiritual forces. During 

the last quarter of the 19th century
most remarkable discoveries were 
made; the telephone, phonograph, wire
less telegraphy, and X-ray and other 
strange discoveries have been unfolded 
from the occtiit realm, and harnessed 
up and made of inestimable value to 
man. These strange discoveries proved 
the existence of forces and laws in the 
hidden recesses of Nature;, they re
vealed that there was an important 
spiritual philosophy lying back of them. 
These revelations promoted a strong 
desire for spiritual truth, and for facts 
concerning the soul and its destiny.

All phenomena that tends to throw

th 
th 
ua 
th: 
PU, 
kn 
læ'light on the question of the survival ot 
iJlJhe human personality beyond death, is 
fp"rnow deemed one of the most Important 

matters that can occupy the attention
( of the thinking world. A “scientific 
\ demonstration” of a future life is at-

• ii,L. bZ
Jeff, the huge half mastiff, halt col

lie that until two months ago was the 
property of Maj. Henry Q. Willets of 
Boone, Watauga county. N,‘!U., is the 
hero of one of the strSngest.'romances 
of real life ever tolilMs sePTorth ‘in a 
late number of the 'Chicago Sunday 
Tribune. The great litìgi pél of the 
children of Boone, prèVentètì the mar
riage of his master tef'an adventuress 
who sought to marry teim %bd secure 
an interest in his great' tobacco planta
tion, and. to break utì‘the'match, he 
kidnapped Lee Willets’, thè È year old 
son of Maj. Willets, and cared for him 
for days, feeding, warming, and protect
ing him in the mountain fastness of 
the Blue Ridge. [lr ’ ’

That Jeff stole the cliild to break the 
engagement and re>eal to Maj. Willets 
the real characi'y of the woman be 
thought he loy every person in Boone 
and half tly> yple of Watauga county 
believe. ( ./ the negroes who work 
in the tobacco cross , their foreheads 
with tlie caul of a coon -or rub their 
noses with the left hind foot of a grave
yard rabbit every time Jeff comes near, 
for they believe tlie-spirit of the Ma- 

’ jor’s dead’ wife, their beloved "missy,”, 
directed the actions of-the giant dog., o < ' i

Almost Too Weird to Believe.
The story as told in Boone and the 

surrounding county, is’ so strange and 
weird as to be almost unbelievable, and 
undoubtedly it is colored in-some par
ticulars by the fanatlcisrii 'of the ne- 
groes'and the superstitions of the poor 
whites. Yet, the plain; unvarnished re
cital of what Jeff did and how he did it 
is sufficient to stagger 'belief.

The story as gleaned from the prin
cipal actors and separated from the em
bellishments added by the negroes arid 
poor whites is as follows:

Three years ago a strong, handsome 
man child came to the home of Maj. 
Willets, three miles below Boone, near 
Shull’s MUI®. on the Vilas river. And 
he was christened Lee—Robert E. Lee

(tempted by eminent investigators. The 
ilestiny of the soul is an intensely ab
sorbing question, not only to students 
>f science and philosophy of this day, 
>ut in all ages back to remotest an

tiquity.
Theories, Life Beyond the Grave.

; Various kinds of hypotheses and the
ories have been advanced to explain 
psychic phenomena, that are being pro
duced from time to time. The theory 

. of the subjective mind, and its connec
tion with hypnotism, telepathy, and 

. mind-reading are made to do service 
for seeming spirit communication; in 

■ other words man is made the victim of 
illusions and delusions. The trouble 

/■ and fallacy of these explanations of al
leged spirit communications, are, they 
do not account for, nor cover all, the 

/ phases-of phenomena that are from 
■time to time manifested.

On the other hand, Spiritualists claim 
and endeavor to prove with more or 
less success, often with assumptions, 
that life beyond the grave and spirit 
communion with those on the earth 
plane, is a certainty; and that the spir
it, the real man, still exists with im
proved faculties beyond the grave; and 
that the various phases of psychic phe
nomena, such as rappings, materializa
tion, clairvoyance,’ clairaudlence, psy- 
ehometry, levitation, automatic writing, 
independent writing, trumpet talking, 
whisper talking, spirit photography, 
spirit painting, speaking in strange 
tongues, trance speaking, by mediums 
far beyond the capacity of the medium 
in his normal mind, are all produced by, 
and are due to, spiritual entities, who 
have survived the change called death, 
and bv these various means are able to 

. communicate with their friends on the 
earth s physical plane of existence.

The Views of Eminent Scientists.
Such well known scientists as Prof. 

Richet of Paris, Prof. Crookes, the dis
tinguished chemist, the late Prof. Hare, 
Prof. Hyslop of Columbia University, 
Prof. James of Harvard University, 
Dr. Savage (the learned divine), Dr. Al
fred Wallace,. Prof. Flammarion (the 
eminent astronomer), and many other 
distinguished and conservative investi
gators have affirmed with more or less 
reluctance, that, after allowing for the 
possibility of conscious or unconscious 
fraud, error in judgment, telepathy, 
hypnotism, there still remains a large 
residue of facts and phenomena that 
can be accounted for on no other hy
pothesis than that of the existence and 
acts of spirit Intelligence, in communi
cations -which mortal man on the phys
ical earth plane.

London Psychic Research Society.
The London Society, for Psychic Re

search organized some twenty years 
ago, had for one of its prime purposes 
to expose fraudulent mediums, hypno
tism, and all manner of psychic pre
tenses, by the most rigorous tests, has 
now over thirty large volumes of their 
proceedings relating to thousands of 

4 ,phenomena embracing investigations ot 
’I its members into the occult world, The 

1 members of this society are largely 
composed of the leading scientists and 
investigators of the various countries of 

■ the civilized world. Its late secretary, 
Frederick W. Myers, one of the most 
scholarly men of his times, In investl- 
gating psychology and other occult sci> 

’ ences, became a reluctant supporter of 
the spirit hypothesis.

. Pseudo Mediums Painted Black.
...... Not a great many years ago the 
' claims of .Spiritualists were looked 

. upon with contempt, suspicion and de
rision; but fo'r a tew. years past they 
have been gaining grbund for credible 
demonstrations. It may now be as- 

' sumed in all fairness that many of 
. their statements of fact fire credible 

, and worthy at least of investigation.
One of the great causes of prejudice 

against Spiritualism arose out of the 
■ ground that a’large class of pseudo me

diums, psychics and fortune tellers mas- 
■ queraded under.the title of genuine me
diums. . The presence of these pestif
erous fakirs and confidence men and 
women were a menace, and are so to- 

■ day, to weak-minded and impresslon- 
" able people ot many communities; Only 
a few of these would-be smooth "psy
chics" have any-real -medlumistic pow- 

« ers; thelrichief'stock-in-trade is monu
mental nerve : and • robust .assurance, 
joined to cunning,- shrewdness and . in
cisive knowledge of-frail human nature, 
that aid them in their “graft" ■ .The 
presence of .these -brazen- imitators, 
predicates the existence otgenuine me-

diums. Worthless things a|e -seldom । 
Counterfeited, The more worthy a thing 
is, the greater the number of counter
feits, you will find to be the general 
rule.

All mediums, clairvoyants and for
tune teller^ indulging in sensation ad
vertising and disreputable practices, 
should be avoided with silent contempt.

Real psychic powers should not be 
common merchandise.

The'two extremes of psychic research 
are, crass and 'uncompromising mate- 

! rialism on the one side, and unbound
ed credulity on the other. The unpreju
diced investigators of scientific attain
ments find proofs of spirit phenomena 
without doubt.
Many Spheres of Being and Activity.

The chief concern to the honest in
vestigator is, not so much the verity of 
the mysterious phenomena, but the 
source and cause of their production. 
Investigation lias In the latest era, of 
timez insistently reached out beyond the 
material world. Reason, says that in 
the boundless universe, there probably 
is many spheres of being and activity, 
beyond the material world.

If twenty-five years ago a scientist 
had proclaimed that the humari voice 
could be stored away in a cylinder pf 
wax, and , reproduced innumerable 
tirries, that one could talk with a friend 
over an electric wire à thousand- miles 
away, and easily recognize his voice; 
that messages of love, statecraft, com
merce and war, could be sent thousands 
of miles across the trackless ocean on 
the wings of vibrating air without the 
aid of an electric wire; or that a light 
of such tremendous vibrating power 
could be produced that would enable 
the human eye to look through a man, 
iron plate and other material things, 
such prophecies would have been gener
ally pronounced, as the vagaries of a 
disordered mind; but all of these things 
have since come to pass, and are po
tent realities, for man’s comfort, utility, 
profit, and progress. Tiré unsounded 
depths of the spiritual universe lay 
back of the astounding discoveries, 
from which was rescued and unfolded 
these vast and subtle powers.

The philosophers of the materialistic 
school are putting more limited boimda- 
rles on that zone they once so glibly 
called the “unknowable"—which they 
so tenaciously for a* long time held 
could not be explored. There arfr-now 
but few learned men who have the te
merity to put limitations upon the possi
bilities of man’s knowledge.

Within the little span of 25 years, 
volume after volume has been given -to 
the world on the “Scientific Demon- 
station of a Future Life,”, thus, as it 
ware bridging over the seen and the un
seen worlds. Death has been immeas
urably robbed of its terrors by the 
white light of knowledge.

The Whence, the Why, the Whither.
Most of our knowledge now comes 

through the five senses. Printed and 
written matter is read by the eye, and 

; oral teaching heard by the ear, and all 
is sensed by consciousness. There 
must be other channels of learning to 
Inform ourselves of the realities of the 
universe beyond seeing, hearing, feel
ing, smelling and tasting. Telepathy, 
clairaudlence, intuitions, premonitions, 
dreams and other phenomena lay be
yond the five senses. It is in the prov
ince of the psychic investigator "to ex
plore and analyze these facts, to reveal 
nature and expound her laws.

There is pressing upon us on this 
morning of the 20th century an Irre
pressible craving to solve the problems 
of the whence, the why and the 
whither of our origin, progress and des
tiny. In every age these difficulties 
have confronted philosophy, progress 
and destiny—to know why we came 
here; why we are here; and whence do 
we journey.

The philosophy of the universe calls 
for an exposition of our nature, course 
and future. • No one has an infallible 
grip on truth, though many act on that 
assumption, especially if they are dog
matic, intolerant, ignorant and take a 
little, narrow view of the philosophy of 
life; such souls are to be pitied, yet 
squinting at the great universe through 
a thin crack in their little ■ cabin of 
knowledge, they, would scorn pity.

The Philosophy of the Unlyerse
The philosophy ot the universe calls 

for an exposition, of our nature, course 
and future. Millions of humanity can 
riot believe that we came here for one 
brief stay on earth, and that-our whole 
future Is determined by an, insignificant 
fragment of existence, but that we 
come time and time again to earth life, 
going through a full round of experi
ences, of race, sex, condition, environ
ment, steadily evolving upward, with 
frêshér and better forms, unfolding new 
faculties and increased mental and spir
itual powers, apd more intense aspira
tions for good. Even about us now, we 
see vast differences in humanity, in 

i faculties, aptitudes and capacities. To 
the -leaden minded fisherman the glow- ’ 
ing sunset is likely to arouse no 
thoughts save that of lowering weather 
and its relation to a catch of fish for

I the morrow, while to a genius it unfolds 
inspirations and ideals of indescribable 
delights.

The Phenomena of Spiritualism.'
What Is called spirit phenomena Iq of 

vast Importance to humanity.- Millions 
of people base their belief of the immo'r- 
trility of the soul on the phenomena 
which (they, believe) gives them physi
cal and, tangible proof of communica
tion with the spirits of friends and 
loved ones who have passed over to the 
unseen world. This faith and belief 
has given hope and comfort to millions 
of stricken hearts. . *

That momentous question propound- 
Ved by Job,-“If a man die shall he live 
again?" has to the mind of the Spirit
ualist been answered satisfactorily by 
these phenomena, when they were not 
eatisfied by the words, of sacred relig
ion, and could not grasp the logic of the 
theologian.. It is well to present the 
latest argument of psychologists 
against the conclusions of Spiritualists, 
who admit the phenomena, but.deny the 
source of tlie phenomena to be in spir
its of the other unseen world communi
cating with people living on thé earth 
plane, clothed in physical bodies. Prob
ably the ablest-popular author from 
that point of view is the late Thomson 
J. Hudson, and his contention is set out 
with much force in that greabwork, his ; 
“TheLaw of Psychic Phenomena.” In 
many instances he admits'the premises 
of Spiritism with unusual candor; for 
instance on page 206 of. tlie above 
named work he says: “THE MAN 
WHO DEN1ES.THE PHENOMENA OF 
SPIRITISM TO-DAY IS NOT' ENTI
TLED TO BE CALLED A SKEPTIC, IS 
SIMPLY IGNORANT; AND LT WOULD 
BE A ■ HOPELESS TASK TO EN
LIGHTEN HIM.”. However, he at; 
tempts to explain the origin of the phe
nomena and place it as ho calls it, "on 

i rational principles; and thus removing 
: them from the realm of the supernatu- 
‘ral.” - , - I

■ attention to hind voik *o cover Iris 
> bitter grief—aim «<; Lee was left to the 
! oare of his young «Islers and the negro 
> mammies and to Jett—principally to 
; Jeff.

Say Mother's Spirit Entered Dog.
The negroes declare that from the 

. day that Mrs. Willets died Jeff assumed 
, charge of the boy, and they believe that 

the spirit of the mother guided the big, 
. awkward dog, just reaching his full 
, size, in taking charge of the, baby.

When Lee learned to toddle out on the 
grass in his second summer Jeff walked 
beside him, holding the baby’s skirts in 
his teeth, and dragging him back when 
he tried to run too. near the horses or 
cows. And Jeff would lie by the hour 
on the grass and let Lee pound and 
maul him, pull his ears, jab him in the 
eyes, and haul him by the tail, and sim
ply smile—if a dog can smile.

So, when Lee learned to talk, he 
talked mostly to Jeff and the dog list
ened, according to the negroes, and 
seemed to understand all that the child 
said. Tlie devotion of the dog to the 
child attracted the attention of every
body in the neighborhood, but for some 
unknown and unexplained reason the 
negroes even from the first conceived 
the idea that the spirit of the dead 
mother was directing the dog, and they 
shunned the dog. Even the mammies 
who had charge of the boy scowled and 
muttered when Jeff insisted upon sleep
ing under the baby's crib, and only de
sisted from driving him ’ out of the 
house for fear he might “put the cunj" 
on them.

But everything was peaceful until 
last November, .when Miss Ida Turpin 
of Baltimore, young and bewitching, 
came, to teach school at Todd, a short 
distance from Boone, and the major 
met her. The girl, evidently of good 
family, Jn straitened circumstances, 
saw the major, still handsome and dis
tinguished despite his 58 years, and she 
saw, clearer, his wide acres and his 
growing wealth, of tobacco, his bams 
and his mules, his great tobacco press, 
his cattle and his horses—and she cov
eted them. The major, with his distin
guished air, his snow white hair and 
mustache, riding in his freshly ironed 
linens, with his broad brimmed white 
felt hat set upon his white hair, was 
enough of himself to set the heart of 
any girl Inclined to marriage, and the 
story of his running away to the war 
when only a child, his courage—and his 
riches—added to the palpitation in Ida 
Turpin’s breast

Fascinated by Her Pretty Face.
She had beep reared in luxury, sent 

to the best private school in Maryland, 
and then a reversal had swept away the 
family fortunes and she had been 
forced to teach to support herself, and 
she was bitter. She saw in Maj. Wil
lets the'chance of riches and comfort, 
and, being heartless, she determined to 
wed him. Her smiles to him as he 
rode by the country school near Todd 
drew him back in that direction, and in 
a few weeks he rode out almost every 
day in that direction to meet the pretty 
faced, black-haired school mistress. 
Then by his invitation she came over 
one Sunday to spend the day at the Wil
lets plantation.

The negroes declare that from the 
first both Lee and Jeff hated Miss Tur
pin. Lee ran away when she came near 
nor would his father’s commands make 
him return,-and Jeff showed his teeth 
SHd growled when she approaches. 
' The love affair progressed rapidly. 
The major was completely Infatuated. 
Each Sunday Miss Turpin came to the 
plantation for the day, and each time 
Lee and Jeff showed their displeasure 
.and went away together to the negro 
cabins and ate and slept there until she 
returned to her school. The negroes 
vow that the name of the school-marm 
made the hair on Jeff's neck stiffen out 
straight.

The courtship progressed until in 
March Maj. Willets proposed to the fair ! 
schoolmarm. The proposal was made 
on the front piazza of the Willets plan
tation house and Jeff and Lee were 
playing on the walk below. Maj. Wil
lets now declares that when he' pro
posed, the dog jumped up with a sudden 
growl, ran up on to the piazza, and 
acted as if he was going to attack MIbs 
Turpin, and that Lee, toddling up after 
the dog, slapped at her and told her to 
go away.

Asks All in Exchange for Hand.
Astonished and frightened a little 

bit, Miss Turpin hesitated and refused. 
to answer until the dog nnd child had 
been sent away. Then when the major 
pressed her for an answer she told him 
she would consent to become his wife 
if he would put the plantation in her 
name and deliver the deed to her on the 
wedding day.
. The major, forgetting everything and 
overlooking the grasping tendency of 
the woman, consented, and that even
ing at dinner he announced to his chil
dren his engagement. Lucy and Faith 
hugged and kissed “their new mamma,” 
but—this according to the major’s 
statement—Jeff growled angrily and 
Lee, without a word, climbed down 
from his high chair and toddled out of 
the room, followed by the dog.

Maj. Willets called sharply to Lee to 
return and ■ kiss Miss Turpin, but he 
kept on and went out of thé house, leav
ing the newly engaged pair with an un
canny feeling as to the child and the 
dog. At bedtime Major Willets asked 
for Lee. He could not be found. 
Neither could the negroes find Jeff. A 
hasty search of the negro cabins re
vealed the fact that they had not been 
seen since dusk, .when they went down 
past the mule barns together. The 
great plantation bell was rung and ne
groes were sent to search the tobacco, 
barns and the deserted cabins on the 
river side of the house. ' Eleven o’clock 
çame and nègroes were dispatched on 
horseback to Boone, where Lee's aunt, 
lives, but he had riot been-there, arid 
at. 1 o'clock a general alarm was raised.
Match Ends With Child's Disappear- 

ance.. ■.
Not a trace of the child or the dog 

was found that night, but when morn
ing came a negro brought word that 
they had been.sigh ted near Amathe, go
ing tovvard Stone mountain, the child 
hanging: to the. dog’s collar and the dog 
pulling and dragging the boy alohg.

The weather was chilly,. although 
spring was coming-in that latitude, and: 
the major was frantic. Tn his frenzied- 
anxiety over the safety of his boy he 
storriaed and blamed Miss Turpin. 
"They: ran away because they' hated 
you," he said. “I have been an old fool 
to bring a woman .my child hated into 
my house, and If he dies I will never 
forglvé myself. -If'he..comes back alive 
I will never do anything to drive him 
away rigain.”. - - . ” ■

And Miss Turpin; in her disappoint
ment, revealed herself in her true light. 
She called-themajor-anold-fool Andde- 
dared she wobld sue him' for breach of : 
promise. ,
•“Sueraway,"- stormed the major "Sue 

away. Fil fight to' the end’ heronr any J

scheming'woman can have a penny ot 
my baby's money." _■

The pursuit was taken up In tlie dl- 

fugitives was found. The entire coun
ty was aroused, the alarm went from 
Watauga Falls to Soda Hill, and every
where the planters roused out their ne
groes and searched the hills and val
leys, foot by foot, without finding a 
trace. Four days passed and broken
hearted, the major returned to hie home 
crushed and aged by the disaster that 
he had brought upon himself; The ne
groes In their cabins hinted at witchery 
and they told wild stories of the com
radeship of the boy and the dog, 
Negroes Believe Witchcraft at Work.

Still one great hope remained In the 
heart of the major. It was easy to ’cpn- 
celve how a child might wander into 
the mountains and die, but how a great, 
strong dog could disappear and leave no 
trace was not understandable. The
planters argued that the dog was still 
with the child and that they might 
found in some negro cabin under
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RHEUMATISM
CURED ;

Through the Feet 1
Don’t Take Medicine, External Remedi

Brings Quick Relief. FREE i | 
' on Approval. TRY IT. }

We want everyone who has rheumax 
tism to send us his or her name. Wq 
will send by return mail a pair of 
Magic Foot Drafts, the wonderful exter-< 
nal cure which has brought more com« 
fort into the United Stales than any in« 
ternal remedy ever made, it they glva 
relief, send us -One Dollar: if not don’ll , 
send us a cent. . ■

4* 4

MAGIC

Magic Foot Dians are worn on the 
soles of the feet and cure by absorbing 
the poisonous acids in the blood! 
through the large pores. They cure, 
rheumatism in'every part of the body. 
It must be evident to you that we 
couldn't afford to send the drafts on' 
approval If they didn’t cure. Write 
today to the Magic Foot Draft Co., XOlTi 
Oliver Bldg., Jackson, Mich., for a' 
trial pair of drafts on approval. We 
send also a valuable booklet on 
Rheumatism. -

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

Some moderi scientists have an easy. 
way of discussing spirit phenomena; 
it consists in denying their existence 
and refusing thorn an investigation.

Some men are quite willing to plug 
up their ears and deny tliat ft thunders, 
as they are so wedded to old superset-’ 
tions, traditions, and hear-says. Such 
persons have as little comprehension 
of reason and logic as a frog has of 
astronomy.- It is just that kind of peo
ple who deny all spirit jihenpmena. 
Those who have witnessed certain phys
ical phenomena, such as moving of fur
niture and.other ponderous, objects, 
without contact with any person; flash
es of lights in the darkness of a room; 
distinct utterances of Intelligent speech 
through and without trumpets, and all 
about a room in various tones of voice, 
while the medium was In a sleeping 
trance, must appeal to one’s intelligence, 

. as constituting dynamic force possess
ing intelligence often of a remarkable 
degree, and that It must come from 
spirits of the dead or some other 
source.

. Characteristics of Phenomena;” '
A careful observer of spirit phenome- 

na can note these charabteristics: . - .
First—The phenomena seldom rises 

above the,-ordinary'intelligence of hu-1 
manity. I

Second—The Intelligence imparted 
through the spirit phenomena Js bn a 
level with that of the medium, through 
whom it manifests itself,

Third—The communications often 
rise above his known objective intelli
gence.
. The foregoing are the conclusions 
drawn by Dr. Hudson. Moreover, he 
says, that the alleged communications • 
from the greatest philosophers who 
have gone before, amount to the merest 
twaddle when filtered through ignorant 
mediums. That has been the experi
ence of some of us, who have heard al
leged spirit communications from Pres
ident Lincoln, Garfield, McKinley, also 
from Col. Bob Ingersoll and other nota
bles; we have found them to be pleas
ing platitudes, glittering generalities 
and ungrammatical preachments, We 
have also heard reeled off yards of dog
gerel called poetry, stuffed with muti
lated verbs and bleeding forms of 
speech, but with intelligent mediums 
this stupidity is not in evidence.

Influence of Intense Skepticism.
■The writer has had affectionate com

munications through a medium from his 
alleged dead brother, who so far has 
not died. Of course this communica
tion has come after a false suggestion 
of a dead brother made by the sitter. 
Mr. Hudson claims this is done by the 
medium, honestly, whose subjective 
mind is imposed upon and made to 
work through the power of suggestion. 
He makes another suggestion that has 
been generally found to be correct, 
“That no medium ever was powerful 
enough to produce his phenomena, un
der test conditions»-In the presence of 
a hostile and aggressively skeptical in
vestigation committee.” From this he 
concludes that the source of the phe
nomena, resides within the medium, 
and hence Is amenable to the universal 
law of suggestion which governs the 
action of all subjective intelligence 
and power. There is another fact ob
servable by all of us, that a medium 
cannot cause spirit phenomena, whose 
mind is agltatéd; 'quiet passivity, and 
peaceful serenity on the part of a me
dium is an indispensable prerequisite to 
success, not only in producing the phe
nomena, but In going Into the trance 
state.
Operations of Mind, Fraudulent Spirits.

Fair-minded scientific investigators ot 
spirit phenomena have from time to 
time reluctantly receded from their 
former opinions as to the the caiise of 
spirit phenomena, arid become its 
staunchest supporters, among whom 
may be mentioned some eminent as sci
entists, such as Professors Hodgson, 
Coookes, Wallace ano others.

Dr. Hudson in his volumes entitled 
“The Divine Pedigree of Man’’-and "Sci
entific Demonstration of a Future Life" 
struggled to bridge the gulf between 
the seen and unseen world on opera
tions of mind; but in places the spans 
of the bridge were made, of* straw as
sumptions. Law must reign every- 
•where in the universe, hence must pre
vail In the spirit world, and govern the 
action of spirits. The material neces
sities of the earth life cannot prevail In 
the spirit world. Believing in the by-1 
pothesis of evolution we are impelled to 
the belief that the spirit in the unseen 
world is much like it is on the material 
earth plane here, and that it is slowly 
evolving to better conditions and great
er powers. We have lying, deceptive, 
fraudulent spirits here, lodged in hu
man bodies, and they go over to the 
other side with these same perverted 
natures, hence we conclude they act 
out their natures, in their manifesta
tions, through mediums, in seances. On 
uhe other shore, they probably have a 
big crop of liars and frauds who try to 
palm themselves ¿ff on us here as be
ing spirits of kings, presidents, philoso
phers, statesmen, poets, orators, di
vines and so on. Hence we often hear 
miserable stuff from alleged great 
spirits, but palpably were from fraud 
spirits using mediums as masques to 
hide thpir personal identity. • It is abso- . 
lute nonsenselo conclude that.bad peo
ple At once become good spirits and 
enter heaven upon death. It would be 
a travesty on the great law of evolution.

Fifteen years ago Dr. Hudson gave 
this as the scientific key to spirit phe
nomena: "That the subjective mind of 
the medium, being controlled by sug
gestion, believes itself to be the spirit 
of any deceased person whose name is 
suggested. It has been educated to 
that belief through the objective educa; 
tlon and the environment of the individ-1 
ual. It is by the laws of bls being, ab
solutely controlled by the objective be
lief of the individual, and the sugges- • 
tions "embraced in that belief." , In his 
later work, "The Law of Mental Medi
cine” he calls the subjective mind , the 
“soul.” I have quoted much from him 
as he appears to be the strongest and 
fairest bi his efforts to; give a scientific 
cause for spiritual phenomena.: I

Mr. Hudson utterly fails to cover and I 
explain some spirit phenomena as pro
ceeding from the mind of the médiums 
prompted' by suggestions-of a sitter, or 
the medium’s own auto-suggestion from 
his conscious to bls subconscious mind.

When the occasion requires lt,.a man 
should be brave enough tb Sayj'"!don’t 
know." Wé now know this much,, teat 
this earth occupies but a small, space'in 
the great universe and .there' riilght I 
easily .be a thousand laws arid a thou
sand forces of which wh have now no 
conception. In infinité’ space there; is 
room feg1 innumerable tilings. In seeing J 
the phenomena of any strange power, 
we at least should have the courage to I 
say I don’t know. ; •■•■■' ' i- :. 1

A new or strange truth is ever ac
companied with ah element of danger. I 
A man that advances it 4s generally: | 

| deemed a suspect It has been sald hu-1

Raleigh Trimbles, fell sick' soon after 
Lee, her third child, was born, and the 
great joy that pervaded the Willets 
plantation was darkened. Maj. Willets 
had longed for a sori. !Hls first two 
children, Lucy and Faith, were 12 and 
10 years old when Lee was born, and 
the1 arrival of the boy seemqd to round 
out hlB life, arid he was happy, not 
knowing that the boy's coming meant 

■ the departure of the beautiful young 
woman who had given' up her career in 
Raleigh and Richmorid society to wed 
him—a planter, and live with him far 
away from the gay scenes of her belle- 
hood. 11

Dog and Baby Friends Fro^m First.
The week after Leé wtis;born Maj. 

Willets -went down tb Greensboro to 
sell some of his bright top leaf hill to
bacco, and when he returned he 
brought with him ati awkward, big
footed, bright eyed puppy—land they 
called him Jeff, after 'thomiii Jefferson. 
The first thing that little Léë noted was 
the awkward puppy, dragging with his 
teeth at table cloths Tftid digging the 
major’s best wide brifffmed 'Sunday hat 
out into the yard, and Lee booed and 
flopped his arms and'wiggléu with de
light. ■

When Lee got so he couRf sit up on 
a comfort on the floor J eft'1 and he be
come great playmate#, and" the sick 
mother reclining- on fier,‘Sbfl6h, smiled 
gently às she sriw-hgr ii f&iàblnfe';'.boy 
tugging merrily at- thèT tàlFdf the' good 
natured puppy and Jeff dragging at 
Lee’s dress with his teeth to attract 
attention.

Before Lee could walk the patient 
suffering of the beautiful mother ended 
and she was carried on the shoulders 
of six weeping negro men up the hill- 
sidé and laid there with her husband’s 
people.

The major, heartbroken, turned his

morously teat "God Bfis made the uni
verse fireproof and permits man to play 
with the matchbox.” Some people are 
overmuch afraid of being fooled, and 
others over-credulous. Often we are 
greatly deceived by believing too little, 
as well as believing too much. Often 
we see the worst kind of incredulity in 
some people’s utter incredulity.

Emerson said, "Of no use to the 
world are those men who study to do 
exactly as was done before; who never 
understand that to-day is a new day.” 
Within the last twenty years the bound- 

,ary line between spirit and matter 
seems to have been passed.
, Psychic cobwebs, if they be such, 
often baffle and tangle the feet- of even 
intellectual giants. The vast seas of 
unknown powers are almost wholly un
chartered. .Prof. Crookes, the eminent' 
scientist says that the human body is 
coarse and made up of slow, sluggish 
vibrations, but if the vibrations were in
creased as rapid as those of the X-ray 
our bodies would be invisible and pass 
through many solids, and if as rapid as 
radium would pass through all solids. 
So according to science the spirit body 
of Christ may have passed through the 
walls of the Chamber of Jerusalem, 
thus do away with the idea of the su
pernatural.

Lord Kelvin tells us seeming miracles 
are common. “Every-action of human 
free will is a miracle to physical, chem- 
leal and mathematical science.” If that 
is true of us mortals free will, then, 
what is it when we come to pass on the 

l'action of Infinite- Intelligence7- This 
same eminent scientist tells us that an 
atom of matter, and am-atom of ether 
may occupy the same space at thé same, 
time, and that an electron is so small 
that it will take one hundred thousand 
to make an atom. Qreattsbuls in sci
entific investigation are advancing the 
theory that there is acstupendous vital
izing energy through which runs 
streams of individuality, ni 

■ Thoughts and feelings evibrate "■ all 
about us. No man ecan HMnk to hinl- 

•self without aflectingt others. The first 
great step.in progrès#; Issto be willing 
to' say, I don't know^if yih have not a 
sure grip on truth. IProMIuxley gave 
this utterance: "Science seems to me,to 
teach in the highesttand strongest man
ner the great truth} nn feritire surren
der to the will of Gode Sitidown before 
the fact as a little child, bolprepared to 
give up any conceived notion; follow 
humbly wherever, wand ibto - whatever 
abyss na'ture leadslæf -yoïi'- shall learn

fl6WtQ:W W
. I have berries, grapes «nd peiches.a year bld, 
fresh as when pioked;, ‘ I‘ibM 'tho Callfornln 
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almost nothing; can, put lin n bushel In ton 
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groes firpily convinced that witchcraft 
had been at work. The bitterness of 
feeling grew so great that around Todd 
school district the people demanded 
that'Miss Turpin resign. She wept and 
declared they were turning her out to 
starve and she, in humble spirit, came 
to the major, asked his forgiveness ,and 
told him she would no* bring suit if he 

i would permit her to stay. His chivalry 
triumphed over his anger. He gave her 
$5,000 in cash and told her to seek a 
school elsewhere.

Òn the eighth day there came to the 
searchers a strange rumor. Negroes 
seven miles above Todd on Gap Creek 
Fork told great stories of an immense 
dog that came to their cabins and car
ried away the food they had cooked, 

| running with It into the mountains. The 
moment thè major heard the rumor he 
rode at the head of a party towards the 
spot. The section of country is wjld 

| and broken and the fork tumbles down 
between great wooded hills, In which 
only a few whites and negroes live. Be
fore night the major had secured de
scriptions of the dog seen by the ne
groes and had organized the search.

Dog and Boy Found Together.
At ten o’clock that night, while the 

line of hunters with pine knot torches 
was beating through the woods, over 
gorges and mountains, the cry came 
along from-the south that started every
body in that direction. Maj. Willets 
rode down the line, dashing madly 
through thickets towards the spot, and 
he discovered a score of negroes, with 
pine torches flaring, standing in an 
overgrown clearing around a deserted 
log house. In the doorway stood Jeff, 
growling and leaping toward every ne
gro who advanced.

"Down, Jeff, down!” yelled the ma
jor as he leaped from his horse at the 
edge of the clearing.

The dog growled, but the bristles on 
his neck flattened down. "Good Jeff, 
come here," said the major, advancing. 
The dog slowly abandoned his attitude 
of defense, his tall began to wag, and a 
moment later the major stepped inside 
the cabin. There, sleeping upon the 
board floor, was Lee, safe.

The major, with something nearer a 
sob than had passed his lips in years, 
clutched his boy to his breast and tears 
fell upon the child’s face. Slowly the 
baby's eyes opened, and as he hugged 
his father he whispered sleepily: "Did 
dada send away the nasty woman?”

The procession homeward through 
the woods was a joyous one. Lee, reas
sured, slept in his father’s arms as tlie 
major held him tight on the horse, and 
by daybreak he was on his own bed, 
sleeping peacefully and happy, while 
Jeff, a little bedraggled, kept guard by 
the bedside.

From the baby lispings the family 
learned that Jeff really brought food to 
the child in the deserted cabin and the 
baby kept warm at night -by hugging 
close to the big dog.

Some say that Lee, his baby heart 
broken by his father’s love affair, ran 
away, and that Jeff followed him to pro
tect him. But the negroes declare tliat 
the mothers spirit entered the dog and 
directed him to steal the,child away, 
and keep it to prevent the marriage.

Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss at Clyde, Ohio.
Elizabeth Schauss closed our lecture 

season with a fine inspirational address 
in’G. A. R. hall, Sunday, June 4, The 
subjects were selected by the audience, 
who gave rapt attention to her elo
quence on the following: “The Egotism 
of Our Age"; “The Power of the Ideal 
in Real Life”; “The Solitudes of Nature 
and of Man, or the Loneliness of Hu
man Life.”

She said there were few who under
stood the value of solitude. The high
er we ascend, the fewer there are who 
go with us to the top, and the greater 
our loneliness and the least understood. 
That the compensation for any sadness 
one might feel in such loneliness, was 
the power the calm environment may 
be made to yield. Wonderful powers 
are developed through solitude, repose 
and concentration. But in order to 
climb to the top and reach the vestibule 
of spiritual unfoldment, we must divest 
ourselves of all egotism, and not be 
swerved in our upward climb by those 
who falter by the way. We should have 
high ideals and never be satisfied until 
we attain them. The great ideal of 
Lincoln was to see everyone enjoy the 
freedom that he enjoyed, the thought 
of which came to him in moments of sol
itude and concentration when alone. 
He did not'falter, but lived to reach the 
goal of his ambition.

I wish I could report in full this fine 
lecture, so full of beautiful lessons and 
uplifting thoughts. I have given but a 
brief synopsis, not couched in the same 
words, exactly, but conveying the same 
ideas and meaning.

At the close of the lecture she gave 
a few psychometric readings which 
were accurate. We predict for Mrs. 
Schauss a brilliant future in the intel
lectual field of mental development and 
psychic unfoldment -

... MARY E. FRENCH.

How * Woman Paid Her Debts.
liam out ot debt, thanks to the Dish-washer 

business. In the past thiee months I have 
made8000,000selllngDlsh-washer. I never saw 
anything sell so easily. Every family needs a 
Dish-washer and will buy one when shown how 
beautifully It will wash and dry the family dish
es in two minutes. I sell from my own house 
Each Dish-washer sold brings me many orders, 
Tho dishes are washed without wetting the 
hands. That Is why ladles want the Dish-wash
er1; I give my experience for the benefit of any 
one who may wish to make money basy. I 
buy my DIsn-washers from ths Mound City 
Dish-washer Co., St. Louis, Mo. Write them 
or particulars. They will start you In business 
In your own home. L A. C.

Spiritism and Mra. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr.-Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories i 
in Regard to IL By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. galley. Demonstrates futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual - phenomena. Price 25 cents, 

"The Kingship of Self-Control." • By 
Wm. George Jordan. It‘treats of tho 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape- 
duty, the supreme charity ot the World, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cents. '

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Cbaa. 
B.'Newcomb, Excellent In. spiritual 
8Ugg?stlvehess. Cloth, 81.50.

The readers of The Progressiva 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is intended 
by ita assisting, Inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been! 
received by me through Inspiration; 
and research during that time on tha 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, “
Berlin Weighty, Ohio. 1

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re
duced.

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emila 
PIngault. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof. 
Charles G. Brown. Price 5 cents.

Religion in the Republic. Bv Mrs. 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture deliv
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By, 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.

Revelation Under the Microscope of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake. 
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The "Recon
ciliation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus of 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Re
futed by “Corvinus.” Price 10 cents.

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman. 
With his portrait and life sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Have They Done for the World? By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.

John Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches of the life of this great man. 
Price 10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology. By 
Vlndex. Price 10 cents.

Church and State. The Bible th the 
Public Schools. The New American 
Party. A Criticism by '‘Jefferson.” 
Price 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or IVhat the 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

“Why An Expurgated Bible?" By 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress ot Evolutionary Thought 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; Its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil. By, 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien-
tlflc Assumption. By Henry M. 
Price 10 cents.

Liberalized Christianity. By 
M. Taber. Price 6 cents.

The Republic in Danger. By 
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

In Place of Christianity. By 
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

Taber.

Henry;

Heúry,

Henry

“Right Generation tne Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By; 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality in all the rela
tions of life between men and women. 
Cloth. 75 cents: leatherette. 50 cents- )

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and ~ 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and * 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. - For salai 
gi this offloo. ' . 4

“Thé Spiritual Significance, or, Deatli 
rM an Event In Life.” By Lilian Whit- 
lyg. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug- ’ 
gestivo, Intensely interesting, spiritual1 
books. It Is laden with rich, thought* 
ful spirituality. Price SI.

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.'* 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author ot 
“History of the Christian Religion td ' 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state« 
ment of facts concerning the efforts ot 
■church leaders to get control of the gov«, 
ernment ; An important work. Paper« 
25 cents. '

"The Attainment of Womaly . Beauty] 
oi Form and Features>; The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culturel By twenty, 
physicians and specialists. -Edited by, 
Albert Turner.” Of especial interest! 1 
rind value, ’ Price JI.

"The Commandments Analyzed.” By, 
W. H. Bach. Tho Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with! 
other -Bible passive:, showing great !&• 
congruities. Price 25 cents.
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“Tho Constitution -of Man.” By 
Elizabeth. Towne. -Gives-» clear and 
practical presentation of advanced’ 
mental science and embodies many new 
and : original' Ideas, and the fullest’

A Tellig Thrust
A new an^ .tedhng thrust at the 

church, by Une-if< its most prominent 
members. Rev, Vfpshington Gladden, a 
Congregatioimlish'ihit a vital part, .and

OF THE PROGRESS- 
YOU WILL BE SUR- 
SEE THE VAST

A Medium in Japan.

Ona Year................................81k Months............... . ............
Thirteen Weais,.....................

Single Copy,......... ................. 
REMITTANCES:

threatens th&’whole church fabric.. It 
was madeJn his late Memorial Day

“Success, and How to Win It" __ 
lecture and course of twenty:four suc-

world's betterment were appreciated. . „ ,, „ ... . .■ „ -
A word as regards the difference in 11 en^ S

time. > As oiir circle extends, not only ALEX. CAIRD, M. D.
all over pur ‘own country, but to Africa, 44 Commercial street, West Lynn, Mass.

SWü&ââ Ewsry Sûturâay st 40 tamil? fitraet»

4. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor

®AKE KOHCBl
tSfAt the expiration ot subscription, if not re« 

neWbi, the paper Is discontinued. No bills 
will bo sent tor extra numbers.

' you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and aiiy eiws in nadress will be 
I>romptly corrected, and niUalng numbers 
supplied gratis.

jy Whenever you desire the address ot your 
paper ichanged, always give tho address ot 
the place to which it has been going or the 
change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES..
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign, countries is ?2.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and thep the next remittance may 
bo lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

Cdltor-at-Large for the National Spirit 
uallst Association, .

Mr. Tuttle has been-.eng^ged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend hint 
dippings when an attqck is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
Un at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Any person donating one dollar 
tlie Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. 8. 
A.', will, if desired, receive one set of 
spiritual tracts and one copy of “Vio
lets," a booklet ot choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy of
‘‘Leaves of Truth,” a cloth-bound book 
of instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

Counterfeit Phenomena
Rinfililo Herts From H. H. Kioiiartson, Fresi- 

dent ol «io flow York State Spirit- 
uallst Association.

There can be no such thing as fraudulent me
diumship. Mediumship is genuine or it is not 
mediumship at all. Nevertheless there are per
sons who pose as mediums who attempt to imi
tate genuine manifestations for filthy lucre. 
They don the livery of heaven in which to serve 
the .devil. That this iniquitous practice has 
greatly retarded the progress of our movement 
is unquestionably true. We may differ in our 
opinions as to the best nlethods for dealing with 
this question, but there is no gainsaying the 
fact mat Brother Francia of The Progressive 
Thinker has done yeoman service to Spiritual
ism by his unrelenting warfare against, and ex
posures o^ pretense and deception under the 
name of mediumship.

Common Sense In a Christian Pulpit.
Scarcely a week passes when there is 

not evidence that the pulpiteer is get
ting on common sense ground. Follow
ing the habits of the ancients who ac
credited the paternity of their great 

' men to a God, the Christian fathers, to 
make Jesus worthy of veneration, gave 
him the credit of having been sired by 
the Eternal God. Not yet content, they 
alleged he was co-eternal with the 
father; that though he passed through 
the embryotlc period; was born as all 
babies are born; passed through the pe
riod of adolescence; arrived at man's 
estate; ate, drank and slept like other 
men; preached, suffered agony on the 
cross as other mortals have suffered, 
and died as they; yet all the time he 
was the great God himself, possessing 
hla wisdom, power, goodness and mer
cy ; that he ascended to heaven, and 
there assumed the duty of judge of the 
dead.

• It can be easily proved that every 
characteristic ascribed to Jesus was 
common to the sons of pagan gods; that 
It was only a transference of ancient 
beliefs to this new candidate for godly 
honors.

But here comes Rev. Dr. Algernon S. 
Crapsey, an Episcopalian of Rochester, 
N. Y., who In a late discourse declared 
In so many words:

"In the true light of scientific re
search the founder of Christianity, 
Jesus, the son of -Joseph, no longer 
stands apart from the common destiny 
of man in life and death, but he is In all 
things like as we are; born as we were 
born, dying as we die.”

If Jesus was not a myth, such is 
clearly his history.

It Is dishonoring to the great Father 
of us all, to give credence to the Catho
lic claims which Protestants inherit, 
that a Jewish maiden was overshad
owed by the Holy Ghost, a fraction of 
the godhead, and yet that God himself; 
and then to exalt that Jew girl to the 
title of Queen of Heaven, and worship

Thoughts for the Thoughtful.
An article In "Public Opinion” ot May 

27, headed “Church Wealth in France," 1 
shows that “The total value ot art i 
treasures in French churches, without ; 
including those of an architectural na
ture, is no less than |400,000,000*. This 
sum would be doubled if sculptures, 
and so forth, were added.”

Suppose to this enormous wealth, 
stolen from the people, exempted from 
taxation, and used to magnify the Im
portance of the church and its priest
hood,was added the cost of magnificent 
and palatial churches, cathedrals, mon
asteries, nunneries, and all the other 
accumulations of wealth, used solely in 
the interest of a creed in France were 
taken into account. The sum total 
would swell into many billions. How 
far short of the truth is the statement 
made by Thiers, in substance, in his 
History of the French Revolution, that 
two-thirds the entire wealth of the na
tion was under sacerdotal control, ex
empt from taxes, the other one-third 
compelled to pay the expenses of state, 
at the time of their revolution?

It may be said the government has 
confiscated this vast wealth, claiming 
it Is the property ot the people; but the 
Republic dares not to divert this 
wealth from church uses. It remains 
a corrupting influence under church 
control, and the people remain its 
slaves.

Now what Is true of church influence, 
with the wealth of the nation at its bid
ding and control of public affairs in 
France, is. to p. less extent, true in 
America. Fortunately for us, in stead 
of one great church dominating all, we 
have many, and with varying creeds 
they cannot combine; but still they are 
a menace to our institutions, and with 
instinctive desire to lead and control, 
the popular mind, they are ever strug
gling to add to their wealth. When so 
old as France, the same order of things 
prevailing here as there, in the distant 
centuries to be, America will be in the 
clutches of a priesthood whose ambi
tion has always been to rule or ruin. 
They use heaven as their stock in 
trade, and until the masses repudiated 
hell that was a contributary force in aid 
of their tyranny.

Our hope and belief is, that with the 
spread of knowledge, and the universal 
diffusion of education religious ideas 
will change; that churches will develop 
into social organizations, having more 
care of the mortal, thereby better qual
ifying its members for an immortal life. 
The one-world-at-a-time theory Is an ex
cellent one with this Interpretation, and 
harmonizes with Spiritualism. We live 
to-day with the positive knowledge of a 
to-morrow.

cated man, or to any one, In fact, who 
reads his Bible with reasonable Intelli
gence and attention.”

The Catholic world saw what the final 
dUtcofiie would be if their sacred book 
Vas placed in the hands of the people, 
60 they resisted the movement of Lu
ther and hip associates to place that 
Collection of fragmentary literature In 
ihe hands of the people. Then they 
forbade its reading by the laity. They 
exerted all their powers to keep Its con
tents from being known, and tried, but 
thinly, to limit-knowledge to the priest
hood. But here we are In spite of them, 
and now there is seemingly an organ
ized movement on the part of educated 
Christian clergymen to tell the truth 
about the Bible and about the man 
Jesus. -

Let the contest go on Inside the 
church, Spiritualists keeping hands off. 
Don’t let us try to exalt our mediums 
by declaring Jesus a medium. There 
is a greater question still to be settled. 
Deprived of his godhead, was he a man 
or myth? In reconstructing paganism, 
did the Fathers consolidate their lesser 
gods, Bacchus, AdOnis, Apollo, Escula- 
pius, Serapis, etc., convert them into 
Jesus, and locate him inGalilee, a then 
almost unknown quarter of the world?
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The Psychic Circled

i.
An Explanatory Letter From Dr, Alex

To the Members of the Psychic Circle: 
—I would likeito. correct a misunder
standing Un regard to the Psychic Cir
cle. Malay of dur correspondents seem 
to think tfhat niJIpne can become a mem
ber unledà thejr-are a subscriber to The 
Progressive jhinker. We certainly 
wish that every' member might (tor 
their own gbotn. receive the benefit to 
be derive^ from reading the grandest 
Bpirltual%apei^publisbed, and so kéep 
in touclFwith'ïffe spiritual happenings, 
and leanplhe ilewB and opinions of the 
different Wrlteis.on the large variety of 
subjects treated, but we realize that 
there are many who would like to be
come members of the circle who are 
not able to subscribe for the paper, 
much as they 'might like to. Such are 
just as welcome; there are no condi
tions. We wish Brother Francis could 
lead some of the many letters we have 
received extolling hts paper; he would 
certainly feel that his efforts for the

India, Europe, Australia and New Zea
land, one can readily see, that if we 
tried to sit at nine o’clock by one time, 
some part of our circle would be ob
serving the rules every hour in the 
twenty-four. If we all sit at nine 
o’clock, local time, the thought wave 
will start at the Atlantic, extend across 
the continent and around the world.

If any member wishes the circle to 
concentrate their wishes on any sub
ject of-general interest, -will .they kind
ly send the request to The Progressive 
Thinker? We have no way to inform 
the large circle, but everybody reads 
The Progressive Thinker. We would 
also request the circle members to re
peat the following prayer, by Robert L. 
Stevenson, upon arising in the morn
ing. “The day returns and brings ub 
the petty round of irritating concerns 
and duties. Help us to play the man; 
help us to perform them with laughter 
and kind faces; let cheerfulness 
abound with industry. Give us to go 
blithely on our business all this day; 
bring us to our resting beds weary and 
content and undishonored, and grant us

The Strange Mysterious Power of a Jap
anese Boy Who Says Inanimate Ob
jects Reveal Their Secrets to Him.
Ehima Kasakura, aged 16 years, liv

ing at Yakka-ichi, has within the last 
year astounded the scientific world, and 
given rise to wonder even in his own 
mystical country, by his strange power.

The boy, it is declared, talks with in
animate objects, and reads from them 
the most wonderfjil stories of things 
with which they have been connected, 
and his seemingly miraculous powers' 
have started among students of psy
chical research an investigation which, 
some believe, may lead to new and im
portant 4iscoveries.

The almost laughable (to American 
minds) theory that inanimate objects 
record and retain impressions of all 
that goes on about them Is advanced in 
all seriousness by scientific and learned 
French, German, English and Japanese 
scholars, who inside of the last year 
have talked with this boy of seemingly 
supernatural powers.

Ehima is an ordinary looking Japa
nese boy, bright, alert, strong, smooth- 
skinned, and gentle, with glowing pride 
in the army and in the fact that three 
of his brothersTiaverfought and one 
died In the war between Japan and Rus-

Going Forward.
Seldom do we find in any journal, sec

ular or rellgloiis, an essay, brief . or 
lengthy, expressing more of vital, pro
gressive truth, full of suggestive 
thought,, and’thoroughly uplifting In 
its spiritual significance, than is found 
In “A Sermon for Today," on the sub
ject of “The New Faith and the Old,” in 
the Chicago Sunday Tribune.

Spiritualists as well as others may 
study these very incisive and suggest
ive thoughts, with delight and profit. 
The whole intent is In full accord with 
our Spiritual Philosophy and teaching, 
and has practical application to Spirit
ualists as well as church-men.

It shows clearly that churchmen, as 
truly as Spiritualists are going for
ward:

“Speak unto the children of Israel 
that they go forward.”—Ex. xiv., 15. .

The first Impression of any forward 
movement Is that it means a dissolu
tion of all the things to which one can 
tie. Slowly dawns the truth that the 
mind of man was not made to tie to 
anything, that it cannot be fastened to 
any landmark, that it is a living thing 
which must either go forward or die. 
This, true of the body itself, is true of 
our whole life, of our education, of our 
emotions, our character, and our clv-

Practical Religion vs. Theoretical.
President Geo. Harris, of Amherst 

College, during a recent discourse en
titled “Formal Instruction and Morals 
in the College,” said:

“There is, I think, more practical re
ligion in the colleges to-day than in any 
other period of their history. Cant and 
pretense are not tolerated; irrational 
doctrine is discarded; but faith, hope, 
love and character aro exalted.”

Who does not know that bruta^ pen
alties never lessened crime? It was 
not long ago there were upwards of two 
hundred crimes in England that were 
punished with death. Statistics show 
that there was no period in English his
tory when crime was as prevalent as 
then. If a person had stolen a lamb, 
the punishment was death. “Why not 
take the dam as . well,” inquired . the 
offender. “They Can’t kill” a person but 
once.” And If the owner of both in
terposed opposition, and he was killed, 
or a dozen others,, the penalty could not 
be increased.

In the divine economy the priests told 
us: “The stealing of a pin, if unfor-

DR. J. M. PEEBLES.
Ere'this paper reaches our readers, 

the venerable pilgrim; Dr. (J. M. Peebles, 
will be at his home in fiattie Creek, 
Mich. He had an exciting time while 
in England, being kept extremely busy 
in giving lectures. <

.—--------
"Death Defeated; or the .Psychic 8» 

trot of How to Keep Young.? By JfM. 
B&ables. M. D, M. A , Ph.». Prte®
10 cants- 7

“The Present Age and , Inner Ute; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Class!-’ 
fled end explained.”. By Andisw Jack-: 
eon ’Davls. Wo bavq a few copies ol, 
this work Vj the celebrated seer.: 
Cloth, SLID-

Almost every subject, creed, religion, 
faith, belief, philosophy or science, 
however beautiful and . true, can be 
made the butt pf ridicule. The sting in 
ridicule consists in the skillful presen
tation of the. truth of a subject in a 
false and humorous light, or in holding 
up before the world In a ' humiliating 
manner the ‘idiotic, Ignorant, irrespon
sible, unacknowledged representatives 
of the subject ridiculed. There has al
ways been and no doubt will continue 
to be a peculiar opportunity to ridicule 
Spiritualism.' There is perhaps a great
er chance to ridicule the Christian re
ligion, but for obvious reasons It Is not 
taken advantage ot. Spiritualism, how
ever, Is obliged to take it from all sides, 
and the fact that it Jias for so many 
years withstood and continues to with
stand it, not only, but keeps on steadily 
finding its way into the hearts and 
minds of the people, Is a fact of no or
dinary significance. Scientists, philoso
phers, doctors, lawyers and even 
preachers are accepting it as a most 
glorious truth. Bishop Fallows in' Chi
cago, and a Gorman Lutheran preacher 
in New Jersey (whose name I cannot 
now recall) have recently preached It 
from their pulp ts, much to the delight 
and comfort of .their parishioners.

But thp’objecv of this Communication 
is the reproduction of as fair a sample 
of ridicule as any 1 have observed of 
the subject of Spiritualism. It is from 
the. pen pl the,, late Artemus Ward

the error—or half truth—of tomorrow 
as certainly as the garments of. the 
child must be discarded by the man, 
and just as In large measure the sci
ence of today will be the superstition 
of tomorrow. If men grow in things 
how much more shall they grow in 
thought. Religion being man's attempt 
to express in deed and word his thought 
of the highest and best it would belie 
its name if each new height gained did 
not show some yet greater height be
fore. An unchangeable religion would 
not be a religion at all.

Yet no other thing has so worried 
many good people as the fear that 
their religion should change. Just as 
they once believed that the universe 
was made, finished, and fixed forever— 
as though such a thing would ever be 
true of a universe aglow with life—so 
they thought of their religion as com
mitted to them complete like a set of 
unchangeable laws. Therefore their 
utmost concern was to preserve its pre
cise form, and the great thing in relig
ion became not the spirit of its teach
ing but the form of Its text. Failure 
to realize the vital and therefore de
veloping nature of religion resulted in 
the guarding of the letter that kills at 
the expense of the life-giving spirit. 
And when faith forsook its chrysalis 
stage they wept such bitter tears over 
its broken shell they have not yet seen 
the fairer glory Into which it has 
grown.

If there be any ground for lament as 
to the condition of religion it lies not 
in the failure to preserve the old state
ments and the old customs, not In the 
unwillingness of the world today to 
shrink itself into yesterday’s outworn 
forms of truth, but In the pitiable sight 
of a church that tries to keep up the 
old life with dead formulae, that has so 
far forgotten Its great teacher's revela
tion as not to know that religion .Is life 
and not logic, or laws, or language. 
The saddest feature today is the un-

given by God. subjects the offender to 
the undying flames of a sulphurous hell 
forever.” The- slaughter 6f a multitude 
of his fellows could not increase the 
penalty, so the wretch went on adding 
crime to crime until mortal justice 
overtook him, when he in turn was 
slaught&ed so Infinite Justice could 
take a hand in increasing the torture 
and prolonging it through a wasteless 
eternity.

As discrimination in our penal code, 
with milder punishment, has become the 
order of the day crime has decreased. 
And with hell very generally eliminated 
from the Christian creed, at least in ef
fect, students in colleges, and the peo; 
pie everywhere, have became, more civ
ilized, hence the effect which the Col
lege Professor noted, and which all 
know to be a fact >

cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, «B.A, 
D. D. . The titles oLsome of the lee-1 
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals: Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction: Courtesy; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 cts.

“The Jesuits.” By Rev. B. F. Austin, 
A. M., B. D. An excellent pamphlet

Willingness of the church to go forward; 
instead of being the leader of science 
and of civilization she Is often reluc
tantly dragged behind these onmoving 
powers.

The need now is not'to go back to 
Moses and Paul, as though these were 
our goal, but, taking some guidance 
from them, to go forward into the new 
truth that is ever dawning. He who 
steps into the twilight of new'truths 
always finds the day breaking about 
him. If he. stands perfectly still the 
full day comes and then the night 
again. It 1b only the man who keeps 
on moving forward who is always it the 
light. The trouble is that so many are 
standing fast in truth from which the 
light has all died out, and they are call
ing their darkness the only day and de
nouncing those who prefer the light.

■ The ancient good ever stands op
posed to the new best It says, better 
stay in the old Egypt you know than 
perish In a desert untried. But true 
souls step forth. They find the desert, 
and often it is drear; yet God Is 
there, and morns are bright and maiina 
falls by the way.

Then beyond the desert there is Ca
naan; beyond the Alps, Italy; beyond 
!lhe doubt, the delight of larger, clearer 
.troth. Do not fear leaving the old; do 
not worry over theological unrest. Un
rest is but the sign of life. Better the 
child’s unrest than tho senile placidity 
of Old age. Better the death in the 
desert than decay in Egypt. Better to 
dle in doubt than to mold away in the 
empty tomb pf truth. Consider him, 
who for the joy Bet before him, despised 
the cross; forget the things behind and 
press'forward to the prize before, the 
clearer light and larger life; ■ . ’

Price 15 cents.
"Love—Sex—Immortality.” 

W. P. Phelon. Price 25

“Air you In the show biznls, Will
iam?” aed I.

He aed he was. He sed he & John 
Bunyan was travelin with a side show 
in connection with Shakspere, Johnson 
& Co's. Sircus. He sed old Bun (mean
ing Mr. Bunyan) stirred up the animils 
& ground the organ while he tended 
door, Occashunally Mr. Bunyan sung 
a comic song. The sircus was doln 
mlddlln well. Bill Shakspeer had 
made a grate hit with old Bob Ridley, 
and Ben Jonson was delltin the peple 
with his trooly grate ax of hossmanshlp 
without saddul or bridal. They was re- 
hersin Dlxey's Land & expected it 
would knock the pepel.

Sez I, “William, my luvly frend, can 
you pay me that 13 dollars you owe 
nie?” He sed no with one of the most 
tremenjis knox I ever experienced.

The sircle sed he had gone. “Air 
you gone, William?” I axed. “Ray- 
ther,” he repllde, and I knowd It was no 
use to pursoo the subjeqk furder.

I then called for my farther.
“How's things, daddy?” 
“Mlddlln, my son, mlddlln.” 
“Ain't you proud of your orfurn boy?" 
"Scacely.”
“Why not, my parlent?"
“Becawz you have gone to writin for 

the noospapers, my son. Bimeby you’ll 
lose all your character for trooth & ver-

(Charles ,E. Brqyne) who was a natural 
genius ih.,Ws profession—that ot a hu
morist,—apd will be enjoyed by the 
Spiritualist, equally with the non-Splrlt- 
uallst. If'funs ¡as follows:

Among the Sperrets.
My naliurs Is1’ mourn hart crazy on 

the new 'tangled idear about sperrets. 
Sperretoobl sirfles 1b held nitely & 4 or 
5 long-haled fellers has settled here and 
gone into the Bperret bizniB exclooslve- 
ly. A atemt was-made to git Mrs. A. 
Ward to embark Into the sperret biznls 
but the atemt faled. 1 of the long- 
hared fellers told her she was a ethe
real creeter & wood make a Bweet me- 
jium, whareupon she attact him with a 
mop handle & drove him out ot the 
house. I will hear obsarve that Mrs. 
Ward Is a invalerble womun—the part
ner ot my gois & the shairer.of my sor- 
rers. In my absunce she watchls my 
interests & things with a eagle eye & 
when I return, she welcums me in afec- 
tionate stile. Trooly It is with us as it 
was with Mr & Mrs. Ingomar in the 
play, to whit—

2 soles with but a single thawt, 
2 harts which beet as 1.

My naburs injooced me to attend a 
sperretooul sircle at Squire Smith’s. 
When I arrove I found the east room 
chock full, includin all the old maids in 
the villige & the long hared fellers 
a4sed. When' I went in I was salootid 
with "hear curbs the benlted man”—> 
"hear cumB the hory-headed unbe- 
leever”—“hear cums the' skoffer at 
trooth,” etsettety, etsettery.

Sez I, "my frienz, it's troo I’m hear, 
& now bring on your sperrets.”

1 of the long hared fellers rlz up and 
sed hé would state a few remarks. He 
sed man was a critter of intelleck & 
was movin on to a Gole. Sum men had 
bigger intéllecks than other men had 
and they wood git to the Gole the soon- 
erest Sum men was beasts & wood 
never git to the Gole at all. He sed the 
erth was materiel but -man was Imma
tériel, and hens man was different from 
the erth. The earth, continnered the 
speeker, resolves round on its own exel- 
tree onct in 24 hours, but as man haint 
gut no axeltree he cant resolve. He 
sed*the ethereal essunce of the koordi- 
nate branchis of superhuman natur' be- 
cum metty-morfussed as man progrest 
in harmonlal co-existence & eventooally- 
anty humanized' .theirselves & turned 
into reglar sperretuellers. (This was 
verstfferusly apploded by the cumpany, 
and as I make it a pint to get along as 
pleasant as possible, I sung out, "bully 
for you, old boy.”)

The cumpany then drew round the 
’table and the sirkle kommenst to go it 
They axed me if- thare was anybody in 
the sperret land.! which I wood like to 
converse with, j, sed if Bill Tompkins, 
who was qpct njy partner in the show 
biznls, wapjqobea I.should like to con- 
varse witlighim fyfew periods.

“Is the pperreAtt.of William Tompkins 
present?" pgd 1 of,the long hared chaps, 
and 'there wps three knox on tlje table.

Sez I, "William, how goze it, old 
’SweetnessT1'

“Pretty 4Aff, Wd boss," he repllde. 
That was a pleaspnt way we had of ad- 
dressin* each otSer when lie was in the 
flesh. 9ÎI t- -

■ Mi ■ .■ ■ -

rassety. When I helpt you into the 
show biznls I told you to dignerfy that 
there profeshun. Litteratoor is low.”

He also Btatld that he was doln mid- 
dlln well in the peanut biznls & liked- it 
putty well, tho’ the cllmlt was rather 
warm.

When the sircle stopt they axed me 
what I thawt of it.

Sez I, “My trends I’ve bin Into the 
show biznls now goin on 23 years. 
There’s a artikel in the constitooshun 
of the United States which sez in effeck 
that everybody may think just as he 
darn pleases, & them Is my sentiments 
to a hare. You dowtlis beleeve ‘this 
sperret doctrin while I think lb Is a lit
tle mixt Just bo soon as a man be- 
cums a reglar out & out sperret rapper 
he leeves orf workin, lets his hare grow 
all over his face and commensls 
spungin his livin out of other peple. 
He eats, all the dlckshunarles he can 
find & goze round chock full of big 
words, scareln the wimmen folks & lit
tle children & destroyin the peace of 
mind 'of evry famerlee he enters. He 
don’t do nobody no good & Is a cuss to 
society & a pirit on honest people's 
corn beet barrlls. Admlttin all you say 
abowt the doctrin to be troO, I must say 
the reglar perfeshinal sperret rappers 
—them as makes a biznls on it—air 
abowt the most ornery set of cuss^ I 
ever enkountered In my life. So sayln 
I put on my surtoot and went home.

sla. Next year he, if permitted, will en
list abd carry a rifle in the ranks. That 
he will not be permitted to enlist the 
boy has no Idea, but it If known that 
already army officials of Japan, never 
unwilling to try any theory, no .matter 
bow abqurd it may seem, are planning 
to take tills boy Into Manchuria and 
give him a high and important position 
attached to headquarters, and strive 
through him to gain Russian secrets by 
seeing If he can learn from the tables, 
the chairs, and the captured swords the 
secrets associated with them.

Had Strange Powers From Boyhood.
To Americans—to any but an Ori

ental—such an Idea would be laughable 
madness, yet the stories of the boy’s 
gift told by scientists, learned men, 
force even Occidentals to admit that 
the ways of the Jap are peculiar, and 
that perhaps such powers exist among 
the queer, superstitious, uncanny yel
low men.

Since early boyhood, his neighbors In 
Yakka-lchi say, this Jap "man,” as he 
calls himself already, has been able to 
do strange things. He could pick up 
pieces of paper, blank and uncoiled, and 
read things from them. He could find 
a piece of glass on the shores of Mie 
bay, on which he played with the other 
boys, and weave around that piece of 
glass strange and weird stories of 
where it came from, what it was, what 
manner of pian owned It. Ho could pick 
up a coin, gaze at it a few minutes, and 
then spin off a story of that coin from 
the time It was bright and new from 
the mint, through the hands of man 
after man, what it did, what it bought, 
what crimes were committed for it, 
what bribes it paid.

Half of those who know him consid
ered him a sorcerer. Others smiled 
softly and marveled at his imagination.

Can It be possible that Spiritualism 
has survived such withering, blasting, 
scorching, “stinging ridicule as the fore
going, and grown and prospered in the 
face of It? It is plainly evident that 
Artemus Ward had had some personal 
experience In the Investigation of the 
subject of Spiritualism, not with genu
ine mediums, but with genuine frauds, 
and I can therefore not only enter into 
and appreciate the spirit of his humor, 
and excuse his ridiculous rebuke, but I 
can heartily sympathize with him in his 
most apparent disappointment in his In, 
vestlgatlon of the subject, for have we 
not all encountered similar experiences 
in our examination of it? The only dif
ference between Artemus Ward’s expe
riences and those of our own Is that 
amid all the fraud and rot and rubbish 
with which we have come In contact we 
have gathered a sufficient number of 
pearls to establish us not in the faith 
but in the knowledge of the tact we live 
beyond the tomb. While we have all 
been disgusted with many socalled 
Spiritualistic phenomena and angered 
by many so-called mediums who sup
posed they were giving us great satis
faction and regarded ub easy marks 
upon which to practice their damnable 
•fraud, vve have experienced a certain 
proportion of genuine phenomena and 
met a respectable number of genuine- 
honest mediums through whose medi
umship we have received incontrovert
ible evidence that those gone before 
still live.
.When Spiritualists all over the world 

are organized so that each society or 
church can maintain for a stated num
ber of years or Indefinitely, honest, 
true, respectable expounders and dem
onstrators of the truth of Spiritualism, 
Its progress will be much more rapid 
and uninterrupted. The only wonder 
now Is that it has made any progress at 
all with' the dead weight it is carrying 
and has carried all these years.

. H. V. SWERINGEN.

«Owjtäml (yet W» a Coemia ■ Tratk" !
. By ProL W. Mi Lockwood; The-

Hy S& a 8troeg, logical'<â%ibl3;

masses of the people who work with 
their hands for wages, are,.as a,clasp; 
outside of the. church and are rapidly: 
increasing in numbers. < - Tkc same -fact 
is true of all -Protestant churches, and 
Christianity fails to fulfill Its mission 
because of this edndition.” '

Christianity'if‘trust can be placed In 
the . New Testament .account of Its be;

told me that he did n^ Ww at all how, 
he knew.things. (

“ ’How do you tell?’ I asked. *1 
look at a thing, and pictures come be
fore me,’ he said.! see the thing and 
then I tell them.’ ‘Do you hear any
thing?’ ‘No, I see the words spoken. 
I hear nothing.. I see a man. His lips 
move. I know what he says, but I do 
not hear. Once I heard music, but that , 
time I was just waking from a dream.’

“ ‘Do you dream much?’ ‘Yes, I dreau; 
things, but the dreams are not always 
true. What I see Is always true.’ ‘Did 
any one ever tell you anything about 
men who had second sight?’ ‘No. 
What is that? Is It like me?’

Tells History of Silver Piece. \
“Satisfied that hq had never been 

coached, I questioned him about his 
education. He has little, but can read 
and write well, and figure rapidly, as 
most merchants' sons can do. With
out a bit of warning I put my hand Into , 
my pocket and drew forth a silver 
piece, twq Inches in diameter, which I / 
always carry. There is a round hole / 
in one edge, on one side are hands / 
clasped; and on the other Is the bust of 
James ^Madison.

“This silver piece wus dug up by my 
grandfather in Scioto county, Ohio, 
years ago. There was no clew to its or
igin except that in our family it was 
stated that the medal, or coin, was one 
of a dozen or more given by President 
James Madison to the Miami Indians.

"Holding this piece in my hand, I 
asked: ‘Did you ever hear of James 
Madison?' ‘No,’ said the boy, ‘who was 
he?’

“‘Do you know what an Indian is?’ 
‘Indian—O, yes. My father gets curios > 
from India.' ‘No, I mean a North Amer
ican Indian—a red man.’ ‘Americans-—: ■
are white and much money,' he said. v; 
Then I handed him the piece.

“The boy held it in his hand, turned 
it over, examined it curiously. ‘What 
do you see?" I asked.

“ 'I see a big white building,' he said 
slowly, ‘in a big city. There Is a crowd 
of white men and one, two, seven, nine 
led men. The red man—the big red 
man, with the feathers in his hair— 
promises he will be the friend of the 
white mikado. The white mlkadc 
shakes hands with the red men and 
gives them silver pieces like this.'

"Astounded, I simply sat and stared 
at the boy. He was still looking at tin 
cola and was greatly Interested. JDlt 
you see all that in the picture?' I asked

“ 'I see some more,’ he answered 
’The red man Is dead. They have killei 
his horse, his little spotted horse. Th$ 
have put him on a platform above th’ 
ground. All his people weep. Hia 
bow and arrow and hla gun and pipe aro 
at his side. The medal is around; ■” 
his neck.’ 7

Recalled a Forgotten Tragedy. I
' "I was dumfounded. I suddenly ne- 
membered that, when a boy, my grand-

chieftain, bad died near our town in 
Ohio and had been buried on a plat
form. I remembered distinctly that Be 
described the killing ot the horse—+a 
Pinto, of which the chief was proud. I I 
remembered that he told me there wjis 
trouble between the whites and Indians

Caused Suicide of Boastful Soldier.
Months later there returned to Yak- 

ka-ichi a soldier, wounded but boastful. 
Ehima, with other boys'who had broth
ers In the trenches, hunted up the sol- । 
diet to see if he brought news from 
those they loved. 'The soldier had no 
news of them, but he told a wonderful 
story of a gallant charge up a blood
stained hillside, with iron and steel 
pouring upon them; of how he cut 
wires, leaped ditches, and finally fell 
wounded on the bare hillside.

Ehima heard him tell of lying under 
the stars at night with the searchlights 
playing over him; of crawling foot by 
foot down the hill as the guns roared, 
and finally reaching his command again 
in the trenches. Then the man exhib
ited a metal flask, dented, and s.ald:

“I carried this with me on the charge.
It saved my life.”

Bashfully Ehima asked him to ex
amine the wonderful thing. He took 
the flask, gazed at It a moment, then, 
drawing himself up indignantly, threw 
it to the soldier and said: "Liar and 
coward! You were afraid. You hid In 
the ditch, and you were shot while run
ning away down the hill.”

. The soldier paled and trembled. 
"How did you know?” he asked. 
“The flask told me,” said the boy. 
Men who had heard the thing won

dered, and they *lvondered still more 
when the next day the soldier killed 
himself, saying he could not live be
cause he was a coward.

The story was told in the town, and 
Ehima’s fame grew.

Knew of Brother’s Secret Mission.
Soon after that there came a letter 

from Ollu, Ehima’s brother. The letter 
was cheerful, hinted nothing of danger, 
told of the glories of soldier life and 
of his own chances of promotion. The 
family was proud and pleased. Ehima 
took the letter and read it Then he 
held it in his hands and said:

"OUp has been chosen to go on a 
desperate mission. He Is enjoined to 
secrecy. If he does not return his cap
tain will write us. When he wrote this 
he was sorrowful, thinking he would 
never see us again. There was a man 
In the room with him, a man with.the 
uniform of a member of the star. He 
was waiting for Ollu to finish the letter, 
and enjoined him to write nothing of 
his mission."

One month later came a letter from 
Olin’s captain telling of bls glorious 
death in attempting a sublime errand. 
He had volunteered to lead twenty-five 
men with hand grenades up to a fort, 
to hurl ■ these grenades through the 
embrasures, and wreck the guns, pav
ing the way for a sweeping charge.

Every man of the twenty-six had per
ished, but six guns were wrecked, and 
the charge succeeded where three times 
before it had failed.

From that time Ehima’s fame grew 
greater. Foreigners heard of him, and 
they came, giving him money to tell 
them things. A M. Robinson, the well 
known traveler, ran up from Yamada to 
visit the boy in his home and learn for 
himself regarding his strange powers.

Unsolved Mysteries of the Orient
He tells the following story regard

ing his interview:
"In twelve years’,,travel among ori

ental peoples I have learned not to dis
believe until I know. One cannot fath
om the depths of these half mystic na
tures. Hound an ordinary, bright look
ing Japanese boy, who spoke some 
English, because his father was In. the 
curio trade and he had heard the tour
ists talk. I spoke with him in Japa
nese.

“The wonderful stories that the na- 
'tives^t Xakkmidil'tald .'fet^icerning him 
made me'.thlnlrthat*perhaps he was a 
sort of freak, gif fed with great power 
of deduction or a vivid imagination, 
Frankly, I was prepared to go further, 
and admlt .that.h6 might possess some-.

pressions of the wealthy Pharisees. It 
was against them the curses of Jesus 
■were hurled with such telling effect 
He represented there was noplace in 
heaven for them; but Lazarus,.begging 
crumbs which fell from the rich man’s 
table, he transported to that blissful 
abode, and, gave him rest in Abraham’s 
bosom. - , •

Some of ub-in these modem times 
may not covet such a retreat; but Jews, 
to whom he waa directing his discourse, 
doubtless thought it the climax of hu
man- enjoyment

because the chief’s body was disturbed 
and some of his belongings taken. I 
had forgotten all about the story until 
that Japanese boy told it to me again.

"I have since learned through friends 
who, at my request, investigated gov
ernment records at Washington that 
Yellow Horse was at the head of a dele
gation of Indians that visited Washing
ton during Madison's term, and that 
twelve special medals were struck in 
honor of the visit and presented to the ■ 
chief and his followers.”

Other foreigners have tested the 
boy, but a few weeks ago government 
agents held an Interview with his father 
and stopped the exhibition of bis pow
ers, requesting the father to see that 
the boy reserved his gifts for the use of 
bis country.

Recently, It Is known blank papers 
and small articles picked up In Kuro- . 
patkin's headquarters at Mukden have , 
been submitted to the boy by special or
ders, and army officers have been in se
cret consultation with him at his home. 
Recently also he made a hurried trip to 
Tokio. in charge of a favored army offi
cer, but the cause of that trip is un
known, and its results are secret.

Not one of the scientists who have 
seen Ehima has yet dared to formulate 
any distinct theory in regard to his ex
traordinary-powers. Whether he is 
gifted with second sight or whether the 
objects from which he gets his impres
sions really do carry the records of 
their surroundings to him no one will 
venture to decide.

The theory that inanimate objects do 
retain Impressions and are capable of 
transmitting them has been advanced 
by several “dreamers” in past times, 
and the case of Ehima kasakura prom
ises to throw light on that theory which 
may result In great discoveries.—Chi
cago Tribune.

PAGE AND YOU WILL FIND THE 
COURT OF INQUIRY IN ACTIVE 
SESSION, INVESTIGATING THE 
WHY8 AND WHEREFORES OF THE 
TOGGERY USED BY MATERIALIZ
ING MEDIUMS AT THEIR SEANCES. 
IT 18 THR1LLINGLY INTERESTING, 
AS IT OPENS UP A NEW FIELD OF 
THOUGHT. OTHER ARTICLES OF 
ESPECIAL MERIT ON THE SAME 
PAGE.

NOW REFER TO THE THIRD-

USUAL SOUL-INSPIRING ARTICLES.
NOW GLANCE AT THE FIFTH 

PAGE; IT 18 RADIANT WITH SPIR
ITUAL LIGHT.

THE USUAL ITEMS ARE ON THE 
SIXTH PAGE.

THE SEVENTH PAGE ALWAYS 
HAS SOMETHING OFGREAT VALUE,' 
AND THE EIGHTH PAGE IS NEVER 
WITHOUT SPECIAL INTEREST. A 
MERE GLANCE AT THE HEAD
LINES OF THE PAPER WILL GIVE’ . 
ONE AN IDEA OF THE LARGE 
FIELD IT OCCUPIES IN *YhE 
REALMS' OF SPIRITUALISTIC AND- >i 
FREETHOUGHT. LITERATURE.

TlwkjQajHsssadm®its Analysed.
Æ5. natta. - Sig Bftla -Startes,"'cML W

EVw «sh. »t .ht» .
tWag pt oocultfeUc insight. .-But 1 was .»«««, wn.
totally unprepared for what! foumL fid- tool and dlrectloa ot desire. Price 6Q&

“Tile Majesty of Calmness, or Indi
vidual. Problems and Possibilities.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. . Another valuable 
little work. Price 30 cents.
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í illuininatinf New Zealand
\We are glad to learn that Mrs. Loie F. Prior has met 

with a most excellent reception in New Zealand, 
and that she is causing a Spiritual commotion there 

i that cannot fail to do good. She is one of our 
ablest speakers. -

SPIRITUALISM AND CHRISTIANITY.

(Th? Rev. Loie F. Prior's Reply to the 
Rev. James Gibbs, D. D.

As reported in the New' Zealand 
ftimes, the New Century Hall, Keat- 
terrace, was crowded to the doors on 
Simday evening, when the Rev. Loie F. 
Prior, under the auspices of the Wel
lington Association of Spiritualists, re
plied to the strictures passed iipon her 
and her co-workers by the Rev. James 
Gibb on the previous Sunday. The au- 

. dience comprised many of Wellington’s 
beqt known citizens, and the speaker's 
eloquent address was listened to with 
rapt attention. Mr. W. McLean, in in
troducing, the Rev. Mrs. Prior, said he 
noticed some church people ^present, 
and wanted to tell them that the society 
on po occasion attacked any religious 
body. Its members believed, in all re
ligions, and were in sympathy with ev
ery true worker in the ’interest ot 
Christ. It was quite true that some
times attacks were made on man-made 
dogmas, but outside of those dogmas 
they did not assail the opinions of the 
clergy or any-of their people

It had been asked to rather a sneer
ing fashion, Who was this Mrs. Prior, 
and whom did she represent? Mrs. 
Prior was rather a modest lady, and 
hud not told them anything about her
self, but he would say that she repre
sented as missionary at large one of the 
largest bodies in the Spiritualist world 

\ —a body having a membership Of over 
\ 250,000, a body that had over 15,000 

I workers, over 700 places of meeting, 
i and over two million dollars worth ot 
.property. Surely that was something 
that any clergyman or any woman 
might be proud to represent.
i It had also been stated by the critic 
that he did not know anything about 
the phenomena or philosophy of Spirit- 
inallsm. What would a church audience 
think if he (Mr. McLean) ascended a 
pplpit and told his hearers that he 
khew nothing about Christianity or the 
healing virtues which Christ possessed, 
and which he told those who believed 
him could not only do Mis works but 
far greater works. Had any of his be
lievers of the present day performed 
these works; and if not, why-not? The 
crltiq had quoted largely from Profes
sor Myers' book, and it was unfortu
nately for him that he had done so. He 
¡(Mr. McLean) had the book in his hand, 
and would read an extract from it. It 
was well that members of the churches 
should not be hoodwinked by special ex
tracts taken from this book, which had 
entailed on the writer nearly thirty 
years’ of investigation into the phenom
ena of Spiritualism, which he had ap
proached in the spirit of suspicion.

The speaker read an extract to show 
■ that Professor Myers was undoubtedly 

o. Spiritualist, and acknowledged the 
phenomena of Spiritualism. The critic 
had stated that men of science would 

s not have anything to do with Spiritual- 
■ > Ism, but Professor John Tyndall had 

Baid that these phenomena all -around 
and about us were established facts. 
Scores pf .other scientists had also said 

^-the ’same thing, and that the man'wbo 
denies the phenomena is grossly ignor
ant-of the laws of nature.

' > Mr. McLean then referred to the 
/Lord Chancellor of England's Presf- 
\dency of the Victorian Institute, before 
(which Dr. Peebles, who had recently 
(occupied this platform, had been en- 
i gaged to lecture on the subject of “Im- 
' mortality and Its Proofs.” Professor

pronounce a'verdict upon those who 
had meted the measure injured out, 
they said, “Crucify him! Crucify him!"

THE BURNING BUSH.
They were living at that time in the 

letter of the Bible and not the spirit, as 
we to-day had been living in the letter 
of the teachings of Jesus of Nazareth in 
place of living in the spirit of those 
teachings. He dared to exposé the in
iquities, He dared to take from off the 
people’s eyes the blindfolds that had 
been placed there by the clergy'of His 
time. To-night she desired to speak 
about the spirit and not the letter, and 
she would refer to the book that had 
been the religious authority for so many 
years. Could she believe some of the 
wondrous miracles that were recorded 
therein? She would digress for a 
time to go into that distant past and 
see before her the burning biish—the 
bush that was aflame and consumed 
not. Could she, of modern times, ac
cept that story and say it was not a mi
raculous thing at all? Most assuredly 
she could, because Bhe had seen the 
like unto it thé present day, and If they 
were to go with'her to the Hawaiian 
Islands and get into touch with some of 
the natives who were developed medi
ums, they would find them well able to 
make fires that would- not burn. The 
natives would dance on hot stones with 
bare feet without their feet being blis
tered. In her own country she had 
stood by the side of a lady who under
went a severe examination. Bhe had 
seen her take a lamp of thezRochester 
pattern and permit the flame to go 
about her face; Bhe would put her hand 
through, and if one got close and made 
an examination one would find that not 
one of these delicate hairs upon the 
hands and face was in the slightest de
gree scorched. The lady she referred 
to would take paper money from the 
audience, and by whispering upon it, it 
would pass through the lamp uninjured. 
Could she read the story of the burning 
bush and say it was not a miraculous 
occurrence? Most assuredly she could, 
because she had seen with her mortal 
eyes a similar occurrence, and no one 
could convince her that Bhe had not 
seen what was so convincing.
MOSES AND THE TEN COMMAND

MENTS.
Could she believe the story of Moses 

and the ten commandments? Yes, be
cause she dared to say that in this 
story was recorded the first independ
ent slate-writing. Theologians who 
stood in the pulpit to-day had never In
vestigated the matter, and never in
tended to investigate it, but they were 
willing to believe in an Independent 
slate-writing that occurred thousands of 
years ago, whilst Spiritualists to-day 
had evidence of independent slate-writ
ing that was occurring around them all 
the time. Moses went into the mount
ains and was there forty days when he 
received the tablets of stone and 
brought them back. Our reverend

Myers had clearly demonstrated that 
men after their change in death had re
turned to the earth, not by scores, but 
by hundreds. The critic had stated 
that if a phbtQgraph^of the dead- could 
be produced that would be some proof, 
and yet therb were at least 200 spirit 
photographs in the city and he did not 
know it. If he were to walk through 
the rooms adjoining the hall he would 
see a lot of well authenticated, spirit 
photographs, and would no longer bb 
grossly ignorant of the subject he pre
tends to talk about

SHE DRAWS A VIVID PICTURE.
The Rev. Loie F. Prior began her ad

dress with a quotation from Sir Edwin 
'Arnold’s “Light of Asia.” She would 
draw a picture; could they not In fancy 
see spread before them a great canvas? 
There standing in the foreground a man 

. clothed In the royal robes of state, a 
man majestic in form, a man clear of 
eye, and of strong, noble intellect ex
pressed upon his face. And nigh unto 
him and the center figure upon that 

. canvass was another man. Meek, lowly, 
the light of universal love shining out 
from his countenance, but his garments 
iwere torn and soiled. Seemingly he 

- had been roughly handled. Upon his 
- brow rested a crown of thorns, and 
' blood and sweat had left their traces 

upon his features. In the background 
l there was a great mob of people, and In 
Jfancy they could hear the shouts and 
yelling. But pressing up, roimd, and 
above those two figures were men 
clothed in sacerdotal garb with sneers 
upon their faces, and they could almost 
hear the words they were giving utter
ance to. The first of thè two promi
nent figures .on the canvas was Pontius 
Pilate, the other the meek and lowly

«i^'^köeÄ^^Ä'^ ’ thinkbr
T^T^-

to her reverend friend that a spirit MS 
to have a medium to- »wifest Itself 
through. Rhe pared net what »Worn- 
ena to Spiritualism was to be present
ed, a medium must be present to pre
sent that phenomena. Her friend said, 
it was possible for a spirit to manifest 
at times, and yet at the same time die 
dared to say that the manifestation of 
one spirit did not prove the immortality 
pt the soul? Let. them come down to 
hard investigation of the laws of na
ture.- They knew very well that God’s 
laws were the laws of nature aud. never 
violated themselves—they never pros
tituted themselves, they never deviated 
from themselves. Now; If knowing 
these tbipgs, If one spirit manifested 
Itself after the change called death and 
brings pack intelligence and speaks in
telligently, then she said that others 
passing through death had_lntelligence 
after passing through death. She dared 
say that because she understood the 
laws of nature, and not only one spirit 
since the Bible was compiled, but thou
sands* of thousands and hundreds of 
thousands and millions of spirits had 
come back to manifest themselves to 
man.
ORTHODOX RELIGION AND SPIRIT

UALISTIC PHENOMENA.
Orthodox religion of the present time 

was founded on Spiritualistic phenom- 
ena, The Mosaic laws were founded on 
messages which Moses received from 
the Infinite. Why did Moses have his 
little tent outside the enclosure of the 
general encampment, and why did he 
repair to that tent to have converse 
with God? That was his seance cham
ber. He went into communion' with 
God there, and had said that the 
scribes could not look upon the face of 
God because they would be blinded, so 
that Moses’ message was founded on 
spirit communication. In the New Tes
tament was there not related spirit 
communications received? They knew 
it so well that it was not necessary for 
her to tell them of the many manifesta
tions of the spirit She wanted to go 
on with the building up of the great 
church politic. Her mind carried her 
to Rome, and Bhe saw before her the 
crumbling away of the old religious 
ideas. She saw the mass of theologi
ans who had lived so long upon the cre
dulity of the general public anxious to 
build up a great church co-eval with 
a great empire. They put their heads 
together, some of these, good old men, 
who did not care about going out and 
talking in the. streets after thpy had 
lived in luxury so long. They put their 
heatls together and said: “Let ub find 
out what these Christians are teaching 
—let us find it out and teach it our
selves." Church history told them that 
(he teachings of the Nazarene did not 
go smoothly on. Three hundred years 
passed away before the great church 
began to teach the humble, gentle, lov
able words of the Nazarene. Then she 
saw in her mind’q.eye how the persecu
tors became the persecuted.

' AGReATPNPffinSAtOOD 
that was all love, th«® was all wise, that 
wbb powerful, thw was all good, had 
no chosen, elooted or selected few. Bhe 
could not conceive of ft Ggd that could 
give to man the poww to mve, the abil
ity to see the wondrous beauties of this 
world—a world so perfect and bo har
monious when we uederstwid its laws— 
and then in a moment of Mast egotism 
say, “I will choose jQjiti qf} the 'great 
mass of people oulyua selected fëw who 
.shall forever, eternally audi everlasting
ly adore me and mei«4oue.&
WE WANTED THÊ^'PIR]T OF GOD, 
and did not want ttt,'¡waft, until we 
reached the other 1}J^ . to,,, look upon 
God’s face. How were^e to get it now? 
Only by receiving thwe gr^irid messages 
that came from God/^o ^m'from the 
other world. Her rqy.ereiid friend said 
it was strange that àltnough Spiritual
ists purported to receive messages from 
the dwellers of tho other sphere those 
Spiritualists never brought to earth 
anything regarding the future life, only 
what they knew, add he asked the 
question, why do they not tell us some
thing about the other wqrld that we do 
not know?” They had told her a great 
deal about the other world that she did 
not know. Had thé révérend gentle
man gone to her and asked she was 
quite sure she could h^vé told him 
something brought to her from the 
other life that he did not know; but she 
dared say that if she bad told him what 
sho had received from that other life 
he. would not believe her, because his 
materialistic senses could not grasp it.

Men did not believe that planets in 
their movements around the sun affect
ed this little earth before Galileo turned 
his telescopes upon them, because they 
could not see. Se would like to know 
why her reverend brother, who had not 
seen, dared to refute the statements of 
thousands who had seen and who knew. 
If a mind Incarnated in the human body 
could send a telepathic message to an
other mind incarnated in another hu
man body, and the reverend gentleman 
could prove lo her conclusively that the 
mind died when the human body dled^ 
then she would lay down her arms and 
say, ”Oh, human mind, there is nothing 
for you after this life but the sleep of 
Endymion—that is all there Is for you;’’ 
but if he could not prove that the mind 
or spirit of man or thé soul of man, 
died, then she said to him: “I can prove 
to you that the mind of man, the spirit 
of man, or the soul of man does commu
nicate with man."

Her reverend friend, was preaching 
what he understood, and could not 
speak differently, He should grant the 
same privilege to her, She spoke as 
one who had seen, as one who had felt, 
as bne who had stood upon the thresh
old of the spirit world.
8HE BORE TESTIMONY TO THE IM

MORTAL LIFE,
to that which she had; seen,- to that

BQoiç Reviews.
How Nature Cures: Comprising a 

New System of Hygiene; Also the Nat
ural Pood of Man. A Statement of the 
Principal Arguments Against rhe Use 
of Bread, Cereals,. Pulse, Potatoes, and 
All Other Starch Foods. By Emmet 
Densmore, - M. D. 413 pages. Swan, 
Sonnenschetn & Co,, Loudon.

Doctor Densmore has an interna
tional reputation as a successful prac
titioner and writer on hygiene, and ev
erything he writes is of interest and 
value, and has more than usual authori
tative worth. At this time when the 
doctors are telling the people what to 
eat, and what not to eat, it would seem 
that scarcely anything Is left not under 
their ban. But no one has advocated 
such a sweeping change in diet, a 
change which amounts to a revolution. 
Bread, the "staff of life,” and potatoes, 
with the whole range of starch-yielding 
vegetables, relied on as the best ami 
most healthy food, if these are thrown 
out there seems the greater part of the 
world’s supply gone. The author makes 
an exhaustive argument, and his con
clusions are like the deductions from a 
mathematical proposition.

Doctor Densmore believes that the 
natural food of man is fruit and nuts. 
If this regimen Is adopted, . the move
ment in forest culture will be acceler
ated, for then there will be the motive 
of gain as well as that now causing the

LAKE PLEASANT, MASS.

Notes of the Coming Camp-meeting.

The birds are singing and the squir
rels are chittering in the sunny groves 
at this lovely and healthful eummer 
home—the mother of camp-meetings.

Cheery, bracing mornings and moon
lit evenings make joyous the Juno days 
and nights for the people at the Lake.

Cephas Burnham has cleaned the 
.grove and added neatness to nature.

The boats are being painted and put 
in condition for sailing.

Dr. Weston has driven a well, 54 feet 
deep, from his kitchen in the Conant 
cottage, and found pure, soft water.

Miss Isabel Ross has made the Beals 
grounds and cottage on Lyman street, 
■very beautiful with new roof paint and 
flowers, a new veranda and new cham
ber being the chief additions.

Mr. Clark’s new bride and her sister 
and niece are living in the Clark cot
tage. They' say Lake Pleasant is the 
right place for health and growing ap
petites.

Mr. McKenna of the Cove cottage, 
has made a complete basement tene
ment and will rent all the upper part of 
this large cottage.

Edwin Putnam has located two cot
tages in the space north of Association

DEAFNESS MB
CATARI CURED

BY NO METHOD UNTIL “AG* 
TINA” WAS DISOOVEBED.

Nlnoty-flvo par cant or all cases or doafneaS 
brought to our attention Is the result or chxouto 

catarrh ot the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas
sages become clogged hr 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the action ol the vi
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure Is impossible. The In
ner ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the inability or au- 
rists or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums aro worse than 
useless. That there is a 
scloutiflo cure tor dearness 
and catarrh is demonstrat
ed every day by the use o! 
Actlna. The vapor current 
generated in the Actlna

passes through the Eustachian tubes into the 
middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
Salt passes throu^ithe tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) in the 
Inner ear, making them respond to the slight
est vibration or sound. Actlnahas never failed

brothers who “believe that story—that 
Moses went away for forty days to get 
his slate-writing—would not leave our , 
.independent slate-writers out of their 
sight for forty seconds. The reverend 
gentlemen would receive and accept a 
story of the past, and yet refuse to ac
cept the evidence of the present.

Could she believe that the story of 
■John of Patmos, could she understand 
the lesson given In the last book of the 
Bible? Yes. There was not a miracle 
there, but only the trance-condition of a 
sensitive, just as we have trance condi
tions of our sensitives to-day. Could 
she believe the handwriting upon the 
wall? Most assuredly she could, be-, 
cause we had the appearance of hand
writing upon the wall to-day.
AMAZING SPIRITUAL SUBSTANCE.

Every manifestation called a miracle 
in the Bible was performed to-day all 
over the civilized and uncivilized world. 
Her reverend friend spoke of the letter, 
but spoke not knowingly of the spirit. 
They were told that spirit 1b the quint
essence of matter, and yet their oppon
ents would use their clumsy gross in
struments to analyze that which is the 
quintessence of matter—instruments 
that were wholly materlaliistic. She 
wondered if our scientific brothers of 
to-day would expect to gaze upton Venus 
with a microscope, or would they try to 
analyze the anatomy of a flea with a 
telescope! And yet men dared to try 
and analyze spirits and spiritual sub
stances with weights and measures 
only known to their materialistic 
senses. Because they could not weigh 
spirit with their materialistic scales, be
cause they could not see spirits with 
their materialistic telescope or materi
alistic microscope, because they could 
not view spirit with their materialistic 
spectroscope, then many of them dared 
to say that spirit did not exist; and 
when sensitives attuned by the Infinite, 
when sensitives presented In the pres
ent day:—iu this modern age—all of the 
miracles—she wanted to emphasize 
that word—the miraculous manifesta
tions that were to be found in the Bible, 
and said that such were-the-phenomena 
of Spiritualism, .their critics said they 
did not believe them—they did not be-

THE DARK INQUISITION.
Men remembered how the early 

Christians were persecuted and burned 
in Nero's garden; but it was not a very 
far stretch of time before the clergy of 
Rome and Spain rose up, and upon the 
escutcheon of Christianity appeared 
that dark blotch called the Inquisition. 
In the name of the humble Man who 
taught “Do unto your brethren as you 
would they would do unto you," they 
placed men upon the rack, in His name 
men were strung up by the thumbs, In 
His name men were butchered. The 
moans of the people reached the spirit 
world am; the message of inspiration 
touched one Martin Luther, who dared 
to branch off from the old teachings. 
They knew the thirty years of fiendish 
war and persecution that /followed? 
Again the persecuted became thoTlerse- 
cutors, and she, coming from that great 
country of the Stars and Stripes, knew 
of the persecution that was put upon 
the people who sailed from England, 
Holland, and other countries to a place 
where they could worship God accord
ing to the dictates of their hearts, for 
there, as soon as they grew, strong 
enough, they In turn became the perse
cutors and left the blot of the burning 
of the witches at Salem, Mass., upon 
the glorious escutcheqn of the United 
States. Again went up the cry of sore
ly oppressed humanity, and the angels 
responded from the spirit world.

SEANCE IN EPWORTH COTTAGE.
She might tell them something new 

when she mentioned the little seance 
which was held in Epworth Cottage in 
England, where John and Charles Wes
ley received the basic principles of the 
Methodist church. It was a well-known 
fact that Charles Wesley received inde
pendent slate-writing, but after the 
Methodist church grew In power all the 
manifestations of spirit communion 
were erased from the Methodist slate. 
They should read history if they 
desired to find out if spirits had in
spired men or brought messages to 
man. The preacher stood in his pulpit 
and told his parishioners to do what he 
told them, not what he did; but the 
minister went about among his flock 
and ministered to man—he was not con
stantly preaching the letter, but was 
ministering unto the spirit ' If they

which Bhe had heard, to that which she 
had known, and seeing was believing, 
hearing was knowing,;and SQ firm was ■ 
she that out of the fullness of her heart 
she spoke, not from ¿ written sermon, 
thaX she could not say g^od-bye to 
those who were the ifearesj, and dear
est, knowing t}iat she fyqul<JJ meet them 
just beyond the veil wlth‘th& great God 
who created this beautiful, world, that 
great God wbo had glreq man the pow
er to live, that great God tH|it had in
spired ub with the universality of truth, 
that God who lives, is,''has been, and al
ways will be. Many men'have looked 
beyond and have com,e and; talked of 
Him, many men are locking ijeyond and 
will come and teach of HiDfc; but my 
friends accept the spirit, noi,pimply the 
letter. ,,i ' ;• <

•SPIRIT RETURN?

The Writer Details Some Interesting 
Experiences—A Book Brought 

by Spirit Power.

To the Editor :r-I have been strongly 
impressed for some time to send you an 
account of these incidents as proof of 
spirit power. ”

About a year ago a school teacher 
named Miss Emma C— was boarding 
with a family living in a house where, 
some twenty years ago, and before Miss 
C— was bom, a young lady named Nel
lie G— had died.

One morning Miss C— told the lady 
with whom she was boarding that dur
ing the night she was awakened, and 
saw a young woman in her room, de
scribing her dress and general appear
ance, and said that her face,looked hag
gard and drawn as though ¿he was very 
ill and suffering, and that she .walked 
across the room and disappeared. -

She was offered another room, but 
said she was not afraid,, and did not 
change, although she, saw tho same 
form once or twice mor». •

Later on Miss C—'a aunt came to 
visit her and slept with her. By the 
way, the aunt had lived in- the house 
when Miss G— had died there, but Miss 
C— knew nothing of th|B -at this time. 
Miss C— asked her aunt if any one had 
ever died in that room, describing the 
young woman she had seen. The aunt 
said she had accurately described Miss

replanting of trees. Now the farmer 
who sees profit in land only as he can 
cultivate it in cereals, and trees as ene
mies of his efforts, would see the most 
profit in fruit and nut trees, and the 
wide setting of these would restore the 
conditions which prevailed before the 
denudation of the land. There would 
be a more equable climate, more rain 
fall, absorption of the surplus, less dis
astrous floods and winds.

We believe that a diet of fruit and 
nuts would be ideal, but for the world at 
large impractical. The rapidly in
creasing population nlakes It more and 
more difficult to keep food supply up to 
the demand. Yet with the wheat fields 
set to fruit and nut trees over this vast 
continent, the supply might be ade
quate to the needs.

The author is not a “vegetarian," 
but a fruitarian. He says: "Through
out civilization the great oulk of the 
human family—the vegetarians and the 
mixed eaters alike—are cerealities; in 
the future, when the doctrines herein 
taught are understood and adopted, 
mankind will become fruitarians.”

Although this dietetic reform runs 
through the book, it really forms a 
minor part of its teachings. There has 
not been any work of the popular liter
ature of hygiene that compares with it 
in valuable information. While show
ing the fallacy of the “regular” drug- 
giving, the author does not wholly dis
card remedial agents, yet he relies on 
the natural recuperative forces of the 
system. He surveys the different 
modes of medicine and shows the doc
tor to be a “fetish,” like the savage 
“medicine man.” The patient gets well 
while the doctor waits. Then he tells 
how to doctor according to the plan of 
nature, how to keep well In infancy and 
age. This not by reliance on drugs but 
on pure food of the right kind, pure air 
and water. He plainly tells what to 
eat, how to eat, when to eat, the bene
fit of sleep, how to conserve the vital 
forces, how to avoid intemperance, to 
avoid the disease of corpulency, and 
about every ailment afflicting human 
beings.

Unlike the notorious Osler, he be
lieves man does not reach his best abil
ity until fifty, and is capable if he lives 
rightly of doing his most finished work 
at a full century.

Doctor Densmore in practice gives a 
much wider menu than in theory. He 
recognizes the necessity of adapting his 
recommendations to the foods now 
available. He is not a fadlBt, but he is 
too broad to indulge in any narrow 
scheme. The reader is Impressed with 
the extent of his knowledge,, the clear
ness with which he presents his views, 
his oxhaustless researeft, and honesty of 
purpose.

The main factor of health is a proper 
diet, when sick .restoration largely de
pends on the right kind of food. Give 
the stomach the food the system de
mands, and make its digestion perfect 
and the material is furnished for the 
perfect building of the body and resto
ration. . One thus organized, Is not only 
proof against ordinary attacks of dis
ease, but immune from the microbes of 
contagion.

There are few books that give the 
reader more valua received for their 
time spent in perusal than “How Na
ture Cures." HUDSON TUTTLE.

hall.
Mr. Cook of Holyoke, is . building 

cottage on Turner street.
Mrs. Haslam, who has bought

a

a

Nazarene.
They could hear the words of the 

Representative of Rome when he asas, 
of the lowly man, “What Is truth?" and 
that man answers back, “What Is- 
truth?” And they could-hear the great 
Governor of the far East say to the 
masses round about: "This man has 
done no wrong,!’ but we hear the sneer
ing remarks of the rabbis—“Crucify 
him/! Crucify him!” Had she painted 
the picture so that they might see it? 
Did they understand its full import
ance? Coujd she Impress upon them 
that It was not the howling mob in the 
background that asked for the life of 
•the gentle Nazarene—it was those who 
wore the garb of the ’ clergy at .that 
time. They made a demand upon. Pon
tius Pilate for the crucifixion of the 
man who had done no wrong, in prefer
ence to the ones who had done wrong. 

’And why did they ask for the life of the 
meek and lowly inoffensive man that 
went about teaching: “Do unto others 
as ye would be done by”—a. man whose 
hand was ever extended to aid his 
brother man?- " -

¡Why did the theologians of that time, 
make a demand for tbat man? Because 
that meek,- humble'.man dared to at- 
fack their theology—dared to say that 
that Which was taught in the temple, ih 
the synagogues, and in the schools of 
his day was not the teaching that would 
uplift humanity. AU about him he saw 
the suffering thousands,-all about him 
he heard the cry of the hungry, - un
doubtedly all about him he saw oppres
sion, and"out.of the fullness ofrhis largo- 
eart ho went forth to. benefit his 
Hither man; and because he dared .to

lleve in the blatant statements of the 
mediúmlstic. Her reverend friend had 
dared to say that spirits returned no 
doubt at times—these were hardly his 
words, but conveyed, his meaning—spir
its might return at times and manifest, 
but not through the mediumlstic.

She would analyze the term medium
ship. They knew what matter was. 
Matter was analyzed tó-day in the labo
ratory where weights and measures, 
crucibles and retorts were used, and 
also tubes and furnaces. Scientists 
were able to analyze matter. But spirit 
was more refined than the finest of 
matter. How could they use the same 
instruments and implements for the lo
cating, the analyzing, and the dissecting 
of matter, when spirit was so much 
finer than matter? They could not go 
into the laboratory to locate an instru
ment which was able to convey to their 
senses what a spirit was like,’so they 
needs mdst have a medium that stood 
poised as it were, between the materi
alistic and the Spiritualistic. Was that 
not logic? The medium was . a/go-be
tween, to use the vernacular of the day, 
and the spirit being made conscious of 
the presence of spirit could convey to
the materialistic that which Was Spirit
ualistic. ' Á / -
GOD’S LAWS THE LAWS OF NA-
A TURE.

The medium was only an instrument, 
and a spirit could not manifest itself-to 
mortal man without. a medium. In 
haunted' house stories undoubtedly 
some medium was present, and unless 
the medium manifested itself the ghost 
would not appear, . Spirits did not draw

could only take all that there was prov-. 
able in theology and put in its place all 
that was demonstrable in the ministry, 
how much grander, how much more en
nobling, how soiil-uplifting then would 
be the teachings of the church! The 
previous afternoon there had been a 
grand reception in the city of a noble 
man, but not so very long ago that man 
—General Booth—commenced his cru
sade in London when the hands of the' 
clergy were upheld and he was con
demned for the work he was doing. He. 
was criticised because he dared to step 
out of the ordinary path, but he put the 
spirit and not the letter into his work, 
and by impregnating his work with the 
•spirit, to-day he was venerated and rev
erenced from the north to the south and 
from the east' to the west. Since that 
noble band of Salvation Army people 
marched out to help the oppressed and 
touch the souls of men, the clergy, had 
sent out members of the Christian En
deavor Society and similar organiza
tions, but they never thought of that 
special kind of - work until General 
Booth and his good Army of men and 
women set the example. So long as 
science knew little about thia earth of 
ours heaven was. just behind the clouds, 
according to the teachings of the cler
gy; but so soon as science turned her 
telescopes upward and adjusted her ml- 
croscopes, delved down beneath the 
crust of the earth and brought up the 
vertebrae pt animals ages-since dead,- 
the clergy no longer taught that' hell 
was down below and heaven up above; 
It was noTonger a literal /location; lt; 
was a condition: They were told that 
Intellectual, men were divorcing them- 
sblves from religion, but they were only 
divorcing themselves from- narrow big- • 
otry, and such med were the true rellg-’- 
fonists of the world because they were 
seeking the truth wherever it could be 
found. Science was not standing still. 
Science was reading the rocks, making 
paths around the world, weighing and. 
measuring even the clouds .thempelv.es- 
and ’ science was gradually! drawing 
away from the teachings of theology.

the substaiice necessary for-manlfeuta- 1
Uon .without mediums, so that she said 1 6P

si^Oièài

Nellie who had died in. the room
adjoining the one they, were in.

Will some of our skeptical friends ac
count for this only as evidence of spirit 
return and materialization?

Will some one explain how this book 
was brought? I had often seen Miss 
Abby Judson's .little booklet, “From 
Night to Morn,” advertised,, and as I 
took great interest in al! her writings I 
often thought I would send for it; but 
delayed doing so. About three years 
ago, I. came into my store’ early one 
morning and at once saw lying on the 
show case the little book mentioned, as 
Clean and bright as if just from the 
press, and without any Evidence of hav
ing been handled or milled. "As there 
are with tile exceptiod of myself and 
immediate family no-Spiritualists In 
this vicinity,! was BomSwhSt puzzled to 
know how it came there,!lahd .made 
some inquiries, but coffld fill'd no solu
tion of the matter an^am’StiU in the

They had to keep abreast .of science," 
and If they hoped for an Immortal life 
they had to get Into toueh with- the

darle. d:«m. ^inlap.; -

MY BETTER HALF AND I. 
.. ~ - '—mt, -5 £ ■
Forty years of harm<wy, do, 

Without one day ot strife; 
Forty years of happiness, ' 

'- .. With a dear, lovingj^vlf®» < ■ '
. So happy when together, a ?
' • But never when apàn; - / 

■ Through calm and ¿f&rmy^eather, 
Yet always one totieant ■

■But now we are. dWftfed,’33 
! Yet mòre than evert on®)1' ■ 

, And though l oft am lwiely, - ' 
: I never.am alonè..j ; 
For Ì feel her always near me?

? Forever at my sldeij^x-/ . 
And though death hath divided, .

It never can divide./ .
And yet two personalities, 
, Distinctly each its oWn, 

x Two Individualities? '• 
Mysteriously made one.

And J shall Boon be with her,:
-, WBo ever is with n)e> 

Nevermore to part again,-' - ’
Through all eternity. - '-»X 

THEODORS «801!.
1 Vancouver, B. O. . ’

John McCullough as Man, Actor and 
Spirit. By Sqsie O. Clark. Boston: 
Murray & Emery Co.

This 1b a beautifully printed and 
bound book of 360 pages, by a writer 
well known to the Spiritual public.

The story of the great actoj’s life is 
told in a manner attractive as a novel. 
Born in a cottage in Ireland, from 
•which his father’s family was evicted, 
coming to America a friendless boy, 
barely able to read, and less able to 
write, he arose from poverty, obscurity 
and Ignorance to world-wide fame. .

He went to work in a chair-making 
shop, and one of the old men delighted 
In reciting Shakspeare, qnd gave him a 
copy of Shakspeare’s works. He was 
in ecstasy over the passages, but could 
read so imperfectly he would get the 
school children to read for him. He en- . 
gaged in amateur theatricals, attracted 
attention of managers, and began his 
life’s work.
, "Perhaps the stage never possessed a 
more painstaking, laborious student, 
through all obstacles and hardships. 
His part was always perfectly com
mitted and performed to the best of his 
ability." . ..

He worked with unflinching resolve 
and labpr is the secret of genius, but is 
it possible for Buch-achieyements with
out superior aid? Are wé not justified, 
even compelled, to grant: that the great- 
ness-of such minds comes in a measure 
from the spirit world?

The last hundred pages are most at
tractive to Spiritualists. McCullough 
as_a spirit, what he has said and writ
ten through mediums, since his death, 
especially his influence over the noble 
worker F. A. Wiggin, are of absorbing 
interest. It |b' a wonderful sequel to 
his biography, unique, and I think has 
no precedent. I have space for only 
one brief quotation of McCullough as a 
spirit'’I would like to have it printed 
in letters of gold: “In the Roman arena, 
when the victorious gladiator hesitated 
béfore plunging his sword into his ad- 
■versary until ‘ cultured ladies, cried, 
‘kill—kill,’/often when raising the hel
met lie found the face of a brother. 
May wé never find out there in the Be-, 
yóñd, when thé mÓBks, are lifted --off- 
from all foes, that we have stabbed, the 
heart of a friend, whom we thought an 
enemy... There Is only one enemy ip 
tie world; ¡his name is -Ignorance, and. 
only one God, whose mame is Truth.” 
. There is an earnestness, a character 
and wisEbm in the communications pur
porting to be made'by'the great actor, 
which evidence their genuineness. ■ The 
presentation'of mediumship, its condi- 

1 tions and .llmitationB, by MIbb Clark, Is, 
admirable 'fori Un subtlety ' and clear
ness. HUDSON TUTTLE.

house in Greenfield, Mass., will open 
her cottage on Turner street, this 
month.

The Bluff >vlll miss the genial pres
ence of M*1- and Mrs: Barron this year 
as well as that of the caretaking Sadie 
Severance, all of whom have passed to 
the higher life since last season.

The (lancing pavilion has been 
shingled, and a new coat of paint of va
rious colors makes the inside and out
side glow with old-time radiance.

The railroad company has builded 
some easy and generous stairs from the 
station to the pavilion. The company 
has taken down the foot-bridge over the 
track, and propose to remove a portion 
of the south bank in order to straighten 
the track.

The Scalpers have bought the Hunter 
boarding house, and may put in billiard 
tables and other help to their midnight 
entertainments. It is presumed that 
they have also bought sufficient land 
for the indispensable graveyard for the 
burial of all rejected and slaughtered 
applicants for admission to their “inde
pendent order”

Mr. Matthews and his musical wife' 
have made a cozy home opposite the 
Hunter House, and begun farming by 
planting a large garden.

The campers who passed the winter 
at the lake are united in the opinion 
that the snow was deep, and the 
weather cold; but with plenty of wood 
end coal, they hibernated, with rather 
more than less of cold feet.

The camp Is now supplied with water 
as the pump is working. “Jacob's well" 
is as popular aB ever.

A petitlton has been sent to Washing
ton for a postoffice the year around— 
some 90 signatures having been ob
tained. If accepted, it is rumored that 
Leon Henry will be the new postmaster.

H. S. Streeter, the present postmas
ter will open the office this month.

The Bummer session will begin July 
30 and close August 27. The speakers 
and mediums now engaged are A H. 
Dailey, Geo. W. Kates, Z. B. Kates, T. 
U. Reynolds, J. J. Morse, Carrie W. S. 
Twfng, Carrie L. Thomas, Amelia F. 
Henning, A. P. Blinn, May S. Pepper, J. 
Clegg Wright.

The Ladles’ Schubert Quartette of 
Boston, will sing and give special mu
sical entertainments. They are accom
plished artists who stand among the 
first in that city of artists.

The hotel will be managed by Philip 
Yeaton who will open it June 15.

The Ladies’ Improvement Society 
will hold a fair in August. Send your 
gifts to Mary M. Sheldon, 378 Main 
street, North Adams, Mass.

I. R. Stratton will have charge of the 
dancing, Charles U. Bickford being con
ductor of Stratton’s orchestra.

The camp is -filling up, new arrivals 
nearly every day.

Tickets for round trip go on sale 
from Boston, June 1, $3.75, good to re
turn in October. Other round trip tick
ets from all parts of the Fitchburg di
vision of the Boston & Maine railroad 
from Boston, Springfield, Troy, Wil
mington and intermediate points go on 
sale, July 29. Rate from New York 
City via New Haven, Hartford and 
Springfield, $5.55.

For circulars, rents and other infor
mation address (enclosing stamp) A. P. 
Blinn, the efficient clerk, at Lake Pleas-

to cure ringing noises In the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be completely cured In 
only throe weeks' use of Actlna. Actlua also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; all of which aro db 
rectly or Indirectly duo W catarrh. Actlna ia 
Benton trial postpaid. Write us about your 
case. We give advice tree, and positive proof 
df cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson's 
lOO page Dictionary of Disease, Free. Address 
New York & London Electric Association, Dun. 
842C, 020 Walnut Street. Kansas City, Mo. ■

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skinand Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address • 

DR?BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

&URN AIR-IT’S CHEAP uke'itI
Consutuea 6DG Barrels of Air to 1 gallon 
of Kerosene. Peuny tusl, burns like gas, 
hottest tire, won't explode, eaves work ana 
fuel bill«. No coal, wood, dirt, ushea—not 

p ji-. wick, no vulvefi, easrioperated.' 
hancBome,durable. Grand’ 
cooker, baker« quick work« 
cool kitchens. 1BOOO Harri« 
sou Winkles*. Valvelew Oil. 
Gas and Air Burners sold 1 
month. AGENTH WANTED 

Wteklr. GHEATEST
MONEY MAKKIL Ounrnn. 

te«I, all sizes, sent anywhere. 00 up. Write, FREE 
nropualtlon, oO duy trial otter. Address only nifgrs. 
World Alfa. Co., &UOU World B’ld’c Cincinnati, O.

812
TLe above u the number ot the pre», 

ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap- 
per, then tbo time you have paid for baa 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. Thia number at ibs 
right band corner ot tbo first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
ot Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
tlbe tag of your wrapper.

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of “The World Beautiful,” “Kato Field," 
‘AAfter Her Death.” “From Dreamland Bent,“ etc, 
With portrait. 16mo. Cloth, gilt. Price <1.25. The 
writer of this “Study of Elizabeth Barrott Browning” 
bat thrown the book into Uro chapters, with aub tltiea bb follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. ''Summer Snow, of Apple 

Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends in the
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Frtendj 
Vita Nouva; “One Day, My Siren.“

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; In Cor« 
Guldt; Florentine Days: Walter Savage London

ABT AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 
Clasped Hands; Kate Field's Records; Mrs. 
Browning's Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Law«; Modem Scientific Thought; The Consider* 
ation of Genius.

Fop Balo ac this office. '

U A44AMFT Character andmnnUmLi Doctrine. By Edward Gib« 
bon. This is No. 0 of the Library of Liberal 
Classics. It is conceded to bo historically cor
rect, and so exact and perfect iu every detail as 
to be practically beyond the reach ot adverse 
criticism. This work will bo found Intensely 
interesting. Price. 25 cents.

ant, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.

H. A. BUDINGTON.

The Outlook Beyond Death.
Lilian Whiting’s twelfth book has

BODY MD SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists ot a course ot lectures 
delivered in the trance state, and is certainly no 
small ccutribution to the study of the soul. It 
Is a goou work to open the eyes to the difference 
between the deductive and inductive process of 
mind. Bound in cloth, Si. For Bale at this 
office.

just been sent out from the press of 
Little, Brown & Co., on its apostolic 
mission of preaching the gospel and 
pure spiritual doctrine of immortal life, 
under the title "The Outlook Beautiful." 
From its first to last page it is a glow
ing portrayal of the religious belief of 
the editor and subscribers of The Pro
gressive Thinker. In the opening 
words of the book she declares, "The 
angel we call Death may be more truly 
regarded as the Angel of Life—as God’s 
Messenger who comes to guide the way 
into the life more abundant. * * - It is 
the process by means of which the spir
itual body is released from the physical 
and enters on the next higher plane of 
the spiritual universe.”

There is a joyous note of exultation 
running all through the book over the 
glory of the surety of the gift of spirit
ual life to man—but there 1b also a 
deeper tone of sacred awe as to the re
sponsibility of hqman beings still in the 
body making this preparatory life a 
means of spiritual advancement; for 
she says—“life is a trust, divinely com
mitted to man. It Is the most price
less, the most infinitely valuable Qf pos
sessions—a gift of rare powers and .un
limited resources, to be used for the 
benefit of others, and thus, In the 
truest way for one’s self.” And, again: 
“The perpetual phenomena of life fur
nish all the means for spiritual culture. 
There is not a day but makes its de
mands on one tor his highest and sub- 
limest qualities. There Is not a day 
whose experiences do not test the most' 
exalted ideals.” - - । .

The title of tlje opening chapter is 
“The Delusion of Death,” and she 
quotes from the poet Stephen Phillips: 
“The delusion of death shall pass, , 
.The delusion of mounded earth, the ap- 
■ parent withdrawal;
We shall shed our bodies, and upward 

flutter to freedom."
SARA A UNDERWOOD.

ANCIENT INDIA,
Its Language and Religions, By prof. H. Olden-. 
berg. Paper, 25 cents.

Tour
INDUCE

Neighbor to Subscribe for Th» 
Progressive Thinker.

Now is the time to extend the circuit, . 
tlon of The Progressive TMnker. it 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
fnmIHay. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send in a subscription now.

Psychic Light
BY MRS. DRAKE.

Important Addition to Our Literature.
Mre. Maud Lord Drake has a national 

reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
ttave been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: “PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE.” It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to ths 
»nd. It is chockful of stirring Inch 
lento. Price of this large volume, only, 
¡1.50 postpaid.

VOLNEY’S RUINS

Quincy, III.
. —'—:"O *

"Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. HuU.

\ —AND—

Sthe law of nature,
- to vmaa n ADom

VNnoya Annrerto Dr. PrlcaUr, a Biographical Kotte», 
by CooMDuu. anil the Zolla»! Sign, an« 

Coniteli atloni by tho Editori
Also, a Map of th« Astrologteel Heavens o 

the Ancients.'
This pretty'volume contains fifty-seven printedoahearyww. from tmht plates, fn Urg^ 
ot the author’s latest . Atid choicest obotou
meme Neatly bound in cloth.and with 1i»'Wvo, ?wt»ue«i paper, wccnt«i.ciotb.?3cent». .

This 1» undmibtodly one or the best and most ucfnwitodtot the author. Price'75 canto, L'H«*’1» 
' ’’The New Life.” By Leroy Berrien*
Eminently suggestive along the dines of 
"new thought” Excellent In tone and 
tendencies. Price, cloth, $1.

"In Um World Celestial,"by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, Instructive . and 
Mtful; Spiritually, uplifting. Cloth

»oaks evur published. It cloQuontiy advocates tho 
best interests of mankind, and clonrly points out ths 
lonrcoB of human ignorance and misery. Tho author 
1« supposed to incut in thonUns of Palmyra an apparb 
Uon or phantom, which cxnlalns tho true prinotplea ot 
foclaty, and tho causes of both tho prosperity and the 
ruin ot ancient itaws. A general assembly of the 
nations Is. tv length conreutd, a legislative body 
formed, tho source and origin of reUgtoQ* of garern« 
moot and of laws dtsnasaed, and the Law of Batura— 
founded on justice and eguity-U AtmUy proclaimed

4



«ee a pen or typewriter, -
MONTANA STATE CONVENTION.

for

contain the full namc'and address of the

LETTER FROM NEW ZEALAND.

A. convention were elected: Mr. and

era f<y$3.

WATERTOWN, N. Y.

A Letter From Mrs. Amanda Coffman.

NEW PHASE OF MEDIUMSHIP.”“A

As

the residence of President and Mrs. E.

tlful- philosophy. .Numerous, manifesta-:VJAUI- p»mVUVJJUJl. (JIUIUGIMUO, IMHUIlASDlC*?« ><*X « Cl JL ^«7 YUUiUfi

tlons were given from . time to time, 'to'try-M.mfentaseUie-membership of 
proving to many that there Is a reality tile'society aad .-teach the > beautiful

furnished to our subscrib- 
lostage prepaid)—a price

Presented Through the Mediumship 
of- Mrq. Josie K. Folsom.

writer, Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket, '

these TWELVE PREMIUM

Notes of a Harmonious and Successful
.4:». Session.'

A Prominent Worker There Has Some
thing to Say.

F|rst Splritual Union of Sam Jose; CaL, 
for the- ihonth of June.-- As'uaual he la 
arranglí®:®»: meetings .every, evening la «»-. • .*

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended, for 
that current issu® should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind, -

•• the Sundry question.
.EistorlcaltndCTltlcalTOTlcw. -with- replies to JI 

gnohjwttom Bs G. W.Brown. k D. Prlceuta /

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I Tak« due notice that Items for this

4»' L 4^’'-SíT-a-

Is alone responsible for any assertions ■ page In order, to Insure Insertion must 
or statements he may make. The editor । ■ -

TOPIC JW TM 
" LYCEUM. ■ ,

Sunday, ■ JuflS 1905, S. E, 58: 
’ J "Pi8ysr.”

The Spiritualistic Held—Its Workers, Its Work/ 
and General Progress, the World Over.

allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much wd might desire 
to do bo. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY^—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgressiveThlnker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 

- written plainly with Ink on white 
‘ paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 

one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS,—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will In all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say'that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full flame and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket. . «/

’ KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
. this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A. REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULLNAM0 
and Address when sending no
tices AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

Dr. J. M. Peebles writes from London, 
England: “Last night’s address.before 
the London Alliaùce of ^Spiritualists 
closed my labor’s in this country,. 1 
have traversed this island from Glas
gow to Merthyr Tydvllle, Wflles, where 
they have that wonderful Welsh revival. 
I have lectured every Sunday and some 
twice or three times during the week. I 
Bpent a day on Tuesday at the beautiful 
home of Alfred R. Wallace. The Lon
don Alliance has a magnificent hall, 
right off from an Art Gallery. Last 
night many could not gain, access into 

: the ball and so were compelled to stand 
at the door during the entire services." 
The Doctor will soon be at his home 
aèain at No 70 National-avenue, Battle 
Creek, Mich. He has had a busy time 
In England, where he' was royally wel
comed.

Will C. Hodge is .occupying the plat
form of the Psychic Society in Oakland, 
Cal., for the month of June.

The Vermont State Spiritualist Asso
ciation will hold its next quarterly con
vention at Grand Army Hall, Mont- 

■ peller.-Vt., Friday, Saturday and Sun
day, June 23, 24 and 25, 1905. Ver
mont state speakers: Alonzo Hubbard, 
Mrs. Sarah A. Wiley, Mrs. Abbie Cros
sett, Mrs. Emma Paul and Ida Lewis 
have been invited and are expected to 
be present. In addition to the Vermont 
state speakers the management have 
secured Mrs. Effie I. Webster-Chapman, 
a good test medium and speaker, for 
the entire meeting. All these speakers, 
at former conventions and at Queen 
City Park camp meetings, have given 
most excellent satisfaction in the pres
entation of the spiritual philosophy. 
All will take an active part in the con
vention, therefore all may expect a rare 
treat at the coming meeting. During 
the convention, test seances will be 
held by Mrs. Chapman, consisting of

Mrs. Kirchner writes: “The warm 
weather does not seem to affect the 
attendance at the services of the Rising 
Sun Mission on Sundays, as we had 
quite a large audience on the afternoon 
of June 4, to listen to our Sister Martha 
Price of Boston. She gave some valu
able food for thought in her lecture. 
Mrs. Hamilton Gill followed with a few 
remarks and demonstrations of spirit 
return. Brother Thompson also gave 
some very interesting demonstrations 
of his ability as a psychic. In the even
ing a largo crowd greeted our speaker, 
Mrs. J. L. Fravel, -who electrified her 
hearers, her subject being ‘The Emanci
pation of Selfishness,’ It was well de
livered by her guides,'who are always 
ready to elevate the human family up 
to a spiritual standpoint. After the 
discourse Sister Schumacher gave a 
short talk, and also gave some very con
soling spirit messages. Mrs. Kirchner 
followed with qillte a number of mes- 
messages, wnich were comforting to 
the sorrowful. Our choir-as usual ren
dered some fine musical selections. We 
cordially invite all to attend our serv
ices every Sunday afternoon at 3; even
ing at 8, at Mission Hall, People’s Insti
tute, Van Buren and Leavitt streets. 
On Saturday night, we hold a test se
ance in Mission Hall. Tests for all. 
Our second annual; June festival and 
dance takes place in Pleasure Hall, 
Saturday, June 17. Our second annual 
picnic on Saturday, July 1, at Reisslg’s 
Grove, Riverside. All are Invited. Our 
speaker for Sunday, June 18, will be 
Mrs. Martha Price of Boston.”

The annual camp-meeting, of the Mis
sissippi ; Valley Spiritualists Associa
tion will open on’ July 30, and close on 
August 27. Col. W. J. Bryan of Ne
braska will deliver an address on the 
opening, day. • The announcement will 
be heard with great interest' by the- 
people of Clinton, Iowa.

Forty-eighth anniversary of the Har- 
monial Society of Spiritualists of Stur
gis, Michigan, will be held in the Free 
Church, Saturday and Sunday, June 17 
and 18, 1905. AJfle speakers are se
cured. Dr. G. B. Warne of Chicago, 111., 
vice-president of the N. S. A., and Dr. 
Julia M. Walton of Jackson,. Mich., 
treasurer of the Michigan State Spirit
ual Association, are the speakers. 
Other volunteer speakers are expected. 
Dr. E. A. Warren will sing solos of his 
own composition at each service. Mrs. 
Mabel Thorpe Jones of Coldwater, 
Mich., musical director; Miss Alta Toby 
of Sturgis, organist. Every effort is be
ing made to make this forty-eighth an
niversary a success. Everyone 1b in
vited regardless of religious belief. 
Come and enjoy , the feast in' store for. 
all. The speakers will both lecture in 
the afternoon of Sunday—2:30 anil 7:30, 
Those from near-by towns on the Lake 
Shore railroads can hear both speakers 
and return home Sunday evening, espe
cially those going west. Special Sun
day rates on this road. For informa
tion you desire, not named, address the 
secretary, C. Cressler.

Louise E. Zimmerman writes from 
Elmira, N. Y.: "Owing to 111 health, the 
writer resigned, some months ago, from 
office in the First Spiritualist Church of 
this city, consequently has written no 
report of the work' since that^-tlme. 
Upon request, it gives great pleasure to 
write, that the closing of the church
year will leave a fund in the treasury, 
and an increased membership working 
in "harmony to promote the truth of 
Spiritualism and the uplifting of hu
manity. Mrs. R. W. Barton, as resident" 
pastor, Ib giving both comfort and satis
faction to Borrowing,-seeking hearts, 

’ and will remain with the society for the 
ensuing year. During the month of 
June, regular services will be held at 
the church on Sunday evenings only. 
Wednesday evening of each week a 
‘pay circle’ and social will be held at

old books lying away dusty, that might 
be doing some one good, and help build 
up a little society. A good speaker and 
test medium con do well here.. I will be 
pleased to answer any letters, from re
liable persons, and do al) I can to help 
one gel started. A society will be or
ganized next fall, and a way opened 
for a medium. Each one should at 
least give 25 cents for The Progressive 
Thinker. Address me at South Spring 
street, Concord, N. H.”

F. J. Lentsch writes from Louisville, 
Ky., that the "People’s Spiritual Church 
closed, its meeting for the summer the 
last Sunday In May, Frank T. Ripley 
lecturing on the "Religion of the Fu
ture," followed by messages. He was 
followed by the Rev. Mary Mann, the 
regular pastor of the church. She 
made a few remarks and gave some 
most satisfactory tests. She has but 
few equals and no superiors, and is a 
perfect lady in every sense hf the 
word.

Isabella Powderly writes: “The En
glewood Spiritual Union is having very 
spiritual meetings. Mrs. McArthur is 
one of our best speakers, and is well 
liked by all who hear her. Do not for
get the annual picnic, July 4, Jackson 
Park, near the German Building. All 
are welcome. The Ladles' Aid meets 
every Thursday at 3 p. in. Meeting ev
ery Sunday evening, McDermott's Hai), 
CC08 Halsted street.”

J. W. Hoysfadt says: "Some day a 
new house of worship will come—the 
Church of the Common People. 
Through its portals will throng all 
those who believe in the higher life, 
and from its pulpit will be handed down 
the message of life as the Great Master 
himself uttered |t. The Almighty will 
not "be proclaimed g revengeful Deity, 
ever ready to send forth suffering on 
bis children. The responsibility of 
man to his Maker will be emphasized, 
blit the pulpit will strongly impress on 
the minds of its hearers the responsibil
ity for their own condition and the 
great need of religious dealing with 
their fellow men. It will teach employ
ers to deal justly with eipployes, house
wives to treat their servants honestly, 
workmen -to keep their contracts, 
tradesmen to deal squarely, and,money- 
mad; Americans not to stoop to low 
tricks performed under the plea of 
‘business policy,' , It will- reclaim thou
sands of homeless young meh and wo
men who are going to ruin in your great 
city; It will Bpeak with, righteous de
nunciation of ‘wickedness. in high 
places’ as well as in low places. The 
Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood, 
of Man will be constantly 'proclaimed. 
The pathway of life will be flower- 
fringed and lightened by. the sunshine 
of a great hope.”

Captain Geo. W. Walrond, who has 
now completed a continuous term of 
ten'years in Denver, Colo., has re-leased 
his large suite of offices, lecture hail 
and occult class rooms for another term 
of five years. It was Mr. Walrond’s in
dention to have retired from active pub
lic work altogether but his extraordi
nary and phenomenal success in Den
ver forces him to hold on to occult and 
Spiritualistic work till his seventieth 
birthday at least, when he will Fave 
been engaged fifty years in the ranks.

M. Lizzie Beals writes from Worces
ter, Mass.: Miss Susie C. Clark is cer-- 
tainly one of the most-brilliant speak
ers on bur platform to-dayadd we' are 
justly proud of her.” ’

'L. S. Burdick writes: "A visit last 
Sunday to the Spiritual Society at Mar
cellus, Mich., found it in alive working 
condition, having held meetings twice a 
month the past year, on the combina
tion plan of'spiritual and social, an all
day meeting; a picnic dinner supports 
the physical. Brother H. L; Chapman 
supplies the spiritual. Mr. and Mrs. 
Clyde Goodrich lead the music.1 Read
ings and fine tests by Mr. Comstock, all 
home talent.” _ '

Eula M. Golden, secretary, writes: 
“The Spiritual Research Society of 
Flint, Ind., meets the first Sunday in 
each month. We expect to have Dr. E. 
H. Denslow of South Bend with us 
June J 7, and 18, if hothing.happens, and 
would be pleased to have all who are 
interested attend, especially those, of, 
neighboring towns. Although we are 
few in numbers, we try to do what-we 
can and feel sure that some good will, 
come from our work.” '

D. G. Hill writes: “On Sunday, June

Gem of Thought:—
. "True prater, <nhl or silent, is born 
of the bosom, not of the brain.”

For |nforconcerning The Pro
gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the JSattojifel Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address Min W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas,

rdlhs’el our philosophy, - Many of the 
people her? Ate Pleased with this work 
of question meetingg, - He always in
terests; ;?tbin^lng skeptics'’ wEeF- 
eyer he gq’es.1 Among the new things 
that he. Js ever ready to suggest, Is the 
printing of a neat little program of the 
month's work. Any society wishing his 
services ¡can address him at 230 N. 
Sixth street, San Jose, Cal., during the 
month of June. Ou Monday he was 
called to officiate at the funeral ot 
Cbaef Hubbard, at his lute home in 
East San Jose. His wife accompanies 
him and is a great help to him in his 
work; although not a public medium, 
she is an able astrologer.”

MYJKURL
June 17, isos

giving names and minute description of the residence of President and Mrs. E. 
our friends passed to Spirit life, proving F. Evans, 369 Wallace Place," where all 
to all, even the most doubtful, the great .are welcome to an enjoyable evening, 
truth of immortality. To these seances | During July and August, .the regular 
a small admission fee will be charged . summer vacation will give friends and 
to help defray expenses. The sessions ' 
of the convention will be interspersed 
with good music th charge ot. Mrs. Ella 
Roys. Entertainment at the Union 
House, $1.25 per day, two in a room;
61.50 per day, one in a room. S. N. 
Gould, Randolph, Vt., president; Don H. 
Chapman, Cambridge, Vt., chairman of 
Board of managers; Miss Alma Leon
ard, East Calais, Vt., secretary. , 

The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp
meeting Association, at Niantio Camp 
Ground, Niantic, Conn; season of 1905, 
commencing June 12 and continuing un
til September 11. Fop full particulars 
address George Hatch, South Windham, 
Conn. '

Mrs. Jane Harris Roberts writes from 
Wanganui, N. Z.: “I am writing to 
(hank you for the côpies of The Pro
gressive Thinker you So kindly Bénd 
each mail, which I endeavor to lend out 
to as many as possible, as it is truly a 
‘light bearer.’ I am here for- a few 
weckB, and have good work to do for 
the truth. We have to take a larger 
hall, as the people were being turned 
away, such is the hunger for knowledge. 
I gave a lecture on ‘Clothed With the 
Sun,’ to a very crowded audience, on 
Easter Sunday. - The -next Sunday 1 

■ spent in Wellington, where I.went for a 
’ few days In order to see Mrs.- Prior, 
and listen to her inspiring addresses."

Benton Harbor, Mich.—The promise 
of immortality to the- body gathered 
hundreds of disciples under the banner 
of Benjamin and - Mary, the -“Flying 
Roller angels” in this city, and -it 
"brought them recently a shipload of 
converts from Australia. Now and 
then one -of the elect would pass away 

1 and there-would be mutterings from the 
children of‘Israel. Hannah Elizabeth 
Gile; aged sixty-two, one of the first 
apostles and an immortalized leader of 
the holy band, died yesterday of heart 
trouble and now tnere is open revolt. 
There were 300 members close to the 
"throne of Benjamin,” it is whispeted, 
that demanded why the messenger of 
Shiloh bad failed in the fulfillment, of 
his promises. “Ah! my beloved, al
though Sister Hannah was seized in her 
doubt of the truth and thrown out of 
our earthly paradise, for you thé word 
still holds," answered the ."angel”; In all 
suavity.—Chicago Examiner.

Dr. J. M. Peebles, while In Boston, 
■ was the guest of Dr..Lane and his wife. 
He speaks In high terms, of the . good 
work they are doing. " .

members of the society an opportunity 
to attend camp-meetings or rest quietly 
preparatory to the work of- the coming 
season. In September, the . regular 
Thursday evening message meeting and 
Sunday afternoon and. evening services 
will be resumed. The Ladles’ Aid still 
hold interesting gatherings semi
monthly, and all go merrily along the 
way, rejoicing in the demonstrated- 
truth of the continuity of life. Let thex 
light so shine, that all may know the 
sweet peace and consolation that there 
Is no death, all is life,, and the loved 
ones have but put on Ihcprfuption, 
when they pass from mortality, and can 
return through the- doorway that is 
never closed.” ' ;

W. H. Kizer writes from Des Moines, 
Iowa: “It seems that all good’mediums 
must drift, sooner or later, to a large 
city, In order to spread the light dr fur
nish the proof of continuity of life 
through spirit demonstration. - Mrs. De 
Wolf Kiser’s mediumship converts 
more people to the idea -of a spirit 
world than all the preachers and priests 
in this country, with all their claims,’ 
minus demonstration. Perhaps the 
writer would have been a materialist 
during his sojourn in this material- 
world had it not been for the phenom
enal manifestations witnessed by him 
in many different ways, showing the 
love, the wisdom, and the faithfulness 
of the true friends in spirit life, who 
once' were his associates, and are very 
anxious to spread this glorious light 
Mrs. DeWolf. Kiser only gives independ
ent slate writings in daylight, from 9 a. 
m. to 5 p. m. Tins, leaves the skeptic 
at a loss to fabricate his claim of fraud, 
or to explain the modus operand! except 
by spiritual origin. This, with her oth
er phases of mediumship, interests peo
ple, and makes converts where hearsay 
evidence is of no avail.”

Dr. E. B. Craddock writes from Con
cord, N. H.: “Ever since the birth of 
The Progressive Thinker J have wished 
it Godspeed. I was converted to Spir
itualism in 1853, and have taken great 
interest In it in Wales', England; Paris, 
Havre, France, and hGard of it in Trin
idad, W.-L ' I have seen It in almost all 
its phases, and still stick to it as my re
ligion. I would like to- see a good so
ciety started -here in this city. We want 
more books, more literature. F. wish 
everyone who can-spare a book, pamph
let’or papdr- to sendiTthe same- to. me 
tor-a§i to read who'deBiro. Many have

in a life heréafterp Many new mem
bers joined tour band of workers, and 
we are expéétingwgoon • to become a 
chartered safety.) 'i May peace and har
mony. al ways fprev'ail with us. Brother 
Cole, fifty years a Spiritualist, gave us 
a bundle of Progressive Thinkers to dis
tribute, showing his zeal in the cause.”.

G.H. Brooks,1 ÍÍ4 President street, 
Wheaton, Ill., writes: ‘,‘The Spiritual- 
lets of Wheaton, Glen Ellyn and vicin
ity will hold a grove meeting, Sunday, 
June 18, at Glen Ellyn, in a grove a lit
tle back from Glen Ellyn, and the many 
Spiritualists of Chicago are jnvited to 
attend. There is no prettier place near 
Chicago to hold a grove meeting. Take 
the Aurora, Elgin and Chicago electric 
car and get a round trip ticket for 
Glen Ellyn. When arriving there, cross 
the Northwestern tracks; take the first 
street.car after you cross the fracks; 
go East until you come to the first road, 
then turn north find go a short distance, 
when you will find a pavilion where the 
meeting will be held. .Some of the 
state.board will be present to assist; 
also some test mediums. . There will.be 
a morning session at eleven, one at half 
past two. and one‘pt half past seven. 
So come one and all; bring your bas
kets and enjoy á day in the country.”

W. J. Colville writes from Portland, 
Ore.: “I am here lecturing on Sundays 
at 3 and 8 p. m., for First Society of 
Spiritualists in Artisan’s Hall Abington 
Bldg., Third street, and bn Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, 
at 8 p. m.; also Wednesdays and Thurs
days at 3 p. m., in Advance Thought 
Hall, 193 Sixth-,street. Very large au
diences are attending my lectures 
which treat upon ti large variety of 
topics of considerable general interest. 
Portland 1b very full of visitors at pres
ent. ' Lewis and Clark Exposition,' 
though small in comparison with Chi
cago and St. Louis fairs, Is very at
tractive and well repays a visit. The 
climate of Oregon is' very pleasant in. 
summer, as intense heat and dust are 
almost entirely absent. Interest In all 
phases of spiritual and, liberal,thought 
Is being well sustained. There are- 
many active workers in and around, 
Portland and the ; public. appetite is 
keen for spiritual instruction, Mrs. 
Mallory’s reading, room and library at 
193 Sixth-street,a great center for 
philosophical debate.”

The First German Spiritualist .So
ciety of the West Side will hold their 
nineteenth picnic jin, Reisslg’s Grove, 
Riverside, Illi; onkSunday, Juné 18- 
These picnlds, have, been so thoroughly 
enjoyed in tie past that , the . society 
has concluded toehold-two this year, 
the time of the second one being Sep
tember 10. .Come1 one and all and 
have a goodatlme.vc

4, a large and appreciative audience 
gathered at O'Donnell College Hall, the 
home of the Golden- Rule Spiritualist 
Society. The services for the after
noon were short talks by the veteran 
worker, J. E. Cbe,' and. .Mrs. Virginia 
Bryan Lyons, followed with messages 
by Mrs. Grand and Nora E. Hill. Injhe 
evening the speaker, Mrs. Nora E. Hill, 
gave a soul-inspiring address from the 
subject, ‘Memory’s Golden Shore,’ with 
messages by Mrs. Nellie Kusserow and 
Mrs. Virginia1 Bryan Lyons. .The labors 
of these workers and the splendid'mu
sic and singing merited the approval of 
the listeners. The speaker for Sunday 
evening, June 18, will be that well 
known and capable man, Dr. J. H. Ran
dall. Bear , in mind that , this' society 
gives an entertainment and prize draw
ing on Saturday evening, June ' 17„. at" 
O’Donnell College Hall, South Paulina 
street between. Washington. Blvd: and’ 
Park avenue. You are.welcome.’’-

E; W. Sprague and wii^the N.’S.-A;, 
missionaries, have Sunday August 13, 
and the week days following, still open 
for camp-meeting engagements. Their 
services can also be.secured for socie
ties or camp-meetings for July. I to 23. 
Address 618 Newland avenue, James
town N. Y.
I Lily M. Thlebaud, a prominent lec
turer, writes from San Bernardino, Cal.: 
“Your paper-.is -highly appreciated by 
me, and I am endeavoring to attract the 
people here to do more reading of Spir
itualist papers; I have reason to feel 
greatly encopraged with the work here. 
We’have a number of new members 
since last letter to you. Have good au
diences every Sunday night. The The:, 
qsophists have had a lecturer here. He 
gave six lectures. From some, who at
tended his lectures came the request 
that I should give a lecture on Reincar
nation,'as they wished to know what 
the spirit teachers would say on That 
subject. The audience gave close at
tention, expressing their deep interest. 
There are many liberal-minded people 
here, who are slowly learning to ‘walk 
alone.’ ,To convince them that the 
name Spiritualist is one of which to be 
proud is my mission it seems. I tell 
them not every one Is worthy of -the 
name. We have now organized a ly- 
ceum.”

Mrs;"Augusta'Grant writes from Elk
hart, Ind.: “We have had with us for 
the month of” May D. A.' Herrick, of 
Grand Rapids. Mich. He Is an:except 
tional worker in the fields of : SpWuaV 
ism, and his lectures are -inspiring;: to 
the soul; aiding in its advancement and 
progression along the lines-of our-beau-

Notes From Montana.
With the close of the second annual 

convention of the M. S. 8. A., which 
convened in Billings, June 1, 2 and 3, 
Spiritualism has bad an Interpretation 
which distinguished it from that 
trumped up by both prejudice and ig
norance. About three days before the 
convention’s sessions a "floating” me
dium with .flaming advertising matter 
circulated broadcast located for a short 
time in Billings. I deemed it advisable 
to write the following article and have 
it published in the secular papers: "One 
Madame Bell is not a recognized me
dium of the National or State Associa
tion, and is not in Billlngg under the 
auspices of the local society of Spirit
ualists.”

This had the desired effect - as the 
public,discovered that organized Spirit
ualism would not bs asaoplated with 
such representations.

Sunday evening, June 4, I conducted 
a christening service at which service 
flowers were used instead pf water. 
The people of Billings were curious to 
know how I would justify thip innova
tion, bo 1 explained It in our.way. Many 
of the. friends present requested me to 
give one more christening service and 
I said to them that I would convene one 
in the near future.

I delivered In all eight lectures In 
Billings, and people of all beliefs, and 
many of no belief at all in the here
after, attended the meetings,

I go from Billings to Livingston, on 
to Butte and Anaconda, and then on to 
Now Era camp for July.

HARRY J. MOORE.

E. RoublçWrites’ from Watertown, N. 
Y.: Anotheioferowfl presented itself to 
hear Mrs. Afliandk Coffman's farewell 
eermon, andato witness her ability in 
giving the blindfdld messages. Our 
good brothel’,"Geo'/’H. Brooks, had told 
ub in March'1 what fa worthy possessor 
Bhe was of'this rdFe phase, but ' even 
this did- not^élve'íiS 'án’ adequate idea 
Of the kmouilt^W -good ’ ’she côuïd do 
with "it." Thfe-TubUc- soon recognized 
her as an ordained1 minister of merit, 
which; together with dur society’s sat
isfaction of her efforts, helped her in 
doing a wonderful work as well as mak
ing adores of friends who ’ join us -ln 
asking: her to return to us for a longer 
period during the coming season of 
1905-96."

Correspondent frites: "Dr. Louis H. 
Freedman, world-renowned Australian 
healer" and physician, opened his meet
ing, Sunday, June 4, at St. George’s 
Hall, State street and Thirty-third. A 
good and appreciative audience as
sembled, and all :were delighted with 
his remarks. He contemplates -making 
a tour through Great Britain end Scot
land. He is an,’ interesting speaker, 
having had twenty years’ close study 
in spiritual philosophy, a beautiful 
singer, a healer and physician. He will 
accept engagements to nearby, towns 
and’camps for this, season. 1 Madam 
Josephine gave very convincing mes- 
sages. : Mrs. A. Jenckes sang a v,ery 
sweet solo. ’ . ’ .
.Dr. C. A. Wickland writes: “The 

Lake View Spiritual Unión announces 
that the Sunday services have been 
-discontinued for the summer months, 
to be resumed again in-- September. 
Tho; meetings during the past season 
have we. believe,, been-of interest to a 
goodly number of people, who through 
the ministration , of thé ministering 
spirits have been made to realize that 
It is not all of life to live" and not, all 
of death to die; that'life indeed ex
tends-and continues to unfold even be
yond ~the grave. In fairer clime than 
this.” - 7 ' . - ■.

- The, Western. Wisconsin’ Camp Asso
ciation holdB its annual- camp-meeting 
In. Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis. ■ Aug. 
6 4o' 27 Inclusive. This ,1s one of the 
most beautiful ¿camp grounds in' the 
northwest;- It is>.constantly being im
proved; those who contemplate visit- 
teg this camp will be pleased to learn 
that a new auditorium will add to~ the 
pleasure and comfort this year. A 
splendid program; - talent the best. 
Programs will.be ready for distribution 
thè last week in June. For particulars 
and pfograms write M. M. Blish, secre-. 
tarÿ, Wonewoc, Yys. J . - ’

Harmony Grove Æamp-meéting Asso
ciation will tólld'its'annual ciimp, Aug. 
6 to 20. The management is endeavor
ing to make this'the bést camp in the 
history of Hatmono' Grove, having al
ready secureil4.be Iservices of a number 
of first-clàBsUworkEFB with a fair pros
pect for ethal's. This' camp is located 
in.a most benhtifultgrove of stately old 
live oaks, thrpe Andi one-half miles west 
from Escondiólo; Gal., and is reach by. 
stage from 8jm DIdgo (24 miles) or by 
dally Uain ofer Stìnta Fe railroad to 
Escondido Wlh : Oceanside, changing 
cars at Hie Idtter place. Those coming 
front5 Los AnfeeleslBhould also change 
at Oceansidtìi Aiinouncements will 
soon be readycto dend out. All are wel
come and weseariiestly desire the co
operation ofralLwho are interested in 
spreading thbigrami truths of Spiritual
ism. For further particulars m regard- 
to the camp address T. J. McFeron, 
secretary, 528 Fir. street, San Diego,- 
Cai. ■ ..r:w ■ . ..... - ■

■ Mrs. DobsomBarker writes: "Rev. 
Allyn Franklin Brown, who has resided 
on a ranch near Los.Gatos, Cal., for the 
past sixteen months, „has agate taken 

' Up the work for Splritupalism. ■ He is 
known from .the „Atlantic to the Pacific 
ocean; ;os organizer' " of \ societies- add 
.state 'missionary..? He isifnow. with" the

As an bld Spiritualist and worker of 
some twenty years upon spiritual plat
forms, I greet you through the pages of 
your estimable journal, which always- 
brings ub a bright message of cheer amf 
courage. • ,

I have had the pleasure of meeting 
several of your mediums, latest of all 
Mrs. Loie Prior, who is lecturing in 
Wellington, a truly ’gifted message 
bearer, whom our societies welcome 
with great joy. I have lectured In Aus
tralian centers, and all through New 
Zealand during the last twenty years, 
and always have a desire to visit your 
more extensive country. At present I 
am holding a mission in Wanganui, one 
of the beauty spots of our lovely Island, 
where a young, energetic society is 
struggling against much opposition, 
and therefore needs a helping hand. My 
work in Auckland (where I had the 
pleasure of meeting Mrs. Laura Fixen) 
Is at present in the charge of Mr. 
Walken from Australia; also other me
diums from Christchurch are at present 
in Auckland.

I had such a beautiful message from 
“Sunshine," through Mrs. Prior, that 
my heart is so-cheered I can go on 
working .with increased energy. Wish
ing you all blessed results to your work, 
I extend' to.you “hands across the sea” 
in greeting, remaining yours sincerely, 

JANE HARRIS ROBERTS.
Wanganui, N. Z.

. The second annual convention of the 
State Spiritualist Association convened 
in Billings, on June 1, 2 and 3. Many 
questions of importance were.discussed, 
chief among which were the following: 
What relation does'a Ideal society hold 
to the state association, and also what 
rules individual members ot either 
should adhere to.

Rev. Harry J. Moore read the follow-’ 
ing, which were accepted: To walk in 
unison. . To assist those in need. To 
pity those who are in misfortune. To 
enlighten those who are in darkness. 
To sympathize with those who are be-' 
reaved. To visit those who are sick. 
To reclaim those who are erring and 
make our thoughts and lives beautiful 
and acceptable in the sight of our 
arisen loved ones and of each other.

We also accepted the following pre
amble, which will be used in organizing 
societies in the state of Montana: We 
whose names are herewith attached, in 
order to promulgate and strengthen by 
word and example- the facts and truths’ 
of Modern Spiritualism have organized 
ourselves into a church or society, 
known as the First Spiritualist Church 
or Society of —----- , and agree to abide
by its rules.

I also wish to make mention of the 
discussion precipitated when the proxy 
vote proposition at our National Con
vention was presented. The discussion 
ended with every delegate voting for 
the following resolution:

Resolved, That the representation en
trusted with proxies of local societies 
to the N. S. A. be permitted to select 
their own proxies on the floor ot Na
tional convention.

Surprise was expressed by many del
egates present that the National Asso
ciation should go bo far as to entrust to 
the hands of the credential committee 
the right of choosing as to who should 
vote the proxies from the different 
states, it was decided by the delegates 
present that the delegates from the 
State Association to the N. S. A. con
vention knew better in regard to what 
the state wanted better than anyone 
else, who may be chosen by-some one 
not from that respective state.

The lectures delivered by Rev. Harry 
J. Moore, and the messages given by 
Mrs. Eva McCoy are of the kind to in- 
eyease the interest in the philosophy 
and phenomena of Modern Spiritualism. 
Their efforts were commended very 
highly and an effort will be made to 
keep them in the state.

The following delegates to the N. S.

To the.Editor:—I notice an article In 
this week’s Progressive Thinker with 
the above heading, and I am glad to 
see that" particular phase of medium
ship gaining ground, but am somewhat 
amused to see it called a new phase. 
Mrs; Josie K. Folsom has been giving 
this phase for years, only her method is 
more -satisfactory as a test condition 
than that of Mr. Ray. Her method is 
as follows: She has blank cards passed 
out among the audience, preferably by 
some skeptic, and requests the people 
to address some friend that they know 
to be in spirit, by their full name; ask 
any question they like, and sign their 
own proper name. If they prefer to use 
their own paper or card it is equally ac
ceptable, as the cards are merely a mat
ter of accommodation. Mrs. Folsom 
then asks some stranger, a skeptic or 
investigator to blindfold her eyes, 
which is done by filling the sockets of 
her eyes with" a pair of folded kid 
gloves, or, as lately done with absorb
ent cotton, and binding on them a 
heavy silk bandage. After this is done, 
a committee gathers up the cards, lays 
them on the table and Mrs. Folsom gets 
the names and message^, sometimes as 
high'as six names not written on the 
cards, all recognized as a rule, the ex
ceptions being less than a dozen 1 
think, in two years.

After the names and messages are ob
tained,, she then picks out the right 
card, sometimes from the very; bottom 
of the pile, and hands it to the one for 
whom the message is intended. She 
very seldom fails in getting the right 
card, simply by the sense of touch.

I saw her go before a" large audience 
in Michigan, a state she had never vis-- 
ited before, and the audience largely 
composed of an excursion party from 
Detrlot, a city she has never been in, 
and under the above conditions, gave 
seventy-two full names that were all 
recognized.' ■ "

Her marvelous - Independent spirit 
writing, that is. the wonder of the skep
tic and the envy of rival enemies at 
this time,.Is always given under strict 
test conditions, in full electric,- or day
light. Pictures that are. recognized by 
their friends are obtained in the same 
way;

It will not be long until fie great1 
truth of immortality will be fully dem
onstrated and pjaced in the category of 
classified science Where; it legitimately 
belongs. May It come speedily.

Yours for truth as again&t all fraud 
and sham, C. W. STEWART.

St. Louis, Mo.

"Right Living.” By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality In 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many:brief narratives and. anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It 1b 
especially adapted for use In Children's 
Lyceum, In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by It 
Cloth, $1.

.“Nett Testament Stories Comically 41- 
lustrated.' Drawings by Watson Hep- 
ton.- : Wlth Critlcal afid Hlimorous Com
ments upon ¿he Texts." ■' Heston’s 

. drawings are: Incomparable, and excru- 
clattagiy-tunny* -Prior la "boards,

WlStim FREE™X
3-lold Areufment which is I 

curing thousaude.
SEND YOUR NAME TODAY

TMnkli w’ho<IaMwwsTthi ProfreSBlvd 
ment will PrXSXeiv^^^
—my complete new a mm a!" t9.iry' cure for p/ie8, UteeV, FlXeXtt

DMl^Wv» not’ costs you nothinir You decide. My 3-fold treatinent to 
curing some of the worst cases on rec-

weTw ali3u1tnd 4°rar8’ funding, 
no wen as all the earlier staaes it 
brings instant comfort to all and ' the 
cure te permanent because the treaU 
ment is constitutional as well as local 
removing the.causes of piles. My valu
able new Pile Book (illustrated in col- 
ment^ieS|ireei"ilth tho aPProval treat- 
ment, all in plain package. Send no 
^one/’ y°ur name—to Giles W
Rhit VieC f' M- D” LL" D- X017 Majestic 
Bldg., Jackson, Mich. Write to-day.

Mrs. Frank McCormick, Mrs. A. P. 
Smith of Billings, and Mrs. M. P. Hicks 
of Anaconda.

The following officers for the state as
sociation were elected: President, Mrs. 
Frank McCormick, of Billjngs; vice- 
president, Mrs. M. P. Hicks of Anacon
da; secretary, Mrs. W. C. Selbred of Bil
lings; treasurer, Mrs. A. P. Smith of 
Billings; trustees, Mr. Capp of Livings
ton, Mr. Holmes of Butte, Mrs. Kerlln 
of Anaconda, Mr. Nelson of Billings.

Taking it all in all we consider our 
second annuel convention quite a suc
cess from every standpoint. The dele
gates decided to hold the next conven
tion in Billings, Mont.

MRS. W. C. SELBREDE, Sec'y.
_ MRS. M’CORMICK, President.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS,

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and suoscantially, 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in thB 

United States excels them iu the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

1 he three volumes of the “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life In tho Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up In all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man; 
and Ethics of Science.” ;

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. I 
Peebles, “Tho Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.: 
It will fill an Important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed” 
and “A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands,” 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
“Letters From the Spirit World," writ
ten through !he mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersllea.

Ikave just returned from Watertown, 
N. Y., after a busy two months’ session 
and a general-good time. With the 
help of the good people there among 
whom I number so/many friends, and 
who did so much to make my work light 
and my stay a happy one, I was more 
than moderately successful. Every 
courtesy and attention that could be 
shown, every kindness that could be 
made manifest, was heaped upon me 
until I literally felt myself fade into in
significance. I had but to make a sug
gestion, and a score or more were on 
the scene to aid me, while among them
selves, the officers, members and 
friends were continually planning the 
pleasantest things and surprising me 
at every turn.

Almost every Sunday the Temple 
took on a dress of fresh flowers or 
plants. On two occasions (Easter and 
Memorial Day) it was transformed to a 
perfect bower of beauty with such a 
profusion of flowers that the rostrum 
and walls were scarcely visible, while 
on the pulpit I invariably found a,bou
quet of the choicest cut flowers for my
self or guides or both.

But the greatest surprise of all was 
planned by four of the official board and 
occurred May 17, the birthday and in 
honor of Owenna, an Indian maiden 
who is a message bearer of my band. 
I was expected with sixteen others to 
be at the home of Ladies Butts and 
Baldwin to assist in surprising the sec
retary with a token of their apprecia
tion of her work in behalf of the soci
ety. Upon my arrival I was hurried to 
lay aside my wraps, and then ushered 
into the presence of 67 people who had 
congregated .to surprise me. Before 1 
realized what this could possibly mean, 
I stood before an open door gazing 
upon a tableau I will never forget

There, with a hall tree on either side 
and a table in the center, each laden 
with beautiful articles of red, just a lit
tle beyond, a large red chair ’ with 
Ladies Butts and Baldwin standing at 
either side and gowned in red, the room 
carpeted and draped in red; Ladles 
Bundy and Rouble, also-gowned in red, 
came to meet me and escorted me to 
my chair where Miss Bundy made me 
the recipient of 56 gifts, 54 of which 
were individual and 2 (a red Bilk robe 
and a pair of red satin slippers) pre
sented by the society and Ladies' Aid.

My four hostesses later on showed us 
all to the dining-room,, where red cov
eys were laid for the party and served 
us with strawberry ice cream, fruit and 
a variety of red calte.

The color scheme _was suggested 
throughout the entire" house, every 
guest-even wearing something consist
ent with the idea. This and . many 
other things, was dope for me and when 
I think of the kind thoughts that 
prompted such attention, I recall. the. 
120 who rose as one to greet, me, with 
all the gratitude I know, and in fancy 
live the future made forever brighter 
and happier for the love Watertown 
has borne me.

AMANDA COFFMAN.' 
Grand Rapids, Mich.

"Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
"Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discoursed on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, ago 
pages. Price : $1..

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con. 
fesslonal.” This book, by the well 

-known Father Chlnlquy,reveals the db- 
grading, Impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the aad experience of many wrooked 
. Thé sew song-book, “Tne Golden 
Echoes,” by S. W. Tucker, has found its 
way into many homes, and Its beautiful 
songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they nre sure to Wo when 
beard and sung. They should be-heard 

•in every 'home ; in ¿he land. Price, 46 
cents; >1ÆO per dozen.

All 
BOOK

nev before known in ancient or mod- 
e mes. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will d$- 
light you. They will constitute a per, 
ennial fountain of knowledge for yoti 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle In modern business 
enterprise!

Longley’s Choice Collection
OF

BEAUTIFUL SONGS
Hero Is a book of songs for public meetings 

and the home that Is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and eontaius"« songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
•'These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to tho home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to tho cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Howe.
'•‘This collection of songs breathes a pure 

spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend- 
enev."—Dawning Light.

"The songs and music are of a nature to In
spire those who hear them with new aud higher 
resolves." D. W, Hull.

"There are some things In onr personal histo
ry that never fade from memoiw. One In mine 
lias been fresh for fifty years. I went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer. ProLS.B, Brittan, 
butl haveno recollection of a thought he ad- j 
vanced or a word uttered. But with him wasa 
young man who sang. 'What shall he my angel 
name.’ The man, the song have been singing 
In my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley.the song, one of his earliest com
positions. J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had In decorated covers for 60 
cents; plain, 40 cents.

2W G61WU Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
This Is the simplest, clearest and yei 

the most exhaustive presentation th!« 
Interesting science has yet received. 
AU of the discoveries, investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in this practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There Is no trait, no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency, that is not marked 
on the palm of the hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing tike principles enforced by ths 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents; cloth. $1.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, VOc. Each

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and tiie 
Heroic-ln History.. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. Th« 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages. . .

Past and Present By Thomas Car» 
lyle.: '

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. 
. Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book Is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understanJ4L Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar< 
win.

' Descent of Man. By Charles .Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
bo in evflry home.
■ Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Slnnett.

A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma
rie.Corelli. A most wo'ndeiful occult 
story. ■ . ’

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after, a long residence In tha 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore. .

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness, . . . «

will.be
will.be
secureil4.be


This department Is under the man- 
Sigement of

- HUDSON TUTTtE.
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

1?, « THE FIWOftBMJtV® THINKER

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
Rave, called forth such a host of - re- 
Bpondeiits, that to give'all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
thé’ most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive,which of all things is to be dep
recated'. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

. NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress ipuat be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
Correspondence of tills department has 
(become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE..

much for indirect coat, as neglect ol 
duty, pauperism and crime.

Saloons are required for the sale of 
these liquors and they are established, 
and owned by the breweries; Ab a rule 
the breweries are owned'by Catholics, 
and tho Batoons are managed by Cath
olics. There are exceptions, for the 
business does not demand profession of 
that religion. Rather that religion of
fers no obstacle against its professors 
engaging in the liquor trafic. The 
Catholic church may. be said to own 
the liquor production and sale in this 
country, and by this' means has been 
and 1b, one of the strongest factors in 
politics. It throws this deciding influ
ence with the party which will give it 
the most Here is the most menacing 
feature 'of the anti-temperance party. 
The saloons have their own field of op
eration, they are contributors to a re
ligious cause which is a sworn enemy 
to the liberty under’which it flourishes.

The Cause: Advancing.
Annual Report of the President of thel^w York 

State Association of Spiritualistsplllustrat- 
ing the Good Work Accoffipft&d,

& 

'A\. 
Ji

E. D. Williams: Q. What evidence 
Is there that Abraham Lincoln consult
ed mediums?

A. The book by Nettie Maynard, 
"Was Abraham Lincoln a Spiritualist?"

S. R.: Q. Does disturbing the body 
after death, interfere with the passlrig 

( pf the spirit? -, .
I . A. A. J. Davis has beautifully told 
) •£ the transition, and .how a holy peace 
'Bind undisturbed silence should reign, 
'¡until this most wonderful process is 

completed and thé spirit is free. The 
ainseemlng haste and interference of un
dertaker and embalmer, are reprehensl- 
Iple, and indications of grief should be 
•suppressed. As for the time taken by 
this withdrawal, it varies bo much that 
it cannot be more than approximately 
stated. Immediately after its comple
tion, decomposition begins. Of course 
this must proceed for several hours be
fore manifested. It would not be ad- 
IVisable to wait for this sign, and as a 
rule, two hours after the .suspension of 
the bodily functions, the spirit has be
come free. Until then the body should 
remain undisturbed, and the silence sa- 
cr.ed. ‘ -

C. J. Borgstrom: Q. At a circle In 
Kansas, as related in a book entitled 
"Rending the Vail,” a spirit gives an 
oration, giving his name as Denton, and 
commencing with the last line In page 
255 of said book and continuing to and 
including the 19th line in page 256,’the 
same is exactly word for word'the lan
guage used by E. D. Babbitt in his book 
‘‘Religion,” page 32, chapter 3,, com 
menclng with the third Une and includ
ing the ninth line of page 33. All the 
differences I can see are two words— 
“immutability" and “and “Immortality," 
and the other "we" for “you." Could it 
really happen that ah idea could be 
brought but-by two individuals one In 
the physical body and the other from a 
splritoislng so many words exactly the 
same, or is it a copy one from the 
other?

A. It has often happened that two 
writers have given Identically the same 
thought, without plagiarizing in the 
usual sense of that word, but. n no in
stance has the language been perfectly 
reproduced. -
: There 1b nothing in the way of Den- 
tori as a spirit- quoting from Dr. Bab
bitt, more than there would be if in this 
life. But it would be desirable when 
Such quotations are made to give due 
credit. Yet earthly authors are guilty 
of this omission. As an Instance no. 
less a scientist than Dr. Buchner, 
quoting from my publication, The Ar
cana of Nature, in his great work, 
“Matter and Force,” while giving credit 
to many passages, there are many oth
ers which he gives at length, with 
scarcely more change' than Is made by 
translation, without the least acknowl
edgment. It is more credible that a 
spirit neglected to give due credit, than 
the medium should copy for the pur
pose of deception, from a book well 
known, for he would well know that he 
could'not escape detection.

In submitting this my annual report I 
do so with regrets and with a feeling 
that I owe to the Spiritualists of the 
State an apology for not having been 
mòre active in tlie work. During the 
year now closing there has beeh so 
many urgent demands upon my time 
that I could not devote the usual 
amount of time to state work, - and 
much that would naturally devolve 
upon the president has fallen upon the 
■shoulders of our second vice-president, 
Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds, to whose untir
ing efforts as state missionary and ly- 
ceum superintendent, together with 
these added burdens of relieving the 
president, is very largely due whatever 
of successes in state association work 
we have to our credit.

Possibly if I could have devoted time 
in this direction, a somewhat larger 
work may have been ' accomplished; 
and yet I feel that Mrs. Reynolds 1b so 
well qualified and has worked so'' dili
gently and conscientiously that our 
cause thas suffered little from my Ina
bility to do as I had expected ' to do, 
and would have done had- conditions 
with'me been more favorable. ''

ventiop full information apto the pres
ent statue of lyceumtwovki!,.; ■

At the last national convention, Bro. 
Job« W. Ring of Texas, wa® again elect
ed National Superintendent of Lyce
ums, which position he. had fl1Ied so 
nobly the preceding year.. The Pro
gressive, Lyceum published by him un
der the auspices, of 4hei National, Asso
ciation, is a valuaÿp assistant in the 
lyceum work, In faci;,! beì|eve it 1b. the, 
only periodical. devoted exclusively to 
the lyceum, that is published in this 
country. . ;

I hope this conventlop will devise 
ways, and means for increasing the. in
terest in this branch of our work.

I recommend, that thé, convention set

POEMS.

I
I mention thia matter in order that 
may stand before yoii in a true light,

hnd that I may not be accredited hon
ors which legitimately belong to an
other.

1 E. W. Swinburn, Bonner; Texas.: Q.
■ Two years ago I wrote you asking the ; 

cause of the light clouds and forms 
floating before me which I thought was 
the beginning of clairvoyance. You 
replied that a cataract was forming and 
that I should be careful not to strain 
my eyes and possibly I might keep it off 
awhile. You were only too correct. 
The cataract came. I had an operation 
performed, and another, and now I can 
see dimly, in a shadowy way. What do 
■yoii now advise?

A. When the eye has been operated 
on for cataract, glasses are necessary 
for clear vision. The kind required de-

. mends on. the. nature, of the case...¿The 
^^/bnly way to be recommended is the con

sultation of a well informed optician— 
ajid have glasses fitted to the eyes.

-, • ' TlWre are several operations for cat- 
j aract. The. most capital is that of en- 

<’ tire removal of the crystalline lens. Es- 
l peclally formed glasses take the place 
/ of the lens, and thé patient cannot see 
| without this aid, beyond distinguishing 
< l|ght from darkness.

> We do not understand that this cor- 
1 respondent has had the lens removed. 
\ It has been no more than lacerated, un

der the expectancy of absorption of the 
foreign matter, and clarification. The 
great danger in this is from inflamma
tion which may totally destroy the 
sight, even long after the treatment.

. It is not so stated in any medical 
(work, but we would prescribe in such 
cases, glasses with a tint of green. The 

. common blue glasses which are sup
posed to soothe the eye, are not correct 
in principle. The most soothing color

1 In nature Is green. It Is most abund- 
1 ant, and the weary eye is relieved by it.

It is strange opticians have not taken 
their Instructions from'the surrounding 
World.

The tint should nbt be dark, as'in the 
green glasses now made, but of a dell- 

. cate touch of light emerald.

They fall in many places—as the seed 
Which men sow ever for the spirit's 

need;
I scatter mine right freely—let them Ue 
Along the stony ways to live or die.
And if perchance, one seed should take 

a root ■
I ask not that it bring forth any fruit;
I am content if one white bud will ope— 
To whisper to the broken-hearted— 

Hope." .

। C. B. Seely: Q. Who was the au
thor of “The Vestiges of Creation?” 
Of what value Is it?

A. Perhaps the appearance of no 
i book ever created such a storm of crit

icism as the Vestiges of Creation, pub
lished in 1844. It was anonymously 
published and there was as much specu
lation as to its authorship as denuncia
tion of Its contents. The work is that 
of a literary man, whose attention is 
turned to science. Dr. Chambers has 
been given the credit of being its au
thor. It ¿ontained little that was orig
inal, but gathered up the strands of in- 

, yestigations of Lamarck, St Hilaire and 
others, and wove them into a startling 
cosmology. It broke the way, for Dar
win and Spencer and prepared for the 
reception of their demonstrations. At 
this time its value is mainly historic, 
and a person cannot claim full knowl
edge of this subject who has not read 
it. Yet its theories and conclusions 
have no value, being untenable or ob- 

- solete. Darwin’s Origin of Species has 
taken its place.

If only by sharp pain I may be led
To enter in and share another’s woe, 

If, through my dearth another can be 
fed

Then let me be content to have it so.
If from some trial borne I- gain the 

^.-strength" • ;
To lift-my brother’s burden for an 

hour,- •
Or my worn feet, marking the weary 

length
Of this life’s journey, find thereby the 

power ■
To smooths It-for my sister, I shall hold 

Such travail blest If these, my 
songs,' can' show-

One vanished face in glory aureoled
I have not vainly'llved Ulis life below.

If, only from a broken heart I feel
All the world’s grief as mine—then 

let it break.
Such drops shall be a sovereign balm 

to heal
And soothe the anguish of all hearts 

that ache.
If my blind groping in the dark should 

tread
'One shadow down, I will not mourn 

the gloom.
If this, the crown of thorns about my 

head
Shall make free space for one white 

rose to bloom
Along another's path, then let me bear 

Most patiently, and disregard the 
pain.

If one word lives to lighten earth’s de
spair

I am repaid. I have not lived in vain.

Missionary Work.
In accordance • with arrangements 

made at the last convention,. Mrs. Rey
nolds has devoted such part of the year 
to missionary work as her prior engage
ments would permit. She has visited 
different localities, and dispensed spir
itual food to many people to whom a 
spiritual lecture‘is a rare thing. She 
has held aloft our banner and advocat
ed our cause with dignity and with 
honor, and in several Instances, to my 
knowledge, when the financial returns 
were disappointing, she has given to 
the state association either a part or 
else the whole of the compensation to 
which she was entitled under the terms 
of her engagement,.

I believe that in some instances she 
has peen so conscientious in her deter
mination not, to wrong the state associ
ation that she has gone to the other ex
treme and done actual Injustice to. her
self. Since she is to report to.the con
vention, f’vlng details of her work 1 
will not further trespass in that direc
tion.

In my opinion, missionary work Is 
one of thé most important branches of 
state work and I recommend that it be 
continued to such extent as our finances 
will warrant.

Mass-Meeting«.' ■ ■
Correspondence was had concerning 

the holding of a joint mass-meeting In 
the city of New York, the state and Na- 
tioinal associations to unjte for that 
purpose, but owing to certain unfavor; 
able conditions then existing the pro
ject was abandoned.
' A very successful mass-meeting was 
held in the city of Buffalo on the 27th, 
28th and 29th of last January. The

apart a special hour for'the considera
tion of this important, question.

Local Societies. .-
From information at'hand I think I 

can safely say that our societies are 
generally as prosperous as ever, and 
on thé whole perhaps in a little better 
condition than they wel'e one year ago. 
The difficulty in raising funds' with 
which to meet the legitimate'society ex
penditures is an ever present problem. 
But as we grow in spirituality our pock
etbooks will bé touched-more easily, the 
cause will mean more to us, and I trust 
the day is not far dlstaht when this the 
grandest religion thé’ world has ever 
■known will not want1 for financial sup
port. -

We have not as- yet' outgrown the 
frictions and discords that occasionally 
creep in and disturb the harmony and 
Interfere with the larger success of the 
work of local societies. Not that Spir
itualists are lacking in kindness or have 
less regard for ohé another biit that 
personality Is more pronounced because 
of the fact that we eaéh do a little 
thinking on our own account. But if I 
observe correctly there is a little Im
provement from year to year In this 
direction which augurs well for thé fu
ture. I would urge upon the local so
cieties the importance of extending 
their field, of labor and study by devot
ing'at least one meeting each week, or 
semi-monthly, to a conférence in which 
the members should he the workers and 
participate in dlscufeslng given topics 
or reading short articles' bearing on the 
topic or akin thereto?

Such meetings could take up the 
work of cultivating dental powers and 
thought forces, by practical efforts and 
illustrations of the power; of thought 
applied upon such of yoilf members as 
may be ill from tinie ttnitime/and in 
nemberless other ways tliht would be 
legitimate and helpfui to all concerned. 
If thoughts are things; lebùs learn how 
to guide them, andimakeothem useful

that committee will undoubtedly be 
reported by them to this convention, so 
that the committee may take appropri
ate action in relation thereto.

The worth of this feature of propa
ganda is so fully recognized in all de
partments of reform: work that there 
can be no question as to its utility and 
I trust that a larger work may be done 
in this direction th? coming year.
r . Counterfeit Phenomena.'

THERE DAN BE NO SUCH THING ' 
AS FRAUDULENT MEDIUMSHIP. 
MEDIUMSHIP IS GHNUINE OR IT IS 
NOT MEDIUMSHIP AT ALL. NEV
ERTHELESS THERE ARE PERSONS^ 
WHO POSE' AB MEDIUMS WHO AT
TEMPT TO IMITATE GENUINE MAN
IFESTATIONS FOR FILTHY LUCRE. 
THEY DON THE LIVERY OF HEAV-, 
EN IN WHICH TO SERVE THE DEV
IL. THAT THIS INIQUITOUS PRAC
TICE HAS GREATLY RETARDED 
THE PROGRESS OF OUR MOVE
MENT IS UNQUESTIONABLY TRUE.

WE MAY DIFFER IN OUR OPIN
IONS AS TO. THE BEST METHODS 
FOR DEALING WITH THIS QUES
TION, BUT THERE IS NO GAINSAY
ING THE 'FACT THAT BROTHER 
FRANCIS OF THE PROGRESSIVE 
THNKER HAS DONE YEOMAN SER
VICE TO SPIRITUALISM BY HIS UN
RELENTING WARFARE AGAINST, 
AND EXPOSURES OF PRETENSE 
AND DECEPTION UNDER, THE 
NAME OF MEDIUMSHIP.

Mediumship is one of God's richest 
blessings to the children of earth and 
our state association will ever be 
ready to encourage and protect medb 
ums in their hpnest endeavor as mes
sage bearers from the angel world.

I cannot help but feel that a proper 
system of registration of speakers and 
mediums could be made to protect and 
assist local societies in avoiding some1 
<ff the painful experiences which they 
sometimes have because of lack of 
proper knowledge concerning those 
whom they engage.
, What a pity that so grand and im

portant a work should be. thus retarded 
and injured by unscrupulous, persons. 
But since it is so, it seems incumbent 
upon all honest mediums and true 
Spiritualists that they do all in their 
power to neutralize these unfavorable 
Influences by that nobility of character 
and honest, conscientious effort which 
commands the respect of all good peo
ple.

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
The Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Our 

Favorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by the gifted 
wt’iter, Airs. Mary Foote Henderson. Price, $1.50. ' i

The Bible. New aud Revised Edition. By John' Rezpiburg. 
Price $1.25.

, The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred »ad Six 
Questioijfe t.o the Clergy. Nuts that’are hard for them to crack. An in« 
teresting book. By Wjti. Heart. Price 40 cents.

The Constitution of Man. .By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
' The Crisis. By Thomas Paine, Price, 25 cents, / 1

The Demonism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit« 
ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Hr. J. M, Peebles. Cloth 
bound. Price $1 ; postage, 19 cents. - - .

The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Price, 75 cents.
Thé Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig

ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents. • -

State Legislation.
The Question. of State Legislation 

abridging the legitimate Rights and 
privileges of Spiritualists in New York 
state is one over which your state of
ficers should ever keep close scrutiny.

I did not learn that any attempt was 
made by our state legislature to enact 
laws trenching upon the rights of our 
people since the last annual convention, 
and it would seem that the successful 
efforts of your state officers four years 
ago to defeat what seemed to be a con
certed movement to encumber our state 
statutes with that shameful kind of 
law-making, is still fresh in the memory 
of the officers of medical associations 
and is still a source of protection to 
our people.

The fact that we .have a state organ-

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy
chology to' the Fatherhood of God. By Dr.z Thomson J; Hudson* 
Price $1.50.- . , .

The Dream Child. Reads like ah inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
experienced therewith. By Florence-*Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

The Fairy Land of Science. This beautiful book fills a niche in the 
hearts of the young people. Lyceum library literature. By Arabella 
B. Buckley. Price 50,

The God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex in Religion. A sensible, logical 
statement of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational nature. 
A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25.

The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful'book. By Ralph 
Waldo Trine. Price 35 cents.

The Great Psychological Crime, which claims that subjective medium
ship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of “The Dream 
Child” and ^Harmonics of Evolution.” Price $2.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carus. Fourth edition. 32 pages. 
“An effort to purify our ‘Idea of God’ that it may be greater, sublimer, 
and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever been 
yet.”—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.

. The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to American Civilization, 
A trenchant and masterly treatise. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price, 
25 cents. '

The Kingship of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas, and bound 
in white' covers with pretty floral design. By William George Jordan, 
Price 30 cents.

The Life of Jesus'. By. Ernest Renan. Translated from the original 
French. Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cents.

The Life Radiant. For every one in every walk of life. By Lilian 
Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1.

The Living Decalogue. From Sinai to Zion. By W. J. Colville.

rath'er than allow them to run at ran- izatlon to look after the just rights of 
dom, and who, more than'Xhe Spiritual- " .............................

. Temperance: Q. How many distil
leries, and breweries are there In the 
(United States, and of what denomina
tion are the owners?

A. The religion of owners of distil
leries and breweries'is not given in the 
census reports, and the number of es
tablishments is dtfllcult to ascertain. 

' Concentration of capital Is nowhere bet
tor illustrated than in the immense con- 
■ cérns into which the smaller have been 
absorbed. The red-tapé of government 

‘inspection has made small distilleries 
unprofitable, and thrown the business 

■' ;into the hands of a comparatively few.
The magnitude of the combine, how
ever, Is shown by the fact, proven by 
the revenue tax, that the direct cost of 

. beer and whisky to the people of the 
United States is more than that of the 
bread they eat, and the butter used 
.With it To this may be added twice as

When tenderest arms that ’round thee 
twine

Shall loose their hold, 
And in.the shadow of Love's shrine 
Fond hearts grow cold, 
Then bid thy soul stand firm and true 
And nothing rue. . ,
If faith is found a shattered reed' 
Smile and pass on.
Arid let no shivering heartstring plead 
For what is gone. ■ .
For every broken idol, dead 
Be comforted.
If dreams of life must fade and break 
Then let them go;'
And with unfaltering courage take . 
The hand of Woe, ' .
When firmly clasped it soph shall prove 
Kinder than Love.' ;.'' s ' i>*'
Though' rivery hope mayYnqck triy heart 
With empty Ues, 
Though every treasured dream depart/ 
Lift fearless eyes.
Make thy soul strong enough to stand 
Without' joy’s hand.

Only to speak one' word of comfort 
strong

To sing adown the ages, when I Ue 
With lips silent alike of sob'and song, 

One word that will not die.
Courage, my heart Strive to attain thy 
'. best, , • .

: Nor at thy stumbling sit and weakly 
wail.

Some wandering'song of thine may 
bear the test. . ■- •

And if I fail—I fait z .
BEATRICE ST. GEORGE. 

Oak Park, Bl.

First Spiritualist ChiTrch of ' that city 
extended a cordial invitation and' of
fered the free' use of. their tempi?" ¿nd 
the To'mple Society arid Harmony. Cir
cle Society, another state'auxiliary, to
gether with other Spiritualist workers 
in that city, joined in making the meet
ing a grand success, with the result 
that a new impetus was given the move
ment there and a nice little balance 
was realized With which to replenish 
the state treasury.

Later in the winter an all-day state 
meeting was held at Niagara Falls at 
the rooms of the First Spiritual Church 
which Mrs. Atchison of Buffalo has so 
faithfully served as pastor for two and 
a half years and who joined your pres
ident and second viee-president in car
rying out an interesting programme. 
While this meeting did not add to the 
state exchequer, we came away with 

’the feeling .that we had helped the 
cause in that city. -

The latter part of October, at the so
licitation of our worthy representative 
on the state board, Mrs. Laura Holt, for 
the northern part of the state, your 
state missionary and state president re- 
ceived a most hearty welcome and as- 
sisteddn holding a two day mass-meet
ing in the city of-Potsdam, N. Y.

■ The members of that society are all 
ladies and the enthusiasm with which 
we were welcomed and the’ complete
ness of the arrangements may well be 
emulated by some of our societies 
where the management is' in the hands 
of geritlemen, The meeting was a suc
cess.

I repeat my recommendations made 
one year ago, that more rather than 
less mass-meetings be held the coming

■Death, its Meaning aaa Benita* 
By 1. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol- 
ume, of decided value. A narrativs of 
wonderful psychic events in the an
ther's ejipezienea Cloth, 660 pages, q. 
kistratsd, G1.2&. _ ....,

year, because I believe they' tend 
bring, out and interest new people 
our cause and in ounwork

State Days at the Camp.

to 
in

ists, should know how toimake proper 
and legitimate use o^ thought forces.

Spiritualist# shoul(V b.e-Jeaders jn all 
these things,. .#>4 boMsw the new- 
thought people pr fikriaiiain Scientists 
to gather all the ripened fruit which 
Spiritualism has planted aqd nourished 
up to thé tiine of the Imryegt.

Let us.remember foat ¡Spiritualism is 
a; broad-gauge> rel|glpn,.,¡and..¡while 
cannot,qor wquld.noj. tjegléoLthe.phe
nomenalfeatrir,e, wq'r must^ march for
ward and out into the broader fields of 
spiritual .unfoldment, and-demonstrate 
to the world, in our every-day lives, as 
well as in society work that we are 
worthy of this great trust which the an
gel world has placed in our keeping.

I believe that in this direction lies the 
real secret of future success for Spirit
ualism, and that to neglect to move for
ward and out into thèse broadening av
enues now opening before us would be 
a serious mistake. . ,

Settled Speakers.
The settlement of speakers of ability 

and of high moral 'character with our 
societies for'a series of months, a year, 
or even longer periods,’ seems to be a 
desirable thing to do, and as a rule 
where this practice prevails, societies 
are more successful and more harmoni
ous than where transient engagements, 
only are made. Théré’Ts an economy 
in this course in the saving of railroad 
fares, hotel bills; etc.'Nevertheless we 
must recognize the 'fact that many‘so
cieties do not feel strong enough to pay 
a regularly settled pastor the year 
round. But I recommend settled pas
tors wherever societies are in position 
that such a course is’practlcal.'

I trust that this convention may set 
apart a spebial hour in which to con
sider the best methods of carrying on 
society work in general, including the 
question of pettled speakers. "
Registration of Speakers. and Mediums.

I fear your board of trustees has been 
dqreliet in its duties as relates to the in
auguration of a system of registration 
of speakers and mediums, and I renew

mediums and healers is undoubtedly a 
bulwark of 'defense which is bearing 
its fruits.

In Conclusion.
In reviewing this year’s work I feel 

that with all the drawbacks there is 
more of encouragement than of discour
agement. .

The public press has never treated 
our cauçe more ; fairly, than it is now 
doing.. There never. was so wide a 
kriowledge of Spiritualism and its at
tending phenomena as there is today. 
Arid I am glad 'to be able to say that 
oùr speakers and mediums who are 
working under the recognition of our 
state organization, are accorded more 
cordial recognition and respectful con
sideration by, the clergy and workers 
in other religloÛB movements than they 
ever were before.

All thèse things indicate that Spir
itualism is growing in influence with 
people outside of our own ranks.

Dear fellow-workers, the time is ripe 
for action, and it is now up to the Spir
itualists ' themselves to demonstrate 
that they are large enough, broad 
enough, and spiritually-minded enough 
to take advantage of the opportunities 
that are now opening betofé us, and 
make this movement the power for 
good and for the uplift of our fellow
men which those who are faithfully 
watching from the spirit world would

H. W. RICHARDSON,
President

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

wftoW Shall I Bsconie a Medi»
iim,” Fully Amswsnsd

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Condition» 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
cants. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0« ]

We were assigned a New York State 
Day at Freeville camp at the assembly 
of 1904; and-our -first vice-president; 
Mrs. Carrie B. S. Twing, represented 
our state association on that occasion 
and will ho doubt favor, the convention 
with-, a report thereon. - ■ - .

Neither our > state nor thé National 
Associations were assigned days on the 
City of Light programme last year, but 
I am in hopes our state association may 
be assigned a New York State Day-on 
the programme of this year. '

The friends of Human Progress of 
North Collins invited your president to 
represent the state association- at their 
second day meeting in September last. 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie of California, Mr. Man
chester, a promising young local speak
er, and Mrs. Hardenburgh, a local me
dium and speaker, and your ■ president 
took part in the programme, and while 
the meeting was not largely attended, it 
was declared a success.

There is indeed a pleasure in meeting 
with the veterans of a half century of 
battling for a principle and for truth, 
and this, the oldest Spiritualist society 
in this country, has several of those 
honored veterans among its members.

In mÿ opinion the state days at the 
camps are advantageous both to the 
state association and the camp associa
tions, when some representatives of the 
state board fcan be present and partici
pate in the exercises, and-1 recommend 
that they be continued for the coming 
year at such camps as we are invited to 
so visit, provlded-suitabte-arrangenients 
can be made. . ..

... Children’s Lyceums.
This very important but so often sad

ly neglected feature of our work cannot 
have too much consideration. > > ■ ■ i.-;

At our last convenUont.Mrs. TllUe U. 
Reynolds was appointed lycebm-super
intendent for the state and I am certain 
that the convention made a-wjse choice 
and that Mrs. ReRynolds has done all 
in her power to increase, the interest in 
and to assist and encouragé, those.:en
gaged In lyceum work over the state. ,

fa her Wort she will glv® thé ôoa-

Price 50 cents. _
The Lover’s World. A Wheel of Life. Treating on the subjects of 

love, marriage and parenthood. By Dr. Alice B. Stockham. “The 
Lover’s World, garnered sheaves from the wisdom of books and life’s 
experiences, is now returned to the heart of humanity.” Price, silk 
cloth, $2125.

The Majesty of Calmness. By William George Jordan. Price 30 cts. 
The Missing Link of Modern Spiritualism. A most valuable book, 

giving a history of early Spiritualism. Written by Leah Fox Under
hill of the Fox Sisters. Reduced to $1.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature. Demonstrates the continuity 
of life and our environment of spiritual influences. Free from all theo- 
ries of superstition. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents.

The Mystic Thesaurus. By W. F. Whitehead. Leatherette, Price, $1, 
The New Life. By Leroy Berrier. Price 50 cents.
The Other Side of Death. Scientifically examined and carefully de

scribed by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50.
The Priest, tha Woman and the Confessional. This is a most valuable 

book. It comes from an ex-priest, whose character is above reproach. 
By Father Chiniquy. Price $1.

The -Prophets of Israel.. Popular sketches from Old Testament His
tory than which no branch of science, in the last generation, has under
gone a more profound revolution. By Carl Heinrich Cornell. Price 25c.

The Relations of Science to the Phenomena of Life. Ideas of life sci
entifically expressed in contradistinction from the old theories. By 
Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Relation Science Holds to Natural Philosophy. By Prof. W, M, 
Lockwood. Price 15 cents. . .

The Romance of Jude. A story of the tune of Christ, giv?n through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Longley. Cloth bound. Price, 50 cents.

The Soul. Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human Em
bodiments. This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles 
of reincarnation. By the guides of Cora L. ,V. Richmond. Price $1.

The Soul of Things. These three volumes are among the most popu-' 
lar works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual philosophy. By 
William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each; postage 15 cts.

The Soul’s Song of Triumph. A prose poem by Harrison D. Barrett.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one Une.]

my recommendation of one year ago 
that the incoming board of trustees be 
instructed to take action thereon along 
lines then suggested. „ '.

Ordination Usages, Etc*.
, A resolution was adopted at oür last 
convention recommending our minis
ters' holding ordlnatiofl' papers to sur
render the same 'and take rie\v " ones 
from the National 'Association. Hut 
that does not seem td’ have' been the 
plan adopted by the'National Associa
tion. Instead of : issuing’ certificates 
direct, thé National issues ri'certificate 
of endorsement of the certificates al
ready held from the state association 
whenever the officers] of fthfe state asso
ciation so recommend.-.- i o '

Several of our minJstens have availed 
themselves of this privilege and have 
received the National Association’s en
dorsement There are. istill ordained 
ministers in the strife wino have not 
taken such action, arid'.Iihrlng the mat
ter before the conventions but without 
any special recomméndiffton, that ac
tion may be taken if) th ought desirable.

No action was ; taken .byo the .last Na
tional convention toWardi a revision of 
the ordination usagée; antis other rules, 
so that the rules adoptediin 1903 and 
published 1904, still/continue in force.

I bring this mattembeforp the conven- 
and would suggest ithat'ampecfal com
mittee be appointedv tolBconslder the 
whole question of ordination, respon
sive readings, marriage' and burial ser
vices, with instructions to report either 
to this or to the next annual convention 
with such recommendations as may 
seem desirable. - , .

I have a few copies of the ordination 
usages and other, rituals issued by the 
National Association. ig 1904 which T 
can furnish to those especially interest
ed, in them. .. ... . - v ..........

• Spiritual Literature. ,.
If my’memory serves me correctly, 

a committee of three :was at the time 
of our last-conventlOtF appointed to. 
take up, under the’ Supervision .of the 
board of trustees, theuediting or." pro
curing and distrlbutlh^ tot Spiritual 
Literature.

Whoever my tan teua dons by

Passed to spirit life, May 25, Mrs. Or- 
rllla B. Hatch at her home, 700 E. Mar
ket-street» Elmira, N. Y. Rev. Annis 
Ford Eastman spoke feelingly of the 
beautiful and exemplary life well fitted 
to join the loved ones gone before, she 
having been one of the oldest Spiritual
ists in the city.

Passed to the higher life May 27, 
1905; from Detroit, Mich., Mabel B. 
Goucher, aged 16 years, the idol of her 
parents, loved and respected by all who 
knew her. The spiritual address was 
in keeping "with her last words to her 
pastor, “I am riot afraid to die.” Serv
ices conducted by Nellie S. Baade, De
troit, Mich.

Passed to. spirit life on .May 24, at 
her home in Council Buffs, Iowa, Eliza
beth Wild, the beloved wife, of .Mr. 
James Wild, at the age of 84 , years. 
She was born Jn England in 1821, and 
married in March, 1845. She leaves 
her husband,' six 'children,', nineteen 
grandchildren and six great-grandchil
dren. She-was a good, noble woman, 
and a devout Spiritualist for about 
twenty years. Funeral services by the 
writer. C. O. KEMPSTER.

' - :
’ Wilbur Stinson,"aged 25 years, passed 

to spirit life, April 6,‘from his home, 332 
Michigan avenue, Toledo, Ohio, leaving 
a loving, father, mother and thrèe 
brothers to mourn their loss. His fath
er having gone to California to prepare 
a home for the one who never grieved 
him, made it doubly sad. D. A. Herrick 
officiated. Mrs. Herrick assisted with 
songs. ' Cremation at Détroit, Mich.(Be
ing life-long Spiritualists, they are thus
comforted. COR.

Hugh C. White passed to spirit life at 
the U. B. A Hospital, Grand Rapids, 
Mich., on May 25, aged about 47 years. 
He leaves a loving wife to mourn her 
earthly loss, but comforted with .the 
knowledge Spiritualism' gives. .During 
a long Illness he Was conscious of the 
presence of spirit friends daily, arid 
was anxious for his suffering to cease. 
He Had'a host'of-friends, and was a 
member of the 'Modern Woodmen ot 
Amerlca.“Ah’address by D. A> Herrick, 
closing tematkh by Dr.-W. O. Knowles, 
arid beautiful'singing by Mrs.' R.’Nlrrell 
Was given Iri the’home-May27. In tew 
meat at Dowagiac,' Mich., conducted by 
D. A. Hwridk aad Modem Woodmen.coa.

Price 10 cents.
The Spiritual Alps, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on 

”How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things are 
subject to it.” By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents ; paper, 25 cents.

The Principles of Light and Color. Including The Harmonic Laws 
of the Universe, The Etherio Atomic Philosophy of Force, Chromo 
Chemistry, Chromo Therapeutics, and The. General Philosophy of Fine 
Forces Together with Numerous Discoveries and Practical Applica
tions ’ Hlustrated by more than two hundred engravings and four-col- 
ored plates. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price $5. -

The Spiritual Birth, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, heaven and hell. A logical statement, proven both by, 
facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 cents.

Hie Religion of Spiritualism, Its Phenomena and Philosophy. This 
work was written by that noble modern savior and grand man—Rev, 
Samuel Watson' A marvelous work. Price $1.

The Spiritual Significance. By Lilian Whiting, fi his book is all that 
the name implies—a spiritual book. Price $1. \

The Spiritual Wreath. A new collection of words and music for the 
choir the congregation and the social circle. Containing 64 pages. By;
S w’ Tucker, author of many musical publications. Price 15 cents.

The Story Hour. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories, 
written expressly to interest and instruct the young. A good work for 
Lyceums. By Susan H. Wixon. Price $1. ...

The Sunday Question. A historical and critical review, with replies 
to an objector. Its motto : All time too sacred to do wrong; no time too 
sacred to do good. Price 15 cents.

The Talmud. Selections from the contents of tpat ancient book, its 
commentaries,' teachings, poetry and legends.' Also sketches of the men 
wEade and commented upon it. ByH.Polang Price, cloth, $1.

The To-Morrow of Death, or the Future Life According to Science. 
Is just what it purports to be—What the title indicates-in every chap- 
ter By Louis Figuier. Price, cloth, $1.50.

The nnknnwn. By the scientific writer, Camille Flammarion, 
PlThè Widow’s Mite and Other Psychological Phenomena. A new book 
of 538 pages by I. K. Funk. A most remarkable and valuable book, 
PlHie World'Beautiful Series One, Two and Three. Choice volumes of 
restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the rèal in this 
life Bv Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1.The Worid^Sixteen Saviors, or Christianity Before Ohrist. A key 
to all the sacred mysteries of the present religions and their Oriental 
formation. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.50 ¡postage 10 cents.

Three Journeys Around the World. By the renowned lecturer and 
traveler, Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price, $1.50. .

Three Jubilee Lectures. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 35 cents.
Thomas Paine’s Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration of 

the passages in the New Testament, quoted from the Old and called 
Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price,15 cents. • .

Truths of Spiritualism. This book narrates many of the striking ex
periences of its author as a lecturer and test medium in the earlier daya 
of Smritualisin. By E. Y. Wilson. Price $1. _ , , ,

Twentieth Century Guide to Palmistry.. By the Zanzigs. A good 
book for all those interested in this study. Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 25c.

Two In One. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combina
tion of “The Question Settled”, and “Thé Contrast” into one volume,

UncookSUFooSd How to Live on Them. By Mr and Mrs. Eugena

Christian. Illustrated.. Cloth, $1. -
Unknown Life-of Christ. By Nicholas Notovitch, the discoverer of 

the mûnnscript. Cloth, Price $1. . .....
Vaccination a Curse. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 

of vital importance to every one. Price,, $1.25. . .
' Vedanta Philosophy. By Swann Vivekanandriv Price $lM - 

■ Views of Our Heavenly Home. This book is a word-pwturely one oi 
our H artists, Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly, interesting wor^ 
Price 60 cents; postage 5 cents.
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The Ohio Convention;
Showing Great Interest aid Progresslo the 

Cause in That State.
ft fwe* ». serve In more than one place at. a time, T l ,—

Sister R?ed pud, Mrs, Clemens,- Broth-! i owed handkerchief, 
era-Bblllnger^anniieW,'very. ----- ’
MlAYirwA In '’•'J -iJ-J'* '

The eighth annual convention of thb 
Ohio Spiritualists Association convened 
at Ashtabula, Ohio, May 26, 27 and 28, 
JS05. •

The opening features of the conven
tion was a reception of- officers, . dele
gates and visitors held in G. A. R. Hall, 
Thursday evening, May 25, the hall be
ing beautiful decorated with flags and 
bunting, all kinds of flowers, the sun
flower predominant. The president of 
the Psychic Research Society of Ash
tabula, Brother John G. Wailace, Intro-1 
duced Mrs. J. G. Wallace to deliver the 
address of welcome, Mrs. Carrie Firth 1 
Curran, President O. S. A., responding. 
Brief addresses were held by Mrs. E. 
Schauss, Toledo; A. E. Baird, Elyria; 
Dr. C. W. Haines, Bedford. Mrs. A. H. 
Talcott, assisted by choir of children, 
furnished the vocal and musical pro
gram. All present were regaled with 
ice cream and cake;

First Day, May 26,
After calling the convention to order, 

President Carrie Firth Curran, of To
ledo,'greeted the delegates and visitors 
and bade them welcome.

The following then gave short talks: 
Rev. Laura G. FIxen, Chicago, HI.; Rev.- 
C. W. Haines, Bedford, O.; Rev. Fred D.
Dunakin, Cecil, O.; Rev.. Harry È, 

. Boerstler, Columbus, O.; Rev. Hattie G.
Webster, Columbus, O.; Mr. Thomas D.
Bellis,-Cleveland, O.; Rev. Elizabeth 
Schauss, of Toledo, O.; Mrs. H._ A.

would suggest that a committee be ap
pointed to revise the constitution and 
by-laws of the O, S. 8. A., with.the view 
of basing all representation upon, the 
number of constituents in each society; 
as an example one society having twen
ty members is entitled to one delegate, 
and for each twenty members or the 
major part thereof shall be entitled .to 
gn additional delegate in the conven
tion.

The motion now before the conven
tion, by Bro. Boerstler, reads about as 
follows:

That the decision of the question of 
votes be left to delegates based upon 
the paying membership of the local so
cieties. Upon this question we would 
say we do not deem this a stock com
pany voting upon the cash paid in by 
thé stockholders and entitled to a vote 
for each share of stock? But the mem
bers of the various societies send a del
egate to represent that society as a so
ciety and as one body. Therefore we 
offer the following amendment to Bro. 
Boerstler’s motion: •-

Resolved, That each delegate pres
ent representing the several societies 
shall be allowed only one vote upon any 
end all questions before this conven
tion.

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Causes in Its Effort for the* Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought,- and a Better Life. 
jver Lacking , fon Life andjhe Dissemination of Most Important Mind4'ood. 

Give Us the Truth, the WhoJeiTmth, and Nothing hot the Truth

terialize ho many, articles from a lA 
iowpB »^ .’y

.c., ■ -And’now, friends of tills convention',stepped ImamToïded’lri keeping toe in- asking your'pardon for thé deviation- 
tereat alive and the Wir« *h'> „from what ought to have been my re

port, I submit to you my financial 
statement as found ip my treasury; 

, book to the present date. - \
' From May 28, 1904, to May 22, 1905,1 
$177,25 passed through my hands, item- i 
ized account in day-book and ledger, 

’.with data. C, A. 3.

Ebertshausen, Sandusky, O.; Mr. Rob
ert Alexander, Parkersburg, W. Va.; 
Mrs. Carrie M. Bartholomew, Geneva, 
O., and others.

Miss Edna Grant, the sweet spiritual 
Binger of Conneaut, sang a , solo with 
encore.

All committees were-appointed by the 
’ president. On rules, O. B. Clark, F. D. 

Dunakin; on credentials, Anna E. Baird, 
Ffed Schauss and Anna Ward; on res
olutions, I. W. Pope, Mrs. Bonney and 
Mrs. March; president’s report, Mrs. 
Bartholomew,- Mrs. Gay and Mrs. Blair;

■secretary’s report, Mr. Methaffy, Mrs; 
Ebertshausen and Mrs. Webster; treas
urer's report, Mr. Munsell, Mr. Boerst
ler and Mrs. Reed. .

.Controversy arose on how to vote the 
delegates, as it was found that the state 
constitution came in conflict with the 
National constitution, the arguments 
which followed were entered into with 
a harmonious feeling, lengthy, but '¿in
structive to all; time for adjournment 
came without an agreement having 
been reached. . ■

Saturday morning convention called 
to order by the president Carrie Firth 
Curran.

Music by the choir.
Invocation by Mrs. Schauss.
Letter from M. T. Longley, greeting • 

the convention was read and well re
ceived by the delegates.

The. matter of settling the question ot 
what rule should be followed In the vot
ing was very easily arranged when it
came to the point of voting, and it was 
agreed' that each society represented- 
should have a vote for every member, 
and the total number of votes found to 
be thus represented was 441.

I, 1 After*'Bfothei;'Warne;'Mrs. Laura: Gi: 
Flxeh and others expressed their views, 
Brother Warne stated this, question-is1 
the greatest difficulty confronting state

, ...associations toward the National as the 
laws in some states differ from others, 
and we must try and get otlr constitu
tion and by-laws changed to be uniform 
all over the country.

Secretary’s report read, ordered filed. 
Treasurer’s report read, ordered filed. 
The committee on treasurer’s report 

find the amount reported by the finance 
committee last season was $296.24? the 
income for the year raised the amount 
to $457.21. Expenses for the fiscal
year including convention $165.23, 
leaving a balance after all expenses be
ing paid, $324.83, making a gain 'of 
$28.50 over report of last year.

Missionary report, Anna E. Baird, 
Elizabeth Schauss. The report was or
dered filed. A rising vote of thanks 
tendered them, which was responded to 
by Mrs. Schauss and Mrs. Baird.

Report of committee on rules:
The business session of this conven

tion shall be called to order by the 
president; afternoon session shall open 
at 2:30 in the afternoon and. close at 5 
o’clock. The morning session shall 
open at 10 o’clock and close at 12 
o’clock, and follow the order of business 
as per program.

This convention shall be governed by 
our constitution, by-laws, and by Rob
erts’ Rules of Order where not provided 
for by our own laws.

O. B. CLARK, 
ELIZABETH SCHAUSS, 

_ - F. D. DUNAKIN,
- Committee.

New charters were granted Ladies’ 
Aid of the Helping Hand, Elyria,- 0.; 
White Key Spiritual Society, Martin's 
Ferry; Meta Psychic Ladies’ Aid So
ciety, Wellington.

Resolved that this convention of the 
Ohio State Spiritualist Association in 
convention assembled extend to the 
worthy president of the N. S. A., Harri
son D. Barrett and his esteemed wife, 
our sincere sympathy in the hour ot 
their affliction. That this resolution be 
spread upon the minutes and a'copy be 
sent to Brother Barrett under seal.
' Resolved, we extend the sympathy 
and consolation of the State Associa
tion of Spiritualists of Ohio assembled, 
to the widow of our ex-president, Bro. 
Thos Black, of this association, who 
passed to the higher life in April last, 
a copy of this be sent to the widow, un
der seal.

Resolution: To the president and 
members of the Ohio State Spiritualist- 
Association, Greeting: Your committee 
upon resolutions would respectfully 
submit the following preamble and res
olutions:

.Whereas, the O. S. S. A. have met in 
convention for the transaction of the 
business of the state association of the 
various auxiliary societies ot the state, 
and for the equal and just treatment of 
all its members which we deem to be 
represented, one vote only by each* so
ciety of the state which forms’ this 
body or association.

Whereas, we deem each society is 
fully represented by its chosen delegate 
and under the general rules of such 
bodies each delegate only represents its 
society as one, the Same as our county 
representatives represent the people of 
the county in state legislation by one 
vote. Also the same as our district 
congressmen represent a district of the 
state by one vote in' the halls "of con- , 
gress. We will follow this illustration '
a-little farther for the purpose of show
ing this convention our conclusions 

ft more careful thgjight growing 
Out of the present JFscusslon of yester
day, and would recommend the same 
kind of unselfish and-pleasing discus
sion upon all question of to;day. You 
will quickly seo that all county or dis- 

. : trict representatives are based upon the 
- - population of the county 'or district 

- Skis Is sell {mown bï yoo AH and we

Resolved, That this convention as
sembled extend to the Psychic Re-' 
search Society, the mayor of the city, 
and the cities of Ashtabula and, vicinity 
our sincere thanks for their kind recep
tion and hospitality during Hhe session.

Resolved, "We sincerely appreciate 
the high compliment paid this associa
tion by.thé widow and family of former 
Mayor Jones of Toledo, and that the 
communication be placed on tile.
; Resolved, That the honor conferred 
upon this Ohio Spiritualists Associa
tion.assembled, by the presence of hon
ored brother Dr. Geo. B. Warne, presi
dent, and the vice-president of tlm Illi
nois State Association of Spiritualists,, 
we tender to them an honorary niem- 
bership to the Ohio Spiritualists Asso
ciation, and ' their names to be placed 
upon the records of this association..
. Resolved, That the name of bur 
worthy sister, Mrs. Dr. Alexander 
Caird, of Boston, Mass., be added to the 
roll of the O. S. A. i •— • — • 'I •

After the reading ot the resolution a 
committee was appointed to revise the 
Constitution:I, W. Pope, chairman; Dr. 
C. W, Haines, Mrs. F. Bonney.

AU bills not yet paid belonging to the 
expense of this convention ordered 
paid.

.Communication from Mrs. Jones and 
family, also from Percy Jones, of To
ledo, read and ordered placed on file.

Report of president read.
A rising vote of thanks tendered Sis

ter Carrie'Firth Curran, our worthy 
president.- ...

Motion’ made-by Mrs. Reed, seconded 
by, O. B. Clark to use $100 for Meaium 
Pension Fund, and $50 I6f Missionary 
Fund as recommended, was carried. ‘l

Minutes of previous convention read 
and .approved. '

Here Mrs. Anna E. Baird displayed 
the quilt.which MrB, Skogland of Wel
lington, is malting, expressing the hope- 
thfit the delegatee,.take -tickets -nt 10-.. 
cents each.

■ A vote of thanks to the president ot 
Ashtabula, '

This convention accepted the invita
tion of Dr. C. W. Haines to hold the’ 
ninth annual convention at Cleveland, 
May, 1906.

There being no further business, the 
.election of officers being in order, re
sulted: President, Fred . D. Dunakin, 
Cecil, O.; first vice-president, Harry E. 
Boerstler, Columbus, O.; second- vice- 
president, Dr. Chas.'W1 Haines, Bed
ford, O.; secretary, Carl A. Bollinger, 

-Cleveland, 0.; corresponding secretary, 
Carrie. M. Bartholomew, Geneva,-O.; 
treasure^ Carrie Firth Curran, Tole
do, O. Trustees: Mrs. Elizabeth 
Schauss, Toledo, O.; Mr. Thos D. Bellis, 
Cleveland, O.; Mrs. Hattie G. Webster, 
Columbus, O.; Mr. O. B. Clark, Ashta
bula, O. '

Nominees for president: F. D. Duna
kin, 407; H. E. Boerstler, 7; Dr. C. W. 
Haines, 27; F. D. bunakin elected. 
First vice-president, H. E.; Boerstler.

Dr. C. W. Haines withdrew his name 
and made motion, duly seconded, that 
the secretary cast the vote of the con
vention. Carried. The secretary then 
cast the vote for IL. E. Boerstler. Sec
ond Vice-president: Dr. C. Vf-. Haines, 
330 votes; Hattie G. Webster, 111 
votes'. Dr. C. W. Haines elected.

Secretary: C. A.. Bollinger; being no 
other candidate, Dri’Haines moved,.sec
onded by F. D. Dunakin, the president 
to cast the ballot. Result: C. A. Bol
linger, secretary.

’ Treasurer: Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran; 
no Other candidate. Moved bÿ Mrs. 
Bonney, seconded by K W. Pope-, the 
secretary to cast ballot Result: Car
rie Firth Curran, treasurer.

Trustees: E. Schauss, F. D. Bellis, O. 
B. Clark, Hattie G. Webster. There be
ing no other candidates, the. secretary 
cast the ballot for the same.

Delegates to the. next National con
vention to be held in Minneapolis next 
October will be the presidentelect, 
Fred D. Dunakin, and Alternate, the- 
treasurer-elect, Carrie Firth Curran;
. This convention was considered by 

all ’delegates and visitors, as the most 
enjoyable, profitable and generally sat
isfactory meeting of the kind ever held- 
in the history of-the Ohio Spiritualists 
Association. •

. ; C. A. SOLLINGER, 
Secretary O. S. A.

REPORT FROM MRS. SCHAUSS.
To the officers Md members of the 

Ohio Spiritualists Association, in con
vention assembled at Ashtabula, Ohio— 

¡Greetings: The report of missionary 
| work dona during the year can scarcely 
I be summed up in words. The extent to 
which the influence of tho truth for 
which we live has gone out is immeas
urable. The Interest manifested by the 
people at large cannot be overesti
mated. During the year I have held 45 
public meetings through the state of 
Ohio—in Defiance, Clyde, Sandusky, 
Cleveland, Ashtabula, Rock Creek and 
Conneaut.

Many parlor meetings were held that 
resulted in much good to all concerned. 
I would here recommend the holding-of 
parlor meetings throughout the state 
whenever we can get the use of a room 
and a few people to listen to us, as they 
are the means of instruction to many i 
who would not for various reasons 
come to our public meetings. The, | 
Children^ Progressive Lyceum and | 
Thought Exchange deserve more than I
Pa?sjng meqUon.wi^F would horereiS- 
ómmend to this fonventlSHThe ¿ppólnt- 

I ment-of a state superintendent of lyce- 
ums, to work in harmony with our Na
tional Superintendent. MK John Ring of 
Gaivesion, Texas. Ohio offers • us a 
wide field for missionary work. What 
we need most is “competent"workers.” 
During the months of April and May I 
bad. calls from- Several societies to- the 
same Sundays, bgt aot ¿eing $

Spiritualist Meetings.
It {« important when a meeting H 

suspended, that uotlce ba given us, so 
that inquirers may riot be mislead. - We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held here in public halls at trio present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Bunday 
at 3 p. m. In Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W.13th street

The North Star Spiritual Unlox holds- 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw,- test medium.

Central Spiritual Church .holds serv-’ 
Ices .each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasking’s hall, 30tii and Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of Truth Church wiU hoJd 
services in Hopkins* Hall 528 W 63r^ 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes-; 
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor.

. . . . _ -----  tU’
terest alive and the’eguse before the. 
public. The absence of Mrs, Curran en- 
iforced by .the condition of . her health, 
tsopiewbat hampered what yould other- 

i wise have been a complete success in 
organization work. . We; all. know by 
the work she inaugurated during the 
first year of her office,' that had she 
been well her second year would not 
only have doubled, -but tripled the 
amount of the first. Yet we are thank
ful for what has been arid is'dorie nowr 
and hopq that her successor in' office 
may succeed in keeping the banner of 
our association floating over bur people, 
an emblem of purity, justice, and truth, 
as she so zealously has done during the 
past two years. ’ -

3

From May 22 to 28/ received $16 75
FREDD. DUNAKIN. '

The Englewood Spiritual Union is 
now located at McDermott's Hall, 6603 
South Halsted street.. Meetings-every 
Sunday evening at 7:30. Ladles’ Aux
iliary every Thursday afternoon at 2:30. 

•Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hal), 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo; pastor, as
sisted by Hugh. S. 'Fraser, All wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

■ Cnl>»..-< ot —~ -
come, services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Spiritual Church.of, AU.Souls, in Hope, 
Hall, No. 220 Western avenue, between 
Jackson and Van Buren, Sunday even
ings at 7:30, conducted ■ by - Mrs. R. 
Squire. ;
. The Kenwood Spiritual Church, will 
hold services every Sunday- at 3. and 8 - 
p:. m„ at Kenwood Hall, -Nos,. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. ■ Good, speakers 
ànd muslc. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. Come and bring 
your friends. '

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
Avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session: Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Church of. the. Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Chariiplatn avenue arid ,43d 'street, every ' 
■Bunday. . Conférence at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The halliirimber Is 361- 

-8Ç3 East 43d street.,. Conducted by Mrs/ 
Isa'Cleveland.

Church of the Spiritual Truth hold« 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
nt 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street.. Mrs. J. DeLong. paator.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Bunday from 2 to 10 p. m„ at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. ■ corner ot 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission, to after- 
noon-meetings, free;, evening’ eervibe, if Wo. Mrri." Dixon and her- daughter, 
the child wonder/- Will -always b.e .ln at- ¡tendance. Others will 'rissist. (/¿These 
ineetlbgs will he continued all suirimer. 
Dr; Beverly, president,' No, 44 East 31st 
street ' "

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened.by Mrs. Schwann, at •'523. . Bel-’, 
moat avenue. Ser vices, held every Sun- 
day, and Thursday- -evening at 8 
o’clock.. Tests and.mùbio.àb'èvery ser
vice. ’Z "...

■ .-The Spiritualistic ÙhUreÜnbt the Stu-- 
dents of Nature will hold Bunday even
ing services at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner .Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu
macher, pastor.

The Universal Occult Society meets 
every Sunday at America Hall,- 77 East 
31st 8treet, at 3 and 8-p. m. R. Gilray, 
pastor. Evangelist F, M. Stoller will 
preside at ail meetings during the ab- 

•sence of Brother Gilray. ...
Lake- View Spiritual. Union holds- 

Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m., 
at-Wells-Hall, No. 1629 North Clark 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by 

¡Dr; and Mrs. Carl . A. Wickland. All 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Wells 
street. \ ;

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
in room 309 Masonic Temple. ,rServlce 
11 a. m. Sunday-school-10, a. m. Su
perintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. S. 
J. Ashton. Pastor’s address, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park.- Day at 
home, Friday.

Meetings, every. Sunday at 10:45 a. m. 
at hall 210, Masonic .Temple, under the 
auspices of Walter DeYoe, the well- 
known lecturer; Miss Cora M. Nafe, 
soloiset

The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
holds regular‘services every Sunday at, 
3 and 8 p. m., at the- People’s Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt Streets.' ’ The 
Rising Sun Lyceum meets at 2 p. m.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in' Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clyboum;. and every 
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfield Turn
er-Hall. , Mr. Frank Joseph,’ medium.

Church of the Soul Communion holds 
meetings, every Wednesday evening at 
8 oclock and Sundays at 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, ’ between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. s: Ray, pastor.

The Christian Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall, 3245 • State street. 
Every Sunday evening at 7:30. Test, 
messages given by good mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance. r

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. -All 
cordially invited. .

’-Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
eia avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a; 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given, 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

I , The Hyde Park ,Qccult Society holds 
I regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
I o’clock, at 819 E. 55th . street, between 
i KImbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cara pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured 'for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society; Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L, Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 543 E ‘ 55th 
street Entrance, to hall. 319 E. 55th 
Street ■ ' . . /

■Tie Chicago Spiritualists'' League 
holds its meetings the first Tuesday 
evening of each month,, at Kimball 
Hall, 243 Wabash avenue. Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, president; O. B.’ Kropp, 6481 
Himbark avenue, secretary. - The 
League wishes. every . Spiritualist .Soci
ety of the city to send imthe names ot 
all'their mediums, stating- their.-partic
ular phase of mediumship/ AddWBail

> ~y- BOU THE

. SICK
Dr. Webbe Instilóte ol Health otters Free 
i Consultation to the Slcli ani Sulhriog.

II yeu tn la aeor beaUh aaS wish lo b» curri, arila 
" Ika baciala at once, They Can Uolp You.

Pr. .Peebles Insti- 
' ti«6. orHbnlth, has

CDJwiic diseases and

menV have ■ cured 
hundreds who came 

ip utter de* 
-'sp^ir. because their 
Wtet had been pro- 
Tapiirwod -.incurable 
' by fheir local phyab 
j&ins: They success* 
fully; treat- Catarrh, 
Bronchitis, Asthma, 
Rheumatism, Kid- 
Hey.', .and Bladder 
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1 New Methods of Cure
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DR. C. E. WATKINS, 
Giving him yom* uge, tex, and leading Hymptonw. 
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July and Auguat; and will qxpluin to you hie 

NEW METHODS OF CURE. 
Remember that during June, July and 
very low terma can be made with the Doctor.
No Charge for Diagnosing Yotir Case

DR. O. E. WATKINS.
Hotel Westland, 

Baek Bay, Boston, Mass. i

—i.u Muufwnu uuu woman, , I ANDREW B. SPINNEY. M. D They employ the latest and most approved v. DIUIUDI, JU.
methods of treatink these disease and If you _ Whohashud
tfro not completely cured your stomach la not Forty Years' Experience in the Studv 
ruined with etrons. druas. If you are In and Practice of Medicine Two 
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—■- -- -------------- ■ him name, age. sex, and lock of hair, and 6 cents
Business Medium ^ Psyc^

Bend date of birth, ask three questions, ww wpnderful auecess, at reduced prices- A trial will 
■win be answered, and a trial reading, for 25 cents, convince you, Ris practice extends all over the 
For psyehomatry. send article* or specimen to land,. He cures you iu your own homa 

. read trom, THERESE DUANE, Box 8?, Berkeley. Address, - dT. ».-LOUCli». M. 
Cal. Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass

feet mediums now intha iorm,tw 5 r«ni -Ana College of Fine Forces«
to a spirit friend. 8efld«tema^thil»aad I wlU • • .a A A t .
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tom,-and your diseasq will be didgiioBed

• Tfr'fte'Vy spirit pow ................

' Psychic. DlagnosisFree. Mrs. Of. DBon-Bata, 
। .3. A. Marvin. Psycho Medieal'.antl Magnetic . 230 North Sixth St.Hraler, BUrilnr; Ill.; has bad veare sue- ga j c u
cessful experience: guarantees cures' In breu: 1 1 -
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nation and surety cure ¡you. 1 cure when all LosAnyeles, Cat

' others fall, Nerxous exhaustion ana lost vigor —---------—— ----- -
of both sexes successfully treated. Great success r* r> 1
with diseases of cbttdren. Write to own hand- • KSfG DOOKS rOf SSlP 
writing, giving name,; w, box..weight, leading- v uvvno 1 Ml ualv«
symptom, and Qvo 2-ccnt stamps,and receives Art Magic—Original de lux copy, costI1&60. correct diagnosis, worth dollars to you.Por cbil> Will Bell for 112; A BARGAIN.
d ren send lock ofbato . •' Ceralú Mariey'a VThé Natural GeriesJs”-2

FBA2ÍÜBSX. LOUCKS, I volumes, and “The Book ot BeglnninBa^z’vo^-
mw—usm. umes.»16: worth.CO, These books contain the “ warren st. utoa.Mm. iiua origin ot symbols, astrology, magical ritual, Jree-

■— - ■  --------------------- -------------- ----------- masonry and all religions. No idea can be had of
their great value. A bargain. . .FRFn P EVANS HtstoryofthO doctrine Oto Future x.lfe.“TvEl*. *• LiMliQ, W.R.Alger. Cost 15; at »3.

The Woted F.ychlo for F.y.cbology—John Dewey, »1.25: nowSOc. *
Independent Slate Writing and »octrlne and Literature of the Cabbala.
........ Walto. »3; at »2, now, , „Clairvoyance, Dictionary ot toe Bible-Worth »15; at«.

Han recentlydett New York, and la now located at Abargain. Address at once, 
1112 Eddy 8t.. San Francisco, Cah-Bend atamp for .TCI? BRnMniWF
circularoniiedlumshlp. . , V. UUUM0UUS,
—,------- :----- —:—----------------- 12SS Commonwealth Ave.,
CDP AT AT L0W Bo»ton. Moris. ■

A,Big Cut in Occult Books
ths greaissUlvtog chemist. Sir WIllani Crookes. Qf Priceles*? Value
Now Am.er.EdL50c. (W.Ed,^ostsILW.) • __ 1 rriccicbs value,

Rational Memory Training. By B. P. Aus- BgTFor the Next 15 Days Only^f tin, B. A., Ex-Princtpal Alma-Conege. 'The kei*-
nelof toe Memory Systems." Hlghiy'bommended READ CAREFULLY St™ bv educators . fith ediUOD lust out. 60e. ynui by J.C.F.Grumbme,Dveaucators. .omem «mjuiiquu ug . 160 pages and containing new matter onDivina-. The JLlvinurJ>ecaI©TOe, Twelve masterly non and Cry&tal-readlnp. Ills endorsed by Lilian 
Exwsltory Lectures(by. W. J: Colome, Whltlng. Henry Wood, The Progressive Thinker,
author and spiritual toother, Just out. 50c. W, j, Colville, and an up-to-date writers and iec- 

Succcu and How to Win Tt» ’ srUew tutors on 4>cou)t subjects. Professor Hardin, tho1 Thought Lessons by Dr^Austfn, Editor of ’‘Reas- ’noted hypnotist, uses K as a. text book for his 
on." Worth 125.00, but sold for 25c. students.. .Regular price. $2: how. 11.

; -Bram. «8 bp. monthly. (New Thought nnd “AurasanilColore” “Psycbomeiry,'’"IleaUza- Payehlc Besearch.? Edited by Hr. B. F. Austin, lion," three 50e books for JI. ...( 
Mo;nyear. Crystals reduced from »2.25 to »1.75.p^The lour volumes; with “Beason.”. 1 year, »2.

AUSTIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Department T» Rochester, N. Y. not emphasize its value too highly, as I unfolded

• ' • • - “■—— ---------- - ..... by it! ■' jy It teaches you how to sit, what to eat,
kx ThMa RaBiiíKnl the conditions to follow, how to avoid trances,t' i UQ10 ■ nree Deautliui obsessions, and to become a magus of too first

I lUUOlU« ^nncrq order.- TheO. W.R. is the only Rosicrucian or-
_ i----song», aér in'America. Send for prospectus.. reduced “Wo Aro Passtep ButJOnce This Way.” Song terms, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope, 

and refrain, by P. O: Hudson; price, 25cents. / Address,
A ’T*’ By Maxhom' - A c. F. GRUHB1NE, . ■ 

“The Light of Rwioto* English and German 1»85 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Masi, 
words; sung tó’.tho Ume of “Lead, Kindly  ------ -—... -— ----------- . ---------------—
Light.” Price ZSGenttí
___________ __ ______________  Tho lociiWc Containing chapters on Or- lllD duoUl be) Igln and History of tho Jes-i Ji,TiT',F'E3IAnantOI'estingStory lilfs; Principles and.Almof tho “Company of I l\Kr naRti nfTwa Wnrlrla Jcsus;"Immor31Teachingsotth6jesults;Con- LakjUL 1U • -»4. detonation of thoOrder; Expulsion of the Jes- 
aMov • ““.taasiatlng, L’ascinat- ultStBmi of Pope Clement xfv„ Abolishing the 
lag and Inst»m<!atvo Throughout« society: Tho Jesuits’ Estates Act: an appendix 

This work by Caitl» BiS. Twing Is exception- ?J By B. F. Austin, A.
ally interesting.- She «¡toll says: “These char- M-* "• "• rncel“
acters which havsbroWit out the highest and ~—————--------------—:-----------------------

me.'not I them." The WSolo book is Interesting; ins MranG wo Adventists, fascinating, and instrudsivo. Price, 81.00. An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re-
------------------:------------ pulsed. Bx Most» Hull. Price, io cents. •

New Testamdat'Stories wiSs®, 
. ed. Drawings Uy -WaWSn Heston, with critical 
and humorous comments upon the texts.. Hcs- । cook, a profound worl 
ton's drawings aMolncomparaWe, and oxcruci- ject. Price, cloth, 81.00. 
attngly funny. One must see the book to appre
ciate it; ths pictorial satire cannot bo tola. It 
will make you -laugh heartily. Price in board, 
»1.00; cloth, W.ta

ÄM6 rupon a profound sub.

The Spiritual Association of Sixty- 
ninth street and Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta . Hall/ 
6922. Hon; D. Gilmour will address the 

m’ ®on^erence at
. The Society, of Spiritual.Unity holds 
meetings every-Sanday at 3 and 8 p. m., 
at Star Lodge Halt)<378 S. Western ave
nue, under thedlrection of Mrs. Nellie. 
Kusserow.

i Mtb. Virginia Bsyan; one of our most 
i eloquent trance’ ©adiums; will lecture 
at Star Lodge HbOfSTS South Weston 
avenw «eh

THE LIFE RflDIftNT.
Ay Lillian -WHinNor-in this book miss 

wwitak alms to portray a practical Ideal for 
daily living that shall embody. tho sweetness 
and exaltations, and faith that lend enchant
ment to life. It Is. in a measure,- a logical se
quence of “The World Beautiful," loading Into 
still diviner harmonies. It Is calculated to ren- 
der the soul In harmony with- the universe. It 

■Is truly an Inspiration. Price, oloth/ll.OtC - 

6 Very Interests Book tor fiff.
railasopby or .r TMs work«®;

Spl-ltaal EatenwilTSe.

agneaaea gaata

In conclusion I would express my 
gratitude to all of the Spiritualists of 
the Buckeye State for their kind co-op- 
eratlon in both thought arid deed, and 
to'the Spiritualists at large, and all 
friends of our glorious cause for their 
hparty welcome and gerieroufi help, to 
pur national officers for their many 
words of appreciation' and encourage
ment, to the Spiritualist press for their 
notice of my efforts, arid to the secular 
press of tlie various cities in which I 
have wbrked for their honest criticisms 
rind just comments.

With gratitude for the past, joy for 
the present, and hope for the future, I 
am, fraternally yours for truth,

MRS. ELIZABETH SCHAUSS.
O, S, A. Missionary.

REPORT BY MRS. ANNA E. BAIRD.
Officers,- Delegates and Co-wprkere 

Assembled in Convention^—Greetings: 
—I’ hereby submit .the following report 
as missionary for the O. S. A.:

I regret deeply that on account of 
sickness both of husband and self, I 
have been unable to go out into the 
field, ripe, ready for the harvest of 
truth, and work that others might have 
garnered golden grain from the grand 
and glorious truths of Spiritualism.

I have held meetings in Lorain, Wel
lington, Sandusky, and Ashtabula.

I have been enabled to do work that 
may not assist state and societies 
alone-but that others -may receive inapt-' 
.ration to go out and assist us.

. I have organized, and the state has 
chartered, two Ladles’ Aid societies, 
both doing a good work, to assist in our 
glorious cause. -
• Trusting I may be able to respond 
wherever called-In the coming year, 
and that I may build for. truth, temples 
of truth within the souls of many now 
In darkness as to our grand truth, I re
spectfully submit to the officers and 
delegates assembled in convention.

MRS. ANNA E. BAIRD. 
Elyria, Ohio.

Ashtabula, Ohio, May 28,1905.

TREASURER'S REPORT.
To the Officers, Delegates and Friends 

of the Ohio Spiritualist Association in 
Convention Assembled:—In submitting 
my report as treasurer of this associa
tion, I take great pleasure in stating to 
you that notwithstanding- a consider
able amount of labor has been per
formed bv the trustees and missiona
ries, and especially by our president, 
whose untiring efforts' have placed our 
state work on a sound,, substantial ba
sis, yet but a comparatively small sum 
has -been drawn from the treasury to 
aid’ In accomplishing this work, for 
nearly all that has been done In the 
way of advancing the work and organ
izing and building up the local orders, 
has'been’managed in sbeh h way that I 
the work, that was required ¿to be done, 
by the executive board has been man
aged through correspondence,'thus sav
ing the unnecessary cost of railroad 
fare, which by a few such meetings of 
the board would have depleted the j 
treasury, (as the members reside in d!f- 

I ferent parts of the state) and but little 
more would have been accomplished 
than has been by the correspondence 
system.

We all know that it takes quite a 
long time to build up the financial 
standing of .an association, even by judi
cial management, and then after this is 
accomplished, even greater vigilance is 
required to hold It thus solid, for as it 
is with us individually, even so it is 
with us collectively. We are very apt 
to find an innumerable number, of what 
we call good and substantial excuses 
for using our incomes, sometimes faster 
than they accumulate. We have had 
Bad experiences along this Une in lor-
mer years, even in our state associa
tion, If memory serves us right.

.Money is, or should be, a representa
tive of power, or force, showing that 
something has been or will be accom
plished, and It is through this agency, 
coupled with good, judicious manage? 
ment that a vast amount of spiritual 

. progress may be attained. The work of 
-organizing and spiritualizing the state 
U scarcely, begun. “The harvest, in
deed, is great, but the, laborers are 
few,” and It will require the combined 
effort of all true and noble workers to 
consummate the work so nobly begun.

Yes, we must gird on the armor for 
the coming conflict. It has been said 
that “our greatest enemies are those of . 
our own household." This is.' equally 
true-In the rank and file of Spiritualism. 
We are sorry that it is true, yet never
theless we know that such is the fact 
and it needs no further proof than what 
we can discover by casually- glancing 
around us. The Open Court of Inquiry 
has .been .in session at more places 
than at No. 40 Loomis street, Chicago, 
Ill., and it will, still remain in session, 
until the ills and wrongs that are pos
ing under the-sacred banner ot Spirit-

I ualism are wiped out. Oh, thou most 
direful curse that ever damned this 
world, thou that tampers with the most 
sacred rights of the soul; thou that 
causes angels to blush and demons to 
laugh, thy name is FRAUD AND DE
CEPTION.

There is nothing particularly new 
that has presented Itself in the issue of 
Spiritualism in the past year. As Spir
itualists-we have the same need of edu
cation that we have ever had, the same 
need of cooperation tbat,we have ever 
had.- The individual, in Spiritualism, is 
beginning to discover that his life is not 
complete in Itself, but is part of another
—a greater life—that of society from 
which he must receive and to which he 
must give. So that the fundamental 
movement of the times is from an indi
vidualistic to a social or collective type 
of Spiritualism. .

We, that class ourselves true, honest, 
spiritual workers, are-,compelled to take 
up the science of sticking together, and 
study it, and solve it, and apply it, and 
profit by It - Whoever controls the con
ditions that shape my thoughts, is my 
master, whether It ba myself or an
other. .The necessity that compels me, 
or binds me to an association, with no 
power to extricate myself from that as- 

i sociation, or from the evil- Influence 
that may exist in said association, ' 
makes me a slave to that condition.

It Is coming more to a point where 
there will be one, and only, one, divid
ing line in Spiritualism. The one side i 
will be like of old to, “Prove-all things 
and hold fast'only what is good,” and 
the £ther wiH. be to go on as’many of 
vs have done/ and are doing, in the 
same old rut, accepting and promulgat
ing everything that Is brtodbd Spirit- 
aaUste, who ma-

SECRETARY'S REPORT. 7>| 
e. 2fflc.?rs and Delegates of th^ 

Ohio. Spiritualists Association in Con
vention Assembled at G. A. R. Hall

May’ 20> 27 and 28^ 1305—Greeting:—it gives me great 
su.Ijmft to your ebnsldera- I Doirthe following report from the office 

of Secretary of the O. S. A., for the 
m^rtnvntiing M?y 221 1906’ wlth B»PPle- ' 
mentary report to follow. 1 i
m-X1!0 w°r\ °,f W™ secretary has to a 
great extent been expended In behalf I 
ThaUr n rand,and ProBressIve ’cause. 
The present outlook for Snirit- ' 
vol8/? n,the Btate of 01110 Is'very fa
vorable for its growth, especially I 
=g»LWnWn? people « our ' 
ranlts, who are Investigating its phe- ‘ 
nomena, and becoming students of its ; 

tll0ugh I. regret to say, that i ' the condi  tions of ¿organized work a mong I 
nrL*e°Plt' afe not auc11 as to warrant i 
^^t enthuslBsin or boasting on the 
part of any one.

the year we have chartered 
nno eocenes—one at Clyde, and :
Hnnnt1 D.§1Phos> organized by our na- I 
1 „5 1 .Missionaries, Brother Sprague 
Hon The offlcials °f this association, were not notified of the mission- 
the wg ln}he 8tate o£ Oh lo until. 
tbit amP catL°un for charters came to’ 
this office. They therefore, received no ■ 
assistance through this office. Ono 

no iAid ?oclety at Cleveland, Ohio., 
Ohio uetX ‘ranBfer> at Wentworth,

Hp t0 date 17 societies have paid 
per capita tax amounting to $110 50 re- 
Ord?riaH SeVe“ BOcletIes to hear fiom. 
FiMh n granted four: sister Carrie Firth Curran, of Toledo, our wortbv 
president; Brother Fred D. Dunakin . 
oeanrrnXOi Jhis association Antwerp / 
ciivS“1’ W' Pope' Missionary / 
Cleveland; and Sister Elizabeth 
firn*™8’ ^1,s.slonary- of Toledo. The!

L5amed ^,ree- were ordained at pub-( 
He mass-meetings gotten up for this i 
purpose by your secretary? An official' 
tim^^s“5^ heW the samel 
t „ ’ Sel>' B- at Memorial Hall, Cleve-1 
land, O. A collection of $6.30 was 
ReHpf a? far tBe benefit of Mediums’ 
T iIm“"?6114 forwarded to Mrs. M. 
T’t^ f1r wh ch Bhe sent receipt. 
I hl »f!?? 1 report oi societies during 
Ih,?6™8 one of struggle and har^ 
™p' ?be most of them show a de 
crease In membership. The West Sid 
Spiritual Church of Columbus, O.,show 
an increase In membership, and repor | the church free from debt ’ The Stoi 
Fund SoniP(leVh lani’the Dadies'TempI 
Fund Society has bought a former Ba 
tist church, which they will renovate 
1?« auMmer to have it readv for 86% 
ices by September. The Ashtabula So- 
slety has bought a lot. They expect t 
^The^Xp/6111?16 the near future 
the N A a Z haB kept 111 touc11 with 
with °ffiCe.at Wasbington, also 
wriR™ th people by letter. Have 
written over 600 letters. Have fre
quently written small articles to the 
spiritual papers, also the dally paners 
in Cleveland. All of the editors have 
been kind and courteous, thus keeping

Which we are concerned before the people through the press ' 
courtesies extended to me by individuals and societies generally, have 

been helpful and well appreciated. All 
the work that the convention of 1904 in- 
8 the 8ecretary to do, has been 
attended to, to the best of my ability 
and such otner work, which came to mv 
notice, other matters of important 
pfi | v , will undoubtedly be given in the report of our hon
ored president. 0
, Our missionaries have und—Xedlv 
none grand work in their Ik . Re- 

n!11 spealc for themselves, for my
self will ¿say: Officiated once at San
dusky and once at Ashtabula, and in- 
HA??ran e “J“68 at the different socie
ties in Cleveland, held two funeral ser- 

t0 oreanize the Ladies Aid Society of Cleveland.
In conclusion your secretary desires 

to express his sincere thanks to the 
?£lntua! press> to ali the secretaries ot 
toe auxiliaries, to the officers of the O. 
S. A. and each and every other indivld- 
ua member who aided and co-operated 
with me in the discharge of my duties.

Respectfully submitted, 
, C. A. SOLLINGER Cleveland, Ohio. Sec’y OSA.

ISLAND LAKE CAMP.
Island Lake Camp, Mich., opens Sun

day, July 23, extending until August 28. 
- The best talent has been secured to ex
pound the liberal thought of the age. 
The new modern fire-proof Hotel will 
be under the management of O. W. 
Johnson, of Detroit. For programs or 
any information desired write or call 
on the secretary, H.-R. La Grange, 185 
E. Montcalm street, Detroit, Mich.

NIANTIC CAMP, CONN.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association, at Niantic Camp - 
Ground, Niantic, Conn; season of 1905, 
commencing June 12 and continuing un
til September 11.. For full particulars 
address George Hatch, South Windham, Conn.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyle.
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man. Marked by- terse strength- and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
literary effort. A fine edition in cloth-. 
Price 50 cents.

"Wedding Chimes." By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate,- 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the usa 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry.
Price 75 cents.

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A trulj 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Nip 

' ture’B finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con* 
talning. beautiful illustrative .plates. 

. For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
|5. It Is a wonderful work add you wilj 
¿y QeUi&tBd with it

"Heliocentric Astrology or Essentials 
of Astieuomy- and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1910.” By Yarmo Vedra. For sale at 
this office. Price $1.50. (

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Ohest. 
nuts and Political Pin Points." By J. 
R Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 33
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TO

WOMAN.

was

Religion Said to Be Throwing Off Dog- 
mas and Doctrines In Light of 

. Discoveries.

SPIRIT SURVIVES THE DEATH OF 
THE BODY.

IN THE FOLLOWING NARRATIVE

“There are flowers .thShe!’ 
He did. not answer.. Mis

WOMEN MUST VOTE.

Reasons Pointed Out Why She Should 
Do .So.

SCIENCE ANO THE CHURCH,

And a Most Remarkable Mta and Preacher.

- A Consideration of Her True Status.

Back to the dingy room, we went, 
rad a hostof things to ask him.

Doesn’t Go to School.

BOY ONLY EIGHT YEAR^ OF AGE IS 
CLAIRAUDIENTr-HE HEARS SPIRIT 

Mt» IS DI- THAT SPIRIT RETURN CAN

“You”obey the voices!” 
“Yes, I obey the voices.” 
“When do yoU. hear them-”

REMEDY FOR RELIGIOUS DOUBT,

Religion and science [as set forth in 
the Chicago Record Herald) are getting 
closer as each in its own direction 
climbs the hill of wisdom and knowl
edge and can command a broader view 
of nature from higher points of observ
ation. Each is making sacrifices and 
casting off dogmas and theories which 
are outgrown. Religion is throwing off 
church doctrines which cannot be un
derstood, and science is correcting its 
own formulas by the light of more re
cent discovery,

• Eccleslasticfsm has been the hardest 
shell to penetrate with new truths, and 
o convince that it does not contain 

thin the limits established by itself 
whole story of man's life and spir- 

d progress. The fact has been 
rd on its attention that it must 

^.,to the immutable laws which are 
ySclosed to scientific and philosophical 
winkers as man becomes, evolved to 
higher fields of thought and action.. 
Churchmen are usually the last to ac
cept new theories and newly discovered 
facts, and there are always leading 
minds among the priesthood who ever 
disclaim false doctrines and welcome 
the light penetrating the'sanctuaries 
through stained glass windows. The 
discovery that it can progress and keep 
pace with the world at large only by 
rc’toving itself of doqtrines which have 
Deen fastened upon the churches by 
misinterpretation of the word and 
teachings of the Great Master 1b being 
¡made by ecclesiasticiBm. Professing to 
pe gospel teachers, the clergy them- 
faelves, as a rule, have been unwilling 
to learn. It is only with a free and
open' mind that students of theology, 
science or philosophy can be impressed 
with higher truth and recognize the 
great facts of human evolution.

The burden of inherited doctrines and 
dogma must be thrown aside that new 
light and truth may be perceived from 
heights which man in ordinary course 
will gain by the operation of evolution
ary forces, over which he has little con
trol.

In Boston lately have been gathered 
leading minds who represented the en
lightenment of two great Christian de
nominations. If any new thing in the 
way of theological history, church prac
tice or stimulant for the growth of 

- men’s sotils was presented to the world 
as the result of these convocations. it 

. has yet to be recognized. The meet
ings have adjourned and' nothing has 
been accomplished exc.ept to increase 
tjie tbicknesfl of the ecclesiastic?! shell 
lb one, case and an opportunity im- 
próveff. for. the bitter denunciation of 
oiitside churches in the other. . ’ 
'¿ Yet the atmosphere which surrounds 

the church altars was cleared by the 
Utterance óf one leading churchman at 

■ trie annual service for men students 
. from Harvard arid Boston universities 

s' and near by institutions when he an- 
nounced that the time was past when 

\ in order to embrace Christianity we 
(must accept a lot of dogma and doc

trines which we cannot understand; 
that men today are not obliged to ac
cept as definite and complete and accu- 

I rate J the statements of good and great 
; churchmen made in the past. He pro

claimed that Christianity is a life, and 
' life is a growth, and when a thing ceas

es to grow it is dead. He pleaded for 
freedom, and above all, for truth, and 
advised his hearers .to 1'et their confus
ing beliefs go and build In such light' 
as they had to guide them. Let the 
preaching of such men be listened to’ 
and we shall find a way to truth’, and, 
better, truth will find a way to us.

FRANCIS STONE.

Every true woman makes her own 
life where Providence places her. Such 

Jis the opinion of the truly good of all 
ages. It is not by noisy declamations 

" thafthe state of woman is to be 
' changed. Of late it seems to be the 

trend of fashion among women to ap
pear as much lik man as possible. Such 
is neither in keeping with her past his- 
tory, nor in accordance with true Ideals 
of grace and beauty.

It Is the true and established sphere 
of "woman to influence man and bring 

- oiit his higher nature by her sweet, 
modest, dignified womanly appearance. 
To appear mannish and to cultivate 
masculine nature is to rob themselves 
of "their own birthright in the allwise I 
plan of God’s creation, and their true 
sphere In the home and family. It un- 

‘ fits her for the companionship of the 
object of her heart, and robs her of her 
highest office in life, which, is true 
motherhood.

What can surpass that position of 
being, a noble wife and a :true and 
loving mother! In.this position she"is 
indeed Queen upon her rightful throne. 
Woman, to gain her equal footing with 
man,’ does not necessarily mean to con
vert her feminine nature into the mas
culine.
i "If."we wish to harmonize with the dl- 
vinejplan of creation, let’us not Insult 

. the..creator by trying to imitate the
■ other side of our true: nature, or im- 

prove upon his methods of creation, 
rind thereby pervert the true sphere of 
;wóman.J'.
-1 am glad that I am a woman; and if 

T airi to. be bom again I pray God to see 
to thè'plan very carefully and see that 
Ì- bètorpated a woman, and becontented 
to he" man’s equal, neither his servant 
nor his master. .. .- < . . »

- : " AILA A. MCHENRY.

THE GOOD, GRAY HEROES., 

Love and tears for the ones who sleep 
Where the showers of summer fall; 

Honor, and praise and rev.efence deep 
And wreaths to coVer them all— - 

Honor and praise and love for them 
Who.have answered the call of God, 

But praise and wreaths for-the living, 
i ■ ■ ■■ tbO. '■ L :■
•. Love for the good, gray heroes who
I Are Strewing the sacred sod; ' ’ l.J> -■

Praise for the ones who have ceased to 
hear,

•; • For the ones whose hearts are stilled, 
• High and plain let their names appear 

" On the arches that we build;
; Honor and love, but not alone 

For the ones who are sleeping low;
Wreaths for the heroes good and gray, 
Love and honor for them while they, 

Brave hearts, remain to know. " 
. —S.E. Kiser.

, ’ The-mind Itself must, . like other 
things, sometimes be unbent; or else it

♦
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• A Letter From Goldwln Smith.

To the Editor of The Sun—Sir: You 
say that you receive communications 
speaking bitterly of these letters, 
Their writer does not fall to receive 
outpourings of feeling, now from the 
side of orthodoxy, which denounce him 
as an atheist, now from the side of ul
tra- materialism, which taxes him with 
cowardly adherence to theistic super
stition. He is but one of many who in 
these days of perplexity and doubt are 
trying to find some secure foundation 
for belief in the moral government of 
the universe, in the. authority of con
science and in the more hopeful view 
of the. change which is to take place at 
death. For the aged perhaps the last 
question has "more pressing interest 
than for the young.

You have told us there 1b an increase 
of formal membership in the orthodox, 
a decrease in the more rationalistic 
Churches. Granting this to be the 
case, does ft denote a decrease of ra
tionalism and an. increase of orthodox 
belief! Would a seceder from an or
thodox Church be likely at once to reg
ister himself elsewhere! Is formal 
membership proof of unshaken convic
tion! Judging fronrmy observation.in 
England, I shoukl/say that it -was not; 
Does not the increased resort to es
thetic. attractions betray a feeling of 
mistrust? Do we not hear from one 
Church after another, now iron? the 
Presbyterian, now from the; Anglican, 
an appeal of conscientious and enlight
ened clergymen for a removal or relax
ation of. tests!. Has not unrest been 
disclosed by a series of trials for here
sy! Have not leading clergymen of the 
Church of England petitioned for liber
ty to deal freely and critically with the 
New Testament! Has not Presbyte
rianism produced the writings of Rob-, 
ertson Smith! Is hot the "Encyclope
dia Biblica,” in which the resurrection 
of Christ is treated as a Vision, edited 
by a Canon of the Anglican Church and 
professor of theology at Oxford! We 
surely have come to a crisis in the his
tory. of religion and all that rests upoh 
it.

There might be less disposition to 
cling to traditional.formularies of belief 
and greater willingness- to set the cler-
gy, our natural guides, free from the 
present shackles if we had present to 
our minds the extent to which denomi
national creeds had been fixed, not by 
spiritual authority of any kind, but by 
secular• power, and,largely .for politi
cal ends. In the case of the Anglican 
Church it may, I think, be clearly 
shown that from tbe commencement of 
the religious revolution under Henry 
VIII. to its close under Elizabeth the 
representation of the clergy never had 
an effective voice. Convocation, had it 
been allowed, would .have perpetuated 
the Catholic settlement of Mary; and of 
the .episcopate, in the eyes of Anglicans 
a special channel of true belief, all the 
members but one—or, if Sbdor and Man 
is to be counted, two—resigned. In 
the Scotch Reformation also influence 
distinctly political was very strong.

. One is surprised to find that a cham
pion of Catholicism in your columns 
can point to the 300,000,000 nominal 
Catholics as: testifying by their un
shaken belief, to the stability of his 
church. In the papal city: itself, while 
Ignatius Loyola still rests in his shrine 
of lapis lazuli and gold, not far oft rises 
the statue of Giordano Bruno, erected 
by “the age which he foresaw” on the 
spot where he was burned. -But where 
would even nominal Catholicism now 
be if political power had not in Italy, 
France, Spain, Austria, Bavaria, tbe 
Spanish Netherlands, forcibly crushed 
freedom of inquiry! The principié on 
which, after the Thirty Years’ War, the 
States of Germany were practically set
tled was that the political sovereignty 
should determine the" state religion. 
With political liberty has come freedom 
of thought questionings about trad!-’ 
tionnal belief arid about the mysteries 
of our being to which only reasonable 
satisfaction can put an end.

I Let those who shrink with horror 
from the spread of free inquiry draw, 
encouragement and charity at the same 
time from a grand example. Gladstone, 
as Morley’s life of him" shows, was to 
the end of his days a High Churchman, 
intensely religious, a believer in special 
providence, in the inspiration of scrip
ture, in the efficacy of prayer. Yet he 
could not only- associate and act heart
ily with free thinkers, but look with 
satisfaction on the activity of the gen
eral conscience and say that while 
there had never been an age so much 
perplexed with doubt, there had never 
been one so full of the earnest pursuit 
of truth. ■ GOLDWIN SMITH.

There,, is- no sex in moral thinking. 
Whoever, is' capable of 'clear, just, ’ in
telligent,.unselfish .thinking; and unités, 
with it the. active labor of a self-sup
porting citizen, has .a right to a voice 
and ballot .iri the adjustment of na
tional affair?.

It is; not. a question whether the fem
inine brain is equal to-the masculine, 
largely considered. It is an Incontro
vertible fact that, we have had no wo- 
man Shakespeare, no woman Michaël 
Angelo, no. woman .Monart, and that 
even ris dressmakers arid cooks men 
lead the. world. - •

But that has nothing to do with the 
matter of voting to elect a Mayor or a 
President,' or.tp, decide upen.a tax-law. 
in any Aihetican city, or Jn ¿deciding 
what privilège should or should not be 
granted the saloon keeper in a coun
try village. \ ' ' j;

Iri’affthese matiers tbe fact; remains 
that the moral,' noble, educated wivei, 
mothers and sisters of the respectable 
citizens of-'■pur larid, '.<are as well 
equiped to aid in these decisions as 
the boys of twenty-one, who sit about i 
poof rooms "arid facetracks,-or the po-1 
litical roues who make a business of 
politics, or the foreign day laborers 
who have just taken out their natural
ization papers and are given tips by 
their employers how to vote.

Woman suffrage must and will come 
before another decade.—Ella Wheeler 
Wilcox In New York Journal.

I Religious despotism binds him who 
exercises it more, than him who is its 
victim.—Sentinel; of Liberty.

To dally much with subjects mean 
and low, proves that the mind is weak 
or makes if so.—Cowper.

In pride, In reasoning pride, our error 
Ues; al!quit their sphere, and rush into 
the skies.—Alexander-Pope.

It is nature to communicate one’s 
seifrit hueultwt® receive what -w

SPIRIT RETURN IS KALEIDO- YOU CAN SEE A DEMONSTRATION STANTLY _.TY
3C0PIC IN ITS CHARACTER, AS OF THE KALElQQSCOPlp CHARAC- Lai holic CHURCH IN THGS C . 
OFTEN SAID BEFORE IN THE PRO- TEROF SPIRIT RETURNf-A LITTLE M A R V E L O U S MANIFESTATIONS 
GRE8SJVE THINKER. ........ ............. ..

MINDS ARE AS DIVERSIFIED IN

OCCURRING. IN THE
CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THIS CITY,

j BELIEF IN THE LOWER SPHERES 
OF SPIRIT LIFE AS ON THIS EARTH, 
HENCE ALL KINDS OF TEACHINGS, 
SOMETIMES VERY CONFLICTING, 
WILL EMANATE THEREFROM. 
HOWEVER, ALt BEAR EVIDENCE 
OF THE TRUTH OF SPIRIT RETURN

VOICES DISTINCTLY, aViIS IS 
■rected by them 4vhat . _ 
PREACH. A MORE; i/IlONDERFUL 
EVIDENCE OF DIRECT Spirit con
trol never OCCURRED IN THE 
RANKS OF SPIRITUALISM.

_______ IN FACT SO COMMON HAS SPIRIT 
—ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT RETURN BECOME. THAT OUTSIDE 
FACTORS IN EXISTENCE- TO - ES- THE RANKS OF-SPIRITUALISM, RE- 
TABLISH THE FACT THAT THE -------------

. He is eight and his hair reaches al-, 
most to his heels.. To be quite truthful, 
h should say that, it;. reaches ' to his 
knees. El-Joseph Raycroft is his name 
and he is tlje boy preacher. Friday 
night I heard him preach in the Good 
■Wil), Mission on West Harrison, street. 
Saturday mornlrig .1 called upon him; 
The end of it ail was that he baffled me. 
I cannot explain him.

He was late at the mission. The
young man had a time keeping the 
crowd quiet until Jie came. He was 
about as unmagnetic as any man 1 ever 
saw. Then there was a young lady who 
did the best she could, but that was 
feeble. I longed for. a little, warm
heartedness instead of severity, for a 
little bubbling-over human sympathy. 
As last, in the midst of a recitation, of 
text froiri' the BcriptureB. the boy 
preacher came. A crowd surged ;,in 
through tlje doors.. They were rough 
hoodlums and riowdfes, Through their 
ranks a murmur of .wonder went. The 
boy advanced to the front of the room 
and waited for silence. His self-posses
sion was complete.

■ With his bible .in Jiis hand he stood 
there and waited. I looked at him hard. 
He 1b not like other children. There is 
nothing child-like about him/ His eyes 
are full of light, his forehead wide and 
high. Were he not a boy with a 
thought for God his chin would be dan
gerously, weak. His nose is clear-cut 
with thin nostrils. He is a boy that 
any parent would love to call , his own.

Yet there Is an expression in, his face 
which forbids, absolute love in a 
stranger arid leaves-one with a wonder 
in his soul as to'where the boy Will end 
and what was his beginning.

Expounds the Scriptures.

ARE KNOWN TO HAVE OCCURRED,. 
THERE IS NO POSSIBLE WAY

BE
PREVENTED. IT IS A FACT IN NA
TURE, AND THERE ARE AS MANY 
MEDIUMS PROBABLY OUTSIDE 
THE RANKS OF SPIRITUALISM AS 
IN IT, THOUGH NOT GENERALLY 
KNOWN-

THIS EIGHT-YEAR^OLD BOY MEDI-
UM IS ORTHODOX—HIS TEACH
INGS ARE ALONG THE LINE OF 
THOSE WHO BELIEVE THAT JESUSMARKABLE’ PRAAMS, - --- '¿nly’'BEGOTTEN'SOn”oF
gU, Llus™^

RECT INTERVENTION OF SPIRITS-ly THE KALEIDOSCOPIC CHARAC- 
1N MORTAL .AFFAIRS- ARE CON- TER OF SPIRIT RETURN.

■has lately lost Ills ¡two’, front teeth— 
. quite like other boys-—anti that it made 
him lisp a little. The two new teeth 
are not very far grown-in and look like 
.white shovels;. He sat .down on a chair 
and was silent for-a, moment. I tried 
.to think of sqmet|iip^ to ssy and .could 
not. It would hay?'been arrant non
sense-to discuss "tli’e weather or "the 
'strike or any earthly, topic. The st 
lenee did not seem to bother him in the 
least.- He planted one little foot on the 
other lenee and looke;i-?t' me -steadily. 
It was his father tjiaf gave an impetus 
to the conversation' by starting bn some 
timely topic.' At last I began my inqui
sition. • ; . , . V ; , ? \ .

■ “Do you like to pre?ch?^ was my first 
question. ;

He looked'at me’’"a little pityingly. 
His sensitive little jIps J were curled 
with wonder. “The Lord Jesus Christ 
sends me messages,” lie, said gravely. 
“I hear them!" - ; ; ■

All of h(s childhood wag pwept away 
from him. In the duslh' of 'the dirty, 
room he. sat clean gpU ?whlte-souled. 
What I said to him.^ndiiie to:me I will 
try to tell. . . ¿;.-IJ ■: ". .

"Who sends you fliri hjesS.ages!” I 
asked him. . ■!' "

. ’From his open bible he read bls text 
Then be expounded it as wisely as^ 
most ministers and much more plainly 
than some. Next he sang a Bong. In 
a piping and clear treble he sang. 
While he sang he beat the time with his 
dimpled little hand. His yellow wavy 
hair streamed down, his back and hip 
blue eyes were 'filled with .'light 
Through the crowded room the silence 
was so complete that he could be heard 
in even his faintest tones. 1 i ' ?."

All the front seats were filled with 
children. Some bf them were clean 
and sometof them were dirty. As if he 
were an angel .come from heaven they 
looked at him. At the very’ last he 
spoke thus: "Is there any child here 
who wants to come to the Savior! If 
there-is, will he please raise his 
hand!”"'' " - '

A dozen little hands went up>. "God 
is just as real as your papa and mam
ma," said the boy preacher. "You can 
love him just the same.” Some of the 
hands had" gone down, but one re
mained poised. It was a dirty" little 
hand—more dirty than any little hand 
I have seen lately. In the knuckles the 
dirt was so ground in that I do not 
think it will ever be cleaned out The 
tips of the tiny fingers quivered with 
excitement. It was a very earnest lit
tle hand. I wish I knew more of it.

El-Joseph’ stood for a moment after 
his exhortation. I went up to him and 
told him that I would like to write a 
story about him. While I talked I tried 
to stand where I could see him and 
hear what he said to the others. It 
was not his notion that I should do so. 
"You will excuse me,” he said. • “I wish 
to talk with these little boys and" girls; 
You will have to see my fathers He al- ; 
ways arranges all interviews with me.’’ :

"God.” He spoke as lf :)t were a com
monplace thing that.hqtoafil. Yet all of 
Dis commonplaces are 011ed’With a won
drous sweetness. r ’

“You hear them?” pnqhjred again.
Hfr'smijed. at my Childishness, it 

seemed'tó^mé. His father was on jhe 
other, si^e of the roòtoi; ; There were no 
glances'’-betweep, t^eriij The father 
waited while the bpy, thllfed; The si
lence wastoórriplete. HIb childish voice 
broke, ft a little plpingly. Yet hls very 
attlthflè was old—yery^d.',’r ' :

, Hears the Voices ^fàlply. >
"I hear.-tbe voices," he.,said, “more! 

plainly "than I hear yours.’,. ’
“With these.,earqj’t.jHei looked at me 

amazingly. J 1 "
“No/' lie said, ypu cannot hear " thè 

vojeejof Goti with yppr earth ears, I 
héàr God’s .voice with théjeàrs of my 
heart and" see, him with tl\e eyes of fay 
heart. Gòd "‘is spirit. How could you 
hear and see him witluyour earth ears 
or yóùr etirth eyes!” ‘ \

It was a'poser, ^clnulgéd the sub
ject. ’ A cloiid must haye «mine over the 
sun, for the room wàs yery. dark. Some
thing ih a baby buggy, on ' one side 
stirred. ' There was a Sfiuzzling and 
nosing around in some white pillows. 
Then, came a faintJitfle,squeak.

El-Joseph , spoke. ' “JVh;have a new 
baby,” he said. Jlt’s.&new little sister. 
She‘‘came last wgék." ^ I

“Haye you any ‘other brothers and 
sisters?” • : i ".

find out whether he had any vanity. 
His long hair lay about his shoulders, 
"Would you like to have your hair cut 
off!” Lasted him.

HeJoolced puzzled. “I would on ac
count; of the comfort," he.said. “It is 
uncomfortable in hot- weather, but 
something bothers me.”

“What!”. .
“I don’t see what the Lord put It on 

my head for if he didn’t mean for it to 
grow.”

On the couch sat his father. A funny 
thought camo into my head. “Would 
you like to have your father's hair grow 
so that it was as long as' yours!” I 
asked him. ■

It was the first time that I found 
childishness in him. He grinned wide
ly. “It would be funny," he said, and 
then talked of something else, as if the 
Incident was closed. The photographer 
came then. He had his picture ma
chine along. "There is an empty room 
upstairs where we can have them 
taken," said the father. The. three went 
up there. For several minutes *1 sat 
alone.-. Suddenly a little patter of feet 
was heard. . It was- El-Joseph who 
came. In his hqrid he carried a relig
ious paper. "You might lilTe to read 
this while you wait,” }ie said softly, and 
went up the stairs .again.

By and by I went up there too. The 
child knelt on the bare floor. His yel
low hair streamed around his perfect 
face. The photographer was filled with 
wrath. "It’s wrong,” he said. "That 
boy has no-business with that head of 
hair. I tell: you that if he was mine 
he’d be iri: a barbershop in half an 
hour." -, ;
. Ebjpsepli paid no attention ¿to.Jwhgt, 
hi said.'- His jnijid .qeemed. m&fe Tritent? 
>b.iMs ibibler whic^ -fils
hands, than anything that might be said 
about iris hair.; Dutifully Jie did every-'■ 
thing that the photographer told him to 
do. At last he arose from the floor and 
we all went downstairs. The last I 
saw of the photographer he was still 
muttering about that hair. I think the 
mutterings have penetrated into the in
nermost editorial sjarictuin. There were 
achoes of them floating around when I 
camelback in the afternoon. The pho
tographer was very much in earnest in 
ils protestations.

I

NOT A “KOHINOOR."

Just a Plain, Common Sense, "Shoddy" 
Spiritualist.

To the Editor:—In tbe “Court of In
quiry” in The Progressive Thlpker of 
May 20, I just read Judge Dunn’s de
fense of C. E.'Winans.

Now mV hair is naturally grey, but 
before I got through reading that arti
cle, was RED. Nothing makes me “red
headed” as, quick as these wordy, far
fetched, nonsensical sophisms that are 
used to defend these exposed frauds, 
and tricksters, after they have been 
caught with their "toggery” in their 
possession, or plainly caught in their 
trickery.

Judge Dunn must imagine that all 
of the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are tools “from away back." 
As a lawyer’s plea to bemuddle a jury 
his argument would be in place, but the 
Judge is presuming too much on the ig
norance of the readers of your paper. 
He says:

“It may be that I am writing myself 
down as a fool, or a. defender of frauds 
and fakes.”

I will not admit the Judge is writing 
himself down as, a fool, but is writing 
others down as fools. I think he knows 
better, I must admit, however, that 
he is writing himself down as a defend
er of frauds and fakes.

I do not see why any frauds, fakes, 
I tricksters, toggery-users, or any form of 
fraudulent so-called mediums, could de
sire a better defender than the Judge, 
but I will comment no further on his 
defense af frauds, but will say that by 
the time I had read the replies of Har
rison D. Barrett, Hudson Tuttle and 
George’ B. Warne, to Judge Dunn's de
fense of Winans, my hair had assumed । 
its natural color. i

SPIRITUAL SYNCHRONISM.

Thoughts Flowing From the Brain oF^ 
Colorado Editor.

I hardly think that any of my help la 
needed to fill out The Progressive 
Thinker so as to make it a highly inter- 
eBting educator upon the most vital 
themes and topics, but somehow, I feel 
a constraint after an unwilling.silence. 
If time were measured by the number, 
of thoughts one has, I might say that a 
hundred years have lapsed since I 
dropped my pen In spiritual work and 
took up duties in a secular newspaper, 
where a man’s heart becomes a refrig
erator and his brain may be a cauldron?

I have one lone friend in my home 
city, with whom I. compare notes on 
what the thinkers are saying in the | great "Open Court,” but our opportuni
ties are meager, on the principle of 
business before pleasure,

It does the soul good to read “the 
news from the churches," as we Meth
odists used to call It. Brother Jones 
from somewhere, and Sister Sarah 
Jane Smith from somewhere else, I fear 
scarcely have an idea how a few words 
of news from their hands and pens 
thrill the heart of a lonesome man who 
works in the jungle by day and sleeps, 
mentally, in the lair of the four-footed 
by night.

Permit me to say that another “head
ing" attracted my attention, "A Rank 
Insult to Spiritualists and Mediums,” or 
“Light.of Truth (!)" testing Spiritual- 
lets. Now being a kind of Spiritualist, 
by brevet, I tried hard to feel Insulted 

■—to feel indjgnant, but unfortunately 1 
bad taken the Light of Truth some 
years ago, supposing it was devoted to 
Spiritualism, and the absolute absurd
ity of the Light of Truth setting Itself 
up to test Spiritualists was so immense
ly funny that I could not feel indignant, 
for laughing—my levity was superior to 
my indignation, and spoiled the gravity 
of the occasion.

I will say that after 1 had taken the 
Light of Truth for some time I came to 
the conclusion that it did not represent 
Spiritualism in its true sense—the main 
object seemed to be the booming of the 
King Solomon Mines. I received also 
about a cart-load, more or less, of cir
culars, during two or three years, boom
ing the King Solomon Mines, but as I 
did not invest I am not a “kohinoor,” br 
"package tied with ordinary binding 
cord”—I am "exceedingly shoddy.”

■ S. F. MOORE.

Last week there was a seance re
ported in the paper in which a man 
called dead by the people of the world, 
appeared and answered a question I 
had been turning over In my mind tor a 

| week or more. He was asked by one 
of the company present, what was the 
first thought he had when he awoke 
upon the spirit plane of life. He an
swered, “I wanted to acream for joy.” I 
hardly k-now why I thought of it, fpr it 
seems ridiculous, but I had called to 
my mind the remark of Joe Brumley of : 
Kentucky when he saw his first rail- ] 
road train and engine, and heard the 
latter "whistle,” that that was not a 
whistle, it was a perfect “beller.” I 
rather imagine some of us excitable 
folks will "beller’’ Instead of scream, 
when we exchange the snore of a Jamie- : 
son for the ultimate and true awaken
ing, when we shall “see eye to eye 
(Paul) and speak the same things."

We are all building better and higher 
than we know. I have followed the 
atom and molecule chasers, and they ' 
all lead me Into a dining-room of dark- ' 
ness where I cry for a candle, but Betty ¡never comes. We do work tor the 
churches and I try to feel a harmony 
with them, but passing by I hear their 
songs that seem joyful, but should I en- . 
ter, they freeze my soul by denying my 
Christ. Last week there appeared a 
short poem in the Republican of this 
city on Decoration Day. The following 
two verses, show that the appeal is 
made to the "wise men,” in behalf of I 
those who only believe, and who cagt ; 
the emblems of love upon the graves of : 
tbeir departed, with a doubt in Immor- I 
tality:

Talks to the Boys.
I. sat down helplessly. He had 

squelched me completely and very just
ly. While I sat and watched he wept 
from one child to, another. He leaned 
toward them and whispered little Christ 
messages in their ears. Not unlike 
other.boys- who are eight years old he 
looked.- His sturdy -little legs, were 
covered with knee trousers, his shoes 
were nicely-polished, his little hands 
well manicured. When he talked to a 
little, boy not quite so big as himself, a 
girl of ten, perhaps, reached out and 
stroked his long-yellow hair. Over it 
all shone the dim lights of the mission. 
There was something about the boy 
that, was almost, supernatural. He 
talked with his little? children long, I 
went to his father, who sat in the back 
part of the room Waiting for him., We 
made an appointment for 10 the next 
morning. . . ,

No. 79 West Adams street is where 
the boy lives. It is not an inviting 
place. The Raycrafts' are poor people 
and make no pretensions. A; girl 
showed me into a dark and littered-up 
room on the second' floor. You will 
have to wait." she said... “I don’t be
lieve anyone can go up fo the rooms. 
Mrs." Raycraft is sick.” „

The room was stuffy and illy venti
lated. On one side was -a couch. It 
Was evident that at night the place is 
used for a sleeping apartment. -Dust 
was on the dresser and scraps on the 
floor. The ¿ne window -opened on a 
court, so there was little light; Soon I 
heard steps approaching. Side by side 
the boy El-Joseph and his father came 
down^ the dusty stairs, The father is 
hot&Ing when one looks at the boy. : 
True, he >s cleanly and has a face that, 
is intelligent.. Yet I wondered asil 
looked at him how it came, that he fa 
the father of so wonderful a child. No* 1 
matter- what reason we‘-give:; for the 
gifts of this boy preacher, it musLktill- I 
be said that he is wonderful. .. i

- Has a Manly Grip. J
An awe took possession of me as he j 

came in. When he held out-hls hand to । 
ehake.hands it wastoith a «rasp like

It was his father , rçho.J answered. 
“There are two mòre brothers. Joseph 
is the oldest” / j 'J J

I asked him then thé question one al
ways asks of a child undcy like circum
stances. One might think that poverty 
and crowding would make the little sis
ter • less welcome, (El-Jjisep.h’s face 
gleamed out in the half shadow.

"What dò yqu think ofjyóur new little 
sister!” J said. J

“I think she îsjvérÿ, gtó»d,” he an
swered oddly.? “I lov^-jher dearly,”

A question carne into ipy head then 
légarding'his theology, w^lph seems to 
me a little too orthodox • When he 
preaches he usés the .wofd “sin” very 
frequently -and freely.., Blunderingly I 
blustered out my question, ’ “That little 
sister of yours, do you think she Is' sin
ful! I heard you say last night that all 
are filled with sin? Do you think that 
agrees with the other textfhat you used 
when you said‘God is lo^e’!”"

He uncrossed his kti0s:béfòre he re
plied. His- little hands were restless 
and wiry.. . . ■■

“All people are born Hn sin,” he said. 
"Here it Is in the bible:”. ^J- :

Maybe ! ain unorthodox, but I inter
rupted himbefofe.he'had time to con
firm tbe .thought by a.reference to; his 
bible,. “Take a'savage ¡who was bom 
ob the plains, where there are no mis
sionaries orpreacherslNo one-; has 
ever told him A*Av«bus CbTist., Do you 
think that he go-to hell?”

As irretrievalj.;; s fdte he;spoke. His 
face was sad. ‘.‘The hpjy Borlptures say 
that all are conceived¿an£ born in sin,” 
he said. “Beforejyou^ean bo.saved you 
must be born again.” J ’ \\

Once more he opened Ibis- bible and 
read the,verse that Veri&edihis mean- 
log- . ’¿i.'.J': '

I went deeper. “But. I think that it; 
would be a cruel God who: would punish 
one of his children for. ^ip "ignorance," 
he said. .‘‘God’ created ;-tlre savage; 
therefore he could riot’ punish him for 
something that he doesj-not know is 
wrong.”1. ‘

Light broke over -the fate of the boy. 
"I know. what.the trouble 1$” he said. 
“You:do hot understand what the word 

i‘sin’ means. It is ibis”-—he clasped his 
little hands and touchea his body. "It 
is the-things that are'here on this earth 
that are sin. Up in heaven there is no 
sin." Everything is beautiful.'' ■

“What do you .thfhlt ne&ven is like?” 
. The boy lifted up his face and an
swered: "It is like the eaYth, only it is 
perfect. There is np -diA lu heaven- 
no sin, We shall all seeiGod there.”

turned away. I .floi npt" think that he 
heard the qneHtioaJ.^l! next remark 
was a stumbier.' ®"e^JSoked at me 
frankly and. direct^.' "Ito you look 
upon the Lord Jesri3,ChrM.^0 your per
sonal savior?” he.asked.' Svfibdded my 
head. He was silent .agala, , HIb talk 
is full of strange s&iances^-w&en be 
thinks ai d says riothtEg. - 'f _. ’

“Have you ever been to school!” 1 
,aid. It was his father who spoke 
again, “,We thought of putting hip in 
school last year. The superintendent 
□f schools made an inquiry -into his 
scholarship. They examined him and 
found him several, years ahead of boys 
of his age. After that they didn’t say
anything.”

“Has he ever been sick!”
Joseph smiled. “I was never sick,” 

he said. “Sometimes I have been 
tired.”

"Do you like to play!”
. -He grinned again. It was wider than 
his smile. “Of "course- Several boys 
come to see me and we play together.”

His father spoke up again. “If you 
mean to ask whether he is fond of a 
romp,” he said, "he is. When he is out 
with the boys he is one of them. He 
likes marbles and tops and balls and 
all the other things that are the delight 
of boys.”. ■ . ' ■

Another saucy question was in my 
heart. "Are you ever naughty!”

He didn’t look as if he were. The 
question seemed sacrilegious. He 
nodded his head gravely. “Oh, yes. I 
am often naughty. I disobey God.” 
. “And not your fathter!”

“I don’t disobey him so much now.” 
Across on the otber side of the room 
his father shook his head. It was a sig
nal that the boy did riot disobey him. 
The boy spoke again. “Life is all obe
dience,” he said.

“•Most of Joseph’s life is taken up in 
obeying," said the father. •

into the missions and afterward into 
; the big churches. Sometimes he has 

spoken to 2,000 people. Not a dhy goes 
by that he does not bring home soul to 
God." . -

“How many times does he speak dur
ing the week!”

“Well, on Sunday he usually speaks 
all the afternoon. He has several rail
road stations which he makes and some 
little missions which are his pets. Then 
he preaches on the corners and in large 
churches, too.” ,

All this is quite true. I do riot think 
there is a minister of the gospel in the 
world who preaches to so many kinds 
of people. I thought of this as I flat 
and looked at his white little face that 
is yet tinted with health.

Want Him to Preach.
Yet a great pity filled my heart. I- 

wanted to take him away from the 
preaching until he is a big man. I 
wanted to-know that he is tucked away 
in bed every night instead of preaching 
to the multitudes. Something of this I 
said to his father.

“I am afraid.” .he replied. “I am 
afraid that I should be Interfering with 
the Lord's work. Joseph is healthy and 
sturdy. Last year I tried to have him 
speak less. He grew wan and pale and 
unhappy. All his life is taken up with 
the preaching of God's word. I am 
airaid that he would die from grief it Jie 
could not preach."

It was in the doorway of tbe dusty 
and littered up room that we stood. 
Joseph was close beside his father. 
"We prayed for a godlike, child,” he 
said softly and looked down and into 
the eyte of his beautiful boy. “Some
times I think that he is an answer to 
our prayer.”

A last mischievous question I asked 
him: “Does he ever cry or feel disap
pointed over things!”

“Only when he thinks a meeting is a 
failure.”

j "¡Beside the mound In challis fair, 
( -¿We.stand, thé abyss stretches.far;.' 
I And wise- men teach us in our prayer, 
, To sight the soul’s fond polar star.

"Say, wise men of the Immortal dawn, 
Send stronger beams of light sublime, 

And let them gleam where flowers are
strewn, ,

To decorate these wrecks of time.”
Dear friends who may read this short 

article, for I must make it so, too many 
words being my failing. I can’t any ; 
more And a point at which to stop, than 
I can tell you fell how well I love you . 
and the causé of truth to which you are 
devoted. When sweet old Moses Hull 
—pardon I ask, for he disclaims belong
ing to tbe ranks of the aged—declares 
that he is" building the greatest school 
on earth, and that a young brother of 
his contemplates the most wonderful 
sanitarium, I am almost paralyzed with 
a Mount Pelee of Inward laughter, or a 
feeling of mirth, I might say, that is not 
capable of being expressed in common, 
everyday giggling.

Talk about the mediums! Bless their 
dear hearts. Do I love them? You 
could not tell the way I feel toward ; [them from love. All the takes and > 

j mountebanks that hound the heels of , 
our true soldiers in the cause could not 
frighten me from one brave, truth-cling
ing one, “lodging awhile in tents below, 
gladly wandering to and fro, till the Ca
naan is gained."

'“Nor does he quarrel!”
It was the most strange 

things that Joseph had said, 
know ^what that means,” 
“What is it, papa!” -

“You knbw, Joseph, dear, 
to argue over something 
brothers and your friends.”

Two weeks ago, I received a letter 
from a medium friend whom I had not . 
heard from more than a few times itt 
four years. The letter was interesting 
and cheering In itself, but there came 
along with it a voiceless message that 
soothed and charmed and blessed. For 
days, in recalling the letter, there would 
come a sensation impossible to def- 
scribe, but I might say, of perfect com- 
tentment, peace and joy.

S. J. DAILY, M. D."
La Junta Colorado. •

of all the 
"I do not 
he said.

Quarrel is 
with your

'Over playthings that someofie has"Every morning I go' somewhere and you feel you want!”w. __ __ a - qv • . Mviuunucio
where I can be alone. --Then I kneel 
down and pray. After that ! waft and 
God tells me what I am to say the next 
time l preich.” . '

- It was shrewdness in me that spoke. 
"Your father does riot tell you whaL to 
say!” Even if he did the boy would 
still be wonderful.

Father Doesn’t Interfere. .
It does, not seem that the little fellow 

could fib. The father made a quick de
nial. There wpst.a little indignation, I 
thought, in his voice. “Sometimes ! 
try to help him reason out his sermons, 
but I always mix him up so that he does 
not know what he says. I have learned 
not to interfere.”

Joseph' answered a question that was 
in my mind. "I was three years old I 
when I first began to preach,” be said, i 
“We had family worship and I was join
ing in with them all one Sunday morn
ing.” A memory_flitted across his face. 
“That was five years ago to-morrow.” 
he said. “I . felt all at once that the 
Lord had chosen me to preach and I 
told my father so.” The father finished 
the story.' . - ; '

"He pulled a chair out into the mid--
i die oMhe floor and preached an imper- 
i feet little sermon. My wife and I 
knelt before him, for we saw that imper-; 
feet as it was he was possessed of won
derful powers. It is in our. own home: 
that he says the most beautiful things.; 
You would not believe it if I told you. ' 
The sweet thing about it is. that he is. 
happy all the time. I don't 'think he 
has ever known an unhappy moment.”

'-‘Haa M preached-ever efnee?" .

“Yes." " "
“I do that sometimes, but I always 

think that Jesus said we were to give 
up things. I try to follow his word."
;He reached put his- dimpled little 

hand and took mine. It was the same 
wiry handclasp. ■ ■■■,'.. . -

Once more I have seen him. He was I 
at play on the street A crowd of 
youngsters was scuffling and rolling 
about. He was the merriest one of the 
lot Suddenly there was a silence. The 
shoutings ceased. Joseph knelt in 
their midst and prayed. The other chil
dren listened with all their souls. It 
was for someone that he prayed. He 
mentioned her by name. His explana
tion was simple. ■ . >- ' ' '

“I meant to pray for her this morn
ing. I forgot. The minute I, remem* 
bered I did it.”

It was not long before he went on 
with his playing. I have this to say of 
him at the last: He Is a wonderful lit
tle boy, but I would not have him for 
mine. I think I should be afraid of him 
a little.—Jean Cowgill in Chicago 
Chronicle. •

. Life is made.up, not of great sacri
fices or duties, but of little things, in 
which smiles and kindness and small 
obligations, given habitually, are what 
win and preserve the heart, and secure 

Reason's whole pleasure, all the joys 
of sense. Lie in three words—health, 
peace and competence.—Alexander 
Pope.

Wishing, of all employments, Is the 
worst—Edward Young.

WHAT I’LL GIVE FOR THE BABY,

You ask what I’ll give for the baby, 
For the dear little pet of the fold;

Why, I’ll give the great love of a 
mother—

A rich treasure, far better than goldl
How much will I give for each dimple! ? 

I am sure I can give nothing more;
All the gems of the ocean, count nothing ' 

When compared to the heart’s pre
cious store.

The laughter! Methinks I can hear it 
And the patter of dear little feet;

Surely nbthing on.earth is so winsome, 
There is naught in the world quite so 

■ sweet. .
There’s sorrow indeed if the laughter, •| (Oh! just whisper it low with your 

■ breath).
And the patter of feet and the kisses 

Should be hushed in the stillness of 
death.

The anguish and pain at the parting— 
I’ve been through with it all and I 

know;-
Though my darlings are treasured in 

heaven,
Still their .presence I miss here. be-. ■ 

low. ;
I know that they often are near me, • 

When so cloudy and dark seems’ th»
I way; .
I What a joy when the Infinite Father 

Reunites us again and for aye!-
Refrain:—
You ask what I’ll give,

How much I will pay; ,
Bid me count all my treasures

And make you an offer straightway*
I have not a million to offer;

Of jewels I have not a store;
But the love of a mother I’ll give you;

What mortal could give any.more! i
MARY E. VAN HORN. I
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IRENE GAY, *
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., etc. I also know 
the imitator and

Report of the President, Mrs. Carrie 
Firth Curran.

"Th e Molecular HjpotbttJsof »*. 
ture." By Prof. Wm. M Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers an-tbospirltaai j-ds-

ïWttàm a»SÄ. Lsonora & îw. 
and Dr. Thomcbn J. Hudsaa'B’Thewièà 
i» Simard to IL By Es-Jndgs Abmm. 
$â. Daifey. Dsmcastratec futility

Wants Spiritualists to Sympathize With 
C. É. Winans.

ing a substantial organization; stating 
- „ --------------------— we have had fine flourishing societieshis braggndpcio talk. No doubt -many a|st) lyceums, now we have no society 

j whatever, have 'tried mnimber of times

„ , „ . F. C. BOVING.
Hot Springs., Ark.

The Mo State Spintalist issociatiofl
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The Court of Inquiry ’
It is. now in Session to 

take into careful and criti
cal consideration the Arti
ficial Toggery, often un
clean, used by some mate-

, ralizing mediums, to make 
' up in proper form your an

gel friends and loved ones. 
Honestyor Fraud; Which?

Will C. Hodge, a Veteran Lecturer,' 
Gives His Views in Regard to ArtWi- 
*ial Toggery Used by Materializing.:

. Mediums.
I felt very much Mire shouting -“Glory: 

b God” alter the regular old Methodist 
toShion while reading The Progressive 
Vhtalrer of May 20. To my ¡mind it au- 
pirs well for the future welfare of Spir- 
tualisni When such men as Harrison D. 
Kanrett, W. F. Peck, George B. Warne '. 
1 nd Hudson Tuttle take hold of the ■ 
¡raud question and handle it without 
(loves'.
IF THE DEMAND FOR HONESTY' 

^ND INTEGRITY IN OUR RANKS IS 
I’O RESULT IN A DIVISION OF' 
I’ORCES, THEN FOR ONE, I WILL 
WELCOME SUCH DIVISION. If we 
»annot have a Spiritualism based upon' 
nonest mediumship, then let Spiritual- 
fsm take its departure and 'be known no 
more among mortals. The specious 
pleading that it is necessary to have- 
’ toggery” in the form of robes, wigs,; 
Classes and false beards in order to as- 
nist the spirits, Should not be sanc
tioned by any person who really loves 
the cause and is laboring for its .ad
vancement 
; It 1g heurteickening to spend ¡time,' 
and strength In trying to elucidate, the 
principles of the philosophy of Spirit
ualism and the facts of mediumship, 
and then have it upset by fraudulent 
work nmong/mediums.
' E VERY PERSON NOT A NATURAL 
BORN IDIOT MUST KNOW THAT 

* THERE IS ONLY ONE PURPOSE IN 
ANY MEDIUM’S CARRYING AN OUT- 
FIT TO ASSIST THE SPIRITS, AND 
THAT PURPOSE IS FOR DEFRAUD-■ 
ING THE PUBLIC.

Especially do I like the true ring of 
Hudson Tuttle’s article, every word of 
which J heartily endorse.

In the name ¡of common honesty and. 
common decency, tot ub diBCard, mow 
and forever, ¡dark oabinetB, •darkened; 
rooms and all the adjuncts so necessary! 
far the perpetration ¡etf fraud, and eease i 
“having fellowship with the unfruitful; 
works of darkness.”

■Personally, I know that anaterinliza- ■ 
tion is a fact, and I will ¡stand hy the • 
fact to the end of the ¡chapter. More
over, this evidence has in some ta-, 
stances came through the medial pow- 
ers of such as are denounced arrant ; 

. frauds, and there is the rub. The fakir?; 
pure and simple, we can easily dispose 
of, imt not so with those who have ;gen-. 
nine .powers, and yet supplement these: 
powers with FRAUDULENT PRAG-. 
TICES. To charge such ■practices upon ■ 
the spirits is on a par with Christians1 
who strive to escape responsibility by 
attributing their lapses and their 
crimes to the influence of his Satanic ¡ 
Majesty. I do not doubt there are spir
its who are willing to, and whe at times 
do, assist mediums in their nefarious 
practices, but -I INSIST THAT THE. 
RESPONSIBILITY RESTS WITH THE 
MEDIUM WHO KEEPS OPEN DOOR , 
FOR SUCH INFLUENCES.

The only remedy is, when any medi
um is found carrying, .and .especially 
found using “toggery,” is to refuse ab
solutely to patronize him (or ¡her) in 
any way or manner, AND TO DEBAR 
THEM FROM OUR ROSTRUMS AND 
CAMP-GROUNDS ENTIRELY.

Let societies and camp-managers do 
this for the next five years, and let the 
Spiritualist press continue to publish 
nefarious practices, when positively 
proven, and we shall hear but little of 
the frauds iin Spiritualism.

Again, I wish to ¡repeat, ¡that •when our 
societies -nr camp associations employ 
ar allow any ¡medium who ¡has been 
convicted of iraudulent practices to 
practice their profession upon their 
grounds or ptetforms.THEY ARE AC
CESSORIES TO SUCH 'CRIMINAL 
PRACTICES, AND WELL CONTINUE 
TO BE SO JUDGED BY THE WORLD 
AT LARGE.
-It will take strenurms ¡and sometimes■ 

drastic methods to Blimtnate these un-’ 
desirable elements, but it must be done- 
if we are to ¡maintain onr self-respect 
or gain the respect of the world at 
large.
, Again, let me say: I stand by medi
umship as the ¡foundation §tone of Spir
itualism. recognizing the fact that the 
philosophy and phenomena innst go 
hand in band, but I am not walling that 
the wheat and the tares continue to 
grow together until there’ is no wheat 
left worth harvesting.

. - ■ WILL’C. HODGE.

Charles E. Winans of Edinburg, Ind., 
has been in Kokomo, Ind., - for three 
weeks holding seances with audiences 
numbering from fifteen to twenty-five 
at eadh seance. He holds three se
ances each week and fhey are attended 
by the best people of the city, i would 
ask all his friends to -write to him ana- 
cheer him up during the trying ordeal; 
through which’ he is forced to pass az! 
the present time. Address 404 South 
Main street, Kokomo, Ind.

W. S. WOODS.

Should Not the Sympathy of Honest 
Spiritualists Everywhere Se ¡Extend 
ed to Those Who Were So Grossly 
(Deceived- at Hot Springs, Ark.?
When .1 read the above from Mr. 

Woods, I stopped and wondered Who 
•comprise Winans’ friends; those will
ing and anxious to stick to him know
ing the deception fie practiced at Hot 
Springs? I presume there are always a. 
few wiho still pretend friendship to. ths 
lowest medium, even after he 'has been, 
tried, convicted and -sentenced, bu4 
what do you think of such people? 
would class them as confederates, «7, 
that they occupied the same sphere anq; 
level, mentally, morally,, and from T* 
standpoint of principle. People who 
connive, ¡associate ¡and affiliate with 
criminals are no better than the ■crimi-' 
nal themselves.

From one end of the country (to .the 
■other echo the soimds ¡of fraud, ¡knave» 
traitor and so on, when -a medium who, 
has ¡been trusted, patronized, praised’ 
and assisted in every way, is proven tq’ 
be a trickater, deceptive, untrue, ac-: 
cepting money and favors for the goods' 
he well knows he can never deliver. 
THERE ARE TN HOT SPRINGS AT 
¡Least fourteen as reliablei 
CITIZENS AS ARE TO BE FOUND m 
ANY CITY, WHO WILL 8WEAR 
THAT C. E. WINANS IS GUILTY OK 
A DECEPTION WHICH ¡SHOULD 
¡BLAST HIM IN THE MINDS '0F EV
ERY TRUE, HONEST AND EARNEST 
THINKING SPIRITUALIST IN THE 
WORLD.

Winans’ -words When asked about bis 
Hot Springs experience are.: “it is all a 
dtumable Ue.” isn't it reasonable that
be woifld thus .express himself? The 
guilty one always endeavors to cover 
up his tracks witii lies and deception. 
Ji those people to whom he thus speaks 
.could have ¡been art the .public sale in 
the streets of Hot Springs, when the 
’constable sold to the highest bidder ids 
wigs, robes, music box and ¡parapher
nalia, they woiild give but little heed to

I To the Officers, Delegates and Spirit- 
I ualists at Ohio in Convention Assem
bled, May 27, 1905—Greeting;—An
other year has passed, we meet again to 
further the interest of the state; much 
has been accomplished during the last 
year, but there is «till room tor. im
provement. I congratulate you upon 
it he outlook of our state association, as 
well as upon tiie results of the year's; 
work, although it has not been what 1: 
desired it should be, my health not per
mitting me to carry out my plans and 
to further the cause of missionary i 
work. , -I

have trie^to 4uy work -by tailu- 
encing people ^“[lo do not know just 
where I s^nd, fyid I repeat that every 
true medi^ hasj had my support and 
encouragejpent, liuve assisted them 

[ in every a^gy pqs^blp, ¡Whether physical 
or mental^nedlp^is. I know the facts 
■in mentaljinoilimpshlii, also the pliysi- 
mU, such "a# &lay£ w riting, etliereiillza- 
tian, tran/’

Condensed Report of the Proceedings.

Missionary Work.
All missionaries have been kept busy 

and at times home societies have had ; 
conference meetings in. order to assist 
the sister society with a speaker. Har
mony has prevailed in all societies as 
far as I know. I have held seventy- ; 
eight meetings, besides holding parlor 
meetings, etc,, during the year. We^ 
have chartered less societies in this, 
year, than in 1904, our efforts have 
been to stimulate the societies already, 
chartered; have lent assistance When
ever called upon to do so; no charters 

j have been recalled by the state, so far 
j proving beyond a doubt missionary 

■work is practicable.
| Mrs. E. Schauss, Mrs. A. E. Baird,- 
i Thos. Bellis, Wm. y..NIcum, CarI Sol-’ 
■ linger and Mrs. E. Reed have been ear-; 
nest workers In the missionary field. 
Wherever they have labored no one can ■ 
complain of their zeal or earnestness of 
spirit in the discharge of their duties. 
Missionary work should be continuous, 
as has been shown by the past two 
years. It is the steady, persistent work ■ 
that aeoomplinheB thé greatest amount' 
■of good. ’

- I firmly believe in missionary work, 
and recommend more of it’-durang the 
coming year. With the short circuit-' 
plan a worker can be engaged a full 
year by the state and Instructed to de- ' 
vote his or her time to build up six . or 
more .societies within easy distance 
from each other. This can be done by 
frequent visits. We have proven the 

. expense of traveling has been greatly 
’■ reduced. The matter of conpensatjon 

has been small, but will be adjusted in 
due time.

Missionaries can make the work aelf- 
। supporting in a short time, and be able 
' to aid the state. This plan will not 
drain the association ot its resources, 
for the O. S. A. would .only be called 
upon to meet small deficits, ’

Ï believe it would be more practi- 
• cable and less expense if the W. 8. A. 

would appoint one missionary in each 
■state wherever a state organization ex
ists, and co-operate with the state. Yon 
will see committee-on president's Report 
have done all we could to have this 
done at last convention.

I appeal to the -convention for action 
’¡upon this matter, and their delegate be 
instructed to further this- plan in tb- 

,gard to missionary work for the coming 
■pear. JI also recommend that more 
■missionarias, rather than less, be put in 

'■Lhe (field for the coming year. I rec- 
; dunmend that there be a fund set aside 
J for missionary work, 'that localities 
' may be reached where there are no lo

cal societies existing.
Our state association has aocom- 

Ipbshed much in the past two years, our
conventions have been n success in 

■■many ways rind well attended, the so
cieties furnishing hall, entertainmeirt-to 

'all spealters,’ mediums "and delegates;' 
except Columbas—.they were not pre
pared for no many delegates; they esti- 
imated from conventions held at Ccilum- 
,i bus in previous years, where very little 
/interest was manifested.
n Local Societies.
,! The welfare ¡of our cause (depends on 
’the local society, it ds ¡the duly oi this 
convention to devise ways and means 

, whereby more effective work (may ¡be 
. accomplished. I toomm-nena that each 
J delegate, present the needs ¡of their .so
ciety. Also what metnod they have 
.found to be most practicable in sustain
ing their society and adding to its mem
bership. The -convention is the place 
Where we could come as one family to 
adjust the errors and plan for the' 
greater success for the coming year. In 
•tins way harmony w'Kl ¡reign as it has 
with each society that has co-operated 
with the state, and become better -ac
quainted with its workings, it is ¡oer- 
talu that our local societies must be 
sustained or our movement must ‘go 
down. Fellow delegates, I ask your 
considerate action upon this matter.

It seems almost impossible to organ
ize societies or lycemns at the present 
time, and as long as -our Spiritualists 
are indifferent and feel that the little 
■ones, also the -older ones, desire to at
tend churches and Sunday-schools ter 
society, our societies and lycemns ®re. 
uncertain. They exist for a time ¡and 
go down and people say, I have lost 
confidence itt the Spiritualists-ever hav-

eff these friends (if there be-many) who 
still believe him true and genuine, 
would be interested in seeing photo
graphs tff his music (box with the secret 
drawer open, and his paraphernalia, 
and if they are interested sufficiently, 
let them write me^ and from me they 
may procure such photographs, as ”1 
have ¡had a series ¡taken. Many articles 
which have been used for mimy years 
in (Winans’ seances will ¡no doubt be 
recognized by these same friends, fo 
the photographs, as there is <nnn citizen 
of Hot Springs who states that some 
of his banners snfl ¡robes he ¡has seen ¡in 
-use by" Wfonns in his seances ten and. 
twelve years ago.

In the face of all this, let me ¡ask: 
Who wants to comply with the request- 
of W. 8. Woods, to cheer the poor tel-. 
low up a little. I ¡do not ¡know, hut I 
firmly believe that -the -mnil carriers will 
•not be overburdened with letters of ’ 
condolence and sympathy for this aw- 
fnlly abused, oversensitive -creature. I 
hold the Spiritualists of the world in 
too ¡high ■esteem for this. Those good 
saiils who honestly believe, and cannot 
be nonvfoced to the contrary by the ex
perience of -others, that Winans is a 
genuine medium and honest to his man
ifestations, I would advise at some fu- i 
tare time when the opportunity offers, 
to take possession of one of his mate- i 
■rlalized forms and hold at till an -exam
ination can be made, and it will prove' 
TO BE. WINANS HIMSELF 'OR A CON- ’ 
FEDERATE, JUST AS SURE AS: 
THERE IS A HEAVEN ABOVE. I; 
vish to -say to all Spiritunlisis to wake i 
up and shake off this cloak of timidity. I 
Do not be deceived by -one who is so on-: 
principled and base, and possibly no J 
smarter than yourself.

"How to Train ■Children and Fh-!
__ _______  rents.” .Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes ■ 

trum. In this itttie volume hepresenta 9 the position that In many cases it is the 
in succinct form foe substance of bia 8 parents that need the training more; 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis ¿than the children, and advises parents 
®f Nature; and presents bls visws aaito look.to.' ytemsffives. Twenty-.flve-' 
demonstrating a scientific basis ot Splr-Scents cOuJd not be better spent than I 
Kualism. TTie book iB'eommsttfed tai buying this little book. ’ Anyone' that 
«11 who k>va to study tmd think.«Sms the care ot children dhonld read It 
price 25-cents______________________ Price .25 . te

but proved, tinsvccessftfl. Delegates 
1 and Spiritualists, can you solve the 
problem? Mj' appeal -to thb N. S. A. 
and O. S. A. last year in my special re
port published tn The Progressive: 
Thinker July 2, gave some of the rea
sons, and I have many others. Dne 
great reason, there is too much selfish
ness und a desire to -Obtain the dollar, 
that after a little, mediumship wanes 
and stock tests are resorted: to, Agents 
arc established to furnish Bo-ealletl 
tests with dates, names ■□! the Jiving, 
also of the departed.

There is another class.who resort to 
developing ■others for one-dollar n week 
or -month, just as the case may be; the 

I one to be developed sits at his own 
tome and the medium sitting at the I 
same time, oris supposed to, folds own I 
home, the one that 3s to. be flevelbpeu 
must not’tell anyone, but must sit quiet-; 
ly with the "motto" that is furnished 
by the medium; dwelling tops® this mot
to in this way she or he 1b to be devel-

| oped.
One lady ihat I became acquainted 

with had kept this tip about one year. 
She was sitting Tor trumpet manifesta
tions, the medium writing letters and 
giving her messages from her’departed 
husband, the husband encouraging her; 
to be patient and all would he well. 
She had paid her dollar but had re- 

’ceived no development. This dear 
good woman was a widow and obliged 
to earn her own living. It was through 
n friend af hers that she was enllght-' 
ened, and when I visited The city she 
called upon me to know what she' 
should do. She had become convinced; 
of Spiritualism through .great suffering' 
and knew some of its truths and of true'; 
■mediumship; she looked at the ¡cause: 
aS being so sacred, and beautiful, that 
she -could not think one would practice ■ 
such deception.--The quoslioti, can- 
those -mediums traveling nround, sit at: 
regular time; are they certain that they 
can develop another person, for differ-- 
ent phases of mediumship J- AH that I 
tare found so far have : parted with 
their ficilarB-and have very little meat- 
utnshlp, if any; developed through their 
teachers..: ‘ i

end havd nrooi .
fakir, nnd-raat irnih classes of mediums 
have addi^l to thejr .jnediumship by 
fraud. I ncjsiiiv^y know .they are me- 
idluins, but . so long as they will resort 
I to Buell uh above,, I wil) never counte
nance such Work; we either must pro
tect our mediums, tlffit are true and 
l'aithfql, leading a moral life, or give the 
cause over ¡into ¡the hands of. the imita
tor and fakir and those who are willing 
to debauch their mediumship. It is 
they that have brought ¡disaster and re-
proach upon.our cause. I ntend for true ( 
mediumship,.^rst, Inst and for all the: 

; time. As for the imitator, I shall do in
the future as I have in the past—let ’ 
them severely alone. \

. ¡Ordination.
We .have had four that the evidence ■ 

'■ warranted granting ofberilficates of or
dination, which will be given in the sec
retary’s report. Oilier apiflicants were ’ 
refused until’ the convention and the 
board would meet again. I believe each 
state secretary ¡should be furnished 

' with names of all speakers and medl-1 
( ums that have qufflifled with the re- j 
quiremonis of the hi.' 8. A. and the O. 
8. A.; at will serve as a protection to all 

' societies. Each 'state co-operating, we ; 
will know who ¡dm assist our societies,; 
instead of taking those who come and 
remain for a time and cause discord, in1-; 

, harmony And .distension ta your socio- J 
¡ties. •' ' ■’ ■' 1
■ What we need Is5 more spirituality, J 
¡and the cause’at heart. Instead of what; 
we can make out of it in dollars and 

, cents. Bee that your speakers and me- 
' ¡Slums have respect for themselves, and 
, then they are certain to be a benefit to 
the cause and help 'our brothers and sis
ters to live the rlght life by requiring ’■ 
■morality and true 'mediumship, ¡and our 
local, state and N- 8. A. will accom
plish ike great’good that it has been 
desirous of, in this way we will retain 
our enlightened Spiritualists; they will 

■ no longer say, J’know, but cannot affili
ate with the ’ so-ealled Spiritualists; 
they have no home, and If they do, they 
cannot keep it sacred; we are in fear to 
talce our friends When we .do not know 
who the Rev..- or medium 1b that is ad- 

। vertised to sente the society. No won
der some ¡of our tried and true Spirit
ualists will remain at home or ,go to 
other churches.'; ‘ ;

Lyceums.
There Are several lyceums which are 

doing nohje work; we wish that lyce
ums might ibe obtained in every society 
in the state. The children's lyceum Is 
the very best place to train spiritual 
workers. (¡The IL S. A retains John W. 
Ring as National ¡Lyceum Superintend- 
him to beiithe right man in the right 
hi mto be ¡the .flight man in the right 
place, .one. who ¡-understands lyceum 
■work, alBpjA goqfl financier, ■ the Pro
gressive Lyceum is of great interest to 
all, as welltas ameducator. I would rec
ommend that onr missionaries co-oper
ate with John Wi;Ring .the coming year 
in establishing lyceums.

Being yqhr delegate to the M. S. A 
conventlqftj. deemed it the wisest plan 
,to send majlted copies of The: Progress
ive Thinker pf the proceedings t>f the 
convention/to each local society, bo 
they all might know in full what' took 
place. Our corresponding secretary, 
Mrs. A E. Baird, .correBpondjed with a 
numbey, of societies 'concerning masB- 
meetings. There ¿are very . few that 
thought It advisable at the present 
time. I would advise mass-meetings to 
be held jointly with the N. S. A. .wher
ever practicable.;

Pension Fund.
I recommend thata special fund be set 

aside, not less than $M0 for our worthy 
mediums and indigent speakers, and 
wherever practical to reimburse said, 
fund by at least pne ODUection par year.

Spiritual - Papers.
I -wish to tonfler my sincere thanks to 

all spiritual and secular papers. Who 
have aided us’ in;dur work Of the year, 
especially to J, R. Francis of The Pro
gressive Thiiritbr, who rendered such 
noble assistance during the past yearn.

I recommend that the .course of "Bro. 
Francis be .commended by ’this commit 
tee in the form Of a resolution of hearty 
“thanks," -with ,a’pledge oi loyal sup
port tn his good-work for the coming 
years.

I now return'to yon the office which 
you intrusted to me; the’outlodk for our 
cause is promising, success awaits it 
at every turn prbvtdtag the. Spiritual
ists of our state will see the need of co
operation and make the state organisa
tion a power for good. I bespeak for 
my successor in office the support you 
have given me.

Hoping the ’O. S. A. may continue to 
grow in spirit and in truth and let us all 
wofk for ttxe’betterment of onr cause. 
With this 1 cldSe iny annual report

Wishing you success and Godspeed, I; 
remain, frateiinaily yours,

MRS. CARRIE FIRTH CURRAN, 
’’ (President>O. S. JL

Report of Committee. ,
To the Officers and Delegates Assem

bled of the O. & A.—The committee nn 
president’s ¡report-endorse it as a whole 
ifioSt heartily.-

■ We would especially recommend that 
yrm ■consider the ¡clause of “Missionary 
Worti,'? viz., ‘•‘that the N, K« A- appoipt 
a missionary'intteach state wherever a 
■state ¡organization-exists.."

That th&sumtof $50 ibe net aside for 
missionary :worl»to be -used to help in
digent societies jtf -the 0.8. A.

That be net -aside for a pension 
fund to bejused when necessary tar cur 
worthy and indigent mediums and 
speakers., We ¡recommend that tills 
convemtiopi.fliBnm ways and means 
whereby more effective work be done fo 
local sociétés.. Also ways anti means 
to eliminate tberSrauds -Which exist ta 
cur ranks^jus spggested in our presi- 

: dent’s reperi. ;■ 3 .’
We ¡cheerfully approve of extending 

thanks to, the ^iritunlist and secular 
papers fort§ielratimely help, especially 

' to our br wieri Francis ef The Pro
gressive Tlilpkere, .

Therett^ Befit resolved, that we 
tender MmjR-SPrtSal vote of thanks Tor 
his untiring liéal In -striving to eliminate 

' the fraud from our ranks, and thus 
] raising the Spfifontìlsac banner to -a 
¡higher, purer standard.

Be it TesolvefUfhat this committee 
ask the ■convention to extend to -our .be
loved president,'Mrs. Carrie Firth Con
ran, their heartfelt thanks for her he
roic efforts in presenting the truth in 
all its beatify,strength end purity, . . - ¡Ha, •»

First service at Town Hall, Ashta
bula, Ohio, Friday evening, May 26, 
1905. Music—Chorus by the children; 
Invocation by Mrp. Anna E, Baird; 
Music—■quartette—Mrs. Talcott, Miss 
Lottie Clark, Mr. Munsell, Mrs. A. Hol
comb.

Short welcome address by John Wal
lace, president of the Psychic Research 
Society, Ashtabula, in which Jie turned 
the meeting over to the president of the 

, O. .3. A., Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran, who 
to turn introduced Mayor McMillan ot 
Ashtabula, to give the address of wel- ; 
come to the officers, delegates and visit
ors to the city of Ashtabula.

Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran responded. ’ 
I She -spoke of Mayor Jones of Toledo in 
’ comparison with Mayor McMillan. The 

people of Ashtabula were very fortu
nate and could be proud to have a gen
tleman at,the head of their municipal- 

; ity who believed in something more 
than fpltK and who assisted in the 
growth of the brotherhood of man. She 
expressed her desire that our stay in 
this eity be pleasant to all; that we all 
belong to -one great family, even If wê 
differ in opinion, differ in our 
thoughts. May we all grow to under
stand the laws to love one another.

Then the sweet spiritual songstress, 
Miss Edna Grant, of Conneaut,, gave a 
solo with encore which vibrated to the 
soul of everyone present.

Then Mrs. Laura G. Eixen, vice-presi
dent of the Illinois State Association, 
and president of the W. C. T. U. was in
troduced, delivering an excellent ad
dress. She spoke at length, that the 
greatest battles are not fought on bat
tlefields; they are fought to the hearts 
of mankind, ¡The noblest work man 
can do is to help one another. “Bear 
yè one another’s burden.” There will 
be no warriors to fight her battles, .but 
the world Is marching on to a higher 
settlement of peace, and justice to pre1 
vail. At present you pay unholy trib
ute to the trusts. If you want meat you_ 
pay or starve. If you want coal you' 
pay or freeze, and so forth—but better 
times are coming. There will be more 
knowledge. You will not say one 
church, not one religion, but "Religion.” 
All will listen then to the beautiful mu
sic in the spheres. Your children 
through knowledge shall have a better 
understanding about spirituality, and 
the question of welfare of the people 
shall predominate. Spiritualism an
swers to reason and science. It haB 
been manna to the hungry, and drink to 
the thirsty. We welcome you to strug
gle on to victory. We are all going 
home together.

A special delivery letter was received 
:by the president from Mrs. Jones and 
family, of Toledo, thanking the associa
tion for the beautiful Hora! tribute sent 
to their lather. ,

A collection was here taken amount
ing to $9.21.

Messages by Mrs. E. Schanns, fol
lowed by Mr. Thos. BéLHs, which were 
all recognized.

Benediction.
Saturday evening, May 27.—Mrs. 

Laura G. Fixen, the first speaker of the 
evening, said in part.: Churches teach 
you to have faith, but Spiritualism 
cares mot what you believe, but asks 
■you what you know. Spiritualism asks 
you what kind of life you are leading. 
Nature warns everyone of wine Which 
sparkles in the cup,, as it always de- 
Btroys the reasoning power pf tho brain, 
which is the seat of thought. Many 
have there imbedded a little naggy 
weed, Full It out. it is called worry,, 
and instead find the little flower of con
tentment. it is -the first step to happi
ness. Naturels -way is .struggle, and 
struggle is the way to progress and per
fection. -Comparé the human life -with 
a (flower garden. If flowers have all 
sunshine they, shrived and lose their vi
tality. They must have rain to hold 
root and perfume. Just so with man 
througli struggle and hardship. You 
reach progress, you reach the top of.the 
ladder Happiness.

Second speaker, Dr. G. B. Warne. 
His remarks -were on the different ¡ideas 
prevailing in spiritual philosophy. How 
could it be ¡otherwise. It took the 
•ahnrehes two hundred and twenty-five 
yeans to nettle the question, -when and 
■how to celebrate Easter. It took hun
dreds of years to eradicate other errors ■ 
from the Christian teachings. It was 
lawful to lie to promote religion, even 
commendable. The same process that 
cleared the Christian teachings, will ' 
■clear Spiritualism; ¡give ois time. If I
had the choice of choosing a text book, 

i I would nhooBe the bible, as it is aot 
alone the father of Cfoistianity, it 
preaches Spiritualism as well.

The founders of the Christian church 
. were itrue believers in Spiritualism.- 

The tenth is -universal, and can mot be 
monopolised.

Collection taken, 58.59.
Mrs. ' Dr. ¡Caird of Boston, said the 

people in ¡Ohio were very fortunate as 
there are more liberal laws than in 
Massachusetts. There the old Puritan 

. blue laws are still in existence. A 
minister of the gospel of Spiritualism 
has no right according to law to per
form the marriage .ceremony. A man 
has the eight to-whip his wife -or duck 

■ her under water, if -she tells a .lie, but 
: has ho right to kiss her on Sunday.

She then gave messages, dll of them- 
being recognized.

'Sunday, Way 28—-Morning Service. 
■Drdtnatipn -of four candidates to the 

i minlstry :Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, -of To
ledo, O.; Mrs. Anne E. Baird, of Elyria, 

; O.,; Mrs. Hattie >G. Webster of 'Colum- 
! Ibus, ©.;'Mr. Harry E. Boerstler, of Co- 

lumbtiB, O. The beautiful services ' 
were conducted by the president, Rev. 
Carrie Firth Curran, using Ebe ritual ¡of

■ the Nnticmal AtBocintion.
Short addresses by the new ministers 

were well ¡received. Brother Boerstler 
brought onttoe point: You are always ' 
told to be good, bitt be good tor some- • 

. thing. :|
Dr. Warne here thanked the people of | 

Ashtabula. In his closing remarks fie j 
raised the Question If the other, 
churches could drop all from their ros
ter who believed in the "continuity of 
life and the intercommunion of the two 

; spheres, how many would be left?
At the close of the'morning meeting: 

the delegates ¡and visitors from Con
neaut, ¡Geneva, and other places, about 
one hundred, partook of a big chicken 
ditmer; which was served in the G. A. 
R. Hall, and did credit to the réputa
tion of Ashtabula Ladies Aid culinary 
artists. A pleasing event of the con
vention transpired during this dinner 
hour, wishing to express their apprecia
tion of the good and faithful work of 
the out-going president, Mrs. Carrie 
Firth 'Curran during her term of office. 
It had been decided to bestow upon her 
a little remembrance which she might 
retain longer than a formal vote of 
thanks, nnd to that end the delegates 
and others who were disposed to assist, 
purchased -a handsome water pitcher, : 
and a gold plij, which were • presented 
to Mrs. ■Curran , at the dinner by Dr. C. i 

iW. Haines; Mrs. Hattie G. Webster, ; 
Dr. C. W. Haines making a suitable ad- ; 
dress. Mtb. Curran wan so overcome i 
by the surprise, that her emotion would ■ 
not admit «Ï voicing her thanks, and i 
she. requested DL .G. B. Warne to ex- : 

•pmsihér.SfcpreclaUah :
I Sunday, W Sâ“afcèra&on kesBlon. :t tara tata atxamed being down on i 

pheatesas, Altare aw these irta]

( Lecture by Fred D. Dunakin: We F8 
I united because we cannot help it. IVe 

are born again In a new (spiritual life 
every time -we meet. 'We are mow on

! the Bret step of spiritual progress, 
j Dr. Warne in a short comical address, 

prepared tho audience that a collection 
was to be taken by the ladies, Mrs. 
Bonney, Mrs. Gay, Mrs. Wallace, Mrs. 
Hope and Mrs. Haines, which resulted 
in $16.

Messages were then given by Mrs. E. 
Schauss, and Mrs. Dr. Caird, which 
were all recognized.

Bunday, May 28—Evening service. 
¡Lecture by Dr. G. B, Warne. lie said: 
Much in given to us as Spiritualists, 
and much is expected of us. He recited 
at length ancient historical facts of the 
misbelieve and mlsponstruction; of the 
Christian teacMugs. The purity of 
Spiritualism is in dur own keeping. 
The church teachings of immortality 
ends either in paradise or the opposite 
place. Spiritualism teaches progres
sion. Noone is condemned. Everyone 

I will sooner or later realize this fact. All 
former philosophers, poets and other 
great thinkers, Cicero, Socrates, Frank
lin, our own Emerson, Shalrspeare, 
Schiller, Goethe, believed in a, future 
life and in Immortality, dwelled on the ; 
church teachings of hell. Ask the Spir
itualists if they realize what fate we 
have escaped.

Collection taken up of 518.
Messages by Mrs. Anna E. Baird and 

Mib. Carrie Firth Curran, which were 
all recognized.

Brother John Wallace thanked the of
ficers, delegates, visitors, and the peo
ple of Ashtabula for the kindness 
shown the Psychic Research Society; 
spoke of conditions and prospects of 
(the local society.

After benediction, all were dismissed 
fcy the president, to meet again in 
(Cleveland, May, 1900.

C. A. BOLLINGER, 
Secretary O. 8. A.

June 24,1905,

PM
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Kansas State Association.
To the Editor:—I herewith subtend 

you the following report of the Kansas 
State Spiritualist Association, held at 
Topeka, Kansas, on June 2 to 4 inclu
sive, a most enjoyable reception of del
egates being held on the evening pre
ceding commencement of the conven
tion at the residence of A. Scott Bled
soe of 507 Horn street, Topeka. About 
110 guests were present.

According to the constitution the 
meeting was called to order by Presi
dent Bledsoe. After the transaction of 
the necessary business, including the 
election of officers, at which time Mr. 
Bledsoe was elected for the fourth con
secutive term, the audience was treated 
dally with tests and lectures from the 
platform by the following mediums, 
whom the Kansas Spiritualists know to 
be thoroughly honest, capable and able 
to fulfill the requirements devolved 
upon them as such, Mrs. Bellman, Mrs. 
Brewer, Mrs. Sallie W. Aber, W. W. 
Aber, Mrs. Wagner, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Bledsoe. The convention occupied the 
best hall in the city, and at each even
ing meeting extra seats had to be pro
vided.

Complete harmony prevailed through
out and the interest and enthusiasm 
stood out as a prime factor. Aside 
from the unanimous election of Mr. 
Bledsoe the following were duly elect
ed: Mrs.Bellman, vice-president; W. G. 
Fairchild, secretary, and Judge Tucker, 
treasurer.

In convention assembled the follow
ing resolutions were adopted without a 
dissenting voice:

Resolved, By all the delegates here in 
this convention assembled, that it is the 
sense, desire and obligation of all good 
and trop Spiritualists throughout the 
United States, to promulgate and 
spread the truths of Spiritualism 
endeavor to do so by any honest 
sacred means. And be it further

the

and 
and

Resolved, That the Spiritualists of 
the state of Kansas, one and all, stand 
hand in hand and shoulder to shoulder, 
in favor of honest and true mediumship 
and discountenance dishonest and dis
reputable methods wherever and when
ever found. And be it further

Resolved’, That we place our banner 
of light and truth, the Gibraltar of eter
nal right and justice, so high that no 
storm, however strong and terrible, 
might break asunder the staff on which 
rests the fabric woven by the unseen 
hands. And be it further

Resolved, That the Spiritualists of 
the state of Kansas are a free and inde
pendent people, able entirely to admin
ister to the wants and needs of her 
church and of her mediums and does 
not want or expect the offered inter ven
tion of any outside power. And be it 
further

•Resolved, That complete and unadul
terated harmony does exist among all 
the Spiritualists of this, our glorious 
state of Kansas, even to its uttermost 
corners. And be it further

Resolved. That this convention as a 
body and individually stands firm in its 
advocacy and support of all phases of 
honest mediumship and all honest me- 
dtums and this convention here assem
bled announces to the people of Kansas 
and to the world this most solemn fact. 
And toe it further

Resolved, That this convention ex
tends thanks to the Ladies Club of the 
First Church of Topeka for their untir
ing efforts for the success of our cause, 
and also thanks of appreciation to the 
newspapers of the city of Topeka and 
throughout the state.

W. G. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary S. S. A

ORTHODOX HELL.

Among papers which 1 picked up in 
war .times I found the following clip
ping, which inter I had reprinted by the 
late S. S. Floss,'and which, being out of 
print, now, I again pass to the printer.

R. A. NILES.
Orthodoxy’s getting Shaky;

Heli is losing-half Its charms; 
Beecher stole the devil’s brimstone, 

■Churches all are in alarm.
Hell was once a lake Internal, 

Fast description, past -all names, 
Where the damned must Toast eternal, 

la those lurid brimstone Hames.
HeR, of late, though its getting 

shorter,
Cooling off, too—bents the deuce; 

Likewise brimstone, once so plenty, 
Slow ’is' nearly out of use.

Not’ long since hell swarmed with 
lilts . 4n-

Doomed to burn by Godh decree, 
Jnst because old Eve stole apples 

Off the devil’s knowledge tree.
Later still, divines went searching 

Hell all through with anxious care, 
Gave the hunt up -quite -discouraged— 

Not the first damned baby there.
Fact is, heirs a grand oldhumbug; 

Foor old Satan’s most played out;
■Orthodoxy’s out-ot brimstone; .

Hell’s fast going ’’up the spout.”
—R. M. Y'ale.

Defeated; ar the PsytihW B». 
eret of How ■» Keep Young." By J. IL 
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Aaclemt and.Modern-Mysteries Claud- 
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| Truly, the world has never seen the / 
like before. Search the annals of his- I 
tory, ancient and modarn; critically ex-' 
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the otter made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constituse a wonderfully' 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who pm-chase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, “LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD.” written through tile 

I mediumship of that remarkable me- < 
dlum, Carlyle Peternilea, should be In 
every library. Read the following carefully:

I We have now TWELVE magnificent i 
Premium Booles, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
b yearly subscription. Tne paper, cne 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 11.10.

Any fonr of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2,35.’ ’b*

Any eight of the Twelve Premium ■ 
Books you may order, price $2.06. /

Any nine of the Twelve Premium / 
Books you may order, price $2.90. I

Any ten of the Twelve Premium j 
Books -you may order, price $3.10. I

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium I 
Books you may order, price $3.40. J

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre
mium Books here announced are neat 
out, all postage prepaid, lor $3.75, some- r 
thing never before equalled in this i 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for 4 
Premium must be accompanied with a . 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.,
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, aad 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

and

and

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

■6—The Next World interviewed, by 
Mtb. S.’G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Lite of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

lb—Beers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of . 
Carlyle Petersilea. .

Each Spiritualist should at once com«. T- 
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc- U:.; 
edit library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
nr more, you must send tn a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

WOMANLY BEAUTY
Of Form and Feature—The Culti

vation and Preservation of Per
sonal Beauty Based upon tieaTth 
and Hygiene.

| Ry twenty weH-known physicaus and 
I specialists. With 80 half-tone and 
other illustrations. Edited by Albert 
Tunner. A handsome volume, 256 
pages, bound ai cloth and gold.

In this volume the editor has brought 
together the teachings of those who 
have made a study of special features 
of the subject, and Hie result is a work 
that is unique and practical, uot filled 
with a medley of receipts and formulas, 
so often found in books on beauty.

Fully illustrated with pictures that 
mean something to the reader, not of 
so-caiied “beauties,” dosing with chap
ters of "Hints in Beauty Culture” and, 
‘Hints In Health ■Culture,” which, if 
followed, would alone be worth many 
times the price of -the volume in secur
ing health and good form, which is pos
sible to all. Price $1, ’ ,

‘The ^Romance cf Juda, à Story <â ’ 
the Ute and Times oi the Wasarèhè tea 
HIb People.1’ Through the mediumship 1 
Of Mrs. Sä. T. Longley. AsS^mely fo,
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me Serious Errors Indicated New York SpirituaiMs
Wherein Spiritualists and Mediums Fall 

to Secure Their Best Good.
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It doubtless would be amusing,- sVere 
it not so pitiful, to consider the vast 
number of consclentidus though ill-in
formed Spiritualists" ¿ho are ever; look
ing to the spirit world with the-futile 
desire that someone from that. side of 

" life will roveal to them the quick and 
easy road to wealth,' or place" within 
their passive hands some other longed- 
for prize. J '

Let me here remark that it Is by no 
means my purpose unsympathetically 
to criticise those upon whom fortune 
has failed to smile, bo enshrouding 
their Jives in gloom and uncertainty, 
until, with apparently no hope this side 
of heaven, they beseech those in the 
spirit world for comfort and for aid. I 
do not censure those who do the best 
they can and only call for help when 
alone they are unequal to what is be
fore them.

I intend no sweeping denunciation of 
ail who seek counsel with spirits; only 

, I wish to enforce this truth:
Spiritual beings of a superior nature 

watch with interest our'every effort; 
' they are always ready with helpful ad- 
x vice when we have tried as best we 

could to do our part and do it well; but 
for the person who depends more on 
them than on himself, and makes but 
nn indifferent effort to succeed, they 
have only commiseration, at times pre- 
Bumably allied with contempt.

Though you seek not, you may rest 
assured that if you do your duty well 
as possible in divers ways help and in- 
Bpiratlon will come to you, j bringing 
comfort and success. Practice de
pending but little on your own powers, 
surrendering the management of your 
affairs almost entirely to decarnate 
spirits perhaps no wiser than yourself, 
and you are quite sure in the end to 

> come to grief. ■ '
\ The unreasoning persistence with 
I which sb many people consult mediums 
»about earthly matters of h’o particular 
nhomenl has done incalculable harm to 
olir mediums and their guides, to those 
vAho consult them, and also to the 
ca use bf Spiritualism.

(It is an Injury to the mediums be- 
cauise to give advice regarding material 
maftt(>rs takes the time that should be 
upant in gaining and imparting a knowl- 
ed»e of spiritual things; and to the 
guidies because it attracts them to 
earllh and prevents them from progress
ing.(spiritually so fast as they other
wise! would. Mediums who cater to 
tliosfe who-desire only business advice 
seldiom show any exceptional ability in 
oithor matters; their time being bo 
miuch taken up with material consldera- 
Wons, all the better phases of medium- 
Bhfn tliat might, with attention, be de
veldped, are neglected. For that high
est ¡development of mediumship, which 
mini

say,
My spirit is at peace with all.”

The natural result of telling 
common troubles to a medium

t "The soul’s vague longing— 
The'aching void which nothing earthly 

. .. fills”
by teaching us to build from the foun
dation of things spiritual and eternal; 
too mucn attention cannot be given the 
earthly affairs and troublés of mortals.

Surely in planning thé work that 
Spiritualism should do, the spirit world 
never, intended its mediums to act as 
business advisers. Though there are 
exceptions, as a general rule a medi
um’s'proper work is ministering to 
spiritual needs. Granted that people’s 
spiritual welfare depends largely upon 
their- material surroundings, and that 
often the two are bound inextricably to

gether, so that a medium is obliged to 
consider both, yet this does not' alter 

"the fact that the spiritual should be 
given precedence, and the material only 
considered in so far as it affects the de
velopment of the spirit.

Neither can it be denied that there is 
a| large and growing number of medl- 
umsuwho give but scant attention to the 
sjplitual welfare of those who come to 
tjlwn, seemingly thinking that if they 
ctan advise them so far as this world’s 
Imtmasts are concerned they have done 
tfteir duty. Thus are many mediums 
negligent in taking advantage of their 
opportunities to further the interests 
of Spiritualism. Thus do they also 
hinder their own and their guides’ ad
vancement.

And the effect upon the Spiritualist 
or investigator who patronizes medi
ums because of trifles is equally harm
ful. To commune with spirits of an ad
vanced order you must prove yourself 
worthy of the honor by striving to 
leave, earth behind and to approach the 
plane on which they live.
“In vain shalt thou, or any, call 

■ The spirits from their golden day, 
Except, like them, thou, too, canst

choose, to follow tho jiath of least’ re
sistance and give, not the spiritual-help 

. and Instruction that is needed, but the 
( commercial advice that is desired, it 

should occasion no surprise If the cas
ual spectator classes them with the 
fakes, for It often takes a practiced 
eye to see the difference.

Unsatisfying though it would be to 
many, and working hardship for the 
mediums through" the consequent with
holding of patronage, Spiritualism 
would gain an added prestige and a 
greater degree of usefulness If its me
diums were to make theirs more of a 
Religious calling than many of them do 
atspresent, A class "of people would be 
attracted who would take a deeper in
terest in the cause than does the aver
age phenomenal Spiritualist; the 
frauds would be unable successfully.,to 
follow the genuine mediums into this 
field where the phenomena are used 
tor the elucidation of the philosophy, 
for those upon whom they rely for sup
port would stay behind (people who 
can think and analyze a subject don’t 
.unconsciously support the frauds); 
with the result that soon" Gie better 
class of mediums would have as large 
and remunerative a following as they 
have under the present system, where 
other things come first and religion 
comes last.

As well that we stop here to enquire 
who are to blame that conditions are 
as we find them, and what can be done 
about it.

The fault Ues not bo much with the 
mediums as with those who patronize 
them, seeking what it often is not best 
to give. Mediumship, fraiid-ridden as 
we find it. Is so only because of the 
gambling instinct that causes so many 
to demand more than can legitimately 
be given. And if mediumship—genu
ine mediumship—has developed along 
lines less religious than we should like, 
the same cause must be ascribed. Nec
essarily the remedy depends not alto
gether on the mediums—though to a 
great extent they can determine what 
they shall and shall not give, they and 
their guides are nonetheless more or 
less influenced by the demands made 
upon them by mortals. And so, on ulti
mate analysis, we find the solution of 
thé difficulty to be mainly consequent 
on a change in the attitude and action 
of those who consult mediums for self
ish reasons. ■

To bring about' this change is diffi
cult; Borne may say Impossible. But, 
though difficult, it is not impossible. 
Inculcate a proper ideal, and by in
sensible degrees practice will be made 
to conform to it. Persistently teach 
self-reliance, and fewer weak-willed in
dividuals will be met with; whereas 
continually to talk about the necessity 
for dependence and the danger of be
coming self-centered is to create in the 
pliant mind a feeling of timidity that is 
a hindrance to proper development and 
effective work. Let enlightened Spir
itualists dwell more upon the religious 
significance of Spiritualism, and less 
upon the earthly benefits it confers— 
encouraging mediumship for the spirit
ual instruction it gives, discouraging Its 
application to selfish ends—and ulti
mately public opinion will come to con
sider mediumship more of a religious 
institution, and mediums will not so 
often be asked to exercise their gifts to 
useless or harmful ends.

Spiritualism, to a greater extent than 
we usually realize, Is what we make it. 
For the spirit world to accomplish, any
thing worth while without the co-opera
tion of mortal man is extremely slow 
and tedious work. Their activity and. 
purpose cannot counteract our apathy 
and indifference. If Spiritualism ever 
fulfills its possibilities and accoin- 
pushes its needful work, it will be when 
we do our part with the enthusiasm 
and the thoroughness that enlightened 
spirits do theirs.

° Are some of us who call ourselves 
Spiritualists,” pertinently inquires the 
Banner of Light, "bo busy forming psy
chic circles for silent work, or success 
clubs to enable us to become suddenly 
rich by psychic powers, or so busy con
sulting spirits about stocks and bonds, 
corner lot Investments, divorces and 
marrylngs, are some of us so busy over 
these matters that we have neither in
clination por time to consider that if 
we are to maintain our place among re
formers- we must put aside all playing 
at being Spiritualists, cease running 
after spirits for worldly gain, and bold
ly say we are with the tollers in their 
struggles for better things, with the ig
norant for clearer knowledge, with the 
oppressed in their struggles for free
dom, with the spiritually misled in their 
desire for right guidance-’’

NINTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

Of the New York State Association of 
Spiritualiste.

The ninth annual convention of the 
New York State-Association of Spirit
ualists was held at Syracuse, Ns Y., 
June" 2, 3 and 4. 1905, in Empire Hall. 
Convention was opened by President 
Richardson in the chair; an invocation 
by Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds, ' A large 
number of delegates were present and 
all seemed filled with the spirit of har- 

I mony and enthusiasm. .
Usual committees were appointed 

end an address of welcome was made 
by Dr. Butterfield, responded to by H. 
W. Richardson.

The reports of the president, secre
tary and treasurer were read and re
ferred to the various committees, also 
report of the state missionary.

Secretary IJ. L. Whitney Introduced a 
resolution that a committee be appoint
ed to revise that article of Section 9, 
which demands that the executive 
board shall appoint a delegate for any 
society which.shall fall to.appoint a 
delegate to.the National convention and 
also to pay two dollars for each dele-, 
gate. Resolution was carried and the 
following committee appointed to re. 
vise that section of the by-laws: Mrs. 
J. H. R. Matteson, W. W. Kelsey, with 
H. L. Whitney, chairman.

Amendment committee also recom
mended that the president shall call the 
attention of the convention to the by
laws on revenue and Section 7 of Con
stitution on membership, and that tire 
convention pass a resolution that, com
mencing at the next convention, no so
ciety shall vote any member at conven
tion unless the secretary of that society 
has sent the name and address of each 
member to the state secretary as hav
ing paid per capita tax for that year as

deplore the elevation of mi ■d in

your 
and

seeking advice when you don’t need it 
is to destroy self-confidence and to 
create a feeling .of dependence that is 
inimical to individual effort and aspira- 

-tion, People who cannot make a move 
of any consequence without consulting 
a medium about it seldom attain any 
large measure of success in life. But 
he who exercises his own mind, and 
strives through his own efforts to find a 
satisfactory solution of whatever prob-' 
lem confronts him will unconsciously 
receive help from the spirit side of life 
—help that in most instances will be 
found more reliable than that given 
through a professional medium, for the 
obvious reason that in the former case 
your own guides will give the informa
tion direct to you, while in the latter 
instance it must pass from your guides 
to those of the medium, and then, after 
it has been transmitted to the medium, 
you receive it with the possibility of al
teration or mistake in transmission.

Am old-adage has it that “God helps 
those who try to help themselves.” The 
modern version, that every Spiritualist 
should take for a motto, is that “Spirits 
help those who try to help themselves.”

The damage that has resulted to the 
causa of Spiritualism from this attempt 
to turn over to the care of spirits affairs 
of concern only to mortals, would be 

' hard, to' compute. Verily, from “a 
cloiid.no larger than a man’s hand,” it 
has gradually grown, until now, in the 
minds of many, the true meaning of 

' Spiritualism is entirely obscured, and a 
"medium, Inslead of a mediator between 
spirit and mortal, is considered a liv
ing encyclopedia that will answer cor
rectly any question concerning _ any 
subject that It is desired to know about. 
So there gradually has been generated 
among outsiders a feeling that a Spirlt- 

, unlist medium is in the same rank with 
traveling, palmists- and gypsy fortune
tellers. :

Serving to accentuate this impression 
of unreliability, there, are many indi
viduals traveling about. the country 
claiming wonderful mediumistic pow
ers, and promising to remove all 
troubles, financial or otherwise, or doi 
other Impossible things. When genu-. 
Ine mediums, though on a lesser scale 
and without false pretense, try to do 
eimllsr things, many times they , are 
classed with the pretenders. • Mediums, 
Bo less than other people, are known by 
ibq company they keep, and if they

It is to be feared that there is far 
greater danger of harm resulting to the 
cause of Spiritualism from the mis
taken notions of mortals than from the 
evil actions of obsessing spirits. Be
cause of these mistaken ideas so wide
ly and tenaciously held, spirits not in 
harmony with themselves or with na
ture are often attracted, If all Spirit
ualists were right-minded and enter
tained only high ideals, obsession 
among us would be quite unknown.

These mistakes, so briefly referred to 
in the foregoing paragraphs, with oth
ers merely hinted at or else unmen- 
ttoned, are the results of Ignorance. 
The specific Is knowledge: ceaselessly 
try to instruct the beginner to start 
aright by cultivating an approximately 
correct idea of the purpose of Spiritual
ism and what is demanded of the per
son who would give strict adherence to 
its principles. In other words, learn 

I what it means to be a Spiritualist in all 
that the word implies, and then—con
sider that knowledge is something the 

¡ more of it you impart to others the 
I more you still will have. The average 
investigator is not so dense but that, if 
in error and shown the advantage of a 

I change, he will alter his course. And 
none are so barren of talent or per
suasiveness but that in some small way 
they can help toward better things.

I GEORGE B. FERRIS.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

demanded by our by-laws and consltu- 
tlon. Motion adopted.

The following reports will be read 
With pleasure:
Report of the Committee on the Pres- 

dent’s Message.
. Missionary Work.—Your commit 
tee heartily concur with the president's 
estimate of our sister, Mrs. Reynolds’ in 
her missionary work, and feel that we 
cannot appreciate too much her self- 
denying and arduous work; and w*e also 
quite agree with him that missionary 
work should be extended as rapidly as 
our finances will warrant.

Mass-meetings.—We feel that every 
society should consider it their duty to 
do all that is possible to assist the com
mittee on mass-meetings to make it 
possible for many more to be" held in 
the state, as they are of much value in 
disseminating the truths of our religion, 
and also to use tfielr influence in hav
ing state days at our camps.

Children's Lyceums.—We fully con
cur with our president in his report on 
lyceum work, and also with Mrs. Rey
nolds’ efforts that she has put forth to 
create a greater interest in the work. ■

Local Societies.—We fully agree with 
our" president in the need of: being 
awakened to s’uch a degree of enthusi
asm that the pocketbooks may be 
touched more readily and our religion 
not languish for financial support, and 
also that the growth of our societies 
may not be retarded because of friction 
and discord that tears down the work 
of years. The recommendation to de
vote ’one .or two meetings per month, 
where the local workers and members 
take charge of the exercises and dis
cuss topics of interest is a something 
in the way of growth, which is sadly 
needed, and your committee fully" agree 
with the recommendation. ■

Christian Science.—The president’s 
idea of making our religion so plain and 
full of old thoughts and new thoughts, 
that our members will not feel like be
ing gathered into other folds, seems to 
be an imperative duty to all interested. 
The recommendation to remember that 
Spiritualism is a broadgauge religion, 
and that the phenomena are, a stepping 
stone to the broader fields of spiritual 
unfoldment, should awaken the desire 
in our minds to live the real life spirit
ually and in all ways.

Settled Speakers.—We "concur with 
pur president in regard to settled 
speakers where the . finances of a so
ciety will admit. We fully agree with 
our'president in his report, and would 
like to Impress upon the minds of this 
convention, that if we wish the support 
of the New York State Convention of 
Spiritualists, in the hour of-need, we 
must strive earnestly to work in har
mony, and do. all in pur power to fur
ther its interest

GERTRUDE_MUDGE,

drugs or immorality—-while woman is 
ehunned and condemned for the same 
conditions. Let us lace títe fucté and 
do ail in our poweu to mm™ the°étand- 
ard of judgment ImpartiaPUhd jtfst.

Woman Suffrage.—Equal?1 rlghra for 
men and women is a subject of Vital im
portance too often treateirfllppWtly— 
rarely accorded faR copsiSéïatio'n!

Resolved that it is the dirty of-Spirit
ualists to inform themselves definitely 
upon this question, that nwy indy act 
Intelligently and speed tlíb timé when 
the ballot shall be given w airregard- 
less of sex. Resolved thar it th .the 
sense of this convention tliát wbijtan is 
not only entitled to a voleé' in'making 
the laws which she must obey, but that" 
She is qualified to stand side by side 
with man. in every avenue of life. To 
bear her share of labor, distinction or 
ignomipy, as the case may be.

Temperance—Resolved that as an in
telligent body of representative Spirit
ualists we note with anxiety the in
creasing tide of Intemperance' affectlng 
almost every degree of like habit. We 
should earnestly endeavor to awaken 
those addicted to forms of intemper
ance,—whether pertaining to beverage, 
food, speech or undue indulgences of 
any kind whatsoever; to the danger In 
their pathway, and by every available 
judicious measure strive to win to re
form all thus endangered. i

Resolved that we place on record our 
continued sentiment against war and in 
favor of arbitration. It is the duty of 
every true Spiritualist to use. his or 
her influence to bring about peace in 
all lands and in the hearts, of all indi
viduals—beginning at home.

Resolved that we commend the brav
ery of Admiral Togo and other high of
ficials in the army and navy of Japan, 
for openly advocating their sacred be
lief in the direct aid of their spirit an-, 
cestors; avowing that their success is 
due to the protection of spirits, all this 
in tiie face of the fact that their words 

! are to be read by the entire world of 
civilization, and knowing that the 
masses, will thoughtlessly Jeer or ignor
antly criticise.
' We deplore the manner of-.the many, 
who having become convinced of the 
truths of immortality, who know that 
their loved ones released from mortal 
life still live, become selfishly satisfied 
and hold tbemsqlves aloof from the 
cause, so far as acting goes. Therefore, 
be it resolved, that we strongly empha
size. the need of all who. know the truth 
to encourage the beginners in holding 
aloft the Banner of Truth, that the out
side world may learn that the benefits 
accruing of such knowledge—all Spirit
ualists should give the right hand of 
fellowship to honest means as well as 
their financial support. Also show in
terest in our society not only by attend
ance but in material aid to, the extent 
of their ability.

A Lesson From a lesson;
Some Bible Literature Worthy of Con- Servant of God in prophetic scjJptu»es

sidération. was to be victor over death; "thou wilt 
not leave my soul in sheol, Neither 
wilt sillier thine holy one to see corrup
tion.”

The Rev. John Lindsay ■ Withrow, 
who was former pastor of a church not 
far from the office of.The Progressive rPH1nTectioh and' what
Thinker, is nothing if not soundly or- -°M “ «• ’
dox in his religious views, and his meth
ods of Bible Interpretation and teach
ings.

Tear out of the sacred record all it

a tattered remnant would remain. But,

His “Lessons for Sunday,” widely 
published in the secular and religious 
press, are orthodox to the backbone, 
the sinews and the marrow, and pre
sent a fair sample of orthodox ratiocina
tion, orthodox reasoning, orthodox 
logic, and style of proofs to sustain or
thodox teachings. For these reasons 
his "lesson” furnishes a good subject 
for another lesson, for the delectation of 
non-orthodox readers. And that we 
may be fair, we present bis “Lesson” in 
full, scripturF and all:

Topic: "Thé Resurrection of .Jesus 
Christ." 1

more than any other part, the pages 
from which the gospel of Christ’s resur
rection were fended would be left a rag. 
tag. Let us nbte how much pruning 
would be required to rid the' book of 
massive evidence that He did rise.

There are eleven appearances be-
tween the dates of His resurrection and 
His ascension, (1) to Mary Magdalene 
alone, (2) to certain women returning 
from the sepulchre, (3) to Bimon Peter 
alone, (4) to two disciples as they 
walked to Emmaus, (5) to ten apostles 
in Jerusalem, Thomas being absent;
(6) to eleven apostles, Thomas being 
present; (7) to seven disciples fishing 
in the Lake of Galilee, (8) to eleven dis
ciples On a mountain, (9) to above 500Text: John xx, 11:23.

(For Sunday, June 4,1905,)
c^wST^^  ̂ Olives, when'ce He ascended

stooped down and looked into the sepuK to^XtW« rooro for ratloDal be. 

And seeth two angels in white sitting, «ef °» to
the one at the head and the other at the f ™nd<°w« winaK? hp 
tiie feet, where the body of Jesus had s.a?Y Him? Htalked wIth them.
iajn invited doubting Thomas to place his

finger in the scar the spear left in his

brethren at once, (10) to James only, 
and (11) to all the apostles on the

| Have You Asthma in Any Fqrm? / ' 
| Medical science at last reports a poal- 
i tlve cure for Asthma in every form in 
! tiie wonderful Kola Blunt, a new botan- | leal discovery iound on the Congo 
River, Wort Africa. Its.cures are really 
marvelous, therefore this remedy is of

i the most vital Interest to Asthmatic suf- 
|ferors,

Mr. Thaj. Phillips, No, 1’07 Middle st,, Paw
tucket,«. I., wr.tes May Oth, I thunk God unit , 
tho Kola Importing Co., for my cure of Asthma 
after 1 hud given up hopes of getting cured. 
Mrs.' Haggle.Gardner, of Ackworth,, Iowa, 1 
writes Muy 6111, uuffored for several years with 
Asthma mid could get uo’Wellef, but the Kola 
compound permanently cured me.. mr. c. 3. 
Case, Johnsonville, N, Y., writes May Mh, the 
Kola Compound proved u God smd to me, us It 
cured me of Asthma m the worst form, und I 
had suffered with It from childhood. Mr. E. ’ 
Aldrich. Mil Mill St,, Poughkeepsie, N, V„ a 
prominent citizen, writes, my son suffered with ! AsthiUU for seven years, Doctors could do noth
ing for him, aud to save bls life advised me to 
take him to Denver, Colo. A friend advised mo 
to try Hlmalya und It completely cured him. ■ 
Hundreds of. slmjlur letters have been recelvetl 
by the Importers, copies of which they will be glad to send you.

To prove beyond a doubt its wonder
ful curative power the Kola Importing : 
Co., No. 1161 Broadwpy, New York, will 
send a large case of the Kola Compound 
free by mail to ever/ reader of The Pro- ; 
gresslve Thinker who suffers from’ any 
form of Asthma; This is very fair, and 
we advise sufferers,'to send for. a case. 
It costs you nothing and you should 
surely try it '

And they say unto her, Woman, why 
.weepest thou? She saith unto them, 
Because they have taken away my 
Lord, and I know not where they have 
laid him- -

And when she had thus' said, she 
turned herself back and saw Jesus 
standing, and knew not that it was 
Jesus.

"The Constitution of Man." By 
Elizabeth Towne. Gives a clear and 
practical presentation 'of advanced" 
mental science and embodies many new:' 
and original ideas, and the fullest 
teaching extant as to the nature, con
trol and direction of desire. Brice 500.

"The Infidelity of Eccleslasticlsm. 
A Menace-to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science.- Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. .

"Success^ and How to "Win It" A 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A.,: 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 cts.

"Origin of Life, or Where Man Cornea 
From.” "The Evolution of the Spirit 
from' Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cents.*

"Spirit Echoes." My Mattle B. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven i 
of the author’s latest and choicest i 
poems. Neatly bound In doth, and with : 
gortrait of the author. Price 75 ent i

Chairwoman, 
E. E. EWING,

! L. A. HOLT, 
J. H. R. MATTESON. .

Report of Committee on Resolutions.
To the convention in assembly, gre'et- 

ing, good will, peace born of content
ment and happiness resulting from use
ful activity. Be it resolved, that as 
Spiritualists it is our duty to openly ad
vocate the truths of' Spiritualism" and 
so regulate our daily lives that all jffst 
criticism shall be of the type command
ing the respect and admiration of the 
world at large, that our words shall but 
reiterate our lives, never proving a 
travesty on our acts.

Resolved, that we would strongly reb i 
1 ommend every society to distribute | 
among their members and follows, the 

| declaration of. principles adopted by thé 
New York State Association, also that I 
the declaration shall be read from the 
rostrums" at one meeting each. month

I of the yearly session. '
Resolved, that we extend our heart- 

I felt sympathy to Harrison D. Barrett, 
president of the National Spiritualists 
Association, and to his talented wife in 

; their double bereavement, praying that 
everyconsolation may be afforded them; 
knowing that the spirit world will be 
their comforting stay, we can only unite 
with the.unseen by our.prayers, our 
tender affection and our deep sympathy.

Be it further resolved, that we ex
tend sympathy to all in our ranks who 
have been bereft of the earthly pres
ence of their,beloved. In loving grati
tude, we acknowledge the presence, 
guidance and aid of our arisen co-labor- 
ers, aud hold them in hallowed mem
ory.

As the results manifested In some of 
the students of the Morris Pratt Insti
tute, show the marvelous effect of edu
cation,

Therefore, be it resolved, that we em
phasize the need of education, both ru
dimentary and along the lines of psy
chic and advanced thought principles. 
The crying sin of child labor as prac
ticed all through our land, but more es
pecially in the'southern states, calls for 
more determined effort to crush out 

the monster evil. Resolved that'It is 
.the duty of Spiritualists, to work more 
earnestly and Judiciously in the lines of 
legislation to bring about the desired 
reform in this broad-field of duty. -

The day has dawned when the stand
ard of moral purity for man should be 
.as severe as that exacted of woman. 
Resolved that we commend the'strenu
ous effort to make the degree of re
quirement the same in both sexea JVe

Resolved, that we will unite ’ta ef
forts to’repeal the tyrannical Ifctvs of 
our state enacted in the interestJof the 
medical profession. AlsO'il'with Jr alert 
vigilance we will so far te possible, 
prevent the further enactment if such 
laws. Furthermore, we plfcdge oitr loy
alty, protection and support t,o albgenu- 
ine mediums who may fall victims to 
the unjust laws now upon our statute 
books, or hereinafter to be ... thus re
corded. .. n

Building for the future through' I lyce
um work, it is among the most: import
ant factors for the consideratiomAf this 
'convention. . vl ria ..

Therefore,"be it resolved, 'that as 
much depends upon the ^'attitude of 
prominent workers • towards the:estab
lishment and: main tainanco of lycetims 
throughout our state, that it shall be 
the bounden duty of all public advo
cates of bur grand cause to bring before 
their followers the importance of the 
correct- guidance of the young, while 
their minds are plastic, during the pe
riod when impressions are made so 
Strong that many of them: last forever. 
It is well said by the Catholic church: 
“Give me the child the first seven years, 
and you may have the rest.of his life.”

Resolved, that by this act we grate
fully acknowledge the courtesy and 
fairness of the press, both spiritual and 
secular, giving us so much space in 
their popularly crowded columns.

Resolved that the thanks of this con
vention are due and are hereby ten
dered to the officers and trustees of the 
New York State Association' of Spirit
ualists for their earnest efforts towards 
the success of the association. Also, to 
all who have so kindly assisted in mak^ 
Ing this convention a success and a red 
letter day in memory. We also tender 
our thanks tb Miss Victoria . C. Moore, 
for her~efilclent service in making our 
convention bo attractive and enter
taining. For comfortable accommoda-. 
tions, efficient service and genial court
esy, we thank Messrs. Hickok & Smith 
of the Empire House. „To Professor 
Marsh we tender our grateful acknowl
edgment for the delightful music—care
fully selected and artistically rendered.

For the advancement .made during 
the year, for the unanimity of thought
ful desire in carrying forward the good 
work, for all our blessings, some of 
them In disguise, we are truly thankful, 
and be it resolved, that we. will carry 
from this convocation only .good will, 
earnest purpose and unprejudiced judg
ment

HARRIET M. RATHBURN, 
v > .Chairwoman.

TILLIE U. REYNOLDS. 
LAURA A. HOLT.

■ The convention adopted'à resolution 
that thé next convention should be held 
at Buffalo, N. Y., on Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday of the .first week in June, 
1906. -

■ The convention by resolution of Mrs. 
B. M. Travis; the assistant ■ secretary, ' 
offered a vote of thanks to thé officers 
and board of trustees for ¡their efficient 
services for the past year* " :

The officers and trustees; elected for I 
the ensuing year are as follows :< Presi
dent, H. W. Richardson, ¡East ¡Aurora; 
vice-president, Mrs. Carri&B. Sl'Twing, 
Westfield, N. Y.; second ¡Vice-president, 
Mrsl Tillie U. ReynoldsjbTrojWN. Y.; 
secretary, Herbert L. Whitney, Brook-, 
lyn, N. Y.; treasurer, Mrs. Harriet M. 
Rathbun, Fort Washington,miN. Y. 
Trustees, Mrs. Laura AA " Holt,’ " West 
Potsdam, N. Y.; Mrs. LeWis Ddhl, El
mira, N. Y.; Mrs. J. HaR. Matteson, 
Buffalo, N. Y.; Mr. J. W. Steatits, Buf
falo, N. Y. ' . tie'

■ Among the speakers iSf théf conven
tion were H. W. Richardson, Mrs'. C. E. 
S. Twing, Mrs. T. U. Reynolds/Mrs.. L. 
A. Holt, Miss" Sarah Woodruff,1 Mrs. G. 
Mudge. Dr. E. F. Butterfield, Mrs. J. H. 
R. Matteson; Mrs. A. RJÇébpêr/W. W. 
Kelsey, Mrs.,E. M.JTravïS, Mrs. Emer
son, Mrs, Thatcher, Mrs. M;'Arnold, H. 
L. Whitney, Mrs. J. Grant, Charles Hul- 
burt, Mrs. H..DuhI, MrsKH. M. Rath
bun, E. G.' Riley, Mrs." Jennings, Miss 
Faulkner, Mr. -Underhilland Mrs. 
Fargo. : ' ■ :

Miss Victoria Moore of Dryden,. N. Y., 
the talented elocutionist,' ffivored the 
contention from time to time with lit- 
erary- sélections. Prof. G— L. Marsh 
•furnished the music.'- - 

i Mrs. J. H. R. Matteson of Buffalo, N. 
i Y., one of new trustees, donated one 
¡hundred dollars to be used for. the mis- 
I slonaty work for the comlng’year. One 
hundred and twenty-three..dollars: and

I Jesus saith unto her. Woman, why 
weepest thou? Whom seekest! thou? 
^he, supposing him to be the gardner, 

i saith unto him, Sir, if thou have borne 
him-hence, tell me where thou hast laid 
him, and I will take him away.

Jesus saith unto her, Mary, She 
turned herself and saith unto him. 
Rabboni: which is to say, Master.

Jesus saith unto her.. Touch me not; 
for Í am not yet ascended to my 
Father; but go to my brethren and say 
unto them, I ascend unto my Father, 
and your Father, and to my God, and 
your God. . '

Mary Magdalene came and told the 
disciples that she had seen the Lord 
and that he had spoken these things 
unto her.

Then the same day at evening, being 
the first day of the. week, when the 
doors were shut where the disciples 
were assembled for fear of the Jews, 
came Jesus and, stood in the midst, and 
saith unto them, Peace be unto you. 
“ And when he had bo said he shewed 
unto them his hands and his Bide. Then 
were the disciples'glad when they saw 
the Lord. .

Then said Jesús to them again, Peace 
be unto you; as my Father hath sent 
me, even so send I you.

And when he had said this he 
breathed on them and saith unto them, 
Receive you the Holy Ghost.
, Whosesoever sins.yé remit, they are 
remitted unto them; and whosesoever 
sins ye retain, they are retained,-

'Proof That Jesus Rose.

side; an(l that skeptical disciple cried 
out, "My Lord and my God.” Jesus 
also spoke.wiU1 Mary Magdalene at the 
sepulchre.

Mary Magdalene Watched.
It has been said, with reason, I think, 

that more than any human being, after 
his blessed mother Mary, Mary Magda
lene loved Jesus. She was last at the 
cross, she attentively and tearfully 
watched where they laid Him. She was 
so eagerly anxious for any development 
of events that “while, it was yet dark" 
on that morning of the third day came 
Mary Magdalene to the grave. She 
could not remain away.

Is It probable, or within the possible, 
that she did not know Jesus from a 
ghostrAnd if we admit that at her 
first look she knew not that it was 
Jesus" was It anything different from 
experiences that most of us have had? 
But when Jesus saith unto her, Mary, 
she turned herself and saith unto Him, 
Rabboni, which is to say. Master. Pres
ently Mary, the virgin mother, came, 
and who will lay a He at the lips of that 
holy woman. Who will guess she did 
not know her holy son?

Accepting the certainty of the resur
rection of Jesus as settled, is there not 
ground on which to rest many of the 
most blessed truths? We are on solid 
ground of faith that Jesus was the Mes
siah promised many ages before His 
epiphany. The Jesus of the gospels is 
as closely fitted to the Messiah of the 
Old Testament as a photograph is to 
the face of which it is a likeness.

Another fact we infer from satisfied 
faith that Jesus did rise, the fact that 
death does not end all. immortality 
holds our hearts to endless motion—

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

The readers1 of The Progressive ' 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book, it is Intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
bas been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and. research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not .answered in ita pages, i 
price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to ‘ I |
HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio. ' |

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

not in the pumping valves, but in the 
heating life. What, then, Bhall it be 
that will make immortality enviable? 

___ ___ _ This, that we shall see, know and sing 
No historical statement In holy scrip- J>r^ses^of jlemrs Jlm’eyer ^or-

ture is more buttressed with proofs 
than the proclamation that Jesus rose 
from the dead after they of Jerusalem 
had crucified and entombed Him. The

ever; that there the highest and holiest
loves of our earthly relationships shall 
be resumed and enlarged, and filled 
with experiences ineffable.

Then, too, we have right to infer 
from the resurrection of Jesus that

arguments are both cumulative and 
convincing. Before, all. else we are as
sured that He rose by considering the . ^„rreoHnn life 
weakness of, the arguments that, have tearB 

’bèen adduced to show, that He -did not 
rise. Of all that class let'us review 
twb. .

there will-be no more trials, troubles,

JOHN LINDSAY WITHROW.

' First,,we refer to the story-of the dis
ciples having stolen the body. We see 
the-absurdity of this story at a glance. 
•For what possible element of truth can 
there be in it, seeing Christ’s disciples 
all forsook Him and fled Thursday night 
out in Gethsemane. Not one, except, 
John, was visible Friday at the cruci
fixion. Is it thinkable that in the night 
of Saturday "they would venture out to 
the sepulchre knowing, as doubtless it 
Was generally known, that a guard of 
Roman soldiers -was there for the or
dered purpose of preventing grave rob
bery?
* The other scheme for accounting for 
only an Imaginary or visionary resur
rection is to say that some time subse
quent to the death of Jesus one of His 
former disciples met another and inci
dentally asked him if he had heard any
thing of Jesus having risen. Suppose 
he answered, No! "Well, I have have,” 
the other might say. Presently one of 
these might meet a third, and the same 
matter is mooted, and thus the story 
could easily take shape anti the fable 
become a fact of faith. Thus our crit
ics’construct the vision theory and 
make a plausible showing. But that it 
is as baseless as the fabric of a dream 
we discover by this that the appearance 
ot Jesus was not that df a ghost com
ing to view and vanishing at once.

Bible Foretells Event.
Passing now from the doubter to such 

disciples of Jesus as rejoice in the be
lief that the crucified did rise in bodily 
form from thè dead, what are unan
swerable arguments in support of the
fact? The Bible propl 
claims it and proves it

it, pro- 
suffering

Park Street Church, Boston.

There you have it! The negative 
proofs and the positive proofs—cumula
tive at that—Pelion upon ossa—so to 
speak—and inexpugnable to the mind 
drilled and crystallized Into the ortho
dox style of logic and orthodox quality 
of proofs.

The learned and very orthodox Rev. 
Dr’s, method is as easy as rolling off a 
log—if you don’t mind the jolt. He 
simply proves one "verse” of "scrip
ture” true by quoting another verse of 
"scripture”—proves bible by bible—and 
that settles the whole matter—accord
ing to the orthodox mind.

There is one reason for this method: 
It consists in the fact that there is no 
testimony to establish the validity of 
these proofs, to be found in any con
temporary historical records. And if 
these things actually occurred, it is 
strange that matters of such remark
able Import should wholly escape the 
notice of Roman and other writers who 
must surely have heard of them If they 
really transpired at the times stated.

It is decidedly a case where proof of 
the proofs is required, to establish real 
value to them.

The vaunted “solid ground of faith,”> 
of the learned Doctor, is simply "faith” 
—faith alone—"satisfied faith—" satis
fied without any real proof. It is vir
tually: I believe it because I believe it 
—that is my evidence of its truth. My 
faith is my proof.

"Faith” is the evidence that the phys
ical body df Jesus, wounds and all, was 
raised to physical life from actual 
death. Aside from “faith,” there Is no 
evidence that such resurrection ever oc
curred. j. c. Underhill.

Hammond, Ind.

These pamphlets were published by । 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine , 
and are all by eminent and able writers. ' 
The price on most of them has been re- | 
duced.

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Pingaidt. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents. I

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their i 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof. 
Charles G. Brown. Price 5 cents. 1

Religion in the Republic. By Mrs.
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture deliv
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society , 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents. I

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 1 
Stedman. Price 8 cents. ।

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
. Commentary on the Whole Bible. By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.

I Revelation Under the Microscope of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad- 
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake. 
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The "Recon
ciliation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus ot 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Re
futed by “Corvinus.” Price 10 cents.

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman. 
With his portrait and life sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Have They Done for the World? By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.

Joha Tvndall Memorial. Ten shor- 
sketches of the life of this great mar-»nu 
Price 10 cents ',“5;

Cosmology Against Theology. By 
Vindex. Price 10 cents.

Church and State. The Bible in the 
Public Schools. The New American 
Party. A Criticism by “Jefferson." 
Price 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or What the 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

“Why An Expurgated Bible?’’. By 
Rev. E. H. Keeas. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought. 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept: 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; Its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil. By 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien-
tifie Assumption. By Henry M.

fifty-one cents was donated for the gen
eral fund.

One of the great surprises to the con
vention was the remarkably fine ad
dress delivered by the guide of Mrs. E. 
M. Travis of Hornellsville, N. Y., Sun- 
day afternoon, June 4.-
Total receipts June 1; 1905,..$1,362.93
Total expense. .. . 921.18

' -■ $431.75
Now in conclusion we feel that the 

ninth annual convention ■ of the New 
York State Association of Spiritualists 
has proven an unbounded success in ev
ery way. - ' H. I* WHITNEY,

Secretary. .
85 Irving Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

»'Beyond the Vail.” "A Sequel to 
"Rending the Vail.” Being a compila
tion, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific'and personal verification
•‘What We Shall Be," and a code 
ethics, requisite to the most speedy 
alizatlon of .the highest and purest 
liclty attainable in the future life.

of 
of 
re
fe-

very remarkable book. Large, octavo, 
6Q0 pages. Price, 51.75.

"Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for ail 
who have the care or training of cW 
Area. Pries 65 cents.

“The Kingship of Self-Control.” By 
Wm? George Jordan. . It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 30-cents.. ■

•Continuity ot LKe a ommio Trutn.“ 
By FroL W. M. Lockwood. The work el 
a strong, logical thinker, oa a. dosgly

PUR DEAD.

Dead? we call them dead, 
But there are no dead. 
They who were our earthly friends, 
They whom we loved most dear, 
Are not dead.
That which was earthly 
Has to the earth returned, 
But they have ascended to 
A higher, better life. 
And, living", greet us 
From the other shore. 
Depd? No not dead, 
But born again, 
And in the world of spirits 
They are still ours, 
And cling ¡more closely to us ' 
Than -while in earth life 
We with these earthly eyes 
Beheld their earthly forms. 
Dead? No, not dead. , 
There are no .dead. 
But resurrected from the earthly , tomb 
(the earthly body)
The immortal life lives on, ' 
And on, into eternity.
Then mourn we not for them as dead. 
But in memory hold them ever near. 
And as we decorate their graves with 

flowers
Remindful of the love we bear. 
We will turn a loving thought 
To them in spirit life, and 
Ask that on us, they their blessings 

shed,

Price 10 cents.
Liberalized Christianity.

M. Taber. Price 5 cents.
The Republic in Danger.

M. Taber. Price 10 cents.
In Place of Christianity. 

M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

Taber.

By

By

By

Henry

Henry

Henry

"Bight Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” < By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations, a plea 
for justice and equality in all the rela
tions of life between men and women. 
Cloth. 75 cents; leatherette. 50 cent».

"Social Upbuilding, Including coop
erative Systems and tho Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cent». For sal»

this offioo. *
"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 

e.t an Event In Life.” By Lilian Whit- 
frg. One ot Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, Intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It Is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price JL

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author ot 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state, 
ment of facta concerning the efforts ot 
church leaders to got control of the gov । ■ 
emment An important work. Paper, 
25 cents.

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. Tho Culilva-s. 
tlon ot Personal Beauty. Based on Hy- ”
glene and Health Culture. By-twentywith n«-/« .v . > - giene ana neaitn culture. uy-tweniyWith flowers eternal from their homes physicians and specialist». .Edited by 

apove. . • Albert Turner.” Of especial interest
Sterling, III.

DR. J. A. MARVIN. ' I aud value.. Price JL
i "The Commandments. Analyzed.’’ By. 
! W. H. Bach. Tho Commandments are 
i not only analyzed, but contrasted with"The Majesty of Calmness, or Inai- 

vidua! Problems and Possibilities." Hy

"The New Lite.". i>y L-rcy ^rr.er.
The comniandmsnta Analyzed, pno« : Eortnenily ,:l'« ! LiB

! other lllblo passage:, showlag great tn- ’• 
I vcngrultles. Price 25 cenia
■ = "The New Lit«.“ Uy L'-rcy Borner. >

Excellent in tono 044 
Price, cloth, IL .

?
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»«sivBiwra DEATH FORETOLD 4N VISION.

$
«J. & FRANCIS, editor and W^tw
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION 4
Was PnoGBESBrvB TarsKBBwlllbalumlshsd 

«btilfurUwr uotioe at the following tarma, in- 
Variably ImLdvßUGH:
Ona Year....... . .................. .................. .
’TlUrtoöU Weeks........... ...........  plagia ‘Copy,...... .

. EEMECTAMCES:

tl DO BOotS 
,Ü5ct3 
» Écu

Remit by Postofflcs Money order,-Rezlstered 
Letter or Dreft on CUicugo or New York. It 
costs from 10 lots cants to gat checks cashed on 
local hanks, so do not -send them unless you 
Wish teat amount deducted -from the ¡amount 
sent. Address-all letters to J. It JPRANCIS, 00 
Loomis Street,-Chicago, Ill.

TAH£ XOlKBl A
At thecxplration of subscription, if not «■ 
newel, tho paper Is disconudued. No bills 
will beBentror-extranum.bers.

fSTIt youAonot receive your paper promptly 
writ® us, and any errors In address will be 
promptly corrected, -and missing numbers 
supplied gratis.

tyWhenever you desire the address-of your 
• ■ paper ¡changed, always give the -address ol 

Xlioplace to which It ¡has beau going or tho 
change cannot bo made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign, countries is J2.

SATURDAY, JUNE 24, 3905.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
-You should not sand money In a let

ter. You may dp so a dozen times safe
ly,, and then the next remittance may • 
be lost or stolen. 'Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th.-n you are per- ' 
fectly safe, and will save yourstflf an-1 
noyance and trouble.

Iwartant Historical Correction. ( 
“The clothas ol Jesus” is often man- 

tioned by writers, «always In the plural,- 
aa if he had a stock of them. T-he 
writer has given close attention, to cuis ( 
•subject, ¿nd he «finds that Kitto was -cor-; 
rect tn fits statement, in his article -on i 
"Dross” In his “Cyclopedia of Biblical: 
Literature,’’ when he said:,

. “Persons of the humbler classes [of 
Hebrews! were content with the shirt 
and the mantle. The -wealthier people 
hud other robes between these two,; 
forming a complete dress without the: 
mantle.” '

In a previous passage in the same ar
ticle Kitto days:

“AU the men wear sandals. Some of 
them are Clad in a short tunic, or shirt, 
with Close sleeves."

"The mantle. It seems, was for winter 
•use, nnd was -only owned -by the better 
class. The tunic, called a -coat some
times, exhibited as the identical one 
divided among the soldiers at the cru
cifixion, was only a short-sleeved -tunic 
-or .shirt, which in length would scarcely 
reach the knees.

Josephus, in his account of ihe Es
senes, says the members of that sect 
wore their clothes until they fell from 
the body, The translators of the New 
Testament seem to have labored in 
their renderings to enlarge the ward
robe «of Jesus beyond what the facts of 
history -will warrant. He was very 
poor, a veritable tramp, to usq a mod
ern phrase, "Without where to lay "his 
head,” ever denouncing the rich, and 
promising special favors to Ilie desti
tute, of which he seems to have been a 
distinguished example. His apparel 

« was that 'of a tunic, and nothing -else, if 
; the history of 'those times are trust? 
: worthy.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

jjjltor-at-Large for the National Sfilr®' 
uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to «*• 
aWer all attacks ta the -secular or xellg• 
lota press on Spiritualism. ¡Band kin* 
«dippings when a a attack is anode, giv* 
teg date and name at paper. AddreM 
Mm at Berlin Haights, Ohio.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Any person donating one dollar to 

the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S. 
A, will, if desired, receive one set of 
spiritual tracts and one copy of “Vio- 
lete," a booklet of choice ¡spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy of 
“Leaves of Truth," a cloth-bound book 
of instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY,
N. S. A Secretary. 

iOS Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

| Prayers Did Not Save Them.
Dear, dear, what is this world coming 

to? The Japanese, an atheistic nation, 
as represented by the preachers, met 
the Russian fleet to open sea, on the 
27th ult, and after two days’ fighting 
almost annihilated the Christian forces. 
When Rojestvensky saw the Japanese 
squadron approaching tor attack, he or
dered the decks cleared for battle, 
while the chaplain knelt in prayer, ap
pealing to the God of "hosts for victory. 
The action commenced. One after an
other of that powerful fleet went down, 
in many cases carrying their large 
crews of many hundred and their offi
cers with them. So terrible was the 
defeat; the czar absolutely wept, say 
Ihe reports, when he learned Of the re
sult. The bones of St. Serafin did not 
save the Russians. Neither ¡did the 
prayers of the chaplains. The appeal 
made to that saint came quite too late
to be effective.

The German 
"id the czar’s 
titdecline of

emperor lately attrib- 
disasters in the East to 
religion in Russia. A

Satan a Beneficiary.
It has been no uncommon matter for ’ 

■churchmen, under stress of religious 
teachings, to devote, fay last will and 1 
testament, their worldly possessions to ■ 
the Church of their faith. But now 
comes news of an -individual who has 
set a new example, by bequeathing his 
wealth, not to God -and the Church, but i 
to Satan.

As -stated in. «the Chicago Chronicle, i 
a citizen of Finland leaves all jilB pos-; 
sessions to the Evil One.

We do not set it before our readers ■ 
as an •example for Spiritualists to M-1 
low for they can db a better work by i 
devbtlpg their wealth to aid the Cause"! 
of Spiritualism, the Mediums’ Fund, 
etc.:

“There is only one spot on the i 
earth's surface that has 'actually been i 
«willed, deeded and bequeathed to his: 
satanlc majesty. This spot lies four 
miles and a half south of Helsingfors, 
■Finland. A few years ago Lara Huila- ■ 
riene died in the. little town «of PefliB- 
j&rvi, In the above-named country, leav
ing considerable property in the shape 
of landed estate.

“How he had come into possession of 
so much land no one seemed to know, 
but as he was a bad citizen it was gen
erally admitted that he was in league 
with wintahausu ¡(Satan) and that they 
had many business deals with each 
other. This somewhat startling tipin- 
ion was verified when among old ¡Huil- 
arlene’s papers a certified warranty 
deed was found which deeded to Satan 
all his earthly possessions. The will 
was to the same effect»

The family has repeatedly tried to 
break, the will, but so far has been un
successful. Thus the records show 
that his sulphuric majesty has a legal 
right and title to some excellent ground 
in the near vicinity of Helsingfors. The 
simple people of the neightoorhoad 
have changed the course ¡of the road 
which formerly skirted the Huflariene 
•homestead and declare that they would 
not -enter the possessions of Satan & 
Co. for all the money that the three 
states would bring."

• A Menetreys Dreefi.
A healthy agitation Is going on ia the 

■bosom of the Presbyterian sect, and it 
will not “down” at the bidding of crys
tallized conservative believer» of the 
olden type, who fear innovation of 
-newer and humaner -views, and the in
roads of heresy within the fold of ortho
doxy.

It does seem strange—an anachro- ■ 
nlsm with the spirit of the age—that 
good men, men actuated by high moral 
principle in all that concerns the order-' 
ing of their thoughts and lives, should 
tenaciously cling to a creed that makes ; 
an almighty monster of God; a Creed, in 1 
fact, to which no pmetie'e or belief of - 
any savage or lowest heathen tribe or 
people can compare in point of utter 
heartless, maligpant devilishness. ' .

In truth, we owe an apology to that 
mythical personage—the devil—-for -us- ; 
ipg the term devllishness la such con- ■ 
nectlon.

We would gladly help our Presbyte
rian friends to'a saner and humaner be
lief, but they must work out their own 
salvation—or damnation—or let it 
work out according their God's election ‘ 
and foreoTdination.

Our readers will find the following,: 
from the press reports, mighty interest-; 
ing reading:

A proposition to cast aside the fa
mous and much-disoussed Westminster 
confession was the principal. subject 
discussed before the general assembly 
of the Presbyterian church, recently in 
session at Winona Lake, Ind.

The assembly, at a previous session, 
adopted the Brief Statement of the Re
formed Faith, but not «as the creed of ■ 
the church, the Westminster confession 
remaining tire cr-end.

The overture for tthe dropping of this 
-ancient creed was made to the ¡general: 
assembly by the presbytery of Nassau,: 
Long Island. Rev. Dr. Samuel T. 'Gar- ’ 
ter, who led in the movement in toe 1 
eastern presbytery, wrote the following 
statement regarding the proposal:

The Westminster ¡confession presents-■ 
for the -worship and allegiance of men a. 

; God who, according to the good pleas- 
. are of His will, assigned the millions of' 
: the tatman race to endless torment be- 
i fore they were born -or bad done good ■ 
' ¡or ill.

¡Of this number a large company died 
in infancy and -committed no personal; 

j transgression. Tho whole heathen' 
। world formed another large company; 
i by Ilie teachings -of tihe «confession Ho- 
i mer and Virgil, Plato and -Socrates,;

"Cato and Antonius, Confucius and Gau- i 
. tama are at Riis moment roasting in: 
the literal flames of hell,fire and shall: 

i so burn Sorever and ¡ever. !
Spys God -Is a Monster. ;

Has the Presbyterian rihurch the face 
, to make this declaration to the men tif: 

this ¡generation? The Westminster con- 
. iesslon in fact says that God is a mon- - 
‘ ster, modern theeflogy says that he 4b 
i 
, In this sentence lies ¡the whole gist; 
. of the contention.

Tamerlane built a pyramid of 2,000 
‘ men of .the garrison -of Herat, laid in 
■ brick «and mbrtar and -history calls him 
a monster for doing it. Lord Jeffreys 
presided over the “Bloody Circuit,” in 

i which he condemned 700 to execution, 
' and he stands scorned and by himself 
i on the roll of England’s chancellors.

But Tamerlane and Jeffreys were 
sweet bouIb compared -with a God who 

. «could condemn a whole race to endless 

. torment for a single sin.
• Readers of “Lorna Boone” wiU re- 
' member how the robber Boones of Rag-1 

worthy looted a farmer's cottage and' 
found a little babe in its cradle. One 
of them called to hi^ comrade to .have 

, a game with him. He tossed the infant 
' to tho -ether, -who caught it upon the 
point of his pike.

MmERY PF LIFE SOLVED, I 
Dr. Ll^fieid Declares He Has Discov

ered Nature’s Method—Scientist
Whose 'Claims Have Attracted Atten- i 
tlonltsuesfitatement—Cells of Plant; 
or Warm iv Animal AU Look Alike In ■ 
Flrai'StagiS! ■■ '
Thafj.be n^as 'discovered nature's: 

method of ip^>ducbig life 1b ihe asser
tion made In ¿a -signed -statement by Dr.! 
Dharie% W. .-^(ttiefiejd of Alexandria, i 
the scientist, ¿¡whose experiments have ; 
been a^ractfop the attention of the sci
entific worlifojor the last two years. 
From mlnerMB subjected to chemical 
action, he declares, he has produced ml- 
croscorfp ;pi^| forms, and from the de- 
¡compos^ion qj vegetable matter he has • 
evolve^ «distinct types of animal life,' 
Following .is 'the ¡first complete state-: 
meat of ¡the results «of his -experiments; 
that Dr. Littlefield lias made:

“It fags .lon^ been believed fay sclen-1 
lists thatthgpe is ' one universal sub-; 
stance upon , which energy in its multi-; 
tude of manifestations is operating con
tinually—some manifestation of this; 
energy must be what we regal’d as the 
‘vital principle’ in nature. Whether, 
this erergy is the outgrowth ¡of chemi
cal action.or reaction it is not my pur-! 
pose to discuss or whether inteUfgence J
i; ¡the «outgrowth. of combinations oí
matter or the notion of energy upon; 
matter—these ¡are .questions ¡that I willi 
attempt to. solve when I have finished i 
my. book upon Abiogenesis. Upon this« 
subject scientists have long been ¡dl- i 
vided—some ¡believing it possible and 
yet not practicable, the majority, how-. 
ever, claiming that it is utterly impos- - 
sible. My experiments, however, have 
not only demonstrated the fact ef spon
taneous .generation, but they ¡also, 
strongly indicate that this 1b nature's - 
method ¡of producing living forms 'orig
inally. -

Follows Laws of Nature. '
“I do not bdlleve It possible that I 

could take the common chemical com- ’ 
pounds «of Which ‘ animal and vegetable -' 
life are composed and compel them to 
do-■something for me in the laboratory 
that is contrary to nature's laws. Na-; 
ture has but one law in each depart-: 
ment of her ¡dominion, and since life. 
has resulted from these experiments It ‘ 
is fair to assume that I have discovered, 
nature’s method of producing life. That' 
forms are only microscopic in size is 
no evidence that ¡a different law has 
produced them tram that which ’has pro
duced all living 'creatures. Indeed, 
their diminutive size 1b the best evi-: 
denoe of their spontaneity, for in na-; 
ture’s realm there are animals many 
thousands -bf times larger than the ones 
Whose photographs I have made. I 
take ft that th e true scientist is he who 
interprets "nature’s methods correctly 
and the best proof of the truth of any 
theory 1b ifi fie results obtained by put
ting that theory to the crucial test.

’‘There is nothing very mysterious in 
these producnpns—the mystery is in 
their novelty;''nor is there any secret 
connected wfih their production which 
I am ready tptdiscusB. -The process Is 
a simple operas are all of nature's 
methods. Either through accident or 
design tfiiemwals have come together 
and formetl compounds, which com
pounds have crystallized, and,under the 
action % the .'-elements, have broken 
down many nimdredB of times, each
succeet tation approaching near-

Rhian contributor to the London Na- 
ti41 Review seems to entertain an op- 
pite opinion. He declares that from 
the ar down to the humblest soldier ' 

( ,> ■ *w“-pg|ntbe'.T has been conducted in harmony • 
. ., Christian teaching. But let us 

bear what the Russians had to say rm 
the subject We quote from the Re
view':

“When Admiral Togo’s terpedo boats : 
first damaged our battleships, we grew 
angry and chanted Te Deums. To re
peated torpedo attacks "we answered fay 
multiplying prayers. The Japanese pre
pared for the campaign by dispatching 
troops; and we answered by opening 
our folding icons (holy pictures in the 
Greek church] and holding aloft our re
ligious banners and crosses and by 
bending pliant knees. Out command
ers, on being appointed, went about to 
the’holy places from monastery to mon
astery watching and waiting. Kuro
patkin pilgrimaged thus for 14 days 
and garnered in a gallery of icons unto 
thé destruction of the enemy. Foreign-, 
ers admired us. “What a religious peo
ple,’ they said, 'are these Russians’’ 
While the Japanese are advancing to
ward Turenchen the pious Muscovites 
áre still engaged in prayers. Ai last 
Kuropatkin, with a wagon load of holy 
images, set out hopefully for Mancha- ( 
ria. Admiral "Skrydloff also watched 
and prayed and collected images 
against the impious enemy. And yet 
our society, wise in its generation, says ■ 
the enemy chose the better part.”

This was written and published long • 
before the recent naval contest, but it 
remained truthful to the end. '

The “God of battles” is a figment of 
speech. It is destitute of meaning. 

, God wages no warfare for or against ; 
mortals. The ant-hills’ citizens -may ; 
contend from “rosy morn to dewy 

• eve,” and the Monarch of all worlds 
; heeds them not; and the same is true 
«of man. Holy books tell of his. stopping 

the sun in its course to allow !hls favor
ites -to slaughter their enemies; but no 
one, save a priest, is bound to believe 
the ¡silly fiction.

It was the brave, strong arm of the 
Japs that won the battles, and we are 
all glad to see them come to the front 
as a powerful nation, triumphing over 
wrong, though the tatter candes the 
banner ¡of the cross.

Prominent New Zealander Tells of Wo
man Suffrage.

Mr. George Shirtcliffe, president of 
the Chamber of Commerce, Wellington, 
N. Z., has recently arrived in. this coun
try on a tour of sightseeing and pleas
ure. Much of the progress which New 
"Zealand has made during the past few 
years he attributes to Hue fact that the 
influence of their women is brought ■ 
Into public affaire. He said:

“The island colony is far ahead of i 
all the other colonies of the empire in 
her endeavors to cope with the great 
vexed questions of modern .society by 
means of direct legislation.

“Woman suffrage which prevails 
throghout New Zealand is one of the 
greatest forces to. the purification of 
society that -can be imagined. In all 
matters affecting morals or education, 
the women of the colony exercise their 
franchise irrespective of their hus- 
bands’ political leanings. In matters 
purely political I believe that in the 
great majority of cases they -duplicate 
thir husbands’ votes.

"As a result of this, the colony Is 
governed by local option and the sale 
of liquor is absolutely forbidden in 
many territories. I am confident though 
personally I am not in favor of probi-

Barbarian Christianity.
Here is a late special, which -seems to 

। demand the heading we give it:
"Moscow, June Ifi.—The attacks on 

the JeWs of Minsk, 300 miles northeast 
. of here, were renewed last night and to- 
. day by the troops. -The police to-day 
• joined in the attacks," and nearly one 

hundred persons were shot, most of 
them being Jews. Eleven of tiie in-

■ jured cannot recover."
( “The military is said to have declared 
. its Intention of killing . every Jew in 

Minsk. Tho objects of the persecution 
are fleeing from the town.”

IVere these soldiers inspired by ihe 
words ©f Jesus, when he said:
'‘But «nine enemies which would not I 

should reign over them, bring hither 
. and slay them before me.'’—Luke 19:27.

bition, that within a short time 
shall have prohibition throughout 
island.”

we 
the

Rejects God of Confession.
We call these men fiends, but 

were bright angels and seraphs 
pared with a God who could send

Wrong Man Fined.
A young man in Chattanooga, Tenn„ , 

who fell asleep In church and snored,, 
was prosecuted by the pastor, ter dis
turbing the congregation, and was fined 
?20. The preacher who could not hold 
the attention of iris auditors was the 
one who should have been fined. It 
will be prudent for Charies Shubert, 
and others like him, who «cannot breathe 
the fetid and devitalized air «Of a church, 
shut up all the week and filled with 
poisonous gases, which have escaped 
from many lungs on Sunday, without 
going to sleep, should See to the woods 
•on God’s holy day, where he can get an 
abundance of ozone if preachers 
would limit their discourses to ¡40 min
utes it would be very seldom their audi-
tors would sleep so soundly as 
snore.

to

Damnable a Better Word.
A lady correspondent Of the Truth 

Seeker, does not compliment Jesus for 
his teaching, as cited by her. These are 
the offensive passages -she quotes:

“But mine enemies which weald not 
that I should reign over them,' bring 
hither and slay -them before me.'1— 
Luke 19:27.

That was putting it pretty strong; 
but here is another passage, which she 
characterizes as “beautiful’-:

“If any man come not to me, and hate 
not his father, and .mother, and wife, 
and children, and brethren, nnd aisters, 
[that seems to take the whole family] 
yea, and his own ¡life also, be caanot be 
my disciple."’—Luke 14:26.

Verily, in place'cf “beautitar we be
lieve we sheald substitute

they 
com- 
nrill-

er and ¿¿aref vegetable forms until by 
the prdcesB <if evaporation'-they have 
beeomq ¡completely saturated with mag- 
netisnqjand by the presence of soda- 
salts wfalch opeur plentifully through
out nature th^se crystalline formations 
have absorbed, carbon from the atmos
phere, anp, thus. been transformed into 
¡a.living'« vegetable -growth. ..By this 
means; jyliii ¡slight variations in the 
amounts of different chemicals, any 
known' vegetable can be formed. Por 
instance, an excess -of alkalis will form 
trees and (Ihe larger vegetable growths 
of solid texture., while a lessening of the 

«alkalis and an increase «of the soda 
compounds will form grasses, flowers, 
etc.

ions of infants to eternal torments. 
Every fiber of my mortal being rises up ' 
against this God-dishonoring theology; 
with the -utmost fervor of my soul I re- - 
ject this God of the Confession, and as : 
fully as 1 reject this God so gladly do I; 
receive the God of tho gospel of Jesus ’ 
•Christ—the father in the great parable r 
who runs forth to meet his wretched' 
but repenting son. falls upon bis neck, ■ 
and kisses him. I

And quite as objectionable as the God ; 
of the Confession is the man of the con-' 
iession, “utterly indisposed, disabled,' 
and made opposite to all good and in
clined to nil evil." I turn from this 
man to tire every day man who has: 
wrought the great wonders of antiquity, J 
and to-day has Inuit the •great ocean 
steamers, the Brooklyn bridge, and the ’ 
subways, who brings home his hard-’ 
earned -wages and lays them In Ms ; 
wife’s lap for home and children, who; 
goes down into the little boat in the! 
hell of -waters to save the men in the ; 
other ship, who a few weeks ago in 
New York- cried, “There a. woman 
there!” and fought his way against 
¡kind, preventing hands, went into the • 
burning house, and never -came out ,

Common Man Child of God.
I take this -common man to my heart 

—Jesus -did—and I say lie is h child of j 
God rising out of ignorance and sorrow 
into the full souBliip and -everlasting • 
life. 1 would like my place with this 
man rather than with the theologians! 
who from their easy chairs pronuunoe ¡. 
him "indisposed and made -opposite to 
all good -and iindmed to all eril” • s

Now why should there beany zeal for I 
- this confession witii its God and man—; 
this that so —«any reject with .Bush ab- i 

! borrence—. should it be so cher-i
i ished and mtinlained? As Elijah said ■ 

to Israel, "if the Lord be God, follow" 
him; but if Baal, then follow him," so 

■. can it be said to the general assembly,
“U the God of the gospels be God, fol-; 

■ low "him, tart if the God of the Conies-1 
. sion be God. follow him." - They can; 
. not keep Ihe one God lor -their. weed i 
' and theological seminaries and the 
, other for their pulpits and common 
' talk.

The moral sense of the people is 
i shocked by the shilly-shallying -of -the 

Presbyterian -church as to the ¡confes- 
’ sion. The present connection of the 
: Presbyterian church with the -confes- 
: sion it it were not so serious would be 
: a farce; being so serious, it is "a crime.

Calls It a Sham Theology.
• What must the people think «of the 
' ministers if they accept this God of the

Confession; what must they think of 
' them if they do not accept him, but sol- 
■ emnly ¡affirm that they -do in the act ®f 
‘ ordination? A sham theology is sure 
■ to make a sham religion, and a sham re- 
, hgitm is sure to lead to ihe horrors of

"Patient at County Hospital Said He 
©aw a Woman's White Hand Write 
HIs Death Warrant Upon a ®heet.— 
Invalid Summoned His Brother on 
Receiving "Supernatural Warning, and 
Died. After 'He Whispered Secret 
Message. .
As sot forth In the Los Angeles 

(Cab!) Examiner of late date, a mar
velous story, in which there is some
thing of the uncanny, came out with 
the death of Daniel Neuspaun at ihe 
County Hospital in that city. ’

Neuspann, who was 5G years of ago, 
had a vision in which his death was 
foretold to the hour.

Taking advantage of what he consid
ered a supernatural message, Neuspann 
summoned his brother Herman from 
San Luis Obispo county. Herman ar
rived an hour before tho death and re
ceived from the lips of the dying man 
a secret which caused him to leave im
mediately southward on foot.
, The whole affair is so deeply myste
rious that no one nt the County Hospi
tal pretends to venture an explanation, 
either of the psychic manifestation or 
the sudden departure of Herman.

Ai about mlduight of ¡last ¡Sunday,. 
Neuspann saw floating up from the foot, 
of his bed a black sheet drawn taut and 
smoothed out seemingly by invisible 
hands.

He waited transfixed. He said After-! 
wards "that he ¡had ¡not "been sleeping; 
that he had caught a glimpse of n 
¡nurse in the farther end of the ward.

As «soon as the sheet had become Sta* • 
tionary there was wafted out before KIb 
trance-enthralled vision a white, un
earthly hand—the delicate hand of a 
woman writing upon the Sheet. -

The Mysterious Hand.
"The hand itself emitted a pale, green' 

light. It held a crayon of sUbdued eleo-. 
trie radiance. The hand wrote slowly:

’‘Daniel, you will die next Saturday 
morning.”’

Neuspann gave a lunge almost off the' 
bed, his eyes dilating with horror. His 
movement dissipated the vision and it 
disappeared as a light goes out.

Early next morning Neuspann wrote 
to his brother, who fives several miles 
out from San Luis Obispo. Ho told the 
story of the vision and asked that the 
letter be dispatched immediately.

During the days that followed Neu-' 
epann was In terrible throes of nervous
ness. He expected his brother not later 

■ than Wednesday. But Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday passed and there 
was not even a line from "Brother Her- 
man," as the dying man called him.

All of Friday night Neuspann was in 
terrible torture, but it was not physical. 
,“I have something to tell Brother Her
man,” he said, “and no one else will 
do.”

Neuspann did not know that his 
brother had started from San Luis 
Obispo upon the receipt of the letter 
Monday. But the’ man who wished to 

, hurry fast as steam could take him, un- 
! fortunately had little money and most: 

of the journey was made on foot.
The Whispered "Message.

Footsore, dusty and hungry, Herman 
- staggered through tho doors of the 

county hospital at 3 o’clock yesterday 
morning.

He was with his brother for an hour., 
The conversation was carried on in 
whispers, with Herman’s head bent 
close to the lips that were growing cold 
with death.

1 Upon the death of the old man, "who 
was taken to the hospital three months

- ago, suffering with cancer of the stom
ach, Herman, Who IB perhaps GO, left

' after pressing a Triss upon the forehead 
‘ of the corpse.

By Synthetic ‘Processes.
“In the growth of vegetation, thus 

produced in nature’s laboratory, is the 
beginning of animal forms, tor plant 
life builds up by -synthetic processes— 
the protoplasms from which animal 
forms grow. If yon were to seo a cell 
of a plant or worm or of an animal as 
it first meets the eye of science,-one 
could not be distinguished from the 
other, ail having a common «origin in a 
vegetable growth; therefore, when we 
have bunt up plant life we have also 
started animal Hfe, for these animal 
forms here shown have sprung up from 
decaying Vegetable matter, showing 
that animal lite is not only dependent 
upon vegetable for 4ts sustenance, but 
for Its origin .as well- Now, it we de
sire to produce any given species of an
imal we need’ only to build up from

hition, the eruption ihe human vol
cano, most dreadful of sill.
' Xt has been -well, said, “Repeltefl light 

beoomcs lightnlnfe.” Of such a state of 
affairs as this Martineau sadly says: 
“Will art the bad creed, then, be got 
rid of? Not a bit; and year alter year

chemlcals the ¡kind of vegetable 
that produce it

’Those who sent forth to the 
the scientific ultimatum, '.that

forms

world 
from

the .non-living the living can come,' did I 
so because organic life did not spring 
ap from decaying animal compounds.; 
They should have begun their experl- : 
ence where life "begins, instead Of where J 
it ends. i

“T have often been asked whether or i 
ndb I may not be mistaken as to the' 
origin an0 character of these produc-, 
tions—whether Vegetable forms are 
only crystals and that the animal forms ' 
come from contamination of the com
pounds whiidi I use. In reply to these 
questions I ¡can only feay: Tie plant life 
grows from mineral compounds pur
chased in ihe open market and have 
never been in vegetable forms iff any: 
kind, being, made directly from miner- i 
als ps found in nature. These forms' 
grow and bioqm.and decay, as do veg- ■ 
etable farms -on the earth, and from this - 
vegetable mold, thus producing animal 
forms, grow up a -species so foreign to! 
any transmittedby the germs as "to pre
clude tte possibility -of contamination 
from without..,/Their size is ¿Ibd posi
tive evidence ¡qf their spontaneous ori
gin, aSj^ny ¡pre much smaller than 
simflar Species (found In nature.

'd Si« 'Frcnf ¡of Origin.
“3to rife' thetf -diminutive size is the 

best evidence jof the fact that I am not 
iniBtakeffi&s •tO 'fheir origin and method 
of produtiflon,'¿face I am wholly unable 
to'control' anFbonsidcrable amount of 
material or a ‘¿proportionate amount or 
area of Cfiriromients, and yet vegetable 
and animal foriins grow up whose size 
correspoiicls fo"'ths amount -of material 
with wliich I‘tafai working, compelling 
me to .believeafliat were I able to con
trol larger, amounts of material and 
greater aPeas.dt ¡environments I could 
have prddpcad. larger creatures. I am 
alse -oomjiellefi to believe that these 
•experiments demonstrate that this is

The Psychic Circle.
'. , ----- ;------j*.

An Explanatory Letter From Dr. Alex 
Caird.

To the Members of the Psychic Circle: 
—-I would like to correct a misunder
standing in regard to the Psychic Cir
cle. Many of our correspondents seem 
to think that no one can become a mem
ber unless they are a subscriber to The 
Progressive Thinker. We certainly 
wish that every member might (for 
their own good) receive the benefit to 
be derived from reading the grandest 
spiritual paper published, end so keep 
in touoh with the spiritual happenings, 
and -learn the views and opinions of the 
different writers on the large variety of 
subjects treated, but wo realize that 
there are many who would like to be
come members of the circle who are 
not able to subscribe for the paper, 
much «as they might like to. Such are 
just as welcome; there are no condi
tions. We wish Brother Francis could 
lead some of the many letters we have 
received extolling his paper; he would 
certainly feel that his efforts tor the 
world's betterment were appreciated.

A word as regards tire -difference in 
. time. As our circle extends, not only
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India, Europe, Australia and New Zeal* 
land, one can readily see that if wo 
tried to sit at nine o’clock by one time, 
some part of our circle would be ob
serving the rules every hour in the 
twenty-four. If we all sit at nino 
o’clock, local time, the thought wave 
will start at the Atlantic, extend across । 
the continent and around the world. ■ •

If any member wishes the circle to 
concentrate their wishes on any sub
ject of general Interest, will they kind
ly send the request to The Progressive 
Thinker? We have no way to inform 1 
the large circle, but everybody reads 
The Progressiva Thinker. We would 
also request the circle members to re* 
peat the following prayer, by Robert L. 
Stevenson, upon arising in the morn- ' 
ing. “The day returns and brings us 
the petty round of irritating concerns 
and duties. Help us to play the man; 
help us to perform them with laughter 
and kind faces; let cheerfulness 
abound with industry. Give us to g* 
blithely on our business all this .day; • 
bring us to our resting beds weary and 
content and uudishonored, and grant us 
in the end the gift of sleep.”

ALEX. CAIRD, M. D.
all over our own country, but to Africa, «'Commercial street, West Lynn,Mass.

They Are Nat Christians.
’Graft is uriknown ta Japan,” says a 

dispatch explaining -that Rojestvensky’s 
fleet cost the Czar many times as much 
money as was actually spent on it.

The Russian officials are notorious 
gratters, and they pocketed about half 
of the funds intrusted to them for the 
construction «of ships and' the purchase 
of munitions of war. The yesuU was 
that Rojestvensky’s ships were shams, 
his guns frail and his powder almost 
useless.

In consequence of this dishonesty, 
Russia's honor is lost, her sea power 
shattered, -her eastern empire destroyed 
and thousands of brave men murdered - 
to satisfy the greed Of their aristocratic 
rulers.

Grafting such as this is treason dt the 
blackest dye, 'and it should be punished ; 
•with the reward of treason. ..'

There is no difference vyhatever be-। 
tween Benedict Arnold and the official' 
of a nation, state or city who steals the' 
money confided to him to spend for the ( 
public benefit They both are traitors, 
and banging should be the fate of both 
¿like.

Graft is unknown in Japan, where, 
in spite of -the tact that the inhabitants 
are heathen idolaters, their religion 
seems able to make men honest, hon
orable and patriotic.

Indeed, It -seems to the «unprejudiced 1 
observer that there is more of the 'spirit; 
of Christianity among these ShintOlsts; 
and ¡Buddhists than there is in tuffy Rus- ■ 
sia. ■

Surely Jesus Christ would have ap- ■ 
proved the Charity of the Japanese ma-' 
val minister, trim sent to the wounded | 
Rojestvensky, suffering In a Japanese1 
hospital, a -note of gracious sympathy ' 
accompanying a gift of flowers. Sure-' 
ly Admiral Togo’s call of condolence 
upon his vanquished foe, In which, the1 
dispatches tell us, ids -demeanor was - 
marked by gentleness, sympathy, and • 
tenderness, was a beautiful exhibition! 
of obedience to the injunction -of good-: 
will among men. !

The treatment of-the Russian prison- i 
ere by the Japanese is universally said i 
to have been full of generosity, good' 
feeling mid -sympathy, altogether war-1 
thy of bur Christian -charity.

The Japanese are not -Christians, but 
their superstition somehow «compels 

’ them to honor their, fathers «nd tnofh- 
i bts ns parents are honored nowhere In 
' the Christian world. The Japanese 
; may be a heathen, but drunkenness 
; and gluttony and other vices familiar 
- among tts are .-Strangers to him.
i Above All, graft is- unlmewn in Japan. 
; There are no traitors bolding public 
' positions of-trust and cnirfidence.

• St any such -were to be discovered, 
; the Japanese might be .so unchristian 
’ ns to hang him. But, aside from this 
' weakness, our heathen .friends follow 
. the teachings -of Christianity well 
: enough to make it seem unnecessary 
i for Mr. Rockefeller to worry about con- 
■ verting them to his religion..
j The abor-e from the Chicago Daily 
। Journal expresses some plain trathB.
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IS THE DEVIL DEAD?

Abstract of Lecture t>y Miss Susie 'C.
Clark, Delivered Before the Worces
ter Association of Spiritualists.
Subject: “Is the Devil Dead?”
In the twilight of civilization, a be- ‘ 

lief in the existence of a personal devil 
was accepted by the world at large. 
A being responsible for the temptation, 
suffering, and all of the so-called evil 
that existed in the world. But today, 
in the light of this twentieth century, 
we find not trace of a belief in this be
ing; we have voted him down, the door 
has been opened and he has been ush
ered ouL

But is the devil dead in our midst 
today? Do we no longer need our pris
ons, jails or penitentiaries? Is the 
devil dead in man? Our Christian Sci
ence friends claim all Is good, there is 
no evil, but we who recognize the lu- 
finite God cannot close our eyes to the 
existence of evil when the dally press 
records the acts of fiends in human 
form, when It is not safe for women to 
walk the streets alone and unprotected, 
when little children cannot leave the 
school room and reach the protection 
of home without being molested. Is the 
devil dead when we engage In unholy 
war, in wholesale murder by shot and 
shell?

Ib the devil of envy and jealousy 
dead, which is so prevalent in our ranks 
today, when we should be thankful for: 
the successes of our brother or sister, 
as if It were our own?

Are the little devils of worry dead, 
which it has been said, come not by 
twins or triplets but come by the litters, 
and yet we all know worry never does 
any good, but always brings harm? .

Is the love of money -dead, that pro-1 
Rifle cause of all evil ?

Ahl my friends, is it any wonder that 
obsession is in our midst today; how 
can any intelligent Spiritualist refuse 
.to believe in the evidence presented 
to our view? While I do not believe 
■that all obsessing spirits are demons, 
I do believe that five-sixths of all the 
sickness in our land today is caused by 
obsession; that is a broad statement, 
but I thoroughly endorse it. We be
lieve the door is open for the spirits 

1 from the spheres to return; why not 
। those earth-bound spirits who have

Mother Eddy’s Final Message.
Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy comes out 

with a communication that reads as 
though it were her last will and testa
ment to her devoted disciples and fol
lowers.

“All I ask et the world now is, that it 
grant me time to assimilate myself to 
God," she says. Some might suppose- 
that she held the belief of the Bud
dhists, who expect to be finally ab
sorbed into the divine principle or es- t 
sence and lose all separate individual / 
consciousness.

Christian Science, as expounded b 
Mrs. Eddy and other promulgators, Is 
sort of esoteric philosophy whlc

That Christian Scientists, as a cl 
comprise an excellent and high-min 
people, none will dispute. That

though these teachers may underst 
it, is incomprehensible to those not 
itlated Into its mysteries; to m 
clear-headed thinkers, Indeed, It see 
self-contradictory, self-destructive.
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never left the material conditions? 
There are cases of obsession where the 
tie of affection is so strong that the 
spirit still lingers in the atmosphere of 
the mortal, until their auras blend to
gether, like the fly caught in the spi
der’s web, then, indeed, the spirit is 
the patient, and needs treatment. In 
my experience as a healer In cases of 
-obsession of this kind, I have ques
tioned my guides as to why they could 
not better help and instruct the ob
sessing spirit, and they have answered, 
“Because they cannot see me or hear 
me, they have not yet entered spirit 
life, and therefore can best receive 
your thought vibrations, as they still 
•dwell in the earth conditions.”

We are informed by a Catholic of 
high degree, that the vow taken by Jes
uits is to destroy all heretics, not only 
in this life, but in the life to come, and 
many of those spirits are bound by that 
vow for many years, or until they have 
outgrown it. And wherever they find 
a sweet-souled sensitive working for 
the upliftment of humanity, hordes -of 
these obsessing spirits rush in and in 
many cases succeed in driving the band 
away and taking possession of the me- 
¡dinm, give an exhibition that would at 
once denounce the medium as a fraud 
¡before the world. And may not the re
cent exposure -of many mediums be ac
counted for in this way? Ah’, my 
friends, when you send only saints over 
there, saints will return and bless you.

We acknowledge and appreciate the 
Innate goodness which exists in the 
¡human heart today, the little acts of 
«kindness and loving self-sacrifice which 
we find even .among the -untutored of 
our race, and While we ho not say, “all 
ns good, there Is no evil,” we fully com
prehend the necessity of evil, for with-- 
out 'ihe existence iff evil there could be, 
no progress. M. IJZZIE BEALS, j

Worcester, Mass. ;

cures have been effected by their mletfi- 
odB, is not to be denied. But ese 
facts do not prove the Christian SclV 
ence philosophy Is correct. The curas 
effected by Christian Science methodes'" 
are easily explained on the modern rec
ognized principle known as “Sugges
tion." |

Mrs. Eddy puts her views in the fdrm 
of questions and answers: /

“Does a Christian Scientist regard 
poverty as a manifestation of disease?

“No.
“Is poverty a disease of society or of 

the individual?
“Of both.
“Can the individual by the use of 

Christian Science overcome a worldly 
defeat?

“Yes.
“If the world would abandon the 

study of disease and crime and devote 
itself to the study of wealth, heallh and 
love would criminals, cripples and pov
erty cease to exist?

"They would.”
Now, we suppose it is all plain to the/ 

initiated -Christian Science mind, but it 
is rather confusing to the ordinary, uni
initiated outsider, to be told, ex cathei 
dra, that poverty is not a manifestation^ 
of disease, and yet is a disease of both 
society and the Individual. There is, olj 
course, a sort of distinction between 
“disease” and its "manifestation.? 
Without the manifestation, how could if 
be known there was disease?

But Is it not rather Belf-stultifying to 
admit there is disease of both society 
and the individual, when all along a 
cardinal principle of Christian science 
1b to utterly deny the existence of dis
ease, and aver that it is merely an “il
lusion of the carnal mind”?

But again:
“If the world would abandon the 

study of disease and crime and devote 
itself to the study of wealth, health and 
love, would criminals, cripples and pov
erty cease to exist?

“They would."
These questions and answers being 

in fact a study of disease—disease of 
both society and- the Individual—It 
seems queer that Mrs. Eddy fwhose 
“Science" denies the existence of dis
ease), should condemn the study of dis
ease, and tell ub that health can be 
studied without studying -disease and 
that the study of disease (which is non
existent) and crime is the cause of the 
disease, poverty.

• Christian Science as elaborated by 
its present head, is a queer muddle to

■' us. Not being fully initiated into the 
mysteries of its esoteric philosophy, it

’ is now beyond our comprehension.

Honest Labor Without a -Rival. ‘
The "Story is told of a young man 

ilately locating in ihe rock region of 
Oklahoma, where large numbers of' 
toughs are «congregated to rob those i 
¡boring for -oil. He was addressed by' 
<one of -them'. i

“What in fa— are you doing down" 
here, anyway?”

Drawing himself up proudly he re- 
©lied:

down liere to try and •earn an 
ihonest dollar bv labor-”

Looking at the stranger with pity,; 
the Interrogator remarked: '

" “Well, go ahead, you won’t find any 
rival here at that game.” ।

It -was well the adventurer was not 
posing as a materializing medium, oth- 
-erwl^e he would kave found many ri-i 
vals, and might have been .compelled -to 
resort to frauds to ¡gain support, as 
many «ethers have done,

Just Lightning.

IN THE CRADLE OF TEARS.

Strange Cradle In Which Are Placed 
Griefs of the World.

r

There is a cradle within the door Of 
one of the great Institutions of Neff. 
York before which a eonstantly ne- 
«curring tragedy is being enacted. It 19« 
a plain cradle, quite simply draped in 
White, but with such a look of cozy oom- 
Sort about it that one would scarcely 
suspect it to be a cradle of sorrow.

And this cradle is the most useful 
and, in a way, the most inhabited cradle 
In the world. Day after day, and y-ear 
after year, it is the recipient of more 
small wayfaring souls than any other 
cradle ta the history of the race, in It 
the neal children of sorrow are placed 
and over it more tears are shed than it - 
it were «an open ¡grave.

It is the place where annually l,20(F 
foundlings are placed—the silent wit
ness of more heartbreaking scenes 
than any other cradle since the world 
began. For nearly thirty-five years 
at has stood where it does to-day, 
ready-draped, open, while as many 
thousand mothers have stolen shame- 
facedly in and after looking hopelessly 
about, have laid their helpless off
spring within its depths.

For thirty-five years, summer and 
winter, In the bitterest cold and the 

¡most stifling heat, it has seen them 
' «come—the poor, the rich; the tamble^ 
! the proud; the beautiful, tile homely— 
i and one by one they have laid their 
‘ children down and -brooded -over them, 

whether ft were possible for human 
■ love to make so great a sacrifice and 
' yet not •die.
i Still the tragedy repeats itself and, 
' year after year and day after day, the 
unlocked door is «opened and ¡de- 

। throned virtue enters—the victim «of ig
norance and passion and affection, and 

: a child is robbed an honorable home, 
j—Tom Watson's Magazine.

r

ruing ta Chicago -on Sunday, two weeksnature’s method of producing living i 
forms, ■ ■ \ ” i

“The possibilities of the future in this { 
line -of research is fraught, with such: 
promise as to startle one in their, ntm-i 
temptation?: If i have discovered the 
law iff creation, as the success of the: 
experiments seem to indicate, shall we 
not "believe It possible that with greater; 
facilities and better oen'trol of environ- - 
ments to produce any fohn of life we' 
may desire? I do not mean to say that,

A Late Discovery.
The ‘emperor <ff Russia telegraphed ago. One was Unity, the Unitarian

Rojestveneky, ta the course «of a recent Í 111
-J»»,™ «Rv -wtn n? -ra« nr. What was ite offense?message of thanks : '“By -win of the Al-
migh ty .success was not destined to 
crosta your endeavors.”

‘ Bity Russia bad not been ta passes*

______ _ _______ Ï win be able to do this, as the timexb- 
profes® before tens of Gumsands wf as-' tiuired may exceed the oomblnefl length 

of the natural.life of many men, . ¡but
thousands «T tíergymen -wfll solennaly

seating people a creed rhià is &>tee to 
tte'hesrt’ef "them-alL” . that It Is'pmsible I flrmly helisvs?

tore she violated her agreement at iho 
close of the Boxer war In China to evao 
mate Handhuria.

- - A Wnrödesa Defense.
A man is tm trial ta Kew Jersey for 

sawder. ¡»te Melense 1b, he was öby 
sessed fay demons. Sunh & defense will : 
find mo nontítenanoe in the courts.

The Trata Setter -GoUecticn ¡of 
Feans and Censmtmies for the Use of 
Liberals.” Price 25 cents.

The Jesuíta.” By Rev. B. F, Austin,

Price 15 cents.
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Spectacles a Thíno of the Past.

The Los Angeles Fellowship

business world should resemblo the Sunday evenings ai
family, rather than an army of hostile 
armies. In politics, it would mean the 
extension of a real democracy, and in 
our larger politics the spread of peace 
on earth, until war should be abolished

even at the Sunday morning services, 
nt five minutes before the hour for com
mencing, every unoccupied seat in the

‘AxUna," u Marvelous Discovery ThaiCu 
Afflictions of the Bye and Ear WUhoi 

Cutting or Drugging.

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS, 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plies, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skinand Female Diseases. V'Htij 
for Illustrated Book» Sent free, Address 0 

DR. BYE, Broadway^ Kansas City, Mo.

fin Oraanizatlon the films and Oiws oi Which 
Promise a Relou oí True Brotlmrlioofl 

anfl a Grnnfcs GliFlstlanlto. '

In the economic world, it would pro
duce a larger measure of justice and re
gard for the welfare of all, rather than 
of the few. It would bring about a 
sane administration of commerce, so 
that fruit would not rot in California 
while children starved In New York, 
and the whole civilized world breathe 
uneasily in intervals between the at
tacks of the deadly underconsumption; 
and It would cause the principle of co
operation to entirely banish our pres
ent savage economic strife, until the

resemble In any respect! the ordinary 
pew-rental system with hvbtch we have 
become so unpleasagjly faiplliar. There 
are thousands of people in jhis city who 
resemble a woman'ra Albany who said 
to one of my /issfetantB,l:when I was 
pastor of a Presbyterian Church there:'
“The reason I do udtJgo ttfchurch Is be
cause I am too poor ^o hlfb a gdod seat 
and too proud to hll^ a poor one.” So 
you will please clearly understand, 
first, Hint seats are'-|’(iBer^d only at the 
Sunday morning services; and that on 

------------anil Wedhesday even
ings they are absolutely frbe to all-com
ers without any distinction, and that

The following is a summary of the objects, 
aims and aspirations of The Los Angeles Fellow
ship. Divested of all creeds, shorn of all super
stitions and gaudy show, with only the one 
thought in view, to do good, The Fellowship 
stands forth as a Beacon Light to all the world. 
It is a Divine Plan fully crystallized, with the 
seal of Angels of Light thereon, and its vibra
tions should extend throughout the whole earth, 
especially among Spiritualists.

Spirits of the illustrious dead—philosophers, 
sages and seers—cluster around-this great move
ment, and with approving smiles, lend their aid 
to make it a success.

Spiritualists with high ideals and holy aspira
tions find in The Fellowship a congenial home, 
and realize something of Heaven on earth in the 
great work being carried on under the ministra
tions of Benjamin Fay Mills, an angelic Messen
ger of Love and good will to mankind.

The Los Angeles Fellowship, is a-segment of 
the spirit world realized on this earth, a spirit-
ual ideal in full bloom, the fruition of all that is 
good in Spiritualism, and a haven of rest for its 
devotees who seek the spiritualized calm that 
follows the steps of unselfish workers.

V It is the culmination of the highest aspiration. 
Therein one can attain a fine spiritual develop
ment, for that can only be had by being good 
and doing good, and there is certainly every in- 

; centive for that in The Fellowship.
. It is spiritual in all its component parts: it at

tracts the angels, the great and good of Spirit-

and good-will and brotherly service be house is open for anyone who wishes it. 
permanently established among the ua- Second, there is no sort of discrimi
nóos of the earth. nation among members on financial

We could well take as one of our mot- grounds.
toes the words of William Morris in tub niru amh onno“The Dream of John Ball”: "Forsooth, THE R,CH P00R'
brothers, fellowship is heaven and the No man is too rich or too poor to be 
lack of fellowship is hell; fellowship is a member of The Fellowship, if he un
life and the lack of fellowship is death; derstands our principles and comes in 
and the deeds that ye do upon the un equal terms. We welcome the poor 
earth, it Is for fellowship’s sake that ye and will not bar out the rich, provided 
do them * * * Therefore, I. bld you not tl]eF all act in th® true 8Phlt of human 
dwell in hell, but in heaven * * tipon ¡brotherhood; and if there should be any 
earth, which is a part of heaven and millionaire member, let'him clearly un- 
forsooth no foul part." To promote this dorstand that he will not be treated any 
spirit among ourselves and in every hu- better than his less fortunate brother 
man association is the object of tlic Los who may have no Income at all, and 
Angeles Fellowship. will have only the Influence in the
' As far as our relationship with other Councils of the Fellowship to which his 
religious, educational, reform and phi- character, his wisdom and experience 
lanthropic associations is concerned^ may entitle him. ■
•we desire to be on the friendliest terms do not need to say that the richest 
with all and to co operate to the utmost people in The Fellowship at the present 
with them in every noble endeavor. It time are among those who possess the 
we do not always see alike concerning largest measure of beautiful humility 
theories and methods, that is no rea- and a genuine spirit of religious de- 
son why we should not be in hearty mocracy. We also propose that those 
brotherly relationship with.' one an- who hold seats in a certain row for 
other, and why we should not work to- March shall be moved one row forward 
gether where we can. . for April, and one row farther forward

If two of us are walking Along the at the beginning of each month (with 
same street in the same direction and the exception of those in the two first 
one is going seven blocks where the rows), and those who sit in the third 
other is going only six, let us walk the row in March will take the rear row 
six blocks together. WE DESIRE A for April. Ip this way, every member 
LEAGUE FOR EARNEST, LOVING, Ila turn will ocupy a seat in every row 
PHILANTHROPIC AND PRACTICAL pn the auditorium.
ENDEAVOR WITH EVERY HIGH- 1 do not make an appeal to you today, 
MINDED MAN AND WOMAN AND and shall not at any time, to become 
EVERY NOBLE ASSOCIATION OF members of The Fellowship. As Lin-
THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES AND coin used to Bay, “If you like this kind
VICINITY, OF ALL CREEDS AND OF of thing, it is the kind of thing you
NO CREED. a. like.” If you wish to be enrolled with
mfmrprquip np TUP npftANizA UB> you neea not ta.«® fact that you MEMBERSHIP OF THE ORGANIZA- d„ not J(Ve ln Angeles keep you

• TION. from signing your name—we now have
I cannot emphasize too strongly the a non-resident roll ¿nd expect to in

fact that this Is not a union of those crease the list of non-resident members, 
who hold the same opinions on theolog- If you do join The Fellowship, encour- 
Ical, economic or political subjects. Re- age your children to join with you, and

[life, without any signboard, and without the least 
‘ostentatious display or braggadocio. It is the 
■blossoming' out of all that is high and noble in
I Spiritualism, and should encompass the whole 
-.earth. Spiritualists, awaken! or The Fellowship 
’will transcend your efforts in redeeming the
world from .sin anÿ misery.

i. The Los Angeles Fellowship is an as- 
\ Bociation of people for the purpose of 
J encouraging trustful and unselfish liv- 
); Ing. This is the only creed or platform 
y or program authorized by this virile 
) young organization.
i* HISTORY OF THE MOVEMENT.
, The Fellowship is a direct outgrowth 
of a series of addresses delivered at va- 

: rious times in the winter and spring of 
I nineteen hundred and four and of a 
summer gathering that same year at 

, Camp Cabrillo on Santa Catalina 
! Island, where a number of friends be- 
| came so attached to one another and 
’ to the principles which characterize 

The Fellowship, Uvat on their return 
they could not easily be separated, and 

i with other kindred spirits began in
September the preliminary organiza
tion whose consummation in this more 
permanent form we celebrate to-day. 
Too much credit cannot be given to a 
noble little band who associated them
selves together in March, for philan- 

' thropic endeavor, under the name of 
! “The Fellowship,” a title which they 
, adopted from a similar body in San 
( Diego, composed of people there who 
I had been interested in a series of meet- 
1 Ings there in October, 1903, The real 
' history of the Los Angeles Fellowship, 
t however, reaches farther back, and I 
i suspect its roots may be found in the 

very beginning of the development of 
. the human race.

This society intends to meet the de
mand -of our time, a time when.

OBJECTS OF THE ORGANIZATION.
The object of this organization is 

nothing less and it could be nothing 
greater than the attempt to put the true 
content into the idea of religion. It pro
poses to minister to every rational need 
of humanity, individually and collect
ively [True Spiritualism]. The Fellow
ship i£ not a church in the technical 
sense, but yet, in the best sense, we 
mean to be thoroughly religious and to 
endeavor to to be what a church ought 
to be.

I believe that any man is religious 
who obeys the impulse to be better, and 
that a religious association is one in 
■which the members endeavor to help 
one another and all men to lead .the 
good life. xOur name is indicative of 
our purpose, which Is the recognition 
and cultivation of fellowship with the 
Unseen Author and Preserver of our be
ing, with our fellow-men, with every liv
ing creature, as well as with the great 
inanimate Mother Nature who is trying: 
to speak to us in myriad ways.

The greatest word of our time is 
Unity. It describes the best thought of 
the science, politics, economics, and re
ligion of to-day, and what we mean by 
fellowship is the attempt to make prac
tical this great present-day. world con
ception. We do not mean to make any 
distinction between men by the form
ing of this society. This is not a Fel
lowship, but THE FELLOWSHIP.

We do not say, We are the sheep, and

- Mossisi says, “The old world passes 
• away and a new world comes into ex-

liglon by opinion has had its day. If let each, child make a separate subscrlp- 
we must have a creed, I think most of tlon, and you will find that you are 
us would be satisfied with Professor greatly helping in tú'é Interest of the 
Dolbear’s statement, “I BELIEVE IN children and young taople in what will 
GOODNESS AND WILL SO ORDER be of great benefit to. tjiem,. by encour- 
MY LIFE." There are enough organ!- aging them to become practical mem- 
zations which stand for all sorts of spe- bers of The Fellowship. ^Membership 
clalltieB Concerning all possible varie- in some other Organlzatjon.br organiza- 
ties of religious ideas and activities, does not debar you '¡from placing your 
Let this be a society especially and ex- name on the roll of The Fellowship, al- 
clusively for the PROMOTION OF though we expect wjtb : onr increasing 
GOODNESS, without regard to opin- activities that it will'be natural for the 
ions, which are not fundamental and members of The Fellowship to give at 
which must change with thé inctéase of least a large porttoif. ot ¡Hita leisure 
human knowledge. This is a union of time in assisting in its practical work, 
men and women In purpose and in ADMINISTRATION-OF AFFAIRS, 
spirit. But while we ask no questions • , , -
of any man concerning his opinions on Here, too, we have endeavored to ar- 
any subject, as th' ’est of membership, range our affairs bo'-'that they will be 
we are beginning iu realize, to use the ( administered with efficiency, and yet 
words of another, that "whén men are I with great simplicity, In'!-the strict 
welded together in spirit, they shall be J8®118® of th® term, we have no govern- 
welded together in the, Eternal Vert-1 ta» body; Our. offlcéts aré1 not rulers, 
ties..” I suppose it is true that all ïhe but administrators;'- Wé Míe adópted 
present members of the Fellowship, two modern prlnClplés of the In- 
without any attempt at uniformity ot Itiative and Referendilm find of the Re
thinking, are more in accord In their ca^ ®r Imperative Mandate, by which 
opinions concerning the fundamental methods are provided so that the en- 
principles of life and conduct than are tlr® body may dictate their supreme 
the members of any other similar or- will at any time as regards the mem- 
ganization on earth. bers of the official bodies and as con-

T.jr cerns the initiating, revising or abro-
THE CONDITIONS REQUIRED. gating of any act of the officers, who

' others are the goats; the good people 
Iare Withi® and th® bad people are 
without We do mean, however, that

Jstence.”
The minister of the preliminary or

ganization was Mrs. Mary Russell 
Mills, who was invited to fill the posl- 

' tlon during my absence ta the east, and 
-Until we could determine whether to 
make Lob Angeles our permanent 

■' home. Mrs. Mills spoke on Sunday 
.“mornings and Wednesday eventags, 
I conducted an Emerson class, organized 
I and superintended a Sunday-school of 
I Religion and Ethics, Inaugurated and 

superintended the administration ot 
certain philanthropies during Septem- 
ter, October, November and December 
of last year. On several of the Sun- 

. days of this time, when I was in the 
' pity, I delivered the address.
' From the first gathering, unmistak
able indications of genuine spiritual in
terest and power were present, and un-

. fler, the leadership of Mrs. Mills the. au- 
' fiiences grew in size, until they were 
!. crowded out from Blanchard Assembly 
j Hall to the larger Blanchard Hall, and 
> later the Sunday services were trans- 
; lerred to this larger audience room, and 
' now we find even Simpson Auditorium 

Inadequate to accommodate the regular 
Congregations.

On February tenth the formal organ
ization was perfected by the adoption 
of a constitution and the election of per
manent officers. On the preliminary 
roll to date over eight hundred names 
have been inscribed—up to thc morning 
of March sixth—as charter members. 
The names upon the roll are not alone of 
residents of Dos Angeles, or, even of 
this vicinity, but people from all parts 
■of the United States and even beyond 
Its borders have been seeking the priv
ilege of being enrolled as charter mem
bers, and among them are names ot 
some men and women of laudable na
tional and international renown for 
¿heir good words and works

to those who understand them the pro- । 
foundest principles that have yet been 
discovered by man concerning the ra
tional life of humanity. What was 
NOTHING LESS THAN A REVELA
TION came to Mrs. Mills and to me ouo 
day about two years ago on the beau
tiful Piedmont Hills above Oakland, 
when we saw clearly that the essence 
of every true religious philosophy and 
the Inspiration for all sane living might 
be summed up in absolute trust as the 
attitude of the mind and perfect love 
as the practice of lite. Underlying this 
statement Is the conviction that in the 
universe and oeyond It there Ib but 
One; and that One Ib everywhere; and 
that, as the groat Reality, which men 
have called God, us manifested In na
ture, in experience, in the highest In
tuitions ot one’s soul, it may be ab
solutely trusted gad that in human re- 
latlongjiips it may be loved and served. 
Tire practice ot this principle is not 
only the way ot salvation—it is salva
tion; that is, it produces knowledge, 
wisdom, character, peace and power. 
When the aberglaube, or extra belief 
and overlying superstition, is removed, 
this is the essence of Judaism, of Chris
tianity, .and ot every one of the great 
religions of the world. We do not 
mean to criticize or tear down. We 
wish to “criticize only by creation." 
We “have come not to destroy, but to 
fulfill.”
ACTIVITIES—LOOKING UP, NOT 

DOWN.
I am free to say with the greatest 

emphasis that I would not be interested 
in The Los Angeles Fellowship if I did 
not believe that the people banding 
themselves together In this fashion de
voutly mean to “look up and not down, 
look forward and not back, look out and 
not in, and lend a hand,” I would not 
care to spend energy and time in this 
associated endeavor if I did not think 
we meant to take as a real motto one 
sacred to many a heart amongst • us, 
“Not to be ministered unto, but to min
ister." THIS IS AN ASSOCIATION 
OF PEOPLE FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
HELPING ONE ANOTHER TO HELP 
OTHERS, AND OUR MAIN OBJECTS 
ARE PRACTICAL. Formerly men have 
thought they might worship God so
cially and have tried to transact their 
ordinary business selfishly. I believe 
that the worship of God is a privilege 
of the Individual, according to his per
sonal development, but that in the prac
tical affairs of life it is necessary that 
we should do'our work in the spirit ot 
fellowship.
ENGAGED IN ENGROSSING ACTIV

ITIES.
Already we are engaged in many en- . 

grossing activities. There Ib probably' 
not a week in which our meetings of va
rious sorts tor educational and practical 
purposes do not average three or four 
a day. It is frequently the case that 
at the same hour several Important 
meetings along different lines are in 
progress at the same time. Mrs. Mills’ 
Emerson classes in numbers and inter
est surpass anything of tho sort ever 
before developed anywhere. We are 
just putting our Sunday-school work on 
a thoroughly scientific and practical 
basis, which is to become, we trust, an 
influential educational institution along 
ethical and sociological lines. There 
are now four main- departments ta this 
school.

First, the Children's Church, which 
meets in Emerson Hall at 11 o’clock on 
Sunday mornings, at the same hour at 
which we gather here.

Second, the Academy, which meets in 
this hall at 12:30 o’clock and consists 
of all the young people up to sixteen 
years of age. For the present, mem
bers of the Academy WILL STUDY 
SIMPLE ETHICS—the great lessons 

' concerning everyday duties—the spirit
ual significance of some of the striking 
Old Testament stories and the life and 
teachings of Jesus.

THIRD, THE LYCEUM.

deavor as far as possible to assist In 
banishing the contentious spirit and 
preventing litigation.

Besides these committees we have 
actively at work the Secretary’s Com
mittee, the Post Office Committee for 
the furuishing ot Fellowship literature 
to those who may send us inquiries; 
the Sunday-school Committee, the Dra
matic Committee, the Hospitality Com
mittee, the Fellowship House Commit
tee, the Welcome Committee, The Fel
lowship Magazine Committee, the 
Young People’s Socials Committee, and 
the Ushers’ Committee.

There are now about fifteen people 
connected with The Fellowship who 
spend practically all of their time in su
perintending and administering Its va-, 
rious interests, and there nre probably 
nearly three hundred who are actively 
engaged in various practical directions.
PLANS AND PROSPECTS SET

FORTH.
Several great plans for practical de

velopment are pressing for immediate 
attention. For one, the great Summer 
City in connection with, the series of na
tional sociological congresses, and the 
Bummer university which will be estab
lished at the Venice ot America, adjoin
ing Ocean Park, during July and Au
gust. While these enterprises are not 
under the direct auspices of The Fei- 
lowsljlp, the Assembly is under my per
sonal direction, and the first opportu
nity to secure accommodations at the 
Assembly City will be given to the 
members of The Fellowship. I hope 
that at least a thousand constituents In 
Los Angeles and from other places will 
be able to-spend a large portion of the 
time during the summer months, to
gether, in this Ideal spot. For further 
Information concerning the plans as 
they develop, address The Venice As
sembly, 434 South Hill street.

We need, for immediate use, for our 
Fellowship work In Los Angeles, two 
great buildings. One, to be located 
near the business center of the city, 
should contain an Immense auditorium, 
smaller auditoriums, our business of
fices, the offices of the publishing com
pany, of the printing company, of the 
Venice Assembly, and the headquarters 
of our various philanthropies; as well 
as providing stores and offices which 
would furnish a revenue that would 
contributeJargely toward the philan
thropic work of The Fellowship.

Second, we need another great build
ing, preferably on the top of the hill 
near the center of the city, which 
should be a great modern phalanstery, 
in separate departments, with single 
rooms for young men and young wo
men, with apartments for families, and 

, with especial arrangements for tile ac
commodation of children, a gymnasium, 
a play room, a tennis court, a physical 
culture teacher, whose services should 
be furnished free to the children, etc., 
etc. This phalanstery should have 
beautiful roof gardens, with private 
summer houses, if desired, and should 
also have a large dining room and a 
series of small dining rooms, that 
would be occupied privately by families 
if they so desired. This would also be 
the headquarters of our rapidly devel
oping educational Institution which 
promises to become a great College ot 
Religion and Ethics, with especial at
tention to modern sociology.

We need also, Immediately, several 
branch offices for philanthropic inter-

RESTORES EYESIGHT.

fl’boro 1b no not>4 for cutting, drugging or 
probing the eye for any form of disease, for a 
new eyetein of treating allllctlons ot the eye ha> 

been discovered whereby 
all torturous aud barbav. 
ous methode are eliminat
ed. Thore Is no risk or ex
perimenting, as thousands 
of people have been cured! 
ot blindness, failing eye. 
Bight, cataracts, granulat
ed lids and other aill lotions

of the eye through this grand discovery, when 
eminent oculists termed tho cases Incurable.. 
Below we print extracts from testimonials' - 
such as are received by us dally. ....  ■

Mr. A. O. T. Pennington, special agent Mutual 
Benefit Lite Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo., 
writes: "Having used Actlna for several years, 
I cheerfully recommend It tor the cure of eye, 
ear and throat attentions, It cured >ny mother 
ot cataracts."

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: "I am 
78 years old. I was bo blind I could only know 
persons by their voices. After using Actlna I 
can now thread a needle without glasses."

Bev. W, C. Goodwin, Moline, Kan., writes: 
“My honest opinion of Actlna Is that It Is one 
ot the most marvelous discoveries ot the age. 
It cured my eyes, and cured my wife ot asth
ma."

Hundreds of other testimonials can be sent 
on application, . “Actlna" Is purely a homo 
treatment and self-administered by the patient, 
and Is sent on trial postpaid. Itvou will send 
your name and address to tho New York »nd 
London Electric Association, Dept 842B.»ai Wal
nut St., Kansas City, Mo., you will receive all- 
BUlutely free a valuable book, Professor Wil- - 
son’s Treatise on the Eye and on Disease In 
General,

O
Dr. Woolley’s

PAINLESS'

HUM
ANDWhiskey Cure

BENTFBEEtoall 
users of morphine, 
opium, laudanum, elixir of opium,co
caine or whiskey, a large book of par* 
ticularsonhomeor 
sanatorium treat
ment. Address,Dr. 
B. M. WOOLLEY.

100 N. Pryor St. 
Atlanta, Georgia.

The conditions of joining The Fellow- are their agents.
±D1 °F THE CHIEF MINISTER,
cant shall understand our principles of •
trustfulness and unselfishness and The administrative bodies are, first, 
agree lo endeavor to practice them and U*® Council, composed at present of 
to encourage others in the same en-1 fourteen members, which superintends 
deavor. It is undoubtedly true that the 1 Practical work of The Fellowship 
there are people in the world who are through about thirty committees; and, 
not yet ready for this kind ot associa- second, the Trustees, at present num- 
tton. If they are not, we bid them God- bering seven, but soon probably to be 
speed where they are, but as Richard increased to the legal limit of eleven. 
Wagner said, “We work for those who Th® Trustees have charge only of the 
are awaking.” We find great multi- financial interests. The only salaried 
tudes of people who are welcoming the officers are the ministers, who give 
organization of the fellowship with un-1 ihelr entire time to the work, and the 
utterable enthusiasm. But although it necessary clerical and administrative 
Is a very simple matter to join The Fei- assistant Some of these officers, how- 
lowship, it is also a very serious under-1ever> hay. done all of their work so 
taking. We Intend to have a simple iar without any salary, and those who 
badge by which we shall be able to rec- hav® received a specific amount have 
ognfze one another when we meet; but ¡cheerfully received a sum as salary 
the badge above all others that I which is only a fraction of what they 
TRUST THA^ WE AS MEMBERS OF could be paid for services of equal val- 
THE FELLOWSHIP SHALL WEAR IS Iue in otlier Places. For myself, I re- 
THE RED BADGE OF COURAGE. THE Peat here th® statement which I made 
WHITE BADGE OF PURITY, THE to Y°u ^0 months ago. that I will agree 
BLUE BADGE OF DEVOTION AND ¡tbat at no time while I iemain the per- 
LOYALTY TO PRINCIPLE, AND THE manent minister, will I consent to re- 
GOLDEN BADGE OF UNSELFISH- ¡cetve a salary that shall amount to 
NESS, GENTLENESS, KINDNESS one-fourth as much as I formerly re- 
AND LOVING SERVICE. j celved when I was connected with the

HOW TO BECOME A MEMBER. accurate
Practically, the method of joining and reliable in our business methods 

The Fellqwship is exceedingly easy, and to keep the most accurate accounts 
We do not elect our members; they j on the most approved system, paying 
elect themselves. Any one who signs jour bills promptly and in ail of our re- 
tho roll or authorizes the secretary to lations with the business world.

we recognize the fact of human fel
lowship and desire to live with all men 
in the practical recognition of the fact 
that we are all one. s

A lady said to me the other evening, 
“I sympathize with your spirit and your 
purpose, although I am not a member 
of your church.” 1 said to her, “Mad-
am, excuse me, you are. mistaken. I
may not technically be in your church, 
but you are essentially in mine, for my 
church Includes all people and I BE
LIEVE THAT ALL THE CHILDREN 
OF MEN ARE THE CHILDREN OF 
GOD AND BROTHERS AND SISTERS 
ONE OF ANOTHER.”

For ages men and women have been 
talking of the Fatherhood of God and 
the Brotherhood of Man. It is possible 
that the early Christians lived accord
ing to these principles, but whether 
they did or not<we want to realize them 
just so far as in ub Ues, in and through 
The Fellowship. In every spot on'earth 
“Jew and Gentile, Barbarian and Scyth
ian, bond and free,” heathen and Chris
tian, the rich and poor, 'the wise and 
foolish, the learned and ignorant, the 
weak and strong ought to meet to
gether without distinction, bound by 
the great ties of our common human
ity; but until that consummate day 
shall dawn, let there be at least one 
place where this shall be true of human 
relationship. The application of this 
principle would solve all the problems 
of human association. In the home, it 
would sanctify even' holy affiliation 
and lead to wisdom and permanence in 
domestic relations.

In education. It would teach our chil
dren to be true men and women, sons 
and daughters of the Most High, and to 
live as members of one great family. 
In society, it would paralyze our fool
ishness and frivolity and cause our in
tercourse with one another to he truly 
recreative and inspiring.

sign the roll for him, and makes a Bub-i placer occupier at the pdpq. scriptian to the current expenses, pro- PLACES OCCUPIED AT THE PRES- 
portionate to his interest and ability, E^T TIME,
Immediately becomes a member, and) At the present time we are occupying, 
only loses his membership when he j40 a greater or less extent, four places, 
falls to indicate his continued interest j First, Masonic Hall, of which we have 
by his absence, or delinquency in the (the exclusive control, where we hold 
payment of his subscription. our Sunday morning services, the prin-

I have been asked a great many cipal sessions of the Sunday-school, our 
times how we think'we can administer Wednesday evening meetings, our so- 
such a great institution as this upon dais and various other gatherings, 
such a financial basis, and I reply that Second, Simpson Auditorium, where 
it is true that we need money in order our Sunday evening meetffigs will be 
to meet the heavy obligations and to held until further notice. -J' 
seize the great opportunities of ouri Third, Fellowship ileadiiiiarters, lo- 
rapidly growing work, but we believe cated at 434 South Hill Street, directly 
that in these affairs we can practice our across the street from :Masodic Temple, 
principles and absolutely trust the | Here we have located; thebusiness of- 
members to contribute each .one ac- flees of The Fellowship, the .office of the 
cording to his own ability. The indi- Fellowship magazine,tthe office of The 
vidual subscriptions now vary from one| Fellowship Publishing,Company, where 
cent a week to twenty-five dollars a various books and liberates? may be 
month, and I suppose that this great I found, and also the office d^the Venice 
difference fairly indicates the varying Assembly. At the rc$r of-’ |the head- 
financial resources of the members of quarters will be found Eunarcon Hall, 
The Fellowship. Those who have large being a new hall, w^hAvc seated 
means should make large and generous with 150 chairs, wherg th$, Emerson 
subscriptions, in order to supplement j classes, the Young jjen’s^iVlub, and 
the smaller contributions of those who j other smaller gatherings], ,will hold 
have not. Certain privileges will be their sessions. .
granted to the members, and where the . Fourth, Fellowship) l^u'se, with
conditions of membership are as simple I which most of us have become familiar, 
as ours, no one can feel that he is de- located at 605 West Third.Street, where
barred from any privilege, except by 1 we shall retain the headquarters of the 
his own voluntary declaration not to be Council, the administrative offices for 
associated with ub. ¡the philanthropic, educational and re-

EX°LANAT1ON ABOUT BFATR . J Hgious activities, the.-Sewing rooms, EX. LANATION ABOUT SEATS. socb} rooms TOoms for thc
The reason that we reserve most of j ¡ngs of the various committees, of the 

our Beats on Sunday mornings for mem- Graduate Jolly Boys’ Club, and other 
bers of-The Fellowship ta order to pre- similar smaller gatherings.
serve our esprit de corps, and'that all pH,NC,p, cFT ms™
of the members may be kept informed hhinlifi.es &et forih.
concerning Hie development of the] i have already etated what we call 
work; and that we should have at least ¡The Fellowship Principles. As Emer- 
one meeting at which those । who have Ison says, “There Is a statement of re- 
been interested enough to become mem-1 Ugion possible which would make all

This department will consist of young 
men and women from sixteen years of 
age up. It they wish, they may gradu
ate at twenty-one years of age into the 
College of Religion and Ethics, but may 
remain in the lyceum until they are 
twenty-live. The text book in these 
classes will be my recent exposition of 
the Sermon on the Mount, entitled 
“The Divine Adventure,” which will be 
divided into sections and used as regu
lar lesson leaflets for this purpose.

Fourth, the College of Religion and 
Ethics. For the present, the only class 
in the college will be the one conducted 
at 12:30 on Sunday by Mrs. Mills. The 
text-book for this class will be Mrs. 
Mills’ recent statement of the funda
mental principles of spiritual philoso
phy, entitled “The Art of Living.” This 
book will also be prepared for the spe
cial use of students in this class. Thé 
Emerson classes may also be counted 
as in this department, and we-propose 
soon to commence sociological study 
along various lines.
THE PHILANTHROPIC ACTIVITIES 
of The Fellowship are already so nu
merous that time would forbid me to do 
more than mention them. In the near 
future I hope to deliver a special ad
dress on “The Philanthropies of The 
Fellowship.” We have at present ten 
committees engaged in philanthropic 
work

1. The ■ Philanthropic Committee, 
which has charge of the especial minis
try to those who are in financial need.

2. The Committee on the Sick, 
which stands ready to render efficient 
and helpful service to all people of all 
creeds who are In need of attention.

3. The City and County Jails Com
mittee, who regularly visit our local 
prisons, become acquainted with the 
prisoners, and endeavor to’render them 
efficient assistance upon their leaving 
their places of detention. This com
mittee also furnishes libraries and read
ing matter to the inmates of the jails 
and also provides clothing for numbers 
of them upon their release.

4. The Detention Home Committee 
renders similar service for the boys and 
girls of the Detention home.

5. The Children’s Hospital Commit
tee furnishes delicacies, playthings, 
bandages, etc., to the sick children, vis
its the hospital to discover their needs, 
and renders aid in other ways.

6. The Day Nursery Committee as
sists in the work of the Day Nurseries.

7. The Sewing Committee meets 
every week with a large number of vol
untary assistants, for the purposes of 
repairing, remodeling and otherwise 
preparing .clothing, which is furnished 
by members of the Fellowship and oth
ers for the use of the Committees on 
the Jails and Detention Home and the 
Philanthropic Committee.

8. The Graduate Jolly Boys’ Club 
Committee has already organized one 
club of boys who had joined the Jolly 
Soys’ Club, which is the name of the 
Fellowship organization within the. De
tention Homeland who have a desire to 
remain connected, with a similar organ
ization after their residence has been 
transferred to their own homes.

The Evening School Committee 
will commence next week regular 
semi-weekly sessions of an evening 
school, which will teach to members of 
The Fellowship various branches In 
which they may desire instruction.'

10. The Legal Advice Burean con-

Bund ui your address 
I arid we will show j <>u 
I how to make |3»dcy

Mil M Bm * absolutely »uro; w*
wMBf fumlih the work and teach you froa, you work in 

the locality where you live. Send us your addic»» and we will
'®hEf fumlih the work and teach j

explain Iha buiinei* fully, remember we guarantee arlrarprolll 
of 13 for every day's work, abtolutcly iure. Write at'onra.
BOIAL KAMKAUTLKUiG CO.» Box 867. Oclrull,Hick.

ests. WE NEED, WITHOUT A 
WEEK’S DELAY, A HOME FOR THE 
SISTERS WHOM WE TAKE FROM 
THE JAIL AND ELSEWHERE, AND 
FOR WHOM WE ARE LEGALLY AND 
MORALLY RESPONSIBLE. WE 
NEED A HOME FOR THE BOYS WHO 
ARE GRADUATES OF THE DETEN
TION HOME, AND ALSO THOSE 
WHO HAVE NOT BEEN RESIDENTS 
THERE, WHERE THEY CAN BE UN
DER HIGH MORAL INFLUENCES 
WHILE EARNING THEIR LIVING OR 
PURSUING THEIR EDUCATION.

We ought to have an employment 
exchange, at first for members of The 
Fellowship, but probably developing 
into an attempt to supply also the need 
of others without employment, in a dis
criminating, brotherly fashion. I 
should also like to see started, In the 
near future, a Fellowship loan office, 
which should furnish money at reason
able rates to those who are in tempo
rary need of assistance. These are 
pressing practical needs, one of which 
is a large philanthropic fund, both from 
single donations and also from regular 
contributions. Commencing next Sun
day we will put in operation a system 
by which the members and friends of 
The Fellowship may mako regular 
•monthly contributions to out benevo
lent work. But while I am thus outlin
ing some of the Immediate practical 
needs, I realize more than words can 
express, that these are'not our greatest 
necessities. I believe in the truth of 
the word of the old Hebrew psalmist: 
“Except the Lord build the house, they 
labor in vain that buiid it; except the 
Lord keep the city, the watchmen 
waketh but in vain." What he meant 
by this was that the great thing is not 
institutionalism or the making and car
rying out of practical plans, but rather 
the developing of the great Spirit of 
Life to which all things are possible. 
If it were not that this Divine Spirit is 
so marvelously manifest in all of our 
work, there would almost be danger 
that we would grow too fast

We all of us need more and more an 
appreciation of the purposes and spirit 
of this movement We need io see 
that we are not creating what is being 
accomplished, but that we are being 
created by the Eternal Spirit, are being 
used by Him, and are simply indica
tions of what He means to do now and 
in the near future for humanity.

I have -lived in an atmosphere of a 
high type of religious consecration all 
my life, but I joyfully bear witness that 
I have never observed anything In qual
ity or intensity like the hearty devotion 
of the people who are inaugurating this 
movement. The only word that de
scribes it Is enthusiasm, which, liter
ally translated from the Greek, means 
the realization of the presence of God 
in man. This is nothing less than a 
reformation of the reformation.
A SUBLIME SPIRIT OF SERVICE 
possesses scores and hundreds, as they 
place their names upon our Roll of 
Honor. Every week tens and scores of 
the most intelligent and noblest men 
and women, young men and maidens, 
boys and girls, volunteer for any sort 
of service they .are able to render. I 
have made scores of requests for the 
giving of practical endeavor from our 
members In the last few weeks, but I 
do not think I have opened one door of 
opportunity for self-denying service 
that has not been eagerly entered, un
less there was some especial reason.

The above la the number of the pres
ent issue of Tbs Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of tho first page, 
right hand corner. It this number cor> 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you iutvo paid for bas 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right band corner of the first page Is nd- 
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
tte tag of your wrapper.

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting*
Author of ’'The World Beautiful,” ’‘Kate Field* 
‘•After Her Death,” “From Dreamland Sent,” eta. 
With portrait. IGmo. Cloth, gilt. Price »1.25. Tho 
writer of this “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning“ 
has thrown the hook into five chapters, with aub tUles as follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. ‘'Summer Snow of Apple 

Blossoms;“ Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends lu the 
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Friona; 
Vita Koura; “One Day. My Siren.’“

IN THAT NEW WOULD. Pisa nnd Poetry; InCaea 
Guldl; Florentine Days: Walter Savage Liinllor.

ABT AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 
Clasped Hands; Kate Field’s Records; Mrs. 
Browning's Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE, Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Lawn; Modern Scientific Thought; The Consider* 
atloh of Genius.

For Salo at this office.

MfllMFT IIIs Birth, Character and mUnU/HLl Doctrine. By Edward Gib- 
bon. This is No. 6 of tho Library of Liberal 
Classics. It is conceded to be historically cor
rect, and so exact and perfect iu every detail as 
to be practically beyond the reach of adverse 
criticism. This work will be found intensely 
Interesting. Ptice, 25 cents.

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consist« of a course of lectures 
delivered in the trance state, and is certainly no 
small a utributlon to the study of the soul. It 
is a gooc work to open the eyes to the difference 
between the deductive and inductive processor 
mind. Bound in cloth, 81. For sale at this 
office.

STcur
INDUCE

Neighbor to Subscribe for Th* 
Progressive Thinker.

Dow is the time to extend the circula. 
Hon of The Progress!»s Thinker. It 
Kill contain Occult and SpiritualisUo 
mws with which every one should bs 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich th«. 
Blind. Send in a subscription now.

Psychic Light
BY MBS. DBAKE.

Important Addition to Our Literature.
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 

reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
have been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: “PSY. 
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE." It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to tha, 
end. It is chockfol of stirring tad. 
lents. Price of this largd volume, only;

postpaid.

VOLNEY’S RUINS

______ .-------------- - —...........— ______ _____ „.1 sista cl some of the .most eminent law- 
bers should be sure of obtaining admis- skepticism absurd.” and I"believe that I yers of the city, who will give legal ad- 
slon. I call your attention with great] this Ib such a statement These little I vice without charge' to those who are i 
emphasis to the fact that this does not I words, TRUST AND LOV&. iadicate ‘ unable to pay for it but who will ea- ■

that prevented' it.
This great, deep, solemn, joyful, en

thusiastic consecration which absorbs 
our lives Is comparable in the spiritual 
experience of our ancestors only to the 
early days of Christianity. We do not 
make any claims or utter any prophe
cies concerning the future of The fel
lowship. No one could realize more 
than do Mrs. Mills and I that we are 
only INSTRUMENTS OR CHANNELS 
FOR THE. OUTFLOWING OF THE 
HOLY SPIRIT OF OUR TIME. This 
is not an association of foliowera. Num
bers of our members are leaders in 
their own departments of the world's 
work, it Is not “a personally coaduct-

\ —AND—

Ithe law of nature,
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CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor Take due notice that Items for this 
Is alone responsible tor any assertions > page In order to Insure insertion must
or statements he may make. Theeditor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about tour 
compositors. That means - rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on while 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
in mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in. order to do that they will 
generally have, to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items-would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer.

’It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so,, with
out giving the full name and address ot 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 

' cast into the waste basket.
KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 

this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

contain ihe full name and address of the 
writer. I Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

When writing for thia' paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

TOPIC FOR THE ‘PROGRESSIVE
‘ ....... rXYç/UM.‘

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current issue should reach thia 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

Sunday, June 25, tops, E, 58: "Grav
itation anjjlAtfractlon,

practiced by dishonorable and unscru
pulous persons is no argument that the 
genuine has no existence. When I pos
itively state that 1 have conversed and

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

H. F. Dickey says: "Those claiming 
to have made a thorough investigation 
as to the reality or falsity of Spiritual
ism and spirit communication, de
nouncing them as fraudulent, have 
either made a limited study of these 
subjects or are so prejudiced that theli^ 
senses are dulled to all truth and rea
son. That deception and trickery are

Mrs. O. A. Bishop, the medium, has 
removed to No. 3721 Forest avenue, 
where she is.living In her own house. 
Mrs. Bishop has been a medium all her 
life, and to say that she is most excel
lent is in accordance with the testi
mony of hundreds who have consulted 
her. Her mother,-Mrs. Howard (if we 
remember the name rightly) was also a 
grand medium; and her estimable qual
ities were transmitted to her daughter. 
You can make engagements with her 
through Phone Douglas 1453.

Conrad Bock writes from St. Louis, 
Mo.: "The Advanced Spiritualist Asso- 
clatiori are holding good meetings at 
Schuelte’s Hall, 19th and Wright, every 
Sunday evening at 7:45 and Friday at 
2:30 p, m. Last Sunday evening the 
ball was crowded by the announcement 
that the Rev. W, F. Peck would lecture. 
The subject of his lecture, “Spiritual- 
ism?’ was ably and eloquently handled. 
The lecturer stated that Spiritualism 
was the basis of all religions, and that 
the founders were c.11 inspired by the di
vine power. He proved spirit commun
ion from the bible, and mentioned 
Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and his disci
ples, and Paul. The lecturer was fol
lowed by an Inspired song entitled, 
"Angel Voices,” by Mrs. Kafe Price, 
after which Rev. Laura M. Jones, pas
tor of the society followed with her 
convincing way, the scientific demon
stration of the immortality of the soul, 
and thus the good work goes on.”

H. E, Pomeroy writes: “I take no 
stock In any system of mythology or 
theology. Both have served a purpose 
and had their day, but science -and 
knowledge have dethroned them. Noth
ing can transpire in a universe gov
erned by natural law that is unnatural. 
Life is natural and thereJs no death, 
b.ut there is change and progress. 1 
was evolved and became an ego under 
natural law, and must proceed as an 
ego under that law, perhaps forever 
and perhaps not I can see evidence 
of infinite intelligence that is wonderful 
and It gives me joy and comfort to say 
Our Father. If I am to. continue on as 
an ego I shall grow in strength, wisdom 
and harmony as I pass from plane to 
plane, and shall know more and more 
of the ummutable life. Although we 
grow to the stature of men and women 
here we do not put away childish things 
until nature compels us. The sensual 
earth-born soul, must be spiritualized 
and refined in order to increase in

Dr. Beverly writes: “At Arlington 
Hall, Chicago, the Spiritual Science So
ciety will continue its meetings all sum
mer, and invites all who witffi to join 
the society to send in their names, with 
return for membership card. We give 
each member free daily treatment for 
success in realizing health and devel
opment In their chosen phase of medi
umship. We wish to co-operate with 
those In the same vibration, arid let you 
enjoy and be benefited'by the spirit vi
brations we send out, and learn how to 
reach not only your friends on the next 
plane, but touch the highest intelli
gences that will give you dominion over 
all things. Address me at No. 44 East 
Thirty-first street."

D. G. Hill writes: "Again the Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society has reason to 

■ feel thankful for the large attendance 
at the afternoon and evening sessions 
on Sunday, June 11, The speaaer for 
the afternoon, Mrs. M. Schumacher, 
pastor of the Society Students of Na
ture, chose for subject of her discourse 
Mediums and Mediumship. Among the 
attractions we had a visiting sister, 
Mrs. E. Hulser from Sycamore, Ill., who 
as a trained and cultured singer, in 
connection with our organist, Mrs. 
Frankie Cole and .our choir, rendered 
eo1q§/ duets and quartettes that carried 
the audience into ecstasies. Telling 
messages were given by Mrs. Kittle 
Gifford, Mrs. M. McIntyre and Mrs. 
Nora Hill. For the evening, with the 
brilliant orator and talented speaker, 
the Hon. Ex-State’s Attorney and au
thor. Charles Hughes, we had a feast of 
soul’food. The same singers rendered 
the beautiful and' soul-inspiring music 
and messages by Mrs. M. McIntyre and 
Mrs. Nora E. Hill that carried the truth 
straight to the believer and investi
gator; in fact these mediums seemed 
completeiy surrounded' with spirits. 
One of our faithful workers, that bud of 
promise destined to become a beautiful 
flower in the grand work of teaching 
the truth of Spiritualism, Mrs. Alice 
Sexsmith, was called away to her girl
hood home in Canada on account of the 
health of her aged mother. We had 
communication with her and she re
ports that she was in time to find the 
mother still on the earth planei, arid she 
tent her ‘God bless you’ to her friends 
and associates, and hopes to be with us 
in the work again some time in the 
coming month of July. When she re
turns sho wiil find warm hearts and 
outstretched hands to welcome her. 
This society will close the season Sun
day, June 25, when our speaker will be 
the well-known and capable riian, Dr. 
Geo. B. Warne, followed by the beauti
ful christening service with flowers as 
conducted by the far advanced guides 
of Mrs. Nora E. Hill. Don’t forget the' 
date. We will open a summer meeting 
commencing the “first Sunday evening 
of July arid continue each Sunday even
ing of July and August. We have se
cured the help of able speakers and 
shall conduct an open door meeting, de
pending on the free will offerings of the

Gem of Thought:—B
Of pow’rs Unit push and pow’rs 

pull,
Old Nature is quite lull;
Each must be good, it takes us on, 

Until Life’s task is done.

that

Let's trust tJie gqpfl through calm 
change,

Each comes in Nature’s range;

or

And pushed and puJlsd, just do our 
part,— '

Strength flows from Nature's heart.
For information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum,' authorized lesson 
sheet of the Natlonal*SpiritualIsts Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas, '

. Mrs, Ella J. Bloom writes: "On the 
Fourth of July, the Illinois Ladies Bum 
flower Club, auxiliary to the I.- B. 0. A., 
will hold a basket picnic on the 
grounds of the Minnetonka Cottage, at 
Lake Bluff, III., beautifully located on 
tlie lake shore. A number of Chicago’s 
most prominent mediums will be pres
ent. A good time is assured to all. 
come and get acquainted, and have the 
good time of your life. Tickets for the 
round trip 75 cents. Good on any train 
over the Chicago and Northwestern 
railroad (Weils street dèpot) ; 18 trains 
dally. Morning trains at 8:25, 9, 9:30 
and 10 o'clock. Tickets can be had at 
the office of The Progressive Thinker; 
on the North Side from Mrs. Belle Curi 
tis, 615 Otto street; South Side, Mrs. 
Dr. Cross, 560 East 55th street. A 
handsome hand-painted chocolate set,

the population of the'globe, , ,
. For years our government has imi
tated her splendid administration by 
futile attempts at civil service reform. 
How ridiculous to hear people use the 
phrase, Heathen Chinese!

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOK!

J. C. D. '

KANSAS SPIRITUAL LEAGUE,

iversed and knowledge, truth and love. Love is the 
•co converse with some who have | ultimatum. Physical death is only an 
■massed friom this world to the spirit. e\en^ ln *1Ie- •
abode, I have evidence that convinces Helen Morse writes: “If you should 
me of this fact beyond the shadow of a see-a friend with sadness in his face 
doubt. What we call death is only an and looking, as if he had no friends in. 
event in life, and our-passing from this tl’,° Rno/’° ”n ,,n
-_ife is just as essential as birth, other
wise all progress and further advance
ment would cease.”

Mrs. Amanda Coffman of 419 Cres
cent avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich., 
writes: “I will be at home until August, 
and will answer calls for funerals or

this wide world and space, go up and 
slap him on the back and say, "look up!

• weddings within a reasonable distance. 
, Address me as above or phone Citizens’ ■ 

6906."
. The following announces the meeting 

at Oklahoma City, Okla.: The Spirit
ualist society of Oklahoma City extends 
io one and all a most cordial invitation 
to attend their public meetings, which 
are held In the Rippy building, comer 
of Broadway and Second street, on sec
ond floor. The wonderful deihonstra- 
lions of clairvoyance, clairaudlence, 
psychometry, etc., given by the several 
gifted mediums of this society at every 
meeting have already aroused keen in
terest in psychic research in this com
munity. Much praise has been be
stowed upon our mediums for the ac
curacy with which they describe your 
loved ones in spirit life, even to names, 
and .the comforting messages transmit
ted through them to you. Spiritualists 
<lo not believe in a hereafter—they 
"know” it to be a truth by everyday ex
perience, and consider it one of their 
privileges to lead their brethren out 
into the broader light and better un- 
oerstanding of their true self.

Mrs. S. A. Zinzow writes from Mil
waukee, Wis.: '“I have received the 
twelve premium books which Dr. F. L. 
Mehrtens ordered. I wish to thank you 
kindly for them.”

M. Theresa Allen writes from Spring
field, Mo.: “The course of lectures re
ferred to in my late communication to 
your valuable paper, to be given at Mill
ersville, Mo., was given as per an
nouncement. We had fine weather and 
good audiences during the entire course 
and all passed off agreeably. I never 
cnet better people anywhere, and never 
svas cared for more kindly than in the 
■little town of Millersville. They have 
never permitted a saloon there, and the 
results are very apparent, especially to 
an outsider. The moral and spiritual 
¡tone of the community is far above the 
average, while the spirit of brotherhood 
and friendly co-operation pervades and 
nominates the general mentality of the 

jtown. Among the many pleasing fea
tures of my visit there was the fact ot 
so many young people present at the
meetings, and not only present, but 
took an active part in making the meet- • 
Ings a success. Some twelve or fifteen 

lyoung ladies and gentlemen took charge 
'of the singing, and they sang well, too. 
¿This was my third professional visit 
to that town, and I recall each one with 
pleasure. May heaven protect it from 
the blighting influence of "Spiritual” 
fakes even as they have been protected 
from the demoralizing influence of the 
saloon."

F Mi'lton Baker writes from Oakland, 
Cal.: “Having seen the article in The 
Progressive Thinker, claiming that 1 
(Went by the name of Martin. Bailey 
.while in Los Angeles, I beg to inform 
your readers that I went by my right 
rame, Milton Baker. Also, I made no 
claim that I was endorsed by the N. S. 
'A., ot Mr. Barrett When people asked 
me if I had half rates, I frankly told 
■them-the truth, that 1 had,-and when 1 
■Was asked if I held ordination papers, I 
admitted I did not, and tl:e reason I had 
had rates without being ordained, was 
because Mr. Barrett secured me rates 
through his personal influence. I made 
no claims that, he or the N. S. A. en
dorsed my work as a.medium or speak
er. Mr. Barrett did secure half rates 
for me, even though I held no ordina
tion papers, through his personal influ
ence.”

Your spirit friends will help smoothe ( 
your troubles all away." ,

Mrs. Lydia Jessup writes from Ches
terfield, Ind.;. “The camp grounds are 
in fine condition and are opened for the 
Sunimer. Many families are already 
In their cottages, and with the letters 
of inquiry and the interest taken gen
erally, we are certain of the best camp 
we have ever had. Any one wanting 
information or programs, address me at 
Chesterfield, Ind.”

Mrs. McKinley Creighton writes from 
Wheeling,'W. Va.: "I wish to express a 
few words of appreciation in behalf of 
Dr, N. F. Ravlin.’ My husband and I 
have heard him lecture every Sunday 
for some time. His lectures are so up
lifting and instructive, they are sincere
ly appreciated by those seeking for 
knowledge pertaining to the develop
ment of their spiritual natures while in 
this body, and after leaving the earthly 
house. What humanity most needs, to 
my mind, is to know who and what they 
are; to realize the kingdom of heaven 
within their own souls. To, make heav
enly conditions here in this world, I 
feel we must learn to live in this world 
before we arc ready to live in another.”

Mrs. Kirchner writes: “At the Rising 
Sun Mission, on Sunday afternoon, June 
11, Mis. Martha Brice gave a talk which 
was convincing to the most skeptical. 
She seems to reach the hearts ot her 
hearers in her earnest, sincere way, and 
the impression she leaves with them is 
lasting. Sister Trafton also startled 
her hearers with her clear demonstra
tions of spirit return, bringing comfort 
to a number of sorrowing souls. In the 
evening Dr. J. H. Randall gave one ot 
his Inspiring lectures, which was lis
tened to by an eager audience. We al
ways welcome the Doctor to our plat
form. Sister Kingsbury who, by the 
way, is just starting out as an inspira
tional speaker, gladdened the hearts ot 
a good many by her able remarks as to 
our life's work in the spirit world: Bro.

, Thompson and Sister Kirchner gave 
, some grand spirit messages, which 

were readily accepted. Our choir as 
. usual rendered some very fine selec

tions. Our speaker for Sunday, June 
25, will be Mr. H. F. Arnold, the rising

i young Spiritualist orator. We cordially 
. invite all to attend our services every 
’ Sunday afternoon at 3, and evening at 
> 8, at Mission Hall, Peoples’. Institute,'

attendants, feeling that the earnestness 
of our purpose to present the truth of 
Spiritualism will make a refuge for 
those who know the truth and an open' 
door for those seeking the same. 
O'Donnell College Hall, So. Paulina 
street, between Washington Blvd, and 
Park avenue.. All welcome.”

F. Anlaut writes from Oklahoma City; 
Okla.: We conduct meetings every- Sun
day evening, and the notices I write for 
the papers attract many Investigators. 
Our principal speaker present is Dr. 
G. L. Monroney, a staunch bld Splrit-

Van Buren and Leavitt streets. Our 
second annual picnic takes place on 
Saturday, July 1, at Relssig’s Grove, 
Riverside. Come and have a day’s out
ing and a good time."

Mrs. Harriet W. Hildreth writes from

ualist and resident here, who has had 
a very large experience in the field of 
psychic research, and is a very good 
demonstrator and deep student. Mrs. D. 
M. Thorp and Nicholas Becker are our 
public mediums and are much appreci
ated for their unselfish work in behalf 
of our organization. We charge no ad
mission, but take up a collection after 
the meetings, to partially cover ex
penses. I heartily approve of the vig
orous warfare of Spiritualists against 
all fraud in our ranks. Oklahoma City 
certainly Is not a good field for these 
‘spiritual’ impostors, as they have left 
us alone ever since we saw them in 
their true colors and withdrew our sup
port"

J. A. Ball writes from Thorntown, 
Ind.: “I find many articles In The Pro
gressive Thinker that are well worth 
the price of tyi entire year’s subscrip
tion.”

Emma M. Nutt-Moore writes: "After 
a succesful season’s work in Muncie, 
Ind., as speaker and medium, I have lo
cated in San Antonio, Tex., where I 
shall take up the work. Muncie and its 
people hold a 'very warm place in my 
heart, and I trust the friends may meet 
with unbounded success in their ef
forts to establish a permanent organizar 
tion, and fforn the beautiful .Southland 
we send greetings to our Indiana 
friends. Owing to the poor health of 
my busband we were obliged to make 
the change, and already it has been 
beneficial.”
. Frank T. Ripley has been lecturing 
and giving tests to large audiences in 
Defiance, Ohio. He will lecture and 
give tests at Kokomo, Ind., the last two 
Sundays of June.

W. F. Schumacher writes: "The clos
ing exercises of the Students of Nature 
will long be remembered by those pres
ent. The house was filled to the doors. 
There was a fine program for the even
ing. Prof. Hunt and his orchestra of 
boys and girls gave a grand treat. Mrs. 
Nellie Kusserow gave a soul-stirring 
speech which will long be remembered. 
Mrs. McIntire followed with words of 
Welcome. Brother Coe spoke of the 
Open Way. The recitations by the lit
tle ones called encores from all. Prof. 
Linn gave'some fine readings, all well 
received. A good-bye till September.”

Mrs. W. C. selbrede writes from Bil-

we have been having some most excel
lent meetings all winter with Mrs. Etta 
S. Bledsoe as pastor, and Mrs. Inez 
Wagner as message bearer. In regard 
to the meetings being held here, the 
First Spiritualist Church, without any 
advertising except a four-line church 
notice advertising its regular meetings, 
had in attendance on Sunday evening, 
June 11, 1905, by exact count two hun
dred and twenty-four people."

The permanent address of Dr, J. 0; 
M. Hewitt is is 533 West : Madison 
street, Chicago. He can be addressed 
there for engagements.

Mrs, G. A. Cowen lectured arid gave 
tests last Sunday .at Rockford, 111. She 
answers sealed questions, and is very 
remarkable in that respect. She ? will 
attend the Clinton Qamp. Her perma- 
nent address Is No.’1441 Roscoe street, 
Chicago, Ill.

"Persons who have not studied care
fully in the line of psychics," said the 
Rev. Dr. R. Heber Newton of New York 
in an address before the American In
stitute for Scientific Research, "have no 
Idea of the marvelousness of the finds 
which are being made in this new 
realm. The most striking feature of 
our present day Is that one after an
other of the beliefs of the far past, 
spread wide among men, which have 
been supposed to be mere superstitions, 
have been strangely vindicating them
selves before the bar of reason, at 
least giving ample cause to. warrant a 
scientific investigation."

Dr. Dobson-Barker writes; from San 
Jose, Cal.: “The First Spiritual Union 
has engaged Rev.. Allen Franklin Brown 
(state missionary) as the pastor for 
the month of June..? He is much liked 
by the people in general, his- quiet se
date manner gives? a soothing influence 
to his audience, who give an attentive 
ear. We noticed: during Mr. Brown’s 
first lecture, that every eye was upon 
him, and every eari bent to catch the 
beautiful words ofuspiritual truths as 
they fell fromuhis lips. Those receiv
ing messagesiiifrom u his psychometric 
readings, wereliwell pleased and anx
ious to meet and shrike hands with one 
who could givA- thenr so much comfort 
At some of Ms msetings, his guides 
ask for the sabjectito be given by the 
audience; andyns always ably handled 
by the controls-During the week he 
holds question: meetings at the homes 
of the different friends, answering in
quiry of spiritual and scientific lines. 
He with the assistance of the secretary, 

' has'gotten upyft. neat ’little program of 
the month’s work, which is helping to 
awaken an interest,-which is increasing 
and we look fopwardt with a. feeling, 
■that a grand fptpire awaits Rev. Brown. 
■Those, wishing his services, can address 
him ’during thQfflioijth, San Jose, Cal., 
236 N,; Sixth street.” . . •- " •

On the Fourth-of July, t^e Illinois 
Ladles Sunflower Club will hold a bas
ket picnic on the grounds of the Minne-
tonka Cottage, at Lake Bluff, ill. A 
number of Chicago's • most prominent 
mediums will give spirit messages be
tween 2 and 4 p. m. Bring your lunch. 
Coffee, lemonade and ice cream served. 
Come and have a good time. Commit
tee: Mrs, Isa Cross,' president, 540 E. 
55th street; Mrs.- O. B. Wilson, vice- 
president, 2 E. 47th street; Mrs. Ella 
Bloom, corresponding secretary, 892 S. 
Turner avenue; Mrs. Frances Koehler, 
tieasurer, 222 Irving avenue; Mrs. 
Belle Curtis, financial secretary, 615 
Otto street. ; i ' •

pot and six cups and saucers, donated 
by Mrs. Cross will be raffled off on this 
occasion. Chances on the same can be 
had of any member of the club, for 10 
cents. Bring your lunch."

Correspondent writes: “St. George's 
Hall, 3337 State street, is, on Sunday 
evenings, one of the great places of in
terest for those studying the philosophy 
and phenomena of Spiritualism. These 
meetings are conducted by Dr. Louis H.’ 
Freedman, the well known Australian 
healer and physician. As the people 
left the hall last Sunday evening these 
were the remarks they made; ‘Well, 
after hearing the Doctor, I think there • 
certainly must be something in Spirit
ualism;’ 'how earnest he is and what a 
beautiful voice for singing.' ‘I afn com
ing again,' and so on. Chicago people 
should come and hear the Doctor, ’ 
bringing both sick and well. The addi
tional attractions offered were; Mr. 
Ellis, a medium lately come before the 
public, demonstrated spirits operating 
upon a telegraphic instrument without' 
a key, independently, and gave very 
convincing messages. He will be pres
ent every Sunday evening. Miss Za- 
zelle, a faithful and delightful mediuni, 
gave many messages, all of which 'were 
recognized. Mr, James Bliss needs no 
comment, as his ability as a pianist is 
well known. A spiritual, intellectual 
and musical feast is offered to all every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock sharp.”

Dr. P. A. Pierson writes from Kan
sas: “Our state convention was held at 
Topeka, Kansas, June 1 to 4. I think 
the address of Judge S. M. Tucker, of 
Wichita, deserves special mention; it 
was of the kind that makes one a bet
ter Spiritualist for hearing. I also wish 
to mention A. Scott Bledsoe, who is a 
giant in the cause of true Spiritualism, 
arid as an organizer- has few equals. 
The spirit messages given by Mrs. Sal
lie W. Aber of Kansas Qlty, Mo., was 
the best work of the kind ever wit
nessed, little-Red Feather taking her 
through the crowded hall, giving some 
£;0‘ or 70 tests,-giving Both names and 
tests correctly In every instance. When 
the work was finished our state presi
dent asked all those present who had 
received a message through Mrs. Sallie 
W. Aber, but had never met her before, 
to stand up; there were 21 persons 
stood up who received undoubted proof 
of the life beyond the grave; they had 
never met Mrs. Sallie W. Aber before."

T. O. Atkinson writes from Louis
ville, Ky.: “The Church of the Soul 
held its closing services for the season, 
June 11. Mrs. T. B. Grunwald, the pas
tor, was the speaker. After the lec
ture she gave some very convincing psy
chometric readings, followed with mes
sages by Mr. F. Emytsberger. This 
society was organized, Dec. 27, 1904. 
Our services ever since have been suc
cessful and satisfactory, and we are 
looking forward with pleasure when 
out little church shall open again in 
September. Our pastor is an energetic 
worker, sincere and earnest, loving her 
work. She is a firm believer in organ
ization, realizing its importance in 
strengthening the cause of truth. She 
has lectured regularly for five months 
to good audiences, handling her subject 
intelligently, and conscientiously be
lieving that the greatest success comes 
from living the truth. She will attend 
Camp Chesterfield and rest for the sum
mer so as to be ready for her work next 
foil."

A New Organization for That St^te.

Mrs Virginia Bryan, of Chicago, who 
has been doing work in Kansas for the 
Spiritualists during the past year, and 
whose labors have been very success
ful, in compliance with an urgent re
quest from all parts of the state, and 
from prominent Spiritualists, arranged 
for a mass meeting to be held in To
peka, Juno 9, 10 and 11. She procured 
the services of'Dr. Geo. B. Warne, vice- 
president of the N. 8. A., and presi
dent of the Illinois State Association, 
and Mrs. Kayner and Mrs. Jaquet, both 
prominent mediums of Chicago.

Thoroughly understanding the needs 
of the Spiritualists in Kansas, Mrs Bry
an was eminently fitted to take charge 
of the convention.

There was a goodly attendance df 
Spiritualists, six societies being rep- 
resentefl.

They are oui* own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in the 

United States excels them in tho me« 
chanlcal work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in tho bplrlt 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can pe 
dug up In all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by. 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, 
It will fill an Important niche in your, 
library.

Dr. Warne gave. three very fine ad
dresses, full of highest thought and 
sentiment. He is a very eloquent 
speaker.

Mrs, Bryan, Mrs. Jaqnet and Mrs. 
Kayner gave messages which were rec
ognized by the various members of the 
.audience. They were very, far above 
the ordinary, and far superior to any
thing In that line which Topeka has 
had for a long time. The lectures and 
messages created great Interest in the 
Cause of Spiritualism, and led to the 
organization of a new State Association 
to_be know as the Kansas Spiritualist 
League, The.following'are the resolu
tions adopted by the convention, and 
a list of the officers and board of di
rectors:

Kansas has many believers in Spirit
ualism. Their numbers are yearly in
creasing. They hunger for spiritual 
knowledge. They long for growth. They 
want in full measure the agencies of 
development. Those agencies are to 
be found only in organization. Through 
organization, ideas are best propagated ; 
through organization workers—evan
gels . of the truth—are discovered, 
trained and sent into the field to teach 
and awaken these latent spiritual forc
es which now lie dormant In every 
county, in every community, in the 
church as well as out of it, and cause 
them to spring Into life and bask in the 
sunlight of the spirit world. That or
ganization must be broad and compre
hensive, moving along the lines of right, 
guided by the torch of eternal truth, ab
solutely just in all relations to its mem
bers and the outside world. It must, 
be the unyielding foe of Ignorance, su
perstition and fraud. It must demand 
the genuine in everything, and enforce 
its demands. Expansion must be its 
motto. Many workers are needed in 
the field—not one, two or three, it 
is the business of the organization to 
find them and send them out.

Societies are to be organized and 
supplied with Instructors—speakers, 
and mediums whose hearts are attuned 
to the music of the spirit spheres, and 
whose lives and aspirations place them 
far above The plane of cunning and de
ception, and enable them to draw from 
and give out the best that can come 
from the best side of spirit life.

Whereas, The demand for such an 
organization is urgent, and coming 
from all parts of the state, now, there
fore, be it

Resolved, by the Spiritualists or 
Karisas, this day assembled in Topeka, 
that such a State Society of Spiritual
ists be organized and chartered; that 
a suitable Constitution and By-laws be 
drafted, and to this end the following 
committee is by this convention, chosen 

. and entrusted to prepare a charter, con
stitution and by-laws:

George B. Warne, Cyrus Corning, H. 
. W. Henderson, John White, Mrs. Lull. 
; Be it further

Resolved, That this Association

Thpn follows “Ghost Land," "Art 
Magic," “The Next World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands.’* 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
“Letters From the Spirit World,” writ-, 
ten through the mediuriiship of that re-1 
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrlb- j 
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod- l 
ern times, Read over our premium list ; 
and then send for them. They will de- 
light you. They will constitute a per- ’ 
ennial fountain ^of knowledge for you 
and your family.—an achievement only , 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle In modern business 
enterprise! ।

Longley’s Choice Collection OF
BEAUTIFUL SONGS

Boro is a book ot songs tor public meetings 
and the home that Is full ot music uuu poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality ot paper, and coatulus76 songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
•‘These songs are adapted to the needs ot soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a lender sentiment to tho cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Howe.

“This collection ot songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony.' and has an uplifting leud
eucy.”— Dawning Light.

“The songs and music are ot a nature to in
spire those who hear them with uewaud higher, 
resolves.” D. W. Hull.

“There are some things In our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One in mine 
has been fresh for llfty years. I went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, Prof.S.H, Brittan, 
butlhaveno recollection of a thought be ad
vanced or a word uttered. But "with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man. the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley .the song, one nt his earliest com
positions. V—J. S. Loveland.

Longley’s latest book ot songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had la decorated covers for CO 
cents; plain, 40cents.

20tli Genturu Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
This is the simplest, clearest and yet 

the most exhaustive presentation this . 
interesting science has yet received. 
All of the discoveries, investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in this practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There Is no trait, no characteristic, no 
inherited tendency, that Is not marked 
on the palm of the band and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing title principles enforced by the 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents; cloth, $1.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, VOc. Each.

Worcester, Mass. 'Tis nearly time
for me to renew my subscription to 
your valuable paper. I am so thank
ful I can do so, and I want the new 
book, Spirit Letters. I was shut in this 
winter, and-your welcome paper coming 
every week was far more to me than I 
can tell. The letters from spirit realms 
by Mr. Petersilea, make that realm 
seem more real than anything that ever 
came under my observation."

C. H. Mathews writes: “Mr. and Mrs. 
E. W. Sprague, those Indefatigable-Spir
itualist missionaries and workers for 
the N. S. A., lectured and gave spirit 
messages and tests at Eagle Hall, New 
Philadelphia, Ohio, on Thursday and 
Friday evenings, May 25 and 26 to re
spectable-sized audiences. They are 
expected here again before the snow 
flies, and a welcome is assured them. 
Your No. 805 was so interesting that J 
transferred a large portion of it-to Vol. 
XV of Mathews' Scrap Books, to be 
placed in the public library here. Hon. 
W. J. Bryan is to be at Clinton^ Iowa, 
Sunday, July 30.” - <

Mrs. S. A. Griswold, who resides at
East Toledo, O., writes: “N. B.—I em
ploy an amanuensis, as I may be. con-

lings, Mont.: “The Billings people had 
the pleasure of listening to Mrs. Geor
gia Gladys Cooley in one of her beau
tiful discourses, May 26, she being on 
her way to the Pacific coast. She is 
very eloquent and convincing in her 
lectures, and holds her audience spell
bound for the evening. Her tests were 
grand, and recognized by all. We have 
been very fortunate in having the very 
best talent in our state so far, and we 
hope that Mrs. Cooley may be per
suaded to return to Montana sometime 
in the near future and remain longer 
with us."

Isabella Powderly writes: “We had 
Mrs. Orm with us Sunday evening. She 
is a very forceful speaker, Mr. Russell 
will be with us the 17th. The 30th is 
mediums’ meeting, which will be inter
esting to all. Do not forget the picnic 
July 4, at Jackson Park, north of-the- 
German Building. Everybody welcome. 
Spiritualists especially requested to be 
present.”

W. G. Fairchild writes from Topeka, 
Kansas: “In view of the fact that false 
reports have been sent out about the 
work in Topeka, under, the direction of 
the First Spiritualist Church of Topeka, 
which Is a chartered auxiliary . of the 
State Association, we wish to say» that

tí

CHINA.

Considered as a Factor In the World 
Today.

sidered an invalid, .caused by three 
sligiht strokes of ■ paralysis. I cajiriot 
read or write.much, but try to read The 
Progressive Thinker. I was eighty ithe 
8th day of April, 1905. Regards to all 
true Spiritualists." • '

Correspondent writes: “Kansas City 
public meetings have been discontinued 
for the summer. The meetings held by 
Mr. and Mrs. Stevens at Pepper Hall, 
will be continued in October, These 
meetings owing to the superior controls 
of Mrs. Stevens, have gained a high 
place for spiritual thought and research 
in this progressive city.”

E. W. Sprague and wife, the N. S. A. 
missionaries, will hold meetings in the 
Temple of the Frie.nds of Human Prog- 
less, at North Collins, N. Y., Sunday, 
July 2, at 10 a. m., and 2 p. m. Let 
there-be present all of the old-time 
friends of the North Collins meetings of 
the years gone by. Messages and tests 
will follow each' lecture. Admission 
free. Everybody welcome.

Maggie Henry writes: "Sunday, June 
11, at the Universal Occult Society, we 
had one- of the most harmonious meet
ings I ever attended; not a very large 
audience but a very intellectual and ap- 
preclative one. The subjects were 
taken from the audience and were 
many and interesting. Messages giveif 
by Madame Lucile De Loux. Prof. J. 
K. Hillis gave fine messages. Strangers 
are cordially invited^to attend.”

Gorrespondentjwrifes from Pittsburg, 
Kansas: "The ^pciety here is in a flour
ishing condition bot^jin finances, mem
bership and attendance. Mrs. Nancy 
Coles of Weir-Uity, ^ear-by, favorably 
known all overihe country as a reliable 
test medium, is^ th^’inspiration and 
regular speaker who,.expects now to be 
ordained in th8 mm&try of Spiritual- 
lsm’” an'

D. W. Hull l\as,so;{pr recovered from 
his automobile,Spcidpnt of a few weeks 
ago as to contemplato a return to 
Olympia, WasljJngtonMWhere he will re
sume his praqdee outlie healing art. 
He will attend c^lls ip« Sunday lectures 
at places not too’ distant in Washington, 
Oregon and British ■ Columbia. Instan
taneous healin^'perfprmed at the close 
of each lecture,„

Maurgerite Mae writes: "On Thurs
day evening, June 29, Mrs. M. A. Bur- 
land will hold her monthly test social 
lb her parlors at 3019 Vernon avenue. 
A cordial invitation is extended to all 
to attend and have a pleasant evening. 
Good psychics to ^ive messages and 
tests, as well as to read the lines in 
your hands. On Friday evening, June 
23, kt the residence of Mrs. Davenport, 
at 3137 Rhodes avenue; a test social 
will be held for toe benefit ot Hugh 
Fraser (better known as the boy medi
um) who needs no recommendation as 
a test medium in Chicago. Other psy- 

. chics will be present to -assist him. 
; AH are invited to attend. Collection, 

25 cents.” ,

China has ontllved all the other na
tions of antiquity. Her policy for 
thousands: of years has been based up
on : the following rule of conduct: 
Whatsoever ye would not that others 
should dp to you, do not ye to them. 
No other nation on the face of the 
earth has ever adopted such a rule of 
conduct .

Egypt lives only in her pyramids; 
Greece in her ruined temples of myth
ology or philosophy, arid ancient Rome 
went down with all her military glory, 
when Jillius Caesar, the then foremost 
man of the world, was assassinated.

Modern Rome is but a relic of an
cient Rome, a sort of bastard, with im
ported Swiss guards to protect the 
Pontiff and Vatican, while Spain is fast 
sinking into oblivion. Perhaps her la
boring class may catch the spirit ot 
Socialism now agitating the masses of 
Central Europe, and may rise like 
France, and hurl their rotten dynasty 
from power forever.

Most of the crowned heads of Europe 
are trembling on their shaky thrones. 
The days of judgment and revolution 
are surely approaching.* They have 
waded on their thrones through seas 
of blood; have trampled to power over 
the necks of millions; have turned the 
poor man’s sweat and blood into robes 
for their bloated ■ forms, into crowns 
for their anointed brows, and now for 
them comes the wrath of man, the 
lightnings of God!

The avenging spirits ot murdered 
millions are hoverlng over their doomed 
beads, are carrying out the purpose of 
eternal justice—of retribution. It is 
safe to predict there will never be an
other King sit on a throne in France. 
She is today the foremost nation of 
Europe. Ever since that pusillanimous 
Charles the Seventh betrayed his sav
ior and redeemer, Joan of Arc, Maid of 
Orleans, into the hands of brutalized 
English soldiers to be burned alive, the 
kings of France have lived and died like 
miserable doomed wretches, of some 
foul disease, beheaded, or banished.

"The mills of the gods grind slowly, 
but grind exceeding fine.” Russia, to
day is reaping the reward of her Inhu
man treatment of her subjects banished 
to Siberia. The heavens above her are 
full of avenging spirits of the victims 
of her tyranny. Such are the awful 
lessons of history.

Why is it that China seems destined 
to outlive the other races and nations? 
Is it not due to her great moral law that 
from time immemorial has been the 
standard of both her foreign and do
mestic policy? She has never em
barked in wars of conquest; she has 
refrained from Injuring others, in ac
cordance with her moral law as laid 
down by her great prophet, Confucius.

Chinese classics may yet be taught 
in our colleges. ~

China sends out no proselyting mis
sionaries, and yet the Chinese who 
come to our country are missionaries- 
of industry,- econemy and sobriety. 
They, do not fill our jails and prisons. 
They- are the-purest blooded,race on 
the earth and constitute. one-third: of

shall be called the Kansas Spiritualist 
League, and its officers for the first year 
are:

President, Cyrus Corning; first vice- 
president, W. F. Sailing, Winfield; sec
ond vice-president, B. F. Mundell, WJch- 
Ita; third vice-president, Dr. Curts, 
Hutchinson; fourth vice-president, Mrs. 
Flora Allen, Manhattan t fifth vice-pres
ident, E. L. Marble, Ft. Scott; treasur
er,* A. Markley; board of directors, H. 
W. Henderson (chairman); Judge 
Thomas, Archer; Stephen Gates, Ster
ling; C. H. Moody, Miss May Clark, 
Spring Hill; Mrs. Anna Johnson, IT. 
Scott; Leander Miller, Topeka; dele
gates to National Convention, George 
B. Moore, Topeka and Miss Rose Hen
derson, Lawrence.

Resolved, That it is the sense of the 
convention that Mrs. Virginia Bryan, 
Mrs. Kayner and Mrs: Lull, as mediums, 
are entitled to the confidence and pat
ronage of the Spiritualists of Kansas, 
and we unhesitatingly recommend 
them.

Recommendations will be given to all 
worthy speakers and •mediums who ap
ply for same when desiring to enter the 
field to labor in behalf of the cause of 
Spiritualism.

Mrs. Kayner has returned to Chica
go; Mrs. Bryan and Mrs Jaquet will for 
a time remain in Kansas with head
quarters in Topeka. Kansas Spiritual
ists need them. They are good talkers, 
and first class mediums, as much above 
fraud and deception as right is above 
wrong. They-will assist in planting 
loyal societies all over Kansas. Watch 
the growth of the League.

CYRUS CORNING, Pres.
Topeka, Kansas.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library

VIOLETS.

Through the long days of the chill 
wintry weather,

Coyly their purple lips whisper and 
wait

Under their leaflets green, huddled to
gether, _

Violets bloom, though the spring com
eth late.

Out from the south-land with sun-Iight- 
ed tresses,

Cometh the trail of the fairy of 
spring; v

Over their beds, with her love-warm ca
resses,

Perfumes of violet rise to her wing.
Out of the chill of the heart’s bleak

• December,
Like the bloom of the violet, tender.

and fair;
Though severed by oceans, love still 

will remember, *
And bless with devotion the friend- 

. ship we share.
—Addie L. Ballou in The Occidental

Mystic; .

edition:
Heroes 

Heroic in 
ity. The 
as Poet.

and Hero Worship, and the 
History. The Hero as Dlvln- 
Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
The Hero as Priest. Tho

Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.

Past and Present. By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be In every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P Sinnett.
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanoni. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, aLer a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

"Right Living.” By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality In 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and - anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very-useful. 
Young and old, will be benefited by It.
Cloth, ?L * ,

"Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
"Age ot Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 439 
pages. Price $1.

"The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked

The new song-book, “Tne Golden 
Echoes,” by S. W. Tuckbr, has found its 
way into many homes, and its beautiful 
songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung, lliey should be heard 
in every home in the land. Price, 15 
cents; 31.50 per dozen.

“Harmonics ot Evolution. The Phil
osophy of Individual life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Price, cloth, $2.

"Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attack«' 
upon Spiritualism." By Moses Hull, 
Price 10 cents.

«Death, its Meaning ana Besnlta.-» 
By J. K. Wilson, ot the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly. interesting vol
ume, ot decided value. A narrative ot 
wonderful psychic events In the an- ' 
Ihor's e-’ pezlcnee. Oath, 660 pages, R. 
lustntKL 8L86. _ -_iJ

"Heliocentric Astrology or Esicntlals 
of' Asttenomy and Solar Mentality, , 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1S30 -to - 
1910.” By Yarmo Vedra. For sale at , 
this office. Price S1.50.

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By. J; t 
8. Harrington.- A pamphlet containing ■ 
79 pages ot racy reading. Price .25 
cents.
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One Method by Which They Can Be 
Transferred to Mrs. Howland.
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To the Editor:—I am £ reader, of 
your excellent paper, rind :■ take great 
pleasure in writing yon »6 a manifesta
tion of spirit power which is different

' UNIQUE MEDIUMSHIP.

A New Phase of Spirit Manifestation 
Through Dr. J. P. Johnson.

and sending vibrations of peace_  
earth and good-will among men to the

(Continued from page 0.)
party,” but an association o! 

thoughtful men and women who are

: This department Is under the man- 
©gement of

j , HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. :

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 

■the most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the stylo becomes thereby as- 
eertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated, Correspondents often weary 
/with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry, The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait, his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
Javor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
;lflnonyniouB\letters. Full name and ad- 
iircss niuBt be given, or the letters will 

“not be read. If the request be made, 
r.the name will not be published. Tho 
^‘correspondence of this department has 
^become excessively large, especially let- 
"tors of inquiry requesting private nn- 
"swers, and while I freely give what- 
। ever information I am able, the erdi- 
hiary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Mrs. Gus Torrell: Q. I have attend
ed a stance lately, and I believe that 
the medium is honest and fair in her 

jwork. But I can’t understand.that any 
iff my spirit loved ones from Sweden 
s^nd Germany can come and talk to me 
in the English language, for none of 
them knew how to talk English in earth 
'life. The spirits were 91 and 73 years 
old when they departed this life. When 
4 asked my spirit father where he 
learned his English, he said, “Why, I 
hear you every day."

\ A.. There is a most perfect phase of 
- Sensitiveness, wherein the mind of the 
recipient is completely under control of 
the operator—mortal or spirit—In 
which words, as names, dates, etc., are 
Impressed. In this state a language un
known to the medium may be used, 
either spoken or written. This, how
ever, Is’ of rare occurrence. The spirit 
must be satisfied with impressing 
thoughts, not words, and such thoughts 
of course clothe themselves in the lan
guage known to the medium. If the 
medium be unlearned in grammar, or 
orthography, this wili appear in the 
Tendering of the thoughts received. 
lYet, again it must be borne in mind 
that with the increase of completeness 
of control, will the personality of the 
medium disappear tn that of the im
pressing spirit. There Is no sharp de- 
markatlpn, and the investigator is 
often confused with the inseparable 
blending.

। Spirits converse by thoughts, not 
i “words, unless they please to use such 
■ means, and thought waves, take form 
in words In the mlpd of the recipient

i A thought is sent along a telephone 
wire in electric waves, which in the re
ceiving Instrument resolve into sound 
waves, expressing words. These 
Bound-waves are again resolved Into 
thoughts when they strike the organs 
of hearing. ■; ........... ..  . . '

Hence tills', correspondent may not 
®xpect to converse in the language of 
heir spirit friends, except under rare 
conditions, and must accept the Inter
nal evidences) of. the messages she re
ceives, ps proving, their genuineness.

repudiated by those they sought to 
save, persecution has been the cry, and 
the soldier has been called to. compel 
the heathen to receive the religion of 
the preachers.

The trader has followed close on the 
missionary. At times the same ship 
that carried the ministers of the gospel 
of peace and the Bible, also carried the 
trader and a cargo of whisky,

The Sandwich Islands Is the last x>f 
examples of the effect of Christianity 
that It would be presumed the advo
cates would bring forward. True the 
islands are Christianized and civilized. 
How? By conversion of the natives? 
Oh, No. When Captain Cook discov
ered them, the population was esti
mated at 400,000, and the people were 
the most intelligent arid advanced of all 
the races of the pacific seas. The mis
sionaries made extraordinary efforts for 
their conversion. They carried ship 
loads of hlbles, tracts, rum, and with 
them went the peculiar diseases which 
the “pure religious faith" has engen
dered. Tho helpless natives melted be
fore the attack like frost in the sun, 
and now between thirty and forty thou
sand, only, remain. Europeans, coolies, 
and the nondescript people of the sea 
have taken their i>Iace and the mission
aries have a province of the United 
States to show for their effort.

It is also true that Japan has made 
wonderful progress since .western 
ideas weye forced upon her. But have 
the missionaries had anything to do 
with this progress? Is its govern
ment Christian? Has It swerved from 
its old faith? Read the speeches of its 
leaders at the celebrations of their vic
tories, for answer.

If missionary labor has performed 
such wonders in developing heathen 
races, why has not the efforts of minis
ters at home become more fruitful? 
Russia is under the rule of the priest 
and the most orthodox religion. Would 
her people be taken as an example of 
what Christianity has done and can do? 
Stupefied by ignorance, cruel, unfeeling, 
selfish, brutal from czar to peasant; 
hopelessly besotted in superstition and 
bigotry, It seems impossible for them to 
realize what freedom means. As an
other illustration, of the countless ones 
which might be given, the Indians were 
here right before Christianizing effort. 
They have been misslonaried • almost 
out of existence, and In a brief- time the 
last of that race will have taken leave 
for the great hunting grounds over the 
divide, and he will die at heart a sav
age.

The splendid race of Maoris of New 
Zealand is rapidly disappearing, as all 
ether savage races which are brought In 
contact-with European civilization, and 
made subservient to its religion and 
trade.

The savage does not, and cannot com
prehend the Subtilties of Christian 
faith, but is quick to adopt the evil 
practices and habits, and like the de
generates of civilized people, rush to 
destruction.

Nearly all the trouble with foreign 
peoples grows out of the presence of 
the missionaries. As the Chinese mln-’ 
ister recently said, his nation did not 
ask them to come, did not want them, 
and were forced to allow them to re
main. Suppose China should attempt 
to establish missions to propagate her 
faith, in our cities, and force their ac
ceptance by the presence of war-ships? 
Would we think the benefits of “trade” 
would atone for our humiliation?

A BEACON U6IT TO 
, THE WHOLE WORLD, BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

r (G. H. Jackson: Q. In what states 
lean a magnetic healer practice legally? 
7 A. There are few of the states that 
[have not stringent laws in favor of the 
doctors’ trust, which Is the most tyran- 
Weal of any trust in this country. 
Massachusetts is a conspicuous exam
ple of a fair field for all, but with the 
meeting of every assembly, the doctors' 
law has been brought up, and a strong 
light made by the friends of medical 
liberty.

Ohio is an example of the full force 
of the trust. In that state for an old 
mother to prescribe a mint tea for a 
neighbor's sick child, would make her 
a criminal before the law.

But there is one escape tor magnetic 
healers, and as it is in perfect accord 
and a necessity of their success they 
can well adopt it If no charge is made I 
for services, no objection can be main
tained. Spiritual healing depends for 
its full efficacy on the unselfish devo
tion and fraternal love of the healer, 
and at its best cannot be sold, as the or
dinary physician sells his extracts and 
powders. The healer must devote him-1 
self for the good of his patients, for Su- 

. preme love, and only by so doing does 
his task become truly spiritual.

•The subject then is lifted'up by faith 
and confidence in the power that is not. 
at the beck of sordid desires. '

And this applies to all spiritual gifts.' 
.They are priceless and not to be meas
ured by money.

To make a business of mediumship is 
to prostitute it to selfishness. .

When we look over the past we find: 
>.that all the disasters which have come: 
;to spiritual advancement have come 
jfrom demand for pay, and this commer- 
’("clal business is its demoralization and 

. /«ruin to-day. 
--------

^5 Mrs. A. C. Betts: Q. Is it true that 
, " heathen nations owe their civilization 

* to Christian missionaries?
\___ t A. > This question grows out of the 

Rockefeller gift to the American Board
• for Foreign Missionary Work. Perhaps 
I no gift never caused more discussion, 
, and it must be admitted that the giver 

is most unpopular that his money is i 
said to be so "tainted” thereby as to be j 
rejected. It was not for a religious mo-1 
tive that he gave his money, but tor 
commercial reasons. If the heathen • 
are enlightened they will have new de
mands created and will trade more. 
The trade of Japan is a thousand times 
more than is expended for missionaries • 
in that country. The Sandwich Islands 
are now independent ef missionaries, 

‘ having become Christianized, and trade
. has advanced from nothing to seven- 
I teen million dollars a year.
! The conclusion is that missionaries 

pay, if not in converting the heathen, in; 
a commercial way, and the cause should i 

! be supported for commercial reasons it 
■ for no other. j

It is true Hie missionary has been the; 
herald of trade. He has gone to the ‘

CUPID AND DEATH—AN ALLEGORY.

One evening Death met Cupid in a 
wood,

■ Where nest-the tuneful nightingales 
and sparrows,

And, as ’twas meet such shining arch
ers should,

Ere they embraced they threw aside 
their arrowB.

Their greeting over, they prepared to 
rise

And soar away o'er distant lakes and 
rivers,

But found, to their annoyance and sur
prise,

That many arrows had escaped their 
quivers.

Now as the day was verging on the 
dark,

Best time for business, both were In 
a hurry;

Death had tn mind a more than usual 
mark,

The rosy god a maiden's heart would 
flurry.

And, though unfortunate, it was not 
odd.

Since Love was nude, and nimble as a 
sprite, too.

That, in his haste, the world's most 
welcome god

Should get more arrows than he had 
a right to.

This legend may explain, however 
weird—

Because it casts must light on things 
prenatal—

Why Cupid’s darts, at first so little 
feared.

Have, since that meeting, many times 
proved fatal.

And sages say that accident accurst, 
No doubt explains why love begun 

with laughter,
And which 1b so divinely sweet at first, 

Is often full of bitterness years after.
For some of Cupid’s arrows, - it Is 

thought.
While mingled in confusion with his 

master’s,
Obtained the deadly taint that since has 

wrought . ■
To many matrimonial disasters.

And though at once the poison does not 
slay,

In fact at first is never e'en sus
pected,

Like leaven it augments from day to 
day

Until it culminates in love’s decay
And Hymen's holy shrine at last neg

lected. H. A. SMITH.
Seattle. Wash.

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage’ certificate, 
etc., 'with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed, for the UM 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents.

heathen to preach the gospel, and when doth, $1.

■"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. - Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth,. A 
-book for the higher life. Pricey

t'ftoW SMH1 Become a Medl> 
Um,” Fully Wmsweied

Mb Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Qmdi&onS 
' ’ Cultivation,” by Hudson ^ttle. Price 35 

' Send to Mr, Mm Height 0« J

bound together in the largest spirit of 
fellowship and devotion to the welfare 
of the world; and I call upon you tills 
morning to bear witness to this re
quest which I ntake of you, and. to 
which I ask you, if necessary, to firmly 
hold me, that if, at any time, I shall lose 
the spirit of humility, the spirit of de
votion to the common good, or . the 
spirit that promotes fregdom and prog
ress, to place someone else in my 
stead as the Permanent Minister of The 
Fellowship.

When the voice of the young Goethe, 
began to be heard in Germany, some of 
the older seers of that land questioned 
whether it was the 1 utterance of a 
prophet or no; aijd when the young 
man made his first visit to the .vener
able Herder, the old philosopher met 
the young poet at his door and, stretch
ing out both ills hands and looking 
wistfully into Ills countenance, said, 
“Bist du es? Bist du es?” (Are you it? 
Are you it?). This Is the question that 
the people of Los Angeles and those ev
erywhere who may learn concerning 
you and your plans have a right to 
ask. The answer to this question, “Are 
you the church that should cpme, or do 
we look for another,” can be given only 
by great Father Time; but this I do 
know—that until now, and at the pres
ent time, this Is a movement

OF THE GREAT UNSEEN SPIRIT.
I like the German word “Zeitgeist,” 
which means the Spirit of the Age. 
This is another name for what in the 
Christian vernacular we' call “The Holy 
Spirit,” for the Spirit of Our Time Is 
the Spirit of All time. Let this be The 
Church of the Zeitgeist; and I give 
myself, and I call upon you to devote 
yourselves, to the ministry of the Zeit
geist, the Holy Spirit manifest in the 
twentieth century. ,

I have heard a story of a southern 
battlefield, where the general thought 
that he had lost the conflict, and yet It 
seemed to him that if a battery on an 
eminence a short distance away could 
be silenced there might still be hope of 
victory, but he knew It would cost the 
slaughter of numbers of his bravest 
troops. He called an adjutant and said, 
“Go, take my compliments to General 
Cheatham and tell him that I ask from 
him the fort on yonder hill.” The or- - 
derly rode away and in.a little while 
came back and said, "General Cheat
ham has been missing for an hour.” 
The commander paced bad forth In 
these critical seconds; which were 
worth more than ordinary days, and 
then said, “Take my compliments to 
General Cleburne and tell him I ask 
from him the fort on yonder hill.” The 
orderly rode away and in a little while 
came back and said. "General Cleburne 
has been shot from his horse." “Go," 
said the commander, “take my compli
ments—take my love to General Cock-. 
erell and tell him that I ask at his 
bauds the fort on yonder hill.” When 
the messenger had reached his destina
tion this general was seen going out, 
not apart from his troops but with 
them; half of them gone, nine-tenths of 
them gone, with just a few left, they 
climbed the eminence, rushed over the 
battery wall and the guns were si
lenced. Then the orderly came riding 
back and said, “General Cockerell pre
sents his love to General Hood and with 
It the fort on yonder hill.". ■ , • : 
• Oli, mep and women! standlng here 
to-day in the name of the Great Spirit 
of Freedom, of Progress, of Truth and 
of Love, I bring to you this message:- 
THE GREAT SPIRIT SENDS TO YOU 
HIS LOVE AND HE ASKS AT YOUR 
HANDS THE ABOLITION OF THE 
TREACHEROUS WIRE NETS AND 
FENCES OF THE.. SUPERSTITIONS 
OF THE PAST. He asks an explosion 
and destruction of the deadly mines of 
pride and prejudice and passion. He 
asks you to climb the heights fortified 
with the reactionary religious and eco
nomic and political entrenchments of 
centuries of selfishness. He asks you 
to stand your ground under the rain of 
the small shot of misunderstanding and 
misrepresentation, and to advance in 
the name of the Eternal Word against 
the booming batteries of those who 
falsely claim to speak for law and order 
and God himself. He asks from you the 
descent into the dark valleys where i 
are the oppressed and unfortunate and 
discouraged, the Ignorant, the poverty- 
stricken and the weak, our brothers 
and sisters who are enslaved, and that 
you break their bonds and., set them ! 
free. He asks your sympathy for ev
ery living creature, even our little 
brothers and sisters of what we call the 
animal world. He calls upon you to 
manifest the invincible courage of a 
sublime trust and the constructive, ir
resistible power of unlimited love; 
And may it be that we shall yet gather 
with joy and exultation In our hearts 
and the songs of victory upon our Ups, 
and wave this answer back: “Great 
Eternal Spirit of Our Time, we, the 
children of the hour, present to Thee 
our love and with’it these fortresses of 
gloom and evil forever silenced, the 
City of the Angels become the home of 
angelic men and women,

‘Diviner but stilivhuman, 
Solving the riddle old. 
Shaping toe Age of Gold,’

remotest homes of the dwellers upon ; 
earth." Thus, to use the great words 
of Theodore Parker, shall we help to ( 
build .
“The coming church—the church uni

versal—
Whose temple shall be all space.
Whose shrine shall be the heart, ■ • . ■ 
Whose creed shall be all troth, 
Whose ritual shall be works of love,and 

usefulness, ,
Whose profession of faith, shall.be di

vine Ute,
Whose constant aspiration shall be to 

he as perfect as God."

A SUGGESTIVE DITTY.

At times an Impulse comes to me
That has a power that’s quite its own. 

And gives to me new thoughts 
things, .

Leading me into paths unknown. 
At times1 like this I take my pen, 

Or pencil as tlih case may he. 
And write with rapid moving hand

The waves of thought that come 
me.

of

to

Sometimes impressions seem to come. 
To show me Pre a work to do. 

To teach in simple verse and song
That spirits can return .to you.

How many times a truth Is^ shown, 
, In plainest garb, to those in doubt, 
Are made so clear—when. In a talk,...

They'd wonder what 'twas all about.
So I have had seme put In print, ■ 

These verses that have come to me, 
And offer-them to those in need

Of fun and of philosophy. -
And should some person wish the book 

And wonder .what is the expense? .
My .muse now answers with a smile; ■■■ 

. The booklet ceils for -fifty ceata. ’ 
BYHON D. 9THAMAN.

Materialization?13
. Genesis 111:8. ' tU

Genesis xviil:l; xxxy^L.j ( 
Exodus xxiv;10,U. , , ’ \ , 
Ezekiel xt;9. i
Daniel v: 6. '‘ ’
Luke xxiv: 15,16,M 
John xx:19, 30. '

■ Luke xx:30, 31. . ui,t > di 
spirit Writog, ar‘ 

II. Chronicles xxl:12.m ’ a\ 
Daniel v:5.

. ... ■■ ,. O -ilS’. . "
Independent Spirit Writlr. 1

Exodus xxiv;12. . : ■ v ■. 
Exodus xxxi:18. . 
Exodus xxxli-.lC, ..;>v i 
Exodus xxxlviL .. - • 
Deut. v:22.
Deut. lx:10. “

Trumpet Speaking, 
Exodus xix: 13,16,19. ;. 
Exodus xx;18. ■ 
Revelations 1:10. ' ।

Trance...
Genesis xv:12,17. . 
Daniel v!il:18. , .
Daniel x:9. . . ’
Acts ix: 3. 9.
Acts xxll:17. 
ILCor.xil:2.

Healing—Old Testament
Numbers xxl: 8, ’
II. Klngs vil, 14. -f’ 5’

. , Kings xvU:17, 24. J" 1 
IL Kings lv: 18, 37. ’ <-
Disciples Charged to Hepi the Sick.
Matt. x:8.
Luke ix:2. .
Luke x:9.

Disciples Heal the Sick
Acts xiv:8,10. . , •
Acts 111:1,8. ’ . ' .

from anything I have • ever seen 
known of before.

Early.in March last, Dr.' Julian 
Johnson, of this city, had. a vision 
which he was shown many' scenes 
the spirit world and was told that

Healing: New Testament—Jesus the 
Healer.

Matt vlii: 5.13.
Matt, xil:' 10, 13.
Lute xlv: 2, 4.
Mark ill: 2, 5.
Luke v: 17, 25. •

, John lv:47, 54. 
Luke lx:ll....

Gifts of Healing
I. Cor. xii:9, 28,
Healing by Magnetized Article«

. . II. Kings iv:29. '
Acts xix:ll. 12. i

Independent Spirit Voices, ■
Deut lx: 12,13:
I. Samuel lli:3, 9.
Ezekiel 1:28.
Mattxvll:5.
John xil:28. 29, 30.

. Acts7:30,3E , 
Acts 9:4, 7. ■ ; i

' Acts 11:7. 8, 9.
Spirit Levitation

I. Kings 18:12. •
. Ezekiel 3:13, 13,14.

Ezekiel 8:3, 
Acts 8:39. 
Possibly also Matt. 4:1.

Spirit Tests
Genesis 24:14,19,

■ Exodus 4:14, 31.
Jfidges 6:36, 40. ' '
I. Samuel l;10,11,17, 28,27.
I. Samuel 10:2,6, 9,10.
Spirit Communications in Dreams.
Job 33:15.
Joel 2:28.
Genesis 28:12.
'Genesis 31.24.
’Genesis 37:5.
Genesis 41.

scene in the spirit land, Signed-.
MRS. NELLIE OXANDER. 
T. S. CLIDDEN.
J. A. PUGH.

I hereby certify that the above named 
parties have each and all personally ap
peared before me, and being duly sworn 
affixed their signatures to this article, 
this, the 2nd day of May, 1905.

C. S. 'BENEDICT, 
(Seal.)' Notary Public.

Marietta, Ohio.

was to paint them. On,waking the fol
lowing morning the spirit appeared to 
Dr. Johnson and told him to secure a; 
canvas, giving the size, and prepare tor i 
work. The Doctor saidji “I have never j 
painted a picture in oil, and Unow noth-1 
ing about it.” The Bplrltr replied, 
“Make a copy from a atudylssdilch you 
have and then we will ba ready." This 
was done as ordered, and -.ibis first 
painting was done by the .Doctor as' ; 
readily and easily as an experienced 
artist could have done it;jthough he had 
never taken a lesson ini painting. The 
spirit artist even directed what colors! 
to purchase and preparo, uifi

Another large canvas» Was'-then or-j 
dered by the spirit W wdré all told 
In a trumpet circle, atlwhiclf'Mr. Ste
vens of Columbus was tHe^mddlum, that 
the Doctor was appointed t^give the 
world some paintings o® reap'scenes in 
the spirit ¡world. ; In keepitlgi WRh this’ 
ipromisé àll preparatloite‘"belili made;’! 
the Doctor was. standing ontj 'morning 
In his room before the canvas, some | 
days after the canvas had been pur
chased, and he noticed shadows begin 
to form on the canvas, and the spirit 
told him to take his charcoal and go to 
work. Then followed an interesting ex
perience to wijich I was a witness. Un
der partial control, Dr. Johnson rapidly 
sltetehed the outlines of a strange and 
wonderful picture, never making a 
measurement, never a calculation, and 
with nothing visible whatever to go by ! 
except what the spirits showed him.

The sketch being made he then pro- ; 
needed to put tn the colors’. Having to ' 
work at spare moments when not occu- ! 
pled -by his professional duties, it ré-1 
qulred over six weeks to complete the 
painting. Many times I was privileged : 
to watch the work in progress. The 
Doctor is almost entirely oblivious'to 
his surroundings while at work on the 
picture. There -was every Indication 
of the presence and work of -an unseen 
power. Finally the painting was fin
ished and the guides gave the explana
tion of the whole painting. The name 
of it is “The Great Commission; a 
Scene In the Spirit Land." It Ues on 
the border between the second and 
third spheres. It shows in the fore
ground a temple of healing, trees and 
flowers. Then, a bridge over a broad 
river, und in the distance a city called 
“The City of Rest” Towering high are 
the domes of .the great Temple of 
Learning, and the Hall of Worship.

Standing by the Temple of Healing in 
the foreground is the commanding figure 
of Jeremiah, the old bible prophet 
dressed in the official robe of the great 
brotherhood of which he is“-now one of 
the supreme officers on spirit side. Be
fore him one still in the mortal fonn 
kneels to receive a commission and 
book of instructions in this great 
Brotherhood whose mission on earth is 
to work out à realization of universal 
enlightenment, universal ' freedom. and 
universal brotherhood. There are sev
eral other figures in the painting. Alto- 
gether,the picture is one that holds and 
fascinates all who Bee Xt? There is 
nothing like it, I am sure? ‘ „on canvas. 
The coloring is extraordinarily fine, and 
presents a peculiar .fldisji,which forces 
the conclusion -that the claim' “ of the 
spirit artist is true and’^tfiat^e have 
before us an instructive r'ép'rò'tfèction Cf 
a real scene in the Morning Lafld.

The Doctor has bad th^jjalfiting pho
tographed, and by request A>f many 
friends à number have liéen ing.de; and 
in the interest of the caufe'e. a copy will 
be. sent to anyone who sends to him the 
actual cost of the photograph, which is 
thirty-five cents. The painting is 30 
by 42 inches, and the Thotfigraph is 
eight by ten. It shows thb »Stole pic
ture admirably, excepting; b¥‘ course, 
the fine color effects.' Mdnyhieople in 
this part of the oountryllconsider this 
painting a marvel of spirit tóhnlfesta- 
tion. ■ an : i‘><

In testimony of the f^ts ¿deeming 
this painting, I append a'fcopy Of an af
fidavit which was made out and signed 
at the conclusion of the work of paint
ing this picture.

MRS. NELLIE-OXANDER.

There can be but little doubt that the 
Howlands now figuring in The Progress
ive Thinker, and the Howlands who 
gave the “materializing and flower se
ances” (the simple result, no doubt, of 
legerdemain), In Los Angeles, about 
two years ago, are the same, because 
the report of their doings down east, 
and the letters from them published in 
The Progressive Thinker, could come 
from nobody else.

They are easily identified, especially 
Mr. Howland, for he possesses keen, 
hawk-like features, and a hungry look, 
once seen, never forgotten.

A man with a physiognomy like his is 
not going to starve while there are 
thousands of gullible Spiritualists ready 
-R» believe almost anything. ■

• Mr. HUI in his letter published in The 
Progressive Thinker says-. “If their 
[the Howland’s] manifestations are 

। natural tricks of material humans—ex- 
| pose them. Tell me where they kept 
i the white garments? Tell -me where 
they kept the flowers," etc.

Mr. Howland seems to think that the 
tricks performed by his wife are past 
finding out; for in his letter to the Ban
ner of Light, dated April 17, he says: 
“There are no materializing or flower 
mediums within the ranks of Spiritual- 
Jets who can duplicate our seances un
der the same conditions.”

There need be no mystery about the 
Howlands’ methods any longer, for they 
are all very simple—anybody can do 

1 them, when they know bow. Here is 
lone method: The flowers and the white 
garments which Mrs. Howland uses in 
her seances can be supplied by a wo
man confederate of hers; this woman 
can carry the flowers or the white tog
gery, whichever is needed for the occa
sion, cunningly concealed In her petti
coat—a garment made for the purpose. 
This woman confederate you will al
ways find among the ladies on the com
mittee. When Mrs. Howland has been 
^undressed and searched, this stuffed 
petticoat can -be deftly handed to the 
medium, to wear during the seance. So 
you see this trick can be worked right 
in the face of the committee, and many 
good people like Mr. Hill are puzzled to 
know, if it be a trick, how the flowers 
and white toggery get into the cabinet.

Metaont, Wash. P. A. JENSEN.

i We, the undersigned, hereby, certify 
i that we have seen the painting called 
i “The Great Commission; a Scene In the 
rSpirit Land,” by Dr. Julian P. Johnson, 
and have watched the progress of it 
from time to time while he. was paint
ing IL* From the extraordinary and .pe
culiar character of the painting itself, 
from the Doctor's manner and methods 
while painting it; from what, we our
selves have received from ‘Spirit 
sources independently of Dr. Johnson; 
and from our. .own Intuition, we firmly 
beHere this painting to have been done । 
jjMer fawpirrtfon d spirit taWB; «««
¡to what it puiwta to

BOOK REVIEW.

Consumption and Chronic Diseases, a 
Hygienic Cure at Patient’s Home of In
cipient and Advanced Cases. A Popu
lar Exposition of the “Open Air Treat
ment," with Latest Developments and 
Improvements. By Emmet Densmore, 
M. D. The Stillman Publishing Co., 
Brooklyn. N. Y.

Societies for the prevention of the 
spread of consumption and other forms 
of tuberculosis, have been formed, and 
sanitario are being established, but the 
process 1b slow and for a long time 
must be Inadequate to the demands. 
Often the patients are not able to bear 
the. expense and prefer to suffer and die 
rather than burden their friends, it is 
for these home patients Hr. Densmore 
writes. In»his book he plainly gives 
directions how to prépare a room in the 
humblest os well as most wealthy dwell
ing, so teat Jt will equal in practical 
utility the best.equlpetl sanitarium. He 
gives directions as to: diet, manner of 
living, clothing, in fact every detail, 
and as no drugs are given a doctor is 
superfluous; The cures thus made are 

i remarkable and thé book everything to 
be desired.

There is no place like heme to the 
sick, and If the home can be equiped 

: with the facilities of a hospital, a great 
advantage is gained.

When doctors become hopeless of a : 
patient, and can think of no other rem-1 
edy, they recommend a change of ell-1 
mate, or a hospital. If the patient is i 
pecuniarily unable to carry out such i 
recommendations, it becomes a source 
of regret, or If complied with, at great 
sacrifice. If the home can be made to 
take the place of the hospital and cli
mate. It is in every way preferable. Dr. 
Densmore has done a great favor to the 
5-ufferlng m writing this boojt. It is 
timely and to all afflicted with disease, 
and we may add to those in health de
siring to maintain Its highest estate, 
ai e book is of inestimable vaine.

. HUDSON TUTTLE.

"New Testament Stories Comically 11-
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hea
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Testo.” 
drawings are incemswSMs.

w

Volney’s Ruins and the Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one of ■ 
the best and most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates 
the best interests of mankind. Price, doth,'75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 
. Voltaire's Romances. ■ A new edition, profusely illustrated, A de

lightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 
and 82 illustrations. Price, doth, $1.50; postage 15 cents.

Warfare of Science With Theology. Information not procurable in 
the libraries bf the world in a half century, showing the opposition of 
the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $51

Wayside Jottings. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and Songs, 
gathered from, the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from the in« 
spiratiohal pen of Mattie E. Hull. Price 75 cents,

Wedding Chimes, By Delpha P. Hughes, A dainty white book, 
giving a marriage ceremony. Price 75 cents.

Were You Born Under a Lucky Star? A book on astrology that 
every one can understand. Price, $1. ’ -

Wisdom of the Ages, By Dr. Geo. Fuller. A book of rare merit. 
Price, $1.

What All the World’s A-Seeking. By Ralph Waldo Trine, 
Price, $1.25. ,

What Would Follow on the Effacement of Christianity? A concise 
treatise on this popular subject. By George Jacob Holyoake. Price, 
one copy, 10 cents; twelve for $1.

Who Are These Spiritualists, and What*Is Spiritualism? By Dr. J, 
M. Peebles. Price, doth, 75 cents; paper, 35 cents.

Why I Am a Vegetarian. By H. J. Moore. Price, 25 cents.
Woman. . A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt, on 

the present status of woman, physically, mentally, morally and spirit- 
ually, marriage and divorce. Price 10 cents.

Womanly Beauty of Form and Feature. By Albert Turner. Price, $1. .
Woman’s Bible. Parts I. and IL The Pentateuch. A galaxy of 

scholarly comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much of 
the Old Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cts. each.

Woman, Church and'State. A historical account of the status of 
woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Matri- 
archate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper, 75 cents.

Woman. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise 
from slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan II. Wixon. A1 
lecture of great value, Price 10 cents.

Works of E. D. Babbitt, LL. D. M, D. “Human Culture and Cure.’* 
Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 75 cents.

“Iluman Culture and Cure.” Part Second. Marriage, Sexual De
velopment and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

“Euman Culture and Cure.” Parts Third and Fourth. In one vol
ume. Part Third being devoted to Mental aud Psychological Forces, 
and Part Fourth to the Nervous System and Insanity. Price, $1.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Fifth. The Bodily Organs, 
Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure. 
Price, $1.

“Health and Power.” A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Price, leather, 
35 cents.

“Principles of Light and Color.” One of the greatest books of the 
age. Price, $5; by mail, 32 cents extra.

“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent. Price, cloth’, 
41; paper, 50 cents. Postage 10 cents.

“Social Upbuilding,” including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, papfer, 15 cents.

Zanoni. Ry Bulwer Lytton. Price 50 cents.
Zodiacal Influences. ’Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches 

how to use the powers derived at birth from the position and influence 
of the planets. By Charles II. Mackay. Price 25 cents.

A Conspiracy Against the Republic. By Judge C. B. Waite, author 
of “History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price 25 cents.

A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Eng
lish freethought leader, with a story of his life as told by himself and a 
history of his Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents.

After Her Death. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 
reflect almost to entrancement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1.

Age of. Reason. Being an investigation of true and fabulous theol
ogy. A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type; 186 
pages. By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Ancient India, Its Language and Religions. Translations of the ar
ticles “Religion of the Veda,” and “Buddhism.” The Study of the 
Sanskrit. By Prof. II. Oldenberg. Price 25 cents.

A New Catechism. By M. M. Mangasarian. A book suited to ex- 
ptrss the thoughts of men, women and children living in the new times. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Angell Prize Contest Recitations. To advance Humane Education in 
all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas.* By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price 25 cents.

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of the 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50.

A. P. A. Manual. A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro
manism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents.

Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Clirist, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New Testa
ment by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, and now. 
collected into one volume. Price, $1.50.

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder
ful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents.

Around the Year With Ella Wheeler Wilcox. By Ella Ruddy. 
Price $1.

Aryan Sun-Myths. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity 
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titeomb. Price, cloth, $1.

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr. Thomson J. 
Hodson. Price $1.50.

A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrooker, author of “Helen Harlow’s 
Vow,” “The Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood," and many 
other works. Price 25 cents.

Ab It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual book 
and gives a beautiful account of the process of dying. Price, $1.

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by 
Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price $1.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with signs of the 
Zodiac. By J. IL Hill, M. D. Price $1.

Atlantis,’the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnelly, is a book 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the name of ’ 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2.

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, 50 cts.

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psycbic experiences of the 
author. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price, cloth, $L 
Paper, 50 cents.

Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit in a most interesting manner 
and describing his life in the spirit world. Price 75 cents.

Beyond the Vail. A Sequel to Rending the Vail, given through the 
mediumship of W. W. Aber. Price, $L50; postage 25 cents.

Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power which helped or 
made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam. Price, 75c

Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing a de
scription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of • 
the principle personages of the Christian Bible, aud an examination of 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.75.

Big Bible Stories. Placed in the crucible of Mathematics, they are 
made too absurd for anyone who can count on his fingers, one, two 
three, etc. New and unique. By W. H. Bach. Price, 50 cents. *

Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot J. Savage. Price $L
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature. Just the book for mental healers or students in tho 
science. 107 pages. Price $1.

Character Building, Thought Power. A dainty little book and help- 1 
ful. By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 35_ccnte. •
nnuflirt Between Beliffion and Science. By J. W. Draper. Price, $1,75. Cc£i ?Si A small book giving a treatise on how to rear eNU 

drenaceording to the laws of. physiologic^ psychology, andmental 
nestioni Bv Newton.R. Riddell. Price Ga cents.s Vrooressive Lyceum. A manual, with directions for theC1SS Sf EageSt of Sunday-schools. Something indis- 

Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, 25 cents; postage; 5 cfe., 
of the> Bfv. Moses Hull. A valuable 

book. Price, cloth, 35 cental paper,2» cents. .• I *,Wn* A 1 lUUj VLVW*} $AUAVOj ¿JUJ^JLL, *.1/ A^LzAiVa.
book íof,109 jieiitly4>rinted mses neH-5^ x
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The "Progressive Thinker Stands Ever .Ready to Battle for Spiritualisa^ Pure and Unadulterated, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity.

N. S. L Missionaries’ Report.
.For the Months.of March, April and.

May, 1805. '

On'March 1, we held our last meeting 
•at Ashland, Oregon. The next day we , 
went to Dunsmuir, Cal., where we held । 
two public meetings and organized un; 
der a charter from the California State 

- Spiritualists AsBOCiation. We spent but 
-thirty-five hours in Dunsmuir, but has
tened forward to fill an engagement in 
San Francisco.

We were entertained in San Fran
cisco bv J. S. and Annie L. Gillespie. 
Mr. Gillespie is the very efficient presi
dent of the California State Spiritual- 
jets Association, and Mrs. Gillespie is 
the regular speaker at the People's 
Church at San Francisco. -

We assisted Mrs. Gillespie In the ser- 
,vices at the People’s Chui ch on tho first 
Sunday In March, and the First ilnrlt- 
ualist Ald Society arranged foif our 

; 'work during the week days following. 
| We feel sure we were successtul In 
J convincing our audiences of the fact 

that thorough organization is the only 
means by which the general public, the 
Spiritualists, and the mediums-may be 
protected and the cause properly ad
vanced.

There are many Spiritualist meetings 
being held in San'Francisco and Oak
land, and both cities have reason to be 
proud of their many excellent speakers 
and mediums. The Philosophical Jour- 
pal, with that veteran Spiritualist, w. 
T. Jones as editor, and the Occidental 
Mystic, a new, neat and newsy Spirit
ualist magazine edited by Mr and Mrs. 
Arthur S. Howe, are the leading Spir
itualist publications, and are deserving 
of the.support of all Spiritualists, Our 
cause in San Francisco needs only this: 
Concentration of the forces .1 have 
named, and united action, in other 
words, thorough organization.

While in San Francisco we were in
vited to take dinner with our old-time 
friend Henry Harrison Brown, in the 
new home of the “Now.” The "Now," 
I believe, is the official organ of the 
New Thought movement; at any rate 
Mr. Brown is the president of the New 
Thought organization. They are de
veloping an excellent psychic in this 
New Thought home.

New Thoughtists .develop psychics; 
Theosophists and other cults develop 
mystics and independent clairvoyants; 
Spiritualists .develop Just plain medi
ums. it is somewhat a matteY of

The'longer we remained the larger at 
tendance we had at our meetings. Oui 
work was appreciated and was helpful 
to Uie society.

We stopped at Banta. Barbara one 
day and night. The once flourishing 
society of that place was dead. No 
meetings were being held In the place. 
No one cared to take the responsibility 
of arranging for meetings, and we 
moved on to Summerland, Cal.

We held three meetings In Summer, 
land, and with excellent, results. The 
Summerland society owns a large and 
commodious temple free from debt. 
We succeeded in adding twelve new 
members to the society, and dissemi
nating peace and good will among the 
members. The society Is chartered 
with the state association and is in full 
sympathy with our organization.

Mr. Jolin Lillie furnished the music 
and Mrs. R. S. Lillie assisted us in one 
of our meetings. It was a great inspi
ration to hear good Brother Lillie sing, 
and to hear Sister Lillie's earnest and 
telling words of inspiration once more. 
Dear souls these two lilies are. We 
spent a few hours in their-home and 
were treated to a carriage ride up and 
down one of the most beautiful valleys 
of the state. The Lillie home is as 
beautiful as hedges ot calla lilies, rose 
hedges, climbing vines covered with 
blossoms ot many colors and 
many other flowers and beautiful shrub
bery could make it. This home is suffi
cient to keep up the flow of inspiration 
in full volume tor these two Lillies for 
many years.

Just before leaving Summerland we 
received a pressing call to return to 
Santabárbara and hold some meetings. 
The call came too late, as we had ar
ranged to serve the society at San 
Diego and were obliged to go there.

We found fane ot our finest societies 
in San Diego. It owns a new arid beau
tiful church or temple; it is complete in. 
every particular, a lovely modern 
church. Mr. C. A. Buss Is president 
and Mr. McFeron Is secretary. Each 
member of the'board fills his or her 
place to perfection; they aré sustained 
by á large and enthusiastic ^member
ship and ail work in harmony. Noth
ing is lacking-in this society. It has 
speakers and mediums competent to 
carry on the work withbut foreign tai- 

। ent. We njet a number.of the. old vet
eran workers In San Diego, among

taste, that’s all.
Brother Brown is doing a good work 

for humanity and we are perfectly will
ing, and Insist that he do it in his own 
way,, though it would be nice If he 
would come back to his old way. We 
enjoyed the visit with our old friend 
and the "Now” family very much.'

We spoilt one week in San Francisco, 
and moved on to San Jose, Cal., where 
we found a small struggling society. 
Mrs. Bigelow, the president, did all in 
her power to make the two Sunday 
meetings a success. It rained all day 
and the audiences were consequently 

■ small. We were told that tots society, 
owns a valuable property the rent of 
which will soon free it from debt.

There was formerly a good strong so
ciety in San Jose, and as nearly every 
society has its ups and downs, no dojibt 
but this one will soon be strong again. 
The fe.w earnest workers who now have 
it In charge were hopeful; and'the en
couragement brought by the missiona
ries was highly appreciated as the.good, 
words of officers and members testified. 
Regrets at the shortness of our visit, 
and invitations, to, return soon--were: 
plentiful.

Mr. Allen Franklin Brown drove from

A Paper- that.Never Falters. Neve ri Parses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science,.-Mmlity, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the [Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole’Truth; and Nothing but the Truth

Spiritualist Meetings
It Is Important when a meeting 1» 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. Wa, 
want new notices of all-meetings being 
held hero In public halls at the present 
time.

Prof. Jos. B. Stollard,
Will give vuyclilc readings, asuUted by a spirit 
usiroJogist, an Egyptian', send'lock-of hair and 
own hand writing, Reading andAWoauestlona, 
W ctuts. b Broadway ave., Watertown, &;¥»-■

Business Medium and Psychometrist
Seuil dato of.tirili, anil tlirue uiioBtloiiB. which 

will lie anawored, aud a trial reading, for Î5 eentc. 
tor paychometry. bend article or specimen to 
read fi-oui, THEBESE DUANE, Box m, Berkeley. Cai.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garseiman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

Tlie North Star Spiritual Unloi holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p, m.- 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium.

Central ‘Spiritual Church holds eery-, 
icek eaeli Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasking’s hall, 30th and Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes. :

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W G3rd’ 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet-, 
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union is; 
now located at McDermott’s Hall, 6603 
South Halsted street. Meetings every,, 
Sunday evening at 7:30. Ladies’ Aux
iliary every Thursday afternoon at 2:30.

Chicago Spiritual. Alliance,Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Greve 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as-

them, Will C. Hodge, Charles A.- 
Gaines, of Anderson, Indiana, ’and A. 
W. Belden of Middlefield, Ohio. Our 
work was well • appreciated and we 
made many friends for our cause and 
the organization. ' ‘ '

At. Lob Angeles, arrangements were 
made by the Truth Seekers’ Society 
for a three-days’ anniversary meeting. 
A fine program was carried out at each 
of the nine sessions held. Mr. S, D. 
Dye, N. S. A. trustee, presided. Mrs. 
R. S. Lillie, the, regular speaker of the 
society, together with a number of the 
Los Angeles mediums, speakers, and 
musicians, joined with ub to making' 
this one of the’most successful meet
ings we have participated in for some
time. The hall was well filled at most 
of the meetings; at the last one, five 
hundred persons -were present and 
many went away tor-lack of room.

Forty new. members were added to 
the society, and including special col
lections for the N. S. A., over one hun
dred and forty dollars remained ior ^he 
Truth Seekers’, Society, and 'thq .1$,. S,. .A.,

Bisted by Hugh S. Fraser. All wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Spiritual Church, of All SouIb, in Hope.. 
Hall, No. 220 Western avenue, between 
Jackson and Van Buren, Sunday even
ings at 7:30, conducted by Mrs, R. 
Squire. .

The Kenwood,Spiritual, Church will 
hold services every SUnday at 3 and 8 
p. m., at Kenwood Hall; Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
arid music. ' Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. , Come and bring 
your friends. - - -, . ’

The. Progressive Society holds’serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, córner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, -cornpr 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. • Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.
. Church of the Spiritual Truth holds, 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DeLorig, pastor:

Spiritual Science: Society meets every
Sunday from 2. to 10 p. m., at Arlington

Amule Lord Chamberlain's Card.
. Doxr MenUs, you can greatly , help ma earn for 

my blind Bister, Jenulo £. Weqb, one of the earl- 
leal mediums now. hi the form, by writing a letter 
toa spirit friends Send it tome wUhll, sud I will 
try and tret replyi by independent writing or whla* 
pers, Address Una Annie Lord Chambwlaln, MU- 
ford Masa . ,
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SÏESS anyono addicted to

ome ; Cure.» Additai
URB. M. F. BALDWIN. Box nncMcaro. Ill.

New Methods of Cure
■ Write Today to

OR. 0. E. WATKINS, 
Giving him your age, eex. and leading symptoms, 
and he w»U give you a diagnosis of your case, and 
very low terms for trentment, during June 
July and August; and will explain to you his 

NEW METHODS OF CURE. 
Remember that dnriug June, July and August 
very low terms can be made with the Doctor, ■ 
No Chargefor Diagnosing Your Case

DR. O, E. WATKINS,
Hotel Westland, 

Back Bay, Boston, Mass,

HRS. H. DOWNING,
Mrs. H. Downing has removed, from W N. Clark 

street, and Ja now located al ipjSedslek st., cor. 
Grant Pl.& ciarliSl.; 1st flat. .-•
We arc prepared to eure l.ndlee and Clen- 

' tiemen, both Mind anti Body.
, CONSULTATION FREE,

Psychic Diagnosis Free.
J. A. Marvin, Psycho Medical and Magnetic 

.Healer, Sterling: J1U< Ims had many years’ suc- 
‘ceastul experience; guarantees cares in bron- 
: chialand atomach troubles, asthma, goiter, and 
, other chronic diseases. For diagnosis send lock 
of hair, age. sex,married or-single, and 6 cents 
in stamps. No symptoms.

The infallible fibre trumpet is Insulated top and 
bottom; shell, enamel,cardinal colorfimsb, 11.60, 
Guaranteed, better than metal or any other mute* 
Half very light Im weight: absolutely tangible 
wltheplrlt forceerwarraoted perfect or money 
refunded; cases - with handles, 11.50. Booklet for 
all kinds of development, 12 otB.sent on receipt 
of price.
JAS.NEXVTON,»42B Dorr St,, Toledo. O.

ANDBEW B. SPINNEY, M. 1)
Who has hail

Forty Years' Experience In the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two 

Years Prof, in a Medical 
College, Ten Years 

IN SANITARIUM WORK,
Nalural Clairvoyant. Henever 

jAiw In diagnosis, He ims given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms ot nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
fails to curepHee, If you would like an opinion 
or your case FREE, write lust how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your band 
live minutes. Enclose stamp tor reply.

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D. 
Prop. Heed City Sanitarium, Heed City, Mich.

i 43fM/

PLEASE READ THIS.
. If »lek write me: \ will give you a free exami
nation and. Kurely xinre you. .1 cure when all 
olbers fall, .Nervoub exhaustion and lost vigor 
of. both eexeB auccesafully treated. Great success* 
with dlseaseeiof children. Write in own hand
writing, giving name, age, sex. weight, leading 
symptom, and iva-a-ceut stamps« and receive a 
correct diagnosis, worth dollars to you. For chll- 
d ren send lock of IdHr.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS.

DR. J. $. LOUCKS
Je one of the oldest« and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velous; hie examinations aro free to all who send 
nim name, age. sex, and lock of hair, and G cents 
in stamps. He doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion ot both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends an over the 
land, He cures you in your own home.

Address, J. s. 1«GVCIL», M, B.,
, f Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Masa

no not, entitled to the credentials, eix 
lorsement and protection',of. our organ
ization; they will gladly assist the com
mon council in 'discriminating between 
tho true mediums apd the fakirs. The 
traveling pretenders have nearly ruined' 
the good work of Spiritualism In Den
ver/ ■< - - . j

We spent a couple of days at Omaha, 
Neb., but held no meetings there, as it 
was not an opportune time to do so. 
Missionary work Is needed there as 
elsewhere. ■■

At Oskaloosa’, Iowa, we found a fine 
society, well officered, working in har
mony, and doing much good." We held 
four meetings all of which were well 
attended. The. Oskaloosa ; society is 
loyal to our organization and its pur
poses.

We spent two nights and one day in 
Bloomington, Ill. The-society, that we 
organized here one year ago has Held 
regular meetings each week. It em
ployed foreign talent all winter and the 
interest warranted them in moving into 
a larger hall. This good work would 
not have been done without the organ
ization.

We held two meetings in Farmer 
City, 111., In the pretty little Spiritualist 
church, and we thought what a blessing 
to a society to own its own place of 
meeting. If every society could own 
such a nice little church or temple as 
this one, how much better our cause 
would prosper. The Farmer City so
ciety is all right, and Spiritualism Is re
spected the' more tor having its own 
temple.

We held four meetings at Peru,' Ind. 
Mr. A. B. Schram, the president of the 
Indiana State Association, 1b also presi
dent'of the local society at Peru. No 
one could fill either place more success
fully. This local society is an active 
one. It has had some of the best talent 
in. the land upon its rostrum. Our 
meetings were well attended and ap
preciated.

We held but one meeting at Roches
ter, Ind. The splendid work of this so
ciety in the years gone by 1b a matter 
of history. Of late years reverses have 
overtaken it. A number of its staunch 
supporters have passed to tho higher 
life, several families have moved away, 
and the membership has decreased, but 
those that remain are of the persever
ing kind’ and will never give up the 
ship.

We visited the society that we organ
ized at. Sandusky, Ohio, and found it 
doing continuous and effective work. 
Mr. Irving Jackson, its president, is 
fully alive to the work and has good 
backing in the other members of the 
board. It is pleasant to visit the socie
ties -We have organized and note the 
good work they are doing.

We held two meetings at Elyria, 
Ohio. The society is doing good work.

LIST OF CAM«'«,
Send In Your Dates and Name of Sect 

retary at Once. - . (

Interest In the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report at 
once to' this office, so that proper am 
nouncemept as to dates can he made.

MT, PLEAßANT PARK, CLINTON, lAt 
, The twenty-third annual camp-meet* 
tog at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens July 80 
and closes August 27. Programs and 
information given to all who write to 
Mrs. M. B. Anderson, secretary, Clarka. 
ville, Mo,

I'
ONSET CAMP, '

Onset camp commences its twenty
ninth annual meeting, July 23, and 
closes August 27. > For full programs 
address the secretary, Onset, Mass, 

- n
'CHESTERFIELD, CAMP. ‘ ,

Begins July 15 and ends August 27./ 
IncF' kydte Jessup, secretary, Anderson,;

8UNAPEE LAKE CAMP, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp-” 

commences July 30 and -closes Auguste 
Address Thomas Burpee, Sutton/ 

N. H., or the secretary, Lorenza Wor-' 
then, Hillsborp Br., N. H, i

VICKSBURG, CAMP,
fi1'

Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 30 
and closes August 20. For full particu- !, 
lars address Mrs. Jeannette Fraser, i 
Vicksburg, Mich. I

-------- ’ 11 । 
new era camp-meeting. ! Lz 

The New Era camp-meeting beglnsf 
July 9, and continues over four Sundays. 
Address Rev. G. C. Love, president, 354 
College street, Portland, Oregon. 1

EDGEWOOD CAMP, WASH. (
July 30 and ends August! 

20. For full particulars address Geo, 
E. Knowlden, Tacoma, Wash. ,

CENTRAL OHIO CAMP. '
This camp opens Sunday, June 4, and 1 

closes Sunday, June 25, at Bueleh 
Park, eight miles southwest of Colum- ' 
bus. For particulars, address the sec- . 
Ohtoy”BB McDowe11 street- Columbus, f

85 Warren St, ttonehim. Hua

FREDiiP. EVANS,
The Stated Psychic for.

Independent SSlate, Writing and
st 5 -.; ¡Clairvoyance, ' -
fine recenilyilcflNcw York, and.fe noyt located at' 
-11» Eddy Btjiflan FaknclBco, Cal Bend stamp for' 
circular cm Mediumship. . ' •

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces.

Teaches new end wonderful methode otcure.
Fast becoming of world-wido fame.’’-H.Tuttle

Color. Klectriclty. Magnetism, Mind, Bath>, 
_Il8 beautiful Diploma confers title. ”d M.’1 
Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
at one a home. Books and instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

K. 1>. BABBITT. M.
4 62 Bait Ave., Roote«terf N.Y.

Los Gatos (12 miles) In a terrible rain 
to attend our meetings. On his return 
home he disposed of his ranch, secured 
the appointment of state missionary for 
California, and has again entered the 
field. His former success as a mission
ary is good evidence of his ability in 
that field of labor.

We visited Mrs. Elizabeth Lowe Wat
son in her home, Sunnybrae, Cupertino, 
Cal., where we. also met Mr. and Mrs. 
Grant Taylor. Mrs. Taylor is Mrs. 
Watson’s daughter Lucretia, and Grant 
Taylor (her husband) is the second son 
of the well known Spirituhlist worker, 
George W. Taylor of Lawton, N. Y; We 
enjoyed our brief stay in this lovely 
home more than words can express.

Mrs. Watson’s home is one of Cali
fornia’s loveliest. It is surrounded by 
orchards of prunes and they extend for 
scores of miles. The trees were full 
of beautiful and fragrant white blos
soms and when viewed from an emi- 

• nence presented a picture, a paradise 
that would defy the powers of imagina-

after all expenses were paid. This 
closed-the work of the month of March.

Oh Monday evening, April 3, the 
•TruthSeeltern' Sóéiety gayé a reception, 
in hoiior of Mrs; Lillie and'the'mission’:, 
aries. It was a very' enjoyable "affair. 
We had the pleasure of meeting many 
of the Splritualiste and mediums of Los 
Angeles.

At Fresno we found the work of our 
cause at a standstill; we held five meet
ings and organized a society of • forty' 
members, chattered.it with the Califor
nia State Association, instructed them' 
how to carry on the work successfully 
without employing permanent speakers, 
and left them filled with hope and cour
age. ■ . '

Our friends in Salt Lake City failing 
to receive our most important letter, 
made a mistake of one week in our 
date and we arrived one week earlier 
than they were arranging for, bo after 
remaining two nights in the great Mor
mon city, we moved on to Grand Junc
tion, "Colorado, where we organized a 
society of nineteen members and char
tered it with-the N. S. A. Earnest 
Spiritualists ■ are working hard In

tioh to describe. 1
Sunnybrae is a typical Garden of 

Eden. Its orange trees were filled with 1 
, ripe golden fruit and laden with sweet- ; 

pcented orange blossoms at the same 
time; other trees laden with lemons al
most ready to break down with their 
burdens, and other varieties of fruit 
trees were in abundance. There were 
great palms magnificent in their grand
eur, long hedges of rose bushes filled 

i with bloom; climbing roses and other 
I vines covered with flowers ot every 

hue, and many other semi-tropical 
. plants, vines, flowers and fruits, and 
' last but not least the grand old “Tem- 

plc Oak,” extending its great arms 
i nearly one hundred and fifty feet, as 

- though reaching out to embrace those 
who come to it for protection from sun
shine or storm. Under this mammoth 
tree, the "Temple Oak,” Spiritualist 

^md other liberal and fraternal meet
ings have been held from time to time 

■ for many years.
In the midst of all this beauty and 

loveliness is , situated Mrs. Watson’s 
hospitable home, where we spent three 
restful and happy days.

We had a feast All our senses were 
feasted. We feasted our eyes on the 
beautiful scenery, our olfactory sense 
upon the sweet fragrance of orange 
blossoms blerided with that of the hun
dred and one other varieties of the 
flowery kingdom; our ears caught the 
sweet music of the wild birds that filled 
the air; our palates responded beauti
fully to the lovely flavors of oranges, 
peaches, pears, cherries and other 
fruits, some freshly gathered, some 
preserved, and otherwise prepared to 
be enjoyed. The temperature was like 
June in New York (though it was the 
first of March) and we enjoyed feeling

Grand Junction. Missionary work is 
much needed, and we should have re
mained longer but a hall was not avail
able during the week.

We held two meetings in Glenwood 
Springs, Colo., a little city on-the very 
top of the Rocky Mountains. ■ The 
Town Hall was well filled each evening, 
though eight hours only were given to 
advertising the first meeting. A good 
society may be organized In Glenwood 
Springs. It only needs the right kind 
of work.

At Leadville. Colo., we found every
thing in readiness.for our coming. Mrs. 
L. Agnes Moulton and her good assist
ants had been holding socials, etc., 
from time to time during the winter, 
thereby raising money to pay the ex
pense of the meetings. We held five 
public meetings and one for Spiritual
ists only, and organized a society of 
thirty-seveh'members, and the cause of 
Spiritualism in this, city above the 
clouds (altitude 10,200 feet above the 
sea)has received a new impetus.
, We stopped in Colorado-Springs and 
held a parlor meeting there at the hoine 
of Mr. and Mrs. Sinton. Mrs. May Tay
lor-Sinton is the daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Geo. W. Taylor of Lawton, N. Y., 
and sister of Grant Taylor of Cupertino, 
Cal., whom we previously mentioned. 
We enjoyed our twô-days’ stay in Colo
rado Springs. We should have /re
mained longer so as to-have organized 
a society, for one could be organized 
there. As we found nothing being 
done to advance the cause of Spiritual
ism in this city by the mountain side, 
and learned that there are many Spirit-

comfortable.
There was another product of this 

beautiful California home that appealed 
to us ever more than all of the above 
described loveliness; it was the kindly 
greeting and genuine welcome that we 
wore made to feel; The conditions in 
this home were truly spiritual; the very 
gates of heaven were open and we en
joyed a genuine spiritual feast May 
heaven bless these fraternal souls, .vis
ible and Invisible, that ministered to. 
ub on this occasion.

Santa Cruz, Cal., was our next stop
ping place. Here we found a small so
ciety doing good work. It has had 
much trouble, but seems hard to kill. 
Mr. F. H. Parker, the President, and 
his good Wife, together with a few good 
supporters, are the life of the society, 
Bnd refuse -to give up the good fight

This society has a regular. speaker 
Who is a platform test medium (her 
iamb I cannot recall);. She assisted us 
in the meeting and her w^k waa good.

ualists there, it. seems quite apparent 
that to organize a society there would 
be a benefit to our cause. How can any
one doubt the value of missionary work 
and organization.

We closed the month of April and be
gan the month of May in Denver. Pub
lic halls were hard to get, so Mr, A. P. 
Roberts and Wife, Mr. W, C. Marshall 
end Mrs. B. Rubicam kindly gave ,us- 
the use of their parlors for four meet
ings. On Sunday Mr. Geo, M. Bacon 
and Mrs. Della Despers kindly contrib
uted the use of their hall and turned 
their meetings over to us., ; There, was. 
'a large attendance at these two meet
ings. Mr. Bacon was the president ot 
the only society in Denver that was 
chartered with the N. S. A, There are 
several societies holding articles ot in-
corporation from the state of Colorado. 
Some of thèse societies baye granted 
credenGal3"to mediums', and'wêCwUît
told that the privilege had been abused 
to such'an extent that the common 
council had refused to honor some of 
these credentials and were collecting 
the license fee which Is $50 per year," 
from some who held them,.: •

'We organized a new society com- 
posed of 47 substantial members, and 
they propose to leara who are, apd whs

I * ' f

Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
"topiària avenue. Admission to after* 
noon meetings;' free; evening.;sèwI5K-, 
15 cents.j-Mrs. Dixon and he> daughter, । . • .. .

tendRlTCO. c;Oulèrs Will | New Auiep. Ed. 50e. fxEilg.'Edi cbiitslLW.) >
meetings will be»cbntinueq;all summer;, .^aiionainentoryTraining, AubZ ■ 
Dr Tlpvfirlv nresklenL No? 44 Èast 31st 1 «n.^« A., Ex-PrlncipalWma’OolTego. *'-'The kei- vn ueveny, prcsiumi, a>u. uaai oib v 1 nèUf the Memory Synteme."'Highly coumiended 
Street. J' by educatore, ¿th edition juet ouu tOo. ;

A Spiritualist Temple b&S , beep -orhe, LI vine Decalogue. Twelve maeterly
otiAnaif hv" Mn' Schwann at B23 - Bel» -Expository; Lectures by W. J. Colville/the great opened /"rs. oenwann, at £Oc
mont avenue. Sendees held every Sun- b gncciM» and How to it. 24 New ; 
day and Thprsn,ay.> evening Bt o thought Lessons by Dr. Austin; Editor ot '‘Reas- 
o’’clock. Testé ■ and*muàK at, every 3er- H»” worik 125.00. but sold for 25e.

-, «.A -iy-’i Heaton. 48 pp. monthly. (New Thought and*
. • Au .¿ a x o».' Psycìrié Research.)'Edited by Dr. B. F. Austin,i The Spiritualistic/Ghurch Of thè Stu- ¿oCt a year. . ’ I
dents of Nature win hold Sunday even- tyThe four volumes, with “Reason,” lyear, t2. 
ingservices at 1565'Milwatìk^étovénue, AuST1N PUBLISHING COMPANY 
corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu- Dcpartfflcirt T. Rochester, N. Y.
macher, pastor. ------------- ---------- j_______ :_________

The Universal Occult Society meets , „ , . ~.every Sunday at America Hall, 77 East X PP| II1W Three Beautiful 
3iBt street, at 3 and 8 p. m. R. Gilray, MUUU1 tuun>u. Spiritual Songs, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller will "Wc Are PasstnaBnt OneeThls Way." Song 
preside at all meetings during the ab- and refrain, by P. O- Hudson ¡ price, 25 cents, 
sence of Brother Gilray. . A reverie. By A J. Maxham.
cL»rie Y!ew i°mS "The Light ot Reason." English and German
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m., words; sungrto the- tune *of “Lead, Kindly 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North Clark Light." Price a Cents.
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by .-----------:---------------------------- ------- —
Dr. and Mtb. Carl A. Wickland. All » (rtniyrij An Interesting Story 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Wells I Ivuk I H ofTwo Worlds, 
street. .* < „ 1 “ Elevating, Fàscinat-

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. jBg and Instructive Throughout, 
Richmond, pastor, meets.'every Sunday I Thiswork by CarrieE. s.Twlng is exception
in room 309 Masonic Temple. Service dlly.interesting. She weir says: "These char- 
n O TT> Rundav-sehool 10 a..m. SU- acters which have brought out the highest and 11 a. m. bun^y scnnoi iv a. ,m. du lowegtlndlflérentreH^ous havomoved 
pèrintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. b. me, noli them." The whole booh is interesting, 
J. Ashton. • Pastor’s address; 3802 fascinating, and instructivei. Price, 81.00. 
Ridge avenue, Rogers- Park. Day at- -— --------— ------------------ —------ —
h°MMtingB every Sunday at 10:45 affi.
at hall 210, Masonic Temple, under the I and-humorous comments upon tho texts. Hes- 
ausuices of - Walter DeVoe, the well-- ton's drawings are Incomparable, and excrucl- 
I.,™ Mina flora M Nate 1 atlngly funny. One must see the book to appre-known lecturer. Miss Cora m. «aie, ¿Storla! satire cannot be told. It
soloiset ' . will make you laugh heartily. Price in board,

The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission *1.00; cloth, »i.wv
holds regular services every. Sunday at —-------- ------------- :------------------- -
3 and 8 p. m., at the people’s .Institute, The SplrltuaRAsBociation of Sixty- 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. • The I nj0^h street and Wentworth avenue, 
Rising Sun Lyceum meets at 2 p. m. meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall, 

The German-English Society Bund 5922. Hon. D. Gilmour will address the
der Wahrhèit No. 18, holds servicea ev- I meeting at 7:3Q p. m. Conference at 
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandta 2-30 p m. . . -
Hall; 452 E, North avenue, between The Boclety of Spiritual Unity holds 
Halsted and Clybourn; • every meeungs every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m,,. 
Wednesday evening at 8 0 clock sharp, S. Western ave--
at the National, formerly-Garfield Turn- . . UC(jer .^e direction of Mrs. Nellie 
er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium. I Kiisserow. .

Church of the Soul Communion holds Mrs. Virginia Bryan, one of our most 
meetings every Wednesday evening at I e]qquent trance~mediums, will lecture 
8 oclock and Sundays at 8 P- »-. « at Star Lodge Hrift, 378.Soutfi^ 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garneid avenue, each Sunday;evening. - 
arid Webster avenues. Lecture, mes- ■ —_—-  
sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor. . »princlpteB Al ¡Light and Color." By

The Christian Occult Chtirch, United g. D/Babbitt, -M. D., LB. D. A truly 
• Brotherhood Hall. 3245 Stare street great work bf ;a toaster mind, and one 
Every Sunday evening at 7:30. Test whOin Spiritualists should , delight to 
messages given by good mediums. Good honor. The iresult of years of deep 
speakers in attendance. . , thought and?ipattcnt research Into Na-

The Golden Rule -Spiritualist Society ture’s fineritorce’s are here gathered 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 and made affienarne to the well-being of 
and Sum at O’Donnell .College Bldg., humanity. Medical men especially, and 
South Paulina street, between Washing- scientists, grineral readers and students, 
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. All of occult forces • w 11 find Instruction of 
pnrdiallv invited. great valuswnd interest A large, four-cordially invila. - . _ pound book^strongly bound, and con-

Temple Light and Truth, 370. Waban- [alnlng beautiful; illustrative' plates, 
eia avenue, near RoW,, “n‘1 por 8ale atithis tìfflce.. Price, postpaid. 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10.30 a. ms a?RoadeFful work and you will 
m. Lectures and spirit Messages given y ^wHghtadriritoat. .

; at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. 1. Loll, pastor, “Voltaire'so. Rotnaxcee.” Translated 
every Sunday; in German and English.. I jrom the Frfenctj. With numerous ij- 

■ The Hyde Park Occult Society holds iuBtrations;riKies$ ¡lighter workfl .of th 1 
regular Sunday evening services. 7:45 brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en- 
o'clock at 319 B. 55th street between I emy of the Catholic caurch, are worthy 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues: Jackson 0£ wide reading. :. Wit, pMlascihy and 
Park cars pass the door. The best tai- romance are combined, with Ibe Udii of

• ent available will he. secured for all a master mind. Price 31.50.
; meetings. -To spread the truth is ths «An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath- 
- object of this society. Address all com-1 ohc Conspiracy Detected and Exposed." 
1 municatlons to Miss Eva L. Stewart,.! «Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
! corresponding secretary, 543 E 55th. by Rev.'J. G. White, author of Startling 
• street Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th. j^cts* Price 10 cents each^or two ice 

street. l&C52‘-«u
Tire Chicago' Spiritualists’ Lea^iaJ ; «Biaeovery of a Lost Trail." By Chea, 

holds its meetings the first Ìuessay B, Newcomb. Excellent - in. BplritugJ 
evening of each month, at Kimball I suggestiveneBS.'''.Ciotto.8L6CL, 
Hail, 243 Wabastf avenue. Dr. Geo. B. ‘'Spiritual Sangs tot-tnS7 Use or Cir 
Warne, president; O. B. Kropp, 5481 cleri, CamTim&etWr'and Other Spirlt- 
Klmbark avenue, secretary. The uaUstis Gatherings.” By Mattie E. 
League wishes every Spiritualist soci- Bull. Price 16 easts, 
ety of the city to send in the names oi "in tho Worl&Drilcstlal,” by Dr. T. A. 
all their mediums, stating their partlc- Biand, intem&ig, itotrnctlve Md

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp-
tom,.and your dÌBeaso will be diagnosed- 
fré'e-bÿ spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call

I

'll'Wflhflpt’fllf Restores Lost Vision.- 
H WViiuul I ul Write for Illustrated Circular 
SnonFíinÍQ showing etylesand prices and UUuULuLiui • photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped tlile Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad- 
lugt my Melted Pebble Lena Spectacle ae perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mall, as It you were tn my office. Thousands will 
testify. B. F. FOOLB.

4S Evansum Ave.. Chicago. tU

We were told that twelve new' 
members were ready to join the society, 
and" also that our meetings had given 
the movement new life.

That faithful and untiring worker, 
Mr. F. W. Martin is again president of 
the Elyria society, which insures its 
success.

At Alliance, Ohio, we found the 
church closed for. the season. All that 
was required was to unlock the door, 
turn on the electric lights and go on 
with the meetings, for the Spiritualists 
own a lovely church in Alliance.

For nearly a quarter ot a century the 
Alliance society has been faithfully 
working for the cause of humanity, and 
it has done a mighty work.

We visited New Philadelphia, Ohio, 
where we held two. meetings. We 
found the Spiritualists active, their In
fluence extending to other towns in that 
vicinity/ The’soclety that we organ
ized to New Philadelphia, some-seven 
years ago Is still alive and its work of 
the past is felt in the present.

The evidence of the growth and ad
vancement of Spiritualism and the good 
its organization is doing, is everywhere 
to be seen, and it should be an inspira
tion to all who love the cause, to push 
fobward, work harder and make every 
undertaking a success.

The reader may think of the mission
aries in their home during the month 
of June, where they are enjoying a 
good rest after eleven months of active 
work and varied experiences in the 
blessed field of Spiritualism.

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE, 
N. S. A. Missionaries.

Jamestown, N. Y.
Dear.Mr. Poole:--Your spectacles are perfect I 

can say perfection, I shall .recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles. CaL

A Big Cut in Occult JBooks
Of Priceless Value,

For the Next IS Days Only . ¿3=8 
READ CAREFULLY gJSffiSk 
160 pages and containing new matter on Divina
tion and Crystal-reading. It is endorsed by Lilian 
Whiting. Henry Wood, The Progressive Thinker, 
W. J« Colville, and all up-to-dato writers and lec
turers on occult subjects. Professor Hardin, the 
noted hypnotist, uses it as a text book for his 
students. Regular price, f2; now, fl.

“Auras and Colors,” “Peychomctry!** “Realiza
tion,” three 60c books for 11.

Crystals reduced Irom 12.25 to 11.75,
My Extraordinary System of Develop

ment—”Tbei System of Philosophy Concerning 
Divinity”—never fails to develop your psychical 
powers. It is a revelation—an eye-opener, lean 
not emphasize its value too hlghly?ns I unfolded 
by it! UFlt teaches you how to sit, what to eat, 
the conditions to follow, how to avoid trances, 
obsessions, and to become a. magus of the first 
order. The O. W. R. is the ohly Rosicrucian cr
eer in America. Eend for prospectus, reduced 
terms, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope.

Address. 4
J, C. F, ORUHBINE, \ 

1385 CommonweAlfh Ave., Boston, Mass»

PASSfeD TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.J

Tho loontfc Containing cnapters on Or- 
1||U dUdUlbd Iglnand History or the Jes
uits; Principles and Alm ot tho "Company or 
Jesus;” Immoral Teachings of the Jesuits; Con
demnation ot the Order; Expulsion of the Jes- 
■ultsiBull ot Pope Clement XIV,. Abolishing the 
Society; The Jesuits’Estates Act; an appendix 
of Valuable Information. By B. F. Austin, A 
M.. B. D. Price IBc

The Secret of Life,
covery*—Send fl.00 to L. Waisbrooker,Lakeboy, 
Wn.,' and get that and Woman's Source of Power.

The Devil and tue Adventists.
An’Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re- 

pulsed. By Moses Hull. í’rice, 10 cents.

Force ana Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub» 
JecL PritOi cloth, il.Od

GRAND LEDGE CAMP, MICH. ’ ' ■ 
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp» I 

meeting opens July 21, 1905, and closes 
Aug. 21, 1905, with Mr. Oscar A. Ed- 
gerly as presiding chairman. For full i 
information address J. W. Ewing or W. ■ 
R. Divine of Grand Ledge, Mich.

William English,"son of S. T. and F. 
A. Stewart, passed to spirit life, April 
27, 1905. Funeral conducted by the K. 
of P., of which he was a member. He 
leaves a wife and one child, Josephine. 
He was only 30 years old. He was a
noble man.

New Sharon, Iowa.
S. T. STEWART.

LOS ANGELES, CAL., CAMP.
The Liberal, Educational and Spirit

ualist Camp-meeting will open at Min
eral Park, June 25, and close July 25.

Passed to spirit life, Sally Ballou, age 
82, Sunday, June 4, at her late resi
dence,.427 Fargo avenue, Buffalo, N. Y. 
She had been a Spiritualist many years. 
Her last' request was that she be given 
a Spiritual funeral, which was conduct
ed by. the writer.

1 MRS. A. G. ATCHESON.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Passed to spirit life, May 24, W. Ding- 
lacher, aged 65. He was a member of 
our society and a reader of The Pro
gressive Thinker for a number of years. 
He leaves a wife, two daughters and 
one son. Mr. John W. Ring delivered a 
splendid sermon at the funeral.

Galveston, Tex. J. EGERT.

WINFIELD (KANSAS) CAMP.
*The Winfield Camp Association wil 

hold its twelfth annual camp-meetini, 
commencing July 16, and ending July 
25. Address Mrs. Madd. K2 Gates, 8OT 
North Manning street, Winfield, Kanal, 
for programs. / ,

THE ASHLEY, OHIO, CAMP.
This camp opens August 6 and closes 

August 27. For further particulars ad
dress Will Randolph, secretary. Ashley 
Ohio.

OCEAN GROVE CAMP.
This camp is located at Harwich, 

Mass., and opens July 9, and closes 
July 23.

■i

UNITY CAMP, MASS. j
Opens on Sunday, June 4, and con

tinues every Sunday until the last of ; 
September. - 1

LOS ANGELES CAMP, CAL.
To be held at Mineral Park, com

mencing June 25 and ending July 25. 
Mrs. Nettle Howell is in charge.

VERONA PARK CAMP.
The Verona Park camp-meeting, Me., 

■will open Aug. 13 and close Aug. 27. 
A. F. Smith, president, Bangor Me.; F. 
W. Smith, secretary, Rockland, Me.

MANTUA CAMP, OHIO.
This camp located at Mantua Station, 

Ohio, will open July 9, and continue to 
August 27. For further particulars, ad
dress F. H. Sherwood, Secretary, Man
tua Station, Ohio.

CAMP PROGRESS.
Camp Progress, Moreland Park 

Grove, Upper Swampscott, Mass., opens 
Sunday, June 4, 1905.

LAKE BRADY, OHIO.
The fourteenth annual session of this, 

camp will be held during the months ot 
July and August. For full particulars 
address A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

FOREST HOME CAMP, MICH.
Forest Home Spiritualist camp-meet

ing begins July 30, and closes Aug. 20. 
For full particulars address the secre
tary, Mrs. Ruth Eastman, P. O. Box 69, 
Mancelona, Mich.

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITINO.-In this book Miss 

.Whiting aims to portray a practical local tor 
daily living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to life. It Is, in a measure, a logical se
quence of "Tho World Beautiful," leading Into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der tho soul in harmony with the universe. It 
Is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth, tl,00.

A Very Interestina Book tor A(L
.Philosophy of

Spiritual Intercourse, account of ths 
very wondcrtul spirltual developments at th# 
house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn-^and 
similar cases in all parts ot the country. This 
volume Is the fir" *rom the author directly up
on the subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
the test oi many years. Cloth. 80c.: postage 100. 

heroesand heroFworship, and
the HERO.'C in history.

Dr. William Stedman Cheney lately 
passed to spirit life at Troy, N. Y., near
ly 80 years of age. He was prominent 
as a liberal thinker, and was held in 
high esteem by all who knew him. He 
was in the jvar of the rebellion, having 
enlisted in the First Vermont Cavalry. 
He is survived by his wife, one son and 
two daughters. Rev. A. H. Winn of the 
Unitarian church, officiated at the fu
neral. He had been for many years a 
subscriber of The Progressive Thinker.

Another staunch veteran Spiritualist, 
Mrs. Alice Douglas, wife of'Paul Doug
las at Cynthiana, Ky., passed to spirit 
life, June 7, aged 85. The funeral was 
held at the' residence, East- Pleasant 
street, Friday, June 9, at 2 p. m. Ser
vices conducted by Rev. W. E. Ellis. 
Burial at Battle Grove Cemetery.

COR.

‘The Light of Egypt” .Volumes _ 
and 2. An occult library In itself, a 
text-book of esoteric .knowledge as 
taught by Adepto "oi riermeuu Phil«»- 
phy. Price $2 per volume.

-Cosmisn Hymn Book.” A collection

1

ISLAND LAKE CAMP.
Island Lake Camp, Mich., opens Sun

day, July 23, extending until AugusCSX >, 
For programs of information write br^i 
call on the secretary, H. R. LaGrange, 
185 E. Montcalm street, Detroit, Mibh.

NIANTIC CAMP, CONN.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Niantic,-Conn; season of 1905, 
commencing June 12 and continuing un
til September 11. For full particulars 
address George Hatch, South Windham, 
Conn.

WONEWOC CAMP-MEETING. . ,'
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso-| 

elation holds its annual camp-meeting 
In. Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wisi Aug. 
5 to 27 inclusive. For particulars 
and programs write M. M. Blish, secre
tary, Wonewoc, Wie. •

By Thomas Carlyle. ---'
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra< 
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
literary effort A fine edition in cloth. 
Price 50 cents.

of original and relecttd hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, -for schools, 
find the home; complied by L. K. Wash-, 
burn. This-volume -meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all oectariaatom. Prit» 50 cents, 
lives. Price, by mail *1.

We should avoid whatever may dis-

HARMONY GROVE CAMP. ,
Harmony Grove Camp-meeting Asso. 

elation will hold its annual camp, Aug. 
6 to 20. This camp is located three and 
one-half miles from Escondido, Gal. 
.For further particulars in regard I 
to the camp address T. J. McFeron, I 
secretary^ 528 Fir street, San Diego, 
Cal. ' *

LILY DALE CAMP. 1
This favorite place of resort, now: I 

known as the City of Light Assembly,! 
opens July 14 and closes September 3, -

âMCÎEMT INDIA,
play bad feeling, and attend with civil-

"MedlwmsMp and Its Development \ 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist DevelU . 
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especlallx! j 
uaefuljto learners who seek to know and 1 iplay bad feeling, ana awena witn civu- useiui^u leuiue.B

Uy to what may be addressed.to us; all I utilize the laws of mediumBnlp and 
hearts are conciliated by politeness and I relcpment, and avoid errors. Price, -' 
aSSkbllUy.—Socr^ea. " ’ cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 ceuta,

chattered.it


BOGUS MEDIUMS' TRICKS. SINGING A SPIRITUAL HELP.

The Habit of Gong I« an Uplifting One 
Throughout.

By Which the Spirit Phenomena Is 
Closely Imitated. ■ ■ •

g
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- ' SPIRITUALISM—Progress, tfae Universal LaW ot Satúre;. tl)e Sol\ter)t of fiep Problenos.—SPIRITUALISM
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A Remarkable Manifest# i SUGGESTIVE EXPERIENCES.

Connected With Spirit Return and Con
trol.

3
FLESHLY SPOOKS.

Dear Friend:—We are constantly 
asked by many mediums and Spiritual
ist friends who wish to protect them- 
celves from imposition, how bogus me
diums perform their tricks, so take 
pleasure in offering some of the latest 
and most clever. The clyirge made for 
them, is merely to pay for the actual 
amount of work required to prepare the 
instructions, Five minutes practice 
will make you an adept in any of the 
following tricks: ’

43.—The Bogus Medium’s Best 
■ Slate Trick.

erhaps no trick lias ever puzzled sei
en ts more or created a greater sensa- 
tio. \thsn this spirit slate writing trick, 

 

the Vffect of which is as follows: two 
ord; ry school slates are freely shown 
and . refully cleaned on all four sides; 
they are then placed together, tied up 
and given to a spectator to hold. After 
a few seconds have elapsed the Blates 
are separated and found to contain a 
spirit message, drawings of any wrlt- 
•Ing that tho performer may desire. No 
chemicals or exchange of slates. You 
should know this. Price only 30 cents.

. No. 48.—The Great Pellet Test.
Very astonishing. Can be performed 

f without preparation or practice by any 
S one. A number of questions are writ- 
\te:; on slips of blank paper and careful- 

fly folded; they are then carefully mixed 
together in a hat and a spectator, se- 
lacts one of them haphazard and places 
it Un his pocket. The performer at once 
reads the selected question and (in- 
Bwlers it. Very mystifying and practi
cally impossible to detect. No impres- 
siom papers or blank pellet used. If 
you 'wish to astonish your friends as a 
minil or thought reader you should have 

this. Price only 30 cents.
No. 7O.-rThe Wonderful Chemical Slate

. Writing Trick. - z
Has been used by a number of bogus 

mediums with great effect. Slates are 
carefully cleaned with a damp sponge, 
and closely examined by a spectator, 
after which they never leave the spec- 
tator’s-hands. The. writing that appears 
clobely resembles slate writing, and 
erasefl easily at the touch of a damp
ened finger. Has also been used to pro
duce spirit (?) writing between slates 
brought to the bogus medium by an en
tire stranger. This can actually be 
done. Price 30 cents.
. The Spirit Handkerchief.

Performed with sensational success 
by Kellar and Anna Eva Fay. The per
former borrows a white.silk handker
chief'from one of the company present 
and after making a large knot in one 
of its corners drops the handkerchief on 
the floor. He then asks some “spirit” 
to animate it, when the handkerchief 
rises from the floor and assumes an 
erect position. Passing his hands con
tinually above'and around the handken 
chief ito ,show there is no thread; etc.; 
the performer causes it to go through a
series of very mystifying movements, 
the handkerchief rising, lying down, 

^gliding ;back and forth, and answering 
questions at the word of command. As 
a finish the borrowed handkerchief 

h into the hands of the performer 
wllo Immediately hands it to its owner, 
Who can examine it all he pleases, but 
wjlil fiiil to discover the secret. Good 
in the parlor or on the stage. The full 
secret of this little "Phantom” for 30 
epnts. 1 .
JWe supply all tricks. Let us know 

ydur wants. " ‘
All the above tricks are practical and 

easily performed by anyone. Will Bend 
full instructions in all of them, post- 
l>aid for one dollar. 

■ Sincerely yours,

Did you ever try singing as an aid to 
a higher spiritual plane? When in the 
very depths of distress or perplexity, 
perhaps, when sluggish of thought and 
heavy of heart, lift up your voice in 
song. I do not say first throw aside 
your burden or care and then Bing. But 
sing—from the very deeps—and the 
singing Itself will dissipât© the clouds 
—will lift you from your despondency 
and clear your vision. I speak from ex
perience. At first it will not be an easy 
task—your heart is crushed and your 
head bowed. But make it a question of 
will power and each effort will prove 
easier. For a while you will uncon- 
sclouBly drift back into silence by the 
weight of your own thoughts. The mo
ment you realize tills, begin again, 
and gradually you will sing yourself 
into a certain degree of quietness—of 
peace and confidence.

Nor is singing recommended for de
spondency alone. Try it when angry 
or irritated. Before allowing yourself 
to brood, to. harbor and elaborate 'Un
kind feeling, Bing something—some
thing cheerful, joyful; and sing it 
heartily. The effect will be almost in
stantaneous. Afterward you will see 
your “enemy,” or the annoying circum
stance, In a wholly different light. The 
song will hava transformed it.

Not only Is singing of great benefit in 
such special Instances, but the habit of 
song is an uplifting one throughout the 
'whole life. ' Your work will be lighter 
if you sing while busy. Your play will 
have a portent undreamed of before.. 
And you will-be a blessing, a benddlc-' 
tion, to all about you. Wsr© you ever 
standing over a monotonous task, tired 
and discouraged, when, suddenly, music, 
sounded on the air? Immedlatély you 
felt new energy had been given you, ev
ery muscle and nerve responded to the 
tonic of the sweetness and rhythm. 
Now, the effect of this, produced by out
ward means, will even more readily fol
low a like effort made by yourself. You 
can verily sing yourself into new life if 
you will—into a new world—a world of 
harmony and happiness, Heaven is 
rightly pictured aB full of music—as a 
place of eternal song; for these are 
symbols of joy and freeaom from car©. 
Then, why not bring at least so much 
of heaven into this world? Why not 
sing ourselves from the depths to the 
heights and hold ourselves there by 

. this same power of song? Let us not, 
like Naaman of old, refuse so simple a 
means to health and fuller life, just be
cause it is so simple. Let any skeptic 
but try for himself—let him who has 
never sung lift up his voice ip. strains 
as sweet and as rhythmic as he would 
have the dominant'notes of his days. 
Let him resolutely persevere in this 
(for no thing of worth comes ‘ to ' lis 
without earnest and repeated effori); 
let him sing as .continually as he has 
heretofore sighed. The result will be 
beyond, his anticipation. He will find 

,himself-“keeping , step,”, .mentally, as 
well’ ¿s' physically; With the hprmony of. 

•his song. And gradually his whole lite, 
and the lives of those about him will 
echo his joy, and his world will be a 
foretaste of heaven.—Louise • Carey 
Duncan, in Mirid. 1 ’

liustrating the Kaleidoscopic Characteristics
of Spirit Return

We have tried to impress upon Spiritualisti the 
caleidoscopio characteristics of spirit return; and! that 
diesarne is ih no sense supernatural, but-simply a 

’act in science—the simple result of a natural jaw 
with an intelligent being behind it. ;

Anyone on the spirit side of life, whether ; a Jew, 
Mohammedan, Catholic or Spiritualist,, who under
stands the law, can communicate with the hioftals of 
earth, and that fact has been stamped as Spiritualism.

A far better name would be Naturalism, fordhen it 
would be divested of . .everything supernatural, and 
there could be no religious sect- founded thereon, and 
no'protests would be made by gullibles, “You are in
. uring Spiritualism by. parading fraud before the 
world.” . '

Thè exposures of fak.es then would be considered 
as legitimate and desirable as - the detection ’pf coun
terfeiting the United States Currency. _ \

The following case of spirit' return is most Tornark- 
ile, occurring, as it did outside the ranks of Spiritual
ism. In fact spirit return of a marvelous ch^racter, 
is constantly occurring among those in no wise-con
nected with our cause; It would be.difficult iò find a 
more remarkable demonstration of spirit, power. man
ifested than the return of that book, however-absurd 
:he .claim of “talking with God” may be, and; the vis
ion in connection with the crucifixion of Jesus, i /. ■

RECEIVED BOOK FROM A SPIRIT.

(

THE SCHOOL OF MAGIC.
Address Box----- , -------- , Cal.

What more reliable evidence that 
tricks of legerdemairj are practiced for 
spirit phenomena do we want than the 
above.
' Legerdemain, so advertised, is a le- 

‘gitimate business, if its real intent is 
designated, and It is a fact that much 
of the spiritual phenomena can. be 
closely Imitated by expert prestidigita
tors. Methods to imitate genuine 
spirit phenomena are sent out from 
Boston; Chicago and San Francisco. 
Some of them are very clever and cal
culated to deceive those who are very 
gullible. There is a great demand for 
materializing garbs with which to per
sonale spirits, as there are so many 
that can be easily deceived, it is a rich 
field for thè bogus medium to work in.

Pinole Cal.

. . Charlatanism.
“What shall we do to be saved” from 

the fakirs? comes the cry from the host 
of readers of The Progressive Thinker; 
and the entire spiritualistic world.

It is pitiable, the wail and cry of re
sentment and indignation that prevails, 
at the Intolerant audacity and shame
lessness of those vampiric charlatans, 
who, under the cloak of Spiritualism, 
are waxing fat on the credulity and gul
libility-of a Spiritualistic public. • ■

And a great cry goes out: "Come over 
. into Macedonia, and help us.” Verily, 
all science and theology, atheism, and 

'materialism,'stand ready and willing to 
assist in stamping out the dread dis
ease of charlatanism, could It be demon
strated that there be some' wheat 
among the chaff, that there exists act
ualities, the authenticity of which can 
be demonstrated to humanity.

Creedism and skepticism are waiting, 
patiently waiting, for Spiritualism to 
arise and shake off the debris that has 
environed its genesis;’ and on funda
mental'principles that are, at once, in
controvertible and irrefutable, stand 
before the world a pure and sublime 
reality before which, rationalism, in
credulity, and theocracy shall vanish. .'

A' gentleman speaking on the sub
ject of fake mediumship, Baid: “Why 
do these pseudo-mediums exist?” For 
the same reason that Wall Street exists, 
“There’s money In it;” and continuing, 
he said, .“Virulent diseases demand 
drastic treatment. Let the Spiritualist 
associations, national, state, and local, 
frame laws and have them enacted, 
that, for a period of five years it shall 
be a misdemeanor, punishable by fine 
and imprisonment, for any spirit medi
um, whomsoever, to accept or demand 
compensation for, so-called spiritual in
formation, of any description,- whatso
ever. And the mountebanks, like their 
empiric predecessors of. old, would 
fold their tents and ■ silently steal

Spirit Manifestations.
Time and again in my family, I have 

had hats carried sixty feet away from 
the house in daylight, while raining, 
and put into the apple house, up over
head in a berry crate, and not get wet.

My daughter got a new hat and the 
next day she took it out of the box and 
laid it on thë bed upstairs; then went 
down stairs, combed her hair and 
dressed to go to town. We" live one- 
half mile from town. It had been some 
two hours since she touched her hat. I 
was out in the summer kitchen; her 
father out in the garden, and tlie chil
dren at school; no one to move the hat. 
When she got ready to put her hat on 
it was gone. She came down stairs and 
told me. I called to Mr. Kinton. He, 
came into the porch, and we told him 
aboutit. He said: “I hear a-voice say 
it is in the apple house.” ■ He walked 
out to the house, got up on a box and 
reached into a berry crate, and there 
it was, and not soiled in the least. I, 
my husband and daughter will all take 
our oath this is strictly true. This is 
one case in a hundred of what has oc
curred within the last twenty years in 
my house. Now some one will say, 
“Your place is haunted!” No, far from 
it. This commenced in Iowa. I lived 
in town before I came out to the coun
try, and it is‘the same everywhere we 
live. I have thought I would write the 
thing down in shape to publish, but as I 
was not able to have them published, 
thought it no use. If you think you 
would like my expérience to print, I 
will write more for' you—only test
cases.

Puyallup, Wash.
MRS. H. J. KINTON.

Strange Story of Miss Sophia M. I. Ga
bele—Declares That She Converses 
With.the Spirits of Departed Persons 

■ While in. Trances—Says a Spirit Res
. cued a Book From the . Great Fire

Hero and . Brought- It -to> Her After 
She Had Suffered Untold Agony— 
Claims to Have Seen Reproduction of 
Crucifixion.
The-following narrative as set forth 

in the Baltimore (Md.) American, Is 
most remarkable: -

While suffering excruciating agony in 
a trance that lasted six hours a night 
for four nights and conversing with 
what she believes to be a nulnber of 
persons in the spirit world, Miss. Sophia 
Margaret-Ida Gabele, aged 20 years, 
who resides at 1400 North Luzerne 
street, says she saw the Savior appear 
before her in all the agonies He suf
fered on the cross. On the last night 
of the trance she says that she received 
a book, valuable to her grandmother, 
from “a heavenly woman,” as she de
clares, and which book was rescued 
from the' flames of the great fire in this 
city by this spirit Individual.

The story of the gift of the book by 
a spirit as told by Miss Gabele is thrill
ing and also most remarkable. The 
young lady was seen at her home last 
night by a reporter for The American, 
and, with unfaltering sentences, told of 
the horrible agony she went through 
and which she knew she would suffer 
before finally having the book placed in 
her possession. '

It was at an early hour in, the morn
ing of May 9 last that Miss Gabele re
ceived the book from a woman who had 
passed out of this world many years 
ago, and which book she produced last 
night to vouch for the veracity of her 
statements. The book, with a paste
board back covering, about 12 inches 
long and six broad, was used by Miss. 
Gabele's grandmother, Mrs. Anna Mar
garet Schreier, with whom she lives, for 
the past 47 years, during which time 
she has been president of the Women’s 
Sick Benefit Association; The book 
was used by Mrs. Schreier to receipt 
bills made necessary by the members 
of the association. •

had a premonition, being told that she 
wag to-receive.,(tfi'e book. Í‘The Spirit' 
which Jater handed her the book ap
peared before her and told her of-the 
oncoming agonÿ.'which • shtí-would-iBuf-- 
fer, .-She. related -the visit IM’ tlie ¿spirit 
to her grandmother, and ' thé latter 
laughed.at her and said, "WMl, my .dèar. 
child, I -will never-get that book; it has 
been burned to ‘ashes/’ ;

- Punished GrandfaOtHen'y
‘ Miss Gabele.replied thàv as suré as,; 
she was living the' book, would be re-’ 
turned and she Would receive itiand suf
fer horribly.before receiving |t. The 
spirit also told MIbs Gabelh, she stated, 
not to speak to;her grandmother for. 
seven days because of the latter’s unbe
lief in the “workings of God's; /divine 
wonders.” ■ -,.‘V; .. ■'.
' "I did not Àp'éâk'to'mÿgrandmother 
for. seven days.’.’, said 'MísS; G'ábélé.' ’ 
• ‘“The spirit warned me of thje'agony 
I would suffer and told me to prepare 
for it. Sure enough on Friday -night, 
May 6, at 6 o’clock I was Seized with a 
violent chill. I hurried’to bed and was 
soon in a trance, stiff with cold-and mo
tionless. I lay that way' until; 12> 
o’clock, but in that time I had éphvérsa- 
tlons with a number of spirits- of.per
sons who died both in this Country and 
in Europe. The-following úfghts; I was 
seized the-same way and on the last 
night, Tuesday, the trancé’- tasted be-, 
tween two and three hours longer and 
the agony was more horrible;” ” /

It was on this partlcula-r -Tuesday 
night that Mrs. Schreier retired for bed 
at 11 o’clock, and before retiring ¿rayed 
to God to take the soul from hër grand- 
o’aúghter’s body. She says She could 
hot èhdure to witness the youiig lady’s 
suffering, and would have been relieved 
if she had died if she had-not become 
calmer. She was highly excited, rolled 
and tossed about the bed. and yelled, 
loudly, but her sentences were not in 
the least disconnected. At 12 o’clock, 
the hour which her sufferings ended 
paring the previous nlghfs, she be
came calm, but still remained in. the 
trance. While in this státé Miss Gar 
bele implored all Of her. folks. including 
her mother, Mrs. Sophia Margaret Ga
bele, who. had endeevored? to alleviate 
the daughter’s pain, to retiré for the 
night

I may be laboring under a wrong Im
pression, but it. is my understanding 
that to bo controlled by a disagreeable 
spirit, one who holds a medium against 
his or her will, and renders Itself ob
noxious to tlie medium and others by 
coarse language and actions, consti
tutes obsession. _

During tho first years of my investi
gations of Spiritualism, I was so en
thused over the discovery of future lite 
that I wanted to tell my neighbors 
about it, and scores of people were wel
comed to our homo circles, many of 
whom went away puzzled and sur
prised. - ‘

During a private seance one day the 
medium was controlled by a spirit who, 
I suppose, had died of delirium tremens. 
For a half hour or moro the screams 
and pitiful pleadings for protection 
from serpents and ferocious beasts, 
made my blood run cold; but <by my 
calm and persistent assurances that 
there was no danger, no beasts nor ser
pents to hurt him, he'finally calmed 
down and soon left. This disagreeable 
Incident led me to doubt the policy of 
opening the door too wide for spirit re
turn. . ,

. Had he objected to leaving, or been 
at a loss how. to leave, it would have 
been considered an obsessing demon or 
devil. ‘

- • At another seance, an Irishman came, 
and for some time greatly interested us 
with: his. great volubility, genteel de
meanor and rich brogue, .

My wife’s two sisters lay sick, their 
beds side by side. When one was dy
ing the other sat up In bed and watched 
her closely. When the spirit left, she 
threw herself back In bed, exclaiming, 
“My God! she is gone!” For six weeks 
she was under control of a spirit claim
ing to be‘Marty Magdalene. She said 
Christ cast seven devils out of her. She 
said that diseases in those days' were 
called devils. She talked almost inces
santly. Although the sick one was a 
mere child, with scarcely any. educa
tion, yet Mary Magdalene would tell ac
curately the. book, chapter, and verse 
of any passage mentioned in conversa
tion. When any of the family would go 
.away from the house, she would tell 
when they came back and what they 
had said while away. The time wore 
on, and it was a dreary six weeks to 
that family, they not knowing but Mary 
Magdalene .would become a permanent 
installment in the family. To them it 
was obsession. But one day Mary Mag
dalen© told them that on account of 
Wardy being so weak when her sister 
died, there was danger of thé shock ot 
grief killing her, and sb she had taken 
control of, her body, but that Wardy 
would come back on a certain day. Any 
one may imagine the anxiety with 
which they waited for that day to 
come; but when it did come, Mary Mag
dalene told thèm: “Well, I told you,that 
■Wardy would come back to-day, but she 
can’t .come to-day; but she will corné on.

. .and—7-hour," • nnd/ sqre 
enough, at the very day ; and hour, 

■ ■■Wasto-'tonfe-M^^Bipn. of,, her,? own 
bod??. - So, instead of Mary Magdalene 
being an.obsessing démón(.shé was a- 
kind and nòblé benéfactor. s ■

’ ' ; , À. M. CUMMINGS.
Gardner, Kansas. z

Dr. Burgess, of San Francisco, Cal., 
Prominent Spiritualist, Has Some

thing to Say on the Subject.

a

To the Editor:—In answer to your in
quiry, let mo say that I have peen some
thing of materializing mediums, but 
perhaps I may not be a compe
tent observer of their doings. My judg
ment Is seriously handicapped by what 
I know of physiology. I start out with 
the proposition that so far we know ot 
none but nature’s way of developing hu
mans, and thattakes time—much more 
time than the tow seconds required to 
develop spooks In a materializing cabi- 
r.et. I refer now to spooks I have met, 
who walked, and talked, and gave me 
perspiring handshakes—one especially 
who gave the unmistakable accent and 
odor Africanus. I have also met spooks 
at a private sitting who called me by 
name and gave their own names prop
erly—half a dozen of them one atter an
other—but, to begin with, the medium 
had asked me to write down these 
names on a sheet of paper which he os
tentatiously declined to look at as he 
handed It, folded, to a diminutive 
spook that came out of the cabinet to 
get it. It is hardly necessary to add 
that, this useful little messenger did as 
requested, and dug up every personality 
named on tho list. Unwittingly, how
ever, I had set a trap which was readily 
fallen Into. ■

For years before her death my wife 
had habitually spelled her name Ajnie 
instead of Amy, and I wrote lt\that way 
or. the Incantation list which was to call 
up the spooks, Soon a feminine figure 
approached me from the cabinet and 
called me by name, saying she was 
“Annie," my wife.. I caught on instant
ly, for I had often seen the same mis
take made with my wife’s written cog
nomen. This was enough. It now 
seemed quite a superfluous waste of en
ergy to critically notice the fact that 
there was nothing in the form before 
me to suggest that of my wife, while I 
could distinguish enough in the poorly 
disguised features to enable me to rec
ognize the medium’s wife, who had ad
mitted me when I came into the house. 
But’ I put on tie screws a little by ask
ing her to give me her maiden name. 
Then her voice weakened—it sank to. a 
whisper and she backed Into the cabi
net sighing forth that the “forces" were 
falling her. I looked upon the remain
der of the performance as one would 
watch a puppet show, trying to get the 
worth of his money in amusement.

I have seen such deft conjurers as 
Herrmann, Heller, Houdin, in Paris, and 
others, successfully call living beings 
into apparent existence from apparent 
nothingness; .but they claimed only de
ception of the senses, though I wonder 
still at the seeming reality of it. But 
when I am asked to believe that certain 
solid, perspiring, and odoriferous corpo
reities I have met at materializing se
ances are really manufactured in ten 
seconds out of invisible spooks, I can 
only wonder at the presumption of the 
Takers who dare to presume thus upon 
■my credulity.'

But this IS not to si/' that I have

Confessional and’ Uncleanneas.
“As to the effects of the confessional^, 

we could not have much better author!-1 
ty than that of Professor Lecky, the 
late learned historian. Lord Salisbury! 
asserted that the confessional “has 
done more than any other intsitution 
to sap the virility of a nation.” And 
the erudite professor says that self-re
spect is "tho parent aud guardian of 
many virtues. It is one of the most re
markable characteristics that distin
guish Protestant from the most Roman 
Catholic populations, and which has 
proved among the former an Invaluable 
moral agent, forming trank and inde
pendent natures, and checking every 
servile habit and all mean and degrad
ing vice. The peculiar vigor with 
which it has been developed in Protest
ant countries may be attributed to the 
suppression of monastic Institutions 
and habits, to the stigma Protestant
ism lias attached to-mendicity, which 
Catholicism has usually glorified and, 
nncouraged; to the high place Protest
antism has accorded to private judg
ment and personal responsibility; and 
to the actions of free political Institu
tions, which have taken deepest root ' 
where the principles of the Reformation 
have been accepted" (History of Euro
pean ¡Morals, vol. IL, pp. 188-189).

"Professor Lecky mentions various 
Instances of Popish saints who reduced 
themselves to unclean animals, and 
have therefore been canonized by the 
Church of Rome. One was a monk who 
never washed his clothes, who never 
changed his tunic till it fell to pieces) 
who starved himself till his eyes grew 
dim. He mentions St. Macarius, who 
for six months slept in a marsh and ex
posed bls body to the Blings of venom
ous flies. He says: ‘The saints who 
were most admired had become one hid
eous mass of clotted filth. A famous 
virgin named Silver, though she was 
sixty years of age, and though bodily 
sickness was the result of her habits, 
refused, on religious principles, to wash 
any part of her person only her fingers. . 
One convent consisted of 130 nuns who 
never washed, and who shuddered at 
the mention of a bath.’ The famous 
Romish saint, Simeon Stylites, was
buried 
grlms 
crowd 
grave,

with honors, numbers of pil- 
coming from every quarter, a 
of prelates followed him to his 
and the Romish church pro-

nounced him to be the highest model 
of a saint, though he broke his father’s 
heart by stealing away from home 
without his parent’s knowledge or con
sent. It was not for twenty years that 
his mother discovered him, but he re
fused her permission to see his face. 
He kept her waiting three days and 
nights outside his cell door, until she 
sank exhausted and died. He then ap
peared, shed some ‘pious tears’ over 
his murdered mother, and returned into 
his hole and-his devotions” (Lecky, vol. 
ii., pp. 107 to 131, passim).—From The 
Rock, Londan, Eng.

FARMER RILEY.

Most Excellent Results Through Hla 
' ‘ ' Mediumship.

F. A. GARLAND.

It is only by the unremitting perform
ance of individual duty that any public 
fevll will bo remedied or any public good 

pliShed.—A. W-Tourgee. ■

Psychical Treatments.
Having noted an article in The Pro

gressive Thinker regarding a psychical 
hospital for New York City, I at' once 
became interested, and was much sur
prised at the following statement: “In 
this country nothing has been done as 
yet in the psychical treatment oj dis
eases," when we know there is hardly 
ah adult in the land who has not known 
actual cases which have been cured of 
afflictions which stubbornly refused to 
yield to the medical treatment.

At one time the person who pos
sessed this power was considered pos
sessed of the devil. Later he was a di
vine healer, a spiritual healer, etc., un
til now our land is dotted by psychic in
stitutes where this work is taught and 
wonderful cures are being made dally. 
I have made this work a study and have 
practiced it for several years; knowing 
therefore that psychic treatments are 
not new to the American people; but 
for convenience’ sake, tlie professions 
have given the science a new name 
which is Intended to cover all phases 
spiritual, as applied to the control of 
the mortal.

To study andxnote the effect of psy
chic treatments on the different afflic
tions is a beautiful.and interesting mat
ter, but not wishing to take too much of 
your valuable space I refrain from giv
ing anything further at the present.

E. H. MANNING;
Kokomo, Ind.

The credit given to ' popular . tradi
tions, and the fictions substituted for 
truth, and these two errors being ac
credited in ensuing ages—these are the 
cause of that obscurity in which the 
most important facts are veiled.—Tac
itus. . . . ■

Keep your word with your child the 
same as you wduld with your banker.— 
Ingersoll.

How Book Was Received.
Miss Gabele says the book was given 

her between 2 and 3 o’clock on the 
morning of May 9 last by a spirit wo
man, who entered the home of the girl 
by way of the middle window of the 
second-flopr front room, .

"I was truly in a trance," stated Miss 
Gabele, “and the woman, clad in a black 
silk dress, with a gauze yoke, and very 
large in figure, entered the window 
and handed it to me. I had never seen 
the woman In my life, and because of 

•the nflbellef of my grandmother as to 
my conversation with spirits while in a 
trance she would not tell her name.

“T have rescued this book from the 
burning trunk in the Raine Building,’ 
the spirit said. ‘The building was a 
mass of flames, the trunk was on fire 
and the spirits in heaven who were 
members of the association of which 
your grandmother is president asked 
the Almighty God to save the book from 
the flames. They (the spirits of the 
women, members of the association, 
who died before the Are) told God that 
it was very valuable to the association 
and he appointed me to rescue the 
book. I did so and here it is.’ The wo
man then left m0 and I returned to bed, 
holding the1 book in my hands.”

Up to the night before Miss Gabele 
received tho book in this startling man
ner, her grandmother, Mrs. Schreier, as 
the latter admitted last night, had been 
a firm believer in what she-thought was. 
the granddaughter’s folly in “talking 
With the spirits.” ’ •

“I knew my granddaughter went into 
trances,” she continued, “but -I never 
believed that she talked.wlth spirits.”

But the grandomther has changed her 
mind, and last night expressed deep 
words of sympathy for the girl because 
of the agony she suffered In having the 
book restored, Three weeks before en. 

■ .tering lntp^the trance,-which: as stated 
before, listed four nights, Miss Gabele

Was Left With Spirit.
She told them to retire for .the night,, 

and that their slumber would be peace
ful and undisturbed. She.- told them 
that the the book had directed her to be 
alone at the time of the visit, and all, 
accordingly, retired. Miss Gabele was 
still In the trance, -she’ declared, but 
more quiet, andbetween two; and three 
o’clock the morning in question the 
book was given her. After- taking the 
book from ■ the spirit Miss'Gabele re
turned to bed. - i. ■
i She arose at 5 o’clock. Mrs. Shreirer 
had arisen for the day and-had gone to 
the first floor to prepare breakfast tor 
her son. About 5 o’clock, when the son 
had gone to the first floor, he announced 
to his mother that her granddaughter 
wished to see her. Mrs. Shreirer; who 
was in the kitchen, walked, into the 
dining-room and met her ■granddaugh
ter. ... ■ ■ . ~ ■ ■

“She was tho most beautiful sight 
I’ve ever seen,” said Mrs.‘Shreirer last 
night. As Miss Gabele advanced t<> her 
grandmother, the latter skid, and with 
eyes closed and with lily-white ebimten- 
ance, she handed the book ib her’grand- 
mother: which the latter had before be
lieved would never be returned to her.
Mrs. Shreirer stated last that she
was startled and somewhat frightened 
to receive’the book, but Joek: it.

“Take This Book.^ltSald.
“Take this book. I .have saved it 

from the fire, and for pinHshment be
cause you did not believe 'in »the won
ders front God I commanded your 
granddaughter, not to speak tb.you for 
seven days.” The voice,',pud . words 
emanated from the young lady’s throat, 
but Mrs. Shreirer sald-ehe could not 
recognize it as .her granddaughter’s 
voice. . Miss Gabele^ all Mr trances 
would talk, she saysjn.differant voices 
—the voice of .the. spirits wfei wanted 
to talk—and‘she~Bay/'6heTralteves be
yond a doubt' that her, with

; THE CHILD ETERNAL

I heard their prayers and kissed their
- slçèpy ’.ëÿeé, -. ? ; '

And tucked them in all warm from feet 
' ) to head, J /
To wake, again with morning’s glad sun- 
■' rise—’ ' , -, .

Then came where he lay dead.
Those other children long to men have 

grown— / '
v Strange, hurried_men. who give me 

passing thought, .
Then go their ways. No longer now 

my own. .
Wlthoutme they have wrought 

So when night comes, and seeking 
mother’s knee.

Tired childish feet turn home at even
tide, : .

I fold him close—the child that’s left to 
me, . ’

My little lad who died.
—Katherine H. Terry.

the trances. Mrs. Shreirer stated that 
she asked the spirit through her grand
daughter’s body, who it might be, and 
the spirit answered she need not know 
any more than that it was a member of 
the.association of which she is presid
dent who had died years ago.

When Miss Gabele was first told of 
receiving the. book the spirit' dêscribed 
it to her. ■ She says the spirit said that 
it was a pasteboard cover, with black 
and yellow stripes on it In one part 
of It were three bundles of . receipts 
held fast by black mourning pins, and 
in another part two bundles of receipts 
field by white or common pins. These 
receipts, qs described by the spirit, 
were in the book when seen by the re
porter last night, and Mrs. Shreirer 
pays the receipts- were in the book 
when it was placed in the trunk a few 
nights before the fire.

The Woman’s Sick Benefit Associa
tion, tho organization of which Mrs. 
Shreirer is president, met in the 
Raines Building, located at ,the south
west corner of Baltimore street and 
Vostoflice avenue,, and the trunk was 
left in the meeting room. Miss Gabele 
had never seen the book up to the time 
shereceived.It through the window, and 
her description of it to her grandmoth
er, three weeks before, answered it to 
a nicety.

Says She Saw Crucifixion,
While in this trance, earlier in the 

night, Miss Gabele says she saw a re
production of the scene of the crucifix
ion of the Savior. -She plainly felt the 
pains of having nails driven in her 
hands and feet, she says, and also had 
her mother wipe the perspiration from 
her forehead and give her a drink, 
which she declared was bitter. ■

Miss Gabele bas been having trances 
for the past two years, these lasting 
from two to four hours, and in every
one she has had direct communication 
with the spirit world, she says. Her 
first trance was after the death of a 
cousin, and the spirit of the cousin ap
peared vividly. Up to the time of her 
first trance she had ridiculed Spiritual
ism and scoffed at its ideas. She states 
that she is still a devout church mem
ber, and Bays that she is always fore
told of the coming of a trance.

It is a right reflection that if a man 
Is full of the present moment to glorify, 
it, he is with eternity and infinity; for 
he ha^ all there is—Blake. >

never, .seen genuine manifestations 
.which Bqemefl’apparently; -and of-neces- 
slty to involve materialization to some 
degree. I protest only when the spooks 
are too fleshly; and I never—hardly 
ever—visit public seances for fear of 
meeting them there. But, while actual 
speech without vocal organs is incon
ceivable, and real vision without mate
riality would, be vision of the invisible, 
I must admit that things have been 
mysteriously said and done in my own 
house that involved knowledge the me
dium certainly did not possess and act
ive demonstration of force which she 
was neither in a position or a condi
tion to exert. For she was bound fast 
to her chair while these things were 
done at a distance from her—and there 
was no one in the room that she knew, 
except myself. Besides, it is only a few 
weeks since I saw Miller do materializ
ing stunts which were more easily won
dered at than explained. This was at a 
test seance, engineered by Baron v. 
Zimmerman, and held in a room at the 
Palace Hotel, which Miller had never 
seen or’heard of before .he entered it 
to begin his work. The’ seance was 
held under the strictest conditions, the 
Baron and his carefully selected com
mittee could desire. Before Miller was 
permitted to enter the seance room the 
committee had divested him of his 
clothing and supplied him with a brand- 
new outfit from top to toe. When he 
did enter, he was quickly led to the 
cabinet, formed of draperies nailed 
firmly to the floor on all. sides, with the 
exception of two loose folds which 
served as a narrow entrance way in 
front. He was then bound, hands, 
feet and body, to his chair with tapes, 
which were stitched instead of tied, 
and their loose ends hailed to the floor. 
In'thls condition he was left alone in 
the little cabinet to do his spookling 
act; while one of the committee. Prof. 
Van der Naillen, sat guarding the en
trance way to make sure that no out
side aid could reach him.

■ It was not very long before the mate
rialized spooks began to walk out of the 
cabinet, one after another, some fading 
from view near the entrance and oth
ers holding out long enough to cross the 
room and then disappear. There was a 
dimly shaded light in a corner bf the 
room not far from me, but none of the 
ghosts came near enough to enable me 
to scrutinize their make up. But it is 
worthy of note that while my friend 
from Africa had not for a moment hes
itated to shake hands with me and seat 
herself beside me at the public seance 
previously held at Miller’s house, we 
were now firmly enjoined by him to let 
the spirits alone. Did the Palace Hotel 
spirits differ in any essential particular 
from the spirits which ordinarily ap
peared at Miller’s home performances? 
Perhaps they were not so grossly mate
rial, and I must say that with so many 
watchful eyes in every part of tho mofl- 
erate-sized room it seemed impossible 
that confederates could, don the neces
sary toggery and Impersonate the 
spooks without detection. Yet it is true 
that two or three persons present were 
known to me as chronic habitues of 
Miller's seances. They had been in-1 
vited at his request, purportively to 
‘‘strengthen the forces.” But I took 
pains, afterward, to learn from one and 
another of my friends who sat near 
these persons that not one of them had 
changed position for a moment.

So there you are. rieave you on the 
fence where Hamlin Garland leaves his 
readers in his new and deeply interest
ing story of “The Tyranny of the Dark."

By the way,-I am curious to know 
whether he has ever met the medium 
who did ’ the remarkable things at my 
house referred to above. For many 
things he relates in a chapter headed 
"The Test Seance,” were paralleled by

’ We have just had the grand, exhilar
ating pleasure of a visit with our true 
apd J)elovpd_medlum, Mr. James Riley, 
ot Marcellus, Mich. He'was with us 
one week, and' had' it been possible for 
him to stay, we coulQ have kept him 
busy for two months. Brother Riley Is 
noted for his honesty and integrity. He 
was offered any amount of money to 
stay three nights longer. It he was 
really for money, he would have made 
five hundred dollars in another week. 
One man offered two hundred dollars 
If he would stay another night and let 
bis friends in. But when ''Jim’’ Riley 
says no he means “no;” and when John 
Benton, his beloved control, tells Jim 
to go, he goes. Brother Riley, while 
here, converted two of the most pro
nounced infidels I ever met in my life. 
In fact, one of the hardest, most cold
blooded men, as he said himself, in the 
town. He told a friend the next day, 
that previous to his conversion in Spir
itualism, he could shoot a man down 
like a dog, but now some other man 
would nave to do the job. It would be 
impossible to tell in this article the 
wonderful results obtained in Brother 
Riley’s seances, and the many conver
sions he made while here. He also 
made a host of friends that would fight 
for him. He is kind to all, a warm, 
hearty, hand-shake to the most de
praved creatures and a kind word tha ,- 
leaves a smile on the hardest face. ' 

REV. MRS. TED SMITH.
Bemidji, Minn.

THAT LITTLE BABY HAND.

(Respectfully Dedicated to a Grandma.)
All the world seems filled with splendor 

and the sun is brighter far,
And the heavens thrice illumined by 

each scintillating star;
Aye, the very air around me seems en- 

chantlngly divine, ,
As I sit In twilight singing, with that 

little hand in mine.
As I sit in twilight singing and my soul 

is lost in dream,
I live over all the pleasures and the 

joys once more supreme,
And I feel that I should never in this 

mortal life decline,
Could I ever and forever hold that 

little "hand in mine.
I can sense the soul behind it and with

in it as one pure;
As a soul so true, untainted, I would 

have its strength endure.
’Tis the angel in the human, and it 

makes my spirit shine,
To sit in twilight singing, with that 

little hand in mine.
I have risen to the zenith, to the highest 

point in life;
I have been a loving mother; I have 

been a faithful wifef
But the height'of real being is above 

the human shrine, -
And I s'ense it in the twilight, with that 

little hand in mine.
All the high and holy angels love that

little baby smile; . 
And the cuteness of unfoldment, 

. that cupid-like profile, .
•Sheds its perfect sweetness o’er 

.. with a halo so benign, 
As I sit in twilight singing with

■with

me,

that
little hand in mine. • ■

DR. T. WILKINS.

occurrences that took place at that 
time. ’ •

It seems a safe conclusion that medi- 
umistic events do take place which cer
tainly represent phases of materializa
tion without representing fraud at the 
same time. But they will all ■ bear
watching.

San Francisco, CaL
O. 0. BURGESS.
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Crisis Pending in the Ranks of Spiritualism

Judge Dunn to the Front.

Wo:6oo»£BE^
Íhb KéüGioNior "

The Court of Inquiry
It is how in Session to 

take into careful and criti
cal consideration the Arti
ficial Toggery, often un
clean, used by some mate
rializing mediums, to make 
up in proper form your an
gel friends and loved ones, 
Honesty.or Fraud; Which?

around which all of the suggestions 1 inspirit power, wd call It a fake, end if 
and statements of the article congre-1 a believer, you take the one that while
gate. - ■ ‘ . I

The displayed heading of the article 
itself, while suitable as an attraction, 
and without which and its setting per
haps the article would not have re
ceived the reading It apparently has, 
was in fact misleading, for it was not 
written as a defense of any one.

True there were some allusions io the 
spirit manifested by our Hot Springs 
friends in their hasty and doubtless by 
them regretted action in treating a fel
low man as was Mr. Winans treated by 
them; true there were some allusions 
made to the liability of the spirit forces 
using material matters for the purpose 
of manifesting their presence to better 
satisfaction of the sitters; true there 
were some allusions t<? the difference of 
opinion between men eminent in the 
ranks of spiritual work here in thls^ 
mflndane sphere, as to certain scientific' 
seances held by Professor Crookes, in 
which the integrity of some of those 
manifestations were questioned, espe
cially the hair from the head of the so- 
called‘Spirit Katie King; true the ar
ticle gave the opinion of the writer to 
the effect that the reasoning of the Ed- 
itor-at-Large on that matter was per
haps easier to follow than the actual 
statenients of facts by the eminent 
professor, but at no point does the ar
ticle attempt to lead the thought or 
dogmatize upon the matter in question.

And true also is it that in none of the 
articles called out by it, has the ques
tion asked been attempted to be an
swered except dogmatically affirma
tively; this dogmatic assertion unfor
tunately is too much in evidence every 
time ap. inquiry is started; better ask 
questions than to answer them unless 
we are quite sure our answers have the
Impress and sign of absolute truth borg 
of knowledge,

nota natural one according to Jaws we 
are familiar with, is taken because you 
have cori® to - realize ns did Ptet- 
Orb&keB fhat there'was a power other 
Gita natica! (so to speak) and ot 
whose ¡laws we aro densely ignorant, 
existing itself on that occasion. I ven
ture no opinion on the subject, al- 
thiiigh nbkve one.

Next Comes Brother Hudson Tuttle, 
to .whom all of us small men in the 
ra^jis of JnSplrltualism look up for 
ki^jylh^, but. with a deplorable lack 
of .acume^.k’e entirely misconstrues the 
nrftple h(?(qriticjses. It Is true he treats 
it and the writer with much more 
courtesy, and fairness than does the 
prudent,(Of W' N-.S- À. HIb article, 
ho^eypyx lB a . blast against palpable 
ctapfibu^fraud, but he entirely fails to 
affirmatively, .answer the .question 
around-which'tiie’article centers, to- 
wlt: "WAS $HE MEDIUM AT THE 
TIME OF/THE MANIFESTATION IN 
QUESTION CONSCIOUS?" Now in 
the, statement of our Hot Springs 
friends, in your .No. 800 there was no 
proof given as to his condition, and un
til that question is answered in the af- 
firmatipe by some one that KNOWS, 
not merely believes, then as I claimed 
and nqw claim the charge of fraud is 
not maintained.. I do not mean to say 
he was or wqs not conscious; of that 
I have:no proof, but if we as Spiritual
ists are to deny a state of trance which 
renders; the person entirely oblivious 
of surrounding circumstances, why, 
then wq may as well step down and out, 
and joip the ranks of the followers of 
Brothen- Thomson Jay \ Hudson and 
other explainers of our phenomena, who 
attribute, all. manifestations to the per- 
sonelie,of the medium, and set aside 
all claim to spirit presence, power and
persistence,, :

Judge Dunn should be cordially thanked for 
the part he has taken in bringing before the 
great mass of Spiritualists certain facts in rela-

i tion to materializing mediums and their use of
artificial toggery-in dressing themselves so as

Now, first. Brother Barrett attacks -Brother. Tuttle, errs- when he says 
my statement that the medium Winans that “Mr. .Dunn further thinks that all 
was one of the oldest, and most trusted materializing mediums exactly follow 
mediums in opr, ranks fbr this phase of Winans’, metliods.” In no place can it 
manifestation, and states the contrary. be. found.that rthink, anything about, 
to be.thé fact.. Well, if I am in error in it. I. merely state as a fact that at 
that statement, which I think as a late every one of Mr. Winans’ seances that 
comer into the ranks I was abundantly I attended, he claimed through his so- 
justified in making, then our good, called guides to have three types of 
brethren who have so long led the co- manifestations—materialization, trans- 
horts of Spiritualists as leaders, have figuration and impersonation—and he 
not beep . on . the watch for wolves in, always . so stated, and then proceeded 
sheep’s.clothing,' but have permitted to explain what the sitters might ex- 
the wolves to masquerade in the camps peel under certain conditions, and 
of the investigators arid believers . to called upon all (our Hot Springs friends 
their hurt, for sure it is in 1895 when I included) to., verify the statement, and 
began my investigation, this medium then . I ,argued, and now argue, that it 
Winans was a-.-high priest and within, the manifestations were in line with 
the very sanctum sanctorum, offering what was promised, there could be no 
his manifestations of spirit power just possible'ground for a charge of decep- 
exactly as he did. at Hot Springs, and' tion. Whqn the show equals and con- 
wlth the seeming, endorsement ot forms to the advertisement, there can 
Brother Barrett.as the head of the cult,, bo found no fault with the BhQwman, 
for I have been present at camps where can there?' . '

to personate a spirit.
Some of the toggery, under the microscope, 

. as said before, reveals poisonous microbes, while 
to the naked eye it presentsan exceedingly 
filthy appearance.

The hint by Judge Dunn in his first commu
nication that all materializing mediums use arti
ficial toggery of various kinds, is startling in
deed, and is rendered much more so by none of 
the numerous materializing mediums of Chicago 
and elsewhere, denying the truth of the insinu
ation.

One prominent Spiritualist and medium unites 
with Judge Dunn, and says: “You, catch the 
spirit and you will have thè medium every time, 
dressed in an artificial garb.”

There has never been a successful grab of the 
“spirit” along the long line of numerous expos
ures made during the last thirty-five years that 
did not reveal the medium òr a confederate with 
an artificial dress on of some kind.

Not a single exception exists—all were 
dressed to suit the occasion.

Sensible Spiritualists, draw your own conclu
sions from the lesson given.

from memory 'personal to myself. 1 
used to take great pleasure and was 
greatly edified in listening to the choice 
guides of Mrs. Dr, Warne, from the ros
trum, and was always ready and willing 
to tell her go, I have heard her guides 
through her organism' deliver lectures 
that would thrill my soul and fill me 
with delight, and cause me to repeat to 
myself: This Is phenomena equal to 
any physical. And moreover I never 
doubted her statements as to her en
trancement to a certain degree, If not 
total, when delivering the discourses. I 
was proud of her attainments in her be
ing used by such a choice quality of 
guides from the beyond, and I never 
feared for our cause when her mouth 
wps opened to utter her message. Of 
course the present Doctor was over
shadowed in the radiance from her per
sonality. But now he looms up and as
sumes to criticise the personal integ
rity and good faith and soundness of 
mind of any and every one who can not 
be measured in his limited half-bushel, 
and to that end he is permitted in the 
columns of The Progressive Thinker to 
asperse and to minify, and to class as 
worthless any thoughts that would 
seem to ask for a fair deal and square 
treatment of all mediums, and does not 
hesitate to publicly doubt the word of 
mediums as to their condition during a 
seance.

He attacks an article I sent to The 
Progressive Thinker some time ago 
upon, the subject of materialization, in 
which I gave some facts that had oc
curred In my presence, and now he ex
claims upon the authority of some one 
named Kellogg, that it must be that I 
was deceived; as he "shared with me 
the honor of mortal escort to the mani
festing spirit on that occasion and he is 
certain he, Kellogg, was not fooled, but 
Brother Dunn was. In other words, 
Dunn was hot as smart as Kellogg in 
the Doctor’s estimation, nor as truthful. 
And then this guardian of all the Illi
nois Spiritualists proceeds by innuendo 
to. throw some dirt and doubt at the 

. medium oh' that occasion, Mrs. Critch- 
ett, formerly Tripp, of Chicago. •

I do not carb to offer any excuse for

both Brother Barrett officiated on the Hence, Brother Tuttle's special plead- 
rostrum as an expounder of the faith fog to show the uselessness of my ques- 
and dispenser of the truth of Spiritual-1 tion :aB;;to',what constitutes the fraud, 
ism fjom the mental side, and Brother can only be .relevant by assuming that 
Winans in tho seance room at night the medium was conscious at tire time 
convinced hundreds of the truth of I of the usetof the toggery. That is the 
spirit return and spirit communion and vital question, and is entirely ignored 
the persistence of life after death, by BrothenTuttle, as well as the other 
through what is called the physical phe- critfos Who .enter the Inquirer's Court, 
nomena of Spiritualism, and both .of but! fall- tovmako an answer.
these high priests were duly accredited It is not an answer to the question to 
by the camps’ management as honest assert thatshe must have been con- 
expounders, each in his own way, of the scions when he procured, or suffered 
truths wo, all came to love and cherish, to bei procured, the toggery, and knew 
At Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa, thatbit might be used by his guides in 
Mr. Winans has ever been apparently a making up'fin impersonation—for while 
welcome guest and hailed by the officl- in my opinion, the procuring of the 
ary as a true exponent of the power of same and furnishing it, knowing it 
the spirit to manifest itself physically, might be used, Is very reprehensible in 
So I think I am warranted Jn, the claim anywmedluffi, still it does not dispose 
made in my article so savagely assailed of thfe question as to what takes place 
by Brother Barrett In the traneb- condition. .

Brother Barrett fails to comprehend Brother 'ftittle asks,-in answer to the 
the article' for he deals generally with question ofitfraufi, as 'follows*. ¡’If pre- 
the,abstract question of fraudulent dis-, tending tosiiave 'spirits'’materlalize to 
plays, and fails to answer by any argu- l comb rbeforto their friends iw material 
ment the crucial question as jto the cmVrl form, while it is a sham, a masquerade ■ 
sclousness of the medium.' True he Im toggeryi prepared for- the purpose, is 
makes argument against the use of any not sufficient, what is more?”' 
sort of paraphernalia unless material- This sort of questioning' by way ot 
ized on the spot, and because in the ard answer; is, to say the least, not entirely 
tlcle the proof of the possession and use worthy of the questioner, for it assumes 
of the same was admitted to have been that the - question asked 1b answered 
sufficient by the writer, he then in an-J in the affirmative? My mind will not 
swer to.the question of conscious use tallow of my making Up a judgment 
by the medium exclaims in the lan-. upon assumptions. I must have facts 
guage of some cheap sort ot logician,’ well authenticated. ■ 
“Would a duck swim?”, and fierce be- The medium did not confess that he 
cause a duck would swim, therefore I knew that-the toggery was being used 
Winans was conscious. Such logic is at the time; did not pretend that im-

He Replies to the Numerous Grilles Who Have 
Assailed His Views.

To the Editor:—When I penned the , 
article printed In your No. 808, I little 
thought that I was the “entering 
wedge" so to speak of a controversy 
concerning fraud in the manifestation 
of the force which we call spirit, and 

: most assuredly I did not think that the 
1 same could by any possibility be con- 
' strued into a defense, an apology, or a 
। conniving at palpable guilty fraud 

committed by those who claimed to be 
developed as media between the world 
of spirit and the 'world of mortal. The 
article was written and intended only 

i as an inquiry by a seeker after knowl- 
I edge, as it clearly purports to be.
I True I gave rein to a few thoughts 

upon the matter of haste in condemna- 
। lion, deploring what seemed to me to be 
' a characteristic of some of our promi

nent writers, workers and thought 
molders, to jump as it were to conclu
sions upon allegations of fact not seem
ingly sufficiently substantiated—and at 
the same time distinctly disavowing 
any superior wisdom or knowledge or 
ability to determine matters, where our 
great men disagree or our investigators 
arrive at conclusions from the same 
point of view so entirely dissimilar.

But it seems that from the first ar
ticle published in apparent answer by 
President Barrett in your No. 808, down 
to the last, by Bro. C. W. Stewart in 
your No. 812, there runs a vein ot at
tack upon the writer pf this, and the 
entering wedge, as a person who was 
entirely ¿ven over to the advocacy of 
fraud, some even going So far as to 
conclude that it must have been written 
for compensation paid by the frauds 
themselves. It Ib sad to think that 
friends who are engaged In an honest 
endeavor to convince the skeptical 
world of a future state of existence, 
after the shock called death has been 
sustained, should be willing to publicly 
charge an honest inquirer Into the most 
serious problems known to mortals, 
with dishonesty.

i The most astounding feature of these 
' so-called answers is the almost unani

mous misconception of the article it
self; at no point does it apologize for 
or defend a person (medium or other
wise) who shall be found guilty of act
ive conscious fraud or deceit fn mani-

ers; on the contrary the crucial ques
tion and keynote of the article is found 
in these words:

“WAS THE MEDIUM (WINANS) 
AT THE TIME OF THE MANIFESTA
TION OF SO-CALLED SPIRIT POWER 
IN POSSESSION OF HIS NORMAL 
FACULTIES SO AS TO BE CON- 

¡SCIOUS OF THE FACT THAT HIS 
OWN PERSON AND THIS BOR
ROWED PLUMAGE, OR ACCESS'O- 
RIES WERE BEING USED, AND 
ALSO USED FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
DECEIVING THE SITTERS" and stat
ing,

“THAT IF THIS QUESTION SHALL 
BE ANSWERED IN THE AFFIRMA
TIVE, THEN THE CHARGE OF 
FRAUD AND SIMULATION IS WELL 
FOUNDED AND THERE CAN BE NO 
PUNISHMENT TOO SEVERE TO BE 
VISITED UPON THE HEAD OF THE 
OFFENDER.”

That question and the statement 
quoted above states my exact position 
towards all manner of deceivers and 
simulators of spirit manifestation, and 
it would seem as though it ought to 
have been sufficient to have-spared me 
the castigation from our good brethren 
received in their articles printed in the 
following numbers of The Progressive 
Thinker.

But seemingly with a. desire to air 
their own views, and again give voice 
to their condemnation of fraud, they 
seek to draw a contrast between the 
writer and themselves, and paint the 
writer as a bad, bold defender of evil, 
or a mental degenerate, and then seem
ingly draw the contrast between him 
and their own sweet purity and honor
able position as defenders of .the right 
find condemners of the wrong.

Even the gifted editor of The Pro
gressive Thinker seems to have failed 
to comprehend the full scope of the ar
ticle; if I may judge from the promi
nence given typographically to the ad
missions of the alleged facts found in 
the Hot Springs articles, and the con
clusions drawn by the writer as to the 
actuai'use of borrowed plumage rather 
than materialized plumage in nearly If 
not Quite all of the seances for material-

809, and he certainly ought to be a good 
witness upon that matter, and as far 
only as their contributions seek to an
swer that question are they of import
ance. Brother Boving attempts to jus
tify his conduct as a man; claiming u 
deep sense of injured trust compelled 
him to the drastic course pursued. That 
of course, is a matter between Mihself 
and his conscience, but these tv^> were 
present and knew something about the 
condition of the medium at the time, 
and we shall hear them.

In No. 800 of The Progressive Think
er in giving the account of the fraudu
lent seance under discussion and which 
Was the occasion of my article, Messrs. 
Eastman and Boving used this language 
in regard to Winans, after giving an ac
count of the reproaches they adminis-. 
tered to him for his faithless work: 
“He does not appear to grasp the enor
mity of the situation. He listened to 
our pleading and accusation with a 
blank stare. Silence was our only an
swer. His trunk has been located and 
is now at the residenob of Dr. Hallman 
as security for a bill of $100 for profes
sional services. His ticket has been 
purchased and he leaves Hot Springs 
this evening.” This was written 
March 8'.

my statement upon that occasion or 
this, merely saying that my faculty of 
observation Is sufficient for myselr. I 
am possessed of all my natural faculties 
In 'a good" condition and must be per
mitted'to form my conclusions from 
thejr use. But the .Doctor fails, as the 
others, to answer affirmatively the cru
cial question, “WAS THE MEDIUM 
SHOWN TO BE CONSCIOUS AT THE 
TIME OF THE MANIFESTATION AT 
HOTSPRINGS?”

Until that question 1b answered af- 
ilrelatively upon proof other than mere 
assertion, the verdict must be, not 
proved—not, not guilty; but not proved. 
Tlje DoctoV says I multiply words with 
tiie habit of my profession, to create 
the Impression that Winans was un
conscious when he made conscienceless 
use of his deceptive outfit, and there
fore wholly blameless, etc.

Not so. I have not, did not, and do 
not assert that he was unconscious. I 
merely stated, that he claimed in all his 
seances that ever I attended, that he 
goes under the control of his guides, as 
we call It (but as the world and such 
Spiritualists as Dr. Warne would say 
nonsense) and thereby Is rendered en
tirely oblivious to the surroundings. 
Whether he was so or not, I do not as
sume to determine; each person must 
determine that for himself. I may and 
do have a personal belief upon the mat
ter, but that is of no public conse
quence; I have long since outgrown the 
doctrine that belief was effectual for 
any purpose—It Is cold facts I am after.

The .Doctor endeavors to show that 
Winans was conscious of practicing 
trickery at Hot Springs by quoting a 
conversation had, with Prof. Leith Old, 

■ in .which the Prof stated that Winans

Now Dr. Eastman's article is printed 
in The Progressive Thinker under the 
grim heading, “Guilty as Charged,” but 
this. Dr. Eastman'was one of the eye
witnesses to the fraud and made oath 
to its actual occurrence as narrated in , 
No. 800, He treats my article in 808 । 
candidly, does not berate the inquirer, 
is the only one thus far who has appar
ently comprehended the scope of the 
same, and he fails entirely to otter any 
proof whatever that the medium was 
otherwise than in an entranced condi
tion when he was found to have been 
arrayed in the feathers and plumes al
leged. Dr. Eastman virtually admits 
that he was so. for he says:

“The case then hinges on whether 
Winans was or was not conscious of 
what he was doing, and comes under 
the legal head of involuntary commit
ment of crime."

Then after making a statement con
cerning the law of such class of cases, 
here he continues:

“However, let us grant that Winans 
may have been unconscious of what 
was transpiring when attired in these 
garments, whether conscious or uncon
scious he knew the paraphernalia was 
there, had it ready to use and volunta
rily gave himself up for their use and is 
therefore guilty as charged."

This would seem to settle the matter 
that the medium was unconscious at 
the time and leaves the matter of pro
curement of paraphernalia to be the 
real fraud, rather than the use of It to 
deceive and defraud. I thank you, Doc
tor, for your candor.

But now. after having a week or so 
to look the matter over, comes Brother 
Boving with his screed and evidently 
having forgotten that when they ac
cused the medium the day after the 
fraud seance with the same, that he 
answered them nothing, just as did an
other when accused before Pilate of 
having some wonderful gifts, and blank 
silence was their only answer. In No. 
809 he attempts to justify himself by 
claiming that Winans admitted to him
self, Dr. Eastman and Hallman, that 
“When I cannot get materialization, I 
use the paraphernalia to hold and satis- 

, fy the audience.”
It is strange that Dr. Eastman did 

. not know that, when he wrote his arti- 

. cle the week prior. So Brother Bo- 
। ving’s claim to conscious fraud at the 
■ time of the demonstration is based 

upon a claimed admission of the medi- 
; urn himself. Without alleging that 
; Brother Bovjng is drawing the long 
i bow, I would prefer to cross-examine
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Truly, the world has never seen th$ 
like before. Search the annals of hi», 
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of ¡Spiritualism; lodk 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of tiie world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Pr.ehHum 
Books. They constituce a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult 11- 
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound-.and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, "LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD," written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersllea, should be in 
every library. Read the following ca,re-

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:' i

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. Tno paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Twelve Premium 
Booles you may order, price S1.10.

Any tour of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five ot the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Twelve Premium
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any ................ ~

hardly under the present situation com- personation • was materialization, as I 
patible with the learning and astute- understand the evidence offered by our 
ness of the president of the N. S. A. Hot Springs • friends, ' they did not

Brother Barrett makes a sad mistake arouse him wjieh they discovered the 
when he says that "According to fact of his array in borrowed plumage, 
Brother Dunn, the’, media and their I to ascertain his condition. No! they 
managers had a perfect right to take knew he was in a claimed trance at any 
the paraphernalia into their seances," rate, and it would seem to me that they 
etc. Now, nowhere can it be found that must have then realized that he was at 
the article criticised apologized for or the time' unconscious, else he would 
justified the taking of anything into the not have permitted himself to be so 
seance room. The only thing in the thinly and poorly disguised that he 
article was a statement as to what was could have' been so easily detected, 
said to him by other mediums and de- it would-'appear to'me that a person 
veloped psychics. ,If they are at fault, intending to commit so rank a fraud 
say so, but do not permit yourselves to as is charged here, would have certain- 
get frenzied over a- statement that iy fixed himself so that detection would 
never was made, and do not do an in- have been next to impossible, knowing 
justice in criticism—stick to the text. as be and all mediums must know, that

Brother Barrett claims that there no self-respecting person will submit 
would be no necessity for spirits, “good to being swindled by false manifesta- 
ones,” to make use bf-any earthly mate- tions;
rials for manifestation, tor, as he says, Brother Tuttle exclaims that If the 
if they needed any such aids they'could spirits advise! this deception, they are 
call upon the "more than omnipotent the greatest knaves of all! Well, we 
cabinet chemist who would materialize are told by high authority that there 
them out of nothing of course, in about are knaves in the spirit realm, as well 
one quadrlllionth of one second.” That as In the mortal (Peebles on Obsess- 
is pretty quick, don’t, you think? and if Ion).
we can believe that it can be done, why, Brother Tuttle’s anathema upon all 
we’d better no .longer balk at faith in falsehood in spirit manifestation meets 
the Mosaic account of the creation— with my hearty approval. I believe 
"He spake and it was done.” Give the J that Brother Tuttle was under Inspira- 
Jewish Jahwe credit.for .the whole ere- tion from- the spirit side of life when 
ation, call it a great materializing' se- I in his youth he penned that wonderful 
ance and no longer Cite the doctrine of I treatise, the. Arcana of Nature. But it 
evolution as true. ..But It is possible Is only because I am a Spiritualist, and 
the brother was using sarcasm to em- have learned to my own personal satls- 
phasize his position., . faction that.lt Is possible, that permits

Time will not allow, nor space per- me to sink my earlier belief and steer 
mlt further analysis of Brother Bar-, clear of those other men and women 
rett's remarkable tirade against the who believe-that Brother Tuttle drew 
power of the spirit. It is too well (he long bow when he asserted his spir- 
Known among the mass of Spiritualists, itual aids. fri>m beyond had written it
however, that there has arisen In our through htaorganism.
midst.a class of so-called great high : It jSpalso that belief that has come' 
priests of Spiritualism'who frown upon to me^hrough my investigation among 
most physical manifestations as un- mediums, . thkt has caused me to give 
proved. Brother Barrett himself I credence io yie mental phenomena ex
claims that the only hope of proof of hibited through the organisms of Mrs. 
materialization which Is worthy of con- Richmond, Mrs. Twing, Miss Harlow, 
sideration, is the seances held by Prof. Mrs. (Srpemter, Mattie Hull, Lyman C. 
Crookes with the medium Cook, at Howe, Georgia Gladys Cooley, and 
which the corporeal body of spirit Katie others',iand to join my voice and pen 
King, breathing, pulsating, embrace- In asserting-my belief in their integrity 
able, kissable, measurable, photograph- aud hpnestypn the claims they -make 
able and welghabte—in fact a living, to (at1'first),¡unconscious speech, and 
breathing, bodily entity, as much so as finally.Lpy further development to a 
the medium;-with hair perfectly natu- condition called superior, but yet not 
ral, eyes that wink, heart that beats, I entirely'unconscious, except so far as 
and capable of appearing and disappear-1 to be uhconspibus of what is .to be said, 
Ing at will manifested its presence to and yet conscious to a degree as to.

ization attended by him, and the relega
tion to the rear typographically of the

the Professor’s entire satisfaction;
It is little wonder that skeptics laugh 

at this account of Prof. Crookes, and it 
is little wonder that our own Hudson 
Tuttle is inclined to much skepticism 
thereon, but candidly, if this spirit 
could so manifest, and the-hair did not 
dematerialize, os says Prof. Crookes, is 
it not fair to doubt the real materializa
tion quality of the hair? and if it was 
not called into being from nothing in 
the quudrilllonth of one second, why 
the argument would seem irresistible in 
conclusion that the same was earth in 
nature, and if earthy, then it was.pro- 
vld^d by some agency, either morth] or 
spiritual; there Is only one.hom'of the
dilemma- that you can take In solving 
the riddle, and you take the one thatÌ“ - — — W. W. — — — ...... . »» fcuv klUIAKVf UUU UHVV IUC VUO LtluL

©asms most rational, if a aon-bellever

and yet conscious to a degree as to. 
what Was saii'

And Bo, Brother Tuttle, read my' ar
ticle' again.'tad see whether you do 
justice to the writer in your criticism.

Next in point ot misapprehension is 
our learned Dr.' Geo. B. Warne, a gen
tleman who, having long been tiie com
panion of a jyery choice Instrument of 
the spirit world while incarnate, Mrs, 
Emma Nickerson Warne, must have 
Imbibed' some of tiie truths of. Spirit
ualism. Np.one who ever had the real 
belief in spirit persistence forced upon 
them through the media of mortals 
would suspect our. friend, Dr. G. B. 
Warne to be a Spiritualist at heart, 
while his: good .wife was permitted to 
be with us;, his voice was not heard to 
my knowledge In support of the cause 
(In this I may be ta ®w), I speak only

admitted that he practiced trickery 
upon the Hot Springs people. Now the 
witness stands impeached by his own 
statement over his own signature in the 
April 22 number of The Progressive 
Thinker, where he joins with apparent
ly a large number of good people in Hot 
Springs in condemning the so-called ex
posure .and giving to Winans a good 
recommendation as an honest instru
ment for materializing. I cannot accept 
the evidence of the witness as proving 
anything against the party accused.

The Doctor claims that I out-Herod 
Herod in charging that all phenomenal 
mediums carry and use paraphernalia 
Now that is an absolute misstatement. 
I have not so charged, and the article 
will not be found to contain it The 
Progressive Thinker gave undue prom
inence to my statement that I did not 
doubt that Winans had this toggery, 
and that it was used on that, and other 
occasions under the conditions stated, 
and that all other materializing medi
ums that demonstrate the phase of ma
terialization and .whose seances I have 
attended use similar (1. e. earthy) par
aphernalia I do not charge that they 
do as a matter of fact, I simply gave ut
terance to . my impressions received 
from a long series of observations, and 
I still adhere to that belief, whether 
well founded or not But I am not at 
this time to give reasons for this be
lief; that is not the scope of the in
quiry; I-backed up my statement by 
quoting the information given me by a 
gifted medium to that end.

In order that no earthly material 
should be taken into a cabinet, it would 
seem that the medium must enter 
therein in a state of nature, unclothed 
by. earthly garments and in fact stay 
outside.and never allow his organism 
to be used by the power of the spirit 
to impersonate or transfigure; so it 
seems to me, but it is of course not nec
essary, neither is It in my opinion 
proper or in accordance with strict 
honesty for a medium to supply himself 
with artificial accessories for spirit use 
without informing the sitters that such 
is the case. I do not approve or coun
tenance any such performance. But 
that is not the question attempted to be 
solved, It is, after such toggery was 
used and proved to have been so used, 

‘ .was it by the conscious knowledge of 
the medium at the time? If so, fraud 
is proved; If not, not F

Most of the.other articles by "Tray, 
Blanche and Sweetheart”—after the 
great lights of Spiritualism had set the 
pace, are modeled upon the same lines 
of attack upon the writer, as a paid 
mercenary—a man of little experience 
with Spiritualism, a man easily fooled, 
a man who is overcredulous, a poor lo
gician, a'defender of fakes, etc., and 
their effusions do, not seem to contrib
ute anything of value to the discussion. 
All of them however agree with myself 
that a man who would knowingly de- 

. celve a sitter in a matter of demonstra
tion of spirit power in any of its phases 
is properly branded as a ‘ fake and 

1 fraud, ahd ought to be punished so far 
as the law can do so, and should be con
signed to oblivion so far as Spiritual
ists are concerned, and cast out and. 
denounced. ' V

With such frauds and fakes I have-no 
sympathy nor over had, and certainly 

' would not offer a word In their defense.
But there are some-other contribu

tors who deserve notice. First, Mr. 
Eastman, who appears on the scene in 

■ No. 808, in companywith President 
- Barrett, Hudson Tuttle, J)r. Warne and 
- myself. He is one of the witnesses of 
1 the so-called fraud, and he ought to 
1 have been-able to have-answered the- 
1 question proposed as. to consciousness.

Next, Brother Boving appears in No.

the witness In presence of the accused 
Winans, before admitting that state-' 
ment as conclusive upon the question 
at issue.

The witnesses, Dr. Eastman, Hallman 
and Boving, should have gotten a little 
closer together in order to havS made 
their eyidence corroborative, and there
fore stronger; as it is, Eastman admits 
unconsciousness in a manner, Boving 
claims consciousness by a claimed ad
mission made at the time when East
man fails to have heard it, and Hall
man is silent entirely. Still the ver
dict must be. as to these witnesses, 
“not proved."

Now comes Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, whom long ago I crowned in my 
mind as one of the queens of the spirit
ual rostrum, and whom I believe to be 
touched with the divine fire from the 
altar of truth and righteousness, and fit 
to be classed with the true prophets 
and Beers. Her treatment of the.,ques
tion is worthy of her, and seems to set 
right in thought at least, if not in actual 
knowledge, the question under discus
sion.

While Mrs. Cooley deplores the fact 
that I state, that in my opinion at no 
seance that I have as yet attended was 
there lacking the use of purely earthly 
materials in some form, and does.not 
charge me with saying that the medi
ums themselves provide them, which I 
never did say, and does not charge me 
with apologizing for them if they do 
provide them, but she rises to a proper 
conception of the question at issue, as 
does Dr. Eastman, to-wit, was the .medi
um conscious <not whether his procure
ment of accessories was a commend
able act) and proclaims her sorrow if 
such statement is a fact applicable to 
all mediums, which the writer does not 
undertake to say.

But Mrs. Cooley seems to me to set 
the question at rest largely when she 
says, “Many cases of fraud have been 
laid to a materializing medium’s door 
through the spirit who is unable to 
form a complete body, using the medi
um for personating, and transfiguring 
purposes, and if said manifestation is 
poorly accomplished, the sitter readily 
recognizes the features and form of the 
medium, and not undertaking the meth
od used, denounces the medium.” This 
from the accomplished gifted medium, 
Mrs. Cooley, would seem to answer the 
question of consciousness, as a. proba
bility, In the negative; for if the spirit 
was unable to form a complete body, 
and used the person of the medium to 
manifest through It if . poorly accom
plished might be also accused of ob
taining the use of earthly material to 
further the design, and the medium be 
entirely ignorant of the personation at 
the time, through his or her condition 
imposed by spirit power which we call 
entrancement or control.

Yes, Brother Will J. Erwood has also 
a lengthy article upon the question, and 
is loud in his denunciation of false me
diums and the gullibility of Spiritual
ists, etc. Well, Brother Erwood was 
the secretary of the spiritual camp at 
Waukesha a year or so ago. I and wife 
attended that camp, and we were as
sured that the mediums there were “all 
wool and a yard wide," having been 
tested by the officiary and found true 

' to ring and touch. Well, we attended 
the seances of some, especially a mate, 
riallzlng medium—which seance was 
given for the benefit; of the camp. I 
yielded up my wealth and sat in a fear
fully close closet, with the officers well 
up in front, to whom most of the mani
festations were directed. I passed my 
opinion on the medium as one that was 
certainly very weak in development, to 
say the least, but the official stamp was 

‘ there and it had- to go.
In less than a month after the camp

(Continued on page 3.)
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nine • of the Tv/clve Premium 
you may order, price $2.90, 
ten of the Twelve Premium

yon may order, price $3.10. <
Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.40. )
.Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pita' 

mlum Books here announced are sent-- 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, somie-' 
thing never before equalled in thM' 
country or Europe. !“

Bear in mind that every order for n1 
Premium must be accompanied with fc' 
yearly subscription for The Progressive- 
Thinker. We repeat that the world' 
has never seen the like of it before. -
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE-,

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75. ,
The following is the list of titles ot 

the Twelve Premium Books: ;
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by -Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers ot the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the. Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship ot ' ; 
Carlyle Petersllea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library. , >

When ordering a Premium Book, ani; 
or more, you must send In a yearly sub^-T* 
scription for The Progressive Thinker. '"'

WOMANLY BEAUTY
Of Form and Feature—The Culti

vation and Preservation of Per
sonal Beauty Based upon Health 
and Hygiene.

Sy twenty well-known physicans and. • 
specialists. With 80 ’halftone and 
other illustrations. Edited by Albert ■; 
Turner. A handsome volume, 256 1 ■'
pages, bound in cloth and gold. 1

In this volume the editor has brought 
together the teachings of those who 
have made a study of special features 
of the subject, and the result is ,a work ■ 
that is unique,and practical, not filled / 
with a medley of receipts and formulas, 
so often found in books on beauty.

Fully illustrated with pictures that • ' 
mean something to the reader, not of 
so-called “beauties,’’ closing with chap- 
ters of “Hints in Beauty Culture” and 
“Hints in Health Culture," which, if 
followed, would alone, be worth many 
times the. price of the volume in secur
ing health and good form, which Is pos- i 
sible to all. Price $1. «

•The Romance of Jude. A Story o3 
the Life and Times of the Nozarene and 
His People." Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely tn. 
terSeting book. Neatly bound in dot® 
and gilt Only K) oafs, . , „,

that.lt
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¡¿o^d-lhla medium was alleged.to have 
n a rank fraud, rind was claimed to 
e been exposed because^of earthly

m'- "if

rHE csuciAfc 
- .... ——„

(There Is No Virtue Iq Tainted Phe- 
nomena. .

TO teriajs having been found in her pos- 
on and used by her in a manifesta

tlon iso called. 1
I BM why multiply words? The opin
ion r iiellef of any one is of no value 
to trie other; In this matter of proof of 
spirit return and .persistence of life 
after the shock of death'occurs, each 
must be the judge of the value of the 

■ proof for himself. We do our own 
thinking, draw our own conclusions. 
(When we are satisfied that the evidence 
presented is sufficient to convince us of 
the fact investigated, we cease to ques
tion it; and bend our energies in the di
rection of an honest endeavor to pre
sent the evidence to others. We want 
that evidence pure, we want it honest, 
but we know so little about the powers 
of the spirit that we are apt to become 
what is called heady, in analyzing man
ifestations, measuring them by our own 
limitations, aud denouncing all that 
fails to pass the muster of our plumb-

Nothing ever published since Spiritualism was 
first inaugurated, has created greater interest 
among the great mass of adherents ~ than The 
Court of Inquiry. They have learned ah im
portant lesson, and will profit thereby. And' 
now every materializing medium should step to 
the front, and in the interest of Truth, tell tlieir 
Experiences, and deny, or admit, the use of art
ificial toggery in connection with the presenta
tion of spirit forms.

- * si o' ' '

A Calm and Dispas&onaie Consideration of the Same 
~ From the Standpoint of Reason and , 

’ Common Sense, 
. ■ i>- -..---------------

A TRENCHANT REJOINDER.

fUBLBTiONS
OJ? '

Hudson Tuttle.Judge Dunn insists in his "plea in 
abatement" anent the Winans ease on 
trial in the Court of Inquiry, that the 
crucial point to be decioed is, was Wi
nans entranced or unconscious at tiie 
Hot Springs seance; or was he con
scious of his acts?

Under the circumstances connected 
with this case, the question amounts to 
this: Did Winans, in ins normal condi
tion, practice wilful deception—or, did 
discarnate spirits put him under uncon
scious trance and use him tor the pur
poses of deception?

One thing must be admitted: The ap
pearances all indicated conscious, wiltul 
intent to deceive. . The careful before
hand preparations in the supply of par
aphernalia, and tiie deftly cunning hid
ing of the same indicate consciousness 
ot guilty intent, and fear of discovery 
and exposure. The whole manner-in 
the pre-arrangement and after-disposl- 
tion in the case points to wilful and 
consciously guilty purpose to deceive.

The pojnt now’ is, whether it was 
Winans’ own conscious act and pur
pose, or whether it was the work of his 
"controls” while he was in uncon- 

, scious trance—¡t was equally reprehen
sible in either case.

Deception by "contrcls" should no 
more be condoned and excused, or de-

Hmj if Spiritual Literatm.
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 

OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.
This work essays to utilize and ex

plain the vast array ot facts in its Held 
of research by referring them to a com- 
mon cause, and from »hem arise to the 
laws and conditions ot Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story tiie scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present- - 
ing tiie spiritual philosophy end the 
real life ot spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT,

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought, It is 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets of 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price, 
30 cents.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS,
For humane education, with plan ot 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma ¡Hood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

AU books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

TheI have refrained so far from wridflg always remain in the dark, 
anything under the caption of'tiie'Court -T AMAT* 'oHf 
ot Inquiry, but having been requestfid, 
and urged by some to do so,Twill ven
ture a few thoughts. < ''' -

There has been much good” said 'bn 
cue side. I think many havii 'been bet- 

। tered by reading the same. -Those' '¿n 
the other side having presented no Hal 
argument-—not even a denial; ratlier 
they have for once In their lives ac
knowledged the truth. They dp not 
deny lising, but SAY IT IS AT TIMES 
ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY’TO USE 
ARTIFICIAL TOGGERY, SUCH AS 
FALSE BEARDS, WIGS, TURKEY

grandest phenomena I ever witnessed 
transpired In bread daylight, and when 
I was not expecting it. -Don’t under
stand me that I want something for
nothing. I believe we can not do too 
much for the true medium. We should 
be very careful of them, and give them 
our best. But mentally developed me
diums have the transcendency over th.e 

i physical medium, and it is through them 
we attain to greater vibration. |

Some people are so constructed that 
they insist on having the unreasonable, 
♦he miraculous, before they will accept 
the truth. If we can understand 
through all we can see and observe of 
nature’s wonderful works, that there 
was nothing ot a creation, a Garden of 
Eden or a flood; that ¡Lot’s wife did not 
turn into a pillar of salt; that mankind - 
never fell; that we do not stand in 
need df a redeemer; that Christ’s body 
was never raised from the tomb; that 
there is no resurrection of our physical

things as flash lights, or seizure of the 
medium, were guarded against and the 
jury agreed to a verdict before evi
dence was introduced.

Brother Dunn’s "observer” fails to 
note that Winans does not claim to 
give the phenomena of Spiritualism, 
for the entrance ticket to his show fur
ther reads, “At no time does Mr. C. E. 
Winans charge for spiritual manifesta-

the

held responsible for such views or ex-

s.

queradlng human being.
named Kellogg” id a

Winnebago City, Minn.

Personal Experience In New Orleans.

cents.

ru» ssk ss«;« >»<■ ~ 
«S gr«.« th.» » Ä JM»-« “

tions, but only for his tijne; no guaran
tee whatever is made as to the charac
ter, prfgln or mode of manifestation of

To the Ten-Mile Communication 
Judge Dunn.

.UlU lu ww.rf. _______ _
New Orleans I secured a room with a 
lady who was a good Spiritualist. Af
ter becoming acquainted I was asked if 
I could relieve obsession? “Yes,” I re-

ticket may entertain or advance the 
spiritual or other explanation thereof, 
and the other party shall in no way be

How Some of Oar Beaders Van 
Make Money. '

Admitting the fact that ( all things 
puss through darkness irt Unjjoldment, 
we should not, concltide thpt wo ’ must

---  . iierseu. iu on । 
orderly manner as any religious meet- uaj. lu„ ___ _____ing, and to interfere in no way with the I start you. Wrliothem tor particulars. LadlM 
progress of the seance.” Thus , such d»»well aa men... JonsF. M,

ilo

by

bob and measuring tape.
If we are to deny the claimed condi

tion of physical mediums when they as- 
\ sert they are unconscious of surround- 

Ings; then to be consistent we must 
;a)s<^ deny the same as to our mental 
mediums and message bearers, must 
also give up all our learning, and 
claimed knowledge of spirit return and 
spirit manifestations, and admit tliat 
all of our investigations have resulted 
i i nothing valuable to ourselves or the 

orld. I am not quite ready to do that. 
, / i seems to me that we have come upon 
7 ^/scientific knowledge of the persist

ence of the human ego after what is 
called death has iriterferred with its 

■ manifestation with the mortal form.
'By many it has been sought, and is now 

1/ sought, to embarrass this knowledge 
/with a web and woof of religious senti- • 
ment and call it a religious movement, 

k ) For the use of the “Reverends” that are 
' i in the'ranks of the Spiritualistic work-

■” - - — -3 nni- mp»

It is the hit bird that flutters, 
wounded dog that howls and the beaten 
disputant who resorts to bold assump
tions and barefaced misrepresentation. 
Judge Dunn, with unwitting generosity, 
concedes Dr. Warne a "limited half- 
bushel" of comprehension, forgetting * * 1 —- —■ nlilr

JD LUU launw wa. ___
ers called mediums, and some not me
diums, this is good business, helps in 
tfnany ways, and so far as it may digni- 
fw the knowledge obtained, may result 
ini good. But to my mind there is not 
inyich religion in it, when you define re
ligion as a "system of faith and wor- 

 

shftp," the commonly accepted defini-

thirty-one t_ „ „____  
pint measure, for there are thirty-two 
pints in two pecks. How sweeping the 
charge that the poor Doctor "assumes 
to criticise the personal integrity and 
good faith and soundness of mind of 
any and everyone” who differs from 
him, when he distinctly said of his 
amiable opponent, "the fest of us ‘con
cede his sincerity and think too highly 
of him personally to indulge in any in
dividual abuse” of him. Fortunately, 
or not, as you choose, Dr. W. happened 
to know Brother Kellogg's story of the 
Clinton seance and had the temerity; 
to say publicly, that tiie man who stood 
on one side of the "spirit" form did not 
agree with Judge Dunn, who escorted 
the other side. Perhaps one l^ad hold 
of Chang and the other one of Eng, but 
more likely both were grasping a mas-

Ihen we first arrive at the (ruth of ( 
the erBistence of life after death, we ■ 
are -imply overwhelmed with the dis- 
covelry, but as time passes we get upon 
solidi ground and cease to make use of 
this ¡knowledge as a mere conduit of 

 

communication with our friends who 
have (arisen from the mortal form, and 
treat (it as a fact in nature, gained In 
our erperience, and as a sweet release 

 

)rom She thralldom of creeds, which for 
man-years circumscribed and bound 
maiiy of us. That Ib my experience, 
and/while I have been Jn this contro
versy the target for all the gunB. that 

’coulincrowd onto tbe firing line, I have 
thus Car escaped unscathed. My ques
tion has been unanswered affirmatively, 
the inquiry is still open and debatable, 
to-witl ’’WAS THE MEDIUM WINANS 
AT TEIS TIME OF THE MANIFESTA
TION IOF SO-CALLED SPIRIT POWER 
AT HOT SPRINGS IN POSSESSION 
OF HIS NORMAL FACULTIES SO AS 
TO BE CONSCIOUS OF THE FACT 
THAT HIS OWN PERSON AND THE 
BORROWED PLUMAGE OR ACCES- I 
SORIES WERE BEING USED, AND 
ALSO USED FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
DECEIVING THE SITTERS? IF YEA, 
HE IS GUILTY; IF NAY, HE IS NOT.”

It would seem that he had no diffi
culty in continuing his work at Hot 

Springs, for it appears that on April 2, 
a few weeks after the socaJled fraud 
circle, he succeeded in,obtaining from 
JU a Spiritual,Bociety there an'eridbrse- 
unent of his powers aud gifts as a mate
rializing medium—see The Progressive 
Thjinker, No. 804.

fin closing I would say that I have re- 
cenyed many letters from widely separ
ated parte of the county expressing 
.thanks for my article upon the subject 
and the only abuse received has been 
through the columns of The Progress- 
ivb Thinker by people who ought to be 
willing to have a serious question 
asfred, and one that Ues at the very 
foundation of all of our phenomena, to- 
wlt, the enhancement of mediums, both 
mental and physical, without imputing 
to the questioner base, ignoble motives 
or belittling his powers of perception 
as has been done here. Practicing be
fore The Progressive Thinker Court of 
Inquiry is- seemingly dangerous to the 
reputation of the practitioner. “Fiat 
Justitia ruat coelum.”

ANDREW C. DUNN.

mat uuuiv vuxz __
loyal Spiritualist, a man careful -in 
judgment, open to conviction and one ot 
the best known and most faithful offi
cials of that camp for a decade, at 
least. I do not hesitate to say that 1 
believe Judge Dunn was fooled on that 
occasion and that it is the cold facts' 
that “asperse, minify and class as 
worthless" his judgment instead of Dr.
Warne so doing.

Let me urge our flustered attorney to 
try and get Alonzo Thompson, ex-presi
dent of the camp, to supply him infor
mation about the methods .of the medi
um in question, and tell how he was 
made wise thereon.

Every Illinois Spiritualist owning» a 
normal conscience is its sole custodian 
while those who have strangled that 

। mentor of the soul welcome the stimu
lant of plausiblS platitudes offered by 

| our Minnesota brother as a momentary 
| rejuvenator of their moribund self-re-
spect.

Since Judge Dunn, with very ques
tionable taste, introduces Emina Nick
erson Warne's personality into the con
troversy, he is entitled to the full bene
fit of her views. Supposed to be 
wrapped in a restful afternoon nap be
fore the inroads of disease had been 
recognized, that lady suddenly opened 
her eyes and said to her husband: 
"George, I want you to promise me that 
If I pass out of life before you do, you 
will never try to reach me at a materi
alizing cabinet, for, I shall never come, 
there.” She kriéw tliat thé rarely pos-- 
sible never becomes the frequent or 
constantly actual, and that It was a 
waste of time, money and judgment to 
dance attendance upon commercial

FEATHERS, ETC.
The only question I see involved is, 

“Is honesty, or fraud right?” Deceit 
seems to be their greatest forte. It 
they are so anxious to convince the sit
ters when called upon to examine the 
cabinet, sew the medium in' the chair, 
put meal in his hands, etc., why not 
open the music box, or some secret 
place and show them the exact con
tents? t ' ’

When I first wrote to Brother Boving 
of Hot Springs, Ark., congratulating 
him in the exposure of fraud, ! did not 

" dream of it’ever going into print, but
r, . , n» when he returned it typewritten to me

ior my signature for the part I had writ- 
len ln regard to my experience with Wl- 
nans, for publication, I hesitated, know- 

ym- strives to Jgnore evidence adverse ing tJiat by 80 dolne 1 W”1« Per' 
to his sldTof the canse The % llaps everlastinK enemies of some of my 
Xnos ™ friends, but on meditation I affixed my
totally different°s1eancePby winaniHhat sisnature, saying: “I have said nothing 

but the lruth> and w»1 stand by it if the 
whole wopld turns against me. I would tions very nno demoDStrar *1»« ennvAhoiiAn n fonr

tions and according to our way .of spirit friends for truth, than or tne 
thinking tho recently so-called expose A . M LVaTtalS coeSed^ TTe ^ow Tbink^he enmity of some 
Snalsea^ was soXcidediv “ma- will only be transient, for I am in 

i^A iLntk a»« hoPes that in a short time they will see teriallstic as to be in no sense due to error of way. . , ,
In regard to Mr. Dunn’s article, it is 

gifted^nsychic "whose1 mediumshin has such a PaIPable falsehood In so far as 
1 materialization Is concerned, I predict
Si Fan h iLntam no evil, will come out of it to true Spir-
ceaieu» wan it lie possible, a medium ¡1 nniinin nnMnnhas been found upon whoso genuine- hpiflv«8» f°r °° reasonable Person will 
ness all men and women are unbroken- , 
ly agreed? Until we know her person- ality and record we will delay our final a d
acceptance of her theory of artificial {n?^ J ’J,!,.?-?.1 
toggery in spirit manifestations, and 
maintain firmly that such things are 
never used by a medium except when in a conscious state. Judge Dunn en- $ 
dorsed the unconscious theory by giv- 
ing it bls approval as unqualifiedly »nd
“reasonable" and thus became its pub- 
lie sponsor. Clairvoyants on every hand bear record that they rarely, if ®aterialized
ever see anirit forms unclothed The tbe contrary. If they have an evidence 
X^aTwardrobe Xears to £ com of 8Uch' lefc lhem 1U Because

Ue^ ^ ““V«1 affirm thatthey have seed the
as the term itself genuine in these puid seances, don t un*

Eocene Crowell author of the MSDlrit* me to say they area falser in
World, Its Inhabitants, Nature and Phi- „^«^who’wlll n'otaottowledee losophy,” savs the garments of male Hut a person who will not acknowledge 
and female ¿nirita are alwava found in the truth when .fully demofigtrated: is 
their homes ready for them when ttev not worth bothering with. Wait till) he 
enter Their taste In th^ choice* ot tbe Philosophy, and then the tenth 
garments are anticinated and the latter wiU demonstrate Itself.
Ire of every co or tMtweX stole We have many statements made 
tlmv cardreireta^S .about materialization, but liiyou;Wish .
hAAA^I PAi^rt to go back'to biblo times fortproof-Ilani ।
to advmice to i aar- perfectly wininB yowsboulMo soniyet
meats from that heaven are brought to p2pf them in which they array themselves, are concerned I do not, Take tLfor 
not beinir nermitted to take anything granted by any means, but many love it 
whaXg ¿dm o£\“ SA «ver be6»
everything In any-heaven belonglhg:ex- I?®1 "^^¿2
clusively to that heaven. 'nd ti\ zi m » Hi' ^gUtCU ID UD UPPCP CU&ID uCF . OD'flCCOUD t.
Whhf ^Pd hnvA^nirr^ of the fear of the Jews, and wh?n the
wnat need nave tne spirit nosts of lu- mlnouR cheese-cloth Hbfittinc wies was shut (perhaps bolted) Jesus is 
SnSaiXks Md conveffient dumi sa!d to have appeared in their midst.

Now who was the medium? Who was 
whv looking for any such manifestation? 

enough for flitting visits to earth. Why X an entrance fe» attached’ 
compel them to patronize, old clothing dealers and take paraphernalia houses? ,n 01 8 ma"1festfv

ainnwrira n wad-mf tlon? Was it not for a purp.ose? .. . GEORGE B. WARNE.. . Jn oMen tJme R waa that,the
_____ - , r . dead know not .anything; Tutt they 

have perished, and can not rise again. ’ 
EXPERIENCES OF A MEDIUM, .According to tiie narrative (Brother

—— Thomas was a man just like,me; he
Various Premonitions Given in Dreams.- conM not believe without evidence, 'so 

, _ that appearance was for a purpose. So
t . v a i was it with Father Abraham. He was
In the fall, just before I went to Cla- W. hl8 door whea God. appeared to him

rinda to see my sister I dreamed I ln tlie form three meh, and he had
owned a large brick building; it seemed - - •• —» —
to be a mansion; it had marble steps, 
and it had something like marble 
around the windows and doors. I 

i dreamed that I went Into a room 'on

body; that there is no reason or sense 
in a conception by a holy ghost—when 
we can understand all this, we will 
have no need for turkey feathers, false 
beards, wigs and costumes. When we 
have learned the above, it is then -we 
can unfold just as the rose does, leaf 
after leaf.

Every lesson we learn' prepares us 
for a higher one. As soon as we get 
out of the a b c’s, we learn to spell, 
read, write and to make unerring math
ematical calculations. We soon learn 
that the world Is not flat and rests on 
posts driven in the mud- If we want 
to be 'enlightened, let us read the best 
papers and books; hear our best lec
tures; get the leading thought—be 
right up with the front ranks of pro-

fended, than deception by the “me-, 
dium."

If the "medium" was unconscious 
during the time of actual performance 
of tiie toggery display, he gave before
hand, a willing consent to be thus used, 
and so was a willing coadjutor and as
sistant—partlceps crlminls—partner in
crime.

There is yet another point of vital 
importance involved in this unhappy 
business. Admitting—for this purpose 
—that the medium was wholly uncon
scious of his acts—and further still, 
that he was even in unconscious trance 
when he prepared, purchased or sup
plied the paraphernalia, and when he 
bid It in a music box before and after 
using—what then?

Simply this: The dark shadow of the 
APPEARANCE OF DECEPTION hangs 
over the manifestation as a murky pall 
—and utterly vitiates and destroys Its 
usefulness as a "test,” or as evidence 
of spirit return.

A doubtful test is in effect, to practi
cal purpose, no test at all.

Doubtful "manifestations" are of no 
value except as bogus money Is of 
value—and except, again, to the gulli
ble “dead-easies" who are ready to ac
cept on “satisfied faith,” like the good 
orthodox believers who gulp down 
bible "proofs” of bible "facts,” as "the 
sun stood- still,” the whale and Jonah, 
the literal physical resurrection ot 
flesh-and-blood dead bodies, etc.

Such “manifestations" may give sat
isfaction to such gullibles—but it is like 
the satisfaction of the man with a bo
gus dollar in his pocket, believing it is 
genuine.

The use of artificial toggery, even nn-

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS.

dark cabinets.
On more than one occasion she said 

to the same gentleman: "You are right 
in your position on the ‘fraud’ question, 
but you will only get yourself hated"; 
and when herself sick to disgust over 
existing-conditions, she urged him to 
join her in abandoning Judge Dunn’s 
kind of Spiritualism and unite with a 
liberal church. The "present Dr. 
Warne" is quite satisfied with her past 
and continued approval, even though 
that of our badly duped judge is with-

To the Editor: —I thought It might be 
. interesting to some of your readers to’ 

relate a personal experience.
I have just returned from New Or- 

leans, and I would advise every medium 
to steer clear of that city. The City 

s Fathers there have enacted a law in 
\euch a way that no medium residing 

1 jthene can make a living.
.Ais» .But to my story. When I arrived in » ---- -J » •• <1

plied, “ if I could see the person.”
She had a dear lady friend who acted 

. so queerly at times that her own fam- 
ily got afraid of her. In a day or two 

■ • she went to see her friend, explaining 
Y / her errand very carefully. Even her1' 

. husband and her grown son tried to 
y persuade her to let me come and see 
(- her, but she simply said, “No! that 
f ' man is a spy sent here by the Magazine 

. . sr- of Mysteries to investigate me so that 
he might have something terrible to 

. J v, ite about.” In fact the husband was 
■r-i ] so wrought up about It that he lay down 

: ■ on a sick bed, which he never left un-' 
til his body was taken to the cemetery.

- Of course you may realize by that time 
I became very interested, and wanted 
to see this poor man before he passed 
out, but it was of no use; his wife, in 

■ her deluded condition succeeded in bar-

held.
Small wonder Brother Dunn Is look

ing about for a scap'e-goat on which to 
lay the responsibility for his present 
humiliation, but President Barrett is 
not available, for he has been criticised 
and cursed from coast to coast by 
Dunn’s proteges for doing too much 
work along the very line of exposing 
"wolves in sheep’s clothing.” The 
Judge himself covertly classes Brother 
B. among a “class of so-called great 
high priests of Spiritualism who frown 
upon most physical manifestations as 
unproven.” And yet Brother Barrett 
has said by voice and pen, after refer
ring to “sixty or seventy different va
rieties of phenomena,” that “I honestly 
believe that the majority of these 
phases of mediumship are based on 
facts. I must not be misunderstood as 
being a foe to phenomena, nor as an en
emy to "mediums. On the contrary I
am a loyal friend to both, but I do not 
want the spurious coin to pass current

gres'sion, .
Let us understand we suffer tor each 

wrong we do; also suffer for our own 
ignorance; for what we sometimes call 
punishment, is nothing but the result 
growing out of our ignorance.

Many cry and weep in their deepest 
agony when some loved one -is bom 
into the spirit world. If they could 
only realize that their loved ones are 
around and about them, that they are 
not dead, then their sorrow would be 
turned to joy ; their grief to rejoicing. 
So give us more of thé glorious philos
ophy, and fewer turkey feathers, wigs, 
skull-caps, false beards, etc.

I know a lady who lost her husband, 
after living a tong and happy married 
life. She grieved and grieved. One 
night while In bed weeping, without a 
moment’s warning, without a medium, 
and without any artificial toggery, her 
husband stood by her bedside and told 

1 her not to weep, and to go to a certain 
! bank and there she would find out all 
■ about the business affairs. She did so. 
‘ Everything was as he had stated. You 
■ could not make her believe anything sucn perrunnunuco, UCaW ' else but that she had seen him. It'sat- avoided by spirits and mortals alike, 
i isfled her mind in a measure, but it did 

not make a Spiritualist of her. Now, 
if she had had the philosophy with It, 
how grand would be her enjoyment dur
ing her remaining earthly days; but, 
alas! she Is still a strong orthodox, ex
pecting millions of people to be burned 
in that laite ”of fire.

If materializing mediums can produce 
the genuine, why not go to California, 
and try to get the $1,000—yes, simply 
try—that Brother Hale has in ■ the 
batik for- just one genuine materialized 
firm? ' • .
” I am acquainted with , some parties 
who claim to produce trumpet work'and 
ethereallzation. When the light is 
blown out, the first question to the sit
ters is, do you-want trumpet work or 
ethereallzation first? Fraud at the

der unconscious trance conditions, can 
only tend to bring suspicion and cast 
doubt and discredit on all “manifestai 
tions" and all "mediums" concerned In 
such performances, hence should be~ J---- 1-1-,

Encyclopedia, of Biblical Spiritual- 
ism; A Concordance to the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or Imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the import
ant books of the Bible. ' Price $1.

Our Bible. Who Wrote It? When, 
Where, How? Is It Infallible? A voice 
from the higher criticism. Price $1.

Two in One, being a combination ot 
the two books. The Contrast, and the 
Question of the Spiritualisiri ot the 
Bible Settled, together with a series ot 
startling contrasts between creedal 
Christianity and the facts and philoso
phy of Modem Spiritualism. Price $1.

The Spiritual A.lps and How we As
cend Them, or a Few Facts as to How 
to Reach the Altitude. Price, cloth, 40 
cents; paper 25 cents.

Joan the Medium, or the Inspired 
Heroine of Orleans, or Spiritualism in 
France nearly 500 Years Ago. A most 
interesting book. Price, cloth, 40 cents" 
paper 25 cents.

Christs of the Past and Present—a 
Comparison of the Christ-work, or Me
diumship of Biblical Messiahs. Cloth, 
35 cents; paper, 25 cents.

PAMPHLETS:
AU ¿’’out the Devil. Price 15 cents.
Tab agean Inanities, Incongruities, 

IncoAiBtencles and Blasphemies. A 
Re/.ew of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev.

The argument, or plea, of uncon
scious trance, even if true, does not 
justify the use of artificial parapher
nalia in seances for spiritual manifesta
tions. Such manifestations, to be ot 
value, must be free from all APPEAR
ANCE of trickery and deception. This 
must be the crucial Jest of their value.

Even admitting that Winans was in 
a state of unconscious trance at the 
time of his performance, it does not 
excuse nor justify such manifestations. 
His "controls” have no right to use 
him in such manner, and he has no 
right to lend himself to “spirits" tor

F/.nk Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
Zion Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents.
' The Devil and the Adventists. A1 
brief review of some of the recent at- ! 
tacks made by Adventists upon Spirit
ualism. Price. 10 cents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death and Its 
To-Morrow. Price, 10 cents.

The Old and the New. Price 10 cts.
BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULL.

Wayside Jottings. Essays and 
sketches gathered from the highways 
and by-ways of life. Price 75 cents.

Spirit Echoes. Short poems and 
sketches. Very beautiful. Price, 75
cents.

The Spiritual Songster. A small
such uses.

Spiritualists cannot afford- to allow 
their cause to be loaded down with

the south side of the hall, and. then I 
went through the hall to a room in the' 
back part of the building.

My sister was at the hospital being 
doctored, and my father got word that 
she was worse, and so, he, mother, 

(brother Harry and I went, over"to see 
her the 7th of .July, 1903. She died the 

| 7th day of August, 1903, just a month

victuals prepared for them, and "they 
did eat That is as unreasonable to me 
as Jonah swallowing the whale.

Now, as I have stated what J do not 
believe, let me state what 4 know.0. 1 
know there is genuine materialization. 
It may occur when you are alone or in 
company, but never at-a stated, time 

■or place for money. There is always 
a purpose in it. The natural law which 
rules and governs all things, at stated 
times unknown to the. mortal, this phe-

very outset. There is no honest me
dium on the face ot earth who can 
control the spirit forces. The spirits 
control or produce such phenomena as 

I they dhoose. No medium can tell be
forehand who will come or what they 
will sayr Again the medium would 
state as to who would ba next—saying 
there will be four or five ethereallze at 
once directly. Any sane person can 
know at a glance that it is fraud.

Just take a little wire rod two feet 
long, with a little Crook on the end, and- 
you can put every etherealizdd form in, 
your coat pocket. Their fate is settled,’ 
and it will only be but a short time till 
tli ey will weep and howl that the rocks 
and mountains may fall on them and

for the genuine.”
Anyone offering Judge Dunn over

whelming evidence that he has been im
posed upon will be met with his self
satisfied, cock-sure utterance: "My fac
ulty of observation is sufficient for my
self. I am possessed of all my natural 
faculties in a good condition and must 
be permitted to form my conclusions 
from their use.” Here we may have 
found tho only finite man who is en
dowed with infinite omniscience. It is 
beyond' the prerogatives of the presi
dent of the-N. S. A. to determine what, 
mediums shall be allowed within the” 
jurisdiction, or upon the platform, of

later. . ’ '
■ In September, 1903, after-my sister 
died; I was sitting on the floor looking 
over some letters, when I came across 
one I tad written to her and didn’t send 
it, because I went to see her. While 
I was reading it I felt her Standing, be
hind me. I turned to see her. and felt 
as if there was a curtain between us.’

On December 31, 1903, at night, just 
after I had got into bed, there appeared’, 
a. corner of a room with something in 
it with a white cloth over it; Three 
days later my husband’s aunt Susan 
died. Everything was just as I had 
seen it, and she was laid out ib the 
same corner with the same cloth laid’ 
over her.

On February, 1905, I. was sitting by- 
the table reading. Just as' I was fold-: 
ing the paper there appeared a black 
crape, like the one that hangs on the 

, door when anybody dies, coining down 
' from the ceiling. Just five days later 

; I heard about a man dying. He has a

noinenon occurs.
I have been defrauded so much that, 

if it were not for the manifestations 
that I have received when alone, I 
would almost be compelled to deny the 
.whole thing. - :
' Oh! the Ignorance there is! Why 
some are always looking for-the 'unrea
sonable, and are not satisfied with any
thing else, is more than I can-under
stand. They have good judgment in 
other things. Many of them can drive 
the very best of bargains, but when 
•it comes to Spiritualism they must 
have the turkey feathers, false beards, 

-wigs, etc., concealed in a music box, 
or somewhere else before they can be
lieve in materialization.

hide them from their shame.
Ob! for true mediumship, and for 

line spiritual Spiritualism. Let us all 
try to live pure true lives. Let our, 
light (if we have one) shine so that the 
whole world may be lighted.

About the best way to get rid of the 
spurious is not-to recognize nor pat
ronize the same. Spiritualism cannot 
exist much longer running in the same 
channel it is how In. There must be 
something done and that quickly. I 
think the stand The Progressive 
Thinker has taken is the correct one, 
and the paper is the means of doing 
more good for our grand cause than any 
other one power; My earnest prayer is 
for the prosperity of the truth. Ex-, 
pose evil on every possible occasion.

Elwood, Ind. X L. F OSTER.

tainted phenomena—such as are pro
duced by “mediums” who resort to 
stock tests, »"blue book" methods, and 
artificial toggery—to aid the “dear spir
its" in their "wonderful manifesta
tions." '

I am reminded of a visit I made to a 
seance held by a "materializing medi
um” in Chicago, whose name and fame 
was somewhat prominent a few years 
ago. Her "strict test conditions” were 
in fact strictly loose and unconditioned. 
The lights were turned as low as could 
be without utter extinguishment 
The "medium" for the wonderful dis
play of spirit power took her place with
in curtains on a raised platform, and— 
of course (?) went into an unconscious 
traneb. Her hubby acted as manager. 
After a time, the curtains parted slight
ly, and a light object—(spirit)—was 
barely discernible at the opening. 
Hubby coaxingly inquired: "Dear spirit, 
can’t you appear a little more plainly? 
Sweet spirit, try to show yourself more

booklet with words only, adapted to 
congregational singing and circles, eta 
Price, 10 cents; $6 per hundred. Post
age, 50 cents.

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re
duced.

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Plngault. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their

distinctly,” etc., etc. I
But the coaxing was all in vain; the 

conditions were not right; the dear 
spirit could not gather sufficient 
strength, the seance ended, the medium- 
came out of her "unconscious trance,” 
greatly exhausted—and the show was 
over. J. C. UNDERHILL.

Hammond, Ind.

Likenesses and Differences. By 
Charles G. Brown. Price 5 cents. 

Religion in the Republic. By 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture

Prof.

Mrs.

deliv-
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D.
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By

A Louisville Medium.

ring my way.
In connection with this I also wish to 

state that one night when a circle was 
to be held at a lady’s house, I was asked 
by one present If I thought there would 
.be any healing by the spirit guides, as 
she hada sister at home who was total
ly blind, caused by sickness the year 
before. I told her to bring her sister to 
nie/and no doubt she would be benefit
ed; but in the evening the lady told me 
that after telling her father where-sho 

_ intended going witn her blind sister, 
he told her he would not allow her to 
eitend any such place; that die knew 
Spiritualism was all the work of the 
¿evil;-so that in this case, as in many 
others, we all felt sorry for tho blind I 
girl, arid more so in being hampered 
and unable to show what our spirit 
friends really can do in such cases. -

- Chicago, Ill, HENRY ELLIS.

• “Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion." By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who have tba.earo,or. training of chil
dren. Price 65 cents.

‘ The-Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 csats. Big Bible Stories, cloth, W 

| cents; For sale at thia office.

any camp.
Judge Dunn’s '“faculty for observa

tion” must sometimes be unreliable, for 1 
the officers of the Clinton Camp aided’ ( 
in leading it astray. Observation em
braces several faculties, but our astute 
brother evidently allows them to work 
singly ■ instead of in natural co-ordina- 

| tlon. Has he entirely lost the one 
called reason, or common sense? The 
official board of that camp does not hire 
physical mediums, as it does platform 
talent, and welcomed Winans just ns it 
did Dunn or any other individual. Some 
of its members patronized his seances, 
while all of them hoped his work was 
genuine. Had they dared to compel him 
to undergo critical investigation, and 
by chance rendered a conscientious 
verdict adverse to the medium, Drum- 
Major Dunn would have been found in 
tiie front ranks of, the chorus which 
howled, "High priests of Spiritualism, 
opposed to physical phenomena!” while 
the-financial patronage of such as he 
would have gone a-glimmering.

daughter who ia a friend of mine. -1 
. In March. 1905, just as I had got In 

bed there appeared a brick church with ' 
a sidewalk in front Df it; on the side
walk appeared ladies carrying flowers, 
and they were going into, the church. 
Near the sidewalk appeared horses and 
buggies. There appeared, men, too, and 
they were tying their horses to posts 
by the church. A week after I heard 
tbat a friend of mine died. .

Just awhile before Aunt Susan died, 
I heard singing two bights, the songs I 
heard were, "Nearer my God tq Thee," 
and “What a Friend We Have in-Je
sus."

MRS. WM. T. LAMBERT.
Bedford, Iowa; . < ■

In order to attend Winans' camp se-1 
ances last summer admission could 
only be had by a ticket reading "the 
purchaser, holder, or User is during at
tendance simply a' spectator and is to 
conduct himself or herself inasi quietI..«»

( The simple plain truth can •not be i 
understood by soirie; they insist on the 
ridiculous, and that in tlm dark.

Spiritualism Is overrun ' with, phe
nomena, so-called, and not' enough phil
osophy. The so-called phenomena does 
not always appeal to reason, if we 
were but acquainted wlthathe law of 
evolution which governs Ml thinis; if 
we knew whence we came,‘^whither we 
are going, and for what puftose 'fife are 
here, We would not requireth^phe- 
nomena we otherwise wori$. 4

A man said to me the riuier “I 
am sure I have talked with my^ffither, 
toother, brother and his wjj^> after) they 
Lad passed through the(so-calle'd^leath 
slate.” (He was positive® It, „iet he 
said he could not believe1 in, Spiritual
ism. I said to him: “Why^it is Because 
you are filled full of the qm traditional 
religion.” He was full oribe ora God
idea, of the creation andifall orman, 
and the -doctrine of a redeemer, ti said 
that when his intelllgeride wasf.jlevel- 
oped till he could understand! tHe’truth, 
then.he could understanerthe menom- 
eha. " ’ • -n .' • i »1 '

Having road of the success of some of your 
readers selling Dish-washers, I have tried tho 
work with wonderful success. I have not mado 
less thanJ9.ee any day for the last six ninths. 
The Mound City Dish-washer gives good satis
faction and every family wants one.. Aladycan 
wash and dry tho. dishes without removing her 
gloves and can do the work in two minutes. I 
got my sample machine from the Mound Oily 
Dish-Washing Co., of St. Louis. Mp. I used ft 
to take orders and sold 12 Dish-washers tho first 

l day. The Mound City Dish-Washer Oo. wUl ... __ _ ’ fAerinvHi'nlnrO T.RJ11M

I am acquainted with à man who, I 
when I first began to investigate, was | 
an earnest and sincere Spiritualist so 
far as the phenomena was concerned. 
I attended many seances-’at his house, 
but the tifae came when mediums 
Avere exposed, their deceptions dis
closed. Not understanding; ‘the true 
doctrines of Spiritualism and its laws, 
he ■ became disgusted and; (is to-day 
what is termed a good church mem
ber. . .. ■■ ■ ■ . -. ■ • ■ ■

AN AWFUL SUFFERER.
It is agreed by Medical Authorities in 1 

general that Hay-Féver and Asthma are 
the two most disagreeable and distress-, 
ing maladies known to’Medical Science. 
The season for the former disease will 
soon be with-us once more and we 
think it but proper to’call the attention 
of sufferers to a Remedy which is 
known to have proved a remarkable 
success, as evidenced by the large num
ber of people who advise of their cures 
after from one to thirty years’ suffering,- 
when change of climate or Physicians 
gave them very little, If ariy, relief, •

This truly remarkable Remedy Is a 
product of Darkest Africa, • called the 
Kola Plant, and is an unfailing, cure 
for Hay-Fever arid Asthma. All over 
Europe physlcians are endorsing and 
prescribing the Kola Plant as a positive 
Constitutional Cure for these Diseases. 
So sure are-the importers of Kola of the 
fact that it cannot fail to cure that they 
are sending out lai ge trial cases, free, 
to any sufferer of Hay-Fever and Asth
ma who makes the request.

For the-benefit of our readers, who 
are sufferérs, we cheerfully give the ad
dress of the Importing Company that 
has given this boon to humanity. Ad
dress- Kola Importing Company, 1162 
Broadway, New York, and they will 
send you a large tilai case prepaid by 
trail. You should surely try it.

“Heliocentric Astrology or Estentlals 
of Astlenomy and Solar „Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1010.” By. Tarmo Vedra. For sale at 
this office. ■ Price $1.50. - -
■ "Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J. 
B. Harrington. À pamphlet containing 
70 pages of racy reading. Price fié

While in the city of Louisville, Ky„ , 
on professional business, I dropped in ■ 
to see Mrs, George Marks, who is an ex
cellent medium. I visited her as an en- • 
tire stranger. She did not know my 
name or my place of residence. I 
quietly asked her if she could give me 
a message upon the slate. She In
formed me she had done away With 
slates and used a paper tablet. I told 
her that was better, for if I should re
ceive a message from my dear ones 1 
would be pleased to have it on paper.

I stepped across the street and pur
chased a small tablet, brought it in, and 
Mrs. Marks had a-small table sitting in 
the middle ofthe room where there' 
were several other guests who were re
ceiving messages of- love from their 
dear ones.. Presently my turn came. I 
drew up close to the table and she took 
my tablet in her hand, turned back the 
cover and placed a small piece of lead 
pencil, upon IL Presently I heard the 
writing under the table and then heard 
one leaf of the paper turn over, then 
the pencil began writing again, a leaf 
turned, and so on until Uiere were five 
pages written full, not one mistake, my 
name called in different places through
out the letter, and all my business af
fairs mentioned, things that I had really 
forgotten, and the most wonderful ot 

, all the very uncommon name of Mehit- 
abel signed in full. I know Mrs. Marks 
never heard of me before, and I know

. she had never seen me.
Mrs. Marks is crowded with visitors. 

My. business has kept me in the city 
for nearly six weeks, and there is hard
ly a day but I drop in to hear the inde
pendent voice of her brother, whom ev
eryone knows as Bud Morgan, The 
voice is something wonderful.

Mrs. Marks also gives trumpet’"work 
In the light, in fact all her work is done 
in broad daylight or gas light

judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents. 
Revelation Under the Microscope of

Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames.
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad- ; , 
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake.
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The "Recon
ciliation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus of
The Open Court Analyzed and Re
futed by "Corvlnus.” Price 10 cents.

FTee Thought_Past, Present and Fu- ,
lure. By Prof. Thaddens B. Wakeman. - 
With his portrait and life sketch.
Price 10 cents. ' .

The Priest and the Church—What ( 
Have They Done for the World? By i 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents. ;

John jvndall Memorial. Ten short ■ 
sketches oi the life of this great man. : 
Price 10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology. By 
Vindex. Price 10 cents.

Church and State. The Bible in the 
Public- Schools. The New American 
Party, A Criticism by ’’Jeffe&son.” 
Price 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or What the 
Editor of. tho Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents. .

“Why An Expurgated Bible?" By 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought. 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cento.

Christianity; Its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal- 

• ism; By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T.
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the .Devil. By 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents..

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption, By Henry M. Taber.

She informs mo she will visit the 
Chesterfield camp grounds this sum
mer, by special invitation.

HENRY CROSSMAN.

Price 10 cents.
Liberalized Christianity. 

M. Taber. Price 5 cents.
The Republic in Danger. 

Brice 10 cents.M. Taber.
In Place 

M. Tabor.

By Henry

By Henry

of Christianity. By Henry 
Price 10 cents. '

thanJ9.ee
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HUDSON TUTTLE.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
to

A VISION FREES SUSPECT.

truth in, his possession.

PROGRESS.

thrust 
which 
great, 
it is,

at our common school system, 
has made the United States the 
prosperous, and majestic nation 
with unthinkable possibilities.

Remit by Postoffice Money order, Registered 
Letter or Pratt on Ciitoago or New York. It 
costa from ID to 15 cents to get cheeks cashed on 
local banks, so do not send thorn unless you 
-wish that amount deducted from the amount 
sent. Address all letters to 3. It- FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ilk

•TIs weary watching wave by wave, 
And yet the tide heaves onward;

We climb, like corals, grave by grave, 
That'pave'a pathway sunward;

... St 00 
... 50cta 
... 25cta 
... beta

Any person donating one dollar 
the Mediums' Relief Fund of the N. 8.

teílsMá Bvwy áaíur&y «t 49 taoœSs Street,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION :
Tan PimauBBsrvB Tuiwaru will bo f uriiUbed 

Until further notice at the following terme, lu- 
Varlably in advance:
One Year...................... ...........
Six Months................................
’I'hh'toeii Weeks.........................
.Effigie Cqpy,........

■REMITTAKOESi.

take h/>xxce>
JSTAt tlie expiration of subscription, it not re. 

newel, tho paper is discontinued. No bills 
will boeontlor extra numbers.

you do not receive your paper promptly 
■ write us, and any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis.

^“Whenever you desire the address of your 
paper .changed, always give tho address of 
the place to which it has been going or the 
change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is ?2.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter, You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next- remittance- may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th-o you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

.Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit 
uallst Association. ,

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to a» 
■wer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism, fiend him 
clippings when e i attack is made, glv- 
Wg date and name of paper. AddreM 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

/ je/VÍ "fe ’ '

last century, when time was yet young 
with this then Juvenile, and> he was a 
close student of Woodbridge's Geogra
phy, he often critically examined an il
lustration on page 13?, underneath of 
which was printed: “Japanese Tramp
ling on. the Gross.” The picture repre
sented a large group of the islanders of 
both sexes, who were trampling on the 
emblem of the Christian faith, while 
mothers were also teaching their chil
dren how best to express their hatred 
of that sect. Then we read:

“The Japanese were formerly obliged 
every year to trample on the cross, as 
a token of their hatred of Christianity, 
which was once introduced among them 
by Portuguese Catholics."

This old-time geography further 
added:

“Japan is subject to extremes of heat 
and cold, but is highly cultivated, and Is 
said to be the richest of all countries in 
gold and silver. The people are very 
ingenious, and considered superior in 
arts, sciences, and good laws, to most 
if not all other nations of Asia.”

That was Japan and its people, as

A strange story comes from-Muncie, ’ _
Ind., setting forth a story of a modern I *j 
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde in the person "
of an apparently sane, well-to-do farm-1 spiritualism at the Antipodes,

/fièw of Pàssing Events. Legerdemain vs. Mediumshja,
er, who, at limes, can scarcely over- From the editor, W. C. Nation, of the 
come an overwhelming desire to seize Message of Life, Levin, New Zealand, r » d«? ».«. J ¡saas,

loves, was told calmly and in a straight- useful'in mihaU field. Spiritualism in 
forward manner by the man himself, tliabiislandnworid has been of peculiar 
John Donnahue, who came to this city growth and free from the choking 
from liis country homo and surrendered weeBa wliieh have Impeded it in this 
himself to the police, As he Bat ' ip is manifested a pure
__ ,, ,. . A . ___ oestee lob spiritual knowledge, and less 

one ol the chairs at the police station, attention to bizarre phenomena which 
he told his story, as follows: ' attract thé crowd. Although Mr. Na-

“I am here because I want to be tioa>wrltes"a private letter, he will par- 
locked up, that I may .not harm those domine fdriquoting a passage:
.about me, especially my family. I am “igshall/arse your interesting cornmu- 
perfectly sane, and am all the time, so nlcfftton- inlthe June number of - the 
far as my family and friends are able Meseage, and believe me it is thankful- 
to tell. But at times I am possessed ly received. • I am glad that my little 
of an uncontrollable desire to strangle magazine finds its. way all over the col
and kill those about me. The last time ony and has been the means of bringing 
this desire to strangle came over me the Spiritualists, into a closer knowl- 
was a few days ago, just as my little edge of each other and what is going 
daughter was kissing me. I wanted to on jn other parts of the world. Mrs. Na-
seize her by the throat and strangle her tlon and I have no trance, or .clairvoy- 
to death, right there. I battled against ant gifts, but our house Is a sort of Lib- 
the desire and overcame it tor the time, erty Hall for all genuine mediums, and 
The strange part of it is, that I love the as our share of the work is to herald

A., will, if deslred/ recelve one set of 
spiritual tracts androne copy of “Vio
lets,” a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy of 
"Leaves of Truth," a cloth-bound book 
pf Instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
' N. S. A. Secretary.
000 Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Wash

ington, D. C.

First Step In the Plan of a Catholic 
Revolution Defined.

The Knights of Columbus, which 
seems to be a secret religious organiza
tion under Jesuitical management, was 
late in session in Los Angeles. A high 
pontifical mass was held in the cathe
dral, with an. immense collection of 
people, one hundred and fifty- priests, 
and several prelates were present. His 
Grace, Archbishop Montgomery, of San 
Francisco, preached a sermon to the 
assembled thousands, representatives 
from every part of the American Union, 
nil bound together by a common obliga
tion, with degrees and of course secret 
signs, by which to distinguish each 
other. That sermon was an opening 
wedge to a contemplated revolution 
whose culmination can only be known 
by a knowledge of the past. It was a

nais with black head-lines, has forced 
on a wide public consideration of psy
chic subjects of which it would have 
otherwise remained in darkness, and 
well she says:

“To scoff at what we do not under
stand is to brand ourselves vulgar, as1 
well as ignorant."

It appears she is fully convinced of 
the truth of Spiritualism, and yet has a 
wholesome fear of the bugaboo of “ob
session,” yet what she says on tills sub
ject, and her personal experience is val
uable, and should be held in mind by 
all sensitives;

A VIVID EXPLANATION.

Wherein Legerdemain Is Exhibited 
Its True Light, and In no Sense 
Spirit Origin—A Trenchant Reply 
Mr. Burr. •

In 
of 
to

told by an American scholar, near a little girl better than my own life. Just the glad tidings, we publish the Mes-
liundred years ago. Though the annual before that incident, the same kind of sage otLife. ■ ,
custom of trampling on the cross has an impulse came upon me when a wo- , “Many years ago we had wonderful 
probably disappeared- yet still very few nian "'anted to take from my arms, a manifestations among the members of 
of that neonle have anv resnect for that !Jaby 1 ^ad been >loldin6- 1 could our family—mere children—and I amof that people have any respect for tnat have kI)Ie(J the womat)j i)Utj agafn, 1 about to publish the story which I
Instrument. In our boyish days we was ab]e to overcome the impulse, think will be Interesting to Spiritualists 
wondered what gave rise to that hatred Thus far I have been able, by great ex- generally.
As the years passed on, and we learned ercise of will power, to get the better I "Tho work goes slowly, but steadily 
of the horrible cruelties aud outrages of H, but the inclination seems to be forward in New Zealand. Mrs. Prior is 
which Christians practiced on barba- Kmlbodv^Vence iM am no^ nuT in a S°?d P“, T'W“1 °°?

, . . .. , .... „„„ do somebody violence ir 1 am not put in founding skeptics, helping the laggards
rian nations, to spread their faith oui a safe p]acei At times; just as I do now, 0Ver the stile, and brightening up Spir- 
surprise ceased. Look at Perii, Central I know that I am. all right and would finalists generally. Such visitors do 
America, Mexico, and note the ruin the ^ot harm a kitten. Then, all of a sud- much good, for we have no such devel- 
Spanish cavaliers, in the name of a cru- den> yI10le nature changes, and I be- opment here. Our mediums keep too 
cified God, wrought in those countries. be That^tt  ̂re^M I wait to Bhallow w.a.ter;. W d0 n.ot
Tim nnmiiniinn 40 non ono nf thorn savs j 8 U reason 1 want to realize the ocean of truth that spreadsThe population, 40,000,000 of them, says bc .locked up." , Out before them. The want of a suit/

Casas, euffered death at the lianda The police committed him in jail, I abfo literature fias been a great draw- 
of Christians, he, himself, the historian, where he will be kept, pending an exam- back; and most depend on what they re
being a Christian missionary. Look at inatlon as to his sanity. Donnahue is celve at their home circles.
the desolation of Africa, raided during known as a sober, industrious, hard- "Thei'e is hot a book depot in the col- 
many centuries for slaves by Christians, working farmer, owning a small tract Ony worth the name. Of course we 
under a permit from the head of the of land north of this city, .He has bave some stern fighting, but this does 
Christian church; Not a country in all I nover exhibited symptoms of insanity I yg oJl good and the very correspond* 
Europe but was desolated by wars to to those .who know him, and said .by I ence in’ the papers Is useful, because so 
propagate Christianity. On one occa* his. friends to,be a model man, fond of many get acauainted with the subject.' 
sion a bull was issued for the depopula* tig -wife and children, and a good ciU* “The ‘subjective self’ is a subject that 
tlon of Germany, because her nobles zen. |>has to be faced. In my investigations
were too intelligent to adopt the faith. -------- ------ — I must admit that the sensitive’s Inner
When they did do so it was to save her Ann Odella Diss de Bar. self often shows up. The difficulty is 
?hev hpipvp/th^ crueP ereefiOt beCaUB° Ann Odelia Diss de Bar, who Is serv- to know the border line between spirit

jLan «pertence™the excesses and inS sentence of-seven years’ imprison- controll and the workings of our own
ment f°r procuration, is now the most "recording angel.”welcomed o.ur science our Tarts hour exemplary prisoner In the Aylesbury “We have to investigate, discrlmt- 

Jannfaptures our encinewlnK skill our £emaIe convict establishment in Lon- nate, hold fast as our sheet anchor to 
wXrts XaXe ^d don- England. She preaches to her sis- reason. The Infinite is for you and for
SI™? bn/Xr Ypitrnn •« hP?rt^ ter convicts, her favorite text being me to draw from. The 'well is deep.’” 
ternto thev havin^a better than ours “The Righteous Life,” and she is known From the.bright pages of the Mes- 
ihTt w.™ not IstfbUshed or extended amonS them as “the queen.” She is re- sage, we learn that the Spiritualists of 

v ltoXC established or extended I uted to exercise an extraordinary in- Wellington have built a new hall, called 
EvX Christian sect without regard fll,ence over even the most refractory the New Century. It occupies a con- 

ln nS which accenta the cross as its convicts, the prison doctor believing it spicuous' position in the city. The au- 
svmW ta an ou® th of the vises to be Hypnotism. She is head of the dltorium is'large, with a sky-blue cell- 
and cruelties as well as crimes wh'ehl cressmaking department and is petl- Ing, dotted ‘with stars, and the walls are 
made it an emblem o^Christian faith Zoning for release on the ground of ill ornamented'with paintings on spiritual 
^ SniritulusmTs not an offshwt od ^alth and the excessive severe There are two spacious

Chtistia®an?is in no way Xon Punishment. Dis de Bar was at one cloaWoomtfor ladles and gentlemen, a 
dble toTita crime so The ProgSe tline a Prominent medium in this coun- llbnfly and' reading room. A broad 
Thinker feels honored to be the organ try- but wa8 Anally exposed, and pun- fiigWof stairs leads to an elegant dln- ofta^Lw faith and is glad to^ 1Bhed by imprisonment. The gulUbles- ing-Atom itf’the Becond story. It is a 
toeOctode tae'japs have gained over were taken in by her as usual and well..^uip^ spiritualI home - 
tvoir onniont fno many raised their hands in holy horror At*-Waugahui is a flourishing ‘Splrit-
u-6 am-mni me. _______ because The Progressive Thinker took ual Scientist’s Association." This is the

A great showman is credited with 
having said that the American people 
like to be fooled. Perhaps he had rea
son for making the statement.

I sometimes wonder if a large num
ber of so-called Spiritualists of the pres
ent time do not like to be deceived 

"I would earnestly advise any one I w'£b Jespect to mediumistlc phenom- 
Who is not in robust physical condition ®na\ la‘e BOnie of them seem
and not in the possession of a strong £o .sbut their eyes resolutely to the un
will, a clear reasoning brain and a w^ll- welcome reality mid refuse to open 
balanced mind to keep away from psy- them until assured they are again in 
chic phenomena. ,tbe reaIms °/ ‘h? unreal- Tbere msy

“During a time of very active investl- b® s0“10 P*’0r°'«ld reason for this con- 
gallon I learned the important fact that d( ^°n' bat if theie is I shall leave its 
my own sense of personal responsibility statement at least for the present—to 
and my own will power were being les- the philosophers of the press, 
sened by frequenting these places. I e,yen?r(^ e ^ad Iearn0d Wm. Hen-
was unconsciously leaning upon predic- ,°^ £b B c'ty’ iB a £}e^nt 0on’
tions or being discouraged by the ab- tributor to the columns of The Pro- 
sence of them. gressive Thinker, and in the issue of

"Added to this came the knowledge Jaae 17, there appeared an article from 
that it is of vital Importance to keep b£B Pen that must be a. source of con
cur minds wholesome, our brains occu- lLd.e!'ab10 amusement to investigators, 
pied, our bodies strong and healthful Evidentljr not the least of Mr. Burrs 
and our desires clean and normal, if we Qualifications as an observer and re- 
would escape obsession by unclean I Porter of psychic phenomena is an act- 
spirits and earth-bound souls, anS if we £ve and robust imagination. This will 
would earn immortal life on a high WPear, I th nk, from a careful examine 
plane. Many degenerates, if not all, t‘oa o£ b£® latest contribution, 
half the insane and many invalids are T “ Bb0Uld be sa£d bare, however, that 
simply Victims of obsession." Mr' Buvf B ^Ja0er£ty>

If a person becomes conscious of this honesty, truthfulness or integrity ot 
weakening of the will, this loss of self- purpose; and what follows must not be 
control, her,advice to let the subject coa8tr.u.ed aB reflecting upon him in any 
alone, is most wise. But sensitiveness ““£y 6Plr£t' 
does not necessarily carry with it dis- ,v^6„amuB ns portion of his article is 
ease of the will. The power to be inde- £be las£ paragraph. He han related 
pendent, to think and act along lines B0“e bis experiences and observa- 
determined by the highest reason, is “Y®?“06.61;’6® ,by, Mf' Fu6B tor 
tlie birthright of every human soul, and £b0 P™duc£l°;i of physi^ phenomena, 
1b to, be chosen above everything else. £be ,a8Be.rting tbat they were
Fortunately the highest form of splrR- “ot Produced by dlscarnate spirit intel- 
ual Impressibility is fostered by this 1 ^P68'., Mr' ?UI'r says: 
complete control of self. No spiritual , We all went away satisfied that in 
being worthy of being received, ever de- BP1£e 
mands its sacrifice. Of the much-talked-1 £rary, HE IS A MEDIUM, and that the 
of “obsession," and its dangers, the ob- performances we witnessed were spirit- 
session by the conniving, selfish, earth- uaJ- __ 
ly persons is far more menacing and £t ,£B a matter of regret that Mr. 
dangerous than that ot all the “spirits ®urr s physical vision is sadly defect
or the vasty deep.” The mantle which £''®- N®1,10?/ since, at the funeral of 
protecta from one shields from the Mr- Morris Keim, I noticed Mr. Burr 
other. trying to get a view of the coffined face

To attribute the crimes of “degener- o£ bis friend, and, in order to do so, his 
ates," the disease of brain of the "in- own face was lowered to within a very 
sane,” and weakness of “invalids" to £ew Inches of the glass cover. Tbe 
“obsession,” is an assertion not sup- ro0jn waa veiY "sbt, and it was in the 
ported by facta. It removes responsl- Middle oi an afternoon. If such a de
bility for which Mrs. Wilcox so strenu- £eot la vlaion exists, how much depend- 
ously contends. “lce can b0 Placed in what be “saw” at

When does the evil influence start? ^ic^le°£®wh? he writea in tbe 
Admit that 0y« 8bP‘^ What happenedf at the seance? The
tbe? »ot be obsessed? Where sh^ A ‘‘battery’’ was formed;
him ?n 01 Chal * 8 th re8pon81' "the ringing of a bell, beating a tam-
bllltyi , , „ . bourine and drumming on tlie bacit of

Wherever we do pause, we shall have a gUnar.» the man’s coat came off 
to,admit identicaUy similar conditions "wijiie he clasped with both hands” the 
exist, as we observe in the obsessed, arm nie one Bm[ng next him jn 

■ and produce the results. Why then go t|le “dattery.” Another “battery” was 
beyond and outside for an occult formed, tlie persons composing it being 
cause, when it is so readily explained ckosen py rapB from the cabinet, pads 

by physical means? and pencils were handed into tlie cabl-

CRITICAL FACULTIES AND HIS 80-7 
BER JUDGMENT. J*

I do not want any of my friends no 
imagine for an instant thafl ata <M>- 
posed to physical phenomena. We nejed 
all the proofs aud demonstrations jof 
spirit presence, power and intelligence
that may be obtained;, but we have «0. 
need of simulated phenomena when!it
is sold in the market places as the gen
uine, It should be properly labeled. .

The merchant in tins city who sells 
adulterated flour is liable to arrest aud 
fine. The medium who takes mouey ior 
simulated phenomena, passing them off 
cn a- credulous public as genuine, 
should not be encouraged. At least it 
seems so to me.

I knew a Spiritualist who was ex
tremely bitter against churches, relig
ion, and priestcraft and who often rid
iculed Christians for their ignorant 
credulity. A purported spirit told him 
that he should buy some shares o£ min
ing stock in a mine out in Colorado 
t!i at he had never seen. He bought tlie 
stock. He paid assessments on it. Not 
long since he told me that he had paid 
out, on that investment, several thou
sand dollars, and received in return not 
a penny! And he talked about cre
dulity!

There is before me a little volume 
printed in London, entitled “Some Rem-' 
Iniscences, by Alfred Smedley.” It 
contains an Interesting account of the 
physical manifestations, occurring in 
the presence of Miss Wood, an English 
materializing medium. She seems to 
have been very successful in the work, 
and what attracted my mind in reading 
the account is the very suggestive fact 
that she was always willing and ready 
to comply with any reasonable test con
ditions that might be imposed. Per- 
haps she realized that unless the phe-. 
nomena are produced under such condi
tions that there cannot reasonably! 
two opinions as to their genuineness 
they are practically without value. Of 
course, if the phenomena themselves 
are so distinctive and unique that to 
simulate them would be a practical im
possibility, this consideration woul 
not be applicable.

In the current issue of the Banner o 
Light, the venerable spiritual pilgrin/, 
Dr. Peebles, in reply to a question aske 
by the interviewer, declares that whsjn
he reaches the Summerland and wisl

“His Grace” unquestionably voiced the 
will and determination of the secret or
ganization he addressed which he said 
was—

"To have the government specify 
what shall be taught in the public 
schools as a free system of education.

"To allow Catholic, Protestant and 
Agnostic to have this free education 
given in schools where such religions 
are taught.

“To have such education as is speci
fied by the government furnished at 
the government’s expense, and such 
other instruction as the particular 
school wishes to have given at the ex
pense of the church or society which 
supports it."

“His Grace” declared; “The system 
now carried out makes schools of ag
nosticism. Under this system the per
centage of religious population in this 
country has been growing steadily less 
since it was first founded."

His Grace neglected to state that the 
criminal statistics of every American 
state show that a majority of the con
victs in the peneitentiarles were church
men, and that Catholics are far in the 
lead; whilst of Spiritualists, Agnostics 
and Jews there are but few or none.

Divide the school funds and give 
Catholics exclusive control of all chil
dren priests can coax, wheedle or 
frighten into their schools, then those 
children in the forming state of charac
ter are made to believe that faith in 
Jesus is a guaranty of eternal rewards; 
aud that he will pay all the debts for 
wrong-doing they owe.

Gaining control of the youth of the 
country, and educating them in their 
barbarian faith ‘.‘His Grace” seems to 
suppose this decline in religious popu
lation will be arrested. We beg leave 
to assure him that the only way to stay 
the march of mind is to obliterate our 
entire system of education; relegate in
struction to the pulpit; contract knowl- 

. edge to the limits of the Bible; revive 
the myths of the patriarchs and Chris
tian fathers; restore the Inquisition 
with all its instruments of tortlire, and 
give it control of all persons they shall 
designate as heretics; then the retro
grade will cease, and then the church 
will be victor. That this is tho end the 
holy father and his secret conclave 
have in view all well know; but as all 
cannot be accomplished at once the 
first strike is at the system which has 
robbed them of power to tyrannize 
over the people and make them slaves 
to priestcraft. But they will fail. In
telligence cannot be enslaved. Ignor- 
rance has had its day, and priestly rule 
in America is hastening to its end.

7. . 7~77 n an Important part in exposing this me- most conservative town in the colony.
Saya He Heard the Voice of the Deity dium. Perhaps she has reformed, hut It-Is nottole that while Spiritualism 

The Rev. Frank A. Scofield, pastor knowing her real nature, we fear her in Nèìw Zealand may be regarded as al-
the East Slxty-flrst Street People's pretense to living a better life is all a rnosP of indigenous growth, the believ-
Chnrrh York citv ripclared that sham. era MàMng ‘to rely on their own “homeChurch, New York City, declared tnat ------------------------------- circlfes” foi^their knowledge, yet the
he had talked with Qod and had heard |n Reference t0 mU8|c>- phllób'ophy taught of spirit life is iden-
His voice in reply, in an address at the tical'^lth tiikt of Amèrlca and Europe.
Methodist preachérs’ meeting recently: B-auacbmayer, of Cosh n, Ig nC^ conclusive evidence that the

"I heard the voice of God speaking 0bl0’ Preaents 018 following question,.) communicating intelligences are supe- 
to me felling me that I should be ro. and requests us to answerit:,. - ridfi’àiid 'béypnd^tiiè- sphere' pf this, 
etored to health and strength and be "ARE THE PRESENT SO-CALLEDI'eartblYlffe?“'In all thè,diversity there 
enabled again to labor for the king- ORIGINAL MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS is unity' of fhpdght and purpose, 
dom " he Mid. STRICTLY ORIGINAL AND NEW, OR r—— ; ",

“I well remember one Sunday morn-- ARE THEY MERELY.STRAINS BOR- Views of Ellà Wheeler Wilcox, 
ing in March a year ago when I lay ROWED FROM OTHER COMPOSI-1 This writer who has acquired a wide 
there in that situation and called upon TIONS?” ' hearing by her contributions to the
God for help. And I heard as truly as The brother should submit this ques- Hearst sensational syndicate of jour- 
any prophet ever heard tifo voice of tion to some learned musician or com- [ • ■. ..................
God speaking to me, telling me that I 1;oBer> jn conclusion he says: 
should be restored to health and L u
strength and be enabled to labor for nTmmln in
the kingdom. Ah! God does answer rotes or tones (I think 13 is coirect), -in 
«»«voi" tbe chromatic scale. Now when we, , ,
$ a;e , . take into consideration that these 13 (Indiana Child la a Wonder—Beasts of

How easy it is for a person of such- fones have been arranged in every con* the Field and Birds of the Air Take
limited knowledge to be mistaken. ceivable combination for hundreds of t0 iq. Year-Old Mias, Which She At-

No doubt Rev. Scofield heard a voice years, and the millions of pieces of tracts ¿nd Tames in a Remarkable
telling him he “would be restored to music that have been written, it would M
health and strength to resume his 'a- seem as though the limit had been mannpr.health and strengtn to resume nis .a reached in composing. Of course, a A phenomenal case of control over
bors, and it may occur as told him, plece of musjc may be arranged in dif* animals has been developer-in Laporte
but should it not, would he accept the forent keys, with different accompani- County,: Indiana. Little Edith Decker,
voice of falsehood as from a perfect mente and all shades of variations, but a child of 10 years, having been attract-
God? Not if he is a rational, thinking its originality must remain and the ing the attention of her neighbors

question in this case refers only to the thrqpgh an almost supernatural power
t»0’ a i. ova in „a«,, solo part of the piece itself.” - to influence and control birds and ani-Many àuch voices are heard In accu- ______ mala a)j0Ut her ghe la the daughter

rate prophecy, but the mind of man Yankees of the Orient. of well-to-do people living on a farm a
has become so advanced and enlight- few miles southeast of this city.
ened upon such matters that but few, To 016 Present Japan has used the since her early childhood the girl has 
in fact only the most ignorant, the)Cblnes0 characters in all their liters dIsplayed, an unusual friendliness to- 

««a- thtnv nf marno« £ure- There are thousands of these ward all animals, and out of this friend- X ÌX the characters, each the representative of a Mness has developed a faculty that is 
the central Godhead with being - tbe kabie. She seems to exert an
author. ! , „ .. . .. _ I influence over wild animals that cannot

But when we think of the gift of membered. News now comes that the be explataed> The domestic animals 
clairvoyance coming upon one educated, government of the Sunrise Land has and fowls which have been her play- 
nr rather taught to believe in an Om- determined to substitute the Roman al- mates from the time she was able to or rather taught to believe in an um phaUet in piace of the clum8y Bymbols toddle about the barnyard, seem to , 
nipotence, an Omnipresence, an Om- jn r^g ¿one and in a few have a regard for her that is little less 
niscience, etc. without «any other years Japan will take front rank with than. human. -The most shy of these

That there is "obsession," is a cor- net and about twenty messages “were 
ollary of the general proposition of sen- recognized and received” by those pres- 
sitiveness to spirit control. The dis- ent; then followed writing by “a visible 
tlnction should, however, carefully be hand.” How wondrous strange! Writ- 
made between the results of organlza- ¡ng was actually done “by a visible 
tlon, and disturbance of physical func- hand.”
tlons, and spiritual interference. Why is Mr. Burr anxious to charge

Dp SPIRITS ASSIST HERÍ

A phenomenal case of control over 
animals has been developer in Laporte

"The Spiritual Significance, or. Death 
ri an Event In Life.” By Lilian Whit* 
fvg. Ono of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price SL .

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.1* 
By Charles ,B. Walto, A. M., author of 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200," etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov: 
eminent. An Important work. Paper, 
25 cents.
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les
to communicate with friends still In i he
mortal he will insist on suggesting a
fixing the conditions under
to manifest, and if mortals do

;gesting a i 
which h< 
do not fail.

them “they can stay at home and
tend to their own business." The 1

Ever since, and ages before, the Is- these phenomena to the spirit world 
raelltes packed their sins on a goat, when the “medium,” as he says, de- 
and sent it away into the wilderness. Glared to the contrary? There was not 
the sinner has sought to excuse h|s sins a single phenomenon mentioned that 
by throwing the burden on some one might not have been produced by a 
else. Weak and cringing Adams would clever slelght-ot-hand amateur.
have the '"obsessing" Eves held respon- I regret that I was not present. How- 
slble. They should remember that the ever, I attended ono of Mr. Fuss’ exhl- 
flrst Adam did not find sympathy with bitions some weeks previous, and care- 
God when he sought to save himself by fully noted what happened. I think it 
criminating his wife. Is safe to assume that practically the

HUDSON TUTTLE, same conditions were present each 
Editor-at-Large N. 8. A. time. When I was present all the par- 

- aphernalia (bell, guitar, small stand,

agencies, or but one intermediary, it is the most favored nations in. literature, have always permitted her to fondle 
not to be wondered at he would think as they have already done in many oth- them while the other members of the

tor is delightfully dogmatic in his snate- 
ments sometimes, but In this instance 
softened and qualified what would loth- 
ererwise have been a “hard saying’; by 
the parenthetical remark, "unless 71 
change my mind." Possibly there miy 
be concessions on both sides. /

1 enjoy reading Dr. Peebles' trenclaant 
articles and have often desired to meet 
him; but, if from the spirit side on life 
be should seek to communicate with me 
through the mediumship of a so-called 
physical medium, where the conditions 
all favored simulated phenomena s and 
were arbitrarily dictated by the medi
um, I fear he would tall, because I 
should be elsewhere "attending to my 
own business."

And, unless I change my mind, I shall 
continue to think the exhibition Mr. 
Burr witnessed was a studied presenta
tion of simiulated phenomena, given 
with the excellent purpose in mind of 
teaching investigators to think and 
to discriminate. ' )

WALTER P. WILLIAMS.
Washington, D. C.

ine, a split clothes-pin for drumsticks) 
squirrel in the soot pan of the school- were placed in the cabinet before the 
house chimney. The other children seance proper commenced.
made the first attempt to remove the Tha^binet was formed by a curtain 
young squirrels from the nest and were . stretched across the corner of the 
severely bitten by the mother squirrel, room. The "battery” was formed by 
Little Edith, however, put her hand Mr. Fuss first taking his position in a 
into the chimney hole and took out the chair the back of which was against 
little squirrels without causing the little the outside of the cabinet curtain; two 
mother the slightest uneasiness or be- other chairs were placed at his right, 
ing bitten. For weeks after that she similarly situated. A second curtain 
made daily visits to the chimney and was pinned around the necks of the 
came to be on such good terms with the three persons comprising the “battery” 
mother squirrel and her children that and thus fastened to the cabinet cur- 
the hairy little beings seemed almost tain. This second curtain hung down
to await her coming. to the feet of the “battery," thus hiding

Everyone knows that field mice will them from the view of the audience, 
resist capture with all their might, and with the exception of their exposed 
even when taken in custody will re- heads.
pulse an attempt to touch them. But Mr. Fuss SELt at the end of _ __  
they seem to be content to rest in_lier I tery.” The orthodox method in a se- 
hands or pockets. ance under such conditions is for the

The above case is most remarkable, ‘ medium” to clasp the wrist and arm, 
and places this young girl on the same or hand and arm of the one next to him, 
plane as the adepts of India, whom, it is I jn his hands, while the other two slm- 
sald, the most fierce of the wild animals piy jOjn hands.
of the jungle will not harm. Here you have the ideal conditions

iKUin. I jor the production of simulated spirit 
phenomena. There is not a single con
dition Imposed to prevent fraud and de- 
ceptiofi. In regular seances of this

W0MÀN SUFFRAGE.

the "bat-

BRADY’S LAKÈ,

it the voice of God. er departments of civilization. family were repelled. -
When a voice speaks to a person, It is said the Mikado several years viaIauk Ram

seemingly right out of space, it has a ago proposed to introduce the English vontr is v • ■
tendency to bring out all the electrify- language in all the schools of the na,- Three years ago little Miss Decker s 
ing or horrifying (according to the na tlon. It would not be surprising if this father owned a yicious ram, which none 
ture of the message) superstitious fan- would be an accomplished fact in a few of the farm hands were able to contiol. 
cies in his "narrow mind, if he has been years, for many of her learned men now Ite disposition was so ugly that it was 
brought up under the old dogmatic re- write and speak our language fluently, Impossible for anyone to enter the Held 
ligious. and consequently know its great worth, where it was pastured, and it would co

in a sense it was the voice of God, | .• — ••■—.*'------ :— | caslonally break through-the fences and
and no «doubt will become a verified A VISION FREES SUSPECT. | do damage about the farm. On such 
prophecy. It was the voice, perhaps, —— occasions the little girl, then only 7
of a loving relative In spirit life, who 8t. Louls Witness Who Had identified yea^ old’ “il3 
knew his earnest desire to labor for »„„-.J easily as cquld any of the ewes of the
the cause he loved, speaking into his Accused Man as Slayer Reverses Tes- flock pe controlled. She would calmly
attuned ear the words of cheer and en-1 timony as the Result of a Vision. enter the place a strap about his 
couragement. . I A dream by the state's principal wit* I neck'ffod le%d him to the barn or

It was- an angel of love conveying to ness, in St-Louis. Mo., cleared John A. whlthej;,she ¡wished with the confidence 
a weak and despondent mortal a mes- Schneider of the charge of having mur- Of absolute mastery. A ride upon his 

------- back ^as a gomp that she greatly en-sage of hope. - dered saloon-keeper Charles Mutzberg,
It was an angel of peace imparting to Nov. 21 last. . . i

a despairing human’soul a soothing Jacques Stark,'who had positively 
balm. identified Schneider as the masked rob-

It was the voice of spirit speaking I ber who shot and killed Mutzberg, said 
unto spirit out of the sea of spirit. that two months after the crime he had

It was the voice of God, the voice of a vision. He saw again enacted before 
Intelligence, inspiring a. ' mortal by I his eyes the slaying of Mutzberg. Two 
speaking to him those consoling I men entered the saloon, wearing black 
words. . ' mufflers as masks and with their hats

Rev. Scofield is far more , elated with pulled down over their eyes.. Stark 
the idea of being in close touch with his and a man named Charles Salisbury 
God than he,would be with the actual and several others were in the saloon.

Mutzberg got a shotgun and rushed to 
the front door after the robbers, one of 
whom shot him. He followed them 
outside and was again shot Then he 
re-entered the saloon and fell dead at 
the bar.

Thus far Stark’s dream was a dupli
cate of the real killing ’ of - Mutzberg.

We arc driven back, for our next fray But in his dream, he says, at the mo- 
A newer strength-to borrow, . . ment that Mutzberg was shot at the

And where tho Vanguard camps to-day door the muffler fell from the face of 
The Rear shall rest to-morrow! ’ the man who shot the saloon-keeper, 

—Gerald Massey. and Stark says he saw that it was not
— —*■»»«»■ . ' . .. ■ Schneider.

. “An Infamous Dynamite Romas Cath» Because of this dream Stark told Cir- 
bllc Conspiracy Detected and Exposed." cult Attorney Sager he was not willing 
"Romanism Exposed.” i Two pamphlets | to take the'stand and swear that 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of Startling Schneider was the man who killed 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, or t8o tor I Mutzberg. This left- the state without 
15 cents. I an identifying witness.—Record Herald.

Notable Personages Address College kind, of course, no such test conditions 
Women and Incidentally Express I are permissible. If they were insisted 

Their Views. upon, there would be no phenomena.
-------- I If any genuine phenomena are pro

In a recent address by Cardinal Gib- I duced under the conditions here out- 
bons to the women graduates of Tritt- I lined, It is my earnest conviction that 
ity College, Washington, D. C., he sol- the medium who sits under such condi- 
emnly warned them against woman tions does himself a , grave Injustice, 
suffrage; and declared: “Because we | And the invisible -forces using such a 
give our women a college education, it medium are sadly deficient In discrim- 
does not follow that we Intend them tn Inatlon.
clamor fog the prerogatives of men.” But to return. At the exhibition I at- 
In times past men usurped about all the tended every opportunity was afforded 
‘.‘prerogatives” there were, higher edu- me to critically watch the proceedings, 
cation among the rest; and if. women There were about thirty others present, 
had never “clamored” for this one, I the room being so crowded that a num- 
they would be where their foremothers ber stood. All the phenomena Mr. 
were when they were not even taught Burr has mentioned were produced, and 
the alphabet.. I was the recipient of several mes-

joyed.* .'n- .
A Shfitlanfitpony which through mal- 

treatnient wfen young had developed 
many yfoioufotraits and which was prac
tically, jo unnjsnageable ■ she readily 
broug^.und^ifjher control and taught to 
do many clever tricks. The cattie and 
the hogs thaft positively refused to be 
driveUyShe ^d about as easily as she 
handled the ¿»ther farm animals. Pigs, 
cattle,.sneep/iiorsea and the barnyard 
fowls ipllow $t her heels as she goes 
about dyier tha farm..

Little Edith e power over wild ani
mals and birds is even more pronounced 
than" that ovdr the farm animals. «At 
the agb'Jof 3 years she went out into the 
fields of her father’s farm. On a 
score of occasions she brought to the 
house full-grown rabbits she had caught 
single-handed) in the open fields and fre
quently came in with a meadow lark 
perched oh her,hands. A fetf days ago 
she entered thè woods near her home, 
and Seeing a bluebird sitting on a limb 
of a bush, stepped up to the bird and 
took it in her hands, where' it nestled 
unrestrained lintll-she saw fit to place 
it on a bush an hour later at her home.

While attending school near her 
homo last spriug-the child and her play
mates (UMfoyored thè nest of a flying

If Cardinal Gibbons did not wish his ages, one, "by the way from "Thomas 
church women to clamor for the so- Paine,” who favored me with a longer 
called "prerogatives, of men” he should epistle than he did Mr. Burr.
have kept, the doors of the higher edu
cational Institutions ’ closed to them.

Beautiful Brady, with hills set round, 
A picture in frame of verdure bound, 
All, softly the wind sweeps o’er your 

face.
As sinks the sun to its resting-place.
Within your depths, as in mirror 

bright, ,
Gleam all the colors of sunset light. 
The birds are singing their evening lay 
Bidding farewell to the dying day.
A poem of beauty, peace and calm, 
Which brings to the wounded spirit 

balm, ’
Soothes into rest the turbulent mind, 
Awakes a pity for all mankind 
To whom is denied this picture fair, 
Away from the city’s toil and care. 
A sharp contrast to this peaceful scene 
Is that of the long ago, I ween, 
When Brady, the man, a settler bold, 
(A story that’s true and often told), 
Ran for miles over hill and through 

dale,
With Indians fast upon his trail, 
To brink of the river, high and steep, 
(A place that is now called Brady's 

leap),
No time to look for a place to ford 
If he would escape the savage horde; 
Across liis path it lay deep and wide, 
A bound, and he reached the other side. 
The Indians stopped upon the brink. 
And gave him a cheer, amazed to think 
That anyone such a leap could take. 
Then on he ran till he reached the lake. 
His mother wit now stood him in hand 
To help him escape the savage band, 
The trail led plain to a log that lay 
Out into the lake, and this, they say, 
That ere the Indians found a place 
Where they could ford and take up the 

race,
Brady arranged in this time of need, 
To hide himself, and breathe through a 

reed,
So Tvhen the Indians reached the place, 
On land or lake, not a single trace 
Could they find, to tell which way he 

went
Where he lay he heard them giving 

vent
To their opinions above his head, 
And they decided he must be dead. 
So at last they turned and went away, - 
But Brady lived for many a day.
His story is told by c4fflp-fl,r.^..light,, , , 
On many a pleasant summer night, 
As laughter and song, the echoes wake 
From bill to hill around Brady's Lake.

MARY L. BETTES. 
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

Catholic women have not shown them
selves slow in “usurping” the so-called 
prerogatives of men in .the past when
ever opportunity offered. ’

In happy contrast to the utterances of 
Cardinal "Gibbons to his women gradu
ates, are'those of Bishop McVlchar of 
Rhode Island in his address td the grad
uating class of Bryn Mawr College, and 
Supreme Court Justice David J. Brewer 
in his address at Vassar College. Bish
op McVlchar said:

“I hope and pray that we may see 
woman suffrage come to pass soon. In 
this fuller citizenship there ’ is no 
chance that woman would unsex her
self. I believe that the ' paths she 
would walk in would, not only be 
brightened, but they would be straight
ened.”' : . '

Justice Brewer, after expressing his 
belief in woman suffrage said;
: “Who shall say that before gray hair 
shall cover the heads of the women 
here to-night, there may not sit in the 
White'House a woman who, like Queen 
Victoria, will shed ' lustre upon this 
country as Victoria shed Justre ujion 
England?”

’. ELNORA MONROS BABCOCK.

I At the conclusion of the exhibition 
Mr. Fuss announced that he did not be
lieve physical phenomena were pro
duced by spiritual causes, directly, or 
words to that effect; plainly intimating 
that he did not regard the phenomena 
presented as in any sense spiritual. 
From mere curiosity I asked all pres- 
icnt who credited the phenomena to dis- 
carnate spirits, after hearing Mr. Fuss’ 
statement, to raise their hands. Either 
ten or 'twelve of the audience held up 
their hands, aud among that number 1 
noted some of the old Spiritualists of 
the city.

The exhibition I attended was free, 
but unfortunately it did not occur to me 
to “take up a collection.” Perhaps that 
was because I am not a regular church
goer.

What are we to believe? Mr. Burr 
says himself aud all who witnessed 
them when he did are satisfied the phe-
r.omena enumerated______ _________ were spiritual. 
The medium asserts otherwise. Who
knows?

FOR MYSELF I_  _______ _ AM NOT IN 
DOUBT, NOR HAVE I BEEN. IT IS 
A PLAIN CASE. MR. BURR’S EN-
THUSIASM AND IMAGINATION 
HAVE PLAYED HAVOC WITH HIS

a

’Unlted In Marriage.
Sùnday, June 18, at the residence of 

Mrs. Hamilton Gill, 522 West Monroe 
street, Chicago, Mrs. Olivo Croxton of 
Warsaw, Ind., and Charles J. Barnes of .’ 
Chicago, were united in marriage . by 
Rev. Dr. Thomas. Among those pres
ent wore Mr. and Mrs. - T. M. Snyder 
and Mr. and Mrs. Smith of Warsaw; 
Ind. Great things are expected from 
such a spiritual alliance, and wo voice 
the congratulations of the many 
friends of that well-known medium, 
Charles J. Barnes, who has been an 
open door for tho spirit world more 
than thirty years. Mrs. Barnes, who is. 
also a Spiritualist and a good worker la 
the cause of truth,' stands high in the 
esteem of residents of Warsaw, regard
loss of any creed 'or sect AU the 
friends spent in enjoyable time while 
hero and have now returned home to 
their respective duties. Mr. and Mrs. 
Barnes will spend their honeymoon at 
their beautiful home in Warsaw, Ind.

"In tho World Celestial," by Dr. T. A, 
‘ ' Interesting, instructivo andBland.

helpful; Spiritually uplifting, Ciota. 
bound; plico $1,



PRODIGALS.

LET HOPE PREVAIL.

¡Open the door to the prodigal son 
Weary of husks and the keeping 

swine.

W
t CONMTIONS OF TH» SPIRIT.

.A® Portrayed by G. W. Kates In a Lec
ture at Pittsburg, Pa.

G. W. Kates and wife, ot Philadel- 
Wa, have been serving the First I 
Church of SpirltualiBtB, on Boquet 
street, for some time, and yesterday 
Held their concluding meetings. Mr. 
Kates gave an address at the morning 
service, upon “Conditions of the Spirit." 
¡He quoted as follows: “Know ye not 
that ye are tire temple of God, and that 
the spirit of God dwelleth in you?” (I. 
Ct>r, 3:16). “He that ruleth his spirit 
18 better than he that taketh a city." 
XProv. 16:32).

“The spirit Is thus heralded to be the 
Sommant part of man. This spirit 
force is thus, as a part ,of God-force, 

.tinade to be the most important power 
of ourselves for proper relationship to 

i^our life. This spirit Is now a part of 
pb.ur physical self—and wo shall not wait 
I 'for death to develop it, but should al

low It to now be expressed with the 
fullness of its divine energy. As the 
temples of God, we should be ruled by 

I the spirit of God.
h “The greatest duty of life Is to prop

erly rule one’s self- Paul said: ‘I know 
, that in the fleeh dwelleth no good thing.’ 
■) Papi made a great mistake, for, in the 
I flesh dwells the spirit—every atom 
I 'thereof being an expression of spirit 
i energy. Thus, if our flesh is impure 

bo will our spirits be, and thus the spir
it, of God (good) be defiled. These de
filements will not be Bacriflelally atoned 
for, but will become a great responsi
bility for us to purify. The results of 
sin aro sure and the purification a task 
pt ages In spirit life.
'“Theology has not been reasonable in 

, making mankind only a person of body, 
hones and brains, powerful only to Bln, 

I and immortal only to bfe tormented 
J eternally. Such theology debases God 

and degrades man. We sadly need a 
■ religion of the spirit, and a religoin of 
! revelation. These we are now obtein- 
। Ing, and we realise the true conditions 
| of the spirit here and hereafter. The 
i spirit life is as natural and as material 
| as this, only related to another dimen- 
; sion of space. The occupations in spir- 
- It life are as natural and important as
here.

“The one great need there will be 
to find our true powers and cultivate 
them. Then how mqch better it is to 
unfold them as much as possible here, 
and leave less to compel us to undo 
over there. That life is a progressive 
me, as Is the life on earth. They are 
<qch cond:tloned upon the spirit This 
raturai life in the spirit 1b what en- 
ffiused the early Christians and made 
them brave to meet martyrdom, and 
Jie same has lately been demonstrated 
t> exist with the Japanese, who have no 
fear of death.

“The resurrection Is immediate and 
tho spirit self is your dual self in exact 
similitude. ‘If there is no resurrection 
if the dead then is Christ not risen; 
X Cor., 15:13).
/‘Paul realized that Jesus could not 

'v UPreBs an unnatural law. Mankind 
| must have been and must be resurrect- 
I cd or Jesus could not have been. His

' 1 t. . . ;v."y. . .A Tale of Cosmic multiplication
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I have rarely been bo interested—al
most' thrilled,—by a thought new to me, 
as by an article in the North American 
Review for May, by Sir Oliver Lodge, 
the well-known English scientist. The 
article is headed “What Is Life?” but 
the title is a clear misnomer, almost a 
joke, for he makes no pretense at an 
answer to own query. The reader 
vsill know no more about “life” after he 
finishes the article than he did before, 
But, all the same, the article rings with 
a truth for me that has evidently been 
one of Nature’s dearest secrets in’her 
wondrous creative processes. Sir Oli
ver might appropriately have headed 
his article “A Tale of Cosmic Multipli
cation," but as that did not occur to 
him I will preempt It for' my present 
use. Of course the learned ex-presldent 
of the Society for Psychical Research is 
not responsible for anything more than 
the text for this sermon, but for that 
text he should receive the thanks ot 
every student of Nature.

Every school-boy of the eighth grade 
knows that matter—which, is Nature's 
li’/leaf to hide her nakedness—Is com- 
yosed of molecules. And a molecule is 

| fn its-turn, a friendly gathering of cer
tain units that have a liking for each 
other. The learned scientist may 
know all about units and atoms, but 
the rest of us mingle only with mole
cules as we walk through life. And 
everything we know, and even think, 
is just a gathering and blending of 
these molecules, And at this point we 
face the great truth I find in my text. 
When units . enter into married life 
apd become one molecule they don’t 
settle down into a silly young couple 
that thinks all the world of itself, and 
almost nothing pt its neighbors, but, on 
the contrary, they are anxious to make 
friends with as many as possible wil
ling to row hard and pull together in 
the same direction.

't he school-boy knows that Nature 
has softie very singular methods of 
manufacturing the various articles she 
produces in her factories. For instance, 
here is a unit ot hydrogen posing as a 
most worthy and respectable cosmic 
citizen, and admired by all her ac
quaintances. Her next door neighbor 
Is an estimable unit of oxygen. They

then there are new conditions that must 
and will produce new effects, for Mass 
has been added to Mass until the col
lective molecular energy seems trans
formed into a radio-activity so vast 
that a whirl in the .ether is created 
which outreachea the furthermost plan
et There, for tho first time, the sci
entist discovers energy at work without 
exhaustion, which is an impossibility 
in any less accumulation of Mass. 
Watch the mere vibrations of that mo
lecular Mass, note their vast range, and 
you presently discover not only the 
heat, light, electricity, etc., which we 
now register and use, but the student 
now perceives that Life-itself is but a 
product of sufficient Mass UNDER 
CERTAIN CONDITIONS, in other 
words, that it is just an effect, like all 
the rest.

Intelligence and energy act upon and 
through substance in proportion to 
Mass. There is the Mass vibration we 
call “zero,” because it is our limit of 
perception in that direction. In the

estlng, and if his wife .wilt let him 
alone for another hour onr two ti.-*.that
dreamer fancies he play., fidi out some-

Dr. Peebles, Returning From His Lec
ture Tour Through England, Scot

land and Wales, Is Interviewed.

Question,—How long were you ab
sent, and where did you spend most of 
your time?

Answer.—I was absent about three

thing. vi
But on thia occasion Àie pianeta 

entile and he goes tìà dreaming. And 
presently he sees, oj&thlnkd he sees a I months, enjoying the ocean passages 
lot of these elementicrowdssiassociating | exceedingly. I am never seasick. It is
with another crowd that lar not so se- the ocean that rages and rolls at times, 
lect. In a word, the- gathering seems but not my stomach. Seasickness, like 
to him in his dream iHlre a little of most other sickness, is a bad habit, 
everything, and to grow largerand larg- i Bpent most of TOy tl e Jn Londoil) 
er, till he calls it a Mass. _ And the big- and though smoky and foggy, it Is pro- 
ger it grows the mane plainly he sees nounced healthy, and is a world of it- 
that every individual molecule, whether self. Samples of every nationality 
of element or otherwise, is full of pow- race or tribe may be found iu this city 
ers that are unexpressed, and cannot of cities. When not off in Scotland

A-—Though comparisons are 
ered “odious,’’ I venture to say 
ranges along a higher vibration.

consid- 
tuat it 
It has

Eye bight can be Streugtheued, »nA All 
forme of ikiueaaed Kycu Cured with« 

out Cullili g or Örußifiug,

Dupreme mission of life was to demon-' 
Etrate that resurrection; but it has 
jbeen held that He was the first resur- 

(■ rected, and without him could not have 
f been this rising from pie dead.
: “No wonder Paul said: ‘If in this life 

only we have hope in Christ, we are of 
all men most miserable.* (I Cor., 
15:19). No, we need to have the facts 
ot resurrection demonstrated by every 
possible spirit. With the record of 
only, Jesus being arisen and reappear
ing, the people of earth have grown 
materialistic. Now with this being 
domonsUated by hosts of our loved 

jones, mapKlnd is growing to, be spirit
ualistic. This' is restoring and demon
strating the true Christ, and is unfold
ing our ability to demonstrate that the 
Spirit of Qod dwelleth in us, and causes 
us to rule our spirits and not be defiled 
ty the lusts of the flesh.”—Pittsburg 
leader.

make eyes at each other, but nothing 
comes of it, and nothing would come 
of ft through all eternity except when 
a second hydrogen damsel begins to 
flirt with the same young oxygen; The 
result is not exactly bigamy or mormon
ism, for all three of them immediately 
disappear, and nothing is left but a 
drop ot water, though the scientist can 
coax them apart again if he so choose.

This, so far, Is but the old and well- 
known truth of the composition of mat
ter by the blending of units in differ
ent proportions Into molecules. But 
after this blending there is something 
left which did not blend, and this is 
the tale which the learned professor has 
to tell us, and which I am now tailing 
for my text. We know that the atom 
of hydrogen had within Itself, all ready 
for use, the power to blend with an at
om of oxygen, just as the atom of oxy
gen had the power to blend with two 
atoms of hydrogen. The point we had. 

| not noticed, and which the professor 
now points out, is that there is a furth
er power possessed by those atoms 
after they had seemed, and been be
lieved to be entirely satisfied with their 
union..

That water molecule has the power to 
tear apart atoms which have blended 
into other .forms, for instance,-as su
gar, salt, and everything'else whldh can 
be dissolved by its action. In other

other direction we have radio-activity < 
which destroys even when we attempt I 
to study it. Both alike are effects of < 
Mass. It becomes only a question of a ] 
sufficient aggregation of molecules, and 
any effect possible between zero and 
the fearful output of radium might be I 
marked on Nature's thermometer. 
Somewhere between those limits, at a 
point we score as, say, but ten degrees i 
on that thermometer, "life”, appears, 
just as heat, electricity, magfletism, and 
every other effect of Maps movement । 
appears when its points in vibration 
are reached.

Science has long noted that certain 
very unexpected effects appear in Mass 
as you increase or lower its vibration 
Ice, water, steam, gas are a mere mat
ter of changes of vibration of the same. 
Mass.

And the particular vibration at which 
the change takes place is called “a crib- 
leal point” by the,scientist. And I am 
now urging as ah idea that I believe 
is new to the world, that life itself is 
also an effect reached at a certain defi
nite “critical point."

If we choose to speak of the appear
ance and action of intelligence from 
molecule to Mass, from crystal to cell, 
as “life,” we may outreach humanity 
by a few degrees, more or less, but at 
each stage there will be these wonder
ful "critical points” to mark these 
changes outwrought by the mere vibra
tion of sufficient Mass. Given intelli
gence, energy and substance, their man- 
ifestqtlon will be in proportion to vibra
tion, and the vibratory movement will 
be in proportion to Mass.

We now can begin to realize what Na
ture is evolving in her planetary sys
tems. We see that the mere energetic 
movement of the particles of any sized 
aggregation of molecules produces or 
evolves certain effects that no man, 
without experience would deem possi
ble. That is a natural fact to be ever 
remembered. A still more important 
fact is that as the size of th<\ lump of 
molecules increases—as its Mass be- 

, comes greater—very different manifest- 
( ations become possible, so that the 

mere size of the Mass is really of vast 
Importance.

The work done by our sun would be 
impossible without his Mass. And, of 
course, other suns a million times larg
er may be, perhaps must be evolving 
effects as much greater than that of ra^ 

, dlum as radio-activity outspeeds the 
। vibration of a piece of burning coal.

be expressed until'tlieiMass has grown Manchester or Wales lecturing, I was 
a great deal bigger, daily in the literary department of the

So he dreams on and watches. And British Museum. Accompanied by a 
in one spot where there are a whole professor and an employe of the mu- 
lot of units tightly squeezed together he seurn, richly did I enjoy his reading 
sees, like a flash, a crystal make its from the clay cylinders, Hie boundary 
appearance. It was. the child of a stones, the inscriptions on the door- 
crltical point' for he could not detect stones of Nebuchadnezzar II., king ot 

any preparation. It just came when Babylon; the lucid writings on the Tell 
there was enough Mass for intelligence El-Amarna tablets; the records of the
to show itself more clearly. So the defeat of Merodach Baladan in his in
crystal became the then highest ex- vasion of Palestine and siege of Jeru- 
pression of intelligence possible In that salem; the Assyrian tablets giving an 
Mass. : account of the creation, and the flood,

As he watched it seemed to him as etc. That the writer of biblical Gene- 
if every unit had two hands, a right gig borrowed extensively or thieved 
hand and a left hand, which in his openly from Babylonian history, there 
dream he called positive and negative, is not the remotest doubt.
and as the Mass spun foster and faster Q,—Did you do much lecturing in
the swinging of these Jiands in the these countries?
ti-lcity and magnetism,: pr sometimes A.—Every Sunday I was upon the 
scintillating as light and heat or grav- platform lecturing once or twice, and a 
itative attraction. . But as he portion of the time two or three even- 
dreamed on he felt sure, they were all Ings during the week. I went over the 
original properties of ttye unit, and the Atlantic waters to rest, and remained 
ether back of the unit, and that it was to work. It should be remembered that 
the growing size of the Mass that per- i first crossed to England in 1368. J. J. 
mitted this unit play to be perceived Morse, uneducated in the schools, was 
by his sense, then just developing into trance medl-

He saw the Mass, keep growing larger umshlp. He is now a noted writer, lec- 
and larger, as units kept, coming from turer and editor. During the winter I 
the ejiier, till he noticed Jn his dream, delivered the first course of Sunday 
that in the greater whirl many of the evening lectures upon Spiritualism ever 
molecules pressed less closely on the given in that country. There was no 
center, So he dreamed that they sur- organized society of Spiritualists then 
rounded the Mass most compressed in London. Now there are over twen- 
and became its atmosphere. Continu- ty holding regular meetings.
ing to look, in his vision he saw the in- q.—How about the Spiritualist liter-
telllgence in the Mass now expressing ature of these countries?
itself as mineral at the core, but be- a. They write and publish much 
coming liquid, and even yet more free each year, yet I noticed no very large 
as atmosphere, but still Mass to its out- recent volumes. Neither Scotland, 
most “gases,” as he called those danc- Wales nor Ireland prints a Spiritualist 
ing units. Journal, but England publishes three:

Now another “critical point” was Light, London; The Two Worlds, Man- 
passed, for he saw a new effect when Chester, and The Spiritualist, Bradford, 
the Mass began to push out from with- i am unable to Bay how liberally they 
in, a new expression of .the unit’s inher- are supported.
ent power which could not peep out The progressive lyceum work is far 
before. And he dreamed that it w*s in advance of what it is in America, 
“protoplasm,” and hqiS.called it “cell There is more enthusiasm. Never did 
life.” And because tpo Mass was now i witness such order, system, drilling, 
large enough to peripit the unit to so marching and chain-variations during 
far satisfy its longings, that cell multi- callsthenic exercises as I saw in Glas- 
plied, and the collected units, spinning gow, Scotland. Those who got up their 
round in the ether, beyameiqjworld. In lyceum and service were honorable and 
bis dream he saw that vegetable life broad-minded enough to make extracts 
and animal life had [pow -appeared on from our best writers, giving them due 
the outside of this last, “critical point,” credit The children of the lyceum 
although they had tgen latent in the connected with the Birmingham Ethical 
unit from its beglnnjpg, pad in the and Psychical Society, have an elegant 
ether from which that >3 unit had decorated card entitled “The Four-fold

more of a religious trend, and so socie
ties are more substantial and perma
nent. Old hives do not send out mew 
swarms so often. Frequently with us 
In our cities H a man gets a psychic 
spasm, or a woman feels a chill down 
her spine, they leave the older society 
and start up a new one. This affords a 
field for leadership. Hades is doubtless 
crammed with would-be leaders. If 
such cannot occupy the highest seats 
in the synagogue, and so rule, they will 
often seek to ruin. Though this may 
be “speaking out loud in meeting,” I 
must use my “gift” in this direction in 
order to have it increased a hundred, 
fold.

The orthodox world is not thinking 
or talking so much just now about the 
phenomena of Spiritualism. These are 
quite generally admitted by the intel
ligent to be true; but they are watching 
and waiting to see what effect this pro
fessed angel-converse and these spirit- 
messages have had and are having up
on the lives of Spiritualists. They nev
er tire of tossidg at us the text, “By 
their fruits shall ye know them.” Real
ly, are we any more conscientious, 
more benevolent, more truthful, more 
temperate, more charitable, more 
prompt to pay our honest debts, more 
forgiving, more trusting, more fraternal 
in spirit, and more sweet and tender in 
'social life than our orthodox neighbor? 
Upon the whole, I think perhaps we are, 
but possibly I am too prejudiced in fa
vor of Spiritualism to be a competent 
judge.

Q.—I see that a writer in the Banner 
of Light charges you with "hedging,” or 
modifying your views upon obsession. 
Is this correct?

A.—"Hedging" is not one of my ac
complishments. Every sentence in that 
book upon the "Demonism of the Ages 
or Spirit Obsessions" that came from 
my brain and pen, I strenuously stand 
by, and the unjust effort made in cer
tain quarters to hold me responsible 
for what others wrote for the book, is 
as unmanly and unwomanly as it is 
unspirltual.

I am just in receipt of the Harbinger 
of Light from Australia, and I sec by 
this issue that the able editor, W. H. 
Terry, takes precisely the same view 
of the fact of obsessions by unde
veloped or evil spirits, that Is taken by 
uineteen-twentleths of Spiritualists who 
have given this subject thought and a 
thorough Investigation. These are some 
of hls verbatim words: “The spirits

That the eyes can ba strengthened so that eye 
glasses c^n be dispensed with In the great ma- 
loritv or cases, bus been proven beyond a doubt, 
lythe testimony of thousands o' people who 

have been cured by that 
wonderful little Instru
ment called “Aethiu.” Ac- 
tlua also cures sore and 
granulated lids,Glaucoma, 
Iritis, etc., also removes 
Cataracts and Pterygiums 
without cutting or drug
ging. Over seventy thous

and of tho Actlnas having been sold, thereforelt 
is not an experiment but an absolute fact. The 
following letters are but samples of those that 
are received daily:

Mw. M, E. Champuoy, 242 West 135th St. New 
York City, writes: The “Actina” cured ma of 
Iritis, after the doctors said there was no cure 
outside an operation. 1 have been entirely well 
ioroverfour months, can see to read and sew as 
well as before. I can honestly recommend “Ac- 
tina" for all afflictions of the eye.

Emily Kapp, 1920 Galena Street, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, writes: The “Aetlna” I purchased 
from you a year ago saved my brother's eye
sight. My brother was near-sighted, wore num
ber five and six glasses, and now he can go to 
school aud do all his work and study without 
glasses. 1

E. It Holdbrook. Deputy County Clerk, Fairr 
(qx, Va., writes: “Aetlna” has cured my eyes 
so that I can do without glasses. I very seldom 
have headache now, and cun study up to eleven 
o’clock after a hard day’s work at the office.

Actins is not a drug or lotion, but\ a small 
pocket battery, which can be used by old and 
young with perfect safety, us it is impossible to 
do any barm with Actina. Every member of a 
family can use the one Aetlna for any form of 
disease of the Eye, Ear, or Throat or Head. 
Aetina will last for years, and is always ready 
for use. Actina is sent ou trial postpaid.

If you will send your name and address to the 
New York and Loudon Electric Association, 
Dept. 842N., $28 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo., 
you will receive absolutely FIlEE a valuable 
book, Prof. Wilson's Treatise on the Eye and on 
Diseases in General, and you can rest assured 
that your eyes can be cured, no matter how 
many doctors have failed.

Ganger Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS.
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Ekin and Female Diseases. W rite 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address fl

DRi BYE, Broadway« Kansas City, Mo.

NEW INVENTION I
Write fur new booklet, HprclaJ Offer thia taoofh. Our

Quaker FuldlDg Vapor Bub Cibioru, Uarit 
produced. Extrjlodj ddlghUd, Eujoj atirrjbody ddlghud, Eujoj at 

ch all the mrvelouicleaudng.
luviuoradug, curative effects of Hie fainoua 
Turkish Batin. Open the 6,000,000 skin 
pores, purities the entire system. Ileata Hot 
Springs. Prevents disease. Saves Dr, bills. 
Cured thousauds. Nalare’s druglew remedy 
tyr eoltb, grip, rheumuUsin. arbe«, point, 
blood and skin disease«, Kidney trouble 
children's disease» and fmaie Ills. Guaran
teed. Sent mW days* trial.

« tnootb. ««Jeimea, manager«, general agvuta. IDÔÿ proflu 
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Cast from your hearts all the IU he has 
done,

Meet him with festival, music and 
wine.

Btrip from his form all his rags o£ dis
grace.

Lave in pure water his travel-stained 
feet;

Bear him with honor and joy to his 
place,

Cleansed from the soil of his man
hood’s defeat.

Bend to him; pour him and praise him 
the cup, 

> Set a rich crown on the sin-abased 
, head!

Swift from the dust raise his purity up.
Is he not living, our son who was 

dead?
, Draw down the curtains and shut out 

the night—'
There was a wild face looked in 

thro’ the pane—
fiiaggard and famished, world-troubled 

and white,
■ Pinched by the north, wind and 

drenched with the rain.
: Bound the loud music, let laughter be 

heard,
Fill high the cup and let none pause

I to hark—
i Duly an echo—a sob or a word
I From that wan woman shut out in the 
I dark!
। (Who? Hush! be silent. What matters 
, the rest?

Would you dare claim her, your 
daughter or mine?

(Were she the infant that slept on our 
■ breast

Leave her unsaved—with the husks 
and the swine. ■

- BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.
Oak Park, Bl.. 'i;. "

words, as you added molecules to each 
other, forming what the scientist calls 
“Mass,” you were discovering or un
covering a power entirely latent in the 
atom though active in the molecule. 
The mere increase in the size of your 
“Mass”thus evolves powers that are of 
tremendous import in the process of 
creation. This addition and multipli
cation of the atoms—this celestial arith
metic— unlocks ope of the greatest 
mysteries of life itself, as we shall 
presently see, although it by no means 
tells us what life is.

Now-instead of talking about hydro
gen, oxygen and so forth, let us keep In 
mind that back of the blended mole
cule is the great fact that Intelligence, 
energy and substance are always pres
ent, inhering in every unit, but exhib
iting themselves in proportion to Mass. 
For instance, every blending, whether 
of liquid, solid or gas, contains all three 
and their manifestation will depend not 
only on the first attraction of atoms to

Necessarily, the mortal is. limited in..his 
conceptions by hls ¡sense limita.- Thus , 
the power of Mass may evolve vibra
tions almost infinitely heyond those of 
electricity and radium, but we have no 
words—not even thoughts—by which 
to express such powers, save as we 
may, perhaps, think of our own known 
forces as still manifesting, but in high
er octaves. The greater Mass will sure
ly evolve a greater electricity. And it 
my claim that "life” is also only an 
effect of sufficient Mass at a certain 
rate of vibration be acknowledged as 
a natural fact, then it follows that the 
higher conditions produced by greater 
aggregation of Mass will and must 
evolve something vastly superior to 
what we know as "life."

We acknowledge that consciousness 
is an effect of “life” which ultimately 
exhibits in humanity as self-conscious
ness. Just for a moment we pause
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{There is never a time of grim despair 
But faith will at last prevail,

[There is never a day that is full of care 
But trust will uplift the veil.

. [There. Is never a burden that welgheth 
sore

But laughter WRI make It light, 
[There is never -a sky all clouded o'er 

But a smile will make it bright.
[There Is never a night that is full of 

fear. *
But hope will make it calm, 

[There is never a life that is dark and 
drear

. But love will bring it a balm- 
—Exchange.

“Tho Constitution of Man.”. By 
Elizabeth Towne. Gives a clear .and 
practical presentation of advanced 
mental science and embodies many new 
and original Ideas, ■ and the fullest 
teaching extant as to the nature, con
trol and direction of desire. Price 50a

“Success, and How to Win it” A 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B.' F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction: Courtesy; Kindness 
find Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 cts.

each other, but will differ as more and 1 
more molecules aggregate into a larger 1 
and larger Mass. We don’t even per- ! 
ceive in the first mating of atoms the 
separation into solids, liquids and gas
es. There must be a great collection , 
of those units and atoms before even 
our most sensitive instruments can tell ' 
us of any change that is taking place. 
To illustrate, here is a ball ot matter 
we can handle. It is composed of at
oms and molecules we call “lodestone.” 
Those most compressed we call solid. 
Those least so we recognize as exhibit
ing attractive force, and actually 
whirling round that solid core, and out 
into space. These finer particles would 
constitute what we call an atmosphere, 
but the Mass of that ball cannot hold 
them from rushing right out and away 
from the center. Here is where we 
first discern the importance of Mass. 
Add more and more of that so-called 
solid matter and we have at last bod
ies large enough to fly through space 
with orbits of their own. We notice 
that meteorites and asteroids are such 
bodies, but we soon perceive their lim
itations.' None of them has enough 
Mass to hold these finer particles as an 
atmosphere for its own use, and con
sequently its intelligence, substance 
and energy could not manifest as life, 
for life can only appear amidst the less 
solid particles of Mass which. we call 
atmosphere. Retain them, and you 
might possibly have life, but to retain 
them you must have the attraction of I 
gravitation which depends upon Mass, j 
And there is not enough of Mass in 
meteors and asteroids to permit and 
hold any such family gathering of in
telligent forms.

Even our earth had a narrow escape, 
as its hydrogen atoms are constantly 
breaking the shackles of gravitation, 
and traveling out into space. So the 
first’great truth we find embedded in 
Mass is that a vast collection of mole
cules must aafeemble before any mani- 

• testation of what we call “life" could 
take place. Of course other conditions 
than mere-Mass may be necessary, for 
we know that life such as ours would 
still be impossible on some planets with 
more Mass than our little earth. But,

here to recall the fact that Increase of 
Mass does not exhibit its changes as 
ounce by ounce, and ton by ton the ag
gregation increases, otherwise the ele
phant having more Mass should be fax 
more intelligent than the ant Nature 
advances by critical points at which she 
suddenly exhibits the change she has 
been preparing as she added Mass to 
Mass. >

We have but so far touched the 
fringe of the mighty thought that lies 
embedded in Mass. For Mass is all 
there is. It is the blended expression 
of intelligence, energy and substance, 
and is really the finite expression of 
infinity. When we talk of “life” being 
evolved as one of its steps, just as 
electricity and radium are manifested 
by energy, we are insulting no Godhead. 
For these wondrous changes are the 
great nameless Creative principle and 
power working in its own way, which 
becomes manifest to mortal sense in

air the same, the mere accumulation of

emerged. ' Pledge.” Children and youths con-
The dreamer still ¿reamed on, for it nected with this lyceum pledge them- 

seemed to him that vlsiqn was giv- selves to “abstain from all intoxicating 
ing him the key to many mystery, at drinks, from using tobacco, from all 
least in his dreams. Jie coiild see intel- forms of gambling and from all profane 
ligencs, with vast energy, pushing this language.” The pledge 1b splendid, 
manifestation of “llf^y out, trough sub- May it be practiced to the letter.
stance, and into “congciouqness,” and Q.—is there as much fraud under the 
at each .step nothipg^seem.^l lost, but name of spirit mediumship in. those 
everything' gained, jj, Th^g: electricity countries as in ours?
flashed, intp. light^and hefti, as \before, A, This .is an inquiry that I am not 
for .iWuhU'was .contyni^fjjlte.^ 'oompetent to answer. That there have 
dance;'and the waving of; itS.-twa hands, been and'are vile, shameful, wicked 
But now there was added a “conscious- frauds practiced among us in the name 
ness” that grew and grow, affecting of spirit mediumship, no honest, well- 
substance in its form and its powers informed man will dispute, for these 
by a process which the dreamer called villains have been caught with their 
“evolution.", ‘ phosphorized muslin toggery on their

It was’ here he learned the wonderful persons, and some of their wigs are 
lesson of “critical points” which meant still held as trophies of their frauds, 
something fiew and unexpected peeping What can be more daring, more terrible 
out whenever there v^as a Mass of suf- than trickery in the name of immortal- 
ficient size.' He had watched in hls ity? Spiritualists are learning, through 
dream the unit mating with unit, and deep tribulation, that it is indispensable 
yet always a potency left unsatisfied; to know something of the moral stand- 
that is to say, the new partnership, ing and character of mediums, espe- 
whether exhibiting Itself at certain crit- cially of traveling, tramp mediums, be- 
ical points as solid, liquid or gas, was fore trusting to the genuineness of 
always ready for yet'ahother step on- their manifestations. It Is often diffi- 
ward. And nothing more seemed re- cult to draw the line of demarkatlon 
quired to that end, at least in hls tween the genuine, with their good and 
dream, but a sufficient accumulation of pure influences, and the fraudulent, in- 
Mass. As he continued: to watch he fluenced by some clown or tricky life
saw- that wherever units gathered and long legerdemain actor while iu the 
blended into Mass there "was always flesh—now a spirit. These obsessing 
“form,” and intelligence using that flemoitlike spirits often take on great, 
form to its own end. ■ Then he per- flaming names, prophesying and prom- 
ceived that the more solid the matter ¡sing much, yet doing little unless to 
the less manifestation of intelligence deceive., 
seemed present And then the dreamer it gave me great pleasure to meet 
who had discovered that at one “critical Walter Howell at Manchester, and 
point" life had appeared, and at an- again at Sheffield. He has been for 
other consciousness, now perceived several years the regular speaker at 
that in his own form intelligence had Birmingham Society, and it has greatly 
gained another step and become “self- prospered under his minlstratiohs. Mr. 
consciousness,” which ‘was watching Lucas, a solid, clear-headed and ethical 
and studying the powers of its own self- thinker, is the main financial support 
hood. of this society. The lectures of Mr.

But the dreamer grew very impatient, Howell in San Francisco and other

Mass, and in no other manner.
The scientist with die mighty''brow 

recognizes his own limitations. He has 
neither sense nor tool .that can give 
him facts outside the Mass he would 
fain study. So he lays him down on 
his couch, with a rug over him to keep 
him from catching cold, and proceeds 
to dream. He dreams of the-nameless 
“all in all.” In his dream he calls it 
“ether,” and endows it with the poten
tiality of everything ot which he has 
ever thought, including himself. But 
as “ether” it is beyond even dream 
analysis. He knows "it must contain 
Intelligence, energy and substance in 
potentiality, but he cannot even dream 
them into his own possibilities,' But 
somehow his dream flashes at a “criti
cal point” and he finds himself watch
ing units—specks, if you please—dart
ing hither and thither amidst that eth
er. That unit he recognizes as sub
stance, proclaiming its own intelligence 
and exhibiting its own energy. He 
perceives that no two units are alike, 
any yet, as he dreams, he sees each one 
seeking a mate, and thereby he discerns 
the eternal law that progress depends 
upon one becoming two. That critical 
point has evolved the one, intelligence 
and all, and by its intelligence it per
ceives its own need. That critical 
point was CREATION, and all that fol
lowed was evolution.' But the dreamer 
dreams some more and presently dis
cerns, or thinks he discerns that the 
unit mated into two is still unsatisfied.

Mass renders what we call “life” a pos
sibility, and without that quantity of
matter there will be no expression o£

. The two become a dozen, a thousand, 
Y « million, and the. dreamer calls them 
| an atom, and notes they are yet unhap-

intelligence such as we know and man- 
itest.

So much seems .reasonable and clear, 
based on a natural fact It is the next 
step which the writer would present 
as a new thought. The effect of Mass 
doesn’t cease with tho production of 
“life.” If the Mass bo increased till 
it would make a million of our earths,

py. But this unhappiness does not 
mean they are needing something new. 
It; only means they have potentialities 
and powers yet unsatisfied. This Un
satisfied crowd the dreamer calls an 
"clement,” by which he means lie can’t 
Imagine what that crowd is going to do 
next

His dream is really becoming inter

ALte&É&jrtâiftis

who hover about the, earth plane are 
not the elite of the spirit world, but 
those seeking to participate in the sen
suous pleasures of their earth-lives by 
associations with those of like disposi
tion; and when they have, through the 
acquiescence of the sensitive, obtained 
control, they are often difficult to get 
rid of. "Commercial spirits,” or those 
on the lower planes, may be clever and 
faithful to their mediums, so much so 
that when the conditions are unfavora
ble to produce legitimate phenomena, 
these spirits will co-operate and help 
substitute bogus ones."

And here is a hint from an old-time 
editorial Spiritualist, that when 
brought out more fully before Spiritual
ists may induce them to understand 
that there may be bogus spirits and 
fraudulent-inducing spirits as well as 
fraudulent mediums. This class of 
spirits were very wisely named by An
drew Jackson Davis—"Diakka.”

While in Boston a very cordial re
ception was tendered me at the resi
dence of Mrs. Soule, message-bearer 
for the Banner of Light, under the aus
pices of Mr. Irving F. Symonds and Mr. 
J. J. Morse. Among those present 
were the poet, Rev. Wm. Brunton, Dr. 
G. Lester Lane and other prominent 
Spiritualists. Miss Morse sang charm
ingly. Mr. Morse’s address was a 
model. The culinary refreshments 
were most inviting.

I also had the pleasure of personally 
meeting the illustrious seer, A. J. Davis, 
M. D., while in the city, in company 
with Dr. Lane.

I leave tomorrow morning for Stur-

TLe above is the number ot cue pres- 
ent issue of The Progressive Tbluker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right bond corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
data Keep watch of the number oo 
the tag of your wrapper.

gis, Michigan, to attend 
versary of the erection 
ualist Church-edifice in 
prairie city.

Q.—"What of Wales?’’

the 47th anni- 
of the Spirit- 
this beautiful

A.—In Merthyr Tydvil, Wales, I 
came in contact with some of the Welch 
revivalists, and stepping for the night 
with friend Davis just across the way 
from one of their chapels, their singing, 
praying, screaming, and agonizing kept 
me awake until twelve o’clock at night. 
The favorite motto of Emma Hardinge 
Britten, was, “God understands." God 
may have understood these Welch 
prayers and they may have gratified
Him, but they were a pest and 
ment to me.

On Sunday I lectured twice 
Welch society of Spiritualists, 
sang in Welch.

a tor-

to a 
They

UNCOOKED FOODS
And How to Live on Them—With 

Recipes for Wholesome 
Preparation.

Proper combinations and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food 1b best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mra. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatability of 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

It will simplify methods of living— 
help to settle the servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Price 31.

A Study of
Elizabeth -Barrett Browning.

, By Lilian Whiting,
Author of “The World Beautiful,” “Kate Field.” 
‘•After Her Death,” “From Dreamland Sent,” etc. 
With portrait. 16mo. Cloth, gilt. Price 11.25. The 
writer of thia “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning” 
has thrown the book into five chapters, with sub-titles 
a» follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. “Summer Snow of Apple 

Blossoms;” Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends in the 
Unseen. r

LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Friend;
Vita Nouva; “One Day, My Siren.”

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; Tn Casa 
Guldl; Florentine Days; Walter Savage Landor.

ABT AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 
Clasped Bauds; Kato Field’s Records; Mra* 
Browning’s Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Laws; Modern Scientific Thought; The Consider* 
atloo of Genius.

Tor Salo at this office.

for the tools which he dreamed he had parts of our country a number of years 
evolved and called his “five senses," ago will be remembered only as having 
.were clumsy and imperfect. But once been clear in expression and rich in 
I again he discovered it was a question philosophy. Mrs. Howell Is a native of 
of Mass. The core of the Mass was too this country. Come home, my chil- 
Bolid tor his "Belf-consciouBnesB" to dren! «•
^work in aid use. When it became liq- Q.—How does the Spiritualism of 
uid, conditions were a little better, England compare with movement in 
though little but monsters were able to this country?
be evolved by Intelligence. A step for
ward and he saw the Mdss become gas-

caUai‘'at“^Pliere," in ,ived altogether in his new form.
which intelligence evolved the, fonn of < Watchlng wUia both forms were in 
manhood, and first gained its self-con- extstence the dreamer saw, or thought 
aCm^Dj88' ■ ■ . « » fee saw that while living in two formsThe dreamer was qoW struggling for mjgbt be progress it was not happiness, 
a yet greater manifestation of his in- por eacjj was cumbered and confused 
^e^5en(ìe• 860 « m<^e’ by the other. So he perceived that
and hear more, and think more,Tor the. wben gg0 was released by the dropping 
eternal unit was yet . unsatisfied. It to plece6g of old form he presently 
still had powers it nad not been able encountered more “critical points.” But 
i? «J* needéd m<M Mass, but at.each step it was always a question

0 t^® '®r®an^r was that Mass, for the more Mass the greater
the Mass was becoming va§ter than he the power.
could grasp, ovenin Dis dfèhm. It was now the dreamer noticed that

He presently dlscenied that where jjy ¡ast Accumulation of Mass elec- 
his five senses found théW limit was trioity and light and heat seemed to 
another critical, pSInt. JThere was change their nature, while new forces. 
Mass, Plenty of it, ribre of it than ever jor wblch he had no name, were mani- 
bef?r0> It8 “tote ad molecules were testing around him. And with these 
still further from the. solid. So he Dew- £orces burst out new life, taking 
areamed that beyona this^làst critical new form for the indwelling Ego. The 
point was still foriti, for self-con- creamer was' here obliged to cry 
sciousness cannot “Manifest without •■enough,” for he could bear no more.
ÍIU11!. ft was °'d form But at every step, as he looked back, 

_with its five senses.-‘ It .was from a saw ¡t ¿ad been' always a result of 
different part of thè: Mass, and there- Mass growing larger and larger, for 
fore with new sens®, ¡ana a ' higher even yie tumble unit had contained 
self-consciousness.J within itself vast potentialities and
In his dream lie saw the old form powers that only needed association : 

and the new had famt possibilities of with Its fellows to enable him to be- 
touching each other ’at just a few come manifest and active. I

• points. He perceived that where the The dreamer confesses to himself 
old form was slightly, sensitive to the that he can conceive of no limit—no 
new in a manner the old sense could “critical point”—beyond which lies ex- 
not express, the mòrtaVcalled it clalr- hausted power, for every unit is itself 
voyance and intuition, because not one but a manifestation of infinity. .
of his five senses could tèli the talé. When the dreamer woke he had 

It was now the dreamer thought ho learned- the lesson that Creation is an 
: saw that this lost step -past a "critical impossibility, and even theologically un

point" left the Ego with two form per- necessary, for the great UNKNOWA- 
sonalitles, one on one side the point and BLE is absolutely complete. Hi§,evcry

■ cne on the other, both ¡existing at the .manifestation is through Mass, where- 
same time, and having occasionally by intelligence can alone exhibit its 
some faint connection.-, Still when the mighty power. And this is tho Tale ot

■ mortal form could'not maintain itself .the Cosmic Multiplication Table.
any longer they called "it "dead.” It CHARLES DAWBARN,

• ¡soon dropped apart, and then tho Ego San Leandro, Cal.

While over the water I visited that 
distinguished scientist and naturalist, 
Alfred R. Wallace. While in his libra
ry, I felt every, precious moment that it 
was good to be there. His hospitable 
home, Including his good wife, the 
scenery, the shrubbery and flowers, 
many of them from oriental lands, were 
all entrancingly beautiful. Dr. Wal
lace’s firm stand for Spiritualism, and 
his moral bravery in the diffusion of it, 
have endeared him to millions upon 

i millions of English-speaking and Latin 
people. Upon the whole, though my 
labors were extremely arduous, I richly 
enjoyed this visit to England, meeting 
as I did, with the anti-vaccination club, 
with the anti-vivisection dub, and lec
turing before the Psycho-Therapeutic 
Society as well as one of the Vegetarian 
„societies.

The Psycho-Therapeutic Journal pub
lished my address in full.

Heartily thanking the Spiritualists 
and liberallsts of these far-away coun
tries for the receptions given me, and 
the personal kindnesses received, I left 
with the promise of returning again 
within two or three years.

UaUAMET Hls Birth, Character and 
jiUiTIyJIiE 1 Doctrine. By Edward Gib
bon. This is No. 6 ot tho Library ot Liberal 
Classics. It Is conceded to be historically cor
rect. and so exact and perfect in'every detail as 
to be practically beyond the reach of adverse 
criticism. This work will be found intensely 
interesting. Price. 25 cents.

"Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the'well-being ot 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, generàl readers and students 
of occult forces, will find instruction of 
great value and interest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative, plates. 
For säe at this office. Price, postpaid, 
85. It is a wonderful work and you will 
|M> delighted with IL

“After Her Deatn. The Story ot à 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind, that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book, beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas ou the finer and 
ethereal;phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the "mind onward into the purer atmos
phere : of . exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for < the higher , life. Price, 
doth, <1., • ? ’'
- "The Jesuits.” : By Rev. B. F. Austin, 
A. M‘, B; D. An excellent pamphlet. 

1 Price 16. cents.............

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists of a course of lectures 
ttellvered In the trance state, and Is certainly no 
small ceutribntion to the study of the soul. It 
is a goou work to open the eyes to the difference 
between the deductive and inductive process of 
mind. Bound in cloth, tl. For sale at thia 
offlea

Your
INDUCE

Neighbor to Subscribe for Th« 
Progressive Thinker.

Now is the time to extend tho clrcula. 
Hon of The Progressive Thinker. It 
Will contain Occult and Splrltuahatio 
news wlth which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
cl matter so well adapted to enrich th« 
Blind. Send in a subscription now.

ns Proofs ot Life Alter Death
A Twentieth Century Symposium.

An assembly and collation of letters 
and expressions from eminent scientists 
and thinkers of the world, giving the 
strongest and best reasons known to 
the world to'day, as substantial evi
dence of the continued existence of the 
soul after death. Arranged under the 
several heads of Science, Psychical Re
search, Philosophy, Spiritualism. With 
a special contribution on Immortality 
from New Standpoints.

Compiled and edited by 'Robert J. 
Thompson, Late Special Envoy of the 
United States to the President of the 
French Republic.

A work of especial value, giving the 
i views of a large number of eminent 
| persons. Finely printed and bound. 
| Price $2. For sale at this office.

I Price. 15c.

I Or How. a Spirit Ad. 
I vanees in Spirit Lifo, m. By Mlchasf Faraday



Into the waste basket.
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 

, best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I Take due notice that Items for this 
Is alone responsible for any assertionsipage In order to insure insertion must 
or statements he may make.. The editor, contain the full name and address of the 

* . ........................... writer. Otherwise they may be cast
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;1Wb wiW fér tHs 
a pen or typewriter.

O

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAlNLY-r-We would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine tnat 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid woik, 
and it 1b essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all othej *e' 
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 

• less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out.. Sometimes a thirtyfilne 

■ Item is cut down to ten Unes, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes bo and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items ot those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 

. if we have not space to use them.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NA MB 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS I‘OR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

Isabella Powderly writes: "The En
glewood Spiritual Union will close its 
meetings the last Sunday in June. Do 
not forget the picnic to be held at Jack- 
son Park, north ot the German Build
ing, July 4. Everybody .cordially in
vited. We heartily thank those who 
have attended the meeting, and hope to 
see the interest renewed in Septem: 
her.”

J. W. Buchanan of Dallas, Texas, 
thinks that section of the state a most 
excellent locality for a good, honest test 
medium to labor in.

D. G. Hill writes: “At the Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society’s meetings on

Wo go to press early Monday morn
ing, henco communications intended for 
that current issue should reach thia 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

LYCEW.

Sunday, July ft E. 68; “Our Na
tion’s Büÿhdaÿi Anniversary.

Uli rir- • Ï •

An Impromptu Note From Mrs. Virginie 
Barrett,

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

On the Fourth of July, the Illinois 
-Ladles Sunflower Club will hold a bas
ket picnic on the grounds of the Minne
tonka Cottage, at Lake Bluff, Ill. A 
number of Chicago’s most prominent 
mediums will give spirit messages be
tween 2 and 4 p. m. Bring your lunch. 
Coffee, lemonade and ice cream served. 
Come and have a good time. Commit
tee: Mrs. Isa Cross, president, 540 E. 
55th street; Mrs. O. B. Wilson, vice- 
president, 2 E. 47th street; Mrs. Ella 
Bloom, corresponding secretary, 892 S. 
Turner avenue; Mrs. Frances Koehler, 
treasurer, 222 Irving avenue; Mrs. 
Belle Curtis, financial secretary, 615 
Otto street.

.; . Rev. R. Heber Newton says: "Relig- 
ioits faith Is finding its true foundations 

/ in the recognition of man as a spiritual 
being, a being who has had dominion 
over nature given to him as the child of 
a vaster spiritual being, the lord of all 

. life. The one belief absolutely essen
tial to ethics—Immortality—Is coming 
within the ken of a scientific demon- 

/ . stration. This is the potency and prom
ise of psychic research.”

What is science but the revelation 
of a new world different from the visi
ble one? When we see light and col
ors, they tell us of an invisible ether 
with particles vibrating with almost in
calculable rapidity; when we hear faint 
or loud'sounds, sharp or grave, they tell 
of the more or less ample and rapid 
vibrations of matter.

Mrs. May A. Price expects to be at 
Lily Dale Camp, New York, from July 
14 to the close of the season’s work 
there. She will be glad to arrange for 
work with other societies during the 
fall and winter. Address her at 423 
First street, N. E., Washington, D. C., 

. or at Lily Dale, during the season of 
work there.

Henry Melder writes: “Another year 
has passed, and I have been permitted 
to read the dear Progressive Thinker, 
and I hope I shall be able to do so the 
rest of my days. I am now 75 years of 
age, and what progress the paper has 
made since I first became a member of 
its many readers. You are doing a 
great work in driving out the fakes. 
You ought to have one million subscrib-

evening. In the course of Ids address 
Mr. Lobb affirmed that pome tour hun
dred and thirty “dead” people had man
ifested their presence to him, including 
his old and revered friend, the Rev. 
Charles Spurgeon, also Cecil Rhodes 
and Dan Leno. The Dispatch says: 
“Mr. Lobb impressed on his audience 
the fact that these people were not 
dead. ‘They want you to know that they 
are alive and keenly Interested in your 
affairs. They are living in the enjoy
ment of all. their powers, refined and in
vigorated.’ There was hope for all, 
for ‘on the other side’ there were my
riads of good spirits waiting to give, 
llght and point out errors. When he 
saw Lord Sliaftsbury he saw ‘the 
marks on his face’ It was a 'sad look

Gem of Thought:—“ t?
This glorlous’ilay wë celebrate,

This fourthj'çay qÇjluly;
For freedom and her vast estate, 

Our growi^ nee^'.supply.
Upfurl her Bttthdarâto the air,

The red, the'wbite) the blue, 
The strong, the purfe) the true, bo fair, 
. With strength oui( lives imbue.

For Information egneerning The Pro
gressive Ly^um.'r/authorlzed lesson 
sheet of the bJationgXBpirltualists Asso
ciation, addr^s Joliji W, Ring, Spirit- 
uallçt Teniplg, Galveston, Texas,

Ing face,’ but he was 
speaker, His mother 
‘John, I am glad you 
preaching hell-lire.’ 
plained that he used

glad to see the 
said to him: 
have stopped 

Mr. Lobb ex- 
to preach some

Sunday, June 18, the afternoon was 
given to short talks by Jas E. Coe and 
Mrs. Nora E. Hill, with messages from 
the latter, and for the evening the 
speaker, Dr. J. H. Randall, was at his 
very best and delivered a masterly lec
ture on Spiritualism. He was followed 
by Dr. MacFarland with short talk that > 
was much enjoyed, with messages by 
Mrs. Kittle Gifford. Our choir, with 
music and songs assisted in making the 
services most enjoyable. Our speaker 
for Sunday evening, July 2, will be Mrs. 
Nora E. Hill. This date will be the 
first of our series ot summer meetings, 
with open door; all welcome. The en
tertainment given by this society on 
Saturday evening, June 17, was most 
satisfactory in every way. This society 
will hold a grove meeting and basket 
picnic in John A. Robb’s grove, Lyons, 
Ill., on the bank ot river near the junc
tion of Ogden avenue and Joliet street 
car lines, the terminal of Ogden avenue 
line, on Sunday, July 9, 1906. Come 
with your lunch and enjoy a pleasant 
outing. Admission to grove 10 cents.”

The feeblest form of religious emo
tion is that "good” feeling which cer
tain supersensltive natures, chiefly 
among women, feel in a cathedral. 
"Subdued light, and magnificent archi
tecture, and devotional music appeal to 
their feelings In some transient fash
ion; but they return to ordinary world- 
linesB as they step out into the air. The 
‘cases’ of the revivalist differ trom 
these in the greater force of the origi
nal motion, and in the extent to which 
it is maintained by surrounding cir
cumstances and restrained from imme
diate escape in action. The subjects of 
it do not step out into the air; and the 
force-which has been excited obtains- 
no Immediate channel of operation, but 
is restrained until it produces an ex
plosion.”—Truth Seeker.

H. E. Pomeroy writes: "Jesus said: 
‘My words are spirit and they are life.' 
I am a Spiritualist, and Jesus of Naza
reth is the medium through whom I re-

terrible sermons on that subject. He 
replied: ‘Yes, Mother, you-used to prom
ise me it for breakfast, dinner and sup
per.’ (Laughter.) He was glad she 
she had come, and she said she had not 
seen the hell-fire she used to tell about. 
With Dr, Talmage he discussed a ser
mon the doctor had preached, and said 
fie wanted to ask him about ‘that bles
sed sermon’ against Spiritualism. The 
doctor confessed that if he were on 
earth now he would not preach it. 
Since he became a Spiritualist, Mr. 
Lobb continued, he knew the bible, ‘that 
blessed old book ’ better than ever be
fore; it was full of Spiritualism. In 
conclusion, Mr. Lobb expressed, the 
deep conviction that there was a 'bles
sed immortality in store.’”

Dr. Beverly writes, speaking favor
ably of the work of Prof. Hillis and 
Mrs. Dixon, who has developed a new

Mrs. Ella J. Bloom writes: “On the 
Fourth of July, the Illinois Ladies Sun
flower Club, auxiliary to the I. S. S. A., 
will hold a, basket picnic on the 
grounds of the Minnetonka Cottage, at 
Lake Bluff, Ill., beautifully located on 
the lake shore. A. number of Chicago’s- 
most prominent mediums will be pres
ent. A good time is assured to all. 
come and get acquainted, and have the 
good time of yo^r life. Tickets for the 
round trip 75 cents. Morning trains at 
8:25 and 10:30. A committee with tick
ets will be at the depot at the 10:30 
train Chicago & Northwestern railroad, 
Wells street depot, Tickets can.be had 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker; 
cn the North Side from Mrs, Belle Cur
tis, 615 Otto street; South Side, Mrs. 
Dr. Cross, 560 East 55th street. A 
handsome hand-painted chocolate set, 
pot and six cups and saucers, donated 
by Mrs. Cross will.be raffled Off on this 
occasion. Chances-oh tire same can be 
had of any member of the club, for 16 
cents. Bring your lunch, Sandwiches, 
coffee, Ice cream and lemohade for sale 
by the ladies.”

ers.”
Light, of London, speaks of the work 

of Dr. Peebles while in England: "Dr. 
Peebles had a series of crowded and 
enthusiastic meetings during his trip 
to the north. At Manchester, Glasgow, 

- Sheffield and Leeds he was warmly, 
welcomed and listened to with sympa
thetic appreciation. The Sheffield Dai
ly Independent, May 18th, gave a good 
report of his address at the Atterclifte 
Vestry Hall on the 17th Inst-., from 
which the following extract will be of 
interest to readers of Light. ‘Spirit
ualism,’ he said, ‘demonstrated the fact 
of a future conscious life. It gave the 
people knowledge for faith; it brushed 
■away the mourner’s tears; it taught 
mankind to live righteous, godly, and 
spiritual lives here on earth, and pre- 

-, pared them for the heavenly life to 
come. Every oojection brought against 
modern Spiritual manifestations might 

- be brought against the ancient manifes
tations recorded in the bible. There 
was nothing so uplifting to the human 
soul, said Dr. Peebles, as the great 
truth that ministering -angels were al- 

• ways about impressing and . inspiring, 
and seeking to induce men to lead 

■ higher and holier lives.’ ”
■ W. F. Schumacher writes: “The West 

Side German Spiritualist Society held 
its annual picnic at Reissig’s Grove in 
Riverside, June 18. A very elaborate 
programme had been provided, Sister 
Gartelman, Sister M. Schumacher and 
Brother Koeller, M. D., being the speak- 

. ers. Wm. Lynn, with many other me- 
diums, gave communications. Circles 

• were held on the grounds. While 500 
'or more in attendance were treated to 
a feast of spiritual food the physical 
body was not forgotten. When the nat
ural wants of man were satisfied, we 
were ready for the glories of the camp 
fire, which was celebrated In honor of 
the Indians.- Camp broke about nine 
o’clock, and everybody repaired to their 
homes. Remember the picnic of the

ccive the greatest spiritual light. For 
me, He has brought life and immortal
ity to life. I regard the better element 
among Spiritualists as the best expon
ents of His gospel that we have in the 
world to-day. I am sorry that Spiritual
ists (some of them) have imitated 
other sects and established a theologi
cal school and priesthood. I regard 
priestcraft, kingcraft and moneycraft as 
belonging to a very low order of Spirlt- 
-ualism, indeed, as antagonistic in a 
measure to sincere spirituality.”

Oscar A. Edgerly’s engagements as 
made for the coming year are as fol
lows: The last two Sundays of June at 
Hampden, Maine; July and August at 
Grand Ledge, Mich.; September still 
open; in October will visit .Minneapolis, 
Minn., and attend the N. S. A. conven
tion; November and December are still 
open for engagement, January, 1906. is 
engaged with the First Spiritualist 
Church of Pittsburg, Pa.; during Febru
ary he will serve the First Association 
of Spiritualists of Washington, D. C.; 
March and April are engaged by the 
First Spiritual Church of Baltimore, 
Md.; the first two Sunday of May he Is 
engaged with the Spiritualist society of 
Worcester, Mass.; first Sunday of June 
he is engaged with the society of Provi
dence, R. I. Mr, Edgerly Will be 
pleased to hear trom societies which 
have open dates in September, October, 
November and December, 1905, and in 
the last part of May and June, - 1906. 
Permanent address, 42 Smith street, 
Lynn, Mass.

E. Fries writes from Galveston, Tex.: 
"Our much beloved lecturer and teach
er, John W. Ring, who has been with us 
continually for nearly nine years, will 
leave us next Monday, June 19, for a 
short vacation; he will'be a month at 
theLos Angeles Park Camp-meeting; 
from there he will go through Colorado 
and lecture at different places, and then

JRising Sun Mission, on July 1, at the 
same grove. All are welcome."

J. W. Ring, n prominent leader in the 
ranks of Spiritualism, is now In Cali
fornia. He will lecture at the camp- 
meeting, near Los Angeles-

phase. She turns her back to the audi
ence ahdgjvqs each one a short reading 
from tbe'sound of their voice. Her 
daughter, the child medium, gives re
markable tests. Visiting mediums are 
present every Sunday and every visitor 
is promised a test. Every Sunday; pub
lic services from 3 to 10 p. m., at Ar
lington Hall, 31st street and Indiana av
enue. Dr. Beverly’s address is 44 East 
31st street. . .

W. J. Elmo writes: "The Spiritual Al
liance Church al 3514 Vincennes ave
nue, corner Cottage Grove avenue and 
35th street, will not close this summer. 
Meetings will be held at 3 and 8 p. m. 
every Sunday; short lectures, tests and 
messages by Mrs. May Elmo.- Mediums 
are invited to assist In the afternoon 
service. Mrs. Lora Holton has charge 
of music and choir. Our choir consists 
of fifteen girls and boys from 12 to 15 
years old, and receive vocal lessons 
each week at the expense of the society. 
They are highly praised -by the audi
ence. This society will hold. Its last so
cial of the season, Saturday evening 
July 8. All welcome.”

W. D. Livingstone writes from To
ronto, Canada: "We have at present 
serving our society, Mrs. J. A. Murtha, 
whom we consider to be one of the 
foremost, if not the very best, test me
diums on the continent of America. 
There is no fake, no make-up with her. 
Her tests are honest and hit home ev
ery time. There Is no half work about 
her. In fact, of all the many psychics 
who have served our society, we have 
had on very, very rare occasions her 
equal, but never her superior. She 
draws overflowing houses, and/ con-. 
verts nightly scores, of . investigators 
and curiosity seekers. We do not 
state this to puff her, but-as her just 
due, for ‘honor to whom honor is due.’ 
When writing this, it was not our inten
tion to give ner address, to avoid the 
appearance of tliistietter being an 'ad,' 
but we will give it in justice to her and 
societies, which, like ourselves, desire 
to engage fully attested first-class psy
chics, and in return for this.service, we 
ask sister societies to give us the 
names and addresses of slich psychics, 
whom they can as honestly endorse, as 
we do Mrs. J. A. Murtha, 24 Ann street, 
Toronto, Canada.”

-Maurgerfte Mac writes: “On Thurs
day, June 23, at 3019 Vernon avenue, 
the residence of Mrs. Jeffery, her regu
lar monthly social will take place. A

go to the Clinton camp and lecture 
there. We hope that the cnange of at
mosphere, change ot scenery and 
change faces will have a beneficial ef
fect on his health bo that he will come 
back bo recuperated that he can take 
up his work here again with pleasure 
The Spiritualists of Galveston will miss 
Mr. Ring very keenly, but their love 
and good thoughts will follow him 
wherpver he goes until he returns to. 
them and his old home.”

J. L. Cameron writes from Salt Lake 
City, Utah: “After' looking over the 
greatest of spiritual papers, .The Pro
gressive Thinker, which arrived at my 
home to-day, I reel strongly impressed- 
to say a word or two about those great 
books, Rending the Vail and Beyond the 
Vail, both of which I ordered from you 
recently, and which I have carefully 
read; Many people at the present time, 
in my opinion; are straddle of the fence 
on this question—don't know which way 
to jump. It those books ore true, and I 
can’t see for the life of me how any 
candid reasoning being after reading 
them can come to any other conclusion, 
then materialization is a demonstrated 
fact. We bave W. W. Aber, and may 
the angels bless and protect him, the 
instrument through which those great 
books were given to the world. Here, 
then, we have one at least who is hon
est,’ and I would say to every one who 
is interested in the great questions ot 
life and immortality, get those books. 
In conclusion, Brother Francis, never 
give up the fight on the frauds. I don’t 
call them mediums; their place is5 in 
darkest Africa, wnich if they don’t get' 
m this sphere, they certainly will in the 
next” - ■ ■

Under the heading "Interviews With 
the Dead,” the Edinburgh Evening Dis
patch, Scotland, devoted nearly a,col
umn to a report of what is call “a'welrd 
lecture,” delivered by Mr. John Lobb, to 

'Queen’s Hall, Edinburgh, the previous

stant. Come and bring the sick with 
you Sunday evenings. Good music."

Prof. Lockwood is now located at Ho
tel Victoria, Buffalo, ,N- Y. There are 
many regrets expressed that he will not 
be at Lily Dale this year. In the. past 
he has been one of its principal attrac
tions. He .has been engaged to lecture 
two months in Buffalo next year.

Letters will reach G. F. Perkins at 
Dimond, Alameda Cp„ Cal,

The New Era (Ore.) Camp-meeting.
To the Editor:—We are haying every 

Indication of one of The grandest camp
meetings on. the' , New Era camp
grounds during the.month of July ever 
held by the aBSoqiaiion. Many letters 
are coming to me daily from speakers, 
mediums and seekers for truth, as well 
as old and 'tried' SpIrltualisU^ asking 
about the meeting .and its .prospects, 
and they invarlabiy«pnish with the-dec
laration, “I aijy, comlpg."

Certainly hayg lovely grounds, 
good accomodations, splendid talent, 
lofty treps, pijre water—cverything'that 
is needed to rgake a.yamp-meeting what 
it should be, $111, found on the 
grounds, and purely, the people will be 
there in great ¡numbers.

Come everybody. > We want you with 
ub while the camp ;s in session, and 
will see to it that when the meeting is

I am. pleased to inform the friends 
that, with the permission of the City 
Board, I have been permitted to use a 
small part of Howard Park, public, tor 
Sunday meetings at 8 p. m.

In this way I am able to reach the 
public and be sure of an audience this 
hot weather. So far I have distributed 
nearly 100 spiritual dodgers, and a great 
many copies of our spiritual journals.

This work is important, and will re
sult in much good, We should all feel, 
as Spiritualists, that we have gained a 
victory in being allowed this privilege 
from our city officials. 1 feel that it is 
time we let down, the fences that sur
round us, and meet success in the same 
manner other churches do.

Let every city and town continue the 
good work and interest in the open 
parks, if they can do so with respect 
and dignity.

I have.named this meeting "The Flag 
Service," and indicated the place by a 
flag. .

Who will follow me in - this - new 
move? No canvas over our heads but 
the blue sky,. Every Sunday brings 
new faces. These meetings consist of 
singing, poems and Bible history, read
ing; invocation and discourse on our 
philosophy, and a collection from those 
around us.

Now, friends, le; us have more “Flag 
Services.” I am ready to lead, and 
open such meetings on reasonable 
terms, -

Not being able to donate to the “Me
diums' Fund,” I make this offer: I will 
send free a' copy of n?y song, “The 
Katydid," words in French and Eng
lish, to those who will inform me ' of 
their donation to' the N. S. A, Mediums' 
fund, or send it to me, together with 
two 1-cent stamps.

If dear friends, each tear that flows 
while I write, were gold, our darling 
workers would not want.

While my heart goes out to every one 
on the hew list of pensionsers, yet be
cause of having seen and heard one— 
Lyman 'C. Howe—and Sister .Belle 
Bush (wlibso beautiful poems I have 
often read to my audience, who re
sponded in a wave of sympathy). Can 
I not be permitted (for the Bake of 
these and others) to mall a song to ev
ery one who ,reads this? "Katydid” 
will sing to you in thanks for that act 
of goodness.

Do not forget to put your hands in 
your pockets for a dime! No! shall 1 
say dollar, instead? My little song is 
free as the angels' breath. Who wants 
one?

This hot weather, dear friends, these 
old soldiers need ice and comfort, and

A Remarkable Medium In California,
To the gditor:—I have thought 

Vroper to send you three letters re
ceived from Prof. Win. Denton through 
the mediumship of Chas. Frederickson, 
a young man, whom Mr. Denton is de
veloping for a scientific phase of 
thought. They throw considerable light 
on the problem of life. Mr. Denton 
tells me through the medium that he 
reads The Progressive 'thinker, aud 
was greatly interested in the debate In 
the Open Court on Obsession. He-had 
half prepared an article himself but did 
not complete it in time. Tne mediijm 
has a beautiful picture of himself with 
Denton, Franklin and Faraday as an au
reole around his head, taken by Wylie, 
the photographic medium of Los An
geles. I think great things may be ex
pected of Mr. Frederickson, as Frank
lin proposes to give to the world 
through him, a science of meteorology. 
He is able to foretell rain in exact 
amount a week beforehand. lie also 
Is a good telepathist, receiving mes
sages from his friends three hundred 
miles away.

I wish to remark also that Mr. Den
ton told me that the highest mentality 
that has ever come from the spirit 
world has come through Mrs. Cora 
Richmond, beginning at the early age 
or twelve, but that a medium will come 
who will be along the line of spiritual
ity what Mrs. Richmond has been along 
the ling of mentality. He also told me 
that wireless telegraphy would soon be 
an accepted fact, by having one medi
um at the end as a receiver. This band 
of spirits propose to do a great many 
things In scfehce through this-medium.

AMBROSE YOUNG.
Bakersfield, Col.

AN INFAMOUS LIEI

Told by the Catholics In Reference 
Our Martyred President, Abra- 

. ham Lincoln. ,

who can eat ice cream and know 
these are in want? Do not lose 
chance of doing good.

One more request of the friends 
love truth. I have placed in the

that 
this

who 
city

over you will,¿ay, ':ljm glad I went to 
the Spiritualist ,cai]jp-meeting at New 
Era, Oregon.” .. J,

The report fidmes to me that I would 
ignore speakers andijnediums from bur 
sister Btafe o^.California. This state
ment never w^s ma<U by me, and T will 
as president. Association extend,
to wofjtfii^tani peojffiejqf.,paliforni^,qv-. 
pry qpuftesy, X ppssjbly can. , We can 
offer no financial aid/ having used up in 
securing our talent all the funds we had 
in sight, but the latch-string is out to 
all, with a hearty invitation to come 
and see us and enjoy the spiritual feast 
we are preparing for one and all during 
our coming camp-meeting.

I am in receipt of some articles of 
fancy work, and' those who wish to sgnd 
in their donation may address, them to. 
me at New Era, Clackamas county, Ore
gon, as . wife and I will go to the 
grounds next week, to arrange hotel, 
clean up the grounds and be ready for 
the people when the camp-meeting be
gins on the 8th day of July. Camp- 
meeting takes in Sunday July 30. Ev
erybody come. REV- G. C. BOVE,

New Era Ore. President.
good time is expected for all psychics 
and palmists being present to give spir
it messages and readings. We expect 
a large.crowd on that evening, as Vio- 
letj her little Indian, is making an extra 
effort to let everyone have a good time, 
and she always makes the coffee so we 
always have a good cup of coffee with 
other good things.”

The religious atmosphere being full 
of the spirit of revival, the London Hos
pital takes occasion to allude to a few 
“plain duties of medical practitioners, 
to speak a word of warning in due sea
son, and to point out the evil tendencies 
of emotional excitement, to whatever 
causes it may be attributable, of by 
whatever name it may be called. The 
‘religion’ described by the apostle, ‘to 
visit the fatherless and widows .in their 
affliction, and to keep himself unspotted- 
from the world,’ is of a type distinctly 
superior to that which is said to be 
‘got’ at camp meetings and revivals.”

Owing ’ to a misunderstanding, we 
have one week open on our summer 
program, namely August 6 to 11 inclu
sive. Correspondence solicited with 
first-class speaker and descriptive me
dium; also would like to list one or two 
good phenomena mediums. Address 
H. R. LaGrange, secretary, Island Lake 
Camp Association, Brighton, Mich.

Mrs. Laura Smith Ellsworth is open 
for engagements as a platform speaker. 
She would like engagements in the mid
dle western states. Societies desiring 
her services may address her at 1825 
Curtis street, Denver, Colo. She is said 
to-be an excellent test medium.

Frances A. Shdldon, pastor of the 
First Spiritual Society of . Sjiokane, 
Wash., writes: “I have returned from 
my visit to Colorado where I, went on 
account of my health, last April. I am 
again at work, and while not as strong 
as formerly yet with ths help of the an
gel w.orld, I am fast regaining my usual 
strength. We have decided to estab
lish a table of literature believing that 
to-be a stepping stone to a library. We 
would like to correspond with anyone 
who will be willing to allow us a com
mission for selling their books. ■ Any 
donations will bo thankfully received. 
Address me at Hotel Symons, or A. B. 
Leonard, 1820 Buckeye avenue, Spo
kane, Wash.” . -

Correspondent writes: “St. -George’s 
Hall, 3337 State street, is just now a 
place of great Interest, conducted by L. 
H. Freedman, M. D., the well-known 
Australian healer. He spoke on Eth
ical Spiritualism, and sang, two very 
beautiful songs, 'The Choir Invisible,’ 

- and 'Just Send an Angel Down.' Miss 
Zazelle gave many messages, and all 
•were well received. Mr. Ellis then gave 
a demonstration of independent tele
graphic rifessages. People must come 
to.the hall to see this m order to' be-' 

. Heve. The Doctor then followed, and 
. asked for those who were .sick to come 

forward. He Bien made extemporane- 
cus diagnosis, never, tailing in one Im

FROM THE ORIENT.

The Japanese Spirit as Vividly 
trayed by Y. Ökakura.

Por-

library of South Bend, Ind., two books, 
"Encyclopedia of Death,” and “A Wan
derer in the Spirit Lands”; one, "Relig
ion of Man,” by Hudson Tuttle, in the 
public library of Indiafiapolis, Ind. 
Now I can place a few more books here, 
and elsewhere, and if anyone desires to 
aid in. this work, send me the books, 
and I will donate it in your name. Who 
will donate a yearly subscription to the 
Libray, of one pr more of our spiritual 
journals. This city library is ready to 
accept one of these publications, though 
this is one of the very pretty, but 
church-ridden cities of Indiana. Come, 
do something! Please address me at 
No 333 W.Colfaxe avenue, South Bend,

We have already more than once re
ferred to the real and practical nature 
of the Japanese belief in the survival 
of the dead. How strongly this belief 
animates the Japanese people is- well 
shown by a book recently published by 
Messrs. Constable, entitled “The Japa
nese Spirit,” by Y. .Okakura, whose 
brother K. Okakura, Kas written a slm- 
ilarlyx enlightening book upon “The 
Ideals of the East." In spite of the prev
alence and spread of Buddhism In Ja
pan, the old Shinto religion-still fur
nishes the groundwork of the national 

’psychology, of the innate character and- 
beliefs of the people. In “The Japa
nese Sjllrit” we are told that: ,

"When the father o£ a Japanese family 
begins a journey, of any length, the 
raised part of nis room will be made 
sacred to his memory during his tem
porary absence; his-family will gather 
in front of it and think of him, express
ing their devotion and love in words 
and gifts in kind * *-And if he dies on 
the field the mental attitude of the poor 
bereaved towards the never returning 
does not show-any ..substantial- differ
ence. The temporarily departed..will 
now be regarded as the forever depart-.' 
cd, but not as lost onpassed away. His 
essential self iq,everopresent, only not. 
visible. Dailysofferipgs and salutations 
continue in exactly the same way as 
when he was afisojit.ffor a time. Even 
in tiie mind of ilie modern Japanese, 
with-lts extremely-agnostic tendencies, 
there is still one corner sacred to this 
.Inherited feeling. - you could sooner 
convince an ordinary-European of the 
nori-existence of->a personal God. When 
it gets dusk every hind knows whither 
to wing its way home. Even so with 
us all wnen thqjnigh^ipf Death spreads 
its dark folds qygr„0UTi mortal mind.” .

This last simUp is vgry beautiful, and 
characteristicallg Japanese. But where 
the Japanese ar^aheq^ of us is in their 
cult of the absegt lining as well as of 
the present deaq,; TA-sy seem to regard 
the absent ona,gs t>eing psychically in 
connection with ¡iis Ijpme and friends, 
and who shall say that this Is not so? 
Indeed, persons absent from home have 
been known, during, sleep, to attend se
ances held in their hpmes, and to carry 
out promises thoa,'g[veu; an instance 
of this appears in Light for November 
1, 1902, p. 526, and. we would commend, 
the cult of the absent living to the at
tention of home circles and sensitives. 
—Light, London, Eiig.

Ind. VIRGINIE BARRETT.

UNITY CAMP.

Meeting Held In the -Interest of Organi
zation.

My 1.190S,
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The African Kola 

Pla NTlsNaluro’s Pos
itive Cure for HAY
FEVER and ASTHMA. 
Since Its reoent dis
covery this remarks 
bio botanical product vhk koiaplabt., , 
has come into universal use In the Hospitals oi 
Europe and America as an unfailing specific., 

fir. W.H. Holty. 317 4BtU Bt, Newport Ncwu, Vn., write» 
Jan. was a holplets invalid and was cured ot Hay-j 
Fovor and Abthwa, by Hlnial ya af terlB years’ sutTerlng, 
Kn.J. K. NordjU, otHiliCKy, Kona., writes Jan. WhJ 
had Hayfever ^nd Asthma for ton years and could geo 
no relief until cured by Himalya. Er. D. L. Go»mxj 180. 
Morris 8U, Pidl&dulphla, writes Jan. it th, Doctors did mo 
no good but IHmulya .cured me. Hr. W. F. Campbell. 
GtmooravLHo, N. H^ulso writes Feb. ttb, that 
cured kiaaon. Bov. Frederick F.WyaUi th© Doted Evan-| 
ftolbt of Abilop.e. Texas, writes April Utb, IfW, 1 never, 

ose an opportunity to recommend nimalyaasltcured 
rue ot Hay-fever and Asthma and have nover had anyi 
return ot the disease. I

Hundreds of others send similar testimony] 
proving Hlmalya a truly wonderful remedy. Ab 
ths Kola Plant la a specific constitutional cure 
for tho disease. Hay-fever sufferers should not 
tall to take advantage of this opportunity to 
Bsouro a remedy which will positively cure them. 
To prove the power ot this new botanical discov
ery. If you culler from Hay-fever or Asthma, wo 
will Bend you one trial case by mall entirely tree. 
It cotta you absolutely nothing. Write to-day to the 
Kola Importing Co., 1162 Broadway, New York.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS,

to.

The following story about Lincoln ap
peared inan account of the Lincoln cel
ebration by the pupils of the Immacu
late Conception School of Germantown, 
printed in the Catholic Standard and 
Times of Philadelphia, and reprinted in 
the Boston Pilot:

Father Moore made mention of a fact 
not generally known, namely, that Lin
coln was a Catholic, but owing no doubt 
to the scarcity of priests in Illinois, 
where Lincoln lived, and to his environ
ments, he drifted away from the faith 
of his fathers.

Father Moore stated that Father St. 
Cyr, an old pioneer priest of Illinois, 
and who afterward died at the convent 
of the Sisters of Saint Joseph in Caron- 
delet, St. Louis, Mo., told Fathers 
James McGill, C. M., of Germantown, 
and Thomas J. Smith, C. M., of Perry
ville, Mo., who paid Father St. Cyr a 
visit for the express purpose of finding 
out something about Lincoln, that Lin
coln was a Catholic.

Father St Cyr said that he often cel
ebrated mass in Abraham Lincoln's 
father’s house, and that young Abra
ham Lincoln, who was a boy then of 
some ten or thirteen years ofage, fre
quently served his mass.—The Chris
tian Register.

The committee appointed at the 
union meeting held in Lynn, May 5, for 
the purpose of discussing plans for the 
better organization of the spiritual so
cieties of Massachusetts, requested 
the different societies to send delegates 
to. a meeting to he held at Unity camp,' 
Sunday, June 8, a request which was 
very generally complied with. The 
meeting was held directly after the 

■conclusion of the noon service, and a 
goodly number of-delegates reported. 
The meeting was opened by Dr. Caird, 
chairman of the committee,’ who briefly 
stated the object of the meeting, after 
which remarks and suggestions were 
made by nearly all of the delegates, the 
sentiment being strongly in favor ot 
some movement tending to bring the 
societies of this state into a better 
working union than at the present time.

On motion of Mr. Hall, seconded by 
Mr. Ham,- a committee of' five (with 
Dr. Alex. Caird, chairman), Mr. Ham of 
Lowell, Mr. Fuller of Newburyport, Mr. 
Hastings of Brockton and Mr. Hall of 
Brighton, was selected to discuss plans 
during the summer months, and be pre: 
pared to'place such plans before the so
cieties for action in .October, when 
they shall come together again for the 
winter’s work. Amon$ the delegates 
present were Mr. Hall of Haverhill, Mr. 
Wright, Salem; Mr. Hastings, Brock
ton; Mr. Fuller Newburyport; Mrs. 
Bennet, Stoneham; Mrs. Szwahlen, 
Cambridge; Mr. Brown, Waltham; Mr. 
Hilton, Malden; Mrs. Scott, Cambridge; 
Mr. Taft, Salem; Mr. Jones, Lowell;

•‘Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated- 
“Age of Reason,"..^ndp, number of let
ters and discourses on „ religious and 
theological -subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. 'Price SL

‘‘.ä

Mr. Hall, Brighton, and Dr. Caird 
Lynn.

BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE.

of

If you-have a gray-haired mother 
In the old home far away, 

Sit down and write the letter
You put off day by day.

- Don’t wait-until her tired steps 
Rehch heaven’s pearly gate—

But show her that you think of her 
Before it is too late.

If you've a tender message, . . 
Or a loving word to say,

• Don’t wait till you forget it - 
But whisper it to-day.

Who knows what bitter memories 
May haunt you if you wait? ■

So make your loved Ones happy 
Before it is too late.

We live but in the present, 
The future is unknown— •

To-morrow Is a mystery,. , 
To-day is all our own.

The chance that fortune lends to us 
May vanish while you wait,

So spend your life’s rich treasure . 
Before It is too late.

The tender words unspoken, ■ 
The letter never sent, 

The long-forgotten messages,.
The wealth of love unspent. < ■ 

For these .some hearts are breaking, 
For these some loved ones wait—

■ So show them that you care for,them 
Before it is too late.

- -—Truth Seeker.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially, 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing bouse in the 

United States excels them In the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

* The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in tbo Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can ba 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes. the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the “Great Debate Be« 
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in youn 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land," "Art 
Magic," “The Next World Interviewed’* 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,'* 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium boolt, 
"Letters From the Spirit World," writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for J3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de< 
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle In modern business 
enterprise!

To the Editor:—The above article on 
“Lincoln and Catholicism,” I clipped 
from the Christian Register. Why is 
such a DASTARDLY LIE allowed to 
pass through the press without com
ment? It has on good authority 
been proved time and again that our 
beloved Abraham Lincoln was a Spirit
ualist.

During Mr. Lincoln’s term of office 
seances were often held for his espe
cial benefit at the Mansion. The mas
terly work (now out of print), "Was 
Abraham Lincoln a Spiritualist?” 
proves exactly how he stood as to "re
ligion.” J. OSBORNE LUNT.

New York.

"The Infidelity of Eccleslasticlam, 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological andpsy- 
,chic science. -Demonstrator of. the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly,! trenchant 
Price 25 cents, r - . . ,

"Continuity of Lita a cosmic Truth.* 
By Prof. W; M. Lockwood. Tho work of 
a strong; logical thinker, on a deeply 
Jmserteat euWt&

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

My dear companion was released 
from earthly bondage at our home in 
Haverhill, Mass., June 2. She was a 
good wife and mother. She made home 
happy. The change called death held 
no terrors for her. Flowers brought by 
loving hands more than covered her 
grave, showing she had many friends 
to miss her in this life. Her maiden 
name was Charlotte A. Russ. Her age
was 62. GEO. F. LEIGHTON.

Henry Rockefeller Blakeman was 
born in the state of New York, and 
passed away June 2, 1905, aged 71 
years. The funeral services were con
ducted by Mrs. -Emily D. King.

Mr. Charles Raymond was born in the 
state Of New York, 'and passed away 
Feb. 10, 1905, aged 55 years. The fu
neral services were conducted by Mrs. 
Emily D. King. •

Passed to spirit life from his home 
near Morenci, Mich., June 15, 1905, 
John T. Colegrove, aged 85 years. He 
leaves a wife, two sons, Otis D., of Me
dina, and Benjamin M., of Morenci; 
also four grandson^ and one grand
daughter, and seven great grand chil
dren. The family are all believers In 
Spiritualism while ho and his wife 
have been Spiritualists ever since it 
started in 1848'. The family are uni
versally respected by all wno live in 
that part of the state, and the funeral 
was largely attended. Rev. Fred D. 
Dunakin of Cecil, Ohio, conducted the 
services from the home near Morenci.

Passed to the better life, from Foot
ville, Ohio, cm June 2, Marlow Trail, 
aged 83. Brother Trail was well known 
as ait earnest 'Spiritualist and kind 
neighbor. His happy faith inspired 
him‘in his last illness and made death 
a welcome guest. He leaves a faithful- 
wife'and daughter to call him from his 
spirit home. Services conducted by O. 
P. Kellogg.

Fidelia Andrus, a good and true -wo
man,-82 years of age,, passed to the 
higher life from Geneva, Ohio, on June 
15.- Mrs. Andrus was well and favor
ably known in our community. . She 
will be missed by a host of friends who 
will remember her as a woman of true 
worth and noble Impulses. She leaves 
a daughter whose watchful and tender 
care over her during her long illness, 
-can only be equaled by angel mlnistra-. 
tions. Services were conducted by O.
P.Kellog; MRS. O. P. K.

Longley’s Choice Collection - OF
BEftUTIFUL SONGS

Here is a book of songs for public meetings 
and the home that is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 70 songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
•'These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured souh 
—Lyman C. Howe.

'4’his collection of* songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.”—Dawning Light.

“The songs and music are of a nature to in
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves.”D, W,Hull. .

“There are some things In our personal histo- 
rv that never fade from memoiy. One in mine 
lias been fresh for fifty years. I went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, ProLS-B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection ot a thought ho ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with Him was a 
young man wHo sang; 'What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley,the song, one of his earliest com
positions."—J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had In decorated covers for 60 
cents; plain, 40 cents.

20tn Gcntiim Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
Thia is the simplest, clearest and yet 

the most exhaustive presentation this 
interesting science has yet received. 
All of the discoveries, investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in this practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There is no trait, no characteristic, no 
inherited tendency, that is not marked 
on the palm of the hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing title principles enforced by the 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents; cloth, $1.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, $0c. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library
edition:

Heroes 
Heroic in 
ity. The 
as Poet.

and Hero Worship, and the 
History. The Hero as Divin- 
Hero as Prophet. The Hero
The Hero as Priest.

Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle, 
pages. '

Past and Present By Thomas 
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as welt 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top/

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Sinnett.
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lidton. A ro
mance by that most wojiderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in tho 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
loro.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a fhlracle 
of cheapness. - ___________

Mrs. Sally Delano, widow of the late 
Oscar Delano, whose ,home is near Ox
ford, Mich., passed to spirit life; June 7. 
The funeral occurred at the family resi
dence on the following Friday, the 
writer officiating. They were among 
the' early Spiritualists, and their three 
children are firm in the faith. Sons 
and relatives bore tho casket to Its final 
resting place. ’ The lives of the Delano 
brothers,, with their families, have left 
a lasting monument to. Spiritualism, 
where they have been and are known.

< ■ MRS. A. E. SHEETS.

Some GllmoscSi 
ol Occultism }
BY O. W. LEADBEATER

The following subjects are treated in a most 
able manner;
ANCIENT:—Theosophy and Christianity; Tho 

Ancient Mysteries; Buddhism. -
GODERN:—The Unseen World; The Ratlonalo 

. of Mesmerism; Telepathy and Mind'-Cure;
■ Magic, WhitaaiidUlackiThoUsoandAbuso 

of Psychic I’owers; Vegetarianism and Oc
cultism; How to Build Character: Tho Fit- 
tm-oof Humanity; Tho Gospel ot Wisdom; 

Well bound In Cloth, with silver back and side
stamp.. 400 pages. Price; 61.60
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I This department is under the man- 
I pgement ot '
| HUDSON TUTTLE.
'[Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

1 NOTE—The Questions and Answers
have called torch such a host of re- 
Bpondents, that to give all equal hear-

: ing compels the answers to be made In 
thq most condensed form, aud often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and ths style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. . Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions' and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait bls time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

I NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of tills department has 
become excessively large, especially let- 

. ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Mrs. C. F. Carlson: Q. Is it possible 
for an unscrupulous medium to draw 
the strength from the members of a cir
cle, thereby gaining development him
self, at the expense of the others? If 
eo, how can it be prevented?

A. This correspondent explains her 
question: “A number of persons, in- 
cbidfng myself, sat in a circle with a 
medium for over a year, none of the 
members developed an iota of medium- 

, ship. Often they felt weary and ex- 
I hausted at the close of the seances. As 
\ihe medium disclosed the cause, the 

knembers formed circles In their own

his almanac, or “predictions," and 
grows fat on the spoils gathered from 
his dupes.

Hicks, who writes “Rev.” before his 
name, never makes a verifiable predic
tion. He never says what a given day 
In a given locality will produce. “About 
a certain time there will be atoms," 

‘ again there is a "hot” or “cold wave,” 
Where? Somewhere in this vast coun
try, and there is sure to be. There will 
be hot days in July and cold in Febru
ary- ।

Then like all fakirs, Hicks has a jar
gon of science. It means nothing, but 
It takes the attention of the masses, 
who are impressed with his "scientific” 
lingo.

If Hicks would dare predict what the 
weather on the Fourth of July will be 
in New York, or Seattle, he has a good 
guessing chance, of say one to two, to 
be correct, but he dare not make the 
test. He nor any other prophet has 
foretold tor a locality, the date of a 
storm, hurricane or dry weather condi
tion. He never can, and his claim that 
he is able by his knowledge of the 
planets, is entirely a pretense, made to 
delude people out of their money. What 
is more, such predictions as he makes, 
as unreliable as dyspeptic dreams, are 
positively harmfuL to those who give 
them credence. In all the years he has 
been before tho public, he has not made 
a single prediction of a local weather 
condition, which came true. The amaz
ing effrontery with which he continues 
to issue his bulletins, which are so 
worded that they may be applied to any 
locality, Is only equaled by the credul
ity of the people who accept them. 
The time will come when, the magnetic- 
currents of the earth, now only conject
ured, will be understood, and the more 
Important influence of those of the sun. 
Then the greatest assistance in pre
dicting the weather of to-morrow will 
be an instrument which will indicate 
the magnetic condition of the sun.

STURGIS JUNE MEETING OF 1905.

iiomes, and some half-dozen, in a little 
time developed phases of mediumship."

) It is a law of control that the influ- 
' éneo of the circle is given to the me

dium', and really they become the nega
tive to the positive medium. Whether 
the medium is .“unscrupulous” or not, 
does not change this result. If the me
dium is dependent on this assistance, it 
will be employed. The breaking up of 
such a circle, and organizing others is 
the only corrective measure. Do not 
get the "suggestion” fastened in your 
mind that low or evil spirits are deter- 

’ mined to trouble you. You can have 
converse with such departed triends as 
you desire. No other “medium” has 
trie power to dispossess you of this 
treasure and substitute others of a 
lower order. Your innermost sou) will 
be revealed by the communications you 
receive.

This correspondent further gives an 
instance where a'medium boasted that 
he could prevent any manifestation of 
spirit power, by the force of his will, 
and that he did do this many times to 
prove his power and for annoyance.

■ Those who have investigated these phe
nomena well know that it is possible 
for one antagonistic person to prevent 

1 the least manifestation. It may be 
done; even unconsciously, for there 1b a 

.■ condition of mind, negative to positive 
itíédiütnship.” The presence of such a 

-persop .would be like .that of a lunfo' ot' 
ice among the coal in á grate, or an cx- 

\ tinguisher over a lamp.
This, condition may accompany an 

earnest desire to receive evidence, and 
is by no means confined to skepticism. 
Unbelief has very slight Influence of it-

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSEMRS. AMANDA COFFMAN.solo; the address was by. Dr, J. M. WflJ- 
ton, and a solo was sung by Miss Zula 
Grubbiser.

Sunday evening, the address was by 
Dr. George B. Warne, vice-president of 
the National Spiritualists Association. 
His subject was "The Spirit and Spirit 
Body.” He drew a picture of a visitor 
coming from another world where there 
was no death, and the visit of such,a 
one to our graveyard. Ho, the visitor, 
reads the history of the Christian church 
and the character it gave of God. He 
reads the sermons and books of Chris
tian fathers who taught! that an eternal 
hell awaited a majority of his children; 
that the Jesuits considered it u Virtue 
to lie and deceive and plot to benefit 
the cause of God. Dr. Warne quoted 
from numerous Catholic authors who 
described the honors of hell and the 
character of the personal devil. He 
spoke of cruel tortures, inflicted on 
those who dared to think for. them
selves, and of the burning of men at the 
stake for the glory of God. Dr. Warne

tyi Unbroken Chain of Forty-eight 
Links—Let Us Respect the Old Home 
for Its Strange Eventful History.
The brick building on Chicago street, 

Sturgis, Mich., is known abroad as the 
First Spiritual Church of the World (a 
name given to It 25 years ago by the 
writer of this report). At its dedica
tion to freedom of speech, 48 years ago 
a resolution was adopted that that 
event should be commemorated ev
ery year following In the month of 
June, and for 48 years that resolution 
has been respected without a missing 
link. When the idea got abroad that 
there was a free platform in Sturgis, it 
was supposed to be gratuitous to every 
rag-tag and. bobtail who wished to ex
ploit himself, and Mr. Jonathan G. Wait, 
tire then président of the Harmonlal So
ciety, had a hard job on his hands for 
the first ten years, to correct that Idea.

The writer of this report can look 
back over 44 years of the 48, and has 
hoard a great variety of speakers in 
that house; they extend all the way 
from the orthodox priest down to the 
rank materialist, and from the modest' 
and eloquent woman to her who, had 
the remained at a washtub, might have 
been respected, but who was despised 
upon a platform. He can remember 
how on one occasion at a Freethinker 
meeting when the house was full), the 
great church bible was removed from 
Its place on the desk and put down on 
the lower floor, where the dustfrom the 
feet of the people might accumulate 
upon it. He got up from his seat, in 
full view of the audience, took up the 
book, dusted its covers with his hand
kerchief, and put it back in its place. 

.When spoken ôf-this,-his reply was: 
“Millions of ! respectable people honor

also referred to the Presbyterian con
fession of faith, and he eulogized those 
Presbyterian ministers who were in
strumental in obliterating from the 
creed the faithful confession that in
fants were to suffer the tortures of the 
damned to all eternity.

A solo was sung, followed by remarks 
by Dr. Peebles. After the benediction 
the 48th anniversary meeting closed.

As one who has seen much at home 
of spirit manifestations, I may be per
mitted to express an opinion thereon:

1. I believe spirit return a fact in na
ture belonging to the world at large, 
not to a sect or party. . u' ■

2. It does not prove, immoftality—it 
only proves that life continues after 
-the body’s death; immortality cannot 
be proven; we may suppose or expect 
or hope for immoi tallty, but we cannot 
know.

3. It is not a religion; it cannot be 
made to be so; as well might we make 
a religion of gravity or the telegraph; 
it comes like rain on the just and the 
unjust.

4. Men, women and children possess 
the same character there ae here and 
will try to continue the methods and 
manners of the past life.

5. “Birds of a feather flock together" 
there, “like attracts like,” and the peo
ple live in communities. •

6. I consider that prayer and bene
diction are out of place at a Spiritualist 
meeting. ■ ।

Finally, I remark that the horrors re
ferred to, ot hell and persecution, 
though they may have had their place 
In a barbarous ago in keeping savages 
in check and frightening the "danger
ous classes" into right doing, have no 
place in a civilized country and no in
telligent Presbyterian or independent 
thinking Catholic would, at this day en
dorse such teaching.

THOS HARDING.
Sturgis, Mich.

SPIRITUAL AGE IS UPON US.

The World Is Experiencing a Reaction 
From the Thought of Materiality.

NOTES AND-WCIDENTS.
—A? -.

With Expressive ■ Thoughts on the 
Needs of Spiritualism.

:----- , du
My first two Sundays in .Buffalo, June 

4 and 11, were dark, cold qlid wet. But 
considering tho uni aVoratile weather, 
the chilling gloom Aid rdfii; our audi
ences were surprisiifgly giifid. Brother 
Atcheson presided plyaeai^y, and the 
little organist (I connoto, recali her 
name) charmed the '¿hoir they sang, 
and the auaience, nsi'ipey i^tened.

Prof. Lockwood’s scientific lectures 
■were mt;cli appreciate!! by,Bthoso who 
heard them. Whatdvei»' odd nuiy think 
of liis radical utterances “ón religion 
and the church, bls tfeifentifiè discourses 
are what all societldlr and »êainps need. 
But I hear that ho is not on the pro
gram for Lily Dale this season! Tills 
is the more surprising because lie has 
been so enthusiastically approved by a 
large portion of the pdopie for the past 
three years, and his 'and Mr. 'Wright’S 
"class lectures" have been regarded by 
a large majority of all who heard them 
as tlie most interesting and instructive 
of anything the camp has presented to 
its patrons. '

We often hear the question “What is 
the cause of the apparent apathy 
among Spiritualists, and the lack of 
support for public lectures?” In my 
opinion there are severa) causés, prom
inent among which is the catering to 
the sensational and superficial novelty 
seekers, the consequent low grade of in
tellect that leads and' follows, and for 
this reason thé withdrawal of thou
sands of the best minds, who find bet
ter Intellectual.entertainment at the 
liberal churches,, and evèn in the ' pro
foundly orthodox bodies;' than the ma
jority of spiritual societies provide for 
them. Such sclenfific léctures as Prof, 
Lockwood and a few others give, do not 
craw the meb, but thèy’Vaise thé stand
ard of our meetings, and give the think
ing public better, estimates, of Spiritual- 
ism and its advocates. True, there are 
many who cannot appreciate or fully 
understand Jiis. expressions; bui when 
will they learn, if they have only baby 
talk to inspire their thinking?.

The supreme need of Spiritualism is 
more science and less dogmatism, 
more demonstration and less metaphys
ical moonshine, mûre reljglon and less 
theology, more moral ¿’nthjisiasin and 
less sectarianism, moto sincerity and 
less boastful ambition, • -more spiritual 
life and less scheming, more facts and 
less frauds, more mediumship and less 
monkeying, more truth ¿and less trash, 
more love and less jealousy, more ra
tional thinking and less brain-muddling 
reincarnation ; and Anally more Spirit
ualism all the time, and a vigorous ap
plication of Its principles to tho prob
lems of life and thé jfetterment of hu
man society. ui -

On Sunday,'June rarely beauti
ful baby was présentée at the platform 
to be christened! This’ event Is re
garded by many Spiritualists as a step 
backward; since S^lHidalists do not 
lecognlze suy such Aecesafty, nor any 
“saving grace” in anjf chuïMi ceremoni
als. Nevertheless lf9a mòlher desires

"What is it to be spiritual? So much 
is said nowadays about the reaction of 
the world from materialism and the 
growing interest of people in things 
spiritual. What is your idea of spirit
uality? Is It not impossible to be truly 
spiritual while we are inhabiting physl-
cal bodies? INQUIRER.'

1er Method of Giving Tests While En
tranced.

Blank cards or paper with pencils 
were placed on a table near the door 
ior those who wished to help them
selves. Just before services com
menced, our ushers went through the 
audience; passing cards, etc., to all 
those unsupplied and- explaining the 
privilege they had ot asking a question, 
thereby giving every one in the audi
ence an equal show to investigate. 
Alter the lecture, Mrs. Coffman would 
announce the nature of the seance 
hour and ask that someone in the audi
ence (a skeptic preferred) furnish ma- 
terialn lor, and adjust the blinds which 
consisted of a fiair ot kid gloves folded 
and placed in the sockets of the eyes 
and then bound on with whatever was 
furnished by the audience, after which 
all were invited to examine the blind
fold to make sure ot its'-thoroughness.

She was then entranced and not un
til "Singing Arrow” (the controlling in
telligence) requested, did the ushers 
gather the questions and place them 
written side down, in a pile on thé 
table before her.

The questions were addressed to 
someone in Spirit life (sometimes Mrs. 
Coffman’s guides) and signed'with a 
name, initial or mark by which the 
writer could recognize it. “Singing 
Arrow” first described and gave full 
names of the spirit or spirits who came 
to answer the question, gave the mes
sage or messages as tlie spirit directed, 
and then gavé the address, question 
and signature verbatim as handed.? by 
the writer. In many cases where" only 
an initial or mark appeared as a signe- 
ture, this was first given and then the 
full name of the writer given in addi
tion. Singing Arrow then asked the 
spirit to find the card on which was 
written the question he had answered, 
which he did by holding both hands tor 
a few seconds, about six inches above 
the pile and then without further ado 
picking out the right paper from wher
ever it happened. The paper was then 
handed to someone (invariably a skep
tic and previously invited to the plat
form tor the purpose) to re-read aloud 
for the satisfaction of the audience.

In a few cases, presumably on ac- 
ccunt of the various styles of writing, 
the one who re-reiul the questions was 
unable to make out an occasional wo»'d. 
Whenever this happened, and without 
again rouching the paper, Singing Ar
row again gave tho question as it was, 
after which (he writer invariably at
tested to its correctness.

In the two months' time Mrs. Coff 
man was with us giving these tests ev
ery Sunday night and answering hun
dreds of questions, not one mistake was 
made and all work done with the Tem
ple fully alight.

F, G. Neelin, present collector of 
customs at Seafortb, Ontario, and once 
a director of Lily Dale camp, was only 
one of the well-known Spiritualists be
sides a number of prominent men of
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self,. This explains why many earnest 
seekers receive no response to their 
prayers and endeavors for spirit com
munion, while those by whom it is less 
sought, and of less meaning, receive ex
traordinary evidence.

Perhaps sometime these delicate con
ditions of réceptivity and importation 
may be so well understood that they 
may be Induced or complied with, but 
at present it must be admitted that our 
Ignorance of them imparts a shadow of 
mystery and the spirit intelligences ap
pear to have only slightly more knowl
edge.

Judge Richards'. Q. What is the 
cause of cyclones and fornadoes, and 
great and sudden changes of tempera
ture experienced recently in the west? 
What reliability is there in the 
weather predictions of Rev. Hicks?

A. Probably of all influences which 
affect the weather that of the sun is in
comparably the greatest. This is ac
complished by the changes of tempera
ture over great areas, and by the 
change in electric and magnetic condi
tions which are heralded by appear
ances of disturbances on the solar sur
face, and responsive movement of the 
magnetic needle. It is impossible to 
predict these changes with great knowl
edge, even for a day. The weather 
"bureau, with the instantaneous knowl
edge of the weather conditions over the 
vast area from Atlantic to Pacific, from 
Gulf to Alaska, is able by the course 
and velocity of a storm-center, to fore-

that book, and I shall never sit calmly 
by and see them insulted." The Har- 
monial Society approved of such senti
ments and the First Spiritual Church 
of the World” is a “Free Church" only 
to those who are too polite to offend 
those who differ from them. The 
writer is not a member.of the society, 
and the above may cpme with better 
taste from him than if he were.

Strictly speaking, it is not correct to 
call the church and society Spiritual
istic. The by-laws of the society de
clare that any one may become a mem
ber by signing the roll, and resign 
therefrom by signifying in writing his 
desire to the seer er ary, so that both 
church and society are free in the high
er and oetter sense of that term, and no 
one is refused membership, be his opin
ions what they may.

The onus of rendering this annual 
convention a success, rested, of course, 
upon the president, T. Collar; the sec
retary, C. Cressler, and the committee 
of women (the name “woman” is much 
more noble than that of lady). We 
think they, made a mistake, however, 
when they shut off the usual conference 
meeting from the printed program, as 
the opportunity to relate experiences 
has always been a nice and interesting 
feature of these meetings. The individ
ual members of a society should be 
made to feel that they had a personal 
interest m the proceedings, and a duty 
to perform in rendering the meetings a 
success. Orthodox churches well un- 

' derstand this, and create quite a num
ber of offices for private members to 

’ fill, and "what the Lord has done for 
! them,” is an important and useful in- 
; quiry at the Methodist class meetings. 
! Ilie long experience of social clubs

tell its coming. Yet it often fails, for. 
there are conditions involved which are 
as yet absolutely unknown.

Observations made accurately on the 
Influence of the planets, have proved 
that it is too slight to be taken into ac
count, and that of the moon, which 
from its nearness should be greater 
than that of the planets, has been 
shown to be too weak to be measured. 
The. "changes of the moon,” have as 
little to do with storm or shine, as its 
heat has in raising the temperature of 
the earth. The moon for the present 
month Ib a typical “dry moon” and of 
course’ is the same for all the world. 
Why, then, is Maine and New England 
suffering from a drought, and the west
ern states deluged with water? ,It is 
futile to argue, however, with believers 
in the moon, for the superstition re
mains impregnable to all the facts 
which may bb brought against it. And 
from spiritual communications, it ap
pears thht these remain to bias the 
mind, in the next sphere. From such 
we have "learned” disquisitions on the 
influence of the planets, and the horri
ble effects of their aphelion and perihe
lion and conjunction.

Perhaps the most typical charlatan is 
the man who sets up as a weather 
prophet. It Is a subject in which . all 
are interested, and hence attention is 
gained. Newspapers advertise free. 
The fakir becomes notorious. He sells

If there is ,any one Idea concerning 
which the human understanding seems 
to go astray it is the question of what 
constitutes spirituality.

The spiritual life has, so long been 
considered as synonymous with a 
•cloistered, pallid existence', remote from 
the live Interests of the world; that hu
man beings find it difficult to adjust 
their minds to its real significance, as 
pointed out by modern thinkers.

ought not to be ignored. “Take care of 
the cents, and the dollars will take care 
of themselves," is a useful hint outside 
of finance.

Saturday, June 17.—Although not on 
the printed program, the people from 
abroad held a conference meeting, and 
many curious recitals of psychic expedi
ences were heard The meeting was 
opened by the president of the Harmo- 
nial Society, who after a few remarks, 
called on Dr. J. M. Peebles, who, as 
usual, was quite interesting. Mr. Cross 
also spoke; he and many others related 
experiences.

At the evening session, a .wild thun
derstorm broke over the city on the 
hour appointed fd? the meeting, and

it as a. symbol of spiritual gifardlanship, 
it can do no harm, ami mS^ carry with 
it a psychic influence thaffvlll be satis
fying and therefore H'elpfill.

Christening is said to be''6t pagan or
igin. But" that does fibt affect Its influ
ence as applied to modern life. It is 
held by able men who hnve studied 
deeply, that the hiini&h is derived 
fiom our animal ancestry. Are we 
any the less superio? beefifeo we have 
ascended from the aiilmal Kingdom? Is 
a lily less beautiful°because ite roots 
are fed'from mud’tmd’ siWne? Is'as-' 
tronomy loss' reliable because its, ori
gin was in mythology?'’111 iH'tciiem'wtry^ 

JIBS0-& science3 bec'daBe“"-^ WaS 'fiiulitfed' 
In alchemy? . m ' ’•

I am far from advocating any cotn-

Spirituality in its true sense is di
rectly opposed to any condition of mind 
or life that is not thoroughly alive, vigor
ous and radiant To be spiritually 
minded is not to ignore the body or the 
physical universe, but to really see 
them as expressions of spirit; to be con-, 
scions of the divine energy pushing 
through them; to live in the thought of 
your own connection with this divine 
source.

It means simply to remove your con
sciousness from your body to your, spir
it while you are still living in your’ 
body. When you do this you. do not rob 
existence of its natural joys and inter
ests; but you thrill them with a new 
meaning.

To think of yourself as a soul, a spir
it, does not take away the happiness of 
living, but intensifies it. To know 
yourself as vitally connected yvith an 
Inexhaustible source of life and love 
and intelligence is to discover what ex
istence really is.

Spirituality is not something, vague 
and colorless and remote. It Is a condi
tion that is tangible, positive and glow
ing. It is a condition you may enter at 
any time by letting your thought clown 
below the surface into the depths where 
you have your real being.

You have been keeping your thought 
above ground, as it were, where the 
physical part of you shows itself as 
does a plant on the earth’s surface. 
Now realize that you have roots qnd 
fibers extending deep into the spiritual, 
into the source of life, and that. you 
draw your sustenance from it even as a 
plant draws nourishment from the 
earth. When you have once grasped 
this concept of yourself, you’Will ’won
der how you ever tolerated the little 
surface life that thought its leaves and 
branches and flowers constituted' ’the 
whole of existence. ’

To be spiritually minded IS fo realize 
this extension of yourself into the spir
itual; it is to be conscious now; 'while 
yet in the body, of immortality. '

Bodies have nothing to' do with it. 
You need not wait until you drop your 
body to lead a life of perfect spiritual-

continued for a couple of hours, which 
kept many away and interfered.greatly 
with the exercises; nevertheless the 
meeting was a success. Asolemn invo
cation was uttered by Dr.'Peebles, fol
lowed by a solo by Miss French, nicely 
rendered. Then an address by Dr. 3. 
M, Walton, of Jackson, winding up with 
a solo by Dr. Warren.

Sunday morning.—Invocation by Dr. 
Peebles, then came a solo at the organ 
by Dr. Warren, sang with earnestness 
by a voice of great compass, and the ef
fort was exceedingly loud and far-reach
ing. Then followed an excellent’ ad
dress by Dr. George B.' Warne of Chi
cago.

At the Sunday afternoon session, af
ter the invocation, Mrs. Jones sang a

Shafi I Becon)6 a Medi
um/* Fully Answered

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Condition^ 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 8® 
cents. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Height O. |

our own city, who are noted for their By Lilian Whiting.. Price, $1. 
skepticism, who watched Mrs. Coffman V - - • - ............ •

paper, 25 cents; cloth 50 cents.
Fasting, Hydropathy and Exercise. By Bernarr Macfadden and 

Felix Oswald, A. M., M. D. Cloth bound. Price $1.
Fifty Years in the Church of Rome. A book that has done more to 

enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other two published. By, 
Rev. Chas. Chiniquy, ex-priest. Price $2.25.

Force and Matter, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a Sys
tem of Morality Based Thereon. A'very popular scientific exposition. 
By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

From Dreamland Sent. A book of poems. Verses of life to come.

in her work, to ultimately agree this 
was as we have before stated "the one 
phase that must answer the question, 
If a man die, shall he live again?”

EUGENIE ROUBIE.
Watertown, N. Y.

DEALING IN CHARMS.

Sec’y.

One Who Repented of the Great Wrong 
He Had Done.

promise with error; or any surrender of 
the noble philosophy of life and the all
embracing principles of Spiritualism, to 
the shams and superstitions of church 
dogmatism. But because church people 
eat, I do not think it necessary for ub 
to starve, if they weep, I will .not 
refuse my tears the etxpresslon of emo
tion that enriches ffiy 1 life. If they 
smile, it need not prevent me the luxury 
of a similar expression bf the sunshine 
of the heart. If they perform loving 
.charities, it shall not hinder me from 
blessing the sorrowing with my love; 
and if they perform a’ Christening with 
some absurd concepts of the dealings of 
God with men, it need not carry a 
blight to a baby that is- dedicated to the 
larger life of a more beautiful ideal.

It is always a pleasure to me to rec
ognize the efforts of all.- sincere and 
worthy mediums and public advocates. 
Mrs. A. Atcheson, of 274 North Division 
street, Buffalo, has held regular meet
ings in her parlors each’ Monday even
ing, with occasional variations, lor five 
or six years, giving personal readings, 
short talks, tests, etc., to each person 
present The- fact that her meetings 
are patronized with full houses, often 
many more than can gain admission, 
and this interest keeps up from year to 
year, is pretty good evidence of merit. 
Then, too, for about three years past 
she has spoken regularly at Niagara 
Falls every Sunday evening, except in 
the summer vacation, and thus a good 
work is kept alive and growing by her 
good help.

On the 14th of June nature seemed tp 
make an extra effort' to' adorn herself 
with sunny smiles, and floral charms, to 
greet the nuptial appointments of Mar
tin Byrom and Jennie T- Darch of Buf
falo, who by tile ceremonial rite were 
made husband and wife according to

‘ For the sake of money Judas be
trayed Jésus; for .the saké of money 81- 

’inoB thb sorterer Wanted to buy the. 
■felfts of the holy ghost; for the sake of 
money ghouls rob graves1 and corpses, 
and for the sake of money some will 
traffic in “charms” and unblushlngly 
trifle with the most sacred feelings in 
the tenderest spot of the human being, 
and yet’ will lift their brazen face in 
shameless audacity and defiance to the 
onsweeping avenging angel of retribu
tion.

A certain . Doctor, well known when 
in earth life as a great medium, hum- 
tly confessed to the selling of so-called 
“cabalistic charms” (sometimes termed 
love-powders, consisting of a thimbleful 
of corn'starch; of the hocus-pocus mys
tery type). While controlling our me
dium he implored us in most touching 
appeals to sound a note of warning for 
all to be honest, and thus escape his aw
ful doom. He said he had suffered for 
his evil acts ever since his passing out 
of his mortal body—the most agonizing 
ordeal from remorse and anguish of his 
tormenting conscience, and he had no 
hope of ever be’ing able to make resti
tution to the many servant girls and 
others he had robbed in that way.

Mediums and lecturers, here Is a 
chance for you to prove on what side 
of the fence you stand! By denouncing 
from the platform and pulpit such 
shameless traffic, angels will decorate 
you with the badge of honesty, visible 
to all whom your voice may reach, and 
thus you will not alone lift the cloud of 
suspicion which a few have cast over 
the many, bnt you will at once estab
lish your identity of character and rep
utation for truth and veracity, some
thing which is worth having. Should 
anyone be in possession of- incriminat
ing information, please forward same to 
me for investigation.

G. A. WOLTER, 
182 N. May street, Chicago, Ill.
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From Soul to Soul. This beautiful book of beautiful poems fe *11 that

ity. You can live such a life now.
Not to be spiritual is to miss the- 

highest, keenest, sweetest flavor of life. 
To be spiritual is to be alive in the 
most glowing, vital sense. It is to know, 
that you have never been separated 
from your source and that you never 
can be.

Yes, indeed, the world Is experiencing 
a reaction from the thought of material
ity that has held it so long. People are 
coming to see that life reaches out far 
beyond the limited ideas the race has 
held, that existence is. deeper, higher, 
finer than we ever dreamed. The spir
itual age is upon us now.—Angela Mor
gan, in Chicago Daily Journal.' '

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD „MOTHERHOOD

fafonnatlon How Dity May Glvo Birth to Happy, 
Healthy Children Absolutely With- ' 

out Pain—Sent Free.
No woman need any lonrer dread Iho pallia ot 

child-birth, Or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dyo 
hMdoTOtcd his Ufo to reliar Ins tho «orrows ot 
women. He has proved time all pain at chllit hli-th 
may be entirely bantahed. and ha will madly k-i; 
you how It may bo done absolutely tree ot eliurr» 
Sondyour name and address to Dr. J.11. Dre. ist 
laiwfs'Blook, Búllalo, N. Y„ and lie will send v.,« 
postpaid, hia wtmdertiU book wbleh lolls heir tc 
rive birth to happy, hoaltby ahilaren. .uwohMs 
without pain; also,.howto cura aterllltv. "» -m 
delay, but write to-day. ■

law. ,
Both ^re mediums 'and have long 

lived in the light of Spiritualism, and 
been helpers to the oaiise. - Mr. Byrom 
has beenl generous towards mediums, 
spending his money freely with I hem- 
more tolheln the medium than for the 
messageshe received.' Apparently this 
is a union of souls, With a fair outlook 
for a happy pilgrimage together with 
love and mutual heipfulitess to make 
life sweet and distribute'» happiness 
.along the journey, bfessintfas they are 
blessed. The writer said the words 
that gave their union tifd»legal sanc
tion, and love did thetresten

I had the pleasure End pfKiflt of a vis
it with Tillie Reynoli&, whtt'is the state 
missionary for the EmpiPetState. She 
is active, lively, sparkling»'and social, 
and makes many friends. Yi

Mrs. J. H. R. Matthslon, life noted me
dium and clairvoyant11 doS.br, of\ 248 
North Division stredlj is tinsy as ever, 
and does more worl6,BI veiiuire to as
sume, than any othefi1 wofiihn—or man 
—in Buffalo. She ¿Eves AS average of 
sixty clairvoyant eSAmindtions dally. 
This is always In .aCforofSund trance. 
When normal she; Knows "nothing of 
what she has said’ oF doife while en
tranced. After her day’s work' with 
her patlente is done she works at a va
riety of things from’four to ten hours, 
often extending tho hours to midnight, 
and 1 or 2 a.'m. She makes unique 
vases of original pattern and orna
mental. variety, varying in - size from 
one to four feet high, and arranged to 
hold flowers, or umbrellas, or any thing 
desired, and tne ornamentation is of 
her own design, and no one looking at

seum to visit. All of her remedies are 
prepared from the vegetable kingdom, 
and now, for the'.first time In her won
derful history, she has placed them on 
the market bs proprietaiy remedies, so 
that thé millions can get them, if they 
wish; but she still continues to diag
nose and prescribe for ff throng of pa
tients who visit her rooms daily.

Next Sunday, June 26, closes my pres
ent engagement in Buffalo, for June, 
1805. I have engaged to serve them 
again in June, 1906. ■ I have also en
gaged to speak in Pittsburg, Pa., in No
vember, 1905.

I have but one camp engagement this 
year. Lake Brady, Sunday, August 6.

MrsAHowe made a visit in Buffalo a 
remarkable event for her. We arrived 
th Fredonia Monday, June 19, just as 
the stunning news went out '.that the 
National Bank had been closed. This 
is sure to make many radical changes, 
and probably will bankrupt many of Our 
best business meh. .

, Nothing Is secure in this world. All 
is secure in, the next. Most of my 
bank accounts are across the line where 
they are secure. But I am in no hurry 
to nr esent my checks. They will all 
keep. Yours for Spiritualism,

.... LYMAN C. HOWE; 
170 Liberty street, Fredonia, N. Y.

the title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful 
in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1.

Gospel of Buddha. According to -old records. A translation from 
Japanese, made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate 
to tho Parliament of Religions. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1.

Gospel of Nature. A book filled from beginning to end with spiritual 
truth of the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with 
life. By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. Price, $1.

Great Roman Anaconda, or Thirty-seven and a half years in the 
Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet. By Prof. George P. Rudolph, 
Ph. D. Price, 15 cents.

Happiness and Marriage. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
Harmonics of Evolution. A valuable work by Florence Huntley, 

Cloth. Price, $2.
Health and Power. A handbook of cure and human upbuilding by 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. By E. D- Babbitt, 
M. D. Cloth cover. Price, 35 cents.

Heaven Revised. By Mrs. E. B. Duffey. Price 25 cents.
Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and 

ephemeris. By Verno Vedra. Cloth. Price, $1.50.
Heresy, or Led to the Light. By the well known writer, Hudson 

Tuttle. Paper cover only. Price 30 cents.
Heroes and Hero Worship. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
History of Atharael. Life in the Stone Age. The history of Atha- 

rael, chief priest of Al Aryans. Written through U. G. Figley. It is 
very interesting. Price 30 cents.

History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite, 
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2.25.

History of the Inquisition. Just the book for those seeking informa
tion concerning that most damnable institution known in history—the 
Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason, M. D. Price 25 cents.

How to Train Children and Parents. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 
25 cents.

Human Culture and Cure,. Part First. Philosophy of Cure, Includ
ing Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price, 75 cts. 
Part Second, Marriage, .Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding. 
Price, 75 cents. Parts Third and Fourth, in one volume, Part Third be
ing devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth to tho 
Nervous System and Insanity. Price $1. Part Fifth, The Bodily Or
gans, Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure, 
Price, $1.

Human Personality, and Its Survival of Bodily Death. By Frederic 
W. H. Myers. Edited by Richard Hodgson and Alice Johnson. Two 
volumes. Price $12.

Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50.
•»Hypnotism. By L. W. DeLaurence. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $L 
Hypnotism and Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuckey. Price, $3.
Hypnotism. An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Krafft-Ebing, 

Price, $1.25.
Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development. By Fredrik Bjorn- 

strom, M. D. Price 75 cents.
Immortality, or Future Homes and Dwelling Places. By Dr. J. AL 

Peebles. Price, cloth, $1, postage, 15 ets.; paper, 50 cents, postage, 10c.
Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner life, an

cient and modern. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price $1; postage, 10c.
Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This book states the sim

ple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly in
teresting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth $1.

Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with friends on the other side 
of life and a familiar talk. An interesting book. By Carrie E. S, 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents. -
■ In tlie World Celestial. A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland.

"Talmegean Inanities, ineongralfles. People guei 
Inconsistencies Î2G0 each.;
view of Rar. T. DeWitt aMTlbv. Frank placet- ttóii
DeWitt

Erice io osata. Hub.

them would guess how they are'made.
People guess on their value from $25 to

She has sent'tfi'ese to many
pmvc^.uJnnted them to societies; and 
to friends and there Is nothing else like
them.

Her pliurmacopla is as good as a mu,-

“Boelal Upbuilding, Including coop, 
erative Systems and .the Happiness aud 
Ennoblement of-Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D-, M. D. This comprises 
th« last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover,’15 cants. For sal* 
m this office.

“The Now Life.” By Leroy Berrien 
Eminently suggestive along the hues of 
"hew thought." Excellent In tone and

Cloth. "Price, $1.
In Tune With the Infinite, or Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty, 

By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, $1.25.
Invisible Helpers. By C. W. Leadbeater. Written in the author’s 

charming style.. Cloth. Price, 55 cents.
Jim. A story for young people, teaching spirit guidance. By Carrie 

E.S. Twing. Price $1.
Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the 

most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrillingly inter
esting and convincing. By Aloses Hull. Price, cloth, 40c; paper, 25c.

Journeys to the Planet Mars, or Our Mission to Ento. By Sara Weiss.
Cloth bound. Price $L50., •

Just How to Concentrate. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 25 cents.
Just How to Cook Meals Without Meat, A small valuable book on 

vegetarian cooking. By Mrs. Elizabeth'Towne. r 25 cents.
Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus. By Airs. Towne. A book on 

concentration. Price 25 cents. '
Karma. By A. P. Sinnett. Price 50 cents.
Karezzai Ethics of Marriage. A pies for a better birthright for 

children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa
cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1. ,

Kate Field. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price $2. ;
Kingdom of Loye and Other Poems. By Elia ^heeler Wilcox, 

Price$l. ’ ' ■ .
■ Koradind. A prophetic story, and a valuable book for girls to read,tendencies. 1 flee, cloth, $1. » . . .aummuo. , -..... - _ .. -

“The Truth seeker Collection ot v bv Dr. Alice B. Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot, Trice ^1, 
Forms and Ceremonies for the DEO Of ” .L *— »„i.:_ <fr
Uberai®," Trice «5 cents.

L

5

Kòtan« Srom the original Arabic, Prioot cloth* igl,
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[Advertisement.]
LETTER FROM NEW YORK.

THE NEW LIFE, 
By Leroy Sorrier. An eminently suggestive 
work; of excellent tendencies, treating ot tho 
.mind's relations to the physical organism, and 
the power ct thought In tho upbuilding ot 
health and character. Cloth, $1.

Ite W DmIiw f"zS? 
By W. J. COLVILLE. A. series of twelve lec
tures, intondeias simple, practical.expositions 
of the Ten Commandments in the spiritual as
pect. Price, 50 cents. •

Heaven' Revised
Called Death. By1 Mrs.. E. B. Duffey. A very 
Interesting and instructive work. Price 25cts.

Academy of Higher Sciences
A&U College of Fine Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
“Faet becoming: of world-wide fame.”—H.Tuttle 

Light. .Color, Electriolty, Magnetism» Mlud, Bath«.
Ite beautiful Diploma confers title. ‘‘D M.” 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
at one's home. Books and instruments furnished, 
fiend stamp for catalogue to

JS. P. BABBITT. M.
OH Katt Ave,, BccKetler, M. Y.

New Testament Stories StrA® 
ed. Drawings by;Watson Heston, with critical 
and humorous comments upon the texts. Hes
ton's drawings are inoomparable; and excruci
atingly tunny. One must see the book to appro- 
clatoll; tho pictorial satire cannot bo tola. It 
will make you laugh heartily. Price In board, 
<1.00; cloth, MM : - ,

HEROES ANO HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
I Who has had '
। Forty Years' Experience in the Study 

and Practice of Medicine, Two
r Years Prof, in a Medical 

College, Ton Years
IN SANITARIUM WORK,

! and 1« a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
fails in diagnosis, He has given special attention

I to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
| forme of nervous dleease» of both aexee. Never 
fails to ourepnee, if you would like an opinion 
of your case FKEE. write lust how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your baud 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply.

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D. 
Prop. Reed City SunUariuni, Reed City, Mich.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
la one of the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual und Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velous; hie «caminatione are free to all who send 
himuunie, age. sex, und lock of hair, aud Scents 
Jn stamps. He doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you, His practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you In your own homa

Address, «1. H. WUCKS, BI. D.,
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Maaa.

The Secret of Life,
covèry»—Send 11.00 to L. Walsbrooker, Lakebay, 
Wn.| and get that and Woman’s Source of Power.

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Advent!.t attack upon Spiritualism re

pulsed. Bv Moses Hull Price, 10 cents.

Forée and Matter
6ook. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth, MOO. '

Rolnrannofinn or Me Doctrine of the Rulllbul lidulUll, Soul's Successive Em
bodiments, examined and discussed pro and con, 
by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr. Helen Densmore 
and W. J. Colville.. Price 30 cts.

Success, and How to Win It.
By B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D.

■ A Lecture and Course of Twenty-four Success 
Lessons. Price 25 cents.

Tho Ioc nit c Containing chapters on Or- 
I llO elvdlllud Igln and History of the Jes

uits; Principles and Aim of the "Company of 
Jesus;" Immoral Teachings of theJesults;Con- 
demnatlonof the Order; Expulsion of theJes- 
ults;Bull of Pope Clement XIV,, Abolishing the 
Society; The Jesuits' Estates Act; an appendix 
of. valuable information. By B. F. Austin, A. 
M..B..D. .Price 15o

The Malestu ': WM 
■e /•_ , • Jordan, treating of in-01 Calmness. . dividual problems andvi vuhiuiuuui •possibilitieslnthoThe ninoshiD .iwoni»
•' ■ • • * « • esting and instructive 

and-worth more than .the price Indicates, as an 
ornamental and valuable addition to the libra
ry. Price. 80 cents each.

CALIFORNIA NOTES. THE CHESTERFIELD (INO.) CAMP.

Through the N. 8. A. Missionary, E. W. 
Sprague.

Thp Full Programme of Thia Favorite 
Place of Resort,

While at San Diego, Cal., recently, 
We made two trips out of town, visiting 1 
Mt. Loma Theosophical home, and also 
tiie town of Tijuana (pronounced Te-a-' 
wa-na), Old Mexico., '

•At Tijuana the Plaza de Toras where ; 
the bull fights'take place, was pointed 
out to us; also the ruins of an ancient 
Catholic mission. . '

We visited the art stores where many 
beautiful and useful articles, some of 
thdm real works of art, were for sale.' 
We saw the native Mexican in his home 
which re some cases was a house made 
of mud; they are called "adobe house's." 
Some modern dwellings were to be 
seen here and there. After what we 
saw in this brief visit to this Mexican 
town, we concluded that the country 
was about one hundred years behind 
our own United States of America.

On our return we visited National 
City and the great Sweetwater Dam. 
This dam is a wonderful piece of engi
neering and was built to hold the water 
that falls during the winter and spring, 
to be used for irrigating purposes in 
summer.

Having read the notices in the daily 
press and in the illustrated circulars 
distributed to tourists and sight-seers 
informing them of what is to be seen 
and how to see it, and finding among 
tiie many attractions mentioned the Mt. 
Loma Theosophical Home and School, 
we decided to visit it. Following the 
directions in the circular we secured 
tickets which were to take us to the 
grounds, boarded the naptha launch 
with a dozen others and crossed the 
bay. We were met at the landing by,. 
men with omnibuses who took our 
party to the entrance to the ground, 
aoout a mile distant, where a number 
of others were added to our party, ,

Wo saw three or four "guards" in uni/ 
forms (yellow duck suits), one of whom 
informed us that the admission to the 
grounds was 10 cents. We paid our ad
mission and were permitted to enter 
the gates.,

We found a "guide” waiting for us 
near the main building who escorted 
us along the road and pointed to the 
“Honie,” the conservatory of music, the 
home of Mr. Spaulding, who, he said, 
was the financial backing of the instl- 
tlon; the private home of Madam Ting
ley, and a few little cottages where, he 
said, little children were cared for, 
He also told us of a proposed “Grecian 
theater” that is to be built, and pointed 
cut the site. We were permitted to look 
up that, way, but were refused permis
sion to go any nearer.

The “guide” then turned and pointed, 
not reluctantly, but with evident pride, 
to the great Pacific ocean and we were 
allowed to feast bur eyes on its won
derful beauty. Dear reader, we shall 
always be thankful to this Theosophical1 
society for letting us see all for the 
small sum of 10 cents each, and all, too, 
from this beautiful point of view, the 
middle of the road.

A lady asked the “guide” how many 
children were in the “Home.” He said: 
"I do not know; there may be several 
hundred." We ventured the question: 
“How large a tract of land belongs to 
this home?” He said be could not tell, 
blit thought there were some thousands 
of acres.

We asked for literature giving infor
mation regarding the school; the 
"guide” gave us no Information that 
would help us to get it if such literature 
Is In existence.

'We were told of the cost of the main 
““building, of the wealth of the principal 

donor and supporter of the school, but 
our "guide” gave evasive answers to 
some of the questions of members ot 
cur party and volunteered but little in
formation of Importance.

Our party of earnest men and womeh 
seeking information regarding this 
much talked of "Modern School”!?) 
had to leave the premises without hav
ing seen the inside of a single building 
or meeting a single person other than 
our "guide,” and without learning any 
definite fact about the workings of this 
institution.

Our experience shows that this insti
tution is truly "Esoteric”, according to 
Webster’s definition of the term, which 
is as follows: "Esoteric, Designed for 
and understood by the specially initl-! 
ated alone; not communicated or not in
telligible to the general body of follow-' 
ers; private; interior; acroatic.”. "Op
posed to exoteric or public.”

This kind of treatment was enough to 
cause the members of our party to de
clare with DeQuincy: “Enough if every 
age produce two or three critics of this 
esoteric class with here and there a 
reader to understand them.”

The ten cents admission fee for walk
ing in the roads for half a mile or less 
and looking at a couple of buildings 
from the outside that are not very re
markable for anything in particular, we 
thought was a good investment.
-If it gave us no knowledge of what 

was transpiring within those walls, it 
enlightened us upon how Mt. Loma The- 

. osophists treat honest inquirers regard
ing this new school of "reform”!?)

Wd were taken back to the dock in 
the omnibuses to wait the coming of 
cur launch. Wo all kept dur good hu
mor and enjoyed the five-mile return 
trip across the bay- very much, though 
we are still wondering what this eso
teric philosophy amounts to anyway.

, E. W. SPRAGUE.'

Saturday, July 15, Opening Day- 
Services at 2 p. m. by speakers present.

First Bunday, July 16—9 a. m., lyce
um/Mrs, Anna L. Gillespie; 10 a. m./ 
lecture, Mrs. Gillespie; 2 p, m., lecture, 
B. F, Austin, subject “The Bible and 
Spiritualism”; 4 p. m., testa, Maggie 
Waite.

Monday/July 17—9 a. m., lyceum, 
Mrs. Anna L Giliespie; 10 a. m., confer- 
ence; 2 p. m:

Tuesday, July 18—9 a. m., lyceum; , 
10 a. m./conference; 2 p. m,, lecture, B. 
F. Austin, “What Does Spiritualism , 
Stand For?" ' I

Wednesday/July 19—9 a, m., lyceum;
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Anna Throndsen, followed by tests.

Thursday, July 20—9 a. m., lyceujn; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, B. 
F. Austin, “What Must I Do to Be 
Saved?"

Friday, July 21—9 a. m., lyceum; 10 
a. m., conference; i p. m., lecture, B. F. 
Austin, “What Is Man?”

Saturday, July 22—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, E. 
W. Sprague; tests, Frank T. Ripley,

Second Sunday July 23—9 a. ,m., ly
ceum; 10 a. m., lecture, B. F. Austin, 
“The Common Origin of Religion"; 2 p. 
m., lecture, E. W. Sprague; 4 p. m., 
tests, Maggie Waite.

Monday, July 24—9 a. m., lyceum, 
Anna L. Gillespie; 10 a. m., <-----; 2 p.
in.,——.

Tuesday, July 25—9 a. m., lyceutn; 10 
a. m., conference;. 2 p. m.,‘lecture, E. 
W. Sprague; tests/Mrs. E. W. Sprague.

Wednesday/JUly 26—9 a. m.,lyceum; 
10 a; m., conference; ^ p. m., lecture, IS. 
W. Sprague. , .

Thursday,'July 27—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m„ lecture, 
Anna L. Gillespie, followed by tests,

Saturday, July 29—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m./conference; 2.p. m., lecture, E. 
W. Thompson, “Architypes of Chris
tianity."

Third Sunday, July 30^-9 a. m., ly
ceum; 10 a. m., lecture, Lyceum. Day, 
conducted by Anna L. Gillespie; 2 p. m., 
lecture, Marian Carpenter; 3 "p. m., 

' tests, Maggie Waite. ÿî
' Monday, July 31—9 a. m., lyceiim; 10'

I a; m., ----- 1; 2 p. m., —-.
Tuesday, August 1—9 a. m., lyceum;

10 a. m„ conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Marian Carpenter, followed by tests.

Wednesday, August 2—9 A m., lyce
um; 10 a . m., conference; 2 p. in., lec
ture, Anna L'. Gillespie; .tests, Frank 
T. Ripley. ''

Thursday, August 3—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a., m., conference; 2 p. ni., lecture, 
Anna Throndsen, followed by tests.

Friday, August 4—9 a. m„ lyceum; 
10 A m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, T. 
W.'Smith. •.

Saturday, August 5—9 a. m., lyceum;
10 a, m„ conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Marian Carpenter, followed by tests,.

Fourth Sunday, August 6—9_ a m., ly
ceum; 10 a m.. Memorial Exercise and 
lecture, Marian Carpenter; 2 p. m., lec
ture, Lizzie Harlow; 4 p. m.; tests, Mag
gie Waite.

Monday, August 7—9 a. m„-- ; 10 
a tn., -—; 2/p. m., Lizzie Harlow.

Tuesday, August 8—9 a m., lecture;
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Lizzie Harlow.

Wednesday, August 9—9 A m., lyce
um ; ' 10 a. m., lecture, E. Thompson, 
“Thomas Paine”; 2 p. m., lecture, Wil
lard J. Hqll, Luther Memorial Day.

Thursday, August 10—9 a. m., lyce
um;'10-a, m., conference; 2 p. m., lec
ture, Lizzie Harlow.

Friday, August 11—9 a m.; lyceum/ 
10 À m„ conférence; 2'p.-lecture/ 
Anna Throndsen.

Saturday, August 12—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., .conférence; 2 p. to., lecture, 
Lizzie Harlow; 8-p. m.', Dr. Littlefield's 
lecture and stéreopticon views.

Fifth Sunday, August 13—9 a. m., ly
ceum; 10 a m., lecture, Lizzie Harlow;
2 p. m., lecture. Dr. A. B. Spinney, “The 
Science of Spiritualism;” 4 p. m., tests, 
Maggie Waite. ..

Monday, August 14—9 a m., lyceum;
10 a.m.,----- ; 2 p. m.,----- .

Tuesday, August 16—9 a. m., lyceum;
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, A.
B. Spinney; tests by Frank T. Ripley. [

Wednesday, August 16—9 a. m., ly
ceum; 10 a. m.. Conference; 2 p. m., lec
ture, T. W. Smith; tests by -Anna 
Throndsen. '

Thursday, August 17—9 A m„ lyce
um; 10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lec
ture/A. B. Spinney.

Friday, August 18—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Anna L. Gillespie.

Saturday, August 19—9 a m., lyce
um; 10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lec
ture, A. B. Spinney.

Sixth Sunday, August 20—9 a. m., ly
ceum; 10 a m., lecture, A. B. Spinney. 
Subject, “The True Idea of Spiritualism 
Truly Lived, the Salvation' of the 
World”; 2 p. m., lecture Anna L. Gilles
pie; 4 p. m., tests, Maggie Waite.

Monday, August 21—9 a m., lyceum;
1G a. m., conference; 2'P. m., ——, 

Tuesday, August 22—9 a. m., lyceum;
. 10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 

Dr. J. M. Peebles. Subject, “Travels in 
IndiA Her Magic, Her Yogis and Her

; Social Life.”
Wednesday, August 23—9 a. m., ly- 

. ceum; 10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lec- 
i ture, W. V. Nicum, "Cosmic Consclous-

ft Prop™ Äer
A Paper that Never Falters* Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a -Better tife. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Pive Us the Truth, the Wholrlfl^ and Nothing hut the Truth

Spiritualist Meetings.

KANSAS SPIRITUALISTS.

Mrs. Bryan .and Mrs. Jaquet In 
Field.

the

I kindly ask for permission and space. 
In the columns of your very worthy and 

.’ most welcome paper, to announce to 
the mauv readers of the same, the 
grand work that' is being done here in 
our new field of labor.

On the 9tb, 10th, 11th and 12th of this 
month we held a mass meeting, and 
with the able and worthy assistance of 
Dr, Geo. B. Warne, Mrs. Isa Rayner, 
Virginia Bryan, and my guides, we have 
not only organized, but get our state 
charter' next Wednesday, the 21st Inst,, 

• and then we intend having state ordina- 
. tion services on next Sunday, there be

ing four applicants for ordination; And 
we have now enrolled on our books 

• twenty-four members. Now is not this 
doing well for four days’ work? Just 

"think of the rapid strides the spiritual 
world is making. After next Sunday, 
Mrs. Bryan and your, humble servant 
will start out to canvass the surrounding 
largo and small towns for membership 
to our new state organization, and or
ganize local societies with the under
standing of and to aid societies that all 
affiliate with tho N. S. A. and which all 
seem willing to do. .

Dr. Warne held the people spellbound 
.with his well-executed remarks in re- 
’.gard to the workers in the vast fields of 
our philosophy, and was greatly- ap
plauded for his firmness aud standing 
for truth only In all phases of medium- 
6hlg.

o Isa Kayner gave some very remark

LIST OF CAMP-MEETING^

It Is Important when a meeting IB 
suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held .hero In public halls at the present 
time.

ness."
Thursday, August 24—9 a. m., lyce- 

um; 10 a. m./conference; 2 p. m., lec
ture, Dr. J. M. Peebles, "Travels in 
Egypt and Palestine.” '

Friday, August 25—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, W. 
V. Nicum, “The Spiritual'Leading.”

Saturday, August26—9 a.jn.> lyceum; 
10~a. ni./conference; 2 p.; to.. lecture, 
Dr. J. M. Peebles, “A Pilgrim Four 
Times Around the World in Search of 
Truth.”

Seventh Sunday, August 27—9 a. to., 
lyceum; 10 a. m., lecture, Dr.. J. M. 
Peebles. Subject, “Progress the Law of 
Life”; 2 p..m, JeOture, W. V- Nicum, 
"Man Is Not Man as Yet”; 4 p. m,, 
tests, Anna Throndsen.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 n. m. in Garnelman’s Hail, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13tli street

The North Star Spiritual Unlou holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1646 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p.. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium.

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasking’s hall, 30th and Archer avenue. 

■ °ted ^r' an(l Mrs. Howes.
The Light of Truth Church will hold 

services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Tnursday 3 p. m. Mrs.. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union is 
now located at McDermott’s Hall, 6603 
South Halsted street. - Meetings every 
Sunday , evening at 7:30. Ladles’ Aux- 
■ aS every 'Thursday afternoon at 2:30. 

. Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
ayenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. All wel
come. Services ut'3 and 8 p. m.

Spiritual .Church of AH Souls, In Hope 
Hall, No. 220 Western avenue, between 
JacKson and Van Buren^ Sunday even- 
Ings at 7:30/ conducted by Mrs. R, 
Squire.,

The Kenwood Spiritual .Church will 
hold services every Sunday at 8 and 8 
P- m„ at Kenwood Hall, Nos,. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
and music, Mrs, Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. Come and bring 
your friends. '

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenuq, corner Burllug, at 3'and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor. 
: - The church of the- Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wiicox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lee- 
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number Is 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs 
Isa Cleveland. .

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m„ at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st.Btreet and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening servlbe 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter’ 
the child wonder, will always be In at- 
tendance. Othera will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer 
Dr. Beverly, president No. 44 East 31st 
•■street-'''’ ■ ' ■ '. ■ '

A Spiritualist “Temple been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann,' at- 623 Bel-- 
toont avenue/ Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests, and music at every ser
vice. , ., _ ■•■

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature wlll ’hold Sufiday. even- 
ing services at 1665 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu
macher, pastor. , . ■“

The Universal Occult Society meets 
every Sunday at America Hall; 77 East 
31st street, at 3 and 8 p. to. R. Gilray, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller will’ 
preside at all meetings during the ab
sence of Brother Gilray.

Lake View Spiritual Union holds 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m., 
at WeMs Hall, No.. 1629 North Clark 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl A Wickland. AH 
cordially Invited. Residence 616 Wells 
street.

Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a, to. 
at hall 210, Masonic Temple, under the 
auspices of Walter DqVoe, the well- 
known lecturer. Miss. Cora M. Naie, 

■ soloiset
The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 

holds regular services every Sunday at 
3 and 8 p. m„ at the People’s Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. The 
Rising Sun Lyceum .meets at 2 p. m.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds oervices ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 In Brandt's 
Hall, 162 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn;; and every 
Wednesday-evening at. 8.o’block sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfieid Turn
er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium.

Church of the Soul Communion holds 
meetings every Wednesday evening at 
8 ,oclook and Sundays at 8 p. m„ at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Christian Occuit Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall. 3245 State street 
¡Every Sunday evening'.at 7:30. Test 
messages given by good mediums. Good 
speakers In'attendance. ; . .

Dr. Peebles Institute o! Health oHera Free 
Consultation to the Sick and SuHerlog.

1! you are tn poor Health and whh to be cured, write 
the Decide at «ace. They Cao Help You.

Dr. Peebles Instl- 
; tute of Health, has 
. for, years made a 
specialty of treating 
chronic diseases and 

; by their HomeTreat- 
xaent 'liAV© cured 
hundreds who camo 

^ fo tbeih'ln utter de- 
spalr because their 

• p^ses had been pro« 
-.'•nouDcedIncurable 
''by thelr local physb 
clans;- They success*. 

y. folly, treat Catarrh, 
: Bronchitis, Asthma, 
:„Rheumatism, Kid- 
• riey and Bladder 
'.Trouble, Heart

- * Trouble, Stomach,
Bowe! and Liver Troubles, all Blood and Nerv
ous Diseases as well as all diseases and weak
nesses peculiar to both man and woman.

They employ the latest and most approved 
methods of treating these disease and if you 
are not completely cured your stomach U not 

' ruined with - strong drugs. If you are In 
poor health and want treatment or if you do not 

i understandyourcaso and yrislrto know your 
exact condition write the Doctors for advice. 

: They charge you nothing for a complete dlag- 
!■ nosls and If they find your case Is curable their 

charges will be most reasonable. They will 
। also send you literature fully explaining their 
| methods of treatment.
। If sick yourself or If you are interested In a nick 
I friend write them a plain, candid letter and they 
1 will tell you whatyourtroubleisandif yonrease 
I Is curable will quote you their, lowest terms.
1 Write to-day.. Address Dr. Peebles Institute of 

Health. 28 Main St./Battle Creek. Mich.

Prof. Jos_ B. Stollard,
Will rive Dsychio readings, assisted by a spirit 
BBtrojogist. an Egyptian. Send lock of bnlr and 
own hand writing, and two questions,
62 cents. 6 Broadwayave., watertown, N. Y.

* . Magnetic Plaster,
. Belief for all pains, magnetized-by a good me
dium and his strong spirit band; price. 26c. Clair
voyant, readings, pointing out your future by mall, 
60c. Address J, Heinrich, box TB/fiigel, Ill.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three . two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call

Business Mediumi and Psycliometrist.
fiend date of birth, eek three questions, which 

will be answered/ and a trial reading, for 25 cents. 
For psychometry. send article or epeclnten to 
read from. THERESE DUANE, Box 87, Berkeley. 
Cal. ' *

nUnnflon nf Restores Lost Vision; 
n Wvlluul HU Write tor Illustrated Circular 
Snonl-onfa showing styles and pricesand 
OUuuLdLlC, photo nt Spirit Varma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. 1 can ad- 
iust my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyea at your own home aud send by 
mall, as It you were In my office. Thousand« win 
testify. M. V. POOIB.

«3 Evanston Avo.. Clxlaago.111 
Bear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect I 

can say perfection. I shall 'recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. B, B..Robertson, Los Angeles, Cat.

.UYSE&Cmi^^

- MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, HL

HRSi H. DOWNING, i
■Mrs. H. Downing haercmoved from 013 N. Clark 

street, and is now located at 718 Scdglok st, cor. 
Gram Pl. AClarkfit; ist flat.
IV© arc prepared ter cur® Xodlos dnd Gen- 

. ’ Uemen/both Mind and Body.
>. -,'i ■•QtMVSIJLTA’riON-FREE.

. j Psychic Diagnosis Free;
< J, ■ A.. Marvin,- Psycho Medical’and Magnetic 
.Hta-lej, has li'atiTnaby'yoars’ sue-
-ceasfUl experience; guarantees cures:in bron- 
^chiaj and stomach troubles,"asthiha/ golter. and 
¿other pfo-onlc diseases. Fot diagnosis send lock 
of hair, age. sex, married or single, and 6 cents 
in stamps. No symptoms.

Annfe Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Paar frlendB, you can rroatly held pie cars lor 

. mV jUnd BlBter. Jennie L. Webb, ode dr tho onrl- 

. leal mediums now in the form, hxwrluny a letter 
; ton spirit friend. SentHt to me with Ih and I wlU 
try and ret reply by.taScpendeut wrltlnr or whls- 

. pure. Address Mra. Atmlo Lord Chaintierlaln, Mil
ford Masa

The infallible flbre trumpet is insulated top and 
bottom; shell, enamel cardinal color finish, 11.50. 
Guaranteed, better than metal or any other mate* 
rial; very light in weight; absolutely tangible 
with spirit forces; warranted perfect or money 
refunded; cases with.bandles, 41.60. Booklet for 
allkindsof development, 12 'dt6,sent on receipt 
of price.
JAS. NEWTON,'428 Dorr St,, Toledo. O.

MADAM THERESE SH ACREN, 
la the most gifted:medium and' psychic in the 
wprld to-day; her testimonials from all parts of 
the gfope speak of her as a marvel; call and read 
them and receive a free life reading, or send lock 
of hair, date of birth and 8 stamps (or free read
ing by mall, with answers to 3 questions; or full 
life reading. 60 cents in stamps. Address 19 Ew
ing Place, £.. San Francisco Cal. * '

PLEASE READ THIS.
If sick write me; will give you a free exami

nation and surely cure you. 1 cure when all 
others fall. Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor 
of both sexes successfully treated. Great success 
with diseases of'Chlldren. Write in own hand
writing, giving name, age, sex.-weight, leading 
symptom,: and five 2-cent stumps, and receive a 
correct diagnosis, worth dollars to you. For chili 
dren send lock of hair.

FRANCES Id LOUCKS,
M Warren fit.

pleased with the glorious outlook for 
the new organization.

Last night, in spite of a.. dreadful 
thunder, lightning and rain storm, we 
had a fine house and'a very apprecia
tive one. Mrs. Bryan, and myself gave 
short talks and messages/as did also 
our worthy president, Mr. Cyrus Corn
ing. -

We, Mrs. Bryan and Jaquet,. send 
greetings to all friends and societies 
that we have been allied with Jn our 
home city, Chicago.

Topeka, Kans. L. J.JAQUET.

“Beyond ttie Van.”.. A' Sequel to 
“Rending the VaiL” Being a complla- 
llon, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal verification 
“What Wo Shall Be," and a code

ot 
of 
re- 
fe-
A

ethics, requisite to the most speedy 
alizatlon of the highest and purest 
llclty attainable in the future life. _ 
very remarkable book. Large, octavo. «» pages. Price, 81,75. “able tests, as did Mrs. Virginia Bryan, 

and also Pottawattamies, and all the 
। guides have won thMiearts of the Kan-sas people. We had in attendance at vldual Problems and Possibilities.” By 

. - our mqss-mecting delegates from seven I Wm. George Jordan. Another valuable
towns in Kansas, -and< all seemed well • .little- work.; Price- SO- cents.1 ./

"The Majesty ot Calmness, or Indi-

The Golden Rule Spiritualist .Society 
Will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. All 
cordially Invited- >

Temple Light and Truth, 870 Waban- 
sla avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
to. Lectures and spirit messages given 

। at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor,, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
O’clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured. for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 543 . H 65th 
street Entrance to hall, 319 E. 65th 
street.

The Chicago spiritualists’ League 
holds its meetings the first Tuesday 
evening of each month,' at Kimball 
Hall, 243 Wabash avenue. . Dr. Geo. B. 
,Warne, president; O. E. Kropp, 5481 
Kimbark avenue, secretary. ■ The 
League wishes every Spiritualist soci
ety of the city to send in the names of 
all their mediums, stating their partic
ular phase of mediumship. Address all 
communications to the secretary.' ‘

The Spiritual Association . of Sixty- 
ninth street and Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall, 
6922. Hon, D. Gilmour will address the 
meeting at 7:80 p. m. Conference at 
2:80 J?, m.

The Society of Spiritual .Unity holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., 
at Star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western ave
nue, under the direction ot Mrs. Nellie 
Kuspero®,

Are You a Rosicrucian?
|9~There are mysteries of the soul, of life and 

death which you can understand and demon
strate! You possess powers which if unfolded,' 
would prove of marvelous value to-you Inyour 
daily llfeand business, -
nr The -‘O. W. IL” is the only recognized Bosl- 

cructan Brotherhood in the United states, and is 
.affiliated with the Ancient Masters.

ptr'Wby not unfold your own powers and join 
tho O. W.&? Ip less than three mouths you be
gin to realize your psychic powers.
O’ You are a medium; you can excel all others 

by towering above mediocre ability and proving 
your superiority as an adept, This is what my 
system does! fiend at once a stamped addressed 
envelope tor prospectus.

'. Clairvoyance. Cloth, 150 pages, by X O. F. 
Grumblne. Teaches how to road the future, prac
tice telepathy, penetrate the veil between the 
seen and the unseen, converse with splrlts.know 
the mysteries. Price (reduced from 12.00), 11.50.
, Auras and Colors.—How to read the atmos
phere of persons and understand the appearance 
of halos, auras and nimbu*. Contains a color 
dictionary. Paper, prico 60 cents.
- "Realization. How to become well, success
ful, prosperous. ’¿wonderfully helpful book for 
beginners. Paper, price 60 cents.

Psychometry. Teaches bow to get at the soul 
of things- Paper, price 50 cents.

(ySend 12.26 for a large crystal for crystal 
reading. Address X C. F. Grumblne, 718 Irving 
Ave., Syracuse. N. Y. (During the Summer only.)

Dr. Savage's Inspirational Discourse on 
Mary A. Livermore—The Friction 
Among the New York Christian Sci
entists, Etc.'
One of the greatest discourses that 

Dr. Savage has delivered for some time, 
■was the one last Sunday on Mary. A. 
Livermore and Modern Womanhood.

It was a beautiful June Sunday morn
ing and the church was crowded to the 
doors, in fact, tt ts very hard to get 
a seat in this church unless you go very 
early,, the same as it was in former 
years at Henry Ward Beecher's church, 
in Brooklyn.

Dr. Savage paid tribute after tribute 
to Mrs. Livermore, and he called her 
“the greatest speaker of them all” 
among women preachers and sold he 
was proud to say he had given over his 
pulpit in Boston to her many times. 
He also said that Mrs. Livermore was 
a thorough believer in Spiritualism. 
He said that she had experiences which 
convinced her that we are surrounded 
by a crowd of invisible witnesses of all 
our struggles, who are sad when we 
fall, and who are glad when we win a 
victory, and she believed that now and 
then a face broke through the mist;, and 
again a hand was outstretched to help, 
or a voice was heard giving courage 
and cheer.

He added that Harriet Beecher Stowe 
was also a great believer In Spiritual
ism, although her biographers carefully 
covered the.fact; and that Joseph Jeff
erson had vigorously declared to him 
(in his study soitfe months before he 
passed away) his belief in the other life, 
which was so real to him that he re
peatedly expressed his willingness to 
go, if he had not been needed here.

Dr. Savage also paid a glowing trib
ute to Mrp. Livermore’s works on the 
battlefield during the Rebellion; in fact 
he said she was a modern Florence 
Nightingale.

I myself had the great pleasure, about 
ten years back, of hearing Mary A. 
Livermore, on Decoration Day, to the 
members of the G. A. R., which packed 
the hall, and I will never forget the re
ception she received from those veter
ans. It was nearly ten minutes before 
she was allowed to speak, aud as she 
related some of her experiences upon 
the battle fields among the wounded, 
not a dry eye could be seen among 
those veterans.

One incident I remember that she re
lated on that occasion was, one day as 
she was passing abong the wounded 
and- dead on the battle field, a young 
soldier who was very seriously wound
ed, asked her to write a letter at his 
dictation to his wife, and at a short 
distance away a wcunded drummer boy 
wished a letter written to his mother, 
so the young man told Mrs. Livermore 
to write the boy's letter first, because 
it was to his mother. Mrs Livermore 
did as requested, and when she had 
completed the drummer boy’s letter to 
his mother, she turned to the young 
man, but he required no letter now, for 
he had passed into the unseen.

Mary A. Livermore was a wonderful 
woman, and I feel proud to know I was 
personally acquainted with her; and it 
will be many a day, if ever, that we 
shall look upon her like again.

Dr. Charles G. Pease, a member of 
the Fitst Church of Christ Scientist 
(known as Mrs. Stetson’s church), has 
resigned, and renounces the belief as 
“a fabric of deceit, falsehood and dis
honesty." He descants upon abuses

Interest in the various SpirltuaBBi 
camp-meetings has commenced, ami 
secretaries of thasame should report an 
once to this office, so that-proper MV 
nouncement as to dates can be made. 
MT. PLEASANT PARK, CLINTON, IA,

The twenty-third annual camp-meet* 
ing at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens July 30 
and closes August 27. Programs and! 
Information given to all who write tot 
Mrs. M. B. Anderson, secretary, Clarks* 
Ville, Mo, , ;

ONSET CAMP. • I
Onset camp commences its twenty- 

ninth annual meeting, July 23, and 
closes August 27. For full programs 
address the secretary, Onset, Mass,

CHESTERFIELD, CAMP.
Begins July 15 and ends August 27. 

Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Anderson, 
Ind. (

8UNAPEE LAKE CAMP, N. H. I 
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp* 

commences July 30 and closes August 
27. Address Thomas Burpee, Sutton, 
N. H., or the secretary, Lorenza Wor
then, Hillsboro Br., N. H.

VICKSBURG, CAMP.
Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 3d 

and closes August 20. For full particu
lars address Mrs. Jeannette Fraser, 
Vicksburg, Mich.

GREAT BOOKS
Researches in Modern Spiritualism, By : 

the greatest living chemist. Sir William Crookes. 1 
New Amer. Ed. 50c.’'(Eng. Ed; coatatl.60.) 

. Rational Memory-Training. By B. F. Aus
tin. B., A., Ex-Principal Alma College. '•The ker-. 
nel of the Memory Systems." Highly commended 
by educators. 6tn edition jusfonv 60c.

The £tvinK Recalog^ie. Twelve masterly 
.Expository Lectures by Wi iL Colville,' the great 
.author findspiritual teacher, Just out. 60c.

Success rand How to Win.lt. 24 New 
Thought Lessons by Dr. Austin. Editor of •*Beaa- 
on." ' Worthi26.00, but sold for 25c.-

Reason. 48 pp. monthly. (New Thought and 
Psychic Research.) Edited by Dr. B. F. Austin, 
60c. a year.
.BTThe four volumes, with “Reason.’* 1 year, S2,‘ 
AUSTIN PUBLISHING COMPANY 

Departwpnt TpRochester, N. V.

“We Are Passing But Once This Way." Song 
and retrain, by Fl 0. Hudson; price, 25 cents.

"Satlsfled.” Ai reverie. By, A. J. Maxham. 
Price 25 cents.

I “The Light ot ReasoJl.” English and German 
words; sung to ths tune ot “Lead, Kindly 
Light" Price®Cent»;

LISBETH® 0 EMratiriff, Fascinat
ing and Indtrudtlve Throughout, 
< This work by (KrrloE. S, Twlng is exception
ally Interesting.? Slio wolf says: ‘.'These char
acters which huve bro itch tout the highest and 
•lowest to different religious beliefs, have moved 
mo, not I them." The whole book Is interesting, 
fascinating, andinstrucUve. Price, 81.00.

DpCMfHlAC Into the Phenomena of 
Kwedriiieb Modern Spintuafism
By SIR WILLIAM CROOKES. F. R. S., with 
Illustrations. Of unusual Interest and value, 
by one of the greatest scientists of tho world. 
Price, 50 cents. ....... • ■

Church oithe Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:80 
at 062 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. ¿Mfs. J. BeLong, pastor.

Mrs. Virginia Bryan, one of our most 
eloquent trance mediums, will lecture 
at Star Lodge Hall, 378 South Western 
—enue, each Sunday evening.

he alleges exist in the practice of so- 
callid healing, and brings up battery 
after battery against the ramparts of 
the system established by Mary Baker 
G. Eddy.

This' action may be traced into a se
rious disagreement which the Ddcfor 
had a year ago with the authorities of 
the First' Chùrch. He led a band of 
members who were opposed to what 
they considered the undue influence of 
Mrs. Stetson, the former first .reader. 
Some of the disaffected ones resigned. 
The following ib a copy of the letter 
sent by Doctor Pease to Mrs. Eddy and 
the clerk of the church:

“Dangerous, wicked, cruel, unchris
tian teaching, acts and methods pre
vail within the Christian Science organi
zation. These have the appearance of 
being fostered by the highest authori
ties in the organization, in that with 
full knowledge these conditions have" 
the support and consent of silence. 
And, Whereas, I find that these acts 
and methods are the legitimate out
come of the fundamental teachings 
presented in Science and Health there
fore, because of the conditions and the 
■teaching which admit of the conditions, 
I ask that my name be stricken from' 
the membership of thé Church. I am 
in the service of God and men.”

This only shows that a prominent 
member occasionally has his eyes 
opened to common sense.

Dr. Savage in a recent sermon on 
“God,” spoke as follows:

“There is no longer any dead matter, 
all is thrilling with the one life. We 
no, longer ask, ‘Where is God?’ any 
more than I ask. Tn what part of my 
body am I?’

“I am all in all, at the point of my 
pen when I write, in my hand when 1 
stretch It out to help; As I am all In 
all parts of my body, so is God all and 
in all the universe.

“Never was God so near to us before, 
for natural forces are only His present 
working, and natural laws are only, so 
to speak, His habits, unchangeable only 
because He is all-wise. What higher 
form of being may exist we do not 
know. God then Is in the mightiest 
and most distant star, and equally He 
is in the grain of dust the wind whirls 
through its tiny'orbit in the streets; He 
is in the blade of grass/and He is in 
the love and pity of the human breast. 
And, more than all these he inclose» 
them all in His infinite arms. He is so 
near that we lose him, as a little child, 
lost in some corner of St. Peter’s might 
be asking for the cathedral, or as a bird, 
home on swift winds might be seeking 
after the air.”

New York. J. OSBORNE LUNT.

By Thomas Carlyle. '
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man. Marked by terse strength and 
vlgor/deep thought, philosophy and dr«-' 
matic tensity of■ earnestness. A- notable 
literary effort edition-la doth,
S’siee 60 cents»

•‘Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment." .By W. H. Bach; Especially' 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth; 60 cents; paper, 25 cents'.
. "How to Train Children and Pa-' 

rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases it is the 
parents that need the . training . more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves, Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read it 
Price 25 cents. '

"The Molecular Hypothesis ot Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, 
prof. Lockwood is recognized an ono ot 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on tho’Molecular HyDothcsis 
of Nature; and presents his views os 

| demonstrating a scientific basis ofB.plr- 
I Ituallsm. The book Is commended' to 
all who love to study and think. 
Price 25 cents

“Spiritual Songs for the Use ot Cir
cles, Campmeetings and .Other Spirit- 
uallstls Gatherings," By Mattl& E.

grioa 10 cents,

NEW ERA CAMP-MEETING. i 
The New Era camp-meeting begins 

AdI™Mn continues over four Sundays'! 
Adiiieas Rev. G. C. Love, president 354 
College street, Portland, Oregon.

EDGEWOOD CAMP, WASH. 
20C°ForefnUS and enda AuS»8t 
f Particulars address Geo.E. Knowlden, Tacoma, Wash.

Thin ™ NTRAL 0HI° CAMP. 
clones Sunday- June 4'
closes Sunday, June 25, at Bueleh 
hi? ht miles soutliwest of Coljim- 
bus. For particulars, address the seo. 
retary, 55 McDowell street, Colulb^

GRAND LEDGE CAMP, MICH.
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camn- 

Aug 2? JUY> ? 1906' anicX 
Aug. 21, 1905, with Mr. Oscar A. Ed- 
gerly as presiding chairman. For foil’s 
R Divin»0^ r dre8B J- W- Ew|ug or w? 
R. Divine of Grand Ledge, Mich

LOS ANGELES, CAL., CAMP. ' 
, u1? Eiberal> Educational and Spirlo 
uallst Camp-meeting will open at Min
eral Park, June 25, and close July 25.

THE ASHLEY, OHIO, CAMP.

a August 6 and closes
August 27. For further particulars ad- 
OMo8 Wil1 RandoIpb> secretary, Ashley,

OCEAN GROVE CAMP. j 
This camp is located at Harwich

Juty 23?d °PenS JV‘y 9’ and close»

WINFIELD (KANSAS) CAMP. 
bo?dhks'twAi’fihCamp ^sedation, will 
hold its twelfth annual camp-meeting 
^mT“cing 15, and ending July 
25. Addiess Mrs. Maud K Gates rov North Manning street, Winfield, k'?7 
for programs. ’

UNITY CAMP, MASS. ‘
Opens on Sunday, June 4, and <s>n- 

Septomber? SUDday U“U1 the last

UOS ANGELES CAMP, CAL.
at Mineral Park, com

mencing June 25 and ending Julv 25 
Mrs. Nettle Howell is in charge.

VERONA PARK CAMP.
The Verona Park camp-meeting, Me., , 

Y L°2en, Aug' an^ close Aug. 27. ' 
w a ,5 th’ President, Bangor Me.; F. ; 
W. Smith, secretary, Rockland, Me.

MANTUA CAMP, OHIO.
nM?iS mmp 10cated at Mantua Station;' 
Ohio, will open July 9, and continue to 
August 27. For further particulars, ad-

H' Sberwood, Secretary, Man
tua Station, Ohio.

CAMP PROGRESS.
Camp Progress, Moreland Park 

Grove, Upper Swampscott, Mass., opens 
Sunday, June 4, 1906.

LAKE BRADY, OHIO.
The fourteenth annual sesslon of this 

camp will be held during the months or 
July and August. For full particulars 
address A. G, Keck, Akron, Ohio.

FOREST HOME CAMP, MICH.
Forest Home Spiritualist camp-meet- 

ing begins July 30, and closes Aug. 20. 
For full particulars address the secre- 
tary, Mrs. Ruth Eastman, P. O Box 69 
Mancelona, Mich. *

ISLAND LAKE CAMP,
Island Lake Camp, -Mich., opens Sun

day, July 23, extending until August 28 
For programs of information write or, 
call on the secretary, H. R. LaGrange 
186 E. Montcalm street, Detroit, Mich’.

NIANTIC CAMP, CONN.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp- ■ 

meeting Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Niantic, Conn; season of 1905 
commencing June 12 and continuing un
til September 11. For full particulars 
address George Hatch, South Windham, 
Conn.

WONEWOC CAMP-MEETING.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds its annual camp-meeting 
in Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis. Aug. 
5 to 27 Inclusive. For particulars 
and programs write M. M. Blish, secre
tary, Wonewoc, Wis.

HARMONY GROVE CAMP.
Harmony Grove Camp-meeting Asso*_ 

elation will hold its annual camp, Aug. 
6 to 20. This camp is located three and 
one-half miles from Escondido, Cal. 
For further particulars In regsro 
to the camp address T. J. McFeronr 
secretary, 528 Fir street, San Diego 
Gal.

CITY OF LIGHT ASSEMBLY. ;
The season opens at Lily Dale,, N. Y., 

July 14, and closes September 3. Fort 
programmes, address E. Evstaphleve, 

■ secretary.
OTTAWA CAMP.

Spiritualist Camp-meeting Assocla* ' 
tion, Forest Park, Ottawa, Kansas, 
September 15 to 25 inclusive. Write ■ 
for- programmes, H. W. Henderson; i 
president, Lawrence, Kans.; Jacob Hey!_,.. 
secretary, Overbrook, Kans. • /

FRANKLIN CAMP, NEB.
- The Franklin Spiritualist Camp-meetv 
ing Association will hold its tenth anv 
nual camp-meeting commencing Sep, 
temborl, and. closing September 17, 
The'very best talent has b'een secured. 
We expect to make this camp the most! • 
interesting of any one in its history. * 
Those desiring programs or other Infor- '

. mation, please write the secretary. Al ’ 
cordial Invitation Is extended to all. A -4 
bus or hack will- carry campers to anti -t 
from tho depot. D. L. Haines, secr^u 
tary, Franklin, Neb. - ' ,

“Death, Its Meaning and <
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania, 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting voi-i 
ume, of decided value. A narrative oil

1 wondcriul psychic events in the a©,. - 
. tbor’s c: pcuenco. cbUi/GGO {

Knau-rued. IlJA®» n-^r-/ .



THE BODY IMMORTAL.

AN’ EARNEST APPEAL TO MATERIALIZING MEDIUMS.

Beances in order to make up properly

JUDGE DUNN AND FRAUD.

OV HIS NORMAL FACULTIES SO AS 
TO BE CONSCIOUS OF THE FACT 
Tl-tlT WR OWN PF.RRON AND THF?
BORROWED PLUMAGE OR ACCES- medtum openly says there are two

crime, 
"use 
rather

re* 
and 
his

. he 
tak-

Would he not say that If we regard' 
the criminal as having a double person-

pertence among materializing mediums. 
We entreat you all to EMPHATIC-

The Subject Treated From Different 
Points of View.

ster to change his appearance; a 
volver which he carefully loads, 
goes to the place where he knows 
victim will appear. On his way 
strengthens his determination by

gs he does of Winans’ 
of thè' toggery." He would 

say that the first person-

Every medium for physical manifes- IT WILL CONVINCE YOU BY ITS DE- 
tatlons in the United States has ’ un- MATERIALIZATION THAT I AM 

----------- ••• *■«’ PRETENSIONS.

from them,, to the charge made by
Judge Dunn, a Spiritualist of wide ex- POUND can be materialized to cover 
nerience among materializing mediums, the entire body, hence there seems to

Yet I can see how the Judge escapes 
this conclusion. The masks, garments, 
etc., are taken into the cabinet with the 

THAT HIS OWN PERSON AND THE1 honest purpose to help the spirits. The

doubtedly read the statement of Jlidge HONEST IN MY
Dunn that WINANS AND OTHERS EACH SPIRIT THAT STEPS OUT 
USE ARTIFICIAL TOGGERY in tbeif FOR RECOGNITION WILL ALLOW 
Rpnnces in order to make up properly YOU TO DO THAT, AND ESTABLISH

Todo
The REugionxT' y

FJUM^ITys

. ^BUUWJW.
The Court of Inquiry.

It is now in Session to 
take into careful and criti
cal consideration the Arti
ficial Toggery, often un
clean, used by some mate
rializing mediums, to make 
up in proper form your an
gel friends and loved ones. 
Honesty or Frau .1; Which?

Crisis Pending in the Ranks of Spiritualism

the spirits who present themselves for 
recognition.

This charge, coming from such a 
prominent source, THEIR SPECIAL 
FRIEND, has aroused great attention in 
this country and throughout England, 

: France, Spain and South America.
Is it possible, it has been asked, that 

Farmer Riley, Mrs. Bliss, Mrs. Mont
gomery, Mrs. M. E. Williams, Mr. 
Moore, the Howlands, Mr. Keeler, Mr. 
Aber, Mrs. Jackman, as well as Mr. Wi
nans and a hundred others now before 
the public, USE FALSE WIGS, WHIS
KERS, PHOSPHORESCENT GARBS, 
etc., to make up In proper shape or 
form the spirit that comes out of the 
cabinet? 1

An answer IS DUE TO THE PUBLIC

'raœ’pRcjeRBeeiYB ' thinker

Professor A. P. Matthews of the Univer
sity of Chicago, Argues That it Is 
Possible—Life Is Dependent on Con
tinued Reaction—Cessation of Reac
tion Real Cause of Death.
.Scientists will make human life im; 

mortal if the conclusions reached by 
Professor A. P. Matthews of the Phys
iology' Department of the University of 
Chicago are correct. In an article 
which will appear in the July number 
of “The World Today,” on “What Is 
Hope,” the great physiologist declares 
that death does not occur with the ces
sation of respiration or when the heart, 
ceases to beat.

In a scientific discussion of the caus
es (of death Dr. Matthews asserts that 
life is dependent on certain chemical 
reactions in the cells; that these chem
ical reactions result In. the formation 
of certain particles which are formed 
from foodstuffs, that death is a result 
of the discontinuance of these chemical 
reactions; and that under proper con
ditions the necessary reactions may be 
made perpetual and hence the life of 
man. become immortal.

Dr. Matthews’ Argument.
Professor Matthews says:
“What happens to the body at death? 

In the first place there Is no definite 
moment of death. We all are gradually 
dying for years. The moment which 
is ordinarily ascribed to death is when 
the breathing stops, out this is purely 
arbitrary and the survival of du old 
belief that life was drawn in in the 
breath and the soul passed 'out with the 
breath.

“The heart may continue to beat 
many minutes in animals under exper
imental conditions after respiration has 
stopped; the muscles are still irritable; 
the nerves are still able to carry nerv- 

* «is impulses. But while the cessation 
_ respiration can not' be called death,

THE FACT THAT I AM NOT, AS 
JUDGE DUNN CLAIMS, USING ARTI
FICIAL MEANS-TO DECEIVE THE 
PUBLIC?"

If ARTIFICIAL TOGGERY is used, is 
it not evidence that the deception is 
carried on to a still greater extent? If 
millions upon: millions of BRAIN 
CELLS can be materialized, if millions 
upon millions of BLOOD CORPUSCLES 
can be manufactured for use in the cab
inet, It that intricate instrument, THE 
EYE, can be made there in a moment’s 
time, also the bones, muscles, nerves, 
nails of the hands and feet, etc., etc., 
why not a LIGHT GARB be made for 
covering the spirit body? After mak
ing a hundred and fifty pounds of solid 
flesh, bones, etc., a gauze-like texture 
WEIGHING NOT OVER ONE-HALF

it is the cause of it, because the body 
can not live without air; the heart 
stops beating, and the tissues die of 
suffocation.

When Does a Man Die?
“We can »not »answer this question, 

When does a man die? If we mean by 
a man his body, he dies piecemeal, one 
organ after another; if we mean the 
man’s personality, this eventually dis
appears when he loses consciousness 
and from this point of view he may be 
said to die when he falls into a deep 
slumber, certainly when he is anesthet
ized- - '

“At the basis of all the phenomena 
of life there is one fundamental reac
tion, that of breathing. Living matter 
as long as it is alive breathes. Any
thing which affects this respiration af
fects the cell in all its other functions, 
Respiration, may conservatively be said 
to be the fundamental process of living 
matter. Practically all other functions, 
such as growth, depend upon it.

“If an alcoholic solution of benzophe
none Is exposed to the sunlight the alco
hol is partly decomposed, water Is split' 
from it and ethylldenlc particles are 
formed. There is some substance in 
living matter, which breaks up like al
cohol, liberating active particles like 
ethylidene. Whatever the nature of

E^ERPT? FROM LETTERS. “WHATEVER IB RIGHT.”

I ALLY DENY THE ASSERTION that 
has been made that you for years have 
been deceiving the public. Why not 
say:

1 "I DO NOT USE ARTIFICIAL TOG
GERY IN MY SEANCES. IN ORDER 

, TO CONVINCE YOURSELF OF THAT 
CUT OFF A SMALL PIECE OF THE 

i DRAPERY THAT THE SPIRIT 
I WEARS, EXPOSE IT TO THE LIGHT, 
1 AND IT WILL INSTANTLY DEMATE- 
; RIAL1ZE—BE DISSIPATED LIKE A 

SNOWFLAKE UNDER THE INFLU
ENCE OF THE HOT SUN. AN INCH 
SQUARE CUT OFF FROM THE 8PIR- 

i IT DRAPERY, WILL NOT INJURE 
• ANY MEDIUM IN THE LEAST, AND

A Reminiscence of Lita Barney Sayles. ( 
■ '.< '¡I- —----- -

It is more than ten years ago since 
the spjrlt oLLfta Barney Sayles, poet, 
essayist andiij tnink, a spiritual medi- । 
urn (byt am inot sure), passed out of , 
the bqdy jntadiigher fields of vision. As 
a woifter for the advancement of wo
men, Igmades her-acquaintance in Bos
ton wW-1 HAS assisting Mr. Under
wood in editorial work on the Free Re- 
Uglousj^ndexiUo which she contributed 
various» poems and articles, and from 
that tlgse toiher death we were friends 
and correspondents. She was a yearly 
visitor to . various Spiritualist camp- 
meetiugs, and there must be many 
among your subscribers who still re
member her charming personality and 
bright wit. Though she lived long 
enough to read my first “open confes
sion" of my change of view from agnos
ticism to belief in spirit return, yet in 
t]ie first years of our friendship I was 
still a doubter, and in many conversa
tions with, her in Boston when she 
called on us, and in her friendly letters 
to me on literary and other, subjects, 
she often expressed her regret at my 
lack of faith, but prophesied that I' 
would noti die without“ the knowledge 
which finally came to me.

In destroying many old letters and 
documents। the other day, I came across 
tome of her letters .in which she de
clared her.own faitly» and it occurred to 
me that it-might be of interest to some 
of her old friends if I sent you a bit ot 
these private lectures to me.

“My Dear;11 »wish you had a knowl
edge of the endlessness of life, but I am 
not going again into that question. Suf
fice it to say that it is a never-failing 
consolation, when we see our own 
shortcomings, and the years gllding'by 
in which to make reparation for them 
.—to know that there is no end, and 
what in opr1 blindness and malforma
tion we fail to • accomplish, here, we 
may hope-to be able to do later on. 
You will ba free to acknowledge the 
beauty and; desireableness of the pic
ture, my dear friend; but if you knew 
it to be true wouldn’t your sbul shout 
triumphant' peans—as mine does? This 
is what yollr condition will be, and you 
will be so overjoyed to tell me, whether 
I' am in or out of the body—and I shall 
be so glad to congratulate you On your 
happy disappointment,"

“Don’t yotr remember in the poem of 
mine you praised, ‘The Voice of the 
Morning,’'there is a line, ‘And hope is 
the voice of the morning?’ It has been 
the voice continually cheering me on 
through life, and strange as it may 
seem-to you,-'looking upon my happy 
exterior, it'has been needed. Hope is 
our comforter, and stay here, and it Is 
a quality belonging to the ego, and 
reaches-over-the boundaries of time 
and takes hold of the eternities. It Is 
often but therA that we may look for

Another Exposition by a Betlever In 
Pope’s Couplet,

The oft-quoted saying of Pope, “One 
truth Is clear, whatever is, la right," 
cannot fall to be accepted as an abso
lute truth by analyzing it in its univer
sal application. ,

In the evolution of worlds, countries, 
states'or individuals, there are cata
clysms Of one, revolutions and wars of 
another, and dire experiences of the in
dividual, necessitated to bring about 
higher possibilities by growth.

Worlds in their growth disregard the 
lives of plants, animals and men, they 
simply act out the force within. In 
their growth, giant forests have lived 
and died; they have fallen where they 
grew, and buried beneath water and' 
mountains where they have formed our 
coal beds. Then later through the cool
ing of the earth crust and expansion 
from within, a burning lava flow has 
burned out many of such coal forma
tions and incinerated millions of small-, 
er animal species, which nature itself: 
had caused to grow. Nature was de
stroying while it was building. Canni
bals unlearned in modern ethics con
sumed, and do to-day consume people 
born and formed like themselves; cy
clones and storms devastate forests, 
towns and villages and kill their inhab-: 
Hants. They do not pass by the noblest 
trees because they are straight, nor the 
dwellings, even if the Semitic rites of 
bedaubing their door frames with 
lamb’s blood is resorted, to or a horse
shoe placed over the door. No; the 
lives of meh, the destruction of forests 
or of entire continents is not regarded 
in world building. After millions of 
tiny flowers, verdant forests and plains, 
stocked with horded of animals, had 
made, the earth seem glad, glacial 
epochs buried ft all thousands of- feet 
beneath this roaring mass. All for a 
purpose, and that purpose, world build
ing!

Up through the slimy Silurian mass, 
the growth of our rock strata, the births 
of higher animals and birds, this, tiny 
earth ever evolved something Jiigher, 
regardless of every opposition or de
struction of plant or animal life. Higher 
species would appear with vertebrates 
and brain after every cataclysm, and 
often they would fare no better. After 
the Jife of savagery, higher species 
Were evolved, but wars of conquest and 
jealousy, not yet outgrown, cost mill-

perlence we have Is to bring out our In
ert possibility and to test our selfhood 
for our own good; and every mortal 
will then acknowledge, by universal ap
plication, that “Whatever is, is right" 

C. J. JOHNSON.
Pocatello, Idaho.

Compensation.
Compensation is a general law of Na

ture—a quid pro quo—a sort of arith
metical rule of three, where, given the 
ratio of the first terms, that of the last 
follows inevitably as effect follows 
cause.
“Straight through my heart this fact 

to-day ~ ■
By Truth’s own hand is driven: 

God never takes one thing away
But something else is given.

I thought it only happened so;
But Time this truth has taught me— 

No least thing from my life can go
But something else is brought me.

It is the Law, complete, sublime: 
And now. with Faith unshaken.

In patience X but bide my time
When any joy is taken.”
We see this law in all the works of

it” s
“It is lovely to you to thus find pleas

ure in others’ comfort while uncomtort- 
ed yourself ind non-belief. It shows 
what a good, broad catholic soul , you 
have, and it isdbo good to be annihilat
ed, or to'be resolved into the ocean ot 
spirit. It'has ids own individualization, 

these particles may be it is known that I and I hâte no toore apprehension-of its 
they are constantly renewed by foods, cessatioh 'of conscious existence than 

„ „ I have pPmy ¡awn. Sometime you, to
Death a Cessation of Reaction. your sdubs satisfaction, will awake 

"Death is the result of the cessation from th& sleeprtcalled death, to such a

be no possible excuse for using ARTI
FICIAL TOGGERY to deceive the pub
lic. ' Materializing mediums,ONE AND 
ALL, let the anxious Spiritualists hear 
from you. .

Will you respond to this appeal? Say 
something—either give an AFFIRMA
TIVE answer, or deny or explain.

There are at least one hundred or 
more materializing mediums in the 
United States. During the last eight
een months a dozen or more of them, 
one after another, -have been exposed, 
AND ALL HAD ON ARTIFICIAL TOG- 
GERYI

WHAT CAN BE THE INFERENCE 
DRAWN AS TO THE REST? We 
leave YOU to draw the conclusion.

•The lengthy reply of Judge Dunn is 
on the same line of his first article, and 
fails to do more than re-state his re- 
remarkable view of the question. I 
have no disposition to impugn his mo
tives and honesty of purpose. He is 
anxious, to carry his point, and his ef
fort is masterly, as a lawyer’s. He says 
the whole matter may be condensed in 
the one question:

"WAS THE MEDIUM WINANS AT 
THE TIME OF THE MANIFESTA
TION OF SO-CALLED SPIRIT POWER 
AT HOT SPRINGS IN POSSESSION

of this reaction and is caused either by delightfifl'sense! of larger life as you 
a cessation of supply of the raw materl- do not ybt dream of.”
als from which the particles came or “You bay youishould think one of the 
a change in the reaction in the cell best uses my spirit friends could be put 
from alkaline to acid. It Will be seen to wouldrbe to‘dome and whisper gent- 
that death involves nO loss , of suK ly in my ears the 'thoughts 'toy friends' 
stance; nothing in fact but'a trifling were wishing to write me. Now, would 
change in the nature of the chemical you think-that : would be the best use 
compounds present Is 'necessary to. i could put-you to, either in or out of 
change living into lifeless or lifeless, the ¿body? You are my spirit friend 
into living. The endeavor is now being now, as much as you ever will be. But 
made in many laboratories. to discover the use I would put you to would be to 
what substance it is which thus acts tell me your own thoughts, and your 
on water and carries qn the respiration love and interest in my welfare—Just 
in the cells. as you often do. I wish no different

“We may now discuss the death of use for you now, why should I when 
the body from this point of view- It will you have passed over the river, and by 
be seen that life in the'body depends dint of exertion upon your part have 
upon the continuance of this reaction succeeded — in Impressing some 
in all the tissues. Now, this reaction, medium with the fact that you are pres
under perfect conditions, should con-. ent with me. Nay, I will then say, use 
tlnue indefinitely and so render the hu- what time you can hold, to give me your

was intoxicated, mdy or may not be re
sponsible for his acts; the first person
ality prepared for the crime and must 
be held therefor.

He would not decide as he does in 
this case, that it is the “vital question,” 
that the criminal was “unconscious at 
the time” of the committal of the

ality, in full and complete conscious
ness, prepared for the crime which he 
knew the second personality would 
commit, and therefore had no justifica
tion. I think if, unprejudiced, the Wi
nans case should come before him, ne 
would see it in a different light from 
that in which he makes his plea.

sóries Were being used, and 
ALSO USED FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
DECEIVING THE SITTERS? IF YEA, 
HE IS GUILTY; IF NAY, HE IS NOT.”

Taking this for granted, all the other 
considerations he has brought in may 
be discarded, for they all depend on 
this. It is admitted that Winans pro
cured the masks, drapery and other 
toggery with which to pose as different 
"materialized spirits," that should there 
bd failure to have real "materializa
tion," then the paraphernalia were to 
be used. That Winans used these con
sciously, Boving, Hallman and Dr. East
man sav he admitted to them. Judge 
Dunn objects to their testimony and 
rules them out of court.

It is not essential to the argument to 
Insist on their word being taken, al- 

. though it would be impossible to im
peach their evidence. Winans may. or 
may not have admitted he masqueraded 
ns "materialized spirits.” We will 
grant he did not. We will draw our 
conclusions from a different case in il
lustration.

A man prepares himself for the com
mittal of a crime. He purchases a mask 
to conceal his face, a slouch hat, and ul-

forms of manifestation, materializa
tion and impersonation. Hence if 
there were Impersonations, and the 
members of the circle mistook them 
for "materialization,” it was not Wi
nans' fault. But Winans did not tell 
that he was taking into cabinet the tog
gery to make up these impersonations! 
That Is the "vital” point. F^w would 
care to give a dollar, or even sit in 
darkness, to have him masquerade as 
their “dear departed.”

Or he may argue that, not exactly 
represented by double personality, the 
spirits act independently and are re
sponsible for-his actions in the second

Ing several glasses- of liquor. Ho com- 
, /nits Hie crime, is arrested' and brought 
' before Judge Dunn. His lawyer sets up 

the plea that hiS'client was so intoxi
cated that he was not conscious, and 
that he was not therefore' responsible 
for the crime. Would the Judge accept 
this reasoning as ’sound, and discharge 
the prisoner? ’ - . .

Don’t let your piles run 
into the dreaded fistu-

ro.
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Nature, in the structure and growth of 
plants, flowers, trees, and in the organi
zation of animals, (See Paley’s Natl. 
Theology.) So, too, in the starry heav; 
ons, of which the milky way seems to 
be the great balance .wheel with the 
mighty Sirius as center.

In our own solar system we see 
this law in operation. It would not do 
to have Vulcan or Mercury as large as 
Jupiter. There would be discord 
throughout the whole system instead of 
harmony—“a crash of worlds."

Although Sirius is, to us, the greatest 
of stars, yet, in the southwestern heav
ens invisible to the unaided eye, there 
are clusters of Slrluses, so far from us 
that light traveling 192,000 miles in a 
minute, or, single beat of the pulse has 
been more than 30,000,000 of years 
in reaching our earth! This thought of 
the immensity of space completely over
whelms us.
O Thought! How wonderful thou art!

The world is full of thee. 
Mysterious act of consciousness

We feel but cannot see. .
With swiftest flight, outstripping 

Eight,
Thou canst fly oh, so far!

From earth through realms of bound-
ions of lives; but still the earth was 
building better, greater and- grander. 
Communities, nations and factions 
were formed later, but flesh-eating man 
had Inherited barbaric traits, jealousy, 
aggressiveness, greed, and »still later, 
conceit, which had to be acted out until 
outgrown. Jealousy and greed became 
the main cause of theft and other 
crimes, while higher moral ethics had 
to be taught after a state of civilization 
had been reached.

Now at our present era, unthinking 
man may say that “Whatever is, is 
right,” cannot, for divers reasons, be 
taken literally; first, because criminal
ity Is not right; and secondly, if every
thing is right what object is there in 
right doing?

Let us analyze the first Has any 
sane man ever felt happier after doing 
wrong? Has he, after voluntarily hav
ing committed a wrong act, compared 
the state of his feelings to when he has 
done a noble and Jierolc act, without 
thinking that it does not pay to do 
wrong? Has any man, even debased 
and brutal, ever felt happier after com
mitting a wrong act\ Now tor the sec: 
ond question which isjmore serious, and 
1b well worth considering by every 
thinking man, namely, If whatever is, 
is right, what object is there in right 
doing?”

Man’s primal object In life in all ages 
is and has been for happiness and con
tentment. . The man who has lent a 
charitable hand to a needy man or an
imal, or given an encouraging word to a 
struggling mortal, or the touch of sym
pathy in the house of sorrow, knows 
what happiness is. -Hence the inborn 
tendency proves to be in right doing, 
which kind nature has Instilled in every

man body immortal. Unfortunately, I own kind thoughts and tell me of your ( 
however, it does not continue. It is the I own happy home in the beyond, and , 
keen desire of all to find out why it how you have changed in your conclu- ! 
ddes not continue And to change condi- sions, and what, a happy change, to 
tlons bo that it will xontinue as long as find yourself'injexlstence Still, and with 
possible. I no more death to look forward to.

of the Cessation Meantime the, life that you and othersCauses of the Cessation. o£ Qur llberal.minded friends who do
“The chief causes of its cessation bo)d themselvesdn doubt but are ready 

may be divided into obviously extrinsic for proofB—are Jiving, is a good prepa- 
and apparently intrinsic causes. The rayon for the continuation of life; good 
obvious external causes are the ordina- foundation stones are being’ put in for 
ry causes of death. Accidents, assaults, the by.and»by erection of the eternal 
the taking of poison and the action of b0U8e." .
disease germs—these causes of death “Ah!my friend», the T—the individual 
are relatively easily removed. They’ )8 [ntact within these shells we throw 
will be removed for the most part in the og at death;. if there were no other 
near future. ' . proof, it seems to me the simple ex-;

“There will remain the apparently in- pres8j0n of-‘my body' would go very 
trinsic causes of death. These are far toward-establishing strong clrcum- 
chiefly two: Improper feeding and 1“-1 Btantial evidence. - The term declares 
complete excretion. 'I an ownership of the body—and this

“As we are not yet familiar with the I 0ga[n an owner—and the owner is who 
chemical processes going on in the dif- j am. and-who you are.” 
ferent tissues, we do not know exactly -j mn not ready: to explain just how 
what they need for food and in what (be var|ous phenomena of Spiritualism 
amount. A true science ot dietetics is are perfOrIned. . We do: not yet know 
now being formed. Until we know ex- gufficiently: about these powers to prop- 
actly what different tissues need we erjy discriminate; . I do not believe in 
must continue to give one tissue too attributing, to a supra-mundane power 
much, too little or not quite the right Cff^ta for which we can well account 
food. The result is that in the tissue by infindane capabilities. We as Spir- 
the fundamental reaction ultimately ¡tualists need the analyzing habit of the 
stops. This incidentally ruins all the philosophical Free Religionist to assist 
rest of the body. Death may be caused, u8 t0 cioar conclusions. I am half a 
for example, by the accumulation,of too non-lmmortaUsta hut 1 hardly think you 
much calcium, in the walls of the blood wm comprehend: what T mean by that 
vessels when all the rest of the tissues term( as your mind has. not been turned 
are intrinsically healthy. in that dlrectlon. it is likely.” -

“The second intrinsic cause of death I ; ■ - ■
is Incomplete excretion. This defect! After-the publication of our first 
can be remedied in part by a proper article on fPsychic Experiences’ in the 
and not an exaggerated diet It is in Arena Magazine, Mrs., Sayles, though 
any case, In my opinion,, not so impor- tben jn pw)r health, wrote me a long 
tant a cause of death as improper diet, jetter of laving congratulation of which 
for the reason that large a&cumulations the following is part; • ■
of waste products are necessary to «i have,-always,had perfect confidence 
bring this reaction to a close.” in the dear (friendship of yourself and

\ husband, ahd shall have, if. no other

state. This is not good law, for the’ ac
cessory is held with the principal. As. 
an instance, if a servant Igft the front 
door unlocked that a thief might enier, 
would not one be as guilty as the other? 
Winans prepares for the imposition, 
knowing that he, will become uncon
scious, and be used to represent a mate
rialized, spirit. .If he does .not know 
what he is doing while in the seance, 
he knew beforehand what he would do, 
which makes the responsibility the 
same.

It strikes me that the issue raised by 
Judge Dunn as to the "consciousness” 
of Winans, and on which he makes ev
erything depend, is not the issue at all, 
and is of so little consequence that I 
have in the preceding.argument granted 
that he was not. But wo suggest to 
Judge Dunn that a man who prepares 
for fraud'and crime, is-capable' of its 
committal. Arid’ further,'■ wo remind 
him that all he-says of Winans being 
an accepted medium at camps, and hav-' 
Ing been considered awonder,'ls entire- 
ly: irrelevant .to.this issue:’ If he-em
ployed fraudulent means In one Im 
stance, it may be presumed that'he did

If you have

la and cancer. Write for my wonderful 
3-fold absorption treatment which is cur« 
injf thousands.
Try It Free-Pau When Satisfied 

7 O' every person answering this ad« 
vertisement at once I will send—Free 
to. try— my complete new three-fold 
absorption cure for piles, Ulcer, FIs« 
SUI?’ ,f’r°laP6e> Tumors, Constipation 
and all rectal troubles. If you are ful« 
ly satisfied with the benefit received, 
send me one dollar. If not, send noth« 
ing; you decide after a thorough trial. 
I am curing even cases of 30 and 40 
years’ standing; as well as all the ear
lier stages. Act now and save yourself 
perhaps untold suffering. My three
fold treatment cures to stay .cured be
cause it is constitutional as well as local, 
and I want you to try It at my expense. 
One dollar is little to pay if cured. My 
valuable new Pile Book, (in colors);
comes free with ihe approval treatment, 
all in plain package. Send no money 
—only your name—to Dr. Van Vlecki: 
Co., X08 Majestic Building, Jackson 
Mich. Write today.

less space $
To the remotest star.
This law of compensation we see in 

art as well as In nature, in contrast of 
light and shade in the contrast of col
ors. Music, even has two expressions, 
sadness and gayety. "Every dark 
cloud has a silver lining.”

As in the physical world so in the in
tellectual and moral.

M. 'Victor Cousin, one of the most fa
mous philosophers of France, says that 
we cannot do a wrong or wicked deed, 
utter a had word or sentence, or cher
ish a vicious sentiment, but we must 
pay the penalty, sooner or later, here 
or hereafter—a law of iron and of 
brass. See his lecture on The True, 
Beautiful and Good.

Yes, we have to pay for all we get in 
this world. We are using, to an almost 
unlimited extent some of nature’s most 
mighty and mysterious forces—take 
care!

Thousands are killed every, year by 
railroad accidents and the explosion of 
dynamite. In thunder tones nature de
mands compensation, "recompense."

Even In thought and emanation this 
law holds good. We are sad to-day,'gay 
to-morrow. "O, woman! thou pendu
lum betwixt a smile and tear"—Byron 
says. We cannot help thinking either 
sorrowfully or joyously, How powerful 
is thought! To the surprise of psy
chologists and metaphysicians, Laura 
Bridgeman born deaf, dumb and blind,
still could think. J. S. D.

LACK OF CHRISTIAN CHARITY.
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mortal man.
“But, if whatever is, 'Is right, the 

world would progress without my as
sistance,” the unthinking may say; his 
answer would be that the same law that 
builds worlds and causes man to be, 
prompts teachers to teach and thinkers 
to think, and neither would be content
ed or happy without following out their 
destiny's promptings. *

In individual inetances^oases of Im
moral and crlmlnal_acts*may not seem 
to be termed right, but kind nature in 
world building has stunted trees in ev
ery forest, crippled animals, and men 
crippled and deformed In body and 
brain, halcyon days and dark and 
stormy nights, while there is no such 
a thing as an accident, literally, in na
ture'. The whole universe seeks an 
equilibrium, and neither justice nor ac
cident is known in world building. All 
effects have their causes, and “What
ever is, is fight.”

Was it right: to preach an exagger
ated idea about hell torments for the 
ones termed wicked and sinful? Yes; 
it scared the ignorant into moral living, 
who by degrees and continual absti
nence from their former course might 
groyv into right doing. Was it right to 
form creeds and clans? Yes, for by so 
doing ' brotherly feelings were incul
cated between themselves, and many of 
one clan were affiliating with other 
clans, and said many would in conse
quence be fraternal to both; and in 
time all of these clans would work for 
two certain objects; first, toleration, 
and secondly, towards a Universal 
Brothwhood.

In oqr daily lives we often complain 
about'unfavorable conditions. We see-

"Blessed Are the Merciful for They 
Shall Obtain Mercy.”

^That he is now giving seances, is also t0 tn
& be ruled out These seances may,.or Whoqhave:ndded^ knowl dgeWthat^u have thereof in 

wSd ^d vindicating hlX He y°ur ownihandsutbat ‘if a man die he 
could, if genuine, silence criticism by a sIiaR live y*s\imsTM^
single seance., and the voluminous de- J°u
fense by Judge Dunn would be uncalled oXm oh?y comb to us

Even if. as is suggested, finding him- S’ M
self so weak and prostrated, he for thattime, “helped the spirits',” it would be l>fe, andgOW to To ok forward to. H ow 
overshadowed by the unequivocal manl- Sood to have this expectation and t 
testations. In closing I'would not be 1[“ow that life is eternal.and that there 
understood ns making this or my for-mer reply to Judge Dunn as especially f°rced to. here.^omq to us when you 
bearing on the exposure of Winans. can^elthei In.spirit or.letter, or in pet

it was his implication that all me- so£:. »u(„
dtums thus assisted, and his apology for

- the fraudulent practice' and the; perpe- 'Mr/1 t ri
trators, that called out my responses’. J1“1.'
The defense of the Judge,'if allowed to I "rlte’ 1 ln.th.030 lnter da>B tl!at 16
go unquestioned, would be the hardest 
blow ever given the cause of Spiritual
ism, by friend or enemy. '-

• HUDSON TUTTLE. ‘
I • /

Tbe-Qommaatoente Assalyged, 
’ slbîe Stories, doth, M
safe S\i? eato ai this •-

...v —.......u.. w« ....w . in all. blit It is only presumption, for 1 -dx.remr« mtr xsima Rtnri&a
Vlity> and. while the second personality ¡each'seance testa on its own evidential : kma »t ¿Ma

comes as .a task, but - today,- when: lying- 
down to-rest it suddenly' came to me as 
a strong.'-hnpresslonvto-put:“ in- form 
these exceii>ts,jjput ’asldo some time ago 
—and«!, 'send' it <to ‘ The^Progressiva 
Thinker as a, voice'from Ljta Barney' 
Sayles, frötif tUfe Srisbcni

SARA A. UNDERWOOD, 
Quincy, III. . ,

men wealthier and more favored than 
we are; we see unworthy meh’in power,, 
and better men in jail.. Are we right in. 
allowing such feelings to appear? Yes, 
they are unavoidable as long as our as
pirations are upward and jealousy not 
outgrown. But, remember what Napo
leon and others have said, “To him 
where much power is given, of him 
much is required,” and for every inch 
of freedom and. opportunity given to 
man an equal quota of responsibility is 
attached thereto. And whenever ouf 
destiny’s flat urges us onward and our 
position at times is menial, ’ and the 
apex towards which we aimed failed to, 
be reached, let us remember , the say
ings of Pope, “Honor and shame from 
no conditions rise; act well your part,; 
there all -honor lies.”

If wandering comets should ever 
touch our little planet or aerolitic tor- 
rents disturb our atmosphere, would 
that lie called accidental? If storm- 
tossed waves should should bear upon 
Its billdws too frail crafts to withstand 
the blast; if human, lives should be too. 
frail to withstand poisonous gases or in
jurious nutriments or blasting wind
swept malaria, would that be accident? 
No, these, are but effects from natural 
causes, arid in. world building it Is but 
part of'its-history. In'earlier ages 
when savago man died of hunger, fear-, 
ing the wild beasts about his hovel, and 
his escapebarred 16 hunt for food, was 
said savage Cursed by any .of - the an
cient or modern gods; or .rias: it III luck 
or accident.' it/was'neither. Nor-that 
alspsWas .part of this'worlds history In 
Its evBiutlon. » Finally,,if clouds seem 
dark and our experience becomes near
ly unbearable, remesfljer that every ex-

In latter-day times, where church bells 
chime. 

And God rains benefits down,
A person late lived, famed for her 

smiles, '
While her kindness had won her re

nown.
All sought her as friend, none did pre

tend
She was aught but an angel in wo

manly gown.
But alas! for a day that once came her 

way—
A day she ever after deplored, 

Her name once darkened, was dark
ened for aye,

And life was a burden, and more: 
Now where were her friends? Most 

did contend
She should be treated as naught, 

evermore.
Then, oh, the despair! the. awful de

spair
That urged her to seek a suicide’s 

sin: •
But one who was not so unfair, 

Promised help the old life to re-win;
So beginning anew with effort true, 

The rest of her days knew not sin.
But "alas for the rarity of Christian 

charity,”
Very little of It turned her way.

Grieving o’er the heartless barbarity 
Of friends—Christian (?) by the 

way—
She sank to. rest—as do some of earth’s 

best,
Under the mantle of Christ’s greater 

charity.
Peacefully rest—wounded one, rest— 

“More sinned against than sinning";
The MefcifuL One knoweth the merci

ful,
And yet glveth His promise its in- 

■ ning:
More pity the good—who think they are 

so good—
They are forever another’s one error

Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his« 
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of, the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constRuce a wonderfullyt 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult 11-' 
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, “LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD.” written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care
fully:

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
s yearly subscription. Tno paper, cne 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any

three of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price 11.10.
four of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $1.50.
five of the Twelve Premium 

you may order, price $1.75.
six of the Twelve Premium

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

seven of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.35.
eight of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.65.
nine of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.90.
ten of the Twelve Premium 

you may order, price $3.10.

flinging.

Coleman, Flá.
' E. Ñ. BEEBE.

EVERY bAY-

Fill each day with gladsome works, 
"And lightly touch each welcome.task, 

As sure that in its"grayness lurks 
The souFof all the gifts you ask, 

The angel of Content, who sings
And, smiling, tints Jby’s rainbow, 

wings
And blds him forth each sunny morn 

To show the world that light Is born.
A tear might weigh him down, a sigh 

Might stlllher song till Lite goes by;
A careless, sullen, vengeful clasp 

Might crush- the angel in your grasp. 
Then lightly bear your share,’my boy, 

Work out this glorious.life-long play, 
And you shall feel the.wings of Joy 

And sing the song of Every Day.
—Isabel ■ Darling in Woman’s Tribune.

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By-Charles B.- Waite, A. M., author: of 
"History. of the1 Christian Religion to 
thd: Year 20ff," etc. ’ Ariondensod state
ment of facts concerning the efforts ot 
church leaders to get control of the gov 
erament An Important wit. 
seems.

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for-ft.
Premium must be accompanied with d- T~ 
yearly subscription for-The Progressive 
Thinker,. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the liko of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE-

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and

Life In the Spirit; vVorld, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and ' 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These ■ 
three volumes have been prepared by: '• 
J. R. Francis. They contain Invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by- । 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—Ghost Land, Spll-ltualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. ’

6—The Next World Interviewed, by
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—Th® Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in-the Spirit Lands.- 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium..

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of
Science, by Hudson Tuttle. .

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism
Past and Present, by. Dr. J.. M. Pebbles. • 

11—The Great Depute Between jlioses
Hull antl W. F. Jamieson.
■. 12—Letters from the Spirit'World;-, 
written through thb mediumship ■ ot 
Carlyle Petersilea. . . n -

Each Spiritualist -should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc-' > 
cult library. .' . »,

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must »end In a yearly sub-.' 
ecrlptlon for The Progressive TliW&.
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It Is true that twoonly halt as many.

ot the existence of several societies in 
a city capable of propeily supporting

"Right Generatton the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth." By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations; A" plea 
for. justice and equality in nll the rela- 
tlons of Hfe between men/and women, 
filotk 76 cents. leatherette, 60 wh.

Spiritualism as an Organic Movement Carefully 
Analyzed, Its Errors Pointed out, and Meth
ods Given Wherebyi It Can Advance to a 
Higher plane of Spirituality and Usefulness.

If frankness is a virtue, and “The 
truth at aH hazards” a good motto, 1 
know the' reader will pardon me if in 
this article I am a little more frank 
than usual and tell some facts that are 
not altogether agreeable and cheering. 
My theme is one that is seldom given 
much thought by the lay Spiritualist; 
and it pains me to say that from a 
somewhat limited experience I am of 
the opinion that among the officers of 
some Spiritualist societies there is also 
a woeful ignorance and lack of agree- 

■ ment concerning the fundamental prin
ciples of successful organization and 
the proper method of conducting a 
Spiritualist meeting.

If the conditions I see fit to call at
tention to are unpleasant and painful to 

. some, I offer no apolgy hi presenting 
them for your consideration. They are 
just as disagreeable when endured in 
silence as when we discuss them openly 
and counsel one with another. And as 
for laying bare the sore spots of error 
and inharmony that afflict Spiritualism, 
why, that must necessarily be done be
fore we can apply the antiseptic and 
curative ointment of knowledge, and 
restore again to harmony and health.

Anticipating a possible objection, I 
wish to remark that this subject is not 
one that is of interest only to a narrow 
circle of readers, but is instead one that 
should appeal to every thinking Spirit
ualist. Now alone officers and pros
pective officers of societies should give 
attention to this topic, but the members 
who help place the officers in power 
must have a working knowledge of the 
question, that they mav be able to se
lect those who have the necessary tal
ent for leadership. It is iof-vital mo
ment that the question of’ 'the proper 
management of societies receive consid-

\ eration and be correctly solved, if or
ganized Spiritualism is to endure and' 
prosper and remain a potent factor in 
the advancement of truth and right and 
the progress of humanity.

> So saying, let me. without more ado 
plunge at once Into the heart of the 
subject by calling attention to some sig
nificant words in the last annual report 
of Harrison D. Barrett, president of the 
N. S. A., as follows:

“In some communities public interest 
in. Spiritualism has decreased to an 

-/alarming degree, owing to Improper 
management of local meetings, or to 
the exposure of some arrant counter
feiter of mediumship * * Indifference 
has crept in, and it has seemed next to 
impossible to bring home to the hearts 
of onr people any sense of the obliga- 
tions they are under to their religion, or 

• to organization in Spiritualism * * In- 
■ - decision, self-satisfaction and kindred 

ills have crept into our ranks and have 
suddenly made themselves felt in the 
local and state organizations, also in re
gard to the movement as a whole.”

Practically all these evils of which 
Mr. Barrett complains are “owing to 
improper management of local meet
ings,” even to a large extent, the wide
spread and derogatory work of the 

/frauds. The only reason that the 
tricksters have gained such a strong 
and/ almost impregnable position is’be- 
cause there has been a lack of intelli- 

.. gent co-operation' among true " advo
cates of the cause and especially among 
the officers Of the different, societies

have not become a member of it, I 
want you to lay down tins paper and 
read no further until your name is 
placed upon the roll and your shoulder 
to the wheel. If you claim to be a Spir
itualist and yet fail to give organ-cd 
Spiritualism your support, one of three 
things is true; either conditions be
yond your control prevent you from 
carrying out your wishes, or you do not 
understand your duty, or else you are 
not what you pretend to be).

There are a great many citizens of 
this country 'who seldom if ever cast 
their vote when election day comes 
around, yet they spend a goodly por
tion of their time criticising whatever 
party happens to be in power. They 
remind me of a certain class of Spirit
ualists who rarely vote when . they 
have the opportunity, yet who are con
tinually finding fault with the way in 
which the meetings are managed.

And merely to vote is not enough. 
You need to discriminate; to weigh 
carefully the merits and demerits of 
each candidate; to be unbiased by 
friendships, and uninfluenced by the 
preferences of others; to be firm, al
beit open to reason, to discard from 
mind every consideration but that of 
securing the best possible person for 
each place. Above all, let me empha
size the need of not letting friendship 
stand in the way of impartial judgment. 
If you think your personal friends are 
able, all right; but before you try to 
put. anyone in office you should be quite 
certain that they possess executive 
ability, Doq’t forget that suave and 
agreeable ways do not always imply a 
good official and that executive ability 
should be esteemed most important.

If Spiritualists In electing the offi
cers who are to represent them would 
be a little more painstaking, if they 
were more independent in thought and 
action, having opinions and not afraid 
to voice them fearlessly, and above all, 
if they would consider merit only and 
be unmoved by prejudice, there would 
be a better class of officers at the heads 
of our societies, with the consequence 
that organized Spiritualism would be in 
no danger of a decline, but would in
stead be flourishing and rapidly gaining 
ground. -

Let it therefore be distinctly under
stood that any criticism I may make of 
the management of societies or the 
character of officials is primarily a crit
icism of those who by lack of interest 
or of discrimination helped place the 
presiding officers in power.

But the election must be conducted 
properly if a true expression of opinion 
is desired. I wish to register a protest 
against all those methods meant to 
take the place of the secret ballot. If 
you cast your vote by upraised hand, 
or if it is necessary to rise to your feet 
to be counted for, or against a certain 
candidate—methods frequently prac
ticed—you do not always feel disposed 
to express your inmost thoughts. The 
same arguments that make the secret 
ballot desirable at a general election 
prove the necessity for it at an elec
tion of officers for a Spiritualist society. 
Suppose, for instance,'a certain close

'throughout the country. There has been । 
a lack of discrimination between fraud- ; 
'¿lent and genuine mediumship. Often 
those who are in league with the trlck- 
Ist’ers are employed in preference to 
/genuine workers, because their ways 
are affectedly sincere and conscien
tious and so many, many, of those in po
sition to foil their plans are unable to 
see through the thin veneer of respect
ability that Is worn. So the fakes 
prosper at the expense ot genuine me
diums because of inharmony and lack 
of co-operation among societies, due to 
incompetency on the part of those in 
control. ;

Incompetent and worse than useless 
speakers and undeveloped mediums, or 
pretended mediums, are before the pub
lic only because the societies that hire 
them are poorly managed. The officers 
of the various societies throughout the 
country .should endeavor to keep each 
other i.Normed of- the identity and 
movements of those who, because they 
are frauds, or for other reasons, do not 
give satisfactory service. There is a 
vast and growing number of speakers 
and so-called mediums now clinging to 
Spiritualism, who are a curse to the 
cause; the speakers because of their 
inane and driveling talk, the preposter
ous ideas, the doctrines which they at
tempt to Inculcate that are radically op
posed to every sensible and essential 
teaching of Spiritualism; the undevel
oped and unauthentlc mediums for very 
much the same reasons, except that 
their influence is ever stronger and pro
portionately more pernicious. Some 
method should be devised to get rid of 
these hangers on to Spiritualism, and 
the only way it can be done is by hav
ing a system to withstand them as 
perfect and effective os the one by 

. which they have gained their present 
hold on the cause.

If I may be allowed to offef a sugges- 
tlon -it seems to me that the N. S. A. 
should exercise greater caution in deal-: 
ing out ordination papers; there should 
be a more thorough investigation ot the 
character and ability of the applicant’ 
There are a great many individuals, 
who are ordained ministers of Spiritual
ism and no. more worthy of. the honor 
noy capable of fulfilling the obligations, 
it-lmplies, than-----(well, you furnish 
the simile, I can’t—or won’t), ..
?To be ordained as a Spiritualist min

ister, should mean that, if a .medium, a 
rigid test as to habits and genuineness; 
if a lecturer, a thorough investigation 
as’-to character and ability, has been 
passed. At present, as every observ
ing Spiritualist knows, it means far less 
than this. The N. S? A. has done and 
Is doing good work—indispensable 
work—and. this little word of criticism

frl.end- of,yours desires a certain offlrie? : 
Hei of course, desires your vote, yet you 
know he is not fitted for the place and 
that there are others present _ better 
qualified.to give efficient service. If 
you had to vote openly you would not 
wish to offend by voting against your 
acquaintance. Given a chance to vote 
without subjecting yourself to the gaze 
of all those present, and you would be 
unembarrassed and better able to vote 
for the best man, without considering 
the claims of friendship.

I, for one, know, that I can make a 
better selection when not influenced by 
the thought of what a friend will think 
of my opposition to him. There never 
will be a true expression of opinion ex
cept by secret ballot; and If those in 
power refuse to accede to a request for 
the use of this method they acknowl
edge that they .are afraid it will result 
in their downfall. And. if there is any
thing we should discourage it is elec
tion by acclamation. A diversity of 
opinion and a multiplicity of candi
dates should be encouraged as much as 
possible. I hqye in mind an instance 
where the .election -was made such a 
farce that it was nothing short of ludi
crous. One of the members arose and 
said:

"Now, the present officers of this so
ciety have given satisfactory service; I 
see no need to make any change; and I 
move vou that the old officers, one and 
all, be re-elected.”

This evidently suited the old officials. 
The motion was ■seconded and put to a 
vote.
- "Those who are In favor of the broth
er’s motion," said the chairman, “will 
please rise to their feet."

Several arose.
Now those who stand opposed to it, 

manifest in like manner.”
No one moved.
"The motion is carried.”
Yet It was not a true expression of 

opinion. There were many present 
who disliked the old officers and disap
proved of their policy; but there was 
none who desired to take the initiative; 
Hadthere been a secret vote it is doubt
ful if the motion would, have carried; 
in fact, there is every indication that 

’ it would not
The persons elected to stand at the 

head of a society should be men of tal
ent, tand well liked by ' practically, all 

■ who'attend. They must not exhibit any

is'hot offered in a hostile mood; 1 
speak as a staunch-friend of the Na
tional Association; but I see danger in 

. the lack of adequate restrictions to 
maintain a high degree. of efficiency 
among .our workers and would urge 
that greater care be exercised in this 
respect. ' It is better to-make but few 
ordinations, and be sure of a high order 
of excellence, than have several times 

' as many,, the. greater share of whom 
are not competent. , ■

. . There are very few Spiritualists who 
realize-that the primary cause' of in
competency and mismanagement in 
their local societies is their own negli
gence;, yet that such Is the case a mere 
superficial consideration of the question 
will show. Before you criticise the 
acts of the officials of your society con
sider who placed them in office. (1 am 
now assuming that-you . reside within 

! reasonable distance of a society and ate 
- a member of it; for if there is a society 

^within half a score of miles, and you

IT IS VIVIDLY PORTRAYED

^sanss
GOSPEL OF GQO&=CHE£R( \ A Trenchant fetter From Dr. J. M.

A Sermon That' Striki»^ R^ponslve „ Peebles.
Key-Note. Cross. Chicago, Ill.:

JL___ *n; ¡¡ft My Dear Brother:—You have not for
"Be not anxious for your life."—Luke I a n'°ment thought that I have forgotten 

xj[ 22. you, nor have you thought that I was
‘ ‘ . neglecting you, for you know me too

Ihe gieat leacher dois not feriy that well for that, and further, delay is not
or three societies, working harmonl- we aie not to be thouijhtlul, bf provi- necesiim-llv linidppt Dnri'np tiip Inst 
ously together, often may do more ef-i dent; but he Insists that mo evónt can two Ol. th,PQ Am.-s' ,,v ¿tav in Biw- 
feetive work than if they wore com-l be provided for by anxlbty byJiretting iand j was nterally burii‘neii ca|i8 
blued into one; but where one soc ety oyer it before It comes Half the peo- and cajler9j reiluests to lecture in halls 
is pitted against another and Ifl-feel g pie on our streets look as thoigh lie or ln ljrJvate pa‘ll0M ttlld j did not huVtJ 
exists between them as is often the was a sorry business. Ibis bardito find time evcn t0 write beBt fl.lends 
case, I cannot help wcndeiing if it a good looking man or womans Worry and among lh08e that I did not write to 
were not better that they lay aside is the- cause of their woe-begone ap- waB vour 110ble and worthy self 
petty differences, and while not amai- pearance. Worry makesrihe wrinkles; Well I snent about three months in 
gamating, at least work together har- worry cuts die d,eep, mdowmglanclng England Scotland and Wales lectur- 
moniously. One prosperous, energetic, lines on the face; worry is the worst inH Pvflrv Snnrtnv nnrt rpnpraiiv hvIpp harmonious society may do more good disease of our'modern limes . of a Sunday and7’ sonXes two or 
than several of the opposite Kind, Care is contagious; it Ma hard work three times per week if I am Donular

If there is anywhere on earth a scene being cheerful At a funeral, and it 1b a, and if my Bervices are in great demand 
calculated to bring tears to the eyes of good deal harder to keep the frown nowhere else they certainly are in 
angels, it is the existence of an im- from your face when you are in the England and Scotland
properly managed, poorly attended so- throng of the worry-worn’ ones. Yet, j djelilte t0 Bpeak KVself but thir- 
ciety where under proper management we have no right to be dispensers of ty.seven mra‘ago I delivered the first 
there might be built a soc ety that gloom; no matter how heavy our loads lecture (seriea Of lectures on Sunday) 
would be acredit to Spiritual ism and a may seem to be we have no right to ever given in Great Britaln. There waB 
benefit to the city in which it is located, throw their burden on others nor even tllen uo organization. James Burns, a 

Were those in charge make a stu- to cast the shadow of them on other young. spiritualist, secured a hall for 
pendous mistake is in failing to take hearts. _ me. I lectured every Sunday evening
the members into their confidence. Anxiety is instability. Fret steals for Gn.ee or four njomhg and they 
There should be no attempt at secrecy, away force.' He who dreads tomorrow formed a fine sopietv «nd Hint snripiv 
Members should be kept informed con- trembles today. Worry is i weakness. jives and ]ias a lar„e membership^ 
coining plans for the future. Board The successful men may be always and from t]lis o)d hiVg tl)ere liaVB 
meetings should seldom be held behind wide awake, but they , never worry. Bwamed out 22 or 23 other swarms or 
locked doors, but generally should be Fret and fear are like fine sand thrown societies so the seed-sowing in those 
open to any member who is interested; into life’s delicate mechanism; they 4 eal.]y daya waB not jost. and yef 
and members should be asked to take cause more than half the friction; they aad a8 j 8tood before tills audience in 
an active interest in the board meet- steal half the power. . the game place where r llBed to Bpeak
Ings and make any suggestions or criti- Cheer Is strength. Nothing is so well f0 Bee B0.few familiar faces and so 
cisms or complaints that they see fit. done as that which is done heartily, and many strange ones. Those few work- 
The members must be made to feel that nothing is so heartily done as that era ¡¡ave passed on and up to their re- 
they are not mere nonentities, butthat which is done happily. Be happy, is ward and when I think of myself I 
they are integral and indispensable an Injunction not impossible of fulfill- teel {0 compare myself to an old oak 
parts of the society, that their wishes ment. Pleasure may be an accident; standing on a hillside torn by cyclones 
will be respected; that their co-opera- hut happiness comes in definite ways, twisted by winds battered by hurrb 
tion is desired, their support appreci- It is the casting out of our foolish c(ines and hailstones, and still standing 
ated. fears that we may have room for a few and «„hting and fighting' Well ’tis

Where the officers arrogate to them- of our common joys. It is /the telling better to wear out than rust out. ’ 
selves to right to make their plans our worries to wait until we get I had a delightful passage home The 
without consulting with the members through appreciating our blessings. I waters were quite calm but even when 
we are generally furnished sooner or Take a deep breath, raise .your chest, tkev are rough I am 'never seasick 
later with another Illustration of the lift your eyes from the ground, look up Qn]y tbink my table waiter in the 
fact that it is only a short step from and think how many things you have steamer John Knox was born in 
self-sufficiency to self-conceit. Attend- for which to be grateful and you will Peebles—Peebleshire 'on the River 
ants begin to feel that the society cares find a smile growing where, one may TWeed where my ancestors came from 
nothing for them except for the flnan- long have been unknown. almost two hundred years ago
clal support they give, hold themselves Take the right kind of thought—for j met many splendid people in the
aloof, and lose iqterest. Next in order to take no thought would be sin—but Qid world such as W T Stead of the 
is a wail that “there is a lack of en- take the calm, unanxious thought of "Review of Reviews ” Mr Loab an 
thusiasm” and that "Spiritualism is on your business, your duties; your diffl- official in the London City Council’ Ai- 
the' decline,” where there are just as culties, yoiir disappointments,' and all 'fred r Wallace the great naturalist 
many loyal Spiritualists as ever, only the things that once have caused you BCientist and Spiritualist and many 
they have become disgusted with the fear and you will find yourself laugh- other distinguished men and women I 
way matters are run and- go where ing at most of them. In some you will greatiy enjoyed my trip down to Wales 
things are more congenial. If leaders see but friends in disguise, and in oth- j 8aw there an old castle one they say 
would try less to please themselves, era puny foes decked out as giants. js qgq years old It was nearly in ruins 
and more to please their constituents, But begin to dread them, brood over There is much more enthusiasm in 
there would" be no semblance of a de- them, look at them with eyes prejudiced England and Scotland in the Spiritual- 
cline in Spiritualism. wlthfear.andtheleastdlfficultiesriseiatgodgtjestbantherelslnthlscoun-

If I were asked as to what I believed like mountains. In winter some peo- and they have taken on what 
to be the greatest blunder that a so- pie worry themselves into malaria over pjeased me more of a religious trend 
ciety could make, L think I should an- the mosquitoes they may meet next I In fact th ’ condiict theIr services like 
swer that it is the ffere to provide lee- summer. . > j ■ any other religious meeting. Some-
turers of high average ability, and the Coming events cast their shadows umes they have readings or clairvoyant 
following of a speaXer who is eloquent before; they cast their Isunshine, too, tests after tho iecture but generally be- 
and logical by another who is deficient if we look at them aright. As. a strong fOre yæ lecture or during the week. 
In these points. It is a great deal man rejoices to run a race, as a young 'phey prefer to have the lecture stand 
èasier to tear down a society than it is man anticipates. with joy the! coming upon merits and leave its influence 
to upbuild one. A good lecturer may struggle, so does the brave heart face upon an audieiice. 1 think it a good 
work steadily and efficiently for a year tomorrow, not only without fear but Dlan because after a lecture to have a 

, or more and build up a society so that even with gladness. d medium occupy half or three-quarters
it is prospering and enjoying a large at- Mistaken ideas of religion bare re- o£ an hour in describing spirits, which 

; tendance. A speaker then may be hired sponsible for a great many ofothe un- deBcriptions are often not recognized, 
who has little or no ability, and in one necessary wrinkles on the human face. creates an unrest and dissatisfaction 
short month all the progress resulting Too many have thoughtrit would be im- on tke part of those who never get 
from a year of able labor may be swept possible to be happy, in two worlds, and te9t8j and 80 yjey complain.
away. The attendance dwindles, the so, having .selected happinesso in the j s’end you to-day the last copy of the 
society suffers financially, and though one which they thoughtiiwouldJast the Ranner of Light in which you will see 
another first-class speaker then be longest, they have no choice Lut to be tke beginning of my lecture in London 
hired, the work of upbuilding must be- unhappy in thiq one. In faab some wblch was rejected by the Victoria In
gin again from the bottom, and months seem to suppose that the greater their stRUte and Philosophical Society of 
may lengthen into years before the lost misery here the more intonse/will their Great Britain, because in the last por- 
ground -is regained, if ever it can be re-' bliss -be there. If- heauqn ip» to be tlon o£ j treated especially of Spirit- 
gained. The moral is clear: When yoii bought that way certainly mapy are. uaiism. This Philosophical Society is 
get- a'lecturer who ¡gives 'efficient tend paying, fulltpricp.fonitaa x-i « matte up of Scientific Wen with a large 
wholly satisfactory . service, tto not Burdens.we all mpst/bearflihut they gnHiikling of clergyman antt the clergy
make a change unless you cannot avoid need not braak.us. Sorrows ' we all “^cked ” (to use a common phrase) 
it, or until you have someone equally must share;. but they need not- unmake at)QUt the paper being read and this 
able to fill thé vacancy.- us. They, will not if we have learned waB alm0Bt,a godsend, because if it had

If.you have no settled speaker, you the Teacher's secret of living; he, the jjeen read there before their members 
should see that those you want to serve man of sorrows, was the man who could and put m their year-book, it would 
you are engaged at least six’ months or bequeath .to his friends his joy. To have had à comnarativelv small circula- 
a year ahead. It 1b thus possible t<> se- him life fast its anxiety, because the I wm invited to deliver it be-
cure high grade talent, while to delay chief things of life were not food or £ore’ tlle British Alliance of Spiritual- 
until almost the last moment means, as j raiment, or even sociale standing, but 18ts t0 an ¿pdjence’ of eoo, and it was 
a general rule, that the better class of' manhood and unselfishness to.men, and put iPtQ ^Hntby the editor of the Lon- 
speakers have been procured by thosé’ the possibilities of these;,were as easily don Light, who published 3,0.00 copies, 
societies that are wide-awake and quick realized in need and adversity as in and Bold evening of my lecture 400 
to take advantage òf their opportuni-' riches and prosperity.—-Chicago Trib- copjegi 80 r will go all over Europe, 
ties, vfith the result that it is often nec- une. . . ? ■ And so the plans and schemes of men
essary to be satisfied with those of me- * ■ , are often defeated.
diocre ability. "Eternal vigilance is THE SOCIAL EVIL. My health is good, and I sincerely
the price of success”—in A Spiritualist ‘ - ■ Rope this hurriedly dictated letter will
society as elsewhere. ' _ _ _ Natural Laws Are Divide, arid Are the And yoursèlf and your good wife enjoy-

It should also bo romomborod that I ... . luff health and hannineso.the public meeting should be used prih- Power In This PhyslMl. World,,That Very cordially yours,
cipàllÿ for thé presentation of the phil- Moves and Shapes All;Things. I J. M. PEEBLES,
osophy, that it is difficult to give genu- -Much has been written oriate under ‘ Battle Creek, Mich.
ine spirit phenomena! under the condì- the title, “The Social Evil-,'' by- a great ' 
tions that usually prevail'in à public number of good people' moved- by à sin- 
hall, and that the home circle is essen- cere desire to'reform their fellow men..

THE SOCIAL EVIL.

AN IMPORTANT QUERY.

The Hell of a Guilty Conscience.

"I saw on tjie seashore a holy man 
who had been torn by a tiger. For a 
length of time he suffered much pain 
and was all along offering thanks to the 
Most High. I asked him: ‘Why are you 
so grateful?’ be answered: ’God be 
praised that I was overtaken by the 
tiger and not by sin."—The Gullistan of 
Sodi.

There are a great many things injhe’ 
world [as set forth by Rev. Thomas 
Gregory in the Chicago Examiner] that 
are unpleasant, a great many things 
that are painful, but the only thing we 
need really to be afraid of is wrong
doing.

Nothing really serious can-happen to 
the man who does right.

He may be torn by wild beasts or 
wild men; he may be called on to en
dure great physical sufferings; he may 
be robbed of health and wealth and 
friends, yes, and life itself; . but in 
wounds and pain and sickness and pov
erty and death there is nothing dishon
orable, nothing that affects the real 
self of a man.

All of these misfortunes have been 
borne by human beings with heroic for
titude, oftentimes with a sort of rap
ture. The sublimest pages in all his
tory are those that are illumined by 
the brave, almost glad, fashion in which 
men and women have met the worst 
possible mental and physical pain.

It is not meant that these things are 
pleasant, they certainly are not; nor is 
it meant that we should go out of our 
way to invite them. All that wd mean 
to say is this: That should they over
take us they will not be able to do us 
any - real harm, since they can at most 
reach only tne outer man—the Will and 
Conscience—untouched and undis
turbed. (

The only thing that is really able to 
get at a man and harm him, in the clta- 
del of his being is Sin—the personal, 
voluntary, deliberate surrender of the 
will to that which is wrong.

This is what grand old Epictetus 
meant by saying: "It is not possible 
that a man can be disturbed or hln- 

• dered by any other thing or person than 
himself. Why do I trouble myself 
about anything that can happen if 1 
possess greatness of soul?.”

Until one harms himself nothing else 
can harm him; and he cannot harm 
himself unless he deliberately and vol
untarily lends himself to the doing of 
that which is wrong.

Take the case of the one-time banker,

RHEUMATISM
DRAWN OUT

Through the Foot-Pores
New External Remedy Discovered 

Which Takes Advantage of Sum- 
/ mer Heat to Rid the System lof ,;

Pain-Causing Acids. We j 
Will Send '

fl $1 FAIR FREE TO TRY.
If you have Rheumatism we want 

your address so we can send you a dol
lar pair of Manic Foot Drafts Free to 
Try. They are curing Thousands of 
cases that failed to yield to medicines 
—even "incurables" of 30 and 40 years’ 
sufterlng. as well as an the milder 
stages. Write to-day. try the Drafts 

when they come

One Dollar

MAGIC

and 
are 
fled 
lief 
y oi

then if you 
fully satis- 
with the re- 

they give
. send us.

If nut, they cost you noth-
ing. you can see that this offer would 
ruin us if the Drafts didn’t cure. Sum
mer is the. best time to purify the sys
tem. The steady heat increases the ex
pulsion of uric acid through the pores; 
and the Drafts absorb it rapidly ■ 
through the largest pores In the body, 
curing Rheumatism to stay cured, for 
they remove the cause. Send your 
name to'Magic Foot Draft Co., X08 Oli
ver Bldg., Jackson, Mich. A valuable 
illustrated book on Rheumatism comes 
free with the Drafts. Write to-day.

MOSES BULL’S BOOKS.

whose pitiful story is now going 
rounds of the newspapers.

- Seven years ago, according to 
own pathetic confession, this man

the

his 
was

doing a clean business In his little bank 
and was happy; but one day he deliber
ately put his hand into the till, took the 
people's money that had been intrusted 
to his keeping and ran nway.

We know nothing of the man’s expe
riences prior, to the unfortunate day on 
which he became a sinner, but we will 
suppose, for the sake of the argument, 
that he had known many of the “ills 
that flesh is heir to,” such as sickness, 
pains and aches; the loss of loved ones 
by death; financial difficulties; ill-treat
ment at the hands of his friends, to
gether with numerous other trials and 
tribulations too numerous to mention.

But what of it? Those misfortunes— 
if it is a fact that he was called upon to 
endure them—were things that did not
involve the manhood ot the man or

«ally the place for the presentation of Whilst their various articles betray flne . a. .
of the proof that Spiritualism offers. It sentiment and a desire; to Improve hu- ”h0 W Pray for ■ e Bears as the 
is perhaps well to have the phenomena manity, natural law seems to have been President Preys on Them?
in our halls, but they should not be pre- overlooked. All human law that is in —-—

animosity toward those , persons whom 
they dislike/ no matter: how deserving 
of censure they may be;, for there is 
nothing that will disrupt a ' society 
quicker than lack of tact on the part of 
those in charge. They must, withal, be 
firm, and see that the wishes of a few 
obstreperous individuals do not pre
vail when the silent, undemonstrative 
majority stands opposed to them. Ev
ery suggestion from members or others 
should be kindly received and given 
careful attention, and the free expres
sion of opinions should be encouraged; 
and the failure to give attention to such 
suggestions and complaints.as are pre
sented, or to make the members feel 
that their advice is desired and appre
ciated—in other words, the desire of a 
few selfconceited leaders to control and 
do as they please regardless of the 
wishes of the majority—is one of the 
principal reasons why some Spiritual- 
ist.meetings are so illy supported. The 
election of officers who areidominoering 
and.not amenable to reason will result 
in . the failure or disruption of any so
ciety; no matter how prosperous it may 
be., ■ , . ; ..

If the wishes of the members are dis
regarded, if speakers are engaged who 
are distasteful to the majority, if objec
tions are overruled.- the consequent dis
satisfaction -may bo expected to end in 
the withdrawal of support, and possibly 
the starting of another- society. And- 
this, I will venture to say, la the cause

sented to the exclusion of other work, conflict with natural law cannot stand. ■ Like our old friend Falstaff, Brother 
for there should always be some philos- Natural laws are divine; and are the I Bradford of the Illinois Legislature, is 
ophy presented to make clear the mean- power In this physical world that moves I hot only "witty himself, but the cause 
ing of the mediiimistic truths that are and shapes all things. ; f of the wit that there is in other men.
given. -Those who care only for the ' That part of human nature'indicated Witness, for instance, the following, ut- 
phenomena, and do not appreciate well- as the “Social Evil” is the foundation of tered during a late hunting tour of the 
presented philosophy, are never the the intellectual faculties. Your house President: -
ones who take an active interest In or- Is composed of foundation arid super- praver for Safetv of President Durino 
ganized Spiritualism; and the society structure, and' the superstructure- can- ' ’ Hunt ' a
which caters more to the phenomena not stand without a foundation to rest „„ ' . """ ' ’
than the philosophy will never enjoy upon. In the-faculties.tof the-mind of Invoke Toy choicest blessings
thé permanent existence of thé orie that the noblest and most refined ethical upon our country at large. Bless the 
depends mostly on sound, well-present- teacher of our race will be found on ex- chief executive of this great nation per- 
ed philosophy to maintain its position, amination all‘the organs found in the nonally and officially, and as he is soon

Spiritualism can stand alone. There brain of the various animar creatures the happy hunting grounds on
is no need to embellish its mediumistic that stand betwéen his being and the which he has fixed his far-away gaze, 
and philosophic-truths with any of the lowest animal organism that’is animate and/-where the wild beaste abound 
ceremonies and superstitions, culled or possesses life. The -faculties áre' di- whether these monsters of the mount- 
from other religions. There should be divided into three classes: The ' intel- ?ee from him in fear or fly at him 
no servile imitating of churchly rites, lectual or perceptive; the sentiments or Jn “PJ J?8:5! *, ,se¿, Ptotocted
Thé habiliments and vestures of priést- emotions, and the anima I propensities, hy the shield of the Almighty, so that, 
craft should not be dragged into Spirit- To the first of'these is assigned the an- uP°n “J®. reP*™ Jo h[s home in Peace 
ualisin (I have in mind instances where terior portion of the head; the second arid safety,’ like Thy servant, David, of 
this is being done literally) for to do so occupies the middle and upper, • while °"’ testify to the people that 
exposes Spiritualism to ridicule and is the posterior region arid.the cerébéllum delivered him out of the paw.
ruinous to the society that attempts it. are assigned to the third and lowest di- J® the lion and out of the paw or the 
Ours is a'modem religion that looks to vision. The last division constitutes bear, and let all the people praise Thee, 
the future, not the past, arid what we the foundation of thé fiist arid:second r : by
present should not be emblematic of áu- divisions, consequently .preceded them Chaplain Bradford of Hie Illinois House 
perstltion but of enlightenment Let and -upon this foundation-! they were of Representatives in Springfield, Hl, \ 
Spiritualism be presented ungarriished J built, and there they must rest. - was a funnier petition ever sent up 
by anything , except plain common Man is composed of many organs and to ;J“e Throne of Heavenly Grace? . 
sense.: .parts which comblned.t constitutes the A Professed followeroîthe-meek and

The importance of having good, iriusic whole. When all the órgans tend parts gentle Jesus, asking the God. of love 
needs also to’, be emphasized. Harsh, of the human anatomyitrworkt in har-J 4° esPe®*ally watch over and Protect 
discordant and uritrained voices sing- moriy, nature blesses, r <No opart- cari °?16 ,, créatures while engaged in
Ing to the accompaniment of a parody, rest, all must work, and if walking out thA sport of shooting to death others 
on music ori a piano or organ out of tune of harmony the whole oisysteru ■ Is de- Lof His creatures, is so monumentally In
can very easily destroy anÿ favorable ranged and produces mfeei'y/.'Wlreck and consistent as to be positively mlrth-pro- 
impression made by an able lecture. A I destruction. Among the syniptoms are T -r> -.-Ie j, « ' *
meeting'never seems complete rind sat- nervous prostration, softening/ of the when I read Brother Bradford s mvo- 
isfactory unless there is music and of a. brain, a squeaking andtrasping. voice, cation I sa-d to myself, who now will 
high quality. The officers of some of heart failure and a grinerabd breaking 1 Pray „„r'-be bears, deer. a.nd mountain 
our spiritual societies might with bene- down of the physical pclwerqpinchidirig' 11 °“8 ,, ' .. .. ,, j, '
fit consider the importance with which loss of memory. Natdfe's laws are in- , Brother Bradford calls them mon- 
this part of the program is regarded in exorable, for évéry dláabedieiice she in- stem or the mountains. L have been 
the better class of churches. Certain filets a sure penalty?.wNówjeto reform “V0-
it is that ri stronger effort should ' be mankind by sentlmentlyou must climi- Bradford if they could put their opin- 
made to have creditable music at our nato the animal from the spiritual. Can ion into speiseporpr mt. _ .

’meetings. Care should also be taken in you do it?- . H. H. BLANCHARD. • ?utle.ï’ theological biped would
.............  1 janc8Vj]ie wis.-- " • not strike them as .-being a very beanti- 

’ - !. . q ful creature, praying,-as he is, that
i*« r»- m » those who are destroying them without

cause, and just for the fun of the thing, 
upU£Un8' Cloth whiIe

“The Spiritual Significance, or. Death the mountains" are
ru an Event In Life.'" By,Lilian Whit-' not troubling Brother Bradford, or \the 
Jvg. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug-: man Yor whom he Is praying. .. .
gestivo, intensely Interesting/ spiritual ■ 18 truQ that Urey kill things som,e-
books. It, is laden -wlth rich, thought- times, but they do it.only when they are 
tul spirituality? Brice 8L : . » •- ■ hungry. ;.

“An Infamous.Dynamite-Roman Cath- Murder is with , them a grim neces- 
ollc Consplracy Detected and Exposed.” slty. They , never deliberately / leave 
"Romanism Exposed." ,Tjro pamphlets their dens ond stalk forth to kill things 
by Re,v. J. G. White.muthor of Startling just for the fun that there may be In the 
Facta. Price 10 Cents paçh. or two te bloody business.
16 mtó. 1 With fang-and claw they cause pain

* * i '’Ct- . ’ *

regard, to the sentiments thus ex
pressed. There is plenty of good music 
expressing the truths we advocate, and 
the use of Orthodox hymns promulgat
ing orthodox errors is entirely.unjustlfl- 
able in a Spiritualist meeting.

■ ' • GEORGE B. PERRIS.
Grand Rapids, Mich. -

- (To be continued.)

jeopardize the soul’s integrity and 
peace. He was still a man. He still 
possessed the self-respect which, no 
matter what happens, is one’s sure ref
uge from the storms of life.

But when he went back on himself, 
when he surrendered his will into the 
hands of evil—ah, God! then—then his 
real trouble began!

So long as one is at peace with him- 
self-he can stand his ground, no matter 
how hard pressed he may be; but when 
the divinity of one’s own soul is insult
ed, when one’s own conscience is 
aroiised against himself—God pity that 
man!

The banker of whom mention has 
been made, so soon as he had taken 
hold of the money that did not belong 
to him, began running madly about the 
earth. He went to Canada, thinking to 
reach Europe with his ill-gotten gains, 
but the money "burned a hole in his 
conscience,” and he had to give it up.

But the fire still burned, and he 
roamed wildly on, going to Australia 
and later on to Europe, trying to hide 
from himself, trying to find some hole 
into which he could crawl away from 
the outraged conscience that was lash
ing him with the scorpion stings of re
morse.

For seven years the poor fellow en
dured the hell of his sin; but unable to 
stand it any longer, he came back home, 
back to the people he had wronged, 
back to the scenes that had known him 
as an honest, happy man, and, giving 
himself up, says to the court: “Do what 
you like with me, I shall be satisfied.”

Satisfied? Yes! Anything is prefera
ble to the blistering consciousness of 
an evil life.

Never mind about the trouble -that 
others may make fo't you—you can bear 
that all right; but watch out—watch 
out for the trouble you may make for 
yourself ,by violating your own high 
sense of right!

Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism; A Concordance to the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the import
ant books of the Bible. Price JI.

Our Bible. Who Wrote It? When 
Where, How? Is It Infallible? A voice 
from the higher criticism. Price JL-:

Two in One, being a combination ot 
the two books. The Contrast, and the 
Question of the Spiritualism of the 
Bible Settled, together with a series of 
startling contrasts between creedal 
Christianity and the facts and philoso
phy of Modern Spiritualism. Price ?1.

The Spiritual Alps and How we Asi 
cend Them, or a Few Facts as to How 
to Reach the Altitude. Price, cloth 40 
cents; paper 25 cents. ’

Joan the Medium, or the Inspired 
Heroine of Orleans, or Spiritualism In 
France nearly 500 Years Ago. A most 
interesting book. Price, cloth, 40 cents-| 
paper 25 cents. ”

Christs, of the Past and Present—a 
Comparison of the Christ-work or Me- 
diumship of Biblical Messiahs. Cloth ' 
35 cents; paper, 26 cents. ’
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All About the Devil. Price 15 cents 
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Inconsistencies and Blasphemies a 
Review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev 
Frank Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents.

The Devil and the Adventists. A' 
brief review pt some of the recent at
tacks made by Adventists upon Spirit
ualism. Price. 10 cents.

The Spiritual Birth,,or Death and Its 
To-Morrow. Price, 10 Cents.

The Old and the New. Price 10 cts 
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Wayside Jottings. Essays and 
sketches gathered from the highways 
and by-ways of life. Price 75 cents.

Spirit Echoes. Short poems and 
sketches. Very beautiful. Price, 76 
cents.

The Spiritual ’Songster. A small 
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congregational singing and circles, etc. 
Price, 10 cents; 56 per hundred. Post- 
age, 50 cents.

FREETHOUGHT AND
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

ONLY ONE WAY.

However the battle Is ended, 
■ .Though proudly the victor comes 
With fluttering flags and prancing nags

And echoing roll of drums, 
Still truth proclaims this motto

In letters of living light: 
No question is ever settled

Until it is settled right.
Though the heel of the strong oppressor 

May grind the weak in the dust,
And the voices of fame with one ac

claim. '
May call him great and just, 

Let those who applaud take warning
And keep this motto in sight :

No questionTs ever ¡settled . ' 
. Until it is settled right.
Let those who haveufeiléd.take courage, 

Though the enemy seemed to have 
- .won,..'.

Though his ranks are strong, if in the 
• wrong . .

The battle is not yet done; - '
For sure as the morning: follows 
. The,darkest hour of night, /
No question is ever settled 

■ Until it is settled right.- ! .
' —British Weekly.

to other creatures,' but they do it in or
der, that they may live, and never for 
mere sport.

It would do Brother Bradford no 
harm to make just one more prayer, 
and I; would suggest something like the 
following: .

“0 Lord, we beseech Theo to make- 
Thy servant, and all men, more merci
ful in their feeling toward every living 
thing. ■ " .

"Cleanse our hearts, we pray Thee, ot 
the murderous instinct—of the brutal 
.deslre to kill things. ' . ,

“Open our eyes, O thou loving One, 
to the beautiful truth that the beasts of 
the field, and even the monsters of the 
mountains,’have some rlghs that we hu
man- beings are bound to respect, .. .

"Amen and amen.”
—Rev. Thos. 6. Gregory tn Chicago 
' Examiner. '

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green In the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re
duced.
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"Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to rehson 
and man’s- highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality in :nU.the rela
tions of life between men. and. women, 
Cloth, 16 cents; leatherette. SO oeMa _/

have not become a member of it, 
want you to lay down this paper and 
read no further until your name is 
placed upon the roll and your shoulder

Spiritualism as an Organic Movement Carefully 
Analyzed, Its Errors Pointed out, and Meth{ 
ods Given1 Whereby It Can Advance to a 
Higher plane of Spirituality and Usefulness.

If frankness is a virtue, and “The 1 
trutli at all hazards” a good motto, I ■ 
know the reader will pardon me if in : 
this article I am a little more frank ] 
than usual and tell some facts that are i 
not altogether agreeable and cheering. ! 
My theme is one that is seldom given I 
much thought by the lay Spiritualist; 
and it pains me to say that from a : 
somewhat limited experience I am of < 
the opinion that among the officers of 

'some Spiritualist societies there is also 
a woeful ignorance and lack of agree- 

■ ment concerning the fundamental prin
ciples of successful organization ami 
tiie proper method of conducting a 
Spiritualist meeting,

If tho conditions I see fit to call at
tention to are unpleasant and painful to 

. some, I offer no apolgy in presenting 
them for your consideration. They are 
just as disagreeable when endured in 
silence as when we discuss them openly 
and counsel one with another. And as 
for laying bare the sore spots of error 
and inharmony that afflict Spiritualism, 
why, that must necessarily be done be
fore we can apply the antiseptic and 
curative ointment of knowledge, and 
restore again to harmony and healtli.

Anticipating a possible objection, I 
wjsh io remark that this subject is not 
one that is of interest only to a narrow 
circle of readers, but is instead one that 
should appeal to every thinking Spirit
ualist, Now alone officers and pros
pective officers of societies should give 
attention to this topic, but the members 
who help place the officers in power 
must have a working knowledge of the 
question, that they mav be able to se
lect those who have the necessary tai- 

\ ent for leadership. It is ;of vital mo- 
( ment that the question of ' the proper 
> management of societies receive consid- 
\ eratlon and be correctly solved, if or- 

ganized Spiritualism is to endure and 
prosper and remain a potent factor in 
the advancement of truth and right and 
the progress' of humanity.

i So saying, let me. without more ado 
plunge at once into the heart of the 
subject by calling attention to some sig- 
nifleant words in the last annual report 

’ of Harrison D. Barrett, president of the
N. S. A., as follows:

“In some communities public interest 
in. Spiritualism has decreased to an 

ialarming degree, owing to Improper 
management of local meetings, or to 
the exposure of some arrant counter
feiter of mediumship * * Indifference 
has crept in, and it has seemed next to 
impossible to bring home to the hearts 
of our people any sense of the obliga, 
tions they aré under to their religion, or 

• to organization In Spiritualism * * In- 
• »decision, self-satisfaction and kindred 

ills have crept into our ranks and have 
suddenly made themselves felt in the 
local and state organizations, also In re- 
gard to the movement as a whole.” 

\ Practically all these evils of which 
Mr. Barrett complains are "owing to 
improper management of local meet- 

, Ings,” even to a large extent, the wlde- 
sp/read and derogatory work of the 

"frauds. The only reason that the 
tricksters have gained such a strong 
arid'-almost Impregnable position Is'be
cause there has been a lack of intelli- 

-gent co-operation " among true advo
cates of the cause and especially among 
.the officers of the different, societies 
'throughout the country. There has been 

. á lack of discrimination between fraud- 
"ffient and genuine medium ship. Often 
■/those who are in league with the trick- 

. /sters are employed in preference to 
"i genuine workers, because their ways 

are affectedly sincere and conscien
tious and bo many, many-of those in po
sition to foil their plans are unable to 
see through the thin veneer of respect-

to the wheel. If you clainito be a Spir
itualist and yet fail to give organized 
Spiritualism your support, one of three 
things is true; either conditions be
yond your control prevent you from 
carrying out your wishes, or you do not 
understand your duty, or else you are 
not what you pretend to be).

There are a great many citizens of 
this country 'who seldom if ever cast 
their vote when election day comes 
around, yet they spend a goodly por
tion of their time criticising whatever 
party happens to be in power. They 
remind me of a certain class of Spirit
ualists who rarely vote when . they 
have the opportunity, yet who are con
tinually finding fault with the way in 
which the meetings are managed.

And merely to vote is not enough. 
You need to discrinrinate; to weigh 
carefully the merits and demerits of 
each candidate; to be unbiased by 
friendships, and uninfluenced by the 
preferences of others; to be firm, al
beit open to reason, to discard from 
mind every consideration but that of 
securing thé best possible person for 
each place. Above all, let me empha
size the need of not letting friendship 
stand in the way of impartial judgment. 
If you think your personal friends are 
able, all right; but before you try to 
put anyone in office you should be quite 
certain that they possess executive 
ability, Don't forget that suave and 
agreeable ways do not always imply a 
good official and that executive ability 
should be esteemed most important.

If Spiritualists in electing the offi
cers who are to represent them would 
be a little more painstaking, if they 
were more Independent in thought and 
action, having opinions and not afraid 
to voice them fearlessly, and above all, 
if they would consider merit only and 
be unmoved by prejudice, there would 
be a better class of officers at the heads 
of our societies, with the consequence 
that organized Spiritualism would be In 
no danger of a decline, but would in
stead be flourishing and rapidly gaining 
ground. -

Let it therefore be distinctly under
stood that any criticism I may make of 
the management of societies or the 
character of officials is primarily a crit
icism of those who by lack of Interest 
or of discrimination helped place the 
presiding officers in power.

But the election must be conducted 
properly if a true expression of opinion 
is desired. I wish to register a protest 
against all those methods meant to 
take the place of the secret ballot. If 
you cast your vote by upraised hand, 
or If it is necessary' to rise to your feet 
to be counted for, or against a certain 
candidate—methods frequently prac
ticed—you db not always feel disposed 
to express your inmost thoughts. The 
same arguments that make the secret 
ballot desirable at a "general election 
prove the necessity for it at an elec
tion of officers for a Spiritualist society. 
Suppose, for instance, a certain close

ability that is worn. So the fakes 
prosper at the expense of genuine me
diums because of inharmony and lack 
of co-operation among societies, due to 
incompetency on the part of those in 
control.

Incompetent and worse than useless 
speakers and undeveloped mediums, or 
pretended mediums, are before the pub
lic only because the societies that hire 
them are poorly managed. The officers 
of the various societies throughout the 
country .should endeavor to keep each 
other iuVormed of- the identity and 
movements of those who, because they 
are frauds, or for other reasons, do not 
give satisfactory service. There’ is a 
vast and growing number of speakers 
and so-called mediums now clinging to 
Spiritualism, who are a curse to the 
cause; the speakers because of their 
inane and driveling talk, the preposter
ous ideas, the doctrines which they at-
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of the existence of several societies in 
a city capable of properly supporting 
only half as many. It Is true that two 
or three! societies,: working harmoni
ously together, often may do more ef-i 
festive work than if they were com-.' 
blued into one; but where one society 
is pitted against another and ill-feeling 
exists between them as is often the 
case, I cannot help wondering jf it 
were not belter that they lay aside 
petty differences, and while not amal
gamating, at least work together har
moniously. One prosperous, energetic, 
harmonious society may do more good 
than several of the opposite kind,

If there is anywhere on earth a scene 
calculated to bring tears to the eyes of 
angels, it is the existence of an Im
properly managed, poorly attended so
ciety where under proper management 
there might be built a society that 
would be a credit to Spiritualism and a 
benefit to the city in which it is located.

Where thofo in charge make a stu
pendous mistake is in failing to take 
the members into their confidence. 
There should be no attempt at secrecy. 
Members should be kept informed con
cerning plans for the future. Board 
meetings should seldom be held behind 
locked doors, but generally should be 
open to any member who is interested; 
and members should be asked to take 
an active interest in the board meet
ings and make any suggestions or criti
cisms or complaints that they see fit. 
The members must be made to feel that 
they are not mere nonentities, but that 
they are integral and indispensable 
parts of the society, that their wishes 
will be respected, that their co-opera
tion is desired, their support appreci
ated.

Where the officers arrogate to them
selves to right to make their plans 
without consulting with the members 
we are generally furnished sooner or 
later with another Illustration of the 
fact that it is only a short step from 
self-sufficiency to self-conceit. Attend
ants begin to feel that the society cares 
nothing for them except for the finan
cial support they give, hold themselves

friend, of-yours desires a certain office? 
He/’of course, desires your vote/yetybu 
know he is not fitted for the place and 
that there are others presentbetter 
qualified to give efficient service, it 
you had to vote openly you would not 
wish to offend by voting against your 
acquaintance. Given a chance to vote 
without subjecting yourself to the gaze 
of all those present, and you would be 
unembarrassed and better able to vote 
for the best man, without considering 
the claims of friendship.

I, for one, know that I can make a 
better selection when not influenced by 
the thought of what a friend will think 
Of my opposition to him. There never 
will be a true expression of opinion ex
cept by secret ballot; and if those in 
power refuse to accede to a request for 
the use of this method they acknowl
edge that they are afraid it tv ill result 
in their downfall. And. if there is any
thing we should discourage it is elec
tion by acclamation. A diversity of 
opinión and a multiplicity of candi
dates should be encouraged as much as 
possible. I have in mind an instance 
where the .election was made such a

tempt to inculcate that are radically op
posed to every sensible and essential 
teaching of Spiritualism; the undevel
oped and unauthentic mediums for very 
much the same reasons, except that 
their influence is ever stronger and pro
portionately more pernicious. Some 
method should be Revised to get rid of 
these bangers on to Spiritualism, and 
the only way it can be done is by hav
ing a system to withstand them as 
perfect and effective as the one by 
which they have gained-their present 
hold on the cause.

If I may be allowed to offef a sugges- 
tipn -it seems to me that the N.' S. A. 
sKould exercise greater caution in deal-: 
ing out ordination papers; there should 
be a more thorough investigation of the 
character and ability of the »applicant' 
There are a great many individuals 

; who are ordained ministers of Spirltual- 
. .ism: and no. more worthy of the honor 
: nor capable of fulfilling the obligations, 
it’implies, than-- (well, you furnish 

/the simile, I can’t—or won’t). 1 ..
To bo ordained as a Spiritualist min

ister should mean that, if a medium, a 
rigid test as to habits and genuineness; 
if a lécturer, a thorough investigation 
as to character and ability, has been, 
passed. At present, as every observ
ing Spiritualist knows, it means far less 
than this. The N. S.'A. has done and 
is. doing good ' work—indispensable 
work—and this little word of criticism 
is’riot offered in a . hostile, mood ; 1 
speak as a staunch- friend of the Na
tional Association; but I see danger in 
the lack of. adequate restrictions to 
maintain a high degree . of efficiency 
among.our workers and would urge 
that greater, care be exercised in this 
respect. It is better to make but few 
ordinations, and be Bure of a high order 
of excellence, than have several times 
as many,: the. greater share of whom 
are not competent.

There are very few Spiritualists who 
realize-that the primary cause' of in
competency and mismanagement in 
their local societies is their own negli
gence;, yet that such is the case a mere 
superficial consideration of the question 
will show. Before you criticise the 
acts of the officials of your society con-, 
slder who placed them in office. (1 am 
now assuming that.-you reside within

1 reasonable distance of a society and ate. 
a member of it; for If there Is. a- society 

¡X-within half a score of miles, and you

GOSPEL OF G00MHE£R.

Sermon That- Strikes’Ll Riiponslve 
Key-Note.

■ ——- n: Jr । ■ 
“Be not anxious for your life.”—Luke

xii., 22. i a
The great Teacher dois not feay that 

we are not to be thouijhtlul, bi1 provi
dent; but he insists that aio eVdnt can 
be provided for by anxiety, bylfretting 
over it before it cornea. ¿Half'the peo
ple on our streets looklas thoiSgh life 
was a sorry business. Ikis hardrio find 
a good looking man or womans’Worry 
is the- cause of their whe-begOne ap-

aloof, and lose interest. Next in order 
is a wall that “there is a lack of en
thusiasm” and that ’’Spiritualism Is on 
the' decline,” where there aré just as 
many loyal Spiritualists as ever, only 
they have become disgusted with the 
way matters are run and; go where 
things are more congenial. If leaders 
would try less to please themselves, 
arid more to please their constituents, 
there worild'be no semblance of a de
cline in Spiritualism.

If I were asked as to what I believed 
to be the greatest blunder that a so
ciety could make, I think I should an
swer that it is the failure-to provide lec
turers of high average ability, and the 
following of a speaker who is eloquent 
and logical by another who is deficient 
in these points. It is a great deal 
easier to tear down a society than it is 
to upbuild one. A good lecturer may 
work steadily and efficiently for a year 
or more and build up a society so that 
it is prospering and enjoying a large at
tendance. A speaker then may be hired 
who has little or no ability, and in one 
short month all the progress resulting 
from a year of able labor may be swépt 
away. The attendance dwindles, the 
society suffers financially, and though 
another first-claBB speaker then be 
hired, the work of upbuilding must be
gin again from the bottom, and months 
may lengthen into years before the lost 
ground is regained, If ever it can be re-' 
gained. The moral is clear: When yori 
get a lecturer who gives!efficient -and 
wholly satisfactory service, do not

farce that it was nothing short of ludi- : 
crous. One of the members arose and 
said: , i

"Now, the present officers of this so- : 
ciety have given satisfactory service; I 
see no need to make any change; and I 
move vou that the old officers, one and 
all, be re-elected.”

This evidently suited the old officials. 
The motion was -seconded and put to a 
vote.
- “Those who are in favor of the broth
er’s motion,” said the'chairman, “will 
please rise to their feet."

Several arose. '
Now those who stand opposed to it, 

manifest in like manner.”
No one moved.
“The motion is carried.”
Yet it was not a true expression of 

opinion. There were many- present 
who disliked the old officers and disap? 
proved of their policy; but there was 
none who desired to take the initiative.- 
Had-there been a secret vote it is doubt
ful if the motion would, have carried; 
in fact, there 1b every indication that 
it would not.

- The persons elected to stand at the. 
head of a society should be mep Of tal
ent,, and well liked by practically,' all 
who attend. They m'ust not exhibit any 
animosity toward those persons whom 
they dislike,'no matter fibw deserving 
of censure they may be; for there is 
nothing that will disrupt a society 
quicker than lack of tact on the part of 
those in charge. They must, withal, be 
flrm, and see that the wishes of a few 
obstreperous ■ Individuals do not pre
vail when the silent, undemonstrative 
majority-stands opposed to them. Ev
ery suggestion from members or others 
should be kindly received and given 
careful attention, and the ^ree expres
sion of opinions should be encouraged; 
and the failure to give attention to such 
suggestions and complaints.as are pre
sented, or to make the members feel 
that their advice is desired and appre
ciated—iii other words, the desire of a 
few selfconceited leaders to control and 
do as they please regardless of the 
wishes of the majority—is one of the 
principal reasons why some Spiritual
ist meetings are so illy supported. The 
election of officers who are domineering 
and not amenable to reason will result 
in. the failure or disruption of any so- 
ciety, no -matter how prosperous it may 
be.

If the wishes of the members are dis- 
■ regarded, if speakers are engaged who 
■ are distasteful to the majority, if objec- 
. tions are overruled, the consequent dis- 

satisfaction-may-be expected to end in 
i tho withdrawal of support and possibly 

the starting of-another society. And- 
: this, I will venture to -say» in the cause

make a change unless you cannot avoid 
it, or until you have someone equally 
able to fill the vacancy .-

If. you have ilo settled speaker, you 
should see that those you want to serve 
you are engaged at least six' months or 
a year ahead. It is thus possible to se
cure high grade talent, while to delay- 
until almost the last moment means, as 
a general rule, that the better class of 
speakers have been procured by those' 
societies that are wide-awake and quick 
to take advantage of their opportuni-' 
ties, ryith the resulfthat it is often nec
essary to be satisfied with those of me
diocre ability. “Eternal vigilance is 
the price of success”—in a Spiritualist 
society as elsewhere. ,

It should also be remembered that 
the public meeting-ghould be used prin
cipally for thé presentation of the phil
osophy, that it is difficult to give genu
ine spirit phenomenal under the condi
tions that usually prevail' in à public 
hall, and that the home circle is essen
tially the place for the presentation of 
of thé proof that Spiritualism offers. It 
is perhaps well to have the phenomena 
in our halls, but they should not be pre
sented to the exclusion of othér work, 
for there should always be some philos
ophy presented to make clear the mean
ing of the mediumistic truths that are 
given. -Those who care only for the 
phenomena, and do not appreciate well- 
presented philosophy, are never the 
ones who take an active intérest in or
ganized Spiritualism; and the society 
which caters more to the phenomena 
than the philosophy will never enjoy 
the permanent existence of thé One that 
depends mostly on sound, well-preSent- 
ed philosophy to maintain its . position.

Spiritualism can stánd aloné. There 
is no need to embellish its mediumistic 
and philosophic-truths with any of the 
ceremonies and superstitions, culled 
from other religions. There should be 
no servile imitating of churchly rites. 
Thé habiliments and vesturés of priest
craft should not be dragged into Spirit
ualism (I have in mind instancès where 
this is being done literally) for to do so 
exposes Spiritualism to ridicule and is 
ruinous to the society that attempts it 
Ours is a'modern religion that looks to 
thé fùturé, not the past, ffifd'XYlffifW

pearance. Worry makestthe wrinkles; 
worry cuts the deep, nriown-glancing 
lines on the face; worry'Is the worst 
disease of our-modern times;! ’

Care is contagious; it -•is- hard work 
being cheerful at a funeral, and it is a. 
good deal harder to keep the frown 
from yqur face when you are in the 
tlirong-Jbf the worry-worn ones. Yet, 
we h®^no right to be dispensers of 
gloom; no matter how heavy our loads 
may seem to be we have no right to 
throw their burden on others nor even 
to cast the shadow of them on other 
hearts.

Anxiety is instability. Eret steals 
away force.' He who dreads tomorrow 

' trembles today. Worry is i weakness. 
The successful men may be always 
wide awake, but they, neter worry. 
Fret and fear are like fine sand thrown 
into life’s delicate mechanism; they 
cause more than half the friction; they 
steal half the power.

Cheer is strength. Nothing is so well 
done as that which is done heartily, and 
nothing is so heartily done as that 
which is done happily. Be happy, is 
an injunction not impossible of fulfill
ment. Pleasure may be an accident; 
hut happiness comes in definite ways. 
It is the casting out of our foolish 
fears that we may have room for a tew 
of our common joys. It is 'the telling 
our worries to wait until we get 
through appreciating our blessings. 
Take a deep breath, raise .your chest, 
lift your eyes from the ground, look up 
and think how many things you have 
for which to be grateful arid you will 
find a smile growing where one may 
long have been unknown.

Take the right kind of thought—for 
to take no thought would be sin—but 
take the calm, unanxious thought of 
your business, your duties, your diffi
culties, your disappointments, and all 
the things that once have caused you 
fear and you will find yourself laugh
ing at most of them. In some you will 
see but friends in disguise, and in oth
ers puny foes decked out ■ as giants. 
But begin to dread them, brood over 
them, look at them with eyes, prejudiced 
with fear, and the least difficulties rise 
like mountains. In winter some peo
ple worry themselves into malaria over 
the mosquitoes they may meet next 
summer. . i?

Coming events cast their shadows 
before; they cast their iaunshine, too, 
If we look at them aright. As.a strong 
man rejoices to run a race, as a young 
man anticipates. with jay that coming 
struggle, so does the brave heart face 
tomorrow, not only without fear but 
even with gladness. ,,y

Mistaken ideas of religion bare re
sponsible for a great many Ofothe un
necessary wrinkles on the human face. 
Too many have thought rit would be im
possible to be happy in two worfde, and 
so, having selected happiness, in the 
one which they thoughtijwouldidast the 
longest, they have no choice »but to be 
unhappy in this one. In faah some 
seem to suppose that the greater their 
misery here .the more Intense? will their 
bliss be there. -If heaven is» to be 
bought that way certainly many are 
paylng-fullfpriop-.foriJL.a -o

Burdens,we all must?bearjf¡hut they- 
need not break.us, ;Sorrqws /we all 
must share;’, but they need not-unmake 
ub. They, will not if we have learned 
the Teacher’s secret, of living; he, the 
man of sorrows, was the man who could 
bequeath ..to his friends his joy. To 
him life lost its anxiety, because the 
chief things of life were not food or 
raiment, or even soclal<,standing, , but 
manhood and unselfishness to men. and 
the possibilities of these/were as easily 
realized in need and adversity as in 
riches and proaperity.-rChlcago Trib
une. . . . z

present should not be emblematic of su
perstition but of enlightenment Lét 
Spiritualism be presented ungarrilehed 
by anything except plain common, 
sense.; ' .

The importance of haying good music 
needs also to/ be emphasized. Harsh, 
discordant and untrained voices Bing
ing to the accompaniment of a parody 
on music dh a piano or organ out of tune 
can very easily destroy, any favorable 
impression made by an able lecture.' A, 
meeting/never seems complete’and sat
isfactory unless there is music and of a 
high ' quality. The officers of some of 
our spiritual societies might with bene
fit consider the importance with which 
this part of the program is regarded in 
the better class of churches. Certain 
it is that a stronger effort should be 
made to have creditable music at .bur 

’meetings. Care should also be taken in 
regard. to the Sentiments thus ex’ 
pressed. There is plenty of good music 
expressing the truths we advocate, and 
tho use of Orthodox hymns promulgat
ing orthodox,errors is entirely unjustifi
able In a Spiritualist meeting.

GEORGE B. FERRIS.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

(To be continued.)

THE ■SOCIAL EVIL.

A Trenchant Letter From Dr. J. *M. 

Peebles.
Dr. H. A. Cross. Chicago, Ill.:

My Dear Brother:—You have not for 
a moment thought that I have forgotten 
you, nor have you thought that a was 
•neglecting you, for you know me too 
well for that, and further, delay is not 
necessarily neglect. During the last 
two or three weeks of my stay in Eng
land I was literally burdened with calls 
and callers, requests to lecture in halls 
or in private parlors, and I did not have 
time even to write to my best friends, 
and among those that I did not write to 
was your noble and worthy self.

Well, I spent about three months in 
England, Scotland and Wales, lectur
ing every Sunday, and generally twice 
of a Sunday, and sometimes two or 
three times per week, if I am popular, 
and if my services are in great demand 
nowhere else, they certainly are in 
England and Scotland.

I dislike to speak of myself, but thir
ty-seven years ago I delivered the first 
lecture (series of lectures on Sunday) 
ever given in Great Britain. There was 
then no organization. James Burns, a 
young Spiritualist, secured a hall for 
me. I lectured every Sunday evening 
for three or four months and they 
formed a fine society, and that society 
still lives and has a large membership, 
and from this old hive there have 
swarmed out 22 or 23 other swarms or 
societies, so the seed-sowing in those 
early days was not lost; and yet, I'felt 
sad as I stood before tills audience In 
the same place where I used to speak, 
to see so few familiar faces and so 
many strange ones. Those few work
ers have passed on and up to their re
ward, and when I think of myself, I 
feel to compare myself to an old oak 
standing on a hillside torn by cyclones, 
twisted by winds, battered by hurri
canes and hailstones, and still standing 
and fighting, and fighting! Well, 'tis 
better to wear out than rust out.

I had a delightful passage home. The 
waters were quite calm, but even when 
they are rough I am never seasick. 
Only think, m.v table waiter in the 
steamer, John Knox, was born in 
Peebles—Peebleshire on the River 
Tweed, where my ancestors came from 
almost two hundred years ago.

I met many splendid people in the 
Old World, such as W. T. Stead of the 
“Review of Reviews,” Mr. Loab, an 
official in the London City Council; Al
fred R. Wallace, the great naturalist, 
scientist and Spiritualist, and many 
other distinguished men and women. I 
greatly enjoyed my trip down to Wales. 
I saw there an old castle, one they say

Natural Laws Are Divifie, arid Are the 
Power In This Physical'World,-That 
Moves and Shapes AHrTblhss. .

-Much has been written of'late under 
the title, “The Social Evil)?'by a great 
number of good peoplemovedbya sin
cere desire to'reform their fellow men.. 
Whilst their various articles betray fine 
sentiment and a desire-to Improve hu
manity, natural law seems to havé been 
overlooked. All human law that is in 
conflict with natural law cannot stand. 
Natural laws are divine; arid are the 
power in this physical world that moves 
and shapes air things. : ■ ’

That part of human nature indicated 
as the “Social Evil’’ is the foundation of 
the intellectual faculties. Your house 
is composed of foundation -arid super
structure, and’ the superstructure "can
not stand without a foundation to rest 
upon. In the -faculties, tof the- mind of 
the noblest and most refined ethical 
teacher of our race will be found on ex
amination all the organ's found in the 
brain of the various animar'creatures 
that stand between his being and the 
lowest animal organism that is animate 
or possesses life. The-faculties are'di
divided into three classes: The' intel
lectual or perceptive; tho sentiments or 
emotions, and the animar propensities. 
To the first of these is assigned the' an
terior portion of the head; the; second 
occupies the middle and upper,-while 
the posterior region and-the cerébéllum 
are assigned to the third and lowest di
vision. The last; division constitutes 
'ttié fórihda'tTófi ^ fidst arid ’second 
divisions, consequently ¿preceded them 
and-ripon.this foundation'’ they were 
built,, and there they must rest. -

Man is composed of many .«gans and 
parts which combined! constitutes the 
whole. When all the órgansimd parts 
of the human anatomyiSiworkB in -bar-, 
moriy, nature blesses. I f No opart: can 
rest, all must work, and if wodking out 

.of harmony the whole olsystem is de-. 
ranged and produces misery,'Kfreck and 
destruction; Among the syniptoms are 
nervous prostration, softening»- of the 
brain, a squeaking anrasping: voice, 
heart failure and a giinerabif breaking 
down of the physical pciwurqgincluding. 
loss of memory. Natdie’s laws are in
exorable, for évéry didedsedieime she in
flicts a sure penalty; "Now¿ató reform 
mankind by sentimentiyou must elimi
nate the animal from ttw spiritual. Can 
yon do it? H. H. BLANCHARD. '

Janesville, Wis. -
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whose pitiful story is now going 
rounds of the newspapers.

■ Seven years ago, according to 
own pathetic confession, this man

all the milder 
t ry the Drafts 
when they come

lief they give 
y o u, send us

The Hell of a Guilty Conscience, 
t ‘ ■ ■

"I saw on iffe seashore a holy man 
who had been torn by a tiger. For a 
length of time he suffered much pain 
and was all along offering thanks to the 
Most High. I asked him: ‘Why are you 
so grateful?’ he answered: ‘God be 
praised that I was overtaken by the 
tiger and not by sin.”—The Gullistan of 
Sodl.

There are a great many things in the 
world [as set forth by Rev. Thomas 
Gregory in the Chicago Examiner] that 
are unpleasant, a great many things 
that are painful, but the only thing we 
need really to be afraid of is wrong
doing.

Nothing really serious can happen to 
the man who does right.

He may be torn by wild beasts or 
wild men; he may bo called on to en
dure great physical sufferings; he may 
be robbed of health and wealth and 
friends, yes, and life itself; but in 
wounds and pain and sickness and pov
erty and death there is nothing dishon
orable, nothing that affects the real 
self of a man.

All of these misfortunes have Deen 
borne by human beings with heroic for
titude, oftentimes with a Bort of rap
ture. The Bubiimest pages in all his
tory are those that are illumined by 
the brave, almost glad, fashion in which 
men and women have met the worst 
possible menial and physical pain.

It Is not meant that these things are 
pleasant, they certainly are not; nor is 
it meant that we should go out of our 
way to invite them. All that we mean 
to say is this: That should they over
take us they will not be able to do us 
any real harm, since they can at most 
reach only tne opter man—the Will and 
Conscience—untouched and undis
turbed. (

The only thing that is really able to 
get at a man and harm bim, in the cita
del of his being 1b Sin—the personal, 
voluntary, deliberate surrender of the 
will to that which is wrong.

This is what grand old Epictetus 
meant by saying: “it is not possible 
that a man can be disturbed or hin
dered by any other thing or person than 
himself. Why do I trouble myself 
about anything that can happen if i 
possess greatness of soul?.”

Until one harms himself nothing else 
can harm him; and he cannot harm 
himself unless he deliberately and vol
untarily lends himself to the doing of 
that which is wrong.

Take the case of the one-time banker,
is 600 years old. It was nearly in ruins.

There is much more enthusiasm in 
England and Scotland in the Spiritual
ist societies than there is in this coun
try, and they have taken on what 
pleased me, more of a religious trend. 
In fact, they conduct their services like 
any other religious meeting. Some
times they have readings or clairvoyant 
tests after the lecture, but generally be
fore the lecture or during the week. 
They prefer to have the lecture stand 
upon its merits and leave its influence 
upon an audience. I think it a good 
plan, because after a lecture to have a 
medium occupy half or three-quarters 
of an hour in describing spirits, which 
descriptions are often not recognized, 
creates an unrest and dissatisfaction 
on the part of those who never get 
tests, and so they complain.

I send you to-day the last copy of the 
Banner of Light in which you will see 
the beginning of my lecture in London 
which was rejected by the Victoria In
stitute and Philosophical Society of 
Great Britain, because in the last por
tion of it I treated especially of.Spirit- 
uffllsm. This . Philosophical Society is 
made .flp of /dpientifli; men w.Jth a Targe 

■ sprinkling of clergymen,' and tiie .clergy 
“kicked,” (to use a common phrase) 
about the, paper being read, and this 
was almost a godsend, because if it had 
been read there before their members 
and put in their year-book, it would 
have had a comparatively small circula
tion, but I was invited to deliver it be
fore the British Alliance of Spiritual
ists to an audience of 600, and it was 
put into ^rint by .the editor of the Lon
don Light, who published 3,000 copies, 
and sold the evening of my lecture 400 
copies, so it will go all over Europe. 
And so the plans and schemes of men 
are often defeated.

My health is good, and I sincerely 
hope this hurriedly dictated letter will 
ffnd yoursdlf and your good wife enjoy
ing health and happiness.

Very cordially yours, 
, J. M. PEEBLES.

Battle Creek, Mich.

"In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. a, 
Bland. ■ -Interesting, - ■'ihstructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 

¿bound; price $1. ;
“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 

r.'i an Event in Life.”' By«Lilian Whit-' 
fog. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting;- spiritual 
books. It, la laden - with rich, thought- 
iul spirituality. .Price 8L ■.J . 
. “An Infamous -DynamlteRosaan Cath, 
olio Conspiracy Detected and.Exposed.” 
“Romanism Exposed." Tjyo pamphlets 
by Rev. J. CL Wh|tc, nutbor of startling 
Facta^rlce 10 cents/pach. o.Mwo Es?

AN IMPORTANT QUERY.

Who Will Pray for the Bears as the 
President Preys on Them?

' Like our old friend Falstaff, Brother 
Bradford of the. Illinois Legislature, is 
hot only “witty himself, but the cause 
of the wit that.there is in other men. 
Witness, for instance, the following, ut
tered during a late hunting tour of the 
President: -
Prayer for Safety of President During 

Hunt.
“We invoke Thy choicest blessings 

upon our country at large. Bless the 
chief executive of this great nation per
sonally and officially, and as he is soon 
to reach ‘the happy hunting grOunds’ on 
which he has fixed his .far-away gaze, 
and-where the wild beasts abound— 
whether these monsters of the mount
ains flee from him in fear or fly at him 
in fury—may he find'himself protected 
by the shield of the Almighty, so that, 
upon his return to his home in peace 
arid safety, like Thy servant, David, of 
old,, he can testify to the people that 
‘the Lord delivered him out of the paw. 
of the lion arid out of the paw of the 
bear, and let all the'people praise Thee.’ 

■Amen; and amen.”—Prayer offered by 
Chaplain Bradford of the; Illinois House 
of Representatives, in Springfield, Bl.:

Was a funriler petltiori ever sent up 
to the “Throne of Heavenly Grace?”

A professed follower of the meek and 
gentle Jesus, asking the "God of love” 
to especially watch oyer and protect 
one of His creatures while engaged in 
the “sport” of shooting to death others 
of Hls creatures; is so monumentally in- 
'conslstent as to be positively mirth-pro-, 
voicing. ' , ’ ■*

When I read Brother Bradford's invo
cation I said to myself. "Who now will 
pray for* the bears, deer and mountain 
lions?” .

Brother Bradford' calls them “mon
sters of the/mountains.” I have been 
wondering what they would call Bro. 
Bradford—if they could -put their opin
ion into speech or print! . ; .

Surely, .the theological' biped . would 
not strike them as beihg a very beauti
ful creature, praying, as he Is, that 
those who are destroying, them without 
cause, and just for. the fun of the thing, 
may be given Heaven’s protection while 
about their bloody business!

The "monsters of the mountains” are 
not troubling Brother Bradford, or,the 
man Yor whom he Ib praying. : 

■ dt is true that they Kill things some
times, but they do it only when they are 
hungry. . ■■ ■ ....

Murder Is with them a grim neces
sity. They, never, -deliberately ■ leave 
their dens and stalk forth to kill things 
just for the fun that there may be in the 
bloody business.

With ftag ariff claw they cause pain

A,

DRAWN OUT
Through the Foot-Pores

New External Remedy Discovered 
Which Takes Advantage of Sum

mer Heat to Rid the System of ;
Pain-Causing Acids. We { 

Will Send ''

fl $1 PAIR FREE TO TRY.
If you have Rheumatism we want 

your address so we can send you a dol
lar pair ot Manic Foot Drafts Free to 
Try. They are curing Thousands ot 
cases that failed to yield to medicines 
—even “Incurables” of 30 and 40 years’
suffering, as well as 
stages. Write to-day.
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If not, they cost you noth- 
1-6. You can see ihac uiis offer would 
ruin us jf the Drafts didn’t cure. Sum
mer is the. best time to purify the sys? 
tern. The steady heat Increases the ex
pulsion of uric acid through the pores, 
and the Drafts absorb it rapidly • 
through the largest pores In the body, 
curing Rheumatism to stay cured, for 
they remove the cause. Send your 
name to'Magic Foot Draft Co., X08 Oli
ver Bldg., Jackson, Mich. A valuable 
illustrated book on Rheumatism comes 
free with the Drafts. Write to-day.

doing a clean business In hls little bank 
and was happy; but one day he deliber
ately put bis hand into the till, took the 
people’s money that had been intrusted 
to his keeping and ran nway.

We know nothing of the man’s expe
riences prior, to the unfortunate day on 
which he became a sinner, but we will 
suppose, for the sake of the argument, 
that he had known many of the “ills 
that flesh is heir to,” such as sickness, 
pains and aches; the loss of loved ones 
by death; financial difficulties; ill-treat
ment at the hands of his friends, to
gether with numerous other trials and 
tribulations too numerous to mention.

But what of it? Those misfortunes— 
if It is a fact that he was called upon to 
endure them—were things that did not 
involve the manhood of the man or 
jeopafdize the soul's Integrity and 
peace. He was still a man. He still 
possessed the self-respect which, no 
matter whet happens, Is one’s sure ref
uge from the storms of life.

But when he went back on himself, 
when he surrendered hls will into the 
hands of evil—ah, God! then—then his 
real trouble began!

So long as one Is at peace with him- 
selthe can stand his ground, no matter 
how hard pressed he may be; but when 
the divinity of one’s own soul is insult
ed, when one’s own conscience is 
arobsed against himself—God pity that 
man!

Thé banker of whom mention has 
been made, so soon as he had taken 
hold of the money that did not belong 
to him, began running madly about the 
earth. He went to Canada, thinking to 
reach Europe with hls ill-gotten gains, 
but the money “burned a hole in his 
conscience,” and he had to give it up.

But the fire still burned, and he 
roamed wildly on, going to Australia 
and later on to Europe, trying to hide 
from himself, trying to find some hole 
info which he could crawl away from 
the outraged conscience that was lash
ing him with the scorpion stings of re
morse.

For seven years the poor fellow en
dured the hell of his sin; but unable to 
stand it any longer, he came back home, 
back to the people he had wronged, 
back to the scenes that had known him 
as an honest, happy man, and, giving 
himself up, says to the court: “Do what 
you like with me, I shall be satisfied."

Satisfied? Yes! Anything is prefera
ble to the blistering consciousness of 
an evil life.

Never mind about the trouble that 
others may make fot you—you can bear 
that all right; but watch out—watch 
out for the trouble you may make for 
yourself ,by violating your own high 
sense of right!

Encyclopedia ot Biblical Spiritual
ism; A Concordance to the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the import
ant books of the Bible. Price ?I.

Our Bible. Who Wrote It? When 
Where, How? Ib It Infallible? A voleé 
from the higher criticism. Price JI. -

Two in One, being a combination ot 
the two books. The Contrast, and the 
Question of the Spiritualism of the 
Bible Settled, together with a series of 
startling contrasts between creedal 
CbriBtlanfty and the facts and philoso
phy of Modern Spiritualism. Price $1

The Spiritual Alps and How we As^ 
cend Them, or a Few Facts as to How 
to Reach the Altitude. Price, cloth 40 
cents; paper 25 cents. '

Joan the Medium, or the Inspired 
Heroine of Orleans, or Spiritualism in 
France nearly 500 Years Ago. A most 
interesting book. Price, cloth, 40 cents-| 
paper 25 cents. ’’

Christs of the Past and Present—a 
Comparison of the Christ-work or Me- 
diumBhip of Biblical Messiahs. Cloth 
35 cents; paper, 25 cents. ’

P'AMP|-il-ETS:
All About the Devil. Price 15 cents 
Tajmagean Inanities, Incongruities' 

Inconsistencies and Blasphemies A 
Review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev 
Frank Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents.

The Devil and the Adventists. A' 
brief review of some of the recent at
tacks made by Adventista u,:on Spirit
ualism. Price. 10 cents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death and Its 
To-Morrow. Price, 10 cents.

The Old and the New. Price 10 cts 
BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULL.

Wayside Jottings. Essays and 
sketches gathered from the highways 
and by-ways of life. Price 75 cents.

Spirit Echoes. Short poems and 
sketches. Very beautiful. Price, 75 
cents.

The Spiritual ‘Songster. A small 
booklet with words only, adapted to 
congregational Binging and circles, etc. 
Price, 10 cents; ?G per hundred. Post
age, 50 cents.

However the battle is ended, 
■ .Though proudly the victor comes 
With fluttering flags and prancing nags

And echoing roll of drums, 
Still truth proclaims this motto

In letters of living light: 
No question is ever settled

Until it is settled right.
Though the heel of the strong oppressor 

May grind the wéak in the dust,
And the voices of fame with-one ac- 

claim’ '
May call hlm grèajt'arid just, 

Let those who applaud take warning
And keep this motto in sight : 

No questionTs ever settled . 
. Until it is settled right.
Let tjfose who hàveuiafléd.take courage, 

Though the en^my seemed to have 
■ won,. . •

Though his ranks are strong, if in the 
, ■ .wrong ■.
The battle is not yet done; . '

For sure as the morning, follows
The,darkest hour of night, .

No.qriestiori is ever settled. ‘ ■ 
Until it is settled right.- ■ . ■

; ' . —British Weekly.

to other creatures,’ but they do: it in or
der. that they iriay live) and .never for 
mere sport.

It would .do Brother Bradford no 
harm to make just one more prayer, 
and I'would suggest something like the 
following:

"O Lord, we beseech Thee to make 
Thy servant, 'and all men, more merci
ful in their feeling toward every living 
thing. "

’'Cleanse our hearts, we pray Thee, of 
the murderous instinct—of the brutal 
deslre to kill things. ’ . .

"Open our eves, O thou loving One, 
to the beautiful truth that the beasts of 
the field, and even the monsters of the 
mountains; have some righs that we hu- 
man beings are bound to respect,

“Amen and amen.” ■
—Rev. Trios, fi. Gregory In Chicago 
’ Examiner. '

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re
duced.

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Plngault. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some ot Their 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof. 
Charles G. Brown. Price 5 cents.

Religion in the Republic. By Mrs.
M.fk. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture deliv
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society/: 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. Byi 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cente./k 

■ Revelation Under the Microscope wj 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames..- 
Price 10 cents. ...

Life and Career of Charles Brad?. 
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake,/? 
Price 10 cents. . "

Religion and Science. The "Recons 
dilation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus bl. 
The Open Court Analyzed and Re-1 
luted by “Corvinus.” Price 10 cents.

Free Thought Past, Present and Fd> Jr 
fore. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman;,, 
With his portrait and life sketch; ' 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Eave' They Dorie for the World? By 
Judge’Parish B.'Ladd. Price 15 cents.

Johz Tvndall Memorial.’ Ten short 
sketches of the life of this great man. 
Price 10 cents ’

Cosmology Against Theology. By 
Vindex. Price 10 cents.

Church and State. The Bible in the 
Public Schools. The New American 
Party. A Criticism by "JefferBon.” 
Prlce lO cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or What the 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

"Why An Expurgated Bible?” By, 
Rev; E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; its Impeachment and; 
Deca'dence, Also Demands of Liberal-- 
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Prlce’3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James :
M. McCann. Price 15 cents. ’ • ■■

■ The Evolution of the. Devil. By : 
Henry Frank. . Price 20 cents. - ;

: Prayer; Its Uselessness an’d Unsclen-.
11 lie Assumption. By Henry M. Taber. ' -
Price 10 cents. ?■ 
■ ¿Liberalized Christianity.-
M. Taber. Price 5 cents. ■ 

The Republic in Danger.
M. Taber. Price TO cents.

-In Place of Christianity.
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.
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Unity of Action
It might be possible if there was 

greater harmony or unity , of action in 
toe ranks of Spiritualism the cause 
would progress more rapidly; taking 
for granted that in union there is 
strength, but there never has been,and 
perhaps never will be perfect harmony 
in the ranks, neither do we expect such 
a miracle to occur.

In toe first place there is discord in 
human nature, and Spiritualism is an 
institution toe foundation principles of 
which cannot appeal to all alike.

Unity of action is a nice thing to talk 
about and think of; so is brotherly love, 
but even toe latter is susceptible to 
various interpretations.

The Catholic Church is about the 
only institution outside of a few secret 
orders, where unity of action has been 
carried into successful effect. In the

erifyoudonotrecelvoyour paper promptly catholic church there is an infallible write ua, and any errors in address will bo I
promptly corrected, and missing numbers head whose edict is universal law, and 

^Bupplied gratis. . strict obedience is demanded under pen-
tST Whenever you desire the address of your I , , 1

paper ichaiiged, always give the address el alty of loss of soul in eternal damna- 
going or the con; but we have no infallibility at the

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES. head oi Spiritualism; nothing but Na- 
The price of The Progressive Thinker ^ures universal, immutable law, and 

per year to foreign countries is ?2. that 1b so differently observed and inter- 
,... . —................ ■—..............| preted by different Independent minds,

that we do not harmonize upon that 
point.

There Is but one point observable at 
present writing upon which Splritual-

SATURDAY, JULY 8, 1905.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
Vou should not send money In a let- ists unite, viz: The continuity of con- 

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe- sclousness after transition, and the pos- 
ly, and then the next remittance may 1 sibtlity of spirit return and communi- 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order for five cents, and th:n you »are per- ca^°“ *lth trtends sHU n the form, 
fectly safe, and will save yourself an- there is nothing In that but a 
noyance and trouble. positive fact, and naught upon which to

1 unite or organize for action. Not all 
who believe in this one fundamental 
principle are ready to accept an Infi-HUDSON TUTTLE.

?

1 •— nite Intelligence upon which to found a
Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit’ religion. Not all see the necessity' of 

ual 1st Association. a religion being founded, and there is
.. « a... to an- where one great diversity of opinionMr. Tuttle has been 6n8«®“ hinges, and it is a source of inharmony, 

swer nil attacks in toe secular or rent bu(. not greatest.
lous ilress on Spiritualism. Send him -^e are no^ sure is^necessary 
clippings when aa attack is made, giv- to the progress of the main cause that 
ing date and name of paper. Addrew we all think . alike or act In perfect 

— ■ 1 unity.
The most valuable vibrations arehim at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

IMPORTANT NOTICE. , 
Any person donating one dollar 

the Mediums' Relief Fund of the N.

often produced by discord. If toe 
wheels of progress- get out of adjust- 

to ment it may be necessary to use dras- 
8. tic means to re-adjust.
of • When the elements of Nature becomeA., will, if desired, receive one set

spiritual tracts and one copy of "Vio- stagnant and impure there comes a 
lets," a booklet of choice spiritual storm. The wind blows, toe thunder 
poems. One contributing two dollars • roars, and the lightning flashes—then 
to the fund will also receive a copy ot there is a calm. The air is pure and
“Leaves of Truth,” a cloth-bound book invigorating to inhale, and there is 
of instructive spiritual matter. such a peaceful condition over all.

MARY T. LONGLEY, ' Nature’s drastic methods of re-ad- 
N. 8. A. Secretary. justment are a success. To her the 

600 Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Wash- loss of life and destruction of individ-
ual property are naught. The adjust
ment must be made; not. for the benefit 
of an Infinite Intelligence or toe human 

A Correction. I family, but that the law of the universe
A late correspondent made the state- evolution and tt

ment in these columns, in the course of ja no^ purpose here to discuss 
his article, that Col. Ingersoll gave it as me problems of Nature, only to lead

Ington, D. C.

his opinion that "Jesus was a very up to the fact that whether there is or 
good man,” thus repudiating his god- is not unity and perfect harmony in-our 
< j k. t him ■> ranks as an institution, the world hashead but otherwise accepUng him as a at a good upoa fun.
teacher. It is due the reader the facts ¿^mental principles, founded by mod- 
be stated. ern Spiritualism, and no failure upon

Col. Ingersoll started life as a Pres- our part to unite will hinder the ad- 
byterian, and of course entertained the vancement of that one principle to any 
opinions of that denomination. He alanning extent.
, ,, . .. . „„j mho» We cannot think alike or be alike,,bolted the damnation, theory, and while W0 can discuss methods, ways and 
resident of Peoria was an attendant of meanS( 8tir up and purify that which 
toe- Unlversalist church, indorsing its we possess as knowledge, and to a de- 
teachings, among which was repudiat- gree unite our differences and make 
Ing toe'miraculous story of Jesus being theni a part of the adjusting principle 
a son of God, other than as all other °f real Spiritualism. ,
persons are his sons. r Fv„tain?For several years after the Colonel $ p
entered toe lecture field he clung close- Th® number of Harpers Maga- 
]y to the Unlversalist teaching, "kick- rise contains a brief poem, the origin 
ing helf," repudiating toe divinity of of which is so out of the ordinary that 
Jesus, and the magnificent Munchaus- editors who are not familiar with spirit 
ens of toe Bible, such as the six days of phenomena do not know what to make 
creation, a universal deluge, crossing of of it. A Mrs. Warrin, a woman past 
the Red Sea on dry land, the sun and nllddIe a£e> who had never written a 
“oshua’s^mmand1; the fie^urnace ™trloal * herfl V^kinl 

the whale story, and number- one morning, found herself speaking 
less other narrations ■ contravening hu- these lines:'
man belief.

In the Colonel’s last lecture at Kan
sas City he mentioned Jesus as a myth. 
He had been directing his researches in 
that direction. At the time of hiB 
death Col. Ingersoll was engaged In pre
paring a new lecture, In which he pur- 
pcseil to demonstrate that Jesus was 
not a real character, but was the pro
duction of numerous characters blended 
Into one, and that the pretended classic 
and other authorities quoted to prove 
there was such a character were Cath
olic forgeries, written at a much later 
period than is generally supposed.

It is just to the memory of Col. Inger
soll, and to the truth of history, that 
these facts be stated.

In a Rapid Decline.

TÍlS '’ÂOSR'Bé'élVB THïNKBR
” A Companion World,
The planet Mars, whose orbit in our 

solar system is 48,000,000 miles more 
distant from the sun than is the earth, 
is near 4,500 miles in diameter. It re
volves on its axis once in about 244% 
hours, and In its orbit in 730 of its days. 
It has water and an atmosphere like 
our earth. Camille Flammarlon, per
haps the ablest living astronomer, and 
a well-known Spiritualist, was lately in
terviewed by the I^oudon Chronicle inj 
regard, to the probability of Mars being 
Inhabited. He is reported to have 
said:

"Ah, the planet Mars! I have been 
studying that planet closely for thirty 
years, and I have prepared a regular 
map of it with all its canals. I think 
I am more interested in this than any
thing, for one reason, that I am certain 
it is inhabited and probably by people 
much more advanced than we are.

“A thing which is particularly inter
esting to us at the Juvisy observatory, 
which I founded, is that we can watch 
the snow melting at the poles in the 
spring, and, in fact, they nearly disap
pear in the summer. This, mind you, 
in spite of the fact that the year in 
Mars is twice as long as ours; that Is 
to say, that it really consists of 730 
days, so that, naturally, the winter is 
longer. With regard to the inhabit
ants, I think they are very light in 

. weight; for instance, a man who weighs 
140 pounds on the earth, if he could be 
suddenly transported to Mara would 
weigh only fifty-two pounds. ■

“The public at large does not really 
know the precision of some of our as
tronomical observations. Thus we 
know the length of the day in Mars by 
diurnal rotation to the hundredth part 
of a second, -and from observations, 
which have now extended over 100 
years, we find the length of the day on 
the planet is twenty-four hours, seven
teen minutes, twenty-two seconds. The 
climate of the Martians is very mild; 
there are no gales, while the atmos
phere is very light, with scarcely tiny 
clouds. The inhabitants enjoy fine 
weather, the climate being something 
like that of Davos Platz, dry and clear. 
We know the globe of Mars perfectly; 
in fact, far better than the earth."

According to accepted Ideas by as
tronomers Mars is a planet' older than 
our earth. With all the forces'of na
ture in active operation there as here, 
light, heat, electricity, an atmosphere 
with water, animal life must be there, 
with time to develop into the highest 
and most perfect forms.

We may imagine some person reject
ing the dominant religion inquiring: 
“Had the Inhabitants of Mars a peasant 
girl who was betrothed in marriage to 
another, who bore a son for the Mon
arch of all worlds? And have they out
raged common sense, as have some of 
the churches with us, by naming and 
worshiping her as the Queen of Heav
en?” Perhaps they had no Eve, who 
was beguiled by a snake, who ate of for
bidden fruit, and tainted all her poster
ity with guilt, requiring the death of a 
God on the cross to again get the race 
on praying ground!

AN EMINENT PROFESSOR. GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY,

He Gives His Views of Buddha, Confu
cius and Laotsze—All the Features 
of the Japanese Character To-day Are 
the Produces of the Director Indirect

; Infli 
Not

I4he Buddhist Doctrine. 
iâ been of so great Import

anee in developing in the Japanese peo
ple the spirit which has carried us to 
success as the religious doctrines. 
Confucianism was first introduced in 
the imperlalohousehold, accordihg to 
the most reliable accounts, in the reign 
of the fifteenth Emperor, A. D., 234, but 
long before it- reached tire court the 
learning of toe Celestial Empire had 
made its influence felt among the peo
ple of »Japan utbrough the swarms of 
immigrants flowing in from China.

Confucianism, pure and simple, as It 
came to us was nothing more or less 
than a collection of ethical ideas con
sidered in their application to daily life. 
The great teacher never allowed him
self to be considered as the expounder 
of religious or metaphysical ideas.

Abstract reasoning had little charm 
for toe mind of Confucius. • Filial piety 
was toe key-note of his teachings and 
was thus ¡especially congenial to the 
Japanese temperament, but not until 
the introduction of Buddhism from Ko
rea in A. D. 552 did Confucianism take 
deep root in Japan. Paradoxical as it 
may seem, Buddhism was the Influence 
that made the teachings of the Chinese 
sage the ruling factor in Japanese so
ciety.

The gospel of Buddha was accessible 
only in Chinese translations and the 
study of these necessitated a previous 
knowledge of toe written language of 
the Middle Kingdom, whose literature 
was saturated with toe teachings of 
Confucius.

The war-like ancestors of modern Ja
pan in those days possessed no litera
ture, but only- legendary lore, and on 
their untrained eyes the elaborate Chi
nese system produced a great impress
ion.

Buddhism found nothing antagonistic 
to itself in 'toe teachings of Confucius, 
which contained in a slightly different 
form toe five commandments of Budd
ha.

The first blossoming of Japanese civ
ilization occurred in the tenth century 
after Chris!, and then the Book,of Fil
ial Piety was a' general possession all 
over the country.

Taoism, or more correctly Laolsm, 
was enunciated B. C. 604. In Laotsze 
was to bejound the perfect opposite of 
Confucius. 'The principles advocated 
were in many respects the same of 
which Count Jæo Tolstoi is the power
ful exponent today. He taught that the 
salvation of humanity was to be ef
fected by toe abandonment of artifice 
and a return to nature, by the surren
der of the individual ¥411 and the sup
pression of the ego.

“Leave," he said, “the so-called saint
liness and wii^om alone, abandon the
so-called 
the peoni 
and love'.1

■ and righteousness and 
'return to filial devotion

A Letter to the Readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker,

Spencer’s Philosophy

“In my dim room two tapestries there 
are, close hanging to the wall;

On one, bright colors flame and golden 
gleams.

And from it, in the half-light of my 
days,

I think I hear the low, soft laughter of 
sweet love,

The merry cry of children—mine, the 
shouts of boys at play; .

Then clash of swords, and murmurs of 
great crowds.

And acclamations high, and loud and 
strong;—

My life, that longed to be.
“The other, pale and sombre in the 

shadow falls,-
I scarce can tell what faint design is 

traced upon its folds;
। Dim shades there are, which slowly 

move

An Ideal Church.
Benjamin Fay Mills, well known 

throughout the East a few years ago as 
an evangelist beating up for recruits to 
people heaven, after the order of 
Moody, is now serving humanity at Los 
Angeles, Cat He started a movement' 
there come months ago without an or
ganization, money or meeting-place, and 
without the backing of any church. 
The papers report he has now more 
than one thousand contributing mem
bers, numerous committees leading in 
all sorts of praiseworthy work, cash as
sets of $14,000, and a magazine pub
lished in the Interest of the movement 
They have no creed. All are welcomed 
on equal terms, orthodox and heretic, 
Jews, Agnostics, Infidels, Christians, 
heathen. All are given the same hand
shake and welcome. The only pledge 
is a promise of trustful and unselfish 
living.

This movement seems to be a coun
terpart of the Church of Humanity, at 
Kansas City, over which Mr. Roberts 
presides.

The Progressive Thinker likes such 
organizations. They portend a glorious 
future. The narrow creeds of bigots, 
pretending to serve God, but producing 
hate and discord, give place to an effort 
to elevate, not degrade, humanity. Suc
cess to it and to all similar nonsecular 
movements the wide world over. Let 
God have a rest, and let all labor to 
make the entire race worthy a common 
Parent

This tfòctrin’e has very little to do 
with thè cult St Taoism now so preva
lent arnóhg toe' Chinese, in which the 
metaphònpal ¿totements of the teacher 
have be® glvih interpretations never 
intended1 by hi?h.

The resemblance between the true 
Laolsm dnd th8' higher forms of Budd
hism is %ry striking. Both the higher 
and the 'Wwor ìórms of Buddhism have

Here I am In the far west, surrounded 
by. the beauties of the “Rose City," 
which Is indeed rightly named,-for ev
ery way one’s eyes travel they con
stantly fall upon floral designs of inde
scribable beauty.

The Lewis and Clark exposition com
pares favorably (with the exception of 
size) with all the fairs of the eastern 
states, the natural beauties of the 
grounds far surpassing any of the oth
ers. It is certainly an event in the his
tory of Oregon, and one sho will ever 
be proud of.

After leaving Chicago June 23, I 
stopped at Billings, Mont., to serve the 
society at that place. Was hospitably 
entertained at the home of my good 
friend and co-worker, Mrs. McCormick.

Here I found Harry J. Moore and 
Mrs. McCoy who were serving the state 
association of Montana in a creditable 
manner, and I was glad to see their 
work was fully appreciated by the peo
ple of Montana. From Billings I went 
to Anaconda, again to meet old friends, 
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Hicks, who are 
faithful workers in our cause, Mr. Hicks 
being the speaker and medium for the 
society in his home city, as well as 
working in the same capacity every 
other Sunday for the society at Butte.

Much enthusiasm was manifested in 
the work at Anaconda, and I found the 
same Interest taken by those I met 
while in Butte. I was entertained by 
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Holmes while at the 
latter place, and found them dear good 
people, and among the leaders in our 
cause in their city. Mrs. Holmes is 
secretary of the society, Mrs. Sam Da
vis Is president, and 1 believe Mrs. 
Coutts, another faithful worker, is one 
of the directors.

From Butte I went, to Seattle, to find 
a splendid society under President W. 
Hall, who Is “the right man In the right 
place." The same enthusiastic spirit 
greeted me here, the large hall being 
crowded, extra seats having been pro
vided and even the ante rooms filled 
with most attentive listeners. Much 
demand was made for my time in all 
places, but I was compelled to move on 
in order to reach my destination and 
visit with loved friends and relatives In 
this most beautiful city of the west.

After leaving Seattle it seemed that 
every .revolution of the car-wheels sang 
"Home, Sweet Home" to my anxious 
heart, and as morning dawned the 
train pulled into the station and my' 
soul soon realized the song had not 
been in vain.-

Seven years have passed since I last 
visited my home city, and I am sur
prised as well as greatly pleased at its 
wondrous growth.

W. J. Colville is doing a good work 
for the First Spiritual Society this 
month, he also speaks most every even
ing at the parlors of Mrs. Lucy Mallory, 
whose dors are ever open "to welcome 
teachers as well as seekers after truth.

I served the Bible Association last 
Sunday evening. I understand this is 
a newly organized society, but if all the 
audiences are such as greeted me, the 
society has a grand future before it. 
Mrs. Ladd-Finucan, one of the Pacific 
coast’s most favorite medlums,.iB tho 
message bearer for the society, and is 
doing a grand work. The president,

I do not believe that Herbert Spen
cer’s philosophy is a finality, but it is a 
valuable contributor to thought on na
ture's methods and, as such, is worthy 
of careful study. The postulation of 
an Inscrutable Reality (Unknowable) 
as the ultimate basis of phenomena is, 
I judge, about equally objectionable to 
those who believe that there is nothing 
beyond matter and the senses and to 
those who believe in, a personal, anthro
pomorphic being who made the world 
mechanically and governs it by will and 
volition.

I aim here only to give the leading, 
ideas of Spencer’s philosophy. Such a 
synopsis, of course, can only give the 
gist of the system.

Under all appearances presented to 
the senses, there persists an Ultimate 
Reality which transcends human knowl
edge and conception.

ordination of the parts to the move
ment of the whole structure, there is 
progress. Thus we have, in the biolog
ical domain, evolution as a double pro
cess—a movement towards unity as 
well as towards diversity.

The .evolution of an animal fi om an 
egg, or a tree from a seed, occurs by 
the integration of various elements into 
complex structures, in which, at the 
same time, go on continilal differen
tiations and logical integration, making 
the whole a compact aggregate, that 
presents great heterogeneity In itself 
and at the same time wide differentia
tion from all other aggregates.

The field of compound evolution is 
emong bodies of differing densities, be
tween the gases, wherein the molecular 
motion is too rapid to admit of struct
ural arrangement, and solids, in which 
the amount of retained -motion is too

In a Nutshell
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To us matter is a congeries of quail- small to admit of molecular re-arrange- 
ties, weight, resistance, extension, etc.; ment 
and these are names for different ways I
in which our consciousness is affected.

The fact that our sensations come 
and go Independently of volition is evi
dence of the existence of something be
yond consciousness that determines 
them. The doctrine of the relativity of 
knowledge necessitates the postulation 
of unknowable reality, which appears 
subjectively as thought and feeling, 
and objectively as matter and force.

Perception does not report what 
things are per se; sensations are not 
copies of objects; conceptions are not 
pictures of external realities.

Life is a peculiar manifestation of

Between objective existence and our isting intelligences.
thoughts and feelings—that is, between

£

Mr. Colson, is deserving of credit for

force, in which there is adaptation of 
organism to environment and continu
ous adjustment of inner to outer rela
tions.

All living forms have been evolved;' 
the more complex being the product of 
modifications wrought upon pre-exist
ing forms. The evolution of species 
goes on, not in ascending lineal series, 
but by continual divergence and re-di
vergence.

The highest form of intelligence, the 
human, has been reached by modifica
tions wrought by changes upon pre-ex-

The mental faculties of man, not less
the external and the Internal order— than his brain and nervous system, are 
there is correspondence, there is con- toe products of innumerable modlfica- 
gruity, but not likeness or resemblance, tions in the evolution of the highest 
Knowledge of the effects produced by from the lowest. Experiences regis- 
the externality cannot be knowledge of tered in toe nervous system produce 
the externality Itself, but only of its structural changes, and are aecompa- 
effects; and It can only Imply the ex- nied by mental modifications. The ap- 
istence of the external order. tltudes and Intuitions of the human )

The field of science and philosophy mind are the product of accumulated \
is In the world of phenomena.

Science is classified knowledge.
human experiences transmitted and or-/
ganlzed in the race; even toe “a priori'

Philosophy Is toe synthesis of all toe forms of thought” have been slowly ac^ 
sciences, which deal with different or- quired. Whatever in the mind trans-
ders of phenomena, Into a universal cends experiences of the individual is
system. 

Force Is revealed
nevertheless toe product of ancestral 

to us under two experiences.
opposite modes, attraction and expan- Not only have toe highest concep- 
sion, Involving, on the one hand, into- tons of morality been evolved, but even 
gration of matter and dissipation ot the moral sense has been formed of ac- 
motion, and on the other, disintegra- cumulated and multiplied experiences, 
tion of matter and absorption of mo- registered in toe slowly evolving op
tion. Where there is predominant dis- ganism and transmitted as Intuition.
integration of matter and absorption of The religious sentiment, equally with
motion, there Is dissolution. the moral sense, has been evolved

When the formation of an aggregate through psychical conditions represent
proceeds uncomplicated by secondary ed bv all the stages of life below man.
precesses, as in the crystallization of The essential truth of religion is in-
carbon in diamond, the evolution is volved in the recognition of an Abso- 
simple. When in the process of evo- lute upon which all phenomena depend.
lutlon there are secondary rear- The conceptions of systems, philo-
rangements of matter and sufficient re- sophical, ethical, and religious; lan- 
tained motion to admit of redlstribu- guage, governments, arts, science, phil- 
tlon among toe parts of the body, as In osophy, and industrial pursuits; all hu- 
the growth of an animal, there is ex- man activities and acquisitions, equally 
emplified, not only- the integration of with animal and vegetable forms, plan
matter and dissipation of motion, but ets, solar and stellar systems—have
also an increase of complexity. been evolved from homogeneous, indefl-

Dr. S. P. Cadman, in addressing the In misty.waves the wall along;
graduating class of Hartford Theolog- So cold, so dark,—no love, no life, no 
ical Seminary quite recently, is report- shivers. rent in twain by
ed by toe press.to have said: sobs—my own."

“Millions of manual tollers have I . - ,___.
drifted from the church in their absorb- Somewhat alarmed, Mrs. Warrin 
ing pursuit for increase in power and awoke her husband to tell him her sin- 
profit in the new social order which gular experience, but when she opened 
confronts us.” ^er mouth to speak, her vocal organs,

But Dr. Cadman was not alone in his t0 her astonishment, repeated the lines 
utterance as to the falling away of the wjthout her volition. Mr. Warrin, 
laboring class from the church. Rev. knowing she had'no poetic ability, was 
iW. J. Dawson, in his late farewell dis- aB' much surprised as she. Although 
course, at Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, s]le did not know that the lines are in
said: iambics and the metre almost faultless,

"The church has been too respectable she did think the conception of the 
and too conventional and has got out of poem beautiful and the mode of ex
touch with and forgotten the laboring I pression poetical, so to preserve the 
world.” I curiosity she immediately put it in

And now toe-words of Don O. Shel- writing. . Margaret Deland solicited a 
ton, following Rev. Dawson, on the I c°Py

. assented, although the despairing state
same occasion. oj milld aet forth in the poem does her

“We are told on toe most reliable au- an injustice. The gloomy closing 
thority that there are one million peo- stanza is far from expressing the feel- 
pie in New York at present unaffiliated ing oi Mr8. Warrin, who, ia»^ 
with any church. We are also told that leading a lonely, loveless life, 
one of our great metropolitan churches I cheeful happy wife and mother, 
has received only sixteen people into I '  .

instead
is

of 
a

Curiositles of Sects and the Bible.
A religious sect exists in Sweden, 

who endeavor to imitate the example 
Jesus set them, by wearing only a sin
gle garment They subsist on fruit 
and vegetables, sleeping out of doors. 
They are known ah “Simple Livers." 
■ Crossing the Baltic into Russia there 
is another eccentric sect whose male 
members, observing the Instructions of 
the Master, first subject themselves to 
emasculation. See Matthew 19:12. 
They, practically, "take no thought of 
the morrow.”

Is there a vagary, however wild or 
extravagant, which, has not been adopt
ed by some Christian sect as a funda
mental feature in their creed? The 
“yea, yea, and nay, nay," constitute a 
marked feature in one sect, and this is 
deemed essential for the soul's salva
tion.

The Destructlonists find abundant au
thority that there is no resurrection for 
other than the righteous. Metempsy
chosis, otherwise transmigration of 
souls, is clearly taught in both the Old 
and New Testament

These facts with others constitute the 
curiosities of the Bible which over and 
over again we are told by the preachers 
Jp inefrant

been adopted ii5i Japan—the philosoph
ical form^y the higher classes and the 
other by^the g¥eat misses of the peo
ple. ThS. doctrines have been taught 
by, a number orsects of which the Zen 
sect haff'exercised toe "greatest influ-. 

' qnce on tlib Japanese splrit'hnd charac- 
ter? 'Ztnl''iiibahp' abstraction, which is 
one of the ways' of arriving at Nirvana.

It miy seem strange that a system 
which recommends pure contemplation 
took such deep root in Japan, of which 
the spirit has always been, as it is to
day, one of prompt action, but in the 
ages when the country was tom by in- 
ternicine wars a religion was needed 
that would teach every man and wo
man how to pass from glowing life into 
icy death with £ smile, how to meet the ■ 
hardest fate with stoic fortitude.

At. the beginning of the seventeenth 
century Japan at last passed out of the 
period of internal disturbance and by 
that time the contemplative school had 
had ample. opportunity of asserting its 
virtues.

What won, for Buddhism its strange 
popularity In Japan was not its prom
ise of Nirvana,' but Its power to nerve 
the heart to .face any drdeal at a .mo
ment’s notice. Another . charm it pos
sessed for the illiterate Middle Ages 
was Its systematic neglect of book 
learning.

All the features of the Japanese 
character of today are the product of 
the direct or indirect Influence of the 
Buddhist doctrine taught by the Zen 
priests. .The Japanese love of nature 
and sense of purity took under- the 
teachings of that sect a new develop
ment, showing in art a strong dislike 
of loudness In form and color and a 
preference .for simplicity with a full
ness of meaning behind it.—Prof.

Mr. voiBODj is aeservmg oi vi cuil tui ; 
the very unselfish interest he is taking

Okakfira of the Imperial University 
Tokio, in the Chicago Examiner.

ONLY.

of

membership in seven years. There are 
20,000,000 of people in America unafflli- 
ated with any church. We must find 
some way of getting nearer the people.”

We would suggest for relief the 
churches place their Hebrew mytholog-

A SONG OF HOME.

Each day adds its holy burden, 
-Trust in the home.

Every eve will bring its guerden, 
Best in the home.

leal literature on the. shelves with the I Toil, brave heart, though storms may.
discarded like literature of all pagan beat thee;

joy will ' greet. nations, bring common sense to the I Trust, sad heart, for 
front; teach science,from the pulpit;' harmonize all with revelations from the j a ’ ‘
spirit world, then the prosperityof the ah In the home, 
church may be restored, but never byv, b „„.„. Live, creating love and sharing
preaching of an Eden that never exist- ¿ver in the home'

i ed, of talking and seductive serpents, Every trial nobly bearing.
forbidden fruit on the tree of knowl- All in the home.

love wlU meet

: edge, the fall of man; total depravity, LOve.is always best tuition, ..
' and restoration by the sacrifice on a May it find here'free admission, -
' cross of a junior God, born of woman. So aeZml

Laboring men. in this 20to century are —Evelyn H.-Walker.
। too intelligent to accept priestly fables . .. ■ ■■ , , "
. from two thousand to four thousand I Every man is a volume if you know
t years old as revelation from God.. 3 j how to read.him.—Channing. :

Legal Side Th rusts.-
If there was no penalty for counter

feiting the coin, or forging the currency 
of the country, we would soon be flood
ed with the worthless products of 
knaves. If there were no prosecutions 
for violations of the penal,code, the ef
fect would be the same.

Scoundrelism is rampant in all Chris
tian countries, if the weak are not pro
tected against the aggressions of the 
strong, or the thoughtless against tho 
arts-of the deceiver.

The rights of the people are best con
served when villainy is quickly pun- 

• islied. Neglect to prosecute crime en
courages the’offender to continue in 
wrongdoing...

He Who is conscious of another’s 
guilt, and attempts to conceal it, or pre- 
vent^ its punishment because his cult 
may he injured' thereby, is a partlceps 
crlmlnln, and deserves .the penalty af- 
flxed to crime. Thus the lawyer.

Only a mother with wistful eyes, 
-Watching, enraptured, a baby’s face. 

Only a glance of -divine surprise, 
Only a lowly child of the race.

Ah! the gods' have no joy so rare ' 
As that of the mother! What power 
' to lift

Has that scrap offlesh minus teeth and 
hair—

Only the token of love’s ripe gift!
Only a prayer for a little bread,

Only amothen in anguish wild,
-Only a poor little drooping head— 

Only a tiny,‘dying child!
Only a question hard and stem, 

"Wherefatyoum ring? Not got one?
Go!J’> .t

Only the fierce, despairing bum, 
That only-castçut women know.

Only a narrqw priest of the Lord, 
Only anofiutragad glance of hate, 

Only a bltthr,.damning word, 
_ Only a warning that comes too late. 
Only u glance atirthe sky above, 

Only a ery from a mother tom;
“Why, O God,.was I made to love?

Why, OiGod, wns my baby born?” 
nr, .?hi • 'Only a leap, in tjjg water dark, 

Only a gujgl,e,'^hly a rise;.
Only tho tj^es the, spot to mark, 

Only th? wltoessing, star-strewn 
: ' ■ skiep, j. ।
Only too repris patient song, 

Only a throbbing resting place.
Only, only. a nation’s wrong, 

Only, only a world’s disgrace.
-t-Victor B. Neuberg.

In this society, and has the assistance 
of his good wife in all hie undertakings.
I expect to leave here about July 12, by 
way of Denver, Colo.

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY. 
Portland, Ore.
Justice Brewer bn Woman Suffrage.
Supreme Court Justice Brewer, in a 

recent interview expressed his firm be
lief in the desirability of woman suf
frage. He said in part:

"When I was a young man I thought 
that female suffrage was a theory. To- 
flay, by the knowledge that years of ex
perience have brought me, I am firmly 
convinced that what I regarded as the
ories in my youth are practical to-day. 
The only way to prove a theory is to 
test it. We are now engaged in test
ing the theory of female suffrage. In 
four states it has been tried and not 
found wanting.

“To be sure, there has never been 
any severe trial of the question up to 
the present time. There have been wo
man mayors of small cities of five and 
ten thousand inhabitants; and under 
the rule of these women mayors public 
affairs have been conducted in a most 
satisfactory manner. Just what a wo
man would do as mayor of a city like 
ChicagoTs a thing yet to be tested.

“I think that toe chances for her ad
ministrative success would be greater 
than though she were a man. There is 
no question but what women have at 
least as high and probably a higher 
sense of honor than men. There Is also 
no question but what their executive 
ability is quite as good as that of the 
other sex. Just how far their capacity 
for business goes has never yet been 
discovered.

“I can see no good reason why there 
should not be a woman President of the 
country. I can see a great many good 
reasons why there should be one. How
ever, I question if it comes in the near 
future, but It Is an incident that might 
happen at almost any time. Women 
have shown their capacity for handling 
big affairs in colleges, schools, railroads 
and banks. To be sure, there has al
ways been a prejudice against women 
stenographers in large concerns. The 
idea of the sex question has handicap- 
pep toe development of toe twentieth 
century girl.”

. Strongly Stated,
We are fools for Christ's sake,—Paul, 

I. Cor. 4:10. We are made as the filth 
of the, world, and' are the offscouring of 
all things unto this day.—Verse 13."

Did Paul property consider what he 
was writing? If so he stated the case 
more strongly than churchmen are will
ing, to admit: i > . '>•

Above; all, things reverence thy®°lt. 
—Pythagoras.

• -.7

■When this is accompanied with in- nite, and incoherent conditions into 
creased coherence, definiteness and mu- heterogeneous, definite, and coherent
tual dependence of parts, and the sub- states.

TRENCHANT APPEAL.

It Is Macle to the City of Light 
Assembly.

To the President, Officers and Board 
of Trustees of City of Light Assembly, 
Greeting:—We have been Informed offi
cially by the societies of New York, 
Philadelphia, Pittsburg and other 
places, that one of our most prominent 
speakers, Prof. W. M. Lockwood, has 
been discontinued as speaker at City of 
Light Assembly for this season, which 
we regret very much, and concur with 
those societies that a great injustice 
has been done to the cause of Spiritual
ism, and-the good of (Jity of Light As
sembly, as he has labored very faithful
ly in the interests of toe cause, also has 
had the welfare of City of Light Assem
bly at heart. His work has ever been 
formulated from the very principles of 
nature, which are the bed rocks or foun
dation of Spiritualism, which the City 
of City of Light Assembly are seeking 
to inculcate into toe minds of those 
who meet with your Assembly. We 
hope that the board will-re-consider its 
action in the matter, and comply with 
the wishes of those who have the cause 
of Spiritualism at heart, and are earn
est supporters of Lily Dale, and of those 
who recognize in Prof. Lockwood an 
ability for the upbuilding of the basic 
principles of Spiritualism, also one who 
has a deep feeling for toe welfare of 
City of Light Assembly.

The foregoing resolutions are present
ed by the order of officers and members 
of the First Spiritual Church of Buffalo, 
N. Y., also President Chas. Hulburt, of 
•Harmony Circle Society, to the City of 
Light Assembly.

MR. A. G. ATCHESON, 
MRS. J. H. R. MATTESON, 
L. C. BEESING, 
H. A. LUNDQUIST, 
N. H. EDDY, 
AUGUST EY and Others, 
CHAS. HULBURT,
President Harmony Society.

Reign of the Sword.
Think not that I am come to send 

peace on earth. I came not to send 
peace, but a sword.—Jesus—Matthew 
10:34. .. ..

He that hath no sword, let him sell 
his -garment, and buy one.—Jesus- 
Luke 22:36.

Trace history, written with its bloody 
pen, of wars, of desolation and of 
slaughter through all the subsequent 
years since those words were’credited 
with having been spoken, and it would 
seem the mission of this misnamed 
Prince of Peace has been a grand suc
cess. Is itXnot time the direction to 
Simon Peter, after he had "smote the 

■high priest’s servant, and cut off his 
right Oar," “Put up thy sword in Its' 
sheath”—John 18:14—be observed? 
Should not the muse, addressing the 
Genius of Science, In slightly adapted 
verse, sing: .
"To conquest and slaughter let Chris

tians aspire, .
Whelm nations in blood, and wrap 

cities in fire;
Thy reign is the last and the noblest 

of Time,
Most fruitful thy soil, most inviting thy 

clime.(
Let the crimes of the church ne’er en- 

crimson thy name,'
Be freedom,'and virtue,, and knowledge 

thy fame." ,
- Truth is -the foundation : of all knowl
edge a'*>d the cement of nil societies.— 
Blair, -

B. F. UNDERWOOD.

WILLIAM J. BRYAN.

Having noticed, both from the cam 
programs and also in the different i 
sues of The Progressive Thinker, tha. 
W. J. Bryan is to lecture for the Spirit
ualist camp-meeting association lo
cated at Clinton, Iowa, I deemed it ad-, 
visable to remind some of the friends of 
liberty, of one feature of his record In 
Congress when he was a member of 
that body.

The issue before the lower house was 
whether public money should be appro
priated for sectarian purposes, and’ it 
the pamphlet be true which was shown 
me during the campaign of 1896, Will
iam Jennings Bryan voted that it 
should!

We also, in almost the immediate 
past, noticed that he was a friend of the 
late pope.

The United States of America is a 
secular, and not a Christian country, 
the Supreme Court of the United 
States to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Our nation could not be termed a pa
gan country, either. Now I ask, if Mr. 
Bryan be guilty of the herein set forth 
charge should men and women with 
patriotic blood-hear such a one as he?

Every well informed person knows 
that the Roman church has always been 
an avowed enemy of the public school! 
Every true and loyal American citizen 
knows that the public school is the 
grandest institution that has ever 
graced this stage of action!

The camp at Clinton, Iowa, has an ar
ray of talent, whose every drop of blood 
is patriotic, and is it right or just for 
the management of said association to 
bring among the speakers and mediums

His Engagement to Lecture at the 
Clinton Camp.

of Spiritualism one whose Congres
sional record is so tainted with suspi
cion? I personally have very little use 
for any one who will vote to destroy the

Respectfully submitted to 
Light Assembly for kindly 
ation.'per above committee.

Prof. Lockwood occupies a

City of 
consider-

niche in
Spiritualism that no other speaker can 
fill. His lectures supply the urgent de
mand of advanced thinkers—those who 
delight to come in touch with nature’s 
laws and subtile forces, both on the ma
terial and spiritual plane. This class of 
people are coming to the front constant
ly in greater numbers, constituting a 
factor that must be reckoned with in 
making a programme for an'Assembly, 
such as Lily Dale aspires to be. As it 
has ceased to be a “Spiritualist camp
meeting,” and is now a "City of Light 
Assembly," it must put forth Its best
efforts or deterioration will surely 
low.

tol-

"Child Culture, According to 
Laws of Physiological Psychology

tM 
and

Mental Suggestion.” By Newton.N. 
'Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who have the care or training at chil
dren. Price 65 cent». en«e^

“Beyond the Vail." A Sequel to 
'iRending the Vail.” Being a compila
tion, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex-
periences, spoken, written and. made by 
full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal verification
“Whut We Shall Be,'J and a code 
ethics, requisite to the: most speedy 
allzatlon of tho highest and purest

of 
of 

re; 
fe-

Ilclty attainable in the future life.' A 
very remarkable book. Large, octavo. 
800 pages; Price. SL7Ö.

■•’The’‘Truth Seeker Collection . of1
Forms and Ceremonies for tho Uso of 
Liberals.”' Price 25 cents.

country of my birth.
Why not go back to the 

conducting camp-meetings?
old way of

Again, I ask, how long would qnyAQO.1U, & ucn, uuw JVUg WUU1U J^liy 
church or political organization last'£f' "w’ 
it would allow any and all kinds of
thought presented? I may be asked 
the question, if I approve of the course 
pursued by the management of the 
camp at Chesterfield, Ind., last year, in 
employing the services of Eugene V. 
Debs? Will say I approve more of tho 
course taken by the above mentioned 
camp this year in deciding to have none 
but Spiritualism presented from its 
platform. /"However, Eugene V. Debs 
represents a political faith that the Ro
man church and other organization of 
superstition are opposed to, so I reason' 
Camp Chesterfield is not guilty of as 
great an offense against Spiritualism as 
is the Clinton, Iowa camp this year.

HARRY J. MOORE.
Butte, Mont . ।

MY HOUSE,

This moving house that you call me 
Is growing old; and I can see 
That it is weak, and here and there j ” 
I find some things beyond repair. 
You err in thinking it is me. 
For I am what you cannot see. 
Within, I tread the well-worn floor1,' 
Or stand beside my prison door, • 
That outward swung in days of yore. 
'Tis useless now, it swings no more. 
Without my house, I see nor hear 
Some things that once to me wer* 

dear, 
And o’er my roof tha chilly flow 
Of winter piles its drifts of snow. ' 
Yet.all within Is still aglow 
With, earnest life, and everything 
Wears on its face the joy of spring.

—The Woman’s Journal, .
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Boundless Truth Awaiting.

Spiritualism is our religion. i what we must dispense if we would un-
Splritualism is based upon the foun- der any circumstances develop the snir- ' datlon principles of justice, truth, love, ■ itual nature. - 1

■ wisdom—the four cornerstones of the'

Wy i W THB FROGRBSSIVB THINKER
.99,
■ ÿ ■ li

Os- f
Hl ; a

SPIRIT AND MATTER, ENTITLED TO IMMORTALITY,

■riH Lecture Delivered ho Spirit John Herpont, throuali tue Medlumslilp ol Mrs. Mam T 
Lonoloo, Delore tlie First Mallon ol Splr^’^llsts, Washlnßtori, 0.6.

Spiritualism tells us that as we sow we shall reap 
—it matters not when or how we sow that 

• which is wrong, that which is unhelpful to our 
fellow men, that which is of the selfish and 
carnal state, we must inevitably reap the har
vest belonging to,such sowing. If matters 
not when or how we sow good deeds, right 
living, pure thinking, helpfulness to our fellow 
men, we shall reap the harvest in beautiful 
flowers free from thorns—flowers of peace, of 
harmony and of spiritual happiness, because 
we have sown the seed that is true to itself 
and produces its kind.

great temple called Spiritualism. The 
foundation' stones of this grand struct
ure are the facts of spiritual lite which 

i are brought to human conception from 
'fhe eternal world. These facta come 
so clearly, bo unmistakably, so intelli
gently that they appeal to human rea
son and understanding. These facts 
are brought in the name of Truth from 
that great world of spirit, by intelligent 
entities who not only once lived upon 
the mortal plane in bodies of flesh like 
your own, but many of them lived upon 
this plane in recent years, in modern 
times, so that they have been in touch 
with your owh Une of experience and 
existence, so that many of them have 
been of your own homes, your families, 

j your circle of friendship; they have 
I held fellowship with you when they 
/ were on the mortal side; they knew 

you in your good days, in your serious 
. I days, in your times of prosperity, in 
( your years of adversity; they have suf-' 

fered with you and rejoiced with you; 
they have been knit close to your souls 
by the tender ties of affection, of sym
pathy, of sweet friendship of all things 
that go to make up comradeship and 
good fellowship, therefore they under
stand you, they have seen you under all 
circumstances pnd In varying condi
tions. They are with you in thought, 
and they come to you from the eternal 
world bearing their influence of cheer, 
their ministration of helpfulness, their 
communications of instruction and af
fection. x

Spiritualism 1b based upon these facts 
> Which have been presented to the world 

for many years in one way and another, 
not confining itself in expression to one 
particular line, but It is diversified In 
that which it has to give to mankind, 
jhence it' comes with a communication 
direct from your spirit loved ones giv
ing the evidence of their identity; it 
comes through mental processes and 

;maKes its power felt; it comes through 
. /physical demonstration and gives mate

rial testimony of its verity; it comes in- 
the healing work of those who” can lay 
upon you the hand, or send you the 
thought, of help and magnetic force 
that lifts you from beds of pain and 
weariness. It comes describing to you 
the loving ones whom you have laid 

I away in mortal life and shows to you 
i that the beautiful world opening in

- ri

1$

scenes of grandeur and of light, that is 
In itself an inspiration and not a dream.

Spiritualism, then, based upon the 
four cornerstones of Truth, Love, Wis
dom and Justice, and having the entire 
structure built upon this foundation of 
fact, presents a temple of beauty, of 
purity and of service to mankind.

A Herald of Immortality.
Spiritualism has come to humanity 

as a herald of Immortality. It has come 
as one crying in the wilderness to all 
human hearts and minds that it can 
reach; “Prepare ye the way, make your 
paths straight; prepare ye the way for 
that which is to come, for that grander 
revelation of truth which must come in 
the days of human progress and of spir
itualized -unfoldment.”

Prepare ye the way for the coming 
generations who are to follow In your 
steps and who will profit by your exam- 

' pies and grow stronger and better by 
the precepts which ye have given.

Spiritualism, wp repdat, is a religion. 
It is that which, when fully under
stood, appeals to the highest, the no
blest, the purest sense of humanity. It 
appeals to the religious nature of man- 
Idnd, yea, even to the devotional, for 

. there is that within man which is devo
tional, reverential; that which reveres 
the majestic and beautiful whether it 
be in art or displayed through the re- 
vealments of science, or whether it be 

(in the proclamations of glory in this 
Wonderful universe at large. Man re
veres that which is majestic, that which 
is noble, that which is uplifting. He 
must do so since his spiritual nature 
comes into kinship with the noble, the 
lofty, and the grand, and calls out that 
which is beautiful from within.

A Beautiful Moral Code.
.Spiritualism in its highest sense, and 

when well understood, appeals to these 
elements in humanity. It is that which 
gives tho precepts and the code of 
moral ethics and the outline and 
scheme of right living, of doing right, 
of thinking right, of seeking to live ac
cording to the highest light; therefore 
Is it a religion. It comes with a beau
tiful moral code of ethics which pro
claims that those who do right and do- 
by theif fellow men as they would wish 
to be done by wijl find the higher light 

, the sweeter peace, the grander ■ con
sciousness of spiritual consolation and 
harmony, and all things that tend to 
make for the highest happiness.

Spiritualism tells us that- we have 
something more to do, however, than 

. simply to do to our fellow men as we 
wodld be done by. We are in this, seek- 

. Ing to do or give that which we require 
or ask from others; but true Spiritual 

. ism expects us to do more than this! 
: we are to'give bur cup of cold water, or 

our meal of bread, or our helping hand, 
or our substantial aid . to some fellow 
being in need. not. because we expect 
him to give in return, not because we 
ask for reward, but because we know it 
is the thing to do, because we know 

i that that fellow creature is suffering, 
. ’ 'needs pur sympathy and aid, and that 

: we as spiritual beings should offer 
what we can to assist him in his travels 
along life’s way.

Spiritualism tells us that we aro not 
¿ to deal by the precept or axiom that 
: "'Honesty is the best policy" in order 
^9 that we moy acquire something good 

। and helpful for ourselves, but that hon- 
i esty is what wo should exercise—hon- 
V^rable dealing is what wo must havs^ 
'\\ ... ................

to be poured out upon, timi children of
men. (iu:

The universe itself isotone grand 
truth, a truth of existence,lot revelation, 
anil you receive a part of that truth ev
ery day. as you walk.your streets and go 
about your duties and come in contact 
with your fellowmen; and with nature 
at large. You comprehend more of lite 
by thus exercising your reasoning fac
ulties, but out of tills great storehouse 
of truth there can come only gleams 
and glimpses which, n illuminating as 
they are, are but small compared to 
that which is within, and as ye prepare 
the way by your own thought, your own 
deeds, your own influence, your exam
ple, your passage onward through this 
material life in the best and the high-

Sowing and Reaping.
Spiritualism tells us that as we sow 

we shall reap—-it matters not when or 
how we sow that which is wrong, thit 
which is .unhelpful to pur fellow men, 
that which Is of the selfish and carnal 
state, we must inevitably reap the har
vest belonging to such sowing. It mat
ters not when or how we sow good 
deeds, right living, pure thinking, help
fulness to our fellow men, we shall reap 
the harvest in beautiful flowers tree 
from thorns—flowers of peace, of har
mony and of spiritual happiness, be
cause we have sown the seed, that is 
true to Itself and produces its kind.

Spiritualism-in its code of ethics is 
beautiful and uplifting, but we must 
seek to understand it; we must realize 
within ourselves what this lesson is. 
We must prepare ourselves by clean 
thought, by the exercise of reason, of 
that which the world calls “common 
sense,” good judgment, in order to take 
up these lessons and comprehend them.

Spirits, or intelligences of the other 
world, are returning day by day and 
year by year to communicate with 
mortals and they_have a purpose in
thelr coming. True, the sweetest 
thought of all with them may be that 
they will convince their friends of 
earth of their continued existence and 
abiding love—tell them of reunion by 
and by, and of the sweet home that may 
be found when the bodies of clay are 
given up to earth. But. while that is 
the sweetness of their message, they 
have still something more to reveal and 
that is these Instructions which are con
cerning the life spiritual which we all 
may lead right here and now.

Spiritual Life and Power.
Spiritualism came in its time, came 

when the world was prepared for it, 
and could not have come tp any extent 
earlier, because nature works along , 
such ways as to give whatever she has 
to bestow at the time when prepara
tion is made. Always in the history of 
mankind there have been revealmenta | 
of spiritual power and presence and in
telligence, to one individual and an
other along the ways of time; from the 
earliest dawn of human conception 
there have come gleams and glimpses 
of the immortal life, In the earliest 
forms of human thought very little 
could be understood of the realities of 
the spiritual world, and of the intelli
gence and identity of those beings who 
sought to communicate, but as the cen
turies passed and human beings came 
to know more and more of these won
derful laws and of the inwardness of 
life and of humanity, more and more 
was revealed of spiritual life outside of 
this physical frame, and bo here and 
there came tidings of beings apart from 
matter or physical body—communica
tions and physical manifestations— 
whatever could call the attention of 
mortals to that spiritual realm peopled 
with living entties.

As the years rolled on startling dis
coveries were made by certain individ
uals of some wonderful power they pos
sessed which brought them into con
tact with the world of spirit, and so age 
by age and century after century and 
decade after decade spiritual intelli
gences wrought and labored and sought 
to make themselves known to earth, to 
open wide the gateway of immortality 
and bring forth to mortal conceptions 
the glories and wonders of the spiritual 
world. But it remained for a later age 
to bring out into human thought and 
understanding the full communication 
whicH gave knowledge and tidings of
life beyond, which could give something 
intelligent of the world of spirit, of 
how spirit entities live and how they 
labor 1 in those other realms—some
thing of their conditions and varying 
states of progress. These have been 
given time and time again within the 
last half century. They could not have 
been given to any extent before, be
cause the world was not prepared for 
them.

Now Spiritualism has spread over 
the entire world, wherever civilization 
has made its mark; even more than 
this, Spiritualism—or communion be
tween the two worlds—is known In 
many quarters and among, many people 
that are not considered civilized by 
your race, but they receive and have 
communion, they know there is a world 
beyond from which loving ones come 
and minister unto them; and amid 
many savage tribes, so-called, among 
races -called barbaric by you, who are 
so highly civilized, there is greater 
truth manifested concerning the world 
of causes and of activities, than many 
of you have ever received from Spirit
ualism as it is understood.

Its Mark Upon Humanity..
But II is here, it has made its way; 

its mark is upon humanity and it can
not be erased. Spiritualism came as a 
great and potent factor in,the progress 
of humanity. It had to comp. The 
'gates of immortality were flung wide 
open and throngs of angels came 
trooping back to give their testimony of 
what they had found beyond death and 
the grave. So it came, and it is calling 
to you, O ye people who have received 
the message and have gained the light 
Many of you may perhaps not have 
fully received as yet the communica
tion that you are longing to hear, the 
tidings that you hope to get, that which 
you crave and ask for. Perhaps many' 
of you .are just coming Into the path
way of investigation and therefore you 

i know but little, blit you are open to con
viction, you are ready to receive when 
the light can be poured In upon - you, 
and, if so, you arc in the right attitude.

: We do nbt ask you to take All that 
you hear or see without reasoning upon 
it, without bringing your best judgment:

to bear upon it, and if you find that it 
1 does not agree -with your reason, if you 

feel that it is not true to your under- 
, standing of things, we do not ask you 

to accept it; we only ask you to come 
. in the true spirit of investigation, the 

true attitude that will accept truth 
when it is revealed to you, that is will
ing to put aside prejudice and miscon
ception and to take, up the light and the 
knowledge that may open to you. We 
onlx ask vou to be fair-minded, and if 
then Spiritualism can bring the mes
sage and the light and the truth into 
your souls, accept it and go ye on help
ing to prepare the way by living out 
this truth in your dally lives for those 
who are to follow.

A Divine Responsibility.
( Prepare ye the way, Oh, ye Spiritual
ists, for a divine responsibility rests 1 
upon you. This truth has been brought 
to you by unseen hands because it was 
a grand thing for you, because they re- 

■ jolced in it and felt that having this 
pricelesp treasure, if they could only 
present it to the loved ones here and 
take away from them the fear of death, 
the sense- of loneliness and sorrow and 
the pain of error and the misconception 
of life here and hereafter, they would 
be giving to those loved ones a jewel of 
rare value. And so this has been 
brought to you who are Spiritualists. It 
1b waiting for those of you who have 
not come into the full knowledge, but 
who hope, who pray that it may be true, 
who desire the light, who ask for the 
truth and are willing to receive. That 
treasure shall in some time and in some 
way be yours as well as ours, and it 
will be to you, if you receive it in the' 
right spirit and make of it the best you 
can, a prize and a blessing such as 
earth itself can never give.

So, dear Spiritualists and friends, we 
say to you. a tremendous responsibility 
rests upon you, that which is a greater 
obligation to you than all the world be
side. You have something which the 
outside world, not having received or 
studied the subject, does not hold, and 
you have a knowledge which the mate
rial life cannot give. You are then un
der a responsibility and an obligation to 
live better lives, to grow more beautiful 
in thought, and in spirituality than are 
those who have not received the tidings 
and the light from the angel world.

A Religion and a Philosophy.
Spiritualism based upon . these prin

ciples of which we have spoken—upon 
the grand foundation of these Immortal 
facts—rears its structure in beauty and 
splendor and this structure is the tem
ple of its religion. You may call It phi
losophy if you will, it matters not, it ap-. 
peals always to the highest sense and 
the finer nature of mankind, to the re
ligious aspect or right living, and there
fore it is a religion, though as a philos
ophy it presents to your thinking minds 
the reason and the cause of many 
things In life which, without it, you 
could not discern. This temple of light 
Is for the weary and for those who are 
happy and glad, it is for peasant and 
serf and for king—for all, no matter 
what their race or their standing.

It offers its truths to all mankind; 
though you may not be ,able to compre
hend its teachings or. to receive its reve
lations to-day, you may be ■ to-morrow. 
Our doors are not closed -against you, 
the spiritual world is as broad as the 
universe, it takes in all life, all pulsat
ing energy, it is the all In all, and Spir
itualism itself is as broad as the uni
verse, and could not shut out any from 
its doors. The universe itself Is the 
grand temple of this wonderful revela
tion, and therefore wherever human 
minds may be found, whether in high 
courts or grand places, or in hovels and 
plains, in templed cities or In mountain 
fastnesses; whether here amid your no
ble structures and grand civilization, or 
hfar off upon the desert where the Arab 
mounts his steed, or upon plains where 
savage tribes may roam, it matters not, 
the temple of spiritual revelation is 
there and everywhere, and therefore Its 
gleamings and its light, its truth and 
its power may be felt by the humblest 
individual of a' dusky race as strongly 
and as helpfully as it may be felt by 
any one of your psychics or mediums 
in this. day and generation in what is 
called the civilized world.

This glorious structure is of truth 
and it opens for mankind instructions 
that are helpful, that will be uplifting, 
if he abides by them. If the human 
soul seeking for light, for consolation, 
for evidence of immortality from the 
great world of causes and of spiritual 
potentiality only does so with the de
sire to learn—learn of self for self; 
learn of humanity; learn that which 
will broaden out the entire nature and 
bring forth blossoms of beauty—then 
will Spiritualism be to that soul a won
derful, invigorating, uplifting power.

But if one only desires to learn of it 
for the mere furthering of some mate
rial advantage and simply to know 
whether the loved ones again form a 
family circle and live or not, regardless 
of the question of rights and privileges, 
if. will not prove to be the instructive 
power and elevating, spiritualizing 
light that It can and should be. It de
pends entirely upon how we proceed to 
receive and comprehend this revelation 
of spiritual thought and intelligence, 
and when we go at it In the proper spir
it, some day this revealment will be 
made and we shall bask In the light, we 
shall bathe in its beauty and be elevat
ed by Its power.

Prepare ye the way, Oh, Spiritual
ists! Oh friends of humanity! ’ Make 
your paths straight that the grand rev
elations of truth yet to be poured out 
upon the world may .have the opening 
and the opportunity of reaching human
ity in their best and sweqtest guise. 
You have received something of truth, 
some portion of light has come to man
kind and within half a century has 
lifted millions of human hearts to a 
higher plane of happiness and of knowl
edge, qut this portion of truth and 
knowledge is after all but slight to 
what Is waiting In the boundless heav
ens for opportunity to make its way 
unto human oonceptlon. You can re
ceive only as far as you can under- 
stand. .

I You, dear friends of the present day, 
can widen your understanding by re
flection, by meditation,; by thought, by 
the exchange of opinions, by the study 
of current events and by bringing your 
minds to bear upon all things that per
tain to spiritual or intellectual Subjects 
within your range of knowledge. You 
can thus widen your understanding and 
receive'day by day some expansion, 
so that tomorrow or another year you 
have more knowledge, you have more 
wisdom; you are better fitted to cope 
with life and its duties; but with all 
that you are bapable of gaining today । 
and in your present stage of existence 
on earth there is still morq, infinitely 
more truth waiting In the universe :

est sense that you know, so shall it be
made more plain, more beautiful, more
helpful for the coming ages. So shall
the glory and the magnificence of life 
be more fully revealed to those who are 
to come after you, and you shall be the 
pioneers for them, breaking the way 
and throwing akide the rubbish that 
they may not be hindered and held back 
and cramped and confined as perhaps 
you have been, but may find the way 
better fitted for their advancement and 
their growth.

Beautiful to Think of.
It is beautiful to think that one can 

here, in daily life, go forward and help 
make a path straight for some brother 
man. It is very sweet for us to realize 
that we can cast away the stones and 
rubbish In the road and so make it 
easy tor some, of our . fellowmen to 
travel that way and it is our duty to do 
this in any and every respect that we 
can, and it is also beautiful and sweet 
when we can realize that by living our 
beat, by putting forth our utmost to 
make the truth plain to humanity as we 
behold it, by helping our fellows to 
gain the same illuminations and the 
same knowledge that have come to us, 
we are preparing the; .way tor a grander 
revealment of knowledge from beyond, 
preparing the way tor a more glorious 
manifestation of spiritual power upon 
the earth, upon individuals, upon com
munities, upon nations, for as individu
als are benefited and blessed so are na
tions uplifted.

Wars are here and’ there, discord 
reigns, but if there was. no in^armony 
in the individual life, if there* was no 
disposition on the part of any individual 
to crowd his brotherrman to the wall, 
to ride over him rough-shod and take 
advantage of him in ^iq various condi
tions of life and marts of,[trade there 
could he no warring of nations, there 
could be no clashing^f arjfl£; for it is 
harmony, good fellowship and kindly 
love and all these thg£ maiÿ for spirit
ual righteousness, ap'd if ü]py were in 
every heart no one wpjild drçam of war, 
no one would think jpf gôiqg out Into 
conflict with his fello^, mam.

The time inuet comuwh^thls planet 
will have sufficient!^ advanced in its 
own development, w^pn humanity shall 
have reached such ^stagmof unfold
ment in the'higher s^rltual graces, in 
the grander intellectuel attainments, as 
to know no such thing as war. There
will be no, .conflicts t$en, fpp harmony 
shall reign»* justice its truest spirit 
of eauHy,,wiH. maifi^in.':’gjji jhow.,.cam. 
there be warring of jj4atiqpsn when jus
tice and equity, hafjnbny,and jpe^ce 
abide in the hearts of men? So shall 
ye prepare the way for that whiSh is to 
come, if by your thought qnd your 
deeds and your living and your influ
ence, you help to make the pathway 
straight So shall ye help to prepare 
the way for those who shall soon fol
low in your footsteps.

Spiritualism's -Message.
You are passing onward.' Spiritual

ism brings . its message to the
world. We are here to-night to give
you a part of that message and it is 
these words which we have spoken for 
the living; and'the thinking, the doing 
and the working in 'all directions are 
those things which tell, which make 
their record in the spiritual life of indi
viduals, upon the national life of com
munities. That which affects individ
uals in suffering and pain, ip discord, in 
all these conflicting elements affects 
nations; accordingly we are all welded 
in one great chain of human existence, 
we are individual links in that divine 
chain. The chain itself is no stronger 
than is the weakest part, and if any 
link in that chain is weak and easily 
broken or damaged, then is the whole 
chain of weakness because of that par
ticular part.

Take a golden chain’ such as you 
wear around your neck arid when you 
And a link broken or veTy weak ybu are 
in haste to have it repaired and put in 
good condition; you know that the 
chain is no stronger than that weak 
portion and you may lose it or it will 
become worthless to you unless it is re
paired. So with this great chain of hu
man existence; let one link be broken 
and the whole chain suffers ¡ strengthen 
every part and the chain will become 
divine, and every individual soul is a 
link which must be polished and round
ed and made to glow beautifully in or
der that the whole of humanity may be 
grand and beautiful and free.

And thus, dear friends, It Is our mes
sage from Spiritualism which we give 
to you to-nig^t, when we say as did one 
crying in the wilderness, “Prepare ye 
the way.” We mean that individually 
you must remember the responsibilities 
laid upon you, the obligations you bear 
to your own souls, to yt?ur. spirit friends, 
to humanity at larged Prepare then 
yourselves to go forward, aa'd you will' 
prepare the way for” the gblden age 
which is to come. jf> iell

The Golden AgA'Is Future.
We need not look.bflck over the past 

centuries and ages ofij human history 
and say, “Oh, the beautifuli.’ age was 
then, the golden age ¿lias gone by, the 
world’now is in conflict andcsorrow and 
pain.” Ah, no; the wrarld has struggled 
up through varying conditions of suffer
ing of sorrow, of termr, of 0 all things 
that have been dreaded and feared. 
The world has struggled orflto greater 
light and grander knd^ledgif’knd higher 
truth, and the golden’bge ’iYfes just be
fore. The millenniuiiiWll Slot dawn in 
this century, nor in the century to 
corner but it Is in thd:<l gloWfeg future 
and will surely come laid y6ii and I— 
you of the. mortal, we of the immortal 
world—have each to do a phrt in pre
paring the way for that grand oncoming 

; of the golden age when-justice will rule, 
when human equity shall maintain in 
every heart, when peace .shall abide in 
every soul. , :

Thus, as wo join hands and link our
selves together heart to fieart and soul 
with soul in this grand gnd great.mis
sion of life to do our part well and.to 
bring forward anything we And of e> 
tor that truth may live and -’shino, so 
shall we march In unison onward and 
onward to the great highways of Immor
tality,joining hands with the angels in 
their work for human, emancipation 
from error and from wrong. We can be

Their Status In Connection With Evolu- Animals on Many Occasions Exhibit an 
tlonary Processes Defined—Within Us Intelligence That Shoves a Relation-
Are the Venom of the Cobra, the ship to Man—Birds Dress Wounds
Sting of the Viper, the Polson of the and Even Set Their Broken Legs—
Rattlesnake—We Are All Parts of All Bees, Cats and Cattle Know Secrets 
There Is? of Nature's Materia Medlca—Saliva
As I understand Professor Loveland, of the Dog Often Found to Be a Per- 

all passions and appetites must die with feet Germ Destroyer.
the earthly body, or else we must ac- th wfiitnr-—n„r n»n.r th»“ Sears
algo vuiiciiUc. v

Now to mv wav of thinkin,- wo A party of Jollns Hopkins students 
should not separate spirit from matter were piking about “immunity." One one is essentiaito^aAtS of them remarked that dog’s saliva has
cannot conce“ ve om todenendent of the a perfect ,jacterlcidaI and healing pow- 
otber The idea of leavln“ the mate er’ ,and ^ggested that perhaps It would 
rial at dea^h, is to me^ “ti8fiPtl? taJth^g\
^so^of^ ca^tth^Lr^

a 60re'a 
dneBstmdw^^^^ Idea was diseased generally,
more advanced or refined ’state, in u ^nn wl‘°,?rst mentioned
which we manifest Now as alt nnrtn; took down a pile of old magazines and 
of us have manifested through-all narts “ft®1' a d*111^ search produced a dip- of nature wT of necessitv must take plng Irom a medical journal containing 
with usU'a part O°V1 mXt™ nature a PXofVe01e6 M' G°Uld’ HerS * 

oX commence observation of
rattlesnake, the bravery ofthe lion, the a“e Sck by°tte fact
savagery of the tiger, etc. ire a im en t w e are bituck by we tact
Nature is ever forcing on the different that ,our brothers the animals' were 

manifestations; thus the acts of pro- not ineid<iCH1
gression go on 1 art- has beep noticed that birds

The procreative desire in the union «Ren show a true surgical instinct. M. 
of the two forces, matter and spirit, and Tat*rt„nH- »t™1 oooa?ions has Killed 
is necessary to reproduce manifested woodcock that were when shot conva- 
life. and exists in all forms of matter lesclng from wounds previously re- 
whethor human, animal, vegetable or cdived< and in every instance found the 
“War^oi^e gX whote mad P uc&m the Bte^of teasers and 
tested P^o % SeiTup eVi'

OF°ALL THEWRElei’sWB PABTS a sohd plaster
Nothing goes back in manifestation, ^a? tlJus f°™ed and in other ligatures 

so there is a continual onward and up- !ladv applied to wounded or 
ward tendency In all nature, forever broken limbs. Ten times in his experl- 
pushing us on, but within each human .i0’“}? b!,rrtS o1)0»
being are all the tendencies of mani- had been broken by shot with the frao- 
teBted life Thev roav hn in manifesfa. tured ends neatly approximated and lit- tton or’iying7St,” “a™ 6tatemr
there all the same miui in some un- ¿umontell
looked-for moment they will show them- 1 ulbert Dumontell.
selves. It naturally follows, that as the Bees Will Seek Astringents, 
human being is the highest manifesta- "Dr. James Weir says that when bees 
tion earth can produce, it is the only are attacked with diarrhoea they . at 

ij-cniation that can manifest as an once begin to suck astringent pieces of 
individual entity, after the so-called the dogwood, poplar, wild cherry or 
acath. hickory and rapidy cure themselves.

Now, as thought precedes every act. Their instinct carries them so far that 
and as people finding all their happi- jn winter if they should happen to be 
peBSfin the gratification of the material agucted with diarrhoea they will read- 
natnre, these minds become, as it were, Qy -jrlnk a decoction of wild cherry if it 
hypnotized to those 'desires. At the js placed in the hive. Moreover, they 
time a man is in the habit of taking a seenl to know that filth is a source of 
drink of intoxicating liquor, he begins disease.
to desire it; the more his mind dwells “Dr. Weir further believes that many
on it the greater becomes the craving. the higher animals have discovered
The same with other things. an^ US3 a materia medlca that should

. Ab a thing becomes a habit the per- ]je recognized by human physicians, 
son is self-hypnotized to that extent, For instance, dogs will seek out and de- 
and it grows stronger, and with each vOur the long blades of couch-grass 
repetition the hypnotic claims are (triticum repens) when they are con- 
Etrengthened until Uie poor victim of gtipated; horses and mules will eat 
habit finds them tightening about him clay when they have 'scours', cattle 
until with hope gone he no longer strug- with eczema have been seen to plaster 
gles to be free. ¿00f an(j j0|nt with mud. He speaks of

AU desire is governed by thought; seeing a cow break thin ice on a pond 
so is anger or jealousy governed by and treat her itching joint to a mud 
thoughts of fear. Now if, when we pouitlce. Cats will go miles when they 
leave this earthly tenement we are the are ‘imaer the weather' for a dose of 
same Individuals as we were in it, will catnip.
we not. for a time at least, have the . ' , , _ „
same desires? It seems to me we Curative Powers of Saliva, 
would lose our individuality otherwise. “The saliva of animals seems to have 

Now, I can see how a spirit might a distinct curative action. Dogs, cats, 
desire a porterhouse steak, as described cattle, rodents, monkeys, all lick their 
by George W. Lewis, A. M. I will give wounds when they can get at them and 
a little of my own experience: Several soon effect cures. Feir also tells of a
years ago, a desire for meat of all kinds large dog-faced monkey who scratched 
left me, but after I had discontinued his shoulder badly on a projecting nail 

■ its use for about three years, when in his cage. He immediately went to
smelling ham frying, the desire for It a corner and, seizing a handful of clean 
returned, but not wishing to return to sawdust, pressed It on the bleeding 
my old habit of eating meat I did not scratch. In a few moments the bleed- 
get any until a lady came to my house ing ceased and the blood dried, leaving 
for dinner, and I knew she did not think a coating under which the healing was 
she could eat dinner without meat, prompt. , ■
So as the desire for ham still remained, ' “Rev. Egerton R. Young, a missionary 
I determined to get ham, and eat all I In northwestern Canada, shows us that 
wanted. Got the ham, but when 1 the surgical instincts of the dog may 
went to the table I did not care for it, become so far developed as to produce 
bo did not eat any. I thought I will a real surgeon-doctor. One of his dogs 
put by some of it and when I want it spontaneously took up this work and 
I will eat it, but the desire never re- became so expert that the Indians 
turned. Now, I think I did not want called him Muskeke Atim, the surgeon. 
Il, but a little of tho old hypnotic de- Galls, wounds, frozen feet, etc., in the 
sire caused by long habit still remained, other dogs were successfully and sys- 
but was not strong enough to make tematically treated by ‘Dr.’ Rover. The 
me do what I did not desire to do. So wounds or sores that could not be 
the spirit through the medium was en- reached by the dog’s own tongue did 
abled to free herself from old habits not heal. The fact shows that, in a 
and desires. state of health and with pure food, the

I believe spirits are often dra^-j to dog’s saliva has a perfect bactericidal 
Individuals who indulge in habits that and healing power. Perhaps it would 
the spirits found while on earth all their make an ideal antiseptic. No bacteriol- 
happiness in, until the old habits are ogist has caught the hint.” 
broken through power of thought BALTIMORE (MD.) STUDENT, j 
turned in. a better channel.

I agree with Professor Loveland that
there 1b no such thing as inert matter, . .. „ . . . ,.
but why not? Because spirit and mat- ?? 016 so-caUcd animal passions, would 
ter are continually blending, causing de w or reason, to
motion,and motion is the refining pro WPoee that all this evolutionary pro
cess in nature. He also says: “There cess was from one side alone? Is it not 
are no hack steps in evolution. What lather the union of the two forces, spir- 
is neceh,ary in one phase of evolution ' ,a,nd matter, according to the plane on 
but impossible in the next higher, can 18 manifesting? When the in-
never. be taken into the higher. But dividual no longer manifests on the 
it is fully admitted there is nothing in PIa?e °f reproduction the desire should 
the spirit world that can feed the ani- a° lons®r “‘s1' but con”
mal appetites; therefore they can never d,Uon of mted may still still remain, un- 
be taken there” UI overcome; wnen the individual is

Our friend forgets that nature works forever freed from those conditions, be- 
by slow process, and there should be cause necessity for them no longer 
no sudden changes that would, in part, remains. __
at least, cause us to lose our indlvidu- Second, "What is the nature of evil. 
ality. Advanced.mortals have the pas- tb®. m aase 3 *n ltseli
sions and appetites under control, and- S<>cxl. It is the manifesting of the va- 
as a consequence have no desires of an ried natar?3 oi wilicb we a[e co“po3®d’ 
earthly kind, after leaving the earthly “I* y^. harmonized each with the 
body, to mar their progress. But not other. The struggle of each for suprem- 
so with those who have lived only for acy> oTercome eventually by the higher 
the lust of the flesh, which draws them P°w®r within, through the action of the 
to those who are still living on that ?“lnd' not kllllns ?ut but hringing into 
plane. If it were not so that our deeds harmony each and every part, subject 
do follow us, what could it matter ‘°™atAt j r w »1 «. <» > >
what kind of lives we lived here? The third ques^on, What its origin,

I believe nU mediums should be held Is It eternal?" I think is already an- 
responsible for whatever manifestations s^red.
are given through them. . I, as a me- Fourth, Has it any use. Yes, by 
dium, say: Whatever is given that is our mistakes,, as we call them and fail- 
good through my mediumship, give the ures' and by Ybat Ye ^ay calJ 0liF, ?Lns’ 
spirit world credit for it; but whatever we learn to bring forth each hidden 
is not good, blame me. , Part of the grand whole, g ving each

I am disgusted with mediums who try Paf.t improper place; rounding up our 
to lay their own short-comings on the barmany’
spirit world, or, in other words, do not contyoHed by the grand spirit reason s 
control their controls; for we should star.
pick our company with as much care Fifth, Is good possible without 
from that side, as we should here, and ,ev~ . , _  „ _
I do not think-it necessary to associ- , Tber® ,s«
ate as bosom friends, with the low and Ignorant misuse of what is in itself 
vicious of either side, even if I do de- good;
sire their advancement. Our first duty tdere will be no evil, but what Is the 
in tn nnrqpiwq. use of complaining because we have not

n nr „oi™. A i y0t reached that ptage of progression?Prof. Loveland also asks. Prove that We might just as well sit flown at the 
the anlmM appeytesAUd passions have foot of a hill, and spend our strength 
those root and_origdn in the spirit na- and tlme in complaining, because wd 
X »a^re had not yet reached the top, instead of
gill? What its origin, or is it eternal? looking upward and planting each foot 
Hac ltila"?r use? 13 g00d possible with- firmly, strive HtUe by little, be the way 
outevm ever so rough, to gain the desired

We will take them as asked, first, height ELLA J.'^WESTON.
“Prove chat tho animal appetites and Joplin, Mo.
passions have their root and origin in . '
the spirit nature of man?” As we have -
evolved through all the varied stages llinil PC '
up to our present condition through and lllllu Uk

Your Neighbor to Subscribe fer fNa
, ProgressiveThinker.

their servants, their helpers, their com- now- 1b- the time to extend the clrcula, 
panions.. We may. do our part in tlon ot The Progressive Thinker. It 
spreading this beautiful light. Thus trill contain Occult and Spiritualist!« 
marching onward step by step, knowing news with which every one should bo 
that angels arc with us, that God him- familiar. No other paper published’on 
self is ’on our side, we know that with this earth contains such a vast amount 
him and'with 'our own-conscience we of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
may conquer every 11L I ^lad. Bend in a subscription now.

REMARKABLE INVENW
AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE^ 

STORES EYESIGHT. ...
■ -U

Spectacles Can Be Aba adoned.
This instrument is in tho form o£ al1 

pocket battery, which tho inventors 
have patented and which they call "Ac- 
tlna,” a word which is their trade marl? 
and owned by them.

In the treatment of eye diseases tlio- 
inventors of "Actina" claim there is no 
need for cutting or drugging the eye for. 

any form of disease, 
cataracts, pterygiums 
and other abnormal 
growths can be re
moved and weakened 
vision restored by tho 

-«4.» new and more humane method, it this ig a tact, there will ba 
no need to go blind or to wear spec
tacles. "Actina” has been tested In 
hundreds of cases and has effected mar
velous cures. So confident are the in
ventors that this device is an article of 
great merit that they give an absolutely, 
free trial. They want every one iner
ested to make a thorough investigation 
and a personal test of the "Actina.” As 
it is sent on trial postpaid, any person 
can give it this test.

They issue a book of 100 pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which 
tells all about “Actina," the diseases it 
will cure, what others think of it, what 
marvelous cures it has effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and it is Bent absolutely free upon re
quest. This book should be in the li
brary of every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. 342R. 929 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.

NOTICE!The Woolley Sanatorium, the only institu
tion iu the United States where the Opium, 
Cocaire and Whisky habitscan be eurea with- ‘ 
out/ josure, and with so much ease.tor tho 
patr jc. Only 80 days’time required. Describe 
your case and I will write you an opinion os to 
what I can accomplish for you. Ask your family ■ 
physician to investigate. Dr. B. M. Woolley, 
to N. Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address 0 
dr:byeI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

I Turned Out S3OI— 
worth of plating In two wccki, writes M. L. Smith of 
Pw. (uiaA atnaU outllt). Kev. Geo. P. Crawford writes, 
m»do|7.00 Aral day. J. J. 8. Mills, & farmer, writes, 

caa easily make |6.00 duy plating. Tho». Parker, 
aohool teacher Hl years, writes, “I made $9.80 

profit one day, $9.85 another.” Plating 
Business easily learned. We Tearh You 
Free—No Experience Rcuulred. 
Everybody baa (abiewaro, watchrs, jew* 
elry and metal goods to bo plated. Wo 

Lgsssplalo with Gold, Silver, Nickel, Brome, “i®** Brass, Tin, Copper. Heavy PJM*—latest 
process. No toy or humbug. Outfits all sires. Evemhiug guaran
teed. LET E8 HTAUT POU. Write for Cailog. Agency and Offer. 
>\Oruy de Co., Pluttuu Works, Cincinnati, O«

^aDaySureSSS 11M HR * tbiuluUly »ure; w»
«iF faraUh lbs work »ad Wacb ytni free, you work in 

the looalHy where you live. Send u> your addreM *nd we will 
«xpUiDthebuelneufully, remember weguaruUe a deer profit 
of S3 for every dsy'e work.absolutely sure- Write «1 on™.
ftOTAL AANUFlCTVUUiQ box 867« i>etroll»Mldu

The abort. j the number of the pres
ent issue of The, Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
■xplred, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
tight hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
data. Keep watch of the number an 
tUe tag of your wrapper.

UNCOOKED FOODS
And How to Live on Them—With 

Recipes for Wholesome
Preparation.

Proper . combinations and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatabillty of 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

It will simplify methods of living— 
help to settle, the servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point > 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Price $1.

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of “The World Beautiful,’* “Kate Field," 
'•After Her Death,’* "From Dreamland Sent," etc. 
With portrait. 16mo. Cloth, gilt. Price 11.25. .The 
writer of thia "Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning" 
has thrown the book Into five chapters, with sub-titles as follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. ‘ Summer Snow of Apple 

Blossoms;" Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends in the 
Unseen.

LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Frlondi 
Vita Nouva; “One Day, My Siren.”

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; In Casa 
Guidl; Florentine Days; Walter Savage Landor.

ART AND ITALY. 'Individuality of Character; The 
Clasped Hands; Koto Field's Records; Mrs. 
Browning's Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual Lswb; Modern Scientific Thought; The ConMdot* 
ation of Genius.

For Salo at this office, r

UAUAUCT His Birth, Character and /nnnV/lLLl Doctrine. By Edward Gib* 
bon. This is No. fi of the Library of Liberal 
Classics. It Is conceded to be historically cor* 
rect, and so exact and perfect In every detail as 
to be practically beyond the reach of adverse 
criticism. This work will be found intensely 
interesting. Price. 25 cents.

BODY AND SOUL ’
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists of a course of lectures 
delivered in the trance state, and is certainly no 
small contribution to the study of the soul. It ' 
Is a gooc. work to open the eyes to the difference ■ 
between the deductive and inductive process of 
mind. Bound in cloth. H For sale at this ! 
office. I

Tie Proofs of Life After Death :
A Twentieth Century Symposium, j

An assembly and collation of letters , 
and expressions from eminent scientists , 
and thinkers of the world, giving the 
strongest and best reasons-known to 
the world to-day.: as substantial' evi
dence of the continued-existence of the 
soul after death. Arranged under the 
several heads of Science, Psychical Re
search, Philosophy, Spiritualism, With 
a special contribution on Immortality, 
from New-Standpoints.

Compiled and. edited by Robert J. 
Thompson, Late Special Envoy of ths 
United States to the President of the 
French Republic.

A work of especial value, giving the I 
views of a large number of eminent I 
persons, Finely printed and bound.

Price $2. For sale at thu office,

5
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raçts Presented by Prof. J. Syphers. I And the Instrument He Uses in Giving

TOPIC FQ& THg PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM.

Wo go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence'communicatlons intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur, 
day morning. Bear this In mind.

, 8. E. 58: ‘‘The Ly- 
.eads."

contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor! Tako due notice that Items for this 
is afone responsible for any assertions I page In order to Insure Insertion must 
or statements he may make. The editor'- ...

The Spiritualistic Field-—Its Workers, Its Work, 
- and General Progress, the World Over.

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter,

HIS MEDIUMSHIP.

Readings.

allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 

, must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will to all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 

-less; otherwise many'items would b§ 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE.NOTICE, that all Items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and bo, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY QEPART- 
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

At the meeting of the Kansas Associ- 
- atlon of Spiritualists, which will be beld 

at Winfield July 15 to 25, Dr. Pearson 
of Ponca City, O. T., one of the most 
noted believers in the creed, will give 
demonstrations of his healing powers, 
psycho-harmonlal therapy and what he 
calls the twentieth century healing sys
tem. ’

A correspondent sends us an account 
z of a Massachusetts preacher forty years 

old solacing his later years with a girl 
. of thirteen, and remarks that th.e incl- 

. dent may hot be -worthy of mention in 
these columns. We don’t know about 
that. When King David was old they 
brought, a young virgin to lie in his 
bosom, and the incident was deemed 
important' enough to be given to poster
ity by inspiration (See I. Kings, 1). 
Why, then, should the Truth Seeker dis
dain such improving narratives told of 
the men of God?—Truth Seeker.

The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
will hold its meetings during July and 
August at No. 22 Jackson Place, holding 
one meeting each Sunday at 8 p. m.

Laura B. Payne writes from Fort 
Worth, Texas: “I write to say that after 
iour months of successful meetings in 
the Temple at this place, we close for 
Uie summer months. Last Sunday 
night, June 25 was our last service. 1 
shall start bn a tour through Oklahoma, 
Kansas and Missouri about the last of 
this month. I will be in Oklahoma City 
2nd and 9th of July, and will go from- 
there to the camp at Winfield, Kansas. 

’ Although it is vacation season, I do not 
mean to rest, as July and August are 
crowded full of engagements. The first 
of September I will return to Texas for 
our state convention, which is to be 
held in Dallas during that month.”

The New York Sun says: "The Amer
ican law, however allows divorce in ev
ery state except South Carolina, where 
there are no divorce laws, and in all 
the other states except New York, with 
its divorce for adultery only, desertion 
at least is made an additional cause. 
Neglect, cruelty and habitual drunken
ness are also causes in nearly all the 
other states. Under an impulse from 
Mr. Roosevelt statistics of the number 
of divorces and their percentage to the 
marriages are to gathered for the twen
ty years since 1886; but it is not prob
able that the results will be relatively 
much different from those obtained by 
the Commissioner of Labor for the pe
riod of twenty years from 1867 to 1886, 
In which 328,716 divorces were granted. 
Of these nearly two-thirds were to 
wives and the preponderating causes 
were desertion and cruelty.”

Goldwln Smith says: “An eminent 
Canadian journal contends that what 
appears to be the disturbance of relig
ious belief is in fact merely the prog
ress of theological science, analogous to 
the progress of other sciences. It asks 
whether, when all the other sciences 
are advancing, we can expect the 
‘queen of the sciences to stand still. 
The term ‘queen of the sciences’ ap
plied to theology is medieval, and what 
the queen of medieval science was the 
perusal of a lew pages of Thomas Aqui
nas will show. Medieval theplogy as
sumed as postulates the very things 
which are,now in question, and spun 
out from them an immense web of de
ductions which were taken for supreme 
truth. The medieval queen of the sci
ences is to-day as dead as alchemy.”

W. D. Moore writes: “I 
medium over fifty years, 
have always sought my

have been a 
My guides 
good, . and

helped me in many ways. I could fill a 
volume wlth> my experiences of the 
most startling nature. • I know there Is 
no death.”

John A. Toren writes: "The Society 
of the Psychic Forces, held at Wilcox 
Hall, 861 E. 43rd street, is being well 
attended Sunday after Sunday, and Dr. 
J. 0. M. Hewitt IB still with us giving 
us some gyand thoughts and splendid 
lectures. Mrs. Isa Cleveland is entirely 
recovered again, and back to the hall 
doing good work. W' ish to announce 
that our hall will be open all the sum
mer, and we try to make all who- at
tend welcome. Meetings at 3. and 8 p. 
m. Tests and messages at both serv
ices.” '

Frank T. Ripley, the well-known lee-
turer and'test medium, is now ready to 
make engagements for the fall and win
ter. Address all letters to Tipton, Ind., 
P 0. Box 563. until July 10,; then after 
that date to Chesterfield, Ind. until Aug.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

On account of the rush of press work 
on Monday, the Fourth of July coming 
on Tuesday, we are compelled to go to 
press the preceding Saturday, hence 
many items will not appear which 
would otherwise.

The converts to Spiritualism are 
those who have received personal evi
dence of its truth. To accept and de
fend that truth, however unpopular it 
mpy be, is an expression of moral cour
age and sincerity which is as refreshing 
as it is commendable. No man should 
shrink from declaring his "evidence of 
things not seen,” thus accentuating
Paul’s definition of “faith.”—H. V. 
Sweringen.

Prof. W. M., Lockwood has been en
gaged to serve the society at Buffalo, 
N. Y., two months next year.

Will J. Erwood writes from St. Louis, 
Mo.; "Everything is going nicely In the 
Temple; no sensationalism, .- conse
quently no rows of any ktod. We are 
having fine audiences.” ' _.

E. R. Fielding writes from Washing- 
ton, D. C.: “Prof. Payson Longley will 
spend a few weeks in Boston, Mass. 
Mrs, Mayy T. Longley, secretary of the 
N. S. A., will speak at Onset, Mass, 
June 20. The Benevolent Spiritualist 
Society has adjourned its meetings un-, 
til the'first Thursday, in September. 
The Temple League met as usual at 
Mrs. W. Farrow’s residence. After the 
business session. Mr. Walter P. Will
iams on behalf of the League, present
ed Mrs. M. A. Congdon with a beautlfuj 
silver mounted fountain pen. Mrs. 
Congdon is recording secretary for this 
society. She leaves for the Pacific 
Coast and will be succeeded by Mrs., 
Manchester. Mrs. W. Farrow leaves 
for Rhode Island, Mr. Farrow, the vice- 
president, will succeed her as president. 
Mrs. Fanny Dridee. the treasurer, will 
soon leave for the south. Mr. P. L. O. 
A. Keeler and family will soon leave 
for their summer residence at Lily 
Dale, N. Y.”

Robert B. Cookson writes from Ban
gor, Me.: “0n Sundays June 18 and 25, 
the people of Bangor had the pleasure 
of listening to the inspired utterances 
of the eminent medium, Oscar A. 
Edgerly. For definite logic, and prac
tical common sense, we do not think 
Mr. Edgerly’s lectures can be surpassed. 
The Spiritualists of our city were 
pleased to welcome Mr. Edgerly, as he 
had not been with us since the early 
days of his mediumship. We were 
pleased to note the progress he has 
made in his.ability as an exponent ot 
our grand philosophy, and we wish him 
Godspeed in his return to the wider 
fields of labor-in the west.”

R. H. RoSs of Sawtelle, Cal., writes of 
the good work being done there. Spir
itualist meetings are not allowed to be 
held at the Soldiers’ Home near there, 
hence the interest in the causé was re
moved to Sawtelle. "Five years ago it 
was a barley field; now it has about 
1,600 people, most the old vets and their 
families, and five churches and three 
halls. ■ But what I wish .to say is, one 
little band called the Holy Jumpers, had 
a street meeting. As soon as they were 
through and started for their church, 
Sister Bryan of Los Angeles, com
menced to talk Spiritualism to the 
crowd, and to give tests of spirit return 
and messages, right on the street, and 
then invited the crowd to the hall, 
which was filled. She has kept this up 
for six weeks every Wednesday even
ing, and now comes camp-meeting for 
four weeks. ' So the good work goes on.

THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM con
stitutes tlie summer work of Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Richmond: Leaving their home in 
Rogers Park, July 2, Mr, and Mrs. Rich
mond will be at Corry, Pa., July 8 to 14; 
Cuba, N. Y., July 14 to 21; Lily Dale, 
N. Y., 21 to 28;. Lake Brady, Ohio, July 
30, and Mantua, Ohio, Aug 1 to 6, in
clusive; Onset, Mass., Aug. 7 to 14; 
Unity Camp (near Lynn, Mass.) Aug. 20 
to 27; New York City and the Catskills, 
Sept, 1 to (about) Sept, 15. Services 
will commence at the Church of the 
Soul, to Chicago, Sunday, September 17,■ 
1905.

HELEN STUART RICHINGS, who 
lias been in the far Northwest for sev
eral years, is returning to the lecture 
platform, and desires to correspond 
with societies wishing the services of 
an inspirational lecturer, psychome- 
trlst and dramatic artist. Terms most 
reasonable, especially for long engage
ments. Address P. O. Box 115, Seattle, 
Wash. \

W, M. SAGE WRITES FROM BER
GEN, N, Y.: ‘‘WHEN I FIRST-READ 
YOUR PREMIUM OFFER OF 12 VOL
UMES FOR $3.75, I SAID TO MYSELF, 
HOW, CAN THAT BE, FOR IT IS LESS 
THAN 32 CENTS PER COPY. HOW
EVER, I AT ONCE SENT FOR AND 
RECEIVED THEM. AT THIS WRIT
ING I HAVE ONLY FINISHED READ
ING FOUR OF THE BOOKS, AND I 
HAVE BEEN RICHLY PAID AL
READY FOR THE OUTLAY, AND 
HAVE YET EIGHT MORE BOOKS TO 
READ WHICH, I SHALL FEEL, HAVE 
COST’ME NOTHING. I THANK YOU 
FOR YOUR PUBLIC GENEROSITY.”

Mrs. A. A. Averill writes: “The Lynn 
(Mass.) Spiritualists Association will 
hold its annual bazaar at its grounds, 
Saugus Center, -Mass., on July 12 to 15, 
inclusive. All articles usually found at 
fairs on sale. Spiritual meetings will 
be held every afternoon. Rev.. Mrs- 
Pepper, the wonderful psychic of Brook-

My 8,lSß5,

A BATTLE ROYAL.

I learn that Sister Bryan has been 
vited into one orthodox church 
preach her spiritualizing sermons.”

It was recently announced that

in
to

a
party of South Dakota people who last 
fall, left for South Africa in obedience 
to instructions alleged to have been re
ceived direct from the Lord were 
stranded in that far-off land and would 
return to South Dakota when provided 
with ftfnds to cover the cost of the jour
ney. Information has now been re
ceived at Sioux Falls, that a number of 
the victims of a false prophet have se
cured the necessary funds and already 
have commenced the long journey to 
their former homes in Dakota. They 
left for South Africa as the result of an 
alleged revelation made to a self-styled 
prophet named Hendrickson, who de
clared the Lord had informed him that 
If the members of the party would 
start for. South Africa on a certain day 
the Lord would provide for them upon 
their arrival at their distant destina
tion.

Dr, Beverly writes: "We were glad to 
welcome last Sunday, Mrs. Kayner, late 
of Texas, who gave us a fine talk and 
some lovely tests. She has a very 
sweet spirit of humility, and will do 
great good in her travels and public 
work. . Mrs. Rice, our talented musi
cian, has prepared a fine program for 
next Sunday afternoon. Prof. Black
man, mow playing In the Woggle Bug, 
and Mrs. Bennett, the sweet singer, will 
render a duet. Qjjr music is the finest 
that can be procured and our afternoon 
meetings draw a large crowd. We want 
all our friends to come and help at our 
annual picnic next month. Our meet
ings are open all Summer.” .

Psycho-Harmonial Therapy, the 20th 
century healing system, based upon the 
musical scale,' will be taught and dem
onstrated to a class of'students at the 
Winfield, Kansas, camp-meeting, from 
July 1 5to 25 inclusive. For particulars 
address Mrs. Addie . McAllister, Win
field, Kansas, or the founder and origi
nator of the system, P. Pearson, Ponca 
City, 0. T. '

An aged Spiritualist, Nathaniel Jenks, 
of Methuen, . Mass., . writes: "I am 
pleased to send you the subscription for 
another year. I may not live the year 
out, as.I am past my 82d post mark; 
but I work every day. Last week I 
went up on a house anil repaired a 
brick chimney.”

William P. Butler is using hypnotism' 
in his fight against cigarettes and in
temperance. He is a member of St. 
Gabriel’s. Total Abstinence Benevolent 
Society of Hazleton, Pa. “I have had 
great success," said he "I have hypno
tized many cigarette fiends and cured 
them. I have had boys come to me and 
solicit my aid,-and often parents have 
come also. I have found that where 
the subject was willing to’be cured and 
■just needed the hypnotfo that it was
easy to cure him, once he submitted

77. Hia hbmtraddress te atTiptoùto®, willingly to be hypnotised."

lyn, N. Y., will be present each day. 
Private readings can be procured on 
the grounds. The fair will be open af
ternoons and evenings. Will mediums 
desiring to give readings, please notify 
me what days they will be present, that 
they may be advertised. Mrs. Pepper 
will also be the speaker at this camp on 
Sundays July 9 and 16, Cars leave 
Scollay Square 19 minutes past and II 
minutes of the hour.”

E. A. Doty writes from Albany, N. Y.: 
“Our hearts have been made glad and 
life’s pathway brightened by an all too 
brief visit from our dear friend, Mrs. 
Anna L. Gillespie, of San Francisco, 
Cal. Just twenty-four short hours with 
us, and the fast mpH train on the New 
York Central, is bearing her on her way 
to Lake Brady, where we know a warm 
welcome awaits her. From Brady she 
goes to Chesterfield, Ind., where thou
sands of progressive truth-seekers will 
be gathered to listen to the grand inspi
rations and messages from our spirit 
friends. May loving angel friends 
guide and protect her always.”

Seven Spiritualists send the follow
ing: “We are glad to announce that 

There is one more honest medium in the 
field, whose demonstrations cannot be 
denied. Mr. L. H. Wilson of Kokomo, 
Ind., now in his 22nd year, having de
veloped as a trumpet medium )n one of 
our local circles, gave his first , public 
seance last night; which was well ' at
tended, and a decided success. He has 
sat under the severe test of being tied 
hand and foot and then to the chair 
am} seated with a critical investigator, 
when the trumpet was floated to the 
ceiling and to every sitter in the room, 
giving several good messages. This 
medium has developed in less than four 
months' sitting, owing to special in
structions given by our guides, which 
we follow implicitely and by .which we 
are developing several others with al
most equal rapidity. Signed: E. H. Man
ning, Clarence Shaw, Josie McCool, J. 
L. Brown, J. W. Pauley, F. J. Newman, 
M. E. Shutters.”

D. G. Hill writes: “Notwlths'tanding 
the intense heat of Sunday, June 25, a 
good-sized audience was present at the 
services of the Golden Rule Spiritualist 
society. The speaker of the afternoon, 
Mrs. J. L. Fravel delivered a fine ad
dress (subject chosen from the audi
ence), with messages by Mrs. Nora E. 
Hill and Mrs. M; Schumacher. For the 
evening, ’ Dr. Geo. B. Warne held the 
close attention of all, followed by the 
beautiful christening services by the 
guide of Mrs. Nora E. Hill. The entire 
service was a fitting closing of the-sea
son's work. This society will hold sum
mer meetings at O’Donnell College hall, 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton Blvd and Park avenue, each Sun
day. evening of July and August, except 
July 9; on that date our grove meeting 
and basket picnic will be held in John 
A. Robb’s grove, Lyons, Ill., on the 

. bank of river near the junction of the 
Ogden avenue and Joliet street car line. 
All north and south street, car Unes' 
connect with the Ogden avenue line. 
Come with your lunch . and enjoy a 
pleasant outing."

Eula M. Golden writes: "The ■ Flint 
Spiritual Research Society held meet
ings Sunday forenoon and evening 
with Frank T. Ripley as lecturer. His 
work was much appreciated not only by 
the members of the society, but by 
skeptics as well. We were much disap
pointed because he could not be with 
us longer, but hope he may come again 
sometime in the future.” ••

Wm. M. Tebo'writes from Butte, Mon
tana, stating that Madame Bell is doing 
an excellent work there, and that Bro. 
Harry Moore was mistaken in his 
statement in reference to her. _

AFTER DEATH, WHAT?

Death, thou art a mystery . 
Fearful .to humanity. .
Mystery is something strange, 
Death is only subtle change. , 
Nature knows nothing of death, 
Life is more than fleeting .breath; 
In Dame Nature’s systems vast, . 
Naught but truth will always last.
Like the fleeting clouds In space, 
Ever changing form and place. 
So man’s spirit will unfold . ,
Through transitions manifold, - . 
Ever seeking greater light. 
Always gaining clearer sight, / 
Seeking an ideal goal X •
Is the mission of the soul.
Creedal darkness shrouds man’s mind, 
Superstition keeps man blind, ■ ■ , 
Ignorance, mother of fear, .
Dominates frail mortals here.
Seek within the toner shrine ■ 
For the living truth divine/ : 
Truth alone will make man free, 
Jian is part of Deity. ■ ,

H. M. EDMISTON. '

The new song-book, "The Gohlen 
Echoes," by S. W.-Tucker,.lias found Ito 
way into many homes, and Its beautiful 

. songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they-nre sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should bo heard 
in every home In the land. Price, 15 
cental 1150 per dozen. - , '

Thus when people can understand the 
r . I ‘ I had to wait nearly five years before
Gem of Thought:T workL?hnd H>Æmu &1 ' Î WB a)jle to receive anythtog tangible
’TJs hard to.fiiish tbp man who thinks— pra„n nt «niHinnii='iv .general wj,l from my spirit guides; but to my great 

Feels surq,Jie k»qws his needs,— g , joy at last u came- aad yet in
Give Reasqu’s cqp, he takes, and us g V„ bUBlness 1 convinced many of toe truthdrinks - pointers on how "divine laws" of spirit return.

This way, ’Jjhe Lyceum leads.”. outaofUnipyi>n?ive” While I was developing, my great
... out or the body. The public awaits prayer and desire to mv miklpn wns for
fhe hungering mijid of aged and youth, the knowledge, with equanimity.—In- them to give me something in the nhvs-in kindnefes led boon feeds Beisol Memorial Beacon. lcalVy ’SX.bate Tn
On Love Sna Justice, Right 'and 1 take it from the above that the ed- public.

Truth,-!- ■; ■'• itor of the bright little monthly is a ma- Almost from the start I receivedJJy-toeeeAe Lyceum leads." terialiBUc,’ “death-ends-all, half-way many raps in my room day1 andI night
For informatJon.'cone'erntog The Pro- t°B0I>ller’ I knew Bob Inger- and also materialization occurred sev-

gressive Lyceum, tftltoorlzed ; lesson ?5“®“ Ji® a e‘ ai times at night I have also re
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso- ; ®°ria-and I have followed him ceived a message between two slates, 
elation, „address John W. Ring, Spirit- On under my pillow, written by unseenualist Temple, Gajveston, Texas. Îrom S » ly«I,‘1UeStlOn’ he fa,r hanlls’

I from being a lia f-way-houser. He al- So far the best of all tbe manifesta-
ways said that life after death was no tiens came last January. I met a gen- 

y nT?r "T;1®;-1011,8 than life tieman who had been sitting for devel-
before death. He st^id the idea of the opment of mediumship/ He had two

— ». U,. i lasting continuance of the beautiful I small telegraphic instruments While
For the Upllftinent and Betterment of phenomena of human life under a sys- talking to him, my spirit guide a lady

Humanity. tern of ever progressing conditions, was told me that she would operate one of
-------- ? p most P’^iytog and lovely them for me. The instruments up to 

Under good spirit influence, I desire Jj®a Ji®, e\?r C0,u,1l,dYe21« ln th® hu’ tb,s tim® had been of “° use t0 the 
to write the truth and facts for the bet- J?L saJd, strPnEest owner, I obtained one of them, bought 
ferment of huipanity. Any principle 7®,°? 2?, - Spiritualistic philoso- a dry battery, and started to work. At 
established in a soul that will make J*» mp °" us,ed to be> 2hat n firBt tbe influence came a little slow,
men and women better in our world, is ,.t .°® 2® tru0- "U/.11® Bald;, but soon when putting my hand on the
what is needed at all times. -¿„w6 about got over that idea now. instrument it would tick away at a

While there always has been corrup- tn_ that nothing could be great rate, since then I have always
tlon in rulers ot governments and xr „i ^2!!' Baid that some I been able to get the manifestations on 
churches, there has been also a reform di^ was the ticker. It is used to giving my
element contending for the right. In wle’1 be „ted,. ™e. spiritual camp- readings, as it demonstrated to the sit-
most cases, the minority is correct on ,,a®etlDf.8'. He 8ald that everybody there ter plainly the presence of unseen 
true principles of action, but the major- ?, n<“htog but love and smiles for forces operating the same.
ity is led astray by powerful influences I, „i®„ ,, , ard nothing but kind To my mind and to people who think 
in politics or religion. If the leaders 8 1 , 80 mucb to his hap- and study along these lines, this is the
of tlie people have been impure in most p ,eBS and “to pleasures of an earthly only instrument that can be operated in 
cases, how can we expect the masses of ^^tence. He said the good Spiritual- the light and in publie successfully. I 
mankind to be pure in their actions. ,, W°uM never let up till they had would suggest that more of our new me- 
T'ien the greatest message to our fel- „ 111 ,on ?° speab to tbe diums give this a thought, and try to
low citizens should be education in P’®opIe’ j ,,T «y. B*ID0’8b„ Vor8b£p6d me for it. I have l;ad grand success 
morality, virtue,.love, honesty and patri, I 2,£od' Bat, says Bob, Think of with this little ticker bo far, and my 
otism. Is it any wonder that progress .° difference when I happened to stop I guides tell me there more to follow, 
in Christianity has been . moving, bo onc^, Mathodist camp- I do not claim this as a new puase
slowly through the past ages, while nwettog. When they found out that I of mediumship. I know at least one,
there has been'so much confusion and I wa? on the grounds, all the preachers I the medium I started to develop with
division among all the religious forces “ the church-members were years ago, who also had it, and I have
on this earth sphere? Who Is right? is. 80 ®tifred up about me, almost as much been told others have it also. I use
a very "important question. There al- as Ji,ey n i® j their great old this instrument daily to giving my
ways has been one true spiritual , ??. » • BUddenly appeared readings. I am prepared to go to any- 
church, and all other denominations are 1DiSe j, . , ones homo to hold circles in or near
branches from It. Therefore, there has M,ethodist women always the city. Until further notice, I will be
been much room in all ’the centuries I '°°he<i the blackest at him. They located at 214 E. Thirty-first street, 
past for counterfeits,, shams and im- calR^ arAu,nd hb? by hundreds and Room 24. HENRY ELLIS,
postors, frauds and hypocrites, in all Rap®d ¡2? ®at b g rmlnd’ Chicago, Ill. 
the religions of the human races. ---------— — - -----------

The genuine spiritual philosophy of >Jy»,en?S<h}'hvJr No Pretense of Jugglery,
the tribes and nations of tha world hns I with mge,,although hG tried his I 
been contaminated by nonerv nrleste IeveI best to Bhow them some of the Befcn-e I attended the seance of 
and into» teachers I whosTobtoct h® sweetest smiles that ever played on his uPbol8t^r®ri Fass- a reP°rt of which 1 
been to’ kew toe^eonle -in Ignorance human £aC8 dMne. He tried hard to made for The Progressive Thinker, and 
so they couW cont?oTthem in church say Bom® of th® nlceBt tblnS8 tbat b® y11? ?PPeJalXd ia the ls8ue of June 17’ 
and state ° °° “°1 U® 1 cnuicb was capaJ)Ie of But not on the subject he declared that at a previous seance 
. Many of the uronhets and anostles of of rel)gton at all, for there were thou- the twenty-one persons present ex- the*Bible taught toe doctoJnes of'Tove sands ot nIce that he could Pto888d their conviction by a rising 
ahd mercy of &eÆ?eator for His chR taJk ab(?ut' wltbout hlntinB at tbe vexed vote that the phenomena they had wlt- 
oren—that It Is fan ¿eater ta an subJect of rel^on. Some of the wo- nessed were spiritual. Mr. Fuss is a 
earthly nwert men wondered what brought the devil’s psychic. He used to give voluntaryBut othTi^eSeveri^^^^^ lmi)s ther® aayhow? But the preach- tests to his customers, but the result
and bMfebXn“wm God but thaT al ®rs wbo seemed t0 be at 18a8t half- wm a oss of trade, and now he talks of 
who bdievTon thS HeavénW Fathw civWzed were delighted to engage with ®btaining a license, but not as a me- 
and’are bantized- will be saved literallv bim -in conversation, during the course dium- That would cost $25 a year. As 
They also oi wbich they indulged in many smiles a conjurer he would have to pay $5 forwX whicXuBtfc& ln a B°°d hearty «very performance. But he did not

But'the hXrtant uuestton artoes-’ Iaugb' Tbey Baid as IoaS as I did not claim to be a conjurer. At tbe close of 
Can love and revere batoed and kind- come tbere t0 ag!tate the 8UWect of re’ 2 °rnTct?£ May 14’ be was 

»ir^n^T nred t0 meet r Xer^^Ær^m rou° to find
IlJe ehaPve0P£ towrite and “M* “® °at° ^tforL to Mb that no conjurer can
teach’as they were^alaed and taught by ??®a1j5t0 J^01' aJtbo^,eb, f they had I •
their philosophers,fond the traditions- £°ald upon the sub- WM. HENRY BURR,
of the fathers. Inspiration is the living | e<^ £or tbe world. gt > • •
nrinpinle of ¿apHouhihorn of thp finirit I ■ ®at 1 sat down foç the purpose Ot I — T whlchfoxpan^s infofty ideals,-and flows Pen"iDB a few thoughts on some of the SEANCE MANIFESTATIONS. 
,out,In eloquin®.and power, from en« I sentiments combined in the clipping —
/lightened, -hutoartd.’ beings,"’’/through ^jVeJrpm the Ingersoll Memorial Baar qiving Convincing Proofs of Spirit 
thoughts, wmds and sentences ttat pro- ®°“’JMt a^riter In some one of Gie . Wn. ’ ' '
duce. lasting impressions on other souls. ?plrItual papers put forth, that when _____
It may be spoken or written. ■ Pe°Pte come to understand the di-

Men and women in all generations re- vi“ aws governing souls and spirits Every Friday evenipg there is a 
ceive inspiration from the same source botb ln tbe body and out of the body, cle at 736 North Ashland avenue led by 
of spirit power The ancients then would &rasPat Spirltuajism. The the gifted psychic psychic, Mrs. B. 
were inspired by spiritual influence;’ editor of the Beacon says, “Yes that is Musida, where we have most clear inde- 
and so are all aspiring souls of modem true’ But then he immediately de- pendent spirit speaking and grand, con- 
Bnirltualism and other relisions of mands, "Now give us a few pointers on vineing proofs of spirit return.mP nkin “ - religions of divine laws do 8ctually govern The spirits manifesting themselves

Beliefs'have been as numerous as the B°uls ror spirits both in the body and often explain to us in a most beautiful
human race. Is.itiany wonder, then, 0Uu,PAu ,, , £ru£1(s an.d Pbenomena of Spir
that a michtv contention hns been now’ Bee here, Mr. Smart, you ad- itualism, and teach us how to live, whatIna on through all the nerlods of time m,t tbat what tbe Spiritualist said is to avoid, and also about the life and 
over everv Question that interests thé true- Now, We demand of you to give spheres beyond. Often a spirit relates 
p®ple, of all not ua Pointers^ that enabled to us his experiences from the hour he
onlv for time but for eternltv? y°u t° Bay’ Yes> tbat 18 true- K y°u left bis ™ortaI bo<ly 1111 bia present -Will some ^èatoUnt Boon occur in faU‘o,!080’^,6“ ^ewlll have to ptoce state' and how long it took him to get
the world to clear the mvsterv of the you With that class of philosophers who light.make pYaiX aT SI ^111 say "Yes, that is true ” without any These, spirits are often most excellent 
Ileht and truth about God and all of evidence! You say that the people are and intelligent teachers, as some ot 
His alorlouB works; of cfeat’ion’ anxiously awaiting that kind of knowl- them are able to illustrate their wordsIsSit not about time this ereat dis- edge, ÿe answer,,Yes, the immortal- of kind admonition with most convinc-

Is not about tim. this great dis lty/questiOn is now havlng the rlght of ing facts. one night the spirit of for-
- way in the human mind as it never had mer Police Inspector Shaack came

control before. Especially is this the case pleading we should not condemn him
racine since in these modern times there has a because he persecuted and prosecuted

■ “ large class of “pointers” or new proofs mediums while yet in the flesh, but 
Ever since the wonderful sermon on come into the world : semiI himrour’ best thoughts as it would

the Mount by Jesus, it has been taught If your 8cb®® of short-sighted, “half- lessen his suffering and help him to 
the many generations of men have been PbiloB°Pber8 trV to, Pr°ve WsA1pJ®?!Pt T11#h
livtnc under a new dienensatton that death ends all, we can give you I Also the spirit of a well known Luth- Chrift’s clorions nrlncinles Pwere to “tacts” and “pointers" of such a nature erao clergyman advised one ol the 
brine abouta Tew order of thtacs fo? Wthey will put you down in the hole members in the circle, who was also a 
the old îaws of despotism* Md gmiat 80 clergyman formerly, how to
were to bTsuperseded by the laws of it will.be along with the next return ot Preach and teach the truths of spiritual 
tove ™ to foM~s But h® it tb® 17-year lo^ts- philosophy, whenever opportunity offers
brought a better state of affaira than The world is'now full of clear, plain, to He also said: “If only my formerexisted before toe hieh ideato ofChris? and demonstrated facts. I am able to clerical brothers would believe these
înd other great and pure prophets make t1118 BtronB declaration to you and truths, what a blessing would they be
ware nttPrPdT“ “ P P P’ • to the whole world, that if I have not to their congregations in freeing them

Were not the dark and middle aces 8een> beard (in long conversations) and of their errors.”the^oralTerlodrofmurder torture^nd bandied many of my people after death, - Another spirit came in a sad, plead- 
raUeimm ware to toe wM then I never saw. or conversed with ing way. asking a member of the circle
Read whaf Ü» GreST®cher taught In tbem before death? I have hundreds one night for forgiveness for a serious
St Matthew ICP84r “Think not that I of . these stubborn kinds of facts, seen wrong he had done him while yet to

toTsend' peace 6n earth I and beard brazens of witnessed law- earth life, and send good thoughts, and
c“me" ée^péaee?bu?A swT^j’ | Prenehers, college professors and to t me literature of this new light to 
every century Mnc0hiTwas°spo^ ^ ladies.0 I can giroYery minute Md.X Another spirit gave a sketch of the 
th natkmsTf S tolaÿ the military cmnstMtial detail éf f my manifesta- “Q®8
spirit is growing stronger and a mighty ««mto^Xw’’ Mr ^Etoto ? H^a™ ^«0
navy is the policy i>f all powerful gov- “Oss¡examination, now mr. suitor received this light
prnrrienN : The snlHt of arbitration in Beacon, these kinds of proofs Md grautuue lor naving receivea tms ngnt ernments. me spun.roi uruiuaumi noInfprB knock nil vour blind “half-wav while in the body, and implored our me- settling national disputes, is ably dis- poimem kiiock an your unna .nail way / - *
miRBed lint will it ever succeed fullv bouse” philosophy into a,cocked‘hat. alum to go to Joliet again tor a tew 

satisfactorily?^’ ' 1 y I'And if vou can’t exnlain not confute I weeks, as many longing souls would
In education, thw arts and sciences, 

together with the wonderfur inventions 
of modern times, there has been great 
progress, but ihumtm, natures continue 
thp same imnil generations. Man has 
two natures,Etiie ¡evil and the good, and 
whichever tasultivated -to the greatest 
extent predofliftiatesi ’.

There is idgnordiice, superstition, 
■prejudice, bigotry Md many evils In 
human natutii thatimust be overcome 
by resistanedfond practice, before man 
can be pure, holy and attractive.

Under the fevil environments of so
ciety, where ¡selfishness is a ruling ele
ment, it is impossible to reach perfec
tion. But, when'the spirit is separated 
from the bodyrby death, it can enter the., 
spiritual world^freeikfrom a’fleshly na
ture, and pase'On tel the celestial clime 
by education'Md progression.

To overcome! seiiMn nature, and evil 
environments of the world and society, 
requires a battle' royal all along life’s 
journey, until the1rond of earthly life is 
reached in this lower sphere, and the 
victory won’ in establishing a true and 
noble character, ( .

: n W. S. FRANKLIN.
Bedford, lowa.I

HWALYA 
(THE KOLA COMPOUND) 1 

The African Kola Plant 1b Nature’s PoslUva- 
Cure for HAY-FEVEK aud ASTMA. Since its) 
recent discovery thia remarkable botanical pro-.' 
OUet U«» Como into universal use In the Hospitals! 
of Europe and America as an unfailing snecffioJ 

. proving that ’

HAY-FEVER 
ASTHMA can be pUREDa 
s Br:'Vu* Newport News, Va..wrlte«-Jan. t3d, was a heJpleafl Invalid and wan cured ¿i Hay» 
rover and Aethinft by Hlmalya, after 16 yeara* uutforlus.

li or HUI City, Kan»., writes Jud.£hLhad Hay-Fever and Authma rortenyeara audcould cev 
no relief until cured by Hhncdya. Mr. D. LClowui, 11« 
Morris IBU, Philadelphia, writes. Jan. Mth, Doctors did 
ino no good, but Hlmalya cured me. Mr. w. F. CamdxlU Sanbornville, N. H., alto writes Feb. Ctb, that Hinialya, 
cured his Bpn. Rev. Frederick F. Wyatt, the noted Evan- 
gcliBt, of Abilene, Texas, writes April IGth, 1W6,1 never 
foso an opportunity to recommend Hlmalya, as it cured 
mo of Hay-Fever and Abthma. and have never had anv return of the disease. * (

Hundreds of others send similar testimony 
f roving Himidya a truly wonderful remedy. Ai 

bo Kola Plant is a specific constitutionui euro 
for the disease. Hay-tever sufferers should not 
fail to take advantage of this opportunity to 
secure a remedy widen will positively cure them. 
~°P.r?ve the power of this new botanical discoY*

y?11 6U®er from Bay-Fever or Asthma, wo 
win send you one trial case by mail entirely iree. 
n costs you absolutely nothing. Write today to the 
Kola Importing Co., 1102 Broadway, New York. >

' il

the

Re

cto-

pute, ever under discussion, is 
right?-

Or, is it better to have.- the 
versy continue, and- the battle 
through all time? i

“Death. Ito Meaning ana Beeults.- 
By J. K. Wllaoh. qf tho Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorblhgly ' interesting vol- 
ume, of decided 'value. A' narrative of 
wonderful psychic évents in the an- 
tbor’s ebiieH’énea With, 660’ pages, 11- 
itisteate& 0LM ,

: "The Now Life.’.’ By-Leroy Sorrier. 
Eminently suggestive along tho lines of 
"new -thought" ^Excellent in tone and

And if you can’t explain not confute weeks, as many longing souls 
my facts on any other hypothesis than find light through her teaching, 
the one which-I give them, then they Many more interesting facts 1 could re
prove forever the falsity of your short- tote, but this may be sufficient for this 
sighted, purblind, materialistic philos- Only this I would like to say, 
ophy, ,■ I should like to some day write that when a medium endeavors to live 
up just one of my proofs of a continued rigM seances are kept right, they 
life after death and have some one of are a blessing in giving light and. 
the self-conceited Smart Alecs, try strength to the soul. • 
their hand at a cross examination and L. kukhlek, ph. D., M. D.
see if they can make it plain at just | •• ■ ■ _ ■"
what point or points 1 am mistaken.
And now just'for'the fun of the thing, 
come on, any of you materialistic infi-1 [Obituaries to the extent of ten lines

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

dels, even dear old Charley Moore, of only will be inserted free. .AH in excess 
Blue-Grass Blade fame. Dear old Char- of ten lines will be charged, at the rate 
ley—how I love the dear old boy.' I re- of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
gard him as one of the sharpest and words constitute one line.J .. . 
most unsophisticated, honest old chaps --------
now living in this country.. As tar as Passed to higher life, June 23, at his 
Alexander Campbell, the great founder, home in Trent Mich., Francis L. Whit- 
author and finisher of the Campbellite ney, at the ripb age of 81 years. ,A dear 
sect, Is concerned, Charley and I are wife who has been his companion for 64 
in about the same fix. Only on the J years, and a family of eight sons and 
hereafter business, Charley is not quite | daughters survive him. For many years 
sure—and I am sure, based upon him- a knowledge of Spiritualism has been
dreds of infallible proofs. his. Thus one . more link is formed

PROF. J. SYPHERS., ’twixt this world and that to which 
Pontiac, Ill. ■ their loved has gone. The funeral ser-

- -----------—----------------- • vices were conducted oy the writer.
“The Roman® of Jude. A Story of - . ’ EMMA GIBBS.

the Life and Times of the Nasarene and „
His People." Through the mediumship _ After Her Death. The Btory -I a 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely in- Summer. , By No
tereating book. Neatly bound in cloth mtod that loyes spiritual thought. can 
ana gill Only KO cento. fair to be fed and delighted with this

“IJooIal Upbuilding, including Coop* book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com- 
erativU Systems and the Happiness and bining advanced idetu on the finer and 
KnuGBlement of Humanity.” By E. D. ethereal phases of SpinihaUsm; leading 
r.abbttt; LL. D.,’ M. D. • This comprises Lthe mini onward into tlmpurer.atmos- 
the itot pflrt of -Human Culture and phere of .exalted spiritual ¿. truth, A 
C-'ra. Papes' cover, IB cent®. FiK s®la ¡ book for the higher; life. Price, 

* .Jclothiil-

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS,.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly aud substantially) 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house In the 

United States excels them in the me* 
chanical work—binding printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope- 
?Aa Peath* Life in the Spirit 
world, contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can bo 

UP ln a11 the libraries of the world.
I hen comes the- valuable work by 

Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. m. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the “Great Debate Be« 
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your, 
library. , '

Then follows “Ghost Land," "Art 
MaglC/ “The Next World Interviewed” 
and A Wanderer to the Spirit Lands.” 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

tostly, our latest premium book, 
Letters From the Spirit' World,” writ

ten through the mediumship of that re- 
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea

„these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only- 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle to modern business 
enterprise!

Longley’s Choice Collection
OF

BEAUTIFUL SONGS.
Horn 13 a book ot sones tor public meetings 

and the homo that 13 full or music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book Is Just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality ot paper, and contains 711 songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
“These songs are adapted to tho needs of soci

eties and to tho home; they aro spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Howe.
“This collection of songs breathes a pure 

spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency."—Dawning Light. .U

“The songs and music are of a nature to ln-V. 
spire those who hear them with new and higher V 
resolves." D. W, Hull.

"There aro some things in our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One in mine ■ 
has been fresh for 11 tty years. I went <>ue night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer. Prot.S.B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought he ad
vanced oraword uttered. But withhlm wasa 
ydung man who sang, 'What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley,the song, one of his earliest com
positions."—J. S. Loveland.

Longley’s latest book of songs comprises tho 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can bo had In decorated covers for 40 
cents; plain, 40 cents.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, M. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin Of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Sinnett.
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books • 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness;

Some Glimpses ¡ 
oí Occultism }

ANCIENT

AND

MODERN.
BY C. W. LEADBEATER

The following subjects aro treated in a most 
able manner;
ANCIENT:—Theosophy and Christianity; Tho 

Ancient Mysteries;. Buddhism.
rtODERNs-The Unseen World; Tho Rationale 

of Mesmerism; Telepathy and Mind Cure; 
Magic, White and Black; The Use and Abuse 
of Psychic Powers; Vegetarianism and Oc
cultism; How to Build Character: The Fix- 
turoof Humanity; The Gospel of Wisdom, 

Well bound in Cloth, with silver back and side
stamp. 400 pages. Price, 11.50.

20th Gentío Guide
TO

palmistry
This Is the simplest, clearest and yek 

the most exhaustive presentation thia ; 
Interesting science has yet received. 
AH of the discoveries, Investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in this practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There is no trait, no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency, that Is not marked 
on the palm of the band .and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol- < 
towtog the principles enforced by to» , 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 , 
cents: cloth, 9L ' i

will.be


EDUCATIONAL WORK.

6.

tuv UULgVLUS UUtVVVlD . -J •------ - .. .

electing the same number tor «three James M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

neh anil irei confident anfano waw«««» , p-s«- ¡to ¿pnfqot-two hiuüuod douars rouim Crookes. Illustrateci, nice ou cents.

why : 
cause, 
What-

Morris Pratt Institute Association Con
stitution and By-Laws.

years.
Article 3.—It shall be the duty of the

C, Business.
7. Election to fill vacancies of direct-

years, and two for one year, and every 
year thereafter the vacancies caused by 
the outgoing directors shall be filled by • - --- «»J-!...--

SÖ?S®

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSEfrain from making, as it throws a flood

THE OTHER SIDE OF LIFE.

tea mo 
psychic, 

. aloud, •z\tfZirUnrr J

one

so weak, to assist in restoring fled souls brin^ hß light and power and
¡Ä-W5MSSÄÄÄ wr.and ever nearer the earth plane, from

A QUESTION FROM A MEDIUM.

impetus of my increased knowledge . >_  T — —_ 4-rtM trzill WITT
good friend, Judge Munson, that in the __ i— Jl.UA.m 1 fnv thn

Communication From President Will
iam McKinley, Through the Medium- 
ship of Ella F. Porter, 206 Lenox 
Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.

eyes only perceive, as mine now do, the 
advancing of the mighty hosts of purl-

"The Majesty of Calmness, or indb 
vldual Problems and Possibilities." By 
Wm. George Jordan.: Another valuable 
little work. Price 30 cents.

God 3P^g CARRIE M. HINSDALE.
Dallas, Texas.

When I took up a certain issue of 
The Progressive Thinker, the first thing

"Oh, death, where is thy sting! 
Oh, grave, where is thy victory!”

What Is the Matter With Spiritualists? 
-------- n . -

Sunday-school Attendant: Q. As I 
do not know how much a cubit Is, I beg 
to ask you. This has reference to the 
size of the ark which in the Bible is

. lies. .
Time shall not hide the words, nor 

memory
The love-look of her eyes.

—Exchange.

Ao Important Message

safely assure you/it will lie ot short du
ration. For, by the tiine jt reaches this 
side of Oie Atlantic, the force ot the 
war will be well-night spent, and the

W 8,19%

ERSi^
This department is under the man

agement of
HUDSON TUTTLE.

Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answer's 
have called forth such a host of _ re
spondents, that to give all equal hear-1 
Ing compels the answers to be made in ! 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep- 
vacated. Correspondents often weary 
with-waiting for tire appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every ouo has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will bo given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress jnust be given, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. ' The 
correspondence 5t this department lias 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

oi light on some vexed questions.
"If such as the home of pure and no

ble spirits, where is that of the vile and 
debased? On earth—[the rudiments! 
sphere]. You have a world of spirits, 
constantly around you. You see them 

¡not; yoji neither hear nor feel them; 
yet they are with you, dwelling by your 
side. Such spirits are chained to earth 
by attraction, and cannot rise to the 
second sphere until tney have cast off 
the taint of earth. These are the spir
its who, in their communications, tell 
you that animals exist in the spiritual 
world. To them they really do. Spir
its cannot discern physical matter 
more than plan with natural vision can 
see spiritual substance. When they 
look at an animal they cannot see its 
gross form; they only see its spirit; 
they cannot see the external plant; 
they see the internal plant; it is not the I 
external but the internal world which 
jneets their perception. Earth being 
their sphere, they consider the spirit 
world as not only inhabited by human 
spirits, but of animals also; and they 
also say truly that the latter are neces
sary for their existence."

From the foregoing it will be seen 
that evolution of the spiritual uni
verse is through the ascending changes- 
of the physical. As the spirit of man 

i Is individualized by the process of evo- 
■ lution, is tile home prepared for that

tibb-fr00Rö88I¥b^ '--- ■—— " ij .. ....

plane is well known Tierep^and 
Remember, tins is tiM woiid of 
your world is a plantPiif erfetts. 
ever happens upon eJii'th,-yifu may rest 
assured is known to the spirit world, as 
the effect of 'some pdWei'fdV cause dl-

To My Beloved Erlend, Judge A. 1 
Munsou:—Your letter reached mol 
through the organism of this ] 
whom I impressed to read it 
when sitting in the silence, the evening • 
it came, 1 was deeply interested in Its 
contents, aqd pleased with the earnest 
tone, and the depth of feeling and sin
cerity which pervaded the whole.

I am with you, my friend, heart and 
soul, in this cause of Eternal Justice, 
and the divine uplifting of all humanity.

You ask for my views, trom a spirit- 
[ ual standpoint, as I view the outlook 
i from my spirit home in this world of

spirit.
We may speculate on the final of the 

process, following two distinct lines. 
We may suppose the time will come 
when all physical matter shall have 
passed into spiritual substance, or that 
then will remain an unresolvable resid
uum, which would, indeed be dead 

| worlds, but rotating in their present or- 
|bits, modified by size, density and at-.

stated In that measure.
A. The cubit was the length of the 

Uore-arm from the elbow to the end ot 
the thumb or middle finger. It some
times, as Illustrated in the guilders of 

\ the pyramids, was this length with the 
\ width of the hand added. , Of course 

this was an uncertain quantity and has 
> been estimated by various authorities 
-,nt from 19 to 26 inches. The Hebrew 
, cubit is even more uncertain, but has 
been fixed .at about 22 Inches (19.888).

The Bible says the ark was 300 cubits 
long, 50 wide and 30 deep. If this 
measure be taken the ark in round 
numbers was 550 feet long, 90 feet wide 
and 55 feet high. It was a fine old tub, 
built jn defiance of all rules of marine 
construction. It was a three-decker, 
and had a floor space on each deck of 
49,500 square feet. Perhaps with care
ful storage, a pair ot all the animals 
and creeping things might be shipped 
on this craft, but the preparation for 
the baggage presents .greater difficul
ties. To have fed the carnivorous ani
mals would have required all the ark 
could have carried, and then the hay, 
grain, etc., which must have been taken 

• aboard. The ark had one door for en
trance which when all were inside, 
Noah must have engaged some of the 
sinners on the outside to have closed 
and battened. The only ventilation or 
aperture was a hole in the deck a cubit 
square! It was exciting times, no 
doubt, yet the heterogeneous cargo had 
to breathe, and that cubit» square air
hole was all the ventilation God planned 
for the ark. Having made the blunder, 
he must have sustained the Inmates by 
direct and continuous miracle. At the 
end-of this yachting tour the ark. 
stranded on the top of . MountArarat, 

liJ-.j- .^and rested there for seven months wait- 
ing for the earth to dry. Ararat rises 
to the height of 17,212 feet above the 
[level of the sea, or from 3,000 to 5,000

ÄE

rected by the higher gjfiilB^Your earth 
is now upon the a twig and ter
rible struggle. It cannot, ig tact, it is 
impossible to be avoided, There is 
great danger of a wqrld-wiflb war ex
tending all over yourxiair land. It is 

[ the outcome of iong ages ‘6P oppression
and depression. It is. a volcanic erup
tion of the smouldering fires whiqh 
have long been bidden from general 
gaze. But though this war- which is 
now raging in Europe, may, after 
awhile, reach this side of the water, and 
the fair land of America may be some
what involved In the struggle, I can

causes. ।
Are you aware, my good friend, that | 

oittimes I come to your side and ini-1 
press you with many of my ideas and 
views of the worla\ present struggle? 
When you feel the magnetic thrill per- 
vade your whole being, when your 
thoughts are directed toward me, then 
you may be assured, without doubt, 
that my soul responds to yours, and 
that wo commune in spirit, though yet 
separated by this veil of flesh, which 
prevents you from seeing me clearly, 
though you oft sense my presence.

Your friendship is very dear to me, 
Judge Munson, and I treasure it as 
fine of my most sacred, priceless pos-

traction,
Or the yet more startling theory be 

accepted that these residual suns and 
planets, having exhausted their ener
gies, will fall back to the central sun 
of universe, and be again dispersed in 
the fire-mists nebular state, to re-enact 
the incomprehensible world—evolution.

Whatever theory or speculation we 
indulge in, has no bearing on the exist- i 
ence and stability of the spirit-zones. 
Having established motions, by cosmic 
laws, superior to those of the physical, 
they swing in the abyss of space inde
pendent.-

As a speculation, but one apparently 
dependent on this scheme of evolution 
and sublimation of physical matter into 
spiritual substance, it would seem that 
the destiny of the material worlds Is to 
pass into the spiritual zones, whose es
tablished revolutions and relations 
would be maintained by the lawp which 
now control them.

fires of anarchy will have burned them
selves out. The fever Which has been 
so long raging in the veins ot nations, 
will have exploded its force by the time 
it reaches America, and the cool, clear 
head of reason will then take the helm, 
and many of the bitter, puzzling ques- 

, tions will Qien be settled by arbitra- 
I tion. Then, my friend, will come days

Although, no special report has been 
trade of the,doings of the convention, 
Blue 3, 1905, some most Important leg
islation was transacted. Farts of the 
original constitution were amended, 
and a complete-Bet of by-laws adopted. 
This matter lias been purposely post
poned until there should be a member
ship large enough to be considered rep
resentative of the people whose voice 
shall regulate and carry on the school.

The most important amendment to 
the constitution relates to the date ot 
the annual convention. It has con
vened on tlie first Saturday in June. 
Last year that was found to be unsatis
factory lor many reasons; first, tile 
work could not be done and members 

i return to their homes before Sunday; 
and tills also prevents speakers and 
workers attending the meeting, thus 
losing to the convention the very valu
able assistance they might give. Sec
ondly, it is too late for the students, as 
many must return to their homes ear
lier in the season, who would gladly re
main if it came near the time of clos- 

'ing the school. It will now be held the 
third Tuesday in May, and the closing 
exercise of the school -will follow in the

sessions.
Ah! with what different eyes, and 

glorious, far-seeing vision, does — 
view life, who has passed through the 
gateway of deatii! These realms of 
over increasing joys, this spirit land ot 
glorious and grand possibilities, this 
true homo of the soul over here, can be 
but faintly pictured to mortals on the i 
earth plane, ‘whose limited vision, 
cramped by environments, renders 
them incapable of true comprehension.

Mankind, sometimes through ignor
ance, yet oftener through selfish greed, 
and desires of personal pleasure, and 
the accumulation of great riches, op
press the weak, and cruelly inflict suf
fering upon the down-troddfen and op
pressed.

When I lived in my form upon earth, 
how often, oh! how often, did my heart 
ache and bleed for the many sad and 
pitiful cases which I oft beheld. The 
law, sometimes so powerful, yet again 
so weak, to assist in restoring the

of peace for, your planet .earth—then 
will begin In earnest, the millennium, 
which has so long been prophesied by 
great and good men from time imme
morial. Then will come a better, no
bler race of men, more spiritual and 
peaceful, who will commune with the 
angel world as easily as they now do 
with each other. ■

This convulsion of all the elements, 
this final throe in Nature’s realms, is 
but a natural outcome of the preceding 
ages df wrong doing, and is but a natu
ral effort to throw off the incubus, and 
tne heavy weight of long accumulated ] 
woe, to enable the world to rousg, from 
its spiritual lethargy, and emerge tnto a 
higher realm of life and to live near the 
spiritual center of all goodness and 
truth.

Ab I told you before, my friend, of the 
new earth, with new and better le ws, 
and a nobler race of men, so do I now 
repeat the dawn of a new spiritual dis
pensation is near at hand, and the final 

, outcome of this mighty- struggle on 
earth will be the redemption and purifi- 

> cation of all humanity. Could your

same week on the finishing of the As
sociation work. First yeay 'xercises 
will prooably be on Wednesday, and 
the graduating ciass on Thursday. .This 
makes it possible for those Interested 
in the scnool to attend both the conven
tion and closing of the school at the 
same time, and sell return home tor 
Sunday.

The laws adopted are as follows :
1 Article 1.—Order of business.—1. 
Reading of minutes ot the last meeting.

2. Reading of communications.
3. Reports of officers.
4. Report of executive committee.
6. ‘Report of of her committees.

Language of the Stars, This important work is the first practical ox< 
position of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation'to mart«-« 
yet issued. Price 50 cents. ।

Law oi Psychic Phenomena. By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price $1.50.
'Lisbeth, a Story of Two Worlds. By Carrie E. 8, Twing. . Cloth 

bound, with portrait of the author. Price $1. ’ .,-v-
.Longley’s Choice Collection of Beautiful Songs. Price, eli? 00 cts.j 

board covers, 40 eents. < \-
Life Beyond Death. Being a review of the World’s Beliefs on the , 

Subject, a Consideration of Present Conditions of Thought and Feel
ing, Leading to the.Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as 
a Fact, to Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some Hints as to ' 
Personal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Judson Savage, D. D, 
Price, $l.p0; postage, 10 cents.

Life of Thomas Paine. Illustrated with views of the old Paine home
stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By tne-editor of the Na- , 
tional, with preface and notes by Peter Eekler. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Life Work of Cora L. V. Richmond. An interesting book regarding 
a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual
ism. Compiled and edited by H. D. Barrett. Price $2, postpaid.

Light of Egypt, or th? Science of the Soul and the Stars. A grand 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 
to everybody. Price $2.

wruhntnat, His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically correct. - 
Exact and perfect in every detail and beyon^'adverse criticism. By, 
Edward Gibbon. Price, 25 eents.

Mahomet the Illustrious. An apology for the life and character of 
this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed pages. 
ByjBodfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25 eents.

Man and the Spiritual World, as disclosed by the Bible and study, 
along the line of Biblical Spiritualism. By Rev. Arthur Chambers.! 
Price, $1.10. f

Man in the Past, Present and Future. A popular account of results 
of recent scientific research regarding the origin, position and prospect« 

■ of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1. j
Mark Chester. A story by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, cloth, 60 cento 
Maurine and Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler Wileox. Price $1, 
Mediumship and Its Laws, A most valuable book by Hudson Tuttle.

ors whose term expires.
Article 2.—The board of directors 

shall consist of tne president of the Na
tional Spiritualists Association of the 
United Slates of America, the president 
of the Wisconsin State Spiritualist As
sociation, and seven directors. The di
rectors shall be elected annually after 
the passage of this law as follows, viz., 
three for three years; two for two

Price, 35 cent«-
Mediumship and Its Development, and How to Mesmerize to Assist 

Development. An every-day useful instructor in Psychic Science. Bm 
W.H.iach. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. r*

Mollie Fancher, or the Brooklyn Enigma. Giving an account of thf 
most marvelous case of spirit control on record. By Judge Abram H 
Dailey. Price, $1.50.

Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks and Traps of Bogus Mediums. B; 
a life-long Spiritualist. Being an expose of how fraudulent medium 
perform their tricks. Price, paper, 25 eents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. A complete and overwhelming refutatio: 
of the Bible story outlie Deluge. A very interesting pamphlet.

Death of a Prominent Spiritualist
Passed to spirit life, at Dallas Texas, 

at 12:30 p. m.. ,June 21, Mrs. C. W. Wat
kins, "Aunt Shug,” wife of Capt. J. C. 
Watkins.

To mediums and speakers through
out this broad land who have visited

UI mo «a ____
feet above the line of perpetual snow. 
On its intensely cold summit the wind^ 
never cease their wintry blasts. The 
inmates of the ark must have had a 
pleasant seven months in the blizzard 
winds of the mountain top.

R. Blanchard: Q. If the spiritual 
world surrounds the planets in belts or 
zones 'following the motion end held in 
place by the attraction of the planets, 
what will be tjie effect upon the spirit
ual belts or zones when the planets
cease to exist? i

A. AU that can be known of the 
spirit spheres must be derived from the J 
communications of its inhabitants. In 
"Philosophy of Spirit and the Spirit 
World” is the following In reference 
thereto, and its understanding is es
sential to the solution of this question. 
"If there is a heaven—a home for the 
spirit—it must be orginated and sus
tained by natural laws.”

and worked in Texas, this announce
ment will bring sadness and regret. 
For over twenty years Watkins’ Hotel, 
on Swiss avenue, this city, has been the 
Mecca for Spiritualists, and for nearly 
or quite as long, Mrs. Watkins has been 
the central figure around which Spirit
ualistic work moved. For almost two- 
thirds of a century this good woman has 
lived “faithful unto the end”—her band 
outstretched to the poor and needy, 
her arms open to the weak and help
less. What grateful souls, what thank
ful heart/ we should have, we who have 
learned this truth, that death is death 
no more; - this birth into a sweeter, 
purer lite. Is just as natural as birth 
Into dhe physical Ute. When family 
and friends rejoice at the advent of a 
babe into this mortal life, they seldom 
realize that greater joy and gladness 
welcomes the birth of a soul into im
mortal life. Always ready with heart 
and hand “Aunt Shug” has found many 
to greet her in that fairer life, to whom 
she has given the kindly word, the un: 
selfish deed, and noble charity, which 
made life here a little sweeter and a 
little better to them.; Honest and true 
herself, she looked for—expected, truth 
and honesty from others. Sometimes 
deceived, it grieved her tender heart to 
find such an one less noble than she 
deemed. We have been taught for 
ages, that when the “last enemy, 
Death,” is destroyed, then the millen
nium will come. Such a life here, and 
the joyous greeting of loved and loving 
ones in her newer life, tells us that 
Death is indeed conquered, and that the 
light of the millennial dawn is breaking 
on this world.

* ------- -----
en, and to gave the erring from com- . 
mitting far greater crimes. 1

As in individual cases, bo is wit- ! 
nessed the same In great nations, the ; 
cruel Injustice ot the strong and pow- ; 
erful dally witnessed tn the affairs of 
men and nations, the effects of the mon
eyed few to control and to crush the 
weaker ones, and the poorer Bide of 
humanity—the heartlessness and greed 
of those who arc in power, and the 
treachery and deceit often shown to
wards those who loved and trusted too 
well—the lack of honor and principle 
displayed among those high in author
ity, ofttlmes made me shudder when 
upon earth, and roy heart.turned Bick 
and faint within me- at the sight.

Had It not been then, for the un
swerving love and trust which was 
mine, in the goodness of the creator of 
al! things, I could not have borpe with 
outward equanimity and patience, 
much that I was; forced ,to -wltncs^, And; 
which came to niy 'immediate notice. 
Often would I cogitate; and say to my
self, "What can one man do, or even a 
small handful of men, compared with 
the millions of beings which• inhabit 
the earth, to stem .the tide towards evil, 
and lead the majority into the path of

the supernal realms Above and the 
mighty work they are ever accomplish
ing, in the furtherance-’ot their mission 
to spiritualize the earth, tydu would 
have unbounded faith,, my friend, in the 
fulfillment of my prophecy.roi

I must cease niy pleasant) chat with 
you now, as time is praoious^and I wish

I to Introduce to you two noble spirits 
who accompanied me here and wish to 
add a few words to niy message. The 
"Trio” whom you mentioned in your let
ter are all here to-night, and> send you 
a loving greeting, and ¡their spirit bless
ings for your nntiringodevotion to the 
cause of Truth and Justice, ^President 
James A. Garfield and Abraham Lincoln 
will both address youg now. «■

Hoping thatuny spirit message will 
give you some comfort, and la certain.1 
measure of enlightenment, iJ. will bld . 
yOTgood evening for thlsitimfe, butnwUlf 
promise-to return iomefutdra'day; and1 
give you all ¡the light?! can; from my 
spirit standpoint . '

Always your devoted friend through 
all eternity, , WM. M'KINLEY.

rectitude?"
Ah! well, I thought then, here Is a 

remedy, and a good one! the masses 
must be educated. Universal, free ed
ucation for everyone, in the higher 
branches as well as lower. Give every ---------- -------------------- -one a chance to develop the gifts God 1 saw was this question, in large let- 
gave them. There should be more ters:“Cooper Unions," more free colleges, **What Is the matter with Spiritual- 
more philanthropists, more multi-mill
ionaires possessed of good, generous 
hearts, who are willing to spend their 
last dollar for the free education of the 
masses. Individuals must be developed 
and educated, and develop a better, no
bler race of men, before we can expect 
nations to become more humane and en-

officers to report at each annual meet
ing, as set forth in the following sec
tions :

Sec. 1. The president shall report 
the condition of tne affairs of the Asso
ciation, make suggestions for such Im
provements as he thinks are needed, 
and appoint an auditing committee 
which shall perform the duties usually 
devolving upon such a committee.

Sec. 2. The secretary shall make a 
full and itemized report of all moneys 
received, and from whom, and when re
ceived; also shall make a full report of 
all indebtedness, of the financial stand
ing of the Association and the number 
of members thereof.

Sec. 3. The' treasurer shall make a 
full report of all funds received, dis
bursed, and remaining in the treasury.

Sec. 4. The financial agent, or any 
one receiving money for the associa
tion shall make a full report to the 

. secretary every quarter, or when re- 
? ■'quested .by the .president, giving a com- 
■ plete and itemized account of all money 

received together with names of the 
donors.

Article 4.—The secretary shall send 
notice of the anual meeting to each 
voting member at least thirty days be
fore the time of meeting.

Article i>.—Quorum—Seven members 
at least must be present in order that 
a meeting may transact business.

Article G.—These by-laws may be 
amended at any regular meetin^uby a

ists?1.’
And it is a question I, too, have often 

wished to ask. Why are people not 
honest with themselves, apd the world? 
If they have sought for truth and found 

। it, why not say st>? Why not help oth- 
|ers who are in the. dark? .'Some one
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Nature Cure. This is an excellent book for suffering humanity. 7 
simply tells howto prevent and cure the ills of the flesh in a natural way. 
By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. Price, cloth, fancy $2¡common $1.5C

Nemesis of Chautauqua Lake, or Circumstantial Evidence. By Hovs 
A. B. Richmond. Cloth bound. Price, 75 cents.

New Testament Stories Comically Illustrated. By Watson Hesto,
Price, clbth, $1.50; board cover, $1.

No Beginning. By W. H. Maple. A common sense demonstration o> 
the non-existence of a first cause, thereby identifying God with naturd 
Priee, 75 cents.

Obsession. How evil spirits influence mortals, and how to guara 
against the same. A very necessary and interesting study for sensi
tives. By M. Faraday. 23 pages. Price 10 cents.

Qceanides. A story of spirit life, by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, pape; 
cover only, 50 cents.

Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin. Price, cloth, gilt top, 50cts 
Origin, Development and Destiny of Man. A scientific and philosophy 

ical treatise upon a subject of which man never tires—that of himselii 
By Thos. P. Fletcher. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 eents.

Out of the Depths Into the Light. This little book will be read with 
intense interest by thousands. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. 
Twing, medium. Priee 25 cents.

Our Bible, Who Wrote It, and a Few Thoughts on Other Bibles. By, 
Moses Hull. Priee, $1.

Palmistry. By Comte de Saint Germain, A. B., L. L M, Practical 
palmistry, or hand reading simplified. Priee 75 cents.

Past and Present. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Baymond’s Eesolve. Dedicated tq 

woman everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed. Bji
Lois Waisbrooker. Price, cloth, $1.

Philip Carlisle, By Carlyle Petersilea. A romance, and full of spit 
itual thought. Price, $1.

, Philosophy of Phenomena; Physical and Metaphysical. Matter phe
nomena and life phenomena. Objective and subjective phenomena! 
Hyperbole metaphysical. By Geo. M. Ramsey, M. D. Price, cloth $li

Philosophy of Spiritual intercourse. Contains an account of the verg '
, __________________ wonderful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Strav
president W. J. Erwood of the Wiscon- conn. j. Davis. Price, cloth, $1; postage 8 cents.
John’ a two physical Culture Cook Book. By Bernarr Maefadden. Price $1.
years, Dr. Geo. B. Warne, c. L. Stewart, Poems From the Inner Life. These poems are full of soul inspiration

majority vote.
All the old directors immediately ten

dered their resignation from office, on 
the adoption of these oy-laws, and the 
election of the present board was in 
conformity with the foregoing consti
tution. The present board consists of 
President H. D. Barrett of the N. S. A.,

“Matter is subject to eternal prog
ress, from the granite rock which juts I 
to the sky in the craggy mountain i 
peaks, to the atoms of blood coursing i 
through the veins of man. Matter ' 
arises from the crude angular to the re
fined spherical. Still further is the pro
cess carried in spirit, which is sub
limated matter. From all worlds the 
latter ascends as it is freed by the pro
cesses of life. We can see ft escaping 
from the rock within which chemical 
forces are at work; from the growing or 
decaying plant, set free by light; and 
from the dying animal like vapor.”

The first zone or sphere, "is con
stantly increased by additions of new 
material brought from the earth by as
cending currents. Substance—a word 
we use to designate spiritual matter—• 
arises to the level where’ its attractive 

v and repulsive tendencies are equal, 
which is the position of the first sphere. There its ascent Ib arrested and It en-1 
ters at once into this formation. Still 
subject to planetary laws it rotates 

'around the earth as a center. The zone 
rotates, .and hence its plane of rotation 

. must coincide with that ot the earth.” 
? In the spheres the same refining pro
cess goes on as in the rudimental or 
earth-sphere. Matter—as substance—
even there, is far from its ultimate. 
These spheres extend in a similar man
ner around the earth, the most external 
lying beyond the moon, that luminary 
revolving between the second and third 
sphere.” • * • “Each inhabited planet 

’ has spheres in size, rotation and num
ber as diversified as their satellites— 
and the whole solar system, as one, 
joins to throw around itself, as a whole, 
spiritual zones held in common, as they' 
encircle the solar system. And, carry
ing the analogy’ farther, this entire 
world continent, the vast galaxy, or 
what is usually called' the universe— 
throws around itself, by emanations 
from all its component solar and stellar 
systems, a series of ascending zones.. 
These zones unite and blend the uni
verse into one whole, permeable 
through out its extent for the most re
fined spiritual beings.”

Another brief quotation I cannot re-

^oiearns and learns and acts not Wa -are real poetic gems; sweet with the highest thought,
xvliat lift knows, is liko & .man wto |Rogors* «avt Do ten. irnce «rI» _ _ _ . _ .
plows and plows but never sows.” This gives two more,
who^reViriSts’lKrt, yet kfep ta’dlree yea™ 

and 30ln R
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impetus of my ‘YnTw“tellUyouCmy gationM X^cTand^rthe seiric^ L ^ri^pr^dent “mosm6 h“1! of many centuries and o’f different peoples. Spiritual poetry translated 
±dfr^Fj^  ̂ from many tongues. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price $1 /
righteducation of an Individual for the whom I tawW blfter groettag heH C. L. Stewart; treasurer, A. J. Weaver. Political Works of Thomas Paine. Containing the three volumes- 
purification of nations, does religion beUeve Tn Spiritual- There is little change in "CommqivSense.” “The Crisis” and “Rights of Man ’-three volumes
play a most important part My eyes I^aid^ . p ’ the offers; the one. W the book for patriotic Americans. Price, cloth $1.
^e been widely ^ene izPn of the Sheanswered: “Oh, yes; I know Spir- being that our_wo personaiiy I Power,of Self-Formation. By Leroy Berrier. In two styles of bind-
sp?ritCtand?and I assure you that could ‘ have been relieved of some of the care ing. pap^edver, 50 eents; cloth cover, 80 cents.
I live my life over again on earth and be a_SpirltualifM itUe p responsibility that has teen as- practical Methods to Insure Success. A valuable little work, full of
reside in the form “ore^ith w in That signed me since toe opening tne * instruCtion in matters pertaining to the physical, mental and
K^TvT  ̂ samepositlon Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents
the^ntensffy of mv nature, all the nar- ism is true bu ^arenfrald say Are “^d^ toanclBl 8gent in the 1 primary Factors of Organic Evolution. By E. D. Cope, Ph. D., Mem
row, sectarian views of religion. I field and had the care-and overeight g National Aoademy of Science, Professor of Zoology inwould annihilate priesterMtgif^it^was ^Xr^great troth^ye it.to the of Price, cloth, $2.
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old, estatlffi church, with its forms But what £ en. Ke worAas at last been accepted, Testa*ent History. By Carl H. Cornill Doctor of Theology and Pro-
and ceremonies, the sancUmonious There iano blessed and I shall in the future confine my- f csgor X Qld Testament History. Price 25 cents.
priests, and the devout worshipers at ™ self to the of the Psychic Experiences. By Ella M. Dole Price 50 cents
the ™™ad£^^ 8i 1« wh» i^hai^start^Mtward and Psychic Light. Continuity of Law and Life. By Maud Lord Drake.
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on, and though it may take ¿n doubt will.be swe»ia^. X Reincarnation. By Walker and Wood. - Price, leatherette, 75 cents;
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lightened.
And now from my spirit home above, 

and from my clearer, far-seeing vision 
do I view the present status of affairs 
upon earth, and will say, I hold these 
same views of education for the better- '*»- 11--Mrs. Watkins made all arrangements 

for her funeral, naming speakers, songs I ------- ,---- ,, ., ,to be sung, and arranged all details. I ment of humanity ; only with tae added 

Services were conducted jointly by Mrs. 
Mary Arnold Wilson, Mrs. Laura B, 
Payne and Mrs. Carrie M. Hinsdale, all 
of Fort Worth, in accordance with her 
lequest. The services were impressive 
and beautiful, and the great concourse 
of friends, the many lovely floral offer
ings testified to the love ot those who 
knew her. While we shall miss her 
bodily presence here, we yet know she 
lives and loves as before. And so, with 
hearts .full of love, we bid our friend

Poems of Progress. By Lizzie Doten. Price, $1.
Poems of Passion. By Ella Wheeler Wileox. Price $L
Poems of Pleasure. By Ella 'Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.
Poems of Power. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.
Poems of the Life Beyond and Within From the poetic inspirations

THE MOTHER.

She was so tired of toil, of everything, 
Save loving those who needed all her 

love!
Her heart was like the'golden heart of 

spring ....
When white tlouds sail above.

Autumn of life and tears were hers; and 
‘yet

She sang and loved and gladdened us 
the while; ■■

Nor storms, -nor snow could make her'; 
once forget 1

Young April’s radlant snjlle.
She was so weary; but-we never 

guessed • ■ ’
How weary, till she smiled at set of 

sun,
And whispered, as she drifted into 

rest— ...
My loving work Is done."

"Tired of all save"ioving.” Let this .be 
The epitaph Inscribed where now she

Oh! now________
I came to this side, my friend! 
eyes, that once were blinded, are now 
fully opened to the cncr”!*y "r iy'a 
crimes committed under the name 
the church. The present terrible evil 
upon earth, this horrible, merciless war 
how between1 Japan and Russia, wit
nessed by millions of pitying angels in 

’the higher-realms, this . needless blood
shed now going on upon your planet, is 

¡.the result of powerful causes for ages
past.

The prophecy from the spirit world, 
is the final triumph of Truth and Jus
tice, for Japan will .be victorious, and 
Russia will see the beginning, of her 
downfall; The spirit powers above are 
determined to give Russia a much- 
needed lesson, and though it may take
some time, 
learned' before she can ever 
umphant and purified-from the errors 
of the past. Sha - "' 
earth, and from a mighty nation, power
ful and dominant as she is tb-day, she 
will sink and fall into ages of obscurity, 
and her star will have apparently set 
on the earth’s horizon, .its luster dim

“MW Shall 1 Become aAled!- 
umZ’ Fully Arnsweied

In *Mediutnsbip and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
„-andCultivation,” by Hudson. Tuttle. Price35 
iwW. ■ Send to Mr- TuttieyMin Heights, 0. . J

and faded for many, many years:' ■'
But the day will finally come, when, 

on the ruins of her past, she will re
build, and grow strong and powerful, 
far superior in every way. to the. old 
Russia, so full of intolerable oppression, 
power and .bloodshed. -She will theq 
become a Republic,’ no more serfs ■ or 
slaves of any. kind, but eveiwwhere 
.Freedom, Justice and Right, will • . pre
vail. I can make this prophecy with .a 
fearless utterance,-‘because 'of aknowh 
edge I nave recently gained from.my._at-, 
tendance at< the .“National'' Spiritual 
Convention!”, where the affairs, of .easth 
are ably discussed' by the .enlightened- 
minds of the hlgner spheres. . /

; Everything that happens on the earth

™al to reason und 4^
Pnce,leatherette mer, 4û Wts7 * W* Copas®,, : ;

t J

will.be


''Hff-Prayeth Best Who Loveth Best All 
Things, Both Great and Small."..

„d Bpia H_il,

- How Prayer Is Answered. “ ' :- - - - - - - - - -
Love rules the universe of matter and 

< ' spirit. God is love. ■ God’s love and the 
< 'Divine attributes finding their full.ex

pression m nature and humanity give 
■ the fullest assurance that all prayer 

' will receive abundant' answer. Prayer 
is exaltation of spirit, and earnest de
sire for good; it is asking, seeking, 
working for'good. Our prayer tor per
sonal good should include the same 
good fqr our neighbor, according as we 

’ see and feel the necessity of the par
ticular thing for which we pray. ■ ■

To whom should we pray ? We should 
of course address all our prayers pri
marily to God. as the supreme author 

» of all good. But there is so far as reas

repentant sinner, drawn by the law of 
affinity, like a live coal from off the al
tar, they touch the hearts of their kin
dred, responsive souls feel the - spirit 
touch and with a flash-light of glory the 
communion of-the spirit fills the heart, 
with ecstatic, irrepressible joy.

It Is true spiritual communion, a 
I true'spiritual seance, ascended.loving 
friends come to their relief In answer to 
earnest prayer. But too-often these ex
périences were evanescent and fitful be
cause not founded upon a knowledge ot 
their nature and source’. Clairvoyants 
who have witnessed these revival I

The Progressive Titter.
mæwsw

on can determine no personal God, who 
can and does give particular hearing 
and consideration to each particular 
prayer. That seems Impossible and un
necessary in a universe governed by 
immutable laws.

All prayer, if answered at all, must 
bo answered in accordance with nat
ural law. There can be no miraculous 
response to any prayer addressed to 
the Deity, because a miracle is some
thing done through temporary suspen
sion of a natural law, which is neither 
possible nor necessary in the Divine 
order and government, God rules the- 
universe by immutable law, and an
swers prayer through the instrumen
talities, the agencies established by 
natural law. By the law of affinity, the 
beneficent instruments of God’s provi
dence are brought to ihe aid. of His 
needy, seeking and asking children. 
Spirits excarnate and incarnate are ae- 
tractcd to each other according to their 
aspirations, culture, necessities and af
finities.

As prayer must be answered in ac
cordance with natural law, no one 
should' ask for things that can not be. 
granted by the operations of such lawp; 
or, In other words; we should not pray 
for what is impossible. All the prayers 
of the entire nation could not save'the 
life of President McKinley,-because the 
nature of his injury was such that un
der the operation of the laws governing 
physical life he could not continue to ' 
live in his physical body.' ;

All spirits under the law of affinity

scenes assure us that they are genuine 
spiritual manifestations. . But with the 

. growth of the' race in spiritual knowl
edge, a great change is taking place 
even in revival meetings. They are 
becoming almost as calm and sedate as 
Quaker meetings, all due to the. unob
served influence of true' spirituality 
modifying the methods of grace.

While the power of God Is shown In 
the lightning and thunder, the earth
quake’s shock, the ocean storm and all 
the. mighty forces of. nature, yet it is 
the still small voice of the spirit speak
ing directly to the soul that enlarges 
the understanding, quickens our sym
pathies and affections, and imparts true 
spiritual wisdom, which is the only ba
sis for true spiritual unfoldment and 
progression. There is a joy ‘ of the 
spirit which surpasses all other de
lights, the memory and exercises of un
selfish thoughts and deeds which prove 
our kinship to the all benevolent Over- 
soul, and are as perennial springs 
whence flow never-failing streams of 
purest joy . and deepest ever-abiding 
peace.

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Causes in Its Effort for;the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, tonality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food. 

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Troth
by "that calm delight, that sweet re
pose, which none but he who feels it 
knows,’? and by never-halting, unending 
growth in his spiritual nature and the ' unfoldment of those qualities which 
unite us forever to the divine source of 
ail things.

and adaptation aré ministering angels 
to humanity. The higher and purer, i 

: the more loving and unselfish the mo
tives prompting prayer for any blessing, 
the higher and more powerful the spir
its that will respond. They will so il
luminate the mind and heart ot the one 
ottering the prayer, so impress him how 
to act and so direct his aictfon as to se
cure needed blessing. Our modern 
spiritual revelations show clearly that 
persons who are highly susceptible to 
spiritual influences will be personally 
directed, or other philanthropic-persons 
will be moved by sympathizing spirits 
to come to the aid of the needy, bring
ing the assistance prayed for. I know 
personally, and probably many of you 
also know of instances of this kind. 
A worthy person is sorely in need of 
some temporal good; Is earnestly long
ing for it and praying for relief. A 
sympathizing spirit, attends the call 
and through some gifted medium or by 
direct impression makes known the , 
case to some one able to respond will-' 
ingiy and at once, and -thus.the prayer 
for relief is granted. Innumerable . 
cases of this kind are occurring daily.

But not _alone is individual action ' 
thuTufrectfctf’ánií/contróned In answer
to the prayers of many loving and Un-' 
selfish persons; benevolent.. organiza
tions are formed for the relief of human 
misery and- the promotion of the hap- 
pimrs of mankind. The expression Is 
is very familiar with us in regard to 
good deeds done to men, “God put it 
into their minds to do so.” Yes, truly, 
God, through his ministoring angels 
drawn by their harmonious affinity 
with good desires, did so Impress the 
minds and direct the acts of men that 
yreat good was accomplished. It makes 
little difference whether our prayers 
are directed to God or his ministering 
angels acting under His laws and ful
filling decrees of His laws.

. Our spirit friends know human per
plexities, sorrows and wants, and can 
best minister to and console suffering 
humanity. We do not/ hesitate in time 
cf nrfed to ask our friends while flere 
on earth to assist us, then why should 
we hesitate to ask their assistance after 
they have gone to the spirit world, 
when they have even more ability to 
discern what we need, and more power 
to furnish the required relief and con
solation?

Modem Spiritualism has cleared our 
understanding and has dissipated all 
misty sepulchral ideas and uncanny no
tions concerning the so-called dead. We 
now have certain knowledge of the hap
py intermingling and intercommunica
tion of the two spheres of existence. 
We.know now that loving affection and 
sympathètic interest in our .welfare 
have not ceased because our friends 
have ascended to a higher stage of ex- • 
istence; rather have they been strength
ened and intensified, and their power 
to aid is largely increased. I know 
some very estimable young ladles who ' 
belong to the Catholic Church, and they 
say that they always find relief by pray.- ' 
ing to the Virgin Mary, in time of suf- 1
fering and trouble. I do not doubt ft; 
but the relief comes to them not from 

- the Virgin Mary, but from some sym
pathizing spirit friend drawn to them 
through the law of affinity. Spiritual
ists can lend no support to the dogmat
ic decrees of the church concerning the 
Immaculate Conception, the canoniza
tion of saints, nor any form of hero or 
ancestry worship, nor the pagan concep
tion which made gods out of natural 
elements and forces and deified human 
qualities and powers. The Intelligence 
of this age has outgrown and discarded 
these erroneous and misleading ideas, 
as well as the obsolete rites and cere-, 
monies which perpetuated'them. Spir
itualists will never attempt to restore 
and give new life to the dead and bur
ied • superstitions of the past. Spiritu
al knowledge is displacing ignorant 
superstitions,

In all ages and in all tribes and na
tions some religious forms and ceremo
nies have hedn used by mortals as 
forms of prayer. And decarnate spirits 
for a time after their release from the 
bopds of flesh haye'Been governed and 
Influenced by these same rites. ' In the 
jungles, of Asia, bn. the scorching sands 
of Africa and amidst the forests of 
America, savage and barbarous tribes 
have been wrought up to a wild frenzy 
of religious'excitement while practicing 
their religious rites. through, the influ- 

. ences exercised upon them by returning
Bpifjt friends. - - ■

the scenes at camp-ineetings and re
ligious-revivals in the churches are fa
miliar to. many. Frequent, eloquent, 
sympathetic appeals to the audience 
aroysing their fears, quickening tlieir 
consciences, pointing out the way for 
relief, heartfelt- repentance, earnest' 
pleas for mercy, thousands of human 
voices harmoniously blended singing In
vitations to sinners and the glories of 
redemption. Then-throngs of kindred 
and: congenial spirits still rejoclng in ■ 
the beliefs and ceremonies which com-. ' 
forted them on earth, their souls aglow 1 
With intense sympathetic love for tho *

A thing of beauty is a joy forever, 
and the most beautiful things on earth 
are kind thoughts, loving words and be
neficent acta. In what sorry plight are 
our orthodox friends ivho attribute mod
ern spiritual manifestations to the insti
gation of the devil, when advanced spirit
ual knowledge shows.that their revival 
meetings are real true spiritual» mani
festations. . When the Pharisees con
demned Christ, saying, “He casteth out. 
devils through Beelzebub the prince of 
devils,” He replied, “by whom, then, do 
your sons cast them out.”

If modern spiritual. manifestations' 
are from the devil, from whom are spir
itual manifestations of the revival 
meetings in the orthodox . churches, 
which are known to be from the saine 
source?

Prayer is an earnest, faithful or confi
dent’ expectation, and- the gratification 
of desire waits upon it Prayer ex
pressed In words clearly defines what 
we want and arouses our own power to 
action and brings to our aid spiritual 
assistance. Prayer must be in har
mony with natural law. Work is an et-, 
fective form of prayer, The natural or-' 
der is a realized want of something, a 
desire to procure it, and then work, ef-' 
forts to obtain it. But all work' to be 
successful must be in hhrmony with 
natural law. All evils in the world are 
produced by men through ignorance 
working against natural law. The dis
asters and failures which overtake 
them are meant to teach them -to 
change their course of action into har
mony with natural law, and 
thus taught by dire experience indi
viduals and the race are learning to do 
right and produce good results.

Through Intercourse-with our spirit
ual friends, wg know certainly that 
their human sympathies and Interest in 
the welfare pf., their.,friends,,on earth, 
and their desire to. promote pfogresd In 
the world remain unabated. From their
vantage of superior knowledge and 
broader observations of the true rela
tion of the two states of existence, they 
are able and willing to assist humanity 
when the proper conditions are fur
nished. All the nèw had startling in
ventions bearing upon practical life, all 
the grand and sublime works of poetry, 
music, painting and sculpture, all ad
vances in’civilization securing more, 
liberal education of the people and bet
ter opportunities'for the enjoyment of 
life, have their origin in the spirit 
world, and being impressed upon mind 
prepared to receive them are wrought 
out In real blessings of toe-world.

The aspirations, meditations and ear-
nest thought of cultured minds, the 
hopes of the philanthropist, the dreams 
of. statesmen, the agonizing cries of op
pressed people ascend' as prayer to the 
spirit world. By the law of affinity and 
adaptation, the more advanced spirits 
are enabled to respond, and all the 
higher Ideals of practical and spiritual 
life in regard to useful inventions, so
cial and industrial systems are im
pressed upon the minds prepared to re
ceive and in the fullness of time be
come the real blessings enjoyed by hu
manity. . From thè spirit world floods 
pf light are pqyred into the earthly 
realms, and the illumination of . men’s 
minds become general and-they are pre
pared tó/flght valiantly an(l- tn die,hero
ically for some grand Ideal of freedom 
and progress. The psychic . atmos
phere fills all space, interpénéj¡rates our 
earthly atmosphere;' the.brains' of, cul
tured ininds. are both receivers and 
transmitters of thoughts impinging 
upon -this atmosphere.

And whéri soìne mighty revolution is 
impending,It is through this agency 
that masses of men are simultaneously 
aroused to perfprm great works and de
vise measures for some important, ad
vancement in human affairs. Did time

[ permit we might pursue this line of 
. thought and point out where in the his- 
. tory of the race.these things stand out 
. .prominently. ' /

But here the query arises, if all these 
. things orgiriate in the spirit w.orid, 
. what, credit can belong to the human 

race for their introduction and adop
tion? Are we not mere-puppets at the. 

; mercy/of an, irresistible fate? . By no 
means; a certain preparation of mind 
and spirit on our part is necessary for 
the reception and practical use of these 
ideals. And our mental education and 
moral culture, our industry and perse
verance are as necessary to the fulfill
ment of life’s true purpose as are ideals 
impressed upon us. . Ardent devotion to 
science, philosophy and philanthropy, 
long continued study, exhausting labor 
and -vigilance are necessary to make 
men and - women the fit mediums 
through which these, ideals can be pre-' 
sented to the world and made to pro
mote the welfare and secure the happi
ness of humanity. ■ ■

All properly directed work is a prayer 
and-never fails to get the right answer/ 
The farmer preparing the ground and 
planting the seed is praying for the har-' 
vest; the mechanic by his sturdy blows 
is demanding frofn matter some useful 
article, and the answer comes in the 
shape of the thousand articles that min
ister to our happiness and advance
ment, . The statesman is seeking the 
applause, or execration,of his fellow-men 
by th'e-advice be gives-and the laws he 
enacts. All men in all stations and 
conditions of life are continually pray
ing and seeking hi all their acts and 
thoughts for some real or imaginary 

'good. If selfishness and greed govern 
(them, tlieir prayers are answered with 
the starvation of the spirit and' barren
ness of life; if kind, , unselfish, loving 
feeling for humanity, are putinto benefi
cent activity and earnest work for their 
fellow men, tbcirprsyera -ore answered

All men are foreordained and predes
tined to eternal progression, and the 
human will is free to retard or assist 

I this progression. God's . will Is that, 
each one has his own will and takes 
the consequences, If thé hüman wiiï 
responding to thé strongest motive or 
incentive is in. accordance with the de
mands of natural law, the resulting, ac
tion promotes thé highest welfare in ac
cordance with the law of progression. 
But if the human will responding to the 
demands. of present - gratification, 
through recklessness or ignorance de
cides against the requirements of natu
ral law, the resultant activity in the 
end leads to misery, untii through dire 
experiences, the will is changed and 

1 conduct altered to conform with the de
mands of natural law.' On. this plane 
of thought there is no longer any .con
flict between Calvinism and Arminian- 
ism. Foreordination of man’s destiny 
and the.freedom of his will within the 
bounds of possibility are both true. 
Men may by the perversity of will even- 
reach that bed-rock of depravity, then 
ministering angels fulfill their holiest 
mission by seeking out the suffering, 
sinner and by inspiring hope in the de
spairing breast, produce sincere repent
ance, leading In, time to reformation 

.and upward advancement, ■ / .
Some-years ago the agnostics In Eng

land challenged the Christian world to 
a test of the efficacy of prayer. They 
proposed to establish two hospitals, one 
to be conducted by educated physicians 
and .surgeons according to the.best sci
entific knowledge of med!clne'’and sur
gery; and the other to. depend entirely 
upon prayer for the relief and cure of 
disease. This proposition, as it seems 
to me, was properly declined by the.- 
Christian church. , ,
; The contest and .tmtagonism are not 
between prayer /plone . ,and ■ .scientific 
practice. It Is lietwééu a. cold, unsym
pathetic materlalïsm wblcb entirely Ig
nores all the finer and '/more subtle 
forces of nature, and the warm, sympa
thetic, - loving, humane spirituality 
which, while eager and willing to use 
all the best' medical ■ and surgical ap
pliances, knowledge and practice, would 
Invoke the aid of spiritual friends, ac
cept and utilize the restoratives and 
healing forces of nature as shown in
mesmerism.and sun baths; utilizing the 
knowledge to be gained by clairvoyance 
and the. acceptance of tho spiritual or
igin and destiny of the human race. 
Let two hospitals be erected exarfSy. 
alike with all the. latest/appliances for' 

, securing -proper .sanitary- conditions, let 
both be equipped alike with all the nec
essary appliances for the successful 
practice of medicine-and. surgery. Let 
one be conducted. by. cqld-hlooded phy
sicians, surgeons and nurses,, who are 
materialists, without belief jn the effi
cacy of prayer or a future life. . Let 
the other be under .... the en
tire and uninterrupted control and di
rection of warm-hearted,physicians and; 
nurses, with a clear knowledge'of the 
future state of existence,,/,those who 
will ask and accept- the ability and as
sistance of advanced intelligences from 
the spirit world In.curing the sick and 
relieving human misery., 'A contest 
under these circumstances would be 
perfectly fair and impartial,- and which
ever way it might be decided-, a valuable 
and certain addition to human-knowl
edge would be gained. Most certainly 
no agnostic should object to this,, and 
all enlightened Spiritualists and Chris-
tians would consent to such a trial, 
which would tend to alleviate and pre
vent human pain and suffering.

Running through all history, there 
appears a divine purpose for the. spir
itual growth and unfoldment of the 
race. And may we not rightly conclude 
that standing on the very latest point 
of time and development, this nation 
has its own' special mission to fulfill. 
Let us invoke the. assistance and direc
tion of those mighty spirits,. who in 
years past-played such a heroic • and 
successful part in our history, and who, 
now ascended to a higher sphere of 
spiritual existence, have committed to 
them under God’s Immutable-laws, the 
spiritual eve and gaurdianship of the 
nation.
' May the enlightened spirits of Wash
ington and Franklin, Jefferson; and Ad
ams, Otis and Henry, uniting with those 
of our later distinguished statesmen 
and soldiers, Webster an# Calhoun, 
Lincoln and Davis, Phillips and Yancey, 
Grant, and Lee and' the innumerable 
hosts of heroes ascended from all sec
tions, with all the bitterness of cdvol 
war, a]I sense .of personal' bereavement 

I and sectional animosity displaced by ,a; 
common love ot our whole country, all 
Americans in this world and the spir- 
itual. ijiVprld -.reconciled, united .and 
standing together on the broad plat
form of lofty aspiration and true pa
triotism, elevate our people, purify , and 
enlighten our statesmen. Then with 
an ¿assured confidence in our. sublime 
mission and destiny; we will move tri
umphantly forward, leading the world’s 
advance in progressive civilization and 
spiritual enlightenment, performing our 
whole duty as citizens to oiir country
and the-world. Then the . “Star-Span- 
gled-Banner,” the hope of the world and 
.the emblem of civil, political and re
ligious liberty, forever shall wave over 
the home of the brave, enlightened peo
ple ready at all times to-maintain the 
right and defend the truth. - ■ ,

The United States seems destined to 
assist in the liberation and pacification 
of. the world. It. commands respect by 
its physical power, its 'moral Influence 
and the spiritual elevation of its peo
ple. It brings blessings to the world 
by its inventive and constructive gen
ius, making it easier for all mankind to 
provide the subsistence and convenienc
es of life, thus giving them more time 
for culture and recreation.-

It can and will assist In maintaining 
the peace of the world, through-sincere 
at\d unselfish alliances With the most 
powerful nations,, whereby an over
whelming physical force guided by in
telligence and-justice can ¡prevent war
fare, assist all nations in cultivating 
peace and friendship, and adjust all 
differences through - an international 
coyrt of jrbltrgtion. <..> ,.i .

Thus'through Ihe.agonizing cries and 
burning Tears of humanity, during all 
the: ages; through-, the>- battle.-. strokes 
anSifibocks, of oppressed people, their 
victories and theta, -defeats;. through

irBS. U, BOWJiiW, of WSedgwlck stroet. 
JIL prepares Splrli.MedlciU&d:Water. DJaiauee 
no barrier to guecesB of cures;

Prof.- Jos. B. Stbllard,
.Will give psychic readings,'.UBeUted by aBplrit 
aBiroJoglBt» ud ‘Egyptian. Send lock of hair and 
own baud writing,. Roading and twp questions, &2centa. 6 Broadway ave.,Watertown,N.Y.

I Magnetic Plaster,
. Relle! for all pains, by a rood me-
Slum and bis Btron,- spirit band; price. 25c. Clair
voyant readings, pointing outyourfuture by mail, 
60c. Address J. Helm-lclr,box ta,-Sigel; Ill.'-

a0YSELFCUREII>«S?S.?S 
WIMM““ harmless Borne*CUte.*Addrte» 

MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. BOX 1212 ChleaKO. Ill.

Psychic Diagnosis Free.
J. A. Marvin, Psycho Medical and MafneHe 

Healer, Burling; HI.; has hart many years’ suc
cessful experience: guarantees oures-'in bron- 
phial und stomach troubles, asthma; goiter, and 
other chronic diseases. For diagnosis send lock 
ot hair, age. sex, married or single, andO cents 
in stamps. No symptoms.

Annie Loyd Cnumberlaln’B Card.
Dear,friends, yon can rreatly help me owe tor 

■_my bund slater, Jennie u Wabb. dno of. theearl- 
■IcBtmodlmns now in the tonm by writing a latter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me With II, and I will - 
try and get reply, by independent writing or wHi» 
para. Aadreaa Mra. Annia Lord-Cbamberlalu, MU* 
ford Masa. -* ..

MADAM THERESE 5HA<JREN, 
Is the most gifted medium .and psychic In the 
world torday; her iQsUmoniaia from ull parts of 
the globe epeuk other as a marvel; call and read 
them And receive u free life reading, or send tock 
of huir, date of birth and 8 stumps tor free real- 
ing by mult, with answers ta 8 questions: or full 
life reading; 60 cents in stamps.Address IV Ew
ing Place. B., San Ei’ancisco Cal.

Concrete Imitation Building 
Stone Machines

ARE BETTERrTHAN BANK STOCK.
Can Double Your Honey on Output

- For best maebfriaa made, address, 
J. A; BALL; Thorntown, Ind.

TRUMPETS.
> The InfnHtbtofibre trumpet is Insulated top and 
bottom; shell, QQatneljiuaralna) color finish, 11.50/ 
Giiaranteed. botter thwJ metal or any other mate* 
rial; very lighten weight; absolutely tangible 
with spirit forces; warranted perfect or money 
refunded; cas«K,wUh5Mndles, $1.50. Booklet for 
aH kinds of development, -12 cts^ent on receipt of price.

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
Who has hud

Forty Years’ Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two

Years Prof, in a Medical
' College, Ten Years

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
and la » Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
falls in dlagnoBie, He has given special attention 
to eye, car, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
fulls to cure piles. If you would like an opinion 
of your case FREE, write lust how you feel with 
your own hand and hold :ue letter In your hand five mluutea. • Euclase stamp for reply,! -Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D. 

j Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Heed City, Mich.

Dll. J. S. LOUCKS 
Is one of the oldest and most successful Spirit* 
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar- 
velous; his examlnatlona are free to all who send 
him name, age. sex, and lock of hair, and 6 cents, 
in stumps. Ho doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you in your own home.

Address, J. S. LOVCUS, M.
’ Lock Box 12Q3 Stoneham. Mass.

[Advertisement.) ■-
THE CHESTERFIELD (IND?) CAMP.

The Full Programme of This Favorite 
Place qf Resort.

Saturday, July. 15, Opening Day- 
Services at 2 p. m. by speakers present. 
: First Sunday, July -16—9 a. m., lyce

um, Mrs. Anna L." Gillespie; 10 a. tn., 
lecture, Mrs. Gillespie;. 2 p. m., lecture, 
B. F. Austin, subject, "The Bible and 
Spiritualism”; 4 p. m.,- tests, Maggie 
Waite.

’ Monday, July 17—9 a. m., lyceum, 
Mra. Anna I.. Gillespie; 10 a. m., confer
ence; 2 p. m,

Tuesday, July 18—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 u. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, B. 
F. Austin, "What Does Spiritualism 

‘Stand For?”
Wednesday, July 19—9 a. m., lyceum; 

10 a. m./conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Anna Throndsen, followed by tests. 

' Thursday, July 20—9 a. m,, lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, B. 
F. Austin, “What Must I Do to Be 
Saved?”

Friday, July 21—9 a; m., lyceum; 10 
a. m., conference; 2 p. m„ lecture, B. F. 
Austin,‘ "What Is .Man?” < 
' Saturday, July 22—9 a. m., lyceum;

110 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, E. 
W. Sprague; tests, Frank T. Ripley.

i Second Sunday July 23—9 a- m„ ly
ceum; 10 a. m., lecture, B. F. Austin, 
"The Common Origin of Religion”; 2 p, 
m., lecture, B. W.'Sprague; 4 p, m., 
tests, Maggie Waite.

Monday, July 24—9 a. m., lyceum, 
Anna L. Gillespie; 10 a. m., —; 2 p, 
m.,----- .

Tuesday, July 25—9 a. m., lyceum; 10 
a. m-, conference; 2 p. m., lecture, E. 
W. Sprague; tests, Mrs, B. W. Sprague.

Wednesday, July 26—9 a- m., lyceum; 
10 ii. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, E. 
W^ Sprague.

LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS
■» A k ■ *
Send In Your Oates and Name of Sep* 

retary at Once.
I Interest in tho various Spiritualist 
| camp-meetings has commenced, and 
I secretaries of the same should report at 
i once to this office, so that proper an
nouncement as to dates can be made.
MT. PLEASANT PARK, CLINTON, IA<

The twenty-third annual camp-meet
ing at Mt, Pleasant Park, opens July 30 
and closes August 27, Programs and 
information given to all who write to 
Mrs. M. B. Anderson, secretary, Clarks
ville, Mo.

ONSET CAMP.
. Onset camp commences its twenty- 

ninth annual meeting, July 23, and 
closes August 27, For full programs 
address the secretary, Onset, Mass.

, CHESTERFIELD, CAMP.
Begins July 15 and ends August 27. 

Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Anderson, 
Ind.

JAS. NKWDOK. 43Q DoVr St,, Toledo. O.

PLEASE BEAD THIS.
If elck write.yie: wplriveyou a free exami

nation' and' fltucely eure you.- 1 cure when all 
other» full. Nervous exhaustion-and lost vigor 
ot both sexes euccesetolly treated.’ Great succeBe 
with dUeu^ea of children.- Write. In own hand
writing, giving;name,jwef .box, weight.- leading 

’ symptom, anq ave-2-eisnt stamps, and. receive a Correct djagpQpiB.'TwoniJ dollars to ypii. For chil
dren Bend lock jot halite ./.tnf :

LOUCK8,
SUmHam. it««.

GREATBOOKS
; Researches 1» Modern Spirltnallbm, By 
tho greatest living chemist. Sir William Crookes. 
.JfjavyiAmer. Ed.'GOc. (Eng. Ed, costs |];50.) • ■
- ilntlonal Memory Training. By B. F. Alia- 
tin, B. A., Ex-Principal Alma College. "The ker
nel of the Memory Systems.” Highly commended 
bv educators. 5th edition just out. 6Oo.

The JLlyfng Oecnlogne;' Twelve maaterly' 
Expository Lectures. by W. J. Colville, the great 
author and spirltuul'teaeher. Just out tQc.

Success and Dow to Win It. 2«. New 
Thought Lessons by Dr. Austin. Editor of “Reas
on.” Worth 125.00, outsold for25c.

Reason. 18 pp. monthly (New Thought and 
Psychic. Research3 Edited by Dr. B. F. Austin, 
BOe.ayear. .
P^The four volumes, with ‘‘Reuson,” 1 year, 12, 
AUSTIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Department T. Rochester, N. Y.

■'We-Aro-Passtag But Once This Way." Song 
and refrain, by P, O. Hudson; price, 25 cents.

“Satlsfled." A reverie. By A. J. Maxham. 
Price 25 cents.

“The Light of Reason." English and German 
words; eung to the: tune^of “Lead, Kindly 
Light.” Price 25Cents.

I Ï ÏCnrTllAuLiterestins Story 
I IXKf I iI bf Two Worlds. 
Li*JML< 111 Elevating-, Fascinat
ing and Instructive Tnrou{»hotit, 

This work by .Carrie E. S, Twlng Is exception
ally interesting; She well says: “These char- 
acjf «which have brought out thé highest and 
lowest in different religious beliefs, have moved 
me; not I tbem." The whole book Is Interesting, 
fascinating, and Instructive.; Price, $1.00.

Keswrcnes Modern Spirituafeni 
By SIR WILLIAM CROOKES. F. R. S., with 
illustrations. Of nnnsual- Interest and value.. 
by one of : the greatest scientists ot the world. 
Price, 50 cents. - ... -

the triumphant deaths of truth’s mar
tyrs and liberty’s heroes; through the 
physical force,- the- moral and spiritual 
power of enlightened nations, their vic
tories in peace and war; through the 
sanctified, aspirations born of ' blasted 
hopes and Contrite hearts; through ec- 
static inspirations imparted to men and 
women on earth fromrgiorified human 
spirits' will eventually come the tri
umph of right "and-truth, liberty and 
justice for all mankind,' the Anal and 
perfect answer to^the fervent prayer 
ever renewed!. “J^ay- Thy kingdom 
come,- may Thy wril be done;’? ■ in the 
manifest, assured,'/eternal, onward and 
upward • progress. ef the whole human 
race. /- F. U. WORLEY.

Washington,'D. Q. . ’ 
■■ ——

"The Jesuits.” Rev. B. F. Austin, 
A.- M., B. D.Ai An. xflxceiient pamphlet 
Price 15 cents. ■; ■
, "Tbo ' Constitution ' of Man.” By 
Elizabeth Towne.yjiGIves a. clear and 
practical 'tìresénj^tion of advanced 
mental sciengefandsfimbodtes many new 
and originai- ideasi? and- the fullest 
teaching ' extant asr-to the nature, con
trol and dlfejidlan tat desire. ; Price boo. 

. “Suacess;";aBd How to Win It” A 
lecture and courseof ^twenty-four suc
cess lessònslby Dr/JB. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The '.titles? of some bf thè lec
tures are as follows? Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; 'Ideals; ..Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help.- Price 25 cis..

"Religious and Theological Works of 
1 Thomas -Paine,” contaifls his celebrated 
"Age of Reason,’’, and a number of let
ters and-discourses on religious and 
theologloal.suWicts. Cloth, binding, 489 
pages. - Price ?I. ■

“The Infidelily of iEcolesiasticlsm. 
A Menace 'tb'i-American • Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. '■ M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and1 pay. 
'chic science. . Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
turo. Scholarly.,, smtariy . trenchant 
■price 55 ceate.. , ’ - ' , t ’ • .

Academy of Higher Sciences
And Colieg^ of Fine Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methode of cure. 
’■Fast becoming of world-wide fame.”—H.Tuttle

Light, Color, Electricity, MagnellBih, Mlnd, Bath«. 
Ita beautiful Diploma confers title. *'D M.”

Doctor ot Magnetics; can bo gained at College or 
at one'& home. Books and InBlruments furnished. 
Send sump for catalogue to

M. ». BABBITT. M.
62 East Ave,, RocL^ster» N. Y.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER 
. Sand threo . ttvo-ceut stamps, lock ot 
hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom,, and yout%sease will ba diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
. 230 North Sixth St.

Sau Jose, Call

________________ r 1SIUI14 n VMUIIIHjI I UI Write for Illustrated Circular 
xnanhanfa showing stylesnnd pricesand 
UUuvLQy lui photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyea at your own home and send by 
mall, as tt you wet’s In my office. Thousands will 
testify.___________________ B.». POOI*E,

4 if Evans ton Ave., Chicago, ill
,i Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect I 
can say perfection, I ehull recommend them to 
my friends,' Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Dps Angeles. Cal

Are You a Rosicrucian?
'PF’There are myeteries ot the aoul, of life and 

dealh Avhich you can underatand and demon« 
Strato 1 You possess powers which IF unfolded, 
would prove of marvelous value to you In your 
daily lilo and business.' . ”
. HTThe ’*O. W. K.v is the only recognized Bpsl« 
crucian Brotherhood in the United States, and Is 
affiliated with tho Ancient Masters.

? larwhy not unfold your own powers and Join 
the O. W. R.? In leas than three months you be« 

I gin to realize your psychic powers.
I t7"You are a medium; you can excel all others 
'.by towering1 above mediocre ability and proving 
your superiority as an adept, This Is what my 
system does I Send at once a stamped addressed 
envelope for prospectus.

Clairvoyance. Cloth, 160 pa?es; by J. C. S'. 
' Gnimbine. Teaches how to read tho future, prac
tice telepathy. penetrate tho veil between the 

. seen andthe unseen, converse with spirits .know 
themysterlea. Price (reduced from 12.00). 11.60.

Aura« and Colors.—-How to read the atmos
phere of persons and understand the appearance 
of halos, auras and nimbus. . Contains a color 
dictionary. Paper, pries 60 cents.
. HealixatJon. How to become well, success« 
fu), prosperous. A wonderfully helpful book for 
beginners. Paper, price 50 cents.

Paychometry. Teaches how to getat the soul 
of things. -Paner, price 50 cents.

tS^Send >2.25 for a largo crystal for crystal 
reading. Address J. C. F, Gnimbine, 718 Irving 
Ave., Syracuse. N. Y. (During the Bummer only.) 

Success, and How to Win III
I ByB. FfÀuBtln, B. A., D. D.
I A Lecture and Course of Twenty-four Success 
Lessons. Price 25 cents.

Tho Io c ii If c Containing chapters on Or« 1 Hu dU&Ulb& igin and History of the Jes
uits; Principles and Aim of the “Company« 
Jesus;h Immoral Teachings of the 'Jesuits; Coi*- 
demnatlonof the Order; Expulsion of theJes- 
ults;Bull ot Pope Clement XiV„ Abolishing the 
Society; Tho Jesuits’ Estates Act; an appendix 
of valuable information. By B. F. Austin, A.

Price 15c

of
>n-

The Majesty •
. e , • Jordan, treating of lu-Ol taimness. -. dlvld^l problems and

to iz. j > •posslbllitlesintheTfie'toosf® .S“*“
ofSelKonM

• • * *. a a a esting and instructive 
and'worth moré than the price Indicates, as an 
ornamental and valuable addition to the libra
ry. Price. 30 cents each:

The Secret of Life, 
coveryv-Sendti.OQ to L. Walabrooker,Lakebay» 
Wn.f and get that and Woman's Source of Power.

1116 Devil and tH6 Adventists. 
: An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re« 

pulsed. Br Moses Hull, price, JO cents.

'Force ano Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub» 
Ject' Price, cloth. 81.00. ■

Reincarnation;» 
bodlments, examined and discussed pro and coil, 
by Dr. J. M; Peebles versus Dr. Helen Densmore 
and W.'J. Colville. Price SO cts. i

Heaven Revised
Called Death. By Mrs. E. B. Duffey. A very 
interesting and Instructive wdrk. Price 25 cts.

By W. J. COLVILLE. A series of twelve lec- 
turcs, Intended as simple, practical expositions 
of the Ten Commandments in the spiritual as
pect. Price, DO cents. .

A THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berflcr.’ Au eminently suggestive 
work, ot excellent tendencies, treating ot the 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and 
ths power ot thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, fl..

New Testament Stories ““soKr 
cd. Drawings by Watson Boston, with critical 
and humorous comments upon the texts. Hes-. 
ton’s drawings aro Incomparable, and excruci
atingly funny. Ono must soo tho book.to appro« i 

i datóle; the pictorial sátiro cannot be tolo. It i 
i will make you laugh heartily. Price In board, i

tl.OO; cloth. > -

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyle. -
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man.1" Marked :by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra-. 
mattclensityrot earnestness. A notable 
literary effort A fine edition in cloth.

Thursday, July 27—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. ni., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Anna L. Gillespie, followed by tests.

Saturday, July 29—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. tn.-, conference; 2 p. m., lecture, E. 
W. Thompson, “Architypes of Chris
tianity.”

Third Sunday, July 30—9 a. m., ly
ceum ; 10 a. m.; lecture, Lyceum Day, 
conducted by Anna L. Gillespie; 2 p. m., 
lecture, Marian Carpenter; 3 p. nt* 
tests, Maggie Waite.

Monday, July 31—9 a. m., lyceum; 10 
a. m.,----- ; 2 p. m.,------.
' Tuesday, August 1—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Marian Carpenter, followed by tests.

Wednesday, August 2—9 a. m., lyce
um; 10 a . m., conference; 2 p. m., lec
ture, Anna L. Gillespie; testa, Frank 
T. Ripley.
' Thursday, August 3—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Anna Throndsen, followed by, tests.

Friday, August 4—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10-a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, T. 
W. Smith.

Saturday, August 5—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Marian Carpenter, followed by tests.

Fourth Sunday, August 6—9 a. m., ly
ceum ; 10 a. m.. Memorial Exercise and 
lecture, Marian Carpenter; 2 p. m., lec
ture, Lizzie Harlow; 4 p. m., tests, Mag
gie Waite.

Monday, August 7—9 a. m.,.----- ; 10
a. m.,----- ; 2 p. m., Lizzie Harlow.

Tuesday, August 8—9 a. m., lecture; 
10 a. m„ conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Lizzie Harlow.

Wednesday, August 9—9 a. m., lyce
um; 10 a. m., lecture, E. Thompson, 
"Thomas Paine”;. 2 p. m., lecture, Wil
lard Jr Hulk, Luther Memorial Day, 

- Thursday,: August 10—9 a.' m., lyce
um; 10 a. m.< conference; 2 p. m., lec- 

(ture;.• LizzieHiqriow.:' '
/ ' Frfflay, August Tt—9 a. m;, lyceum; 

10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Abna Throndsen.

Saturday, August 12—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Lizzie Harlow; 8 p. m., Dr. Littlefield’s 
lecture and stereppticon views.

Fifth Sunday, August 13—9 a. m., ly
ceum; 10 a. m.( lecture, Lizzie Harlow; 
2 p. m., lecture. Dr. A. B. Spinney, “The 
Science of Spiritualism;” 4 p. m., tests, 
Maggie Waite.

Monday, August 14—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m.,----- ; 2 p. m.,----- .

Tuesday, August 15—9 a. m., lyqpum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, A. 
B. Spinney; tests by Frank T. Ripley.

Wednesday, August 16—9 a. m., ly
ceum; 10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lec
ture, T. W. Smithtests by Anna 
Throndsen.
-Thursday, August 17—9 a. m.. lyce
um; 10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lec
ture, A. B. Spinney.

Friday, August 18—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Anna L. Gillespie.

Saturday, August 19---9 a. m.. lyce
um; 10 a. m., conference; 2 p. 
ture, A. B. Spinney.

m., lee-

Sixth Sunday, August 20—9 a. m., ly
ceum; 10 a. m., lecture, A. B. Spinney. 
Subject, “The True Idea of Spiritualism 
Truly Lived, the Salvation of the 
World”; 2 p,m., lecture Anna L, Gilles
pie; 4 p. m-, tests, Maggie Waite.

■ Monday,.August 21—9 a. m., lyceum; 
IG.a. m., conference; 2 p. m.,----- .

Tuesday, August 22—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. 'Subject, “Travels in 
India, Her Magic, Her Yogis and Her 
Social Life.”.

.Wednesday, August. 23—9 a. m., -ly
ceum; 10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lec
ture, W. V. Nicum, “Cosmic Conscious
ness.” '

Thursday, August 24—? a. m„ lyce
um; 10 a. m., conference; 2 p.’m., lec
ture, Dr. J. jf. Peebles, “Travels in 
Egypt and Palestine.” ‘ ‘

Friday, August 25—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, W. 
V. Nicum. “The Spiritual Leading.”

Saturday, August 26—9 a. m., lyceum; 
, IC a- m-. conference; "2 p. m., lecture, 
Dr, J. M. Peebles, "A Pilgrim Four 
Times Around the World in Search of 
Truth.”

Seventh Sunday, August 27—9 a. m., 
lyceum; 10 a. m., lecture, Dr. J. M. 
Peebles. Subject, “Progress the Law of 
Life”; 2 p. m,, lecture, W. V. Nicum, 
"Man is.Not.Man as Yet”,•-■4 p. m., 
tests, Anna Throndsen. '

'‘Mediumship and Ita Development, 
' and How to Mesmerize to' Assist Devel

opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

“How to Train Children and Pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne’, takes 
the position that in many cases it is the 
parents that need the training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be .better spent than 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read it. 
Price 25 cents.

“The Molecular - Hypothesis of Na. 
turo.” . By Prof.-- Wm.: M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized a»-one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form tho substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his’views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book , is commended to 
all who love to study and think, 
price 25 cents ■ ■

"Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
•uallstis Gatherings.” By Mattle E.

' gnu. Vrlca 10 casta. .

| SUNAPEE LAKE CAMP, N. H. 
I Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp- 
commences July 30 and closes August 
27. Address Thomas Burpee, Button, 
N. H., or the secretary, Lorenza Wor- 

I then, Hillsboro Br., N. H.
VICKSBURG, CAMP.

Vicksburg'c'hmp, Mich., opens July 80 
and closes August 20. For full particiii 
lars address Mrs, Jeannette Fraser, 
Vicksburg, Mich.

NEW ERA CAMP-MEETING. > 
The New Era camp-meeting begins 

July 9, and continues over tour Sundays. 
Address Rev. G. C. Love, p resident, 354 
College street, Portland, Oregon.

EDGEWOOD CAMP, WASH.
Commences July 30 and ends August 

20. For full particulars address Geo. 
E. Knowiden, Tacoma. Wash.

CENTRAL OHIO CAMP.
This camp opens Sunday, June 4, and 

closes Sunday, June 25, at Bueleh 
Park, eight miles southwest of Colum
bus. For particulars, address the sec
retary, 55 McDowell street, Columbus, / Ohio.

I GRAND LEDGE CAMP, MICH.
I The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp- 
l meeting opens July 21, 1905, and closes 

Aug. 21, 1905, with Mr. Oscar A, Ed- 1 gerly as presiding chairman. For full 
information address J. W. Ewing or W. 
R. Divine ot Grand Ledge, Mich.

LOS ANGELES, CAL., CAMP,
The Liberal, Educational and Spirit 

ualist Camp-meeting will open at Miu- I eral Park, June 25, and close July 25.
THE ASHLEY, OHIO, CAMP.

This camp opens August 6 and closes 
August 27. For further particulars ad
dress Will Randolph, secretary, Ashley, 
Ohio.

OCEAN GROVE CAMP.
This camp 1b located at Harwich, 

Mass., and opens July 9, and closes. 
July 23. ' •. J

WINFIELD (KANSAS) CAMP,
The Winfield Camp Association will, 

hold its twelfth annual camp-meeting, 
commencing July 15, and ending July 
25. Address Mrs. Maud K. Gates, 807 
North Mauning street, Winfield, Kans., 
for program^.

UNITY CAMP, MASS.
Opens on Sunday, June 4, and con- 

'tlnues every Sunday until the last of 
September,., , . ................

LOS. ANGELES CAMP, CAL.
To be held at Mineral Park, com- 

menqjng June 25 and ending July 25. 
Mrs. Nettle Howell is in charge.

VERONA PARK CAMP.
^The Verona Park camp-meeting, Me., 

will open Aug. 13 and close Aug. 27. 
A. F. Smith, president, Bangor Me.;. F. 
W. Smith, secretary, Rockland, Me.

MANTUA CAMP, OHIO.
• Tills camp located at Mantua Station, 
Ohio, will open July 9, and continue to 
August 27. For further particulars, ad
dress F. H. Sherwood, Secretary, Man- I tua Station, Ohio.

CAMP PROGRESS.
Camp Progress, Moreland Park 

Grove, Upper Swampscott, Mass., opens 
Sunday, June 4, 1905.

LAKE BRADY, OHIO.
The fourteenth annual session of this 

camp will be held during the months of 
July and August. For full particulars 
address A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

FOREST HOME CAMP, MICH.
Forest Home Spiritualist camp-meet

ing begins July 30, and closes Aug. 20. 
For full particulars address the secre
tary, Mrs. Ruth Eastman, P. O. Box 69, 
Mancelona, Mich.

I ' ISLAND LAKE CAMP.
Island Lake Camp, Mich., opens Sun

day, July 23, extending until August 28. 
For programs of Information write or 
call on the secretary, H. R. LaGrange, 
185 E. Montcalm street, Detroit, Mich, i

NIANTIC CAMP, CONN.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Niantic, Conn; season of 1905, 
commencing June 12 and continuing un
til September 11. For full particulars 
address George Hatcn, South Windham, Conn.

• WONEWOC CAMP-MEETING.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds ita annual camp-meeting 
in Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis. Aug, 
5 to 27 inclusive. For particulars 
and programs write M. M. Bhsh, secre- : 
tary, Wonewoc, Wis.,

HARMONY GROVE CAMP.
Harmony Grove Camp-meeting Asso-'! 

elation win hold its annual camp, Aug. 
6 to 20. This camp is located three and- 
pne-half miles, from Escondido, Cal. 
For further particulars in regard, 
to the camp address T. J. MeFeron» 
secretary, 528 Fir street, '■San Diego» ■ CaU
, CITY»OF LIGHT ASSEMBLY.
The season opens at Lily Dale„.N. Y.». 

July 14, and closes September 3. For 
programmes, address E. Evstaphleve»' secretary.

’ OTTAWA CAMP.
Spiritualist Camp-meeting Associa* 

tion, Forest Park,. Ottawa, Kansas, 
September 15 to 25 inclusive. Write 
for programmes, H. W. Henderson, 
president, Lawrence, Kans.; Jacob Hey, 
secretary, Overbrook, Kans.

FRANKLIN CAMP, NEB.
.The Franklin Spiritualist Camp-meets 

ing Association will hold its tenth an
nual camp-meeting commencing Sep
tember 1, and • closing September 17. 
The very best talent has been secured. 
We expect to make this camp the most 
interesting of any one in its history. 
Those desiring programs or other infor
mation, please write tire secretary. A’ 
cordial invitation is exteuded to all. A 
bus or hack will carry campers to and 
from the depot. D. L”. Haines, secre
tary, Franklin, Neb.

HASLETT PARK, MICH.
The twenty-third annual assembly of 

Spiritualists at Haslett Park, Mich., 
commences Aug. 6, and continuing to 
September 3. For programs addiess E. ,- 
F. Spross, Okemos, or D. R. ' Jessop j 
Williamston. , Æ

<
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VQICE OF A FOREIGN WOMAN THE NEW BIBLE, OAHSPE, CONSOLATION.

A Life Devoted to This Work Between 
the Spirit Forces, God and Man.

Before starting to write my inspira
tional work, I will attempt to give you a 

’ description of my spiritual experience.
Being ignorant of, or rather as inno

cent as the child in the cradle, of the 
truths of spiritual truth, I did not know 
that there was such a religion existing 
among the people as Spiritualism, -Be- 
,lng raised from my youth In what is 
termed the Roman Catholic belief, all 
that I knew was to be true to my 
church and faith.

My very, first experience with the 
spirit was to fall In a very deep trance, 
and after awakening, I could not realize 
what had happened or thiough what I 
bad passed. I knew that I was not 
sleeping, and to convince myself, I 

-placed a chair, seated myself, and 
awaited the return if the same condi
tion; and sure enough, to my happy sur
prise, it came. I felt as though some
one was working over iny brain and 

. body. Whilst in the normal condition, 
■ I heard a remarkable cracking in my 

room. Within a short time a new light 
begun to break through the old lines 
and enlighten my dark mind, and-this 
light was bo strong, so powerful, that 
it almost blinded mo. I seemed to be 
in a pitiful condition, was broken down 
physically and spiritually. Had not a 
bouI on whom to rely for an explana
tion of this grand and-beautiful Beene ; 
no one of whom I could ask any advice, 
or tb give me any instructions.

My own native people were, in the 
majority, not advanced In any new 
thought, and could not understand and 
receive this light which precedes the. 
truth, and as yet, I had never seen any 
paper or book which treated on this 
subject, to satisfy my longing, craving, 
intense desire to find out more ot this 
truth, as before stated. This light was 
too intense for me.
. My school education had riot fitted 
me for the. exploration of this beautiful 
light, so the spirit began to teach me, 
and the very first clear explanation 
which they gave me was of God in the 
Trinity. Before this scene, I was 
taught in the church that God" in’ the 
Trinity was a secret, belonging to God 
himself. Then in the fear that, the devil 

< was giving me the secret of God, I went 
to the church to confess this all to the 
priest, but it seemed, to me the more I 
tried to purify myself, the stronger the 
forces were around me. I prayed, fer
vently to be nearer and nearer to God, 
and He seemed to hear my prayer, for 
my spirit seems to have had new privi- 

•leges granted, for ri.ow I visit Him and 
see all the wonders of His home. , ’ ■

Yet I, in the meantime, kept thinking 
that the.devil had possession of me. In 
one of the trances J told hirii to leave 
me, to take all what he gave me, arid 
let me alone, so that I would be again 
the child of God. Yes, I remember the 
spirit gave me One more look info Hls 
place or home and had complété con
trol over me. But; thinking that this 
second one was a God himself, so 
strong were my. convictions .-that I 
prayed him fervently; I put.my whole 
confidence in him, and felt very happy 
in that condition. , ; .

One morning I was, impressed to look 
at the sun. I had never dope this bé- 
fore; yet, by so doing, 1 fell, in a trance 
in this standing position. My room was 
filled with, the most beautiful light. I 
felt a holy feeling, and was surrounded 
with such a light that the natural éye 
was not able to behold. I heard a voice 
saying, “Try to understand the Bible,” 
and when I awoke'I chasped my hands 
together as in' the attitude of prayer, 
and-’since that time tho most beautiful 
visions and Inspirations came to me.

Thèse I am receiving under the influ
ence of the sun, and to ine this; seems 
strarigè, for it seems to come under an 
astrological influerice with astronomical 
meaning. I have no knowledge of 
these sciences, but I wish tb give you 
what >1 received, and probably some" one 
who is versed in this, line of work will 
take up this line of truth arid study 
with me of these heavenly truths.

Had I the preliminary education in 
the English language, I .would like to 
write a book, but owing to the difficult 
way I have of expressing' my ideas re
ceived, I consider this impossible^ but 
will endeavor from time to time to give 
you in my humble way the visions and 
inspirations as received by me.

For a long time I did not understand 
the condition in whicmH was placed, 
and not until Î came, to Toledo. For 
upon one beautiful Sunday morning, as 
I .was walking’down the street, my eyes 
were greeted with a sign announcing a 
Spiritualist iheetlng. I went in, and to 
my great surprise I heard there for thé 
first time the teachings of the truth 
which were my heart’s greatest desire, 
and-which were already trying to get 
out of me; and for the past year I have 
belonged to the Order of Love, Light 
and Truth; and, thanks to .the spirit 

.world for bringing me in-touch with 
that Grand Ordér, for now I am enabled 
to understand the phenomena with me, 
and the. conditions upon which I am a 
sojourner of this earth plane, and with 
the good thoughts of. my sisters and 
brothers of the spirit world, I may be 
enabled to give something useful and 
good for the benefit of humanity.

■ My first work will be entitled “The 
Old and the New Testament.” ■

The past morning, whilst sitting upon 
: the veranda of my home, a book“ in my 
hand, and enjoying the beautiful 
thoughts as penned by the author, sud
denly there came over me the wish to 
lay aside the book; I did so; I gazed 
up into the sky-, the beautiful home of 

■ the stars, and thought, .“There is the 
great book of nature, of wisdom, which 
is giving unto me more of the truth to 
read and study than all the books that 
could be printed.” Then turning my 
eyes to the sun, and sending out these 
thoughts, “0 Sun, by thy great and 
beautiful light, oh, let me see and read 
out of_this great and universal book of 
nature’’; and from this, something new 
came to my vision. I cannot describe 

. the true- feelings which overcame me, 
b;it surely it was of-heaven, for 1 heard, 
a voice saying unto me, “You are read
ing now the living Bible, which, contains 
the Old and the New Testaments. The 
Old Testament which was, from the be
ginning, is firmament or the heaven, 
and the New Testament of .yourself. 
■The Old Testament was established 
upon the creation of the world as seen 
by Moses, and the Ten Commandments 

■ as given by him, as coming from God 
; for tire foundation of hls laws. Now, to 
fis is given a Ten Comriiandments, but 
not those which Moses wrote, foi they 

' govern or control only the Hebrew, and 
part of the Christian people-. But there 
arc Ten Commandments which the su
preme force or power, or, as we would 

' say, God, in Hls divine wisdom had 
; caused to be created arid placed safely

In the firmament; a positive testimony

The True Remedy for Religious Doubt.

In the letter you published recently 
ifrom Mr.- Goldwin Smith, that eminent 
gentleman says he 1b but “one of many 
who in these days of. perplexity and 
doubt are trying to find some secure 
foundation for belief in the" moral gov
ernment of the universe," etc.

Allow me to most respectfully sug
gest that that “secure foundation” has 
been laid in the book “Oahspe," now to 
be. found in the city libraries ot the 
United States, and awaits perusal. This 
book is the solver of all doubt, the 
placer of the affairs of men and angels 
on a sensible, comprehensive basis. 
It abolishes lords, gods, and saviors, 
kings, priests and preachers; It tells 
how the four great ■ religions of the 
world were established in the heavens 
of the earth and on the earth, namely, 
Looeamong, Kriste, Christ, Kabalactes, 
Buddha, Ennochissa, Brahma, the trl- 
unes, tiie founders of the trinity, and of 
the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, and 
Thoth, Gabriel, founder of Mohamme
danism. These religions have pro- 
fesBed peace and practiced war from 
the beginning, and have not saved from 
sin and poverty any nation or city oh 
the earth, hence are “false” religions. 
- All things are Intelligently accounted 
for in “Oahspe." It Ib a most rational 
book, laid on the earth tor its delight in 
this the Kosmon era, the beginning ot 
this era of Spiritualism. This book Ib 
the greatest manifestation of spiritual 
light in the world to-day.

The "false" gods have thus far built 
cn the earth for the glory of their own 
kingdoms; have persuaded mortals that 
tho only good rind necessary knowledge 
was contained;in their own sacred 
books; they have desired to prevent 
mortals from knowing there are other 
heavens than their own, and other gods 
than themselves; a thousand years ago 
the grades of their heavenly subjects 
were from thirty to fifty; now they are 
fallen to fifteen. Brief extract from 
"Oahspe’.’:
. "But thou shalt look to the mortals, 
whom thou, shalt take over to inhabit 
the, western continent; and thou shalt 
raise up, by birtlvmortals, who shall 
ignore the doctrine of enforced worship 
for any God or Lord or Savior; for the 
people of that land (America) shall be 
free, not only in body but in spirit also; 
and when the dawn of the arc-of -Kos
mon cometh,-behold, I will open up My 
heaven unto mortals, and prepare the 
foundation of My kingdom on earth; 
and at Hydesville, in Guatoma, on the 
earth, the angels opened the door in Je- 
hovlh’s- name, to be not closed again' 
forever.”. J. A. LANT.-

Kansas City, Mo.

of the supremacy ’ of Hls force rind 
power,’ not only of a’choseri people.’but 
of all: the people , which: have existed, 
that do now exist, or that will ever ex
ist upon tMsjsphere of action; in other 
words, these Ten Commandments un- 
der/the Old Testament are the ruling, 
controlling or guiding influence of the 
New Testriment, or man, ever since his 
çxlstenqe upon. the. earth. The: names 
of these Commandments are,.T, Brin;. 2, 
Mercury; 3, Venus; 4, Earth; 5, Mars; 

.6, Jupiter;’: 7; Saturn; .8, 'Uranus; 9, 
Neptune; 10, Moori.” -

Under the rule or goverrilng power Of 
these,Ten Commandments belong every 
living being; They each have, a mean
ing, .and,In some.future writing I will 
disclose tq you this meanirig as given to 
me, so that you can understand, and 
obey their rules, and wishing you to re- 
inembef that the Old Testament 'was 
established, upon these Ten Command
ments, which are Gpd’s rule or law, and 
Hls power.is exhibited through them, 
and are thq guiding and leading forces 
for ,the yew Testament, which is man
kind. As all the pages in the book 
called, the.New .Testament are full. of 
tho teachings and thoughts emanating 
arid coming from one Jesus called the 
Son of God, so are the ages of the New 
Testainent filled with all that has come 
to mankind throughout the past, and 
have beep fulfilled.by all the children of 
God; arid every page.of this book reit
erates the infeùsé désiré of a salvation; 
and so every, age of mankind has that 
desire - for fhe true knowledge of self, 
and that inward craving’ to know some
thing, more .of that higher power and 
force,-which is God. ‘And now, when 
these tnjths. as contained in this /Old 
Testâriiént are made'plain to the. world 
through the agency of the light made 
manifest through the New Testamenti 
which is man. then will we be the bet
ter-enabled to explain the Ten Com
mandments, which are now ruling , the 
whole world, and have always rilled -it 
from the beginning of time.

Arid all this we read from the great 
book Of nature, which is both the Old 
and the New Testament; and under thé 
influence and control of each of thèse. 
Ten Commandments dwell each and ev
ery' living soul. Each Commandment 
has its meaning, force and power, and 
in a future paper I will, give you this 
meaning as revbaled to me, and then 
you will’ be enabled to „know, under-, 
stand; and obey these’rules of nature.

We-mdst remember, however, that 
the estriblishment of these Tén Com
mandments under the Old’.Testament 
dispensation, creating them the rule ór 
law of/nature or God, and making them 
the guides, or directors of .us, who are 
the New; Testament or mankind, and 
that not’only the one Son of God is 
working for-this salvation as the book 
of the só-calied New Testament Would 
have us believe, but that in every- age, 
all the children òf God worked in har
mony and-Jove for the universal salva
tion and the fulfillment of this great 
truth. And now, when this Old and 
the New Testament will be- fully ex
plained to the-world In a true' light, 
then will we, who are the New Testa
ment, be-enabled to testify of the. Old 
Testament; and the great book of na
ture, of wisdom, of God, will be opened 
wide, win be finished. For unto us, as 
directed am/led by these Ten. Com- 
mandmento are revealed the light and 
truth o'f ,'iature, with its fundamental 
principle of love.

And r.ow, there comes over me a. 
change;.my,.condition being broken'by 
the rumbling.of a heavy wagon passing 
my door.. 1 will in the future give you 
more of this good work as received by 
me from the spirit world.

. MRS. HELEN KLANIECKI.
Member. of the Order of Love, -Light 

and Truth. ,

Hate, not each other because you dif
fer in opinion—rather love each other; 
for it Is impossible that in such a varie
ty of sentiments there should not be 
some fixed point on which . all men 
ought to unite.—Zoroaster.

What I most value next to eternity is 
time.—Madam Scwetchina, j '

( RELIWM', DIFFICULTIES AND TRIALS. WHATEVER IS 18 BEST,"

(Inscribed to Mrs. Ida Chase.)
’.Tis such a little way—-so little we can

not find
How we may reach, or see, or hear, or 

■ bind --. .
Unto ourselves the forms that come so

A Lay Sermonette by ß,:f. Underwood.

■ near;- -■
That e’en our faintest-whisper -they 

hear. -
Ah! no; we cannot see with eyes 

dim, '■ ’ *
How very thin the veil twixt thee 

him;

can

BO

apd

How close the soul, that made his face 
so fair, ■ ■ .

Can come—love-bidden—thro’ thy word
less prayer.

We may not hear with ears made deaf 
with pain, . ’. , /

The voice of love that calls and calls 
again; ■ < ■ .

Too dense tiie cloud that sorrow wraps 
around— ' i. - ■

Our souls untouched by that prophetic 
sound, .

And yet again the .call, and In Rie sl- 
. lence-heard,

Some sweet magnetic, thrill thy soul 
hath stirred; .

And thro’ tny sense of loss, and doubt, 
and pain, . , .

Undimmed the light of peace will shine 
„ again. . .,

Our sorrowing souls cry out, but could 
our dim eyes see, - -, -" - ■

Beyond the little space that vails eter-
.... ■ nlty, •.••-.• ■-V--
How vain our doubts would-seem; how 

short tiie span -. • - ■ -i -
That holds in earthiy-’Ieash 'the soul of 

man. ' -■ ■ -y. is;-".'
The night falls' down and,,,¡darkness 

shroudB.the earth,
We do not see the rose that morn had 

, given birth; z '
But to our sense is borne a waft of frag

rance rare,
And tho'"we cannot see, we know oiir 

: rose is there. ' / . f
So, when the silence falls'hfB soul to 

thine can speak-----
In answer to thy call he brings the light 

■ you seek;
Nor. time nor space divides, -but one 

eternal chain ■ ' -
Of life unites us all'to all we love, 

' again. ■
: - - - MARY. WEBB-BAKER.

7 TWO, BIBlES CONTRASTED.

The Hindoo and t^é Mosaic Account of 
the Origin of Man.

■• To tho Editor:—Reading in “The 
Bible in India,” and then reférring to 
the (so-called) ' "Holy Bible,” the 
thought ’camé to mind that the 'later 
book was simply compiled from . the 
former or older, one though in a very 
muéh garbled condition. : - ‘w -'

In its account of the creation of man 
and woman the Hindoo Bible says: 
"The earth was covered ■ with flowers, 
the trees bent under their fruit, thou
sands of animals . sported over the 
plains and birds in'thé air, and Brahma 
perceived that the tlme ha'd come. tor 
the creation of man (and woman) tó in- 
habit this dwelling place. , /

“He drew from the Great Soul; from 
the pure essence, a germ of Ufé, with 
which he animated the two “persons 
Whom he made male and female, that 
is, proper for reproduction, arid he gave 
them conscience and speech which ren
dered them superior to' all he had yet 
created, but inferior to the angels and 
to God; • ■ ■• : . ■ ’’ " ’ ’•'. . ■ ;

"He"*distinguished the man -by 
strength, • shape and majesty, and 
named him Adima,.or the first man.

“The- woman ; received -gçaeé, gentle1 
hess -and beauty,"arid he' name'd - her 
Heva, or what-completes life.

“Therefore in giving AdlriSa'a- cdrii- 
paniori, the Lord- perfected the life be
stowed-on him, and in thus establishing 
the conditions under which humanity 
was about to be born,, he proclaimed in 
earth and in heaven the equality <3 the 
man and the woman.” ;;'-

Let us turn to opr Bible. Genesis 1st 
chapter, 27th verse: “Sq God.v (Brah
ma) created man in hls own image, in 
the image of God created he.:him;. iriale 
and female created hé“ therii, arid God 
blessed them, and said unto them, ’Be 
fruitful and multiply rind replenish' the 
earth, arid subdue it, and have dominion 
ovér the fish of the séa;-aótT ovév'évery 
living thing' that rnoveth Upon the 
earth.” . - . f . -ï v.., . ■

Hiridoo Bible: "The'Lord“ then gave 
to Adima and to his'wife -Heva, ; the 
island Of Ceylon for a residence, well 
fitted, from'Its clitaate, ' its, products, 
and its splendid végétation,’to be the 
cradle of the huinan. race, ‘ .

“Go, said he,-unite, and-produce be
ings who shall be. your living . image 
.upon the earth for ages , rind’ages; after 
you have returned to me,” (Note-this, af-^ 
firmatión and pledge of a future'life, 
‘After you have returned to me?)" “I 
Lord of all that exists, have created you 
to worship me throughout all your life, 
arid those who shall have faith • iri- me 
shall share my happiness after the end 
of.all things.” " •. -

Our Bible: “And God said. -Behold, 1 
have given you every herb-bearing 
seed which is upon the face of all the 
earth, and every tree; in the which'is 
the frult.of .a tree yielding- Seed; to you 
it shrill be for ;meat. And God, saw ey? 
erything that he had riiade (including 
this first pair, 27th v.) and . behold it 
was very, good. ’ - .

Was the sécond chaptqr; of Genesis 
compiled by the same writer who wrote 
the first chapter?- Evidently not. For 
he ignores the Hindoo . Bible and- the 
first chapter of his own book.

He here introduced the ‘‘Lord God.” 
(Elohim, plural) and it - should read, 
"Aud the gods formed e. man-out of the 
ground.” Now dust has no adherent 
quality, rind must have moisture before 
it will adhere.-or can be moulded into 
shape. Therefore, those gods had to 
use water, converting dust into mud be
fore thev could form a man.

They had "planted a garden east
ward in Eden,” (a locality which no one 
has ever been able to discover, and they 
wanted a gardener to “dress it,-and to 

“keep it.” They-knew-.that the .first,cre
ated pair whom God . blessed, ’ and to 
whom he gave “dominion ovqr all- the 
earth," would not do it, so they “took 
tho man - (the dirt-man) and' put hlny 
into the garden of Eden, to dress-it ana 
to keep ft.”’ Took him, and put him, 1. 

•e., forced him to work in the garden 
with no pay only hls foad;. but of the 
best fruit he must n<5t eat, "for in the 
day thou eatest;--thereof thou shall 
surely die.” • ’

How long the poor man remained in 
confinement alone, days, weeks or 
months the -record does not say; -bat 
when they, saw "that It was not ¿cod 
that „the man’ rihçüïd ho “ aloaq,” '• one

Religion Is an elemento! man's na
ture. It is manifeated'lm various forms 
among the different raré^ rind iu the 
different stages of ment»! and moral de
velopment, In it? highest manifesta
tion it is defined by Matthew Arnold as 
"morality touched with' emotion.” Be 
this a correct or incorre^ definition it 
is certain' that-.wlthouti knowledge and 
moral Instruction; the naJxiral religious 
sentiment is insufficient ¡to guide man 
in the path of duty. Mero belief with
out Intellectual enlightenment' and eth
ical culture, while it maji lead to wor
ship; is not enough' to’ insure moral 
character and & moral life-

: • In Pagan ’Rome, the thief prayed for 
success in his crimeianp made an offer
ing of the first fruitas« Jiis-plunder; a 
youth entreated Hercules to. expedite 
the death of a rich uncle; the aduitress 
Implored Venus for the favor of her par
amour. “A wager,’.’-rn^s... Mommsen, 
"might be laid that the more Jax. any 
woman was the more; ¿iqusly she wor
shipped Isis.” These are illustrations 
of sincerity of belief Ire the popular re
ligion of that day-without the moral dis
position and the'spirrtdality which are 
found in those who combine with relig
ious faith the higher-qualities of head 
and heart. . .., -■

Dr. Behalf, writing ln!lÌ79, of negroes 
in the South; remarked:{“The negroes 
are very religious by nature, qnd Infi
delity is scarcely knowntamong them; 
but their moral sense honesty and 
chastity is very weak?’- J

We often, see pen ; riqa women who 
revel in the exc[teme;nt of a revival and 
yet whose • moral " défitlency- ■ is so 
marked as to make them unreliable and 
'more of an injury tha» a' benefit to the 
church wh[ch tries tft-help them. ’ In 
such cases tsometimps -the spirit may 
be willing, but thè flesh Is sb, weak and 
in many "the world, the flesh and tiie 
devil" make the moral- ¿1)3 spiritual sit
uation almost'hopeless;’ ;

“Sins of the Ilesli'/are rio common be
cause the animal nature dominates. 
But worse than ■these.’afè the; vices of 
the mind whose'victims Dante pictures 
suffering the worst agonies in hell. For 
instance grced may/ bé ;8o strong, 
strengthened by the habit of Amassing 
wealth through a llfe.tirne, that it de
vours all the minor vices, ris Aaron’s 
rod; turned into’a serpent, ’swallowed 
the magician’s serpents,., A Rockefeller 
may be circumspect i^ ’. ¡his ordinary 
Ijfo, free from the vfijes of-the 'drunk/ 
ard, the. sensualist, thglutton ; for the 
OVeriiasterlng deslrç. txi pilo-up millions 
upon millions has,b'èèbm^thë'dominant 
passion of his Iffe and absorb all others.

One may’ outwardly.¡bò' a “Christian 
gèntieman,”. yèt In. his; fereed for„pibney 
ever ready to'tdke'advantage of a rival, 
to wreck and ruin him, regardless ot 
thé 'moral aspect’ pt the,subject, or of 
the consequences,. i.nVolviijg’.distress .to. 
many. H&.may -not, be,lacking in-reng- 
fous belief—tho devila ijio|lévë,^ 
ble—but the spirit of ‘‘pure'Silgion arici 
undented,” .as ¡define in-' Jnpep-i<epriBtlç; 
is apsent.1 That-is'the ¡Only; spirit whiqh 
will save udTrpm the'' piiédatóry ’ 'étage 
that has1 the power largely-to form the 
conventional ¡ standards ■ qf social re-~ 
spectabillty, bo as to Include upder It 
themselves, when, theyi belong really, to 
thé. robber class. . Thé ’¡ -“respectable" 
sinners to-day are thé wbrst enemies of 
religion' arid'.' inbralityz’jeven. though 
they are professed fri.ehils.-of both. For 
they cannot serveGod 'and mammon. 
Tlley pay the "tithe of niint, anise and 
cummin and have omitted thpiweightter 
matters of law.’’ They j“make: clean 
the. Outside of thè cupja^ the piat- 
tei-; but .Withiirthey arë/fùll of extortion 
and excess.” -, "
- •-•- - . . • b. f. Underwood.

Necessary Means to Endless Spiritual 
i Progress.

There is no land of pure and unal
loyed happiness, such as the hymns of 
some of the:1 religious sects would have 
one believe. Tho soul would soon get 
tired of such a condition and would 
yearn for a variety of sensations, which 
really make existence worth possessing, 
either on earth or in the higher exist
ence. The soul must .have its periods 
of sadness, it must taste the cup of sor
row occasionally, in order to appreciate 
conditions of happiness when they 
come. Eternal sorrow would be in
deed sad, but eternal bliss would be 
much more. sad. The- soul was never 
made for perpetual sunsnlne no more 
than for-perpetual cloud.

The soul -of man on earth cannot find 
continual happiness it it were sought. 
Excellence and individualization are ap
proximated by meeting and overcoming 
adverse circumstances which abound 
on all hands, No strong soul was ever 
developed in pleasure and .idleness and 
never will be. ■ No thoughtful , soul 
would accept In lite a period spent on 
"flowery beds of ease” were such a 
thing possible. A period ot herioc 
struggles is allotted to every incarnate 
spirit, In tills manner and in this man
ner only can the soul become lit for the 
life beyond.

Can you think for one moment, that 
the wise purposes of a struggle on 
earth will be abandoned when the spirit 
enters upon real life on the other side 
of the grave? It would be an unjust 
God'who would prepare the spirit for a 
career of activity In the glorious realms 
of spirituality, and then surrouiid it 
with1 conditions which must cause it to 
•degenerate it not decay. No, the 
means of spiritual growth and advance
merit are far more effective after the 
fitful fever of human life has been for
ever passed.. •

Difficulties and trials will always at
tend the spirit in-its course of onward 
progress, Overcoming such 'difficulties 
and successfully meeting those trials 
will build up the. spirit and fit It for 

’higher and greater efforts.- .
The pathway of spiritual progress, so 

far as I have traveled it, has been one 
of laborious, effort; The soul is not so 
unhappy, as I fear it would be'if the 
conditions were those of pleasure and 
idle rest. But it Is in1 its normal condi
tion when it is active and aggressive, 

-and not indolent and contented.
What a grand condition it is for,a 

brave and'manly soul. to. hope for arid 
aspire to, where there will be room for 
the full and free exercise of all the vast 
possibilities of the soiil. Where all of 
the vastiprbhl.ems of »the universe may 
be solved/by jriteliii^ and persistent 
effort; Where -the earthly hindrances 
to the soul’s progress shall be un
known and the spirit shall enter upon 
the after life free from the clumsy 
earthly.: fetters, and where the opportu
nities tor. rapid and permanent ad
vancement for it will be countless.

Life is activity;- arid especially'’rib 
real, spiritual life can :exiBt'‘,'Mthont' 
persistent action. . .

■ Heaven; must be a condition of great 
and continued .activity,, where the soul 
If'it-is .wise, .will .make the. most of the 
great opportunities ’ afforded it. to reach 
up higher and-.st|ll higher, in its endless 
march of spiritual progress. ; ’
' In heaven as on earth there are sduls 

that do not care to advance, that are 
content to exist without, effort Such 

'sbiils keyer-built railroads or tunneled 
mountains- on dearth, ¿arid, they enter 
heaven as they left mother' earth. .

The part-of wisdom on earth Is to wil
lingly meet’the obstacles which stand 
in the way of .progress and advarice 
•along the. Une of spiritual knowledge 
and development, just, as fast as such 
■progress canibe made safe and abldirig.

. • / VC W’?, CARL C. POPE.
’ Black Rivet Falls, .Wls. ■said, “I/will make- 'rin>‘helpmeet -fori 

him, and -the rib/whfcliifip^
froih' man/ rita'deVhe > v/oman, and 
brought her unto/the/riian,¿and A-dam 
called his wife’s, name:.^ 
was the mother of all ;ii^^^ ? ?
Of bird arid beast) of fisriand.' worin, ’ 
She mother was/pf.ea^yfiyturri; ; 
Tho’ all 'were borh be.fofe.fieri birth;
She mother was pt an?op’eteth." 7 ; . S 
Of creeping thing/ of .• 
Of all that’s foprid; wi{mn'the air;--:: " 
Within the wjatei/qhdpw1^^ -K- 
She mothered -Ca(n, dWjiobr'A-dam; : _ . .. ..; r,w:w’-.
:The,-serpent, whb'thpiv-could - walk; 

and : talk, persuaded' '
bone .VPrerip/'ahd^safii/i!‘<Y^^^ not 
surely die, for God flbthjto 
the day) ye eat there^ijybiiricyes shall 
be opened ; and, ye shrili be as •: (these)“ 
gods, knowing good ¿ni eVil;i-And-’she: 
took of the fruit a.ncLd!'1 bat; and gave 
unto her husband,-.'an^ine did eat," arid, 
they found tbat thefiepent told the' 
truth, foritheir eyes'.Vere-'opened arid 
they- knew that '.thejj/fiad no ; clothes, 
and witfiout pihs; wric^les or thread, 
‘‘they sewed: fig,leaves ;ytogeHier, rind ■ 
made" themselves s aprpns.” "Unto A-, 
dam’ also, arid to -his wife; did the Lord ’ 
Godt make coats ¡-of -skins arid clothed 
therii.” <
■ “Unto the- wbiri^ T ' will.
greatly ihultlply. tt^ in -sorrbw ’
thou shalt bririg forth chlldren/and thy: 
desire shall-'be' tb'.thy ’buSbahd arid * he 
shall rute over tfiee. :
■ “And to the'man hq Briid,-cursed is. 
the‘ground for.thy prike; in sorrow 
shalt'thou feat'pF it ¿JI' the days of thy, 
life; in the sweat’of thylface shalt thou, 
ejt-.bread, till-thou ' »plfirn.- unto ' the 
grourid;;for but bf it-1ymst thou taken; 
for dust thbur art’ and 'unto dust'ehalt 
thou return.” . , - .

Returning to .the. 'Hindoo “Bible we 
read, "Thus instruct your children, that' 
they forget me not,:ftir}I stair be with 
them white they continue to call upon 
my name?’ "• •: : .

He forbid them too quit the island, 
and said, "Your mission is-confined to 
peopling this island* ’ and to implant 
my worship in the minds of those to be 
born. * * * ■ i - : . • .

“The night:"had »tame.The birds 
were silent in the trees. The Lord was 
satisfied, for the birth of love had pre
ceded the “union of the'sexes.” ■

• “Adima and.Heva’-lived for "gome 
time in perfect: happiness -* ’ .but one 
day a vague disquietude began to creep 
upon them. ” ? Letu(l4yander through 
the island, said 'Adlmiu’nnd see if we 
may not find some, "place' even more 
beautiful _than thiri< He|a followed her: 
husband; .*.•.» but »¿a ¡they advanced 
she was seized- -wi^]>strange -fears; 
‘Adima,’ she said;.‘Ipfeus go no farther; 
it’seems to me w^ar® disobeying the 
Hord? _ ‘ ? I
? '’Fear not,"' saidjAd|jp. ? And they 
journeyed on. - . ’ 'U ►

Arriving at'-lhe.-eiitremlty of the
island they beheld- a- 
row arm of the seá’* - 
derere1. sited

h and nar- 
ic.two wan-

TWILIGHT.

The: day dies.slowly, westward, its radi- 
> ’ - ant dying smile ■ -
The hovering clotfds reflecting, as shad- 

ows grow, the while; - .
The tree-tops rustle softly,- there’s a

■And the fragrance.:,of ’the clover is’ 
. . heavy on the' breeze. ■ 
The lullaby of nestlings; the cricket’s 

note of cheer, , ■>
-And the firefly’s; "fitful candle, all tell; 

:•■ that night is near. . y '
The blossoms, incense-laden, quaff deep’ 

. the grateful dew, ■ ' ' :
Then softly fold their petals, and dream;

■ ’ the darkness <thrpUgh.,
;A11;-Nature greets; her. 'guerdon, and, 

. fearless sinks to rest; < -
. Sounds there' no echoed promise within i 
0 the human- breast?

. —H. Estelle Dudley,. in Mind/'

So-Called Evil Is Declared to Be a 
Blessing In Disguise—Great Disasters 
Held to Be Warnings to Humanity— 
Observance of Law Will Bring Har
mony.
If there is any universal plan, [as set 

forth in the Record-Herald] any crea
tor, any law of design and evolution, 
then certainly “whatever-4s is best.” It 
things exist which are not best, then 
God, or Nature, or the All Force, is 
mocked. If I build an air ship through 
long years of study and toil, certainly 
each of my models is best—at the time 
it was made. My model of to-dav is 
best, but it may not be the best to-mor
row. To say that "whatever is Is best” 
does not mean that there is no progres
sion, no advance, no striving for some
thing beyond.

The Iroquois firo horror was “best,” 
for it was necessary—necessary to the 
progress of the future—necessary to 
save thousands of lives in coming gen
erations. Now theaters are-safe. Be
fore that holocaust they were fire traps. 
The same can be said of the Slocum 
disaster; but no one wants that disaster 
repeated. AR so-called evils, as the so
cial evil, thievery, murder, etc., are les
sons for humanity; there would be no 
Improvement without them; hence they 
are "best.” They follow because laws 
are broken; laws are broken because 
mankind Is densely Ignorant.

Every so-called “evil” Is a.blessing In 
disguise. I touch a hot stove and “evil” 
follows. All evil is caused in the same 
way—the only difference is in quantity 
and quality. There Is no difference in 
thé b^slc cause. A pile of rubbish and 
a“ conflagration are.causéd by the same 
force—both are the same "evil.” ..When 
man learns how to handle fire there will 
be no more conflagrations. Conflagra
tions are very usefill, even when they 
burn up our fpiends and relatives.

When all law is obeyed there will be 
no more "evil”; evil, per se, does not 
exist; it is only, the operation of law 
which gives us discomfort. If the.oper- 
atlon of the law gives comfort, it is 
good; if discomfort, it is “evil." .

Hence there is no such >thlng as 
“good” or “evil." What is your “good” 
is my “evil.” What is "good” to-day is 
“evil” a thousand years- from now. 
What is "evil” in America is good in 
Japan, '

I write these lines so that some read
ers who are students of. human action 
will have a clear understanding of the 
nature,of “good” and “.evil." -When it 
is clearly understood that law rules su
preme; that all events are the result, of 
law, then it will be understooà that 
“Whatever Ib is best.” /

Let us hasten the day;, when ’ignor/ 
ance and superstition will vanish and 
when outraged nature will no ,longer 
Raye cause to bring upon us visitations 
which are ripple.asant, and hence '.’evil."

Nature, God, law, omnipotence, is bè- 
nefleent and ever ready to shower un- 
riumbered blésslngs on-mankind—when 
mankind Is ready. These .. blessing? 
will-follow 'when -violations of law 

'ÔCQS6» • :... - * ,
' ;“Lèt-'tis-'walk"in thé . light."
:. ’Let’ us do something.

Let us remember that riothing “hap
pens.”- * ,- '

Let us remember that the only 
“evil” is “ignorance.”

-Let us remember that natufe ls not 
malignant-and that "evil” is not an en
tity. :

Let us remember that nature Is no 
respecter of persons; the rain falls on 
your farina as well as on the farin. of 
that wicked neighbor.

L*t us remember that man alone of 
all created things is the only discord in 
the universe. '

Let us remember If man were out ot 
theAway that this old earth would smile 
in'everlasting and perpetual happiness, 
and that heaven would be at hanfl.

Let us remember this question: Am I 
helping to make .garth a: heaven or a 
hell? If I and all like më were out of 
the way what kind of a place would 
this earth tie as a Æsidence?

. E. E. CAREY.

Various Passing Matters of Interest 
Mentioned.

AGITATION OF THOUGHT.

Do Women Influence Men More than 
- • .. Men Influence Women?

• This topic has been discussed In the 
New-York Evening Journal,-and much 
light has been thrown on the subject 
pro and con. In a superficial way it 
would seen that men wielded the great
er influence. as women will exert them
selves arid put themselves out more to 
please men than men will to please-wo
men. .. • - '
"But delving .beneath the seeming to

the- real,' is it hot true that a man can 
fee judged, by the kind of women that 
nave-come- into his life? If he has had

After a careful reading of The Pro
gressive Thinker of May 20, my 
thoughts were so stirred that I must 
give some of them expression. The is
sue is full of truths and facts, as is ev
ery other'. The unpleasant agitation of 
the fraud question was shown me many 
years ago, as my friends here can tes
tify. My spirit guides stated that tiie 
inside of all that is impure- will bo 
turned out to public view, it will cre
ate a stench but will clear away and 
leave thq atmosphere clear and pure. 
It is here now, and I sincerely hope the 
clearing up will soon take place, and 
rest from these turbulent conditions 
and their unpleasant effects, be real
ized.

In Mr. Tefft's clear-cut article on 
“The Power of Thought," many truths 
are expressed. We know the power of 
pui e thought for good and impure for 
evil lesults. Our plea, therefore, is 
that all persons may- think pure i 
thoughts, that better things may be re
alized.

It is pleasing to note that all truly 
spiritually minded men and women do 
recognize the power of God in directing 
humanity’s destiny, supplying wisdom, 
truth and strength for all necessary ser
vices, from the universal stores. Mrs. 
Waisbrooker’s assumed task of placing 1 
tho world on the right track Ib strength 
spent unnecessarily, but the good sister 
has a perfect right to her own opinions, i 
I feel certain that the world is running 
its course all right, in accordance with l 
the rules of progression; but a largo 
portion of the people whose moral re
fractions keep them in the rear and en
meshed in.dense conditions, thus In dls-' 
cord.and discomfort, Is what gives the 
world its dark shades.

It is useless to worry whether Jesus 
the Christ or any other mighty spirit 19* 
the ruler of the connected world sys
tem of this eterntiy. Truth is mighty 
and prevaileth ip God’s own time, and 
these especial truths will have their scl- ; 
entitle demonstrations in due time. [ 
Preparations tor the same are in prog
ress even now, but when it will be can
not be staled, as it depends on the ful
ler knowledge of the electric currents . 
by those engaged, in that science, for a 
union of the active magneto-electric 
forces from the earth and the elements 
Ib necessary that these substances 
from above and below may be brought 
into conjunction for said demonstra- I 
.tions which in time will work-in as nat- : 
ural a process as., wireless telegraphy ; 
and pll that is accomplished on those ; 
lines -and what is worked at by many, 
students, which I see in ..the world’s 
rriind realm,on Its specific lines of 
thought output and supply..
This sister says, “Spiritualists are a; 

result of an existing system which rests 
largely upon the obsessing power of the ~ 
Chrisyan idea.” It is amusing to what 
extrejnes.-'this obsessing idea is 
^trained. It is a fact that I think . ail 
medluips qt--least, uqd’erstahd Lvlz;,. that 
our sensing truths arid seeing tfifngs 

depends on each Pile’s 
development and acquired conscious 
ness of what is about them in the spir- - 
itual and material realms of associated 
life. Our quests for ptre truth are sat- - 
isfled in accordance with our sincere, . 
unselfish efforts to find and to realize it 
as truth when it is given or beheld. 
From different viewpoints the same 
things are seen differently by the-stu
dious observers. From my point of 
.view, Spiritualism is not belittled by 1 
claiming It to be the foundation of 
Christianity. It is so in truth, but/if 
Christianity has not buiided properly 
on Its foundation and the present con- : 
tinuation of the work then begun is. car-, 
ried forward as the order of true prog
ress demands, then the credit and vic
tory are realized where they are earned.

Works, not words of inharmony, avail 
in the present conflict between truth 
and error. To be a Spiritualist by 
merely believing in the return of and 
communication with our departed 
friends counts for nothing in these tri- , 
als through which the world and her । 
people are passing even now. Spirit- i 
uallty Is needed to win out.

In the excellent lecture by Mr. J. , 
Clegg Wright, I find much correspond- , 
ing with what I am taught by my spirit ' ’ 
teachers. It is clothed in a little differ- , 
ent language, but in substance is about 
the same.

I feel a happiness come over me as 
the earth conditions are removed from 
my senses and'I am in the superior 
state seeing an army of bright angelff 
coming earthward, scattering truth and ' 
blessings all the way, and I feel to say:i 
Oh, the riches of wisdom that are 
.brought to earth through human minds

a goo d home during-' the formative b? inspiration! The very mysteries oi 
years of hls life, if .blessed with a ten- creation are revealed and man learns-
der-mpther and loving sisters, dohis 
actions riot show the result of these in-

himself and his true place as a factor'

I

go and taste them. Heva, trembling, 
besought Adima to do nothing that 

“might irritaterihe Lord against them., 
Are we not well here? Wherefore seek 
other things?. •

.“True, replied Adima, but we will 
come back,” and approaching the rocks, 
Heva followed. " ; /

“Then, placirig his . wife upon his : 
shoulders, he proceeded- to cross the 
space that divided¿Miri from the object 
of hls desires. ' ' ;" ;

"No sooner did they touch thè shore 
■than trees’,'flówersji birds^ “all that they 
had seen from the opposite shore, van-' 
ished in an instant; the rocks by which 
they had crossed stink ’ Iffineath tho - 
waters? / . ' A
- “Adima threw himself, weeping, upon 
the sands, blit Heva-came to him, say
ing, Do not despair; let us rather pray 
to the Author of all things, to pardon 
us,’land as she thus spoke there came 
a voice from the clouds, saying:

“Woman,, thou hast only sinned from 
love to thy husband, whom I command
ed thee to love, and thou hast hoped in 
me. I .pardon .thee, and him also for 
thy sake!”

Which will we accept as the “Word of. 
God,” this beautiful veYsion of the Hin
doos, or thè garbled, untruthful vefsion 
accredited to Moses ln-our Bible,.where 
not one word can be found which prom
ises immortality or continuous life to 
man. ,

Which the most worthy to worship, 
tho Lord God, with his mouth full ot 
curses; cursing the woman and the man 
ani-the' ground from 'which he was 
taken; or the Being who sayVI pardon 
thee,nnd him also for thy sake.”

Onset, Mass. ■ JAS. H. YOUNG.

Modern civilization rests upon physi
cal science; take away her gifts to our
country, end our position- among the 
leading aatlona; of the world is gone to
morrow; Yor it Is physical science that 

.nnd mord. energy

fluences? Qn the other hand 'if ' de
prived-of'these'HtaSings are riot the 
results equally manifest?

It rests with the mothers of our land 
to determine what the future genera
tions will be. but-women must be polit
ically free in order to best wield .their 
influence. Some people, assert that the. 
home is woman’s sphere, arid it is true 
that here her power is potent, but she 
may guard her sons and daughters ever 
so faithfully in the home, but .the mo
ment they enter the street she has no 
influence “whatever in saying what may 
befall them there. .She is taxed; yet 

,has no right to say that the’streets 
shall be safe for her childrento enter. 
Temptations are on every ..hand/'arid 
she is powerless to change affairs.

Throughout all nature the feminine 
principle is the attracting one; the 
masculine gives, the feminine receives. 
Only as brute force and man-made laws 
which make women the inferior arid po
litically and financially . dependent on 
them prevail, has this . intuitive ■ law 
been reversed. Now that intellect 'is 
holding sway over this brute force, and 
women are asserting their God-given 
powers are we returning to the natural 
and discarding the superficial,

If women would train up their sons in 
the thought that war was brutal and 
that the .lulling of their fellow-men was 
a stain upon their souls to be atoned 
for In the future life, how long do you 
suppose wars would last? Not a day. 
Peace conventions would be dnneces- 
sary, huge armies and navies would be 
djsbanded, warships would be convert
ed into merchantmen, and guns and 
swords rust from disuse. It is the fool
ish women in every land who urge their 
fathers,, husbands and sous on to the 
battlefield,-who are responsible in . a 
large measure for our bloody wars.

A mistaken sense ot honor, and tho 
sound of-the tramping feet, the-glim
mer of the trappings and the sound of 
the bugle urges women on to part with

in all the mighty universal operations. 
MRS. M. KLEIN»

Van Wert Ohio. " j

IMPROMPTU.

’Twere vain to wish thee, lady fair, 
A life of cloudless bliss—

For night will surely follow day
■ In every climejike this;
Our brightest sun goes down ’mW» 

clouds,
Our smiles give place to tears, 

And oft amid our sunniest hopes 
’ We cherish idle fears.

May every blessing heaven affords 
Descend upon thy brow,

And all thy pathway ever be
As flowery as now;

And sometimes, when In holy dreams
All nature seems to be, -

And heavenward thou hast fixed C 
thoughts,

- I pray remember me.
IRENE CLIFTON.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

of peace rather than war, will change 
all this as time rolls on. Arbitration 
will then prevail. The-use of liquor 
and tobacco Could be abolished in like 
manner.

But women do'not realize their pow
er; they, seek approval of pen and ca
ter to Their ideas, little realizing that if 
they but knew it, they could set the 
pace and men would gladly .follow. It 
must be done by winning and attract
ing, not by scolding and nagging.

LIDA BRIGGS BROWNE. ,

gy their loved ones. Right pre-natal cnl- 
' "tare ¿nd education of boys in the arts

• Friendship must be something else 
than a society for mutual improvement 
—indeed, it must only be that by tho 
way, and to some extent unconsciously. 
—Stevenson. „ ■ -.

Nothing ever happens but once in 
this world. What I do now I do once 
for all. It Is over.and gone, with all its 
eternity- of solemn nleanlng.—Gariy le.

J



Mr. Bovina’s Briol Reply to Juflae Dunn

MORE DAMAGING EVIDENCE. '

'Hot Springs; ArkP

fled, put it down in your book that you

call

sev-

medlum. . But I wish to say that 1

test conditions; for I can never again 
trust her after detecting her so com
pletely .in her deceptive acts in my owni^nd if Old*Clootie’s claws yot^d slip, 

■ Remember to face him right,

rule,
But there’s good sound logic in this, 

One swift hard blow to an utter fool 
Persuades him more than a kiss.

My suggestion on this fraud question 
is, that every medium aspiring to public 
recognition should first submit to an ex-

hip, '
If that man stood up to fight!
—One ot the Worms That Turned.

______________ , house, and pretending that she was 
rbr the devil got never a man on the clothed in the livery, of heaven.

ifm not a Quaker—and thanks for 
that— z .

¿For I’ve found this thing is a fact: 
There are some affairs you’ll be stop-

A Statement From a Prominent Spirit
ualist of Hayesville, Iowa.'

Yes, fighting is wrong, as a general to have psychic materializing powers, 
’ still I will never again sit in one of her

circles unless she sits under absolutely

A HINT TO HANG AN ACTION ON. FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS OFFERED

To the Editor-—Judge Dunn, I see, and I believe the public are of the same 
presents another long-winded, well-opinion, as I have failed to see one ex
written but nonsensical article full ot pression supporting you or your argu-' 
....................  * —♦>'“ meat. '

his cause.
I repeat what I have prevously stated 

that Winans acknowledged to Eastman,

„.ri'.

betted'do'-t'you to'say to yomri'Stand by your-guns” in
w?nt‘Bt“ta you nbt take the C. E. Winans controversy. I know 
vour chent’s own word for this? When by my own- personal experiences with 
?? Ki has used this nara- him that you know what you are talk-

Thé- R&igion.oH .

The Court of Inquiry
5br a number of weeks we have con

vened the Court of Inquiry in these col
umns, and not only have we found each 
session of special interest to our read
ers, but there has been shown a great 
advance in the trend of feeling and in
quiry regarding the phenomena of Spir
itualism and more especially the phase 
known as materialization. We have 
found the key-note to be “Truth, Pure

• and Simple.” Truth, be it ever so | 
small, and only Truth. This is no 
“fraud hunt," but a calm, serious con-, 
sideration of a vital question, and Spir
itualism must profit by IL

Crisis Pending in the Ranks of Spiritualism.

> “hot air,” but no argument except the 
, one and only one presented by him in 
• his first tetter: Was Winans conscious 

. j or not when he paraded his seance 
■ room clothed in cheap, dirty garments 
¡ of his own design and manufacture? 
i This is the point on which hinges 
I Dunn's entire argument, and this point 
I has been discussed pro and con, by 

■ I many of our most worthy Spiritualists, 
and I am sorry the Judge could not 

7 have advanced some new thoughts for 
- I discussion in this second epistle, . as 

this subject has been devoured and 
thoroughly digested to the satisfaction 

. of all, I believe, except, possibly the
Judge himself. Winans Is the only in
dividual who will ever positively know 
the correct answer to this query, and 
1:1s own statements on the subject do 
not seem to satisfy this champion .of

J ‘ Í > 1 n p* ' >-

A MysteriousOcuilttorrence
, - .... ri---- ——. «id ■ io. ■ u

One that Has Not as yet Been Solved^ and Which 
Seems to Illustrate the Exercise dt Some Occult 
Power Outside bf the Material «Plane of Existence. 
A Narrative that Reads Like Wclwaft Stories of 
Ancient Time's. .hv

- • II S» ' •
Ab Fender and Miss Millie Goings 

will be married at Whitesburg, Ky., 
next Wednesday if—1- ■

Following that “if” {as set forth in 
tho Chicago Tribune] is a strange, 
weird story, aud a mystery which has 
puzzled Whitesburg and most of the hill 
people of ¡Letcher county for the last fit; 
teen months.

Somebody, or some organization, or— 
the superstitious'people declare—some 
evil spirit does not want Millie Goings 
to marry Ab Fender and is striving by 
means of the queerest plan ever con
ceived to keep them apart. Five times 
in the last fifteen months the young

saw him tjpd wa^opvinced of the truth 
of his story., '^ogeihep they discussed 
■the strange case .'and decided that some 
unknown enemy, had plotted the kidnap
ing, hoping that ..his disappearance 
would cause MUI/0 te throw him over.

Lured by his Sweetheart's Voice.
The wbddih'g 'date was next set for 

April 4. Ab purchased another wed-

3 * w 5Í3.KS S.

ANOTHER 8ÍRANGE CASE.

The Spirita awl Money.

THE CHURCH OF THE FUTURE.

Abstract of Lecture by Miss Elizabeth 
Harlow, Before the Warceeter As

sociation of Spiritualistic

Wlnans is a rank fake and has been 
for twenty years or more, so say peo
ple from various parts of the 'country 
who have so written me; one of these 
letters I enclose to be published in con
nection with this article. ' Dunn himself 
refers in his first epistle to an exposure 
made of Winans in St. Paul some years 
ago.

If we hear from you again. Brother 
Dunn, please give us some new idea and 
thought for discussion, as the Winans 
case Is worn threadbare, and Winans, 
the fake medium, has literally ■' been 
eaten up and should be scratched from 
the list for ever. ' F. C. BOVING.

couple has planned to be married, five j 
times the date has been-set, live times 
the guests have assembled, and five 
times, on the eve of the wedding, once 
within ten minutes before the cero- ' 
mony was to have begun, Ab Fender 
has suddenly disappeared. Each time, 1 
after two days, he has- returned to 
Whitesburg; a little disheveled, a great ! 
deal angry, and wild for revenge.. Each 
one of the five times he has been seized 
upon by an unknown person or persons, 
and carried away Into the Blue Ridge 
fastnesses' to the east of Whitesburg, 
along the Virginia border. Yet not 
once has Fender had even a glimpse ot 
his assailant or assailants, nor has he 
heard a voice speak'"Most of the time 
he has been only half-conscious, and 
each time but one Ue has come to his 
full senses in some out of the way gorge 
or in some deserted -cabin and found 
himself alone. - ' -
Puzzled to Know Cause pf Kidnaping.

The strange, part of it all is that, in 
-the country of feudists and bitter en
mities and sudden quarrel, Ab Fender is 
not known to have even one.enemy, his 
genial good nature.and his sunny dispo
sition,- his willingness to help, his kind
ness and generosity, as well as his good 
looks, having made him friends in all 
parts of the county and with all fac
tions. But stranger than that is the 
fact that, except Ab,.Millie Goings has 
no suitor, no acknowledged lover; al
though she has admirers by the score. 
She is one of tiie prettiest girls in all 
Letcher county, and, as, a girl, the boys 
from both sides of the Blue ridge were 
her admirers. Callers flocked to the 
home of Arthur Goings, her father, 
three miles across the valley from 
Whitesburg, when she came into full 
bloom of womanhood, but none of them 
ever had a chance, as Ab. Fender was 
recognized as her fayòrite.

Ab, Jolly, kindly, handsomé, is one of 
the “best fixed” young men in all the 
Blue Ridge region, and his timber lands 
—since he got an opening to the rail
ways across the mountains in Virginia 
—have made him a wealthy .man—-for 
that district

ding outfit, and, in the . busy prepara
tions for tiie'ceremony, they almost for
got the kidnaping, although Millie 
begged Ab‘ to be careful, fearing that 
some injury ihjgbt be' done him. He 
promised. Again they planned an 
evening wedding and again Vance Mul-
lenix was chosen as best man. This 
time Vance' pt'aiil in .the room'with Ab 
until, he was attired; and together and 
on horseback they, started to rlde to the 
Goings home, where the minister and 
guests were Waiting.

Two miles out' of . Whitesburg they 
stopped to gjve. their horses a drink in 
Distillery run, which flowed down 
through a wild gorge- They had been 
riding side py, side and both were 
armed. Dusk had fallen and the shad
ows were getting deeper in the woods. 
Suddenly from up the gqj'ge came a 
wild scream: “HeJp. O, Ab, help!"

“My God, it's Millie's voice," said Ab, 
grabbing his revolver, leaping from his 
horse, and starting toward the spot, 
running through, the shallow water. 
"Come oq, Vance, they’re stealing her," 
he called back.

Vance was pfter him in a minute. 
They went crashing forward up the 
creek? following, .the- sound of the 
screams.. , ,, ''- . ’

Suddenly. Vance, ceased to hear any 
sounds. . The. noisp Of Ab tearing 
through'the upderbrush along the creek 
had stopped and so had the screams. 
Wild with fear, Vphce ran forward. In 
vain he searched and called tor Ab. 
Thore was no pound. , After fifteen min*- 
utes' frantic hunt he retreated to the 
road and galloped rapidly to the Goings 
household and rajsed ' the alarm. All 
the guests set,out tp find Ab and rescue 
him. Npt a trace was to be found. His 
footsteps endqd suddenly in a piece of 
soft ground along the creek.

Superstitlous'Blarne Evil Spirits^ .
' AI! that flight .and the next day the 
guests and neighbors searched', but 
there wp^iio Blew. The superstitious

I was reading to-day in Tho Progress
ive Thinker the article from Mrs. Rey
nolds of Puyallup, Wash., giving nil acr 
count or going to a Mr-pintons' and 
while there the spirits taking a $10 gold 
piece and hiding, it under the carpet, to 
prove tiieilr power of return. I think 
some of my experience in that direction 
will malto ¿ocid. reading. I have a 
ranch at Alpine, some thirty miles from 
San Diego, I.have. my. office and rooms 
in San/Dlego as a magnetic healer. 
Mrsy'Bailey, my wife, has been sorely
afflicted for some time. She felt she 
ought to go to the ranch for a season, 
leaving me at Bah Diego." About the 
first, of Al>ril sh.e sent for me (she is a' 
strong psychic also),, was feeling much 
worse,; so I went-' j .had in my purse 
$30 in bills—$20 and $10. I changed 
my clothes for a rough suit to work in. 
For three days I never thought of my 
money which ! left in my pants in the 
wardrobe, till I wished to use IL Then 
I found it gone—nowhere to be found. 
We laid' the occurrence to some spirit 
joker, as suclr tricks through my wife’s 
mediumship, had been done before.

A few days'afterward I-went back to 
San Diego; as I found I had to break up 
business there, and go to the ranch to 
care for her. ' So I went down to close' 
up, sell some goods and take others 
home with me. There was at the ranch 
a wash stand, a match for our bed-room 
set at San Diego; so she sent it down to 
me. While I was varnishing and clean
ing up the set, I pulled out one of the 
lower drawers of the washstand, and I 
saw a newspaper behind them. I took 
it out; there dropped therefrom the$jj) 
and $20-bills, A day or so after I 
was showing a friend who had called in 
to see me, how I had found my money. 
He said, “What's that -in the lower 
drawer?!’ I looked and there was a 
$5 gold .piece lying right in the center 
of the drawer. > Now I have not had a 
gold piece for months in my possession. 
That stand was brought down in a farm 
wagon lying on its back, so the gold 
piece was-not likely to stay in the 
drawer -very long.

. This shows what power over matter 
the-spirits have, when the proper mag
netic elements are in their favor.

Alpine, Cal. DR. H. M. BAILEY.

Man has speculated to the past, and 
there are many, speculations today as 
to what will be tho church of the fu
ture. My friends, let us suggest ; a 
foundation tonight for the church ot the 
future, The churches in the past have 
been built for God; let-the church of 
the future be built for man. God needs 
no church, for he has the boundless uni
verse as his temple, tiie wonderful sym- 
phony of stars and planets, as, pipe or
gan and choir, and all that has been re
vealed through counless ages as rev
elations,

When we seek to define this over
ruling Power, this Divine Principle of 
this Universe, we seek to define some
thing that is incomprehensible. And 
yet there are many individuals in this 
world today who claim to know all 
about God, what he has been doing 
through countless- ages, and how he 
will operate in the future.

.. The Principle of Life, this Law of the 
Universe which has existed through all 
time, and will continue to exist through 
all Eternity, how can we define it? The 
quarrels and dissensions which occur 
in the churches, and the division among 
Spiritualists at the present time, are 
all brought about as soon as we seek to 
define, confine, or limit this Principle 
of Life.

How much blood has been shed, tem
pers lost, the friendship of years bro
ken, by a discussion ot the God ques
tion. John Calvin could stand in the 
arrogance and dignity of his supposed 
superiority, of culture and position, and 
calmly witness the burning of Sorvetus 
at the stake, simply because ServetUB 
claimed “Christ was the Hying son ot 
God," and Calvin proclaimed, "Christ 
was the-son of the living God."

And when in 1848, Modern Spiritual
ism was born, in answer to the ques
tion which came rolling down through 
the ages, “If man die, shall he live 
again?” all who claimed to talk with

ire acknowledgesjie has used this para
phernalia about a dozen times, he must 
have bten conscious on some occasions, 
Oven 'if not on this one, and isn’t he just 
as guilty for having used them con
sciously to swindle others at other 
timds and places? Please do not re- 
hash this methods and practices, together with
subket^nd then if you™ re not satis- the absolute proof of fraud throughout 

that you the whole of his work. The editor of

ing about. But you must not flatter 
yourself, that you have succeeded in ex
posing him. It can’t be- done by any, 
one person or community. My wife and 
I tried it nearly twenty years ago 
through the spiritual papers, giving de
tailed , descriptions of his fraudulent

never will be.' ' .
Mr. Dunn thinks it strange that my 

claim of Winans having confessed to 
Eastman, Hallman and myself the use 
of the paraphernalia, that Dr. Eastman 
did hot mention the fact in his first let
ter For Mr. Dunn’s enlightenment I 
will state that the confession took place 
about a week after the article signed by 
Eastman and myself was written, also 
that the week following the publication 
of my letter mentioning this confession, 
appeared a tetter from Dr. Hallman tes
tifying to the truth of the statements 
made by me. It seems that Judge Dnnn 
requires a statement to be repeated and 

■ rehashed many times before he is sat
isfied, just aS the only argument ad
vanced in his first article is again ad
vanced and is his only argument in his 
second. He wishes this subject gone 
over and more time and space devoted 
to it. I think, Judge,, you had better 
.strike a new note or quit the race, for 
you have been defeated on all points

New Thought (Moses Hull) added his 
testimony with that of other prominent 
Spiritualists, but ft -Was “no go.” Wi
nans bobbed up serenely within a week, 
with plenty of friends to denounce us 
with all the epithets in their vocab
ulary. '

We took him into our home and kept 
him a month free of charge, and finally 
the evidences of fraud were forced on 
us until, credulous as we were, we had 
to admit it all a bungling fraud. We 
did not attempt to expose him until the 
proof was positive that the whole thing 
was wilful trickery. And I could go 
into the cabinet and reproduce the 
whole show as well as he could, includ
ing all his test conditions.

You have free permission to use my 
name in any future discussion of the 
matter, or if you wish. I will explain 
how he does it

Yours for truth,
' JOEL RICHARDSON.

Hayesville, Iowa, June 30,1905. ■

Appatehtly everyone was, pleased, 
and certainly every one in the district 
rushed to offer congratulations, when, 
last July, it was announced that Ab and 
Millie Goings would be married. The 
date of the wedding was set for Feb. 15 
—on aWednesday, benaiiso Millie’s 
mother "had ¡been married on, ^qb. J5^ J 
also ‘a Wednesday—and. Millie planned 
to be married in the same saffron silk: 
gown and old lace veil that.her inother 
and her mother's.mother, back In Peters-, 
burg, Va., had worn when they were 
married.

First of His Queer Experiences.
AU the plans for the wedding were 

laid. Ab traveled over tiie mountains 
to Manchester to buy life wedding fin
ery and, it Was planned that they would 
take a wedding trip to Richmond and to 
Petersburg. The day of the ‘ wedding 
arrived. It was to be an evening wed
ding, and the young' couple was to 
spend the night at Goings’ home and 
start the next morning oyer the mount
ains on horseback to Glamorgan, Va;, to 
catch the train. Ab' and ‘MUlie were 
together during the ih’ortilng—but the 
women were busy and told’ him not to 
be fussing around the house and sent' 
him away. He kissed ’Millie tenderly 
and declared he would tdke himself out 
of the way until supper time. Then he; 
rode into Whitesburg; treated the crowd 
of men who gathered to congratulate 
him, and went up to his sawmill.. He 
returned to his home in .Whitesburg be
fore 5 o’clock, ate. supp.es., with Vance 
Mullenix, who was to be his best man, 
and went up stairs td attire himself for 
the wedding, which was to take place at 
8 o’clock. ' ? ■ ;.; '

whites ana;the.Ignorant blacks began 
to think that .evif spirits were conspir
ing to pre^nt tire wedding.

Friday flight almost crazed by an
ger, chagrin and; shame at the notoriety 
he had bright won the girl he. loved, 
reappeared? Hiirclpthlng was torn, his 
flesh cut anu brmsed, his hands scarred 
and he shtiWéd çvidenpe of fierce resist
ance. -

This .tim^ .the ‘family, of Miss Goings 
was determined that the match' should 
be broken off. "That’s just whaf they 
want,” de’dlhred gillie. /‘If I refuse; to'' 
wed Ab it1 ‘Will be,just whM the/want 
I love, him Arid am going ttt. iflal’ry him

. may

than his 
first ' "Ï went\tearing àiôhg: ànder the 
buatieS'iny revolver injnrliapd," he 
sa)d,/‘iyhen siiddçnly l inked my head 
to gO. tinder thq lower branches, of . a 
tree. ' JpBtantly I was caùgljt by a .rope . 
ot something’ hpd/jérltéd, ¡ntp the' air. 
Thé rope was partly Around njy, neck, 
but J foughtTis hajd as I could.., ,'rI was 
dragged Up .into J^he tree, put of breath 
and chéked. I remember Hearing Vaiiçe 
running aroufld^n the. ground, yelling, 
and whlstling^'and then I partially'lost 
consciousness, t rèmpinbër being lift
ed through the tree and on.to. the bluff. 
I heard no one speak nor did I feel any 
hands on me... When I recovered this 
morning. I. was on the' banks of Lents 
creek, twelve miles down."

A family, conlprençé was held and ev
erybody epneerne'd discussed the mat
ter. There.' wps/hot a’breath of suspl-. 

1 cion attached io-any one. Thé entire 
affair .was a.piizzie. -, There was a hint 
that Vanda Muilinex plight be interest
ed, as hé had.oiicp askpd Millie to. mar
ry him ¿nd been'refused, but both, Ab 
and Millie, declined to consider that 
supposition,.: It was even hinted that 
one of-the bridesmaids might have in
spired the .attacks through love for Ab 
—but Ab blusblngly denied that such à 
thing was' possible.

minister’s house, and have the cere- 
monÿ performed. They reached the 
minister's house safely and asked him 
to marry them at once. He declared 
two witnesses were necessary. He of
fered- to go for them. The young peo
ple remained together in the parlor 
waiting for his return.

When the minister returned with the 
two witnesses he found Millie alone, 
sleeping, evidently under the influence 
of some powerful anaesthetic. Ab had 
disappeared, Millie did not know when 
or how, Two, days later he returned 
again.

"I was sitting talking to Millie,” he 
said, “and suddenly I caught a whiff of 
the odor I noticed the last time I disap
peared. I turned my head suddenly 
and saw a.shadow fall on the porch. I 
started to step to the window and look, 
out. I remember reeling. The next 
thing I knew I was up by Baxter’s mill, 
in the mountains.”

Éverybody concerned realized finally 
that they were /dealing with some pow
erful enemy. They decided that the 
only way was to guard both the bride 
and -groom carefully, surround them at 
all times with,friends, and keep guard 
onthem.-■ ' ■ ’j-1 '

Accompanied by Armed Guard.
The date of the wedding was set for 

Christmas,night. .Again Millie got out 
"her veil ;and.her grandmother’s saffron 
silk¡ and again Àb garbed himself in the 
splendor of a groom.

.The company assembled , Christmas 
afternoon, thé' men drinking, the health 
of ;|£e/i>ride and groom several tipies. 
Etfery time Ab moved one or two of his 
friends accompanied Jblm. Every man 
in the .party was armed. -

At 7:30 that ..evening Mrs. Clint 
Rowe, .who had been helping dress the 
bride, called down thé stairway: ”0h', 
Ab7 come up and’see how pretty she 
looks.”

With a bound' . Ab started up the 
stairway.'," Now, at' the landing where 
the staiiway,' turns, is a lopg'window, 
flush with tiie flopr of the landing. Ab 
turned this borner and stopped seeing 
his brifle^tahding,' beautiful in the saf
fron silk and the old lace veil, at the 
head . Of the stairs. An instant later 
there was a shriek from the bride.

“Ab's fallen out of the window," she 
• screamed..

TJie women stood motionless. The 
1 men below were slow to catch the

ping at, 
.tTliat can’t be managed by tact. 

TShere are certain creatures—we 
* them men— 

That trouble this world below, 
You’ll forgive them seven times

enty. Then
.jiYoufil have to convince with a blow, 

l.have never believed in a constant 
' ~ row,

’ Or a pesky, aggressive chip,
But if one stepped over the limit now,

’ I’d probably hit ’im a clip
(In a brotherly way) tor I’ve found that 

Plan
■ Can make a man of a clown, 

- And it’s easy enough to forgive a man
When you’ve up and knocked him 

down.

D. Edson Smith,va Prominent Spiritual
ist of Santa Ana, Cal., Offers Elsie 

. Reynolds $500 .to Demonstrate That 
in Her Presence a Spirit Can Ma
terialize, s

To the Editor:—Some people are so 
constituted that they most have per
sonal evidence before they will believe 
some things.

There are some people of great intel
lect, ahd< the highest integrity, who can
not be convinced 'but that Elsie Rey
nolds hasbeen a genuine materializing

KNOW she practices trickery and de
ception; and I have offered her five 
hundred dollars to come to my house 
and obtain materializations while sit
ting under the lest conditions which the 
medium France cheerfully submitted to.

When she submits to these tests, I 
will write you the results for publica
tion. But should these tests prove her

“Principles of light anti Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D, LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight 'to 
-¿onor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture's finer forces are here gathered, 
and made amenable to tho well-being of 

' humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and interest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
Sit is a wonderful work and you win

Malted with it. .

haustive examination by a "committee 
whose integrity and ability is acknowl
edged by the mass of Spiritualists in 
the state where they live. This com
mittee giving a medium who stands the 
examination a diploma, or certificate; 
the same as any other professional per
son is required to have a paper signed 
by competent examiners certifying the 
ability of the person desiring to serve 
the public with, their'powers.

If at any time in the future the hon. 
esty or ability of such a medium should 
be. challenged by positive -proof, then 
said medium should sit under'.any rea
sonable test conditions imposed by the 
sitters, ever after.

' D. EDSON SMITH.
Santa Ana, CsL >

At 7 o’clock Vance, who' was dressed 
and waiting, got uneasy; fearing they 
would be late after a three’ mile drive 
to the scene of the festivities, and, go
ing to Ab’s room, knocked at the door. 
There was no response and he pushed 
the door'open and entered. Not a 
trace of the bridegroom- was to be; 
found. The alarm was 'hastily raised. 
A score of persons wefé let into the se
cret of the disappearance; A' messenger 
was dispatched to the Goings home
stead to notify the bride of the disap
pearance of Ab. ' ' -

Millie was'prostrated.- Her family 
and her friend? thought Ab had deliber
ately run away to avoid marrying her, 
but her faith in her lover remained 
firm, although she was frantic with fear 
that harm had befallen him.
Disappeared While He Was Dressing.

The friends, of the missing man 
scoured the country for. some trace of 
him. An examination, - of - his room 
showed that he had almost finished 
dressing and was-ready to put on his 
coat and’waistcoat when he stopped. 
Vance Mullenix vowed-.that Ab could 
not have left the room or the house 
without hisPknowing it, as hé was wait
ing in a room at the:' bottom of the 
stairs. An investigation to. the garden 
showed footprints; as if someone had 
jumped from .the low porch on which 
Ab’s room faced.

The entire community was ready to 
upbraid (or worse) the recreant lover, 
and there were a dozen - young men 
ready to comfort Millie, but she would 
not listen to them. She declared some
thing had happened to Ab and that he 
would return and explain.

Two days later, at dark, Ab reappeared. 
His wedding finery was sadly soiled 
and torn and he was suffering from 
great excitement and intense feeling. 
He rushed straight- to Millie’s house, 
but the family refused to permit him to 
see her.

His story was a strange one. "I. was 
just finishing dressing,” he said, “when 
suddenly I- thought I heard A noise on 
the roof of the poreh. I stepped to the 
window-and looked out. I saw nothing 
and-leaned out further to look into the 
yard. Then it seemed as if I was being 
strangled and. I lost consciousness. ;

. “I waked up late this- afternoon- I 
wqs in a deserted nigger, cabin on the 
banks of Oven Fork.” ,

The mystery ot the disappearance 
and reappearance of Ab was the won- 
der-of the distrlct Millie's angry rela
tives tried to keep theia art, but she

Secret Ceremony ls Interrupted.
Nevertheless, it Wais decided' that the 

young couple 'should 'be married in se
cret on the., ilext Wednesday morning. 
No one except Ab's mother, Millie’s im
mediate family, and thè minister was 
told. It was planned that thè wedding 
should be arranged so that no one 
would suspect such nothing. The min
ister was to call at the house during the 
morning., Ab jwas to go to his sawmill, 
cross Copperas :mpuntain, and come to 
the Goings homestead by the mountain 
path, arriving ■ at the house at 11 
o’clock, and the marriage was to be sol
emnized before popn. To further de
ceive his enemies Ab-was to wear ordi
nary working clothes and change to bet
ter garments after ..arriving at the 
bride's home. ‘ ■

The program: was carried out exactly. 
Ab went to the room . to change his 
clothes—and disappeared again. He 
was simply gonpoand there was. not a 
trace left of him;-, Friday morning he 
reappeared again, sick, suffering from' 
hunger and-exposnre. He said that, 
while dressing,: hH simply fell asleep. 
He remembered smelling some pungent 
odor just belere te lost consciousness. 
He had waked up.on, the other side òf 
Old Horny ‘indutitnin, on the Virginia 
side, the morning after he disappeared, 
and had been over a day getting back 
to Whitesburg. ' ilv.

The only theoryipossible was that he 
had been Ishloroformed, carried out 
upon the hoof,: and : thence over the 
"leanto” kitchen to the back of the 
house and up thetoountain side. That 
this could ifiave* been accomplished 
Without attracting the attention of 
somebody id the house full. ■ of guests 
seemed; impossibili

- Refund to ^ield to Enemy,
The third disappearance land third 

postponement of the wedding caused a 
great sensation among the ignorant 
people, both whites and blacks, who de- 

■ elared evil spirits were banded together 
against the young couple. Ab was so 
affected that, in h;s desperation, he of
fered to renounce'Millie,1 fearing-that 
he wbuld bring .some calamity -down 
upon her, -but the' girl bravely refused 
to listen and. defflared; they -must fight 
their enemies logeiheri , -• <• .< ■

. It was plannédjthen to delay the wed-, 
ding until .fall «t*.d- watch-and wait for 
Hie enemy.to expose himself. -Nothing

alarm, .but' when .they did they grasped 
their revolvers, sprang out the door, 
and ran around the house. Scarcely a 
minuté had elapsed from the time that 
Ab fell, out' of the window, certainly 
not niore .than two minutes; but’he had 
disappeared utterly. Dick Goings, a 
brother of thé bride, and Sam White de
clared they heard thç sound of horses.’ 
hoofs, beafing on the clay road, but 
whether, they did or not, no one knows. 
It was discovered that Ab’s body had 
been harried over the picket fence that 
separated the yard from the road, but 
the.trail was lost there.

Found In His Bed After Two Days.
The Scare that'time came near break-' 

ing off the match entirely. For an en
tire day-aïnT two nights the search con- 
tinned, then’Ab was found asleep in his 
own bed in Whitesburg. Whether he 
was carried there, or came there in a 
daze, or how long he had been there, 
he nor any one else knew.

The-bride was prostrated from fear 
and the' shock ofzthe fifth destruction of 
their plans,’ and Ab was sick for weeks. 
He had Suffered two broken ribs and a 
fractured arm.

“I was caught by the coat from be
hind and dragged through t&e window,” 
he said. “I was; not falling, but was 
swung out Of the window. I distinctly 
heard some one slip down the steep 
roof of thedittle porch. I was knocked 
senseless when Tbit the ground and re
membered, nothing: more.”

After Ab recovered he and Millie 
talked it ail over. They agreed to get 
married, despite all opposition, and 
they firmly believe that, once wedded, 
the opposition will-cease.

-The date for thé wedding has been 
set for next Wednesday. Guards will 
surround the house and Ab and Millie 
will be watched constantly until the 
ceremony is over. The fact that no vio
lence, beyond what was necessary to ef
fect the capture, has been used in any 
one of the five kidnapings, assures both 
Ab and Millie that whoever is behind 
the .act means them no harm beyond 
separating them.

But they will breathe easier when the 
“I Wills” are said.

happened /and .ti 
.to think that th
them. On Sept 
word to anyone 
would ride into

te jyoung people began 
■ enemy -had forgotten

K

3, without saying a 
the two decided- they 
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angels were denounced as witches, add 1 
yet the truth lives on. i

Let us then build the church of the i 
future for man to use as he may desire; 
it he wishes to go there to pray, he may 
do so. if he wishes to’ conie together , 
and discuss the ethical and spiritual 
problems of the hour, if shall be his 
privilege, and with the God of Lyman 
Abbott, the demonstration of Immortal
ity through Spiritualism, and the Broth
erhood of Socialism lived, we are lay
ing the foundation of the church of the 
future and the religion of the future, 
for all humanity.

When we consider the birth of Ly
man Abbott, and his subsequent edu
cation and environment; his social 
prestige and position, after reaching 
the age of seventy years, to evolve a 
moral backbone large enough to say to 
the world, “I no longer believe in a per
sonal God, but a Principle of the Uni
verse,” in our opinion he stands out as 
a sacred lily in our midst today. Thom
as Paine ascended the mount, and de
scending gave to humanity all that he 
had received. When asked, “Wherejio 
you find God?” he answered, “I see God 
in the mountain, the river, the trees and 
flowers, and in the face of my brother 
man." And again, “Where do you see 
the wisdom of God?” he replied, "In 
the working of this mighty universe;’ 
and “Where do you see his menjy and 

munificence?” again the answer came, 
"“He maketh the sun to shine and the 
rain to fall alike upon the just and th? 
unjust." Apd .yet. the-world today(bas 
not grown to a concept of the God de
fined by Thomas Paine, after one hun
dred and twenty years.

Thoma? Paine and all other noble 
souls who have lived and labored for 
humanity lived alone, deprived of all 
teat was near and dear; persecuted, 
maligned, he llyed his life alone, and 
passed Into spirit life alone, and yet 
the results of his labors are here, and 
he who so loved his brother man will 
continue to labor for the good of hu
manity The year that Modern Spirit- 
.uallsm w.as bom also marks the 
birth of the Woman’s Suffrage move
ment. The gentlemen of cloth de
nounced it on all sides, declaring “when 
woman enters public life she will be un
sexed, the sacred gift, of motherhood 
will be trailed in the dust,” but the 
great feminine element of humanity 
was awakened and such women as Su
san B. Anthony, Julia Ward Howe, Eliz
abeth Cady Stanton, Mary A Livermore 
and hosts of colleagues were not daunt
ed by the denunciation from the pulpit, 
but resolved to continue their work and 
await the result. And the female ele
ment, which is the mother of all life, 
has entered every avenue in public life 
today, and the result is, we have the 
best mothers, wives, and sweethearts 
standpoint, all are co-equal.

We recognize no sex in the spirit 
world, from an Intellectual or spiritual 
standpoint, all are co-eual.

And now, my friends, we have laid 
the foundation for the church of the 
•future, the religion of the future, and 
when that time shall come the brother
hood that exists in spirit- life shall be 
lived here on the earth. But there is 
still one more problem to be adjusted, 

: and that is the industrial problem. 
, America stands today the leading na

tion of the world, the stars and stripes 
the most beautiful flag that floats, the

; "Spirit EChoes/L . My Mattie E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty -seven 
of the „author’s,..latest , and choicest, 
poems. Neatly bqjmd in cloth, and with 
pmtraitol the authpr. Price 75 osia 
; “Ibe Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. . The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on-Hy- 
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
phyMstaas end sgecfisllsta. by 
»Sri 'tasr5 Interest¿find OMUwk

tri

Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals ot his
tory, ancient end modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, "LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD," written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersllea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care
fully:

emblem of liberty. You claim to be a 
Christian nation, you claim to be Spir
itualists, you boast of your educational 
institutions, of your million dollar libra
ries, and yet in every city in your land 
to-day, we find squalor, ignorance, and 
degradation, hungry stomachs, unedu
cated braihs, and we ask, who is re
sponsible for these conditions? There 
is hardly -a strike In your land today, 
but another follows, tho trial and exe
cution of one criminal is hardly at an 
end before another murderer occupies 
his cell. You will continue to enlarge 
your navy, and reach out for territorial 
.aggrandizement until ’ this Industrial 
problem is adjusted and justice and 
equal rights prevail.1 -'Blit when we 
fiflly realize that “all nieh are cheated 
equal, and we live that ' brotherhood 
taught by the Nazarene of old, the 
slums shall disappear, schoobiious® 
shall take the places of prisons,—out 
from those prison doprs shall cothe men 
and women not deformed, but reformed, 
and all humanity will then fully realize 
the true meaning of the words, “Peace 
on earth, good will to man.”

M. LIZZIE BEALS. 
Corresponding Secretary.

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. Tnc paper, cna 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 11.10.

Any four of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1-75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Twelve Premium , 
Books you may Order, price’$2.35.

Any eight of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Tvzelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.90.

’Any ten of the Twelve Premium 
Books you. may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like pf it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Lite in the Spirit World, Vol. 2. .
3--The Encyclopedia ot Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.
*• 5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G". Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hnll and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship ot 
Carlyle Peters ilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, ypu must send In a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

“Talmagean Inanities, jncbngnfltles, 
Inconsistencies, and Blasphemies; a Re
view ot Rev. T. DeWitt and-Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upan~ Spiritualism." By Moses HnlL 
Price 10 cents.

“Right Living." By Susan H. Wlxon, 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It;is 
especially adapted for. use In Children's 
•Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be/benefited by It 
Cloth, $1.

"•Spiritual Fire Crackers, Biblo Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J. 
& Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
TO jrages of racy reading. Price 25 
mta. -

ASTRALWORSHIP
rent discussion of religious problems. The au* 
thor by illustrations and a pianslphere (a repre
sentation of the celestia/ sphere upon a piano 
with adjustable circles), traces most of the 
myths which He at the base of Christianity to 
their origin In sun and star worship. The 
astronomical tacts given possess great value, 
the Hlnstrations rare andpu^lous. T110 book Is 
bound in <5hly one style—heavy boards. Price 81.

Were You Born ftar?
A complete-exposition ot the scienceot Astroi- 

ORV, adapted from the Four Books ot Ptolemy, 
the Astronomer on the art of Reading the Stars, 
with many Illustrations. By A. ALPHEUS. 
Secretary ot theAstrological Society of England 
and America. Handsomely bound in cloth, gilt 
top, with beautiful designs stamped on side and 
tack. Price 11.00. For sale at this office.

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life,

With Character Readings of Per
sons Born Upon the Cusp.

The principles found in this volume arc both 
a science and a religion, for a better and a far 
happier humanity. It points to tbo planets as 
an Index to the human character and liability 
:to diseases; also gives the gems and colors suit* 
cd to temperaments evolved under certain plan* 
cis. But the author, ELEANOR KCRK. lays 
special stress upon the fundamental principle 
tqnt “All maladies known to man can be entire« 
ly dominated, forever cast out. by those who 
realize that mind is the master and body the 
servant,” Price, cloth, $1.00.

The DeveTooment of the Spirit
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. Tbs 
origin of religions, and Weir influence upon tea
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Spiritualism as an Organic Movement Carefully 
Analyzed, Its Errors Pointed out, and Meth
ods Given Whereby It Can Advance to a 
Higher plane of Spirituality and Usefulness.

(Çontinued from No. 815.)
The location of the hall is important, 

ft should be easy of access, so that 
strangers can find it without trouble; 
well lighted and ventilated, and pre
senting an attractive appearance. 
There should be cheerful surroundings, 
and new attendants should be made to 
feel that they are welcome and. that 
their presence is desirable. It is Im
portant, too, that there be harmonious 
and elevating- spiritual influences per
vading the place, so that the lecturers 
and mediums max be enabled to do 
their best. Where the hall is used at 
times for other- purposes not soul-ele
vating, but sordid and earthly and di
ametrically opposed to .spiritual tilings, 
these subtle, miasma! emanations are 
Bure to linger and exert an undesirable 
influence- over any spiritual meeting 
that may be held therein, and while 
only a few sensitives may.he conscious 
of its existence, it affects the whole 
audience harmfully, rendering them dis
contented and unappreciative of the 
truths presented. Verily, it is no- won
der some societies fail.

Tho meetings should be advertised 
as much’as possible, so that people who 
are not directly connected with the so
ciety may be made to realize that it is 
active and progressive, that good tal
ent is provided, that they are welcome, 
for the neglect of this results in small 
attendance and weak societies. Ad
vertising is necessary for the acquisi
tion of new members, without which 
the society will sooner or later pass 
Into decay and pass out of existence.

If by any possibility the society can 
pay expenses without charging admis
sion fee at the door this should, if 
practiced, be abolished without delay. 
For while it requires money to support 
a meeting, those who do not have it 
should not be made to feel that unless 
they pay a certain sum of money into 
the coffers of the society their absence 
Is more desirable than -their presence.

Spiritualism and its-benignant influ
ence should be free, and the society 
Which places a ten-cent barrier at the 
door denies admission to those who 
stand most in need of its comforting 
and cheering message. A Spiritualist 
society should exist for the truths it 
may teach and the good it.may do; not 
for the purpose of seeing how much 
money it can put'into its treasury, The 
society which would bar out the pov
erty-stricken unfortunate by making 
obligatory the payment of a definite ad
mission fee is lax in its duty and not 
putting in practice as “it should, the 
beneficent teachings of Spiritualism.

There is scarcely another-denomina
tion that would resprt to this:practice, 
and 1 fail to see the reason it should 
be the ruje among Spiritualists. The 
helpful Influence of Spiritualism is 
priceless, therefore let it bé spread 
abroad without price, for as well as 
other churches. are supported by vol
untary contributions I believe that the 
people who attend Spiritualist meetings 
qre liberal enough so that they will pay 
their way without compulsion. Gen
erally. a collection will be foynd suf
ficient to defray all expenses. If not, 
then a , subscription , list should be 
passed around ; and if Ita purpose là ex-- 
plained there should be no trouble In- 
Interesting able Spiritualists to make 
up the deficiency. Then socials and 
other.entertainments could also be held 
and would do much toward creating an 
interest in the work and providing ad
ditional funds. Even though the abo
lition of the compulsory fee entail hard
ship at first, the society thât persistent
ly endeavors to have free meetings? 
will in the end become more prosper
ous than the one that clings to the pay- 
your-money-or-stay-away system; for in 
the free meeting the size of the audi
ences will gradually increase until -in 
the course of years the larger attend
ance, all giving according' to their 
means, will providé a larger collection 
than if a certain sum was, demanded of 
each, thus checking‘the accretion of 
new members and keeping the audience 
down to the minimum in size. , The 
very fact that there are several Spirit
ual societies throughout the country 
which do not charge an admission fee, 
and yet hire good talent, and are pros
perous, proves that the practice is un
necessary.

It must not be expected that any im
mediate benefit will be derived from 
having free admission and introducing 
other reforms; it has taken years for 
the compulsory charge and other sins 
cf omission and commission to exert 
their baneful influence as evidenced by 
the pitifully small audiences sometimes 
found at our meetings, and it will take 
years of patient effort to bring dimin
ished audiences and weakened socie
ties up again to their proper size' and 
influence.

I am somewhat surprised that any 
medium worthy of C ■ name will at
tempt to -hold seances at hours that con
flict with the services of the local so
cieties. The medium who holds and 
the Spiritualists who attend a.private 
circle during the same hours that the 
society is accustomed to meet must be 
extremely selfish and have but little 
regard for organized Spiritualism. In 
those places where there are societies 
it should be made the rule to neither 
hold nor attend circles on Sunday. -The 

• public meetings need all thé support it 
. 1b possible to give; and it does not look 

right to neglect them entirely unneces- 
/■'sarily. • • _

I could not consider this article 
complete were I;to omit reference to 

, J the good work that can be accomplished 
by means of the often despised and sel- 

. : dóm appreciated conference meetings. 
: / Propérly managed, it becomes one of 

the most entertaining and -Instructive 
of meetings; and'is of great value as 
a means whereby each Individual can 
give expression tó his views. The dis
cussióne that ensue are often more 
thought-provoking. than' a lengthy lec
ture fróin one point of view would be; 
in the conference you. hear both sides 
of the question presented and must 
use yoür reason to determine which is 
right; when a lecture is. given, many, 
do-not-stop-to question the correctness 
of the speaker's position, and erroneous 

' ideas are thus inculcated. ,
-A spirited conference meeting gener

ally makes clear the'tiuth and exposes 
the error. It is 'a sound argument in
deed in which a dozen or more critical 
minds : can pick no flaws. The confer
ence also teaches us tp be tolerant, of 
each other’s views; and the person who 
cannot listen good humorédly-while his 

- sentiments are being analyzed and crit
icised and opinions expounded contrary 
to his own'has no place In a conference 
meeting—nor, for that matter, any
where else in Spiritualism.

In Grand Rapids there is .held''’each 
Sunday afternoon a conference meeting 
under the efficient management of our 
good friends and co-workers George 
Mid Emma Gibbs whose earnest efforts

along this Jine have done much to show 
to me that the conference meeting can 
accomplish a grgat amount of good, that 
it is not of secondary importance and 
that it should receive attention com
mensurate with that accorded the more 
popular message and -lecture work. 1 
do not exaggerate when I say that at 
this little,meeting, in the course of an 
afternoon I have heard more sound phil
osophy, more true Spiritualism and 
mope convincing eloquence, than Is 
found in many of the lectures delivered 
by speakers who are among the best, 
and whose work is widely heralded. 
The nucleus of a good society has here 
been built with conferences as the prin
cipal attraction, ,

In many small towns, and fair sized 
cities, too, there are no Spiritualist ser
vices being held, merely because there 
are only a few active Spiritualists in 
the place, and they; are. unable to em
ploy and support a medium or speaker. 
Here, then, the conference becomes 
doubly important; in fact it becomes 
absolutely indispensable; the largest 
and most prosperous societies have had 
small beginnings; and through .and by 
means of the conference, wherever 
there are a dozen or even a less num
ber who are interested in the philoso
phy of Spiritualism, there may be awak
ened an increasing interest in the work, 
until eventually a society would exist, 
strong enough, and prosperous enough, 
to engage good speakers and properly 
support them.

Where satisfactory speakers cannot 
be engaged it is far better to hold a 
conference than it is to dispense with 
the meetings or make the irreparable 
blunder'of' engaging an inefficient 
speaker.

The conference meeting is as essen
tial as the home circle. It results in 
bringing new workers into the field, as 
it offers a chance for development, just, 
as the home circle stimulates the devel
opment of mediumship. '

Good management is most important 
in the conference; harmony must be 
kept; the widest possible range of dis
cussion must be allowedfno favoritism 
must be shown; those who show a ten
dency to become abusive' must be re
strained; and those who are reticent 
must be encouraged to express' their 
opinions. In the meeting I have men
tioned it is customary to limit the talks 
to ted minutes each. It has also been 
found desirable to introduce another 
rule-whereby each person is supposed 
to wait until called on-before express
ing his thoughts. This holds"in check 
the impetuous, loquacious person.. who 
perforce must'”shoot oft his mouth” 
merely; because he is. more agile and 
can get'to his feet- quicker than his 
more unobtrusive neighbor. The meet
ings thus move along smoothly; there 
is no hesitation; and all have an equal 
chance.'

Another practice in force which 
might be copied by other societies with 
profit Is that of selecting a subject for 
discussion and announcing it a week or 
more in advance. This leaves those 
who are Interested a chance to become 
informed and get their arguments into 
presentable shape. Where there is no 
subject, or where it is not given but in, 
advance, it Is "necessary to-talk at ran
dom and in an unstudied manner, With 
the result that the discussions are hot 
so profoundly thoughtful, so entertain
ing and instructive, as would otherwise 
be the case. The audience should be 
requested to name any subjects they 
would like to hear discussed; and 
where two or more subjects are pre
sented a vote of the audience should 
determine which is to be first given 
consideration. It is also customary to 
allow the one who gives, the topic to 
make the opening remarks.

One thing more I wish to consider be
fore closing. There is a habit quite 
general among societies of not holding 
any meetings during the summer 
months. That is, for six months a 
great effort is made to get people Into 
the habit of-attending the meetings; 
then the meetings are closed for six 
months so that they may again get into 
the habit of remaining away. Then 
comes a wail that “people don't take 
any interest in the meetings.” There 
is some talk that the camp-meetings 
make warm-weather Spiritualists. Per
haps they do; but this Intermittent 
.method of holding local meetings is cre
ating a lot of cold-weather Spiritualists 
who afo more numerous and more rep
rehensible than the. former class.

I am well aware that for various rea
sons it is difficult to have large audi
ences at all seasons of the year. On a 
hot summer's day only those who are 
deeply interested need be expected to 
attend; there is'no truer test of 
whether or not anyone is a Spiritualist 
in more than name than the willingness 
to patiently endure the discomforts of a 
stuffy, inadequately 'ventilated hall 
(such as is altogether too often used 
by unprogressive Spiritual societies), 
for the-purpose of listening to the 
truths of Spiritualism. When a proper 
hall is provided this difficulty is much 
lessened.

In spite of the impediments in the 
way, it is best to have-a meeting every

1

churches and other buildings for public 
use,¿¡where thé money must in each 
case come from about the same men, is 
In every case a drain upon the private 
resources that should be spent in pro
viding extra comfôits or even luxuries 
for the individual families. The mem
ber of the coming church will know no 
distinction between Ids church life and 
his oidlnary purpuits. Whatever he 
nojv does, with a clear conscience, out
side the church * • he will uien take 
into the-church building. It will be the 
most cheerful, attractive place jn town, 
always open, and the'center of every 
kind of helpful influence.

“Men, wômeri and children will find 
their varied social and intellectual, as 
well as moral wants not only,provided 
for, but catered to. Tn short, the 
church wil} be what it ought to be, the 
hearthstone of the composite lite of the 
community.

“This church of to-morrow will have 
no creed, save the simple one of service 
to humanity. / ’■

“Its pulpit will have become a plat
form, and its preachers will be more of 
a procession than they are now. Apow-: 
erful reason for the fickle .tasteof the 
average audience of to-day is found in 
the motive which brings them to 
church. Our fathers.came.to worship;• 
the preacher was an Incident. We of 
to-day come to be intellectually stimu
lated. Our homes are filled with, the 
best literature; we are constantly’ in 
touch with the thought of the world’s 
.best minds; and, on Sunday, we find 
ourselves dissatisfied with Something 
less '

[And with mediumship the same 
thing is true. The home circle has ed
ucated Spiritualists ,and investigators 
to be exacting; most good tests are 
given in the home circle, there are 
more'mediums, and better and more ef
ficient ones too, working privately by 
means of the home circle than there are 
on the public platform; and the Spirit
ualist society that wishes to retain.its 
good name and the active support of 
thinking Spiritualists must take this 
condition of affairs into consideration, 
and when mediumistic work is given, 
great care should be exercised.that only 
honest mediums and well developed are 
allowed on the rostrum. Every time a 
society engages an unreliable medium 
It means the alienation of people from 
the society, and even from Spiritualism 
ss .well. Though the management of 
the society deem a certain mediujn gen
uine and" satisfactory, yet if there are 
sundry murniurs and rumors of phe
nomena of doubtful authenticity taking 
place through tni.s medium it is well to 
take the side of safety .and hire only 
those about whom there can be no, un
certainty and whose records aré free 
from susjïicion and accusation.]
' “But, unfortunately, med of genius 

are rare; ¡there would never be enough 
of them in any one generation to fill all 
the pulpits, even if the churches were 
able to pay them the amount of money 
which equal ability could command in 
other lines of effort. And bo the mat
ter will be solved by having a local su
perintendent, who ’..with Uis assistant 
will look after the detail work of the or
ganization. But the platform work will 
be done by specialists, very much as is 
done in some of our universities to-day, 
these men being engaged for single ad
dresses long in advance, and making 
a tour of the leading churches of the 
country.” . [be it noted that this is 'a 
commendation of the method .so com
mon among Spiritualists of having itin
erant workers instead of settled speak
ers.]. “The Sundays when^ for finan-' 
dial or other reasons these men cannot; 
be secured, will find-upon the platform 
the leading citizens of the town, who 
will discuss questions of public interest. 
And there will be many musical Sun
days, when the people will get the up
lift and inspiration which le so vital an 
element in living.

“The church offerihg will also be 
relegated to oblivion. The módérn 
church will no more think of collecting 
funds to pay its bills during a public 
service than a well-bred -host would - 
think of permitting his grocer and ca--; 
terer to present their bills at his ban-- 
quet-table between courses, say the sal
ad and the desert.” [In other words, • 
the meetings will be supported by sub
scription, as they should.]

When one Compares the average Splr-. 
Ituallst society, as it is, with the Idéal 
society, as It ought to be, the outlook 
is not very bright and cheering. In 
fact, the gulf se.ems almost too great 
to span. The Spiritualist society'of to
morrow will have a field of labor as 
broad as humanity's needs/ The Spir
itualist society of today is harrow, ex
tremely harrow, sectarian, far more sec
tarian than we realize'; the philosophy 
of Spiritualism is expounded, but sel
dom is: it placed in practiced to thé ex
tent it ought to be; the great humaift- 
tarian and educational moves the World 
over are seldom given active support 
by our societies, and still more rarely 
do they find "their-genesis in organized 
Spiritualism. This is not as it shoiild 
be. As: Spiritualists wc need, to await-

month in the year. It keeps alive an 
Interest in the work. If it is found In
convenient to have a meeting .every 
week then hold a service every alter
nate one, or else once a month. If dur
ing part of the year a speaker can’t, bp 
supported, hold; a conference instead;

’ Never make the mistake of employ
ing a: second-class speaker because the 
size of the audience will not permit the 
securing of a first-class one; Harmful 
as it'Is to cease holding meetings dur
ing part of the year, it - is far better 
than to hdld-a service with an apology 
for a speaker qn the rostrum.

Every thinking' Spiritualist believes 
the day will sometime come when Spir
itualism shall find universal acceptance. 
Then, necessarily, the Spiritualist so
ciety must supplant the churches of 
other denominations. As we strive now 
to master the details of organization 
and make a creditable showing we 
should keep this well in mind, so that 
when we gain the position and power 
possessed by some of the other 
churches we may not repeat the 'mis
takes they are making, of seeking splen
dor more than usefulness, of being'con- 
servative instead of progressive, of be
ing intolerant instead of broad-minded, 
ofprizing most highly allegiance to doc
trines rather than practice of teachings.

A faint conception of what the Spirit
ualist society of the future is to be is 
given in ah admirable article by “A 
Minister’s. Wife," in the December Cos
mopolitan,'- under the title, "Some 
Churches and Their-Problems”:

"In the church of to-morrow will be 
found centered the various forms of the 
social" life -of the community. Club 
rooms * * and halls for. various pur
poses will no longer be required. In a 
small city. of from twenty to thirty 
thousand, people, the duplication of

en, to exercise more, zeal; we 'should 
extend the field of operation of .our',so
cieties; and make. Spiritualism 'more 
useful than'orriamentai. if' ever it is to 
assume its proper station as a religion 
that, brings heaven' to earth,' gives 
hope €o all who listen, .and offers to the 
unfortunate, the unrighteous, and the 
undeveloped, a way to.justice, to right
eous/ and to more perfect life. ,,

It Is not enough that we preach- our 
philosophy; as an organization we 
must apply its principles. The Spirit
ual society will not drlft'intoitsproper 
place; it will take united and persist
ent effort to place it there/- Our.path- 
way is not unobstructed; we must com
pete with the liberal churches. Thous
ands and thousands of avowed-Spirit
ualists throughout the country are at
tending these churches; and'they would- 
not do so without good reasons. - The 
liberal churches must-excel: in ■ some 
particulars wherein the average,'Spirit
ual society is deficient. It is our duty 
to remedy these defects. Among other 
things, at these churches good sermons 
are often preached that contain, much 
of the philosophy of Spiritualism; The 
meeting places are light and. clean: and 
attractive. Above all, Spiritualists are 
made welcome, are not discriminated 
against;: their'support is appreciated; 
Then, too, there is generally better or
ganization than is usually''found among 
Spiritual societies Certain it is- that 
Spiritualists would not desert the Spir
itualist meeting unless their needs were 
better catered to elsewhere. :

The lesson scarcely needs enforcing. 
We must become more diligent; make 
our meetings more attractive; organ
ize more thoroughly. We must excel 
in every point where the other church
es now surpass us—or else remain in 
the rear of the procession. If we want 
to make the Spiritual society the lead
ing church of the future, we must strive 
to have it perfect in every detail, sup
plying the needs of the present that It 
may grow and prosper, considering the 
necessities of the future that-it may 
fulfill Its obligations to posterity "and 
stand in no danger of being supplanted 
by other organizations.

GEORGE B. FERRIS.
- Grand Rapids, MiclK .
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Mo person ewer gets through twenty- 
four hours of Jifa .without galjucfna- 
tions of memory, or .of tie gtn&e^-sane 
hallucinations. They- |na§e: up 
our dreams. We hoe, hear, smell, and 
taste things in our dreams which have 
no reality, but which appear,-, to the 
mind of the di earner to)¿é rea¿

There 1b no such thing as dreamless 
sleeps During the whole coéjinuance 
of sleep the mind. I believe, is.occupled 
with a certain Rind of ®)lnkidg, which 
works round hallucinations. Ey^ery one 
has some di earns wlil<?H1;e! thinks lie 
remembers clearly, and which he can 
recount in a fashion when awakened. 
Usually the dream editing will be ex
tremely free. Often when awakened a 
person will assert that lié has’/iiot been 
dreaming. Nevertheless', aftei:t'a lapse 
of time, he may fememtier 'tliát lié had 
been dreaming and may be able to re
member what he dreamed.; If a,person 
resolves every time he is awakened to 
ask himself immediately, whether, he 
has been .dreaming, he will generally be 
aware that he has just, passed out of a, 
dream.

If there is no dreamless , sleep, then 
it seems to follow that the^brain is un
ceasingly at work ejther in dream 
thinking or ii^ thinking tji^t goes on 
when we aré awake. Bótíi kinds of 
thinking differ much in’different indi
viduals. ’ ’ 1 ■’ ■ '■
,,The continuity of the.thinking part 
of brain work inay appear : to prevent 
that refreshment to the mind:which we 
commonly regard as ¿brained through 
steep. But refreshment may come 
without stoppage of work; .Change may 
be sufficient. In some parts of the 
work of the brain it is .certain there is 
no stoppage. Its work,"for example, of 
carrying on respiration and the circula
tion of the blood never ceases. The 
thinking part of the brain’s, work may 
be regarded in a sense as involuntary, 
though it can be'modified, and directed 
by the will, it is nevertheless independ
ent of the will, to the .'extent at least 
that at no time can we/chpcse whether 
we shall think ór cease from thinking, 
and, like other parts-of thé, work of the 
brain, it may go on without stoppage 
while the life lasts—under control óf 
the will when we are awake and with
out that control when we are asleep.. 
The point Is that thinking is essential to 
the continuance of life. , It need,not be 
the kind of thinking tliat" comes-from 
the direction of the will, but thinking of 
some sort must go bn Jf , life is to con
tinue. We cannot think unless we are 
alive, and we cannot be alive, without 
thinking.

Beyond question .thinking-goes on in 
some parts of sleep, and in those parts 
consciousness is as certainly hot lost. 
Consciousness is coextensive with all 
mental operations and it must exist in 
dream thinking—both in that which is 
remembered and that which is forgot
ten. In thé thinking that goes on in 
sleep there is an absence of. the sense 
of weariness. It seems to.be left free 
to sport and, through (Re free, unre
strained play, as well qs through the 
will’s rest from wor^, . refreshment 
seems to come to what wy cayr¡thinking. 
Dreaming is mental réápatiQ^

It is alleged that during steep valu
able legal opinions havp bee.p,'written, 
difficult mathematical problems solved, 
and poetry and music‘composed. All 
such things íbelievé tq.be Tajaes/ The 
stories of the wonderful balancings of 
sleep walkers on roofi’of 'Houses and 
narrow ledges may be .accepted as de
sires to manufacture the marvelous.

: There is another character of sleep 
thinking that'is of intérest, anil that is 
the lack of moral sense in. Steep. It 
would shock ns to Know the im
proper things "that are _4<^é' in sleep 
with unblushing'effrontery'by tlie most 
proper-people. If the morg},; sense , is 
not wholly sujipresseci I^Bléegjt is only, 
partially active: If the." moral faculty 
were not in abeyance while we dream,' 
then I should Have difficulty in holding 
that dream thinkingls a state of men
tal disorder, because in ail forpis ,,of 
mental disorder' the moral faculty par
ticipates in the disorder.

We almost never feel astonishment 
or surprise in our dreams. We commit 
wicked and immoral deeds, but we áre 
neither troubled nor surprised.

The study of dreams appears; tq lead 
to the following opinions: '

That there is no such thing as dream
less sleep. '

That thinking is. involuntary—to 'the 
extent, at least, that we"cannot céase to 
think under anv order of,the. will.

That thinking/has various character-^ 
istics, these being mainly’duc to the' 
amount of control and 'direction exer
cised over it’bythewlll.' ’ /.

That thére are different qualities of 
thinking, depending on the original con
stitution, or the existing state of health 
of each individual. ’ '

That thinking'never ceases during 
life, and is essential to the continuance 
of life. ' . ’ A .' .
‘ That dream thinking'is Uncontrolled 
and undirected by the will; Is never co
herent and concentrated, is more or 
less of the samé character-as thinking 
In delirium, and constitutes a state of 
mental disorder which is not a state of 
disease. '

That thlnkine, when awake, is al
ways to some extent under control of 

. the will.' - ' ■ ; ;•
That there are many degrees of sléep 

and wakefulness, and as many degrees 
of efficiency in- the cohtrolling and di- 
recting power of the will? '

, That thinking, like breathing or the 
beating of the’ heart, docs not cause a 
sense of-weariness, though all three,-of' 
coursé, have a wearing out effect on all 
the organs concerned. ' * ;

That the will’s inhibitiffg 'end direct
ing work;brings fatfgué und a demand 
for rest. -y ■■

That the . will finds Its- rest and re- 
freshment in-sleep.

That the- frequent occurrence of a 
state of- disordered mind- occurring in 
sleep does nbt do us: hafm, hut, on the 
•contrary;' does us^: :gtjQd.j^Bir’. Arthur
Mitchell, in Chicago Tribune.- 
. Z.- ' .. /:/''-:' /"-' -.ter v'l)
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SPIRIT HELP, de?

A' Marvelous Occurrence Inîmnnéctlbh 
■ ; With a Birdcage. *

. . -¿j; . on/...
• I have a little blr&.is Its cage is sus
pended by a copper -We -tad a. hook. 
Well,. the .wire was getting; -old, : and 
when I fed the bird, thought I must 
get another wire. TRffinextoday I was 
surprised to notice the "wirff- shorter, 
■and the -same tied, -and a: piece of 
broken wire' lying on top of the cage. 
If the wire had brokeg tin theinight, the 
cage would have fallen, so hithank the 
spirits for breaking tftp wirejand tying 
the cage up again, and putting the
broken wire on/ no serw
ants, and my husband hardly ever no
tices the bird at all, so Pknowthe spir
its did the work. ■ rj. : ■' ■

■ MRS. FRANK-GRAFTON.
Tampa, Fla. • - ’

•‘In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually ■ uplifting. Cloth 
feound; ptice *1. - '

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
ne an Event In Life."!1Bjr Lilian Whit- tag. One'of Miss Whiting’s most sug- 
gestivo, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It. is laden witlr'rich. Uiought 
iyl spirituality. .- Price SL
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Review of Passing Events
There is a whale onx-xbibltlon ln Bal- 1 

iimore and the Baltimore Sun takes oc- 1 
casion to preach a sermon to those who 1 
disbelieve* the story ot Jonah and the 1 
whale. That,story lias turnislicd a 
bone of contention, and been taken serl- 1 
ously or humorously according to the 1 
mentality of the receiver. Understood 
as a solar myth, a folk-lore story, it is । 
a pleasing portion ot the child literature 
of the ancient world. As a divinely in- : 
spired writing: it is an amusing story : 
from the delightfully ingenuous manner 
with which it narrates impossible oc-' 1 
currences.

It appears that some visitors to the 
whale have expressed the old criticism 
that the Whale’s throat was too small 
to swallow a man, and therefore the 
Bible is not true. The objection is shal
low, for the Bible does not. say a whale 
swallowed Jonah, but a "great fish." 
It is entirely gratuitous to say it was'a 
whale.

The. writer of the. Sun editorial is 
deeply incensed at the attempt to ex
plain this miracle. He says it would be 
no more difficult for God to enlarge the 
throat of a wliale than to "create all 
things." Ho says:

."The Bible, withstood triumphantly 
the attacks of Voltaire and Hume, hav
ing done that those who believe in it: 
and love It have nothing to fear from. 
the small fry critics who cannot see 
how an Almighty power could prepare 
a fish to work his will. Upon the Bible 
as a Bure foundation,' rest every hos
pital, every church, every institution ot 
charity in the lanfl.” ,

When the editor of a great daily 
writes in such a strain, we call it a blot 
on the intelligence of his'clty and age. 
He has been asleep ten times as long as 
Rip Van Winkle, and has not awakened.

That all hospitals and institutions pt 
"charity are founded by the church on 
the Bible, is constantly reported, yet is 
quite untrue. These institutions are, 
as they should be, with few exceptions, 
maintained by the government.

There íb no question that an infinite 
God could enlarge a whale’s throat, to 
allow á man to pass, and sustain that 
man three days in' the fish’s maw? He 
Could furnish a whale’s stomach into a 
Pullman sleeper, with a. buffet and all 
modern Improvements. The qtiery is, 
Did he do so? '

If such rot is popular in Baltimore, it 
shows a dormancy of intellect quite ap
palling. His conclusion is noteworthy; 
"If any reader of the Sun (Jesire to wit
ness a miracle inestimably greater and 
more marvelous than that of Jonah and 
the whale, let them arise early to-mor
row morning, /at' 2|) minutes before 5 
o’clock, and look In the east.”

If théy should do as recommended, 
would: they see a miracle?

On the contrary they would see the 
supreme activity and power of Law, 
which never swerves or deviates a 
hair’s breadth for all the prayers and 
,intercessions"of man, or the Interfer
ence of gods.

On the other hand we have a whale, 
said to be in a sea which whales never 
enter,.and God specially stretching its 
throat that it may swallow Jonah, be
cause the said Jonah has offended the 
Supreme Ruler of the Universe!

In the density of his'ignorance this 
editor 'opposeg Spiritualism, it would 
be premised that he would. Ignorance 
always opposes it.
"What Say the Scriptures About Spirit- 

ualism?"
A marvelous work would have been 

accomplished had theré been- estab
lished a. spiritual publishing'house, for 
the' distribution of its" literature, put
ting forth'the efforts that characterize" 
the "Watch Towér Bible and Tract So
ciety.” Especial effort-of this society 
has been made against Spiritualism. 
Numerous, tracts-and pamphlets have 
been published and 'sown broadcast 
The distribution has been so wide as to 
be something wonderful.These attacks 
have been from Bible grounds, severe, 
unscrupulous, /dishonést and intensely 
bigoted.: •
• ..The latest,,bearing the title above, is 
a. stronger and enlarged edition. 
Copies have been sent me from Califor
nia, Washington, and Maine, showing' 
that the book has been widely sown, 
and the harm it will do by its'misrepre
sentations and -falsehoods cannot be 
measured. It ip. difficult to meet such 
attacks. Those who read these screeds 
do not see the spiritual papers, and re
main in ignorance that any reply hap 
been' made. The only way is by the 
same means—the sending," out of liter
ature showing what Spiritualism really 
is. If some Spiritualist should be 
moved, to ¿apply even a small tund in 
this direction, immeasurable good 
would be accomplished.

- For Higher Education.
' That jates't'gift of ten million dollars 
of Rockefeller for higher education, 
means a great deal to the smaller col
leges Which have been living at a dying 
rate. We confess that we fair to grasp 
the meaning of • “higher education." 
The highest.educatlon we comprehend, 
is not that which stuffs the head with 
Greek idioms, or with the odd crumbs 
of scientific-facts; that > makes boat 
"crews, football . imllies, or athletes. 
Rather is it arfull.and complete develop
ment of character into ideal womanly 
and manly excellence. It Is an educa
tion: in which loving kindness, thought
fulness for’ others; not only self-helpful
ness, but helpfulness for those requir-. 
ing aid. - The highést édücatlon is a de- 
velopmefit- of the spirit, and makes the 
curriculum of . the schools secondary to 
Its purpose. - ■ .~

■ We do no.t suppose the authorities 
will sqeer . at -the money as. "tainted." 
It mav have been wrung .from' the stó- 
éws of toil,- or represent concrete tears 
of want, yet it will bring good value it 
rightly employed. - ' ■

There is, however, always something 
to; be thankful for. We may be greatly 
thankful in this case' that the Standard 
'millionaire is a Protestant. We would 
be exceedingly glad if be were a Lib
eral or a Spiritualist, but as he-is not, 
we rejoice that he is u Protestant and 
not a Catholic. If he were the latter, 
and had taken the fad to give vast 
amounts to sustain Catholic/ schools
and other institutions, he would give .an 
irresistible^set to the popular current 
in that direction. . *
. The possibility of such an occur
rence is appalling. A vital blow might 
be thus struck at the freedom of this 
nation.. . . ' ' •'

Priestly Advice.
A letter comes from a preacher, one 

Ogelvje, full of warning and advice. 
Such a lettef could be expected of an 
orthodox minister, especially: a fledg
ling. This preacher attempts to. dis
prove Spiritualism by the Bible. He 
brings forward the stock matter of the 
“Witch -of Endor/’ and says she was 
proven an impostor because when God 
sent Samuel “to«cut her to shame/’ she- 
was “frightened nearly out of her wits.” 
If the Bible is to be quoted as authority, 
it should be quoted correctly. Was 
the “Woman of: Endor” frightened be
cause Samuel appeared, or because as 
soon: as "she * entered the clairvoyant 
state, she recognized - Said, whom she 
knew had been persecuting to the death

all her kind? Tho answer will convict 
this minister of the gospel of purposely 
or ignorantly-distorting the language of 
his Bible. ■

His Bible quotations are so prolix 
they are omitted, but his conclusions 
are brief!

‘‘If man seeks to receive this Inter
course in forbidden ways, we may fairly 
presume it is Satanic aid, and for the 
furtherance of Satan’s purposes. There 
is no satisfactory evidence that men 
talk with the departed. The effect ot 
such efforts Is sinful, being contrary to 
scripture/"

In conclusion he says, by way of con
solation: '

“Christ did (converse with spirits), 
and probably was comforted and 
strengthened thereby. We. may if God 
furnishes Hite occasion. Otherwise we 
seek it at peril of our souls."

There is a gleam of truth. Certainly 
Christ conversed with spirits. The dis
ciples were ministered unto. There is 
not a phase of modern mediumship not, 
represented in the Bible. “God fur: 
nishes the occasion”—in the language 
of theology—to us, when our spirit 
friends, come, near and intensely desire 
to manifest their preseiice. The occa
sion is as urgent as when Moses and 
Elias appeared on the Mount of Trans
figuration. . •

After this admission, argument of his 
long and dependent contention, appears 
as waste of time.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Edltor-at-Large N, 8, A.

DR. BABBITT.

This Venerable Spiritualist Passed to 
Spirit Life.

Adwin Dwight Babbitt, physician, sci
entist, philosopher and educator, was 
born in Hampden,. N. Y., in 1828, and 
died at his home in Rochester, N. Y., 
Wednesday morning, June 13, 1905. 
His illness lasted over a month and 
was; brought on by being struck down 
by an electric car.
. His father was aPresbyterlan clergy
man, and Dr. Babbitt in early life con
templated the ministry, but his views 
becoming liberalized, he devoted his 
life largely to educational work, author
ship and to scientific „and philosophic 
study.

He was educated at Knox College, Ill., 
having previously attended school at 
Olean and Geneseo, N. Y.

He founded the Miami Commercial 
College at Dayton, 111., in 1860, which 
bas evei- since ,been a most prosperous 
institution. He left that institution to 
publish'd series of penmanship books, 
and to engage in the manufacture of 
steel pens which he introduced into 
London and Paris which are now known 
as the Spencerian steel pens.

He became interested in Spiritualism 
in 1865 and gave up all other lines ot 
work to devote himself to its philosophy 
and promulgation, chiefly by means of 
his books and other publications.

His masterpiece, “The Principles of 
Light and Color,” was partly the result 
of his own scientific studies, but also 
and largely a work of inspiration, near
ly all the leading principles of the work 
having been given to him directly by 
the higher Intelligences and through 
bis own mediumship. This work alone 
is an imperishable monument to his 
memory and-more lasting than braes or 
marble.

Among the other works which made 
his name famous among scholars and 
philanthropists are the following: 
-Health and Power," "Religion," "Hu
man Culture and Cure,” In five volumes.

Since-1878 Dr. Babbitt has devoted 
himself solely to the study of the spir
itual philosophy and its applications to 
the human life and to teaching his sys
tem of the cure of diseases by "Light 
and Color,” to his private pupils and 
through his books.

He married in 1858 Augusta Darling 
of Cincinnati, Ohio, by whom be had 
five children, two of whom died in in
fancy, and three of whom survive hftn. 
His first wife died in 1876, and in 1879 
he married Mrs. Alden Clark, who sur
vives- him.

The funeral service was private, and 
conducted at his late residence on Ox
ford street, on Thursday afternoon, by 
Rev. br. Austin, assisted by Dr. Dickin
son, a Baptist clergyman who was pres
ent. The body was taken to Dayton, 
Ohio, and burled in the family plot. A 
mighty man in our Israel has been
taken from ub.

Rochester, N. Y.
B. KURSEN.

Letter From San Jose, Cal.
The First Spiritual Union has en-

PUBLICATIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle-
Litajjf SfirM Literata

STUDIES IN THE QUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This, work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its Held 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from ..hem arise to tho 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents, 

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy end the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
H a”^X!> 0R L^D to the LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization" and free thought. It la 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets of 
30 centsVent 18 t0 CathollclsW- Pries; 

ANGELL PRIZE1bONTE8T RECITA-

For humane education, with plan of 
Bv ri™ Oratorical Contests. 

^“dTntGe, Price, 25 cents.
A P°stPald. Address *

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,
Berlin Heights, Ohio. I

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS.
. Ewc'ope<ila of Biblical Spiritual- 

A Concordance to the Princlnhi 
Passages of the Old and New Testa- 
KeTo ptur,ea which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his- 
t°ry of the origin of many of the import
ant books of the Bible. Price SI. 
nr?Ur Blble- Who Wrote It? When

11 Infallible? AtoS 
from the higher criticism. Price Si 

lni.Olie' belnS a combination of 
tlie two books. The Contrast, and the 
Question of the Spiritualism nf th« Bible settled, together with “ series of 
startling contrasts between creedal 
Christianity and the facts and philoso
phy of Modern Spiritualism. Price SI

Tbe Spiritual Alps and How we As'- 
cend I hem, or a Few Facts as to How 
to Reach the Altitude. Price, cloth 40 
cents; paper 25 cents. 1

Joan the Medium, or the Inspired 
Heroine of Orleans, or Spiritualism in 
France nearly 500 Years Ago. A most 
interesting book. Price, cloth 40 cen?s-l 
paper 25 cents. «018,1

Christs of the Past and Present—a 
Comparison of the Christ-work or M<^ 
diumship of Biblical Messiahs Clotk’ : 
35 cents; paper, 25 cents. * !

* PAMPHLETS:
All About the Devil. Price 15 cents 
Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities' 1 

Inconsistencies and Blasphemies A' ' 
Review of Rev. T. . DeWitt and kev 
Frank Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents

The Devil and the Adventists AI 
brief review of some of the recent at
tacks made by Adventists ugon Spirit- ! 
ualism. Price. 10 cents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death and Its 
-To-Morrow. Price, 10 cents.

joyed a pleasing program of lectures 
and question meetings the past month, 
by Rev. Allen Franklin Brown, state 
missionary.

A basket picnic and meeting was 
held at Alum Rock Park, June 25. Many 
gathered around the well ladened tables 
at noon. Hot coffee was served with 
the many good things irom the baskets 
that were made even more relishable in 
the opening.

At 2 p. m., conference was called by 
our chairman, Mr. Jos. Murray. The 
subject, "Why I Am a Spiritualist,” was 
made very interesting by all who re-' 
sponded. The day was perfect. All 
nature seemed to smile upon us ad the 
birds blended their notes with the cho
rus.- All were happy and joyful as they 
'departed homeward, feeling benefited 
by the fresh air and pleasant visit with 
the many friends from both sides of 
life.

In the evening a meeting was held at 
Eagles’ Hall, Mr. Brown giving a very 
able and interesting lecture on “Des
tiny,” followed by psychometric read- 
ings," which were all acknowledged as 
correct. He will speak for the society' 
the first two Sundays bf July, and con- 
tinue his question meetings that are be
coming very popular with the people.

Mrs. Nettlfe Pease Fox will work for 
the Union thè last three Sundays of 
July, and hold Friday meetings during 
the week. She has been In the spirit
ual field many years, and'the people, 
with the interest' of the First Spiritual 
Union at heart, recognize the blessing 
bestowed upon them by having her lo
cated in their city. She is a noble, will
ing ànd capable worker in this grand 
movement. '

On July 13, a reception will be ten
dered Mrs. Fox and- Rev. and Mrs. 
Brown, at the home of Mrs. Cora D. 
Ringlep, 230 N. Sixth street

At a membership meeting held July 
2, Mr. Brown was chosen pastor for thb 
society during the month of August As 
a missionary and organizer, he is unex
celled. While here his address will be
230 N. Sixth street.

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER, 
Cor. Secretary.

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
^History ot the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment ot facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov 
eminent. An Important worh. Paper, 
25 cento; . . . v ■

The Old and the New. Price 10 cts 
BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULL.

Wayside Jottings. Essays and 
sketches gathered from the highways 
and by-ways of life. Price 75 cents -

Spirit Echoes. I” 'Short poems and
sketches. Very beautiful. Price, 75 
cents.

The Spiritual Songster, a small ; 
booklet with words only, adapted to 
congregational singing and circles etc. ' 
Price, 10 cents; 36 per hundred. Post- ; 
age, 60 cents.

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought’ Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re
duced.

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Pingault Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof 
Charles G. Brown. Price 5 cents.

Religion in the Republic. By Mrs.
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture deliv
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Prico 
8 cents. m .

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D?‘ 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary 0:1 the Whole Bible. By. 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.

Revelation Under the Microscope of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. AmesJ . 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad- 
laugh. By George Jacob' Holyoakél 
Price 10 cents.

Religión and Science. The “Recoil- 
cillation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus AT 
The Open Court Analyzed and Re
futed by "Corvinus.” Price 10 cents..

Free Thought Past, Present and Fm< 
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman. ' 
With his portrait and life \ sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What* 
Rave They, Done for the World ? By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents, 
. John Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches of the life of this great man. 
Price10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology. By.
Vindex. -Price 10 cents. ■

Church and State. The Bible In the ' , 
Public Schools. The New American 
Party. A Criticism by “Jefferson.” 
Price 10 cents. / ■

Standing Up for Jesus; or What the 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents. .

"Why An- Expurgated Bible?" By 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought. 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept 28, 29,and 30, 1893. By B. F,Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; its Impeachment and. 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

. The Evolution of the Devil. By 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents. .

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption. By Henry M. Taber.
Price 10 cents.

Liberalized Christianity. 
M. Taber. Price 5 cents. 

The Republic in Danger. 
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

Tn Place of Christianity. 
M. Taber. Price 10 cents;

By Henry,

By Henry

By Henry
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sent. Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, III.
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' jSTAt the expiration ot subscription, Itnqt’re- 
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will be Bent lor extra numbers.
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TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is $2.

•soei 'st Âinr 'Avaunivs

' July Ì8.4W,

f

Words of caution.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th:n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUP60N TUTTLE.

<dltor-at-Largo for the National Spiff»' 
■ . ; liallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious-press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when an attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. .

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
toAny person donating one dollar 

the Mediums' Relief Fund of the N. S.
A., will, if desired, receive one set of 
spiritual tracts and one copy of “Vio- 
Jets,” a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. »One contributing two .dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy of 
“Leaves of Truth,” a cloth-bound book 
of Instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY, . 
, N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

■ - Mosheim Told the Truth..
Mosheim, the learned German, in tie 

Ecclesiastical History, whose scholarly 
work betrays his honesty on every page, 
thus wrote: . ,,

“The rites and institutions, by 
which tho Greeks, Romans, and other 
nations had formerly testified their re
ligious veneration for fictitious deities, 
were now adopted, with some slight al
teration’s, by Christian bishops, and em
ployed in the service of the true God 
* * " Hence it happened that in these 
times THE RELIGION OF THE 
GREEKS AND ROMANS DIFFERED 
VERY LITTLE IN ITS EXTERNAL 
APPEARANCE FROM THAT OF THE 
CHRISTIANS. They both had a most 
pompous and splendid . ritual. Gorge
ous robqs, mitres, tiaras, wax tapers, 
crosiers.[staffs surmounted by a cross), 

• processions, lustrations, images, gold 
and silver vases, and many such cir
cumstances of pageantry, were equally 
to be seen in the heathen temples and

, the Christian churches."
Chambers, in his Encyclopedia,

Stated a fact which all know who are

a

familiar with the great author’s produc
tions. He says: The Ecclesiastical His
tory of Mosheim: "Is a work of great 
learning, fullness and accuracy." Edu
cated however in the church, and a 
professor in a theological college, as 
was Mosheim, possibly he did not sus
pect what thousands of learned men 
now know, that the Christian church, 
instead of stealing the ritual, ceremo
nies and institutions of paganism and 
engrafting them on Christianity, the lat
ter was only reconstructed: paganism. 
The scholarship of the last 50 to 75 
years has revealed with certainty that 
which for centuries had been suspected 
and hinted at, and even proclaimed by 
leading churchmen— But such persons 
were soon silenced by imprisonment, 
torture, or the stake and fagot.

In conversation with a bigoted 
churchman a while ago, in which this 
revamping of paganism and construc
tion of Christianity was under discus
sion, he said: "There are persons as 
learned as you who do not accept your 
ideas on that subject. There was Glad
stone, who you will concede was a 
great scholar, who died an earnest 
Christian.”

"True," we replied, "but the attention 
«of the scholar you refer to and Glad
stone, was not directed to this subject. 
Mr. Gladstone was a politician. His 

- time and thought were turned to great 
national issues, and he had no time to 
investigate in the direction others 
equally honest and truthful have trav
eled. So soon' as learned men in the 
church become acquainted with the 
facts, you pronounce them heretics, and 
set out to destroy their influence. You 
cannot burn them any longer, but you 
expel them-from your church, and 
brand them with being renegades from 
the faith. But in spite of all your ef
forts the numbers who have investt- 
gated are increasing at a marvelous 
rate, and your church literature, when 
carefully examined supplies proof that 
cannot be controverted that your 
church beginning was :n paganism.”

The truth is, churches built on the ig
norance of the ages cannot survive the 
light of modern intelligence, provided 
they still cling to their old-time narrow 
conceptions of a future lite.

A Piteous Appeal to Chrlotlpno»
It has been a common complaint 

against Christendom for a century that 
rum, the vices of civilization, and the 
missionary accompanied each other in 
all attempts to civilize the heathen. The 
consequence has been the almost entire 
extinction of the peoples brought under 
the Influence of the cross. Africa tor 
more than two centuries was made the 
hunting ground of the slave trader. 
Tribal wars were incited and the pris
oners captured on either side were sold 
to the slave trader for a trifle, perhaps 
a jug of rum. These slaves thus cap
tured were transported to the American 
colonies, to curse the new world. The 
pope at Rome, with authority from' the 
Bible, legalized this traffic by an offi
cial bull, claiming to voice the will of 
God. The missionary with the Chris
tian vices, was 'always an accompani
ment of the slave trader.

The Spaniards found a better civili
zation in Peru and Central America 
than that they planted in its place. Las 
Cassas, with how much truth we will 
not undertake to write, says 40,000,00« 
of natives were massacred in this pro
cess of Christianizing the natives of the 
countries they colonized.

Look at the Indian tribes of North 
America! The task of the missionary 
has been successful here, possibly- 
they have peopled heaven, but In doing 
so they have almost annihilated the In
dian race. . "j

: The Sandwich Islands came under 
the influence of the missionary, and the 
people were on the highway to extinc
tion when their government was, 
usurped by the white man.' -

Japan welcomed the arts and sci
ences which followed in the wake of 
the missionary; but, they rejected his 
religion, and we see them successfully 
combatting thè aggressions of a -pro- 
fessedlj; Christian' nation. ,

But turn we with tears in our eyes to 
"Africa’s Appeal to Christendom-," 
which we find in the Century ijagazine, 
only brief extracts of which we can give 
at-this time. It comes from Prinqe 
Massaquol, of Vel territory, on the west
ern coast'of Africa. The little kingdom1 
lies about 300 miles along the coast 
from Gallinas to Cape Mount, and is 
about 200 miles wide. The missionary, 
the slave trader, the rum traffic, and 
the nameless Christian vices' have been 
very active in that country.. The 
prince complains that foreign powers 
claim to own the country, but he thinks 
the country belongs to them. He sayS:

“A worse feature of European occu
pation, worse than losing the land, is 
•the., destruction. of the people through 
the intrqductlon of western vices. 
These vices are as degrading as the 
virtues taught are. uplifting. These 
vices have been wholly introduced into 
Africa by European representatives. 
All who have traveled on our continent 
will bear me out In the assertion that 
there is a remarkable contrast morally 
betwgen the natives of the coast, and 
those of the interior.1 This is owing 
simply to the fact that the people on 
the coast have been demoralized by the 
vices of civilization from European 
sources. As an instance, in none of the 
various native dialects with which I am 
acquainted, about eighteen in number, 
are there any words with which to 
curse or swear.. ’Vyhen. op,e;haars.a pip
fane word it is’ always' in English, Ger
man; or other foreign language. Polyg
amy is practiced as much by Europeans 
located among ub as by natives. • » » 
From actual calculation I find nearly 
one-half of all importations came in the 
form òf liquor, of the very worst and 
most injurious king. It is common to 
find a man who is poor and not able to 
get sufficient liquor on which to get 
drunk, rubbing a drop on his head or 
mustache that people may smell It and 
call him civilized. The poison is fast 
doing its deadly work. In a few years 
there will be none left to resist foe op
pressors. Our blood will be on their
heads.

"We appeal. 
France, not to

not to England, not to 
Germany, not to other

empires and states, but . to the con
sciences of the individual men forming 
such nationfl. We appeal, not for a gift 
or favor, but for our right. Even as The 
Americans appealed Tor their rights and 
obtained them by heroic measures so 
do we claim the right for freedom to 
worship God, and to worship him by so
briety, industry, good will, and all the 
Christian graces.”

A people recognized as heathen ap
pealing in the most pathetic terms to 
be saved from Christian vices! It is 
positively mournful to contemplate the 
condition occupied by them. First, 
their country is depopulated by Chris
tian slave-hunters. Then they are 
robbed' by these same people of their 
land which gave them support. This is 
followed by introducing vices among 
them, under the guise of saving their 
souls from hell, which brutalize them 
and fit them for the degraded condition 
they occupy. But the soul-saving pro
cess will go on until the present rem-
nant of a once populous country 
christianized out of existence.

is

John Hay, late Secretary of State,¿wag a most remarkable man, not.only as a dip 
lomat but as a keen, logiealFinci^ive poet. His reputation in that respect is 
world-wide. "Little'Breech"es”(iind “Jim Bludsoe” are immortal. They set 
people to thinking. They ebhvey an important lesson. “A Woman’s Love” 
will also be read with appreciation. ■ - '

Every Friday Evening, From 9 to 10, Local Time 
That is, by the time of the place in which you live 
Dr. Alexander Caird and Wife, and Lynn Spiritual 
ists Association Center., -

LITTLE BREECHES.
I don’t go much on religion, . .

I never ain’t had no show;
But I’ve got a middlin’ tight grip, sir, 

On the handful o’ things 1 Icnow, 
I don’t pan out on the prophets, 

And free-will and that sort of thing, 
But I believe in God and the angels, 

Ever senee one night last spring.
I come into town with some turnips, 

Anfl my little Gabe come along— 
' No Lyeai’-old in the country ;

Could beat him for pretty and strong, 
Peart, and chipper and sassy, 

, Always ready to swear and fight— 
And I’d larnt him to chew terbacker, 

. ’ Jegt to keep his milk teeth white. • .
The .snow come down like a blanket • 

. As I passed by Taggart’s store;
I went inf or a jpg of molasses ■: 

. And left the team at the door.
They scared at something and started— 

■ I Jiear<| one little squall, ,
And jjelbto-split over the prairie

Went team, Little Breeches and all.
Hell-to-split over the prairie! 

. I was-almost froze with skeer;
But we rousted up some torches, , 
; And searched for ’em far and near. :

. At last we struck bosses and wagon, 
L Sno.wed Tinder a soft white mound, 

Upsot, dead beat—but of little Gabe 
. No hide nor hair was found.

And here alkhope soured on me, ■ ; -- : 
Of my fellow-critters’ aid—' ■ ..

I jest flopped down on my marrow bones, 
Crotch ¡deep in the snow, and prayed. ■

By this the torches was. played out, 
And me and Isrul Parr _

Went off for some wood to a sheepfold 
That he said was somewhar thar..

, We found it at last, and a little shed. ’ 
Whore they shut up the lambs at night.

We' looked in, and seen them huddled thar, ’ 
So warm and sleepy and white,.. '

And thar sat Little Breeches and chirped. ’ 
As peart as ever you see, . "p

“I want a chaw of terbacker, . ,
And that’s what’s the matter with nre;’*

How did he get thar? Angels.
si '
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He could never have walked in that atorji b 
They jest scooped down and toted him h u.

T’o whar it was safe and warm; 
And I think that saving a- little child,

And bringing him to his own, 
Is a derned sight better, business

Than loafing around the throne.

JIM BLUDSOE.
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Three Churches Struck. .
One of the strangest phases of the se

vere storm in Richmond, Va., is the 
fact that the three buildings that were 
struck by lightning were all churches. 
In addition to this, axSunday-school pic
nic party at Westhampton Park, was al
most frightened to death by the thun
der and lightning. The houses of the 
wicked were let alone.

“Success, and How to Win IL” A 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A, 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction: Courtesy; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 cts.

“The Jesuits.” By Rev. B. F. Austin, 
A. M., B. D. An excellent pamphlet 
price 15 cents. .

Looks Like a Priestly Device.
That legislator who makes laws and 

does not observe them himself we-con
sider an improper representative in 
Congress, or in the state legislature, so 
we push him aside at the next election 
and select a more worthy person to 
make laws for us.

The Sovereign Ruler of foe Universe, 
so very exalted, one would suppose, 
ought to be guilty of no infraction ' of 
the laws of his own making. We are 
told by churchmen he created all there 
is in the universe, and rested from his 
labors on the seventh day, andi he re
quired all mortality to rest on that day 
in consequence. Instead of continuing 
his rest on each seventh day thereafter, 
he does riot cease his own labors, but 
continues to run. the entire machinery 
of the world just as he did on his for
mer working days. Not a planet is 
stopped in its course, but it rolls on 
just as glibly on Sunday ps on any other 
day' in the week. •„ The sun sends forth 
its illuminating rays to all on that day. 
The thunders roll in the heavens, the 
lightnings flash, rain, snow or hail falls 
with no seeming respect for the law ■ 
made for mortals. Beasts, birds and 
fowls don’t heed the injunction. Vege
tation takes'no rest, but the leaves flut
ter in the wind, and the buds are just 
as liable to blossom on that day as the 
day after. But the good bible tells us • 
for simply picking up sticks on the 
Sabbath the great God caused the 
man’s death who offended. Maybe 
Moses lied when he said the Lord di
rected: “The man shall surely be put to 
death.” See Numbers 15:32 to 36. We 
hope so. And maybe God had nothing 
to do with setting aside the Sabbath 
day for rest and worship. It looks 
more like a pslestly device than the act 
of a God. • .

Never be passed on the river; ,
To mind the pilot’s hell; . .

And if ever the “Prairie Belle” took fire, .
A thousand times he swore

He’d hold her nozzle agin the bank * 
Till the last soul got ashore. ■

All boats haS their day on the Mississipp’ .
And her day came at last— • ■

The Movaster was a better boat, : 
But the Belle, she wbuldn’t-be passed,

And so came a tearin’ along that night, 
The oldest craft on the line,

With a nigger squat on her safety valve, ' .
And her furnaces crammed, rosin and pine. '

The fire bust out as sjie cleared the bar.
And burst a hole in the night . ..

And quick as a flash she turned and made '
For that willer-bank on the right. -

Thor ’ was runnin ’ and cursin ’, but Jim’yelled out
Over all the infernal roar, . , .

“I’ll hold her nozzle agin the bank 
Till the last galoot,’s,ashore.” .

Thro’ the hot black breath of the burni^ boat
. Jim Bludsoe's voice_was heard,
And they all had trust in his eussedness, 

And knowed he would keep his word,
And sure’s you ’re born, they all got off 

Afore the smokestacks fell.
And Bludsoe *s .ghost went, up alone .

In the smoke of the ,f Prairie Belle. ’ ’
He warn’t no saint—but at judgment 

I’d run my chances with Jim , 
’Longside of some pious gentlemen > ' 

That wouldn’t shook hands with him.
He’s seen his duty » dead sure thing, 

And went fer it thar and then;
And Christ ain’t a-going to be too hard 

On a man that died for men.

A WOMAN’S LOVE.
. A sentinel angel, sitting high in glory, 
.Heard this shrill wail ring out from purgatory: 
“Have mercy, mighty angel, hear my story 1 
‘‘lloved—and; blind with passionate love, I fell. 
Love brought me down to death, and death to hell; 
For God is just, and death for sin is well-.
*‘I do not rage against His higlíclecree. 
Nor for myself do ask that grace shall be; 
But for nay love on earth, who mourns for me.
“Great Spirit! Jet ine see my love again 
And comfort him one hour, and I were fain 
To pay a thousand years of fire and pain.”
Then said the pitying ángel, “Nay, repent 
That wild vow! Look, the dial-finger’s bent - 
•Down to the last hour of thy punishfcent!”

•Wall,-no ll.cffn’t foil wbevehe''liyes.;v'>i’7' • ,L -; 
=; Beeausfe h6 don’t: live; yoii'sbe; “ y*'.°
Leastways, he’s got out of the habit" ‘ ‘

Of livin’like you and me, ' 
Whar have you been for the last threi years,

That you haven’t heard folks telP 
How Jimmy .Bludsoe passed in his checks,.

The night of the “Prairie Belle”?

id

But,still sjie wailed, “I pray thee, let me gc 
I catinot rise to peace and leave him so. 

hi^ . »

Morning Prayer, by Robt. L. Stevenson.
The day returns and brings us the 

petty round of irritating concerns and 
duties, Help us to play, the man; help 
us to perform them with laughter and 
kind faces; let cheerfulness abound 
with industry. Give us to go blithely 
on our business all this day; bring us 
to our resting beds weary and content 
and undishonored, and grant us in the 
end the gift of sleep.

Will You Join It?

If we believe in the potency of 
thought, we can but believe that such 
a thought wave permeating the psychic 
lives of so many in different parts of 
the world must be productive of spirit
ual good.

The object of tills movement is not 
for the advancement of the cause in any 
one place, or with any particular peo
ple, nor solely for the' good of the 
members alone, but for the workers, the
press, the spirit friends, and the up

, ,, - building of the cause in general. We
-Through the suggestions of the spirit believe that much good will be accom- 

guides of Dr. and Mrs. Alexander Caird, plished; that those possessing the gitt 
and in gratitude for the inestimable ■ of mediumship will receive help and 
benefit these resourceful workers have .......................  ’ ’
been to the L, 8. A. and a desire that 
others may be brought under the same 
helpful Influences, this cirqle has been 
formed. 1

Z Objects of Circle.
Soiil study and the development ot 

your psychic sense and ot your highest 
and best natures.

Please sit in silence as far as it is 
possible for at least twenty minutes 
within the specified hour, if unable to 
sit alone concentrate your mind and 
thoughts on-the objects and work of the 
clrple.

Rules for Circle.
First—send a loving and heartfelt 

greeting to all members of the circle.
Second—Search your souls to learn 

if you have lived your very highest 
since>the last circle. Have I been kind, 
patient and helpful to all with whom I 
have come,in contact?

Third—Ask your spirit friends and 
the circle guides to draw near and as
sist you in the development of your 
highest soul powers and your medium- 
iBtlc gifts.

Fourth—Send out a helpful thought 
to all speakers, mediums and workers; 
and to the press, that the divine plan 
may be more generally applied.

THE SUGGESTION^ AND DIREC
TIONS FOR THIS CIRCLE CAME 
FROM WISE AND CLEAR-SIGHTED 
MINDS ON THE SPIRIT SIDE OF 
LIFE. THE GREAT POSSIBILITIES 
OF A CIRCLE, IN WHICH THOU
SANDS OF PEOPLE AT THE SAME 
TIME.CONCENTRATE.THEIR MINDS 
.ON THE SAME OBJECTS, MUST BE 
OBVIOUS TO ALL.

spiritual strength by placing them
selves in the psychic wave engendered 
by this means, We hope every reader, 
of tills will send their name and those 
of their friends, no matter whether you 
are a Spiritualist or not, join us, add 
the power of your thought to ours andl 
receive a blessing with us.

Please remember that this circle IS ■ 
absolutely free to everyone, and we are 
glad to welcome you as a member with
out conditions, but there are necessa
rily some expenses (as printing and an- 
uwering the many letters of inquiry re
ceived) and if any one feels to contrib
ute a small sum toward the same, it 
will be very welcome.

Brother Francis has kindly offered 
the use of the columns of The Progress
ive Thinker for the advancement of this ' 
object, and articles will appear from ; 
time to time concerning its progress. ' 
We hope all members that can do so, 
will become subscribers to this grand
publication, and so keep 
the work of the circle.

We also hope that all

in touch with

members will
try and induce others to join; we wish 
to have 6.000 members before the close
of the »year.

You are cordially invited 
circle.

All matter pertaining to 
will be published In The 
Thinker.

to join this

the circle 
Progressive

Send your name and addregs and be 
enrolled on the circle book free of cost. 
The cost of a postal card will make you 
a life member.

Please pass this card to some friend ;l 
make it an endless chain. Send name to 

A. A. AVERILL.
42 Smith street, Lynn, Mass.

Explanatory Letter From Dr. fllex. Cairo

He warn’t no saint—them engineers 
Is all pretty much alike—

One wife in Natchez-under-the-Hill, , 
And another one here in Pike. .

A careless man in talk was . Jim, -
And an awkward man in a row— *

But he never pinked, and "he never lied—- 
I reckon he never knowed how. ■ .

’ And this was all the religion he'had— 
To treat his engine well; ’

Th’eflirazen gates ground sullenly ajar, 
And upward, joyous like a rising star, 
She rose-and vanished in the ether far.
But spon adown the dying sunset sailing, 
And like a wounded bird her pinions trailing, 
She fluttered back, with broken-hearted wailing.
She sobbed, WI found him by the summer sea 
Reclined, his head upon a maiden's knee— 
She curled his hair, and kissed him. Woe is me I”
She wept, “Now let my punishment begin! 
I have been fond and foolish. Let me in 
To ¡expiate my sorrow and my sin.”
The an£el answered, “Nay, sad soul, go higher! 
To be deceived in your true heart’s desire 
VVas bitterer than a thousand years of fire! ”

To the Members of the Psychic Circle: 
—I would like to correct a misunder
standing in regard to the Psychic Cir
cle. Many of our correspondents seem 
to think that no one can become a mem
ber unless they are a subscriber to The 
Progressive Thinker. We certainly 
wish that every member might (for 
their own good) receive the benefit to 
be derived from reading the grandest 
spiritual paper published, and so keep 
in touch with the spiritual happenings, 
and learn the Yi,ews and opinions of the 
different writers'on thp large variety of 
subjects treated,- but- we realize that 
there are many who would like to be
come members of the circle who are 
not able to subscribe for the paper, 

’ much as they might like to. Such are 
just as welcome; there are no condi
tions. We wish Brother Francis could 
read some of the many letters we have 
received extolling his paper; he would 
certainly feel that his efforts for the 
world’s betterment were appreciated.

A word as regards the difference in 
time. As our circle extends, not only 
all over our own country, but to Africa, 
India, Egrope, Australia and New Zea
land, one can readily see that if we

tried to sit at nine o’clock by one time, 
some part of our circle would be ob
serving the rules every hour in the 
twenty-four. If we all sit at nine 
o'clock, local time, the thought wave 
will start at the Atlantic, extend across 
the continent and around the world.

If any member wishes the circle to 
concentrate their wishes on any sub
ject of general Interest, will they kind
ly send the request to The Progressive 
Thinker? We have no way to inform 
the large circle, but everybody reads 
The Progressive Thinker. We woulc> ( 
also request’‘the circle menfbers to,re- . 
peat the following prayer, by Robert L. 
Stevenson, upon arising In the morn
ing. "The day returns and brings us 
the petty round of irritating concerns 
and duties. Help us to play the man; 
help us to perform them with laughter 
and kind faces; let cheerfulness 
abound with industry. Give us to go 
blithely on our business all this day; 
bring us to our resting beds weary and 
content and undishonored, and grant ua . 
in the end the gift of sleep."

ALEX. CAIRD, M. D.
44 Commercial street, West Lynn, Mass.

Women on School Boards. '
Mayor Dunne of Chicago hap appoint

ed three women, Miss Jane Addams, 
Mrs. Emmons Blaine and Dr. Cornelia 
DeBey, to the Chicago school board. 
Commenting on this appointment the 
“Public” remarks: .

“Mayor Dunne has extended the rec
ognition which has heretofore been but 
grudgingly given to women in the gov
ernment of the ■ schools.' We sre 
preached at with wearisome iteration to 
convince us that the place for woman is 
the home; and we might easily agree 
to this if the preachers’ conception of 
home Were somewhat more compre
hensive than the idea,of wpsh tubs tor 
poor women and afternoon teas for 
rich ones. But all this pious talk about 
home as woman’s sphere is twaddle, if 
the school ,1s not included in the home 
idea. Yet the appointment of women 
to the Chicago School Board has here
tofore been regarded as in the nature 
of a certain masculine condescension. 
Mayor Dunne exhibits, a different spirit 
He has recognized woman’s true 
place in,the home by. considering the 
public school system as a a department 
of the home, and conferring approxi
mately half Of his school board appoint
ments upon women entirely capable of 
dealing with IL” •

Grossly False. ; '
I the Lord thy God am, a jealous God, 

visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon 
the third-and fourth generation."—Exo
dus, 20: 5. ; ; '' '. •

Jealous is defined! as "Apprehensive’ 
or suspicious Of being displaced or out
done by another,, especially in the love 
of another; revengeful pt fickle treat
ment of slighted love.” That may have 
been Moses’ concept of God, .but who 
believes God himself admitted to Moses 
he possessed such a character? It is a 
gross misrepresentation of the charac
ter of the Divine being, and, Bible or 
no Bible,. it should be repudiated by 
every person of common intelligence as 
blasphemous. Why will Churchmen, 
who profess to love God, persist in 
claiming Moses voiced his will? And 
why treat as “holy” a book that repeats 
and perpetuates such a vile libel 
against him we are tafight to and justly 
adore? -

"Child Culture, According to ths 
laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who have the care or training ci eW- 
Area. Brice 65 cen®, ■ ’ —

MONOGAM IC. MARRIAGE

As Viewed by Prof. W. W. Lockwood.

Mr. and Mrs Erank Hamilton, of this 
city, entertained Friday afternoon and 
evening at the ■’Bon Air hotel. Rock 
City, more than 250 guests being pres
ent to enjoy foe reception, dinner and 
dancing. -

Special cars conveyed many of the 
guests from Bradford, Pa., to the Rocks 

, at 2 o’clock, and others went at a later 
hour. : - ; ■ • ,

A notable and interesting feature of 
the afternoon program was a Jecture 
by Professor W. M. Lockwood, of Chi
cago, on “Monogamic Marriage." It Ib 
keeping within safe bounds to say that 
the lecture was one of the strongest 
and most intensely interesting intellect
ual productions' that has ever been pre
sented In this section. Professor Lock
wood treated .the absorbing problem in 
sociology froib a. physiological and psy
chological standpoint and the subtlety 
of his thought, the keenness of his anal
ysis, and the beauty of his language in
vested the subject with, a peculiar. 
charm. The speaker announced a-new \ 
hope for the wbrld through the estab
lishing of the' married relatlon upon a- 
scientific! ba_sis;: True, marriage is 
founded upon intellectual love; but the 
speaker d?fined; Intellectual love as ap- 
preciatioii’’based,'upon true knowledge 
acquired 'through' the agency 'of all the 
psychological -.perceptions of the soul. 
True marriage i^a complete union, and 
such unions pre'monogamic.; Rightly 
understood, lovdps not an affair of the 
fancy, but’is bortlof knowledge and Is 
eternal. 'Marriage is the unification pt 
two natunqs. of 'iyhlch one is the com
plement and fulfillment of the other ac
cording tontlie:law of selection.

The speSket cfid not expressly state 
that the affections are manifestations 
of the spin's rf^lctipn upon complete 
intellectual, appreciation of the truth, 
but there was'nothing in his remarks 
inconsistent witlrthat inference.

The Bpchker, id the development of 
his theme; raised the marriage rela
tions to a'very high plane, and foe lec
ture abounded In helpful thoughts and 
practical suggestions. It was admit
tedly a mere outline of a scientific sys
tem, but it made a profound Impression 
upon the auditors.

After the lecture a fine course din
ner was served In the spacious dining 
room, covers belrig laid for 208. Each 
guest was presented with a menu card 
and dance program and -floral favor.

The affair fypmffirst to last was a 
brilliant social success. In point of at
tendance and'amplitude of hospitality 
It was undoubtedly foe most elaborate

private reception ever given at Rock 
City, while the interpolation iff the lec
ture by a distinguished scholar and ora
tor was a happy innovation.

Mr. . and Mrs. Hamilton proved 
themselves princely entertainers, and 
tiieir -personal attentions to their 
guests left nothing to be desired.— 
Bradford (Pa.) Paper. .

Dr. E. D. Babbitt's Transition.
Dr. Edwin Dwight Babbitt'passed to 

the higher life, June 27, in his 77th year 
of earth' life. Some time ago he was 
struck by a Jrolley car, and was seri
ously, but it was thought not fatally in
jured. A dropsical condition set in and 
the end came.

Dr. Babbitt has been a busy and a 
very useful man, and humanity has lost 
the presence pt a friend, but through 
the various scientific, occult and ethical 
works he has published, his name has 
been immortalized, and the grandeur of 
his teachings will be more highly ap
preciated as humanity unfolds to a full 
understanding of their depth and spir
itual Import. -

He was an avowed Spiritualist, and 
as a sensitive was greatly aided in his
lofty aims and useful undertakings 
those ’“finer forces” upon which 
founded a college.

IMPORTANT WORK.

by 
he

“Official Register of the National, State 
and Local Spiritualist Associations of 
the United States and’ Catiada, With. 
Lyceums, Camp-Meetings and Me
diums.”
The above is the title of à highly im

portant illustrated work, gotten up with 
painstaking care, by Mrs. , Laura G. 
Fixen, the efficient vice-president of the' 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, 
1047 Carmen Avenue, Chicago. It con
tains 100 pages and will prove of great 
value to those who wish to get informa- : 
tion in regard to the different societies 
located in various parts of the country. 
It is gotten up in a most beautifully ar
tistic style, and reflects great credit on 
its compiler. This long needed work 
will impress the casual observer with 
the extensive following we have, and 
the dignity due to the grandest and 
most important philosophy now be
fore the whole civilized world. It leads 
off with a magnificent photo-engraving 
of Mrs. Abby Louise Pettengill, presi
dent of the “City of Light” Assembly, 
Lily Dale, N. Y., who is a prominent fac
tor in the education process now going 
cn in our ranks. This Official Register 
can be obtained by addressing this of
fice. Price 5L _

I am a member of The Psychic Circle adver
tised in your paper and want to express my 
thankfulness that it has been started. I have al
ready received much spiritual help from it. 
Long may it continue. CHARLES GOULD.

Hampden, Me.

Will the members of The Psychic Circle kind
ly concentrate their minds on Mrs. J. B. Roberts, 
of Tacoma, that she may obtain some relief from 
the intense suffering that is her portion at the 
present time. Yours in the interest of humani
ty. CAPT. JONAS BALCOLM.

Tacoma, Wash.

I am deeply interested in The Psychic Circle 
started by Dr. Caird, of Lynn. I would like to 
request the members of the Circle to concentrate 
their thought^ on the legal powers to not only 
reprieve Mrs. Rogers, of V ermont, Rut commute 
her punishment toa life sentence instead, for we 
do not believe her spirit is in a condition to be 
thrust into the spirit world. J. N. NASON.

Michigan State Socle^^ Spiritualists.
To the Editor:—In rtly report of the 

late Sturgis June meeting, I wrote a 
paragraph on a narrow strip of paper 
and pinned it to foe report in the place 
where it ought to havè appeared, but I 
presume it was lost when the pin was 
taken out. I feel It my duty to the 
state society to mention this. and give 
foe paragraph here. It was as follows:

“Dr. Julia M. Walton, missionary of 
the Michigan State Society, lectured; 
her subject was “The Soul." She 
quoted many ancient philosophers and 
■Sages to prove that the ancients knew, 
in all probability, as much about the 
soul as we do now. Her address was 
excellent; Bhe gave tests at Its conclu
sion which were accepted as correct by 
foe persons for whom they were intend
ed. The state societyis congratulated 
on Its missionary.” .

This paragraph has appeared in my 
home reporfto the Michigan Democrat.

- THOS. HARDING.
Sturgis, Mich. , ■.
•’Continuity or Uh a cosmic Tram.' 

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work oj 
a strong; logical thinker, on a .deeply 
feopertant «ubfoei. ü'tiaas, «âo®, '

WAS AN OCCULTIST.

The Late Mrs. Stockdale Was Interested 
In Spiritualism.

Flint, June 29.—That Mrs. Alary 
Stockdale, the wealthy .Flint 'woman 
who bequeathed aU her property to De
troit and Buffalo charities, was some
thing of an occultist during hdr declin
ing years of her life was evidenced by 
the testimony in the case to-day.' Ono 
of the witnesses sworn was Paul Coun
tryman, aged 72, who said that he Wes' 
a Spiritualist and as a friend of Mrs. 
Stockdale, knew she was deeply inter
ested in Spiritualism for some time 
prior to her death, as she had attended 
seances held at his house.

Mrs. Sarah Funcheon, aged 72, a 
Spiritualistic medium,-testified to hav
ing had a cdnversatlon with Mrs. Stock» 
dalq in August, 1901, in which, the iattez 
told her that she had made more than 
one will.—Grand IiapIds_Press.

"Discovery of a Lost Trail." By Chaa, 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.69. I
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he Present Economic Conditions

3

In thé Light of the Sool Teachings,
Delivered through the Lips of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, Chicago/Sunday» 

. ; May 14, 1W. ,

!

/ Ever since man and woman. were condemned to 
team their daily bread by the “sweat of the brow” 
there lias been an effort on the part of the human race 

. to evade and avoid the penalty, i. e., not to toil.
The effort pot to toil has its origin in two human 

motives: One is laziness or indolence, and the other is 
love of power over others. Of course both of these 
are very imperfect conditions of human life. But 
every adage in Scripture and philosophy, two-thirds 
of the proverbs of Solomon, all things that serve as 
moral, or at least social precepts to mankind, every
thing that society insists upon, have a tendency to 
foster industry and thrift, and the earning of one’s 

' ’daily bread by daily toil in some direction; with the 
. hands if necessary, with machinery if that will suffice 

' and, therefore, with the brain—notwithstanding all 
this, whatever can reduce the maximum of human 

? labor is regarded as beneficial. Yet there are periods 
of reaction, when hand labor is considered more artis
tic and better tlian machine labor. There are certain 

■ esthetic tastes that are cultivated by the wealthy 
‘ ¡Wherein the greater the amount of labor , bestowed 
) upon a thing by individual workers the more it is 
■ valued. The present time is prolific of the making of 
' expensive articles of apparel by hand instead of by 
machinery, the making of furniture by hand instead 
of by machinery. The artist values the painting, the 
statue or whatever is the work of the individual cre
ator. It loses its artistic value if it is machine made. 
However perfect the automatic music^ although car
ried to a high degree of perfection by modern devices, 
it loses the individual quality of the master, per
former. Therefore, machine labor stultifies itself. 
That which is ground out, apparently to save human 
toil, becomes less valuable than the things that are 
fashioned by especial personal endeavor. Whether a 
thing is better or worse depends, of course, upon the
standpoint of the one viewing it, upon his point of 
judgment and upon the .perfection of the workman
ship. . '. _ . .

. Idleness is enforced as a punishment, or penalty'for 
crime. There is nothing worse than the hades of en
forced idleness. Then it is not the work that is objec
tionable. Work is to do the thing that is needed to 
be done willingly, and for its ministration, lovingly. 
.Toil is to labor because one must, because one is 
driven to it by circumstances, conditions, or other' 
states of human life. Therefore, it is toil that people 
seek to avoid, not work. People that are supposed to 
be in the leisure class work harder than any other 
class: but they work in ways they choose for them
selves ; apparently they, work in pursuit of what they 
call pleasure, or, at least, the following of what they 
conceive to,be the highest aim of existence. While 
the bodies grow weary, unless one is over indulgent 
and satiety steps in, it does not tire them or weary 
them like the labor that is grinding, that is in a tread
mill, that must be done every day, so many days in 
the year, so many hours in the day for some one else.

Many people-suppose that the economic proposi
tions are to be grappled with and settled separately,

"all by themselves. They suppose that the conditions 
industrially and economically make up the social 

'state, either oppressively or otherwise. When Sir 
^Thomas. Buckle said, that 1 * ‘the .number of carriages - 
depended upon the price of food,” it was supposed to.

■ «

be the key to the sociologicaLproblems. But it is not. 
Only the most superficial observer, or the one who is 
intent upon pursuing a certain line of sociological in
quiry can regard economics as the central question. 
.There are periods that mark distinct steps in the 
world’s progress, so there are times when tiie indus
trial questions culminate. But very one, of any de
gree of thought, must know, that these conditions are 
the results, not the causes; that they are the results of 
certain preceding conditions. z

If we trace the history of human labor we will 
find that the physical supremacy of individuals and of 
certain nations through certain kinds of leadership 
brings about subjugation of other people. Now it 
seems that the time has passed in the history of the 
world when conquered nations are made the slaves, 
the burden bearers of the conquerors. Egypt, Rome, 
all those nations that reached a high state of civiliza
tion over one another, nevertheless, made slates of 
their subjugated nations, even if the subjugated na
tions had been previously as far advanced in civiliza
tion as themselves. The pictures of conquered kings 
walking in chains through the streets of imperial 
Rome; the pictures of conquered queens walking 
through the streets in chains, as only slaves of their 
conquerers, you are familiar with.

Those who are acquainted with history will under
stand that many times the “hewers of wood, the 
drawers of water’’ and the diggers of trenches were 
conquered subjects; there were gradations of slavery 
it is true. The laboring man of Egypt had not only 
no right to his body, to his labor, but no soul. Who
ever came under the dominion of the Pharaohs for the 
time being must be a slave. There is no doubt that 
the Israelites in their captivity were slaves as you are 
aware; there is no doubt that all the Oriental nations 
at one time or another were slaves under the subject
ing power of the conquerors.

When you consider that enforced toil, and chattel 
slavery and serfdom are not so far, removed from 
modern civilization but what you can perceive that 
something resembling chattel slavery still exists in 
many parts of the world, even where enlightenment 
is supposed to prevail.- A portion only of the serfs of 
Russia have been set free. Peonage is tolerated, 
either surreptitiously or openly; and is it not a fact 
that coolie labor has been imported to take the place 
of chattel slavery in this country ? When you con
sider this it is not surprising that the masses of the 
people have not yet the right perception of the indi
vidual or personal value, of a--pair of hands that can 
work; and it is not surprising that these who obtain 
power, either as kings, emperors, or dominating pow
ers by the results of wealth, should fail to appreciate 
the fact that great renovation of the world is going 
on toward the recognition of each personal life. ' •

Whatever Oriental religions may have taught be
fore Buddha, he is the first one that is recorded as the 
leveler of castes. He made every human being’equally 
valuable in the sight ofvthe'Infinite Good. You can
not say this of the Mosaic law, of the Mosaic Dispen
sation. You can say it of the true spirit of Christian
ity. But the spirit of Christianity and its modern ap
plication run along different lines. There is not a 
Christian nation on this earth but- has been or is a 
slave-holding nation.

In the time of‘chattel slavery the bodies and the 
consciences of the negroes were not theirs. 'Their re
ligious exercises -were private and secret. They held 
meetings and offerings of prayers, oftentimes, 'un
known to their masters. It was at one time an of
fense for the negroes to hold religious meetings be
cause of course, being owned they had no, souls to 
save. If, however, they persisted in having religion, 
they were told that to obey their masters constituted 
¿he essential part of the religion, . .

Now, if you will look at the demonstrations in Rus
sia when an hundred thousand peaceable citizens 
went up to petition to the Czar for their rights and to 
protest against certain objectionable restrictions, you 
will understand that the spirit moving upon the indi
vidual and personal lives of Russia is far in advance 
of what it was a half century ago. And the libera
tion of a portion of the serfs by one of the late Czars 
brought about a consciousness of the value of the per
son the moment that ediet went forth. Bufa nation 
that can produce a Tolstoi contains a prophecy for 
every person in that nation; and there are few so 
weak or ignorant but what they know it. They know 
it to-day when they did not know it twenty years 
ago; they know it now when it was not dreamed of 
forty years ago. It is because of the advancement of 
the personality that this hope dawns upon Russia.

When you regard that—barring chattel 'slavery 
and those who were held in chattel slavery—at thé 
foundation of this government there was no discrimi-, 
nation ?nade between persons., Of course one-half of 
creation has always been left put, that is the women ; 
but even they have refused to accept that position, of 
being unrecognized. With the advancement of the 
personality of men the whole of womanhood has ad
vanced. The fact that there was no bond, no frge, no 
king, no subjects, that presumably every citizen,of 
the United States had equal rights and equal opportu
nities, according tp the ability to labor, to liberty; 
life and the pursuit of happiness, constituted. an 
epoch. ,. . ;
_ That there has been a recession from that standard 
is not to be wondered at, sincé a few dozen, or a few 
hundred, or a few thousand people can be at a height 
that millions may not have attained. But the human 
race has not grown to consider that the moral propo
sition or the spiritual proposition is first, ‘ The “seek
ing first the kingdom of God and . its righteousness 
and all these things will be added unto you" is not 
yet a general human attainment.. That is, there is not 
any very large numbers of people who recognize that 
each person is just as valuable in the sight of God as 
every, other person; ...

As a theory this is true, but, of course, many say 
“it is not practical”; and why? Wq must strike at 
the root of the difficulty : If souls are not equal, and 
that is Calvinism, and for Calvinism how could there, 
be a republic anywhere? For as your Puritan Fath
ers believed some souls would be saved, a very .few, 
and all the rest lost, how could there be an equal 
thought for all people in the direction of government ? 
If it is true that the kingdom of heaven is only for the 
few, and the other place for the many, and by divine 
processes the few obtain that kingdom of heaven, is it 
not legitímale to suppose that this earth also belongs 
to the few? ' '

The Jews believe that the few will inherit the earth ; 
that the kingdom of heaven has not yet come, butthat 
the “ New J erusalem "will come. Of course thé more 
liberal Jews believe that this is a condition, that it 
does not apply merely to the Jews. The orthodox 
Jew believes it to-day. ,

There can be no universal liberty when the thought 
is that,even, heaven is, exclusive. It is perfectly 'eon- 
sjsteBt^vith the; tenetsof the Christian chüfch that Mr/ 
Rockefeller should want to own the earth ; because he 
believes in the exclusive kingdom of heaven. It is 
the legitimate sequence.' It is that kind of religión 
gone to seed; it is flowering out of Calvinism, and the 
flowering out of that heaven-that excludes those who 
do not accept the words as taught by theological ten-. 
ets. ..Of course, the possession of the things in this 
world, reasonably according to that idea, should be
long to those that are the “chosen of God.”

The Jews believed formerly that .the. Children of 
Israel were the chosen people of God and that they 
would inherit the earth. .So the Czar of all thé Rus- 
sias, hereditarily, must believe that he is the chosen 
of God, (the God of the Greek church), as the head of 
all his people; and that they must do as he says. As 
the Church of Rome has taught that every blessing 
must come to humanity through that accepted chan
nel and, in fact the moral results of a partiál heaven 
and a partial Deity must be a partial human state. 
But if we accept the Sermon on the Mount, the minis
trations of JesuS, the Beatitudes, we then know what 
the true spirit of the-Christ teaching is. But the fail
ure of mankind to interpret it aright is because of the 
lack of g/owth; because selfishness has not yet been 
overcome. , ..

A big boy can whip a little one, a big nation can 
usually conquer a little one, a great financiál power 
can Swallow up a lesser financial power. It is a part 
of the system. How many human beings are there 
upon the earth to-day who consider that every child 
of earth is just as large a child of God as those who 
•are called the ablest and Jargest? How many are 
there who feel that every human being has just as 
good right to the air and the sunshine and the oppor- 
tunies of the earth- as they have? If they are indo
lent and do not avail themselves of it, of course^ that 
is a different question, and they are unfortunate ; but 
having the opportunity is one thing and not being 
able to, or unwilling to avail themselves of it, is quite- 
another. With the advancement of machinery, with 
the great increase in the demand for every commod
ity there is still in every crowded street in evéry large , 
city and all over the earth a very large percentage of 
the human race that cannot find anything to dô.

The condition of society that creates the greater de
mand and the greater supply should, when well bal
anced, create greater opportunity for all. • When you 
read in the papers that any man who wishes .to can 
find employment, you know it is not so. Let there be 
an advertisement for anÿ kind of a position and there 
will be: hundreds or a thousand applicants for the one 
position. The daily bread must come from ' some
where. The farmers lack the essential hands to till 
the-soil; the fruit orchards and vineyards of Califor
nia have'gone to waste because there is no one to 
gather the harvest. But. why not? Not'because men 
could notbe found in abundance; not because women 
too, for that matter, could not be.found in abundance,- 
but because the markets for the produce cannot be 
readied without paying ruinous 'tribute to. the com
mon carriers. How is the western farmer to induce 
men to give their toil to him when hé has to burn his 
porn for fuel'because it does not bring the price of 
transportation? The economic problem, therefore, is 
not solved when individuals and syndicates press for
ward into the wildèrness and out upon the plains to 
build railroads to ever lay an embargo on every man’s 
toil and every man’s'land. When all the railroads 
combine, the consumer and the producer are at the 
mercy of the tran£portation_companies.-

These are the great problems then. People talk 
about this thing being very dreadful, and that they 
should be careful of private ownership and of protect
ing the utilities of life. In the early days of this 
country, perhaps you remember, those of you who lived 
away in some backwoods and had to drive over the 
roads, that every mile or so you had to pay toll. The

highways were sometimes built by individuals, some
times by the states, and small municipal corporations. 
Then the great hud ana dry wont up for “free roads.” 
Does not that meirn railroads? Does not that mean 
all methods of transportation ? You are to settle it. 
We, who'travel on the wings of thought,1 wo who 
know no time an« space, we only have to earn our 
“daily bread" wlpeh is the food of the spirit/ by 
goodly deeds andloving words, offer to you as a prop
osition: If there Ishoullf be free public highways, is 
not every way tr^yejed'by the public a publie high
way? ' "

Now you are edièrinipupon a condition where com
bined capital sees the value of combination, and com
bined labor sees the value qf combination. The indir 
vidual was worshiped a century ago in this country 
Personal freedom was what men were looking for, the 
right to\vorship God and to pursue daily life and 
earn the daily bread without imperial, kingly or 
other dictatorship. Voluntary combinations have 
been found more profitable among the eapitalists than 
individual competition; voluntary combinations have 
been found more valuable in the protection of , labor 
than individual contractors. Now the next great 
question is: shall these two be at war, or will it be 
found that universal combinations of capital and la
bor are better for the human race? That is the ques
tion that confronts you, x

Right here in Chicago to-day employers are only so 
relatively; employes are only'so relatively, Your 
hand \nd thoughts and bodies are the servants of the 
inteL ent and moral forces of life, if you will have it. 
so. i at if we are compelled to pit the millions of dol
lars accumulated in a few hands against the tbil of the 
mhny, we would take the latter alternative ; Men are 
more valuable than dollars; the dollar is but the in-; 
strument of utility. The insensate corporation has no 
soul; as a corporation it is simply a legal thing. 
Therefore, to-day, if we were in Russia we would'take 
the side of the men and women that -went to plead 
with the Czar. Here in Chicago the czar is wealth, 
and we take the side of tho people. _

Wo do not believe in violence; we do not believe in 
bloodshed, but an armed policeman who intends to 
shoot is no more sacred than an armed striker. The 
armed negro who is brought here to shoot your work-, 
men is not sacred. The power of violence, whether on 
the side of the state or the side of the people is notj the 
righ( power. .The question is not whether these em
ployers have a right to, deliver goods, but down deep 
behind that, had they the right to break their promises 
with the men whom they have obliged to fulfill their 
contracts ? The, under-current is not what appears on 
thé surface, on the streets today; that is but the re
sult. But will the United States troops or the state 
troops settle the problem of how this question is to be 

, met ? If you have anything to do with a railroad cor
poration (that relates to all the syndicates) the di
rectors have ap especial meeting and you have a hear
ing. If you have anything to do with labor that ef- 

1 fécts the whole of the workmen they have an especial 
meeting and the question is met. _

Now the peqple have a right to demand that the 
streets shall not be obstructed by the strikers, and 
that they shall not be obstructed by the strike break
ers. This question shoj^d be settled in the way that 
modern civilization has pointed out. There is only 
one way; it is not by troops, it is not by the police 
force, it is not by deputy sheriffs, it is not by injunc
tion; it is by the moral force of the people'insisting 
upon ARBITRATION. There is nb difficulty that 
people can enter into but what the people who are 
disinterested can help to solve. You insist upon the 
murderer having a trial by jury. You presume by a 
jury that is impartial, because you can insist upon it, 
but you do not know that they are, but nominally 
every opportunity is given the murderer for the sav
ing,of hi0ne. .. If it were insisted upon that an jm- 
pahiial a court of arbi£yation should settle
these questions—and it could(he impartial—there cer
tainly would be a vast stride from the nineteenth 
century. And-the steps in, civilization that, have been 
taken' by Australia and New Zealand—perhaps’ the 
highest advancement so far—would also be incorpo
rated- and introduced here. ‘ _

When the capitalist says, “there is nothing to arbi
trate,” he means that from his standpoint there is 
nothing to arbitrate. We have yet to learn, that any 
refusal has been on the part of the unionist or laborer 
to arbitrate. The nne who is willing to ’submit his 
case to an impartial tribunal has certainly the balance 
in his favor. ;

Now thé question is before you, that if these work
men are conquered now, if there should bg intimida
tion, or if, notwithstanding the protest of the mayor 
and citizens, the United States or state troops ' are 
sent here, will that settle the question? This and an
other answer is resting upon you, the great questions 
concerning the highways is to decide whether the 
voice of the people is free from financial and other 
arbitrary pressure so as to leave it to a fair and im
partial hearing. ‘ -

The trouble is not where you think it is. Most of 
the people who earn, their daily bread just as surety 
as those who toil with their hands have an insane idea 
that they are not working people ; have an insane idea 
that <their interests are with the, capitalist. Since 
when have the capitalists refused to discharge, even 
their most reliable agents if others were found who 
could serve their:interests better?. Since when are 
Clerks or any in.subordinate.positions in large estab-, 
lishments retained,merely as a personal favor? There 
are instances it is true, where personal regard is 
shown, but the great system is centered on the point 
of personal interest to the employer.

Now if one has a larger interest, i$ there is anything 
beyond personal interests; if there is anything in the 
spirit, in humanity, in the public mind that is greater 
than the almighty dollar, he makes all the money that 
he‘can through syndicates and through speculation 
and then gives it.to'charitable institutions. But Jane 
Addams works in the slums. Undoubtedly she has 
her “daily bread," but she also has the Bread of Life. 
Miss Willard worked for everyone; undoubtedly she 
had her “daily.bjfi'ad,”-but she also had that larger 
sustenance of working for others. The whole ques
tion is : not what fe fofltyout interests as a capitalist, 
even ybur persoh^ invests as a laborer, but what is 
for the interest olitlierpeople? ■ , . ,

■ Since capital cannobmove a wheel, run an engine, 
build a railroad oï do'‘anything without xthe hand of 
labor and the mart belfflid, it is the human being we 
must consider an.£not[t)ie bank, not the syndicate, as 
a question of cantal, ibut the human beings as por
tions of this great;life ^d work; Now the value is to 
be determined w^n next few years ; whether hu
manity is greater than.j selfish interest; whether we 
have reached a ptrint in the world’s history when the 
teachings of Buddha Gautama and the teachings of 
Jesus of Nazareth; ca^s be applied to daily life. 
Whether the world hq^had enough of strivings and 
contentions and bloodshed for the mere maintenance' 
of the name of physical power. Whether that which 
is miscalled “patriotism” that urges the Russian 
soldier to leave hty family and home and to go out to 
battle for the purpose of extending the empire of Rus
sia shall be called “patriotism?” Whether that 
which seeks to conquer all the weak nations in the 
world for the purpose of 'augmenting its territory 
shall be called “patriotism?” Whether that which- 
enables a man, because of his genius and ability, who 
can win all the-wealth in the world to the exclusion 
of those who are struggling along similar lines shall 
be called “legitimate business.” Whether the Vi
kings that came sailing down from the north for gold 
shall be considered great and çoftec  ̂irrespective of

truo commerce upon the high seas? Whether the pi
rates that have been relegated to the domain of dark
ness by advancing commerce and civilization shall 
be supplanted by modern commercial pirates? 
Whether there shall be in the thoughts and minds of 
the human race this idea: that the race of giants has 
disappeared, that the race of pirates has disappeared 7 
The highway robbers, who came out from the fast
nesses of the mountains and robbed the unsuspecting 
travelers have been relegated to a few remote regions. 
But have I a right because I have intellectually 
gained control of all the money power in the world 
to use it oppressively to my fellowman ? For the in
tellectual giant, the monetary giant and the Vikings 
of old are similar in their expression. ’There is a tra
dition that the souls of the Vikings are bound to those 
icy barques that come floating down from the north
ern seas. In those frozen ships they are condemned 
to sail for eons of time because of- their wrongs 
against humanity. Those wrongs were as the small
est part of a fragment compared to the. wrongs of the 
vikings in your midst, compared to the bandits who, 
under the protection because within the limit of the 
law, prey upon the people. What ships of ice, what 
frozen regions of the spirit, what weird and terrible 
states wijl they find when out of the gateway of their 
own souls and of the immortal world they seek to find 
the passage way that is barred by their lack of hu
manity?

Friends, the economic question is the important 
question today. The great industrial prqblem is the 
imminent problem to solve, The President cannot 
solve it; the governor of the state cannot solve it; the 
mayor of the city cannot ; even tho chief of the police 
cannot solve it. You,'and by you we mean the entire 
inhabitants of this city and this nation, have the op
portunity of solving it. It is a moral question; it is a 
question of deepest humanity; it is a question that re
lates to the spirit; it is that which belongs to the 
next great staide in civilization. Its battle-field is not 
in any nation, it is between the Titans of commerce 
and those merciful deities that hold charge over the 
lives and souls of earth.

Now this voice‘of the spirit summons you, not to 
solve this question from your small personal interest 
of salary, not from your small personal interest in the 
value of your stocks, but from the larger interest of 
that which “ye would that men should do unto you, 
do ye even so unto them.”

Ministers in the Christian churches have said that 
the people want peace; they do not want bloodshed; 
they do not want rioting. That is true; they do want 
peace, but they do not want peace through smothering 
the mouth of the volcano; they do not want it in the 
region of the earthquakes; they want it on the high 
plateau of a broader, deeper and wider humanity.

Are you ready? If it came to the matter of princi
ple, whether you .should worship in this little room 
every Sunday or give up your religion—or perhaps 
your daily bread—are you ready to give up your re
ligion or your daily bread? Is truth stronger to you 
than any other present inducement of physical life? 
.If it is not, then you are not ready. And over and 
over the mills of the gods will grind and grind, and 
another will take the place of the Czar; half a dozen 
more men will take the places of those now in the syn
dicates of the world. You will tread the same tread
mills while the fields are longing for hands to culti
vate, them, and Nature beckons to you to come home, 
to be one with her, and earn your daily bread where 
there is no striving, no external display, only nature 
and the life of her many happy children there.

Oh ! when, heart-sick and weary and Jjroken in 
spirit, the man of the world goes back to the old home, 
stead roof after all his strivings and all his millions, 
he is not able to purchase the smallest measure of the 
happiness which was his. He would give all if he 
could lay his head upon the bosom of mother nature 
among the daisies, under the „waving branches of the 
trees and rest and sleep as when a child! So the rest
less nations of the earth that have seared the con
sciences and tortured the brains with the seeking for 
position and power will all one day go back to the 
bosom of the mother, and like the spoiled child will 
say: “Mother, I have sinned against thee, but I come 
back now to ask your blessing.” And the great, In
finite Mother, the heart of love, and the great Infinite 
Father, the heart of wisdom, beckon the children of 
earth, when weary with all this wandering, when 
their hands and hearts and brains are tired of all this 
striving, to come back to this Infinite altar of love 
with their added experience and their sorrows, and 
understand that there is no sorrow in the world, no 
struggle for which there has not been a wise provision 
when the lesson is learned. The infinite Love is al
ways there with its divine benefaction.

.“THE BLUE AND THE GRAY.” “HOPE.” .

Spoken Through the Lips of Mrs. Oora L. V. Rich- 
■ mond, Chicago, May 27, 1905.

(Impromptu poem, the subjects being given by mem
bers of the audience.)

Along the ramparts of the skies
When the sun shall rise on that one day, . ' - 

And you behold, with loving eyes, ' *
The streaks of Blue and the tints of Gray, \ -

You will say: How well they mingle in love -
In that upper light in the morning dawn;

How well it is, that in heaven above, •
As the sun lights up the wondrous lawn

Of Earth, there is no other way
Than the mingling of the Blue and the Gray.

.Here on the earth men do what they, _
For duty, think is right and best, .

And think because if they give away
Their human life and human quest, , 

They dodt for their country’s sake, ■
That she will better glory make.
But if each one bears within his heart

A sacred purpose, who shall say, 
That in heaven they must stand apart,

And be known distinctly as “Blue” and “Gray”?
We honor ever the nation’s flag; 4 .
, We prize the patriots of all time, 
The courage of the soldiers who never lag.

Oh! we know! there in that higher clime, 
Is a bond that will not pass away : ,
They afe crowned together, the Blue and the Gray.
When Abraham Lincoln knew that the war

Was over, and peace once more was here, 
When his spirit rose unto that height, as a.-star, 

He did not take to that heavenly sphere 
Any hatred for »those who had erred that day: 
He blest and welcomed the Blue and the.Gray.
And now as Hope lights, like a star,

The warring nations of the earth, 
And you behold from near and far, "

New struggles and impulses have birth,
Can you not walk forth in that spirit to-day, 

Feeling the contention and striving that is here, 
But casting hatred and scorning away, 

Pitying those in sorrow and fear,
And in your heart of hearts still say: _
I bless them, too, “the Blue and the Gray"?
For hope, lights up the life with light, 
. And above all colors, that are broken here 
Tn the shattered shards and fragments of sight, 

Is that which is still more pure and dear: 
That Hope, with white banners, is floating alway 
Above the red and green and the Blue and Gray,
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DEAFNESS AND 
, CATARRH CUB

BY NO METHOD UNTIL y'AU< 
TINA” WAS DISCOVERED.

Ninoty-ilve per cent ot all eases ot deafness 
brought to our attention is tho result ot ohronio

cuiurrh of the throat and 
middle oar. The air pas
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the notion ot the vi
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure is Impossible. The In
ner ear cannot bo reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the Inability ot ipi- 
rista or physicians to euro. 
Bar drums are worse than 
useless. That there is a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh Is demonstrate 

l cd every day by the use of 
F Actlna. The vapor cun ent

Trammgenerated in the Actina 
passes through the Eustachian tubes into tho 
middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
MH passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) in the 
inner oar, making them respond to tho slight* 
set vibration of sound. Actlna has never failed 
Io euro ringing noises in the head. Wehava 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be completely cured In 
only’throe weeks’use of Actina. Actlna also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; all of which are db 
rectly or indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna h 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
case. Wo give aUvlce free, and positive proof 
Of cures. «A valuable book—Professor Wilson's 
loO page Dictionary ot Disease, Free. Address 
Mew York & London Electric Association, Dup, 
8<2C, o Walnut Street. ICansas City, Mo.
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wick, uo valves, easfroperatod, 
\ handsome,durable. Grana

ZLcookcr, baker, quick work, 
" coo! kltchons. 18000Harri« 

sod Wluklctf. VoIvcIcssOll- • 
Uns and Air Burners «old 1 
month. AGENTS WANTED 
-04« Wceklv. CI1EATE8T 
MONEYMAKER. Guaran

teed, all sizes, sent anywhera, *8 up. Write, PUEE 
nropoaltlon, 80 day trial offer. Addreas only mfgra. 
World Mfa.-Op,, 0008 World BUd’c. Cincinnati* 0«

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING. BALMY OIL8. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Bkinand Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address 0 

DR?BYE,mouS^Xansas City, Mo,

The above is the number o£ the pres., 
ent Issue ot The 1'rogresslve Thinker, 
as printed at the. top ot the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested tp renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.

UNCOOKED FOODS
And How to Live on Them—With

Recipes for Wholesome
Preparation. ;

Proper combinations .and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this i 
book. Any one who tries some of the । 
special recipes will discover that proper । 
preparation increases the palatability of. 
food. Learn how and what to cook in , 
order to build and retain the highest de- . 
gree of normal health by following the ..-i 
recipes of this cook book.

It will simplify methods of living— i 
help to settle the servant question and ! 
the financial problems as well as point I 
the way for many to perfect health. . ! 
Price $1.

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning,

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of “The World Beautiful,’’ "Kate Field,* 
‘•After Her Death,” ‘‘From Dreamland Sent,” cto. 
With portrait. 16mo. Cloth, gilt. \PrIco 11.25. Tha 
writer of this "Study of Elizabeth Birrett Browning" 
has thrown the book Into nvo chapters, with sub-tillea 
as follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. ‘'Summer Snow of Apple 

Blossoms;” Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends lu tho 
Unseen. *

LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Friend;
Vila Nouva; "Ope Day, My Siren.”

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; In Casa 
Guldh Florentine Days; Walter Savage Lnndor. .

ABT AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 
Clasped Hands; Kate Field's Records; Mrs. 
Browning's Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Lawti; Modern Scientific Thought; The Consider« 
ation of Genius.

for Saio at this office. *■

MAKAMFT n19 PIrth. Character and.. 
mnilV/nLl Doctrine, By Edward Gib
bon. This is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal 
Classics. It is conceded to be historically cor
rect, and so exact and perfect in every detail as 
to be practically beyond the reach of adverse 
criticism. This work will be found intensely 
interesting. Price. 25 cents.

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG'WRIGHT.

This volume consists of a course of lectures 
delivered In the trance state, and is certainly no 
small ccntributlon to the study of the soul. It 
Is a goo<. work to open the eyes to tho difference 
between the deductive and inductive process ot 
mind. Bound In cloth, Si. For sale at this 
dffica , . .

The Proofs ot Life After Death
A Twentieth Century Symposium.

An assembly and collation of letters 
and expressions from eminent scientists 
and thinkers of the world, giving the 
strongest and best reasons known to 
the world to-day, as substantial evi
dence of the continued existence of the 
soul after death; Arranged under the 
several heads of Science, Psychical -Re
search, Philosophy, Spiritualism. With 
a special contribution on Immortality 
from New Standpoints.

Compiled and edited by Robert J. 
Thompson, Late Special Envoy of the 
United States to the President of tho 
French Republic. •

A work ot especial value, giving the 
views of a large number of eminent 
persons. Finely printed and bound. 
Price 12. For sale at thin office. ’

INDUCE ' ,
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for Thu 
- Progressive Thinker.

Now Islho time to extend the circula, 
flou ot The Progressée Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should .be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
©f matter bo well adapted to enrich thg 
Blind. Send In a subscription npg,



into the waste basket.

Ledge Camp, and Miss Rena Chapman 
. will do the work of Secretary-for the

particle in which life commenced dis
tinguishing it from other particles and 
from matter in general. If the source

Mattock of Owosso, has resigned her 
position as Secretary of the Grand

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.'

WJw "writ W ft* tw» 
use & pen or typewriter.

We go to prose early Monday morn
ing, heifcp oommynlcatlons intended for 
that current issue should reach thio 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

pressed a sponge of vinegar to the lips 
ot Gonzales. The pseudo Christ shilled 
feebly and whispered“the Savior’s last 
words, ‘Father, forgive them for they

CONTRIBUTORS.-Each contributor I Tak# due notice that Item» for thia '¿X Gonzales’6clothes
Is alone reagouMble for any asse.tlons’page Jn order to Insure Insertion
or statements he may make. 1 he editor contain the full name and address of the BerlDtural account A brother then 
allows Oils freedom of expiesslon, be-, writer. Otherwise they may be cast seized a spear and plunged It into Gon-
lievlng that the cans»'of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything tliat comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progr.essiveThlnkor 
Ib set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all otlier re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind,

ITEMS.—Bear'in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases bo 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten Unes, and ten 
lines to . two lines, as occasion may-re
quire, '' •

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all ItemB 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do tp say that. Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address pf 
the writer.' The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this Office, for they will not be returned 
If we‘have not space to use them,

sale»’ side, and his face lighted up with 
the beatitle smile of a martyr. Mean-

' TH® FDtlOWiNG "program 'con-’ 
stjtutes'wb'rk of Mrs, Cora 
L. V, Richmond: Leaving their home in 
Rogers Panfi'Jul/s, Mr, and Mrs, Riçli- 
mond will WatOofry/Pa;, July 3 to 14; 
Cuba, N. YlkJul/^ll to 21; Lily Dale, 
N. Y., 21 baleé Brady, Ohio, July 
30, and 'MaWua, ®hio,‘ Aug 1 to-6, In-

J X

AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF ,THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

Rev. R. Heber Newtcn says: “I make 
bold to say there Is no Held for human 
investigation half so promising as this, 
none which should so appeal to edu- 
ted, intelligent, philanthropic men to- 
Bupport and endow. Anyone who walks 
with his eyes open, ready to hear what 
men have to tell, will And stories pour
ing In upon him from men whom he 
cannot mistrust as liars and whom he- 
knows to be sane and sensible, which' 
will stagger him." , :

Cheerful news cames from St. Louis. 
During an operation In the city hospital 
on Peter Eldam, who had shot himself, 
the patient’s heart ceased to beat for 
so long a time that two of the attending 
physicians pronounced'him dead and 
left the room, A third physician re
mained, however, and by injecting salt 
into Eldam’s veins set his heart to beat-, 
Ing again and restored him to con
sciousness.

B. 8. WATSON WRITES FROM 
DENVER, COLO.: “THE PREMIUM 
BOOKS YOU KINDLY SENT CAME 
SAFELY TO HAND. THEY ARE ALL 
MY FANCY PAINTED-THEM, LOVE
LY AND DIVINE; BUT I DO NOT UN
DERSTAND HOW YOU CAN G'iVE SO 
MUCH FOR SO LITTLE. MONEY. 
MAY YOUR LIFE BE LONG AND 
PROSPEROUS TO PROMULGATE 
THE GRAND TRUTHS OF SPIRIT
UALISM.”

Goldwin Smith says: "We are told 
that the origin of life has at last been 
discovered. This, if It is true, might 

• seem to make the case in favor of Ma
terialism complete. But is it the origin 
of life that has been discovered or only 
the beginning of life on this planet? 
That sooner or later the beginning of 

■life on this planet would be discovered 
by science was almost certain. But the 
beginning of life on this planet -is not 
its origin. Something there must ap
parently have been in that particular

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME while tho various episodes of the cruci- 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO-. Axion were .executed with solemn zeal. 
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR Mrs. T. J. Boyd of 403 Stanton street, 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY Bay City, Mich., warns .all people 
Will FIND THEIR WAY TO THE against, employing (he services of one 
WASTEBASKET. Geo. White in any. capacity im connec-
---------------------——-——------ :--------- tion with Spiritualism, He said ■ he

At the First Congregational Church, ^¡9“
Oak Park, Mr? William E. Barton “g and ^e poo? dunes
Worids3” lie "With'our woultl Be® ’¿hts (or thought so)
Worlds. He çald in part. With oui nn*:» Rnnm nf thA ahttia kind of lieht increased knowledge of other worids P“’11 and it waf a
we cannot restrain our Inquiry as to fleshly hand caught holding the 
the probable condition ot Ute there, ; - < . * VQ, • ^-.bu BtrOngly of

whisky and tobacco came through the woidl, or piecisely like ouïs in any | Mrs Bovd would like toworld, is not known,not oven probable. S wBl not fa 1 into
^1^"^ t°a8UÆ(.Hn Gm sameTran Heyis'abou£ 40 or«

CnnrYears °Iai medium size and build, and 
history ofthis planet. BuJ tee^ore ^blo” W1^ °f “b°Ut 
we free the Bible plan of redemption P\ ■ „ - , “ „ ,
from the adventitious and -the accident- _ M. Humphrey writes kt. 
al, the more overwhelmingly probable pouls> Mo.: I want to say to the-sis- 
it becomes that in every world charac- terB brothers everywhere that here 
ters shall rise through analogous rev- in St. Louis Spiritualism is attracting 
dations to a common zenith.” favorable attention now than ever

« _ ,T., i. , m _ before. It is interesting more thought- 
a\Wr4ten.-<ffiOm people. For the past two months

Canada. _Mrq, L. A, Griffin, the^Eng- ttle gnirituaIlHt' Association has 
lish medium who for the past six h a Brother W1]I Jr Erw00(i of wiscon- 

and has worked up something 
a revival interest here in things 

Un«™/aAn Splr^ Thirty- or more new 
1Ü' flAà hLrAu m members have been added. to our rolls

'mrselt compelled to ,n yllg and~Dthers will follow, 
return to British shores without ¡mAjS Brother Erwood is a talented, educated, 
ab l AV r.i \ coming young man—a credit to our

cause, a capable,-carnes) and industri- 
thnnir^whAl^Hna" ous worl{er- ' Wednesday night, June 

'Mnn,il°™hAChrne™ 281 our temple was filled to hear his last
moving mîv talk 011 ‘A"Glimpse of the. Future,’ a

tt0 Amerlca a aaeqess suEjeCf ho handled very acceptably to 
ana pleasure. „ his audience. Following the discourse

Mrs. Squire writes: The Church of Brotlfer Erwood received new members 
AU Souls has been discontinued for the m a beautiful, suggestive and original 
Cummer. I thank my many'frlends for flower service, fittingly appropriate to 
their presence, hoping to', meet them Onr loving cause, and most impressively 
again,in the fall.” conducted., A Spiritualistic wedding

W. P. Butlei; says :'T tried hypnotism followed; wherein flowers and little 
upon alcoholic cases and found that it white-robed children, assisted, and 
Is as .successful as in the treatment of closed Brother Erwood’s work here tor 
cigarette fiends and have had the good this season. Representatives of-'the. 
fortune by this means to add several re- city press were present, and made ex- 
cnilts to . the . temperance cause. So tended pleasing reports, a . certain evl- 
Buccessful hak the hypnotic treatment dence of Spiritualism’s growth in pub- 
been that I have already trained Daniel lie esteem. All 1b well with us and oùr 
P. Higgins, John. S. McCullough and work.” .
Dana Heck, of this city, to help me Rev. R. Heber Newton Bays: “The 
with |t, and as soon as they mastered middle ages believed that the saints 
the power of hypnotizing subjects they were purrounded- by halos.- Again the 
have had the same success as I have scientist laughed in his sleeve—if he 
had." Mr. Butler believes that hypno- was courteous enough not to laugh 
tlsm, should be adopted as a branch of openly. Yet Baron Reichenbach’showed 
the temperance cause; that each tern- l*that certain? scientists .recognized a 1Ù- 
perance society should have a squad of Lniinousness in magnets, ¿nd Blncé/ the 
hypnotists and.that temperance orators earth is now known to be a great mag- 
should practice hypnotism as an ad- net man may also be a good sized 
junct to their work. one.” .. .

Mrs. Ina Wilcox writes': "I attended Mrs/Ruth,Eastman of Mancelona, 
a Spiritualistic meeting held at 962 Mil- Mich., writes: “I wish to announce to : 
waukee avenue, of which Mrs. DeLong your many readers that improvements 
Moseler Is pastor', July 2, and 1 cannot are being made at our camp grounds, 
say too-much in behalf of thé medium.,, jour venerable worker; Bamùel Lesher; 
Her psychic pdwëf is sôhiething marvel- is giving his-whole time;-po far ¿s; Eis’ 
pus. ..A large i augience .congregated-; Im 'health permit, to beautifying the
her parlor, all anxious to receive ¿ word grounds he loves so well. He has'given 
of cheer from some departed loved one UE his farm to spend his last earthly 
through her organism. These meetings <jays to do so. He is 80 years ot age, 
are held every Friday at 2:30 p?m.,and and knows how to clear up. land1. Two' 
Friday and Sunday evenings at 8 cottages are in the course qf erection, 
o’clock, They. WHI hot be discontinuéd come to our Northern Camp; more the 
during the. warm weather.” ; merrier." 1

Parkland Heights Spiritualist Home Mrs. C. Kirchner writes : “A large and 
and Camp-meeting Association will appreciative audience which tested the 
open-on Sunday, July '9. ' Mr and Mrs. I seating capacity of our president's 
Geo. W. Kates will be the opening home, listened to the services of the 
speakers. Mrs.- C. Fannie Allvn and Rising Sun Mission on Sunday evening, 
others will follow. Address allcommu- July 2. Our sister, Mrs. M. Price, de
nications to thé secretary. Miss Eliza- livéred a grand lecture on Spiritualism, 
beth M. Fish, Parkland, Bucks county, which was listened to'with rapt atten- 
Ta. , . tion. Our president spoke about* thé

of this ha? been found, the origin of life 
; has been discovered; otherwise what 

R has been discovered is not the source, 
K but only the beginning. The proof of 
h ‘ physical evolution is heartily accepted, 
f But, as at present advised, we challenge.

the assumption that physical develop- 
ment out of a germ plasm is the begin- 
nlng and end of all."

> ... ’ On' account of sickness Miss Laura

elusive; Onset; JKMs"., Aug. 7 to 14; 
Unity Campo/nearMLynn, Mass.) Aug. 20 
to 27; New ¡York !Ully and the Catskills, 
Sept, 1 to (Abou<) v Sept. 15. Services 
will commente at<the Church of the 
■Soul, in Chicago, Hlinday, September 17, 
1905. - ' O t . . '

HELEN ¿TUAÙT RICHING8, Who 
has been iivthç fqr Northwest tor sev
eral years,’» reining to the lecture 
platform, una desn-es • to correspond 
with Boclet! jes ’wishing the-services of 
an inspirât onal lecturer, psychome- 
trlst and dramatic artist. - Terms most 
reasonable, especially for long engage
ments. Address P. O. Box 115, Seattle,- 
Wash... ' '

excursion to the camp, and it was truly 
a gala day, parties being present from 
nearly ¿11 the neighboring societies to 
greet the Haverhill friends, Miss Eliz
abeth Harlow, who has lost none of her 
old-time power and vigor since she be
came a Westerner, was warmly wel
comed on the 25th, as was Mrs. Ilam on 
Jply 2, to be followed on the 9th and 
ïfith by-Rev, May S. Pepper, whose 
wonderful worfy in New York has at
tracted attention all over the world. 
She will also be present, during the fair 
which is to be held in tire grove July 12 
and 15, inclusive., It is a dream of ours 
that some plan may be formed whereby 
more of the western speakers could 
come east and the eastern ones go 
west, which could be easily accom
plished by the formation of circuits, so 
that a speaker coujd have s!x_ months’ 
engagement with- societies near each 
other, each speiety paying their part ot 
the traveling . expenses. There are 
many mediums in the west that .our 
people would be glad to hear, and we 
know that we have many here that 
could do good work in the west.”

Mattie E. Hull writes: “Mr. Hull and 
myself have been so busy since our re
turn from the West, wo have been com
pelled to' seemingly neglect many cor
respondents who have sent us cordial 
messages during The past two months; 
As -there comes an endto all tilings in 
our earthly experiences, there will soon 
come a temporary change in-our condi
tion, and We hope we may find more 
tlnw to attend to our friends though the 
visiting must be done at long range and 
through the medium of the type-writer. 
On the 12th Inst, we leave our home 
quarters for Mantua, Ohio, where we 
have an engagement with thé manage
ment of the Maple Dell Camp Associa
tion. My next camp-engagement will 
be at Clinton, Iowa, Mt. Pleasant Park 
camp-meeting, where I am under a 
three weeks’ engagement in the inter
est ot the children’s lyçeum. I wish 
the friends to remember that while we 
announce a children’s; progressive lyce: 
y.m in connection with the camp. w.ork, 
it is not to bb purely à kindergarten af
fair. I urge-that--the children and. 
young peoplq-qspeçially should be In at
tendance, but-I want the adults, those 
who have tile Umetto spare to feel so 
much' of an interest, that their pres
ence-will be In evidence. 1 shall en
gagé my best'endflavors to make my 
part of the' wbfk ¿¡success, but there 
must be a cooperative effort on the’ 
part of the Visitors At thé camp. ’■ We 
are looking forward: toour next school 
year with a 'gïékt Heal of anticipation. 
Calls for cattilogüci> are -coming ;in 
.larger numbefh thali ever befóte'. The 
probability flow Tsp^that Mr. Hull and 
myself will'’ Feturnvio Washington'-and- 
'Orégan'tekflÿiîfisfiïriü'ary Tb' Work'in 'thé" 
interest of thé schoél/and r feel to say 
to mofe fully compiete-thè'work with 
our friends on behalf of Spiritualism,

that L have changed my residence, and 
ail-communications will reach me at 
455 East 65th street. We extend a cor
dial IftyitatJoH to qll wiio find their so
ciety closed for the summer to come 
and see us. We will guarantee you a 
pleasant time. sGood speakers and me
diums will always :be present. The 
third Sunday ot every month will be de
voted to mediums giving messages, and 
no lecture/’

Harry J. Moore writes from Butte, 
Mont.;. "Noticing an article in the gen
eral survey in reference to Madame 
Boll and signed by Wm. M. Tabor'' of 
Butte, Mont., 1 wish to repeat what I 
stated in'my former article that Mad
ame Bell came tp Billings during the 
state convention and it was deemed ad
visable to publish in tlie secular press 
that she was not a medium endorsed by 
the National or State Associations ot 
Spiritualists and was not in Billings un-' 
der the auspices of the local society. 
Mr. Frank D. McCorinnck visited her 
and when he - mentioned ^something 
about credentials or recommendations 
she said; she did not have any, hence 
the notice In the secular press. Will 
also say that more than one 'floating' 
medium (so-called) who travels about 
not only in Montana but adjoining 
states will come in for their share of no
tice as soon as I return from the coast. 
We must uphold the position of the N, 
S. A. and state associations."

Lorenzo Worthen writes as follows 
from Hillsboro, Br,, N. H„ about the 
Sutiapee Lake -Spiritualist Camp: "Our 
camp-meeting at Blodgett’s Landing, N. 
H., commences July 30, and closes Aug. 
27. All arrangements have been made 
by the committee. It has a gdod list 
of speakers and mediums. We have en
gaged Mrs. Sadie L. Hand, and also Ed
gar W. Emerson, who is known from 
Maine to California. The officers have 
done all In their power to make this 
camp-meeting a success., We will wel
come all who come to investigate the 
truth of Spiritualism. The officers can
not make a success without the people 
helping them. Wb hope all old mem
bers will renew their, membership, and' 
each one bring a new ode with them. 
Direct all letters to the secretary at 
Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., after July 
26.” ' J-

Fred P. Evans writes from Psychomo 
Lodge, Dos Gatos, Cal.: "I have given 
up my San Francisco home for the pres
ent, My family and self are now domi
ciled at my mountain home, as per 
above .address. I leave here for Lily 
Dale and'other eastern points on July 
24.” ■ . -

Dr. N. F. Ravlln was In the city. last 
week-on his way to Portland, Oregon. 
He is one of our ablest workers; bls 
keen, incisive logic hitting the mark ev
ery time, ' _ j / . '

The Sunflower Club had a splendid 
picnic at Lake Bluff, July 4. It had as 
jts leading spirit, Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, 
whose efforts were seconded In a noble 
manner by ALL the members and offi
cers of the Club. , The occasion will 
long be remembered as most enjoyable 
by everyone present, ' ■

' Dr. Beverly writes: "One hundred 
and fifty people were at Arlington" hall 
31st and Indiana avenue, last Sunday. 
Why should we close when the hungry 
people come?: Air cannot go to camp 
meetings, and many cannot wait till 
September for the next meal, so we In
vite air to come and partake freely of 

, the waters of life.- The writer is giv
ing a-series ot lectures- on 'Develop
ment from the Blackboard.’ We have 
our new membership cards ready. Send 
,25 cents for this card of instruction. 
Co-operate with us In unity of purpose, 
to help each other and all humanity. 

. Addrbss Dr. Beverly; 44 East Thirty- 

.’.first street:’" ' " ”• • : '

THE TALE OF A SHIRT.

I have served a stylish-master and have 
' been to him a friend.

But the best associations must in time 
come to an end. -

While mx threads were new and strong-

I
er and were ironed to a shine, 

was chosen for the parties by thai 
rich young master mine.

If, returning from the laundry, l'U a

r wrinkle or a spot,
.’11 assure you that my master waxed 

around there very hot,
Ami he cast me In the closet with a 

cuBB-word and and' a blow,
And with bitter words tor some one to 

the laundry I would go.
But the woes of life are never single- 

handed you must know,
And my master learned a lesson from 

another’s tale ot woe:
He had taken me to parties where 1 

knew it wasn’t right,
And spilled beer upon my bosom till I 

looked just like a fright.
Ah! he stained me till my whiteness 

grew as dull as common lead, -
Like-the skin of my dear master, as 

’twill be when he is dead.
Yes, he stained me, then he cast me in 

the closet here for good,
But the truth about the staining will 

eonie day be understood.
I’m too good yet for the rag-man, and 1 

still much would endure,.
.If somebody would but give me to some 

■ fellow who is poor,
And I’ll bet he wouldn’t stain me as my 

rich young master did,
Till I feel that it were better had 1 

been forever hid.
Had we garments any union to protect 

ub from the stain
That our masters put upon ua.we would 

never need Complain.
Were each character we cover ever 

clean and pure,and bright,
We would have. Jess stain to spot us 

and would treat our masters right.
Had we souls we oft would shudder at 

’ the fearful crimes we see,
’Neath the mantles of the classes called 

i’the best humanity.”
Had we eyes to see and language to ex- 

press what we behold,
We might make the world much better 

with the tales we could unfold.
DR. T. WILKINS.

Michigan State Association.
The Michigan State Spiritual Associa

tion will hold its twelfth annual con
vention, Tuesday, Aug. 15, headquarters 
being the Mediums’ Home, Lansing. 
All Spiritualists of the state are in
vited to be present and all societies ot 
the state are requested to send their 
full number ot delegates. Let all come 
and make this our largest convention. 
There is work to be done. ,

. RENA D. CHAPMAN, 
Secretary M. S. S. A.

THE CHURCH AND STATE.

PSYCHOM ETRY.

MÏ-iEÏEB
ASTHMA

; CAN

F. M. H. writes from Detroit, Mich.: meetings being closed for the summer 
“The closing services for the season of at the People’s Institute, and t® save 
the -Earnest Workers S. 8, were held the expense of rent would hold' meet- 
at its fine hall, 333. Michigan avenue, ings at his home,.22 Jackson Place, be- 
Sunday evening, June 11. The' ball tween Van Buren and Jackson Blvd, 
was tastefully and beautifully decorated west of Hoyne avenue. Brother Thomp- 
wlth bunting ¿nd- flowers. The services son gave some grand tests, as well as 
were fittingly and gracefully conducted did Sister Kirchner. We are pleased 
by our esteemed president and pastor, to see so many strangers at our meet- 
Mrs. Mary Stein, in her usual brilliant ings, and feel we are spreading the gos- 
manner. A great part of the success pel of Spiritualism to a good number or 
was due to the high and soul-inspiring Investigators. The regular meetings 
work of Mrs. -Metcalf, Mrs. Jenkins, will be held every Sunday evening at 
Mrs Pengally and Mrs. Dr? Fish, who the president's home until September 
kindly lent their aid and assistance. A 3, after which the services, will be held 
fine musical program and recitations in our new temple.. A soqial will be 
were beautifully rendered by kind and held at the president’s home, Saturday: 
loving friends. Everything passqd off evening, July 15, for the benefit of the 
in a harmonious manner, and all retired- building fund. All welcome; come and 
feeling they Had spent an enjoyable have a good time. Our speaker for 
evening In communion with the angel Sunday, July 16, Will be-Mrs, W. F. 
world, and sorry that the meetings had Schumacher, pastor of the Church of 
closed. Much praise is due Mrs. Stein the Students of Nature." . -
and the officers of the society who have ' p. A.' Jensen writes from Mfelmont, 
raised It from almost a failure -to the Wash,.: “One need not - get hysterical 
flood-tide of success. The society is. bo over this fraud question and Bay, "The 
pleased with the grand -work of Mrs. fakes everywhere are trembling in the 
Stein that it has selected her as pastor anticipation of exposure.” The takes 
for another year, and in-the fall with are doing nothing of the kind, for they 
the blessings of tha angel world we ex- know there are dupes enough to support 
pect forth greater efforts for .the uplift- them for years to come, Elsie Key
ing of humanity. The meeting was nolds and the Crihdles, after their ex
closed with a beautiful benediction and posure in Los Angeles, struck Camp, 
the audience-singing, ‘Our Father in aiid started business in San Francisco. 
Heaven.’” ■ Maud Freitag of Los'Angeles,continued

! ■ 'camp this year.
Taking as Its text a "revival" which 

occurred in Belfast in 1859, the Hospi
tal calls attention to the fact that Arch
deacon Stopford had the discernment to 

.perceive the hysteria produced and the 
courage to preach .a -warning. “He 
traced some of the attacks of .hysteria 
to the abuse of certain pulpit arts, to 
the reiteration of hell! hell! hell! and 
to the consequent accumulation among 
the congregations of depressing emo
tions for which no adequate outlet was 
provided in active thought or in practi- 

I car duty. He traced others to the kin- 
! dred but more gradual operation ot the 

.highly charged mental atmosphere of 
the locality, and he described’the na
ture and tendencies of‘the induced dis
ease "with sufficient clearness to disa
buse all candid minds of the supposi- 

- tion that it could ever, In any circum
stances, be rendered an instrument of 
good.. Physiologists, and’physicians as 

¿physiologists, are bound to.recognize 
that emotion is -a force seeking outlet 
in action, capable of being guided by 
those who have been trained to bring 
it into subjection, buLeertaln, when suf
fered to- accumulate, to overpower peri' 

'■ sons of feeble will, and to compel them 
. into courses which sound judgment 

would often be unable to approve. 
.' Abandonment to religious feeling, like 

abandonment to any other feeling. Is 
merely a surrender of the will to the 
emotions, and its principal effect is_ to 
render emotion, and not will, the pre
dominant factor in the organism.

D. G. HII1 writes: “The. opening serv- her meetings as usual, after her expos-, 
ice of the summer meetings of the I ure, although the particulars of her 
Golden Rule Spiritualist. Society, Sun- fake work were published in the three 
day evening, July 2, was very satlsfac- leading Los Angeles newspapers; and 
tory in attendance. . The speaker, Mrs. there was nothing unusual noticeable 
Nora E. Hill, gave a very interesting ad- about her meetings, unless it might 
dress, with messages by visiting sisters, I have been a little suppressed excite- 
Mrs. Weaver ¿nd Mrs. Thompon, which ment among her dupes.”
were well received with the beautiful A. A. Averill writes from 
music and singing by quit, choir, and jfass.: _ _ ----- _____
which made the service a most enjoy-1 brighter for the growth and prosperity 
able one. The next meeting 'will be 0£ 0¿r cause than at the present time 
held-on Sunday evening, July 16, and ¡n Lynn an¿ vicinity. The meetings 
each Sunday evening thereafter during j held at Cadet Hall during the winter, 
July and August' Good speakers and! under the management of Dr. Alex 
médiums always.in attendance; open I Caird, have been full of interest. Some 
door; all welcome. O’Donnell College I of the finest speakers .procurable have 
Hall, South Paulina street, between qeen heard from our -rostrum. Mr. Os- 
tyashington Blvd and Park avenue.” . | car a. Edgerly was with us during the'

....... ..... ......— Lynn, 
“The prospects never looked

The American Journal Examiner of month of April and delivered as fine a 
California, says: "On : ‘Calvary Hill,' course of lectures as was ever listened 
near Torres, Colorado, in Las Animas to from any platform, spiritual or oth- 
county, an accidenf happened on Good erwise. in May we had Dr. G. A. Ful- 
Friday. A young man named Jesus ler, wljo presented the spiritual phllos- 
Gonzales was hailed to a cross duringTophy in his usual able manner, and 
the Easter religious ceremonials of the Mrs. Kate M. Ham of Haverhill, who 
Penitentes and expired in view of the demonstrated it just as ably. And the 
awe-struck, spectators. He had volun- work dogs not end; with the coming of 
teered to take the part_of the Savior in Summer; on the contrary, it is entered 
the solemn ritual of the sect, and his into with more zeal and vigor when the 
wrists and ankles had been firmly I meetings are renewed at Unity. Camp? 
bound to the cross with rones. At his There is a wonderful increase .in the 
own request nails yere then driven size of the audiences since last season, 
through his hands and he was spiked to partly in consequence of the .opening of 
the cross-beam of the, cross. At a sig- the new electric road which now takes 
nal from the high priest"of the Penl- passengers direct from Scollay Square, 
tentes the cross was elevated and the Boston, to the camp gate, running every 
ceremonial ^continued. ■ Following liter-1 half. Hour. June 4. was Benefit Sunday 
ally the New' Testament narrative of and a large number of local and visiting 
(he Savior's crucifixion; every incident I mediums assisted. The 11th, Mr. Ed- 
and episode was.imitated. Some of the I gerly was with us, and the- 18th was 
Penitential Brothers performed the part I Haverhill Day when the Helping Hand 
of-Roman soldiers, and one of them | Society ct that place made their annual

than we were enabled to do in the 
spring, on account of jjel.ng compelled to 
return bo soon. I mention-this, so the 
friends in Septtie, Tacoma and Port
land, and smaller places that we failed 
to visit for lack of time, may communi
cate with ub relative to the dates, etc.. 
Spiritualism is going forward In spite 
ot all it has to meet'.” *

Harry J. Mooré add Mrs. Eva McCoy 
are working under the auspices of the 
Montana State Association, and will 
:serve same state until thq Ñ, S. A. con
venes In Minneapolis hext October. Any 
other speakers or mediums claiming to 
be working' under the same state asso
ciation excepting the above named par
ties are mak|ng' false claims. Mrs. 
Frank McCormick; president; Mrs. W. 
C. Selbrede,.secretary. :

Mrs. John Lindsey, who has been- ill 
for some time, is now at the hospital at 
the Soldiers’ Home annex. Grand Rap
ids,. Mich., for treatment. -She.will .be. 
pleased to hear from her friends,

Mrs .Christine .Cooper writes from 
Clinton, Iowa: “MIbs Ella C. Preston of 
St. Louis, Mo., has felt obliged, to can
cel her engagement with the M. V. S. A. 
We aré pleased to announce the engage- 
rqent of Mrs. Alice C. Barry to fill the 
vacancy.- Mrs. Barry, has tor the past 
twénty months, served as pastor and 
message bearer for the Philosophical 
Society of Spiritualists of Clinton. 
During this time she. has, through her 
pleasing personality and honest, earn
est efforts, completely won the hearts 
of all who have been sp fortunate-as to 
listen to the inspired teachings and 
She will no doubt receive the same cor- 
She will no doubt, receive thesame cor
dial greeting from the M. V. S. A. plat
form.” '' '

E. L. Stewart writes: “For some time 
the Hyde Park .Occult Society has not; 
Incumbered the columns of your paper, 
for the thought came to us that.some-’ 
times "Silence is golden” ;' but now -we 
wish .to give a llttle.iintormation to the 
Numerous . readers. We will still con
tinue to hold our regular Sunday even
ing services. We have Seen very ex
cellently- entertained: in the last few 
months by fine speakers, such as H. S*. 
Frazier, Dr. Jj ,H Randall, Dr. Geo? B. 
Warne, Mrs. Martha Price, Mrs. McAr
thur and Mrs.Jennie Staner Adams. 
We aiwayé aim. to set U*0 best, and 
those who wpriéfor the sake ot spread-, 
ing the truth. ’ ¡Our Society has kept its 
rostrum clear.from objectionable medi
ums, ánd.thóstewe we had we dd not 
hesitate to recatnmeij^ as doing honest 
work, giving WY- VíJiát they, get' from 
the other sidq of life. We refer to 
Mrs. Kline, Mrs. McMenamin, Mrs. Lin-

' coin, Mrs. Licntig aliti Mrs. McIntyre; 
who have- recently served us. Since 
January, J905jwe haws lost two of our 
officers by .. resignation, having gone 
from the city; dúr president, Mr. Ens- 
low, having gone to Jalisco, Mexico, and 
Mr. Otto E. KtoPP, /treasurer, being 
called away, on .accoqnt of the sickness 
of his mother, and who passed to spirit 
life a few weeks after he got home,' to 
St. Peter; Minn. Resets have been ex
pressed that we hadjb lose such an act
ive worker os Brother Kropp. The va- 

' candes occurring necessitated an elec
tion which took place on June 30, which 
made a change in our officers^ As it 
now stands: H. T¿ Stewart, president; 
Mrs. A. Ware, vice-president; Mrs. O. 
B. Wilson,. financia^ secretary; W. H. 
Lundle, treasurer;’J. A. BostedP, re
cording secretary;,'Miss E. L Stewart,, 
corresponding, secretary. Mrs. 8* Irwin 
and Mrs. E. Kline.^rith the above, form

I the board of trustees.. I wish to Inform 
those who desire to correspond with me

Some Notable Exhibitions of 
Faculty. . '

the

: In .The Progressive Thicker of June 
17, is an article, “A Medium in Japan,” 
whlph Is interesting as showing prog
ression the other side of the earth, But 
•is it’more marked than the -work of 
many of our mediums here in the 
United States? Years ago it fell to my. 
lot to preside at a series of lectures on 
Spiritualism. Among the lecturers was 
Dr. L. Barnicoat of Boston, whose pe
culiar gift was psychometry. Twenty- 
four paper boxes were made as near 
alike, as possible, and when she lectured 
these boxes were passed among the au
dience for articles to be read by her. 
The cover was place'd on the box and 
the twenty-four brought to the platform. 
This was done to show that it was Im
possible for any one to know what was 
in the box—to stop criticism. She never 
failed to read the magnetism attached 
to articles sent up. Occasionally there 
would be three or more magnetic con
ditions an^ there would be amusement 
and instruction In the-unraveling; but 
she always came out- correct in the 
reading. : > .

■ Another lecturer who had the same 
gift was Miss Jennie B. Hagan. She. 
was given a. pebble. Placing it at her 
forehead, she, told of its long.journey 
from the north—its varied experiences 
till it canie into the hands of man. Up 
to this point its history in past life 
rested on her sayso. It was all natural 
and quit.e probable. When it reached 
the hands of man, we could test what 
she told—and it was correct.

I name these two mediums, having 
been intimate with exhibitions of their 
ability to read the' past as . impressed 
upon or1 into inanimate objects. Doubt
less there are. thousands of these psy- 
chometrists. -Let their friends say a 
word for them, and Then Enima Kasa- 
kura won’t be subhi an apparent curios
ity as one “talking with (reading! inan
imate thidgs."

... ’ C. F- LIVINGSTON. ’

Report on Baby Barrett Spread.
Received in all;.$19.40. Forwarded to 

Morris Pratt Institute Association and 
Mediums’ Relief Fund, $7.23 each., 'Re
mainder left for expenses, $4.94. This 
is to pay for- material, purchase the 
book, and pay express charges on the 
spread to Brother and Sister Barrett.

It will be seen that the ladles who 
made the spread made nothing. As 
they had hoped to Have a small balance 
left for work in their Aid Society, they 
feel rather disappointed, but. still be
lieve that they have been more than re
paid in the pleasure and profit they ob
tained from reading the many beautiful 
letters sent with the dimes and dollars. 
May the angels bless every one who has 
had a hand in the work.. Our personal 
thanks are due to the editors of The 
Progresslve'Tbinker and the Sunflower 
for the many favors received from their 
hands. The book and spread will be 
forwarded as soon as the names and 
sentiments are copied.

MARY SKOGLAND.
- ROZETTAGOTT.

Wellington, Ohio. .

“Heliocentric Astrology or Essentials 
of Asttenomy and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1010." By Yarmo Vedra. For sale at 
lives. Price, by mail. 81.

"Handy Electrical DtcUocary," 
practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every, used ele& 
trical term or phrase. Price §1^.

ANCIENT

AND

MODERN.

July 16.1505.

The African Kor.A 
Plant Is Mulino's Pos
itive Curo for HAY- 
FEVERundASTHMA. 
Since its recent dis
covery this remarka
ble botauloul product ths KoujPtanr. 
has come Into universal use Tn the Hospitals o> 
Europe end America as an unfailing speelflc.

Hr. W. U. Sell;. 317 SB til Bt., Newport Nowa°Vu., wrlU-3 
Jun. tad, was a helpless invalid and wm cured of Ha;- - 
Sever and Asthma, by Hlnialyaaricrlbyoars'suSorlng, - 
Mrs. A. B. Surdjke, ofUUlClty, Kaus., Myites Jan. attil, 
had Hay-lAver and Asthma Cor ton years and could get 
no relict until cured by Uhaalya. Mr. 11. L Clvwa, lt< 
Morris nt, PUIladolphlu, writes Jun. 16tb, Doctors did mu 
no good but Iltmalya cured mo. Mr. IV. P. Cawptell, 
BanbornvUlo, N. II., also writes rob. Clb, that mmalya 
cured his Soh. Her. Vrsderleh V. Hyatt, the noted Evan* 
tolbt ot Abilene. Texas, -writes April Ulh, 1903,1 nevef 
use an opportunity to reeomuiend Htiaalyuasltcured 

me or Hay-tover and Asthma and have never hud any 
return ot tho disease. |

Hundreds ot others eend similar testimony 
proving Hlmulya a truly wonderful remedy. AS 
ha Kola Plant la a aneciflo constitutional cure 

tor the disease. Hay-fever sufferers should no! 
fail to take advantage of this opportunity to 
secure a remedy which will positively cure them. 
To prove the power of this new botanical discov
ery, if you BtiHer from Hay-fever or Asthma, wa 
will send you one trial case by mall entirely free. 
It costs you absolutely nothing. Write to-day to tho 
Kola Importing Co., 1102 Broadway, New York.

It Has Been Divided in France—Con-, 
cordât of Pope and Emperor Is An
nulled by Chamber of Deputies— 
Comes Down From 1801—Contest Be
gan In March and Was Bitterly 
Fought From "Beginning of Session.
Thé bill for the separation ot church 

and-state passed the chamber of depu
ties, Paris, France, by a vote of 341 to 
233. The result was greeted by govern
mental cheering and opposition hisses.

When the result was officially given 
out there was renewed clamor from the 
crowded galleries, lobbies, and the floor 
pt the chamber. . .

The task has occupied almost the en
tire time of the lower house since 
March 22. The opponents of the meas
ure utilized every means to prevent the 
bill becoming a law, moving no fewer
than 250 amendments, which were 
jected.

Tried to Make Bill Liberal.
The steering committee showed

re-

a
reasonable spirit by accepting sugges
tions from all sides In order to render 
the bill as liberal as possible, at the 
"same time taking every precaution to 
avoid leaving loopholes for political in
trigue.

The text of the bill has been almost 
completely revised, with the consent of 
the house, since its introduction. The 
broad principle of reform is permitted 
to stand, fulfilling the long expressed 
desire of advanced republicans to see 
the state untrammeled by connection 
with any religious sect.

■ The system swept away by this bill 
dates from 1801, when the famous con
cordat was signed by Plus VIL and Na
poleon.

Bill Abolishes Concordat.
This concordat gave religion govern

mental status, the churches being gov
ernmental property with the clergy paid 
by the state, and the entire church ad
ministration being under the direction 
of a member of the president’s cabinet 
The new system abolishes al! laws and 
regulations under the concordat and 
terminates the authority of the concor
dat itself.

The general principle of the measure 
as finally adopted by the chamber of
deputles.is-ad follows:

“The republic assures 
science ¿nd guarantees 
cise of religion, subject 
tlons of public order.

liberty of con- 
the free exer
to thè restric- 
The republlc

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
• They are neatly and substantially, 

bound In cloth.
No other publishing house in the 

United States excels thenl in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of th? “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Lite in the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in ail the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion ot Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche In your 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic," “The Next.World Interviewed” 
and “A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus."

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
“Letters From the Spirit World,” writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
marlcable medium, Carlyle Petersllea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a prlco 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise!

Longley’s Choice Collection
OF

BEAUTIFUL SONGS,
Here is a book of songs for public meetings 

and the home that is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, uud contains7G songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
"These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Howe.

•‘This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual hanmony. and has an uplifting tend
ency.”—Dawning Light,

“Tho songs ana music are of a nature to in* 
spiro those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W. Hull.

“There are some things in our personal b’Bto- 
ry that never fade from memory. One in mine 
has been fresh for fifty years. I went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, Prof.S.B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley,the song, one of his earliest com
positions.7’—J. S. Loveland.

Longley’s latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had in decorated covers for 60 
cents: plain, dOcents.

neither recognizes, pays stipends to 
nor -subsidizes any sect, but provides 
funds for college, hospital, and asylum 
chaplains. Otherwise the-public wor
ship budget is abolished and public es
tablishments connected with religion' 
are suppressed.”

" Compromise, on Church Riches.
The most açtive contest took place 

over thé proposition whereby the price
less riches of the church. Consisting of 
collections made during many centu
ries of painting, tapestries, and stat
uary, were to be passed to the state. 
This- was finally modified so-that civil 
organizations retain control of the 
goods of the church.

One of the last amendment« adopted 
prohibits members of the' clergy be
coming mayors or' holding other fnu- 
nlcipal offices during the eight years 
succeeding the adoption of the law. 
This was bitterly contested. Rigorous 
provisions are made against clergymen 
taking any active part in politics.

STftNDNRD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, 50c. Each.

The following books by well known, 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.

Past and Present. By Thomas Can 
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. 
» Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 
Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that- young as well 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top. -

Orlgin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
lie In every home.

Karma. A Novel.’ By A. P. SInnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence tn the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness. ___

Some Gilm oses ( 
oí Occultism Í

An Easy Way to Make Money;
I ha.vo made S5M.0& ta sTdays selling Dlsij- 

washerg. I did my housework at the same 
time. I don’t canvass. People come or send lor 
the Dish-washers. I handle the Mound City 
Disih-washer. It is the best on the market It 
ir lovely to sell. It washes and dries the dishes: 
perfectly in two minutes. Every lady'who sees 

wants one. I will devote all my future time 
to the'business and expect to clear 000.00 this 
{car. Any intelligent person can do as well a;

have done.. Write for particulars to th© Mourn 
City DIsh-Wauher Co., St Louis. Mo.

: . , MRS. W. D.

BY C. W. LEADBEATER
Tlio rollovring subjects are treated in a most, 

able manner;
ANCIENT.—Theosophy and Christianity; Tho 

Ancient Mysteries; Buddhism.
rtODERN:—The Unseen World; The Rationale 

of Mesmerism; Telepathy and Mind. Cure; 
Maric, White and Black; The Use and Abuse 
of Psychic Powers: Vegetarianism and Oc
cultism; How to Build Character; Tho Fu
ture of Humanity; The Gospel of Wisdom.

Well bound In Cloth, with sliver back and side 
stamp too pages. Price. 81.ba

-The present Age and Inner Lite; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and explained." By Andrew Jack- 
eon Davis. Wa have a few copies ol 
Uila work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, 81.10.

•The Light of Egypt’ Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library - >:> itself, a

20tli Genturu GMg
' TO

PftLIVUSTRY
This is the simplest, clearest and yet 

-the most exhaustive presentation thia 
interesting science has yet । received^ 
All ot the discoveries, Investigation» 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up In this practical, fascinating treaties, 
on Palmistry.

There Is no trait, no characteristic, no 
inherited tendency, that is not marked

.. -ion tho palm of the band and can bo 
____  . . traced with unerring accuracy by fol- 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as Jewing the principles enforced by the 
taught by Adepts ot Hermetic Pb!Mst> presented in this. Price, papery 25"

8Q cents; cloth, ?1.J ghy. Price §g ^esvolume.
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pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

"The Majesty of Calmness, or Indi, 
vldual Problems and Possibilities." By 
Wm. George Jordan. Another valuable 
little work. Price 30 cents.

. This department is under the man* 
Hgementof 1

. ' HUDSON TUTTLE.
tAddress him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

■ NOTE—The .Questions and Answers 
tjftye. called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels* the answers to be made In 
tl;o most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity, Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
.with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and .hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wall his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

,NOTICE.—No attention will .bo given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not bo published. The 
correspondence of tills department lias 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give - what- 

- ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents 1b ex-

John T. Dow: ’ Q. How are the peo
ple to gain their liberty? If combines, 
trusts and monopolies are to control 
courts, legislatures and every deport- 

. • ment of both local, and general govern
ment, and make tariffs and prices to 
suit themselves, is there any way to 
lead off the plutocratic sharks?

A.. We would not readily admit that 
the condition ot the people is as de
plorable as this question Implies, yet if 
It were, they-have the means of re
demption in their Own. hands. They 
yearly vote these same men into place 
and power. If a voter casts his ballot 

* against his own best interests and in 
favor of those who oppress him, it is 
self-evident it is because he Is misin
formed or Ignorant The, remedy is as 
self-evident—he must be informed—ed
ucated.

Voting Ignorance Is the one great 
menace of popular government. If the 
voters remain uninformed until they 
vote away their heritage, red-handed 
revolution, the avenging of wrongs by 
brutal force, is the culmination.

• If the voters become informed and 
hence capable of comprehending the 
ways and means of gaining and main
taining their rights, there comes the 
slow but sure advance by peaceful evo
lution. The government, as a growth 
of centuries, cannot be changed in a 
day. The efforts of the greatest re
formers may appear of little avail at 
the time. The whole people, or at 
least a majority, must be drawn up to 
higher grounds.

This is a money age. The robber 
baron is represented by the captain of 
industry, and labor is stifled In the 
abundance of Its own production. As 
money gives its possessor power and 
position, it has become master, and con
science has disappeared in the race pt 
the mbney-mad. ...fc ? ,

Here ds-the ¡opportunity fond-'-nhee»*
ally Of the diffusion 'ot the exalted pre; 
cepta and teachings of the spiritualjjhll- 
osophy of life here and hereafter.

A Thomas Paine is the requirement 
of the hour to write anew “The Rights 
of Man.” from the present view-point.

True it is that the laborer receives 
more" pay, may be better housed, 
clothod7and fed, than at any time in the 
past The new found power and ma- 

' chlnery it drives is doing the work of 
hundreds of millions of men, and the 
mon who guide it receive small recom
pense compared with those who claim 
Its ownership. To the millions Carne
gie has amassed, the men who tolled In 
mines and at the blazing furnaces, con
tributed, receiving a daily wage which 
gave him ten times more. It Is not sur
prising that pricked by conscience he 

- feels that he has what is not rightfully 
his, and exploits himself by gifts. • The 
people do not want charity—they de
mand justice and their rights.

The great benefactions of nature be
long to all, and laws which give them to 
an exclusive few, and enable them to 
put the many under tribute are the laws 
of robbers.

Every law of banking has been made 
for the bankers by the bankers, not for 
the interests of the people.

Every Insurance company is organ
ized to make money for the officers in 
control, and as much as possible out of 
the policy holders.

Every promoted scheme is for the in- 
' terests of the promoters.

The root of the evil is in the money 
question, planned most cunningly' by 
“financiers," which virtually makes ev
ery business man and every laborer pay 
tribute to those who hold this power.

An educated people cannot be en
slaved by being hoodwinked by the 
sophistries of "economic philosophers," 
retained by boards of trade. This edu
cation is being received more rapidly 
than the great political leaders dream 
of. The feeling is permeating all 
classes, and in the strikes, the giant 
power blindly and desperately strives 
in vain effort. The most popular liter
ature is tinctured with the new ideas of 
human rights.

When men believe the fundamental 
principle that to the laborer belong the 
products ot his labor, they will not be 
tRe dupes ot demagogues, nor have, to 
be persuaded to vote for their own 
rights.

AT NIGHT.

Sometimes when Dark has spread for 
me her robe of rest, »

And Silence guarded by;
The night bird. Sleep, would startle 

' .from her nest,.
Stirred by the-baby’B cry.

When night is deepest now, again and 
yet again,

I lie with wide eyes wet.
it was his little cry which., waked me 

then;
His silence wakes me yet. ■ ~

—Edmund Vance Cook.

?

Notes From Mineral Park Camp, Los 
Angeles.

I This camp opened under the most au
spicious skies on Sunday, June 25, with 
a very large and enthusiastic audience 
present at all sessions. The auditorium 
had been most tastefully decorated with 
flowers, potted plants, flags and bunting 
by tho loving hands of those who are 
devoting their lives to Spiritualism, un
til It seemed a Veritable bower of 
beauty set in foe charming valley in 
which the camp is being held. 1

California scenery has been too often 
described by visitors to this coast, 
whose fertile pens have enriched the 
pages' of- American "literature with 
choicest bits of poetic Imagery in refer
ence to climate, trees, flowers, mount
ains, the clear blue of the sky, and the 
hospitality of the people, to require any 
attempt at description or embellish
ment on the part of the writer. All ot 
the truly beautiful and^ wonderful 
things associated; with the' word "Cal
ifornia" are actualities, but they must 
be seen to be appreciated.

Mineral Park camp has a charming 
location, and all of the native elements 
of natural California beauty enter Into 
and make up its surroundings.

'Phis camp is almost wholly the result 
of tho indomitable energy am} enter
prise of one little woman, Mrs. Nettle 
Howell .whose executive and general 
business ability have won for her a 
most enviable reputation among the 
great financiers of the Pacific coast. In 
privato conversation with business peo
ple who are not Spiritualists, It 1b most 
gratifying to hear them refer to her as 
one of the most substantial business 
women of America. Her word Is her 
bond, and her name Is gilt-edged in 
business circles.

Mra. Howell is the motor power ot 
the camp, hence it Is sure ot success. 
In fact it Is a success already, for only 
harmony and good: will are to be found 
on the . grounds and every person 
seems Inspired with a wholesome desire 
to do something Tor Spiritualism by 
means of this camp. The attendance 
for thè first week has been good, and 
the secular press has been unusually 
fair in its treatment of the,meetings.

Mrs. Hówell deserves great credit for 
the program she has provided, and for 
her most excellent arrangement of the 
talent she names in her official procla
mation to the world. She has put in a 
number of special days, with attractions 
second to none in the United States.

Among these special days may be 
named Woman’s Day, with Rev. Eliza 
Tupper Wilkes ak the leading speaker, 
flanked and suppòrted by the splendid 
army of Spiritualist speakers who will 
be present on that occasion. A depart
ure of great merit Is Audubon,Day, or 
Animals’ Day. Rev. S. Augusta Arm
strong will be the leading speaker on 
this occasion, and a rich treat Is in
store for all who are so fortunaté as to 
"be present on that day. Where should 
the dumb creatures find friends If not 
at a Splrittiallst camp-meeting?

Other days of equal attractiveness 
will be announced as time goes on, and 
they are certain to bring out the reform
ers who are Interested in the vital prin
ciples for which these days shall stand. 
TheSe extra attractions in nowise inter
fere with the regular program—in fact 
they are a part of it, hence ally Spirit
ualism with every needed and helpful 
reform. «

Mrs. Howell sought to secure repre
sentative speakers and mediums to pre
sent the religion of Spiritualism to the 
world, and substantiate Itwifo'.’dmnón». 
strátéd focYs ’ Hr UiS- why *df’plieiidfdefia: 
Ab their names aré given from week to
week'the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker will Béé that she has' suc
ceeded. -

Camp opened promptly at ten o’clock 
Sunday morning, June 25, with John T. 
Lillie as chairman. A song service of 
great beauty and sweetness occupied 
the initial moments, following which 
Choirffian Lillie Introduced Hon 8. D. 
Dye, of Los Angeles, to deliver the'ad
dress of welcome. Mr. Dye Is president 
of the Truthseekers’ Society of Los An
geles, and is .one of the trustees of the 
N. S. A. He knows what Spiritualism 
means to him, hence he spoke feelingly 
and eloquently of it, its work, and of the 
possibilities of the present camp. Mr. 
Dye spoke from manuscript, and it is 
hoped that he will kindly forward the 
same for publication later In the sear 
son.

Mrs. Adelaide K. Brooks, formerly of 
Chicago, then gave . an inspirational 
solo of great beauty, which was most 
enthusiastically received.

A symposium of brief addresses fol
lowed, given by Harrison D. Barrett, 
President N. S. A.; John W. Ring, Nat 
Supt. of Lyceums; Mrs. Ada 8. Hor
man and John L. Dryden. Each speak
er was in a most optimistic and hope
ful frame of mind, and succeeded in im
pressing a like spirit upon those who 
listened. It was an era ot good feeling 
—an epoch of promise—an augury of 
success. Indeed, the seen and the un
seen were blended Into a perfect one
ness of soul that made every one glad 
he was present.

Mrs. R. S. Lillie closed the morning 
services with a most touching and ex
quisite improvisation. Everyone felt 
the presence of the angels, and audibly 
murmured at the close, “Lord, It is good 
for me to be here.” The poem itself 
was a gem, and its impress will long re
main upon the minds of those who 
heard it

Harrison D. Barrett, president of thé 
N. S. A., was the speaker of the after
noon. He took à text, “What came ye 
out into- the wilderness to see?” Then 
announced his subject to be, “What Is 
Spiritualism?” He acknowledged ■ that 
the subject was trite, and said that his 
method of treating it might also- be 
trite, yet he felt as if it were best at 
the opening of the camp to reply to this 
question in a way that would show the 
outside world why we were out in thé, 
wilderness atteridlng a camp-meeting. 
Mr. -Barrett’s address was kindly re
ceived by his hearers. . '

A vocal solo by Mr. John T. Lillie, a 
poem by J. ,L. Dryden, and congrega
tional singing closed the’services of the 
afternoon. . ■ -

Sunday night at 7:30 a large audience 
was found In the auditorium, waiting to 
enjoy the feast of good things an
nounced on the program. Mr. and Mrs. 
Sullivan rendered an excellent vocal 
duet, following which John W, Ring 
gave-a masterly .lecture upon a poetical 
subject that he most eloquently and 
deftly turned to practical account as he 
unfolded his theme. Mr. Ring is an or
ator of no small ability, and is one of ' 
the young men in Spiritualism who are 
already "here!’ ready for work. Spirit 
messages by Mrs. R. S. Cowell, one of

*fH*oW Shall I Become a Medi
um/’ Fully Amsweied

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
cents. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Height 0. 1

r- , —

California's reliable psychics, and an In
spirational solo by Mrq. A. K. Brooks, 
closed the services.

Monday was rest day, yet a spiritual 
: conference was held7 in the morning, at 

which the discussion turned upon the 
Iniquitous license exacted by the city of 
Los Angele's, of all-mediums who pre
sume to practice their profession with
in the city limits, Steps were taken to 
secure the repeal of so ipuch of the or
dinance as applied to genuine mediums, 
and a committee was appointed to take 
the matter in charge. This committee- 
was made up of earnest Spiritualists, 
and they have lost po time in'preparing 
a case for the consideration of the city 
council at its next meeting. Some
thing may copie out of this movement 
that will involve the Spiritualists of the 
nation in an earnest fight for their 
rights, ere the case is finally settled. .

John L, Dryden of San Diego, was 
the speaker of the afternoon, and he, 
gave a most earnest and eloquent ad
dress upon the subject of "The Prob
lem of the Small Boy." it was. a hu
manitarian cry and it. touched the 
hearts of his hearers.

The evening exercises consisted.of a 
message seance given by Mrs.- R. 8. 
Cowell of Oakland in Lyceum Temple, 
and a social dance in-the pavilion.

Tuesday, June 27, an interesting con
ference was held in the mornipg, the 
question-under discussion being, "What- 
can we do to make Spiritualism respect; 
ed?" All agreed that Spiritualists 
must respect themselves if they wish 
to have Spiritualism respected.

Harrison D. Barrett was the speaker 
of the afternoon, and he wgs fqllowed 
by Mrs. R. S. Lillie in one of her most 
beautiful improvisations. Messages, by 
Mrs, Cowell closed the services. , .

Mrs. R. S. Lillie was the speaker at 
the night service, 7:30 o’clock. Her 
subject was “The Influence of the Beau
tiful Upon the Evolution óf the Individ
ual Consciousness.” It wad handled in 
a most helpful, Instructive and interest
ing manner, hence was, enjoyed by-¿11. 

. Messages'by Mrs. Bryan closed the ex-' 
erclses. .

Wednesday’s services were . interest* 
ing from first to last. The ' morning 
conference was spirited, and was well 
attended. It was the'people’s confer
ence, and the ,regular speakers listened 
to other voices than their. oytn witfi 
keen enjoyment. The ¿ddress of the 

I afterno.on was given by Mfs¿-"-C?‘ M. 
Johnston of San piego, who followed 

! her lecture with messages. Mrs; John
ston was highly recommended, to; the 
management, and-pleased those '’who 
were in sympathy with her thought.

The night service at 7,’3O was con
ducted by Mr. John .W. Ring. His sub
ject was, “We Believe in Infinite Intelli
gence.” The lecture must be heard-.to 
be appreciate^. Wit, pathos, wisdom, 
eloquence and profound logic flowed flu-' 
ently from the lips of the inspired 
speaker, who seemed almost transfig
ured as he gave utterence to the splen
did thoughts with which his whole ad
dress was filled. Scores of requests to 
have it published were.heard on- all 
sides. Mr. Ring cast a spéll over his 
hearers from which we hope they.wRl 
never free themselves.

Messages were given by Mrs.. powell 
at the close of the lecture. They wei;e 
clear-cut tests—no stock business ,ln 
what she gave that night - The two 
worlds, were one again that evening, !

Thursday, June 29, Harrison D-<Bar- .; 
rett was the speaker of -the morning, 
and he was favored with a very large : 
and enthusiastic audience.

W. T. Hutchins of Los Ángeles,- an ex- j

Tempi« Height«,Me.
The annual ueaaioi^f ^e Temple 

Heights Spiritual Camp-meeting will 
convene on Saturday^Auggst 13, and 
continue one week, ^he tinkers will 
Include Edgar W. Em^Bon^t Manches
ter, N. H., Mrs. Effie ^ebs^ef Chapman 
of Cambridge, Vt.,-agd ■ M/s. Juliette 
Yeaw, of Leominster, dood1 mu
sic will be furnlshed'ppd there is sure 
to be a week of please tqjfll.

Mrs. N. H. Rhoades of Rockland, who 
Is one of the directors. tu}d Ras been 
very seriously .ill air^tlie® spring, is 
steadily recovering, a!tra |.s 'now occupy
ing her cottage for thCTu.mfaer. She is 
accompanied by her pfefie.’hMrs.. .W. 8. 
Hobbs of Belfast, whflAvill Tbmaiu with 
her this summer. '1.

Mr. and Mrs. George'BCiispn and Mas
ter Paul, arp occupying ’foe Pleasant 
View cottage and will care for many 
visitors to the grounds tills season, as 

' formerly. They have-been here since 
early in April. ’ ’

Mrs. J.' P. Stearns of Lagrange has 
been spending several weeks at her cot
tage, Harmony, and will return for the 
month of August» • / '

Mr. and Mjs. Willaid L. Lathrop of 
Bostoq, who spent the Winter here and 
have made another visit of. several 
weeks, have gone to Boston for an in
definite stay,- '7 j

Mr. and Mrs. Collins McCarty of Bel-1 
fast and granddaughter, Miss Louise 
Webber, are at the Veterans’ Home and 
will remain the summer. ' Mr. McCarty 
has been very ill during the winter but 
Is in good health now? ' ■ ■

The Bagley and HadlCy Cottage has 
been repaired and painted this season 
and Is now looking very neat. The cot
tage is prettily located and will be oc- 
cupled-br tlie two families this season.

It is expected that the-music tRis year 
v\!ll be furnished by- a' quartette ot 
voices and an'effort will be made to In
troduce some new 'features in the 
week’s program whlch-wlll be interest
ing. - ■ ■

Mrs. Mary A Boyntofi of Rockport, 
has opened her cottage, atid-has been 
domiciled here some weeks, She is ac
companied by Miss'Nellie Haskell and 
Mrs.. William Corthell of Rockport, who 
will spend the summer, with her..'

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Black of Bucks
port, are occupying, the: small Benson 
cottage which they have: rented tor the 
summer. '.v. , ■ .

Mr. and Mrs- G. C> Lower of Detroit, 
will be among the ’visitors during the 
camp session at Temple: Heights this 
year. Thgy have sold-their farm and 
this fall will go to California' to make 
their home. : .

' Many will be pleased: to know that 
Mrs. Juliette Yeaw will return, to grace 
out platform this year.-:, Mrs..Yeaw was 
one of the early workers at . Temple 
Heights and she has many friends there 
yet., ' . mq , .

Sickness in the home-of the writer 
since our return frorndhe South in the 
spring has prevented eariiarjetters but 
more will follow. , w : Im

ORRJN-J; -DICKEY.

LAKE BRADY, OHIO.

Opening Day Exercises, Bunday, July 2.

7’iio prognostications on tjie part of 
the weather bureau for Bunday, July 2, 
came trim as predicted for this section 
•—“cloudy, with occasional showers.”

This was too bad, for it kept many 
Clevelanders from visiting the camp, 
who otherwise would have made the 
trip. The ride from Cleveland to Lake 
Brady is an hour and a halt by. rail, 35 
miles of line forming, garden-producing 
country, interspersed with woodland 
and small streams malting a fine ride at 
this; season of the year. ’

- However, while it was not in the 
quantity it was the ’ quality of the 
crowd on board oqr train that took the 
chance. Let me say it was one of the 
nicest, most intelligent lot ot people 
that ever attended,, this camp. Most 
Spiritualists have read or heard of Mrs. 
Anna L. Gillespie of San Francisco, who 
on this occasion was the attraction- 
speaker- and test medium of the day. 
To hear her once is to wish to hear her 
again. Mrs. Glljesplo is bright and j 
witty, full of humor and pathos, has a 
splendid flow of language and holds her 
audience without effort. Her tests 
Vere excellent, astonishingly so to all 
present. She gave; iis two splendid lec
tures filled with knowledge and truth, 
interspersed with many touches of wit
ticism. Onp I quote, “A' clergyman 
and a Splrittiallst were holding a con
troversy, when the good man said, ‘But 
you Spiritualists are not building any 
churches.’ Said the Spiritualist, ‘Well, 
no; but then there will be plenty ot 
empty ones soon for us to use.’" ,

During the afternoon lecture a laugh
able incident occurred. Up to this time 
the weather'had been threatening, but 
no rain. While Mra. ' Gillespie was 
holding her audience spellbound to the 
oblivion of air else,-there came sudden
ly a faint flash of'lightning, then a peal 
of thunder, and all of a .sudden it 
rained, yes it poured, so quick and hard 
did it all happen that no one realized 
what was to'happen. The tent was

I BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.
. Right Living, This book gives an admirable course of study in eth
ics, and supplies a long-frit want of an ethical text-book adapted to the 
comprehension of children. By Susan II. Wixom Price, cloth, $1.

Eights of Man, Being an answer to Mr, Burke's attack upon tha 
French Revolution. By Thomas Paine, Post 8vo; 279 pages. Price, 
paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents. f

Romance of Two Worlds, By Marie Corelli, Price 50 cents.
Schopenhauer’s Essays. Translated by T. B. Saunders. Price 75 cts. 
Scientific Basis of Spiritualism. By Epes Sargent, $1; postage 10e. 
Sixth and Seventh Book of Moses, Translated from the ancient He

brew. Price, $1.
Science of Spirit Return,. By one of the scientific minds of The Pro

gressive Thinker corps of contributors'. Rich with profound thought. 
By Charles. Dawbarn. Price 10 cents.

Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity, By E. D Babbitt, M. D. . Price, 
paper, 15 cents. .

Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern, A series of lec
tures by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50. ■ ■■ . < .

Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs. Mattie E. Hull, 
An attractive littfo volume, neatly bound in cloth. Price 75 cents.

Spiritism. Mrs. Piper’s and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s theories in re-> 
i gard to it. By Ex-Judge Abram H, Dailey, ex-president of the Medicor 
Legal Society of New York. Price 25 cents.

Standing up for Jesus,.or what the editor of the Freethinker’s Maga
zine thinks of him on general principles. ’ Profound, biblical, sarcastic. 
Price 4 cents; 25 copies for 50 cents. ■

Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega
tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H, 
Bailey, musical’editor. Price $1.25. Postage 14 cents.

Spiritual Songster. A collection of thirty-eight inspirational song« 
adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and fam
ilies. By Mattie E. Hull. Price 10 cents.

Starnos, A rosary of pearls culled from the works of Andrew Jack- 
son Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart with 
new inspiration. By Dr. Della E. Davis. Price 50 cents.

Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular 
Confession, and Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. White, 
Brice, 75 cents.

I

Episcopalian clergyman, was the speak
er, of .the . afternoon.., Mr. Hutchins 
pleraed his' hearers with his quaint 1>Mt; 
mor and fed them wiih many solid' 
chuiks of meat. He has a happy way 
of stating his facts, is decidedly orig
inal in Bls rhetorical figures, and a per
petual surprise to his, hearers, .

The evening lecture was’ given by 
Prof. John W. McLean, whose quaint 
Scotch accent and strange metaphors 
amused and enthused his hearers 
throughout his address. ■ He gave mbny 
nuggets of truth to the people, but did'' 
not have time, perhaps, to fasten' ttieni 
into one connected chain' of logical se
quence. He made his hearers ;thtnlr,'' 
and after all is said and done,' what' 
more should a speaker do? He ’r're,ild 
with effect several of his qwn;pp’eins, 
one of which, ’’Why Don’t He Lend a 
Hand?” was most enthusiastically'. 
celved. “ ’ j ■ ■

PARKLAND HEIGHTS, PA, 
~ ' u

The New Camp-mçgtlrtg/Lrounda, 
■ ür - il .

At this beautiful sgqt, on Sun
day, July 9, Parkland Jlfoshte Spiritual
ists Home and' CampfmeeUqg Associa
tion will open tlfopamp season.by hold
ing morning and aftemoOUoServices at 
the. Auditorium, wifo-iiiJeprgp W. Kates 
and wife, as the-BpO^iefo ifor- the :day. 
These two- well-kpowfo wqfoers „in tRe

crowded, many standing.' Instantly all 
crowded together,'the noise of the rain 
on the tent, the sudden darkness, con
fusion prevailed; the lecture ceased, no 
one dared venture out. Outside all 
about the grouhds benches and tables 
were ^overed with uneaten hash, para
phernalia of all kinds, boxes, bundles 
and baskets, pie, cake, etc., all floated 
down stream, for which there was no 
help. Finally kind nature let up a bit 
and peace was restored. Now Mr. Dell 
Herrick, the medium and lecturer, hap
pened to be in the audience at the time. 
Noted for his quick wit, he stepped to 
the platform and made good use of the 
occasion, and with his genial manner 
thanked kind nature for having blessed 
the farmers round about for the bounti
ful rain so opportunely given, for it was 
sorely needed. Then appealing to the 
audience, showing by the awful rainfall 
the dire necessity for a better sh'elter 
house than a tent, asked for a one-dollar 
contribution of the audience to the au
ditorium fund.

Suffice it to say the fund; was aug
mented to a considerable, degree, prov
ing the old-adage, “It is an'111 wind that 
blows no good.’’ The storm also helped 
the ladles’ lunch counter, for, mark you, 
after everything in the shape of eat
ables had .been softened and -washed 
away, the lunch counter in the ladies' 
cottage had. to help us out. Pies, cakes, ■ 
ice cream and sandwiches were eaten 
and sold out, even the coffee had to be

Strfoe of a Sex. A unique story of a strike among women, Price 25c. 
. Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi

gate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium
ship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Success, and How to Win It. A lecture and course of twenty-four 
success lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D. Price 25 cents.

Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.” Testimony of a Cath
olic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 
for having taught it. Price, cloth, $1; postage 14 cents.

Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope.’ This work will.be found especially 
interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Price 25 cents.

Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modern Civilization. With the 
true character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. "By George 
W. Brown, M. D. Price15 cents.

Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. H. Bach. Price, 25 cents.
The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson 
Tuttle. Price, $1.25.

The A, sB, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide to 
perfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1.

The Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Our 
Favorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by the gifted 
writer, Mrs. Mary Foote Henderson. Trice, $1.50.

The Bible. New and- Revised Edition. ’ By 
Price $1.25. John Rozpihurg.

The notorious W. W; Tatuin,' ■ ¿lias 
Fred Tatum, has ̂ attempted tp'pqlin 
this poem off as his own in. épyerai 
places where he has béén at his nefari
ous work of humbugging the; people. 
Spiritualists and all'readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker should take due no
tice that Prdf. McLean wrote this poqfo 
—not Tatum, under' one name or anoth
er. Mrs. C. M. Johnston closed'. the 
services with messages. '

The exercises of Friday, June . 30, 
were unusually interesting. An inspir
ing conference in the morning,jvas fol
lowed by a scholarly and'logical ad
dress by Mrs. Ada S.- Hormim upon the 
subject, “Is Spiritualism Worthwhile?" 
Her effort pleased everyone who heard 
it, and several who were not Spiritual
ists were heard to remark, . "Thqjt ' wo
man stuck to her text She gayë'üB ,an 
address worth hearing.” tn fine, itiiany 
word-bouquets fell at Mrs. Herman's 
feet as she closed her excellent address.

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake gave one 'of 
her interesting seances ¿t the close of 
the services. / ' '

Mrs. R. S. Cowell’s test seance in Üié 
evening was well patronized,.and great
ly enjoyed. . > ...7'

Saturday, July 1—a tvhole week of 
the camp Is gone. Everyone,.¿regrets 
the passage of time, but feels as. if thé 
yveek had been full of '.. Spiritual .hlessv 
Ings. To-day we had ¿‘good conference 
in-the morning; in the afternoon à'mfr 
dium’s meeting at which Mrs. Bryan, 
Mrs Vlasek and Mrs; Hutchinson-gave 
messages. ' - . ■ ■ < ' ■

At night, John W. Ring gave another 
of his eloquent and truly inspired lec- 
,tures. It .thrilled and filled the souls of 
all his hearers, and.every one is. sound
ing the praises of John “Archbishop of 
Téxas,” as. Mr.-Barrett facetiously calis 
him. ' ' . . '

Bro. J. T. Lillie' makes a most, excel
lent chairman. His introductions are 
most happy, and he has a way of mak
ing every one feel at hiB ease andi at 
home as soon as he enters, the audito
rium. He iB truly our “Soulful, songful, 
happifled Johnl”

Bro. B. D.' IJye and wife are frequent 
visitors àt the camp. They are always 
welcome, for they mean the camp shall 
be successful.

The strong, resolute, earnest face of 
Robert T. Halé is often, seen ¿among 
'those who come to listen to the lec
tures. Mi1. Hale’s methods may seem 
too strenuous for some Spiritualists, 
but’ bls heart is right, and his soul sin
cere in his determined opposition to all 
forms of fraud and chicanery. His 
blows are bard and effective whenever 
he is fojeed to strike.
. The hardest worker at the camp is 

.our loyal manager, Mrs. Nettie-Howell.
She has to attend to the minutest de
tails in all business mailers pertaining 
to the camp, besides having her hands 
full in making all speakers,- mediums 
and'viBitors feel at home. How she can 
do so much hard work and hold up un- 
;der lt,-is a marvel to' all. Do wenot 
see here an example .perhaps1 of ¡spirit 
aid? More when there is more to

cause gave suqR general fSatisfaction' 

’held'Jn the iqterpst .QfcSPirifoalismz.om 
Parkland HeiglifonJheji are. wonted here 
again -this season, - and we arm ilookbjg 
forward tq a grand opening flaym These, 
services.will be continued cach-Sunduy 
until September., ..

Many improvements are. being .made 
to our camp, grounds, io which four iqts j 
have recently been added, maltin.Mn all 
ten now. In the possession of this socie
ty. ,A commodious tentjs to be placed 
in front'of the auditorium, and. a dining- 

,-room and kitchen to be, erected,-and we 
feel justified in being gyo.ud. of tne prog
ress made sinc^foe drg'foizatiqnof this 
Raby society on.rthe..3foh’. o£ .August, 
1903, in Bpite of foe foany difficulties 
strewn along the wayS.

These have gradIfofot been surmount-, 
ed through foe efforfo^p^.a few earnest 
workers, aided by ' r fog,- unseep forces 
which we know to^.ii^ wjfofos in this 
work of making of beautiIul,Rarkland a 
great center of high Spiritual' thought; 
also to establish on. foe.se Heights a 
home and orphanaifo. ^,' Z 

y. Just .-across the . avei^up.'irom. ..our 
camp-ground a handsome’pe^ residence 
for William L. Payfcjs -in¿process of 
building. - “ ' ’

Mrs. Mary J. Jepninga Fas returned 
to Pioneer ¿Cottage. ’ - ~

Thomas M. Locke,and.Vrife’are spend
ing the summer at foeir Randsome rest 
dence. “ ' • '

Thomas Rogers and family are now, 
established at their\pieasant. home.

Horace Oler.and foinily ate spending 
their second season: on the Heights, at 
their commodious new home. ,

Henry Thomson and wife have again 
taken up their abode here, 'after spend
ing the winter in the city.

■ The president,- Richard F. Adams 
and wife, will be -gtiests at Floral 
Heights on Saturday ahd ; Sunday of 
each week, and the treasurer, William 
R. McGlenn and wife and the other di
rectors will be here to aid all In their 
power in making a slicefess of this sec
ond season. ' 1

All the cottages vacated'‘during the 
winter are rapidly beings filled, and the 
prospect is there will not be sufficient 
small ones to meet' the- demand, but 
rooms .may be' obtained at-' the hotel, 
and many are preparing to take board
ers, so all may he accbnimodated. ;

ELIZABETH M. FISH, ' ■

“Fmral Heights,” Parkland,_Eden P. O.,
Pa. ; jit.' CM
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Hazlett Park CSmp,°Mich.

To the Splrltualist^f¿Mitigan and 
Friends EIsewherei-gTlfoitwenty-third 
annual assembly of ufo 1 Hqzlett Park 
Camp Association opens.Aug. 5, 1906, 
with Dt. G. B. Warne1 of Chicago, aS 
speaker for the openffig weeg, and Mrs. 
R. S. Lillie for the seofod.’uthergood 
speakers follow to tifo ¿clMe of the 
camp, September 3. ' / “ : ‘

A cordial invltatiomis extended to all 
Spiritualists and Liberalism of differ
ent cults, to meet wiin us find enjoy 
with us the opportunllleSgWe have to 
offer. Few camps have’ many in
ducements to offer as Hazlett Park. A 
beautiful lake, attractive ‘grounds and 
scenery, electric and railroad service to 
and from the state capítol and the 
Michigan Agricultura^;College, with its 
many attractive surroundings, located 
on the electric- Une .between Lansing 
and the camp grounds. ‘ '

At the close of the 190$ camp-meeting 
the officers of the association secured

' watered. . What a splendid rain-fall! 
,,; We had with, us Ml . Bond; - of , .Wil- 
j Jougfaby, Ohio,„one . of the. old pioneers, 

former-president of-the Lake Helen- 
camp, Florida; who is known to most of 
the mediums and. writers In the cause, 

" also Mrs. Irene Gay, president of the
First Spiritual Society of Willoughby, 
and. Mrs, Goodrich, also of Willoughby; 
Major George Cock, connected with the 
emigration bureau and stationed at 
Clevelafldvf>„ also a staunch Spirltual- 
jstA besides; qfote ,a number of others 
well known .to the cause.

During , foe morning services a state
ment wps- passed among the audience 
and signed by .the president 4of the 
camp, Mr.; C, . F. . Hunger, showing the 
financial standing of the society.. The 
fourteen acres together with consider
able improvements, such as new fences, 
shade trees, ...shrubbery, flower beds, 
wells., tents and contents all paid for 
and m surplus, ofi fl,062.82 in available 
cash on hand. This is to go for the 
new auditorium, expected to be built 
this fall if possible ready for next sea
son’s work. . , ,, ,

This .new' Lake Brady society is 
working on a sure basis, the motto be
ing to buy nothing without money, hav
ing learned. frqm the sad experience of 
the old society, .where something like 
180,000 -was lost.so it is said, failure 
now is Impossible- The association 
seems to be in the pest of hands and all 
are workers without remuneration but 
love for the cause..

Notwithstanding ... the inclement 
weather there were about 500 on the 
grounds tmday;.gate recelpts'about $70.

There have been -.built this spring 
three more very nice, two-story cot
tages, malting a fine camp appearance.

Mrs. GiUqspieJs to be here the com
ing week and' also next Sunday, after 
which Cora Morrell of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., follows with a twb weeks’ en
gagement Next comes Cora Rich
mond of . Chicago, Ill., then Lyman C. 
Howe of Fredonia, N. Y .; Elizabeth 
Schauss of Toledo, O., next after which 
W. J, Colville,'and. lastly Marian Car
penter of Detroit, Mich; There will 
also be a number of fine mediums along 
with these, mqjiing a s’pjCndid program' 
for this season.;

Lake Brady holds a Winning card and 
is bound to succeed. My predictions 
are, we will all be surprised; at what, we 
shall see-of her Success’in a few years 
more. . . . ., . H. L. TOBIEN.

Cleveland, Ohio.

that the different sects do to maintain 
their respective organizations. ।

Hazlett.Park camp. will.go down in 
the history of Spiritualism as one ot the 
successful centers from which its phil
osophy and phenomena- have been 
laithfully and successfully promulgated.

A J. CHAMPION, 
Tans ing, blich, ' ■ Vice-president

“After Her Death, The Story 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting, 
mind that loves spiritual thought can

of a
No

■tirite. EV.

an unincumbered title iq the west halt,- 
and the most-desirable'part,- together 
with the auditorium fotffi all of the 
buildings belonging-to the camp. I

The one objectionable feature has been 
removed, and now the ctjmp association 
has a title Ihat secures to It every right 
belonging to a real estate transfer and 
no fears need be enterfoined as to the 
future of the camp and Its belongings,. 
U gplrituaUsts w forth half the zeal I

fall to -be fed and delighted, with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced Ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of' exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price, 
cloth, $1.

“Social Upbuilding, including Coop, 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By .E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the.last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. Fer sale Si thia o&iia.

“The New Life.” By Leroy Berrier.
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
"new thought” Excellent in tone and 
tendencies. -Wee, 'cloth, fl.

“The CornmanibnentB Analyzed." By 
W. H, Bach._ The- Commandments are 
not only, analyzed, fout contrasted with

The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred wd Six 
Questions tp the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. An in
teresting book. By Wm. Heart. Price 40 cents.

The Constitution of Man. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents. i
The Crisis, Thomas Paine. Price, 25 cents. .
The Demonism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit-' 

ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. • By Dr. J. M, Peebles. ClotH 
■bounds -Trice $1; postage^ 19 cents; . . .

The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Price, 75 cents.
The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig

ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy
chology to the Fatherhood of God. By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson. . 
Price $1.50. ...

The Dream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon ' 
the laws of affinity, love and tho attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

The Fairy Land of Science, This beautiful book fills a niche in tho 
hearts of the young people. Lyceum library literature. By Arabella 
B. Buckley. Price '50.

The God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex in Religion. A sensible, logical 
statement of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational nature. 
A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25.

The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book. By Ralph 
Waldo Trine. -Price 35 cents.

The Great Psychological Crime, which claims that subjective medium
ship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of “The Dream 
Child” and “Harmonics of Evolution.” Price $2.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carns. Fourth edition. 32 pages. 
“An effort to purify our‘Idea of God’ that it may be greater, sublimer, 
and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever been 
yet.’’—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to American Civilization, 
A trenchant and masterly treatise. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price, 
25 cents.

The Kingship of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas, and bound 
in white covers with pretty floral design. By William George Jordan. 
Price 30 cents. - '

The Life of Jesus. By Ernest Renan. Translated from the original 
French. Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cents.

The Life Radiant. For every one in every walk of life. By Lilian 
Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1.

The Living Decalogue. From Sinai to Zion. By W. J. Colville. 
Price 50 cents.

The Lover’s World. A Wheel of Life. Treating on the subjects of 
Jove, marriage and parenthood. By Dr. Alice'B. Stockham. “The 
Lover’s World, garnered sheaves from the wisdom of books and’life’s 
experiences, is now returned to the hqart of humanity.” Price, silk 
cloth, $2.25.

The Majesty of Calmness. By William George Jordan Price 30 cts
The Missing Link of Modem Spiritualism. A most valuable book’ 

giving a history of early Spiritualism. Written .by Leah Fox Under’ 
hill of the Fox Sisters. Reduced to $L

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature.______ Demonstrates the continuity, 
f 1H» nnd onr environment of spiritual influences. Free from all theo- ° ^n'eSoI By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents. 

nTheStic Thesauri! By W. F. Whitehead. Leatherette, Price, $1, 
E New Life. By Leroy Berrier. Price 50 cents
■lie Other Side of Death, Scientifically examined and carefully de- 

onribed bv C W. Deadbeater. Price, $1.50.
The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional. This is a most valuable 

book; It comes from an ex-priest, whose character is above reproach. 
^te^phets'Krwi10 Popular sketches from Old Testament His- 

t which no branch of science, in the last generation, has under- 
6 The Relations of Science to the Phenomena of Life. Ideas of life Sci, 
enSeaBv expressed in contradistinction from the old theories. By 

Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Pn_ee 10 cents.
‘The Relation Science Holds to Natural Philosophy. By Prof. W. HL ‘ 

^«^Ttomanceof story of the time of Christ, given through’
The Bpmi® TjOn<jiey( Cloth bound. Price, 50 cents.

^TteSoid Its Nature, Illations and Expression in the Human Em. 
I r J- This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles. • I bodiments. Hus is cum y Gora L v> Richmond. Price $1.'
°f ThTsS of Things. Tlfese three volumes arc among the most popu- • 

in explanation of the Spiritual philosophy. By„ ; W FlEaSIt F.Benton. Price $1.50 each; postage 15.c^? . 
The Soursiongbof Triumph. A prose poem by Harrison D. Barrett.; -

Alps, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on 
to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things are , 

” Bv Moses Hull. Price; cloth, 40 cents; paper, 2a centsz.
SpiriW Birth, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spiritualist« of K A logienl statement, proven both b^

will.be
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and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift ffamanlty.
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B Spiritual Phenomena of the Bible.
1 ' Healing? New Testament—Jew» the

• Materialization. '
Genesis lii: 8.
Genesis xviil’.l; xxxil:24.
Exodus xxlv: 10,11, 
Ezekiel .xl: 9. •
Daniel v, 5. - .
Luke xxiw. 15,16, 29, 30, 31. - 
John xx:19, 30.
Luke xx: 30, 31.

Spirit Writing.' 
«. Chronicles xxi:12.
Daniel v:5.

Independent Spirit Writing.
Exodus xxiv:12.
Exodus xxxi: 18.
Exodus xxxii: 16.

. Exodus xxxivil. 
Deut. v:22.

‘ Deut. ix: 10.
< Trumpet Speaking;

Exodus xlx:13,16,19.
Exodus xx:18.

■ Revelations 1:10. ■
r Trance. •<

Genesis xv:12, 17. ,
Daniel viii:18.
Daniel x:9. v ..
Acts lx:3, 9. .
Acts xxii:17, 
II. Cor. xil:2.

Healing—Old Testament ,
. Numbers xxi:8, 9. ■ .f-- :

II. Kings v:l, 14,
I. Kings xvii:17, 24,
II. Kings lv:18, 37.
Disciples Charged to Heal the Sick
Matt x:8. ■ ' ’ ••
Luke Jx:2. .
Luke x:9.

Disciples Heal the 8lck.

Acts xlv:8,10.
Acts ili: 1,8.

’ Healer. . - i
Matt, viii: 5.13. ' I
Matt; xil: 10,13. ' -. . •
Luke xiv: 2, 4. Mark lilt 2,5. • *
Lukov: 17, 25. 
John iv;47, 54. 
Luke lx: 11.

Gifts of Healing.

I. Cor, ^11:9, 28. .
Healing by Magnetized Articles.

II. Kings tv:29. 
Acta xlxill, 12.

Independent Spirit Voices.
Deut. ix: 12. 13.
I. Samuel lilt3, 9. 
Ezekiel 1:28.' 
Matt. xvil;5. 
John xll;28. 29, 30. 
Acta 7:30, 31.

, Acts 9:4, 7. 
Acts 11:7, 8, 9. . .

Spirit Levitation,
. I. Kings 18:12. 
pzeklpl 3:12, 13, 14, ' .

■ Ezekiel 8:3r.
Acta 8:39. ’ _ ' -.’L
PoBBibly also Matt 4:1. >

■ 1 Spirit Teste, -
Genesis 24-.14,19,' ‘
Exodus 4:14,31. 
Judges 6:36, 40;-I. Samuel 1:10, 11, 17, 26, 27. - ' ' 

... I; Samuel 10:2, 6, », 10..
. Spirit Communications In Dreams. 
Job33:15. ' ’
Joel 2:28. , :

; Genesis 28:13. . . ,
Genesis 31.24. /
Genesis 37(5. .( 
Genesis 41.

CLINTON. CAMP.
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[Advertisement
The chesterfield (ind.)? camp.

The Full Programme of This Favorite 
Place of Resort.

LIST ÖF CWÄHNGS,

A Paper that Never Falters, Never-Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to I 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science; Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life.! 

Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the. Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

Spiritualist Meetings. I
It to Important when a meeting to 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. 
want now. notice« df iiU meetings being 

rheid hero lii public halls at the present

MRS, H. »owwxwe, Of in SeUvwlok Btraet. 
impara»; Spirit Medicated Water. Walauce 

uo barrier to eueceaa ot curèa," ■ ’.
KT- D Funilahed Itoom"8ultable for’one or 
!’• - B^ta. BeaaonaWe. 2« N/Slate
aireel, OUowe, Top fiat. •. - u ;

Business Mediuitt and Psychometrist
Send date of birth, »»k three nv.estlona. wldeli 

will be answered, and a trial reading, (or» cenm.

' First German Spiritualist Society bn 
the WesfSlde. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Gai-selman's Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W, 13th street

The North Star Spiritual Unioi holds 
services st Perl’s Hal), 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Bunday.at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, .test medium. .

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasklng’s hall; 30th and ^reher avenue. 
Conducted by. Mr. and Mrs. Howes. ' 
' The Light of Truth Chbrch will hold 
services in. Hopkins’ Hall 528 W G3rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes. 
sages at each service.. Midweek.meet
ing Tnu'rsday 3 p. m/’Mrs; Jeffery Bur-

the arched doorway on a golden beam 
are. placed five shining letters of hdr 
name—"Lola E." ’ In this the little• ' . name— juOis vum ‘**v

ito prospects for the Coming Session,

understanding, anscene fs almost essential, and there is 
not a spot more inviting than our own 
Mt Pleasant Park. . The meeting of * - -- -s

JUDCHU - WOO puu^u; —, --- w -
grandfather’s old arm chair/to which 
“ ..... . .__1.11. zlcrtAratOflI^rauuiuLuvA o v.u m,.w , ..
was attached .a white canopy, decorated 

t with red roBes, then crowned with a 
tn ------nnma iirirrhi Anvers, “ourwreath of the-same.bright flowers, “our 

little queen of .hearts.” Around her 
stood six little maids of honor, each ’-------------nikoHPleasant Park* . Tae mvewu& Dlwu DiApeople, listening to finely framed .holding in he7hMd7ed roses and other 

ions, the gaining of.new subjects sweet flowers. Miss Elizabeth M. Fish 
oonversaUon, getting then dedicated this rosy bower to 'liefsermons, the gaming w uv„ 

; for thought and conversation, getting 
nearer to nature’s heart by listening to 

■ the "tongues In trees,” has a tendency 
to recuperate wasted energy, and send 
us back to our little world with renewed 
hope, fresh vitality,, and a desire.to live 
a better life for ourselves and a greater 
help to our neighbors. . ..; The spirit of prophecy is pointing to 
h successful camp and' the management 
Jb putting forth .every effort toward the 
fulfilling of the prophecy.Our program is a strong one from be
ginning to end. Hon. W. J. Bryan will 
deliver his popular lecture, "The Prince 
of Peace," on opening day, for the bene;

i fit of the association. As he has been, 
styled "The most persuasive orator of 
all history,” a treat Is anticipated. 

Transportation rates are an import
ant factor; and we thank the Western 

.'Passenger Association that we can say 
to the pebple that a rate of fare and 
one-third has 1jeen granted on the cer- | ioel<.Ott tifleate plan, from all points in Illinois,, there Were a feW”other. relatives and 

; Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska1imine nresenUat 
•ijipd .Missouri, " Tickets must ^liow; ¡pur

chase of going on July 27—August 2, --- V nv.^oilov nnrj Frl’

LU1SU MVUiviivv« ____ w

little nieeej by voicing an original poem; 
and with sweet blossoms christened it 
the “.Lois E.” In the latter she was 
assisted by the little maids of honor, 
who lovingly laid their flowers in the 
lap of their’ little queen; after which 
two of them, Lillian and Esther Green
lee, sang a sweet song about the roses’. 
All the little maidens were fittingly ar
rayed tn white, and with the red roses 
all about them; and their sweet faces 
shining with delight, they made a beau
tiful living . picture long to . be remem
bered by those flebo witnessed the same. 
After the I dedication services dinner 
was served, followed with ice cream 
end-cake/to-which all did full justice.

On'this occasion the family reunion 
was Complete, four generations—each 
member. being present—from Joseph 
Fish, who Is èighty-one years of age, to 
his :little _ great-grand-daughter, Miss 
Theresa Ellen Cooper. Beside these 

x’-ua! a livrea and

Saturday, July 16,: Opening Day— 
Services at 2 p. m- by speakers present.

First Sunday, July 16—9 a, m., lyce
um, Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie; 10 a. m., lecture, Mrs. Gillespie; 2 p. m., lecture, i 
B. F. Austin, subject, "The Bible ami 
Spiritualism”; 4 p. m., tests, Maggie 
Waite.

Monday, July 17—9 a. in., lyceum, 
Mib. Anna L. Gillespie; 10 a. m., confer
ence.; 2.p. m.

Tuesday, July 18—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, B. 
F. Austin, "What Does Spiritualism

Send In Your Dates and Name of Sec
retary at Once.

Interest, in the vark’.UB Spiritualist 
camp-meetings Iras commenced, ami 
secretaries ot the same should report at 
once to this ofilce, so that proper an
nouncement as to dates can be made. 
MT. PLEASANT PARK, CLINTON, lA.

The twenty-third annual camp-meet
ing at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens July 30 

! and closes August 27. Programs and 
information given to all who write to 
Mrs. M. B. Anderson, secretary, Clarks
ville, Mo.

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. I) I 
,r Whoh^BhudForty Years1 Experience In the Study ' 

and Practice of Medicine, Two
Yepr? Prnf» In a Medical 

r .. . College, Ton Years
IN -WANITAUIUM WORK, 

•nd .Ia Natural ^lairvoynnl. Ho never 
.faila JuxMAfimosls, He has given epeclhl attention 

; to eypJt.eAT» throat'.find lung troubles, also all 
fonus Qf nervous dleeaaee of boib eexes. NeverV*-.-,,. uvn nn nninlonwHlbeunawered, and auwr«anwKHu,“'vv4,‘“' .For paychonwtry send artfclo or epeclmen to fomreof nervous diHeaaea of botbaexea. «ever read from. THEKE8E DUANE/Box 67, Berkeley, faila to cure Piles. If you would like un opinion 

Cal. » - of ypur case FKEeT write Juel bow you feel with-   _ - :. ' , ■ • ,■ ( •; -. -your;,own band and hold the letter in your hand
“ • " UyembnitBH? EnolQBOBtump for reply,

Profs B Stollard. Address, ANDREW ». SRNNBY, M. D.rruu awt» o. oiunui u, Prop. Heed Oily Banitarlum, Keed efty, Midi.

OSr l S. LOUCKS
- laone of 'the oldest and moat ¿ueceaefuj Spirit
ual and Magnetic Phyaielana. His cures are mar
velous; hie examinations are free to all who &erjd‘ 
blm name, wre, sex, and look of bait, &nd U cento 
in etKmpB. He doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervoua exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful suceeaa, at reduced prices. A trial wfH 
convince you. Hie practice extends all over the I 
landi. He cures you in your own home.
* Address; ' J. S. laUUUUH. M. 

 Box 1203 flumeham. Masa.

Will t-lve payable a-eeilluas. aasletod by a spirit 
aatrolofflrt, on Egyptian. - flend-loek ot hair mid 
own hand writing.- Heading and two question^,.
62 cents.' 0 broadway ave., Watertown, N. Y.' -

Annie Lord IGtiatuborlain’a- Cord.,
Dew.Mends, you ean treatly- help ma caro for 

tnyJillnd »liter, Joauie 'C. Webb, boo of the oarl- 
U-atmedlBmanow-ia-the forai, bywrltlbra letter 
to a Brirll Wood. Bendit tome with 11, and I will 
try and sol reply bydadopandent writing or whla- 
pere. Aadres» MraAuaie Lord OhUnbeclaln, MU* 
lord Maea

land, pastor, , .-..The Englewood Spiritual! Union Is 
now located at-McDermott’s Hall, 6603 
South Halsted'streets1-Meetings every 
Sunday evening at 7-’30. Ladles’ Aux
iliary every Thursday afternoon at 2:30.- 
; Chicago Spiritual-Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 3Gth ^nd Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May-Elmo, pastor, as- 
slated by Hugh,S. Fraser. AIL wel
come. Services nt 3 and 8 p. in.

The Kenwood Spiritual’ Church will 
hold services' cvery Sunday at 3 and 8 
p.'m.. at Kenwobtf'Haiir..Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove - avenue? Good speakers 
a'nd'music. Mre7 Q’rftce“©. Aitken, pas- 
tbr and test mediuiiL'iCbme antf bring

• Intona

was. M; tv Baldwin; Bo* 1212 chicaso. m-

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, o»e o/ tbe greateRt payable 

wonder« Hyingih&t uhcb theeptrlUiai X-ray with
out any leudlng-Bymptoni to direct, and locate all 
tntent&l diseases. A* trial ivin eònvffi^ 
Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both.fjcxoB 
successfully...treated/ ire hurtdreils can. testify. 
Send name,'uge, sax. contplexion and 10 cents m 
stamna.-auà receive a correct’ diagnosis ot your 

I case, free, worth dollars to you.' Address, .t
: FBASCJB»^^

| 55 Warren St, ■ Btouebinu H»i»

your friends. -
The ProgresBlvo Society holds serv

ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenxiq. corner. Burling,.-at 3 and 8 p.’m. 
Good, speakers, testa and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert; pastor.

The Church of the' Psychic Forces 
holds, services at Wilcox Hall,’corner 
Champlain avenue' and 43d street, every 
Bunday... Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The ball number iB 361- 
863 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from -2 to IQ p. m7'; at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana.avenuq. -Admission to after
noon meetings;.;free; evening service, 
15 cents. Mts. Dixon and her daughter, | 

i tfie child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others wjjl assist. ’ These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president. No. 44 East 31st

ul€r6 .'WVre a ww wms,*, .--.. .... 
friends, the following' being present' at 
,dipnen-7-jQsepk: Fish1' and daughter^ 
Miss'Elizabeth M. Fish, John T, Fish 

Tnh-n'Print).chase of going on July z<—zuiguav *, BUBb ________..■jApluslyp^and. pip each Tuesday.and Fri- kndiwife,Miss Lola E. Fish,. John’Copp-' 
day thereafter during the. meeting, er. an« wife. Miss Theresa ,E. Cooper, 

• which begins July 30 and closes August I^Roy Wildman and wife, Miss There--
■■■ 27.' Ask your agent for a certifipMe ga H, 'Fish, Andrew Smith and wife’, 

When purchasing ticket. Mrs. George DeCoursey, Mrs. R. F..Ad-
■■ The Diamond Jp line of steamers ply- ’ams,' and the Maids of Honor: Miss 
ing the "Father of Waters,” between Lillian Greenlee, Miss Esther-Greenlee, 

; 6,t. Louis and St. Paul, has granted one- Miss ' Marjorie. .Durin, Miss Mildred 
. halt fare transportation for round trjp Dunn, Miss Marguerite Watson,. and 
from all way landings. These tacts re-, mibb .Minnie Wilkie;.; Beside these, -all 

v duce the expense of a summer vacation through the day there were callers at 
considerably, while each passing Floral Heights with good wishes and 

■' a’’'1 new bins remembrances jot the day, and

When purchasing ticket.
■■ The Diamond Jp line of steamers ply
ing the “Father of Waters," between 

w Qb Don) hoc

very c_______ ..
moment-the scene changes, .
charms break upon the enraptured
6We-are the recipient of manyletters

Stand For?” ; ,
Wednesday, July 19—9 a. in., lyceum; 

10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Anna Throndsen, followed by tests.

Thursday, July 20—9 a. jn., lyceum; 
IC a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, B. 
F. Austin, “What Must. I Do to-'Be 
Saved?”Friday, July 21—9 a. m., lyceum; 10 
a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, B. F. 
Austin, "What Is Man?”

Saturday, July 22—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m.. conference; 2 p. m., lecture, E. 
W. Sprague; tests, Frank T. Ripley,

Second Sunday July 23—9 a. m., ly
ceum; 10 a. ■ m., lecture, B. F. Austin, 
"The Common Origin of Religion"; 2 p. 
m„ lecture, E. W. Sprague; 4 p. m., 
tests, Maggie Waite.

Monday, July 2,4—9 a. m., lyceum, 
Anna L. Gillespie; 10 a. m., -—; 2 p.

ONSET CAMP. !
Onset camp commences its twenty

ninth annual meeting, July 23, and 
closes August 27. For full programs 
address the secretary. Onset, Mass.

. CHESTERFIELD, CAMP,
Begins July 15 and ends August 27. 

Mrs, Lydla Jessup, secretary, Anderson, 
Ind.

SUNAPEE LAKE CAMP, N. H. 1
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp-! 

commences July 30 and closes August 
27. Address Thomas Burpee, Sutton, 
N. H., or the secretary, Lorenza Wor
then, Hillsboro Br., N. H.

V

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock ol 

hair,, age,-? nhme and tho leading symp- 
tom, jind your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
■ 230 North Sixth St.

: •: / San Jose. Call

HL, - ,Tuesday, July 25—9 a. m., lyceum; 10 
a. m., conference; 2 p. m„ lecture, E. 
W. Sprague; tests, Mrs. E,' W. Sprague. 

. Wednesday, July 26—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10-a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, E. I 
W. Sprague. •Thursday, July . 27—9 a. m-, lycéum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Anna L. Gillespie, followed by tests.

Saturday, July 29—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m.. conference; 2 p. m., lecture, E. 
W. Thompson, “Archltypes of ChriB-

TRUMPETS:
The IntaUlble ata’« trumpet Ie Insulated top and 

bottom; shell, enamel,’cardinal color finish, ll.W, 
Guaranteed; belter than malar or any other material; very, light In weight: absolutely laniriblo 
.witlispirlt..forces; warranted perfect or mopey.’ 
refundedibaseB wJth.tand)bs, WW- Booklet tor 
all kinds ot dovelopmeuc12 cis., sent on receipt 
of price. - - . , , „ . -.
JAS. XEWTOS. 4Z3 Dorr st,, ToledoI ,O.

Concrete Imitation Building 
Sfoh^Machines ?

ARE BEMER SHAN BANK STOOK.
Can Double Your Honey on O utput

•_ For. wtrnncUl'nea made, addreen, 
: J. A. BALL. Thorntown, Ind.

» AT LOW

11 UnnrLipFitf Restores Lost Vision. 
M WuiJUvl l Ul Write for niuetrated Circular 

Bhowiojr etylcsand pricesand 
Uuvbtduiu«. photo o! Spirit Yarma, who de- 
^ejoped .this Clairvoyant power Tn ma Icanad- 
luet my Melted Pebble Lene spectacle a» perfeeV- ly tdypur e.vee at your, own home and send by I 

■ mail, ae it y ou were In my office. Thousands will
testify.? JBsF. POOIE,

EraastonAve..Chtcftx'o.iU
• . Dear Mr.Poolei—Your spectacles are perfect I 
[ can eay perfection, I shall < recommend them to 

my friends; Ever your friend.' E, B, Robertson, 
Lga Anreles, Cot. >

tianity..” ।
Third Sunday, July 30—9 a. m., ly

ceum;' 10 a. m., lecture, Lyceum Day, 
conducted by Anna L. Gillespie; 2 p. m., 
lecture, Marian Carpenter; 3 p.' m., 
tests, Maggie Waite, । . Monday, July 31—9 a m., lyceum; 10 
a. m., •——; 2 p. m.,----.

Tuesday, August 1—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Marian Carpenter, followed by tests.

Wednesday, August 2—9 a.m., lyce
um; 10 a . m., conference; 2 p. m„ lec- 
-ture, Anna L. Gillespie; tests, Frank

VICKSBURG, CAMP.
Vicksburg camp; Mich., opens July 30 

and closes August 20. For full particu- ' 
lars address Mrs. Jeannette Fraser, ; 
Vicksburg, Mich. ’ !

NEW ERA CAMP-MEETING.
The New Era camp-meeting begins 

July 9, and continues over four Sundays. 
Address Rev. G. C. Love, president, 354 
College street, Portland, Oregon.

’ EDGEWOOD CAMP, WASH.
Commences July 30 and ends August 

20. For full particulars address Geo.. 
E. Knowlden, Tacoma, Wash.

CENTRAL OHIO CAMP.
This camp opens Sunday, June 4, and 

closes Sunday, June 25, at Bueleh 
Park, eight miles southwest of Colum
bus. For particulars, address the sec-
retary, 65 McDowell 
Ohio.

GRAND LEDGE
The Grand Ledge

street, Columbus,

CAMP, MICH.
Spiritualist Camp-

meeting opens July 21, 1905, and closes 
Aug. 21, 1906, with Mr. Oscar A. Ed- 
gerly as presiding chairman. For full 
information address J. W. Ewing or W. 
R. Divine of Grand Ledge, MICh.

THE ASHLEY, OHIO, CAMP.
This camp opens August 6 and closes

August 27. For further particulars ad-T. Ripley. Anm«t w . ..Thursday, August 3—^9 a. m., lyceum; dres will’iMUfther pai’tlcblar8 ad- 
conference; 2 p.^ lecture, Qh“s wnl Adolph, secretary, Ashley,

10 a. m., conference; z p. UI» IVVV 
Anna Throndsen, followed by tests.

Friday, August 4—9 a. m., lyceum;
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m„ lecture, T.

GREA® BOOKS? ™,S : 
, HcoearcliM.ln Modem Spiritualism, By ° 

tho m-eaWJJWng-ohWnUrt-'SIr William Crookes, r,

'street. ।
: A Spiritualist-. Temple has been openeduby;;Mrs. Schwann, at; £28 ;tBeI-J 
mont avenue; Services’held'; every Suh* ’ 
day and"- Thursday "eVehln^ 'At 8.' 
o'clock. Tests and music at every her-

auu I juiUiaz ----- wi, and new ^ind. remembrances .of -the day, and 
11 the two in whose honor, they assembled 

were*the recipients of many handsome 
and useful presents, all of which was-r-i*. J .oÄ mediums who greatly appreciated

or juuuuy______ . rtB th<8 season. ---------■■—~~<UL illkiUUJ’ __v
are to be upon the grounds this season.

before stated, the management does 
¿ot engage, or make a practice of espe
cially inviting any particular- phase ot 
mediumship aside from the test medi
ums that are named on the program. A-. 
cordial invitation is extended to all 
alike’ to come and be one with ns—come 1 
and Stand upon your own merit. There j 
1b nothing in all the world so helpful to ; 
the soul’s unfoldment as the freedom of : 
the individual. The freedom to express 
our conviction, for In giving, we re
ceive; the freedom to be ourselves, and 
not slaves to “dead men’s opinions,” or 
apes of living ones; the freedom to 
question everywhere and all times, con
cerning what we would know, and the 
freedom to live our own lives according 
to our highest Ideals, Is the mbst glori
ous freedom of ail.Friends,'your way may not be that' 
of another's—in fact the highest light 

'of another may bemere darkness to 
• you, yet there is an exquisite joy even, 

then in the thought that all_tbese differ
ences go to make the grandest harmo-

HOW.IT. IS DONE.

Fake Work In Spirit Photography.

To the Editor:—Mr. Ambrose Young’s 
letter, as it appeared in The Progress
ive Thinker of July 1, needs correcting. 
I know all the parties mentioned there
in, and can diagnose their conditions. 
Mr. Young says in the letter referred 
to: "The-medium [Mr. Chas. Fredrickson] has a beautiful picture of himself ' 
with Prof. Denton, Franklin and Fara
day as an. aureola around his head, 
taken by Mr. Wylie, the photographic 
medium of Los Angeles."

Mr. Wylie, the photo medium, as he 
chooses to. call himself, now engaged at 
Mineral Park camp, is only a-trick pho-

nies. •When reading the many criticisms ' 
concerning the phenomena of Spiritual
ism, I have thought, with all its “Tyr
anny of Darkness” we need not despair. 
Were there never another physical 
manifestation produced, we have a_phl- 
losophy, a religion superior to all other 
religions and in this are more blest 
than our neighbors. Let us appreciate 
what we have at hand. ~I have every assurance there will be 
mediums at the park this season, who 
'are ready and willing to give to hungry 
souls that bread of life which will sus
tain and nourish, mediums’ through 
Whose organism the friends from the 
celestial shore will come and In com
munion sweet live over, as it were, ! 
many happy incidents of their earth ex
perience. “No good thing is' a failure, 
no evil thing a success.

For programs descriptive of the camp 
and: its "work; address .

MRS. M. B. ANDERSON,- 
Clarksville, Mo. - .. Sec'y.

. PARKLAND, PA.

Double Birthday Anniversary Celebrat- 
oAs. ed at "Floral Heights.”

. Monday, June 26, was a gala day at I 
. Floral Heights, iff commemoration ot 

the double birthday anniversary of Miss 
Lois Elizabeth Fish, youngest daughter 
of John. T. and Theresa B. Fish, bt 
Fallsington, Pa., and her aunt, Miss !

r Elizabeth M. Fish. ~ '
Since the little maiden spent the first 

‘ anniversary of her birth here five years 
•* ago, each year has been celebrated by a 

family reunion at this place on the 26tli

tographer.
I know Mr,. Wylie well.
Years ago when he had his rooms, on ; 

Spring street, in this city, I visited'him : 
frequently, being at that time interest
ed in spirit pictures. One day while in 
his rooms I had occasion to go into a 
back room, and there I SAW MR; WY
LIE'S SPIRITS PILED UP BY THE 
HUNDREDS; THEY .WERE NOT 
LIVE SPIRITS, JUST IMAGES ON 
GLASS, BOTH OF ANCIENT AND 
MODERN CHARACTERS. Since'then, 
I have never wanted any'spirit photo
graphs. : ■ — ■ '

Mr. William É; Robinson, authoi 
■ "Spirit State-Writing and Kindred I 

i nomena,"-''Bays that imagés’ 'on glass- 
। can be transferred two ways: 
’ First—The glass with. the: desired

spirit picture upon it could be placed in 
the plate holder, in front of the sensi
tive plate, 'so- that the image of the 
glass would! act on the sensitive plate.- 
The. size' ana distinctness of the spirit 
form would .vary according to the dis
tance between the two plates.

'Second—A glass With the desired, 
spirit image can be placed behind the 
sensitive'plate after the sitting is cofn- 
pleted, and afterward, by a feeble-light 
the image can. be impressed upon thé 
plate with that of the sitter."

Mr. Robinson Turther-. states that 
when a skeptic brings his own plate tor 

. thé.negative, it can be. done this way:.
"A microscopic picture of the spirit 
form can be inserted in the camera box 
alongside-the lens and by a small mag- 

was a gala day at allying lens its image can be thrown on 
commemoration of the sensitive plate With that of the sit 
nnaiversary of Miss ter.” s' The spirit photograph referred to, 

with Prof.- Denton, Franklin and Fara
day on it—posing there as Mr. Fred- 
rlcksori’s guides, ought to have been ev
idence enough that it had been manu
factured by Mr. Wylie,

Mr. Fredrickson entertaining the no
tion that he Ib selected by the spirit 
world to do a great work was, ot 
course, an ideal subject, and Mr. Wylie 
with the characteristic shrewdness, of 

ibis’profession, perceiving- Mr./ Fred- 
Yickson'B Wants, gave him the very best 
batch of guides in stock, namely, Prof. 
Deuton, 'Franklin and Faraday; ana so, 
these great men’s naines ‘ are < __ 
down and belittled, to satisfy the vanity 
oï a sillyÆpiritoaliBt. ■, - ; < . .:. . .. ;

day of June.One special feature of this recent- cel
ebration was the dedication of a Rosb 
Bower of fifty crimson rambler vines; 
Around a center pole fifteen feet high,- 
a rustic frame twelve leet in diameter 
has been placed, and over this the fifty 
rose vines are to be trained; -four of < 
Which are now In bloom, the rest are 
bût tiny, "plants, but with ; their rapid 
growth in two or three-years’they will 
•¡sake indeed a Bower 'OLBeatity. Over

Loa AH®Ä8» ¿7'

2Ê. vr i«'.-¿a-^«&aí^s<aáe4»ifeSsi

vice., - ■ ' . : . .. .
The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu-1 

dents of Nature will hold Sunday even- .1 
Ing services, at 1665 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue. Mrs, M. Selin- 
mâcher, pastor. - ’ \ ’The Universal Occult Society meets 
evéry-Sunday at America Hall,’77 East 
31st ,street, at 3 and 8 p.’m. “R. Gilray, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M. ' Stoller will 
preside at all meetings during the ab; 
sence of Brother Gilray. . ..

•Lake2'’View Spiritual Union holds 
Bunday afternoon meetings at'3 p. m., 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North Clark 
street,' corner Fletcher, conducted by _ 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl. A. ; Wickland. All. ■; 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Wells I 
street. " J. ‘-
< 'Meetings every.Sunday at 10:45 a. m. 
at hall 210, Masonic Tempio, under the 
auspices of Walter DeVoe,- thè-well- 
known lecturer. Miss'Cora M. Nate, 
aoloiset. 7, - ' ;
.’ The German-English; Society . Bund 
der Wahfhelt No; 18, holds, services ev
ery Sunday evenlng at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybouru; and every 
Wednesday evening at'S-p’clqck sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfield Turn
er Hall. Mr. Frank.Joseph; medium.. 
.. Church of the Sou[ .Çpmmunion holds 
meetings every Wednesday evening at — 
8 ociock and Sundays at-8 p, in., at 
207 Lincoln, avenue, .between Garfield

; and Webster avenues. ' Lecture, mes- 
. sages and tests. R., S.

Thè Christian Occult. ____ .
Brotherhood Hali. .,3245 ^.tate street 
liSvèry Sunday:evening- at-;?:30. Test 
messages given'by good-tapdlums. Good 
speakers in attendance. ■ 
..The Golden'RpIe Spiritualist Society 

■Will hold meetings every.''Sùïï.day- at 3 | 
and 8 p. m., at O'Donnell Collège Bldg., 
South Paullna'ètrèet, between'Washing- 
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. AU 
cordially invited. ' ; ’ i ; ; • ,:-

Temple Light rand ;Tt;ii^, ,.3 7O Waban- 
ela avenue, near Robey . street and 
.North avenue;- Sufidày-^choòl 10:30 a. 
— Lectures and spirit' messages given 

> x»"“ t r,oll. nastor.

nei jQÙhè MeWorrSysfemfl.^'-ataWy commended 
by .’«.ducatorei ¡Mb edition juet'out, fiOc. ..

The Xivlnc* DcCBioffrtC. '»Twelve fnnuterly.

Psycblc liésearch.) Edited by Db'. H »• Annua,
?Wc.aÿear?p^Tbfìfòur'voiumeg. wllh‘“ReaBon.” 1 year, 12.
AUSTIN. PUBLISHING COMPANY 

I ;. - .Department T, Rochester. N. Y.

MlÉí^uri^ís.

"Wo Aro Passing But CSroó Tuts Way.". Song 
and refrain, by P. O. Hudson; price, 25cents,

I ^ "Satlsáed." A reverie. By A. 3. Máxham.

Are You . a Rosicrucian ?
taTThere aremyeterlcB of the soul, of life and 

death which you can understand and demon- 
•’etrato! Ydu.pQBaeBa powera which If unfolded, 
would prpve of marvelous valubtoyou In your 
dally life and business.I t2TTho '*O. W. B.” is tho only recognized Rosi-.

| crucian.Brotherhood. In the United States, and 1b 
affiliated with the Ancient Masters,, tyWhy not unfold your own powers andjdln 
Iho O. Wi R.? In less than three-months y ou be
gin to realize your psychic powers.

RT You aro a medium; you cau excel all others 
by towering above mediocre ability-and proving 
your superiority as an adept, what my 
system does! Send at once a staini 
envelope for prospectus. ..Clairvoyance/ Cloth.<3&0 .pages, by-J, Oil*, f 
Grumblne.. Teaches how to read the future, prac- 1 
Uce telepathy, . penetrate the vcR',between' the; 
seen amt the Ufiseen/ convcrae with splHts.know 
th'e'mysteries. Price’(reduced from B2.00h fl.50.

Auras and Colors.—How to read tbp atmos
phere of pereons and understand the appearance 
of haibs, auras and nimbus. Contains a color 
dictionary, Papcr^rico 50 cents. :

Idealization. HovOo become well, success
ful, prosperous. A wonderfully helpful book for 
.beginners. Paper, price 60 cents. ’ • •l*sychowetry. Teaches how to getat the .soul 
of things. .Paper, price W cents. -?>-J3F’Send’ 12.25 for a largo crystal for crystal 
reading. Address J; C. F. Grumblne, 718-Irving 

;Ave„ Syracuse. N. Y. (Duringtho Summer only.)

W. Smith.
Saturday, August 5—9 a. m., lycepm; 

10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Marian Carpenter, followed by tests.

Fourth Sunday, August 6—9 a. m„ ly
ceum; 10 a. m., Memorial-Exercise and 

, lecture, Marian Carpenter; 2 p. m., lec- 
| ture. Lizrie Hariow; 4 p. m., tests, Mag-
gie Waite.Monday^ August 7—9 a. m.,----- ; 10
a. m., -—; 2 p. m., Lizzie Harlow.

Tuesday, August 8—9 a. m., lecture;
10 a. tn., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Lizzie Harlow.’Wednesday, August 9—9 a. m., lyce- 
urn;110 a. m., lecture, H. Thompson, 
“Thomas Paine”; 2 p. m., lecture, Wil- 

’ ■ Dav., . TMa"1& what my ’T nvwaii i , - v. —, Btampeu addressca lard J. Hull.- Luther Memorial Day.
—„..., n.p- Thursdqyt August 10—9 a- m., lycer 

um; 10 &; m.. conference; .2 p. m, teo- 
f tute,'LizzieHärlow; '‘ 

Friday, August 11—9 a. m., lyceum;
; 10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture,

OCEAN GROVE CAMP.
This camp is located at Har-wlch, 

Mass., and opens July 9, and closes 
July 23.

WINFIELD (KANSAS) CAMP.
The Winfield Camp Association will 

hold Its twelfth annual camp-meeting, 
commencing July 15, and. ending July 
25. Address Mrs. Maud K. Gates, 807 
North Manning street, Winfield, Kans., 
for programs.

I - UNITY CAMP, MASS,
Opens on Sunday, June 4, and con

tinues every Sunday until the last of 
September.

LOS ANGELES CAMP, CAL.
To be held at Mineral JPark, ■ com

mencing June 25 and ending July 25. 
Mrs, Nettle HoweJl is In charge.

Price25cents..
”Tho hlghtot Beason;’’ English and German 

words: sung to • the lune ot “Load, Kindly 
Light." Price 25 Cents.

Success, and How to Win It
By B. F.- Austin, B. A., ». D.

: Juncture anû Course ot Twenty-lour Succose 
Lessons; Plico 25 cents?

— Tho loo nit e Containing chapters on Or- J lit) cJUetulUO igin and History ot the Jes- 
• An Interesting Storv Ulfs;'Principles and Alm of the “Company ot ■ Wa.Mo ■ JeSu3;"ImmoralTenchlngsotthoJesults;Con-1 ■ Ot lWO VyoriuS. domnatlon of the Order ; Expulsion ot the Jes- 
1 Elevating, FASCinat- ults;Bull of Pope Clement XIV,, Abolishing the — Qr«.<ntw. Thp. Jesuits’ Estates Act; an appendix„.LISBETHElevatinu, rascum- .I ’Ults;uun ui JTttpe Mvuimu _ ___

m ’ in »'and: Instructive TiirOUfrhOUt. Society; The Jesuits’ Estates Act; an appendix

-............. cn-vR- “These char- aw,. • ' ■

Anna Throndsen.
Saturday, August 12—9 a. m.,-lyceum; 

10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 
Lizzie Harlow; 8 p. m., Dr. Littlefield’s 
lecture and stereopttcon views.

Fifth Sunday, August 13—9 a. m., ly
ceum; 10 a. m.. lecture, Lizzie Harlow;
2 p. m., lecture, Dr. A. B. Spinney, "The 
Defence of Spiritualism;’’ 4 p. m., tests, Maggie Waite. . 1

■ Monday, August 14—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m.,----- ; 2 p. m.,----- .

Tuesday, August 15—9 a. m., lyceum; 
. 10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, A. 
B. Spinney; tests by Frank T. Ripley.
-. Wednesday, August 16—9 a. m., ly
ceum; 10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lec- 
ture, T. W. Smith;-tests by Anna

VERONA-PARK CAMP.
The Verona Park camp-meeting, -Me. 

will open Aug. 13 aud- close Aug. 27 
A. F. Smith, president, Bangor Me.; F 
W. Smith, secretary, Rockjand, Me.

MANTUA CAMP, OHIO.
This camp located at Mantua Station, 

Ohio, will open July 9, and continue to 
August 27. For further particulars, ad
dress F. H. Sherwood, Secretary, Man
tua Station, Ohio.

CAMP PROGRESS.
Camp Progress, Moreland Park

fascinating,and instructive. Price, $1.00... .

Into tho Phenomena ot

The Haíeótu. * books by Vta. Qeofgo I

of Ca[mne¿6. »TÄ

Throndsen.Thursday; August 17—9 a. m., lyce
um; IO a, m., conference; 2 p. m., lec
ture, A. B. Spinney.

Friday, August IB—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. in., conference; 2 p. *m., lecture, 
Anna L. Gillespie.

i Saturday, August 19—9 a. m.. lyce- 
I um; 10 a. m.. conference; 2 p. m., iec-illtHunuaiiiu-^ . __________

l KCSWIUlCb Modern Spirituafl&m obSp f-innEmf . New Thought. taro. A-.B; spinney.I- BySIKincLUMCBooKEs, F. R Ui OC1I,V.UIILI VI. They w6 very totet. . S|xth Sunday, Au
illustrations; .01 uniisunl interest and value. ,,»,*>•>.» esting and instructive rpnm. in . m ieci 
byono of the greatest sclentiatsoIlheworM; apilWoi-th more than, the price indicates, as an „ 7T ' . „S Price, 50 cents, - . >- . - . r ornamental and valuable addition to tha libra- Subject, The True

.' ' ry- ‘Fricu.Mcents each. : Truly Lived, the
■ — S n. tn.. tecIce, 50 cents, •

bookreviews.
HU&tf. ■ Jw* 1 .T ’’ “■ '’ ..R. Ray,' pastor. Sclence-of Life 'Studies.:, No. -1, As- 
liccuit. Church, United trap Scfeaca Serlesi- By F. F. Nelteel, 

Spokane, Wash. 'Price 10-cents.. ■

ry. J?rlco..80 centseach,

A Voice of-a Soul. . r .
In this dainty-little brochure, Esther 

Thomas Bosley; oLSeattlé, Wash;,' well 
known by Spiritualists, .relates thè 
scenes and events of journeys to thè ce
lestial spheres. From beginning to end, 
the work is of absorbing interest and 
affords a fine study in a peculiar phase 
of Spiritualism, -the powers and inani- 
iestations of spirit; not yet freed from 
the physical. • . ~4

The Secret of Life,
CDrery.—Send SI.OQ to L. Waisbrooker, Lakebny, 

m<T gel.that apa. Woman's source of power.

TUG Devil anö tue naveritists.
Ari .Adrenttal attack upon Spiritualism re

pulsed. Br Mows Hull Price, W cents.

tUFCf, A»“, .d; opiuu^j.• Sixth Sunday, August 20—9 a. m., ly-1 
ceum; 10 a. m.. lecture, A. B. Spinney. 
Subject, “The True Idea of Spiritualism 
Truly Lived, the Salvation of the 
World”; 2 p. m., lecture Anna L. Gilles
pie; 4 p. m., tests, Maggie Waite.

■ Monday, August 2)—9 a m., lyceum; 
1G a m., conference; 2 p. m.,----- .

Tuesday, August 22—9 a. m., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, 

| Dr. J. M. Peebles. Subject “Travels in 
I India, Her Magic, Her Yogis.and Her

Grove, Upper Swampscott, Mass., opens 
Sunday, June 4, 1905.

LAKE BRADY, OHIO.
The fourteenth annual session of this 

camp will bd held during the months of 
July and August. For full particulars 
address A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio. (

FOREST HOME CAMP, MICH. >
Forest Home Spiritualist camp-meet

ing begins July 30, and closes Aug. 20. 
For full particulars address the secre
tary, Mrs. Ruth Eastman, P. O. Box 69, 
Mancelona, Mich.

ISLAND LAKE CAMP.
Island Lake Camp, Mich., opens Sun

day, July 23, extending until August 28. 
For programs of information write or
call 
185

on the secretary, H. R. LaGrange, 
E. Montcalm street, Detroit, Mich. , 

NIANTIC CAMP, CONN.

book. A protouni work upon a profound sub.
JocU. prica. cloth, 41.00. '

Dolnc^pnotinn DOotrine or tho
RCIIlbd.mdblyll, Soul’s Successive Em
bodiments, examined and discussed pro and eon, 
by Dr. J.-M. Peebles versus Dr. Helen Densmore 
and W. Jidjolvllle. Price Wets.

_ n}- .Lectures uuu o^....___  _“I;01 at. 3*and 8 p.,in., by'.Mrs, T. Loll, pastor, 
1“e’ every Stmda^Th. Gerinari and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday oventag services, 7:45 
o’clock, ^at 319 E; 65th' street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door, j The best tal
ent available will bo secured for all 
meetings. To.’spread the truth fa the 
object of this society. Addresg all com
munications to Miss Eva L,’ Stewart; 
corresponding secretary,'455 E. 55th 
street . Entrance to- hall, 319 E. 55th
street»The- Chicago . Spiritualists’ League, 
holds its meetings- the - first Tuesday 
evening of each month, -at Kimball 
Hall, 243 Wabash .avenue. Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, president; O., E., Kropp, 6481 
Kimbark . avenue,; secretary. The 
League -wishes every ■ Spiritualist soci
ety of'the city.to send,'in;the names of 
ail .their mediums, stating their partic
ular phase of medithnship. Address all 
communicfitions to the secretary.
. The Spiritual Association of Sixty- 
ninth street and- Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall, 
6922. Hon. D. Gilmour will address the, 
meeting at 7:30 p. m. Conference at
2:30 p. m. :,, ............ The Society of Spiritual Unity bolds 
meetings every Sunday at 3.and 8 p. m., 
at Star Lodge Hall, 373 8. Western ave
nue, under the direction of Mrs. Nellie
Kusserow. .The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
will hold its meetings during July and 
August at No. 22 Jackson Place, holding 
one meeting .each Sunday at 8 p. m. - - 

■ Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
m eetings every. Sunday- evening at .7:3 0 

....—v„„ nreu- North

’ “Beyonfl Wé VaïlZ’ A Sequel to 
“Rending thé- Vail”- Being a compila
tion, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and Illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spokeiV wrKten and made by 
full-form malerldlzatlons; setting up à 
scientific aiid personal verification of 
“What We-Shall ®e,”- and. a code of 
ethics, requisite to the most speedy re
alization of ¡the highest and-purest Je. 
Hetty attàitæble la the future life. A 
very reniatkabie sbook. Large, octavo, 
SOO page«. lpriee/5L76, -

“The Tftrth Becker Collection of, 
Forms and! UereSKnies for the Use of : 
Liberals.” firice 25 cents.

"The CdUStltirtfon of . Man.”x By 
Elizabeth Vowtmo Gives a .clear and 
practical jwesentation of advanced 
mental science and embodies many new 
and orlgtails;ideaS,.'and . the fullest 
teaching extant as to the7nature, con
trol and âiroctionoôf desire. Price 60s.

• VThe - InffdeHtpt of : Ecclesiastldsm. 
À Menace ta American Civilization." 
By Prof: W. M.J Lockwood,' lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science.- : Demonstrator of the mo- 
leeular or spiritual, hypothesis of na
ture. .Scholarly,. masterly, -trenchant 
price 25 cents. ■ ■ ■ -

“Harmonics of Evolution. The . Phil
osophy of Indlvidukl. life. Based Upon

i Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law." By Florence 
Huntley, A work of deep.-thought car- 
rying the pri^nlplea bLeydutlon'lnto 
new Adds?- Price;rdoth. ...  - .

The Oommaadsaente Analysed, jittea 
25 cents. ■ Big" Bible Stories, cloth, S®

- tMnàaflta. ul: ; 7

Heaven Revised I“»Mr**» «»,.*m»m after tho Change 
Called Death;. By Mrs. E. B. Duffey, A very 
Interesting and Instruotlve work, price 25 cts.

Italic
By’W. j.'COLVILLE.: A series of twelva lec- 
ture!!, intended As Simple; practical expositions 
ofthoToa Commandments hr the spiritual as- 

, poet. Price, 60 cents.-. . • .

THE NEW LIFE, '
By Leroy Bctrler. An eminently suggestive 
work, ot -excellent tendencies, treating of: the 
mind’s relations to: the physical organism, and 
the power of. thought .In the upbuilding ol 
health and character.. Cloth,’M.

New Testament 8tones ““saS,1 ed. Drawings by Watson Heston, with critical 
find humorous comments upon the texts. Hes
ton's drawings are incomparable, and excruci
atingly fiinliy- One must seo the book to appre
ciate It;. the pictorial satire cannot be tola. It 
will make you laugh heartily. Price la board, 
W-00; cloth, ti.».- ; .
HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP» AND 

i THE ‘HEROIC IN HISTORY,

By Thomas Carlyle.
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

mau. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notoble 
iitebary effort. Aflue edition In cloth. 
Price 50 cents.

ä ar3tesSÄI eloquent tonco ‘

The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp- 
meeting Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Niantic, Conn; season ot 1905, 
commencing June 12 and continuing un
til September 11. For full particulars 
address George Hatcn, South Windham, 
Conn.

WONEWOC CAMP-MEETING. ’
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds its annual camp-meeting 
in Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis. Aug. 

’5 to 27 inclusive. For particulars 
and programs write M. M. Bllsh, secre
tary, Wonewoc, Wis. '

- HARMONY GROVE CAMP.
Harmony Grove Camp-meeting Asso

ciation will hold its annual camp, Aug.
6 to 20. This camp is located three and 
one-half miles from Escondido, Cal. : 
For further particulars in regard 
to the camp address T. J. McFeron, 
secretary, 528 Fir street, San Diego,

Social Life." .• Wednesday, August 23—9 a. m., ly
ceum; 10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lec
ture, W. V.- Nicum, ■‘■‘Cosmic Conscious
ness,"- Thursday, August 24—9 a. ran., lyce
um; 10 a. m., conference; 2 ;p. m., lec
ture, Dr. J. M. -Peebles, /‘Travels in 
Egypt and Palestine.",

Friday, August-25—9 a. nr., lyceum; 
10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lecture, W. 
V; Nicum, "The' Spiritual Leading.”

Saturday, August 26—9 a. m., lyceum;
IC a; m., conference; 2p.'m, lecture. 
Dr. J. M. Peebles, “A Pilgrim Four 
Times Around the World in Search ot _ , 
Tfuth.” 7 ’Seventh Sunday, August 27—9 a. m., CITY OF LIGHT ASSEMBLY, 
lyceum;. 10 a. m., .lecture, Dr. J; M. The season opens at Lily Dale. N Y 
Peebles. Subject, ‘Progress the law of July 14, and closes September 3. For 
Life ; 2 p. m., lecture, W. V. , .Nicum, prdgrammes, address E. Evstauhleve “Man is Not Man as Yet”; 4 p, m., secretary. ' avarapmeve, 

tests, Anna^Throndsen. . _- ■ , : _ . -. . . . OTTAWA CAMP. •
.^Mediumship and Its Development, Spiritualist Camp-meeting Associa- 

and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel- tion, Forest Park, . Ottawa, Kansas, 
opment” By W. H. Bach. Especially September 15 to 25 inclusive. Write 
useful to learners who Beek to know and f°r programmes, H. W. Henderson, 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de- president, Lawrence, Kans.;. Jacob Hey, 
velopment, and avoid ■ errors.. Price, secretary, Overbrook, Kans? 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. FRANKLIN CAMP, NEB. !
' T* wnzabetha Town^^n^ Spiritualist Camp-meet- '
rents. Mrs- Elizate^Tojrae takes ing ABSOCiatlon will hold its. tenth an- 
yie position that in many cases It is the nual canip-meeting’ commencing Sep- 
parents that need the training^ more tember 1, and closing - September 17, 

■ than the children,, and advises parents n Main as secretary Franklin Neb to look to themselves. Twenty-five U’ U Halnes' eeorctary> *ranitiin, web. 
cents could not be better spent than ' HASLETT PARK, MICH, 
buying this little'book. 'Anyone that The twenty-third annual assembly of 
has the care of children should read it Spiritualists at Haslett Park, Mich., 
Price 25 cents. . commences Aug. 6, and continuing to

■ “The Mnlecular Hypothesis of Na» September 3. For programs address E. 
ture.” By Prof. .Wm.- M. Lockwood. F- Spross, Okemos, or . D. R Jessop, .

’ ProL Lockwood Is'recognized a« ono of Williamston. ■
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros- SUNAPEE LAKE CAMP. ‘ '
—- in this little volume he presents . ,, ,,,, . ■ „ ■/; form the substance of hia This camp-me^Ung at Blodgett s Land- 
lectures xra the Molecular Hypothesis lnK, N. H., commences July 39 and 
ot Nature; and presents his views as closes August 27.
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir- ---------- ——=------ — 1
ttualtoin. The book- is commetded to “New Testament Btorles Comically II-

' >— nhidy and think, lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes- 
'Price"25-centaton. With Critical and Humorous Com- 
; eSplritnri; Stags Tor the Use-ot cir-' ments.. upon the-.¿Texts," Heston's 
dee; /CompmeetWB; and'Other Spirit- drawings are Incomparable, and excru- 

, waHatla Garii&laW' Br Mattte B. clatingiy funny. Price In boards, ft, 
-v. Cleth.^-50. , , ” I

tram. 1“u 
r tn succinct 

lectures on
"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath

olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed." 
“Romanism Exposed.’’ -Two pamphfeta oernuu-v.-^o - by Rev. J< ©.-White, authw oS Stwtltos KnaUem. The book- is 
FMffs.;5-B!rita:10i<sente.eacLiw low t0
•-tfffftWe-’-. «’Mita . ,

. I'T^&.iMsateSi.ior the FiyoWW 
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IN MEMORIAM.

The Death and Resurrection of Dr. E. D. 
Babbitt.

A pathetic letter just received from 
Katherine Babbitt, daughter of Dr. Bab
bitt, informs me that her father passed 
to spirit life, June 28—passed, to speak 
Masonically, from "labor to refresh
ment.”

• Surely a great and good man in our 
spiritual Israel has fallen. The news 
of Dr. Babbitt's death at Rochester, N- 
,Y.,—so undesired, so unexpected—liter, 
ally shocked me for the moment; and 
my first thought was, “It cannot pe pos
sible." Ills noble'work on earth was 
not completed. He had extensive plans 
for the future,, and though his books 
.will constitute a lasting monument to 
his memory, further writings from bls 
polished pen were needed. The think
ing, reading public called for them.

For a full quarter of a century I have 
known him intimately, and it Is sad to 
think that the hand which so readily 
responded to the psychic touch of the 
higher intelligences of the heavens, Is 
now cold in death. '

But why do I grieve? It is because I 
am human. It is natural. It is the up
rising of sympathy. It is the emotion 
of a deep, profound friendship for a 
brother, and afrlendship, too, pure and 

■ unselfish, based upon principle.
I know Dr. Babbitt in New York, New 

Jersey, in Cincinnati, in California— 
and what is more, I knew him in his 
home, the hospitable home of himself 
and his good wife, so devoted, so self- 
sacrificing—truly a helpmeet. Put it 

I down as weakness, if you will, but my 
\eyes are brimming with tears. It is 
^either well nor wise to dissemble. 1 
cannot for the moment check my sor
row. Friendship, infinitely more than 
acquaintance, is abiding; and true, fra
ternal love is absolutely immortal. It 
is not for friend Babbitt that I mourn, 
but. for his affectionate wife, his near 
relatives, and that spiritual line of sci
entific work relating to. a broad, ra
tional, religious Spiritualism, in which 
he was so enthusiastically engaged. 
.While appreciating and holding in high 

/esteem my co-workers, I cannot call to 
mind one who can take up the work 
wl^ere he. left IL and conduct it to . the 
apecess which he had so carefully, 
hopefully planned during his latter 
years.

No, Dr. Babbitt is not dead. He—the 
.spirit in that more ethereal soul-body, 
has gone on and up, one step higher, 
where aided by his scientific spirit in
telligences, he will doubtless find some 
sensitive through whom he can impres- 
slonally and successfully finish his 
great outlined, unfinished work.

In his private life he was as simple 
as. a child, finding the happiest part of 
It with his delightful wife, whom- he 
loved with unusual tenderness. He was 
honest. He was conscientious. He was 
hospitable to a degree beyond his 
•finances. Naturally he was a man of 
strong yet subdued feeling and firm 
convictions, and yet I am certain that 
he cherished no animosity toward a sol
itary human being. He bore with him 
a strong personality, and yet his nature 
was genial and truly uplifting. Nature 
gave him the qualities essential to lib
eralism and moral excellence. His was 
a severe struggle out of that church oc
topus, which still has a withering grip 
upon so many. But his victory over 
creeds and confessions of faith was in 
the end complete.

I remember of his saying to me when 
briefly visiting him in Los Angeles: 
"While my good wife gets breakfast, 1 
read to her from your ‘Three Journeys 
Around the World,’ and from The Pro
gressive Thinker. What a broad field 
in the line of research and progress 
Francis’ paper covers! There is none

THE INGERSOLL TRIBUTE TO 
SHAKESPEARE.

A tribute to specific genius that de
serves annual reproduction at least is 
(hat at Robert G. Ingersoll to Shakes
peare, It reads as follows:

“If Shakespeare knew one fact; he 
knew its kindred and its neighbors. 
Loojring at a coat of mail, he Instantly 
imagined the society, the conditions 
that produced it and what it, in turn, 
produced. He saw thé castle, the moat, 
the drawbridge, the lady in the tower, 
and the knightly lover spurring across 
the plain. He saw the bold baron and 
the rude retainer, the trampled serf and 
all the glory and the grief of feudal life,

"He lived the life of all. He was a 
citizen of Athens in the days of Peri
cles. He listened to the eager elo- 
uence of the great orator, sat upon the 
cliffs, and with the tragic poet heard 
‘the multitudinous laughter of the sea,’ 
He saw Socrates thrust the spear of 
question through the shield and heart 
of falsehood. He was present when 
the great man drank hemlock, and met 
the night of death tranquil as a star 
meets morning. He listened to the per
ipatetic philosophers, and was unpuzzled 
by the sophists. He watched Phidias 
as he chiseled shapeless stone to forms 
of love and awe.

“He lived by the mysterious Nile, 
amid the vast '-and monstrous. He 
knew the very thought that wrought 
the form and features of the Sphinx. 
He heard great Memnon’s song when 
marble lips were smitten by the sun. 
He laid him down with the embalmed 
and waiting dead, and felt within their 
dust the expectation, of another life, 
mingled 'with cold and suffocating 
doubts—the children born of long delay.

"He walked the ways of mighty Rome 
and saw great Caesar with his legions 
in the field? He stood with vast and 
motley throngs, and watched the tri
umphs given to victorious men, fol
lowed by uncrowned kings, tho cap-

CHICAGO, ILL., ^°5

Fragments of Truth.
As Portrayed by a Master Mind.

Those that feel the most speak the most. Some men 
speak to a single class, or to a particular time, while 
others utter the thoughts, aspirations aijd desires 
of all classes and times. Through such men as 
Job, David, Homer, Dante, Shakspeare, ^e can read 
the spiritual and real histories,- experience^, and con
flicts of the men and women of the world;--they 
speak to the universal heart and mind of mankind.

BEAUTIFUL MARRIAGE CEREMONY THE GREAT STRUGGLE.

NO. 817

SOME STRIKING THOUGHTS.

Christianity vs. Spiritualism. The Great Murderer’s Record—When 
Trouble Comes.

Spiritualist Twain Weds With Flowers 
—No “Obey" Was Asked—^“Where 
Love Is There Is No Obligation," Said 
Minister to Youthful Pair, "Love 
Each Feels for the Other Is the Bond 
of Union"—Roses Vital on1 Bearing In 
Life, "
Red Roses, signifying love, white 

roses, emblematic of purity, and the 
green leaves of the flowers symbolizing 
life, figured In the wedding ceremony 
that made Miss Grace Leonard Powell 
and George William Weinberger one at 
the Temple of Spiritualism, 3015 Pine 
street' Wednesday night, ,

It was tiie first time that the floral 
service had been used in St. Louis and 
the Rev. Will J. Erwood explained in 
the lecture preceding the cerepiony that 
flowers should be made much more vi
tal in their bearing on human life than 
is the case at present.

’ “The time will come,” he said, "when 
refined and uplifted by gentler teaphlng, 
we shall hold converse with a rose and 
comprehend the message of the whis
pering forest trees. We are closer akin 
to nature than we have heretofore con
fessed, and all things are a part of our 
great family.” . “

Therefore when the opening bars of 
the Lohengrin wedding march began to 
sound from the organ, their increasing 
volume filling the church by degrees, it 
was known that a wedding of peculiar 
ipterest was. about: to . take place. Pre
ceded -by six little girls, who had until 
then been on the platform, arid all of 
whom carried red and white roses, 
massed against green leaves, In their, 
hands, the bridal couple came down the 
center aisle. They were a youthful 
twain, the bridegroom apparently not 
more than 20 years of age, the bride, all 
in white and with her bridal veil al
most touching the hem of her gown, 
about,17.
' The Rev. Erwood, himself bearing a 
red and-.white rose In his. right hand, 
awaited them at the chancel rail. He 
too, was. young, a boyish looking teach
er of his'creed, and the little group 
thus asseihbled was in striking contrast 
to the many white-haired folk appearing 
in the gathering assembled to witness 
the ceremony. ■'

“George," said the Spiritualist min
ister, "I will not ask you to-promise to 
to cherish; protect or obey; this little 
girl, because where love ¿8 there is no 
obligation. It Ib not the ceremony that 
will unite you two,, but the love which 
each feels for the other is the bond of 
union. Í will only ask you to be true 
to yourself, to what is higliest and best 
in you. Do. you so promise?”

"I do," responded the groom.
“Grace,” said the minister, “1 will 

not ask you to obey this young man 
who stands beside you, because, where 
love is there is no obedience, ¿nd there 
is no master and no mistress and ' no 
slave in the' relations in which you two 
will hereafter stand toward one anoth
er. But I will aslc you, as.I asked him, 
to be true to the best arid noblest that 
is within yóur own self. Do you prom
ise this?” '■?■.•’-■:

‘T do,” responded; the bride.
“Then,” said the minister5 handing a 

ring to the bridegroom, who placèd It 
on the bride’s -finger, “ with the placing 
of this ring-, , whose circle to my mind 
means-the-endlessness of love, on the 
finger of thé woman by the man, I, with 
the authorlty conferred, upon me by the 
State and' National Government, and 
With that further authority which I 
bear as a minister of the Spiritualist 
Society,’ do pronounce you man and 
wife.”

And these words marlied the conclu
sion of the ceremony.

For ten minutes afterward the young 
couple held a.sort of informal reception 
in the Templé, the invited guests and 
members of the local . Spiritualist So
ciety crowding about them to extend 
congratulations, the newly married pair 
moving away from the altar along a 
path strewn with flowers by the little 
girls who had led the wèdding march.

Thé marriage ceremony had been pre
ceded by a lecture iri which the Rev. Er
wood looked into the future and told of 
the wonderful things that were to come. 
At the close of' the lecture a number 
of persons were admitted to member
ship in the society, each being given a 
red arid white rose, by one of the little 
flower girls in token of full member
ship. . Just before the congregation dis- 
persed the Rev. Erwood spoke a word 
of farewell, às-the lecture Wednesday 
night was his last for , the season the 
society’s regular minister, • the Rev. 
Thomas Grimshaw.-being due to return 
from Europe soon.-r-St. Louis (Mo.) 
Post.

ever onward—are the watchwords ofhis name? The record is the same.U1D UULUBJ LUC LUVUiU IS LUC HLULLU. ■ " " ■■■— .     ---------------

The feeling, the sentiment, the history ’progress. Agitation/convulsions, revo-Of lutions purify society.' Great souls are
thought receive their dew and rain.'

IT IS NQT IMPAIRED.

total

THE SEPARATION.

,The time has come,-as I knew it must

to.

1

tured hosts, and all tho spoils of 
less war. He heard the shout

• Method is the very hinge of business? 
end there Is no method without punctu-

from 
Mrs.

and experience are all there.
Carlyle speaking about the 

Job says: "I call that, apart 
theories about it, one of the 
things ever written with pen.

book of 
from all 
grandest

ruth- 
that

Homer dead 
Through which the

Home Life Not Impaired Through.Wo
man’s Interest ~in’Public Affairs.

She said, when we should.part; 
For I ceased to love when I ceased 
■' trust,

speaking of the-eVen 
this '-‘great conflagiat 
that IhrJd glare; how 
but thejigurebt.N 
Look ‘again; as .the smo

"Origin of ’ e, or Where Man domes 
‘From.” “i > 'Evolution of the Spirit 
From Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows."
/ jgsmael FSfaday. Fries 10 cents,

ward which all rivers^.ran, and from 
which now the isles and continents

clears'awo£¿
has disappeared;'~&itjnc>t bo the-Idea 

living Homer

WOMAN SUFFRAGE

any one person was $500 from 
Sarah Tj. Willis of Rochester, N.

The Belief in Woman Suffrage Rapidly 
Gaining Ground.

..... . receipts to have been $28,622 the 
past year. The largest contribution

other like it.”
¡His exhaustive and very scholarly 

work on "The Principles of Light and 
Color" was enough of itseif to make him 
in .the world's libraries Immortal. 
Those who criticised it adversely were 
not-competent to understand it. This 
is often the case with self-conceited 
critics. His several works upon health 
are invaluable, and away beyond the 
medical profession; and his book of 
nearly 400 pages entitled “Religion," is 
one of the most helpful a^ practical 
ever published in the interests of Spir
itualism. .<
' We did not always agree in our 
thoughts and theories, but there was 
never an unkind, disturbing element in . 
our discussions. His charity, touching 
human nature was unbounded. Let me 
say here, quoting the Latin; ■ "Nil de 
mortuis nisi bonum,” meaning, liberally 
translated, “Speak nothing but good of 
the dead.” Would not this be better if 
largely applied to thè living also? Why 
not scatter flowers at the feet of men 
and women to-day, as well as to lavish
ly cover their caskets with them after 
theor bodies are dead?

Where are many of my early com
rades? Where are those old pioneers, 
Prof. Hare, Judge Edmonds, Adin Bal
lou, Prof. Buchanan, SiargenL Dehton, 
Brittan, Prof. Kiddle, and now Dr. Bab
bitt? Gone, one by -one, leaving be
hind'the odor of soul-royalty and loy
alty to truth—gone to swell the unnum
bered congregations ‘ of „the star- 
crowned mortals. Thinking òf them, 
seeing them through the. mists of old- 
time memories, my spfrltMgrows stout, 
my nerves become steeled anew, and 
•my heart flames with enthusiasm afresh 
to continue, the campaign that they in
augurated and baptised with the sweat
drops of suffering and persecution. 
Though they are risen, and though their 

. white feet’ press the evergreen gardens 
of-the gods, their souls still vibrate in 
sympathy with ours. Memory Is undy
ing. Spirits know little of time or 
space. Recalling the past and recount
ing the deeds of those old moral heroes 
and martyrs, my eyes moisten. And 1 
almost impatiently await the summons 
when crossing the river with the boat-, 
man pale; I shall clasp their hands in 
that more radiant realm: .whe-‘ S/eath 
never comes, where,flowers ne< /with
er, and suns never set.

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Battle Creek, Mich. •

shook the Coliseum’s roofless walls 
when from the reeling gladiator's hands 
the short sword fell, while from his 
bosom gushed the stream of wasted 
life.

"He lived the life of savage men. He 
trod the forest’s silent depths, and in 
the desperate game of life or death he 
matched his thought against the in
stinct of the beast.

“He knew all crimes and all regrets, 
all virtues, and their rich rewards. He 
was victim and victor, pursuer and pur
sued, outcast and king. He heard the 
applause and curses of the world, and 
on his heart had fallen all the nights, 
and noons of failure and success.

"He knew the unspoken thoughts, the 
dumb desires, the wants, and ways of 
beasts. He felt the crouching tiger’s 
thrill, the terror of the ambushed prey, 
and with the eagles he had shared the 
ecstasy of flight and poise and swoop, 
and he had lain with sluggish serpents 
on the barren.rocks, uncoiling slowly in 
the heat of. noon. • ' .

. "He sat beneath the bo tree’s con
templative shade, wrapped in Buddha’s 
mighty thought, and dreamed all 
dreams that light, the alchemist, has 
wrought fromjdust and dew, and stored 
within the slumbrous poppy’s subtle 
blood. ..
- “He knelt with awe and dread at ev
ery shrine—he offered every sacrifice, 
and every prayer—felt the consolation 
and the shuddering fear, mocked and 
worshiped all the gods,' enjoyed all 
heavens, and felt the pangs of every 
hell.. ■ •

“He lived all lives, and through his 
blood and brain there crept the .shadow 
and the-chill of every death, arid his 
soul, like Mazeppa, was lashed to the 
wild horses of every tear and love and 
hate.

“The,Imagination had a stage Iri 
Shakespeare’s brairi, whereon were set 
all scenes that lie between the morn of 
laughter and the night of tears, and 
where his players bodied forth the false 
and true, the joys and griefs, the care
less shalows,. and the tragic deeps of 
universal life. .

"From Shakespeare’s brain there 
poured a Niagara of gems spanned by 
Fancy’s seven hued arch. He was as 
many sided as clouds are many-formed. 
To him giving was hoarding-sowing 
was harvest—and waste itself, the 
source of wealth. Within his marvel
ous mind were the fruits of all thought 
•past, the seeds of all to be. As a drop 
.of dew contains the image of the earth 
and sky, so all there is of lite was mir
rored forth in Shakespeare's brain.'

“Shakespeare was an intellectual 
ocean, whose waves touched all the 
shores of thought,' within which were 
all the tides and waves of destiny and 
will, over which swept all the storms of 
fate, ambition, and revenge; upon 
which fell the gloom and darkness of 
despair and death and all the sunlight 
of content and love, and within which 
was the Inverted sky lit with the eter
nal stars—an intellectual ocean—to-

Magpies chatter, parrots talk, bears 
can learn to dance, monkeys to grace
fully lift their caps and bow their 
beads, and this is about all a large por
tion of mankind Is ambitious to per-, 
form. The great body of the people 
take their opinions second hand arid 
long years of submission to the will of 
others make' them obsequious ,in 
thought and action. - These conditions 
are transmitted from generation to 
generation. The son knows no more 
than the father. ’ Illiteracy becomes 
chronic.

Some men are born to serve, others 
to command.

“Kings must have slaves;
Kings climb to eminence v 
Over men’s graves."

You stamp a hundred years of servi
tude upon a race or any body of people 
and its effects can never be effaced. 
The African slave and the Russian serf 
are terrible examples. It takes courage 
to assert one’s self. Hypocrisy Is more 
acceptable to community than outspok
en conviction. A man’s associates are 
altogether a better index to his charac
ter than his talk.

If words were wisdom there would be' 
no need of books or teachers. If pro
testations of honor and morality were 
the things themselves there would' be 
no use for missionaries and preachers. 
If a person, walks erect through this 
world;with an honest heart, speaks his 
own mind on men arid things, and on 

311 questions as they arise, he Is ostra
cised, condemned, and forbidden the 
confidence of the people among whom he 
lives. Christ did tills and he was cru
cified, and human nature is the same 
today as it was then.

We put too much stress on a .high 
state of civilization. It is doubtful it 
the virtues and vices of barbaric life 
are not as evenly balanced as they are 
in civilized society. Life is dual; one 
condition balances another. As our en
joyments increase, so does bur misery. 
There is nothing more contradictory 
than the forces at work in our own 
hearts. . Our moods vary. The trouble 
that Is a mouritain today becomes a 
molehill tomorrow.- The words we 
speak in one moment we carinot utter 
in the next

It is the one-sided, unbalanced men 
that have accomplished the most in the 
great activities of -llfe-brien, often, 
whose lives-would not square with the 
Decalogue, the Sermon on the Mount, 
or the Golden Rule. •

Most of the. great names In history 
would.fall from the high pedestal. on 
which mankind has placed' them if 
their private life was as well known to 
the people as their public acts. Open 
up the hearts,unveil the words, 
thoughts and feelings’ of humanity for 
one day to the public gaze and society 
would fall to pieces;—the most sacred 
ties would be broken and strange alli
ances made. . ■' ’

We don’t want human nature pic
tured to us in too angelic a form. It is 
said of Edward Everett that he “painted 
for us a deified Washington, passion
less, colorless, bloodless,- and possess
ing none of the human faculties or in
firmities."The living are never, appre
ciated; it is onlylhe dead that receive 
their full meed of praise.
“Seven Grecian cities claimed great

begged his brea’l.”
The grandest things both In nature 

and art show best at a distance. The 
same is true in regard to the men who 
have helped to fashion and mould the 
destinies of the world. A man becomes 
the founder of a race, a hero, saint, 
prophet, god, and family fades into a 
myth. Adam, a myth; Odin, the Scan
dinavian god, a myth; Job, a myth; 
Honier, Buddha—all myths.

But does it matter whether or not 
such men as Job ever lived, or whether 
he was the author of the book bearing

It has been said that at the head of 
every institution stands a man. AH be
ginnings are natural and simple. Na- 
tions, governments «and doctrines are 
not made to order but grow as naturally 
as any living thing grows. Whatever 
doctrine, Bentiméhtpr Command that is 
false in spirit'and Essence cannot live. 
None of the great religions of the world 
have been intellectually reasoned out. 
Every condition of society in time loses 
its vital power and; yields to superior 
force. Civilization deriyes its life and 
power from primitive Sources,’ crude 
and rudimentary as they may be. Civ
ilization and refinement' enervate a 
race. The virgin soil is always the 
most fruitful. Physical} strength and 
endurance in the end. triumph over a 
weakened and a decadent people.

“Barbarians that could ’neither read 
nor write devoured ’Róme.“ It takes 
many words of polite language to ex
press the same volume of truth that a 
single slang phrase Will Convey. But 
what are called slang words soon be
come common speech ahd'good English 
and In the end are woven into the clas
sics.

The foundation of ■ every fable is 
truth. First hero worship, ' idol wor
ship—were only pav|pg ¡the way for a 
higher and mòre exalted conception of 
man’s relation to thejDelty. Falsehood 
cannot forever last pyéir-in tradition. 
There are connecting; links in all his
tory. Is there no ;re|atibn between 
Yorktown and Appomiittox? Between 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin' and the Emancipa
tion Proclamation? Therèjseem to be 
order and method anipng die unseen 
forces of life as wéll ps .àmóng the visi
ble ones. Cause ànd''efféct keep even 
pace. • „ ■ •

In the physical world ;Bpme move
ments are so swift and dome so slow 
that we fail to compi1ehond;them. The 
vibratory movement'pf matter compos
ing the stone is 'so slOw that our Sight 
cannot perceive it, and the -stone ap
pears dead and mot$piessj while the 
action of the gases ,-is-so-rapid as to 
make us oblivious to their. presence.

Except in the' realtì bt religion’ man 
refuses to believe wl}atj his reason or 
experience cannot justify, ..Faith holds 
but small-ground in'theisecular world; 
yet the time may home awhen many of 
the phenomena heretofore classified as 
miracles may be susceptible of scien
tific demonstration. Every day brings 
new light. Healing by the laying on of 
hands is not now incredible. .

’ Life it is claimed hàs,or will be pro
duced in the laboratory; and. who can. 
say that it is impossible,’ under any cir
cumstances, for the vital spark which 
apparently has abdicated its throne in 
the body to again.take possession of its 
tenement of clay? .The;, world moves 
slowly towards hew'ideas. After the 
circulation of blood--Was ■announced and 
¡demonstrated, it wan fifty years before 
the scientific (?) world would accept it 
as a fact.” A change.of position on a 
religious, political òr p scientific ques
tion is7 often charged as evidence, of a 
weak, erratic and vacillating mind. 
Webster once said, ‘‘Wise .men . can 
change their minds;-fool's never."

Noah Brooks, isjféaking of. the great 
political leaders says; “Wb recall, too, 
the fact that Calhoun was a protection
ist in 1816; In 1831 he denounced the 
protective principle, as unconstitutional 
and oppressive to .the South. So, too, 
.Clay, who had, in-1'810,'furnished An
drew Jackson with-' anti-bank argu
ments, found it convenient and consist- 
'ent,- in 1828, to make the cause of the 
bank his’own. And Daniel Webster, on 
nearly- every one -- of these burning 
questions of the time, changed his God
like’ front with equal ease.”

To be consistent according to the pop
ular interpretation IS to bold always the 
■same ideas; ignoring the fact that all 
knowledge is tentative, and changing. 
Truth has no boundaries. "Man grows 
and his ideal grows. It is.-today’s ideal 
that he cannot reach, and for the yes
terday’s he will not stoop;” Onward,

It is said a majority of Spiritualists 
are converts from the churches, and 
many get the old religious Ideas mixed 
and confused with their Spiritualism, in 
speaking and writing. This is expect
ed. We concede to all the right and 
liberty to believe or disbelieve any
thing, and freely express their.thoughts 
and sentiments on any subject. But 
when leaders and teachers of long 
standing reiterate false statements, in 
the name of Spiritualism^ it is a shame, 
hardly tolerable.

I want to correct a few mistakes and 
convince them of the error of their 
ways, bo far as fair and logical argu
ment may be available.

It Is said, “Christianity and-Spiritual- 
ism must stand or fall together.”

It is impossible to verify this sweep
ing assertion. No two things are more 
opposite, more unlike each other. They 
have never stood together and cannot 
fall together. One Is based on faith, 
the other on knowledge.

Christianity teaches that only through 
grace, postulated upon blood' atonement, 
can any person be saved. Spiritualism 
declares that position to be totally 
false, and that the future welfare of ev
ery one depends, upon their own per
sonal effort and merit—that no penalty 
Is remitted, no benefit conferred, no 
evil ave'rted by the merits of a savior.

Spiritualism and Christianity bear no 
relation, nor affiliation nor assimilation. 
Conversion to Spiritualism is not con
version to Christian religion. “Chris
tian. Spiritualism" Is a misnomer. À 
“Christian Spiritualist” is a contradic
tion of words—ah abnormal condition. 
Spiritualism Is dependent upon medi
umship and communication with the 
spirit world, not recognized by Chris
tians, who charge it with fraud, delu
sion, witchcraft, work of the devil.

Christendom is comprised of creeds, 
sects, churches, laws, offices, accouter
ments, ceremonies, baptisms, rever
ends, priests, rituals, and the like. 
Spiritualism contains none pf these. To 
place it on a par with Christianity puts 
it in a false attitude and sinks it to the 
level of superstition. It can never rank 
with the churches for its demonstrated 
facts destroy the basis of all church 
creeds. It stands before them as a 
fair and honorable opponent and proves 
that communication with spirits is a 
fact, which they deny.

Spiritualism demonstrates the conti
nuity of life, spirit existence, spirit com
munication, knowledge of the spirit 
world through mediumship. Christian
ity does not and cannot do this. It has 
corrected false conceptions of a future 
life; destroyed the basis of religious 
creeds by substituting knowledge for 
faith; emancipates from fear; robs 
death of its terrors; opens the door 
that makes plain the mysteries of life— 
the key to the door of truth that sheds 
its cheering light over all races, for all. 
The •difference between Spiritualism 
and any of the old religions Is more pro
nounced.than any one of them with an- 
Other,-. They.commence with God; de- 
mând-'UnqùestloriÎng obedience; rest ed 
ery doctrlfie upon Divine ■ authority; 
teach mlracülism—while Spiritualism 
begins with man; proclaims the largest 
liberty; relies upon scientific demon
stration; denounces mlraculism as the 
creation of Ignorant superstition and In 
the nature of things Impossible.

Christianity is what it Is represented 
by Christian devotees, believers, adher
ents;-by various sects; by what Chris
tians say and do; by what they have 
said,-taught, acted in the past—this is 
Christendom. Its fundamental princi
ple is salvation by faith in a crucified 
savior and damnation In hell fire tor all 
who do not accept this salvation.

Christian religion has been propa
gated by force and has the stain of 
blood upon Its history. Spiritualism 
has no such record.

Belief in a god has led men to the 
most terrible crimes and- diabolical 
deeds that history records. The war
like disposition of Christian nations Is 
attributable to blood atonement. It 
seems strange that mankind should 
ever build a religious system upon an 
idea so horrible as that of murder.

It is lucky for civilization that' Chris
tianity is divided into -warring sects. It 
is a solemn farce, an empty show, a de
lusion. It has set a tyrant on its 
throne and made religion slavish hom
age to what his chosen priests demand. 
It is for religious leaders a profitable 
fraud upon the credulity and infatuation 
of their victims.

A. H. NICHOLAS. .

There are, approximately, eighty 
millions, of people, m the united States. 
If one person is born each minute, and 
if one person "dies” each minute, 525,- 
600 people pass out of this life annu
ally; while an equal number come into 
this plane of existence.

Now, if we accept the statement of 
preachers that “man is inclined to evil 
as the sparks fly upward," at least 
three fourths of the 525,600 persons are 
theologically "Jost,” or sent to "hell" by 
the Great Murderer each year!" What 
is the exact number of his victims? Let 
us see. Three-fourths of 525,600 Is 394,- 
200. Then this Great Murderer (the 
"kind father," the “merciful one," the 
“creator," the “lord," the "God" of the 
Christians) murders 394,200 persons 
each year in the United States alone!

Quite a record of reddiandedness! 
Yet the Christians would wish us ' to 
worship their Great Murderer! *

The theory that “the king can do no 
wrong” passes from men’s minds when 
the sun of Truth rises over the horizon 
of Investigation and drives the mias; 
matlc fogs of Ignorance from the Valley 
of Thought We now know that mur
der is the same—a crime—whether 
committed by a so-called “Almighty 
Father" or by the most depraved crimi
nals. '

It is only when we have learned to- 
discern truth5 that we fully realize the 
depravity contained in the worship of a 
murdering God, for such worship is tfie 
old the-king-can-do-no-wrong theory in 
its most pernicious form.

When Trouble Comes.
Is it the voice of the friend, to whom 

we gave our time and attention and per
haps coin of the realm, that speaks to 
us words of cheer when our material 
wealth, our houses and lands, have part
ed company with us? No. It Is the 
voice of an invisible counselor which 
Bays: “Well, well! Here you are, la
menting the loss of your toys again! 
Why, I’m surprised! Have you not 
yourself? Well, then, you possess the 
key to wealth. Get right up and hustle. 
Many employers are 'looking for you. 
They are in need of an employe who 
caff do the kind of work you know so 
well how to perform properly. Go! 
Why tarry hqre mourning when the 
world’s work must be done? When you 
get that job, save 'your money. Yes, 
save It. Thart's the secret of success."

Young man, have you ever "been 
there?” The poet has said that “Hope 
springs eternal in the human breast," 
but there have been times in the writ
er’s life when even hope failed, but at 
such times the words of the counselor 
always set matters right again.

Perhaps you call the counselor "Con
science.” Well, that’s all right, but 
isn’t the voice real to you—are not'the 
words spoken by this adviser just a 
shade wiser than you would tbirik “Con
science” capable of expressing? Of 
course, if you are religiously .inclined— 
a real goody-goody boy—you wilf thlnlfc 
the voice is that of your favorite god. 
What’s that you say? You have only 
.one god? Well, that’s what the fellow 
on the other side of the earth says, too. 
Religion is a matter of geographical lo
cation, you know. That’s all the differ
ence. The counselor won’t be offended 
if you think his voice is that of a god 
—your god.

When your black brother in the jun
gle of Africa paints a stick with the 
blood of an- enemy, and se.ts it upright/ 
in the soft mud of a river bank facing’ 
the rising sun, and then prostrates him-, 
self before it, that voice comes to him 
—his guide speaks to him—and he at-: 
tributes it to his favorite god, the
blood-besmeared stick, same as you

And you cannot break my hearL 
Nay; I know not even if I am sad, 

- ’ And it must ba for the best, 
Since you only take what-1 thought 

had, 
’ And leave to me the rest

. —Phoebe Carey.

The great, fear that the participation 
of women' in public' affairs-will- impair 
the quality and character of home serv
ice is irrational and contrary to the 
tests of experience. Does an intelligent 
Interest in the education of a child ren
der a woman less a mother? Does the 
housekeeping instinct of woman mani
fested in a desire for clean streets, pure 
water and unadulterated food destroy 
her efficiency as a home-maker? Does 
a desire for an environment of moral 
and . civic purity shÿw neglect of the 
highest good of the family? It is the 
"men must fight and women must 
weep” theory of life which makes men 
fear that the larger service of women 
will impair the high ideal of home. The 
newer ideal that men must cease light
ing and thus, remove one prolific cause 
for women’s weeping, and that they 
shall together build up a more perfect 
home; and a more Ideal.governmenL is 
infinitely more sane and-desirable. Par
ticipation in the larger and broader 
concerns of the state, will increase in
stead of decrease the efficiency of moth- 
crhoocl, and tend to develop that self
control. that more perfect judgment 

“which is wanting In much of the home 
training of to-day.—From annual ad
dress of Rev. Anna H. Shaw, president 
National Woman Suffrage Association.

It is our first, oldest statement of the 
never-ending problem—man’s destiny 
and God’s ways with him here in this 
earth. * ■ * * There is nothing writ
ten, I think, in the bible or out of it, of 
•equal literary merit”.

The fame of some men wanes, while 
others brighten,—but the end of all is 
oblivion. All things have their day and 
pass away. It takes long years, some
times, to understand a man. or an insti
tution. The beauty of the gem cannot 
be detected if too near the eye.

Genius is always a puzzle, an enigma, 
an unknown quantity. What are called 
.defect in a person'sllfe may be the nec
essary accompaniments of his virtues. 
Again Carlyle says, "What are faults, 
what are the outward details of life it 
the inner secret of . it, the remorse, 
temptation, true, often-baffled, never 
ending struggle of it, be forgotten? *' 
* * * In this wild element of life, he 
has to struggle onwards; now fallen, 
deep-abased and ever, with tears, re
pentance, with bleeding heart, he has 
.to rise again, struggle again- still on
wards.” .

Every belief, custom and habit runs 
its course-and dies. Saviors were born 
before ChrlsL Moses was not the only 
child that .was miraculously-saved to 
become the-Jeader of- a- people‘-The 
world' has always been ¡trying to define 
God,—to locate Christ.
“What is the Christ of God? .- 
It is his touch, his sign, his making 

known. ; _-....
His coming forth from out the all— 

alone.
.The stretching of a rod 5 ■ . ■
Abloom with his IntenL-
Fraa the invisible." 1 ''U "" « i ” ’ J I t *

always restless agitated souls.
Those thatjeel the most speak the 

most Some'men. Speak to a single 
class, or to a particular time, while oth
ers utter the thoughts, aspirations and 
desires of all classes 'and times. 
Through , such men as Job, David, Ho
mer, Dante, Shakspeare, we can read 
the spiritual and. real hisfories, experi
ences, and conflicts of the'men and wo
men of the world;—they‘speak to the 
.universal heart and-, mind; Of mankind.

It is what a.; man-. represents that 
makes him great; if;he stands for a 
principle that is lncarnate;in the hearts 
of the people—all .¿minor differences 
vanish. Even his•’ weaknesses, some-, 
times, assume a ylrtuoris and blame
less aspect. Whatever the faults of 
Napoleon were his life could not be 
omitted from the p’age of1,history with
out great loss to civilization. He filled 
the niche prepared: fof trinn But he 
was neither the maken-'ndr the insti
gator of the Revoltijfpty criiy one of the 
consequences that iotae from the con
ditions that produced’. it,’emd when the 
work that destiriy- hrifl-pmimed for him 
was accomplished, Napoleon as an actor 
upon the scene...sank-out of. sight but 
not the principle! that -had brought 
about this mighty -uph^aval of society.

Allen, in his.‘history of-Civilization,
that'led up to 
n,’’-.’ says, “In 
rangely stands

6bn Bonaparte!- 
è of -Waterloo, 
' the individual,'

leading up to the Revolution Steen. The 
rights of.the privl la»esTreceived
a blow, and scarcely years later 
we see nearly ewjy countryjta Europe 
wresting cdnstiftgtbair'l^ma f&eir-^ov- 
-ernmenta.” -' l'"”

before the Diet of Worms, John Brown 
standing upon the scaffold, Lincoln, pen 
in hand, signing the Emancipation 
Proclamation—transactions that mark 
epochs in history. “When the sun went 
down on Calvary,” says the last- 
quoted author, "and the terror-stricken 
apostles sought safety in flight, bold in
deed would have been the prophet who 
ventured to assert that in three centu
ries the Roman Empire would acknowl
edge.the Christian as the state religion. 
Yet that is what came to pass.”

. I have read of-a fabric in India woven 
of so fine and delicate a thread that the 
people there call it Woven Wind. His
tory, character, all'that pertains to our 
existence is made up of as fine'a tex
ture. Incidents which at the time they 
occur seem to come along in the natu
ral current of events—as passing 
phases of life that would leave no per
manent impression become Indelible, 
and in time prove to be crises and turn
ing points in one’s career.

The panorama of daily cares, hopes, 
disappointments and fruitions, move so 
rapidly, the pictures pass before us so 
swiftly, we have opportunity for catch
ing only a passing glance. It matters 
not what you have done to-day, new 
and greater things are expected at your 
hands to-morrow. No individual ever 
reaches the limit of his ambition. The 
promised land is always before us. 
Hope never dies. Yet happiness is only 
a dream, a vision, a mirage;—it looks 
•real and tangible, but it is non-existing; 
it never exists except in the imagina
tion. Out of the millions of people on 
the earth no two have the same hopeS, 
desires and aspirations. Each is striv
ing for a different goal; but amid all 
this diversity of thought, feeling, and 
purpose there are above all these, com
mon ties-that bind humanity together 
as one.
"Flowers of all hue. are struggling into 

glow
Along the blooming fields, 
Yet their sweet strife ~ 
.Melts into one hamonlbus concord.”

WRY-MpBRreON TEFFT.

Those who have contended that wo
man suffrage is a dying cause would 
have had their theories somewhat shat
tered had they listened to the reports 
of the officers of the National Woman 
Suffrage Association at their annual 
convention which has just closed in 
Portland, Oregon.

More than 200 new societies have 
been organized the past year and 339 
associations, outside ..the woman suf
frage association, have either adopted 
woman suffrage resolutions, or given 
■favorable'attention to the cause In 
some manner.

The treasurer's report , showed the

Y., and the second largest was $400 
from Mrs. Elmira Springer of Chicago, 
Illinois.

The gain in, membership has been 
20 percent the past year, Kansas taking 
the lead in making the greatest per
cent. gain. New York state has the 
largest membership. Ten years ago 
the Association had only 30 life mem
bers, today it has over 230. In order 
to become a 'life member one must pay 
$50 dollars into the treasury.

The very fact that so many societies 
organized for almost every conceivable 
kind of work are giving favorable 
thought to the subject shows that tho 
idea is rapidly taking root in the minds 
of thinking people, who, when .they 
come to work along reformatory lines 
soon discover that they are very ma
terially.' hampered in their efforts, 

■through the lack of influence which 
comes with the ballot.

ELNORA.MONROE BABCOCK.

think the voice comes from your god, 
whom you were taught to believe has 
bis residence somewhere up ' high, so 
high and far away that you don’t quite 
comprehend its location. The savage 
African is just as near correct in his 
views as you have been. Each of you ■ 
two god-worshipers will discover the 
error of his ways later—much later.

In the meantinme you will think the 
writer is really blasphemous. So would 
the African if the wrlier were to kick 
over the blood-stained stick, for you 
must know these pet gods are to be 
treated with great consideration, espe
cially by the skeptical persons who dare 
to be mentally free from the degrading 
fear-bondage which so retards the pro
gression of you and the African. Yeq, 
gods are back numbers now—all kinds 
of god’s, yours included.

Yes, rely on common sense. Reason 
is vastly older than preachers and fa
vorite gods. Let us seek to know our
selves and our capabilities; let us de
velop our powers of perception, that we- 
may know rather than believe.

F. M. SNARRENBERGER.

; In a marriage where the parties are 
ill-mated, the virtue - of one of them 
may maintain order and peace, but the 
want of happiness, will be experienced 
sooner or later, and produce incon ven- 
Seats® more or lea harmful.—Madame

THE IMPORTANT QUESTION.

The Real Problem to Be Settled Con
cerning Women.

The Question which confronts 
modern , woman is not what were 
qualities wljich best fitted Eve for 
Garden of Eden, but what are the 
quirements of a woman to meet

the 
the 
the 
re-

and
solve the problems of the 20th century. 
The presumption is always against the 
present fitness of the type which was 
perfectly adapted to the conditions 
which are obsolete or passing; there
fore it is not by discussing the problem 
of whether women are fair or “unfair in 
judgment”; whether politics are pure 
or impure; whether women in the past 
were or were not satisfied with their po
sition which will settle the question of 
woman’s right to perfect equality in a 
representative government The ques
tion is, “Does freedom tend to develop 
fairness, make humanity more just, de- , 
velop character, give a larger, broader, 
saner view of life, and does responsibil
ity which the ballot brings develop self- 
control, self-respect and a higher sense 
of justice in dealing with others? In a 
word, are the results of freedom better 
for humanity than those of slavery? If 
so, then there can be no question as to 
its effect in the development of women, 
and there is no class of citizens who 
need its power in the development of 
those characteristics which fit them for 
the high vocation and service of life to 
which the majority of women are dedi
cated, than the mother who sits in judg
ment more frequently than the judge oil 
thé bench that she may be able to ren
der just decisions at a period of a 
child's life when lessons of justice and 
fair play are of greater importance than 
when rendered in later- years.—From 
the annual address of Rev. Anna H/ , 
Shaw, president National Womau.SuÇ 
frage Association. - ।
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spiritual; that is to say, all visible out-

sphere of personalism and relative un-
development, is a lamentable loss in

RETROSPECTION,

UB

-Malfarei Holmes Batos, js^ve; he knew, what todo andhe did it

where earthly shadows, griefs and 
als cannot penetrate or exist, into

tri- 
the

manly-woman, preferring death to dip- 
honor. But the lifesaver did more than

face, •
A troubled heart and sore?
humbly whisper, "Father, give 

' grace; . .
We’ll pass this way ho more.”

ward phenomena throughout universal I vrith personalities should entitle the 
nature are simply the resultant of the ■ possessor to. ordination as a minister,

Wpo
The Religion .of 7

j^uœTiite
The Court of Inquiry

For a number of weeks we have con- , 
vened the Court of Inquiry in these col
umns, pnd not only have we found each 
session of special interest to our read- * 
ers, but there has been shown a great ! 
advance In the trend ot feeling and In- . 
qulry regarding the phenomena of Spir
itualism and more especially the phase 
known as materialization. We have 
found the Key-note to be "Truth, Pure 
and Simple,” Truth, be it ever so 
small, and only Truth. This is no 
“fraud hunt,” but a calm, serious con
sideration of a vital' question, and Spir
itualism must profit by It.

Crisis Pending in the Ranks'of Spiritualism.

ÖSIVB' TÜ1ÉKBB

A Touching Record of True Hu^ani^irian Work.
• ■ ________ _ ..■ ■ • 11 . nu •

Whether done, Vy Christian or Je^-b^Orthodox, by 
Spiritualist or by Freethinker, bywso-called believer 
or by so-called infidel, such Work as^’s set forth in 
the following narration culled frofin a'Salvation Army 
periodical, Golden Links, constitutes; golden links 
binding-earth to heaven, and linking; workers of our 
sphere with angelic workers of the, realms above. 
The Story needs no labored introduction—it speaks 
for itself, in tones that will reach and find response 

z in every heart that feels for human welfare.

To the Editor:—Of all the good' 
things that I have read in the Religlo- 
Phllosophical Journal and The Pro
gressive Thinker, from your pen, I do 
not recall anything that has given me 
more satisfaction than your brave, just 
and encouraging declaration of war 
against spurious mediumship—that 
conscienceless desecration of the most 
ennobling emotions and sentiments* of 
the human soul—the most outrageous, 
Inexcusable and despicable crime ever 
committed in the history of man.

I earnestly hope and trust we may 
ere long be freed from this monstrous 
Incubus, this hideous nightmare of 
fraud and corruption which has well
night taken possession of the entire 
field.

I sigh for a return of the good old 
days, when our public meetings had not 
been lowered In tone and weakened in 
ethical and inspirational effect upon the 
audience and public by the introduction 
of personal readings and more or less 
external, • superficial and non-splritual 
“test work” (including business move
ments and prophecies, and the like).
' I do not think our cause has been ad
vanced so much as it has been retarded,' 
by having personal work presented as a 
part of our regular Sunday services, or 
iiTconnection with the exalted inspira
tional and philosophical teachings ot 
the lecture-room at any time.

We have given more and more prom
inence to the merely phenomenal as
pect of the movement, until it has well- 
nigh usurped and displaced the true 
function and proper mission of medium
ship itself—and reversed the natural or
der of importance as between the two 
departments,'mental and physical.

The physical, material, outward form 
is but an outgrowth from the mental or

shaping and guiding powers of the in
visible noumena; or causative soul-pow
ers—the animating principle of univer
sal nature. This being the case, men
tal mediumship -should outrank physi
cal mediumship. And since the highest 
phase of mental development and ex
pression is inspiration, we ought to ap
preciate most highly inspiration trance
speaking, with its flood-gates wide open 
to the Inflowing wisdom, truth and love 
of the celestial realms, where imper
sonal eternal principles are centered, 
and a sublime harmonial philosophy of 
life, death and immortality is fully act
ualized. '

To drop from these lofty heights,

should never he given In total dark
ness! A sufficient amount of light to 
enable the sitters to see what tran
spires, aud to recognize distinctly any 
forms appearing, should always be in- 
Isted upon. A light may bum in the 
rear of the room, shaded and entirely 
surrounded by a thin paper, colored red 
or yellow. These tints give off no ac
tinic or chemic rays, and do not inter
fere with the process of gathering, con
centrating and condensing the auric 
emanations of the earthly members of 
the circle. This was' the method of 
lighting generally pursued thirty or 
forty years ago. (The writer attended 
twenty or more seances given by Wm. 
Eddy of the famous Eddy family, at An- 
cora, N. J., over thirty years ago, took 
copious notes of all that transpired, and 
they were published in the Religlo-Phll- 
osophical Journal. At these seances, 
and all others of those early days, be
fore “fakery” had been invented, and 
got in its work, there was no çffort or 
.occasion to "protect” the medium with 
deadly weapons, no “business manager" 
to hold fast both hands of thé sitter 
who might be called to the cabinet to 
greet the spirit! Many of the forms 
spoke aloud distinctly, came forward 
and mingled with the sitters.

I repeat, let us no more resort to to
tal darkness, let us have no more unhy
gienic and abominable smotherations in ■ 
air-tight rooms, if you desire or expect 
to accomplish a cleansing of our 
“augean stable" and a rehabilitation of 
honest physical mediumship.

One more proposition is called for, to 
complete our radical prescription for 
the serious malady now afflicting^ the 
heaven-bora movement we designate as 
Modern Spiritualism.

No phase of mental or physical me
diumship which occupies itself chiefly

geatlpatan’s btainm place in search of 
I employment AU he saw was the empty 
1 stool, the coveted iestiument, the way 
out oi the dark -clouds that seemed to 
envelop him* as ito eagerly pressed bis 
application. Certainly, no one could 
blame the gentleman in question or 
even wonder that he should so curtly 
lurp.the poor follow down’, and hurry 
him, out of the office. It was no place 
for such as he. Indeed, as the tall, 
gaunt figure passed through the streets, 
unwashed, unshaved, collarless,-ragged, 
and dirty, every, door of hope seemed 
closed, every avenue of escape cut off. 
Despair clutched at his heart. • Where 
could be go? Should he choose death 
or a life of crime?

Only the hanging of an Army drum, 
but it was a link which held him back 
from the dark shadows. The Army. 
Captain, ever on tire lookout for such 
as he, took in the situation very readily 
and marched him off to the S. A. in
dustrial Home, where a bath, a meal, 
and a bed quickly robbed life of Its 
gloom. For a day or two he worked 
around the place, and the officer- in 
charge, learning his story, resolved to 
help him. A hair cut, a shave, a decent 
suit of clothing, and, above all, the 
touching of a friendly hand, worked 
wonders and just one week from the 
day he landed in the city he walked 
Into the same office looking for the 
same coveted position. It never dawned 
upon the gentleman that this clean, in
telligent looking man could have any
thing Tn common with the poor- hobo 
who had had nerve enough to visit him 
the week before. Pointing to the in
strument, he said: “Are you compe
tent? Let me see." And the nimble 
fingers soon convinced him that he had 
an expert to deal with. You know the 
rest, and with us thank God that at 
just the right moment the Army was 
there and one saved from sinking 
down into the’dark'’waters of sin and 
death. . • .

A WOMAN'S PLEA,
"Will you permit me," she writes, “to 

tender you my most sincere thanks for 
the kind consideration you are taking 
in my case? I have three children to

ETERNAL LIFE. '

The Question Considered—In What 
Does It Consist?

support and have trled-hard to kebp the 
wolf from the door, but as I have
no cleaning or washing to do the 
ery of my children and myself Is 
description."

now 
mis
past

The officer who investigated the_  
found the poor creature just out of the 
hospital; sick, friendless, and forsaken 
rhe sat, with her children crying with 
hunger.

case

Her husband, after a painstaking 
search, was found in this great western 
city doing well in business, and was 
finally persuaded to assist bls suffering 
family.

Seventy-six such cases are upon 
books at the present writing.

our

And now, Spiritualists, what do you 
think of such work? Does it not ap
peal to your higher and better nature, 
your unselfish sentiments, your human
itarian instincts—and does it not make

you

you feel ashamed that so little of such 
or kindred helpful human work is being, 
done by Spiritualists?

This savingly helpful work, without 
reference to the peculiar religious views 
and performances ot the Salvation 
Army; is worthy of emulation by all. It 
is in jmrmony with the spirit, the teach
ings, the philosophy of Spiritualism, 
and affords an object lesson in good 
works that will blend with pure spirit
ual life and thought.

JAS. C. UNDERHILL.
Hammond, Ind.

THE WISE GUY8.

several respects to all concerned; and 
I believe it were better far to separate 
the two conditions, by giving to each its 
own time and place, and having no per
sonal “test work” in connection with 
the lecture.

This is not decrying any phase of 
mediumship. EACH IS USEFUL AND 
VALUABLE IN ITS PROPER TIME 
AND PLACE. But the lecture service 
should deal in principles, not personali
ties; The influences pervading should 
be of the very highest quality within 
the.capacity of speaker and audience to 
receive; and the entire program, or ser
vice, should appeal to the philosophi
cal,; idealistic, spiritual and religious el
ements of our nature, and the occasion 
be replete with the sweetest soul-com
munion, with the ineffable glories of the 
inner light of the divine spirit.

Under this regime a spiritual Spirit
ualism is attainable, the lecture room 
attracts from otherand higher consider
ations than, curiosity to witness the 
latest sensational exhibition of some 
wonderful "test work” (for the benefit, 
very likely, of many who are already 
"convinced” but who hope to "get” 
something more without cost).

In the line of physical phenomena 
full form materialization ranks as in the 
"superlative degree” the finality, the 

• ultima thule. the lowest (hot highest) 
stage, the very bottom of the ladder of 
descent Here we find spirit beings 
clothed upon with organized material 
substance and subject to its limitations 
—In active vital relation for the time 
being with the earthly state of exist' 
ence. In this process and in these phe
nomena we have a downward move
ment a descent from the established 
life in the spirit realm to the material 
—a literal (vitalic?) return to earth; 
whereas, reversely in the inspirational 
trance state the whole trend, and pro
cess Is a spiritualizing one—it is an up
ward movement of the earthly or mlm- 
done life. In the one case the earth 
world Is lifted up to higher conditions * 
more spiritual,-in'the other the spirit
ual wprld is brought down to lower 
states less-spiritual. <

Still asserting the superiority of . the'; 
mental, I now present a second proposl- i 

jtion namely; that seances for any and । 
,811-forms of physical manifestation

public teacher of the Harmonial Philos
ophy and exponent of the gospel of 
Modern Spiritualism.

We have thus offered a radical rem
edy made up of three ingredients:

1. Personal readings and test work 
not to form a part of our public lecture 
service.

2. Test mediumship of any phase 
not to entitle its possessor to ordina
tion [but it will be duly recognized and 
licensed by state or National associa
tion],

3. Abolish the totally dark seance.
If this medicine is taken faithfully ac

cording to directions there can be no 
doubt that the patient will rapidly im
prove, and very likely soon completely 
recover.

Let us in all seriousness and determi
nation resolve that no deception shall 
henceforth be tolerated in our ranks; 
but that each and all our workers, 
whether teachers upon the rostrum or 
in any capacity -helpers in the cause, 
shall be temperate and exemplary in 
their personal habits, and so conduct 
themselves at all times as to reflect 
•credit upon the cause and command the 
respectful recognition of the spiritual 
movement from the general public and 
from the progressive element within 
the creedal churches.

JAMES MADISON ALLEN.

1 "I shall pass, through this world but 
j once. Therefore, If there is any kind 
thing I can do, let me do it now, for I 
shall not pass this way again.”
Oh, Life, I'turn on thee to backward 

gaze
Before the sun has set;

I mark the windings of a tangled maze 
Of paths I’d fain, forget

I see my footprints in the tell-tale sand, 
Nor time nor death may hide;

I see where straightest I my pathway 
planned, . '

There, most I turned aside..
And, sharpest sting of _my regretful 

Pain,
What deepest 1 deplore,

The path I’ve made must ever so re
main,;

I’ll pass that way no more.
Then dare I ’gainst a straying brother 

cry, . ;.
Or his intent malign, 

When; gazing backward, .clearly ! des
cry .

His path .more straight than mine?
I may not over him In judgment stand, 

Nor ask how he has striven; ■
I only clasp in-peace his proffered hand 

As I would be forgiven.
May there” not be; hid by his smiling

The beautiful home at Glen Ellyn, 
opened by our beloved Commander,. 
Miss Booth, on June 17, and set apart 
for the children of the poorfest poor ot 
Chicago’s slum and tenement districts, 
will very materially help us in "getting 
hold” of many and many pairs of child
ish feet and starting them off upon the 
paths of righteousness and peace.

Lovely Glen'Ellyn is such a contrast 
to their usual environment that the little 
ones will hardly know what to make of 
it alt Imagine fifty of them stepping 
off the electric cars alter a delightful 
run of twenty miles through green fields 
and shady woods. Such a commotion 
getting off the cars, tire dear little slum 
officer who attends them is like
“The old woman who lived in her shoe. 
And had so many children she didn't 

know what to do."
But soon the merry party is scamper

ing up the pretty country road and 
across the fields, tearing like wild 
things through the long grass and 
sweet red clover until they come to the 
house where on the broad' veranda 
stands Mrs. Major Galley smiling her 
glad welcome.

Mrs. Major Galley is well known’in 
Army circles as the friend of the chil
dren. As “Aunt Lizzie" she is known 
and loved by them all over the United 
States. Now that Commissioner Kllbey 
has entrusted to her and the dear Major" 
this great responsibility and unique op
portunity, Aunt Lizzie and Uncle John 
will soon be known and loved all 
through the Chicago slums.

THE MEMORIAL ROOM.
There is one room at GlenEllyn par-; 

ticularly sweet and dainty. Six white 
and gold bedsteads look inviting enough 
for six little children of fortune, but 
they stand in readiness for six little 
scraps of humanity gathered from the 
gutters of the slums. Six little chairs 
stand beside them, while a suite of bed
room furniture, also of spotless white, 
has been purchased to complete the 
beauty of this lovely room.

The whole is the generous gift of our 
dear friends, Mr. and Mrs. Fowler, and 
is given in loving memory of the pre
cious little one who for eight years 
made sunshine in their Hyes and was 
then transferred to the beautiful city 
above.

The bountiful supply of linen for this 
room is all marked with the initials ot 
little Charles, while upon the bureau 
stands a handsome 'frame ^containing 
the pictured face of the little boy who 
now plays in the streets of the - spirit 
realms. . .

Surely many childish hearts will 
learn to look at it with loving gratitude, 
while his parents will take comfort in 
the ¿leased sunshine they are sending 
into little darkened lives.

What we need at Glen Ellyn just now 
are a few hammocks for the tired slum 
mothers to rest in. and also a baby car
riage. If any friend can supply these 
needs we shall be most grateful.

A THRILLING RESCUE.
Her hat was lying on the beach and 

in it scribbled on a piece of brown pa
per, was the following pathetic little 
note: ■ •

“I have no friends, no relatives, no 
home. I am out of work and unable to 
pay for my board and lodging. As .1 do 
not wish to begin a life of shame, 1 have 
determined to take my own lite. May 
the good God forgive me and look in 
pity on a poor girl who had drawn the 
short straw in. the struggle for exist
ence. I pray that toy sainted mother 
will intercede for me. • * Good-bye,

"ANNIE.”
And having pinned her little note to 

her hat, Annie walked into Lake Cal- 
hoon. The beach runs gradually down 
for some distance and then suddenly 
drops ten or twelve feet Reaching 
this point poor Annie screamed as she 
sank, and Mr, Clemmings, a Minneapo
lis business man, heard the scream, 
saw her head disappear, dived after her, 
and after a struggle succeeded in bring
ing her to the surface. She was uncon
scious when brought to the shore. Mr. 
Clemmings was In a quandary; what to 

.do with his capture he did not know; 
but just then a wagon came along on 
which was painted: The Salvation 
Army Industrial Wagon. ...

The driver, in response to the; gentle
man's inquiry, said, “Yes, .of course, I 
know what to do with her." Tenderly 
they lifted her in the wagon, and as 
quickly as possible drove the five miles 
to the Industrial Home, where she was 
intrusted to the kind hearted manager, 
Staff Captain Gooding, who soon fur
nished a completetoutfit of dry clothing, 
provided a nourishing .meal, and then 
Captain and Mrs. Miller took her to 
their own home. Her sad little story 
was quickly told. She had landed in 
the city only two months ago and soon 
obtained employment in a restaurant. 
But the restaurant was soon closed and 
she found herself upon the street with
out a cent. She tried again and again 
to find employment, but without suc
cess. She says she was approached by 
several women who offered to shelter 
her, but when, she found that in return 
they asked her to lead a life of shame, 
she turned down their offers in disgust, 
until at last friendless, homeless, pen
niless, and turned out of the little room 
that had sheltered her starving body, 
she preferred

DEATH TO DISHONOR 
and had sought death in the river,, hop
ing quickly to end it all.' God help and 
pity every poor soul driven to such ex
tremity, and help us to reach and save 
them all. Poor little Annie (she is 
only 17 years) is now being cared for, 
loved, comforted, and will be trained 
for a position of usefulness. ‘

The Times, a Minneapolis newspaper, 
of June 16, speaking of Annie’s case, 
says: ■•-■■■

“A 17-year-old girl, just a child, 
awearled of the struggle, finding no 
helping hand stretched -out to aid save 
that of tho scarlet women, (the _blrd of 
prey that is ever abroad on'the city’s 
streets), seeking oblivion In the spring
time of life and nature In death.

"Though a child,,she.was ¿.true wo-

He intrusted the care of the child to the 
Salvation Army, the Good Samaritan ot 
the Century. There is none so helpless 
as to be beyond their efforts, none so 
hopeless that "the Army will not cheer 
and help."

A GLIMPSE OF CORPS WORK.
What stories cpuld be written of the 

struggles that are covered by the rag
ged coat of the homeless and workless 
man. Mrs. Ensign Mac Laurie’s work 
is at present almost entirely among 
this class and Ver sympathetic brown 
eyes are one moment sparkling with en
thusiasm and (he next dewy with un
shed tears as she", talks of their needs 
and their sorrows, . “Give that to the 
lady that pr.<5achefi,” said one poor fel
low whose Iteart had been stirred by 
the memories'of liy-gone day s as he 
handed a torn slip of paper to. the door
keeper. The handwriting spoke of edu
cation and refinement, the words told 
of a brdken heart . and bitter tears. 
What brought hlm there? ■ Who can 
say? But the request; “Please write to 
Mr. W. Govan, mr. ‘Glasgow, and tell 
him Bill is here,” has been complied 
with, and the first steps taken toward 
reuniting severed ties. God bless Bill, 
and turn his wayward heart not only 
homeward but heavenward.

HOW )VE VISIT.
In their house to house visitations 

two of our women officers found a wo
man drunk in bed, her five children 
dirty and unkqmpt, while her unfortu
nate husband was endeavoring to wash 
them and make, faem presentable. As 
it ‘was almost time for their .open air 
meeting to begln,, .when the officers 
called, they oould-do nothing just then, 
but they were house very early 
on the follpwing ।, morning. They at 
once began t^ clean up, washed the 
children, an^ had .everything "looking 
beautiful," lo^use.pe Captain’s expres
sion, when me husband came in at din
ner time. ![,' “

A PATHETIC LITTLE GROUP.
In one hdme we’have a . sad little 

group of four glrld? each under 14 years 
of age. Upon each will soon be press
ing the resffanslbifitles of motherhood. 
Awful, you say. Yes, truly so, but listen 
to a more aiWul statement still: three 
out of the fdur w.^e sinned against by 
their own fathers^ One of these girls 
writes to hdP 'fatHM-, sdylng:, “It Is not 
a school that’I W^n; it is a Salvation 
Army home, and I have learned to for
give you foMttfafifou have tone to ' 
me.” ■ -'

A-GIRL MESSENGER qOY.

The police officials of Spokane, Wash
ington, some time since handed over to 
the Salvation Army a girl ot 16 who for 
nearly four months held position as 
messenger boy under the name of Char
lie Scott, in the service of the Western 
Union. It has „transpired that the girl 
never knew her real parents. She did 
not live happily with her foster parents 
and attempted several times to run 
away. Her last attempt succeeded be
cause of her disguise. She learned to 
smoke cigarettes while thus disguised, 
but did not take to drink, and has ap; 
parently filled her position as messen
ger boy very well "and to the saUsfac- 
tion of her employes., Now that is all 
over and the poor child is heartily glad 
of it and settled down as an inmate of 
our Rescue Home.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Mrs. Colonel 'French tells of a tiny 

newsboy who came up to one of our 
western officers the other day, saying, 
“Lady, do you do‘ anything for poor 
boys?” The officer naturally thought 
it was the boy himself who needed as
sistance and asked what she could do 
for him. He replifed: "It’s for a little 
chap ever so much poorer than I am. 
Will you give him one square meal?" 
He was assured that we would, and he 
soon turned up at the office with his 
friend. Poor, battered, ragged, half- 
starved mite! “Where do you live?” 
“Don't live nowhere," was the startling 
reply. A little Mndly questioning 
brought out (lie; ikets. Father and 
mother both dead; cruelly beaten by 
stepfather; afraid to return unless he 
could beg or steal' enough to appease 
his wrath; been sleeping in wagons, 
and the little fellow’s eyes filled with 
tears as he said; “You know what that 
means, missis!. You’ye all the time got 
to keep a sharp lookout for the 'cop.'" 
A square meal, a good bath, a few rags 
exchanged for decent, If patched, cloth
ing. and our little waif hardly, knew 
himself. Friends .were, made acquaint
ed with his needy And-soon little Jack 
was domiciled In a' happy home and no 
longer fears the.searcbing eyes of the 
“cop.”-

FOUR yNksjN A CHAIN.
Some tlmeaagq.a man tossed restless

ly upon a hospital cot in Kansas City. 
For weeks' h^fiad hovered between life 
and death, byl nowiilfe had conquered, 
for a time a^ilpast,nand in a few hours 
he must leaves the hospital to go— 
where? Ah, that was the rub. Those 
months of illggss tod robbed him of 
every penny he possessed, also of every 
article of value=he hftd ever owned, and 
now, weak, defiponddnt, friendless, pen
niless, and hbmelessi he must face the 
battle with poverty or die of starva
tion. What should he do? Where 
could he go? ton too

The next morningTwith a stiff upper 
lip he ..walked»into sthe office where he 
tad been employed, but of course found 
that his plaeeihad niiong since been 
filled. But h&pfe dibb’ hard, and after a 
fruitless search for work he concluded 
to try ’another .„city. The ordinary 
tramp would not perhaps have found 
the task of epuntinj;. the ties from Kan
sas City to Denver a very difficult one, 
or perhaps he would have found a more 
expeditious way.^f traveling than rely
ing -altogether on "Shanks’ pony," but 
Harry was pot aTraipp; he wa^_Blmply 
an honest, ’hard-working,..competent 
workman "on '-hiHyuphers," as. he -would 
have expressed It» through no fault of 
his own, and ahxious only to find work 
to set him oh his feet.: Bo he tramped 
the railroad track until he found him-

They Know It All Without Experience.

To the Editor;—It seems to be in the 
nature of things that we should, once in, 
a while, come In contact with the wise 
guy. He is the fellow who knows more 
without personal experience than the 
other fellow knows from his personal 
experience.
.These wise guys are lost in amaze

ment that the other fellow should from 
his experience know so much. These 
are the wise guys, or wiseacres who ig
nore evil spirits, and spirit obsessions, 
and that, too, regardless of the fact that 
spirit obsessions had existed before- 
they were born, in all countries, in all 
ages and among all peoples, just as 
among us' here and now.

These are the wise guys, too, who 
love to fight with fine-spun theories, the 
products of the other fellow’s experi
ence, in favor of’ their own inexperi
ence, or against anything not known in 
their experience, especially in experi
ence of demonism or spirit obsession.

These wiseacres are everywhere. 
We meet them in the street, among the 
masses and the classes, the pastors and 
the sheep.

Nevertheless, we welcomed them to 
the Open Court, for we wanted to hear 
both sides of the" discussion, for and 
against, and then judge. And here I 
will remark, that too much importance 
cannot be attached to the absolute 
value in the unusual originality of the 
Open Court

The thorough and dignified manner in 
which the present discussion is being 

- discussed, cannot fail to be of great in
terest in the .enlightenment, not only of 
Spiritualists, but of mankind in general.

But say, Mr. Editor, why do some es
say to reject the literal interpretation 
of Bible history, telling of spirit enti
ties, and spirit obsession? Some there 
are who affect to ascribe all such to 
common pathological occurrences, and 
not to demoniacal possessions, as 
averred and verified by Biblical author
ities.

For Instance; Satan was the personal 
adversary of Job, and also the enemy 
of Christ.

Of Christ, too. it was said that , devils 
—personal devils—were in constant de
grading fear of his divine power to ex
orcise them. _■

When, too, Christ was accused of 
casting out devils,' through Beelzebub, 
the prince of devils, he, instead of de
dying satanic agencies or spirit obses
sions, simply argued as to the division 
of Satan agalnstdilmself. If obsession 
was not true, he would not have em
ployed such argument

Then, again, Judas Iscariot the origi
nal bribe-taker and betrayer, must cer
tainly have been obsessed, for of Judas, 
it is said, that “Satan did enter him.”

Thus your honorable court will see 
the falsity of these claims,, that there 
were no evil spirit entities, and no evil ' 
spirit obsessions, that all such alleged 
obsessions werp only another name for 
certain pathological conditions—or cer
tain maladies.

But there is just enough resemblance 
between ancient and modem diabolism, 
to show that'’modern victims of spirit 
obsession are not mistaken, and do not 
therefore, falsify.

Chicago, DR. R. GREER.

"Success, and How to Win It” A
lecture and course-of twenty-four sue- 
cess lessons by Dr.^B. F. Austin, B. A, 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec- 
tures arp.aa fallows: Self Helps; Finan
cial SuccfesB;..Ideals; ,Economy; Plan- 
ningrAttraction; Courtesy;'. Kindness 
and Tact;3 Angelic-Help. Price 25-cta.

coif In n»nvot- 1 suufa, «vi.vai.Mvu, vviuivay; xummess

Tho fact of the immortality of tho 
soul is pot in this caso related to the 
foregoing question. To . have • eternal 
life ia necessary, to develop the spirit
ual part of the being, to overcome and 
outgrow the instincts and desiresiof the 
animal being, to obey the higher law 
of life. When the young man asked the 
Nazarene.what he should do to inherit, 
eternal life, he told him what he should 
do and wliat he should not do, and he 
replied that he had obeyed, the law in. 
that regard; then he told him what to 
do if he would be perfect.

Eternal life is an internal condition, 
a state of the spiritual being"'.where it 
has outgrown the environments, and at
tractions that held it to the external 
life, and that condition can be and has 
been attained by a few while here in 
mortality.

The law of use lias been greatly mis
understood by a large majority of the 
human race, they looking upon external 
wealth as the end to be attained, and 
not merely as the means which they 
may use to advance the intellectual, 
moral and spiritual of themselves and- 
their fellow-beings, and also to Improve 
the physical status of life, making. it 
correspond more perfectly with the 
ideal of a truly civilized condition of 
human society. Human life when not 
dominated by the higher spiritual forc
es is instinctively selfish. The law of 
eternal life is not recognized, and to 
acknowledge the fact that other fel
low beings have the right to life, lib
erty and happiness, if it In any way, re-, 
stricte their ambition for wealth and 
power, is not admitted.

The remark of the Nazareno that “It 
would be easier for a camel to go 
through a needle's eye than for a rich 
man to enter the kingdom of heaven,” 
can be better understood when we.rec
ognize the fact that heaven is not so 
much a place as it is a condition and 
he alluded to the Individuals who al
lowed external wealth to dominate their 
life to the exclusion of those gifts of' 
the spirit which caused them to love 
their fellow beings as themselves. 
There are those who, while possessing 
external wealth; had also come into the 
law of "eternal life, and strove honestly 
to use their possessions in a manner 
that the greatest good to the greatest 
number should result. *

The accumulation of the enormous 
wealth that our multimillionaires hold 
in possession was not acquired by 
means that were lawful when using 
the higher law as a standard to meas
ure them by. The methods of the oil 
trust and others of like nature illus
trates the manner of procedure, and 
no rational mind would assert that 
such conduct would entitle the doer to
a claim to eternal life, and open the 
doors to the kingdom of glory, allowing 
them to be admitted because of thelr
wealth. There are some things that 
material wealth cannot purchase.

The dominion of the spiritual .... 
over the animal instincts and passions.

life

that Is eternal life. The elements that 
compose the kingdom of heaven are not 
bought and sold on the stock market; 
they are only possessed by those indi
viduals who have evolved from the 
lower elements of their life that spir
itual state which enables them to com
prehend the higher law, they becoming 
heirs of eternal life.

Every individual soul, when it comes 
into that phase of development where 
it realizes the necessity of unfolding 
the higher elements of its being and' 
making them' the. dominant factor* of 
life, knows there is a struggle between 
the two elements to decide who shall 
be supreme. Some through the law ot 
inderitance have bequeathed to them a 
highly developed organism; to such it 
is comparatively easy to comprehend 
the jaw of eternal life and to obey its 
commands, to others the rising to the 
higher plane of their being is a more 
difficult one and the kingdom of heaveh 
has to actually be taken possession of 
by violence. ¡

The growth of the spirit at times 1b 
like our planet in its advancement 
from its primitive condition. There 
have been convulsions that seemingly 
would rend it asunder, but It was only 
preparing it so that higher forms of life 
could take possession; the more primi
tive types had their day and must re
tire, that is one of the laws of life that 
is irrevocable., Retrogression is more 
seeming than real. The . mighty pro
cession of all forms of life is moving 
onward and.upward.

The spiritual philosophy informs us 
that the mere discarding of the physi
cal does not admit the individual into 
the realm of the spiritual life unless 
he by development while in earth life 
had become spiritually unfolded, for all 
who enter what we term- the spirit 
world take with them their individual
ity and are either carnal or spiritual- 
minded as they were while in mortal 
existence, they having an opportunity 
there to outgrow and discard the ele
ments of their lower life, and the con
ditions there better enabling them to 
conform to the law ot spiritual prog
ress.

In an interview with, a friend who 
passed over some twenty years ago, I 
asked him to tell me how it was “over 
there," inform me as to the conditions 
of life there. His final remark was 
pertinent. He said “it is different from 
the go devil style here,” and the ex
perience of all who have held commun
ion with the immortal shore can testify 
to the truth of the statement

The ability to unfold the eternal life 
is a great blessing to tjie individual who 
possesses that power. Some are en
abled while in mortality to make great 
advancement on that Une, preparing 
themselves so that they can enter the 
higher planes of existence ■ when they 
pass to the spiritual world. Ànd some 
are boufid by the conditions of their in
herited and acquired life to that extent 
that they are held down to the lower ' 
levels of existence while here, and con
sequently are greatly limited there, 
they being obliged to make strenuous 
exertions if they would rise.

The law of spiritual progress can be 
used by all. There -are none so ad
vanced but they need to understand 
and conform, to its requirements, and 
there are none so low down in the scale 
of spiritual development but that law 
can be to them a beneficent factor, by 
its Influence they fifing enabled to rise 
to higher planes of being.

The more perfectly tho Individual ' 
conies under the dominion of that ad
vanced spiritual state, the more fully is 
realized the truth of the fact that both 
heaven and hell are spiritual conditions 
and that they are graded according to 
the spiritual condition and development 
dr lack of it in the Individual. Eternal 
life is the result of the evolution ot the 
soul to that plane where the instincts 
and desires of the earthly mind have 
ceased to have any dominating influ
ence over .tho- life. The* glory and 
beauty of that life cannot be compre
hended by those who are not on that 
plane of existence. - ■ - , ' •

. HAMILTON DE GRAW.
West Troy, N. Y-. '•

’•Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological psychology ’ find 
Mental - Suggestion.'-’ *riy - Newton N. 
RHhML . A.most excellent work for fell 
w&a have the care or training of ahn.
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Send your name today and get by 
return mail my new 34old Treat’, 
ment which is curing thousands. 
To every person answering this ad

vertisement at once I will send—Free 
to try— my complete new three-fold 
absorption cure for Piles, Ulper, Fis
sure, Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation 
and all rectal troubles. If you are ful
ly satisfied with the benefit received,' 
send me one dollar. , If not, send noth
ing; you decide after a thorough trial. 
I am curing even cases of 30 and 40 
years’ standing; as well as all the ear
lier stages. Act now and save yourself 
perhaps untold suffering. My three
fold treatment cures to stay cured be
cause It is constitutional as well as local, 
and I want you to try it at my expense. 
One dollar is little to pay if cured. My 
valuable new Pile Book, (in colors) 
comes free with ihe approval treatment, 
all in plain package. Send no money 
—only your name—to Dr. Van Vieek 
Co., X022 Majestic Building, Jackson, 
Mich. Write today.
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tory, ancient Search the annals ot his- 

and modern; critically ex-_cijucaiiy examine the history ot Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, “LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD.” written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersllea, should be in 
every library. Read the following carefully:

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. Tne paper, cne 
year, and one Premium Book, ?1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three^of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 11.10.

Any four of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.60.

Any five of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six - of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.90.

Any ten of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a . 
Premium must be accompanied with a'J\ 
yearly subscription for The Progressive '“ 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of It before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE-

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles ot 

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, VoL 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun-. . 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by. , 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. I 

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs- Emma Hardinge Britten. .

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare glfte.'

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
.Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle. .

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses ■ 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship 01 
Carlyle Petersllea.. • .

Eacji Spiritualist should at once com- - 
i menclng forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library. 1

When orderlng-a Premium Book, eno 
or more, you must send in a yearly sub-

ription for Tho Wm«« ShlntoJh f
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Yet Highly Spiritual and Blessed With 
a Brilliant Mind. - < • ;

Her Earthly Experience With "Mate
rialization Mediums."

4

Good morning, Brother Hulburd, 
Let's get to work. I visit Searchlight 
Bower this morning to give'expression 
to the thoughts and the • reality that 
those contain ot a large band ot spirits 
Including myself.

You know, brother, individuals.living 
in physical bodies like to air their opin
ions. We as spirits have the same fac
ulty. ,

It is our desire to acquaint the read
ing public with some facts known to 
them and I personally in connection 
with' peep-showd, called materializing 
seances, Now, I wilt address Brother 
Erancis', of The Progressive Thinker,

J, R. Francis, Dear Brother, and
friend of Truth It is the desire of a
band of spirits that I should become ( 
their amanuensis or spokesman this : 
tills morning. ’ ,

•As you are clearing away the drift- , 
wood in order that the ship of Spirit- , 
ualism may sail on a clear sea, I ask , 
permission to be heard through the col- , 
umiiB of your valuable paper once more. ;

It is my desire, speaking for others, , 
that you grant me that permission. , 

Understand me, dear brother, I never । 
flattered anyone. If they performed any f 
work and that work merited praise, I । 
gave it to them from my soul, as I do ‘ 
oh this present occasion give it to you. .

My soul desire is that tlie spirit world . 
will assist you in clearing away the de
bris that lies in the path of honest in- , 
vestigators in your grand philosophy of 
Spiritualism or spirit return. You are . 
the man at the wheel, or General—it , 
you would allow me to call you such— ■ 
bearing the grand triumph on your no- : 
ble banner, “The Progressive Thinker.'' 
I am glad the cultivated and elevated 
Spiritualists have found a brave leader 
in you, dear brother.

On several occasions when living In 
4 the physical body I visited a number of 
■! those freak shows, I. think seven in all, 

(hoping there might bo a possibility of 
binding genuine materialization., I nev- 
eir witnessed a demonstration' that was 
glenuine; all were frauds of the worst 
kfind.

Maud Melville, a concert singer ot 
hl&h reputation, and myself visited a 
freak show called a materializing se- 
anqe. The brazen star actor on that 
occasion looked like an individual about 
to enter a convict’s cell. He. stood 
theie with all the brazen audacity of a 
low-bred cur. He offered up through 

\ the form of speech an invocation to the 
' -God of Truth to witness his manl(estar 
-Lions that they were genuine. He 
claimed to-have three phases of me- 
dinmship, materialization, impersonal 

. titm, and transfiguration. The., last I 
haVp no doubt was genuine, as the 
whoje show given by that cur consisted 
of transformation that he misnamed 
transfiguration.

Dear reader. Imagine the God of 
Trpth would enter such a den of infamy 

where unmitigated fraud was performed 
■ before a class of sitters that were bor

dering on lunacy! It was.cheap at a 
dollar a head to gain a little wisdom. 
That individual, the star actor of the 

.' freak show—for he was a freak, as 
there are many in the world like him, 
embalmed in pork grease, tobacco juice, 
whiskey, and other physical destroying 
drugs,- created through the process jot 
alcohol—with unblushing effrontery he 
asked-the sitters present—or guests, It 

-c—Ml choose to call them—to sing a re-
Jps hymn, that gave him a chance 

/irrange his properties and filthy tog- 
■ ^_/ry for the coming exhibition of de- 
< graded manhood whereby he played up-

Yhe feelings and sympathies of those 
^sent.
HIb representation of their loved ones 

- in that low den was a disgrace to .all 
-manhood and Womanhood, and should 

■ be punished accordingly.
Dear reader, there comes a penalty 

■» for all such deception, Permit me to 
inform you before I proceed any further, 
that the star actor of the peep show is 
a judge of the human voice; through 
constant practice he learns'to under
stand the 'articulation and pronuncia
tion of a gullible individual by the

bold an interview with her supposed 
father. Their conversation did not 
blend, and she returned, to her. seat.

At last the glorious light shone upon 
a young damsel present; her discovery 
was a most valuable one, her feelings 
told her that was her uncle George. She 
took a promenade up to the Punch and 
Judy box and there found Her uncle In 
the person of that low-lived cur- They 
hugged and kissed, and he led her into 
the Puncb and Judy box where so-called 
spiritual converse took place. She 
came out of.the Punca. and Judy box 
with a radiant expression on her coun
tenance. One would have thought Blje 
had found a valuable gold mine, if a 
happy expression was any indication.

The searchers after their loved ones 
once ipore entertained us by singing a 
hymn. It was sung in a variety of 
keys. Such was the fact, as it sounded 
so discordant to my musical ear. Once 
more the curtains parted and one of the 
curiosities from Pandora's box stepped 
cut into, the room as a blushing female. 
The same order and condition was gone 
through of asking the blushing female, 
“Are you for me?” When it came to 
my friend she was the honored guest of 
that assembly. She stepped up towards 
the blushing female as if she was afraid

Addressing herself "to girls who are 
going to college,” Helen Keller, the fa
mous blind, deal and dumb girl, writes 
beautifully, in the Yoyth’s Companion. 
She says: “You have come up out ot 
the primary school, through the gram
mar school, through the high school and 
this beautiful June morning finds us 
standing where the brook meets' the 
river. The care-free days of childhood 
are past and the mystery of an un-. 
known life awaits you at the threshold 
of the college which you will enter next 
September.

Pause and Reflect.
It id fitting that you pause, serious 

and thoughtful; for you have not passed 
this way heretofore. The time has 
come when you must put away, with 
loving hands, the playthings of your 
childhood, the familiar habits and im
munities and companions bf-your pro
tected girlhood, leave solicitous friends 
and guardians and enter, through the 
college door, upon the larger responsi
bilities and joys of womanhood. Your 
life is before you, “so various, so beau
tiful, so new." ’

It Is often said that usefulness is the 
end of life and inspires; ‘and bo It is.
But happiness creates and inspires use
fulness. If you have many gifts andto approach her ghostship. There tataess. If you have many gifts and 

stood the ghost dressed in a dirty white toe powqr to understand, even if you 
garb with some pink material that hung meditate night and day how to promote 
down from the shoulders. She said: toe welfare of the world, it shall all 
“Dear spirit, you won’t hurt me, will profit you little if you have not joy. 
you?" Take up joy, then, as you stand before

The angel said: "No, dear, come and the gate of your student life and enter 
see me." fearlessly. Think that'the college you

K * < ' - » V -
ilie Popplo’s £huroh’<Oan ^ranclac. 

^o the ambition, energy and ablllb 
-f a woman, the e^etence.fpnd in i 
'urge measure the growth’¡and success 
of this little society is que. ' -

To many readers of-The^Pt ogresslve 
Thinker the name of Anna L. Gillespie, 
formerly Anna L. Robinson, and that oi 
her beautiful glude "Ance” tnust be la
minar for their munyVears'di work oji 
the spiritual platforms of the middle 
west.... . _ ’ . ■

In. 1902, Mrs, GUIesnie, then a resi
dent of San Francisco; cohcelved the 
idea that there was ^bbth woom- and 
need In that city for .a hewjchurch, a 
church of the denomination Spiritual
ism. In December, 1902, a meeting 
was held, officers elected, apjl a society 
founded to which the. name .“The Peo-

She stepped up to look at the spirit, 1,ave set your hearts on holds all good 
when io, and behold! she made the dis- things in her hand. Believe that in her 
covery it was her mother. She laid her hulls your higher dreams shall be real- 
head omthe spirit's breast and sobbed as Ized. But do not forget that the great 
if her heart would break; she patted E*fts which you are about to receive 
the spirit on both cheeks and called it from your college bring with them great 
loved names. All of a Budden she obligations.
snatched the blonde wig from off its lb college you will be brought face to 
head, threw it into my lap, and struck face with nearly all the fundamental 
the scoundrel in the face.' On her fin- questions of life, and you will learn 
gers she had.four diamond rings. When how many men have tried to solve 
she struck him in the face the dla- them. Hitch your wagon to a happy 
monds cut. the skin, the - blood came etar, and you also shall help to solve 
forth marring the beauty of her •‘angel them. The world needs your intellect, 
mother. • your scholarship, but most ot all your

We left the room in disgust, I carry- hearts—hearts that are loving, brave, 
ing with me her mother's hair. hopeful, happy.
' The name of the star on that occasion • A Vision In Your Souls.

JoIn the ^eat company of those who 
malt0 1116 barren places of life fruitful We made the discovery that all the kindness. Carry a vision of heav- 

iham t-dead and we w^^^^ en ln your souls, and you shall make 
them. We haul the value of our money vour home, your college, the world cor- “ Mi responFto that vision'' Your success

U“d happiness lie in you. External con- 
p On VATk I nnvn dltions aro the ac Of life, itsOn one occasion in New York, Laura . _ '
Keene, Blanche Harrison, Robert Mel- perhaps In college you may meet with 
drum, the leading man for LucRle West- bookfJ sugge^ you it is no- 

ble and comely to be unhappy. Many 
In the American Lousln, and clever people have found many reasons
°?e Sun.day .evening attended a peep unhappiness. .Some learned men 
show misnamed a materializing seance have beneath the curtains or 
given by a man by the name of King. 1 tahemade found it empty and a 
was called up to the Punch and Judy cunn)ng Bh d ln a dl^neM of

° their spiritual sight they have gone
Lizzie Weston Davenport, who was at I „ Eruinblini? Tipypr siiRnpnting their 
that present time living in the physical own Dlindness. From their conclusions

turn to Stevenson and Browning, read 
< J Z^o^/enr wna St. .Paul’s epistles, learn that the taber-
take to drinking whisky? I was nqt naqie is a temple wherein God abides...

? Think, read, study diligently day by 
when-livlnt, In the physical body. 1 day and the severest tests- of • ypur 
suppose to give this manifestation you ltn'w]edge shau find you prepared and 
require a wee drop to brace you up confident Do not lose sleep over the

P^pect of examinations, or fret above 
i?euA.Unta i77mSSnn lhe printed page until you cannot read
it down. There stood poor Lizzie, an }ts ¿S80nB ciearjy. » • r js iesa import- 

«nkb^iRBteTH^hhrnhwn I ant t0 do Justice to books , than to be 
bonest and-kind and generous in your’ wig*. That is all you could see at the 1 paiatlons to vour fellow students aperture. The lower part of her body P your fellow stuaents.

was dressed in black pqnts,-low slippers Front the Books.
and white socks. Learn from your books not only the

Robert Meldrum demanded his money ¿ay’s lesson but the life lesson. In all 
back, us he had purchased the tickets. -I knowledge, in the classics, in science, in 
The manager refused to return the history and literature, and in mathe- 
money, and tried to escape. Robert I matics you will see the struggle of man 
grabbed him and pounded him good, to gej nearer to God. Resolve, then, as 
The manager, returned the money, then you stand on the threshold of your 
Robert Meldrum threw him into a cor- student days, with an enlightened optl- 
ner, after which he spit in poor Lizzie’s mism to consecrate your education to 
face—he was In the habit of chewing (he service of others. When your 
tobacco. We left, the room in disgust, thoughts become pessimistic, when -it 
thinking, what fools ye mortals be—a Beems as if all men were deafened by 

\ fool and his money easily take leave ot (he tumult of trade, blinded by self-in- 
each other. ’ terest and greed, turn the pages of your

1 I visited another peep show in Phlla- history of England, and you will find
sound ot his voice; when he finds such delphla. j was preVailed upon by some that the Ideas which shaped the Anglo- 
an Indmdua1 he preys upon~ his sensl- guests stOpping at the hotel to attend Saxon race were not mean or sordid?
tive condition through a disease called a B0.caned materializing seance. American history, too, is filled with
credulity, the weak, credulous mind be- During the evening I was called to heroes and martyrs who joyfully 
COnne J lbe aswe ambition and gave theirOn our visit to one of these vampires

- it shocked our sensibilities to witness 
such a degraded exhibition. Thé cur
tains of the Punch and Judy box parted 
and there stood a ghost-like Individual. 
It was that barefaced male liar and hyp- 

' ocrite dressed up in the garb of a fe
male. His face looked pale from com
mon chalk used on that occasion to 
represent a—how shall 1 call it?—a vis
itor from the other side of life, a seem
ing shadow to the credulous visitors. 
As he stepped out of the Punch and 
Judy box a hushed awe of reverence 
passed over the sitters, a glorious shade 
came into their presence from the other 
side of life, tlie spirit world, as they 
thought The manager of the show Re
quested the sitters that each one in 
turn should ask if it was for them. 
They did so.

A woman present asked the monstros
ity in disguise, "Are you for me?" The 
shade or spirit bowed and beckoned for 
that woman to come to the entrance of 
the Punch and Judy box. She did so, 
then she commenced to cry, while sob
bing she made several interludes in 
which she said, “You are my darling sis
ter that left your little body when only 

, three months old; darling, I recognize 
i, you. You still have the features of that

the name of cabinet, to look upon the 1 to the common weal.
spirit of, John Drew, the father ot the- men blind?” they cried. "We
present John Drew who lives in the w;n ¿pen their, eyes. Are they deaf? 
physical body. I said to the individual: we unstop their ears. Are they 
“Are you John Drew, the actor the hus- ¡mngry? They shall be fed. Are they 
band of Mrs. John Drew the actress?" ^t jown ana oppressed? As God liv- 

The fat-shade acknowledged to me he gt^ they shall be free!" .
was the identical John Drew. I The world needs more of this spirit

I said: “Mr. Drew, you surprise me; of service. There is still many a desert 
how you have shrunk in spirit life; the place where the.sun of love and the 
John Drew that I knew was a fine, man- l-iight of truth have not shone. The -oc- 
ly-looking fellow; hereyou-are a repuls- I Gaaton waits for every college graduate, 
ive-looking creature. There Is some in the joyous erectness of youth and 
mistake. Can’t you walk out ot this I vigor to answer: “Lord, here am I; 
box and allow the people to look upon Ben¿ me.» 
your form? No doubt you have several ‘ ;  . .
friends here that have admired your 
acting.”

Just then a man stepped up and said, 
“Why, John, I’m glad to meet you," 
grasping the spirit’s hand.. The mana
ger of the show was suspicious and 
jumped towards this man, it was too 
late, the man had dragged that low, de
graded creature out into the room, 
there 'stood a low-sized woman with a 
man’s coat and vest on, a curly wig and 
a Mack satin necktie.

The man that dragged her out of the

SPIRIT PRESENCE.

closing.Repart of the Mediums’ Relief 
Collection.

To the Editor;—It gives me pleasure 
!o submit to you and tho readers of 
your valuable jmjraal t!:e closing report 
of the collection t’ken lor the N. B. A. 
Mediums’ Relief Fund, The thousand 
dollars called for hgs. been secured, 
with additions, from the Spiritualists at 
large, and the thousand offered by our 
Washington friend has been paid to the 
treasury of this association, We here
with extend the sincere and heartfelt 
thanks of the N. 8. A. officers and all 
concerned, including the medium bene
ficiaries, to the editors of the spiritual

pfos’ Church" was given; i^tji Anna L Sn«>roughout the country for $heir 
Gillespie as pastor From^his small 2 h n h lnvfaI"able ¿"s* 
beclnning the society flourished mildly, durlne tlle collecting of this sum, to all and are^ in memberships it be- and public workers, including
came necessary to secure more commo- necim^of 'Vm°PiPVinhorPntn^ torn 
dious quarters than they then occupied. of lab01s t°waid this

At nrpHent the mpetmes are being worthy end, and to every donor to the
held in Elks’ Hall, 223 Sutter street, one heartily appre-
of the finest halls In the city, perfectly c m’PrPrfPiPfl of trn hh™
annolnted in every wav. , The letters received at this office

In 1903 the church affiliated with the , a^® ^,5!
California State Spiritualist Association I™® 1,12.2X2 P/ th2
im mi nnxlliarv society workins under I * sympathy and blessing lor. the 
theh- charter ' needy a few have been dlcta-

The management of the church is in 2“ndinphm c^^

tary and assistant secretary, together .a. da22 nr° thev^wnnH11 Vr!) nnw 6 he 
with five directors, all elected annually. th«• The church, emnlovs a, Tesular must* ^ceding aid. This ma/ have been the c Jn and has Sir o* flftel voices
■nndpr thp management of Mr J 8 Gil- 80 v,lth any 011 the N' S- A' Hsl.ior W.e Kanie themSl director otitte no- rnow thenl a11’ and tllat they have been lespie, tne musical airecwr or rue bo unfortunate lu healtllj have had 10Bsea

From June to September of each year aad
Mra GfllMniPto flB he/ramerPengage3 beneficiaries iB totally blind, her sister Mrs. Gillespie to fill her eastern engage- jB a cr(pple whos. healtn ¿aa been of

For’the next three months Mrs. Gil-' ‘beXP^^^ 
lespie will visit and lecture at the fol- „ ,.A’rpP J b 
lowing places: New York; Albany, But- Sng fP the spirit Por% M 
SSPaScPstS camp HbPte c^ Phe ts toPJra 
Julvd16J232and 30 'returntag to San for a BOn who 18 a criPPle and helpless.
wPCi™Pin b And 80 we might go on in enumerat-
rpPrnnpPiinPthp1 arnmint nt thia lng tbe needB and "Is of our dear pen- 

In concluding the c nt f t sloners who are not worthless idlers, 
prosperous little society Jt may be ^r are thev ob
stated that its members have the hope ?ec^ a„ getttag from
that the time is not far off when they '¿ect8^ aLaii atinend“ 3
will have theta own spiritual temple, a 8“ab ■ Bt*??“d
with the church motto, “May we so live if
that all thfi world fa hettdr for our llv- who begrudges it to them needn^’ over thl?- own altar ' not »ay a penny towards thelr Bupport*
tag, over theta own s . ~ One of our beneficiaries—one of the

Ban Francis^ Cal oldest, best ant ...ost respected among
San Francisco, cal.the veteran wooers for Spiritualism, 

------—■ ■ « *■ •. •  - one who has hundreds of times labored
Poems by Miss Belie Bush. freely for societies and individuals,

™.„ ,__ ,, ¿.mioi «vai«« walked miles to fill engagements and„PP hV TWI«/^ bOrne th® b®at aUd battl® Of th® CaU86
to nas recently re-
celved a most cruel and venomous an- a preface ■ entitled < Introductory Re^ onymous letter from Chicago, signed 

murks, a very sensible and Ubou^itful L.>Our committee." This letter accuses 
analysis of what true poet^ consists in. M f ,. W£^ ,, d £ oi
There is poetry, the writer contends, otber thI f which'are true
throughout all living things and in the and , a Bcan’daIous attack u Wm be. 
hearts and characters of the least filter- th N s a is navine him the 
esting individualities wnlch go to make smau sum he more tllan deserves 
up the who e of humataty. nThe^ _thia dear workw who lg B0 abuBed 1B 
marks make an interbptin^ contribu (oved and respeoted by thousands of 
tion to poetic lore, and nre well worth spiritualists and should I give his name 
reading. Indeed this < Introdtoion Js tere> a waV9 of rlgbteoua Indlgnation 
an up-to-date ehsay which any aspirant would sweep over' tbe battalions of 
for poeUq fame would) do wel to care- Splritualiata agalnat this “Committee” 
fully read. J _ ai tbat b(dea behind a coward’s defense.

Space will not permit, of „fluotatlon £ venture to say that Bald coward never 
from this writers colleptiopnOf uplift- ave one cent to mediUmB> fUn(i or 
ing, thoughtful verse. .Suffice It to say to otber wortb cauBe 
that all are finely expresped, ^pd adapt- The fonowlng aboWB wbat can be 

t® Inspire and tiring..,cheering done by earnest souls, with the aid of 
thoughts concerning th^variqus phases medluma and B0Clety worker8. Tbe 
of human life, such as wme„withjn the 1 aum of $24.25 was made up, from time 
experience of most people. ¡.¿The book t0 timej ln tbe'clty o£ wheeling, W. Va. 
is handsomely boqnd, and wqpld make Newark. jj. j.( a]Bp did well by the se- 
an appropriate gift boo^c torjyoung or aneeB and efforts pf Brother Dorn. Mr. 
°Id- _ , . . 2' Brunhaus and Mr. Way of Wheeling

Miss'Bush is also the..,anfhp.r a' were Instrumental in raising the aid In 
Bmailer booklet of poems especially that vicinity. The following sums have 
adapted to the reading of young people, been pajd to the Relief fund since 
entitled eNature’s Prayer,-or What the Ma 1; -
Br,?ok/.vld to®blB Francis Nickerson, $100.
full of thought , helpful to spiritual llv- A Fr(end ln New York, $52.55; C. L. 
In& Stevens, $25; Dr. Geo. B. Warne, $15;The lady writes in a note accompany- MrB. j. w. storra aeance $14 San 
tog her poems.: "If health permitted 1 Franclsco Entertainment by "Bright 
would tell you of .some of my remark- Eyea >• $43,50.
able experiences iff Spiritualism, but I ,pbe fonowing gave $10each: Mrs. L. 
have been an invalid for some time. Delano, F. Crompton, A. B. Gleason, 
Am now trying to get well, and be use- DHgn Munn, Dr. H. N. and Cora Forbes 
ful through my pen, and also to earn Brown H. M. Edmiston.
something to meet my. necessary ex- ~ q. W. Way, seance, $9.25; Mrs. Skog- 
penses.” Iand and Mrs. Gott—on quilt, $7.23; H.

SARA A. UNDERWOOD. ,q. Dorn seance, $6.50; A. W. Kaiser, 
: . seance, $6;

LONG A&O. ' The following gave $5 each: J. A.
___ l; , ' , Trimbath, Mrs. D. C. Leavett, Julina F. 

Why chide me for loving the days Long Hyde, J.'R. Francis, F. H. Morrill, 
' Ago-r- ’___ - ' •• | SopMs Meyan, Galveston Tex., Lyceum,

The scenes of my childhpod .days, . J. C. Ferrill, A. H. Brittan, Mary T.
The peace-giving breath theta presence Longley, Gottlelb Friedmann, C. P. Ly- 

bestows 1 ceum, Baltimore, A Friend in Augusta,
As backward my memory strays? Wis., Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Nicholson, El-

Tho’ I waik in sorrow,^weighted with len J. Orr, Mrs. M. A. Johns, Thomas 
years ■ Johns, Philadelphia German Society—

. The dreams of the past oft return, Mrs. Snyder, Woodland, Cal., friends, 
Dispelling the gloom and soothing my A Friend in Hamburg, Iowa, Laura W. 

feed's - •! Eager, Friends in Folsom, Cal., Lily
Tho’Time be fateful and stem. Thebaud—In memory of her mother

Sara J. Keene, W. Ray Tanner, Benevo- 
The longing of the soul for the unett- ient Relief Society, Washington, D. C.,

*2 ««.. . -____ I gave VUC LCUL LU U1V USUI.Suffice it to say to any otber worthy cause.
iDOAn riviri ononi. I. ___ _ __ .

Oh, our dear ones who have journeyed 
To a country, strange and new, 

Do you long for us, I wonder, 
As sometimes we long for you ?

Though that world be one of beauty, 
Crystal streams and fadeless flowers, 

Is a shade of sadness never
Mingled with the brightest hours?

Does the fond wife mourn her husband, 
And the child its mother miss?

baby'face.”
Imagine, dear readers, an individual 

that was at least forty years of age still 
holding the features of a baby face at 
three months old!

My friend and myself were assigned 
to seats in the front room, and as this 
woman led the would-be spirit in front 

-of us I smelt that filthy whisky breath 
of the star on that occasion. She led 
the degraded impersonation back to the 
entrance of the Punch and Judy box; 
there they kissed and hugged each oth
er,—the woman saying to that low, 
beastly cur: “Do not forget me, sister 
dear, when you return to your heavenly, 
home.” •

I became so disgusted that I wanted 
to break the show up. My friend 
squeezed my hand and - whispered, 
"Keep quiet; let’s see more of. IL"

There was a request given by the 
manager of the show that the. sitters 
should sing. That gave, the star a 
chance to change his wardrobe. He re
appeared at the entrance of the Punch 
and Judy box as an old man with white 
hair and a long white beard. A rather 
flerce-looking ghost, I thought; possibly 
he’d had a quarrel with tlie manager 
about the non-payment of his salary. 
As he posed there a man in one of the 
back seats made the discovery it—the 
thing—was his grandfather. He 'was 
called up to have an interview with the 
denizen of the spirit world. Their con
versation did not blend in harmony, 
and he that. belonged to. the mundane 
sphere was ordered back to his seat -

An old woman thought there was a 
probability and perhaps a possibility ot

cabinet said his name was 'Willis C. To that life does separation 
Daniels; he had been suspicious of her Sorrow bring as oft to this? 
for Sometime, that she had been com- Dwelling on the shores immortal,
mitting fraud. Glad in hopeful thought and deed;

AH the seven seduces—so-called— is there still the old-time yearning 
that I attended were frauds of the And the human love and need? 
worst kind, villains making money out t 
of the credulity of weak-mtaaed people. Why thus question, oer death s river, 

1 f Comes there often to my side, -
Now, dear 2?^ min thrln Pul8 bis strong, true arms about me,. 

descri 'e tojou and the public three one who loved me ere he died. 
r?nk<? V^Ka3 Breathing low pure words and tender,
pie* th» .xn the stench of a degraded I tbp nid familiar tone* • influenfcZ called materialization; so , In “e 
many individuals in the spiritual ranks neyer jet^aS
have been attracted to that stench, the You were never less alone* 
odor seems to agree With their olfacto- Dear, brave hearts beyond the shadows,
ries. It is sweet to know each day;

I for one'must say as a spirit I am- Though unseen your_silent footsteps, 
ashamed to admit that I entered such j ^ WaUc beside jou all the way. 
dens of degradation to witness some of And when weary and o er burdened, 
the* most degraded performances ever ■ elven’ ’ ' I know beside the open gateway, .
6 ’ ‘ 4, . , z . . „ You are waiting till we come.

The power lies in yOur hands, and ‘ ALICE M. WARREN,
with your brain faculties, you can clean 
the ranks of Spiritualism, make it Broctorsviue, vi, 
Wholesome and sweet to truthful inves- :.:.......... .
tlgators, when you get through with 
those vagabonds calling themselves ma- tains and lieutenants, as their ability 
teriallzing mediums you can sweep up can adapt them for those positions. See 
what is left, throw it on a compost heap t0 r, readers, that you rally to Brother 
to fertilze imbecile minds that would Frauds’ support.
really believe the moon is made of c Your friend and .well-wisher in all
green cheese. works of progressive thought and splrlt-

Mrs. A. M. Gifford, T. M.—Gottsville, 
Cal., Sallie E. Stiver, Mrs. C. E. H. 
Bowqn, Gardner G. Eastland, John 
Brooks, Augusta Tripp, Mrs. A. L. Chap
man, Effie I. Chapman, B. A. Montgom
ery, Aaron Bancroft, Mrs. W. H. Wake
field, Isabel Clark.

C. H. Leonard, 65 cents; Mrs. Lee C. 
Church, 50 cents Kate Stoddard, 50 
cents; Martin Pierson, 50 cents; A. B. 
H., 5o cents; Mrs. L. D. Bunker,- 
cents; book of poems sold, 50 cents; 
Mrs. C, Flohr, 25 cents; Mib. Shines, by 
sending to Mrs. V. Barrett for song of 
"Katydid," 25 cents.

The following sums were collected 
for the Relief Fund by Missionary E. 
W. Sprague: Collection Los Angeles, 
Cal., $12.93; Clinton’Bayarth, $1; Mrs. 
C. Folth, $1; Collection at Leadville. 
Col., $8160; Collection at Denver, $10.81: 
Mary M. Bennett, $2; Mrs. J. C. Smar- 
lenskey, $2; Mrs. Mary E: Mutch. $5: 
May M. Dodge $10; Mrs. Jos. Rodes Bu
chanan, $2;' Mrs. August Raht, $2: W. 
C. Marshall, $,10; Mrs, Rachel Brauch- 
er, $2.80; Free Prof. Church, Farmer 
City, Ill,, $1; Collection Peru, fno.. 
$3.45; E.-W. Sprague, $1; J. H. Hoyies,- 
$1; A. W.-Thomas, $1; Clement rock- 
hlll, $1; W. T. Spret, $1; Wm, Shem. 
$1; Harry Russell, $1.

The amount of - foregoing list with 
amounts previously rendered make a 
sum of fourteen hundred and seven dol
lars and eighteen cents ($1,407.18); the 
thousand dollars paid by our noble 
treasurer completes a sum of twenty- 
four hundred and seven dollars and 
eighteen cents. All honor to our gener
ous contributors, many of whom sent 
contributions over and over again. By 
their liberality the Mediums' Relief 
Fund will continue to care for its bene
ficiaries for some time to come. Any
one still wishing to contribute to the 
fund Ib welcome tp do so as the drain 
of one hundred and sixty-five dollars a 
month, not including temporary aid, 
continues to go on.

With loving regards and thanks to all 
friends, we conclude this report. ' -

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A, Secretary.

RHEUMATISM
CURED

WITHOUT MEDICINE
New Jtemedy Discovered Which

Absorbs Acid Impurities Through 
■ the Large Foot Pores. *

A DOLLAR PAIR FREE
On Approval—Write To-day.

Don’t take medicine for. Rheumatism, 
but send your name to the makers of 
Magic Foot Drafts, tlie great Michigan 
discovery which is curing every kind ot 
Rheumatism without medicine—chronic 
or acute—Muscular, Sciatic, Lumbago, 
Gout. etc., no matter in what nart of the
uody. You ll get me Draits by return 

It you are sansned with the re-Tl 11
lief tney give, send us one dollar. - If 

iot, send noth-

MAGIC

ing. You De
cide.

Magic Foot;
Drafts possess

........  tne remarkable 
quality or aosormng from the blood the 
imp_.iues wr.ici. Cause Rheumatism 
curing wuere everything else has failed. 
1 hey aro even curing cases of 30 and 40 
v^a.o ovauu.ug, mey win cure you. 
Send your name today to Magic Foot 
Draft Co., XQ22 Oliver Building, Jack
son, Mich. Our splendid new book on 
Rheumatism comes free with the 
Diafta. Send no money—only your 
name. Write to-day. -

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS, ¡ i

HELENA PETROVNA BLAVATSKY.

An Interesting Point In Connection 
With.Her History, Illustrating the 

Fact That She Was a Medium.

Mme. Blavatsky was born in south
ern Ukraine, in the heart of the Undine 
country, at midnight between the 30th 
and the 31st of July 1831. According 
to a time-honored legend in that part of 
Russia, persons born between these 
two days of any year have power over 
the Undines. A Cossack who must 
cross the Dnieper invariably prepares 
for death, but feeling certain of this 
power, Mme. Blavatsky, as a child, ap
proached its banks fearlessly, and 
maintained that she was at that time 
and ever after attended by . beings 
which she could see, though they were 
invisible to others.

At the death of her mother, which oc
curred when she was still a child, she 
was sent to her grandmother, who lived 
in a fine, rambling old castle where 
there were many subterranean pas
sages and cryptB, never used and rarely 
entered. In one of the crypts Mme. 
Blavatsky was wont to sequester lier-
self, to be alone, as she said, with 
peculiar people, and also to avoid 
lessons. She loathed conventional 
structlon, though in her own way 
when it suited her inclination 
studied indefatigably.
. After a time, being missed from 
room one night, search was made

her 
her
in- 

and 
she

her 
and

she-was found pacing up and down her 
retreat conversing on an abstruse sub
ject, Quite as if some one was beside 
her, although there was no one visible 
to. those who observed her.—Alice 
Boughton in the New fork Sun.

-------- p.
Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual- ' 

ism;. A Concordance to the-Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his- 
toiy of the origin of many of the import, 
ant books of the Bible. Price $1.

Our. Bible. Who Wrote It? When 
Where, How? Is It Infallible? A voice 
from the higher criticism. Price $1.

^lDg a con>blnation ot 
the two books. The Contrast, and the 
Quest ion of the Spiritualism of the 
Bible Settled, together with a series of 
startling contrasts between creedal Christianity and the facts and phRos^ 
phy ot Modern Spiritualism. Price $1 

Th® Spiritual Alps and How we As
cend Ihem. or a Few Facts as to How 
to Reach the Altitude. Price, cloth 40 
cents; paper 25 cents. ’ '

Joan the Medium, or the Inspired 
Heroine of Orleans, or Spiritualism in 
bronce nearly 500 Years Ago. A most 
interesting book. Price, cloth, 40 centf-i 
paper 25 cents. ’ nts’<

Christs of the Past and Present-a' 
Comparison of the Christ-work, or Me
diumship of Biblical Messiahs. Cloth 
35 cents; paper, 25 cents. *

PAMPHLETS: £
All About the Devil. Price 15 cents 
Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities 

Inconsistencies and Blasphemies A' 
Review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev 
Frank Talmage’s oft-repeated attach 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents

The Devil and the Adventists A’ 
brief review of some of the recent at
tacks made by Adventists ujou Spirit- 
ualism. Price. 10 cents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death and Its 
To-Morrow. Price, 10 cents.

The Old and the New. Price 10 cts
BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULL. 1

Wayside Jottings. Essays and 
sketches gathered from the highways 
and by-ways of life. Price 75 cents.

Spirit Echoes. Short poems and 
sketches. Very beautiful. Price, 75 
cents.

The Spiritual Songster.

In

LIFE’S TAVERN.

this old tavern there are rooms so 
dear

That I would linger hSre.
I love these corners and familiar nooks

. -.a , - - A smallbooklet with words -only, adapted to 
congregational singing and circles, etc. 
Price, 10 cents; $6 per hundred. Post
age, 50 cents.

tained . , David Williams, Wm. Williams, Mrs.
. Lights up life’s misty track, . Sarah Nichols, T. S. Lambom, A Friend 
But no worldly -fame cur efforts have jn Geneseo, Mary A. Thompson, J. E.

gained,.. ' Hopkins, O. F. Brand, Mrs.Cecelia Nel-
Can those happy days-bring back; son) Laura H. McKee,-Topeka, Kansas 

When our hearts were warm and free Lyceum, Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Lamb, Mrs.
from guile, • , Dr. Dobson-Barker, I. H. M. Bennett, J.

With Love's undimmed.power 1 0. McGrath, Mrs. Yetty Geoltz.
With its charm of bliss and winning Dr. Mary Haven, collected in Hart- 

- smile,. ford Church, $4; -Bradley Webster,
With Truth’s sacred dower. $3; Evansville, Ind., society $3; Hoover,

Our drekms Are formed -by an artist Am??’ Mdler ahd Leitz, $3; A. L. Bliss, 
hand ■ ' .... $3; Pr. Emma Jackson $3.

And orbed in a holv lieht - The following gave $2 each: Sarah

TÄÄÄÄ
thahead ' ’ Briggs, Elizabeth Schauss, Mrs. E. W.

When Ute’s ¿nergies -decline, Bar“e,s- <*»• Drummett, R M. Pritchett,
Whett- the night is long and the day has 8-, P» S ren^A

fled ■ '«<-■ : cial Union, • wasn.. Fa., Geo. A. Bear,
And we ’reach for the -divine. Hai'

"° ■* ; nah M. Diebel, John and-E. H. Gregory,
They are visions of tho immortal sight, David Hoyle, A. B. Gaston, A. J. Web- 

And we feel thgir waftn ¿Mess, ster,. Herman A. Kunkle, John Butler, 
The touch of a hand in lovW glowing M. E. Jones, Jacob Weber, Thirza Rath- 

light ' burn, Wm. Roe, A. N. E.—Va. Spiritual-
With the soul’s sweeVdareds; ist, C.-W. Jackson, Mrs. M. A. Howe.

We know ’tis-a love faf*hful dfid true, . Albert Bodman, $1.50; W. S. Thomp- 
Penetrating the glootn.of tiight, son, $1.50; Thomas Caulson, $L25;-Wm. 

Refreshing our hearts like>v morning Pierson, $1.25.
deW, « dl . The following gave $1 each: Maggie

Making our lives mo»: bright. ; J. Donaldson, D. E. S., Unknown--Wls., 
or: ed C. Grove, Duluth, Minn., G. F. Wink,

All hallowed be my suatkissed dreams, 1 Helen G. Harmon, J. W. Mathews,
God’s poems of unwrltten'ilore, Frank Aulaff, Eli Rundle, Shannon

As free as the mpslo iof' crystal Todd, A. W. Galloway, F. A. Thiebaud,
streams, vo<

By banks and mossy Bhorta - 
O bitter would be my poor mortal lot, 
'-When my dreams arg noimore

0. M. Ambler, Minnie and Mary Rich, 
M. B. L., Geo. A. Bacon, Mrs. M. A. 
Koch—in memory of Mrs. Hopkins, El
len Foster, D. O. Carlson, Mrs. Lining,

And the pictures and soenesiol.the past Elizabeth Reynolds, Virginia Gourlay;
forgot, d ■-■-.où

That Memory holds tin stdre.
BISHOP Ar BEALS.

Summerland, Cal. . •

F. M. Foltz, A Friend—San Pedro; V. A. 
Tambling, I. C. .Waite, M. L. Waite, 
Mrs. J. Huntley, One Who Loves thé 
Cause, Mrs. M. T. Haviland, Elsa Horn
beck, Howard Moore, Mary Irvin, A. W. 
Pratt, A Friend in Dorchester Center,

I hope those that use the power of ual understanding.- 
reason will assist you, dear brother, in ■ CHARLOTTE CUSHMAN, 
breaking up those shameful conditions. I thank you, Brother Hulburd for tak- 
All work requires a leader, at the same ing down my communication and hope 
time they must.be assisted by others to I Brother ' Francis will allow it space in
carry on. that work. I hope all truth- his valuable-paper. Good-day, friend, 
loving Spiritualists and Freethinkers Justin Hulburd. Medium.
will give you that support No general _ .__ ;——>»«-«> ——— ■
can fight a "battle without soldiers in “Continuity W Uta a cosmic Tirata.' 
the ranks. . You are the general for this Ry Prot W- M. Lockwood.-Ths workV$ 
work; Jet-other advanced thinkers take « strong, logical thinker, on- a deegjlji* <* It* being her father. She was permit- work; Jet other advanced thinkers take g strong, logical thinker, on- a deg; 

i\ted by tho manager of the peep show to their positions as colonels, majors, cap- < taaartant «Wert. NH|gk .
' - r _

Where I have sat with people and with 
books.

The very imperfections and the scars
About the walls and ceiling and the 

floor,
The sagging of the windows and the 

door,
The dingipess that mars
The hearth and chimney, and the ^vood 

laid bare
There on the old black chair.
The dear dilapidation of the place
Smiles in my face, 
And I am loath to go. 
Here from the window is a glimpse ot 

sea,
Enough for me;
And every evening, through the window 

bars,
Peer in the friendly stars.
And yet I know
That some day ! must go, and dose the 

door,
And see the House no more.

—Mary Burt Messer.

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re^ 
duced.

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Pingault. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof. 
Charles G. Brown. Price 5 cents.

Religion in the Republic. By 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Mrs.

JUST TO BE OUT OF DOORS.

We are indebted to The Cosmopolitan 
and to Charlotte P. Gilman for the fol-
lowing delightful.summer poem:
Just to be out of doors! So still!

green!
BO

With unbreathed air. Illimitable, clean, 
With soft, sweet scent of happy grow

ing things,
The leaves’ soft flutter, sound of sud

den wings,
The far faint hills, the water wide be

tween.
Breast of the great earth-mother! Here 

we lean
With no conventions hard to intervene, 

Content, with the contentment na
ture brings,

Just to be out of doors;
And, underall; the feeling half foreseen
Of what this lovely world will come to 

mean - ,
.To' all of us when the uncounted 

strings
. Are keyed aright, and one clear mu-

In

I

sift rings
our,hearts. Joy universal,.keen, 
Just to be out of doors. .

THE BUILDERS;

dwell near a murmur of leaves,

TO W0ML». V,U0 DREAD MOTHERHOOD C. W. Wilsens Spinster, Friend in Clin- 
. , . _ - ■ j - ton, la., Harriett M. Crafts, Chas Wigr

Baformotlon How They May Give Blrib to Hippy, gins, Jane D. Churchill, A. Friend in Me-
Hutthy ennaren Absolutely With- °re-’ M«; HL Rowta, Mrs. H.

ontPain D. Bissell,'8. 'W. Smith, Jane Marshall,
.bn witnsL- Steinborn, Gratitude, Mrs. W. M.Ko woman neefl any lonrer ateaa tho painaut t .. , , -- — ’ ... . .. , __ ,

ehiw-birth, or remain chiidies* Dr. j. h. Dye Wright, E. T. Lakin, ’ . Arnold Madsen, 
hail devoted; Mb life torellevinr the sorrow* ot Vnrv E Dav. Mra. Frances PhinnR women. H6 has proved thMMl pain Mchlldblrtb £iar* 
may be entirely banished, and gladly ter, Ruth Muior, Wm. G. OlSOD, A* R. Lord, 
Sow howlt may b® done absolutely free ot o Anderson C. O. Dobson PhilinnBow-endyonr name nnd address to Dr. J.H. Dye. J5l
Lewis Block, Buffalo. N. Y.; and 1m win ©end y.^ u I or, Lucy-A. Atnsbey, Caroline M. Reed, 
postMid; hie wonderful book whtcb tena how u Friend of Spiritualism—A; Friend—
<Jve birth to happy« healthy chilaren, absolutely ta m *
witiioutpaint-aiaorhowto curesicrtHty. Do »011 Manhattan, Averj,. Ella.Chute, A
aeiay. but writ® wttaj, . v ‘ Friend of the Cause—Mellette. 8. Dak.,

And my labor is sweeter thpn rest;
For over my head in the shade of the 

■ eaves, ■ ■ . ■
A throstle is building his nest.

And he teaches me gospels, of joy, 
As he gurgles and shouts in his toil;

It is brimming with rapture, his wild 
. employ,

Bearing a'straw for spoil.
So I know.’twas a joyous God

Who stretched out the splendor ot 
things,

And gave to my bird the cool green sod, 
A sky, and a venture of wings. -

But why are my brothers so still?
They are building a lordly hall— 

They are building a palace thdre on the 
hill, 

But there’s never a song in it all!
—Edwin Markham.

The Commandments Analysed, safes 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, doth. H 
eanta. E'er sale at this .

.Rational Worship. A lecture deliv
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By -us
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.

Revelation Under the Microscope of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad
laugh. By George Jacob Hoiyoake. 
Price 10 cents. ., ,f

Religion and Science. The "Recon-' 
ciliatlon Mania” of Dr. Paul Cams of ,.- 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Re-/ 
futed by "Corvinus." Price 10 cents, z ’

Free Thought Past, Present and Fm. a 
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman..,,.-, 
With his portrait and life sketch. ; 
Price 10 cents. , .,t

The Priest and the Church—What.. ' . 
Have They Done for the World? By, 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.,,., 

John Tvndal) Memorial. Ten short,, 
sketches of thb life of this great man. . 
Price 10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology. By,‘: 
Vindex. Price 10 cents.

Church and State. The Bible in tho 
Public Schools. The New American 
Party^ A Criticism by “Jefferson.” 
Price 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or What the ' 
Editor “of the Freethinkers' Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

“Why An Expurgated Bible?” By 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price. 3 cents.

Christianity; Its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism; By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil. By- 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.'

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption. By Henry M. Taber.
Price 10 cents.

Liberalized Christianity.
M. Taber. Price 5 cents.

The Republic'in Danger.
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

In Place of • Christianity. 
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

By Henry,

By Henry

By Henry ■-

“Spiritual Songs for the Use ot Cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
uaiistiB Gatherings." By Mattle S.

Price 10 cento. ,

must.be
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WORDS‘OF CAUTION. ,
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th:n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

Bdltor-aVLarge for tho National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
nwer all attacks in the »ocular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend bl*n 
clippings when ai attack Is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Addre»» 
glm nt Berlin Haights, Ohio.

TfiitMS OP SUaacWFHON:
THBPHOoRBservu 1'kinkkb will be furnished 

until further notice at the fallowing terms, In
variably In advance;
One Year.......................................................... .  81 0t>
LlxMonllis........................................... . ......... .  Meta
Thirteen Weeke........ . ...................................... K>cte
Single Copy,............................................. . . .  ■ ■ Sets

REMITTANCES:
Stemlt by Postoffl.ee Money order, Registered 

Letter or Draft on Chicago or New York. It 
cones from io io itcems co get checks cashed on 
local banks. eo do not send’ them unless you 
Wish that amount deducted from the amount 
.sent. Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Hb

MUK NOIICKl
SayAt the oxplrution ot subscription, if not re- 

newbi, the paper is dkcontmued. No bills 
will bcsehtfor extra numbers.

t3?"If you Ao not rocelvo-your paper promptly 
write ub, and any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratia

J®“Whenever you desire the address of your 
paper ^bunged, always give the address of 
tho place to which It has been going or ths 
change cannot bo made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries 1b |2.

’•í ' è,'* S

W Brid Is Aglw With Spirit Morn
Preacher’s Spirit Converses With Af- tween the two worlds is lack of knowl-

.finlty—Her Whereabouts Unknown, edge of the spiritual laws, and that
Yet Telepathy Furnishes the Means once understood, positive communlca.-
of Their Exchanging Messages of Af- tlon will be established as certainly as
fectlon—Spirit Communion Between is the communication between mortals
Mortals, through the telephone, telegraphy and
That Spiritualism has taken a deeper wireless telegraphy.

hold upon humanity than even tlie most We have ever contended that Spir- 
observing have surmised is proven by 
the. daily records of occult happenings 
to be found in the secular press. Here
is an account taken from a recent Chi
cago Examiner that will help to illus
trate this fact: : , ,

“A story of first love and telepathy 
between a man and woman who had 
once seen, but never spoken to eachoth- 
er/ was learned last night in Newark, 
from the Rev. H. W. Bigelow, a Baptist 
missionary preacher.

“Seven years ago tlie minister saw a 
woman whose nature he realized at 
once was akin to his own. He did not 
speak to her and never saw her again, 
but during all the years of separation 
he has held converse with her, he Bays, 
and received greetings from her daily.

“‘In June, 1898,’ he said, 'I was in 
Philadelphia. While standing on the 
street corner I experienced a strange 
sensation, and when I turned, involun
tarily, realized in a flash its cause. A 
young woman, about eighteen years old, 
was standing near me.. She was re
markably beautiful, with flowing light 
hair, large blue eyes, a prettily moulded 
face and well rounded form.

“‘I had scarcely rested my eye upon 
her when she turned and met my 
glance. There was an Instant Inter
change of recognition, although we had 
never seen eachotiier before, I knew I 
had met my affinity, hut my clerical 
garb precluded the possibility of ap
proaching her and introducing myself. 
I boarded my car. So did she, and 
when I left her face wss painted on my 
memory bo brightly that nothing has 
been able to erase the lines.

■“ T have searched tor her Bevenyears, 
never have seen her again in the flesh. 
We are not separated in spirit, however, 
D^y after day she greets me by the tel
epathic communion of souls and as-

itualism held no title in fee, neither has 
it a mortgage on the spirit world. We 
might change the name to Humanita
rianism and the phenomena would con
tinue to occur, and it the institution 
called Spiritualism could be used to 
perform more humanitarian acts—such 
as relieving the poor, the homeless and 
tlie sick—instead of simply and solely 
trying to prove the possibility of spirit, 
return, it would raise the standard of 
real .Spiritualism to a higher altitude 
in tire estimation of the thinking world, 
at least.

The infinlverse of spirit, the universe 
of worlds, the infinite aggregation of in
telligence cannot be stilled or con
trolled by any organization upon this 
little planet.

If tlie door Is, open between the hu
man spirits upon the earth and the 
spheres of intelligence surrounding it, 
they are not open to a few—an orthodox 
elect—BUT TO ALL! -

IF WE CAN EDUCATE HUMAN 
BEINGS INTO SPIRITUALIZING 
THEMSELVES' SO AS TO MEET 
THEIR FRIENDS UPON THE 
THRESHOLD AT THE OPEN DOOR, 
WE WILL HAVE MADE IT EASIER 
TO CONVERSE ONE WITH THE 
OTHER ACROSS THE LINE, perhaps, 
but to say the only source of communi
cation is through our media would be 
but a delusive presentation of the fact 
as shown in these many records of 
spiritual events. ‘

We have a cause that sprang up from 
the Rochester rappings and the philoso
phy as advocated through the books, 
originally, of Andrew Jackson Davis, 
and if was named, very appropriately, 
Spiritualism; but even in, those earlier 
days, as records prove, the phenomena, 
the genuine appearances were more 
frequently occurring outside the unor
ganized Spiritualism of that day, and 
they have been appearing through out-

À? Much Needed Work.
.' (q.

Mrs.’Virginia Bryan and Mrs. L. J. Jaquet, two ex
cellent ¿e^ums and lecturers, will introduce on the 
rostrutoaMpnovation that will attract attention every
where,'an^which will bring their work prominently 
before |pii^ualjst societies, and promote the truth in 
reference Spirit Return. It is too bad that the con
dition of our Gause is such as to Demand such action. 
Their course will meet, we are sure, the cordial ap
proval of all honest Spiritualists. By placing genuine 
Spirit Phenomena in comparison with the subtle tricks 
of bogus mediums, they will interest all classes, and 
conserve the truth. Read carefully what they say.

íalyxí, 1W.

A Narrative ót a Remarkable Happening
DOMAIN OF THE OCCULT.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Any person donating one dollar to 

the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. 8. 
A., will, If desired, receive one set of 
spiritual tracts and one copy of “Vio
lets,” a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy of 
"Leaves of Truth,” a cloth-bound book 
of Instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY,
N. S.A. Secretary.

GOO Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

elde sources ever since.

To the Editor:—We, Mrs. Virginia 
Bryan and Mrs. L. J. Jaquet of your 
city, and our home city as well, do here
by agree and promise, as worthy and 
honorable workers to expose ALL 
FBADDULBNT PHENOMENAL 
WORKERS In. our ranks. At the same 
time we do agree and faithfully promise 
to stand by all, genuine phases, and thq 
philosophy of our cause; to not only ex
pose through exhibitions, but to follow 
said exposures by genuine demonstra
tions, BY VERITABLE SPIRIT MES
SAGES, and as we go from town to 
town, organize local societies, and also 
state, where none exist; and we know 
by so doing, Brother Francis, It will

know fail. And in our endeave I to 
cleanse our ranks of its frat dent 
workers, we at the same time hope to 
place OUR GENUINE PHENOMENAL 
MEDIUMS bo far above tlie fraudulent 
workers, Uiat THEY MAY SHINE AS 
BRIGHT LIGHTS FR'OM THE LOW
LIEST VALLEYS TO THE HIGHEST 
PEAKS, FROM COAST TO COAST.

In our exposing ■ the fraudulent 
phases, we will take up the blindfold 
pellet reading, answer sealed questions, 
partial materializations, independent 
slate-writing, daylight and gaslight 
trumpet circles, and it necessary, full
form materialization, and we kindly ask 
of every true and honorable Spiritualist 
in our land and also foreign lands, tomeet with not only your and the N. S. — — ----- ----------  --------

A.'s hearty approval, -but that of ev- give us their best thoughts in this our 
cry true and honorable Spiritual society ordained missionary work.
and single Spiritualist in our land. And ' MRS. L. J. JAQUET,

sures me that we will meet. ‘I am al- sources ever since.
ways thinking of you,' she says, 'and . What matters it whether Spiritualism 
will always be youi-s.' “s n^e tor the

constant swinging to and fro of the
, great door or not? It hau been the hon
orable office of organized Spirltuallsln,-

“T simply say: ‘L too, am” always 
thinlrlng of you, dear, and I know we 
shall meet soon.’ The greetings and
rhor nooc nnriußßn na ' " w ._that pass between us.’

There isn’t a week passes but
est of these factors, to educate the 

we world Into the light from the darkness
publish some instance where persons of the past, and so long as that duty is 
outside of Spiritualism received conclu- nobly, unselfishly and well done, the

Religion and Science. i
Lest they forget, it win be well to oc- , 

casionally remind those ministers who 
are striving to bridge the chasm be- ■ 
tween religion and science, just about ■ 
how wide the chasm Is.

It is no new thing to read of an or
thodox minister trying to harmonize re
ligion as found in the bible, with sci
ence.

An occasional quotation will aid. For 
Instance:

Religion In any form hates and fears • 
Science.—Von Hartmann.

Religion deals in superstitions and 
faith, and science deals in facts.

Extinguished theologians Ue about 
the cradle of every science as the 
strangled snakes beside that of Her
cules.—Huxley.

The above from the eminent scientist 
is a pretty serious retort, but it is a 
matter of history how desperately the 
theologians have struggled with and 
fought science—strangling every scien
tist who dared to raise a voice against 
the myths of old theology.

The Injury which the theological prin
ciple has done to the world is immense. 
It has prevented them from studying 
the laws of nature.—Henry Thomas 
Buckle.

Another unvarnished fact The worid 
for hundreds of years was a mere piece 
of machinery run by the "wise heads" 
of the church.

It will be seen by the following quo
tations that the truly unfolded minds 
are awake to the fact that religion and 
science is and ever has been at swords’ 
points with each other:

Of all antagonisms of belief, the old
est, the widest, the most profound and 
the most Important Is that between re
ligion and science. It commences 
when the recognition of the simplest 
uniformities in surrounding things set 
a limit to the once universal supersti
tion.—Herbert Spencer.

The positive opposition which relig
ion offers true or scientific progress 1b 
■well known and consists in open hos
tility to the advancement of knowledge 
which threatens to explain away the 
necessity for supernatural powers, and 
thus to sap the foundations of religion 
itself.—Lester F. Ward.

Ab long as men refer the movements 
Qf the comets to the immediate finger 
Of God, and as long as they believe that 
an eclipse is one of the modes by which 
the Deity expresses his anger, they will 
never be guilty of the blasphemous pre
sumption of attempting to predict Buch 
supernatural apearances.—Buckle.

As long as abnormal and capricious 
phenomena are deemed the direct acts 
of Deity, all attempts to explain them 
by science will be discouraged; for 
such attempts must appear an irrever
ent prying into the divine acts, and if 
euccessful they diminish the source of 
religious emotion.—Lecky.

Mechanical science, after the classic
al period, shared the general fate of 
knowledge during the long dead time 
when so much was forgotten, and what 
was left was in bondage to the theolo
gy of the schoolmen. Physical science 
might almost have disappeared if it had

sive evidence that their friends who 
have passed away are not dead.

It shows the universality of this great 
movement It shows that the only lim
itation to universal communication be-

the big tent of undaunted and indomita
ble science, It is well. It not Interesting, 
to know that the chasm, instituted by 
theology, has worn by the waters of 
time till its width and depth are almost 
too great to bridge. Time may do it, 
but not in a day.

with the sanction of your very worthy MRS. VIRGINIA BRYAN,
paper, also of ¡the N. S. A., pe can not Wichita, Kans.

In the Streets of Baltimore
A Remarkable Poem.

By request we republish the remark
able poem, “The Streets of Baltimore," 
which, was given by Spirit Edgar Allan

smile,” said the literary man to a Trib
une reporter. “I am not a Spiritualist; 
neither do I believe in the tricks qf the 
‘cabinet,’ but after I read that it set me 
to thinking.

Poe, through the mediumship of Miss - “Where did I get It? Well, now, 1

cause has no-reason to stoop to the 
narrowness of envy.

Let us all rejoice whenever the world 
receives a new light, and the truth 
finds another shining mark in the hu
man mind.

or the state to point out certain chari
ties and say: “You shall contribute so 
much per year to the support of these 
charities, and to make sure of it I will
collect the money from you in 
form of taxes.”

Ignorance or Fraud.
In the letters I H S we have an illus

tration of ignorance or fraud, which? 
Their original were Greek, the I being 
iota in the Greek alphabet correspond
ing to the Roman I, with the power of 1 
or j, according to the letter following it. 
In the combination under consideration 
It has the power of j. The second let
ter is the Grecian eta, with the power of 
e long. The third letter is Bigma, with 
the power of b. The three letters apeU 
Jes, cne of the some forty names by 
which Bacchus was known. The same 
letters, by adding to them the Latin ter
minal us, converts the name into Jesus.

The atttempt to derive the name 
JesuB from the Hebrew Joshua is an ec
clesiastical fraud, as is the using the 
letters as initials for “JesuB Hominum 
Salvator," Anglicised, Jesus the savior 
of men. , ,

Designing men, in an age of ignor
ance, took delight in falsifying every
thing they could torture into support 
for their religious faith.- The priests,' 
conscious of the fraud, first influenced, 
else directed the destruction of extant 
libraries, which would have exposed 
their guilt. Later they declared books 
obnoxious which betrayed their guilt, 
and by bulls from the pope of Rome 
prohibited their reading.

Non-classical scholars, and even 
thoughtless educated ones are con
stantly misled by these really success
fur attempts to deceive.

Taxlng Church Property.
It la a good omen, a promising sign, 

when a secular Journal speaks pointedly 
and justly on matters that bear directly 
upon evils and injustice that have so 
long been, in vogue that they have be
come to be regarded as a fixed principle 
of moral and legal right.

Prominent among wrongs of this 
class is the matter of exempting church 
property, etc, from taxation.

Anent this subject the Chicago 
Chronicle has the following sensible re

not been that while the ancient treas
ure of knowledge was lost to Christen
dom, the Mohammedan philosophers 
were its guardians, and even added to ■ 
its store. For this they have not al
ways due praise.—Taylor.

The quackeries of miracle-cure and 
shriue cure wore destined to eclipse the 
genius of Hippocrates, and nearly two; 
thousand years to intervene between 
Archimedes and Newton, nearly seven
teen hundred between Hipparchus and 
Kepler. A dismal interval of almost 
twenty centuries parts Hero, whose 
first steam engine revolved in the Sera- 
pion. from James Watt, who has revo
lutionized the Industry of the world. 
,What a fearful blank! Yet not a blank, 
for it had its products—hundreds of fo
lios filled with obsolete speculations, op
pressing the shelves of antique libra- 

• ties, enveloped in dust, and awaiting 
. the worm.—Draper.

This subject has been dwelt upon in 
these columns at great length and with 
historical, precision- in the past, but 

- when bo much of an effort - is being 
made by theology today to crawl-under

marks to offer:
Perhaps it is not a popular thing to 

say, but it is a true thing to say, that 
the concessions which are made to re
ligious • and charitable institutions, 
schools and hospitals in the way of re
mitted or reduced taxes are altogether 
unjust to taxpayers in general.

-Such concessions are, in fact,'» 
forced contribution from the great body 
of people who pay taxes. If a church 
or a school or a hospital does not con
tribute its share toward the mainte
nance of thé water department, for In
stance, it is certain that the deficit must 
be made up by people who cannot es
cape the assessor. In effect, therefore, 
these people are paying just that much 
money to the church or school or hos
pital whether they want to do so or not 
The nioney is contributed under duress,

the

Lizzie Doten, at the conclusion of her 
lecture in Baltimore, on Sunday even
ing, January 11, 18G3. The poem may 
be found in Miss Dpten’s “Poems From 
the Inner Life." The last three stanzas 
were omitted‘from the ppem as pub
lished* in the SIoi^x City Tribune.

To the lj$itor;^r-Some years ago I 
clipped frqprthe {Sioux City Tribune the 
enclosed article*. To-day I came across 
the same 3gjnoim my clippings. Per
haps the liprses Jiave already appeared 
in the columns of, your paper, but think- movements. 
Ing that if they jpave, their appearance

Strenuous.Thought and Life.
It is a question worthy, of considera

tion, whether the intensely modem ap
preciation nf what 1b known, as strenu
osity—Wat is, the strehuous fife—is noi ' 
to a degree overwrought, and has be
come too strenuous.

The strenuous life itself requires 
thought—but the quality of one’s 
thought has an immense bearing on the 
intrinsic value of one's intellectual ex
ercises. There may be a strenuosity 
of thought and life directed toward Ig
noble and unworthy ends; and it must 
be admitted that much of the strenuous 
life of the present day is of this char
acter.

The greed for money Is the besetting 
sin of the modem age; to the end of ab
sorbing vast moneyed wealth the stren
uous efforts of mammon's worshipers 
are directed, and the cultivation of 
strenuosity of thought and life is upon 
this ignoble plane. Such a-high value 
is placed upon the accumulation of 
worldly riches, that men largely ignore , 
the purer and nobler ideals of that 
"sweetness and light” that enters into 
the composition of a life that, being 
lived on this earth, may be fitly termed 
sub-angelic, raised far'above the sordid 
status of the mere money-getter grub
bing in the muck of worldly greed.

Pure uplifting words and. sentiments 
possess a value beyond computation in 
terms of gold coin.

Money Is good in its place, but though 
lavishly bestowed upon colleges and 
universities, or given to found libraries, 
or even to “carry the gospel to the 
heathen,” it will not give true nobility 
or spirituality of character, nor will It 

; buy heaven for its donors.
A life, though mightily strenuous, de- 

votéd to the aggrandizement of worldly 
riches, will bring leanness of soul, and 
impart a tendency of thought and life 
that will cling indefinitely when the 
spirit shall have passed intg the Be-, 
yond.

Spiritually, morally, right outward ac
tion is not of value to the doer unless it 
spring from Tight thought. Thé Ideal 
strenuous life 1b that which harmonP 

' ously combines right strenuous thought 
and action, which, in the spiritual view, 
comprehends the high-realm of the spir- 

’ ituality of humanity. '

so to speak.
This custom of remitting taxes to re

ligious and charitable institutions is, of 
course, a phase of legislative prodigal
ity of thè people’s money. IC is easy to 
be generous when somebody else has to 
foot the bills, and the average state or 
national or. municipal legislature Is 
fond of malting benefactions witii a free 
wave of the hand, ignoring the fact that 
the sweating tax-payer is the person 
who in the end has to find the money 
for thesè benefactions.

Churches and schools and hospitals 
are worthy institutions. They deserve 
support, but it should be free and un
grudging support, not the enforced do
nations of- people who-may. have other 
and equally worthy use tor Aheir money»

-People should be allowed to choose 
the charity upon which they wish to bo- 
atow their contributions. It. la- alto
gether out of the province of the city

can tell you that easy enough. I got It 
from a friend the other day whose 
home is in Baltimore, in which city 
Poe died. We all know that when 
Poe’s health became shattered from 
overwork and worry he resorted to 
stimulants and that he could stand very 
little liquor. In 1849, after his first 
wife died, he became enamored of a 
Richmond widow, and the day was set 
for his marriage. On September 30 of 
that year he started out to make the 
wedding arrangements, but for several 
days after nothing was known of his

He reappeared on Octo-

there aga|p . wo^ld very much please 
your num^ous rpaders of to-day, I en
close them to yqjj, hoping to see them 
again in Tjljie Progressive Thinker; and 
if you haTjg ; the, pace to spare, should 
like to hajp thft,preceding remarks of 
the Trlbmw'p editor appear, as pub
lished in th? engjosed clipping.

p.'., jpR.'J. W, ANGELL.
, Iowa Folls. Iawa. (
' ' A poem,d(Tyritteq by Edgar Allan Poe 
three days,afterjhls death: This is the 
literary relic of exceeding rarity, which 
is treasured Ry a Sioux City pian who 
might be styled a “literary crank" be
cause of his love for poetry of merit,

The Whole World Is Being Agitated by 
Jhe Occult Influences That Are Ex
clusively In the Hands of Those gn 
the Spirit Sldd of Life, and Which 
are Used by them as the Requisite 
Opportunity Offers, •
Stuart Crane, traveler for a Cincin

nati shoe house, is in a hospital at 
Youngstown, suffering from complete 
nervous breakdown, the result of a se
ries of mysterious, inexplicable hap
penings which have driven him almost 
to madness.

Twice before in the last two years 
this man, who is renowned for his 
energy, his free and easy style, bls 
“hustling” ability, has been driven al
most insane by worry and the mystery 
that surrounds him, and to which 
neither he nor those with whom he is 
associated are able to discover the 
slightest clew.

The entire mystery—which may 
drive him to death unless it Is explained 
—hinges on one thing. Sometimes once 
a week, sometimes every day tor a 
week, sometimes once a month, the bed
clothes from the bed in which he is 
sleeping mysteriously disappears, and, 
never yet has any trace of them—so 
far as he can discover—been found.

The repetition of the mysterious dis
appearance of the bed clothes has 
changed the man from a jolly, care free, 
hard working business man, intent on 
beating the other fellow malting a sale 
in the face of obstacles, to a half in
sane, nervous, trembling individual. 
Yet the firm which employs him has 
insisted that he shall remain at work

ber 3 in Baltimore on the day of the mu
nicipal election in that city. He got in 
with a party of old military friends, 
was drugged and was taken around into 
the different voting booths of the city 
and voted twenty-one times. Before 
night of that day he was found uncon
scious In a liquor saloon used as a poll
ing place, was removed to a hospital, 
where he died, it is reported, of delir
ium tremens.

“Of bourse, this is all history and 
long forgotten, but this is the point 1 
am trying to get at: Just about this 
time Spiritualism, or what was then 
called ‘Modern Spiritualism,’ was find
ing converts and believers in a large 
number of the larger towns in the

until the mystery .is solved and 
cause for the disappearance of the 
clothes Is found.

When They First Disappeared.
The first experience Crane had

the 
bed

In
losing his bed clothes was in February, 
1903, when Crane was selling goods in 
Hillsborough, a country town in High
land county, Ohio. Crane had sold a 
big bill of goods to Felbei Bros., one of 
the leading stores of the town, and, of 
course, went out in the evening with 
members’ of the firm. Harry Gordon 
and Irving Smith and Eli Hough were 
with him until late in the evening, when 
he retired to his room in the Parker 

■ house.
The night was bitterly cold, and he 

left the steam turned on In full force, 
yet, before daylight, he was awakened 
by a sense of chilliness and discovered 
that he was lying on the bed without 
a stitch of bed clothing. He was angry. 
He suspected that some of the crowd 
with whom he had foregathered in the 
evening had played a joke upon him, 
and he rang for the bellboy, demanding 
bed clothes. He left Hillsboro con
vinced that Smith and Gordon had 
played a joke on him—but he concluded 
that it would be wise to say nothing 
about it, for fear of arousing resent
ment and “queering” his trade in the 
town.

The next night he made Greenfield 
and stopped at the Parker house, for
getting all about the bed clothes. He

did not ring for more bed clothes, as 
the night was. warm, and he left the 
hotel without saying anything to the 
clerks. The loss of the bed linen and 
a handsome coverlet was discovered 
and Crane ’¡vas charged with packing 
them in his trunks. He of course de
nied the charge, but offered to pay the 
full cost price of the missing articles, 
returning to Lexington from Frankfort 
to settle the claim and sleeping there. 
That night the bed clothes disappeared 
again. He invited the hotel people to 
eearch his luggage, and they were as 
puzzled as he.

Business required that he remain In 
Lexington for several days, and, atter 
paying the hotel people tor the two sets 
of bod clothes, he moved over to the 
Phoenix—and that night his bed clothes 
disappeared again.

Suspects a Mysterious Enemy.
Crane by that time was in a state of 

panic. He concluded that he wdB being 
pursued by some mysterious enemy. 
He even thought that there was some
thing supernatural in the disappearance 
of the sheets and shams, and began to 
wonder about ghosts.

On September 15 he went to Louis
ville and put up at the Gault house. 
That night the bed clothes disappeared 
again, and he was thrown into a condi
tion of terror. He left his trunks in his 
room at the Gault and went to sleep 
that night at the Louisville hotel, fur
ther down the street, and the bed 
clothes disappeared again. He had 
locked and barred every door and win
dow of his room, and he found them 
locked and barred again in the morning 
—but the bed clothes were gone.

He was frantic over the mysterious 
affairs, but even his wildest imagina
tion could not reach a satisfactory so
lution of the case. He was planning to 
be married in October, but, after much 
deliberation and consultation with the : 
young woman who was to become his 
wife, and explanation of his strange 
case, they agreed to postpone the mar 
rlage until the mystery could be solved

There were no further development 
until June of 1904, and Crane was b$-
ginning to think of the matter as a

and who very recently came into pos- United States: It was.about this time
session of the production.

The poem in question is in seven 
stanzas, written m the meter of “The 
Raven,” and tells in a mystical vein of 
the sad death'of Poe. The explanation 
given of the claim that the poem was 
written by Poe three days after the 
poet’s death Is that the poem is purport
ed to have been transmitted through, a 
Spiritualistic medium.

“You need not look surprised and

also that it spread across the ocean to 
England and created such an uproar. 
Meetings of Spiritualists were common 
about that time in Baltimore, and it is 
reported that the poem in question was 
transmitted through a medium from 
the spirit of the dead poet three days 
after his death at a private seance. 
That is all there is to it, and here is the 
poem, the literary merit of which you 
can judge for yourself."

Woman weak and woman mortal, thro’ ’ 
thy spirit's open portal

I would read the’ runic record of mine : 
earthly being o’er—

I would feel that fire returning, which I 
within my s?ul was burning;

When my star was quenched in dark- 1 
ness, set to rise on earth no more, 

When I sank beneath life’s burdens in I 
the streets of Baltimore.

O, those memories sore and saddening, ;
O, that night of anguish madden
ing, 

When-my lone heart suffered shipwreck 
on a demon-haunted shore, 

When the fiends grew wild with laugh
ter and the silence following after 

: Was more awful and appalling than the 
cannon’s deadly roar— 

Than the tramp of mighty armies thro-’ 
the streets of Baltimore.

Like a fiery serpent crawling, like a 
maelstrom madly boiling,

Did this Phlegethon of fury sweep my 
shuddering spirit o'er,

Rushing onward, blindly reeling—tor
tured by intensest feeling.

Like Prometheus when the vultures 
thro’ his quivering vitals tore— 

Swift I fled from' death and darkness, 
ttiro’ the streets of Baltimore.

A Pious Canard.
It has been currently reported by the 

religious press that the government of 
Japan had in contemplation the-accept
ance of Christianity as their national re
ligion,” in place of the present Bud
dhistic. Investigation as to the truth 
of the claim reveals the fact that there . 
Is no, foundation whatever for such rep
resentation other than the fact that 
some private persons, advocates of 
Christianity, possibly missionaries, 
have favored such a project; but it has 
received no encouragement from pub
lic officials. It has been asserted with
out any authority that an official pro
posed more than twenty years ago that 
the emperor be baptized, thus furnish
ing an example for his subjects to fol: 
low.

An educated Japanese, resident at 
Washington, has'put a quietus on this 
pious canard.

“Beyond the . VaR.” : A Sequel to 
“Rending the Vail.” Being a compila
tion, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex-
perlenees, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal verification

Where wast thou. O, Power Eternal, 
when this fiery flend Infernal

Beat me with his burning fasces till 1 
sank to rise no more?

Oh! was all my life-long error crowded 
in that night of terror?

Did my slh find expiation which to 
judgment went before’,

Summoned to a dread tribunal in the 
streets of Baltimore? »

Nay, with deep delirious pleasure 
drained my life's full measure,

1

Till the fatal fiery serpent feeds upon 
my being’s core;

Then with force and fire volcanic, sum
moning a strength titanic,

Did I burst the bands that bound me— 
battered down my being’s door—

Fled and left my shattered dwelling to 
the dust of Baltimore.

No one near to save or love me, no kind 
face to watch above me.

Though I heard the sound of footsteps, 
like the waves upon the shore,

Beating—beating.—beating—. beating- 
now advancing, now retreating,,

With a dull and-heavy rhythm, with a 
long q®fttinupus roar— .

Heard the isqundjpf human footsteps in 
the streets of.Baltimore.

Golng back without lamenting; with no 
sorrowful repenting,

I can read my life’s sad story in a light 
unknown before!

For there is not woe bo dismal, not an 
evil so abysmal,

But a rainbow arch of glory spans the 
yawning chasm o’er!

And across that Bridge of Beauty did 1 
pass from Baltimore!

In that grand, Eternal City, where the 
angel-hearts take pity

On the sin which men forgive not, or in
actively deplore, *

Earth has lost the power to harm me!
Death can never more alarm me, 

And I drink fresh inspiration from the 
- Source which I adore— ■

Through my spirit’s apotheosis—-that 
new birth in Baltimore!

sold a big bill of goods to Max Guggen- 
heimer, and that evening "set them up" 
to the boys around Carruthers’ place for 
a couple of hours, as was his custom, 
He retired somewhere about midnight, 
and before 2 o’clock waked up and 
found that all his bed clothes had dis
appeared.

Thought It Was a Joke.
This time he was puzzled. He rang 

for more bed clothes and denounced the 
fellows with whom he had enjoyed the 
evening; He believed, according to his 
story, that he had inadvertently men
tioned his adventure at Hillsboro to the 
crowd, and that some of them had de
cided the joke was good enough to re
peat.

He determined to have revenge in 
some way on the jokers, and filed the 
matter away for future reference in his 
mind, plotting to “get even" when he 
returned to those towns. He went his 
way. in peace for several weeks, and 
had no more adventures until in March 
he stopped at the Arlington in Washing
ton Court House. He arrived in the 
town late in the evening, stepped into 
the bar for a minute, after registering, 
and, being tired, went direct to his 
room. He waked up at 5 a. m. and the 
bed clothes were gone again. As
tonished and angry, he demanded more 
clothes, and, receiving them, went to 
bed again and slept until morning.

He came down stairs and, taking the 
clerk aside, he made diligent inquiries 
as to whether any of his “friends” eith
er from Greenfield or Hillsboro had 
seen the register and decided to repeat 
the joke. There was no trace of any 
person who ever heard of the two other 
adventures.
Possibility of Its Being Joke Removed.

Crane, on that trip, visited both Hills
boro and Greenfield and. sounded out 
his acquaintances as to the "joke,” but 
they were amazed at the idea of such 
thing, and declared they never had 
thought of playing any joke upon him, 
much less such a trick as exposing him 
to catching cold.

Puzzled and only half satisfied, Crane 
returned to Cincinnati and went to his

freak of sleep walking on his part, when 
one night he stopped at the Warner 
house in Chillicothe, O. It liappene|d 
that there was a street carnival on an^ 
the hotel was crowded, so Crane 
doubled up with his friend, “Bud” Me- 
Keehan, a grocery salesman. They re-, 
tired at 11 o’clock and at 1 o’clock!, 
“Bud” kicked him and accused him of^ 
pulling off the covers. They had an ar./ 
gument and finally both, fully awake, 
got up to search for the bed clothes. 
They had disappeared utterly. Not Ip 
trace of them could be found. McKee, 
han was mad, -declaring Crane had 
played a trick on him, but when he saw 
the frightened condition of bis compan
ion he cooled down and tried to treat 
the matter as a jest.
Bellboy Frightened by Disappearance.

It was no jest for Crane, however. 
He worried over the renewal of the oc-' 
currence and could not forget it Two 
nights later, In the Healy House at New 
Vienna, Ohio, the bed clothes disap
peared again, and Crane, reduced to a 
condition of nervous excitement, was 
ready for anyiouig. The next night he 
arrived at Blanches«.’ a fit subject tor 
a hospital bed.

He appealed to the landlord, Eddie ■ 
Hawk of the Bindley House, to protect 
him, and to satisfy his guest, Hawk 
sent Ben Kent, one of the belltoys, to 
sit up in the roomjw1'«. Crane while he 
slept.

At 2 o’clock In the morning Kent 
rushed downstairs, frightened almost 
white, declaring that the bed clothes 
were gone. He vowed he had not fallen 
asleep, but that he had turned his head 
for a few minutes and shut his eyes, 
and, when he lodged up, the bed clothes 
were gone.

That experience proved the undoing 
of Crane. He went home, and for weeks 
was sick with brain fever. When he

S.

Ï

There at length they found me lying, Now no longer sadly yearning—love for 
Weak ind wildered, sick and. dying, .. love finds sweet returning—

And my sfiitterdll- wreck of being to a And there comes no ghostly raven, tap- 
‘ kindly kdlugybore; .. ping at my chamber door!
But my wo^!was<J>ast enduring, and my Calmly, in the golden glory, I can sit 

soul caffi off Ite mooring, and read life’s story,
Crying as-!'■ floated onward, I am of For my bouI from out that shadow hath 

the earth no’thore! ■ been lifted evermore—
I have forte! ted,f9ife‘s burdens in'the From that deep and dismal shadow, in 

■ streets'f6f Baltimore. ■ ; the streets of Baltimore!
.iiik .vie

A ^¿kh^ded Answer.
The Rev.) ft R. fflpsha, chaplain of the 

legislatore p&HaWail, lately importuned 
the Throng fof Giace to forgive those 
members of tho legislature who voted 
for a certain “Sunday bill” that was ob
noxious to his puritanical sentiments, 
and passed the same over the Govern
or’s veto. Now, it is said, these wicked 
legislators are going to oust him from 
his chaplaincy |n consequence of his 
prayer. His pious Intercession, how
ever earnestly {given, seems to have 
brought an ansjver contrary to the good

IMMORTALITY.

man’s desires.
His expert 

need, if one m 
ly as .well as 
return him a 
iy.

“What We Shall Be,’’.'and a code of 
ethics, requisite to the most speedy re
alization of the' highest and purest re- 
Mcity<attamable, in the ¡future life. A 
—wy setsarfcaate- book. -Large,- octave

of
ce demonstrates the 
tpray, of praying wise- 
cerely, lest his prayer 

urse instead., of a bless*

O ripest rose upon Time’s topmost 
twig! .

Most mellowed monarch of a wide, 
wide bloom!

Harvest is ready, and the yellow rig 
Bends with each year a heavy quick- 

' cned womb.
Why shouldst thou weep? A wiser 

from thee springs
To feather forth a more unerring 

. dart
Thy mission is accomplished, here 

is death;
Rest thou in peace, opd bid young, 

brighter wings '
Blaze forth another self, a stronger 

heart, 
.To hand to other years life’s bor- 

. rowed breath.
•—Fitzpatrick.

home in Dayton street, where he lived 
with his mother and Bister.

That night the bed clothes were stol
en again. He waked up feeling cold 
and the clothes were gone. His sis
ter and mother both looked suspicious
ly upon him when he told the story at 
breakfast, and gave him to understand 
that they thought he. had stayed out 
too late and had hidden the clothes 
himself.

Crane was angry by that time, but 
his anger cooled and’he commenced to 
worry. He could not understand, it at 
all, because the stealing of the bed 
clothes off his own bed in his own home 
seemed to preclude the possibility of 
any outsider doing the deed. For sev
eral weeks he puzzled himself about 
the matter, then he half began to ac
cept his sister’s theory that he had 
been the guilty party and had hidden 
the bed clothes while sleep walking <5r 
while -under the influence ' of ulldue 
stimulants. ‘

He was extremely careful for several 
months about his drinking habits. He 
never had been a. hard drinker, but he 
hadbeen in the habit of taking a few 
glasses of beer before going to bed, and, 
because of the mysterious disappear
ance of the bed clothes, he stopped 
even that Until September there was 
nothing unusual in his life, and he bad 
one of tlje most prosperous seasons, of 
his career. Sales were large and his 
commissions big, so he began to plan 
to marry-1 a. girl with whom he was in 
love, believing that his Income at last 
justified the step. - ’

On September 10, 1903, Crane was in 
Lexington,-Ky. He had little business 
and met few people, as Lexington had 
just been added to his territory, and 
he retired, worn out, about 10 o’clock. 
Before-12 o’clock the bed clothes , had 
disappeared; He confesses that- on 
that occasion Jjg was frightened. -He

recovered he told the entire story to the 
head of his firm—and because he was 
the best salesman they had, the firm re
quested him to resume, work and try to 
solve the mystery.

In his efforts to find the key to the 
strange occurrences Crane wrote as 
much as he could remember of the de
tails of his experiences during the first 
year of losing bed clothes, and the 
facts given herein are taken from his 
memoranda.

Since then there have been nine re
currences of the disappearance of bed 
clothes, but they ceased suddenly in Oc
tober of 1904, and Crane had no more 
trouble until May 5 of this year, when 
he was stopping at the Clarendon in 
Zanesville, O. Then the bed clothes 
went away suddenly.

Pinned Them to Mattress In Vain.
Determined to solve the mystery, 

Crane on the next night slept at the 
Todd House in Jackson, 0., and pinned 
the bed clothes to the sheet under him, 
with safety pins, crawling into a sort of 
sleeping bag. He remained awake, 
partly from nervousness, until after 
midnight, when he dropped off into a 
slight doze. He awakened again short
ly after 3 o’clock and the bed clothes 
were all right. At 3:15, according to 
his watch, he wakened again and the 
bed clothes were gone—and he was ly
ing on the bare mattress.

For the next three nights—in Cald
well, Cambridge, and New Philadelphia. 
—the bed clothes disappeared, and ha 
arrived in Youngstown in a condition of 
physical and mental collapse.

THE WEAKLINGS.

At the world’s centers, dross and dregs 
collect;

There the offscourings of the intellect, 
The scum of education, froth of schools, 
The lees of culture—and the wit of. 

fools. .
There the dumb thing whose heaven’s 

the sleepy bowl,
Possessed of body, but bereft of soul;
One in desire, man’s bidden task to ' 

shirk,
To have the harvest, but escape tho 

work.
The weaklings, tatters of past masque» 

ade,
Cast by progenitors in lifelong shades . 
Unequal to the strain, whate’er it be, - 
Foredoomed to cumber earth, by Fate’s 

decree. . ;
And the dense lubbards, Inert, lumpish 

swine, ■
Content to slumber though the sun may. 

shine, -' , ■ '
Willing that feebler hands shall slave to 

earn,
The food to fatten, and the wood to

burn. -—John Harrison.

“Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on-Barth.” By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and .man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
£or justice-and equality in all tho rein- 
Slana-oLUfe between.mealanff tsosao®, 
Cloth, n cents; leatherette. 60 cents
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ly to himself, he possessed an inuitive
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The
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TOLSTOY ON DEATH.

"The Present Age and tuner ute; 
Ancient and 'Modern Mysteries Classb 
tied and explained." By Andi aw Jack- 
son Davis.: Wa- have a few copies d 
tsrtw worir bar tfcar edebrated- bott 
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¡career as an

Looked Up and Saw a Vision of the 
Christ Over the Choir and In Front 

of the Organ,”

Law Governing the Same Pointed 
Out.

His Spirit Voice Was Distinctly Heard 
by a Relative.

(The Japanese Are a Nation of Spirit
ualists.

The Fear of Death Is a;Terrlble Super
stition. ' '

set up the iron shutters of mammon | . '—s .
and capitalism, pride and greed; the 1 ■'Diaomrr of a Lost Trail." ByChaa. 
still, small voice is the only spiritual j 3. Sfowenasb.- ExseHent to «gms® 
breath it knows, but that voice it gs> | BUO®Bllve5ieB®- Cloth, |L5w

occasionally appear, but the change on 
the whole Ib great.

THE ACMR’8 STORY.

John McCullough) Ls M^n, Actor, and 
Spirit.

RESTORES EYESIGHT.

To comprehensively Illustrate the fact that the world 
over is aglow with Spiritualistic phenomena, we re
produce from Light, London, England, the follow
ing, which vZill be read with deep interest.

Perhaps the most enlightening fact 
that is dawning upon us respecting the 
Japanese is that they are a nation of , 
Spiritualists, and have been for centu
ries; and perhaps it is even more en- , 
lightening that to this fact may be 
traced the greater part of their puzzling 

. heroism and patience, their beautiful 
dignity and their serene contempt for 
death. It is this fact which is most lu
minous in the latest book on Japan by 
“a son of the land,” as George Meredith 
who writes an introduction to the book, 
calls bim—one Okakura-Yoshesaburo— 
whose work on “The Japanese Bpltit 
is published by Archibald Constable 
and Co.

The writer is quite modest in his esti
mate of his book^ and regards as very 
formidable any attempt to fully account 
for Japan, whose social structure is en
tirely unlike that of any other people. 
Its philosophy, too, in so far as it has 
any, is unique.

ITS RELIGION IS PRACTICALLY 
CREEDLESS, CHURCHLESS; AND, IN- 
A BRITISH SENSE, GODLESS. ALL 
THESE AND MANY OTHER SUBTILE 
FACTORS IN THE CASE NEED TO 
BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT. it 
would be impossible to understand one 
set of phenomena apart from the rest. 
“One could as well cut a single mesh 
from a net without • prejudice to the 
rest.”

It must be frankly noted, however, 
that certain details concerning, say, 
'“the standard of beauty” in Japan, for 
Instance, do not help us much. We are 
told that, “in a lady, for example, mild
ness and grace are, generally speaking, 
preferred to that strength or manliness 
of expression which would be thought 
more becoming in her brother.” We 
can assure Brother Okakura-Yoshesasa- 
buro that this 1b by no means singular 
to Japan; that it is a mesh in our net— 
or, let us say, In her net. In other par
ticulars we do not find this writer ex
citingly enlightening,, but this is prob
ably owing to the fact that he deals so 
much with wild old nature legends; the 
instructive fact here being that sur
vivals of these-appear to be mgre trace
able in. Japan than elsewhere, especially 
in relation to the highly Important, the, 
In fact, vital matter of the Royal House.

The present Emperor of Japan is 
gravely described as “the hundred and 
twenty-first link tn ths eternal chain" 
which reaches up to “the divine ruler," 
the grandson of “the Sun-Goddess,” who 
was down from heaven to. earth to 
rule wn. “On his departure, a for-

“Death Does Not Change Us, and We 
Are Only In the Life Beyond, What 
We Have Made Ourselves In This 
Life.”
A late number of “T. P.’s Weekly” 

contained a review of “Christianity and 
Spiritualism.” Here is nearly the whole 
of It:

Among the theories most often 
brought forward to explain away the 
Spiritualistic phenomena, that of hallu
cination holds the foremost place. But 
Ulis has ceased to have any foundation, 
in face of the photographs of spirits ob
tained by Aksakof, Crookes, Volpi, and 
so many others. A hallucination can
not be photographed. , The Invisibles 
do not only impress the photographic 
plate, but also instruments of precision, 
such as the Maroy registering ma
chines, used by English scientists in 
their experiments. They lift up mate
rial objects, they decompose them, and 
recompose them, they leave the impres
sion of their hands, feet or faces in hot 
paraffin wax. All these are so many 
proofs against the theory of either indi
vidual or collective liallucinatlon.

Certain people accuse the phenomena 
of vulgarity, or coarseness, of triviality; 
they consider them ridiculous. These 
opinions prove their incompetence. The 
manifestations cannot fitter from what 
they would have been, coming from the 
same spirit, had he been living on this 
earth. Death, does not change us, and 
we are only, in the life beyond, what we 
have made ourselves In this life. This 
explains the inferiority of so many dis- 
carnate spirits.

On the other hand, these trivial or 
vulgar manifestations have their use, 
for they more easily attract attention, 
and-best reveal the identity • of the 
spirit. ^They have convinced numbers 
of experimenters of the reality of spirit 
survival, and have brought them, little 
by little, to the study of the more ele
vated phenomena.

For long, Spiritualism was consid
ered a ridiculous thing,, for long Spirit
ualists were laughed at, mocked, and 
accused of madness. Bub have not all 
those who have brought forward a new 
idea or anew truth, been called mad- 
¡men? “A madman" was said of Ga
lileo. “Mad” were called Giordano 
Bruno, Galvani, Watt, Pallssy, Salomon 
de Cans!

This is a striking instance of altered 
tone on the part of the press. Surviv
als of the old foolishness and ignorance

mal ■. /mand to'descend and rule the ■ 
land n-Xv placed under his care was ac
companied by the present of a mirror, a 
sword, and a string of crescent-shaped 
jewels”; and. if -we don’t believe it. It 
suffices to be told that these, treasures, 
wl Ich tie grandson of “the Sun-God- 
det?” brought down with him from 
heaven, are “still preserved in our im
perial household as regalia.”

This writer tells the story gravely, 
but cautiously remarks that "subjected 
to scientific scrutiny the .whole tale pre
sents many gaps In logical sequence." 
“Still,” he adds, with characteristic Jap
anese suavity, “it must be said that the 
divine origin of our emperors has in
vested their throne with the double halo 
of temporal and of spiritual power from 
the earliest days of their ascendancy; 
and the people, themselves the descend
ants of those patriarchs who served un
der the banners of Emperor Jlmmu 
(the ‘Sun-Goddess’ grandson), or else of 
those who early learned to bow them
selves down before the divine conquer
or, have looked up to this throne with 
an ever-growing reverence and pride.”

It is easy to see how this old legend, 
with its blending of spirits and people, 
has paved the way for the closer and 
larger spirit commerce of to-day. We 
are told that in primitive Japan ances
tor-worship was the first form of belief. 
Each family had its own broup of spir
its of forefathers to whom was dedi
cated a daily homage of ritual and offer
ings; the guardian ghosts demanding of 
their living descendants that they 
should be good and brave in their own 
way. Isolated for centuries, these fam
ilies, gathered round the central ruling, 

'power, in whose divine origin and au- 
- thority they firmly believed, contrib

uted in their turn their own spirit rela
tionship to the imperial ones, thus 
eventually forming and consolidating a 
national cult; and “it was but natural 
that the people's heart should come in 
course of time to re-echo in harmony 
with the key-note struck by the one 
through whom the gods breathe eternal 
life. The whole nation is bound by that 
sacred tie of common belief and com
mon thought”

“John McCullough; jLs Man, Actor, 
and Spirit," la th? record, not only of 
the mortal careeijjaf anj eminent trage
dian, but of the continuation of his cou- 
scloua existence , jbeyoirt the change 
called dentil. It is,written by an earn
est and convinced $piijj.ualist, Susie C. 
Clark, and publish^ by the Murray & 
Emery Company, ^osto^Mass.

The first portion of the volume deals
The Rev. J. B. Martin Barnes (Minister 

of the Unitarian Church, King’s 
Lynn), Preaching on Whit-Sunday on 
the Above Subject, Made the Follow
ing Interesting Remarks, Which Go to 
Prove that Spiritualism Is Finding Its 
Way Into the More Advanced 
Churches:
The Rev. J. B. Martin Barnes (min

ister of the Unitarian Church, King’s 
Lynn), preaching on Whit-Sunday on 
the above subject, made the following 
interesting remarks, which go to prove 
that Spiritualism is finding its way into 
the more advanced churches:—

The account of the Day of Pentecost 
in the Acts of the Apostles is held by 
some to be a mere fiction with no foun-

Irish lad (born 1832) who went to Phil
adelphia in 1847,'¡$nd j^n years later 
found his vocation on the stage, being 
from the first almost; exclusively the In
terpreter of Roman parts, such as “Co
riolanus" and “Virgiuius.” The first 
reference to pccult Influence is perhaps 
wide ot the mark.) put to us it is sug
gestive of spirit overshadowing:

“It were easy to believe that other 
and earlier experiences of the soul had 
enriched his powers, that, unconscious-

Looking around our pretty little ball 
recently, wherein some eighty Splrltual- 
istq were gathered, I could not help 
wondering at the vast latent powers 
which exist in Spiritualism. Here 
were people drawn together from all 
classes, professions, trades, and sects. 
A former Roman Catholic sat amicably 
by a Baptist; a quondam Church of 
England man shared ; his hymn book 
with a once avowed Agnostic; a Salva
tion Army soldier chummed in with a 
strict Unitarian. What had drawn all 
these sects together? Why had they 
consented to throw off ail the trammels 
of their old creeds and dogmas? I 
asked myself this question mentally, 
and the answer came, ’It is love.’ They 
had sought their loved ones who had 
passed away from mortal sight, and 
had found them not. A beloved 
mother, a devoted child, a sweet wife, 
had been torn from their side by the 
ruthless hand of death, and love cried 
but for some positive evidence of their

Now that-the subject of Obsession 
has again been raised in Light by the 
references thereto made by Dr. Colles ' I 
In hie recent address to the London 
Spiritualist Alliance, and reported in 
our issue of May 27 last, the following 
extract from the Harbinger of Light 
will be timely and of interest to our 
readers. The Harbinger of Light says:

“Where people of good moral ten
dencies are obsessed, it usually arises 
from unwisdom oh their part; they are, 
as a rule, those who, being sensitives, 
have endeavored to develop medium
ship without any preliminary study of 
the subject, sitting either alone or in a 
promiscuous circle, often at frequent 
Intervals, inviting any spirit that 
chooses to come and operate upon 
them. Under these conditions the self
ish and mischievous spirits who fre
quent the earth plane are more likely 
to respond than the more advanced 
ones who need higher conditions. Re
member this: A disembodied spirit has 
less hypnotic influence over a mortal 
than another mortal of the same men
tal and moral status would have; hence 
the subject can, by the exertion of his 
will power, assert himself and throw 
oft the influence. Individual spirits do 
Intervene to protect mediums and those 
who earnestly pray tor help, but not by 
force. The aura of a good spirit is like 
impenetrable armor against the attacks 
of a malignant one, and ohe or more 
loving spirits spreading it around the 
troubled friends in the body, effectually 

’ protects them, whilst the radiations of 
a highly advanced spirit, entering an 
apartment where undeveloped spirits 
were Intruding, would have such a 
painful effect on them as to cause them 
to retreat in confusion. Mischievous 
spirits cannot intrude into a thorough
ly harmonious circle; there must be 
some weak place for them to do so. 
Selfishness, expressed in a desire to be 
the medium or to get something per
sonal, is usually the gap where they en
ter and the greatest bar to real prog-

Hence, as we have said, the Japanese 
are a nation of Spiritualists. Here, in 
brief, Is what this writer says of his 
people: The average Japanese does not 
imagine the spirits-of the deceased to 
be something different and distant from 
our actual living self. • THE DEPART
ED, ALTHOUGH INVISIBLE, ARE 
THOUGHT TO BEHEADING THEIR 
ETHEREAL LIFE IN THE SAME 
WORLD IN MUCH THE SAME STATE 
AS THAT TO WHICH THEY HAD 
BEEN ACCUSTOMED WHILE ON 
EARTH.

Wordsworth’s little child, who per
sisted that' “we are seven,” was right 
The difference between the so-called 
dead and living is that of tangibility or 
visibility; nothing more. Hence, the 
fortitude, the calmness, even .the., joy- 
ousness, associated with death. It is 
in the sunny space within the simple 
railing of these Shinto shrines where 
the smiling presence of the patron saint 
of a deiced forefather or a great man, 
is so clearly felt, that our childhood 
has-played for* tens of centuries its 
games of innocent joy. Monthly and 
yearly festivals are observed within the 
divine enclosure of a guardian god, 
when a whole community under his pro
tection let themselves go In good-na
tured laughter and gleeful mirth before 
the favoring eyes of their divine-patron. 
How different is this jovial feeling from 
that gloomy sensation with which.we 

' approach a Buddhist temple, recalling 
death and the misery of life from every 
corner of its integer-
Happy Japanese! “WHEN IT, GEIS 
DUSK," SAYS THIS WRITER, “EV
ERY BIRD KNOWS WHITHER TO 

A [WING ITS WAY HOME. EVEN SO 
[WITH US ALL WHEN THE NIGHT

DEATH SPREADS ITS DARK 
FOLDS OVER OUR MORTAL MIND.”

heredity. One might readily conceive continued existence in the world of 
that he had known the life of a Roman, The bereaved ones in their an-

..... - - ---------------------------- he seemed to born to the purple. No asked for bread, and their 
dation in fact. I do not acept that I qu© ever wore a toga so regally, so nat- churches and chapels could only offer 
view myself, as I believe that all myths urallythem a stone; and love had refused to 
and superstitions . are fundamentally Later, when he had returned to speak accept it.
related to truth* and that in this story to earth through the mediumship of the 1 gazed once more at my fellow-wor- 
in particular we have a REAL MANI- Rev. F. a. Wiggin, lately a Baptist min- sWers, and saw almost every profes- 
FESTATION OF SPIRITUAL POWER, I ister, and now pastor of the Boston Spir-1 and trade represented in that 
ALTHOUGH IT IS HIGHLY PROBA- ituai Temple Society, he gave the fol- strange assemblage, I recognized Con- 
BLE THAT THE EVENT HID NOT lowing explanation of hls powers:' I ^crvatlves, Liberals, Radicals, and bo- 
TAKE PLACE IN ALL ITS DETAILS 1 “Clairvoyance is a feature of the per-1 cialists, and all met together in har- 
PRECISELY AS RECORDED. Similar ceptive organs which all mediums do 1 and peace to offer up prayer and 
occurrences have been reported in the not possess, and all ''-spirits are not PraisQ to the One Supreme Spirit of the 
present day, of men being controlled clairvoyant—I am not; therefore I can- Universe. “So many men, so many 
by spirits to speak foreign languages not Bee your physical bodies. But oho •■opinions,” thought I, all viewing Spirit- 
which they have never learned; more- thing I did not knew when on earth_ I from their own peculiar stand-
over, St, Paul, in 1 Corinthians, alludes I ^¡xs inspired as a medium, l^orrest I Point, No two minds thinking exactly 
to the ^gift of tongues” as being one ^vas my teacher, and when he went out I same, yet all assembled for one 
of the peculiar endowments of the ¿e remained my teacher, • The elder purpose—to hold communion with those 
Spirit, although he does not attach Booth also inspired my acting, though I PaBBe^ to spirit life; Induced by 
much importance to it unless there be I j held the people by my personal mag-1 love to become Spiritualists.
an interpreter in the assembly or se-, netism. But it all seems so far away How true is tl)at before a man can 
ance. The fact that every man heard j can hardly recall it in-this life.” love his Gbd he must learn to love his 
the Apostles speak in his own tongue He gave a good test of identity by fellow-man. To me thia little congregar 
has been held J)y our orthodox brethren recognizing a former acquaintance who tion was typical of the spirit world, 
to have been a miracle; they read into I unknown to the medium or to any-1 ^bere love in the higher spheres reigns
the story the idea that although the I else present, and by repeating the | supreme. If love could gather together
Apostles spoke in their native language, Wôrds that this gentleman had written tiiat Sunday evening so many people of 
yet all the strangers heard them, in | a.slip of paper which had not been I ^liferent occupation, temperament, 
their own various tongues simultan- touched by the medium. mind, and social position, 1 argued to
eously; that i^to say, the words of the Extracts from his fine and uplifting DW®6!* ^at Spiritualism must be the 
Apostles sounded differently to different I discourses and “spiritual reveries** giv-1 highest manifestation and fulfillment of 
men, and, therefore, this was a striking I through Mr. Wiggin, are quoted in | love; and, therefore, a Spiritualism 
evidence of “the wonderful works of book, and the foliovzlng words bear J Pure and simple was the real philoso- 
God." Such a view Is very iar-fétçhed testimony on the subject bf medium- Pher'a stone—the elixir of life eternal, 
and Irrational, and would be contrary Skip; . - What other religion can gather the
to the. science of sound. The human I “Mediumship is universal; every one I ri^dren of earth under her wings like 
ear is constituted alike for all; if a is a medium. In Its perfect state 'it is 5?is ,beauti£al Spiritualism of ours? 
sound is uttered all will hear that sound t^e result of the Individual’s spiritual Does 111101 dry tae moyrner's tears, 
in the same way, although all might not I development and unfoldment. Medium- I Slve comfort to the lonely, knowledge 
be able to interpret its meaning. If all I ghlp depends on the organization, not Hffbt to the investigator, hope to 
could understand its meaning, and yet on morality, but its value Is enhanced 21® despairing, and joy to the dying? 
each man among the foreigners only by morality. The object of medium- Spiritualism is the only healer ot this 
knew his own tongue, then It was not ship is to foster the.needs of a spirit- world’s cruel wrongs and woes. It is a 
that a different language was spoken 1 ualized manhood. 1 "When mediumship Brand co-operative movement, and em- 
but that each stranger had suddenly ts more tntelUgently°underBtood, it will bracea e,very cIaas- When It becomes 
the gift of Interpretation of the same g grander, more beautiful help to I uûiverflal, then, and not till then, will 
epeech, translating it into hia own fa- aæ WOrld, and fraudulent mediumship 9°“® the millennium. Fellow Spiritual- 
miliar dialect. But that, to my mind, I ^*m be driven from the ‘V/orld forever. I every human being is but a link in 
does not seem likely; these foreigners «The ability of a spirlt'to control de- tlje chaln ot universal brotherhood. Un- 
could hardly be in the psychic condi-1 pends on the sensitiVenefes of the nerve I riveted with the gold-
tion necessary for the sudden reception terminals at certain points of your en llnks °* love- ,none o£ u9 BdaU be' 
of the gift of interpretation. For each I body. Preserve ybdi* nàtiënce and pas-1 coni® perfect spirits.
man to interpret the words of the Apos- aivity in your slttftgs.11 Make condi- R- H- RUSSEL-DAVIES,
ties in his own tongue would mean that tjona ana do not Têt conditions make ---------- - * » ■  -----------
EACH ONE WAS CONTROLLED BY you. Never alm td'1 draw any spirit LINNAEUS AS AN OCCULTIST.
A- DIFFERENT GUIDE OR SPIRIT, down to your plané’- ' of 1 development. ; --------
SCIOUSN^ y°Hr in ha™ony Suerai Instances of Warning and Pre-
SCIOUSNEoS OF iHE lit un. ml an- of vibration with the Influences above. a..
ING OF WHAT THE SPEAKERS I got remember, in yoûr endeavors to un- ‘
WERE SAYING. . fold any phase of 'mediuAiBhip, that It

I Now I do not say that this would be does not consist njôrelÿ'hn being con- In Psychische Studien,” for Febru- 
Impossible. under certain conditions, trolled by a spirit, but it is the'co-opera- ary> Professor Max Selling gives an ac- 
and I go so far as to say that if we to- tion with spirits foi"wise'and beneficent eonnt of an impublished manuscript in 
day could enter into the right state of purposes. Mediumship ts a beautiful 010 University of Upsala, written by the 
spiritual receptivity we might acquire, gate leading throifgh jabul-uhfoldment celebrated Swedish botanist, Carl at 
by", our relationship to the Infinite to the wisdom of the sphères.” | Linné, commonly known as Linnaeus, 
Troth, a knowledge of foreign languag- • . • ' " the orginator of the classification ot
es and science by psychic impression ' plants which formed the basis of mod-
instead oLby the slow and tedious pro- SPIRIT MUSIC REALIZED. ern systematic botany. The chief idea

From South America there comes a 
good pase of audible manifestation by 
one who had recently left this world, 
narrated by our wide-awake contempo
rary, "Constancia,” of Buenos Aires. In 
the city of Trujilla, Peru, therp'dled, on 
November 15, 1892, about'9 a. m., a well- 
known and highly respected doctor, 
Don Santiago Pacheco. During the fol
lowing night, between two and three In 
the morning, that is to say about eight
een hours after the decease, his voice 
was distinctly heard by a relative, Don 
Jose,Maria Rebaza, the owner of an es
tate situated about fourteen leagues 
from the city. This lelatlve had not 
visited the city since the previous Feb
ruary, and knew nothing of the doctor’s 
recent actions.

The message that was delivered was 
to the following effect:

“Don Jose Maria:—-Tell my wife not 
to forget or overlook my biographical 
notes, or memoirs, or whatever you call 
them, which I have written during 
these last months, and which are In a 
book, In my letter case, among my pa
pers. She will know my handwriting; 
will you see that Marquez has them 
printed without errors or omissions?"

A confused objection, “But, sir!" on 
the part of the astonished listener was 
cut short by the exclamation, “What! 
Don Jose Maria!” after which the voice 
was no more heard. The next morning 
this incident was related to many 
friends in the neighborhood, and to va
rious officials. Senor Rebaza also wrote 
to his brother, and to the doctor's wid
ow, who was so struck with the accu
racy of the details that she at once 
searched in the place indicated, and 
found the book referred to, among her 
late husband’s papers. The fact of the 
notes being referred to as in the doc
tor's .own handwriting is important, be
cause the doctor, as a rule, had all his 
writing or correspondence done for him 
under his own supervision, and it is cer
tain that the existence of these notes 
was quite unknown to the gentleman 
who received and transmitted the mes
sage.

Spectacles a Thina of the Past,
“Artlna,” a Marvelous Discovery That Cures AU 

Afflictions of tho Eye and Ear Without

** Cutting or Drugging.

There is no need for cutting, drugging 01 
probing the eye tor any tom ot disease, tor, 
new system or treating afflictions ot the eye hai 

been ^discovered wherebj 
all torturous aud barban 
ous methods arc eUmluat 
ed. There is no risk oi'ex 
perimentlng, as thousand, 
ot people have-been curet 
ot blindness, tailing eye 
sight, cataracts, g'ranulat 
ed lids andotherainictloiu

of the eye through this grand discovery, whet 
eminent oculists termed the cases Incurable 
Below we print extracts from testimonials 
such as are received by us daily.

Mr. A. 0. T. Pennington, special agent Multi 1 
BenetltLife Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo, 
writes: “Having used Actina for several yean 
I cheerfully recommend it for the cure of eye 
ear and throat affections. It cured my mothei 
of cataracts.”

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: ”1 an 
78 years old, I was so blind I could only know 
persons by their voices.- After using Actinal 
can now thread a needle without glasses.” 
„a. W. C. Goodwin, Moline, li&n.. writes:
My honest opinion of Actlna is that it is one 

of the most marvelous discoveries of the age. 
U^cured my eyes, and cured my wife ot asth

Hundreds of other testimonials can. be sent 
on application. “Actlna” is purely a home 
treatment and self-administerea by the patient, 
and is sent on trial postpaid. If you will send 
your name and address to the New York wid 
London Electric Association, Dept 842B.929 Wal
nut St., Kansas City, Mo., you will receive ai> 
sulutely free a valuable book, Professor Wil
son’s Treatise on the Eye aud on Disease lu 
General,

O
Dr. Woolley’s !
PAINLESS*‘

AND '
Whiskey Cure.

, SENT FKEE toall
users of morphine, 
opium, laudanum, 

I elixir of opium,co- 
oalneorwhlskey.a 
large book of par- 
tlcularsqnbomeor 
sanatorium treat
ment. Address, Dr. 
B. M. WOOLLEY, 

WG N. Pryor St.
Atlanta, Georgia.

cess of education, . It is possible that ------- - set forth tn this manuscript is the doc--
an age may come when . psychic im- Hearing on Every Side Strains of the *-rlne of a “divine Nemesis," and he 
pression will supersede tutorial educa- Grandest Music Possible gives many examples to prove that
tion, and that In order to acquire knowl- ____ _ ' even in this life retribution overtakes
edge we shall not have to learn but sim- . ■ the guilty. In one case, a man who had
ply to receive It by entering Into spir- A few weeks slncq, when unfitted by ¿|S father-in-law with three bul- 
itual harmony with the Soul of Compre- mental worry and bodily ill health to ietg( himself died some years later from 
hension. We shall gain knowledge not deal with the subject, I noticed an ar- three cancerous ulcers corresponding in 
so much by tuition as by intuition, so tide or111, °.n position to the three wounds, in an
that although in childhood lessons .will slc> an thought that when able to do other, a man fell through a hole in the 
have to be taught by tuition, intuition so I would give youc-readers an. experl- ¡ce ¡n same place where, during a 
will later on have become so much de- enc® which my people, had when my previous winter, he had killed another 
veloped by hereditary transmission that second brother passed on. He was a man> Again, three men were charged 
Immediately a fact is mentioned it will beautiful boy, and very healthy and I -with a murder; as none of them could 
be perceived by the pupil that such is strong up to a certain time, when, sail- ¿b proved guilty, lots were drawn to de- 
the case, that he already knew that les- -n8 on a raft on a Ppnd, he overbal- Cide Who should suffer. The man on 
son before he was taught it, and has anced and was precipitated into the whom the lot fell was afterwards shown 
only needed a tutor to remlqd him of water. Soaked to the skin as he was, j0 innocent, but the king ordered the 
knowledge inherent in himself; and I ©ven then all would have been well with 1 execution to proceed, saying that it was 
once reminded of what he unconscious- bim in all probability had he hurried (jod’s judgment, and the man. must 
ly knows he will always consciously home; but unfortunately another boy jjave t;een gunty of Jone other crime, 
remember IL so that there would be persuaded him to go to his home, and Then the man confessed that he had 
absolutely no need for a repetition ot the mother allowed him to dry his committed a murder five years prevl- 
the lesson. At the age of fifteen or be- clothes by the fire. Afterwards rheu- Ously.
fore, the pupils might be in a position matte fever set In, followed by a long, Several Instances of warnings and 
to acquire further knowledge by pass- I weary period of suffering from heart predictions are given, one of which re- 
ing on tosecondafy schools established disease, terminating in consumption. ]ates to Linnaeus himself:
for the purpose of teaching or impart- Death (so-called) having taken place, “My brother Samuel was considered 
ing science, art, literature, and languag- and the whole household being utterly clever, but I was regarded as stupid, 
es by psychic impression, suggestion, overwhelmed by the apparent ending of Everyone said that my brother would 
and spirit control. Psychology will be a young and beautiful life, what was be a professor, and even called him by 
found to include all "ologles,” so that their surprise on hearing on every side that name. A poor woman, who was 
we shall learn not so much by study of I strains of the grandest music possible! I asserted to be a clairvoyant, and who 
external phenomena as by the unfold- My mother’s first attitude was one of I bad never seen either ot us, asked to 
ing of facts sown in the mind thfough incredible wonder, and then she said: aee SOme of our clothes, and ijien said 
countless generations, and it may be- "It must be some of the neighbors— of my brother Samuel, “he will be a 
come as natural to “grow” in wisdom they cannot know.he has gone,” and she. preacher,” and of me, "he will be a pro- 
find understanding as it is to grow in I hurried the servants off to tell them, I lessor, will travel far, and become bet
grace and character under equitable only to be answered that they all knew, ter known than anyone else in the king- 
conditions. But all this belongs to the and had lowered their ¡blinds, and that dom.” jMy mother, to deceive her, 
“Spirit of Truth whom the world can- th’ey themselves had heard the myste- stowed her another garment, telling 
not receive," owing to the “strong de; rious music in my mother’s house, and ter it belonged to my brother. “No,” 
fusion" of the materialistic hypothesis, wondered at it. This beautiful; myste- She replied, “'that belongs to the one

To return to our subject, I do not rlous spirit music, which was wonder- wbo will be a professor, and dwell far 
think those foreigners could have heard fully comforting and soothing, eon-1 away."
the Apostles speak in their own tongues tinued for three days- and nights with- on one occasion Linnaeus’ wife heard 
if they (the Apostles) spoke in their put stopping, and then _ ceased. Per- a BOund as of heavy footsteps in the 
native language, because these listeners haps others of your readers may be I room used as a museum; she aroused 
were not in a psychic condition to re- able to add similar testimony; - ber husband, who also heard them very 
ceive the gift of interpretation, which KATE TAYLOR-ROBINSON. distinctly, though the museum was
would make it seem as though they Tweed Green House, Whalley Range, locked up. A few: days afterwards he 

’ heard “every man in his own tongue.” .   t,................. heard that an especial and confidential

My clairvoyant experiences on New 
Year’s day and the following Sunday 
may Interest the readers of Light: 1 
was attending Church of England serv
ices in Newcastle-on-Tyne, and both vis
ions took place during morning prayer. 
The first was very vivid. I looked up 
and saw a dove with spread wings hov
ering over my head. It was very large, 
of a delicate greyish white, with pink 
eyes. Proceeding from it and extend
ing over the family (there were four ot 
us) was a lovely radiance of irridescent 
light, pinky heliotrope and gold, which 
remained for some seconds and then 
faded away.

The second vision took place about 
the same time the following Sunday 
(the Sunday after the Epiphany). My 
husband and I went to Holy Commun
ion at 8 a. m., and before going up to 
the altar I was thinking how many 
years I had attended church, and that 
I had never neen any phenomena, al
though I had recently developed clair
voyance, and then a thought passed 
through my mind that, although willing 
with all iny heart and soul to believe In 
the Sacraments of the Church of Eng
land, I always felt a barrier between 
my Lord and myself. These thoughts 
passed ^way after I went to the com
munion table and partook of the ele
ments, as I had ever done, iu simple 
faith. We returned home and went to 

. the 11 a. m. service. I was thinking of 
the manifestation of Christ to the Gen
tiles when I looked up and saw a vision 
of the Christ over the choir and in front 
of the organ, which faces our pew. I 
can never forget the beauty and maj
esty of the Savior’s face. No picture 1 
have seen has been anything like it. A 
pale, oval face, with glorious blue eyes 
melting with love and pity, looked upon 
us. The face was surrounded with' a 
lovely radiance, the figure in pale, light 
robes, with trailing clouds ot glory, 
melting into rose color and gold. Then 
I noticed that He was holding a crown 
in His right hand and against His side. 
The face was living, moving, and grad
ually assumed a dying expression and

RESEARCH.

ARE THE BLIND CLAIRVOYANT?

Some Interesting Suggestions In Re
gard to the Matter.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plies, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eesema and all Sklnand Female Diseases. Write 
lor Illustrated Book. Sent tree. Address * 

0R:BYE,Mni Kansas City, Mo.

Th» above u the number ot the pres* 
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at tho top of the first page, 
tight hand corner. It this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tho 
tight hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
ot Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
Vie tag ot your wrapper.

UNCOOKED FOODS
And How to Live on Them—With

Recipes for Wholesome 
Preparation-

Proper combinations and .menus, 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatability of 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

It will simplify methods of living— 
help to settle the servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Price JI.

Some extracts train unpublished let
ters from Count Tolstoy, communicated 
to the “Deutscher Rundschau.” are 
given in “Psychische Studien." ■ The 
great Russian writer says:

“Death is a change of . consciousness, 
a change of that which I recognize as 
myself. Therefore the fear of death is 
a terrible superstition. Death is a joy
ful event which occurs at the end of ev
ery lifp. Death is the destruction of 
the organs by means of which I per
ceive the world as it appears to me in 
this life; the destruction of the glass 
through which I have hitherto, looked, 
and its replacement by another. Death 
is the transition from one conscious
ness to another, from one manner of 
perception to another. From one stage, 
with its scenery, we pass, as it were, to 
another. At the moment of transition 
it becomes clear that what wo consider 
as reality is only appearance, for we go 
from one appearance to another. Dur
ing this transition we get at least a per
ception of the true Reality. Therefore 
the moment of death is of high import
ance and value.” . '

“How to Train Children 'and Pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases it is the 
parents that need the training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent- than 
buying'this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should readM. 
Price 25 cents. , *

is that the Apostles themselves wereL hearink'liwt enourii of it were exacU? llke
CONTROLLED TO SPEAK IN VARI- those of his friend. On several occa-
OUS LANGUAGES, NOT ALL AT returnONCE, BUT AS ONE WAS SPEAKING, »see that evfl wow not^e^ereir k tome> Wg and other persons heard 
OTHERS WOULD INTERPRET ™ *“a Spirit enter the hal1’ s° int0 his room>
WHAT WAS BEING SAID TO THE of Traa-’which Sevemnow ready to come out again’ clos,nS it behind him; 
DIFFERENT GROUPS OF FOREIGN- “ Troth, which iSjeve^ow^reaoy to and Jt wag Mt Wb
ERS STANDING AROUND (see 1 Cor., in tbeZi “ ln vain for to enter 016 r°om in
xiv.), or else that each Apostle was p meoril saith the which she was that she knew that it
controlled or inspired in turn, one after ¿ere can bePM comfort to ^aa not his real self. On these occa-
the other, to speak toe same or similar ^be^d ( ° sions she said to herself or her friends,
words in a different tongue, so that all soul that shute^e window against hu d ,be home goon/, 
would be able to understand without H Qhich usually happened in about halfthe need of a special interpreter to each af heavenly tariwledge ^But if the sori 8 n hour’s This occurred 9ot onc? 
group of heavenly Knowledge, ¡»ut it tne so i on]y, several timeSi a^ at diffeijeni

That there took place a remarkable Xelictopr^sionS thXorld of hu- placcs whcre re31ded’

to MateMdne«; •
"the wonderful works of God.” The cau,B^ caps ,, 1 I have berries, crapes and peachas a year old,

tbi« •■Hrtv Rnirlt” G°d will be in all qpr othoughts and fresh as when picked. I.nsad the California world cannot receive this Holy bpirlt - d Shan fully realize that in Cold Process. Do not heat orseal the frult,.just 
by faith; to refuse to believe in it is .. . d h v r put it up cold, Keeps perfectly fresh, and costs
Hho n rnnn nhuttinc himself UD in a 111111 • nve aad-ruoye anu nave uui ttlmoat nothing; can put up a bushel In tanlike a man snutung nimbeu np m _u. being,” and that the Holy Influence of minutes. Last year Isold directions to over 120 
room almost air-tlgut, preauiing xne „. All-Embracinir ‘and All-Pervasive I families In one week ¡.anyone will pay a dollar same air till it becomes foul, instead of 1 "is All tamo a S been “brood- for directions when tSey seo tho beautiful sam- 
^ontno- th« window and lettinc in the I and Persuasive bplrlthas Deen croon- ple30t As thoreare many people poor openin0 the windowana Jetting in,1 waters” right down the like myself, I consider ir my duty to give my
fresh breezes that blow gently outside. I . -hrouch all the experience to such and feel confident anyone

Why does not the Spirit of God im- vaat age? 01 , „ pas d can make one or two hundred dollars round„™„5Lor,vi»>d in rl-rhtnnnsneRH and stages of evolution, striving to be ex- homelnafewdaysv I will mall sample ot fruit 
S"SKI &g»-jjcsesasos» 

lX:n?W i?^^ ^reeS£" Ond “ "PaSSeth U“’
ways of equity and righteousness, it has derstanamg. . ■ : ,

A curious question is opened up by an 
article of Mr. Raymond Blathwayt’s in 
“Great Thoughts," describing a recent 
visit to the Royal Normal School for 
th% Blind. An essay was read by one 
of the boys, dealing with a recent ex
cursion to St Paul's Cathedral, and 
stating that the blind students 
“climbed to the highest point, and 
greatly enjoyed the magnificent view of 
London” spread out at their feet The 
possibility of this apparently inexplica
ble fact was confirmed by Dr. Campbell, 
the principal of the school, himself per
haps the most remarkable blind man in 
the kingdom. Dr. Campbell said:

“Why, of course they enjoyed it. 
Their one great desire when they got to 
the top of the dome was to see the Crys
tal Palace in the distance. Do you 
think I don't enjoy views? I frequently 
go to Switzerland, and I have climbed 
Mont Blanc for the view. I have been 
to all the great picture galleries in 
Europe, and I can honestly say that no 
one appreciates the old masters more 
than I do.”

All that Dr. Campbell could be got to 
say in explanation was, “Ah! that is the 
secret of the blind!”

It Is pretty well understood,now that' 
the division of the senses according to 
the five recognized sense organs is 
largely an arbitrary one. Thus it is as
serted that the canals of the ear get as 
organs of the “sense of balance.” and 
perhaps also of locality and direction; 
we have also seen a "sense of posture” 
mentioned by a recent writer. Blitid 
people are said tó know, by a sense 
akin to hearing, when there is any per
son or obstacle in their way; but we 
should much like to have some elucida
tion of this “sense of scenery” in the 
blind. Can any reader throw any light 
upon this apparent paradox?

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of "Tho World Beaulltut," "Kato Field,* 
"Attar Her Death," "From Dreamland Sent," etc, 

.With portrait. 16mo. Cloth, gilt. Price »1.25. The 
writer of this "Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning" 
has thrown the book into llvechapters, with sub-tltlos 
as follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. "Summer Snow of Apple 

Blossoms;" Muslc-Flow of Pindar; Friends la the 
Unseen,

LOVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Friend;
Vita Nouva; "One Day, My Siren."

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; In Casa 
Quldl; Florentine Days; Walter Savage Landor.

ABT AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 
Clasped Hands; Kate Field's Records; Mrs. 
Browning's Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Lawn; Modern Scientific Thought; The Consider* 
•tion of Genius.

For Salo at this offlM. -

H1S Birth, Character and 
mnnV/nL I Doctrine. By Edward Gib
bon. This is No. 6 ot the Library ot Liberal 
Classics. It is conceded to be historically cor
rect, and so exact and perfect in every detail as 
to be practically beyond the reach ot adverse 
criticism. This work will be found intensely 
Interesting. Price. 25 cents.

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists of a course of lectures 
delivered in the trance state, and is certainly no 
small ccutribution to the study of the soul. It 
is a goou work to open the eyes to the difference 
between the deductive and inductive process of 
mind. Bound in cloth, IL For sale at this 
office.

Tte Proufs dt Life >r Death

«The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
BA an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit- 
J.CK. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It la laden with rich, thought* 
fol spirituality. Price $L
“The New Life.” By Leroy Bertier. 

Eminently suggestive along the lines ot 
“new thought" Excellent in tone and . 
tendencies. Price, cloth, $1.

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History ot the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state- 
jnent of facts concerning the efforts ot 
church leaders to get control ot the gov 
eminent ■ An important wortt - 
25 cents.

A Twentieth Century Symposium.

. An assembly and collation of letters 
and expressions from eminent scientists 
and thinkers of the world, giving the 
strongest and best reasons known to 
the world to-day, as substantial evi
dence of the continued existence of ¿he 
soul after death. Arranged under the 

several heads of Science, Psychical Re
search, Philosophy, Spiritualism. With 
a special contribution on Immortality 
from New Standpoints.

Compiled and edited by Robert J. 
Thompson, Late Special Envoy of the 
United States to the President of the 
French Republic.

A work of especial value, giving the 
views of a large number of eminent 
persons. Finely- printed and bound. 
Price ?2. For sale at this office.

INDUCE
year Neighbor‘to Subtflba for Ths 

Progressive Thinks.
Now is the time to extend the circula

tion ot The Ptogresslvg Thinker, it 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news %lth which every ouo should ba 
familiar. No other paper published on 
thia earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich th* 
Bind, Bend in a subBcrigUoU

6
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KIND,

call

engage- 
and De-

or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be-

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may bo cast 
Into the waste basket.

AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
OFFICE WE PAY NO'ATTENTION TO 
ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL
MATTER, OF WHATEVER 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

Lyman 6. Howe is open for 
menta for September, October

The Spiritualistic Field~lts Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over,

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I Tak» due notice that Iteme for thl» 
Is alone responsible for any assertions I page In order to Insure Insertion must

lieving that the cause of truth, can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Vrogiesslye Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about tour 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
»nd it is essential that all copy, to in
jure Insertion in the paper, all other re- 
juirements being favorable, should ne 
written plainly with Ink on white 
japer, or with a typewriter, and only on 
>ne side of the paper. Please bear this 

■ 'n mind.
ITEMS,—Bear in mind that items tor 

ihe General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many Stems would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
tor this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address ot 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not. comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
thia office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

- \ - July 22,1905.

R68 a B6B OF typOWolfl?» | L. V. Richmond: Leaving their home in
—--------------- --------------------—r—— — I Rogers Park, Jiljl 2, Sr. aid Mis. Rich-

- We no to pres» eariy Monday morn« mond will be at Corm Pa., July 3 to 14; 
Ing, hence communication» Intended for Cuba, N. Y., July ,14gto -21i Lily Dale, 
that current Issue should reach thl» N, Y., 21 to 28;, Lake Brady, Ohio, July 
office not later than the previous Satur- 30, and Mantua,* Ohio, Aug 1 to 6, in
day morning. Bear this in mind. elusive; Onset, Mass” Aug. 7 to 14;

■ . ■...■■ • ■ Unity Camp (near Lynn, Mass.) Aug. 20
to 27; New Yortt'CitjPdnd the Catskills, 

the depot, and continued alt the way to Sept. 1 to (abbüt) éfet. 15. Services 
Chicago; the songs varied,'trom coon will commence'àt thé 'Church of the 
songs to doxologies, orations included. Soul, In Chicagé/JSuntlky, September 17, 
Every one feels better for having spent 1905. m-, 1» .

TOPIC FOR TH& PROOREBBiVE 
LYCEUM.

Spnday, July 23, 1905, S. E. 58: "Our 
Motto."

cember. During November he lectures 
at Pittsburg, Pa. ’ His home address is 
Fredonia, N. Y.

Mrs. 8. Garber writes from Des 
t Moines, Iowa: "Mrs. DeWolf Kiser is 

. our angel guide, and as honest as the 
day. Everybody loves her. She is lo
cated here and doing a fine work, and 

' has spread the light of our much-loved 
cause, amThas started many on the 
right road for investigation."

Mrs, Kirchner writes: "The first of a 
series of summer socials given by the 
Rising Sun Mission was held on Satur
day evening, July 8, at Sister Montgom
ery’s home, 24 Jackson Place. The in
terest manifested in these socials was 
apparent by the large number who at
tended. Every chair in, their home was 
taken, and our president haH to send

Her body apparently lifeless, and 
with the attending physician's assur
ance that life was extinct, Mr. and Mrs. 
Sampson Blake, parents ot Miss Flossie 
Blake, of Torrington, Conn., set out to 
prepare tor the child’s burial.- Three 
hours after her apparent death, and as 
the undertaker was about to commence 
his duties, signs of life were apparent 
and the physician was summoned. 
Within an hour the girl was conscious 
and spoke to those about her. Hopes 
are entertained for her recovery.

The Bangs Sisters will be in attend
ance at the Chesterfield camp. Their 
spirit letter-writings are marvelous 
spirit productions.

E. W. Sprague writes from James
town, N. Y.: “I met poor old Mr. A. C. 
Adams the other day, to whom you so 
kindly gave a year’s subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker last year. He is 
failing, but keeps his mind pretty well, 
and enjoys the paper very much. He 
gives them put to his neighbors after 
he reads them. He gets the ‘great’ sum 
of three dollars per month from the city 
to help support himself and wife. Last 
winter our Jamestown society yoted 315 
out of the treasury to help them. They 
are good old Spiritualists, and I do hope 
they may never be obliged to go to the 
poofhouSb.” .

Mr. Hassman writes: “The North 
Star Spiritual Union, which has during 
the months of June, July and August, 
closed its' Sunday meetings at the hall, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue,^ will hold a 
basket picnic at Jefferson Park, on Sun
day, July 23. AH are invited and wel
come to be with (is, and have, a good 
social time. At 3 o'clock there Will be 
a spiritual service with lecture and 
test. The lecture will be-given by the 
noted minister and doctor, P. M. Esser. 
Testa will be given by Mrs, Johanna 
Rennau. Good-food will spiritualize in
vestigators. Jefferson Park can be 
reached by the Milwaukee avenue car 
to the end, and there take Jefferson 
Park car to the end.”

R. F. Livermore writes from Corry, 
Pa.: “A very large and cultured audi
ence greeted Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond 
of Chicago, III., on Sunday morning, 
July 9, at the opera house, when her 
guides, after answering a number of 
questions, presented by the audience, 
delivered in their usual masterly man
ner a discourse on the subject (selected 
by the audience), ‘What is the Object 
and Alin of Human Life on this Planet?' 
All present were highly entertained, in
structed. and pelased. Nearly all ex-' 
pressed a wish for more of such, golden 
gains of wisdom.”

Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie, one Of the 
best speakers on the lostrum, stopped 
in the city a short time last week on 
her way from Lake .Brady camp to 
Chesterfield, Ind. She will remain at 
the camp there during its entire ses; 
sipn, and take charge of the lyceum.

Wm W. Clemens writes from Marlon,

several dozen more chairs from his 
home to accommodate the crowd. The 
evening will be long remembered as an 
enjoyable affair, as the talent was of 
the best in solos and recitations. A 
goodly number of spirit messages were 
given by Sisters Trafton and Weaver, 
after which a very fine luncheon was 
served, such as only the ladies of the 
Mission can prepare. We extend a cor
dial invitation to all to attend these so
cials as they are given for the benefit 
of the temple fund. Our next will be 
held on Saturday, July 22, at Sister 
Darby’s 938 W. Van Buren street.”

Capt T. J. West writes from Browns- 
ooro/Ore.: "I am now ready to accept 
iny call to a spiritual church or society 
In Indiana or Ohio, after the first of Sep
tember next. If any reference or rec
ommendation is needed, I will refer 
such to Moses Hull, or the Spiritual So
ciety at Ashland,- Oregon. I was a 
Congregational minister for ten years, 
but grew out of orthodoxy some fifteen 
years ago;”

W. D. Noyes writes from Milwaukee, 
Wis.: "Our Spiritual service at Frater
nal hall is largely attended. We will 
close meetings August 1. We would 
like to engage with societies for fall and 
winter, in Western Wisconsin and 
Eastern Minnesota. Our address will 
be 1134 Sycamore street, Milwaukee, 
Wis., until August 1; then Wonewoc, 
Wis., until the close of that camp, Aug. 
27.”

the day at beautiful Lake Bluff. The. _ cTi'^BT^oiz-uiMrs who 
chocolate set was not raffled on thia
date, as all the tickets had not been ac-counted for, but wBl take place some ep^ to ^lecture

with societies Ashing the services of ive Ihinker for the date. Before bosd- nn inspirational' lecturer, psychome- 
ing the train at Lake Bluff oui good I trist and dramfluc artist. Terms most 
hostess Invited our club and jolly reasonable .especially for long engage- 
crowd to.hold such another p cnic on mentB Address P.‘O. Box 115, Seattle, 
the grounds or Minnetonka Cottage on
Labor Day. Three cheers for Laura G. ‘ ______ ,i________ ______
Flen and the W. C, T. U. home!” _ ■ IT,„ ' ~

J. 8. F. writes from Pine City, Mich.: , stariUml-
“The Woodside Spiritualist Society "t Soe ety wfll have for
Pine City, Minn., held its annual picnic m,. P arn/ia
ualmt^Sanatory fT^
shores of beautiful Lake Pakegama. It ¿^‘“door11 we?-
was well attended. The speakers and |* nlp„ nU Open d00r' A" wU 
test mediums were the well known Mrs, . ’
S. M. Lowell, Mrs. E. P. Mannewoll and blllrlte" of Paris, France,
Mrs. Paul Buehler; all ot Minneapolis, edited by Allan Kardec, reviews Dr. 
The officers ot the Woodside Spiritual- Bland’s book, “In the World Celestial,” 
1st Society are: Mr. J. Weststrum, ln an appreciative!style and In a man
president; Mr. C. Gustafson, vlce-presl- ner to attract a sympathetic interest of 
dent; Mr. C. Pool, secretary;. Mrs. -C. the readers of that great spiritual mag- 
Gustafson, treasurer; trustees—Mr. Os- azine. Dr. Bland has recently received 
car Foreman, Mr. J, Pool and Mr. J. S. a letter from Paris'proposing a French 
Fritzen. Our society is not large, but translation of his very Interesting book. 
It has a good start and is chartered un- Mrs. L. Wilson .writes: “The White 
der the state association. With the Key Spiritual Society of Bellaire, Ohio,
help of good spirits and of good mor- held its first open ’meeting in the city 
tals, we hope to live long and do lots hall on July 9. Thé O. S. A. mission- 
of good for our .fellow-men.” ary, Mrs. Anna E. Baird of Elyria, Ohio,

Ella J. Bloom writes: “The Illinois gàve'two lectures which were well re
Sunflower Club held Its regular monthly celved and highly appreciated. She also 
meeting at 1802 N. ' Ashland avenue, gave tests which were readily recog- 
Four new members were added to our n,z,eiJJ)y ^ose to whom they came, 
roll, and new names handed in for con- wh ch gave great satisfaction to the so- 
sideration. We now number 48 mem- piety, and we hope to have the> pleasure 
hers. Our next regular meeting will be of haying her return again in the future, 
held at Mrs. E. J. Bloom’s 892 Turner This society received ata name from^the 
avenue, second flat. August 8, at 1:80 bp,Vj,L~ oi

Take an Ogden avenue car to guiding light in the Ohio valley.

Ill.: "I noticed some time ago you pub
lished a little poem, each verse ending 
with the language, ‘Nothing is ever set
tled till It is settled right.’ You cred
ited it to some, weekly. This poem is 
one written by Mrs. Ella Wheeler Wll-Z 
cox, and is found in her book of poems 
entitled ‘Poems of Power,’ and is in
dexed as ‘An Inspiration.’ ’’

W. E. Hart, the trumpet, medium, has 
fully- recovered his health, and will an
swer calls to hold seances. Address 
him at No. 421 North 11th street, Rich
mond, Ind.

Mrs. F. F. Spangler writes from Pitts
burg, Kansas: “The Pittsburg,-Kansas, 
Spiritualist Society, organized January 
15, 1905, has had well attended Bunday 
evening meetings. It has a charter di
rect from the state. Mrs. Nancy Coles 
of Wier City, Kans., has been ordained. 
We have the services of Mrs. Sara C. 
Scovell once every month as speaker."

Mrs. Nina D. Challen of Toledo, Ohio, 
leaves home for Canton, Ohio, July 16, 
and will be at'Lake Brady, July 30, as 
message bearer, following the lecture of 
Cora L. V. Richmond. Mrs. Challen 
will be absent froin’home five or -slx< 
weeks as she is engaged for that length 
of time at camp.

B. F. Seguin writes from Minneapolis, 
Minn}; “I have made the acquaintance 
of a gentleman who, I think, should be 
known all over the world. He, during 
his sufferings, has composed some im
pressive poems. They are-full , ot food 
fof~the brain, and illustrate both sides

J. C. F. Grumbine will meet his old 
and new friends, and form classes and ■ 
give-lectures on development, at Free
ville, N. Y., from July 30 to August 6, 
and at Lily Dale, N. Y.. from August 13 
to August 26. These are the only camps 
he will visit.

Mrs. Nellie S. Baade of 411 Vermont 
avenue, Detroit, Mich., has'open dates 
lor February, March and May of 1906. 

“•Anyone desiring her services, for these 
months, kindly write1 to her as soon as 
possible. She will be at home during 
the summer months, and .will officiate 
at funerals whenever called upon.

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: "Although, 
raining Sunday evening, July 9, the at
tendance was very large at the services 
of the Rising Sun Mission held at the 
home of the President, 22 Jackson 

■ Place. Our sister, Mrs. Fravel was at 
her best, her guides selecting as their 
subject, "The Prodigal Son.” We al
ways welcome her to our platform, and 
she is always assured of a large audi
ence. Our choir rendered some very 
fine selections during the evening which 
was a treat for all. Spirit messages 
were given through the guides.of Mrs. 
Coombs, Mrs. Weaver and Brother 
Thompson, all of which were factors in 
convincing a number of skeptics that 
we all live afer the change called 
death. Quite a large number have 
Joined our mission since we have 
bought our temple. We now feel that 
the spirit world is guiding us in our 
work more than ever. Our meetings 
will bo held every Sunday night during 
July and August at our. president's 
home, 22 Jackson Place. Our speaker 
for Sunday,. July 23 will be Dr. Rowell, 
a very talented orator and a former 
Methodist minister. We-welcome all 
to our services.'

of one’s life. As a sample I will 
your attention to this:

It seems a great pity, - 
So many in a city 
Who seem to be witty, 
None are wise.

Gem of Thought:'—
To leave undone the things, not one, 

That fills a heart with cheer;
With thought and deed, to fill each 

need,
To win wjth love, not fear.

To do our best and trust the rest,
With strength and courage true;

To hold that right is purely might. 
Our motto old yet new.
For information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas,

Parkland Heights,. Pa., Camp. Open».
The second annual session of Park

land Heights Spiritualist. Home and 
Camp-meeting Association opened on 
Sunday morning, July 9, 1905, at 10:30, 
at the auditorium which was gaily deco
rated with blunting and choice, fragrant 
flowers, while from a near-by pole, 
"Old Glory” triumphantly waved its 
colors. f

Mrs. H. M. Shope ably presided at

MR. GEORGE A. BACON.

His Severe lllnëss Stilt Continues.

Turner avenue, walk half block south. ----- ..................... .............
We hope every member will endeavor A CONJUGAL PHENOMENON, 
to be present? A card party will he ——
given for the benefit of the Sunflower A lady and a gentleman among the up- 
Club, Saturday’evenlng, July 22, at the per ten, 
home of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Bloom, 892 Formed a conjugal attachment and 
Turner avenue. A pleasant evening is concluded to. unite 
assured all. Light refreshments to be In the holy bonds of wedlock and an- 
served. Game to begin promptly at • nounce it tb all men, , 
8:30 p. m. Take Ogden avenue car to At a brilliant iBoston wedding where 
Turner avenue; halt block south; sec- . were bidden'.th'e elite. ■ > 
ond flat.” They were both most highly cultured,

Eva L. Stewart writes: "The Hyde and. thelr heada completely
Park Occult Society will be entertained crammed ■ 
on July 23, by Miss M. Burgess, sister With'aesthetic education, duch as 
of Dr. Burgess, Her subject will be may be gathered there. ' 
‘Indians.’ Havlnr had some thirty Ere the honeymoon was,over they were 
years’ association with them, she will I ' .properly.programmed ' 
undoubtedly give us some very interest- por mog; unHiffled voyage that 
ihg things In regard to them. If she is had happened anywhere, 
like her-brother we will surely get ।-., ,,
something good. The Doctor has coil- He was strangle pfllished iron, she 
seated to be present that night and give was strong as,polished steel; 
messages. On July 2, we will give, an Both were cargqetUwlth opinions not 
ice cream social and dance at our hall. to be Infringed,upon;
Something new will, be introduced in Each was bouwl tp give the other an 
the social part of it and all who come entirely honest^eal,
will have a good time." And be burled, cj<?pe together when

Some one writes from Niagara Falls, tlie days i?X B^..were gone.
N. Y„ but does not sign name. That I He a Liberal aha Freethinker, pledged 
should always accompany the item, to progress and'-the New;" 
The writer speaks as follows of Mrs. A. she a Baptist}’staunch and loyal to 
G. Atcheson’s work: “We closed our the creed Subscribed unto, 
meeting last Sunday until the first Sun- Two flags flew 'tlpon their frigate, ever 
day in September, In order to give;Mrs. equalljt 'in VieW^ .o
Atcheson a little rest as far as her work m8 read “PriigresB;” - upon yellow, 
as pastor is concerned, but as her pri- I ' hers, “CohBewatiBm,” on blue. 
vate work is so extensive, I do not1 feel " ;1 ■ , N,
that she will receive very much rest un- How they ever copld have done it I will 
less she closed up her home, and seeks „ .?°t^ssay tp tell, 
other apartments for a few weeks—say But both held Jo their opinions, never
at beautiful, restful LUy Dale. As pas- ' givipg up a ppl.nt;. •
tor of our little church, Mrs. Atcheson It may seem,truth warped to tell It hut 
has certainly worked very hard and un- they dId not make a ae"> . / 
ceasingly for the past three years. Her Nor did Love, their little cupid, suffer
lectures and communications are purely an“ 6®t out of joint.-
Spirltual, and are listened to by large they died the Baptist lady, robed 
audiences of cultured people who . say fOp resurrection day, 
they never heard better or, more in- was interred in formal fashion, in a 
structive lectures than those given lot all fair and wide;
through her. If all' our Spiritualists -^hen ae died he was: cremated, floating 
were workers like Mrs. Atcheson. for . -|jlue smoice ;away,' 
the cause, we would soon grow In great Save an urn of sacfed ashes, which is 
numbers. May her success for the com- buried by her side,
ing years be still greater, and her path '
during life be strewn with roses, is the Don’t you think if -R should happen that 
wish of her co-workers,,and a reader of the resurrection morn
The Progressive Thinker." . Were a thousand! - years ■ in coming,

The third annual bazaar under the I
auspices of the Lynn Spiritualists Asso- There would beas much confusion when 
ciation was auspiciously opened at ■ „ '
Unity Camp, Wednesday, July 12 and To c°ll«ot. .the lady-s -body as -her 
continued through-to Saturday. There hU^baEMMA^OODkTUTTLE 
was a large attendance for an opening EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.,
day, and in the afternoon at 3 o’clock, . —. - —.. . . ■■■ —-
the hour announced for Mrs. May. 8. FORM OF MARRIAGE SERVICE 
Pepper to occupy tne platforjn, the '- • . ■ ■ '
large pavilion was nearly filled with.an » . ’ ... ¿ial|ona1 sni-it.
audience of people eager and anxious to Recommended by the National Spirit- 
see and hear this wonderful test me- uallsts Association.

There is a fine thought in this.”
Mrs: H. C. Webster writes: “I enjoy 

reading your paper, and feel;that it.is 
doing much good in the world, .and I; 
trust you will be fitted inore and moire 
for the great Work that lies before you 
for humanity. We are on the eve of 
great events and time honored customs 
will pass away.” . . ■

Mrs. S. D. Hoard writes: "On July 2, 
thè Spiritualists ofWheeler, Mich., were 
fortunate enough to secure Mrs. Aman
da Coffman of Grand Rapids, tor’ two 
lectures. 'The lectures were given In a 
new barn recently ejected on the farm 
of L. P. Mitchell. A large. crowd of 
about six hundred listened to the lec
tures. Her'blindfolded tests were ap
preciated by all. Three years ago Mrs. 
Coffman gave two lectures at Wheeler 
and we hope to have her lecture to us 
again in thè future.” r . '

Mrs. Ella Johnson 'Bloom writes: 
“The Illinois Sunflower Club, auxiliary 
to the III.' S. S. ' Association,' held its 
basket picnic on the Fourth of July at 
Lake Bluff, on the grounds of the Min
netonka Cottage. ; In spite of the rain a 
goodly number of Chicago Spiritualists 
were present. A delightful time was 
had, thanks to our - charming hostess, 
Mrs. Laura G. Flxen, vice-president ot 
the I. S. S; A., who surely knows how to 
eutertam and make people comfortable. 
After partaking of the good things car
ried with us, a large circle was formed 
under the trees' and many-spirit toes- 
sages were given by the mediums pres
ent. The-young people strolled to the 
lake and.enjoyed the beauties there. 
The spirit of good time followed us all 
the way home. The influence was so 
strong that a song service was begun at

The friends of Mr. Bacon, and of 
Spiritualism, will be pained to learn 
that his prolonged illness still continues 
despite the best medical efforts, nurs
ing, and the constant loving care of his 
most devoted life companion and wite, 
Mrs. Louise L. Bacon. They have left 
their home in Washington, D. C., and 
moved north to CHftondale, Mass., near 
Boston. They are now near their only 
child, Mrs. Belle Bacon Bond, and her 
family, besides other near relations.

Mrs. Bacon writes, July 2: "Mr. Ba
con stood the journey better than I had 
expected} but he was taken most care
fully all the way. I had a compart
ment, and he was carried and put into 
It by thé physicians .and me, His con
dition since arriving here Ib about the 
same; is slightly improved if there is a 
change. He sits up in a chair a part of 
the day and seems worse nights.

“We are living in the home our 
daughter came to when a bride, and in 
which four of her children were born. 
It is a large beautiful home—some 15 or 
16 rooms in It, large halls, and iB cool 
arid comfortable. If my George can 
only get so he can be around, and enjoy 
life, we can be very happy. I am' so 
anxious about him i can think of little 
else.”

All readers of the Splriiual papers, to 
which Mr. Bacon has been a talented 
contributor so many years, will send 
him thoughts with healing on their 
wings. EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

the organ, accompanied by Mr. H. M. 
Shope.

Services opened with singing by the 
congregation, after which the president, 
Richard F. Adams,. in a few earnest 
words, gave the address of welcome, 
extending to all the freedom of the 
grounds.

President Adams then introduced 
Miss Elizabeth M. Fish, secretary of the 
society, who voiced an original poem 
entitled “Welcome,” which embodied 
our aims and hopes tor Parkland, giv
ing to all a loyal welcome to come and 
join In this great work.

Captain F. J. Keffer, honorary presi
dent of the hirst Association of Spirit
ualists, was introduced and in an earn
est, dignified manner spoke from the 
heart of the foundation work now fairly 
begun at this beautiful rural spot; how

HiMLYA:’,
(THE KOLA COMPOUND) | h

The African Kola. Punt la Nature's 'Positive ' 
Cure for HAY-yEVEH and ASTMA. Since Its ' 
recent discovery tbit reinurkublo botanical pro- 
duct hua coiuelnto universal ucc In the Hoapltala 
of Europe and America as an unfailing spedflo, 
proving that , '

HAY-FEVER
» —and«— ,

ASTHMA can be CURED.
Mr. W.IL KeUox, 317 48th 6t..NowparChuwfl, Va-, writefl 

Jan. i3d, was a helpleisu invalid and waa cured of Hay« 
tfever and ABtlnnaby Himab'a, oiler lb years’ Buttering, 
Nr*. J. E. Nardykc, of H1H City, Kuno., write» Jan. £5th. 
had H*y-Fever and Anikinaforteoyears andcouldgeO 
no relief until cured by ilhuulya. Hr. D. L. Cloinc, Hfl 1 

, Morris fit,, Philadelphia, vrltea. Jan. ICHi, Doctors did 
mo no good, but Hltnalya cured mo. Mr. W. F. CaanbelL 
Sanbornville, N. H., also writes Feb. CL!:, that Hhnaly» 
cured lilt son. Kot. JrederkL F. Mynit, tlio noted Evan« 
f clUt.of Abilene, Toxas, writes April 15th, 1005,1 never 
osean opportunity to recommend Hhnulya, asitcured 

moot Hay-Feveraud Asthma, and have never had any 
return of tho disease.

Hundreds of others send similar testimony 
proving Himalya a truly wonderful remedy. Ad 
ihe Kola Plant is a ppedflc constitutional cure
for the disease. Hay-Fever sufferers should nob 
fell to take advantage of this opportunity to 
teoure a remedy which will positively cure them. 
Toprove the power of this new botanical discov- 

y°u suffer from Hay-Fever or Asthma, wo 
will send yon one trial case by mail entirely free. 
It costs you absolutely nothing. Write today to the 
Kola Importing Co., 1102 Broadway, Hew York«

dlum. Mrs. Pepper preceded her mes- ; ” -—— .....
sages and tests with an able and inter-1 (Note of Advice to irfinisters: All per- 
estlng. address, in which she presented , gons ordained or authorized by the Na- 
some practical thoughts and good ad- tionhl or State Associations of Splrltu- 
vice. She scored people who wear alists to perform the marriage service 
masks, and who greet their friends so. should always , inform themselves re- 
gracefully • pnd bestow compliments on gar ding state and municipal laws where 
them and the members of their families they are called upon to officiate, and 
to their faces, and then .behind their comply therewith, thereby assuring the 
backs say unkind things'about I them. (¿ganty of the marriage.)
We should pray for a Spiritualism that The following service is recommend- 
wlll elevate as well as teach. Through ea for u30; - ' ,
Spiritualism our friendships in this life inasmuch as it is not meet in the infl- 
which have. been, broken by (he passing Bjte order of things that man ; should 
on of our dear loved ones-from . the live alone, neither is It intended that 
earth life will be ’united. Sb let us live woman should be companionless; as 
hot for ourselves alone, but for all hu- ghe is to be a helpmate unto man, so is 
manity, and by so doing we will help to to supplement and fill.her life, as 
make our millenium while here in the jier companion an'd protector. She is 
earth'life, that, we are to enjoy in the pot to be given to him in ownership, nor 
hereafter.. The speaker said that Spir- hg he to be subservient unto her, -Each 
Itualism and all other beliefs and mate- j3 to be the equal of the other and In all 
rial things in.this life-are too often him things share alike.’ Therefore Is mar- 
dered and Injured mo'.-e by people with- ri'age made blessed, for it adds joy and 
in their own folds than in any other strength to all who seek its holy estate, 
way, and that greater help toward our \ye are here assembled to witness the 
progress is being frequently received by union of this rdsin ’and this woman .in 
famous men and women .who are on. the the sacred bond# of7 wedlock.
outside of our circles, and if religion Does anyone rSereJpresent- know any 
and the uplifting of humanity are to reaSon why thiS'mair and this woman 
progress as they should, we must try to may not.be lawfully .joined in matri- 
eliminate this evil from them. The mony. T’' !
grounds of the camp were prettily deco- ■ you will' novf’join tyour right hands, 
rated with flags and Chinese lanterns, jj0 each of you solemnly promise before' 
and the various booths neatly arranged these witnesses' here'Kssembled and. the 
and loaded with a’variety of useful and angel world to iiUe tnd other to be your 
fancy articles, most of them the handi- lawfully wedde&£Iiomphnlon? Both an- 
work of the lady members of the asso- Swer, "I Will.” ■ ' ’"c-1 - ,
elation, while a number were presented As the ring, like tfle circle, is without 
by friends. beginning and Withdfil end, so is. it a

Ella J. Bloom writes: “A test circle fitting symbol 'of thd".affection of the 
will be given for the-Sunflower Club, at Soul.
the home of Mrs. Johanna Rennau, 1802 with tills ring Ihnnfting shme to man 
N.. Ashland'avenue, July 27. Many test and he placing it upon the third finger 
mediums will be in attendance. A good | of her left .hand)1’- ai3' a - symbol you 
spiritual feast is what we promise you. pledge your faith8and'plight your troth. 
We will be pleased to welcome you all. And now in thOresence of these wit- 
Take a Lincoln avenue electric car uerses, in accordance with the laws ot 
down town to School street; walk one the state of—and by virtue of the

A Surprise Party.
The ladies of the Harmonial Society 

of Sturgis, Mich., gave Mr. and Mrs. 
Thonias Harding a emprise on July 13. 
Sickness and other unavoidable 
causes detained many at their homes, 
but those who attended enjoyed the oc
casion} Many spiritual occurrences 
were related, which could not be ex
plained on any hypothesis but that of 
the spiritual. , Mrs. Levina Beldon told 
of wonderful materializations which she 
had witnessed, declared that she could 
not have been deceived because she rec
ognized her husband, when he came so 
tangibly that she was able to hold his 
hand' until it dematerialized and the 
form'sank, as it were, through the floor, 
which was done in fulfillment of a 
promise by him previously made to her.

Mr. Harding told how he was con
vinced of the truth ot spirit return by 
being awakened from sleep at midnight, 
and Mrs. H.—a conscientious church 
member was used as the agent ot his 
convlncement. He told of his having 
seen and conversed -with his daughter 
at the, deathbed 'of hie sdn, seventeen 
years‘after her'body had been buried in 
the ocean, and which like all the proofs 
which came to him in his own home, 
came unexpectedly and unsought. He 
told how his wife, when pillowed, in a 
rocking chair (for she was very sick) 

. was lifted, chair and all, into the air 
and held suspended there, while some 
fluid, Which she 'described as magnet
ism, poured through her frame, enter
ing at the crown of her head and pass-’ 
Ing out at her feet, and how after 15 
minutes of such treatment the pillows 
and chhlr were lowered to the floor, 
and she found that she was cured. He 
said that it would take a large volume 
to relate all he had seen In his house of 
a Spiritualistic character, no medium 
being present, except his wife were 
one, or perhaps himself.

After tea, Mrs. Anderson of Sturgis, 
read a poem of Mr. Harding, entitled 
“A Wild Bird Caged," which represent
ed the spirit as a wild bird and the ma
terial body as the cage, which had a 
large circulation twenty years ago and 
had been "read at the funeral of a rela
tive of Mr. AndergOn (Mrs. Nathan 
poem of Mrs. Hernans, a poet of 100 
meeting Mr. Harding recited an old 

.poem of Mrs. Hemens, a Poet of 100 
years back, to represent the style in 
which boys “spoke their pieces” when 
he was at school 70 years ago.

’■ The “presiding elder” of the Harmo- 
nlal Society was represented by his 
wife, Mrs. Collar, and all who were 
present on the occasion enjoyed them
selves immensely.

It is supposed that, the report of the 
recent June meeting,'which appeared in 
The Progressive Thinker, was what'in-’ 
spired the Harmonial ladies to the

years ago this very location was de
signed by the spirit friends ot progress 
for a camp ground.

Hon. Thonias M. Locke, president of 
the Philadelphia Society of Spiritualists 
and also one of the directors of our 
camp society, was introduced, and 
stated that all could see for themselves 
the needed improvements had been 
made since last season. The commodi
ous tent in front of the auditorium, and 
the dining-room and kitchen adding 
much to the comfort of visitors.' These 
we now desired to pay for, and be 
headed a subscription list with a bank 
note and so enthused the people that 
several others soon followed with their 
generous donations uatii a neat sum 
was raised.

An invocation was then given by Geo. 
W- Kates, followed by Mrs. Kates who 
delivered the address of the morning in 
a beautiful, Impressive manner. Mrs. 
Kates never falls to command the 
close attention of her audience, for she 
always has something well worth the 
saying, then she puts her soul into what 
she says.
' At the close of the lecture, there was 
a solo by Mrs. H. M. Shope, then Mrs. 
Kates again stepping to the front, gave 
names of spirit friends, with message» 
to several present, which were recog
nized as correct. After more singing, 
the morning session closed.

Shortly after' 2 o’clock the afternoon 
services opened with the usual singing, 
after which President Adams an
nounced that there would be one hour 
conference, and called first upon Cap
tain Keffer, who responded in his usual 
heartfelt manner, dwelling upon the 
combination of Truth, Honesty and 
Justice as forming the basic principle ot 
true living.

Mr. Locke being called upon, con
tinued his talk of the morning.by dwell- 
ing"tm our work.

Mrs. Kates gave an invocation, then 
came the lecture of the afternoon by G. 
W. Kates, who began by speaking ot 
the dmount of work which had been ac
complished on these grounds since he 
was here one year ago. Bo much that 
he was almost astonished. Then, he 
had some doubts as to our succeeding, 
but now he no longer doubts; thought 
we would succeed even beyond our 
present expectation.

After a beautiful solo by Mrs. H. M. 
Shope, which was greatly appreciated, 
Mrs. Kates again gave readings In her 
usual pleasing manner; then came a 
little talk by Mrs. Augusta Volk, in a 
sympathetic manner which appealed to 
all.

The following mediums then gave 
readings: Mrs. Elizabeth Cutler, Mrs. 
Fannie Essinganger and Mrs. Mary 
Weber, which wei;e well received.

The Ladles’ Aid, pledged to work for 
the good of Parkland, with Julia R. 
Locke as President, Annie B. Fulmer, 
treasurer; Elizabeth M. Fish, secretary, 
and 23 members, will this summer take 
charge of the dining-room, and provide 
dinners and suppers to those who de
sire such. '

Next Sunday we expect to have with us 
speaker and medium, Samuel Wheeler 
and Mrs. F. E.' Luce.

ELIZABETH M. FISH,
Secretary.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially, 

bound In cloth.
No other publishing house in the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the “Encyclope- 
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Lite than can ba 
dug tip in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.” ।

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. , 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land," "Art: 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed" 
and “A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands,” 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
"Letters From the Spirit World,” writ- I 
ten through the mediumship ot that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle tn modern business 
enterprise!

Longley’s Choice Collection OF
BEAUTIFUL SONGS.

Here 13 a book ot songs tor public meetings 
and the home that is full of music and poetry 
that reach the houI. The book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 70 sougs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
"These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to the home; they arc spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentimentjo the cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Howe.

“This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.”—Dawning Light.

“The songs and music are of a nature to in
spire those who hear them with new aud higher 
resolves.” D. W, Hull.

“There are some things in our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One m mine 
has been fresh for fifty years. 1 went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, Prof. S. B, Brittan, 
butlhaveno recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name,* The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley,the song, one of his earliest com
positions.”—J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had in decorated covers for 60 
cents; plain, 40 cents.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, ^Oc. Each.

abovè “surprise. 
Sturgis, Mich.

COR.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

Onset Camp Notes. '
The time is here again when the peo

ple are thinking of Onset and its beau
tiful bay and shady groves. The hot 
weather has driven the people out of 
the cities are many are found at Onset 
looking for a cottage or room. Almost 
all the cottages are let and the outlook 
is for a good season. The meeting will 
open Sunday, July 23 at 10:30 a. m., 
with Dr. Geo. A. Fuller, president Mas
sachusetts State Association of Spirit
ualists and chairman of the Onset 
meeting. He is sure of a large audi
ence, as he is very papular at the 
camp.

At 2 p. m., Mrs. N. J. Willis will be 
the speaker, and her many friends will 
be glad to have the privilege of again 
listening to this grand speaker. Mrs. 
Willis always says something of inter
est to Spiritualists.

In the evening there will be a seance 
in the Arcade. Don’t miss the opening 
meeting. You can always find for sale 
at the book store The Progressive 
Thinker. Don’t fail to subscribe before 
leaving camp, so you can enjoy it dur-

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle, 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas 
lyle.

The
350

Car-

block east; it is the second door north authority vested in me as a minister of 
of School street.: A north Ashland ave- the Gospel of Spiritualism, I pronounce 
nue car can be had it the car barns at ‘ .... -
tyrlghtwood avenue, that will take you 
by the door. West aiders .might find 
it convenient to come by way ot Bel
mont avenue, to Ashland avenue, and 
transfer; get off at School street” 
' Will C. Hodge closed his engagement 
with the-Psychical,Society of Oakland, 
Cal., July 9. and has taken hia depart
ure for Seattle. Wash. , He can be ad
dressed at 928 Nineteenth, avenue. The 
Pacific.Coast seems' to agree with him; 
and hls lectures arc well received.

you hlisband and wife, one in spirit, one 
in purpose, one in’fidelity to the right. 
May the angels of peace, plenty, and 
harmony, shed their benign influence 
over your united lives.

Follow with Introduction and congrat
ulations. • j

[Obituaries to the extent ot ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All.In excess 
of- ten Jines will be. charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.] ~

Passed to the higher life, from the 
home l of his daughter, Mrs,. Viola 
E. Smith, at Sergeant Bluff, Iowa, on 
the 5th Inst, B. R. Anderson,.at the age. 
of 76. He leaves two daughters to 
mourn the. loss of his earthly presence, 
but both know he still lives.

MRS. CARRIE CONRAD.
Long Island City, N. Y.

• Our dear old friend, Capt C.- H. Toler, 
is dead. As you know, he believed his 
spirit was immortal; as he expressed it, 
he knew it, because the spirits of those 
who have gone from this life came back 
and told him about it. .

I thought he-would like to have me 
write to you as The Progressive Think
er, was: his favorite paper. He thought 
it a great factor In the forward move
ment of the world, and was always alert 
•in getting readers and subscribers. In
deed, I think him the best propagandist 
I ever knew, always keeping the cause 
in mind and always expressing his 
thoughts in the same mild, yet direct 
and sincere way. .

His stately form and benignant face 
were familiar on our streets, and many 
of us thought it a privilege to know him 
well because of his honorable and hu
mane character. .

The same pleased look so habitual to 
'him was on his-face as he lay in-his cof
fin. We can feel sure that all IB well 
with our friend. ' H. M. LUCAS.

Marietta,-Ohio.

■The Light of Egypt" Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult .library in itself, a 
text-book of .esoterio: knowledge as 
taught by Adept» of Hematic PhOm>' 
phy.- Price S3 volume.

Passed to spirit lite, at Chagrin Falls, 
Ohio, June 26, 1905, Mrs. Lovlna Holi
day,wife of A. Holiday, aged 78 years 
and.4 months; formerly of Topeka,
Kandas. A. HOLIDAY.

Ing the winter. HATCH.

SUMMERLAND, CAL., CAMP.
The Summerland Spiritualist Associ

ation will hold Its annual camp-meeting 
at Summerland, Santa Barbara county, 
Cal., commencing on second Sunday in 
September and closing on the following 
Sunday. The association has engaged 
celebrated speakers and mediums and 
is endeavoring to make this meeting es
pecially attractive to visitors. A res
taurant at hall to accommodate air vis
itors during camp-meeting. Inquiries ■ 
for rooms and other information; ad
dress W. G. Hendricks, secretary Sum
merland Spiritualist Association, Sum
merland, Cal. . ’

A WHOLESOME MEDICINE.

A wholesome medicine is Cheer, 
And Hope a tonic strong;

He conquers all who'conquers fear. 
And shall his days'prolong.

A-happy heart, à cheerful lip, 
Contagious health bestow .

As honey-bees their sweetness sip.
From fragrant flowers that blow.

Let cheerful thoughts prevail among 
The sons of men alway,

And signs shall change to Love's sweet 
song,

■ And night to golden day. '
. —Anon.

"The infidelity "of Èccleslastlclsm. 
A Menace to ■ American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood', lecturer 
upon physical, physiological, and' psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na- 
tur». Scholarly, -masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents.

"The Command mentB Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach; The Commandments nro 
not only analyzed, but contrasted With 
other Bible passu,;«;, showing great in- 
insgraltles. Price 25 eeata

Data of-Ethlcs. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B.

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man, By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be In every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Slnnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanoni. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of pccult 
lore.
- Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle^ 
of cheapness. _

Some Glimpses f AN™NT
oi Occultism MODERN,by c. w. leadbeater

The following subjects are treated In a most 
able manner;
ANdENTi—Theosophy and Christianity; The 

Ancient Mysteries; Buddhism.
riODERN:“The Unseen World; The Rationale 

of Mesmerism; Telepathy aud Mind Cure; 
Magic. White and Black; The Use and Abuse 
of Psychic Powers; Vegetarianism and Oc
cultism: How to Build Character; The Fu
ture of Humanity; The Gospel of Wisdom.

Well bound in Cloth, withsllver back and side 
‘stamp. 400 pages. Price. $1.50.

20th COD Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
‘ This I» the simplest, clearest and ye* 
the most exhaustive presentation thia 
Interesting science has yet received. ! 
All of the discoveries, investigation» 
nnd researches of centuries are summed 
up In this practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There is no trait, no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency, that Is not marked 

• on the palm ot the band and can be 
traced- with unerring accuracy by fol- 
towing tbe principles enforced by the 
presented In this. Price, paper, ■ 25 

- cents; cloth. $1.



BOOKS FOR ALL SHRITÚAUSTS TO PERUSE.MEDIUMSHIP,

Medium Should Be Pure-Minded. Moral 
and Honest.

g?, »05.

With Spiritualista, tlie reverse ot all 
this is. true. They do not believe that 
God demands sacrifice, or that the 
cause of humanity is advanced by theo
logical schools, or missionaries. When- 
they give, they must know the object 
and it must be worthy. They also know 
that people cannot be excited into a be- 

-llef in Spiritualism by the means em-

This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
¡Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a-host of re
spondents, that to give all equal bear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
tlie most condensed form, and el ten 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and tlie style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep- 
recated. Correspondents often weal y 
with waiting for tho appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. Tlio supply of matter is always 
Several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one lias to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.,

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. It the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
Correspondence of tills department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. ' HUDSON TUTTLE.

Rosenstock: Q. What Is the best 
Spiritualist paper in German in this 
country and where published?

A. Lichtstrahlen is the only spiritual 
paper in German published in the 
United States. It is now Issued by Max 

entzke, 618 N. Robey street, Chicago, 
I. $1 per year.

Hiram McClellan: Q. My wife with 
Whom I have been wedded 56 years, de
parted this life four months ago. I am 
very anxious to receive communica
tions from her. Is it possible?

1 A. Quite possible if you furnish the 
conditions.. You write that there arp 
Indications of her presence, yet you 
doubt. There 1b not the least reason in 
your doubting what you have received, 
end you would probably doubt if you re
ceived more.

•I You would not expect a message from 
a- friend at a distance through the tele
phone, unless you employed a receiving 
Inptrument, and you-cannot receive a 
communication from a spirit without a 
medium acting as such an instrument. 
You may have.the essential impressibil
ity, in which case its phase will be mod
ified by your own personality, and the 
spirit desiring to communicate will use 
such methods as it findq possible. Wé 
are too demanding for startling mani
festations, such as we read florid' de
scriptions of, which if genuine must in 
their very nature be of rare occurrence, 

'' and many impossible, and we overlook 
the “still small voice," and the' holy 

। peace which falls on us at times, like a 
(benediction. To be able to feel the ,up- 
I lifting of such Influence, should, of it- 
' self, be strongest evidence, and is more 
. ¡desirable than any other phase./ .. .

ployed .by the revivalist. Only by 
growth can a true and real Spiritualist 
become worthy of the name.

There are countless schemes put out 
in the name of Spiritualism, and be
cause .Spiritualists do not take the al
luring hook, promoters accuse them of 
selfishly tallowing great opportunities 
for good to go by with neglect.

My own experience has demon
strated to me that Spiritualists are as 
liberal if not more so, than any other 
class, if they understand and appreciate 
the object. In illustration, years ago, 
when Emma Hardinge Britten was lec
turing in this country, the lyceum Mrs. 
Tuttle and I conducted decided to en
gage iier for a grove meeting. There 
was a large attendance, but the commit
tee neglected until the noon hour to col
lect the essential funds. Of course the 
lyceum was responsible, yet it did not 
seem right tor it to meet the entire ex
penses. .

At the beginning of the afternoon ses
sion, I said to (hu audience that cunsld- 
c-rable expense had been incurred, and 1 
thought everyone would enjoy tlie lec
ture of the afternoon better, if it was 
paid for beforehand, “How much’do 
you want?” asked a brusque man. 
"The cost of this meeting is $75,” I re
plied. “Pass the hat," -he called. It 
was done and nearly $80 was the result. 
Could that be possible in an orthodox 
meeting?

Many a minister after an earnest ser
mon on the blessedness of giving, has 
said in his heart as the old darkey did 
when his hat came, back without a 
nickel, “Thank God, my hat was re
turned.”

As a constant reader of The Progress
ive Thinker, and ever interested .in the 
beautiful philosophy ot hie ¡eternal, 1 
grasp the pen and ask tor space in the 
columns of the Court of Inquiry; ■ If my 
article proves a beneiit in any manner 
(o a good cause 1 shall teel well, reward, 
ed. I desire to state that as a student 
of the occult I have found that the de
sire lor more of the good is just what 
so ofttimes prompts fraud.

■ I must give my experience, and where 
justice is due, give it, having been per
sonally acquainted with the noted C. IS. 
Winans, and did sit in his seances at 
different seasons, and on several occa
sions. Personal experience taught me 
the truth and the untruth.

On one occasion I was asked by the 
cabinet control to come to the cabinet, 
and aid them. This I did, as he (the 
control) lifted the curtain back, I saw 
Mr. Winans sitting sewed to chairs 
(just as I had helped to so place him.) 
Then there was an Indian and the lady 
who needed my help. This spirit was 
coming to her daughter who sat in the 
circle. Thus aided by the Indian guide 
and myself she stepped out ot the cabi
net and conversed with her daughter, 
manifesting in broken English. which 
was satisfactory. At this time the me
dium was sewed or bound to his chair.

On several occasions a colored gen
tleman who had long ago aided me in 
mediumship (but I never expressed 
publicly that I had an African guide) ' 
came to me; all saw him dance and 
heard him talk. He was robed in a 
thin white gown and lifted his robe that 
all could see his feet. His color, feat
ures and dla'ect were very distinct as 
one of his race. This very spirit has 
been a great help to the writer as a 
guide, and in the seance room of the 
writer’s home, in the presence of a se-

SUCCESSFUL WOR^I^PJTTSBURG

■ i-Tt 03« ' .
Lyman C. IJowe GlvesU Dumlnous Ac

count of Past^rp^ross.

On the 27th of Arl^SOV left home 
for Pittsburg, Pa., w^e^e I3fnet a taitli- 
tul and somewhat ei^^usiggtic band ol' 
Spiritualists in their ¿eau^itul church, 
and shared with themilbe ipfusts ol spir
itual abundance and many luxuries
served at thejr public the gusto

An

i" Henry Voorhees: Q. Must we not 
conclude that although we exist as spir
its In the future, subh existence has an; 
end, in accordance, with the laws of life 
Exhibited here, in the life and death of 

Giving beings? If all living beings ex
isted always, the universe could not 
hold all entities for eternity.

A. A being in whom the forces ot 
life are in harmony, and perfect bal
ance, if such conditions can be main
tained has the elements of eternal du
ration. In the evolution of living be
ings on the earth this condition is shad
owed forth but never reached. For a 
time the forces of growth and renova
tion are stronger than those of decay; 
then the two remain balanced, and at 
last the-forces of decay preponderate 
and old age closes the scene.

According to the theory we have con
stantly maintained, man is the highest 
physical expression of evolution, and 
through the spirit of man this evolution 
is continued on the spiritual plane. All 
living beings have a spirit being, exist
ing in conjunction with the physical 
body, and so dependent thereon that it 
is dissipated at death like a cloud. But 
when a certain development is attained, 
it is possible for the individuality of 
the spirit to be preserved after the 
death of the physical body which has 
served as the scaffolding by which the 
spirit has been fashioned.

In other words, in the spirit, at a cer
tain point of its advance, gains the per
fect balance of the forces which enter 
therein, and is able to maintain this 
equilibrium. The answer to this ques
tion covers the entire field of spiritual 
science and in this connection only a 
statement of the theory is possible, 
without attempting proof.

Out of the seething cauldron ot exlst-

’ MAPLE DELL PARK,

Account of Opening Day Doings.

Sunday,- July 9, was this season's 
opening day of the oldest Spiritualist 
camp in the world, and before it be
came a camp ground for modern Spir
itualism was also the . camp ground of 
our. red brothers, tfle North American 
aborigines. On this ground are.many 
grand old maples, some fully three 
hundred years old, and many are the 
remnants, such as pottery, arrow-heads, 
cooking utensils, found here. The 
grandness of its situation .inspires the 
soul of the sensitive, and a more de
lightful spot is rar.ely seen.

The exercises for the occasion were 
unique as well as Instructive and beau
tiful, being given by the combined 
forces, of the Spiritual Light and the 
East End Lyceums of Cleveland, Ohio.

The programme being too lengthy in 
detail for this report, suffice it to say, 
consisted of a flag and ribbon drill, 
making a most beautiful sight, glad
dening the hearts of the parents ns well 
as all others present. After these ex
ercises many of the children gave reci
tations, some ludicrous, others pathetic, 
also songs and musical recitations, very 
creditable.

Now since Spiritualism has made for 
itself a place in the world it behooves 
every Spiritualist parent to see to It 
that their children attend these lyceums 
and not the Sunday schools of* our 
youth. If Spiritualism is good enough 
for us it certainly is better for our chil
dren, for the reason they will be spared- 
the unlearning we had to do. In thesd 
lyceums are taught only the best that 
is within us, namely: Do right for 
right's sake and not of fear or for re
muneration of the harp and crown. 
Spiritualism has given the world this 
light and truth, and the whole enlight
ened world is hurrying to recognize It. 
If there is no lyceum in the neighbor
hood, hasten and form one. TheJyce'- 
um teaching formulas are beautiful and 
can be had at small expense. The or
thodox schools vie with each other to 
"gather the children in.” Now let the 
Spiritualists do likewise—it is their 
duty. To see the beautiful work done 
at these lyceums Is to see the good 
done to the coming generation, and 
again let me say to those'of you who 
have no children, borrow some from 
your orthodox neighbor.

Much credit Is due Mrs. Florence N. 
Barber us teacher, for the work shown 
here yesterday. •

Through the kindness of a most gen
erous friend of the cause of truth, it 
was made possible to many of the 

' needy little ones to attend yesterday's 
outing who would otherwise not have 

- been with us. On the platform were a 
। number of prominent workers all of 

whom made short addresses.
Dr. C. W. Haynes, of Bedford, O., 

• president of the First Spiritual Church; 
' Thos. D. Bellois, president Progressive 
i Thought Society; C. H. Figuers, pres- 
• ident East End Society; R. D. Smeaton, 
I pastor Second Spiritual Church; Dr. F. 
i A. Wilcox, a veteran worker and speak-

lect circle, we have plainly heard his 
voice Independently;' also through the 
trrimpet. He has siing lor us, as well 
as played on the bajo. I have ever 
found his advice tlie best, his expres
sions ever truthful.

I do not write this to advertise for I 
am only acquiring .these phases, but 1 
am sure true materialization has 
come through the mediumship ot C. E. 
Winans. I AM ALSO SÜRE THAT 
MATERIAL TOGGERY WERE USED 
IN SOME CASES. My understanding 
was (as I received from spirit Bide) 
that those things were used when need-' 
ed. I-conversed with the unseen on 
this point, and did believe, and continue 
to believe that this is correct. I was 
also able to detect tho materialization 
from the impersonation. But when the 
medium was in the chair it was impos
sible for him to be in the circle imper
sonating—was it not? have you con
sidered a spirit can impersonate? Is 
this acceptable to the readers? I am 
'sure that the guides of Winans did ma
terialize on occasions which I wit
nessed.

But before going farther I will say 
we must be guarded in our acts and 
thoughts, give all justice where it is 
due. The great demand for manifesta
tions has prompted no doubt fraud on 
both this and spirit side of life.

One who is acquiring the art of medi
umship should be as honest and truth
ful in all senses as Is possible. For, 
dear friends, the character of the medi
um will have much to do with the medi
umship. ' Honesty, uprightness in all 
things, pure in thought and pure in 
deeds must be the foundation for. the 
upbuilding of true, mefliumi^ 
proper position to place self as au iri- 
strument in the hands of angel friends, 

pet our motto be for goodness, not

of which was greatly Jntemrified by tlie 
artistic envn-omientà.A sketch of that 
experience appeared fll£ThœProgressive 
Thinker, and that it yfes; widely read, 
and appreciated, wmF evidenced by 
words of commenflapdn tiliit came to 
me across the contlnôrit, ¿glow with 
intellectual and spiritual delight. Al
ter tlie public associations I enjoyed a 
ricli social feast at my, hotel with Bro. 
C. L. Stevens, president of tlie Church 
organization.

My first work was at Grand Rapids, 
Mich., where I was ashamed to say, 1 
was taken sick early in tlie month, and 
was barely-able to keep up or walk, and 
to stand on my leet long enough to de
liver a lecture required a determined 
effort ot will. I was aware that I did 
poor service to the cause and poor cred
it to myself, and but very tew had any 
idea of the struggle it cost me to even 
do what I did. Biit one poor effort of a 
speaker is remembered, against him, 
while a hundred brilliant successes are 
forgotten.

Since that memorable visit to Pitts
burgh I have kept in touch with Brother 
Stovens, and somewhat, posted in the 
doings of the Church. -;By means of 
correspondence, and-some things that 
I know, I am now able to write a sketch 
of the workers and flieir work, since 
the time I was there iintil the close of 
the season in June, 19.05,

The Church is fortunate in having à 
body of directors free., from extremes 
and extravagances, clear-headed, warm- 
hearted, earnest and. true, to the .best 
interests of the Church -and the cau6e, 
and no personal. jealousies or bicker
ings to divide their strepgth, and their 
level-headed business qualifications are 
a guarantee of success in, all they un
dertake; and they are not afraid or 
ashamed to be known as Spiritualists.

Highly valuing genuine mediumship 
and demonstrative phenomena, they, kre 
also capable of appreciating the educa
tional and moral vrilups ot first class 
lectures, the childreriV lyceum, the co
operation ot women and .their efficiency, 
and all that pertains fo’ human culture 
and improvement of character, and the 
inestimable value of the spiritual Illu
minations and helpful- counsels or ex- 
carnate souls through reliable mediums.

Margaret Gaulé- RIedinger has long 
been a favorite in Pittsburgh, both with 

-Spiritualists and tho general public. 
Her public descrlpt'qns are so surpris
ingly original and \ jOciirate, and her 
earnest, tender sympathy with the be
reaved and sorrowings sow, impressive 
that the whole audience Id In a tremor 
of expectancy, and thftlled“with tearful 
emotion, as she patfees %pidly from 
one description to anothërj and rarely 
fails to get response* bf;f',recognition 

‘from those addressed? It » in keeping 
with the method of thé Cliütch that this

comfort to many hearts, and made her 
many friends. .

Among the many gifted advocates, 
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W« Kates rank sec
ond to none in variety, originality, strik
ing phenomena, and l.ntellpctual vigor, 
all sustained and illuminated with man
ifest integrity, earnest devotion to the 
cause,’and perrect truthfulness in me
diumship. Mrs. Kates is a fine singer, 
with a clear and powerful-voice. Her 
trance lectures are a surprise to critics, 
as well as to her admirers.

Brother Stevens expresses his appre
ciation of the work of Mr. and Mrs. 
Kates in these words: These zealous 
workers closed our season, leaving our 
treasury with a neat little balance, as
suring a successiul opening of our fall 
meetings. They were enthusiastic in 
freely giving their time and taleir.s to 
two very successful entertainments. 
One consisting ot vocal and instrument
al music, recitations and spirit mes
sages. The other called a “tea party" 
under the auspices of the Ladles’ Aid. 
Brother Kates and wife, assisted by 
about one dozen others ot our local me
diums, sitting at separate tables, devot
ing 10 to 15 minutes to reading at 10 
cents each. The throng that came was 
a surprise to all. That feature alone 
netted us over $25. Then there were 
articles sold by chance and then an ap
peal to tue gustatory pleasures- in 
tempting ice cream, cake and coffee. 
Appetites will command the pocket, 
when all else fails. When cash and 
cream are In the balance, cream ‘.‘takes 
the cake,” and the pocket book loosens 
its grip on change. This successful en
tertainment Was held June 6, in the ly
ceum room, on first floor of the church-

The Ladies’ Aid.
What is religion without the inspira

tion of woman? What is science it she 
be ignored? What is home with only 
men? What is musld without her re
fining ¿here blending in its echoes? 
The Ladies' Aid is not only a moral 
tonic and spiritual illumination to the 
church; but also a decidedly substantial 
backing to the financial success of the 
church. 7 This is true of all churches in 
general, and the Spiritual Church of 
Pittsburg in particular; It Is not alone 
because It is a “ladies’ aid " a combine 
of the fair sex, but the individual mem
bers are each and all ladies, and more
over, they are ladles of first quality, and 
are earnestly devoted to the church and 
to the work they are doing tor its sup
port. Mrs. B. A. Pressing is the pre
siding officer, and her helpers are all 
eager to make her work their own, and 
add all they can to its success.

Spiritual Literature.

The Religion of Spiritualism, Its Phenomena and 'Philosophy. This 
work was written by that noble modern savior and grand man—Rev. 
.Samuel Watson. A. marvelous work. Price $1.

: The Spiritual Significance. By Lilian Whitmg. This book is all that ' 
the name implies—a spiritual book. Price $1.

The Spiritual Wreath. A new collection ot words and music for the 
choir, the congregation and the social circle. Containing 64 pages/ By 
S. W. Tucker, author of many musical publications. Price 15 cents. *

The Story Hour. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories • 
written expressly to interest and instruct the young. A good work for 
Lyceums. By Susan H. Wixom Price $1.

The Sunday Question. A historical and critical review, with replies 
to aii objector. Its motto: All time too sacred to do wrong; no time too 
saered to do good. Price 15 cents,

The-Talmud. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, its. 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the meu 
who made and commented upon it. By H. Polang. Price, cloth, $1.

The To-Morrow of Death, or the Future Life According to Science.
Is just what it purports to be—what the title indicates—in every chap- 
ter. By Louis Figuier. Price, cloth, $1.50.

The Unknown. By the scientific writer, Camille Flammarion, 
Price, $2.

The Widow’s Mite and Other Psychological Phenomena. A new book’ 
of 538 pages by I. K. Funk. A most remarkable and valuable book. 
Price $2.

The World Beautiful. Series One, Two and Three. Choice volumes of 
restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in this 
life. By Lilian Whiting.. Price, each volume, $1.

Three Journeys Around the World. By the renowned lecturer and 
traveler, Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price, $1.50.

Three Jubilee Lectures. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 35 cents.
Thomas Paine’s Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration of 

the passages in the New Testament, quoted from the Old and called 
Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price, 15 cents.

Truths of Spiritualism. This book narrates many of the striking ex
periences of its author as a lecturer and test medium in the earlier days 
of Spiritualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1.

Twentieth Century Guide to Palmistry. By the Zanzigs. A good 
book for all those interested in this study. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 25c. 
. Two In One. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A. combina

tion of “The Question Settled” and “The Contrast” into one volume. 
By Moses Hull. Price $1. ,

Uncooked Foods and How to Live on Them, By Mr and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated. Cloth, $1.

Unknown Life of Christ. By Nicholas Notovitch, the discoverer of 
the manuscript. Cloth. Price $1.

Vaccination a Curse. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 
of vital importance to every one. Price, $1.25.

Vedanta Philosophy. By Swami Vivekananda. Price $1.50.
Views of Our Heavenly Home. This book is a word-picture by one of 

Our best artists, Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting worz-

Í

ence, there constantly arises the per
fected spirits, while the yet imperfect 
sink back to be again and again assim
ilated; in each new form gaining 
strength and approaching the ideal 
type comparatively of all living beings 
only -a minor part, an excessively small 
part, exist after the death of their phys
ical bodies. There is no crowding in 
the Spirit spheres, or prospect of the 
population becoming so.

Once a Church Member: Q. Why 
do not Spiritualists give more-for the 
propagation of their belief? It seems 
to me that they are far behind church 
members in this matter. ■ .

A. Our correspondent forgets the 
difference in motives and incentives- be
tween’ Spiritualists and church-mem
bers actuating them. The latter give 
ad a sin offering, arid expect to be re
warded therefor in the next life. To 
give has been taught from the advent 
of Christianity, as one of the most ac
ceptable things a sinner could do to 
propitiate, the wrath of God, and gain 
entrance Into heaven.- The. Je^s gave 
a tenth of all they produced, and this 
was the law enforced by the church. 
Now the contpulsatory giving is abol- 

- ished the Hereditary mental bent re
mains, and’ is fostered by fear of conse
quences; To give has become a part 
of Christian faith. The giving is a kind 
of sin-offering, to atone for the manner 
the “tainted money” is obtained; As in 
old times, the best and most precious 
thing was given to the Lord, in this 
age money, the most coveted thing is 

t sacrificed.

er; Mrs. Jas. R. Knight, the oldest 
werking medium-and healer in the 
state, being 78 years of age, and still 
young. Mrs. Knight, also gave us a 
short talk through her control. H. 
Stevens, president Spiritual Light Ly
ceum, acted as chairman of th^day.

The musical selections given Fy Prof. 
Louis Quadenfeldt and his three sons, 
was excellent Mr. Phillip Harder also 
gave us two-beautiful violin solos.

Finally, as the day was drawing to its 
close we turned our eyes' homeward 
and slowly wandered back to the sta
tion, a little tired, perhaps, but happy, 
at so well spent à day,' leaving a pleas
ant memory to look back to for days to 
come. . H.LTOBIEN.

Cleveland, Ohio..

WORDS OF WISDÒM.

Written Through the Planchette.

Cast from thy heart each evil
You And encrusted there,- 

And then the world’ to live in
Will be a palace fair. ,. .

Thy evil thoughts are raven, 
That blot the light of day, .

And to dwell in love’s bright sunlight, 
Thou must drive them all away. ■.

Be faithful to thy guidance, < 
While thy footsteps, linger here,.

And when the sands of life ebb out
There will be angels waiting mean

Thy life well spent is golden grain
Which garnered, at the last;

Will be free from tares of sorrow, 
: You need not fear the chaff.

IRANO.

♦WoW Sfalli Become a Medi
üm>” Fully ftnswefied

for greatness; and one who is an in
strument for spirit power must’. ever 
hold to the Individuality of self. And if 
my investigation serve's mb correctly, 
there is greater danger in the physical 
phases than in the mental. I consider 
mediumship sacred, and one whb is so 
organized as to become an earthly in; 
strument should by all means honor 
morality. Just so sure as the sensitive 
places self on a jealous, selfish or licen
tious plane, just so sure will the poor 
sensitive come to grief. A medium 
must continually stand negative to 
good forces and positive to all Impure. 
Never—no, never, be led by foolish 
ideas and whims of ignorance. When
ever a medium attempts to deceive 
there are those Immortal agents plenty, 
lingering near the earth plane And can 
and will aid in the deception. Be con
scientious, be pure-minded, become able 
to see the good and shun the impure, 
live on a spiritual plane, be prepared. 
Prepare the spirit while In the physical 
to meet the spiritual on a spiritual 
plane..

For, to be a medium one must Hye un
der spiritual laws and be guided by 
spiritual guides. Otherwise medium
ship will wither, for the sweet smiles 
of mortal friends and mortal assistance 
alone will not suffice for spiritual 
things—be spiritual.

ETTA M. HELMS. .
Princeton, HL

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Condition® 
, and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 

Semi to Mt. Tuttle, Bedin Height^ O. I

A RAY OF SUNSHINE.
C. F. Short, a prominent Spiritualist, 

perpetrates the following. What sen
tence should be inflicted on. him, we 
leave the reader to decide.

The Wooers of the Wood.
This romantic story may . not be is

sued in book form, beautifully em
bellished, but if it should be, it-would 
still be unfair to keep the reader in sus
pense, so we shall proceed at once to 
set forth the remarkable career of these 
(wood) be lovers.

This happy, (Pear) lived in the (Buck
eye) state, at (Mulberry) Grove, near 
(Ash) tabula. Mr. Henry (Hawthorne) 
was no common scrubby (locus-t), but 
was strong, tall arid majestic like the 
(Oak), a very (Pop’lar) young man, and 
she, Miss Minnie (Myrtle)‘Was a slen
der, genteel, ' (Wiliow)ey creature, 
whose very nature^seemed to (Pina) 
for affection .‘and (Wood knot) be de
nied. It was a lovely scene to behold 
them as they sat on the rustic (Elm) 
seat, under the (Chestnut) branches, or 
to see'thein as they wandered through 
the (Sugar Maple) groves, which they 
often did until they reached the 
(Beech). ■ : \

The sweet scented (Peach) blooms, 
arid ,tlie (Apple Tree) blossoms added 
to the joy bf it ail; now Henry was*true 
as the needle to the (Pole); every time 
he gazed into her: (Hazel) eyes,- or 
looked on her (Chfrry) cheeks,, his 
heart jumped for joy, he loved her more 
and more every time he (Cedar), and 
she was equally devoted, in. fact she 
was (Plum) gone on him, but he never 
tried to (Bamboo)zle her, or (Palm)-off 
any deception. “Will you leave all and 
(Gum) to me?” “I will truly, surely," 
she said. “I must first ask my (Paw
paw),” and here was the shadow, for he 
seemed set against it, flrm and unyield- 
Ing as (Hickory), but she did not care 
a (Fig) for this, for he soon relented1 
and said, “Do as you think best,! (Wal-: 
nut) farther oppose you,” and now they 
will be made ofie, as soon, as they, can 
suitably (Orange) matters. -

- C. F. .SHORT.
“Handy Electrical IKctlonary." æ 

practical handbook of reference, eòa. 
i tsislng definition ol ovary esca
’ frical term or phrase, Frico Ç1,

gifted medium and ‘popular favorite 
opened the season’s wórk ft September 
and drew large and ,§nthiffiiastic audi
ences at each meeting^;

Following her, RevH)B. Fj Austin had 
charge of the Church .three ponsecu(iye 
months—October, Ncyemjjpr. and De
cember. He is eminently n -fitted, for 
such steady work- Np, sicker can do 
justice tQ.;liipigeU.,9¿íitiié¿fipgiety;Jn a 
single month. Ko one can determine 
by one month, or evbli'iw<5> Whether a 
speaker will meet ffife 'nfe’eas of the 
Church and "draw” surtí' audiences as 
may be regarded an idea of success, or 
not Usually a speaker who presents 
no phenomena, and depends upon the 
value of sound lectures suited to the 
capacity and needs of the growing 
thinkers, will draw better the second 
or third month than t)},e first, and audl- 
ences will increase for, tour, five and six 
months. ’ •

That Brother Austin )s qualified for 
such continued work, no one who knows 
him will question. He’ fully met the 
highest expectations.of the Church, and 
the public, making friends ot all who 
met him, and giving' the’ Church new 
life and inspiring-the public -with higher 
conceptions of Spiritualism, and fe- 
spect for the Church;; -¿If is not talent 
alone that qualifies for usefulness. No 
one that is seriously deficient in moral 
qualities can succeed tor-any long, con
tinuous work. <■; ’ ' ’

No amount of sensational genius can 
compensate for moral deficiency. Char
acter adorned with intellectual wealth, 
and scholarship, is the’safést guaranty 
of success in all public undertakings.

Dr. Austin is richly endowed ' with 
these high essentials; and the Pitts
burg Spiritualists appreciate them, and 
hold him long enough.to give his genius 
and moral worth fair opportunity.

■Another advantage enjoyed by the 
Pittsburgh -Church is the splendid 
home latent, that Is n^i only competent 
but free and willing to take hold as the 
needs call them; and it la found that 
with them "a prophet is not without 
honor” even in his. own country, and 
city. . , ’ ,. ’

B. F. Tischer is one of the rising stars 
whose light is likely to shine“from the 
East even unto the WímJ," and his ora- 
torial gifts are in a fair way to make 
him a favorite on the platform. He 
served the church for -the month of Jan
uary, 1905, and was fcjíówed by tests—. 
or messages—through“ toé mediumship 
of Mrs. Dr. Zophie, one of- Pittsburg’s 
trusted and beloved mediums, who adds 
to effective phenomena the supreme 
quality of sincerity and truthfulness.. 
Brother Tischer is credited .with clean 
character and devotiojj ¡tó the cause, 
and he bud Mrs. Dr.9[,Zophie donated 
their services for thepenffi® month.

Prof. Wm. M. Lockwoo^followed in 
February, and all w|io’.'kúow him can 
appreciate’the.rare s^enugc treat, and 
sound spiritual philosoplwv‘that illum
ined the church amrinspired the peo
ple during his stay ip Pittsburg. Add-’ 
ed to his public léctutes pgPSdndays, he 
gave special instrucyoM^io.. a large 
class of students, ,a^ tlms, his scien
tific instructions, arg.fixjnn habits _pf. 
clear thinking, and rational interpreta
tion of nature, as the^nl^jrpliable basis 
for a true and enduring spiritual philos
ophy that will bear thg¡cr$cál analyses 
of the world’s thinkers; and grow 
stronger with the ev^utiW of true sci- 
ence. iI0 ..

Following Prof. Ix>ckWOfg,the church 
had the high spirituality,a&d rare intel
lectual inspiration otoMrs.r C. L. Stev
ens, who always gives,,Jier services to 
the church free of all financial consid
erations. Added to h?/ fine intellectual 
genius which thrills ^pd delights her 
hearers, ■ she baptizes ; her- audiences 
with a warm, sweet, personal sphere, 
radiant with the light -of immortal 
worlds. She was greeted with largomu- 
diences and a.warm welcome from her 
many admiring friends pho love.her as 
their own. Her presence Is alwajrs a 
benediction. <

A part of-tho monthrthe people had 
tho additional benefit of the.Attractive 
presence Of Mrs. L. -A? GrIffen of Eng
land, and her work-was1 highly appreci- 

' ated and her personM . qualities made 
her a popular favorite, and the earnest, 

' leoulful messages carried conviction and

The importance of this cannot be 
overestimated. Each week The Pro
gressive Thinker is loaned with a large 
variety of instructive matter from a vig
orous corps of the ablest writers and 
profoundest thinkers on tbe continent. 
Besides the animated discussions, ed
itorial analyses, and the strong variety 
of reviews, and able commentaries by 
Hudson Tuttle, Chas Dawbarn and 
others make each issue a veritable en
cyclopedia of spiritual science and 
moral philosophy.

The Banner of Light, Sunflower and 
Light of Truth each furnishes its quota 
of valuable thought and special infor
mation, and each has its favorites and 
admirers; and yet how small a per cent 
of professed Spiritualists read any of 
them! But they are all kept on sale at 
the Pittsburg church (and, I hope, in 
hundreds of other spiritual meetings) 
and Bro. M. C. Matthews attends to the 
wants of all comers who seek knowl
edge by reading, supplying them with 
books,, magazines and spiritual papers, 
at the vestibule of the church. Besides 
serving up the best literature, Bro. Mat
thews is helpful and ready to assist, 
whenever and wherever called In any 
needful work for the church.

Brother Thomas Evans dispensed- 
charming music, rich and sweet and 
full of soul-moving inspiration. He is 
blind, and this may accentuate his mu
sical talent. His music adds much to 
the enjoyment of the meetings, and It is 
so full of the spirit, so perfectly accent
uated, so strong and clear that with no 
other service It makes a good meeting, 
exalting to the soul and full of loveful 
worship. As a testimonial to his work 
and valuable services, a special quiet 
subscription was taken at the last serv
ice, netting about $28.

The following board of Trustees were 
elected April 2: C. L.'Stevens, presi
dent; John Grayburn, first vice-presi
dent; W. H. Hammond, second vice- 
president; H. A. Meyers, secretary; H. 
A. Pratt,, treasurer; Mrs. Sophia Mey- 
ran, Mrs.’ Catherine Maul, James Dixon 
and Philip Zeig, trustees. This board 
represents the best qualities that could 
be united for a common work. They 
are all thoroughly capable; and aglow 
with earnest Interest and "sweet good 
will," and in harmonious accord.

The speakers engaged for the coming 
year to commence in September are 
Margaret Gaule Reidinger, George W. 
Kate's and wife. Lyman C. Howe, Mr. 
and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, Oscar A. Ed- 
gerly, Mrs. Katie Ham and Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood.
1 When one looks over the field and 
counts the number of successful socie
ties, and the splendid edifices that have 
been dedicated to Spiritualism in the 
past ten years; including the Morris 
Pratt school, it is decidedly suggestive 
of Spiritualism a growing science, and 
a widening influence in the affairs of 
this World. We may scold about 
frauds, shake before the ghost of obses
sion, observe the diplomacy and smile 

' at the dogmas of theosophy; but, over 
all, the star of scientific Spiritualism 
rises arid shines with increasing splen
dor, and Its-light grows stronger year 
by year, in spite of all fakes, hallucina- 

■ tions and superstitions that cast their 
■ grim shadows upon its progressive 

pathway. LYMAN C. HOWE. • 
Fredonia, N, Y.

BOOK REVIEW.

Price 60 cents: postage 5 cents.
Volney’s Ruins and the Law of Nature.

the best and most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates
This is undoubtedly one o.

the best interests of mankind. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
Voltaire’s Romances. A new edition,- profusely illustrated. A de

lightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portraii 
and 82 illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents.

Warfare of Science With Theology. Information not procurable in< 
the libraries of the world in a half century, showing the opposition ofi 
the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $5.

Wayside Jottings. Composec^of Essays, Sketches, Poems and Songs.; 
gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from the in
spirational pen of Mattie E. Hull. Price 75 cents. _ 7

A dainty white book;Wedding Chimes. By Delplia P. Hughes, 
giving a marriage ceremony. Price 75 cents. t

Were You Born Under a Lucky Star? A book on astrology thai'
every one can understand. Price, $1.

Wisdom of the Ages. By Dr. Geo. Fuller.
Price, $1.

A book of rare merk

Laurels. ■
Laura B. Payne, one ot the sweet 

singers of Spiritualism, as well as one 
uiW trues«. * uas gamereu
some- twenty-six of her- choice poetic 
flowers bf"sbng into a. pretty bouquet 
booklet, under the tltle of -“Laurels," 
.which we-think her friends will-. be 
eager to buy. The, price is Only 25 
cents. I

More Than You Know About Your
self. A Manual of the: Triple Sciences, 
Physiognomy, Pnlmistry and Astrology. 
With Illustrations'.1 and Miscellaneous 
Articles. By.Emellne A. Knapp.

For the study or’delineation of char- 
-acter, from the indications of physiog
nomy, palmistry rand astrology, this 
book will be found very useful, contain
ing much information,- in brief compass, 
giving frill knowledge, without being 
cumbersome. .

What All the World’s A-Seeking. By Ralph Waldo Trine’.. 
Price, $1.25.

What Would Follow on the Effacement of Christianity? A concis.», 
treatise on this popular subject. By George'Jacob Holyoake. Prieex 
one copy, 10 cents; twelve for $1.

Who Are These Spiritualists, and What Is Spiritualism? By Dr.
M. Peebles. Price, cloth, 75 cents ; paper, 35 cents. ,

Why I Am a Vegetarian. By H. J. Moore. Price, 25 cents.
Woman. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs.,Dr. Hulburt, on 

the present status of woman, physically, mentally, morally and spirit
ually, marriage and divorce. Price 10 cents. ।

Womanly Beauty of Formand Feature. By Albert Turner. Price, $17
Woman’s Bible. Parts I. and II. The Pentateuch. A galaxy o2 

scholarly comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much o5 
the Old Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 ets. each...

Woman, Church and State. A historical account of the status oj 
woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Matrix 
arehate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage,. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper, 75 cents.

Woman. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise 
from slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan H. Wixon. A1 
lecture of great value. Price 10 cents.

Works of E. D. Babbitt, LL. D. M. D. “Human Culture and Cure.” 
Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 75 cents. <

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Second. Marriage, Sexual De
velopment and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Parts Third and Fourth. In one vol- 
'ume. Part Third being devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, 
and Part Fourth to the Nervous System and Insanity. Price, $1.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Fifth. The Bodily Organs, 
Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure, 
Price, $1.

“Health and Power.” A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Price, leather, 
35 cepts,

“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent. Price, cloth, 
$1 ; paper, 50 cents. Postage 10 cents.

“Social Upbuilding,” including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cents. ,

- Zanoni. By Bulwer Lytton. Price 50 cents.
Zodiacal Influences. Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches 

how to use the powers derived at birth from the position and influence 
of the planets. By Charles H. Mackay. Price 25 cents.

A Conspiracy Against the Republic. By Judge C. B. Waite, author 
of “History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price 25 cents.

A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Eng
lish freethought leader, with a story of his life as told by himself and a 
history of his Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents.

After Her Death. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely .spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 
reflect almost to entrancement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1.

- Age_ of Reason. ’ Being an investigation of true and fabulous theol
ogy. 'A new and complété edition, from new plates and new type; 186 
pages. By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Ancient India, Its Language and Religious. Translations of the ar« 
tides “Religion of the Veda,” and “Buddhism.” The Study of the 
Sanskrit. By Prof. H. Oldénberg. Price 25 cents.

' A New Catechism. By M. M. Mangasarian. A book suited to ex« 
press the thoughts of men, women and children living in the nefr times. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cejits.

Angell Prize Contest Recitations. To advance Humane Education in 
all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus« 
ing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price 25 cents. । |

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. Anin« 
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the'mysteries of the 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50. z ' i ■ ■,

A. P. A. Manual. A complete exposition of the prineiples'and objecta 
of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro« 
manism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents. .

Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels, Epistles, and othen 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first fqui’ centuries to Jesus Christ, ‘ 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New Testa*

"The Kingship of Self-Control." By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tapa 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cents.

“Talmasean inanltSeB, incongraitl^, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rbv. T, DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upoa Spiritualism?’ By to Hall. 
Pries 10 e®M --------

■ ' . " ’ , ~

ment by its compilers. Translated from tlie original tongues, and now, 
collected into one volume. Price, $150. , n

Apolionins of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder*. 
fnl communication, explaining.how his life and teachings were utilize^- 1 
to formulate Chr1'’ Price 15 cents. 1to formulate Chi” ' 

Around the
Price $1.

i : Ella Wheeler Wilcox. By Ella Ruddy, .

Aryan Sun-Myths. ■ The Origin of Religions. A. valuable compila» 
tion of historical facts relating to thc aneieht conception of the neeèssitji 
for saviors. By Sai;ah E. Titcomb. : Price, cloth, $1. -

A Sex Revolution.. By Lois Waisbrooker, author of “Helen Harlow^' ■ 
Vow,” “The Occult Forces of Sex,’"'Perfect Motherhood,” and «mnwI other works.) Price 25 cents«



.8 ‘ : The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Heady to Batifo-Tör^pintdäh^ for AHThat Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity.
SET»

ANTIQUATED THEORY GALORE.

Let Us Move Up in Search of Nature's 
Facts.

Well, well, we have the 
theory of a special creation 
nothing by a personal God.’

Christian 
all out ot 
We have

the theory that each individual form of t 
lite, , man, brute, bug, or worm, is a ; 
.whittling off of said God, and that when i 
the form dies the animating essence. ■ 
returns to said God; thus perpetuating ; 
his equilibrium. We have the theory, 1 
that away back in Earth’s youthful ; 
days, the Angels gathered the eternal i 
germ-seeds of all forms and species ot । 
life and sowed them broad-cast . in । 
Earth's atmosphere (just as though i 
earth could not gestate her own germ- 
peed’ as well as some other planet could 
for her.)

Now let us lay all this antiquated rub- : 
bish back on the shelt along with the 
obsolete theories ot a flat world, a re
volving sun, a six-thousand-years-old 
earth with a firmament over it, and . 
take a glance over the lessons that na- : 
ture and psychological scientists alone 
keep spreading out before us. Enfee
bled by years, humble and obscure by 
environments, tho writer is becoming 
impatient to see your little army ot able 
intelligent, progressive contributors, va
cate the miasmatic swamps of anti- 

, quated theory, and move out along the 
foot-hills of nature's rational, evolution
al, spiritual philosophy, and teach the 
world something of nature's immuta
ble functional forces which gestate and 
evolute the intelligent entities that an
imate, vitalize and intellectuallze every 
functional department of the universe; 
for then there will still be left a host ot 
God-tainted fossils to keep threshing 
over these old antiquated straw-piles 
which science has long since threshed 
clean of everything except the lint and 
mould which time contributes.

Better for humanity they turn , their 
investigations and teachings into the 
channels of nature’s, evoluting modus 
operand!, then the world will begin to 
realize that each higher functional de
partment attained by life entities is 
one step higher in the possibility of at
taining knowledge, grandeur and po
tency, Then man can look back from 
his evoluted emlnqnce and review the 
long, patient, persistent struggle the 
life entitles that now animate and intel- 
lectualize his’being have had on their, 
long and eventful march from vitaliz
ing our elements to their, organization 
in mortal^ form—the highest pinnacle 
attainable on our mundane plane.

When earth’s children can realize, 
that each department of the universe re
ceives from the-next lower department 
its graduated life entitles, educates 
and drills them in the various arts and 
mechanism of that department, then 
passes them on up to the next higher 
department for further development, 
then the thory that our next department 
(the spirit realm) is a seething swarm 
of vicious demons, whose only aim and 
aspiration is to torment mortal beings, 
will pass into oblivion along with the 
flat-world theory.

Physiological scientists, with the aid 
of their modern devices of . perception, 
have demonstrated that the human be
ing is in reality a miniature world, en? 
dowed with similar functional forces, 
vitalized and manipulated by millions 
of infinitesimal living creatures, just 
as we see each of earth’s functional 
forces vitalized and animated by their 
respective grade of entities. In man 
these millions .of .infinitesimal creatures 
have their- functional departments „/of J 
labor—one grade or gang circulates the 
blood, another the digesti ve functions; 
another assimilation;- others the brain,:' 

Tjind- still others manipulate and domi
nate the mind forces;—all these func
tional departments being carried along 
without even a conscious effort from 
the compromised individual over-mind. 
Here we have found a miniature world, 
and we have found the life entitles who 
organized it, and who manipulate its 
functional department, and who domi
nate its government. So we Bee the 
intellectual bearing of this miniature 
world must depend altogether upon the 
harmony and Intellect of these little 
internal operators, on just the same 
principles that in earth’s human bear
ing functional department, the intellect
ual bearing of each national govern
ment is the compromised mind express
ion of its individual units. We might 
extend this-same principle into the next 
department, the spirit realms, and on 
and on.

We see this same plan of invisible, 
intelligent workersmanifestlngthrough- 
oùt earth’s vegetable department, and 
who knows but their unseen mind forc
es combine to dominate earth’s vegeta
ble department?

We know that each individualized 
life form is a double electro-magnetic 
battery ; the growth of a flower is proof 
positive that it is a battery of attrac
tion, reception and assimilation, and 
its fragrance which fills the air is pos
itive proof that it is also a transmitter. 

- Just so with the human organism. The 
very fact that a man thinks a thought 
is positive evidence that his organic 
structure attracted and registered that 
thought from the passing thought wave, 
and the fact that man can send his 
thoughts to Japan or Russia as quickly 
as across the room is proof posiUve 
that he is also a- transmitter. Wireless 

. telegraphy is a crude material Illustra
tion of the principles.

In connection with this line of

language that is as foreign to her in her 
normal condition as day Is from night.

Again, <almost every week (but ah 
ways at her. home and alone) she, under 
the abnormal condition, gathers up her 
colored pencils, or bil-patnts, brushes 
and,paper (which are always kept at 
baud) and paints the most artistic pic
tures which the invisible artist claims 
to be charts of different functional 
forces of . the universe. While mailing 
these pictures her hand moves so rap
idly that one can scarcely, catch, a 
glimpse of hand, pencil or brush. 1 
have known this lady while, sitting in a 
room in her normal chderful condition, 
to be seized with demoniac eon.ditions 
and rehearse in passionate terms the 
duplicate of an angry quarrel that had 
transpired therein several days ^pre
vious. .

Now I do not offer these facts as be
ing anything’pew or strange; for al
most every old occult investigator has 
witnessed similar phenomena; but 1 do 
wish to suggest that t|ie lingering aura 
and mind force of those recent disput
ants projected a connecting •’wire” to 
her sensitive brain and caused her to 
give forth this seeming demoniac phe
nomena.

Yes, I wish to go one step further, 
and suggest the probability that a-mere 
aggregated and prolonged exposure to 
similar adverse aural had mind-forces, 
would project hallucinate forms which 
would be mistaken by clairvoyants for 
genuine spirit forms.

VAN WILLITS.
New Boston, Ill.

, MODIFYING NATURE.

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the. Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Troth, the Whole"Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

Spiritualist Meetings.
( It important when a meeting la 
.suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
wont new notices of all meetings being

DOGS CAN THINK AND TALK.
The query as to whether the dog [as 

set forth in the Chicago Tribune], in 
his long period of association with man 
as the companion of shepherd, hunts
man, artist, and dog lover, has forward
ed his development, we have not the 
means at hand to answer. However, 
we may Instructively compare the be
havior of the dog reared in the country 
with that reared in the city and notice 
their'relative acuteness in translating 
appearances. The wheelman cycling 
through the village is bellowed upon 
from every' kennel and corner, and, 
whenever possible, he is nipped in the 
leg, but when he reaches a large town 
he may pass by ninety-nine out of every 
hundred dogs unmolested. The city 
dogs have learned to suppress the stim
ulus to bark which the swiftly moving 
wheels of the bicycle excite.

The faculty of relating cause and ef
fect and to guide their actions by the 
knowledge thus obtained belongs to 
many dogs. As examples I will cite' 
but two instances which have come un
der my personal observation. A watch
dog that lay chained had had his plate 
of food so placed by the maid that he 
could reach the rim with his nose but 
not the food with his mouth. Presently 
he had the sagacity to discover the 
means of his deliverance. He stood up, 
gathered himself together, turned 
around so that his hind legs were 
turned toward the plate, . stretched 
them out until they touched the dish, 
and thus drew it Is to such a distance 
thattoe could eat with comfort.

One day I-shot a heron. It fell Into 
an open-stretch of water. ’ My dog nat
urally pluhged in to fetch it to me. But 
the bird defended herself against his 
approach with fierce snaps of her sharp 
beak. The dog swam around without 
crossing the danger line until suddenly 
he ducked under and grasped the heron 
from below and then, with a swift twist, 
secured hold-of her back and bore her 
Into shofe; :Thefe.-was’absolutely- ho 
better , means for avoiding a gouge in 
the eye than that-which, .he employed.' 
Liyas it instinct do-,you, ask? Where 
was the instinct, then, that came to the; 
same dog’s rescue one day when I shot 
a serpent in two and sent the dog to re
cover the head -portion? The serpent 
had sufficient strength remaining to 
bite the dog in . the face, so that the 
faithful beast returned home With a 
sadly swollen head and was subjected 
to a severe sickness. Ever after that 
experience she approached a serpent in 
a wide bow which prevented any repe
tition.

The soul experiences which we term 
our emotional life are to be observed in 
nearly all the higher animals. Parrots 
and canary birds form attachments for 
some particular person, the- sight ot 
whom gives them the most marked joy. 
With equal clearness these and other 
animals give evidence of anger, pain, 
and sorrow so that we cannot ' doubt 
their meaning.

The greatest faculty for .expressing 
his feelings I would ascribe to the dog; 
we scarcely know another beast so well, 
yet hold his faithfulness all too lightly 
and speak.'in jest of his fidelity. And

held hero in public halls at the present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

Cqntral Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasking’s hall, SOth.and Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs, Howes.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins' Hall 528 W G3rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur-, 
land, pastor.
• The Englewood Spiritual Union is 
now located at McDermott's Hall, 6603 
South Halsted street. Meetings 'every 
Sunday evening at 7:30, Ladles’ Aux
iliary every Thursday afternoon at 2:30.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. , All wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m.. at Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove, avenue. Good speakers 
and music, Mrs. Grace. E; Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. Come and bring 
your friends. ;
‘ Tho Progressive Society7 ¿olds serv
ices every Sunday at; 183 East North 
avenue, coirner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hail, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number 1b 361-' 
863 Egst 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday trom 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. ,W. corner of 31st street and 
Jndiana avenue. Admission to after
noon, meetings, free; evening servihe, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at. 
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 81st 
street ’

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue’. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening . at 8 
o’clock. Tests and music at every ¿er-

’ IHS.M. BOWMIMG, of ID Sedgwick street, 
•ul- Ui cuates Bplrlt Medicateti Waler. Distance 
no barrier to succosa of cures. '

VU- Furnished Boom suitable for one or 
A’’ two gents. Reasonable. 21C N, State 
street, Chicago. Top Bat

READING DY MAIL ONLY, 25 CENTS. SEND 
T,- - date of birth. Questiona answered. Mrs. C. C. 
Middleton. 670 bierru bt. Los Angeles, Col.

Business Medium and Psychometrist.
Send date of, bmh, ask three questions, which 

will be answered, and a trial reading, for 25 cents, 
For psychometry. send, article or specimen to 
read from. THEBESB DUANE, Box AT, Berkeley. 
Cal»'

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
• Who lias had

Forty Vears’ Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two

Years Prof, in a Medical
College, Ten Years \ 

JN SANITARIUM WORK,
1» » Natural Clairvoyant. Ho never 

fails in diagnosis, Ho has given special attention 
toeie, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
fonns of nervous diseases of both sexes Nover 
fails to cine piles. If you would like an opinion 
of your case free, write lust how you fee! with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your hand 
live minutes. Enclose stamp for reply, 

n„„Ad1,res?’ANDRK'v O. SP1NNBY. M. D. 
Prop. Beed City Buullarluni, Heed City, Mich.

The-Process of Evolution on the Mate
rial and Soiritual Sides of'Existence 

. —The Wonderful ■ Transformations
Made in Butterflies—The Lower 
Spheres of Spirit Life-—An Important 
Leeson Imparted.
To create butterflies of new and 

gorgeous colors in a city . flat - is the 
hobby ■ pursued by Dr. Otto Seifert at 
his home in East Eighty-tourth street, 
New York.

It was In Ids boyhood, home in Hau- 
over, . Germany, that ne first became 
interested in butterflies. His father 
didn’t want him to play in the streets, 
so he sent him to the woods and fields. 
And the lad speedily Became a student 
and collector of butterflies. He came 
to America in 1878 and was in the drug 
business tor thirty-five years,but con
tinued his collecting and his expen-

LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS.
lend In Your Dates and Name of Sec

retary at Once.

ments with butterflies. ’
Now he has butterflies by the 

ands and is raising more all the 
Caterpillars are coming to him 
friends in all parts of the world, 
restrict him in his movements.

thos- 
time. 
from 
They

Annie Lord CUaniberlain’s Card.
Dear friends, you’ can rreatly help iue care for 

my blind eleter, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl« 
¡lest Diedlums now in the form, by writlnr a letter 
to a spirit friend. Bend it to me with fl, and I will 
try and get reply by Independent writing or whia« 
pere. Addresa Wra. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU* 
ord Masa.

■■TSHJ.iWBlKffiaSKS
“ harmless Rome Cure.»Address 

MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicas?, Ill.

OR. J. S. LOUCKS
an? mosi-wioeebifin SpMt-

M«neUe Physicians. Ills cures arc marY 
telous, hie examinations are free to all who aend 
hlmname, age. aex, and lock of hair, and 0 cents 
inet&mpa. He doesn'vask for leading eyiuptoniB. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. Hie practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you in your own home.

Address, J. h. LOW««.». H.
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Maes.

KHJU1MIEAI.IXG, by Distant Druglees Sci
ence. T win treat one sufferer in each neigh

borhood, xiq matter what or how eorlouH tho dia- 
eaee, absolutely without charge; Free-will of
ferings alone will be accepted from those who 
are healed and able to do so. Addrees with 
stamped^envelope. B. K. GROUSETH, San Diego. 
Cal, Dept P,

DON’T READ THIS.
Francos L. Loucks, one of the greatest Psychic 

wonders living that uses the spiritual X-ray with
out any leading symptom to direct, and locate all 
Interna! diseases. A trial will convince you. 
Nervous exhauHtiomand lost vigor of both sexes 
successfully treated, as hundreds can' testify. 
Send name, age, sexr complexion and 10 cents In 
stamps, and receive a correct diagnosis of your 
case, free, worth dollars to you. Address,

i’RANOm L. BOUCKS,
35 Warren St., , Itoaeham. Mau.

Concrete Imitation Building 
Stone Machines

ARE BETTER THAN BANK STOCK.
Can Double Your Money on Output 

;For beBtrnnchluea made, address, 
J. A. BAUL, IThbrntown,. Ind.

TRUMPETS;
The Infallible Otero [compel Is Insulated top and 

bottom; shell; enamel, cardinal color finish, 31.30, 
Guaranteed, bettor than metal or any other mate • 
rial; very llghv ln wotshv, absolutely’ tangible, 
v-lth spirit forces; warranted perfect or money, 
refunded; cases* with handles, 11.60. Booklet for 
all kinds of development,.12 etc., sent on receipt 
of price,
JAS. WWTOSI ««S Dorr Ht„ Toledo. O.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and’ the leading symp
tom, and your disease' will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power. •

Mrs. Br. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St’. 

San ’Jose, Call

thought, nature teaches another very 
Important .lesson tor occult students to 
study. In each department of earth's 
productive manifestation we And the 

: life entities of each department are 
‘'"¡Strictly sensitized and limited to their 

‘'respective department Who ever heard
• of the life entities that had attained 
the animal bearing department, drop
ping back into the vegetable-bearing 
department and organizing a sure liv
ing rabbit? Or to reverse, who ever 
heard of the life entities that manipu
late vegetable growth reaching forward 
and organizing a sure cabbage-head as 

. air appendix to an animal form? No, no, 
nature’s laws do not permit of thus 
swapping’ and mixing department 
forces.

By virtue of the mortal organism be-” 
' Ing a product of earth's animal-bearing 
department in normal condition, mor- 

1 tals are sensitized strictly to the mortal 
thought-waves; and it is only the very 
few supersensitized who can attain the 
abnormal ground, and hold a moment’s 
affiliation with, those in the next higher 

. department, and by virtue of these 
same laws the opportunity and ability 
are just as rare for those belonging to 
the next higher department to drop 
back and affiliate with mortals.

Student, stick a peg here, and occa
sionally revert to these immutable laws 
in nature, it will help to keep you lined 
up in your imaginary theorizing.

The writer has in mind a.sensitive, 
who has been a.nelghbor for the last 
forty years. She" is a very worthy lady 
of some seventy summers, has been and 
still is a frequent visitor. On some of 
her visits she passes into the abnormal 
condition and gives us lengthy and in
teresting communications from spirit 
friends. On another visit it may be a 
very scientific talk from a nameless 
Bplrlt. Qp still other-visits, when con

ditions are different site passes into the 
abnormal condition and gives us a re-. 

- fcearsal of all of the -secret'town gos- 
^lp; and much of It in sentiment and

?this Incorrectly. For a dog remains 
true to all who use him well. If the 
friendship, however, be broken It is a 
difficult matter to reinstate oneself in 
his regard. ' ,

It is a fact that all the little dogs, 
whose existence seems to have no es
pecial object or reason, regard me with 
the utmost dislike.. And they are right; 
they reward like with like. On the 
contrary, I can approach all large dogs 
without tjie least danger, be they as fe-. 
rocious as they may, and can stroke 
their backs from the first moment of mÿ 
acquaintance .with them. They seem to 
know that I hold them in high esteem. 
It is perhaps for this reason that I have 
been able to study the language of the 
large dogs rather than that of the small 
species. '

Dog language is of course largely 
gesture. But the gestures are so sig
nificant that , we cannot mistake their 
meaning.. One pointer I owned spoke 
so clearly to iny father and myself with
out language that wè could understand 
all that she said...When she,came into 
the room and.did not flnd mÿ father she 
would first.go;to the corner where his 
hunting outfit was kept and then, raise 
herself to the closet, open the door, and 
look in to see whether one of the guns 
was missing. Were- this the case she 
gave clear expression to., her dismay 
and whined, howled, and bellowed until 
hushed. . .

I have seen tears in a . dog’s eyes, 
which „wore beyond all questlop to my 
mind flowing as the result of pain and 
yearning. A'homely little mongrel was 
the darling of my aunt’s heart. He was 
taken with her. every where. But one 
day he had to stay at home. He went 
alternately from one «to the other, 
peeked us with his nose, and then ran 
rapidly to the. door, where he awaited 
us with expectant eyes. As we did not 
heed his silent yet eloquent pleas, he 
finally dropped his head, while one tear 
after another flowed from his eyes.

An acquaintance of mine owns a fine 
old dog- that says "mamma” plainly. 
The thing is most simple. The dog 
gives an angry snarl, the master with 
his hand, closes the half open mouth 
twice and sharply, and the word 
“mamma” is plainly intonated. That 
was the beginning. Now the dog says 
mamma without aid.

Tho ordinary barking of dogs may be 
cultivated to resemble human articula
tions and to use their bark at special 
specified occasions.

DR. FRITZ SKOWRONNEK.

■ "Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a numbor-ot let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth1 felndlW 480' 
pages. Price $1. . .

vice. ■ •
The Spiritualistic Churqh^ Stu

dents of Nature will hold Sunday even- 
log’ services at 1065 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue. Mrbi M. Schu
macher, pastor. : >

The Universal Occult Society meets 
every Sunday at America :Hall,-77 East 
31st street, at 3 and 8 p, m. R. Gilray, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M, Stoller will’ 
preside at all meetings during the ab
sence of Brother Gilray. '

Lake View Spiritual Union, holds 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p, m., 
at.Wells Hall, No. .1629- North Clark 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl • A. Wjcklnnd. All 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Wells 
street.
' Meetings every Sunday at l0;45 a, m. 
at hall 210, Masonic Temple; under the 
auspices of Walter De'Voe, the well- 
known lecturer. - Miss ’ Cora M; Nate, 
soloiset. . - ’ , .
'■ The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, -between 
Halsted and- Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfield Turn
er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium.

Church of the Soul Communion holds 
meetings every Wednesday evening at 
8 dclock and Sundays at 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln aventie, between Garfield. 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor. •

The Christian Occult Chureh, United 
Brotherhood Halt 3245 State street. 
Every Sunday evening at 7:30. Test 
messages given by good mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance. .

The Golden Rule Spiritualist . Society 
will-hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at O’Donnell College Bldg.,' 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton Boulevard and. Park avenue. Ali 
cordially Invited. .

Temple Light and Truth, 370.Waban- 
Ela avenue, near. Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a.- 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m„ by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.'

Thé Hyde Park Occult Sqclety holds 
regular Sunday evening services, .7:45- 
o’clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Klmbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will bo secured for • all 
meetings. To spread the' truth is the 
object of this society. . Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, , 
corresponding secretary, 455 E. 55th 
street Entlance to hall, 819 E. 55th 
Street. < . ’ -.

The Spiritual Association of Sixty- 
ninth street and Wentworth avenue,, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall; 
6922. Hon- D. Gilmour will.address the 
meetihg at 7:30. p. m. Conférence at 
2:30 p. m.

The Society of Spiritual Unity holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., 
Àt Star Lodge Hall, 378 S, -Western ave- 
hue, undér the. direction of Mrs. Nellie 
Kusserow. - .....< . •' - :

The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
will hold, its’meetings during July and 
August at No. 22 Jackson Place, holding 
one meeting each Sunday at’8 p.’ m. -

Church of the Spiritual Truth 'holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DaLong, pastor.

Mrs. Virginia Bryan, one of our most 
eloquent trance mediums, <will lecture 
at Star Lodge Hall, 378 South,Western 
avenue, each Sunday evening, -

—,— «a» « an- ' .
"Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op. 

eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” • By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human .Culture- end 
Cure. Paper «over, 16-cents.: W sale 
ai thia oSos. - > .
- “The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 

1 of Form end Features, vThe Cultiva
tion of .Personal Beauty, Based on Hy- 
glene and Health Culture,- ; .By twenty 
physicians and .specialists. ; Edited by 

। Albert Turner." Of 
fgEâyelae. Price IL /

GREAT BOOKS JrS
ResearcUeB:£s£ModrffMSpIrItiiaHftm, By 

the ffreUtcsLlivi^<!hend6t;8it .William Crookes. 
New Amer. Ed. filioi (Bog, Ed. costs1!;60.)
JBiKtioshliMobprjiZSrUinAuai By B. F. Aus

tin, Ex-FjrinOTphlTAJina Collect). vTho .ker
nel of Uie'McmarwSystemB/*’ Highly corameuded 
by pduwtora.? DthicditiPH just out:T(>Oo. .

ThQ.xivlng Decaloprue. Twelve masterly' 
Expository.'Lectures'-Asy W. J. Colville» the great- 
author and aplrltuaHeocher. Just out 60c.

Success mid Mow to Win It. 24 New 
.Thought Lessons by Dr. Austin. Editor of’‘Reas
on.” Worth I25XW. .but sold for’25c;

Benson. 48 pp.-monthly (New Thought and 
Psychic Research.) Edited by Dr. B. F. Austin, 
50c. a year;
tayThefour volumes, with “Reason,’.’rl year, |2.
AUSTIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Department T, Rochester. N. Y.

Qhppt Mlffiip Three Beautiful 
DHIjUI muaib. Spiritual Songs.

"We Are Passing But Once This Way.” Sqng 
and refrain, by P. 0. Hudson; price. 25cents.

"Satisfied.” A reverie. By A. J, Maxham.
Price25cents. - ■

“The Light of Reason.” English and German 
words; sung to the tune of "Lead, Kindly 
Light" Price 25 Cents.

I ICnrTU An Interesting Story I ISnrl II of Two. Worlds.* 1* Elevating, Fascinat
ing and Instructive Throughout, 

This work by Carrie-E. S, Twing is exception
ally interesting. She. well says: .“These char
acters which have brought out the highest and 
lowest in different religious beliefs, havp moved 
me, not Ifhem;” The whole book-is Interesting, 

: fascinating, apd instructive».. Price, $1.00.

nk-AA-AA« Into the Phenomena of Researches Modern Spiritualism 
By. SIR WILLIAM CROOKES, F. R. S„ with 
iliustraticns. Of unusual Interest and value, 
by one of the greatest scientists of theAyorld. 
Price, 50 cents. .

IMPORTANT WORK.

Ä

Restores Lost Vision;
. Write for Illuatratod Circular 
Bhawingr styles and prices and 
photo of Spirit Tarma, who de-

* ,, lalrvoyant power in me, J can ad
ust my Melted Pebble Liens Spectacle as perfect- 
JJ? eyes at your own home and send by 
moil, as if you were in my office. Thousands will 
testify. 11. V. POOXiE.

43 Evanston Ave., Chioago.tU 
Dear Mr. Poole:—-Your spectacles aro perfect I 

perfection, I shall recommend thorn to
e' a E0’,ertB00'

Are You a Rosicrucian ?
. ’̂T’here^re jnyBterlea ot the soul, of life and 
Ä' ^vlch undoretand and demon
strate I You possess powers which if infolded, 
would prove of marvelous value to you Inyour dally life and business.
: fir.The'*O. W. R.” is tho only recognized Rosl- 

. pruplan Brotherhood in the United States, and is 
affiliated with the Ancient Masters.

own,powers and loin the O. W. R.? In less than three months you be- 
gin to realize your psychic powers. -
- ly You are a medium ;xou can excel all others 
by towering above mediocre ability and proving 
your, superiority aa an adept, This is what my 
eystem does I Scud at onco a stamped addressed 
envelope for prospectus.- .

Clairvoyance. Cloth, 160 pages, by J. C. F. 
Grumblne. Teacheshow to read the future, prac
tice telepathy/ peùètrate. the veil between’the 
seen and theunseen, converse wlth-splrits-know 
the mysteries. Price (reduced from l£oo), 11.60,

Auras and Colors.—How to read .the atmos
phere of persons and understand the appearance 
of halos, auras and nimbus. Contains a color 
dictionary,, Paper, price 60 cents.

Realization. Howto becomo well.success
ful, prosperous. A wonderfully helpful book for 
beginners. Paper, price 60 cents. ’

Psrchometry. Teaches how to getat the soul 
of things. Paper, price 60 cents.

Paßend 12.25 for a large crystal for crystal 
reading. Address J. C. F. Grumblne, 718 Irving 
Ave.. Syracuse, N, Y. (Duringtho Summernn|y.)

Success, and How to Win It.
, .t By B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D.
A Lecture and Course of Twenty-four Success 

Lessons. Price 25 cents.

“Offlcial Realster of the National, State 
and LocaI Sp i rituàlIst Associations’ of 
the United States and Canada, With 
Lyceums,- .Camp-Meetings and Me
diums."/ . ’:-h;
The aboyejs the title of a.highly Im

portant Illustrated, work, gotten up with 
painstaking care,- by . Mrs. Laura G. 
Fixen, the efficient vice-president of the 
Illinois State ' Spiritualist Association; 
1Ó47 Carmen Avenue, Chicago. It con
tains 106 pages and will prove .of great 
value to those who wish- to get informa- 
tioi in regard to the different societies 
located In various parts of the country.' 
It is gotten up to a most beautifully ar- 
tistfc style, anfl reflects great credit on 

'its compiler.. Thia long needed work 
will impress the tosual observer with 
the extensive-'foltowlng we have, and 
the dignity due tostho .grandest and 
most importait philosophy now be
fore the whole’fcivliized -world. It leads 
off with a magnificent photo-engraving 
of Mrs. Abby <LouIse. Fettenglll, ■ prési
dent of thé "City M Light” Assembly, 
LilyDale/N. Yi/ who is a prominent fac
tor in the’educatisn process now going 
en'ih our ranks This Official Register 
can be obtained bÿ; addressing this of
fice.. Price ?L

“After Her Death. The Story ot a 
Summer.” By Ljjian Whiting. ; No 
mind that loveb; spiritual thought. can 
fair to bi fed and; delighted with this 
book. ' Beautifhl spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spintaaiism, leading 
the mind-onward into the purer atmos- 
nhere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price,, 
cloth, JI- ”

“Ths Molecular Hypothesis of Na- 
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, 
prof. Lockwood is recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros- 
tnun. In this little volume’’ ho presents 
in succinct form the substance, of his 
lectufeb on tho Molecular. .Hypothtais 
óf Nature; and presents his -views as 
demonstrattog a scientific basis of Splr- 
jtualiBfn. Tho took ia commended ta 
all who love to study and think. 
Price 25 cents
. “Thé Tnith ^eker' Collection pt 
Forms end Cer®æsa!&a for tho Use ef

T1U? IPCIllfc Containing chapters on Or- 
1110 el Do Ui be) igln and History of the Jes

uits; Principles and Almot the “Company ot 
Jesus;" Immoral .Teachings of the Jesuits; Con
demnation of the Order; Expulsion of theJes- 
ults;Bull ot Popo Clement XIV,. Abolishing the 
Society; The Jesuits’ Estates Act; an appendix 
ot valuable Information, By B. F. Austin. A 
M.; B. D. Price 15e

The Maiestu 
ef Calmness.

• Two dainty whit« girt 
books by Wm. George

• Jordan, treating ot m- 
dividual problems and 
■possibilities in the

-.light ot the

"I want to go to Europe this year,” he 
said the other day, »"but I have now so 
many caterpillars that 1 could not leave 
them.”

Dr. Seifert is now making experiments 
of special interest. By means of appli
cation to the extremes of heat and cold 
to the caterpillars, butterflies of more 
gorgeous or more sober colors, as the 
experiment may result,, are being pro
duced, and some entirely new and more 
picturesque species may yet be forth
coming from the freezing out or the in
cubating process which Dr. Seifert em
ploys, 1

In doing this he is following out the 
discovery first made by . George Dorf- 
melster, a Bavarian schoolteacher, and 
since followed up by August Welsmann, 
Dr. Standfuss in Zurich and W. ,H. Ed
wards in this country. Dorfmelster 
discovered that by putting the pupae ot 
the butterflies belonging to the family 
of Arctildae away in the cold ot the cel
lar for a certain length of time he se
cured a modification in form and'color 
which made.the resulting butterflies re
semble a butterfly of a- more northern 
clime.

Dr. Seifert has taken a butterfly com
ing from Labrador to Cape of Good 
Hope, and by the icebox or the incuba^ 
tor method Ito has achieved specimens 
which have an individuality of their 
own. He has taken butterflies familiar
ly known in the fields around New 
York and by subjecting the chrysalids 
to extremes of heat and cold has ob
tained forms that would properly be
long to both Canada" and Florida.

The-pupae from which it is desired 
to secure a more northern form of but
terfly is put as soon as its shell is hard 
into the refrigerator or icebox for two 
hours before it is consigned to ' the 

.freezer for its long sleep, to accustom 
it to thé freezing temperature. It is 
subjected to the same treatment when 
taken from the freezer before being 
exposed to a regular temperature.

Not only will the effects of extreme 
cold eliminate the brilliant eyes upon 
the-wings of brilliant butterflies, such 
as for instance, the common "Painted 
Lady," but it will also have an effect 
upon the shape of the wings of the in
sect, the wings most approaching the 
triangular in shape appearing in the 
modified form as more forked.
: -The ■’females in general are far less 
inclined than the males to yield in re
gard to color and design to the stimu
lating influence of temperature. While 
heat and cold usually act as stimulants 

' in diffèrent degrees, in some cases al
most the same modifications are ob
tained by extreme heat as by cold.

Extreme heat seems to retard devel
opment just as cold does. Freshly 
formed pupae of the.Arctia arge ex
posed to a temperature of about 100 
Fahrenheit for 100 hours gave after six 
days an extreme southern form of this 
butterfly. In general the effect of the 
cqjd is found to produce northern forms 
with more sober coloring, while the 
heat brings out gorgeous colors even 
more brilliantly.

The apparatus employed in these 
transformations is exceedingly simple. 
It Ib an ordinary icebox, or freezer, 
where the chrysalis is kept so fast 
asleep that a little matter of tempera
ture does not in the least trouble it, 
and it iq prepared to assume the colors 
which it would assume in an extreme 
northern clime. From the freezer it is 
transferred to a pasteboard box in a 
living room until the butterfly appears.

The incubator, if such it may be

The Kinashio
of 8e fKontroL *New Thou«ht-UI UUII /X.VIILI UI. T)ley are very tóter

• . » * » » » « estlng and instructive 
ana worth more than the price Indicates, as an 
ornamental and valuable addition to the libra
ry. Price. 30 cents each.

The Secret of Life,
co very .—Send SI. 00 to L. Walsbrpoker, Lakobay, 
W»;, and get that and Woman’s Source of Power.

Tiie Devil and tne fldventisu
An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re

pulsed. Bx Moses HulL Price. 10 cents..

Force anfl Matter«^» 
book. A profound work <upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth.81.00.

Reincarnation, s'Sx® 
bodlmehts, examined and discussed pro and con, 
by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr. Helen Densmore 
'and W. J. Colville. Price 30 cts.

Heaven ReviseduvuTVii iivuuvu after the Change 
Called Death. By Mrs. E. B. Duffey. A,very 
interesting and instructive work. Price 25cts.-

Tk Liw Dccalojoe
ByW. J; COLVILLE. A series of twelve lec
tures, intended as simple, practical expositions 
of the Ten Commandments in the spiritual as* 
peat. Price,50cents. ' .-s. -•*

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Barrier. /An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind's relations to the physical organism, and 
tho power of thought in the upbuilding of 

- health and character,. Cloth, 51. .

New Testament Stories illSstraJ 
ed. Drawing^ by Watson Heston, with critical 
and humorous cQmments upon the texts. Hes- 
ton*« drawings are Incomparable, and excruci
atingly funny. One must seo the book to appro-, 
elate It; the pictorial satire cannot be tola. It 
will make you laugh heartily. Price in board, 
81.00; cloth, 81.5g -.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyle.
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
literary effort A fine edition in cloth. 
Price 60 cents. . -

“Anlnfemous Dynamite Roman Cath, 
ollc Conspiracy'Detected and Exposed." 
"Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rcv.J.G. White, author of Startling 
Facts.' Priée 10 cents each, or two Smr 
16 emat fl. - -

“Dëath Defeated; or the Psychic 8®r

Interest In the various Bpirituallst 
'-amp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report at 

t0 ofllce, so that proper an- 
ouncement as to dates can be made.

MT. PLEASANT PARK, CLINTON, IA. 
in J»? annual camp-meet-
anrt P'easant pai’k, opens July 3(1 
inform Au6ust 271 Pegrams and . ^“ation given to all who write to 
ville Mo An(iers0D’ secretary, Clarks-

ONSET CAMP,
...S’,“/61 camp commences its twenty- 

aPnual meeting, July 23, and 
a<idrpi;KAHeUSt For iuI1 Programs 
addiess the secretary. Onset, Mass.

CHESTERFIELD, CAMP,
JV]y 15 and ends'sAugust 27. 

hid kyd a Jessup, secretary, Anderson^

SUNAPEE LAKE CAMP, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp- 

commences July 30 and closes August' 
zf. Address Thomas Burpee, Sutton, 
than un> I116 8®cretary, Lorenza Wor- 
then, Hillsboro Br., N. H.

VICKSBURG^ CAMP.

»nYiC^Sburg camP. Mlch-’ opens July 30' 
Fars A“StSt 20’ For fuil Partlcu- 
v<rSi .address Mrs. Jeannette Fraser, 
Vicksburg, Mich.

NEW ERA CAMP-MEETING. 
ini?o N®.w Era camp-meeting begins 
July 9, and continues over four Sundays. 
Address Rev. G. C. Love, president, 354 
College street, Portland, Oregon.

BDGEWOOD CAMP, WASH.
Eminences July 30 and ends August 

Particulars address Geo.E. Knowlden, Tacoma, Wash.
i?ENTRAL OHI0 CAMP.

Lhls camp opens Sunday, June 4 and I 
closes Sunday, June 25; at Bueleh I 
hnn £' P eht mlles southwest of Colum- I 
bus. For particulars, address the sm- 
retary, 55 McDowell street. Columbus,/

GRAND LEDGE CAMP, MICH. ’ 
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp-

Afm S Ju,1.<21’ 1905< and closes ■ 
Aug. 21, 1905, with Mr. Oscar A. Ed- ' 
gerly as presiding chairman. For full ; 
information address J. W. Ewing or WR. Divine of Grand Ledge, MlchS

THE ASHLEY, OHIO, CAMP.
This camp opens August 6 and closes 

nFor further particulars ad- 
OWq8 W Randolph, secretary, Ashley,

OCEAN GROVE CAMP.
This camp Is located at Harwich, 

LHv J/*“1 °Pens-July 9’ and C1OMS July
WINFIELD (KANSAS) CAMP. 

hn?dhHyt“flw.tCamp Assoclation will 
hold Its twelfth annual camp-meeting, 

ns July 15‘ “nd ending July
M^^ress Mrs. Maud K. Gates, 807 
North Manning street, Winfield, Kans, 
for programs. ’

called, is made from a square tin or 
sheet iron box. The oven of a gas 
stove would do. Lamps are placed be
neath the box, and Inside are a series of 
horizontal shelves upon which the 
chrysalids are placed. The temperature 
has to be regulated carefully.

In cases in Dr. Seifert’s flat are dis
played his collections of butterflies and 
also the butterflies he has created. All 
the world is represented—butterflies 
from Tibet, rare and hard to get; but
terflies from Japan, with mottled wings 
that in coloring resemble the Japanese 
tea boxes;, immense steel blue butter
flies from the Indies and Borneo; gor
geous flowerlike insects from South 
América and queer ones from Mexico.

. One case is full Of butterflies from 
Florida.” Dr. Seifert went to that state 
to- raise and experiment with butter
flies, because he could not get here the 
feed they needed. Caterpillars are fas
tidious and won’t eat everything. Many 
of them only eat one thing and there is 
one tropical species that will only feed 
on the leaves of the passion flower.

Dr. Seifert has had many queer 
things tó contend with in his pairing 
and. rearing of-butterflies. His care of 
his caterpillars alone is no sinecure. 
Each day of his life he has to make an 
excursion tó get food for them.

One species will'feed on nothing but 
the leaves of thé witch hazel, while an
other'will dieif fed on anything but the 
twigs of the wéeping willow. Some of 
them are very fond of dandelion leaves. 
So his shopping for caterpillar food 
often extends far beyond the limits of 
New York. ’
• As an instance of the experimental 
nature of some of his work the doctor 
a few seasons. ago found a rare green 
moth In the Bronx. From it he raised 
families from it for two seasons, but 
each season they died/ Their food was 
investigated, and the thirst season the 
family grew to maturity. Dr. Seifert 
had been feeding them on the female 
blossoms of a certain conifer when they 
needed the male blossoms of the same 
tree.

In the above narrative, as set forth 
by thé New York Sun, a grand lesson 
can be learned. It gives one’a hint as 
to tho varied processes' of evolution 
such as the change in the . form and 
mental - status of the unborn child by 
impressions made on the mind of the 
mother. A fright may change its form 
into that of a monster, or pleasurable 
spiritual emotions may make an Angel 
of Light out of it. There is some 
change worked by darkness in the pro
cess of evolution of a depraved spirit 
out of Its deplorable conditions. His 
debased state may .be such .that he is in 
almost total darkness in spirit life; but 
in the course, of time . a.: change is 
wrought; and a-désiré most earnest, is

I mn'ilfpsipf’- to advance. L. C.
NewYdrifo j • "

UNITY CAMP, MASS.
Opens on Sunday, June 4, and con

tinues every Sunday until the last of 
September.
. LOS ANGELES CAMP, CAL.
To be held at Mineral Park, com

mencing June 25 and ending July 25. 
Mrs, Nettle Howell 1b in charge.

VERONA PARK CAMP.
The Verona Park camp-meeting, Me., S 

will open Aug. 13 and close Aug. 2?. •* 
A. F. Smith, president, Bangor Me • F* 
W. Smith, secretary, Rockland, Me?

MANTUA CAMP, OHIO.
This camp located at Mantua Station, 

Ohio, will open July 9, and continue to 
August 27. For further particulars, ad
dress F. H. Sherwood, Secretary, Man
tua Station, Ohio.

CAMP PROGRESS.
Camp Progress, Moreland Park 

Grove, Upper Swampscott, Mass., opens 
Sunday, June 4, 1905.

LAKE BRADY, OHIO.
The fourteenth annual session of this 

camp will be held during the months of 
July and August. For full particulars 
address A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

FOREST HOME CAMP, MICH.
Forest Home Spiritualist camp-meet

ing begins July 30, and closes Aug. 20. 
For full particulars address the secre
tary, Mrs. Ruth Eastman, P. o Box fie 
Mancelona, Mich. ’ ’

ISLAND LAKE CAMP.
Island Lake Camp, Mich., opens Sun

day, July 23, extending until August 28 
For programs of information write or 
call on the secretary, H. R. LaGrange. 
Brighton, Mich., Island Lake Box.

NIANTIC CAMP, CONN.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp- 

meeting Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Niantic, Conn; season of 1905 
commencing June 12 and continuing un
til September 11. For full particulars 
address George Hatcn, South Windham 
Conn. ’

WONEWOC CAMP-MEETING.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds its annual camp-meeting 
in Unity^Park, Wonewoc, Wis. Aug 
5 to 27 inclusive. For particulars 
and programs write M. M. Blish, secre- 
tary, Wonewoc, Wis. »

HARMONY GROVE CAMP.
Harmony Grove Camp-meeting Asso

ciation will hold its annual camp, Aug 
6 to 20. This camp is located three and' 
one-half miles from Escondido, Cal. 7 
For further particulars in regard' '■ 
to the camp address T. J. McFeron, 
secretary, 528 Fir street, San Diego’ 
Cal. - '

CITY OF LIGHT ASSEMBLY.
The season opens at Lily Dale,, N. Y, 

July 14, and closes September 3. For - 
programmes, address E. Evstaphieve, 
secretary.

OTTAWA CAMP.
Spiritualist Camp-meeting Associa

tion, Forest Park, Ottawa, Kansas, 
September 15 to 25 inclusive. Write 
for programmes, H. W. Henderson, * 
president, Lawrence, Kans.'; Jacob Hey, 
secretary, Overbrook, Kans. ■ (

FRANKLIN CAMP,
The Franklin Spiritualist Camp-meet

ing Association will hold its tenth an- - 
nual camp-meeting commencing Sep
tember 1. and closing September 17. 
D. L. Haines, secretary, Franklin, Neb.

HASLETT PARK, MICH.
The twenty-third annual assembly ot 

Spiritualists at Haslett Park, Mich., 
commences Aug. 6, and continuing to 
September 3. For programs address E. 
F. Spross, Okemos, or -D. R. Jessop, 
Williamston.

"New Testament Stories Comically II» 
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes» 
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon- the Texts." Heston's 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, 
Cloth, $1.50. ' r
i "In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A, 
Bland, interesting, • instructive am? 
helpful; ’Spiritually uplifting. Glotte 
feound ; price ?1.
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ROLLING ON THE FLOOR.

Our being.
Alameda, Cal.

Religious Fanaticism Run Wild, in Cali, 
fornia—Actions Displayed That 

Border on Insanity.

¡je 'WoflftÄbr «Thinker
SPIRITUALISE—Progress, tl)e U^IOersal Lay? qt JMatûre ; Soient of Probaros.—SPIRITUALISM

VOL. 32 ________CHICAGO. ILL..iJ^/8905.  N0-818

At this writing the Free Method
ists of Loh Angeles, are folding a camp 
meeting, and according to the newspa
pers of that city are acting like a lot of 
lunatics. The Los Angeles Times of a 
late date gives a detailed account Of the 
meetings. The Times says:

The meeting of yesterday evening 
was the most remarkable of the series. 
The. serjnon was delivered by Rev. M. 
M. Downing, district elder. His theme 
was “Salvation,” and with emphasis the 
speaker drove home the lesson, wfiile 
the big barracks echoed with the halle
lujahs of the mass of listeners jammed 
among the benches.

Dramatic in delivery and showing the 
intensity of his thought in his every 
action, the speaker thiilled the throng 
with the pathos of his utterance, ar
raigned the willful sinner and deplored 
his sin. These are some of the striking 
paragraphs of the remarkable sermon:

“When 1 received the regulation dose 
of gospel ipeepe, I vomited up the 
world,” said Rev. Downing.. "The best 
recommendation to Jesus Christ is a 
broken-down, halt-damned, repentant 
clave of Bin who comes for pardon.

During the sermon, one woman 
stirred to the. depths of her feelings, 
arose "and placed the floor, with her 
hands clenched. Another jumped and 
yejied aloud, while a third stood in her 
seat and stretching out her arm, held 
it extended toward the throng. With
out speaking a word, she stood thus for 
more than an hour.

The after-meeting brought the 
tide of; feeling to the highest pitch and 
many rolled on the floor and- shouted 
their petitions prostrate before the ros
trum where the leader conducted the 

• service, which proceeded in spite of the 
strange interruptions.

During the closing hours of the con
ference a total of J2200 was realized 
for the Free Methodist Seminary, $700 
was raised for foreign missions and 
$200 for camp meeting expenses and 
helping preachers to their circuits. A 
total of $1600 was realized for home 
missions. . ,

It -will be noticed that a total of 
$2.300 were raised Xor missio'nary pur
poses. Now I am free to say they 
would better expend that money on 
themselves in an honest effort, to learn 
some common-sense things. In what 
part of the world may be fo.und.a people 
who 'are so ignorant and deluded as to 
believe that God is pleased to see hiB 
children rolling on the floor, and shout
ing, and screaming, and frantically yell- 

; ing their prayers to him’ What • do 
ouch people as these Methodists intend 
to teach in their Seminaries for which 
■they raised $2,200? Now I am very 

■ tolerant in my views touching the hon
est'religious faith of my fellow men. 
I have pity for these fanatics above re- 

'■ íérred to. I sometimes contribute to 
corry on fbo work of the Salvation Ar
my, and th, work of orthodox churches, 
although 1 cm not orthodox ip my. relig- 
ioi(6 beliefs, but l could not contribute 
a nickel to these Los Angeles Free 
Methodists.

Why?
My answer js< they are religiously in

sane, and the money that is given them 
to he expended in teaching "the heath
en,” by the missionaries, and the chil
dren in. their Seminaries, would be 
worse1 than wasted. ' ‘ •

Of course I know that not all Free- 
Methodists are as fanatical as these de
scribed above. There are "crante” in 
every church; even the Spiritualists 
have their quota of them.

It seems to me that the time has 
come for manklndsin civilized countries 
to abandon the idea that there is a God 
up somewhere in the sky, who demands 
that every man and woman shall im
portuno him, entrèat him, coax and 
flatter him, and promise to do nothing 
elsfe through eternity than to fall down 
before him and tell him how great he 
is, and worship him, and sing his praise, 
and constantly remind him that if he 
had dealt justly with them they would 
be in hell.

Here I am reminded of the story of 
the Methodist and the Quaker who, 
stopping at a farm house,.were asked 
to sleep in the same bed. The Quaker 
disrobed and jumped in. The Metho
dist kneeled down and prayed. He told 
God “how he had been conceived in in
iquity and born in sin; how prone he 
was to do evil, and that if God had dealt 
justly with him he would have been in 
hell long ago where mercy could never 
reach him.”

The Quaker quickly sprang out of bed 
and began to put on his clothes. When 
asked what he intended to do, he re

spited: “Friend, if thee is half as bad a 
man as thee has just told the Lord thee 
1s, then I will not sleep with tnee, for 
I am afraid thee will fob me before 

. morning." '
¿ .That there is an “Infinite Intelli- 
.génee” I do not doubt. ' That this ’Tn- 
ftnlte Intelligence” is the lite of every
thing7 in tlie universe, I believe. This 
Infinite' Intelligence, I call God. My 
•God could not havè been, frustrated in 
his-plans by a’devil, an inferior being. 
He.could not "repent” that he had made 
man. He could not be so malignant 

■ and savage as to establish an endless 
hell and send unnumbered billions of 
men, women , and. babies to that place 
of eternal torment, because one man, 
Adam, áte a forbidden fruit. My God 
could not make, so bad a job of work 
in creating a world and peopling It, as 
to require that his only son should come 
to earth arid'be cruelly murdered, in 
order to give God an excuse for keep
ing a. part of the human family out of 
hell on condition that they Spend both 
time and eternity IfT flattering him by 
telling him how great and good he was, 
for inventing “his great plan; of salva
tion.” My God would not be delighted 
nt seeing men and women rolling about 
on the floor, shouting their ' petitions 
and yelling .like a lot of ignorant sav-

. nges. . . -
May that day hasten .when people 

Will learn that right living is the best 
■ religion; the doing unto others as we

Would that they should do unto us, and 
that no rolling on tho floor, nor yelling 
and shouting to a supposed God up in 
the clouds asking him to enable us to 
escape some merited punishment "for 
Ghrist’s sake” will change tho laws of

R. A. DAGUE.

PRIMEVAL MAN. MEDIUMI6TIC DRAWINGS.

í»

A Giant in Size, But Not a Savage—The 
Views of a Minister of thé Gospel, in 
the Chicago Record-Herald—Inter-

. estlng Particulars.
Much speculation has been indulged 

in as to the mental, moral and physical 
character of [he tiret members of the 
Luman race. A compariseli of the, find
ings of natural science with the teach
ings of Genesis is interesting.

The book of .Genesis tells us "there 
were giants in the earth in those days." 
Who were the Nephillnt, or giants, men
tioned in Genesis? Sir J. W. Dawson 
says thè answer is furnished In the 
skeletons found some years ago in- the 
cavern at Cromagnon. This cave is a 
shelter under an overhanging ledge of 
limestone, and was excavated original
ly by erosion. It fronts a little 
stream to the southwest, and having 
originally been eight feet high and 
twenty feet deep, must have formed a 
very cozy retreat from tlie elements, 
and with a pleasant outlook.

The "Man of Cromagnon" must have 
been of huge frame, for he was 6 feet 
4 inches in height, and his bones prove 
him to have been of the most powerful ¡ 
and athletic mold—a Samson in 
strength. The bones of the limbs/have 
the peculiar form characteristic of ath
letic men, accustomed from childhood 
to the most violent walking, running 
and leaping. ‘This is indicated by the 
enormous strength of the thigh bones 
and the flattened form of the leg bones 
in this' as in all other paleolithic skel
etons. The skull presents the évidence 
of advanced age, the teeth being worn 
down, to the sockets, though without 
being lost.

Superiority In Ëarller Race.
The -skull proper, or brain case, Is 

very long, much more, so than in ordi
nary modern skulls, and ' has great 
breadth, The brain .was of greater size 
thanjn the average man, and the front
al region-, was largely and well devel
oped,,.

The face, however, presents peculiar 
characters. It is extremely broad, with 
projecting cheek bones and heavy jaws. 
It resembles the coarsest types of 
American Indian. The eye orbits are 
square and elongated laterally; the nose 
large and prominent and the jaw pro
jecting. :

The skeleton. of the Woman which 
was found beside him, presents similar 
characteristics of stature, structure, 
god cranial form, only, of course, modi
fied somewhat by sex.- Their orna
ments, consisting of perforated pieces 
of shell and ivory, were found with 
them;

Professor Broca thinks the great vol
ume of brain and the general form and 
profile of the brain case are Undeniable 
evidences of superiority, which aré met 
only in the civilized races. On the oth
er hand, thé breadth and form of facial 
featured, and enormous development of 
the jaw, and the size and roughness of 
the muscular insertions suggest to us a 
violent and brutal nature.The god and 
the devil seem to have been combined 
in that race—though there was nothing 
of the mere brute. : -

Mighty Men of Other Days.
The first members of the human fam

ily were doubtless of stern and muscu
lar form. This gigantic paleolithic man • 
was probably a representative of that' 
powerful race who filled the antedilu
vian world with violence and who ap
peared in post-diluvian times as the An- 
akim, and the giants of early history.

Probably nothing is more interesting 
and curious in the discoveries among 
the ancient cave men than that they 
confirm the words of Genesis, “there 
were giants in thé earth in those days.” ■ 
Light has been thrown upon thé subject 
also, by a discovery, made near San 
Diego, not many years ago, of the body 
of a gigantic man, in a dry cavern; The 
shriveled form measured eight feet in 
height during life. This man belonged 
to a race unknown- to historic timés. 
Yes, those were “mighty meh of old, 
men of renown." r '

But were the first men paleolithic 
savages? .The critic .of scripture would 
have us think so, .but his contention 
falls to the ground. While the race’of 
men dwelling In the land of the mam
moth were in the paleolithic, or rough
stone-age, there were races inhabiting 
the vailles of the Nile and Euphrates 
in advanced states of civilization. The 
archeologist, with pick and shovel, has 
uncovered the patlj of civilized man 
back more than 7,000 years, but the ge
ologist and paleontologist trace paleo
lithic man back to the same era.

Words of Genesis Confirmed.
Civilized and paleolithic men - have 

been shown to have‘flourished on earth, 
soon after the end of the glacial epoch, 
and the beginning of the Champlain; 
period—about 8,000 years ago, as shown 
by Dr. Alexander Winchell. The sei-, 
enees agree very remarkably, with Gen
esis in establishing the age of mankind 
on the earth. .

But what was thé character of the 
first members of the race? Were they 
savages or civilized? Genesis attrib
utes knowledge of morals and religious 
truth and duty to the first family of 
man. It attributes to man. an awak
ened conscience, and/strong emotions. 
It' points out the possession of genius 
and skill in music, metallurgy, agricul- 

-tiire, architecture and the love of flocks 
and herds. , .

Notice another and very important 
fact: The true principles of evolution 
must be, and are, in accord with the 
facts of paleontqlogy that ' science ■ 
teaches us .that' at the introduction of a 
species dúring geologic time Its first 
members were perfect representatives 
of the species. Species, have persisted 
of degenerated. Species , do. not im
prove. This law, has prevailed from 
the beginning to the extinction of many 
species. . 3 : .

If man, therefore, is the créature of 
evolution—and Genesis does not say he 
Is or is not—then the first men must 
have been perfect representatives of 
mankind. They must :hnve been per- 
feet mentallyr morally and physically. 

/■ We do not mean by this they were per
fect In their knowledge or skill, but, 
rather, perfect in their capacities for 

■ knowledge and achievement.
The evolutionist errq. tn looking for 

r a connecting link which Is half-man and 
- half-brute. Paleontology, and evolution 
’ based upon it, conclusively prove this.

The first man was not a savage, but

ÌNo consecrated absurdity could have 
Stood its ground in this world if the 
man had not silenced the objections of 
the child.—Michelet

A wanton eye is the messenger of an 
unchaste heart.—Augustine.

It in one thing to be tempted; another 
loiall.—Shatepere,

A Student Takes Lessons from Mother 
Nature.

-- ------------
SOME COMPREHENeh/E REMARKS, 

' ' bi:'

God and the Constitution nl the United
States.

I seem impelled to write of an expe- : 
rience that came into my lite, of a psy
chic nature, a few years ago.

I was calling on a medium, and in our 
conversation she stopped short, looked ; 
at me earnestly and said: “If you tate 
some paper and a pencil down by the 
water where you go to sit sometimes, 
you will get some drawings.”

I had not mentioned to her of my 
fondness for a certain tree down1 by thè 
lagoon in Washington Park which was 
a few blocks from where I live on the 
Midway. It was a favorite place of 
mine, so one-bright June morning^ with 
pencil and a block of drawing paper I 
started for my first "sitting” with Moth
er Nature, and how kind she was to me 
you can see at my first "seance;”

I reached the spot where the sitting ■ 
was to take place, without much hopes 
of its outcome, as I have had many spir
it promises that have never been ful
filled.

I sat idly watching the boats pass. 1 
'guess their passing made me passive; 
suffice to say I soon felt a desire to do 
something. My hand vibrated and 
passed over the paper several times in 
a caressing way as though it wished to 
give a magnetic treatment before pro
ceeding. •

Then I drew some sharp lines quick
ly, wondering what was coming next, 
hardly realizing that 1'was being con
trolled. Next a foundation horizontal 
to the diagonal lines was made, but 
still I,remained in doubt as to its finish, 
but seeming to divine my thoughts', I 
then drew some circles around tlie tops 
of the stems, and then I saw I had a 
little-etching from nature—not, a very 
elaborate one to be sure, but a surprise 
and wonderment to me, as I had never 
done anything in drawing. They resem
bled a few daisies. Then I Was assisted 
in printing this explanation, "A study 
from nature.” I was well pleased with 
my first morning’s effort,

At my next sitting my drawing im
proved, and developed quite a marine 
scene, representing a lighthouse on a 
cliff at the right, to the left ri bold pro
jection of land with an' :open' water
view between, with a ship in the -dis
tance.. A surprise came to me as I no
ticed that as I widened the''water 
scene, it sent the ships -farther from 
the land. This was a new idea to me. 
I arose, thinking I had finished my les
son, when. I reseated myself arid drew a 
perpendicular shading below the bluff, 
which made it change Its perspective 
end I could almost see it rise to a new 
height.

Each time I went to my drawing les
son I got better résulte, and surprisés to 
me in effects.
' I next drew the likeness of what 

seemed to be Some-, seer of the óldén 
time with long-hair and berird. •'

It wrote, "Wo are trying to make'a 
picture of your musical guide.” :

I drew the picture of a horse, but at 
first the bead looked more like a goat, 
but it grew to be quite a Well-developed 
anlmal.Then I sketched its’ rider, an In-, 
dlan chief, who- claimed he was help
ing me. . ’ w

After that I dre,w a wigwam with 
scalps and skins hanging In decoration.^

Next came an Indian maiden with a* 
couple of arrows as ornaments in her 
hair.

I drew many designs during the Bum
mer. One dav;' I started on , what. 
seemed to be the tail end of something. 
I thought of Hamlet’s ..soliioqiiy, 
could a tale unfold.” Well, I (infolded 
it, and it proved to be the tall of an ele
phant. After outlining it and attaching 
its trunk I drew the full face of ri Hin
doo oh thé side of thé elephant, wearing 
his native'cap. - He claimed to be one 
of any helpers, and wrote that this'was 
a picture of his elepharit.

One day I got the ifoiit face of a 
young lady with long curls—a bust like
ness. I thought I had completed it, but' 
was impressed to return to my 'work 
and then drew a stem and petals of ri 
lily, so.as to form a fitting frame to the 
face. As I have a spirit'that claims-to 
be helping me, and also a dear sister-on 
this’side of life who is an angel In 
flesh, both bearing the name of Lillie, I 
thought it-very symbolical.

There is one thing- about developing 
along with Mother Nature: You don't 
have foolish' question asked- as to 
whether a person is to’ get married- or a 
better job. " ' ■'/ .

There is nothing to break .conditions, 
or disturb the medium—only an occa
sional ripple óf laughter from some 
happy boat-load of pleasure-seekers 
gliding by, arid that is only harmony. 
This bririgs nié to recall one of my pic
tures; whichhas a tragic feature about 
it One day I had started on a picture 
which gave me the impression it was to 
be a man, as I commenced by drawing a 
sailor straw hat, but I soon saw by the 
bangs, collar, and shirt waist that it 
was. designed to be thè picture of a 
lady. It finished as a bust ¡picture and 
then wrote underneath the following: “I 
was drowned in the lagoon.” Then I 
remembered the drowning of three 
yoùrig persons, two young ladies and a 
young man, that had occurred Aome’ 
time previous to this, and the hpot Was 
opposite where I was sitting, near the 
bridge that spans the lagoon. ■ -

I will7 leave these, experiences to the' 
reader to explain" whether -' it was ' rift 
awakening of my own powers,, or-done, 
by those who claimed to be with me, 
Suffice to say, it was for a good pur- 

■ pose'arid brought me in harmony with 
nature and myself. ; . • - V ' : \

One day in the early fall I went to my 
drawing lesson, but found' no destra to 
do anything, and concluded :the' object 
had been, accomplished, arid that-object 
was to benefit my health. ■ ■' : ■ •

BYRON. D. STILLMAN.
. Chicago, III.'

find ample support in the testimony of 
science, and in the much dreaded the
ory of evolution. ■

REV. G. II. BENNETT.
Mendota, Illinois.-

■ The National. Reform /League is at its 
old work of “reforming”, the Constitué 
tion. ■■ ./■ , • ■ f ■ .,.

This immortal documént iks set forth 
In the Chicago Examine^], drawn up by 
Thomas Jefferson',.debuted for montlis 
in the hiBtoric cbtiventioji and finally 
ratified by the: states,, i the -document 
whiqh was pronounéfed by ilo tas a per
sonage than the-late Hón. .William Ew
art Gladstone to be the “QObiest piece 
of worlrithat ever sprang from the mind 
of man,” is, according to ihéjteáohings 
of the NatioqM'Reform; League people, 
a very, poor affair after al!.i . 3

It 1b imperfect in- the worst possible 
sense of the word-^tt iq IMMORAL.

In his address before: -Die National 
Reform Convention at Ik-ston the Rev. 
J. M. Foster said: " ' ;

“Since the Constitution Is the nation's 
sailing chart, fixed for all weathers, it 
ought tq bear the mark of tbp bright 
and shining light by' whieh, vyo steer. 
God should be recognized In the instru
ment as tho source.«! authority and 
law.” ■ b.' , : ./:■■

Like Abraham of old, the Rev. Mr. 
Foster is “the friend of God," and he is 
greatly distressed lest God should riot 
get what belongs to him. Jie’wants us 
to “recognize" God in the-Constitution.

Let.us Imagine it to bo-the radiant 
Summer time (ás it 1b), and ourselves 
to be out in;the mldst óf á.J'Icli country 
meadow, which meadow shall be full of 
grasses, flowers, crickets; grasshoppers, 
ants and various other kinds of brigs 
and insects. ’ ' t j.

Tho sun, lifting jtselfabovb the East
ern hills, strides along like à god to
ward the throne of its meridian splen
dor, and by and by-tho world.is flooded 
with its gloryj The heat 7 penetrates 
every nook and corner of the meadow; 
the glory croWns every clod, and grass
blade, and flower, and -the whole scene 
seems to be one grand symphony in 
honor of the resplendent thing up yon
der in the zenith! • h : ,.

And.now a most extraordinary thing 
happens. Near by us a ' few ¿hundred 
crickets, grasshoppers-rind other, bugs, 
suddenly raise a- great/...cqpimotion.

They are holding ri/convention, It 
seems, to protest against tlie criminal 
negligence of their fellow ; crickets, 
grasshoppers and other bugs;'. in not 
formally "recognizing’- the SÚÑ,

.recognize it at once as ;ihe Na
tional .Reform League of bugdóni. They 
are "friends ofi the Sum"' just,as the 
Rev. Mr. Foster is' the “friend'nt God,” 
and like the Boston prpácliér, / these- 
crickets; grasshoppers and other bugs 
qre afraid that-the great èoùi'ce of light, 
fieat and life will be neglected and suf
fer! . ; : Î Í' / - ; 3 ;
/ But the Spn does not ask riny recog
nition at the hands of the Insects, nor 
does God Btaûd..in need of any favors 
from the:American Constitution. He 
can get dong fairly well y[ithout that.. 
Constitution. : 33i3d ' 3’ 3 ■ 3 ''

And—trutíi compels irie .to‘tóy lt—the 
Constitution;of the United States can 
get along very well without-God,

The CONSTITUTION, I sdy, not the 
people, The people of' the3United 
States, or at least a great many of them 
are religious; but the Constitution is 
purely political.. 33 ' ; '

It is .the Instrument of government, 
not tho instrument bf reifgiori. It is 
primarily designed to regulate ihe civil, 
temporal, earthly affairs of tM “P.eqple 
ótífte United States- of America,” and. 
w¿s . never intended: tp: bô. used M. an. 
arm óf the church. It neither affirms 
God nor denies Him, but stfictly con
fines; itself to its legitimate-biislnesB of 
maintaining government ' throughout 
that part of the eartji oVéf which it has 
jurisdiction.

. Thé Rev. Mr. Foster-sayq;-“This is a 
Christian country, and the Iz>rd Jesus 
Christ is its .king, and wé i ¡should as- 
knqwledge the fact.in thé-constitution."

But Mr'.. Foster should:;: kriow that 
both his premises and his conclusions 
áre wrong.. This is : NOT'^-Christian 
country, nor is' the Lord Jesjis Christ 
.its king! POLITICALLY SPEAKING, 
wè profess no religion in this country. ’ 
As Americans, we : are neither. pagan 
nor Christian, Catholic:nor Protestant, 
jew nor Mohammedan. Éeligioh is 
free, optional, at the discretion of the 
individual, and not dlctatecl' by the 
govéfnment. The. majority of - the peo
ple in the country are indeed Chris
tians, but the Nation,' the; .Estate, the 
'Government, is religiously néutral.

It is entirely true, that Jesus is, spir
itually speaking, the king?(Æ a large 
portion of the American ptuple; but the 
American Constitution, ms; h- /Constitu
tion, knows nothing about' / Jesus or 
about any-other religionist.
' : In other words,,the Government of 
the United'States is a ciVil.-not an ec
clesiastical affair, an earthly democracy, 
not a heavenly theocracy.’ i, '! 1

.-Our fathers concluded to separate the 
state from the church, and if we are 
wise wo will see to. it that thq separa
tion is made perpetual. 3’. 3 3'

Under the starry ¿flag. of;the republic 
a man may worship , as lie'pipases, or, 
if he is so Inclined, may/worship not. 
at all; but Old Glory shalLnqt tiirow its 
protecting- folds: oyer«/--thé ¿/fanaticism 
which would kindle anew/the Inquisito-

• rial flame/ - -.- ù ¿ -, v-3 ■;7 '; ■'
-3 REV. THOMAS.Ik GREGORY, .

3 Spirit .P.hotog'rà^KY^
' To the Editor:—My..¿itention ’, has 

been ■ called to an artipIéMîv îhë ¡"Pro
gressive Thinker’ of'jiilyrijS; under the 

. heading, “How l3ft,Dpñé¡4^
which I desire to say; riei^pr^Mr^Wm.. 
E. Robinson’s (whom;. :W./ Jpnseri 
quotes) first or ..s.ecqudYprepositions 
would be permitted- by.' fifty sensible 
person who was having, a ¿Ictqfé'liákéri 
under, “test”:conditions.;Mr. 
Robinson’s “microscopic; ;p»ture’’-($msi- 
riess is a fake pure and,Æmple^^ 

- evolved wholly; from-bip?ntobinsôn's)
prolific^) brain? As ’ to'ÍMr). Wylie; 
Mr. Jensen may be rightist, ub’not 
know; Mr. Jensen should not; like.some 
would-be prominent SplrltiiriliBts of Illi
nois, condemn the whole/ thing: because 
of his 'experience with gonfi jjnflivldual. 
I'havelieen a medium; for spirit photos 
for nearly twenty years^and’ .would 
much like to meet Mr. -Jensen rind con
vince him' that, : at- least 'l|y myself, no

DESTINY,

Abstract of a Lecture Delivered by R$v.
Thomae Grimshaw, of St Louis, Mo., 
in the Hall of Manchester Central 
Spiritualist Association, Manchester, 
England.
In spite of the intense heat, a large 

and enthusiastic audience assembled at 
the ball of the Manchester Central Spir
itualist Association, Bow Chambers, 55, ■ 
Cross-street, Manchester, on Sunday 
evening, June 25; to hear the Rev. Thos. 
Grimshaw, of St. Louis,, U. S. A., lec
ture on “destiny.” Mr. E. Pleasance 
presided.

In his opening remarks the lecturer 
said that ever since man first learned 
to.think, he had been thinking about 
himself, wondering and speculating as 
to whether he was controlled by chance, 
by fate, or by destiny. Science had de
clared in unmistakable language that 
there was no room for chance, that the 
universe was governed by immutable 
and unchangeable law. The question 
was, whether the laws of nature were 
blind,- mechanical, Consciousless laws, 
or whether there was a purpose behind 
them— '.3'3; 3::'33; . 3; 3 ;

A divinity that shapes our ends, 
Rough-hew them how wo will.

The speaker was committed to thé 
latter view. Science, had presented, to 
the world an almost complete story of 
the evolution Of.the planet.upon which 
they lived, and reason would not per
mit him to believe, that the progressive 
steps from the mineral up to man had 
been.takjen haphazard and without pur
pose. They saw evidences of the ex
istence of a purposeful power in all the 
phenomena of nature. He was not at
tempting to defend the anihropomor. 
phic God of orthodox Christianity. A 
man’s conception of the Infinite repre
sented his own particular development, 
and he (the speaker) : contended that 
the broadest measure of liberty ought 
to be extended to every map and wo
man to form his or her own conception 
of the Deity. , •

Proceeding, the lecturer contended 
that the laws of, nature were the ex
pression of perfect wisdom, and could 
not possibly be Improved upon. Some
one might ask whether he affirmed that 
storms, earthquakes, 'disease and death 
were expressions of infinite : wisdom? 
Yes, he did, The spiritual philosophy 
enabled them to gather , a simple and 
plain conception of tho cause of those 
strange phenomena. • Science declared 
that'a planqt/ltke a Hower, and a hu
man being, was subject to the law of 
growth. The work of building a planet, 
like thé work of evolving ri perfect man, 
took a long ' time. Therefore whilst 
they looked upon the univèrse jib an ex
pression of the Divine, still they looked 
upon different parts of the univèrse as 
different channels through which the 
Almighty was seeking and obtaining a 
manifestation. It took .thousands . of. 
years before this planet was capable of 
bringing forth and sustaining .human 
ife.- It was oiot in the very, best, condi

tion for-the sustaining of human life 
today, but èvéry,' itorm that swept thè 
plains,- or causes the’ waves , to beat 
upon the beach; earthquakes which 
brought dçath and destruction, were 
necessary, in that they were the means 
whereby Nature ,was attempting to gain 
her equilibrium, , and. the result follow
ing iri the train of those calamitous phe- 
riemena was that’’the earth was being 
made a better place for human beings 
to inhabit.

The evil consequences of storms and 
earthquakes, skid the lecturer, lay not 
in the phenomena themselves, but in 
the ignorance of man. Man as a result 
of his ignorance would go and build for 
himself a city at the foot of a mountain 
that was subject to volcanic eruptions, 
and when' Nature ‘attempted to relieve 
herself and poured forth her streams of 
lava upon the houses of meh they cried 
aloud against God. : Whereas if man 
had had sense-enough to build his 
house in a more favorable place for hu
man occupation the.Phenomena of a vol
canic eruption would not have been 
fraught with the eyils which followed 
In its train. With the unfoldment of 
intelligence man became free'to a larg
er degree. Men once stood in awe as 
they listened to the rolling thunder and 
watched the lightning, flash, but today 
they have chained those forces, making 
the electricity flash convey their mes
sages around the-world.. They were by 
no mean the slaves, their ancestors 
were, because they had obtained a larg
er degree of development

Continuing his lecture, the speaker 
exhorted his hearers not to look upon 
themselves as helpless creatures of he
redity and environment They must 
change their, environment and over-, 
come their hereditary.fallings; look the 
world and God in the face and be not 
afraid of anyone, neither demon in the 
body or out of it. . '

. In closing; he spoke of war as a 
crime, and held that it was not compati
ble with twentieth céntüry intelligence, 
Neither was it right, for one man to 
have innumerable acres of land, and: line 
mansions here and there; and told.hls 
audience that by their acts more than 
by their words they Could do something 
towards leveling up the .masses—not 
down. They , did not want to level 
down; they wanted every man and wq- 
mafi to have a fair share of this world’s 
goods; to have an opportunity/ to work, 
They had a right to the legitimate fruits 
of their labors,- but: they had no right 
to that which they had not ; earned. 
That was hie gospel, a gospel that made 
brothers of men.

, At the conclusion of the meeting Mr. 
Grimshaw expressed his thanks for the 
hearty reception he had reCelvel! while 
in Manchester, and tendered his best 

"wishes for the success of the Associa-

SPIRITS CONTROL. MATERIALIZATIONS.
*

a perfect specimen of manhood. But 
physical, mental, and7 moral degenera
tion have occurred. ’ The facta of sav-
age and civilized-life prove this; Evo
lution confirms the perfection of prim
eval *man, and reqiAres- that man be 
first normal in mental, moral and phys
ical character, before he becomes .de
generate.

The. teachings of Genesis, therefore,

We do not aspire to the laying up of 
much treasure. We are endeavoring to 
let our wants be as few as possible, and 
I trust, as we “seek not great things" 
that all we really need will be supplied.'
—Lucretia Mott. , ..m.«..?..1

Money and time are the heaviesthur-. 
dens of life, and. the unhappiest7 of all 
mortals are those .who have’, more of 
either than they know how to use.— 
Jonsop.

Every man is a consumer,-and ought
to be a producer. He tails to make his 
place good ' in: the world, unless , he not 
only pays bis debt, but also adds some-

transparencies, “mlcrosca 
etc., are used, and thqrei 
failing faith in spirit pjw 

, - • , -

Chesterfield, Ind.- / -

Ictufes," 
new his

’ER.

No word 1b‘ofteneri on’ the lip® of meñ

I thing to the costtnoa wealth AÄersqs. ieomíort.“Ílr.H

than “friendship," and, In;deed, -^q 
thought is more famIlIar’to.@$tr.fBiUrik 
tionA- All men are drewite’ i>fdt 
is the nectot <S

* < »jk T-

Contributor. Asserts That Manifesta
tions From Those in the Other World 
Are Made Known to Each One In 
Present Life.
For more than half a century [as set 

forth in the Record lleraldj modern 
Spiritualism has been known among 
the people of this country. But Is it 
really modern, or is it only this latter 
day recognition of phenomena that is 
modern?

Personally, I take the latter view, be
cause, accepting the phenomena as 
proved, it must also be true that the 
phenomenal fact must have commenced 
with the death of the first human body 
upon earth.

I am positive that the phenomena 
existed with all forms of life upon earth 
previous to the appearance of map as 
a sentient mortal being. But obviously 
this data is farther back than can be 
quoted now, and also-is not necessary.

My purpose can be met by a record 
that is accepted by very many and 
which purports to be of reliable data, 
though of n.early twenty centuries ago. 
I will turn ’to that wonderfully useful 
book, the bible,/wonderfully uieful be
cause ever sinca.it was compiled it 
seems to have suited every man’s pur
pose for a time.
' Let us refer to the twelfth chapter of 
I. Corinthians, commencing at the sev
enth verse: ‘

"7. But the manifestation of the spirit 
has been given to every man to profit 
withal.
; “8. For to one is given by the spirit 
the word of wisdom; to another the 
word of knowledge by the same spirit. 
. "9, To another faith by the same spir
it, to another the gifts of healing by the 
same spirit.

’“IO. To another the working of mira
cles; to another prophecy; to another 
discerning of spirits; to another divers 
kinds of tongues; to another the inter
pretation of tongues."

In connection with the phenomena 
of modern spiritism, I have proved all 
of the foregoing to be true; therefore 
I consider myself competent to express 
myself upon the subject. .
: Further, there is not a phase of medi
umship of today but is there set forth 
in plain and terse English.

What is “the working of miracles" 
but our physical manifestations of this 
day, sqch as raps, table-tippings, mov
ing of solid bodies, independent or slate 
writing, and—grandest of all—material
ization? .

What is "discerning of spirits" but 
our clairvoyance and clairaudience; al
so impresiops. inspirations finally de
veloped into .telepathy ? By the way, 
there, is where telepathy belongs. It is 
Impressions developed, to recognized 
inspiration,' followed by the ability to 
mentally converse with a spirit—this 
is telepathy.

: Now, mark the statement of the, first 
(¡terse quoted, tlijs manifestationtri,glv'- 
en tb eVery 'mari.”'' There’is no exclu
sion, or seclusion. ■■ Also) I-. know- this 
to be true; I,every human being can-be 
¿-and I believe is—used by spirits; but 
not all can be used alike. Physiolog-’ 
ically this should be expected, as .no 
two men are alike of all earth’s mortal 
inhabitants.

So It is possible for every one who 
desires to have his own phenomenal ex
periences, and from such to know for 
himself. Knowing himself he will be 
more charitable in judging of the phe
nomena through his neighbor.

For this great truth so long plainly 
recorded let us reverently thank the 
good God that at last, after all of these 
centuries, we are beginning to under
stand in this latter day. -

But surely the biblical record is plain
ly of phenomena. It is not presented 
as a form of religious worship. These 
phenomena, from the data quoted, were 
evidently in those far away days a com
mon thing, and well known.

Then why has there been such an 
eclipse in this knowledge for so many 
centuries? Why has every man turned 
from it for so long a time and taken 
the bare statements as to his future 
spirit life made by those who confess 
that they do hot know, when he had the 
recorded warrant and of such authority, 
too, to find out and know for himself?

Above all, why have not our authori
tative priests and religious teachers 
held forth upon this, and with proofs? 
Is it because they have betrayed their 
trusts?' One may well think so. 1 
mfet certainly do. But that is another 
Story. ’ ERNEST HARDY.

tlon in the work in which It was en
gaged.

SYMPATHY.

Sad lot is theirs whom cruel fate
Inflicts with pain, then shuts the gate'
To all which gives to lite delight 
And dooms them to eternal night 
Excluding sunshine,- stars and sky;. ■. 
All that could charm the longing eye; 
Shuts but the song of singing bird, ; 
Restrains the sympathetic word . 
Of thojse whose presence were, a balm : 
To soothe ouf’sorrow into calm; . 
And yet ’.tis sweet to feel and know , 
That in' affliction’ (oven though : 
Fate shuts, the gate) our friends wlth- 

-. out. ■ ■ ■ ■
In spirit linger.round about,. V . 
To Utt the gloom,which overhangs ■
The cbuch of pain and mortal pangs.

—L. Ellen Smith.

*

-Webelloveiu telling the truth even 
to She youfig.—Unity. ' . '
3 Mah .one,seen wh^ he critfleftiu Ma

PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH.

A Woman’s Experience In This Phasej

To the Editor:—1 have Been so much! 
In your valuable paper about frauds, J 
Wish to say a few words concerning 
them. I have no sympathy- with any; 
one who makes up things, if the me-' 
dium is genuine, the spirits can materi
alize the clothing as well as the inediunj 
could, s nd far better. I know they do 
materialize. I' am a medium myseli: 
and often hear raps on my pillow and 
loud raps on my door, like some one 
walking with a cade. They also touch: 
my head and fqtehead in the daytime, 
and all over my body. I have seen Wm. 
Eddy go into the cabinet in front of an 
audience, with nothing but overalls and 
a dark-colored shirt on, directly'out of 
the hay field and alone; in a second the 
curtain dropped, and out came a form 
of a woman dressed with a black skirt 
and white waist, walking across the 
platform. She had long black hair 
and was recognized by a number of 
friends and others present.

George Dix always came with a black 
suit and white bosom. There was no 
chance for fraud. The people could go 
In and examine the small 8x10 solid ma
sonry cabinet, and my husband built 
and plastered It. There was one light 
of glass with netting over it, and noth
ing in it. I told Mary Eddy I would 
like to hear the bells and Instruments 
played on in the light. She said we 
could try. She set a table in the mid
dle of the front room, raised the two 
leaves and covered it over with a bed ■ 
quilt to the floor, and put the instru
ments under the table. I helped, and 
we formed a circle around the table, not; ■ 
near enough to touch the table. Bells 
and all Instruments were played upon, 
and I am sure no hand touched them. 
It was In broad daylight, and we saw, 
mapy more things.

I have often seen spirits not yet out - 
of the form. R. V. Allen went thirty 
miles' to Castleton. My husband, his 
wife and I all went to the Eddys and. 
staid until 11 o’clock at night. The 
moon shone brightly. We saw a man 
apparently rise up trom the ground and 
come directly toward us and he passed 
by. He did not seem to notice us, al
though so near we could have touched 
him. All three of us spoke. My hus
band ran back over the hill but could 
not see anything of him. 1 have since 
seen my daughter and my grandSon. 
One night I had gone to my room and 
saw A spirit come up the stairs and dis
appear in the floor. 1 saw him as 
plainly, as I ever saw him on earth. Hq 
had a package in his'hand.

MARY 8. WINTER.

'Tis easy enough to give advice 
: And of deeds, tell and teaph;

But oh I the hardes t part of all 
Ib to practice what you preach.

You .chide the one who was tempted, 
And has fallen deep in disgrace.

Would you have done any better. 
Had you been put in his place?

In search for faults in others
You forget to look at yourself.

If you do, you’ll find plenty rubbish 
- Stowed away on life’s shelf.
When life is *as bright as a sunbeam 

And things run smooth for you,
You will tell your discouraged brother 

'Tis foolish to feel so blue.
You say to a weeping mother, 
. As they lay her dead to rest,-. 
That it is wrong to grieve sb, 

For God knows what is best
But when death calls your loved ones,’ 
' Can you sit beside their bier .
And smile when your heart is breaking, 

With never a sigh or a tear? '
How easy it is to mix the dose ... 

: For some other person to take.
But if the cup is passed.to us, 

’Tis thqn our weak hearts quake.
O, this old world'would bo brighter, 

; And wonderful things we mightreach 
If we had the courage to practice

: One half of what we preach.’ 
—Nellie M. Tracy.

MEANING OF SPIRITUALISM.

No Generous Impulse, No Kind Word 
Spokep, No Good Deed Is Lost, but its 
Influence -Will Live After the Action 

; In Life!«-Drama Has Passed Away. ,
Spiritualism is sympathetic for sister

hood. ; There is implanted in every hu
man heart'the desire,for fellowship. We 
depend id a large measure upon our 
fellqw men. In the struggle for life 
there is nothing like human sympathy. 
The touch of a sister hand has in it a 
magnetism that soothes the tender, 
chords of the human heart.

The strongest factor in the world to
day to increase the enjoyment of the 
human race, and to diminish the quan
tity of human pain and misery, Is true 
Spiritualism. Spiritualism knows no 
creed, it is the one great feeling of un
selfishness exemplified in our own life 
and extended to our fellow men. The 
underlying principle of all spirituality 
is ever present in the Golden Rule. Wo
man’s work In Spiritualism Is readily 
conceded. Who can deny her influence 
in all social functions? Who can re
lieve the sick, console the bereaved, or 
care for the orphan better than woman? 
And woman, urged by the necessities of 
the age, has shown that her powers are' 
the same as her brother’s, and that like 
encouragement and fostering care may 
develope her to an equal degree of use
fulness. When the, spark of true Spirit
ualism is once kindled in the soul It 
will never cease to burn. Beautiful are 
the admonitions of those whose lives 
are in accord with spiritual teaching.

Every human struggle, every human 
sacrifice, every act of justice, of mercy, 
or of love has been woven into the fab
ric of the past. No generous impulse 
of the heart, no kind word spoken, no 
good deed is lost, but its influence will 
live after the action in life’s drama 
has passed away. Let us remember 
that all that Is noble and beautiful In 
human nature ¡b secure from the 
mouldering touch of time. Let us hope' 
that Spiritualism with its charity lor 
all, now harmonizing and blessing com
munities, will some day bless the whola 
world. MRS. JOSEPHINE THIELE.

St. Louis, Mo.

Thought Is the blossom; language the 
opening bud; action the-fruit behind it 
—Beecher.

>"We should avoid whatever may dis
play bad-feeling, and attend with civil
ity to what may be addressed to ub; all 
hearts are conciliated by politeness and- 
affability.—Socrates. .

Men should hot talk to please them- 
selves, but those that hear -.them.—• 
Sterne. ■ ■, ‘

i Theology la a course In ignorance. Its 
purpose is to teach that which is,posi
tively known ttf be false,—E. W. Howe.

What peace a man brings to himself 
and What Joy to others merely, by man- 
agfi® aright.—Matthew Arnqld.
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HOW TO EXTERMINATE CRIPPLES.

Some Pointed Suggestions in Criticism 
of Mrs. Eddy.

- “If the world would abandon the 
study of disease and crime, and devote 
itself to the study of wealth, health 
and love, would criminals, cripples and 
poverty cease to exist?”

“They would.”
Thus saith the Christian Science sav

ior,-Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy. ffl one of 
hèr latest fulminations, according to 
Thé Progressive Thinker of June 24, 
■1905.

The foregoing information is so start
ling that it seems to me it ought to 
sthgger the most faithful.

Suppose ..the people of the world 
should abandon the • study of disease 
and:crime,, and devote themselves to 
the study of wealth, health and love, 
they would still have to travel on street 
chfs and railroads, would they not? If 
so what would prevent a few thousand 
of them yearly from being smashed and 
crippled In collisions . and other acci
dents? •

Would not tornadoes and earthquakes 
cripple hundreds each year as they 
now do? Wqjild not men be caved on 
in excavations, blown up in éxploslons 
of powder and gases? Would they not 
fall from windows, stagings and preci
pices? Would not horses run away 
with them and the automobile get In its 
■Crippling work as of yore, and so on to 
tho end of the chapter? If not, why, 
not? ■ ■ ■

It strikes me that a few more such ut
terances ■ will entitle Mrs. Eddy to a 
commission “de lunatico inqulrendo.”

Eurçka, Cal. C. G. STAFFORD.

I would have a man great In great 
things, and eJeeant in little things.—i 
Johnson. :

sinca.it
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The BlisS’Green Exposure
Another Object Lesson for Spiritualists to

Calmly Consider.

was told of minutiae In the. happenings

exhibited Mrs. Green's skirt and. petti-

this matter until your side was at hand.
Kltidly give this prompt attention.” ■

Although known to be in Chicago 
when the request reached her, she has 
not chosen to make one word of re-

GEORGE B. WARNE, 
President III. 8. B. A

skirt such as custom house offlebta are tion? 
trained to watch for. Mra. Green was > ‘ 
deposited- suddenly, in. the lap of Mrs. 
Schwabn, at whose homo the seance

4 j i 4 * f c j.

w.as held, -tosthat lady’s surprise and .great grlel; Mr. Schwalm coming in an-. PWf. W. Ai. LoeKoA The 
swer to his wife’s excited call suddenly a strong, tegie^I ea a

“Ti<uth Will Be Uppermost One Time or 
Another Like Cork, Though Kept 

17 Down in the Water.”

, <■- ” V ^4 V
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THE BLISS-GREEN EXPOSURE,
It is with the most profound regret 

and deepest sadness that we this week 
publish an exposure of the methods of" 
MRS. BLISSGREEN. The work of un
covering the artificial toggery ot those 
who resort to this method ot “materi
alization" has just commenced, and 
“will continue,” say high and exalted 
spirits, “until those who resort to such 
deception are fully exposed." HON. 
E6T MEDIUMS.must be so protected 
that they are not brought in competition 
with trickery or fraud. The Progress-.

; ive Thinker is their especial organ, 
their staunch friend, and will stand by 
them until their fake enemies are all 
driven from the field which legitimately' 
belongs to them-exclusively.

Crisis Pending in the Ranks of Spiritualism

1 ex s
In reference to the Exposure of Mrs. Bli^-ar«^n of Chicago, Illus

trating Bogus Spirit Phenomena'—Respectif/submitted, to the Na
tional Spiritualist Association, H. D, Barrettv President, and also to 
the Illinois State Spiritualist Association Dr^û. ^Warne, President,

to the Spiritualistic Press, and to Honest iSpirittiaiists Everywhere 
who are Seeking the Truth. 1 ’ 110

(Published at the Earnest Request of Prominent Spiritualists and Mediums of Chicago.) 

Although we have a large amount of manuscript on 
hand, from various parties, touching on the exposure 
of Mr. Winans at Hot Springs, Ark., we have discon
tinued the discussion in his particular case, it having 
received a most thorough ventilation, and little new 
can be said. And now comes the alleged exposure 
of Mrs. Bliss-Green at No. 5^3 Belmont Ave., on the 
evening of June 27. We publish this exposure as 
another object lesson’ for Spiritualists everywhere.

Is it true, as some assert, that all mediums .use arti-

Spiritualism during its long and 
eventful career has had much to con
tend with. A few years after the tiny . 
raps at Hydesville, N. Y., commenced, . 
the phenomena assumed sufficient im- . 
portance to ¡bring to the front those whq ' 
could closely imitate or simulate the , 
same, and thus make money by present
ing the spurious as the genuine result 
of spirit influence and power. Bogus 
materializations,, the exchange of tests, 
and otherwise deceiving the public be- , 
came quite a prominent factor in our 
ranks. At camp-meetiugs, at promiBcu- 
ous gatherings and other places, imita- : 
tion of tlie genuine spiritual phenomena ■ 
became a merchantable commodity, and : 
so disgusted did mâhÿ Spiritualists be
come that it resulted jn the publication 
of a pamphlet known as the “Vampires 
of Onset,"' the details of which are 
enough 'to sicken any Spiritualist who 
has not got a cast-iron’stomach or a 
hardened conscience.. . *

Among the many materializing, me
diums who have figured prominently 
and successfully' /beSpre' the public, 
there stands out Jn.. bold, relief Mrs. 
Bliss-Green. ■ ■ The ‘ manifestations that 
have occurred Tn' hier \ presence, sup^ 
posed to be genuine, have attracted at- 
tentlon in nearly every large city In the 
country. But there have, been many 
■who have regarded her spirit manifesta
tions as wholly of earthly origin, and In 
no sense spiritual. ■

The writer of this was an innocent] 
believer at first in her genuineness, and 
attended her seances with the expecta
tion of seeing someone from the spirit 
side of life whom he could recognize as 
a dear relative or friend. A circle was 
organized to convene at No. 623 Bel
mont avenue,, on June 13. That even
ing everything wept off very smoothly, 
and the seance was closed without any 
trouble whatever having arisen. 1 
afterwards learned, however, there 
were grave doubts in the minds of some 
of those .in attendance, In regard to the 
genuineness o'f the phenomena. On 
this occasion, however, she departed 
with ten dollars as .a reward tor what 
she presented as genuine phenomena, 
but which in reality was thé result of 
GROSS DECEPTION ON HER PART, 
as the sequel will prove. But dissatis
faction on the part of those in attend
ance seemed to grow, and; finally as-1 
sumed such prominence that we ar
ranged for another seance ,to be held at 
the same place, resolving to thoroughly

■ ni.' <«d 
---------- — :«i: • {IV ■ 
SKIRT GN,’ WITH A WIG ON HER
HEAD, PHfeSJS^jFlNG A MOST SOR- 
ROWFUfevPlCTORE ........................OF TWENTY-

What Is Materialism?
ft Goihdf6»6 and »Hit ñnalusls oí thß 

Sains, Du Froî, ß. F.Underwood.

NINE YHARS .OF WORK, A 1TT1- 
ABLE, HEARTLESS, CRUEL DECEP
TION PRACTICED ON THOSE SEEK
ING TO PAVE A?} INTERVIEW WITH ' 
THEIR SPIRIIWRIENDS.

The exposure! was complete. There 
Mrs. Green stood as described, present
ing a spectacle bad enough to make the . 
angels weep at the deception practiced 
on us who were so honestly, so sin
cerely seeking the truth, and receiving 
nothing but Reception) What a sad : 
picture! What deplorable state of af
fairs in the ranks of Spiritualism.

But Mts. Gi'een was allowed to go 
back into the cabinet to escape the , 
glare of .the light, . ¡and readjust her 
clothing.' A lady'“who took her chair 
dpring the "¿xpoSure’ will testify that 
HER SKIRT1 WAS WELL STUFFED 
WITH .VARIOUS ARTICLES ALL 
BEADY-FOR USE' IN'THE MATERl: 
ALIZING 'CIRCLE, iferried away with 
me three ,yfl.r4]3 ,Qf thin, cloth which she 
had - used Ju , "making up” my mother. 
■She was caught fair and pquare in her 
neception-^a’grdss ’ deedpfion!

There] Jppmed . t£ -bp; considerable 
amount of .white face powder used by 
her which was scattered about the 
room,’ on' blip clothes, the carpet and 
curtains... It^was evidently used to give 
a ghostly .appearance to the ‘‘material
ized” forms.

A demand was made for the return of 
the money given at the previous seance. 
It was returned , by Mr. Green. Other 
demands; dt . is^sald, will be made tor 
money at other'seances'where the same 
methods of deception .were no doubt 
practiced.,.':

r-WILLIAM NQRSTED.
286 Rush street. Chicago, III.

We, the' ¡utfdjjrsigned, were present on 
June 27, 1905jIp.t Nb. 523 Belmont ave
nue, and the above statement made by 
Wm. Noihted, 6f the exposure of Mrs,. 
Bllss-Gr^n, ^^materializing medium,, 
is true, f|nd wOiPre willing to testify to 
the sameiun’deKoath, If called upon to 
no so. !i ' iz

u'FRA^K JOSEPH,
■ vu

ficial toggery?
Is it possible that during these long years of Spirit

ual expansion and enlightenment, materializing medi
ums have used artificial draperies of various kinds to 
carry on their methods of deception ?

Every medium—no exception—thus far exposed, 
has had on artificial toggery, made by material hands 
and so deftly manipulated and concealed that those in 
attendance at the circle thought they were direct from 
the hands of the spirit chemist ?

■ If this is true, if this practice is along the line of 
¡strict honesty, then the decent Spiritualists want to 
Iknow it.

There is a place in this city that does a thriving I 
business in selling various kinds of garbs and 'dresses1 
for materializing purposes, and in a dim light they 
shine forth most beautifully with iheir phosphores
cent paint, making an ugly person appear like an An
gel of Love, so impressive is the phosphorescent 
glow emanating from the gross fabrics.

Or. Warne on the Exposure of Mrs, Bliss-Green.
a peaceful wall flower; before going 
Into the cabinet Mrs. Green kept a 
camp chair in front other all' of the 
time, presumably to' keep attendants 
from noting her skirt pockets; on Fri
day following this Tuesday night BeThree weeks have passed since the

Chicago Inter Ocean published an ex--an'C6( Mr> Green called’ on Mrs. 
pose of a materializing seance given by Schwahn and handed her nine dollars 
Mrs. C. Bliss-Green in this city. Many ■ .......... -
times have Spiritualists in the metrop
olis asked one another how much of 
truth is there to the charge, after the 
répertoriai love for sensationalism has 
been thoroughly squeezed out of it.

The victims of the imposition for- 
. warded the president of the Illinois 

State Spiritualists Association the ap
pended statement of the affair. He at 
once forwarded Mrs. Green a full copy 

' of their statement and said to her: 
"Yon are invited to send your version 
of the Belmont avenue seance so that 
both sides may be considered at the

taken in at the seance held there a fort
night before.

The standing, character and Intelli
gence of those at the seance is unIm-, 
peachable. It is only the stock trick 
when caught to howl about the low 
plane of development of those whose 
patronage was eagerly .welcomed and 
try to reflect upon the "Ignorant 
Dutch,” when at the close-of the first se
ance in the same home, Mrs. Green was 
effusive in expressing her admiration 
for the Germans.

The president ofthe Ill. 8. B. A. has 
several times referred Inquirers for ma-

name time by the public. I am told The terlalization to Mrs. Bliss-Green, asking 
Progressive Thinker refused to print that his name be not given so as to

save the visitors from suspicion, but as
suring them that medium’s work ranked 
as the most reliable in this city. Very 
recently a gentleman expecting to visit 
Chicago wrote him from Arkansas for

sponse. After Brother Norsted’s com- nddress_of a genuine materializing me- 
munication was received I had the op- ilium. That officer does not know of
portunlty of talking with some of his as- one such in this great city who Is ped- 
sociates of that eventful evening and dling that phase for dollars. The phase

is so rare it cannot be made a mer-
there which were omitted from the for-chantable commodity. Look for the 
mal document, such as: After seizure genuine of it only In family seances or 
of the medium and securing light, a in circles’ of harmonious and trusted 
lady sitting next to the cabinet rose and friends, ■■ ■ ’

test the spirits, and determine without 
a shadow of dbubt as to ^hefljér .ihey)( . 
are the,genuine article «r spurious;. . , -•

Again at 8:30 o’clock we entered the; 
seance room and Mrs. Green went into" 
the cabinet without anything in her 
hands, and no artificial paraphernalia In 
sight with which to carry on any decep
tion. Soon strange voices were heard 1 
talking in thé cabinet/ preparatory, ap
parently, to bringing out the spirit , 
forms. The medium in plain words ; 
stated that the conditions’this evening । 
WERE EXCEPTIONALLY FINE— ; 
WHEN, IN FACT, THERE. WAS A SE
CRET INTENT ON THE PART -OB' 
SOME TO FULLY • EXPOSE THE 
gross Deceptive nature of 
the spirit materializations, 
T^US SHOWING that THE “SPIR
IT”—VERY HUMAN—OF COURSE 
DID NOT KNOW WHAT WAS GOING 

; ON IN THE MINDS OF THOSE PRES
ENT. A battery of four was formed in 

I front of the cabinet tor the purpose of 
i giving strength to the forms. What a 

contemptible farce this was, as the re- ' 
suit of the seance’ fully shows! Several 
Indian spirits appeared one after an
other, and they seemed willing to. 
smoke the pipe-of peace with all those 
in attendance.. Then appeared a tall, 
beautiful form of.Miss Brooks; she 
came In a shining white robe, with an 
electric light in her bosom. She shook 
hands with several whom she thought 
most worthy-Æf her, heavenly, blessings; 
•she even gave her kisses freely away 
from her “rosy’-’ lips'; but those who had 
hold of her warm hand had their suspi
cions aroused that.’|Ü^was not as it 
should be. ,This ..form., gave, way and 
Billy, the cablhét ‘guidé',' ' then came. 
This formait Js sald, hqa'remained the 
same for several years.. After passing 
some funny'remarks, he vanished from 
view. Then' 'tjiéré '’was ' singing, fob 
lowed by an elderly .Woman emerging 
■from the cabinet, /md standing between 
the curtains.• I-happened- to be sitting! 
very close to-the'cabinet; and I said, “It 
looks as if it might’ be my mother." 
She beckoned me iq come to her in the 
opening of the.cabinet. And here was 
the chance of my long years of prayers 
to see my mother appear before me in 
her beautiful spirit form.

I afterwards realized that the form 
looked as if it recently had GOTTEN 
OUT OF BED TO GREET ME, so ex- 
trhmely thin was her dress, and as 1 
bent to receive her. parental blessing, 1 
could not resist putting both my arms 
around “my mother’s" waist, and force 
her out among the visitors. Of course, 
then there was great-fexcitement.. One 
Indy tried to turn on the gas, but It went 
out. A gentleman, present tried to 
etrlke a match, but it was put out of 
his hands. Nowcould be heard the cry 
of my Bupposed-to-be-mother, “Let me

Where In the United States is there a
coat, which her hand found pinned to materializing medium who works under 
the Inside of the curtain while-the'.me- the same conditions Prof. Wm. Crookes 
dium was outside of the cabinet; there was given by the mediums who satisfied 
were pockets at the bottom of her dress him there was_a genulne_materlallza-

Materialism is a word to which so i 
many definitions are given and to which ; 
such yarious meanings are attached 
that one can never ieel quite certain i 
when it is spoken which of its several i 
connotations the speaker has m mind •: 
until the speaker distinctly states the । 
ideas he associates with it. I

A popular conception of materialism I 
is that it is simply disbelief in God and 
the immortality of the soul. Yet many । 
thinkers, who are not materialists, । 
whose philosophy indeed is popularly : 
believed to be, and in some respects ' 
certainly is, the antithesis ot material
ism, accept neither, of the doctrines 
named; while, on the other hand, many 
who are or have, been classed among 
materialists accept both. John Locke 
thought it not unreasonable to hold that 
God has endowed matter with the ca
pacity to feel and think, and he was and 
is now sometimes called a .materialist. 
Priestly, with , ille Barna belief, avowed 
himself a‘ materialist. The same is 
true Qf Thomas Jefferson.

Theau thor‘of the article on material
ism itl' Johnson’S Cyclopedia says that 
“pearly every materialistic school has 
had its Christian advocates endeavor, 
ing to reconcile it with the spiritual 
doctrines of tlie Holy Scriptures.” As 
Mr. John Fiske says, “It might forcibly 
be argued , that denial of personal im
mortality pas’by iiQ means been proved 
to lie aii inevitable corollary from the 
assertion , of materialism although It 
may be freely admitted to be a probable 
corollary,” Many of the- adherents, in
cluding leading representatives, ot mod
ern Spiritualism, declare that "spirit Js 
refined matter,” and claim that they are 
true materialists, in support of which 
claim they, adduce ’the testimony of 
spirits who have left the form and re
turn ,'tb:their friends.by “materializa
tions.'*

Strauss, in The Old Faith and The 
New, .goes so far as to say that the dif
ference between materialism and ideal
ism is simply one of terminology, or, to 
use his own language, is a “mere quar
rel about words"; for both, in compar
ison with the dualistic conception of a 
creator and a created universe of body 
and soul, are, he Bays, monistic systems. 
One constructs the universe from atoms 
and atomic forces, the other from ideas 
and idealistic forces. Each ot these 
modes of conception leads to the other, 
both'agree In ascribing all the functions 
of our being to one and the same 
cause. In Germany, idealism has not 
been less atheistic than materialism; 
and it is not strange, therefore, that 

, Strauss declares that both systems 
“’should reserve their weapons for that 
other veritable and still formidable foe, 

’ dualism, while treating eachother with 
the respect o?, at least, the politeness 
of allies/’

former combination. Of course, the 
leaders ot Spiritualism, such as- "M. A. 
lOxon)," C. C. Massey and otherswould 
stoutly refuse to identity consciousness 
as such with an objective organism, 
physical or ethereal (astral); but the 
common or garrulous Spiritualist thinks 
he has quite solved the philosophical 
problem when confronted with some 
congenial ghost. But fortunately the 
ghost exhibits an organism like our 
own, occupying space, being visible, of
ten tangible, and hence manifesting 
the two fundamental attributes of mat
ter. The problem is not even touched. 
Were the whole ether world unveiled, 
it would be merely one more plane of 
organism, and objective surroundings 
lor philosophy to account for. And you 
may account tor this new plane on ma
terialist or idealist lines—just as you 
please. D’Assier, a thorough-gojng ma
terialist, fully admitted the reality of 
this ethereal world and its inhabitants. 
Just because lie regards matter as the 
sole metaphysical root of both worlds— 
the physical and the ethereal alike— 
he remains a materialist. Now, al
though the D’Assier class of ontological 
materialists is not formidable among 
Spiritualists, that o’f the psychological 
materialists who regard soul and the 
‘spiritual’ (?) body as convertible terms 
Is undoubtedly so.”

These extracts and references are 
sufficient to indicate that even writers 
of acknowledged ability use the word 
materialism to describe different views, 
and that it Ib too uncertain .in its mean
ing to be of value In philosophical dls- 
cuBBlon. But, worse still, the word is 
popularly confounded with what, by a 
perversion of language, is sometimes 
called “practical materialism.”

Materialism, as a system of thought, 
as taught by Epikuros or by the Roman 
Lucretius, who, amid the confusion and 
turbulence of civil war, we are told, 
“sought some stay for his inner life, 
and found it in the philosophy of Epi
kuros,”—or as taught by modern mate
rialists, is confined to a comparatively 
small proportion of the people, an^ is 
generally a subject of interest only to 
thoughtful and serious minds. For the 
worshipers of fashion, tor mere pleas
ure-seekers, for political demagogues, 
for those whose energies are wholly 
employed in the scramble for wealth, 
it can have generally no attraction. 
Yet the views and conduct of these
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A yEN ERABLE POET.

Gerald Massey and the Ghrlstian Myth.

In a recent article In the Daily News 
by Mr. W. '.B.: Hodgson"was enshrined 
a conversation with the veteran poet 
and Egyptologist; Those Who have 
read Massey’s “Beginnings" will well 
understandJthe' enthusiasm of the erst
while poet-r-who has written no poetry 
tor thirty years.

"Here are the hieroglyphics,’ said the 
old poet to the interviewer. “I have 
learned to read them In thirty years?” 
And he produced the Book of- the 
Dead, beautifully printed in colors. And 
there was the» serpent and the tree 
of life, Eve-plucking the apple for Ad
am, Moses coming out of the bulrushes 
—all the old bible stories, painted on 
stone ages before Moses was born.

To restore religion to its place as a 
; myth, or allegory, is Mr, Massey’s con
suming passion.- He has ePen, through 
a friend, approached the Pope, begging, 
his Holiness to promulgate the doctrine 
that Christianity Is a myth!

“I have the’ambition,” said Mr. Mas
sey, “Shat in death my grave may be 
found cut right across that pathway of 
error and delusion first trodden by the 
misinterpreteES-cof mythology, who 
falsely founded, the Christian creeds. 1 
mean to. pile the barrier of my grave
mound high as ever I can with my 
books, sold-or-jinsold,. and shall be glad 
of every'stone, flung at it by the enemy, 
after l am gone^.to-plle it still higher."

And that is why Mr. Massey has not 
Written poetry tor. thirty years! He 
has gone pyer^fo, the,Egyptologists.

Gerald Afassey has. published, says 
the Fr^e|hjhker,. four big volumes on 
the Egyptian origin ;of Christianity,-and 
“now. is preparing one big book that has 
taken' iwelfei-years to write, in which 
he hopes.'^aily.to explain hia views.” 
4 brave;.wor^;iaf. amold man of seven- 
ty-Baven,.,and; this .brave old mantis a 
SpirltuaiisL-^rhe Two Worlds, London, 
Eng.. .

go!” Mr. Green shouted, "For God’s 
sake, be human.”. "She: fa my wife.” 
“Let her go back'Into the cabinet!'.’ 
Then a light came, and, being, a bach
elor,-1 had good reason' to blush. 
THERE IN OUR MJDST’WAS STAND- 
ING-^-NOT THE HOLY FORM OF MY 
DEAR MOTfl0R,’ BUT .MRS. BLIS& 
GREEN ■ DRESSED • IN . A; MANNER 
ONLY SUITABLE FOR LADIES TO 
LOOK AT, WITHOUT A WAIST dR

1 Jßq

whe mushed house.

But Prof. Haeckel, who Is commonly 
regarded as one of the most material- । 
istic, as he 1b certainly one of the ablest' 
of living naturalists, objects to materi
alism as well as to Spiritualism, be
cause he thinks they have dualistic im
plications. In his “Evolution of Man," 
be says: "The real materialistic phil
osophy asserts that the vital phenome
na of motion, are effects or products of 
matter. The other opposite. extreme, 
spiritualistic philosophy, asserts, on the 
contrary, that matter is the product of 
motive force, and that all material 
forms are produced by free forces, en-_ 
tirely Independent of matter itself. 
Thus, according to the materialistic 
conception of the universe, matter or 
sdbstance precedes motion, or active 
force. According to the spiritualistic 
conception of the universe, on the con
trary, active force, or motion, precedes 
matter. Both views are dualistic, and 

‘we hold them both equally false. It is 
only necessary to reflect on this for a 
time from a strictly scientific stand
point, to find that, on a close examina
tion, it is impossible to clearly repre
sent the one without the other.”

Prof. Huxley claims that “the proper
ties of protoplasm result from the na
ture and disposition of its molecule," 
as the properties of water result from 
the nature and disposition of its coni- 
ponent molecules; that all life is prob
ably the resulto! "the molecular forces 
of the protoplasm which displays it;” 
and that thought is “the expression of 
molecular changes In that matter of life 
which is the source of our other vital 
phenomena.” • Further, he says, “any 
one who is acquainted with the history 
of science will admit that its progress 
in all ages meant, and now more than 
ever means, the extension of the pro- 
vlnce-of what we call matter and caus
ation and the concomitant gradual ban
ishment from all regions of human 
thought of what we call spirit and spon
taneity."This eeems to be as strongly 
materialistic language as can be used, 
and the views advanced cannot be re
garded'from-the idealistic or spiritual
istic standpoint otherwise than as the 
distinctive teachings of materialism; 
ÿét Prof.- Huxley is, according to his 
own declarations, not a materialist, but 
aù'idëàlist. : • •

Prof;-Tyndall, In his celebrated Bel
fast ■■ address, referred to the original 
■matter of the world as probably con
taining the promise and -potency of 
every form or Quality of life; yet his 
statements that matter is essentially 
transcendental- in its nature, and that 
there is no cenceivablepassage from 
nio]ecular motion to consciousness, ¡are 
often, quoted to: show that he is not a 
materialist, as he certainly is not, ac
cording; to the current conceptions and

'i who went-at nightfall, 
Came again at dawn;

OnTMve'spOtor again I knocked— 
■ ■ Love was gone. >

He Wo ¿(¿fed bade me in 
Now wWtf bid no more; .

Silence sat within h'.s house, 
B^ed'.-lt^Jdddr...... .

Wh^thp ¿l&w, door opened wide 
Through-Sr-1 could see

HoWAhO jeipptlneBB within 
Stated’at*me.- ■ ■■• .. won « > ’ /v ■•• •■ -• “A..- • ' ■

Thrd^h 'il^dreary chambers 
Long I sought and sighed, 

But no answering footstep came;
Nttaght-Koplied.

ThenatJpsf'.I.entered
Dim a.-(itir|tened room; •

There a ¡timer (glimmered gray 
In thB,gloom. - ja

And I saw pneTylng > ' :
Crowned.' with hellchrys; ’ .

Never saw I fabo as fair ’ ' 
As wijs , .....

• Like a win'tij lily ■
■ Was Baldw in hue;
And hfs?clieeltB Were'each a rose ’

■ Wintry too. • - ‘
Then'my souLrojncmbered

< All thatmiide ub part, 
. And'what 1 hadJpughed at once 1 

Broke my heart.
-Madison-Cawein, in Harper’s Maga
zine. _ >
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classes are commonly referred to by 
the clergy as the materialism of the 
times.

"Such epithets as ■’’materialism’; and 
'atheism,'” Bays Mr. Fiske, "being ex
tremely unpopular, have long been 
made to do heavy duty in lieu of argu
ment. In this sort of barbaric warfare, 
the term ‘materialism’ is especially con
venient by reason of a treacherous am
biguity in its connotations. Certain ab
stract theorems of metaphysics are cor
rectly described as constituting materi
alism, and the persons who assert them 
are correctly called materialists. On 
the other hand, those persons are pop
ularly called materialists who allow 
their actions to be guided by the de
sires of the moment, without reference 
to any such rule of right living as is 
termed ‘a high ideal of life.’. Persons 
who worship nothing but worldly suc
cess, who care for nothing but wealth 
and fashionable display or personal cel
ebrity or sensual gratification, are thus 
loosely called materialists. The term 
can therefore easily be made to serve 
as a poisoned weapon; and there are 
theologians who do not scruple to use 
it as such against the upholders of phil
osophic opinions which they do not like, 
but can not refute. A most flagrant in
stance was recently afforded by a lectur
er on positivism, who, after insinuating 
that pretty much the whole body of con
temporary scientific philosophers are 
positivists and that positivists are but 
little better than materialists, proceed
ed to inform his audience that material
ists are men who lead licentious lives. 
It would be hard to find words strong 
enough to characterize the villainy of 
such misrepresentations as this, could 
we fairly suppose them to be deliberate
ly intended. They. would imply ex
treme moral turpitude, were it not that 
they are so obviously the product of ex
treme slovenliness of thinking joined 
with culpable carelessness of asser
tion."

Lange, the learned and impartial au
thor of the “History of Materialism," 
says “that the sober earnest which 
marks the great materialistic systems 
of antiquity is perhaps more suited than 
an enthusiastic idealism, which only 
too easily results in its own bewilder
ment, to keep the soul clear of all that 
is low and vulgar, and to lend it a last
ing effort after worthy objects” (p. 47), 

and that “in the centuries when the 
abominations of a Nero, a Caligula, or 
even of a Heliogabalus, polluted the 
globe, no philosophy was more neglect
ed, none was more foreign to the spirit 
of the time, than ihat of all which de
manded the coldest blood, the calmest 
contemplation, the most sober and pure
ly prosaic Inquiry, the philosophy of De
mocritus and Epicurus.” “The age of

definitions of ■ materialism,—for in
stance,.thOso of Mr. John Fiske, who 
says that,-before one can be “correctly- 
charged: with: materialism,” he should 
hold that-physical phenomena, such as 
love , and hate, can be interpreted in 
terms of matter and motion, and who 
further defines materialism in a way 
which'makes it reject or Ignore the 
principle of relativity, without which 
certainly no philosophy can claim atten
tion to-day among thinkers.

: On the other hand, the author of "A 
-Candid Examination of Theism," G. J. 
Romanes, affirms that Mr. Spencer's 
philosophy, which Its author declares 
is neither materialistic nor spiritualist-! 
Jc, leaves “the essential feature of mate-1 
rialism untouched; viz, that what we 
know as mind is dependent (whether: 

i by way of causality or not, is immate
rial) on highly complex forms of what 
we know as matter in aasociatlon with 
peculiar distributions of what wo know 
as force.”

Mr. E. D. "Fawcett, in aphllosophical 
address, after remarking that Idealism 
“by no means necessarily Involves the 
Idea'of individual Immortality," that 
many Hegelians regard Individuals as 
merely vanishing points in the realiza
tion of; Spirit.—or according to the re- 
vlseA-doctrine of that which becomes 
spirit—says: “Indeed, while material
ism-1s perfectly compatible with the 
conception of a future life, Idealism Ib, 
as: often, not. . Modern- Spiritualism, 
which tnmany ways recalls the double

Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot And 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. AU are substantially bound and - 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, “LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD," written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be In 
every library. Read the following carefully :

We have now TV^ELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, nnd you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 

' order only one book In connection with 
a yearly subscription. Trio paper, one 
year, and one Premium. Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price J1.10.

Any tour ot tlie Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Twelve Premium 
Booku you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Twelve ’ Premium ■ 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.90.

Any ten of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre- , •- 
mium Books here announced are sent : 
out, all postage prepaid, tor $3.75, some- 1 - 
thing never .before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a , 
yearly subscription tor The Progressive ... 
Thinker. We repeat that the world , 
has never seen the like of It before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles of

Pericles was the blossoming time of the 
materialistic and sensational philoso
phy of antiquity; Its fruits ripened in 
the time of Alexandrian learning, in the 
two centuries before Christ.”

While I'have long since ceased to be
lieve in "philosophical materialism,” I 
think that these are facts worthy the 
candid consideration of those who. use 
the word "materialism” as a term of 
abuse rather than In a • descriptive 
sense. At the same time, the wisdom 
of employing in philosophical discus
sion a word which is associated with 
thebries and conceptions widely differ
ent, and which, therefore, lacks precise 
and definite meaning,. may fairly be 
questioned. The loose way it Is now 
used, even by some of our best writers, 
Is certainly without excuse..

B. F. UNDERWOOD.

SAVED AS BY FIRE.

How we coinplain of labor, loss

materialism of the savage, is a curious, 
iWtretion of the WwMb cí îb0J

and

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit vVorld, Vol. 2.

and

and
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These
and

three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable • 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn; a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Lite of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands.
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com- -, 
I mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc- 
I cult library.
i When ordering a Premium Book, one 
| or more, you must send In a yearly sub- 
I scription for The Progressive Thinker.

: ' pain;
We think at times our lives a snarl of 

woe,
And wonder why we have to undergo 
Such sharp and trying worriment and 

strain?
Why not a mlnd-at peace-with all maln-

• tain? .
;Why not the calm of secret wisdom 

show,
And where the wild weeds are let 

roses grow, -
And so of our experience have gain? . 
No better hap can happen to our life, 

Than this and that which come from 
what we are, -

And eburage is the gift of such fierce, 
strife,

And patience if we hinder not or mar; 
The rounding out of things is ■ His -high 

Pfan.
And what wo do should make a noble 

maul
WILLIAM BRUNTON.

Your
INDU GE

Neighbor to Subscribe for The 
Progressive Thinker.

Now Is the time to extend the circula
tion of The Progressive TMnker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every onp should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Bend in a subscription now.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual ot Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.
The readers ot The Progressive , 

Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book, it iB intended . 
by its assisting, inspiring splrlt-authora 
to furnish A compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. . it 
has been more than thirty years in pho- 
paring nnd contains all that has " been 
received by me through Inspiration 

j and research during that time on, the 
I subjects it treats. ■ Few questions will 
¡arise In tho minds of Investigatora'. 
I that are not'answered in its pagea
Price, $1,25 postpaid. ' • 1

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUmg, 'y

f
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A Masterly Reply to Rev, Dr, Field
ñ Brilliant Delense oi Spiritualism, Du Dr. H. V. Swerinoen, ot Ft 

Hanne, Infl.
iSo many requests having been made j 

for copies of Dr. Swerlngen’s reply to < 
the Rev. Dr. Field’s pulpit attadk upon i 
Spiritualism we here reproduce it, , 
revised and enlarged.—Editor]

To the Editor:—No society or sect । 
can successfully claim a monopoly ot i 
truth, religious or secular. That there 
are two or more sides to religious.as to । 
all other questions is made evident by 
the number of separate and distinct de
nominations in Christendom to day.

In accordance with his previous an
nouncement that he would deliver a se
ries of sermons on the various isms 
of the day, the Rev. Dr. J. N. Field, of 
the First Baptist Church of I'Oit 
Wayne, has thus far preached upon 
"Dowieism"Mormonism," and bpirlt- 
ualism.” How clean a sweep he pro
poses to make of the “isms,” the.writer 
hereof is not in a position to determine. 
Whether the next “ism” !;
lessly attack will be 
"Lutheranism,” “Catholicism, or Iies- 
byterianism,” I am unable to decide.

Spiritualism has much in common 
with all religious "isms," for they all 
embrace much that is spiritual, beau
tiful and true. But it also comprises 
not a little that is emphatically and di
ametrically opposed to them, and it is 
for this reason that the Rev. Dr. Field 
has felt it'incumbent upon himself to 
attack it from his pulpit.

For example, Spiritualism teaches 
that, "There can be' no death in any 
such sense as the churches have taught 
Death as change of expression, as trans
ition to a higher plane of being, as a 
birth into a more refined and spiritual 
world, undoubtedly exists. But death 
as a penalty for Adam’s transgression, 
death aa an end of being, death as an 
end of living, death as the close of 
man’s probation, as a point which fixes 
man’s eternal destiny, is a fossilized 
conception of qn Ignorant and barbar
ous past which pur age must reject, as 
it does a thousand other absurdities be
lieved by primeval man. "Death is not 
the end of life, but an event in life. 
The exhortation of Seneca and the ex
hortation of the theology of to-day, to 
think on. the end of life, is reasonable 
only in the sense that the end of earth
ly life is the beginning of a higher and 
fuller and more spiritual life hereafter.

"There can be no final condition to an 
eternally progressive being like man. 
As well may we talk of the final condi
tion of one of the great luminaries ot 
heaven, as it speeds through illimitable 
space! The law of progress, which Is 
co extensive with the universe and co
eval with time, renders the idea of the 
orthodox heaven and heli impossible

- and absurd.”
Modern Spiritualism is founded on 

certain present day revelations or cer
tain phenomena. The genuineness of 
these phenomena the orthodox church 
persistently denied as long as it could 
db so consistently. Finally,- being 

• obliged to admit the fact that these 
were bona fide phenomena, it sought to 
dispose of them at once by attributing 
them to the Devil. But this disposition 
of them was soon discovered to be 

"■very unsatisfactory. An appeal was 
- theri made to scientists who were yet 
loyal, orthodox Christians, to explain 

' the phenomena of, Spiritualism upon 
any other hypothesis than that of the 
letiitn of the spirits of the dead. Any- 

. thing to down Spiritualism, the hated

pronounced Spiritualist, and the author
ess of several important books on the 
subject of Spiritualism:—a fact not 
generally known among Baptists. Her 
brother, the Rev. Edward Judson, now 
occupies the chair of Homiletics in the 
Chicago University. Miss Judson, at the 
Sacrifice of many old-time personal 
friendships, preferred to be true to her 
own convictions, with the despised mi
nority, rather than to be false to them, 
with the popular majority. I

It is remarkable wiiat changes will 
take place in the thoughts and opinions 
of men. One of the greatest evangel
ists of the orthodox church a few years 
ago, was the Rev. B. Fay Mills. He was 
patted on the back by all of the 
churches. But they have suddenly 
stopped patting him, for he has cut en
tirely loose from all their dogmas, in
sisting that there is but one religion, 
and that this one is comprised in love 
to God and the practice of the Golden 
Rule in our dealings with our fellow 
men. One of his utterances in a recent 
meeting (for he still holds meetings), 
rather points toward a belief in Spirit
ualism. He says: “It is not inconsist
ent with what we know of the past, it 
is not inconsistent with the great reve
lation of God, to believe that the world 
of spirit is about to be more fully re
vealed unto men."

It was Martineau, 1 believe, who said: 
“We do not believe in immortality be
cause we have proved it, but we forever 
try to prove it because we believe it.” 
I cannot quite fully indorse this state
ment. We would naturally suppose 
that our orthodox church people believe 
in immortality, but they seem to make 
no effort to prove it. "Prove all

shadows vast masses of men to-day 
(and thei;e are numbered among those
masses many, many preachers,

things” except a future life, is the in
terpretation which the orthodox church 
seems to place upon Paul's injunction. 
The church certainly cannot prove a fu
ture existence by such scriptural quota
tions as: ,

‘-‘-For the living know that they shall 
die;, but the dead, know not anything, 
neither have they any more a reward; 
for the memory of them is forgotten.

“Also their love, and their hatred, 
and their envy Is now perished; neither 
have they any more .a portion for ever 
in anything that is done under the bud.

"Whatsoever that thy.hand findeth 
to do, dp it with thy might; for there 
is no work nor device, nor knowledge, 
n6r wisdom in the grave, whither thou 
goest.

“For to him that is joined to all the 
living there Is hope; for a living dog is 
better than a dead lion.

As the cloud is consumed and van? 
isheth away; bo he that goeth down tq, 
the grave shall come up no more.

“He fleeth also" as a shadow, and con- 
tinueth riot. For there is hope of a 
tree, if it be cut down, that it will 
sprout again, and that the tender 
branch thereof will not cease.

“But man dieth and wasteth away;
yea, man giveth up the ghost, 
where is he?

“So man lieth down and riseth 
till, the heavens be no more, they 
not awake, nor be raised out of 
sleep.”

thing. • i.
? The result of this appeal was that 
There soon appeared a book entitled 
“The Law of Psychic Phenomena," by 
Prof. T. J. Hudson. That this book was 
written In .the interest of the orthodox 

- church seems evident to the under
signed, because so many of his ortho
doxfriends have inquired of him wheth
er or not he had read it.

Let me here state once for allthat I 
have read the-book of Mr. Hudson, in 

, which he endeavors to explain the phe
nomena of Modern Spiritualism by his 
dual theory of subjective and objective 
mind. But this theory does not explain 
my experiences, nor those of Spiritual
ists generally, in the phenomena .of 
Spiritualism. While Mr. Hudson has 
failed among Spiritualists in establish
ing his explanation of their phenomena, 
he has succeeded admirably in aiding 
them to establish the fact of their oc
currence, for which we are all very 
grateful to Mr. Hudson, and through 
him, to the orthodox church. Will 
the reader please observe what this sci
entific writer who was not a Spiritualist 
has to say on page 206 ot his.book, on 
the subject of Spiritualistic phenom
ena? He thus writesTt

“I will not waste Aime, however, by 
attempting to prove by experiments ot 
my own or of others, that such phenom
ena do occur. It is too late tor that. 
The facts are too well known to the 
civilized world to require proofs at this 
time. The man who denies the phe
nomena of Spiritualism to-day is not 
entitled to be called a skeptic; he is 
simply ignorant, and It would be a 
hopeless task to attempt to enlighten 
him. But I shall attempt to explain 
their origin on other grounds than the 
supposition that they are caused by the 
spirits of the dead. In other words, 1 

' admit the alleged phenomena, but deny

and

not; 
shall 
their

These and many similar passages of 
scripture can be cited in support of the 
opinion that death is not only an eter
nal sleep but total annihilation. No 
wonder that Bishop' Fos'ter of the M. E.' 
Church, confessed that he did not know 
that death did not end all, or that the 
great majority of orthodox preachers 
and their parishioners are skeptical 
about a future life.

“Dust thou art,< and unto dust thou 
shalt return,” is' reluctantly- accepted 
by them as the conclusion of the whole 
matter. The inability of the pulpit to 
furnish any present day evidence of a 
future existence,Jias played sad havoc 
with the pew. The pulpit has become
a sounding brass and tinkling cymbal
upon the subject of a future life. Hav
ing' no absolute, satisfactory present
day evidence thereof, it can impart 
none to the pew.

Of course, it could cite the woman
of Endor Incident, the materialization . .
of Moses and Elias, the law of Moses not recognized, Spiritualism 
prohibiting conversation with the dead

the alleged cause.”
It will thus be observed that the phe

nomena of Modern Spiritualism, what
ever may be their explanation, are es
tablished. Now, what are we going to 
do with them? What is their relation 
to, and bearing upon science and the
ology? Do they answer in the affirma
tive Job’s question: “If a man die, shall 
he live again?” If so,.then why should 
the orthodox church antagonize and re

(thus indicating the possibility of so 
doing), Paul’s recognition of various 
spiritual gifts. Job’s declaration that: 
“Though after my skin worms destroy 
this body, yet in my flesh shall I see 
God,” and many other similar scriptural 
selections, but such citations on the 
part of the pulpit would never do; be
cause they prove the-f ruth of the hated 
thing Modern Spiritualism.

The religion of thexorthodox church 
to-day seems to be alreliglon of faith 
and hope only. This 'fact explains the 
lack of interest and enthusiasm in the' 
church of the" present. On the -other 
hand, those who are to-day attempting- 
scientiflcally to prove a future life, and 
have proved It to their satisfaction, are 
those who were formerly denominated 
materialists, agnostics, heretics and in
fidels, and who engaged in the investi
gation of Spiritualism for the sole pur
pose of exposing it. as a humbug, and 
thereby sustaining their,preconceived 
opinions. ,

I am well aware that thè argument of 
the church is: “Blessed are they that 
have not seen, and vet have believed.” 
But the fact is the church of the present 
day will not believe without seeing. 
“Seeing is believing.” I claim this

ject them, unless it is because it is fear-, 
fill that, along with, or close following 
such phenomenal proof of a future life, 
there are other truths or revelations 
which may seriously compromise some 
of its dogmas. If I may judge from the 
nrevalence of materialism, agnosticism, 
infidelity, heresy, skepticism and unbe
lief both in the pulpit and pew of the 
orthodox church, it is time it was 
struck by some Buch lightning as a gen
uine Spiritualistic phenomenon, no mat
ter in what part of its dogmatic anat
omy it strikes. It will require some 
such profound shock to cause a reaction 
sufficient to awaken it to a realizing 
sense of the progress in psychic sci
ence going on all around it and, quietly, 
within it.

Since the fact of the prevalence of 
genuine Spiritualistic phenomena can 
no longer be denlea, it is incumbent 
upon us to Investigate its significance. 
What does it mean? It surely means 
something. If it Is not investigated In 
the church, it is bound to be, outside of- 
it. Indeed, It is now being investigated 
bv all classes of people whether in tlie 
church or out of it. It is unnecessary 
to mention even a lew ol the illustrious 
names of those who :ire at present' en
gaged In its examination. There is no 
name more revered in Rev. Dr< Field’s 
church than that ul its lamented, la- 
Bious missionary, Adonlram- Judson,. 
those daughter, Miss Abby, .was a most

blessing, however, most emphatically, 
in various and numerous instances. . In
deed, I look upon Paul’s definition of 
faith as being one also of knowledge. 
“Faith” says Paul, " the evidence ot 
things not seen.” Now, it we acquire 
“knowledge” from “evidence,” then 1 
know that I have been in communica
tion with deceased friends, although un
seen, for the “evidence" of their pres
ence as impressed upon my mind and 
reason through the sense of hearing 
alone, is simply indisputable.

This evidence” to a certain extent, is 
not infrequently experienced among or
thodox preachers, and occasionally 
crops out irresistibly, in their pulpits.

The Rev. S. A. Northrup, one-ol Rev. 
Dr. Field's predecessors, affirmed that 
he often felt the presence of his .de
ceased mother with him In the pulpit.

The Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott affirms: 
"I am scarcely less certain that tor 
some years after my mother’s death 1 
was influenced by her spiritual pres
ence, than I am that 1 have of late 
years been Influenced by persons cor
poreally present. But if one serenely 
and scornfully skeptical, asks me for a 
demonstration of my faith, I should only 
answer him that the "evidence”- is my 
own experience, and that I neither can 
share it- with him nor desire to do so.”

The Rev. Dr. Heber Newton (Episco
palian) Ina sermon cn Spiritualism, 
spoke as follows:

"It is a fact concerning Spiritualism 
Unit through it the conviction of the life 
to come is taking a new hold of man’s 
mind and heart. Myriads of men are 
to-day rejoicing In-a firm and positive 
conviction of the reality of the life to 

.. come, who but for this movement would 
have been left in the doubt which over-
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ever since Moseo'-and-Ellari came’back- 
from the dead on the Mcsrut'ot-iranslig- 
uratlon; ever since jt was^wfbtai “your 
sons and daughters shall'¿i'Qp®y’’ arid 
“shall see visions” and “shall speak 
with new tongues"; ever since the two 
human spirits appealed «-to graham 
and Lot to announce God’s displeasure
with Sodom and Gomortar; e«f since 
the men rose from thclKagravas - and 
walked into the-city at the crujdtlxion 
ot'Christ; ever since' Mary saw the 
spirit of a young man iftiShe k£jmlcber 
and Paul saw a visiOin on the.road to 
Damascus, Spiritualism has permeated

WHY I BECAME A SPIRITUALIST.

Convinçlng Proofs Given Through a 
Medium.

masses many, manv meachers to mv «a? peimcuieu
certain knowledge.—H. V. 8.). This of people, every
faith has become so vital that it renews «f in Qlisrfrie beginningthe early Christian joy in the presZe .^UheS a^oiffi WhM 
Of dpûtll TllRtPnd nf imnn<rnin<r tho I ° & pOlllt. Rt WUlCH HS tFUB
sources of this renewed nrHm significance is dawning. ]The very.uni-doxy m^e more real to thole who verBality and many phases of S^lritual- 
abide within its folds this ancient »nd 6m’ acc°unt for the endless variety of 
fundamental and vitnï tnith "° theories introduced for its explanation. I TtTe£ K »ft the primitive American Spirit-
Han), in a sermon snbke Is foltaws-'7 uali8t’ we are now ‘‘seeWg God in the 
do not beltev™anâ cloud and hearln£ him wind," or
it would be imnosstata see tllat An are but Parts , of one
parents to send a thrill of influence to the°soiil ”tl08e b°(ly WtUie

s nr F upon spirit- 

that a belief in their nh lifv nr disnMi uallsm ls a curious medley of.contradtc- itonto do^ « W « fraud and
teachings of God’s word. The whole a d?lu?1în',a?d grand
tenor of scripture goes to show that the Ce?na d°Htriue,oi tlle „°1'
departed spirits of the redeemed hre un- 1 it aa distinct from matter, ahd the 
bound and unfettered * * * We know P°sa*bility communion with the 
little of the possibilities of a spirit free afnnr?d ”P * ti?”1! r)eturu 
from the limitations of the flesh,”The Rev. Dr John Henrv Barrnws In finalities by the statement. But the re- 
an address at the oneninir^nf7 Hie turn o£ the departed is always under 
World’s Parliament of Religions, said: by A'Ti^“It seems to me that the spirits of just G°d Himself. Of course it,is. All the 
and good men hover over this assem- ”a£u^
bly. I believe the spirits of Paul, of ilout SnWtaaliim -h 8 s,upernatulal 
Buddha, of Socrates, of Jeremy Taylor, abn^lS^!.r ™ i > ■ m
of John Milton, of Roger Williams and Dr’ b te,'d sboula bave baen a 
Lessing, of Tennvgon Whittier and more cautious in bis utterances.

■ Phillips Brooks, are here. I believe " '7 not entirely consistent w>tb 
■ that the spirit of Abraham Lincoln, who TaySk A“.’» /
’ sought for a church founded on love to le centuries. thoughtful and
■ God and man. is here.” scientific men haying investigated tho

The Rev. Dr Isaac K Funk in his re- Phenomena ot Spiritualism have procent book “ke Widow's Mita nounced it a deception and a delusion.” 
writes - "The éhuiS alL m^ lt not ^■'P’i'dng that Rev. Dr. Field
care There is real danser lest ta its would draw on materialistic scientists “a? to get rid ofTpLiTco6™^ beA^(
it gets rid of the Bible itself ' if the I reived and deluded . And yet\ this is 

power to communicate between this K1 h°Tta/in "HemphiaJ’
and the spirit world be a fact, the rem- c_a y 1 AM! et* A t le e^8t'
edy is not to deny it but to nnderstnnd of spirit us distinct from matter, 
just what it Is and what are its laws, AT re°SSlbMlty o£ nonunion with
and to bring it under control. » ♦ Nine- A® spirit world, and of the return of 
teen hundred years’ removal from the | !e AJA'TAn A?W 18 Broiber FI®Id 
spirit phenomena of thé Bible and the Pp?v ntain aitammn™86^ °Ut °f th 8 
men who witnessed them and vouched ' m» nr tu» n»h
for their occurrence is imposing a ?Af11111*’ ™e °i pubi
greater and greater strain upon falth.'fl Bbe£S o£ Literary Digest, who yet 
Apply the claims of Spiritualists to the T0868 as an investigator only, recently, 
facts in the Bible hardest to bellevet a™ounced a very satisfactory test and 
hardest for scientists to belleve-tS nr
facts of the birth and resurrection ofJCSUS If certain nhAnnmnnii whlrh 1 I * S theory Of m&glC expl&lû it., have not been able oTpTatiiTariy Througb mere Idle curWty the Chi
hypothesis. of fraud or coincidence, "®se ml“i8tte5 t0 tIle .Mv‘
stand the fuller tests of sclentlc invés- W^i?nTo,au8eanAkAtaaBb aE.£oa’ 
tigation, it will become scientifically
easy to believe that a supreme spirit, 2?T^UoLCiat fD8i Ath a written, 
as was Jesus, came down into tiie n Ch nes? ?Dguag?'/*wer? 
flesh, as did He, and was able to lay “AA A “^AT“8’^ W^ic a““ 
down His life and to take it up again." bim' becauEi lan:

More recently, on being interviewed I h?«6’ in£e ?en?e-aiUd na1“es a££acben 
regarding his attitude toward spiritual Î..?!nYe A'wiH^hn^w^1 
phenomena, he said: "Twenty years I Pi®.8?,*??“1 bA3e £’, 1
ago people would have laughed at the ïlA1h^,Îbe0ry10l,fma5lcti?xpAln £’ri 
idea of wireless telegraphy. They prob- one’^a £ °£
ably would have tried to put Marconi In FI®Id a sermon was devoted to the rela- 
a lunatic asylum for saying that . he “°h „ 
would in time be able to send wli-ëless Sati°a ( • ) of Spiritualism, Which were 
messages across the ocean. But now very humorous and thoroughly enjoyed 
the wireless telegraphy is being use(i bï t^e-large audience present. I could 
commercially oh many ocean liners and relate 30“c experieuees equally funny, 
coastwise vessels. Now a certain set ?nd Swm<?< A rny
of thinkers believe that it is possible investigations of the subjtat, and so 
for one person to transmit thought to can njany Spiritualists. Bgt;we must 
another without any mechanical instru- exPect such experiences, aa Jonglas we 
meats whatever. If there Is any truth Bre to 
in that contention it is the duty of scl- A Bi^I^beAerentists to investigate and ascertain the ,o£ $J°d (E°od and -true), for
laws of operation so that this strange Sany £a,^e kIh e°ne °-Ut lnt°
power can be fully understood and Bdc.ved. J>eH«ve not every
utilized. If thoughts can be transmit- pA"” t ■ -C,,-
ted from one living person to another ,i,\be 1£rouÎl e with Brother Field was 
in this world (and there seems io be £hat when he went, to Buffalo lastweek 
pretty strong evidence that it can), why t0 investigate (.) Spir.tuaHsm/he fell 
not •from the spirit world back to us? Bm??e tbese false . prophets, fa^®8 
That is the question. I think any per- aBd aad£r^ his
son who shows possession of some -of description of them, I rather think it 
this strange power should be encour- Plea?ed He eot Ie ^rlook- 
aged.” ' . ing for, and he returned to Sort Wayne

But my space is limited,1and I must] ‘le^.ed for bear. - ■ ;
forbear adding any more of the many- L AreeAh,dmtîitba'uhTZ 
utterances from the pulpit of every de- experiences tally well -with the scrip- 
nomination, which show that the'w £dral,®harge ot £belr ’?etag abt”ninar 
dence” of a future life, upon which the £i.0B8' But> .on £be hand'1.?la®y 
orthodox church relies, is, essentially, o£them A™11 ^rd with yet 
Spiritualistic.in character. Although oth?5 scr,ptural/P^^ are

• - - -- - most pronounced, beautiful commenda-
tutes alTthé^vïtalîty*there'° is in the tloBS o£ These, Brother^ did' 
church to-day; it is the warp and woof no£ r®ad’ 8®riptural selections upon 
of the whole Christian fabric, however ‘Which he based his remarks, were the 
much it may be repudiated by Christen- on®a usually chosen for such-attacks 
dom. I do not wish to pose as.a censor upon Spiritualism, and have beeAcom- 
of the church. But it is my opinion that Plfitely overwhelmed a thousand times 
if it would give-this "evidence" the at. bV other selections from the same vol
tention its . importance demands,. there um®- 18 aJvPry ^° d one
would be fewer materialists, agnostics,,| a.8ainst SpIritualism, and has been very 
infidels and heretics within it, less self- frequently unanswerably answered, 
ishness In the -world, and such men as Like as a lawyer. Rev. Dr. Field was 
Rockefeller would cease struggling to engaged in making out his case against 
own it. z the defendant, Spiritualism/ and Ke ap-

But when the church confesses, as Pealed to the “law and the testimony,"- 
Bishop Foster has done, that it does not pbe Bible- f°r b*s purpose, -but .well 
know that death does not end all, it is knowing that the defendant's counsel 
time that it’was making some effort at can appeal with equal, if not .bètter suc- 
least, to add to its faith knowledge, nô I cess, to the same source, in behalf of 
matter to how much contempt and rldi- bis client. And so, it is hardly, worth 
cule such an effort may be subjected, while-ior either side to appeal to the 
If soirlt manifestations of the present Bible. Science is rapidly settling the 
day’are so improbable that the testl- question for us, and in support of Spir- 
mony of thousands of living witnesses, uallsm, Brother Field to the Contrary 
derived after the severest tests, leaves notwithstanding.
us still incredulous, how can Rev. Dr. Whether Jesus was a Baptist, Meth- 
Field be certain that the miracles of the odist, Presbyterian, or the founder of 
Bible are true? How is he able to cred- any other of the sects of our.dày, is a 
it that first supreme and fundamental question I will not attempt to answer, 
one of Christ’s conception and birth That He was a Spiritualist, arid ! the 
through the Virgin, based as it Is only greatest medium of the ages, through 
upon-Joseph’s dream, as told by Mat- whose mediumship life and immortality 
thew over sixty years after it hap- have been brought to light, and the 
pened? If, however, the modern spirit stone rolled away from the door of-the 
phenomena are genuine, it renders.so .sepulchre of thousands of human 
highly probable all the alleged manifes- hearts-who thought their dead -lived

■ not, his Biblical history has certainlytarions of antiquity that a very little 
evidence.will satisfy us. But if-no evi
dence will satisfy us to-day, how can we 
trust the slight, feeble testimonies that 
have come down to us from antiquity? 
If we.are not to believe the wonders 
told us by our neighbors here and now, 
why are we to believe.the greater won
ders related to us by three or four wit
nesses elsewhere 2,000 years ago? ‘‘The 
thing that hath been It is that which 
shall be; and that which is done, is that ' 
which shall be done, and there is no 
new thing under the sun. That which 
hath been is now, and that which is to 
be hath already been;-and God requir- 
eth that which is past.” Rev. Dr. Field’s 
incredulity in the solemn affirmations ot 
bis contemporaries places the evidence 
for his Christianity in the most embar
rassing dilemma.

Instead of adopting-Prof. T. J. Hud
son’s explanation of the phenomena of 
Spiritualism, the Rev. Dr. Field prefers 
to revert to and indorse the old theory 
of “magic ' as his explanation. In the 
light of modern developments in psy
chic science, l am not a little surprised 
at this. It is time that ever since the 
three “magicians” by “astrological” as
sistance, visited the child Jesus, whose 
birth was foretold by a “dream," a “vis
ion” and a “ghost story”; ever, since 
the hand writing appeared on the wall 
at Belshazzar’s feast; ever since the de-: 
ceased Samuel returned - and talked to 
Saul; ever;since the deceased Elijah 
gave a communication in his owii hand- 
writing to King Jehoram, using a medi- 
um;ever since Moses forbade conversa- 
tion-wlth the dead and familiar spirits;

A HEADLESS GHOST.

”■ — ...... .. —.

The Wraith of Dead Miner Scares Party 
of Dubuque People.

MOSES BULL’S BOOKS, j

In the Autumn of the year 1854,1 was 
a student in an educational institute, in 
one of the beautiful towns of the good 
old Green Mountain State. I was born 
and then lived about seventy miles dis
tant from the institute; and, as there 
were then no railroad facilities in that 
part of the state, I received my hoijie 
letters once a week. . ' V

At that time, in my home town, David : 
McAllister was one of my warm person- ; 
al friends, and he was quite sick with 
the white plague, at the time that I left 
home for the institute. Just before 
leaving I called upon David, and found 
him quite feeble, but patient. Upon 
leaving him I took him by the right 
hand and remarked to him, "Dave, when 
I get home from school I hope to find 
you well." He answered, "I hope you 
will!” His voice indicated that he did 
not think that his hope would be real
ized. -

Well, at the term of the Institute I 
boarded witli a man whose wife and 
daughter were Spiritualistic mediums, 
and each belonged to a spiritualistic 
circle of the institute town. Occasion
ally, witli other students, I visited the 
meetings of the circle. -

I had been at school about six weeks, 
when I received a‘letter from my father 
at home, informing me of the death of 
my friend David and some of the cir
cumstances attending his death.

About a week after this I attended a 
meeting of the spiritualistic circle be
fore mentioned, and at the proper time 
asked a-medium if the spirit of David 
McAllister would come-and communi
cate with me. I had Borne difficulty in 
obtaining the interview, the medium 
alleging that David was so-happy in his 
new home that he did not want to be 
disturbed. Finally, upon my urgent re
quest, he came, so the medium said, 
and was prepared to answer any ques
tions that I might ask. My friend Da
vid conversed through the medium with 
me. I asked him if he could tell the 
last words we ever spoke together? 
The medium replied, “You said to me 
‘When I get home from school I hope to 
find you well,’ and 1 replied, ‘I hope you 
will.’ But I did not think then that 1 
would ever get well.”

I asked who preached his funeral ser
mon, who conducted his funeral, who 
were his pall bearers, and if a young 
lady to whom he was engaged attended 
the funeral, and if so, how she took his 
death? . These were matters that 1 
knew nothing whatever about, and to 
which the' medium was a perfect 
stranger. But the medium gave, with
out hesitation, the name of the clergy
man who preached David’s funeral Ser
mon, the name of the conductor of the 
funeral, and the names of the pall bear
ers. And he said that the young lady 
to whom David was engaged, acted like 
a fool at his funeral. I afterwards 
learned from my father, that the me
dium had given the names of the clergy
man, conductor, and pall bearers cor
rectly. And I also learned that the 
young lady had acted like a mad-woman 
when viewing the remains at the 
church; and that when the coffin was 
being removed from the church to the 
hearse that she ran after it crying and 
wringing her hands, and had to be re
strained by force.

From these facts crudely stated, 1 
was unable to reach any conclusion, 
other than that the spirit of my friend 
David had given to me correct answers 

; to the questions which I had propound- 
। ed. And it now seems to me that any 
■ other conclbslon 1b utterly impossible. 
• From that time I have firmly believed 
• that the spirits of the favored ones who

The brother of the Headless Horse
man of Sleepy Hollow has turned up 
again near Dubuque, and the fright 
caused by Irving’s famous hero was as 
nothing compared vyith the excitement 
aroused by. the appearance ot the local 
apparition.

Dubuque's ghost has been in retire
ment ton several years, but it has lost 
nothing in fearlessness by its seclusion, 
according to the report ot three local 
young people who were startled by his 
appearance last Sunday evening.

The hang-out of the ghost is the Red 
Bridge, near Slnsinawa. _ Years and 
years ago, when the region was dotted 
by lead mines, a miner named Dyer 
lived in the vicinity. He was one ot 
the fortunate people who struck a rich 
lead. Instead of spending his money 
royally, as miners were apt to do in 
those days, lie hoarded it like a miser. 
Unlike the othefs, he lived alone, did 
not mingle with the other miners, and 
never spoke of his past life. He worked 
and saved from year’s end to year’s 
end. It was known that he had struck 
it rich, and the reports were that he 
was immensely wealthy. One night in 
late November, a stranger came to his 
door and asked admission. It was 
granted, after some parleying, which 
was heard by two miners in the vicin
ity. In the morning another miner, 
passing the present vicinity of the Red 
Bridge, saw the body oi! Dyer prostrate 
on the grass. A trail of blood had 
flowed across the trail, and sunk into 
the moss, and the man had been dead 
several hours. His head had been sev
ered from his trunk, and was never 
found.

Haunts Red Bridge.
Bince that tragedy stories of his ap

pearance have been heard from time to 
time in the vicinity. When thé Red 
Bridge was built the wraith of the dead 
man made it his haunt, and wandered 
back and forth across the water. 
Horses, according to the stories, shiver 
and tremble when crossing the bridge 
after nightfall, and some animals re
fuse to be driven over, and have to be 
led across.

It is several years, however, slice 
the wraith has made its appearance, 
and the residents in that vicinity have 
begun to be less fearful.

On last Sunday night a Dubuque 
man, driving with two young women in 
the vicinity of Slnsinawa had occasion 
to cross the bridge. It was late in the 
evening, and the moon was little and

Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual- ’ 
>em; A Concordance to the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Splritua ism; together with a brie“his* 
tory of the origin of many of the imports ' 
ant booksrof the Bible. Price Si ° 
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have passed through the 
death can, under proper 
commune with those 'who 
state of earthly life-.

portals of 
conditions, 
are in the

CARLO. POPE. . 
Black River, Falls, Wis)

“COSMIC MULTIPLICATION."

Mass, and One Thing More.

Brother Charles -Dawbarn, in No. 816 
of The Progressive Thinker, points out 
the law that “mass” controls the mani
festation of life. The facts demonstrate 
the law, and the law and the facts 
prove the truth that Brother Dawbarn 
is correct; and I wish to Illustrate the 
truth, and one thing more, by a wider 
range of facts in human life.

One man cannot ■ build a town, a 
larger mass can, it takes more to build 
a city, still more to form a state, or a 
nation. All the facts of life illustrate 
the truth that mass is a law of prog
ress, but as noted the “other point,” 
■which lies back of “mass,” the power 
behind the manifestation that directs 
to a purpose, ‘&^>6mpletely inherent in

established. “The works that I do, ye 
shall do also, and yet greater.”

' . H. V. SWERINGBN.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
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TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD 
---------------- a ’ ' 

feiformatIon How They May (live Bkth to ■
Healthy Children Absolately^ltb-^

out Pain—Sent Fr«. •an
No woman need any longer dreatL jho pMab of. 

child-birth, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dyo 
baa devoted his life to relieving the sorrows of 
women. Ho has proved thatall palnnt childbirth 
may be entirely banished, and ho w.^l-gladty teU 
von how it ma* bo done absolutely Jreo of charro 
sondyour name and address to Dwv.H. Dye? 154 
Lewis Block, Buffalo. N. Y». and he^ilUcndjyuU 
postpaid, Ins wonderful book which lolls how to 
gjve birth to happy, healthy chilarM), aoschLutci} 
without pain; also, how to cure stcwUly. Bb not 
delay, but write to’day, . HCr jnc

• 3if •
"The Present Age and Timer Liter 

Ancient and Modern Mysteries Glass!« 
fled and explained.” By Andiew Jack- 
son Davis. Wo have a few cbplea ci 
this work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth. 81.10. ’I - ‘

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
Pl an Event in Lifo." By. Lilia^ Whit- 
leg. One of Miss Whiting’s, most sug- 
gestlvo, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books- It is laden with rich, thought- 
8ul spirituality. Price Sl- r

"The Infidelity of v Ecol^laqriclBm. 
A Menace' to American -.Civilization." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological ■ and psy
chic science.' Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis 'of na
ture. Scholarly,maBterly, :i frenchant 
Price 25 cents. . -

low. The underbrush Is thick and 
trees heavy about the stream, and 
bridge was dark.

Ghost Was Headless.

the 
the

As the horse approached the first 
arch it began to tremble and stopped. 
The driver urged it forward, but the 
beast refused to move. The wind 
moved the tree branches enough to let 
the moonlight through, and by the dim 
light the form of a man was seen stand
ing on the bridge. He was clothed in 
white, and was without a head. He 
moved his shadowy arms toward the 
party, and then vanished, without a 
sound.

The terror-stricken horse dashed 
across the bridge and up the hill at the 
end. At a farm house near by the 
frightened party stopped, and told the 
story. Each member was sure of the 
genuineness of the apparition and was 
thoroughly scared. The farmer a who 
heard their description of the headless 
man, told the party that the same 
wraith had been seen by his brother 
two years before.

The young people returned to Du
buque by another route. And the next 
time thev cross the Red Bridge it will 
be by daylight.—Dubuque (Iowa) Tele
graph.

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr.-Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has bebn re
duced.

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Pingault. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents. '

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their, 
Likenesses and Differences. By ' 
Charles G. Brown. Price 5 cents.

Religion in the Republic. By 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture

SPREADING THE LIGHT.

What May Be Accomplished by a Little 
Earnest Work.

the latent atom bi ether, and more so, 
than in the most perfect manifestation 
of self-conscious Intelligence ¡ and will 
power. . ’
- Mr. Atomic Ether Infinite, where are 
you from, with all your inherent infinite 
potencies? ..
' Again, the law and. the,facts must-de
cide the question.

The law of intelligences and will pow
er which controls, life; must control the 
ether. ■*;

All life is an embodiment of intelli
gence and will power, and the ether , 
must needs be the same.

The ether qarindt give that which it 
does not possess, says, the law, and all 
the facts of life demonstrate the law, 
that men do not ..gather figs from 
thistles, and the law and the facts prove 
this truth: That nothing can give that 
which it does not possess; therefore 
that Infinite power behind the ether 
must possess all that it gives.

God gives spirit out of His spirit, Life 
out of His Life, intelligence and Will 
power out of His Intelligence and Will 
power, Mind out of.'His. Mind,, Wisdom 
and Love out of His Wisdom and Love, 
Personality out of His Personality; 
thereby, we’are His children.

All the facts in the manifestation of 
Life prove this truth; . that, all lite 
clothes itself outwardly from, within, 
and reproduces its kind. So Does God 
—in the Eternities of Being.

......L. M. ROSE, 
Author of "The Universe.

Ocean Springs, Miss. .

“Bight Generation the Key to 
Kingdom of Heaven on-Earth." 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason

the 
By

and man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality m all the rela
tions of life between men and women. 
Cloth. 75 cents: leatherette. 60 centa

“Child . Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental. Suggestion.” By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who havo the care er training of chil
dren. Price 65 cents.

. "The Kingship of Self-Control.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the:: Red Tape 
duty, the supremo charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cents. . . '

“Baath, Its Meaning eoa RsatSts.” 
By S. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly in tereat lug vol- 
time, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events in the an- 
iber’e ei peilenea @cth, 680 ¡jages, B-

Through the efforts of two earnest, 
energetic women, Mrs. Dora Hilton and 
Mrs. Harris, both of Casnovia, Mich., it' 
has been my privilege during the past 
season, to go several times,-in company 
with a friend (Mrs. G. Pierson of this 
city) into their vicinity, where in the 
midst of old-time prejudice and skepti
cism we held Spiritualist meetings. 
This opportunity to stir the people's 
minds in the direction of spiritual 
thought, telling them what Spiritualism 
really is; that it embodies the same 
truth that Jesus and many other an
cient teachers endeavor to establish in 
the world: The brotherhood of man; 
“Love ye one another” in such a man
ner that better conditions will be estab
lished in your neighborhood; the cul
ture of spiritual powers (gifts) that we 
might become magnetic souls with 
healing for the nations, that we might 
be the seers, the prophets of the age— 
all this has changed their skepticism 
somewhat, and in a measure diminished 
their walls of prejudice.
’ I write this to illustrate what two wo
men, desirous that the truth which is 
shining upon their pathway should 
shine upon their neighbors also, can ac
complish, and that in a little country 
neighborhood.

Mrs. Hilton has also been instru
mental in opening the way for me to go 
to Trent, Mich., another small town In 
their vicinity, where I held a meeting 
not long since, receiving an invitation 
to return at an early date.

What these women are doing in that 
locality to establish the truth of Spirit
ualism, is what should be done in every 
town in this broad land.

Tell me not, oh. ye of little faith, 
that Spiritualist meetings cannot be 
conducted in your town, because there 
are so few Spiritualists, or that the or
thodox element is so strong! Don’t 
keep your truth locked up in your 
closet till it rusts, or is covered with 
mildew. Take it out upon the hillock 
where it will be fanned by the breezes 
from that evergreen shore, and where 
its luminous beauty will light up the 
yalleys of earth. ;

There is something peculiar about 
Truth. It never yet made a man free 
as long as he was afraid or ashamed to 
proclaim it. It is some like the miser 
and his money. It will not clothe him 
as long as he keeps it locked in - the 
vaults. So it we would wear the beau
tiful robes of emancipation, we cannot 
be cowards, but must come forth as 
men and women and stand for the truth 
that will grow more beautiful as its 
banner is unfurled to the world.
: EMMA GIBBS.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Prof.

Mrs.

dellv<
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By, 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents. '

Revelation Under the Microscope ot 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake« 
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The “Recon
ciliation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus of 
The Open Court Analyzed and Re
futed by "Corvinus.” Price 10 cents.

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman. 
With his portrait and life sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Eave They Done for the World? By, 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.

Johx Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches of ths life of this great man. 
Price 10 centa

Cosmology Against Theology. By, 
Vindex. Price 10 cents.

Church and State. The Bible in tho 
Public Schools. The New American 
Party. A Criticism by “Jefferson.” 
Price 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or lATiat the 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

“Why An Expurgated Bible?” By, 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought. 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T.
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents. ;

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James
M. McCann. Price 15 cents. . <J

The Evolution of the Devil. By, ■' 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien-
tifie Assumption. By Henry M.
Price 10 cents.

Liberalized Christianity.
M. Taber. Price 5 cents.

The Republic in Danger.
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

In Place of Christianity. 
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

Taber.
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BOOKS BY-

LILIAN WHITING.
:oq
■M

; "Success, and How to Win It,” A 
lecture -and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr, B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D<D. The titles of some .of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 cts.

“Spiritual Songs tor the Bsc of Clr- 
clés, Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
ualloris Gatherings.” By Mattie E. 
Hull. Price 10 cent«.

'The Jesuits." By Rev. B. F. Austin,

THE LIFE RADIANT— Cloth,$1.00' ',1 
net. Decorated cloth 11-25. In thia, her now booU* . 
Hiss Whiting alms to portray a practical idea! for 
tally living that shall embody the sweetness and u 
ixalUtion and faith that lend enchantment to life, >> 
It Is, In a measure, a logical sequence of "Tho 
SY or id Beautiful," Leading into mill diviner bar- - 
sionios. “Tho Life Radiant” 1b characterized by 
ihe same essential qualities that hare marked 
•Tho World Beautiful.’’ U.
OONTENTS—Tho Golden Ago Lies Onward; Dis- '* 

corning the Future; The Ethereal Realm: Th® - 
Power of the Exalted Moment; The Nectar of 
the Hour.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE) 
pr Death ns an Event In Life, cloth’, fl. A book 
troin her pen means now flashes ot insight, a rev- .• 
illation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian Up 
Xind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; Firsts 
Second and Third series. Three volumes, ll.OQ ■ 
per volume, 
CONTENTS OF VOL. I.—Tho Dufy of Happinessi 

Nectar and AmbroBlajBelleve In the wings; The . 
Vision and the Splendor; Tho Enlargement of 
Relations; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
of Life; Exclusive and Inclusive; Through 
Scorning Nothing; Tho Woman of tjio World; , 
The potency of Charm; Fino Sonis and Fino S0- 
cloty^ Tho Laws of Onr Country; In Newness 
of Life; The Heavenly visitors.

■AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
.Summer, Frlce. lt.OQ, Tho ideas-in Uta book 
will afford cointort to many, mid should bring 
positive altl111 sorrow to such *3 will receive itg 
mosaazo.—Harttord Pom.
FROM DREAMLAND SENT— 
Veracso! the Life to come. Now edition, with 
additional pooms, 11.00. Decorated cloth. 11.» 
Lilian Whiting’s verso Is llko a bit of sunlit land* 
acupo on a May morning.-Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
oovcral portraito ot Mlns Field, Uicludlnf onoM 
BUhu Vodder. ¡Decorated cloth, W.W
A ’Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning 

J .win, doth. B1«2L
in« 0VÖUUD. a . AUDuu, A 'Study or fcutaDein oarreu i

A> Mo B» D.. An. excellent pihiphlou !. with Portrait. Doooratwi cioib« 
Brice 15 cents. . ' » ■
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R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor
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wish that amount deducted from the amount cavtf- 4 r.n 1,4c.---- --

I Conjectural Revelation.
I Good reader, did you ever sit and 
1 gaze on the great ethereal vault above 
I when stratum after stratum of dense 
clouds, one over another, with bright 

; rays of light between tinged their 
edges, and the whole was borne along 
by a gentle current? Did you notice 
how thes i clouds were ever shifting, 
ever assuming new forms? Aided by 
an active imagination, you have con
structed every form of animated nature, 
and have seen these objects of fancy 
rapidly changing into others as variant 
as matter can assume. The cloud
elephant drops his trunk, Its tusks------------ —----- - SUU U1UUUHV • ' '

cent« AdamsflinBtkttfitoj.R. FIMN0I8, 40 disappeai*; then, perchance, a camel 
Lqomia Street, .Chicago, UL_____________ comes rushing on with wonderful

»AXE noikcjsi pace, an ostrich, a cameleopard, each
in turn' and aen tato a

. wiUbosent lor extra numbers. common cloud. Palaces, temples, great
cathedrals, priests, angels, gods, armies 

missing nuruboi's advancing, combating, retreating, and
Whenever you desire tho address of your nil are swept away. Ships come in 

LaÒpLeo sieht' EailinB over a bU10'vy Bea< collld-

cliauge cuuuot be made. ing with some object, possibly an in-
TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES. formal iceberg. And thus so long as 

The price of The Progressive Thinker tite watch continues, and the stately 
per year to foreign countries is »2. ffiarch goea on wlth a bugy lfaagination 
L1 ~ . ....’ ' 1 "1 ■ ■ ■ • shifting cloud is constructed into forms

SATURDAY, JULY 29, 1905. of life or phantom cities. The sight is 
---------------------------- - grand, sublime, inspiring, magnificent.

If a historian you have seen re-enactedWORDS OF CAUTION.
Vou should not’ send money In a let’ ta the theater of the skies, great battle 

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe* scenes, armies advancing for mortal 
ly, and then the next remittance may combat, victors pressing onward over 
-be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order f u and nrostratf,. then all are
for five cents, and th-n you are per- ia-Ue,n »”»»<««> aen aro
fectly safe, and will save yourself an- overwhelmed and lost in the rolling, in- 
ndyancei and trouble. termingling drapery of drifting, recon-

---------- - *— * ----------- strueting cloud. If the lightning
HUDSON TUTTLE. dashes from object to object in the

■ ■ ..... , great vault, and the thunders roll alongEditor at-Large for tho National Spirt*. tUe 8ky cragh Qn ln
, na s boo a n. peals, you may feel you have not
Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to «• only seen but heard claah of 

awer all attacks ta the secular ior roll* tendln y
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend mm . .__
clippings when ».» attack Is made, giv- . high northern latitudes a similar 
tag date and name of paper. Address astonishing vision illumines imagina- 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. tion as it looks out on the northern

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
lights, the aurora borealis of the books. 
It seems difficult at times for the young

Any person donating one dollar to mind t0 it poBsible life is i/ot 
the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S. there enacting scenes which fancy 
A., will, if desired, receive one set ot weaves fiito advancing and retreating 
spiritual tracts and one copy of “Vio- amIeB> to cttle8 Jn 
lets, a booklet of choice spiritual __  
poems. One contributing two dollars streaming banners; perchance ruin, 
to tho fund will also receive a copy of desolation and death.
“Leaves of Truth,” a cloth-bound book The scene in cloud-land is before us 
of instructive spiritual matter as we wrlte- There a Telndeer It8

MARY A. JuUNUri-dMl» , ,
N. S. A. Secretary. 6reat nigh antlers rise above its head;

BOO Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash- there, it is changed into a_ pair of 
Ington, D. C. horns; the head is lowered as if to de-

--   -»«» < ■■——— fend against an advancing foe. And 
.The Past Continued Into the Present thus, ever changing, new, perhaps un- 

The National Congress of Old Ger- couth forms as dragon? end monsters 
man Baptists, at a conference held in appear from moment to moment for 
Flora, Indiana, last week, determined ko“18 if attention is so long continued, 
members using telephones should aban- or the day does not wane. From 
don their use. and have them removed whence but the clouds came the distich 
from the house. The ability to talk "He plants his footsteps on the sea, 
through a wire contravenes the will of And rides upgn the storm”? _ 
God, and it must be abandoned. In the infancy of the race, while 1m-

Every invention through the ages, agination had free wing, unaided by ed-
turn, has been fought by the u.cation, is It not probable this con- 
The art of printing was the structive castle building was carried on 
the devil. Even the tanning- to an extent not thought of now? The

mill for cleaning grain, was a device to old Babylonians surveying the heavens, 
substitute artificial wind for what God an-anged the stars into clusters, and 
had provided. Lightning rods were an- gave them names which survive to our 
athematized as an effort to divert the day. There are the Great Bear, the 
electric element away from a building Little Bear, the Dragon, the Herdsman, 
God had purposed to destroy. the Harp, the Swan, the Serpent, the

■The history of using any of the forces Arrow, the Flying Horse, and thus on 
of nature in alleviation of pain,, or es- to the number of forty-eight, embracing 
cape from toil was In direct antagonism a" the stars in our northern hemi- 
to tho decree of God. He who invest!- sphere.
gates” fn these” directions will "see that Pondering on these subjects while 
our civilization is what it is in spite ot' gazing on the changing kaleidoscope, 
the church, instead of having been aid- tlie thought arose: Is it not probable 
ed those who.wrote our holy books, gained

Do we claim too much? Read the portidns of the animals and characters 
records of the past before deciding. The they describe while looking at the mov- 
Old German Baptists are in line with “g clouds, somewhat after the manner 
tho history of all the churches before of women in their old-time tea parties, 
they became civilized. Copernicus, who turned over their empty cups, gave 
who demonstrated our present system them a few circular twists, then told 
of astronomy, withheld the information what they saw in the adherent grounds 
frpm the world until near his death, be- tea? She whose imagination was 
cause cf the popular outcry, sustained toe most prolific was deemed the best 
bv the church. Galileo, a few years fortune-teller. The prophets who saw 
later who adopted the Copernican the- great beasts with wings, and feet of 
ory ¿f the solar system, was bedeviled iron, brass or clay maybe with claws of 
by the church, imprisoned, and only es- eagles instead of hoofs, posslb y gained 
caped with his life by repudiating what t,^r1id?as from the cloud-world imme- 
his telescope revealed to him. beneath the firmament above

And vet let the preachers tell the which was the throne, occupied by God, 
storv we owe our civilization, our great- end all around it were the saints shout- 
ness, our prosperity, our hopes of heav- tag glory, glory, glory!
en and escape from a mythical hell, to The book of Revelation filled with im- ri. agery, better tits a description ot the
Christianity. genii of the clouds than of real life. To

— . —---------- those who are familiar with that compi-
n -r van marm lation of ancient literature it would beCOL. R. T. VAN HORN. snrplussage to

Col. R. T. Van Horn passed through Dr, Adam Clarke, the eminent Meth- 
the city last week on his way to his fa- odist commentator on the Bible, in his 
vorite place of resort, Lily Dale camp. Prefatory on the Book of Revelation, 
Although we. did not haVe.the, pleasure to explain the
of meeting the venerable gentleman, j do not un(jerstand it; and in the 
when he called at the office, we are as- things which concern so sublime and 
sured by those who did that his mind is awful a subject, I dare not, as my pred- 
st'll as brilliant, logical and clear as It ecessors, indulge in conjectures. I have 
„ ' n cent for fnnr sen- read elaborate works on the subject,was when ne had a seat to four ses- another was
Bions in Congress, shaping the destiny examjned- ; satisfied no certain 
of. the nation, as a Colonel at the head mode of interpreting the prophecies of 
df his regiment, or as editor of the this book has yet been found out; and 1 
Daily Journal in Kansas City, whose will, not add another monument to the

1 nd naoh qnndav littleness or folly of the human mind, bycolumns were illuminated each Sunday endeavoring t0 strlke ottt a new cour8e 
by one of his unique, soul-elevating and j repeat: I do hot understand the book; 
inspiring editorials that were read and j am satisfied not one who has 
re-read, and quoted far and wide, exert- written on the subject knows anything 
ifig a spiritualizing influence that still more of it than myself.”
Survives. Just so long as this octoge- ' ®r- cl^e was an honest writer, who PM1»”'». was unwilling to indulge in “conject-
narlan visits Lily Dale, he will be Its pre n waded through the book 
MASCOT, and it will prosper and be with voluminous comments on “things' 
happy, so we advise the fair Lady Presi- which must shortly come to pass • • •
dent of the camp to see to it that he is for the time is at hand.. • • * Surely I 
properly groomed, and taken care of come ^ickly,” though more than 1800 
1-. ! i-j .. • n. years have come and gone, yet hewith that delicacy, serenity and cheer-. comes noj John the Revelator claims 
fulness, commensurate with his present he was on-the sea-glrtlsle of' Patmos 
end past standing in the world. when he wrote. Was'he looking above 

-_____ at .the shifting clouds when he saw
Shamefuilv Vile . great beasts with wings, having feet of

... i U i. , Iron, brass and clay, some with the, And the Lord said unto Moses: Take claws of birds? We have the right to
-all the heads of the people, and hang suspicion in that direction.
them up before the Lord against the ■ _______
sin, that the fierce’ anger of the Lord ... . .
may be turned away from Israel.”— Words That Have Meaning. 
NUNoSTX^ the “fierce anger” or C’ Stevens, a prominent Spir-

of the Lord aroused against Israel? Be- itualist of Pittsburg, Pa„ writes: 
cause they ate and bowed down to “Your journal is a great favorite, 
other gods. Acting on this authority and has a large sale in this vicin- 
and other Bible texts, heathen had no ityi We know there are more

at our church when in session than 
all others combined.” - ‘

rights Christians should respect, hence 
they were enslaved, tortured, burned at 
the stake, emboweled, skinned alive.

■Who so silly as to believe the Lord 
skid any such thing to Moses? It Is a’ 
libel on the divine character. These 
“Thus saith the Lord” so frequent In 
the Bible, had their origin In the brain 
of a murderer, and should bo treated as 
such. . I

An Obje^Lesson
Fpr test Spiritualists aid * Mediums to 

; Carefully Consider
-—:—   1 ■ ■ 0: ■

An Object Lesson is always vajpablb. It makes a 
deep impression on the mind, and sets Spiritualists 
to thinking as never before. L^ger^bmain is abroad 
in the land with its illuminated dresses, draper- 
ief, and various kinds of toggery, to represent 
“Spirit Friends,” accomplishing results not within 
the power of any honest medium. Read, think, 
reflect, and become wiser.

Spiritualists are gradually becoming 
more enlightened. The phenomena 
coming through different mediums are 
discussed freely and. openly. The pro
cess of communing with spirit friends 
is simply a natural process, in accord
ance with natural laws, and is in no 
sense supernatural. Hence that which 
is transmitted through a physical medi
um must pass the ordeal of a scientific 
examination, with the same painstaking 
scrutiny that a scientist would exam
ine any substance transmitted through 
the atmosphere from the space above It.

Opinions long ago adopted must now - 
be modified or changed altogether. The 
legerdemainiBt is abroad aiming to imi
tate every phase of the spirit phenom
ena as far as possible, and then assum
ing the name of medium, going forth to 
coin money and deceive the public. In 
1896 the following article was sent to 
this office by a prominent physician ot 
Covington, Ky., and we publish it now 
as an object lesson to Spiritualists.

On November 1896, the Howlands ap
peared at Odd Fellows’ HaU, Coving
ton, Ky., and with only a small audience 
being present, a part of the seance was 
the same as related above. I will now 
state the phenomena as it appeared on 
the stage, in a light that no one had to 
lean forward and. strain their eyes to 
see what occurred. The same cabinet 
was in use. and a committee of twelve 
of our own people went forward, none 
being Spiritualists, The six ladies took 
Mrs. Howland to an ante-room, dis
robed and clothed her in their own gar
ments, and returned with her and

MARVELOUS MANIFESTATIONS.

Never_Before Equaled In the Annals of 
Spiritualism—Such Was the Power of 
the Spirits, That Skepticism' of the 
West Keen-pointed Kind Pid Not Pre
vent Them From Materializing Even 
a Giant Form—Forms That Were 
Small, at Once Assumed Exceedingly 
Large Proportions, Even When No 
Conditions Were Required, Antago
nism Being No Detriment to the Dear 
Angels of Light and Love, In Their 
Efforts to Materialize.
To the Editor:—I herewith send you 

a report of some seances that I have at
tended. About the first of September 
last there came to Cincinnati, Ohio, a 
Mr. C. C. Howland and wife, he being a 
lecturer and she an instrument of oc
cult phenomena produced in public by 
them. They were employed by the Spir
itual Progressive Society, which held 
forth in old Odd Fellows’ Temple, cor
ner Fourth and Home streets, with a 

-seating capacity of about 400. Ten 
cents admission was charged, the stand
ing room generally being' exhausted, 
making some 540 of an income on Sun
day evenings.

Some dissatisfaction soon arose as to 
the division of the door receipts, for 
never before were the door receipts so 
great in the history of the society, io 
Mr. Howland fell the greater part

At this juncture the society and their 
former local mediums, officers and 
members withdrew their support, dis
banded and expected to see the thing 
go to the wait Then Mr. Howland 
threw open the ball free of admission, 
only a collection taken; same as done 
in churches, merely enough to pay the 
rent, and sometimes Mr. Hdwland
went down in his pocket to make up 
what lacked. This was the first time a 
hall’in that city was ever thrown open 
free to the general public, and a great 
work was accomplished.

Next that none might be deprived of 
the phenomena, they threw open their 
private seances free to all, asking ot 
those that were able to contribute a 
dollar apiece, and others to contribute 
what they were able to.

On October 25, 1896,1 was at the hall, 
and will outline what I saw, and ex
press no opinion. The phenomena pro
duced was as follows:

As Mr. Howland closed a 20-minute 
lecture, a committee of six ladies and, 
six gentlemen unknown to the How
lands, and. not Spiritualists were se
lected; some had never been in se
ances; they came forward promiscu
ously from the audience. The cabinet; 
consisted of brass rods six by six by six 
feet, covered with dark canton flannel 
mode for that purpose, slit from top to 
bottom in the side next to the audience.

A large armed hall chair was placed 
in the cabinet, and Mrs. Howland was 

.seated therein, and with strips of dark- 
cloth her'waists were tied to the chair 
arms, and her ankles to the chair legs, 
and the knots were sewed-1 by a lady df 
the committee. The curtain was then 
closed, and the lights lowered some, but 
all could see very plainly. About five 
dozen flowers were thrown out of the 
cabinet; bells were rung; musical in
struments played; a loud and sonorous 
voice came from a trumpet; about thtr-'[
ty messages were written to different 
people in the audience, and faces of de
parted ones were drawn on paper that 
after the seance were recognized. The 
pad of paper was thoroughly examined 
before placing in the cabinet. Hand
kerchiefs from the crowd were held 
close to the cabinet, were taken in, tied 
in-knots and returned in an Instant. -A 
glass of water was hela close to the 
curtain, taken inside and was returned 
in a second of time emptied. No trace 
of water could be found. The flowers 
were all broken off, none being "cut. 
The curtain was thrown back and the 
lady was found to be just as they had 
placed her, tied, and all knots as the 
committee left her. This to the new 
beginner was unaccountable.

The gentlemen thoroughly examined 
the cabinet and things thereabouts, to 
see that there was no,white anywhere. 
The ladies had taken Mrs. Howland to 
an ante-room; disrobed her and dressed 
her in their own clothes, returned and 
placed her in the cabinet, the curtains 
then being closed. The whole commit- 

i tee of twelve declared positively that 
there was not a bit of white about Mrs. 

■ Howland or the cabinet. Mr. Howland 
was then-held by the hands, the gas 
lowered to a dim light and a full-sized 
persori appeared from the cabinet, 
dressed.;in white. Several of these ap
peared, frpm the size of children to a 
full grown'person of 220 pounds weight. 
All of these phenomena were dressed in 
pure white robqs, and the twelve on the 
committee declared there was no white' 
to be found. I say about the same 
wonderful phenomena on November 1, 
at the same place,;with this to add: 
One full-grown form dld-not recede into

She new song-book, “Tbe Golden 
Echoes," by 8. W. Tucker, has found Its 
Way into many homes, aud its beautiful 
songs have cheered many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
beard and sung. They should be heart} . tonight soot and
In every liomo in tho land. Price. .15 j down onto the floor to a “W11 W01 aQ 
cents; $150 per dozen.

the cabinet as the others did. but sank

then vanished altogether from view. «

iS
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placed her in the cabinet. During this 
time the gentlemen had examined the' 
cabinet, and the whole twelve after giv
ing names and addresses, said that they, 
were willing to make oath that there' 
was not any white whatever about the 
cabinet or Mrs. Howland. The lights 
being arranged the committee held Mr. 
Howland at about twelve feet distance, 
and in a fe*w seconds a giantess ap- 
poared.-fUlly six feet tall, and the size 
of a person weighing 300 pounds, the 
clothing being, of pure white, low and 
gathered about the neck, hanging in 
folds almost to the floor; white slip
pers, and the hair long and hanging 
loose over the shoulders, it being of a 
dark coarse look. There seemed to be 
a lace covering over the heavy” goods 
beneath. Thé lace sparkled as though 
it was studded with diamonds half an 
inch apart all over. After making a 
bow to each of the committees and then 
to the. audience, the form retired with
in the cabinet. Other forms appeared 
but not quite so large, all dressed in 
white, and going as far as five or six 
feet from thp • cabinet As It retired 
the curtain was quickly drawn aside, 
and no white was visible, and Mrs. 
Howland was sitting in her chair’ 
dressed in blabk as the committee had 
placed-her.

One form appeared the size a ten- 
year-old; girl, ^nd after a second it be
gan to,, grow larger, and assumed the 
proportions or a giantess, seven and a 
half orvfelght feet tall, and wide In pro
portion'to the ¡height. This last Is sure
ly a gregt wonder; to Increase in such 
proportions and then diminish to the 
size of child In plain view of all; then 
rétufn^ô the'Cabinet from which ifpro- 
ceededii ' ‘
. Mra,)ÇHowlgpd is a small, delicate, 
dark-complexioned person, weighing I 
do not think over 100 pounds.
' Now,Iwheré"did the white come from 
that was seeif. also those giant forms. 
I'have beeB-jnany years a Spiritualist 
apd se^n, an.abundance of .phenomena, 
but never'anythlng to equal' this.

If this ' 1b ’trickery I should be 
pleased to know It. If It Is those from 
the other side Of life, I think the mani
festations supremely grand.

. L. S., M. D.
Covington, Ky., Nov. 28 1896.

B. B. Hill’s 75th Anniversary.
It Is with great pleasure we note the 

seventy-fifth anniversary of this old- 
time and ardent Spiritualist, B. B. Hill, 
of Philadelphia, Pa.

i His life has been an activé one and 
filled with labors of good to the world. 
He was the originator and is at the 
head of the B. B. Hill Manufacturing 
Go., of phlladephia.

With i all his engrossment in the busi
ness affairs of life Brother Hill has not 
neglected his spiritual welfare and the 
.well-being of those in his employ who 
have helped him build up the immense 
business he has now upon his hands. 
He has been a liberal contributor to 
spiritual institutions that met with his 
approval and seemed to merit his co-op- 
eratlon. »

In fact, while he is a man of business, 
active, thrifty and energetic, he is a 
business man with a soul, and is highly 
esteemed by his acquaintances and em
ployes alike.

We are glad to have good men live to 
a ripe old age and grow old gracefully, 
as has our brother, B. B. Hili, and The 
Progressive Thinker, acknowledging 
the receipt of souvenir invitations, also 
extends a congratulatory hand; and. 
wishes him seventy-five or a hundred 
more years of usefulness in the life that 
is eternal.,

To illustrate his business proclivities 
and his ¿tending in the world of inven
tion and trade, we quote from the Com
mercial Stamp Trade Journal, Chicago:

"Mr. Hili has been in the stamp trade 
as an inventor and manufacturer for 
more than forty-five years, and is on 
this account considered the Father ot. 
the “jfand 'Stamp Industry.”

"On the occasion of his seventy-fifth 
birthday he was greatly honored, both. 
by his employes and also by his family 
in two celebrations, one by his em
ployes and the other by his more imme-. 
diate friends and relatives. June 9, 
1905, was the day, and the home of Mr. 
Hill, at 1243 N. 13th street. Philadel
phia, was beautifully decorated in honor 
of the occasion. All day long at Inter
vals letters and telegrams from promi
nent railroad officials and business men 
came in from all parts of the world, 
congratulating him on having arrived at 
the seventy-fifth year in such a favor
able condition of life and health. In ad
dition to this Mr. Hill was kept busy re
ceiving visitors at his borne, who called 
to pay their respects.

À Rank Insult to Spiritualists and Mediums.

Testing Spiritualists as a Body, and Finding the Stuff 
Exceedingly Shoddy.

The Light of Truth is engaged upon the ohiv pur
pose spirit return has in this world’s affairs. That 
purpose is to free the spirit man here and now and 
make earth a fit dwelling place for him.

In this work the Light of Truth appeals, for the 
present to Spiritualists, because they are supposed to 
be the people that know about these things.

The Light of Truth is testing the Spiritualists of 
North America specifically, and the Spiritualists of the 
world generally.

This test will go on until the fiber of the goods is 
thoroughly known and understood.

For the MOST PART the STUFF SO FAR TEST
ED IS EXCEEDINGLY SHODDY. Some, of the 
PACKAGES TIED WITH FANCY STRING and 
BABY RIBBON offered for inspection WILL NOT 
BEAR IT AT ALL.

A FEW SMALL PACKAGES tied with the ordina
ry binding cord contain big values. They are the 
kohinoors among the diamond fields of things Spirit
ualistic. On them the Light of Truth depends for 
courage to continue the test—Editorial in Light of । 
Truth, by Willard J. Hull. ।

The above-was simply the result of 
legerdemain—that and nothing else, 
and strictly legitimate when practiced 
as such and pot under the head of spirit 
phenomena. The performance was a 
subtle, gruel deception from beginning 
to end, and not’the result of medium
ship as set forth in the following, writ
ten over Mr. Howland’s own signature:

"WE HAVE NEVER POSED AS ME
DIUMS OR ‘ SPIRITUALISTS. (GOD 
FORBID!)’’ '

When the communication came to 
this office extolling the Howlands, we 
knew that -all the manifestations were
the result of legerdemain. Supposing 
we had published it. Then hundreds 
would have been misled. Camp-meet
ing officials would have tumbled over 
each other in their, efforts to secure the 
service of the notorious Howlands. 
Their seances would have been crowd
ed; the Spiritualist press would have 
sung their praise through the camp
meeting correspondents, and they 
would have been solicited, probably, to' 
visit Europe. Thus it is. Spiritualists, 
that legerdemain keeps a few paces 

•ahead of honest mediumship; it coins 
the dollars, while the host of honest me
diums suffer in consequence.

Remember, please, that the above 
manifestations were in a packed haU— 
400 ‘being present—a hilarious crowd of 
skeptics bent on fun—conditions utter
ly destructive, of genuine manifesta
tions!

Is it not about time that a flood of 
light was thrown upon the -dark cabinet 
and Its artificial toggery, so. handled by 
the medium or confederate that it es
capes the,notice of any committee? One 
after another those who resort to decep
tion are beings exposed, and it may 
come YOUR .turn next The mills of 
the Gods grind slowly, but they grind 
exceeding fine.

4 Mr.-T.:J. O. Volkmann. ,
Tift? abovef named genial gentleman 

and kämest Spiritualist arrived in Bos
ton f?im Lbhdon, Eng., on Saturday 
last,'ih thef'White Star liner.'Republic. 
Mr. t%lkmdhn is a native of New Zea- 
land;'hailing from Wellington, the cap
ital tSY the colony. For a number of 
year^ in fSlet down to his recent de- 
partiire froin'his home on his round-the- 
world tour,“ lie acted as treasurer to the 
.Wellington ^Association of Spiritualists 
(Registered1); the leading Spiritualist 
organization in New Zealand. We were 
pleasdd to-Aelcome our good friend 
with-^’homjwe had much pleasing asso
ciation when lecturing in his country 
and city,a few years since, and also 
glad.to exJtCnd to him such fraternal 
courtesies,as circumstances permitted. 
Mr. Volkmann .pu^oses an extended 
tour-of pie-states, and we cordially I 
commend-him,to all Spiritualists as a 
good Spiritualist and a worthy repre
sentative of.our brethren down in the 
Eouthern seaa;—Banner of Light. _

Mr. Volkman is now in Chicago. He 
is an exceptionally Intelligent and 
agreeable gentleman. Possibly he may 
make this country his future homa. -

“The celebration began on Thursday 
evening, June 8, at Casino Hall, Thir
teenth street and Girard avenue, where 
on thé eve of Mr. Hill’s birthday, The 
B. B. Hill Mfg. Co. tendered a reception 
to their employes in honor of the occa
sion, the main features of which were 
music, dancing and an elaborate ban- 

. quet. Great was the enjoyment there
of. Mr. Hill is held in high esteem ny 
the employes In the factory and offices 
and as a result of this they presented 
him with a very handsome leather 
chair, which he received with good 
grace and good cheer.

"On the evening of his birthday, 
June 9, a delightful reception was given 
to his family and their friends at Mr. 
Hill’s home, 1243 N. 13th street. Here 
the aged inventor received numerous 
tokens of flqwers and many useful ar
ticles as tokens of friendship and love. 
But there was one that pleased him 
more than anv other: Two little child 
friends, Maggie and Harry Bertwhlstle, 
aged 9 and 12 years, respectively, early 
in the day rang the door bell and left 
a large basketful of field daisies, which 
they had gathered themselves, and 
which were used as a prominent feat
ure of the décorations of the home. At 
the home, Mr. Hill’s daughter, Mrs. M. 
E. Cadwallader, who is secretary and 
treasurer of the company, assisted in 
receiving the guests.

“Mr. B. B. Hill is well ,and favorably 
known by the stamp trade the world 
over. He has been the inventor and 
manufacturer of over 400 styles of hand 
stamps, seal and notary presses, and j 
ticket stamps. His ticket stamp is in 
use the world' around by nearly all the 
railroads and has made for him many 
business friends and acquaintances. 
The B. B. Hill Mfg Co., at Philadelphia, 
is one of the oldest of the kind in exist
ence and the genius that has controlled 
it from the beginning is still active and 
alert, despite his advanced age, and it 
Is his constant activity and fondness for 
work-that has kept him up and ren
dered his life young in spirit and buoy
ant with hope. He started his present 
business in Chicopee, Mass., in 1860 and 
moved it to Philadelphia in 1882, where 

‘it has grown to great proportions and is 
still progressing with vigor and enter
prise.”

SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY.

(Respectfully dedicated to B. B. Hill, ot 
Philadelphia, Pa.)

As year follows year and white hairs 
appear,

And the youth gives way to old age;
As Time drifts along with his “hey-hi- 

ho” song.
- Inspecting each record—each page, 
There’s none who need fear, with record 

kept clear
Throughout this terrestrial stage.

A good man grown old has riches that 
gold

Can never add to nor efface;
A man growing old in Nature’s true 

mold,
Grows better In life’s onward race;

A man with good mind, with age will 
grow kind:

Grow younger and richer in grace.
Oh, beautiful Life! Though measured in i 

strife; . - -
Though filled with the sweet and the
■■■■■■tart,.'

Thou boldest each man in line with thy 
plan,

To perform his' personal part!
Oh, beautiful soul from Life’s fountain 

■ ■ ■ 1 bowl, ■ 7- ■
Grown bright in Earth’s busy mart!.

-Oh, Infinite Mind! in manhood refined 
In thine own image is seen ; -

Great marks of thy love, let down from 
above, < . '

That no mortal body can screen!
True manhood’s own sphere and angels 

are near, '• ■
E’er aglow with love-lighted mien. .

No mortal is great Inflated with hate;
No mortal in progress can grow, 

Weighed down with a road in Life’s rug
ged road,

Unless his great soul is aglow
With thoughts above earth; for man’s 

greatest worth
Is in spirit, and not here below.

And here’s to the man, and here’s to the 
plan

■ That helps many people to thrive;
And here’s to the soul that has a high 

goal,'
Toward which to struggle and strive; 

And here’s to the heart still doing Its.
. part 7.

At the ago of seventy-five.
- DR. T. WILKINS.- --------.....................J— .

- The gifts of a bad man bring no good 
with them.—Euripides.

The Progressive Thinker Tests Spiritualists!
—■ ■■——— h '

The whole world is aglow with the Beauty and 
Grandeur of Spirit Return I

It has liberalized the, Churches !
It has sent thrills of joy unspeakable into mill- 

ions of homes, proclaiming the joyful tidings 
that the “dead” still live—are immortal !

■ • Spiritualists as a class are THE BEST PEO
PLE on earth to-day.

1 This fact has been fully established by the
1 employment of Clipping Bureaus in Chicago and 
the East. The clippings sent in established ir
refutably the fact that Spiritualists as a class 
(and that, of course, includes all mediums) are 
the MOST MORAL and law-abiding of any of 
the religious creeds in the World to-day.

To insinuate that the great mass of Spiritual
ists are Shoddy, is an insult to the intelligence 
of the great mass of thinking minds no w lending 
dignity to our Cause. Instead of “a few small( 
packages” containing big values, there are' 
thousands of them, perhaps millions, amohg

' L To estimate otherwise shouldSpiritualists,
stamp a person as an imbecile, unworthy of 
recognition as a leader in our ranks.

l+e Is Simply Ignorant
“The man who denies the phenomena of Spir

itualism to-day is not entitled to be called a 
skeptic, he is simply ignorant; and it would be 
a hopeless task to attempt to enlighten him.”— 
T. J. Hudson, “Law of Psychic Phenomena,” p. 
206.

An incomplete Book.
It is not to be expected that a."higher 

critic,” even of the most advanced type, 
who is yet addicted to blbliolatry, or 
worship of the bible, will admit the cor
rectness of the views of those who do 
not hold that book in sacred reverence. 
Nor will such critic admit that the con
clusions such persons draw from his 
positive statements concerning the 
bible gre correct

Most unbiased minds would say that 
a book which is "the most inartistic, 
disproportionate and incomplete book 
possible,"‘could not be the production 
of an all-wise Being—as is claimed for 
the bible. i

But let us hoar what a learned critic 
—Prof. Herbert L. Willet of the divinity i 
faculty of the University of Chicago— 
basto say:

“The bible will, not suffer from criti
cism; but from the neglect of it,” Prof. 
Willett declared. "The bible is a frag
mentary work. It is disproportionate 

rin its discussion of . great events. For 
i instance, in the book of Daniel twenty 
years of important political history is 
passed over with but two paragraphs of 
expostulation. But the bible is not con
cerned with political history and from 
the Standpoint of the writer is tho most 
inartistic book possible. This is true 
of the new testament as well as of the 
old. ' . .

“Who believes that there Is a com
plete history of the life of Christ in 
Matthew, Maric, Luke and John? The 
same Is true of the life of Solomon. The 
testaments wore not Intended as polit
ical histories and so why* supply this 
history from other sources und make 
the biblo a complete history ot its time? 
What harm can come of It?
. “Why cannot this history bo made 
complete and certain ot. understanding 
from other sources just as wo would au-

thenticate other history? Tho great po
litical events were passed over in order 
to show the development of the charac-. 
ters with which the books dealt specially.

“The archaeologist and the interpre
ters of the bible, by the use of the con
temporaneous, are doing most toward 
giving us a complete and correct under
standing of these holy writings. And 
this entirely othodox.

"The panic among religious teachers 
and thinkers brought on by the first 
statements from these higher critics is 
over. Most advanced thinkers now ac
cept as helpful the work of these critics.”

JOINED IN WEDLOCK.
• Rev. Charles W. Stewart and Rev. Jo
sie 4L Folsom, Spiritualists, formerly 
president and treasurer, respectively, of 
the State Spiritualists’ Association, 
were married by Rev. Dr. J. W. Cun
ningham at 6 o’clock Wednesday after
noon, In accordance with the Methodist 
marriage ritual. The wedding was a 
quiet one and the only guests present 
were Miss Phoebe Wolfe, Mrs. Folsom’s 
confidante, and her stepson, Charles L. ; 
Folsom. ■

Mrs. Folsom was a widow, and Is the ■ ' 
daughter of G. G. Hendrick, a promt- • 
nent attorney of Louisville. Mr.Stewart . ' 
has been an active worker in the cause . 
of -Spiritualism for the past thirty-five, 
years, and a business partner of his 
bride’s former husband. Mrs. Folsom - 
has espoused the cause of Spiritualism 
for twelve years or more.

Mr. Stewart and Mrs. Folsom were ' 
I deposed by the State Association of 
Spiritualists, as stated in the Dewspa- • 
pers recently. The matter is now. in 
the hands pf the National Association, 
Washington, D. C., and a committee, 
will meet here September 1 to make a 
thorough investigation of tho whole 
matter.

Mr. and Mrs. Stewart are engaged 
upon a plan to build a Spiritualist tem
ple m St. Louis.—Globe-Democrat, Sb 
Louis, Mo.
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the so-called New
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unseen. ■ - ■ • ‘II
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A Lecture on The Progressive Thinker Rostrum, to Its Magy 
Thousands of leaders, by Nora Batchelor.

There is no reason why any child should suffer with 
cold and hunger, why it should grow up in poverty 
and ignorance, and squalor and wretchedness, why it 
should wear its life away in factory or mine or sweat
shop, or end its days in the brothel or the penitentiary. 
Some day we will have the wisdom, the decency and 
the humanity to end these conditions, and to insure 
to every little human blossom the environment neces
sary to unfold the possibilities of its higher nature in 
all their, beauty and power. When, that day comes, 
fewer graduates from the prison and the gallows will 
go to swell the ranks of obsessing demons on the 
other side of life.

Much has been written of late on the 
Subject of demoniacal Influences, ■ but 
littfe thus far has been* offered in the 
way of a remedy for this evil.

The old proverb that an ounce of pre
vention is worth a pound of cure applies 
especially well in thia case. Those 
Who have read pr. Peebles’ work on Ob
session, without prejudice or precon
ceived opinions, together with the 
many articles in the Open Court, are in 
little danger of becoming victims to the 
wiles of the unseen foe. They possess 
the knowledge which will successfully 
ward off all attacks of these "powers of! 
darkness.” They have learned better 
than to resign themselves unreservedly 
to the control of an unknown power, in 
the fallacious belief that “like attracts 
like," and "only the’ good can come.”

But there are those who, through ig
norance, have already fallen into the 
trap, and are struggling with the des
peration of despair to extricate them
selves from the demon-lfke grip of a

that now require all his' strength of 
body, mind and soul to break? What 
can tie do to free himself from the un
seen power, now that he knows that Its 
designs are evil? ’

Resist to the last extremity. Refuse

stopping to glance over the usual list 
of horrors in therdully diapers, the ac
cidents, murders, suicides, scandals, 
etc., which you lisye hitherto scorned. 
fc>top it. You are merely catering to the 
depraved appetite bf tiler invisible be
ings who surroumpyou. ^Tbis is merely

power they never knew existed until 
they found themselves fast in its 
clutches. What shall we say to these?

But right here, before attempting to 
answer this question, I want to say that 
in my opinion it is a great mistake to 
urge sensitives to “sit for develop
ment,” either in circles or alone, with
out at the same time informing them 
thoroughly of the danger of evil influ
ences, and how to detect and repel 
them. It is not enough to say, “You are: 

' in no danger if your motives are high 
and your character pure. Evil beings 
cannot approach you nor do you harm.” 

.. This teaching is a stupendous error, 
and has been the cause of much suffer
ing to innocent persons. Conscious of 
the uprightness of their own character 
and the purity of their motives, they 
have walked blindfolded into the trap. 
This doctrine is mischievous and per
nicious in the extreme, and should be 
exploded once for all.

Now, what is the truth in regard to 
the power of demoniacal Influences over 
the minds and acts of men? Just this: 
Spirit control Is a hypnotic control. 

. The methods employed are akin to 
• those of hypnotism. . Here is the spirit 

hypnotist, and here the mortal sensi
tive. The one has the power of giving 
suggestions, that Is, of projecting his 
thoughts into the sensitive mind of the 
subject. The other has the power of 
receiving those thoughts or suggestions? 
THIS POWER TO GIVE OR RE
CEIVE SUGGESTIONS IS PURELY A
MENTAL POWER. MORAL CHAR
ACTER HAS NOTHING WHATEVER 
TO DO WITH IT.

The hypnotist may be an angel or a 
fiend; the sensitive may be a saint or 
a moral pervert; but whatever the one 
or whatever the other, the power of the 
one to give suggestions, and of ttie 
other to receive them, is in no wise ab
rogated because of a difference in moral 
unfoldment That an evil spirit hypno
tist cannot approach a pure-minded 
sensitive and cast his suggestions into 
the mind of the latter is an egregious 
error.

This he may do. But here his power 
ends. He may give his suggestions, 
but no power in this world nor any 
other can compel thef sensitive to com
ply with them. Thus far and no far
ther! Now the question of inoral char
acter becomes of the utmost import
ance. Whether the sensitive accepts 
and complies with these evil sugges
tions or not, depends upon his own 
moral unfoldment, and upon nothing 
else. He may receive the suggestions, 
even against his will, but he is under no 
compulsion to act them out, unless he 
so desires.

It is not true t£at an evil influence 
cannot approach or hypnotize a pure- 
minded sensitive. It is true.that he 
cannot compel that sensitive to per
form an immoral acL I hope this point 
is clear, for it has-been the cause of 
much misunderstanding and error.

. The sensitive does not attract evil in
fluences because of evil. in his own

• ’ mind and character. HE ATTRACTS 
THEM BECAUSE HE IS A SENSI
TIVE. Ho is not responsible for their :
coming^ He is responsible if he allovra 
them to* remain and control him, after 
be has learned their true character..

Now, what can be done for the un- 
suspecting, inexperienced sensitive 
who*has fallen a prey to vicious spirit 

‘ .influences, who has "sat for develop- 
\ ment” week after week, giving himself 

Into the control of unknown powers, do 
.. IngXhoir bidding in little.things that, 

had no moral significance, and thereby j 
all' unwittingly drawing tighter andi 

. tighter about him the hypnotic bonds

to do its bidding. Fit fata strength 
against Its strength in a life and death 
struggle'for the control of his own or
ganism. Yes; to he sure, that is what 
every right-minded sensitive must and 
will do. But It will not save him from 
the torment and persecution whicti fol
low. The very fact that he does resist 
calls down upon his devoted head the 
savage fury of demons foiled of their 
prey. It is not enough to say to these 
powers of darkness, “Be off! I will have! 
no more to do with you.” That does 
not end the matter by any means. They 
have gained a tremendous advantage, a 
terrible power, and they do not hesi
tate to use it- They will fight like the 
fiends they are to maintain their posi
tion, and force him to do their bidding. 
They say to him, “Yield, or we will tor
ment you to the verge ot human endur
ance. We will fill your days with 
misery, and your nights with horror.” 
And they have the power to carry out 
that threat, as many a medium who has 
passed through this experience- can 
testify.

Perhaps a few practical hints, from 
one who has fought this battle and 
won, may be of value. Letters come to
me from north, east and south, asking, 
“What shall I do to free myself from 
this’ awful power?” It is impossible to 
answer all of these in detail, but I will 
try to give a few suggestions, in the 
plainest of plain language, that every
one can understand.

In the first place, make'up your mind 
that you will never yield, no matter how 
great the suffering yon are called upon 
to endure, no matter if you are driven 
to the verge of insanity or of suicide. 
Maintain your ground, and be assured 
that in due time this persecution will 
cease. For wjien it Is found that your 
will is indomitable, your character in
corruptible, your tormentors will leave 
you, after exhausting the vials of their 
wrath, in search of a more willing sub
ject. You are under no compulsion to 
bow to the will of an unseen,power, 
even if it has gained a certain degree 
of hypnotic control over your mind. 
There is a remedy for this evil, and that 
remedy lies in your own hands. It Ues 
in the power ofauto-suggestion. It was 
through suggestion, unconsciously re
ceived and acted upon, that you fell into 
the pit It is through the contrary au
tosuggestion that you must climb out 
again. ,

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION.

Now for the practical application. 
These evil beings will doubtless seek to 
break down-your physical health, to 
thus undermine your will power, and
conquer you in this way. They win 
cling to you vampire-like, sapping your 
strength and vitality/ until you find 
yourself on the verge of nervous pros
tration.

How is this done? Through sugges
tion. It is a well-known fact to-day that 
many physical ills can be cured by hyp
notic or telepathic suggestion. If sug
gestion can thus build up the bodily tis
sues, it can, also tear them down. If it 
can assist, it can also injure. . Only 
within the past few years have we be
gun to realize the subtle power of sug-c 
gestion upon the physical organism. 1 j 
know from bitter experience that these: 
wily foes in the unseen can and dot 
break down the bodily health of their 
intended victims in order to still far
ther fasten their hold upon the weak
ened organism?

AUTO-SUGGESTION A REMEDY..
I But there is a remedy. It-Is a fact 
in hypnotism that an ■ auto-suggestion 
when vigorously given in opposition to 
the will of the operator/will frustrate 
all attempts of the latter to gain con
trol.- Now, you tormented and perse
cuted sensitive, get this truth firmly 
planted in your mind, for upon your full 
and complete understanding of it de
pends your salvation. Nature has wise-
ly given into the hands of every man 
the power of supreme control over his 
own mind,'and through this of his own 
body. The trouble is, there are very 

| few of us who realize this fact Pos- 
i session of sucti power Is of little value 
I until we become conscious of such pos
session. Put your own suggestion 
against that at your enemy, and you 
will vanquish him in every encounter. < 
It he sheks to undermine your health, : 
meet him with the counter suggestions ; 
of health'and strength. Do this repeat* ।

| Thought. Never mind the useless ver
biage, nonsense and absurdity which 
you hud. Dig down until you hud the 
root. There is a great truth there 
wihclr will well repay your labor. 
Master the principles involved In men
tal healing. Study hypnotism and sug
gestive therapeutics. These things are 
all akin. One truth underlies them all. 
The work which has done me most good 
along these lines of study is Oleton's 
“Mind Power and Privilege." (Thomas 
Y. Crowell & Co., New York, publish
ers).
MEET SUGGESTION WITH CON

TRARY SUGGESTION.

Again, your tormentors will doubtless 
attempt to fill you with fear and worry 
and all manner of forebodings, to make 
you despondent, and miserably un
happy. Meet this attempt as you do all 
others with the contrary suggestions. 
Refuse to be unhappy. Look persist-1 
ently at the bright side. Be cheerful in 
spite of everything. Put away all un
pleasant thoughts and feelings. Fill 
your mind only with that which is de
sirable, and In this way crowd out the 
undesirable. Read plenty of good lit
erature, and when, you cannot read, 
keep your mind fixed upon things that 
are pure, beautiful, true and good. 
Think of you£ troubles as little as pos
sible. Do not allow your mind to dwell 
upon, the evil influence and its work. 
Ignore it as far as possible. Say noth
ing to it. Try not to think of ft as any-
thing human. The more you can 
crowd it out of your consciousness, the 
better it will be for you.

On this point I do not agree with 
those who advocate attempts at “edu
cating” the evil power. Some of these 
beings may be susceptible to education, 
but others are not. They will simply 
laugh in your face and take advantage 
of your benevolent Intentions to still 
farther fasten their hold upon you. No, 
the work of education and upllftment, if 
such is possible, had better be left to 
those who have not fallen into the 
clutches of these beings, and who stand 
Im no danger of their power.

INSOMNIA AND ITS CURE.
Again, you may be troubled with in

somnia, as this seems to be a favorite 
method of the invisibles of inflicting 
torture upon those who refuse to yield 
to their desires. Of. the horror of 
sleepless nights, only those who have 
experienced them can ever know, when
the brain seems on fire, and one’s 
thoughts go careering over the universe 
like runaway steeds, leaping from one 
subject to another with a rapidity akin 
to madness; until ttie fagged brita 
cries in despair for one little moment 
of rest. But, no! if you drift for a few 
seconds into unconsciousness’ you are 
suddenly jerked awake by an electric 
shock sent from your head through 

' your }vhole organism. And then the 
whole experience must tie gone through 
again. Demonism! Yes.

But there is a cure for this also. It 
requires persistency and determination, 
but in time this enemy to health and 
peace can be overcome. In the first 
place, stop worrying about your condi
tion. Say that you do not care wheth
er you steep or not The object of these 
attacks is torment—to worry, harass 
and terrorize. If you refuse to be tor
mented, the chief cause of attack is re
moved. The next think to do is to stop 
thinking. Control that current of 
thought Refuse to let it run. Memo
rize, some beautiful poem or .bit of 
prose, and repeat this again and again 
until you go to sleep. Hold your mind 
down to the thoughts expressed in the 
poem. It Is of no use to repeat the 
words while your thought is running 
elsewhere.

The waking mind must occupy itself 
with something, and the object in this 
is to keep It looking at pictures, instead 

I of doing work of its own. It is this 
ceaseless working bn its' own account 
which brings fatigue to both mind and 
body. Select some poem that is full of 
pictures. Eke Trowbridge’s "Summer,” 
or the lines of Lowell, beginning “What 
is so rare as a day in June?” in “The 
Vision of Sir Launfal.” Allow your 
mind to dwell upon pictures as you re
peat the words. Crowd everything else 
out by concentrating your attention up
on these. If the thought wanders
bring it back. Be .persistent,. Don’t 
give up. When you tire of one poem 
try another. The object is to check 
the thought current,. to prevent 'the 
mind.from doing original work. When 
you can do this you’ have won; ■ You 
will pass into a dreamy state that is 
restful, and after, a little more practice 
you will be able to command sleep when 
you desire it. The secret of the whole 
matter lies in gaining control of your 
thought.

And Indeed the secret of this whole 
question of how to vanquish obsessing 
influences is in learning to control your 
own psychic activities. By yielding the 

i controlof your mental organism to out- 
Iside Intelligences you have put yourself 
! in their power, and the only way to re
gain that control is by constant vigi
lance and self-assertion. Watch the 
movements of your tormentors and 
.checkmate them at every turn. Meet 
every suggestion with u counter auto
suggestion. They will try to control 
your smallest acts, even io slight mus-

thoughts and feelings, you never had 
rntil now. Put them out, 'They are 

, not yours, but reflections from the un- 
, seen.

ASSERT YOUR RIGHT TO FREEDOM
These depraved influences will strive 

to dominate your thought in all tilings, 
to make you believe that they are going 
to stay with you and torment you until 
your last breath. Do'not believe it for 

'a moment Assert.your.right to free
dom. Declare your independence, Nev
er relinquish for an Instant your hope 
of ultimate victory. Muchdepends up
on your own attitude on; ' this ” point. 
They will attempt to. terrorize you, to 
fill you with-horrible fear and appre
hension, and a sense of your own pow
erlessness. Put such; teelitig promptly, 
out of mind. These beings, cannot real
ly harm you, that is, permanently. It 
you steadily oppose them; The harm
ful results of such an experience are all 
temporary, and chiefly physical. They 
are terrible while.: they last, bat they 
soon pass away. These vicious beings 
cannot touch you morpdly and spiritual
ly, it you will that they shall not. You 
will come out of- the .'Struggle stronger 
In character than when yon went into 
it. You can use tills experience as a 
sort ot spiritual gymnastic exercise, tn 
which to strengthen your moral and 
spiritual flbres;'so to speak. When, it 
is over you will find tl^at the permanent 
results are all good. You will possess 
greater knowledge and a stronger will 
power than you ever had before.

IF YOUR CASE iS'DESPERATE.
It your case is ty,.desperate one, and 

you feel that you have q^t the strength 
to cope with your, enemieh single-hand
ed, write to some good heeler, in whom 
you have faltb, f<^ assistance. Five 
years ago I did not know wllat 1 now 
know. I was flghtiing a battle the like 
of which I had n&ver heard, and the 
outcome of which seemed*dubious; with 
foes whose methods I did not under
stand, and whose terrible power held 
me in thrall. I Was broken in spirit, 

. shattered in healttii and'^Id with tear. 
I wrote to C. Waite? Lyjin, of Oakland, 
Cal., for :help, and! it. came. In the 

1 course of two or .¡three -months the 
worst q£ the ' was over.
Whether the good resulfei were due to 
his advice and suggestions, kindly en
couragement and sympathy, to some 
magnetic power mysteriously trans
mitted, or the Intervention of strong

i mrce of trouble and sorrow to all ttie 
r others.
• It can never be done. • The law of 
! human interrelation and mutual de- 
- pendence cannot he set aside. We need 
• expect nothing but trouble and sorrow 
1 so long as we go on Ignoring the fact 

that humanity, in this world and all 
others, constitutes but one brotherhood, 

•the happiness and well being of which 
depends upon the happiness and well- 
being of every member.

We need expect nothing but meddle
some, vicious influences from the lower 
spheres of spirit life co long as we go 
on populating that world with devils 
from this. The hells in that life cannot 
be removed until the hells in tills are 
wiped out. If we would remove that 
pestilential thought atmosphere which 
wraps the earth as vnth a curtain of 
darkness, we must first cut off the 
source of supply; that is, stop produc
ing in this world and eventually send
ing into the next, beings whose minds 
are saturated with evil—with hatred, 
revenge and lust.

What are the causes qf human de
pravity? What is it which holds so 
large a proportion of mankind to the 
animal plane? Why do not all men rise 
to the intellectual, moral and spiritual 
heights attained by the few?
POVERTY FRUITFUL MOTHER OF 

EVIL.
Without doubt, poverty is a fruitful 

mother of evil. Economic and indus
trial conditions are largely responsible 
for the ignorance, degradation, vice and 
crime in modem society. When we 
read such books as Riis’ “How the 
Other Half Lives,” and London’s "Peo
ple of the Abyss,” we do not wander 
that there is vice and crime in the 

I world. When we consider the environ- 
| ment into which thousands of children 
are born every year, and the lives they 
are forced to live, in the slums, the 
sweatshops, the mining camps—forced 
upon the streets at a tender age, or into 
the factories, to add their puny strength 
to that of their parents in the terrible 
struggle tor existence, with no home 
worthy of the name, with the mental 
and moral nature stunted and dwarfed 
through lack of proper training, with 
every influence tn their environment for 
evil and none toward good,—we cease 
to wonder that there Is Ignorance and 
depravity among men, and only wonder 
that human nature under such condi
tions can be one-half as good as it is.

When we wish to cultivate grain or 
fruit or vegetables, or raise domestic ; 
animals, we provide the best possible 
conditions for their growth and devel- ;

cause of the niggardliness of nature, 
nor the lack of skill in production, that 

.men suffer for the necessaries of Ute, 
but because of an. unjust system which 
robs them of tire fruits of their toll, 
which makes masters of the tew and 
slaves of the many.

There is no reason why any child 
should suffer with cold and hunger, 
why it should grow up in poverty and 
ignorance, and squalor and wretched
ness,, why it should wear its lite away 
in factory or mine or sweatshop, or end 
its days in the brothel or the peuiten- 

' tiary. Some day we will have the wis
dom, the decency and the humanity to 
end these conditions, and insure to ev
ery little human blossom the environ
ment necessary to unfold the possibili
ties of its higher nature in all their 
beauty and power. When that day 
comes, fewer graduates from the prison 

J and the i gallows will go to swell the 
ranks of obsessing demons on the other 
side of life.

But the humanitarian will not pause 
here in his efforts toward human better
ment and race regeneration. Other 
evils than those whicti flow from invol
untary poverty stare him in thé face. 
He knows that proper environment will 
go far toward developing a child's best 
traits and building him up into the man 
lie ought to be, but that it will not whol
ly eradicate the evil which was born in 
him, and which is the result either of 
heredity or of prenatal influence. Given 
the best of opportunities, the best men
tal and moral training which human 
skill can provide, it can never compen
sate for the misfortune of being badly 
born.
THE CHILD AND EDUCATIONAL 

TRAINING
| After the child arrives upon the mor- 
| tai plane,, we take more or less pains to 
provide him with educational training, 
with religious instruction, with profes
sional skill in law and in medicine. 
These offices are not left to the ignor
ant and unskilled. Not tit all. Body 
mind and soul are too precious to, be 
tampered with save by those who have 
prepared themselves for their duties by 
a course of study and training. The 
teacher, the minister, the lawyer, the 
doctor must each furnish evidence of 
fitness for his work before he is allowed 
to teach, to prescribe medicine, to give 
religious instruction or even legal ad
vice. But the parent, he who starts this 
spiritual being on Its long career, who 
determines its nature, who endows it 
for time and eternity with all of its 
traits, tendencies and characteristics,

its X life 
to itself 
no evi- 
for the

uncertain methods o£ a suppositional great responsibilities which he takes
. upon himself. No restrictions are

£ye (¡lasses Not Necessary»
Eye »iaht eau be ateenaibeucâ. »nâ all 

et Dtaeaned Eje» Cured with
out Cuttlug or Ikruggtuif.

That the eyes can be streugthenod bo that eye 
flashes van Be dispensed with in the great ina- 
Joritvof vases, has been proven beyond a doubt, 
by the testimony of thousands O’ peoply-Who 

--------- have been cured by that 
-wonderful little instru
ment called “Actina." Ac- 
t ina also cures sore and 
granulated lids.Glaucoma, 
Iritis, etc.; also removes 
Cataracts and Pterygium» 
without cutting or drug
ging. Over seventy thous

and of the Aclinas having been sold, tbci’eforeit 
is not an experiment but an absolute fact. The 
following letters are but samples of triose that 
are received daily:

Mr«. M. E. Cbampney, 242 West 135th St. New 
York City, writes: The ‘'Actina" cured me of 
Iritis, after the doctors said there was no euro 
outside an operation. I have been entirely well 
for over four months, can see to read and sew as 
well as before. I can honestly recommend ‘’Ao- 
tinu” for all alllictlons of the eye..

Emily Kapp, 1920 Galena Street, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, writes: The “Actina”! purchased 
from you a year ago saved uiy brother’« eye
sight. My brother was near-sighted, wore num
ber five and six glasses, and now ho can go to 
school and do all his work and study without 
glasses.

E. R. Holdbrook. Deputy County Clerk, Fair-. 
tax, Va., writes: “Actina” has. cured my eyes 
so that lean do without glasses. I very seldom 
have headache now, and can study up to eleven 
o'clock after a hard day’s work at the otHce.

Actina is not a drug or lotion, but a small 
pocket battery, which can be used by old and 
young with perfect safety, as it 1» impossible to 
do any harm with Actina^. Every member of a 
family can use the one Actina for any form of 
disease of the Eye, Ear, or Throat or Head. 
Actina will last fog^yaars, and is always ready 
for use. Actina is sent ou trial postpaid.

It you will sendyour name and address to the 
New York and London Electric Association, 
Dept; 842N., 929 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo., 
Sou will receive absolutely FREE a valuable 

ook, Prof. Wilson's Troi|tis&on the Eye and on 
Diseases in General, and you can rest assured 
tlmt your $yes can be cured, no matter how 
many doctors have failed.

fir Wnalf THEE to all Uh WuUllBI S users of morphine, 
opium, laudanum, 
ellxlrof opium, eo- 
eataoorwilskey,» 
large book of par
ticulars on borne orO

Dr. Woolley’s 
PAINLESS' 

PIUM 
AND 

Whiskey Cure
sanatorium treat
ment. Address, Dr. 
a IL WOOLLEY, 

100 N. Pryor St.
Atlanta, Georgia.

$ a Day SoSSB
m v *h»ulutaly sura; w«

furnish th# work end Usch yon tree, you work la 
th« loc&Uty whot« you Uv«. Siad u» jour snd w« will
explain th« butineu fully, renumber wetuarejitoo »clear profit 
oils for every day1» work.abiahiiuiy «ure. Write at anre.
O0X4.U MjLBmCTlJlHaU CO., Dex 067« UeUoU,aUh.

The above Is the number ot the pre», 
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker; 
sb printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tbs 
right hand corner ot the first page is ad- i 
vanced each week, showing the number I 
.ot Progressive Thinkers issued up to i 
date. Keep watch ot the number no ] 
the tag ot your wrapper. I

was helped, and I heartily recommend 
him to anyone now suffering in a simi
lar manner. He is a man whom It will 
do you good to know—a strong, calm, 
beautiful soul, whose Influence uplifts 
and strengthens. His address is 784 
Eighth street.
PREVENTION BETTER THAN CURE.

Turning from particular cases to a
consideration of obsession In general, 
we-find the old proverb equally appli
cable. Prevention is better than cure.

The general causes of obsession He in 
the ignorance of mortals on the one 
hand and the depravity of obsessing In
fluences on the other. It we would rem
edy this evil we must address ourselves 
to these two conditions. With the first 
of these the Spiritualist alone is able to 
cope, for he alone understands the per
ils of the situation. Upon him devolves 
the duty of enlightening Ignorant hu
manity upon this all-important subject. 
He it is who must set up the guide
posts and wave the danger signals 
along this uncertain pathway of psychic 
unfoldment. ■

For it is not alone the sensitive who 
is consciously developing- his powers, | 
who stands in danger, but the whole of 
humanity, by reason ”of slowly unfold
ing psychic powers, lies openjo a great
er or less extent, to .the influences good 
and bad from the- surrounding spirit 
spheres. And these dangers will grow 
greater rather than less with the com
ing years, unless increasing knowledge 

. keeps pace with increasing^racial psy
chic unfoldment.. -

The question of th'e'power of unbeen 
forces over the lives of men is not 
alone a question of. saving here and 
there an IndivIdua^ medigjL from tor
ment and persecute. J^.bas a "far. 
deeper significance, .thtjji that Few 
there be who realise . thfy tremendous 
power of the thought cjrrrents, daily 
and hourly settings upftp the mortal 
shore, from the.gggat oegan of spirit 
life—from that'sur§|ng of low, vile, 
ignorant and deleaved ^beings who 
swarm in the earth’s atgpsphere, and 
mingle to no small (exten^jn the affairs

THE VIC10US AND DEPRAVED.
There is no suclf batrilti" between the 

two worlds as has commonly been sup
posed. ' We have thought we were well 
rid of the vicious ^nd the depraved 
when they have taken themselves to the 
other life. We have congratulated our
selves upon their departure, and have 
frequently assisted .thtim over the bor
der by means of ttie hangman’s noose. 
We have thought to thus shirk our re
sponsibilities, to oiitWit the natural law 
which binds all men together in indisso-

It Is not worth our while to trouble placed upon him. He is free to curse 
ourselves about our human brother. He his offspring with everj- physical Ill and 
has no value in the market. He will Infirmity, with every loathsome dis
not sell for so much hard cash. There ease, with every low appetite and pas- 
is no money to be made by developing sion, with every tendency to crime, 
him up to his highest possible standard, with every hideous and hateful thing in 
If we can make a slave of him, and ap- the long catalogue of human frailties 
propriate the results of his labor to our and error, and we never dream of say- 
owil use and benefit that Is well. But ing to him, “Hold!” No, we seem, even 
it he becomes in the course of time a in this enlightened age, to hold to some 
broken beast of burden, an ignorant, de- barbaric superstition that every thing 
graded wretch, a hardened criminal, which bears the human form has a “di- 
hating society with the deep, undying vine right” to propagate—a right which 
hatred of the wronged and- the op- must not be Infringed, no matter what 
pressed, what, is that to us? We will the consequences to the helpless off- 
send him into the next world and so be spring or to society.

UNCOOKED FOODS
j And How to Live on Them—With J 

Recipes for Wholesome i
Preparation. i

Proper combinations and menus, । 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for tbe promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene : 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some of the i 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatability of ! 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book. ;

It will simplify methods of living— 
help tq settle the servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Price $1. !

Sometime we will get this bandage
But are we'rid of him? Let the well- off our eyes. Sometime we will see the 

informed Spiritualist answer. Says responsibility which we now shirk, the 
Emerson, “You cannot do wrong with- duty which society owes to itself and 
out suffering wrong”; and if he had to the individual. Sometimes we will 
added, and the consequences of that become wise enough to put restrictions 
wrong will follow you far into the fu- upon the marriage relation, to require 
ture life, he would have spgken another all aspirants to the state of matrimony 
great truth. to furnish evidence of fitness for those

WICKED BY ENVIRONMENT kisti duties and responsibilities. The 
physically infirm, the mentally weak, 

Society is doing incalculable wrong the moraIly depraved wlll not be 
and Injustice to Its helpless members lowed to 5^^ thQlr klnd. when 
when it compels millions of them to live tinle comeSj £ewer demong win be 
their whole lifetime in poverty, ignor- gent from world t0 peoplg tbe 
ence and degradation. And Society is otber 
paying the penalty. You read of it ev- Not is this all. When the new indus- 
ery day in the murders, robberies and WaI Bystem hag been establlshe(]j and 
crimes unmentionable, set forth in the woman has become economically free, 
daily papers. Eighty per cent of the sbe wJU refuge longer to burden hergelf 
criminals in our penitentiaries, it is and gocfety cbildren sbe doeg not 
said, come from the class of the home- wnt The crime of brJng}ng tat0 thg 
less. Ttie class of the homeless! world unwelcome and unloved children 
What else could we expect? The out- ceage iong, dark
cast, the exiled, the disinherited! The ageg of the past, the helpless, depend- 
younger criminals of New York, we are ent condition of woman has been the 
toldr come almost exclusively from the meana of peopUng the earth moral 
tenement house districts. Read the de- monsters. ’ There has never been a 
ecriptlon of those districts and you will 61avery g0 ab]ect and g0 degrading, so 
not doubt the statement. Are these fraught eviI ^sequences to the 
young criminals wicked by nature, or racej as by woman glnoa
have they-been rendered wicked by en- the world began_ t(Mlay R ¡g not 
virpnment? If the latter, who is re- aione the woman who dwells in poverty 
sponsible? who suffers, but the woman of wealth

. The worst. o£ it is, these terrible con- and-fashion Is a slave as well, and 
ditions are all so needless. If we had equally responsible with her poorer sis- 
but a little more wisdom, a keener con- ter for cursing the earth with undesir- 
sclence, a stronger sense ot justice, a at)ie offspring.
wanner sympathy and deeper love for „

1. , . ■ „ ",, __  ,, ; . THE HUMAN DEVILS,suffering humanity, we would rise in
our might and put an end to these hor- . T?e hnman d0vUs who Plot
rorS forever. • When society takes ta ln 0118 world’ and incite the weak t0 
much interest in the: development of deeds oi darkaeas the otIier sWe 
the human child as the farmer does In of the grave, are not all from the homes 
his field of grain, his fruit trees, or the of ‘gnorance and poverty._ There is 
lambs and calves frolicking in the pas- many a blackhearted villain in broad- 
ture, when wholesome environment, a dot11 and flae Iinen’ a ?“oral In
decent comfortable home, ample sub- vert comes from the homes ofrespect- 
sistence, and the means o£ culture, abihty born of parents against whose 
mental, moral and spiritual, is insured lsie and ^aracter never a word of re- 
to every child born into material Ute, ’J0^,1183 ?eed «ttered. Whence, 
then and not until then may we expect ^en’ 0113 .^iT3 Wh“C0 
to see a noble race of men and women 016 Snd
upon the earth. an Adolph Weber? For every effect

- there Is somewhere a cause, and It the
THE GREAT STREAM OF WEALTH.. prenatal history of these moral mon- 

And this we can do, by simply direct- strosities could be written, without 
ing the great stream of wealth which doubt the mystery would dear away, 
flaws with daily increasing volume into The remedy Ues in the absolute eco-1 
the coffers of our money kings, back nomic independence of woman. When । 
into tho hands of the tollers who have woman no longer feels that she must i 
created It, and to whom it rightfully be- mnrry in order to secure a home and 
longs. When we are wise enough to the means of support, when she is no 
adopt some system of industry which longer compelled to sell herself, body 
shall insure to every man and woman and soul, for board, clothing and shol- 
the full fruits of their labor, Involuntary ter, this evil of enforced maternity will 
poverty, and all of the evils which flow remedy itself. ■ Fewer murderers wlll

A Study ot
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of “The World PeanUful," “Kate Field,* 
“After Her Death,’’ “From Dreamland Sent,” etc, 
With portrait. !6mo. Cloth, gilt. Pricetl.25. The 
writer of thia “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning 
hne thrown the book into live chapters, with sub titles as follows:
LIVING WITH VISION’S. “Summer Snow of Appfa 

Blossoms;’’ Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends In th» Vnsceu.
1OVES OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Frtondj 

Vita Nociva; “One Da}’, My Siren.”
IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pha and Poetry; In Caia 

Guidi; Florentine Days; Walter Savage Lnndor.
ART AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 

Clasped Hands*. Kate Field's Records; Mrs« 
Browning*« Death.

1ILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Lawn; Modern Scientific Thought*, The Coasldor ation ofGculus.

.For Salo al this office. f

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists of a course of lectures 
flellvered in the trance state, and is certainly ho 
small contribution to the study of the soul. It 
is a goon work to open the eyes to the difference 
between the deductive and Inductive process of 
mind. Bound In cloth, $1. For sale at this office.

J

A Twentieth Century Symposium.

An assembly and collation of letters 
and expressions from eminent scientists 
and thinkers of the world, giving the 
strongest and best reasons known to 
the world to-day, as substantial evi
dence of the continued existence of the 

i soul after death. Arranged under the 
several heads of Science, Psychical Re
search, Philosophy, Spiritualism. With 
a special contribution on Immortality 
from New Standpoints.

Compiled and edited by Robert J. 
Thompson, Late Special Envoy of the 
United States to the President of the 
French Republic.

A work of especial value, giving the 
views of a large number of eminent 
persons. Finely printed and bound. 
Price $2. For sale at thlr office.

b

U AU A HET His Birth, Character and illnnviIiLl Doctrine. By Edward Gib
bon. This is No. 6 of the Library ot Liberal 
Classics. It is conceded to bo historically cor
rect, and so exact and perfect In every detail as .. 
to be practically beyond the reach of adverse II 
criticism. This work will be round Intensely 
interesting. Price. 25 cents. ' -1”

h

aI JAM AM > A Leetyn Dellverea to Ladle» P WUl tHn » OnlyTBz Mrs-IDr. Hulbnit. On (1 
tbe present status o! woman, physical!}’, men- s 
tally, morally and spiritually. Tho divine law t 
of true baxmonlal marriage, etc. Prico, 10c. ■ [i

ft Very Intere&tina Book tor
Philosophy of XÄS ! 

Spiritual Intercourse, account¡of the n 
very wonderful spiritual dorclopaicms at the ; 
houseot Sov. Dr. Phelps. Stratford, Comuanil t 
similar cases in all parts ot the country. This f 
volume Is the ßjf the author directly up- s
on the subject of Spiritualism, and has stood .; 
the testet many years. Cloth, 80c.; postage We. *

TOE LIFE RUDlflNLj
BY ULUAN WHinNa-In thia book Miss a 

Whiting aims to poyfuy & practical Ideal for k 
daily living that shall embody tho RBXMrtnwa i 
and exaltations and faith that lend onchant- ^ 
ment tu Uto. It la. In a measure» a logical se« 
qncncoo! ‘Tho World Beautiful*" leading into, w 
fitill diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren« ?$ 
dev thosoulin harmony with the nntvtsrso. U s; 
Is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth, 91M

(Contlflucd on -page 8.)
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I The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work

and General Progress, the World Over

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I Take due notice that Items for thle 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 'page in order to Insure Insertion must 
or statements he may make. The editor I contain the full name and address of the 
allows this freedom ot expression, b®-1 writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Ucving that the cause of truth can be , . hank»»best subserved thereby. Many of the lnt0 the wa*« basket, 
sentiments uttered in an article may be I „ ____ ' ... ’
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet I ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
that is uo reason why they should be AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO- 
suppreBsed; yet we wish it distinctly I TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
understood that our space is made- PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
quate to publish everything that comes WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
to hand, however much we might desire WASTE BASKET.

■to do so. That must account for the I—---------------------------------------- ;
non-appearance of YOUR article. B. R. Mitzer, of Wichita, Kans;,

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would li writes: "Allow me space in your valu
ta impress upon the minds of our qorre-j aWe paper to compllment two of your 
^pondenta that The Progressive ininaoi beBt an(J inog). fearless workers, those 
is set up on a Linotype machine tua'- wbo have the g0Qd of th0 cause at 
must make speed eqpal to about re * heart; those who fearlessly and openly 
compositorB. That means ram oppose fraudulent phenomena that is 
and it is essential that all copy, being practiced on our people, who 
sure insertion in the paper all ouier i override the flerCe waves of vile and 
quirements being favorable, sh evn tongues akin only to their authors, 
written plainly with ink n L t]ielr truei uprjght lives and teach- 
paper or with a type^^ lng. TheI1. names are Mrs. Virginia one side of the paper. Please bear wis Bryan> who ljas been ^vitll us nlue dlf. 
In mind. ferent times, and the more we see ot

ITEMS.—Bear in that it L, (be more we jove }ler. the other one
(he General Survey will in all c ja M L j jaquet fear]ess, brave and
adjusted to the space we occu „
py, and In order to do that they wiu 
generally have to be abridged more or f. w. Smith, secretary, writes from 
less; otherwise many items would be Rockland, Me.:- “I enclose circular of 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line Verona camp-meeting. We have a fine 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten hotel and good accommodations. The 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re- cottages are nearly all occupied and the 
quire. prospect is very encouraging for one of

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items the best seasons we ever had. The 
for this page must be accompanied by camp is easily accessible by water from 
the full name and address of tlie writer, various towns on the Penobscot river.
It will not do to say that Secretary or several steamers land every day. The 
Correspondent writes so and so, with- hocatlon and scenery are delightful, It 
out giving the full name and address of Ls a fine place for rest; recreation and 
the writer. The items of those who do good mental and spiritual food."

-r! *” I. W. M.., »t North 0M., N. X.

j 1 111-------- — Dr. P. S. George writes from Red

5 '
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we a pen or typewriter.

Wo go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur 
day morning. Bear this in mind.

BISHOP A. BEALS WRITES FROM 
SUMMERLAND, CAL.; “LET ME SAY 
ONE WORD IN COMMENDATION OF 
THE LECTURE ON ‘THE PRESENT 
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS,’ BY MRS. 
RICHMOND IN A LATE ISSUE OF 
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER: IT IS 
THE BEST THING EVER PUT IN 
PRINT, AND YOUR PAPER LEADS 
ALL THE REST.”

Mbses Hull writes: “Very early tn the 
spring I received an invitation to spend 
some time at the Ashley Ohio camp, 
but at that time I thought it impossi
ble, and so wrote them, but I have since 
learned that I can spend August 6 at 
that camp, and have decided to do so. 
I would like to meet as many of my old 
friends in that part of Ohio at that 
camp, as can get there at that time. 
From Ashley, Ohio, I go directly to the 
Clinton (Iowa) camp for about three 
days. I have Saturday and Sunday, 
August 12 and 13 with no appointments. 
I would like to put them In anywhere in 
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin or Minnesota. 
August 16 to 28, I spend at the Wone
woc, Wis., camp. I have no definite ap
pointments after Sept. 10. As our 
school can spare me better than it can 
spare my earnings, It is strongly urged 
by our executive board that I may 
make a trip to the Pacific coast in the 
later autumn months. If I do, and the 
right ones can be found to take our 
places in the school, Mrs. Hull will ac
company me.”

Mrs. Mattie E. Hull is at Lake Brady. 
She will go from there to the Clinton 
camp and then to Wonewoc camp.

W. Brunton writes from Boston, 
Mass.: “‘John McCullough as Man, Ac- 
toc and Spirit,’ is a book I have read 
with considerable interest and delight. 
It -is written by an enterprising friend, 
Susie C. Clark, and has received many 
commendations, but each one is to 
speak according to the impression 
madp, and so I add my word of happy 
appreciation. It is a new form of biog
raphy, though Miss Lilian Whiting did 
a similar thing for her friend, Kate

„ we .roiwira JR“’1
titutea the.^snwr’mk of-Mrs. Cora

V. tfegir home in
losers Park, July 2, Mr. and Mrs. Rich- 
lend will be at>Wi'ypfl*a., July 3 to 14; 
Juba, N. Y., Jiilftil4;t9 21; Lily Dale, 
N. Y., 21 to 28; {jakeflrady, Ohio, July. 
10, and’Mantua’.¡Obiq^Aug l to 6, in- 
ilusive; Ouseti ^BS.,jjAug. 7 to 14; 
Unity Camp (near Lynn’, Mass.) Aug. 20 
to 27; New1 YqrlcClty and the Catskills, 
Sept. 1 to (about) Sept. 15. Services 
will commence at the,. .Church of the 
Soul, in Chicago, Sunday, September 17, 
1905. «rsi ■ me

HELEN STUART -jRlCHiNGS, Who
has been in the far Northwest for sev
eral years, is. returning to the lecture 
platform, and desires ,-to correspond- 
with societies wishing) the services of 
an inspirational- lecturer, psychoine- 
trlst and dramqke artist. Terms most

COMMUNION OF 8AINT6.

A ^Spiritualistic Interpretation in a 
I: Sermon.

The Bishop of Birmingham (Dr. 
Gore), says the Birmingham (Eng.) Ga
zette and Express ot the 26th ult., 
preached a remarkable sermon last
night at St. James,’ Edgbaston.
subject was "The Communion

The 
ot

Saints," and Dr. Gore’s interpretation 
would probably have caused a sensation 
in some Protestant circles. That sense 
of the communion of saints, said the 
Bishop, had had in the past many 
strange explanations, and had been li
able to great abuses. Against those 
abuses there had been re-actions, and 
so it came about at the time of the Ref
ormation that men who belonged to the

reasonable, especially, for long engage- Reformed Church began to think too 
ments. Address P O. Box 115, Seattle, little about the communion of saints, 
Wash. and they had lost out of the Christian
___ ________ ... life something that was most practical.

a t , . „„ , , . Let them look at it in the Japanese,
“ivinnr w KuyiOi among whom Shintoism, in spite ot the
l„ CH « „ L’ 1 fact Uiat people said it had vanished,
in our city July 19, and gave one good K «rst rfwek of wril snrunK
who'werfi^M3 lnto 1Ife’ and cauBed decline of Bud-
iJlnS» H886^ Whth 16 waS‘.qvp strange and crude ancestor-wor- 
recogniziug those who came. He gave hj thev rnfoht sav hut the manner in 
derfui hX
nn Betber was magnificent and inspiring,
an ? B“4’ Wllen they Baw 1)16 splendid merging of
trfcLTnr oan i? w trie individual in the larger woyk and

e good ot Bpiiitualism. ] life of the nation, did not the Japanese
put them as Christians to shame? The
Japanese solidarity had come trom the 
sense of the union beyond-death. TheirDOING EXCELLENT WORK.

■----- - splendid Solidarity came from the sense
The Lyceum at the Chesterfield ¿amp, that the dead were not dead, but were 

Under the Efficient Management of a»ve and working in the lives of those 
i ■ I stili here

- Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie, Is Proving a Dealing with the- Christian view of 
Great Success. the future state. Dr. Gore proceeded
To the Editor:—The lyceum at Ches- that after death there was a time of 

terfleld is a tremendous success; waiting of which they knew little, but 
though less than one week old it has 42 they knew that the souls of the dead 
children enrolled, besides many adults, were secure in the prctection of God, 
The auditorium is filled with spectators and were assisted in being perfected, in 
who are much interested In the work, consolation, and, perhaps, in discipline 
Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie, who has entire and the elements of pain it might have 
charge of the lyceum, is original-in her they knew nothing. The first Christians 
methods, bringing out tlie power of felt themselves entirely at liberty to 
each child as an individual. Many peo- pray for them, as, indeed, they could 
pie are bringing their children to put not really pray, “Thy kingdom coinè," 
them under her care, who are not Splr- without praying for tlie perfecting of 
itualists. This Is a work that has been humanity. “We must not use prayers," 
sadly neglected, and Mrs. Gillespie is continued Dr. Gore, “without authority 
one of the few who does not feel it wise in public services, but we need not lose

Fair and beautiful dawned Sunday, 
July 16, with its cool refreshing breeze.. 
making an ideal day to hold grove meet
ings. Visitors were present trom Phila
delphia, Trenton, Royersford, and the 
surrounding country, and many were 
the expressions of approval and delight 
at the .improvements recently made on 
the camp grounds. President Adams 
conducted the meetings, which were 
held at the auditorium.

Mrs. H. M. Shope presided at the or
gan, accompanied by H. M. Shope.

At 10:30 morning services opened 
with congregational singing followed 
with an original poem entitled "Af
firmation," by Miss Elizabeth M. Fish. 
After more singing, a few telling re
marks were made by Thomas M. 
Locke, then came a short address by 
Mrs. F. E. Luce, which was to the point, 
arid very good. This was followed by a 
beautiful duet by Mr. and Mrs. H. M. 
Shope.

Mrs. Augusta Volk prefaced her read
ings from articles by a little heart to 
heart talk, beginning by saying, Park
land was to her the most beautiful place 
in the world, for it was here her eyes 
were first opened to the spiritual light,

Mrs. Mary E. Weber gave several 
spirit messages, which were mostly rec
ognized.

Mrs. Luce gave psychometric read
ings in a.very convincing manner. ••

Afternoon services opened at 2:30,

I Parkland Heights, Camp, Pa.
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ASTHMA 
- - CAM AS

OUftEO.
The African Kou. Puhiia Nature’s Pos

itive Cure for HAY- 
FEVER aud ASTHMA. 
Since ita recent dis
covery thia remarka
ble botanical product vh( Kou Puar. ” 
has come iuto uni versa! use in the Hospitals of I 
Europe and America as an unfailing apeciflc.

Br. w. H* K«U/. S17SSU16t., Newport Nows, Va., writes 
Ion. Sid, was a helpless lavalid and was cured ot Hay. 
FeveraadAsthma, by HluialyaarierlSyoara’suffexlng. 
Krs.S. B. Kord/Se, or HllKXty, Kaus., writes Jan. UlhJ 
had Hay-Fever pad Asthma tor tea years audcouldgeh 
no relist until cured by Htmalya. far. p. z. cUutu,U4 
Morris Bt.. Philadelphia, writes Jan. 16th, Doctors did mo) 
no Rood but Hlmalya cured mo. Ur. IT. F. Cawplrtll, 
Sanbornville, N. H.,also writes Fob. Sth, that Hlmalya 
cured bls son. Bsv. SredsrUk F. Ibu noted Bvan- 
r(olfat ot Abilene. Toxas, writes April 16lb, IMS, I never 
oseauopportuuily to recommend HlmalyaasItcurtd 

mo ot Hoy-tever and Astluuu and have never bod any I 
return ot the disease. I

Hundreds ot others send similar testimony 
proving Himdya a truly wonderful remedy. Au 
the Kola Plant ia a specific constitutional cure 
tor the disease. Hay-lover sufferers should not 
fall to take advantage ol this opportunity to 
secure a remedy which will positively cure them. 
To prove the newer of this new botanical discov- 
ery.if you suffer from Hay-fever or Asthma, we 
will send you one trial case by mail entirely me. 
It ootit you absolutely nothing. Write to-day to the 
Kola Importing Co., 1162 Broadway, Herr York.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS«

-S-

■run PCMPDii survey DEPART- Lodge, Mont.; "A good trumpet medium THIS G-NERAL. SUR E _ who can get talking in different lan-
i MENT IS ONLY INTENDED y,- guages, such as German, Italian, Finn, 

CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS etc> could do a good bUsiness at Red 
4 AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME- Lodge and surrounding towns. Any 
4 DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE such medium coming here will have my 
^VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL supporj. I will "answer any inquiry. 
1 not re PUBLISHED AS WE HAVE There is no finer.climate in the United 
’ NOT SPACE SUFFIC?ENT FOR THAT »«•« »“> «“» ■

PURPOSE. J. K. Dillon writes from Greenup, Bl,:
"We have been blessed by a visit from

-—:------ :--------- ——-------------------- rBlster Schumacher of Chicago, who is
AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS an honest and true medium. She held 

OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO f0Ul; geances which gave excellent satis- 
ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. faction, also gave an excellent lecture 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE followed with tests which were acknowl- 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL edged. we have two circles in Green- 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, up with a membership of about thirty, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE. which are getting aiohs'harmoniously.

Delphos (Kans.) Camp, beginning Aug. Some have clairvoyance .and clalraudi- 
11 anddosinK on the 27th. I. N. Rich-1 cnee. While here Mrs. Schumacher 
ardBon, president; Lettie Richardson, formed a, healing circle which will meet 
qpnrefnrv once a W6eIc when needed, or oftener

„ T _ „ „„„„„ „nd when necessary. We want to say no■•»irMrT‘ \auTra Mr«Te Wr’p-lnia medium need come here who is not en-
JNrs- L- ^/a<lu®t a“^ TOfofleld dorsed by the State Association. : All .»Bryan of Chicago, are at the Winfield I ho are true and pure_ Mrg Sehu. 
.^(Kansas) camp. - macher,. whb leaves . sunshine and

Dr,. J. M. Peebles is receiving con- health wherever she ¿oee, are welcome, 
stantly calls to lecture—many of which aeed gome "good lecturer t6' come; 
le cannot fill. He Is to be at theUhes- and a(-ay oaa or ^wo months.. The 
erfleld camp for one week. During opportunity’ for good results .is excel- 
eptember he speaks in Philadelphia, ]en^ harvest is ripe and waiting 

¿'?pnd during October in Baltimore, Md. I for the harvesters to come.”
W. J. Colville has just given a sue- TOP OF COL '

sesslul course of lectures In Victoria, B. Mrs. C Kirchner, secretary, writes: 
,J., where the Psychic Society is hold- “QWjag fo the extreme heat on Sunday 

j'Eng regular meetings in K. of P. hall, evening, July 15, the attendance was 
iS ¡Douglas street. His lectures were on about one-half as usual at-the services 

various up-to-date topics and called of ^g Rlglng gun Mission, held at the 
forth mariy questions which the speaker presldent>a home. What we lacked in 
Handled, in a manner which elicited ap- aunibers we made up in.interest, as our 
plause. speaker, Sister Price, who by'the way,
I J. A. Toren writes: “The meetings of toOh the place of Sister Schumacher 
the Society of the Psychic Forces, held who was to speak, was called away
it Wilcox Hall, cornerot Champlain av- fronj the city and could not attend. Dr.

enue and Forty-third street, will he con- Rowell offered a grand invocation, 
Stinued without intermission during the which Sister Price fairly reveled I

i, atter 
in the

l^ummer. The attendance is constantly beauties of our glorious belief and 
“increasing notwithstanding the weather opened the eyes of quite a fewstrangers 
Aas'been more or less unfavorable dur- as fo the real philosophy of our beautl- 
Esng the past month. Many rumors have fui religion. Sister Kirchner held the 
Recently been set afloat by some mall- audience sPellbound.by her grand spirit 
paiously inclined individuals that bur messages, describing spirits accurately 
dneetings had been discontinued and and to .(he satisfaction of all . who re-

Mrs Isa Cleveland, our medium, was ill cejved communications. Our choir ren- 
‘And in a hospital. We are glan to an- leered some fine selections which was 

[ Miounce that Mrs. Cleveland has never enjoyed by all.present. ,Our speaker 
?®een in better health than now, and her for sundayi July 29, will be Mrs. Schu- 
' fwhole attention is constantly being de- macher, pastor of the Church .of the 
ctyoted to her mediumistic work. Dr. J. students of Nature. We cordially in- 
|.i'.O. M. Hewitt also continues to lecture vite strangers and others to attend our 
' tfor us every Sunday evening and takes meetings which are held every Sunday, 
tin active part in the conference meet- evening at President Kirchner’s home, 

: i^ngs. The Doctor’s lectures are highly r0. 22 Jackson Place, between Jackson 
s Entertaining and appreciated by all Boul. and Van1 Buren street, west of Pit/L.l.- v  Y.1—_ ««a vmawa nkl« a vizi I  ’ wax _ ___ x'•vho hear him* and no more able and Hoyne avenue. The interest taken in’. a zia «• vir AT*7r zv»* tVlOTl ÙTÌItÙfiFa QTÌVa I ti _ ±- .J —__ __l__Y.X a 4» 4-lvAi Earnest worker than he appears any- the Saturday night socials of the Rising 

where m the advocacy of spiritual gun Mission seems unabated as waB 
. truths. We extend an earnest invita- noted at the one held at President 

: iion to all to come to our meetings. Kirehner'B home; Saturday, July 14.
'strangers and skeptics will find at our goio8 and recitations were indulged in, 

xneetmgs what they are Iboking for, ag wen as were games. Sister Mont- 
piz.. food for thought and conviction." gomery carried off a handsome prize in 
U By a series of incidents, which he at- the bean carrying contest. Tests and 

■ vributed to nothing less than thought- short talks were given by Sister Kirch- 
j ransference Edward Crawford, 2036 ner and Brother Thompson, after which

‘ last Washington street, Indianapolis, ice cream and Cake were served to re- 
“ tad- whose blcvcle was stolen some fresh the inner man. After a- few 
I lime ago, found the wheel last night at more solos and recitations the large' 

A he police station and came face to face gathering left for their respectiv homes, 
3 Jrith the alleged thief at the same time, each claiming to have, had a very enjoy- 
f'®rawford reached the station just after able time, which is always the case at 
*xpscar Paffz who had been trying to I all of the Rising Sun events.
; -awn the wheel for 32, had been Emanuel M. Jones writes: “The First

'irought in by Officers Murphy and gpfoitual Union of San Jose, Cal., gave
Ml O’Connor. The officers together with 1 a reception to Mrs. Nettie P. Fox, Rev.
r’ Jhief of Police Kruger, questioned Paff, and Mra. Ailen Franklin Brown, on the 
t ut he denied stealing the wheel. Just evening of July 13, at the home of Mrs.

■ s he was making a stout denial and de- Cora D. Rlnglep, 230 N.. C street. It 
laring that his record was straight, wag a very enjoyable affair and lasted 
Irawford, the owner of the bicycle, near midnight hour. - There 
miked into the chief's office. "Ah," were upward3 of fifty persons present, 
aid Crawford, “I knew it. I saw my ^0 came from different parts of the 
'heel out there in the hall and here you'cIty fo greet foe hostess and her 
re," pointing to Paff. ' “And this has guests. The hallway, parlors and rooms 

. ;11 come by thought transference,” ex- were tastefully decorated with ferns 
‘ jlained Crawford to Chief Kruger. The and flowers, the sunflower (the Splrit- 
j Met was not . up on telepathy and he uajjgt emblem) being the prominent 
j ad to ask Crawford what he meant, one. The programme was excellent, 

f Well,” explained Crawford, “when 1 Mrg- fox exhibited a picture of her 
; tarted home to-night I got to Alabama frfond taken years ago, that had a 
1 treet and something impelled me to I wreath of fern leaves around her head, 
1 ome down here. At the same time, or which she said had appeared there with- 
1 bout the same time, something im- jn ¿be ]aat few days—simply , wonder- 
J elled this man to get arrested. That £ujj A piano solo by Mrs. Benjamin 

as thought transference. I have be- and a few timely remarks by Rev.
1 ;eved in it for years.”—Star. Brown and Mr. Murray, closed the exer-

ii

Field, and did it in the perfect charmful 
manner that characterizes ail her work. 
All the same this is most excellent and 
the story of his after life, when the 
work of time was laid down, is helpful 
and instructive. We must always càre 
for the good of man and that is why the 
world above is so near to our world and 
blessing it. It ought to have a wide 
reading by Spiritualists and by those 
who are In wonder what they are to do 
when the day’s work seems ended."

Eva L; Stewart writes: "The shadow 
social and dance to be held at Hyde 
Park Occult Society Hall, 319 East 55th 
street, has been changed to Wednesday 
evening, July 26, instead of Thursday. 
A short' and interesting programme has 
been prepared and refreshments will be 
served early so as-to give ample time 
for those who wish to dance. Come and 
have a good time. On July 30 the next 
picnic will be held at Beverly Hills, and 
we ask all who wish, to come and bring 
their lunch and enjoy an outing in the 
beautiful grove at the Hills. On last 
Sunday evening we enjoyed a rich 
treat by having Mrs. Jennie Staner 
Adams and Mrs. Lichtig present to give 

.messages. Air were recognized.” ■/ 
I D. G. Hill writes: “The attendance at 
the service of the Golden Rule Spiritu
alist Society Sunday evening, July 16, 
was yerÿ'satisfactory and thé speaker; 
Mrs. Nora E. Hill, delivered ‘ an. im
pressive ' and instructive lecture; fol
lowed with messages by Mrs. Kittle 
Gifford and others, making an enjoyable 
meeting notwithstanding the' intense 
warm weather. The speaker for July 
30, will be the earnest and entertaining 
Mrs. J. L. Fravel of Austin, III. O’Don
nell College Hall, South Paulina street, 
between Washington Blvd and Park 
avenue. Open door.' All-welcome/

Correspondent,writes from Kansas. 
City, Mo.: “4 lawn party, was given .last 
week at the residence of President C. 
L. Sain, 3347 Michigan avenue., for the 
benefit of the First Spiritual Church, 
now holding Sunday evening meetings 
at Warwick Hall, 8th and. Magee 
streets. There was a musicale In. the 
parlors, and tests by Mrs. Wagner of 
Topeka, and Mrs. Connelly, speaker at 
the hall. Dr. Holsclaw performed a 
miracle on the lawn by prilling the leg 
of one of the guests who was afflicted 
with a. short limb. The Doctor.proved 
hy measurement with a string that the 
limb had been.lengthened one inch. It 
was not learned after ice cream and 
peaches had been served whether the 
cooling effects caused the limb;to con
tract or not. Mrs. Cross, trumpet me
dium, and Mrs. McDonald were among 
the medium guests. The venerable E. 
J. Schellhous distributed literature and 
talked glowingly about his forthcoming 
book, ‘The Elements of Ethics.' On 
Sunday evening there was a . large at
tendance at Warwick Hall to hear Mrs. 
Connelley and receive pellet tests from 
Mrs. Inez Wagner of Topeka, Kans. 
Sain started in to take subscriptions to 
put the society on a good financial foot
ing for the coming year.”/ ■ -:

Secretary writes from Akron, N. Y.: 
“Meetings at the First Spiritual Chrirch 
of Akron, N. Y., will cease during the 
summer months, and will be resumed 
again the 6th of September, to enable 
the pastor, Mrs. Atcheson, of Buffalo, 
N. Y., to enjoy a weir deserved vaca
tion. •Of course we shall miss her. She 
has been with, us nearly two years, and 
through her earnestness and devotion 
to the cause she so ably represents, she 
has endeared herself'to each member 
of our society. She is honest and con
scientious in her work. I wish there 
were more like her. Our love and best 
wishes go with her as she enters upon 
her much-needed vacation.” '

Rev. Alice Baker, writes from Oak» 
land, Cal.: “To my many friends I wish 
to say that I am physically .weak yet, 
but very much improved, and I Teel as
sured that by the help of the healing 
thoughts that are sent out to me by 

. many and the dear arisen ones, I shall 
soon be quite’myself'again'.' I stop in 
Colorado and Kansas, getting back to 
Dallas, Texas in September, in time for 
our state association trière. From now 
on, ail communications addressed to me 

’ at Dallas. Texas, General Delivery,- will 
. reach me.”

to pass the little ones by in the great them out of our private prayers. Many 
work. If Chesterfield camp does no of the best and wisest clergymen like 
more than just its lyceum work for the Dr. Johnson and Lord Shaftesbury, and 
world, it is making a splendid record a great body of witnesses, have in their 
for itself in this. The whole camp, private prayers thought it no shame or 
however, is in prosperous condition, hindrance to their praying to add in 
and the meeting thus far has been un- their prayers a petition for the perfect- 
usually pleasant. • COR. Ing of the souls of the dead."

“I would say only tills,” the preacher 
added, “we know little, but what we 
know is real. We know that there 
awaits us. beyond death a perfect fel-

DR. EZRA A, SMITH.

Prominent Citizen of Brandon, Vt., and lowship in which all that »is • best 
Former Member of the Legislature, Humanity, all that [4 redeemable

! nt.o HU. rnrik ill,»» is to be perfected in one perfect fellow-Dles After Long Illness, ship, and it ought to mean a great deal
'"hiL . more than it does. We ought not mere-

Dr. Ezra A. Sjplth, % prominent citl- hy fo have what we all have, the sense 
zen of Brandon,8Vf., pagsed to spirit life Of fellowship with those we have'ioyed 
July 17, at his hflmo op Carver street, and lost, but also a larger sense of real 
after a long illness from a complication and personal fellowship with all the 
of diseases. He; was 66 years Old. and great heroes of the pgst, with all great 
formerly had an extended practice. He men who have lived and died. We
was one of the largest; property owners ought to remember that our lives are 
of this'town, having 25 tenement houses not isolated and cut off from them." 
arid nine farms ifo Rutland . and other. . They were compassed about with a 
counties. ¡¡t-. , great cloud of witnesses who were near-"

He represented' this.place in the leg- er than.they thought, and the sense ot 
islature in 1898 >and 1899. He was a that fellowship with, the blessed dead 
Knight Templar and a member of Bran- should make them nerve themselves 
don lodge of OdiFellows. • . ' tq make the best of themselves, so that
.. Formany years: Dr. Smith was presl- they might be welcomed at last ' 
dent and secretary of the Queen :iCity the communion of saints.
Park Spiritualists. Association.

; ....... ,A* ** ’.ta ■■■..,■
A BRIGHT 8P0T4N MEMORY. POLITICAL BUMMERS.

into

, - y r.i .0 r.-.•• |
. „ , . , . ... Political Bosses the Stumbling BlockA Kansas Lady a Experience at Lily . । ffr women.

DaleCamp. ' _____
. . . . „ The entire status of women has

■ 1 a ProgreSB’ changed within the past generation,
lye Thinker for the past ten years, and; once they were ignorant, they 
have enjoyed reading letters ■irom dif- are aow educated; they have followed 
ferept people telling of messages and tlicir domestic work outside the home, 
greetings .from the spirit .side of life, where it has been largely taken, and 
and have made up my mind to send you jjav0 become recognized indus- 
an account of a-few^days spent at Lily tr(aj factors; once legally unable to own’ 
Pa^.^‘ X" which yill always be a property they now pay annually billions 
bright spot in my; memory. It yas of-dollars in taxes; orice isolated and 
sometime in the month of August. (I do woj]y without knowledge of or interest- 
not-remember the exact date) in 1903, I ad public affairs, they are now. band- 
that a friend invited me to go to Lily ed jn great organizations and actively 
Dale with her. We Were there four I engaged in Civic work. Their relation 
days, and I attended all the lectures and t0 tlie government has been transferred, 
the grove meetings, which I enjoyed and however potent may have been the 
very much_ and got ,a splendid psycho- reasons'for excluding them from, the 
metric reading by Mrs. Dee of Buffalo, votjng body of a generation ago, these 
N.Y. I decided.to goto a materializing now are without weight and Indeed 
seance given by ,MrB. Effie Moss, without existence.-
There were 22 persons in the seance- The masses'of men, especially in the 
room, but no one I bad.ever met before, states west of the Mississippi River, 
or that knew anything about me. When where tlie foreign element does not 
reAdy to begin,'themedium stepped to overshadow, recognize these modern 
the^ dopr of the cabinet and said . she C0nditi0ns and admit the justice of giv- 
could not promise anyone anything; ing ^is new race of women a voice in 
that she had been working in this way government. In any or all of these 
for twenty years, but had never been, states »majority of the fnen would vote 
able to proinlse anyone that they would |n favor of granting the franchise to 
get a niessage or a materialization, but women if they were free from the doni- 
that she hoped no one would go away foatlon of'the.party leaders who “run 
disappointed. - ' . ' the machine.”; But these controlling

I went into the cabinet, which was powers work upon the passions and 
about the size of a room under a stair- feara of certain classes, making them 
case, three by six. feet; Just wide believe that their own personal rights 
enough so that when the medium sat in would be curtalle'd if women could vote, ■ 
her chair there was not room for any- and so they ,exercise their veto power, 
one to mss riy her, and Just a short Eliminate Irom any campaign for wo-' 
space in front of her chair. There was man suffrage the political ‘‘bosses,’’ 
no carpet‘on the Hoof, it was perfectly au that name implies, and the vo- 
bare, the wall was covered wifh a black- ters themselves could be depended upon 
curtain which I lifted'up and felt of the for a favorable majority—a square 
wall all around. There was no trap-, deal IDA HUSTED HARPER, 

■door or wires fastened to the wall or 
ceiling. I went'and took my seat and .

after which President Adams an
nounced that one-half hour would be 
given co a conference meeting, the sub
ject ot which would be, “Spirit Heal
ing,” giving some of his views, and in
viting all who. felt so Inclined, to join in 
this interchange of views, as this spe
cial time belonged to them. Thotnas 
M. Locke, Mrs. F. E. Luce and Mrs. 
Buckwaller contributed a few thoughts 
on the subject.

Thomas Rogers asked that some one 
speak on “The Morning Dawns on Hu
manity tn the Sense of Universal and 
Spiritual Freedom.” This was an
swered by the president, who said, 
when that glad time was fully realized, 
every one would be their own medium, 
be in direct intercourse with the spirit 
world, and all that Implies. We must 
first understand our at-one-ment with 
the universal principle—God—then 
through growth—right living—win our 
freedom. y

These conference meetings promise 
to be very interesting and Instructive.

After singing, the regular meeting 
opened with an Invocation by Mrs. F. E. 
Luce. She gave a shore address, taking 
for her subject “Prayer," and dwelt on 
the value of meditation as an aid to 
right living, saying we should ask our-' 
selves tills question every day: "Am 1 
living as I ought to live?”

Mrs. Augusta Volk gave a pleasing 
little talk, well sprinkled with choice 
poetic phrases, finishing the time allot
ted'to her, with readings from sealed 
ballots.
. Mrs. Mary E. Weber gave spirit mes

sages; then Mrs. F. E. Luce announced 
that she would read the remaining bal
lots. This she did in a very convincing 
manner. William A. Grosseck an
swered mental questions, and with a 
benediction, by Mrs. Luce, the day's 
services closed.

Samuel Wheeler was unable to be 
with us as expected, but all expressed 
themselves well pleased with the local 
talent, vyho so freely gave of their store, 
without price.

The meetings were very harmonious, 
hence conducive to high spiritual 
thought, and we were delighted to have 
strangers tell us how they had enjoyed 
such a peaceful, .restful day. And in 
the evening, ps many of the members 
gathered in the new dining room to dis
cuss camp affairs in general (also the 
remainder of the ice cream, which was 
fine) they gave, expression to such opti
mistic thoughts that your scribe felt im
pelled to give voice to one of her com
positions, “I’m An Optimist.”

In the light and glory of the full moon 
we left the camp ground, feeling that 
Parkland, beautiful Parkland, has a 
bright and jglorlous future, and a holy 
benediction rested upon us, filling our 
soul with peace.

ELIZABETH M. FISH,
> Secretary.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially, 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in the 

United States excels them In the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the “Encyclope. 
dla ot Death, and Life In the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Lite than can be 
dug up In all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by. 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion ot Man 
and Ethics at Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, "The Seers ot the Ages."

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche in your, 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed’’ 
and "A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus."

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
“Letters From the Spirit World,” writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersllea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for ?3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per- 
ennlal fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise!

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.)

My wife, Rebecca Moore Rutledge, 
passed peacefully to spirit life on the 
morning of June’30 last, after a long ill
ness. She was born in Ohio, was near
ly 75 years old. She was a Spiritualist 
for over forty yeads, arid a good clair
voyant, and inspirational speaker, and 
has done much for the cause of Spirit
ualism. She has many friends and rel
atives in Ohio, and Indiana who may 
see this notice.

SAMUEL RUTLEDGE.
Union, Oregon.

I J. L.Foster writes irom Elwood, Ind.: cises for'the evening. The,entire com-
I J I must write and let you know that our pany were treated to ice cream and 

cloved missionaries. Brother and Sis- cake, in which all took a decided inter- 
■ L jr Sprague, visited our city last week, est. At last the time came for the 
I / nd spoke in the Progressive Spiritual- hand shakes and the good-byes were 
H ' ' ts hall two nights, to large and en- said and each one went to their respect- 
N ■ mslastic audiences. The last night we Ive homes; but in memory's niche there 
H ' mid not seat all of them. Brother will always bo . room for the charming 
& •' - prague held the floor for at least an hostess and her grand and noble moth- 
BhJ iiff and a half each evening, instead of er, Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker. ’
E fashionable (Ifteen-minute talk. He Henry Ellis is now located at No, 
Ka- 563not varnish or sugar-coatfjust the 3250 Wabash avenue, and with.theaid 
®S(> [ialn, unadulterated gospel of truth. 0£ his telegraphic instrument, operated 
Kf Vb, that all in the spiritual ranks were by unseen spirit foreds, he will, bo glad 
1» Jceihim! How our hearts rejoiced! |t0 meet all those seeking light from the 

hope for mally more returns of the. spirit realms. He holds circles Tues- 
arones." day, Wednesday and Friday evenings.

C. H. Mathews writes: "On Sunday, 
July 9, 1905, the first Spiritualist con
gregation ever held In Uhrichsville, 
Tuscarawas county, Ohio, on Pan
handlerailroad, was addressed by Bro. 
E. W. Sprague and wife at 2 p. m. A 
good audience assembled. This spot is 
only a few miles nortn of where the 
first Christian preaching was done in 
this county by the Christian missiona
ries Heckewelder and Zelzburger, in 
1782, and where the Christian7 military, 
under Col. Williamson, U. S. -A., mur
dered: 92 Indians and burned their town. 
It is to -be hoped that further meetings 
will be held in this historic field, and 
that the great demonstrated truths in 
regard to a future life beyond the grave 

■may be made familiar to. all. He that 
hath ears to hear, let him hear."

waited for what would come;; The me- _ _ « v.
dium was seated in1 the cabinet and How a Woman Paid Her Debts., 
forins of those who had passed into the - T am oat of debt, thanks ty the Dish-washer.

non,« nnt onfl . fnikoS tn business; In the past three months I have, spirit world came out and talked to milde $000,000 selling Dish-washer. I never saw 
their loved ones, some cotild only talk l anythlng sell so easily. Every family needs a 
in whispers, while others talked iri ptsri-washernnd wmbuy one whenahownliow. 
audible voices, and some only came to S^^m^Lseu^^
the door of the cabinet and walked Each Dish-washer sold brings me many orders, 
om-nRR thn room tn their friends who Th® dishes are washed without wetting the am oss _tne room, to weir irienas wno hand^ That u w Iad)e3 want the 
recognized therrij and it was jruly a joy- er, j give my experience for the benefit ot any 
ful time, and ast'naretfts clasped their one who may wish to . make money easy. 1 
children in fondfombrace,. and children
came to meet their'patents who had or particulars. They will start you in business 
gone before, UieS’bhed'tears of joy. An in tout own homo. . " L-a c.
old Oriental pridht camfr'and gave a fine ' < i— ——
address. He wall dressed- in his Ori- “Beyond the ValL” A Sequel to 
entaFcostume aiffl stoSd by the side of “Rending the Vail.”. Being a complla- 
the medium, who'Se coiffrol he was, and tlon, with notes and explanations, of 
talked In a cleaWofeelfebout the duties ■ narrations and illustrations of spirit ex-' 
of this life and dfUiO'btfreafter. ' ■ ■ perlences, spokem written and made by 

Lucille ’WestoHy tliff great - singer, full-form materializations; setting up a 
came three timdB'andJialked to a few scientific and personal verification pf 
friends she had UhowiFiri this life, and “What We Shall Be,” and a code of 
Bang in a sweeUToicei1'1 ethics, requisite to the' most speedy re-

My daughter who dl&tFwhen not quite allzatlon of the highest and .purest fe. 
three years of a^e, bt&e to me and I licity attainable in the future life. A 
took her in my -Urms'iflnd kissed her. very remarkable book. Large, octavo. 
She had been irf^he siffrit world for 1600 pageii. i™** _
about eighteen tySars a%d appeared to “How to Train Children and Ba
be about the size'of ai'12-year-old girl, rents. Mrs. Elizabeth , Towne takes 
but it was her, and she talked to me of trie position that in many cases it is the 
the family at home and sent them lov- parents that need the tra iling more

Tn^Rnros ' than the children, and advises parents.
One little Egyptian girl came and it to

was the most beautiful sight I eyer be- nttVbook Anyone tort
held. She wore a crown that appeared care of children should readmit
to -flash like diamonds, the lights just ciularen 8nouja reaa «•
came and went. She walked around »„a—and sat on different persons’, laps.^and I IaconsiBtencles and Blasphemies; a 
laughed and talked with them, and then I of -lev,. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
before she yyent awayrshe-stepped Into Talmage’s oft-repeated; attacks 
the middle of the floor and danced so upon spiritualism.” Ky Moses Hull, 
gracefully, and just grew smaller and p,lce cents.
dimmer until she disappeared before Th„ oommandmenta Analysed.
our eyes. MRS. B. li STEPHENS. 25 cents.' Big Bible Stories, cloth, M 

Chautauqua, KansU • lmtB. Jh>r sale at thte'cSes.

Three have passed to the higher life 
in less than thirteen months: Brother 
Joe and mother, then Brother James 
Reedes of Columbus, Ohio, after an Ill
ness of two' days, also passed away, 
July 2. He leaves a wife and two 
daughters, Mrs. Kircher of Louisville, 
and Mrs; McKee of Columbus; two 
brothers, Theodore and John of Colum
bus; twin sisters, Mrs. Mann and Mrs. 
Brown of Louisville. How sweet to, 
know there is no death. ~

: • MRS. MARY MANN.
Louisville, Ky.

AND
riODERN,

ANCIENT

Longley’s Choice Collection OF 
BEAUTIFUL SONGS.

Here Is a book ot songs for public meetings 
and tKe home that is full ot music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 76 songs.

WORDS THAT ARB TRUE.
-‘These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul. 
—Lyman O. Howe.

“This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.”—Dawning Light.

“The songs and music are ot a nature to In
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W, Hull. , ,

“There are somethings in our personal histo
ry that never fade Irom memory. One in mine 
has been Iresh for fifty years. I went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, Prot.S.B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel- 
name.' The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley, the song, one of his earliest com
positions. ”—J, 8. Loveland.

■ Longley’s latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had in decorated covers tor 00 
cents; plain, 40 cents.

Passed to the higher spiritual life, 
July 9, 1905, Mrs. Lucinda Avery, from 
the. beautiful country home of her sori- 
in-law, Hiram Potter of Newbury, Ohio. 
This loved and’lbving mother was born 
in Otsego county, New York, Dec. 29, 
1810. In early life she joined the Meth
odist church, that theri being her idea of 
the. highest moral life for her to live 
and rear her family, but her progressive 
mind was riot satisfied with a religion 
.of. faith alone, and when she heard the 
story of the tiny raps at Hydesville 
she began its-investigation, and soon 
espoused the beautiful knowledge arid 
truths of Modern Spiritualism which 
gave her solace and comfort through all 
her earthly trials and sorrows.- Mother 
Avery’s mind was as clear and active 
as in youth, keeping, up with the trend 
of modern progression and only a short 
time before her passing on directing 
her affairs. Having heard Brother 1. 
W. Pope at the funeral of a little grand
son some ten or eleven years , ago, she 
requested that he speak at her funeral, 
which he did. The large attendance of 
friends and neighbors denoted the love 
and-high esteem in which Mother Av
ery was held. The sweet music of a 
quartette from Burton, and the philoso
phy of Modern Spiritualism mingling 
with the perfume of the floral offerings 
from friends and neighbors, made the- 
services very impressive.

CORRESPONDENT.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, 50c. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B.

Buckley. This book is written in such . 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Sinnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

ZanonL By Bulwer Lytton. A fo- 
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a-long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness. ,

»GIIW i
0! OGGIIItlSIII }
BY O. W. LEADBEATER

The following subjects are treated in a most» 
able manner;
ANCIENT:—Theosophy and Christianity; The 

. Ancient Mysteries; Buddhism.
MODERN:—The Unseen World; The Rationale 

of Mesmerism; Telepathy and Mind Cure; 
Magic, White and Black; The Usoahd Abu^o 
of Psychic Powers; Vegetarianism and Oc
cultism; How to Build Character: The Fu- 
ture of Humanity; The Gospel of Wisdom. 

Well bound in Cloth, with silver back and side
stamp. 400 pages. Price. Si.fia

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.'’ 
By ■Charles B. Waite, A. M.. author ot 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year, 200,” etc. A condensed stat», 
ment of facts concerning the efforts of

20m Gcnniru Guide
TO ’

PALMISTRY
This Is the simplest, clearest and yql 

the most exhaustive presentation--thia 
interesting science has yet received. 
All of the discoveries, investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in this practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

■ There Is no trait, no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency, that is not marked 
on the palm of the hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol- 
Wteg the principles enforced by the 
presented In thia. Price, paper, 23 
Cents: cloth, 81.
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Jottings From Cfeostwfleld Camp. BOOK FOR AU SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSEto meet the 
ssoclaUon ol

It was a great-pl 
president1 of the lit

the Spirit Side of Life.
Important Message From

i

Spirit Henry C. Wright, through the Medium- 
ship of Eva A. Cassell, Gives a Comprehensive 
Analysis of the Evil, and the Good, in an Es
pecially Interesting and Instructive message 
which throws a Flood of Light on these two 
Antagonistic Elements. His Views on Pre
natal Influences are V ery Valuable.

Every disembodied, spirit eaii' trace 
his peculiarities back to the parents 
who bore him, and every mother can 
trace her child’s mental and physical 
characteristics back to the process of 
gestation.

The drama of conception and gesta
tion is wonderful; it means that a. spark 
of the Infinite—an immortal spirit, has 
taken on matter for tiie purpose ot be
ginning an earthly pilgrimage. There 
are thousands of mortals who are ignor
ant of the wonderful drama enacted on 
the advent of an immortal soul on
earth; they are Indifferent to that
drama; earth’s scientists scour the 
country for miles to discover a different
kind, of an insect—and learn the num
ber of its legs and wings; earth’s peo
ple zealously strive for knowledge con
cerning the pedigree of the beasts, of 
burden—but of the primal state of an 
immortal soul and its advent on earth, 
they are wantonly ignorant,

. The Spirit in Its Primal State.
The spirit, in its primal state before 

coming to earth was a ■ part of the di
vine source, pure; it was the principle 
of good. Born into earthly conditions, 
evil might come later, since error and 
evil are mortal states. Swept through 
the doorway to earth through the law 
of conception, the spirit begins to 
Struggle for a hold on the earthly tene
ment. Day by day, week by week, 

’ month by month Jt begins to infiltrate 
itself , along the veins and arteries ot 
the growing body in the endeavor to 
“come into its own," until at the end of 
two hundred and eighty days, or nine 
months, it has full control of Its instru
ment, or body; then it makes its ad
vent on earth, an embodied spirij.
' The first' few years of its existence is 

. passed in perfecting its hold on the 
body and in gaining strengtn to carry 
it along life’s pathway, but by and by 
it is sufficiently mature to enter on its 
destiny; it is then swept into the mor-

causes havetai avenues its prenatal -------  
determined and attracted it to. If the 
life principle making the child, united
witn that of the mother, is
evolved from the body of a man whose 
brain and nerves are exhilarated with 
liquor or dulled with drugs and nico
tine, then the destiny of this spirit has 
been pre-determined, and it must gravi
tate to the level of the sot and the drug 

■fiend, and be accursed during its earthly 
pilgrimage.

Drunkards are born and not made; it 
would be. impossible to make a drunk
ard of a man unless he had- the vibra
tions of liquor organized Into him; he 
might-he placed where rivers of whisky 
flowed before him, yet he’would not 
touch’it; . '

on earth’s people and they are sending 
forth prayers for its amelioration.'

It is supreme folly, in men to-day to 
imagine that they can fill their systems 
with nicotine, alcohol, and other debas
ing stimulants, without permeating 
every element in their bodies with the 
effluvia. The finest and most sensitive 
nerves of the organism are in the gener
ative system and they are the first to 
succumb to the demoralizing effect of 
all stimulants, and posterity is the suf
ferer. ' -

Not only that, such stimulants act on 
the brain of the embryo and render the 
future human being vulnerable to a 
mild insanity which might invite ob
sessed spirits; a general inflammation 
on the cerebrum, the organ of intelli
gence ensues; the will is then under the 
domination of the cerebellum, or lower 
faculties and there Is disorder in the 
leaimof reason; lunatics, semi-lunatics, 
and imbeciles are the ic-sult.
Obsessing a Child With Mental Gloom.

How can there be aught but “evil" 
spirits when a father brings to pater
nity the dregs of all that is lowest and 
vilest in human nature; how can he do 
aught but obsess his child with de
praved instincts? How can a‘mother, 
the wife of a drinking man, or a gam
bler, or a horse Jockey ; how can such 
a mother, weeping in secret, suffering 
poignant anguish of mind during'gesta
tion—the embryo the magnet -which is 
attracting her mental worries and 
which receives the indelible impress of 
them; how can she do aught but ob
sess her child with the mental gloom 
and despondency which makes of him 
a man who shuns his fellows, his men
tal faculties blighted, unable to rise in 
the world to the exalted heights of un- 
foldment? How can parents who commit 
these crimes against spirit expect aught 
but evil to result from thplr course? 
If they contribute to gestation the ig
noble elements which beget evil, they 
must expect imps and not angels to be 
the result. -

How many men and women are there 
who prepare for the sacred office of 
parenthood? Do they not, on the con
trary, bring to the creative function the 
very worst of obsessing conditions? 
Do they not, on the very threshold of 
the creative realm, begin their system 
of obsession by hoping that no children 
will be born? ••»».• And if 
they do not succeed, is not the embryo 
obsessed with the black and Infernal 
suggestion that he came into life 
against their will, unwanted? What 
is the result? A human.being who pri-

with pitiful mothers whose lives are 
filled with poignant anguish over the 
yout|iful drunkard within their homes. 
Their prayers ascend continually to the 
bupernal realms, and angels weep over 
them while drawing nearer and nearer, 
to their succor. We are coming just 
as fast as we can find those adapted to 
the open door.
Spiritualism Embodies Various states 1 

of Spiritual Development.
The thought-waves of earth breach us 

in tills way: you wonder why-our lec
turers and noted mediums have not 
said more on the the subject of obsess
ion. The reason is; all mediums do not 
realize the nature of obsession; and 
many have never come in contact with 
it, while others are aware* of it; these 
facts disprove the statement made, ip 
this arena that Spiritualism: embodies, a 
system of demonism; it does not; it em
bodies various grades or states of spirit 
development, from the earth -bound, or 
lowest, to the infinite,,.or highest.,Spir
itual intelligences wjio do reformatory 
work, do not lose tlpi.e in,calling the at
tention of Spiritualists tp obsessed spir-. 
its, but they set to work to relieve 
them. Many form into bands of mercy: 
for visiting the lower strata and pro
jecting their magnetic, auras against 
the shadows which surround . the , ob- 
obsessed spirits. Others band.together 
to attack the source of the evil in mor-: 
tai life. There 1b no wrong on , earth 
that does not carry its cry of . type,- Its 
petition for help to the listening ears of 
immortals and quick on the wings of 
love they respond and begin as best 
they can a course that will alleviate 
th'em, in time. Many mediums are the 
instruments of guides who are.perform
ing an especial work through them, and 
obsession does not belong to or fit In 
with their system of labors,' although, 
they may allude to it or recognize it as 
a factor ori earth; they rest content in 
the knowledge that other , gulden Z and 
teachers are taking up- the :wqr^; pt, re
form and cure,

Spiritualists, with'' l»|s kjqdly, fatherly 
face and voice. ■' His midress at. the 
opening of the camiPon Saturday after
noon, did; not change m? estimate of 
him in the least. mldress he ad
monished the mediums $8 bear with 
each other’s shortciimiugb' and to ‘ be 
charitable to all, remembering that we 
were children of the saiAA great spirit 
and equally belovediby 18, and that we 
should try to help ®ach Jother rather 
than hurt or injure, and 'that all medi
ums were good medtums.lv. ..

Judge Levi Moclijrit is dxpected will 
be re-elected for thelhomiidg year.: The 
■universal .opinion:' expressed to me 
about him is one of great love and re- 
-spect.

On Sunday, our beloved and respected 
brother and mediumjlMr. Frank T. Rip
ley, gave many.. ,teqtSj‘ consisting of' 
names, dates and incidents, all of which 
were recognized, and fqr. which he re
ceived much applause.; Frank T. Rip
ley has been re-appolnied chairman of 
the meeting for the homing year. He is 
well liked by all who are here,

I have had the pleasure to meet and 
renew old acquaintance,with Mr, Frank 
N. Foster, the veteran, medium for spirit 
photography. He did a great deal of 
picture-taking Sunday ‘after the meet-, 
ing at the pavilion was oyer. .

Mrs. Anna ,L. Gillespie’s opening ad
dress Sunday was sublime, and was in 
the nature of a plea for. the - rights of 
children, she saying that few persons 
and parents ever considered the real 
rights of children. Her remarks on this 
topic brought the tears to the eyes of 
many of the 1,500 or more who heard 
her, She also criticised the use of the 
word “psychic" by some mediums, say
ing she djd not approve of such use; as 
the word psychic was hot synon&mous 
with medium, and that the wordmjedi-

Mineral Park Camp-meeting a Success.
I want to write of the glorious times: 

at Mineral Park Spiritualist camp-meet
ing. The programme so far has been 
carried out to the letter, which has 
given to the public a worthy intellectual 
feast. The attendance has been most 
encouraging, demonstrating to all the 
inteipst along these lines that deal with 
the real side fit life.

Nettle Howell is one of those grand, 
good, unselfish souls whose heart and 
wish is to ever keep before the people 
the great truth that is the heart of all 
religions,'and through'.experience has 
this noble sister learned .the lesson that 
Spiritualism is the only ifem that opens 
the door between this . .expression of 
life and the beyond. Long may she be 
given the. power,to reach .the human 
hearts that are ever searching for light, 
strength and hope, and through her ad
ministration, supported by most compe
tent brothers and sisters, will this camp 
of 1005 be a grand success,

I do not and cpuld not cqll this camp
meeting a revival in any respect, but 
through this spiritual communion we 
have grown stronger, we havo added to 
the already good through these weeks 
of intellectual Intercourse, we have 
through comparison learned of a great
er power, which through organization 
can never be limited. .Through uniting 
our forces a mighty power is created 
anew, and out into this, darkened sin-' 
sick world, does this spiritual energy 
find its- way, Shaking possible through 
organization that which would be im
possible if unsupported.

Brother Barrett has touched the soul 
of his audiences. He has made clear 
the way that so often is darkened by 
our unbelief and distrust—he has given 
to the Weak strength, lie-has given to 
the strong courage, he has pictured life 
as it is and What it ought to be. He has 
lifted us into an-altitude that makes, us 
stronger, purer, and- more considerate

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr. Thomson J. 
Hudson. Price $1.50.

As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual book 
and, gives a beautiful account of the process of dying. ' Price, $1.

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by, 
Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound , in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price $L . 1 . “ ,.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with sifcns of tha 
Zodiac. By J. II. Hill, M. D.’ Price $1.

Atlantis, the Antediluvian World,. By Ignatius Donnelly, is a book 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. ■ Price $2. 1

Auras, and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price 50 ets

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with1 other psychic experiences of the 
author. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing the phase. By Sara. A. Underwood. Price,0 cloth $1, 
Paper, 50 cents. " . . ’

um was not a disgrace tor anyone un^ one of another—and let us all who 
less the persons who made use of it dis- w»’” ---------------

Suggested Suicide.
If a mother bears an unwelcome 

child—if maternity , has been thrust 
upon her without her desire and con
sent ; if she broods over the matter and 

. despondency gives voice, to, “I wish 1 
was dead—I have a mind to kill myself 
and get rid of this forced maternity for
ever”—she has suggested suicide to the 
growing embryo and. it is born under 
the psychology of a suicidal mania. It 
is the cause of the many suicides in 
earth life—the mother Is the obsessing 
spirit—not an evil spirit in the spirit
ual sphere.

If a prospective mother takes drugs, 
if she resorts to malpractice in order to 
kill the embryo and does not succeed— 
it she impresses upon it the psychology 
of murder, her son -will be drawn into 
the vibration of the life-destroyer and 
commit murder. Or if the father is un
der the psychology of hatred toward 
his neighbor and wishes him harm; if 
he contributes to parenthood a fertile 
germ which vibrates with his vicious at
tributes, he is an obsessing spirit and 
has stamped his offspring with the ven
om of the life-taker.

Murderers are born, and not made, 
primarily, by evil spirits on the borders 
of earth.

Alcohol, Drugs and Nicotine.

inarily possessed the requisites which go 
to•.form,, a•• noble entity, ¡and- who. might • 
have arisen to a high mental attitude 
and have been a credit to his fellows, 
is crushed and obsessed by the blank 
suggestion of his . parents and, under 
this ban, he is henceforth a wanderer 
on earth, with no place to lay his head; 
he cannot stay long in one spot, he feels 
that nobody wants him and that he is 
an intruder everywhere To such as 
these, good friends, belong the army ot 
tramps who travel, desolate, from city 
to town, obsessed by the action of their 
mother’s mind when in embryo. To 
such as these belong the boys and girls 
who run away from home—repudiated 
prenatally by their parents.

Planted the Roots of their Passions.
■Where are the roots of the animal 

passions? In answer to those of earth 
who ask this question, I must say that 
the fathers who impress their abnormal 
cravings for liquor, for murder or any 
other depravity on offspring, have 
planted the roots of their passions in 
the spirit bodies of their children and 
have obsessed and driven them to the 
mortal hells where they must suffer ah 
existence of misery. Every -atom of 
the body of a man who drinks liquor,

No mother can bear a son of light, no 
mother can pen>etuate the living God in 
her child, when its father bestows a 
heritage of alcohol, drugs and nicotine; 
and ho offspring reeking with these 
vices can be a credit to the community 
in which he is bom; children conceived 
in these vibrations must gravitate to 
the levels where they belong. Woman 
cannot elevate the race unaided and 
alone—her superhuman efforts of the 
past prove this; she must have the as
sistance which a healthy and a decent 
fatherhood can bestow. She must have 
the co-operation of a self-respecting and 
responsible father who will shoulder his 
share in framing the moral qualities to 
be possessed by the child; a father who 

• will be worthy to take upon himself the 
sacred office of paternity.

The Effects of Unworthy Parentage.
Oh, the earth is filled with the effects 

of unworthy parentage; all its infamy 
springs from this one source—from 
sending into existence human beings so 
illy organized that they fall at the first 
temptation; human creatures who drag 
along through life a bane to themselves 
and to others as long as they live, and 
after, for the evil spirits of whom you 
speak and 'the system of obsession of 
■which you would learn, has its source 
in the very thing I have stated, namely, 
abuse-of the creative functions and ig
norance of the laws of gestation; for if 
you father and mother "demons,” you 
can only expect to reap retribution for 
your folly. No mortal who is morally 
and rightfully bom, who is properly 
gestated can degenerate into a "demon 
or evil spirit,” for he is above tempta
tion and he might be placed in a den of 
thieves, drunkards and murderers, yet, 
true to the nobler instincts a careful pa
rentage-had bestowed, he would come 
out unscathed. You can not make a 
criminal of a man who is rightfully or
ganized. .

As I come into the mortal environ
ment to-day and touc.1 spheres with the 
minds'of earth, I feel the thought of 
those who hunger for knowledge; their 
needs press heavily upon me and 1 am 
moved, to point out some causes of the 
evils existing In the mortal. I am 
swept momentarily into the vibrations 
of those who are kin to the inebriate 
and who ask for succor; perhaps I may 
bo forgiven if I diverge from the imme- 

, diate subject and point out how the com 
: dltion of the drunkard may be bettered.

burden of intemperance Ues heavy;

smokes tobacco inordinately, or worse, 
chews it, or uses drugs, has a taint of 
these things and the masculine ego is 
permeated with them; these are the 
animal passions which have their roots 
in the spirit. Their virus is bestowed 
by their father and the action of the 
spirit in embryo, contributes toward 
implanting the roots of the animal pas
sions-there; that is why disembodied 
spirits are afflicted with their earthly 
appetites. The more they have catered 
to these appetites on the mortal side, 
the harder it wiU be to rise above them 
on the spiritual side. If this fact and 
spiritual science were taught in the 
schools and colleges of earth, the im
mortal spirit would be’ better prepared 
to wend its way God-ward, upon earthly 
dissolution.

The Spirit Primarily Pure.
How, do you ask, dp the roots of the 

animai appetites become embedded in 
a spirit which was primarily pure? 
Through the thought of a depraved 
father as projected on the mother, and’ 
through the thought of an unworthy 
mother being woven into the spirit and 
bbdy of the babe she is gestating; fqr 
thought is soul, mind dominâtes spirit, 
and a mother who gives way to gross 
gratifications is planting the roots of 
animal appetites in the spirit body of 
her child. She is obsessing him with 
spite, malice, revenge, hatred and mur
der, as the case may be; as Brother 
Pierpont has stated, given him a herit
age of deepest woe; on dissolution he 
will be obsessed by these ignoble qual
ities and unable to rise above them; in 
extreme cases of depravity these ob
sessed spirits will seek the aura of de
graded mortals and endeavor to con
tinue their lives of ignominy.,

Those' disembodied spirits who were 
the victims of earthly drugs and opiates 
are still obsessed with their attributes 
on dissolution and remain for a long 
time In shadow in a comatose state; 
there is' little to be feared from them.

One great cause of the obsession of 
the spirit of man Ues in the fact that 
mothers are forced into maternity with
out their consent and against their 
earnest protest. Hardly do they re
cover from one maternity before an
other is thrust upon them before their 
nervous system Is able to properly feed 
another embryo; the result is, children 
are born with: defective nervous organi
zations.1 which require an artificial stim
ulant; they are obsessed with cravings1 
for .drugs, alcohol, eta, and become nic
otine fiends and whut is. termed, “ha
bitual drinkers.” as well as periodical.

inebriation the Greatest ' Source of 
Earthly Misery. ; ’. •

The greatest source of earthly misery 
arises in inebriation, because its .victim 
not only suffers, himself, but his.family 
suffer with him and little children- en
dure hunger, cold and every depriva
tion. Medicines are of .little avail in - 
the case of . the periodical drinker; ,the 
root of .‘the appetite is in: the 'spirit; 
the paternal germ was evolved from a,: 
body vibrating with alcohol. The per 
cent of reformed inebriates from this 
class Is larger than from another class. 
The habitual drinker may be. bettered 
by administering a' nerve tonic . which 
will supply ihe defect of birth (that 
which emanated from the mother) and 
all victims to Inebriation should be 
given spiritual treatments; Since the 
root of their inebriation is in thè spirit 
they require then, a spiritual cure; as 
the mother and the father impressed, 
upon the embryo the states which domi
nated'them at conception; as the mind 
and thought ot thè mother, (suffering 
during gestation with nerve defect), en
tailed upon her son ner own lack of 
nerve energy, so also must the minds 
of strong-willed healers be brought in 
conjunction for a cure; the obsessed 
mortal or inebriate should sit quietly 
with healers who project a strong men
tal current on his afflicted spirit for his 
cure. He should be taught that the root 
of his disease lies in spirit. When he 
becomes sòulfully illumined, when thé 
darkness of spirit caused by the moth
er’s brooding during gestation, is re-_ 
placed by light, the condition which 
held him to thp^dlseas.e ls..broken.and 
he is well. When the inebriate is lost 
to'all sense-of self-respect and he can 
not be reached in this way, a good and 
fumane psychologist should throw a 
magnetic force over the boy.' speak to 
his spirit and thus aid it to throw off 
the obsession.

In earthly precincts when the officer 
of the law arrests an inebriate, he 
should not take him to jail, to be kept 
a prisoner or fined a sum of money; in
stead he should be taken to a home or 
sanitarium, erected by the state, where 
strong magnetists and powerful psy
chologists may supply a nerve force anq 
bring a mental illumination to his ob-- 
sessed spirit for a cure; this lies in 
changing the mental and spiritual atti
tude of the inebriate. Instead of this, 
drunkards are arrested, placed, in jail 
and made to pay money, then are al
lowed to. go forth into a merciless com
munity where they are despised for 
their infirmities, and where.they, soon 
fall again into the same error. Nothing 
is done by anyone, even by thè law, to 
break the obsession which holds them 
victims. . -

The Word Evil as Applied to Spirit
I would call your attention to the 

word evil, as applied to these obsessed' 
disembodied spirits; neither that: nor 
the word demon may- be logically ap
plied to them; since, on dissolution 
they still live in the earthly environ
ment and are dominated by-the earthly 
appetites, they are; then, earth-bound 
spirits and entitled to just theteogno-

graced it themselves, and that all per
sons hated Worse thati which they did 
the most harm to. i

The Rev. B. F. Austin of Rochester, 
N. Y„ followed her with a lecture on 
“The Bible and Spiritualism,1' and he is 
certainly able to handle his subject. He 
will lecture for the camp throughout the 
week. ;

• It is with feelings of great pleasure to 
me to have made the acquaintance ot 
Mr. and Mrs. Hans Throndsen of Louis
ville, Ky. They are: both very good me
diums and are well respected by the vis
itors at the camp. I hope to sit in one 
of his seances before I leave the camp.

Mr. Chase of Cleveland, O., is here 
with Mrs. McCoy of the same city; they 
will holà seances for trumpet and spirit 
paintings while here. s’j

We expect a great ¡pump., this year, 
and that many of those now in the dark 
will receive otir glwlolis' light' before 
the camp is over, through the instru
mentality of our mâhy iflbdlums, and 
we do not believe tüât ouWarray of tal
ent can be surpassedoby fflij’ camp this 
year. -m 1 ’39

Mrs. Lydia Jessuüi1 thé decretory of 
the association, is awéfyv’ genial and 
pleasant little lady,! and 'riie gossip of 
the camp is that Bhd is to'Be re-elected 
to her old place When ‘the election 
comes off In August. I believe the as
sociation cannot do'<tiettér}>! since she 
has both:brains aïJâ experience, to 
make her the choicer ■ us

The annual election of %fficers.of the 
Indiana’State■’Assoohtlon’’will be held 
on Saturday, AugustU.! rm h. B;
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An Account of the Work-Going On.

men which fits their condition; “ It is 
hardly fair to call them demons, for ev
ery earth-bound spirit who: comes 1 to 
mortals is not essentially evil->-far frt)m 
it; they are often dominated by-Just a 
craving to get into the earthly ; atmos
phere. . '

It Is proper that the sequel or’bright
er side to the story of the earth-bound 
spirit be now presented? 1 \ ■ r '

Obsession is a state that belongs es- 
sentlally to earth, it has no place in the 
spiritual spheres Bave as it is projected 
there from earth; its Shadow may brood 
over a departed spirit,¡'dnlÿ so long as 
the spirit may be unable: ; to emerge 
from the shadow. The. white 'light, of , 
the God-sun. penetrates, evéÿy ■ ait>m of’ 
the spheres and shines upon the-lowest 
and most depraved of spirit sinners?. No 
soul is lost and no soul has ever been 
eternally lost, for each is reached' by 
the God ray and though it may, notj at 
once reform, yet gradually the saving 
rays bring a knowledge: which-shows to 
the sinner his darkened condition' and 
he begins to resurrect the 'spark of'in-. 
Unity from the mass of éarthly shadow; 
he rises to his divine estate; ' <

Evil spirits are the bug-bears of Spir
itualism on account of the false belief 
that thé spirit world ls full iff demons' 
who are chained for all time to their 
condition. A belief; in demonology 
holds millions of mortals 'enslaved by 
fear; It arrests their growth, for no per- 
Bon ever rose to exalted heights who 
was enslaved by fear; it chains the 
mind from exerting its faculties .and 
stops the human progress. Letms rea
son together. The earth-bound spirit of 
hundreds of years ago arid ¿11 those 
who accompanied him, have long ago 
emerged from efirth’s obsessing.shadow 
and are climbing the lillls of progres
sion toward infinity; it could not. be 
otherwise for nothing holds BtiU, all is 
motion and activity—progression; it is 
the law governing earth-bound spirits 
and .the law which brings them to their 
own.

(To be continued.) -

claim to be Spiritualists, ever remem-
her that now is the time to demonstrate 
our love for. our leader and co-worker, 
Harrison D. Barrett, by supporting and 
making it possible for him to reach the 
world’s people... .

The Truth Seekers are to be congratu
lated in securing.him as their speaker 
this fall, ADELAIDE K. BROOKS.

Los Angeles, Cal.

MR. JOHN W. RING.

He Sends a Ringing Message to the 
World.

Our camp is progressing finely. Our 
scientific lectures given by our genial 
brother, W. J. Erwood, are attracting 
large and intelligent audiences. So far 
Mrs. Bryan and your humble servant 
have not had an opportunity to demon- 
strate_pur powers, but, we are to materi
alize tomorrow night, and Friday after
noon, and they or we .will be full forms 
and most real in cur materializations. 
We are only waiting our' turn on this 
great and broad platform, of the Kansas 

'Association. i .
Mrs. Laura B. Payne , of Texas, gave 

a very inspiring lecture,.and was very 
generously applauded!

Mrs. Isa Kayner gave the most con
vincing proof of spirit return.

Max Hoffmann is hep and giving 
verbal tests which are also convincing 
to the many seekers after truth.

Mrs. Bellman. Mrs. . Powers Bethel 
and other fine and honorable mediums 
are with us, Mrs, Clara ptewart of Wis
consin, who is being ^anxiously looked 
for, has not arrived, ’but' we sincerely 

Jiope she will,
Wm. W. Aber 1b also on the grounds. 

He gave his first seance last night. All 
are not permitted to epter his seance. 
He and his wife are selling seats to the 
public, by ticket ’ only, which read 
thusly:

ABER’S TICKETS ,TD.SEANCE. 
Wm. W. Aber, Materializing Medium.

Read Carefully.
“The United States Constitution guar- 

"antees religious liberty and air citizens 
“have an inalienable right to worship, 
“or give utterance to the religious sen- 
“timent through any peaceable meeting, 
“or ceremony they may deem proper. 
“Though ready at all times to defend 
“himself, Wm. W- Aber-does not court 
“religious persecution, Jt is therefore, 
“hereby understood.and agreed between 
“Wm. W. Aber and the purchaser, hold- 
“er or user of this ticket, that no guar- 
"antee is madmas to the character, ori- 
“gin or mode or manifestations of any 
“phenomena occurring,.at : the seance, 
“and Wm.- W. Aber ©r the. purchaser, 
“holder or user of tips ¿Icket may en- 
“tertain or advance i^he spiritual or 
"other explanation of j the-s phenomena, 
“and the other party shall ¡to no way be 
“held responsible for^nctovlews or ex- 
“planation. It is torther9(iunderstood 
“and agreed that thejpurcheser, holder 
“or user of this tickettis during attend- 
“ance at seance, simply gs 'spectator, 
'/‘and is to conduct hj^j oritorself in as 
“quiet and orderly- ^nnesh as at any 
"other religious meting, ppd to inter- 

: “fere in no way with^he signee."
I have been informed byoone of the 

spectators who attended .Wgi. W. Aber’s 
seance last evening tjifit WlP- McKinley 
materialized, but as tills, genii eman in
formed,me of our illugirion?.,president’s 
appearance through, jffm. Aber’s or- 
,ganlsih, I noted a ppculiqr twinkle of 
the, eye and. a. smilp,.un^e5neath' his 
moustache that spok&jVolumes to Sister 
Bryan and myself. Would to All Good 
that rules our universe, that all medi
ums could see the great injustice done, 
not only to themselves but to the loved 
ones whom they are. wringing, and qee 
it before it is too late. I TJhe spirit world 
never before was so thorpughly aroused 
ond determined to oypfi the. dishonor- 
able work from'our ranks. .

. Winfield, Kans. . JAQUET.

To the Editor and Readers:—Have 
you felt a great wave of spiritual uplift- 
ment? It is most likely from Mineral 
Park Camp-meeting as it joins forcés 
with the various other • Spiritualist 
Camps which are in session. Surely 
this one ranks with the very best in ev
ery respect, beauty ot surrounding, 
management and talent.

Harrison D. Barrett. Mrs. R. S. Lillie, 
J. L. Dryden, W. C. Bowman, Maud 
Lord Drake, Augusta Armstrong and 
Ada S. Horman with several local 
speakers, Mrs. C. M. Johnston ot San 
Diego, Mrs. Mary C. Vlasek and others 
have furnished beautifully uplifting les
sons of spiritual truth. The phenom
ena have been ably presented by John 
Slater, Mrs. R. Cowell. Mrs. Sudan 
Green, Mrs. Bryan and several others,— 
wish I could recall every name, as each 
is doing Ms and her work as best he or 
she knows, and thus the vast multitude 
is reached and ministered to and, we 
trust, fed.

Mrs. Hettie Howell, the manager— 
the soul bf the camp—has done a truly 
wonderful work to so unify the forces 
as to make the great spiritual treat pos
sible. She Is possessed with the facul
ty of seeing and hearing without being 
moved, and by the quiet yet determined 
manner in which she has worked, the 
public is seeing the better side of Spir
itualism and realize that it is a pro
found philosophy, a demonstrated sci
ence and at the same time a Humanita
rian religion. The Fay Mills Fellow
ship and various kindled movements 
are doing-great work, but the clear 
sighted can plainly see that they are 
serving Spiritualism in the dishes' 
which they have made—tastes better to 
some, you know.

“Yours Truly” has worked in his 
usual earnest manner and seems to 
.have touched some vibrations, among 
the children especially, of response. 
From here I go to San Diego for a 
week; there the society has a temple. 
Mr. C. A. Buss and Mrs. G. E. L. Smith 
and other of the workers nave been 
here at camp. Then to Clinton, Iowa, 
for August 11. 12 and 13, and via Chi
cago to Lily Dale for August 22, where 
special arrangements have been made 
for a Lyceum Day; hope each camp 
will soon make' this provision, and then 
I hope to make arrangements to remain 
in-New York, Ohio, and Indiana until 
convention' time in October. Loving 
thoughts to one and all; please meet me 
in thought realm with loving devotion 
for the cause of education among the 
little folks especially.

. JOHN W. RING. 
Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

BÜTTÈ, MONTANA.

''Mediumship and Its Devedopraent, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Dsyel- 
ppmest” By W. H. > Bach. Especially 
useful to learners Who seek to know and

Such mortals are. not.responsible—they-l utilizo the laws of mediumship aad de- 
are sick! ■ Drunkenness is a disease, a | v^opment; and avoid enrora. Trice, 
chronic disease. The earth is habited | siloth, M cents; ¡w®?» 25 cents.

. The Mgfif of Esypi-" - Wisses S 
and 2. An osculi librar? In itself, a 
tent-book oî «sotsrtö knowledge ss 
taught by Adepto «sì Hermetic Mtog* 
$hy. Price §2 volum».

“Handy Electrical DJeflsaary.” A 
pmttoal handbook of reference,

Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit in a most interesting manner, 
and describing his life’in the spirit world. Price 75 cents.

Beyond.the Vail. A Sequel to Rending the Vail, given through th» 
mediumship of W. W. Aber. Price, $1.50 ; postage 25 cents

Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous'power which'helped or 
made them perform mighty'works and utter inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets arid apostles. By Allen Putnam Price 75e ’

Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing à de-' 
seription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of 
the principle personages of the Christian Bible, and an examination of 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.75.

Big Bible Stories. Placed in thè crucible of Mathematics, they ara 
made too absurd for anyone who can count on his fingers, one two 
three, etc. New and unique. By W. II. Bach. Price, 50 cents ’ ‘

Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot J. Savage. Price $1,
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Mature. Just the book for mental healers or students in the 
science. 107 pages. Price $1.

Character Building, Thought'Power. A dainty little book and heln- 
ful. By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 35 cents.
Conflict Between Religion and Science. By J. W. Draper. Price, $1 75

Child Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear ehil- 
dren according to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental sug
gestioni By Newton R. Riddell. Price 65 cents.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum. A manual, with directions for the 
organization and management of Sunday-schools. Something indis
pensable. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, 25 cents ; postage, 5 ets

Christs of the Past and Present. By Rev. Moses Hull. A valuable 
book. Price, cloth, 35 cents ; paper, 25 cents.

Clairvoyance. A book of 109 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a' 
system of philosophy of clairvoyance, its law, nature and unfoldment " 
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Common Sense. A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
present day. A book to inspire the reader to love his free America. By 
Thomas Paine, Paper, 15 cents. ' ,J.

Concentration. A series of six symbol cards and a valuable pamph
let on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with instructions how' 
to conquer yourself and develop your innermost faculties. Bv Lnn™ 
G. Fixen. Price 50 cents. J

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood the 
well-known lecturer. Those who have had the privilege of hearing 
Prof. Lockwood lecture will understand and appreciate the character 
of this work. Price $1.

Notes From ;a. Worker in the Field.

We have cóme to this western city, 
surrounded by. its mountain peaks, and 
one of the .richest copper mining re
gions in ,the world., to -spend a few 
weeks in the interest of-our beloved re
ligion and-philosophy of the soul, in 
voicing 'the sentiments of the spirit 
world to those, who are interested in our 
work. Àt our . meetings-yesterday we 
had very intelligent and appreciative 
audiences, and- the outlook is that the 
interest in our. cause will grow and ex
pand until many- more will be brought 
to see the truth as it la manifested in 
the teachings of Spiritualism.

We have working with us, and for 
some weeks before we’came, one of the 
grandest and most convincing physical 
mediums in thé world, Henry B; Allen, 
who; has done more to cause skeptics to 
see. and start..them out ip the field of 
investigation along the lines of psychic 
research, than, any other medium we 
know of. Among the. old veterans in 
the movement, at this, place, bne whom 
everybody-respects and loves, and one 
whose whole life has been -devoted to 
this soul-inspiring work is Mrs. M. E. 
Logue—"Grandma Logue,” as she is fa-t 
miliarly known.- She has paved the 
way for other workers end her house 
has been always devoted and dedicated 
to the work of the.angel world.

I find The Progressive Thinker a-wel
come visitor at several places here- 
Where we have called, and we hope to 
extend the interest in this, the richest 
mining city in the world, that many 
more waiting souls, already emanci- 
ipated from both priestly authority and 
.materialistic nihilism, are ready and 
eagerly looking for the living word of 
power that shaU touch the sympathetic 
vibratory chord of their being and set 
them free. FRED D..DÜNAKIN,

- President O. S. A.
Butte, Montana.

Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences of Samuel 
Bowles. Given through the mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twing. Price ' 
50 cents. ' *

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection of original and selected hymns 
for liberal and ethical societies, for schools and the home. Compiled 
by L. K. Washburn. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. P

Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its title indicates—a 
thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. A very in- 
foresting book. Price 25 cents. •

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Berrier. Price 50c 
Data of Ethics. By Herbert.Spencer. Price 50 cents. ’ *
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young to

Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth bound. Price $1. 71
Death, Its Meaning and Result. By John K. Wilson, a member of tha

Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth. Price, $1.25.
1 Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their Interpreta
tions. By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, 25 cents.

Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will 
help you see the beauty and joy of life. Price, $1.50.

Echoes from the World of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 
songs, with music and chorus, in book form. By C. P. Longley. Price 
$1; postage 15 cents. ’. ■

Edith Bramley’s Vision. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested 
in learning how the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are seek
ing to prevent the progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents.

"Elsie’s Little Brother Tom. An interesting story for children. Allen 
Thurber, author. This book fills a need for literature for small folk« 
as there are but a few books, and we recommend this as being interest
ing and instructive. Price, 75 cents.

Encyclopeffia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the prin
cipal passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove or;, 
imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1.

Evolution of the Devil. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published. By Hevry 
Franlq the independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 centt. , 

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimke, Ph. B.
Cloth cover. Price, $1.50.

Every Living Creature, or a heart-training through the animal world« 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Cloth. Price, 35 cents.
. Father Tom and the Pope and the History of the Pope’s Mule. Price,' 
paper, 25 cents; cloth 50 cents.

Fasting, Hydropathy and Exercise. By Bernarr Macfadden and 
Felix Oswald, A. M., M. D. Cloth bound. Price $1.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome. A book that has done more to 
enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other two published. By ’ 
Rev. Chas. Chiniqny, ex-priest. Price $2.25.

Force and Matter, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a Sys
tem of Morality Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition« 
By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Priee, cloth, $1. ;

From Dreamland Sent. A book of poems. Verses of life to come« f 
By Lilian Whiting. Price, $1.

From Soul to SouL This beautiful book of beautiful poems ¡3 all that 
the title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful1 
in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1. •

“The New Lite.” By Leroy Berrler. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines ot 
vnew though®.“ Excellent in tone and 

| tendency. .
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Gospel of Buddha. According to old records. A translation from ' \ 
Japanese, made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate .( .iS 
to the Parliament of Religions. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1. •

Gospel of Nature. A book filled from beginning to end with spiritual ’ «
truth of the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all 
life. By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. Price, $1. ‘

Great Romah Anaconda, or Thirty-seven and a half years .in the, 
Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet. By. Prof. George P. Rudolph^ 
Ph. D. Price, 15 cents.

Happiness and Marriage. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
Harmonics of Evolution. A valuable work by Florence Huntley, 

Cloth. Price, $2. ” . '
Health and Power. A handbook of cure and human upbuilding by . 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. B^ E. D. Babbitt, 
M.D. Cloth cover. Price, 35 cents., • ,

Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and - 
¡ephemeris. By Verno Vedra. Cloth. Price, $1.50.

Heresy, or Led to the Light. By the well known writer, Hudson 
Tuttle.1 - Paper cover pnly. Price 30 cents.

Heroes and Hero Worship. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
History of AtharaeL Life in the Stone Age. The history of Atha- 

rael, chief priest of Al Aryans. Written thiough U. G. Figley. 'It is ■ 
very interesting. Price 30 cents.

History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite, 
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2.25.

History of the Inquisition. Just the book for those seeking informa
tion concerning that most damnable institution known in . history—the -• 
Roman Catholic Inquisition.. By£yrus!Mason, M. D. Price 25 cents.

How to Train Children and Parents. By Elizabeth Towne. Price . 
25 cents. . .

• Human Culture and Cure. Part First. Philosophy of Cure, Includ- 
ing Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Babbitt,-M. D. Price, 75 ots. 
Part Second; Marriage, Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding. 
Price, 75 cents. Parts Third and Fourth, in one volume, Part Third be- 
'ing devoted to .Mental and Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth to the 
Nervous System and Insanity. Price $1. Part Fifth, The Bodily Or
gans, Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cur«^
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and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity,
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(Continued from page 5.) 

fee born, and fewer fiends ot licentious- 
peas. . . ■

But the economic independence . 03 
Dornan alone will not, solve this prob
lem of human depravity. It* will do 
much, but it alone will not eliminate 
that vilest of all passions in the human 
breast, which creates such havoc in this 
world, and which is the PRIME CAUSE 
of inciting unfleshed demons to their 
diabolical work of obsession in the oth
er. So long as the present low ideals 
concerning marriage prevail, so long 
as men and women regard the marriage 
tie as a legitimate means „pf gratifying 
their animal propensities, so long will 
children be born with the stamp of the 
beast upon them. Strange, that an in
dulgence which; is rightly regarded as 
low, vile and degrading outside of mar
riage, should become so eminently prop
er within it! Strange, that a few words 
said by a: priest should have the power 
to transform purity to impurity, and 
vice into virtue! It can never be done. 
And so long as the fires of animalism 
are kept burning within the "sacred 
bonds of holy wedlodk,” so long will 
men be born with the uncontrollable 
impulses of the beast m their composi
tion; so long will they go through .this 
world leaving wreck-and ruin in their 
wake, and entering the life beyond, be
gin there a career of which men little 
dream.

GO BACK TO FIRST CAUSE.
Would you put an end to the evil ob

sessing influences which seek to ruin 
and degrade the weak and unwary? 
Then go back to first causes. Begin 
■at the beginning. Begin with the child, 
here in this life. Teach him the truth 
regarding his own nature. Teach him 
to subdue the animal propensities 
which may be in him, to hate those low 
bestial impulses and cost them out as 
he would a slimy serpent colled in his 
bosom. Give the young people high 
and pure ideals of marriage, and of the 
duties and responsibilities of parentage. 
Teach them that marriage is a. spiritual 
relation, in which the baser nature 
should have no part; that pure love Is 
of the mind and soul, and seeks not nor 
desires the gratifications of the beast. 
.When they grow up they will not be
come the parents of moral perverts, nor 
perpetuate in their offspring a mon
strous abnormal appetite which would 
put the very brutes to shame.

But, you say, not one parent in forty 
is qualified to give such instruction. 
Very true. The place for it is in the 
public schools. These things should be 

‘ taught in every grammar grade and 
' high, school, in every, college, normal 

school and university. Text books 
should be prepared, by those qualified 

' to. do so, a series for boys and one for 
■ girls, which not only give physiological 

Instruction, but what' Is even' more im
portant, moral training, and lofty ideals* 
of wedlock and parentage.

,, . No subject is of ;inore vital Import- 
. ance, ;yet our young people are taiight , 

everything save these which they most :

t few thousand years of time will be re
luired to redeem those who are already 
sunk in the depths of ignorance and de 
•jravity. Our work is here on, the mor
tal side. -Our duty it-is to dry up the 
sources of that great gulf stream of hu
man depravity which is setting daily to
ward the shores of Immortality. If this 
is not the work of Spiritualism in this 
world, then I do not know fop what pur
pose Spiritualism Is here. It it is not 
here to do away with ignorance, vice: 
and crime, to educate, uplift and spirit-

• uallze humanity, then it is here to nd 
purpose.

It is not enough to demonstrate the 
tact of life beyond death. It is not 
enougji to dry the tears and comfort the 
bereaved heart of the mourner. It Is 
not enough to point to the shining 
heights occupied by angel bands in tlie 
land supernal. These things are well, 
but they tall lar short ot the mission of 
Spiritualism. Spiritualism is not a re
ligion of selfishness. It teaches the 
brotherhood of man. If it teaches any
thing, it teaches that men are bound to
gether by ties that neither death por 
aught else can sever; that humanity is 
a unit, a whole, a great living, breath
ing, sensitive organism, the well-being 
of which depends upon the well-being of 
every component atom. It teaches that 
there is, and there should be, no true 
and perfect happiness, no lasting peace 
tor the few so long as there Ib pain and 
suffering for the mainy; that the ignor
ance and consequent suffering of the 
low and depraved must ever be a source 
of sorrow to the more highly unfolded 
spirit, prompting to continuous effort 
in the work of redemption.

And this is as it should be. We want 
no selfish spirit world; whose throngs of 
ecstatic beings roam forever the Elys
ian fields, wrapt in their own joy,'and 
deaf'to tlto cries of suffering and dis
tress, Such a world would be no better 
than the orthodox heaven, with its 
stony-hearted angels singing - hallelu
jahs to the Lamb, while their brethren 
»re writhing in torment just over the 
wall. .

We cannot escape from our relations 
one to another. The pain of one is the 
pain of all. Then up, .‘and at work! 
Wipe out the causes which produce 
wickedness. Give the human sour a 
chance. .Start it right, then surround . 
It with the environment which will de
velop all that is highest and best in its 
nature, that it may - not become a 
source of pain and sorrow to others, but 
may add through intelligent effort to its 
own happiness, and to that of the whole 
human family, in this and all future 
worlds. ■ ’

NORA BATCHELOR, i 
Ashland, Oregon.

WANTED—100 SHAREHOLDERS .

At Pçjjbbqr^
ílshlng a New Book, by thè Author 
of ,“À'Wanderer.in,Spirit Lands/’
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; imperatively need to know. Where 
i - knowledge should prevail, dense ignor- 
i. . ance reigns. The young are left to 

> grope their way alone, and to populate 
। ¿« the earth with the victims of their blind

1' passion and Ignorance.
I - We boast, of our educational instltu- 
| tions, but to the moralist and humani- 
i tarian the whole system, from the kin

dergarten ..to the university, is woefully 
deficient and one-sided. Its sole aim 
is the training of the intellect. The 
moral character it leaves where it 
found it—untouched. In this whole 
great scheme of education, ethics has 
no part Some day we will see our mis
take. We will learn that a knowledge 
of language, history, mathematics and 
physical science alone will never re
generate the race. These have their 
place, but “The proper study of man
kind is man.” And in the future, when 
We have grown wiser and more far-see
ing, the study of man, socially, morally 
and spiritually, will occupy a far larger 

; space in- our school curriculum, than 
i does any so-called branch of education 
: at the present time.

During all the centuries agone, man’s 
i thought has been directed to the mate- 
: rial universe, to the Investigation of its 

wonders, the penetration of its myster- 
i ies, the study of its laws. Himself, the 

crown and glory of the whole creation, 
I he has almost entirely overlooked. 
I .But the day of awakening Is at hand.

- -The mental power gained in the pur- 
, .suit of physical truth is already being 

turned toward the moral and spiritual 
i planes, with the realization that here 

are vast new fields to conquer, that in 
humanity are wonders and mysteries 
and possibilities far transcending any-’ 
thing in the material universe. -

: : GREAT WORK FOR SPIRITUALISTS.
; There is a great work for the: Spirit

ualist along these new lines of thought
, He alone understands, the tremendous 
; Importance of well-endowed and fully 
> developed moralcharacter, and the 
i' far-reaching results which flow from a 

lack of these. He alone knows that the 
accident of death does, not change the 

: m’oral nature, that there Is no such 
thing as “vicarious atonement;”' that

i r ’’salvation from sin” is impossible, that 
i 1 the wrong-doer goes on into the future 

life with all his evil traits and tenden
cies, his sensual appetites and passions 
still upon him, there to -continue his i 
mischievous work -and pernicious influ
ence for no one knows what length of

-x time. .

Ji Death is not the end. If the evil 
;■! tendencies of men went down into the 
' grave to rise no more, we might per- 

, : haps view them less seriously. But 
When we realize that, when once-in-

' itiated, they go on and on Into eternity, 
.. ¡the problem of prevention becomes one 
. which it; behooves us to try to solve.

■ -The spirit world has enough to do in 
• tho haiidllng of tho moral monstrosities 
■Xwhich we have already, sent to that

I*
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A Paper that Never Filters, Never Bus^s in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Sciencei Moi^ity, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the I^ss^nination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whofe” Truth, aad Nothing but the Truth
MAN AND HIS BODIES

As Viewed From a Theosophical Stand
point.

The majority of people are so ab
sorbed in obtaining the wherewithal to 
clothe and feed theii-' bodies that it 
they ever gave tlie matter a thought 
they congratulated themselves that they 
had only one body. 'Theosophy teaches, 
however, that man law several bodies, 
and that each one requires care and at
tention. And this statement, if taken 
seriously, has "a tendency,to make lite 
a much more complicated affair'than 
otherwise. For, Just as a man may 
have a dress suit, a business suit, and 
a hunting suit, and never make the 
mistake of wearing the wrong suit on 
any occasion,-so it is that he has dif
ferent bodies, and that each is to be 
used for a special purpose; and for that 
alone.

There are three, planes of nature on 
which man is at present evolving; they 
are the physical, astral and mental 
planes.' Although advancement is nec
essary in order to learn' •: to function 
consciously ou the astral plane first, 
and later on the mental plane, it would 
be misleading to suppose that tliere is 
really any up or down about the. mat
ter. All three planes'hre interpenetrat
ing, and the planes we do not ordinari
ly know anything about are a portion of 
the “unseen worlds" mentioned in tlie 
definition of theosophy.

. It is not accessary to speak particu
larly concerning the/,physical body or 
thé. physical plane,’b'ectfuk®, all are fa
miliar with them,' h

.Thé-astral body^of man—or body of 
desires and emotions—dooks precisely 
like'the physical body, but it is made 
of matter too fine to be seen by ordi
nary physical sight. Many ghost sto
ries have as a basis for their origin the 
fact that some dead person appeared ■ 
some place in his astral body, and was 

’seen by some one who told' of thé oc
currence'. ..

In sleep the consciousness functions 
in the astral body, although until one 
learns to function consciouslv pn the 
astral plane, the ordinary chaotic, 
dreams we have give us no idea what
ever, of that world. ; '

Each plane is divided into seven sub- 
planes. The lowest subplanés of the. 
astral plane are very, unpleasant; 
sometimes the drunkard by his excess
es develops astral vision on these sub
planes, and the result is that he sees - 
snakes. The highest , subplanes are 
fpir and; beautiful, and we get more or 
less distorted descriptions . of them 
from the accounts of mediums in spir
itualistic seances, -who tell us of -that 
“happy summer land.” The middle di
visions of the astral plané haver for 
their background the world as it looks

MUS, H. sowsne, «TO Sedgwlct street. 
ptenares.Bplrlt Modtcuted • Water. Distance 

no barrier.to success of cures.'

READING BY MAIL ONLY, 25 OBNTB. SEND Jb date of-birth,. Questions answered. Mrs. C. C. Middleton. 670 Sierra St Loa AngeleSi Oal.

Business Medium and Psydiometrist
Send date of birth,- aek three Questions, which 

will be answered, and a trial redding,- for 25 centa. 
For paychometry.-send article or specimen .to 
read from. TaEBESE DUANE. Box 87, Berkeley. Cal.

Annfo Lord Ubtsiuberlalu’s Card. 
• Dear frlemlB, you;can rreatly help me care for 
my blind elater, Jennie £. Webb* one ot theeRrl- 
•leat mediuma now in the form, by writing» letter 
to a spirit friend. Send It tb me with fi, and J will 
try and rot reply by independent twitlng or whly 
|>erfi.^.direB& lifra. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU-

Kitetig mhS?« 
" barmleaa Rome'Cure. •A4dreaa

MRS. M. V. BALDWIN; Box 1212 Chicago, Ill.

DON'T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, one ot the greatest psychic 

wonders living that uses the spiritual X*ray with- 
. out any leading symptom io direct, and locate nil 
interna) diseases. A trial will convince you. 
Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes 
aucoeestiiDy treated, as hundreds can testify. 
Send name, age, sex. complexion and )0 cents in 
stamps, and receive a correct diagnosis of your 
caser free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FBANOES I* LOUCKS,
85 V^arren 8L% Stoneham. Mail.

Concrete Imitation Building 
Stone Machines

ARE BETTER THAN BANK STOCK. 
Can Double Your Money on Output 

For best machines made, address,
J. A. BALL; Thorntown, Ind.

TRUMPETS.
The infallible fibre trumpet is insulated top and 

bottomi Shell, enamel, cardinal-color finish, |L&0, 
Guaranteed, better ihtm metal or any other mate • 
rial: very, light in--weight; absolutely tangible 
with spirit forces; .warranted'perfect or money 
refunded; cases with’-liandles, IL6Q. Booklet for 
all kinds of development, 13 cts., sent on receipt 
of price. :
JAB. JDorr St,, Toledo. O.

Imp, California.

The cost of publishing a first edition 
of 1,000 copies of this new book is esti
mated; at $500, and it is proposed that a 
syndicate of 100 members should be 
formed, each member to pay $5 per 
share and to receive In return a share' 
In the profits from the sales of the book 
should it prove a success and the public 
demand for the book call for further i 
editions. It is proposed that one-half j
of the profits from the sale of the book 
(after the expenses for publishing and 
circulating the book have been paid) 
should be set aside for the members of 
the syndicate and the other half of the 
profits reserved for the author’s remun
eration.

All persons who join the syndicate 
and pay $5 for a share ban get that 
money back and practically rècelve the 
share for nothing if they will find eight 
subscribers at 75 cents each to pur
chase the book. AU subscriptions col
lected will be credited to the person 
who obtains them and a full share or 
half share in the syndicate will be 
awarded to those who have obtained 
from four to eight subscriptions from 
purchasers of the book.

It is calculated thal if the book is at 
all successful a much larger edition 
than 1,000 would be sold and as after 
the first expense of setting up of thé 
type, etc., for the publication of the first 
1,000 copies, the cost of producing the 
books will be considerably less, so that 
a fair profit on the sales after the first 
1,000 may reasonably be expected.

Othèf books by this author have had 
a circulation of from 2,000 to 10,000 
copies, and it is hoped the new book if 
it becomes widely read will reach as 
large if not a larger circulation,

Further information can be obtained 
from Rev.. Nellie K. Balter, Portage, 
Wis., who is organizing the syndicate.

PRICE. 75 CENTS PER COPY.

Wanted Subscribers, for a New Book by: 
' the Author of “A Wanderer In '

Spirit Lands."

All who have read “A Wanderer” will 
read'this hew book, “The Story of the 
Guide Ahrinzlinan,” .with increased in
terest, as-it enters much further into 
explanations and teachings concerning 
the.subtle forces at work on the spirit 
side of life, and throws a new light 
upon many causes of the obsessions 
and other evils which are troubling the 
spiritual'cause at the present time, 
while the story itself is of absorbing in
terest as the dramatically told life of 
a remarkable man whose history .has 
been verified.' The MSS. has been sub- 
mitted to the criticism of leading liter
ary' men and to Orientalists of position 
as well as to advanced students of East
ern occultism and pronounced by them 
to be of great value and a remarkable 
and deply interesting story which all 
who read?wiH.enjoy to the last page.

It is proposed to publish the book at 
75 cents per copy to all who subscribe 
now, and the secretary of the Wisconsin 
State Spiritualist Association has kind
ly consented to receive subscriptions.- 
Should an insufficient number of suit 
scriptions be received to warrant the 
publication of the book the money will 
in All cases bo returned to the sub
scribers.

It is hoped that all interested in 
spreading spiritual linowledge will men
tion, this .book to their friends, as it is 
calculated jo interest those who like a 
powerfully told story, as well as all who 
desire further, knowledge from the spir
it side of life. .- . ■ .

The, title'of the book is "The Story of | 
Ahrlnziman.” . |
. SUbsoriptionsto be sent to-Rev. Nel-1

to our physical eyes.'- *
Aside from the human inhabitants of 

the astral plane, alive and dead, there 
are many other tilings pursuing a dif
ferent line of evolution from' ours. 
There are the nature.spirits of all kinds 
for instance, which have been called in 
folk lore, fairies, elves,- undines, and 
the like.

But what is of far more importance 
to. man Is the fact that .on the! astral 
plane are certain; seinWntelligent éñth 
ties called elementáis, whose power of 
action is limited to the expression ot 
certain kinds of emotions, as, for in
stance, one might belong to. the'anger 
type, and another to .the devotional' 
type.

Next in the order of evolution comes, 
the mental plane. This is'also called 
the heaven world, aS it. is. thé place in 
which all lofty and noble aspirations 
are realized after death. Glimpses of 
heaven experiences are sometimes 
gained in life by constant devotion to 
one’s best ideals, by unceasing efforts 
at self-improvement, or attempts to aid 
In the' bringing of happier-conditions, 
to others. All that is beautiful : and 
true in music, art and science, dr liter
ature has been gathered on the mental 
plane and then brought back through 
the physical brain to the physical 
world. . .

. On this plane one is much less liable 
to illusion than on the astral plane, 
and man functions on its . fewer. sub- 
planes in what is known as. the mental 
body.. It is possible; by,those who are 
sufficiently advanced, spiritually to meet 
and converse with, pn^addtifèr ip their 
mental bodies, giving and obtaining in
formation, . while their physical ' bodies, 
are thousands of miles apart. Telep
athy gives us some idea of this possi
bility.. . ..
, On the. highest planes of the heaven 
world man functions in the causal body,, 
or body of causes, -And it is this; body 
that’belongs, to him through’ alt his In
carnations. In the heaven world after 
death he builds into it the faculties 
which he has gained during the experi
ences of his earth life, and thus the 
evolving sour brings to each new birth 
a little more wisdom and-knowledge.

. - . CLARA S. HENDERSON,

GREAT;BOOKS
Besearclieirtn Moder« Spiritualism, By 

the greatest living chdihist. sir William Crookes. 
New Amer. Ed.‘60c.- (Ehg^Ed, cosUll.W.)

IlatioKmlM^niQr^ Vrainlnk- By B. P. Aus
tin. B. A.\ Ex-PrlnoipaVAlm'a College. ‘’The ker
nel, of the Memory System^/’ Highly-commended 
by educators..«fith edltion just out. 50c;

. The Xivln^'Deciabcru«. Twelve masterly 
Expository Lectures liy. W. J. Colville, tho great 
author and spiritual t&cher, Just out. 60c.
.Success arid HoUr to Win it. 24 Now 

Thought Lessons by Dr. Austin, Editor of ’‘Iteas- 
on.”--Worth 125.(10,-outsold for.¿5c.

ltea«on. 48 pp. monthly. (New.iThought and 
Psychic -Research.) Edited by Df..j3. P. Austin, 
60c. a year. . - - •

. WiThe four.volumesiwithdiEeasonti’ I yoar/12.
AUSTIN .PUBnSHINCr COMPANY

,.T Deportment T. RochMtcr. N. Y.

kt; Mudp Three-Beautiful f IWli. Spiritual Songs.

, “We Are Passing But Once This Way." Song 
and refrain, by P. O. Hudsoni'prlce, 2p cents.

"Satislled." A reverie. By A J. Maxham. 
Price 25 cents. ■

“The Light of Reason.1' English and Gorman 
words; hung to the- tune ¿of “Lead, -Kindly 
Light." Trice 25 Cents.

I I FTII An Interesting Story I ISKr I H Two Worlds. , 
LrtwULf 111Elevating, Fascinat
ing and. Instructive Throughout,

This work by Carrie E. S, Twlng Is exception
ally interesting. She well says: “These char
acters which have brought out the highest and 
lowest in different religious beliefs, have moved 
me, not I them." The whole book Is Interesting, 
fascinating, and instructive. Brice, 11.00. -

Researches
By SIB WILLIAM CROOKES, F. R. S., with 
illustrations. Of unusual interest and value, 
by one of the greatest scientists of the world. 
Price, 50 cents. ~ ■ - - •

IMPORTANT WORK.

I lie K. Baker, Portage, Wie« Secretary, 
„of jyiacoMa Stete Association, s „

A FADELESS FLOWER.

I wonder whv 1 think .of thee / 
,At morning, noon and night;

I wonder why thy. face so dear 
Ne’er passes from'-my bight; < . j .

I wonder why I hear thy .voice 
In every whispering leaf;' 

To think of thee, to see tliy face, 
Can only bring me grief. ;

I wonder why my- heart goes .put.. 
To thee as days .of. old; ! ’ ,

I wonder why I mourn-and-cry/. 
With sortow yet uiitold; ', '^ !

I wonder’why I call thy name • 
And pray for thee at night; ’ /'

To call to thee, to weep and sigh, 
Can give me no delight. . .

Ah! in the garden of my heart, 
. Hidden out of sight,

You dropped a seed one year ago ;
On a starry wintry night, . " 

And'bade me ever keep it there
To help it thrive and grow,- , 

And-though it’s watered by my tear%- 
Still I must love you so.

For since its roots are burled deep . 
Where none can know or see,

Its tendrils twine about thy-heart 
. And bind me close to thee. :. • 
’Never will it fade or die/. :: : r .

But always btrong with love, , - 
’Till transplanted to .the higher life 

■To bloom for thee above.- .. .-
. . , —David Douglas.

. ——r-> 
Corrupted-freemen Are-the-worst of

..........

“Official Register of the National, State 
and Local Spiritualist Associations of 

. the'Unlted States and Canada, With
Lyceums, ..Camp-Meetings and Me
diums.” ' ■;
•The. above is the title of a highly im

portant illustrated work, gotten up with 
painstaking care, by ' Mrs. Laura G. 
Flxen, the.efficient vice-president of the 
Illinois: State Spiritualist -Association, 
1047 Carmen Avenue, Chicago. It con
tains 100 pages and will prove of great 
value to those who wish to get informa
tion in regard to the different societies 
located in various parts of the country. 
It Is gotten up in a most beautifully ar
tistic style,: and reflects great credit on 
its compiler.. This long needed work 
will impress the casual observer With 
the extensive following.we have, and 
the dignity due to : the 'grandest2 and 
most important philosophy now be
fore the whole civilized world. It leads 
off with a magnificent photo-engraving 
of Mrs. -Abby Lotiise Fèttengiil, presi:. 
dent of thé “City'.of Light”: Assembly, 
Lily Dale, Niis’;, Wo is a prominent fac
tor'in the ediicatitih process noy; going 
on in oiir râfiks. ¡This Official Register 
can be obtained liy. addressing this. of
fice. Price'll. I’

r “After Heh Death; The Story of a 
Bummer-’’ > (By EHian Whiting. No 
mind that liftes Spiritual thought can 
fail to he iSl: and- delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advafibed i'dfeas on the finer and, 

i ethereal phfflestofi'Spiritualism, leading 
¡the mind onWard: fhto the phrer- atmos
phere of dkaltedijspirltual truth. A 
book for 'iho higher life. Price, 
cloth, $1- .

•'The Moleculara-Hypotheaia or Na- 
■ture.": By’ Pfof.. iWm. Mv Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is- recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views :as 
demonstrating a sclentiflc basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended'to 
all who love to study ¡ and "think. 
Price 25 cents

“The Romance of: Jude... A Story of 
theLlfe and Tiaessct theNasarene aad 
His People." Through the mediumship 
of Mra. -ML T. Iiongley. An-intenoely im 
tereating tioqk. Neatly bound in doth 
and gut- ■

-Bpirtusm ana Mra. Leonora E, piper, 
and -Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to & By Ex-Judge Abram 
,H. Dailey,,. p^Mtrate^, futility ana

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. 1)
•• who has had

Forty Years' Experience in the Study 
aud Practice of Medicine, Two 

Years Prof, in a Medical 
College, Ton Years 

JN SANITARIUM WORK, 
and I, a Natural Clairvoyant. Ue never 
iaile 1« diagnosis, Ue has given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and luug troubles, also all 
forme of qervpne: diseases of both Boxes. Never 
tulle to cure piles. If you would- like an opinion 
of your case PKBB,.. write just how you feel with 
your own. hand and hold the letter in your hand 
live inluutes, Unclose stamp for reply,

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D.
■ Prop, itced jClty Suultarluui, Reed City, Mich.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is ono of th,o oldest and most successful Bpirlt- 
uul and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar- 
velouai his examinations are free to all who eend 
him name, age. sex, and lock of hair, and <> cents 
in stamps. - He doesn’t ask for loading symptoms. 
He trenta nervousexhauetionof both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince ydu.’ Hie practice extends all over the 
land. ■ He cures you in your own home.

Address, J. S.raUCIiS.
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Masa.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER 
- Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 
hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom,. and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by'spirit power.

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call

D I.InnflppFnr Restores Lost Vision. 
H WV.UUul I UI Write for niustrated Circular 
knanLanhi showing styles and pricesand ODUULdLlui photo of Spirit Yarma, who de- 
^eloped this Clairvoyant power in mo. I can ad
just my Molted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly.to your eyes at your own homo and.scnd by 
mail, as if you were in my office. Thousands will 
tcsjjfy. IL JP.JPOOLE.

<8Evanston Ave.. Ohtoago.tU 
Dear Mr. Pooie:—Your spectacles aro perfect. .I 

pan say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E. B. Robertson, 
Los Angelos. Cal.

Are You a Rosicrucian?
WThere are mysteries of the. soul, of Hfo and 

death which yon can understand and demon- 
atratol You possess powers which if unfolded, 
would prove of marvelous value to you in your 
dally life and business. •'
- nrThe-‘O..W. R.“ is the only recognized Rosi
crucian Brotherhood tn iha Untted States, and is 
affiliated with the Ancient Masters.

■ fir Why not untold your own:powera and join 
tho O. W. R.? In loss than three months you be
gin to realize your psychic powers. .
W You are a medium; you can excel all others 

by towering above mediocre ability and proving 
your superiority as. an adept, This is what my 
system does! Send at once a atamned addressed 
envelope for prospectus.

Clairvoyance. Cloth, 160 pages/by J. C. JV 
Gr.umblue. Teaches how to read the future, prac
tice telepathy, penetrate the veil between the 
seen and the unseen, converse with splrits.know 
the my steries. Price (reduced from 12.00), 11.50. 
z Auras and Colors.—How to read the atmos
phere of persons and understand the appearance 
of halos, auras and nimbus. Contains a color, 
dictionary. Paper, price W cents.

Bealizatlon. Howto become well, success
ful, prosperous. A wonderfully helpful book for 
beginners. Paper, price W cents.

Psychometvy. Teaches bow to getat fbe-eoul 
of things/ Paper, price 60 cents.
..'BBT’Senfl 12.26-for a large crystal for crystal 
reading. Address J. C. F. Grumblne, 718 Irving-. 
Aye;. Syracuse. N. Y. (Duringthe Summer only«)

Success, and How to Win It.
: By B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D. ।

A Lecture and Course ol Twenty-four Success ! 
Lessons. Price 25 cents. ' i

Tho loo nit c Containing chapters on Or- l-liu^9Vdulbd igln and iflstory of the Jesuits rTrlaclpies and Altnot the “Company of 
Jesus Immoral Teachings of tho Jesuits; Con
demnation of the Order; Expulsion of. the Jes- 
ults;Bull of Pope Clement X1V„ Abolishing the 
Society; The Jesuits’ Estates Act: an appendix 
of valuable-Information. By B. F. Austin, A M., B. D. Price 16c

TheMaie^
ft f afwi « k • Jordan, treating of in-or Qaimne&Si _

tp • -iz. - p • *posslbllitlesintheTheKinoshiD^-?
.. • * ' ♦ » » * esting and instructive
and worth more than the price indicates, as an 
ornainental and valuable, addition to the libra
ry. .Price. .80 cents each. -

The Secret of Life, untie 
cóvcry^rSend11.00 to L. WalBbrooker, Lakebay, 
Wn.y.and get that and Woman’s Source of Power.

Tiie Deyn ano me flflventisiis.
An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re» 

pulsed.' By Moses Hull. Pirico, 10 cents.

force and Maw «àefe 
book. _A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth. 81.00.

ReincarnationI Soul’s Successive Em
bodiments, examlnedand discussed pro and con, 
by Dr. J. M; Peebles versus Dr. Helen Densmore 
and W. J  ̂Colville. Price 30 cts.

Heaven Revised
(¿flea Death. By Mirs. E. B. Duffey. A very 
Interesting anilins tractive work Price 26cts.

ini From Sinai
auu JJHiUg, UUUUIU^UQ to Zion, 
By W: Ji I COLVILLE, A series of twelve lec
tures, Intended as simple, practical expositions 
of the Ten Commandments in the. spiritual as
pect. Price, 50 cents.' I

THENEWLIFE,
By Leroy Barrier. An eminently suggestive 

^work, ot excellent tendencles, treating ot the 
mind's relations to the physical organism, and 
The power ot thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth.fl.

NewTeMamM^
ed. Drawings by Watson Heston, with critical 
and humorous comments upon the texts. Hes
ton's drawings are Incomparable, and excrucl- 
atlngly f unny. One must see tho book to anpre- 

. elate it;- the plctorlaljjatlro cannot be tola. It 
will make you ■ laugh heartily. Price in board, 
»l;00; doth. »IM-

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
I THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyle.
A remarkable book by a rcmurkable 

man. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 

i literary effort. A fine edition in cloth. 
I Price 60 cents. .

"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath* 
olio Conspiracy Detected and Exposed " 
"Romanism Exposed." .Two paaphleto 
by Rev. J; G. White, author of Startling 
Encta..: Price 10 cents each. or. two 8®

This is the third week of > the most 
successful Spiritualist camp ever belt' 
on this coast; The talent has been firs' 
clads and the attendance good. Suu - 
days the grounds have been crowded, i 
Harrison D. Barrett Said he never at 
tended a better camp. Everything was 
harmonious, and each and every one 
willing to do their best tor the complete 
success of the camp. Tire weather has 
been all we could-ask, regular Califor
nia sunshine, tempered by the ocean 
breezes.

The management of this camp is in 
the bands of Mrs. Nettie Howell, and 
she is entitled to a great deal of credit, 
as she is assuming the, financial re
sponsibility, and bids talr to be more 
than successful.

Among the lecturers and speakers 
with us are Harrison D. Barrett, Hon. 
John L. Dryden, Mrs. R. 8. Lillie, Mrs. 
Ada 8. Horman and John W.Rlng, who 
lias achieved such marked success in 
the children’s lyceum work in Galves
ton, Texas. By the way, Brother Ring 
should be in the field all the time. He 
is an able, fluent speaker and truly has 
a message for all who are fortunate in 
hearing him. The musical program at 
every meeting has been first-plans, and 
those taking part have received many 
appreciative compliments. Mr, and 
Mrs. Sullivan, Adelaide K, Brooks and 
the Ammonn Quartette have in their 
own inspirational way taken, us into 
that muslcal vibration which Is so nec
essary in order to keep.us in the line . 
of harmony,

Mrs. R. Cowell, ot Oakland, Cal., and 
John Slater of San Francisco, are prom
inent among our message-bearers. 
They are both convincing the skeptics 
and giving to those who know the truth 
many consoling messages.

The Progressive Thinker is in evl-’ 
dence and has a host of friends on the 
coast. Every one should take The Pro
gressive Thinker.

May the assured success of this camp 
be an Incentive to have another next 
season. The writer cannot close with
out a word of commendation for Mr. 
John Lillie as chairman for the first ten 
days, and Mrs. Augusta Armstrong, his 
successor; they are both stars in their 
line of work, and succeeded in keeping 
the large audiences good natured.

Spiritualism is getting hold of the 
people helping them to solve life’s prob- 
leiji, and It takes camp life to bring 
them together to a broader and better 
understanding and a greater tolerance 
and sympathy for humanity.

GEO. HAMILTON BROOKS.
Los Angeles, Cal.

[list of! camp-meetings,
lend In Your Dates and Name of Seo 

retary at Once.

Interest in the various Spiritualist 
muip-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries ot the same should report at 
ance to this office, so that proper an." 
uouncement as to dates can be made. 
MT. PLEASANT PARK, CLINTON, I A.

The twenty-third annual camp-meet
ing at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens July 30 
aud closes August 27. Programs and 
information given to all tylio write to 
Mrs. M. B. Anderson, secretary, Clarks-, 
ville, Mo.

ONSET CAMP.
Onset camp commences its twenty- 

ninth annual meeting, July 23, and 
closes August 27. For full programs 
address the secretary, Onset, Mass.

CHESTERFIELD, CAMP.
Begins July 15 and ends August 27. 

Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Anderson, 
Ind.

8UNAPEE LAKE CAMP, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp- 

commences July 30 and closes August 
27. ■ Address Thomas Burpee, Sutton, 
N. H;; or the secretary, Lorenza Wor
then, Hillsboro Br., N. H.

VICKSBURG, CAMP.
Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 3d 

and closes August 20. For full particu
lars address Mrs. Jeannette Fraser, 
Vicksburg, Midi.

NEW ERA CAMP-MEETING.
| The New Era camp-meeting begins 
July 9, and continues over four Sundays. 
Address Rev. G. C. Love, president, 354 I College street, Portland, Oregon.

EDGEWOOD CAMP, WASH.
Commences July 30 aud ends August 

20. For full particulars address Geo. 
E. Knowlden, Tacoma. Wash.

GRAND LEDGE CAMP, MICH.
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens July 21, 1905, and closes 
Aug. 21, 1905, with Mr. Oscar A. Ed- 
gerly as presiding chairman. For full 
Information address J. W. Ewing or W* 
R. Divine of Grand Ledge, Mich.

THE ASHLEY, OHIO, CAMP.
This camp opens August 6 and closed 

August 27. For further particulars ad
dress Will Randolph, secretary, Ashley, 
Ohio.

UNITY CAMP, MASS.
Opens on Sunday, June 4, and con

tinues every Sunday until the last of 
September.

it

. Lake Brady Camp.
July 16 was a perfect summer’s day, 

bright and balmy. A fair audience 
gathered to listen, to Mrs. Cora Morrill 
of Grand Rapids, Mich. The morning 
session was-opened by Mr. Hunger, the 
president, as chairman. After the 
opening song by the audience, led by 
Mrs, Flora Russell, "Sweet Falls the 
Spirit'Message," Mrs.-Russell rendered 
a solo, “I Dreamed a Dream.".

Mr. Hunger then introduced the 
speaker. Her guides took tor their sub
ject, “Meditation, or True and Natural 
Prayer,” illustrating the necessity ot 
looking within and unfolding the soul 
gifts we possess, asking tor aid from 
the great oyersoul which is the only 
soùrce of true help and true knowledge. 
The disc'ourse was full of food for 
thought, and one could not listen with
out awakening a desire for more of th'e 
good; the pure and the true.

The afternoon lecture ¿was preceded 
bÿ thé song, “Tlie Home of the Soul.” 
Mrs. Morrill began by quoting 
“All are parts of bn.e stupendous whole, 
Whose body Nature is, and God thé 

soul.” : ;
Throughout the lecture thé main idea 
was to impress the necessity ot culti
vating the spiritual side of our natures 
under the banner, of Truth and -Free
dom. As a message bearer, Mrs. Mor
rill gives entire satisfaction, full names 
and accurates descriptions, which leave 
no doubt in the mind of the recipients 
that their loved ones are with them. ;

At 4 o’clock Dell Herrick gave a 
trumpet seance at D. R. Brown’s, which 
was well attended, also one at his own 
cottage In the evening, ' the last at 
Brady for this season.

MARY L. BETTES. 
' Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

SEEING THE LIGHT

Rev. Dr. S. H. Libby Has Caught On.

Ever since the undersigned became 
satisfied of the truth of Spiritualism, 
he was at a loss to explain the attitude 
of - the' churches toward the . subject. 

“Of course, this attitude Is based upon 
the; presumption that Spiritualism is 
not true, but it was a presumption mere
ly, unfounded upon any fair, continued, 
unprejudiced, scientific Investigation 
of Spiritualism.

For some years past the orthodox 
churches have been aware that they 
were gradually losing their hold on the 
masses, and were unable to assign a 
reason for it. In my feeble way I have 
been trying all this time to assure them 
that, the cause of it may be found in the 
fact that they have no present evidence 
of a future life; the pulpit and pew are 
skeptical on the; subject of a future-ex- 
istence, and give up. the question of im
mortality as one incapable of proof. 
The masses argue that if preachers and 
parishioners are not sure of life beyond 
death, there is no lesson why they 
should give the subject much concern; 
that they can exercise their blind faith 
and hope as well outside the church as 
in it and at much less expense. "Let 
us eat; drink and be merry, tor to-mor
row we die” and will be a long time 
dead, Is their argument, and as long as 
the church cannot successfully refute it, 
so long will the general interest in it 
decline. :

But 'the church is beginning to get 
its eyes open to the light reflected by 
Spiritualism, as may be observed by a 
sermon preached in the North Congre
gational Church, Chicago, Sunday, July 
16, as reported by the Tribune; The 
speaker,, the Rev. S. H. Libby, spoke as 
follows:- 1

“One reason why so many men are 
going past the churches, to-day is that 
to many men has come a disbelief in a 
future life. Too many men are saying 
to themselves, either, carelessly or sad
ly, that this life 4s about all they are, 
going to get.”

Yes, you are right, Dr, Libby, and the 
sooner your church with all other 
churches joins in the- investigations 
(and when I say investigation I mean 
investigation) of the evidence, the Spir
itualistic evidence of a future life which 
Is now satisfying the greatest scientific 
minds of the age, the sooner your 
church with all other enurches will fill 
your pews ;and keep them full of most 
interested and enthusiastic parish-

VERONA PARK CAMP.
> The Verona Park camp-meeting, Me., 
I will open Aug. 13 and close Aug. 27. 
; A. F. Smith, president, Bangor Me.; F. 
> W. Smith, secretary, Rockland, Me.
> MANTUA CAMP, OHIO.

This camp located at Mantua Station, 
‘ Ohio, will open July 9, and continue to 

August 27. For further particulars, ad
dress F. H. Sherwood, Secretary, Man- 

1 tua Station, Ohio.
LAKE BRADY, OHIO.

: The fourteenth annual session of this 
camp will be held during the months of 
July and August. For full particulars 
address A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

FOREST HOME CAMP, MICH.
Forest Home Spiritualist cainp-meet- 

Ing begins July 30, and closes Aug. 20. 
For full particulars address the secre
tary, Mrs. Ruth Eastman, P. O. Box 69, 
Mancelona, Mich.

ISLAND LAKE CAMP.
Island Lake Oamp, Mich., opens Sun

day, July 23, extending until August 28. 
For programs of Information write or, 
call on the secretary, H. R. LaGrange, 
Brighton, Mich.. Island Lake Box.

NIANTIC CAMP, CONN.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Niantic, Conn; season of 1905, 
commencing June 12 and continuing un
til September 11. For full particulars 
address George Hatch, South Windham, 
Conn.

WONEWOC CAMP-MEETING.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds its annual camp-meeting 
In Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis. Aug. 
5 to 27 inclusive. For particulars 
and programs write M. M. Blish, secre
tary, Wonewoc, WiB. •

HARMONY GROVE CAMP.
Harmony Grove Camp-meeting Asso

ciation will hold its annual camp, Aug. 
6 to 20. This camp is located three and 
one-half miles from Escondido, Cal. 
Por further particulars In regard 
to the camp address T. J. McFeron, 
secretary, 528 Fir street, San. Diego, 
Cal.

CITY OF LIGHT ASSEMBLY.
The season opens at Lily Dale,, N. Y., 

July 14, and closes September 3. For 
programmes, address E. Evstaphieve, 
secretary. “

OTTAWA CAMP.
Spiritualist Camp-meeting Associa

tion, Forest Park, Ottawa, Kansas, 
September 15 to 25 inclusive. Write 
for programmes, H. W. Henderson, 
president, Lawrence, Kans.; Jacob Hey, 
secretary, Overbrook, Kans.

franklin camp, neb.
The Franklin Spiritualist Camp-meet

ing Association will hold its tenth an- ' nual camp-meeting commencing Sep
tember 1. and closing September 17. 
D. L. Haines, secretary, Franklin, Neo.

HASLETT PARK, MICH.
The twenty-third annual assembly of 

Spiritualists at Haslett Park, Mich., 
commences Aug. 6, and continuing to 
September 3. For programs address E. 
F. Spross, Okemos, or D. R. Jessop, 
Williamston.

DELPHOS (KANS.) CAMP.
Beginning August 11, and closing on 

the 27th. I. N. Richardson, president;, 
Lettie Richardson, secretary.

SUMMERLAND, CAL., CAMP.
¿The Summerland Spiritualist Associ

ation will hold Its annual camp-meeting 
at Summerland, Santa Barbara county, 
Cal., commencing on second Sunday in 
September and closing on the following 
Sunday. The, association has engaged 
celebrated- speakers and mediums and 
is endeavoring to make this meeting es
pecially attractive to visitors. A res
taurant at hall to accommodate all vis
itors during camp-meeting. Inquiries 
for rooms and other information, ad- 
dress W. G- Hendricks, secretary Sum
merland Spiritualist Association, Sum
merland,-Cal.

loners.
Fort Wayne, Ind.

H. V. SWERINGEN.

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
। of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy-. 
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner." Of especial Interest 
and value. Price §L

, >?The Truth. SeOkdr. Collection. of, 
Farm and Corsa^sIss for . tte U»e .

ffflanth Defeated; or the iweMe ft»

"Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrate^. 
“Age of Reason," and a number of-let-, 
tors and discourses on religious ana 
theological subjects. Clotb'binding, 48a 
pages. Price 31.

"In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T.
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth,1 
bound; eelce $1. ;

"Social Upbuilding, including Coop, 
emtive Systems and tho Happiness and!; 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. , 
Babbitt, LL. D. M. D. This comprise« 
tho last part of Human Culture- aadl 

: . Taper wor, egate. W g



STRIKING DREAMS.THE IMMORTAL BARD.MATERIALIZATION.

An Old Farmer Relates His Experience. o

I J» *

In reading over The Progressive 
Thinker I find a great deal on the sub
ject of materialization. .. ■

Seme think that there is no such 
thing as a materialized spirit. Only a 
short time ago I was at a religious 
meeting that was addressed by a cele
brated D. D., and among other things, in 
speaking on the subject of spirit return 
he said that he would not believe that 
there was such a tiling as a material
ized spirit even if he should see one.

Notv there are many persons living 
to-day who would be.perfectly willing to 
come forward in any court of justice 
end testify that they have seen many 
such forms, and I am one of those, per
sons. As I do not wish to make this 
letter very long, I wfll only speak of 
one of my personal experiences: touch
ing this all-important subject.

The seance was held at the house of 
G. B, Wallace, in the city of San Ber
nardino, Cal., Dec. 28, 1892. The circle 
was made up of just 1G persons. In 
this letter I will pass nil preliminaries, 
and speak directly of the materializing 
part of the seance.

When they were ready to commence 
the materialization part of the seance 
Mrs.. Miller, the medium, of Los An
geles, stepped into the cabinet’ and sat 
down in a small low rocking chair, and

The Bible is largely a book of symbols. While I do not believe in all 
the miracles therein related, I believe in their symbolic representations. 
As every fable that has come down to us through the ages is based upon 
some fact, so every miracle teaches some vital truth in nature or life. 
While for me there is no food for the soul iu the forms and rites of re
ligion, I still have a more abiding and resting faith, than many of those 
who profess to believe in all the dogmas and creeds of the church, I 
look within and near and not to something without and far away for 
guidance. Intuition is my divine instructor, mediator and deliverer. 
It is in this way that God speaks to my mind.

I have learned that the fiery furnace will not burn me, nor the den of 
lions harm nie, and that the same power that protected Daniel and the 
three worthies, is still extant. I have learned to follow the cloud by day 
and the pillar of fire by night. I have witnessed the dividing of the 
waters and been allowed to pass through seas of sorrow, difficulties and 
disappointments; unharmed. '

A CHAPTER ON - ' -

An Explanation of Their Nature and 
Causes,'.’

Dreams are, as a rule, involuntary im
pressions, or ratherlmpressiqns.uncon- 
trolled by will of the sleeper.'

All dreams have their causes;'as-ex
perience and expérimenté.have proven; 
and by taking noté of dreams immedi
ately upon awakening, w§ can, ip a ma-, 
jority of cases, trace the cause. ;

Somnambulism - and • talking -in our 
sleep were repeated occurrences with 
myself and brother when .wefwere boys. 
I would be the best talker, in some un
intelligible foreign lingo always, while 
mÿ brother stalked out of :bed in his 
sleep. Once we went with oiir father on 
one summer night to: drive a; small herd 
of cattle about ten miles iqto the city. 
My brother was eight ami; I was two 
years younger, About midday on our

Shakespeare When on Earth Was In Di
rect Communication With Advanced 
Spirits—So- Says Louis James, the 
Renowned Actor, In the Dramatic 
NeWs,
I have just arrived from Long 

Branch, and my purpose in coming to 
the city is to attend a book sale where
I hope to secure 
which I mean to

some rare volumes 
add to my library.

6
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The Lessons of Slxty-five Years of Life.

CITY OF LIGHT ASSEMBLY, | 

Notes of Occurrences at Lily Dale, N. Y«

return home we encountered‘a ehady 
■ . . । nook and lay down to sleep ■ for an

It we could read the signs of the times, fall in with the trend of the hour, as we had had no sleep ;the pre
universal niind, how much easier life would be. Health is constantly vious night. Upon dur wakening my 
striving to overcome disease, truth is ever battling with error. /

I do not believe in any God with human attributes, nor in any me- formed us that he was two miles on his 
chanieal theory of the creation of the universe, nor in any printed way home, and In fils stocking feet, and 
scheme of “the plan of salvation.” The heart, and not the mouth, is 
the. organ ot worship. “God requires no external adoration from my tQ bring hlm back. He returned, boy 
soul.” You cannot forestall fate, cheat destiny, or change the forepr- like, crying. He had taken our coats 
dained forces in the moral or physical world. and shoes-and a lot of goods.-we had

i 7 -i • j i j > i-i x n ., ' j brought from the city, but,had forgot-Jn the fight that mankind has made for liberty of thought, thousands ten hia own shoes. He said that he 
have been tortured, beheaded and burned at the stake, and untold num- went to sleep with anxioqs thoughts 
bers imprisoned and banished.: The finest literature ever produced has about getting home. ! ;;
been written in exile, in prison, in degradation and suffering. But youn... . .« . • • • • . - ■ •- - i uim uignllo ilicpi uoDUii .ux | coim upuxx,

\ Dr, Wilcox, her manager, tied her 
1 hands very firmly together with a very 
i strong ribbon, then sne leaned back and 
went into the trance. They dropped' 
thé curtain and commenced singing . „
"Nearer, My God, to Thee.” Before cannot fetter thought, imprison an iden-oy banish truth. Seed that has i „¿most easily brought into action dur- 
they had got through the first lain dormant for ¿enturies under proper'conditions springs forth: into ing dreams. If one rests unonihis back 

; : the weight of the head’wnitdepress the
tll6 curtain und BtQOu rigut in front OI I 4 I mlmal and Rnninl nrizans sfililo restingthe cabinet. . She appeared, to be Error can be hemmed in, circumscribed but not obliterated. Even Reside, theorgans of sublimity and
oressed in the most beautiful white silk. I darkness enough in thè earth to put out.thé light; ignor- hope are brought into abtion, and color
o^S tol thrcuK^^^^^ ance enough in India, China, and other parts of Asia, to blot out-intelli- tho.dreams. - À;
was out of sight. They kept right on gence. There is cold enough stored in glacier and poles to freeze the ^„“xpér^ oéiurrenc^ 
singing, but before they had got life out of the animal and.vegetable kingdoms. ■ ■
tmmv'dressefl^ad^onened6 the curtain There is the sunset of nations arid of civilization as wellthe. sun- dreamer. They are'then colored and 
arid walked straight across the room to rise. There is the dawn of the'morning, and the twilight pven- according to th^or£an?-pressed. 
the third lady on my- right. She ap- ing. Nature in all of her courses moves in grand mysterious cybles. Ik’g- thev Savwake remem- 
peered to cross that room with just as History is constantly repeating itself. Principles that are primal and her some of their dréams^bùt if they 
ZVKtheSe ta“flJSI and btood fundamèntal never die.' ' . . ' turn and thereby, retkoie'i die pressure
When there she. held out her hands to Human nature must always, under similar circumstances manifest it- ¿^mer res^d^thAffic^

wât?n Æ Æi se,f-the We- “Nature always keeps her equipoise.” Tlie centrifngril continue,, take a far diff ’̂t form.
door ana walked back and forth in front “*4 the centripetal forces-are constant in their operations. ; ÀloRg' with Whenever the head rekts lowland the 
of the door. Bien went in the cabinet the progressive'principle moves à certain sure reactionary spirit which Mce Is bent downward, the dreams will

. Wd the young lady went back to her sooner or later brings the world back to the place of starting. ’ tt^Wth
seat and wept during most of the even- Jeatli, darkness and night, good and evil, balance eaph other, bowed ’head, expects : th®

Now is it probable that she would Because a man says that this civilization shall pass away the same as worktto happen, m : thé
bave, thus wept if she had not known all prior civilizations have-passed,—it is no sign that'he is a pessimist, A" hia

-on the cPntW'he is aipl’ogressionist.. Has not each civilization, the ¡reams; and color theni^q a great ex-
80'far as that is concerned but the tact samc »? system of religion, been in advance of the ope- that ;prc- tent The moral man mpv experience, 
in the case was, it was her'own mother, ceded it Î
ÉhòrthHmeee“ °" tte °th6r stàe is Rawing,better, not regularly and at<mèasured pace, côffie fromPthé pressuré on certain-or-

- - "After thiri.the young lady’s volce.was bu* by sudden.moyeihents, by great revolutions, terrible struggles, eon- garitto- ■ : - ; f; r ff.
ieSfeetly charming. How she could tests in which civilizations, flifter arid go out like bubbles on the Water, Then” again npôw'aw^ In
t7ih^ sb beautifully under.the .cirpum- and new nations'rind.higher civilizations arise, take'thriir place, in to

' u^tV^^ growing strong rind then beautiful; then corrupt and weak, and then dreams. Our memories;are treacher-
!^Hert ^ sevwal S bus with regard to dreâmUhéy. can seta

^’1 different topes in the room, every one ot The same forces that built up the patriarchal family, the feudal sys- dom be fully remembered a^w^
' whom could be seen by each person in lem,kingdoms,- empires rind republics, are still at work today. No new

me and held out Powors added to -the universe. Everything is old; only, the uvTt»
het hands and I reached out and took combinations and cliscoveries are new. < - minute he enters into sleèp); dreaded
them and* she'pulled me along across There, is a tendency for all’forms of life, thought, actions, customs; tòtebodings will appear in W dreams

. jth'e floor with as much strength as she institutions and civilizations to repeat themselves. Who has not no-
éçuld if she had been in flesh and ticed the continual rotation of fashions, art, decorations, styles pf dress awake.- ■ ■ '' >'■ , .
tha^binet oAw^then dronnèd and. living, and even the trend of thought. Todayithére is a tfènien- -Another phase of '.dreamh may be 
mf hand and wenfhù and I went back dous backward step towards the teachings of Plato, Aristotle, and the traced to guardian spirits upon the plas- 
tOâ>VTrecoKnized ths person as my P^08^?8 of ancient stories and mysteries, Ghurehes are mpying ea.
wife W mm ton feet Of towards lltuW; Republics are gradually dropping democratssimplic- emIea telepathically 'conveyed.: But in
Wife, before she got w ity arid assuming more and more the pageantry of royalty. many casés, whereabove
^After this, several other forms came There is a vast difference between the unostentatious manner in which named cause is.clarified, ffié dreams 
put to different persons in thé room,all Jefferson was inaugurated president of the United States and the spec- theîr
ral^sTewten^got attending tiiefast inauguration ^President McÉipléjs riTdo^s e"?Vrfghtóeìs-
up near toe cobinet she dropped a kiss and the inauguration of President Roosevelt. Whatever is addressed and, as the spirits read coming events 
on the back of,my left band. Then as to thé senses moves the people more than that which is addressed tò the through these subliniâtéd éléments, the 
before she went into the cabinet. judgment and understanding. Pew ever stop to reason from cause to iS

near Ite cabinet she dropped a Mat on I ; . .. ... 1«^; H I*1", S'^e?’aah
my lips. My wife and I lived together All true prophpts have been unpopular m their day arid generation, a sharp instrument or the sting or a 
about thirty-five years, and I think I Every reform was Once in the minority. Every principle of Jiberty, Of
know her kiss, but if others think not, rPiicri0I1 Xf freedom and of morals was onee in thé minority But Has W'jVÎS/’' ’all thev ba«-/to do is to stand bv their re.llPon> ireeaom, ana oi morals, was once m me nunority._ dui nas oted by thoughts and.will’of the dream- 
opinion sria5 will stand by the facts in not verdict of the world, in all ages, finally put the seal of truth.on er, and elevating poesy and prose has 
the caaCas I am a matter-of-fact man, the judgment of the minority? It is'hot political ór religious principles been written under thesey conditions, 
and will settle down on nothing short of that control the great masses of men, but. political and religious pféju- A®> overloaded head-or stomach intensi* 
the facts in any case. dice ' - 1 „,re.aInS-„ ,In a short time she came out the Qlce’ , - . , . , . ’ . The law .that pressure on a certaim
fourth'time and when we got near the People are all the while clinging to the non-essentials, in politics, m organ brings such-organ into, action, is 
cabinet the curtains opened arid she religion, and in all the matters that affect their personal and public in- acknowledged even fn1 a waking state, 
pulled me right in after her, and then terest. They believe that some political party is going to redeem the
Jms”P°Wid sTthS1 two'Zds com- ™™try They believe that sonie church or creed or manner of-worship for pfotoa organ" oi
menced platting down my hair, and is gomg to save their souls. They lay great stress on fast days, on some ideality w’th the forefinger, and-when 
several others commenced patting me sacrament, on some ordinance appointed by man arid not by God.- y ' .aslted concerning such-an attitude they 
on the arms and shoulders, while at the We are all hero worshipers. Shadows .become suljstancjL yGigaritic
same time Some one was ringing the I of vol ito on nro hnllt nu mid host rtoon mvtb and'fabTe Some I .«■All down on the floor while others syslems 01 reugiQn are own up ana rest upon myin ana laoie. come and aeif.eateem draw thé head towards 
were niaving on the tambourine, so things can be reasoned out, .some can only be felt by- the-heart and those certain, centrés, às it, naturally 
there couid not have been less than five known by the intuitions. You cannot define God in words, you cannot does, but nature seems,'to,-draws it to- 
materialized forms in that cabinet at picture Him in thoughts and in the imagination for He. assumes no "wards rest or pressuré; .; ,, .

'ri th® same time After they had done ^orm; Nothing can defined. Words are .arbit^^
Ìou^ hand dOownTrid^ try? What is genitisT’WHatis sanity, or insanity? . y - - ’ - They are all physical brgansi and sim-
the medium.” I did so and found Mrs: As one’ mystery.clears up another;deepens. Wó cab only, approxi-, ply matter, while the indwelling ener- 

ÿy. Miller’s hands tied as I had seen them matc at thé truth. It is claimed that no niathehiatician can make a PP^er rul®s through the organs 
$ * Aftorìtìstheykept°on singingand in angle. Ævèy positif taken by.scirafe ik^ tas^m°A K our

a ^v minutes a form caffi^^ Tlie Ime between the animal and the vegetable kingdoms cannot be. dwelling; some panes of glass may be
- ■ "càbiriét with a common accordion in' drawn) even the mirierriEworld ^ no longer dead, inert mat- more clear than jothei-s/ anà .we can

her hands, playing tho most beautiful ter, but living, moving substance. .Every animal, tree and living thing Aye' a far better view;/through the
• ’iShe foUows its own; individuality. Each successive generation-and kind

^toù^ adheres well to the type. By what power? . None can answer. acts throughour physical'or&, while
yWben she got around, she went down The longer wedive the deeper our study, the more we doubt and the pressure stimulates dii . out waking 

.into the cabinet and the seance closed. less we believe. 'The-: prescrit, is as little understood as the future; bours and in. our sleeR; 11
When this last lady was-going time is as mysterious: to■ us as eternity. Civilization is the mother of L^oFdr^^^

asked Dr Wilcox (the manager) if he all kinds of vice, pauperism and crim«. .She warmsand nourishes with- them. The scienti® i for/:lnventive
know who this last lady was. He said, in her bosom the very vipers that destroy her life. But it would seem dreamer acquires his-'knowledge by bé
"I do not, but she.comes to us in -this that every animal that ever lived, every institution that ever existed, happily, so constituted 'Uiat such 
French rBpi?R”n' 1 “ 13 M and every virtue that was ever exercised was necessary in'the great Such a^fooM

This last lady was not within six feet plan of the universe; and that every vice that has ever been tolerated ern parlance termedÀ’éranÿ;' arid un- 
ôf thé floor at any time while she was .was the natural outcome of life and the world in which we live. doubtedly so designated-on-account of
out of the cabinet, bo the'.chance .for Religious dogmas, political creeds, constitutions and revolutions, are -so many of such inventiveAreamers not 
bri°ŒCUS ,n her CaSe WaS nOt Very born’ not or1put U?l° t° 8°me P™onceiyed

- Thè one thing'that interested' ■ me pattern or model ;-the seed that produced them had to.be. a long time capacity of understanding; ’hence the 
most in this spirit’s case was the pecui- sown, before the fruitage appeared. Nota word was ever used or aprin- failure where only.p^rtiofauch scien- 
iar tinting of her dress. The material eiple promulgated until there was a necessity for such word er princi- tlflc thoughts are grasried, wt! a single

- of which it was made appeared to be _jé. Crimes are defined, penalties imposed to restrain and punish the ®olor being left out,oMhe Æromoscope., 
ev«“nev^had6®moro beautiful vicious;-if there had been no such classes, there never would have Pocatello, Idaho. ‘ 
tints. All the rest-of the women ap- been a criminal code enacted or a jail or a gibbet.
peàred to be dressed in the most beanti- Daws are the mirrors which reflect the general sentiment of the peo-
.fui white silk, but this French lady’s pie,. They form a correct likeness of the moral, religious, and intel- “go many'Gods, sé’taénÿ creeds, 

Tnr't’of “nonsense' would lectual state bf the public min&^Religion, speech, morals,.aréalHarge- : So many paths. thaJ wffiCand wind,
ly a quteta «t geography a<il.e ago in wM* . ma» lire«. PoMie J,« w’a

ing me that there was no such thing as opinion is greater than law, stronger than statutes and more binding . ^ENRY MORRISON TEFFT. ’ ' 
materialized splrits? k than treaties. You cannot legislate what people shall eat, drink or Norwich, Néw York» I ’ “ ! ’

I am perfectly well aware thaLtliere .w^ni^ you ennnot say what day they shall keep holy, or whati’kind of -- ——:—
nartment o^materlX^ a doctor they slla11 emPloy or system o£ healing they shall adopt. Peo- I shall do what liy^ Ì can to hasten
Mill™ was not one ot them’at the time plc will have allopathy, hofiieopathy, hydropathy, Christian Science or the/°^'5^ 1,0 c°ï‘
of which I am speaking, if she ever was. mental science, and no law interfering with the choice of the individual trnaI have been in many materializing , Ihe
here8’ I might^S of others if oeca- Laws accumulate, creeds multiply, new parties, new,sects continually soli. - \ i A, »
sien called for such action on my part, arise, but the world is no nearer ft general ©oBsensus of opinion than it 1" Deliberate -with etetì®. W not with, 

ggtona, Cal. A. B. GLEASON. | was$ thpusundyearsagp* - ” 1 ’ ? • • .-pebtetoa „
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Reading and the contemplation of Na
ture are now my principal enjoyments, 
although when I meet an old friend 1 
can shake his hand with as keen a de
light as ever. Do l still retain my love 
for Shakespeare? Indeed I do; but 1 
do not care to give It too free an utter
ance for fear of being dubbed a pedant. 
I have played in all of his <plays that 
hold the stage, and I am not without 
hope of meeting him when I shake oil 
this muddy vesture of decay and rise to 
those heights of supernal life where all 
true poets and artists dwell.

Do I believe that such a glprious fate 
is in store for me. What a question. 
Does not everything point to the con
tinuity of life? Physical science demon
strates that there is nothing lost, then 
why should the spiritual essence that 
molds, controls and animates matter be 
destroyed, when the baser part of us 
survives in some form? Having ac
quired a conscious individuality there is 
no power in the universe that can de
prive me of it. It were the wildest mad-, 
ness to imagine that God created us 
only for tire earth, and as a thinker 1 
frequently conjecture what now may be 
the musings and aspirations of the 
poet-actor-in his more exalted and sub- 
limer state of being. .

Since when did I become Inoculated 
with this belief? I have always thought 
on these lines, but ft is not often that
Î give expression to what I think. 1 do
not wear my heart upon my sleeve for 
daws to peck at, nor do I think every 
man I meet is capable of understand
ing such a subject. No close student of 
Shakspeare can question'the truth of 
the soul’s immortality, and there-is no 
doubt in my mind, bus that during his 
residence on this earth he was- in di
rect communication with those ad
vanced spirits who have penetrated the 
arcana of existence, .and who shaped 
his thoughts into those glorious forms 
that will forever bewitch and charm hu
manity • by their- -beauty. Strong, 
healthy and happy as 1 am, I look for
ward to the change called death with 
unalloyed pleasure. ' -

“Men nyusV endure ?
Their going, hence, even as their com

ing hither;
Ripeness is all.”

What rirate said may be too ab- 
'Struse and mystic for publication; but 
those initiated-in the occult will under- 
stand me, and for those who.will not or
cannot .understand I am not concerned. 
Thé genius of the true actor is not : dis
similar to that of the poet. He hears 
and sees with thé earp-and eyes of the 
soul, and very often when I sit-on the 
veranda of-my-cottage at Long.Branch, 
gazing on the sea when night has un
loosed her hair and the stars shine shy
ly as they feast upon her sumptuous 
beauty, I -hear. and. see things that war? 
rant me in Saying that the invisible 
wofïd.i6;péppléd,, and that we have only 
to open thé; dobrs.of pur souls to enjoy 
the companionship of the angels. Mors 
Janua vitae—Death?is the gate of life

To the Editor;—In reading your 
three volumes of “The Encyclopedia of 
Death, and Life in the Spirit World," 1 
am more and more enlightened upon 
spiritual topics.

I am grateful to the unseen forces, for 
the privilege of studying the doctrines 
and sentiments of such intelligent mys
tic authors.

The subject is one that should inter
est all persons who believe in spirit life, 
and the spiritual -world.

May the good angels surround you, 
and all of those spiritual writers of 
said books, with peace, happiness and 
prosperity in your earthly careers.

And may angel bands escort each one 
of the authors, through the valley and 
shadow of death to the celestial 
spheres, is the prayer of the writer.

All for the good you may do in 
spreading the light and the truth of 
spiritual knowledge.

As I am now in my declining years, 1 
reflect much upon the experience I have 
had in raising a family of children, and 
of the great responsibility therein.

I have bad dreams and visions 
through all the past years, that seemed 
to guide, my life. Before L was ten 
years old, I had an important dream, 
that mado a deep Impression upon my 
mind, so much so. that I related it to 
my parents, and ever kept it in view. 
I thought in the dream, that myself 
and many companions left our homes, 
and soon arrived in a country of roman
tic scenery, containing hills, valleys, 
mountains, rivers and beautiful land
scapes, covered with flowers and green 
verdure, But, with all such beauty 
around us, the land was covered with 
snakes, and It was so dangerous at 
times, that we crawled upon our hands 
and knees.

I v/as awakened by the dream, and 
thought it over, but went to sleep again, 
and dreamt the same experience over.

After Fort Sumpter was fired upon, 1 
enlisted in the Union army, and fol
lowed Old Glory for more than four 
years, and the country and dangers 1 
saw in my dream were ever before me, 
while in the Southland.

When our army was at Tullahoma, 
Tennessee, Rosecrans gave me a com
mission to-go back with others to Ohio 
on recruiting service, but not long after 
that, I re-enlisted and went over that 
country again In a more extensive de
gree.

The double dream Indicated to me, 
that I was to pass through that danger
ous and beautiful land twice. I had oth
er dreams, while quite young of seeing 
large crowds of men together, and 
frame stands for public speaking, and 
I would be walking in the midst of 

, them.
All along life’s eventful journey, man- 

- ifestations through dreams have been 
, made clear to me afterwards. It is a

eternal. -,,; • '■

WILLIAM OXLEY.

An Appfeclàtiyé Memorial Tribute by a 
Friend. .

If the first week of the assembly por« 
tends the success of the coming weeks, 
then, of a truth, will the prediction for.' 
the most successful season of its exist« 
ence be verified for 1905.

Eaqh year in , the past,. since the 
grounds have taken on’ the semblance 
of a miniature ejty, we have thought na
ture could not improve upon this beau
tiful spot; each year the grass seemed 
greener, the trees and flowers more-per
fect, the lake more beautiful, the white 
and gold of the lilies floating on Its 
calm bosom more intensified, their frag
rance more subtile. This year, we have 
the aggregate of all past beauty plus . , 
the result of the new management’s ef
fort to make realistic the new name, 
City of Light, as given by the president, 
Mrs. Abby Louise Pettengill,

To this end the majority of cottages 
and other buildings have been painted ■ 
white, and wherever it can be, this col
or-emblem of purity is utilized, about 
the grounds. -

During this first week of the assem
bly Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Twing, Mrs. An
nette J. Pettengill, Mrs. C. Fannie Al
lyn and Mrs, Cora L. V- Richmond have 
ministered most acceptably to the in
tellectual and spiritual needs of the 
large and interested audiences in the 
auditorium.

Pioneer Day was especially a “red let
ter day,” particularly to the saintly 
pathfinders of the New Thought seated 
on the rostrum; dear old Aunty Pur
ple, now 91 years old; Mrs. Mary J. 
Ramsdell, Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Henry.

wonderful event, to have sixty-five or 
more years of life on this mundane 
'sphere! In that many years, we meet 
multitudes of human beings, and form a 
short acquaintance with’ many individ-

Th contemplation of the life and ac-. 
lions of a good;man, and' the study of . 
the various phases of his character are a 
never-failing, source of profit and pleas
ure durlhg the,-years hé is with us in 
the flesh; and though a regard for his 
feelings may. restrain’’thé expression of 
one’s appreciation; surely when he has 
departed from'this-field of strife one 
may be permitted-to give vent to one’s 
pent-up thoughts by dwelling for -a 
short time on-the excellences that have 
given so much delight-and afforded so 
much exemplary Instruction.'

For the past eight years It has been 
my privilege to be so closely associated 
with Mr. -William Oxley as. to have ev
ery opportunity of becoming personally 
and intimately acquainted with all sides 
of his character^ar experience so val
uable that I reckon it the greatest treas
ure of my life’s history, and I deem it 
an honor to be permitted to pen a small 
tribute of reverence to him by deline
ating, however-imperfectly, those quali
ties of heart and mind that commanded, 
the admiration and. affection of his fel
lows. His was truly an eventful life. 
Full of trials, difficulties, disappoint
ments and bitterness Such as fall to the 
-lot of few. They were met with un
daunted courage, borne with heroic for
titude, and conquered by patient per- 
severence, untiring energy and unwea
rying lové. His brave heart encoun
tered obstacles but overcome0 them, 
turned reverses into victories, carried 
him through the black shadows that lay 
in his path to thé brightness of victori
ous day. To know him- was to Tove

uals; but they are soon gone from our- 
wiew, and they are. lost from our memo
ries. Memory'6 storehouse r- has- been 
.filled to overflowing, and in the great 
future, it may all come back' to our 
senses, and we can exclaim, glad mem
ory, or sad memory of life's reminis- 
ences.

Many souls that we have known were 
so kipd and social in their natures, that 
it was, pleasant to enjoy their friend
ship and society.

On the other hand, men and women 
we have met, appeared to be selfish .nar
row-minded and cruel in their demean
or and actions.

But hope, friends, love and friendship, 
with those with whom we have asso
ciated, have cheered us along life’s rug
ged pathway.

May the spiritual light and truth in 
our lives' ever grow brighter and more 
glorious, until we reach the perfect life 
over'yonder, is my sincere desire.

Those are grand thoughts which pass 
through the brain, under the Influence 
pf spirit power. There is no power in 
the universe more lovely than love and 
spiritual power.

It is all in all, like God in nature.
It 1b cheering to aspiring souls to real

ize that we are eternal spirits, passing 
along to a higher destiny.
. All doubts and fears pass away, when 
souls are born of the spirit.

When we learn through a spiritual 
source that in our continued life, we 
can realize a higher existence through 
progression of spirit Influences, and 
meet our loved ones and friends over 
there, we rejoi.ee in love unspeakable.

Then how precious is Ute, not only 
here but hereafter! Enlightened spirit
ual beings realize that there Is an in
ward man, ihat endureth forever, while

him; to be loved by him was to possess 
a jewel of priceless worth. ;

In all his business dealings he was 
known for his untarnished honor, his 
spotless integrity, his perfect justice; 
His employes valued him as a master 
who not only dealt fairly with them but 
took an active interest in their personal 
welfare and exhibited an open- handed 
generosity in times of stress and trou
ble that proved him to be-their friend.

Those who "sat at his feet” marked 
the breadth and activity of his mind 
which never paused in .its-search after 
Truth, refusing to be bound and fet
tered by the shibboleths of religion or 
the prejudices of the pseudo-scientific, 
welcoming every ray of light wherever 
found, treasuring every gem of knowl
edge wherever discovered. Verily, a 

•“Master In Israel” he modestly claimed 
to be only a student—-a student of life 
and its manifestations. Herein he nev
er slackened; his penetrating glance 
perceived “Books in the running brooks, 
sermons in stones and. good in every
thing;” his heart as constantly uplift
ed in loving adoration to the One Life 
that manifests itself in all, by all and 
■through all.
. His person’is removed from us, but 
his work remains,, his Influence endures, 
the memory of him is sweet, and we 
glory and-take comfort in the sure con
viction that his transition- Is to a state, 
■of 'greater perfection, -wider liberty, In
creased power, enhanced joy and a glo
ry -that shall never, fade but shall en
dure through all eternity.

- . - _ ROBERT RAC'D-'
Hrougtitca, Manchester, <_

■* .... ....

Smith, Mrs. Cummings and Mrs. Sully 
of Buffalo, N. Y.

The heart-interest in all pertaining to 
Lily Dale is as young, fresh and green 
with these dear old pioneers as it was 
in the early days when, in the vigor of 
young manhood and womanhood, they 
cleared these now beautiful grounds of 
underbrush, and made bonfires of it and 
all debris that hindered the pitching of 
tents, which in those days was the only 
available method of gaining-a habita
tion.

Most touching and beautiful were the ’ 
tributes paid .these dear old people by, 
Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn and Mrs. Carrie 
E. 8. Twing, platform speakers tor Pio
neer Day.

Among others who will appear an 
teachers of the new thought during the 
season are Rev. Thomas McClary, 
known as the Western Chautauqua lec
turer, Gen. Elmer Littlefield, Susan B, 
Anthony, Rev. Anna Shaw and Dr, 
John Geddes of London.

Along with all this Intellectual pabu
lum is interspersed refreshments of a’ 
lighter nature in form of rowing on the 
beautiful lakes of Cassadaga; semi- 
weekly dances, which occur on even
ings of special excursion days, Wednes
day and Saturday; cycling, auto-drlying, 
bowling, and all else in which young 
and old alike take delight in this beau
tiful “City of Light"

The lyceum is also a feature of ho lit
tle’importance here, end the director 
and.assistant.wore. particularly forth,«,. 
nate in having the aid or Mrs. C. Fannie 
Allyn ’of'Boston, in organizing lyceum 
.work this season. While Mrs. Allyn ia. 
a recognized'power on the platform, 
still it is evident to all who take cogni- 
stance of her work that with the chil
dren her power is superlative! Fannie 
Allyn would drop from the highest 
realms of eloquence, possible to the hu
man mind—yea, from heaven itself, at 
the cry of distress from a little child, 
and an audience might wait until she 
had given relief If that were within her. 
power.

The first public entertainment by the 
City of Light Lyceum was given Friday 
night. Much of the attendant success 
was due to Mrs. Allyn’s indefatigable 
energy and effort to help the children. 
Her “Tribute to America” was most ef
fective, especially the flag salute which 
has been adopted by many lyceum 
workers and publishers in some cases 
without giving credit to the author.

The Allyn Flag Salute has become a 
part of the daily exercises of the City 
of Light lyceum, and we warrant there 
will be no danger of patriotism tor that 
same “Old Glory” dying out so long as 
the children join as with one voice in 
reiterating:
“Hail, Star-spangled Banner, the sign 

of the free.
Our hearts and our hands pledge alle<

the outward perisheth and returns to the 
bosom of mother earth to mingle with 
its elements. That out of decayed bod
ies arises vegetable matter that pro
duces the grass, the flowers, and -the 
vegetables that sustain life in man and 
beast- In this manner the body may 
be resurrected^ The spirit is the living 
principle in all things .in nature. It 
causes the brain to think and the eyes 
to see, and behold - God everywhere. 
Finite minds cannot comprehend all of 
the mysteries in earth, and sky, but.the 
spirit can progress more and more over' 
yonder. ■ - - •• .. • v 7 -

On the earth plane, aspiring souls de
sire to learn all they can about the past, 
present and future.

W. 8. FRANKLIN.
Bedford, Iowa. .. . . , - ■.

glance to thee,.
We salute thee and echo from shore 

unto shore,
One country united, one flag evermore.’"

The Meadville Band discourses sweet 
music several times each day and even
ing on the grounds, and accompanies 
the young folks as they trip the light) 
fantastic at the regular, dances.

, Every hour of the day, and until 10 p. 
m., is filled; what, with conferences id . 
the grove, thought exchange in Library; 
Hall, lectures and classes in auditorium, 
no one day is long enough to take in all 
the good things offered tor that particu« 
lar 24 hours.

The program for entire season pre
sents such attractions as Insure inter
est to the last day.

MATILDA ORR HAYS., j

-EVER LOOK UPWARD.

Tho small the praise tho’-less the love, 
Ever look, upward.

Dull earth below— the stars-above; 
Ever look upward.

No more we’ll think of toil and strife, ■ 
When free from earth’s turmoil; so rife;.

Ever look upward.
Let not distress enwheel thee ’round, 

Ever look upward. ■ •>-
If hard-the cross,—more fair the crown. 

Ever look upward.
The days and nights, so filled with pain, 
Shall prove at last, our blissful gain; : 
Each teardrop wipes away a stain;

Ever look upward. ■
Tho’ Lite’s sweet “Hopes” go drifting 

by,
. - Ever look upward.
Tho’ scalding tears bedim the eye, 
. ■ Ever look upward. • ■
The tears that wet our faces here, 
Shall prove pure , gems, beyond, my 

dear; - ’
They’ll gain for. us the higher sphere;.
1 - Ever look upward.'■
. - LOU EtLA YOUNG.
( Camden, m

ALWAYS SOME ONE BELOW. J

On the lowest round of the ladder 
I had firmly planted my feet,

And looked up in the dim, vast diptanie^ 
That made my future so sweet. ' ;

I climbed till my vision grew weary. ’ 
I climbed till my brain was on fire.

I planted each footstep with wisdom, 
Yet I never seemed to get higher.

For this round was glazed with indit« 
ference

And that one was glazed with scorify- 
And when I grasped firmly another

I found under velvet a thorn. • I
Till my brain grew weary of plannlngt 
• And heart strength began to fail, ’ 
And the flush of the morning’s excite« 

■ ment - |
Ere evening commenced to pale. . ।

But just as my hands were unclasping 
Their hold on the last-gained round, 

■ When my hopes,' coming back from ftl«
> ture, ■ ■ ]

. Were sinking again in the ground. | 
One who had climbed near the summit 

Reached.backward a helping hand, : 
And refreshed, > encouraged . an®

strengthened, . I
1 took once again my stand. |

And I wish—oh," I wish—that the climb« 
• ers.. ■ • • i

Would never forget as they go I 
That, tho' weary may seem their climb«

Ing, }
/There is always some one below, u

—Ella, Higginson« /

I
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MEAT DIET.

-have been specially -eèlóeteà irom the 
•finest pflychica in -the world—and t®y- 
ohh "Who lias Sieard Krs. n. Et»® 
•thè otherleadingmiexliumB -emplaymi'by

Crlmef Vice and Poverty Are the .Re
sult of Error.

. „ S. HARTMAN.
Wheeling, W.-Vb. . . .

All Sorts Should Be Discarded- ¡En- 
tlrely.

i A «MEPBEHENsivE ANALYSIS.

Things Seen and Heard at Lily Dale.

Lily Dale is to - Spiritualism what 
Rome is to Catholicism, it is the center 
of this new thought wave ism of our cen
tury and it advocates, this city of light 
lor all that is best and noblest in the' 
heart and mind of the human race. To 

■ - those first coming hero who are as yet 
in darkness aud unacquainted with this 
new thought movement, this common 
»•ense ism and religion of the heart, this 
little city ut Cassadaga Lake will seem 
hut a phantom, a show, a little water
ing town, perhaps that is all; while to 
the men and women of inquiring mind, 
lovers of truth and students of nature, 
especially those not satisfied, with the 
unreasonable, to all of these this little 
City in white is a beautiful haven of 
light, the home of Spiritualism.

Here at Lily Dale we meet nil classes 
of men and women, from the profound 
philosopher to the man of limited 
knowledge, rich and poor, nearly all 
bent on the same errand of Inquiry. 
Here are taught and can be heard as 
well as seen, about everything known 
and written along tho lines of spiritual 
philosophy. Here are engaged the best 
bf lecturers and psychics known to the 
world, and any one coming here for a 
eeaBon with an honest endeavor cannot 
possibly go away unbenefited if not 
made a convert to the truth of the af
ter life. Such a thing would be almost 
an impossibility. This little town is 
fairly impregnated with facts that can
not be gainsaid. Thousands there are 
Who will substantiate this, the most 
Skeptical are often converted to the 
ih'uth of Spiritualism bY the tests glven 
üiem here.

• In coming here everyone is struck 
With tlie beauty of the place and its sur
roundings, Stepping from the train at 
tlie small station the first that greets 
the eye immediately in front and look
ing eastward is a thick growth of woods 
atretching north and south half a mile, 
with here and there bits of houses peep
ing out. Looking to the north and 
south, spread out mirror-like are two 
large sheets of water, that in the sun
light look like silver. Beyond and 
stretching miles away we see the rich 
grain fields. Turning ’round, looking 
west is a great wall of beautiful hills 
reaching up some 209 feet and sloping 
gently back half a mile, covered with 
woods and grain fields, occasionally 
uotted by homesteads, the whole form
ing a most beautiful quiet, restful pic
ture.

You now follow the throng ever com
ing and going during the camp season, 
a short walk on the road to the grounds. 
Passing over the iron bridge that spans 
the little stream that connects the two 
lakes and you are at the gates, where 
you purchase your 15 cents admission 
-ticket and pass it to Mr. Johnson, the 
genial gate-keeper, who tor twenty 
years has stood his post.

To the right and close to the gates iß 
the camp and postonico telephone and 
telegraph offices; adjoining these are 
meat and provision stores, restaurants; 
next the Sunflower printing establish
ment. Fronting these is Colwell Park 
at the southeast corner of which is the 
residence of Mrs. Abby Louise Petten- 
gill, the president of the City of Light 
Assembly.

To this lady Is due principally the 
present high standard and splendid 
condition of affairs prevailing at this 
camp. Being a person of means and re
finement, she is giving her time and 
means in the uplifting of the cause. 
Too much cannot be said tn het praise. 
She has won the hearts of the campers 
in endeavoring to do the best she can 
for its good. ’’

Facing Melrose Park along Cottage 
avenue are many costly summer homes, 
end is also the large auditorium where, 
are given two and three iectnrfes ' dally 
during the camp season. ■ At the north 
end ot this avehue is Lincoln Park tn 
the center of which is Maplewood Ho
tel, a large four-story building owned 
and managed by the association. There 
is also at the further end of the park 
and Cleveland avenue a large bowling 
alley, bathing house and boat house; 
here is also situated and owned by tho 
society the waterworks and electric 
plant Returning along Cleveland, ave
nue is the library of 2,000 volumes and 
Library Hall where lectures are given 
and classes taught tn the occult sci
ences. Back further is Lyceum Hall, 
school house and dance hall for the 
teaching of the young. Thore is also a 
large livery conveyance and fire engine 
on the grounds.

At the present time there are over 
' 300 cottages, phout 50 iff which are oc

cupied the year round . On thè lake 
are several electric launches, a small 
steamer plying between the camp and 
ihe town of Cassadaga; also several 
yawl boats.

This little city of 25 years has grown 
from out a dense wood so thick that a 
team of horses could not enter. The 
first meetings were held in a bough- 
thatched auditorium, then came the 
canvas ‘tent, until now we have a behu- 
tiîïfl little city, entirely enveloped in 
ingple forest consisting of forty acres, 
streets and avenues running at right 
angles. Leases for lots 40 x 50 lent 
àrè given by the association for 99 
years, at $5 per year rental beside the 
state and county tax which are trivial. 

‘ • fa speaking of this class öf campers, 
Il'ii heedless to say that -you are ¡made 
to fflel at home at once, geniality and 
good will towards all is everywhere 
shown anfl felt There is no necessity 

■ fonipolice protection here, at -least while 
the Camp is In session, doors and Win- 

_ dotfs are always left open; there -has 
noVer been but one arrest made since 
tliff camp was opened and that was for 
disturbance by an outsider. There is 
noUiquòr allowed, brought or sold in or 
about the grounds except that Àkeà for 
médical purposes.

Speaking of honesty, the wmer W 
late an instance that Wcarfoa here last 
year. .A tady wished it announced 
from thè rostrum that she 'had lost-her 

( purse. The chairman, Mr. Barrett( in-. 
I fofmefl het It was at the tiffle'e. She 
j Témarkèà: ’“Oh, deaf! must I gè
get it?” These occurrences 'are döfii-’ 
mon I Ain tóìd. As Tot ‘thieves And 
tramps, they fear anfl -never -molest; 

; i-hbie'; they tear .thè sjilfltuhl camp-
I grounds.
i > The first sounds frìtto thè ’cäthp thht 
greet the ear on 'your attivai ate thè' 
strains of beautiful music trito a Splen
did 10-piece band engaged during the1; 
dhmp season. 1

' For the benefit of the stronger, camp-,1 
' erahd mediums,meetings hs Of old are' 

held iii the thick of the ‘forest -at the 
north And Of ‘thè camt> three tiroes 
dhily, weather permitting. These, 
'meetings are principally held to - con-

1 vince the stranger, as they -are -wholly 
conducted by the mediums, consisting 
principally of test work and the dew-., 
opment o’f their psychic natures., Here

■ ft where the oyos.. and ears 'of the 
I strangers afe opened dtid the-bobWòbs 
•<ff 'the.tbought’cfellB^brushed away aW 

. started In motion. 'Laughable toome-

T .. .......... p....... -... ...................... ; ’

THINKER

Park and facing Cottage avenue is a 
large woodeu, gravel-roof structure, 
three sides of which are open and pro
vided with canvas curtains, open al
ways in desirable weather. It has a 
seating capacity for 1,000, and standing- 
room foi; as many more, but it is known I 
to have had ipside and out upwards, o£ I 
3,000 persons, filling the entire street j 
and porches of the cottages on Cottage I 
avenue, facing the auditorium, many I 
times on state occasions.

Here from this rostrum some of the 
best ixiiqds of this country have poured 
out their thoughts of wisdom in elo-1 
quence. Men and womexx imbued by 
the spirit and God-given powers of wis¡ I 
dom liave held forth here and given the 
world thoughts enjoyed to-day, not only 
by Spiritualists but by men and women 1 
in all the broader walks of life. Spirit- 
xialism is not confined to any creed or I 
dogmas, it encompasses all that is of 
the mind and advocates spiritual 
growth through evolution on and up.

In looking over the programme for 
this season, beginning July 14 and end
ing Septembei' 3, space is too valuable 
in this most liberal free thought and 
broad-minded paper to be given in de-1 
tail, for this already lengthy article. 
Suffice it to say contains some of the 
very best speakers and test mediums 
now before the public. - We will, how
ever, give a brief account from the I 
epening lecture by Carrie E. S. Twing. 
This lady is one of the oldest spiritual 
lecturers in tlie field, always good, and 
top well known to need further com
ment here. 'I

She was followed on tlie 15th by Mrs. 
Annette J. Pettenglll of Boston. This 
lady is rarely gifted, excellent as lec
turer, test medium, solo singer and psy- 
cliometrlst; comparatively new in the 
field, she brings now thoughts and ideas 
and by her winning personality, songs, 
and strong psychic powers captivated 
the entire camp from the start.

On the 16th, Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn of 
Stoneham, Mass., manager of the ly- 
ceum at Onset camp, paid us a visit; I 
here we have one of tho brightest, wit
tiest lecturers known to our ism. This 
lady bubbles over with wit that con
stantly keeps her hearers to tfie ex
ploding point and good jxumor. She left 
for home on the 22d. How we all 
dreaded to see her go. With the lump 
in our throats we cheered our good
byes, she waving her farewell as the 
train rolled away. I

On the 17th, Dr. John F. Geddes of 
Loudon, Eng., Universalist minister and 
teacher of spiritual philosophy, gave us 
some excellent talks. Having spent 

I over forty years in the study Ot the oc
cult forces, he is very proficient along 
these Unes.

I Next Dr. H. P. Oliver ot Philadelphia, 
Pa„ who has written a work of 850

I pages on theosophy .and’ kindred 
thoughts, of value to those so interest-

1 ed, gave us a very interesting talk.
As to test and phenomena mediums, 

the camp and woods are full ot them, 
many worthy of note, did space allow. 
"Conditions are such we do not get 
names."

This afternoon Cora L. V. Richmond 
arrived and gave us from the rostrum 
an answer to the question, "The Future 
of Mankind.” Her prophecy based on 
the past was masterfully handled, show
ing her great knowledge ot historical 
data. Mrs. Richmond is one of the 
oldest and commanding lecturers on 
Spiritualism living. She is to be with 
us but a few days.

Sunday, the 23d, Mr. J. Clegg Wright 
follows. Never to have heard that pro-' 
tound master -of knowledge the spirit of 
John Shaw through the personality of 
Mr. Wright Is to but Jxalf underataad 
the phenomena of trance speaking. We 
de net understand It but see it to its 
highest conditions. Here you hear the j 
eloquent language and profound knowl
edge of spirit John Shaw, given through I 
a cultured brain, making it possible tor 
tlie scholastic spirit entity to manifest 
itself through an organism equal to its I 
own; and the writer has yet to note 
the difference between John Shaw the 
spirit and Clegg Wright the mortal I 
man, excepting that Shaw holds' forth 1 
in a sitting posture and closed eyelids J 
while in our earthly brother we see the j 
penetrating, far-away look, graceful 
gesture and easy stride of the orator • 
and teacher,when holding forth, besides 1 
the keen wit and cutting sarcasm ot the 
•gifted Mr. Wright. ,1

As to Prof. W. M. Lockwood, Who has 1 
just arrlved—Splrituallsm without a l 
Lockwood! Well, hardly, Mr. Lock-1 
wood is a scientist, an M. D., and a I 
gentleman, one who has sacrificed re- 
nHinerative positions to the cause he 
loves.

These two men. Wright and Lock- j 
wood,.not forgetting others, have done | 
much to Enlighten the masses in this 
new ism as old as the world and known 
to man since Plato’s time. 1

The speakers yet to follow are Thos I 
McClary, M. B. Little, Susie C. Clark, 
Laura G. Fixeh, Mrs. R. S. Lillie, W. J. 
Colville, Wilson Fx-iteh, Susan B. An
thony, Arma Shaw, John W. Ring, Geo. 1 
Littlefield, B. F. Austin and Lotta p. 1 
Cheney, together with excellent plat-1 
form test mediums, all of which may be 
seen and heard for the great sum of 10 I 
cents per day, with concerts all thrown 
in. I

Spiritualism is expounded here at j 
Lily Date as nowhere else, and Is send-1 
ing out its rays of thought to all the 1 
‘GíViUBéd 'WoMd. May it long ^continuo i 
in its good work, enlightening and lift-' 
Ing b sfightefl humanity out of superstl-: 
tion and flarkiiess Into the light and 
truth ¡of this beautiful Itiiowledge. j 
However-, the'writer ventures to say 
that Spiritualism has already pene-' 
trated every corner of the earth, 'that' 
should every camp-meeting -fee wiped. 
'out, Spiritualism could not be oblitero ■ 
■ated at this time. The present psychic 
'conditions of the human mind are 
■evolving into that higher state -from' 
which there is no return. -It is but fifty- 
seven years old, this new ism, butXeok1 
•about and note everywhere ¡the prog
ress. Wherever it becomes ¡known, ¡all * 

: (dogmas give way to this truth *f truths : 
beautiful, satisfying knowledge.

: Cleveland, Ohio. H. L. TOBIEN,

Spiritualism and Christianity. J 
_ .To the Editor:—Your Issue ot July 
•22, .pleased me imtnefisely-. The nt--' 
tetapt to uhite Churchianlty .and Spirit-‘ 
iualism, or rather to base Spiritualism’ 
Upon’ the claims of Chustianity, so ably' 

• -shown up by A. H. Nicholas, ot Califor- 
mia. It -is ithe most urgent need of the Í 

. ’Spiritual batike at,present, (to checkmate 
■this deceptive, delusive practice, of try-- 
ingto-prove 'our nmvm-flays spiritual- 

■ facts by the tilings of adBcenwttre, said 
; to -hwe' ha'pptftiea 2,000 yoata 'ago, ¡and ’■ 

'for which we are ¡mainly dependent 
•upon tradition hs to truthtumeBs. it is 
dike ¡putting the caw before the horse'! ¡ 

. The OTticle by Brother Snarrenberg- J
>er, on ttte Bamoipfigq .is.hlsb worthy or 
tauch praise. This is irota a Spiritual-' 
¡1st of forty years’Btanlmig, -and who1 

1'lias been a continuous subscriber to
The Progressivo ThtalteY since No.- 8.

Naturally every person las Bet forth 
in the Chicago Tribune], looks for that 
which is to his own interest, and if 
that which appears to him as his inter
est ìb not so in reality it is because the 
man is mistaken. Hence, whenever 
there is a pathological state in society 
it is because of an error in the minds 
of men. Error itself is a pathological 
state in the brain, because whenever 
that organ is in a normal condition it 
always gives us teachings that are har- 

; monious with the outer world. It is 
only when it is in an abnormal condi
tion that it renders us false teachings,'

The chief abnormal manifestations 
are vice and crime on one side and i>au- 
perlsm one the other. Without vices 
and crimes society would be healthy 
from tlie ethical point of view; without 
pauperism it would be healthy from the 
viewpoint of economics. To say that 
we wish to extirpate pauperism and 
solve the social question is to say In 
other terms that we wish to make soci
ety healthy and sound. Now, it is easy 
to demonstrate that vice, crime and' 
pauperism proceed entirely from error. 
Vice is a past error of the organism. It 
destroys health to drink too much aico* 
hoi. The individual who misconceives 
this trutl^ and therefore is deceived in 
regard to his own view falls into the 
vice of inebriety. .

The same with crinle. Acts are crim- 
ina 1 because they are erroneous. If 
theft were really the most efficacious 
means for enrichment theft would con- 
iorm to the nature of things; it would 
rnen be normal, and by virtue of its 
normality it would not be criminal, 
l ueft is a dereliction because, far-from 
attaining the desired end, wealth, It 
tends to the diametrically opposite end. 
poverty. Indeed, the society where 
eveiyone robbed would be tlie poorest 
imaginable. Wealth 'Would be reduced I 

“ini«um. The same with homi
cide, either individual, assassination; 
or collective, war. They are commit
ted in order to augment well being, but 
they.are the acts.which most conduce' 
to ill. if everyone, would kill with 1m- 
punity society would ba the most fright
ful of hells, admitting that It could then 
exist. Homicide is therefore also a- 
crime Because it is an error, J

It is scarcely necessary to demon-1 
strale that pauperism also pro :oeds 
from error. . When , it is the con
sequence of vice it falls under the head-1 
-ng of vice. When pauperism is not 
the result of vice it is the result, of im-1 
pertect social institutions. But thia im. 1 
perfection itself is the result of error I 
because if men have, established Im
perfect institutions—that is to say, not 
harmonious with the real nature of 
things—it is not because they were I 
designed to be imperfect, It is only be
cause the men did- not know how to I 
make them perfect,, because they were I 
deceived, miBtakem>

The immense minority , of people im
agine that there is an inevitable antag
onism between the interests of the In
dividuals of a society ¡on the one hand 
and of the interests of the.dlfferent so- 
C ^t e8^a }be other ub con-
s der the Individual as opposed to bo- 
c'ety. if the antagonism between 
their Interests were real, the maximum 
of welfare for the individual would be 
attained when the society had disap
peared, and the maximum of prosperity 
for the society when ail the individuals 
had perished. These two propositions 
are equally absurd. Consequently there 
is-no real antagonism between the in
dividual and society. Blit man believes 
!i!< JS®11®' N°w When he believes] 
this he is mistaken. There is, there-1 
fore, no antagonism, between the: indi- ! 
yidual and social Interest but only be 
tween social interest and that which’

?.rror’ reBafdB as his interest 1 
individually. It is then erfOr that pro-1 
^u.un?a?plness’nót the.naìtùral 
condition of society. ■ ■ I

It the/antagonism among'Individuals I 
were rdai, each finding'll to his advan
tage to destroy the others,' humanity 
constantly would be on the way to ex
tinction. Now this is not the dase; hu
manity is on the way to Constant in
crease. Again, if the aiìtagónsm be-1 
tween men were Teal, the destruction or 
humanity would Increase with the in- 

, crease of intelligence.' If man' 1b the 
natural enemy of man, the more mental 
faculties he develops the more rapidly 
would he destroy his enemies, and 
hence the more rapidly would our race 
disappear. ....... •• ;

If the antagonism between men were 
real the establishment of social order 
would be the chimera of éhimeras. 
This order would be - contrary to the 
laws Of nature, and heuce unrealizable. 
Now we know that this ifvjust the con- 

.trary to facts; social order extends ever 
to vaster and vaster territories and em- 
braees a larger and larger number of in
dividuals.-

Assuredly .antagonism can exist be
tween individuals. If I love a woman 
and that woman loves my fcousln, there 
Is real antagonism between my cousin I 
and myself, .If I wish to occupy a chair, 
and another person is equally ambition^’ 
for it, there is antagonism between that 
person and myself. These. antagnnUn« 
are inevitable. They can cause critel 
terrible sufferings. ' But these suffer' 
Ings remain in the order of the individ- 
uaj . Jhey d0 not exist in social facts,

»a .is on^y uP°n social ground that (solidarity can exist. On social ground I 
•action is complete.

Every one finds it to his greatest-ad- 
4n universal right rule. 

Phis fact establishes among us absolute 
identity of interests. We have long un
derstood that it is useful.. tq practice 
what 4s»right in regard to -our neighbor. 
The .great mistake consists in not -un-1 
derstauding that all inen living’on. the 
world ane capable of exerting an influ-' 
enee on our destiny, are just as much, 
our neighbors as our compatriots. ■ J

THE WHEELS OF PROGRESA ' 
, .orli -3/1 "»3—— ■

Ohurch Influence Cannot Stop the Foro 
ward March.

■si . (H ■’—T—
Lett us turn to that age in tlie dim 

and misty pfipt, when knowledge was 
kept ihldden^u ty-i secret retreats and 
tempes of ^n.

. Here the initiated, drinking at its 
fountain, carefully guarded against a : 
leakage tp, the outside world, lest the 
«toen»» Peqp|e, getting a taste become 
wise.^dyluaitfieir new-found wisdom, 
one-aito all oyplre to share in the ease, 
glory gijiid , pleasure pi high office.

The.Avoflftutnoved but slowly in its 
progrès towards higher things.

Humpnity8aj; its best was little above 
the ajymal in,fits aims and desires. The 
peoplç,[ bowigg to priestly rule, submit- j 
ted to. die yoke, and were satisfied, be- ' 
cause .of their, ignorance; and while 
worshiping the gods and their oracles, 
patronized t}je sandal wearers, the long- 
robed,. thè maited-hdired care-takers, 
who fended the.altar fires and sacrificed 
poof, harmless dumb brutes , before 
Idols of superstition. '

Wpman, the noblest figure in the 
kingdom of creation, was then a mere 
beast of bjirden, a slave to hex- lord and 
master; a piece of chattel to be bought, 
sold or e^cjiangefl at wiil.

Tyrants ruïed'énd cast their shadows 
oyer nations of slaves.' . .

With bucIi a pictiue before you, 
would you, then, oli, liherty-loving souls 
in. this land of freedom born, consexit-to 
stop thè wheels .of progress, to turn 
back the hands'. ' of time until they 
hrôughf again tliat age of darkness and 
oppression;' ¡fl. .which, knowledge was a 
power Jh the hands of á íéw, directing 
the ignpfancè of the many?

Will you,, freed meu and women, 
place yourselves Once more beneath the 
the thumbscrews of the church ?

Will you slllud passively by, allowing 
the soul’s noblest aspirations to be 
warped, yoqr Inner voice hushed and 
your frèedoih' shackled by priestcraft 
and ancient creed?

Çan church activity in secret organi
zation and parochial schools rear the 
coming generation in the same lap of 
ignorance that has kept their fathers 
kneeling In worship before painted 
idols, qnd in childish innocence faith- ; 
fully swállówing the red wine and wa- ' 
fer, in-flrití belief that when fed by ; 
hand of priest it becomes the real flesh 1 
and blood of Jesus?

I say no!
America, where' high ideals of 

thought ' anfl ¿freedom of human effort 
are born'of the; sell and moves the spir
it of man, fetuses to be a footstool be- 
neath the heel 'of the Roman church,

A thoilsand years of Oppression could 
not make of the Aniel lean Indian a 
slave such as ivas the negro; no more, 
can the educated American of today be 
enslaved by religion, confused by its 
Latin phraSe Or bamboozled into ac
cepting on blind faith a carefully ar
rayed creed, that has its root in a re
mote past,- and which is already 
stretched'beyond its limit of elasticity 
In the èffort to make it reach modern 
times. ¡All must soon acknowledge its 
usefulnélis haStoeen outlived. ,

It is selfish • Assire for a life of ease 
beneath tlie thin veneer of pious regard, 
that movès ttfei church in its insane 
desire to; keepiman’s mind on a level 
with itsodogmatized creeds and that 
tries toi chain him down to a plané of 
thoughtviWhichdstill sees in priestly 
robe and priestly office the infallible' 
and divjtíé, deeming sacred thé mean
ingless praise to the gldfy of a personal 
God that ibecomes ridiculous ' through 
monotondns repetition?

WhatgRott 91 ■ - . »■ •
The soul of the seeker after truth re- 

volts at puehihjpocrisvI - • :
Howl (Pleasing . :to the "holy fathers" 

When their; dear children of the church, 
in the fulLgrowth of noble ¡man -and 
womanhood, yet remain' ao child-like 
and bland, > • . . ■

.Wisdom comes with years, but not 
to those who kneel in • reverence to 
thoughts bor.n of man tn the foolish in
fancy of hflman knowisdge, and in this 
enlightened age, palmed off'on the un
thinking as of,-divine origin, by men 
who know i they are acting the living-'

When ecclesiastical investigation of 
spirit power ^attempted; and truth be 
found wanting, .shall ail be condemned?

Shall, scientific demonstration of the 
individuality of spirit after it has been 
freed. ¿I earthly.flesh be repudiated? 
Must evolution of life both in spiritual 
and material form continue to be Ig
nored, by the.vpry ones whose duty it is 
to enlighten çhq people?

Mosj: emphatically, I.say, No! Con- 
demnation. hy. ihe ignorant cannot itili 
truth. ... .

After unnumbered ages of prepara
tion, man, has worked the downward 
slant out of the Jiodily eye, and in spite 
of the fact’(flat many 1 efuse to help in 
the milking,'.' in spite oí surface investi
gation and Church opposition, - he is 
working it òùt of the spiritual eye. '

GED, L. WEBER.
St. Louis,’Mo. '

‘ A MOTED FREETHINKER.

JHAug. 5, 1905,

A GENUINE MATERIALIZATION.

times are the teste:glvontìy-flic.younger 
mediums, while the oldcr.psychics often 
hfffii tbdra èhd joy, so'Strikingly, true 
tire they given.;. These meetings ?are 
highly dlfloyea. This 'place whs named 

!F6fnft TWpIfe, ’ fausti» -aaviiHnngar-
. The auditorium situated In -Rfclrose wIL ^3149

Editor The Traveler:—The lady cor- 
•opeh, and if Ahe wr-qte to eat meat, ifish; 
.'moat only twice a week this hot wsath-; 
•er, -for health, is dust getting her -eyes 
ropenjrand df she wrote eo.eat sweat, «ft, 
•lobsters and oysters, alams, eta, not 
¡any meals at «II,, neither 3iot nor -cold 
weather, she would ¡still be nearer 
¡right. It as mil Tight to eat for solid 
foods -eggs, .milk, cream, ibuttex, cheese 
•and nil fruits, vegetables, grains, 
•greens, nuts, whole wheat, bread and 
wheat coffee, but .people should cut blit 
•all tea, coffee, beer, liquors, wines, 
’drugged soda, "mineral” waters, etc.

Itlhese facts «re not verified alone by 
'human experience, but they are tossed 
oc absolute spirit .messages received'by 
cur tnodt export ipsychtcal researchers 
lin the-civilized world, from-the (most «»• 
lalted-angels-in‘.’God's’’mniyense 'acrOBs' 
(the -great‘"lilvide.”

■ We -have .always .learned -these facts 
. ’through our host -temple .mediums who

cure this' evidence, and it is worth one j 
hundred Hines itg cost, both in this 
wo'rid and the next,' li people want to । 
live healthy and happy, if they want to 
develop their inental and spirit powers 
as well as their physical strength, they 
will do well to follow the angels’ ad
vice. If people want to die and enter 
the spirit world’like a tramp-outcast, he-, 
sotted by alcohol, poisoned by tobacco 
and bestiàlizèd bÿ animal grub, all they 
have got to do is to smoke, chew to. 
bacco, drlrilt liquor find eat 'meat, fish 
etc. Eggs Aixfl milir are good, but meat 
and •fish are N. G. We' would like to 
bring these messages from the divine 
angels Of heaven ' very near to the ; 
hearts of the people.- Space will not al- • 
low us to specifj*;the detailed technical 
reasons why .ineat-cannlbal grub is not. 
.good for anybnè,;liut we say that spirits 
in the higher spheres of heaven have. 
.said so, aM anyone who has' any faith ' 
in the herêstter Avoulfl' do well to so 
.live on thlsï earth’ that when they die 
and “pass’in •theft' checks'’’ they .may. 
have -such’ pure, ireflned and «thereat ’ 
spirit that'they bàn go up into the; 
higher spltüVsphêr'es of heaven and mot ; 
be forced std^trtéliike beasts in the ( 
lower •dom'dins’of spirit life. Ola Ineat ; 
ideas are like muBh -of the meat eaten.' 
by the igdaruiitk-btmply ¡rotten. You; 
will *be Strenger, better, wiser, healthier, ’ 
more. spiritual if you leave ;off these 
■follies andiwices’tiï ‘ diet and drink.1 
These mesHngcsdiiVe ccmeto the world ; 
“ex cathedra’’ rhy '.tho voice <tt God").. 
-and «many fWtness^i'can testify to their ‘ 
-worth, i fprmerluAte meat, fish, chick
ens, fl.ucl^iifen’kcspi 'bears, deers, wood- 
■chucks, iot^ters, pcallops, oysters, etc., 
•but when I knew, the augdlB had spoken 
•"ex-cathedra,” J; .cut them all out »B i 
•they ’ordered,.and have never felt better 
:inmy Ufa „f‘.Ga,ifiou,snddo likewise."’ 
—Bible. ' X WK H WTHROE, 3B.

Boston.-Mass.... . ■

.: “Buboes«, 
Hectare and courae -ci twezfty-ïour touts 
loess lessons by ilr.Æ.Æ.-Austin, B. a.; 
Id. D. The itlUes tof toome of lhe' Jet*

Letter of Mrs. Sara T. D. Robinson, 
Widow of tho Firat State Governor of 
Kansas, to the State Historical Soci
ety, Presenting That Body an Oil I 
Painting of a Portrait of G. W. 
Brown, M. D-, of Rockford, III, 
Officers ami Members of yie Btate 

Historical Society of Kansas.-—it iB 
with extreme gratification I present you 
what is considered by all who have 
seen it, a very excellent oil painting in 
his'advanced years of our long-time fel
low laborer, George W. Brown, Esq., 
the founder, proprietor, editor and pub-' 
Usher of the Herald of Freedom, our 
first Free State newspaper and the only 
one which survived tlie pressure and' 
the violence of proslavery aggression 
Until our freedom was fully assured.

Mr. Brown had been for a long time 
connected with the Free Soil press in 
Pennsylvania before coming to Kansas 
in 1854. Through the Influence of his 
Conneautville Courier, which still sur- 

, vives and reflects bis views, he had the 
pleasure of aiding in making his the 
banner Free Soil county of Pennsyl
vania, his adopted state, in the great 
political contest of 1848. When the 
Missouri Compromise of 1820 was re
pealed, May 30, 1854, by which all the 
territories were again opened to slav
ery, he determined to locate in Kansas, 
establish a free press, and aided by vol
unteers from the free North re-estab
lish the principles of that Compromise 
on Kansas soil. .

Having enrolled 300 of his patrons 
and friends to accompany him, he lo
cated in Lawrence in the autumn ot 
that year. With the first lumber sawed 
at the Emigrant Aid Company’s mill, 
and timber cut and hewed by hiB typos, 
he erected on the town site .of Law
rence the first, frame building In this 
city, which for the time became his. 
printing office. Eastern sympathizers 
with: Free Soil views, came to his
.support» and with ever increasing pat
ronage hè was enabled to continue its 
publication.

. On that ever memorable May 21,1856, 
Border. ¡Ruffians having first captured 
Mr,. Brown while on his way to Kansas 
iTojri performing a mission in the 
states to which he had been commis- 
Slofled' by the,. Territorial Executive 
Committee, ‘ they demolished his 
presses, threw the type in the river, and 
destroyed, or carried away, his large li- 

, brary, .
Because of Mr. Brown’s ability, en

ergy and influence, with other Free 
StRte citizens, he had the honor of be
ing indicted by a pro-slavery grand jury ' 
for high treason, and was.held a pris
oner with four others for four months, a 
goâdïÿ portion of the time guarded by a 

. regiment of United States troops. Fi
nally,; vyithput trial, there being no 
causé for prosecution, the action was 
dismissed.

Soon'atter tjie prisoners' release the 
ladies , of Lawrence made a large na
tional flag and publicly presented it to 
Mr. Brown. Miss Lydia S. Hall, iate 
editor of the Lowell Offering, made the 
presentation speech, which was re
sponded to by Mr, Brown. Governor 
Geary had just arrived in the territory 
and was present with his escort on the 
occasion and made a brief speech to the 
assembled multitude, ds did other of 
our:leading citizens. During the occa
sion the flag was raised to the summit 
of the staff, over the office where It 
waved.to the breeze, quite unlike the' 
red one which was placed there by ruf
fian hands, when tlie office was de
stroyed four months Ago.

The Herald of Freedom was soon after 
the last incident revived, and was all 
the stronger because of the rough.expe
rience, the editor had passed through. 
Survivors of those pioneer days well re
member the vigorous editorials which 
appeared week after week from Mr. 
Brown’s pen, which envious rivals and 
malicious libellers, without one word ot 
truth in their statements, have repre- 

' sentefl as the work of others.
Thg Herald of Freedom, during all 

the period of its publication, was the 
staito-house of political and state papers 
■relating to Kansas, and has been the 

• quayry in which subsequent historians 
have , delved for information. Wherein 
they have followed the facts therein 
stored their histories are authentic; 
wherein, jhey . have departed from it 
theïr statements .are not trustworthy. 
So important-and valuable are the files 
of the Herald of Freedom your honored 
secretary, Mr. Martin, wrote a friend a 
few mopths ago:, "The Historical So
cietycould not keep house without the 
Herald of Freedom.” Y our former Bec- 
retaçÿ, Mr, Adams, in numerous letters, 

• was'sthl. more .emphatic in commenda
tion of the paper.

Hon. D. W. Wilder stated years ago 
to a’printer in his employ: “The Her
ald of Freedom, on which I made such 
heavy drafts in; compiling my Annals of 
Kangas, ïà the most faultless paper 1 
ever saw." ,

“Uüt.it had its faults, I suppose," re
marked ttà iypo; ..

In'an.indignant tone Mr. Wilder re
plied: "I tell you. it is the most perfect 
in character, typography and general 
makè-up of any paper 1 ever saw."

Bui it.IS thé editor whose likeness, In
dependent bearing and forcible charac-. 

. ter toso faithfully . delineated in the 
painting, which the artist determined 
to perpetuate by his art, and which he 
has executed so gracefully, which 1 
have caused to lie. transmitted to you, 
.and hereby make you its custodian. It;

■ was he whô projected the Herald of 
Freedom. It was he who incurred the 
expense-df its publication; who wrote its 

. editorials, had general superintendence 
of its mechanical department, who care
fully reviewed whatever appeared in its 
columns, who excluded from its adver
tising pages every offensive matter, dè- 

; clining, even for double compensation, 
• to advertise the sale of intoxicants. He 

ever warred upon wrong in all its
. forms.. His principal enemies were law 

breakers.
। It seems to me just that one so inti- ; 
' mately identified with al! our -territorial 

history, .for eleven of the best years of 
his life was a resident of'Kansas,' and a

. participant In every feature'of our va- 
' rying fortunes; whose pecuniary losses 
; in the several Border Ruffian raids, : 
: probably- equaled if they xlid not excel 
I that of any-other; and was the real 
i founderof iü» -city of Emporia; whoor- 
' ignnized and-was the business manager' 
; in sinking three mineral oil wells in' 
' Miami county in J 860, tho first in the 

■state; who took the first two power 
i granting presses to Kansas ; established 
: ¡the flrst bodk .printing office; the first- 
. hook bindery; and the first blank book : 

¡manufactory; and, finally, where«!! the 
(great leatSers avere so grossly maligned 
ihe received Ills full share, because he • 
•was in theway of .aspirmgambltion; ïor - 
these and many other reasons I anight

, mention at seems to me eminently just. 
that Mr. Brown's portrait .have a prom-

’ ¡incutplans in your Historical Society.
There fls an -added value to the poro 

Itraltjfrom the .fact -that the artist who 
:? (executed it;was born in Kansas, of • a; 
। ¡mother, thé sister of the flrBt' Mrs. ।

ISrown, Who, (With her parents, was one 1 
icfxtlæiSonBers from »Pennsylvania. He , 
was aducatefl in our schools ; was raised 1 

, ito manhood .iinfleMhe influence - of our i

“I saw a fog or misty substance. 
While I was thinking what It might be, 
it .became illuminated, and out of that 
light I saw a most beautiful face of a 
yobng woman." <

"To.the Editor:—I have been-very 
much interested of late in reading your 
paper especially on the subject of ma
terialization. I am glad you have 
brought this subject before the public, 
and I hope you will continue to do so 
until the mind’s of some of the Spirit
ualists are aroused to action in the 
matter, and more especially those that 
are leaders of our societies and camp- 
meetings.

We never shall have the respect of 
the intelligent portion of-the public un
til we abolish the Punch and Judy 
shows from our ranks.

I was brought up a Spiritualist. I 
saw all of the so-called phenomena in 
Spiritualism years ago. I have fought 
against bogus materializations and 
made many enemies by bo doing, but I 
know sometime that they will all be my 
friends again.

While writing this there comes to my 
mind a picture I saw after attending a 
materializing seance in New York City, 
t felt very sad during the first part of the 
performance to think that the people at 
that seance were being so deceived and 
their feelings so played upon; then 
there came a reaction, and I felt very 
.much amused. It seemed as though I 
was at a vaudeville show.

The next morning when in my room 
reading a novel which 1 was very much 
interested in, there came over me a 
drowsiness, and I laid down my book, 
thinking I was going to sleep; but my 
attention was drawn towards the cor
ner of the room, and there 1 saw a tog 
or misty substance. While I was 
thinking what it might be, it became il
luminated, and out of that light I saw a 
most beautiful face of a young woman. 
I was much pleased to think I had been 
so favored. After thinking about it a 
while I took up my book again to finish 
my story, when this thought was given 
me: when we can find the right condi
tions and the material is fine enough to 
produce materializations we shall come 
and show ourselves in a like manner.

I had always doubted in regard to 
that phase of mediumship and I think 
that was in answer to my thought.

Brother Francis, I never had so much 
respect for you as I Lave at the pres
ent time. I think you have taken the 
right course towards helping our cause 
and I shall always do all I can to in
crease the numbers in your subscrip
tion list.

MRS. M. A. HAWLEY GORDON. 
Lansing, Mich.

WORDS AND DEEDS OF KINDNESS.

Kind words are golden Keys!
And hearts both sad and weary 

Open unto such as these,
With moments sweet and cheery.

In all thy fleeting, lifelong days
Strive burdens to make lighter, 

Let loving deeds and pleasant ways
Make every day glow brighter.

Warmth of the sunny hours
Give blossoms their bright beauty, 

And love of the highetwowers
Delight our souls wits duty;

Beauties of the world below. 
Dear angel souls are viewing

And urging us in realms aglow, 
To constant strive in doing.

Work earnest on the cloudy days.
And faithful as the sitnny, 

Angels all shall sing thy praise
If you labor less for money;

When your labor is for love,.
The joyous world is moving, 

The records in the books above
Show angels are approving.

No day can ever seem so sad, 
That’s filled with ¿owing beauty, 

No heart can ever be more glad
Than when overflown with duty!

Love fondly lingers everywhere
A soul is stricken in blindness. 

And joy is close akin to care
As love to deeds of kindness.

The gift of goodness is greater far
Than all the gifts of gold. 

And the glisten of the gleaming sta
Not fairer to behold

Than gentle deeds and loving ways, 
For kindness leads the light,

And blessed are those happy days 
That make the world more bright.

Washington, D. C. J. W. NIGH.

WAR IN RUSSIA.

Retribution Following Perfidy, Oppres
sion and Inhumanity.

The full doom of Russia is not yet at 
hand; yet retribution has never fol
lowed more swiftly or in more over
whelming force upon a nation guilty of 
perfidy, oppression and inhumanity.

The czar of all the Russians, the head 
of the church, the autocrat, lives in 
dread of violent death. His kindred 
and. chief officials have been assassi
nated in his own capital. H1b armies 
are beaten in the field and his navies go 
flown before the fleets of an enemy 
which he despises.

Murder and riot are rife in his realm. 
The provinces which he has held ’with 
an iron hand are breaking away from 
Ids authority, their people maddened to 
the point of desperation, not hesitating 
to try, all unarmed and undisciplined as 
they are, to give battle to his troops al
ready affected with sedition.

People are driven to desperation by 
the characteristic arrogance and inhu
manity of military autocrats, born to 
high station and who arrogate to them
selves supreme power over the lives 
and fortunes of the Russians.

There is scant 'sympathy for the gov
ernment of the Czar. Sympathy prop
erly goes out to the people who have, 
suffered long .and bitterly for genera
tions. .

It is not our part to applaud the ac
tions of murderers and rioters; but 
most assuredly we can fiqa nothing to 
'admire iii the savage Cossacks whose 
barbarities in all parts of the empire 
have brought ’matters to this crisis.

Russia is the most tyrannical, cruel, 
despotic nation on earth—chiefly-at
tributable to the -effects of faith in 
•"holy bible"; -in its bloody narratives 
and devotion to Jehovah, god of wrath, 
god of war.

Russia Is thoroughly Christianized, 
■and its awful, .bloody record is compat- 
nble with Christianity, .founded on a 
case of murder, whose history since 
the days of -Constantine -shows what it 
Is and has been in its practical ¡effects 
upon Christian nations.

A. H. NICHOLAS.
Sutnmerland, >Cal.
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great masters rtf ant in its metropolitan 
•cities. And this ¡painting, 'While ;tt pre
serves Mr. Brown’s features to •other 
■generations, twill also do honor to the 
lurrner. Henry S.'Hubbell, 'his brush and 
lame, flor all time,-and -remain n imemo- 
irial 'of hiB 'skill *md artistic -genius.

. . Sincerely, j’oura, 
SARAT. -D, ROBINSON.

Oalndilge, ¡Lawrence, Kansas, July. '3,- 
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MY PILE CURE
SSSTJh

FREEJry
Send your name 

today and get thia 
new 3-lold treat
ment by return mall

I want everyone who has Plies, Ulcer. Fissure 
PrMapse, Tumors, Constipation, or any othor 
rectal trouble, to send ino his or her name. X 
will send by return mail my new 

Threefold Absorption Cure
my now-Iound combination ot remedies which 
is curing cases of even 30 to 40 years' standing . 
—qtter ¿11 else had failed. Don't to discouraged: 
I am ouring the most malignant cases—cases 
considered incurable. Try my treatment. It- 
you are Batisilod wltli the betiellt received, send 
me one dollar. If not send nothing. You decide. 
If you have piles, or the itching, burning or 
heavy feeling which showszthat they are corn- 
lag, don't delay. They lead to Vistula aud the 
deadly Cancer. My Three-Fold Treatment cures 
to stay cured, because it is constitutional as 
well as local in its effect. Remember, it costs 
nothing to try my treatment and one dollar is 
little to pay. It cured. My splendid New Hook 
on Kectal Diseases comes FREE with the treat- 
meat—all in plala wrapper. Sona no.money, 
only your name. Write now.

in<- van vuck cumpahy, 
X05 Majestic Building, Jacksou, Mich.
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Truly, the world has never seen 
like before. Search the annals oí MÍ 
«>ry, ancient and modern; critically ex 
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cero 
ner of the world, and you cannot find - 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constituí.) a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult lb 

furnished at a nominal 
n A1L?re sutotenually bound and 

neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
SPIIHTW  ̂ FR0M THa -
bPIRIT WORLD, written through -tha 
mediumship of that remarkabte me® 
dium, Carlyle Petersllea, should be In 
fufiy R^rary’ R^d the following care-

“T TW,ELVE magnificent Premium Booles, and you can select 
from them as follows:
_ Any one of the Twelve Premium 

ordér’ price 25 cents, 
this is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents. 
_ Any three of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 11.10.

Any four of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50. 
. Any five of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.90.

Any ten of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some- 

i thing never before equalled In this 
country or Europe.

Hear in mind that every order for a 
i Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of it before. 
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE.'

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles ot 

I the Twelve -Premium Books;
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

’■Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia ot Death, and 

[ Life in tlie Spirit World, "Vol. 2.
Í ,3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
threa volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun- 
flane and Super-Mundano Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult- 
1 ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Written.

6—The Next Worlfl Interviewed, by 
Mm. 8. G. Horq, a ¡most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander .Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A 'Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English .medium.

19—-Tae Religion of Man and Ethics ot 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

i 10—Seers of tlie Ages, or SpIrltuallBm 
rlMst end Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate BetweenMoseg 
.Hull and W- F. Jatnieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit 'Worm, 
I .written through the iinediumshlp of
Carlyle -Petersllea. .

Each Spiritiinllstahould at once com- 
tmenclng:forming a Spiritualist and Oo. 
rcult library. -

When ordering a Premium -Book, on« 
.or mora,you must send In a yearly eub. 
.ecrijftlon for Tho fiNjgrtMlv« Thtaken.

, ’Wtrittnfl ¡Fire. (OradBsi^ Sime.Chest- 
-ntfis aha PclKlcnl Tia Poiats.” By x

It-has «st ® dollars to ’®x61teat W»:]
IniPflHéd-Wm, Afterahls

%25e2%2580%259cU%25c3%25bct.it
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' THE RE'ALITY ¿F THE UNSEEN

0 The Significance of-the New Thought 
Movement. au ..

3

Some InMHO Fads and Queries Du Charles Dawbarn.
There Is something fascinating - as | 

one Watches the ever-changing forms i 
evolved by the turning kaleidoscope, | 
Vom Its pieces of colored glass. Ai 
brilliant snape appears and then disap
pears. It seems a lesson in creation 
followed by dissolution, but ot form 
only, lor the raw material remains un
changed. It is really but a simple les
son in optics for the schoolboy, a lesson 
gathered through one ot his five 
senses.

The philosopher presently drops the 
Instrument aud constructs a mental ka
leidoscope that works outside and be- 
jond his mortal sense limit. He calls 
bis raw material “ether,” and as he 
watches he discovers that, like tire 
'child’s toy, it it is kept moving forms 
will appear and then disappear, leaving 

<the ether absolutely unchanged by the 
process. He has neither sense-nor in
strument by which he can reduce the 
whirl In the ether to a cold-blooded sci
entific fact, but, all the same, his men
tal manhood is almost unlimited in its 
power, so he constructs for himself a 
deductive universe, and that is how the 
"unit” happened to be born.

Nobody ever saw, or ever will see a 
unit with his mortal eye. Still that 
unit is wanted so badly that science ac
cepts him as an illegitimate child of Na
ture, and therefore not really entitled 
to be called a “fact” but capable of be
ing brought up and trained to be useful 
round the house. Ths poor little unit 
is presently placed out to board in a 
molecule family, and thereby becomes a 
fairly respectable citizen of the scien
tific universe. And there I am going to 
leave him, for thia is not going to be an 

t essay on “the art of creating units out 
'. of the ether, and the consequences 

Thereof.” I-just wanted an excuse to go 
on and be as deductive as I had a mind 
t<j, so if the scientist objects 1 shall just 
say “unit" whereupon he will subside.

The unit.is accepted to-day because, 
if you are really smart, you can imag
ine him as doing almost anything you 
want'him to do. He. dances, or he 
wopld not be a unit. A unit who does 
not whirl about has gone to his own 
funeral. But if it’s a slow dance he is 
quite a different unit to what he is 
when he starts a hornpipe. Every unit 
is a bundle of energy with a light fan
tastic toe of his own, and according to 
the dance the scientist christens him 
light, or heat, or magnetism, etc. And 
in these later days a very great scien
tist, watching him. through his mental 
microscope, declares that every unit is 
a center of force, and just dancing him
self down into a speck of solid matter. 
All of which is “deduction” with a 
vengeance, and I could not do any worse 
if I tried to—at least I think not—but 1 
am going to try to,real hard.

remember he is only watching that mat
ter so far as his live senses and his in
strument will permit.. That is hfs limit, 
but as we have'seen It is not the limit 
of matter. And when ho discerns what

'We all know now-a-days that, 
mortal sense has Its rigid, limit. 

' we have not known, or thought 
about, Is that the mind has its 
too. . And just as mortal sense

every 
What 
much 
limits 

is. per-

he calls the beginnii^ of lite, 
watches only so much of life as he 
sense. Surely we have, a right to 
at this point, what of the matter, 
form, the life he cannot sense?

The lodestone has a form beside

pétüally getting into trouble through its 
ownlimitations so we find "mindsense" 
getting itself twisted, distorted, colored 
and'suggested as it tries to tell Its tale 
through mortal brain. And just now 1 
am-thinking a great deal about these 
physical and mental pense limitations 

• because thereby, seem, to me, to hang
tales of Interest to every reader.

’ If we start with the "unit” we can 
know, even by thought, no more about 
7t^an:cur;>'mortal brain can express, 
.{lut when It has become a piece of mole
cule,, we begin to recognize it, and give

- It-.names. No matter whether we Chris-, 
ten it carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, or' 
ÿven radium, we perceive it is the foun-. 
dation fact of substance. And herein 
Is my text. I claim there is necessarily 
a? great deal more to substance than our 

: most learned scientist can discover, 
and prove as a scientific fact.

“Herd lies a piece of mineral. We can, 
? measure, weigh and analyze it to our 

heart's content. Its form is very defi- 
. nite to our eye and touch, and the 

schoolboy will tell us it’s only a bit of 
rock, and good to throw at a dog or a 
bird. In fact we all recognize it as a 
piece of our planet, a chip oft our 
Mother Earth. Some cne,presently no
tices that, it pulls or pushes a needle 
suspended a few inches away. Yet he 

• puts his finger between them. and de
clares there is nothing there by which 
that rock can produce any effect at a 
distance. So we call that piece of solid 
rock “lodestone," and the effect .it pro
duces “magnetism." The trouble is that 

- names don’t explain anything. We 
■ have discovered a fact, a most wonder

ful .fact. We even put the discovery to 
■ practical use, and evolve the mariner's 

compass.
We learn, after a time, that every

thing is a magnet, and, without any1 
fingers, reaches out and touches some
thing else at a distance, although with 

'some forms there is much less of this 
effect than with others. Where there ; 
is a very great effect or power mani
fested we now call it “radio-activity,” 
and in its extreme power where suns 
and planets act upon each other we call 
it “the attraction of gravitation.” We 
presently discover the same mysterious 
fact everywhere around us.

Just as the supposed whirl in the 
ether resulted in substance, so we have 

■ learned to make a whirl In our atmos
phere which results in thoughts flash- 

' .Ing around the world, and the whirring 
wheels of our growing civilization. Ef-1 

; feet at a distance is an accepted fact 
, to day, and yet every scientist knows it 

is an impossible, even an absurd as
sumption. The practical man coins his 
dollars out of it. The scientist uses it 
in a thousand ways, yet both.allke pooh- 
pooh'every explanation of the’mystery, 
because the cause is outside.thé limit of 
moftal sense and scientific proof.

The solution of this mystery seems to 
me to be to-day within our grasp. Once 
acknowledge' and realize the rigid limi
tation of mortal sense, and form loses 
its old boundary. That lump of mineral 
is very much larger than our mortal 
sense can grasp. It moves the needle 
simply because its ' own outmost 
touches the outmost of the needle. 
There is no gap between. The . earth 
end the moon affect each other because 
they- touch. And our sun touches the 
giant sun Alcyone which holds'him to 
his orbit. Mortal man cannot sense the 
outmost of any form, 'but he can, if he 

’will, mentally grasp the truth and learn
Its lesson. And that is the object of 
this article.

Let us now turn back to the first out
burst from the ether which the scien
tist calls "vortex” and which,- as 1 
have many times asserted, Is like the 
universal and infinite ether Itself, a 
blending of substance, energy and in-. 

. telligence. That vortex is Itself only 
mentally discerned, and as mind is lim
ited by mortal brain, that vortex-IS' com
posed of something man’s mind can 
grasp, and of something more that re
mains outside the limit. This truth re-- 
mains a fact in nature, lor at every step 
m creation and evolution-tnere is some
thing man can grasp, and a great deal-, 
remaining that is beyond him. We 
keep this in mind,-and when at last, 
after innumerable blendings, the scien-j 
list actually discerns niatter,. w» nuit1

he 
can 
ask 
the

ilio
one ho sees—a. form so intangible to 
him he calls it “magnetism,” and pro
nounces it an effect proceeding from 
the center he holds in his hand. But 
all the same the student is compelled to 
acknowledge that that outside form is 
an actual part of the lodestone, coming 
into existence, under the same creative 
Impulse, and at the same time as the 
part we call solid. This must apply to 
speck and mass alike. There is a part 
of everything man can think about, and 
a part that is altogether beyond him. 
When we realize that this fact applies 
to everything, we begin to also realize 
something of what it means to man.

Man, like the lodestone, and every
thing else, is partly visible and tangible 
to mortal sense, and the rest of him 
outside the mortal limit. Unless the 
reader recognizes this as a natural fact, 
he. will not be interested in what fol
lows. And if he has never compre
hended that every atom in nature is in 
motion, and that we can only sense so 
much of that motion as we can physi
cally and psychologically follow, he is 
hardly ready to advance through this 
gateway into the mysteries beyond.

The student will carefully note that 
we are not entering the realm of spirti, 
or spirit return, for we must try to fol
low that which is not, and never was 
mortal, and yet is man. Surely this 
is a path into an untrodden land, if 
part of manhood is within mortal life 
and the rest of manhood outside, we 
have a right to ask how much the twain 
are in touch? Nay, manhood is not 
twain, but one. ThereHs no separation 
save that we lose touch with a portion 
Of manhood’s form. But the portion of 
him beyond our sense perception will 
necessarily have very different experi
ence from that limited by earth life.

There Is yet another view to be taken 
of this manhood existing inside and out
side mortal sense limit. Itv does not 
follow that it is another part of the 
man we know. Take the unit . as the 
first appearance from ether that we can 
mentally realize as possible. That very 
unit has, so to speak, a core, which, as 
It goes on gathering into molecular 
form, Is Step by step evolving the 
world and its myriad expressions which 
our senses realize to-day. But that uniti 
like everything else, had also an exten
sion our senses could not grasp. And 
that extension must also have had its 
unsatisfied potencies,'which would lead, 
it to become a molecule, and evolve ex
periences of world life, and climb up, 
step by step, into manhood. But its ex
periences and powers would be very dif
ferent from oiirs, because its conditions 
and surroundings would all be within 
different vibrations. It would surely 
have sensé limits such as_In air prob
ability, would almost prevent contact 
with us, and shut out, tor the most part, 
any possible knowledge of our world 
and Its life expressions. • ■

Let us remember that that life, if it 
exist as manhood,- will have no more re
lation to spirit than our life of to-day.’ 
It will not be a copy ofoUrs; ' It'wiil 
have grown into what it now' is by Its 
own experiences and mastery of its sur
roundings, just a» we have. IF is built 
up from precisely the same raw mate
rial, and will be reallv an attachment 
to our world, and to everything within 
that world.- It will be subject to tbe 
laws of matter we recognize, and to the 
life forces we call evolution. It follows 
that, as with us, there will have grown I 
ùp races and nations with vastly differ
ent capabilities, and individuals of va
ried mental capacities. But they .will 
not be spirits, in pur sense of the word, 
nor be included in anything we mean 
by spirit return. Yet we should expect 
there would be ■ instances where one 
form of such earth Ilfs might impinge 
upon the other. But until such exist-' 
ences were at least acknowledged as 
possible and even probable, any such 
contact would be crddely classed as' 
spirit return, or else counted as another 
of life’s mysteries.

I Relieve this impingement or slight 
contact is an actual fact in our every
day life, and I expect this article will 
induce many to watch for it, and per
haps find cases more sensitive and bet
ter fitted for such intercourse than the 
one I am now about to place on record.

I have an old friend of rather marked 
Individuality. He is rigidly trpthful, 
and at the same time very slow of 
speech, indeed almost painfully so. He 
seems to have no imagination, and very 
limited powers of description. He has 
remained politically and religiously un
changed since boyhodd. The worthy 
old gentleman began to .have experi
ences a few years ago which he would 
discuss with me, and ask me to explain 
them for him; He would every now and 
then see people driving horses before 
wagons and carriages on roads that 
had no relation to ours, for these teams 
would travel right across open fields, 
and through orchards without apparent
ly noticing them! -

At first, and while thus appearing 
only at a distance, there - was nothing 
very extraordinary in 'the vision save 
the indifference of thè- drivers to our 
roads! -.These visions, at that time, 
were always in thé bright sunlight, and 
while he was biisy in garden or orchard, 
and I fancied from his descriptions that' 
they were hallucinations due to some 
effect ot bright rays upon his weaken
ing eyes.' So far as he could then 
judge these teams, drivers and passen
gers might all have belonged to oiir ev
eryday life, but for their indifference to 
our roads. It seemed to me, in those 
days, as merely an interesting halluci
nation, and'only remarkable as being 
the experience of about the last man 
among my acquaintances likely to ex
hibit mental eccentricity. I may say 
here that the worthy old man has never 
taken any special interest in the phe
nomena of Modern Spiritualism.

Theie was for a loiig time a monot
ony to these visions that left nothing 
new for discussion, and I gradually lost' 
my interest in them. In the last year 
there has come a decided change that 
bas revived my interest, and impressed 
me as possibly, or probably visions of 
actual life experiences, closely related, 
though somewhat - different from ours’ 
I hear nothing more of- those horses, 
carriages and drivers--all a little too 
far off to be seen in detail—for now 
men, women and children come and go, 
and at times almost'touching him. As 
I have said, the .old gentleman has al
most no imagination, and his powers of 
description are the despair of a ques
tioner. So I can give little but the im
pressions left on my mind after many 
conversations with him regarding- these 
experiences, -, ; ■ ■ . -

The living beings he has solar seen 
pave beep .only Worses .and humanity, 
’ all of which he inscribes as like, and

yet ¡unlike those of our life. I could not 
get many details. The women and chil
dren had loose and almost shapeless 
dresses, often In bright colors. The 
men seemed to have much less variety 
in tliat respect. He particularly no
ticed on one occasion that they all wore 
ehoes. Their laces, ne said, were dit- 
ferent from ours. He thought they 
were longer. Their mouths were very 
Igrge, and when they talked he could 
see their tongues and Irregular teeth. 
One man saw and spoke to him on one 
occasion, but it was in a language he 
could not understand. On another oc
casion he saw two of these visitors care
fully examining the front ot the house. 
They had loose and dark outer gar
ments, and after a time each put his 
hand to his Bide, when he at once rose 
in the air, and passed out of sight. 
This last hint at some instrument or 
force unknown to ub was very striking 
as coming from an old man with almost 
no powers of imagination.

Since the above was written the old 
man has passed on, and his experience 
here recorded will only be of real inter
est if there are others with similar vis
ions.

We may note Hint in view of our own 
sense limitations it is possible, we may 
say certain, that just beyond our pow
ers of perception are realms inhabited 
by forms of life, like and yet unlike 
those we know. The student may well 
accept them as a fact, put must remem
ber we are not dealing with spirits or 
a spirit world when we make these ex
plorations. By “spirit” we mean hu
man beings who have lived and died 
from mortal lite like ours, arid whose 
occasional visits we call “spirit return." 
But these NEIGHBORS have not' died, 
so far as we can judge.

It is not to be presumed the astrono
mer will discover evidences of any such- 
human life through his newly invented ■ 
ultra-violet lens, any more than he will 
be able i.6 see beyond the mortal of 
earth life. It is the man or woman 
with the mental kaleidoscope—the 
born sensitive to these special vibra
tions—through whom alone we can 
hope to learn anything of our “neigh
bors who are not Spirits,” if such there 
be. ' , '

If there are such actual neighbors, 
then it will pndoubtealy' be found that 
our lives and theirs sometimes contact, 
and influence each other. It may alpo 
be that certain physical and , mental 
phenomena are- partly the ■ wbrk . ot 
NEIGHBORS, and partly pf returning 
spirits. We canhdt today be .certafp, 
but wa'can all seek more light', '. apd 
thus aid in tijis very interesting in-' 
vestlgation.

CHARLES DAWBARN.
San Leandro, Cai. . . • . ..

PRODUCING LIFE. :

All Is Life, and All Life Has Intelli
gence. ,

We seem to be drawing1 closer and 
closer to an. epoch of discoveries that 
will disprove many of the old dogmas 
built upon the Genesis according to 
that much worshiped fetish, the Bible,’ 
and jt is fortunate that many types Of 
scientific investigation have reached 
thus far. . ,- 
„ In the experimewLta and demonstra
tions of the scientist,hDr. Littlefield’ we 
have presented to our thought powers; 
a new ' line of investigation; ever!' that■ 
of producing life by chemical relation. 
This is the secret of Nature, a secret 
that Is clearly understood in the higher 
spheres and is being given to mortals 
whenever a brain can be found capable 
of receiving the vibrations that will 
carry the knowledge.

One mistake is made in thè outset, 
however, and that is that life is ¡“pro
duced.” Here lies a stumbling ' block.- 
Life cannot be "produced,” not in the 
general acceptation of the word. Life 
is self-existent, is in every atom, mole
cule or-electron. Subdivide .infinitesi
mally as you may,'still you have’-life.’ 
All is life, and all life has ititeliigéncé; 
has thought'activities. Chemical- rela-' 
tion. is thought relation. That'which 
co-relates for better expression does so 
from its inhering Intelligence, ’ Or in
stinct, if you like the word better—it 
is intelligence just the-same. ‘All’the 
thoughts of man have chemical ••quali
ties and the same is true of all the par
ticles of Cosmos, cosmic work being 
carried on by the Intelligence1 of its 
component partsL Tais is ■ the ’ Gpd
work, for all the God there’ is Is Cosmos 
at work. .

To do this work in. Ils infinite varie
ties there'must be Infinite supply 'and 
various qualities and kinds. Earths 
are crystallizations from the air. 
Ethers hold in solution all solids, When 
we seem to be using only solids, we 
can attract and do attract finer particles 
of related etheric substances, through 
the law of chemical affinity, and blend 
them in our work unconsciously, be
cause they are too fine ton the physical 
eye or most powerful lens to detect; 
only the highly refined spiritual intelli
gences are able to discern them, our 
low grade physical senses cannot. Sb- 
when biologists produce new activities 
which they term producing life- they 
have by their laboratprial efforts set up 
co-relation of substances that havq. 
brought into co-ordlration some of 
these higher energies end made mani
fest the inhering forces in forms .which 
are directly generated’by the chemical 
affiliations, held In place by the; govern
ing principle expressed as cohesion, ad
hesion, selection, etc., air intelligent 
processes.

If so be that these relations continue, 
if they are according to the exact, and 
immutable laws of Nature, they ' will 
continue in manifestation; if not, if 
there is anything wanting in the com
pound to make a complete conjunction, 
there will be disintegration.

It would seem as possible to relate 
substances In the. laboratory as in the 
garden or the field for demonstration of 
existing energies in the form of crystal- 
lizations, because ho walls can exclude’ 
the higher, finer elements necessary to 
all forms; they will feel by the law of 
vibration the work thaccalls upon them 
for combined effort to a specific pur
pose for use, and they will speed to the 
opportunity gladly. , ...

Thus we see what may be arrived at 
when the mortal brain is developed to 
be able to receive the vibrations sent 
by those who can direct the work- of 
disclosing Nature’s secrets and disprov
ing many of the fallacies of pseudo sci
entists and misled theologians, to the 
breaking of the shackles which bind to 
narrowness and bigotry the masses and 
the nations. . ■ ’ • i

Hail! then to every step In the evo- I 
lution of experlmentabonthat will lead i 
us to the wide plateaus of Truth In its i 
own exactitude. . I

MRS. M. A. CONGDON. J
Hood River, Ore. i

“The Kingship of Self-Control.7*-I By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the'Red "Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve pOS®« 'St®.' 
Price30ce^a. x ; ...’/¿r’»

My wish is that we together take in
to consideration a iew thUugiitli along 
progressive lines. We two pèWectly 
cognizant ot the many impbrtaut^hang- 
es now taking place in-thé religious 
field ot action and thought!, it Ik-most 
interesting to note the New Tiiought 
movemepta-also the slow 'awakening to 
higher and clearer conceptions-tot the 
lutare life in spirit—that ls‘'taklltg root 
amidst Ilie Christian cburtflies. -Ti you 
will in thought go back lortV yeaks, you 
who have been In close harmony with 
the teachings at that timé'Will ätJ once 
recognize, through comparsoli, the ad
vance that nas been made, Thbso in 
spirit who are interested albng th'e pro
gressive lines never tor one moment 
lose signt of the activities that tend to 
enlighten man along lite’s many ave
nues of expression. We bélieve it' to be 
our mission, lor the présentât least, to 
devote our time to this work—not that 
we are any more spiritual, or that we 
consider ourselves to be all-wise. We 
simply have this advantage, being a 
medium, we are in closer rapport with 
people who have passed through the 
change called death; and too, we have 
made a study of the laws controlling 
spirit manifestations both in the body 
and out of the body, and we;do know, 
as far as our experience has brought 
us, what this change is.

In the first place, it is somelim.es sin
gular how advanced a mind may be in 
one direction, and hoW behind the times 
in another. In viewing this subject 
from an impartial stanapqlnt, all must 
look beyond the present conditions and 
consider the case in all its bearings.

The conservative mind considers any 
innovation which sets aside the bld or
der of things as being contrary to the 
law of oi derly progression, but if the 
opinions of the conservative ’ minds 
were considered as final, there would be 
neither growth nor development, sim
ply stagnation. You see, at thé very 
outset of life, man R confronted by the 
greatest of all mysteries, the problem 
of good and evil. .

The secret power lies in going to 
the very heart of ihings—to ,'the soul— 
and working from within outward, thus 
developing love, faith, and hope,' and in 
that way, becoming “magnejiçf”by Im
parting these qualities to others,. Get 
a clear mental conception of what you 
wish to accomplish, and /steadfastly ad
here to. it. The. thQUgiitJfprce that ypu 
generate around you,which- envelopes 
you. like the fogs in thé. valley, )s often
times air our spirit friends,and loved 
ones have to work with. We note with 
much interest; the sensation the 

'New Thought. Movement Js creating—It 
Is the fad of the present tinje—pnd not 
to be conversant'with? ita-, teachings is 
to ,be classed unpopular or unprogress- 
ive. It Is bringing into option, a long 
misunderstood power, bqft noti .a new 
power. The foundation Ißupon, which 
Spiritualism is bullded tactile selfsame 
power and force—it is. aq old, Thought 
under a new name—thab.L is ifill. “It 
sounds better,” some ope will say. 
We, being Spiritualists, tmke the stand 
that at the heart of mapis life is the 
Divine Ideal, which is; étarnallyc stead
fast, Which knows naught of ¡anything 
save good, and that at some time,it will 
blossom forth In the light thatu is new 
only to Lhose. who have .been living in 
the.darjr, ;jE - p.

The. manifesting splrtadn- allniphases 
of spirit , life holds these (thoughts as a 
truth, They. know.whereof theyispeak, 
for their experiences -havq;-taught them 
these facts. Our spirit teachéis know 
that, in the life' of taan there lisca côn- 
,étant process óf .-deveiqpmèiiìi -each' 
stage being perfect within itsiffllmita- 
tlons, just as. the ¡unripened fruiti Is per- ' 
feet in soJpr as'it:has developed; '!i

There Is a tendency. among our Amer
ican people to be ever looking for -a 
something new; ' That is good. T am in 
perfect sympathy with’ the New 
Thought movement—butT am“ not - in 

-.sympathy with any ism'or pebple who 
.wish to snuff Cut all-lights but their 
own—especially so when all these 
lights are an outgrowth of'the great 
light that Spiritualism has kept 
trimmed and burning Mr-ages.’ In soul 
development there is no competition but 
there must be co-operation.’ 'Anyone 
who seeks development for himself; re
gardless of others, bars his own prog
ress and stands in the light of others. 
Let.us learn to be thoroughly consist
ent-. ; ■ ■ ' >■ ”

Spiritualism is the ìnóther óf all re
ligione. The many isms’ ahd cults’ that 
are interesting the thinkihg’people to
day are simply thé children' that have 
“been borned” years ago and are now 
just beginning to venture : forth. Do 
you know, I often think that.we grow 
away from, so much that'is bëdutifùl, in 
our haste for â great; riiag—some won
derful, but-of-the-ordinary. fdeincinstra- 
tion of some sort! You’ iiere ‘to-day, 
who are now passing through the'val
ley of sorrows, you who have kissed the 
closed eyelids, of some one you .oved 
better than life itself, yop w.ho .watchqd 
dally and hourly the passing' disease 
that is to take this one away from you, 
can testify that after they have passed 
through the Open Spirit Gateway you 
would give your life for one little, tiny 
rap. Just a simple demonstration that 
'they are with us—that .they d|d' not go 
away. ’ The s.weet, simpiéj things in ev
eryday life are the most saçred.;. You 
who are here, for the purpose,¿of seeing 
thé phenomena, that ' yon .- may ’ be 
brought to a realization of'the Jruth of 
these, demonstrations,*, when you go let 
your heart be full ; of .confidence and
hope—put out and away; from you ail 
suspicion and doubt. "We little realize 

’ all our spirit friends can. do for'iis, it 
we will but trust them and the instru
ment through which they'work, - -- 

'■ The atmosphere we personally carry 
into a seance room has much to do with 
what we may receive while thgrer. Do 
not censure the medium?, whoRffl for any 
failure, but see to it.thi^you gne in the 
right spirit to receive, wive,-.ag-,investi
gators, have much to tloj if isgour duty 
to assist in lifting the tliih veil-between 
the spirit and material .worldj and not 
take the position of upjust[criticism! 
Can we .measure the s^rvicejirendered

• by the true soul, simpierJn heart, who 
sings songs of hope and lovejifaith and 
heroism into the oarrtpiilivesii of our 
people-to-day? No, bujJet-usihe iree— 
free to speak—free to dsulor teach other 
in all avenues of life. Is ituBot some
thing to have sent intctcsomevsoul cour
age, resolution and enttosiapm lor no
ble ideals, while teaching lone, gentle
ness, nobility and falthbalneSk?
- The poet of the pOdpie, ndur Ella 
’Wheeler Wilcox, prbacW to-Ailllons of 
earth's childrent and! t'ftigs 'Lifer words 
lilto the souls from generation to gener
ation in a way which bears -fruit and 
makes for progress, ri ¿hlness’ - and a 
freer life.. These clearer jninds open 
the eyes of the people''t6 the beauty of 
life and make them lovers ■ of-'the best 
wherever, it is found.- There are new 
demands, .’new possibilities—the ques,. 
tions of to-day; the home Site about us, 
Lhe struggles, the hopes, the fears of 
the present,, the glqrioiis proinise of the 
future-rAll these invite ’our- attention. 
The- men who labor are -coming to the 
front The army, of the pbOr ia strug
gling up. We are gaining:™»«, sym
pathy. Our conception^ tHteSTinseen 
forces is clearer toW tta-Mer M

fore. We Spiritualists need more 
workers in the fleldr' ’The ’world wants 
to be told of these things. The heart 
chord of this age will vibrate as those 
gone before, if we-but find it.

The man with trained powers can 
control the untrained mass and use it 
for his own gain. This mighty iuilu- 
ence is not only found iieye, but in the 
after life—there are to be found just as 
many schemes m the spirit land as 
then are here. Why? Because the 
two, the spirit and material are not-sep
arated in their relationship—one is a
part of the other, and just so long as 
there Is -the great maddening craze tor 
the almighty dollars, just so long will 
the soul passing out at that time of 
failure or success, at once turn about, 
and take up his interests again
where he jelt off betore the 
change called death took place, 
does he do this? By getting in 
touch with material workers

just 
little 
How 
close 

and
througn them reaching the position he 
desires. You see, spirit lias the advan
tage of being able to get at the work
ings of the mind of his subject, and 
through that channel lie accomplishes 
much, while we in the body are 
obliged to guess at much that is not 
made clear to us. There are people, 
who, having passed put, take a much 
deeper interest in material things than 
when in the body. I know how difficult 
it is to grasp the reality of that which 
we cannot see with our physical eyes. 
It is very hard for us to realize how 
very partial our sight is—to understand 
that we are living in a vast world of 
which we see only a tiny part. We are, 
as it were, shut up in a tower and our 
senses are tiny windows opening out in 
certain directions—in many other direc
tions we are entirely shut in—-but clair
voyance opens for us one or two addi
tional windows, and so enlarges our 
prospect and spreads before us a new 
and wider WQrld which is yet,part of 
the old one—though before we did not 
know it.

Oiir belief in another life Is going to 
make all the difference In the world as 
to how we live in this one—it touches 
our ideals, opr methods of thought, the 
aims and ends which we shall have in 
view—anything which promises ub re
newed certainty concerning another life 
is the most important thing that' can be 
brought before the consideration of 
men. There comes a time to us all, 
when we need the protection of Spirit
ualism's sheltering wing—when tire 
heart is quivering with sorrow, and 
with eyes dim with tears we look into 
the eyes of one who is dearer than life 
itself, and we see this one pass out and 
away into the great unknown, we turn 
in our anguish to Mother Spiritualism, 
who opens these gates not only for our 
loved ones to pass through, but this 
Mother-assures us -that these gates 
swing both ways and as she gathers us 
close in her embrace whispers, "Not 
lost, only gone before."

We as Spiritualists know that this 
life is only preparation and prelude to 
that which is to follow. So let us try 
to be patient and loving, and tender and 
true—try to bear, try. to wait, try to con
secrate ourselves; so that when we-do 
wake up and see the results, we shall 
be glad with a great thanksgiving.

“May the manifestations of peace be 
always with you.”—Phebe.

ADELAIDE K. BROOKS.
Los A,ngeles, Call

DR. W. P, PHELON.

Some Interesting Incidents Recalled.

Two interesting facts are recalled in 
connection with the late Dr. W, Rhe- 
Ion” of the Étéripëtic .Brptherhéod, „who 
recently passed’to. the.’^iighéx ÏRe in San 
Francisco, whither, he had gone to és- 
taljlish a branch of the Brotherhood, 
and vzhere he .concluded to remain, 
though he had been a continuous resi
dent of Chicago for a great many years 
previously—indeed, a lifetime, as lives 
usually are measured.

■ Dr. Phelou organized a circle some
thing like .thirty' years ago, say about 
the middle qr ihe latter part of the sev
enties, and of this circle he persuaded 
Mrs. H. ^Ipssôh to become a mem
ber. She was at that 'time a member of 
the Methodist church, and was fearful 
that the manifestations, which had be
gun to come to .and through her, were 
the works of the devil, as claimed by 
her father. But in a supreme moment 
she broke oyer the barriers, and joined 
the circle. While everything was in an 
unsettled and primitive state, as far as 
manifestations were concerned, Dr. 
Phelon, when under control, predicted 
great things in Mrs. Slosson’s career, 
telling her she would become one of the 
best and most famous mediums or psy
chics in the country. ■ She paid véry lit
tle attention to ft at the time, and be
lieved little or nothing in it. But 
events proved the Doctor to have been. 
right. It will be rémëmb’érèd that when 
W. T. Stead wqs in Chicago ten or a 

.dozen years ago, he had several sit
tings with her, and declared her to be 
“one of the best psychics or mediums 
he had seen in this country.”

The'other fact is, that in this same 
circle, a famous. , French physician, 
whose name I do not now recall, made 
the prediction through Dr. Phelon. that 
a new religion would spring into, life in 
a few years) which. Wq’.dd claim to do 
healing, and would <h> it in some in
stances, and would/have some kind of- a 
scièntiflc name. A few years later Mrs.

■Eddy promulgated her' Christian Sci
ence, and among its converts .later in 
her life was Mrs; Phelon herself, who 
claimed to do a great deal of her heal
ing by means of it
- It may not be out of place for me to 
mention -another prediction, made 
through Dr. Phelon during the continua
tion of this circle. He stated that dur-, 
ing the latter years of the nineteenth 
century and the beginning of the twen
tieth there would be four great wars, in 
one of which thé United States would 
be engaged, and in another Great Brit
ain would be a participant. We had the 
Spanish war. Great Britain had the 
Boer war, and then, followed the. war : 
between China and Japan, and the 
fourth is the present War between Ja
pan and Russia.
: These predictions and , verifications 
were cértainly remarkable. ’ : , 

A little Incident that happened dur
ing Dr. Phelon’s residence in Chicago 
showed a lovely phase of his character. I

A friend of his, unknown to him, had I 
i got Into financial trouoles, and was in I 
i danger of having her furniture taken 

by an installment house because of an I 
unpaid, balance of a hundred dollars. 
She had spent the morning in tears, ex- i 
pecting every moment that the furnl-1 
tare would be taken. Suddenly she I 
stopped crying, and declared .she would | 
not shed another-.tear, no matter what | 
happened. Fifteen minutes later the I 
bell rang, and when she went to the 1 
door Mrs. Phelon was there.

"Well," she-said, -T ..guess Gray 
Eagle (Dr. Phelôn’s control) was mis
taken thin time. He said that you were 

-in tears, and that you were in danger of 
losing your furniture,; and nothing but a 
hundred shines-would stop it. You don’t 
seem to be in tears,; and—but is there 
anything in It?”

? : She soon-found there was,: and that 
Gray Eagle was right.

“He told me to bring the- money,” 
concluded Mrs. .Phelon, "and there it
13»** EARL MARBLE.

SOME POINTS EXPLAINED

To Persons of Opposite Mental States 
and Views.

A gentleman asked this question to- 
wjt: If Jesus figured as chlettain ot the 
creative Masters of this eternity, or as 
others put it, the Tutelary Spirit ofthiH 
planet, why was ho so weak at tho time 
ot his trials, when a manifested spirit
ual or physical strength would have es
tablished his claim beyond any future 
controversy?

Answer: The weakness of Jesus the 
Christ referred to was a governed con
dition from the spirit Bide ot lite,- be
cause his mission required submission 
to woildly rule which was thus to be 
brought under divine rule.

Moreover, as to personality, he was 
not the Mighty Chlettain in hie fullness, 
only a detached part ot him was incor
porated in him, that is, in the physical 
foun of Jesus of Nazareth, to thus rep- 
resent on earth the love, power and 
goodness of the chieftain referred to.

The processes of such incorporations 
of soul powers and principles for such 
specific works need long and careful 
preparations which, in time, will be 
fully explained so as to qualify and 
make clear the differences and meaning 
of such expressions as re-embodiment, 
rebirth, etc. For the present thia suf
fices. .

After filling his earth mission and 
being re-united to his full system con
stituency, fie was and is no longer 
weak but mighty. His armor is truth 
and all who are with him are true and 
faithful.

He has sent forth floods of infinite 
love and pity for all earth’s afflicted and 
enslaved ones, and those who are re
ceptive to this higher light and Influx 
are thus strongly worked upon to aid 
their fellow brothers and sisters and 
help them to regain the necessary sys
tem poise, to lead lives and do works 
worthy of promotion to more elevated 
planes of co-operative usefulness and 
happiness.

Another asked, Why is it that there is 
so much stress laid in Spiritualism and 
in all new thought upon vibrations and 
thought, etc? Give us please, some 
form of procedure which we may better 
understand.

Answer: We could not, by any words 
of explanation? cause you to understand 
these whys rightly until your own men
tal and spiritual attainments make such 
understanding possible, and will there
fore simply say that good and evil de
sires and thoughts go from you in vibra
tions out into space, passing many vi
bratory lines and circuits, and mark 
themselves all the way, hence, are ever 
and always traceable and can never be 
erased; This is part of each individ
ual’s record upon which future delights 
or miseries depend. Therefore the 
stress laid upon thought.

Most certainly all desire and thought 
are also marked on each one’s being, 
more exclusively on the brain, but it is 
a strange anomaly between what is 
meditated and marked on the individual 
and on the vibratory lines as said, and 
what Is acted and spoken, and tho 
troubles realized on earth and hereafter 
are traced to this misfit in human reci
procity of thought and conduct mostly. 
Let your thoughts be pure and your 
words few and express your thoughts, 
be they what they may, then you are on 
the lines of your own circuits of an in
teractive life, and right, so far as In 
the unfoldment of your own conscious
ness' you can comprehend right q.nd 
wrong. As you advance to higher 
planes of thought and consciousness ot 
life's great import, you can then see 
that past limitations were and are ever 
governed by each one’s own -conditions 
Which form their environments and 
change commensurate .with true indi
vidual progress.

The pentieman then replied: “Your 
explanation strikes us as truth, it is 
helpful and appreciated, but we would 
be pleased to know why so many parts 
or phases of so-called Modern Spiritual
ism are so distasteful, some even silly 
and ridiculous.”

Answer: Just because the real, natu
ral continuation of life is and has to be 
thus demonstrated. Mortals who, in 
their turns become returning spirits, 
are all assigned in the onward life, ac
cording to their own fitness. They 
speak from their own planes or view
points and as they may be able to use 
a physical instrument or medium, and 
what you are pleased, to call silly and 
ridiculous, conveys the stern truth that 
change of planes of life’s expressions 
does not change the real individual, the 
self is there free from masks and pre
tensions which on earth often lent dig
nity to otherwise shallow people.

The gentleman answered: "Well, this 
may be true. Thank you for your time 
and explanation.”

MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio.

RHEUMATISM
CURED

WITHOUT MEDICINE
We Want to Send Our Great External

Remedy to Every Sufferer ' 
TO TRY FREE.

Send Your Name Today.
Don’t take medicine lor rheumatism 

—Nature provided millions ot pores tor 
carrying oit impurities, and our new ex* 
ternal remedy, Magic Foot Drafts, pos
sesses tho power of absorbing through

TRADEMARK the largest ot 
these pores the 
uric acid and 
other poisons 
which cause
rheumatism. Al

ready over 100,000 persons have found 
relief through this simple, harmless ap
pliance, which it costs you nothing to 
try if you write at once. Send your, 
name to-day. The Drafts come by re
turn mail. Then if you are satisfied 
with the benefits received, send us One 
Dollar. If not, they cost you nothing. 
The risk is ours, A valuable book on 
Rheumatism (illustrated in colors); 
comes free with the trial Drafts. 
Magic Foot Draft Co., X05 Oliver-Bldg., 
Jackson, Mich.

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS, i
Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual* 

ism; A Concordance to the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply. 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his* 
tory of the origin of many of the import* 
ant books of the Bible. Price JL‘

"Our Bible. Who Wrote It? When', 
Where, How? Is It Infallible? A voice 
from the higher criticism. Price JI.

Two in One, being a combination of 
the two books. The Contrast, and the 
Question of the Spiritualism ot the 
Bible Settled, together with a series of 
startling contrasts between creedal 
Christianity and the facts and philoso
phy of Modern Spiritualism. Price $1.

The Spiritual Alps and How we As
cend Them, or a Few Facts as to How 
to Reach the Altitude. Price, cloth, 40 
cents; paper 25 cents.

Joan the Medium, or the Inspire® 
Heroine of Orleans, or Spiritualism in 
France nearly 500 Years Ago. A most 
interesting book. Price, cloth, 40 cents;) 
paper 25 cents.

Christs of the Past and Present—a 
Comparison of the Christ-work, or Me
diumship of Biblical Messiahs. Cloth, 
35 cents; paper, 25 cents.

PAMPHLETS:
All About the Devil., Price 15 cents.
Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities 

Inconsistencies and Blasphemies. Ai 
Review of Rev. T. DeWitt' and Rev. 
Frank Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents.

The Devil and the Adventists. A! 
brief review of some of the recent at
tacks made by Adventists upon Spirit* 
ualism. Price. 10 cents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death and Its To-Morrow. Price, 10 cents.
The Old and the New. Price 10 cts.

BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULL.
Wayside Jottings. Essays and 

sketches gathered from’the highways 
and by-ways of life. Price 75 cents.

Spirit Echoes, f”sketches. Very beautiful. P<Price “75 
ronta »cents.

The Spiritual Songster. A small 
booklet with words only, adapted to 
congregational singing and circles, etc. 
Price, 10 cents; J6 per hundred. Post
age, 50 cents.

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

PROF. L. M. LYDY.

A Tribute to an Arisen Brother.

’ Memorial service was held In West 
Side Spiritual Church, McDowell street, 
Columbus, Ohio, Sunday evening, July 
23, in memory of our esteemed brother 
■and co-worker, Prof. Levy M. Lydy, 
^whose transition - took place July 13, 
1905, at his home, 203 S. Third street, 
after a very brief illness, at the age of 
77 years. Prof Lydy, was highly es
teemed and dearly beloved by a large 
circle of cultured citizens, not only 
Spiritualists but of alb denominations. 
But it was as a teacher of, spiritual 
truth from a biblical standpoint that he 
was in his element and at his best.
■■ Prof. Lydy was a teacher in some ot 
the best schools in different sections of 
the country for over forty years, and 
endeared himself to both young and old 
by his earnest, zealous way of transmit- 

•ting his knowledge to others. He was 
a frequent visitor to many of our homes 
and we shall miss him.

The speakers in his memorial service 
were his esteemed'friends, Dr. C. 8. 
Carr, Prof. W. P. Seymour and Rev. H. 
¿. Boerstler. The church was beauti
fully decorated with blooming plants 
and cut flowers and a large and appre
ciative audience assembled to pay trib
ute to our arisen brother, and solemnly 
listened to the eulogies as they fell 
from the lips of our gifted speakers. 
Many were the tears that were shed 
and many words of comfort) for we 
know Brother Lydy still lives. We now 
see as "through a glass darkly, but by 
and by we shall see him face toface. 
Brother Lydy was an honorary mem
ber of the West Side Church for the 
past four years and a devoted and earn
est worker in the cause of truth.

MRS. HATTIE G. WEBSTER.
Columbus, Ohio.

fl Gliance to Make Money.
I bare berries, grapes end peaches a year old, 

fresh as when picked. I used the California 
Cold Process. Do not heat or seal the fruit, jus» 
put it up cold? Koops perfectly' fresh, and costs 
almost nothing; can put up a bushel in ten 
minutes. Last year I sold directions to over 120 
families In ono week: -anyone will pay a dollar 
for directions when they seo tho beautiful sum- 
iiles of fruit. -An there are many people -poor 
Ike myself, I consider Ifmy duty to giro my 

experience to euch and reel confident anyone 
can-make ono or two bundrod dollars round 
home in a fow days. I will mall sample of fruit 
and . toll directions to any of youVreaders for 
nineteen (ie> two cent stamps, which is only the 
actual cost of' the /samples,-postage, etc.CaaSr, St. Louis, Mo, * . .

I These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re
duced.

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
/'ingault. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof. 
Charles G. Brown; Price 5 cents.

Religion in the Republic. By Mra. 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture deliv
ered'before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By, '' 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents. ’

Revelation Under the Microscope of1'’ 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames.’" 
Price 10 cents.

Life and' Career of Charles Brad
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake. 
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The “Recon* ta 
dilation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus ot 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Re- if 
futed by “Corvinus." Price 10 cents, i o’

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu«- . 
lure. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakemam:! i 
With his portrait and life sketcham 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—Whatta 
Eave They Done for the World? Byun 
Judfe Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents*'!' 

Joint Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches oi the life of this great mameu 
Price 10 cents _ ,jf>

Cosmology Against Theology. By.;?.
Vindex. Price 10 cents. *

Church and State. The Bible in the-^i 
Public Schools; The New Americans - 

'Party. A Criticism by “Jefferson.”
Price 10 cents. /

Standing Up for Jesus; or What tha.i; 
Editor of the. Freethinkers’ Magazine.,!, 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

“Why An Expurgated Bible?” By; 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; Its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil. By, 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption. By Henry M. Taber.

! Price 10 cents. _ _
Liberalized Christianity. By Henry, 

M; Taber. Price 5 cents.
The Republic in Danger. By Henry, 

M. Taber. Price 10 cents.
In Place of Christianity. By Henry 

M. Taber. Price 10 cents. '

"Talmagean Inanition,. inoongruilics, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Franls 
DeWitt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon ■Spiritualism" By Hosea HuU, 
£rlce 10 cents.
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Loomis Sweet, Chicago, lit
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the expiration ot subscription, ij not re
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will bosenttor extra numbers.

tint you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 

. . supplied gratis.
Whenever you desire the address ot your 

paper ichanged, always give the address ot 
the place to which it has been going or (be 

. -change cannot be made.
TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

The price of The Progressive Thinker 
per year to foreign countries is $2.

SATURDAY, ANGUST 5, 1905.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let' 

ter. You rnay do son dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th you are per
fectly safe, and wll| save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

(Editor-at-Larga for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

' Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
awer all attache in the secular or relig
ions press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
dippings when ai attack is made, civ- 
tag date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Any person donating one dollar to

the Mediums' Relief Fund of the N. 8. 
A., will, if desired, receive one set of- 
Bplritual tracts and one copy of “Vio
lets," a booklet of choice . spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy of 
“Leaves of Truth,” a cloth-bound book 
of Instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

BOO Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C. ,

Physical Immortality.
Thus far in the history of man it i\aa 

been found an unsolvable problem to 
permanently defeat Death. Whether an 
eternity of existence in flesh and blood 
form, on this -baU of earth, were really 
desirable, even if practicable, is quite 
doubtful, if not entirely out of the ques
tion.
'In view of the unlimited amount of 

human perversity and general “cussed- 
ness” exhibited by- the human race, 
from Adam’s time till the present, and 
still prevalent in variant manifesta
tions, we surmise that old Adam him
self, if he were living today, and how- 

- ever. much -he ■ might have, progressed 
3 intellectually, morally, physically and 

spiritually, would be tired of earth lite, 
and long to be translated to higher, 
purer and more spiritual realms, where 
his freedom of growth would not be im
peded by the clogging environments in
cident to earthly existence.

So when Prof. Albert P. Matthews of 
the University of Chicago, offers us 
everlasting life in the flesh if we will 
accept and adhere to the scientific sys
tem of dietetics now being worked out, 
we can only look askance at the offered 

■ gift, as of doubtful value at the best.
For, we ask, would our best good be ac
complished if we-really possessed -the 
offered fleshly immortality?

■ There is one thing that appears to be 
overlooked in the scheme of those who 
are working out the scientific system of 
dietetics that Is to insure our earthly: 
immortality. Will the exact observance 
of the perfected scientific rules of diet, 
render us Immune not only from dis
ease and bodily decay, such as now re
sults from the wearing out of the bodily 
organs, and old age, but also bring us 
exemption from death« oy accident- 
such, for instance, as by drowning, a 
railway crash, the buliet of a burglar 
or other thug?

No doubt much may be done by judi
cious dietetic rules, etc., to conserve 
health and prolong lift; but the whole 
analogy of nature .as we observe it in 
fills present existence, indicates that 
the earthly body of man was never in
tended to become immortal nor will it 
ever become so.

And so we may as well come to the 
conclusion that instead of striving to 
make our bodies immortal, it were bet
ter that we exercise ourselves to the 
end of making our spiritual natures 
worthy of immortality.

A Test That Is a Test
Rev. J. W. Stokes, down there in Dub

lin, Georgia, preached a sermon the 
, other day, showing who were Chris

tians. He made the following quota
tion to establish his point:

“Hereby know we that we dwell in 
Him, and He in ub, because He hath 
given us of His spirit"—I. John 4:13. .

That is a test for the Christian him- 
self, but proves nothing to an outsider. 

■ If experience had not demonstrated 
that men can lie we might accept their 
statements that they “dwell in God, and 
God in them;” but in this age of the 

' wbrld It will not do to accept such in- 
» tercsted evidence.

Jesus is represented as having given 
a test that is clear, pointed, and is prob
ably reliable. It can be applied by any 
one, at any time, and anywhere. It 
should be convincing to saints and sin
ners alike. See Mark 16:17,18:

“These signs shall follow them that 
believe, * • • They shall take up ser- 

- pents; and if they drink any deadly

Rev. Charlea William Paaraon.
We learn from a press dispatch that 

the Rev. Charles William Pearson, for-, 
merly of Northwestern University, <who' 
three years ago achieved notoriety by 
declaring that the. authenticity of the 
bible as an inspired work was doubtful, 
died iu a London hospital while on a 
European trip a few days ago,

The late minister was pastor of toe 
Unitarian Church ot Quincy, Ill., and 
left that city for Europe a month ago.! 
He was connected with Northwestern 
University for thirty years as professor 
of English literature.

His expression concerning the bible 
was the cause of his forced resignation 
in 1902. Subsequently he devoted him
self to literature and poetry.

It will probably be said by the “goody 
goodies” and “holy” ones of the ortho
dox faito “God, in his infinite wisdom, 
removed this obstacle to the church, 
from earth for his heretical utterances."

By the way, thia office has kept tab 
on this clerical gentleman and his “her
etical utterances," as'it aims to do upon 
the acts of all brave “men of the cloth” 
•who have the courage of their convic
tions, and drop into these “heretical” 
inspirations, and from-our “piled-for-ref- 
erence” pile of clippings drag the fol
lowing interesting bits of quotations 
which caused the church to criticise the 
Professor, and which was the real cause 
of his “requested resignation,” and re
tirement from the professorship of the 
Northwestern University and the Moth- 
odist Church. The excerpt from our 
file says:

“As a parting shot to his orthodox 
critics who have taken him to task for 
his recent declaration that miracles of 
the bible are myths and legends, he 
also denied the divinity of Christ, and 
pronounced himself to be more in ac
cord with the doctrines ot Unltarlantsm 
than of Methodism.

“ 'I jiave decided to abandon the chair 
of English literature, which I now oc
cupy at Northwestern University,’ said 
Professor Pearson, ‘and I will, also quit 
toe Methodist church. I love the Meth
odist church, but my views upon the 
bible are more in accord ^with those of 
the Unitarian church. I do not think 1 
should be affiliated with the Methodist 
church any longer.'"

The real cause for his resignation 
was that he had studied and reasoned 
himself out of the orthodox idea of the 
“Divinity of Christ," and in the discus
sion of that question he spoke tÁqs:

“Christ, like John Wesley, Mqrtin ' 
Lutoer and John Knox, was a prophet 
of his race, but he was no more divine 
than these men. In the sense of His 
■having performed good deeds which 
lived after Him He was divine, but I do 
not believe that portion of the bible 
which declares that He was the son of 
God.

"I believe in Christ just as I believe 
in King Arthur. I believe there was 
such a man as Christ because history 
tells ub that there was, and I believe 
there was such a man as the chivalrous 
King of the Britons for the same rea
son. But I am compelled by reason to 
disbelieve the Incredible stories of the 
miracles of Christ just as I am com
pelled to disbelieve the myths of King 
Arthur and his Knights of the Round 
Table."

But it was the work published by the 
Professor entitled “The Carpenter 
Prophet,” that pulled away the hood
wink of Christ’s divinity and led up to 
the resolutions of “oustment.”

Although he never before openly* 
avowed himself as disbelieving the di
vinity of Christ, he came dangerously 
near.it upon several'occasions. In a' 
■pamphlet issued entitled “Creed and 
Practice” he says:

“Ab Bacon would rather believe all 
the fables in the Koran than not be
lieve in God, so many people are so 
drawn to Christ that they compel them
selves to believe anything rather than 
be cut off from the church.

“The religious atmosphere of the 
Methodist church has already been 
teen cleansed, and I am now content to 
submit to the Injury that has been done 
to my reputation for the cause of the 
right. Many prominent Methodists 
have already come to me and expressed 
toe belief that toe doctrines of the in
fallibility of the Holy Writ are incom
patible with the good of toe church.”

Professor Pearson attended the pray
er meeting just previous to his depart
ure from the college and bade farewell 
to the students and faculty,- when he 
aroqe to “testify,” and in part .said:

“This may be the last time I shall 
have an opportunity of addressing you, 
and I desire to make a few remarks at 
this time.

“I want you all to understand that 1 
believe in Christ, I believe in prayer 
ánd I believe in the Holy Ghost, and ev
erything I have said is for the benefit of 
the Christian religion which I love.”

He paused a moment and bowed his 
head as though in prayer. When he at
tempted to resume his address his eyes 
filled with tears. His voice trembled. 
It was with difficulty that he continued.

“I think my statements have done 
good. I do not care to retract any
thing,'and I regret nothing that I have 
written. God bless you all.”

When the professor had concluded he 
turned and again resumed his place 
upon the platform with the faculty,

Professor Pearson received the same 
treatment imposed upon every brave, 
progressive man who has dared to raise 

: his voice against the “iron-bound buok- 
eL the moss-covered bucket" that has 
hung in the well of orthodoxy since its

Where Is Heaven?
The above question has racked toe 

-brains of genius for ages. For thou
sands of years heaven was located Im
mediately above the cerulean vault 
which bounds vision. There God dwelt 
in his New Jerusalem to which the good I 
would resort after a last judgment, 
which was to occur at the end of time. 
It was described as a gorgeous city, 
somewhat populous; its streets paved 
with gold, with God seated on an ivory 
throne, around whom the multitude 
gathered and sang holy, holy through a • 
wasteless eternity.

When science came to toe front with 
its telescope this heaven above toe ; 
clouds proved to be an intellectual mi- { 
rage, an optical delusion, based on a 
diseased imagination.

The location of nell was discovered 
by a sea captain on the Mediterranean. 
He swore in an English court in the 
IGtfi century that he was sailing past 
one of the active volcanoes then emit-: 
ting flame, when he saw the devil with 
a sinner in his arms flying through the 
air and dive into the crater, That affi
davit of course fixed the exact location 
of the home of the damned. Catholic 
priests, well posted in such matters, 
corroborated the captain's oath, histori
ans telling us priests were in the habit 
of taking their congregations on im
portant occasions to the mouth of a 
burning crater, and there, aided by 
their visual organs, they made them 
fully conscious of the misery awaiting 
those who wavered in their faith. By 
such methods the' uncultured rabble 
were convinced Jesus was born of an 
immaculate virgin.

But locating hell does not solve the 
problem, Where is heaven? It re
mained for the editor of a secular paper 
coming under our observation toe other 
day, In an obituary, to supply the de
sired information. He said:

“The good woman has gone to her 
home in heaven, beyond the stars,”

He-dld not tell in what direction she 
went, but it was “beyond the stars." It 
was Boutwell, if we remember cor
rectly,'on the Impeachment trial of 
President Johnson in 1868, who said: 
“Astronomers tell us there is a hole in 
the heavens, obstructed by no wilder
ness ot worlds, through which a pas
sage can be made to toe most distant 
etar." He then proposed to hurl the 
President through that opening, little 
dreaming he would throw him into 
heaven. '

But heaven is a long distance from 
us, if the journalist’s Idea is correct 
“Sirius," says the Brltlch Encyclopedia, 
“ is nearest of the fixed stars, and is 
2,000,000,000,000 miles from our earth." 
It adds: "A cannon ball, continuing the 
same velocity It acquired when dis
charged, would spend almost seven 
hundred thousand years in reaching 
that distant orb.” The most mutant 
star, “beyond which Is heaven,” is still 
many times more remote. Is it prob
able a spirit will ever return to earth 
after having made such a distant jour
ney?

We apprehend the journalist Is as 
much mistaken in his location of heav
en as were the early Christians who 
placed it just above the “firmament," 
whatever is meant by that

Heaven, the home of the spirits, is in
terblended within and all around us. 
Spirits are invisible to our normal 
senses; they are creatures of greatly 
refined matter, duplicates of ourselves. 
Says Milton:
“All heart they live, all head, all eye, all 

ear, >
All Intellect; all sense; find,' as they 

please,
They limb themselves, and color, shape, 

or size, । .
Assume, as likes them best, condense 

or rare.”
. We are content to accept... Milton’s 

views as to the character of a spirit, 
and do not deem it accessary to go very 
far away to find its hdme, or heaven.

Trials Refresh Heathen Faith.
“From letters received by 

Church Missionary Society from
the 
Ja-

Not oi his been true of the

thing, It shall not hurt them.” 
There is a test from Jesus hlmselt

Methodists, but of all other denomina
tions, and no matter how advanced be
come the doctrines of the pulpits, the 
creeds and the “original doctrines" 
must not be tampered with or assailed 
by so direct a criticism, as a doubt of 
the special divinity of Christ. It inva
riably lands the doubter in the middle 
of the road, on the outside of the fold.

It will be noticed in the first clipping 
—the late one—that Mr. Pearson was 
pastor of the Unitarian church of Quin
cy, Bl., and had gone to Europe.

Spiritualism has opened its welcom
ing arms to the reception of more Uni
tarian ministers than to any othermem- 
bers of the profession. This seems al
most the preparatory school for Spirit
ualist .speakers, and many now holding 
pastorships in the Unitarian church are 
preaching Spiritualism pure and simple, 
and none deny the great underlying 
principles of the spiritual philosophy.

We extend a glad “hand of fellow
ship,” ever and always to the brave and 
true who dare to think and do.

pan, it seems the severe trial through 
which the island empire is passing is 
finding expression in greater earnest
ness in the performance of heathen 
rites.” ...

We find the above floating through 
the secular press without credit Where 
it originated we cannot guess, but in 
strict harmony with -views expressed‘in 
these columns recently, it is given a 
place, because-it doubtless relates a 
fact. It was a Christian nation whose 
aggressive acts led to the war in the 
Orient; and it wad this so-called “heath
en people" who have most signally tri
umphed over their Christian .foe. It 
demonstrates it Is not' the religious 
faith of a nation, the God they -worship, 
or the prayers they offer to him, that 
win great battles; but i| 1b the unflag
ging bravery of the men behind the 
guns who believe they are in the right, 
and do not hesitate .to lay down their 
lives in its defense.

The article designates the Japs as "a 
heathen people.” Christians are In the 
habit of characterizing all persons and 
all nations who do not worship their 
junior God, as heathen, without regard 
to their virtues or vices.

Buddhism was introduced into Japan, 
from Korea, in A. D. 552. In process of 
ages this system of religious faith be
came mingled with the Confucianism of 
Chinn. Shintoism seems but a merging 
of these two sects into a common faith, 
and the ambition of the believer is to 
attain absolute perfection. It may be 
■questioned whether this modified relig
ious faith is not better adapted to those 
people than is Christianity. Certain it 
is, it has built up a great nation until 
within the last fifty years remote from 
western civilization with its depressing 
vices. Call them heaUien if ills neces
sary, and if because they discard the 
•barbarism of the Old Testament Jeho
vah they are called -atheists, no one 
should object; but remember they, like 
the Chinese, adore their ancestors and 
believe the spirits of such ancestors 
hover over and near them through life, 
and assist in individual and national ad
vancement

Another Object Lesson
There^is nothing that so impresses the average 

Spiritualist as a Well Defined. Object Lesson; and 
this one lucidly presents the Great Service The Pro
gressive ^Thinker has been to the Cause of Truth, and 
it shpul^be rewarded by each one sending a new 
subscriber.■ Read what follows About Mrs. Mabel 
Jackman^and you will consider it an Object Lesson 
of Great: Importance, and will appreciate more than 
ever the great service The Progressive Thinker has 
been to Pure Spiritualism. It is a Friend to the True 
and a Foe to the Fraud.

MABEL ABER JACKMAN.

Her Sudden and Unexpected Departure 
From the City—Her Exposure Here 
in Chicago Entitles The Progressive 
Thinker to the Gratitude of Every 
Honest Spiritualist.
Members of the Scientific Church of 

Christianity, Indiana avenue and Thir-

element that has afflicted our Cause so 
long. Through its large circulation and 
commanding Influence, it has set Spir
itualists to thinking as never before, 
and the angel world is rejoicing in con
sequence. 1

Opposed to Mediums.
At the time Mrs, Jackman’s bogus 

materializations were exposed, the cry 
was raised in Chicago by the rottenty-seventh street, are becoming alarmed „ . ..

over the absence of their spiritual head, fake element, that The ■ Progressive 
Mrs. Mabel Aber Jackman, who was Thinker is opposed to mediums! Mrs. 
care-taker over about 5300,000 worth ot T1 a1] d aeainBt The Progressproperty belonging to members of her ,ackinan ral- ag^lnBt lne ^r°S,eBS 
congregation besides being the possess- 1 
or of valuable realty and stock holdings. :

According to Dr. J. R. Price, 5519 In- ; 
diana'avenue, the friend and adviser ; 
of Mrs. Jackman, she has gone to San , 
Francisco with her husband. It is re
ported that she went away with large 
sums of money entrusted to her care, ’ 
but members of the flock refuse to dis- 1 
cuss the report. Many admit, however, । 
that they are much worried.

Is Treasurer of Church. ' '
Mrs. Jackman ' Is treasurer of the ' 

church of’ which she is also the head • 
and it is said that $50,000 that had been ? 
donated to ,the church vanished when 
she did. It is said that Mrs. Lydia A. , 
Simmons Is complaining of the disap
pearance of $10,000' of her money. Mrs. 
Simmons is the mother of the young ■ 
woman who was taken out of Mrs. Jack
man’s care to the county hospital.

Neighbors of the “divine healer" also ■ 
say that when she left Chicago the ex
press wagon which, hauled away her 
baggage,contained six trunks of prodig
ious size and that those trunks con
tained much church property, including ■ 
vestments, hangings, the famous ca
nary birds aiid the apparatus with 
vzhich Mrs. Jackman claimed to work 
her cures.

I Services at Mra. Jackman’s temple 
have noy beeij, discontinued because ot 
her absence, ' however, and Sunday 
night Drr Moore had charge of a prayer 
meetlngjthere?' No reference was made 
to Mrs.j ¡Jackman's absence during the 
service^ljut after the benediction was 
pronounced numbers ot the church 
freely, expre^ed their wonder and 
alarm ^t the continued absence ot the 
“healer*

The ^clentljfo Church of Christianity 
is a floyrlshina institution and recently 
Mrs. Js(Sanan^! congregation vacated 
the ruins of Trinity church, at. Twenty
fourth Street and Indiana avenue, and 
moved to its present fine quarters far- 
ther gonto. This despite the fact that 
the ¿¿Imp ^a^ made a sensational raid 
’on her religious establishment

The raid, it will be rejnembered, re
sulted from to® healing treatment ac
corded to‘ the daughter of Mrs- Sim
mons, who was later taken to the hos
pital. The neighbors told the police 
that they were milch alarmed by

Ive Thinker, raising that cry from the 
rostrum where she held her meetings, 
and her ardent admirers toot up the 
refrain, until the whole land heard the 
cry, and.every medium who is exposed 
unites with Mabel-Aber Jackman in say
ing, “The .editor of The Progressive 
Thinker is opposed to mediumship." 
On the contrary, we who have had vis
ions and seen spirits ever since our 
childhood (what the world calls a me
dium) are THE ARDENT ADMIRER 
AND CHAMPION OF ALL HONEST 
MEDIUMS. Bear that in mind, and im
press it upon every one you meet. We 
are, however, unqualifiedly opposed to 
those materializing mediums who use 
false whiskers, wigs, illuminated drap
ery, dresses and head gear to represent 
your spirit friends. We make this ex
planation bo you can know how this 
charge originated, and those mediums 
who utter It, YOU MAY SET DOWN 
AS MISERABLE FAKES, AND DRIVE 
THEM FROM YOUR PRESENCE.

The Service to True Spiritualism.
It has been of PRICELESS VALUE 

to Spiritualists. You all can now real
ize the great service that The Progress-
ive Thinker hàs been to the CAUSE OF_ 
TRUTH by exposing the materializing 
methods of Mrs. Jackman. Had not 
this been done she would probably have 
been at the head of the movement to
day in Chicago, her ardent admirers 
and friends having stolen the name of 
the Illinois State Spiritualist Associa
tion, and commenced doing business, 
and had it not been for The Progressive 
Thinker, and Dr. G. B. Warne, who car-, 
ried the case into c<-Mt, and after years 
of litigation had the miscreants en
joined from the use of the name, our 
'Cause'Wdûld have lost the respect of all 
honest Spiritualists.

Dr. Warne’s great struggle in sup
pressing that fraudulent state institu
tion entitles him to the commendation
and gratitude of all Spiritualists

■ --------- -- throughout toe land. Ever since then,
he- as well as the editor of this paper from time to time, and investigation by . . ...

the authorities revealed the fact tant I*88heard theory, They are opposed to 
the girl was sfowly dying. The girl re- mediums!" originating, as we have said 
covered at the hospital, however, and 
returned 'to Mrs. Jackman.—Chicago 
Chronicle, July '25, 1905.

The above is from the Chi'dago 
Chronicle of July 25, another illustra
tion of the remarkable career of this no
torious woman. At one time she was 
prominent as a medium and a frequent 
contributor to The Progressive Think
er. For'a whiter she resided at Spring 
Hill, Kansas, where under the auspices 
of the venerable Mr. Pratt, remarkable 
spirit manifestations are said to have 
occurred. Many accounts thereof were 
presented to the public. Later on we 
published Starfling descriptions of her 
materializations; but finally she was 
exposed in this city. Her confederate, 
a woman, was detected^in the act of 
representing herself as the materialized 
son of one of the - sitters present—a 
cruel deception!'

As a medium she did not then sit in 
the cabinet, but was a living active fac-

before, with Mabel Aber Jackman and 
the rotten gang who actually stole the 
name of the Illinois State Spiritualist 
Association.

Supposing Dr. Warne and the editor 
had listened to the plaintive cry of a 
few misguided Spiritualists, "Don't say 
“anything about fraud! Let it alone! 
"Don't stir up anything that is unclean! 
“Do as-the churches do—don’t give pub- 
“licity to any rascality in our ranks'. 
"Let Mabel Aber Jackman alone! Let 
“the gang go on peacefully with their 
“nefarious work in connection with the 
“stolen name—the Illinois State Spirit- 
“ualist Association!"

Supposing we bad heeded that cry 
what would have been the result? Rot 
tenness would have prevailed in our 
ranks to. such an extent that the angels 
of heaven would weep. For that one
service to the Cause of Truth Dr. 
Warne stands forth as the unqualified 
champion of honest mediumship, and no 
one in the whole ranks of Spiritualism 

tor on the outside, directing the circle is entitled to greater praise than he is. 
and welcoming the spirits. The ex-v We make this explanation so that 
posure on this occasion was complete, honest Spiritualists may be able to dis- 

The Progressive Thinker has made cern the tolte element when you hear 
no mistake in its battle against.the fake their .dénùnciations.

Note From Mrs. Bliss-Green. .
To the Editor.:—I demand space In 

your paper to say to the public that 
Geo. B. Warne or ; anyone else never 
sent to Ine asking for my version of the 
so-called expose. .1 remained in Chi
cago until July 22. Up to the time of 
my departure tor Chesterfield to the1 
present time nothing has come from 
Geo. B. Warne relative to question, un
til the.appearaqpe of the story of my so- 
called exposure in the last Issue of The 
Prqgressijïe Thinker. In conclusion, 
permit me ?to say that I am still a me
dium andplntenjf to remain such until I

retained a copy of my own words■I ninirth J _____ • . _ .- - . , . ---- —ri wwu TTU1UÖ
which accompanied same, beim? as fol
lows:

“In My Father’s House 
Are Many Mansions.”

Next week we will publish an excellent Funeral 
Discourse by Mrs. Cora L V. Richmond. It is brill
iant, with soul-elevating thought, and was delivered 
at the funeral of Samuel Hoyt, at Minneapolis, Minn.

Extraordinary Manifestation
A Passenger, Yet a Spirit Direct From the Ce

lestial Regions, as Related in “Metapsychieal 
Phenomena,” Lately Translated.

Professor Rlchet narrates that he 
was staying at Carquelranne/ln Octo
ber, 1900« when he received an extraor
dinary letter from a lady of his ac
quaintance who had only very lately 
come to live in Paris. This lady, whom 
he calls Mme. X., had lived up to that 
time a retired life in a convent, and had 
only known Professor Rlchet tor a few 
months. In none of their conversations 
had the professor told her intimate de
tails of his life, and she was wholly un
acquainted with his private history.

The letter of Mme. X. stated that she 
had left Paris for a month in the forest 
of Fontalnbleau, and that during ‘the 
railway journey a strange event had 
befallen her. At the station of Melun 
It seemed to her that the door of her 
carriage opened, that a strange man en
tered it, and, sitting opposite to her, 
immediately began to talk of Professor 
Richet. She appeared to have been 
aware through it all that she was lis
tening to the words of a ghost, but she 
experienced neither horror nor tear, and 
listened patiently to what the appari
tion had to say. He told her that he 
had been iu his lifetime a great friend 
of Professor Richet, whom he had 
called “Carlos" and by whom he had 
always been called “Tony," and further 
told her that he was very well acquaint
ed with Fontalnbleau, and would ac- 
coinpany her ip all her walks through 
the forest.

This was as much as the first letter 
told, but the letters which followed it 
quickly, one after another, revealed to 
Professor Richet a strange and moving 
story. A few of the passages given in 
the English version of Mme. X.’s letters 
are as follows:

“Tony showed me a tree today on 
which were engraved the letters A. B. 
and a date 1880 or 1883—the last fig
ure was indistinct Under the letters 
A B. was the name Jucie. • • • 
He says he collaborated with you in 
some work. He says that when he was 
dead you went into his death chamber 
and kissed him on. the forehead. He 
had not been previously ill—a feeling 
of suffocation in the chest, and that 
was all. He was only 30 or 32 years 
old when he died. * • • He adored 
Lucie, who seems to have been very 
terming, for Antonio (Tony) shows
me\her portrait—a medallion

which he used to
or a

wear—in
whidh she seemed to have beautiful 
dark eves and hair.

“I think Antoine lived a long time 
with Lucie at Fontainebleau; they 
were sadly happy there. The house 
they stayed at is no longer Inhabited. 
It was a red and white cottage, quite 
close to the forest, which was just be
hind it. * * * The house stood 
alone; a tramway passes by there to
day.

“Tony also speaks about his father. 
His father loved his own fireside. He 
once lost a lot of money, when Antoine

He tells us that he had a friend 
whose name was Antoine B., and he 
says: “I am particularly anxious to 
point out a fact of which I am absolute
ly certain, which is that I had never 
pronounced the name of my friend An
toine B- in the presence of Mme. X.”

Professor Richet found out, to his 
own surprise, that he and Antoine B. 
had been to Fontainebleau together in 
the year 1883.

“It is quite true,” he tells us, “that, ' 
alone among all my friends, Antoine 
called me Carlos, and that I, on my side, 
called him Tony. This is a fact known 
only to me. It is also perfectly correct 
—and I am not aware of having related / 
this fact to any person whatsoever—/ 
that when Antoine died, stricken to- 
death in a few hours by a disease of the 
heart, I went into his death chamber 
and kissed him on the brow.

“He was 32 years old when he died, 
and his death was almost instantane
ous. it would be impossible to de
scribe hfs death more correctly than 
Mme. X. does in the words, ‘A feeling of 
suffocation In the chest, and that was 
all.’ In fact, toward 11 o'clock In the 
night he was seized by a thoracic op
pression which made such rapid prog
ress that he expired at 4 o’clock in the 
morning.”

Regarding the "Lucie” of Mme. X.'s 
visions. Professor Rlchet tells us that 
the name of Antoine's wife was Marie, 
but that Tony freuently used to say to 
her, "What a pity you are not called 
Lucie I" It was bls favorite name. The 
description of this Lucie, says Profes
sor Richet, is exact.

The story related by Mme. X.'s ghost, 
in fact, is so wonderfully like the truth 
known to Professor Richet that we need 
not trouble to relate further similari
ties. But the story is incomplete—since 
the chief interest of it Is Mme. X.— 
without the following postcript to tho 
narration of Professor Richet: “One 
evening in May, 1903,” he wrote, "1 was 
dining with Mme X. and her family. * * 
Toward the close of the evening, short
ly before I left, Mme. X. pronounced the 
following words—words which 1 wrote 
down among mv notes as soon as I 
reached home: ‘I see a woman standing 
near me. She has gray-hair, she Is 
about 50 years of age, but looks older 
than she really Is. Her mrir Is quite 
gray. I believe It is Mme B. (Antoine’s 
widow, though I am not quite sure yet. 
1 see the figure 7 with her, which prob
ably means that she will die in seven 
months or on the 7th of some near 
month.’

“Mme. B.,” continues our professor, 
"died within seven weeks after Mme. 
X.’s prediction, on Tuesday, June 30, 
1003.

“Mme. B. had black hair. I, who 
knew her well, had nevdr noticed any 
gray in her hair; 1 did not know she 
was gray. Now, a few days before her 
illness took a serious turn, one of the 
members of my family, who had just 
been paying Mme. B. a visit, said to 
me: ‘Mme. B. does not dye her hair any 
longer, so that one can now see how 
very gray she 1b!’ Here,” says the pro
fessor, “is a veritable premonition."

was grown up. * * • A short time 
before he died—a Wednesday—you and 
he were at a banqder together and 
drank each other’s health. Tony then 
told you that he had not been feel
ing well and that he was in great need 
of a holiday. • • * Antoine told me _ —
again today that he loved Lucie dearly, Of course, the whole interest centers 
’and,’ be said, ‘I still watch over her, In Mme. X. In some way, science 
ova-, t,,».. i-------—■’ —— thinks, she must have enjoyed the use

of faculties, howbeit unconsciously, of 
which the normal mind has ho knowl
edge. Psychical science both in Eng
land and France, is endeavoring to dis
cover what those faculties are. But in 
France the ghost is not admitted. The 
spirit does not return to speak and 
show itself to human sense. In our
selves, in the undiscovered uses and

even now.
befall her.'

Tell her no evil will ever

Such is a very brief and hasty sum
mary of the revelations made to a sol
emn lady from a French convent by a 
spirit walking In the forest of Fontaine.- 
bleau. For those of us who read them 
they have the color of romance—the 
pleasant, eerie feeling of a fireside 
ghost story. But for Professor Rlchet, 
the brilliant French physiologist and a 
member of the Academy of Medicine, 
they have an interest not only scientific, 
but one poignantly human and real.

powers of the amazing human mind, are 
all the ghosts and apparitions which 
have ever affrighted the children of 
men.—Chicago Inter Ocean.

rte is Simply ignorant

>!l

that leaves no possible chance tor mis
taking who are Christians. Try them 
with a solution of corrosive sublimate, 
a deadly dose of prussic acid, or car
bolic acid, and if it “shall not hurt 
them” they are believers we can trust! 
If they die will it not prove that Jesus 
was a false teacher, one whose instruc
tions It is fatal to follow?

"We commend this text to Rev.Stokes. 
It will be most valuable when -applied 
to missionaries In heathen countries In 
distinguishing between the genuine and 
to® pretender. • -

“Death, Its Meaning and Results.” 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume. of -decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events in the au
thor's experience. Cloth, 560 pages,.il
lustrated, 51.25. ,

•“The Spiritual Significance, or,Death 
r.s an Event in Life.” - By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, Intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, •thought
ful. spirituality.. .Price §L. ......

False Teaching.
To deny that the Lord set aside the 

seventh day of the week to be observed 
through all time as a< day of Test is to 
deny the Bible as inspiration. Constan
tine, during the fore part of the fourth 
century, commanded the observance of 
the first day of the week as a day of 
rest, and the Christian world accept 
that decree as superior to the command 
of God. They wholly Ignore the divine 
authority, and repudiate his require
ment as inferior to that of a Roman em
peror. Worse than all, the Christian 
clergy cite the command, of the Lord, 
“Remember the Sabbath- day to keep 
it holy," .and apply it to Constantlne's 
Sunday—the day of the sun—as if that 
■was the .day God . wanted: kept . holy. 
. How grossly unreasonable and false our. 
Christian teachers!

pass to spjfit life. •
,ti , ?MRS. BLISS-GREEN. 

Chestei&eld Qftmp, Ind.
. ¡1 ,■ kfr------

'Mrs. Blifes-Green says that when she 
leturns tJ'UhicS&o she will have some
thing to in Mjf-detense. We will be 
pleased to tpubygh anything she may 
write showing ^at: the exposure was 
not as stated by those present. She 
must confine hefi&lf to strictly answer
ing the cfiorges^Vnade, taking up each 
in detail. |.^Ioth|ng extraneous thereto 
will be pqnfotfefi in our columns. All 
our readers, wont are the absolute facts 
In reference to that one seance. We 
shall take pleasure in having Mrs. 
Bliss-Green pre^bt evidence that she is 
•entirely innocent of toe charges made.

“4203 Evans Avenue, Chicago, 
- - “July 13,1905.
"Mrs; C. Bliss-Green:—Enclosed is 

copy of a statement forwarded me as 
an officer of the III. S. S. A. You are In
vited to send your version of the Bel
mont uvenue seance, so that both sides 
may be considered at the same time by 
the public.' I am told The Progressive 
Thinker refused to print this matter 
until your side was at hand. Kindly 
give this prompt attention.

“Yours truly,
. “GEORGE B. WARNE." 

Both papers were enclosed In an en
velope plainly addressed to “Mrs. C. 
Bliss Green, 3156 Indiana avenue, City," 
and were delivered at that number by 
the postal authorities. Mrs. Green ad
mits she was In Chicago nine days after 
the letter was sent her, or until July 
22, ample time within which to have 
made answer.

GEORGE B. WARNE.

“The man who denies the Phenomena of Spir
itualism to-day is not entitled to be called a 
skeptic; he is simply ignorant; and it would be 
a hopeless task to attempt to enlighten him.”— 
T. J. Hudson, “Law of Psychic Phenomena,” p. 
206.

MRS. NETTIE HOWELL

Highly -Honored at the Mineral -Park 
Gamp.

NOTE FROM DR. WARNE.

The Documents .Were Sent, as Stated.

In compliaücé-wlth request of Bro. 
Wm. Nordsted I forwarded Mrs. Bliss- 
Green an exactTiopyìof .toe Belmont av- 
■enue seafacè- report WfichThB-Progress- 
Ive ThhikerT'Ulüißhed inlts last isaue.

Gems of Thought,
So far as I am concerned, I have 

made up my mind that no organization, 
secular or religious, shall be my mas
ter. I have made up my mind that no 
necessity of bread, or roof, ot raiment 
shall ever put a padlock on my lips.— 
Ingersoll.

In the beginning the woman sits down 
and waits for a husband; in the end 
She sits up and waits for him.—Life.

• It is a right- reflection that if a man 
is full of the present moment'to glorify 
it, he is with eternity and infinity: for 
he has all there Is.—Blake.
, Good nature.Is the very air of a good 
inlnd;' toe .sign of » large and generous 
soul, and toe peculiar soil in which vlr- 
tne'i>rospers;—Goodman? ;

. it ' ‘f ? . . . * *

Bright and beautiful as Is almost; ev- 
ery day in balmy California, dawned the 
Socialists’ Day at toe camp; The many, 
friends of Mrs. Nettie Howell, the soul1 
of the camp, had a special matter in 
hand, as it had been learned that to-day 
marked another milestone in the mortal 
pilgrimage of the good sister. For 
some days secret plans had been work
ing and to-day they must be culmi
nated; great care must be taken for 
Mrs. Howell Is everywhere present at
tending to the needs of the camp and 
the comfort of the campers. Alter the 
evening- meal the dining room was 
transformed into a reception and ban
quet hall, a large table was spread and 
loaded, with good things to eat, ferns 
and flowers—a profusion of pansies— 
brightened every corner magically 
touched l>y the deft hands of Mrs. Ade
laide K. Brooks. A host of the friends 
arrived and by a pretext of business 
Mrs. Howell was brought to the room, 
escorted to the seat of ■ honor made 
beautiful with a profusion ot flowers, as 
all arose and greeted her, "Who are we. 
Look and see. We are the happy Spir-.- 
itaallste,-don't-you see.'fl Mrv John W> 
Ring then accused Mr®. Howell of many1 
Ihtags, guch as dotag good, promulgat-

i tag Spiritualism, running camp-meet
ings and in a thousand ways making 
the world bright and beautiful and peo
ple happy. Mr. J. L. Dryden of San Di
ego, was the first to offer defense. Mrs. 
Ada S. Horman, Mrs. Augusta Arm
strong, Mrs. Kate Hoskins, Mrs. R. 
■Cowell of Oakland, and others endeav
ored to defend Mrs. Howell, but rather 
-proved her “guilty” of every accusation. 
The court decided that since Mrs. How
ell was “guilty” of every charge pre
ferred, that she should be “tagged,” and 
with impressive words, Mrs. R. Cowell 
"tagged" Mrs. Howell with a gold badge 
pin on the front of which was inscribed 
"Spiritualist Camp-meeting, California, 
July 18, 1905,” and on the back, “Pre
sented to Mrs. Nettie Howell as a token 
of appreciation for her devotion to Spir
itualism." Mrs. Howell was very much 
moved but responded very gracefully in 
her own inimitable way. Refreshments 
wore served and a most delightful even
ing was spent J. W. RING.
Mineral Park Spiritualist Camp, July 

18,1905.

The world is about in a mood to look 
upon further bloodshed as a crime 
against humanity.—Washington Post 

i "The Present-Age and inner Life?] 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi* 
Bed and -explained.'* By Andrew Jack« 
boo Davis. We have a'Yew -copies oS 
this work hi the celebrated sssr, ' yakth. MAIL
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Working During Sleep.

\,

;

. Some men have done their best mental work while “asleep.” Con- 
@JUac states that while writing his “Course of Studies.” he was frer 

' quently compelled to leave a chapter incomplete and retire to bed, and 
that on awaking he found it, on more than one occasion, finished in. his 
head. In like manner, Condorcet would sometimes leave his compli
cated calculations unfinished, and after retiring to rest would find their 
results unfqlded to him in his dreams. La Fontaine and Voltaire both 
composed verses in their sleep which they could not repeat on awaking. 
Samuel Johnson relates that he once in a dream had a contest of wit 
with some other person, and that he was very mortified by imagining 

>■ that his antagonist had the better of him.
The work done partakes in many cases more of the nature of imagin

ative composition than of scientific calculation. Thus, a statfza.of ex
cellent verse is in print, which Sir John Herschel is said to have com
posed while asleep, and to have recollected when he awoke. Goethe 
often set down on paper during the day thoughts and ideas which had 
presented themselves to him during sleep on the preceding night. Cole
ridge is-said to have composed his fragment of Kubla Khan during 
sleep. ...

He had one evening been reading Purchas’s Pilgrim; some of the ro- 
. mantie incidents struck his fancy; he went to sleep, and his busy mind 

composed Kubla Khan. When lie awoke in the morning, he wrote out 
¡what his inind had invented in sleep, until interrupted by a visitor, with 
whom he conversed for an hour on business matters; but, alas! he could 
never again recall the thread of the story, and Kubla Khan remains a 
fragment. . . . . . ,, ,

Still more curious, however, are those instances m which the sleeper, 
after composing or speculating, gets up in a state of somnambulism, 
writes the words on paper, goes to bed and to sleep again, and knows 
nothing about it when he awakes. " Such eases, the authenticity of 
which is beyond dispute, point to an activity of muscles as well as of 
brain, and to a correctness of movement which is marvelous when we 
consider that the eyes are generally closed under these circumstances. 
The late Rev. Mr. Spurgeon in his sleep prepared a sermon which he 
preached the next day, and he declared that if was not inferior to his 
usual productions. Mr. Spurgeon’s intellectual work on the night re
ferred to was done without that particular consciousness which was sus
pended when he went to sleep, and which returned when he awoke.

Many men have performed some of their greatest intellectual feats 
nvhilc they were asleep. Zeno recommended an examination of dreams 
as a means of acquiring knowledge of the true self. Although dreams 
are often, indeed in most eases probably, as Dryden says, but “a medley 
of disjointed things,” they sometimes show evidence, of intellectual ca
pacity which surprises the waking self. Mathematicians while asleep 

* have dreamed the correct solution of problems that had baffled them 
.while awake, and authors have been in dreams directed to authorities 
which they had vainly sought to find when regularly engaged in their
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Scintillations From
The Pilgrim^

In War Paint and with Raised TomaljawL Figura
tively Considered, Dr. Peebles writes^ Durgha 
Prasad, of Hindu Castes, the Buboniq,Hague, Hin
du Speakers at Camp Meetings, Anima^ F^esh-Eat- 
ing, the Unity of Races, Etc. '. ..r

work. . .
Dr. Gregory states that ideas and phraseology occurred to him in 

'dreams which were st) apt that he made use of them in giving lectures 
before his college classes; and Sir Thomas Browne composed comedies 
in his dreams, which amused him greatly when he awoke. The dreamer 
often sees beautiful pictures, hears melodious strains of music, and 
feels, as it seems, the presence of departed or distant friends, as strong
ly and as vividly as if the external organs were in active exercise. 
Taste and smell are in a like manner excited in sleep.

The facts show that the activity of the organs of sense js not neces
sary to excite thpse impressions which were originally received through 
the senses, showing, too, that what is perceived is not the external ob
ject, but the effect which the object has produced upon the mind—a 
symbolical representation in consciousness, mental in its nature, of the 
externality. And thus, when the avenues of the body are closed, the 
impressions may be qs vivid as when the senses are alive to the outward 
¡world; and, what is more wonderful, the imagination may, during this 
time, indulge in flights of fancy, the reasoning powers may be exerted 
in solving the most abstruse problems, or memory may be exercised in 
recalling from the dim past some long-forgotten incident.

Where there is thought there is consciousness. How can the mind 
prepare a sermon, or work' out a mathematical problem, without being 
conscious of the process? The fact that it does not come into the ordi
nary chain of mental operations, would seem to imply that there is a 
.deeper or a higher consciousness which is active even when the . con
scious life, as it is known to us,¡is suspended in sleep. -The. ordinary 
consciousness may be but a phase of a larger life, the more superficial 
aspects of which only come above the threshold of the “waking state” 

,-into ordinary thought and conduct.
Is not every person largely influenced by the so-called unconscious 

thinking that is done in sleep and in the waking state? How many 
great discoveries, wonderful inventions, profound conceptions, and 
'deeds of sacrifice and heroism may be, to a considerable extent, attribu
table to the subliminal processes of the mind? In some eases, the indi
vidual but carries out unconsciously what was started in a conscious or 
semi-conscious state, as was probably the case with Mr. Spurgeon, who 

-says that on going to the table he ‘.‘felt a train of thought come back” 
to him with the notes, and that a “glimmering consciousness of the 
truth [of what had occurred] dawned upon” him.

In tlie depths of human consciousness are powers and potentialities of 
¡which people generally take no note. They are manifested in a way to 
attract attention only rarely, because perhaps such manifestation re
quires peculiar conditions that rarely exist. The conditions must be 
such as to admit of the exercise of a power which perhaps all men and 
.women possess potentially, but with nearly all of whom it remains in a 
latent condition through life, only here and there, now and then, flash
ing into common consciousness. B. F. UNDERWOOD.

Lt may be well to here reiterate, that 
while the pages of 'Die Progressive 
Thinker are invitingly open to materi
alists, Spiritualists, scientists and moral 
philosophers or every type, believing as 
we do in the potency of truth—believ
ing that truth never suffers from the 
most crucial investigation; yet we must 
be held responsible for only such words 
as we personally indite, quoting in the 
meantime as applicable these words of 
Herbert Spencer: “Whoever hesitates 
to utter that which he thinks the high
est truth, lest it should be too much in 
advance of the time,, may reassure him
self by looking at his acts from an im
personal point pf view. He, with all 
bis aspirations and beliefs, is not an ac
cident. but a product of the time. He 
must remember that while he is a de
scendant of the past, he is a parent of 
the future; and that his thoughts are as 
children born to him, which he may not 
carelessly let die. He, like every other 
pian, may properly consider himself as 
'one of the myriad agencies through 
whom works the unknown cause, and 
when the unknown cause produces in 
him a certain belief, ho is thereby au
thorized to profess and speak and act 
out that belief. The highest truth he 
sees he will fearlessly utter; knowing 
that, let what may come out of it, he is 
there playing his part in the world—the 
right of intellectual independence.”— 
Editor.

In a most interesting letter Just re
ceived from that eminent Hindu writer, 
author qnd editor, Durgha Prasad, re
siding in thé Punjab,. India, I am in
formed through him, and more especial
ly through an exhaustive pamphlet, that 
a number of'learned- Brahmins of Bom
bay, Calcutta and other of India's cit
ies, have combined to probe to the bot
tom, and expose the theosophy. intro
duced into India by Madam Blavatsky 
and Col. Olcott; its origin in a Spiritual
ist family; its Blavatsky miracles; its 
pretensions; its inner-circle teachings ; 
its misstatements; its internal conten
tions; its ignorance of the Sanscrit and 
of true Hinduism itself- One pf these 
Brahmanic pamphlets, while dignified 
and erudite. Is severely scorching in 
language. It lies before me. Truth is 
fearless.

them, and to attend their séances. I 
have accepted their invitations with 
great pleasure, in order to make some 
investigations lor my own satisfac
tion. I nave not fourni afl ingle spirit 
in any seance nor a single medium,1 
who could answer my questions satis
factorily. -

“I have asked them about the life 
after death, the origin of the eoui, the 
true nature of the soul; its relation to 
the Universal Spirit, etc.;1 such ques
tions, however, have never been an
swered by them; on the contrary, on 
many occasions they have confessed 
their ignorance. • * * On another occa
sion I had a long talk tilth' a spirit, and 
asked her many . questions regarding 
the mode of living in the spirit world, 
and her answers to my questions were 
perfectly idiotic. The Spirit said she 
went to school and studied books. 1 
asked her, ‘What books do you read? 
Can you mention the name of any book 
you read?’ ‘No,’ she Baid, ‘I do not 
know the names.’ '

“Supposing all the ■ phenomena Of 
Spiritism to be true aud genuine, what 
have the Spiritualists gained by those 
communications, outside of the satis
faction of their idle curiosity? Have, 
they learned any of thé higher truths? 
Have they understood any of the laws 
that govern the spiritual nature of 
man? Have they known why human 
beings come to this earth, and why they 
go away suddenly? I have asked many 
of the mediums, as well as their spirit 
guides, and have found that they do not 
know anything regarding the origin of 
the soul. Therefore, how can we ex
pect to know the absolute truth from 
these Spiritualists whose controls and 
guides themselves are'ignorant, deceit, 
ful, and not -wiser than the - mediums? 
Vain is the hope of these Spiritualists 
who expect to know the absolute truth 
through communications from eartn- 
bound spirits.” ■

Spiritualists, how do 'you- enjoy being 
told by a Hindu thaLyour Spiritualism 
is “superstition," or ‘'black magic,” and 
that yohr spirit guides are “ignorant" 
or "deceitful”? What do certain camp
meeting committees “pay this class ot

Sundry Interesting Topics Discussed
An Old Worker ViBited-“No Frauds Need Apply”-The “Shepherd

ess of Paradise” Missing,

REMARKABLE INVENTION
AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE

STORES EYESIGHT.

"That Undiscovered Country."
It Is a common impression among thè 

laity that the oft-repeated expression, 
“That undiscovered country from whose 
bourne no traveler returns,” is from the 
Bible and therefore that fact or sup
posed fact settles the question of spirit 
return in the negative. -

It is well to correct the erroneous Im-4 
pression of the source of this quotation. 
It is from the immortal Shakspeare, in
stead of the Bible. But Shakspeare, 
however great, did not "know it all.’ 
He was not infallible. There are some 
things that even his philosophy did not 
grasp or dream of. While we know as 
yet comparatively little about “that 
country," it has been discovered, and 
its denizens are surely opening up com
munication with this.

The above mentioned quotation from 
Shakspeare is altogether out of har
mony with other portions of his Hamlet, 
which certainly suggests the possibility 
at least, of the “return of travelers" 
from that country.

But, granting that the quotation is 
Biblical in Its origin, it would not be 
rendered any more true or correct in. 
consequence, for we now know that not 
even the Bible is infallible.
S H.'V. SWERINGErt.

LAKE BRADY CAMP, OHIO.

Brief Account of the Work and Workers

Buelah Camp, Ohio.
Central Ohio Spiritual Camp Asso

ciation closed a very successful season, 
JUne 25. All speakers and mediums 
filled their engagements according to 
programme, .and harmony prevailed 
throughout the meeting. Buelah camp 
was a success, both spiritually and 
financially. Since closing, Prof. L. M. 
Lydy, our worthy vice-president 'has 
been called to the higher life, he having 
arisen July 13, 1905. Much of the suc
cess of our meeting was due to his offi
cial work. The officers extend hearty 
thanks to all the co-workers in the camp 
and to the editors of the Spiritual and 
local press who have so generously as
sisted in the work of the camp. .

MRS. HATTIE G. WEBSTER,

July 23 saw the largest crowd the 
new camp ever had. Besides the speak- 
er pf the day, Mrs. Morrill of Grand 
Rapids, Mich., we had present Mrs. Mat- 
tie E. Hull of Whitewater,. Wis., and 
Mrs. Nina D. Challen of Toledo, Ohio, 
to help with the exercises of the day. in 
the absence of Mr. Hanger, our worthy 
president, Mrs. Hoiles acted as chair
man, in which capacity she is very effi
cient Mrs. Mattie Hull opened the 
morning session with an earnest invo
cation, Mrs. Flora Russell followed by 
rendering a solo, "Where the Roses 
Never Fade,” in her usual pleasing man
ner, after which Mrs. Morrill was en
tranced by Robert Ingersoll, as had 
been previously announced. He took 
for his subject “The Advancement of 
Religion,” beginning by outlining the 
religion of the ancients and describing 
the evolution from the old creed-bound 
belief to the present liberal ideas. He 
held the large audience from start to 
finish .with his flow of eloquence and 
logical reasoning. Several in the audi
ence who had heard the great agnostic 
before his transition, said they recog
nized his style of reasoning and forcible 
delivery.

The lecture was followed bv Mrs. 
Challen with a few remarks and mes
sages. She also opened’ the afternoon 
session with an Invocation. By re
quest of Mrs. Morrill, Mrs. Russell sang 
“Passing But Once This Way.” Mrs. 
Morrill’s guides took for their topic 
“The Reformation,” telling of the won
ful changes from 1450 to 1550 in the re
ligious world then touching upon the va
rious important points down to the 
present time. After the lecture she 
gave a number of messages which were 
as usual very convincing. She goes 
from here to Maple Dell camp for one 
week. MARY L. BETTES,

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, . .

Columbus, Ohio. Secretary.

Onset Camp, Mase.
Notwithstanding it was a rainy day, 

Onset opened Its meeting before two 
large audiences, July 23. Dr. Geo. A. 
Fuller spoke in the morning. Mrs. N. 
J. WiMis was the speaker in the after-, 
noon. There were three band concerts. 
Mr. A. J- Maxham was the vocalist.

There nre more people here than Is 
Usual at the opening. Everything Jwks 
’like a successful season. HASUH.

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD
^formation How They May Give Birth to Happy,

Healthy Children Absolutely Wlth- 
oatPnln^Scflt Free.

Ko woman need any lonrer dread tbo pains of 
ehlHUblrlh« or remain, childless. Dr. J. II. Dye 
bas devoted his Hfo to relieving Lhc sorrows of 
women. He has proved thatall pain at childbirth 
may be entirely banished, aud howiU gladly teb 
you how U ma.v be done absolutely free of charge 
Sendyour name and address to Dr. J-H. Dye. 154

The Bubonic Plague.
This Hindu Prasad further flays that 

the plague is again in some parts of In
dia on the increase, and that the official 
report of the British secretary states 
that since 1901, 1,022,290 have died of 
this disease. What a shocking state
ment! This disease, like the small
pox, is the child of filthy unfit diet and 
Impure air—in a word, non-sanltation. 
It affects mostly the poorer classes, AU 
efforts to check it by vaccinating, inoc
ulation of serums, have proved a stu
pendous failure. The real remedy is 
cleanliness, hygiene, plenty' of pure, 
frosh'air and cheerful spiritai ' .

In the correspondence with this Hin
du * Mantlst, he considers it qùestìon- 
abl /f ever a "genuine Brahmin, Nada 
Brahma, from the loins of a Brahmin 
family, ever visited America.” If so, 
they lose their caste. Here are his ver
batim words : “Brahmins who go to Eu- 
jope or America are out-casted by the 
Hindus in almost every province of In
dia; and if returning they have to un
dergo a ceremony, or series of ceremo
nies, to regain their caste. It is to 
bathe in the Ganges, etc. It is. an es
tablished rule that our countrymen re
turning from England and coming to 
the Punjab, break their journey at 
Hardwar to get purified.”

When Dr. Dunn and myself visited 
Benares, we went down very early one 
morning to bathe in the Ganges, and 
whUe bathing we saw the corpses of 
two adult persons and three children 
floating down the stream. We felt 
none the cleaner for our baths.’ Thirty 
years may have worked great changes, 
however, in Hindu lands, a vast region 
peopled with hearty 300,000 000 of hu
man beings. It gratifies me to say, .that 
I have met many admirable Hindu 
characters. They aré our elder broth
ers—Aryan brothers.

Hindu Speakers at Camp-Meetings.
It has been a sort of ‘Tad” in the past 

years to get a Hindu speaker (Ritambha- 
raprajna—truth-supporting) togged up 
In Oriental attire, to expound and ex
ploit the Madhubhumibay (second stage 
of the Yoga) to occupy camp-meeting 
platforms where they relieve them
selves of a mountain of long-suppressed 
volubility; and some of our sisters and 
weak-minded brothers will look up and 
exclaim in sweet lute-like tones, “How 
lovely!” Wasn't he just lovely!“ 
Shades of Wright, Lockwood and Col
ville, where are you? Is it extravagant 
to say that there is more wisdom ex
creted from the perspiring armpits ' ot 
Hudson Tuttle, Lyman C. Howe, Dean 
Clarke and others, than flows from the 
mouths of these gaudily-decorated, 
word-painting Sannyasins?

Meeting an American-traveled Hindu 
In a London vegetarian restaurant, we 
had an hour of straightforward conver
sation about India, America, their relig
ions, their institutions, their customs, 
and their future. He pronounced “Spir
itualism a superstition that India had 
outgrown hundreds of years ago." AU, 
mediums, he affirmed and re-affirmed, 
who “were not impostors were self-hyp
notized,” and the phenomena were 
“nothing but black magic, and old in 
ìndia.” Of course, our talk was spicy 
and pointed, if not bordering a bit at 
times upon the psychological bitterness 
of sarcasm. We agreed, however, that 
vegetables, and grains, and nuts, and 
fruits'were better foods than the 
corpses of murdered nnimals, such as 
trichina-affected hogs, or tuberculosis- 
infected cow’s. The longer an animal 
has been dead, the less vitality—less 
life-force, there is in its corpse-carcass. 
I use smoothe, mild language, .so as to 
give no unnecessary offense—but actu
ally, I have seen hanging in meat- 
market, dead‘birds, fowls, meats, fly- 
specked, turning blue with1 decaying 
■rottenness. All of you who eat this 
meat-market putrefying food, raise 
your hands! . ' j
What Swami Abhedananda Thinks, and 

Writes of Spiritualism.
There is food for serious thought in a 

book (pages 11-14) by Swami Abhedan
anda, published by the Vedantic Socle
tv, (See London Light, Sept. 24). This 
Swami, who has figured extensively at 
Spiritualist camp-meetings, writes:

“Having spent some'time with the 
mediums of all kinds .that exist in 
America, I wish to say a few words ..re-

Hindu speakers? JJow many o£ them 
would it take to convert'll intelligent 
Americans to Spiritifalisnf'hnd its ger
mane truths?
• Do not charge md‘with'1 injustice to 
Aryan progenitors. ■; Neither country 
nor color carry weight with those who 
are influenced more’hv foe spirit than 
the flesh. I am no higot; >1;Some Brah
mins have whiter, ¿fearetf skins than 
some American bnuiettes, New England 
born. Neither accuse me X>f prejudice 
against the Hindus or anym the genu
ine Swamis of India—Swami means 
Master, and is quite,generally self-pre
fixed,' as is “Pfof.",‘or "ifov.’' in this 
country; ’ _ -T ' 1 n

As a whofo; I ,hol<Knot ¿wily. Vcdan- 
tists, but the Hindi?¿tiuracters’ In high 
•esteeiifo tfiSfproud, to don- 
fess, are my personal friends,'who sum
mer and winter/ uhdei; vfo‘ose -Indian 
skies. Briefly, iinblushingly stated; 1 
am a.Vedantlpt, and lifted up out of the 
mire of ecclesiasticlsm, and all theolog
ical superstitions, Vodantism, Spiritual
ism, and the illumined Christianities ot 
the Christ and of the Buddha, constitute 
a trinity in unity. They are all good. 
The Veda, the Tri-Plfoke flnd the New 
Testament are all /'Inspired because 
their writers were, yet occupying differ
ent planes of consciousness. „ All tribes, 
nations and races are one in origin, and 
during the ceaseless cycles of the ages, 
destined I believe to be one in destiny. 
The great words of to-day ar® brother
hood, arbitration, fusion—fusion in 
thought and deed for the common goodi

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Battle Creek, Mich;

OUR GOVERNMENT.

The Essential Ferqinlne Qualities 
Lacking In Our Government

Are

Henry B. Blackwell of Boston, in his 
address at the annual eppvention of the 
National Woman Suffrage movement, 
which has juht closed if Portland, Ore., 
gave some sound reasons why women 
should be given a voice in governmental 
affairs. He said in part:. ■

“A purely masculine government 
does not fully represent foe peopfe. The 
feminine qualities are lacking. It is J 
maxim among political thinkers that ev
ery class that votes makes Itself felt in 
the government. Women as a class, 
differ more widely from men than any, 
other class of men .differ .from any 
other. To give the ballot,to. merchants 
and lawyers and deny it to farmers 
would be class legislation,' which Is al
ways wise and unjust But there Is no 
class legislation so complete as an aris
tocracy of sex. Meh have qualities in 
which they are superior to-women; wo
men, have qualities in which they are 
superior to mdn.1 Both àre'neèded. Wo
men are less belligerent than men, more 
peaceable, temperate.’ • chaste,’ econom
ical and law-abiding/ with a higher 
standard of morals atid a deeper sense 
of religious obligatlohs. And these are 
the very qualities we'need to add to the 
aggressive and imphlsive'Mquallties of 
men. , ' 1 -oo •

“Now foe primarÿdobjêæ- of govern
ment is to keep the'ttfeacé.^ War Is the 
greatest curse that wlllic'fs-' humanity. 
A purely masculine^ovelifinent never 
did and never wiil treep foe peace. A 
government of men'find v?<9men is need
ed in order to establish international 
courts of arbiiratlomsandsP make war 
and bloodshed forever, unnecessary. A 
battleship lasts bnlOfteen years, costs 
more than all the lafid, buildings and 
equipments of Harvard °- University, 
Hampton and Tuskd£eo CCIleges_com-
bined. M i; udr

Lewis Block. Buffalo. N. and he will send yvu
postpaid, his wonderful bout which tells how to ।------- . -
cjro birth to happy, healthy .children. adsoIulcij 1 carding my experience. I have been in- 

Ue Spiritualists to speak for

I found opportunity recently for a pleasant call upon Wm; Dong- 
hurst, who is now one of the two hundred and fifty-seven inmates of the 
“Homo” under Episcopalian watchcare at the corner of Ellis avenue 
and Fifty-fifth street, Chicago.

This veteran brother, now in his eighty-third year, was long identified 
with the activities of South Side Spiritualism in our city, especially ut 
No. 77 Thirty-first Street during the presidency at that center of Brother 
Druliner and his predecessor, Brother Seekner.

Brother Longhurst is known to all his acquaintances as an outspoken 
Spiritualist of radical ideas. The truth of control by outside intelli
gences has been many times demonstrated through his own personality 
by strong Indian forces, as well as by an inspirational one understood to 
be that of Thomas Paine. 1 recall some very sudden, forcible and 
amusing seizures of his organism at gatherings in my own home and 
also in conference meetings. He was powerless to withstand the Wave 
when it burst upon him with a cyclonic force, which sometimes shocked 
the nerves of his auditors, while any of them still accepting established 
orthodox views were often sorely tried by the criticisms of those ideas 
Voiced through him. He seems to have enlisted for life service in the 
battle for Spiritualism, for a letter written about fifty years ago pub
lished in Emma Hardinge’s Modern American Spiritualism, says of him: 
• “Mr. William Longhurst, formerly of Buffalo, a good speaking me
dium, now resides at Dubuque, Iowa, and has succeeded in getting up 
quite an interest.”

As juror on a murder case in the latter city he saved from prison, if 
not from a severer penalty, an unfortunate young woman charged with 
the death of her own offspring, by insisting upon his right to question 
several of the witnesses himself, bringing out vital information not 
reached by lawyers for both prosecution and defense. He was led by 
an insistent impression to leave important business as an architect and 
journey two hundred miles and Upon his arrival in Dubuque was just in 
time to be summoned for service on that jury.

The February number of the Occidental Mystic, published by Arthur 
!3, HoWe every month at No, 6 Cottage Row, San Francisco, recently 
came into my hands bringing a refreshing and commendable breeze of 
conviction in these words i

“Reputable mediums can secure advertising space by addressing the 
publisher. No others need apply. - We can not conscientiously stand 
Tor truth in our editorial columns and at. the same time advertise 
fraud.” The moral heroism of such an utterance should save that pub
lication from the graveyard of failure where several California prede
cessors in the advocacy of Spiritualism have been entombed in recent 
years. Brother HoWe is a member of the official board of the Califor
nia S. S. A., and should have the financial support of every honest Spir
itualist on the entire Pacific Coast.

President Barrett recently went before the city council of Los An
geles upon the question of charging mediums a license fee, and urged 
that body to strike from the existing ordinance the words “clairvoy
ants, clairaudients, mediums and prophets,” exempting those workers 
from the tax just as the Catholic, Protestant and Liberal clergymen go 
unburdened, while our own are left on the level of the saloon keepers 
and subjected to police domination.

Note the reply he received: “SEVERAL MEMBERS OF THE CITY 
COUNCIL ASSURED ME THEY HAD NO WISH TO DEAL UNJUST
LY BY OUR PEOPLE, AND THAT IF WE WOULD CLEAN OUR 
OWN HOUSE NONE OF OUR TRUE AND WORTHY PEOPLE 
WOULD BE TROUBLED.”

Here is a lesson for Spiritualists the country over. Counterfeit me
diums want the license tax because it will lessen competition from genu
ine psychics, who can not afford to pay it, while they will also have a 
greater measure of freedom from prosecution by city officials for get
ting money under false pretenses. Their confidence game will then 
have the sanction of the municipal law makers.

Attention, members of the Illinois State Spiritualists’ Association! A 
sad loss and a sore bereavement has befallen a sister sect of our state. 
Chicagq dailies announce that the “Church of Scientific Christianity,” 
of Chicago, cannot find its “Shepherdess of Paradise,” Mabel Aber 
Jackman. Coincidently Edward E. Jackman is also lost. In addition, 
$50,000 is reported to have dematerialized. As a token of fraternal 
sympathy with the new denomination in its darkest hours, you are here
by urged to hang crape upon your door knobs, clothe yourselves in 
sackcloth and ashes and forward resolutions of condolence to the Light 
of Truth for the ensuing thirty days. Has that publication’s office been 
searched for its seraphic protege? God save Australia!

GEORGE B. WARNE.

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned.
This Instrument is In the form of a 

pocket battery, which the inventors 
have patented and which they call “Ac
tlna," a word which 1b their trade jhark 
and owned by them.

In xho treatment of eye diseases the 
inventors of “Actin a” claim there is no 
need for cutting or drugging the eye for 

any iorm ot disease, 
cataracts, pterygiums 
and other abnormal 
growths can bo re
moved and weakened 
vision restored by the 
new and more humane

method, -if this is a fact, there will be 
no need to go blind or to wear spec
tacles. "Actina" has been tested in 
hundreds of cases and has effected mar
velous cures. So confident are the in
ventors that this device is an article of . 
great merit that they give an absolutely 
free trial. They want every one iner
ested to make a thorough investigation 
and a personal test of the "Actina." As 
It is sent on .trial postpaid, any person 
can give it this test.

They issue a book of 100 pages—a 
Complete dictionary of diseases—which 
foils all about “Actlna," the diseases it 
will cure, what others think of it, what 
marvelous cures it has effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and it is sent absolutely free upon re
quest This book should be in the li
brary of every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. 342R, 929 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY O1L8. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles. Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Bkinand Female Diseases. W-ita 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address ft 

DR?BYEt Broaden Kansas City, Mo.

NOT8CE!
The Woolley Sanatorium, tbo only instltu» 

tion In the United StntcB where the Opium, 
Cocaiuoand Whisky habits can be cured with* 
out exposure, and with so much ease ior the 
patient. Only 30 days' time required. Describe 
your case and I will Write you an opinion ns to 
what I can accomplish for you. Ask yonr family 
physician to Investigate. Dr. B. M. Woolley, 
106 N. Pryor Street. Atlanta, Ga.

NEW INVENTION!
for new booklet, Special Offer thia month. Oar 

Quaker Folding Vapor Bath Cobium, finest 
■.produced. Erery body delighted. Enjoy at 

Lome for Bo each all thecrarvelouiolcatjting, 
Invigorating, curative etfiou of the famous 
Turkish Baths. Open tbo 6,000,000 akin 
pores, purifies the entire syatem. »eats Hoi 
Springs. Prevcnii disease. Saves Dr. bills. 
Cured thousands. Nature’s dreflne remedy

children'» dliiwe» and frmalo
teed. Bent on 30 dar»'

[tuerai i

i III». Guaran. 
ÓtÜOto ÔM10

* month. saleimrQ, manager», «tuerai agenti. JüOJ profit.
WORLD HFQ. CD, 82 WOBU) Binimi), CING1HHATI, OHIO.

XL* above is the number ot the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand comer. It this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid tor has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tbo 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number oa 
t&e tag of your wrapper.

' THE LATEST REVIEW. AS WE GROW OLD.

Not Exactly In the Line of the “Higher 
Criticism."

"We need an extf^dedm^uffrage to 
check the growing corruptive of money 
by trusts and corporate monopolies to 
control legislation/’We' must create a 
voting constituency foo'nffinerous to be 
bribed or coerced or manipulated in or
der to rescue our. people: from the en
croachments of the money power?’

“The New Life?’' fly Leroy Berrler. 
Eminently suggestive along.the.lines ot 
"new thought" Excellent in tone and 
tendencies. Price, cloth, 21.

“The Attainment ot Womaly Beauty 
of F’orm and Features... The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty Based on.Hy- 
giene and Health Culture. By twenty, 
physicians and spedallats.- .'Edited by 
Albert Turner.” Of especial Interest 
and value. Price 31. .

"The Truth -Seeker- Collection ot 
Forms and Ceremonies foe the Use of 
liberals." Price 25 cents.

In hunting for bright lessons in an
cient literature, one often comes across 
many ridiculous things. Let us take 
the “Lord’s Prayer” for instance, where 
the early Roman, who manufactured 
said prayer, feared and revered a man
god like many of their followers do to
day. They claimed it was a “him," that 
he lived in heaven, while at the same 
time they claimed that he was omni
present; and that he was their father, 
which left them in the same predica
ment as Paddy’s, goat about his father, 
as they had never seen him, nor had 
they ever heard of any one else who 
had, except Moses, and he was no 
Christian. '

Now if their presumed father was the 
owner (not a squatter or pre-empter, of 
it all, and it was his undisputed king
dom, why did they pray for his king
dom to come ? '

If his will was not done, it was his 
own fault, as he was considered ah 
mighty.

. “As it is in heaven” is added. Well, 
if the work in heaven is exemplary, 
then the “Psychological Crime" and 
Brother Peebles’ late works ' must be 
unconstitutional.

“Give ub this day our-daily bread,” is 
their next desire. Why don't they 
work for it like, honest men? After a 
while they may want butter also, and 
ice cream. If-they expected to get 
what they prayed for, and being good 
providers, they ought to have added, 
and give us tread enough for to-mor
row, or enough to last over Sunday.

“Forgive us our trespasses as we for
give those who trespass against us." 
This part must have been of late manu
facture, as the herder of Egypt and 
Southern Europe had no fences, and in 
consequence no fence law, and there 
could be no trespass. If the sentence 
was written “sin,” as in the German 
and Scandinavian languages, instead of 
trespass, those early .Romans had 
many; two of which are very promi
nent, namely, one great sin in writing 
this prayer, and the other, by । putting 
long skirts on women to desigpate the 
mark of servility, which disgrace is 
charged up against them to this day.

“Lead us not into temptation." This 
must have been a prayer to their devil, 
as he, Toor fellow, their imagination’s 
creation, is claimed to be their tempter 
from Adam to Paddy Rourke. (The 
said Paddy took no blame to himself; 
he said it was bad whisky.)

“But free us from evil” is added to 
the sentence. The greatest evil a Ro
manist fears is ghosts—the holy ghost 
included; and it seems useless to offer 
such a.prayer, as'mill ions of their own 
tribe have become ghosts since 'the 
monks manufactured this prayer; and 
then they strew laurel, lilies and adora
tion as a finishing touch, just like an ar
tisan ends his frugal meal in a Chinese 
restaurant with ice cream and pie.

C. J. JOHNSON,

As we grow old—as all must do— 
And life takes on a sweeter hue, 
Things long forgotten come to cheer 
The burden of each passingj-ear, 
And, as they one by one unfold, 
Give recompense for growing old.
Our happy childhood days ot yore 
Unlock themselves from memory’s 

store,
And once again we know the joys 
We had when little girls and boys, 
Without-the after-sorrows rolled. 
But put away when we grow old.
Again as merry tots we play, 
And in the daisy meadows stray, 
And bake our mud pies in the sun, 
And home from school delighted run; 
Again the fairy tales are told— 
We all grow young when we grow old. 
Kneeling before our cribs we see 
Ourselves in child’s simplicity 
Lisping our "Now I lay me," while 
Dear mother, with her loving smile. 
Bestows her good-night kiss to hold 
More sacred still when we grow old.
Again we’re in our childhood's home, 
Without a wish to ever roam;
The dear old pictures and the clock, 
The chair- in which we loved to rock 
While mother held us, we behold 
With eager eyes when we grow old.
Once more we hear the birds that sung 
Around our door when we were young, 
And see the'garden, yes, and smell 
Its flowers. At the dear old well 
We quaff its crystal water cold 
With added thirst when we grow old. 
Once more up in our high-chair seat 
We feast on mush and milk so sweet. 
And taste the cookies mother made. 
Again, by her dear hands arrayed. 
We march to Sunday-school inscrolled 
Upon our hearts when we grow old.
As we grow old—as all must do— 
Our childhood pleasures we review. 
And in'those happy days we seem 
To livti again all in a.dream;
But ?is a dream most sweet to hold— 
When we .grow young by growing old.

—H. C. Dodge.

UNCOOKED FOODS
And How to Live on Them—With 

Recipes for Wholesome 
Preparation.

Proper combinations and menus, 
■with the reason uncooked food is best 
for .the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatability of 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

It will simplify methods of living— 
help to settle the servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Price JI.

Three Journeys Around the Worfd —OR—
Travels in the Pacific Islands,

New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, 
A M., M. D.. Ph. D. In this splendid large 
t>ook Dr. Peebles has concentrated a vast 
amount ot valuable information. It Is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual
ism as he founa it every where in his travels 
receives due attention, making the book ot 
special value and Interest to Spiritualists 454 
Urge pages, finely bound, at the price ot 81.50.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND j

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of intense inter
est to all, ■whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled front 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re. 
puts, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. J 2.

- TRUE CHARITY.

I gave a beggar from my little store
Of well earned gold. He spent the shin

ing ore ' -
And came again, ahd yet again, still 

cold
And< hungry as before.
I gave a thought; and through that 

thought of mine
He found himself, the man, supreme, 

divine,
Fed, clothed and crowned with bless

ings manifold
And now he begs no more.

> —Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

What All the World’s a-Seeking,
RALPH WALDO TMXB.

Etch!« bnildbig Mt world from within; tboeghtts 
the builder; for thought« are forces.—aubtlo, vital* 
Lrrealitiblo, omnipotent,—end according u used do 
they bring power or impotence, peace or pain, socceai 
or failure.—From Titlepage.

The above books uro beautifully bound in gray-green 
raised doth, stamped In deep old-grccn and gold, with 
gilt top.' Price, 11.25. For sale at this office.

RRDlflNT ENERGY sis,Its Relation 
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Jjowe Observatory, Echo Mountain« 
California. This book treats upon a new branch 
of research into the laws of nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern as
trological literature will surely come with great 
Interest. Price, cloth. 81.75.

THUMBSCREW AND RACK. '.
Torture Implements employed In the 15th and 

16lh centuries for the promulgation ot Chris
tianity- with pictorial Illustrations. By Georg» 
E. Macdonald! Price, 10 cents; .

«The Light of Egypt" Volumes 1
and 2. An occult library In itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge aa 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price S3 T>«r volume.

«Handy Electrteai , DictionaryA 
practical handbook -of reference, con
taining deflnStiofiB of every used ek®-; 
trical term or phrase. Price $1.

•'Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to'Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful-to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws ot mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

“New Testament Stories Comically n- 
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts." Heston's 
drawings are Incomparable, and excru
ciatingly’ funny. Price in boards, JL 
Cloth. 81.50. v,

Nofecufar Hypothesis of Nature : 
The Relation or Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy of SplrltualiBUL 
By Pro! W. M. Lockwood. Paper, 24 cents.

HJftmnnlu ,TS ATTAINMENT OF 
WuIllalllV FORM AND FEATURES

nftSIIITV ' Tbo cultivation of personal 
beauty, based on Hygiene and 

Health Culture, by twenty physlctana and spo- 
claltstR, and edited by Albert Turner. A valua
ble book for women and therefore for the whole 
world. Price in elegant cloth binding, 64.00, 
For sale at this office. ' . —



writer. 'Otherwise they may be oast The friends are invited to come to Lily
Into the waste basket. Dale and hear them.

HELEN STUART RICHINGS, who

. who hear them to ¡be among the most 
contain the full name and address of the instructive and interesting of any given.

AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

' THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

Sunday, AU(^gt 6;7fô05i 8. E, 58, “The
Sunflo^r anäjt« Lessons.” '0« to frees earto. Monday morm 

Ing, hence'communioaimne Intended fot 
that current Issue ahpuld reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter,

>rta'

TOPIC POR ~ THÊrPROGRESSIVE I ' Operations in a New Field of Work, 
■ -LYCEUM, - I ; -

. WINFIELD CAtyP, KANSAS.

ÂUg. 5, 1905.

The Spiritualistic Field—-Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over,

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I Tak« due notice that Items for this 
is alone responsible for any assertions I page in order to Insure Inicrtlon must 
or statements lie may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can tee 
best subserved thereby.: Many of Kj10 
sentiments uttered in an article, may te0 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should । be 

• suppressed: yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space is iuaQe; 
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for tne 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would„ like 
to impress upon the minds of ourcoi re 
spondents that The ProgressiveThinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine tmn 
must make speed equal to about tour 
compositors. That means rapid wont, 
and it is essential that all copy,.to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should oo 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, an^onlX.°," 
one side of the paper. Please,bear this
in mind. ' „ „

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would o 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
' for this page must be accompanied by 

the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes So. and so. With
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
eas; into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

PROF. LOCKWOOD AT LILY DALE. 
—The many friends of Prof. Lockwood 
may be glad to learn that he is at Lily 
Bale giving a free course of lectures on 
“The Spiritual Hypothesis ’ of Nature. 
These discourses are claimed by all

Gem of Thought:—
"As the Bupfiow.fjf, turns its face to 

tho light of the sum so Spiritualism 
turns the face'of Humanity to'the Light 
of Truth," ° ]Ti

n Bi -
For Information ppneerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, [authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, addrf^s..Jç^p W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Templp,.Galyepton, Texas._____

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAM0 has been in the far Northwest for Bev- 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO- oral years, is returning to the lecture 
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR Platform, and desires to correspond 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY With societies wishing the services of 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE an inspirational lecturer, psychome- 
WASTE BASKET. trist and dramatic artist. Terms most
—,—:—2 :-------------- -—.-------- — reasonable, especially for long engage-

. _ „ T ments. Address P. O. Box 115, Seattle,Anna B. Goepper writes from Leban- ^ash
on, O.: “I. am perfectly enraptured with ‘ ' - ■ '
all of Dr Wilkins’ poems. They go James R. Coutts writes from Butte, 
straight to the heart and nestle there. Montana: "The organized Spiritualists 
Always upon picking up The Progress- of , Butte (and we are the only society 
ive Thinker each week, I turn the i>ages chartered under the State Spiritualist 
over for the Doctor’s poem-first, and Association In this city), wish to ex
feel keenly disappointed when I do not Press through the columns of The Pro
find one. 1 should feel so proud to own gressive Thinker our approval of the 
a volume. Moreover, if it is not print- way in which Rev. Harry J. Moore and 
ed yet, I do sincerely hope he will have Mrs. Eva McCoy conduct their meet- 
his picture in the frontispiece. I have Mgs. The efforts of these two indefati- 
felt for a long time like speaking out sable workers have been fraught with 
my appreciation of these poems, but much good to Spiritualists In general, 
even now 1 fail to express my true and I and to our local society in particular 
real love fer them, owing to the fact an(1 we look forward with enthusiasm 
that I am not gifted as a writer or a to their return during the month of Au- 
speaker. I am becoming more and Bust. ’
more convinced that itds wrong to keep Mrs. Hamilton Gill, the well-known 
cur kind feelings of love and good will test medium, 522 W. Monroe street, Chi- 
for one another bottled up so tightly it cago, has gone to Grand Ledge camp for 
can never escape. Let us make it one week. Mrs. Gill will then spend the 
known while our friends are still here, following three or four weeks nt Island 
for sooner or later the time cometh Lake camp, Michigan,
when man’s earthly labors end, and we Mrs. L. D. Everett writes from M1I- 
regret .after they are gone from us that waukee, Wis.: "We have Mr. and Mi-s. 
little kind word we left unsaid. I love Noyes, of Utica, N. Y., with us for the 
to read The Progressive Thinker each month of July. The audiences were 
week. I find in it so much to feed the large and some of the best people of the 
soul upon, a strength and rest that to my city were present. Their work has 
ofttlmes weary heart cannot be found given entire satisfaction?' Mr. Noyes Is 
elsewhere. It lifts me up and away a forcible speaker, and Mrs. Noyes is a 
from my earthly sordid self and the fine message bearer. They' will close

_—,— -------- IT—-Tl- —— ■ ~
O. M. AMBLER« WRITES FROM 

STRATFORD, N. Yj! ‘"FRAGMENTS 
OF TRUTH,! -FROM THAT AD
VANCED THINKER, HENRY MORRI
SON TEFFT, IS A ‘STUNNER.’ I 
NEVER SAW SO MUCH TRUTH CON
DENSED IN SO SMALL A SPACE. 
EVERY SENTENCE IS A TRUTH—A 
FACT—THAT IS SELF-EVIDENT TO 
ANY UNPREJUDICED, UNBIASED 
MIND. THEN THE ARTICLE BY A. 
H. NICHOLAS IS REPLETE WITH 
TRUTH—IN FACT THE WHOLE 
EIGHT PAGE? ARE BRISTLING 
WITH DIAMOND POINTS OF TRUTH 
—A VERITABLE EDUCATIONAL 
NUMBER. YOU SHOULD HAVE A 
SUBSCRIPTION LIST OF AT LEAST 
100,000, AND HQW ANY ONE THAT 
PRETENDS TO BELIEVE IN SPIRIT
UALISM CAN AFFORD TO DO WITH
OUT THE PAPER 13 BEYOND MY 
COMPREHENSION. I AM AN OLD 
MAN OF 75 YEARS, AND OF COURSE 
HAVE BUT A SHORT TIME TO STAY 
ON THIS SIDE, BUT 1 HAD RATHER 
GO BAREFOOT THROUGH THE'SUM- 
MER, TO SAVE THE DOLLAR—IF 
THERE WAS NO OTHER LEGITI-

W. V. NIcum writes: "A few of the 
leading citizens of Day ton, Ohio have 
organized an association called ‘Unity 
League,’ which does not represent or 
adhere in strict accord to any par
ticular church or Ism in the world and 
vet represents all of them in so far as 
they obtain truth. Meetings will be held 
every Sunday evening. Various speak
ers will be presented throughout the 
year, and a variety of topics of interest 
■will be discussed and thus if possible 

' disseminate truth wherever it may be 
found without conflicting with any re
ligious views. The following is clipped 
from the Day ton Journal: “A very suc
cessful and interesting meeting of the 
fUnity League was held last night at 
their new hall, 201 North Williams 
street. Mr. W. V. Nicum occupied the 
zKatform, and there was complete har- 
tmony between the speaker and his audi
ence. Mr. Nicum’s address was an 
tearnest plea for and promise of individ
ual freedom, for all who have the.cour
age to stand upon their own feet in 
¡matters of morals and ethics. He gave 
•strong emphasis to the idea upon which 
¿ne league has been formed, assuring 
hhe utmost liberty of thought and ex- 
^essidn of all phases of opinion upon 
*he broadest lines. The general feeling 
pas tint the new league had been, very 
successfully launched, with bright pros
pects lor the future. . Another meeting

great longing comes over me to try to with us July 30, and go for a short time , 
become vastly better and more angelje, to Wonewoc camp.” ' ' 
patient and good in every way than Dr. and Mrs. Gee write from Centre- 
what I am. I am grateful to every Vj]]ei Mich.: "We have'bad five days ot . 
writer that contributes to its pages unalloyed pleasure with our spirit 
month after month_as I am not gifted friends. We had the pleasure of enter- 
along those Unes myself, but only wish taining Frank McKinley of Toledo, 0., 
I was. Long ■ may Ilie Progressive our home. If anyone has a doubt of 
Thinker live and continue, to shower life after what we call death, let them 
sweet peace, ‘the peace that passeth all send for him. Furnish him with bar- 
understanding,’ hope and encourage- monjous conditions, and his band of 
ment to the sorrowing, afflicted hearts controls will do the rest , One evening 
everywhere, To you, kind editor, we at Mr. Akey’s, we formed a circle. We 
owe a great debt of love for your untir- had two trumpets. Five .voices talked 
Ing efforts year after year In behalf of at once so lóud one could hear every 
the grand truths of Spiritualism which word in the next room. They told us 
you .have advocated so nobly far and the conditions were so harmonious they 
wide, and which cannot fail to bring an were talking without the trumpet.” 
abundant harvest in due time." Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: ‘‘The mem-

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: "Nothing ters of the Rising Sun Mission were 
was more surprising to the audience very mu¿h gratified at the reception 
at the Sunday night services of the they received at tile social given by Sis- 
Rising Sun Mission, than to listen to ter Darby at her home on . Saturday 
the elouent' words uttered by our new- evening, July 22, for the benefit òf the 
found. Spiritualist Brother, Dr. Powell, temple fund. Short talks were indulged' 
Suffice it to say Dr. Powell formerly in, after which Sister Darby gave some 
was a Methodist minister, and being of very interesting character 'readings 
a broad and liberal mind, he could not from the handwriting of each ope pres- 
continue preaching the old doctrine to ent. It is a new féatüre in test giving 
bis -fellowman, but saw the light that and proved very accurate and instruct-,, 
was shed by Spiritualism, pnd went jVe to all present Luncheon ,-wan 
deeply, into its investigation and con-- served, which Is one of the main feat-, 
eluded he had found th? only true relig- r-ures at all our socials, and to sav the-. 
Ion.. His subject was "Th?. Seep and least everybody enjoyed themsplv?s: 
the Unseen.” The way he expounded and. ate and drânlç heartily.j Opr next 
the truth was worthy of a past master ] social, which* will lie In connection with 
in oratory., The. audience which-filled a-lawn party, will be held on Saturday 
the spacious parlors of the President, evening, August 12, at the home of Sis- 
showed their appreciation of his . re- ter Trafton, 1245 Wilcox avenue, A 
marita with prolonged'applause at his number of Interesting features have 
conclusion. We are in , hopes to have I been arranged for .this occasion, so lay- 
Dr. Powell give us another talk in thé all cares aside on that evening, and 
near future. Quite a number of stran- come out andhave a good.time.” 
gers were more than pleased at the Prof. Lockwood is now at' Lily Dale' 
song service of our choir, as well as n.Y., where he can.be addressed.' He 
the spirit messages given by Brother I évites: “Mrs. Richmond is ..hère and 
Thompson and Sister Kirchner. Oúr ¿as* given us two very fine lectures out 
members and friends are more than- en. Oj. allotted 'to her. , Shp leaves
tbusiastic to think the time is fast ap- Erj(jay. ciegg Wright is the presiding 
preaching for us to occupy our- own the present time and attracts as 
temple, which will be an honor to our usuai great interest." ‘ 
cause and our city as well. We cor- _ Beverlv writes- "Our annual hic- dlally invite strangers and friends to nl°r' S Thuredw AuXst 
attend our services Sunday evening, at g ^“wooded l^nTÄn S

Je«? ™ Go to the end of Jackson Park or 63rd 
boul. and VanBuren street, west of street car Une and walk. to. the island.

fi6-W® shaU have a big time, and all are 
wûT invited to come and enjoy the day, be

tör brother, Dr. J. McFarland. All wel- g¡nning at 2 p. m., till you are satisfied.- 
come. . We shall have music, by. Madame Hol-

Miss Nina Sugg writes from Jackson- ton’g orchestra;, games, races,;auto rid- 
ville, Fla.: “Will you please be so kind lemonade. Ice cr.eam, etc. Free 
as to Inform me the price of your grand test for ali. Au br¡ng iuneh, and don’t 
book entitled The Encyclopedia of forget a chicken, for tne preacher. Our 
Death, and Lite in the Spirit World? 1- meetings are largely attended, and 
am exceedingly desirous to obtain it. A many visiting mediums gladly help in 

■ few days ago while at the home of one the work so all get a test to convince 
’ ot your enthusiastic readers, Mrs. Col- them of this occult power. Many are 

leen, of this city, I came across a copy joining our society to get the benefit of 
1 of this boojr, which she kindly loaned thé free daily treatments by the success 
’ me for a short while. Am intensely in- clrc]e> it is wonderful. Miss Rice has 
1 terested in it, and will not be satisfied special music every Sunday from 3 to 
! until I am a possessor of this wonderful Kg p, m>” 
■ book.” ■ Eva L. Stewart writes: “The Hyde

will be held at the same place next 
Sunday night to which thé public is 
cordially invited.’“

0. Merritt writes: vit has been cus
tomary for our association to hold pub
lic meetings once a month, but the pres
ent month we were without a speaker 
with whom we wished to appear in 
public, so we concluded to hold a parlor 
meeting with home talent. Mr. and 
Mrs. Danstrong kindly gave us the use 
of their parlors, as they have done 
many times before. In the past fifteen 
years, where were congregated about 
forty ladies and gentlemen. Brother 
Robert Smuce, of Rockford, Ill., deliv
ered the lecture, this being his first at
tempt outside his home circle. He did 
exceedingly well. Everyone was well 
pleased, so much so that we have had 
many inquiries as to when he will be 
here again. Mrs. West, of Elgin, was 
message bearer; she seemed at her 
best. All messages being recognized, 
and all receiving messages were
pleased. The secret of our grand good 
meeting was—perfect harmony. Har- 

- mony always brings goon results.”
A. A. Averill writes from Lynn, Mass: 

“The visit of Rev. May S. Pepper to 
Unity Camp created a revival of inter- 

. est in our midst. The wonderful mani
festation of spirit power given through 
the method of reading sealed letters, 
and the astonishing accuracy of the 
messages given by Mrs. Pepper con
verts skeptics into believers wherever 

. she goes. On July 9, a very large audi
ence gathered, but on the 16th the larg
est number of people that ever visited 
the Chmp on any Sunday, was present 
President Caird made a short address 
before the lecture, stating that it was 
the desire of the association to erect 
an enclosed auditorium, with comfort- 

. able seats, and asked the. co-operation 
of the public to'that end, which appeal 

- met with a very liberal response, re
sulting in a contribution, started with 
a generous sum by Mrs. Pepper, of $165,- 
for that purpose. The popularity of 
this resort increases every season, the 
attendance this season being the-larg
est we ever had, and we teel the need 
of a larger auditorium, one that shall 
be more protection in case of rain or 
very cold weather, and strong efforts 
are being made to collect the. necessary 
funds to build such a one. Mrs. 8. C. 
Cunningham, of Cambridge; another one 
of our most popular test mediums,, was 
with us on July 23, and although.it was 
n very cold, unpleasant day, the seats 
were more than filled, proving the es
teem In which Mrs. Cunningham is 
held bv the people of Massachusetts. 
She will .be followed by Miss Harlow 
on the 30th; Mr. and Mrs. Kates, Au
gust G, and 13. and Mrs. Richmond, of 
Chicago, the 20th and 27th." ■

MATE WAY—THAN -TO BE DE
PRIVED OF THE PAPER. YOURS 
FOR TRUTH, HONESTY AND SPIR
ITUALITY.’’

L. E. Beal writes from Lewiston, Me.-. 
“The last number of The Progressive 
Thinker is a gem:’’

Mr. Thomas Grimshaw has returned 
to this country from his three months' 
trip to England. He has had a splendid 
time among English Spiritualists,' and 
Is returning much Improved In health, 
and filled with new courage to press on 
with the gopd fight - for clean educa
tional Spiritualism In America. He will 

'act as chairman at Vicksburg camp, 
after which he will return to his charge 
in St. Louis, where he will find a host of 

-friends to greet him.' ‘
Will J. Erwood was in the city last 

week, on his way to his home in La 
Crosse, Wisconsin. He had just conclud
ed a successful two raonthh’ engage
ment at St. Louis. ‘He speaks in flat
tering terms of the1 Spiritualists there, 
and the good work they are doing.

Rev. R. Heber Herten says: “Mes
merism was duly laughed out of court 
at the opening of our century, and, lo, it 
Is back again,, in gçôd. standing, under 
the alias of‘hypnotism.’ So one may 
run on through a list of strange. Unac
countable, mysferidus and most unbe
lievable powers of man leading up . to 
that nightmafe,ot the dogmatic scien
tist, spiritism1. Ï TheJbelief In the exist
ence of unseen spifits and of their 
power of communication with us In the 
flesh is one ijf the'oldest, most wide
spread. and mdst insistent beliefs of 
man, and it has ï'eyived strangely In 
opr day. For Ae fi'iyt time In the his
tory ot man thç'se powers have beep sci
entifically investigated jn our day. A1-. 
ready the result is flint a .considerable 
number of eminent men of science have 
had thp .courage to avow thaj;, after al- 

- lowing ftir illusion, fraud and every ,pbs- 
sibjOxpq^ pf r^tei'prgteUpn,,th'fiÿ., 

' 'hàvè been dr^vpn, iip, to thé ultimate so- 
lutlon'of the problem—the belief in the 
actual' Cdinmunieatldn pf th'd .spirits of 
those whom wé call dead, with the liv
ing.” " '.

Maurgerite Mac writes: “Last 
evening being: the last Thursday even
ing in thé month, Mrs. M. A. Burland 
held her regular monthly, social. Four 
or five mediums being present, all en
joyed the messages-and tests" given by 
the different psychics, Lrs. Jacobs, 
Mffe. Davenport, Mrs. McArthur and 
Miss Bell, a young medium, and Mrs. 
Maggie Henry, the palmist. AU con
tributed toward the . evening’s enter
tainment. Our hostess served ice. 
cream, cake and coffee, and Violet, Mrs. 
Biirland’s little Indian control did her 
part in the way of tests and messages. 

’ Hope to have the, pleasure of.meeting 
them at the next social; held on the 31st 
of August;”

Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner. is in-Kansas. 
She speaks highly of the-Winfleld camp
meeting. -

Mrs. Clara Wagner of Defiance, O., 
is now holding parlor meetings, the so
ciety having given up the-hall during 
hotweather.

, To the Editor:—tAb a matter of news 
I sepd you the following account of a 
summer-trip across Luke Michigan, 
where within a radius of ten miles of 
Benton Harbor there is a little group of 
people who have been meeting at each 
others' homes tor the past tew years, to 
enable the outside world to gain some 
knowledge of what Spiritualists have to- 
offer as a substitute for ignorance, big
otry and superstition,

On invitation of Mr. and Mrs. Qscar 
Damon, Dr. J. H. Randall and wife and 
Mr. W. B. Aitken and wife, of the Ken
wood Spiritual Church, spent some 
time, enjoying farm life, fishing, looking 
over the country and teaching spiritual 
truths.

On Sunday, July 9, we held a meeting 
in the morning and one in afternoon, 
both of which Were well attended. Dr. 
Randall delivered a very interesting 
and instructive lecture at both meet
ings, followed by tests by Mrs. Grace 
Aitken. Although Mrs. Aitken was a 
stranger to all present, the angel world 
used her so efficiently she was endeared 
to all who were present. Mr. I. K. 
Shimer presided at the meetings. Mrs. 
Oscar Damon led the singing, assisted 
by Mr. and Mrs. McKee.

These meetings were field in the new 
grove laid out and owned by Mr. Henry 
King, who has built a good and substan
tial hall, called Woodland Hall, suitable 
to hold meetings at all seasons of the 
year, at his own expense. It is located 
in the center of a large sugar grove, 
and on the line of a projected electric 
street railway. They have a society, 
with Mr. I. K. Shimer president; Mr. 
McKee, secretary; Mr. Merrifield, treas
urer, and Miss Cuba King, correspond
ing secretary, and they hold their meet
ings in the above grove which is located 
near Twelve Corners, Michigan.

We held another meeting, Thursday 
evening, July 13, at Riverside, Mich., 
which was well attended, On Sunday, 
July-16, Mr. add Mrs. Sprague,1 mis
sionaries of the N. S. A., held a meeting 
at Woodland Hall, and we had the 
pleasure of attending. Dr. Randall of
fered up the opening prayer, followed 
by a talk by Mr. Sprague, who used up 
his time in presenting the claims of the 
N. S. A., in a very vigorous manner, and 
showing their efforts to rid the ranks 
of public workers of fakes. There was 
considerable dissatisfaction expressed 
by those present, as they had expected 
a discourse on the line of spiritual 
truths.

This little society is laying the foun
dation for a great growth in Spiritual
ism in their district, and now have a 
meeting place which would make a very 
beautiful camp grounds.

■WILLIAM BARR.

GpwijjWprds From a Good, Earnest 
Worker,

IOWA SPIRITUALISTS.

Midsummer Meeting of State Board.

A mid-summer board meeting of the 
State Spiritualists Association of Iowa, 
was held in the city of DesMoines, July 
15. . Business of importance was trans
acted.' The entire' board was present 
except" thé vice-president who was out 
of the, state,.and Annie E. Foster of Os
kaloosa, first trustees, who sent Mr. Ad- 
low in her place. Those present were, 
John D. Vail of Marshalltown, presi
dent;'Dora C. Crosby, secretary; S. A. 
Garber, treasurer; B. A. Bean, trustee, 
all of DesMoines ; Jennie V. Shaffer of 
Ottumwa_and C. O. Kempster of Coun
cil Bluffs7trustees.

The enthusiastic meeting proved that 
Iowa Spiritualists are very much alive, 
and intend to push tire work in the 
right direction. One important featuré 
of thé meeting was to decide where our 
teext ahriuhfeonvehtion should beheld; 
- this matter being being left in the 
hands of the board, the vote was unani
mous in favor of DesMoines. Notice of 
date will appear later. Harmony and 
good will prevail in our association.

DORA C. CROSBY,
Secretary.

To the Editor:—The writer has just 
returned from a visit to the Winfield, 
Kansas, camp-meeting, and would like 
to express his appreciation of the treat
ment accorded him while there. It is 
not too much to say that this was one 
ot tlie most harmonious camps 1 have 
ever attended, and that much good has 
resulted from the meetings is a fore
gone conclusion. The , meeting was 
well - attended throughout, and the 
weather seemed made to order.

Many workers were present as visit
ors and participants in the program, 
and all. are of one opinion as to the de
lightful abpects of Winfield. Mrs. Isa 
Wilson Kayner was there as one of the 
chief attractions, and did much splendid 

.work, winding up her interesting labors 
with her wonderful fire test. She is a 
sterling worker, always ready to step 
Into the harness and speak a word for 
the good cause in which she and her il
lustrious father have labored so well 
and faithfully.

Tlie camp was favored with the pres
ence of Mrs. Laura B. Payne of Fort 
Worth, Texas, and Mrs. Bessie Bellman, 
also Mrs. Virginia Bryan and Mrs, 
Jaquet formerly of Chicago. Mrs. Payne 
was paying her, first visit to the Win
field camp, but she came a stranger 
only to make her way into the esteem 
of the people with a bound. Keen and 
logical were her discourses, and not one 
of them failed to elicit the heartiest ap
proval. Her poems and songs, all ot 
which were original, and rendered in 
the most approved manner, combined 
with her splendid lectures, made her 
place in the esteem of the Winfield peo
ple secure from the very first; one ot 
the signs of the times shows that she 
will be with them again.

Mrs. Bessie Bellman is a Kansas 
worker; her friends there are proud ot 
her work, and indeed they may well be. 
Her discourses were to the point and 
gave evidence of deep thought some
where—whether In Sister Bellman’s 
mind, or that of an excarnate being 
matters not; the thought was there and 
was.expressed by Mrs. Bellman. She 
will be heard from later, and camps will 
not make, a mistake when they put her 
on their program. Our lady speakers 
gave thoughts that should—and did— 
bring the blush of shame to some of the 

' masculine fraternity who have been 
guilty of the assertion that women 
lacked continuity of thought, etc.

Mrs. Bryan and Mrs. Jaquet were 
present as visitors—but were prevailed 
upon to assist in the work on one or 
two occasions, and it is needless to say 
they are both highly gifted and capable 
workers. They speak fearlessly for the 
truth. Max Hoffman was also one ot 
the workers; he greatly interested 
many of the Winfield people, but as he 
and his work are well known there Is 
no need of comment by me. W. W. 
Aber was the materializing medium.

There were many other workers 
there, but as this is written "on the 
wing,” as it were, time will not permit 
me to mention them all In detail. Suf
fice it to say that this was a fine camp, 
and the writer was glad to have been 
there. ■ Mrs. Addle McAllister was pres
ident, and Mrs. Maud Gates, secretary; 
to,their earnest efforts, and those of 
their able assistants is due the success 
of the camp. Mrs. McAllister and Mrs. 
Gates are still in office, though they 
have traded offices for the coming year.

WILL J. ERWOOD.

HIM ALYA- <
(THE KOLA COMPOUND) |

The African Kola Plant Is Nature's Positive 
Cure for HAY-PEVEK and ASTMA. Stnco its 
recent discovery thia reinurknble botanical pro
duct has come Into universal use in the Hospitals 
qt Europe and America as an unfailing sneiillo. ' 
proving that 1 /

HAY-FEVER1
„ANO«. J

ASTHMA can be CURED.
Mr. W.U. Keller, SITiSlb St.. Nowport Nows, Va., writes 

Jan. 23a, woe a bolplm Invalid and wua cured or Bay- 
Fover and Astlunoby Hlinolra, alter 16 yeara1 mirerlng. 
Mr,. *. E. Sorel,ke, or Hill olty, Kans., writes Jan. seta, 
bad Hay-ro ver and Asthma tor ten years and could pel 
no relief until cured by Hlmulya. Mr. D. LCloueanta 
Morris BL, Philadelphia, writes. Jan. 16th, Doctors did 
we no good, but minalya eared mo. Mr. W. V. Campbell, 
Sanbornville. N. H., also writes Feb. 6tb, that Hlmalyu 
oared hl* son. Ke,. Frederick V. W;*u, the noted Evan- 
fiollst, ot Ablleno, Tovas, writes April 16th, 1606,1 nover 

oso an opportunity to recommend m>nalya,asit cured 
we ot Hay-fever and Aetluns, and havo never had any return ot the disease.

Hundreds of others tend similar testimony 
proving Himulya a truly wonderful remedy, Ab 
the Kola Plant is a specific constitutional cure 
for the disease, Hay-Fever sufferers should not 
fail to take advantage of thia opportunity to 
•ecure a remedy which will positively cure them.

, To prove the power of this new botanical discov
ery. If you suffer from Hay-Fever or Asthma, wo 
will send you one trial ea«e by mall entirely free.

costs you absolutely nothing. Write today to the 
Kola Importing Co., 11(12 Broadway, New York.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.
------  i

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially, 

bound In cloth.
No othbr publishing house in the 

United States excels them In the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the ‘‘Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life In the Spirit! 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up In all the libraries of the world. ,

Then comes the valuable work by. 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion ot Man 
and Ethics of Science.’’-

Then the excellent work by Dr. j. M, 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your, 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed’* 
and "A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands,” 
and the "Occult Lite ot Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
"Letters From the Spirit World,” writ- ' 
ten through the mediumship ot that re-' 
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known In ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise!

A WHOLE BIBLE IN ITSELF.

A Commendation of Nora Batchelor’s 
Address'In' Last Week's Progressive 
Thinkerj- lllustrating thé Great Good 
the Paper Is Doing.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

’ .[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.j

Passed to the higher life, July 23, 
1905, from accidental drowning, at Pine 
Lake, Mich., Harold Cornyn, aged two 
years and eight moaths. May the 
knowledge of Spiritualism comfort 
them In this their hour of affliction. 
Services conducted by Rev. Nellie S. 
Baade of Detroit, Mich.

Longley’s Choice Collection!OF
BEAUTIFUL SONGS.

Here is a book of songs for public meetings 
and the home that is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right* 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 76 songs.

WORDS THAT ARB TRUE.
•‘These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a Under sentiment to the cultured souk 
—Lyman C. Howe.

“This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend- / 
cncy.u—Dawning Light. A

“The songs ana music are of a nature to in- w 
spire those who hear them with new and. higher ' 
resolves.” D. W. Hulk *

“There are some things in our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One in mine 
has been fresh for titty years. I went one night* 
to hear the eloquent lecturer. Prof.S.B, Brittan, 
butlhaveno recollection of a thoughtho ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man, the song havo been singing 
In my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley,the song, one of his earliest com
positions.’’—J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises th© 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had in decorated covers for 60 
cents; plain, 40cents.

À

On Sunday, July 23, W. J. Colville'] Park Occult Society had a very inter
gave two lectures in Karn Hall, St. eating meeting last Sunday evening. 
Catherine, street, Montreal, to large Miss Burgess gave us . some'new ideas 
and enthusiastic audiénèes. He is now in regard to the Indians,! especially the 
at Onset, Mass. August 9 he com- Apache tribe and the Carlisle Indian 
mences a short engagement at City of School with which she had been con-. 
Light Assembly, Lily Dale, N. Y., at nected for à number of years. Her 
which point letters, etc., can now reach brother, Dr. C. A. Burgess, as well as 
him. Mrs. Weaver, Mrs. Thomper and Mrs.

F. C. Myers writes from Winfield, Lichtig, gave messages which were all 
Kans.: “Allow me space to say it has recognized. We wish to thank those 
been my good fortune, to clasp hands who assisted us that evening, and hope ' 
with two of your most worthy and nò-1 to have them with us again. The Shad- 
ble workers in » the Winfield camp ow Social and dance was a grand sue- 
grounds, Mrs. Virginia Bryan-.and Mrs. cess financially as well as socially, Mr. 
L. J. Jaquet. They have taken up a W. H. Lundie gave us a vocal selection 
much needed work, and fearlessly as well as music for the dancing. Miss 
speak for truth in the presence of their I Francis Letter, who has not entered her 
opposers. : These ladies should be ap-: teens as yet, rendered some fine selec- 
plaiided from Maine to California, for lions on the piano, and received hearty 
the stand taken. It is only the true applause from the au-dience; The bid- 
and brave who dare do it. Go on, good, ding on the shadows of the ladles was 
sisters. God and angels be with you. quite interesting. All seemed well 
Mrs". Bryan has been' a worker in our pleased with the purchases made by the 
state over one year. She knew well gehtlemen. We give another one on 
what was heeded, and was able to man- August 30. For August 6, we have en- 
age it. Her cool head and mind of gaged Dr. Carlos Montezuma, an 
might grasped the situation, and is nail- Apache Indian, to speak for us. He is 
ing it down on all comers, and clinches well known here in the city, and all 
every hail. Her worthy assistant, Mrs. 1 who have heard him, speak very highly 
L.‘ J. JaqùèL Is a strong backer none of him and are anxious to ■ hear him 
cangetaround. A better team was 1 again, and now is an opportunity.’i 
never in the field." ■ ' Mrs. Hamilton GUI of 522 West Mon

Dr. P. Douglas, the Divine Healer, roe street, Chicago, spent a couple of 
writes from Cynthiana, Ky.: “I amstlH weeks pleasantly in Indiana. She spent 
a divine healer,-and curing people who several days In-Warsaw, and then vis- 
edme to me from all parts >of this and Red Richmond, where she was given a 
other states. I could not do without hearty reception by old-time Spiritual- 
Thè Progressive Thinker. it is, I may 1st friends. - - i
say, my guiding star ■ in : a benighted I Will C. Hodge writes from Edgewood. 
Land/’I would not be without it for Camp, on the Interurban line, 27 miles 
four times its cost. I cannot see how I from Seattle and 9 miles from Tacoma, 
anyone who-claims to be a Spiritualist Sunday, July 23: ‘!The 26th of June I 
can do without the valuable and inter- met with the severest and most painful 
esting reading matter that it contains."J accident of my life. Fortunately no

Mrs. S. E. Carey writes: “The Ken- bones were broken, but the whole left 
wood Spiritual Church has had well at- side of mv head and face was fearfully- 
tended meetings during the 'summer I bruised by a fall. I am getting along 
months. During the absence of Mr. and nicely. I have been in <»mp since Mon- 
Mrs. Aitken in Michigan our meetings day, on which day I landed from the S. 
«-ere in charge of Mr. J. S. Von Broeck-. Fi steamer. Lotions and the - healing 
lin whose teachings are somewhat dlf-1 power m the hands of. Mrs. Nicholson 
ferent from the usual, and very inter-. fire gradually restoring normal condl- 
estlng. He will.be with us again-Aug. tions, «and I hope to be .ready, for. my. 
6. Tests at all meetings. We have when camp opens. Wien think- 
formed a society and wilt hold our elec- teff fel^S
tion of officers the first fiart of the Bennh^tontn San Diego harbw, I think 
coming mouth.” - ‘ I got Off cheaply after iHL -i.

» , Onset Camp, Mass.
The first.week of the camp-meeting 

has passed and it was a success in ev
ery particular. - All the meetings have 
been well attended. The weather has 
been fine. ‘ . , ■ . -

Monday a conference,was held in the 
auditorium, and many speakers took 
part. The subject-for discussion was 
“Obsession."

Tuesday,y Mrs. C.. Fannie Allyn was 
the speaker and as'usual gave . a fine 
address.' ' ' ’

< Wednesday, pnother conference was 
held.'. ■ ■ '

Thursday, Mrs. Carrie F., Loring was 
the speaker. Her Subject was- “The 
Cultivation of Our Possibilities,” and 
was very Interesting. '

Friday, Mrs. Annie Knowlton Hin
man was the speaker and took for her 
subject, “Thought,” and gave a fine ad
dress. Her audience was large. Mrs'. 
Hinman should be heard in the west. 
She would be a great success among 
the thinking people.

•Friday evening a ''successful seance 
was held in the Arcade, before a good- 
sized audienci Mr§. Carrie L. Loring 
was the meditiin. ' ’ ?

Saturday afternoon,' the Veteran Spir
itualist Union’held their meeting in the 
auditorium befóte ap^good-sized audi
ence.' Many spèhkerélànd mediums took 
part in the exercise#.1' <

Wednesday aiternhbn at 4 o’clock the - 
children’s lyceta bpdhed Its session for 
the season andShadf ua large school. 
They held another schslon Friday atter- 
noon. They will be held every Tuesday 
and Friday afternoon »during the camp. 
Mrs. C. FannicbAllynHs in charge.

Saturday moraingitlhe lyceum held an 
outing in one.9àf.t!tà groves, and the 
children enjoyed therrieelves,

Sunday the speakenwill be Mrs. Kate 
R‘. Stiles in.thd moriMng, Mr. W. J. Còl- 
ville followed by) Mr?s Katie Ham in the 
ofternoon,' and. a sesnce in the Arcade 
in thè evening, ‘Mts. Ham as the me
dium. - ■

The Bridgewater Band give three con
certs every Sunday. « .

While at the camp, don’t forget to 
visit the- bookstore .and subscribe for 
The Progressive Thinker. .

- ... '.j . HATCH,

-To the Editor:—I have read with 
great delight the article in your last is
sue by> Nora Batchelor. It Is . in my 
judgment one of the finest things that 
I -have ever read anywhere. It is, in 
fact, A WHOLE BIBLE IN ITSELF. 1 
desire to ask what would be the prob
able, cost per thousand to have it 
printed In a little brochure just large 
enough to be carried conveniently in 
one’s pocket? The article is so fine, so 
elevating in its tendencies, and so in
structive in every way that it ought to 
be found in every home in this land of 
ours. . ■

If it can be published at a moderate 
cost I would buy them by the thousand 
for general distribution. Would go out 
among.the people.with it, use it as a 
theme for a lecture and strive in every

Clara Griffen Hopkins, beloved wife 
of Dr. Edwin Howard Hopkins of Hill-.' 
yard, Washington, passed away on July 
11, 1906? after a brief Illness. Mrs. 
Hopkins was the eldest daughter of 
Alonzo M. and Ella S. Griffen, of Chi
cago. Besides her husband she leaves 
a beautiful baby boy.

Mr and Mrs. Griffen are both promi
nent Spiritualists, and while they de
plore the loss of their lovely daughter, 
they realize that she is in a grander and 
more beautiful plane of life, and will be 
able to act as guardian angel tor her 
baby boy, and also-keep in close touch 
with them.
She died as she had lived,

Serene and sweetly fair;
Though young in years of earth

Her life was rich and rare;
Among the stars in that serener clime 
Her spirit dwells in love and truth sub

lime.
way to; give it a wide circulation. It 
should be called “Nora Batchelor’i'S
American Bible?’ Nothing better has 
ever been glven to the world.-

It beats pH the old style of Bibles 
.that have- ever, been printed since the 
early boyhood days-of old Adam.

Please give me a price per-thousand, 
on good, clearr strong paper in the form 
that I have mentioned. ,

PAUL DESTEN, , 
Chinese Inspector’s Office, 

Cleveland; Ohio.

“Wedding CWUaen.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tàsty.-teeàutitul ¿nd appro
priate wedding-mo« venir. ■ Contains mar
riage ceremony:; a marriage certificate, 
etc., with- choice tnatter.-in poetry and 
prose. 6pecM&ylesigx)a<Lior..the uss 
of the Spiritualist ani Liberal miniats?.' 
Mira 75

Wonewoc Camp, WIs.
~ As president'of the Wonewoc, Wis-. 
consin, camp, I would like to call atten-. 
tion to the splendid program arranged 
for this year's meeting, which’ is to be 
held in' Unity Park, Wonewoc, August 
5 to 27 inclusive. We are to have one 
of the best camps in our history, and no 
one will make á mistake by coming to 
visit us. .:

Among our speakers and mediums 
are to be found Rev. Moses Hull, Dr. B. 
F. Austin, Mrs. Amanda Coffman, Fran
cis Wheeler, Mrs. J. P. Whitwell and 
many others. Those interested should 
write to'the secretary, Mr. M. M. BUsh, 
Wonewoc, for a program.

This camp is on the main Une of the 
Chicago & Northwestern railroad, and 
is only six hours’ ride from Chicago. 'It 
is easily ' available from KU. points. 
There ¿re good hotels within a few feet' 
of the camp grounds. A new audito
rium will afford opportunity for holding 
camp entertainments and dances.

We cordially invite all who desire a 
good time, to come to us. We ; will 
treat you well, and you Wilf find reliable 
workers, to give you the spiritual food 
required. ■

Remember the. dates. August 5 to 27, 
inclusive. WILL J. ERWOOD.

. “The Molecular Hypoth^ls ot Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm.: M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized an -one of 
the ablest lecturers oh the spiritual ros- 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance , ot his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating n scientifle.basis of Spir
itualism. The book ia -jcommetided to 
all who love to study and think. 
Frio® 25 ceata 7

Left the mortal and joined the im
mortals, at Rockford, 111., July 20, Mrs. 
Almira Sprague Brearly, aged 83 years. 
Mrs. Brearly had been an active, con- 

. sistent and exemplary Spiritualist for 
more than fifty years. No one in Rock
ford was better or more favorably 
known among Spiritualists, or was 
more beloved by all who knew her than 
she.. Mrs. B. had a smile and kind 
word for all she met, and possessed con
siderable medlumistic power, only em-
ployed in private circles.

< July S, at early dawn. Ellen 
sister of the late “Golden Rule

B.

Jones, 
Mayor 
life toof Toledo, Ohio,” departed this 

join her illustrious brother in the high
er field of activity, where they two who

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, $0c. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of In
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.

Past and Present. By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethlos. By Herbert Spencer.
-Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book Is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Sinnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study ot occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

worked for the; good of man on earth, 
will continue their loving . service to
gether in spirit spheres Though raised 
in the Presbyterian faith, both enter
tained the broadest views of religion 
and by their lives proved their belief to 
be that the highest worship of God is 
best exemplified in the service of our 
fellow-men.

ELIZABETH SCHAUSS.
■ O. 8. A. Missionary.

’ Herman T. Holden ascended to the 
higher life July 18’. In accordance with 
his wishes, Rev. Elizabeth' Schauss, of 
Toledo, Ohio, conducted the funeral ser
vice, assisted by the G. A. R. posts from 
Ashtabula and Geneva, to which latter 
the arisen brother belonged^ He was 
also a member of the Spiritualist socie
ty of Ashtabula? Spiritual truth was 
the staff of his comfort,' and the rod on 
which he rested. A knowledge of Spir
itualism comforts the bereaved wife.

Some Glimpses (
MWultlsm }

ANCIENT

AND

nODERN.
BY C. w. LEADBEATER

The following subjects are treatei tn a most, 
able manner; •
ANCIENT:—Theosophy and Christianity; The 

Ancient Mysteries: Buddhism.
11ODERN:—The Unseen World; The Rationale 

of Mesmerism; Telepathy and »find Cure;
■ Magic, White and Black; The Use and Abuse 
। ot Psychic Powers; Vegetarianism and Oc

cultism; How to Build Character; The Fu
ture of Humanity; The Gospel of Wisdom. 

‘ Well bound in Cloth, with silver back and side 
stamp. 400 pages. Price. »1.50.

I
1

“Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth." Bj 
Dr. M. H. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest-aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality tn all the rela
tions of life between men and women. 
Cloth. 75 cents: leatherette. 60 cents.

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.“ 
By Charles B- Waite, A. M., author of 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state- 
meat of facts concerning the efforts of 
church ieadeis to get control of the gov 
erament. An important work. Pa®®, 
85 cents. { ,

20tH Gewru Guide
TO

P^L/VUSTRY
This Is the elmplest, clearest and yet 

the most exhaustive presentation thia. 
Interesting science has yet received. 
All ot the discoveries, investigation» 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in this practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There Is no trait, no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency, that Is not marked 
on the palm of the band and eftn be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol- 

jfrjtng «to principles enforced by ths 
presented In this. Price, paper, 25 
cents: cloth, $L .

S

although.it
will.be
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ists may appeal, as representing their

newspaper in this country 
thousand gospel ministers 
members in the past five 
been criminals, or that 17

J

Review of Passing Events.
' Sev.eral correspondents have sent let
ters in which they express great tribu
lation over the matter of trauds which 
have recently been exposed. One high
ly estemed Spiritualist regrets that so 
much publicity has been given the mat
ter. - He thinks that if people are con
vinced by frauds, it is so much gained. 
The converts will go on and hold fast 
by the truths they receive.

Another thinks it would be best to do 
hs the churches do—hush the matter, 
nnd let those who are credulous be un
deceived.

Another takes occasion to berate the 
IN. S. A. lor its Inactivity, and especially 
is severe in his criticisms on this office 
lor not waging war on all fakirs. This 
letter i santldoted by another warning 
letter is ailtldoted by another warning 
tion, and the editor to express no opin
ion concerning exposed frauds!

To the Editor-at-Large there 1b noth
ing in this world more dear and sacred 
than Spiritualism. Knowingly he would 
make no expression to its detriment, 
yet he does not believe in silence when 
great interests and principles are at is
sue. It is true the churches "hush up" 
the derelictions of their members and 
clergy. You will not find in a religious ।

that several 
and church 
years have 
are nt pres-

ent confined in the penitentiary ot Ohio. 
In tact religious papers never publish 
news derogatory to the churches, it 
they did the organizations they repre- 
•ent would go to places, and they would 
I'.ave tew, or no suuscribers. It Spirit
ualism has to support itself by accept- 
once of fraud, the sooner it perishes the 
better. ÍT HAS NOT PERISHED BE
CAUSE FRAUD FORMS NO PART OF 
IT.

We need not feel discouraged at the 
deception we meet, or fear the present 
upheaval will leave nothing stable. 
There is no more fraud now than years 
before, but there is a more thorough 
awakening to the importance of having 
each and every manifestation proven 
before admitted.

If there was a gang ot counterfeiters 
in every town and they were lett undis
turbed for years, until at last the peo
ple were aroused, and exposed and 

' brought them to Justice, would this 
si.vjv that crime was on the Increase? 
Ratfiei'sq'^mjd it not show that the 
moral sensb-cijhe commulty was awak
ened and demanded public purification? 
NO ONE WOULD FEEL THE LEAST. 
ALARM THAT GOOD MONEY 
WOULD LOSE ITS CHARACTER, OR 
THE MINT BE ACCUSED OF SUCH 
CRIME.

• The government is passing through 
an ordeal of exposures ot crimes, SO 
MANY AND VARIOUS THAT THE 
PRESUMPTION OF ’.«.HE SUPERFI
CIAL WOULD BE THAT THE WHOLE 
FABRIC WAS SO EATEN THROUGH 
AND THROUGH WITH CORRUPTION 
THAT ITS RUIN IS CERTAIN. BRIB
ERY, SELLING INFORMATION, CON
SPIRACY TO DEFRAUD, THE MUL
TITUDINOUS FORMS OF PECULA
TION WHICH MAY BE SUMMED UP 
IN THE SUGGESTIVE WORD 
“GRAFT” ARE MET WITH IN ALL 
DEPARTMENTS.

Is the situation unusual and alarm
ing?

It appears that such practices aré of 
long standing and have come to be 
view by officials with leniency. .The 
public have aroused to the situation— 
th at>iB all,- and. resolved tn have a clean 
house'. It is THE CLEANSING PRO- 

''1CESS THAT SHOWS THE DIRT.
Such an exposure requires strong 

men and a strong backing to be success
ful.

Spiritualism has these and the funda
mental truth, otherwise ft could not suc
cessfully pass tais ordeal, when it 
seems that its friends become its ene
mies.'

There is not a religious sect in the 
world that could bear the limelight that 
is now being poured on Spiritualism; 
not one that would not go to,nothing
ness if an exposure was made df all the 
shortcomings of its leaders.

You will never see in the "religious 
newspapers” of the escapades ot gospel 
ministers or shortcomings of the laity. 
Rarely do you see such news in the 
dallies, for they are careful not to of
fend their church readers. THE CRIM
INALITY EXISTS, AND PUBLICITY 
MAKES IT NO MORE NOR LESS.

It is not the duty of the National As
sociation to expose every fakir who 
claims to be a medium. It should as
sure the public that Its endorsement is 
a guarantee of truthfulness.

Those who have opposed organiza
tion, and criticised the measures of the 
National Association, have now to 
thank that organization that there is 
something tangible to which Splrltual-

West Virginia, Wyoming and Canada 
have not yet formed central organiza
tions, but affiliate with the National.

There are vigorous local societies 
and lyceurnB represented by these state 
organizations.

There will be held over the wide field 
from Maine to California between 35 
and 40 camp-meetings. The attendance 
of some of thqse has reached ten thou
sand on the best days, and probably the 
attendance at the smallest and least 
pretentious camp during its holding 
will reach twenty thousand. 4n incal
culable work in propagating spiritual 
philosophy, and bringing tho phenom
ena and lads before the public is being 
done by these meetings. A class of 
people hear and learn, that otherwise 
would not be reached. They come from 
curiosity, with skeptical sneering, to go 

| away interested, converted, to pursue 
I investigation and study at their homes, 
i To those who have maintained that 
Spiritualism was on the decline; that 
its societies and lyceums were becom
ing less and less, and its laity joining 
the ranks of other denominations, the 
“Official Register,” for Ute current year 
gives a stinging rebuke. Never before 
could anything like such a report have 
been made. Never before was there as 
many public meetings, as many lectur
ers and mediums. Never before as 
deep interest. Never before such prom
ise given of the future.

The National Spiritualists Associa
tion reoresents the strength of all the 
state societies, as the latter represents 
their local nieinberslifp. It stands be
fore the world as the representative and 
exponent of Spiritualism. Its need 1b 
the assistance ot every true Spiritualist. 
Ab Individuals we are weak, united we 
are strong—and having the truth for 
our defensive armor we are invincible.

The question before those, who are 
Spiritualists or Liberalism, is exceed
ingly plain: Will you unite as drawn by 
spiritual fraternity, in the light of the 
peaceful day, and become bo strong 
that your rights will be respected; or 
will you wait In supine faith that some
how the- truth will triumph, until 
amidst the storm ot disaster you will 
be driven into union for self-defense, 
and to prevent the destruction o£ every
thing you hold dear?

I speak more freely, because I have 
never had anything to do in shaping the 
course of the National Association,: 
While there may have been shortcom
ings, -I feel that the beneficent good has i 
a thousand times surpassed them. The 
farmer does not cast away the sheaf for ; 
a shrunken kernel. He blesses the har- j 
vest that gives him so much, and knows 
the screen will cast the defective away, i

For me has been to Btand on the 
picket line and gather information from ! 
the hostile camps—to reply to sharp
shooters, and do what 1 humbly can to 
silence annoying batteries, ' and meet 
guerrilla attacks.

In this labor I have had the assist
ance of many interested workers, who 
have aided by pointing out what was to 
be done, by suggestions, and even more 
by the. strength given by their words of 
appreciation.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

Through the Mediumship of Mrs, Nellie 
Davie, Kewanee, Illinois, .

I am constantly receiving messages 
from the spirit world, while sitting 
alone in my little room, and I have de
cided to publish some of them in the 
dear old Progressive Thinker, and it is 
my wish that those on the mundane 
sphere of life who recognize the mes
sages of their spirit friends .will verify 
them bv informing me of the tact, as 1 
am a new medium; all 1 ask 1b to know 
I am getting the truth.

’ MRS. NELLIE DAVIS.
Kewanee, Ill.

'Message From Dr* Hpvey.
To All Earthly Friends;—I 

pleased to identify myself here
am 

this

MINERAL PARK CAMP-MEETING.

On

TO SARA A. UNDERWOOD.

Her Birthday (And Mine), July 21.

Heavepemade friepd, this 1b your birth-

'• 'Taffi■gnS-ft-is " ' ' ,l: -' v
That July day we arrived hère

This old world got two things newt 
We were not then educated. 

Just knew how to squall and eat,' 
But I dare say our four parents 

Thought we never could be beat!
Well, I feel great satisfaction 

That July the twenty-first. 
Full of fire, and growth and action. 

Made us two,—well, not the worst;
And when we were warmly welcomed 

By our kin, that hot time, 
Not a soul knew we were little 

Peach-pink wads of prose and rhyme.
But we were, and other mixtures, 

Made to bind our wingletq down
Were put tn;—a good idea!— , 

Give me sense and keep your crown! 
We would not combine ballooning 

With our zig-zag trip on earth;
Flying's nice for birds and angels; 

Flying women have small worth.
We have had no time for gewgaws 

Climbing up Mount Use. Indeed, 
Our heads had other business 

Than to magnify our needs.
Doubtless we’ve our own opinions, 

And can put our business through, 
Managing our own dominions,— 

That’s the way July folks do!

evening through this medium. Although 
I do not return as the general run ot 
people, that are strgngei'B to tho phe
nomena and philosophy and trying fo 
reach personal friends, I wish to come 
In this evening to unite my voice, and 
also to give the authorities and friends 
o£ The Progressive Thicker ,my co-op
eration and assistance, aiid may it bring

; us closer together..
| I have been very much Interested of 
I late in the progress that Spiritualism is 
making in the world fit large, and I

i Want to congratulate the editor and his 
i staff on the position they have taken in 
their standard of elevating humanity,, 
and trying to rid their ranks of all’ 
fraud. It seems now that the time Is 
arriving for every true Spiritualist In 
the land to be aware that the spirit of 
truth is near them and that the spirits 
of the disembodied ones are In co-opera
tion, with more determination than 
ever. It brings me back in memory to 
years ago, when we as individuals had 
the moral courage to demonstrate im
mortality of the soul, and the true dém
onstration of spirit manifestation; and 
what it cost us, God and the angels 
and ourselves only knew, but the spirit 
of truth was established, and with: all 
the adversities, with all the, many, 
many things that have. been', raised 
against it, it yet stands and It,is ligner 
today than ever before......... : ‘

I cannot say all I desire to, for tlipe 
will not allow; neither can .1 hold this 
Instrument as strongly as I should like, 
to demonstrate all I would like, ; ,

I find that It is time that each one, is 
up and doing. It makes no difference 
whether we are lighting theology, or ig
norance, or whether we are fighting | 
Spiritualists in Ignorance, for we must I 
understand the phenomena to compre- j 
hend the laws that govern spirit tnani-1 
festatlon; each one must first study ,the 
philosophy, and truth and educate them
selves to know when they receive the 
truth. I wish to co-operate with every I 
true Spiritualist or medium and will 
help sustain their mediumship and keep । 
It spotless and above reproach, . for 1 
wish to say to all earthly friends, it 
makes no difference where they live, 
whether in Boston or California,. Wher- : 
ever the true instrument is, the spirit 
will demonstrate itself.

1 will not take up too much time, this 
evening, but you will hear from me 
again. Give my best wishes and re-’ 
spect to all; tell them that Old.Doc was 
not disappointed, as many thought 1 
woqld be. And I hope some of my old 
friends will read this, so they may, 
know that I ptlll live. My dear com
panions and children are wltji ,me.. 
Please bay that Dy. E. Hovey was here, 
and 1 .passed away it Springfield,.Mo., ft 
nùmber of yèàré ago. , ’ ’

---- - ------ ’ ■ ritf. '
Benjamin Frahklln'Ghrd.

Please say that Franklin
Gard is here, and 1 left' theJ old body 
about six years ago, as I can remember, 

i at Volmia, Mich., wiilfi'e UMI! be well 
I remembered, and-all my’friends live 
there. Well, I- would^fflce fiV'send out a 
tew words of encouragement this even
ing, for I know LherWYiuve^ieen many 
changes as the years-roll by. I cannot 
say as some that everything has been 
pleasing to me, for itYbas .hot, and so 

। often when I visit thfe :old Fhome my 
heart is quite sad, aridil tvlsh I could 
make them know that I ? was there. 1 
have waited and watched for a long 
time to find an avenue open to reach 
my friends, but of couisei I know this Is 
not the place to bring hp: one's personal 
affaire. But if they will give me an op
portunity in. private I have much to say, 
and I know 1 can help them. I was so 
pleased when the • guide 'said I could 
come, and what a blessing it ib to have 
an avenue open without charge for 
there are so many hearts that are ach
ing to reach these loved ones, that I fael 
guilty now taking up the tliqe when 
there are so many anxious to send out a 
word. I hope this message will'reach 
the ones It is intended tor, so they may 
know I am neither dead'nor sleeping. I 
thank you all so much; and I will come 
again. . .» 'B/F. GARD.

Interesting Particular» From This Place 
of Resort,

' 7.

BOOKS FOR All SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

GRAND LEDGE CAMP/ MICH.

The Camp Session Opens Auspiciously.

The seventh annual .session of the 
Grand Ledge Spiritualist Association is 
now In progress, Thp camp-meeting 
promises to be well attended and good 
results are expected. The first meet? 
iug was held on Sunday, July 23, at 
10:30 a. m. P.desldent -J. W. Ewing 
opened the exercises with a brief ad
dress in which he introduced-Oscar Ed- 
gerly as permanent chairman for the 
present session. Mr. Edgerly then in
troduced Mrs. Abbie E..- Sheets as the 
lecturer for the morning -and after
noon services. In his address he re-

True our friends and plenty of them;

„a! - ?» “ “»"•“ »” 

when great principles are at stake, 
must, it honest and true to his convic
tions, express them. I do not know as 
Spiritualists are to allow themselves to 
be BLACKMAILED into silence. We 
should be careful and charitable, but 
for those who are known to trade in the 
holiest and most sacred feelings and 
hopes of mankind, can charity be 
asked?
• To-day Spiritualism before the world 
is judged by two representatives, one 
the fakirs, fortune tellers, and advertis
ing “commercial mediums,” who to-day 
expose, and to-morrow will claim to be 
genuine; they bring the cause to ridi
cule and disgrace and make it a bur
densome cross to-say one is a Spirituai- 

’■ist
The other representative Is the. Na- ■ 

tional Association. It has united Spir
itualists, and has thus become a power. 
It has not reached the Influence Jt 
should, because of assertive, carping in
dividualism, which has played dog-ln- 
the manger, and thus been a brake on ■ 
advance. It représente all spiritual or
ganic movement now In existence, and 
should be made the consensus of all be
lievers. It may not be the ideal of all 
its members. Each must yield some-: 
thing to gain others. The individual 
■who thinks he Is infallible has no place 
in organization, except as a disturbing 
element. • Lake the "sanctified” church 
member he should pass on to a sphere 
Where there are no mortal limitations.

Organized Power. '
What this consolidation means,, the 

growing, : gathering strength ot this 
union may be learned from the Official 
Register of National, State and Local 
Spiritualist Associations, Lyceums, 
Camp-meeting and Mediums," for 1905; 
compiled and published by that indefat
igable worker, Laura G. Fiien. It is a 
.warik: carefully compiled and exhaustive,! 
and reflects great credit on Ite author.:

From it we learn that there are state 
associations in- California, -Colorado, 

• Connecticut; Delaware, (seven local so- 
clcffies and a lycenm in the District of 

, Cteumbia), Florida, Georgia, Illinois, ln- 
• dissta, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, 

■Maryland, Massachusetts', Michigan/ 
Minnesota, Missouri; Montana, New 
Hampshire, New York, Ohio, Oregon, 

, Ponsylvania, Rhode JslanjLTennessee, 
r Tens, VermoBt, Washington and Wis-J

Friend, I thank you for your friendship, 
Strengthening my highest thought;

Reach your hand, beloved soul-sister. 
Take this rhyme. It counteth naught 

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

AN HONEST INVESTIGATOR.

He Is Seeking a Satisfactory Test, and 
In Due Time Will Receive 

It, No Doubt

: To the Editor:—For several years I 
have been, a seeker after the truth of 
spirit return, or communication. While 
my opportunities for investigation have 
been limited, I have availed myself of 
every reasonable one for investigation. 
I take great delight in reading The Pro
gressive Thinker, and eagerly look for 
it each week. I would not be without 
it, and you can consider me a sub
scriber for life.

I will give any reasonable sum to any 
person who will give me'a test that will 
settle all doubts. I presume you ■ will 
say impossible, for there.can always be 
a doubt, but I put it, all reasonable 
doubt We have a medium who has 
given some excellent tests, but being so 
well acquainted with me and my family 
history it is difficult for her to convince 
one that she Is not using her subjective 
mind, etc. I do wish some ot the good 
mediums would write ine a letter or 
have one written for me from the spirit 
world, and if IL would indicate who 
from, and state some circumstances in 
lite, I know to be true, I would feel sat
isfied; it coming from a medium whom 
I hare never seen or who never saw 
me, I would consider it a good test. 1 
notice in The Progressive Thinker from 
time to time that such tetters have been 

l received. If any medium who sees this : 
wail send or give me such a test, I cer- i 
lately will reimburse 'Riem for all, 
totmble, time, etc. i

I am an honest -investigator, and the : 
comfort I”would receive by being thor
oughly grounded in the belief would be t 
worth worlds io^jne.

Madison, Kans. B. F. WICKER. ;

Mary French.
To my dear ones still struggling with 

earth life: I am so glad to find this 
gateway open and we are all made wel
come here. I know you will all be glad 
to hear from me, although I have been 
out of the body a long time, but , it 
makes n<^ difference whether we’ fiave 
been gone days or years, they are al
ways glad to get good news from.us..

I kno.w when people in earth , life, 
grow older they need our , assistance 
more. x I want them to know that t arn 
assisting them, and I see thatWhile 
they believe in Spiritualism, in one 
sense, they are not satised ia-another. 
I want to tell them that.! found-things 
much as I expected, and-all the-loved- 
ones are with me, all, anxious, toeaya' 
word. • . . .. .,

Now I did not come to find fault with 
anyone, for you all do as near -right as 
you know how. There Is one very dear 
to me, that is not well, and he has wor
ried so much, I want to tell hint that-as 
I look from the spirit side ot life I can 
see that all will come out all Tights in 
due time. He often thinks It is wrong i 
for the spirits to let the mortal^ suffer 
if they can prevent it. But sometimes 
the disembodied spirits cannot prevent 
circumstances in earth life. ’So- just 
say, all is-well and will- end -well. 
Please keep your mind easy and-'I will 
impress you what to do, I see' no 
cause for worrying so much. I Speak 
of these things for thev belong to;earth 
life and I do not wish to make it per
sonal—-they will understand' - what 1 
mean. ' ' ”

Oh, I cannot tell youwhat aload'has 
been lifted from my mind to' ithlhk I 
have been able to voice a'iew of my 
own thoughts,

I think now I must go.: I fee! the’ old. 
conditions coming back. I hope to be 
able to come again. I will see how this 
1b received.

I passed away at Cambridge, Ver
mont, in 1890, .where I will, be well re
membered. I wish you could all see 
my beautiful spirit home; and T how 
have all the music I wish, and you know 
nothing makes me happier than that. .

ferred to Hie lecturer as.one ot the pio
neers in the cause and added her well 

i known ability ub a medium and lecturer 
rendered further eulogies superfluous. 
It might be added that,Mtb,, Sheets was 
for a number of years president and 

■chalj-ma.n of the Grand Ledge .camp- 
meeting. Falling In health she resigned 
her work and two years ago Mf. J. W. 
Ewing a well known, inisiness maxi of 
Grand Ledge, was elec^d as president.

The lectures, by Mrs. .siiegts on the 
opening day were the Principal features 
of the day's exercises'..1, She'apoke with' 
her old-time earnestness, dealing with 
the practical Bide of .Spiritualism in a 
way that was at onee instructive and 
entertaining. It Is sincerely desired 
that Mrs. Sheets may Regain; her health 
and once more takeuher mace in the 
ranks of that band oi' noble workers 
who are pleading for'a higher standard 
of Spiritualism. . ,!1 I

Chairman Edgerly 11 doixfe excellent 
work this week—presiding ’at all the 
meetings besides lecwrln^tev^ry after
noon. The subject for his'1!,ecture yes
terday afternoon, “THo Crisis in the 
East, and Its Wtimaffi Eftect Upon the 
Evolution Of the Rae&" gfi® bls guides 
ampte jeope for a nraslerral discourse 
—to present facte ‘aiffi lowc’in such 
way as to leave upotftfie mWnds oflils 
auditors an ImpfesriAi jo’W’.’.reririiV'',. 

fall tp 'do it'lustice-^Biifh'cfr^ tnat 
it was logicM, eloque^' I
slve—in phtfyt, a .lecture'tq afouBe dfii'-J 
mant Spiritualists to a realizatlohoftlie j

I worth and importance of the funda- 
mehtfll principles of our cause. : The 
world needs more lecturers of this or-

; der. ;
D. A. Herrick of Grand Rapids, began 

his engagement July 29, closing Aug. 3.
B. F. Austin's engagement begins 

August 4, closing August 9. He deliv-' 
ers two lectures on Bunday, August 6.

Miss Laura Matlock, -Rhe secretary, 
being unable to attend-oh account of 111-: 
ness In her family, Miss ‘Rena Chapman’ 
has been chosen to fill the position. 
Miss Chapman is-secretary of the Mich
igan state association; "

Wm. R. Devine Is camfi manager. Mr. 
.Devine has been-associated with the 
camp management for several years.

■ A weekly dance and entertainments 
will be features of eatnp' llfe here. The 
camp ground is located on the bluffs of 
Grand River, and the scenery here
abouts is wild and interesting. It is 
doubtful if there Is a -place in this sec
tion of Michigan where nature-has been 
more lavish in the matter of pictur
esqueness than she has been in this im
mediate vicinity. . . , ‘ J .A. W>

«PONTANEOUS.PfrJENOMENA ’

"Spirit Echoes.” My battle is. HbSL 
Titis ju-etty volume «rntalss-fiLty-eem.

James Howard. \.
Oh! how glad I am to come here and 

see if I can reach my dear wife Hattie, 
who I see still needs my advice, and 
only last evening I heard her say: "Oh, 
if Jim were only here I would know bet
ter what to do.”:

Dear Hattie, I was there by your side 
and I did try so hard to make you know 
it. Yes, my dear, I understand all, but 
my advice to'you would be, Don’t sell 
the property now, for yon could find no 
investment that could be as.paying as 
that/ and Harry can get along without 
the money. I know you love the place, 
still you feel it your duty to keep Harry, 
Of course, that is like a mother, hut 
you must look out for yourself, and you 
are getting feeble, and I see.ihat some 
I thought were our friends, are trying 
to take advantage of your weakened 
condition, and I want them to know i 
understand their.motive.

Some who read ibis will say: 1 think 
when they get to spirit life they should 
let earthly matters alone. But just as 
long as any of our loved ones remain, 
we feel the same interest ip earth life 
we always did, and we are ever ready to 
assist and help them iu every way pps- 
slble.I wish if this message should 
reach the'eyes of any of my friends,' 
they will please teU my wife, .so she, 
will .know what I think. I am ao glad 

i to find an avenue to reach her, and. all 
are made welcome here. I thank ail, 
who assisted me* for.it is all new-to ®e. 
I did not know anything about f^ita- 
alisa before posing-away. I fait.liL.SS. 4.4——— ±4- - ...... ... . —«• '

I -The Mineral Park camp-meeting has 
: come and gone. It has been very inter* 
i eating and pleasant. ■

I was glad indeed to hear * and see 
Brother Harrison D. Barrett, president 
ot the N. 8. A I am firmly convinced 
that In the Spiritualistic ranks of to-day 
he has not a peer, White he is not a 
strong mau physically, mentally Jie is a 
giant. He lias learned a good deal on 
his visit hereto our city. While at one 
time 1 questioned the wisdom ot his visit 
her#, yet alter all he has seen for him
self the length to which those of “fraud 
Spiritualism” will go.

The newspapers had interviews with 
Mr, Barrett, and he very strongly, posi
tively, but truthfully spolie ot the cause 
of dissension, and the slow progress as 
a whole Spiritualism is making, and it 
was very humorous after the inter
views, that a tew of the wise-heads of 
the know-it-all stripe, got up a petition 
and had it signed by almost a hundred 
or more, and presented it, by a commit
tee, to the managers ot the camp, and 
demanded that Harrison D. Barrett, 
president of the N. S. A., be put off the 
grounds and not allowed to speak any 
more.

Sucli petition was ignored by Mrs. 
Nellie Howell, manager of the camp. 
While his language was strong, it was 
true, that this camp should be run hon
estly;-but if said petitioners did not like 
the way she was running It, and the 
way Mr. Barrett was uoing, because she 
fully concurred in what he had said and 
done, and it had been fully demon
strated, those not satisfied could leave 
the camp. ....

The action of the frauds in the Spir
itualist ranks here and elsewhere is a 
stencil in the nostrils ot all good-mind
ed people. We have on the camp 
grounds every day of the session a de
tective who lias reported, so tar that 
things have been, carried on with the 
best intent In the management.

I was glad tq hear the lectures by Mr. 
Barrett.and John. ,W. Ring of Texas, 
whom we have christened - as -Honest 
John Ring, wiio.is always eafoest and 
ever stands for truth. He is a diamond 
in any position you may place him for 
truth, and that alone is his watch-word.

I had the pleasure of listening to Rev. 
W. C. Bowman pt our city, a hard, hon- i 
est worker, who always stands for the I 
right as he knows it

I have, often wondered why the camp- 
meetings win send bff to foreign states 
for speakers and lecturers, when we 
have just as good talent, just as clean, 
just as noble . men and women in our 
own vicinity. However, that IB their 
business, not mine.. !

I take this as an opportune time, Mr. | 
Editor, to state to your numerous read
ers, that t jiave received letters from 
practically all over our land, stating ! 
what is known'of the physical phenom- ( 
ena, particularly materialization. Now ' 
let me Say to those, and to others, to 
test the truth of this so-called phenom- I 
enon. Place your medium under a mos-1 
qulto-bar (not a trick one) ; have it se
curely fastened to the floor, and have : 
the tacks securely sealed; be careful ( 
and have confederates out of the se-
ance room. Have said seance held in a 
room'that the medium has" no access to, 
except on said occasions; and having 
all those things carefully guarded, then 
you can sing, "Nearer, My God, to 
Thee," until daylight, and you will 
never have a materialized spirit. 1 
wish to emphasize now. I mean, a mate- 
yiali^atlon, hot gn etherealizatlon. I 
bblieve. iis Bro. iludsoit Tuttle says in 
his answer to Judge Dunn in the Wi
nans case, that his expose has been, the 
strongest blow to the truth of spirit re- 

; turn, that has been' struck by medium 
or layman.

I helieve In that scriptural injunction 
now more than ever: “To prove all 
things and hold fast to that which is 
true.” Be not' gullibles, my friends. 
Demand truth -atwhatever cast, for truth 

. jvlll last longer than deception; for, as 
. the scripture says, “Deception is sweet 

unto any inan, but afterwards he finds 
that his mdutfi has 'been filled with 

. gravel.” So gyhrd against grave). Far 
better have a little whisper at any time 
than a wagon load of deceptive junk.

'We have many good, honest and true 
mediums in our: city. The one 1 would 
particularly- refer- to is Prof. John Mc
Clane, a Scotchman, who has been 
watched, carefully guarded, and we, the 
Anti-Faker Association, of this city, can 
vouch tor him. I have known him per
sonally for the last five years, watched 
his daily life, and he has been ap
proached to test' the valor of his man-

A Spirit Seen In a Graveyard.

When I was a little child, six years 
old, In 1846, my two little sisters and 
self were in the habit of visiting a lit
tle graveyard, just aboyé pfir home, on 
a hillside; we nearly ¿¡ways chose to 
ramble here, it being.so, quiet and pic
turesque, with the beautitur autumn 
tints, on every tree and shrub.

We were about staffing tor home, 
when suddenly wé saw .the form of a 
little child about seven years old, float
ing or skimming just qn the tops of the 
timothy grass, which was dry and 
blown about by a gentle wind. She 
looked pleased and carried in her left 
hand a large open book, with two leaves 
standing up, one straight up, and the 
other not quite so erect. .She. was 
dressed in a little white; robe, which 
swept gracefully ove^-the .grass. She 
partly turned round §nd beckoned us 
to follow her, which we did. and sud- 
den’y she dissolved iike aigloud.

WL^hastened home rtand3 ¡told mother 
what we had seen. She spflke of it as 
UjoughR was perfectly natural for lit
tle girls to float in that mwner, think- - 
ing we would be frigfijeneinif she told i 
us what it was that a®? fewiiseen. -

Since I have become a /Spiritualist 1 
know what it was, knofir it was a 
spirit. . 9d ?: Hi'

I In about six weeks any jwungest sis
ter, about eight yearBmldAdied. of scar
let fever, and we butted,- Iren in the lit
tle graveyard on the hillside. We then 
moved from Milwaukee. tosBuffalo, Nd 
Y.j and The other sister, imartew weeks 
died. She was tbe íéthen teat of the 
book which the little spJfititieJd-in her 
hand In the hillside graveyard. •

MRS. MARGARET HUFSTADER. ‘ 
Cattaraugus, N. Y. ;

"Beyond the Vafl.” A Sequel to 
‘•■Rending iihe Valk” Being A compila
tion, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and lUustratfotwtof spirit ex
periences, spoken, -written and 'ipade;by 
■full-form materlalizatlOM.- aettlng up a 

i scientific and personal >s?eriacat!on ot 
I "What We Shall Be,” aad"» ’ code of 
ethics, requisite to tbs'most tweedy re- 
ellaatlon of -the highest ana’ »Brest fe- 
«city Bttatnabte la fntate life.' a

hood, in the way of bogus tests being 
sent to him through the mall and other
wise. He is a bricklayer by occupa
tion; always haBliis tools ready to go to 
work at his trade, but will never stoop 
to deceive any mortal.

: ROBERT T. HALE. 
Lob Angele?, ;ea.

Lincoln a Spiritualist.
To the Editor:—A few . weeks ago 

some one asked Hudson Tuttle what ev
idence there was that Abraham Lincoln 
was a Spiritualist, and fie referred the 
Inquirer to Mrs. Neftle Maynard’s book. 
I know of btheir evidence, which I can 
give, but I have forgotten the name ot 
the man who. gave me the evidence, it 
was before the commencement of the 
rebellion. This man was at my house 
several times. 1 then lived at 123 Eagle 
W. street, Buffalo. N. Y. I have been 
trying for several weeks to think of his 
name. • I will state a circumstance con
nected with his business which may-en
able some old Spiritualist to give his 
name. This man had a large factory 
for the manufacture of rubber goods. 
His sales were: almost exclusively -in 
the Southern states. A medium, by the 
name of Chancy Barnes called on him 
and advised him to sell out his rubber 
business, saying that if he did not sell, 
he would lose it. This Barnes was an 
uneducated man but very mediumistlc. 
He was a fisherman from New Bedford. 
It was but a few days , before Barpes 
came the second time and urged this 
man by all means -to sell. Barnes had 

(no money to pay his fare home, and the 
man gave it to him., In a very short, 
time Barnes was back again and urged 
him stronger than ever to see, saying 
he would lose it if fie did not sell.. He' 
did finally take his advice. Very soon 
thereafter: the .rebellion commenced, 
and, as Barnes said, be would have lost 
preryajing, This man whose name 1 
cannot recall was the first one to intro
duce Splritiialisra to Lincoln. There 
was a girl 12 years old in Washington, 
and fie invited . Lincoln to attend one of 
this girl’s circles. The spirits gave al
most their whole attention to Lincoln. 
He said It was wonderful the amount 
that was given film- He attended this 
girl’s circles nightly until Mrs. May- 

I nard came to the White House. This 
man told me that it he had not sold his j - 
business, as Barnes, advised him, he 
would havedost not less tfian $100,090.

Redhouse, N. Y.;A. H. FRANK, i

- “YoMatoe'o EoauwwM.» Translated 
fnoffl $h« SYeoià. With putnaroua -fi. 
lustrations; Sifesaa alitor 'worimof th i 
brilliantFrenchman, sa.tovinclblo en- 
wywfthsWMJs- worthy
til wide mtinc. m,

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. Uy Dr. Thomson J 
Hudson. Price $1.50. ’ . _, . . . . ,

As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual booli 
and gives a beautiful account of the process of dying. Price, $1.

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by 
Emma Rood Tuttle, Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price $1. . , . „ ..

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with signs or tho 
Zodiac. By J. II. Hill, M.D, Price $1, <

Atlantis, the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnelly, is a book 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the pame of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Pri.ce $2. .,

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbine, Price, 50 cts.

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences of tho 
author. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions, to 
others wishing the phase. By,Sara A. Underwood. Price, cloth, $1« 
Paper, 50 cents. . ,

Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit m a most interesting manner, 
and describing his life in the spirit world, Price 75 cents.

Beyond the Vail. A Sequri to Rending the Vail, given through tha 
mediumship of AV. W. Aber. Pri.ce, $1.50; postage 25 cents.

Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power which helped or 
made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets and apostles, By Allen Putnam. Price, 75a 

Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing a de
scription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of 
the principle personages of the Christian Bible, and an examination of 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.75

Big Bible Stories. Placed in the crucible of Mathematics, they ara 
mmle too absurd for anyone who can count on his fingers, one, two, 
three etc New and unique. By W. II. Bach, Price, 50 cents.Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot J. Savage. Price $1.

Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study m the Astro-Magnctio 
Forces of Nature. Just the book for mental healers or students in tha 
science 107 pages, 1 rice $1.

Character Building, Thought Power. A dainty little book and help# 
ful By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 35 cents.
Conflict Between Religion and Science. By J. W. Draper. Price, $1.75, 

Child Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear chib 
aven according to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental sug. 
gestioni By Newton R. Riddell. Price 65 cents.

1 Children's Progressive Lyceum. A manual, with directions for tna I organization and management of Sunday-schools. Something indis- 
I nensablc By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, 25 cents; postage, 5 cts.. 'P Christs of the Past and Present. By Rev. Moses Hull. A valuable 
book Price, cloth, 35 cents; paper, 25 cents.

' rtHirvovance. A. book of 109 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a 
system of philosophy of clairvoyance its law, nature and unioldmeut.
Rv T C F Grumbine. Price, cloth, $1.50. ■ I^Common Sense. A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the

dav A book to inspire the reader to love his free America. By ASmasPaine. Paper, 15 cents.

Concentration. A series ot six symbol cards and a valuable pamph. 
lol on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with instructions how. 
to ronouer yourself and develop your innermost faculties. By Laura 

Io Wxen Price 50 cents. , _ ,
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, the 

well known lecturer. Those who have, had the privilege of hearing ' Prof. Lockwood lecture will understand and appreciate the character 
of this work. Price $1. _

in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences of Samuel 
Bowks Given through the mediumship of Carrie E. 8. Twing. Price, 
5°Cosndan Hymn Book. A collection of original and selected hymns 
for lihS and ethical societies, for schools and the home. Compiled 
hv T< K Washburn. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its title indicates—a 
♦aZrono-h exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. A very in< ter3ebook. Price 25 cents.

Xltivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Berrier. Price, 50c< 
' Bata dt Ethics. By Herbert Speneer. Price 50 cents.

neath Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young. By 
rtr T M'Peebles. Cloth bound. Price $1.nXrth Its Meaning and Result. By John K. Wilson, a member of the 
p^rXlvania Bar. Cloth. Price, $1.25.
Pe-ni^Hnnarv of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their Interpreta- 
.dictionary Greer. 25 cejjtg

nurnverv of a Lost TraiL By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will k to vX the beautv and joy of life. Price, $1.50.
n Xknes from the World of Song. A collection of now and beautiful . 

with music and chorus, in book tom. By C. P. Longley. Price,

Vision. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested 
• how the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are seek-•n ¿event the progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents.
“eMLittle Broker Tom. An interesting story for children Allen 
TtoSr author. This book fills a need for literature for small folks 
¿ there are but a few books, and we recommend this as being interest- 
ine and instructive. Price, 75 cents.

Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the pnn- eiiS ¿iges of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove oc 

imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1. ,
Evolution of the Devil. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 

nhilosopl ical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published. By Levry phUosopniedi i x j PreaL? k of New York City. Price 25 centi. 
^Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Gnmke, Ph. B. 

Cloth coven _ Ipice, $1.50.
’ Every Living Creature, or a heart-training through the animal world.

By Ralph Waldo Trine. Cloth. Price, 35 cents. .
Father Tom and the Pope and the History of the Pope’s Mule. Price, 

paper, 25 cents; cloth 50 cents.
Fasting, Hydropathy and Exercise. By Bernarr Macfadden and 

Felix Oswald, 'A. M., M. D. Cloth bound. Price $1.
Fifty Years in the Churoh of Rome, A book that has done more to 

enlighten the world of Catholicism than any 6ther two published. By; 
Rev. Chas. Chiniqny, ex-priest. Price $2.25.

Force and Matter, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a Sys
tem of Morality Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition, 
By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

From Dreamland Sent. A book of poems. Verses of life to com?. 
By Lilian Whiting. Price, $1.

From Soul to Soul, This beautiful book of beautiful poems a all that 
the title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful 
in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1.

Gospel of Buddha. According to old records. A translation from 
Japanese, made under the anspie.es of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate 
to the Parliament of Religions. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1.

Gospel of Nature. A book filled from beginning to end with spiritual 
truth of the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all 
life. By M. L. Sherman ,and Wm. F. Lyon. Price, $1.

Great Roman Anaconda» or Thirty-seven and a half years in the 
Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet. By Prof. George P. Rudolph, 
Ph. D. Price, 15 cents,

Happiness and Marriage. By_ Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents. 4 
' How to Grow Success, By Elizabeth Towne. Prien 50 cents. ' 3

Harmonics of Evolution, A valuable work by Florence Huntley, 
Cloth. Price, $2.

Health and Power, A handbook of cure and human upbuilding by, 
aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature, _ By E. p. Babbit^ 
M. D. Cloth cover. Price, 35 cents. .

Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and 
ephemeris. By Vcrno Vedra. Cloth, Price, $1.50.

Heresy, er Led to the Light. By the well known writer, Hudson 
Tuttle. Ppper coi’er only. Price 30 cents.

Heroes arid Hero Worship. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents. .
History of Atharael. Life in the. Stone Age. The history of Atha- 

rg el,- chief priest of Al Aryans. Written (through ;U. G. Fjgley. it is 
very interesting. Price 30 cents,

History of the Christian ReligiPB By Chas B. Write,
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2.25,

History of the Inquisition, Just the book for those seeking informa
tion concerning that most .damnable institution known in history—tha 
Roman Catholic Inquisition.. By Cyrus Nason, M. p. Price 25 cents.

How to Train Childrennnd Parents, By Elizabeth Towne. Prica-; 
25 cents. . - .... . - '

Human Culture and Cure, fart First. Philosophy of Cure, Includ
ing Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price, 75 cts. 
Part Second, Marriage, Sexual Development .and Social Upbuilding, - 
Price, 75 cents. Parts Third and Fowrth, in one volume, Part Third be
ing devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth to the 
Nervous System and insanity, Price $1. Fart Fifth, The Bodily kQr,

I'M? Piwra nhd the Great Natural Methods for Their Cgre^

g
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The ProgressiveThufe Stands Ever Steady to Battle ior »pi^tQalifi^rure mid Unadulterated, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity.

important Message From 
the Spirit Side of Life.

Spiritll enry C. Wright, through the Medium
ship of Eva A. Cassell, Gives a Comprehensive 
Analysis of the Evil and the Good, in an Es
pecially Interesting and Instructive message 
which throws a Flood of Light on these two 
Antagonistic Elements. His Views on Pre
natal Influences are Very Valuable.

(Continued from No. 818.)
As love is an attribute of soul and is 

t’eathless, so also is it the lever which 
lifts the shadowed spirit from out-evil, 
for the blackest spirit has a mother 
whose eternal love Will reach far down 
to ills sphere and resurrect him. Oh, 
the tears that spirit mother has shed! 
The divine love and patience that ev
ery mother has had while her erring 
son served his time in the shadowed 
purgatory, for every "demon” has a 
loving parent; the darkest one has lain 
in liis mother’s arms, has been beloved 
by her, has been touched and sanctified 
by a love that is deathless, and she has 
put lier mark upon him and he can 
n^ver be "lost”; forevermore is ’ he 
linked to her; she will reach her own in 
the blackest corner of the spiritual 
spheres and reclaim him,

Thus the proof is, good friends, that 
there iq more power in the spirit world 
for the salvation of the shadowed ones, 
than there is for their continued bond
age.

It does not follow because a shad
owed spirit presents himself to a mor
tal, that he is obsessing him.. True, he 
might come and swear,-why ? Is not 
profanity rampant-in earth life, and it 
tjje spirit Is obsessed by earth condi
tions, why should he not swear? Does 
lie come to threaten, also? ~Why not? 
Threats and profanity go hand in hand 
and since he is obsessed by the deni
zens of. earth, he musi do as they do 
and swear and threaten. Does he come 
té ask for drink? Why not? His ob
sessing father left to him the heritage 
of the sot and he can do no less than 
follow in his footsteps until he has 
worked out the sot vibration in his 
shadowland. In due time the rays of 
the God-suñ will penetrate It .and he 
will perceive the light and rise.

These shadowed ones come often to 
let you know their condition in the spir
itual world; to let you know the results 
of their wrong-doing on earth; they 
come to observe and study your aura 
and to receive a lesson from you if you 
can give it. In some cases ft might be 
absolutely necessary for them to again 
touch spheres with the mortal, ere they 
can emerge from the shadow and rise 
above it. .L.know that when darkened 
spirits are allowed to return to earth, It 
is often to enable them to work out a 
vibration which prevents them from ris
ing in the scale of spiritual progres
sion.

There are obsessing mortals whose 
vibrations attract and hold the spirit 
and in some cases it is unable to break 
away. In one Instance a spirit was 
thoroughly .obsessed by hls parents, 
both of whom lived lives of enjoyment 
and ease wholly In tho external; ea'ch 
day of the, gestatlve period was spent 
by the prospective mother in the pur
suit of pleasure, aided by the father 
who possessed unlimited; wealth. Af
ter birth, during childhood, and at adult 
age, the son flung discretion to the 
winds and entered upon life’s pleasures. 
At death he was unable to break the 
earthly conditions which held him to 
the mortal plane; he’belonged more to 
earth than to spirit, and, attracted to a 
mortal who obsessed and held film to 
his sphere, he lived as a part of that 
mortal for years, until he had worked 
cut the earthly vibration and was free 
tó enter spirit life.

Not long ago there was an epidemic 
of suicides in a certain city simply be
cause a noted lecturer had declared 
that it was not culpable, in a man to 
commit suicide. First, an aiderman of 
the city who had attended the lecture, 
took his life; next, a number of resi
dents who had been obsessed by the 
words of the lecturer, committed sui
cide. During the Salem witchcraft, as 
soon as it was declared that evil spirits 
were the cause, numberless others, ob
sessed by the declaration, begun to 
twitch and howl. A belief in demonol
ogy and the great fear it brought to 
these people, caused obsession, not by 
evil spirits, but by a belief in them. 
When you make obsession the bugbear 
of Spiritualism, remember that it be
longs no more to Spiritualism than it 
does to any other "ism”; it belongs to 
the world at large. If a darkened spir
it comes to you and swears, he cannot 
hurt you, but you may be of use to him 
and the source of benefit; so let him 
swear until he has worked out the pro
fane vibration, then he will leave, and 
begin to arise; meet his profanity with 
kindness and earnest words of advice; 
the blackest spirit cahnot long with
stand that mode of treatment for its 
power for goodness is positive to over
come his, negative evil. The higher 
powers and spirit guides often bring a 
shadowed spirit to earth, for his regen
eration.

But, you will say, “I have read and 
have been told that there are evil spir
its who are spirits of hate and wno do 
nothing but hate, ever hating mortals 
and hurting them by that hate.” You 
are obsessed by writers who are in turn 
obsessed by the prevailing belief and 
fear in evilones, that is held by the 
people of earth. What are the facts 
concerning the fetish of these spiritual 
haters? 'The eternal law of retribution 
steps in which says, "Just as you mete 
out to others, so shall it be meted out 

•to you.” If- you send .forth good 
thoughts they return in blessings; if 
you send forth hatred it returns in 
curses ¡.powerless to harm, the arrows 
of hate glance back to the one who sent 
them; it is, the law of spiritual life In 
the spheres; shadowed spirits can not 
hurt you "by their hate if they bore it

“But,” you say, “I still fear. I have 
heard there are unlimited bad spirits 
dogging the footsteps ot mortals, for 
their ruin.” Even if it was so, there 
are billions of good spirits—there are 
millions of loving mothers, fathfe'rs, 
brothers, sisters; the love of pure little 
children; the tender care.of spirit guar
dians, reaching forth to save you, and 
they are full of power.

There are shadowed spirits, those 
who are spiritually ill, who áre morally 
ill. A spirit who is shadowed and who 
comes to mortals to swear and ' thus 
work out an earthly vibration, is not 
of necessity, evil, but he is taking the 
first step toward salvation—he has be
gun the path toward progression—God 
speed him on the way! And thank the 
divine powers that ‘ there is salvation 
iorall. ■ • -

Oh, ye of earth! the grand Over-Soul 
pnd the spiritual -Grace are like’ tides;

which spread to every atom of the uni
verse, Inundating all things, reaching 
all spiritual states; illumining the peni
tent Magdalen and pointing to her the 
way upward—touching the shadowed 
murderer with its white rays and bid
ding him come up higher; the All-Pow- 
reful Good, and divine compassion are 
the balm which shall heal every sorrow 
of the soul and shed over it the light 
of gladness; love Is an attribute of spir
it and love dominates the spiritual 
spheres—not hate. The dark spirits 
even, bear a message to your earth, 
thus all works for good. The power of 
love and good are over all, and it is so 
dominant that it can conquer all tho 
imps of hades; it can swallow all the 
demons of fear, even Satan himself; 
it ean pierce tlie darkness'of the deep
est pit and let the sunshine of sour in. 
There is not a spirit lurking in the 
shadow but can be reached with the 
God-light In the course of time and be 
brought into the kingdom of soul. Thus 
good is forever growing and shadow 
(evil) is ever lessening and all.is activ
ity and progression.

So, if you philosophize a little you 
will understand that this matter of 
“evil spirits,” is not beyond help.

When, tlie obsessed spirit, after try
ing to work out its earthly vibration, 
Is unable to free itself from the mortal, 
the latter should employ the services 
of a wise and spiritual healer and me
dium who will be able to sever the con
nection between spirit and mortal. I 
say wise because there are many such, 
who pose as exorcisors simply for gain, 
and who are loud-mouthed in telling 
the deeds ot womjer they have per
formed in getting rid of dark spirits. 
The latter may present themselves in 
the guisé of good and noble spirits, pre
tending that they are personages of 
high spiritual rank, such as Jesus, Ma
ry, his mother, Socrates, etc.

Many Spiritualists will remember one 
of your most noted lady lecturers who 
disappeared for years from your midst, 
on the plea that Christ had promised 
her that he would soma day be able to 
materialized by her side In the broad 
light of day; she gave up all, to Isolate 
herself; the spiritual field lost one of 
Its best workers; the years passed on; 
the promise unfulfilled in earth lite.

When a so-called medium tells you 
that he saw the Nazarene, that he is a 
frequent visitor in his home, you may 
consider the statement for some time 
before accepting it as true. I haye 
known earth-bound spirits to personate 
Christ simply to make mediums be
lieve that it was the higher forces who 
were manifesting, instead of the Ipwer, 
Mediums who áre vain, conceited; and' 
who love sensational phases and who 
court notoriety, and who want it ^: 
ported that.- they, have wonderful ¿er- 
sonages as controls, draw mischievous 
spirits who pretend to be the Nazarene, 
or St. John the Baptist; Had they said 
Ananias it would be nearer the truth.

The thought-waves of mortals seem 
laden with enxiety concerning , the dan
gers of mediumship, an agitation due 
to the matter expressed In this open 
arena.

I must say that medlumistic people, 
are more prone than others to the per
sistency of the earth-bound spirits In 
entering their aura for the purpose of 
working-out an earthly vibration, and 
these should be prudent In the matter 
ot their development. What can the 
Spiritualist expect ,when he looks the 
field over and sees the hosts of those 
who are rampant- in desiring—in ac
complishing one aim, one object, name
ly, that of posing before the world as 
a wonderful phenomenon, a miracle
worker who will attract the gaping 
crowds and get some of its dollars? 
Many mediums of the fortune-telling 
type are responsible for the annoyance 
caused by earth;bound spirits, for in 
their zeal to give their sitter an equiva
lent for Ills' money, they tell him that 
he has the making of a wonderful medi
um in him, and portray in glowing col
ors the great development he will ob
tain if he seeks the services of some 
Itinerant developer; to place himself 
in the power of such, is sure to bring 
its evil consequences, for there are peo
ple who take up the profession simply 
to fill their pockets; they know noth
ing of the system of development re
quired by their patrons, but they humor 
him in his conceit and project upon him 
the sordidness and selfishness which 
characterizes their efforts, and when 
too late, he will find that all he has de
veloped Is a. condition inviting the ap
proach of earth-bound spirits. There 
are not dollars enough In the world to 
buy mediumship or develop it where its 
elements do not .exist it can not be 
bought, it must be Inherent In the one 
who aspires to it—MÉDIUMS ARE 
BORN AND NOT MADE.'-

Tfiere are some forms of mediumship 
which it takes a life-time to develop, 
and even then the fruition may take 
place in spirit life and not ón earth. 
The higher forms of mediumship, and 
those embodying some spheres of Inspi
ration are only developed through 
earthly conditions and experiences em
ploying years of time; they require, not 
a human "developer,” but the action of 
certain states and conditions upon their 
tpiritual natures before their gifts can 
be unfolded, and money can not buy it 
—only these slates and experiences can 
develop it. Spiritual teachers and 
guides, those who feel they have a mis
sion to perform with humanity, first 
look the field over and after due fore
thought choose an Instrument who will 
be adapted for their use; they then di
rect and unfold her in such a manner 
as shall conduce to their work. These 
instruments are not liable to be over
come by the insistency of earth-bound 
spirits, for they are under the especial 
guidance of spiritual preceptors who 
protect them. ,

Again,’ there are some forms of medi
umship which unfold under the minis
trations of a well-balanced developing 
medium.

There are many Spiritualists who 
start out, alone, imbued with conceit and 
vanity to make mediums of themselves; 
they have not the slightest idea what, if 
any, their inherent gift may be; they 
think they can compel or force medium- 
ship to come; they imagine they can 
have whatever gift they desire and they 
"sit” for materialization when they have 
not a particle of its composing elements 
Jn them; or for ballot-reading, and test
giving when.probably they are adapted |
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A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Gause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole» Truth, and Nothing but the Truth
for inspirational mediumship only. The 
result is they attract to themselves 
earthbound forces. If the people of 
earth open the avenues to these spirits 
they will come. ■ It is usually known to 
a chosen instrument when the spiritual 
güldes have selected her for develop
ment; she will feel the vibrations and I 
magnetic currents .they have set in op
eration around her, or she will be given 
the knowledge in . some way. Many 
would-be mediums may feel that they 
are called, or imagine that they can 
persuade a spirit control from the 
spirit spheres, but the safest rule to fol
low. is to WAIT .UNTIL’,YOU ARE 
CHOSEN! You will then have the pro
tection that a wise spirit.band can give, 
and one which you may be sure is fully 
adapted to your unfojdment rind re
quirements.

There Is'no danger in wise, intelli
gent mediumship, from earth-bound i 
spirits, but there Is in illegitimate and 
ignorant mediumship. There is danger, 
in making yourself negative Jo the 
•world of spirit and trusting yourself so ' 
wholly to it as to say, "Here J am, spir
its,_conie and take me and make of me 
a medium, do with mb as ’ You will." 
The surc safeguard, in mediumship, is 
to preserve your mental balance and 
thus protect yourself from earth-bound 
spirits. No mediumship can possibly 
be forced., ’When ynú/flnd. that you 
have been chosen for tho,Work, you can 
best be developed by living up to the 
highest revelation; of truth and right
eousness and demanding the same in 
the disembodied spirits who would ap- 
'próach you. youthem by 
their. #orks; “try them’'. Under „the light 

l ot. your, own itijultioit.Earth-bound 
spirits cannot harm"yóü When your me
diumship Is characterízéd-b'y reason and 
good judgment, although; they may en
ter your aura and let-you-know that 
they aré there; secure In/your own in-< 
tegrlty you need' not feaij,. them; when 
they have performed their mission they 
will depart. ' '{’ ’I;;7;

(To bo contfnued.) ‘

If MS. ”• MOWNXS«,. of 778 SedgwlcK street, 
ul prepares Spirit Medicated Water. Distance 
no burlier to success at cures.

Keading.by MAIL ONLY, 25 cents, send 
date of-birth; Questions answered. Mrs. O. C.

Middleton^ 57Q Sierra fit. Los Angeles, Cal.

MMG.PAKTRIDGEpull^leadlng 
I 81.00; short reading, 60 bls ; character, reading 
I from name or letter, 25 cts.; by mail only, 15 Park 
■ Ave,, Chicago.

Business Medium and Psychometrist
Send date of birth, ask-three questions, which 

। win be answered, and a trial reading, for 25 ceuts. 
I For psychometry. send-article or specimen to 
I read from. THERESE DUANE, Box 87, Berkeley. 
। Cai.

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
Who has had

Forty Years’ Experience in tbe Study 
and Practice of Medicine» Two

< Years Prof. In a Medical 
Colle«©, Ten Years

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
and )« a Natural Clairvoyant. He nover 
falls in diagnosis. Ho has given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
falls to cure piles. If you would like an opinion 
of yourctioe FREE, write lust how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your hand 
fiyo minutes. Enclose stamp for reply.

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D.
Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich.

LETTER FROW ROCKFORD, ILL.

The Work of the . Sp'lrltMal^ Science 
Society. ■

I thought I would write j^llite or two, 
to let you know how things-áre pro
gressing Jn this part of, thé. state.

The Spiritual Science .Hoci^ held 
their election of officers'last January, ' 
which resulted in the election’of A. 
Booth; president, Mrs. A.,’Pierce, vlce>; 
president, J. L. Everett, secretary, .Mr. 
M. Blacker, Mrs. F/c.'Cramerand MrS; 
Valentine as trustees; ; During the 
mean time: wq háVé’Ahd;tt)’'}bsK'both la- 
dies as trustees;'Mrs. Valentine rèmow. 
itíg to a farm in the country, and later, 
Mrs. F. O. Cramer,, with her husband, ’ 
have gone to the Pacific coast, and is 
located in Los Angeles. ' We are very 
sorry indeed, to have/lost these two 
members, who were always faithful and 
ever ready to give á helping-hand in 

.the cause they loved so dearly. '
At the beginning of the present term 

the new officers had a rather» difficult 
task before them, things -had got into 
a letnargy, and interest, on the wane, 
and at the first board-meeting-!.asked 
each one to pledge fidelity to the cause, 
and then thé society, bo that we could 
work with a will and better conditions; 

■ Everyone accepted the burden chéeri 
fully, and we started- cut to present the 
cause, of Spiritualisai té ,'thé.jpeóple of 
Rockford as it never had* been present
ed before. We secured, the'very best j 
talent we possibly could, and before 
the month of March hád set in we real-’ 
fzed that we were on ..the: right track. 
■ Our attendance commenced to in
crease ^Sunday by Sunday, ' until we 
filled our -hall to overflowing, several 
times people were obliged to stand all 
through the meeting, and many going 
away on account of not being able to ob
tain a seat To-make a fair- estimate, 
we’had án average..àtten.danee, from 
May, 1904 to the end oï January, 1904, 
of fifty-eight; since the end; of January, 
to the end of June, we liav'e had an av
erage attendance ,óf one hundred and 
twenty-five, so ÿou see We; have made 
some progress, ’ , /

The first medium, we had was the 
old tried and faithful worker, Madame 
Brunswick, of -Dixon. We tHink that 
Madam Brunswick is-the best test me
dium in Northern Illinois.> Her work- 
is thorough and-convincing,’ and she 
holds her audiences spell-bound from 
beginning to end. Madam Brunswick 
served the society in .Febrúáry, one 
Sunday, all of April, and-two Sundays 
In June. - .

The next medium was Mrs. Frances 
Wheeler, late of La Crosse, Wis. Of 
Mrs. Wheeler’s; work we can say that 
every time she comes to Rockford there 
is always a kind reception for her. Her 
trance lectures are very Instructive to 
the audience, she having a guide who 
tries to make clear to people the prin
ciples of Spiritualism. Her test work 
is very fine, and many times she stays 
by the skeptics until she makes them 
recognize the test given them. We 
consider that Wisconsin . has some
thing to be proud of in the person of 
Mrs. Wheeler, who is bo gifted as to be 
able to present the cause of Spiritual
ism in these two elegant phases. Mrs. 
Wheeler served the society four Sun
days, one in February and three in 
March.

The next medium was Mr; G. H. 
Brooks, of Wheaton. Ill'., who served us 
all of May and one Sunday in. June. 
We find in brother Brooks' am earnest 
and energetic worker,- speaking . from 
topics , selected by thé áudiencees and 
handling them in a thorough manner. 
The lectures were forceful; logical and 
comprehensive; to those who hjad made 
an advance study of Spiritualism it was 
a rare treat to listen to.him. His psy
chometric readings were listened to 
with dèep interest, and favorable com
ments were heard on all sides. ; Ab

Annie.Lord Ctmmberlatn’s Card.
Dear frlenda, you can areally • help me cars for 

my bllpd elater, Jenula-L. Webb, one of the earl- 
test mediums now in tbe form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me wlth 11, and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or wm#» 
pars. Address Mra. Acmlb Lord ChataberUln, MU' 
ford Masa.

MYSELF-COREB “»Ss
• banaiesa flomo-Cure«*

MR9, M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago. Hl,

DON’T READ THIS,
Frances L. Loucks, one of the greatest Psychic 

wonders liy ingthat use«the spiritual X-ray with
out any leading symptom to direct, and locate all 
internal diseases, A trial will convince you, 
Nervous exhaustion.and lost vigor of both sexes 
successfully' treated, as hundrcds can testify, 
fiend name. age,’'Hexy complexion and 10 eenls fn 
stamps, and receive s correct diagnosis of your 
case; free, worth dollars-to you.. Address,

_ FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are inar- 
velous; hls examinations are free to all who send 
him name, age. sex; and lock of hair, and 6 cents 
In stamps. Jie doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, nt reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you., His practice extends all over tho 
land, He cures you in your own home.

Address, J. M. LOUCHS. M. D.,
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent etamps, lock of 

hair, age, naine and . the leading symp
tom, find your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Di. Dobson-Barker,
• 230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call
85 Warren SL, Btonoham. Man.

Concrete Imitation Building 
Stone Machines

ARE BETTER TRAN BANK STOCK
Can Double Your Money on Output 

. ■Forbestmachluesmade,address, 
J. A. BALL, Thorntown, Ind.

MADAM THERESE SHAGREN, 
la the most gifted medium, and psychic In the 
world to-day; Hfer testimonials from all parts of 
the, globe speak of her iaamarvel; call and read 
them and receive.a tree life reading, or send lock 
of hair, date of birth and 3 stamps for free read
ing by mall, with answers to a quesUons; or full 
life reading. 60 cants inatampa. Address 10 Ew
ing Place. JB.. SsniFranfelBco Cal.

■ The Inifllllble Jlbre trumpet is Insulated top and 
bottom; shell, enamel, cardinal color finish, 11.50, 
Guaranteed, beltes tbanmetaVor any other mate, 
rlal^very lighten weight; absolutely tangible 
with spirit forces; warranted perfect or money 
refunded; cases with handles, 11.50. Booklet for 
all kinds ot developmesit, 12 cts., sent bn receipt 
of price,

42» »orr 8t„ Toledo. O.

Convent Cruelties Illustrated. 
j^esideB theliiiroducUonltillscuBBeBHow Giris 

■ Becpme the Britlea of Christ; The .Convent Hor- 
rorj-.etci7 Itstalesare thrllling-.' Price, 25 cental' 

i JiistilfiHfidd'iEronrsthe Press. • w n
;' The Monksand'the Confdsslbnal Box. • •

GlvBac» ;hiBtorjl<of”t>io>:confaBslonal and tlio 
questions asked therein: Price 25 Ceuta. Address 
ilRNUY A. SULLIVAN, 1331 Bast'Mib'et., Los' 
Angeles, Cal,

GREAT jBOOKS^S
• . BeSenrcUes in Modern Spiritualism, By 
the.greatest living chemist Sir William Crookes. 
New Amer. Ed. 50c. (Enk. Ed, costa 81.50.) - ;

- .national McnjoryTralnina. By B- F. Aus« 
/tin, B. A., Ex-Prlneipal Alma College. ‘'The ker
nel of the Memory Systems.” Highly commended, 
by educators. 5th edition just out60c.

The Alving JDecalorue. Twelve- masterly 
Expository Lectures. by^W. J, Colville, the great 
author and spiritual teacher. Just out 60c.

8ncccss .and How to<Win It.* 24 New 
Thought Lessons by. De. Austin. Editor of ’‘Beas
on.” Worth|25.U0, outsold for 25c. •

Beason. 48 pp. monthly; (New Thoughtand 
Psychic Research.) Edited by Dr. B. F. Austin, 
60c* a year.
EF"The four volumes, with “Reason,” t year, 82, 
AUSTIN PUBLISHING COMPANY 

Depart men tTvRochester, N. Y.

"We Are Passing But Once This Way.” Song 
and retrain, by P. o. Hudson; price, 25Cents.

"Satisfied." A reverie. By A J. Maxham. 
Prlce'25 cents.

“The Light of Beason." English and German 
words; sung to the tune;of "Lead, Kindly 
Light.” Price 23 Cent»' ■ '

I I O R r.TH An Interesting Story IIMirin of Two Worlds.
MWVL« 1II Elevating, Fascinat
ing arid Instructive Tbrougliout.

This work by Carrie E. S*Twlng Is exception
ally interesting.She well says r {‘These char
acters which have brought out tho highest and 
lowest in different religions beliefs, have moved 
me, not I them/bYhe whole book is interesting, 
fascinating, and instructive. Price, 81.00.

Researches wSWsm 
By SIR WILLIAM CH£)6kES, F. R. S.,Wlth 
illustrations. Of unusual Interest and value, 
by one of the greatest scientists of the world.
Price, 50 cents. ■ •

IMPORTANTWORK.

'“Official Register of'the; National; State 
and Local Spiritualist Associations of 
the United States and Canada, With 
Lyceums, Camp-Meetings and Me
diums.”
The above is the title of a highly im

portant illustrated Work, gotten up with 
painstaking care, by Mrs, Laura G. 
Fixen, the efficient itice-president ot the 
Illinois State SpirRualist Association, 
1047 Carmen Avenue, Chicago. It con
tains 100 pagesl andiwill prove of great 
value to those who wis h to get informa
tion in regard Tto thle different societies 
located in varicnis psrts of- the country. 
It is gotten upfln almost beautifully ar
tistic style, and! reflects great credit on 
its compiler,'■ ThiS' long needed work 
will impress dire casual observer with- 
the extensive tfollofeing we have, and 
the dignity due to dhe grandest 'and 
most important philosophy now be
fore the wholesfivUteed world.- - It leads 
off with a mEgniflcapt photo-engraving 
of Mrs. Abby Louife Pettengill, presi
dent of the '.’City of Light” Assembly, 
Lily Dale, N. Y.( who Is a prominent fac
tor in the education process now going 
cn in our ranks. This Official Register

----  j van uo vuvw.uvu
Brother Brooks was a hew speaker herej-fice. Prlce ?l. 
he created a favorable impression, and ] 
many have expressed a desire to hear 
him at some future time.. The society 
wishes and hopes to be able to continue 
the good work that It started out with. 
What we lack is the variety of foreign', 
talent) and we should ..very .much like
to hear from good. test mediums who 
are willing to serve a smallsoclety and 
thus awaken more interest Tn our cause 
at a reasonable cost, to us.. .. ,

•.A. BQOT& Pres.
Rockford IB; i M -

can bé obtained by addressing this

’ "After Her Death. The Story st a 
Summer.” By -Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves apiritual thought can 
fail to be fed' and delighted with thia
book. Beautiful.apiritual thought, com
bining advanced Ideaaon the finer and 
ethereal phEB®.of. Spiritualism, leading 
the mind oftwaYd Intone purer atmos-

fl LlAnftanfiif Restores host Vision, 
n WuHUUl |UI Wriie for Illustrated Circular 
CnanhariM showing styles and prices and 
OUCuLdul ut photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in mo. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mall, aa U you were In my office. Thonsanaa will 
testify. B. f. Poole.

!;- > •. , 48Evanston Ave., Chicago.Ill
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, zCaL

Are You a Rosicrucian?
' There are myeterteB ol the soul, of life and 
death which^you can understand and demon* 
etrnte I You possess powers which If unfolded, 
would prove of marvelous value to you in your 
dally Mto and business.

fVTKe MO. W. R.” ie the only recognized Rosi- 
cruclanUârothcrhoûd' In the United Slates, and is 
affiliated, with the Ancient Musters.

fSPWhy not unfold yonr own powers and join 
the O. W. R.? In less than three months you be- 
glh to realizo your psychic powers.

■ py“You area medium: you can excel all others 
by towering above mediocre ability and proving 
your superiority as an «dept, a This, is what my 
system does! Send at once a a tamped addressed > envelope for prospectus., • I

Clairvoyance. Clothe 150 pages, by J. O. F. I 
Grumblne. Teaches how to read the future, prae^ I 
tica, -telepathy, aenetrate th© veil between the 
been and .the unseefl. converse with Bplrits.kDbw ■thehtyiterleà. Tríce (reduced from 12.00), 81.60. 
’ Auras and Coiors.—Bow to read ll\e atmos* ’ 
phare of persons and understand the appearance 
of halos, auras and nbubua. Contains a color 
dloHonary. Paper, price 60 coms. I

Kcallzatloii. How to become well, success- I 
fui, prospérons. A wonderfully helpful book for 1 
beginners. Paper, price 50 cents.
. Faychometry. ^Teaches how to getat the soul 
Of things... Paper, price 60 cents.

O*Send 82.25 for a largo crystal for crystal 
. reading.. Address J. C. F. Grumbipe, 718 Irving 
Ave.’.’ Syracuse. N. Y> (Duringthe Bummer only.)

Success, and How to Win It.
. By B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D.

A Lecture and Course of Twenty-four Success Lessons, Price 25 cents. j

Tho locultc Containing chapters on Or- 1 IIO ejudulud iginand History of the Jes
uits; HriacijMes and Alm of the "Company of 
Jesus ¡".Immoral Teachings of the Jesuits; Con
demnation of the Order; Expulsion ot thoJes- 
ults;Bull of Pope Clement XIV„ Abolishing the 
Society; The Jesuits' Estates Act; an appendix 
of valuable .Information. By B. F. Austin, A. 
M.,B,,D. >ricel5c , -

The Maiestu
• t . -* Jordan, treating of in-0l tannness. dlvldunlproblemsand

w. r" •posslbllltieslntbe
IMnQW .iWoftho :

bfSetKonW.
• " i ■* -• esting and instructive 

and worth more than the price indicates, as aa 
ornamental and valuable addition to the libra
ry. Price. 80 cents bach.

The Secret of Life, «“mS- 
covbry«—Send IkOO to L. Waisbrooker, Lakebay, 
Wn., and get that and. Woman’s Source ot Power.

tub Devil anfl tne Adventists.
An Adventist. attack upon Spiritualism re

pulsod. By Moses Run. Price, io cents.

Force and Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub* 
ject Price, cloth. 81.00.

Reincarnation,
bodltncrits, examined and discussed pro and con, 
by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr. Helen Densmore 
and W. J. Colville. Price 30 cts.

Heaven Revisednvuivii Hviiuvv after th.e Change 
Called Death. By Mrs., E. B. Duffey. A very 
interesting and instructive work. Price 25 cts. ’

■he Livinii Dccaliipjie
ByW. J. COLVILLE. A series of twelve lec
tures, Intended as simple, practical expositions 
of the Ten Commandments in the spiritual as
pect Price, 50 cents. . ' .

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrier. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 

•mind's relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought In tho upbuilding of 
health and character. ■ Cloth, tl.

New Testament Stories haSs® 
ed. Drawings by Watson Heston, with critical 
and humorous comments upon tbe texts. Hes
ton’s drawings are Incomparable, and excruci
atingly funny. One must see the book to appre
ciate It; the pictorial satire cannot be told. It 
will make you laugh heartily. Price in board, 
ei.OO; cloth, il.5a

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

- By Thomas Carlyle.
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
literary effort A fine edition in cloth. 
Price 50 cents. ■ ’ ■ _

"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed." 
"Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev.-J. G. White, author of Startling 
Facta. - Price 10 cents each, or two 
15 cants. -

Ä£r Ufo. ft^lgiÄta’g^ 
7^* ' " . ' ; g33^» ♦ r f F „ ~ ,
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It is a pleasure to live nt Chesterfield 
camp. The social life ot the camp 
would remind one ot a great happy fam
ily, more than anything else.

i We have many mediums here, of all 
phases, and contrary to the usual opin
ion, there exists none of the jealousies

I supposed to mar tbe harmony of camp 
i life. There is a spirit ot brotherly and 
eisteily love between the mediums es
pecially, which of itself is doing a great 
work toward furthering the cause of 
Spiritualism with those who are still 
neophytes in our ranks.

On Saturday we had our lawn fete 
■ and flag raising, led by our loved sister, 
Mrs. Anna Gillespie, who Ib without a 
peer in the way ot conducting entertain
ments and social functions.

On Sunday, Rev. B. F. Austin lec
tured in the morning to a very appreci
ative audience; he was followed by Mr. 
Frank Ripley, who gave many tests and 
messages to those hungry for some 
word from the loved ones passed be
yond. At the close of his work he was 
enthusiastically applauded.

The afternoon services were opened 
with a lecture by Bro. E. W. Sprague. 
His subject was “The Mysteries ot 
Life,” which he handled as only a mas
ter can.

We always have good and>approprl- 
ate singing and music at all meetings in 
the auditorium, and a fact which 1 con
sider worthy of note is. that all our best 
talent is frpm our own ranks; indeed 
our mediums here are able to furnish 
the most? classical music, vocal and in
strumental. , Our mediums who have 
taken part in tlie services In the past 
two weeks are ladles and gentlemen ot 
culture and refinement, and are persons 
whom any one would bo glad and proud 
to welcome into the most sacred pre
cincts of home life. I think we as Spir
itualist should look with pride on this, 
since we can say, “These are our jew
els,” and they shine as bright as the 
brightest stars in any of the contempo
rary religious movements of to-day.

On Sunday, our sister, Mrs. Elizabeth 
Reqziger of Chicago, sang a solo, and 
Mrs. DeLoux, one of Chicago’s noted 
mediums, sang two solos, which caused 
the audience to break into applause at 
the close. Mrs. Lucile DeLoux, has, by 
her genial and lovable disposition and 
her willingness to assist in all things, 
become a camp favorite. She is doing 
very well In her mediumship, and has 
given satisfaction so far in her work.

Mr. G. H. Walser and wife, of Lincoln, 
Neb., authors and mediums, publishers 
of a book of poems entitled "The Bou
quet,” have just left the camp tor an
other field of work. They are very good 
mediums and it was with regret that 
the campers bid them God-speed yes
terday.

Tuesday, Mr. E. W. Sprague ad
dressed the mediums on their duties to 
Spiritualism and the state and National 
associations of Spiritualists, explaining 
the advantages of united effort and 
what the objects of tbe N. 8. A. are, 
and denying the false ideas that have 
been fostered by a certain element, say
ing that the N. S. A., was not opposed to 
mediums of any phase, and that no one 
man was the association, and it should 
not be blamed for the utterances of any 
individual. Mr. Sprague prefaced hls 
remarks by Baying that he was getting 
very sorely tired of the continual harp
ing on the fraud question, believing that 
it was hurting both mediums and Spir
itualism," and hoped that the subject 
w.ould not.be given so prominent a 
place hereafter In the discussions of 
the leaders in the spiritual work. And 
right along this line I wish to say: .1 
have fouqd among some persons a false 
impression of the attitude of. The Pro
gressive Thinker toward mediums. 
This opinion is held by some who have 
never seen the paper or read it. Who 
has given this as. the attitude of the 
paper I am not now prepared to say. 
However, I do wish to say, most em
phatically; as a life-long friend of the 
editor of The Progressive Thinker and 
as one who has read every copy of The 
Progressive thinker since its first in
ception, THAT IT IS NOT, NEVER 
HAS BEEN. AND NEVER WILL BE 
OPPOSED TO MEDIUMS OF ANY 
PHASE, AND ALL THAT IS ASKED 
IS A FAIR READING OF THE PAPER 
TO CONVINCE ANYONE OF THE 
FACT. I FIND IN MY CANVASS OF 
THE PEOPLE THAT THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKER HAS A HOST 
OF FRIENDS. I am sending by separ
ate mail several subscriptions, and ex
pect to do better next week. H. B.

Send In Your Dates and Name of 8ec< 
retary at Once.

THE GREATEST EDUCATOR.

Some Comments In Regard to Existing 
Conditions.

I consider The Progressive Thinker 
the greatest educator in the world in its 
specialise.

I wish I was competent to contribute 
my personal experiences to its col
umns; but the master minds are doing 

i it for me, in many instances. It ¿¿is 
amusing to read the pros and ophs- trom 

I the pens of our leading spirituals writ
ers, through the Open Court, qnd* now 
again through the Court of Inquiry, re
garding the acknowledged barè-faced 
trickery of Winans. Is It not evidence 
enough when a prisoner admits his 
guilt, and his false robes were found In 
his possession, without alluding any 
more to his unconsciousness in trance— 
or out of trance? While outside of his 
cabinet is he supposed to be traveling 
from place to placé in a trance state of 
mind, evil spirits to thé contrary?

It would take a fine microscope to 
find any justifiable ground for his de
fense.'

Guilty is any Spiritualist medium 
who carries about their person masks 
of any kind, and palms the same off bn 
the public in the name of a ghost of 
some one’s beloved.

Is there not evidence enough- tb be 
found in the different phases of medi
umship, without resorting to imitation, 
or such tomfoolery?

I have any amount of evidence to sat
isfy all my five senses that materializa
tion is as true and as tangible to the 
touch and to the eye as clairvoyance is 
to the soul sense ot seeing; and with
out going to materializing seances, and 
sometimes without special conditions or 
preparations of any kind.—

Eureka, Cal. A. FERGUSON.

"The Romance of Jude. A Story ot 
the Life and Times of the Naxarene anti 
His People ” Through the mediumship i 
of Mrs. ML T. Longley. An Intensely ta-1 
foresting book. Neatly, bound in cloth 
and gilt Only 50 cents.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard.to It By Ex-Judgé Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrate:: futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cenia. I 

* "How to Train Children and Pa-1 
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes I 
the position that In many cases it Is the I 
parents that need the training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five । 
cents could not.be better spent than ! 
buying this, little boot Anyone that 
has the care of children should read it 
gricb 25 cents.

Jntetest in the various Spiritualist 
S1’('ni^e,lnB8 ,laB commenced, and 
?>nn„ ??,oi tho Bamo sllouW report at

ofllce< 80 that proper an- 
necment as to dates can be made.

MT. PLEASANT PARK, CLINTON, IA. 
in^ n? d annual camp-meet-
anrf^iny’ ^“asant Park, opens July 80

Au,gust 27- Programs and 
m™ w»“on given to all who write to 
vllle MoB‘ An<lerson' secretary, Clarks-

ONSET CAMP.
ninthSe»„CnamiP commences its twenty- 

dpnual meeting, July 23, and
arfdr8 27. For full programsaddiess the secretary, Onset, Mass.

CHESTERFIELD, CAMP.
M«efydi/,15, 16 antl endB Au£ust 27. 

Lydia Jessup, secretary, Anderson,

SUNAPEE LAKE CAMP, N. H.
com^nnfo F3?1® ^Plfituallst Camp- 
27 ra.aaeS Ju y anii doses August 
N7, w A™r.eaS '^oatas Burpee, Sutton, 

ihe secretary, Lorenza Wor
then, Hillsboro Br., N. H.

VICKSBURG, CAMP.
and'o!™1^a Camp’ Mich., opens July 30

Ausust 2o- For full partlcu- 
Vicksb&^ Jeannette Fraser.

NEW ERA CAMP-MEETING.
Ju?y 9 ca®P-'neetIng begins

ri eontinues over four Sundays.
Co i“SJieV\G- C- Love, president, 354 
College street, Portland, Oregon

EDGEWOOD CAMP, WASH.
20 °F^e?nnS Ju M 3(? and endS August 
Fir™ J 1 Particulars address Geo. 
L- Knowlden, Tacoma. Wash.

GRAND LEDGE CAMP, MICH. 
mXHen^rand Ledge- Spiritualist Camp- 
Aua 21 Juiyu21’ 1905- aad closes •

21. 1905, with Mr. Oscar A. Ed- 
gerly as presiding chairman. For full 
information address J. W. Ewing or W. 
R. Divine of Grand Ledge, Mich

THE ASHLEY, OHIO, CAMP. 
Au^us?tC27mPFPen/ lUgust 6 and doses 
dress wm nf fU[ther l>artlculars ad
dress Will Randolph, secretary, Ashley,

UNITY CAMP, MASS.
Opens on Sunday, June 4, and con- 

&benW 8Unday UntU the last

VERONA PARK CAMP.
The Verona Park camp-meeting Me 

^1U °gen Aug. 13 and close Aug. 27*. 
W Vuh“' pre,81dent- Bangor Me.; F. 
W. Smith, secretary, Rockland, Me.

MANTUA CAMP, OHIO.
nuTi*8 ^imp 10cated at Mantua Station, 

°' open July 9' and continue to
dreSssSF2H 8^ iurth.er partlculars, ad- 
toTstKo^ Secretary’ Maa-

LAKE BRADY, OHIO.
^ovfoenth annual session of this 

camP will be held during the months of 
July and August. For full particulars 
address A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

FOREST HOME CAMP, MICH.
Home Spiritualist camp-meet- 

^ef> ns Ju y 30, and closes Aug. 20. 
For full particulars address the secre
tary, Mrs. Ruth Eastman, p. o Box 69 
Mancelona, Mich. *

ISLAND LAKE Camp.
Island Lake Camp,- Mich., opens Sun

day, July 23, extending until August 28. 
For programs of information write or 
call on the secretary, H. R. LaGrance 
Brighton, Mich., Island Lake Box. ’

NIANTIC CAMP, CONN.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp- 

meeting Association, at Niantic Camo 
Ground, Niantic, Conn; season of 1905 
commencing June 12 and continuing un
til September 11. For full particulars 
address George Hatcn, South Windham 
Conn. *

WONEWOC CAMP-MEETING.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds its annual camp-meeting 
in Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis. Aug 
5 to 27 inclusive. For particulars 
and programs write M. M. Blish secre
tary, Wonewoc, Wis. *

HARMONY GROVE CAMP.
Harmony Grove Camp-meeting Asso

ciation will hold its annual camp, Aug 
6 to 20. This camb is located three and 
one-half miles from Escondido, Cal 
For further particulars In regard 
to the camp address T. J. McFeron 
secretary, 528 Fir street, San Dieeo’ 
Cal. e *

CITY OF LIGHT ASSEMBLY.
The season opens at Lily Dale,, N. Y„ 

July 14, and closes September 3. For 
programmes, address E. Evstaphieve, 
secretary.

OTTAWA CAMP.
Spiritualist Camp-meeting Assocla- 

| tion, Forest Park, Ottawa, Kansas, 
September 15 tp 25 inclusive. Write 
for programmes, H. W. Henderson, 
president, Lawrence, Kans.; Jacob Hey, 
secretary, Overbrook, Kans.

FRANKLIN CAMP, NEB.
The Franklin Spiritualist Camp-meet

ing Association will hold its tenth an
nual camp-meeting commencing Sep
tember 1, and closing September 17. 
D. L. Haines, secretary, Fraaklin, Neb.

HASLETT PARK. MICH.
The twenty-third annual assembly of- 

Spiritualists at Haslett Park, Mich 
commences Aug. 6, and continuing to 
September 3. For programs address E.

Spross, Okemos, or D. R. Jessop, 
Williamston.

DELPHOS (KANS.) CAMP.
Beginning August 11, and closing on 

the 27th. I. N. Richardson, president; 
Lettie Richardson, secretary.

SUMMERLAND, CAL., CAMP.
The Summerland Spiritualist Associ

ation will hold its annual camp-mdetlng 
at Summerland, Santa Barbara county, 
Cal., commencing on second Sunday in 
September and closing on the following 
Sunday. The association has engaged 
celebrated speakers and mediums and 
is endeavoring to make this meeting es- 

| pecially attractive to visitors. A res
taurant at hall to accommodate all vis
itors during camp-meeting. Inquiries 
for rooms and other information, ad
dress W. G. Hendricks, secretary Sum
merland Spiritualist Association, Sum
merland, Cal.

"Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrate! 
"Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects'. Cloth binding, 48^ 
pages. Price $1.

"In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland, Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. ClOtN 
bound: price ?1. t¡

"Boda! Upbuilding, Including Coo^ 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises, 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Owe. Paper cover, 16 cents, T 
&&lao@ca v
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HELP IN TIME OF NEE^

Remarkable‘Case of Healing Through 
Spirit Control.

TRAVELS IN THE SPIRIT REALMS.

Mrs,, Besant Claims to Talk With the 
Dead—Leader of ■ Theosophlsts Dis
claims Supernatural Power, But De
clares She Can Span the Chasm Be
tween Life here and Life Beyond— 
Vegetarian Diet Necessary to Astral 
Phenomena—illustrating -the Fact 
That Spirit Phenomena Exist In All 
Departments of Life.

Several years ago I heard a gentle
man describing some wonderful psychic 
phenomena which he had wltneBsed, 
that of a' young lady who had. no 
knowledge of music, but who, when un
der control, could play the most’ difficult 
classical music; and in ■ conclusion the
gentleman said, “I tell you, friends, A white haired, white clad, stately 
there is-a power that can almost raise woman, with deep gray eyes and a won- 
the dead.” ' derful smile—such was the picture pre-

T have since found there is such pow- sented by Mrs. Annie Besant, the most 
er, and that we are wonderfully com- famous of English mystics and leader 
plex creatures, full of inner powers ,and of the world’s Theosophlsts, says the 
soul forces that we know not of. Chicago Inter-Ocean. ' ..
- When I was but a child I was con- Round her gathered the Theosophlsts 
scious of an invisible influence over me. of the West yesterday—Frenchmen, 

. Then, as I grew older my spiritual pow- Germans, Spaniards, Italians, Norwe- 
ers developed, and one phase after an- glans, Danes, and Americans, men and 
other developed so rapidly that I could women representing what they call the 
not classify my mediumship,,and at last Theosophic thought of the old and new 
I was obliged to give up all but one. worlds, at the great congress’of-Theos- 
My nioth'er said if I had had proper con- ophists now being held in London. All 
'ditions for development I could have be- were eager to exchange n words or two 
come a successful healing medium. with the wonderful wqman who had, 
, A short time after that, I had a re- journeyed from Benares to preside over 
markable test of this heaflng power, their meeting. •
and I believe the time will come when Eleven years under the Indian sun 
-this latent power in man shall be under- have not spoiled Mrs. Besant’s complex- 

~ stood and practiced to such an extent Ion. Her expression, ip sad, is serene, 
■that drugs will be but little-used. She greeted Iter followers in many lan-

■ One night when my baby was about guages. ;
eighteen months old, I awoke from a On the lawn of, an unoccupied man- 
sdutid sleep and found him suffering sion in. Kensington,'which the Theoso- 
from croup. OH, that awful barking phlsts have taken for an exhibition of 
¿ough, and'rattling and gasping -for mystic .art, she talked ot some of the 
breath! I treated him with all the slm- wonders of Theosophy.
pie home remedies that I knew of, and -That any one can suspend animation 
worked hard to bring him relief. But and project his astral spirit into space, 
nothing seemed to do him any good; in- bridge the gulf between the life here 
ceed, he seemed to be getting worse. 1 and the life beyond—in a word, walk 
was in a terrible situation, for I was with the dead—was the startling theo- 
alone In the house, there were no neigh- -ry quietly propounded in matter of fact 
liors to call in, and I dared not leave tones by Mrs: Annie Besant.-■

o
A CLOSE CALL.

» J. Madison Allen Depicts His- Recent 
Experience.

To the Editor:—Your readers wjll, no 
doubt be glad to learn that I have most, 
ly recovered from the severe electrio 
shock received from the lightning some । 
weeks ago.

We were experiencing that night a' 
most terrific thunder storm, accompa
nied by floods of rain—one of the most- 
fierce and furious displays of electrical 
energy I have ever witnessed. At last, 
In the final wind-up, there was ad in
cessant deafening roar and rattle crash- • 
bang of thunder peals—claps so fre
quent, so close, heavy and sharp,' it 
seemed like the very flood-gates of the • . 
electrical heavens had been unhinged, 
the power house engineer had gone 
crazy, and that a monster sky-orchestra । 
with ten thousand snare drums and 
cymbals, anvils, horns, double basses, 
squawking and screeching clarlonettes, * 
etc., had been set going in. a perfect ■ 
frenzy of discord, chaos and confusion,.

I was strangely, affected. My brail 
was in a whirl; my nerves were on liro;| 
strange and fantastic scenes and forms 
or beings, Jiuman and sub-human flirted , 
before my vision, all in constant mo
tion. The beings seemed to be mostly 
wading in a sort of sea of thin yellowish 
mud! Next day and the following I lay 
in a strange stupor much of the time; 
then excruciating pains .would suddenly, 
take possession. I

After some days I began to Improve. | 
The brain became nearly normal. The I 
fantastic, imagery gave way largely to j 
my usual legitimate clairvoyance. The 
bodily functions however; still gave me | , 
severe pains, and I saw before me a ■ 
long period of physical suffering. ! 
. But help was at-hand in the nick of |, 
time. Kind angels above brought to 
our home a good brother, a recent ar
rival in this city, who possesses a very , 
abundant and powerful vital magnetism 
of his own and who 1b also attended by । 
a superior band of spirit healers. He 
had not heard.of my illness, and knew ! 
no special reason for calling, but said] 
he felt strphgly Impressed to come and 
finally yielded to the prompting. Be
fore leaving he held my hands in his. 
Soon my body and brain seemed filled 
with a new life, the pains hadjeft me, , 
the’ lightning had vacated thei-premises.

“Beware When the Great God uf Loä a Tninker on this Planet. Then fill Things ;
. ’ ’ A | RISK” 7 /■’

Meir pay more for wit than they-do for wisdom;—more ïoil luxuries' thorough accord;—the doctrine of the church to which he belongs and 
uian pceessities. One man.savos his ideas,—anotheivdresipapes them, the political party of which he is a member. .His friends may be wrong, 
One man utilizes his experiences, coins them into monW, literature^órt, his family grieve him, but his church and his party are certainly right, 
—another throws them away without realizing .anything / up^ the No man, nor his belief can stand too near inspection. Few things will 
knowledge gained, ßome people liave a natural refinement)Iwhidh is bear a close definition. We cannot explain God—we may not be able 
seen in their language, manner and habit, others acquireeduca- to define religion or life, Beecher once said that “the best commentary 
tien, but the great mass remain crude, coarse,-and.barbarie^ .,[ / the New Testament was a good Christian life, but the edition was

There are many persons—light souls, wlio have no (Teep ekperiçnées; limited.” . _ . ... . , .. j.,they know neither, joy nor sorrow. A noble thought; Et teilder feeling/'. breaking pp of old.beliefs, pf old institutions, is always attenaea 
a beautiful sentiment falls dead upon their minds. “Among suelp the with daiiger, but infime th& world adjusts itselt to the.new conditions 
deeply serious nature meets with nd response. iW/thdughtj °£ the and moves on as before. Progress.sometimes hesitates, apparently Ues 
masses are shallow, frivolous, and unappreciative/You might as well dormant, butit rgappears-again upon a. higher and more exalted plain, 
undertake, to make a lasting monument of sand, or write history upon Individuals, the same'as governments and'nations, either.advance orre- 
tlic waves of the sea, äs to make an abiding impression'upon the hearts ' cede. >' . _ • . ,of the multitude. They sorrow only for a day But there is the reverse side to every question. Progression and ret-

There is no equality in life-no sameness iii nature. 'There: cannot be. egression go hand in hand As society W™™^ne. Ima it degen- 
« . .... >• ___.,o erates on another. Civilization, culture and refinement drive a people

'away from true democracy. It creates'barriers and conditions which 
divide and alienate society. The very brevity of life spurs one on to ar
duous action. As the. world moves, we knowingly or unknowingly 
move with it; An unconscious-change is continually going on. Indi- 

t ™ ^PaFaI®.an" u'swpcb irom any unrei. • viduaily and collectively, we are no 1<wo days alike, A law may become
nes his ehaiaejer.in his style, manner, walk apd m every mijsçle of his inOperative before it i.s dropped from thè statute book. While the 

eree(js Oft]ie (¡jnirehes.are rarely changed, a majority of the teachings 
have lost their power. ' . , '

. .. "For forms ofc faith let graceless zealots fight; ,
À man’s business or profession stamps itself upon hisdife. ' Habit in He can’t be wtong whose life is in the right.

par SF5 jt thc fo™. eontwthe tKoüght Qur idi^as cimngc'withthé broadening of the mental vision. Theper-
1 llien- XMoye and practice.of ti’uGi leads to Ron we despise fo-day. we may adore to-morrow. Things that are im-

puiity of character and purpose Whatever is false, m vulgar. Æh°w, pOSgibtefor usTo dóiati one“time are easy at another. The state of one’s, 
Ä abide .wityhe;qrudevandpgnorant' heaith affiçctstósAiews. - No man can have a perfect mind without a 

K ? wojnan of feeling would not wear.falsfejéivels • • • erfect bo^ both bxist together.. Age, environment, and mental
the using of them is qust as downright and:inexcusable, as a he V it is a'heärifigW nur: opinions. Hate is ’ weakness-love is

1 ; i. ' strength. 'Yoììtìì is optimistic—age is pessimistic. The young take
. .Neither virtue: npr vj.ee can-longdissimulate. < -Nd' individual cättjeyei.y statement‘at par/dr/at a premium if necessary. Extremes meet 
chan ge his mature. ' Education and environment may’modify ^'ut not '-along all the lines öf life./ The eagle takes in a whole province at a sin«, 
eradicate its original tendency. “ Can the miser forget',hi&’-gdld', the while thè ground bird is contented to view the world from a
rimbitioiishmfame, the philosopher his thought?” Prqfétóópg^ faith ’ bxish or a'qtünÎp/ ' / 'd ^ ’
only change the outward appearance, not the inward mam; - /' ^ ' Many of the1 fundamental principles governing our course are ovër-

Gompare the life, the teachings, the practice and the words of Christ, looked. Perfect fruition, complete realization of our hopes breeds 
witfr the life, teachings and practices of his professed.and most:influen- weakness, unrest an^-.dissatisfaction. Our strength lies in aspiration, 
tial followers-to-daÿy’ünd was ’ ever dohtrast more jfcgran1& ^either expectation, and;mTnt^ desire. Perfection, in time would become 
ihTvdydS nor deeds ifi’théfe'identity'or likeness. The,:chuiolf hÿ pever ’ tiresome and: happiness Would end in monotony. Man'was made to 
led'in'a’rèTorhi’m^ any pociaT or politicai eyilifhat has, straggles' ® unrest.
beset mankind, Robert G. Ingersoll is quoted äs saying, “Frederick \ .~i-jj.Douglass told me that he had lectured ujibWthe’subject of Freedom for . : ?
tWeh'ty yeärs before he Was'permitted tò'^et his iokit. in a^ ■ MbyJiïe j? ^ and all good things den e .

Christianity 'does'npt .consist in fdhw,"litifrgy änü'ceremony. The1 Itpéèfe talent, religion; inorala, and conditions of society
I silent worship,awe, reyerpncp.ajid ;adora.ti.on.,ie,^ore acceptable serv- to mèét'the requireinerit^ This is the history of the.world
lice than thè worship pf words... Wmfd'tW t»-/express' the uptWà^ the future may develop is another story. The sçav-

i :.. . engey is as necessary a factor in conmiunity as the priest. Thebuzzard 
is-pi’Òtéèted jiy .law as wcll as the irobin/ There jS a.reasoft ¿nd a pur-

. pose ip, every ¿actof man" gad every mpyementof society. It is claimed 
■ ■ ‘ thàt 'evénjfbé ^ild'.dr^^ the elements are under, sr-
5- preme CQhtrol/. ‘Eaw; in 'tfië pfiysiepr world, ¿n^

• , , / ■realimare jmlanees. that weigh'impartially^
, .YouTake away sòme'pèòplé’s igribfähee ¿nd siipersti'tiofi.and th^y in tlieir.domain;’ jSTo prayer, no petition, no spécial pfóvidence, can; 
would be surprised to see how little renmlned of tte^ change Them epursc; . Nature touches every chord from the highest to
ituaimake-uy - The reverb bqòlm,‘ thycfèédè;bfThè'ehurch, -t^ boasted knowledge no one is able to say that
thé pictures‘of saihts’, the' bone^'pf marty rs and piécèYpf Thè True cross good poiild-Txist without evil or that the meanest worm that crawls be- 
yàrc all thè product of igndrpnce and superstition.'> 'Evërÿ Truth-is a npath pùr fèèt-is not as’necessary in the Creator’s mind as.the most civ- 
dyine revelation. Thé'-hçbit of mankind is to'read Only sueh literature ilized man.¿fid listen only to Such teaejiings as agree' with their"'preconceived " We 'de^pmcTliat which we cannot understand. Climate, position and 
opinions. '■■■ " . ?/ ■': f: , age determ&Aa map’S:^ and spiritual condition.' There

When an old edifice.is being.repaired—it has To ‘‘bs. propped and are thè universal mènypóèts, prophets, philosophers,—great spuls'that
.guarded at many points—blsé the:structure would fall;to-The ground, learn in diieäms/,see'itf;visions, and speak in prophecy,—men who 
With’ the multitude it is dangerous to radically change dfiy- long estab- touch n universal chord of hope, of : fear, of salvation,—that vibrates 
lishetl 'belief. Men- move ‘iii grooves and ruts. .They.ieiferate,: year more or less disti'hct. in every human heart. The world recognizes 
after year, the same ideas/ wprds. and phrases. Sometimes;.» particular them, believes incite
question, real or unreal, will take possession of the mimÎTo Thé exclu- Students ând'seholars. are continually pressing upon the frontiers of 
sion òf everything .else< As all roads lead to Rome; so ever^Öfeeugsion knowledge."/O..dogmas, however Venerable with age, all books, how- 
finally lëads up to the one-topic,: It;is related of Senator ;IT ’'vts that ever sacred and holy; are passing under microscopic investigation. Ev
ite once visited a lunatic asylum and1 “thé superintendent jtwa. njm he ery belief; rite; and ceremony, isTraeed back to its source. The very 

: must sày cheerful things tp. the. patients, and therefore-whknhé saw a citadel of thè s.oüï is .qRestioned/jtìid asked to give up its secret. The 
lunatic sitting astride of a table beating it with a whip -and pretending expression of the Psalmist, “'What.is man, that thou arj mindful of 

■ tò drive it with a pair of string lines, he walked up to ih^nt and said ¡ him ? ”- is growing in sighificanee-unuerAhe searching eye of scientific 
‘That% a fine hobby you have there, my.friend.,’ ‘It isnltrn hobby,’ an-: èrjticism. Ând -the end is not yet. Bht somewhere there must be a 
swered the lunatic,-‘it’s a horse.’; ‘What’s the difference .between,a perfect revelation of man’s destiny, ~ Somewhere therez^hust be an 
horse.and a hobby.?’ suggested Mr. Evarts. The lunatic,tài’nefi on him- altar around which all mankind can worship—pise the universe is a lie, 
with anair of supreme contempt; and remarked, ‘You'blank fool, any-'. Truth a phantom, and life amockery. /
body.can get oflt.a horse, but nobody eVer got off a. hobby/” The iha-// . / . ____
jority of people never consciously change their views.,op any of the ’ 
great life questions..

Were it not for the oncoming generations, the continual-pouring- in of
I new and unstamped minds, thought would crystallize and become un-

of the multitude. They sorrow only for a day.

Everything is diversified, changeable and unstable. Wtlie p'ai’th was a 
dead level no water would run; if the temperature renjiiin^dV'evten no 
breeze would blow, no water -fall, - . . W ;>

Neither nature nor life produces duplicates. Each ijRliviflitallexpe
rience stands separate and distinct from any other. • Ev.^ry person ear».

face;—they all bear testimony to: his inheritance,and,acquirements. 
If we were thoroughly acquainted with the laws of.Ow; being, i ’ 
very, sound of our Vqice could be read the .meiitaland morpHpowers of. 

|.the mind. The fruit of the vineyard is flavored with tlie.soil. : ; '

him alone ¿nd’go for help, and in my Declares She Can Talk With Dead.
despair. I cried, "Oh, what shall I do?" ■ t
Just .then I heard a voice clearly and _I dislike to talk of astral phenomena 
distinctly say, "Emma, you can heal own 'dstral experiences, : said
baby- I will help you.” : the Theosophical- leader. .“But this 1

How eagerly I caught those words— ^ *11 say? as-I have said many times 
they, were mÿ only hope! I answered, before: I can project my astral spirit 
“O; yes, mother, I am ready.” . : ^re J- J can communicate - with.
) In a-few moments my right arm be- e.Iw-8/,rho
came rigid with a wonderful controlling 1V n t ^at X am claiming pu-
power. It seemed as it my arm was Rejnatural power. .It is a case of slm- 
transferred to some other person’s P.)Y using a law of nature not commonly, 
shoulder, for I could not move my arm . , : i " ' , .‘¿f
of my own volition. Then -my hand ;made many rapid picking and throwing I develop - the
motions above the child’s throat, and 1 w‘Ulln h‘“’ A . perron wao
heard the voice say, “Emma, htf pass J* d.B^t mathemhticto wfil
-^^done"811 “atter ““ yoU'cannot èSs ?lo“^S

childreHet PreUy roon mV Theosophists haye.this'power,
arm^reppS StudŒ’KÆ
gone—the -baby was saved; ‘No’taofe 6 ^-ed a? t0 ?e
rattling, coughing and choking. His " „ • , -
respirations were regular and easy, and tr,->i°-nhînnmonn
the. little fellow.- slept sweetly and
soundly-until morning.;. All-the':: follow- »an m„ J, Ï _ ,.T J Fm«'--I-.1 « aF -zmAvm JSID SDjJj t TCtllNlS IO tlllS apiano ] '.’InSiSt ^-’Oâ».er3he astra^spirlt of the living
h very ürenkM^óm^^^

When I hear skeptics, say, "What nas8(M ‘ th P‘ U whlch has 
good docs Spiritualism do?” and “What "Wh‘at hannens to the body mean-

’-k a* iBOr^ them, .because gometimes A’ sleep. < Have; You.r-ettér 
they do not know^ Ro many times have thought of what becomes; of you: when 
ïbî?n T? yourbody sleepsT Weknow. ; - \

1 “No; it is not easy to, attain com- 
■yVould feel strongly Impressed to do or mand of the astral 'body." Annie Be- 
not .do a thing; or, of i could feel no Im- Baùt smiled at the question. “It means 
pression, something would impel me to when you are traveling over the world 
•gftw pencil and then she would come i dd sometimes J must half starve, 
and give me loving counsel and. advice, because I cannot get the kind of food 
and her advice never once proved that is necessary.
wroug. • , . f ’ ¿ -

1 I have had so much positive proof of Pure Life Nepéssary to Astral Spjrit; 
my mother’s presence, individuality and "Long years, of study and -pure life 
Jove, there is no room left in my mind are necessary if the' astral spirit Is to 
for doubt. “' - . have power to leave the material body ;

■ Oh, I wish every one could have , a but, dieting,.too, enters into the prepar- 
high, sweet, spirit friend to help him atlon. A . strictly vegetarian diet, 
through life. . ’ . : . though milk may be allowed, must-be
. One morning mother camé to me and' resorted to. I myself have not touched 
said; “Emma, Caroline ——is here/hap- flesh foods for sixteen years.’’ , •
py 4n-her spirit,home, and when she Mrs.-Besant, however, warmly repu- 
gets rested from the cares of life she is diated thé suggestion: that insufficient 
golng-to work for God.” . food was in/any way responsible for

I said, -'What is she going to do?” astral . phenomena. The diet may be 
■ She answered, “Whatever her hands sufficient, büt it miist be pure.- 
find to do." From astral subjects the ' leader of

I said, "When did she pass but?" Theosophlsts passed to that other plank
- She replied, “Last night." of the Theosophic platfo’rm, the doc-
After that, I went ou: to call upon my triné of reincarnation. She herself.it 

sister and the first thing my sister said will be remembered, claims, in that oth- 
' was,"“Caroline----- died last night.” er existence in which she so firmly be-

I said, “Yes, so mother just told me; Heves, to have been a Brahmin woman; 
the first I had heard of it.” ; “The Theosophic idea that there has

This Caroline and my .mother, were been another existence for us, an exist- 
• great friends In life and thought much ence which some of us can even remem- 

of each other. • ber at times, once scoffed at. Is begln-
Now, dear readers, have I not had ning to be believed.

abundant proof of lite after death of the ' “Not every one remembers this preyl- 
body? Some one has said, “One heart- ous existence, but there are many hiin- 
felt thankful thought to God'is the mbst dreds'indeed, and not by any means all 
fervent prayer,” and sometimes my of them Theosophlsts, who do." ■ 
heart does go out in silent, " wordless Theosophy has a great deal connect
thanks for His wondrous love and ed with it that Is common to Spiritual- 
works. I am sûre I want to live in this ism. Astral flights to the regions'celes- 
dear old world of pleasure and pain as tial are common in pur ranks—so com- 
long as I can, and learn all I can,'and mon as to cause-but little comment, 
do all thé gçod I can, and when I can , _ ASTRAL',
stay no longer I shall gladly .turn, to .
that blessed reality of which this life is

feelings of th^pouiiui;it§;mo^ y
“Ah, deep is silence—deep as human souls,—

/ ... vAy0deep.g&Hfe beypfldalLlead and line; .
;i . Andiyords-are/but the broken shell^^wit shine.-' 

’ ? Along the shore by,which tpe oe^au rolls,>5. 'V

‘ ‘ What though all creeds be torn and tempest driven ? ’I
They are but the outward form

. ’Ybnd which, unruffled by. the wildest storm, 
«V.,  ------- ..r—_ |jb Still lives the Faith Supreme for which all faith hath striven.”
•changeable. There are two things in life that a man .is-sure To be in Norwich, N. Y. ' ' HENRY MORRISON-TEFFT.

but the - v -RTtnowq was flowing all over the world. / i felt
nripnt GLOTER. BRQOKS. as if. I could forgive.all. my demies, 

’ ' ' ’ ■ . and I did, and I cannot express the
" ’ • • - ’ --------- — feeling I had. ■

SPIRIT MANIFESTATIONS. ’ On July 2, at half-past 12, just before 
 we had dinner, I was sitting down, talk- 

A Lady Relates *Some .Experiences, ing to my husband, when somebody or 
. . _____ . some spirit, put its hand on the side of

i my face; commencing oh my right
> cheek, It went to the top of my head;

, from^owp when a spirit friend com- then laid its hand: flatjon my.head.pnd. 
pejled me to write^ a letter to her when I got up fo get dinner it mother who was at Conway v siting. 16 mInut o£ t o’clock, by the 

On June 13/ at nignq while the lamp Clock and when we sat down’to eat our 
was burning brightly, I heard a .voice dlnner lt WM 15 mlnuteB ot fouro-clock 
talking to me, and on June 15,1 heard and when we ot up iiom the table, it 
more than one voice talklng-there Was 20 mlnute£of p^’clock again. 
BCOnejdnne 20.«' while I had the Bedford WM’ T’ LAMBERT’ 
lamp lit. and it was shining brightly, I ’ . - ' .
was preparing the dough, so I could OCAMr-e doaveo
hake bread the next aay. I happened A »tanut rnAYkn. -

,to get the dough too ttln, so I took the „ , ,.pall Jo the, sack and put more flour in Come, sweet angel band, 
if. Then I went back to the-table to Come, and around us stand; 
ret the pail on -if when Tt was taken ^row your_sw,e.et, influence over us;A 
from me and set on the table. I C-£?thOr
thought I had dropped it, and I said to ^111 our hearts with Loves fondest 

. myself, "My goodness: it is lucky I was T a™™!. ~ .... ■ .

waKi* ■ -
When she-left I was still trying to . ._ihread the machine needle. I couldn’t With urose wc aaore. Amgn. 
get it threaded. Just then there ap- ' - —Mary Heu.
peared a bright light cn the east wall, । 
just north of tEe window. Il exten^ed- 
tver to the machine and so lR-Up the

What is birth to a man if It be a stain 
to his dead-ancestors to have left such

eye of the needle that I could see to 
thread it, '

Qn Jufy 6, at nighty just as soon as I 
, iffid got the children to bed, I went to 
. see a lady, a Spiritualist, to talk about- 

Spiritualism. After I came home, I had 
a fine feeling come over me. I could 

- fedlove coming out of my heart, and it

an offspring?—Sir Sidney. «
( The best thing whibh we derive from 
history fs the enthusiasm that it raises

. A USEFUL PUBLICATION. .

"An Official Register of the National, 
State and Local Spirltualists’ Associa
tions; Lyceums, Camp-meetings and 
Medium's.”.- ■ -
ThOre has recently reached The Ban

ner of Light, a recent publication; bear
ing the somewhat, cumbersome title of 
“An Official,Register:of National, State 
and LocaT Spiritualists’ Associations, 
Lyceums, Camp-meetings and Medi
ums,” which comprehensively describes 
the character and scope of_the book.

This work has been compiled by that 
energetic and, capable western worker, 
Mrs; Laura G. Fixen, and from a some
what hasty perusal the painstaking and 
far-reaching nature of her inquiries are 
plainly-made manifest. The informa
tion presented covers thirty-five states, 
extending from Maine in the east to 

। Florida in the south; California in the 
west to Oregon in the northwest, with 

i other states included ir. the area bound
ed by those mentioned. ; ■ ■ ■' •' i

It is satisfactory to find that in the 
states enumerated, there are to be- 
found- in all 505 meeting-places devoted 
to our cause. This docs not, of course, 
mean that there are altogether that 
number of legally organized societies, 
as, In numerous cases, the -meetings 
are not of that character, although do
ing their part in the general work. - The 
spread of state associations is making 
steady progress and Mrs. Fixen reports 
the existence of twenty-one such bodies, 
wbic^ Igjyes j.welve _states without 
sucir bodies; Wltli reference to the 
number of lyceums the Register states 
the number of lyceums throughout the 
country as thirty-four. On. that head, 
ho doubt, NatlonalSuperlatendiSit Riiig 
will be able to corroborate“th® -figures

-a -
-- In mneteen of the states/one or.moTe

In us.—Goethe.
'r Free will is not the liberty to do 
whatever one. likes, but the power of ■ 
doing whatever one sees ought to- be 
done.—G. Macdonald. _ - .

.«A v ■ c* * a* ,.T ‘ V/ --w . w v ... «aa

n..-¿I-.n, i, Wf -. XnWriw* «•&»«. ““
glveu, aa iar a. we ogn see, la «oniieq: | ■ .-r—, _. : ., .J The Sabbath wafl made tor man, hue

I was relieved, renewed, felt myself 
again.

I shall ever feel grateful to our good 
Brother Higgins. His influences and 
methods remind'me of those of the Cele
brated Dr. J. R'; Newton, In the good old - 
days of forty-five years u^o. May he 
meet ever with the encouragement and 
appreciation which he' so richly de-1 
serves. i

In this connection it is proper to re-« 
mark that the writer does not feel 
ready yet to lay down the spiritual work 
In which he has been so long engaged , 
as a. teacher and representative of the 
Spiritual Philosophy* and . movement.’ 
Almost-or quite a'half century ago I be; 
gan.to realize.an jmseen presence and 
guidance. In i860 I gave myself up mii« / 
resérvé'dly to’ 'the process of develop- - 
ment. Attaining speedily the conscious 
iraned'state; with spirit.-vision and 
héarihg, .etc.pjny. life,, my .energies and 
efforts, -iny heart's deepest. devotion, 
were solemnly dedicated and ' conse, 
crated to the »work of the spirit, fof tlip 
welfare, progress,and happiness,' 'tiio 
spiritualization, harmonization and uhl-i 
fication of the human race “seen arid 
Unseen.”

The longer I live the more do I re-1 
joice that I have, been able to keep my-, 
self in such constant touch, such syiri-| 
pathetic connectedness ■ or "at-oné- : 
ment” with the guiding light, in which 
abide the celestial originators of the 

’Spiritual movement. _
Least my thoughts upward, in earn-j 

est aspiration to the. high heavens and 
to the. world’s noblest workers and re
formers, of ancient and modern times— 
who have labored and struggled in be-; 
half of liberty, justice, peace and prog
ress, and for the practical realization of 
the. noblest Ideals of which the human 
mind has been capable; ahd there de
scends upon me (like the gentle dew
drops upon the thirsty lawn) responsive 
inspirational waves of light, life and 

.love, which fill my brain and diffuse 
themselves throughout my inner being 
and deepest consciousness, and I am 

: lifted up to where no earthly griefs ot 
wrongs can dwell.
Oh! how beautiful is life, 
When free from pain and strife!

_ How smooth the moments roll 
’ Within th’, enraptured soul,
And joy and peace and love, 
Fresh from bright realms above, 
Make happy and sweet each day, 
As we tread lifels earthly way!

J. MADISON ALLEN.
Springfield, Mo.

tlon with either state or Joca! organiza-
tiohs. .- . .

At the end of the book-fourteen pages 
of double column matter! is devoted to a 
list of lecturers, test an<t.message medi
ums, healers, astrologers, materializing 
mediums, physical mediums,'cmh'fliums 
for spirit pictures, writefs-and singers, 
with their .addresses'- Appended. This 
should prove an exceedingly useful feat
ure to the secretaries ol societies.
, The Register has a finely executed 
portrait, of Mrs. Abby Louise Pettlngill, 
president of .the City of Light Assem
bly. For a frontispiece, there is a cap
ital reproduction , of the’ portrait of J, R:- 
Francis, the editor at The ^Progressive 
Thinker, and'in the preface Mrs. Fixen 
accords her thanks to the editor of this 
journal, and his various contemporaries, 
for assistance rendered lier in the com
pilation of the Register^. ' -

We congratulate Mrs.-.Fixen upon the 
care she has exhibited ih her work and 
also in the neat and) attractive appear
ance the printer, ha$ -imparted to the 
publication.—Banner ot“ Light. _

The above useful ¿wcrk can be ob
tained by. hddressingtfhls office. Price, 
$1. It is gotten up'ln fine style, and is 
chockful of valuable^tatistlcs.

i camp-meetings are held, the.total being, 
I it appears, thlrty-siSi We areisure Mrs. 
I Fixen will pardon us for drawing her 
attention to a detail which may have 

'been necessarily omitted,, that is,, her 
failure to present any intimation as to 
whether a eeolety is m sSWWo« with

, -,

■ To obtain the remission of his sins a 
Christian should=-feel‘ a hearty sorrow 
for actions he possibly-teok great pleas
ure in committlhg. Aw act of contrition 
suffices to. make -one’s peace with God, 
which Is very convenient lor Christians 

i who, In spite of their Contrition, here 
| no intention of mending their ways.— 
i Voltaire. ' -• ., i-

: ,The light.which, w’e have gained was 
given us, not-tcrbs-We^ staring on,' but 
by ft to discover oi^ay . things niorj 
reihote"Trom“air mwadge.—Milton.

> If good -intentia^'e^ldwaiy be used 
for paving/ whni'a. riewetMt'.-might be 
effected in -the' tax: ra^.—Detroit Free
Press.

Presenting Soul-Elevating Thoughts and 

Suggestions. ..

The ..Sabbath was made for man and 
not man for: thei Sabbath.—Mark 2:27. :

That was probably the first scientific 
statement of, the law' of the: Sabbath 
thathad eVer fallen bn Jewish ears, it 
is the final word on the whole question 
of the observance of a day of rest. The 
moral obligation to rest on one day in 
seven cannot rest upon the code given 
by Moses, neither can it rest upon the 
custom of the churches. Moral obliga
tions are not created by laws. The au
thority of-every code must lie in some 
necessity, some law written in the con
stitution of man, and it must be sup
ported by some evidence of benefits re-1 
ceived from its observance. i

Man needs this day of rest; that fact i 
■alone gives force to this law. Experi
ence demonstrates the necessity of the i 

i Sunday and the advantage of its rest. 
| The law of the Sabbath is given not to 
i protect a day but to protect the race. 
The day is sacred not because the Al
mighty stole it from man’s measure of 
time and kept it for himself, but be
cause It is reserved, set aside, saved 
from man’s selfishness for his highest 
service. It is desecrated not in that 
men steal it from heaven but in that 
they despoil it of its possibilities for 
themselves.

The Sabbath is not an institution so 
much as an opportunity. It is not an 
idol, a fetich, a something to be served 
or to be kept in.a glass Cabinet It is 
■rather a tool or a servant, a day of rest
for the body, to turn the eye from'its 
long downward looking that It might 
glance up, to straighten the bent back, 
and the bowed heart to uplift. . : . 
, ^hTs“5ay was' made a separate day 
for man, not foh his money but tor him
self. It is. the little ’space, .the..break 
in the wails .of daily grind: when the 
soul may assert itself,-when ainan may 
pause Jong enough to remember that

* * * 1 ” - - »«»«MM Ari 1 ^«1*M^odIs the vmhingeof busing IroK
I and there Is no method Without puheta-1 .<gur j^ther.” that he' is more than a
1 ality.-^CecU. ; _ - _ ., y - ’» —

The Sabbath was made for man, but
not for his misery. Nowhere . is Its 
loving law more flagrantly violated than 
when the religionist would make it a 
da.y of gloom, when men are taught to 
put on the garb of mourning,.and chil
dren learn by harsh repression to dread 
its' dawn] and to ,delight -at its darken
ing.- - . ' ’

How then shall one keep this day? 
By making it a delight, .the happiest 
and most helpful of all the week. 
Whatever unakes a better, 'clearer, 
stronger, more valuable man is. good 
for the day; Whatever weakens, de
grades, cultivates selfishness or cor
rupts the heart is its desecration. An 
orgy of church may be a desecration as 
truly —though not as disastrously— 
as an orgy of pleasure. The day is to 
be judged by its fruits on the morrow. 
That is a worthy Sabbath that leaves 
a larger heart, a clearer head, a.nobler 
spirit, and a deeper- love for man, for 
this fair world, and for all good things.

It must be a day when the finer qual- 
tles come Into play,-when the inner life, 
the better self has a chance. The whole I 
man is rested, refreshed as, in the i 
course of his upward climbing, 'he 
comeS to those plateaux of vision. They 
permit of deep breaths, larger outlooks, i 
cheering retrospects, and bracing pros
pects. -

This spirit of observation cultivates 
care for others. Every benefit that 
comes to one that one will seek to keep 
for all. It is a day of opportunity to 
brush the cobwebs from some hearts, 
to brighten faces and homes with good 
cheer, to cultivate happiness all round. 
It will surely then be a happy day for 
ourselves, it Is better to keep the day 
merry than to let it get mildewed?—Chi
cago Tribune. ..

It is the - infidels outside the church 
who make the . peoplo’i progress—the 
people inside do not believe anything— 
they only think • they ■ do.—Elbert 
Hqbbard. .

A rogue is a roundabout fool.—Cole- 
ridge. .

TO A SLEEPING CHILD.

Little child, lying so still and sweet, 
Clothed in snowy white from head tri 

.feet,
Soft brown curls ’round thy rosy face, 
•Half hidden in folds of frosty lace;
Who sent thee from Babyland?
Who fashioned thee with skillful hand? 
What secrets held within thy breast?
Thou sleeping one, in sheltered nest.
Didst , thou come from land of sum 

beams, ■ _ <
Or from drowsy shore of day dreams, 
Where'. poppies sway their scarlet 

' ,heads,
And Jily with purple violet weds ?
How came thou here, on clouds- of 

white
Pushed o’er the rainbow bridge dt light? 
Or did an angel; with strong deep 

breath, -
Blow thee to this land of death?
No answer comes, but ’cross thy face 
A smile first flits, then gives place 
To frowns and tears.. Doth by-gona

• days
Torment thee with memories of 

ways?
evil

Didst thou once All another mold, 
And didst thou live alone for gold? j 
Or didst thou do no man a wrong, 7i
And all thy days be days of song? > .
Smile, thou sleeping one! Now thou 

artffiere
1’11 make thy present life, a pleasure 

dear. • ■r. . - .
Though storms shall surge about thy,. 

nest/ •:
I’ll shield thee, love, safe on my breast.
And if life’s stones shall ’bruise thy. • 

feet,
I’ll hold thee high about them, sweet. 

jOr if you falter or with pain shall cry,
I’ll answer sob for sob,-and cry for cry, . 

MARGUERITE MILLER,,
Rochester, Ind. , | •

- Sow good services; sweet remem» 
brances will grow from them.—Mma i de Staci. . ~ ■■ -.-■ • • .J*i'

herself.it
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WOULD BE NO CHANCE FOR THE PERPETRATION OF FRAUD.

GftNDIDLY

spypiöys .FROM; THE REAL.

CD

CD

y<
WHAT IS A CHRISTIAN?

tired. He sponged Ilfs’ living ,for some
■•ears out of the credulous Spiritualists, 

At a convention 'of Spiritualists held

PROPER FUNCTION OF MEDIUM 
i,.;-: V,. ship.

at old Plymouth;’ Mass., A;,E, Newton 
was the speaker one qfterqpon. I was 
the presiding-president fof that day. 
Brother Newton gave'an exceptionally 
able discourse W.ith 'more than his usual

Ml Aavn an Hour of tho Day Spent lr 
'Sllencc-Much of the Tims p») 

Foot, and Thef F°od is (jdarso ant 
Scanty,
Au-Instance of superstition wun, t< 

seed is afforded by the Romish order ol 
Carmelite nuns’.. As an example of. ef- 

, fort to.secure saintliness of character 
by means of a practically worthless life,' 

: n life of no use to the world, a life ot. 
drear devotion to a really squish pur- 

‘ pose, in the guise of unselfish denial ot 
-Ilie natural and proper desires pertain
ing to human beings, their exhibition is 
of yalue. It is ap. object, lesson in tbe 
habits ot sickly thought generated gnji 

^cultivated bv Romanism. . . ■
,, No sane and healthy mind can view 
otherwise than with abhorrence the 
idea of attaining spiritual growth by 
starving body and mind, stunting men
tality, and practicing painful privations, 
and denials of. the things that, pure and 
good in themselves, go to make life on 
earth happy and useful. - , : . ,

< The tailowing account from the Now 
York Sun shows to what abnormal Hyes 
religious, miseducation can lead weak 
minds. J. C. UNDERHILL. ■

Hammond, Ind.

The Roman Catholic churches Jp:Ne.w 
York celebrated last Sunday the feast 
of Mount Carmel and the foundation of 
the order of Carmelite numri ,t)jp: most 
rigid religions order in the world.- -The 
celebration in this diocese was of espe
cial Interest this year owing to the pro
ject to establish a branch of the Car
melites in New York. There is already 
a house of the Carmelite fathers here, 
but their rules and obligations are much 
more secular. •

•Little of the life of a Carmelite nun is 
known to the world tills side the bars. 
Imagine eleven women entirely cut off 
from tbe world outside living 385 days 
in every years of their lives in almost 
in every year of their lives in almost 
absolute silence, penance, fast and much 
of the night spent in ott-repeaied pray
er, witli no food' except the-coarsest; 
wearing rough woolen clothing . next 
their skins’winter and summer, ■ fre
quently adding to this discomfort sharp 
instruments of torture.
v The order still retains the term r’dis- 
calced," which was'applied In the early 
days ■ when • the nuns went. barefooted. 
However,"Saint Teresa, bn an occasion- 
When she was traveling, overheard a 
compliment of a young cavalier, on her 
well turned ankle, and thenceforth she 
ordained that the members of her order 
ehould wear stockings. These .are 
made of rough wool, and are fashioned 
in adoose bag-like form. 'The dress of 
the Carmelite is of coarse wool, with a 
brown scapular, which leaches froiri the 
throat to. the bem of the garment. Over 
white bands which frame the face . is 
worn a long black veil.

The Carmelite is received intb -the 
order robed In white lilfe a. bride, sym
bolic of a spouse of Christ. Her bridal 
robes are then discarded, and with 
them all intimacy with the world.' '

The day of the Carmelite nun begins 
long before ■ the world, outside ' her 
cloister is astir. The last is broken at 
5. o’clock with black coffee arid ',bread 
eaten in -silence. Before the plate as 
an only ornament In their refectory is a 

, human skull, remindlng them 'to. pre- 
• pare . for death. Thev abstain from

meat except in case ol sickness, rind 
lost rigidly eight months in the year. ’

Following the morning repast, the 
bl ack'robed nuns go to the chapeland 
continue their loig office of prayer. The 
morning hours are filled with work on 
vestments and scapulars. ‘ The.se'mms

• are noted, throughout-.'the wt>rldj< toy 
their., exquisite mdedlewrifK" Onb" ;i'6f

■ their strictest rules is that riff One’’of 
them shall ever be idle and everi-wlien 
they are ill, aqme. Wt.of aewing’IsieVer

Ths Octogenarian Philosopher, J. S. Loveland^pf Los Angeles, Cal, 
Occupies The Progressive Thinker Rostrum liiifi Week, in Which He 
Analyzes Moat Thoroughly the Fraud That Permsates the Very Life of 
This Republic in Every Branch of Industry, Illustrating Also, Its Con
nection With Spirit Phenomena in the Present and in the Past, Every 
Truth He Mentions in Connection With Fraud in Spiritualism Is as Un? 
savory, Nauseating, Startling, and Unclean as It Is When Mentioned in 
Conjunction JVith Fraud in Food, in Medicine, in Municipal Govern
ment or in National Affairs, and should Equally Be Condemned. His 
Views Assist in Making’Up the History of One of the Grandest Truths 
^-Spirit Return—that Ever Blessed the World,

ftiqlr1^^. 'd’li^ jo'ye of approbation 1 
is a gbwpjiiBi motive tor pretentloub 
manliestetkrns. In some instances, the 
love tff famond money may rule in the 
fcWeflpwsmu. and inotorloty be a win
ning curd lor tho acquisition of the 
shek4|L T
1W fHE mIBsT OF A FRAUD CAR-

. N‘yA>-’
, We ai e>ln the midst of this traud <;ar- 

niyai' ahd'fJiw question ot overwhelming 
.iuipolwiOEAis howtihall wd free our-
BPlyeBjiiopritiiig incubus ?• The answers 
to this .que^Uou .ligve plunged us into a 
yehementjy; quarrelsome controversy, 
which threatens niorq injury than the 
frauds themselves!1. It really seems im- 
po(>slW0 iff’,‘discuss the question In an 
amicable, aiprit. But jealousy and per
sonalities caij settle i>o gpestion aright. 

_ We Tnust'approach all questions in a 
THAT PURPOSE WAS THE OVERTHROW OF T&S OLD SUPER-1I-make things ’ worse : instead' of ■ better. 

STITIOUS RELIGION—THE DESPOTIC AND PARTIALISTIC GOV- ot a detected fraud win
ERNMENTS BUILT THEREON; AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF tibri of iraiidln gehW prevent ?tT^ 

UNIVERSAL BR0THERH00D-THE CO-OPERATIVE COMMON-
WEALTH, OR IN THE LANGUAGE OF AUGUST COMTE, THE RE,, stw ARE, comparative fa£ 
LIGION OF HUMANITY. IF WE HAD ONLY.. ATTAINED $0 sgfe
THAT ALTRUISTIC UPLIFT OF PRACTICAL 'BROTHERHOOD,. centage of the people are in- 
THE BURNING ENTHUSIASM THEREOF WOULD UNITE US IN distinguishing the
SUCH A UNITED AND CONTINUOUS EFFORT TO OVERTHROW real.

IF THE PROFESSED SPIRITUALISTS WERE ENGAGED IN 
CARRYING OUT THE PURPOSE OF THE SPIRIT WORLD THERE

THE OLD AND CONSTRUCT THE NEW THAT THE VISION OF 
FRAUD WOULD DISAPPEAR. OUR ZEAL WOULD BURN IT UP. 
IT IS ONLY OUR NARROW, INDIVIDUALISTIC SELFISM, WHICH 
REVELS IN MERE SENTIMENTALISM, THAT MAKES IT POSSI
BLE FOR THE FRAUD ELEMENT TO HANG ON TO OUR SKIRTS 
AND DRAGGLE THEM IN THE MUD. INSPIRED BY THE LOFTY 
SPIRIT OF ALTRUISTIC FRATERNALISM, WE SHOULD BECOME 
SO POSITIVE AS TO REPEL ALL POSSIBLE APPROACH OF THE 
VILE AND WRONG. THE SERRIED RANKS OF CO-OPERATING 
ANGELS, RADIANT IN THE SUNLIGHT OF TRUTH, WOULD BE 
OUR EVERY-DAY ATTENDANTS IN OUR NOBLE WORK.

At first view, it would, seem that ev
ery person would at once condemn 
fraud, and as a general proposition such 
would be the fact. But while this is 
true, it is also true'that nearly all the 
contemners of fraud Utter their condem
nation with a mental reservation. 
They are rank opposers of all forms of 
dishonesty, except tho ono they them
selves practice. And, in many in
stances, the self-knowledge of personal 
crookedness'seals the lips from denun
ciation of others. But tlie wide ràuge 
of -the' discussion in the spiritual ranks 

4>f the question of fraud on the part pf 
professed mediums, and the prevalence 
ó^sóiriéwhal biiteb antagonism In ',feel
ing 's'ee'his .tb render a calm review oj 
the’ (subject' an 'imperative necessity. 
And, as I have been personally familiar 
with the experience of thè Spiritualistic 
moyeiri’ent from, the commencemerit till 
thè present, '! may be able'" to throw 
épmé?Ìi^ht ni>on the subject I. have 
neve’r been in the confidence of „the. 
tricksters: They have always disliked 
arid opposed ' me? hence, what I have 
learned has been from my own observa
tion. '. ' ’ ' ' ‘ '

WRONG DOING PREVALENT.
L- -But, in discussing this subject, It 

is well to bear in mind that- Spiritual
ism IS- not the exclusive field of fraud. 
Nori is. fraud more common-there than 
elsewhere, ' Just how’ it alipèars so be- 
caUBe :of jfhe" intense rebellion on the

obituary notices clipped, from the local 
newspaper^,which he had repeated,the 
evening before as spirit tests. And in 
Boston his spirit'music was found to be 
a mouth' harmonicon-which he blew un
der the bed clothes af jer. ¡he. had re-

■ '8 s’WlJly: thè greatest difficulty
in the way »nd the, one most formidable 
to. óvercorhé.1 And' this incapacity is 
but’another term’affirming the general 
ignorance ."of, the people concerning 
,what).con,,»titytes..imediumship. And 1, 
theretoré, submit this proposition, that 
the first step toward ttie elimination of 
fraud froñi'our ranks, is thè scientific 
teachingiof the true nature, and proper 
function.of,mediumship. Until this is 
dorie fraud will run, rampant in spite of 
all thè exposures and denunciations 
frompreris'-ahd pldtfòrm. Tam not op
posing these eiposures.-I approve them, 
but I know tlicyarc only partial efforts. 
,We. must gp to jhp,bottom of this great 
difficulty;? And that meaná comprehen- 
sioir of the'scièncé Of ihédíumsliip. i 
diave.endeawrdd for'mány years 10’111- 
duce ^irltugl^twand mediums to make 
a profound swdy..of this fundamental 
question óf our movement, but my sue- 
cess has bechi1 limited, the ihajority pre
ferring Ignorance and-crediilouB supef- 
stitton..to.positjve knowledge. - 1

ONR O,F; THE SUPERSTITIONS. ■

be induced , to control or make atool of 
another, i.. ;
PHENOMENA AND THE PUBLIC 

PLATFORM.
Another most essential ineaps tor the 

suppression of fraud is ceasing to pre
sent the phenomena on the public plat- 
torm. In.the palmy days, when Spirit
ualism..was making its most rapid 
progress, wo had no platform mediums., 
The home or neighborhood circle was. 
where people sought messages from the 
departed. I came to California in 1870, 
and had never seen any platform work,, 
and did not for thirteen years, until 1 
wept, back east to dedicate the Mount 
Pleasant park camp ground, did 1 see 
any. platform phenomena.- But that 
work has paid, and has created a great 
temptation to the fraudulently inclined, 
Arid the more mediumship has been 
pushed upon the platform the greater 
has been the decrease of private and 
family ,circles—A POOR EXCHANGE!

fn the many communications In the 
spiritual press there is often found the 
phrase “commercial mediumship.” This 
means th^t persons make mediumship a 
business—.in .other words, a profession 
the same, as the lawyer, teacher or phy
sician,, It is plausibly urged that the 
mediums cannot afford to give their, 
time for nothing. „Thia ,is very true. 
But the question is as to the duty of 
anyone proposing to spend their time 
for such a purpose.'- And . is not the 
family and neighborhood circle all that 
is necessary for furnishing all tbe tests 
that are necessary? I think so as a 
general rule. And if there should occa
sionally be an. exceptional medium like.' 
Mrs. Piper and one or two others, let 
them,be supported by the Spiritualists 
and paid a regular .salary for their, 
time. Let the Spiritualists cease to 
patronize commercial mediumship and 
fraud would die out for lack of patron-.

: Jottings From Chesterfield Camp. .
It apem strange to me to have to be

gin backward in .writing my *report of 
the camp this past week, but- tlie mate
rialization of our most estemed Brother 
Moses Hull, of Wbjtewater, .W1b., com
pels me to do so. I recognized the. ven
erable defender pt Spiritualism as he 
came Into the conference this morning. 
Upon tho chairman's announcement 
that Moses Hull was. present, the audi
ence were only too glad to give their 
time to him, and lie spoke tor twenty 
minutes, taking tor ills subject, 
"Thoughts Are Things."...................

Our third Sunday opened with the 
services of tho lyceum conducted by 
Anna Lt Gillespie, followed by.the con- 
rferenee which is always interesting, 
(which was closed by tests and mes
sages by Brother Frank T. Ripley. Bro. 
Ripley lias given some very remarkable 
tests this past week. These tests are 
not of the “Mary and. Jolin" sort, but 
were clearcut and right to flip, point.

Sunday afternoon Marjou Carpenter 
of Detroit, opened t|m meeting with her 
first lecture to the camp. Mrs. Carpen
ter is an.'exceedingly able leoturer and 
a very good medium for rostrum work.
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energy. At. the-close one of the public 
speakers .arid .teal mediums suggested 
to me thkt Brother'Newton l>ad outdone 
himself.. ‘ I remarked' jdcOsely that he 
bad had a very beautiful woman manip
ulating l;is ; head . that : .morning.. He 
very eagerly .yep.lied, .J'Who is bbe? 
Point her "put to" me?' Without any 
suspicion'! pointed lier‘Out "in the audi
ence. He immediately-' left1 the plat-

? One of: thhifiuperstltyons is, that me
diumship is .a, gift from some outside 
personality: ', , '

Wlio'is'it?-t,Gi)á, Devil, or Angel?
.. .Whafto feivlm? " . .-'

; Is IL something foreign to our com
mon humán nature? If .this be granted, 
it mu8| be confessed that these bestow- 
ers bf liavé'éxtraofdinary tastes or 
judgment I in’ tltete bestowals." Another

rit their side. ■ ’ ■
, The noonday meal of aCafmeliteCbn- 
sisis of.two boiled vegetables; 'bread 
and tea and sometimes codfish; ’ Then, 
and in the afternoon hours:-of-'Sprayer ' 
and labor, no word of conversation is 
spoken. The evening meal and the 
night prayer close the day, and with the 
exception of a little hour before retire
ment when the nuns are " allowed';,fto 
talk, the day of silence passes .in^qia' 
night of even greater solitude.' j

The, sleeping.apartment of a Carmel
ite Is not mhch;,iargcr than 'a ; grave. 
The bed Is composed of two pine boards 
laid across two wooden benches, a 
coarse tick filled With straw, a straw 
pillow, sheets of Saxony wool, winter 

. and summer, and - a" brown ' ¡woblen 
blanket. Above the head of the lied Is 

- hung a wooden cross without an image 
1 to remind the ’Carmefite that slip3^-.- 
self must be attached’to the cross of 
Christ. A plain, table, sometimes a 
rough box turned on end, a wooden 

_ chair without cushion and a picture rep
resenting some saint or event in the life 
of Christ complete the appointriients of 
the cell.

I After the last chant' between 9 and. 11 
o’clock at night, the nun makes a strict 

‘ examination of. her conscience, closing 
, her night supplication with an act of 
contrition. There is an hour of vigil 
kept on Thursday night in-memory of 
the Savior’s agony'ip the garden, of, 
Olives. In the silence of midnight the. 
veiled nun glides down the dark . pas
sage to the chapel and. there in the dim 
light of the sanctuary lamp, prostrates' 
herself in the long'hour of prayer.,. ~...

When a Carmelite consecrates her
self to the ,cloister by solemn vows to 

.. God she'prbstrates herself upon . the.- 
earth under a black pall as dead to the 
world. The habit she,wears is also.her 

' eiiroud arid she is laid to.her final rest 
with feet all bare, as having followed 
Christ in the path of poverty. When, 
dying.'whiteroses.arestrewn'over.her- 

. virgin couch arid In deatli she -is 
crowned with flowers. o • ' - d

THE CHURCH IS PROGRESSING.

The-Word “Obey" Is Oqjitted From the 
■ ■ Marriage Ceremony. - ‘ :

part'of the friends of honesty against j 
the- dishonest fakerism in their1'rknltS? j 
They are-determined to.have’thedevils । 
cast out; ¡This precipitates the1-war, 
arid the Important problem is, Will they ; 
be successful by their present methods? 1 
Are they not in some respects ’aiding - 
the frauds? Must we riot Institute : 
other means, and those’more in'accord
ance with the mission ot Modern Spirit
ualism? . ’ ’ ■■ - ’ ", :
PERMEATES OUR SOCIAL,,STRUCT-

: URE.
2,, Now, in answer to the apove ques

tions, rspbmit.ll) , In the.- first place 
that dishonesty—fraud permeates our 
entire social structure!-and is practical
ly endorsed by church and, state. It has 
been demonstrated by rigid, chemical 
analysis that oiir manufactured foods— 
meats—vegetables mnd fruits pye pois
oned or adulterated in the process. The 
exceptions .to, this-, wholesale swindling 
are rare, ¿ And. the worst feature of ft is 
the fact, that Congress persistently re- 
fusep fo pass any law?for the punish
ment of - th& crime. ..THUS THE 
WHOLE NATION STANDS SELF- 
CONFESSED AS THE ENDORSER OF 
FRAUD.' The Los Angeles Examiner 
says;- ", ,

.‘.‘Do you.know, for instance, that the 
United States Senate,.the highest pow- 

. er in th is country, actually Is owned by 
the food adulterators? ..A pure food.bill 
has been beaten in the Senate and will 
continue to.be beaten in .the Senate. In 
that body sit as disreputable a gang of 
public thieves, betrayers of the people 
and-all-around'national crooks as the 
world has ever_seen.”
,-What. is. .true of the food is equally 
true of .the medicines administered to 
the sick—made sick by poisoned food 
and then treated with adulterated and 

-poisoned drugs. “An official report to
' the State Board of Pharmacy*’ (New 

York) “showed- that in the drug: busi
ness swindling and adulteration-• are 
counted among the fine arts. There 
were honest druggists to be found—but

e they were interesting curiosities.’’ IL 
would occupy-a whole page of-this pa- 

; per to enumerate the adulteration of- 
food products alone. And these frauds 

, implicate a large per cent of the people. 
■ FRAUDULENT THROUGHOUT.

Then take our financial system-

; ' A wedding .vow minus thq word 
“obey,” special prayers for Advent/ 
Christmas day, Easter and Good Friday, 

. ' and other features which in days of
.yore would probably have been , con- 

•: demned by Presbyterians, are incorpo-
■ ' rated in.a new prayer book and form of 

worship which soon will be introduced 
into several Chicago Presbyterian' 

’ churches. . ~
The volume, called the “Book of Com

mon Worship," is prepared by a com- 
mittee of ministers aud elders of the 
Presbyterian’church. ' ’ -

“The treasury of Prayer,” prayers for 
the services at the burial of the dead, 
and a pétition for “fellowship with the 
saints,” find places in the volume. 
T’here is a form for the celebration of 
the communion services In which pro- 

. vision is made for tbe laying on of 
hands on the plato and tho cup, a pro
ceeding which will be considered equiv
alent to direct consecration. ■ ’ •

Bride Need Not Say ‘ Obey.’*
Neither bride nor groom will repeat 

the word "Obey” if they marry accord^ 
ing to the , new rites. The marriage- 
vow will be as follows:

“I • take .thee * ° to be. my 
• wedded husband; and 1 do promise and 

covenant, betore God and these wit- 
, nesses, to be thy loving and faithful 
wife, in plenty and in wont,- in joy and 
In sorrow, and in sickness and health, 
as long as we both shall live.”

common A9VQS1 isithac spirits select ali
tile medi umsf,„,That, certain persons, 

. , , , - -, . like: th'o'Fox ¿iris, 'were selected by the
form, and .went down- among the people.apWt8 ’.aK< medlrlnns' will, no dòiibt, be 
Soon after reaching qpr boarding place admittedfeltSniritualists'. ■ But any 
Mra. Shaw, tee; l^y mbdjum," who had ajTOre.
manipulated Brothe^Newtoh’s head for scores Òrf persons, have /thrift them, 
-a severe headache;' -CnmW'.'iri greatly; 1^:tiiaV0ositW.' !'ScÓr& óf persóna 
elated at the test she imd.reepiveAtrom suscóptilflè to! ffiagnetfo’ Infflien'ce We 
tho „utfnrm mmnrpr win hns » '.imaginefoihat they were; mediums,- rind 

their-imjglnlngs hjjyq beep shared by 
credulqùS" ignoramuses and qp a. result 

„ , théy 'have1 éssàyéd the r'oleitif medium-
later-years, ;Apd.iJmvò 1:^ hive" been-HhilBiient-bè-> 

been to d of similar performances vou, kmi^-lsqoranteErafadS ’. -¡BuffffomU Tikve 
his part. But he was not" the'only pbw tavpn aAynntage of their , psychometric .former. aThere wasa Von Vlèclf/n FaV; ànWM”iiic /powers’ to^erpetrate 
Davenport, Brothers aud others reaping knawri fraud. "' AridXé'géàW jgnor-' 
a harves.t.Irom.popute credulity, -;}! ancQiKi to-tlié possibìlitléfl df’psycAom-

Ono Paine used to pull up a bqard in I^Wd telepathy .gives,', them, an 'Uto 
the floor of his room imd arrange, a 
lever with wire points, one" to conie up'

the platform lecturer, who.had seen.a 
spirit beside her who told iier all about
her curing Newton’s headache; fiiit hc 
became a very popular medium all over.

/fU-y.^pd telepathy .gives,'. them, an > im
mense advantage, in, hoodwinking.. the 
public. '■ " ’ -,

age,: Sq we have it in our own-hands 
to extinguish fraud in a. very simple 
manner. This might work temporary 
hardship to some mediums, it is true. 
But, noi great social wrong was ever 
righted without some one suffering.

.The problem is before us .and, as I 
lopk.at it can- be solved- In no other way 
than as I have Indicated. .Will we solve 
it or continue to struggle under the’ 
loadof obloGuy aow resting upon us? ->

^.efc^e, cjoslpg-, this article I must Bub- 
mlt onb’ more proposition bearing upon 
th<j .question;.qf . to and the progress
of. ,ti;e,‘.Spiritualist movement, ft is 
thi^f fjf tfiffprofessed Spiritualists.were 
engaged fn carrying out the purpose ot 
(he splrft .worl.ri, ¿there .would be- no 
chance toj" tneunerpetration of • fraud.- 
THAT'PURPbSE WAS THE OVER” 
THROW. OF. THE OLD SUPEHSTI- 
TIO.t^diELIGipN-r-thp despotic-’ and. 
paruullflip, governments built thereon,, 
and;, the', establishment -of- universal 
brQtjjerfiodd-7-the co-operative, common- 
wealth, !<ir/ in. .the. language., of. August 
Cokato, the.Religlopof. Humanity. ,ff 
werihafi only aj.triined.-to that altruistic 
up.^ft'.,‘.9f.?practlcai brotherhood,„.the? 
,burn|hg;,’enthusiasm thereof,--would 
uni^WgJn. speh a-jimlted and,continu
ous .ptet tQ.overthrow,the pld,and com 
ktrjjpt teq.pew.-ihat tlte ;visio.p of fraud 
-wou.l$,rii8,appeart,\D^ zeal .would burn ■ 
it jip, , If.is. only our narrow;,individu
alistic selfisiu', which revels • In mere 
sentimentalism,-xthat makes it possible 
for the'tou.d.elemerit i.p hang bn to our. 
Bklrts ariil draggle them in; thqmud.’. in
spired by the lofty spirit- of .altruistic • 
fraternriiism we should/becomeko posh 
'tlVft'ris,!hrepoljalLpassiblo7ap$Eoacbm^ 
the. vile, and y/rong.- „The serried Tanks 
of cp-operatirigi,angels, radiant in. the 

. sunlight:bf truth, would-be-our.: every-: 
day attendants In our’noble .^rork. ••

■ ■ , 7: . ri J. S, LOVELAND. -.
i L9sApgpl.es,„CaR.,. :w’..

The Mendenhalls ,are here and they> 
are doing very good work considering. 
the awful physical afflictions Mrs.. Men- ■ 
denhail ia suffering. She is going blind, 
and nutters greatly. "..Mr, Mendenhall,, 
despite his 80 years,'preserves his men-, 
tai activity in all Ifo , power, proving 
that age does not affect the mind if it is 
only kept active, .
: I would notice also our restaurant 
here on tlje camp, às. I believe those 
who ably perform the very arduous du
ties ot supplying the physical man witir 
the necessaries of his existence should 
receive their praise, as well as those 
who give us the mental good things. 
Mr.- Oscar Boggs .and, Mr. Frank f ierce, 
chef and cook respectively, are certain
ly past masters in the art qt .providing 
cooking for us here. They are supply-. 
ing the table in style equal to any three- 
dollar a day house In the country. They: 
are both Spiritualists,.’¿nd Mr Pierce is 
the son of the venerable medium, Mrs. 
Sarah E. Pierce.', Mr's. Frank Pierce 
has charge of the. ¡dining room, whprq 
she presides to the eiitlrq. satisfaction 
Of the immense Sunday' crowds. There 
pre sometimes 300 people at dinner, all 
striving to get seats, qt once, so one can 
imagine the task à ladÿ would have to 
please so great ¿/ number' fn one' short 
hour of .di.nner. . ?:? ,

Wednesday we are tô "hâve pur Old 
Folks’ Concert, arid it will be'an enter
tainment well, worth seeing, as the , .re
hearsals have cohyi^ceri me, T H. B.

A Comprehensive Answer to the' ques-

jyjiat'lg p ChrlBt^a/pÀ %at .question, 
I'll confessi gàvç me,,at prié time, a 
groat deal pt ..cqncerm, li , was. just 
after I had.beeri çoqyertpd,.aud I feared 
that Im. nqtj.Rying qptolhe tenets 
of th^ Presbytpriap faitfi.., I. went to my 
mother fqr'coupée! .arid relief.. 1 shall 
never 'forget hqr Képiy, ' It was,this: 
"it does riot malte , nfuch ", difference 
what you believe,.sp that you Rve right. 
Be a gqq^ boy, arid,! will all
coinè out right in.^ef arid.’?:I,,am 
sure I may be pardoned when Isay that 
I wish now (0 sehd ’a’ message in thè 
spirit tp the good-old mother, as "she 
sits in her home in Southern Ohio, this 
Sabbath ■ morning, a’ message " th'anking 
het“ for thé' early -inspiration she gavO 
me to be governed’by1 thé law of right 
than which there‘should be no other-.

under one leg:of, the tableland anotheri?/,??:;?.'• to 
his'foot sqh9.cpul^,liaye(tippipgs,athiB.| 
pleasure. He Wis Very Btrict as to conf 
dittans, and VERY WOlfS'-ALSO,'open
ing his seanceS withTprayef." j. 1"

nated fromr;our"Vanks. > -ft must’ be urn

An . apprpxiqiate, cqnjprehenMop, ¿ of 
the féal character pf .mediumship must 
be possessed before ’fraud can be eliriïi-

I once saw,a Unitarian.beacon count 
out oyer one. liundred.,dollars r.in gold 
coin, and put it;ih,thA'‘’hahds of an 
adopted daughteAbf La Roy Sunderland 
for the purpose:-of he traveling and"

derstopd-thoroughly that- mediumship; 
so far as the. medium is. concerned, IS 
purely And only à phìsiolog- 

_  ___________ ICAI. eONDITIbN. IT IS NO more 
giving spirit-manifestations.' -She was LA GIFT THAN ÌS THE SUSCEPTIBIL- 
oné of tbe Arsii rapping .mediums in the ITY TO, TH®, IQiWIEIRIC OR .HYP- 
city of Boston.?’This" money was given | NOTIC CONDITION. " It 1b analogous, 
by the pretended request of her spirit *_ tz __ _ „„."
mother, - rapped -out with loud knocks. I volves thè'''salfrè* ’'physiological condl- 
What was the.spqueir.Jna few days t|ons4t; The.'sarfia.mayibe said of riatu" 
she .ran ¿way. "^ith a, prpther.of the. no- .ral sleep ari<I¡dreaming,-as the same 
toriqus Drl'Batch. That'was" the! last conditions of .tlia.pljyàical organization 
ever heard ofher 'pòéYiig aà à mèdiuin. | exist in ali of'thnm!' Hence, the mental 
DID NOT HESlTATé ’ to "ÈXPOSÉ , or’nórtdWetogafènt oFthe person has 

 

no more to’4a-with;the:'exercise of me-

? : diumlsIici.n9wer,Ahan,R has. with the
All these’mstances were in thè early susceptibility 'tp?hypnólic or mesmeric 

days of our movement.1 and: we.óid not influence, or evèii 'of gdiùg to sleep, 
hesitate to expose them: when Vdiscov- Hence, we shobia riot eitpect any more 
cred.. The old, .^piri.tiialjsts. of, New honesty on-the Tart ofimediums than 
York City to're up the floor in Paine’s from any .other class of people. They 
rented room and found his lever arid are simply more susqepiible'to a certain 
wires, and that .ended bls mediumistic | form of ménta!’influence? ' ' 

to some extent to both of them, as ït in- 
'‘iattfe* -'physiological condì-

! THEiRREVALENCE OF CRIME.
f j Thè'Ttóvàlerice of cylme. in thè world. 
,to-driii”has' attained' 'such ' dimensions, 
that1 frPeylAy' 'department' of life A con: 
tlniial situale against It must be inade. : 

’It requires ail afriiy of detectives bn tbe 
zpart of our goyqrnment, to hold in abey
ance the 'counterfeiters of bur currency,. 
ahd,';toó;.ètìritthuàr^ the part 
of Spiritualist's is', required to suppress, 
tee irifckstefs whó?kavé " invaded" bur 
.ranks; w'itfi,1 their artificial toggery, ; to 
deceive tile puijilc.' ' Crime lias .beQoine 
no‘rlipibarit that aysystem Aris 'been' 
adopted’ Wlièiréliy the identity of crim'l- 
nalb"cau'herTriqde"jtnown. Special per
sons are requiiAd,;'to? take., "¿figèr. 
prints?' anef j before they pan \ asjsuine 
that pbsffibri," tliby1 ’.mtisf be' able tp’ari- 
swer1 thè' follblmg Questions, at a?sal- 
ary' of tldMa yehf: ' ■ ';

1. ‘’Whatis Ad;ulnari loop? ■
2i What'is arfAdial loop?
3.' "Whatis ri'whoti? . '
4:n:"Wliiit :àrè;!cbpipósltes? ' Arid how 

are fhèt BttÌdiVidèu?■"

career. Fay arid Von Vledk wereTUC McniiiM'àW»« Va><l^àii.ràr shown up so thoroughly as to.Tie obliged THE MEDIUM A$ AN INSTRUMENT, 
eventually to give up’- their"perform- . Another wudmistakq"respecting me- 
ances, though they- wpre vèry persist- diumship’ is, that ' it is a condition of 
ent • :■ subjugation to the domination of cerf

With this array,of. fraud, in .the early I tain spiritq.,who are termed “controls." 
period of our history, and its wide prey- medium.is, an “instrument,” a.tool 
alence at the present time, It mignt use<i by some outside personality. The 
seem to some that Spiritualism was "I "desirable conditionsought is one of 
the special field pf fraud. This is a mis- P.ufe-negàtlv’e,pasMvity-i4selthood is re
take, though we.must admit that the signed and complete abnegation of will 
CREDULITY OF THE MASS OF PRO- is assumed.t,o the Hie most perfect con- 
FESSED SPIRITUALISTS MAKES ditlon of medipmsliip. Thus we have 
THE PERPETRATION OF FRAUD AN Ita® «id superstition of ’inagic revived 
----------------- -------- _ __ ---- and taught .as A part of: .SpiritualisticEASY. THING FOR THE TR1CK-
STERS. Then again, .the latent super
stition, inherited from the old church, 
renders the work of fraud vastly easier. 
It is vety difficult for many to get rid ot

philosophy.Now,, as complete control, 
of' one person hy. another is impossible, 
as hypnbtis& pfdves, y;e can 'readily see 
how the rateht'impulsibns rind ideas of 
the medium"-’might! mingle with spiritthe feeling of reverential awe when

they think a spirit is present. Spirit | impression?,, ( pptiyply changing their 
manifestation, to them, is a veryteacred I character or .entirely spperseding their 

—..---------------- .... ... utterance;'"But,?thls' supposed condi
tion of absblule Control relieves ihe-me-

affair, and they approach it with the

<x> tZJ 
CD • 
CD
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Hlrn1^3» the ~°rid haS never Be®U tho 
like before, search the annals of bls- 
tory, ancient and modern; critically Pi- 
amine, the history of Spiritualism ’look 
here and there, in every nook anil cor- 
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
J?-?16 to,the offer mhdn in reference 

ve retnai"kablo Premium Books. They constltu j» a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult" it Snd arS a“a nomina
sum. All are substantially bound , and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The'last 
SPIRIT won r™^HS FROM THE 

1T WORLD, written through the te^umBh p or that remarkable . ¿e® 
' ,C.arlyle Petersilea, should be la 

fully^ y- Read the lowing pare

fraudulent’throughout. We are also a 
naticin of gamblers. .The stock boards 
in, our .great cities are wholesale gam
bling establishments. All forms of 
speculation and 'Imoney making’’ are 
<mmmpA forms' ot fraud. The nation is 
money-mad. It is one vast insane asy
lum, without .enough sane ones to con
trol the.raving mass. Spiritualists are 
part pf this seething mass of lunatics; 
and hence? we might reasonably expect 
that, the contagion should affect them 
more or less;.. But from the heated dis
cussion of the present one'might infer 
that the introduction j>f fakerism. was 
a recent thing, and that up to a recent 
period pur ranks, were clear of dishon
est commercialism. THIS IS A GREAT 
MISTAKE, and it is «juubtfui it therels 
more fraudulent pretenders to medium
ship now than there, was in the very 
early periods. There is more said about; 
it now than there was then, investiga
tion has been.forced upon us by the re- 
peated discoveries of trickery by inves
tigators and by honest and upright Spir- 
tlualists. And the frauds then as well 
as now were found among the most pop
ular public workers.'
FORMS OF FRA0d.IN EARLY DAYS.

The reader will pardon me if I detail 
some'of tho forms of traud tn "the early 
days. A man -by the name • of Hulms 
came into Boston and vicinity, and for 
a while astonished. Ihe people with bis 
marvelous.testpc<Dut a,:-Maldem.lady 
pricked^the bubble by finding . In hla 
overcoat pocket a small book full of

same feeling that they do when they en
gage in secret prayer,. -It.Is; very ¡easy 
for the fraud to deceive such persons.
MEDIUMS LIKE OTHER CLASSES;

Judging from the general aspect '.of 
mediums there is nothing indicative of 
exemption from fraudulent practice on 
their part above that of any other class 
of people. Taking them, as a class-. they 
evince no moral superiority .over the av
erage, mass of people.; ■

THEY ARE NO BETTER, AND NO
WORSE MORALLY THAN THEIR 
FELLOWS. ,5 .

diumistic^x^mgr;x>f all responsibility 
andv imposes it 'upon .supposed spirits. 
And there tenoqescape-fram .this posi
tion if the mediumfetlc condition is one 
of control. It is this, notion - which 
makes the. s£d spPMStltlon of obsession

Mediumship does not elevate.them in 
the moral scale". And; jf .wp upderatood , 
the science of mediumship we should I tice of nega| 
not expect any ethical improvement as I abominably ' 
the result of ordinary mediumistic expe
riences? When we can lay aside our
old superstition and look- upon medium
ship as an imperfect mode of convers
ing with men and women, on the whole, 
not much wiser.than ourselves, and still 
imperfect in’knowledge and develop
ment we-shall ceake to expect any spe
cial holiness on the part of mediums, or 
exemption off their 'part,, from the. .in
firmities'' common to bur.poor hninati na
ture. ■ " * *’? ‘' •.

Taking a comprehensive—view we 
shall find th&t incentives to fraud are 
moneyantframe.'"-"'ThfeAotreyrfflcentiye 
is what induces-the grO&fattff'bf non- 
meatumlBtlc pretenders? whilb'thd love 
of fame-te notoriety eaptifftes not a few 
real mediums? 'Th'fey'ntfe aS'iioria to ex
cel others and Indulge in- pfetehtious 
manifestations to win the plaudits of

so fearful, to ^nansip.erons! for, accord
ing to thq Jsjchjnggv of the master 
teacher thp, mosj. .and. moral per
sons are iiijjije |p gejseized unawares, 
arid madetti? £ur$$igriu?uge the. vilest 
language, aqfJactjMfofdingly., Jf these 
positions;ar^nij;there.pan be pomorq 
damnable ¡performed?'than to: in
duce ariy.pwjon ’^¿practice, ¿medium- 
ship. But theory and Trac-

-•’—Qnen^ and control is all 
abominably jaJse,"?^Genuine spirit medi
umship! is .yitglligept^ co-operation be
tween spiritk^riiQijqdiums. Neither, is 
controlled by^the.^Uier. They work 
harmoniously...Jcjgefher, Without ex
ception, I thlqlq .jwtuwUl. find the frauds 
the loudest In attrRjuting^all their : per. 
formances" tq^tfie nqqnteolling’ spirits. 
That pretense catches the credulous
class. Hence, whett. we contact with 
hat profession: bçing .contrnlied-ror

being a mère ’‘Îmjlrunùmt” ip the hands 
of theBplrits,?rçA'ÀhOTkl Ae.pnthp, alert, 
and expect eitjiliy: ¡Atentiopal'fraud, or 
some., wbrthlèis’Icffgiiqonplace utter
ances. The Important thing to learn, is. 
that genuine mpBiumatip is Intelligent

arid out 
of The- hody. Aôrking^çrmpniousIy to- 
getfier ’for ,a gpmtngu ptftppsel' Ona'Is 
no more an "tSsirumeui than the other.

5,; What1" are’.1 jirches, and tented 
arches?“.

6; :'Why arri :the'four finders of .the 
right KàW taken' .‘simultaneously ' jris't 
after the rolled' impressions of srime to
gether with thé thumb are taken?

7. ‘ Why Is the-impression of the in
dex ór fotbifinger taken immediately be
fore thé signature of- the prisoner Is rib-' 
talncd?

8. Which hâve Numerical value in 
primary classification, whorls or Joops ?

9. ■ In primary, classification,'how aré 
lateral" packets, twinned loops, central/ 
pockets and accidentals classified?' ' :

10. In primary classification, hów 
are arches, loops- and tented arches, 
classified? - • ■ ' / . -,

Ili - In sUb-classliicaUori, when are 
capital'letters used,"arid’ when-¿ré smàll 
letters used?¡ ' ¿

12 . . What- effect do whorls have 
-when- when-:thby AppéaF in" the Index 
fingers-? - ' . '

13 .’ When1 tvhorls appear ; in both 
index fingers, how -'are they classified?'

14 .r When Whdrls appear in either of 
the index‘fingers; how ate they classi
fied? ■■

15 .-. What'effect 'fids'S'Vhpital T, or 
A, and alì smal Fletterà a, t arid r, when 
they appear in an impression slip 'in 
subclassification? ' '

16 . ; When Is a loop, in the index fln- 
ger marked 1 and whbn o?

1?.“;-Wh>en is à loop in the middle 
fingers marked thé same way?

18. In subclassifying, what fingers 
are considered?

19. What -is done when a loop ap
pears in the. right-HtUe finger? :

20?f whb iievibed the system of clas
sification by 'tvlrich' the prints can be 
filed away?

Who among; alb the Spiritualists can 
answer the above questions? There is 
one .continual fight .going on between 
the good and,bad, and every Spiritualist 
should ally himself with the former. 
The world waa.never.more corrupt than 
to-day, and there should be purifying 
action all) along.the' llmx in every creed 
or culi¡'^diatevenats-kIi?d/SpiritiiaUsm

/¡According to’the: orthodox,-belief,'a 
’ChHStfan iff brieíWb”b'éliéveá’Í?Fff Gocf;’’ 1 
who believes fifths Imputation óf siri 
fronte'A'd’a'm tb'-mahkin^;''dne who'be-' 
lievés in the'Vi'carioUs atonement of'^b'e- 
Savior;- who "bellfe'vés in the 'miraculous

' conception of the Virgili Mary; whb be- 
lleyes in thé -füture'puníshment of sin; 
ohe who is a'inember of soffie'church, 
atends Church'regular,'arid is k regular 
contributor to the ca'uae; one ' who 
keaps his domestic, social, and.1 busi
ness life above, at least, the outward 
signs of 'suspiciop and reproach; and

1 Whi^ places crèéd above a spotless 'lifé^ 
and-faith above thè" saving grace of 
works. ! 1 ■" '

' 1 But to my mind there is a conception 
“of a Christian that is nobler, truer, 
1 vyider that this: -I do jiot-jnéán íó say ' 
! that I claim fot myself áll-ór-^ny Of the 
virtues-that should" accompany 'the 
name of Christian of which-I enumerate 
below." Nor do I say’that many such

' can be found who measure trüe to-the 
standard which ' exists; perhaps, moré 
in the ideal than the i-eal Sense.’ •

! A true-Christian; I- Shóuld bay .is one 
Who believes, first of:all that a Suprème 

Thtelligence, of-which -the Cod within 
'us Is a part, rulés and’controls • the 
destinies of men; Whp?'believc3< that 
Jesus la the elder brother of the'hriman 
rpce, and whose spirit is ari ever-pres
ent guide to all mortals here below; 
Who believes that-he'must atone for 
every wrong he does his’ fellow-man, 
ejther nere or elsewhere,’ in that eter
nal scheme of even and exact justice 
with the world is ruled. ■ '

, A Christian is one'who feeds the 
'hungry, clothes ' the .naked, visits the 
"sick and comforts the ¿yíngroné Whose 
eye and ear are ever keen.to" heed the 

■cry of anguish and pain wítfi’which the 
world is filled; one whose feet áre ever 

; swift to run to the succor’Of'those who 
are In distress and need; one who pays

' "his debts, meets his Obligations,; and 
! 'keeps his word; one who will not allbtv 

the grasping greed of-gain' to causehim
. to take advantage Of his fellow man; 

one who will not by one unkind thought 
,or harsh and cruel word add one jot 
■or tittle to his fellow creature’s misers- 
and woe; one. who subtracts from in- 
'stead of adds" to the sum totaVbfhuman 
wretchedness" and despair; One who is 
mindful of the duty-lie owes to every 
living thing, and will not purposely

■ ¡causea pang of-pain to rack the nerve's 
of man or beast; one who protests 

: against the neediest'’killing- of animals 
'and the terrible butèhery oilmen wheth
er by- the red and bloody sword of war ’ 
or by the noiseless though fatal'’cur
rent of the’electric chair; onfe‘whó'is 
kind to- his family arid faithful to his

> friends; one whose tongue’is not pots-' 
oned by the venom Of Slander; drie'who- 

, takes each man’s censure but reserves
his judgment and when tie is Tèviléd, 
reviles not again. : ' " ■

Lastly, I believe a' true Christian is 
i a person whose mercy for" the unfortu- 

nate and afflicted, whose sympathy" for- 
' the oppressed and, down-trodden ’ and 

. whose charity for the weaknesses ot 
woman and the sins of man, partakes 

■ of the Infinite Compassion of the Sav- 
. ior. One who places’love-In the hu

man heart above all man-made creed, 
This, to my mind, fulfills in heaped arid 
rounded measure the true Conception of

. a Christian man-or woman.

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
BooIiS- and y°u can select from them as follows:

Any one of, the Twelve Premium 
S order’ prlce 25 cétìtB. 
inis is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection’ with 
a yearly subscription. Tno paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.’

Any two of the. Twelve Premium 
Bookp you may order, price TO cents.

Any three ot the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 11.10.

Any tour of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price ?1.50.

Any five of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order,, price ?l.?a.
■„AuX. .of th0 .Twelve Premium 
Books you may order,' price S2.05

Any seven of. the Twelve Premium 
Books you mjay order, price S2,3i>, • ,,

1 ; Anf- hlght 'bf thè" Twelve, Freinium 
Books you' may órdér price J2.65, < r
_ Any W of the Twelve Premium^ 
Books you niay order, price ?2^o.. ri’ ’

Any ' ' ten" of the Twelve Pretni'um ■ 
Books you may order, price 53T0 '

Any eleven' òf ' the' Twelve Premium 
Books you mày order, price $3140.

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre- 
mium Booles herd announced àfè séiít 
cut, all postage prepaid,-for ^3.75, soine- 
thine never before "equalled in "thia ! 
country or Europe.' • •’ > >

Bear in mind that every Order for ri 
Premium must- be accompanied’ witO' 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker.. • We- repeat ' that the world 
has never seen the like of it betore? " '' 
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE-

MIUM BOOKS "FOR S3.75.
The following’is, trip list'of titles' ot 

thè Twelve Premium Bówis:. '
IFWe ’Encyclopeifin.Death, and.

Life in tho Spirit World, Vói. 1. ,' „
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 'and

Life in "the Spirit vvforld, Vol. 2. ” w
3—The Encyclopedia .of Death, and 

Life In the Spirit Wbrld, VoL 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared ky 
J. R. Francis. They contain invalriablò 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun- 
óane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 

.Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.
5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult- . 

ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. "
6—The Next World Interviewed, 'by 

Mirs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium. r

1—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of- rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.
- 9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science; by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or.SplrltuaJism ■
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles 

11—-The Great Debate BetweenMoses .
Hull rind W. F. Jamieson.

1 ¿-‘-Letters from th® Spirit , World, 
written through, the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library., ,.

, When ordering a Premium Book, one1"' -X 
or more, you must send In a yearly sub- ’

■ scription for The Progressive Thinker.

no exception. OPTIMIST.

.■‘Death,«Its-Meanihg and Results " 
-Sy J. K. Wilson; of . the "Pennsylvania 
Ber. - Aa.tabsnrbtnfeiy ’ interesting voi- 
pme. 'of'deieMfedrvaliie. A narrative Of 
wonderful-psychic events ,itr - the au
thor’s experience. "Cloth, 560 pages;, lb- 
lustratea/^I.S^.' • ■■

And no high mindad spirit could ever

“ßplrlthffl.'WÄgB'-fe? the-Use of 
êtes, Other Spirit-
caUatls Gatbcriaso.” By Mattle B.

Toledo, Ohio. L P. SMITH.

Sfour Neighbor tp^gubf&rlbe, 
. .Prpgraeaive Tplnker. ? .

Now Is the.time to extend thexslrcBla, 
flea ot The Progressive Thinker. It 
will eentain Occult .and BplrituaUBtia 
B®ws with which every one should, bo 
^miliar. No other paper published on 
tida earth .contains Bitch, a. vast amount 
oS ©niter no well adapted to enrich ths 
Bvjtod. Send In's eubsoriatlon now.

The Arcana of Sjpiritualisni
'A .Manual qf Spiritual Science .a.nd 
1 ... Philosophy. ■ k

The -readers of The Progressive' 
Thinker are already abquainted with 
'character of this' book. - It is intended 
by. .Its assisting, inspiring Bplrjt-autbors' 
,to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations, it- 
has been more" than thirty years ip pre
paring and contains ,^il that.has bean 
received -by me - through ..Inspiration 
-and research'during that time bn- the 
subjects it treats. Few questions Will 
arise in tlie minds of investigators- 
that are not answered . In its pages.. 
Price, $1-25 postpaid. < .r '

Address all orders to -• ”
HUDSON TUTTLE,'

Berlin Heights, Ohio.. .

THE LIFE RftDWNt 
•BY LILLIAN WRlTIMh-rn lht<l book Mlns 
Whiling aims to portray a practical ideal tot 
Baily living that shall embodv tbe sircctimss 
and exaltations -and faith that lend onchimt- ~ 
meat to lite. ills, in a measure, a logical «&. 
qiience ot ’The World Beautiful,” leading Into 
still diviner harmonics. It Is calculated to ren
der tbe soul in harmony with the universe? IF ' 
js truly an inspiration. Price, cloth. 11.00. •>-»

. A Lwtnre. Bellveretf te Ladles I WVllHll» Only. 37 NnMDr. Hulburt. On 
. the present status oi woman, physically, men
tally. morally hud spiritually. The dint» law 
ot true tiarmonial taarrUae, etc. Price, 10s.
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. Man began his career a savage. 
Borne types of men are- savages . still. 
But some have reached that-stage of de
velopment which is properly termed 
barbarism. The. next stage of develop
ment will be justly styled civilized.

It has been seen .that the savage man, 
like the brute, is governed by his self
ish faculties; his intellectual faculties 
being used wholly in the interest of his 
selfish. He, as a recent writer, W. A. 
Vrooman, says, did'not have the physi
cal weapons of the brute, horns, claws, 
etc., hence, he was obliged to use his 
superior intelligence to circumvent his 
foes. This write:; says further:

“The brutish’ selfishness in human na
ture is evidence of blood relationship 
with the jungle. Whether man has ac: 
quired this by a fail from primeval 
goodness or finds it as an evidence of 
his pedigree; whetner orthodoxy or ev
olution gives the true explanation the 
ugly fact remains.”

An item that is going the round of the 
world in newspapers says that the Em
peror William the Second in the 
course of his valuable career has de
stroyed 42,676 separate pieces of game.

The achievement of the Emperor in 
depriving these helpless birds, and 
beasts of their lives Is regarded with 
admiration.

The Emperor did not need for food 
any of the things he slew ¡so that he 
had none of the excuse of the primitive 
man for slaughter.

Each of them had the same sense ot 
enjoyment of life, within the limits of 
Its much smaller brain, that the Emper
or has and the same right to live.

But the Emporor has killed 42,676 of 
them merely to gratify an appetite for 
slaughter. He has it—a great many 
other men have it. They come by it 

„honestly enough, no doubt.. Did you 
ever think how? They get it straight 
from the davs when we were tusked 
and clawed things creeping through 
the forests hunting for our dinners. 
It is the reminder in the human.race 
of the ascent from the swamps and the 
seas. It is Ure remaining trace of the 
tiger and the dlnosaurus. it is the 
bestial sense that delights in bloodshed 
and cruelty just as the first naked sav
ages used to delight—the keen, bestial 
delight in killing something, of seeing 
bloodshed and causing suffering.

Some years ago'a delegation or Amer
ican Indians asked me to address a 
committee of Congress, in opposition 
to a bill to unjustly deprive their tribe 
of a large tract of land. On concluding 
my speech the Chairman of the Com
mittee, Hon. Wm. Springer of Illinois, 
said, "Dr., your talk is very pretty, your 
speech would .read well in a Sunday 
School book: but your views are not- 
practical. Civilization is' bound to fide 
rough-shod over barbarism.”

.“Mr. Springer, where ,1s there any 
civilization?”

“I give it up,” he replied.
"If you had. said that, barbarism 

would ride rough-shod over. ¿savagery, 
1 should agree with you... But we claim 
to be a civilized nation, and.you are iri 
a position to make that claim.' good.’?

The policy pursued by the;. Anglo-' 
Saxon, in their dealings with the Afri
can and Indian races, has been a pqlicy 
of. barbarous injustice and selfish cru- 
elty. This superior race has been 
governed by the faculties of acquisL 
tiveness, destructiveness, etc., its supe
riority being apparent chiefly in the 
ability to outwit in council and defeat 
in battle those less intelligent people. 
It is a common belief In this country,
that barbarous brute tepee is an essen
tial element in civilizing the,Indian.,

I ^Th.e fact that his method has proved 
disastrousjfailure, while that of the 

I -Quakers was a decided success, does 
not convince us that wê have, been in 
the wrong.

Had the Anglo-Saxons who- settled 
America, been a civilized people, that 

- ’ is a people whose selfish, faculties were 
controlled by their moraTfacultles, and 
guided bv their intellectual faculties, 
they would have .bçep'entlrelÿ success' 
ful in civilizing thé children of-the'for
est, for strange as it may seem, those 
simple people show a degree of. moral 
consciousness, and a responsiveness to 

■ kindness, that often put our people to 
the blush. ? ?;

. ■ It is a fact, in thé history written by 
their foes, that they have never-been 
the first to break a treaty. Gen. Miles 
said to me, some years , ago, “In every 

(war between the two races, the Indian 
has been in the right and the whitesJn 
the wrong.” '
.. The policy of the whites was directly 
calculated to rouse resentment In the 
Indians, for'they, are- a proud race. 
Dignity is a chief characteristic'of the 
representative Red Man. Memories of 
Massasoit, King Phillip, Powhattan, 

„ Red Jacket. Tecumseh, and many other 
great Indians will live in the annals of 
America while history survives.

Modern Monopoly Barbaric.
In 1869 there were less than a dozen 

millionaires in New ïork city, now 
there are about five thousand of those 
financial Barons. I used the word, Bar
on, advisedly, for these men wield the 
power now, that the Feudal Barons did 
a few-centuries ago. Those.‘Ancient 
Barons had their serfs. The feudal 
serfs were called retainers, the modem 
serfs are styled wage men. The an
cient serf tilled the soil of his Lord’s 
Baronial estate, and was allowed a tithe 
of the product of his labor, sufficient to 
feed and clothe him, in the poorest fash
ion, and the lordly Baron lived in lux
ury and barbaric splendor, by. appropri
ating to himself nine-tenths of the prod
ucts of the soil, produced by the com
bined toll of his serfs; the modern wage 

■ man is allowed enough from the prod- 
• Tict of his labor to enable him to live in- 
J very poor fashion/while, his lordly em

ployer lives in a style that would put to 
rhame the feudal Baron of the barbar- 

jub middle ages. The modern : Baron 
" :as this advantage over his ancient pro

totype. The ancient Baron owned the 
soil and got his wealth from the prod- 
nets of agriculture; pursued in a véry 
primitive way. The- modern Baron, 
without nominal ownership qf the soil, 
secures a large, part of its products 
through a monopoly of the machinery 
of production, transportation and distri
bution ; he owns the mines that furnish 
the iron and fuel, .the factories that 
make the machinery, tbé railroads that 
carry the products of labor to the dif
ferent points of distribution, and he 
controls the prices of those products 
through a combination of his systems of 
manufacturing, transportation and dis
tribution. :

Prof. H. C; Adams, of the University 
of Michigan; in a paper on “The An
cient Feudal Baron, and the Modern 
Commercial Baron,” read in the parlor 
of the author, in Washington. D. C., in 
1890, showed clearly that the difference 
between the two :s simply a difference 
of conditions then and now, and -he 
brought out and empnasized the fact, 
that the feudal serf was treated more 
justly and humanely.'han the modern 
wage serf. The Feudal Baron was a 
patriarchal Land Lord, who regarded 
his’serfs as his children. They were 
bound to his estate and owed him aerv- 
ive, but they, were entitled to a home, 
and a living on the land that he owned, 
-and they tilled not only -while - they 
could labor, but as long-as they Jived..

• He could not turn them out to perish

* í

from hunger and nakedness after they ’ 
were disabled by age or disease.

"The modern Baron works his serfs 
till from age or disease they cease to be 
proflltable to him, and then turns them - 
out to become tramps or paupers. The 
serfs or France arose in rebellion 
against the Barons soon after the Amer
ican Revolution closed so auspiciously. 
A reign of terror, such as Europe had 
never before seen, was ’ Inaugurated. 
The oppressive nobles and their priest
ly allies and beneficiaries were slain by 
the sword or the guillotine, and their 
Baronial estates confiscated. The'serfs 
could destroy the old barbaric system1, 
but they were not able to establish in 
its stead a civilized system. They at
tempted to erect a Communal state, on 
the ruins of the old Monarchy, but. Com
munism is a civllzed form of govern
ment, and the leaders, as well as the 
rank and file of the revolutionists were 
as barbarous as thé King and Nobles 
and Priests they had conquered and 
plain. Their idea of Communism was a 
barbarous idea, formulated by intellect
ual faculties controlled by the selfish, in
stincts Instead of by the moral senti
ments. The few civilized citizens of 
whom Madame Roland was a conspicu
ous example, shared the bloody fate of 
the King and nobility. They were cru
cified between the thieves of the old 
and the new regime, represented by 
Louis XVI., and Robespierre, the Ja
cobin dictator. Napoleon Bonaparte 
was a true and brilliant representative 
of the average French Revolutionist of 
that period. He was a legitimate, evo
lutionary product of the age, the em
bodiment of the barbarism of France,

"The average American is much far
ther removed from absolute barbarism 
than was the average Frenchman of a 
century ago. But the Americans are 
very far from being a truly civilized 
people. The communistic Idea Is rap
idly growing in this country, under the 
name of socialism. But it is founded 
on the theories of Karl Marx, whose 
splendid intellect has not been fully 
emancipated from the dominion of self
ishness, and consecrated to the service 
of Benevolence, and the other organs of 
moral consciousness. Neither that 
great doctrinaire nor the rank and file 
of his followers arq capable of organiz
ing a state whose fundamental law shall 
be the 'Golden Rule,’ and then live up to 
the grand altruistic doctrine involved in 
that Magna Charta of a Divine Civiliza
tion.

"The signs of the times point to a 
revolution in this country, which will 
overthrow the Baronial Plutocracy 
which has been founded by the Lords 
of the bank, the railroad, the-: mines, 
the factories and other .great institu
tions,, and that revolution cannot be 
long delayed. IÇmày.’cpme. through the 
peaceful method óf civilization, the bal
lot. I sincerely?,hope .it. may.. But 
whether by the ballot, or the bullet, it 
will cóme, and pome • quickly. Would 
that we were ready for it; that we were 
wise enough, 1. e.,, civilized enough to 
establish a government which being 
ioünded upon;,Justice will do right to 
all, grant privileges to-none, and then 
Administer that government by the 
rules of absolute righteousness, so that 
being So fodnded, and so administered, 
it would endure fofqy’sr.,

Our Criminal Laws Are Barbarous.
“The criminal ; code ,of . this New 

World, is a'transcript of the criminal 
code of England, and that Is founded 
upon the Hebrew law, of ‘an eye for an 
eye, and a life for a life.’

“It is not reformatory but punitive 
It.id tlié Jaw of vengeance. To call it 
bruta) would be? to 'Blander the brutes, 
for they do not take revenge, or seek to 
retaliate, They • ■ punish offenders 
against their rights, but while destitute 
of the sentiment of Justice, they act: on 
the law of justice,’ and not of revenge. 
Mr. Combe, in his ‘Constitution of-Man,” 
says, ‘The animals are endowed with 
propensities impelling them to act, and 
a degree of intellect enabling them to 
perceive the consequences of their ac
tions. These faculties prompt them to 
inflict punishment upon each other for 
infringement of their rights, although 
they possess no sentiments pointing 
out the moral guilt of such conduct. 
For example, dogs have acquisitiveness, 
which gives them the 'sense of prop
erty; when one is in possession of a 
bone, and another attempts to steal it, 
this act instantly excites the organs of 
Combativeness and Destructiveness of 
the Owner of the bone, and he proceeds 
..to worry the assailant. Or a cock on a 
dunghill finds a rival intruding on his 
domain, and under the instinctive inspi
ration of Combativenes and Self-Esteem 
be attacks him and drives him off. 1 
call this - inflicting animal punishment. 
It Is not supposed that the aggressors 
in these cases possess moral faculties 
Intimating that their trespass is wrong. 
I view them as inspired by their pro
pensities, and rushing blindly to their 
gratification. Nevertheless, in the ef
fect which . the aggression produces 
upon the’propensities of the animal as
sailed, we perceive an arrangement in
stituted by the Creator, for checking 
outrage, and arresting its progress.

“Before'the penalty inflicted could be 
viewed by man as just in such cases, it 
would be necessary to perceive that it 
was instituted for the benefit of the ag
gressors themselves. If all dogs neg
lected te seek homes and devoted iftem-. 
selves to stealing; and if cocks, in gen
eral, deserted their domains, and gave 
themselves up to felonious inroads, ft is 
evident the races of these animals 
would soon become extinct. Or if any 
individual among them should habitual
ly abandon himself to such', transgres-, 
sions, lie would soon lose hls life by vio
lence. or starvation. If then it is bene- 
flical for the nice, and also for the indi
vidual, to be arrested in his progress, 
his-punishment is both benevolent add 
just - ’:

“It is interesting to obserye that pro
visions are made under the animal law, 
for bringing About substantial justice; 
even in creatures destitute of conscien
tiousness. The lower animals make 
perfectly sure of only the real offender, 
for he must be caught in the act, other
wise he is not visited by their resent
ment. - It appears also to be the general 
rule of animal nature, that unless the 
offender has carried his inroad to an ex
treme extent, the punishment is relaxed 
the moment he desists, that is to say, 
the master of the bone, or dunghill is 
generally satisfied with simple defense, 
and rarely pursues the offender for the 
sake of revenge.” ■

This great philosopher, proceeds to 
show that animals do not inquire.into 
the cause of crime, or the effect of pun
ishment, because they do not possess 
the faculties that Inquire into causes, 
and trace moral consequences, or those 
moral consequences which ■ desire thè 
reform of others; but are purely selfish 
in all acts. He then proceeds to say 
that man possesses the same animal 
propensities as those of the lower crea
tures, and that under their influence he 
inflicts punishment on. the same .prin
ciples. He shows that criminal laws of 
tthq,most civilized nations are framed, 
.and.executed ;on the same principles of 
the animal code. He illustrates’ his 
.point,.thus, *A. thief breaks into a 
house and steals. The reflective facul
ties-are employed to find him, and also 
.find evidence of his guilt. .-Judge and 
jury assemble to determina whether-the

evidence is sufficient ; and if they find it 
to be so, tiie culprit is ordered to be j 
imprisoned, or hanged. We are apt to 
think that there Is something moral in 
the trial. But the solo object, ot It is to 
ascertain that a crime lias been com- 
nil tied, and that, the accused is uie real 
offender. The dog and cock make 
equally certain of both points; for they 
never ppnish except when tlie Individ-' 
utl is caught in the act. The dog at- 
tacltB and worries the criminal, and 
then lets him go; while man scourges 
liia back, or makes him mount the steps 
of a treadmill, and then turns , him 
adrift. If the offender has been very 
pertinacious in his aggression, the dog 
sometimes, although rarely, threatens 
him.outright; and man, in similar cir
cumstances very generally strangles 
him with a rope. The dog makes no in
quiry into the causes that led to the 
crime, or into the effect upon the of-, 
fender of the punishment which he In
flicts. In this also he is initated by the 
human race. Man inflicts his ven
geance with as .little inquiry, into the 
causes that led to the crime, and then 
turns the culprit adrift upon the wprld 
after he has been punished, with as lit
tle concern about what shall befall him 
next, as is shown by his canine proto
type. The dog acts in this way be
cause he is inspired by animal propensi
ties, and higher faculties have been de
nied him. Man imitates him because 
he, too, has animal faculties and be
cause, although he possesses, in addi
tion to them, moral sentiments, and re
flecting intellect, he has not yet discov
ered the practical application of these 
to the subject of criminal legislation 
and jurisprudence,”

These observations were writen and 
published three quarters of a century 
ago, and they have been read by mill
ions of people, yet our criminal code re
mains substantially the same. No-rad- 
ical reform of a practical character has 
been effected. This barbarous fact can 
be accounted for only on one hypothe
sis. Politicians do nor read such books 
as Combe’s Cqpstitution of Man, and 
politicians maiie our laws, as legisla
tors, and administer them as judges,

I have been deeply interested in this 
subject for fifty years, and I have made 
it.a point to talk'with law makers and 
judges when opportunity offered, and 1 
have rarely found one ot either class 
who lyiew much about the matter, or 
who manifested any considerable desire 
to. know. Penology has attracted1 great 
attention among philanthropists, but it ' 
has been pursued chiefly with reference 
to prison reform, and to the mitigation 
of punishments for crime. It 1b a be
nevolent rather than a scientific,'philo
sophical and judicial' reform that has 
been inaugurated by our goo'd men and 
women, -

When man becomes fully civilized 
there will be no revenge in his nature; 
he will not resent insult dr resist evil,; 
but overcome evil with good and con
quer by love. Then his system of crim
inal jurisprudence will have two pur
poses, to prevent crime, and reform the 
criminal. The criminal will be regard- 
éd. and treated - as an unfortunate 
brother or Bister.-unfortunate in having 
inherited, a brain in which the organs of 
the' animal propensitiesS, are unduly 
large, and the organs of the moral sen
timents are. tpo smalt, and whose envir
onments have been unfavorable to the 
development «f his moral organs; and 
the control of his seljish. - He will be 
put into an institùtió'i where he will 
have no opportunity to steal, or murder 
or commit any other offense or injury 
against’his fellow-men, and where his 
higher nature caif1 be developed’ and bls 
lower subdued, and where his intellect- 
ual faculties can be* educated, ’ and 
where, also, hq can earn an honest liv
ing by some form of work. He will be 
put into a reformatory which shall be 
worthy.of its title. And he will be put 
in that Institution for an indefinite pe
riod, until"in the opinion of his teachers, 
•he has been reformed and would be , a 
fairly good law-atfiding and useful mem
ber of general society, or if incorrigible, 
until physical death shall kindly ’ re-’ 
lease him from his unfortunate organi
zation. ,,

The plan here suggested for the pro
tection of society against criminals and 
for their reformation, is the same as 
that already in operation, in the case-of 
insape people and idiots. Insane peo
ple have diseased brains, while idiots 
have, developed brains.. The majority, 
of insane persons are monomaniacs, 
that is, only a part of the brain, and not 
the wflole of it. is deranged.

A large majority of criminals may 
properly be classed as monp-idiots ; 'per
sons whose intelléctudl organs are Well 
developed, but wh'ese moral organs are 
not.. One of- the most talented inen 1 
ever met, ’was a moral-idiot’ He was a 
brilliant lawyer, but he had no concep
tion of the abstract principles -of - jus
tice. He would take, the largest fee he 
could get to prosecute l*or defend any 
cause without- the least regard for the 
right or wrong Involved in It. He was 
a politician and a member of Congress,, 
first of the House, and then of the Sen
ate, and although his salary was never 
over five thousand dollars a year, yet 
when he died his estate was estimated 
at about ten millions of dollars. That 
he took large bribes', goes without say
ing. If the state he resided in, had 
been a fully civilized Commonwealth, 
that man would have begn sent to a re
formatory-instead of to Congress; both 
for his own good and the best interests 
of his fellow citizens.

Plato, who was a prophecy of what a 
clylllzed man and philosopher will be, 
said that, “Philosophers should, make 
the laws and.govern the state,” and he 
defined a philosopher as a man whose 
moral sense controls bis intellect and 
suppresses his animal passions. Wen
dell Phillips, in a public lecture some 
forty years ago, said “It is impossible 
for a statesman to become President of 
the United States, for the reason that 
the politicians who control political par
ties will not permit it.” ■

Did Mr. Phillips live,on earth now, he 
would probably say that the great mo
nopolists of thè country, would co-oper
ate with the politicians in preventing 
the nomination of a man for President 
by a party strong enough to be able to 
elect him. who could not be controlled 
by them. ' T. A. BLAND, M. D.

SEVEN JAPANESE RULES.

That Are „Very Comprehensive and Im
pressive In Their Nature.'

We are informed that the following 
rules are read .to every company of Jap
anese troops after roll call each morn- 
ing.-and that the soldiers repeat them 
in concert:

1. ' To be sincere and loyal and guard 
against untruthfulness.

2. To respect. superiors, keep true 
to comrades, aud guard'against lawless
ness and insolence..

3. To obey the command of superi
ors, Irrespective of its nature, and never 
to resistor disregard it. ■

4. To p'rize'bravery and courage and 
be - diligent in the • performance of du
ties. and.-guard against cowardice and 
timidity.

5. - ■ To boast not .of brutal courage, 
and neither quarrel jflth nor.insult' oth
ers, which will incite general hatred.

Very Bpf^vejhehoinéfla, 
Tho World Over Spirit Phenomena Is Occurring—That Which Is Spon

taneous Is the Most ^tartjjng and the Most Convincing—Never Be
fore in the History oilheí’Wórid Has There Been so Many Genuine 
Spontaneous Spirit M^if^atións.
As the psyehieiil plien'dmeria'that I recorded in'Light of December 17, 

under'the title of “SoiWe Uínqúp Pheiomena, ” attracted considerable 
attention and interest, it might be of value to students in psychical re
search to learn further particulars of these strange manifestations, 
which have continued r.t intervals since I last wrote up to the present 
time. It.may be.rem^iei^d that the principal manifestations con
sisted in tho turning on^nd off of the electric lights by some unseen, in
explicable agency; the ringing noise of bells where there were no bells, 
and the materialization óf spirits. I then mentioned that we liad estab
lished a code pf eoiimiunjeation with the unseen Intelligences by means 
of electric light flashes ;md the ringing of the invisible bells, after the 
same method as used in >“table tilting and rapping,” and had thus dis
covered the identity of those wlio were telegraphing to us from the un
seen realms in such a unique manner. '

The manifestations have been moved from the drawing-room, where 
they had occurred nightly for six weeks, to the billiard-room, where we 
now have new evidences of spirit power in the removal of the billiard 
balls from the table,"the handling of cues by .unseen hands, the violent 
projection of articles across the room, the moving of furniture, direct 
spirit writing, etc. ■

The electric lights are switched on and off as usual, and often when 
we are playing billiards the lights are suddenly turned off and on so 
as to render play impossible, and then, whether we like it or not, these 
extraordinary phenomena occur'.' Over and ovei' again the billiard 
balls have vanished off the table, though where and how they go we 
have not been able to determine, and perhaps five to' ten minutes after 
their disappearance they suddenly drop on to the floor out of the air— 
generally in a part of the toom where there is no one.

The other évening I placed niy cigarette case,, open, on the table and 
laughingly offered the spirit a cigarette, and to our astonishment, a few 
seconds after, one of the cigarettes vanished from the case, and five min
utes later was dropped onto the' othér end of the table, apparently from 
the ceiling. j. ¿ ’ " ' \ . .. ’

The “spirit bell” we,now have in the billiard-yoom is qùite different 
from the two bells which ’used'to ring in the salon, having a clear mu
sical tone—soft and-silvery—whilst those in the salon-made a harsh, 
metallic, “ whirring ”'nois,e,‘ and were deafening at times. One of those 
“bell’,’ sounds proceeded;àpparently from the middle,of a small wooden 
tablé (which had been thoroughly examined by skeptical persons, with
out any result), and the other “bell” rang high up on the wall, atihe 
other side of the rooih, where there certainly was no. bell, and no me
chanical contrivance could possibly have been concealed without our 
soon discovering it.. That these “bell” sounds were produced by an ih- 
ielligent being is evident from the fact that our questions, mental and 
■verbal, were readily and clearly answered'by the method described in 
my last article, viz., short, sharp rings—one for “no," two fpr “yes” 
and when the. alphabet was called'ever the letters .required to form 
words were indicated by a ■short ring. The other evening a French doc
tor asked for the name of a spirit, who was described by a clairvoyant 
as standing near him, and the bell at once spelled, out the peculiar name 
of “Atou," which’the doctor said was quite correct, being the name of. 
an old schoolfellow of his-who had beep dead for many years.

It wás quité impossible that anyone could have known of the name, or 
guessed it, and the description by the clairvoyant was also perfectly 
correct. . _ ¿ a ’.¡ .

Last night the three-billiard balls disappeared suddenly off the table 
(no one being near theitabíeaatthe.time), and a few minutes later one 
was dropped on to theAablë.'apparently from the ceiling, and the other 
two on to-the floor, attach',pjd qf the ropm. „This was done in the- fUH 
light, and was witnessed feall. whò were present.' An invisible hand 
.took up a piece of chalk áñd marked various’ figures and symbolical 
signs on. the green cldth Of^fie table.- Cues were .also taken, from the 
rack, carried across tf$ fo^, and handed to some of those’ looking on. 
A lady’s.fid eépé wa%’taken off a chair on which it’ was lying; and 
gently placed, around the shoulders-of one of the ladies.

One evening (I had^viddiitly displeased our unseen friends, as they 
mischievously thr'eiV ^ at me), a hassock was taken off the
flopr, at .toother sid&jbf theiroom,- andhurled at mej’as also were pieces 
óf chalk, a book and pap^TOlled' up into bqlls, ;et'c. 1 ‘ (

Materialized fdrms of, à’p’iiìfs'haye often teen seen, and we have often 
felt then? hands upph us.?,This ’¿inaili the more extraordinary ás’we do 
not hold regular seaneçs and hardly know who is the medium for these 
phenomena? At «ohe' tibie it was thought that I was the medium, but 
themahifesfations have occurred >vheh Twas not in the room) I fancy 
that seyerako^pur pattyar,e;ipediunis (as our spirit friends assert), and 
that it is the:'^^ our forces which enables the unseen intelli-

■gehees'to: produce these striking phenomena. At one time a band of 
mischievous spirits w.ài'è at work, and put out all the lights in the estab- 
lishipenWin the bedrooms; corridors, and salons—and when candles 

-were lighted they were snuffed out by unseen hands, right before our 
eyes. All. sorts of tricks were played upon us then, and it became 
rather alarming./bùt for weeks we have had no recurrence of that sort 
of thing. One “lady had her arm gently taken hold of and the next 
morning she found the. maries of fingers clearly outlined, in blue on the 
flesh!' ?

A Fren eh gentlemáñ .had an uncanny experience. One night he 
awoke with a start, and saw standing byJiis bed a young man, whom he 
recognised as an old frieiid of his ,who had. been dead for years. He 
Was rather frightened at first, but the feeling soon -wore off, and his 
spirit friend had a conversation with him lasting half’ an hour.-,- Curi
ously enough, the apparition did not say anything about the spirit world 
and his condition there; but talked solely about electricity and teleg: 
raphy. He had been an electrical engineer in his life on this planet and 
was. evidently still greatly interested jn his oíd vocation, which had ever 
been of absorbing interest to him. .He was looking much the same as 
when “in the body,” and wore clothes of a similar kind to those, he 
used to work in. He vanished suddenly, without a word of adieu, right 
in the middle of a sentence. This was no optical illusion—no trick of 
thé imagination, or dream—but an absolute .fact, happening .to a prac
tical, unimaginative man who was wide awake, and in full possession of 
his senses at the time. This incident occurred here a few weeks ago. 
The seer, I. may state, is à strong medium, .though he knows nothing 
about-Spiritualism or’otcult sciences.

The phenomena hùytappear trivial and purposeless to the outsider 
who knows nothing about Spiritualism, but do the student in psychical 
research they are repleté with interest and significance, especially" as 
they have been mofe.pr less spontaneous, and not evoked in the ordi
nary orthodox way. Tt is hot our intention to. consider the cui bono of 
these occurrences,'but merely to observe and record what actually takes 
place, as further evidence of the power of spirit over matter and the 
ability of intelligent'beings in another phase .of existence to cafry on 
communication, with:beings on this more material plane, and to advance, 
as far as possible, the extension of research into the hitherto unknown, 
unseén spheres of our wonderful universe, of which the God of Love and 
Wisdom, is the omniscient, and all-pervading influence and ruler. • -

Mentone. South oi.France. - . REGINALD B. SPAN.

6. To cultivate virtue and practice 
frugality and guard against: extrava
gance and effeminacy) • H

7. To prize reputation ’And honor 
and guard against vulgarity and greed.

These precepts wei%1 foriflilated by 
the emperor of Japan>1inanV’’years ago. 
Their inculcation an& practicaT appli
cation may be responsible in A. measure 
for the remarkable sdtCess that has at
tended the Japanese11^ the present 
struggle with Russia! ’’Hoover it re
quires something moffr thSK rules to 
win success of the h^hdst’grade. In 
these days of graft it foay riot be amiss 
to ■ recommend the ' Seventh rule—to 
prize reputation and'imnoH'and guard 
against vulgarity and'greef-i-to all who 
are In positions ot rfespohsibility and 
trust. The man who puts bis own 
character above mere lucre is, quite 
likely not to be false'to any trust com
mitted to him—Epworth- Herald.

. 0 O» 1 ..-------

. "The Spiritual Significance, or. Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting's most sug
gestive, Intensely interesting, spiritual 
books." It Is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. 'Price ,$L - ,

Uomis tea.’ 
By Prof. W. M LockwooS. Tho work of 
a strong, /©a a

DREAM THAT CAME TRUE.

W. A. Crown Has Vision of Being 
Robbed and Finds It Reality. '

"Do dream? come true?." is a question 
that W. A. Crown, 598 LaSalle avenue,' 
says he will lecture on as soon as his 
voice is in condition to do so if he re
ceives an offer from some local theater.

He told Lieutenant Heidelmeier of 
the Larrabee street station last night 
that he went to Lincoln park yesterday 
afternoon to inhale the fresh air and in 
doing so .dropped to sleep on a bench. 
In his slumbers he dreamed that he was 
being robbed by a man whose descrip
tion he gave to the police.

He found when he woke up that his 
watch and $13 had vanished'when he 
went to reach for his timepiece and 
found it missing. The same feeling 
came over him when he felt in his 
pocket for car fare and found out that 
$13 which he had was also missing.— 
Chicago Chronicle.

"The Present Ago sad raasr 
Ancient and Modem Mysteries Classi, 
fled.end explained” By Andtew Jack, 
aon Davis.. Wo have.« feweoplos-cl 
thia >.work I® tho" celebrated sew. 
Cloth, &L1&___

THE JESUITS AT WORK,

Elsie Reynolds Pronounced an Excel
lent Medium, and Controlled by Cath
olic Spirits Who Repeatedly Expose 
Her, Illustrating the Important Fact 
That Spiritualism Is a Fruitful 
Source for Theories, and That Each 
One Should Exercise. His Own Judg
ment All the Time, Independent of 
What Any Spirit Says or Pretends to 
Be—bo Your Own Thinking—An 
Open Letter to All From Lois Wals- 
brooker.
Neither will I or Brother Edson ever 

sit In her seanees again, not for the rea
son you give, but because her band 
were Catholics while on the earth plane, 
and the fact that they control a medium 
makes them none the less so now. She 
is one of the best, of mediums, but not 
a philosopher. There are too many 
persons who have seen under test con
ditions exhibitions of her wonderful 
powers to question that, no matter what 
testimony to the contrary.

Strange that Spiritualists cannot see 
the, to me, self-evident fact that a me
dium who can be used for such manifes
tations as I have seen in Elsie's circles, 
can also be -used to perpetrate fraud, it 
spirits who are opposed to Spiritualism 
get control. I do not question but that 
all sorts of evidence can be produced to 
show her a fraud, but she is simply the 
tool. i

Again, no spirit friend of Spiritualism 
will say through mortal mediumship: 
“Through the stench of a degraded- in
fluence called materialization, so many, 
individuals in the spiritual ranks have 
been attracted to that stench, the odor 
seems to agree with their olfactories,"

How can one help seeing the ears of 
the Jesuits sticking through the com
munication. No, I do not implicate the 
medium. He doubtless is honest* but 
prejudiced against materialization, but 
the Inference is plainly carried that all 
claims in that line are fraudulent, when 
there are those who see the principle, 
the natural law upon which, materiali
zation is based, exhibitions of which 
have been temporarily made, and 
which will become as permanent as the 
holders of such bodies choose when the 
right conditions can be had.

But before the fullness of the at-one- 
ment can come this Jesuitical power, 
and all else that stands across the path 
of progress will disappear before the 
rising sun of truth.

- LOIS WAISBROOKER.

WONEWOC CAMP, WI8,

Its Favorable Location, Prospects and 
Advantages.

As I am a resident of Wisconsin I am 
naturally interested in all it does In a 
spiritual line. I have wondered whether 
Spiritualists generally know that we, of 
"the Badger .State” have a camp-meet- 
Ing, and that it will compare favorably 
in about every respect with the other 
Spiritual(pt. ■ camps in the country. 
Many of our western Spiritualists, and 
even -some from Wisconsin, travel long 
distancés to camp-meetings, ’ perhaps 
not knowing or not realizing that-there 
is at Wonewoc, in the southwestern 
part of Wisconsin, a camp which Jn 
most points quite equals the eastern 
camps. The Wonewoc camp this year 
begins. August 5, and ends August 28. 
In point of beauty, and in the healthful- 
ness of its location this camp is unex
celled by any camp In America.

Wonewoc is a beautiful town of about 
1,200 inhabitants, located in the Bara
boo Valley, on the Chicago & North
western railroad in southwestern Wis
consin. Unity Park, the place where 
the meetings are held, is owned by the 
Spiritualists. It is located on a bluff 
overlooking the city. On these, grounds 
,ap Auditorium has been erected within 
the last few months. From this park 
the Baraboo Valley is a perfect amphi
theatre. The valley and river can be 
seen for' miles up and down. The air in 
the park fs as pure as the " airs of 
heaven can be imagined to be. The 
water on the grounds is as pure and 
clear as crystal, and as "cold as anybody 
should over drink.

The hotels, stores and other business 
places of the city seem to vie with each : 
other in trying to make thé Spiritual
ists feel at home among them during 
the camping season. The talent em
ployed by this camp is equal to that 
used in any other camp.

That young Boanerges, Will J. Er- 
wood, the president of the Spiritualist 
State Association, is the president of 
and one of the principal workers in the 
camp. Mr. M. M. Blish, who, I beljeve 
Is, and has been for some years, prin- 

, cipal of the Wonewoc public schools, is 
the secretary, and in that place no bet
ter person could be found. Those em
ployed as speakers, mediums and en
tertainers are as good as can be found 
anywhere. Besides those already men
tioned, I would call over the following 
names on the list: Mrs. Amanda Coff
man, Rev. B. F. Austin, /Moses Hull, 
Mrs. Frances Wheeler, Mrs. J. P. Whit
well, Eugene Cooper the boy orator and 
biblical scholar, and graduate of the 
Morris Pratt school. Miss Agnes Chaf
fee, a graduate of, and now a teacher in 
the Morris Pratt School, and others, 
among whom one of Moses Hull’s 
daughters is expected.

Special programs are arranged tor 
special days, among which may be men
tioned the Morris Pratt School Day, 
Wonewoc Day, State Spiritualist Asso
ciation Day, Memorial Day, etc.

Many of the Spiritualists of Wiscon
sin, Minnesota and northeastern Iowa, 
it is believed would, If they could real
ize what this camp is doing, pay it at 
least one visit, and as it is believed that 
one visit to this camp' would lead- to 
other visits I feel to urge the Spiritual
ists of this part of the country to at 
least make one visit to the camp. Come 
out and let us have a time long to be're-
membered. MOSES HULL.

i Sunapee Lake Canip, N. H. ■
Sunqpee Lake Camp.-meeting opened 

its twentyeighth annual meeting, at 
Blodgett's Landing, N. H., July 30, with 
a down-pouring rain, which was needed 
very much for. it was very dry here. At 
10:45 a. ml, the meeting was called to 
order by the president, John. Gagé, who 
made a few remarks, and presented 
Mrs. Sadie L. Hand, who is a favorite of 
Massachusetts add New Hampshire as 
a speaker of the truth of Spiritualism,' 
and she gave a few tests after her lec
ture and all were recognized.

. At 2:30 p. m., with a pouring rain, 
Mrs. Hand read a poem entitled "Not 
Understood.” The audience gave good 
attention and was well pleased with the 
lecture which closed with a few tests 
which gave-good satisfaction.

The music was under the direction of 
M?s. Bond. This closed the first day ot 
Sunadee Lake camp. -

LORENZO WORTHEN, 
. Secretary.

■rQ a -Qi
"Success,.and How to Win It”. A 

lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A.; 
D. D. The titles of some -of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; • Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 cts. 
-. ,“The"JesultB.”..;iJy:Rev. B. E. -Austin, 
A; M.; B. ’D. -An excellent pamphlet 
Price 15 cents.

PUBLICATIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle.
»arj of SjirM Literata.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This ¿York essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array .of facts lit its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from .hem arise to tho 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid ont 

earth, and In tho spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques- 
tlons which arise on that subject ara 
answered. Price. 50 cents.
H AR^?Xin0R LED T0 THE

A thrilling psychological story ot 
evangellzatloa and free thought. It la 
to Protestantism wjrnt “The Secret« ot 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price, 
oO cents. -
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA.

For humane education, with plan ot 
L>a Angell Prize Oratorical Contests.

®®ma:11004 Tuttle. Price, 25 cents. 
All books sent postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, H 
Berlin Heights, Ohloi ]

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS. ¡
EncyclopBdia of Biblical Spiritual- 

ism, A Concordance to the Princlnal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa, 
murtf S<iI1,)tUT whlc11 Prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his- 
tory of the origin of many of the import
ant books of the Bible. Price $1 P '

B‘ble' W11° Wrote It? When
18 rt Infallible? A vote4 from the higher criticism. Price $1.°° ' 

thJ'I0 n».01Je' belne combination of 
the two books. The Contrast, and the 
Question ot the Spiritualism nr .h! 
Bible SetUed, together with a series of ' 
^'¡“g contrasts between creedM 
COristianity and the facts and phUos^ 
Phy of Modern Spiritualism. Priced 

The Spiritual Alps and How we a!’ 
oen4 Them, or a Few Facts as to Hw 
to Reach the Altitude. Price, cloth 40 
cents; paper 25 cents. '

Joan the Medium, or the Heroine of Orleans, or SpirituXm la 
France nearly 600 Years Ago. A most 
interesting book. Price, cloth, 40 ce“ts-l 
paper 25 cents. ’ ce“tea

Christs of the Past and Present—a 
Comparison of the Christ-work or Me- 
diumship of Biblical Messiah« Cloth 
35 cents; paper, 25 cents. ^'oin.

PAMPHLETS:
. All About the Devil. Price 15 cents' 

Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities* 
Inconsistencies sand Blasphemies % 
Review.of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev 
Frank'Talmage s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents.

The Devil and the Adventists. A 
brief review of some of the recent at- 
tacks made by Adventists upon Snlrlt« 
ualism. Price. 10 cents

The -Spiritual Birth, or Death and Ita 
To-Morrow. Price, 10 cents.

The Old'and the New. Price 10 cts
BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULL

Wayside Jottings. Essays 'and' 
sketches gathered from the highways 
and by-ways of life. Price 75 cents

Spirit Echoes. Short poems and 
sketches. Very beautiful. Price 7S 
cents. ’ 

The Spiritual Songster.
booklet with words only, adapted to 
congregational singing and circles etc. 
Price. 10 cents; $6 per hundred. Post
age, 50 cents.

FREETHOUGHT AND 
. LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers 
The price on most of them has been r& 
duced.

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger- 
soil. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Plngaiilt. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof 
Charles G. Brown. Price 5 cents

Religion in the Republic. By Mrs. 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture deliv
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society , 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price ” 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. Price 8 cents. '

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.'

Revelation Under the Microscope of' 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames.' 
Price 10 cents. . '

Life and Career of Charles Brad- '’ 
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake. 1 
Price 10 cents. .

Religion and Science. The “Recon- ’ 
dilation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus of 
The Open Court Analyzed and Re-' 
luted by. “Gorvinus.” Price 10 cents.

Free Thought Past Present and Fu- 
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman. 
With his portrait and life sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Eave They Done for the World? By, 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.

Johz Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches of the life of this great man. 
Price 10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology. By, 
Vindex. Pried 10 cenis.

Church and State. The Biblq In tho 
Public Schools. The New American 
Party. A Criticism by "Jefferson.” 
Price 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or What the 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents. *

“Why An Expurgated Bible?” By, 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30. 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman., Price 3 cents..

Christianity; Its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr.- F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman.. Price 3 cents.'

■ Myth of the Great Deluge. By Jamea
M. McCann. Price 15 cents. /
-The Evolution of the. Devil. By; ~ 

Henry Frank. Price 20 cents. •
Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien

tific Assumption. By Henry M. Taber. 
Price 10 cents.

Liberalized Christianity. By Henry, 
M. Taber. Price 5 cents.-

- The Republic in Danger. By Henry; 
M. Taber. Price 10 cents. ;

.In Place of .Christianity. By Henry; 
M. Taber. Price 10 cents. •
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Vou should not Bend money In a let- 

' ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then' the next remittance may 
be. lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th .:i you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.
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the fraud’question, In.thiB issue, by our
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Slander is the revenge ot a coward 
and dissimilation his. defense.—John
son.- 1 's
■ It is hard tor a haughty man evef to 
forgive one who. has caught him at 
foult,—Gruyere.

■ No soul Is desolate ha long as there is 
a human being lor whom it can feel 
trust and reverence.—George BUloL

Unknown 
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’ REMITTAJiOES: - -
Remit by Postoffice Money order, Registered 

Letter or Draft on Chicago or Now York. It 
. oobIs from ip to oeata -to get checks cashed on 
local bank», so do not send them uuteue you 

■wlahthal amount deducted from the amount 
.cent. Address all letters to J. B-FRANCIS, 40 
. Loomis Street, Chicago, IU. -

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
’ Any person donating one dollar 
the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N.

Circle. MRS. WM. T. 
Bedford, Iowa.
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TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
■ The price of Tho Progressive Thinker 
•per year to foreign countries is J2.

Cdltorat-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. TutUe has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism, fiend him 

■ clippings when aa attack. 1b made, .glv- 
ftng date and name of paper. AddreM 

him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

‘‘Leaves of Truth,” a cloth-bound book 
of instructive spiritual matter.

- MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue 6. E., Wash
ington, D. C,

12,1955,

The Progressive Thinker is constantly scintillating 
with articles that áre impressive, interesting, instruc
tive and soul-elevating. Next week a Celebrated Light 
in the Scientific and Literary World, will give extend
ed views on "Psychical Research and the Future Life.”

Sir William Cropkeg’ Proy^ional fcplánatton of Telepathy—Harmony 
. 1 I ■ With Natural Law,

How Miracles Are Wrought
That the days of miracles are not 

past, at least in the Catholic church, is 
evident from the report that comes 
from New York City, wherein it is said 
to be rumored about the church of St. 
Jean Baptiste, where the relic of St. 
Ann is being exposed to sufferers dur
ing a novena, that, a blind man has been 
cured.

According to the story, the blind man 
was led into the church during the at- 
ternoon by a boy. He said he had been 
blind for years, and he bad great faith 
in tbe power of the relic of St. Ann to 
restore bls sight

■ The relic, a bone, reposes on tire al
tar. The blind man knelt before it in 
prayer for ten minutes or more. Ab he 
prayed he swayed > 'with emotion, and 
when he had finished he bowed over 
the relic and kissed it fervently.

Then, It Is said, he opened his eyes 
and beheld the crowd. With an excla
mation of joy, he rushed Into the street, 
and was dazzled by his fjrst glimpse of

The Difference,
Standard Christian literature-if read 

intelligently everywhere betrays its pa
gan origin, though learned writers labor 
to prove this so-called heathen faith 
was engrafted upon Christianity, in
stead ot being its parent. The Ency
clopedia of Religious Knowledge, a 
work of some 1,300 pages, which made 
large drafts on Henderson, Watson, 
Ruck, and a host pt scholarly Christian 
authors in its compilation, perhaps un
intentionally, reveals many tacts in the 
direction indicated. The work is an old 
one, and is found in libraries of the 
ablest clergymen.

In the Encyclopedia's article, under 
the head of “Preaching," may be found 
the following:

“The apostles being dead * * the 
whole Christian system underwent a 
miserable change; preaching shared 
tho fate of other Institutions, and this 
glory of the primitive church was now 
generally degenerated. Those writers 
whom wo call the Fathers, however 
held up to view by some as models of 
imitation, do not deserve that indis-

>, liri when elected president of the British Association for the 
Advitaccnfent of Science, said in his remarkable address that all of the 
.phenomena of this universe are presumably continuous waves and vibra
tions Tve^ce in everything, and we have good evidence that they ex- 
tend(frointone vibration to two thousand trillions per second, thus vary
ingin tWSr frequency and also in their velocity. “As a starting 
point,” he said,-/‘I will take a pendulum beating seconds in air.point, he said,'' I will, take a pendulum beating 
keejl'on doubling I get a series of steps as follows:

•I -
<< .. 
«ff-

1«;:

of crutches and bandages that have I The author goes on to say; ‘-'ChriB- 
been cast aside by cripples, who said | tlanity was * * ’ under gradual decay, 
the holy relic cured them, | during the first three centuries.”

Of course the good Catholics will be-1 Those “first three centuries” we ap- 
lleve these cures are proof of the I prebend, were several centuries later 
soundness of the claims of the Catholic I than is generally supposed; but they 
church as being a divinely appointed in-1 embraced that period when Roman and 
Btitution, and teacher ot the true faith. I Grecian mythology was breaking away

By the same Bort of reasoning can be from its ancient faith; the people had 
demonstrated the same sort , of claims 1 become too Intelligent to worship a 
for Spiritualism, with its cases of spirit host of inferior gods and goddesses,

Now, •while it need not bo denied that I the entire brood into a new character 
genuine spirit power may be exerted in possessing the peculiar characteristics 
these Catholic miracles of healing, such of all of them; and the feminine branch 
healing does not In the least establish I wag merged into the Madonna whom 
the Catholic assumptions of the I Catholics adore as tho “Mother of God, 
church’s truth, authority or supremacy the Queen of heaven.”

Old Method» Won’t Do.
Rev. Wm. J. Dawson, one of the most 

distinguished pulpiteers of London, re
cently-doing evangelical work In Amer
ica,- but lately returned to England, 
made some damaging statements, as to 
the prosperity of his faith before taking 
nta departure. He said: - • । -
• “There is no denying the fact that 
many ot the churches are nearly empty. 
The old methods won’t db. The preach
ers must go to work on new lines.”

During an interview with-a reporter, 
Rev. Dawson added:

•, “On the'recent Sunday I made the 
• rounds of a number of-churches in New
York of different denominations; to see 
for myself the condition of affairs. In 
some of the noted ones, with seats for. 
2,000 or more people, I found from 300 
to 400.- Others were' nearly empty. 
The two or three filled were those mak
ing a speciality o£ high ritual and line 
music.”

But note again what this learned di
vine sald'to his interviewer:

"I heard''last Sunday in one of the n 
largest churches in New York, one of a 
denomination supposed to present pow
erful preachers who can read the souls 
of the people. I heard an essay deliv
ered from the pulpit that was childish,’ 
like a lesson from ¿.primer; Its Iln*e of, 
reasoning was like a; shoestring. 
drove me out in five minutes.- in other 
churches I heard delivered essays that 
interested no ope.”

What Rev. Dawson found in New 
York is common to all churches. 

. Pointless essays on the one hand, shilly 
’ shally on the other. The clerics, were 

educated for the pulpit.. They ¿ave no 
other means of support The bottom1 
has fallen out of theology, and the pul
pit orator is imitating the lawyer who 
wastes his time in attempted oratory 
while his client is out searching for wit
nesses. Anything Will do for purpose 
of procrastination. '

These reputed Catholic miracles may | thoughtful;- but they account for the 
all be explained, and accounted for, on] disappearance of the multitude ot lesser 
good grounds, without resorting to ml-'| gods—many of whom now appear in 
raculous interference in any degree or the Catholic calendar of aalnts-^as cun 
manner The principle of Suggestion j be done in no other way. / • ’
and Auto-Suggestion, so well , under-1 The difference between-us and Prot- 
stood and practiced by mental healers, | estants ta tills matter is: They claim 
solves the whole matter, in accordance | Paganism was engrafted en Christian- 
with-.established laws .pertaining to tty; whereas we maintain Christianity 
mind aud its relations to the human | had its rise In Paganism. Which js 
Jipdy. and ita functions. correct? • !
: This principle is clearly to be seen in T T - •
the case of the blind man. The ele- united States Far From a Republic,
ments of the sense of sight were in ex- . - ■ ■ - ; .
istence in this man’s case If the eyes ] Mrs. Ida Husted: Harper In bor ad- 
had been destroyed, there could have dress at the annuarconventlon.’of the 
been no cure effected.. It was a case. Natiorial Woman Suffrage -Association, 
wherein what the man already POS' wiiich has just closed in Portland, Ore., 

T “ r 
and functional activity induced. |l° sfory of our so-called great lie- 

This was effected by the strong do- public. She said in part:. ,
sire and faith and the resultant Sugges-1 “There are forty-two-.reasons .why 
rtlon and Auto-Suggestion, whereby the women cannot vote in the United Stated, 
sleeping functional organs o£sight-were)The first- and greatest Ues In the.Na- 
exclted, refreshed and rilrred into oper-| tlonal Constitution; the other. 1’orty-one

If the “relic” were a piece of wood; or I different states. In these revered doc- 
any other old bone than St. Ann’s, the | uipents one little word o£ four letters; 
cure would have resulted just the same, I‘male,’ is-all that stands between 1G,- 
provldefl the blind man believed it was 009,000 women and the suffrage. ’ j 
a relic of St. Ann and possessed miracu- “Tho religious, the property, tho edu- 
lous virtue. Such is the power of Sug- catfonal and. the color qualifications

. A Tirrlble Record.
The State Board of Control ot Char

itable Institutions in Kansas, has just 
made'an official report, showing that 
the counties in that state where lengthy 
religious revivals have been held durtag 
the last year, the number of Insane per
sons sent to the state asylum bear a far1 
higher proportion than ta counties 
where such tavitipg causes'do not pre- 
vail. H. C. Bowman, a member of the?

. Board, says: , . ■'
. “Insanity seems to have followed the 

? religious: revivals like an epidemic, 
Reno county, where there was a pro- 

■ tracted revival early last year, has sent 
'32 insane persons to the state asylum, 
in Topeka, In twelve months. I find' 
this epidemic of insanity has also fol-, 
lowed the revivals which were held in 
Topeka,-Arkansas City, Winfield, Wich- 

■ ita and other places.” '
’ ; The Progressive Thinker, on numer

ous occasions, has stated this result 
was incidental to revivals, and the 
preaching-of the damnable dogmas of 
the-dominant religion. The statement 
was founded on the editor’s, personal 

’ .observation through many years; but, 
here comes an official confirmation of 
thosq, statements, which cannot be con- 

■ .troverted. . ,
■ Should such consequences flow from 
the teaching of Spiritualism there 
would be a powerful movement made to 
suppress it, instead of special and class 
legislation in its tatereste-
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mail ear the region of sound ends, but certain more highly endowed an- , 
imate. probably hear sounds too acute for our organs, that is, sounds • 
which vibrate at a higher rate.”

After the thirty-second step, vibrations increase rapidly, giving us 
electric waves, lightwaves at an unthinkable number of vibrations per 
second, until we reach the X-ray and finally to us the radium-ray. Tho, ’ 
rays of radium are the results of quintillions of vibrations per second, 
and are so subtle that they pass through all solids.

It may be that the X-waves and the radium-waves are only at the 
threshold of the wonders of the unseen universe. May it not be that 
thought waves, waves by which spirits communicate, be continuous with 
'Hie waves that begin with sound, and light, and radium, and that the 
spirit body,, which like Christ's resurrected body passed through solid 
matter, be but continuous with the physical bodies which we have in 
this world, raised to an indescribable'number of vibrations? If com
munications of spirits are through vibrations in ether or in some still 
•more subtile substance, wc should have in this a possible explanation of 
telepathy.

Professor Crookes continues: 1
. “It seems to me that in these rays we may have a possible mode of 

transmitting intelligence, which with a few reasonable postulates, may, 
supply a key to much that is obscure in psychical research. Let it be 
assumed that rays, or rays even of higher frequency, can pass into the 
brain and act on some nervous center there. Let it be conceived that
the brain contains a center which uses these rays as the vocal chords 
use sound vibrations (both being under the command of intelligence), 
and sends them out, with the velocity of light, to impinge on tho receiv
ing ganglion of another brain. In this way some, at least, of the phe- 
ifomena of telepathy, and the transmission of. intelligence from one sen-- 
sitive to another through long distances, seem to come into the domain 
of law, and can be grasped. A. sensitive may be one who possesses the 
telepathic transmitting or receiving ganglion in an advanced state of 
development, or who, by constant practice, is rendered more sensitive 
to these high frequency waves. Experience seems to show that the re- - 
eeiving and transmiting ganglions are not equally developed; one may,', 
ibe active, while the other, like the pineal eye in man, may be only 
tigal. By such a hypothesis no physical laws are violated, neither iH-j'tY 
necessary to invoke what is commonly called the supernatural. s

Is it inconceivable that intense thought concentrated towards a sen/- 
sitive with whom the thinker is in close sympathy may induce a tele
pathic chain of brain waves, along which the message of thought can go 
straight to its goal without the loss of energy due to distance ? -And is 
if also inconceivable that our mundane ideas of space and distance may 
be superseded in these subtile regions of unsubstantial thought where 
f « 1 I t* . J 1»^«» ILa'm mm 1 no n in r* _ JiPpOJp tTlCvibrations per second, we reach the region where atmospheric vibratioRUnear’ and‘far’ may lose their usual, meaning? 

reveals itself to us as sound. At 32,768 per second, to the .average hu- Mite and Other Psychic Phenomena, by Dr. Funk.

Who has come into py being as-a dew- 
■ drop to aT08e. “

It is trao, l]p’s just-a baby, with bte 
baby wavp, but then,

He's d precious little darling, is this 
■ z • • little Rdb'ert Glenn.
Yes, hl^ name is Robert Glenn, and wo 

1 call'him ’Bobbie, too,
Just‘ ‘!f6r Bhait,” you know,’ for babies

- '.' .am strong and spry—
And i, know, as with all others, who are 

passing on and by,
That my spirit ftiust be loosened from 

- Vthe form, but as it goes
It-will bear this baby’s sweetness of the 
, dowdrop to the rose.
When.my spirit passes over, it his

They are >Bweet and cute and cunning, 
.-: [With thriti meanness to,be, j. 

But tills .llttlq-.Glenn, is sweeter, as he 
' : more ’previous grows, 
And lie’Orings my- soul tho richness, of 

. the-dewdropito the rose.

To become his living sponsor,’.as the 
dewdrop to the rose. . • ,

If his grandma shduld precede him to 
the land of boui, I know .

Tftat Ills sweet, unfading spirit would 
.:. i bo guarded from each foe, - ; • 
I*dr she guards him irom Ilie flangers 

with a love that ever glows
For his-future:life’s unioldment, as the 

dewdrop to the rose. ■

Prof. Lodge Believes in Fraud Hunting, this word ‘male’ still remains in the sut- 
But Not In Fraud Hiding. frage clause, absolutely prohibiting to 

. I all women a voice in the government.
Eight years ago Prof. Oliver Lodge, | guca jS the situation to-day ta the coun- 

tlie’emtaeut scientist of England, and a I try which poses before the world as tne 
president of the Psychical Research So-1 greatest and most perfect Republic that’ 
clety of London, ta an address before I ever existed; which exults over all the 
the Rnlrltualist Alliance of that citv hâtions of the earth as the only land of the Spiritualise Alliance whJch declareB that. lts
gave expression to. the following I foundation, its corner-stone, the key
thoughts upon conditions ; so prevalent gtone of its arch, is individual repre- 
in^he United States at the preBent time | mentation. The irony ot it.; The injÚB-, 
as to make them doubly applicable here tice; the tyranny, Ihe-disgrace of It. 
and now- ■ “In no monarchy Is there such arbi-.

'¿.iL .H.W1IÚ ». trary discrimination^ against one-half 
Peo»Ie- There Is. not another coun- Jwôrc te S k' having an elected representative

“BOUCAI^DANGER^IZ TF^PWEs' body’ where this body itself may not ex- 
Æe OFT^OSTOrH^ ana tend the ?uffrage' act
ENvhj Ut 1MPUS1UKS .the read ana of its pafnament enfranchised 850,000

’ women. The Parliament of New Zea- 
tSn land- by a 8ingle act- conferred the su£-

seL themselves to earn their coin by frage on jsq.ooo. The Parliament of 
‘'ííí°Sírf»it HnniicHv31 Great Britain has absolute power to

h,»ÏÏiÏÏ'o o«H grant the franchise to its millions of wo- 
I®6“- ™s.1b true o£ all the legislative 

when? í I bodieB on tbe continent of Europe. But 
••Jalarlo’ aifnciiitv government of the United States, in
"the tares, and thé difficulty of discrimi- lta ¿Vernowertae desire to vest ail au- “natlon, they, are allowed to remain and líVuerP f ermg^aM^^ 
"mislead ignorant persons in security; ‘“pted? nf th/S S’ 
"but they have a most deadly effect all esT^
"round, and it seems to me that at any Pi“e_ a™ oeipiess subjection- to the 
“cost an effort should .be made to root e u '
"them out. I wonder if you will permit ’ ~ \ '
“me to ask whether, as a body, just now I Thus Saith the Lord.
“you . are. not somewhat supine—more According to Bible authority, every 
“supine than your fathers were, who -whim and caprice o£ Moses was based 
“tolled and suffered somewhat in the “Thus 8afth the Lord ” in -módr “good cause? YOU HAVE-A TRUTH on a„ »ann the Lora. In mod, 
"WHICH THE WORLD HAS NOT RE- ern “taes God floes not communicate bo 
“CEIVED; YOU ARE THE TRUSTEES Ereely and so often with mortals. Late ■ 
“OF IT; ARE YOU BEING FAITHFUL I Associated Press dispatches have a re- 
“TO YOUR TRUST? (cent case in whichit is claimed God

"It ta not for me, orfor any outsider, has rerived hia old-time custom. One 
“to answer that question. By placid l„ .“contemplation and letting it pass noth-) L.Melvin, of Iola, Kansas, says God 
“ing will be accomplished towards in-1 himself told him twenty-three years 
“troducing this new truth to mankind, ago, In a vision, that he was ter strike 
“It might be possible for your Alliance, | the rum power, a blow, from the effects 
“if it was worth while, to devise some I of .which it would never recovér. Act- 

that authority Melvin is now quirers against known impostors, AND l _v _eej —,r|h wrurkin^ threp «áloons "TO GUARD YOURSELVES FROM ^argeü
"BEING THOUGHT TO BELIEVE IN ’ dama®e estl’
“PERSONS WHO PRETEND TO POS- Thinker takes no
“SESS WHAT THEY HAVE NOT

1 Justice ta the affairs of men. A Booth, 
a I ' J Z/u,. „ - „■_ a Gùiteau, or a'Czolgosz may claim dl-' An Incorrect Bible Definition. I vine ' authority for murdering presl- 

Fàith is the substance of things dents, but we know such claim is false, 
hoped- for,' the -evidence o£ things not as baseless as was Moses' claim that 
seen.—Hebrews 11:1. his acts of infamy, slaughtering all that

Such a passage of the Bible Is read breathed, was false. -The , lightning, 
without thought, and is accepted as the I claimed by churchmen as one, of God’s 

is something ..believed, a statement ) which to worship him, are not directed 
made by another in which confidence is by an Almighty arm, out are obedient 
placed. It may be lalse, but If accented to laws fixed and immutable countless 
as truth then he who believes irr it has millions of years before man had a be- 
faith in the narration, and nothing ing, or houses of worship were ever 

' more. It is not a “substance,” as Paul thought of. It is blasphemy to credit 
alleged. Substance is material matter, ] the devilish actions ot devilsh men to

,ward into’ the. grosser selfish- desires 
.and passions. The-things of the spirit
ual life must come to be viewed-as the 

(principal thing, and not the getting of 
money, money, money.

• In jhls purifying, reformatory work 
valued contributor, J. S. Loveland. i Spiritualism and Spiritualists have an 

There can be no doubt that he strikes-lmPor*'aa*;.,Nlrt t0.To ri fraud, decep-
the. yery base pf the mediumistic fraud tIon> trlclieryi ls a part ,of gie4t 
business, as part and parcel of the gen- vzork of raising the world to a higher 
eral systeip bn .which oiir "economics,” ; and purer plane.' While others - are 
political and financial affaire and com- working in their special organizations 
mercial business are based. - : y°rlc our °7nwhile helping others, .also 

r^p.anb PJe^ale^! help ourselves, .and keep abreast if not
disclosed in schemes o£; graft of ,vari- In a'dvance of the army of progress and 
ous kinds, ¿nd In multitudinous cunning reform. ■ , *
ways to thrive, on robbery bt men .by I ' AVhUe contemntag fraud- and robbery 
men;:plainiy indicate ignorance and dis-? in linanciaLfltrusts".and “combines,” 

• : • r. . ^'2 . XVA mi»t nnf irmora nhaaon nf ninrol

Denver Jurist io Employ Mesmerism in 
• Courtroom as Remedy for Crime— 

. Magistrate Expects -by WH1 Power to
Lure Young Offenders from Evil 
Ways.
Humanitarians and' sociologists will 

watch with great interest an experi
ment about to be inaugurated by Judge 
Lindsey of the Juvenile court of Den- 
'ver, Colorado, as stated in the Chicago 
Record-Herald. Experiments made 
along the -line of effecting reformation 
of bad habits, by capable and proper 
hypnotists, have «been said . to have 
proved eminently successful in correct
ing evil’propensities in young persons.

Successful experiments ot this kind 
go to prove that hypnotism Is a force 
In nature, which, while it may, like any 
other force in nature, be misused and 
perverted to evil, may also .be used to 
help and blessjhumanlty, .V >'

If, as all may hope, Judge Lindsey’s 
plan shall prove even reasonably suc
cessful after fair trial, It will mark a 
distinct and important advance in so
cial science as applied to reformatory 
effort in molding mental and moral hab
its and principles along lines conducive 
to the welfare of individuals and so
ciety.

And why may not the benefits o£ the 
suggestive treatment be extended so as 
to include others, ot older years, who 
need* reformation?

Although more successful, perhaps, 
in the case ot youthful persons, who are 
more susceptible to the influence, there 
is reason to believe that very many 
older persons may be greatly benefited, 
more especially tjiose who feel a genu-

- The first actual test will be made at 
the opening of the next term of court. 
In selecting a boy addicted to smoking 
cigarettes as the first subject, Judge 
Lindsey will have the opportunity of 
testing his ability- to assuage physical 
qravlngs, as well as to . work mental 
reformation.

The judge recently returned from tho 
convention ot the bureau ot charities 
and corrections, whore he met many 
phrenologists, most of whom advised 
him to attempt hypnotic experiments 
in the Juvenile Court.

Judge Lindsey is exceedingly san
guine, and believes he will duplicate 
his former success in the Juvenile 
Court, only that hypnotism will be more 
far-reaching in importance than any
thing he has attempted.

Judge Is Optimistic.
He described.his plans as follows: 

• “My-Intention is to practice'so that- 
I may become as proficient as possibly./ 
I shall also have other worker? studyii 
the subject, and shall endeavor when.-!'' 
am away to secure the services of 
prominent hypnotists to take my place 
in dealing with the children. When 1 
take it up, as I have now determined to 
do, I shall go Into It for all that it Is 
worth.

"I have long believed in the influence 
of mind over matter. 1 am not inclined 
to Christian Science beliefs, but study 
has convinced me that mind Is greater 
than matter and has a correspondingly 
greater influence. A weak minded per- 
son-who is led, though he may have no 
bad tendencies, will become bad - just 
because somebody who is evil minded 
wills that this shall-be.

"My dealings with children have 
shown me how true this Is. For in
stance, there are some boys to whom, 
cigarette smoke is decidedly offensive.

Flora, Ind.—No more telephones will 
be used by the old German Baptist 
brethren under pain of the displeasure 
of the church. At the national confer
ence, held here, Foreman Michael Mont
gomery decided that telephones are 

; wicked. , and their -use was forbidden 
members. -

.Then the good Paul instructs us that tals with crime. Thè damnable priest- 
“faith is evidence of things not seen.' hood had what they- claimed was au- 
Faitb evidences nothing. We may be- thority from God for burning witches' 
Heve, or have faith in the declaration and heretics, but it was the promptings' 
thatthemoonisbutalargecheese.butfoftlirirownvilenatures.'' 
faith in that assertion evidences,-or, in 1 - _____ -
other words, proves nothing. The etiti-r «H®dy Electric»! - JBctSonary.” ' < 
càl reader notices such errors in state- pmctfcol handbook of reference,'eoa- 
meat in the Bible, while the general tolnlas deftalUoas of eVsry uBefl eleo- 
reader passes on, giving it no thought.) trical term or phrase.’“Price |1.

in general. ' :. ' . ■
. The trickery of pretended mediums is 
only one phase, one branch <if a system 
whose basis is - human selfishness de? 
generated into-liuman greed/tliat ig
nores fine moral -principles of right and 
justice. . - ;; / i; .

The revelations of. the’ "Équitable 
Life” society, and other noted affaira of 
the same-general nature, are but sur
face Indications o? a deep disease. 
tag tbe body public.

Nevertheless, this .prevalence of 
wrong-doing, doesnot properly serve as 
a foil or shield to protect fake mediums 
from condemnation.; It cannot be used 
to excuse or defend the burglar, the 
counterfciter, the forger, the murderer,, 
nor any other criminal against justice 
and the rights 'bf humanity.

À mediumfstic' swindler cannot ex
cuse his dishonest performances on the 
plea of the general, dishonesty of the 
public. .- .

The general' prevalence of wrong, 
throughout thé social economic system 
ta'ay palliate''tiran extent the offenses: 
of tadivli^ls, put it caqpbt -wholly, 

’■Justly, cqypr their ' derelictions ' from 
justice, «ol.d A '

A thiePta nota excused because other 
thieves steal. 110 -

The rottenness1 in high places . and 
-low doesmut-aM cannot justify crime.

The goilfl name of Spiritualism is 
smirched Ito-daju because of the trick
ery of priÿendei mediums. A great 
wrong isïtaflicted on our cause by dis-’ 
honest practicesuf persons claiming to. 
be mediums. : . Good and true mediums 
are scandalizeiband injured' because of 
thé treachetousswork of tricksters, and 
the whole nauseas brought into disre
pute. A great wrong is done to Spirit
ualism, to.iSplrituallste and to human
ity. . si • .. r . ■ - '

Those Who inflict this wyong. should 
be—what? .- .■ '

Suffered to:.go on with their work, 
without hindrance; or, curbed, in their 
evil career? . tr

There can boibut one honest and hon
orable answer to the question.

The work of purificaliou; of reforma
tion, in'a general sense must be evolu
tionary. It must be wrought by educa
tion, educatioh ot the moral sense of 
mankind to higher and finer concep- 
tions of right and’wrong and moral, re
sponsibility—responsibility to society, 
and -to one's-oW. spiritual nature and 
selfhood. ”

There must be'a building upward, 
into the spiritual’ realm, and not dçwa-

we'must not ignore phases of ,moral 
rottenness on the part ot the derelicts 
of Spiritualism. Tor.do- so would argue 
hypocrisy before the world,.

We must hot wait till the world shall 
have become reformed from its derelic
tions, before w’e take up the needed re
formatory work’inoiir own ranks. To

Divorced Church and State.
The Chamber ot Deputies of France,’ 

acting, on the bill for the separation of 
church and state, balloted on July 4, re
sulting in the decisive vote of 341 for, 
and 233 against repeat ? Thé bill was 
introduced inter the., Lower House, 
March 22. , NS fewer than 25Ô amend
ments were offered during the long 
time the bill has ben pending. ; Æ'

The famous—should be known as the 
infamous—concordat, was signed by 
Pius VII. and'Napoleon.in 1801, during 
•which all the. iutermeJiate period' the 
church, and the government of France 
have been in partnership, as they had 
been until the short period of the revo
lution. The title o£ all church property 
In France under the action of this bill, 
if it shall become a law, will'be vested 
ta the state, and may be- used as the 
state Bhair direct. -

Supplementary Report of Mediums' Re- 
’ lief Fund. "

To the Editor:.—The-following sums 
have been received at the.N. S. A. office 
to be added fo the amount recently col
lected for the Mediums' Relief Fund. 
The sincere thanks anâ appreciation of 
this association and its beneficiaries 
are extended to each of the kindly don
ors: ' ..

W. O. Purvis, $5; Mrs. A. Chidester, 
$2; From a Friend, $3; John Buswell, 
jl; : Mrs. Agness Dell, $1; Mrs. M. ¡C. 
Dudley (omitted from last list) ?L 
•The following sums received Trom Mrs. 
Virginie Barrett, the persons mentioned 
having received from her, each, a copy 
of the song “Katydid," for their contri
butions: Mrs. Weever, Mr. Leslie, Mrs. 
Knowlow and Dr. Hardcastle, each ten 
cents. . ' - . - ■ . '

With kindest greeting and good will

willingly co-operate to that end with 
’any effort to help them into better lines 
of thought and.conduct.

The suggestive plan seems to open up 
a new era in reformatory humanitarian 
effort - - '

Every true friend of humanity will 
wish most satisfactory success to Judge 
Lindsey tn his effort.

Denver, Aug. 1.—Mystic forces of the 
Unseen' world—strange powers by the 
useofwhichthemind of one person 
may control and mold that of another 
—will be enrolled in the cause of jus
tice and made, to do its, work of mercy 
And. uplifting by Judge Ben. B. Lindsey 
in the Juvenile Court of this' city.

The whip, the ceil' and the reform 
school having failed in many cases to 
perform their work of converting into 
sane and moral youth unfortunates 
bom to a heritage of crime and evil 
habits, Judge Lindsey has determined 
to act not only as jurist, but as an agent 
of reform. .He; hopes tq do this in 
court by hypnotizingyoung incorrlgibles 
mid by the. force of mesmeric sugges
tion work wonderful changes for good 
In the character of his charges.

Novel Sight in Court

acquire the art of smoking.
Influence the Agent.

“ta this manner boys are led Into the 
most injurious practice known to the 
modem science—not through inclina
tion—merely through influence.

“Now, if this is true, as It undoubt
edly is, why should not it be possible 
for some one to study and use this influ
ence, ta precisely the opposite direc
tion?

“This was the question which first 
set me to thinking, and the more I 
thought of it the more feasible tne Idea 
seemed to be. I bought books on the 
subjeettanfl talked with well-known au
thorities. Each step 1 took In this di
rection convinced me more and more 
thoroughly that hypnotism If rightly 
used might be a made a power of good.

“Now I have decided to try It, and 
give it a good trial, too. Experts say 
that the drink habit, cigarette habit 
and gambling habit are'.all amenable 
to hypnotic suggestion. Why should 
not the ‘bad’ habit prove equally amen
able? Anyway I’m going to see If I can 
not hypnotize my boys and girls Into 
becoming really good—the kind of good 
that will ffftty with them."

Will Suggest Thought. , .

month, when the September term of erattag, each of his hands ta one ot the 
court Opens. Judge Lindsey already hypnotist's and the knees and feet of 
has selected the first case upon -which both in contact. He “will then be thrown 
he will operate—that of a yoùng boy Into a state of sleep which will last 
addicted since thè earliest youth to the from ten io fifteen minutes. During 
excessive use o£ cigarettes;. ? ’ ibis time the operator will endeavor to

Judge Lindsey has mastered the art impress his thought on the mind of the 
of hypnotism—or so much of the art child. The thought with a cigarette 
as is known—and- few men have better smoker, for example, will be: “L L 
than he an understanding of the taflu- Jurious for you to smoke, and. therefore 
enee of mind over mind. While the you must not do IL You do not care to
judge lays no'claims to comprehension anyway."
of the mysteries of the psychic phenom- No one will be allowed to hypnotize 
ena through which he hopes to work who is not recognized as a man or wo- 
hls reforms, he is an enthusiastic be- »an ot the best mOrataWK most lofty 
Uever ta’ the efficacy of hypnotism, character, as the results from any other, 
properly employed, as , a corrective person might be: the worst.
agent > - - - -

He believes that by this power he can 
shape and mold the bent ahd twisted’
brains of those who never have had a 
fair chance—boys and girls born' with 
their moral senses perverted and 
reared into evil habits without the abil
ity to distinguish right from wrong.

Will Awaken Now Senses.
Judge Lindsey; will take the placed 

father-and-mother, pastor and teacher 
in the lives o£ hiB-small-charges from 
now on- and will attempt to will them 
Into’ better ways of living, Into powers 
ot seeing the right and wring able to 
perform IL t

Great encouragement has been given 
the judge by his Yellow scientists, who 
say. the. magistrate possesses hypnotic

THE PSYCHIC CIRCLE,.
To the Members of. the Psychic Cir

cle:—Will you kindly concentrate your 
minds with loving and healthful 
thoughts, on my baby Guy and myself, 
every Friday evening until we are welt 
again?. I am a member of the Psychic

several years. Members of the Psychic 
Circle who can, might help those too 
poor, if any there be, or might- send 
their owfi copy' after reading. Hoping 
and believing the circle will be a grand 
success, I remain sincerely yours.” ■

mupf.be


WOHK FIT FOR MINO.

Along Lines of Social and 
i Mental Progrese.

I

K-/

P'"'

' It is surely within the bounds of rea
son to say that the human brain, when 
developed to perfection, is capable of, 
fully comprehending every tact in na-' 
turo, and by devoting its energies to 
those higher realms or thought, will 
solve every problem which affects its 
destiny, as well as the origin of life it- 
fielf.

In fact, it appears to me that every
thing in nature must be life in some de
gree ot its development, from the dense 
condition of matter to conscious mind 
itself, ,

And we can readily conceive tuat ev
'. ery power which keeps in motion this 

great universe, must' spring trom an 
emotion of mind, . .
]. From the construction of the mud hut 
or the palace; from the ox cart to tlie 
ponderous engine; trom the messenger 
jboy to the noiseless telegraphy.

These wonderful advanced conditions 
, are the thouglit emanating.from the hu

man brain, put in visible form, utillz- 
■ Ing the silent forces of nature, in order 

that humanity might enjoy more fully 
the blessings ot earth. .

There must be a culminating object 
as life's great accomplishment, which, 
it we see it aright, has never been fully 
realized/ Not that mind is not capable 
of solving this problem, but because it 
has been occupied by, arid has used its 
Wonderful energy in the accomplish- 

■ ment which related wholly to the pro
jection of the body in finding means 
whereby the luxuries of life, that ot 
time and opportunity to indulge those 
passions which brought momentary 
Pleasure, and to such a degree did this 
'effort extend and so monstrous was its 

- effect upon the masses, that the strug
gle ot Jife for existence alone has for 
centuries been a problem which not 

■ only chilled the blood of countless mill
ions of individuals, but has defied the 
wisdom of government, apparently, to 
solve.

In this strife here in the most civil
ized portions of tlie earth the youth has 
■been inglorlously neglected and allowed 
to grow up in tatters and rags foaming 
the streets of all great cities, living by 
guess and by God, depending upon 
chance and cunning In order to obtain 
a crust of bread, and a rude shelter 
from the wintry blasts. ■ .

Not even the Innocence and purity ot 
- the maiden has been regarded. She in. 

the last half century, has been forced 
■ by conditions over which she had no 

: control, conditions which. the govern
ment is responsible for, to sell her vir
tue and desecrate her body for the price 
of a meal. ' '
■ Old age, too, has been kicked into the 
gutter, to end earthly life in a poor- 
.house or prison. • . J ",
। The matured youth and middle-aged 
man have become tramps of servants 
for others, notwithstanding the fact 
that the fertile valleys of America, 
alone, could, were the forces properly 
applied; sripport in luxury evéry human 
being of earth,-and strange to say,-the 
wisdom of this government neither of
fers nor suggests a remedy to rectify 
these monstrous evils, but devotes its. 
entire attention, its entire energies, to 

'•the regulation of traffic between power
ful combinations of capital. ■ : "

And traffic, when simmered down to 
■ logical conclusions, is nothing more 

■ • than legalized robbery, and the efforts 
to sustain it have been one of the prim- 

■ Hive causes of human, distress, and all 
the troubled, conditions which .contend
Ing armies, which have clashed in 
deadly assault for centuries, which . 

11 have .passed and aredn. operation at the 
■■• present, are the leg!tímate.child of this 

wonderful effort to regulate trafifo, and 
this wonderful, intellectual force ot ém’ 
ergy, used in traffic, is propelled by self- 

• jsli greed for gold.
. . A greed, too, that goes so far as to ig

nore every • principle of civilization, 
which, in-any way, hinders its efforts to 
enrich the power which created the 

. trade. ’ ■ :
। ’ Under these conditions, ,we do not 

wónder.that no thought has been given 
■ to that wonderful subject of life’s ob

ject, its flnaldestiny.'
And since the trqjh, which if known 

■would add new luster to human achieve-

. . --------- -------------- ........ % , vg -, ,
Funeral Services of Samuel Hoyt, of Minneapolis, Minn., May 39, IMS, by Mrs. Cora L, V. Hicbmonil
In my Father b house are many mansions. If it were not so I would 

nave told you, I go to prepare a place for you and there shall be no 
more death.” “We are born when we die, but we have died when wo 
enter mto human birth. Death is the greatest birth for it leads us unto 
God. A modern writer has saidy “Death is the kindly messenger that 
opens the gateway of immortal life, setting the spirit free from the 
prison house of clay,” *

Into the house of the human life of our friend we have •come to-day, 
dear friends, by the great invitation .of nature and that angel miscalled 

Death,” to bear witness unto the transfiguration into the higher birth 
of our friend and brother, Samuel Hoyt. lie had lived four score and 
ten years upon the earth. He was the last of-theJine ot his. family; 
Reared of New England parents in Canada, his life largely spent there, 
he nevertheless was of the good Puritan stock from which these liberties 
that you celebrate to-day (Decoration Day) have come. All those that 
remain of his household are his wife and three sons out of the seven 
born to him. <

.Wake thi better soul that slumbered
•To a holy" calm delight, ' ' 

JiBm tteforjns of the departed
-Enter mt my open door;

Tltej belbied, the true hearted , 
Oomeito visit me once more.’’ -

John Wesley,^ivh^'^ai^ “But for this knowledge of the presence of 
our departed friends, our faith would seen unfounded,” or Whitfield 
who bore forward the knowledge of immortal life by th(i visions of the 
ministering presence of those gone before. The testimony of all poets, 
and especially of the blind poet of.Christianity, Milton, who said; 
. Myriads of spiritual beings walk the, earth unseen both when we wake 
and when we sleep” are they not each speaking some added knowledge 
known unto the souls of men in all ages? .................

When Dr. Priestly discovered oxygen as an element of the atmos
phere, it did not make the air any purer. People could not breathe 
any better, beckuse he discovered oxygen, but they knew better the na
ture of the atmosphere and how to keep it pure. If your other eyes 
were opened and if you had a clearer vision, you could penetrate into 
this atmosphere of the spirit, and you could be made aware of the min-

He has witnessed and looked with wonder in the measure of his life
time, upon the many things that the century just past has revealed. lie 
has seep the continent from east to west united by the great tie of the 
Bteflm railways, The continents of Europe and America have1 been . . - ... ,, , , — ______
united by the lightning message-bearer, telegraphy. Ho has seen the .“^rig presence of these invisible persons. You would know that they 
steam horse sent forth to make the wilderness blossom as the rose; °ften turn-off the danger and ward off the approach of shadow and 
these vast prairies to yield of their abuhdanc< unto the laborer. He has darkness and shidd from temptation.
seen that day by day and year by year the po\\er of human intelligence What better protection could the young man have than that his spirit 
has made the lightning man’s message bearerpthe steam horse and the 'mother is caring and watching over him? -
electric horse his burden-bearer. He has seen that the rays of the sun What stronger proof can you have than that those you love walk side
can penetrate solid substances, revealing that which is within the hu- strong to assist in every great ’endeavor?
man body, and those higher discoveries radium and wireless telegraphy. """ ” ■ .................... ....................

What a privilege to live when creed and dogma are disappearing be
fore the greater power of the perfect human religion 1

What a privilege to live when theCongress of Religions brought to the
Columbian Exposition representatives from all nations, and it was dis- <----- -
covered that the religion of each had its foundation in the same prin- come not to those, without comfort, but unto those who realize that the 
ciples : There is .but one’life and one religion ; that is, Infinite Intelli- measure, of human life had been given to this frierid; that, hé had 
gence, called God, and the immo/tality of the spirit and the fraternity lived the appointed time on earth, had gathered his harvest, and then he 
of souls. . jassed to the other side to the greater, purer life. > .

Therefore it is not strange that in that great 19th century and this If the leaves did not fall, how eould these springtime buds : be: all 
early part of the 20th century, the span has been made more and more around you? _• ..
complete that arelies the stream-of death; that the barriers have been . Had there been no harvest last year, how could the farmer be plant- 
removed between the two worlds through visions of the spirit and other ing seed to-day ? . ...
manifestations. ? - - . . The sowing is here., ,?The ripening is for other, and greater and wider

It.is not strange that with the breaking down of material barriers fields, and if the harvests that have been sown .on earth shall be free 
there should be added the knowledge of Psychic Research ¿oeieties, of fl'°nr tares, ànd'thiste briars, how beautiful is the gather-
England and America, .who have taken up this theme arid'ha'ye de- ’“M? mind, and'spirit in that larger granary. It is a voice that you 
clared -through,Dr. James and Dr.: Hodgson and through the’<works of ^ekùnôt affdrd to set aside. It is a voice that you cannot afford to pass. 
Urederic W. H. Myers, and through many and many a score of scientific When your children go to school, are examined; and graduate, it is to 
minds, that there is evidence that can be demonstrated of the future life fit them for their-lives of usefulness.- The school of daily life is hard to 
qfman. ' . . Z .. live. It is to fit the human lives for that larger usefulness of the life„

. Religion in its highest sense has always demonstrated it, but the bar- that is to come for the greater school, that wonderful ,teaching, that 
ricr, of creeds. a’nA;the .many different patte by which people have grand graduation, and if these steps have been taken, in?thé perform?, 
sought to findZhat life, have beep as stumbling-blocks in their way. It. ■ .duty, jn tlie understanding of all that can be known, -how; much'
comes in'a direct lirié that God is lové,'thgt we are all Hié children; and hiore will be thé,¡benefit in that larger University of Souls where the 
the immortal world is the great next step of life? and there eéases to be spirits are livingion in their places and the: greqt Iight; df thé? fulléÿ; ini 
perplexity., . ■ ■ . • • ' ; ; ; . ■ telligenee can pierce matter through and-through. ; It is then that dis-

We know that pur friend thought in' passing. from thé human habita- tancé cannot limit flight. It; is {hen that intelligenee:js?greater' than, 
tion that he,was only'taking the next step;.of life; that thé body had “H the-forces ofjjaturp. And so, when this mtélligeneeW 
worn put, like the branch upon the vine, like leaf upon the tree, which ■”1"" “ '-*• «• ’ 1 ■ ■ 1 ”
has gonç.to sleep having fulfilled its perfect work on earth, nor is it.part 
of his thought nor'is it that bf his .household, that this life is-'instaritly 
transferred into perfection.. The attributes Arid qualities of the mind 
that ripen here>cpntinue-to grow and expand;. _\No ; lifé is perfect ; and 
any faults, must' be/overcome.hérèaftér if ; they..àre not . pwetebmo ^ 
and now. It was his. thought that the greatest heritage.-that/could ,be? 
left torhis children would be that the purest life, knowledgé Aûdlntelli-'

. The next greater step of existence is that which comes when the body 
is cast aside, worn out, as something that by itself has become of no fur
ther use, and you take up the larger more perfect fields of activity in 
the spirit. ’ . '

And so, at this hour,'we come not into the house of mourning. We

full measure, of human life had been given to this friend; that,he had

Ju

ment, can only be mirrored to that 
brain whose efforts of concentrated 
thought in this direction, have devel- 

- oped the power of mind necessary to 
comprehend it <

Every great fact which has been dem
onstrated to the human mind regarding 

; the motion ot heavenly bodies, has 
come as a result of wonderful Intellect
ual energy, seeking their solution, un
til to-day we are more proficient in our 
knowledge of chemistry, of astronomy 
then we are in the rearlng_of children 
or the necessary action of individuals. 

- toward each other, which will make a 
.. " higher and more exalted Condition ot 

human achievement possible, whereby, 
tjie standard of civilization will be 
raised to such an exalted condition that 
every luxury of earth, whereby human 
happiness is created, will be the com
mon inheritance of every soul of earth.

• If the youth has been educated at all, 
if he developed a well-trained mind by 
his mental efforts, it .was for the. pur- 

■ ■; pose of using this superior strength so 
that he could more readily, and without 
physical toil, obtain the necessities of 
life, not realizing the fact, which must 
be true, that superior mental power 
when used to produce this effort, that 
the crime must be-equally as great 

. 1 against the great law of exact justice- 
• as if he had used superior' physical 

power to obtain the same result. • < • .;
All governments have schools In or

der to educate the youth In the manual 
of arms, which has fob Its object the de-, 
struction of property and life and the' 
subjugation of an inferior race. Yet 
none offer any advice or assistance to 
youth or old age, in poverty, which will 
enable them to fully utilize the oppor
tunities to enjoy the blessings of life by 
becoming proficient in its virtues.

- Few of the youth of our land.could 
build tlio rudest kind of a dwelling, and 
but few of the maidens of our great 

' country are familiar with all the de
tails necessary to keep a home, as the 
civilization of this age should demand.

And on these great virtues no intel
lectual energy is bestowed in order that 
happy homes could be established and 
sustained, and if they were, there is no 

' Toom bn earth to sustain them, since the 
demands of the landlords are of such a 

. character for Its use, that life on the 
most fertile plains of America is but a 

' mere existence under a tremendous 
■strain to pay the rent.

manifestations.

when it is loosedfintchts native air, like a bird.it soars,’mid seeks thé 
wider range and çourgp of its own power. / O '

Ilet us then tajre benefit by this life with'all its early struggles?.'.'Let: 
us pass,the faiilts andifailings that are incident to human lue, and. .let 

' us understand thht ehMy individual works out' his tor her sálvatipñ.-with 
the knowlé(^^ comes from within and, above. Let
IP. also remembeç,that jn the sweet glad springtime new power ah^ new' 

. , _ . -,__  - „___„ —___ growth ¡are hèrOiupoujthé earth, and it' is necessary that the òld'fórm
gence that the' mind contains here is át w'órk ip that larger, more ex? sball beeastj ^si^ an^jthe grcht new life enter in,' - ?.
tensive sphere of life, Weknoiv his. personal presence, and çven the eáre yoühadjor him in

As a pupil that has entered here in'the primary degree, passes on to recenti days andoyearsiwillbejnissed.- We'know that .ministering unto 
other'degrees andfinally-graduates,-ip that'kindof ¿.learning ,t^ ifcflf, a loss when.it cease.^ that
.larger schbSlW'kuman life? so tbe-piipilanf the'humart.’existence pass feel it
on.withthe experience/ and the'-dihcipline-that sorrow ^o; sqq.thiefamiliar fórni, but There are othérsTo welcome
lidded school of life above. How terrible it wduld’be if all progress that life into the new existence. ■ " : ¿ . ' ■ - .
were stopped ; if in the great divide of .life'people jiho.uld.npy^ . You remember whgi the Ijttle girl .said when she was asked, “How
anything more. , -4. Í?, '.¿e ’ ï; : “There are-seven; five on

Even Rev, DeWitt Talmage;: who never-claimed to' have ? a- mes- earth, and two in heaven. ” f . ■ . . ; : ?
sage from the spiritual world and did not believe anyone éÿérihfldfsaidisv? simply opens to receive, another and,another, and.

“The occupations-in heaven were such as could bé?carned--.fórwàrd. they are not lost,.but take up the tfirés^^ yqifare included? 
by human intelligence.” • ’ \ i pear.friends,.even if you miss him for.a while; there.is one more hand

We do ñot-know how he eame into possession .of this knowledge, since to reeeivc you.when you pass oh. pné.mÓré -ih thk greàt unknown life 
he does not claim to have had-rt message,' fiut such^ message- to.welcomc you into the fold. . . ’
know. , .* . ’ And you of the househpld, the children;/and;eliildfens’'children will

The astrono’mers wiir'èontmue .to. wórk for added knowledge about brie day tell them Of his knowledge, of whatfe of what he
the science of the planetary systems. / , understood, and that he, adthe patriarch of thé fireside forms the center

The chemist will continue to seek for added• knowledge cphcérning for^fhe family there as here. The’scenes will'remain Of his early Ven- 
the forces of life.' ? I ? ? ' ' ??? ' Æ??' ’ ’ : tùres and later suceesses, and his great grand-children will De taught to

Those who pursde the subject-Of the higher, thought wilkcontihue to reyerence his memory. : , . ? .. ., ’ ? -■ ■ ' . .
inquire into the nature of the.soul; and'into the aspiration of the spirit, . tonewho sits here this day, who has walked the path of this life 
and when..one enters into'that.new state apdtakes up that new tmtoad^hydns sicle./wliofeels moré than.words cantellat this.hour, inti? whose 
of .life of larger opportunities, the grèâtèr. experience,-.tie wider range' herirt wewill riotpenétrate, but she knows she. does notwálk alone. He 
of power must be, there as witnessed here in its full measure before the who was.her companion here, side Dy side, for so many years, cannot be 
decline of the physical powers. ’ - “ . taken from;her.\<\
. He took .up these elements, and thought and póndered upOrt.ffióm-wéll They, are linked, by the,more holy ties; of the spirit, when aU .theryears 
and often, and believed that he could follow in the next step, of íife.süch h^ trials, and work, and .joys have
pursuits as were,adapted to him.- And there is somuefito do arid need' W them into1: one.- How beautiful that in the larger habitation 
of it. ' . - ' . the family is united, is not lost in thè great claims of the .Universe. ...

~ Tennyson said irt his wonderful poem, “So many worlds, so much to . llave you:seemthé-morning dawn out here upon the prairies, and far 
do, such larger scope of humâri power. ’ ’ • He¿fllso saidm beautiful¿ distance;like;the ocean have youneen the low grey shádow^that
poem dedicated to his friend. Arthur Hallam^'In Membri ' - TT 1 J— x ' ’’ ' '

“How pure in heart? how sound in head, , •
• With what divine affections bold;

' Must .be the man whose, thought, would hold
An hour’s coinmuniori.with the dead.” ■

■ Longfellow; your own poet, who said? ' . . ? . . ,

!

“ When the-hours of day are numbered? 
And the voices of the night, '

;i’¿Ktéc|=tÍífere. Have ybuseen how dark it is just before the great dawn, 
: and then have you seen the first ray as it shot upward, as it gradually 

spread and dispelled the mists of shadow, and at last the opening rays 
of the dawn; have yon seen how soon the heralds of day come forth 

¿■and:the rayb of light shoot towards the earth, awakening the soul of 
dowers, gilding the .far: awakening the-birds .into song, until all

tlfe world is awake, and then at last the great glad anthem burst forth 
i-: from myriads of throats, and the leaves on the trees'clap their hands 
' from joy because the day is born? Such was the dawn of immortal life 

unto him who is arisen. . ' • : \ .

MEDIUMIBTÍC PHENOMENA.

Counterfeit Manifestation« Which* De
- lude the People Should Be Exposed,

In the Washington (D. C.) Post there 
was published a part of my letter on 
"The Element of Fraud in Medium
ship," but the omission of certain’ sen
tences left my meaning on one op two 
vital points open to misconstruction,

It will be asked, “How can you prove 
that fraud or legerdemain is employed 
by apy alleged medium, and if you can
not prove trickery, are you not bound to 
accept, the medium's statement Uiat the 
phenomena are those of dlscarnato 
spirits?? As a matter of fact, public 
seances aiq usually given under such 
conditions that It Is practically impossi
ble to prove fraud, however clearly it 
may be indicated. Tlie light is regu
lated by the medium or his assistant, 
and there is an implied obligation on 
the part of the sitters that they are not 
to disturb the performance by applying 
any tests not desired by the medium. 
To strike a light or to grasp and hold 
the alleged spook would, of course, be 
out of order.

It is obvious, however, that the bur
den of proof rests on the - man who 
claims spirit agency for the phenomena, 
There are at least three possible hy
potheses: (a) Spirit agency; (b) clair
voyance or other psychic power, (c) 
fraud or legerdemain. The phenomena 
are worthless as prqof of either spirit 
presence or occult power unless all pos
sibility it trickery is eliminated. For 
example, a medium site in front of a 
cabinet with his hands concealed by a 
curtain. ■ Behind him is a table within 
easy reach of his right hand, and on the 
table a musical instrument. The audi
ence hears music proceeding from the 
cabinet and afterward the Instrument 
appears above the curtain. The medi
um solemnly affirms that it is the work 
ot spirits. Why should any one, no 
matter how credulous, accept his state
ment when It is so well known that the 
same results are produced on the stage 
by so-called magicians, who are honest 
enough to Inform the audience that the 
manifestations are due entirely to 
sleight-of-hand and Illusion?

There are genuine mediumlstic phe
nomena, and it Is to be hoped that the 
Society for : Psychical Research and 
other scientific experts will before long 
arrive at some definite conclusions with 
reference to this class of tacts. In the 
meantime, without intending any re
flection on honest mediums, anyone is 
rendering a public service who lets In a 
little light on the counterfeit manifes
tations by which people are deluded and 
imposed upon.
- The amateur investigator will save 
himself, much time and trouble if he 
will read a few reliable and unbiased 

:workB on the history and methods or 
Spiritualism before attempting to inves

, tigate the phenomena for himself.
k V- • ■ .W. .D. MACKENZIE.

OEAFHESS AND 
CATARRH CURED

By NO METHOD UNTIL “AU. ’ 
TINA” WAS DISCOVlSltED. I

. Ninety-five per cent of all cases of deafness 
thought to our attention is the result of ohronto 

catarrh of the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the action of the vl- 
bratory bones. Until those 
deposits are removed a 
cure is Impossible. Thein- 
nerear cannot bo reached 

- by probing or spraying, 
hence the Inability of au-
tints or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are woreo than 
useless. That there Is a 
scientific cura tor deafness 
and catarrh Is demomitrac, 
cd every day by the use ot 
Actlna. The vapor current 
generated In the Actlna

passes through the Eustachian tubes luto tbs 
middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
ta it passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) in the 
fanerear, malting them respond to the slight- 
eat vibration ot sound. Action has never failed 
io cure ringing noises in the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
tymptom tor years to be completely cured in 
only three weeks'use ot Actlna. Actlna also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak - 
lungs, colds and headache; all ot which are’dl- 
reotly or Indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna Is 
canton trial postpaid. Write us about your ■ 
ease. We give advice tree, and positive proof 
ot cures. A valuable book—Protestor Wilson's 
W page Dictionary ot Disease, Free. Address

YST’i.? .London Electric Association, Dun, 
2120, 020 Walnut Street. Kansas City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH 8OOTHINC, BALMY OILS.
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plies, Fistula, Ulcers, 
ItomaandanekinandFemiuoDlBeases. Write 
for luuBtrated Book. Sent free. Address 9

DR?BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.'

G Q a Dav SureFXu’s
S“"1 ud «o’tlU

•JI>l«lntltebu»hi»»»fuHy,»om«mberw8suaranice acleir profit
W for every day’» work.ebxolutely iure. Write at anca

BOYAL HAAUrACTViUhU CO., Bex 867» Detroit,*!«^

I

VICKSBURG CAMP, MICH,

The Season Ppens.Adsplciously at This
■•.■.■■■■ Camp.

1 Turned Out S30l^ 
worth of plating to cvo week», write» U. L.Bmlth of 
F*. (used »m»H wflt). Her. Geo. P. Cnvtait write», 
Hude 97.00 Dr»l daj, J,'J, 8, mn», * former, writer. 

. oon colly tn«ie|5.(X)<Ujplatlug, Tboi.Parker, 
■ «CbMl teacher :t year», write», •• 1 made jgi) 
r>£3 <»ProQt 0Qi 1^.80 another." Plating 
IJTfod^nu»inei»e»»lly learned. WeTearhYoo 
’ HeaulreA

c-wj-body hai tableware, wa'.cfie», j»w. 
elry amt metal good* to bo plated. Wo '

^V-gjnlate with Gold. Sllrer. Nickel. Brome, ' 
CoPI*r. Jluvy Wato-late»i

I'.UruytfiCo., Plating Work«, Cincinnati, O. .

i
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All objects that will bring us ‘ in 
touch with love for our fellow-man, a 
love too. which will create conditions 
where we win willlngly and graciously 

"bestow all of our surplus strength in 
bettering the condition of every human 
being by making a home and a fireside, 
which he can call his own, possible, 
whereby the unison with the one he 
loves, children can be brought forth- 
surrounded by the best-conditions pos
sible for their mental and physical un- 
foldment ■ . ‘

This earth must be the thought of a 
supreme mind made1 visible, „the pur
pose ef which must be to bring life 
through the various stages of its un- 
foldment, to conscious mind; and then, 
unfold that conscious mind on lines of 
truth and exact-justice to purity itself, 
to God’s presence, where clothed like 
Him in wisdom, power and majesty, it 
can command, and from the invisible 
elements of nature, produce a sphere

ELWOOD, INDIANA? t ers, thinking that they-can : perpetrate 
.-------- . I all kinds of damnableness, and at the

indications Point-to'Prosperous Work., last moment repem.hna'be sorey (not 
— . ' . . I for having practiced'this deception, but

■for being ’• caught) ■ and then expect the

Russia to-day boasting of her 1m- 
mens© stores ot gold in the vaults of the 
royal treasury, yet the inhabitants of 

. that great country suffering every spe
cies of torture lor the rudest necessities 
of life, and our own great country bor
dering upon the same condition—up- 

■ .wards of fortv million of.her population 
"without a home and surrounded by con

ditions that it is next to impossible to 
obtain one.:

Yet, with hundreds of car-loads of sli
ver and gold lying idle In Uncle Sam's 
treasury, held as a sacred trust to sus
tain his dignity, he, too, like a mon
archy, pays tribute to the most success
ful minds in the lines of traffic.

Who can deny these assertions, or 
who can fail to see the -necessity of a 
higher atm 'loftier object in life than- 
She mere accumulation of wealth? 1

like this. ' . : '
We can only serve God acceptably by 

rendering -all the assistance .in onr 
power in life propagation and untold- 
ment, and to do this, we must create 
conditions as a nation where a home 
is possible to all, regardless of birth 
or rank or wealth. We must open the 
avenues so that each and every one can 
nurse from the bosom o£ mother earth; 
can go to her store house, a fertile acre 
of land. Where energy 1» used, all of 
life’s requirements can be produced and 
perfect,'personal freedom be enjoyed. ,

These facts, we challenge the wisdom 
of this age to deny. How this can be 
effected, will constitute another chapter 
in onr effort. .

FRENCH HOLLINSHEAD.
. Joliet, 111. -
‘The New Life.” By Leroy Berrior. 

Eminently suggestive along the lines oi 
"new thought." Excellent in tone anti 
tendencies. FAce, cloth, 3L

Mrs. L. V. Jackson, formerly of Mich
igan, came over from Camp Chester
field and spoke tor us at the Progress
ive Spiritualist hall, last Sunday night 
Notwithstanding that;the camp is in 
progress, other churches all over the 
city, and the-hundreds of other places 
of entertainment, bur hall. was . well 
filled, and all one had to do was to look 
in their faces and there read the lines 
of appreciation and enthusiasm that 
were depicted on each ' countenance. 
Sister Jackson clinched every argument 
produced. She remained over till Tues
day to get better acquainted with the 
people of Elwood, and. requested that 
we meet her in our halt on Monday 
night We gladly, met her with Ice 
cream and cake, and after a very so-, 
ciable and enjoyable time she enter- ; 
talned ns with a brief and ■pointed 
speech, followed by many convincing 
tests. She has agreed to attend our so
ciety for an indefinite time, which 1 
hope will be for the best interests of 
Spiritualism generally, . ;, ;. , •.

■ • There is no one. that appreciates the 
genuine phenomena.better than I, and 
our dear sister is continually giving out 
what she sees and hears, which are all 
very convincing, but she does not stop 
at that, but concludes with the philoso
phy, which Is equally dear and precious 
to me. There is no rise to argue the 
case, but where there is . nothing but 
phenomena produced, it will only (cre
ate) or evolve phenomena-seekers, and 
they are everlastingly seeking one more 
test There are thousands -and thou-, 
sands of phenomena Spiritualists to-day

blood of a persecuted and crutlfied be
Ing will save them. Oh! what ignor
ance! . . •• .- ■ .

. Would I had the hand of some Of our 
ready, writers, I would spend my last 
breath at the desk writing and explain
ing to mankind the^eatitifes and grand
eur of our beautiful philosophy. Or had 
I the voice, eloquence -and mental ca
pacity of some of our speakers, I would 
mount the rostrumiandhwould travel 
from pole to circumference. -

It would: make no difference; as to 
what country or clime 11 was In when 
ready to pass intdia higher life. It is 
so grand, and thekmorenwo know_of it, 
the grander it beccmesin f have but 
very little‘time tmihinknof earthly af
fairs, really I am sol intteiested and en
thused with the beauties! of Spiritual
ism that I am almost'.unable to attend 
to. worldly affairejwrfeeli the forces of 
the spirit world wiirkififf with me al
most constantly. . That Js a great con
solation to me. Thse wiiTds of my pre
cious- child that f hehrd"oh the. street 
over-two years ago are . constantly with 
me. They were, ’.‘Papa, we will stand 
by you.” I am quite sure this Is all 
true because I so. frequently feeL their 
influences. . i 'J. L. FOSTER.

«Elwood, Ind; ■ ■« >. «- ■

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
t£. Form. and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture.- By twenty

. MIRACULOUSLY CURED.

The Same is Credited to a Relic of 
Saint Anne, But is Probably Due to 
the Influence of Catholic Spirits, as 
They Hover Around the Church to 
Promote Its Interests Wherever They 
Can. _
What her friends believe was a mi

raculous cure of a 'case of paralysis was 
effected on Lucille Walsh, 6 years old, 
daughter of P. J. Walsh, 5219 Union av
enue, at the novena held at the St. 
Anne Roman Catholic church at Kan
kakee, Ill. «

Hearing of the powers of the relic of 
St. Anne at,the church the little crip
ple’s mother and aunt took her to the 
saint’s shrine for prayers, along with 
more than 1,000 other, pilgrims from 
Chicago.; Father,P. T. Gelinas ot the 
Church of St. John tbe’Baptist, Fiftieth 
and Peoria streets, was in charge of the 
pilgrimage. . . ■

; The day marked the close of the an
nual novena held at St Joseph's church 
in honor of Saint .Anne. Saint-Joseph’s 
is the depository of a relic of the heal
ing saint, which was sought by thou
sands of persons. At the public vener
ation of the relic at 9 o’clock ■ in the 
morning more than 3,000 persons of
fered devotions '

The pilgrims came and went ail dur
ing the.day,,some to seek healing -for 
themselves,, some to pray lor the cure 
of relatives or friends. Bottles of water, 
which flows,in a grotto near the shrine 
of St. Anne,, were carried back to per
sons unable Xo-cpme to the church.

The. inftaonce. of Catholic spirits im
pregnates the Catholic church from be
ginning to end, aiding to perpetuate its 
.superatiuonsh Jitiims irecorded as mar-- 
velous spirit manifestations as ever oc
curred. In the ranks of Spiritualism 
Curious, is it not! kANKakrib

•It Is with pleasure I greet you to-day 
from Vicksburg camp, Vicksburg, Mich. 
Sunday, ‘July 30, was the opening day. 
It was glorious. All nature smiled upon 
us... Her: smiles-.were only outdone by 

, thpse >iippn the faces, ;of ■ thé people 
Wfhdse hearts were'made glad by the 
reunion, with their friends, and by the 
benediction which seemed to be heaped 
upon them by nature, and by the*beau- 
tiful inspiration frpm the spirit land.

Thomas Grimshaw, pf St. Louis, Mo., 
our able chairman, having just returned 
frpm a visit to his old home in England, 

.rich- with reminiscence, and with the 
cause of Truth uppermost in his heart, 
is filling us nil with new zeal to labor 
for this cause that is pushing its way 
into all avenues of life, and is undoing 
the shackles of superstition and ignor- 
àriee.ori every,haind. His opening ad
dress was'full of interest, pointing out 
as he did the.rapid strides Spiritualism 
has made in its few years of recognized 
existence; the decay of prejudice; and 
the -planting of truth and establishing 
of spiritual-temples upon the former 
battle grounds^where eggs of question
able character and age was the ammu
nition ùsed ■ by its professed Christian 
(?) antagonists,

It was a large and intelligent audi
ence that gathered in the early after
noon to listen to the words of truth 
from the inspired lips and brain of Dr. 
B. F. Austin. Rochester, N. Y. His lis
teners were not to be disappointed, as 
with breathless attention every word 
was followed to the close, and we were 
loth to think that he had finished, and 
that we must again step out of the spir
itual realm to: which we had traveled 
with him, into the more mundane plane 
of existence. But so be it.

: In the evening he again addressed us. 
The morning and afternoon sessions 
were followed with messages from the 
Summerland, through the instrumental
ity of Geo. A. Letford, North Carolina, 
many receiving convincing evidence 
that their loved ones whom the world 
calls dead, have but entered a larger 
life, and that their homes are indeed 
where their hearts are. ,
. 1 The beautiful music lendered by Mrs. 
Flora Russell of Alliance, Ohio, with 
Miss Amy Pellett of Vicksburg, as her 
able accompanist, formed an important 
-part of the services or the day. Her 
sweet songs at .times seemed almost to 
draw aside the veil betweeil the two 
worlds, and enable us to look once 
more into the faces of the dear ones 
gone before. • ' ’

Dr. Austin and Mr. Grimshaw are the 
speakers for the week; and we look for
ward in anticipation of the treat that 

. is in store for us.. Mr. Létford will also 
be present and follow the; lectures with 
messages. The morning'conference is 
a helpful and interesting feature of the 
camp.. Harmony and good will reigns 
on every hand.

; But what of the one at the ; helm? 
Who is responsible for all this? This 
report would not be complete did I not 
mention the little woman whose hand 
and brain and heart and soul is cen
tered in this work; laboring from early 
morning till late at night, that aU the 

• wants of her people may be attended to.
She seems to be omniprésent Long 
may the hand of the angel world rest 
upon Miss Jeannette Fraser of Vicks
burg, who has so .nobly unfurled thé 
banner of Spiritualism in her midst, 
and established Its respect _

EMMA GIBBS..
. Grand Rapids, Mich.

The above U the number ot the pres, 
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 

at tha toP of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number co^ 
responds with the flgures on your wrap
per, then the tlme'you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right harid corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number ’ 
Of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date«. Keep watch of the number on 
Uto tag of your wrapper.

UNCOOKED FOODS'
And How to Live on Them—With 

• Recipes for Wholesome
- Preparation.

Proper combinations and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrate^. '

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatability of 
food. Learn how and what to cook In 
ordor-to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

It will simplify methods of living
help to settle (he servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Price »1.

Three Journeus Around the Worfd
—OU—

Travels in the Pacific Island«, , 
New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental Countries. By J. M.. Peebles, 
A. M.’M. D.. Ph. D. In this splenäld large 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated a vast 
unount of valuable Information. It is exceed- 

.ugly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual
ism as he found it everywhere in bls travels 
receives due attention, making the book of 
special value and Interest to Spiritualists 
large pages, finely bound, at tho price of 81.5a

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSfCHlC PHENOMENA. ?
BY ISAAC K. FUNK. !

A remarkable book, ot Intense inter
est to all, whether' Spiritualists or Ma
terlallsta, Investigators or believers.

The'author has embodied in this 
book an account ot hiB wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value 
588 octavo pages. Price, cloth. 82.'

What All the World’s a-Seeking,
• • RALPH WALDO TRINE.
Each is building b!i world from within; thought ti 

the hullderj for tboughta are forces,—subtle, Tltal 
lrre«lBtlblo, omnipotent,—and according as used do 
they bring power or impotence, pcaco or pain, buccom 
or failure.—From Title-page.

The above books are beautifully bound in gray-green 
raised cloth, stamped in deep old-green and gold, with 
gilt top. Price, |1.3^ For aalo at thia office.

RADIANT ENERGY MrS 
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin« 
Director Low© Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon anew branch 
of research Into tho laws of nature, and to the • 
student or even an admirer of tho modern a* 
trologlcal literature will surely come with great 
Interest. Price, cloth. 81.7a. '

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment” By W. H. Bach. * Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and • avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 5.a.cents; paper, 25 cents.

"New Testament Stories Comically n- 
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. . With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are Incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards. SL 
Cloth. $1X0. ’ ’
. -The Light of Egypt” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge aa 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Phitos» 
phy. Price 82 .war volume.

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By chga. 
3. Newcomb. -Excellent In spiritual 
Buggestlveneas. cloth. 81.&8,

THUMBSCREW AND RACK. 1
Torture implements employed In the 15th and 

16th centuries for the promulgation of Chris- 
tlanity, with pictorial lllnstratioM. By Georga 
E. Macdonald. Price. 10 cents.

Wecufar Hypothesis of Nature:
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex- 
istenco and to tho Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper, 01 cents.1

Unmnnlu JTS attainment of ; WOIlldlll J FORM AND FEATURES 

nPSliTy Ths cultivation of personal 
UtjQUl J beauty, based on Hygiene and 

Health Culture, by twenty blwslciaus and spe
cialists, and edited by Albert Turner. A valua
ble book for women and therefore for tbs whole 
world. Price In elegant cloth binding, ll.W. 
Nor saleat this office. ■ -

.The Science, of S^riFRebjnV7 
- BfCtarles Dawbam. A odmtifta reKeaaM 
that is truly interesting, price, iq cmag, _ jV

tei

that are hanging on to the,bloody cross, 
and there are hundreds who.Are operat-: "The TTu of
ing Punch and Judy shows at the ex- 'Forms and Ceremonies for the Use ci 
perise of cng&lous ^enomesa seeK- Wraia." price 25 cents. -

and vaine. Price $L

bird.it
when.it


WAKEUP! WAKEUP!

contain the full name and address of the

Give us a call. H-

only ANOTHER FALSIFIER.

convention of the N. S. A. will always 
remain more than a red letter (Jay.

TW- FOR—THgs PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM,

J. S. MAXWELL. . 
President Mifin. S. S. A.

writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket. .

Pretending to Expose Spiritualism and 
.. Its Teachings.

That Ie What Is Asked of Minnesota 
. Spiritualists.Sunday, Augijàt 1805/ 8. E. 58: 

‘“Power.” ,

, THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART- 
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPAC^'SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE. .

„ Defeatefifor tbs Psyehüa B@> 
geat of How to Keep Yonne" By J. EL 

m.»,m.a 
m css®. „ ■', .

AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

' . Wa go to pr®ea early Monday morn
ing, honoe communication* Intended for 
that current luue should' reach thia 
office not later than tho previous Satur
day morning- Bear thia in mind;

Our stay, in’Winfield''wasmost enjoy-1 
able, and we were well treoted-by/all. j 

the trtith. ' They are located at 3250"l 1 regret very tnuch.my slstetSia^^ 
Wabash avenue.” | leave, but as she expects to join me at

the lecture we had the pleasure of wit
nessing the work'of Mr. Henry Ellis 
and fils' guides operating the tele
graphic instrument. ■ It clicks off one 

I message after the other “without the

’ W&«B WÍW W®r 
use & pen or typewriter.

■'1

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

: CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I Take due notice that Items for thia 
is alone responsible for any assertions «page In order to insure Insertion must i rrxi. _ _ . .. a nor statements he may make. The editor 
allows, this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of trqth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
Suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance ot YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
.to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgrosslveThlnkor 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one aide of the paper. Please bear this
in mind..ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the wrlt'er. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent-writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address ot 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NA MD 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION. OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

- Mrs. May A. Price ot Washington, D. | 
C., is now at Lily Dale, enjoying the । 
blessings of the camp and doing her I 
own part ot the work. She holds cir- I 
cles at the home ot P. L. O. A. Keeler, i 
She will be glad to arrange with other i 
societies tor work during the tall and ! 
winter as speaker and message bearer 
from the spirit world, and class work. 
Address her at Lily Dale, N. Y.

L. E. Johnson, secretary, writes fronr 
Grand Rapids, Mich.: “The Grand Rap
ids Spiritual Society has not been hold
ing meetings for a month, but next Sun
day we expect to have Virginia Barrett 
with us, and will hold out-door meet
ings on the lot we purchased to build a 
temple on, and hope much good will be 
done while she is with us. The Ladies’ 
Aid are earnestly working for the temple 
fund, having put nearly $500 in the 
fund. Now harmony and good will pre
vail and our numbers are'increasing."

Rev. G. C. Love writes: “The First 
Spiritual Religious Association of 
Clackamas county, Oregon, is holding 
one of the best and most beneficial 
camp-meetings ever held on Its grounds. 
The board of officers in fixing dates for 
opening and closing the camp arranged 
to make the meeting one week longer 
than usual, but the attendance has been 
so great and lectures and tests so good 
the association by unanimous expres
sion extended the date of closing one 
week beyond the date set by the board, 
ana instead of closing July 30, the 
meeting will end on Sunday, August 6. 
The attendance is Increasing day by 
day and greater enthusiasm is expected 
as the days go by. For lecturers, the 
association has had Harrison D. Bar
rett, president of the N. S. A.,' Harry J. 
Moore, Rev. G. C; Love, and others are 
expected before the meeting ends. . Me-, 
dlumship has been represented by Mrs, 
Eva McCoy, Mrs. LadfyFinnican ■. and 
others, and still they come, mediums 
and speakers from all directions until 
New Era has been blessed by workers 
as perhaps it never has been, before. 
With kindly'spirits hdvering. over us, 
and truth to guide us, we can truly, say. 
'It is good to be here.'" < , ‘

HELEN STUART RICHING8, who 
has been In the far Northwest for sev- 
eral years, is returning to the lecture 
-platform, and desires to correspond 
with societies wishing the, services ot 
an inspirational lecturer, psychome- 
trist and dramatic artist. Terms most 
reasonable, especially for long engage
ments. Address P. O. Box 115, Seattle, 
Wash. -

Dr. Fisk of Dubuque, Iowa, was in the 
city last week attending to his profes
sional business. He heard Mr. Bryan 
lecture at Clinton. He pronounced it 
“eloquent,” but of little interest from a 
Spiritual standpoint. The Doctor is al
ways prominent in ell reformatory 
work, his wife being an excellent me
dium. ;

Leonora Romaldo, the wife of a farm 
hand at Vlllacienso, near Burgos, Spain, 
has awakened from a trance which has 
lasted thirty-one years. The case lias 
been under the close observation of 
medical experts during fhe whole ot 
that time, and by their instructions 
liquid food was regularly administered 
by a tube placed In the mouth of the 
sleeping woman. At times it was be
lieved tnat the woman was waking, and 
various means were employed to re
store her to consciousness, lint thqy 
failed. Shb has now regained her 
senses, but cannot be persuaded .that 
she has slept for years. A curious 
feature ot the case is that she remem
bers the incidents of her girlhood up to 
the time that she fell into the trance. 
Her body Ib fairly well nourished, but 
her hair has turned white. On being 
shown a mirror the woman shrieked 
with horror and declared tlffit the Image 
it reflected was not her own.

G. Chafee writes: “I wish every per
son of mature age would- read your 
paper one year. My oldest sister’s 
youngest daughter has become a Spirit-, 
uallst by reading your paper and she is 
happy."

8. H. Keech writes from Kansas City, 
Kans.: “The First Spiritualist Church 
held its regular services at Warwick 
Hall last Sunday evening, July 30, con- 
ducted-by Mrs. Edward Connelly, one of 
our most influential speakers and ar
dent workers- in the cause, assisted by 
Mrs. Alice Baker of Cleveland, Ohio. 
Much interest is being aroused in the 
cause among many of our best? and lead
ing citizens, and with the prospects of 
the coming fall and winter we hope to 
build np pro^peroim societies all over 
our city. If our mediums would work 
more harmoniously-together it would be 
much/better. There, seems to be too 
much, discord between' them. Ur. Lucas, 
of the-East, a great .worker and elo-

Gemor.Thpug^:—,
“Self-revereaee, self-knowledge and 

self-control, tliese three alone, lead to 
sovereign power." • ~

For information concerning The Pro
gressive Lyceum,- authorized lesoon 
sheet of the Na'iionar&piritualists Asso
ciation, addrestl Jolin W; Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple,;t}alveston, Texas,

• To. Camp-Correspondents:—Notices . 
of camp-meetings should: reach “this 
office not later than Friday afteiin'odri to’ 
secure Insertion In the next Issue of 
,The Progressive Thinker. ,

Dr. N. F. Ravlin has been engaged 
by the First Spiritual" Church of Port
land,Oregon, as pastor for the, balance 
of the year, till January 1, 1906, and has 
already entered upon his labors. Resl- 
derice, 260% Seventh street.

. Annie J. Haight of Naponee, Ont., 
wants to correspond with some one 

■ who eari help the Spiritualists there to 
organfze a society. , '

Laura B. Payne, whose poetry and ar- 
, tides in The Progressive Thinker, are 

read with Interest, is now at Spring-
’ a field, Mo., and can be "addressed there 

, I. for engagements at> 651 South Grant 
street.

Rev. R. Heber Newton days: "The 
f middle ages also believed that saints 

-received the imprint of the wounds ot 
' Jesus on their hands and feet—a beau

tiful superstition, said our ... scientists. 
Now medical scrutiny confesses that 
the stigmata are facts, though excep- 

., • tlonal facts, to bé explained naturally, 
I- of course, as every other marvel is to 

be explained Clairvoyance was noth- 
: ing but a will-o'-the-wisp, but it also is 
now a confessed power of certain organ- 

. izations. Mollie Fancher, over in
Brooklyn, has proved stronger than the 
incredulity of our savants. Read that 

7 charming picture of Joan of Arc by 
’ > Mark Twain, and you will admit with 

him that this peasant girl, with her 
/ powers of clalraudience, nearing her 

mystic voices, is a fact which defies ex- 
' planation by our knowledge up to date."

Wm. Fitch Ruffle is now on a visit to

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: "Ori Sunday, 
July 30, another large, audience ' at- ’ 
tended the services of the Rising Sun 
Mission, who were more than repaid for 
their visit in listening to the: spiritual ; 
.truths which were given out by ¡Sister 
Schumacher, pastor of the Church of/ 
the Students of Nature. Her well de
livered lecture on Spiritualism from a 
bible standpoint, and on the duties of 
Spiritualists, was commended by all 
present. . lier remarks were soul stir
ring and a dumber of good thoughts 
were carried home by all who-attended.- 
After the excellent singing by' qur 
choir, a number of spirit messages were 
given by Sister Weaver, Bister Thomp
son and Brother Thompson, all of which 
were recognized. Quite a few skeptics 
were among thé number, who received- 
communications, and it no doubt, will 
be the means of bringing them into our 
tanks. We cordially invite all to at
tend' oür services which are held Sun
day-evening at 22 Jackson. Place, be
tween Jackson Blvd and Van Buren 
street, west of’Hoype' avenue. Our 
speaker for August J3 wifl.be Dr. J. H. 
Randall, Our.nhxt social' and lawn 
party will be held Saturday, August 12, 
at Sister Trafton's, 1245 Wilcox ave
nue. All welcome.” ’ •

quent speaker, spent a’few days In our 
city;last month?and delivered one of 
his masterly lectures on the evening of 
July 18, to ¿ .large audience." Subject, 
Mfin p Creature, and the Way Out; a 
Master and the Way In. AU present 
were highly pleased, with the masterly 
way lie handled the subject. Thepro- 
ceeds of his lecture was given to Mrs. 
Ella Baldwin’s School of Psychic Sci
ence of Cbelcy Place. Mrs. Baldwin is 
one of our most'ambitious and ardent 
workers, and is doing much to build up 
the cause of Spiritualism in Kansas 
City. Kansas.” ' ; -

—— -jj . -i:-:  ----- -T—
her earliest c?pvenience, I will not 
mourn, but quietly rest with our good 
Sister and Brother Scovell. Mrs. Kay- 
ner wound up the camp exercises with 
her fire test, which was given to a 
large am] very appreciative audience. 
Mrs. Bryan and myself are receiving 
letters from far and' near, wanting our 
servlcesand just as soon as Mrs. Bryan 
joins me we will start once more with 
banners unfurled and slug with tiie mul
titude of honest and earnest seekers, 
Hold the fort for we are coming; see । 
our signal wave. Sister Scovell sends I 
greetings with me to all friends in our | 
home city,”

Mrs. Virginia Bryan writes from i 
Payne, Ohio: “Please permit, me to say 
to your readers and my friends, that I 
have been called from my labor to the 
sick bed of my father wjio Is critically 
ill from paralysis, and daughter just re
covering from typhoid fever. How long 
I must remain with them I cannot tell, 
but hope to be able for duty soon."

A husky Iowa farmer now living near 
Letts, Is the hero of John Hay’s poem 
"Little Breeches.” His name is Scoy, 
and he was about four years old when 
he became “embalmed in poesy." 
Scoy's father was driving a lively team 
near New Virginia, la.,, one day, and 
when he got out of the wagon for a min
ute the team dashed away, with the 
boy in the wagon. The horses went 
over ditches, fences and brush-piles. 
Finally the wagon was overturned and 
the little fellow was thrown head first 
Into a drove of sheep. The father and 
friends, running frantically in an effort 
to catch the runaways, saw the accident 
to the boy. The father rushed to the 
spot, fearing to find the little fellow 
dead, but on the approach of his father 
the boy eat up and said, “Dad, give me 
a chaw of terbacker.” That is the way 
Laren Talbott of Sioux City relates the 
Incident which Hay improved into a re
buke to the angels for “loafing around 
the throne” instead of attending to res
cue work,—Truth Seeker. .

Mrs. Frances A. Koehler and Miss 
Grace Koehler are In Lily Dale, N. Y., 
where they will spend the season, after 
which they will visit: relatives in west
ern New York. : '•

. Mrs. S. E. Mackley ¡writes from Fern
dale, Cal.: “I am..)V|i,th you heart and 
soul in your warfare! against fakes in 
mediumship, I'ba/mot see how any one 
can pretend torflnd excuses for a self- 
confessed impoptor.”!! "

Mrs. Garber jwi'ReSjfrom. Des Moines, 
Iowa: “Dr. J. ,S» Alliqon of Kirksville, 

Tdo., has lectured for 'the Psychic Re-

As the time Is rapidly approaching 
when the National Convention of Spir
itualists will be held, I thought it would 
be well to Inform you of the arrange
ments made for the entertainment ot 
the delegates and friends who will be 
here.

The First Unitarian Church has been 
secured to hold the sessions ot the con
vention. It is centrally located and is 
one ot the prettiest churches tn tiie city. 
The Zumbachs, the Ladies’ Quartette ol 
Minneapolis and other local talent have 
been secured to turnish the music.

The official headquarters will be at 
the Nicollet Hotel, one ot the best in 
the city, where rooms can be engaged 
at the rate of ?1 per day, each person, 
European plan.

It. is greatly to be desired that the 
state of Minnesota be strongly repre
sented at the National Convention, and 
to that end it is necessary for every io- I 
cal society to have a representative at 
the state convention held in Mlnneap- I 
oils, Sept. 7. 8, 3 and 10. It is a great i 
honor to have Minneapolis chosen tor 

i the 13th annual convention of the Na- 1 
tlonal Spiritualists Association ot the 
United States and the Dominion of Can- 

| ada, and we hope that every society will 
I show its appreciation by sending a dele- 
| gate to the state convention.

It is the heartfelt-wish and desire of 
the officers ot the Minnesota 8. 8. A. 
that Minnesota shall have the privilege 
and honor of being the first state to 
thrown open the doors of the National 
Convention free to the public, as this 
organization was and Is Intended to do 
missionary-work ; and one way . to do 
that work is to have the sessions free 
to all, as other religious bodies do. To 
do this it is necessary to raisq the sum 
of $300 above hall rent and other inci
dental expenses. To kelp in this work 
the ladles of the different auxiliaries or
ganized, under the name of the Ladies’ 
Entertainment Committee for the Na
tional S. S., and will serve dinners and 
suppers in the commodious dining, 
room of the church. Another way will 
be badges. Are you interested in the 
success of the convention? Jf so send 
$1 to either J. 8. Maxwell, president, or 
C. P. Follett, secretary of the Minne
sota 8. S. A., 1644 Hennepin avenue, for 
a badge, and we trust that every Spirit
ualist in the state will buy one as a 
souvenir of the 13th annual convention 
of the N. 8. A.

I want to urge upon all the necessity 
of making an individual, as well as a 
united effort to have the National con
vention a grand success, it rests wltn 
each and every Spiritualist in the state 
to make it so. Wake up and prove to 
the world that you appreciate the op
portunity that has been given to show 
what Minnesoteans can do. Maka, thé. 
delegates, speakers, - mediums ■- and 
friends, who come here from all parts 
of the United States and Canada, ,àt 
their own expense, feel that, they have 
been so welcome and appreciated that 
the remembrance of the 13th annual

New Era Camp, Oregon. J
The camp at New Era, Oregon, fs now, 

well under way, wlth attendanca large, 
and much Interest manifested /on the 
part of all visitors. President ¡Love is 
the right man in the right place, and Is 
never so happy as when he is trying to 
make some homse-sick stranger feel at 
ease in beautiful New Era. Mrs. Love 
Ib an able helpmeet to her husband, and 
her hands are never weary in well-do
ing.

Visitors have been with us from all 
parts ot the nation—far-away Maine, 
the Lone Star State ot Texas, Kansas, 
Missouri, and almost, all or the states ol 
the Union have sent their sons and 
daughters to New Era. No wonder they 
come here. The camp is a bower ol 
beauty, and its very atmosphere is 
peace. Harmony prevails at all times, 
and every one is happy.

Rev. Harry J. Moore has been at his 
best in his excellent lectures and lias 
risen to great heights in ills splendid in
terpretation of doctrines Spiritualistic. 
President Love’s addresses have also 
been excellent, always to the point, and 
lor the best good of the cause.

Mrs. Dr. Espanto of St. Loins, has
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given us some excellent addresses, re- I
plete with earnest, logical thought, be
tokening a deep as well as an inspira
tional speaker. Her good husband, Dr. 
Espanto, the gifted Indian medium, is 
one of the best message bearers the 
writer has ever known, tor the simple 
reason that the Doctor is honest, and 
his work perfectly genuine.

These words also apply to Mrs. Ladd- 
Finnican of Portland, Ore., and Mrs. 
Eva McCoy of Marshalltown, Iowa. A 
camp cannot fail to be successful when 
it presents genuine phenomena as fore
runners of the lectures given by the va
rious speakers upon the rostrum. These 
two ladies are favorites with all who 
meet them.

So great is the interest in the work of 
the camp that its management Jias ex
tended its session one week, closing 
now August 6, instead of July 30. All 
Oregonians should patronize New Era 
camp. It is'a. spiritual place, as well as 
one of the most restful and inspiring 
spots on the face of the earth.

Come to New Era, ol’, ye Spiritual
ists, and have a good time.

EVANGEL.

CURED.
The African Kora PlantIb Natui o’b Pos

itive Clure tor HAY. 
FEVER andASTHMA. 
Since Ite recent dis
covery this remarka
ble botanical product ths Kou»PL»»T., „ 
has come into universal use In the Hospitals Otf 
Europe and America as an nnfaillng speciac..

Hr, W. U. Kelln 817 A8tU St., Newport Howh,Va,( writes 
Jan. Ud, wau & LcIplcbH Invalid uud won cured of Hay^ 
Fever and Abthnrn, by Hiuialya aftcrll>yearB’BUtferinir« 
Urn./. E. Nord/te, of HUI City, Kanu., writes Jau. SHU* 
bad Hny«Fuvur and Asthma for ten yoara and could goal 
no rcHuf until cured by Hiiutlya. Hr. D. L. blowa, 12» 
Morris BL. Philadelphia, write* Jiub MIK Doctors did mol 
no good but Hhnalya cured we. Hr, W. V. C*Bpl>eHv( 
Banbornvino, N. H.,albo writes hob. Ctb, that UUnolya.’ 
cured hi« eon. Her. l-rederick,?. Wyatt, tho noted Evan-i 
gulfat ot AbllonOjTcxa«, writes April 16th, 1005,1 nevert 
rose an opportunity to recommend Blmalyaueitcuredl 
mo ot Hay-fever and Asthma and have never bad any! 
return of the diue^e. «

Hundreds of . others send similar testimony 
proving Himaljyi a truly wonderful remedy. Aa 
the Kola Plant Is a specific constitutional curq 
for tiie disease, Hay-fever sufferers should nof 
tall to take advantage of this opportunity to* 

I secure b remedy which will positively cure them. 
I To prove tho newer of this now botanical discov- 
1 cry. If you sulier from Hny-fcvcr or Asthma, wa 

wUl send you one trial case by mail entirely tree. 
It costs you absolutely noihlim. Write to-day to the 
Kola Importing Co.. 1102 Broadway, Now York,

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS,:!

CLINTON CAMP, IOWA.

Notes of the Camp-meeting at 
Pleasant Park.

Mt.

England.
Miss E. A. Hodge writes from Sus

quehanna, Pa.: “Mr. Williams says The 
Progressive Thinker is the best paper 

-he reads. We think we will go without 
a square meal if wê "have to, rather than

• do without it. The paper seems to an- 
: swer our needs in. every way.”

The Peoria (Ill.) friends haye been 
holding a series of parlor meetings, for 
several weeks past, conducted by Mr.

" H. M. French, which have given general 
satisfaction. And they wish to heartily 

\ recommend him as an honest gentle- 
' man and a good test medium and lec-’ 

turer..
, A corporation has been organized In

,, - this city under the name of “The
C Searchers Publishing Co.” "1, James

A. Rose, secretary-of the state of Illi- 
' nois, by virtue of the power vested in 
-, and the duties Imposed upon me by 

’ law, do hereby authorize, empower and 
, license Max Gentzke, G. .Schaff, Otte 

Georgi, P. Skupniewicz, Frank J. Kyas 
and Fritz Obrock, the persons whose 
names are signed to the before men
tioned statement, as commissioners to 
open books for subscription to the cap- 

■ ital stock of ‘The Searchers Publishing 
j Company,’ such being the name ot the 

proposed corporation, as contained in 
f the statement, at such times and places 
! as the said commissioners may deter- 
i mine.”
i D. G. Hill writes: "The increasing in-
! terest in the truth of Spiritualism is

manifested by the increasing attend
ance at the Sunday evening meetings ot

i the Golden Rule Spiritualist Society by 
' an earnest and intelligent class of peo-1 

i pie, anxious to find something tangible 
on which to base their hopes of the

- hereafter. On Sunday evening, July 30, 
our speaker, Mrs. J. L. Fravel,- deliv
ered a most pleasing -and >■ Instructive 
address, and her acquaintances are 
much pleased at thé advancement she 
is making as she opens the door tor the 
entrance of her spirit instructors. The 
messages were given by Mrs. Nellie 
Kusserow and Mr. H. M. French of Pe
oria, III.; both of these mediums-are so 
capable and well, known that no words 
of mine can add anything in prairie of 
their work. O’Donnell College Hall, 
South Paulina street, between. Wash
ington Blvd and Park avenue. The 
coolest hall In the city. Open door, 
AU welcome.”

Mary A. Ingalls writes: “Too much 
praise'cannot be given Nora Batchelor . 
for her able and fearless article In No. 
818 of The Progressive Thinker, espe
cially the part that relates to the educa
tion of the young in our public schools, 
on the subject that is of such vital im
portance to them. Surely she was in
spired by the angel world to write it. 
For the last eight years I have thought 
much upon this subject, and I have 
talked with people upon the importance 
of teaching right living in the public 
schools. It is alarming the way bur ed
ucational departments are overtaxing 
the mental capacities of the pupils. 
Some are graduating at the tender age 
of 15 years. In many cases their 
nerves are ruined, and their eyesight 
Impaired by the time faelr qphool days 
are over. If the body could be educated 
along with the mind, and at a more 
moderate pace, it would be better for 
our children. Some way should be de
vised1 for compulsory education of the 
parents, If we would have an early im
provement of the race. Only through a 
higher education can men know how to 
properly treat their wives during the 
period of gestation. If this is a work- 
for Spiritualists to do, as Nora Batch
elor says, then it should be taught in 
their’schools.' Let the Morris’ Pratt In
stitute take the lead and others will fol
low;’’. .

J. I. Mettler writes: “You are on the 
right-track and are making satisfactory 
progress in driving the fraudulent ele
ment out of the Spiritualist ranks, 
which is, or ought to be, the desire of 
every Spiritualist.”

Instead of the “woman in black,” it is 
now the “man in White.” Residents ot 
Water street who sleep : in hammocks 
these warm nights claim the pale spec
tre appears in the wee sma’ hours or 
morning, taking giant strides up and 
down the street with head bowed as if 
in deep thought. The ghost appears 
barefooted and in snow white tights." 
Some of the older inhabitants are in
clined to believe that th« ghost is that 
of Blackhawk, the old Iridian chief, who 
has returned from the . happy hunting 
ground to observe what progress" War
ren has made since he left for brighter 
climes.—Freeport (Ill.) Bulletin. " 
. C. M. Taylor, M. D., writes:" " The 
■Sunday evening meetings lately started 
by Brothers Ellis and Peters are well 
attended. Brother" Peters in his lec
ture gives a most convincing proof of 
the immortality ot the soul and after

Torrington, Conn.—The body of their 
daughter apparently lifeless : and ,with, . 
the assurance‘.of the attending. physi- t 
clan that she had died, Mr. and Mrs. 
Sampson Blakè, thé parents of,.Miss 
Flossier Blake, set about to prepare 'for 
the burial, of their only child.- Three 
hours later, as the undertaker was' 
about to put the girl into a shroud, 
signs of life became apparent and the 
physician was hastily summoned. With
in an hour the girl was conscious and 
spoke to those ' gathered about her. 
Though still very feeble, the results of 
a long'continued Illness, hopes'are en
tertained for her recovery, The pa
rents are certain that their prayers re
stored her to life. ,

On the fourth day after moving into 
what Is known as thé Applegate prop
erty on East hjaple street, Jefferson
ville, Ind., Mrs. Belle Raymond and fam
ily.bundled their belongings and sought 
■another home, because they say they, 
heard spooks. Asked about her sudden 
determination to move, Mrs. Raymond 
said she could not stay in a place that 
was haunted. The first night they were 
in the house they heard strange noises 
and were prevented from sleeping. The 
same thing occurred the next and fol
lowing nights, and.that was all the fam
ily could stand. They left Monday. 
George Cisco and family,. who occu
pied the house several months ago, left 
because they heard and saw strange 
things, they said. The house was 
built by the father ot George Applegate, 
the Louisville teamster, and both of bis 
parents and two' brothers, died there. 
Aaron Applegate was fatally Injured 
while a.guard at the Prison South by 
Chub Carroll, a convict, striking, him on 
the back of the head. A short time ago, 
John Applegate, a brother died there. 
The ghost of the brother is said to. 
haunt the place.
, A Boston scientist says that hypho- 

- tlsm can develop only natural instincts 
and that the best hypnotist ’in the 
world cannot make à leaily moral per
son do wrong. From experiments he 
has made he believes that 75-per cent. 
of the human race, if unrestricted ’ by

search Society(,for the past two Sun
days. He was-;educated for the-minis
try, but soon fflund himself out of line 
with orthodoxy, and severed hfs connec
tion with tho church, starting out on ih- 
dependent Ijnes in helping with his new* 
attitude towards religion and scientific 
thought.' Too ^nuch pannot be said in 
praise of him. He is an .able-inspira
tional speaker/’being, clairvoyant and 
clalraudient. ^Hd hhd a -fine delivery 
and, a cbiirming persQnallty..: । Hia sub: 

J ject .for. Sunday, ¡evening ^was ’The orl- 
-gln of the Devil and His Destruction.’
He handled it well," and should be 
heard to be appreciated; I think he 
should be iri the lecture field as a Spir
itualist missionary. We need justsuch 
men as he is. as he has a very com
manding and convincing way of making' 
people believe all ne says. Mrs. De 
Wolf-Kiser has gone , to Clinton Camp 
for the Season, also . Mrs. Martha B. 
Johnson,'a worker for oUr cause, and 
■Max Hoffmann. There have been no 
definite arrangements' made as yet for 
the opening of our society tor the fall 
and winter season.”

Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, affectionately 
remembered in Australia, gave her plat
form in Chicago, U. S. A.-, one evening 
last March to Miss Elizabeth Harlow, 
when she lectured on “Woman and Her 
Future.” It is so excellent an address 
that it is not surprising to read it was 
given “uhder the generous auspices of 
Mrs. Laura- G. Fixen, vlce-prpsident of 
the Illinois State Spiritualist - Associa
tion,”as she would entirely endorse its 
ennobling sehjiments.—Harbinger ot 
Light, Australia.

Onset Camp Notes.
Another great'-week "hari'Passed and 

Onset has added another page to Its his
tory of .success.Large crowds have 
.arrived during the week, and at present 
there are more: people here than at any 
time last year. .

We have had some grand meetings 
-this' week, and -the. class work has been, 
.a special, feature. Mr. W. J. Colville; 
who is making his farewell to. America, 
has been very "interesting and he has 
hadTarge audiences at all his meetings»- 
He spoke Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday 
and Friday, and his classes every morn- 
ing. . ;

Tuesday and Friday the children's Jy- 
ceum holds meetings at the Arcade, in 
the-afternoon, and Mrs. Allyn, is having 
big success and has a large school. 
She is the right woman in the right 
place" and ought to be the natlonal.Ty- 
ceum organizer. Something ought" to 
be done for the children, and she could 
dp it. This is a suggestion.

Saturday is to be Massachusetts 
State Association Day, and a large pro
gram has been prepared. .The secretary 
will send a report of the meeting later.

If you like this .paper, why not sub
scribe "for it and get your friends to do 
so also? You can do so at the book
store, where you can get a single copy.

The first week of tho Clinton camp
meeting. is nearing its close, and It is 
with pardonable pride that the officers 
and members of the Mississippi "Valley 
Spiritualists Association review the 
events^ of the. week and estimate the

■Jesuits’ of the work,done. ;
Mt. Pleasant Park was never so beau

tiful. Every year sees some improve'- 
ment hi the grounds and cottages, and 
the people who come here from other 
places are delighted with the beauty 
and restfulness of this Ideal camp
ground.

The talent secured fcr the program is 
exceptionally fine. The hotel, tents and 
cottages are already thronged with in
terested visitors, and tho camp promises 
to be the best in the history of the asso
ciation. . ;.

Mrs. R. 8. Lillie bps just gone from 
us, after giving four lectures that great
ly pleased all who heard them.

Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng arrived t$- 
day (Aug. 4) to fill an engagement for 
three lectures and an "Ichabod^ se
ance.” The repeated engagement of 
Mrs. Twlng by the association evi

They are our own publications. । 
They uro neatly and substantial!# 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing homie in th« 

United States excels them In the mm 
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope* 
dla of Death, and Life in tho Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can ba 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion ’of Mau 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. Ml 
Peebles, "The Beers of the Ages.”

Then comes the “Great Debate BO 
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, 
It will fill an Important niche in youA 
library. -

Then follqws "Ghost Land,” “Aril 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed” 
and “A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands,” 

; and the "Occult Life ot Jesus."
1 And lastly, our latest premium book, 

"Letters From tho Spirit World,” writ
ten through "the mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement onlj^ 
accomplished by 'the Progressiva 

1 Thinker—a miracle tn modern business 
■ enterprise! ’ 1

/Longley's Choice Collection
■ OF

1 BEAUTIFUL SONGS
Hero Is a book ot songs tor pybfic meetings 

and the home that Is tun ot muslo and poetry 
..that reach the soiil. The book is just the right 

size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
'• splendid quality ot paper, and contains?® songs.

1 WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
•‘TJiese songs are adapted to the needs of soct- 

। eties and to. tho homo; they are spiritual, and 
“ breathe a tender sentiment to tho cultured soul.

dences her popularity with ub.
Mrs.' J. A; Murtha is "our message me- ! 

dium for two weeks, and-is doing excel- ■ 
lent work.. '

Next Sunday morning President Peck 1 
will lecture on" the subject, "Buddha II 
and Christ, the Great Mediums," a J
theme suggested by Col. Bryan’s lec
ture last Stfnday on "The Prince of 
Peace;” We always expect ä treat 
when our gopd'president speaks.

Among the prominent mediums on 
the grounds may be noted Mrs. De- 
Wolf-Kiser, well and favorably known 
throughout the west as a slate-writing 
medium; W. W. Aber and Dr. Rother
mel, materializing mediums; Doctors 
Eskelson, Fred L. Mehrtens, Mrs.

—Lyman C. Howe.
•‘This collection of songs breathes a pure 

spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend« 
eney.”—Dawning Light.

“Tho songs ana music are of a nature to in* 
spire those who bear them with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W. Hull.

“There ore some things in our personal histo 
ry that never fade from memojy. One m mine 
has been fresh for titty years. I went one ntgUb 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, Prof.S.B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought he ad*

1 vancod or a word uttered. But with him was a
". young man who Bang, ‘What shall be my angel 
.’ name.’ The man, the song have been singing 
■j in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
: • Prof. Longley, the song, one of bls earliest com- 
1 positions.'’—J. S. Loveland.

Crawford-Richards and Mrs. Gunnison, » 
magnetic and spiritual healers. Other * 
good mediums are here, whose names 
your correspondent has yet to learn.

The following extract from the report 
of last Sunday’s meeting, given by the 
Clinton Herald, the foremost local i

Longley’s latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new
ones, and can be had in decorated covers tor 00 
cents : plain, 40 cents.

medium’s hand ■ touching the instru
ment. Here you can see the uhseen 
power working in the bright light, and 
all the ^messages were recognized by 
those receiving them. This must be 
seen in order to be appreciated. Inves
tigators and all others should pay a vis
it to these mediums in order to know

family pride and other like consldera-" 
tlons, would steal.
. Mrs.' O. A. Bishop, a most excellent 
trance, test and business medium, is 
now located in her own beautiful home, 
No. 3721 Forest avenue, where she can 
be consulted daily, Sundays excepted.

Mrsl Nettle Beals writes from Pe- 
tosky, Mich.: “The many readers of The 
Progressive Thinker will be pleased to 
hear of the-good work that is being 
pushed alorig st Snowflake camp, the 
only Spiritualist camp ground in North
ern Michigan. July 31 Mr. and Mrs. E. 
W. Sprague greeted us with words of 
love and cheer. They are with us this, 
week also. A. A. Finney, the well-1 
trumpet medium, will to with us during 
camp, holding seances dally. Mrs. Net
tie Beals and others helping with the 
good work and other mediums, coming 
daily. Mrs. Cora Morrill will be With us 
next week. People wishing summer 
outings can find no more beautiful spot 
or beneficial climate. It is situated on 
one of the lovely lakes with which the 
northern country abounds. Lots are 
being leased, and cottages - erected. 
Brother arid Sister Sprague chose their 
lot, and expect to have their cottage 
next summer. Snowflake camp grounds 
near Central Lake and Belaire, on P. M. 
railroad. • . '•

Mrs. E. J. Jaquet writes from 910 S. 
Main' street, Galena, Kansas: “This 
finds me at Sister Safa C. Scovell’s, and 
I am being most cordially and royally 
entertained. My good little sister, Vir
ginia Bryan was suddenly called to the 
sick bed of a loved father "And-daughter 
bn the evening 6f the 24th;bf-.Jdly, jrist 
hs Camp Winfield closed •its‘-session.

J. H. Coiliris writeq- from Bardwell, 
Ky.: “Having had years of experience 
as public speaker in the ministry of the 
Methodist church, I havé entered the 
field of Spiritualism, and hang up my 
slate for calls to lecture. -I will refer 
to Rev. B. F. Austin or . Rev. E. W. 
Sprague. Address me at Indianapolis, 
Ind., pr Bardwell, Ky.”

Dr; L. H. Freedman, the Australian : 
healer and physician, writes: “I desire 
to Inform my friends and readers- of.1 
The Progressive Thinker that this is 
the-first time I have been in Chicago 
throughout a summer in seven’ years, 
l am satisfied that Chicago is the'cool
est place for a spiritual camp in all the" 
states, and I am glad to say that my 
time Is well taken ^p, and patlents are 
doing well. I am In my old quarters, 
3036 Indiana avenub. 1 may run over 
for two or three days to see how the 
friends, are at Vicksburg. ’ camp this 
week.” • . '

Wm. Richmond writes: "Here we are 
at Maple Dell camp, Ohio, After leav
ing Corry, we went to Cuba, ■ N.- Y., 
where Mrs. Richmond spoke one Sun
day in a Uttle woody :dell. From there 
we went to Lily ( Dale (Cassadaga) 
where she lectured three times, includ
ing Sunday, andvgaveih series of class 
lessons. We found Lily Dale much im
proved in some’directions, although we 
missed many of jthe old.time faces, most 
of them having passed von to the higher 
life. We had the pleasure ot meeting 
Lyinan C. Howe and AmB. Frenéh while 
we. were there. rFromUhere'we.went to 
Lake Brady, where • Mrs. Richinond 
spoke last Sunday. Although the day 
wàs rainy and.disagreeable there was a 
very large attenftanceiat the meeting. 
From there wé came tse^e last Monday. 
Mrs. Rlchmondiigpeak» Sunday; then 
we leave for Onset-” ooi '

------- -— -------— 
THÉ CARG-FRÉE LAND.

. : j. I ■— B
I dreamt I dwelt ini a^bbautiful land 

Where there rteted3 rio shadow of 
- care,. " ■ .

Where no man was rich, no : man was 
poor '• ’ - * •_ ■

But all had enough-rind to spare, 
Where the tongue never uttered a word 

of guile" . - .
Nor*winked there the eye of deceit, 

But every one'tnisted bis fellow men -
With a confidence’true and complete. 

We often sing of that beautiful land ’’
As a land that Is far away/

But why not make if near at hand : " 
And to live in every day?, : -

Whitson. ■

To the'Edltor:—During the past few 
days there has been In Daytona a self- 
styled expbser and’denouncer oj. Spirit
ualism, styllng himself, “N. G, Buckley, 
D. D., Author and Lecturer.”

His. attempted expose consisted of a 
series of defamatory remarks and mis
statements coupled with an exhibition 
of tablé moving, based on his personal- 
opinion of its cause and effect, etc. .

Individually I consider his attempted 
expose an insult to Intelligence, and I 
cannoWaut feel my relation to the old 
saw that SWS a fool and his money are 
soon parted. >

The learned D. D., claims Chicago as 
his home, and states that he has charge 
of a church In that community. To 

• give the D. D. his due, 1 must spy he is 
an entertainer, Inasmuch as he con
trives to amuse his audience.

"He dubs himself a missionary In the 
cause of Christ, and in generalizing re
specting Spiritualism sets forth the fol
lowing as indisputable fact:

: “Spiritualism teaches the doctrine of 
free love.

“It denies the existence of a God, 
“Spiritualists are Atheists and aré 

opposed to Sunday schools.
“One who poses as a medium Is a 

liar and a fraud.
“There is that embodied in the faith 

that influences its exponents to offer el
oquent prayers to' his Satanic Majesty.”

In making these and many similar 
statements he clinches them, or en
deavors, to, with the statement that 
there is not one elevating principle in 
Spiritualism.

He styles himself the'only exposer of 
Spiritualism producing and explaining 
the phenomena practiced by Spiritual
ists, fakirs, and mediums. ' - 
■ He'says he has challenged Spiritual
ists ttii meet him in public debate, but 
they invariably refused. " '

! " JOHN.A. JEFFERYS.
Daytona, Fla.

. i——
"Thu Molecular Hypothesis ot Na. 

ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lpckwood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectúKB'ón ..thei Molecular Hypothesis 
of Natare: a¿dl presenta his vlews as 
demonstrating: a scientific basis of'Spin- 
itnaJlsm.' Ths' book ls commended to 
all who love to study and think 
Price 25 cento _

"The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only-AuMysed, but-contrasted with: 
otheñ,Blb3u pasan.ies,-BtowIng great 1& 
gi^eltles» Sties M

newspaper of this city, will be of inter- : 
est to many readers. The management ■ 
of the Clinton eamp-meeting is to be 
congratulated on the success which at- ■ 
tended'the meeting on "Bryan Day”:

President Peck Introduces Bryan.
“The noted Nebraskan' was intro- : 

duced by President W. F. Peck of the • 
Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ Associ
ation. Mr. Peck is a finished orator,- 
.and his introduction was very eloquent. 
The president of the Spiritualists’ so- , 
ciety anticipated, with the audience, he j 
said, a great intellectual feast in the 
address of Mr. Bryan; and that neither 
the chairman of the meeting, nor the 
members of the vast audience,, were dis
appointed is a foregone conclusion.

“It was a magnificent audience that 
heard Bryan Sunday. The great am
phitheatre, which seats bver 1,500 peo
ple, was simply jammed and many, un
able to obtain seats, stood out on the, 
hillside and listened to the address.

“Mr. Bryan spoke of a visit he once 
enjoyed wlth-Tolstol, who defines relig
ion as'the relation man'fixes between, 
himself and his God. The speaker re
marked that he finds many who think 
they can outgrow religion, which is a 
good enough thing for the Ignorant, to 
be put aside, however, when a certain 
point in intellectual development is at-, 
tained. He had he said passed through 
a period of skepticism during his col
lege days, as he supposed every man 
has. And he told of the manner in 
which he outgrew his doubts, and 
learned to assume that back of crea
tures is a Creator; oack of designs a 
Désigner. Mr.-Bryan said he is not 
worried about the theories of creation 
provided they do not attack the» doc
trine Tn the beginning God created the 
world.’ x » .
. "Regarding the performance of mir
acles the speaker said that God, who 
could make the world, can do anything 
He wants with IL No one can declare 
He cannot perform miracles without de
nying to Him the power of omnipo
tence.” , -

If every week of the camp proves to 
be as satisfactory as this first week has 
been the association may write itself 
“Proud” on Aug. 27, when camp closes.

- REBECCA WORTH.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, 50c. Each.:

The following books by well knowW 
and popular writers, we have selected! 
with the thought that they will be of In-

i terest to our readers. They are printed । 
on fine paper; perfectly clear; readable] 

. type; cloth binding. Good home library,' 
edition r

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Dlvin- 

»•.ty. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
. as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The 

Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 35U 
. pages.

Past and Present. By Thomas Car-1 
iyle.

I Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. 
' Fairyland of Science. By Arabella E.

Buckley. This book is written In such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 1 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top. :

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be In every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Slnnett I 
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult . 
story. I

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro- ! 
mance by that most wonderful and mys- | 
tic writer, after a long residence in the , 
East and an exhaustive study of occult ' 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
' can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 1 

of cheapness.

"Right Genefation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth." By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A »plea 

। for justice and equality tn all the rela- 
tions of life between men and v, omen. 
Cloth, n cents: leatherette. 50 cental 
■ "A conspiracy Against the Republic," 
By Charles B. Waite,'A. M., author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment, of .facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get Control of the gov 
eminent." An Important wotk. Tapar, 
25 cents. - --

“tat How to Wake the Boley By ©isaksta Towne. 8"’

Some Glimpses f 
m Ä . a 1 AND

ol Occultism MODERN.
BY C. W. LEADBEATER

T&e following subjects are treated In a most 
able manner;
ANCIENT:—Theosophy and Christianity; Tho 

Ancient Mysteries: Buddhism.
rtODERN:—The Unseen World; The Rationale 

of Mesmerism; Telepathy 'and Mind Cure;
, Magic, WhlteandBiackiTheUsoanclAbuso 

of Psychic Powers; Vegetarianism and Oc
cultism; How to Build Character: The Fit- 
tore of Humanity; The Gospel of Wisdom.

Well bound in Cloth, with silver back and side 
Stamp. 400 pages. Price. SI.50. ,

20th Genturu Guide
TO ,

PALMISTRY
Thia Is the simplest, clearest and yes 

the most exhaustive presentation- this . 
interestirig science has yet received. . 
All’of the discoveries; Investigations 
and researches ot centuries are summed 
up in this practical, fascinating treatise 
©n’Palmistry. .
' There-Is no trait no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency,, that Is not marked 
on the palm of tho hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy 'by fol- 

ta© priaeiplea enforced by tho 
presented in this. Price, paper, 35 
cents; doth, §1.

wifl.be


v; ; j 1
jrt hsrimmious adjustment 
after the physical body baa fallen away. 

‘ 1 It follows fit a corollary that: There 
inust be a-dividing line below which 
tae-imperfect spirit being perishes with 
the form through which it is expressed,

{ This department is under ’ the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

.NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re. 
spondents, that to give, ail equal hear
ing compels'the answers to be made in 
tbo most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit; 
ted, and the style becomes thereby as! 
sertive, which of all .things is to be dep- 
recatcH. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their ¡questions and write letters of in- 
quiry! The supply qf. matter is always 
several weeks, ahead of the space given, 
arid hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.
\NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published.. The 
correspondence of this department, has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while 1 freely give, what
ever information I am able,'the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex- 

. pected. . HUDSON TUTTLE.

J John K, Visscher: Q. An orthodox 
minister of this city—Grand Rapids— 
says that every postoffice and bank in 
Japan are run by Cl\'.ietlans, and that 
we are an independent nation is entire
ly owing to Christianity. Is this true?

_ ' A. There is as much truth in the 
' statment that the Japanese banks anil 

ppstofiices are run oy Christians as 
that these institution in the • United' 
¿tales are conducted by Buddhists. It 
is difficult to controvert an assertion 
like this, otherwise than by branding it 
with Ingersoll’s designation, “an ortho
dox lie." '

As forthis country owing its freedom 
to Christianity, had puritanic Christian
ity had its way, had it not been for the 
efforts'of Paine, Jefferson and others, 

‘ and perhaps the influence of the liberty 
movement' " in France, this 'country, 
would’have been a theocracy, the most 
tyrannous and blighting form of gov
ernment, the minister of the gospel rid
ing with whip-and spur, and no one dar
ing to resist. •’ ’ , ' . i■ ‘ ' ‘«tb ■ • '1

S. P. Clayton and others': The Inquiry 
is for an explanation of the answer to 
Henry Voorhees in The Progressive 
Thinker, No. 817: •' Q.' Must ’ we hot 
conclude that although we exist as spir
its in the future, suOh existence has an 
end, hi accordance with the laws of life; 
exhibited here, in the fife and death, of! 
living beings? If all living things ex
isted always, the universe could not 
hold all. entitles for eternity, , ,

The passage in the answer which has 
. .. caljed forth.inquiries is'as follows:

‘ Out of the seething cauldron of exist-

This line: may not be sharply defined, 
and on the other aide may-be spiritual 
beings lingering for an indefinite per- 
riod—to at last meet tfie “second 
death.” ' .. ■ ■ ■.- ’

It lias been said by a writer . with 
mind illuminated: “Supposing tlie laws 
governing our spiritual natures operate 
similarly to those governing our physi- 
ical, we must naturally inter that the 
spiritual -fcirmB of all parts of lite, may 
bo by those laws interpreted. : If the 
spirit of an animal has not intelligence 
to obey and the spirit of man -wilfully 
disobeys, will not the law eventually 
destroy such spirits? The idea that all 
ignorant and-vile spirits, without aspi
rations for anything that is good, who 
glory in wickedness and persist in the 
violation' of law; will become perfected, 
I regard as false, lor. such must go on in 
a career which ends in annihilation."

This writer :is correct in results, but 
errs in the cause he assigns for .contin
uous individuality'of spiritual beings. 
He places it on moral grounds, making 
it dependent on moral aspirations, char
acter and desires, whereas it is depend
ent on development. ■ • : ■ \

The human being, ’ after a certain 
stage of mental growth, receives a char
ter to eternal life which cannot be an
nulled, bearing with it all its infinite 
consequences and responsibilities.

Yet it may b& :observed that such 
beastly desires» and uncontrolled pas
sions may Indicate a peryerted organi
zation, a deterioration and degradation,: 
showijig that'the tide line of -spiritual 
continuity has not been, reached.

I confess that standing on the coast 
of this infinite reach of spiritual being, 
I shrink in awe at its sublimity, and 
feel that any attempt at presentation by 
words, of its. grand: philosophy, must bo 
scarcely more:than failure. < ! - . .
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As Imprissivriy Presented, by the Editor of the Harbin^r 6f Light, 
1(. Melbourne, Austr^Ua-All Geniuses Are Be^i^es^ur-All.

Sensitives Are Not Geniuses. w • i '
. IIO!- Oil ■

* In a recent number of The Age,-appeared The Saturr
day Revie-w of an article on “The Sensitive/’ ‘Whewi W-writer- ex
presses his opinion that in a world .where we must.ndadsÁland< the buL 
fetings of both friends and enemies, as is the ease in^the present condi
tions of .society here, it is a’ misfortune to be born a JBérriftíVe! He de
scribes the sins and follies -of sensitives in their piideq5v(>”vl,o hide their 
worldly weakness—and the picture is not much.‘overdiWB-^hut- his. 
concluding remarks, whieli. embody tlie* advantages of -sensitiveness, 
indicate that they fur outweigh the. disudyautaget’, nearly all of which 
ave due to lack of moral stiiuiifta, the possession.of;wjnpíi wpu^à jift the 
individual above the lévef bi'tlié petty! matters annoy,
and distress him;^ As a preliminary to the expression of' ou^viéws-oli
tile subject, we present the bright side of the piettire depietiiil by the' 
writer:. !; / ;' ' .j!-/- ' . '!< !', < /JÍ/',! ■ ' _

“The artist is one. whose, sensitiveness is abnormally developed in 
some direction. < He has,made, fop himself an 'atmOsphelw irp which he' 
can live. In the world, -asjt. exists, lie i.s an abnormal product. In'the' 
world of art, as he has created it; 'sensitiveess ' is ,tli|i npytaM' Tpudition. 
Here he can ‘realize’ him.selt" in 'safety. balín of
sympathy is applied to. his.wounded feelings; I-It- is this ¡consciousness: 
of ‘another world’ altogether than that we see, wh^ the -artist 
that air of aloofness which ‘baffles and enrages thu/jinimtiaté^'.;' To. the' 
rest of the world the. sensitive is a constant soiirenw piirprise.- Who 
knows to what heights of heroism and endurance-he may rise albeit he 
shrinks so visibly from the mere sight of suffering and-pain? ;'. From the 
ranks of the sensitive have copie' the doers of th'é
deeds. Once touch his sympathy and the'eohridgi’atjons glieli have 
weight with other men will be thrown to the wincls. r JÌe will go through

BOOKS FOR ALL SHWTUAUSTS TO PERUSE.
illustrating 'Cepyin Facts Not Qener- 

ally Knowm.snd-Showing That Each 
nation kr Formulated on a Different 
Plan. - i „. . ■ ' '
Intricacies of caste among the ser

vants prevent housekeeping from de
generating into a tame apd monotonous 
occupation- in India, according to Mrs, 
0. M. Eakins,-whose husband was act
ing vice- consul general at Calcutta un
der the last ' administration. -Mrs. 
Eakins lived in' Calcutta for twenty 
years recently.

“It reuired twenty-seven servants to 
perform the-hOuke work tor my husband 
and myself," said she m discussing the 
subject. "The man who does tlie mar
keting will on-no account carry the pur- 
cliases home. : The official cook of the 
establishment) never cooks. He sits 
and directs-some other persons who 
perform the actual Jabor. The man 
who serves the food :it the table will 
never bring it from the kitchen, which1 
is in a separate building in the com
pound. There must be a special ser, 
vant for tlia,t, The man who did the 
chamber work, and took care of the 
bathroom was specially unclean to all 
the rest of the servants. They would 
neither touch him nor any article which 
he touched. If a table were to be 
moved not one of the other twenty-six 
would lift, one epd of it if he had hold' 
of the other end. ' '

Special Servants Handle the Food,
“It is necessary to have a certain 

number of Mussulman servants to han
dle. the food. No Hindoo servant will 
touch your food or wash your dishes. 
This is particularly the case with meat 
dishes. Some vegetables' they do not 
mind; But the same trouble arises 
over pork with the Mussulman servants. 
One day my cook went on strike and a 
Mussulman helper offered to get the 
luncheon. I told him to fry some ba
con, but he murmured apologetically 
that he couldn’t touch pig. So I went 
and sliced the »bacon for him and after 
that he slid it into it into the frying 
pan, and when it was cooked slid it 
upon the plate. and so served It with
out touching it.,

"They are the most imperturbable' 
people jn the world, • You may throw 
one down . stairs or pat him on the 
back; he accepts both with exactly the 
same, expression..of -countenance. The 
Indian’s religion is .at .the bottom 'of all 
liis acts, all, his .. feelings. He eats, 
sleeps, moves and. has his being ac
cording to the!rellgious formulae. And. 
his doctrine of remcaixatlon formshis- 
whole; philosophy of life. , The fact that

; you 'arq. the ¡master; now,; iB due to the; 
fact that you'bii,Ye,hqfin:the servant hr 
some previous .. feinemmation. He ?.|s-

, Heaven Bevised, By Mrs. E. B. Duffey. Price 25 cents.
Human personality, and Its Survival of Bodily Death. By Frederio 

W. II. Myers. Edited by Richard Hodgson and Alice Johnson. 'Two 
volumes. Price $12. j

■ Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50. ।
Hypnotism. By L. W. DeLaurenee. Price, paper, 50 cents ; cloth, $1’J 
Hypnotism and Suggestion, By C. Lloyd Tuckey. Price, $3. <
Hypnotism. An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Krafft-Ebing« 

Price, $1.25.
-Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development, By Fredrik Biorn*

strom, M. D. Price-75 cents. ; ■
■ Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner'life, am 
eiejit and modern, By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price $1 ; postage, 10e, 

Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This book states the sim* 
pie principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly in. 
teresting and instructive;- By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth $1.

Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with friends on thé other side s 
of life and a familiar talk. . An interesting book. By Carrie E. & 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents; ’ \

In the World Celestial. A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland.
Cloth.. Price,„$1. , !.. ■ - - r.

In Tune With the infinite, or Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty.
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price. $1.25. , . . 3i

Invisible Helpers. By C. W. Leadbeater. Written in the author’a 
charming style. Cloth,. Pripe, 55 cents!

Jim. A story for young, people, teaching spirit guidance. By Carria 
E. 8, Twing. Price $1. ’ । '

Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is tha 
most beautiful history of Joan. of. Arc ever written. Thrillingly inter« 
esting and convincing. By Moses Hull. ' Price, cloth, 40e; paper, 25c,

Journeys to the Planet Mars, or Our Mission to Ento. By Sara Weiss, 
Cloth bound.- Price $1.50. .

Jpst How to Concentrate. .By Elizabeth Towne. Price 25 cents. * 
Just How to Cook Meals .Without Meat. A small valuable book on 

vegetarian cooking. By Mrs. Elizabeth Towne. 25 cents.
Just How to Wake the Solar-Plexus.' By Mrs. Towne. A book on 

concentration. Price 25 cents. '
Karma. By A. P. Sinnett. Price 50 cents. ;
Kayezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright foi 

children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa-' 
cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.- ■

Kate Field. A Record; - By Lilian Whiting. Price $2.
Kingdom of Love and Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler Wilco-

Price$L -. : ...
Koradine. A prophetic story, and a valuable book for girls to reaci 

W ritten by Dr. Alice B. Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot Price $1.
Koran. From the Original Arabic. Price, cloth, $1.

. Language of the Stars, This important work is the first practical es 
position of the Ahtro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to nun-; 
yet issued. Price 50 cents: '

Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price $1.50. 
'Lisbeth, a Story of Two Worlds. By Carrie E. S. Twing. Çloti ’ 

.-.bound, with portrait of the auJJOr. Price $1.
L'qpgley’s Choice CollectjWxif Beautiful Songs. Price, cloth, 60 ets.j 

board covers,¿40 cent’s. - . ’ ■ ’
Life Beyond-Death,- -Being a review of the World’s Beliefs pn thj , 

Subject, a Consideration of Present Conditions of Thought and Feel; 
ing, -Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as 
a Fact, to Which Is Added fin Appendix Containing Some Hints as >< 
Personal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Judson Savage, D. LÎ..

: Price, $1.50 ; postage, 10 cents.,- - ■ ■
Life of Thomas’Paine. Illustrated with views of the old Paine horn? ' 

stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By thé editor of the Nw 
tibuàl, with preface and notes by Péter Eckler. Price, cloth, 75 cents. ”

Life Work of Cora L. V. Richmond. An interesting book regarding . 
a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual, 
ism. ■ Compiled and edited by H. D! Barrett. Price $2, postpaid.’

light of Egypt, or the Science of the Soul and the Stars. A grand 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 
to'everybody. . Price $2. , :

Mahomet, His -Birth; Character aud> Doctrine. Historically coireci 
' Exact and perfect i^!:eyéry détail ¿nd, beyond adverse criticism. R\',' 

Edward-Gibbon. Price, 25 cents. ; - ... . w,'‘
Mahomet the Illustrious. An apology for the life and character tf- “

with the enterprise:at all hazards.” " ‘ J
■What is the sensitive? The one -whose interiortaelï'is'Jepnstantly 

coming to.the surface; reaching out for fioine,icleàl,"soipethip.g in sym
pathy with its desires, or .cravings, but meeting-as m rule ¡with cold and 
unsympathetic response; retreats quiveringly-into -its abode, conveying 
its trouble to its Citadel.' the Brain.. When tlfik def pat {i's oft repeated, 
the higher intélléêtiiai faculties become weakened and the ipmilar . ones, 
domina te, creating an inversion ; then sensitiveness 'instead Iof being a 
blessing becomes a curse/but 'where the outreriehing’spiriLfinds koine 
field, for its aspiration,' in. painting,1 sculpture,' aptron^ horticulture, 
music,'religion, qmanything of a truly, moral'or. i^eal .^ it has 
something to hold, on which gives it courage to hold: its ¡ground-in the' 
particular field it-itaS; occupied, iinil partaké' of edmpënsàtofy’ joys for 
thé trials and paiiis it iri;iy experience in' other di.réqfftji^.'/'DicV 
understand this anj: apply themselves to.scekingimwfwM.oiif^^ 
sensitive aspirations,¿there would-be much fewer failures inutile lives of 
such. Like flelieate-plant's that under favorable eireiiïnétrfnces produce 
the most beautiful flowcïfi and foliage, blit lose airtlirirhefttity liy ex-, 
posare to strong.-wpids or,burning sun, the sensiijivç.i-ç/j;q£'‘è^ 
from the buffetings-of tho worldly-minded. , l,pfortuiiatelyj too ,many 
parents, instead-of strengthening “the moral nature of their 'sensitive 
offspring, to boor ivjt)i,ï<?rtif^ thèse invi voidable trials
incidental fó iheifi constitution,' .encourage instead.' of resent-“
ment by blaming the-persons or cirriìlhsiaii^ them,, and.
thus-ùnthinltìhglybrihdk^ ‘inversion we haYéÆéfWMed'.tq. m

ÀÏ1 geniuses ar^kçh8ftïy^.’Î)ut !all sensitives are nót'‘!^tìiusps‘; the 
— „ _------ - — ; genius is one wlio has sufficient -intellectual force t-O* dohCffiftfiiteTiis in-
tlve of eitaer sex, will neither, be,3^, tuitional.aspirations, in -one' 01' mote deflate dir'e.cfi^^^^ 
ne8Tof”hémov^entledXaMreeStan4!0^ 
ton who defied public opinion and calle,d Attacks on his ’weaker partstbut the sensitive whose leebly
the. first woman’s, convention tor .the reachih" out ip ^or something-feSpònftive ihdefîhité^

“TOe bS land fluence! of some, strong UwJs over;
baye come to realize' that wisdom, judg-1 and magnifies its;friais,. audrdevelops-ptiSSimisim; -• .. ‘¡a- >• ab -■ - . '
ment and conscientiousness:are not pre- The writer we liaVè’ qttôfÊd’ în ' his "concluding lnibs';dSfeurately aé-,
rogatives of either ses,but the re-1 tlie' herOisih'whieb' is'Ì trait of in 'a
andt hLrie’ Om^ned.'.ral“ n£ P^^e ’4 witness bo^ or. 0^.8.51^110^^6101-0 an
; "J,Ærtieve. iljat,ÿiekJtoeri^ laiowltliéy.are’syHipa-thettei, lie-will-bd IB’

lié Will, W'A irire^riiibit/c^^
meht rtaiiè’by"women of this Péimtry. otll;e„g-..-. TJij^ ¿pÌèéntrqtioK < his "spiritual
£iB£re^ K: StBuliite^ by^sense.of,^ spirit Kasmoriear/it.dqnunates the-
selves, and this he ought to do, if .from physical; and1 •inttiitivelÿ:-assoi’ts'it8isupremaey,hpmcingutseli'((ïta^ 
a selfish standpoint' only, for hé . must perhaps) in'rélâtiôri'tô 'tïie great WüeOÏ the wofld"ô'f!sjfi¥it.(
ta“id from a^Se^S Yes;ÆU^red sensitiye.inA
hooT progressive woma :| ( ‘ another world’band expemeneqs <

“Therefore the Idea that the highest I emotions unknó^vu'-tò theooomfilbnality of'mankind, that'are-'cCmpensa-1 
interests of men and women oughtyto, f0r7 to the frictions’òf tlié ihiin'dSne pialle. ’Ali'sensHrve!?!'»^

and IbuLthÓse jyhqsé ’ji^t&^nO^ are.deféérivW ;
inteljigqqce of the women of a commun-.| to Üiedqweriplîines-bf spiintrljfe, dud thereidg danger untile .•eultiyatipn 
ity,,tlie higher .will be the standard of of^lleir mediumistio-powers;-for. the' spirits m those piailes ’ard'unwise’ 
the men of taat community." - ■; J.an^ (not infrequChtly) dhsri^ Heiice, unless tjiçÿ ate guarded 

----- --------—' and guided by sòme’strimi uifd more Advance#
spiritualists INTERESTED 1'^',^ tiut of the bodÿ^rthoib mediumship,rill-not.lie■ benefieial-to them- 

‘ ■ . . ' : ■ ."TT"-’. ’ .? . :. • Selves dr others. - ■ Hi is>a?serious business; and ■mHdn^•ih:òsé,;
In Appeal - Mpntrçse h. a.',.

Will Make from .Decision of Judge r 1^0- studied b'aye! tra^^ path;

WOMEN SHOULD VOTE.

Advance of Women Still Attracting 
Much Attention., •

, Mrs. Mary Costello, president, of the 
Advisory Board of the Ladies’Benevo
lent Association, voices her opinion as 
follows: ' ■ ' . ■’ -

“The subject of ‘Now-Womanhood’ 
has been engaging more of the atten
tion of the Christian world tao. past 
half century than at any.period of the, 
world's'history., In contrasting the po
sition of the American woman of tlie 
twentieth century with. her. position 
some fifty years ago, we are forced to. 
acknowledge that à wonderful process 
of evolution Jias been, going on, which, 
however, has in no. sense partaken ÔL 
the nature of, a revolution, hut rather, 
has. been the result of the changing in-( 
dustrial, social and economical indiis-i 
tries of thq country. . , (

“When tlie subjective and thé de-
pendent position of women at tiiat pe
riod is understood, tlio iqost'cpnqeirya-r

ence, there constantly arise the per- . 
teoted spirits,, while tlie yet imperfect 
sink-back io be again and again assiml-' 
latep; ip. . each ..new. fqrin SalgtaS 
strength, and > approaching the, ideal, 
type comparatively of nil .living-beings:'

staall. 
pMt; exist after thé deiitfi: of their phyd" 
ical- bodies. - .There is no crowding in 
tlie spirit .sphères; or prospect of the' 
population .becoming so. ,.

No answer given during the many 
years since this department was intro-’ 
duced has .called forth bo many letters 
for further light, or in criticism.
'-As tlie answers are niostly given me 

by an Intelligence .independent of my- 
àslf .U is difficult to take up such ques
tions; after they have been disposed of. 

“For myself unaided, it is quite impossl-’ 
ble. I know nothing—absolutely noth
ing—of spirit-life or the spirit world, 
except what -these spirit intelligences 
have given me. I have to interpret 
these communications, just as others do, 
unless fortunately thèvs is a recurrence 
of the same influence. •
'It is'because' of the deep interest ex

pressed, that Ï break the rule tbit a. 
question once ahswered in tails -depart-:

. inent should not again be considered, 
Tlie'answer which is a condensation.

of the philosophy expressed' in the “Ar-' 
can a of Spiritualism," is unsatisfactory 
because of its brevity. Perhaps ltsf 
most complete' statement is. made in 
“Studies in Psychic Science,” page 207,. 
and in “Philosophy of.Spirit." This; 
passage from the latter: '

“A spirit Is not necessarily immortal,

the. sprVapt ,po.'w1',gndI(the.:only chance ■ 
for him!■ ta : »Çm¡reborn- Jn the,.master’s 
position Is.to.taarn^alLtae lessons of his 
present ihcarMAfOT,-Jie takes every
thing ph,yóqqplijeallg>.. It is all a part 
of tiie,dayA;gfork,:j.j.'ljU', „ / ,

; Christian Servatiti Are Worse,
“Np .vyliite wqmn'.^' Calcutta will 

have a 'Chrls^liijL^ for a servant. 
I knojV thè,,wifò‘qf ,a;,,Canon, of .tap! 
Chiircfi. m Engl^p’^. yery/.^wçli.M Tué 
canon lias charge of ,pjï 1j;é .Çh'ürçh bf, 
England .igissjqiïs'.'.in .Ipdig '. .But she, 
wiirnof Jiàt^ri’Cfi'ristia.ri servant in her 
hojisè. Wp# Ijavé lost ali thê. etaiçs of 
taeirÎoivÀ/réliglOh and. not taken any of 

■tliiiàe: ò'f.tlié qW.óxiò. . .It.mày be the 
be^inpirig olbèttér.things, but the pres-, 
ént results are chaotic.

"Calcutta is the most cosmopolitan 
cltÿ" in ihdin.’ ■ Cbnditlbns of Tife1 titere 

those in any
1 SÎtüÎtea in thq‘ ïéaBI’ at:
tràctiye' part’ bf ïiidia,' whe/e thé cll- 
matic' coiidltlorih pre.bad. ' The. tititiYes. 
of tha.tYeglòn. are'looked',down upon by. 
other races’'of India. .'Dog of à Van
gali' is a comnro'ri expression througli-

• out thé 'country- *Bab'u’ really means : 
‘Mr ’ lirit it Is a;term used in Calcutta! 

:to minify’Ari“English-speaking Indian, 
It cpriiniqn sight to seé. a
babù 'waiklhg thé! struts of Calcutta 
wéaritì^'p&éht-Iéàtìiér shoes, no stôck- 

; ingfe; tuà riatìyé drapery',wound about 
his rippéi1 ‘limbs àhd' pis '.costumé cori;: 
pleted by-the shirt of thé, white mgn, 

1 worn quite untrammeled.' The habu

Murphy In Police Court.-

but can become gradually extinguished, 
like a ¡amp burning for an., indefinite 
time and then going out. Such, is the ‘ 
condition of .the lowest races of man
kind. They exist after death; but with 
them there is no progress, no desire for, 
the immortal state, and slowly atom by 
atom they are absorbed into the uni-' 
versai spiritual substance as the spirit 
of the animal 1b immediately after
ceath.” ’

Again: "If ft be asked at what age 
the spirit -of man retains., its identity 
(aftei' the death of the body), it may be 
said jn reply that no certain date can 
be given for that varies with the devel
opment of Ure parents.” .

Again quoting from Psychic Science.: 
“We may regard the physical body as 

the scaffolding, and -when it fails—as 
at death—the incomplete arch of intel-, 

” ligence—the spirit—built thereon,, fails 
with it; but. this arch, becomes more 
and'more perfect until in man it is per
fected: and wnen the physical plattorm 
by which it has been constructed falls 
at death, the spiritual arch remains."
'Tho phrase, “an exceedingly small 

part exist after death.” must be -taken 
comparatively. Civilized man as a 
whole has passed beyond the line of 
mortality. This portion, compared with 
the hosts of sentient beings which are 
below, is a small fraction. Yet it con
tains the sublimated essence of all 
lower forms. ' . .. , .
’ Had the critics given closer atten- 
tion they would not have rushed to the 
conCliiSic-n that only a small number, of 
human beings were immortal,- lor the 
passage refers to all living beings from

- the’lowest to man.. In this light, is it 
not true that an excessively small part 
exist after death” of the physical body? 
- As this theory, a continuaUon-of evo- 
lution-^almost exclusively rests on the 
statments of spirits, it will be seen that 
it does not admit of argument

The following propositions may be 
taken-from these books; fundamental 
and forming an outline of the science of 
spirit and spiritual things:
'The evolution or organic forms is 

paralleled by the spiritual;-'■The- vast 
series from the protoplasmic • cell to 
man. has for its goal the indlvidualiza- 
tion,"and full expression of tue cosmic 
mindi-the spiritual in nature. - \

Step by step through lower forms it 
ascends and man—periected—is its last 
physical t^rm. Through man this spir
itual individuality has received such 
completpess; that lt no longer depends 

■ for its expression on the physical, body, 
but has a'form of matter designated as 
substance, ethereal elements,- which by

Rochester Spiritualists'arc interested
in the Appeal made by W. H. ’Suíliv’án, !Ll-ue..*óe wTtm.v. hÀNÜs. 1 as attorney for Madame Montrose, from MY TIMES ARE N .
the décision él dúdgéMùrphy in police ' n
court yesterday by which the judge lV^eP.?^^-e.A¿:held that the “sittings" given by Mad-1 brines delight,
Atoe Montrose cató / undér . the legal If tte a™
heaxl of fortune tellings and placed, her Pr Wtter winds c .
under 6ondS '.ip thé sum of 200 .to re- No tapúght óf Ïniiïé1.1,. :
frein from such ft the future. The ap- can penetrate thé déep'íé8^
peal was taken to Judge Stéphens of. That forms- áfar, ,;ihpôûgh:.':.'bud ' apd- 
the county court yesterday afternoon, I ’ bloom, . - !’’ ' /æ, ' ■■. •
Assistant Di&trict Attorney Bechtold The purple cluster of thé ^u®-'1. ; . 
appeiftftg hi opposition.

It'was'claijned liy the defense at the ’ . I do.not Imow, : 2 ",7
trisfl'yeBtqrdàÿ that Madame Montrose .I.The subtlest secret of tne^n w, ■ 
distinctly stated that she did not tell I That hides away the/yloiew;.^-^ . 
fortunes, but. that she was. a Spiritual-1 Till April teaches-tacm,to 
ist’ánd éoiild see into'thé future. Mr, Enough for me..! !
SulUyan ,in'Ms argument traced ' bqck.Their tender loveliness to see, 
the Section of the penal code which the Assured that little things'.and large,. . 
defendant was accused of violating and I y,n fin q¿¿»8 purpose equally.':..:' .’ 
helà'that.it'.wà^ ',a . survival Of. the old | v .....
English law ¿against gypsies, jugglers HoWis this planned? ‘ 
and wandering, mountebanks. It is I Or that? I may not iflraeretana, - 
quite likely the cáse will be appealed to 11 am content my God, to-Knowt :. 
tae'highest courts.—Rochester (N. Y.) I That allmÿ times are'in. thy nanas. 
Uni°n'.. -whatever share, /

• ■ ----- -' j bf loss.-or loneliness, or care,; ;
' Trumpet-Manifestations. - Falls to.my.lot, it can not be.

H.'“G; Burroughs,,the. trumpet medí* ]. More than thy w
um,.haS beéñ. glying a series of circles • And none the less, ; ;7: - 
to thé Joplin, jjéáplé. We have one whatever sweet things; torts'to: bless, 
thousapd or more Spiritualist believers, And gladden me, thou art its source, 
yet many ^outsiders are investigating The sender of my happiness.
the phenomena of spirit return. It is a o. ■
great pleasure to have .. the . departed ■ And Uns t°.rae,
loved ones speak to vou In an audible ^t*1 other gracious gnl » .
voice through the trumpet, hence every That I may
sitting, at most any circle, the seed ot in an evil hour from u , ■
Spiritualism is planted, and m time will Nor on tho land, --. ' .
srow, . . ’ of shifting' faith and feeling stand,

The writer has attended several .of But wa]ce or sleep, with equal trust, 
his meetings, the one held at the rest- Knowing my times are in thy hanas. 
dence of.E, J. Stiles, corner.A and Jop- SPIRIT ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 
Im street, was well attended. Mr. Bur- Madame Grace, Medium. . ' . 
roughs, at any circle, will invariably se-r • —------ . . _■.
lect some skeptic to sit next to him so Toths Editor:—The above, poem, 
they can realize that lie is not moving SUnnosedly from Robert G. Ingersoll, 
about in the dark and producing fraud-1 giveh through the medium of-Mad- 
ulent messages. — aTOe Grace, who has been visiting.our

His phase is going into a, trance;, t0^n week. She and lier-husband 
when his .Indian -guide, Blackhawk, secme(i to give good satisfaction here, 
greets Ilie visitors; nls trumpet guide alld Jett many of our people thinking. 
Tim Murphy, in typical Irish dialect, This poem was given me . by auto- 
then introduces the spirit*speaker, for matic writing and.I know iiothlng fur- 
tlie invocation, known as Dr.. Westloff, ther about it than this; I think'it very 
who appehls to his hearers in a most ar- _ ttv at least, and i^on -W^ pub
dent manner and sincere .spiritual 1 {,gh do so. - • W: J. DURHAM. ■ 
thoughts. .... I Seymour, Ind. -- -x.)J.

The: plifenomena that, took place were ° . fiJir-?-/.
grand,’ tho’ hfufelcql instrument was • —at
moved Uy the,spirit^ present, wound up. «Beyonfl th» {0
and set-goiflg, by.request of. one of the "Rending Dhe Vail." viBb1n^’k oStaplla. 
sitters.’ The former daughter, of the tion, with notes and'<v.zxfl®Bhtlofi4pof 
house’ efime and played on the guitar in I narrations and iiluBtratkms»<>sqi^t;ex. 
harmony,with ttys, singing. ■ Many other- perlences, spoken, wtlttetf<&n®imade<by 
manifestqllons .took place. The trum-1 (oil-form ma’terialltfltlonsr’setpwg Uji a 
pet niessages werq good tests to those scientific and personal verification' of 
present-. Every one present received a ] "What 
message from, their departed loved ones j ethics, reqbiBlto' to:re- 
and departed well- pleased with- what | aUxauon of- thtf--N1(tiM

I they heard and learned. f. | jjeKy a'ttftifiabTe’Ttt-^ trakvA
I JOHN G. DINK.ELBIHLEK, I very resiarkable terS

Joplin, Mt?

-.-iL 3 • • ’ • 11’* •
! - Winfield Camp/i Kansas.
Our. camp whk a súc'tésá’tlíroügh the 

entire meeting. As most-pedpie know 
after a camp is” ópeuéd,* móst ■' every- 
dhinglies-withi •■tae^talent «employed; 
arid they proved to fid all 'taat we could 
wish. for. Each' one. was 'rehdy to. do" 
taelr part andnonly-waiting their time 
to come. .The officers of /the camp 
greatly appreciated' thfeir-'interest and. 
.earnestness.-"'-"'-■ ■■--

tym J. Erwood’s lectures prove, that 
hè is. one taata.has .lookedr deéply into 
the soul realm; and his -.leetures were 
anxiously looked forward to. < - ■, ■ •;

Mrs.Bessle: Bellman .' awatens one tó 
thé thought,of .what life really means, 
and arouses in ■eachtone’:ia --desire to 
strive harder-taari before-; - 

■ Mrs. -Payne’s^ -lectures'- and' songs 
cause one to turn thetbour glass upon 
self, and lifts, one-.above. rhe environ
ments of this- life tor taeitime bfelng.

Max Hoffmann in hi® spirit messages 
has ne ver. been-excellai -one our plat
form yet. He brought tae tears to many 
an eye, and glad tidings to all. _ :

Mrs. Sallie W. AbeUs messages, given 
through her guide,XRed Feather, were 
■finé and right to the'point. ' . ”

■ Peter Pearson’s lécture’oii .Harmony 
et color was slmply’gtAndpand I think 
there are but few oiMls up to his stand
ard of taoughf .vibratftm;Bu •'

hire. Isa Wilson Kaynerts'- spirit mes
sages were given inSbcli ^sympathetic, 
motherly. way-Ahÿtohll- 'Were drawn to 
her. The last evenBng rite- made ? up a 
purse for her to glvb umh fire test- se
ance, which was grandi drill many think- 
it was one of the -môst attractive feat- 
ures.of our camp. lEhe dfowly passed a 
$20 bill through thé btaiSya necktie, a 
silk handkerchief, aAd aihlcame out un
injured. She also-qælii qsêr hands- and 
arms in the blaze; BWhfilli'tae burning 
hot lamp flue againstlhéngace and chest 
and all this was doné Without injury to 
herself or mentioned dPHcles. There 
as a committee of throe appointed; who 
brought iresb watqn troggthe well and 
washed her hands, arms_and face with 
soap before everyone, sq |here was no 
chance of her using-any ¿(tigs.

Mr. W. W. Aber as a materializing 
medium, gave splepdgt- .satisfaction; 
which will long be remembered - with 
reverence to the sejneg room. He sat 
under strictest test Conditions In most 
of his seances, and the loved ones came 
just the same and gavelheir love greet
ings, proving they still Jived, and with a 

’ fuller realization taari-.-whom. encum. 
■ bored by the physical expression, : - '

MRS- MA^D K. GATES.

prizes Ms'PtttenWfe’ath'ir1 shoes above all 
other' articles'df -attire,' and when it 
rains will take-'tlieni off and carry them. 
It is a CdmniWthink with white house
wives,'tookiHg‘tiV6t‘'-thdi'r returned laun- 
dry,;to eXClalm:;:‘Wel};-:thiB “shirt lias 
been rented'btit tb:d;babul’ The laiiu- 

.‘dryman >'turns’iiiatiy’air honest penny- 
renting the'shirts 'of hik Customers out 
to babus Who Wish’tO’1 niake a smart 
toilet. ' :' 't'-1 - 1

. .take Brady Catnp, Ohio.
- July-30.was-Cleveland Day at Lake 
Brady, being, under, the management of 
.tho-German Spirltual Societj- of that 
-city, a The spacious tent was well filled 
notwithstanding-’threatening ..weather 
all the morning and the rain which be
gan just as the. morning-session opened. 
The' exercises began- with an InBtru- 
mentat selection-: by -the Quintelfild 
quartette composed of George Qulntel- 
;fild and his. three sons, of- Cleveland, 
followed by the congregation singing, 
“Nearer, My God; to Thee.” -

Our president, Mr. Hunger, then In
troduced Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
the speaker for the day. As she is'so 
well'khown It is not necessary to.eplo- 
gize her farther,than to,say the people 
who were, fortunate enough, to be pres-, 
ent received ,tap best she had to give. 
As her lectures are reported verbatim 
for publication, it is not necessary to 
makes notes, of it here, as itxan, be read 
in full elsewhere. "Love for Humanity 
and Immortality” was the subject of an 
improvised poeni,,;.,:

The afterhppn session was marred by 
frequent showers, but the best of order 
prevailed; although many had to' stand. 
Dr. Haines of Bedford, made a lew. re
marks relative to the dedication of the 
church in Cleveland tlie first Sunday in 
October, recently purchased by the La
dies’-Temple Fund .of taat city; Mrs. 

. Woodruff sang.as a solo that beautiful 
song,-“Only a Thin Veil Between-us." 
After the fine lecture, such as only Mrs. 
Richmond ten give, Mrs. Challen ot To
ledo, followed-with messages. -

Mrs. H. C: Ebertshauser of Sandusky, 
O., is located' in her cottage here for 

. the summer,- giving readings daily to all 
who desire to investigate on her Une of 

1 mediumship.' -■
, " "" ' MARY L. BETTES.
Cuyahoga, Falls, phio. _

"Spirit Echoe3.’‘'"Mj’Mattle B. HuU 
This bretty-Volume *tgn|alns flfty-hiM'eu- 
of the - author's ntffqsr^nd.., choicest 
poems. Neatly bound- in- cloth, end »Ita 
portmt 011*0 autWjgEifioe

"After Her Deatn. The Story 
Summer.”. By . Lilian Whiting, 
mind that loves spiritual thought

eta 
No 

can

this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed pagéí ’ 
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25 cents. ’ ■ -“-■’

Man and,the Spiritual World, as disclosed by the Bible and stud: 
along the line of Biblical Spiritualism. By Rev. Arthur Chamber* 
Price, $1.10. ■ „ .

Man,in the-Past, Present and Future. A popular account of result» 
of recent ’scientific research regarding the origin, position and prospect 
of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1.

Mark Chester. A story by Carlyle. Petersilea. Price, cloth, 6Ó cents
Maurine and Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler .Wilcox. Price $1.
Mediumship and Its Laws. A most valuable book by Hudson Tutt.’q 

Price, 35 cent*.
- Mediumship and Its Development, and How to Mesmerize tp Assif> 
Development. An every-day useful instructor in Psychic Science. Bj. 
W- H-.Baeh. Price; cloth, ,50 cents y paper, 25 cents.

Mollie Fancher, or the Brooklyn Enigma. Giving an account of th. 
most marvelous, case of spirit control on record. By Judge Abraih 9 
Dailey. Price, $1.50. -1

Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks and Traps of Bogus Mediums.
a life-long Spiritualist! Being an expose of how fraudulent medius, 
perform their tricks. Price,-paper, 25 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. A complete and overwhelming refutatii*,,' 
of the Bible story of the Deluge. A very interesting pamphlet. Ei 
James M. McCann. , Price 15 cenfs. . -

Nature Cure, This is an excellent book for suffering humanity. • 
simply tells howto prevent and cure the ills of the flesh in a natural way. 
By Drs.M.E. and Rosa C-Conger.; Price, cloth, fancy $2; common $1.53.

Nemesis of Chautauqua Lake, or Circumstantial Evidence. By Hoi;
A. B. Richmond. Cloth bound. Price, 75 cents.

New Testament Stories Comically illustrated. By Watson Hestor
Price, cloth, $1.50; board cover, $1. ■ •

No Beginriihg. By W-l H. Maple. • A common sense demonstration o 
the non-existence of a first cause, thereby identifying God with nature 
Price, 75 cents. ;

Obsession. How evil: spirits influence mortals, and how to guarí 
against the same. A very necessary and interesting study for sens: 
tiw. By M. Faraday. 23 pages. Price 10 cents. ’

Origin of Species. ’ By Charles Darwin. Price, cloth, gilt top, 50cts
Origin, Development and Destiny of Man. A scientific and philosoph 

ical treatise, upon a subject of which man never tires—that of himse'B 
By Thos. P. Fletcher. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Out of the Depths'Into’thé 'Light. This little book will be read wil_ 
intense interest by thousands!: By.'.Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. Q1 
Twiiig, medium. Price ;25: cents, j- / ’ ' ' '

Our Bible> Who Wrote It; and a Few Thoughts on Other Bibles. ,.'Bv'
Moses Hull. Price, $1. ' -

Palmistry. By-Comte de-Saint Germain, A. B., L.. L Mi Practical 
palmistry, or hand reading simplified. Price 75'cents.

Past and Present. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. Dedicated e.< 

woman everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed.
Lois Waisbrooker. Price, clofh, $1.-

Philip Carlisle. By Carlyle Petersilea. A romance, and full, of soil-

fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas, on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of, exalted spiritual truth.- A 
book for -'-tho higher life. Price, 
cloth, ?1. ,

“The Romédèe ci Jude. A Story of 
the Llfe Wd Timesot thb Nazarene any 
His PeopWy^T&irugtfthe niedluiMhlp 
of Mra. M.tTl‘£xmg?er?AD intenBeiy in- 
tersstto®'e&>&‘'N’Èaiiy bound in cloth 
end gtlt

"■goeial: ^paaJietngvintìnaing Coop, 
endive Systéjnm anil,tire Happiness and
KnnoblemnsRiisì-flnmanlty.” By E. D, 
ilUbbltti-MeiliisWB.'' ThlB-compria^ 
The lest ' Guitare «ad

itual thought. Price. .$1. 5fr

Philosophy of Phenomena. Physical and Metaphysical. Matter 
nomena and life phenomena. .‘Objective and subjective phenomena!' 
,Hyperbole metaphysical. By Geo. M..Ramsey, M. D. Price, cloth $x 
'' ■ Philosophy of Spiritual intercourse. Contains an account', ' the ve^n 
wonderful spiritual developments at the house of.Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stra« 
ford,.Conn, By A, J. Davis.; Price, cloth, $1; postage 8 cents.

Physical Culture Cook Book. By Bernarr Mäcfadden. .Price $1.
" Poems of Passion. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.

Poems of Pleasure. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. • Price $1.
Poems of Power. By Ella-Wheeler Wilcox; SPrice $1.
Poems of the Life Beyond and Within. From the poetic inspirations; 

of many centuries and of different peoples. Spiritual poetry translated 
■from many tongues. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price $1.
, Political Works of Thomas Paine. Containing: the three volumes—
"Common Sense,” '"The Griffis” and “Rights of Man”—three voluqifes;;; 

’ir. one. • Just the book for patriotic’Americans. Price, cloth $L ■ ■’* 
• Power of SelLFormatjoh, By Lepy Berrier. In. two styles of- bind, 
linn; pap'er cover, 50-contei.cloth coyery.80 cents....... • v - < -c •:

, Practical Methods to Insure Success,. A valuable little work, full of ' 
practical iuBtruction’-ih "matters perta/ning to -the physical, mehtaPaniL 
'spiritual health'. Worth many time^ its cost. Price 1G cents.

JPrimasy Factors of'Organic Evolution. By E. D. Cope, Ph. D.,- Mem* - 
ber of the U. S. National Academy of Science, Professor of Zoology in 
the University of Pennsylvania, Price, doth, $2^., |
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INVISIBLE HELFERS

IV WAIL X*.lA*V**t3 . -
Beyond” „The work is neatly bound in 
cloth, and the price is 55 cents.

harmless Homo ’Cure. »Addresi 
MHS. M. F.-BALDWlN.Sox 1212 Chisato, Hl.

One from the Theosophical Ptand-
-■ i-- i-point.

This, work, “Invisible Helpers,” writ
ten by G: Wi Leadbeater, the remark- 
ble .English psychic (whose lectures 
:have graced the columns, of The Pro- —..K.r nw-taVftwV to vorv in-

GREAT WKS IS
IKesearcjie« In Moaern Spiritualism, ~ By 

tho greatcBtilving chemist; sir’William Crookes. 
Ne.w Amer. Ed. Wc. (Btar.’Ed,’coslallM) .

■ — T»u T> 1? A‘i

Convent Cruelties Illustrated.
Besides the Introduction itdlscuBBCS How Girls 

Jlecomothb Brides of Christ; The CbuVeM Hor
ror, etc, Ita talcs are.thrilling) Price, 25 cents, x

• Just Issued, ^om the Press.
The Monks and the Confessional Box.,

Gives .a history ot.the CoutesBlonal and the' 
vqucBtlone asked tberein. Pric025 Cents. Address 
HENRY A.’ SULLIVAN, 1331 East Mth BL, Los 
Angeles, pal, ;

MADAM THERESE -SHAOREN, 
tho globe ßpBaK-af heriMft'marvelt’caU and read

H.J1IOWMW, ài Wedgwicjstreet 
M prepares ßplrlt MeülcaCed; Waler, Disumo© 
no barrier 4© Buceos of curéb;
DBADING UY mail ONLY, 25 CENTS. SEND I 
A V Of birth, Qiiestl^utt iinawered. Mrs, C. C.
Middleton, Slow-* St LoiFAngeles, Cui. , J

fS1 Reading
•LW; ghort reading. 60 cts { character reading 
from namp.or letter, 25 ctu.; by mall only, 15 Park 
Ayo,, Chicago. *•

Business Medium arid Psycliometrist.
Send date-Qf-binh; nek thrije .questions, which 

will be.anewered, and a irialrekding, for 25 cents. 
>or psyobouietry. Head article or Bpeeimen to 
read froini.THERBSE DUANE, Box 87. Berkeley.
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friends, even the poor Magdalen can 
teach a lesson and her sorrowful story, 
told to our instruments, is of use in 
raising the ratio of vibration for our

By Bara A.. Underwood, From Letters of 
Anna Gardner, the Nantucket > 

Pioneer Suffragist. .

TR WFBTS;
. ThQ/bUaUlble fibre trumpet firlWulatod top and 
bogopii pbelt oamnel, cardinal colOi-finlah, 11.50, 
.Gtmrapteed, tatter than metal ot tuly blfter mate. 
> rialk very Tight In weight; ataoluteljr tangible 
with aplrlt forces; warranted perfect or money 

,rcfundea;:ea«eB with handles, KM »'Booklet for 
Oil kinds ot development, 12 ct&, stat dn receipt 
ot price. • • '•
4AB.NKWTOX. tsaOorrSt, Toledo. O.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE 
.WJUalve Clalcvpyant readings by moll, assisted 
by n BnlrltteaeherotABtrology, an ancient Greek. 
.Will dlagnosepliysieal emdluons, and give ad
vise of thesnlrlt Phyalelati. Will tell you of tno- 
teriql conditions and ctve-splrltt advise, Send 
lock of linlr, date of .birth: ¡find one dollar, Laws 
of mediumship taught. Obsession or any unde- 
elrable Influouce cured. 423 Viral at,, N, E„Wash- 
tnglon. D. C. '

Expository.mmjiiuw ___ ______author and spiritual teacher? .Juat out. • 60c. .
Succes« And How to Win It. ■ 24 New

Thought Lessons by Dr. Auetln, Editor of’‘Reas
on.” WorthK5.00, but sold, for 25c. .

ICrnson» J8pp. monthly. (New Thought and 
Psychic Research.) Edited by Dr. B. T. Austin,

piscoveryof aLost Trail i
7 BY CMRLES NEWGOMB, ' i 

AUtaroP'AW* Bight vRb the World.” Cloth 270 
wm Mr. «N«wcomb made & dlitlnot inccesBwith 
“AM's RUftt with the World«” which coatlBoei to tho 
ffoDtroako? the Metehhrilul books that sw bow so popular. The few uemberwho have ¿een cheered 
sod Btrennh^ed by him will welcome Mother book 
3^

itamto Able mmiflenttefi »nd tnjoy It.
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Important Message Eroir .
. the Spirit Side of Life.

—. ...........  - •

Spirit Henry 0. Wright, through the Medium
ship of Eva A. Cassell, Gives a Comprehensive! 
Analysis of,the Evil and the Good, in an Es
pecially Interesting and Instructive message 
which throws a Flood of Light on these two 
Antagonistic Elements. His Views on Pre
natal Influences are Very Valuable. /

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the-Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the- Truth, the Whole Truth

e

(Continued from No. 819.)
To be fair in Oils arena, all sides of 

lie question must be presented, the 
bright side, as well as the dark side; 
the higher powers want the Truth 
known and they will go out to meet it; 
favor to none, justice to all.

■ To those mortals obsessed by ex
treme fear as to the "demons” id spirit 
life, let me say that there are no worse 
spirits here than those you meet every 
day in earth life, and just as there is 

' no state or condition in the mortal that 
■ may not be reached for its betterment, 
..by some method and in good time,' so 
' also is there no state or depravity that 
cannot be reached, here, by the great
moral principle.

I am glad to come here and voice my 
sentiments. I feel to thank my co
workers, Brother Pierpont and his me
dium, for the assistance they have 

-given me in the past by transmitting 
my messages of advice and guidance 
to this child of mortality, before she 
was sufficiently advanceu to respond to 
my own vibration. I Ihank Mrs, Long
ley for her unspoken kindly thought and 
Sympathy, at this time—sent along the 
subtle cord souls use to transmit their 
voiceless messages. My charge and 
pupil has need ot kindly thought and 

. words of cheer—they are like balm to 
the earnest soul struggling to perfect 
its mission amid the adverse conditions 
of .earth, and many a one falls by the 
wayside, alone and unaided, for Jack of

work.
Many have said that Spiritualism has 

broken up homes in the past, but it is 
not' so. This dear one and others will 
tell you the same. The higher powers 
have never taken a medium from what 
was lawfully hers in the sphere-of the 
domestic; if that has been done in any 
family, it was not the work of the high
er powers, but it was the manifestation 
of another Influence. The first lesson 
taught to our media is that of duty; 
duty to those depending on them; duty 
to the husband or the wife, Ute tender 
children, to all those embodied in the 
marriage relation; duty, well done, is 
the bright star in the crown of our me
dia, and when our work conflicts with 
that duty, we withdraw .our forces ana 
wait patiently until the time comes 
when we can again resume it without

LILY DALE, N. Y.

Notes of the City of Light Assembly.

Cora L. V. Richmond; J.'cleggWright, 
SuBie iC. Clark and Thomas McClary— 
with such a quartette representing the 
different phases of scientiflc and spirit
ual thought/o which each is specially 
adapted, what could one expect but a 
week brim-full of instruction, which-to 
the receptive mind is an impetus to
ward higher .thought and better living.

Miss Susie C. Clark’s initial lecture : 
was given on the subject, “Fetters that 
Bind,” a practical, helpful discourse, 
full of sound sense as well as high spir
itual thought. No one, could listen to 
Miss Clark without being impressed 
with her deep earnestness in the cause 
of Spiritualism and along all lines of 
thought which tend toward the eleva
tion of mankind to a higher plane of liv-

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M? D
Who haa had

Forty Years’ Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two 

Years Prof, in a Medical 
College, Ten Years 

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
ana 1» Natural . Clairvoyant» He never 
falls In-dUgnoh>0, He has given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung trouble», also all 
fQfma ot nervous dlBeaBeaof both sexes. Never 
fatla to cure piles. If you. would like an opinion
pl your cane FREE, write just how you feel with 

। yonr own hand and hojd the letter 1« yonr band 
1 Hye minutes. Enclose stamp tor reply,

Address, ANDREW D. SPJNNBY, M. D, 
[ . Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich*

Many of the earlier converts to Spir
itualism in this country were Identified 
with the Anti-Slavery and Woman’s 
Suffrage movements as well, and to 
these among the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker the name and doubt
less thé personality oLAnna Gardner, a 
native of Nantucket Island, a pioneer 
worker in behalf of her sex, one of the i 
earliest teachers to give her services 
during the war in teaching the freed
men, and the first person to invite and 
encourage Frederick Douglass to ad
dress a public meeting in her native 
town where she was born ot Quaker 
parentage—will be familiar. This Is 
why in looking over many letters writ
ten to me personally curing a number 
of yeays by this noble woman, I thought 
I ought to share some of her thought ex
pressions on • Spiritualism and other 
themes, with the editor and readers of 
The Progressive Thinker,-before giving

1s so long-drawn out I think I can only, 
say that I entertain, atr ot course you 
do, the most exalted estimation of them 
{ill—witnout attempting analysis. But 
much as I think of them, I doubt 
whether any of them excels Ernestine 

i L. Rose, tlie Polish lecturer on humau
rights. Wiipt a splendid example of hu
manity she was! In addition to her. 
beauty and superb intellectuality, she 
manifested so great sweetness and 
poise of character, it seems lonesome

’to think how the world-is bereft of.

1

1

encouragement.How I wish that I might here speak 
ci the laws governing mediumship. 
Oh, there is such a lack, of knowledge 
on the world’s part, ol these subtle 
laws and currents; ol the vibrative 
powers which set in operation the 
wheels within wheels which act on 
mortals for the development of medium- 
Ehip! Such a lack of mercy, of sympa
thy to those we have, called from the 
mortal ranks' of life to bear bur mes
sage to the suffering world! If you only 
knew! If you only could see the inter
nal lives many of our charges and medi-' 
ums suffer!, And the greater message 
they bear to the woild—the greater 
problem—the most degraded condition 

. they touch upon, the greater-is their 
suffering. Spirit guides and. teachers 
do not come to earth to. speak of .the 
best conditions there,, for there is no 
need. '
--We must/perforce, turn our efforts 
to thd depraved conditions for their bet
terment. We must call upon media 
■who are especially adapted, tor our 
work,"and wise .'spirits do not. call them

• unless Uiey; are wbll tisspreii.t^at the 
media’ will be aijje, to seyve tbeir iMr;

. . pose. The most ’ degrading conditions 
spring from Ignorance ot the generative 
law; the-deepest BuffeHirg' on' earth, 
comes from careless parentage, parent-, 
age .which is criminal because it begets' 

. depravity in posterity and entails a life-, 
time of misery upon’ it. The' heart
rending conditions under which human- 
ity-is born—the wresting of the creative ' 
function from degradation and placing 
it on a higher plane, when gods may be ' 
born to grace the earth and bless it, 
instead of demons to curse it—these 
are the conditions we'wish to reach on 
earth, but when ’he media under pur 
guidance take up that Jine of work, im
mediately they are scored for touching 
upon what are termed taboqed subjects 
and unkind things are said by some, 
wlio, if the,truth were known, are'Hvlng 
Jives of deceit, hypocrisy,'■ which they 
endeavored to conceal by such 'a pre-, 
tense of purity that they could not even 
bear to hear motherhood, gestation, or 
.the functions relating to them men
tioned. The media we have selected 
to dp that work and bear our teachings 
to the world have suffered years of 
martyrdom, because they spoke upon 
these subjects—because they touched 
spheres with depraved creatures who 
were human, yet who had been dragged 
down into the degraded vortex of

infringing on the rights of anyone.
It is a work of time to embody the 

process of unfolding the brain of a mor
tal sufficiently to come in rapport with 
the force necessary to give our teach- 

(Ings, and it brings its suffering. To be ‘ 
¡.sensitive to the point of crucifixion, to' 
be able to feel and know the world's 
thoughts in regard to your work, to be 
cognizant of its secret scorn—this Is 
what it means to be our media. But 
you should know something of the 
power back of them, by the worth of. 
their utterances; none but brave, noble, . 
souls dare to.lift their voices in pro-, : 
test against the evil done to offspring' ' 
by men and women in wedlock, the 
baleful obsessions they cast over help-, 
less humanity; we are trying to reach 
every depraved condition on earth and 
we shall not rest until we-have rescued ,
the last Magdalen from the man-made I 
system which robs the human race of; 
its mothers and despoils the youth of 
the-natlon.

My boundless love and sympathy go 
forth to all true workers in the cause; 
this article is not for this paper alone

ing,Some of the fetters th at-bind as dis
cussed by Miss Clark were, a miscon
ception of God, or the belief in a per
sonal God; this, combined with lack of 
the spirit of brotherhood in man, she 
claimed to bo the greatest obstacle to 
the advancement of the race. Other 
human fetters she outlined to be: The 
prominence ot the lower self; the love; 
of self, as evidenced in envy, uncharl- 
tableness toward other selves; secta
rian intolerance; intemperate habits of 
thought and of appetite; of worry and 
lack of aspiration for broader realiza
tion of spiritual truth.

An interesting incident in the week’s 
doings at the City of'iilght was thé 
flâg-râising in Melrose» Park; on the 
'slight elevation just.' outside the en- 
tnmee to the grounds/ j A-large, hand
some' American flag Ivas'a gift to the 
association from W. H. Mix, of Sugar 
Grove, an ex-member of the board of di
rectors and a pioneer worker at the I 
City of Light when it was known as the 

J Cassadaga Free Association of Spirit-

but for all Spiritualistic papers which 
have space for It, as i wish to fdach our 
media in the east and west, ’ “

AB should.join hands in this work of •’ 
lifting the burden from obsessed hu- 1 
inanity and these words are written for . 
the world at large. /

To the mature’and. noble scholar In 
¡the west who has striven so conscien
tiously to solve the problems of moytal • 
existence I extend-my greeting, and one: 
day . I shall meet him »in my sphere of' 
spiritual;life and give him " welcome; 
many bf our deepest-thlnkers have thejr, 
homes on:the Pacific coast.

I send a word of cheer and brothel'iy 
Idve to my co-workers everywhere—tell 
them that Henry .still ^regards them' 

■ "w'ltii'fraternai blessing,, that he Is still 
engaged in the same old work of striv- 

i ing to bring human hearts to a concep
tion of that era yet to dawn when man
shall dwell in peace with man, and all 
the world clasp hands in harmony to- 
ééther. That time is to .come, -we be
lieve, when all shall gain that- plane or 
thought and advancement where love 
shall rule. , .

To mediums everywhere, I say, press 
on; do your best; speak the word and 
give the thought that shall in any way 
soften the hardship of life for others and 
bring conditions .of harmony for that 
of warfare, of peace for that of discord, 
love for that of hate—for the whole 
world is kin.and we are broUjers and' 
sisters all. Ànd I would ask your kind
ly thought for this dear one-of. earth, 
to help create the ' conditions which 
shall assist heir in bringing forth my 
Work,the coming book. It costs noth
ing to voice a word of cheer, and it 
called upon to tread the wine-press 
alone; and all .the dear ones jvhom 

, this band of spiritual powers have

earth’s conditions.
• We must call upon media to assist 

us, we must develop and sustain them 
along the thorny path as best we may. 
Mortals may help us by being merciful 
and kind to pur instruments. When 
you see a child of earth struggling 
amid adverse conditions to perfect' a' 
work—when you know, that there must 
be something back of her utterances, 
although you may not understand what 
tt Is, do not call her crazy, foolish, or 
bad, even though you were her own sis
ter, for if you have stirred up animosi
ty or robbed Jier of a life-long friend 
through deceit and by condemning her, 
you have infringed on her right, and 
brought out the most angular side of 
her character, instead of the most an
gelic, for media are most sensitive to 
abusive condemnation and you' should 
not judge them, for the time may come 
in another life when you will find that 
they stand higher than you, before the 
bar of spiritual justice, and that, while 

. you have stood aloof and scoffed, they 
have done the work and suffered the- 
pangs which have earned a crown.

. Spiritual guides cannot use media for 
this particular work whose natures are: 
incapable of feeling and experiencing, ' 
physically, the degraded states which 
are to be reached. t

The perceptive powers of the medium 
must come in equilibrium with those 
of the guide in order to transmit the 
teachings. Media living in the external 
realm of effect, are Ignorant of causes, 
while those who exist in the internal 
realm are cognizant of them and make 
the best Instruments tor our work, 
therefore we are obliged to choose them. 
Jn development there are two batteries । 
in use, one, the registering battery on 
the mortal side; and the reflecting Bat
tery oh die spirit side.- But before the 
guide cau transmit his lesson to the 
world, years, perhaps, may ensue before 
the brain an^. nerves of his instrument 
tan be ma'Io to vibrate in rannort w-itli. 
his own, which entails difficulty and 
patience; the guide must raise the ra
tio of vibration in the mortal brain up. 
to his own, and this can only be done 
in this particular work by bringing the

■ .instrument to the very sphere of the 
■ depraved condition to be reached; nay, 
the instrument must be swept momen
tarily into the vortex and Imow and ex
perience its degradation ere she can 
respond to the thought-waves of her 
spiritual preceptor; she • must touch' 
spheres with the spiritual Magdalen 
and-listen to the protests ot her ■ an
guished souL(and thus be blamed by 
the members of the community, who do 
rot know that uns'een powers are lead- 
Ing her AWng the way), for, oh,'good

balled upon to' do the work and teach I 
the lesson of a more righteous genera-1 
tion, we send love and sympathy while 
they travail amid the unhappy condi
tions of earth and we promise them, 
that, as the pure .white lily rises,from 
the depths of the muddy pond, so also 
will their spirits one day arisb above, 
the black shadows now encompassing 
them and they shall taste the sweets of 
the spiritual glory and wear the laurel 
in the kingdom the/ have so ably 
earned.'

THE AGREEMENT KEPT. |

The Ghostly Apparition Appeared as 
Agreed. ~

A writer in-.the Reqcrd-Herald says-. 
“Take the .case of a. mother or .father 
dying many mlles'away from his or her 
family.. As death approaches the ' mind 
is bo strongly fastened upon the thought
of the absent ones and the grief is so 
great at being away from them that 
there is. created one of those'strange 
phantoms that is instantly transmitted 
to the far-away ones. There is an in
stant’s appearance to the living and 
.then the sp.ecter disappears. , It has 
carried out the dying wish and desire 
and has communicated with' the loved 
ones. So you do not believe such 
things occur? Well, may you never be 
the recipient of such a grewsome mes
sage. I recall a case in my own lite I 
that will never be forgotten. My dear- I 
est friend-at school was-the sweetest 
boy I ever knew. We grew up to-, 
gether and separated after we became 
men. ‘I must go to London,’ he told me 
one day, ‘and I will tell you good-bye: 
I desire that we shall make this agree
ment: If either of us should die the last 
thought is to be a message to the 
other.’ I agreed, but with a laugh. We 

’ wrote to each other often and he was

MRS. O. A. BISHOP. I 
Tranee, Test ami Business Medium, 
Well and favorably known for many years on tho 
Westside, is now Located at Nd.3721 Forest ave
nue. Houva.Su. m to dp. Tn.; Sundays excepted. 
Uerms, $J,OU Sittings can bo engaged by phone, 
Douglas M3.

Annie Iiord VaaniberlahiM Card.
Dear friendp, yon can greatly help mo care for 

my Wind Blsier, Jennie L Webb, oho of the earl- 
.teet mediumunow tn the form; by writing a lettar 
to a aplrlt friend. Send it%o me with 11, and I will 
try and eel reply bydndependont writing or wills* 
per». AqdreBa Hra Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU* 
fayd Maaa

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velous; Me examinations are free to all who send 
him name, awe. sex, and lock of hair, and C cents 
in stumps. He doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
conviuceyou. His practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you in your own home.

Address, J. ». 1.UVCMH. M.
Lock Bex 1203 Stoneham. Muss.

.the originals to tjie flames. !
I never met Anna Gardner face to I 

face. She is one of a delightful group 
ot thought friends made through the 
medium of the pen, but all dear and 
real to me as any I have gained pther- 
wise. Miss Gardner was not an 
avowed Spiritualist, but. was deeply in
terested in the subject. She was to the 
last a little doubtful/ and these doubts

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock bi | 

hair, age, name and thq leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
280 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

11 Llnnrlopfi if -Restores Lost Vision, n WvlluCl I UI Write for Dhustrated Circular 
xnonlonfa ’»bowing styles prices and OUGLLgLICi - photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in mo. 1 can ad' 
iuat my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly toyour.^yes at your own homo and send by 
mail, as tf you were In my office. Thousand« will 
tesUfy. B. V. poors.

4ft Evanston Ava, Chicago, th
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacle's are perfect, i 

can eay..perfection, 1 shall recommend them to 
my friends; Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Loe Angeles, CaL -

। Are You a Rosicrucian ?

I did my best to dispel. Her last letter 
was written with trembling hand but, 
unshaken sou), in her last painful ill- 
iiess, a short time before she passed on 
to wider knowledge than my own, at the 
age of. 86, on Feb.'18,1901. I was hap
py in being the means of making her 
acquainted with another daughter ot 
Nantucket of her own name, a Boston 
friend, Miss Eliza Drew Gardner, a 
teacher for thirty years in the Roxbury 
High School, who a few years before 
the death of Anna Gardner, bought a 
summer home in her native island Nan
tucket, from Whence she also a year 
later passed on to the higher hojno for 
which they both longed while still 
doubtful of its possibility. It is to Eliza 

■Drew Gardner that Ann^ Gardner re
fers in the following:

"Our mutual friend, IS. D. G.—comes

nearly all who can recall her personal
ity to memory—How I wish you could 
get from her some genuine spirit mes- ' 
sage.

“Were Miss Harriet Martineau living 
in these days I think she would become 
a student of Spiritualism. What a re
markable woman she was! The best 
masculine and feminine elements 
seemed to unite in her character! so 
strong—so deeply sympathetic! Only, 
think of those letters she wrote on the 
brink of the grave! Marie Weston Chap
man speaks of-her as “This greatest, - 
English woman!'

"I think to be as confident of con* 
tinned existence as you seem to be, 
would be a solace, and 1 am so much o£ 
a Spiritualist that had I the same per
sonal experience you have had, 1 would

1 believe as you do. I intend if nothing 
1 prevents to attend the Free Religious 
• meeting next May in Boston. How I 
> wish I could meet you there! 1 should 
1 like to see you face to face before hear-

Ing the ’One clear call for me’ to join., 
the great majority. But as that time ’ 
cannot be far distant it is hardly to be
hoped that we shall meet on this 
restrial sphere.”

This brave, loving, beautiful soul 
the change we call death, serene 

i fearlessly. Eliza* Drew Gardner, 
self at the time an invalid with a

ter,-

met 
and 
ber
uhe

ualism. , ■ -
• ' A; B.: French, a venerable, yet power
ful, speaker, -made the presentation 
speech to the watting 1 hundreds gath
ered at the scene of .the flag-raising, 
and thrilled every heart with the 
touching eloquence of bis inspirational; 
thought. A most Utting apd timely 
feature of the occasion (due to ,the tact 
and.ability .of chairman John Lillie- to 
appreciate the ■"eternal ’ ? fitness of 
things") .yas in liavihg.tiie'flag hoisted 
by the hand of an old: ■ kbldter j ¡of the 
civil war, F. C. HQlcomV/woii Chapin 
Post, No .?, a. A. R., Buffalo; N. > Y.7 ar 
newly arrived gjiest at the .City-of Light 
that day, and who did himself proud at' 
the post of honor given him by , Chair
man Lillie. Mr,. -Holcomb .-thoroughly 
appreciaieA-ttiff :
battld of Gettysburg, and .carries- to-Msn 
pockets, on-his lapels and'-haB, in his 
possession innumerablb.m'dd^ badges 
,hnd various tokens ret elved from the 
government and other official sources,' 
of which he' is justly- proud; ’"one',' a 
quaint portrait of Jennie "Wide, the he; 
roine of Gettysburg, as he says the boys' 
called her, who baked .bread'.ipr them1 
al! the first day of thac’tiioqdy/encdii'd- I 
ter, and who was shot down- While in. 
this service for the boys in blue. No 
wonder the old.man was.eager-iip-grasp 
the rope with which he wab; to' elevate 

, th.e Stars and Stripes he loved: It was 
impressive scene and formed a beauti
ful picture. President Pgttengili, ideal 
in‘the grace and ‘dignity-of lier oflice; 
Chairman.Lillie, his face beaming with 
enthusiasm; prominent speakers and 
teachers grouped about the venerable; 
white,-haired master, of ceremonies on 
the grassy knoll, nature had furnished. 
as a platform; hundreds of young, and 
old with uncovered heads awaiting the 
signal from the. Northwestern Band of 
Meadville, which we have, with us ¿1- 
way, and as the’boys poured fdrtlr the 
strains of "The Star Spangled Banner," 
and the old hero of Gettysburg slowly 
end reverently hoisted and' flung Old 
Glory, to the breeze, as yith one voice 
three cheers and a tiger were given; 
which reverberated ¡over the-hills and 
through the glens of. beautiful Lily 
Dale, it seemed as never before! Then 
"America” was sung by.the great choir 
of people, and as Old Sol sank to rest, 
throwing the shades Of purple and gold, 
shades of red, of-white and of blue over 
the rippling waves of the lake, spirits 
of air, of light,, bf nature ..everywhere, 
seemed to re:echo the song, “Lbng may 
it.wave o’er the land of the free and the I 
home of the brave.”Thomas« McClary, .familiarly known I 
sb “The. Western Chautauqua Orator," 
Is said to have the learning of Wendell 
Phillips and the .humor . of, Artemus 
'Ward, .¿nd has the power to sway Ms 
audience to laughter or tears at will, 
with a magnetic personality he holds 
his audience to the end, and Is ideal as 
an entertainment and Instruction.;

. President Pettengill ■ introduces spe
cial attractions almost every week, and, 
needless to say, they,'are of the very 
highest and best talent, literary, dra
matic and musical. ; . »

. MATILDA ORR HAYS.

DON’T READ THIS.
France,L. Louckq eiui ot the greatest Psychio 

wonders living that ■uses thespiritual X-ray with- 
ou< any leading symptom to direct, and- locate all 
internal .diseases, > A iriai ’WiU convince yon. 
Nervous exhaustion and lost-vigor of both sexes 
BueceBSfnUy ireaied, hundreds can testify. 
Send name, age,^ex,/ptnnDUxlon and' 10 cents Jn 
etanipe, and receive a correct diagnosis of yonr. 
ease,-free, wor.lbaoUatP.tuyou.' Address,

FBAJfumCti; LOUOK8, 
f 56 WarrehSt. -fitoaebam. Hu.

Concrete Imitation Building 
Stoke Machines

ARE BETTER THAN BANK STOCK.
Can Double Your'Honey on Output

I J. A-,. BAHLj Thorntown, Ind^ ,

to her Nantucket home soon. 1 know 
how glad she will feel to receive all 
your messages. But I am afraid 
neither she nor I will be able to solace 
ourselves for enforced mutual separa
tion in this life by the hope to meet in 
the world beyond, which hope or expec
tation is made so realistic by your facile 
pen on paper. We are both somewhat 
skeptical- and desire 'a cloud of wit
nesses’—in the line ot Spiritualism, she, 
much more than I."

In a later .letter she writes: “Of 
course, my ideas, once bordering on ma

lingering painful disease, wrote me on 
Feb. 9, as follows: "1 sent my house
maid down this afternoon to inquire 
how Miss Gardner was, and the report 
was in her own words: T am as well as 
can be expected under the circum
stances.’ She heard my Annie’s voice 
in the hall and called her to come in. 
She was sitting up, and spoke, Annie 
said, in a strong voice, took, and held 
her hand some time, and gave her mes
sages for me. They have moved her 
bed into the sitting-room, but she will 
not go to bed—says she shall not till 
the last moment. They say that no one 
has known of her disease until within a 
few days except one friend who was 
going to Europe whom she knew she 
would not meet again, and her doctor. 
I never knew such heroic conduct. She 
must have dressed the cancer herself 

■ all the time—and how she must have 
, suffered.”

One week later Eliza Drew Gardner 
t sent me a postal card with notice of her

terlallsm, have materially c—o— 
since being psychologically inclined; I

-fy There are.myetérlofl ot the aoul.iof life and 
death which you can understand and demon
strate I „You poBBeas powers which if unfolded, 
would prove of marvelous value to you in your 
dally life .and business. , , . _ .
ry The ’’O. W. R.” is the only recognized Rosb 

crucian Brotherhood in the United States, and 1b 
affiliated with the Ancient Masters. .
’ OTWhy uot unfold your own powers and join 
theO. W. R.? In lesa than three months youbo-: 
pin to realize your psychic powers.

QTYon are a medium; you can excel all others 
by towering above tìièdiocre ability -^nd proving' 
your superiority ns an adept,, This is what my 

| system does! Send at once a stamped.addressed 
| envelope for prospectus/ n "• ' ‘ ‘ ‘

Clairvoyance. Cloth. 150 pages, by J. C.F. 
3nun Line. - Todchte hqw.tp reafi t he iuture. •
UWlbToMtUy. »pènétralo the vgll between tho | 
neon tin« tho unseen, converse with spMls.know.: 
the mysteries. . Brice (reduceU from 12.00). *1.50., 

A Ura* and Color».—Bow to read the atmos
phere of persons and understand the appearanoo 
ot halos, auras and nimbus, Contalno a color 
dictionary. Paper, prioo 60 cento.

Realization. Howto become well, success
ful, prosnornus.-A wonderfully helpful book for 
beginners. Paper, prlco SO cents. , 

Hsyehoinetry. Teaches how to petal tho som 
ot.things. Paper, price 50 cents. • ,

‘ WSend »2.26 for a largo crystal for crystal 
reading,» Address 3, C. F. Grumblue, 718 Irving 
AvX. Syracuse. N. Y. (Dtfrlngthe Summer only.)

g on ma- death. In January ot the next year 
changed tfle writer passed on to join her and my,

am a Spiritualist—but I crave more per
sonal experience to convince me of the 

. truth of the continuity of existence. 1 
| have attended seances many times—

friend in as serene a frame of soul!

but if I depended upon what I saw I 
there to deepen my convictions 1 
should lose faith altogether- I am in
fluenced only by its reasonableness as 
an explanation of the mysteries of this 
phase of existence."
., "In a paper before ‘The Unity Club;

11 gave ‘Spme- Phases of Psychology/ as 
•my. subject-a- few. weeks ago. It jiM 

| received very much. better than I ex-

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent ot ten lines 
only will be inserted free. AU in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven! 
words constitute one line.]

pecte'd. Im fact it was very much »ap-- 
platided. ' It Was'written for.‘Sorosis,’ 
and the ‘Unity’ committee requested me 
to repeat it before theiF society. The 
name of 8. A. U. figured in that paper.”

Speaking of the vagaries of some 
writerg, on Spiritualism, she remarks: 
“Emma Hardinge Britten is a woman, 1 
suppose of undoubted veracity—but 
while she cannot give the names of par
ties so that her strange story can be In
vestigated, the skeptic would be likely 
to consider its absurdity, to be in pro-

Passed to spirit life at the age of 55 
years, from her home at Howard City, 
Mich., July 26, Mrs. Georgia King. She 
leaves a husband, two sons, a mother 
and a host of loving friends to miss her. 
She was a. Spiritualist She was ill and 
suffered for many months, and was 
ready and willing to go. The ' writer, 
gave the funeral address at the home, 
and the ladies of the Eastern Star took 
charge at the grave.

MRS. AMANDA COFFMAN.

portion to its marvelousness, Could

Mrs. Julia Johnson of Alma, Mich., 
wife ot the late Theron Johnson, passed 
to the higher Jife July 22, at the age 
of 68, after a brief Illness. She leaves 
eight children and a wide.’circle ot

____ — — _ 1 warm friends to miss her physical 
there be downright undeniable proof of, presence. She was a staunch Spiritual-

A ;V$ry Excellent and Compre- 
Jiensive Work.

Mew Axner. Ed. bVc. cmig. riUi cuötö»t..A;./ 'M«rt ö49v ___gressly^hihtebÜB’certoinly v
hol of the 'Memory Systeme.’’ -Highly commended terestmg and : suggestive throughout, 
bv edueaiora. «h edition just öut.' M«. . - It treats of the»"Universal Belief in the

invisible Helpers," the "Angel- Story?
n„rt «niHfuat teacher? Just out. 6Qc, “Work Among the Dead,” “What Lies

• • - -1— 1------ ---- A I«

lts truthfulness, to me, more than any 
manifestations I have ever heard of, it 
would be convincing. I think I should 
be clean gone over to a belief in Spirit
ualism. I perceive Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton is looking that way. Should 
she become a public advocate she would 
help the cause hugely. But I do not 

I feel, as she seems to,, any greater inter
est in the unseen, mysterious hereafter 
in consequence of verging toward it— 
being an,octogenarian, I have felt all 
the interest possible on all subjects, in 
philosophy and science and humanity. 
Emotion could not augment my interest 
now that I am approaching the hereaf-

ist, a kind, good neighbor, a loving, and 
devoted mother, loved by all that knew, 
her. The casket was covered’ with 
choice flowers. Her sons were the pall
bearers and the writer spoke the words ' 
of cheer and consolation at the burial 
service.

60c,ayear.
EP“The four- volumeg, with'^Reaaon.” I year,12.

AUSTIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Deportment T, Rochester, N. Y.

An Infamous ApampblstoiSZ pages, com- 
nAttarnrQnvr and, published by the
vUllOjPLi avj . jafcj white, author
of numcrou? nntl-Catholio -worka. It contajria 
disclosures relative iq a villainous blot to over-

, throw our free ffOvernmenL ;;Price,15 cents,

TUB CAU! . "s nature, re. I lir Bl I LATlONS AND EX. 11 IL UVUL • PRESSIONS IN HU- 
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price 11.00. Tbls -lsone of tho test nooks 
riven by. the guides ot Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really-lessons; published primarily, as 
a book of- reference for those who have been 
members ot tho classes receiving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation from-renorts of 
lessons, containing the bases of the teachings..

THE GOSPEL OL NATURE.
¡Is a most, excellent weak by Dr. M. L. Sherman, 
assisted by Bret.W. JVIjyon. Heretofore It 
has been sold forts, but the price nowhas been 
reduced to 8L. At is • a- book that will. Interest, 
and Instruct;-.It coniains-280 pages; and is full 
of suggestive-thoughts. 'Dr. Sherman was a 
medium ot rare.quuMlles,and.his.work is a 
reflection-from the celestlai-evheres.

. flNTia0iTy?u
The |most important -.revelations concerning 

the- true origin of » Christianity. Reader, in 
bringing to your notice “Antiquity,Unveiled," 
it is with the amcerenjione.thatyoq are earn
estly looking torithe truth, regardless of any
other consiaeratMu’ St such: Is the case, this , 
advertisement will ddtoly¡.Interest you, and 
,after reading tid5--bri® wfesi:ription you will 
doubtless wish to giw the work a .careful 
perusal- Price; $1.50. .1» - -

SUMMERLAND, CAU, CAMP.
The Summerland Spiritualist Associ

ation will hold.its annual .camp-meeting 
at Summerland, Santa Barbara county, 
Cal., commencing on second Sunday .in 
September and closing On the following 
■Sunday.^ The association has: engaged 
celebrated, speakers and mediums and 
is endeavoring to make thid meeting es
pecially attractive to'visitors. A res
taurant at hall to accommodate all vis
itors during camp-meeting. Inquiries 
for rooms and other information,, ad
dress W. G. Hendricks, secretary Sum
merland Spiritualist Association, Sum
merland, Cal.

getting along well in Europe. One day I 
there was a ghostly apparition appear-1 
ing before me, and with it was the voice 
of Harry. ‘I have been run over by a 
train in London,’ it said, 'and 1 am dy
ing; Good-bye.’ The vision disap

peared. A cable message the next day 
informed me that the vision was right, 
and that Harry had died about the hour 
I received the message.' Was It telep
athy or what?"

"Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro-. 
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed “for the bbb 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal mtaistoi 
■Price 75 cent0. :

ter.” . -
In .August, 1900, she writes me: "My 

Dear Friend:—When I took up a late 
number of The Philosophical Journal 
and read your article on post-mortem 
experiences; I felt rebuked that so long 
a time had lapsed since my last com
munication with you—my last exchange 
of earth experiences—but I do not for
get you.. As my years increase I find 
it more onerous to wield the pen, but in 
order to darn a response I know I must 
make an effort Telegraphy has al
ready taken the place of letter-writing 
to a great extent, and telepathy, 
thought-transference wiil, I doubt not, 
to a much greater in the years to come.

ROMANISM Isa pamphlet of.30pages, In I 
■PYPnQB’n reply to Prof, David Swing, VOIhV prieBt Caghman and Dn WIth.
row, and Is principally in defense of Protestant- Ism, A concise HtUo pamphlet. Price 15 cents. |

HELIOGENTRIG HSTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables of Ephemeris to 1910. By 
Yarmo Vedra. With 6i illustrations, 35 of 
which are original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author of "Descriptive Mentality.” A 
new system of personally determining the pri
mary fund of Mental ana Physical forcesand 
their results in mental aptitudes that dominate 
tho nature of the individual as based upon date 
of birth. Price.-cloth, 81.50.

IMPORTANT WORK. \

“Official. Reglrtir of Ábe National, State 
and Local Spiritualist Associations of 
the United Stated,and Canada, With 
Lyceums, CSmpÆâeetlngs ¡and Me
diums." » ; ■ 1 ■

» The above. fe.rthetHtle of. a highly im
portant Illustrated Work; gotten up with 
painstaking caw, by- Mrs. Laura- G. 
Fixen, the efficient afice-president of the 
Illinois State; Spiritualist Association, 
1047 Carmen Affennt, Chicago. It con
tains 100 pages and'will prove of great ■1X-— 4m rrftt lnfnr-mn.

“How to Train Children ■ and Pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the posiUon that in many cases it is the -— - - - . _parents that need the ; training more value to those ffao:W-Isli to get Informa- 
(han the children, and advises parents " " '
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read IL 
price 25 cents. ■ . j

'■'Religious and„Theologlcal Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains- his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a'tmthber of let
ters and discourses on-¿ religions and 
theological subjects. Cloth .Binding, -480 
pages. Price $1.. , »

“An Infamous Dynemtte-Roman Cath- 
ollc Conspiracy Detected' ¿hd &poaed." 
"Romanism Exposea?"'- Wb pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G.
Facta." Brice c

"THE DREAM CHILD,” I
A Fascinating Romance of Two Worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents. Books ! 
like "The Dream Child" spur humanity on to 
make more and more demande of tills nature, 
and wfll.opon up new heights-and depths ot 
spiritual ■ knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will, I believe, take its place beside Bulwer's 
“Zanonl" and thé "Seraphjta" ot Balzac.—Daily 
Capital, Topeka. Kansas. Although simple and 
unvarnished with any inflammable descrip
tions, enthralls the mind to the exclusion ot 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader 
closes . the. last' page.—Minneapolis Sunday

, Times.. :

I see you are still interested; in auto
matic writing. What a wonderful mys
tery it is! I have'just finished reading 
M. J. Savage’s late book, ‘The. Religion 
of To-Day.’ I am a great admirer of 
Savage,-and what he writes is very in
spiring generally, as well as profitable, 
but I cannot always agree with him. It 
does not seem consistent with the law 
of evolution that a 'fiian born so many I 
centuries ago as was Jesus, should be | 
considered the greatest man who ever 
lived, even spiritually. Neither can I 
agree with him that the church as an 
institution has been the most helpful in 
promoting the progress of the world. 
Has it not been the most cruel, blood
thirsty, sanguinary power in history? 
Epen now these terrible wars would 
never have been brought about it the 
church as a whole had been opposed to

HftRMONIGS OF EVOLUTION. |
Tho Philosophy ot Individual Life, Based 1 

Upon Natural Science
As taught-by modem masters of law. By Flor
ence Huntley. - An exceedingly Interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to tho litera
ture ot evolution, unfolding Ita laws from the 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, , and In
dicating tho defects of the Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists alike can gain 
much from its perusal. Price, finely bound In
Cltah.WL

MRS. AMANDA COFFMAN.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Sanford Niles of Minneapolis, Minn., ' 
after a painful Illness, was quietly re
leased July 8, aged 77 years’ and 10 
months. His early life was spent in La 
Porte county, Ind. He removed to Min
nesota In 1855. The work of his life 
was along educational lines as teacher, 
editor and author. Possessing a strong 
religious nature, he early became a stu
dent of the phenomena and philosophy 
of Spiritualism, and never failed to 
speak or write in its behalf as opportu
nity demanded. •

Mr. Abner Wright left the home ot 
his daughter at Otlsco, Saturday, July, 
28„ to join the friends in the higher life. 
He has been a Spiritualist fifty-seven 
years, loved and respected by all who 
knew him. He leaves two daughters 
and sons and many relatives and 
friends to mourn his loss. He was 89 
years old. He made every preparation 
for the funeral, requesting that Mrs.
Dunham of Ionia, speak. The large 
home of the daughter was filled with 
sympathetic friends. Mrs. Webster 
read an obituary notice, and some beau
tiful thoughts of her own, which were 
very fitting for the occasion. V- 

MRS. J. H. DUNHAM.

it. '
"I read with great satisfaction Mr. ; 

Underwood's political speech in the 
Quincy Journal—responding to every 
point that I was capable of understand
ing. Is it discouraging for me to say 
(hat I do not seo how in his lifetime 
such a man as your husband can ever 

, reach the popular side?- What a pity!’’
In another letter she writes: "Yester

day while lobking through a pile of 
pamphlets to find something I wanted, 
I-came across one of Mr. Underwood’s, 
•progress of Evolutionary Thought’— 
though I had an engagement I couldn’t 
help stopping to re-peruse it. it was an 
address that should be heard all over 
the land! I have very little knowledge 
of science, but when it is made as lucid 
as in that address—revealing so broad 
a scope of knowledge in various direc
tions, accompanied by the most pro
found thought, it is so helpful to ■ me 
that I can but wish it could have a 

. vjijef circulation;
"You asked me to give my idea of the 

characterlstlcs'of some of the earlier pi-
' --“I«-' TMrrRt Unvc;

Passed to spirit life at her home, Lo- 
ona, N. Y., Mrs. Sabrina E. Reed, July 
3,1905, aged 75 years. She had been a 
life-long Spiritualist.

Edward Garnett, a member of Bil
lings Psychic Club, passed to the 
higher life, June 25,' 1805, while per
forming his duties as lineman, coming 
in. contact with a live wire. Thus One 
more link is formed between this world 
and that to which our brother has' gone.

" MRS. CARRIE SMITH, 
Sec’y First Spiritual Church Billings, 

Mont.

tion in regard to the different societies I 
located in various parts of the country. I 
It is gotten-up in.a most beautifully ar-1 tistio style.-and reflects great credit on 
its compiler.. This long needed work 
will impress the casual observer with 
the extensive following we have,-and- 
the dignity due to ■ the grandest and 
most important philosophy ' now be
fore the whole civilized world.; It leads 
off with a magnificent, photo-engraving 
of Mrs. 'Abby Louiez Pettengill,‘ presi
dent of the."City of Light”»Assembly, 
Lily Dale, N. X., who is a prominent faè- I■ tor in the education; process now going characteristics''of some of the earner pi-
tm?in outjeukm iaQfficial jRegister; onpors -of the Women’s; .Right Move-
can b^obtaineil by .addressing this of- Mtswv&Hr ment, and when 1 commenced this let-'
flee..-Price.ter j it la « ' 1 ' •mï mind to do so, but it

"In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. a\ 
Biand, interesting, instructive and 
helpful;. Spiritually uplifting. Cloth! 
bound; Kdce $1.

“Voltaire’s Romancer.” Translated 
from the French. With numerous U. 
lustrations. These lighter -works of thj

' brilliant. Frenchman, an Invincible en. 
emy of the Catholic ciiuroh, are .worthy, 
ot wide reading. Wit, phllcn^hy and 
romance are combined, with Hie chill ol! 
a master mind. Price $1.50. - ;

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora H. Piper» 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It By Ex-Judge Abrany 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson's explanations o£ 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 csat&

“The Infidelity of Ecdesiastlclsm* 
A Menace to American Civilization.’! 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and pay» 
chic science. - Demonstrator of the mov 
lecular or spiritual hypothesis-of •,»as
tute. Scholarly, masterly, frepchan^,

« Price 25 cents.

Houva.Su
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MRS. PRIOR IN NEW ZEALAND.

Philosophical Reflections on the Medh 
umshlp of Mrs. Prior.

A most excellent test.
CHICAGO, ILL., AyCUST 19.1906, NO. 821 -sa

Illustrating the Power of Prophecy De
rived From a Knife.

There are features in the objective 
representation of such mediumship as 
is so remarkably displayed by ■ that 
amiable jady and faithful exponent ot 

.. spiritual principles, Mrs. Loie F. Prior, 
calculated to suggest the profoundest 
reflection in the most philosophical 
mind.
! Here in Wellington, although a stran
ger from the Great Republic, she 
plunged bravely into, the turbulent wa
ters of antagonistic skepticism, and 
breasted the waves, p credit to herself 
and an acquisition to movement.

! Cynics, with a slig. ^smattering ot 
psychological nomenclature, have whis
pered mental telepathy, collusion, hal
lucination, thought-forms controlled by 
illusory suggestion, but all these fine
spun theories pale their ineffectual tires 
before the absolute assurance of truth. 
The medium steps down the aisle, and 
by, or independent of, direct contact, 
enters the thought-spheres of her audi
tors, and reveals that which 1b con
cealed from all else beside. For jn-’ 
stance, among many such, one illustra
tion may be cited which makes a per
plexed philosopher of the materialist.

Mrs. Prior sees a vessel storm-tossed 
in the northern hemisphere; the sails 
are torn to ribbons, and destruction is 
Inevitable. A man Is on deck, whom 
site faithfully describes, after which she 
sees him go down with the vessel.

This description is identified as the 
experience of the brother of a gentle
man present, a Bailor who was lost at 
sea.

Now, how could the medium see what 
had transpired years before, and thous
ands of miles away? To say she is 
clairvoyant, and saw the vision spirit
ually, is no solution. How did she see 
it while there was no data to go by? It 
could not be mental collusion, when 
Mrs. Prior was on tire platform, and the 
brother of the spirit was seated in the 
body of the hall. How could it be a 
thought-form, when it was unmistaka
bly a representation by a human being 
on the other side of life? Hallucina
tion was not possible, because the de
scription was unconditionally accepted 
and identified by the brother.

The spiritual philosopher sees In this 
manifestation a corroboration of medi- 
umistic teaching, viz., that the spirit 
world is simply an embodiment ot 
thought. The spirit, wishing to be 
recognized, impressed on the spiritual 
surroundings an external symbol of his 
internal mind; thought representations 
of certain circumstances. These be
came objective to the clairvoyant vis
ion of the seer. Carry the suggestive 
lesson to its logical significance, and 
what a vista Is opened to our view! 
There is nothing outside of man but 
thought, ethereal or embodied: nay, 
what is the human soul itself but an 
embodiment of thought?—C. G. Oyston, 
in the Harbinger of Light, Australia.

• To the Editor:—At the Mineral Park 
camp-meeting, pa July 21, Mrs. Mary 
C. Vlasek, a local medium of Los An
geles, Cal., was called to the platform 
to give public tests. She requested any 
person who bad no.t received a message 
while there, who so desired, to send up 
some personal article. I sent up my 
pocket knife. ’ When Mrs. Vlasek had 
held my knife In her hands a few mo
ments she said: “In a short time you 
will receive a letter telling you of the 
dangerous Illness of some one very dear 
to you. But do not be. alarmed,’nor 
worry; for three days later you will get 
get another letter saying the person is 
out of danger. And you may rest as-- 
sured that he will recover."

August 2, I received a letter saying 
that my only grandson, at Niagara 
Falls, N. Y., was dangerously 111. Yes
terday, three days later, I got another 
letter saying that the crisis was past, 
and there was every prospect of a rapid 
recovery. The boy had been 111 four 
days when the prophecy was made 
about the letters; but the first letter, 
telling of bis illness, was not written 
till a week later.

Here is another strong proof that we 
are surrounded by Intelligences and 
laws of nature that we scientists know 
nothing about.

- D. EDSON SMITH.

Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp
Outdone jby an Astral Body

THE COSPEL OF SONG. IN A QUANDARY.

Its Soul Elevating and -Spiritualizing 
Influence.

Knows the Phenomena Are Facts, 
But—?

Christianity 1b a religion ot song. 
Its forerunner, Judaism, left the ages 

' the rich legacy of tbo Psalms. Its 
founder, when he knew that death was 
imminent, sang one ol those ancient 
songs with his friends. His followers 
early gathered for worship in song. 
Peter beguiled prison hours with 

• hymns. Meeting in the catacombs, the 
■ early Christians made the galleries echo 

with their praise.
Today every revival Is but a wave ot 

aohg. The successful churches know 
the inspirational and ethical power ot 
good hymns. The decline ot many a 
church may be traced to the exclusion 
ot the people from their share in the 
worship, to the attempt to praise God 
by proxy, or to substitute an artistic 
exhibition for an act ot exaltation.

Not only in public worship, but in 
private life, hymns and songs have a 
significant influence, it is always easy 
to remember rhymed forms ot truth; 
happy the heart with a store of good 
hymns; it is provisioned tor many a 
long voyage. When the light burns 
low the heart is illumined by the memo
ry of choice thoughts expressed in poe
try, by song sung long ago. When the 
burden seems all too heavy, and the 
traveler would fain lie down in despair, 
he remembers some word ot cheer, 
some stanza from another pilgrim’s 
song, and he Is strengthened tor the 
road.

The song must take the place of the 
sigh. Happiness must rule the utter
ance. Even a hearty whistle may be 
a wonderful means of grace. Every 
natural expression of happiness be
comes a religious act. The flowers 
praise the gardner by being beautiful 
and fragrant, and men praise God by 
being happy.

Song is a creator of happiness. You 
cannot sing songs of joy and nourish 
jealousy or hatred. A song ot grati
tude for things you have will often 
chase away the clouds of gloom over 
those who dread. It is a sin to be sad 
when you might as well be glad, and it 
is a sin to be silent wnon you might as 
well be singing.

Outbursts of song are indications of 
happiness. You cannot bottle up real 
happiness; It will break loose some 
way. When the man with a heart full 
of praise to God and love to man goes 
into a church which is fairly glistening 
with the ice of dignity he had better 
hack out, or his happiness will explode 
and wake some one up. There are 
churches in which it would be a catas
trophe If some one should sing out aS 
though he meant it.

One song may surpass many a ser
mon in its power over a life. Great 
songs have sung men into battle and 
stiffened their melting hearts. Great 
songs have’ touched our clay and 
thrilled It to the divinely heroic. Songs 
sung in the stillness of the evening 
over the baby’s cradle have ever been 
the mothert consecration for all her 
sacrifice.' Hymns bring back haliowefl 
memories; a strain of song will touch a 
chord no syllogism could stfund; the 
simple words of an eld hymn bring 
comfort and new hope to hearts 
broken and crushed.

Well, about that spirit business, "I’ll 
take my say," and it you wish to pub
lish it you may do so.

As would generally be understood, I 
am not a Spiritualist, do not belong, or 
anything like that, but in all matters 1 
am willing to state the truth as 1 know, 
it and stop at that.

Now, let us remember that there's a 
great difference between the things we 
believe and the things we know. 1 do 
not know that any spirit at any time 
has manifested itself to me, but 1 do 
know that the phenomena in the com
mon phases, materialization, independ
ent slate-writing, etc., do occur, and that 
they are not produced by fraud of any 
kind by any one dwelling in the flesh. 
If not spirits, what can these phenom
ena mean? Flatly, 1 do not know. And 
to my present thinking, 1 cannot know. 
I have searched the matter most care
fully, and have not courted the convic
tion that back of all this there was not 
fraud lurking, as it frequently happens. 
I have witnessed much fraud in this 
line. But for a certainty, just as sure 
as I do know that 1 walk upon the 
earth, do I know that genuine phenom
ena can be found by any one who seeks 
earnestly. I have seen the genuine 
phenomena often, and only this much 
of the question have 1 settled in fifteen 
years, and 1 find little to encourage me 
to seek further, because just here there 
seems a limitation act sets in and de
mands that mortals wait.

1 do not find the phenomena any more 
a fruitful source of contentment and 
comfortable faith and trust than other 
religions. Nor do 1 find Spiritualism a 
better character builder than many 
other forms of belief. So far as my ob
servation can pierce, the above state
ments will hold good. Certainly the 
most worth while in Illis life is the de
velopment and maintenance of good 
character and habits.

No system seems any more perfect 
than the individuals who become inter
ested in, and attach themselves to 
them. But strange as it may seem, L 
am obliged to state that in this, Spirit
ualism is not the best. 1’11 add, how
ever, before closing, that of all the be
lief routes, reaching toward the beyond, 
so far as 1 know or believe, Spiritualism 
offers far the strongest proof that 
there’s a to-morrow for our souls, a life 
for us beyond the mortal. 1 painfully 
regret that we cannot pierce the veil a 
little further and know more while in 
the flesh, but 1 am constrained to be
lieve we cannot. It may be best 
"That blindness to the future kindly 

given
That man may fill the circle marked by 

heaven.”
Perhaf ! one would ask, "Well if you 

are npTa Spiritualist, why do you taka 
The'Progressive Thinker?” Why, 1’11 
tell ye: If there’s anything new in sci
ence or philosophy worth while, or dis
covery of possible woith, why, I’ll find 
It in The ’iProgressIve Thinker”—and 
added to this 1 find its matchless array 
of poems, its independence, and its 
Ireedom from creeds and rules that tet
ter men’s minds and souls.

DR. L. H. HENLEY.
Marshall, Texas. :
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not out a sorry figure .when he stub
bornly persists in Hoc ting the path of

Good sense, kindness of heart and a 
□roper self-respect are the elements ol[ 
'.he best manners.—Tyron Edwards. ।

Advice to Mediums From Actual Expe
riences.

ALL THE BODY DOESN’T DIE AT 
ONCE.

Full Suffrage to Women Granted 
Many Places.

So 
so 
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Finds Life After Death—Doctor Tries 
an Interesting Experiment Upon a 

Guillotine Victim.

.... _____  ambition.
To cultivate knowledge is his pastime.

Man cannot grow' old. Senility in hu
man life is a misnomer. He may reach 
maturity; and maturity grows more ma-

progress and enlighterijnent. Just how 
much these Inquiries ore justified may 
be best inferred fromjthe story of just 
what the blacksmith,

nerves. They would have lifted 
any other name been called.

THE MARCH OF A NEW IDEA.

Remarkable’and Startling Manifestations of Spiritual Power, by which a Large 
and Varied Assortment of Valuable Antique^ Is Collected in the home of 
Thomas* Welton Stanford, and which ¡Marvelous Collection Is Refused by 
President Jordan of the Leland- Stanford, Jr. University, of California, as a 
Gift to that Institution. Astral Relics‘Are Declared Genuine. Mrs. Addie 
Ballou, Notary Public of San Francisco, and a Prominent Medium, Lecturer and 
Author, friend of Thomas. Welton Stanford, says there can be no reasonable 
doubt as to the authenticity of antiquities taken from Assyrian and Egyptian 
tomb's by the astral body of Charles Bailey/ Scientists testifv to the Australian 
Mystic’s power.

An extraordinary incident which oc
curred at the guillotining at Orleans of 
the murderer Languille has been inter
estingly explained by Professor Harts- 
mtinn, a famous Paris surgeon.' When 
the blade of the guillotine fell Lang- 
uille’s head was completely severed 
from the trunk. A doctor who was in 
attendance immediately picked up the 
head and called the dead man’s name. 
To the astonishment of all present the 
eyelids ot the severed head opened 
wide and then closed again.

"Languille! Langmlle!” called the 
doctor a second time, and once more 
the eyelids lifted, but a third call met 
with no response.

Professor Hartmann says it is quite 
possible for a form of nervous life to 
exist after death. This would not be 
the case if the subject died naturally or 
of some disease, but undoubtedly it 
would be so in the case of a healthy 
person meeting with a sudden and vio
lent death. When a strong man sud
denly passes from life to death his bod
ily tissues show a considerable amount 
of resistance.

The professor says that he himself 
dissected the body of a man thirty-six 
hours after he had been executed and 
that on pricking with a needle the 
nerve of the thigh he discovered that 
it was alive.

In the case of Languille, says the pro
fessor, the eyelids opened not because 
the name of Languille was pronounced, 
but because the sound of the voice on 
the ears produced a reflex action on the ------- - ha^

The thirteenth annual convention of 
the National Spiritualists’ Association 
will be held in the First Unitarian 
Church, Eighth street and Mary Place, 
Minneapolis, Minn., October 17, 18, 19 
and 20, 1905.

Among those Invited and expected to 
participate in the exercises are Rev. Dr. 
Austin, Will J. Erwood, Mr. and Mrs. 
Kates, Oscar Edgerly, Mr. and Mra. E. 
W. Sprague, Mesdames H. P. Ressegue, 
R. S. Lillie, Laura G. Fixen, Eva Mc
Coy, Margaret Gaule Ridinger, and a ga
laxy of others.

Come one and all to the greatest 
iplritual convention ever held.

Special railway rates on the certifl- 
ite plan can be secured over all lines, 
sk your railroad agent for certificate 
ckets to the National Spiritualists’ 
ionvention at Minneapolis; the round 
are will be one and a third of a fare, 
lelegates and visitors desiring to re- 
jelvç (be benefits of this special rate 
tiust have tLelr tickets vised by our 
ailroad agent at convention the last 
lay, October 20, and pay 25 cents each 
or such vising.

Hotel Nlccolet, a th M-class hotel on 
die European plan, will be headquar- 
!ers of the convention.. Special rates 
for good 'rooms, ong dollar per day enci 
berSon. Write and £>èiüfë~ÿôuf”h>ôfhs 
from Shattuck & Wood, proprietors of 
the Nlccolet Hotel, Minneapolis,’ Minn.

The annual reception . to. delegates 
and visitors will be held at the First 
Unitarian Church, Monday, October 16, 
at 8 p. m. ■

All are cordially Invited. Admission 
free to all meetings.

MARY T. LONGLEY,
Secretary. •

Harrison d. barrett,
y - President.

It is announced that Victoria, the last 
of the Australian states to grant full 
suffrage to women, has at length ac
corded It. This is a fresh illustration 
of the tendency of a new idea to’run 
through a series of neighboring commu
nities, as the measles will run through 
a whole family when one child catches 
it.

New Zealand led off by giving women 
the full ballot in 1893. South Australia 
did so in 1895, West Australia in 1900, 
and New South Wales in 1902. In 1903 
Tasmania and Queensland followed, 
like sheep over a wall; and the last re
maining Australian state, Victoria, has 
now fallen Into line.

A similar series has been observable 
with municipal!suffrage in Great Brit
ain. In 1869 that right was granted to 
the women of England; in 1881 of Scot
land; and in 1898, with practically no 
opposition, the women of Ireland were 
given a vote for all officers except mem- 
bers of Parliament.

The course of events in our own coun! 
try has been much the same. The first 
American state to grant full suffrage to 
women was Wyoming, in 1869, and the 
three other states that have since fol
lowed the example all lie close to Wyo
ming, in a solid block, and all bordering 
upon one another.

Equal suffrage evidently does not 
lead to the dreadful results prophesied 
by its opponents, or we should not find 
that the communities nearest to those 
where it prevails are the ones which 
successively adopt it.

ALICE STONE BLACKWELL, z

Not a Religion.
Relegate religion to the dogs. Let it 

feed on vinegar and ashes, while spirit
ual unfoldment concerns man.

It seems some speakers take pains to 
call Spiritualism "a religion.” The fact 
is, Spiritualism is no more a religion 
than is chemistry, geology or mathe
matics.

It is a colossal philosophy, and every 
day growing larger and more command
ing. It is a potentate. The apotheosis 
of civilization. ,

A dead man burst the cerements of
death and the grave, to come 
tell a sleeping world there is 
Eternal life is man’s destiny, 
on and on. There Is no end. 
unfoldment is his life work, 
late the gods is his normal

ture. The fullness of age may grow 
more full. He may reach perfection, 
rather, as the grammars have it, the 
pluperfect, or the more than perfect. 
Plus quam perfectus.

No! we want no religion in Spiritual
ism. It is a suspicious quantity—if 
quantity at all. It is useless and natu-- 
rally meddlesome. It can do no good, 
and may make mischief. It is easier to 
hurt than to help.

A. S. HUDSON, M. D.

What a feast of good things you have 
spread before your readers the past 
month. You certainly have outdone 
yourself.

That article of Nora Batchelor’s in 
your issue of July 29, is worth a whole 
year’s subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker, and it ought to be in every 
household in the land. 1 call it a very 
important educational number.

The bold stand you have taken in re
gard to the frauds and fakes,in our 
ranks (as well as hypocrites outside), 
MUST COMMAND • THE RESPECT, 
ADMIRATION AND CO-OPERATION 
OF ALL HONORABLE, UPRIGHT 
MEN. The ghouls should be putting 
in their time in some quiet, shady insti
tution for the benefit of the state, and 
all honorable men and women. May 
the time come, that they will get their 
just deserts on this side the “divide." 
May you long live, and have the stam
ina to stand up and combat all error, 
fraud and deception, knowing you will 
be sustained by all true souls on either 
side of the "divide.”

O. M. AMBLER.
Stratford, N. Y.

PolitnesB is a mixture ot discretion, 
civility, complaisance and • circumspec
tion spread over all -we do and say.-—St. 
Evremond.

The custom and fashion of to-day will
। an^ outrage of t<T
morrow. So ïroIttAty ¿ré inèSe fran-

' stent laws.—Dumas. ■
■ Will anyone for one day apply his’ 

strength to virtue,' I have not seen- the 
case, when bis strength is insufficient.— • 
Confucius.;

■ He who always complains of the 
clouffs receives little of life's sunshine 
and deserves less.—Anon.

- All science rests on a basis of faith, 
for it assumes the permanence and uni
formity' of natural laws.—Tryon Ed
wards.

Out of Australia has come a wonder
ful tale beginning with a blacksmith 
mystic, garnished with the loot of an
cient tombs, tangling in its thread two 
millionaire philanthropists, the leading 
scientists of three continents, and a 
great university, and leading up to its 
climax in the bitterly criticised attitude 
of the great university's president. The 
blacksmith has left his forge to sit in 
an aura of mystery while his predatory 
astral double rifles the bodies ot dead 
and dessicated queens. The philanthro
pists Involved are Thomas Welton Stan
ford, brother of the late seiillAor, and 
Jane Lathrop Stanford, who died so 
mysteriously in Honolulu a few months 
ago. The university concerned is the 
Leland Stanford Jr. University at Palo 
Alto. And the criticised university 
president is. therefore. Dr. David Starr 
Jordan.

In the library of Thomas Welton 
Stanford’s magnificent home in the city 
of Melbourne there is a collection of 
priceless antiquities. On the tables, In 
cabinets, scattered in bewildering pro
fusion are rare coins of the Bactrian dy
nasty, of the reign ot the Ptolemies, ot 
the day of old Rameses; octagonal clay 
tablets covered with cunieform inscrip
tions which were written in the dawn 
ot history; the rings and bracelets, 

1 studded with precious stones, which 
decked the beauties contemporary with 
Cleopatra and the wife of Potiphar; a 
throne with a golden peacock on either 
arm and diamonds encrusting its back, 
once the seat of Shah Gian of Delhi; 
money minted at Persepolis of unal
loyed silver, inscribed in Greek en one 
side and in Persian on the other.

These treasures and a hundred oth
ers not here listed could be had by 
Stanford University lor the asking. 
But Dr. Jordan says that Stanford Uni
versity does not want them and will not 
accept them.

Thomas Welton Stanford, who built 
the splendid library which was com
pleted several years ago on the campus 
of the university founded in memory of 
his nephew, meant that his marvelous 
collection of antiquities should go to 
Palo Alto from the time when he began 
to acquire it. Mrs. Jane Lathrop Stan
ford was eager that this disposition 
should be made of the collection, too; 
and during the last few weeks of her 
life spent many hours in considering 
the details of shipping and disposal in 
this connection.

But Dr. Jordan, heedless of the 
wishes of either living or dead bene
factors, has made it clear that this col
lection is not wanted in his domain, 
basing his objection on the assertion 
made by Thomas Welton Stanford that 
all these marvels were jumped from 
Egypt to Australia by the astral body 
of the blacksmith mystic, who took but

When Thomas Welton Stanford first 
met Bailey the latter wait working at 
hie forge, on the outskhts of Melbourne. 
The blacksmith had at that time ac
quired a neighborhood reputation as a 
medium, or sensitive/ who could do 
wonderful things in Bblrltualiatic mani
festation. Stanford ?qtlermlned to in
vestigate the man’s ability in this direc
tion, and offered Baijoy a salary to for
sake the forge and become an Inmate of 
the Stanford house: ¡Bailey consented, 
and soon began a serié? óf,seances that 
attracted the attention; and excited the 
wonder of psychic’ students In every 
country.

Wonderful Rances.
The proceedings ¡a® these seances 

took place on the félloxtïng general ( 
plan; Bailey was conducted Into a 
room in the Stanford, residence from 
which all the furniture had been re
moved with the exceptionot a table and 
enough chairs to seat; those -invited to 
be present. The medium was placed 
in a sack, so that he could not walk 
about, though his hands were left free, 
the room was darkened. Almost imme
diately, on every, .¡recorded occasion, 
voices spoke to the . circle, from the 
ceiling, floors or corners oh thé room, 
as soon as the darkness was complete. 
The voices professed to be those of va
rious disembodied entili.e?» who had, In 
some previous period;»! timé, Walked 
the earth as men. Thè questions they 
asked were intelligent, as- were their 
answer?, when they tljemselves were 
questioned. ’ Arid proof that they were 
not assuming a cloak of mystery to 
which they weré not entitled was al
ways gladly furnished.

For Instance, one ot the investigators 
would ask that an astral body, or con
trol of the medium, should fetch Into 
the circle something from a great dis
tance. In less than a minute this was 
invariably done. Jungle sparrows from 
India, sitting in their nests and chirrup
ing excitedly, were sometimes plumped 
down upon the circle; j Coins of great 
•antiquity and rarity were instantly pro
duced, when asked for, Burmese ru
bies, a sacred turtle of Benares, con
temporary coin from Cairo, a sea crab 
—still living—rings covered with verdi
gris and set with dlanlonds, sapphires, 
turquoises, all bearing j the unmistak
able evidences of having had their ori
gin in past centuries—these offerings 
were common. v

At one sitting, Stanford asked that a 
live ibis should be brought from Egypt. 
It was on the table Tn ten seconds. 
Some other member of the circle then

Rossi de Guistiniani, r.nd a score ot 
others.' Bailey went to Italy, repeated 
the phenomena of the Melbourne se
ances and convinced every one of these 
new witnesses of the genuineness of his 
psychic power.

A well known business man in this 
city, whose interest in psychic phenom
ena has made him a close student ot 
such matters for more than ten years, 
said when asked yesterday about the 
probable value of the antiquities which 
Dr. Jordan is alleged to have refused, 
that he believed Dr. Jordan’s attitude 
would, if persisted in, bring down upon 
his bead the scorn and derision of men 
of learning all otter the world. "Dr. 
Jordan,” he continued, “has been able 
to make no better defense ofdils antag
onism to the Spiritualistic theory than 
the almost unintelligible proposition 
contained in one of his interviews on 
this subject.”

Dr. Jordan’s Stand.
The interview referred to was then 

shown to a reporter and the passage 
specifically condemned was pointed out. 
This is what Dr. Jordan has said:

"In all cases of the alleged spirit 
manifestations which 1 have any knowl
edge of, the plain explanation lies in the 
nature of the nervous condition of the 
so-called mediums."

“My only regret in this talk with you 
concerning Dr. Jordan’s position in this 
matter,” said the local partisan of the 
Australian collection, "Is that 1 am 
compelled to speak anonymously. In 
an age of boasted tolerance it is regret
table that one’s bread and butter should 
be affected by. one’s open investigation 
into thdt which ds the only means of 
solving here below the greatest .problem, 
that can exercise the human mind—the 

• momentous question of Individual im-.. 
mortality. While this stupidly antago
nistic and uncharitable attitude ih re
gard to Spiritualistic evidences and in
vestigators thereof, of which Dr. Jordan 
Is an example, might be intelligible in 
those whose coarse material instincts 
even the educative precess cannot re
fine, It is quite, beyond my comprehen
sion in the quasi-refined classes, and 
more especially in churchmen whose 
Bible proclaims charity and teems with 
instances of spirit communion.

Strongly Criticised.

twenty seconds for the round trip.
Not a Spiritualist.

Mr. Stanford is a Spiritualist, 
was his brother, the Senator, and 
was the late Mrs. Stanford. But 
Jordan is not. Time after time he
entered a vigorous denial of the credita
bility of psychic -phenomena which 
other educators of the very highest 
rank have witnessed and believed in. 

. That, say his critics, explains In part 
his refusal to accept this collection 
gathered under Spiritualistic auspices. 
But, according to the same critics, there 
are several other reasons which, if true, 
put Stanford’s president in a position 
where he must expect much hostile 
comment. It is said, in short,“that Dr. 
Jordan does not dare to accept these 
relics because their acceptance would 
subject him to ridicule from the press, 
because to admit their authenticity 
would be to swallow all his previous ut
terances on the silliness of the Spiritu
alistic theory, and because the students 
at the university who profess the ortho
dox religions would desert their class
rooms in a body if this heresy were 
forced upon them.

- Blacksmith Mahatma.
The name of the blacksmith medium, 

sensitive or mahatma, as he is various
ly known, and about whom all this dis- 
discussion is really centered, is C. 
Bailey. His work as a communer with 
the inhabitants of the astral world, his 
undoubted abilityjfi perform seeming 
miracles and his record of accomplished 
phenomena are common knowledge 
among scholars of the highest thought 
everywhere. Lombroso believes in him 
and the Spiritualistic theory that he 
represents. So does Alfred Russel 
Wallace, collaborator of Darwin and 
the foremost living European natural
ist. So does Professor William 
Crookes, inventor of the radiometer and 
the otheoscope, fellow of the Royal So
ciety in England and gold medalist ot 
the French- Academy of Sciences. ■ . So 
do Professor James of Harvard, Pro
fessor Hyslop ot Columbia, Camille 
Flammarion, first among astronomers; 
Professor W. F. Barrett, F. R. S. E., 
professor of experimental physics and 
dean of the faculty ot the Royal College 
of Sciences in Ireland. So do a hun
dred others of like eminence, ., .

In Path of Progress.
The question these men are asking is 

on what grounds Dr. Jordan presumes : 
to contradict the. veracity of phenom-’ 

, ena which -he cannot disprove; , why ' he 
is unwilling to investigate the irianner 
in which the Thomas Welton Stanford 
collection • was ' gathered ; whether he 
thinks that one of the chief.functions 
of a great institution of learning is not 
thé study of :just such’ tremendous 
Sroblems as this one;, whether he 

links' that a university president does

requested that the ' astral body con- 
' trolled by Bailey shbtfld bring a fish 

from the sea. Instantly, or as soon as 
the lights could be turned on, those 
present saw on the table a Bhovel-nosed 
shark, a foot and a half long and en
tangled in sea weed from which salt 
water still dripped. Nothing was too 
difficult for these forces of the super
natural. A skeptic once requested 
Bailey to produce, a kind of bread called 
"chaputi,” which is made in India and 
spoils when it has beeh baked twenty- 
four hours. The bread came on the 
heels of the damand for it, still hot 
from the oven.

Articles Produced.
To show how prolific was the ability 

of the ghostly messengers who sped on 
Bailey’s errands, the following list is 
given of things produced at six success
ive sittings, a list whlgh is submitted 
by those who were present at these sit
tings as being a true one, under oath:

Eight live birds from various, coun
tries. ... .<■

One bird’s egg from Ceylon.
Four nests -from Egypt and India.
One Indian cap. . >
Eighty-seven antique coins, sixteen of 

which were produced,In full daylight.
One newspaper imArabic.
One leopard skin, ’ y
Four shrubs. j
One pair of antique slipper shapes.
One blood garnets .- 
Two spinifex rubies. ’ 
Two green sapphires. 
Two chrisobels. . 
Two cinnamon stones. 
Six moon stones.
Three turquoises in full>3aylight.
Seven clay tablets^ wlthklnBcriptlons 

in hieroglyphics wbwbjweee afterward 
translated, two of these tablets being 
produced in full dayifgljt. .

One Egyptian .scambeusa
One Bedouin -. w^an’t! heqd-dress 

with sequins. "
One witch doctor!®b61t..

■ .Two live sacred turttes from Benares 
In full daylight ..V . .

Astonlsfied.Elirope.
Naturally, the nejvs: of these astonish- ’ 

Ing performances wtls.recelved in Eu
rope, where men. ot ,the finest, type of 
scholarship are not afrkld to proclaim 
their interest in sutffi [matters, with 
much enthusiasm - andt.curiosity. A : 
movement was soon" sot on foot, as a 
result of this feeling!.-, to Induce Mr. 
Stanford to peFnilt ®S1W th journey to : 
Italy and- repeat hiSYjemonstrailons be- 
fore a- specially, selected tlrcl.e of inves- ; 
tigators. These Jnvckt^ators, headed ! 
by Lombroso arid; Sehiapparelll, includ- ’. 
ed such famous names’ sb , those ot 
Count Baud! de Vesme, Professor Fai- i 
comer, Signora Virginia. Paganini, the 
Florentine philanthropist, Professor ;

I “Think of the eminent men who are, 
! or were, believers in Spiritualism. Dr. 
Adam Clarke,' the famous Bible com
mentator, was one. So was Gladstone, 
so was Lincoln, so, for that matter, was 
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Elizabeth Bar
rett Browning, and Lord Tennyson. 
Sir William Crookes Is a Spiritualist, as 
are Professor Oliver Lodge of Univer
sity College, London; Dr. John Elliot- 
son, president of the Royal Medical and 
Chiurgical Society ot London; Dr. Lock
hart Robertson, F. R. 8., formerly ed
itor of the “British Journal of Mental 
Science"; Professor Broferio of Milan, 
Professor Marghefl of Naples, Archdea
con Wilberforce of Westminster Abbey. 
What is the use of naming them all? 
The list is interminable. And who is 
Dr. Jordan that he should sneer at the 
views of men and women of this caliber?

We may not all make sermons, but 
we can all Bing songs. To make the 
good singer there Is needed not the ar
tist but the heart. Sing away the 
gloom; sing in the gratitude, the joy, 
and love, and strength; sing in the 
courage, the aspiration and hope. Men 
may reject our sermons, but they will 
rejoice in our songs,-for they are theirs 
also. The creeds change, but the old 
hymns stand.

Store your memory with the songs- 
that time has tried. The thoughts that 
were meat and strength to others shall 
be your bread In desert days, your 
light in darkness. Praise God by a life 
of happy praise.—Chicago Tribune.

“You may rely on my word for it that 
I this refusal of Dr. Jordan’s to accept 

the gift of antiquities gathered through 
psychic agencies by Thomas Welton 

• Stanford, a gift meant, not for Dr. Jor- 
! dan, but for the university of which Mr. 
. Stanford Is a patron and ot which his 

brother was part founder, this refusal 
of Dr. Jordan’s is going to focus the at
tention of broad-minded men upon him, 
more and more, as the circumstances 

■ become more widely known. He has 
already been accused of lacking suffi
cient courage to establish a chair of 
psychology at Stanford. What can be 
the final judgment on a display of nar
rowness so pitiful as this latest.mani
festation?”

(Continued on page 4.)

Pleased With His Seances.
As I am not a member of any spirit

ual association, still I would beg for a 
little space In your paper. I wish to 

■ say that W. W. Aber has given seances 
in my house under the severest of test, 
such as a skeptic would demand, and 
friends were recognized readily—with
out asking names—by both skeptics 
and non-skeptics, and I am willing, with 
the undersigned names who attended 
same, to go before any notary public 
and take oath, that if W. W. Aber is not 
a genuine materializing medium, there 
is not any on this earth plane; and I 
will say that at the Wlufleld camp there 
was perfect harmony, except what was 
said of W. W. Aber by the two medi
ums, Mrs. Bryan and Mrs. Jaquet of 
Chicago, who did not.and would not at
tend the seances, and I will say that W. 
W. Aber Is too well known in Kansas to 
be Injured by mediums that cannot 
compare with W. W. Aber and his wife, 
Sallie, in giving tests.

J. E. BRANSON, 
Winfield, Kane. • And ten others.

^1. . .. 'jgll _
.Give a boyaddressanda’ccomplisb- 

ments and you’give him the mastery of 
palaces and fortunes where he goes,— 
Emerson. ■ .” -

Education begins the gentleman, but 
reading, good company and / reflection 
must finish him..—Locke. . - - '
' In such a world as ours the idle man 
is not so much a biped’ as a bivalve.— 
Horace Mann. ■

Genius always, gives its best at first; 
prudence at last.—Lavater. \

Reason must be our last- guide and 
judge In everything.—John Locke.

Gerald Massey wishes me to say to 
the many readers of your Progressive 
Thinker that Spiritualism is at present 
passing through the cieasing fires of 
spiritual evolution—and those that are 
living up to the spiritual laws of na
ture’s evolutionary forces within them
selves will remain leaders in the philos
ophy and the phenomena of true Spirit
ualism; but many that are tools for 
earth-bound, Jesuit spirits, will be 
forced to leave the ranks of Spiritual
ism, for the higher spirits are coming 
to the rescue of all true spiritually-un
folded mediums.

For a sample of the cleansing power 
of spiritual truth, he wishes the readers 
of The Progressive Thinker, to be 
warned by the war between Japan, and 
Russia, which is a battle between truth 
and falsehood—or the ro-called heathen 
and Christian. The gods of Christianity 
are being tested, just as the spiritual 
mediums are being tested, by'the po.wer 
of the spirit. Spirit is the life and 
light of matter, when it is unfolded by 
the spiritual laws of evolution on the 
plane of spirituality in the human 
brain, where the voice of divinity 
speaks to each to follow the light of 
truth within, and not the man-made 
gods.
Advice to Mediums From Experience.

I have found out by Experience, that 
we mortals attract to us by wireless tel
egraphy the kind of spirits that are 
evolved on our plane of thought and ac
tion. If we are morally and spiritually 
unfolded, we attract to us both spirits 
and mortals that are seeking light, that 
have been led astray by false teachers; 
and loving thoughts Sint out for the 
spiritual welfare of the mortal or spirit, 
.like a white-winged dove, until it finds 
a chance to light m the mind of the re
cipient, then the vibration returns to 
bless the giver.

Therefore, it is more blessed to give 
than to receive. This is true Spiritual
ism—but it is only from the plane of 
spirituality that those white-winged ; 
messengers, can be sent, for they are 
God’s thoughts—or good thoughts—for 
thé-dividing Jine between good and evil, 
or God and devil,' are in—the human 
mind; the dividing line is between the 
finite senses and the Infinite or spirit
ual senses. God or good is the control
ling power on the plane of humanity’s 
infinite or spiritual senses.
. - A. C. DOANE.

.1 could never think well, of a man's 
intellectual or moral character If he 
was habitually unfaithful to' his ap
pointments.—Emmons.

Waste of, time is the most extrava
gant-and costly of all expenses.—Theo
phrastus.

Record Case of Synesthesia Discovered 
by Physician in Case of Baltimore 
Clergyman and Children, Who Visual
ize Words Heard.
A rare case of the association of 

sound and color has been discovered in 
the city of Baltimore, Md. Dr. Henry 
Lee Smith, clinical assistant of the out
patient department of Jonns Hopkins 
Hospital, reports a remarkable example 
of synesthesia, where a well-known 
clergyman and all of his children expe
rience the phenomena ot this condition. 
This is the first case on record where a 
parent and every one of the children, in 
this instance numbering three daugn- 
ters and two sons, have been affected 
in this way.

The phenomena of synesthesia are 
known as associated sensations, by 
which is meant constant and involun
tary subjective vensations associated 
with actual perceptions. Among the 
rarest types of synesthesia is that 
known as “sound seeing.” It is the con
stant and involuntary visualization of 
color associated with some definite 
sound. For instance, the sound of the 
vowel “a” carries with it to one person 
aftected with synesthesia a sensation 
as if he were looking at a red object.

The same sound is blue to another 
and black to a third. The deeper vowel

"The clergyman, aged 49 years, is a 
man of high attainments but of a retir
ing disposition. He states that since 
his early childhood he has associated 
the sound of each letter of the alphabet 
with a definite color. The letters f, j, 
k, r and x are a reddish brown; o and e 
are snow white; a, d, g, n, s, q, and u 
have the appearance of glycerin. The 
remaining letters are of a dull lead 
color, shading down to black. When a 
little boy he was laughed at by his older 
brothers and sisters because he anx
iously asked them why a certain bay 
horse was given the white name ot 
Charlie?”

This phenomenon is something 
worthy of the attention of Spiritual
ists.

We know not life until like old King 
Lear—

We’re driven forth from ease and 
high repose,

And pride is seen frail as the per
fumed rose;

And men no more our state or wealth 
revere;

And we with poverty of fools appear, 
This will reality of love disclose;

Ah! then the wise man false appear
ance knows,

But he has paid the price for wisdom 
dear!

To cqst aside our robes of pompous 
■ state,

And be where want and woe and care 
are rife, 

(a.to have fellowship With hated fate,
And feel the dark embitterments of 

’ strife;
lut let it come when ’twill, or soon OB

¡■p late,
It is discovery of what is life! । 

WILLIAM BRUNTON. I
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MR6. PRIOR IN NEW ZEALAND. A MOST EXCELLENT TEST.
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IN A QUANDARY.Philosophical Reflections on the Medi
umship of Mrs. Prior,

Illustrating the Power of Prophecy De
rived From a Knife.

‘ There are features in the objective 
representation of such mediumship as 
Is so remarkably displayed by that 
amiable Jady and faithful exponent of 

... spiritual principles, Mrs. Loie F. Prior, 
calculated to suggest the profoundest 
reflection in the most philosophical 
mind. ■ •
f Here in Wellington, although a stran
ger from the Great Republic, she 
plunged bravely into the turbulent wa
ters of antagonistic skepticism, and 
breasted the Waves, a credit to herself 
and an acquisition to the movement.
' Cynics, with a slight smattering of 

psychological nomenclature, have whis-1 
pered mental telepathy, collusion, hal
lucination, thought-forms controlled by 
illusory suggestion, but all these fine
spun theories pale their ineffectual fires 
before the absolute assurance of truth. 
The medium steps down the aisle, and 
by, or independent of, direct contact, 
enters the thought-spheres of her audi
tors, and reveals that which Is con
cealed from all else beside. For |n-’ 
stance, among many such, one illustra
tion may be cited which makes a per
plexed philosopher of the materialist.

Mrs. Prior sees a vessel storm-tossed 
in the northern hemisphere; the sails 
are torn to ribbons, and destruction is 
inevitable. A man is on deck, whom 
site faithfully describes, after which she 
sees him go down with the vessel. .

This description is identified as the 
experience of the brother of a gentle
man present, a sailor who was lost at 
sea.

• Now, how could the medium see what 
had transpired years before, and thous
ands of miles away? To say she is 
clairvoyant, and saw the vision spirit
ually, is no solution. How did she see 
it while there was no data to go by? It 
could not be mental collusion, when 
Mrs. Prior was on the platform, and the 
brother of the spirit was seated in the 
body of the hall. How could It be a 
thought-form, when it was unmistaka
bly a representation by a human being 
on the other side of life? Hallucina
tion was not possible, because the de
scription was unconditionally accepted 
and identified by the brother.

The spiritual philosopher sees in this 
manifestation a corroboration ot medl- 
umistic teaching, viz., that the spirit 
world is simply an embodiment of 
thought. The spirit, wishing to be 
recognized, impressed on Gie spiritual 
surroundings an external symbol ot his 
internal mind; thought representations 
of certain circumstances. These be
came objective to the clairvoyant vis
ion of the seer. Carry the suggestive 
lesson to its logical significance, and 
what a vista is opened to our view! 
There is nothing outside of man but 
thought, ethereal or embodied: nay, 
what is the human sc-ul Itself but an 
embodiment of thought?—C. G. Oyston, 
in the Harbinger of Light, Australia.

ALL THE BODY DOESN’T DIE AT
ONCE.

• To the Editor:—At the Mineral Park 
1 camp-meeting, on July 21, Mrs. Mary 
C. Vlasek, a local medium of Los An
geles, Cal., was called to the platform 
to give public tests. She requested any 
person who had not received a message 
while there, who so desired, to send up 
some personal article. I sent up my 
pocket knife. When Mrs. Vlasek had 
held my knife in her hands a few mo
ments she said: ‘‘In a short time you 
will receive a letter telling you of the 
dangerous Illness of some one very dear 

■to you. But do not be alarmed; nor 
worry; for three days later you will get 
get another letter saying the person is 
out of danger. 'And you may rest as
sured that he will recover.”

August 2. I received a letter saying 
that my only grandson, at Niagara 
Falls, N. Y., was dangerously ill. Yes
terday, three days later, 1 got another 
letter saying that the crisis was past; 
and there was every prospect ot a rapid 
recovery. The boy had been ill four 
days when the prophecy was made 
about the letters; but the first letter, 
telling of his illness, was not written 
till a week later.

Here is another strong proof that we 
are surrounded by intelligences and 
laws of nature that we scientists know 
nothing about.

- D. EDSON SMITH.

Aladdin and His Wonderftil Lamp
Outdone ¡by an Astral Body

THE GOSPEL OF SONG.

it* Çoul Elevating and .Spiritualizing 
Influence.

Knows the Phenomena Are Facts« 
But—?

In

A LETTER OF APPROVAL.

In
N. S. A. CONVENTION.

forth and 
no death. 
He lives 
Spiritual 
To emu-

The Writer Is In Favor of Honesty 
Every Department of Spiritualism.

Eternal life Is man’s destiny, 
on and on. There is no end. 
unfoldment Ib his life work, 
late the gods is his normal

Full Suffrage to Women Granted 
Many Places,

Finds Life After Death—Doctor Tries 
an Interesting Experiment Upon a 

Guillotine Victim.

To Be Held In Minneapolis, Minn., Oc
tober 17, 18, 19, and 20, 1905.

A dead man burst the cerements of 
death and the grave, to come 
tell a sleeping world there is

THE MARCH OF A NEW IDEA.

twenty seconds for the round trip.
Not a Spiritualist.

Mr. Stanford is a Spiritualist, 
was his brother, the Senator, and 
was the late Mrs. Stanford; But

An exttaordinary incident which oc
curred at the guillotining at Orleans of 
the murderer Languille has been inter
estingly explained by Professor Harts- 
mahn, a famous Paris surgeon. When 
the blade of the guillotine fell Lang- 
uille’B head was completely severed 
from the trunk. A doctor who was in 
attendance immediately picked up the 
head and called the dead man’s name. 
To the astonishment ot all present the 
eyelids o^ the severed head opened 
wide and flhen closed again.

"Languille! Languille!" called the 
doctor a second time, and once more 
the eyelids lifted, but a third call met 
with no response.

Professor Hartmann says it is quite 
possible for a form of nervous life to 
exist after death. This would not be 
the case if the subject died naturally or 
ot some disease, but undoubtedly it 
would be so in the case of a healthy 
person meeting with a sudden and vio
lent death. When a strong man sud
denly passes from life to death his bod
ily tissues show a considerable amount 
of resistance.

The professor Bays that he himself 
dissected the body of a man thirty-six 

, hours after he had been executed and 
that on pricking with a needle the 
nerve of the thigh he discovered that 
it was alive.

In the case of Languille, says the pro
fessor, the eyelids opened not because 
the name of Languille was pronounced, 
but because the sound of the voice on ! 
the ears produced a reflex action on the 
nerves. They would have lifted had | 
any other name been called. I

The thirteenth annual convention of- 
the National Spiritualists’ Association 
Will be held in ,the First Unitarian 
Church, Eighth street and Mary Place, 
Minneapolis, Minn., October 17, 18, 19 
and 20, 1905.

Among those invited and expected to 
participate in the exercises are Rev. Dr. 
Austin, Will J. Erwood, Mr. and Mrs. 
Kates, Oscar Edgerly, Mr. and Mrs. E. 
W. Sprague, Mesdames H. P. Ressegue, 
R. S. Lillie, Laura G. Fixen, Eva Mc
Coy, Margaret Gaule Ridinger, and a ga
laxy of others.

Come one and all to the greatest 
ipiritual convention ever held.

Special railway rates on the certlfi- 
ite plan can be secured over all lines, 
'sk your railroad agent for certificate 
.ckets to the National Spiritualists’ 
ton vention at Minneapolis;- the round 
are will be one and a third of A fare, 
lelegates and visitors desiring to re-' 
jeivç 4be benefits of this special, rate 
bust have tneir tickets vised By, our 
ailroad agent at convention the •' last 
lay, October 20, and pay 25 cents each 
or such vising. - ' .

Hotel Nlccolet, a fii st-class hotel on 
he /European plan, will be headquar
ters of the convention.. Special rates 
for çooffi'fooms, ong foliar per day eqCt. 
person. - Write and sèffilftPÿoïir rooW 
from Shattuck & Wood, proprietors of 
the Niccolet Hotel, Minneapolis; Minn.

The annual reception to . delegates 
and visitors will be held at the First 
Unitarian Church, Monday, October 16, 
at 8 p.m.

All are cordially invited. Admission 
free to all meetings.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
Secretary.

HARRISON D. BARRETT,
». - President.

Remarkable'and Startling. Manifestations.^ Spiritual Power, by which a Large 
and Varied. Assortment of Valuable Antique^ Is Collected in the home of 
Thomas Welton Stanford, and which ¿Marvelous Collection Is Refused by 
President Jordan of the Leland Stanford; Jr. University, of California, as a 
Gift to that Institution.’ Astral Relics ‘Are Declared Genuine. Mrs. Addie 
Ballou, Notary Public of San Francisco, and a Prominent Medium, Lecturer and 
Author, friend of Thomas, Welton Stanford, says there can be no reasonable 
doubt as to the authenticity nf antiquities taken from Assyrian and Egyptian 
tombs by the astral body of Charles Bailey.* Scientists testify to the Australian 
Mystic’s power. ' " ?- ; ;

Out of Australia has come a wonder- not cut a sorry flgur4 ¡when he stub- 
• - • ■ .................' bornly persists in-bloc ting the path of

progress and enllghtefijnent. Just how
fui tale beginning with a blacksmith

It Is announced that Victoria, the last 
of the Australian states to grant full 
suffrage to women, has at length ac
corded it. This is a fresh illustration 
of the tendency of a new idea to'run 
through a series of neighboring commu
nities, as the measles will run through 
a whole family when one child catches 
it.

New Zealand led off by giving women 
the full ballot in 1893. South Australia 
did so in 1895, West Australia in 1990, 
and New South Wales in 1902. In 1903 
Tasmania and Queensland followed, 
like sheep over a wall; and the last re
maining Australian state, Victoria, has 
now fallen into line.

A similar -sqrlés has been observable 
with municipal?suffrage in Great Brit
ain. In 1869 that right was granted to 
the women of England; in 1881 of Scot
land; and In 1898, with practically no 
opposition, the women of Ireland were 
given a vote for all officers except mem
bers of Parliament.

The course of events in our own couni 
try has'been much the same. The first 
American state to grant full suffrage to 
women was Wyoming, in 1869, and the 
three, other states that have since fol
lowed the example all lié close to Wyo
ming, in a solid block, and all bordering 
upon one another. '

Equal suffrage evidently does not 
lead to the dreadful results prophesied 
by its opponents, or we should not find 
that the communities nearest to those 
where it prevails are the ones which 
successively adopt it.

ALIÇE STONE BLACKWELL.

mystic, garnished with the loot of an
cient tombs, tangling in its-thread two 
millionaire philanthropists, the leading 
scientists of three continents, and a 
great university, and leading up to its 
climax in the bitterly criticised attitude 
of the great university's president The 
blacksmith has left his forge to sit in 
an aura of mystery while his predatory 
astral double rifles the bodies of dead 
and dessicated queens. The philanthro
pists involved are Thomas Welton Stan
ford, brother of the late senator, and 
Jane Lathrop Stanford, who died so 
mysteriously In Honolulu a few months 
ago. The university concerned is the 
Leland Stanford Jr. University at Palo 
Alto. And the criticised university 
president is, therefore. Dr. David Starr 
Jordan.

In the library of Thomas Welton 
Stanford’s magnificent home in the city 
of Melbourne there Is a collection of 
priceless antiquities. On the tables, in

much these inquiries i re justilied may 
be best inferred ¡from ihe story of »just 
what the blacksmith , mystic, Bailey, 
has done in the case under-considera
tion. •:

When Thomas Weltdn Stanford first 
met Bailey the ■ latter' was working at 
hie forge, on the outsklits of Melbourne. 
The blacksmith had .at that time ac
quired a neighborhood-reputation as a 
medium^ or sensitive; who could do 
wonderful things in Bòtritiialistic mani
festation. Stanford^ietermlned to in
vestigate the man’s ability in this direc
tion, and offered Bailey a salary to for
sake the forge and beqdme an inmate of 
(he Stanford house: » jBaiiey consented, 
and soon began a series of.seances that 
attracted the attention; and excited the 
wonder of psychic^stimehts' -in every 
country. - . .

Wonderful ^jranoes.
cabinets, scattered in bewildering pro- 
fusion are rare coins of the Bactrian dy- Lpian 
nasty, of the reign of the Ptolemies, of' 
the day of old Rameses; octagonal clay

The proceedings ia^ these seances 
took place on the, jaiotffog general 
plan; Bailey was .conducted into a

. . - Not a Religion.
Relegate religion to the dogs. Let it 

feed on vinegar and ashes, while spirit
ual unfoldment concerns man.

It seems some speakers take’pains to 
call Spiritualism ‘‘a religion." The fact 
ip, Spiritualism is no more a religion 
than is chemistry, geology or mathe
matics.

It is a colossal philosophy, and every 
day growing larger and more command
ing. It is a potentate. The apotheosis 
of civilization. ,

_ — --------  ambition.
To cultivate knowledge is his pastime. 

Man cannot grow old. Senility in hu
man life is a misnomer. He may reach 
maturity; and maturity grows more ma
ture. The fullness of age may grow 
more full. He may reach perfection, 
rather, as the grammars have it, the 
pluperfect, or the more than perfect. 
Plus quam perfectus.

No! w.e want no religion in Spiritual
ism. It is a suspicious quantity—if 
quantity at all. It is useless and natu-- 
rally meddlesome. It can do no good, 
and may make mischief. It is easier to 
hurt than to help.

A. S. HUDSON, M. D.

What a feast of good things you have 
spread before your readers the past 
month. You certainly have outdone 
yourself.

That article of Nora Batchelor’s in 
your issue of July 29, Is worth a whole 
year’s subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker, and it ought to be in. every 
household in the land. 1 call it a very 
important, educational number.

The bold stand you have taken in re
gard to the frauds and. fakes.Jn our 
ranks (as well as hypocrites outside), 
MUST COMMAND S THE RESPECT, 
ADMIRATION AND CO-OPERATION 
OF ALL HONORABLE, UPRIGHT 
MEN. The ghouls should be putting 
in their time in some quiet, shady insti
tution for the benefit of the state, and 
all honorable men and women. May 
the time come, that they will get their 
just deserts on this side the “divldé." 
May you long live, and have the stam
ina to stand.up and combat ,all error,- 
fraud and (Reception, knowing you will 
be sustained by all true souls on either 
side of the “divide."

. O. M. AMBLER. ‘
Stratford, N. Y.

Politness is a mixture .of discretion, 
civility, complaisance and -circumspec- 
tion spread over all we do and say.—St. 
Evremond. . ।

The custom and fashion of to-day will j 
jeji'ç.aiïk'iw of tÿ"
morrow? So arbitrary '¿reweSe* fran- 
slent laws.—Dumas.
■'Will anyone for one day apply his 

strength to virtue,' I have not seen the
i case when his strength ,1b insufficient— ■
I Confucius.

He who always complains of the 
clouds receives little of life's sunshine 
and deserves less.—Anon.

All science rests-on a basis ot faith, 
for it assumes the permanence and uni
formity of natural ■ laws.—Tryon Ed- 

i wards. ■

tablets covered with cunfeform inscrip
tions which were written in the dawn 
ot history; the rings and 'bracelets, 
studded with precious stones, which 
decked the beauties contemporary with 
Cleopatra and the wife ot Potlphar; a 
throne with a golden peacock on either 
arm and diamonds encrusting Its back, 
once the seat of Shah Gian of Delhi; 
money minted at Persepolis of unal
loyed silver, inscribed in Greek on one 
side and in Persian on the other.

These treasures and a hundred oth
ers not here listed could be had by 
Stanford University for the asking. 
But Dr. Jordan says that Stanford Uni
versity does not want them and will not 
accept them.

Thomas Welton .Stanford, who built 
the splendid library which was com
pleted several years ago oh the campus 
of the university founded in memory of 
his nephew, meant that his marvelous 
collection of antiquities should go bo 
Palo Alto from the time when he began 
to acquire it. .Mrs. Jane Lathrop Stan
ford was eager that ’ this disposition 
should be made of the collection, too; 
and during the last few weeks of her 
life spent many hours in considering 
the details of shipping and disposal in 
this connection.

But Dr. Jordan, heedless of the 
wishes of either living or dead bene
factors, has made it clear that this col
lection is not wanted in his domain, 
basing his objection on the assertion 
made by Thomas Welton Stanford that 
all these marvels were jumped from 
Egypt to Australia by the astral body 
of the blacksmith mystic, who took but

room in the Stanford.'residence from 
which all the furniture had been re
moved with the exceptionof a table and 
enough chairs to seat? those Invited to 
be present. The medium was placed 
in a sack, so that he Could not walk 
about, though his hands were left free, 
the room was darkened. Almost imme
diately, on every, .Recorded occasion, 
voices spoke to the? ..circle, from the 
ceiling, .floors! or comers of the room, 
as soon as ‘the darkness was complete. 
The voices professed to be thoseof va-. 
rlous disembodied entities, who had, in 
some previous period-nf time, Walked 
the earth as men. The .questions they 
asked were intelligent, as were their 
answers; when they themselves were 
questioned. ‘ And proof that, they were 
not assuming'a cloak iof mystery to 
which they .were not .entitled was al
ways gladly‘furnished;?-

For Instance, ode of the investigators 
would ask that an astral body, or con
trol of the medium,, should fetch into 
the circle something, from a great dis
tance. In less than a mlnute this was 
invariably done. Jungle sparrows from 
India, sitting in their.nests and chirrup
ing ex&itedly, werespniotimes plumped 
down upon the circle.- j Coins of great 
•antiquity and rarity weie instantly pro
duced, when asked for. Burmese ru-. 
bies, a sacred turtlq of Benares, con
temporary coin froth Cairo, a sea crab 
—still living—rings covered with verdi
gris and set with diamonds, sapphires, 
turquoises, all bearlng-’;the unmistak
able evidences of having had their ori
gin in past centuries—these offerings 
were common. : v .

-. Rossi de Guistlniani, cud a score of 
others; Bailey went to Italy; repeated 
the phenomena of the Melbourne se
ances and convinced every one of these 
new witnesses of the genuineness of his 
psychic power.

A well known business man in this 
city, whose interest in psychic phenom
ena has made him a close student of 
such matters for more than ten years, 
said when asked yesterday abput the 
probable value of the antiquities which 
Dr. Jordan is alleged to have refused, 
that be believed Dr. Jordan's attitude 
would, if persisted tn, bring down upon 
his bead the scorn and derision ot men 
of learning all over thé world. “Dr. 
Jordan," he continued, “has been able 
to make no better defense ofriiis antag
onism to the Spiritualistic theory than 
the almost unintelligible proposition 
contained in one ot his interviews on 
this subject.”

Dr. Jordan’s Stand.
The interview referred to was then 

shown to a reporter and the passage 
specifically condemned was. pointed out. 
This is what'Dr. Jordan has said:

"In all cases ot the alleged spirit 
manifestations which 1 have any knowl
edge of, thé plain explanation lies in the 
nature of the nervous condition of the 
so-called mediums."

। “My only regret In this talk with you 
i concerning Dr. Jordan’s position in this 
matter,” said the local partisan of the 
Australian collection, ,“ls that 1 am 
compelled to speak anonymously. In 
an age ot boasted tolerance it is regret
table that one’s bread and blitter should 
tee affected by one’s open investigation 
into that which is , the of
nolving hére^^ 
that can exercise'the human mind—the 

• momentous question of individual im-.. 
mortality. While this stupidly antago
nistic and uncharitable attitude in re
gard to Spiritualistic evidences and in
vestigators thereof, of which Dr. Jordan 
is an example, might be intelligible in 
those whose coarse material instincts 
even the educative precess cannot re-' 
fine, it Iq quite, beyond my comprehen
sion in the quasi-refined classes, and 
more especially in churchmen whose 
Bible prociaimsxharlty and teems with 
instances of spirit communion.

Strongly Criticised.

Christianity Is a religion of song. 
Its forerunner, Judaism, left the ages 
the rich legacy of tho Psalms. Its 
founder, when he knew that death was 
imminent, sang one ot those ancient 
songs with his friends. His followers 
early gathered tor worship in song. 
Peter beguiled prison hours with 
hymns. Meeting in the catacombs, the 

- early Christians made the galleries echo 
with their praise.

Today every revival is but a wave ot 
song. The successful churches know 
the inspirational and ethical power ot 
good hymns. The decline ot many a 
Church may be traced to the exclusion 
of the people from their share in the 
worship, to the attempt to praise God 
by proxy, or to substitute an artistic 
exhibition for an act ot exaltation.

Not only in public worship, but in 
private life, hymns 'and songs have a 
significant influence. It Is always easy 
to remember rhymed forms ot truth; 
happy the heart with a store ot good 
hymns', it is provisioned for many a 
long voyage. When the light burns 
low the heart is illumined by the memo
ry of choice thoughts expressed in poe
try, by song sung long ago. When the 
burden seems all too heavy, and the 
traveler would fain Ue down in despair, 
he remembers some word of cheer, 
some stanza from another pilgrim’s 
song, and he is strengthened for the 
road.

The song must take the place of the 
sigh. Happiness must rule the utter
ance. Even a hearty whistle may be 
a wonderful means of grace. Every 
natural expression of happiness be
comes a religious act. The flowers 
praise the gardner by being beautiful 
and fragrant, and men praise God by 
being happy.

Song is a creator of happiness. You 
cannot sing songs of joy and nourish 
jealousy or hatred. A song of grati
tude for things you have will often 
chase away the clouds of gloom over 
those who dread. It is a sin to be sad 
when you might as well be glad, and it 
Is a sin to be silent wnen you might as 
well be singing.

Outbursts of song are indications of 
happiness. You cannot bottle up real 
happiness; it will break loose some 
way. When the man with a heart full 
of praise to God and love to man goes 
into a church which is fairly glistening 
with the ice of dignity he had better 
back out, or his happiness will explode 
and wake some one up. There are 
churches in which it would be a catas
trophe if some one should sing out aS 
though he meant it.

One song may surpass many a ser
mon in Its power over a life. Great

So 
so 

Dr.
Jordan is not. Time after time he has 
entered a vigorous denial ofthe credita
bility of psychic -phenomena Which 
other educators of the very highest 
rank have, witnessed and believed in. 
That, say his critics, explains in part 
his refusal to accept this collection 
gathered under Spiritualistic auspices. 
But, according to the same critics, there 
are several other reasons which, if true, 
put Stanford’s president in a position 
where he must expect much hostile 
comment. It is said, in short,That Dr. 
Jordan does not dare to accept these 
relics because their acceptance would 
subject him to ridicule from the press, 
because to adm|t their authenticity 
would be to swallow all his previous ut
terances on the silliness of the Spiritu
alistic theory, and because th’e students 
at the university who profess the ortho
dox religions would desert their class
rooms in a body if this heresy were 
forced upon them.

- Blacksmith Mahatma.
The name of the blacksmith medium, 

sensitive or mahatma, as he is various
ly known, and about whom all this dis- 

.discussion is- really centered, is Ci 
Bailey.' His work as a communer with 
the inhabitants of the astral world, his 
undoubted ability^) perform seeming 
miracles and his record of accomplished 
phenomena are common knowledge 
among scholars of the highest thought 
everywhere. Lombroso believes in him 
and the Spiritualistic theory that he 
represents. So . does Alfred Russel 
Wallace, collaborator of Darwin and 
the foremost living European natural
ist. So does Professor William 
Crookes, Inventor of the radiometer and 
the otheoscope, fellow of the Royal So
ciety in England and gold medalist of 
the French-Academy of Sciences.- . Sb 
do Professor James of Harvard, - Pro
fessor Hyslop of , Columbia, Camille 
Flammarion, first among astronomers; 
Professor W., F. Barrett, F. R. S. E., 
professor of experimental 'physics and 
dean of the faculty of. the Royal College 
of Sciences in Ireland. So do a hun- 
gred others of like eminence. , .

In Path of Progress.
The question these .men are asking is 

on what grounds Dr. Jordan presumes . 
to contradict the veracity of phenom
ena. which -he cannot disprove; .why he. 
is unwilling to investigate the-manner 
in which the Thomas Weltort Stanford 
collection was gathered; whether he . 
thinks that one . of the chief , functions 
of a great, institution of learning is not 
the study of "Just such . tremendous 1 
K” ms as . this one; whether he !

that a university president does '

At one sitting, Stanford asked that a 
live ibis should be brought from Egypt. 
It was on the table Uh ten seconds. 
Some other member-of the circle then 
requested that the'-’astral' body con
trolled by Bailey should bring' a fish 
from the sea. Instantly, or as soon as 
the lights could be turned on, those 
present saw on«the table a shovel-nosed 
shark, a foot and a half, long and en
tangled in sea weed from which salt 
water still dripped. ! Nothing was too 
difficult for these forces of the super
natural. A skeptic once requested 
Bailey to produce.a kind ot bread called 
“chaputi,” which is made in India and 
spoils when it has beeh baked twenty- 
four hours. The bread came on the 
heels of the damand for it, still hot 
from the oven.

I “Think of the eminent men who are, 
or were, believers in Spiritualism. Dr. 1 Adam Clarke,' the famous Bible com
mentator, was one. Sb was Gladstone, 
so was.Lincoln, so, for that matter, was 
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Elizabeth Bar
rett Browning,'and Lord Tennyson. 
Sir William Crookes is a Spiritualist, as 
are Professor Oliver Lodge of Univer
sity College, London; Dr. John EUlot- 
son, president of the Royal Medical and 
Chiurglcal Society of Lindon; Dr. Lock
hart Robertson, F. R. S., formerly ed
itor of the “British Journal of Mental 
Science”; Professor Broferlo of Milan, 
Professor Margheri of Naples, Archdea
con Wilberforce of Westminster Abbey. 
What is the use of naming them all? 
The list is interminable. And who is 
Dr. Jordan that he should sneer at the 
views of men and women of this caliber?

songs have sung men into battle and 
stiffened their melting hearts. Great 
songs have' touched our clay and 
thrilled it. to the divinely heroic. Songs 
sung in the stillness of the evening 
over the baby's cradle have over been 
the mb£hert .consecration ¿U JW
sacrifice." ‘Hymns bring back hafltwefl 
memories; a strain of song will touch a 
'chord no syllogism could sdund; the 
simple words of an eld hymn bring 
comfort and new hope to hearts 
broken and crushed.

We may not all make sermons, but 
we can all sing songs. To make the 
good singer there is needed not the ar
tist but the heart. Sing away the 
gloom; sing in the gratitude, the joy, 
and love, and strength; sing in the 
courage, the aspiration and hope. Men 
may reject our sermons, but they will 
rejoice in our songs,-for they are theirs ; 
also. The creeds change, but the old 
hymns stand.

Store your memory with the songs 
that time has tried. The thoughts that 
were meat and strength to others shall 
be your bread in desert days, your 
light in darkness. Praise God by a life 
ot happy praise.—Chicago Tribune.

Well, about that spirit business, "ri! 
take my say," and if you wish to pub
lish it you may do so.

As would generally be understood, I 
am not a Spiritualist, do not belong, or 
anything like that, but in all matters I 
am willing to state the truth as 1 know, 
it and stop at that.

Now, let us remember that there’s a 
great difference between the things we 
believe and the things we know. 1 do 
not know that any spirit at any time 
has manifested itself to me, but I do 
know that the phenomena in the com
mon phases, materialization, independ
ent slate-writing, etc., do occur, and that 
they are not produced by fraud of any, 
kind by any one dwelling in the flesh. 
If not spirits, what can these phenom
ena mean? Flatly, 1 do not know. And 
to my present thinking, 1 cannot know. 
1 have searched tiie matter most care
fully, and have not courted the convic
tion that back of all this there was not 
fraud.lurking, as it frequently happens. 
I have witnessed much fraud in this 
line. But for a certainty, just as sure 
as I do know that 1 walk upon the 
earth, do 1 know that genuine phenom
ena can be found by any one who seeks 
earnestly. I have seen the genuine 
phenomena often, and only this much 
of the question have 1 settled in fifteen 
years, and 1 find little to encourage me 
to seek further, because just here there 
seems a limitation act sets in and de
mands that mortals wait.

I do not find the phenomena any more 
a fruitful source of contentment and 
comfortable faith and trust than other 
religions. Nor do 1 find Spiritualism a 
better character builder than many 
other forms of belief. So far as my ob
servation can pierce, the above state
ments will hold good. Certainly the 
most worth while in this life is the de
velopment and maintenance ot good 
character and habits.

No system seems any more perfect 
than the individuals who become inter
ested In, and attach themselves to 
them. But strange as it may seem, 1 
am obliged to state that in this, Spirit
ualism is not the best. I’ll add, how
ever, before closing, that of all the be
lief routes, reaching toward the beyond, 
so far as l know or believe, Spiritualism 
offers far the strongest proof that 
there's a to-morrow for our souls, a life 
for us beyond the mortal. I painfully 
regret that we cannot pierce the veil a 
little further and know more while in 
the flesh, but 1 am constrained to be
lieve we cannot. It may be best 
“That blindness to the future kindly 

given
That man may till the circle marked by 

heaven.”
Perhaps one would ask, "Well it you 

are not a Spiritualist, why do you take 
The Progressive Thinker?” Why, 1’11 
tell ye; If there’s anything new in sci
ence or philosophy worth while, or dis
covery of possible woith, why, 1’11 And 
it in The‘‘Frogresslve Thinker”—and 
added to this I find its matchless array 
of poems, its independence, and its 
freedom from creeds and rules that tet
ter men's minds and souls.

DR. L. H. HENLEY.
Marshall, Texas.

SOUNDS "SEEN” BY SIX IN FAMILY.

GERALD MASSEY.

Advice to Mediums From Actual Expe
riences.

Articles Produced)
To show how prolific was the ability 

of the ghostly messengers whO; sped on. 
Bailey’s errands, the following list is’ 
given of things produced at Bix success- 
ive sittings, a ¡1st which is submitted 
by those who were pirosbnt at these-sif
tings as being a true one, under oath:

Eight live birds froth various^ coun
tries. . .4 '

One bird’s egg from Ceylon.
Four nests from Egypt and India.
.One Indian cap.. ’; . -
Eighty-_seven antique coins, sixteen of 

which were produce^in' full daylight.
One newspaper iniAfable;- J
One leopard skin.. . ! /■ ..
Four shrubs. •
One pair of antiqum slipper shapes. - 
One blood , garnets;
Two Bpinifex rubles.’»
Two green sapphires.
Two chrlsobels. ) ;
Two cinnamon stones.
Six moon stones. .
Three'turquoises te full »daylight. ■
Seven, clay .tablets^tflthldnscriptions 

in hieroglyphics, whiuhjiwepe afterward 
translated, two' ihese tablets being 
produced in fuirdaylight.

One Egyptian...scaisabeuaa
One Bedopln iSycgban’ki head-dress 

with sequins. ■
One witch' doctoriSibfelt..

- .Two live sacred turtibs from Benares 
In full daylight .

“You may rely on my word for it that 
this refusal of Dr. Jordan’s to accept 
the gift of antiquities gathered through 
psychic agencies by Thomas Welton 
Stanford, a gift meant, not for Dr. Jor
dan, but for the university of which Mr. 
Stanford Ib. a patron and ot which his 
brother was part founder, this refusal 
of Dr. Jordan’s is going to focus the at
tention of broad-minded men upon him, 
mòre and more, as the circumstances 
become more widely known. He has 
already been accused , of lacking suffi
cient courage to establish a chair ot 

i psychology at Stanford. What can be 
! the final judgment on a display of nar-1 
.rowness so pitiful as this latest.mani
festation?"

(Continued on page 4.)

| x , AstonlsfietLEtirope.

. Naturally, the news; op these astonish
ing performances-W-Ssyeceived in Eu
rope, where’ men . of .the finest type of 
scholarship. are not airhlcf to, proclaim 
their 'interest In su^r Jhiatters, ’with 
much enthusiasm' ant»' curiosity. A 
movement was soon'sot oh foot, as a 
result of this feelint;-, to induce Mr. 
Stanford to-petmlt mW W Journey to 
Italy and- repeat hjsi(mBonstratIons be- 
ford a specially selected fcircle of inves
tigators. These jnwbtgatorur.-headed 
by Lombroso atfd Sehiabpafelll, includ
ed such famous ' names’' as < those of 
Count Baud! de Venae; Professor Fai-1 
comer, Signora Virginia.Bkganlni, the: 
Florentine philanthropist; Professor |

Pleased With His Seances,
As I am .not a member of any spirit

ual association, still I would beg for a 
little space in your paper. I wish to 

: Bay that W. W. Aber has given seances 
in mv house under; the severest of test, 
such as a skeptic would demand, and 
friends, were -recognized readily—with
out asking names—by both skeptics 
and non-skeptics, and I am willing, with 
the undersigned names who attended 
same, to go before any notary public 
and take oath, that if W. W. Aber is not 
a genuine materializing medium, there 
is not any on this earth plane; and I 
will say that at the Winfield camp there 
was. perfect harmoky, except what was 
said of W. W- Aber by the two medi
ums, Mrs. Bryan and Mrs. Jaquet of 
Chicago, who did not.and would not at
tend the seances, and I will say that W. 
W. Aber is too well known in Kansas to 
be injured by mediums that cannot 
compare with W. W. Aber and his wife, 
Sallie, In giving tests.

• ' J. E. BRANSON,
Wlnfleld, Kans. - And ten others.

i .Give a J>oy address and accomplish
ments and you give him the-mastery' of 
palaces and fortunes where he goes.— 
Emerson. . •

Education begins the gentleman, but 
reading, good company and reflection 
¿must finish him,—Locke. .

in such’ a world as ours' the Idle man 
is not so much a biped as a bivalve.—■ 
Horace Mann.

Genius always gives Its best at first;: 
prudence at last—Lavater.

Reason must be our last guide and 
judge in everything.—Sohn Locke.

’ Gerald Massey wishes me to say to 
the many readers of your Progressive 

; Thinker that Spiritualism is at present 
passing through the cieasing fires of 
spiritual evolution—and those that are 

1 living up to the spiritual laws of na
ture's evolutionary forces within them
selves will remain leaders in the philos
ophy and the phenomena of true Spirit
ualism; but many that are tools for 
earth-bound, Jesuit spirits, will be 
forced to leave the ranks of Spiritual
ism, for the higher spirits are coming 
to the rescue of all true spiritually-un
folded mediums.

For a sample of the cleansing power 
of spiritual truth, he wishes the readers 
of The Progressive Thinker, to be 
warned by the war between Japan, and 
Russia, which Is a battle between truth 
and falsehood—or the ro-called heathen 
and Christian. The gods of Christianity 
are being tested, just as the spiritual 
mediums are being tested, b/the power 
of the spirit. Spirit is the life "and 
light of matter, when it is unfolded by 
the spiritual laws of evolution on the 
plane of spirituality in the human 
brain, where the voice of divinity 
speaks to each to follow the light of 
truth within, and not the man-made 
gods.
Advice to Mediums From Experience.

I have found out by Experience, that 
we mortals attract to us by wireless tel
egraphy the kind of spirits that are 
evolved on our plane of thought and ac
tion. If we are morally and spiritually 
unfolded, we attract to us both spirits 
and mortals that are seeking light, that 
have been led astray by false teachers; 
and loving thoughts sent out for the 
spiritual welfare of the mortal or spirit, 
.like a white-winged dove, until it finds 
a chance to light tn the mind of the re
cipient, then the vibration returns to 
bless the giver.

Therefore, It Is more blessed to give 
than to receive. . This is true Spiritual
ism—but it is only from the plane of 
spirituality that those white-winged 
messengers, can be sent, for they are 
God’s thoughts—or good thoughts—for. 
the-dividing Jine between good and evil, 
or God and devil,’ are in—the human 
mind; the dividing line is between the 
finite senses and the Infinite or spirit-, 
ual senses. God or good is the control
ling power on the plane of humanity's 
infinite or spiritual senses.

A. C. DOANE.

I Record Case of Synesthesia Discovered 
by Physician in Case of Baltimore 
Clergyman and Children, Who Visual
ize Words Heard.
A rare case of the association ot 

sound and color has been discovered in 
the city of Baltimore, Md. Dr. Henry 
Lee Smith, clinical assistant of the out
patient department of Johns Hopkins 
Hospital, reports a remarkable example 
of synesthesia, where a well-known 
clergyman and all of his children expe
rience the phenomena of this condition. 
This is the first case on record where a 
parent and every one of the children, in 
this instance numbering three daugh
ters and two sons, have been affected 
in this way.

The phenomena of synesthesia are 
known as associated sensations, by 
which is meant constant and involun
tary subjective tensations associated 
with actual perceptions. Among the 
rarest types of synesthesia is that 
known as "sound seeing.” It is the con
stant and involuntary visualization ot 
color associated with some definite 
sound. For instance, the sound of the 
vowel "a” carries with it to one person 
affected with synesthesia a sensation 
as If he were looking at a red object.

The same sound is blue to another 
and black to a third. The deeper vowel 
tones usually suggest the snades and 
the higher vowel tones the tints of col
ors.

In the case of the clergyman, Dr. 
Smith reports:

“The clergyman, aged 49 years, is a 
man of high attainments but of a retly- 
ing disposition. He states that since 
his early childhood he has associated 
the Bound of each letter of the alphabet 
With a definite color. The letters f, j, 
k, r and x are a reddish brown; o and e 
are snow white; a, d, g, n, s, q, and u 
have the appearance of glycerin. The 
remaining letters are of a dull lead 
color, shading down to black. When 'a 
little boy he was laughed at by his older 
brothers and sisters because he anx- 
.iously asked them why a certain bay 
horse was given the white name ot 
Charlie?”

This phenomenon is something 
worthy of the attention of Spiritual
ists.

A DISCOVERY.

We know pot life until like old King 
Lear—

We’re driven forth from ease and 
high repose,

And pride is seen frail as the per
fumed rose;

And men no more our state or wealth 
revere;

And we with poverty of fools appear, 
This will reality of love disclose;

Ah!

But

then the wise man false appear* 
ance knows,

he has paid the price for wisdom- 
dear!

‘ ¿1 could never think well of a man’s 
intellectual or moral character If he 
was habitually unfaithful to his ap
pointments.—Emmons. "

Waste of. time is the most extrava- 
gant and costly of all expenses.—Theo
phrastus..

To cqst aside our robes of pompous 
:>■ state, ”

And be where want and woe and care 
;•> - are rife, 
'& to have fellowship with hated fate, 
.- And feel the dark embitterments oi 

strife; . i
3ut let it come when 'twill, or soon ofl 

i ■■■ late, ■ ‘ ■■ .
' It is discovery of what Is life! • i 

' WILLIAM BRUNTON. I

Good sense, kindness of heart and a! 
proper self-respect are the elements olj 
.he best manners.—Tyron Edwards. ; j
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66 99 THE RELIGION OF NATURE.

Mrs, Matilda Orr Hays Portrays the In
teresting Events Occurring There. 0

Sunday, August 6, all nature seemed- 
to have conspired to do her best, to per
fect the day, when Mrs. R. S. Lillie was 
to be welcomed home to Lily-Dale— 
bright sunshine, balmy breezes, placid 
lakes, blooming flowers—a day and 
conditions as ideal as counld have ex
isted in her far-off sunny city of the 
Golden Gate. Old friends and new 
were here to give her welcome, and 
once more listen to the beautiful-inspi
rational thought of this great soul. 
The platform was banked with flowers 
—great spikes of gladioli in their gorge
ous colorings, geraniums, roses, ferns— 
expressions of that great Over-Power, 
that force revealed in the face of a pan
sy as clearly as it is In the face ot man 
•—the God of true Spiritualism.

Loving messages were sent and read 
by the chairman from friends .who 
could not attend the assembly; floral 
offerings and greeting from . Mr. and 
Mrs. E. H. Cushman of Sylvania, Ohio, 
were sent, and helped to make bright 
the place and people. As those who 
have heard Mrs. Lillie speak know, she 
never knows what her subject will be 
until she takes her seat on the rostrum 
and it is given to her from the audi
ence. Two subjects were thus given 
her on Sunday. The first, "The Soul— 
the Seen and Unseen,” she wove Into 
a poem full of ■ beautiful, spiritual 
thought, and yet to the discerning ones 
full of such practical, helpful thought as 
takes hold of the inner consciousness, 
and there remains as seed, taking root 
to bloom out into the sweetest attri
butes of the mind and soul.

Her second subject, "Voices of the 
Tinies,” she treated in a practical, 
forceful manner which carried convic
tion In its every line.

"All the grqat discoveries of the ages 
are but voices of the Infinite; the prog
ress of the century just past has been 
greater than all the centuries combined 
preceding this, and are but voltes call
ing mankind to higher, planes of living 
—progression is the law. The steam 
aar, the electric car, the telegraph and 
telephone are voices giving but a hint 
of the possibilities in this vast universe 
to which as yet mortal sight is blind.

"What voices do you as .Spiritualists
hear? One of the strongest 
calls mankind to united effort, 
ualism was not sent to cultivate 
ate an ism. We listen to the

voices 
Spirit- 
or cre- 
voices

and find they call for mankind to reach 
. the needy, to reach those who need 
consolation; for the welfare and uplift
ing of humanity—for this Spiritualism 
came.

"What next? A call for honesty, In
tegrity, and upright life. One of file 
greatest needs is to apply these princi
ples to self or Individual life—that 
which is you and I, the ego; let us live 
up to the highest ideals of Spiritualism.

"I am sometimes asked of certain

fl Replu to the flnlmaiHoraons oí R. fl. Torres, d. ú By Moses Hull.
[Note.—The readers of The Progressive Thinker have been saved the Bible knows that the use of the word “day” is not limited io pe- 

quite an infliction. I expected to have made about six. articles, instead riods of twenty-foiir hours. It is frequently-used for'a period of time 
of the two I here send; but when I started from home on my recent trip " ’ n —” 
I was sure I packed the book to which I was replying, together with 
notes and references I had made, in my trunk, but, alas, they seem to be 
hopelessly lost. As the subjects and papers hav^ no intimate connec
tion with each other, the readers will experience no loss in not having 
the lost documents. There were points in the lost book which' con- 
tained more unpardonable mistakes than any yet reviewed. Perhaps in 
his remarks on Jonah and the whale he made worse blunders than in 
any other part of his pamphlet. He even denies the existence of scrip
ture which I will be very happy to show him when we meet. M. H.J

Several times within the last half-dozen years has this 25-cent pamph
let, a reproduction from a Christian paper called “The Ram’s Horn,” 
been sent me with a request that I review it. As it contained the. old- 
fashioned Christian arguments—arguments now being rapidly aban
doned, on questions which I as a Spiritualist have long since laid on the 
shelf as matters of little importance, I have .thus far ignored these re
quests ; also some other effusion's of this Doctor of Divinity, For the 
sake of those to whom the arguments of this man are new; and to whom 
they may seem strong, I will pay a little attention to them.

This man Torrey, in this, and in his other books and articles manifests 
a kind of know-it-all spirit, which says to all others: 1 know, and all 
who differ from me are ignoramuses or fools.

Here are a few specimens of his manner of treating those who hold 
different opinions from him. ~‘

rticles, instead riods. pi twenty-four li 
my recent taflp of undefined,lerigl'n, ” 
t—n---- -¡vu While I aqinit that in the Bible the word day has different meamngs,

in Gen. i, it nieaiiifonly the light part of the twenty-four hour day. Be
fore I attenipt! to^btove this by scripture; I would like, if this is ignor
ance, to pomt om tlie"ignorance displayed” by some of the greatest 
and wisest '¿r the oribpdox churches. Prof. Moses Stuart, of Andover, 
one of the finest scholars of his day, said: “To speak of six periods of 
time for the creation is flying in the face of scripture. Genesis ex
pressly speaks of six days, each made up of the evening and morning. 
Thus the great professor of Hebrew of Andover University, in the esti
mation of this‘modern infidel-killer, “displays his ignorance.” In the 
estimation of this learned professor of the Hebrew language, Rev. R. H.

He .is Sir Oracle,-when he speaks “let no 
„ . For instance he says: “In this assertion

the infidel simply displays his ignorance of the Bible.” “The one who 
says this displays his ignorance of modern science.” “The one who

dog dare wag his tongue.

A Glance at Some of the Most Promi
nent Teachings of the New 

Testament

MY $1 CURE

Torrey is fiimsejf an infidel. '
Martin Luther, the father of Protestantism, said: “Moses spoke prop

erly and plainly and neither allegorically nor figuratively,, when he 
said, the world, with all its creatures, was created in six days. ’ ’

'Even the Westminster Confession of Faith asserts that ‘‘all things, 
visible and'iiivisible were created out of nothing in six days.”

Melancthop,,Luther’s associate, asserted that “the world was made 
out of nothing’in six days.”

Adam Clarke, Jenson and Bishop Horne, as well as themuthors of the 
Cottage Bible all assert substantially the same thing.

The Bible itself makes the matter so plain that it is useless to quote
commentaries,, , .

Gen. ii:3 says: “And God ble'ssed the seventh day and sanctified it; 
because that imit he.had rested from all his work which he had created

for
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Spiritualism is, in fact, the religion of 
Nature; and has been in existence ever 
since humanity has had coherent 
thought on the continuity of life.' Of 
course, the ideas of primitive man on 
the subject of the after life, were crude 
and imperfect, but those ideas were 
cherished as of inestimable value, As 
man has slowly advanced along the av
enue of progress, those ideas have be 
come more and more reasonable and 
sane. There is-even now an abundance, 
of room for improvement in the relig
ious beliefs- of the present age. . .

There is. not a single important tenet 
of the Christian faith of to-day that is 
not borrowed from the teachings of an
cient Spiritualism. In other words, it

1 the essential canons of Spiritualism 
were fully eliminated from the gospels 
and other writings of the New Testa
ment, there would be nothing left worth

■ contending for.
i Spiritualism has always taught the 
i continuity of life, the immortality ot 
: the soul. It has ever maintained that 
' the spirits of the departed have the 

। power, under proper conditions, to com
mune with their friends, who are trav
eling the rough and rugged road of hu
man life. And it has shown that we 
are required to serve a hard apprentice
ship on earth, in order that we may be
come individualized in spirit; and thus 
fitting us for the discharge ot those 
higher duties which await us, on the 
other side of the grave.

We will now take a giance at some ot 
the most prominent teachings ot the 
New Testament. In the second epistle 
of St. Paul to Timothy, the great apos
tle said that Christ has abolished 
death” and had brought life and im
mortality to light.” In other words 
that Jesus Christ had brought to light 
the transcendent truth that the human 
soul is immortal. How did Christ 
bring to light that great truth? Let us 
see. Before his crucifixion Christ in\ 
formed his disciples, so we are In
formed by sacred writ, that he would be 
crucified, but that he would rise again 
in glory. As he had foretold, upon the 
cruel cross he gave up the ghost, and 
his earthly body was entombed. But 
he rose again from the tomb and ap
peared to many of his friends, and re
mained here upon this earth ot ours tor 
forty days. He conversed freely with 
b.is disciples and others, so that the 
fact of his resurrection could not be 
questioned by any fair-minded person. 
He also spoke from out a heavenly 
light to St. Paul, while the latter was 
on his way to Damascus to persecute 
and slaughter the disciples of the Lord. 
He converted St. Paul and the great 
apostle fought a good fight and kept the 
faith to the end df his earthly pilgrim
age. At this point it is eminently 
proper to say that during the period in 
which St. Paul lived and,labored, he 
was, by far, the greatest advocate of 
the immortality ot the souL His relig
ion was Spiritualism and not material
ism. Nothing can be more beautiful 
and glorious than his allusions to the 
natural body and the spiritual body, 
and his assurance that death shall be 
swallowed up in victory. In short, the 
great apostle demonstrated that no 
grave was ever dug deep enough to hold 
a human soul. '

To many of the children of men 
Christ did, indeed, bring life and im
mortality to light. He demonstrated, 
by his own resurrection, that the soul 
of man survives the tomb and that it is 
immortal. And when he had completed 
this great mission upon the earth— 
when he had finished the work which 
God gave him to do, he entered upon 
that higher phase of life in the great 
beyond.

Christ impressed upon all<hose with 
whom he came in contact that God Is 
no respecter of persons. No one, cer
tainly, can doubt that such then was, 
now is and ever will be a truth as eter
nal as God Himself. From this great 
truth it follows that the men and wo
men of the present age of the world, are 
just as much beneficiaries of the boun
ties of heaven, as the men and women 
of any other period of the world's his
tory.

As the spirits of Moses and Elias ap
peared to Christ and the disciples at 
the transfiguration, so the spirits of 
those who have passed through the por
tals of death, commune with the living 
of to-day. There is no reason why the 
American people of this day and gener
ation should not merit the approval of 
Heaven, as much as any other people 
that ever existed on the face ot God’s 
green earth.

In his epistle to the Ephesians, St. 
Paul said there is “one God and 
Father of all, who is above all, and 
through all, and in you all.”

God then is the Father of all peoples, 
and as such must of necessity, treat all 
alike. The Jewish nation never dem
onstrated to the naked eye, any reason 
why they should be especially entitled 
to divine favor. The spirits of Christ, 
Moses and Elias survived the grave, 
and communed with mortals, why, then, 
do not the spirits of others also survive 
the tomb, and commune with the chil
dren of men?

St. Paul, speaking of the whole hu
man family, declared that “this corrup
tion must put on incoriuption and this 
mortal must put on Immortality.” As 
all of the roads of Italy led to Rome, 
when that great nation was mistress 
of the world, so every human soul, how
ever humble, leads to God.

As we have seen, the immortality of 
the soul—the eternal continuity of life 
—is the glorious foundation upon which 
Spiritualism rests. This foundation is 
as old as the rock-ribbed hills, and it 
cannot be shaken. So far as the sects 
and the churches of the world rest upon 
the same foundation. they are secure.

' CARL C. POPE.
Black River Falls, Wis.

FREEtov
Don’t neglect Piles-they lead to the 

deadly cancei-but try my New
3-fold Treatment which is

curing thousands.
SEND YOUR NAHE TODAY 

tS Ikeader of The Progressive 
h0 an"wers this advertise

ment will promptly receive—Free to try 
-my complete new 3-fold Absorption 
cure for Piles, Ulcer, Fissure, Prolapse, 
Tamora, Constipation, and other rectal 
troubles. If you are fully satisfied with 
the benefit received from my treatment 
when you get it and try it, send me One 
Dollar. If not, it costs you nothing. 
You decide. My 3-fold treatment is 
curing some of the worst cases on rec
ord cases of 30 and 40 years’ standing, 
as well as all the earlier stages. It 
brings instant comfort to all and tho 
cure is permanent because the treat
ment is constitutional as well as local, 
removing the causes of piles. My valu
able new Pile Book (illustrated, in col
ors) comes free with the approval treat
ment, all in plain package. Send no 
money, only your name—to Giles W. 
Van Vleck, M. D„ LL. D., X019 MajesUo 
Bldg., Jackson, Mich. Write to-day.

and made.”’ ■
Did God, when he got tired from his over-exertion, simply rest for a 

“period of time of undefined length”? And is that our Sabbath? The 
fourth of the ten commandments, after commanding the people to keep 
it holy, gives aS a’reason: “For in six days (that is, six periods of time 
of undefined length), the Lord made heaven and earth and sea and all 
that is in tjiern, and.rested on the seventh day; the seventh period of 
time of undefined;.lepgth, ” wherefore the Lord blessed the Sabbath day 
(period of of undefined length), and hallowed it.”—Ex. xx;ll. 
In another place where the Sabbath is given, the writer says: “It is a 
sign between me and the children of Israel forever, for in six days the 
Lord made heaven and earth and on the seventh day he rested and was 
refreshed? ’-—Ex. xxxi:17, .

Here I assert the impossibility of drawing any other rational conclu
sion than that God had a hard week’s work, and needed and obtained a

soys so simply displays his ignorance of the history of biblical interpre
tation.”

When it is learned that all of these expressions occur within less than 
thirty lines, we can form something of an idea of how thoroughly deter
mined Rev. Mr. Torrey is to convince his.readers that the people whom 
he designates as “infidels” are nothing more nor Itjss than a mob of ig
noramuses. Such expressions are kept up ad nauseam.

One of the most honorable attorneys in America is by this inan called 
“an arr.ant hypocrite.”

The only-infidel whom he mentions by name is'the late lainented Col. 
Robert G. Ingersoll. He says: “The unclean classes, both men and wo
men, were devoted admirers of Col. Ingersoll.”

This statement is somewhat equivocal. It does not tell us.whether 
admiring Col. Ingersoll made people “unclean,” or tihether people 
were attracted to, and admired Col. Ingersoll because they were un
clean. The only thing positively known is, that somehow Ingersoll had 
an affinity for uneleanness, or uneleanness had an affinity for Ingersoll 
—this clean Reverend has left us in the dark as to which is true.

It is enough for me to here challenge his reverence to show where In
gersoll ever uttered one sentence or one word in favor of uneleanness or 
bordering on uneleanness; one sentence, one word in favor of immoral
ity; one sentence, one word in favor of injustice; one sentence, one 
word, the carrying out of which would render a person either wicked 
or unelean.

Will this gentleman, who says, “The unclean classes, both men and 
women, are devoted admirers of Col. Ingersoll,” show where Ingersoll, 
either by tongue or pen, uttered one sentence, .one word, whieh might 
not be read in any audience of ladies and gentlemen without bringing a 
blush to the cheeks of pure and modest people?

Can Rev. Mr. Torrey say as much for his Bible?
v No! In the pamphlet under review he several times confesses that he 
can not.

I must not spend more time in general remarks. I-will come directly 
to the book. The subjects on which this pamphlet animadverts are 
“The First Chapter of Genesis,” “Where Did Cain Get" His Wife?” 
“Human Sacrifices,” “Slaughter of Canaanites,” “Impure Bible Sto
ries,” “Contradictions in the Bible,” “The Unrighteous Steward,” 
“Was Jesus Three Days and Three nights in the Heart of the Earth?” 
“Will Those Who Reject Jesus as Their Savior Be Lost Eternally?”

The First Chapter of Genesis. -
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day’s rest and refreshment. For this reason the Hebrews were com
manded to rest on the day on which God rested.

The fact is, in the first and second chapters of Genesis are two differ
ent statemefits of the case written by two different individuals, wor
shipers, if worshipers at all, of two different Gods. One of these stories 
comes from the north—perhaps from Nineveh or Babylon, and the other 
from Egypt. The stories disagree on almost every point. The gods in 
the two chapters are not the same; nor are the men the same. In Gen. i, 
and in the first three verses of Gen. ii, the word God occurs thirty-one 
times, and every^tjme comes from the word Elohim, which is plural, and 
should be rendered, “the gods.” In the second and third chapters the 
word, Lord iGod;1 occurs nineteen times. It comes from the word 
J-H-V-H., sometimes spelled Yahveh. In the American Revised Version 
of the Bib'iiiit is .eight thousand times rendered Jehovah.

The last 'thing the God Elohim did was to make man and woman in 
his own image nhd likeness, and commanded them to multiply and re
plenish th&harth,, This God then retires from business, and Jehovah 
takes hia place. ,The first discovery that this Jehovahngod makes is that 
there is not a man to till he ground. Jehovah, when he made this dis
covery, went to work and made a man, but not a woman, out of the 
ground. See Gen. i:2, 27 and ii :7.

There are.many points of difference in the work of these two Gods. 
In Gen. i :1ft- God caused the earth to bring forth grass, herbs, etc. In 
chapter ii, .every .plant and herb of the field was made before it was in 
the earth. :lln i :20, 27 God made great whales and every creeping thing 
anfl winged- fowl,: and living creature before he made man. In Gen. 
ii:7, the Laiyl God made man first; then after deciding that it was not 

It is just possible that I may not find time and space to review all this good for man to be alone, he made the beasts out of dirt as he-had made 
man says on all of these subjects, but I will find room for a “few feeble man. After this he put man to sleep, and_took a bone out of nun ana 
remarks” on some of them, perhaps enough to convince him and some made a woman out of that. In Gen. i, the waters brought torth 
of his friends that, though we infidels often “display our ignorance,” about everything; in chapter n, man and beast, in fact everything was 
the people whom he is pleased to call infidels are not the only people made out of the ground. . . . .
who occasionally manifest ignorance. The fact is, the contradictions m the Book of Genesis not merely the

In the first paragraph of this book the Rev. Mr. Torrey attacks infi- two chapters, but all through the book, can only be harmonized by 
dels for believing that Gen. i, teaches that the world was made in six taking the position that the book had two authors—perhaps one of them 
days of twenty-four hours each. He says: “In this assertion the infidel was a Ninevite or a Babylonian and the other an Egyptian.
simply displays his ignorance of the Bible. Anyone at all familiar with . ,, (1° continued.)
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schools and educational advantages 
general, are as good in California as 
the older states.

Eerkely College, the University 
California, is free to all the children

and Italy, and showed such artistic 
taste in construction that many small 
villages have patterned after them, and 
the majority of their houses, though

phenomena Ts it true?’

Harrison D. Barrett, President of the 
N. 8. A.« Explains His Attitude 

Towards Mediumship.
simple, are beautiful works ot art. The 

........* in

I answer,

To the Editor:—Permit me to make 
personal statement to the Spiritual-

wherever you find chaff there must be 
wheat; but I believe it possible to live 
up to such a state of spirituality that 
we will not need or want to drag our 
loved ones down into our earthly condi
tions In order to help us cultivate un
selfishness, cultivate love,, cultivate 
soul, cultivate the spirit. The time Is 
luminous with promise. Every attri
bute of the human mind is to unfold 
harmoniously. Voices speak to you in
dividually. You have aspirations never 
expressed; these are voices—listen to 
them, make the most of yourself, do the 
best you can, and again I say, listen to 
the voices, and be a child of the Infi
nite.”

Sunday night a most enjoyable and 
successful meeting was held in the au
ditorium—psychometric readings. by 
Annette J. Pettinglll, and clairvoyant 
and cialraudient tests by Georgia 
Gladys Cooley. By special invitation of 
President Pettengill the former lady 
has consented to stay until the close ot 
Assembly. Both she and Mrs. Cooley 
bring with them as workers that atmos
phere of sincerity and high honor which 
would scorn deception in the slightest 
degree so much so, that did either feel 
their forces bad forsaken them they 
would confess it before an audience of 
thousands rather than make the slight
est approach to “fake” or false medium
ship. Happily there Is not the slightest 
indication of the spirit forces deserting 
either and on the occasion above men
tioned both did marvelous work, prov
ing their great psychic power to the 
satisfaction of all.

The musical part of Sunday night’s 
program was sustained by the sweet 
singer, Mrs. Jessie Star Hawkes of 
Warren, Pa.

She has a mezzo-soprano voice with 
the contralto quality, and with broad 
culture and excellent method, has in 
her renditions been giving much satis
faction and pleasure to the large audi
ences.

Mr. de Vaux-Royer, the noted violin
ist, made his last appearance at the 
City of Light for this season, on Sun
day night. He was accompanied on the 
piano by Mr. Lynn of California.

The lectcre of Dr. John F. Geddes 
during the week was a masterful effort 
¿B the philosophy of Spiritualism.

Tuesday night, Aug. 8, was given 
Over to the Lillies and California- A 
most enjoyable time was expected and 
none were disappointed. The first part 
of the evening was taken up with music 
—-songs rendeied by Prof. Uvedale and 
Récitations by Miss Clara Clark; her de- 
Iftiéation of the different characters in 
a monologue descriptive of the La Rue 
¿Ifces was graphic, full ot action and 
efrihtusiastically received.

President John Lillie, at request of 
fiJahy friends, sang a song adapted from 
rite old-time favorite, "The dearest spot 
on'earth to me is home, sweet home."

Ijut the event of the occasion was 
Mtirs. Lillie's lecture on the subject of 
California. We regret that lack of 
space prevents the reproduction of the 
entire lecture, filled as it was with in- 
¿miction and enthusiastic recital of the 
ijéasure enjoyed during their eight 
years’ residence in the golden state. 
She declared : "All the reading, all that 
we had heard from those who had lived 
|n California had not prepared us for 
the reality. We were surprised to find 
such vastness in size; such beauty In 
vegetation and natural scenery. We 
remembered the maps in our geography 
of childhood, the great,' wide waste 
termed the great American desert Be
yond this the Rocky Mountains with 
their snow-covered peaks pointing sky- 

, ward; an hour’s ride and we descend 
into the Sacramento Valley, where we 
gather great roses in full bloom, and 
eat oranges and other fruits, thoroughly 
ripened. In California you can find ev
ery kind of climate. ■ Eight hundred 
miles in length and one to two hundred 
miles in width. California covers as 
much space as any other ten states on 
the Atlantic coast. Gold was discov
ered in 1848. The first organization of 
woman suffragists was formed in 1848. 
Spiritualism, the proof of the contiflulty 
of life, and the phenomena of inter
course with the loved ones passed, over, 
•was-established Id 1848—a gréât trin
ity that, don’t you think?—-gold, woman, 
Spiritualism!

-.In. the very early days the priests or 
Franciscan fathers, as they were called, 
built missions for the education of the 
Indian tribes of which there were'many. 
The Spanish sent soldiers to protect 
these missions. The architecture ot 
their buildings was taken from Spain

Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
.Books. They constituc-i a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, "LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD." written through tho 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care
fully:

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This i3 the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with; 
a yearly subscription. Tub paper, one
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.Any ’ ... .

who have stolen its name, but cunningly 
omitted ail of its virtues.

Yours for mediumship and true Spir
itualism, .

HARRISQN D. BARRETT.
Portland, Oregon.

THE FAR WEST;

Spiritualism as It Appears in Wash
ington.

Books
Any 

Books
Any 

Books
Any 

Books
Any

two o£ the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price 70 cents, 
three of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price IL10.
tour of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $1.50.
five of the Twelve Premium 

you may order, price $1.75. "
six of the Twelve Premium

the state, and both it and the world-re
nowned Stanford University give ad
vantages for higher education equal to 
any, and surpassing many of the east
ern institutions.

There are other good, though smaller 
schools all over the state.

The .Stanfords—as is generally 
known, and was commented upon by 
the press at the time of Mrs. Stanford’s 
passing, were avowed Spiritualists, and 
the influence of the higher thought as 
promulgated by and through the Stan
ford University at Palo Alto will be as 
wide reaching as only eternity can tell!

Very beautiful in application was 
Mrs. Lillie’s description of the fertility 
of soil, the wonderful growth of roots, 
seeds, etc., carelessly thrown into a 
plat of ground intended for a dumping 
place for debris—the roots and 
branches probably cut away In the 
pruning of plants had been thrown 
there, taken root and produced great 
beds of geraniums, roses, etc., proving 
that even the waste places of that beau- 
tifuLsummer land are capable of pro
ducing strong, sturdy plants and beau
tiful blossoms, just as in the garden of 
the human heart—no matter how bar
ren the soil—seeds of kindness and love 
may spring up and bloom out into a life 
of purity and uprightness. Mrs. Lillie's 
description was graphic as she told of 
the great calla lilies, the immense helio
trope, in some instances climbing over 
trellis or side of the house; roses climb
ing up and up until even the roof was 
covered; roses here .there, nothing but 
roses, roses everywhere!

The immense grape vine at Carpente- 
ria, planted sixty years ago by a Span
ish woman, which has' attained such 
proportions as to have become a won
der. There is no tree in - the forests 
about or in Lily Dale whose trunk is as 
large in circumference as this vine; In 
fact, the branches growing out from the 
main trunk are large as ordinary trees; 
that the great beams which form a sup
port or trellis resemble those forming 
the roof of the great auditorium at Lily 
Dale, its dimensions being 120 by 130 
feet. Last year the product of this one 
California grapevine was eleven tons of 
fruit, and it wasn’t an extraordinary 
good year for grapes, either! Mrs. Ui- 
Ue’s lecture was exceedingly interest
ing and instructive from start to finish, 
and was thoroughly enjoyed by the 
large audience in the auditorium. „

The Wednesday and Saturday-night 
-dances are.-proving still greater, attrac
tions as the season advances. Not only 
do the permanent .visitors, both young 
and old. attend, but excursion ■ trains 
bring a great number ofr young' folks 
from all points along the railroad lines 
for these semi-weekly social functions, 
which prove very brilliant affairs.

MATILDA ORR HATS.

ists of America. I am in receipt of nu
merous letters from all sections of the 
nation with regard to my-knowledge of 
and attitude toward mediumship. Some 
of the writers declare that, as I am not 
a medium, I cannot know anything of 
phenomena, nor of the conditions re
quired for successful seances. Let me 
say to these good people that I have 
been a medium all my life, and have 
been able to use my psychical powers 
for more than twefity-ftve years, as a 
servant of the spirit world. I believe 
in and honor mediumship more to-day 
than 1 ever did in my life. 1 prize my 
own medial powers as pearls beyond 
price, and depend upon them for many 
of my messages from the spirit side of 
life.

To those who' accuse me of being an 
enemy to mediums, I say openly that 
there is not an atom of truth in the as
sertion. It is a falsehood ot the black
est dye, and he who utters it, after see
ing these words, . utters a falsehood, 
and knows It to be false. I have never 
attacked a medium In: my. life, nor said 
one word against genuine psychic phe
nomena. I have attacked counterfeit
ers and the bogus manifestations they 
have exploited in' the Sacred name of 
Spiritualism, without fear or favor, and 
I shall continue to do so, regardless of 
the wounded birds who are fluttering In 
thick droves about the information bu
reaux of the "Unknown Brotherhood,” 
to which they belong!.

Just why any earnest, honest, sin
cere Spiritualist or medium should be 
so terribly upset when an attack is 
made upon fraud, is beyond my com
prehension. If any one -calling him
self a Spiritualist is hurt by such at
tacks, there are but three explanations 
to be offered for his position: First, he 
may be an honest, overcredulous dupe 
(as several of my friends once were); 
second, if not a dupe, he Is himself a 
fraud; or third, he is an abettor of 
fraud. It is safe to conclude, therefore, 
that those who defend counterfeit medi
umship and apologize for rascality in 
phenomena belong to one or the other 
of these three classes, and they should 
be dealt with accordingly. . '

I ACCEPT EVERY PHASE OF ME
DIUMSHIP enumerated by Andrew 
Jackson Davis as having been verified 
ip Psychism, and hold that the phe
nomena produced in their name can be 
scientifically demonstrated. I am not 
an enemy to phenomena; I want phe
nomena in a geometrically increasing 
ratio, but I want them all to be honest, 
straightforward, genuine! I-. WHI not 
retract one thing: I have, said against 
counterfeiting in mediumship; I. will 
not apologize for fraud, nor will I cover 
it up for the sake of any one jvho hap
pens to be hit by'a stray, arrow.from 
the quiver of truth. Spiritualism is too 
pure, too sacred io be thus traduced 
and cruelly misrepresented by those

Sunapee Lake, N. H.
After the rain storm of last Sunday 

and Monday, August 1 was very nice 
weather. At 2:30 p. m., with the secre
tary in the chair, in ths absence of the 
president and vice-president. Lecture 
and tests by Mrs.'Sadie L. Hand, the 
subject, It Is Just a Step Beyond. The 
lecture was well received by all, and 
Mrs. Hand is making a host ot friends 
at this camp.

August 3, at 2:30 p. m., a lecture by 
Mrs. Hand. A good meeting and a good 
attendance.

August 4, at 2:30 p m., lecture by 
Wellman C. Whitney. Had good weath
er and a good meeting, and the speaker 
was well received.

August 5, no meeting; at 7:45 p. m., 
a seance in the hall by Mr. Whitney. 
Had a good audience and the messages 
were well received and recognized.

Had good weather all of the week, 
and this closed the first week of Suna
pee Lake camp-meeting.

August 6, at 10": 30 a. m.—Sunday 
morning. The day-opened fine, the sun 
shining on the mountains around old 
Sunapee Lake, with all of the cottages 
well filled up, and -the hotel also, with 
John Gage, the president in the chair, 
who presented Mr., Wellman C. Whitney 
as the speaker for the forenoon. Had 
a good audience which was well pleased 
with the lectare. and the spirit mes
sages were all recognized. ,At 1.15 p. 
m., seance in the hall by Mr. Whitney. 
About one hundred people in the hall to 
receive, messages. ¿At 2:30 p. m., lec
ture by Edgar W. Emerson, who deliv
ered one of his be^Jectures to a large 
audience. He.was at his best

^LORENZO WORTHEN.
A '<' Tu' ■' ■ ■ ■

A VERY PLEASANT SURPRISE.
The member of Abe Spiritual Society 

of Truthseelters, of^t Louis, Mo., met 
on-Monday #yeningj August 7, at the 
borne of Re^u Josip/jK. Folsom And C. 
W. Stewart, ¡vjiojwie united in marri
age July 19, /and aftep an hour spent in 
pleasant conversation,. Mrs. M. E. Rea, 
wife of CaptkgRea, a?! the Metropolitan 
Force, in an appropriate ' speech pre
sented to Mrs. Folsom and Mr. Stewart 
as a wedding-present a most lovely 
double ■ set of --silver ; pearl-handled 
knives and forks,- in an elegant case. 
The surprise was so complete that the 
newly wedded-, couple were almost

It has been some time since I have 
contributed anything to your valuable 
paper from this part of the world, nev
ertheless I have enjoyed the feast of 
good things found in its columns.

We are just now having a feast ot 
good things at the state Spiritualist 
camp’meeting being he'd at Edgewood, 
between Seattle and Tacoma, which 
opened July 30, the meeting being 
opened at 11 a. m., by that grand old 
worker and former state president, P. 
E. Mills, who gave us an inspiring ad
dress in which he instructed his hear
ers to stand strong for pure Spiritual
ism upon their rostrums.

At 2:30 p. m., Mr. Will C. Hodge took 
ihe platform and spoke of the Natural
ism of Spiritualism, which greatly in
spired those who listened. Mr. Hodge 
has the happy faculty of explaining 
cur philosophy so' well that the most 
hard-headed skeptic would be com
pelled to stop and think, and say in the 
words of Paul: Almost thou persuadest 
me to become a Spiritualist.

In the evening a large audience came 
together and after a song which was 
beautifully -rendered by Mrs. Lucille 
Kenworthy, your correspondent made 
the address of the evening.

I wish to state that the most pleasjng 
feature of this camp, is thé officers, who 
are whole-souled,, doing all they possi
bly can to make every one feel at home, 
and ohe can not but feel the uplifting 
conditions thrown to them from those 
whom they meet at this camp. R. F. 
Little, our genial' state president, is so 
kind and affable, broad and liberal, that 
those who. come in his vibrations feel 
spiritually benefited. _.

As for Mr. George Knowlden, every 
Spiritualist in this far West can testify 
to the great esteem in which he is held. 
But as I am writing this for my eastern 
friends who will not have the privilege 
of visiting this camp, but who, I hope, 
will avail themselves when opportunity 
presents itself to visit this camp some
time in the future, I think it best for 
them to know what we are doing for 
our grand old philosophy out on this 
western coast.

I at the present time am holding 
meetings in Seattle, but later on expect 
to go to California. I send greetings to 
■my many eastern friends, trusting that 
we shall all meet again soon.

FLORA HECKMAN.
Seattle, Washington.

speechless, but tjliey. rallied and in ■ ap
propriate, remarks accepted the gift and

“The Present Age and tnner ■ .Utt; 
Ancient; and Modéra Mysteries Classi-

pledged.their united efforts anew to the" fled and explained." ByAnitswJack-
upbuilding the cause of spiritual truth 
in, St. Louis, it Afas a very pleasant 
occasion'. ■ ;. /• < ■ i ■

MISS PHOEBE S. WOLF,

"Spiritual Bonffs for the. use Of cm 
¿les, Campmeetings. and Other Spirit- 
uallatls Gatherings.” By Mattie & 
HaU. Fries 19 ciata.

IT WILL ALL COME OUT RIGHT.

eon Davis. W0 have a few -copies o( 
thia : work by the celebrated awn 
Ctothi 81.10.

"The Spiritual Significance,. 6t; Death 
aS art EVent in Life." By Lilian Whit
ing. . One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It Is laden with rlch. thought- 

4ul spirituality. Price $1.

»

Whatever is a crud wrong. 
Whatever is unjust,

The honest years that speed along 
Will trample in the dust.

In restless youth I railed at fate 
With all my puny might, 

But now I know if I but wait.
It will all come out right .

Though vice may don the judge’s gown 
And play the censors part.

And fact be cowed by falsehood’s 
frown,

And nature ruled by art;
Tho’ labor toils through blinding tears, 

And idle wealth is might,
I know the honest, earnest years 

Will bring it all out right.
Tho’ poor and loveless creeds may pass 

For pure religion's gold;
Though Ignorance may rule the mass 

While truth meets glances cola—
I know a law complete, sublime, 
■ Controls'us with its'might, 
And in God’s ¡own appointed time

It-will all come,out right.
x " —Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Books you may order, price $2.05. ,
Any seven of the Twelve Premium

Books you may order, price $2.35.
Any eight of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.65.
Any nine of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.90.
Any ten of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.10.
Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.40.
Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre

mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles ot 

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium-

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts. '"

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult’library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send in a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker«

INDUCE
Ysur Neighbor to Subscribe for Tho - 

Progressive Thinker.
Now 1b the time to extend the clrcula« 

Uon Ot The Progressive Thinker. U 
will contain Occult and Splritu&llstlo 
MOWS with which every one should bo 
tamlllar. No .other paper published on 
this earth:ConialnB such a vast amount 
of matter bo well adapted to enrich tho 
■kind. Send in a subscription now.

"Death, Its Meaning and Results.” 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. Aii absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided, value. A narrative, of 
wonderful psydlilc events-in the au-. 
thor's experience. Cloth, 560 pages, il
lustrated, $1.25. ■ .

"Success, and How to' Win. IL” A 
lecture and course of ..twenty-four sue-, 
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles Of sòme of the -leo- 
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan
ning ; Attraction ; Courtesy ; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 Cts,

1,
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THE CREATURE OF THE SLUMS.

1643.”

to claim her own;
And those, who ■ in the arrogance ot 

• power, rode on
Rough-shod, trampled upon the weak 

and helpless, • •

e.VivIdly and Impressively Portrayed 
by Jacob C. Peterson.

BBS

jnwashed, unkempt, ill-feed, half
clothed, diseased—

Ie stands—mute witness to man’s bar
barous creed;

Jpon bis face the look of one accursed, 
bisowned, disinherited, and by his fel

low-man cast out;
L social leper, burden, aye, and men

ace to the state. ~ ■
Upon his features, ill-shaped, repulsive; 

scarred -
By evil passions; deep lined by brutish 

lust and sip, w
Yet stamped indelibly upon them'ib the i 

tale ■ ■’ . ' I
Di shame, humiliation, bitterness, uhut- i 

terable despair—
A bitter travesty upon our grand en

lightened creed.
The trace of vicious thought; the stamp 

ot immorality;
The stains, hall marks of crime, deeply 

engraved
Upon that lowering, narrow,' slanting 
. brow; ■ ,
His.eye—blurred, blood-shot, lit up with 

glare ferocious, : ■ ■
Proclaims the animal—fierce, desper

ate, untamable;
Hid, within their depths, the an

guished shade of Hope,
Crushed out, forever lost; and there 

canst see the hauntedTook-

The Movement as Voiced by the Harbi w of Light, Australia.
The Fake Mediumship—Record of Spirit Return Over 250 Years Ago— the spirit’s persecutions, resumes her normal condition, is as interesting 

as a novel. Pwfessor-Riehet says ho has literally translated the ae-Criticism of C. Bailey’s Seances at Milan and Rome—Prentice Mul
ford’s Works Translated Into French—The Weigh Revival—Scien
tists in Rome on Psychology and Criminology—N-Rays in Disease— 

I Murder Revealed Thr ough a Dream.
Private correspondence from Spiritualists in America has brought 

painfully under our notice the prevalence of what js called “Fake Ale- 
diumship,” which term covers not only imitation mediumship by non
sensitive individuals, but fraudulent practices by those paving limited 
or intermittent mediumship dependent upon their physical or mental 
condition, and who, from lack of moral stamina, and desire for gain, 
simulate the phenomena when conditions are adverse to its legitimate 
production. The insensate demand for physical or sensational phe- 
nonienu is largely responsible for this state of things, but it is not so 
mueh the general public that are to blame as those Spiritualists who, 
having proved the faet of spirit communion, instead of profiting by that 
fact and acquiring a knowledge of its laws, philosophy and religion, go 
from seance to seance in search of the most startling and sensational 
phenomena. Anyone who can produce or simulate this can command a

count front the Latin version in the Archives of Preshourg.

Criticism of C. Bailey’s Seances at Milan and Rome.
A highly important'"paper appears in the “Annales des Sciences 

Psychiques” on Bailey ^apparently doubtful success-in Italy during his 
visit there last yipjr. The article’from the pen of M. C. de Vesmq, is 
written, he says, iis,a second visit of Mr. Bailey’s to Europe is spoken of, 
generous offers hiiving’^keady been made by intelligent sympathizers 
to bring this aboqt, an’q he thinks it necessary to review the facts of 
his late visit, showing the weak points in the conditions. Stress is laid 
on the faet that an insufficient search of the medium was made and that
the seances took place'in the dark. M. de Vesme says: “It is not the 
committee'which deserves harsh criticism, but the medium himself, who, 
after having come,from the Antipodes to show us liis alleged marvelous 
faculty, withdraws from his lofty mission for fear of getting a cold in 
his head, and in a room so overheated that fresh air had to be intro
duced in spite of pioper ventilation.” The article, which covers twen- 
ty-five pages, deserves to be read in its entirety, and doubtless appears 
in English in the editions of the “Annales Psychiques’ published since 
the beginning of thejyear in London.

A CURIOUS STORY.

Spent Millions In Search for a Lake of 
Gold.

This narrative comes from Silverton, 
Col., setting forth that once in a while 
there is a variant from the established 
order of things in the mining industry. 
For the most part, mining means risk. 
It means the Investment ot a consider
able amount of good hard cash and the 
employment of much hard labor,endless 
thought and many anxious days. And 
the end, too often, is Merely a hole in 
the ground, a mile or so ot underground 
tunnel, and a choice collection of blast
ed hopes in memory of humanity’s over
powering- ambition to get rich quick.

The exception to this rule is usually 
one of absorbing Interest, as witness 
the tale of the Ennis brothers, who 
sunk one million dollars in their search 
for a fabulous spirit mine and. at the 
last, when their resources were gone, 
and their workings abandoned, other

Of one who lives in terror of man’s i 
stern, unyielding law.

Heartless he Is; a Thing that loves npt; ’ 
yet that feels

• The power and passion of a bitter, unre- : 
_ . lenting hate
Towards all humanity. The soul in him 

now dead
To sense of decency; depraved, de

spondent; i ■
And lost, its outward semblance pt ‘Im

morality.
Hunger, Want, Disease, upon him have 

placed their mark—
Wan, bloodless is his cheek; the body 

. swathed in rags;
The frame, emaciated, with pain's tor

ture racked;
Unceasingly the cup of Misery placed 

• to his-lips,
That he must drink, drain to the very 

.dregs.
Vice’ claims him as her own; grim De- 

. spalr there Bits, " • .
Doth clutch and throttle, with- remorse

less band,
Those higher aspirations of his soul— 

what he might be
But is not. .Brute, in the guise of man, 

is he;
Law shields not such, as he; the hand of 

man against
This homeless wretch, lost In the 

depths of sin and crime.
Yet such as these His children; unto 

each one He gave
From out His plenteous mercy, the vi

tal, divine germ ■ ■
Of Immortality; and in their hearts 

did plant ■ .
The seeds of Love, of Light, of Liberty 

and Truth;
And decreed that all should have the 

opportunity
To sow, reap and enjoy the produce of 

their toll.
The Most High gave him plenty. What 

power decreed
His frame be wasted; wan, bloodless be 

( his cheek.
Through pangs of ceaseless hunger; 

and the ravages of disease, 
Unchecked, sweep through the earthly 

tenement He made
And- breathed therein the- wholesome 

breath of life? .
Who housed the one In castle; in ral- 

...mentcostly;-
Epwrapt his frame about; gave him all 

wealth and power;
And drove the other forth into the 

storm, to live with beasts;
Unhoused, unfed; his starving body 

swathed in cast-off rags?
What power marred the creation of His 

hands, grossly defiled
That temple, holy and pure, in His own 

image cast?
What placed the crimson stains ot 

crime upon that brow;
Transformed the loving heart into a 

seething hell of hate;
And on his features placed the stamp of 

bestiality?
What seared the noblest, God-given im

pulses of His mind;
Lit deep -within those eyes the glower

ing fires of Hell;
And maimed, dwarfed and destroyed 

His masterpiece—the Soul?

large clientele and substantial fees; the inducement is great to smart 
but unprincipled individuals, and the substantial support given to them 

¡ by Spiritualists makes it practicable for them to exist -and- flourish, 
whilst the numerous detections of fraud have a very deterrent effect ' 
lipon would-be investigators, and at the same time disgusts the cultured 
or religious Spiritualists, causing them to withdraw from public identi- _________ ......... ......... ................. .
fieation with the movement, and thereby in two important directions is translation into Fréficli of two volumes of Prentice MulfOrds’s writings 
the spread of its comforting and elevating influence retarded. The which have so wide a circle of readers in America ànd every English- 
Ameriean Spiritualistic press is awakening to the necessity of doing speaking country. The power of the spirit as portrayed by Mulford is 
something to amend this state of things,and purge the movement of its recognized as the way all Spiritualistic teaching is tending. The re- 
impurities, and’prominent amongst it The Progressive Thinker (Chi- viewer says: “Ifis the spirit then we must know; we must discover its 
eago) makes, in its issue for April 29, an appeal for “a pure, angelic, capacity and laws if we would draw from life the best possible results, 
and undefiled Spiritualism, always insisting on absolute honesty.” • « * And yet it is the spirit which we neglect the most, or rather it is

This we cordially endorse; it is what we have been working for and't]je spirit which is the worst directed and cultivated.”

Prentice. Mulford’s Works Translated Into French,
There is a highly appreciative review in the “Revue Spirite” of a

trying to disseminate a knowledge of for the last thirty-five years. The 
mischief is the prominence given to the primary phenomena which has The Welsh Revival.been proved to repletion; the cumulative evidence of thousands of com
petent investigators has been printed and is easily procurable; and 
when we speak of thousands, we refer only to men of world-wide repu
tation in science, literature, art, politics and theology; and has been 
confirmed by the twenty-two years’ investigations of the “London So
ciety for Psychical Research.” No well-informed, unbiased mind de
nies the existence of the phenomenal facts; what we have to do with 
now is their meaning, The question, “If a man die shall he live again,” ____  ... . .... o ...
Has been answered in the affirmative, and anyone who desires personal, lumined the way in front of them, 
proof can get if for the seeking; but he must first learn the road by i
study, and following-in the track of those who have traversed it and 
reached the desired goal before him; the footprints are definite'enough 
and the, obstructions, in the way have been pointed out by experienced 
travelers, and, we may say, magnified by the inexperienced who have 
not got there yet. That there are dangers we admit, but these apply 
to the thoughtless people who start on the journey without any knowl
edge of the road; similar dangers would have to be met by a person 
entering into a practical investigation of chemistry without any pre
vious knowledge of the subject.

We have pointed out THAT THE PHYSICAL PHENOMENA OF 
SPIRITUALISM ARE DIRECTLY AND NECESSARILY PRODUCED 
BY SPIRITS VERY NEAR THE EARTH PLANE AND MORE OR 
LESSUNDEVELOPED; that the necessity for such phenomena is not 
endorsed by the higher intelligences who were the instigators and in
structors in the earlier stages, and that only a few of the higher forms, 
such as dirdiet writing, painting and photography, are directed by them 
now, their main purpose being the normal and spiritual elevation of 
mankind. The basement of the spiritual edifice is built, and if those 
Spiritualists who are wandering about it would come up and help those 
who are at work at the superstructure, the temple would become more 
Jioqj jo Xubui ptre ‘ppioAi oqj jo saXo aqj ut fiuisodun pun jujpnoaq 
brothers and sisters would be attracted to its gates and commence the 
ascent to its higher chambers. It is gratifying to know that Spiritual-

RHEUMATISM
DRAWN OUT 

Through the Foot-Pores 
New External Remedy Discovered 

Which Takes Advantage of Sum
mer Heat to Rid the System of 

Pain-Causing Acids. We
Will Send 

fi $1 PAIR FREE TO TRY. 
If you have Rheumatism we want 

your address so we can send you a dol
lar pdir of Magic Foot Drafts Free to 
Try. They are curing Thousands of 
cases tnat failed to yield to medicines 
—even 'incurables" of so ana 40 years’

In “La Lumiere,” mueh space is given to th.e reriiarkable psychical 
phenomena notieed-in the June number of the Harbinger, and in addi
tion to the lights and apparitions noticed with.Evan Roberts’ mission, 
lights connected with the work of a Mrs. Jones are,described. Mrs. 
Jones was on the way to the chapel where she held revival services, and 
a reporter of the Daily Mirror,'who was with her, reports that “All at 
once a soft and vapory light appeared in front of the vehicle which il- 

„ ‘ . Immediately the light spread
around them, lighting up everything within a circle of ten feet, as if 
produced by an acetylene lamp. * * * Rapidly the light,rose above their
heads •* * * and it as suddenly disappeared, leaving darkness as great as 
that which had preceded it.”

Scientists in Rome on Psychology and Criminology.
During the morning session of the fifth and greatest meeting of the 

International Congress of Psychology, opened in the great hall of the 
Capitol, Rome, on April 25, Professor Sergi, who is an eminent criminal 
psychologist, enlarged upon the great aid rendered in criminal cases by 
the science of psychology, which should enable judges and prosecutors 
to fathom the souls of criminals/to ascertain their inborn pathologic 
tendencies, and to estimate the influence of their surroundings and edu
cation in producing criminality. Such results when obtained from a 
scientifio standpoint would enable the government of all countries to 
find a means of reducing the amount of crime. As-showing the rapid 
advance of research ill1 psychic matters, it is interesting to note that 
Signor Fortis, thciPrimn Minister, several members pf the Cabinet and 
high government officials, together with numerous foreign diplomatists, 
were present at the opening ceremonies.

N-Rays in Disease.
The N-rays which areamong the latest scientific illustrations of psy-1 whole district.ism is making steady headway in England, and in consequence the lead

ing papers are opening their columns to the subject, recent numbers of chieal action, are referred to in “La Lumiere” in connection with re- 
The Daily News,.Chronicle, and even The Times having published re- cent experiments by Commander Darget, recorded in “La Nouvelliste”

men came along and reaped the reward 
of their efforts.

Away back in the early 70s a Gotham 
medium told Edward and John Ennis of 
New York that a great lake of gold ex
isted in a certain point in the United 
States. It had been especially reserved 
foy the Ennis brothers, and they might 
secure it by merely following the medi
um’s directions to the letter.

They did. Their directions landed 
them In San Juan county, Colorado, 
where, high up on King Solomon 
mountain, seven miles north ot Silver- 
ton, they set their stakes and chris
tened their prospective bonanza the 
Highland Mary, The ennises had ample 
capital. They built a 810,000 residence 
before beginning their work, As their 
tunnel proceeded into the mountain to
ward the fabled golden lake, specific 
maps and diagrams of its course were- 
from time to time sent to the New York 
medium, who as regularly sent back In
structions how to proceed with the big 
bore. Her changes of direction were 
erratic and frequent and to-day the 
main tunnel of the Highland Mary 
mine, which is about a mile in length, 
would put to shame a tunnel through 
the Roman catacombs.

The Ennis brothers followed instruc
tions to the letter, but the lake of gold, 
always "just a little way ahead,” per
sistently failed to materialize. At last, 
after the expenditure of more than 
|1,000,000 and flriving into the mount
ain 4,100 feet, bankruptcy overtook the 
operators, and the property was sold. 
The only person known to have materi
ally profited by the venture was the 
New York medium, who is said to have 
received something like $50,000 for ad
vice and sympathy. During the opera
tion of the property, no secret was 
made of the “system” under which the 
development work was done, and the 
result was that the miners finally be
came so imbued with the spirit Idea 
that none of them would work in the 
tunnel alone and there were frequent 
tales of strange noises and shadowy 
forms in various parts of the property. 
Toward the end of the Ennis brothers’ 
career it became difficult to obtain min
ers to work In the property at all.’

For years the mine laid idle. Two 
years ago, however, It passed Into the 
hands of practical mining men who, un
der a system other than "Spiritualistic” 
have opened up several good veins ot 
lead, silver and copper. And before 
the close of the present season they bld 
fair to place the old mine in the front 
rank of the country’s producers, it is 
no^ one of the most promising in the

stages. W; •ite to-uay.
suffering, as wen as

One Douar. If not.

an tne milder 
trv the Drafts 
when they come 
ana then if you 
are fully satis- . 
ned with the re
lief they give
you. ¡end us

. they cost you noth- i 
ing. You can see that thia offer would '
ruin us if the Drafts didn’t cure. Sum
mer is the best time to purify the sys
tem. The steady heat increases the ex
pulsion of uric acid through the pores, 
and the Drafts absorb it rapidly 
through the largest pores in the body, 
curing Rheumatism to stay cured, for 
they remove the cause. Send your 
name to Magic Foot Draft Co., X019 Oli
ver Bldg., Jackson, Mich. A valuable 
illustrated book on Rheumatism comes 
free with the Drafts. Write today.

MOSES HOLL’S BOOKS.
Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual- , 

Ism; A Concordance to the Principal 
Passages ot the Old and New Testa- । 
ment Scriptures which prove or Imply j 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his- 
tory of the origin of many of the import
ant books of the Bible. Price $1.

Our Bible. Who Wrote It? When, . 
Where, How? Is It Infallible? A voice ! 
from the higher criticism, Price $1.

Two in One, being a combination ot , 
the two books. The Contrast, and the • 
Question of the Spiritualism of the । 
Bible Settled, together with a series ot ' 
startling contrasts between creedal 1 
Christianity and the facts and philoso- j 
phy of Modern Spiritualism. Price $1. j

The Spiritual Alps and How we As
cend Them, or a Few Facts as to How ' 
to Reach the Altitude. Price, cloth, 40 
cents; paper 25 cents.

Joan the Medium, or the Inspired 
Heroine of Orleans, or Spiritualism in 
France nearly 500 Years Ago. A most intorAflHnfl’interesting book. Price, cloth,’40 cents -i I
paper 25 cents. UJ« ।

Christs of the Past and Present—a 
Comparison of the Christ-work, or Me
diumship of Biblical Messiahs. Cloth, 
35 cents; paper, 25 cents.

PAMPHLETS: ■
All About the Devil. Price 15 cents.
Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 

Inconsistencies and Blasphemies. A 
Review of Rev, T. DeWitt and Rev. 
Frank Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents. ,

The Devil and the Adventists. .V 
brief review of some ot the recent at
tacks made by Adventists upon Spirit
ualism. Price. 10 cents.

AN IMPORTANT QUESTION.
ports of articles oil Spiritualism, Hypnotism and automatic writing; de Bordeaux. Hdisays’he has discovered that diseases in general arise
and there is but little evidence of the existence of the blighting phenom- from an accumulation or congestion of vital fluid sometimes over the | 18 the R|Pe for Woman suffrage?
enalism which is impeding spiritual progress in America. It is also whole body or in-one part of the body, and photographic plates have
making considerable progress in New Zealand, especially in Wellington, confirmed this theory. “I believe,” he says, “that each malady has a men rl ht to ~ote at a]1 ’ejections,
where the Spiritualists have a strong association with a fine hall of special vibration and that'when photographic plates for registering I Brilliant women and fair-minded men
their own and attract large audiences. . -----—3—.•«. - « •« - • • ..................

Much is being said about giving wo-

The Spiritual Birth, or Death and Its 
To-Morrow. Price, 10 cents.

The Old and the New. Price 10 cts.
BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULL.

Wayside Jottings. Essays apd 
sketches gathered from the highways 
and by-ways of life. Price 75 cents.

Spirit Echoes. Short poems and 
sketches. Very beautiful. Price 75 zinnia » I .

Record of Spirit Return Over 2b0 Years Old.
Readers of “Annales des Sciences Psychiques” are much indebted 

to Professor Richet for a translation from the Latin of an account pre
served in the archives of the Venerable Chapter of Preshourg of spirit 
return in .1641. It is the narrative of “a remarkable ease in Pres- 
bourg of a spirit coming from Purgatory in order to speak to a virgin, 
speaking, crying to her for help, and finally delivered, according to 
sworn witnesses and public acts which were published with the author-

more exactly ;and rapidly this kind of vibrations are invented, that the I are pushing this question to the front, 
practice of medicine will have taken a great step, since the diagnosis |Nor years I have believed in the abso- 

“d'certajn.” The Commander thinks that the power ^"^s £abou^ animaMn 
01 the N-Rays as shown-by him to prevail all through nature, animal the United States that is not allowed to 
and vegetable, may be the point of departure of new and most import- | vote. While 1 fully recognize the jus- 
ant discoveries. Uqe of giving women the full right of

electors, both state and national, yet
, there Is a question as to whether the

• Murder Revealed Through a Dream, \ time is ripe tor it.
. 1» l«(St «*, of-Le Message,, a a«, i, tekl of a «al | .fiMaS WSS15

. - . . . case, invfestigated two years ago by the law courts of Greece, in which j year sooner than it was, it would have
ization and by the order of his Lordship, Geo. Tippai, appointed Arch- unsuspected murder was revealed through a dream. ruined the cause of freedom for the
bishop of Strigon, according to the example printed in Preshourg, ■

the Pireaus for Syra^ having on board besides the master two sailors, that point The enfranchisement of the
The. story has to do with a certain John Clement, who, at about 44 on(i a Cretan, nanied’Balazakis, and another islander. Sonic time after colored people in the south proved so 

J ’ - n ’ ” ’-----------p T v,,.. .... ... > disastrous to the white people of the

cents.
Tbe Spiritual Songster. A small 

booklet with words only, adapted to 
congregational singing and circles, eta. 
Price, 10 cents; $6 per hundred. Post
age, 50 cents.

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

This poor, degraded, filthy wreck, your 
handiwork;

Child of your thought; the product ot 
your brain;

Your institutions—barbarous, unjust, 
inhumane,

Of God’s highest creation, have made of 
it—this Thing.

And such as he, are but the living 
monuments

To human selfishness; man’s blind, im
moral greed.

As his environments, so is man; this 
poor unfortunate,

Bred, raised up In the hot-bed, breed
ing-place of crime;

Of hope bereft; menaced, hounded 
down unto his lair,

By your stern laws; half mad with hun
ger; homeless;

Clothed In rags; with frame racked by 
the torture of disease;

Small wonder, then, that he should now 
be what you call—

The spawn of hell; the human type ot 
bestiality.

Small wonder, that he, in his wrath, 
howls curses down -

Upon those who made of him the bes
tial, shapeless thing he is;

Or that he now should jeer at you, -ye 
. whited sepulchres, >

Who come and preach Morality to such 
i as he.

Such as he is, man's hand fashioned 
him;

Now, who shall cast at him the stone of 
condemnation;

Revile him for his evil; point with 
scorn’s finger, i

And mock him for the shapeless, bes- I 
tial thing he Is? 1

Yours not the right to judge; Tor by 
vour hand hurled down,

From his high esjate, to yawning gulfs 
of black despair;

Robbed of his livelihood, and by your 
laws condemned

To banishment, starvation, sin, ill- 
health and crime.

Of nobler sentiments you have shorn; 
yet left to him,

Strong with the strength of nature, the 
instinct primeval;

’That hates, with eternal hate, seeks e’er 
to overthrow,

His ancient enemy—tile maker of the 
law—Society.

A menace to your peace you made of 
him; beware; such as he, ■

Htive, ere this, at their lot revolted and 
overthrown _ • . ,

Kingdoms and kings; compelled the 
• world to wonder, 
And to see. feel and acknowledge, that 

soon or late, K . . ■ . .
Grim. Justice comes, swift, silent, sure,

years of age, became tainted by the heresy of Luther, and lived a_little on r]av of a great storm, the sailors arrived alone at Syra. They 
to be recommended life. Seven years before his death he returned to stated that on the previous night the barque had been lost, and that 
the Catholic faith and altered his manner of living so that he was often they had with great difficulty saved their lives. Their story was be- 
seen in church weeping and moaning and leading the life of a worthy Jieved.
Christian ihenjyver sixty years of age. He died on June.29th, 1641,______  __ „ . . . ; ...,> However, on the same knight that Antonios disappeared, his sister had 
and began to appear to this young girl, Regina Fischer in,on July 24th, a frightful dream.’ She saw her brother strangled and thrown into the
ol the same year, He appeared such as he used to be and spoke, show- sea by the two sailors; She.did not think much about it, however, as 
ing himself in the same form and speaking with the same- language and. the Cretan, Balazakis, had always been mueh attached to her brother 
voice as in earth life. That it was the man himself was established jn whose service he'had been for ten years.' . ...... „'J
beyond doubt by the imprints of’his hands, which he left on. some had another, dream. She saw her brother, who reproached her for ih- 
eloth. He made himself known between eleven o’clock.and-midnight difference regarding his fate. “You are an accomplice with the assas- 
in the parental home of this young girl, who is described as exceedingly sins,” < .. ............................ ' .....................

sea by the two sailors; She.did not think much about it, however, as

South that measures had to be taken in 
nearly all Southern states to practically 
disfranchise the colored race—the time 
was not ripe for placing the ballot in 
the hands of ignorant and irresponsible 
persons, to be used by unprincipled pol
iticians for their own interests.

Now I would like to ask the brave 
and noble women who are advocating

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re
duced.

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
PIngault. Prise 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By .. 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

But some days later she I woman’s suffrage, if they are sure that 
the great mass of women would use the
ballot to sustain the principle of civil

charming and modest First of aThe knocked three times on the bed; ~mV’ I
------ 1. me; uook at the barque and the house of Balazakis; he has bought them I country untier ir°n »eel if a re»g-

‘ ‘ ious despotism? Are they sure theythen showed himself to her dressed in a white robe which descended to with the money of which he has*7obbe“d “7“his heels. The story, which covers twenty pages, is to the'effect that Spoiled ” The poor ar? -de'
John Clement, had murdered a man for the sum of two hundred florins nW neinnllv ilkwwoiwi in « „io™ oh« k a e °egim to make inquiries, 
and he desired Regina to go to his widow and ask for the money so that the house described by her brother She annVato^ro m Snd I Wt h"“T"“, L“c
- „„„1.1 v- i +„ tiw.. Vix<»in ¡.vniatinn hw W™ jucstrioea oj ner orotner. tone appealed to the law officers, greater part of the membership of or-- - • _ ... _ —x a-----□ — ■».is Ahnrohoo and ora 7AQlniiQ wnrlr-a statue, could be raised to the. Virgin in expiation of his crime. How and when Balazakis entered port two days later he was arrested.

would not be placing a weapon in hand 
to crush their own liberties?

We know that women constitute the

Burns and Whittier. Some of 
Likenesses and Differences. By 
Charles G. Brown. Price 5 cents.

Religion in the Republic. By 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture

Their 
Prof.

Mrs.

dellv-
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Priqa 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.'

Revelation Under the- Microscope ,of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Am?p< 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brqd- 
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoakp. 
Price 10 cents. 1

Religion and Science. The “Recap, 
dilation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus o! 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Re«, 
futed by “Corvinus.” Price 10 cents.

Free Thought Past, Present and Fm 
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman! 
With hla portrait and life sketch,, 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Eave They Done for the World? B^ 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 centb;

Johz Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches of the life of this great mam 
Price 10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology, By, 
Vlndex. Price 10 cents.

Church and State. The Bible in th’» 
Public Schools. The New American 
Party. A Criticism, by "Jefferson.” 
Price 10 cents.
• Standing Up for Jesus; or What the 
Editor of the (Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

"Why An Expurgated Bible?” By, 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought- 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T« 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

• The Evolution of the Devil. By, 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption.- By Henry M. Taber«

thodox churches and are zealous work
ers for their respectiv^churches—some......  ~ , - - ... - .. - J- -w UV O.±±COLvd. He

the widow' would not entertain the idea and other money available confessed to havihg Strangled his master during his sleep, and to having 1 ¿re fanatical—and all are taught and 
could not bo accepted, and the final denouement when the spirit at last thrown him into the water. He told them where his accomplice was believe that we owe all our civilization
contented is allowed to pass into Paradise, and Regina, reheyed from hiding, and the latter was also arrested; afid made a full.eonfession.

Must feel the iron fingers of Retribu
tion upon ,

Their throat, and that-to the offendfed 
law, must pay

The price; tooth for a tooth; eye for 
an eye.

Redressed must be, the wrongs done 
unto him; on you the blame;

If the-Most High send such as he to
wreak upon the earth,

The punishment-due to ’ His (Offended .Against thee; until this grievous wrong 
• — against thy brother man

Be righted, and to him restored his

Upon thee, too, shaft rest the state of 3$ patient, just in your dealings; treat 
his-immortal soul. him with equality r-»’

"Inasmuch as ye have done unto the Enough of.wealth isthtre for you both;
least of these,' B0 deal with him, r

My children, bo have ye dohe to Me"— A® Creator, All-Wise,- All-Merciful, 
thy God and Over-Lord.. has dealt with ySm ■

Uneasy be thy slumber; bitter'sHalt be This do; then shaD tbe land'blossom 
■ thy rest;

Peace shalt not know; My face turned 
from, and My hand .

law; then, even so, -
As you have dealt witn him, bo shall he 

deal with you, x.
When such as he shall be His rod' to 

scourge the world. •.
When this poor-wretch appeals to .the

Eternal God ■ _
For redress of his grievances, sufferings 

and wrongs, _ ■ . .
Will He not hearken; aye, and then 

will speak _ ■ - . ' .
That still, small Voice (awful, by-vir

tue of its mighty calm) . ’
Unto the hearts of men, the message, 

fraught with stem menace:
Behold, oh, man, this shapeless Thing— 

now sunk unto
The lowest Iqvel of the brute creation

—gaze upon thy handiwork; ’
He, whom I created as thy equal, im- 

. hued with immortality*
Gave thy. command, chat he, with thee, 

should rule the earth,
Thou hast crushed down, disowned, cast 

out and lett to starve;
A thing of evil hast thou made of him; 

the author thou
Of all the suffering, crime and want 

upon the earth;
-And.’Ub'.upon thy head, not his, there 

shall he visited . <
The punishment of all these violations 

of My law* ' -

birthright; and thou
Hast made of him, even such as I de

signed that be should be.
Long has he cried to Me for justice and 

the dues . .
His own birthright; unto him I. heark- 

.ened; . • -
This is My decree: That whlch.ls bis, 

'shall unto him be given;.-
Thy handiwork is he; thy evil work 

thou must undo; — ?-
Else will the phials of my wrath be 

oped and poured upon
Thee and tby children; and .there be 

meted out to thee

as the rose; rM - :>u
Disease, pain, wantnand misery vanish 

from the earthjo " Is •-
Peace.reign supreme; thd world be Par-

‘ adise. .' if ~- ;nu
. - JACOB C. PETERSON. ■

Dwight, Illinois. ¡3 , in
———..
SINGULA^ DR^Am.

Wfilch Preyed Tru? In ^Äli Respects.

On Sunday nightdlast DK McWhorter 
of New Haven, dr^aiücdifhat the body 
of Freddie OhlingcBi -drowned on the 
24th of June, was lying jufft above Clif
ton. He described’othe W5dy as lying 
■just below a clump: öt J»frillowB, ■ the 
lower limbs wideljabparViand down
stream and the arhfs extended.

On the afternoon-ot Monday a party
My ppmBnment“S'wiit, sure ana tern- out jn a skiff to look for the boy’s 

shall endure ' . body and Dr. McWhorter asked to go
•1’411 Mil + M M A* *1«l„A <M _ ___ ...

PREDICTS PERDITION.

New Arrival Declares Race for Dollars 
Is Sending People of This Country 

to.&piritual Destruction.

P. Ramanathan, a Hindoo, solicitor 
general of the’island of Ceylon, who ar
rived in New York oh the steamship 
Qampania, will tell Americans they are 
in danger of spiritual destruction be
cause of-their greed for the almighty 
dollar. .

■Ramanathan is not a Hindoo priest, 
but a high official'Of the government. 
He told a passenger cn the Campania* 
at a concert that Americans are driving 
fast to perdition in their- pursuit of 
money. Some of the Americans on 
board did not like the way the Hindoo 
put it, left the saloon until he had con
cluded his remarks.

Ramnathan has come here to lecture 
on'“The Unification ot the Religious 
Faiths of the World.” ■ He said that, al
though a Hindoo by blrtlT, his interpre
tation of the gospels of St. John and St. 
Matthew is that the Hindoo and Chris
tian religions are one.

and liberty to the churches or the

we—unu huuu «uauru body and Dr. McWhorter asked to ¡go "r am satisfied,” he said, “that the
Till all,the earth be purged of thine Jn- along. He was actiorilingly accommo- Hindoos and Christians have the one 

iquity., • . , - -dated and when they got-to a point just God, and that our ambitions are similar,
Heed well thin wrirnine* fulfill the DI- above Clifton that looked like the one Rn tending to worship him. He also ‘ vine command— E’ ■ seen in his dream, he so informed the sald a great deal of the missionary
Thin mnn thv hrnthpr then an thv party and asked them to pull over there work in India is wasted, and that the 

brother love- '• to the shore. They did -so, and there natives pretend to be converted only to
iziwnn hp’n fnli’pn from thp nit of they found the body conditioned just as secure government positions.

moral dpcradatlon ' - he said he had seen, it in his dream. The people of India can teach Spirit-
- - • b - - •.....................This dream is verified by some very ualists nothing of any value so far as

___ _ 1- *T--- - TV-,.-- V»_—. ~Lilt him up; place him upon that high ', . , , „ „ - _ -------------
pinnacle ' reliable people of New Haven.—Pome- religion is concerned.

Lord God intended he should hold and r°y Leader. _......... ——■ • — ■
ASTRAL.

Christian religion.
Do women generally,recognize the fact 

that the Christian religion is the tyrant 
that for nineteen hundred years has 
held them in bondage and as inferiors, 
under mancraft, priestcraft and church
craft? The very foundation of the 
Christian religion is the foundation for 
the degradation of women, and that Is 
that mythical Garden of Eden story 
about woman being responsible for the 
“fall of man.”

Priestcraft and churchcraft have held 
women down, on scriptural grounds, for 
centuries, but let women become a po
litical power and priestcraft will be the I 
first to seize upon it for their own self- | 
Ish ends, and will boldly assert that wo- ' 
men owe all their advancement to the 
churches. We know that religious 
zealots and^religious bigots are schem
ing all the time to trample our liberties 
under the heel of religious bigots and 
we can rest assured that they would at
tempt to use the woman’s votes to aid 
in their schemes. Would they,succeed? 
After woman has fought her way to 
the ballot-and equal rights with man 
against priestcraft, the church, and the 
Bible, will she cower and fawn and give 
praise to the tyrant that has held her 
down, or will she stand up in all the 
dignity of true womanhood, and hence- 
forth use her power in the Interests of 
civil and religious liberty, not for her
self and creed alone, but for every 
American citizen.

Is the time at hand for-Woman’s suf-
frage? 'QUIEN SABE.’

.occupy; -----------wo»------------ ' "Discovery era Lost Trail.” By Chas,
Give him, not charity, but the dues hla _ There is not a single moment in life 3. Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
; own by birthright* that we can afford to lose.—Goulburn. BUggestiveness. Cloth, 81.50.

TUtroo si, wpd MOtnnu etn to itooqjod 
mi», puu 'mop uyprinoq XproN 'stuaofl 
jseopqa ptre pemi s.-ioq-jnn eq) jo 
ueaas-xug Bnimuoa eunqox zCn^d siqj, 
’«a ffl-x

Bland. Interesting, instructive" and 
I helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
1 ^ound; BilcelL

Price 10 cents.
Liberalized Christianity.

M. Taber. Price 5 cents;
The Republic in Danger.

M. Taber. Price 10 cents.
In Place of Christianity-. 

M. Taber. Price 10 centa.

By. Henry; 

By Henry,

By Henry,
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promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
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TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is Î2.

Shattered History;
One of the greatest difficulties of the 

present age, for the scholar, to use a 
very common barbarism, is to know 
where he is at He spends half a life
time in posting himself In learning the 
history of the past; then he begins re-' 
search outside the ordinary and stere
otyped channels, and finds that which 
he supposed was authentic history is 
the production of the .forger. These 
fictions and exaggerations become so 
numerous as he advances, he does net 
put trust in anything. Sacred and pro
fane history alike have suffered in this 
respect, and the so-called historic 
events of the last half-century seem to 
have been misrepresented and colored 
in the interest of heroes without merit, 
or, possibly, to conceal their crimes. It 
would be a positive pleasure to know 
what ’we read for history is a truthful 
record of past events.

We have all supposed the account of 
Columbus' discovery of America, with 
tjjl the principal details, was accurately 
correct. But here cames the statement 
of a modern seholor, • Henry Vignaud, 
who for thirty years has been secretary 
of the American Embassy, in Paris. He

SATURDAY, AUGUST 19, 1905.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th.:> you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-aVLarge for the National Spirit’ 
■ uallst Aaaoclatlon,

Mr, Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send, him 
clippings when aa attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Addreaa 
him at Berlin Heights; Ohio-

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
toAny person donating one dollar 

the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S.
A., will, it "desired, receive one set of 
spiritual tracts and one copy of "Vio
lets,” a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy of 
"Leaves of Truth," a cloth-bound book 
of Instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

— Medical Tyranny Defeated.
A case of decided interest not only to 

Christian Scientists but to the various 
schools of mental healers, has just 

, been decided by a New York judge, who 
holds in his decision, that parents have 
a right to use any tender means of car
ing for their children in time of sick
ness, and the method of treating sick 
children by prayer, and by laying on of 
hands is legally sanctioned.

The decision holds that the parents 
of children have a right to determine, 
within reasonable bounds, what mode 
of .treatment their children shall have, 
and that the child of a Christian Scien
tist, placed . In the care of a reader or 
healer, has the same safety in life and 
limb as the child who is given into the 
hands of a licensed physician.

There is no offense, it is held, in giv
ing a child tender care, though it con
flicts with recognized schools of medi
cine. T

The decision is by County Judge 
Platt, of Westchester county.

-The court sustains the demurrer of 
John Quinby, his wife, Georgiana Quin
by of White Plains, and Dr. John C. 
Lathrop of Manhattan, all Christian Scl
ents to the indictments against them 
for manslaughter in the second degree. 
The decision dismisses the case and no 
further prosecution will follow.

The charge against Mr. and Mrs. 
Quinby and Dr. Lathrop was that they 
allowed Esther Quinby, a young daugh
ter of the Quinbys, to die from diph
theria without calling a physician, and 
instead “laid.,on hands” and prayed.

The decision Is a victory for the fol
lowers of the sect, who contended they 
had a right under the constitution to 
care for the ill according to their be
lief. The three Scientists were indict
ed by the Westchester grand jury on 
Oct. 31, 1902, and they have been fight
ing the case in the courts ever since.

A Sad Lesson.
The following account of the unhappy 

condition of the "Holy Ghost and Us” 
people may well afford an object lesson 
to such Spiritualists as put aside and 
ignore the use of their own best com
mon sense and judgment, at the dicta
tion of spirits.

The "Hc^ Ghost and Us" people, in
stead of exercising their reason and 
best judgment, accepted and obeyed the 
directions of their inspired leader, 
“Elijah” Sandford. The result is seen 
in the statement of the daily press that 
the “Holy Ghost and Us" colony at Shi
loh, Me., is on the brink of starvation. 
"Elijah” Sandford’s people admit they

tells us he 
time since 
Columbus, 
embracing

has devoted all hia leisure 
early youth in the study of 
He has a private library, 
more than 13,000. volumes.

with everything extant relating to the 
object of his search, and he is con
ceded the ablest living authority on Co
lumbus and his times.

We must not detain the reader with 
a full account of Vignaud’s discoveries, 
as given In his “Togcanelli and Colum
bus," published in 1901.' He says: "I 
have not sought to attack Columbus, 
but to separate fiction from history." 
And then :

“The object I have had in mind for 
many years is to prove the history of 
Columbus Is Imperfectly known; that 
the most erroneous ideas prevail as to 
the true causes of tho discovery of 
America." He says: “Columbus ar
ranged things as he wanted them to be 
known. It is with the utmost difficulty 
critical study has succeeded in setting 
aside from doctored history numerous 
facts which Columbus and his interpre
ters have introduced.

“The conclusion I reach is, Columbus 
never intended going to the Indies. It 
was only after he thought he had 
reached India he announced he always 
wanted to go there. What he really- 
hoped was, to discover new lands of 
which he thought he had information.

7 ' Believe or Be Damned,
The highwayman, with a cocked re

volver pointed at his victim’s head, 
with the demand, “Believe I am an hon
est man, .else I will loll you,” will get on 
abundance of lip-service, showing he Is 
an ardent believer in the goodness of 
his assailant; but the chances are a 
thousand to one the new convert Is act
ing the part of a hypocrite, and believes 
no such thing as is demanded of him.

We are told John 3:16. “God so loved 
the world that he gave his only begot
ten Son, that whosoever believeth in 
him should not perish but have ever
lasting life.”
i Now that is a large i eward for the 
simple aet of believing; but dear 
Christian brother, do te!l us how we 
are to believe if our judgment is not 
convinced. Though the wealth of the, 
world was at our feet, and waa prom-' 
Iced on condition we should, believe the’ 
sun was shining in brilliancy when all 
was darkness we could not gain the 
coveted treasure. Neither can we be-' 
lieve that the Eternal Father begat a 
son by a mortal maiden without other 
proof than such as appeals to our rea
son.

“Believe or be damned,” Mark 16:16, 
seems to be the voice of inspiration. 
“To-day shalt thou be with me in para
dise,” Jesus is reputed to have said to 
the thief on the cross, simply because 
of the criminal’s belief. And in our day 
the murderer, suffering for his many 
■crimes, leaps from the scaffold with the 
rope about his neck, to heaven, his only 
virtue: He believed with his dying 
breath.

Good works don’t count “By works 
of the law shall no flesh be justified,” 
wrote the good Paul. .

Aladdin<a«4 His Wonderful Lamp
Outdone by an Astral Body.

Says She Hears 
the Voices of Spirits.

Columbus was not a great man; 
possessed superior energy and 
verance. He was mistaken in 
previsions, and persisted in his 
after making discoveries which 
have opened his eyes."

but he 
perse- 

all his 
errors 
should

At the rate scholars are unloading 
the errors, misrepresentations, and ex
aggerations of history, what will re
main when they are done? There is 
scarcely a statement the finger can be 
placed upon, and it can be honestly 
said, "This is unerring truth.” The 
only thing in which there is no varia
tion or shadow of turning, let theo- 
sophs tell the story, is holy writ And 
though It came to us through the hands 
of cloistered monks whose testimony 
would not be taken on any other sub
ject, yet the bible Is received by the 
churches, every word of It, as inspira
tion from God himself.

A Beautiful Example.
A beautiful example and worthy all 

emulation by people calling themselves 
Christians, Is that of the Japanese, who 
have no societies for the prevention of 
cruelty to children or animals, because 
In Japan there is no need of such socie
ties. In this respect the Japanese ex
emplify a higher civilization and purer 
ideals than afly existent nation on 
earth, claimed to be Christian.

The callous brutality-engendered by 
the vivisection of animals is not known 
hr Japan, and the Japanese are known 
as a humane people.

Remembering these facts, one may 
well hope and pray that the Japanese 
may never become Christianized and 
the exempliflers of Christian civiliza
tion as it now exists.

Far better that Japan retain its own 
civilization and its own humane stand
ards of life and action, wherein it sets 
a noble example that should shame the 
peoples that pride themselves on being 
Christians, the world over.

It is painfully evident that the Chris
tian nations, so-called, have something 
more to learn of Japan than the sci
ence of warfare, and that is, the art, 
the science, the philosophy—the relig
ion, if you will—of humane feeling and 
action in lite and pracilce. This, even 
more than her war, is the crowning 
glory of Japan.

ags in the discharge of a duty. This week’s issue is 
chockful J., of’Jmost thrilling spiritual experiences,.'a 
veritable mine of valuable information. From the 
first to ,t& last page you will, find something of spe
cial intet^st^ particularly the experiences with Mr. 
Bailey, the noted Materializing Medium, and the arti
cle by Prof, Hyslop. The one who will not read the 
paper will be sadly deficient in valuable information.

Musical Speech from the Dead Informs Miss Scriven of
Their Thoughts-Yet She Is Not a Spiritualist,

“No Standard Oil In Ours."
Jesus is reported to have said to his 

disciples: “It is easier for a camel to 
go through the eye of a needle than for 
a rich man to enter the kingdom of 
God."

If the proposition Is a true one, and 
sewing needles were referred to, then 
the multi-millionaires have a' poor show 
in kingdom come. Who blames Car
negie for partly unloading? If a good 
orthodox believer, which we learn he is 
not, then he should give all to the poor, 
else the pearly gates will be closed 
against him.

But how about John D. Rockefeller? 
He is in the faith, and said to be a de
vout Baptist, but "the poor are not can
didates for his favors. His treasures 
are allowed to accumulate, $80,000,000 
a year it is reported, else are given to 
wealthy churches and sectarian schools 
of learning. This is not a compliance 
with the teachings 61 the Master.

Recently Mr. Rockefeller expressed 
a desire to contribute $100,000 in aid of 
a Boston Missionary Fund. The Mis
sionary Board turned it down, alleging 
the money was accumulated by dishon
est means and its use would defile the 
cause for which they were laboring.

A good take-off appeared a few days 
ago In the Minneapolis Journal, in the 
form of a caricature, which we regret 
our lack of ability to transfer to these 
columns. The home of a cannibal fam
ily is presented. The wife is looking 
out the door of her rude cabin. The 
children have human bones in their 
hands which they have been gnawing. 
Other bones site scattered on the 
ground. The busband and father is in 
the foreground. The rotund missionary 
has just arrived, with apparently a fe
male servant bearing a box labeled 
“tracts.” Both wear glasses. The man 
of God is finely clothed, with a dress 
hat, an umbrella in hand, Bible and 
hymn books under his arm. He had ap
parently addressed the'cnnnibal stand
ing before him mostly nude, when,

Things Worth Knowing.
Such facts as the following are not 

the sort of proof as that which the "sat
isfied faith” of Rev. J. L. Withrow and 
other bibliolaters accept and use In 
their expositions of scripture. Under 
the head of “Things Worth Knowing," 
the Chicago Dally News states,—what 
Rev. Withrow doubtless would consider 
as things not worth knowing—that 
Prof. Flinders Petrie, the Egyptologist, 
in his new book on the history of Egypt 
says one of the most Important and 
perplexing "finds” made in that an
cient land is the newly discovered in
scription on the stele of Merenptah, the 
supposed pharaoh of what is usually 
termed “the exodus,” meaning the com
ing forth of the Israelites 2,000,000 
strong, from the land of Egypt, accord
ing ter the history in the book of Exo
dus. Egyptian monuments have no 
record of “Israel In Egypt” as an eth
ical entity. The only mention of the 
name of Ysrael or Israel on any monu
ment Is to be found on this stele of 
Merenptah. But, If these were the 
same people as those of the Hebrew 
“Exodus,” the deliverance or the Israel
ites from Egypt is turned into the deliv
erance of Egypt itself from the Lybian 
confederacy of raiding barbarians, 
among the horde of which the Israel
ites were a hardly distinguishable unit. 
There is nothing in the inscription to 
corroborate the story told in the Penta
teuch. On the contrary, the Israelites 
mentioned by Merenptah instead of go
ing up from Egypt as a conquering 
army of 600,000 fighting pien never 
really got to Egypt. They were driven 
back from the borders of the land in 
wreck and ruin by the victorious Mer
enptah.

(Continued from page 1.)
No matter how individual opinion 

may express Itself regarding Dr. David 
Starr Jordan’s attitude in refusing to 
accept for the museum at Stanford Uni
versity, or to recogniie as authentic, 
the archeological relics collected by 
Thomas Welton; Stanford through the 
instrumentality of a humble mahatma, 
the immediate results of the story with 
this eerie thread as published yester
day morning in “The Examiner" were 
unanimously conspicuous for their sub
stantiation of the evidence already ad
duced to prove that Charles Bailey, the 
mahatma concerned, is taken seriously 
by eminent scientists and that his em
ployer, the late Senator Stanford's 
brother, is by no means a simple-mind
ed dupe. It is freely admitted by the 
Initiated that Bailey has materialized, 
during a long series of highly interest
ing seances, hundreds of alleged an
tiquities from the remoter periods of 
time, which have been successfully sub
jected to the unsparing scrutiny of dis
passionate experts. And it can also 
"be demonstrated that the assertion 
made regarding Mrs. Stanford's faith in 
the genuineness of this collection, as 
well as her earnest wish that it should 
"be placed on exhibition at Palo Alto, is 
perfectly (rue.

. Mrs. Stanford Believed.
The witness who testifies concerning 

Mrs. Stanford's feeling in this matter Is 
Mrs. Addie L. Ballou, a notary public, 
whose office is at 1190 Market'street. 
Mrs. Ballou, who' incidentally is a pen
sioner of the United States for services 
rendered as a nurse on the battle-fields 
of the Civil War, has been an earnest 
student of psychic problems tor more 
than forty years, was an intimate 
friend of the late Mrs. Stanford, and 
had been a confidant of the late Thomas 
Welton Stanford since 1891.

She attended seances at Mr. Stan
ford’s house in Melbourne, Australia, 
where she was MS guest for three years. 
She had several long talks with Mrs. 
Stanford abqpt Ba|Jey and the remark
able work he did as a sensitive. She 
received thé" first '.photographs sent to 
this countryot ttiô now famous clay 
tablets, cointi and, other curios pro
duced by BMley during thé sittings in 
the Stanford residence. She took these 
photographe! Ho Mrs. Stanford and dis
cussed then, । with; her. Finally, she 
has a complete repord of the transla
tions made1 by distinguished scien
tists of the,lcunlefi>rm inscriptions on 
the tablets, as well as lheir classifica
tion of the qfher antiquities.

A Gifted Clairvoyant.
The fact Gjat Mns. Ballou has herself 

been active’jn spreading the Spiritual
istic propaganda since her girlhood, and 
that she" believes "he 'elf to be gifted

possible bearing on her pol 
though it can scarcely be said 
pugn her veracity.

with a eertailii degree 
power, may be submit

clairvoyant

to
4.And it may be added that her gifts as

are suffering for want of suitable food'' quoth the benighted neathen:
and that a famine seems inevitable.

"Until two or three days ago the peo
ple lived on mush and water and corn 
bread. Their supply of meal is now ex
hausted and they have no money to buy 
more. Since" Sunday morning they 
have been living on green pears and 
beans, of which there is a limited 
amount on their farms. They eat these 
without butter or seasoning or bread of 
any kind. The crops at Shiloh are 
stunted and in a few days the people 
will be without green stuff.

“At present there are 800" people at 
Shiloh, the headquarters of the society. 
Most of these people are physical 
wrecks. They are wasted away to mere 
skin and bones and are pitiful objects 
to look upon. The people are discour
aged. Many are losing faith in 
‘Elijah’ Sandford’s power to save and 
some have already left from the hilltop. 
Scarlet fever is raging among the chil
dren, while the adults are so weak from 
lack of nourishment that they are un
able to work their miserable land. The 
town authorities of Durham have called 
on the state to relieve the suffering at 
Shiloh.

" ‘Elijah’ Sandford is now in the holy 
land. Before leaying he took most of 
the money from the treasury." - .

"What we want to know before ac
cepting your services, Is/whose money 
is being used to send yon here. No 
Standard Oil in ours!"

It would be very wrong, of course, to 
apply ill-gotten gains to Christianizing 
cannibals. It would be tar better to 
beg pennies from Sunday-school chil
dren, for the little tots, possibly, would 
otherwise Invest it in candy-and pro
duce colic, or some other infantile ail
ment, causing death, thus adding an
other to the choir of the redeemed.

Quite Too Ethereal.
“The premises of Christian Science 

are that God, Spirit, Mind, le the only 
real life, substance, and intelligence; 
that man is the Image and likeness of 
God; not as pantheism [fill is God] 
teaches, partaking ot the substance of 
Deity, but expressing God."

The above explanation by a believer 
in Christian Science we find in "Public 
Opinion," the writer correcting the ed
itor for misstating what Rev. Mary 
G. Baker Eddy teaches. God and mind 
are everything to him; matter is noth
ing. Such a faith is too ethereal for 
our senses. We are so gross we cannot 
comprehend how spirit exists in the ab
sence of refined matter.

A POOR ILLUSTRATION.

That Did Not Impress the Audience 
Was Intended.

as

"Wedding Chimes." By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful add appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the os* ot the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry., 
trice 75 ceaU.

Ashamed of His Parentage.
Rev. Minot J. Savage must have been 

in a reminiscent mood when he wrote:
"One of the strangest facts of history 

is that, although what .calls itself the 
civilized world, has exalted a Jew to 
heaven and placed him on the throne of 
the universe as an object of worship, 
yet this same civilized world has al
ways treated the Jew with despite and 
contempt.”

The dominie evidently did. not stop 
to think when he penned'the above that 
artists who have given us pictures of 
“our Lord” and hia mother, "the Queen 
of heaven,” have always, given them 
Caucasian faces. No one would snspl- 
cion for a moment that they were of the 
Semitic race while- adoring or. bowing 
before such pictures in worship,; after 
the mahner of the Catholics, or that 
they were other th® the fairest of the' 
European.race. ■ ■ .

Hudson Tuttle, the Ohio lecturer, 
made an address recently wherein he 
.described the pitfalls of the lecture 
platform.

“One pitfall,” Mr. Tuttle said, "Is. the 
unwise choice of examples and proofs.

“A temperance lecturer wished to 
prove to his audience the deadly power 
of whisky. .

“Accordingly he caused a drop of 
water to be magnified and thrown upon 
a magic, lantern screen. The picture 
was a terrible ; one. Worms' bigger 
than pythons, crabs bigger than, ele
phants, spids the size of a ship, fought 
together in the drop of water like fiends 
in the Infernal regions. -

“The lecturer now caused a drop of 
whisky to be added to the water,

‘“Watch, friends,’ he said; 'watch 
the whisky’s effect.’ , ’

“The effect was marvelous; the 
liquor killed all those ferocious horrors 
instantly. Their .vast claws and tenta
cles and feelers stiffened. AU became 
peaceful and still.

"An old lady in the front row whis
pered hoarsely in her husband’s ear:'

" ‘Wall, Jabez, that settles me. 1’11 
nover drink water again 'tnout puttin' 

' some whisky in it.”"—San' Antonio Ex
press. '

mediumship of Bailey in fourteen sit
tings held In Milan between the 28th of 
February and the 12th of April, 1904. 
The compiler of thia pamphlet makes 
the following statement in his preface:

CommUtee Testifies.
“Since the return of Bailey to Mel

bourne, some charitably disposed per
sons have circulated a report that his- 
visit to Italy was a failure, and tills 
mendacious statement was accompa
nied by expression of compassion tor a 
numbei" of ladies and gentlemen who 
witnessed the phenomena produced 
through his mediumship. That people 
of average intelligence, high personal 
character and good serial standing 
should venture to attest certain uncom
mon occurrences, of which they had in
dividually and collectively been the ob
servers, appeared to be incomprehensi
ble to the author or authors of the dis
honest report referred to. They dis
credited the facts and appeared to con
sider the narrators of them to be 
either the bearers of false witness, or 
the imbecile victims of fraud and delu
sion.

“Now, in Milan, the phenomena were 
duced before a committee of the local 
Society tor Psychic Studies, composed 
of gentlemen of high literary and scien
tific attainments. Dr. Eugenio Grlffini 
acting as their honorary secretary, and 
the proceedings at each sitting- were 
published from month to month, in the 
periodical entitled ‘Luce and Ombra,' 
which is the recognized organ of that 
society, and were duly authenticated 
by the signatures of those present.”

From Ancient Babylon.
One of the most interesting items 

among the objects in the Stanford col
lection which Dr. Jordan la said to be 
unwilling to even examine is a seven
sided, terra-cotta cylinder, 5% inches 
long, 2% inches wide, and weighing 1 
pound and 2 ounces avoirdupois. Six 
of the facets of this cylinder, which, it 
is claimed, had its origin in Babylon, 
are covered with inscriptions described 
by the scientists who "have seen them 
as of tlie cunieform kind, and on the 
seventh are a number of seal impres
sions. When procured, the markings 
on its surface were partially obliter
ated by an earthly deposit, and the 
specimen had to be carefully cleaned. 
The cylinder Is hollow, and is said to 
contain the following record of warlike 
dealings of the ancient Babylonians 
with the Jews:

Inscription on Tablet.
“These are the acts of Essar Haddon, 

the great King, the mighty King, the 
builder and restorer of the temple of 
the gods, the favored of Ashur (the 
chief Assyrian divinity). The people 
called .the Jews (In Assyrian, Yahud) 
have sent unto me many ambassadors, 
many offerings, and the people of Khita 
(meaning in Assyrian the people of the 

ittite nation) gold and silver, precious

a clairvoyant have some substantiation 
in the testimony of many persons, yet 
living, who heard her pause in the 
midst of a lecture at Mankato, Minn., 
on the night of April 14, 1865, and cry 
out, “A tragedy at Washington! The 
president has been assassinated!" As 
there was no telegraphic connection be
tween Mankato and the outside world, 
the announcement thus made was not 
verified until the arrival of the mail a 
few days afaerward. It will probably 
be admitted, on this basis of considera
tion, that Mrs. Ballou is at least a wit
ness who may be trusted to have inves
tigated the Stanford mystery with en
thusiasm and a plastic mind. Thus, in 

.brief, is her testimony:'
“I first met Thomas Welton Stanford 

several years ago, when I went to Aus
tralia to lecture on psychic subjects as 
the representative of allied psychic so
cieties in this country. He was at that 
time a very rich man, though he had 
gone to Australia with no more sub
stantial fortuné'than a venture In kero
sene and an agency for a certain sew
ing machine.

Present at the Seances.
“Mr. Stanford, previously -Consul 

General for the United States in Mel
bourne, had retired . from public life 
when our acquaintance began, and was 
devoting' his time and money to a sin
cere investigation, of psychic phenom
ena. With this mutual interest., as a 
foundation for our friendship it was not 
long before we agreed to carry on our 
researches in' company. I accordingly

. went to live at ,Mr. Stanford’s house, 
was present at scores of the seances 
there, and can personally vouch for thé 
truth of every utterance made regard

: fag their wonderful developments.
“When Mr. Stanford discovered 

■ Charles Bailey and became hia patron, 
both Mrs. Stanford and mvself felt that 
the phenomena immediately resulting 
were of the first importance; Mrs. 
Stanford made s special trip to Austra
lia to attend the-seances at which this

; wonderful sensitive presided, and saw 
enough to eppvinep her beyond all pos-

‘ sible. doubt that bofh Bailey and the rel
ics he materialized" were genuine. She

' satisfied hërself Still further, howeyer, 
by helping bier brother-in-law to arrange 
for a series .of sittings at which those 
present should bé hot only converts to 
Spiritualism*/but'then and women of 
learning. ana-authoHty in other fields. 

. To BelSentfar University.
, “These unbiased; witnesses who he-, 
cepted the .juvltat^n extended to them

stones and chariots. Aly favor 
they regain. Subdued are they, 
the people of Elam. The great 
commandeth. in the temple of

would 
Also 

lords 
Mero-

were raw; 
mien and

■gymen,. newspaper 
s. They attended

six sittings- i&d ¿ffide their affidavits 
that they hud seemBailey do-the things
he has else?, 
Ing. Mrs; S 
Mi". Stanfori

■ea recorded aa do
then agreed with 
the archeological

wonders, produced at Bailey’s seances 
■ should ultimately be for warded to Stan
ford University, and I know that, she 

। wrote- to her brother-in-law regarding 
, this subject while she was ' on the 
. steamer which took her to; Honolulu.” 
. Mrs. Ballou, then showed the reporter 
several documents bearing on. the au- 

‘ thentlcity of thle antiquities which Bal- 
ley in his astral capacity rifled from the 

■ tombs o£ Cairo, the mounds of Assyria, 
the temples of Benares and the palaces 

. at Khartoum. 'Aniong these documents
was a pamphlet, issued by the. Society 
for Psychic Studies In Milan," Italy, in 
which, was chronicled, over the signa
tures of many well ltnown Italian schol
ars, the astonishing results obtained un
der rigorous test conditions through the

dach I placed the records sealed by my 
hand. And the inhabitants of Kirdush 
were conquered and subdued with the 
fleet horses and men of valor. These 
are the acts of ....... who dispensent
justice and exalted his people. The 
great gods, Assur, Bel, Nebo, command, 
and I obey. Which shall be as a given 
sign and a witness (here follows the 
line of seals, possibly impressed with 
the royal signet). The men of Erech 
came against me. Their mighty men 1 
slew, and impaled I their mighty men 
alive. Amatl-Bel their towns " burned 
with fire, and took their women captive. 
These are the acts of the great King.”

Coins of About 226 B. C.
Ten of the coins in this collection are 

thus described: "Two of the larger 
coins are of the reign of Ptolemy Phllo- 
pater, about 226 B. C. One of the 
larger specimens and three of the small
er ones are covered with verdigris and 
much corroded. Those corroded were 
got in mounds in Egypt, the cleaner 
ones from mummy coffins, where possi
bly they were placéd as toll money. 
Three of the smaller ones are Roman 
coins of different reigns. The four 
other smaller coins are of a metallic 
combination once known as electron, 
and is probably an alloy of silver, cop

i per and a little gold. On one side of 
these was the head of Zeus, on the 
other side a. double-headed eagle hold
ing thunderbolts. Two of these coins 

1 are of the time of Ptolemy Euergetes 
n, nicknamed Ptolemy the Pot-bellied; 
another of the Ptolemy and Berenice 
reign, another of the Cleopatra reign, 

. and another of the reign of Ptolemy 
Sbter, this one having reproduced upon

, it Ptolemy’s own head.”
-The Famous dcarabeus.

The famous scarabeus, brought to the 
library of Thomas Welton Stanford by 

.Bailey’s astral double, has also been 
painstakingly examined. “It Is,” says 
the chronicler, “a sacred beetle of the 
time of Rameses the Great, found at 
Thebes, and Ib nearly 4,000 years old. 
These scarab,ei were placed in the right 

■hand of deceased royaltiès when their 
bodies had undergone the process of 
preservation. On the back of this 
scarab is a hieroglyph; a cartouche in 
the center, a flail at. either side, and 
what was called a determinative under
neath, somewhat in the shape of a 

■wide, shallow goblet. On the upper 
part of the cartouche is a representa
tion of the sun’s disc; ‘Ra’; in the cen
ter of that is some Egyptian agrlcultu- 
ral implement, and below is a well 
carved diminutive1 beetle—the whole be

: ing translated Rai-me-ses (Son of the 
son). The top of the flail is gone; mak

' fug determination on this point uncer
tain, but it is believed that the" Rameses 

■ indicated was Rameses II, that is, Ra
meses the Great, called by the Greeks

1 Sesostris.”
Asked to comment on the story pub

lished in’ yesterday’s “Examiner,” con
cerning this strange story, M. Brod- 
zky, a prominent Australian newspaper 
man, who recently came, to this, coun
try, had tills- to say;-

Stanford Took: Precaution,
- "Thomas -Welton Stanford lathe 

high priest of Spiritualism to Mel
bourne; a man Who- does not lay him
self open to the .ridicule heaped on 
those who practice- thé occult art ’a la 
Pantouffle.’ When Stanford patronizes 
a spiritualist!« medium, he or she must 
have a reputation, for genuineness, it

FROM ALL SECTIONS OF THE WORLD COMES THE INFORMA
TION THAT A PROFOUND BELIEF IN SPIRIT RETURN IS 
SPREADING, MAKING NEW INROADS INTO QUARTERS WWRRie 
HERETOFORE IT WAS BUT LITTLE KNOWN, AND MANY WHO 
ARE THE TRANSMITTING INSTRUMENTS BETWEEN THE TWO 
WORLDS DENY THEY ARE SPIRITUALISTS, AND ARE INDIG
NANT IF ANNOUNCED AS SUCH. HUNDREDS IN CHICAGO, 
RICH, INFLUENTIAL AND INTELLIGENT, ARE FIRMLY ESTAB
LISHED IN THE BELIEF THAT SPIRIT RETURN IS A FIXED 
FACT, BUT FIRMLY DENY THEY ARE SPIRITUALISTS. PROMI
NENT AMONG THOSE WHO COME UNDER THE HEAD OF SPIR
IT RETURNISTS IS THE LADY WHOSE EXPERIENCE IS GIVEN 
BY A NEW YORK WORLD REPORTER, IN THE FOLLOWING 
NARRATIVE. WE HAVE NO WAY OF COERCING SPIRIT RE
TURNISTS INTO THE RANKS OF SPIRITUALISM TO AID IN AN 
ORGANIC MOVEMENT, HENCE MUST LET THEM DRIFT AS 
THEY SEE FIT, FOR FREEDOM OF THOUGHT IS OUR WATCH
WORD. SO LONG AS THEY ARE HONESTLY SEEKING THE 
TRUTH, THEY WILL DEVELOP IT ALONG THEIR OWN LINES. 
BUT WOULD IT NOT BE WELL FOR SPIRITUALISTS TO REN
DER THEIR LIVES AND RANKS SO PURE, ATTRACTIVE AND 
CLEAN, THAT THE SPIRIT RETURNISTS WILL BE DELIGHTED 
TO CO-OPERATE WITH THEM, FOR IN SPIRITUALISM IS THEIR 
PROPER PLACE, AND SHOULD BE THEIR HAVEN OF REST. 
READ CAREFULLY THE EXPERIENCE OF MISS SCRIVEN.

i .51™^ power of communication with departed spirits is claimed 
by Miss Clara Scriven of Plainfield, N. J., who has been visiting Mrs. 
Charles Daniel, of No. 425 Mott avenue, Bronx. Miss Scriven says she 
is not a Spiritualist, and she does not pose as a professional. For two 
years, she avers, she has been talking with the spirits of dead relatives.

Miss Scriven is twenty-two years old and of rather nervous tempera- 
i5/16 wa$ about two years ago a telephone operator at 

Plainfield, and it was while receiving messages over the wires that she 
first became aware of voices.

“These voices,” she said, “were in a high, musical key. I could not 
understand the phenomenon. I attributed it to nervousness and gave 
up my position as an operator. The voices had become so uncanny and 
so fearsome that I dared not continue at work. I did not realize then 
that it was the spirits tailring to me.

“I first came to know that when I went to visit friends in Plainfield, 
They had an amusement device called the Ouija board. The hands 
were placed on a small, triangular board on which the letters of the al
phabet were printed. The smaller board spelled out answers to ques
tions asked. ,

Spirits Made Her Answer. 1
“Somd one asked a question that none of us understood about a dead 

relative while my hands rested on the board and instantly I heard a 
voice in the same musical key that I have mentioned. The voice dic
tated the answer and my hands instinctively spelled it out. The per
son who had put the question looked at me in dumb astonishment. I 
then found that I could talk to the dead relatives of all those present. 
I trembled from excitement. Gradually this feeling passed away and 
at home after I had made a board of my own, I became quite used to con
versing with the spirit world.”

Miss Scriven uses a round chart of pasteboard about 12 inches in di
ameter, on which the alphabet is printed, each letter being inclosed in a 
double circle. The name of God stands near the center of the chart, 
with entwined circular lines that connect the three letters. Other cir
cles contain parts of the Lord’s Prayerv. Miss Scriven explained thatX 
as God is the controlling power she had placed His name on the chart, 
and that the circular lines were intended to represent the current of 
thought which she believes to run in circular waves. ,

Answers Stranger’s Questions. ’
Miss Scriven gave % demonstration of her method to the World re

porter. She did not affect any mysterious air. She asked the reporter, 
who was a stranger to her, what he would like to know, and his question 
being propounded, she answered them in a very brief space of time. 
Much information was volunteered by the young woman aside from 
that brought but by the questions. The manner of death of several 
relatives was communicated, and many of the strongest characteristics 
of the departed while in life were related through the medium of the 
chart. Miss Scriven did not, in all that she told, make one error. In
cidents in the lives of the departed were told in a manner that was 
amazing.

"‘I am told by the spirits,” she said, “that all is happiness in heaven. 
I understand that there are seven states through which they must pass

■ to reach the highest plane. Some people who pass away are prepared 
for higher planes than others. They tell me that all spirits may see 
one another but that the difference in planes enables those in a higher 
state to hold closer communion with God. Spirits may perfect them
selves for the highest plane. Perfect harmony exists among the spirits. 
The voices are always pleasant to listen to.”

. Miss Scriven says many of the people on earth have spirit guardi
ans. Nearly every one has one guardian and same have more. These 
.guardians always exert an influence for good. The more guardians the 
'better the impulses and the fewer temptations.

“A friend of mine has thirteen guardians,” said Miss Scriven, “and 
she is peculiarly free from temptation.”

was, therefore, a sensational occurrence 
when Bailey, who, by the way, was a 
laundryman and not a blacksmith, be
came the protege of Stanford. The 
brother of the Senator gave special 
seances for the laundryman, who un
doubtedly produced fac similes of an
cient Assyrian tablets covered with cu- 
nieform writing, similar to those discov
ered by Bruggsh and other Assyriolo- 
gists, and given by them to the British 
Museum.

“Stanford, at first, was not quite sure 
whether he was being fooled regarding 
these tablets, and submitted them for 
decipherment to experts who declared 
that they undoubtedly contained gen
uine Assyrian cunieform - writing, at 
least 4,000 years old.

“Subsequently, when Bailey’s name 
crept into the newspapers, the Mel
bourne police hunted up the laundry
man’s history, and it was established 
as a fact that he had started as a com
mon, low-grade fakir, telling fortunes 
at a shop in Gertrude street, Fitzroy. 
While thus employed Bailey was vis
ited by one McManamy, the cleverest 
detective in Melbourne, whose fortune 
was told for 40 cents. Bailey was ar
rested for thus disobeying the munici
pal ordinances and was fined in the 
Fitzroy. Police Court. Mr. Stanford’s 
faith was not, however, shaken by these 
happenings. He stood by Bailey and 
proclaimed his confidence in the Bailey 
antiquities. And it is certain that to 
those who do not believe In Spiritual
ism the mystery of these antiquities IB 
a long way from being ¡solved.”

In such a wcrld as ours the idle man 
la not so much a biped aa a bivalve.— 
Horace Mann.

The smiles of Infants are said to be 
the first fruits of human; reason.—H. N., 
Hudson. / :

The most certain sign of being bom 
with great qualities’ is to'be bom with
out envy.—Rochefoucauld. '

Great results can not be achieved st 
once, and we must be - satisfied to ad
vance in life as we walk—step' by stejj, 
—Smiles. . ' • ’

COUNTERFEITING THE

It Is the Great Curse of 
To-Day.

Throughout the entire

GENUINE.

the World

commercial
world in every branch of industry—no 
exception—counterfeiting is going on. 
Especially is" that true in regard to 
food, money, spirit phenomena and 
textile fabrics. A special cable dis
patch from London, England to the ChP 
cago Record-Herald, says that there is 
more spurious money in circulation" 
just now than ever was known in that 
country.

Not only that, but the art of false 
coinage is more near perfection than 
ever. It is estimated that there are no 
fewer than 200 persons now engaged in 
England in private coining, counterfeit
ing and uttering bad money, and of 
that number probably two-thlrds live In 
London. The number of private mints 
is probably not short of 100.,

There is also now a recrudescence 
of what is known as “sweating” sover
eigns, which Is more difficult to detect ' 
Two thousand of these “sweated” coins 
were secured by the police during the 
last twelve months.

Counterfeiting permeates the whole 
commercial and industrial world. That 
which is of the greatest value is the 
most generally counterfeited., Bring 
out any thing good, whether among tex-. 
tile fabrics or in the phenomena of 
Spiritualism, and the counterfeiter will 
step to the front and give It a critical 
examination, and then closely imitate 
It. It Is a crime to counterfeit textile 
fabrics or money, but it is a thousand1 
times worse to counterfeit genuine 
spirit phenomena, or pretend to mate- ■ 
rlalize spirits with the aid of wigs, 
false whiskers, illuminated crosses," and 
dresses rendered luminous by artificial 
nieans. It shows degeneracy on the 
part of those who patronize such shows, , 
claiming they are genuine. .

1 ANXIETY.
Self-conceit is the enemy of progress. G, i
■Bion. . • •

h

imites



BITS OF PERSIAN PHILOSOPHY.
■w

Gatharad From Gmar Khayyam, the 
- - ■ Persian Poet. Psychical Research and the Future Life I A NOTABLE MEDIUM.

Victorien Sardou, the Great. Dramatist, 
.ply.es His Spiritual Experience.

RESTURES EÏMT,
It Is -well to become acquainted with 

the philosophy contained in the Rubai
yat of good old Omar KJigyyam, the as
tronomer poet of Persia, who was ,born 
at Naishapur in Khorasaan, in the lat
ter half of the eleventh century.

Nizam ul Mulk, the vizier, in his 
-’Waslyat," says of Omar Khayyam: 

■“His illustrious years exceeded 
ejghty-flve, and it was the universal be
lief that ever" boy who read the Koran 
or studied Hie traditions in hiB pres
ence, would assuredly attain to honor1 
and happiness. • » » At Naishapur .thus 
lived and died Omar Khayyam, busied 
in winning knowledge of every kind,, 
and especially in astronomy, wherein 
he Attained to a very high pre-eminence 
* * * The Sultan showered favors upon 
liim."

The tomb of Omar Khayyam Is in 
Yiaishapur, just outside a beautiful 'gar
den. Trees, burdened with fruit, ex
tend their branches protectingly above 
it; and earlier In the season drop their 
blossoms upon It, so that at times the 
cover-stone Ib quite hidden from view.

Looking thus upon the petals blowing 
gently down upon the poet-philoso
pher’s tomb, one remembers his Quat
rain: Î
“Whither resorting from the vernal;

■heat .
Shall old acquaintance old acquaintance 

greet
Under the branch that leans above; 

the wall
To-shed his blossoms over head and: 

feet.” '
The best lines ever written by Per-I 

Bia’s poet of the people are these: ’
“A book of verse underneath the bough, ; 
A jug of wine, a loaf of bread—rand thou ‘ 

Beside me singing in the wilder- ; 
ness—

Oh, Wilderness were Paradise enow!”;
The entire theory of domestic bliss is. 

symbolically expressed in the above 
lines. The “book of verse” represents 
the poetic aspiration for a higher plane 
of thought life; the "jug.of wine” ably 
symbolizes the stimulation found In the 
desire to provide the material -comforts 
of life for those we love, while the 
“loaf of bread” représente the reward 
of our labors. The meaning of “and 
thou” Ib self-evident. Without the 
“thou" each one's ’’paradise” will event
ually become a “wilderness."

Kind the “thou;" and you will have 
gained a paradise beside which the 
fatned Elysian fields will seem as unat
tractive as a vacant lot overgrown with 
■weeds. It has been well and truly-said:

“The teat of gold is fire ;
Of man, woman.”

True spirituality flourishes, as does 
a green bay-tree by the Bide of spark
ling waters, in the atmosphere of wed
ded love; and the test of all fine-spun 
theories is found in the home where 
two souls flave -decided that only love 
shall rule.

Where Love is the household god we 
find happiness; and when the idea of a 
personal, man-shaped, demoniacal god 
iB introduced into a home where Love 
does not abide—at that moment the 
fuse that leads to the powder-magazine 
of domestic woe Is ignited.

If it were more generally understood 
that it is better to do .good for good's 
sake than to obtain “happiness in heav
en;’’ to be pure for purity’s benefits, 
rather than to please a silly, impracti
cal god (the Christian's god, who byhis 
own record is a brute in passion and a 
murderer in action)—then, I say, men 
and women would hesitate to rush into 
matrimony tor other motives than pure 
love. Until the time comes when indi
viduals realize that there is no god, no 

- walled-up heaven, no burning brim
stone hell, we may expect to find civili
zation retarded by loveless marriages 
■contracted for lust and revenue only.

Thinking along these lines, we appre
ciate the thought that prompted the 
Persian poet when he exclaimed: 
“Ah, Love! could you and I * * * con

spire
To grasp this sorry scheme of things 

entire ,
Would not we shatter it to bits—and 

then
Re-mold it nearer to the heart’s de

sire!"
The pernicious effects of the Chris

tian-made theory, that anyone can be 
bappy throughout all the ages to come 
in a nice roomy heaven (no matter how 
vile and immoral one’s earth-life has 
been), providing one merely professes 
“faith in Christ” and is “washed in his 
blood,” may be seen every day in the 
■divirce courts, the penitentiaries, the 
jails, the wards for the insane, the 
homes for imbeciles.

It is this mad Christian theory that 
converts many thousands of possible 
paradises into actual wildernesses.

If you doubt that Persia produced a 
philosopher, read Omar s search for the 
■answer to the question of his soul :
“Up from earth’s center through the 

Seventh Gate
I rose, and on the throne of Saturn 

sate,
And many a knot unravel’d by the 

road
But not the master-knot of human fate.

■“There was the door to which I found 
no key;

There was the veil through which I 
might not see:

Some little talk awhile of Me and 
Thee ।

There was—and then no more of Thee 
and Me.”

After other equally fruitless attempts : 
to solve the problem of life, he says: 
“I sent my soul through the Invisible, 
Some letter of that After-life to spell:

' And by and by my soul return’d to, 
me,

And answer’d, 'I myself am Heaven and 
Hell.’”

Thus, through years of toll, after 
years of struggle to conform to certain 
formal rules of conduct, the soul sud- 
denly finds that both heaven and hell ; 
are contained within kself. Truly a 
profitable lesson for those who will 
learn Its truths!

Remove tie fear of hell and the hope 
for heaven, and the Individual is placed 
upon his own responsibility. Then and 
only then will creed-bound selfishness 
cease making this planet a place of op
pression. . ■

To the selfish wealthy classes “heav
en is but the vision ot fulfilled desire, 
and bell the shadow from a soul on 
fire," but in time they find that the soul 
never forgives Itself Its crimes; and It 
is only by devoting ages of unselfish 
endeavor toward alleviating the suffer
ing which they have caused that they 
can hope to hear the soul’s commenda
tory words : “Well done! Enter thou 
into happiness by continuing thy good- 
work.”

MRS. F. M. SNARRENBKRGER. .

"The Attainment of "Womaly .Beauty 
of Form and Features. The ’CulUva- 
tlon of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy- 
Kieno and Heiflth Culture.. By twenty 
physicians and Bpeclallsta.EdUedby 
Albert Turner." Ot especial Interest 
and value. Price TL

“The Truth Seeker Collection ot
• J' Forms and Ceremonies Tor the Use of 

Liberals.’’ Price 26 tents.

; íi

Dr. James H. Hyslop, Ph. D., FormerProfessoröf! 
Logic and Ethics in Columbia University,. H. YJ 
Presents in the Homiletic Review his views oil 

: Psychical Research and ä Future Life. They will be; 
read with deep Interest by thoughtful Spiritualists.

By James H. Hyslop, Ph. D., Former Professor of Logic and Ethics in 
' Columbia University, New York.

One of thé most astounding inciden ts of modern times is the attitude 
of many religious minds toward those phenomena which purport to 
afford scientific evidence of a life after death. One would- expect the 
average Christian to seize every opportunity to confirm liis faith by sci
entific evidence, but, since he has lost confidence in Bridgwater treat
ises, lie seems to have put on the skepticism which has so obdurately 
characterized the “infidels” in the past. For many generations relig
ious minds kept up a constant warfare, against science for not accept
ing its hopes and beliefs, and .that conflict is mot yet wholly laid. The 
■persistent complaint against seienee was that it would not admit the 
evidence for the existence of God and the immortality .of the soul. But 
now that seienee has actually taken np .the question of trying to ascer
tain ^positively whether there is. any evidence for personal consciousness 
after death, religious minds take up an attitude of indifference or hostil
ity to -the effort, often maintaining that the phenomena which apparent
ly attest such a life are the work of the devil. In former periods it was 
the work of the devil that we should doubt this evidence, but now the 
Bgme agency is invoked to explain respect for that evidence. The atti
tude of such minds is like that of the Irishman who was '‘always agin’ 
the Government. ”

For the last 'century scientific materialism has made such progress 
that the belief in a future life lias been greatly discredited, and this 
feeling .about it has been very much strengthened by the results of bib
lical criticism, which has destroyed faith in mere authority. Science 
has so persistently asked for evidence in present experience of any 
claims whatever that the human mind tends to distrust .all stories of the 
past unless their credentials show some scientific character. The con
sequence is that men are coming to rely upon scientific methods for 
their convictions. It matters uof whether this is a right or a wrong in
stinct ; it is a fact, and in life we have always to reckon with facts in 
our daily intercourse. Any evasion of them is always disastrous in the 
end. Now there is about us a vast mass of phenomena alleging a sig- 
nifiqance as proof of survival of death, that is, the refutation1 of the ma- 
terialistie theory of life. It matters not what its character is—a fea
ture which can not be determined off-hand ; the duty of intelligent men , 
is to examine into its 'credentials. Above all others, the religious mind ' 
is bound to regard the problem as affecting the one belief to which itr 
filings with the most passionate tenacity and fervor. The alew to its 
whole view of life and human duty is found in the belief. The social 
organism is -profoundly affected by its integrity, as we can hardly -ex
pect the sentiment of human brotherhood to survive the interest which 
immortality attaches to the value of human personality. If man has 
no value as a personal soul, from the standpoint -of nature, we must ex
pect that those who have the power will treat their fellows as means 
to their individual ends. The assurance of a future life establishes 
the value of personality in the world quite as effectively as the conser-’ 
ration of energy establishes the permanence of force, and we must ex
pect corresponding moral consequences for a belief that insures the 
permanence of personal consciousness. This ought to be apparent to 
the religious mind without argument, and, once accepted, should enlist 
an interest in whatever purports to represent scientific evidence of the 
belief.

The attempt to afford scientific proof of a future life began with the; 
organization of the Society for Psychical Research, though it may be 
a misrepresentation of its motives to imply that it had any such object. 
In fact, its primary intention was to investigate and not to predetermine 
any conclusion by its methods. But it was inevitable, from the nature 
of the phenomena with which it had to deal, that it should very early 
become complicated with this problem. It began with tire alleged phe
nomena of telepathy or thought transference, which is not evidence of 
anything transcending the capacities of the embodied human mind. 
Though the claims of Spiritualism are more or less weakened by the' 
fact of telepathy, if fact it be, the doctrine of transmission of thought 
is a revolutionary one in psychology and suggests human powers that 
may well arouse wonder in regard to cosmic agencies. But there are 
two classes of phenomena which most distinctly support the claim that 
deceased persons may occasional^ give evidence of their continued ex-; 
istenee after death, especially if the phenomena can show credentials- 
making them more trustworthy experiences than legends and myths.- 
They are cases of apparitions and of mediumistic phenomena purport- ' 
ing to represent communications with the dead.

FRAUD AND ILLUSION ARE THE TWO GREAT DIFFICULTIES 
IN THE WAY OF BELIEVING STORIES OF SUCH EVENTS. But 
in certain instances these objections have been removed, until further 
skepticism as to the importance of Hie facts is no longer* excusable, 
though it is quite admissible that suspended judgment in regard to their 
proper explanation is quite proper and advisable. The point in the 
present stage of inquiry is not what they prove as to so stupendous a 
question as a future life, but do they suggest something supernormal in 
human experience. When the subject has been studied for a much 
longer time we may be able to form a better judgment as to the mean-: 
ing of the phenomena.

In the study of apparitions we have to be careful that we can discrim
inate those that are evidential of outside agencies and those that are ex
plicable by ordinary hallucination. The vision of “spirits”.is-too com
mon a fact among the insane to be hasty in accepting any alleged appa
rition as indicative of foreign influence. Only the most extraordinary 
amount of evidence will justify' serious treatment of stories alleging 
the appearance of deeeased friends. Only those will have any scientific 
interest which coincide with the occurrence of a corresponding event 
not known by the person who sees the apparition. For instance, if A. 
sees a phantasm of B. when it^ean be proved that B. had died without 
the knowledge of A. and near the time of the -experience, we have a: 
type of phenomenon that can claim serious attention, especially if sim
ilar experiences can be multiplied in large numbers with different peo
ple. Even then we cannot be hasty in adopting an explanation, partie-, 
ularly a spiritistic explanation; because it seems to be a well-accredited< 
fact that apparitions of living persons are as frequent as those of the’ 
deceased, and, whatever theory we adopt, we must make the two types 
consistent with each other. We cannot assume discarnate spirits to ex
plain the phantasmal appearance of the living. Neither will it be easy 
to erplnin the appearance of the dead as mere eases of telepathy, 
though we may not be satisfied with any application of living minds to 
account for them.

THE PUBLIC HAS VERY LITTLE CONCEPTION OF THE ,EX- 
TENT TO WHICH FRAUD IS PRACTICED BY ADVENTURERS : 
PREYING ON THE CREDULITY AND INNOCENT INSTINCTS OF; 
THE UNWARY. Genuine phenomena can be so easilysimnlated that the. 
course of wisdom for the untrained man and woman is to let the subject 
alone and hand it over to the scientific man. None but trained experts; 
should deal with mediumistic phenomena. The history-of the layman's; 
investigation in this subject is but one long account of illusion and: 
fraud, and this is true even though genuine experiences may have oc
curred in the process. But until we have some criterion for discrimi
nating between the fraudulent and the genuine phenomena, there is no 
reason for popular investigation. The whole subject should be left to 
oualified men for investigation. '
* Modern knowledge has affected the problem of a life after death in 
such a manner that there is no way, to substantiate it scientifically but 
to prove the personal identity -of certain deceased human souls. Mate-; 
rialism is based upon the doctrine that consciousness is a function of the' 
brain or the human organism. The knowledge that all organic com
pounds exhibit functions that are results of organization tends to sup
port the idea that consciousness is an incident of composition—-that is, 
the result of atomic combination, like digestion and circulation, which 
certainly do not survive the bodily organism. In addition to this, the. 
discovery that we have a soul would not assure us that we have the 
same consciousness after death, though it might prove it possible. We 
know that things change their functional activities in thé process de
scribed as dissolution, and what we know of changes of personality in 
the loss of identity, amnesia or loss bf memory, and various alterations 
of consciousness, makes it necessary to know, not merely that there is 
something else than the brain involved in the occurrence of conscious
ness, but also that after such a change as death we should continue the 
same consciousness with its memory as a condition of realizing the only, 
kind of survival that could possibly interest a moral being.

What we must know is whether the »ersonal consciousness which we

knew in life survives, and it will apt satisfy the present .conditions .of 
belief to know that this consciousness, is not,a function of the bxam, 
though it wouldmstabji.sh n strong probability that a future, life was 
quite possible or likely- To assure us that its destiny or existence is not 
involved in anytlflbg like the alteration of personality as it is known in 
abnormal psychology, we must in ¡some way get into communication 
with a discarnate spirit, if ¿that he possible, and have it establish its 
identity. _ . . •

Apparitions can¡ satisfy this demand only ion two .conditions: First, 
the recipient of them intist be able either to recognize the person appeal
ing or to obtain some ippntal impression or apparent auditory indication 
of the person concerned. Secondly, the percipient must not have 
known the person1 fin life, or, if he has lenown the person, he must not 
have known of his death. In both cases the experience must be verifi
able by others than the subject of it. Otherwise the apparitions will be 
referable to hallucination as an explanation.

The Society for Psychical Research undertook the collection .of a cen
sus of apparitions. It comprehended those of living, of dying, and of 
deceased persons. The latter, class was excluded from its report. The 
largest number of these whs of living persons. The whole number was 
382. Doubtful cases reduced .these to 350. Of this number 30 were 
death coincidences, and this small number in the census sufficed to con
vince the committee r-inade up of Mr. F. W. H. Myers, Professor .and ' 
Mrs. Henry Sidgwiek, Mr. Frank, Podmore, and Miss Alice Johnson- 
that they were not d(ue to chance alone. They represent 440 times the 
•probable number of, such occurrences aecórding^to the Law of chance. 
1 his census represented England and Wales, and, as I said, excludes the 
Apparitions of thé dead. These latter sufficed in number and eviden- 
tiaLvalue to convince Mr. Myers, and Mr. Andrew Lang accepted Mr. 
Myers opinion as proved, tliat the deceased could occasionally manifest 
their existence aftar.death, THERE ARE PROBABLY A THOUSAND 
SUCH CASES ON RECORD IN THIS COUNTRY, AWAITING THE 
MEN AND FUNDS TO CLASSIFY THEM AND PUBLISH THE RE
SULTS IN A FORM TO MAKE THEIR IMPORTANCE IMPRESSIVE.

Mediumistic phenomena, when they can be made genuine, are of the 
nature of experiments in proof of the same contention. They first rep
resent supernormal phenomena of some kind, and, when they relate to 
the identity of deceased persons, they are evidence of a future life, 
whether they are regarded as proof of it or not.

Thore arc several instances of this type of phenomena which deserve 
scientific consideration, though they are defective in some aspects of 
their nature. Dr. Liebauit, .the celebrated Freneli physician, narrates 
a case of some interest. Its value rests mainly on his authority and not 
-on the variety of its incidents. Mr. Henleigh Wedgwood, the 'brother- 
in-law of Charles Darwin, reports personal experiences which certainly 
resemble commiuiieations from deceased persons, and vouches for otli- 
ers in the experience of certain intelligent friends. Mr. Myers reports 
ithe instance of a celebrated European physician whose name he has to 
withhold. Tiie cáse of Rev. Stainton Moses is a most remarkable one, 
subject to qualification for the lack of scientific investigation. His 
-moral probity was never questioned, and some of his real -or apparent 
¡communications "with the dead are at least impressive and on any theory 
■command the respect of psychology.

Blit the most remarkable case on record is that of Mrs. Piper. The 
■characteristic of this case is that it depends more upon the precautions 
taken against frau$ and illusion and upon the perfection of the contem
poraneous reeordmade of the experiments than upon the dearness of the 
messages. Ofherçcases.have either represented material too meager for 
convincing the seibntiflë'skeptic or involve no such careful experiment 
and record as in jhis cise. Besides, its importance is inueh enhanced 
by the mass of evidence taken with, its variety and complication with 
many witnesses. All these features of it represent the reaso’n for per
petually-urging itSHmj^rtanee.

This is no placado summarize even the types of incidents involved in 
the Piper record, and it must suffice to remark that it consists of that 
kind of messages'^ivhipli we should expect a continuing personal con
sciousness to transmit' in proof of personal identity, or such as living 
people would send oyea a telegraph line or through a telephone for the 
same purpose if their ldentity were challenged. These incidents are 
necessarily trivial? as nothing else will establish personal identity 
either between the-Jiviitó or between the living and the dead. Commu
nications about thHi nature óf a transcendental life are worthless as evi
dence, »nd must „be,'pjit aside uptil the problem of identity has been 
solved and the triviality and confusion of the messages have been ex
plained. At present the mass of evidence tending to satisfy the condi
tions of the first problem is very great, and it is time that .it should be 
the subject of intelligent estimation. Its relation to the moral and re
ligious wants of the age entitles such an investigation to munificent en
dowment, especially as much less worthy causes do not lack in financial 
support.

The material bearing upon the question and related to the supernor
mal generally is represented in some nineteen volumes of Proceedings, 
ten volumes of a Journal, two volumes of “Phantasms of the Living,” 
and two volumes of “Human Personality and Its Survival of Bodily 
Death,” by Mr. Frederick W. H. Myers, to say nothing of the work of 
Mr. Podmore and of Flammarion, the French astronomer. Telepathic, 
npparitional, and mediumistic phenomena abound in them to such an 
extent that their possible significance can no longer be ignored without 
incurring the reproach of bigotry. Not that any special conclusion is 
necessarily sustained by them, but that they so pertinently suggest the 
existence of supernormal knowledge or challenge scientific investigation 
that it is no longer wise to neglect them. The kind of estimate placed 
upon such records may be seen by observing what men of high scientific 
standing say_of the results already on hand.

"I was one of the first to declare my
self a believer in Spiritualism, and that, 
at a tlme-rhalf a century ago—when 
there was some merit In doing so, for . 
it usually entailed being stigmatized as 
a fool, a madman, or a charlatan. Now
adays, with so many oi the leading sei-1 
entitle men of the world on the same 
side, there would be nothing heroic, 
about such a course. In fact, the day ; 
is much nearer at hand than la com-; 
monly supposed when to scoff will be ■ 
the hall mark of Ignorance.

The incident I have to relate caused 
me no surprise whatever, for I had wit
nessed much iliat was far more singu
lar. I had been a medium for rather 
more than six months. In my possess
ion was a round table which would 
walk across the room and turn round 
and round at my bidding, exactly as it 
It were a well-trained dog. On several 
occasions white roses had fallen from 
the celling on my desk and I had seen 
the keys ot my piano rise and fall as it 
under invisible fingers, to play sweet, 
unknown airs to me. So familiarized 
had I become with all these phenomena,' 
of which I was both the instigator and 
the witness, that I viewed them with
out the least emotion and, 1 can posi
tively declare, without any trace ot 
autosuggestion. I was merely an aj.- 
tentive observer, skeptical at first, then 
won over by the unimpeachable evi
dence of facts. Extremely critical, ab
solutely calm and self-possessed, 1 
looked .upon such incidents as uncon
cernedly as on any ot the ordinary acts 
of my daily existence, the routine ot 
which was then the most regular it is 
possible to conceive. I used to draw in 
pen and ink with surprising rapidity 
extraordinary designs in which my own 
Individual imagination and will had no 
part. My hand no longer belonged to 
me, but obeyed some loreign influence 
which professed to be the spirit ot Ber
nard de Palissy.

One Sunday, towards two o'clock in 
the afternoon, I had sat down at my 
desk to draw, as usual, with the assist
ance of this occult influence, and had 
spread out in front of me on the table 
a sheet ot drawing paper of ordinary 
dimensions. Instead of beginning to 
trace a design, however, tiie pen, obey
ing a sudden impulsion ot my hand, 
brusquely described an oblique line, 
reaching from top to bottom ot the pa
per, which was thus rendered useless. 
On this occasion I Interrogated Bernard 
de Pallssy, or, rather, the spirit profess
ing to be his, by the ordinary means, 
and received for answer, “Paper too 
small!” I then selected a larger sheet. 
Again the pen made a line tram top to 
bottom ot the paper. Again I put the 
same question; again 1 received a sim
ilar answer—“Too small!” Larger pa
per I did not possess, a tact which 1 
pointed out to the spirit. “Go and buy 
some!” was the immediate order.

I protested. It was raining at the 
time, and the stationer 1 usually dealt 
with had his shop pretty tar tram the 
Quai St. Michel, where 1 then lived. 
“Go to the Place St. Andre des Arts,” 
said the spirit. I tried to recollect 
whether there was a 'stationer’s shop 
there, but could recall none, and told 
the spirit so. “Yes! There is a shop 
there. Go and look!” Much aston
ished, 1 at last made up my mind to 
sally forth, and duly reached the spot 
Indicated. I looked all around. Just, 
as I had foreseen, no t uch shop was to 
be discovered. Considerably annoyed 
at having come out on a fool's errand 
In a heavy downpour of rain, 1 was 
about to return, when my eye fell on a 
signboard over a large doorway, on 
which was written "Wholesale Dealer 
in Cardboard." Entering the place, 1 
asked for drawing paper, and found to 
my surprise that tiie shopkeeper pos
sessed a stock of every size. 1 selected 
what I wanted, and leturned home. 
There I at once spread the paper on 
the table, and my pencil, without the 
hesitation wrote, "You see 1 was right!"

The facts I have related took place 
hi 1867, and shortly after this my medi- 
umistic faculties vanished as suddenly 
as they had appeared.”—The Grand 
Magazine.

| It was not, however, a-disappearance 
of mediumlstic faculties in the case of 
Sardou, but their direction towards his 
intellectual development, making him

¿Dectacfes a Thing of tfiePa&t.
’AeUa«,” a Marvelous Discovery Tint Carta AO 

Affliction» of the Eyo and Ear Without j 

Cutting or Drugging. i

There Is no need for cutting, drugging 01 
iPrqblng the eye for any tarm of dlaeaeo, ior> 
.BewsystemoJireatingaffiloilans ot the eye hai

been discovered wherebj 
all torturous and tartar 
ous methods are eliminat
ed. There Is no risk or ex- 
perlmeiitlng, as thousand« 
of people have been cured 
of blluduess, .-falling eye
sight. cataracts, granulat- 
ed lids and other ailllctious

of the eye through this grand discovery, when 
eminent oculists termed the cases iucurable- 
Below we print extracts from testimonials
such us uro received by us daily. 
nIJl\u'i)LT,rPeillllu^u^' agent Muina 
BenetllLife Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo. 
writes: ‘'Having used Actina for several years 
I cheerfully recommend it for the cure of eye,, 
ear aud throat affections. It cured my mother, 
of cataracts." ‘

'SusanCaixlwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: "I am 
•o years old. I was so blind I could only know 
l>ersons by their voices. After using Actinal 
can now thread a needle without glasses."
•.*< Y’ W' D°od\vin, Moline, Kan., writes:My honeav opiuiou of AotiUtt u that it OU0 
or the most marvelous discoveries of the age.

eyes, and cured my wife of asth-
Hundreds of other testimonials can be sent 

on application. •‘Aeliua” is purely a home 
treatmentaud self*administerea by tiie patient, 
and is sent on trial postpaid, if you will send 
your uuiue nud address to the New York »ud 
■London Electric Association, Dept SriB.BUI Vt'ul- 
nut St., Kansas City, Mo., you will receive al>- 
sulutely free a valuable hook, Professor Wil
son S Treatise on the Eye and on Disease In 
ueneral,

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS, 
grncer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles Flstuls, Ulcers, 
iraemauamlBkmimdFmaíeDiíseuKeB. Wrim 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address • 

OR’BYE,«^ Kansas City, Mo.
_ A Bond myoj?»ddrr»iQ 31 oavtae

BIB HH H * AluahiUiiy »ure: we
tumiih the nurk aad teach you free, you work iu 

the locality where youl ivc. Ji? nd u* your atidrexj and we will 
explain thei>u»inci>fi fully, tci<ici>ibvme tuuripttcc acleurprutit 

fur«verv day b work , nl-iu-lutcly sure Write al once
HOilL MANtTALTClUNG 10., Box I 3 I I Detroit, Uieh.

O
Dr. Woollefs 

PAINLESS’ 
PH 

ANDWhiskey Sure

.16ENT FREE to«U 
1 users of morphine, 
opium, lamianuni, 
elixir of opium, oo- 
caineorwhlskej’.a

I large book of par** 
I tloularson borne or 
sanatorium treat
ment. Address,Dr. 
B. M. 'WOOLLEY, 

lOfi N. Pryor St
Atlanta, Georgia.

NEW INVENTION!
Write for »ew booklet, Bpedal Offer thia tnuuib. Our 
new Quaker Folding V*;>or B«tb Oablneu, tiu«st

produced. Kti-ryhudy dril^hUd. Enjoy At 
home fur So cacti Ali tLemarvelousclcausiug. 
iuvigorutiug, curative die eta of the famous 
Turinth iuthi. Open tiie 6,000,UÜÜ skin 
pores, purges the entire syatem. Brats Hot 
Bpricgs. Prevenís dise&se. Baves Dr. bills. 
Cured tliounudi. Nature’s drugieu rnoedy 
Tor ecidi, Trip, rheumatiam, arhea, palas, 
blood and aklo dhaue«, Kidney trouble 
eblldn-n’s dlmsie« aad-frmale Ills. Guaran.teed, Bret co SO day«'trial. ¿100 lo ¿BUG 

b month, «alenntQ, manager«, rrnrui agents. prollu
WORLD MFD CO.. 82 Womo BtllLOlHti, CIHCIHHATI, OHIO.

821
The above la th© number ot Ure pres* 

ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
es printed ot the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If thia number cor* 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page la ad
vanced eaeh week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number og 
tbe tag of your wrapper.

one ol the foremost dramatists of 
time.—Editor Harbinger of Light.]

TUMBLE-BUG THEOLOGY.

his

The Habits of the Scarabaeus Parallel 
With Theology.

Sir Oliver Lodge, one of the leading physicists now Living, says: “If 
anyone eares to hear what sort of conviction has been boride in upon my 
mind, as a scientific man,' by twenty years’ familiarity with these ques
tions which concern us, I am willing to reply as frankly as I can. I AM 
FOR ALL PERSONAL PURPOSES CONVINCED OF THE PERSIST
ENCE OF HUMAN EXISTENCE BEYOND BODILY DEATH, AND, 
THOUGH I AM UNABLE TO JUSTIFY THAT BELIEF IN FULL 
AND COMPLETE MANNER, YET IT IS A BELIEF WHICH HAS 
BEEN PRODUCED BY SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE THAT IS RA SET) 
UPON FACTS AND EXPERIENCE.’ ’

Professor Stout, of St. Andrew’s University in Glasgow, thinks that 
telepathy “cannot with any approach to probability explain away” the 
phenomena which My. Myers quotes in support of a future life. Pro
fessor Muirhead, of Holloway College, England, is hardly Mund pro
fessor Stout in sympathetic interest. Mr. Arthur Balfour, Prime Min- 
ister of England, though not in any way committing himself, speaks in 
a tone of hopefulness regarding the evidence. Mr. Andrew Lang ad
mits that Mr. Myers has given in apparitions alone sufficient evidence 
of survival after death, though'he is not yet convinced (by mediumistic 
phenomena. . , _

Sir William Crookes does not announce a definite conclusion for more 
than something supernormal, but he is thoughtfully sympathetic and 
probably witiihold^ conviution in deference to the judgment of psyehol-' 
ogy, being himself,,a physicist. Cesare Lombroso, the Italian criminaT- 
ogist and whilom .materialist, says that “there is. a great probability 
now given 11s through psyehieal researches that there is a continued ex
istence of the sou^aftdi;,death. ” Even Mr. Huxley admitted that the 
“actuality of a spiptual^world is a matter which lies as much within the' 
province of seienoecas any other question about the existence and pow
ers of the various‘f-bran^of living and conscious activity.’'

These are no mgan judges, and to the list may be added Professor 
Barrett, Prof. William James, and many ofhers.as at least interested in 
the issues involved jandssupporters of the investigation, and the writer 
happens to know personally of many other men of similar public stand
ing who hold simito VieW upon the subjeet,<but he does not feel at lib
erty to mention fl^n^ies in any,public manner. They suffice to jus-: 
tify the demand.,for 'thj? scientific consideration of a problem which is! 
one of the most momentous ever opened by science, and, as it is wholly 
in the interest of the regions mind, the neglect of it, in the face of an 
opportunity to rei^uci^^cience and religion, is inexcusable.

Political men, like goafs, usually thrive best among inequalities.— 
Landor.

We-want fewer things to live in poverty with satisfaction than to live 
magnificently with riches.—St. Evremond.

Pleasure soon exhausts us and itself also j hut endeavor never does.
—Richter. ' c; ... .. . .

Man 5s not born to, solve the problem of the universe, but to find nut 
what hehas to do; and to restrain himself within the limits of his com
prehension.— Goethe.? ' .

As to the priestly organization, tho practical effect of the’Ghristian 
organization, “the cliurch,’* has' always been averse to morality, and is 
now.—William Kingdon Clifford.

In reading tie late W. H. Gibson’s ac
curate description of the habits of the 
scarabaeus, 1 was struck by an -“inspi
ration” of the palpable significance ot 
the black-coated priest of entomology 
as a fair symbol of his human imitators 
from the days of ancient Egypt down to 
the present hour. There Is a striking 
resemblance of the strictly orthodox 
mode of this beetle in handling, cod
dling and finally depositing for the next 
generation, their dirty little ball of filth 
containing their only hope of resurrec
tion, with that of the black-coated hu
man priest, with his blood atonement 
theory of salvation.

The former is truly a symbol of the 
-latter. The argument Ib parallel and 
from the same undoubted origin. We 
still have “Jesus Christ and him cruci
fied,” etc., as the “scapegoat” to take 
the place of the Jewish sacrifice of 
bulls and goats of the theological era 
long past The well-informed reader 
will readily trace the theory back to its 
origin in Egyptology, which regarded 
this beetle as the emblem ot Immortal
ity.

Is it not a soul elevating theme for 
the twentieth century of Roman civili
zation, that college bred gentlemen, 
who in some things are up-to-date and 
intelligent, still cling to the old blas- 
lihemouB theory of a God. of vengeance? 
There is perhaps not a better symbol of 
the perverted theory of the resurrection 
and the immortal life, still insisted on 
by the theological world, than this poor 
little tumble-bug.

If a man believes in a God of venge
ance and hatred, that man will be 
vengelful and sufficiently hateful to be 
a disciple of Jesus, according to Paul, 
“If any man come unto me and hate not1 
his wife," etc., "he cannot be my dis
ciple.’’

Yes, it is a sorrowful tact that a large 
part of Roman -or Christian civilization 
Is still playing the tactics of the scara
baeus to perfection.

All this, too, in the face of a world 
Inn of light offered us freely from the 
real immortal life. Is It not time we 
might take a lesson from the words of: 
the greatest naval hero now living— 
Admiral Togo—who has lust attributed 
the greatest naval,viclory the world 
ever knew—not to human power or sa
gacity, but to the intervention 01 the 
spirits of their ancestors?

. J. MARION GALE. ' <
Quitconi, Wash.

UNCOOKED FOODS
And How to Live on Them—With 

Recipes for Wholesome 
Preparation.

Proper combinations and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and M.rs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without tills 
book. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatability ot 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

It will simplify methods of living- 
help to settle l.he servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Price SI.

"The New Xdfe.” By Leroy Berrler, 
Eminently .suggestive-along the lines of 
"new thought” Excellent in tone and 
tendencies. JMee. riafh.-ti.

■Uontlnulty or uia a owmio Truth.- 
At P-rot. IV. M. Lockwood, !Hhe work of 
n'Btroug, logical .thinker,, on a deeply 
tmwtaatsuhfecL KtmaMiit ll.__

Three Journeys flround the Worfd
~~on -

Travels in the Pacific Island«,
New Zealand. Australia, Ceylon, India, »nd 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Pwblee, 
A. M., M. D.. Ph. D. In this splendid large 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated a vast 
amount of valuable Information. It is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual
ism as he found It everywhere in his travels 
receives flue attention, making -tho book of 
special value and Interest to Spiritualists 4M 
large pages, finely bound, at the price ot JIM

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of Intense inter* 
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma. 
terialietB, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied to this 
book an account of hiB wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
Including scientists of world-wide re- 
put», nKiking a volume of great valu& 
638 octavo pages. Price, cloth, f 2.

What All the World’s a-Seeking.
RALPH -WALDO TEiyK.

EachIb btrtldlng iilB world from within; thought U 
the builder’, ior thoughts art force®,—fiUbtltj, vital 
trroalatlblo, emnlpotmit,—and according as used da 
therbriag power or Impotcncoj peace of pain, euoooa 
or lallaro.—From Ttae»pagc.

The-above books are beautifully bound 4n grav^reeB 
nisei! cloth, stamped In deep old-£reen cod gold, wile 
fUftop. Prlce,<i.t5. for -sale at this offl.ee.

RflDIMT ENEROy SS.fi» 
io Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon a new branch 
of research into the laws ot nature, and to the 
student ororen an admirer ot the modern au- 
trologicalMteraturewlllBiirnlyoome wichgreat 
interest. Price, cloth, lus

Ufnmnnlu its attainment of - 
Hv vlIlQlllJ torn ano features

MfiQIlfll The cultivation -ot personal 
. WvUUl J 'beanty, based on Hygiene and 
Health Culture, by twenty-physlolanB aadspi- 
ElallsteLiandedltoa by Albert Turner. A Talus- 
bio book tor -women -and therefore tor tho whole 
world. Prfoo in elegant -cloth binding, 81.00. 
For salevit this olllco.

The Science of Spirit RetuFn/T
BrChwlpi BaiVbani. A -sciantiflo reheas«! 

itiuvt is txuly iHicrcsiiiijf. Price, xq cc&Ub

ääiifcfesis^i
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i he opiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

TOPIC FOR' THE PROGRESSIVE 
urA-YeeUM.

On Mo'nday'evening, July 31, at the 
home r' " " “

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
tjiat current Issue should reach this 
office ript later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, ‘ be
lieving, that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account tor the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.-?We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgressiveTbinker 
Is set up on a Linotype maebine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS—Bear in mind that Items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE-”, that all items 
tor this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address ot 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, tor they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

I Take due notice that Items for this 
1 page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they 'may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO TH® 
WASTE BASKET.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED -TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL
MATTER, OF WHATEVER 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

KIND,

To Camp Correspondents:—Notices 
of camp-meetings should reach this 
office not later than Friday afternoon to 
secure insertion in the next issue of 
The Progressive Thinker.

Mrs. M. T. Longley notifies us that 
H. W. Richardson contributes $10 to 
the Mediums’ Relief Fuad.

Dr. G. B. Warne lately returned from 
Michigan where he had been filling sev
eral lecture engagements.

Mrs. C. Kirchner-writes: “The warm 
weather of Sunday, August 6, did not 
deter the friends coming out in full 
force to attend the services of The Ris
ing Sun Mission at the president’s 
home. Both of the parlors were filled 
with an anxious throng eagerly listen
ing to the able remarks of that grand 
old orator, Dr. J. MacFariand. He car
ried his audience with him through his 
entire discourse, and carried conviction 
to many a skeptic through his eloquence. 
His expounding of our grand philoso
phy was more than a surprise to quite 
a few orthodox friends, who were in the 
audience. At the conclusion of his re
marks he was roundly applauded. Our., 
choir was out in full force, as several | 
had been away on vacations. The mu
sic they rendered was appropriate for 
the occasion. Spirit messages were 
given by Brother and Sister Thompson, 
all of which gave proof positive of spirit 
return. Services are held Sundays at 8 j 
p. m. at our president's home, 22 Jack-

J. A. Toren writes: “The attendance 
at the meetings at our hall, 361 E. 48rd 
st., continues to be excellent, and the 
interest manifested continues to in
crease as the work of the speaker and 
medium become known to the investi
gators. The highly inspired and able 
lectures delivered by the Rev, Dr. J- O. 
M. Hewitt, and-the convincing and soul- 
stirring tests given through Mrs, Isa 
Cleveland, are the means of bringing 
to many hungry souls the beautiful 
truths of Spiritualism. Let those who 
have their doubts and fears, come to 
our meetings if they wish to be con
vinced. Strangers are especially in
vited." .

It was currently reported at the Chau
tauqua grounds last night that strange 
sights and sounds bad again been no
ticed at the old house just this side of 
the grounds shortly before 9 o'clock 
last evening. A prominent business 
man of this city, whose family is stay
ing out at the Chautauqua grounds, 
came in this morning .and told the'sto
ry,. It- is said that a party were pass
ing the old house, which has now come 
to be known as the “haunted house," 
when they observed a faint and lurid 
light flickering out from the black, va
cant windows of the old rookery and 
sounds like moans or groans were dis
tinctly heard. The party did not stop 
to make any investigation but hurried 
on their way. The matter was the all- 
absorbing -topic of. conversation at the 
Chautauqua grounds last evening.— 
Herald-Leader, Menominee, Mich.

G. M. Roberts writes: “On Wednes
day evening, July 26, at 112 East 8th 
.street, Jacksonville, Fla,, the _ infant 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Dunn 
was christened by our medium, Mrs. 
Amy Buchanan. The parlors were dec
orated with palms, ferns and rubber 
plants; vases filled with white and red 
roses; white lilies and other tropical 
.flowers were in profusion, malting the 
house a bower of fragrance and beauty. 
The fire place and mantel were a bank 
of sunflowers. An inspirational lecture 
by Bro. Thomas B. Davis was read. 
The baby was named by spirit friends, 
and christened With the petals of the 
rod and white rose, the sunflower and 
green leaves. The services were beau
tiful and impressive. This is the first 
baby christened in Jacksonville, accord
ing to Spiritualistic ideas, instru
mental and vocal music enlivened the 
occasion. The members of the Zulelka 
Society and other invited guests wit
nessed the ceremony. Delicious re
freshments were served.”

Out at Surprise Lake, seven miles 
from Tacoma, Wash., and just off the 
line of the Interurban electric line, a 
new white-topped city has sprung up, 
The occasion of the city of tents Is the 
fourth annual encampment of the State

HELEN STUART RICH INGS, who 
has. been in the far Northwest for sev
eral years, is returning to the lecture 
platform, and desires to correspond 
with societies wishing the services of 
an inspirational lecturer, psychome- 
trist and dramatic artist. Terms most 
reasonable, especially for long engage
ments. Address P. O. Box 115, Beattie, 
Wash.
1st lecturers, Dr. B. F. Austin. His dis
courses were indeed soul-inspiring. It 
was also a pleasure to find our old 
friend, Oscar A. Edgerly, presiding as 
chairman of the meeting. There can 
but be a good influence when he and his 
guides are at the helm. The music at 
the camp was exceptionally fine, the 
Wertz family of Anderson, Ind., having 
charge, ably assisted by Dr. Charles 
Stevenson, and his gifted and most 
spiritual wife. By the way, Dr. Steven
son is a most versatile man. I knew 
him in Bay City, Mich., where as both 
magnetic physicians and entertainers 
he and his wife, Mrs. Blanche Steven
son, were highly appreciated. The 
Spiritualists of Jackson hope to be able 
to visit Grand Ledge camp often, for it 
is a beautiful place. I think The Pro? 
gressive Thinker Is the best Spiritualist 
paper ever printed."

Dr. Juliet H. Severance is at home 
enjoying a family reunion. Her son, 
Fred W. Stillman, known on the 
boards as Walter Fredericks, will re
sume his work on the 20th of the pres
ent month. Her daughter Lillian Still
man, a beauty specialist of New York, 
who is now home on her summer out
ing, will start east about the 25th, ac
companied by her mother and brother 
Byron and the three will visit the Doc
tor’s only sister how on the physical 
plane, who lives near the place of their 
birth, about -20 miles from Syracuse. 
Lillian will spend about two weeks 
there, returning to her business in New 
York. The others will-be back in Chi
cago about November 1. . Dr. Severance 
would like to make engagements to lec
ture during the fall and winter; also for 
next camp season. Address Juliet H. 
Severance, M. D., 578 East 69th street, 
Chicago.

Virginie Barrett writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “I am at present serv
ing the Grand Rapids Spiritual society, 
and am? meeting with success in the 
open-outdoor meetings, drawing the im 
terest of the strangers. These are held 
on the large and beautiful lot upon 
which a spiritual temple will be erected 
In the near future. Though not a pub
lic park yet, I am pleased that the 
friends of the good cause of this city 
have seen the wisdom in this new 
movement of open-air mission tor the 
benefit of the cause. I shall give a full 
account of the work here later. Camps 
pr societies desiring my services for 
fall and winter work will please ad
dress me at No. 224 Lagrave street, 
Grand Rapids, Mich. I will try and se
cure a test medium. Friends do not 
forget to secure a copy of the ’Katy
did' song, for the benefit of the Medi-

Sunday, August 2o!\9O5, é. E. 58: “Ed- 
, 3 ca^b.”

• , , ia - ,-g---- ■
■Gem of Thought:—r.
‘ 'Tis education féÿms the common 

mind,?
Just as the twig ii'bent the tree’s in- 

cHned/’” • -
For Information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyaeumiocauthorized lesoori 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso: 
elation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Templey Galyeston, Texas.

Allen,
Monaay evening, July 31, at the 
of Revs. J._M, and M. Theresa 
a reception was held in honor

GONE TO ANOTHER LIFE.

.ug. 19, 1905.-

HWALYA 
I (THE KOLA CO^POUiW)] 
Tho Alrlcau Kola Plant la Nature’^ Positive 
Cure for HAY^'EVEH »ud ASTMA. Since Hl 
reoeut discovery this remarkable botanical pro« 
duct has come into.universal uto in the Hospitals 
of Europe aud Amwlca ns au unfailing cpeclflc. 
proving that '

HAY-FEVER
ASTHMA can be CURED;

of Rev. Laura B. Payne of Fort Worth, 
Texas, president of the Texas State

son Place, Between Jackson Blvd 
Van Buren street, west of Hoyne 
nue. We cordially invite friends 
strangers to all our meetings.

and 
ave- 
and 
Our

epeaker for Sunday, Aug. 20, will be 
Mrs. Martha Price of Boston. All are 
welcome.”

Horace Vernet is the best example of 
visual memory. He .could paint a 
striking portrait of a man, life-size after 
having once looked at his model. Mo
zart had a great musical memory. Hav
ing heard twice the “Miserere” in the 
Sistine chapel, he wrote down the full 
score of it. There are soloists who 
during twenty-four hours can-play the 
composition of other masters without 
ever skipping a note.

About forty Toledo Spiritualists 
spent Sunday at Lemoine, enjoying an 
out-of-door luncheon, and holding serv
ices on the old Indian camping-ground. 
The speakers of the day were Mes- 
dames Schoulf, James, Benton, Norm- 
berg, Mossbach and Beck; Messers. 
Decker, Benton, Frick and Ingel.—To
ledo (Ohio) News.

James R. Little, lecturer and medium 
for private and public platform..work. 
Ordained January 10,1895. He will of
ficiate at weddings and funerals. Send 
all letters to permanent address, P. 0. 
Box 43, Oakland, Cal.

ThoS Rose writes from Toronto,Ont: 
“I must congratulate your uptodateness. 
Honesty will always come out on top."

Those who are thoroughly critical 
see many chances for improvement in 
the Chesterfield Camp. The News of 
Indianapolis, Ind., says: "The rule for 
several years has been to choose elder- 

■ ly men for practically all of the offices, 
and particularly on the board of trus
tees. The younger element in the as
sociation is asserting that it is time it 
should have representation in the exec
utive affairs. The younger members 
desire to come, into power in order that 
they MAY EXECUTE THEIR, PLANS 
FOR A MOR® PROGRESSIVE SPIRIT 
IN CAMP IMPROVEMENTS AND EN
TERTAINMENTS. If they can not gain 
power desired, they will undertake to 
pledge the next official board to make 
several improvements in. camp. A 
modern camp hotel is demanded. A 
sewer system and water works plant 
are wanted to improve the. sanitation of 
the camp. A large pavilion for enter
tainments Is also desired, and finally 

■program of social features that-will add 
■more life to the camp and therefore at
tract more people who can then divide 
their time between the auditorium,'Be- 
ance rooms and modern social enter
tainments.” .. •

Spiritualists association. Surprise 
Lake is a short distance from Edge
wood. Between thirty and fifty tents 
had been erected the first day and a 
number of cottages afo in course of 
construction. The grounds are platted 
In regular manner and lots for tents or 
cottages are leased, but cannot be pur
chased outright. The State'"Associa
tion, which was organized nine years 
ago, owns tenacres of land adjoining 
the lake.”

Correspondent writes : “The First So
ciety of Spiritualists of Syracuse is 
holding services through fhe warm 
weather. We consider the society for
tunate in having secured the services 
of the gifted speaker, Rev. J. • C. F. 
Grumblne, of Boston, Mass. His lec
tures are spiritual and eloquent. The 
hall is well filled each Sunday evening 
with the deep thinkers instead of curi
osity seekers: Mrs. Addle Cooper of 
this city is the message bearer. She 
seems able to bring the spirit world 
very close with her psychometric read
ings.” ■

The Sun of Norwich, N. Y., contains 
the following notice of one of our most 
valued contributors, Henry Morrison 
Tefft: "However much one may disa
gree with him in opinions, his sincerity 
as a sneaker and writer, no' one can 
question. Every sermon he ever 
preached, every lecture he ever deliv
ered, every, article he ever wrote was 
bom out of life’s experience. He has 
lived in ecstasy of success and in the 
gloom of despair, he has felt the glory 
and flush of victory and the mortifica
tion of defeat He is brilliant, but un
certain; he is always interesting but 
not always consistent His opinions 
are on wings ever ready to take a new 
flight and no one ever knows when he 
has finished one sentence, on what 
topic he will light next and yet there is 
a rhythm and a harmony running all 
through, so that when you have finished 
reading his article, or heard him 
through with his lecture, you feel' as 
though the mental picture he has made 
Is complete and that not a sentence 
could be left out without marring its 
beauty.”' '■*

D. G. Hill writes: "Notwithstanding- 
the warm weather on Sunday evening, 
Aug..6, an audience filling all the seats 
greeted the Golden Rule Spiritualist so-, 
clèty at its hall, to listen to the lecture 
delivered by H. M. French of Peoria, 
111. He chose for His subject medium
ship, and held the rapt attention of the 
audience until the finish. His talk was 
practical and to the point under con
sideration and merited the hearty 
thanks of the listeners. The messages 
were given by Mrs. Nellie Kusscrow, 
and the speaker, Mr. French, and were 
equally well received and recognized, 
The steadily increasing attendance at 
our summer Sunday evening meetings 
is a source , of great encouragement to 
all who haye a. hand in the conducting 
of same, and we still extend a cordial 
invitation to all to meet with us on 
each Sunday evening, àt O'Donnell Col
lège Hall, So. Paulina street, between 
Wàshington Blvd and Park avenue; 
Open Door.” '

Mrs. Charles Gage writes from Jack- 
son, Mich.: "On Sunday, Aug. 6, the 
Spiritualists of Jackson were favored 
with an opportunity to visit the beauti
ful grounds of the Grand Ledge Spirit
ualist camp-meeting association, and at
tend the meeting now in session there. 
It was Indeed an enjoyable occasion, as 
about three hundred of our people went 

I on the special train furnished us by the 
| camp management. We had the pleas
ure of listening to the inspired' utter
ances of that peer of the best Spiritual--

ums’ fund.”
Sam Foss writes that he has returned 

to the city from Indiana, and is now lo
cated at 3514 Vincennes avenue, where 
he will hold circles and give readings. 
Telephone Douglas 6749.
TWENTY EIGHT AUG 11

Mrs. Lora Holton writes: “I will re
ceive pupils for development in inspira
tional singing and piano playing after 
.September 1. All Interested in this line 
of work, please call or write from 7 to 
9 p. m. (except Sunday and Monday 
evenings) at 497 East 43rd street, Flat 
11, third floor. I have been engaged in 
giving scientific psychic palm reading 
in Michigan this summer and hâve suc
ceeded in interesting many new inves
tigators in the grand truth of spirit re
turn. I always find The Progressive 
Thinker, a welcome visitor in thé lovely 
homes throughout that grand old state.”

Joseph M. Bare writes: “In your is
sue of July 1, under the heading of Bo
gus Mediums’ Tricks, falsifying or de
nying of mediumship is plainly shown. 
I positively affirm that those num
bered tricks, if done in,the plain, sim
ple, unaided manner, as stated, cannot 
be done without mediumship; if they 
can, then spirit phenomena is in no way 
superior to legerdemain or sleight-of- 
hand tricks. If these simple tricks can 
be so done as stated, spirit phenomena 
could not do more." Brother Bare 
should remember, that the trickster can 
only “imitate” a certain class of phe
nomena and while the “Imitation" may 
in some cases deceive, the way. it is 
done is always different from thé genu
ine spirit manifestation. One Is decep
tion and thé other is not.

L. E. Beal ' writes from Lewiston, 
Maine: “I congratulate yqu on the su
perexcellence of the late numbers of 
your paper. The article by Nora 
Batchelor is worth its weight in gold. 
Your selections on the woman question 
are highly appreciated and show that 
you are willing others should enjoy the 
rights you claim for ÿoüiself. Stand by 
your colors on the fake business! If 
spirits or Spiritualism need the help of 
fraud and deception^ the soonér they 
go down the better. • I know by sad ex
perience that there Is an obsession of 
inherited tendencies it Is hard'to be rid 
of, and there may be other obsessions, 
but I fancy not so fréquent as some 
imagine.”

■ Sunday, September 3,1905, the Spir
itual Church of the Students of Nature 
will begin its Sunday services at 7:30 
p. m., at Van Buren-Opera House, cor-

believer. Thi best1, recommendation 1 
can give the’Eeami>&is to say I am not 
sorry I went'.” ' \ ’ ' 1

E. R. Fiéldjpg wjite.s from Washing,- 
ton, D. C.: "Mrs. M. T. Longley, secre
tary of the N. ,S. A., has departed for 
the East. She wi^ join Prof. Longley 
at Boston, andj wjll speak at Onset Aug. 
20. Mr. F. A. Wood, president of the 
First Spiritualist Society, is spending 
his vacation in the East. Mrs. W. Far- 
iow has returned and meetings of the 
Temple League prill be held as usual at 
her home, and qt Marshall Hall. Mr, 
Walter William^ is secretary of the 
Temple League; Miss Wilson is record
ing secretary. The Spiritualist Benevo
lent Society mét’ at Mrs, T. Hinkle's 
Thursday evening. Mrs. Hlnklé holds 
meetings Sunday and Friday evenings, 
Mrs. Zallie Lyse gives private readings. 
Mrs. Julia Warneke, 1222 Eye street,, 
holds meetings Monday eyehinga ..dur
ing the summer., Mr. Emil Nabbe has 
secured a pleasahj. room for his meet
ings, in the Spanisli Veterans’ Hall, on 
Fifth street, Meetings every Sunday 
evening.”

E. H. Manning writes from Elkhart, 
Ind.: "Having made a careful study of 
what is termed magnetic ■ or psychic 
healing some years ago and met with 
marked success In treating of diseases 
pronounced Incurable, this led . me to 
the investigation.of spirit return, and 1 
have through the aid of good mediums 
been made acquainted with those' on the 
spirit side of life who work with me. 
They are learned men. Some of them 
were physicians while In earth life. 
This has set me ¡to thinking along new 
lines, and life iseems brighter, and 
death has no chill. The spiritual man 
unfolds and starts upon, his mission, 
while the old casing is laid away. What 
a beautiful thought it is to realize that 
all the knowledge ot good and for good 
which we gain while In the mortal is an 
everlasting wealth which may go with 
us all through eternity. I have changed 
my address to the above place and will 
be glad to hear from'all my old friends 
or others.”

Secretary of the Forest Home Camp, 
Snowflake, Mich.; writes: "Camp work 
is going along nicely. Many improve
ments are being made, especially along 
our lake front; streets cut through; lots 
laid and cleared. Which are very desir
able. We are beginning to see the pos
sibilities of Obi- catlap and more than 
ever proud dfi1 its: location. ’ Everyone 
from far and'Èfear admires its beautiful 
scenery, healthful climate and dryness 
of atmosphere.1 'No Smudges to be made 
to keep away^inosqtatoes and other an
noying thingd.,n Out'camp is favored by 
our N. S. A. missionaries, Mr. and Mrs. 
E. W. Spragtldi It'ls as an'insplratlon 
to have thenr wlth ,uus, lending from 
their store the enthtfsiaBm which we so 
much need, riüd thé bettering of things 
and places, wise suggestions which they 
have gained in, their many years of 
work and trrivel. Mr's'. Cpra Morrill is 
with us and 'Will retaain Until close of 
camp, Aug. 201* A.' A. Finney, trumpet 
medium1, is doing great work' for the 
camp. I fëél Aiil-eball fully appreciate 
him.”

W. F. Schumacher writes: “A spirit
ual dedication or baptism was held 
Sunday afternoon, July 30; at the Soci
ety Band of Harmony, 523 Belmont ave-' 
nue, of which Sister Schwahn is the me
dium. Mrs. M. Schumacher, the pastor 
of the Church of the Students of Na
ture, officiated. The earthly name of 
the boy Is Chrirlie Harry Aborgast. 
While sprinkling the flowers over the 
child it was given the spiritual nriine, 
Balm of Gilead; definition, T am cured 
or healed.’ The baby girl’s name Is 
Irene Edna Kieler; spiritual namé, 
‘Primrose’; definition, ‘Modest worth si
lent.’- The pastoh in charge taking up 
each child in turii offered it to the true

Spiritualist Association. It was a very 
enjoyable occasion.. . Brief addresses 
were made by several persons. Mrs. 
Payne rendered-sòme of her charming 
songs. Prof. Allen gave a delightful 
violin solo, a vocal duet by Mrs. Payne 
and Mrs. Allen. Indue time refresh- 
inents were served (ice cream, lemon
ade and cake). Among the large num
ber present were: Mrs. Payne, Dr. E, 
M. Hendricks and wife, G. W. Langston 

I and wife, Prof. Higgins, Mrs. Colby 
' (teacher), Mrs. Lapham, daughter and 
family, H. G. Hanifeman (artist), Clar
ence Wright (musician), Mr”, and Mrs. 
Black, Mr. and/Mrs. Loveless, Mrs. Jen
nings, Mr. Coedis and son, Mr. Huxley, 
Surrage and family, Mrs. K. Smith, Mrs. 
Martin, Mrs. Norton, Mr. Sargent, Mr. 
Gridley.—Springfield (Mo.) Republican.

J. Osborne Lunt writes: “After read
ing that article. ‘A Potent Remedy for 
the Evil/ by Nora Batchelor in the is
sue of July 29,1 could not help thinking 
that it was too bad to have such-grand 
articles like this go out of print; they 
are worthy of pamphlet form."

Mrs. Sylvia E. Carey writes: “The 
meetings of the Kenwood Spiritual 
Church, which holds services each Sun
day afternoon at 3 and evening at 8 
o’clock, at Kenwood Hall, 4308-10 Cot
tage Grove avenue, are constantly on 
the increase in attendance; notwith
standing the weather has been more or 
less unfavorable during the past month 
the attendance has been very good. We 
have fifty to sixty people each Sunday. 
On August 6, we had with us one ot the 
most earnest workers for the cause ot 
Spiritualism,. His lecture was on vari
ous up-to-date' topics. He 1b always 
ready to step into the harness, and 
speak a word on Spiritualism. We are 
always happy when we can have Dr. J. 
H, Randall and his good wife with us. 
Mr, J. S. Von. Broecklin assisted our 
medium, Mrs. Aitken, In giving mes
sages. Mr. Von Broecklin will be with
us during the month of August. Good 
music and tests and messages given at 
each meeting'by Mrs. Aitken, assisted 
by other mediums. Come and bring 
your friends and learn the truth.
are welcome.”

All

ner Madison street and Calförnia ave-
nue. Speakers and test mediums will 
be present to give communications. The 
pastor, Mrs. M. Schumacher, will an
swer calls for such duties as are gener
ally performed by the clergymen. Res
idence, 144 Loomis street, near Van 
Buren. Telephone Polk 1873.^

.James A. Patterson, secretary, writes 
from Denver. Colo.: "The Psychical Re
search Society, will begin holdlng'publlc 
meetings on' September 3, 1905. Speak
ers and platform test mediums expect
ing to be in Denver'during the G. A. R. 
encampment, or those passing through 
en route to the East or West are re
quested to correspond with the secre
tary in regard to engagements. State 
phase of work and lowest terms in first 
letter. Good opportunity for lecturers 
to make expenses while seeing tlje 
sights and visiting the resorts in and 
around Denver. Address me at No. 
1434 So. 15th street, Denver Colo.”

Miss M. Adele Thieman writes: “1 
have just spent some time at the West
ern Wisconsin Camp Association, Unity 
Park, Wonewoc, Wis. Unity Park is 
one of the-most beautiful spots at 
which a camp meeting could be held, it 
being situated on the top of a very high i 
hill from whose steep cliffs I have wit-' 
nessed a most gorgeous sunset The 
camp Is rapidly growing. The talent 
there is of the best, Will J. Erwood, I 
Mrs. J. P. Whitwell, Mrs.'Amanda Coll- 1 
man, Dr. B. F. Austin, Dr. and Mrs. 
Noyes and-Edna Ford-Pierce being on 
the grounds during my stay there, Rev. 
Moses Hull and others are expected. 
Mrs. Coffman’s, blindfolded seances are 
very ©snvincing to the'skeptic and un

spiritual principles of Spiritualism; 
then placing the child in' the mother’s 
arms for safe keeping, the pastor then 
said to the paresis) ‘This child has 
come to bless yout wedded life as a 
messenger of light/ and blessed them. 
The largo audience which attended 
were more than repaid to witness the 
ceremony. The; music was furnished 
by Prof. Hunt; Violin-solo by Master 
Larson; excellent singing by the choir 
of Students- of Nature, which brought 
sunshine and greeting.to the audience 
through our noble worker, Mrs. McIn
tyre. All went home rejoicing.”

Mary Purcell writes: "The Ladies’ 
Aid of the Grand Rapids (Mich.) Spir
itual Society is continuing its meetings 
every week during the summer months. 
The Grand Rapids Spiritual Society has 
purchased a lot in the heart of the city 
for a temple, rind has already paid 
$1,750 towards it, The Ladles’ Aid is 
putting all its efforts into work for the 
teinple, and is aiding the society in ev
ery possible way. ‘ The society takes 
the form of a literary club. Interest
ing papers. and poems are read at the 
meetings, together'with vocal and in
strumental music) recitations, and inspi
rational talks. With Mrs. John Hosken 
as president the society is prospering 
and progressingrin a literary and finan
cial way as it never has before. The 
Grand Rapids Spiritual Society holds 
meetings every Sunday on its lot on La
grave street, between Fulton and 
Island streets. Lectures pre given at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m; by Virginie Barrett. 
The meetings are largely attended and 
a great deal pf, interest is manifested ”

Mrs. Chas v<Mosed- writes- from- Sah 
Pedro, Cal.: “J;Have!been a subscriber 
to your paper a number of yearsand 
corild hardly keep house without it, I 
enjoy readinéliwhat ôther societies are 
doing all over the country, and thought 
perhaps a linêvïronitIbur beautiful little 
seaport town^youlcF not come amiss. 
We have a small soBfety here, but pros
pects are falr-te bull® up a much larger 
one in the ndâf fùtûîe; Mrs. Bryan of 
Los Angeles is with1‘us for the month, 
and is having w grant! success. Last i 
Sunday evening our-little hall was full I 
to overflowing Sh€ Is a iluent talker i 
and her test work lâ'batisfactory in ev-1 
cry detail. PeOple tere are ready and- 
anxious for thèse' beautiful truths and 
our clfcles arë^argély attended. Mrs. 
Bryan’s time ■!§ onlÿ1 too short with us, 
but we expect” to secure other good 
workers after she leaves us. Mrs. Adah 
Horman and Mr. Bowman, both of Los 
Angeles, are ready to come and assist 
us, and so we hope’Jo keep on with the 
good work commenced here.”

Maurgurite Mac writes: “On Thurs
day evening, August 31,Mrs; M. A. Bur- 
land will hold her regular monthly.so
cial at her paripri 3019 Vernon avenue; 
Good mediums and psychics are always 
present to give readings and spirit mes
sages, and have a. social time. Mrs. 
Maggie Henry, the palmist, is always 
present to.read the lines In your hands, 
and Mrs. Burland has something good 
for the guests to eqt; so turn out with, 
your friends andh^ye a good time."

MRS. ISA WILSON KAYNER.

Her Work in Kansas Is Commended.

Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner, In her excel
lent work both at the Winfield camp 
lately, and here since, has shown what 
can be done by a medium who has such 
powerful guides as her father, “the 
Gentle Wilson/’ and Oscar and some 
others.

She gave some of the best tests given 
at the camp, notwithstanding the boasts 
of the mediums there who seemed to 
have a "pull.” in addition to her other 
fine work she gave the last night there 
her most wonderful fire test. After 
having her face and hands washed in 
full view of the audience to show there 
were no chemicals used she went about 
with a lamp blaze. streaming in her 
lace without burning or even smoking 

i her face.
From Winfield she came here where 

she showed her ability in more than 
one direction. Her first Sunday here 
she gave a fine lecture on materializa
tion and other phenomena, showing 
that every phase of mediumship men
tioned in the Bible is done by the me
diums of to-day. She held the close at
tention of the audience. She gave some 
very fine tests after the lecture. She 
has no set style of programme but 
adapts herself to the audience. August 
6, she spoke on various topics selected 

Jby the audience and gave some thrilling 
words that moistened many eyes, on 
topics that some considered worn out. 
in short, her whole work here and at 
Winfield which the writer witnessed, 
shows she has talents and gifts in very 
many Unes and phases—speaker, clair
voyant, test medium, slate-writer, fire 
test. She is.a remarkable reader of 
different people whom she meets and is 
a harmonizer of conflicting elements. 
She has great power to draw opposing 
forces to her, having brought people to 
her meetings who declared they would 
not come.

She is just the one to send out to do 
propaganda work, having aroused au 
interest here as very few mediums have 
done. VERITAS. I

Wichita, Krinsas.

Edgewood Camp, Wash.■
Now that this camp Is fairly under 

way, It may be in order to report the 
progress so far made. Camp opened in 
due form July 30, with a fairly good at
tendance and a goodly number of “per
manents”—that essential feature of 
pleasant and profitable camp life.

The ball started on its rotary motion 
with an impetus sufficient to carry it 
over the three weeks’ course, at 11 a. 
m., Sunday, July 30, State President R. 
F. Little occupying the chair, who, by 
the way, knows enough about such en
terprises and the “eternal fitness of 
things," not to indulge in prolonged In
troductory remarks or a long roll of pre
liminaries. He stated that It gave him 
more than ordinary pleasure to intro
duce the first speaker named upon the 
roster, a veteran, whose, campaign be
gan a.half century ago, and promised to 
extend indefinitely Into the future; and, 
although checked, and at times appar
ently, defeated. never thought of surren
der, and would be. heard—the. earnest 
and loyal ex-president of the Washing
ton State Spiritual Association, Brother 
P. C. Mills. .

We were favored with an appropriate 
and soul stirring address, and the audi
ence showed its appreciation by hearty 
applause.

Brother Will C. Hodge Is also with 
us, and Is “filling the bill” In good form. 
We don’t know his “chronology,” but 
think he must be a lineal descendant, or 
at least, a product of the “Revolution
ary period,” for, like the "minute men" 
of that period, he is “always ready.” 
He seems to know Instinctively where 
the “firing line” is located, for there we 
find him. Brother Hodge is not sensa
tional, but for sound, practical thinking, 
speaking and acting, the three things 
most needed at this stage of our work, 
he is all right

Our local talent is responding with 
enthusiasm. Mrs. Chassee, Mrs.' Lap
worth and others answering promptly 
at every call.

Yesterday (Sunday, Aug. 6) we lis
tened to a soul-stirring address, .than 
which there will be few better during 
the camp, by Mrs. Irene Smith of Ta
coma. . .■ •■

The audience was large; the meeting 
held in the open, and the .inspiring sun
light, rifted in through the leafy cover
ing; the gentle breezes with their 
blended perfume of pine and cedar, the 
cool and invigorating vibrations from 
Mt. Rainie)’, and the rippling crystal 
waves of Puget Sounds together with 
the inspiring zeal of the speaker, con
spired to make the occasion long to be 
remembered.

Mrs. Smith is an able speaker, and 
While an ardent Socialist, held herself
well in hand. R. F. LITTLE.

• [The writer’s report as received stops 
here, a part-being evidently omitted. 
—Eil.] ■'........ - •

“Tho Jesuits.” By Rev. B. F. Austin, 
-A., M., B. D. An excellent pamphlet. 
Brice 15 cents.

A Prominent Spiritualist of Brandon, 
Vermont.

Dr. Ezra A. Smith of Brandon, Vt., 
passed to spirit life, July 17, 1905. The 
deceased was born in Pittsford, Vt., 
April 6, 1839. .He spsnt his boyhood 
days ou a farmi In early years he was 
not physically robust,, but what he 
lacked in bodily vigor, was made up In 
strength of will. At a very early day 
he exhibited those traits ot character 
that were so marked during his active 
life. He ever manifested an untiring 
energy and perseverance in the accom
plishment of his- every undertaking. 
Convinced at an early day of the fact 
of spirit communion, he was very much 
interested, and attended seances and 
visited mediums at every convenient op
portunity. When about sixteen years 
of age he became developed clairvoy- nnilw -- — ‘— -- *'

T ® P’ Xellw, 3171EIU St., Newport New., Va., wrIU. Jan. 23d, wan a holptatm invalid and was cured of Har- 
Fuver and Asthma Ly Ilhualya,after 15 j ears^^ 
'it; f; K'or Hill city, Kane., write. Jeu™tE: 

aQd rorteuyeare andoouldgei Hiiuulya. Ur. D. K CIomu,, 
write». Jen. nth, Doctors did mo no good, bu t Hlmulya cured me. Hr. W. F. C.iupbdl, 

Sanbornville, N.B.,#|eo writes Feb. Silt, th«t Blmalya 
cured lit» eon. Etr. Frederick F. Hyatt, tho noted levan- 
Kollst, ot Ablloue Texan, writer April tttb, low. i never 
rose an opportunity to recommend Hlmelye. us it cured 
me of Hay-lover ami Asthma, and have never bad any return of tho dleeuso. ।

Hundreds of others send similar testimony 
nrovlnw IT mnlvn o tmlv umdart.,1 „..„.j-inflirvnv. : ».uuuicua v* uiuurb bcuu biiuiiar testimonyTOV?“ uvveiupeu cianvoy proving jjtmalya a truly wonderful remedy. As antly to examine patients, locate and [he Kola Plant is a specific constitutional cure 

describe disabilities and prepare the I for the disease. Hay-Fever sufferers should not 
remedies, which were mostly roots and take advantage of this opportunity to hArna + ---- --------, ________________ iwto ai 
herbs from nature’s great storehouse. 

In those early days, any movement, 
theory or practice, in the treatment ot 
disease or religious belief, not in ac
cordance with the old plan, or that was 
considered in anyway connected with 
Spiritualism, was met with opposition 
and bitter ridicule on every hand. Dr. 
Smith -was courageous and followed the 
path into which he had been led. He 
was looked upon by the church adher
ents and the wealthy fashionable class

•«« u> take advantage of this opportunity to 
liecure a remedy which will positively cure them ■ 
¿¿Pit?* Hio P?W(»r of this new botanical discov- 
EZr1 suffer from Hay-Fever or Asthma, we 
jjni send you one t rial case by mail entirely free. 
H opsU you absolutely nothing. Write today to the 
Kola Importing Co., 1162 Broadway, New York.

as a young stripling going on the 
wrong and dangerous road.

It is a long road that, has no turns. 
In his professional and business rela
tions Dr. Smith soon came in touch with 
a wide circle of friends and acquaint
ances, and became well known through
out New England and the West. To 
avoid personal trouble that might come 
from the old medical combination that 
Ts ever on t^e watch, he early took a 
course of medical studies at Hanover, 
N. H., and at the National Medical Col
lege, in Washington, D. C. He has al
ways stood by the mediums and heal
ers, and fought the medical trust in the 
Vermont Legislature all his life.

Before locating permanently in Ver- 
mpnt, Dr. Smith married Miss Fannie 
Davis, who was among the most able 
speakers op the Spiritualist platform, 
and very popular in New England and 
the Middle West. Dr. Smith met with 
an irreparable loss in the passing 
away of his estimable wife in October, 
1893.

Vermont was the first state in the 
Union to organize a Spiritualist State 
Association, and Dr. Smith was its pres
ident for thirteen years previous to 
1908. '

He was one of the founders of the 
Queen City Park Association, and was 
its president for twenty-two years. For 
several years be also had large inter
ests in Lake Pleasant camp-meeting as
sociation, and held official positions 
positions there. By his will he placed 
all his interests at the Queen City Pork 
in the hands of two trustees for the use 
and benefit of Queen City Park Associa
tion and the cause of Spiritualism in 
Vermont.

His nearest surviving relatives are 
two sisters, Mrs. Augusta Adams of 
Minneapolis, Minn., and Miss Flora 
Griswold of Brandon, Vt.

His funeral Was held In Brandon, Vt., 
July 20, pnder Masonic orders. Offici
ating at the services were Rev. Mr. 
Staples, Unitarian, of Burlington, Vt., 
and Alonzo F. Hubbard, Spiritualist, of 
Tyson, Vt. There could be no more ap
propriate place from which to write this 
obituary notice of Dr. E. A. Smith, than 
at Queen City Park, the place that has 
been ever dear to his heart. I

NEWMAN WEEKS.
Queen City Park, Vt. I

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.
. ------ J

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially, 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing bouse in the 

' United States excels them in the tn» 
cbanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

1 The three volumes of the “Encyclope
dia ot Death, and Lite in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up In all the libraries ot the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion ot Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic," "The Next World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,” 
and the “Occult Lite ot Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
"Letters From tbe Spirit World,” writ
ten through -he mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersllea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle In modern business 
enterprise!

Longley’s Choice Collection OF 
BEAUTIFUL SONGS.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to tbe extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
tmds constitute one line.]

Mrs. Mary A. Prentice pagsed away 
at thé home of her niece, Mrs. L. A. 
Pelton of Waupaca, Wls., Thursday, 
July 20, aged 85 years. The funeral 
was held from the home of deceased in 
Sheboygan Falls, Wis. For over fifty 
years Mrs. Prentice has been a firm be
liever in the philosophy of Spiritualism.

Passed to tbe higher life, Mrs. Eliza 
Smith, July 11, from her borne in 
Clarksfield, Ohio, in her 93rd year. She 
was the last of the early pioneers, hav
ing, when only 4 years old came with 
her father’s family from Connecticut 
to the township where she has since re
sided. Her life was commensurate 
with the development of the country 
from the wilderness. She had been a 
Spiritualist for many years and was 
supported in her declining years by her 
faith. Hudson Tuttle spoke from the 
text of her life, to a large attendance of 
relatives and friends. « * *

Called to the Summerland, July 21, 
Miss Mina Bonter of Moorland, Mich., 
at the early age of 19 years. A sister 
of 17, Miss Myrtle, preceded her but 
one month ago. This world is richer 
for t\eir contribution of beautiful char
acter and love, and heaven will have 
added charms for us ail because of 
their presence there. A large company 
of friends bore the mortal part of Miss 
Bonter to its last resting place. Fu
neral services were conaucted by the 
writer. EMMA GIBBS.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

ft Guanos to Mako Monon.
I have berries, grapes and peaches a year old, 

fresh as when picked. I used the California 
Cold Process. Do not heat or seal the fruit, just 
put It up cold, Keeps perfectly fresh, and costs 
almost nothing; can put up a bushel In ten 
minutes. Last year I sold directions to over 120 
families In one week: anyone will pay a dollar 
for directions when they see the beautiful earn- 
files of fruit. As there are many people poor 
Ike myself, I consider it my duty to give iny 

experience to such and feel confident anyone 
can make one or two hundred dollars round 
home in a few days. I will mail sample ol fruit 
and full directions to any of your readers for 
nineteen (19) two cent stamps, which is only the 
actual cost ot the samples, postage, etc. Francis Casey, St. Louis. Mo.

•The Light of Egypt." Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price 32 par volume.

"Voltaire’s Romances.” Translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of thj 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the thill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
In Regard to It. By-Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrate: futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
Spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cento.

“An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.” 
“Romanism Exposed.” Two- pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of Startling 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, or two for 
25 centfi. .

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and i 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de-

) velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
( ploth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. -

Here la a book of songs for public meetings 
and the home that la full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is Just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 76 songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
•'These songs are adapted tu the needs of soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul.
—Lyman C. Howe.

“This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.”—Dawning Light.

“The songs ana music are of a nature to in« 
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W, Hull.

“There are some things In our personal histo
ry that never fade from memonr« Oue in mine-vr J 
has been fresh for fifty years. I went one nigh* ** 
to hear the eloquent lecturer. ProLS.B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley.the song, one of his earliest com
positions.’’—J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream ot all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had la decorated covers for 00 
cents; plain, 40cents.

STANDARD BOOKS
Cloth Binding, ^Oc. Each

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hera as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. ■ By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Sinnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
East and au exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracl^ 
of cheapness.

Some Glimpses t 
oîOGGultlsm }

ANCIENT

AND

MODERN.
BY C. W. LEADBEATER

The following subjects are treated in a most 
able manner;
ANCIENT:—Theosophy and Christianity; The 

Ancient Mysteries; Buddhism.
flODERN:—The Unseen World; The Rationale 

of Mesmerism; Telepathy and Mind Cure; 
Magic, White and Black; The Use and Abuse 
of Psychic Powers; Vegetarianism and Oc
cultism: How to Build Character; The Fu- 
tureof Humanity;'The Gospel of Wisdom.

Well bound in Cloth, with silver back and side 
stamp. 400 pages. Price, fl.60.

20tn 66DtBro Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
This Is the simplest, clearest and yel 

the most exhaustive presentation thia 
Interesting science has . yet recelve<L 
All ot tho discoveries, investigations 
and researches-of centuries are summed 
up in this practical, fascinating trentlM 
on Palmistry.

There is no trait, no characteristic, no 
inherited tendency, that is not marked 
on tbe palm of tbo hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing tlh9 principles enforced by the 
presented In this. Price, paper, 25 
cents; cloth, $1.



was set down with great assur-sea,

ANOTHER VIEW.

Showing a Slight Difference of Opinion.

ance by explorers and 
That has been found to 
The pole is ice-locked 
reached’only by passing 
fusion of ice-hummocks

geographers, 
be a myth, 
and can be 
over the con- 
of indescrlb-

THE CHURCH OF,THE SPIRIT.

ÄUg. 19,190^

This department 1b under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often' 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to. wait his time and 
place, and all. are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

“Interested"! Q. Will Peary be suc
cessful in his present venture to reach 
the pole?

A. A similar question was asked 
some three years, ago and the answer 
was negative. This department does 
not set up claims of prophecy, yet from 
what is known of the area within bud 
miles of the North Polis, it would be In 
accord with the facts to pronounce the 
feat impossible.

In his last expedition Commander 
Peary reached a point less than 490 
miles from the pole. He there found 
the ice-surface of huge blocks of ice 
with yawning fissures, extending to the 
horizon, and impossible to traverse. 
This condition is undoubtedly perma
nent, having existed for unknown time. 
Why, he expects to find this barrier 
more practical of passage now, than 
when he first met it, he gives no reason, 
and there is none to give. It is there 
and no dog-team with sledge can cross.

A few years ago, the “open polar

Reporter: Q. Is the body now be
ing honored by the nation, that of John 

-Paul Jones?
A. There is about ns much probabil

ity of its being as It is that it is the 
mummy of the Pharaoh who chased the 
Jews out of Egypt, and the story of its 
finding and identification, discounts the 
advertisement of the “Cardiff Giant."

Some one was seized to do the sea- 
fighter honor, and to do this his body 
must be found. Search was made by 
burrowing under the city of Paris, for 
the place' where ho was supposed to be 
burled is over-built. Five coffins were 
found, four having name-plate of for
gotten people, one had none, and hence 
was taken for the treasure. One hun
dred and thirteen years he had been 
buried, yet he was so well preserved 
that strangers would have at once rec
ognized him. The measurements of 
body and face exactly corresponded to 
a bust made some time before his de
cease! What skill that artist must 
have had to make the bust as accurate 
as a cast!

So it is Jones, and a big battleship 
brings the coffin to tills country, to be 
burled with great honors, and monu- 
mented.

It is all well, whoever may own the 
crumbling dust. It makes occasion for 
the display of the nation’s gratitude, 
and just now fighting and a “strenuous 
life," are at a premium. The battleships 
may as well be chasing across the 
ocean as resting in port, and if Paul ac
companies his supposed ashes across, 
he will have opportunity to compare 
the modern steel monster with the 
wooden tub in which he achieved so 
much tame by his audacity.

This new world ought to have some 
ancient sepulchers and it would be a 
taking scheme if some legislator would 
move an appropriation to bring over 
and properly express our regards for 
the.bones of.Adam, or Moses. A dele
gation sent on that mission would find 

■ these relics “well authenticated," with
in six months.

able roughness. The reader may draw 
his own conclusions, if it is probable or 
possible that a team of dogs will be 
able to pass over the four hundred 
miles of this barrier.

Another correspondent, “Q,” asks 
how the explorer will know when he 
reaches the pole? In that desolate re
gion of frost, there will be no indica
tion of the sought for goal. The 'mag
netic poles are indicated by the mag
netic'needle. They do not correspond 
to the axis of rotation. The earth Is a 
vast magnet, the southern half negative 
and the northern positive. The south-, 
ern magnetic pole is in latitude 70 de
grees south. 154 east longitude. It has 
never been reached. There are two 
northern poles, or points of density, 
one on the coast of Siberia, 71 degrees 
north, longitude 116 east, and one south 
of Hudson's Bay, 55 degrees north,” lon
gitude east 263 degrees. These have 
been reached, and are indicated by the 
90 degrees dip of the magnetic needle. 
The magnetic equator cuts the equator 
at an angle of 15 degrees. But it must 
be remembered that these poles, and 
all magnetic circles dependent thereon 
are not stationary, but move slowly 
from year to year in great cycles, com
ing back to their original position.

The position ot the pole is ascer
tainable in the same manner that longi
tude and latitude are determined, by 
observation of the heavenly bodies. 
Practically the polar star will be in the 
zenith to one standing at the north 
pole.

Remarks by its Pastor, Emma L. Ar be- ■ 
cum, at a Meeting of the Church of 
the Spirit, at Jersey City, N.-J.
There may he strangers present,-who 

do not know the object or belief of the 
First Church of the Spirit (our church 
name).

Our object is to extend to all human
ity the comfort of spiritual help without 
regard to sect, creed or condition.

In chapter 12, I. Cor., it says, "There 
are diversities of gifts bestowed upon, 
man, but only one spirit To one is 
given words of wisdom, to another 
knowledge; to one faith, to another 
healing; to one the woiking o® mira
cles, to another prophecy; to one dis
cerning of spirits, to another divers 
tongues and interpretations thereof." 
—Now tljose who speak to you here do 
so under inspiration. They are moved 
and guided by the Spirit. Those who 
give you messages, do so, trom a 
spirit power of highest truth, of them
selves they could tell you nothlngf

Some people think it is mind reading, 
but that is not true, because they tell 
you things that never were in your 
mind. It cannot be character reading 
or guess work, what then can this mar
velous power be which describes 
friends' and loved- ones long passed 
away; which goes into your inmost 
heart and soul, laying hare its sorrows, 
griefs and troubles, which knows you 
as you are, not to the world, but to 
God; what can it be but spiritual power 

.and a gift from God which Is in all, 
over all, and knows all.

God and Spirit are the same today 
as they were in the beginning, and God 
has always manifested hitpself, but the 
Spirit, In visions, dreams, Voices and 
materializations.

There were mediums in . the bible 
days, just tlie same as now, but they

Wonewoc (Wip.) ¡Camp.
The Wonewoc (W10 camp opened 

very auspiciously August 5, and has 
been steadily gaining- every day since. 
Many visitors are on-therigrounds, and- 
everyone is preparing for Jhe most en
joyable season ever put in on this camp 
ground. Our talent is pxqçUent, and the 
work being done is wèll worthy all that 
that be said of it.

Among the workei» whdihave arrived 
are Mrs. Amanda Coffman of Gjaud 
Rapids, Mich.; Mrs JU. F; Whitwell of 
St. Paul, Minn.; Mrxland a-Mrs. C. B. 
Noyes of Utica, N. Yi'f J. & Maxwell of 
Minneapolis, Minn. —- “ .

Dr. B. F. Austin l^gins^his engage
ment August 12, as flops also Mrs. Fran
cis Wheeler. Later on in the week ou» 
force will be adfled to by the presence 
of our old-time favorite, Brt>thor Moses 
Hull and others. '

Saturday’s (opening day) program 
was taken care of fly. Will J. Erwood, 
Mrs. J. P. Whitwell and Mrs. Coffman. 
Sunday Mrs. Coffman lectured in the 
morning, and the Matter in the after
noon, after which Mrs.Uoffman gave us 
a blindfold message searice which was 
highly satisfactory. This was done by 
binding folded kid glovefl over (he eyes 
of the medium, after wnich cards upon

IN THE SPIRIT REALMS

As Viewed by a Writer in the Mankato 
(Minn.) Free Press.

BOOKS FOR All SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE?

James B. Brown: Q. What of radi- 
"um and its relations to life?

A Perhaps nothing has ever been 
more adroitly exploited in the realm of 
science than radium. Penny-a-liners 
have spun out column after column 
drawing more or less exclusively on 
their imagination. Several “scien
tists” have gained notoriety, by dab
bling experimentation, and filling eager 
reporters with their conclusions or 
want of conclusions.

"Eminent physicians” at once ap
plied the mysterious substance to the 
cure of disease, and without reserva
tion proclaimed that at last a cure for 
cancer and tuberculosis had been found. 
It is sufficient to say that the treatment 
has not been continued. Had men 
without diplomas performed these ex
periments, they would have been set 
down as quacks. There is no more rea
son for supposing radium to be more in
timately connected with life, than for 
any other substance.

Electricity was taken up by the doc
tors and heralded as the principle of 
life, and universal curative agent. Ev
erything new or mysterious “goes for 
good medicine.”

The. fact is that there is such an in
finitesimal quantity of the substance in 

’.-.and that its physical qualities are un
known, and descriptions are only fan
cies.

Wm. Bayard Hale, In the New York 
Times, has a lengthy article on this sub
ject, especially regarding the relations 
of the substance to life, and the much 
advertised experiments of Prof. Loeb.

Prof. Loeb gained bis notoriety by 
hatching the sea urchin’s unfertilized 
eggs with the use ot chemicals Instead 
of male fertilizers. It was heralded 
that he had created living forms! The 
eggs of numerous species of insects as 
the bee, ant, plant-louse, may hatch 
Without fertilization, even by chemicals.

Now another, Prof. J. Butler Burke, 
has by adding radium to beef broth, 

'’■v^’ror’uced bacteria—living cells—or

From time to time those who would 
practice the art of healing are advised 
through the columns of this valuable 
paper and elsewhere, to give their serv
ices tree of charge; and among healers 
there are some who believe that if they 
ask a fee they seriously offend their 
spirit associates, of whom their opinion 
is much like the old orthodox Idea of 
God, who was supposed to become 
easily incensed over the misdeeds ot 
His children.

Ministering angels undoubtedly have 
no use for silver dollars, still it is in
credible that any worthy of the name 
should object to their friends and co
workers still In the mortal, enjoying the 
ordinary comforts of life which depend 
wholly upon the dollar.

Such ideas are out ot date, and 
should be relegated to the garret ot 
Modern- Spiritualism, Yet they are oc
casionally revived by authorities In high 
standing, and among them one of The 
Progressive Thinker’s ablest writers. 
This seems out of keeping with his 
usual wise counsel and also with the 
advertisements ot his inspirational 
books that have been running tor some, 
time in the same paper.

To be consistent he would send forth 
his efforts in the manner prescribed by 
Tolstoy, and let the reader and the 
publisher reap all the benefits. It is 
probably not necessary to be consistent, 
however, since Emerson did not con
sider it so; nor is there harm, perhaps, 
jn practicing one thing and preaching 
another.

The only objection Is that it 1b not 
sound doctrine. , The casual observer 
might say that It is not fair to the 
healer; the more than casual observer 
would say it is not fair to either healer 
or patient. Why? Because the man 
who pays his fees promptly receives 
tlie best attention. The healer, feeling 
that his work Is appreciated, conscious
ly or unconsciously puts forth his best 
efforts.

The patient who pays, regains his 
health without losing his self-respect; 
he is not lowered in his own estima
tion by getting something for nothing.

It is true that a healer cannot heal 
while he Is thinking of money; nor, be 
It said, can a writer write, or a preach
er preach, or a painter paint, under like 

i conditions. If a worker in any profes-

. J omethlng he mistakes for them. May 
■ \ ie they are crystals, may be something 

not within his knowledge. But he 
thinks strongly that he has created liv
ing beings! His experiments, like all 
preceding ones of this class, have not 
been repeated, and probably will not, if 
so repeated, confirm the conclusion.

The following shows how wild are 
the assertions of the most eminent sci
entists:

“It is a sober fact that radium has 
Shaken the laws of gravitation, has set 
at apparent defiance the law ot the con
servation of energy, has displaced the 
atomic theory by the corpuscular the
ory, has rewritten chemistry, and has 
provided a new account of the ultimate ■ 
constitution of the universe.”

It may appear to be presumptuous to 
dispute such high authority, yet every 
point in the above Ib assertion andcis 
purely imaginary.-

It is astonishing that men having po
sitions in colleges as professors, should 
willingly cater for the cheap notorièty 
of yellow journalism.

There has not been produced the 
least evidence that radium has curative 
powers, its destructive energy is more 
apparent. Ninety-nine hundredths of 
all that‘has been written about radium 
has been imagination, and its authority 
rests 'entirely on the name of tlie writ
ers. Without such names, most of tlie 
‘.‘experiments’’ and "conclusions” 
.would be greeted with ridicule.

In fact so much is visionary and-fan
ciful, that it is exceedingly difficult to 
'determinewliat is the truth In regard to 

is substance; so much is false, one al- 
' most doubts if there is anything more 
tjipn pretense;

Bion expects results, money must be an 
after thought or a forethought, but it is 
indispensable.

The writer of a successful book, in
spired by spirit forces, is rewarded for 
a few days’ work as long as the public 
can be induced to buy; while the heal
er’s pay stops when his work stops, if 
not before.

Of the various phases of mediumship, 
“doubtless,” says Professor Leadbeater, 
“that ot spirit healing is ot the most 
practical benefit to humanity," and yet 
it is the most poorly paid. One reason 
for this being that ao many physical 
and mental unfortunates apply for help 
who have previously experimented with 
every drug and nostrum in the pharma- 
copoea. They have little hope left, and 
less money, and come to the healer as 
a last resort

Another reason is that people who 
have been brought up on pills and pow
ders dislike to pay for medicine that 
cannot be seen or tasted. To follow 
the somewhat questionable policy of 
the medical fraternity and tax the rich 
sufficient to cover the lapses of the poor 
might regulate the difficulty.

Be that as it may, there appears to 
be no valid reason why healers should 
donate their services which require !n; 
tense concentration and call for infinite 
patience and endurance, to those who 
are able to pay for it

All gifted workers in the cause of hu
manity are mediums in a certain sense. 
They draw from the unseen and give to 
the world, and the world never grudges 
them a living. .. . . '

Although “the most useful phase of 
mediumship" has, in the past, been 
more or less hampered by being associ
ated in the public mind with charlatans 
and necromancers, it has never gone 
begging.

To confine spirit healing to deeds of 
philanthropy would be to- greatly cir
cumscribe its field ot usefulness. And 
those of its friends who state that "to 
make a business of. mediumship is to 
prostitute it to selfishness” and "spirit
ual gifts are priceless and not to be 
measured by-money,” give it- the ap
pearance of charitable work rather than 
that of a reputabld calling. _

They tend to check Its progress to
ward the high, place It deserves and is 
steadily approacliingxamong tho honor
able and dignified professions. • ■

SUSANNA DRAKE BISHOP.
La Habra« Cal,__

were called by different names.
Saul went to the witch or Dornan ot 

Endor and begged Fer to call up the 
spirit pt Samuel tor him, because he 
was in sore trouble. She would not do 
so at first because he had issued an 
edict of death against all wizards and 
seere, but on his. promise that Bhe. 
should not be harmed, she gave herself 
up to the power, and saw gods ascend
ing out of the earth; then an old man 
coming up covered with a mantle, and 
Saul recognized Samuel, and bowed hiB 
face to the ground. Samuel asked him 
"why he had disquieted him and 
brought him up?” Saul answered, 
because he was greatly distressed and 
feared God had departed trom him. and 
that he would not answer him any 
more neither by dreams or prophecies. 
That the Philistines were making war 
against him and he wanted Samuel.to 
tell him what to do. So Samuel spoke 
and told him, "The Lord would deliver 
Israel and him into the hands of the 
Philistines;’’ then he added, “tomorrow 
thou and thy sons shall be with me." 
Then Saul fell upon the earth in great 
fear. And it came to pass exactly as 
the spirit of Samuel had told him 
through the medium of Endor.

A woman in other clave was said to 
be possessed by a familiar spirit To
day it is the same, but they are called 
guides or controls.

How could any mortal mind or im
agination describe to you the dear face 
of a mother, father, Bister, brother, or 
child passed away, or know what spe
cial thing to say to you to comfort you.

I could not do it if my life hung in 
the balance because I have not that 
gift.

Spiritualism 1b a most beautiful relig
ion, because it takes away all fear ot 
death, and it should bring eternal hope 
and faith to every sorrowing heart-

If there Is no death, our loved ones 
never leave us, except as we know them 
in mortal life. They are near us al
ways and try to help us. .

The conditions about ourselves pre
vent us from seeing them or hearing 
them, but we can get their messages 
through those upon whom the gift of 
seeing and hearing through the spirit, 
world has been given. I am Bure in all 
our lives, there have been some mo
ments when we have had glimpses of 
those divine truths, but we let them 
pass as a fancy, or an Imagination, or 
a delusion, when by holding to them 
and believing we might possess the 
power of communication ourselves.

In what other church do they reach 
the individual as in ours? Fashionable 
clothes, riches, power, position, count 
for naught here, tlie poorest mortal is 
welcome here, and our message bear
ers try to reach the stranger among ns, 
and those most needing help.

If there is wonder why they do not 
tell you more of your spirit friends or 
tell you what you would expect your 
friends to say, why Is not the wonder 
more marvellous that they can tell you 
anything? If they can give you just 
one word of hope, or love, or comfort, it 
should convince you ot this wonderful 
truth, that-we are Immortal and never 
die, that the change called death dbes 
not send us into a state so far away, 
that we do not break the bonds of love 
which bind us to those here; no; it is 
an eternal and endless chain, never bro
ken.

The world should give serious heed 
and be profoundly impressed by the 
message of Admiral Togo to his Emper
or, after winning the great naval bat
tle about which the whole world is 
talking, this is what he said: “Not by 
human hands was this battle won, but 
It was all owing to your Majesty’s many 
virtues and the protection of your 
spirit ancestors.”

Is not that a grand statement or 
proof of the help we can receive from 
the “other side?”

In conclusion let ns consider’ Hie 
“Declaration ■ of Principles” under, 
which our Church lives and acts:

Declaration of Principles.
1. We believe in Infinite Intelli

gence.
2. We believe that the phenomena 

of nature, physical and spirituali are 
the expression of Infinite Intelligence.

3. ' We affirm that a correct under
standing of such expressions and living 
in accordance therewith, constitutes 
the true religion.

4. We affirm that the existence and 
personal identity of the Individual con
tinues after the change called death.

5. We affirm that communication 
with the so-called dead is a fact scien
tifically proven by the phenomena ot 
Spiritualism.

6. We believe that the highest mor
ality is contained in the Golden Rule, 
“Whatsoever ye would that others 
should do unto you, do you even so un- 

' ‘ to them.”
’EMMA L. AXBECUM.

Jersey City, N. J. / - '

which queries had been. written were 
placed .upon the table,‘ and were not 
only read correctly but messages from 
loved ones were given In a manner to 
bring the tears to the eyes of the recip
ients and audience. The writer having 
the privilege of binding fhe eyes, knows 
that it required something more than 
ordinary eyes to read the messages; It 
is needless to gay that' the visitors of 
tlie camp were pleased; the fact that 
this medium has been prevailed upon to 
•remain during the remainder of the 
camp tells the story.

Brother and Sister Noyes came to us 
well retommended, and are worthy and 
efficient workers, judging from what 
we have seen and heard of theifi; we 
are glad they are with'us. Of Mrs. 
Whitwell, only the kindest things can 
be said; she is an old 1 visitor at this 
■camp, having been on our platform ev
ery year since the caimp organized. 
This in itself speaks of ¡the esteem in 
which she Is held.

Our new auditorium is more than sat
isfactory; aside from being an orna
ment to the grounds lt( affords protec
tion against the elements, and as for 
acoustics—they are simply perfection. 
Chicagoans will be wise if they come 
and visit us before the camp closes; we 
are only six hours’ ride from that city. 
The last two Saturdays, the J9th and 
26th, we are favored n with excursion 
rates from all points within a radius ot 
fifty miles, via the Northwestern rail
way. These excursion tickets will be 
good for several days. Take it all in 
all the outlook for the Wonewoc camp 
is more than favorable this year, and a 
mistake is made by aj) who tail to pay 
us a visit. As for scenic effects, we 
can safely challenge gqy camp grounds 
in the country to surpass vs, and 1 
doubt if any even eqqpl this spot.

We have arranged $ memprlal service 
in honor of our arisepj.;brq®ers Nathan 
and Reuben Fisk, an^otheps; this was 
to have been held tgg 12th, but in re
sponse to the requeqj, pt ■pome of the 
relatives who wish to attend, this serv
ice will be held Satqjday jibe 19th in
stead. Our camp clqpes thq 28th; this 
gives all a good chance Jo, visit us. 
Don’t miss the opportunity.,,

WILL J.JgRWOOD.
—---------  - —--- mi----

A CORRE^TIO^.

We are in receipt qf.a copy ot the Offi
cial Register, recently compiled by Sis
ter Laura G. Flxen.; Jt .ja, ,yery nicely 
gotten upland will nqddugt ¡prove very 
useful.

On page 48 (occurring twice in the 
book) devoted to Missouri, we find un
der the heading of Springfield the fol
lowing:

“Spiritual Science Church. Own their 
temple. Lecturer, Maggie Garrett 
Shaw; president, D. C. Ashman; secre
tary, Maggie Norton.”

It should read: Lecturers, James 
Madison Allen and Mrs. M. Theresa Al
len; president, Geo. W. Langdon; secre-. 
tary, H. G. Hanneman. •

The directory will probably be seen 
< by nearly every Spiritualist in Amarlca 
at least. It is our duty to state that 
the person mentioned in the book as 
lecturer for our society, is not and never 
was in any manner or degree connected 
with it. She is the one who has made 
so much trouble in the society on the 
north side of the city, arid is now under 
indictment for some offense under the 
guise ot trumpet mediumship, etc., 
“blue book" thrown in.

J. MADISON ALLEN, 
M. THERESA ALLEN, 

Inspirational speakers.
Springfield, Mo.

"Superstition” is the rather contempt
uous term with which most people now
adays are wont to designate countless 
ideas of the supernatural that existed 
in the minds of people two and more 
centuries ago. The once prevalent be
liefs in witches, fairies, genii,.and other 
being of this earth that were endowed 
with mysterious powers far beyond hu
man ken, are now almost universally 
ridiculed among civilized peoples, and 
the memory of them preserved only tor 
the sake of little children, whose vivid 
imaginations love to revel in the un
real and the impossible. Yet even as 
one stone must rest upon another in the 
process of masonry, so much each suc
ceeding age be close in contact with its 
predecessor and partake to some de
gree of the same character. Beliefs in 
things supernatural still persist. To
day it Is no unusual occurrence to hear 
people of more than ordinary intelli
gence and culture, narrating events 
that can be accounted for only on the 
supposition that beings beyond the 
knowledge and understanding of Hying

Prophets of Israel. Comprises in the main popular sketches from Old 
Testament History. By Carl H. Cornill, Doctor of Theology and Pro. 
lessor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents. T j

Psychic Experiences. By Ella M. Dole. Price, 50 cents. ]
Psychic Light. Continuity of Law and Life. By Maud Lord Drake. 

This book is from the pen of ap acknowledged leader in psychic philos. 
ophy and a successful demonstrator of its phenomena, and one of the 
oldest advocates of New Thought and Higher Education. Cloth 
bound. Price, $1.50.

Psychometry. Its Science and Law of Unfoldment. By J. C. F.
Grumbine. Price, 50 cents. ‘

Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. 'Second paragraph in book, last two lines 
reads: “Christianity is one thing for grown men. It is quite another 
tiling for women and children. *By Hele» H. Gardner. Price Iff cents.

Radiant'Energy and Its Analysis. Its Relatipn to Modern Astro, 
physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director of Lowe Observatory, 
Containing numerous illustrations and diagrams. Price $1.75. ।

Realization. A Course of Lessons Upon the Inner Nature of the 
Self. By Loraine Follett. Price, 50 cents. ,

Reincarnation. By Walker and Wood. Price, leatherette, 75 cents j 
paper, 50 cents ;

Reincarnation, or the Doctrine of the Soul’s Successive Embodiments. 
Examined and discussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr,mortals, have produced these marvelous 1 •_______ _ . . __ ______ _

phenomena. Spiritualists find ready ' j£elen Densmore and W, J. Colville. ,Paper cover. Price 30 cents 
believers, and though some . are at - -..................... —
times found to be mere clever schem
ers, whose miracles turn out to be noth-
ing but trickery, yet-others have per
formed feats that have led countless 
thousands to believe just what the 
spirituals desired, and have puzzled the 
most skeptical, ,
. A gentleman, who has not been long 
in Mankato, a man of pleasing address t 
and a delightful conversationalist, tells b 
of an occurrence at a Spiritualist meet- . 
ing that he attended in Chicago. The 
Spiritualist approached him and said, 
“I see somebody sitting beside you.”

The chair was empty and the gentle
man said he could see nothing.

’-’Yes," said the Spiritualist, “he is an 
elderly gentleman, and he calls you 
John.”

“John is’ mv brother’s name, to be- 
sure,” said the other. “What does he 
look like?”

“He Is of medium height and elder
ly," rejoined the Spiritualist, "and he 
has a gray moustache. He is clad In 
Masonic robes.”

“You are describing my uncle in Eng
land," the other rejoined, "but his spirit 
cannot be here. He is alive.”

“No; he is 
answer.

Some time 
happened to

dead and here," was the

“TELL T. WILKINS HELLO1”

The above words came in a letter to 
Mr. Francis, from a very dear old friend, 
Hiram Eddy, ot DeKalb, Ill., and they 
have inspired me to say:
Hello, back, dear Uncle Hiram! There 

is music in those words,
That still vibrate in my spirit like the 

happy songa_pf birds. '
I can sense the inner, feeling that in

spired you 'to say— ■
“Tell T. Wilkins hello, for me!” It can 

never die away.
How I prize these happy greetings from 

remaining friends ot earth; '
They to me have mighty power to ex

press true friendship’s worth.
How I cherish little tokens that are 

links 'twixt heart and heart;
How I love to live -within them though 

our forms are far apart.
How I value tender feelings that are 

wafted from old friends;
How I prize those silent .missives that 

each kindred spirit sends;
How the clouds that-often ¡gather are 

dispelled and brushed away,
By the thoughts and» tender feelings 

I am sensing-every ¡day. i.
Let me hello back the'greq&ngs of my 

sold to one and a ,
Let me send the sajnp swget feeling 

that upon me seeng to jail; -
Let my heart throb qyt .it^jhythm to 

the music of the ^pherg^,
And my spirit be resppjsivq Jo all loved 

ones down the yea^,: g ।

Relation of the Spiritual to the Material Universe, and the Law of 
Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly improved, 
By M. Faraday. Price 15 cents. ‘ i

Religious and Theological works of Thomas Paine. Here is a book 
that should be in the library of every Spiritualist and Freethinker in th« 
land. Price, cloth, $1. 1 (

Religion. A profound philosophical treatise on this world-wide sub’, 
ject of contention. It is a good book for students preparing for the spin, 
itual rostrum. By E. D. Babbitt. Price, cloth $1; paper, 50e; postage, 
'0 cents. ।

Rending the Vail. Given through the mediumship of W. W. Aber, 
Price, $1.50; postage, 25 cents. ।

Researches Into the Phenomena of Modem Spiritualism. By Sir Wm, 
Crookes. Illustrated. Price 50 cents. (

Right Generation, the Key to the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. Au 
appeal to reason and man’s highest aspirations. By Dr. M. E. Conger, 

Right Living. This book gives an admirable course of study in eth« 
ics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adapted to the 
comprehension of children. By Susan H. Wixon. Price, cloth, $1.

Rights of Man. Being an answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon tha 
J French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo; 279 pages. Price.
»paper,30cents; cloth, 50 cents.
V Romance of Two Worlds. By Marie Corelli. Price 50 cents. J

•TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD
bformatlon How They May Give Birth to ttippy, 

Healthy Children Absolutely With- *
out Paln—Sent Free.

Ho woman ¿ooil any longer dread tho pains of 
child-birth, or remain childless. Dr. X H«* Dye 
hns devoted hls'Hfo to relieving tho sorrows ot 

. women. Ho has proved that all pain nt child birth 
mny beentlroly banished, and he will gladly tel) 
you how it may be done absolutely free of charro 
■Send your name and address to Dr. J.H. Dye. J5I 
Lewis "Block. Buffalo, N. Y.. and he will send you. 
postpaid, Ins wonderful book which lolls how ti 
dve birth to happy, healthy chtlaren, ausolutolj 
without pain; also, how to cure sterility. ■ Do not 
delay, but trrlto lo-flay.

The Commanimeata Analysed, 
SB cents. Big Bible Stories, clotb. 69

"Immortality, Its Sfatur&ne'ss, Its 
Possibilities and PrppfS.’’ cj§y j. M? 
Peebles, M. A., M. Contains
the address rejectedw th§,philosoph
ical Society of GreatJBrit^iij, with In
troduction and Explanatory Letter. 
Price 15 cents. .......

“Beyond the Vail.” A Sequel to 
“Rending 1lhe VaiL" H^lng A compllat 
tion, with notes and explanations, p£ 
narrations and lllustrauous of spirit ex
periences, spoken, writteq and made by 
full-form mnteriallzntlons,; setting up a 
scientific and personal ■ verification of 
“What We Shall Be,”' and. a ■ code. of 
ethics,.requisite to the xnbst. speedy re
alization: of tho highest, and’purest to- 
liclty attainable in the future life. A 
■»ery remarkable book. Large, octavo« 
gOO^ageiu Price, $1.76, t

"New'Tesmment Stories Comical!» R. 
. lustrated. ■ .-Drawings by'Watson Hes
ton. With CritfcaLand Humorous Com
ments upon . the Texts.” Heston's 
drawings are Incomparable, and exern- 
ciatlngly funny. Price In boards, ?L 
Cloth. $1.50, __ ’

assi

Schopenhauer’s Essays. Translated by T. B. Saunders. Price 75 cts. 
Scientific Basis of Spiritualism. By Epes Sargent. $1; postage 10c.

_ Translated from the ancient He..I Sixth and Seventh Book of Moses,
be looking over some - ! brew. 1 rice, $1.after this the gentleman

newspapers that had come from tha. 
part of England, where this uncle lived. 
There was one that be had not read, 
though It had been received by him 
some time before. His eye happened' 
to catch an article that was marked, an 
article telling of the death of his uncle. 
It was with great surprise that he read 1 
this, for he had not even known that 
the uncle was ill. The Spiritualist had 
told the absolute truth. That certainly 
had not been a case of mind-reading on 
the part of the Spiritualist, for the gen
tleman really believed at the time that 
the uncle was still alive. It may be 
that the Spiritualist had by some means 
obtained knowledge of the uncle and ’ 
his death, though the nephew thought 
that hardly possible. i

The writer knows of an experience, | 
the wonder ot which has remained un- > 
solved to this day. A boy of about: 
eighteen years, whom he knew in St., 
Paul, had frightful dreams for three suc
cessive nights about his father, whom 
he saw lying horribly mangled. On the 
fourth night the boy was awakened by 
the glare of a fire, and found the barn 
back of the house, aflame. The whole 
family was soon aroused. The fire de
partment arrived and the flames were ■ 
quickly extinguished. Among the debris 
the firemen found the. body of the boy’s 
father. It was discovered that a bullet, 
had entered through the mouth and 
lodged In the braip. No weapon could 
be found, however.

Whether this was a murder or a sui
cide has been a question ever since.; 
But «’hat could have caused the boy’s! 
dreams? Was it because the father in-' 
tended suicide? Was it telepathy? 
Did one mind Impress its thoughts upon 
the other without the medium of lan> 
guage?

Science of Spirit Return. By one of the scientific minds of The Pro«
| gressive Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thought, 
I By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents. ।
• Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D Babbitt, M. D. Price, 

i paper, 15 cents.
> Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern. A series of lee-
1 tures by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50. ;

Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs. Mattie E. Hull,' 
I ,'An attractive little volume, neatly bound in cloth. Price 75 cents. , 
■ Spiritism. Mrs. Piper’s and Dr. Thomson. J. Hudson’s theories in re. 
' gard to it. By Ex-Judge Abram 11 Dailey, ex-president of the Medico« 

Legal Society of New York. Price 25 cents. ।
Standing up for Jesus, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s Maga, 

zine thinks of him on general principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic» 
I Price 4 cents; 25 copies for 50 cents. ,
11 Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega« 

¡tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H, 
- J-Bailey, musical editor. Price $1.25. Postage 14 cents. (

I Spiritual Songster. A collection of thirty-eight inspirational songsf 
tndapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and fam« 
ftlies. By Mattie E. Hull. Price 10 cents. j

i, Starnos. A rosary of pearls culled from the works of Andrew Jack', 
j -son Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart withl 
, pew inspiration. By Dr. Della E..Davis. Price 50 cents.
j i Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular, 
’ ¡Confession, and Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Mon as- 

! ieries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. White, 
\ ^Price, 75 cent s. ,

■ Strike of a Sex. A unique story of a strike among women. Price 25c,
Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi- 

; {gate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium- 
; ¡ship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Success, and How to Win It. A lecture and course of twenty-four
^access lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D. Price 25 cents. । 
, Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.” Testimony pf a Cath
olic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon

an^cdotetoid him r by6 * lor having taught it. Price, cloth, $1; postage 14 cents
mother, now deceased, with reference 1 alleyrand s Letter to the Pope. Inis work will be found especially!
to the death of her aunt A certain lady interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
who believed in Spiritualism, a friend ithe Bible Price 25 cents
visitbe aaXy I L Teac*Wst of ^pted to Modem Civilization. With tho
the aunt died, whlcb she feared might (prue character ot Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By George 
occur at almost any time. So the lady Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents.
consulted a Spiritualist woman, who r Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. H. Bach. Price, 25 cents. 
Ising^ ^tu^^ I The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and
her return.this aimt’would be taken! ¡Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson. 
Bick and die. The lady acted on this ’ j Tuttle. Price, $1.25.
advice and remained on her visit as I 1 The A, B, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide to 

। ¡perfect health. By Horaofl^netcher. Price, $1.
p The Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Our 
IFayorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by the gifted 
/writer, Mrs. Mary Foote Henderson. Price, $1.50.

■ f The Bible. New and Revised Edition. By John Rpffitburg.
I Price $1.25.

.' The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred wd Six 
! Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. An in« 
j teresting book. By Wm. Heart. Price 40 cents.

The Constitution of Man. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
I The Crisis. _ By Thomas Paine. Price, 25 cents. i
i . The Demonism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit- 
tism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth 
Abound. Price $1; postage, 19 cents.

The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Price, 75 cents.
' The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig- 
f ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the huma°n 
(race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.
" The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy. 

■ ehology to the Fatherhood of God, By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson, 
f Price $1.50.

has .'.The Dream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
,h laws of amnity, love and tlie attendant pain and sorrow invariably 

. . experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth. 75 cents

long as she pleased. A few hours after 
her return home, the aged aunt was 
taken suddenly ill and passed away.

HYMN OF THE HERETIC.

O thou all-wise creative power
Which was, and is, and still must be, 

A thinking atom in its hour
Of sentient life approaches thee. 

Say, hast thou made alone for praise.
Inspired with life that man should 

know ,:
Through half-dreamt dreams and priest

ly ways
How be must walk, where he must 

go? <. ■
Omnipotence! I cannot think, 
. 1 cannot' feel.,1 cannot see . 
How the Imperf ect thought can link 

The creed of priest with name 
thee.

Must I be damned because i stand 
Upon the thought which life 

built?.
Must I go forth-with empty hand 

Because I will not bend tp guilt?

Ot

K thou hast made me as l am, ■. 1'^d of Science. This beautiful book fills a niche in the
And grooved the path which I pursue, J ,, t“3 young people. Lyceum library Literature. By Arabella 

Bow eanst -thou crush? How canst thou f B. Buckley. Price 50.
damn , 

For doing what-thou bad’st me do? 
O thou all-wise? . I. cannot bend 
, Before, the altar man has raised, 
Painted wlth blood of butchered friend. 

By friend religious cause has crazed.
O ¡mighty force which feeds tpé tree, 

The insect, and the lowest brute;
From.priestcraft I would fain bè .free, 

Though in thy presence I am mute.
The thoughtful- find thee everywhere, 

Upon the fields wé see thy face, 
Within the woods, the sea, the air, 

In depths: of interstellar space.
Oh! let the light of. thought arise, ■ 

To guide the soul within this shell, 
Away from all the fashioned Ues • 

Which build a heav’n abovea hell, 
And mafic a brutal power of thee, ..

A monster,<building;to-destroy, 
O power divine! thou canst not be 

Made great by'cruBhing human joy.
Down with the priest whose every lie 

Is deeply,stained with human blood, 
Let church and every evil state 

. Be swept away by whelming flood.
Religion* found > its every theme 

Upon a-dlsmali thoughtless view, 
q power divine! lead-mah to dream 

In higher, nobler dreams of you.
—gylvauua iq Agnostic journal,

The God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex in-Reiigion. A sensible, logical 
statement of opinion,, but not of a revolutionary or sensational nature 
A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2 25 
_The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book. ’ By Ralph 

. Waldo Trine. Price 35 cents.
• The Great Psychological Grime, which claims that subjective medium

ship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of “The Dream 
Child” jmd “Harmonies of Evolution.’’ Price $2

-The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carus. Fourth edition. 32 pages. 
“Aneffort to purify our ‘Idea of God’ that it may be greater, sublim'er 

: and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever been 
' yet.’’—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.
' The Kingship of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas, and bound 
in white covers with pretty floral design. By William George Jordan, 
Price 30 cents.

. The Life pf Jesus. By*Ernest Renan. Translated from the original 
■ French. Price, cloth, .gilt top, 75 cents. K

The Life Radiant. For every one in every walk of life Bv TaKnw 
Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1; ' '

The Living Decalogue. From.Sinai to Zion. By W.- J. Colville* 
’ Price 50 cents. • ■ ' ' ’ ’ . — ~

The Lover’s.World. A Wheel pf Life. Treating on the subjects ofl 
love,.marriage and parenthood. -By Dr. Alice B. Stockham. “Tha ■ 

. Lover’s World, garnered sheaves from the wisdom of books atid life ’a”' 
experiences, is-now returned to the heart of humanity,” Price sihil 

i010X^2,25».
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LETTER FROM LYMAN C. HOWE,

I

fTrlp to Lake Brady—Battle With a 
Storm—Sin and Sickness—Christian 
Science—ClaraijWatspn at Home—

; Veteran of Two Wars—Pleasure of 
Pain, ■ •

' Home from Brady! As a prepara
tion for my camp work, I overworked— 
two hours in the wét grass before 
breakfast—day after day, took a severe 
cold,' got a grind of lumbago, then a 
stiff neck and lame head and a vicious 
quarrel between the different members 
of the alimentary family, and abused 
nerves turned, into line and demanded 
back pay and-bound my bead in a vice, 
while the old reliable conservator, Vi
tality, refused to be tapped too freely 
for supplies In advance, and the ma
chine lost balance and ground slowly 
over the pavement of destiny. But 1 
was engaged and advertised for Lake 
Brady, August 6, and 1 must go, and 1 
went.

The journey was enough to make a 
well man sick. Changing from trolley 
to Lake Shore at Dunkirk, I was .ex
posed to a driving rain apd wind storm 
which thoroughly moistened mÿ shad
ow and made my skinny environments 
shiver. But brisk rubbing, ahd bravé 
will, brought some'of the spare blood 
from my bones to the skin and compro
mised by dividing the heat reserves 
while I rode to Cleveland. Thé trolley 
line from there to Lake Brady—via Cuy-
ahoga Falls—was another '“test” for 
my staying qualities. An open window 
that 1 could not shut, let a cold blast 
from the north pole end of a distant 
thunder storm, pour onto my head and 
neck which chilled me to the center of 
my religion. Then the.stupidity of thé 
conductor carried me past the changing 
place at the power house, and delayed 
ine about three-quaraers of an hour 
longer, and about 9 p. m.. in the black
ness ot darkness, 1 lauded at Lake 
Brady in the midst of a terrific thun
derstorm, and no one to lead, guide or 
direct me to my stopping place.

The rain poured, the lightning 
blazed with blinding vividness, the 
awful thunder shook the earth, as 1 
plunged into the darkness, satchel in 
hand, to find the Hoyçe cottage. 1 
asked a man-to go with me and show 
me the way, but he did not want to get 
wet I once knew a man to fall into 
the Canisteo river amoug the sawlogs, 
and in the water up to his chin, he 
called out, “Boys, help me out, quick, 
before 1 get wet." I could see no way 
to escape the rain but to wade through 
It to a place of shelter. At last 1 
found the house where I expected to 
stay; the family had retired, but let 
me in, but informed me that there was 
no bed nor room for me there. A com
promise was arranged aud I slept.

Sunday morning 1 met the faithful at 
the grove and recognized the sunny 
faces ot the long ago, whose greeting 
was a tonic and inspiration. Large 
beautiful bouquets adorned the plat
form, sweet music charmed the clouds 
away, and love rippled in the sphere of 
souls. But the lightnings had burned 
out the electric lamps, and the friction 
and pain of the past torty-eight hours 
had burned out the vitality ot my phys
ical machine, and I had not eaten the 
value of one moderate meal in two 
days. Can you guess the rest? The in
tellectual fire was not dimmed, but the 
vital supplies were inadequate. 1 
spoke perhaps 30 minutes (plenty long 
enough for a good lecture, and much too 
long for a poor one) and Mrs. Nina D. 
Challen of Toledo followed with psy
chic readings or tèsts, giving pleasant 
words to many and apparently truthful 
representations of the friends she de
scribed and named. The music, the 
flowers, the tests, and the soul-to-soul 
greetings, the green bowers rippling In 
the sunshine, hymns Irom heaven drip
ping ffom the leaf-tongues, and the 
kindling of altar lires iu the aisles of
memory, made a genuinely good 
Ing for all of us.

Mr. Flguers and wife came 
from Cleveland and occupied a 
upon the platform.

meet-

down 
place

Dell Herrick and wife put in an ap
pearance about noon or after, fresh 
from Grand Ledge, Mich. They re
ported good attendance and good 
meetings there. Dr. Peebles, Rev. B. 
F. Austin, Mr. Edgerly, Mrs. Sheets and 
others made the time lively. They 
were enroute for Freeville, N. Y., where 
Mr. Herrick is billed for next Sunday. 
Seeing my condition the board volun
teered to let me rest for the afternoon, 
and Mr. Herrick and Mrs. Challen filled 
in the time. This was not because they 
got all they could stand irom me in the 
forenoon, for they were not bored even 
40 minutes; but it was genuine kind
ness of heart and appreciation of the 
exhausting struggles I had just passed 
through, and a clear perception of my 
condition. Superannuated! “Played 
out,” "a back number.” "a dead duck,” 
eh? No, siree!

The youngest man on the rostrum 
would play out—for a time—after en
during what I did for four days, and 
taking less food in two days than most 
of them take at one meal. I was sim
ply sick. Young men often get sick. 1 
was even worse when 33 years old than 
at this time, and I have observed that 
when a man is real sick he does not us
ually feel well, whether he be 70 years 
old or only 30. When I was 13 I was 
so sick I had to go to bed, and He there 
and take nasty medicine, and 1 did not 
feel a bit like going off on a lecturing 
tour and having a rough and tumble 
night fight with a giant thunder storm; 
neither did I think I was superannu
ated; but I was just sick, as I was at 
Lake Brady last Sunday. 1 have often 
observed, too, that people that are real 
sick are not usually as strong, vigorous 
and active as when they are well.

A Christian Scientist might lie about 
it, and swear he was not sick when he 
could not breathe without groaning. 
But I prefer the plain English truth, 
eyen if it cuts the corners of my creed 
a little; and every man who denies that 
he is sick, when he is suffering so he 
cannot hide it in the language of his 
face, knows he is lying, even if he be
lieves that the lie, repeated often 

, enough, will become a truth.
Monday I left the camp about two 

hours too soon. There were no time 
tables to be had on the grounds, or at 
the gate and I had to guess at it, with 
the result of two hours’ waiting in the 
depot at Kent About 5:40 p. m., I pre
sented my shadow at thé pleasant home 
of Mrs. Clara Watson of Jamestown. 
Her name has become a household 
treasure to thousands ot Spiritualists 
all over the land, in consequence of her 
vigorous writings and her fearless ex
pression of her convictions whenever 
she takes her'pen.

Her husband, à vetéfàB of two wars, 
is a level-headed business man, respect
ed and honored by ali who know him. 
He Is keenly alive to thé Issues of Rus- 
Sio-japanese war, and probably the best 
posted on its history and all Its details 
of any man. in Jamestown, and, ’ of 
course, his sympathies'are strongly in- 
favor of Japan.On this, as on other 
subjects, \vé were agreed.

The whole Watson family are critical 
and exacting in the. observation of pc- • 
cult phenomena. .Seated in their, pleas
ant parlor, I was face to face with the 
splendid picture' of Mrs.’Watson’s fath
er, executed in presence of the whole 
fdpilly—six—at Lily Dale, through the - 
agency of the ' Bangs Sisters. Many 
hundreds have examined it, and'asked 
fill sorts of questions, made many sug-

sections and -wild guesses, but no one, 
nor all combined, have made the slight
est impression against the facts, or 
-modified in the smallest degree the 
solid testimony of the senses of the six 
critical witnesses (one of them an art
ist) whp watched every step‘ in the 
progress ot Its development irb(n a 
clean ■white canvas tb the perfected pic
ture. All who knew the noble man— 
and nearly ail in Jamestown dld-^-agree 
that the picture .is a perfect likeness. 
It la much admired as a work of art. 
Art critics can find no defect, or blem
ish in the perfect work. People who 
dispute the genuineness of this .phe
nomenon, do not know what they.are 
talking of, or else they do not care for 
the truth.. . ' '

Reluctantly -leaving the charmed 
home of rest. I bade good-bye to the 
Watson grqupe, and made tor home. 
On» the train north I was surprised to 
meet the cheerful faces of-Hon. Athel- 
ston Gaston and Judge Osmer of Frank
linville, making their way to the City ot 
Light, from which they will doubtless 
emerge clothed in celestial bloom and 
carrying a bouquet of stars from the 
circle of . the Pleiades.

Reaching home about 7:30 p. m., 1 
found Mrs. Howe with her arm in a 
sling, and suffering a good deal of pain. 
She had fallen before 1 left home, but 
kept the secret from me. We hear 
much of fallen, women; but man never 
fell but once, Adam did the whole job 
for his race, for all. time, by a single 
'fail. To compete with him the whole 
race of women have been falling ever 
since. Now, when a woman falls 'with 
a man in her arms, he does not fall, for 
he is immune; he-was vaccinated with 
the Adam virus and is safe evermore! 
Fortunately in Mrs. Howe's- case, ho 
bone was broken. Wednesday morning 
about 4 o’clock, she was taken vomit
ing, purging and retching, like a Chris-1 
tian Scientist trying to tell the truth. 
She is improving now, a billions attack, 
which added to her lame arm makes 
rest a necessity.

LYMAN C. HOWE.'Fredonia, N. Y.

BUTTE, MONTANA/

Interest in Spiritualism Increasing 
From Week to Week,

I The interest in our work and that 
' given by our brother and ' co-worker, 

Mr. Henry B. Allen, Is from week to 
week increasing here in Butte, and 
there is an unselfish union ot souls for 
the attainment of divine power ot serv-, 
ice to man, like the action ot the apos
tles preceding the outpouring of the 
spirit at Pentecost when in compliance 
with the Great Teacher’s instruction, 
they met together in his name, “with 
one accord in one place." Compliance 
with these specified laws and conditions 
leads necessarily, as with them, to the 
formation of all spiritual groups or so
cieties. So when in the course of hu
man events it becomes necessary to In
troduce a new philosophy and a new 
revelation to the people of Butte and vi
cinity, it behooves us whose duty it is 
to inculcate such doctrines, to look well 
to the superstructure upon which the 
same should rest, in order to be able 
to present the facts in a regular and 
graduated order from the foundation 
upward, therefore we named the new 
association that was thus organized, 
The Sliver Bow Esoteric Society of 
Butte, Montana, . which implies that 
while the Over Soul or Father of man-
kind may not be revealed to man
through the senses, nor the pure Intel
lectual apprehension; yet that man 
may have immediate access to and rev
elation from Spirit through his own in
most and spiritual nature, which re
lates him to Spirit or the Father as a 
child to a parent.

The time has now come when it is 
necessary to teach Spiritualism as any 
other science is taught in our schools 
and colleges. The masses have been, 
and are yet, to a great extent, as 
they were in the days of Jesus, running 
after the marvelous and wonderful but 
have paid but very little attention to 
the philosophical side of thè subject. 
Physical phenomena have been given 
with no effort on the part of any one to 
explain the reason or cause of such phe
nomena. Even educated and otherwise 
observant persons seem to be thick
headed or obtuse when contemplating 
this subject. I cannot understand why 
this should be so; on other subjects it 
is not so, for they find from Investiga
tion that the law holds good that every- 
things comes from some thing or 
things that immediately preceded it 
and was the cause of the same, and 
why cannot they see that this law holds 
goods in the investigation of spiritual 
things? for the poet says:
“The very law that molds a tear,

And bids it trickle from Its source, 
That law preserves the earth a sphere,

And guides the planets on their
course."

We IjeftSve that in teaching Spirit
ualism to the world, ths philosophy and 
phenomena should be taught together, 
as any good teacher in science illus
trates his subjects by means of maps 
and charts and other apparatus. When 
ponderous objects are moved, for In
stance, by spirit agency, or what ap
pears to be by supernatural power, this 
should be made a topic or subject on 
which to explain the workings of spirit 
or odyllic vibrations, and the law of the 
polarity of substance in such a way that 
it will be made plain and comprehensi
ble to those who witness the phenom
ena.

That is what we are endeavoring to 
do here in Butte and vicinity. Through 
Mr. Allen we get some of the most won
derful physical phenomena that have 
ever been given to mortal man, and 
that, too, under the most strict test 
conditions, that no one yet, in all -the 
years that he has been before the pub
lic as a physical and' musical medium, 
can say that they have had any suspi
cions of trickery or fraud.

We do'not give this .to advertise his, 
mediumship or'our work. It needs'" 
none. We have been before the public 
now for many years, ahd the public in 
general know what we are. It is to , 
show the manner in which we work, I 
çnd to show the necessity in presenting 
both phases of the work together, which 
has a tendency to-keep Spiritualism un
spotted and clean, clean in the sight of 
the world and especially to those who 
are seeking to investigate.

We always speak a good word for 
The Progressive Thinker. There are 
quite a number taken already in this 
city arid probably many more, aS one by 
one, each week are brought into the 
folds of Spiritualism through our com
bined work in this and other parts of 
the great progressive state of Montana.

FRED. D. DUN AKIN, 
President O. S. A. '

Butte, Mont.

. -"Row to Train Children and. Pa
rents." Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases it is the 
parents that need the training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
•to look to . themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read it 
Price 25 cents.

-Death Defeated; or the Psychic 
eret of How to Keep Young." By J. M. 
gables. M. D., A, Efe. & £^£1,
10 €9Btau ' 7*

CHESTERFIELD CAMP, IND.

The Work |g Going Forward Prosper
ously^.

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Fausts in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Sciefice, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the destination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth; the Whole1 Truth; and Nothing but the Truth
OUR DEAD SAINTS LIVING.

Very Liberal Views Impressively Given 
by the “Outlook,".Indicating That the 
Spirit Survives the Death of the Body. 
Out of the enlarging observance of 

Easter is emerging a new sense of the 
reality of our relations with our beloved 
dead who live with their risen and as
cended Lord. This is the natural se- 
quenceof Christians flxmgtheir thoughts 
on the living Christ. if we commune 
with-him, are we not thus brought near 
to those whom we love who live with , 
him, though they have passed througn 
the gates of death beyond our recogni
tion of them through the senses. For 
ages Protestant churches have disap
proved of prayers for the dead, largely 
because the Roman churph elevated de-, 
parted saints into the position of inter-, 
cessors, and encouraged petitions to' 
them by the living. It is a question 
whether the Church has not lost more 
than she has gained, through renuncia
tion by so large a portion of her mem
bers of the.geuse pf fellowship' between 
saints ih this world and’ saints in the 
world beyond the grave.

Reaction was sure to come, and for 
several years past tokens have appeared 
of its coming. It. was noteworthy that 
of the nine preachers and theological 
teachers who contributed to the; Easter 
Number of The Congregationalist in the 
symposium on Life in the World to 
Come, two spoke confidently of contin
ued relations with the blessed dead. 
“The grave," said Rev. Charles A Dins-
more, "erects no barriers checking the 
power or the desirabjllity/-pf prayer. 
Why should we hesïtatettp/prgy for all 

' 'chastened spirits, whether<li,ving here 
or living more intensely in lilgher rang
es of existence?” The larger our 
sphere of spiritual interest the richer 
will be our spiritual lite. The same 
faith which embraces the arisen 
Christ in our relation with the unseen 
world, inay as reasonably include those 
we love who have gone to be with him. 
And with them may-be counted also all 
great and holy men and women who 
have served mankind on.earth and who 
continue to serve them In heaven.

Do we ask for evidence of the con
scious existence of our blessed dead as 
we commune with them? It is given 
us just as evidence of the living Christ 
is given to us. We are willing to ven
ture something for those to whom we 
would prove our love. We trust the 
promises of Christ without demanding 
evidence to our senses. They are as 
true for our departed ones, as they are 
for him or for ourselves. When he 
says, “Because I live, ye shall live al
so,” he means that they do live as real
ly as he lives and as we shall live. Com
munion with them is assured to us it 
we seek them through film. Phillips/ 
Brooks said of them;' "The more he 
lives to me, the more they live. If the 
city of our heart is holy with the pres
ence of a living Christ then the dear 
dead will come to us and we shall know 
they are not dead, but living, and bless 
him who has been their Rq^eemer, and 
rejoice in the work they are doing for 
him in his perfect world and press on 
joyously towards our own redemption.” 
The promises of Christ, are bèihg lul- 
filled in them now. It is bur’privilege 
to share by faith in their joy.

We anticipate, then, a larger recog
nition of the continued heavenly life 
of the blessed dead in the belief and 
activity of Protestant churches in the 
years immediately before us. It may 
not be formally expressed, but it will 
make itself known in experience. 
“Piayer for the dead,” said Professor 
Brastow in the symposium from which 
we have already quoted, "rriay be no 
function committed to the Church,-but 
it is no function of Protestantism to 
repress the instincts ot the ' human 
heart” "We Protestants need our 
saints’ days.” ,

Ashley Camp, Ohio.
The attendance at the opening of the 

sixteenth annual catap-meeting ' was 
larger than the opening day of the pre
vious year.

The beautifully shaded grounds and 
fine lawns dotted here and there with 
flowers and. shrubbery make an Ideal 
spot for rest and the partaking ot 
things spiritual. . At 10 a. m.r Presi
dent J. J. Beard gave thfe address ot 
welcome in his usual good-natured way, 
making all feel that they were welcome 
indeed. His address was responded to 
by other speakers and mediums.

At 2 p. m., W. V. Nicuni of Dayton, O., 
delivered the address, subject, “What Is' 
Our Attitude Toward the Evolution of 
the human race?” which was. well re
ceived. Mr. Nicum made "'an earnest 
plea that we are spirits .here and now, 
and that we try. to continually live In 
that thought, and thus do our part to
wards redeeming the world,'•

Mrs. Margaret. Stewart .oi Piqria. O., 
followed with messages which .were 
well received and jnost of them recog
nized. ' ......■',/ ’

Mrs. Stewart has an easy and pleas
ant manner of giving, her messages, 
which gives tone to her. work and ap
preciation to her audience. -

At 7:30 p. m., Mr. Nléùm again -ad
dressed the audience^ followed with 
messages by Mrs.- Stewart, ‘ .

■ Mrs. E.- A. Kibby Of Cincinnati O.; is 
one of .the workers this, season. She 
delivered an address Tuesday evening, 
on Spiritualism, which was -filled with 
much truth and enjoyed not only by 
Spiritualists but skeptics as well.

W. V. Nicum will lecture Sunday.- 
Aug. 13. Spirit messages by Mrs. Mar
garet Stewart. . ■

' WILL RANDOLPH. Séc.

BOOK REVIEW.

Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its Pos
sibilities and Its Proofs, tìy- J. M. 
Peebles. M. D. . < ■

Thls: pamphlet comprises the address 
■which -Dr. Peebles was to hate' deliv
ered before the London • Victoria Insti
tute, and Philosophical Society of Great 
Britain, and which, at the last moment 
he-was refused permission to read. It 
also includes an Introduction and an 
Explanatory Letter, in which Dr. Pee
bles states the occasion of his prepar
ing-the address, and the manner . and 
reasons for its belated rejection. - ,The 
whole forms an interesting 'and In
structive, brochure. which.-should be 
lead by thousands more because of the 
indignity to which Dr. Peebles was sub
ject by orthodox bigots. , it Is lor'sale 
at the .office of The Progressive'Think
er: ?ricq 15. septa.

Madam Blanche Barnard.
Clairv.oyaukand tranca medium, will answer 

six questions by mail for. 25 cents, and Belf-ud- 
dresaqd envelope, postpaid. Address, ’833 Broad 
street, Bridgeport, Conn,•' •

Business Medium and Psychometrlst.
. Send dptopf bmb, ask three questions, which 

will be answered, and a Irlal heading, for 25 cents. 
For psyehomelry. send article or specimen to 
read irom,.’WHERH5E DUANE, Box 87, Berkeley. Cal.

ANDREW B, SPINNEY, M. 1)
Who baa bad "

MRS. O. A. BISHOP.
Trance, /Test and Business Medinin.
Well and favorably known for many years on the 

I Weal Side, Is now Located at No. 37-1 Forest ave
nue. Hours, 8 a. iu to 6 a in.; Bundays excepted.

I Terms. |1,W. SUUoEBcau lie engaged by phone, 
Douglas 1433.

Annie Lord (Jonniberlaln’s Curd.
Dear friends, yon cah rrestly help me care for 

my blind elater, Jennie L. Webb; one of the e&rl- . leal mediums now In the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to mo with 11, aud I will 
try and get reply by Independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mra. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU- 
Jord Masa. • - •

Forty Years’ Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two

Years Prof, in a Medical 
CoHege, Ten Years

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
and ii » Natural Clairvoyant. He never 

; falls lu diagnosis, He has given speotal attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung- troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
falls to cure piles. If you would like an opinion 
of your case FREE, write lust how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your bund 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply,

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D.
Prop. Reed City Sahttarlum. Reed City, Mieh. . |

; The past week at Camp Chesterfield 
baa been a notable one, with the ad
vent and departure of “our Moses” Hull 
who impressed upon Spiritualists the 
necessity of educated and properly fit
ted persons as advocates of our philos
ophy; the annual election • of officers 
and trustees; the coming of our gifted 
sister; Elizabeth Harlow and the going 
of Sistgr Marion Carpenter to take up 
her work at Grand Ledge camp; our old 
folks concert; the passing to the spirit 
world of Bro. Alexander P. McKee, Sr. -

I am glad to note that all the old offi
cers of the camp were re-elected to' 
their old places by a majority that was 
in itself a vote ot confidence, and with- 

' out prejudice I ihay say that the camp 
association is to be congratulated in 
their selection, since they are all able 
and experienced. Especially would 1 

I note that Mrs. Lydia Jessup was unan- 
imously elected to the office of secre- 

’ tary, there being no opposition in his 
case.

Of our mediums, I would note the 
very remarkable work of Mrs. Thrond- 

; sen on the platform. Last week she 
j gave at one morning’s conference over 
130 tests, all of which were recognized. 
[ And Mr. Frank Ripley, whose work has

i We Only Understood/' taking the agM< 
for his subject.” 'k

I Mrs. Woodruff of Cleveland rendered 
two solos during the day, “Just For Ta 
Day,” and “The Way of Peace.” Mrsl 
Nina Challen'oF Toledo was the mes< 
sage bearer. After the close ot the at) 
ternoon session she gave a trumpet se
ance which one man who attended 
said was the best'be had witnessed fo 
sixteen years’ experience.

’MARY L. BETTEu • Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

GR^NO LEDGE CAMP.

—r- ' \
A Harmonious Session of the Old-Timd

Kind.

MYSELECUIlEDl-'aœs

XU M. S. BALDWIN. Box fili Chlcai-o. 111.

TRUMPETS:
The infallible fibre trumpet la insulated top and 

bottom? shell, enamel, cardinal color finish, f 1,60, 
Guaranteed; better than metal or any other mate
rial; very.light 4n weight; absolutely tangible 
with spirit forces; warranted perfect or money 
refunded; cases with handles, tl.60. Booklet for 
all kinds of development, 12 eta., sent on receipt of price.

NEWTON, 423 Borr StM Toledo. O.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Will give Clairvoyant readings by mail, assisted 
by a spirit teacher of Astrology, an ancientGreek. 
Will diagnose phvsfcul conditions, and give ad
vise of the Spirit Physician. Will tell you of ma
terial .conditions and give sphltt advise, Send 
lock of hair, date of-blrth, and one dollar. Laws 
of mediumship tatigh£ obsession or any unde
sirable infinonce cured. 423 First st,, N, £„ Washington. D. O

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, o^e of the greatest Psychic 

wonders living that naag the spiritual X-ray with
out any leading ^ympto|H to direct, and locate all 
Internal diseased. A .trial will convince yon. 
Nervous exhaustion arid lost vigor of both sexes 
successfully treated, 148 hundreds can testify. 
Send name, age, sex; complexion and 10 centa In 
stamps, and receive ^'¡correct diagnosis of your 
case, free, worth dollar to you. Address,

FBABtOJBiqb. LOUCK8,
85 Warren SU, Stoneham. Mui.

Notice4o Spiritualists,
H Vigjting

The Lewis and Clark Expositions.
MRS. D. 4 BAYLOR,

Japropnielor of the

OSBORN HOTEL,
Corner Grand Avenue and East Ash sk Cleanest 
and coolest^rodmfe In Portlandr 60 cis. toll.pO; 
meMs, 26ktB. ^Utumrsnsfer to East «Ankeny BL 
Car, which passes/the door, ¿Phone, E. 876.

Convent Cruelties Illustrated.
Besides the Introduction lldlscasses How Girls 

Become the Brides of Christ; The Convent Horr 
ror, etc; Its talcs are thrilling, ‘ Price, 25 cents,

- . ~ Just Issued From the Press.,
The Monks and the Confessional Box.

Gives a history ot the Confessional and the 
questions asked therein; Price 25 Cents. Address 
HENRY A. SULLIVAN, 1331 East 68th st., Los 
Angeles, Cal,

An Infamous •A nampnietor82 pares, com- 
Cnnnniraovvouapii uvy . la^ Kg,, j. G. Whllei author 
of numerous antbCathpllo works. It contains 
disclosures relative to a villainous plot to over
throw our free government. Price, 15 cents

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
Is a most excellent work by Dr. M. L. Sherman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore It 
has been sold for 82, but tho price, now has been 
reduced to 11.' It is- a book 'that will Interest 
and Instruct.' It contains 280 pages, and is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr/ Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualities,.and his work is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The (most Important- revelations concerning 

the true origin of Christianity. Reader, in 
bringing to your notice "Antiquity Unveiled,” 
it Is with the sincere hope that you are earn* 
estly looking for the truth, regardless of any. 
other consideration' If such is the case, this 
advertisement will deeply Interest you, and 
after reading this brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give the work a careful 
perusal. Price, $1.50.

1MPORTANT WORK.

"Official Register of the National, State 
and Local. Spiritualist Associations of 
the United States and Canada, With 
Lyceums, CamptMeetings arid Me
diums.”
The above is the title of a highly im

portant illustrated work, gotten up with 
painstaking care, by. Mrs. Laura G. 
Fixen, the efficient vice-president of the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, 
1047 Carmen. Avenue, Chicago. It con
tains 100 pages and wlILprove of great 
value to those who wish to get informa
tion in-regard to the different societies 
located In various parts, of the country. 
It is gotten'up in a most beautifully ar
tistic style, and reflects great ejedit on 
its compiler. Thisrlong needed work 
will impress the casual observer with 
the extensive vfolloWlng we have, and 
the dignity dub to. (the -grandest and 
most important'■ philosophy now be
fore the whole;civilteed world. It leads 
off with a magnificent photo-engraving 
of Mrs. Abby iLouide Pettengill. presi
dent of the "City of Light" Assembly. 
Lily Dale. N. Y.f whq.is a prominent fac- | 
tor in the educaUomprocess now going I 
on in our ranlnsl This Official Register I
can be obtained byoaddressing this 
flee. Price $1. .

of-

SUMMERLANOw CAL.;- CAMP.
The SummerilandiBpirltualist Associ

ation will holdttts afiqual camp-meeting 
at Summerland? Sapta Barbara county 
Cal : commençing omsecond Sunday in 
September andfoloBing.on the following 
Sunday. The association has engaged 
celebrated speakers, and mediums and 
is endeavoring to make this meeting es
pecially attractive-to visitors. A res- 
taurant afhall to accommodate-al] vls- 
Itofs during- camp-meeting,. Inquiries 
for rooms<and other information; ad
dress W. G. Hendricks, secretary sum
merland Spiritualist Association. Sum
merland. Cal. : . < .

> "Gosmlan HÿtnB Book.” .‘A collectloa 
of original and relectcd hymne, for,lib- 
erar and ethical societies, for schools 
find tho home; complied by. I* K. Wash- 
burn. -Thls volume meets t a public 
Want. It comprises 258 choice selee-
tlorifl of poetry soâ music, embodying 
thé highest moral Sentiment, and freothé highest moral Sentiment, and fre 

all sectsrlasm Erica 60 ccata,

j caused the camp to wonder, used as we 
I ! are to remarkable work by our medi-

leone of the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar- 
yelous; his examinations are free to all who send . 
him name, age, eex. and lock of hair, and Ccen 
in stamps. He doesn’t ask for leading symptom । '------- v»*v oumemje uy
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes wit - 1 her BUDerb Sinking and acting. Mi o. 
wonderful auccesh, nt reduced prices. A trial wi 1 / m t « • » ® i 4 ui 6 1 u«.
convince you. Hia practice extends all over it > 1 DeLoux has been highly commended by 
laud. He cures you In your own home. | the camp both for her mediumship and

rcss, _ S. louckb. m. d.. । S(ngjng qqje camp very decidedly
regrets her departure for Chicago, 
whither she went last Saturday to re
sume her work in that city after two 
weefis’ vacation.

Our old folk's concert -was a decided 
success. Mrs. Lucile de Loux ot Chi
cago received a double encore for her

‘ rendering of two songs, bringing the 
, tears to the eyes of the audience by

Mrs.

J, M« D,
■ Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Muss.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, löek ol 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit, power,

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St..

Sau Jose. Call

I Our camp was saddened last Satur- 
I day morning by the death of Bro. Alex- 
' ander J. McKee, who was an old mem- 
■ her of the association, ana ex-mayor of 
I Anderson, Ind.

The funeral occurred Monday noon, 
i under the aged oak trees. The services 
! were conducted by the association and 
the Knights Templar. Services were 

I ; opened by an invocation and a few re
marks by Mrs. Maggie Waite pt Chica-

; go, a friend of many years’ standing. 
. Mrs. Anna Gillespie gave an address i which caused all of us to weep in feel
ing with the bereft family. The Knights 
Templar then took charge of the funeral 
and his casket draped in our flag which 
be had defended for four years, was 
borne by his brother Sir Knights to 
Anderson, accompanied by the local 

■,*>ost of the G. A. R., to which he be
longed.

A MnnAopFnf Restores Lost Vision; H WUIIUUI UJI Write for Illustrated Circular 
showing stylesand pricesand • OyCbldUIC. photo of Spirit Yurina, who de- j 

velopsd this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad- I 
lust my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle aa perfect
ly to yonr eyes at your own home and send by .• 
mall.rellyonwerolnmyoffire. Thotmndaw . Mlss Harlow has held her immenSe 

43 Evaaatou Av«.. Chios«. Ui I :eudlences breathless by her forcible re- 
Dear Mr. Pool«,—Your spectacles aro perfect. I I : marks and has given much food for 

can say perfection, 1 shall recommend them to thnnpht tho nant week nnd we consider
my friends. Ever your friend. B, B. Robertson, mought tne past weeK, ana we consiaer
Los Anreies. Cai. , , her the crowning point ot our season s: I J lecturers in many ways.IHIIIOtnf 1— 11EI DGDC ’■ Our memorial services last Sunday INVINIT1I nrI rrllil' ‘for the dead were conducted by the1111 ICJ1ML/L9 I ILvH wllCA , camp In the spirit oi their intent to let 

. the arisen ones know they were not for
gotten, and that they still had a place i in our hearts and thoughts.

I' I have the past week been able to get 
I; the renewal of subscriptions from some 
' 1 who had listened to the arguments of 

the disgruntled ones against The Pro- 
I gressive Thinker, beside many new 

ones, and 1 am pleased to note that the 
‘popularity of The Progressive Thinker

A Very Excellent and Comprò» 
hensive Work.

One from the Theosophical stand
point.

This work, “Invisible Helpers,” writ
ten by C- W. Leadbeater, the remark- 
ble English psychic (whose lectures 
hive, graced the columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker), Is certainly very in
teresting and suggestive throughout. 
It treats of the “Universal Belief in the 
Invisible Helpers,” the “Angel Story," 
"Work Among the Dead,” “What Lies 
Beyond.” The work is neatly bound in 
cloth, and the price is 55 cents.

TME C AI II . ns nature, re- |Hr NI II | • LATIONS AND EX- 
1 I IL CJVUL • PRESSIONS IN HU

MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price 81.00. This Is one of the best books 
given by the guides ot Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a hook of reference for those who have been 
members of the classes receiving them. This 
volume Is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing the bases ot the teachings.

ROMANISM Isa pamphlel of 30pages, in 
r#Ply to Prof. David Swing, 

••kAX VpUjU priest Cashman and Dr. With
row, and is principally in defense of Protestant
ism. A concise little pamphlet. Price 16 cents.

IHELI06ENTR16 ASTROLOGY, 
1 Or Essentials or Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables ot Ephemeris to 1910. By 
Yarmo Vedra. With 64 Illustrations, 85 of 
which are original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author ot "Descriptive Mentality.” A 
new system ot personally determining the pri
mary fund ot Mental ana Physical forces and 
their results in mental aptitudes that dominate 
the nature ot the individual as hosed upon date 
bt birth. Price, cloth, 51.50.

"THE DREAM CHILD,"
A Fascinating Romance of Two Worlds. By 
Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents. Books 
like "The Dream Child” epw humanity on to 
make more and more demands ot this nature, 
and will open up new heights and depths ot 
spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will, I believe, take its place beside Bulwer’s 
“Zanoni" and the "Seraphita" ot Balzac.—Daily 
Capital, Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and 
unvarnished with -any inflammable descrip
tions, enthralls the mind to the exclusion of 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader 
closes the last page.—Minneapolis Sunday 
Times. '

flARMONIGS OF EVOLUTION.
Tho Philosophy ot Individual Lite, Based 

Upon Natural Science

,’.s on the increase here. Since my com
ing to the camp some five weeks, I have 
had a multitude of unsolicited com
mendations of The Progressive Thinker 
for its fearlessness and siraightforward- 

k uess in all matters. Many have prom- 
1 ised me to subscribe after they got 
home from the camp. H. B.

> Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
V?e had the pleasure of being in at

tendance at the Grand Ledge, Mich., 
camp, during the week of August 1 to 6. 

I The lectures delivered by D. A. Herrick 
1 of Grand Rapids, Mich., and Dr. B. F. 

' Austin of Rochester, N. Y., editor of 
11 Reason, were listened to by fair audi- 
j । ences and highly appreciated.
1. Oscar A. Edgerly, as chairman, con- 
i ducted the meetings in an admirable i manner. The conference meetings, too, 
i were an enjoyable feature.

This is the third week of Gtfiex. 
Ledge camp-meeting, which closes Bum 
day, August 20. ;

It Is an enjoyable gathering of gentt» 
ine Spiritualists—Spiritualists who bo 
long to the old-time sort—who belleva 
in the phenomena as well as in the phi
losophy of Spiritualism. '

Many persons In camp are pioneers 
In the cause—aged men and women 
who love to recall Incidents in the early 
years of. the cause. To these persons 
death has no terrors. They are ready 
to pass through the portals, and there 
are not a few among the number who 
are looking forward to the time o( 
death with pleasurable anticipations.

Our camp is running along smoothly, 
no discord, nothing to mar the harmony 
which has reigned supreme in tblq 
camp from the opening day.

D. A. Herrick of Grand Rapids, who 
is now serving an engagement in thq 
Freeville Camp, in New York, closed 
bis engagement on Thursday, Aug. 3, 
On Sunday morning, July 30, Mr. Her
rick delivered one address, the vener«, 
able Dr. Peebles assisting in the after
noon services. I

Mr. Herrick is a natural born oratofr— 
He keeps his hearers wide awake from 
the start, and he must must indeed ba 
a sleepy-headed fellow who would ha / 
able to take a nap during one of hlS: 
discourses. ,

Dr. B. F. Austin of Rochester, N. Y,1« 
who, within the past five years baa 
gained an enviable reputation as a leo-, 
turer upon the Spiritualist platform, 
began his engagement here on Fridayt 
August 4.

Dr. Austin is a scholarly man and 
Ills many years of experience as a 
Methodist minister, gives him an ad.- 
vantage not possessed by the average 
lecturer. His logic is easily within the 
grasp ot the ordinary mind, while bls 
language is forcible and faultless. The 
Doctor closes his engagement to-moi) 
row and goes to Wisconsin.

I Sunday, August 6, was a red-lettei 
day in Grand Ledge Camp. The at
tendance was unusually large. Dr. 
Austin delivered two lectures, both to 
large audiences, and many were the 
complimentary remarks made by hlil 
hearers at the close ot nls lectures.

A feature of the day was the appear- 
I ance upon the platform of Mrs. Anna 
Berger Lynch, the renowned lady cor; 
netist, a musician declared by Sousa to 
be the greatest lady cornetlst In the 
world. Miss Hazel Wertz ot Anderson, 
Ind., played the piano accompaniments 
to Mrs. Lynch’s cornet solos at each ser
vice. Mr. and Mrs. Wertz and daugh
ter furnish the music; general satisfac
tion is manifested with Uietr efforts.

Mrs. Marian Carpenter begins her en
gagement August 12, and closes August 
17, giving tests from beyond at tbo 
close of each ot her lectures.

Chairman Edgerly speaks twice dur
ing the present week—Thursday and. 
Friday afternoons.

Last Sunday was a day long to he re
membered in Grand Ledge.

Wm. Divine, camp manager, is mu 
elated over Grand Ledge's prospects.

A masked ball composed of the camp
ers, last night, was excellent; old and 
young participated. “

Following is a list ot the mediums iri 
camp: Mrs. C. Oswald and Mrs. Hamil
ton Gill of Chicago; Mrs. N. M. Russell, 
Grand Ledge, and Mrs. Jennie Martin 
ot Grand Rapids, all clairvoyants. Dr. 
Stephenson, Bay City, magnetic healer;! 
John Mabee, Saginaw, materializing 
medium; Mr. Olyiver Comstock, Mar
cellus, the fire test medium, who gives 
his tests daily.

RENA D. CHAPMAN.
Grand Ledge, Mich.

The mediums present on the grounds 
| were Mrs. Oswald, Mrs. Hamilton Gill 
! ■ and Mrs. Isa Cleveland of Chicago; 
: t Mrs. Jennie Martin of Grand Rapids; 

‘Mrs. N. M. Russell and Mr. Maybee, 
materializing medium, of Grand Ledge, 
and Oliver F. Comstock of Marcellus, 
Mich. Dr. Stevenson, magnetic healer, 
palmist and character delineator, and 

i his wife are in a large measure the life 
i of the camp; their music and character 
\ eketches as rendered at the entertain- 
t ments being of a high order.

. ’ Taking into consideration the enter- 
। Hnining features at this beautiful camp, 
I At should prove a success financially as 
\ it certainly does spiritually.

Mrs. L. H. Palmer ot Hillsdale, Mich., 
and Mrs. Strickland of Owosso,’ Mich., 

■,who have charge of the bazaar and ho- 
r<el on the grounds, are both ladies 

I -whom it is a pleasure to meet, and who 
I tin their attentive service, have made a 
i ^aost of friends. What especially elic- 

i'.ted our admiration was the wonderful 
mediumistic powers of Oliver F. Cojn- 

. stock, and whose mediumship is "of 
euch high order that the Spiritualists of 

'/Michigan have every reason to feel 
'„proud. As witnessed by the writer and 
'-many others, Mr. Comstock first indif
ferently handled a hot kerosene lamp 
chimney as though it contained no heat 
whatever, but which act was eclipsed 

, by placing his hand in the flame and 
not even scorching the hair upon it. 
When, however, he leaned forward,

As taught by modern masters of law. By Flor
ence Huntley. An exceedingly interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to the litera
ture of evolution, unfolding its laws from the 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, and in
dicating the detects ox the Darwinian theory. _____ # H
Spiritualists ahd Materialists alike can gain wnen, nowGver, ne loaned foiward,
much from its perusal. Price, finely bound ta placing his mouth over the burner, al- 
Qjoth« 1AHT O —  - ---

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of "Airi Right with the World." Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success with 
"All s Right with tho World.” which continues in the . 
front rank of tbo Metaphysical books .that arc now so 
popular. The great number who have icon cheered . 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book ' 
by this wise teacher whose words of help are doing 00 
much to nake the world bother by. maklnz men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy it.

¿^Discovery of a Lost Trail” ! 
lit simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
«ailed life, but grand 1n Its scholarly simplicity. >Xt 
will ba in demand bymany who hare not previously I 
read metaphysical writings. Price 11.59. For sale at 
feliofllco. - I

_ .___„___ — mv uumci) eu*
lowing the flame to lick the roof of his 
mouth, without the least trepidation, 
many exclamations of surprise were 
elcited from the audience. He next took 
a celluloid collar and drawing it slowly 
through the flame, igniting or not ig
niting it at will. Handkerchiefs, pro
vided by those present, were treated In 
the same manner without in the least 
damaging them. He also, being clair- 
audlent and clairvoyant, locates Indian
arrows and describes them as well, be
fore they are unearthed, and during his 
stay of ten days located thirteen fpr 
those who cared to dig them up. Mr. 
Comstock is 46 years old, and has 
worked at farming nearly all bis life.

Chicago. Hl. J. A. TOREN.

SPIRITUAL HARP
tion and Social Circles. By J. M. Peebles and 
J. O. Barrett: E. H. Bailey. Musical Editor. 
Now edition; Culled from a wide field ot litera
ture with tho most critical care, free from all 
theological bias, throbbing with tho soul ot In- 

. Bplration; embodying tho principles aild virtues 
ot tho spiritual philosophy. 'sot to .tho most 
cheerful and popular mus:o (nearly all original) 
and adapted to all occasio:m..lt is doubtless tho 
most attractive work of tho kind over pub
lished; Its beautiful songs, duets and quartets, 
with piano, organ or.molodton accompaniment. 
adapted both to public mootings and tho social 
circles. Cloth. $l.z5: postr^e. 14 cents.

THE GOLDEN ECHOES;
A New Book of Inspirational 

.Words and Music,, -
For the um ot mMUnire. 1 yeeume »nd home, by 0. W.
Tooker. The» bwuilfarsons« bate alnafly. o®

Lake Brady Camp. Ohio.
Sunday. August 6, was a- beautiful 

day at Lake Brady, after the-hard rain 
of the night before. In the absence of 
the president. Mr. Hunger. Mrs. Hoiles 
acted as .chairman, introducing Lyman 
C. Howe as speaker of-the day. His 
poor health added to his being exposed 
to the storm, the previous evening. 

■ made it impossible for him to give more 
than a short address, his subject being 
"The Philosophy otbpirituallsm." Al
though hardly able to stand..his Ideas 
were given in a clear, concise and 
forcible manner.

He was unable to appear in the after
noon.- Dell Herrick being present. 
Kindly came to tho rescue and'gave a 
fine address. After first, -giving the 
people-tlie greeting sent by the.mem-, 
befs.ot Grand Ledge camp, jltom,whicli. 
he had Just cojne, he read the poem, -It

Onset Camp, Mass.
The Massachusetts State Assccis 

tion held its yearly meeting at Onset on 
Aug. 5. The platform was beautifully 
decorated with the colors, yellow and 
white, and American flags and the flags 
of other nations; also with beautiful 
flowers. A large audience of 500 peo
ple was present, and the array of talent 
was excellent. ,

President G. A. Fuller greeted the, 
friends and welcomed them to Onset.' 
He told of the work this association j 
was doing and had done, and what they , 
wished to do. He was followed by such ■ 
exceptional talent as Mrs. Annie 1 
Knowlton Hinman, Miss Susie C. Clark,1 
Mrs. Carrie F. Loring, Mrs. C. P. Pratt, J 
Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn, Mrs. Katie M. • 
Ham, Mr. W. J. Colville and Pres. G. A 
Fuller.

Mr. A. J. Maxham discoursed fine mu
sic throughout the day, assisted by Miss ! 
Alyce Holbrooke. The meeting was : 
one of the finest ever held, conceded so 
by all present. '

I Mr. J. B. Hatch, our able collector ot 
finances, succeeded in raising ?71 which' 
we felt was a credit to Onset.

Sunday we had two fine addresses, 
one by Mr. Colville and the other by 
Miss Susie C. Clark. Miss Clark's 
topic was. Spirituality, and it was pre
sented on a high spiritual plane. She 
admitted that while a chemist was 
acknowledged authority in his labors^ 
tory, and the electrician upon electric 
dynamos, it did not fellow that the Spir
itualist was always the best capable of 
manifesting spirituality, or of analyzing 
its essential characteristics.

The spiritual life must first be a 
healthy life, having overcome the weak
ness of the flesh; while wearing and us
ing it, the mental and emotional nature 
must be serene and clear, having out
grown quarrelsome tendencies and pet
ty personalities. It is not necessary to 
enter a cloister to unfold the spiritual 
nature, whicn must be broad and uni
versal. in close touch with the vital is
sues of the day. Spirituality means ex
pansion, of every faculty of the soul; it 
must include self-denying service in the 
vlnyeard of the world, a mastery that 
is won over mundane tendencies, a 
growth wrenched from the density ot 
material consciousness, an unbroken 
at-one-ment with the Great Spirit of all 
life and love. - „ '

Mrs. Kate Ham was the medium fol
lowing Mr. Colville.

The band gave three concerts which' 
were highly appreciated, and take it all 
together Onset was an Ideal day Sun
day.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond has ar
rived- and Mrs. Lucinda B. Chandler of 
Chicago, has also been here. H. ■

"Right Generation the Key to ths 
Kingdom' of Heaven on Earth. ” By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man's highest asnlratlons. A plea 
for Justice and equality in-all tho rela- 
tions of life between men and cornea. 
Cloth. 75 eenta: leatherette. 50 cents.

"just How to wake the Solar jn<n> 
us " By Elizabeth- Towne.
for health- Price «5 CUtU. '

J
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SUSPENDED ANIMATION. WHAT MOTHER EDDY SAYS,

J. D. K.
Chicago, Ill.

KB &

COINS FROM EGYPT HANDED OVER 
.. BY SPIRIT. '

Witness at Bailey Seance. In Melbourne 
Says He Took Relics From In- 

x visible Object, and Voice 
Described Them.

She Has a Glimmer of Truth, With 
Much Error.

. We, exaggerate,misfortunes and hap
piness alike We are never so wretched

be Wgrc0£>ibt Æljinkcr
SPII^ITUALIgJ^ -Progress, tp)e Universal La^X> pt ¡Matare?;. T^oúgljt, tl)e 5ol^ent of ffep Probaros.—SPIPITUALI3PÆ

CHICAGO, ILL- AUPU^T 26.1905, NO. 822

Impressive Particulars in Regard to Ap- 
, parent Death.

When I was very young [as set forth 
by Elizabeth Evans in toe Truth Seek
er], .1 happened to read a poem which 
made a deep Repression upon my mind. 
Later 1 heard it sung and still later 1 
played and sang It myself. It was "The 

- Mistletoe Bough,” said to be a versifica
tion of fact—a sad gvent which hap
pened long ago in England. A young 
bride at her wedding feast in toe family 
castle proposed a game of “hide-and- 
seek,” and offered to be the first to bide, 
challenging her bridegroom to be the 
first to find her. She ran out of the 
room and was never seen again alive. 
The company hunted for her every
where, but her disappearance remained 
a mystery until many years afterward, 
when an old chest in toe garret was 
forcibly opened and toe skeleton of toe 
bride was revealed. The chest had shut 
with a spring and her triends, if they 
examined it at all, probably supposed 
that it had long, been locked, and by the 
time they reached the garret she must 
have been already dead, or at least un
able to call for help. It is a haunting 
story, and all the more terrible if true.

.My next stimulus to reflection upon 
this subject was the reading of a. de
scription of one of “the stately homes 
of England," Clopton Hall, a daughter 
of which noble family was buried with 
due pomp in the flower of her youth, 
$nd when, some time. afterwards, toe 
tomb was opened to receive-another in
mate, It was found that the girl had 
awakened from the trance which her 
mourning relatives had supposed to be 
death, and had had strength enough to 
escape from her coffin to the adjoining 
space, where she perished for lack of 
help.

The next reminder was still more viv
id, as it occurred In my Immediate 
neighborhood. The young wife of the 
schoolmaster died suddenly, and it was 
noticed with surprise that her face re
tained its natural color until the time of 
burial, the peculiarity being attributed 
to the nature of hoc disease.

But not long afterward, it being nec
essary to open a new road through a 
part of the large cemetery, several 
graves were removed, and among them 
hers, and her body was found turned 
over in the coffin. There was great and 
painful excitement in the community 
when this fact was made known, and I, 
still a child, suffered extremely. I was 
sent on an errand just then, and was 
obliged to pass near the graveyard. It 
was an early evening in the summer, 
and the air was laden with the scent of 
death, arising from toe recently opened 
graves. The horror of that walk 1 
never could forget.

A lew years afterward In another 
town my school-teacher told us about a 
young girl she had known in her youth 
who died suddenly, and whose body re
tained so much color and suppleness 
that her family postponed the funeral 
several days, keeping toe supposed 
corpse In the meantime well covered 
and near toe fire. If I am not mistaken 
they waited three weeks and then were 
persuaded to permit toe burial, al
though no signs of corruption bad ap
peared. The lifelike appearance was 
supposed then by physicians, to be due 
to the sudden heart-stroke, and in those 
days attempts at resuscitation were not 
frequent, nor so thorough, as at present. 
So the girl was buried, and it was never 
known whether she was really .dead or 
not. The uncertainty involving so hor
rible a possibility has always been a 
weight on my mind.

All along my life my attention has 
been called to this subject in various 
ways, and I have said and written what 
I could to induce greater care In the ex
amination of bodies supposed to be 
dead. From time to time I have no
ticed that the fear of being buried alive 
is a very common source of anxiety, in
creased by occasional rumors of such a 
tragedy. One of the startling realistic 
pictures of toe painter Wierz is of a 
man who has burst open his coffin in 
his agony of returning life and Is look
ing out In despair at his surroundings 
in the silent charnel house, and as this 
picture is one ot toe set which is seen 
through a hole in the wall (in the Wierz 
gallery at Brussels) toe effect Is intensi
fied by its apparent reality;

The only gleam of hope is in the fact 
. that the place of sepulture Is a charnel 

. house or a tomb instead of a covered 
grave, but here, too, the chances are 
against deliverance.

Not many years ago, in Munich, It 
was whispered that In one of the dead- 
houses a corpse had come to life, but 
though I inquired of one of the princi
pal physicians he seemed to consider 
the whole subject as of undeserving 
of notice. The precautions taken In 
Germany are good as far as they go, 
but under ordinary circumstances bu
rial takes place on the third day after 
death (not three whole days), and it Is 
a well-known fact that corruption does 
not always begin bo soon, especially in 
cold weather, while a trance may con
tinue much longer with life Intact.

A short time ago an old lady in North 
Germany (Bremen, b. believe) left by; 
will a large sum of money to the town, 
on condition that no person should be 
burled unUi seven days after death; 
but the bequest could not be acceptea 
op those terms as circumstances must 
decide in such cases, and it' is manifest
ly injurious to the living to keep toe 
dead after corruption has. commenced.

I was told recently of a case of sus
pended animation fortunately discov
ered* in time. It happened about'fifty 
years ago. An elderly German lady, 
dying at home, was prepared for the 
grave by hey loving relatives, who 
spent most of the time before the fu
neral In the sanfe room w]th the body. 
During toe last evening, as two of her 
nieces were sitting beside her, busied 
with articles of mourning dress, she 
suddenly opened her eyes and asked 
what they were doing.. Restoratives 
were at once applied and she. was car
ried away from all associations with 
death. She recovered and lived more 
than twenty years afterwards, but from 
that time she was never known to 
laugh. The' shock of the escape from 
such a fate could not be overcojpe.... • 
:' Only TEe nllicir3ay,”Iii Ix/nSoh, a wo
man came very near being burled alive, 
being saved by the scruples of the physi
cian, who mistrusted toe reported cause 
of death.; She was subject to frequent 
and prolonged fainting-fits, and already 
on two occasions had been pronounced 
Sead, having’been awakened from the 
trance by preparations Top’Jer burial.

Notwithstanding ai’ previous warn
ings In lLq Wisent instance, as soon 

snebecame insensible and her heart 
Sa<J. apparently stopped beating, her 
Bbdy was carried Into a cold room, and' 
no attempt at resuscitation was made. 
It was the man who came to measure 
her for her coffin who-noticed a trem- 
bling.of the, eyelids and hastened to 
L • ’ * . bank to .vmnnth and. .life.

Mary Baker G: Eddy says in her 
book, “Science and Health, with Key to 
the Scriptures," fourth chapter, page 
71: "When the science of mind is un
derstood, Spiritualism will be found er
roneous, having no scientific basis or-’ 
origin; no proof nor power outside of 
human testimony. It is the offspring 
of the physical senses. There is no 
sensuality in spirit. I never could be
lieve in Spiritualism.” '

On page 82: “If spiritual life has been 
won by the departed, they cannot re
turn to material existence because dif
ferent states of consciousness are in
volved, and one person cannot exist in 
two different states of consciousness at 
the same time. In sleep we do not 
communicate with the dreamer at our 
side, because both of us are either un
conscious or wandering through differ
ent mazes of consciousness in dreams. 
In like manner It would follow even if 
our departed friends were near us and 
were in as conscious a state of exist
ence as before the change we call 
deatb, that their state ot consciousness 
must be different from ours. We are 
not in their state nor are they in the 
mental realm wherein we dwell,

Communion between them and our
selves would be prevented by the differ
ence. The mental stales are so unlike 
that intercommunion is as impossible 
as . lt would be between a mole and a 
human being. Different dreams and 
different awakenings betoken different 
consciousness. When wandering in 
Australia, do we look for help to the 
Esquimaux in their snow huts? Mor
tals evolve images of thought These 
may appear to the ignorant to be appa
ritions, but they are mysterious only 
because it is unusual to see thoughts, 
though we can always feel their Influ
ence. Haunted houses, ghostly voices, 
unusual noises and apparitions brought 
out In dark seances, either involve 
feats by tricksters, or they are images 
and sounds evolved involuntarily by 
mortal mind. Here optical seeing is no 
less a quality of physical sense than feel
ing is. Then why is it more difficult to 
see a thought than to teel It.. Educa
tion alone determines the difference 
In reality there is nont."

So much from one who claims that 
“God called her to proclaim His gos
pel.”

I have read and thought much about 
the articles that have appeared, in the 
Open Court. While obsession may be 
a fact, yet for me it Is not a pleasant 
thought, any more than thought forms 
that the Tbeospphists claim. We are 
building up for ourselves day by day 
during our lifetime, and through indul
gence in impure and vicious thought, 
create such a hideous creature that 
when met with after death so terrifies 
or frightens us, we think it none other 
than the very evil one. I do not myself 
like any of these ideas. I much prefer 
my simple belief in Spiritualism, and 
that our friends who have passed on 
still have a loving care for us, and as 
Longfellow says:
“Ere the evening lamp is lighted,

And like phantomt? grim and tall, 
Shadows from the fitful^firelight

Dance upon the parlor wall;
Then the forms of the departed

Enter at the open door, 
The beloved, the true-hearted.

Come to visit me once more.”
MAMIE E. MORTON.

Boston, Mass.

Attention, Spiritualists!
In the Allegheny County, Pa., courts, 

an appeal has been made by Joe. M. 
Frieman, attorney for Mrs. E. J. Demo
rest, one of our most reliable mediums 
and devoted workers in the ranks of 
Spiritualism The charge against her 
reads as follows:

"That she unlawfully did then and 
there pretend for gain and lucre to.pre
dict future events, by then and there 
consulting the movements of the heav
enly bodies.”

Would you call this fortune telling?
Mrs Demorest is at present with 

friends at Lily Dale Camp, N. Y.
Send out to our sister your kindest 

thoughts, that she will be made strong
er In her struggle for sweet liberty, 
and that truth shall ever be uppermost 
and justice will be won.

She recovered, and with care and suf
ficient nourishment is likely to over
come the tendency to faint away.

An 'American physician recently es
timated the probable number of persons 
buried alive as two in a hundred. It is 
a disgrace to civilization if only one 
person is ever allowed to suffer that 
horrible fate! In times of plagues and 
pestilences it is to be feared' that Vic
tims are sometimes hurried into un
timely graves; also, in time of war, It 
is possible that Kipling's recent story 
of the brave and brilliaht man who 
came to himself on a battlefield just as 
enemy’s soldiers were digging a grave 
beside the stretcher on which he was 
lying, may, not be merely an invention 
of the author’s morbidly cruel imagin
ation; while in times of peace and In 
sheltered homes it may be that a feeble 
spark of life is quenched by the appli
cation of ice to the supposed dead body
in order to delay corruption until after 
the funeral obsequies. ■ . - • ■

Everybody should know, and should 
act upon the knowledge that there is 
one infallible test of death, and, under 
ordinary circumstances, only one; 
namely, the presence of signs , of cor
ruption, black «spots under the skin, 
general dissolution, unmistakable odor, 
any or all of these. And whether the 
body is to be buried or cremated per
mission for the last offices should never 

. be granted until these signs, are estab
lished or recognized. ' All other proofs 
are insufficient—the "breaking"1 of the 
eyes, .the stopping of the breath, the 
je^satfoi^ of thq heart beats, the coW- 
nesb of ’tiie Scull, Uii’ Stiffness of the 
frame—all, these changes . may take 
place during a trance; but decay ' is 
sure evidence of death. And common 
humanity demands that every; living 
being should be assured of the whole 
span of individual life.

I have-always been a quarter of an 
hour before time, and it has made a 
man of me.—Lord Nelson.

We are not ffont into tile world to do; 
Anything into which we cannot put our 
hearts.-—John Ruskin.

Ho who remains within himself and 
rules his passions, desires and fears iB 

■more than a king.—Milton.

Aladdiîi and His WöWffl Lamp
Outdone by an Astral Body.

Remarkable and Startling Manifestations of .Spiritual Power, by which a Large 
'and Varied Assortment of Valuable Antiques Is Collected in the home of 
Thomas Welton Stanford, and which Marvelous Collection Is Refused by 
President Jordan, of the Leland Stanford, iJr. University, of California, as a 

■ Gift to that Institution. Astral Relics. A^e Declared Genuine. Mrs. Addie
Ballou, Notary Public of San Francisco, and a Prominent Medium, Lecturer and 
Author, 'friend of Thomas Welton Stanford, says there can be' ho reasonable' 
doubt as to the authenticity of antiquities taken from Assyrian and Egyptian 
Tombs by the astral body^of Charles Bailey, Scientists testify to the Australian 
Mystic’s power.

(Continued from last week.)
Whether it be that from thé unex

plored and mysterious depths of the in-, 
visible world, which many eminent sci
entists and other persons of the highest 
intellectuality fervently believe sur
rounds the visible world as the atmos
phere surrounds the earth, came the 
rare, costly and curious objects which 
Thomas Welton Stanford wished to pre
sent to Stanford University only tohave 
his gifts rejected by President David 
Starr Jordan, or that they came into 
the rich philanthropist’s possession 
through the despicable hocus-pocus ot 
a charlatan, the facts remain that these 
treasures came in such questionable 
shapes, In such amazing manner, that 
the publication of the story in “The Ex
aminer” has stirred the ranks of the 
psychical researchers, and has fur
nished .food for the scofllngs of unbe
lievers, as no other account of occult 
events has done in a generatlon.

Question to be Solved.
Pending the issuance of a statement 

from Dr. Jordan explaining just Why he 
rejected the treasures which Mrs. Stan
ford was so anxious to have added to 
the collections at Palo Alto, interest In 
the strange case of Thomas Welton 
Stanford, his occult delvlngs, and his 
protege, Charles Bailey,,the medium, Is 
centered upon discussion of the means 
whereby the blacksmith (or laundry, 
man) occultist actually used to ¿lace in 
Stanford’s possession the strange and 
valuable things he certainly did.

Matters of the highest significance to 
humanity, ' declare the serious investi
gators, are involved in such a discuss
ion. Immortality is one of them. DogS 
life persist beyond the dusky border
land, the shadowy frontier which death 
—or what is caled death—ifôrms an all 
sides of life? May these possible in
habitants of that dark region return to 
the world of sunshine and grass and 
ipnd and seas and men and women? Is 
it true'that they may speak to thé liv
ing, be seen of them, be felt by them, 
tell them tidings of high import and at 
times direct their destinies?

. Visible and Invisible Life.
“On the editorial page of ‘The Ex-, 

amlner’ today there is a picture which 
I think of In connection with this sub
ject,” said one such local investigator 
yesterday. “The picture is headed, 
‘Life Is a Half Circle.’ It showed by 
means of diagrams the progress of a 
man from the cradle to the grave, trav
ersing the upper arc of the circle. That 
Is visible life. There is an invisible life 
—which, under certain circumstances, 
becomes at least partially visible— 
which completes that, circle. When 
the man enters the grave be begins his 
journey along the missing half of that 
circle. When he has completed his 
voyage through the dark he has com
pleted a round of the circle, and begins 
anew to travel the visible half again, 
unaware—in nearly all cases—of his de
scent through the valley of the shadow. 
This is what is termed reincarnation. 
This medium, Charles Bailey, who se
cured the wonderful treasures for Mr.’ 
Stanford belongs to that select and 
small body of men and women who in 
visible life are granted glimpses into 
and revelations of the invisible life.

MANIFESTATIONS SUCH AS 
THROUGH BAILEY, MR. STANFORD 
AND MANY EMINENT SCIENTISTS 
WHOSE VERY NAMES PLACE THEM 
BEYOND ALL SUSPICION OF TRICK
ERY, OR OF BEING DUPES, SE
CURED OF. THE REALITY OF SPIR
IT LIFE, TO MY MIND ABSOLUTELY 

•PROVE THE CASE FOR SPIRITUAL
ISM. SUCH MANIFESTATIONS 
STAND AS FAR ABOVE THE VUL
GAR DOINGS OF THE TRICKSTERS 
WHO SWARM IN ALL OUR CITIES, 
TRADING UPON THE CREDULITY 
OF THE EMOTIONAL AND THE’ IG- 
NOR’ANT, AS THE ■ PROBLEMS 
WORKED OUT BY A MASTER MATH
EMATICIAN STANDS ABOVE THE 
INCORRECT SUMS SCRAWLED BY 
A CHILD.

President Jordan would have done 
well for his future reputation to have 
been less hasty in .his rejection of Mrs. 
Stanford’s gifts. More and more "are 
the best minds of the world turning 
their attention to psychic problems, and 
more and more serious and important 
grow their researches. And the Bailey 
manifestations are known throughout 
the world as important steps in the 
progress of the investigation ot this 
greatest of subjects," . j.

Stanford's Own Account.
Thomas’ Welton Stanford’s own ac

count of the Bailey seances ’has been 
written by him, as follows:

"The phenomena recorded belong to 
what the French, call ‘apports;’- that is 
to say, objects are brought into. thé 
room without any visible agency from 
localities which are described as being 
many yioustirjçV mile® distant. Each-of 
them is’a solid ¿nd substantial fact—

DESTINY OR COINCIDENCE? • IN THE ANTIPODES,

coaled about the person medium 
when he .entered thé;r<M^n;';»gcause thè

hltitiaie cheer-preliminary • search, to v 1, ... ..
fully çonsèntéd, leaves io rpom for 
such a conjecture.'? And ?_____ ’
communications receive I through his 
organs of speech. It Is no. disparage-

asJtd the oral

no. disparage
ment to his intelligence ind to the lim
ited opportunities for ii tellpetual cul
ture' which he has hitherto enjoyed .to 
assert toe impossibility of their having 
originated In bls own mind. He is not

to the left, close,to where I was sitting.- 
The. control desired me to examine it 
closely. I stooped'over and saw dis
tinctly a luminous hand, perfectly 
formed. It ended at the wrist The 
hand was rather small, the fingers long 
.and well shaped. It then glided away 
and vanished.

WHAT SHALL THE NEW RELIGION 
BE?

The Laws Governing the Progress of 
Nations and Individuals.

an expert In either geology or archae- 
ogy; he has had no expérience as an 
elocutionist and .has, never appeared 
upon toe stage or thé public platform; 
and, this being so, wflat answer Is the 
psychologist prepare! to supply to the 
questions; Fromwhomi do these commu
nications emanate? Not; most certain
ly, from the instrument ìemployed tor 
their transmission. It1 would bè as 
reasonable to assert that the musical 
compositions which a. Supcession of 

■players performed uppp? a pianoforte 
originated In Its mechanism. We fur
nish the man of science wlt|i, a number 
of remarkable and wpll attested phe
nomena, and we ask him In^return to 
supply us with some .reaso^tble, intel
ligible and credible emanation of them. 
Here are toe data, eppslsti^ of solid 
facts; what are the -scientific .conclu
sions to be drawn from thémî according 
to the recognized prlifcipjeBuOf Induc
tive philosophy?” '

Spirits Contrai Ballçy.
The theory of the believersJn Bailey's 

powers is, that he hèàlh^mmtrol of nu
merous disèmbodlèiïïçplÿitB'Jwhich, at 
his bidding, flit through earth, air, fire 
or water—the elements ’which .'consti
tute the world as wq see it.’.' No dis
tance is'too great to be compassed with
in a miraculously short ,space pf, time. 
Time, indeed,.seems .hprdly'to'exiBt for 
the astral 'bodies which1 are asserted to 
be governed by Bailey. > They would 
seem to movein that mysterious region 
hitherto thought an abstraction and a 
dream of philosophers—the fourth Di
mension. All that theityiò in such mat
ters, reading .of Bailey’s marvels, or be
holding them, can sayi isipummed up in 
a phrase from "Hamlet” : S
“There are more things heaven and

earth, Horatio, ’
Than are dreamt of in yonrphilosophy.” 

One of the disémbpdiëd spirits al
leged to be'a “control”, bi Bailey is de
clared to be that of a Dr. Robinson, who 
in the flesh was professo# of Syro-Chal- 
daic literature in- the Theological Sem
inary of New York. Through the .agen
cy of this spirit, it is averred, Bailey 
was able to produce tàtìets and other 
rare relics from'1 the interior of the ru
ins of ancient Babylon? Another of 
the controls was a .Hinuu. ' Thls Hindu 
spirit worked mai-vé|ê *Ith a mango 
seed owned by Mr. Stâriford. . in the 
space of a few seconds he caused it to 
put forth shoots. Mrs.- Lélèhd Stanford 
was present at—and . thoroughly be
lieved in—many of thé fantastic mani
festations. ■ ‘ f-

Balley, the sensitive, ’was placed In 
a cage made óf mosquito: netting, In a 
room the doors, windedJmd grate of 
which were also çoVëfçdWith toe net
ting, and sealed. An,fl it-was whilst 
within the cage, in a tranèe state, with 
•all semblance of bls own personality 
•blotted from his face, expression, ges
ture, voice, that Bàïje'y Was able to 
bring into the room, sometimes In dark
ness, sométimes In sunlight, all manner 
of objécts, sea-fish, and'live birds, jew
els and raw gold. Newspapers damp 
from the press In some, fair Arabian 
town, bread still hot from toe oven in 
India. ; . ;•'.

Another StrangesTale.
Here is the strangé Pale of one such 

seance, at which it is said that Mrs. Le
land Stanford tyas present, during toe 
visit'she paid to Melbourne for toe ex
press purpose of Witnessing the inves
tigations. It is .related byi an actual 
witness, who only withholds his name 
because his business ¡career, might be 
injured if lils identity Were disclosed:

"Usual safeguards : ^¿ jne sitters' .(as 
on previous occasioni),< oçe a;pro- 
nounced skeptic. Docjr locked,.key se
cured. Sensitive., searched and’ -envel
oped in a bag which?w^s ïied 'tightly 
and sealed. . Lights jrçier'é extinguished 
and three objects immediately fell With 
a great deal of noise pn •the floor. Then 
there'was a rattling 'resembling thé 
chink of small metals,' and jpe control 
handed me what he described, as valu
able ancient coins brought- from 
Egypt- His exact W&ds wpre: "Dead 
men’s money? from- Etypt. ?Oh, very 
old? very scarce.”. ’Êflefè were seven 
coins'.” ■ ' : ■’> ■

That Is the Question by an Earnest In
quirer After Truth.

The general decay of religious faith 
Is a remarkable characteristic of the 
present time and the frantic efforts of 
real and pretended believers to uphold 
the antiquated system cannot be per
manently :successful, because the an
tagonistic force is moved by increased 
knowledge of the sources of toe prevail
ing superstitions which have held the 
human race In bondage so long, but 
which are'now doomed to irretrievable 
ruin. Many earnest people who ac
knowledge this fact are now asking, 
I'What shall the new religion be? What 
can we put in place of the old restrain
ing and reforming Influences?" The 
.absurd attempts to remodel old creeds, 
as in the.Presbyterlan Confession ot 
faith, and thé Protestant Episcopal Rit
ual, as also the ignorant burlesques of 
iloctrlne 'hnd practice displayed In 
“Christian, Science," “Zionism," and 
other recèpt inventions in "spiritual” 
affairs, demonstrate the impossioillty 
¡of a substitution of superstitions, now 
;Lnat the universal.demand is fôr knowl
edge conéérning whatever Js .doubtful 
or unknown;, while às for influence up
on character and cbnaifSt',“restraint and' 
reform have always depended upon 
simple’morality, and that will bè better 
understood and more easily followed 
when divested of forms and ceremonies 
and wholly unconnected with the idea 
of a church.

The above is by Elizabeth Evans, in 
the Truth ’ Seeker. She asks "What 
Shall tha-New Religion Be?" That is 
easily answered. It should be based 
on Spirit. Return. SUGGESTION.

THE WORLD’S GREATEST DOCTOR.

There’s a great physician who long ago 
began

To clear away the troubles that come 
to pester man;

’Tis true, he is old-fashioned, but many 
a grievous ill

That puzzles other doctors would yield 
to this one’s skill;

He makes no- heavy charges, and he is 
always near

To serve you if you want him; his full 
name is Good Cheer.

His practice should be world-wide and 
dally it should grow;

He serves in summer weather and when 
the wild winds blow; -

His night bell is in order, he answers 
every call,

He gives no bitter doses and tortures 
not at all,

And they have few diseases and stand
• in little fear

Who always are serenely attended by 
Good Cheer.

He does not deem the wealthy more 
worthy of his care

Than are the poor whoseekhim. Where 
walls and floors are bare

He ministers as freely as where the 
rich abide,

And all he asks in payment are hope 
and honest pride,

The hopes, and pride that follow where 
duty’s call is clear—

‘Tis time to -aid in spreading the prac
tice of Good Cheer.

—S. E. Kiser.

During this time acJIlhdji is said to 
Rave been in cqntrq&ut at this point 
the spirit of a pr.?W®:omlfe, alearned 
man of science durtngSiis, life, took con
trol—that is, the believers believe that 
this was so. :

■ "Dr Whitcombb’sai! (.hat the coins 
were ancient EgyptiaivriTyl some ancient 
Roman specimens ‘ found...in Egypt; 
some, the brighter, bnes,, taken ftom 
mummy cdffln Aby'.tlffi'Hindi]mhdej toe. 
guidance of Egyptians.onfcgjn the flesh, 
and others, the verdigrli ed ones, fromed ones, from

A

A VISION VERIFIED. ’

Death Was Seen Which Was Soon 
. Verified.

Mrs. Lole F. Prior’s, Fourth of 
Celebration in Wellington, 

New Zealand.

Jul/

In all the departments of life we see- 
conditions arising in” which, to the ob
servant spiritual-minded individual, 
there-is seen to be in operation forces 
that are beyond the realm of the mate
rialistic mind, it being unable to give 
an intelligent satisfactory definition of 
the forces that have produced them, 
and the answer given is that it is a 
mere coincidence, a happep-so; when to 
get down to the rock bottom and exam
ine the facts it cannot be truthfully said 
that there is such a thing as a mere 
happen-so, a lawless operation of life's 
forces, ,

Admitting the existence of those laws 
is needful, but to takü~'üi'é‘‘nextstep 
and move in harmony with them is of 
vastly more importance, for if we dp, 
life is one grand success and its pro
gressive steps are strewn more with 
flowers and pleasant associations than 
it is with thorns and brambles.

’ Nations and individuals are to a lim
ited extent makers of their own destiny, 
hut the mighty spiritual forces that are 
moving them along the general lines 
best adapted to their peculiar develop
ment must be obeyed, or confusion re
sults; that is the operation of the great 
law of destiny.

Conditions bring foiward the mate
rial tliat is necessary for the accom
plishment of the needs of life, Luther 
was not a coincidence, mere driftwood 
upon the religious sea, coming in con
tact with papacy, causing its craft to 
tremble, but he was a destined instru
mentality used, by the spiritual powers 
for the consummation of needed re
forms in the religious world.

That mighty scourge of Europe, Na
poleon Bonaparte, was not a mere hap- 
pen-so, for when we view the condition 
of Europe at the time of his advent, it 
will be seen that there were spiritual 
forces that used him for the accom
plishment of certain purposes. His ca
reer plainly indicates it. When he be
came self-exalted and would not recog
nize the superior power that was trying 
to use him, then he was humbled.

The European monarchies of his time 
bad become a stench in the nostrils of 
the people who were Struggling for bet
ter conditions, and through the scourg
ing of those governmental systems 
through his instrumentality, they were 
advanced one step forward. The terri
ble scourging that the Russian auto
cracy has received at the present time 
has been the fulfillment of the law of 
destiny which tells the nations of the 
world that "whatsoever they sow, that 
shall they also reap.”

The, spiritual philosophy tells us in
dividuals were mediums used for the 
advancement of the reformatory work 
that the higher powers saw was neces
sary to be accomplished among the hu
man races, and that view is a rational 
and consistent one. It certainly is bet
ter than the one that tells us that our 
life here is one of mere drifting, the 
possible chance of our arriving in port 
not credited to skillful piloting but to 
mere chance, a happen-so. Such rea
soning or lack of ’ it, ’ more properly 
speaking plight be accepted by the race 
before it began to intelligently study 
the laws governing their life, for when 
they did they would sec that above and 
superior to the physical there were 
spiritual laws, and It is the destiny of 
mankind to develop up to a more per
fect understanding of them, and lite 
will then have less sounding of the dis
cordant notes and more of the concord
ant ones.

The great law of-moral and spiritual 
progress is not resting upon a founda
tion ot shifting sand, but it is estab
lished upon the rock ot ages, a perma
nency that cannot be changed or over
thrown by any negation called material
istic science. The destiny of the da
tions of the world is to advance to high
er planes of culture, to change the level 
of the grade to a higher one, and noth
ing can prevent the upward movement. 
Lack bf comprehension of the great law 
ôf destiny, and not being in concord 
with it, may cause the revolutionary 
forces to act, when otherwise the law 
of peaceful evolution would have been 
the force that would have carried the 
nation forward.

Russia to-day is suffering because it 
obstinately refused to recognize the 
fact that her destiny was to leave the 
old medieval conditions under which it 
is living and accept more advanced 
views of life.

Those who have intelligently studied 
the history of the great conflict in the 
American Republic over the slavery 
question, must admit that Abraham Lin
coln, that martyr to thé cause of hu
man progress, was the one individual 
the most suitable for the position that 
he occupied through the years of that 
struggle; It was more than a mere 
chance game played upon the political 
chessboard that enabled the cause 
which hé represented to triumph, it was 
his spiritual destiny and that of the na
tion, and as the years roll on is being 
more of a recognized fact even by his 
political opponents.

When revolutions among.nations take 
place, supplanting the old order under 
which they have been living with some 
system morally superior, and a life and 
death struggleÀ ensues to bring about 
the advance, the triumph of the law of 
progress over thé reactionary forces is 
not a mere coincidence, nor always a 
result of the most powerful armaments ; 
but when all external signs would seem 
to indicate that truth would be crushed 
to earth it would rise again and come 
off triumphant because "the eternal 
years of God are hers.”. There were 
spiritual powers with which they were 
in-concord and it was their destiny to 
bo victorious.

There is a free agency given to the 
soul for the working out of its destiny, 
but there must bé an intelligent com
prehension of the laws of the spiritual 
world which is guiding that destiny, 
there must be a working concord with 
those laws, then success will crown the 
soul’s efforts, for every step will.be one 
of ascension, and the obstacles that Im
peded its journey will vanish while the 
inspiration to advance will increase. 
Progress, is the great law of destiny for 
every human soul, but. the lines on 
which it is worked but are different 
with each. one, and the confusions of 
life are when éffort is made to shape 
them in the same mold; There is 
truth in the assertion that “there is 
unity in diversity,” and tne great law of 
destiny demands the endless variations 
with lite is composed.

. HAMILTON DE GRAW.
' West Troy, N. Y. •

To the Editor •In response to- ■ ... .vUi,vuoc vu Invi
tations from Mrs. Prior, about sixty 
ladies, representing all phases of ad
vanced thought, assembled at Inverness 
House tp celebrate the natal day of the 
Great Republic, to which the lady host
ess is so warmly, loyally and patriotic
ally attached.

Mrs. Prior opened the proceedlngB 
with a short speech, iücidentally refer- 
ring to the Boston tea party, and rap
idly passing In review the chief histor
ical events of her country, together 
with a brief description of the principal 
objects of Interest everywhere preva
lent; ■' ■ ■■ -

She then called upon that artfstto 
and exceptionally obliging young lady 
musician, Miss Paul, to entertain in 
her inimitable and excellent way.

Mrs. Taylor then gave a recitation, 
with beautiful elocutionary taste and 
ability.

Mrs. Oyston read an acrostic com
posed by her husband, and dedicated to 
Mrs. Prior. After presenting the dedi
catory verses to the hostess, she gave 
"Dollars and Dimes," which was en
thusiastically received.

Afternoon tea was next served, when 
appropriate toasts were duly given.

Mrs. Oyston proposed the health of 
President Roosevelt; Mrs. Pratts-Mills, 
M. D„ presented the name of'King Ed
ward, and the hostess submitted "The 
Colony.”

The lady who so gracefully toasted 
King Edward graphically voiced the 
sentiments of all in speaking eulogistic
ally of Mrs. Prior, and her excellent 
work. She has endeared herself to all, 
and her spiritual mission has been emi
nently successful. General regret is ex
pressed at her early departure for Mel
bourne to fill a three months’ engage
ment, but as she will return here for a 

•short while, at the expiration of that 
time, some compensation is offered for 
the disappointment.

That health, prosperity and useful
ness may ever attend and bless her 
earthly pilgrimage, is the fervent wish 
of her devoted friend,

C. G. OYSTON.

Lole Florence Prior—An Acrostic.
Light divine from realms supernal e’er 

illume thy earthly way;
Onward through the darkened regions 

bear the torch with living ray;
In the serried hosts ot battle, calmly, 

bravely, faithful speed,
E’en though minds yet unreceptlve may 

not thy petition heed.
Forward bear the waving standard— 

symbol of the thoughtful free,
Lift the fallen, help the weary, calm the 

soul’s tempestuous sea.
0! thou favored voice of sages, harp ot 

music from the spheres,
Ring the clarion call to duty; ne’er be 

slave to dubious fears;
Ev’ry thought and' intimation breathed 

from wiser souls than we.
Nobly heed, and bravely echo, deadly 

though the conflict be;
Cast aside the chains impeding, breathe 

the purest, clearest air,
Ev’ry faithful child of progress must 

the martyr’s anguish bear.
Peace, and Hope, and Joy attend thee; 

well equipped with love and power, 
Round thee spread the fragrant roses, 

in a rich and copious shower.
In that world of compensation loud ac

claims thy ear will greet,
Only be thou counted worthy when the 

masters thou shalt meet.
Radiant with translucent brightness 

may thy soul their thought repeat.
C. G. OYSTON.

IS IT A FREAK OF NATURE?

If Not, What Process Formed This Pe
culiar Limestone.

A paper published at Helena, Mont, 
says: .

“Whether it be due to freak freak of 
.nature or to some supernatural agency 
opinions differ,'but there is in Helena a 
peculiar stone that is interesting, what
ever the point of view of the beholder; 
Interesting because of the impressions 
that have been made upon the stone, 
and that apparently have been there for 
ages.

“The stone is in the possession of A. 
Laudon, who says he found it in toe 
mountains about six miles from Toston, 
in Broadwater county, about ten days 
ago. It is a small bit of limestone, and 
on toe side that has lain uppermost for 
centuries, perhaps, there are a number 
of faces and figures plainly impressed 
in the surface. Plainest of all is a face 
very like that portrayed by sculptors 
and painters as the face of the Christ. 
The face is shaded, so that it seems to 
stand out from a bright cloud, while 
near it can be seen the outlines of a • 
cross. There are yet other faces on1: 
the stone, but none so plainly brought 
cut as the one referred to.

“Mr. Laudon is an enthusiast in na
ture study, and says he found the stone ■ 
while wandering about in toe hills, pur
suing his investigations ”

To toe Editor:—There is much doubt 
about toe continuation of life after 
death, and money offered to prove it. I 
have the means to prove higher intelli
gences through their work actually 
done on a limestone. 1 have a stone, 
8x6 inches, with a picture on the upper 
side. It contains as center figure, a 
man looking up into toe heavens; a 
cross one-half Inch wide over his right 
shoulder; a baby leg hanging from his 
shoulders in front of him. He is sur- । 
rbunded by more than one-half dozen 
faces, three at his feet. This stone 
looks as if polished or new on one side, 
and made yesterday; but the old lime
stone proves to be a product of thou- 
'sands'of years. Tell me who made this 
picture? Who made all these faces' on 
ehe stone? My critic tells me, "It Is a 
freak of nature, or some supernatural 
.agency.”

He could not contradict It. He had 
to acknowledge toe working of a super
natural force. A freak ot nature—a ' 
good excuse, and the best explanation 
he could give, because no man can pro
duce a picture ot this kind. What else - . 
are those supernatural agencies, it not 
intelligent spirits, living on these hills 
5,000 feet above the level of toe sea, 
or has the same cause that made the 
limestone made this picture? If we 
could prove this, we have the works of 
the Almighty Creator.
: All too doubting Thomases may take 
their dose; either one or toe other party 
made this stone. No human being made 
this picture. C. A. H. LAUDON. .

Helena, Mont, i ij>

We, whose names you will find at
tached: to this article, were sitting in 
a developing circle on last Tuesday 
evening, These circles are being con
ducted by Mr? Ellis at-3250 Wabash av
enue, and while we were singing he 
stopped the same and said; “I see a fu
neral., I see the black draped netting 
over the horses? Now I see a coffin.”

Some one-in the circle asked,. "Is it a 
child?”

■ “No,” said the medium, "it is a grown 
person/ The coffin deems large and 
dark and my guides say it concerns 
some, one directly dr indirectly in this 
circle:”

The vision held long .enough, so that 
some in the circle were also able to see 
part of It. To our great surprise just 
as the circle.'Wad- about over a 'rap 
came at.the door. Then we were told 
that a messenger was waiting to see 
Mr. Morris Fast, one of the circle, who 
then went outside, and was told that a 
young man, Louis Tampe, had died sud
denly. Being mutual friends Mj. Fast 
^a?pne of the first no Med? When’ we 
receive such messages from spirit, life, 
who can then doubt the truth ot spirit 
return?
■ MORRIS J. FAST AND OTHERS.

UHU yLUCIO. uiU YU1U1&U!

motinSs.in Eg’ypt^andjie Bald that they 
were of the Greek perto !■ anti that Dr. 
Robinson (the splHt^bf, he New York 
archaeologist) wquidvra me all about 
tfiem. (This w!k' Attewards done). 
He then annbunfe'd-tl'mt^j^ would 
be made, to materjfi|$0 .

"At the right side andtm front of toe 
medium, at whose le&'slae i sht, I saw 
a- small luminous abjecti- It gqt gradu
ally larger and mote ¡luminoug; then -It 

Bible for any of them to have been con- came to front of the ^«nslUva, pad over

something that you can seo, handle, 
weigh and measure. They arfl of such 
nature, that no money could.buy-toem, 
or imitations of them, . in 'Australia. 
They are not voluntary objects which 
may have been perceived in a moment 

, of hallucination, and immediately after
ward!) ‘made themselves air,’ like the 
witches in 'Macbeth.’, Nor was it pos-

, There is not any burden, that some 
¡would gladller post off to another than 
{the charge anq. care of their religion 
There be—who knows not that there 
be?—of Protestants and professors-who 
•live and die In as arrant an implicit 
■faith as any lay Papist of Loretto.— 
Milton.

I never think he is quite ready for. an
other "world who Is altogether weary ot 
this.—H. A. Hamilton. _ .
' Virtue itself offends when coupled 
with forbidding manners?—Bishop Mid
dleton.

MSM&

Love'that has nothing but beauty to 
keep it in good health, is short-live! 
and apt to have aguo fits.—Erasmus, J;!

will.be


my talks with such

BOMB INTO THE 
PUBLIC ENEMIES 
SCATTER THEM 
TIONS.

Alas! Alas!!

- kW. «».WW.

SPIRIT POWER MANIFESTED IN 
JAIL.

TMB PRO8RBSSIVH THINKER
MINERAL PARK CAMP-MEETING.Elsie Reynolds’ 

“Materializations.”
(. .D. Edson Smith is a prominent Spiritualist of Santa Ana, Cal., and is 
sincerely devoted to the cause of pure and unadulterated Spiritualism. 
He sought the columns of the Light of Truth to simply present his views 
in regard to the trickery he had observed in a medium who at one time 
had a great reputation—Mrs. Elsie Reynolds! Of course he was turned 
down, as that paper is considered the authorized organ of the fraudu
lent element now infesting our ranks. Knowing Mr. Smith well, know
ing, that he is a staunch Spiritualist, a man of intelligence and un
doubted integrity, and who despises dishonesty wherever manifested, 
We take pleasure in giving him a hearing. It is only through a knowl
edge of facts that Spiritualists can come to a correct conclusion in ref
erence to the true status of our Cause, and hpw can they get at facts, 
unless they are published, in the Spiritualist press. Let facts come to 
the front, even if.they are of an unpleasant nature.

I have been attending Sister Elsie 
Reynolds’ seances, off and on, tor quite 
a mimber of years. She has he,id, quite 
a number in our house; and, until quite 
recently, I have believed her to be a 
thoroughly honest, truthful woman, en
gaged in the most sacred calling given 
to any human being. And I have Buf
fered much obloquy because of my ad- 

• vocacy of the genuineness of her mate
rializing mediumship. And when on the 
night ofjune 13 last I discovered that 
she was deceiving me, I was greatly 
shocked and hurt. The enclosed copy 
of a letter I sent to Sister Reynolds 
briefly explains the manner by which 
I came to know that she was deceiving 
me.

As related In that letter, I WAS NOT 
LOOKING FOR FRAUD. I was look
ing for proof of the genuineness of her 
mediumship, and I fully expected to get 
vuch absolute proof of the certainty ot 
■¿er honesty that I could close „ the 
gnouths of all her detractors.

I sent the inclosed letter to Sister 
Reynolds by registered mail, and the 
registry return receipt card, with her 
signature, shows that she received the 
letter June 17.

At the Mineral Park camp-meeting 
Sister Reynolds tolfl various persons 
that she had never received any such 
letter from me; and was greatly sur
prised to learn through The Progressive 
Thinker that I was denouncing her as a 
deceitful woman. So that I know of no 
belter way to get this letter before her 
eyes, as registered mail has failed ac- 
carding to her claims, except to have it 
published. Besides, I THINK THE 
CAUSE OF TRUTH DEMANDS ITS 
PUBLICATION, aud the more so be
cause after the seance on that night of 
June 13, Sister Reynolds echoed the 
voices of "Monroe" and “Effa” that 1 
write an account of that seance and 
Bend it to the Light of Truth for publi
cation. This request was heard by all 
the sitters in that seance. But know
ing the humiliating discovery I had 
made, but which her chief cabinet con
trol, "Monroe,” had not ihade, 1 did not 
promise her definitely that I would 
write for publication an account of the 
seance; but said that I would do as 1 
was moved by the spirit.

After weeks of thought on the sub
ject, I feel that the cause of Spiritual
ism demands the publication of this 
letter.

Some of Sister Reynold’s warm 
friends at the camp-meeting, on hearing 
my reasons tor denouncing her as a de
ceiver, were inclined to- think that she 
was unconscious of practicing deceit; 
but "the power being weak, her con
trols were obliged to take her bodily to 
the manifesting spirit."

THEN THE CONTROLS WERE DE
CEITFUL, AND WE HAVE NO USE 
FOR MEDIUMS CONTROLLED BY 
DECEITFUL SPIRITS. This excuse 
would have a little plausibility, perhaps, 
if it was a spirit friend of some sitter 
that was trying to manifest. But I took 
special care to turn on my light only 
when a cabinet control was claiming to 
be out for the edification of the sitters.

In all materializations there must be 
a visible individuality besides the medi
um. In this case I know there was no 
visible individuality besides Elsie Rey
nolds.

I have had a good deal of experience 
with materializing manifestations un
der absolutely test conditions, and am 
qualified io say that I know that when 
the spirit is materialized, the medium 
is in the cabinet entranced. There are 
certainly two visible forms. And 1 
know that securing the medium In the 
cabinet so he, or she, cannot get out by 
any mortal, or physical, means, does 
not in the least prevent the spirit from 

. materializing outside the cabinet.
Again the excuse is given that “offer

ing a money consideration for a test se
ance will prevent manifestations.” 
THIS I ALSO KNOW TO BE A MIS
TAKEN IDEA; to say nothing of the 
well known fact that Sister Reynolds 
psuaily sits for a monetary considera
tion. But any way to get at the tacts 
in the case as to whether or not she is 
a medium for materializations under 
strictly test conditions. I am willing to 
donate the money to the N. S. A., to be 
used in aiding indigent mediums if she 
will prove her genuineness. But if I 
was in her place, or that, of her guides, 
1 would be glad, and seeking, to give a 
stance under absolutely test conditions 
in a neighborhood where my honesty 
had been doubted by a large number of 
earnest workers for Spiritualism, free 
6f all charge, if I KNEW I WAS HON
EST IN MY CLAIMS.

It is the truth I want. And while 1 
am offering Sister Reynolds $500 to 
hold a test seance in my house, provid
ing one of her cabinet controls mani
fests outside the cabinet; old files of 
the Religlo-Philosophlcal Journal will 
show that some 24 years ago I offered 
one thousand dollars to any one saying 
all so-called materialization was fraud
ulent, if they would show me how to 
duplicate the manifestations occurring 
in the presence of H. France, of Os
wego, N. Y.. under the same conditions 
as he sat under. And I have had a 
standing offer for the past four years of 
two thousand dollars to any one who 
would tell me how I could duplicate, un
der similar conditions, the slate writing 
I obtained at Lily Dale, In the presence 
of P. L. O. A. Keeler.

I AM NOT A FRAUD HUNTER!
I AM A TRUTH SEEKER!

. Again the excuse is given that in ask
ing that the test seance be given in the 
presence of only four persons—Mre. 
Shaffer, Mr. James, Mrs. Smith and my
self—"that four persons would not con
stitute a sufficient battery for manifes
tations. But herq again I know from 
past experiences with mediums under 
lest conditions that such a battery is 

. ample. A LARGE NUMBER OF PROF. 
WALLACE’S TEST SEANCES WERE 
CONDUCTED WITH ONLY HIMSELF 
PRESENT.: ’ ’ --

lAtid one of these four whom I pro
pose, Mrs. Shaffer, is absolutely certain 
Ihat She has seen four spirit friends ma
terialized at the same time, in her own 
lions®, and only she and Sister ‘Rey
nolds present. Now if Mrs. Shaffer fur
nishes sufficient battery for four, of her 
jpirit friends to materialize; surely 
ire® more harmonious Spiritualists

added to the battery would be ample 
for one cabinet spirit to manifest. And 
Mr, James, one of the four, has Sister 
Reynolds’ perfect confidence, toy - since 
my letter to her, she has written Mr. 
James asking him to act as her busi
ness manager.

This is the situation. It is a most 
serious matter. We have given Sister 
Reynolds our utmost confidence, and 
believed she was performing the mqst 
sacred function possible for a human 
being, that of a medium through whom 
our loved ones in the angel world 
could manifest to us by loving words 
aid tender embraces.

Then when I seek for absolute proof 
to close the mouths of her enemies, and 
those casting obloquy on myself for up
holding her as an honest medium, 1 
FIND A BAREFACED DECEIT IS BE
ING PRACTICED UPON ME. Can you 
wonder that I am. in great earnest to 
know if all her manifestations have 
have been, or are now, deceitful ?

Gur holy cause demands that all de
ceit shall be weeded out of ail public 
so-called spirit manifestations, and- ■ 1 
trust that for the sake of truth, and our 
noble cause, you will publish the en
closed letter to Elsie Reynolds, together 
with the greater part, if not all, of this 
letter of explanation to yourself.

Yours for Truth and Justice,
D. EDSON SMITH.

The Letter to Elsie Reynolds.
Santa Ana, Cal.. June 14, 1905. 

Mrs. Elsie Reynolds,
417 Central Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.; 
Dear Sister Reynolds:—It is with a

sad heart I sit down to write to you this 
morning. It is always very sad to lose
confidence in the integrity and 
of any person.

Last night "Monroe" and 
urged me to write an account 
late seances In our house for

honesty

"Effa” 
of your 
publica-

tion in the Light of Truth. It, after 
leading this letter, you still wish me to 
write a full account of what I saw in 
last night’s seance for publication, 1 
will do so.

Many years ago, when Mrs. Lens- 
burg’s daughter was the wife of your 
son, Mrs. Lensburg visited at our house 
for a week, and told us many things 
about you which prejudiced me more or 
less against you. But in after years

men as Dean
Clarke led me to think that Mrs. Lens
burg must have been mistaken; and
that I had judged you wrongfully. So
that when I first attended youi- seance 
at Mrs. Shafter's several years ago; 1 
was looking for the truth about your 
mediumship.

And that, and succeeding seances 
convinced me that you was an honest, 
genuine, materializing medium. But 
when the alleged exposition of the past 
year was published, my faith was some
what shaken. Still I could not give up 
the evidence I had had of your honesty; 
and when you asked to hold a seance in 
cur house a week ago, I was glad of ft, 
for I felt, after talking with you, that 
you was certainly an honest and much 
abused woman.

But when I came to extend invita
tions to attend this seance to persons 
in whom you had the fullest confidence, 
as manifested by your suggesting that 
I invite them, some of them 1 found had 
lost all confidence in you, from the pub
lic expositions which had been made; 
and expressed astonishment that 1 
would sanction your integrity by allow
ing you to hold a seance in our house. 
THEY INTIMATED THAT "A PAR
TAKER WAS AS BAD AS A THIEF." 
And I found that I was up against a se
rious proposition. I gave them my rea
sons for believing you to be honest, and 
I did believe you was a thoroughly hon
est and much persecuted woman.

After that first seance, a week ago, 
there was more talk with these doubt
ers, and I decided in my own mind to 
fully satisfy myself at the seance 
which you had asked to hold in our 
house last night I should not say "sat
isfy myself." For I was quite fully sat
isfied in my own mind that everything" 
was genuine. But I determined to have 
positive proof to fully convince my 
doubting friends that you was a much 
abused woman, and I also fully expect
ed to be able to throw a HEAVY

A Chair Mysteriously Moved Without 
Visible Means, Illustrating the Fact 
That Spirit Return is Common to All 
Humanity.
Are the cells ot the county jail inhab

ited by spooks.and haunted by ghosts, 
or is G, M. Johnson, the enigmatical 
genius who contrived such unique 
means to escape from his quarters, pos
sessed of superhuman intelligence, or is 
Johnson or some ono of the other pris
oners Spiritualistic mediums capable of 
materializing objifets as in public se
ances? '

Sheriff J. D. Caldwell would like to 
know tiie answer to these questions and 
would like to know where “lie is at.”

The removal of a chair from in front 
of the small corridor in the upper floor 
of the jail to the rear ot the cages,"with 
no human hands to touch it, and appar
ently with no human ingenuity to con
trive means to move it, is what is giv
ing rise to the queries’on the part of the 
sheriff. . ' '

When Johnson, Schwendeman and 
Smith were discovered close to liberty 
Tuesday morning the sheriff ordered 
them upstairs where the cages are-more 
secure and where the locks are more 
numerous than they are on the first 
floor. They sulked ahd were- ■ sultyn. 
Johnson was irritable and glowered at 
the officer .whenever he appeared,'

The, cells upstairs are enclosed in a 
steel case. There is a corridor in front 
of them. In this corridor is the water 
closet. There are no closets in the 
cells. Because of tills- fact the Sheriff 
allowed the three prisoners Ao have the 
liberty of the closets at certain times. 
It is Impossible, seemingly, for one 
without the sheriff’s keys and not be
ing on the outside, to unlock this por
tion of the -cages. Outside the barred 
and g;'ated door that leads to the cor
ridor a chair was left, upon which the 
food which whs brought the prisoners 
could be set. -The chair was ter out 
of reach of any of the prisoners. They 
would need arms several feet in length 
to get hold of the chair.

Chair Mysteriously Moved.
When the. sheriff came with supper 

last evening he found that the sole' 
piece of furniture in the upper portion 
of the jail was missing. He asked 
Johnson where it was and the prisoner 
said he did not know. A search after
wards revealed the chair twenty feet 
or more from where it had been left, 
and at the rear instead of in front of 
the cage. In its removal a grated door 
had to be passed through, but this is 
without a lock and was left open. The 
sides of the cage are solid steel. The 
roof is sealed so tightly that even light 
cannot penetrate it The back of the 
cages is tight with the exception of a 
short distance at the back of each cell 
where there are heavy and closely set 
iron bars.

Say Johnson Did It
One of the prisoners when questioned 

by Sheriff Caldwell last evening, said 
that Johnson had accomplished .the re-_ 
moval of the chair by the use of' 
string and the application of mechani
cal principles relative to levers, angles,. 
etc. No one can believe this theory 
of the mystery who visits the jail as it 
is clearly impossible to operate strings 
to move an object tflat tar and In that 
direction.

Trick Is Repeated.
When Mr. Caldwell left the jail after 

supper he placed the chair where it 
whs originally, shut the iron doors, 
locked them- with a great clanking of 
iron and steel; locked1 tiie' outer door 
and set a guard over the outer door to 
see that no one should enter. ' Thre6 
hours later, when the sheriff visited the 
quarters of the prisoners, he found the 
chair gone again, but it was discovered 
thirty feet or more away, in the place 
where it was before.

The sheriff says the trick idoks like 
legerdemain to him. He is not certain 
whether it was not removed, by some 
systematical power possessed by John
son, bnt is loath to believe that it was 
moved by material means.
In Solitary Confinement, Straight Jack

et Next.
This morning the ’ officer took 

Schwendeman and Smith down stairs 
again, and Johnson, the wizard, is left 
in the center cell alone, with nothing 
in his small quarters but a sheet of 
canvas to serve as a bunk.

He is like a wild animal that is caged, 
and is believed to be the most desper
ate character ever confined in the local 
jail. When visitors appear he gives 
them the same insolent look which he 
gave the sheriff on the morning that he 
was discovered working1 his way to
wards liberty.

If Johnson does not improve his con
duct and quit his “back talk” to the 
sheriff he will be placed in a straight 
jacket, and given a diet of bread and 
water.—Waterloo (la) Courier.

“flaMiwNeins of Scriptyre.”
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A Reply; tòlie Animadversions of R. A. Torrey, D. D
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‘ WHERE DID CAIN GET HIS WIFE? ’ ’ -
I reall^aài fttt.so much intercstQd in the answer to the question, 

' ‘ Wher^d Cajli'.get JiiÓif e?” as I am in tiie side issu^ this man Tor-1 
rey bringsiijto Jiis attempato answer it, In illustration of this man’s 
ability to evadtpithé real question; and to bring in other irrelevant mat
ters I trill1 hlahé h'ra^ tedious quotation from the book.

“The mali jvlìq ,eaii make his inability to find out where Cain got his 
wife, an excuse for refusing to believe the Bible to be the word of God, 
when there arò/somàiiy positive and overwhelming proofs that it is the 
word of GòJ, ^an hardly be regarded as a fair-minded or reasonable 
man.’ It is hard not to’believe him a mere quibbler. And the person 
who makes>his ignorance of where Cain got his wife an excuse for not 
accepting Jesus Christ as his Divine Savior, when so many persons of 
uninipeachalile‘veracity are testifying that Jesus Christ has proven 
Himself tq lip.,a Divine Savior in their own experience, can hardly be. 
considered’a person of- good,- hard-headed common sense. He is about 
as scnrible- lis the sick person who refuses to take, medicine that he 
knòjvs wìll ^ur.é him, because'there is some mystery that he has never 
been able tp sqJÀ'è, and whieh. is none of his business to understand, 
about the matrimonial affairs.of a man who was third cousin to the man • 
who manufacWred the bottles in chicli the medicine is put up.

“When one pjakes his failure to understand where Cain got his wife 
an excuse fox rejecting Christ, the simple fact is, he waqts to continue 
in sin, and makes this a_pretext for so doing.”

Here are thf%e distinct points thrown in to lead the questioner off 
tiie track. Ijejjnfl review them.

1. It is assumed that the person who does not believe the Bible to be 
the word of God refuses to believe it because he eannot find out wliere 
Cain got liis wife. I never saw such a person, nor did I ever hear of 
him until I repd Mr. Torrey’s book. 'Those who fail to accept Jesus 
Christ as a Divine Savior, do not do so because they eannot find out who 
Cain's wife’was, but beéause to their minds, there is a total lack of evi
dence that Jesus was any more divine than thousands of others were 
who were, born before and since he was. Also there is a lack of evi
dence that Jesus ever saved anybody in this world, or in any other.

Before 1 state the second effort to lead the minds of his readers from 
the real question allow me to examine the assumption. I deny that any
body denies that the Bible is the word of God, because he does not know 
who Mrs. Cain was. The fact is, belief and unbelief are not matters of 
choice, but matters of evidence; if the evidence is presented in such a 
manner as, to force conviction, the one to whom that evidence is thus 
presented eannot ‘.‘refuse” to believe it. If the evidence is not suffi
cient to force conviction then the one who pretends to believe it is only 
making a hypoprite of himself by that pretense.

I here and now declare that, no matter where Cain got his wife, or 
whether he ever had a wife, the Bible is not, nor nowhere claims to be 
the word of God, as is asserted in the quotation just made. That term, 
“word of God,” “word of the Lord,” “my word,” “his «¡ord,” “thy 
word,” and other terms of equivalent value, occur about two hundred 
times in the Bible, but never once do either of the terms apply to the 
Bible. They'i^er to certain phenomena which by the Spiritualists of 
to-day ay^callqd spirit manifestations.

When the word of the Lord came to Abraham it was not a Bible ; it 
was nothing mfp-e nor less than a message given to him from the spirit
ual worldswhila in a vision. See Gen. xv:l-4. When the word of the 
Lord camé’to Balaam, it came to teach him what to say; in fact it en-
tranced him. 
XXX :14, ^tys, ‘

um. xxii:18-20, 38; xxiii :3-5, 16; xxiv:3-5, 15. Dent. 
Jut the word is very nigh unto thee, in thy mouth, and

in thy heart, that thou mayest do it. See also I. Sam. Hi :1, 7, 21;

A Splendid Success Throughout-- 
. What Really Happened.

GftNDIDLY

CAMP OF YOUR 
WHICH WOULD 
IN ALL DIREC-

The proof turned but just the oppo
site from my expectations. Instead of 
getting proof to convince my skeptical 
friends and the public that you was a 
genuine materializing medium, I got the 
proof THAT YOU ARE A CRUEL IM
POSTOR, PLAYING UPON THE HO
LIEST FEELINGS OF THE HUMAN 
HEART TO FURTHER YOUR OWN 
SELFISH ENDS.

Before you entered the cabinet last 
night it was, light enough so that Mrs. 
Smith and I saw you throw the mat 
at me, you saying, "the spirits were, on 
hand early to-night" And yve saw you 
manipulate the dummy, "Peter Bove."

According to all accredited laws of 
materialization, when a form like "Effa" 
or "Lily Roberts”—cabinet controls— 
comes out of the cabinet the medium 
remains in the cabinet entranced. Prof. 
Wallace proved this fact beyond all 
cavil. And I proved it to my satisfac
tion while I was traveling with the me
dium H. France. So that last night 
when “Effa" was singing, and I flashed 
my electric light into the cabinet, 1 
fully .expected to see you sitting in the 
chair entranced. Instead, I saw you on 
your knees impersonating "Effa.” And 
later, when a form purporting, accord
ing to “Monroe,” to be your sister, also 
a cabinet Control, came out and sang a 
beautiful song, and I again flashed my 
electric light into the cabinet, you was 
not in there, but was outside personat
ing the spirit. Thdre. was no need or 
apy grabbing. The fraudulency of the 
manifestation was too .utterly apparent.

This is my positive proof that-you are 
a fraud. - And-so sure am L that I-here
by offer you five hundred ■■dollars -to 
prove to the contrary. -My proposition 
is this.: I will place five hundred dot-

test conditions as Mr. H. France cheer
fully submitted to when I was traveling 
with him. The sitters are.to be Mrs. 
Shaffer, Mr. James, my wife and myself. 
I know of no two persons here in whom 
you have more confidence, or who have 
more confidence in you than Mrs. Shaf
fer and Henry James. You. aré to have 
three trials, extending over a week’s 
time if you wish ; we to board you dur
ing that time. If at any one of these 
three sittings your familiar cabinet 
spirit "Lily Roberts” comes out of the 
cabinet and sings in her usual manner 
of dress, you are to have the five hun
dred dollars. And in aqy case the re
sults of these three sittings are to be 
given the widest publicity.

I shall refrain from making public 
what I saw last night till I shall have 
had time to receive an. answer to this 
letter. I am sincerely sorry for you, 
Sister Reynolds, for you are my sister, 
although a little fallen perhaps. While 
the déception I am sure you have prac
ticed has BEEN OF THE MOST HOR
RIBLE, UNHOLY KIND, yet I realize 
that we are all creatures of heredity, 
and environment, that we are not crea
tures of "free will.” And that I might 
have done similar ignoble deeds had 1 
been in your place with all your hered
ity and environment I .pity you from 
the bottom of my heart, and am ready 
to lend you a HELPING HAND TO AID 
YOU ALL IN MY POWER TO GOME 
UP ONTO HIGHER GROUND. But 
you must first bring forth fruit meet for 
repentance." I will no more think evil 
of you that I would of a person falling 
into a cesspool.

Sincerely and faithfully yours for 
truth and the enlightenment of njan- 
kind._ D. EDSON SMITH.

P. S.—No one of the sitters, not even 
my wife, had the slightest idea that I 
was going to flash a light into the cabi
net. You heard the remarks atter the 
seance about seeing two lights during 
tiie sitting. ,

"Spiritual Songs tor the Usa ot Cir
cles, Campmeetings and- Other Spirit- 
ti al I st la Gatherings.” By Mattie w. 
Hull. Prtoo 10 oenta.

"Death, Its Meaning and Results,"
By J." Kn-WHson; of- the Pennsylvania 
Bnr. ' An-absorbingly interesting vol

lars in escrow in tho Commercial Bank umb, of decided value. A-narrative -of 
of Santa;Ana. You are to . comGW.W. wonderfaUpsychic. events in the* ail- 
Santa Ana, at my expense from Los Ihor’s experience. Cloth, GGO pages, fl. 
Angeles, and ar® to sit under similar lustrated, §1.25.

Sill

ix:27; I.JfKingàdxii:22-24; L Chron. xvii:3-5; Luke iii:2; Heb. iv:12; 
vi:5. <li!

Now I|W.oul<Wsk this gentleman to tell his readers who ever made a 
lack of in formarti on, as to where Cain got his wife, an excuse for not ac
cepting Jflkus Christ as a Divine Savior?

Tnever siijv tììat person', nor did I ever hear of him until I read Rev. 
^Ir. Toruey/s, hwk. Those who fail to accept Jesus Christ as a Divine 
Savior, failed because, to their minds there is a lack of evidence of the 
divinity of Jqsus, or of hi^ being able to save anybody.

3. In questioning that'Jesus was more divine, or more of a Savior 
than other good people are, or -have been, we do not question the “un
impeachable veracity” of those who testify that Jesus has proven him
self to be a Divine Savior, in their experience. We simply object to 
trying to prove objective facts by subjective téstimonies. People of un
impeachable veracity have testified in behalf of^very enthusiast, fraud 
and fake that ^er lived, from the first “false Christ” that ever lived, 
down to Joseph Smith and John Alexander Dowie. The objection in 
all of these eases where “unimpeachable witnesses“ can testify, is as to 
their ability to testify. As yet such witnesses have failed to furnish an 
iota of proof that they know anything more on the case needing proof 
than do others who cannot give testimony. These people only testify 
to their opinions, not to facts. Not one of them ever saw Jesus. Some 
of them have been the subjects of hypnotic spells which came from they 
know not where. . ,

No one with whom I am acquainted wants an excuse for rejecting 
Christ; some want evidence that such a person as Jesus ever existed; 
others want evidence that he was more of a Savior than Confucius or 
Buddha, whó were Saviors before him, or many who came after him. 
Some even huye not yet found the evidence of the fall of man, and hence 
of the need of a Savior. Some regard man not as a depraved, but as an 
immature being—a being who in the course of the eternities may out
grow some of his immaturities.

“There is more faith in honest doubt, 
Believe me, than in half the creeds,”

In fact, experience teaches that those who believe in Jesus, “as a Di
vine Savior,” are quite as liable to .be sinners as those who believe that 
“though hand join, in hand the sinner cannot go unpunished.” As 
people learn that “Whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also reap,” 
they will meline, to break off their sins by righteousness. In proportion 
as they -believe with Rev. Mr. Torrey, and the orthodox hymn, that 
“Jesus paid it all,” in that proportion will they incline to go on sinning 
and sending =tlrè bill to Jesus.

Mr. Torrey d^ter much more circumlocution than is expressed in the 
above quotation, at last comes to the real question, aS follows:

“But where did Cam get his wife?- In Gen. v:3, we learn that Adam 
in his long life begat many sons and daughters.- There can be little 
doubt that Cain married one of these numerous daughters as his wife.”

It is true that Adam begat sons and daughters but Cain “knew” his 
wife; was the father of son’s and daughters, and was a grandfather, 
and even builded- a city before these “sons and daughters” of Adam 
were born. Compare Gen.-iv:16-21 with v:3, 5.

Now the'question recurs for an answer, if there were but three per- 
•sons left on.e^fjh when Abel was killed/ where did Cain get his wife? 
No calling those who ask that question ignorant, no arts of sophistry 
will satisfy those who ask that question; it demands a straightforward 
answer. • ( ..... -

If Cain was the only person on earth besides his parents, what did he 
mean when he said: “My punishment is greater than I can bear. Be
hold, -thotFhast ciriven me out this day, from the face of the earth, and 
from thy ifacC shall I be hid; and I shall be a fugitive and a vagabond 
in the earth ; and it shall come to pass that every one that findeth me 
shall slay^fné.'80 How could he be driven out from among the people 
when therp wexe no people ? Who would find him and slay him ? What 
did the Lord mean in verse 15, “ Whoso.ever slayeth Cain vengeance 
shall be When oft- him seven fold.” The verse closes by saying, “And 
the Lord set al¥iai'k.upon Cain lest any finding him should kill him,” 
Verse 17 in forms us that Cain went off and builded a city and called its 
name Enqgji, a^er the name of his son.” Please tell iis who inhabited 
this city fb9 :‘5 9i - '

Do not answer this question by saying that those who propound such 
questions have :had hearts, but give,us an answer that will make us 
wiser. Bluff, well played, may in some cases be a good game, imt in this 
case it will not work. .. . ■

After tclling us of- infidels objecting very much against “a book of 
which they know so little,” the author closes this chapter, leaving his 
readers abqh£ «s wise about where Cain got his wife as if the chapter 
'had not been- -written. - ■' , . -•
- Should the' loSt 'documents' be found other-portions ;of the book may 
pqss under review. MOSES'HULL.

“Th® Present Aga and Wt$t "The Spiritual significance, or, Death 
Ancient andmodera Hysteria® Classi» as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whif
fled and explained/; - py ’Andrew Jack. Ing. One of MlBs Whltlng’s most Bug- 
aon Darla. We -have n few copies-ol gestive,-intensely interesting, spiritual 
thia work b£ tha palcbrated cess, books. It la laden with rich, tbought- 
Qjotb» §140» ’'U spirituality. Price §1, \

We have noticed a number of partial 
reports of this camp-meeting in The 
Progressive Thinker, but we feel that 
the grand success of the occasion de
mands a somewhat fuller account, and 
as we were present throughout the en
tire time up to and including the last 
Sunday, we venture to send a brief out
line of the events of the month.

Sunday June 25, dawned bright and 
clear, and at the initial service, Harri
son D. Barrett, president of the N. S. A., 
certainly struck a vibrant chord be
tween the material and the spiritual 
which lifted his hearers upward, giving 
a harmonious impulse which promised 
rich success in what was to follow. It 
was universally remarked that no camp 
had ever had a more propitious begln- 

j nlng, and the prophecy of the beginning 
"was grandly fulfilled throughout the 
meetings of the month.

The hearty expression of approval, 
given Brother Barrett on the occasion 
of his last regular lecture, amounting to 
an ovation, and the request for him to 
remain and give at least one more lec
ture, .which lie did, showed plainly the 
general feeling regarding both Brother 
Barrett and his plain statements of 
facts ,as they had come under his no
tice.

While Brother Barrett Is plainly an 
idealist, he Is a grand man, full of help
fulness to the cause, desiring only 
truth and not afraid to state, and stand 
by his convictions. On his departure 
there was some prospect he might be 
able to return to Los Angeles later in 
the season and remain tor a short time.

John W. Ring, the man from Texas, 
and of Lyceum fame, was present 
throughout the camp giving constantly 
of his inspiration, which was always ot 
a high order, and one of the prominent 
features contributing to the general 
success of the camp. All, both old and 
young, who attended the sessions of the 
lyceum under his direction, must have 
received great benefit. The entertain
ment given by the lyceum on the night 
of July 4, was a grand success, all the 
children and young people doing them
selves proud in their respective parts.

Mr. John Lillie was present during 
the first week and acted as chairman 
and also as conductor of the music, to 
the delight of all, while Mrs. R. 8.Lillie 
remained two weeks and with her clear 
cut statements of truth, keen wit and 
profound logic, kept things from grow
ing stagnant in more respects than one.

Our old friend John L. Dryden, gave 
a number of grand lectures bearing 
largely on Socialist problems, which 
were well received

T. W. Hutchins, one ot our local 
speakers gave three splendid addresses 
during the month, which gave evidence 
he was a man with a mission and a 
message.
< John McLean, another local celebrity, 

the eccentric Scotchman, entertained 
us with both prose and poetry in his 
own inimitable style.

Mrs. Dr Ada 8. Horman, ot Los An
geles, gave us some of the grandest and 
best spiritual and practical food ot the 
entire mqnth.

Rev. C. Hall Cook, American member 
of the London Society of Psychic Re
search, gave two of his Interesting lec
tures, Illustrating one ot them with 
stereopticon views. The Doctor pre
sents foundation principles from a sci
entific standpoint which are convincing 
indeed.

Other ot our local speakers were: 
Mrs. Mary O. Vlasek, pastor of the So
ciety of Spiritual Progression; Dr. Geo. 
W. Carey, Mrs Lucy B. Powers of Pas
adena; L. W. Rogers, president of the 
Theosophical Society of Los Angeles; 
J. H. M. Lapsley, Rev. Mrs. Bryan, Dr. 
James Watson, G. P. Sullivan, Mrs. Flo
rence Robinson, Rev. W. C. Bowman, 
and Mrs. S. Augusta Armstrong, who 
was also our chairman after the depart
ure of Mrs. Lillie, which position she 
filled with dignity and efficiency.

Thursday, July 6, was N. S. A. Day 
on which occasion $100 was raised for 
the Medium's Fund.

Friday, July 13 was children’s Fra
ternal Home Day, G. P. Sullivan and 
Nellie F. Sullivan, manager and matron 
of the Home, and Dr. Watson, one ot 
the main supporters of the work, pre
sented the object of the work, mode of 
conducting the Home, etc., and in the 
evening an entertainment was given 
closing with a social dance, all of which 
was heartily enjoyed by all. The chil
dren of the Home were on the ground 
throughout the camp, and won their 
way to the hearts of many. The pro
ceeds of the day for the Home amount
ed to nearly $50.

Monday, July 17, was Animal and Au
dubon Day, and was filled full of practi
cal suggestions.

Tuesday, July 18, was given over to 
the Socialists, who came out from the 
city en masse, and kept things lively 
until the good-night lamps were turned 
off.

Wednesday, Julyl9, Woman's Day, 
was given into the hands of tl;e ladles 
and it goes without saying that they 
did full credit to their opportunity, in 
the accomplishment of which the men 
gave very substantial backing.

One of the most harmonious and en
joyable days was Oriental Day, Thurs
day, July 20, Chief Green, chairman. 
A powerful healing service opened the 
exercises of the day, which was fol
lowed by addresses in various languag
es, which were interpreted by Mrs Maud 
Lord Drake, and a Hindoo whose name 
we are unable to give.

. On the evening of July 13, Mrs. Suy- 
dam Green gave one of her famous tire 
tests, which was successful in every re
spect.

The instrum.ental music for the 
month was furnished by Allen. Parken- 

; son, violinist and cornetist, and Miss 
May —, pianist. Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan 
sang duets, Mr, Sullivan having charge 
of the music after the first week. Mrs. 
Lottie Alien and Miss Geneva Bryson 
sang solos; Mr. and Mrs. Vdse, Mr. Hy
land and Mrs. Proper assisted in quar
tets, while. Mrs. Adelaide K. Brooks 
charmed the audiences repeatedly with 
her inspirational solos.

To Mrs. Nettle Howell Is due the 
credit of making this grand feast of 
good things possible. Her zeal, untir
ing energy and perseverance, ■ coupled 
with her financial and executive ability, 
made failure impossible. The tribute 
of appreciation from her friends in the 
form of a medal, has already been men
tioned in The Progressive Thinker.

The mediums on the ground and 
working were Mrs. R. Cowell, Mrs. C. 
M. Johnson, Mrs. Mary C. Vlasek, Mrs. 
Bryan, Mrs. Hutchinson, Mrs. Alice 
Balbridge, Mrs. Suydam Green, Mrs. 
Sanford Johnson, Mrs. Kate Hoskins, 
and Mrs. Karcher, while seances were 
given by John Henly, and the Inimita
ble John Slater was with us one week. 

The memory of this camp, with its 
instruction and entertainment, will 
long bo cherished by all who attended.

G. P. SULLIVAN,'
Los. Angeles, Call:....................   '
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1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in tho Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life In tho Spirit vVorld, Vol. 2.

iiiro'h Vke o°rld has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and Aodern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
tere and there, in every nook and cor- 
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a paradel to the offer made in reference 
to thesf, twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They oonstitute a wonderfully 
Valuable Spiritualistic and Oceult li- 
brary, and are furnished at.a nominal 
sum. Al are substamially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
SPHUT w!K^ FR0M811RI1 WORLD, written through tiie 
mediumsh p of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care-

haV?> n?w TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
rh?iV£,u may order' price 25 centa- 
lhi3 is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
0 yearly subscription. The paper ono 
year, and one Premium Book, SI.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premluin 
Hooka you may order. dtIoa 7n /»Anfo

g/, OOPj Moton« otp J0 ijurpod 
WApWqw «I pnnoq 'smaod 
isaaioqa pira wmj Bpoqm® atp jo 
UOAO0-Í1JU enwnoo ôtent®a inarm

Bland. Interesting, |t»trucUT$ Md lisipiuj; Spiritus^ upJÜaâg. Qtofâ 
«mas li. ,

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

you may order, price 70 cents, 
three of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price 11.10.
tour of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $1.50.
five of the Twelve Premium

you may order, price $1.75.
Any six of tiie Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price J2.05.
Any seven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.3&.
Any eight of tho Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price 92.65.
Any nine of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.90.
Any ten of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price J3.10.
Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.40.
Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre

mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled iu this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of it before. 
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE- 

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles ot 

the Twelve Premium Books:

three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Brltteni

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare glftk

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send in a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker,

INDUCE
Ifour Neighbor to Subscribe for Tho 

Progressive Thinker.
Now Is the time to extend the circula» 

Hon of The Progressive Thinker, it 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic! 
news with which every one should bo 
famiHar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to oilrich th« 
Bind. Send in a subscriDtlon now.

BOOKS BY-

LILIAN WHITING.
THE LIFE RADIANT.—Cloth,$1.00 
net. Decorated cloth 11.26. In this, her new boo^ 
Mies Whiting alms to portray a practical Ideal tor 
tally living that shall embody the sweetness and 
ixaltation and faith that lend enchantment to Ufa. 
U is. in a measure, a, logical sequence of “The 
World Beautiful.” Lending into still diviner bar- 
aionlee. “The Life Radiant” is characterized by 
ihe same essential qualities that have market! 
‘The World Beautiful.”
OONTENT8—The Golden Ago Lies Onward; Dis

cerning the Future; The Ethereal Realm: The 
Power of the Exalted Moment; The Nectar of 
the Hour.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE; 
pr Death as nn Event In Life, cloth, SI. A book 
from her pen means new flashes of Insight, a rov- 
station of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian in 
kind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
9ocond and Third Series. Three volumes, |1.W 
per volume,
.CONTENTS OF VOL. I.—The Duly of Hapnincssi 

Nectar and Ambrosia; Believe in the wings: The 
Vision and tho Splendor; Tho Enlargement of 
Relations; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
of Life; Exclusive and Inclusive; Through 
Scorning Nothing; Tbo Woman of tho World; 
Tho potency of Charm; Fino Souls and Fine So« 
elsty; The Laws of Our Country; In Newness 
of Life; Tho Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH—A Story of 
a Summer. Price, 11.00, The ideas in tbo book 
will afford comfort to many, and should bring 
positive aid In sorrow to such as will receive Its. 
message.—Hartford Post
FROM DREAMLAND SENT— 
Vureepof tho Life to Come. New edition, with 
additional poems. 91.00. Decorated ololb. *1.26, 
Lilian Whiting's verso is like a bit of sunlit land« 
bo apo on a May morning.—Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD; A Record, with 
several portraits of Miss Field, including ono^ 
HUhu Vedder. • DecwiUed cloth, USA

A Study of Elizabeth .Barrett Brownfnji 
¿flj POTWiit; Beeoratod ctoM!.». •. ’ ■ '

THE UFE RUDIfiNT.
BY LILLIAN WHITING.—In this book- Miss 

Whiting alms to portray a priwtlcal Ideal fo» 
dally living that shall, embody the swoetnea» 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant, 
nwnttollte. Itls, m a measure, a logical s¿ 
quonoe of "Tlio World Beautiful." leading Into 
sUll diviner harmonies. It Is calculated to re 
der the soul in harmony with the .universe.
& truly an inspiration,/ Price, cloth. 91.00. 
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before, there is a Crisis in theAs we have said

in

Trenchant Views.
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lie, it 18 said, must be catered to
church as well as elsewhere.

Figures Show the Tendency

church, another house of worship where 
it can be Ijad soon is found. The pub
lic. it is said, must be catered to at

According to the announcement 
the newspapers, J55 sermons on live

UVE TOPICS NOW FILL THE 
- CHURCHES.

“I Defy Any One to Go Into a Church 
.To-day and Hear a Sermon on a Hell 
of Fire and Brimstone."—Is Not the 
Tendency Among Spiritualists for

• Live Topics?
According the church statistics, Isays 

the Tribune) Chicago ministers ar e lead
ers in a new movement for the sub
stitution ot "live topics' discussion lor 
the old Bunday gospel sermon.

While there is no organized associa
tion lor the development ot the move
ment, It has grown steadily during the 
last ten years until now there are lew 
churches in Chicago wnere slmon pure 
evangelical sermons are ever preached. 
They have been superseded by discus
sions on subjects of public interest.

Clergymen deny .that the “live topic” 
discussions have forced gospel sermons 

'into the background, contending that 
it is preached as extensively now as 
it. ever was. However, a review of 
the Sunday addresses delivered during 
the last six months in Chicago will 
show that a majority of the discourses 
have been on other than religious sub
jects.

Draws Larger Congregations.
The conviction of Bigamist Hoch for 

wife murder; the defeat of the Rus
sian Baltic fleet; Mayer Dunne’s plan 
to segregate vice; the teamster's strike 
and other live questions have furnished 
material for Sunday sermons this year, 
The wider the public interest in the 
tdplc discussed, the larger the congre
gations that hear the ministerial dis
courses.

While all ministers seen emphatically 
denied that the gospel no longer is 
preached, they admitted that a weekly 
commentary upon the news of the day 
proves advantageous in gathering to
gether large audiences. Some ot the 
clergymen said they announce weekly 
what apparently Is a "popular ques
tion," and then, after a few moments 
of discussion, turn the discourse into 
an evangelical sermon.

•This may be true in many cases, but 
the fact remains unchanged that the 
churches where "live topics" are dis
cussed invariably have the largest con
gregations. Judging from the attend
ance, the church-going public appears 
to demand a certain kind ot sermon, just 
as theatre patrons insist upon one kind 
of entertainment or another. If the 
kind of sermon Is not given in one

'.heir psychical powers' /or.'commercial 
ends only under, this classification. 1 
believe tills discrimination should be
mafie now and maw 
Who shall -pass -lipoint 
ante? The officers 4t 
National association#.

ilritualists. 
blilc clalm- 
I state and 
ley should

s» »¿raj

JOHN W. RING’S LETTER. SENSIBLE TEACHINGS.

Seek After Spiritualization RatherThan 
Materialization.

Applicable to Numerous Unhappy Peo
ple.

PUBLICATIONS
OF

Ranks of Spiritualism, and just so long as such a 
prominent person as Harrison D. Barrett desires to 
express an opinion, he should have an opportunity to 
do so. He makes a statement of facts, as observed 
by himself. Being a psychic, and President of the N. 
S. A., it is exceptionally important that he be granted 
a hearing, so that Spiritualists can know just what is 
going on in our ranks, and the status of things gen
erally from his standpoint. While fraud in many re
spects is rampant, there never was a time in the his
tory of our Gause when the Phenomena v(ere more 
striking than at present, as evidenced by last week’s 
Progressive Thinker.

topics were discussed during the 
months of May, June and July. Of this 
number forty-seven were delivered in 
Methodist churches, thirty-nine in Pres
byterian, thirty-two in Congregational, 
twenty in Baptist, and the others in 
churches of various denominations. 
But this number includes only the ad
vertised sermons, and as less than one
fourth of the churches announce the 
subjects of the weekly discourse, it is 
safe to assume the total of "live top
ic” sermons delivered was neprer to 
400 than 150.

The Rockefeller gift to the Congre
gational ministers supplied a topic for 
discussion which was taken advantage 
of by almost every Protestant clergy
man !n Chicago. "Tainted" money 
was talked of for weeks after the Glad
den incident.

On the Sunday following the spread 
of the teamster's strike sermons on the 
lessons to be drawn from the conflict 
between capital and »abor were 
preached. _ in twenty-three churches. 
Ten ministers spoke on "The fall of the 
Russian Empire” after the destruction 
of the Czar's Baltic'fleer.

When Mayor Dunne announced his 
plan for the segregation of vice into 
restricted districts the churches rose 
In a body to protest aga.inst the city’s 
chief magistrate recognizing vice and 
its right to exist Memorial day fur
nished a fertile subject for eulogies ot 
the deeds of the old soldiers, and the 
death of,Secretary Hay was an occa
sion for tributes to the statesman.

Laity Readily Admits Change.
While the ministry denies that there 

has been a departure from the gospel 
sermons, the laity readily admits that 
the Sunday sermon has really become 
a commentary on the news of the week. 
A member of one of the large south side 
churches said yesterday that he would 
not remain in the congregation if the 
minister preached evangelical sermons.

"I don’t want to hear about everlast- 
ing punishment for the bad and a heav
en for the worthy,” he said. “That was 
all right fifty years ago. I think 1 
speak for a large majority of our church 
members when 1 say'the sermon we 
like deals with the material things of 
this life and not the future. The bus
iness man of today is interested in 
"live topics." He has little time for 
study. If these subjects are discussed 
at church by an Intelligent pastor he 
receives information beneficial to him
self. The church then becomes an ed
ucational institution.

"Now, 1 know tha hundreds of min
isters will disagree with me. They will 
say the gospel is -being preached as 
vigorously now as it was 100 years ago. 
This is not so. I DEFY ANYONE TO 
GO INTO A CHURCH TODAY AND. 
HEAR A SERMON ON A HELL. OF 
FIRE AND BRIMSTONE. It is impos
sible to do sb. No such, sermons ’are 
preached. The people won’t stand for 
them. Twenty-five’Years ago ‘hell’ was 
the sole topic for discussion.

Churches Dependent on People.
"The churches áre dependent upon 

the people. Aúnan will not go to serv- 
ices one-Sunday morning following an-

* Other to hear a minister tell how wick-' 
ed the world is and how every man is 
to be damned. Dogmatic and theolog
ical sermons are unbearable, and al
most totally have been abandoned. Dis
tasteful as is the gospel sermon the 
doctrinal discourse is far more displeas
ing. Church-goers will not listen to IL 
Consequently preachers have ceased de
livering this class of discourses.

"One thing is certain; The ‘live 
topic’ sermoné have been productive of 
great, good, and wonderful results. 1 
feel I am not giving too much .credit to 
the churches when I say’that the Sun
day discussion of civic conditions is re
sponsible for the crusades against; graft 
in-.many of our large cities. - No one 
will deny that1 the churches always 
stand for clean government, although 
'they do refuse to take a decided stand 
on some of the great questions of the 
day.”

. “To a certain class of church-goers 
the ‘live topic’ sermons appeal. As the 
church wishes to embrace all classes 
discourses to please all -mhst be deliv
ered. I. will admit that the ‘live topic’ 
sermon is advantageous in gathering to
gether large congregations,” .

•• "How to Train Children - and ' Pai- 
- rents.’’- Mrs.1 Elizabeth 'Towne • takes 
the poDltibn that in-many cases.lt is the 
parents that- need the training 'more; 
than the children, and advises parents' 
to look- to themselves. ,Twenty-flve 
cents could not be better spent than 
buying this little book..' Anyone that 
has the. care of children should'read'it 
Price 25 cents. ’ • ’

The great commotion now noticeable 
on the surface of the ocean of Spirit
ualistic thought leads the careful ob
server to wonder just what it means. 
The fraud question has lashed up 
scores ot white-capped waves and 
hurled them, howling In wrath, against 
the rocks along the shores of time. Dif
ferences with regard to the possibilities 
of the life beyond the grave have also 
arisen, and billows,‘mountain high, are 
rolling over the mentalities of many an 
unwary thinker who ventured too near 
the broad beach of speculative wonder
ing.

Very few Spiritualists are there who 
are agreed upon the measures most nec
essary to bring about a peaceful calm, 
and to inaugurate needed reforms in 
the interest of humanity. All declare 
“fraud must go,” and applaud the sickly 
sentiment vociferously wherever a 
speaker grandiloquently declaims 
against the iniquity of chicanery. Some 
speakers loudly denounce fraud, then 
join themselves unto some'of the worst 
of frauds in mediumship for the sake of 
large audiences and generous dividends 
from the proceeds of their meetings. 
Others do the same thing through the 
corrupt leader of some misguided band 
of personality worshipers, and then feel 
deeply aggrieved when they are asked 
to cut loose from such evil associates. 
Still others defend the frauds because 
they are the "under dogs” in the tight,' 
hence are in need of pity.

O Temporal O Mores! The honest 
Spiritualists see these things—all intel
ligent speakers, writers and lay-work
ers know them, yet out from among 
them come able defenders of the vilest 
of frauds and their confederates! So 
long as these things shall be, just'so 
long will Spiritualism to a certain ex
tent continue to be a stench in the nos
trils of decent people. If a Spiritualist 
knows a worker to be a fraud or a 
trickster and abets him in bis nefari
ous work, or protects him from the con
sequences of his evil doing, then that 
Spiritualist is equally reprehensible 
morally with the first offender. When 
presidents of local societies provide 
“tests" (?) as they do in numerous In
stances, for tne platform mediums em
ployed by their societies for the sake of 
drawing a crowd, and filching ten cents 
per head from each one at the door, 
then the aforesaid presidents are the 
greater criminals of the two. They are 
accessories before the fact, hence the 
chief offenders against the law.

At some of these local societies large 
audiences are attracted by the "wonder
ful (?) tests” given from the platform. 
Every test is a fake, pure and simple, 
pre-arranged between either the pres
ident and the so-called medium, or some 
officer or member of the society and the 
medium. The representative of the so
ciety justifies his part in the fraud on 
the ground that he is helping the so
ciety by making outsiders pay its ex
penses and by "converting” people to 
Spiritualism through the work of the 
scoundrel on the platform. Every ten 
cent piece taken at the door of such a 
society by such a nefarious combination 
is worse than highway robery of the' in-, 
dividual. It Is downright mendacity- 
infamy unspeakable—outrage infinite! 
Such a society deserves speedy death. 
There should.be a law applicable to 
just such specific cases, making the 
president personally responsible for 
the money obtained under false pre
tenses as many'-times as there were 
persons present who paid admission.

Those speakers, too, who have gotten 
hold of the splendid sermons of Dr. 
Bellows, Robert Hall, Dr. Chalmers, H, 
W. Beecher, William Ellery Channing, 
Adin Ballou, Mrs. Richmond and others 
of equal rank and-palmed them off as 
their own, or as the work of "inspira
tion,” should not be forgotten, nor 
passed by in silence. Let them study 
as much as they please—the more the 
better—but let them give credit where 
credit is due. Someone should speak 
out and tell the speaker of his fraud 
whenever he attempts it. Those over- 
ambitious, self-conceited women who 
think they would “pose” superbly and 
elegantly on the rostrum need’ a word 
at-this point. They-go to some good 
writer or speaker, hire him or her to 
write an essay on a special subject, then 
commit It to memory, and give it forth 
as the work of .inspiration or “splen
did (?)” mental action. One such per
son is on the rostrum to-day, giving a 
lecture that was • written by another 
party many years ago.

The eagerness, with whibh thou
sands of well-meaning people rush to 
the defense of mediumlstlc/ counter
feiters is simply astounding. Wihans 
is a case in point. Confessedly guilty 
at Hot Springs and some’’other places 
where he has operated; for, when cor
nered he always admits that he never 
gave'one genuine spirit manifestation 
in his life, yet at every exposure, sick
ly sentimentalists, blind and willing 
dupes rush to this man’s defense! Ye 
Immortal Gods! It is enough to make 
angels weep with shame, and archan
gels to groan in despair! Can there be 
any question of his being "perfectly con
scious in his every seance when he can 
state as openly and as often as he has 
done that he never gave a genuine thing 
in his life? Rumor also has it' that he 
has as frequently declared that he did 
not believe in Spiritualism, that there 
was not one genuine phenomenon of
fered in its name, but that its followers 
were "suckers" with plenty, of .cash, 
and, he “was after the, dough!” Take 
these words of Winans to the parties in 
Indiana who .want the "poor(?)” fellow 
comforted and sustained because of his 
recent, severe trial through which, he 
has passed!- Also to our Minnesota 
jurist—himself a noble-hearted'man— 
who. can split hairs over Winans’ “con
sciousness” at the times he performs 
his devilish trickery! . , ,

As for Mrs. Bliss-Green, the writer 
can'add nothing to what has been so 
welLsald by-Dr, Geo.'B. Warne, vice- 
president of the N. 8. A. To' the writer

she was for many years the one star of 
hope in the materialization firmament, 
and to her he sent many an inquirer, 
both In person and by letter, She had 
my confidence even when I had grown 
Skeptical with regard to many of the 
manifestations bearing the name mate
rialization. I even went so far as to 
recommend her and Farmer Riley to a 
princess of one of the royal families of 
Europe, who was desirous of having a 
reliable medium for this particular 
phase In her castle under a liberal sal
ary for a term of months. The Chicago 
episode is a fearful response to the 
confidence of years, and it cuts far 
deeper than did the Winans Imbroglio, 
because I have never felt that he was 
anything else than a trickster. Of 
course, his exposure hurt in a gen
eral way, but it was expected, while 
this case of Mrs. Green's is quite the 
other way. I await her defense with 
deep earnestness of soul.

There are those who are writing me 
asking me what shall be done? At 
present 1 can see but one thing to be 
done—declare to the world in positive 
terms the demonstrations of Sir Will
iam Crookes In regard to materializa
tion, and then honestly admit that as 
Spiritualism we have not added ah lota 
of evidence to his conclusions in thirty 
years—that we have nothing to offer 
the world to-day in this respect and that 
we advise all investigators outside of1 
the scientists in their laboratories, to 
let materialization alone—that is—the 
materialization as practiced by the bo- 
called physical medium ot to-day. 
THERE IS TRUTH ENOUGH IN SPIR
ITUALISM FOR ALL RATIONAL 
MINDS WITHOUT TRYING TO BE
FUDDLE THEM WITH THE UN
THINKABLE AND PREPOSTEROUS 
ATTEMPTS TO PROVE THE UN- 
PROVABLE, TO SOLVE THE UN- 
SQLVABLE, OR TO KNOW THE UN
KNOWABLE. Materialization evident
ly rests upon a peculiar law, so peculiar 
that the intelligent investigator of to
day must, if honest with himself render 
the Scotch verdict "Not Proven," 
whenever he is called upon to pass 
judgment upon his own experiences. 
Let us therefore as honest men and wo
men turn this phase over to the scien
tists and await developments.

If this is not done, legislation will 
soon be asked for by the aggrieved and 
grossly defrauded victims of bogus me
diums. Col. John C. Bundy was not so« 
far out of the way after all when he 
went before the Illinois legislature, ask
ing for a law to protect the people from 
pretended materializing mediums. He 
was ahead of his times and was 
laughed at for his pains. But Col. 
Bundy knew there WAS A GENUINE 
PHENOMENON TO BE CONSERVED, 
PROTECTED AND DEVELOPED, and 
he naturally thought that the Spiritual
ists of all people should be the ones to 
draw the line between the true and the 
falsd in mediumship. He believed that 
the Spiritualists, as friends of the phe
nomena, and honest believers in them, 
were best qualified to pass judgment 
upon them, hoping tjiat they would 
deal kindlier with all presentations of a 
psychic character than would the ene
mies of Spiritualism. Our failure to 
draw the line then or since has led the, 
outside public to do it in many states, 
and the result is that it has been done 
with no gentle hand. No discrimination 
has been made between mediumship 
and its counterfeit, hence under existing 
laws, the innocent are suffering with 
■the guilty. Witness the numerous city 
ordinances that exact licenses from 
honest mediums as well as from the 
conscienceless fakir and charlatan.

Col. Bundy was laughed out of'court 
and -the people who attacked him most 
bitterly were Spiritualists. I admit 
that I opposed him with might and 
main nt the time, but I confess I am a 
convert to his plan now. A distin
guished Jurist, once on-the bench of our,, 
great States, said to me a few months 
ago: -

"IF YOU SPIRITUALISTS WILL 
DRAW THE LINE FOR US AS OFFI
CERS OF THE LAW, BETWEEN RE
LIGIOUS SPIRITUALISM AND COM
MERCIALISM, YOUR HONEST ME
DIUMS WILL HAVE «NO FURTHER 
TROUBLE., YOU HAVE NOT DIF
FERENTIATED BETWEEN -HON
ESTY AND DISHONESTY IN MEDI
UMSHIP, AND UNTIL YOU DO IT 
FOR-YOURSELVES, THE LAW WILL 
NATURALLY LOOK UPON ALL ME-. 
DIUMS AS BEING OF THE SAME 
CLASS. - THE LAW IS NOT INTEND
ED TO DISCRIMINATE AGAINST 
PEOPLE, NOR WILL IT TOLERATE 
RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION. IF, 
HOWEVER, YOU REFUSE TO CLEAN 
YOUR OWN HOUSES .YOU MUST 
NOT COMPLAIN» WHEN IT IS DONE 
FOR YOU, IF SOME INNOCENT PER
SONS SUFFER WITH THE GUILTY."

More can be said on the same line 
and to the same end. For my own part, 
I can find no fault with the learned 
judge’s words.. I fully agree with him.

I was recently questioned by two 
sharp and exceptionally able lawyers to 
give a definition of religious Spiritual
ism, likewise of commercialism in Spir
itualism. An important case was in lit
igation and both parties were anxious 
to see what would be brought., out'in 
court. Here is my definition of medi
umship as applied to religious Spiritual
ism: "ANYV SPEAKER UPON THE 
PLATFORM, AND ANY PERSON 
WHO GIVES COMFORT, CONSOLA
TION, SPIRITUAL ADVICE, WORDS 
OF TENDERNESS AND LOVE, SPIR
ITUAL MESSAGES, SOUL CULTURE 
AND EVIDENCES OF THE PRES
ENCE OF EXCARNATE SPIRITS, ARE 
ENGAGED. IN RELIGIOUS 'WORK 
AND AS MEDIUMS AND SPEAKERS 
ARE MINISTERS OF THE RELIGION 
OF SPIRITUALISM WITHIN THE 
MEANING OF OUR USAGES."

Commercial mediumship was de
clared to include all classes not enumer
ated in the foregoing paragraph: All 
eo^alled business mediums who use

see to it that only those who are mem- 
bers in good standing of some local or 
■state organization are, given-papers of 
recommendation. As for thJg legal side 
of this question, the officers of the law 
can soon prove the statement of (lie 
psychics when they question them.

From my point of view, I see no rea
son why commercial Anterpr^es and oc
cupations should not* be- taxed. The 
lawyer, tue doctor, t^ barbqr, the car
penter each pays an bpcupplion tax—a 
license, if you please—lie IS ¿ngaged in 
commercial or seculdr' pursuits only. 
So, also, is the palmist, the astrologer, 
the fortune teller, the mate^lpllzing me
dium, the business medium, the trum
pet medium, and the spirit photogra
pher. Each should pay his or her tax. 
I am in favor of preachers doing like
wise, Yet they are exempt under the 
law of the state, and we are now asked 
to say if we have any representatives 
who come under the exemption act.
• Our statement will be accepted and 
we are courteously requested to take 
our honest mediums out of the disrepu
table class into which the law has cast 
them through a plain definition ot 
terms that the law can grasp and use in 
its application in citizenship. In fine, it 
lays upon us the duty of wholesome 
house cleaning by means of honest 
Statements of fact. As soon as a clean, 
open, honest definition of religious 
Spiritualism and its representatives is 
made, followed by one equally clear and 
concise with respect to commercial 
Spiritualism, the majority of our 
troubles will disappear. The wild 
guessing, insane twaddle, coarse and 
vulgar utterances of some mediums will 
vanish from the platform, and the pri
vate test medium will be given a dig
nity and standing never known or en
joyed before, for he or she will no 
longer be classed with criminals, 
thieves and prostitutes with whom the 
law has long associated« him. All hail 
the day when this reform shall have 
been brought about! God blegs our 
honest mediums now and always!

HARRISON D. BARRETT.
New Era, Oregon.

To the Editor:—How pleasant it is 
to travel from place to place and see 
the earnest manner in which many Spir
itualists are devoting their energy to 
the tipbuilding of our cause. It seems 
to me that it our people will careiully 
spiritualize their everyday lives, and 
live the beautiful philosophy which the 
spirit world has given tto us, we will 
hear more of spiritualization and less

There is in it such a vein of sound 
sense that may prove of practical value 
that we feel moved to present to our 
readers the following essay by Marjo
rie, in the Chicago Chronicle.

Probably . Spiritualists have their 
quota of the class described, though our

Hudson Tuttle.

THE OLD COTTAGE CLOCK.

Oh, the old, old clock of the household 
Stock

Was the brightest thing and neatest!
Its hands, though old, had a touch of 

gold,
And its chime rang still the sweetest. 

'Twas a monitor, too, though its words 
were few,

Yet they lived, though nations altered, 
And Its voice, still strong, warned old 

and young . ,
When the voice offrieiidshipfaltered!

“Tick, tick!" it said;; “Quick, quick! 
to bed!

For ten I’ve given warning;
Up, up and go, or else, you know,

Y-ou’ll never rise sbon in’the morn
ing!” «. ¡1) -

A friendly voice was that old; old clock, 
As it stood in the corner smiling,

And blessed the timpj with,¡a merry 
chime, z , ।

The wintry hours beguiling.
But a cross old voice was that tiresome 

clock «( -■
As it called at daybreak boldly, 

When the dawn looked gray o’er 
misty way

the

And the early air blew coldly. 
"Tick, tick!" it said." JQuick) out ot bed, 

For five I’ve given (warning!
You’ll never have health, you’ll never 

have wealth, 11' 1
Unless vou’re up 8bon ill'the morn

ing!" , ,iti
Still hourly the sound goes' round and 

round,
With a tone that ceases never, 

While tears are shed for bright days 
fled, 

And the old friends lost forever!
Its heart beats on, though hearts are 

gone
That warmer beatand younger.

Its .hands still move, though hapds we 
love ■

Are clasped on e^rth no longer.
“Tick, tick!” it said. “To the church

yard bed! .
The grave hath given warping!- 

Up, up and rise to the angel'skles _ 
And enter a heavenly morning!”

—New York Ledger.

THE DAYS THAT ARE PAST.

“Poetry is Music In Words, and Music 
Is Poetry in Sound?’

of materialization, which Is 
ly questioned. Let us lift 
into the vibration to which 
rather than wish to bring 
friends to us all the time.

so serious- 
ourselves 

■we aspire, 
tue spirit

spiritual philosophy naturally tends 
health and happiness:

Little Talks With Women.
A letter from a girl who visited

to

an

Library of Spirito! LiMne.

In San Diego, Cal.,. the Spiritualist 
Society has a very beautiful temple, ele
gantly equiped; and a splendid home 
for Spiritualists. The workers are sev
eral and each devoted. So warm was 
my reception and so pleasant was every 
moment of my stay that I hope to again 
sojourn to San Diego. Ladles—always- 
doing something good and helpful— 
gave a "pie sqclal” and "yours truly” 
is accused of eating—well, many pieces 
of pie. ’Twas a time long to. be remem
bered.

The Lyceum session was full of inter
est and instruction. A welcome to me, 
as National Superintendent of Lyceum 
Work, was placed on the wall, the let
ters formed from geranium blossoms, 
of which there is a profusion; and the 
welcome which was made manifest by 
each and every member was as cordial 
as were the flowers red. I wish I 
might name some of the good workers, 
but I wquld then want to mention every 
one, for surely each does his and her 
part In a particular place.

' On my way to Clinton I visited Crys- 
tola, Col. Here Mr. H. C. Childs, a 
devoted Spiritualist, has accumulated 
a considerable amount of land where 
he anticipates doing much for the pro
mulgation of that for which Spiritual
ism stands. He has been styled the 
Modern Tolstoi. It was a privilege to 
deliver the first Spiritualist lecture in 
the place. Many people camp here 
each summer to enjoy the abundant 
wonders by Nature bestowed on this 
section, and about seventy-five intel
lectual people assembled on the veran
da of Crystola Cottage and presented 
such subjects for consideration as 
brought forth what'was declared to be 
an instructive discourse. The speaker 
stood on a platform built for the pur
pose in the open air, and for a back
ground six large posts were set in the 
ground surrounded with pine limbs and 
set on file, giving the appearance of 
huge torches. ’Twas a picture long to 
be remembered. Reference was made 
tq the burning fagots as symbols of the 
present conditions, for even so is the 
fire of knowledge afforded by the spirit 
of investigation which fills the age, 
burning away the walls of superstition 
and bigotry.

-Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa, was 
the next objective point. Here we met 
lovely people and many earnest work
ers. Pardon the mention of no names, 
as we always concede the fact that 
each Is doing the best he can In his own 
little place. The lyceum was receiving 
attention, as surely it will at every 
camp ere long. Plant the seeds in the 
fertile minds of youth and you may de
pend on a rich harvest. We rejoice 
that we have outgrown the limitations 
which former teachings placed about 
us, let us prevent the rising generations 
from being thus hampered. Feed the 
•unfolding minds on the clearly defined 
facts which we have gained, and allow 
them to develop In the sunshine of hu
man affection.

Thanks for space for these words, 
love to everyone who-holds high the 
white banner of Spiritualism with a 
dally life of honest endeavor and help
fulness.

We will not deplore them, the days that 
are past;- ■ •

The gloom of misfortune is over them 
cltst;

They are lengthened by sorrow and sul
lied, by care;

Their griefs are too many, their joys 
were too rare;

Yet, now that their shadows are on us 
no more,

Let us welcome the prospect that 
brightens before!

We have cherished fair hopes, we have 
plotted brave schemes,

We have lived till wé find them illusive 
- , as dreams; '

Wealth has melted like snow that' is
■grasped'in,the.band^_, * '

And the steps we have climbed have de
parted like sand*;' ' - '-

Yet shall we despond^ while of-health 
unberef},; .... -

And honor, bright honor, and freedom 
are left? ; ? » ;*

Oh, shall we despond While the pages;ot 
time. •

Yet open before us their recoras sub-- 
lime!. -

While, ennbbled by-treasures, more prè-- 
cious-ihan'gold' ' ‘

We can walk with the martyrs and he-
. roes of old; •“ « • D r V) '

■While humanity -whispers frithsi.
.in the ear, . ' . . .7 ?

As it'softens the heart like swiet music 
tonear? ‘ 11 ' .- .

Oh, shall we despond ■ whi?e! .with vis
ions still free/' ' J1 ■ ’ 

Aye can gaze on the 6ky,’ anil the earth, 
and the séa; òli ' Ut

While the sunshine can waken a burst 
. of .delight;-. j .

And the stars are a Jòy anù-Ia glory by 
' . .night; - ¡91 ...to;

While eacir harmonjtorunblflg through 
nature can Take . ;g • ' ' •

In bur spirits the impùlse 'of 'gladness 
afid praise? 81[ ' : 1,1 ,

Oh, let us no longer'then vRipiy lament 
Over acenes that are faded rind days

that are spent,q/A in
But, by faith unforaaken, ,unaided by- 

' chance, <, . .
On hopé's waving banner'Still fixed be 

-our glance; '< '■ •
And should fortune prove' cruel and 

.false to the last, ■ - '•
Let us look to thè, future and hot to the 

past! ■ ” —Épes Sargent.
"Success, and How to Win It” A 

lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D.- D. Tho titles of som6 of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals';- Kconómy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy ; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic ¡Help? Price 25 cts.

JOHN W. RING. 
Galveston, Texas.

A MESSAGE FROM SPIRIT LIFE.

Is It Not Necessary to Watch and Pray 
Lest We Fall by the Wayside?

We are Indeed “risen from the dead." 
In the spirit life there is no death, just 
the earthly body laid aside. "Dust to 
dust, ashes to ashes.” Aye everyone of 
us were but human, and- only our im
mortal souls are pressing on to everlast
ing happiness.

, We come here just as we left earth 
plane. Just as we have prepared our
selves for a future, just so do we enter 
the higher sphere. Therefore is it not 
necessary to watch and pray lest we fall 
by the wayside? Evils arise when we 
are least aware^so we must be con
stantly guarded about with the armor 
ot faith and hope and spirit forces, to 
be able to withstand ea'rth’s trials and 
troublés. They do not. last long, but 
while there are invasions on the-best 
Intentions and purposes of .human lives, 
and therefore have the effect for good 
or bad, and you must come through.the 
fire untouched, safe and secure from all 
contaminations.

Life Is made up of many little things 
that are vexing, and therefore be strong 
in the spirit, that conditions do not an
noy or worry you.

It is not essential to be entirely con
trolled by spirit forces to get the best 
results. Ofttlmes persons are not un
der complete control, and yet their in
spirational messages, written or spok
en,, are very eloquent and to great value 
to themselves and those who may read 
or hear them. •

Be very grateful for this' beautiful 
gift which is-glven to you, for it will be 

'of great benefit in time to come to 
those who need comfort in their trials 
and sorrows. They may not be given 
'the powgr. that you nave, and so you 
may share with them these beautiful 
messages 'from the spirit lim'd, where 
jour loVéd ones are so willing and. anx
ious to'aid you, and are so competent, to 
communicate with you in this manner.

Children of the earth land are bound 
down by certain conditions, but the 
mind and soul can soar far .beyond the 
realm of earth into the realm of spirit 
life, .and receive great benefit from the 
spirit .guidés who are hovering ever 
about you. - ', ' ' >

We are ever ready to aid when need
ed. Our mission is to assist those who 
need this consolation and to give them 
hope and proof of Immortality. Cheer- 
fully do the. work set before you. 
Throw oft the shadow ofx sorrow that 
enfolds you and throw about your loved- 
ones on earth the rays of sunshine to 
brighten their path while ,on earth with ' 
you. Do not grieve for those, who have ' 
passed through the valley of the shad
ow of death, for they are safe, from all 
earthly cares, and will never need to 
pass through troubles that earth 
friends do. - So brighten up, dear friend, 
and lay aside the grief-and sorrow, for 
there is no sorrow there, nothing but 
joy and light and love, and your loved 
ones are so happy you could but re
joice with them could you but behold 
them. Good night, and may the unfold- 
ment of your soul show you that all is 
well with your boy “just away.”

' ' marion J. Harris.
Elkhart; Ind.

uæ acoamio Trata.» 
By.Prof.W.M. Lockwood. The work st a strong, logical thinker, on ■ a • derate 
faaflaarteat «»hJaeA Arati SL ’

invalid recently. “I was entertained 
the whole day," she writes, "with a re
cital of all the ills the poor thing has 
suffered from, or imagines she has Buf
fered from, since earliest infancy and 
of the scores and scores of doctors that 
have been baffled with her case. Nev
er was there one word of sunshine in 
all her twaddle. Finally another ha
bitual invalid happened in and upon 
saying ‘How do you do?’ to the hostess, 
her whole tale of woe was begun over 
again and would have been repeated 
wholly, no doubt if it had not been for 
the fact that when the first paused oc
casionally tt> take a breath the second 
broke in with the story of her illpesses. 
Thus they continued all afternoon, each 
trying to outtalk the other and never 
for a moment paying any attention or 
offering tiny sympathy to each other."

Surely this is a good description of a 
familiar type of invalids. _We all know 
them—the complaining, whining, self- 
pitying creatures who enjoy being In 
poor health- Indeed, they are to be 
pitied—not so much for their actual ills 
and sufferings, though, as for the tact 
that they live in self-made dungeons of 
darkness and miss most of the beauty, 
activities, joys and blessings of life. 
Yet to be pitied more are the people 
who must live with them and care tor 
them— those who patiently and unself
ishly give up their lives serving them. 
But generally it would be far better for 
the invalids and for those who care for 
them if the latter were less patient and 
unselfish. Oftentimes these virtues be
come palpable faults and do much harm. 
Usually what invalids of this kind need 
most is a purpose in life, activity and 
work—something else than themselves 
to think about. And not unfrequently, 
too, those who wait upon the invalids 
and run their legs off in catering to 
their every wish are more in need of 
rest and. a soft, fresh bed, than the 
invalid.

A case comes to mind of a woman 
who Lad been an invalid for years, in 
her girlhood she had been the idol of 
overindulgent parents and she married 
a man who merely continued spoiling 
her. She was not robust, but her
health was surprisingly 
ing how she had been 
fussed over all her.life, 
trifling organic disease

good consider- 
eoddled and 
Finally, when 
manifested it-

self, she took to her bed and her hus
band undertook caring for her, doing 
the household tasks as well as his own 
work. He was not very strong, and the 
strain told on him gradually. He man
aged to keep up until one winter, when 
be contracted a severe cold. Then one 
day as he was about to give her her 
dinner (her appetite was good, mind 
you) he tell in a faint. After waiting 
several minutes for him to rise his sick 
wife became alarmed and arose, 
dressed and went for the doctor. She 
nursed her husband through a siege ot 
typhoid and pneumonia and has never 
been sick herself since. "I came near 
to losing Will,’’ she told a friend after
ward, “but I am glad he was sick, for 
if he hadn’t been I might never have 
learned to be a woman and to really 
live.”
, My correspondent asks: “Why is it 

that invalids ‘bore’ all their friends and 
enemies with their ceaseless talk about 
themselves and their troubles?” She 
might as well have asked why are such 
invalids? To which 1 should answer— 
because they are selfish. They are mo
nomaniacs and their mania is self— 
their physical, material self and the 
manifold ills It is subject to. Their 
trouble, for they have a real trouble, is 
more mental than physical. Their at
titude toward themselves is as abnor
mal as is that of the creatures in the 
insane asylums who imagine them
selves to be queens and kings. The 
things of life appear to them in wholly 
distorted proportions. A radical change 
in their manner of living is needed to 
restore the mental epuilibrium. Of 
course, fresh air, and being in the coun
try is good, and they should be given 
some purpose to live and work for and 
an activity in which they can forget 
self. Then gradually, as they become 
more normal mentally their physical 
health will improve.

Many thfbgs induce this selfish, mor
bid invalidism. One of the most com
mon causes is ennui and idleness. The 
society woman is a common sufferer, 
from nervous prostration and its allied 
diseases, but who ever heard ot a poor 
hard-working -washerwoman getting 
nervous prostration? Sometimes they 
die of hard work, poor things, but they 
never pity themselves much even then, 
for they .don’t find time. And invalid
ism is often caused by parents who cod
dle and doctor and pet their children re 
death. It is far better tor a child to 
have an unkind stepparent and be mis
treated and abused than to be the pet 
and darling of the -family. And our 
prevailing mode of thought affects our 
actual health, mental and physical, 
more than we dream. If we have little 
ills and' are not as robust as we might 
be and are constantly dwelling upon 
them they will become aggravated into 
serious troubles. On, the other hand, 
if we keep steadily before us our ideals 
of good health and life cheerfully and 
usefully all the while doing our best to 
become natural and normal we will And, 
that our health improves.

There would be fewer invalids in 
the world if more people realized the 
influence of their thoughts upod their 
health and if they knew that invalidism 
is oiton just morbid selfishness. And 
there'should be no ill-tempered, selfish, 
complaining invalids, for such attitudes 
of mind simply augment the trouble. 
People who are ill continuously may 
nevertheless find much beauty, sweet
ness’and'good in life and.be of much 
usefulness. Oh, the glory of the inva
lidism of Robert Louis Stevenson and. 
Henry David Thoreau!

“Wedding Chimes,” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro, 
prlate wedding souvenir. Contains mar- 

■ riage ceremony, marriage certificate; 
1 etc., with choice matter in poetry and 

prosò. Specially designed for the uh 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents.

"The Attainment ot Womaly Beauty 
of- Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. - ' By twenty 
physicians and specialista.' Edited by 
Albert Turner.” .Of especial interest 
ahd value. Price JI.

'Tho Light of Egypt," Volumes, 1 
and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge aa 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Phlioao* 
phy. Price $2 volume. _ - 
- Spiritism and Mra. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
In Regard to-IL By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dalley. Demonstrate; futility and 

■ inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
I spiritual phenomena. Price 26 cents.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
Of PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from .hem arise to -the 
laws and conditions of Man's spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE .IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
HllR,7?Xl110R LED T0 THE LIGHT.”

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets of 
80ecentaVent" 18 t0 Cathollclsm- 

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA-
w TIONS.
hor humane education, with plan ot 

Ue Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

AI b“k8 sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio. I

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS.
Ewcl°pedia of Biblical Spiritual- 

Ism, A Concordance to the Princinal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove o- imnh. 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his^ 
tory of the origin of many of the import
ant books of the Bible. Price 31 1 1 
w?Ur Blble- Who Wrote it? When

contrasts between creedal ^■•iBtianity and the facts and phHos^ 
Phy of Modern Spiritualism. 1^”°« 
rpnd Alps all£i H°w we Ascend Ihem. or a Few Facts »<« mm to Reach the Akltude PriX ^ 
cents; paper 25 cents. ' 40

Joan the Medium, or the Insniroa 
Fr^eX^^^^^ *

Christs of the Past and Present—a 
Comparison of the Christ-work or m d umshlp of Biblical Messrs' Clo^ 
35 cents; paper, 25 cents. 10ta*

PAMPHLETS:
All About the Devil. Price 15 cents 
Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities' 

Inconsistencies and Blasphemies a 
Review of Rev. T. DeWitt and 
Frank Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 centsThe Devil and the Adventism v 
brief review of some of the recent aL 
tacks made by Adventism upon Spirit
ualism. Price. 10 cents. m

The Spiritual Birth, or Death and Its 
To-Morrow. Price, 10 cents

The Old and the New. Price 10 eta
BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULL

Wayside Jottings. Essays 'and 
sketches gathered from the hlghwava 
and by-ways, of life. Price 75 cents.

Spirit Echoes. Short poems and. 
sketches. Very beautiful. Price 75 
cents. ’ "

The Spiritual Songster, a small 
booklet with words only, adapted to 
congregational singing and circles etc 
Price, 10 cents; $6 per hundred. Post- 
age, 50 cents. “

FREETHOUGHT AND
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green In the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers 
The price on most of them has been re- 
duced. ■

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Pingault. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof 
Charles G. Brown. Price 5 cents.

Religion in the Republic. By 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture deliv
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Mrs,

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D a 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.

Revelation Under the Microscope of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad- 
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake; 
Price 10 cents. ;

Religion and Science. The “Recon
ciliation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus of 
The Open Court« Analyzed and Re: 
futed by "Cofvinus.” Price 10 cents.

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman.- 
With his portrait and life Sketch- 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Have They Done for the World? By, 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.'

Jobz Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches of the life of this great man. 
Price 10 cent«, .

Cosmology Against Theology. By. 
Vindex. Price 10 Cents.

Church and State. The Bible In the 
Public Schools. The New American 
Party. A Criticism by "Jefferson.” 
Price 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or What the 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

“Why An Expurgated Bible?” By, 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. -By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the JJevil. By, 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien- 
title Assumption. By Henry M. Taber. 
Price 101 cents. .

Liberalized Christianity. .By Henry 
M. Taber. Price 5 cents.

The Republic in Danger. By Henry 
M. 'Taber. Price 10 cents. -«

In Place-of Christianity. By Henry 
M. Taber. Price id cents.
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Vindication of God. ■
The introductory to the “Thus 

the Lord," seems to commence 
Exodus 4:15, 16, when the Lord,

be given to the world. ‘To suppress the 
views of him and Mr. Smith would be

sonal soul-culture.
“Medlumh who are really carrying 

thé messages of the higher realms of 
spirit life to man mortal__can be

.pass away, are * prepared /for higher ' Secretary,
'-planes than.others. They tell me that HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
¡-all spirits may see one another butthat . ; x .; ■ President.
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RESS AND RECONSTlCUtiriuis. our 
readers have been thoroughly posted as 
to passing events, in Ihe discussion of
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Methodists; the Meaavme meoiuBwa* 
Seminary is the educational center of 
the Unitarians; while Lombard Univer-

variably la advance: 
Ona Year,.................  
b lx Mouths,........... 
Thirteen Weeks,.... 
Single Copy.........

WORDS OF CAUTION.
Vou should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe- 
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th-n you are per- 
lectly safe, and will save yourself an- 
boyattce and trouble.

as Brown University was that of the 
Baptists. Allegheny College, at Mead
ville, Pa, was the special home of the 
Methodists; the Meadville Theological

Sity, at Galesburg, HL, serves the same 
purpose to the Unlversallsts.

With the founding of State Unlversl-
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TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price at The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries Is <2.

A Period of Progress and Reconstruc
tion.

There have been “STORMS” raging 
in the ranks of Spiritualism, stimulated 
by The Progressive Thinker.

Questions have been discussed that 
have heretofore been entirely ignored.

New fields of thought have been 
opened and thoroughly cultivated, and 
a thrill of excitement has passed 
through our ranks that Bas agitated 
minds on all sides.

Many Spiritualists have raised their 
hands in protest against the discussion ' 
of sundry subjects, as it jarred on their 
nerves and disturbed ttieir sensitive na
tures.

The Great Psychological Crime was 
considered on both sides in a masterly 
manner, and our Cause was greatly 
benefited thereby.

Then came the Open Court, in which 
sundry subjects were carefully consid
ered in connection with deception in 
our ranks, and again our Cause re-

the difference in planes enables those 
in a higher state to hold closer com
munion with God. Spirits may perfect 
themselves tor the highest plane. Per- 
iect harmony exists among the spirits. 
The voices are always pleasant to listen 
to."

No one need fear for Spiritualism, 
which in its broad sense means Spirit 
Return. Hundreds of such cases like 
Miss Scriven are occurring in various 
parts of the country. Spirit Return is 
gaining ground in public, and it is rap-

I idly progressing “on the sly,” also.

The Searchlight Turncd On!
The Milling Protesi Held Up to Public View.

There’s a light in the Window

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Cdfton-at-Lsrge for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when ax attack is made,, giv
ing date and name ot paper. Addresg 
Mm at Berlin Haights, Ohio.

ceived an impetus which gave it a 
higher plane of action.

sThen there was a discussion of “Ob
session',” as connected with Dr. Pee
bles’ great book. The excitement oc-. 
cantoned thereby attained a hjgh pitch, 
and a new field of thought was opened 
for consideration. Great and lasting 
good was accomplished by that discus
sion, as all will admit.

Then followed the Court ot Inquiry, 
bringing to the front the artificial tog
gery of some ot the materializing medi
ums, consisting of w.gs, Illuminated 
crowns, scarfs, dresses.'and other para
phernalia, agitating the great mass ot 
Spiritualists as never before, and set
ting them to thinking along new lines.

Xn ail these discussions great good 
has been accomplished, and every Spir
itualist who has read them carefully and 
critically has had his brain vibrations 
accelerated and the grey matter thereof 
greatly increased, while those who 
would not tolerate such discussions and 
“went It blind," have been left in the 
rear ot the advanced thinkers.

Now comes the PERIOD OF PROG-
IMPORTANT NOTICE. '

Any person donating one dollar to 
the Mediums' Relief Fund of the N. S. 
A, will, if desired, receive one set of 
spiritual tracts and one copy of "Vio
lets," a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy ot 
"Leaves of Truth,” a cloth-bound book 
of instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

Truth la Coming.
The revolution in religious thought, 

everywhere apparent to the critical ob
server, is as marked in our colleges and 
universities as In the churches. The 
older of these institutions were founded 
by sects, the object to educate candi
dates for the ministry. Their primary 
curriculum generally embraced a knowl
edge of the classics, to which was fre
quently added Hebrew. Beyond this 
little was taught except theology and 
ecclesiastical history, with perhaps an 
outline of general history. The arts 
and sciences were mostly Ignored. •

Each Protestant sect felt In duty 
hciund to have a school of learning of 
Its own. where its peculiar tenets were 
taught. Yale College, more lately en
larged to a University, was the literary 
home and center of Congregationalism;

Interview with Moses, said to him;
“And thou shalt speak unto him 

[Aaron] and put words in his mouth: 
and I will be with thy mouth, and with 
his mouth, and will teach you what ye 
shall do. And he shall be toy spokes
man unto the people: and he shall be, 
even he, to thee Instead of a mouth, and 
THOU SHALT BE TO HIM INSTEAD 
OF GOD.”

QUES^OMh—What is the end and aim of me-! 
diuniship as carried on at present?”

ANS^fE^--“Its aim is Dollars, and its end is 
Death;1 Mediums who are really carrying 
the messages of the higher realms of spirit 
life to man the mortal can be counted on

। the fingers of a single hand.”

That word "instead" is equivalent to 
“in place (Of.” So here we have a com- 
mission from the Lord himself, accord
ing to holy writ, making Moses a DEP
UTY GOD.

Search the "divine record” from this 
forth, and we find this deputy God as
cribing all his acts, it mattered not how 
damnable, to a “Thus saith the Lord."

Others are welcome to believe the 
Supreme Intelligence of all worlds dele
gated his authority to kill, desolate 
cities, lay waste countries through 
which his barbarian horde, late slaves, 
wandered, if they will, but The Pro
gressive Thinker must beg the privilege 
of questioning if God would select a 
murderer to execute his will, and per
sonate him on all occasion.

That Moses was a murderer we have 
divine authority for proof.

“He looked this way and that way, 
and when he saw there was no man, he 
slew the Egyptian and him him in the 
sand.”—Exodus 1:12.

In the 14th verse: ‘‘Moses feared, and

many disagreeable subjects, and so 
elaborate, so thorough and comprehen
sive has been the discussion thereon 
that nothing new can be added, and we 
must now commence building frbm the 
loundation established, and so conduct
ing the ranks ot Spiritualism, as to AT
TRACT THE LIBERAL ELEMENT, 
Instead of driving nyiny of our best ad
herents into the liberal churches where 
they claim they And a higher, moral 
tone in consequence of Spiritualists 
failing to keep strictly along the lines 
of genuine phenomena.

We should attract the liberal 
churches to us instead of their attract
ing the best element in our ranks, and 
we believe that. In the future In conse
quence of the position assumed by The 
Progressive Thinker, those affiliating 
with the liberal free thought element 
will come back to their first love, Spir
itualism, and give our Cause a new im-

Unmasked at Last,
At last the Light of Truth has thrown 

off all disguise: Under the pretense of 
being an advocate of Spiritualism it has 
sought a hearing among our people, 
while it spread socio-political views 
and promulgated a King-Solomon’s- 
Mlne-sprt-of-bastard altruism, doing ev
ery one out of every dollar it possibly 
could under roseate inducements of fu
ture prodigious returns never yet real
ized. Its owner, editor and medium 
(formerly Mrs. Stowell) have been 
known to combine their power of per
suasion in regular succession until the 
victim yielded to their appeals and 
made the investment. In but one in
stance have we heard of a single in-

spid: Surely this thing is known.”
In the 15th verse, this afterwards 

Deputy God, like assassins generally, 
“Fled from the face of Pharaoh, and 
dwelt in the land of Midian.” Remain
ing a fugitive from justice in Midian, a 
then province in Arabia, for forty 
years, verse 23, then “in process ot time 
the king of Egypt died,” when he re
turned to Egypt, where, if we credit this 

I divine authority, he was deputized to

pulse.
AS IN NATURE. STORMS ARISE, 

AND IN CONSEQUENCE PURIFY 
THE ATMOSPHERE, SO IN CIVIL OR 
RELIGIOUS WORK OF ANY KIND, 
“STORMS" OF DISCUSSION WILL 
ARISE OCCASIONALLY, AND THEIR 
TENDENCY IS ALWAYS GOOD. A 
PERPETUAL CALM AMONG SPIRIT
UALISTS WOULD BREED DISEASE, 
DISHONESTY, AND CRIME OF ALL 
GRADES, AS WELL AS DEATH TO 
THE CAUSE.

The Progressive Thinker has pros
pered as no other Spiritualist paper 
ever did. For sixteen mortal years it 
has BEEN CROWNED WITH SUC-

act in place of God.
Good reader, keep the above facts in 

mind when reading the five books of 
Moses, which the Hebrew scholar, Mon
tefiore, says, bears no date of any event 
occurring until five hundred years after 
Moses’ death.

We write these facts to vindicate 
God, and demonstrate he was in noway 
responsible for the horrible crimes he 

I Is represented as being guilty of. It is 
a gross libel on the character of Omnip
otence to'make him an accomplice in 
crime. Many a time Christians have 
been implored In these columns to elim
inate these falsehoods from their holy 
book. Again we beg ot them In the 
name of our common humanity, to not 
dishonor our common Parent by mak
ing him the most bloodthirsty assassin 
of any age or country, commanding the 
slaughter of all who breathed, saving 
alive only the maidens for a purpose 
worse than death. See Numbers 
31:17, 18. -

tles, and Normal Schools for the educa- 
tion of teacners,. the denominational 
character of all the schools have 
changed, and their curriculum has been 
enlarged to embrace almost the entire 
circle of the arts and sciences.

The graduates going out from-these 
reconstructed schools and entering the 
ministry, if morally honest, with more 
regard for truth than creed, have inva
riably taught an enlarged faith, and a 
very different idea of Divinity from that 
proclaimed from the pulpit of from fifty 
to seventy-five years ago.

To an educated person, attendance on 
a revival meeting—a‘very common af
fair sixty years ago—was an entertain
ment which rivaled the circus of to-day 
with forty clowns in the ring. Rev. 
Billy Sunday is a mediocre imitator, 

'lie falls very far short of the Burch- 
Ards, the Finneys and the Knapps of 
(that exciting period. He would scarce
ly be recognized as a revivalist, when 

. mentioned with them; for devils and 
damned spirits, with sulphurous flames 
and eternal torture, constituted the

cess, and it will continue to fill an im
portant niche in the great work of ad
vancing the world to a higher plane.

Our Fall and Winter Campaign will 
be of special interest, containing arti
cles of great value, which will enrich 
the mind and enlarge the understand-

Spiritualism is a philosophy; a rellg-

the

A MEDIUM.

“I AM THAT WHICH 1 REPRESENT

A Medium Throws a Few Rays of Light Upon the 
Canvas and a suggestive picture appears—-A reno
vating method proposed which seems feasible—The 
Idea is a good one, and well worthy of serious con 
sideration by all genuine mediums and true Spiritu 
alists throughout all- the land.

If Genuine Mediums Were as Firmly 
Banded Together as Are Their Coun
terfeiters, Spiritualism Would Take 
Buch a Boom as Has Never Been 
Known Since Its First Appearance

Winans or Mrs. Green have had in the 
courts under the available evidence ex
cept as convicted in accordance with 

। charges made? Elsie Reynolds would 
have been In the same boat. By all 
means .carry puch occurrences into the 
courts, for justice will then be fully 
done. Do not whine if, oh, tricksters, 
you find yourselves hoisted by your own 
petard.

But the answer to the question, 
“What is the end and aim of medium
ship as carried on at present?" sur
passes anything we ever before saw 
given: “ITS AIM IS DOLLARS AND 
ITS END IS DEATH!" This declara
tion. by Mr. Hull that the “aim ot medi
umship is dollars, and its end is

an excuse for crime or criminals is to 
become an abettor to the crime. Other 
journals, it they choose, can open their 
columns indiscriminately to the "leger- 
demalnlacs," who~have been fully and 
thoroughly exposed, but The Progress
ive Thinker seems to value its space 
too highly, AND VALUES THE NAME 
OF MEDIUMSHIP TOO SACREDLY. 
TO IN ANY WAY ESPOUSE OR AID 
THE CAUSE OF THE BANDED GANG 
OF FRAUDS. This is the natural con
clusion after years ot perusal of its 
valuable pages.

Among the People of the Earth.
Let the genuine mediums form pro

tective and detective associations (secret 
if they choose), and The Progressive 
Thinker, it no other spiritualistic paper, 
will champion their cause.

THE ONLY WAY TO STOP COUN
TERFEITING IS TO UATCH THE ml . . . ,
COUNTERFEITERS AND APPLY THE T*1*1- J^p®r 16 ,^ee £rom aay ? a J
LAW MADE AND PROVIDED FOR aci £ (£riy® out aay ph?®® 
THEIR CRIME. If this will not do it, manifestation, or the writei bereot 
then that law is rendered, inoperative, 4s fy misled in his judgment, 

I and should be amended. and ’wlu champion only the cause ot
The counterfeit is becoming so prev

alent in our ranks," 6r under our cloak, 
and in some instances protected and 
upheld by the spiritual press, that 
the word Spiritualism seems to carry 
with it a shudder—as something impure, 
unclean and uncanny—to many highly 
sensitive and very spiritual people, it 
is partly because, as the world ot in-

vestor securing return of his money, deatn," ana rue numuer oi uuo inl
and then only after persistent effort diums on earth to-day can be counted 
and close approach to threatening in- on the fingers of a single hand,” is ab- 
timidation. Promised dividends are surd to the very core. God and angels 
still prospective only. Pity the man who is so lost to common

Pitiful have been the stories of some decency, to common sense, as to de- 
of these SUFFERERS OF MISPLACED Clare: "Mediums who are really carry- 
CONFIDENCE. ’Keen have been their ing the messages of the higher realms 
criticisms of the altruism that this ex- of spirit life to man, can be counted on 
emplltles brotherly love; present penu- the fingers of a single hand”—ONLY 
ry has been the lot of some of them. FOUR IN ALL. And who are the four? 
SPIRITUALISM HAS BEEN DIS- Mediums, what think you of that as- 
GRACED BY SUCH METHO DS. section? What a slander, what a lie!

The mH king process was promoted by The one who uttered it should be spit 
flaring advertisements in the paper upon by every medium thus insulted, 
named until fear of the postal author!- But a man who will libel our mediums 
ties, Uncle Sam himself, caused its dis- by making such an assertion is not even 
continuance, but toe work went on In worthy to sit by the side of an ordinary 
quieter ways. cesspool. The only place suitable for

It Is perfectly proper that paper him is In the midst of those who stole 
should cast in Its lot with those who the name of the Illinois State Spiritual
practice disreputable methods of medl- 1st Association, and commenced issuing 
umshfp. In common with them it feels bogus ordination papers.

Truth and Genuine Mediumship, and 
appears to ask no favors along that 
line, holding that to be on the side ot 
THE DIVINE PRINCIPLE OF IMMOR
TALITY, JUSTICE AND RIGHT, IS 
THE FIRST AND HIGHEST DUTY 
OF A SPIRITUALISTIC PAPER.

Would that we had more such! if 
we succeed it will be upon this basis. 

m «■; ", 
n^thn^nhfltnni^Pt P°use, while consciousness remains,
of the spiritual diet a goodly percent „y «rj, MEANS GENUINE MED1- of Spiritualists, and a portion of the . Al.L MEANS GLNUINL ^ 
press, perfectly conscious of the abso SHOULD BE BAND^  ̂

be^hX^ X 'Vtlrn be^
defense, or offer an excuse for their A CauBeb pretending l0 be that oI 
cu’a®' _ Love aud Progression must not abound

IT IS TIME THESE THINGS WERE iu deception; must not abide in a 
QHANGED; and the journal that houae of fraud and chicanery; must not 
hangs to the fraud end of Spiritualism tolerate rascality and misrepresenta- 

i will in time follow It to a death that uou stand proudly before the
will be complete annihilation; of that world PROCLAIMING BY ITS ACTS—
be assured.

TRUTH WILL PREVAIL AND THE MYSELF TO BE!” or it Is no better
FALSE MUST FAIL.

Every medium knows
and greater than any other religion or 

there are coun- philosophy on the earth.
manif estations,terfeiters of spiritual _________ . .

and their work rightly classed, should ion to those who need it as such; but 
come under the head of legerdemain, above all other religions and phlloso-

Snuffing Danger.
Cardinal Gibbons, the head of the 

Catholic church in America, in an Inter
view by the New York World, ex
pressed satisfaction with the separation 
of church and state here; but of the re
cent action in France he admitted he 
felt very deeply. He said: '

“I am sure the separation of church 
and state in France, whatever may be 
the result in the near future, will in
volve the church in miserable perplex
ity and unhappiness. The separation 
of church and state in such a country 
as France Is so much less desirable, be
cause there is no hope the French gov
ernment will treat the Catholic church 
with the same consideration .as has the 
American government”

It Is hopeful the French government 
will not be so considerate of Catholic

the need of doing all it can to keep and
Increase tile, number of the credulous _ ' " “J “ ~
and gullible.'Nothing done in the name n ears 00'
of mediumship by! legerdemain, trickery In Iookitlg over a fiIe °f Papers print- 
or fraud is.so ran«; as to call forth its ®a ln 1855- in its i83ue oI A»ril 28' wc 
disapproval. Its saints may be imag- found this news papagraph: 
ined to be arranged in this manner: n following resolution was re- 

, , . . , „ . cently adopted by the House of RepreMabel Blaqkpiore packman, Aunt Betsy sentativea of tbe state ot IIUllol8_ P 
Reynolds, pimmy.(Bundle Winans, and “Resolved, That a fine of i500. be 
so on to tlje end.- of the chapter. It hereafter Imposed on any lady who 
dreams of intimiiating into silence all shall lecture in public, in any part of 
who will not bow down to its idols. !Jie SIR®’ hrst putting oij gen- 

IT FAIL^ TO COMPREHEND THAT ®
HIGHER FORCES4 OF THE SPIRIT T1£4 18 a £°881 °f On y flfty yearS 
REALMS ARE B^IND THE COMING ag°’, 1 a °Jt®ach-
REFORMATION OF SPIRITUALISM. ! n£° th® Ieg 81at ®n °£ cen*
Forgetful of the fragrance in its past ^“btiess introduced Into the gen- 

U j , ®tal assembly by some cleric of that pe-management, it indulges in threats. , ,, , „ ‘
, ,. i Z . , Hod. Now the rostrum, the pulpit, and
In no other way ib its utter hypocrisy ... „ ,, ,. ., . „ ; the bar, are alike open to ladles, and
in these matters made more manifest ... ... .. .... .. they neither pay a fine nor disguise
than by contrasting its editorial utter- tbe|r 8ex gain a bearing. A person 
ance in Columbus, Ohio, with its pres- who wouW lntroduce gucb a resoiution 
ent fulminations. Here is an extract ta any legislative body in the United

and not mediumship at all; and when phies stands the sacred fact ot "The In- 
a medium stoops to the same tricks he tercommunion Between the Two 
or she is unworthy the name medium, Worlds,” emblazoned in letters of gold

LET ALL GENUINE MEDIUMS upon its banners, and if we as Spirit- 
BAND TOGETHER TO WIPE THE ualists, are sincere and honest, we most 
HUMBUGGERY, In the name of Spir- keenly feel the disgrace that is rapidly 
ituallsm FROM THE FACE OF THE sweeping over the Cause by the many 
EARTH, and the cause will receive an conclusive exposures of some of the 
impetus that will astound the most san- persons so long held in high esteem for 
guiñe. In banding together LET THE their genuineness as mediums, their ' 
WATCHWORD BE TRUTH! integrity and general uprightness. It 1b

It Ib futile, it is but a waste of time, a sad and solemn condition to _ 
to attempt to purify mediumship betore aching souls who love too truth they 
Spiritualism or the world, with a gang know lies within the coniines of the 
of impostors constantly stepping to toe declared and undeclared principles ot 
front. organized and unorganized Spiritual-

The Progressive Thinker, within the ism And just how a paper, purporting 
observation of the writer, has never to be a Spiritualistic representative of
been known to “take over” an exposed such a cause, can take up the defense 
counterfeiter, or apologize to the world of the counterfeiters of their sacred 
for their existence. Fair play is all oracle, Is beyond comprehension and 
right, even with an enemy, but to offer belief. ' —.........

States at this time would be classed as
Question. “What is the end and aim „„a «...«„*of mediumship as,carried on at present? ., , , an, and would be justly 

G., Columbus,- O.’L I hissed into silence.
Editor Hull'S answer: "ITS AIM IS

DOLLARS AND ITS END IS DEATH.
“As a system, mediumship is giving 

way before the oncoming light of per- Why the Great Spirit Transformed 
Fallen Leaves Into Birds.

Mr. J. J. Morse Makes a Statement.
To the Editor;—Will you be so good 

as to permit me to say to my friends 
throughout the United States that on 
Tuesday, August 8, I resigned my posi
tion as editor of the Banner of Light; 
my reason for doing so being that my 
salary was overdue to the extent of 
over 6400 and in spite of requests for 
cash or settlement I was unable to ob
tain satisfaction of any sort.

All correspondence for me personally 
must hereafter be directed as at end of 
this card. I am compelled to make this 
statement in justice to myself, as I 
learn upon reliable authority, that the 
Banner manager has told people he 
does “not owe Mr. Morse any money, 
our accounts are quite square," which 
Is deliberately incorrect.

Fraternally yours, 
J. J. MORSE.

51 Falmouth street, (Suite 6), Boston, 
Mass., August 15, 1905.

Notes From Camp Chesterfield.
During the past week we have had 

two very able lectures by Miss Harlow; 
one subject last Friday was The Dignity 
pt Unpopularity. Saying: "There are 
always two forces are work, positive 
and negative, and one must be a lead
er,catching the light of God and teach
ing and living it to those whose lives 
were in the darkness, might be an un
popular truth.

She cited Dr. Lyman Abbott, who ad
mits that spirits do return and do com
municate with mortals, but does not 
think it wise to teach it because of the 
unpopularity. She also admonished

ing. It is a recognized fact no one can 
keep well posted in passing events in 
the Spiritualistic and Occult’field with- „. ... , , our government politicians of all nar-out readihg The Progressive Thinker. ... . .... , . . v -

B ° . . .. ties have catered to the Interests otthat
Not another Spiritualist paper would churcll> hQping to ga!n their guffragea. I 

fmblfeh the article from the pen of D. CatboMcs hoWng balance of power 
Edson Smith, which appears on the sec- between tte two great partleS) they are 
ond page of this Issue of- The Progress- enab]ed (0 make terms in advance so as 
ive Thinker, giving some important dis- to glye victory to tbe one whlch • 
closures in regard to Elsie Reynolds. jseg mogt fayorg

Nor would any other Spiritualist pa- Tbe separation of church and state in 
per dare to publish the honest views ot ls qulte lncompiete. We not
Mr. H. D. Barrett, which appear on the only iegl81at6 ln fte intere8t ot Ue 
third page, giving . the Spiritualists church but virtually compel the people 
something to think about As presi- to pay the costnt the protection of their 
dent of the Ns S. A, his views should oburclle8 without any reward therefor.

iburden of their discourses.
' Catholicism, with Its root in Roman 

I-Baganism, without an intermediate, has 
Jbeen slow in partaking of the advanc
ing spirit of this progressive age. 
IWith other denominations reforms have 
ihegun with the people; but, strange as 
lit may seem, there is evidence, very 
remarked, that the present Pope, Pius X, 
■has an eye to great reforms. He has 

■ thanged the policy of the past, and has 
directed his Italian subjects to partici- 

ypate in future elections. “Go to the 
¡-pools and vote," is bis-latest bull. He 
fhas become alarmed at the progress of 
The Socialists. This is his inspiring 
.•motive for the present, but it is said he 

.'•has great reforms in view, and this is 
‘the entering wedge.

■■ Let us wait, and watch advancing 
•events. The spirit of progress is all 
:-tibout us. It penetrates every avenue 
of our social life. It has entered all/the 
churches.' It is inspired and and led bn 

..by ihe immortals; and the near future 
is full of hope and encouragement.

Truth is coming up the hills of Time, 
Wait a little longer.

Praying and Clubbing.
■ ‘ According to the press reports, Henry

S. Rozema, of . Muskegon, Mich., .was 
recently convicted ¿t wife-beating^ and 
Sentenced to seventy days in Detroit. 
Immediately after sentence had been 
passed he gave notice of an, appeal to 
the circuit court in- the case brought

'. by his wife she said that at every meal 
Rozemh persisted in . saying enough 
prayers tor'blessing to .flll^an ordinary 

, book and that his religion was obnox
ious to her. When she reproved him for 
praying so, long.he is said to have, beat-- 
¿n lier with a club. .. . 1

It might be difficult for,the poor, But
tering’wife to decide which was the 
toast, enjoyable Infliction, the clubbing’

■ or the long Weary prayers. ,

a crime against justice, an outrage 
against the spirit of tolerance and fair 
play, an Insult to every thinking Spir- To Be Held in Minneapolis, Minn., Oc- 
itualist, as they impart something with tober 17, 18, 19 and 20, 1905. 
which each one should be familiar. -------- - '

And after all this contention. Spirit The thirteenth annual convention of 
Return, pure and undefiled, is coming the National Spiritualists’ Association 
"before the people more prominently be held in the Firet Unitarian 
.. „ __ . u Church, Eighth street and Mary Place,
than ever before. It is gaining ground Mlnneapoijs> Minn., October 17, 18, 19 
everywhere. In places where least ex- aBd 20,1905.
pected,’ the spirit voice is heard, the Among those Invited and expected.to 
spirit hand is seen, the spirit rap comes participate in the exercises are Rev. Dr, 
loud and distinct, and the spirit forth of Austin, Will J. Erwopd, Mr. and Mrs. 
en™« nnp nPar and dpar nrPHpntR itspif Kttte9> Oscar Edgerly, Mr. and Mrs. E. 
some one near and dear, presents itself, w Sprague/ Mesdames. H. P. Ressegue, 
and an important message from the R s> Laura G. Fixeu, Eva Me- 
realm of souls is given, and that appar- coy, Margaret Gaule Ridinger, and a' 
ently without any medium being pres- • galaxy of óthèrs.
ent — ~ ' Coinè one and all to the. greatest

Take the case of Miss Scriven ot Spiritual convention ever held.
at r „ Special railway rates on the certift-

Plainfield, N. J. She says she is not a ca(:e pjan. b0 secured over all lines. 
Spiritualist, and she does not pose as ¿sk your railroad agent for certificate 
a professional. For two years, she tickets to the National Spiritualists’ 
avers, she has been talking with the convention at Minneapolis; the round 
spirits of dead relatives. It was while one’*bitd of a fare,
rorpivinc mpnqaépH ovpp thp wirps that Delegates and visitors desiring to re- recelring messages over the wires that lye the beneflts of als speeial 
she first became aware of voices. must* have their tickets vised by our 

“These voices," she said, “were1 In a railroad agent at convention the last 
high, musical key. I could not under flay, October 20, and pay 25 cents each 
stand the phenomenon. I attributed it lor such rising. ■ 
tn narvoumPSB and ravp nn mV nnai Hotel NiCoilet, a first-class hotel On 
to nervousness and gave up my posi- the European plan, will be headquarters 
tfon as an operator. The voices had be- of the convention; Special rates for 
conte so uncanny and fearsome that p ;good rooms, one dollar, per day each 
dared not continue at work. I did not person. Write and secure your rooms 
irealize then that it was the spirits talk ProPrietors of
fn^fnmp ' the Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn,

ur . . ¿uà >» .. —. ’ The annual reception to delegates
, I am told by the spirits,, she said,, and .visitors will He held at the First 
“that all is happiness In heaven. I un- Unitarian Church, Monday, October 16, 
iderstand that there are- seven states atSp.m.--
: through which they must pass to reach- AU are cordially invited; Admission 
the highest, pialle. Sòme'peonie whò to aU meffnv t. LONGLEY, •

Sjj™ ™!'M A «a«5|Ä'KÄwXlÄ’ 
ÄÄ'ÄÄS3» ää»5« 

gated the rest of- them to their true ag0> wben the world was young, the 
umC™ I- „ Great Spirit went about the earth mak-
There is a Place. 'a p£ac® ing it beautiful; Wherever his feet

for the private meffium. There is a touched the ground lovely trees and 
cred shrine at every family hearth if flowere Hnranp. UD An Bummer the only they will uncover It There Is a Lore thelr short eS dresees, 
mediumship which reveals the MES- ®re ven Æ Md they
SAGE OF GOD to every human soul, la®. lehay®8 ^®yetoe «Ä thm Äy the ÄoM 

them the-time would soon come when shambles of profl gacy and the lus.of tbey would bave to faU Jrom the treeg 
gain for that mediumship which stands aud djg Thjg made the leayeg feel ygry 
be.t Mv d 11 0 U bad' bUt th®y trled to b® brlght and d0 ___________mignty trutn. the best they could so as not to mâke and can be reached via the Evanston I

What a rank Insult to the many yæ mother trees unhappy. But at last electric line connecting with the Wau- 
scores of genuine mediums of various the time came and they let go of the kegan electric—fare 60 cents for the j 
phases, to chargé that there ; are not twigs and branches and fluttered to the round trip; time two and one-half hours 
over four who work on the most spirit- ground. -- They lay perfectly quiet, not —cars.every 20 minutes, or ria the C, & 
imi niMAHnnsslble to mortals' able'to move except as the wind would N. W. R. R. The majority will leave
ualplMes possible to Uft them. from the Wells street depot at 10:30 a.

What a friend to mediums, is this no- æbe great Spirit- saw them and m., arriving in one hour.
torious Willard J..Hull. -, thought they were so lovely that he did Special round trip tickets can be ob-

But note its authoritative answer to not want to see them die, but live and talned from Mrs. Isa Cross, president, 
another question: ■ be beautiful forever, so he gave each or other officers of the Sunflower Club,

“How about net-sons who have been bright leafs pair of wings and power to from Miss Anna Weimar, Rooih 717 
How about pereoM Who have been fly raen he caUed „Wr(Ig „ Maraban neld Annex, or at Miss Har- 

made happy in a,belief in spirit return prom the red-and brown leaves of the low's lecture in Handel Hail, on Satur- 
,by the acts of so-called mediums who oak came the robins, and yellow birds day evening, September 2, from Chi- 
knowingly deceive them? W. H. L., from the yellow willow leaves, and from cago Spiritual Alliance.
Chicago." bright maple leaves he made the-Ted . Be sure and get your railroad tickets

EditomHuil answers- “Such would birds; the brown leaves became wrens, in season as the regular fare is ?1.55.
ho's rim of eoeS onmlrm out of ovti sparrows and other brown birds. This Mortals and immortals will aU be
unpercXed bÄ is why the birds love the trees and al- with us. Come sni feast with us.
-Jt-osp- floor .. ways- go to them to build their nests LAURA G. FIXEN,
wrongdoer. . . and look for food and shade.—Kansas ■ ‘ .., .  ________“The wrong-doer cannot clean him- cltv jourliai - ~~ i . „ . , “
self with t^q . virtue that may come out 17 _ A Çase of Applied Logic,
of his. act.' .The ferong is hia just the — Medical Talk is a sprightly and very
same. Pereöns ™®bt ignorantly profit CONSOLATION OF SPIRIT RETURN. Instructive monthly published at Uo-

‘ - ------ lu“buB, Ohio. In a recent issue ap-
the counterfeiter act is wrong ana he , , _ * .. , . , .. , ,,suffers the ■penalty'” ' Hia Spirit,Wife Comes to Him With a peared an article inveighing againstthe

Now lioiV are .^e mighty teilen! LovlnS 8mile,.and Materializes wearing of whiskers, especially by phy- 
That edlto^and.hig organ want patron- ' In His Room. sicians, for the reason^ a% claimed,
__  - that the whiskers are nesting places for 

nmmif Jhnm To tiie Editor:—I once morsLenclosé naughty microbes that cause disease,
otih fmnfl” 1-ftTMmmf-* in his popoi.. —. _ » —.-.„.I 'i y and tli t y tséases are carried
and fraud -^re rampant; in hts eager- For several years past Ï thought it from natients to individuals
ness to secure It M fawns upon that would be my last time sending for the w n<it wnndcr if tho™ medlumshitowhich?dwells -“IN THE blessed Progressive Thinker/ I have
shamJokW a» degr.?Ä”ÄoÄ„4u.
TBBMSÎÎ OF W- He are». S
away manhood ana discards conscience, ing born again Mv dear wife with to,apply '•be logic of the Medical 
In his trucÄey » those among whom whom I l^ä fifÄ ye“ s S' ml to ?i® sSa sbay® 
he thirsts polarity, nothing ¿e- live with the angels in the new country “®ad? aad bai?saw s^ks sms r/r’ 

[manded by ?hem% too despicable for beyoadAe 1 t0 îirt “bÄ ’
him to undertake. ' He cannot name a b^rd ber voice1 sX^Umes' since' Tbis woujd carrY them back to a 
Spiritualist who' floes not stand for hon- and there is scarcely a night but I see statM° Kna^,rf’ 7^ a vengeance, but it 
est materiallzatibtt and the genuine ot her shadow upon the walls ot my room. oi tte
every phase.- Thére are four tilings in SOME SIX WEEKS AGO SHE MATE- anti-wnissers argument.
this world-which-deserve no quarter: SW'iSS? "Voltaire’s Romance».” -Translated
'Hmocrlsv nhärisaism tvrannv and a THE SAME LOVING SMILE AS from the French*. With numerous ff.

WHW JN THE FORM, BUT LOOKED lustrations. These lighter works of thj 
bastard altruism. _ MUCH YOUNGER. brilliant Frenchman, an lnvinclble en-

How farcical his cry for mediums to l I ,pm now living with one. of my emy of the Catholic ehutvh, are worthy 
organize for protection of fraudulent daughters, among'tirò-great mountains, of . wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
doings in the-name-of that calling— oi 016 great northwest, and it I should romance are combined; with UietMlof 
thev are and have'been that for vears fal1 ““ä the amount ot subscription a master mind. Price S1.5U.
tn ey ar aana na;veu een inai ror years. at tlm0> you may ]tnow tbat j haye : -Tue-New Life." By Leroy Berrier 
Has he forgotten how eagerly shepherd- ,gpne.home-taony possession, in- the- 'Eminently suggestive along the lines ot! 
ess Jackman dropped her ?25,000,suit “promised land.” WM. D. AKERS, ¡mew thought." Excellent.in. tona P>»t 
für'damages? What - standing would Meyèrs Fallal Wash. ” tendencies. Price, cloth, |L

To Cook County Spiritualists. I 
You are cordially invited to attend a | 

basket picnic given under the auspices 
of the Illinois Sunflower Club, on the 
grounds of the Minnetoaka Cottage, 
Lake Bluff, Labor Day, Monday, Sep
tember 4.

Miss Elizabeth HarlovV, with the best 
speakers and mediums will be present.

Bring your family, your friends and 
your lunch and spend an ideal day. The 

: beach is but five minutes' walk from
the cottage.

Lake Bluff is 30 miles from Chicago

her audience that no monument was 
ever raised to the memory of a,coward, 
and that in history It has been the men 
that stand for unpopular truths that 
monuments were unveiled for. And 
also there never was a truth spoken by . 
man but that we find mingled therewith.’ 
some error.

And now, after over five weeks on i 
this camp, I have found some Spiritual
ists have not risen above the fear ot 
unpopularity in truths concerning our 
cause. For instance it is very unpopu
lar with some mediums and Spiritual
ists to teach them the way to clear our 
ranks of the pretenders and the charla
tans, it is decidedly unpopular for one 
to tell the truth about this matter so 
very vital to our cause.

I have met some Spiritualists who, 
because some medium’s guide con
demned the exposure of a fake as hurt
ing our beautiful truth, ready to con
demn every one concerned in it This 
deplorable attitude on the part of the 
lay Spiritualist is evidence that truth is 
unpopular; it hurts one's conceit or 
compels one to admit he has been 
“gulled," and finally ft is the opinion ot
the other fellows, and not the truth that 
hurts. Conceit and not a desire to fur
ther the advent of light is what governs 
most of the many hundreds I have lis
tened to.

I have sat In seances and afterward 
heard some persons, who sat in those 
ghost shows tell the most astounding 
stories of what they saw, each one try- 

I ing to outvie the other in relating the 
remarkable (?) things they witnessed.
One who was there wltn eyes opened 
would be reminded of the fish stories 
that are told when some old disciple ot 
Isaac Walton begins to tell of the large 
fish he caught or how he fought with a 
muskelonge for hours before be landed 
it-

Dr. Spinney’s lecture on The Science 
of Spiritualism, was a masterpiece. He 
dwelt upon the existence of a sixth 
sense In the human mind, showing by 
many examples and by physiological ex
amination that the human brain was 
equipped with the physical apparatus 
to tike cognizance of all vibrations and 
understand them.

Our minstrel show was a decided sue- 
cess, your correspondent coming in for 
"gag” by one of the "niggers."

We are expecting a great time at the 
dance to be given to the ladies in return 
for the favor of last week ^hen. the la- 
dies escorted and paid for the entertain-' 
ment of the men.

All mediums do well here. Everyone 
tries to see all he can before he goea 
away. There are certainly more trum
pet mediums In Indiana than in any, 
other state in the Union. ’

HOWARD BISHOP. ,

•night Generation tbe Key to tha 
Kingdom of Heaven on Barth.” s By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason' 
and mail’s highest aspirations. A plea 
for justiceand equality m all the-rela
tions of life between'men and uomea. 
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IDEAS OF JD0L8.

x JU Beautifully and Impressively £x- 
preufad by Meredith B.. Little, a 
Prominent Spiritualist of Gfenj 
Falls, N. Y, '
Now, let us pursue our investigation 

M our possibly mistaken ideas of idol 
worship a little further. As a Chris
tian nation, we, at least, assume to be
lieve in a God or supreme deity pos
sessing the attributes of intelligence, 

' Jove, kindness and sympathy, together 
with theiK negatives, anger, jealousy 
and hate. We of the Occident, when 
we desire to convey an idea ot these 
attributes, follow the custom of our 
ancestors before us and express them 
in language.

The Brahmin of India also has his 
idea of one supreme deity—Krishna, 
whom he recognizes as the God of love. 
He also has an idea of other attributes 
of this higher deity which has always 
been the custom of Ills people to pre
sent by symbols, or lower deities rep- 
representing the creative forces in na
ture, another representing the destroy
ing forces, also others, representing 
through symbols, attributes similar to 
those claimed by us for our deity. But 
governed by our prejudices we make 
no allowance for the fact that for .more 
than two thousand years it has been 
the Custom of the Orientals tq express 
their ideas, not in language, but in 
svmbols often in form representing the 
human- And this system conveys to 
the minds of an ignorant people, tor 

■ whose benefit they are produced, a 
deeper and clearer meaning of ..the 
ideas, desired to be conveyed to the 
thought of the unintelligent but sincere 
masses of the people, accustomed toy 
centuries to this mode of expression 
rather1 than through language. •

Therefore, may It not be possible that 
these lesser Gods are only intended to 
convey to the mind of the Oriental de
votee the attrib utes of Krishna ’the 
same as we express our own ideas of 
the attributes of our deity in language? 
In both cases are we not attempting to 
accomplish the same ultimate end, al-; 
though through different avenues which 
we have Inherited through a long suc
cession of ancestors, covering a long , 
period of antiquity.

Let us for the time being lay aside 
the prejudices of our early training, and 
Imagine ourselves Inside of a great 
Catholic cathedral during service. We 
soon feel the tranqulllzlng effect of our 
surroundings; the soothing effect of 
the soft light of the beautiful, but sub
dued colors streaming in from the great 
colored windows, and how the cares ot 
the every-day life appear to leave us, 
cur troubles and our anxieties are for
gotten as we become absorbed in the 
soothing effects of the beautiful mu
sic, for we now are
“Where through the long drawn aisle 

and fretted vault
(The pealing anthem swells the note ot 

praise.”
Near us, and opposite a beautiful im

age of the Holy Virgin, the Mother of 
- Jesus, is seated a poor laboring wo

man, the deep lines in her face and her 
bended form indicates that through her 
life she has been a daughter ot toil,-a 
servant to the hard and cruel master— 
necessity. Lett in younger years a wid
ow with a family ot small children, she 
has for many years stood between the 
little ones and want. She has been 
faithful to her trust, and has reared 
those left in her charge up to a condi
tion of intelligence and respectability. 
Closely observe the changing express
ions ot her countenance as she gazes 
into the sweet, pure and sympathetic 
face of the Holy Mother. True, the 
form upon which her eyes are so per
sistently fixed is only painted stucco, 
{•osstbly she is seeing what you do not 
see. sensing what you do not sense, for 
you observe that the sad and care-worn 
expression of her gace is fading away 
and is being replaced by an animated 
expression of hope, confidence and 
cheerfulness. She is not adoring the 
plaster and the paint, but the Ideal that 
lies behind it, the ideal that was in the 
mind of the artist who moulded the 
form now before her, the form express
es to her the ideal of a perfect mother, 
who has herself suffered «nd is now in 
sympathy with the poor devotee, and 
this thought arouses in her mind an 
aspiration to herself Become more per
fect like the beautiful one which the 
image conveys to her mind. To this 
poor ignorant woman it is a heavenly 
Vision of great possibilities. Now, if 
you could, would you allow your preju
dice against her religious ■ faith to rob 
her of the encouraging and ennobling 
sentiment which it arouses in her na
ture? If you did you would be guilty 
of a crime against nature, for you would 
be cru'shing the God principle develop
ing in the mind of one, who through 
her wearisome toil and suffering has 
demonstrated her faithfulness to her 
mortal trust and has now the right to 
claim, in the broader sense, as her sis
ter, the ideal one whom she adores.

Do you realize that sculptured human 
forms when produced by a highly 
skilled artist with noble Ideals often 
express the grandest principles and 
awaken a line of most elevating and 
ennobling thought, beyond the power 
of language. If an ordinary citizen can 
stand before the bronze statue of Lin
coln giving liberty to and bursting the 
fetters of the slave, in one of the pub
lic parts in Washington, or the colossal 
statue of Henry Ward Beecher in 
Brooklyn, with two bronze figures at 
the bfee, one of them representing a 
little colored girl laying a bunch of wild 
flowers at the feet of the statue, the 
other a little newsboy placing a wreath 
beside the flowers of the girl, or upon 
the wonderfully animate bronze group 
in Boston Common representing Colo
nel Shaw mounted and leading his dark 
faced regiment of soldiers with curling 
hair and thick lips, on to battle, and not 
dense an arousing of his patriotic na
ture, together with a love for lustice, 
liberty and right, or an admiration for 
that expression of deep sympathy and 
tenderness molded in bronze with 
which the great Beecher was animated 
in fife contact with little children; who 

> were striving amid the environments of 
poverty to gain a living. I say, that if 
one can gaze upon these animated .sym
bols and remain unaffected by any ot 
the spontaneously uprising emotions 
we have enumerated, such a one te 
hardly above the condition of the brute, 
and is not and cannot be in tune with 
the Infinite no matter how strong his 
religious pretentions.

Among the Christian people of the 
•world-there are three distinct .and 
clearly defined types of religious th, 
all designated under the common title 
of Christianity. They may properly be 
termed as sPiritol.,ChI^,anit^’TS“i 
mercial Christianity and Political 
Christianity. In the first, the spiritual, we recode the only true Christianity. 
It is the quality taught and practiced in 
his brief mqrtal ' life by the Brest 
Teacher of Galilee, and it is a religion 
of self-sacrifice, and-when free 
dogmatic bigotry, .trends to develop 
and unfold the true or Inner num and to 
elevate one above the little selfish am
bitions of the physical Hie and to 
arouse him to acts of love,. kindness, 
rtmrity and good will to those about «£• irrespective of their Individual be- 
npfs even when antagonistic to bls 
trtfrn^Tt develops in his mind the knowl- ® tMt he fe only one of God’s chil
dren and that all humanity are his

Continued on 4th cdtsnn.
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conquest over it. '

What Is the True Object and Aim
of Humaq, L|jfe on This Planet?

fl Discourse through Mrs. Gora LV. 9,1905.
' ’ • ' ' —:———•——b

The Soul is Immortal Now, or it never will be. It 
was immortal always, or it never can be. It is ^an 
axiom in science that “that which had a beginning 

■ must have an ending.” So if soul is evolved from 
substance anywhere along the line of its expression 
here on earth, there will come a time when it will 
loosen its hold upon substance and will be disinte
grated.

Of course you are aware that no one but the Infinite can know the 
PUTP<®8 o* any. manifestation of life; hut the nature in man that ih 

like unto the infinite may know, because it is the human life that finds 
expression here, that is accompanied by environment and that endeavors 
to struggle through human existence for the purpose of whatever lies 
beyond. ' '

of teaching the sltadpwaitie of existence, and sin and suffering and pain 
and all kinds of sotrdjv here, and for that purpose people enter into hu
man expression, an^ foMhe sake of conquering the shadows, then there 
is great, meaning to tins life, to learn the lusson of conquest over the 
shadow, .)

Voluntarily, oftentimes, people go down into the caves and caverns 
of the earth to learn the mysteries that are there. They undergo great 
privations and perhaps pass through great perils for the purpose of 
solving the mysteries of the stalactites and stalagmites in the caves; 
they penetrate Into the regions surrounding the north pole, taking their 
human lives into, their own hands for the sake of .discovering what is be
yond the frozen sea,।and what kind of life may be there in the “open 
polar sea”; they, fail .to come back, and others go freighted with the 
great derive for knowledge. May it not be that that mythological char
acter, “Lucifer, the son of the morning,” who penetrated and sank be- 
neath the shadows oftearth illustrates the desire of the soul. That even 
the kingdom of heaven would not retain the soul that did not under-
stand all of thik knowledge, any more than the sweet affections of the 
fireside, the home' andmother can retain the young life that must go out 
and win its way through the world; so the soul from the heaven of souls, 
that state of absolute love and truth passes into the relative conditionsPeople say that, “one finds oneself here without one’s consent. ..........  v* uuouxutL. xwc unu n ui>u pdtjcjva miu me r^iuuve uuuuiuumb

People say that, “one is not responsible for the human conditions or htiHof earth with its imperfections incident to matter for the purpose of 
man failings, and that they are a part of that which man roust blindly x x 
fulfill.” And, people say that, “therefore human life is a problem;
that all is hidden and mysterious before birth and beyond death. ”

But if this is all, then the universe itself is a farce, and life is but a 
splendid comedy. If this view of life is true, the numerous worlds that 
you can see on any cloudless night are but a mockery of divine intelli
gence. If this is true, then there is nothing to the human intellect that 
is valuable, and all your aspirations, hopes, promises and fulfillments
are as naught. .

But if human life as a whole is a part of the stupendous purpose of 
universe, and human intelligence as a personality or individuality 

is inc) tided in that plan, then the human existence has a definite purpose 
in the great aeons of eternity; and human life, instead of beginning at 
birth and ending at death, is but a part of the great successions of steps 
in eternity. 1

The best and highest philosophers, the greatest and most perfect seers 
and prophets of all time, even that latest development of human intelli
gence, called the Psychic Research Society, conclude that human life is 
not all expressed on this planet, that the purpose of life on any one 
planet, if it be of intelligence, is to fit that intelligence for the next 
step, and that these steps go on ad infinitum.

Now, of course, this earth is one of the smallest of the planets of your 
solar system, and it is perfect folly to suppose that it is the only inhab
ited planet. What are the other worlds for? And all those myriads 
and myriads of stars, any one of which could easily blot out this earth, 
for what purposeare they fashioned? There must be a living chain 

I binding them aJl'together, of which each planet is but one link in the 
chain, and the earth one of the smallest links. But whatever takes place 
in the solar system or in the universe beyond, at present the palpitating 
throbs and movement of eaeh human existence are studied; science, the 
formulation of philosophy, the inception of inspiration and religion, all 
point to a something that was before and to a something that shall fol-1 
low this earthly state. :

Locke and all philosophers, the great scientist, Dr. Alfred Russell 
Wallace, have come to the conclusion through the study of science that 
relates to. the earth itself, that if human life is to end this consciousness 
with what is called death, then nature is evidently baffled of her purpose.

Without considering inspiration or religion, or higher, spiritual sub
jects, men of science to-day declare, that the next step of life must inev
itably be of consciousness beyond the change called death, or else all in
dications of nature are simply failures.

But man is not dependent upon so-called science for this knowledge of 
a future life. Science is but a formulation of facts that relate to the 
physical relations of life. Philosophy is a vast thesis that is the result 
of those accumulated facts and man’s intuitions and revealed religions 
hold all united on two or three common bases: Infinite Intelligence, 
called God, Jehovah, Allah, Brahm, Ormuzd, or the Great Good, what
ever you choose to call that Infinite Intelligence, and the world only ex
presses the idea of the Infinite Intelligence, manifested in the universe 
by law and order. Finite intelligence like unto that that perceives the 
law and order in the universe, and the unity of all life, and the frater
nity of all souls, and the unity of mankind. This is the substance of 
every religion and philosophy. Then the wisest of human minds, the 
most perfect of inspired prophets, the greatest of teachers, the revela
tions from the realm unseen, the deductions from scientific research, all 
prove a basis of law, a basis of intelligence and aggregation of substance 
for a specific purpose, which shows that whenever the human soul is 
brought in contact with the earth, it must be for a purpose, either to the 
earth or to the soul that comes, or both.

Now there are two ways of considering life: The scientific man has 
been accustomed to suppose that the consciousness is evolved through 
substance by various processes of the differentiation of matter from the 
primal aiom or from the molecular formation up to protoplasm and 
from protoplasm through the various stages of evolution up to man; 
that human consciousness is the result of evolution, of the unfolding of 
the original intelligence that pervades the atom, and that possibly there 
may be another state of evolution that will be beyond the change called 
death and in a higher form of life. That is the scientific proof of im
mortality : (reasoning by analogy) that nature does not Stultify herself 
by suggesting possibilities that are not to be fulfilled.

Therefore Locke, Fiske and all modern scientists and philosophers of 
any great renown have arrived at the conclusion that the next great 
step of evolution must be a future life, tq fulfill the promises of intelli
gence in this life. We regard this as a very roundabout way of arriv
ing at it; but it is a.part of the experience of human life to arrive at 
direct truths by roundabout methods in order.to prove the direct
method.

The direct method is found the aspiration for a future life; the con
sciousness from within of another and higher existence and the eternity 
of the soul; not as related to matter, but in and of itself; that the divine 
intelligence, shapes the universe or is manifest in the universe and is su
perior to the universe itself, that whatever there is in man that desires 
immortality is superior to the body, which does not kno^ anything 
about immortality and cannot suggest it. In other words, one is the 
spiritual or religious aide, the other is the materialistic side. They both 
meet somewhere on the higher .plane of life, but we accept them both, 
giving the preference to the religious- side.

The soul is immortal now, or it never will be. It was immortal al
ways or it never can be. It is tin axiom in science that, “that which had- 
a beginning must have an ending.” So if soul is evolved from sub
stance anywhere along the line of its expression here on earth there will 
come a time when it will loosen its hold upon 'substance and will be dis-

It is on the same principle that the boy sheltered in the mother’s home 
and love, in the wisdom of the father, nevertheless, feels the great ur
gency of life, he must go out and conquer for himself. The father says: 
“Why, my son, I.have had all this experience, can you not take my 
word for it, that there is nothing valuable out there, that it is all shadow 
and disappointment, and that there are only a few things that are real, 
and those that are you find in our home?" _

And the boy shakes his head and says: “Father, I want to-know for 
myself.”

The young girl must leave the protecting care of the mother and the 
kind ministration of the father, and go out into the great experience of 
wife-hood, of motherhood, although the mother says-, “My child, I 
would rather keep you with me.” Perhaps the great Infinite Mother 
love and the great Infinite Father wisdom understand better than hu
man parents do this soul that needs to know all things for itself.

So when the baby smiles into its mother's eyes with the look of para
dise, she almost thinks she hears the rustle of the angel's wings that has 
brought her child thither. Then she feels that she knows that that 
sweet baby has landed from the gardens of heaven. Though full of love 
and affection, she still knows that it is wrapped up in the earthly form 
and that that form has its imperfections, that the life here will be full 
of temptation, struggles and trials, even at the best she knows all this, 
yet the iove of the father and the mother has invited that life.

Is it not beautiful to think that instead of passion or the growth of 
materia) existence, that human love ii;an invitation for souls to take up 
their abiding place, here for a while.

And when theubabe shall unfold there is, notpnly the love of the 
mother and the father,othere are not only the physical characteristics, 
conditions and heredity, there will not only be the environment, but 
that which the baby brings; its own individuality, which is entitled to 
consideration and'respeot, which is entitled to have its own place in the 
world. ',l 1

Whenever the Ifumatf soul shall be considered as an entity, and that 
you have not its ‘ultimate keeping in your hands, the babe will be re
ceived with morerevefriice and awe than at the present time. You will 
consider that you have bn immortal guest in your household, and when 
through years of'^rials'^nd temptations that babe lands in the peniten
tiary, or in any shadowy' place, you have still to consider that you have 
an immortal guesyierq^jind that may-bc you have not provided the very 
best conditions fpy it^j expression, that you will have to alter human 
laws and states hum^n selfishness that will make those better condi
tions possible. ,2 .. ;i)

The knowledge ¡that ;t]ie soul is an eternal entity and is only here for 
a while is not new. What does the hymn say, the old hymn that you 
have heard since your childhood, that your mother used to sing: “I'm a 
pilgrim; and I’m a stranger, I can tarry but a night.’’ In this night of 
human life for the work that you have to do. And you often long for 
that morning of that morrow which will take away the struggle. You 
cannot hasten it, you cannot sei it aside, you cannot ignore the purpose 
that you, individually, are here for. *

It is great eneduragement to know that every life is as valuable as 
any other life. Tfyat however humble and lowly, inadequate and seem
ingly futile the struggles of daily existence, they are each a part of the 
divine plan for the next step. And every one, like the child in school, is 
seeking to find and make ready for that next step. Now in the primary 
grades' there is more need to have amusement; you have to teach chil
dren without-their knowing it. In the next grade they are more awak
ened and ambitious, and desire to excel, understanding more the value 
of the thing they are learning.. In the next and the next the pupils are 
centered upon the object that is to be won. In the highest grade you 
often have to restrain them lest they injure their bodies or over-tax 
their brains, so eager are they for the results.

So it is in human life; in the infantile stages people have to be 
amused, have to be doeiored, get into various quarrels, and do not un
derstand the need of learning, then the kindergarten has to interest 
them. After the higher step is taken, when the next great experience 
comes and they learn that “life is real, life is earnest, and the grave is 
not its goal,” that.it.js ever’‘dust to dust,” that each human life must 
pass from mortal sight, and while people come and go, are here but a 
little while, and seem to be unmindful that life has any lesson. Still 
when the great awakening tide of love comes, when marriage comes, 
when the husband and wife find there are great other interests, the 
serious propositions of life begin, they caeh perceive a new world open
ing before their eyes, there is a different meaning to everything, they 
work together instead of separately, a little center is established, they 
form another home which is the beginning of great endeavor and pur
pose. When the child arrives, when added responsibility comes and 
with it the beautiful and chastening power of parentage, and the re
straining influence-that is usually exerted when another life is to be con-

integrated.
Substance is transmutable ; all forqis excepting- the primal atom 

(whatever that may be) are soluble and can be disintegrated.. Nq-one 
knows what the ultimate atom is . But consciousness* abiding here for 
a-time must be for a purpose, arid if these intelligent existences are for 
any purpose at all they are here for states of expression.,

The great idea is—which, ^>f course, you are at liberty, to aecept or 
reject, but it is perfectly logical—that if the soul had a Beginning here, I 
if the consciousness or intelligence of the human being had its com
mencement here, it will hate its ending invconneetion with the earth and 
go no further. If the soul is superior to the earth-life, as you feel it to 
be, then the contact with human life is for experience, for expression, 
until you have learned the lesson that the earth has to give.” 7 ■

There is a beautiful thought in the vast realni of our phiioenphy- 
whieh this opens up: That every planet has a specific-lesson to.teach; 
and that because of the sorrows of Jesus, because the great reformers 
and teachers are put to death, and because human beings mourn over 
the changes of life that are called death, this planet may bè designated 
as the planet; to teach'the lesson o£ sorrow, to teach the shadow side, as 
a background for the light, and that in the midst of all the worlds and 
systems-when the soul arrives at the state of having a wish for expres
sion here, or that being the next step there is contact with the earth to 
learn the lesson of sorrow. When the. Great Teacher went down into 
the shadows of the earth, and when after the crucifixion, it is said he 
went to preach to the spirits in prison’, it was thought and is thought 
that he possessed the knowledge of all these great human conditions so 
he could minister to those in sorrow. If human life is for the purpose

sidered, and the baptism of the mother love and the father love are re
ceived, you find you cannot, even in internal companionship with the 
angels, afford to part with this experience, of knowing each other here, 
of rearing a child of human life of coming in contact with mutual suf
fering, that it may be alleviated, of learning the lesson of human 
struggle, of human war, and finally of perfect conquest and peace.

With the great ^tim'*gle that is going on in the Orient, the spectacle 
of nations hurled .against nations, you will learn that despotism has its 
nemesis, that mere physical power will not prevail. So that nation that 
was supposed to be heathen springs up, fully equipped in the arts of the 
twentieth century* to t,each tyranny a lesson. Yqu are learning all this 
day by day and j^our hour. (fhe. earth is being rushed forward to 
present other lesflpns jqr her children, and all the human states that 
require these diffarenfe'Object-lessons are represented on the great stage 
of human life, and 'alMts heroes of thousands of battles represent the 
epitome of the cikthi' Yet you are nearer to Plato than you ever were 
before; you are ^hrei”to Buddha Gautama than you ever were before; 
yon. are nearer td^liwf than yon ever were before, though there seems 
to be great seas ifblo&O to cross. y

These souls soWhrnftg here for a tvhile," marking their pathways 
through time aifc^sen^ must learn this .lesson before the airships will 
lift theiy sails; before the spaces reveal their secrete; before the voices 
of the stars will he un&rstood., Already across the interstellar spaces 
the vibrations tmt b^ig intelligence are reagliing the earth. Oh! at 
this hour the M^i^^’e wondering why the people of earth do not 
arise from their, .^lum^ing and see the signals that are intended for 
them, “do not disgqye?} what we are doing here.” ;

Oh! this great light of eternity that shines in and through the dark
ened chambers.of, earth and illuminates the human pathway, makes 
known why one inhere.; One- is here for victory, for conquest over the 

■elements, over the earth, over the' air, to send ships to sea, to build 
houses andTailways^to engage in all Enterprise. But in the end, one is 
here to gain self-control by the conquest of selfishness. When that tri-1 
umph is won the same ministeringpinions, the same fluttering of angel’s l 
wings is hoard that is heard, when the soul comes in contact with the i 
earth. I

When the “angels of God shouted for joy” because of creation, it was 
that souls would have the opportunity of trying their strength of learn
ing their lesson, then, hpon the great height of victory, to understand

RELIGIOUS REVIVALS.

Their Spiritual Import Expressively 
Analyzed,

In a late Progressive Thinker I no- 
| tlced an account of a Free Methodist 

meeting, and the spiritual mauiiestar 
tlons o£ control reminded me of similar 
conditions which existed in Free Meth
odist societies in New York state when 
I was quite young.

A little girl may listen and think,,and 
older people may give object lessons 
without knowing how deep or wonder
ful is the lesson given. So I studied 
spiritual manifestations in Free Meth
odist revivals for several years, begin
ning when I was ten.

It was about that time when I first 
heard the spirit voices speaking to me, 
and because of the teaching of the Free 
Methodists I was not frightened, but 
thought it God's voice directing me. 
Later I was made to understand that 
The Father, the Spirit of all Lite spoke 
to me through the consciousness ot my 
spirit father, who, through laws of spir
it lite, stood guard over his child, 1 did 
not know then of spirits, of medium
ship, therefore waited years to under
stand the full revelation.

Many days and nights were spent by 1 
the little community in “seeking God.” 
Revival meetings were held three times I 
daily, and people prayed earnestly tor 

'salvation, for a baptism ot the Holy • 
Ghost. A sort of insanity called re
ligious feeling existed. People wept 
and prayed, talked, laughed, cried, 
screamed, walked the floor in a dazed 
condition and talked to invisible beings.

With my mediumistic nature, and 
soul sight, 1 studied, watched to learn 
what it all amounted to. I felt the 
presence of invisible intelligent beings. 
I thought them, as they said, God and 
the Devil, and their -workers. For 1 
was conscious ot a host of spirits being 
there, influencing the various mortals. 
Different ones would become so under 
control that they would dance and 
Bhout, and often fall to the floor uncon- 
bcIous, and lay tor hours in a trance.

This was considered the greatest 
spiritual power. “Getting the power,” 
they called It. and more than one when 
they returned to consciousness told ot 
seeing loved ones who had passed to 
the other side, crossed the river; so 
they believed they, too, had passed out 
ot the physical body and been with 
those in heaven. Some told of the 
beauties of heaven, also of the horrors 
of hell, which they were also permit
ted to see while in this trance state.

With a soul consciousness I did not 
then understand, a halt developed clair
voyance, I knew these people had not 
been out of their bodies, but by some 
process of extending sight, underneath 
this outward physical body which re- 
lused to see, or was held from seeing 
what was surrounding them, they saw 
a spiritual world. I tell what I know 
now to be a truth, that persons sur- 
lounded each religious enthusiast. Both 
characters represented In a personal 
God, and a personal Devil, were ex- 
piessed in these various personal be
ings. Ignorant of a beautilul relation 
which can exist between those on both 
mortal and spiritual plane, they were 
held for the time in a kind ot obsess
ion.

But these revivals are a soul growth 
to many on the Immortal plane. They 
come in touch with these lives and 
mentally get the experience of those in 
the mortal plane. The mental impulse 
to do better, to lead purer lives, to be 
more like Christ, and so many are 
helped out of a morbid despair which 
bolds millions who are passed over, and 
are groping in darkness, because they 
have never learned the higher life, and 
believe that as the tree falleth, it must 
lie, therefore they are outside of any 

' condition of spiritual growth.
Hundreds ot darkened spirits hover 

around these church revivals, and are 
blessed by doing so. If the mortal is in
jured, made insane by the obsessing in
fluence of one hungry to gain salvation, 
and ignorant of the law of relation, the 
two become one, for the spirit is often 
as ignorant as the mortal and knows no 
more of the true condition ot their life 
than the mortal, the relation contuses 
both, and it takes the magnetic powers 
of other higher souls to separate and 
balance the two minds.

There are spirits who aid these unde
veloped souls, and they keep sending 
back to us this message, spoken 
through many platform mediums:

“Help the mortal lives to be better; 
make such conditions ot progression on 
your plane, in your midst, that no im
perfect life, physically or mentally, or 
morally will express Itself in growth, 
then there will be no more obsession. 
We will take care of the spirit world, 
if you take care of the mortal world.”

I have learned through my teachers 
that the salvation ot both worlds has to 
be through the bettering of those hav
ing a mortal experience, and seeking to 
iive higher and leading those, not only 
still in mortal life, to a more righteous 
living, but those who have laid the 
fleshly robe aside and walk Incur at
mosphere to helo and be helped.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE.
Washington, D. C. '

Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.
Owing to August 13 being Cleveland 

Day at Maple Dell Camp, the delegation 
from that city was much smaller than 
usual.

Mrs. Hoiles, acting as chairman, intro
duced Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, of Tole
do, Ohio, as speaker. She prefaced her 
lecture by reading “The Creed To Be.” 
by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, and “The 
Master,” by Horatio Bonar. Asking for 
subjects from the audience, she re
ceived these: Personal Influence, evo
lution, and Truthfulness. Her address 
was full of pointed truths and earnest 
suggestions for the betterment of each 
personal life, showing the necessity ot 
truthful and elevating thoughts as well 
as. actions, as thoughts go out on the 
psychic waves, affecting others who are 
able to catch them, no matter where 
they may be.

Before the afternoon lecture Mrs 
Schauss read the poem “The Point ot 
View.” The topics given were “The 
Unseen Forces," "I Am," and “The Du
ality of Mind and Matter." Mrs. 
Schauss is a forcible and logical speak
er, giving what she sees as the truth 
regardless of public opinion. After tne 
lecture she gave a number ot readings 
from articles placed on the stand, while 
her back was turned to the audience. 
Most of the readings were fully recog
nized.

On last Thursday the ladles Aid So
ciety served a chicken dinner, netting 
something over thirty dollars towards 
improving the camp grounds.

MARY L. BETTES.
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

IDEAS OF IDOLS.
Continued from (st cofumrf.

brethren. When a man has reached 
;>.this exalted condition, while yet in 
I physical embodiment, and can look any 
. mortal person square tn the tace, he.
may rest assured that there are no Gods 

rin this world or any other whom he 
need iear to,face. This is the true 

i spiritual Christianity which appeals to 
all' true, earnest men and women and 
against which we have nothing to say. 
It is,' however, not the Christianity of 

• the majority but is unR.rtnnately found 
1 only In a limited- minority , everywhere.

Eye (Masses Not Necessary

That the eyes can bo strengthened so that ey< 
?lasses can bo dispensed with in the groat ma« 
oritv of cases,' Kus been proven beyona a doubt, 
ytho testimony of thousands o’ people who 

—-------- have been cured by that
wonderful little instru
ment called “Actlna.” Ac- 
thiu also cures sore aud 
granulated lids,Glaucoma, 
iritis, etc., also removes' 
Cataracts and Pterygiums 
without cutting or drug
ging. Over seventy thous

and of the Aetlnas having been sold, thereforeit 
Is not an experiment but an absolute fact. The 
following letters are but samples of those that 
are received daily:

Mra. M, E. Champuey, 242 West i85th SC. New 
York City, writes: The ‘•Actlna" cured mo of 
Iritis, after the doctors said there was no cure 
outside an operation. I have been entirely well 
forover four months, can see to read and sew asi 
well us before. I can honestly recommend “Ac- 
tina" for all afflictions of the eye.

Emily Kapp, 19^0 Galena Street, Milwaukee. 
Wisconsin, writes: The “Actlpa" I purchased, 
from you a year ago saved my brother’s eye
sight. My brother was near-sighted, wore num
ber five and six glasses, and now he can go to« 
school and do all his work and study without 
glasses.

E. R. Holdbrook. Deputy County Clerk, Fair
fax, Va., writes: “Actlna1" has cured my eyes 
so that I can do without glasses. I very seldom 
have headache now, and can study up to eleven 
o'clock after a hard day’s work at the office.

Actlna is not a drug or lotion, but a small 
pocket buttery, which can be used by old and 
young with perfect safety, as it is impossible to 
do any harm with Actlna. Every member ot a 
family can use the one Actlna for any fonn of 
disease of the Eye, Ear. or Throat or Head. 
Actlna will last for years, and is always ready 
for use. Actlna is sent on trial postpaid.

If you will send your name and address to the 
New York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. M2N., 029 Walnut St., Kansas City. Mo., 
you will receive absolutely FREE s valuable 
book, Prof. Wilson’s Treatise on the Eye and on 
Diseases In General, and you cau rest assured 
that your eyes can be cured, no mutter how 
many doctors have failed.

TLe above la the number ot the pres* 
ent Issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. It this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for boa 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
tight band corner ot the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
ot Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number o* 
tbe tag ot your wrapper.

UNCOOKED FOODS
And How to Live on Them—With 

Recipes for Wholesome
Preparation.

Proper combinations and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some ot the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatability of 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

It will simplify methods of living— 
help to settle the servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Price JI.

Three Journeus Around the World
—-OR—

Travels in the Pacific Islands,
New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peeblee, 
A. M., M. D.. Ph. D. in this splendid large 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated u vast 
amount of valuable tutormatlou, It is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual
ism as he found it everywhere in his travels 
receives duo attention, making the book of 
special value and Interest to Spiritualists 464 
large pages, finely bound, at the price of M.50.

A remarkable book, of Intense Inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma- 
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others. 
Including scientists of world-wide re- . 
pute, making a volume of great valua 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. 82.

The Science of Spirit Return,7
By Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rebeanMI 

Uiai is truly Interesting. Price, 10 cents.

IinMANi A Lecture Denvere« to Ladle, W VI Ini'! , OnlyjBz Mtu.lDr. Hulburt. On 
the present status oS woman, physically, men
tally. morally and spiritually. Ths dlrino law 
or true WMnnonlal marriase, eta Price, 10c. • 

Mofecufar Hunothesis of Nature; 
The Relation or Its Principles to Contlnned Ex. 
istencaand to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper, SI cents.

THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
Torture Implements employed ta the 15th and 

ISlh centuries for the promulgation of Chris
tianity. with pictorial illustrations. By Georg» 
E. Macdonald: • Frico. 10 cents.

K/.Q &E Tin Ethics el MaiTlaie. Bl Kftnrj fl* Alice B. Stockham, M. 1*1 I D. Karezza makes •
plea for a better birthright for children, and 
alms to lead Individuals to sock a higher do- 
rclopmont of-themselves through most saored 
relations. It ts pure tn tone and alm, awl 
should be widely circulated. Price, cloth, U. x
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THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

Lichtig, secretary,

1 Take due notice that Items for this 
• page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer, .Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

TOPIC FOR' JTHE PROGRESSIVE 
--LYCEUM.

service, and have their attention so 
drawn to the subject presented, that 
they become regular attendants.

W.e go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

ory;
And as a mirror, read from this 

tion—

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this, freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space Is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would .like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgressiveTblnker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about tour 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
in mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many Items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. '

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them. ,

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
And address when sending no
tices AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

James R. Little writes from Oakland, 
Cal., sending us the article that appears 
on the first and fourth pages of The 
Progressive Thinker, "Aladdin and His 
Wonderful Lump Outdone by an Astral 
Body,” and taken from the San Fran
cisco Examiner: "We enclose clippings. 
Please read them carefully and qee-if 
they are not worthy of reproduction in 
the columns of The Progressive Think
er, so that our many brethren who are 
subscribers to your grand Progressive 
Thinker, may see the great injury done 
to the cause of Spiritualism through 
“Procrastination," and the psychologi
cal influence of one bigoted, egotistical 
human being. We feel that if pressure 
enough could be brought to bear In this 
one Instance to force this man Jordan 
to either resign or be kicked out of the 
position he so evidently disgraces, that 
the spiritual and scientific world would 
be great gainers thereby.
We know now that beyond this life, is 

another fair and bright,
Where the bright sun shines eternally, 

and that the gloom of night
Rests only on the spirit, who, while on 

earth did dwell.
In corresponding darkness, trying not 

to break the spell.
Time counts for naught in the life be

yond, eternity is the goal,
And the sunshine of progression, 

drives the darkness from the soul, 
To progress means work eternal, and 

merit leads the van,
For plain and clear as the noonday sun, 

are the acts of every man.

When writing for this paper 
ose a pen or typewriter.

Dr. G. B. Warne lectured at the Grand 
Ledge Camp, Mich., August 19 and 20.

The Clinton Daily Herald speaks as 
follows of J. W. Ring, a young man who 
is rapidly rising in prominence in the 
ranks of Spiritualism, and who will yet 
make a deep impression- on the world 
for good; "The initial discourse by the 
talented young speaker. John W. Ring, 
was given before a good audience yes
terday afternoon and was a foretaste of 
the good things to be expected from 
him during his stay on the camp 
grounds. Mr. Ring comes all Uie way 
from Texas to fill an engagement with 
Uie M. V. S. A. In his own state he is 
prominently identified with the Spirit
ualistic movement. He will lecture

1905, S. E. 58 
ncé."

Gem of Thought:—

My conscience-id my belter self, 
Touched by Hse power divine;

I’ll try to keeplt always pure, 
That holiest light may shine.

For Infornatici! concerning The Pro
gressive Lyceum/ -authorized lescon 
sheet of the |jfitlonal Spiritualists Asso
ciation, addreps Jqgn W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galypston, Texas,

To Camp Correspondents:—Notices 
of camp-meetings should reach this 
office not later than Friday afternoon to 
secure Insertion In the next Issue of 
.The Progressive Thinker.

P. A. Sefeuin writes from 1500 Fifth 
Street South, Minneapolis, Minn.: "1 
see in your last issue that Oct. 17, 18^ 
19 and 20, the Spiritualists are to have 
a convention at Minneapolis. Ab our 
Home is a large one, and besides, the 
usual amount of girls we have, we can 
give beds and board at our Home for 
$1.25 per day. It would give the Spirit
ualists a chance to help us in our good 
work. Street cars only two blocks 
from the Home. We can accommodate 
twelve or fourteen of them. We have 
large parlor and a large reception 
room; we are in good quarters, qot far 
from Eighth street cars, and connecting 
with the Nicollet House."

writes: "The Sunflower Club, the ladies’ 
auxiliary to the ill. State Spiritualist 
Association, has accepted the invitation 
of Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, vice-president 
of the 1. S. S. A., to again hold a basket 
picnic on the grounds of the Minne
tonka Club, at Lake Bluff, Ill., on Labor 
Day, September 4. Come everybody 

, and bring your baskets well filled. Cot
lee will be sold on the grounds. Fare, 
75 cents round trip. Trains leave the 
Wells street depot of the Chicago & 
Northwestern road at 8:25 and 10:30 a. 
m. The 10:30 'train stops at Ravens
wood. Parties that cannot leave at 
these hours will find trains going almost 
every hour afterwards. Tickets can be 
purchased at The Progressive Thinker 
office of Mrs. J. R. Francis; at 560 East 
55th street of Mrs. Isa Cross; Otto 
street, of Mrs. Belle Curtis; 6822 Went
worth avenue, of Mrs. Henrietta L. 
Lichtig. There will also be parties 
wearing Sunflower badges at the 8:25 
and 10:30 trains to sell tickets to those 
wishing them. Don’t forget, September 
4. Come and bring your friends and 
have the best time of your life.”

Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner writes from 
Delphos, Kansas: "Just a few lines in 
regard to the Delphos Camp. It is a 
beautiful grove of over ten acres, and 
owned by the Spiritualists and paid for. 
The Union Pacific railroad line goes by 
the grove, and the next tWo Sundays 
stop in front of the entrance to let pas- 

■ sengers off. Friday and Saturday it 
was raining, but the attendance was 
good. Sunday was really the opening. 
Rev. Mr. Bledsoe and wife were pres
ent. In the afternoon Mrs. B. delivered 
a fine lecture. In the evening Mr. Bled- 

. soe, and the thoughts uttered pleased 
v everyone. I followed with tests at both 

. meetings. Of the camp, there can not 
too much be said of it and the manage
ment. All is like clockwork. The din- 

.. ing hall is kept by Mrs. Hale. The 
meals are good, and table well set. All 
are in praise of her line of work. Next 
Sunday a large crowd is expected."

The Indianapolis Sentinel says: "Two 
hundred women ran. things yesterday, 
August 9, and men meekly obeyed In 

.. the camp of the Indiana Spiritualists’ 
. Association. It was woman’s day, and 

L|they asserted their rights by running' 
up banners of bright yellow and then 

¥pinned Yellow badges and sunflowers 
J ; on their dresses and on the coats of the 
A! men. ‘We mean by all this yellow,' 

said Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie, pastor of 
' the Spiritualist congregation at San 

■ - Francisco, ‘that we are for women’s 
rights in all affairs and that this yellow 

if '■ Is the suffrage color. The sunflower is 
¡i the national flower of women’s suffrage 

movement and we love . it. Memorial 
exercises.were held in honor, of Mrs 

J Colby Luther, the patron saint of the 
g Indiana Association, who deeded to it 

all her camp property shortly before 
her death in. Muncie several years ago. 
Last night the women continued to lead 
by giving a ‘woman’s paradise’ party, 
Including a dance. Yellow neckties, 

1} . yellow fans and yellow caps were given 
tq nil the men who were escorted by 
women.”

W. Askins writes: "The frauds de
serve nil you say and do to them. They 
should get a five years’ rest in the 
states prison."

Fred. C. Sohrer writes: “Mr. C. Kirch
ner, president of the- Rising Sun Mis
sion, with his wife and Mrs. Etta White 
Foote, President of the Ladies Auxil
iary, are sojourning at Maple Rest, Ben- 
itoni<?aSi?or' ior ,beir vacation and 
health. Our president and his amiable 
■wife and Sister Foote have worked very 
bard for the interest of the Mission 
and needed a rest We expect them to 
return in full health and ready for the 
fall campaign. Brother Kirchner and 
Sister Foote have negotiated for the 
purchase of an elegant Bite of ground 
for a camp meeting for the Mission 
next year. A better place for health 
and recreation could not have been 
secured.”

A pleasant surprise party was given 
by the members and friends of the 
Spiritualist church of this city at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Kendall Shep
hard in honor of Wayne W. Wheeler, 
who has been a stimulus to the church 
ever since Its inception by his faithful 

1 s®rvlce as organist and as a small token 
of their appreciation and as a proof of 
the esteem in which he is held by them 
he was presented with a neat little sum 
of money. An informal musical and 
literary program was carried out after 
which the guests Indulged in sociabili
ty and dancing. Light refreshments 
were served and the surprise was pro
nounced a success by all . in attend
ance. LaCrosse (Wis.) Leader-Press.

Wayne W. Wheeler writes from La 
Crosse, Wis.: "Mrs. Catherine McFarlin 
has just closed a four month's engage
ment for the Spiritualist Church at La 
Crosse, Wis. During her stay here she 
Las won many friends who are very en- 
thusiastic in her praise. Mrs. McFar
lin 1b a lady of charming personality, 

ie^ efIuals ln presenting both 
tne philosophy and phenomena of Spir
itualism. The closing Sunday six mem
bers were united with the church. The 
service was verv beautiful and impress
ive. Mrs. McFarlin’s address is Plain- 
view, Minn." - .

Mrs Kirchner writes: "The evening 
services of the Rising Sun Mission, held 
August 13, were well attended. Dr J 
II. Randall gave one of his character
istic lectures, which was appreciated 
by all present. Following the lecture 
Sister Kingsbury and Sister' Rieslcker 
sang a beautiful solo, after which Sis
ter Kingsbury, whose guide has reached 
his majority, 21 years in spirit life 
gave a very beautiful poem, also a short 
o , . “ was we" taken by all present. 
Spirit messages were given by "Sister 
Thompson, Brother Thompson and Sis
ter Weaver, all of which were recog- 
nled. We cordially invite friends and 
strangers to attend our services, held 
at the home of the president, 22 Jack-, 
son place. Between Jackson boul. and 1 
Van Buren street, west of Hovne ave I 
on Sunday evenings. Our speaker for 1 
Sunday, August -27, will be Dr. Rowell, 
ex-Methodist minister A very fine time 
was had and enjoyed by a large crowd, 
at the social and lawn partv given by 
?J,ste,r Trajton, for the benefit of the 
Mission Temple fund, at her home, on 
Saturday evening, August 12. Colored 
musicians were engaged for the occa- 
sion, who rendered fine vocal and in
strumental music. A vocal solo by 
Mrs. E. Brooks, also by Mrs. Reeslcker 
were loudly applauded. Games were 
indulged in, and spirit-messages were 
abundant. Ice cream and cake were 
served to satisfy the inner man. As 
the hour of midnight drew nigh we all 
departed for our homes satisfied that 
members of the.Rising Sun Mission al
ways enjoy the hospitality of its mem- 

®ur nex*- social and lawn party 
will be held Saturday, August 26, at 
Sister Frayel’s, 2649 W. Huron st, Aus- 
tin. All ’welcome.”

D. G. Hill writes: "The regular Sun
day evening services of the Golden Rule 
•spiritual Society on August 13, was an 
evening of enjoyment to the partici
pants. The speaker, Mrs. Nellie Kusse- 
row, was at her best, and In her talk 
spoke the plain facts along the line of 
her subject, and received the close at
tention of her audience. She wa's fol
lowed in short talk by the very capable 
speaker, Ex-Judge W. L. Snell, who al
ways has. a warm welcome from the 
Golden Rule Society people. We regret 
to 1 cam that he contemplates a removal 
from this city in the later part of Sep
tember, but trust the people In his new 
home may as thoroughly appreciate 
blm as his acquaintances of Chicago do 
The message bearers brought the same 
approval as the speakers, and all to
gether the-meeting was a very enjoy
able occasion. These meetings are held 
each Sunday, evening at O’Donnell Col- 

| lege Hall, South Paulina street be
tween Washington and gkrk avenue 
Open door. All welcome,1’ ,1

p. m.”
! E. W. Sprague and wife the N. 8. A. 
। missionaries will serve the Spiritualist 

Society of Watertown, N. Y., during 
the month of September next. Parties 
wishing their services for mid-week 
meetings, anywhere within reach of 
Watertown, may address them at 618 
Newland avenue, Jamestown, N. Y'., un
til September 1; after that date ad
dress Watertown, N. Y., care General 
Delivery.

New York, Aug. 16,—The Rev. Emil 
A. Meury, pastor of the Second Re
formed Church, of Jersey City, has been 
chosen to serve at the hanging of Ed
ward F. Tapeley, a negro, Friday. He 
will serve, although he is opposed to 
capital punishment. Ab an argument 
against capital punishment Mr. Meury 
intends to cite his experience with Paul 
Genz, who was hanged for killing Clara 
Arnim. Mr. Meury arranged with Genz 
to make a signal with his hand a mln-, 
ute after he was pronounced dead. 
"Genz said to me: ‘I will prove to you 
that I am conscious one minute after 
my neck Is broken,’ ” the minister con
tinued. “ ‘After one minute has elapsed 
I will twitch my hand twice, then once, 
and again twice. None of the skeptics 
may say these movements are involun
tary twitchings.’ When the trap was 
sprung and Genz swung in the air his 
body stiffened. Three-quarters of a 
minute passed and .then I saw Genz’s 
pinioned hands made the signal as ar
ranged. First they twitched twice, 
then once, and again twice. Six men 
whom I had previously told of the prom
ised signal were as much horrified as 
I.”—Chicago American.

At the regular meeting of the Sun
flower Club, held at the home of Mrs. E. 
J. Bloom, 892 Turner avenue, the resig
nation of Mrs. Ella Johnson Bloom, cor
responding secretary, was accepted,' 
Mrs. Bloom resigning on account of 
health. Mrs. Henrietta L. Lichtig was 
elected to fill the office. Mrs. Lichtig 
resigning the office of South Side trus
tee, Mrs. Quinn was elected to fill that 
office. The Club expects to have made 
arrangements for permanent quarters 
in the downtown district before their 
next meeting, notice of which will be 
given in due time.

L. A. Labadie writes from Petoskey, 
Mich., that Mr. Finney, the trumpet me
dium, has been there, and given excel
lent satisfaction. The trumpet and 
guitar were going at once and a dozen 
Independent voices were heard talking, 
the manifestations going on while the 
medium’s hands were held.

Rev. R. Heber Newton says: “I know 
a woman of fine culture and high char
acter who will not trade her gift for 
commercial purposes, but who has that 
most remarkable power known as psy- 
chometry—the power of holding a 
sealed letter in her hand and giving a 
diagnosis of the physical condition of 
the writer and a picture of his charac
ter; of taking a bit of stone from an an
cient villa of Cicero, for example, the 
nature of which is entirely unknown^o 
her, and calling up a vision of the villa 
as it existed In Cicero’s time-and of its 
owner: She is incapable of fraud, and 
her case 1b but one of others which I 
know.”

O. M. AMBLER WRITES FROM 
STRATFORD, N. Y.: “1 WOULD AS 
SOON THINK OF GOING WITHOUT 
MY HAT AND COAT AS WITHOUT 
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER. I 
CONSIDER IT MORE REPREHENSI
BLE, IF POSSIBLE, TO STARVE THE 
MIND THAN THE BODY. THE PA
PER SEEMS TO FILL A LONG-FELT 
WANT, EDUCATING THE PEOPLE 
AWAY FROM THE BIGOTRY AND 
FALSE TEACHINGS OF OLD THEOL
OGY, AND PLACING THEM ON THE 
ROAD OF PROGRESSION ABOVE 1 
THE MISTS, FOGS, SUPERSTITIONS 
AND HELLS OF THE CHRISTIAN HI
ERARCHY. I AM TRYING TO LEARN 
ALL 1 CAN OF THE LAWS GOVERN
ING THE SPIRIT IN AND OUT OF 
THE BODY, AND YOU AND THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER HAVE)'
HELPED ME WONDERFULLY 
ALONG THE ROAD. I ALSO 'AM 
HELPED BY UNSEEN FRIENDS.”

Eva L. Stewart writes: "July 30, the- 
Hyde Park Occult Society was enter
tained by a talk by Hon. Chas. Hughes, 
which was enjoyed by all present. Mrs. 
Kline being present, Instead of giving 
messages, made some very fine and ap
propriate remarks In regard to her and 
others’ mediumship which was well 
liked. August 6. the Apache Indian, 
Dr. Carlos Montezuma, gave a fine lec
ture upon the life and habits of his race, 
giving some very interesting things we 
were ignorant of In thé Ute of the In
dian. He is a highly , educated man, and 
has a good delivery and pleased the au
dience so much that we all want him 
again. Next time his subject will be 
‘The Trance of the Indians.' The same 
night we were entertained by- a song, 
‘The Rosary,’ by Miss Marguerite Sher
man of St. Louis, who 1b ylsitting Mrs. 
O. B. Wilson. August 13, we had Mrs. 
McArthur'to speak for us, and we en- 1 
joyed the fine, uplifting talk she gave 
us. She lectures under control, and all 
who baye heard het- enjoyed her talk 
very much., “Miss Marguerite Sherman 
favored us with a piano recital-which 
was well rendered.- Mrs. Powderly and 
Mrs. Lichtig gave messages which were 
all recognized. Aug. 20, Mediums’ night,., 
is always enjoyed by those present, its. 
we devote the.whole evening to mes
sages. On the 30th of this month we 
give a social dance. Everybody knbws 
what a good-time they have , at our 
dances and we. will try and make it 
pleasant for all who may come. Admis
sion to hall 15 cents.' Ice cream and 
cake 10 ¿cents. No -check-room 
charges. Norton’s orchestra will ren
der the music.. Come and have a good 
time.’’

Ob Thursday evening, August 31, 
Mrs. M. Â. Burland will hold her-regular 
monthly social .at her parlors at 3019 
Vernon avenue.. All are invited to at
tend and are sure of a good time. Good ' 
psychics always present to give read
ings and messages -from loved, ones. 
Mrs. Maggie Henry, the palmist, is al
ways present to read the lines in your 
hands. Refreshments served.

Maggie.Henry writes: "At the Uni
versal Occult Society on Sunday even
ing, August 13, our speaker F. M. Stol
ler, lectured on the-origin , and slgnifl- 
cation of names as well as the spiritual |

meaning and1 clairvoyant visions he "re
ceived with the naflies. We had a good 
audience and'the inéeting was very in
teresting as ' Well !as instructive. We 
l ave meetings every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock. All are welcome and are sure 
to receive a word of comfort or a spirit 
message trom eoine loved one who has 
gone to the life beyond."

J. Madison Allen, prominent as a lec
turer and medium, writes: “1 expect to 
take the general lecture field for the 
fall and winter and would be glad to 
make immediate engagements with so
cieties and committees located' any
where. Will engage with camps for 
the season of 1906. Nearly a half-cen
tury of successful service as aq inspira
tional and conscious trance speaker, 
pBychometrist and message medium 
should insure me to a ready hearing at 
all points. Have recently been tied up 
with local duties, but am now ready for 
a' good long outing. Address me at 

.Springfield, Mo." '
Dr. J. C. Phillip^,.the excellent psy- 

chometrlst and healer, has been an at
tendant at the Clinton camp for many 
years, and has sent In a large number 
of subscribers to The Progressive 
Thinker from that favorite place of re
sort.

Mr. Hassman writes: “To Spiritual- 
ists, investigators and truthseekers. 1 
make the annual announcement that on 
Sunday evening September 3, the 
North Star Spiritual Union will open । 
its spiritual meetings at the hall 1546, 
Milwaukee avenue, at 8 o’clock sharp. 
The president, William Hassmann, 
will welcome all' with a- hearty hand
shake, for he is known as a good work
er in the Spiritual field. The opening 
address and leetpre will be delivered 
every Sunday by Rev. Dr. P. M. Esser, 
a highly endorsed speaker anfl healer of 
the spiritual philosophy. Spiritual 
treatments will be given at every meet
ing free, also flowers blessed and given 
away for the sick. ' Tests and spirit 
communications will be demonstrated 
by Mrs. Johanna Rennau, a medium, of 
known ability. The society is incorpo
rated under the laws of Illinois, record
ed in Cook county, and wishes all to 
come and be membërs. The Progress
ive Thinker, the only Spiritual organ in 
this country, can be had at every meet
ing, and subscribed.for. We indorse 
this paper as a helping hand In our 
blessed work?* "

New £ra Cajnp, Oregon.
To the Editor:-rd thought I would 

make mentioriJof a few incidents either 
forgotten or overlooked by other of the 
friends who ha-ve written concerning 
the camp at iNew Era. I wish to say 
first that as >a result of the efforts of 
the executive committee and mediums 
and speakers, twenty dollars were 
raised for the Mediums' Fund.

I feel impelled to 'affirm that I have 
never before ’enjoyed the singing and 
music as I did at New Era camp—the 
old-fashioned: tunes « played - by Mrs. 
Love and Mrsr. Camffbell to new words 
composed by iPrestdeht Bove.

The lectures delivered by Harrlsoti D. 
Barrett, Rev. G. C. Love, Dr. R. Coon, 
Dr. Espanto and his wife and the writer 
of this article I think will bow seed, and 
it is our prayer, bring forth much fruit. 
I desire to mention the fact of there be
ing with us on the first Monday of 
camp Mrs. Bosley of Seattle, Wash., 
also Mrs. Lap worth of same place.

President Love is certainly the right 
man in the right place, as he is always 
on time which is one of the main requi
sites of the life of a chairman of a so
ciety or camp-meeting. He said that it 
had been several years since they paid 
out-as much money for talent as they 
did'this season, and then added that 
the camp would close this year with 
more money in the treasury than when 
the meetings began.

The messages- given by Mrs. Ladd- 
Finnican and Mrs. Eva McCoy were of 
a high order and were well received. 
The camp association decided to issue 
a qualifleate ordination to Dr. R. Coon 
and I was chosen to perform the cere
mony. Brother Barrett delivered the 
charge, and it was conceded by every- i 
one who heard it that it was the most 
eloquent and logical charge that they 
had ever heard given to a candidate for 
ordination. I do wish we had it in 
printed form. .

I also conducted a floral christening 
service. The little girl’s name was 
Gleam Sarah Dunton, and her home is 
in Liberal, Oregon.

I had but three days 4n which to at
tend the'Lewls and Clark Exposition. 
As a commemorative affair it is a pro
nounced success.

After camp closed I delivered three j 
lectures at Beaverton and four at Mc
Minnville. These places are also in 
the state of Oregon^. While in the lat
ter place I was entertained in the home 
of Mrs. L. J. Fuller,who was' very ably 
assisted by Mrs..Wallace, l am now in 
Anaconda, Montana. Will go from here 
to Butte, and then if I have time will 
pay Yellowstone National Park a' visit 
I will also lecture' in Billings, and it is 
quite probable that ¡the Montana State 
Spiritualist Association will send me. to 
Red Lodge where it is expected that a 
society can be organized. I will go 
from Montana to the N. S. A. conven
tion and from thereto Chicago for the 
last.two Sundays of October. I have 
the M and winter months open tor, en
gagements. t'éan sày with pardonable 

’pride that thlà’ iny nfst trip to the Pa
cific coast is-ft%.ughtJwith success from 
every standpoint. T have almost re
gained my foffter health which had 
nearly forfiakdhme Ss a result of. over
work. ' I stand'ever Tor a Spiritualism 
which argues e'Stiék,'lô the text,” for in 
so doing we Maye' nothing to lose" and 
everything to feâln. ’t* >, .. <

HAÎÎRY J. MOORE.o . . c
Has|ptt Park Camp.

Thinking mW manV readers \>f The 
Progressive Thinker would like to know j 
of our camp tKat opdfled Augdst 5r Dr.; ' 
G. B. Warne of Chicago, was our speak-j 
er the first Sdttirday and Sunday. His 1 
words were góod ahd inspiring. The 
attendance waS’Tine fòt a beginning. !

! Mrs. R. S. Lillie, with well known 
reputation, came the following Sunday 

I and was greeted with’ a’good audience; 
' she is with us this-W'eek. 'Mrs. Carpen- 
tef is our next spèaker.

. We are doing as well as*-can be ex
pected considering the'jnany. camps. 
The association’owns the grounds and 
we'are looking forward hoping more in- 
terest will be manifested.' ■

We have a trolley car every hour, 
running from Lansing to the'grounds.

MRS. E. R. WETER.I «I ’ ;1 t ' •
, “Dtaosvery of a list Tran.” By Cbaa 
। B/Newcomb. - Esoellent In spiritual i 
I auggeatlvenm. Cloth« BL&Q. v

Sunapee Lake Camp, N. H. ' ANGELIC WORK.
August 8, tlie weather 18 very hot —------

here. ' 1 <lçn‘i jftjpjf we ever.saw it any. Poor Children to Have an Outing, 
hotter. We are having a good meeting, --------
the hotel and the cottages are full, n ¡s proposed to entertain fifty poor 
never had larger meetings through the children from Chicago in Clinton for 
week than since the camp opened. At one wegK, this summer, and a commlt- 
10:30 a. m., contereiice; at 2:30 p. m., tee ot citizens lias the work of raising 
lecture and tests by Mr. Wellman C. sufficient funds to board the children 
Whitney. He gave one of hla best lec- fOl, that length of time. Rev. D. C. Hen- 
tures. It was well spokex of by every sb aw, representing thé Chicago Bureau 
one who heard him. of charities, was In Clinton a day or

August 9, at 2:30 p. m., lecture by Mr. tw„ agOj an(j tlie preliminary arrange- 
W. C. Whitney. Had a very good audi- ments for the proposed Clinton outing 
ence for such hot weather. He handled of the ."fresh air” children have been 
his subject well, and his tests were all made,
recognized. This was his last day in - - g-he outing was made comparatively 
this camp this year. We wish him sue- ea8y oj arrangement, through the kind- 
cess as he goes from bunapee Lake ness of the Mississippi Valley Spirltual- 
eamp. ists Association. The Bummer camp-

August 10, at 2:30 p. m., a lecture by meeting ot the Spiritualists comes to a 
Edgar W. Emerson. He spoke to quite close on August 27, and the association 
a good audience for Buch a hot (lay. l,a8 tendered to the Chicago institution

August 11, at 2:30 p. m., lecture by free use ot their handsome park, Mount 
Mr. Emerson. Pleasant, to the ■ children after that

August 12, Pamonia Grange Field ¿ate. It Ib proposed to bring the chil-1 
Day. It looked like rain in the morn- dren to Clinton the week beginning 
Ing, but it turned out to be a good day. Monday, August 28, if the committee Is I 
About seven hundred people out. At successful in raising the sum of money 
7:45 p, m., seance in the hall, by, Mr. required to feed half a hundred hungry 
Emerson. Had a good seance, the best young mouths for seven or eight days— 
we have had this season. not a large sum to be Bure, but one

a- m-> a lecture by which must be taken into consideration
Mrs. Nettie Holt Harding. 8he read a nevertheless.
poem entitled The Sunset Gateway. rphe Spiritualist Association gives the 
Her lecture was good. At 1:15 p.im., free UBe Of the grounds, cottages, cook- 
seance in the hall, by Mr. .Emerson. At }ng utensils and accommodations of ev- 
2:15 p. m., lecture by Mr. Emerson, ery Bort, and tbe offer is a most gener- 
which was one of his best. This closed 0UB 0De. All that remains will be to 
his labors at Sunapee Lake Camp tor provide suitable food for the children, 
this season. Success to him. competent person will be sent to

™ "ORENZO WORTHEN. Clinton in charge of the children, and a
, / JBlodgett s Landing, N. H. £ew mothers will also be included in the

, ----- - —- - ----------- party. The children selected to be
Unity Camp, Saugus Centre, Mass. be brought to Clinton will be among the
Mr. and Mra. G. W. Kates have con- destitute and needy in Chicago, 

eluded a very successful engagement at Clinton people who hâve visited what is 
Unity Camp, Saugus Centre, Mase. cal'ed the slums of the great city have 
Large audiences have been present at an Idea of the condlt(onB which prevail 
each meeting and efficient service for ln s?“6 districts, notwithstanding the 
the cause was done by these capable ereat worlc ot charity which is carried 
workers. The services at this camp are on by municipal and private institutions 
more largely attended than at any pre- a"d b<the hulndreIds of Philanthropists 
vlous season, sbowing that the cause of ifho aie numbeied among the popula- 
Spiritualism is not declining in this of the la {® slde hese con; 
part of the country ditlons prevail In every great city, and

President Alex Caird, M. D„ has ar- must continue to prevail to some ex
ranged a series of concerts in connec- }ent;de3piAe the ^eat..yor£ T5leÛ °“ 
tion with the regular services, which r® Tbe. ireBh air move’
draw in many to listen to the singing ment which has been In vogue of recent 
and readings that would not otherwise Yeai s, Is a God-send to some of the poor 
attend, but who remain to the lecture Chicago. Clinton Dally Herald.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

Miss Florence May Thurston, Mr. lOblluarles to the extent of ten lines
James Singer and many other noted so- w11*1)0 inserted free. All in excess 
loists, Miss Mona Belle Welch, Prof A. t0n lines will be charged at t ie rate
E. Meader and other well-known dra- fiU®en cents per line. About seven
matic readers have contributed to the words constitute one Hue.) 
success of these concerts. Mrs. Alice _ „ , -—— , , „ . .
Worcester Weeks, one of the most pop- Dr- Benjamin Franklin Clark of Belvi- 
ular soprano soloists in New England, ?ere, New Jersey, passed to the higher 
will be present September 8; Mrs. Cora ^uly 13. Hie transition was peace- 
L. V. Richmond will be with ub August f“1; and ala *ast words breathed of hope 
27; Mrs. Dr. Caird and Mrs. Hattie and n \ i-9°u&ht of
Lewis, Sept. 3; Mrs. Kate M. Ham, Sep- free ir™ hls weak body. He was 86 
tember 10; Mrs. S. C. Cunningham, years old and for two years his sight 
September 17; Mrs. Mamie Helyett and and hearing had failed so he could not 
Mrs. Maude Litcb, September 24. “ d° work for Spiritualism which his

Strong efforts are being made to soul yearned to accomplish. H1b fu- 
raise sufficient funds to erect a new au- neraJ occurred on the 16 th, and was 
ditorium for use next season. Cer- conducted in harmony with his ex- 
tlficates of five dollars each have been pressed view in r®Kard *-0 suctl rites, 
issued, payable at the rate of three with no service at the house or grave, 
hundred dollars per year, and we hope but a brief prayer. He loved truth and
all friends of the cause who feel that BU^ey,Bd ior w,^s fully convinced
they can do so, will take one or more ^at T1?®re i® n° death; what seems so
of these certificates. We do not ask *s transition. B. h.
you to give ub, merely to loan the _ ' :
money on good security. Full particu
lars will be sent upon application to

.MRS. A. A. AVERILL.
Lynn, Mass.

Passed to spirit life, Aug. 2 from the 
home of her step-son, Albert Symington 
of LaCrosse, Wis., Mrs. Merriam Pres
cott, at the age of 73.

Mrs. Prescott was formerly from Los 
Angeles, Cal., and had been a staunch

' ......— Spiritualist for over twenty years, and
send this semblance with sincere af- u her last request to have her fu- fection neral conducted from her step-sons
To claim a place within thy mem- house, by the writer.

----- Right after her death, her own son, a 
reflec- resident of LaCrosse, demanded her 

body, which he took to the morgue un-
The kindly thoughts my fond heart lil the (laY of the funeral, which he had 

holds for thee. 1..................held at his home by the Episcopal 
clergy.

would not come to mar thy Joyous The Spiritualists of LaCrosse church, 
hours, however, held memorial services on-

Nor claim one thought not freely Sunday, August 6, in loving remem
given to-me; brance and in carrying out her last

would bring joy, and strew thy path wishes as near as they were able under 
with flowers, the circumstances. The writer con-

Had I the power to,shape thy destiny, ducted tbe memorial services.
, ,,x, CATHARINE McFARLIN.But should there come a time, thy soul _____

~ . aweary, Passed to spirit life, Aug 8, 1905, Mr.
And ®tors above, for thee, refuse to Samuel D. Clarke, aged 85 years. He 
. shine; was a Spiritualist for over fifty years.

Some rain upon thy heart brings mem- j^e was a native of Vermont. He was a 
ries dreary, _ well-known, respected citizen, with

And vanished some fond hope that many friends. He was a builder and 
once was thine. contractor, and held many prominent

Ah, then, I pray thee, in those silent civil positions. He leaves three daugh- 
hours, 10rs and one 80n- He lived a true life.

May this mute mentor bring sweet t. 
dreams to thee Port Huron, Mich.

Of fair elysiums where bloom of fade- 
less flowers, Passed to spirit life .

Then in thy dreamingsi kindly think home in Williamsburg, Ind., . 
of me. \ IRENE CLIFTON. Emma, wife of Harvey Davis.

Cincinnati, Ohio. band, one son and two daughters
_ . _ -' ■ ■ • main to mourn the loss of a most

vpt a i itti r wun p voted and loving wife and mother. _ _yei a.li i i UE wmUfa. neral *as very largely attended as she
was well known and loved for her ster-By to-morrow this dtty will be part of W(lg qualities and beautiful character.

.„ ¿ex,™ „„„ Services were conducted at the QuakerBy to-morrow the ache you are thinking ghUrch by the writer.
musu ioSv

J. H. WHITE.

from her
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late 
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hus- 
re- 
de- 
Fu-

As long as winds blow and- while rlvu- ■ GILLESPIE.
1« L At Bennett’s Corners, Ohio, Mr.^ bvVhehKnT^ d y b warmed Frank W. Wyman passed to spirit life,

tn.w.nrrnw <«• August 3, 1905, aged 48 years. He wasy P 5, 1881, and macle bls future home with
May be gladly forgot or recalled as the her Parenta> where he 1Ived at the tlmeMay “smart y 10 re0**160 M tae here parents, where he lived at the time
nv o of his transition. He leaves a devotedOf M and’100k' wife, son and daughter, one brother, one

„ sister and a host of friends to mourn Y f^iv f prospects all hls departure from this material life,
with tho kSjfnLt It ’was the largest funeral held at' W t OTar Bennett’s Corners, and judging from the

_ _______ _ ___ 2„- many floral tributes and good wordsThough to-day the ^-ay future seems the wrlter mu8t say he was an 
barren ana aeaa. . 6Xemplary mao> a devoted husband, lov-

The past lying there with its joys and: ing father, kind brother and true neigh-
-its woes, - ■ ■ bor. The writer officiated, - and the

With , its .Wine bottle drained and its choir was of great assistance, consist-
.'poor, withered rose, ing of Mr. H. Bedford, Mr. M. Fenni-

.With its pledges all broken, its hopes more and Miss Clara and Rena Bedford, 
that were vain',- . - ‘who rendered beautiful and appropriate

Its moments of gladness, its aeons of music at the house, and also at the
-. - pain-r- . . grave.

The past has-no terrors, it cannot re- “MRS. CARRIE FIRTH CURRAN.

’■Tis only , gray ashes that never may George H. Nuneinacher, who was 
• burn, «i.i.' born in Mercer, Pa., Feb. 24, 1822,
And. you with your, chains that are 'rlv; passed'to spirit life, Augiist 8,1905. He

’ etedfasi; : ’ was married Mav 22, 1845, to Henrietta
. Where the staples -of circumstance Berlin; and three daughters survive 

bulge from the wall, -7 hinr. Mrs. E. M. Gray nf Clarion; Mrs.
Be glad—bh, be ' glad—for, thbugh Sarah E. Luce of Black Ash, and Mrs. 

• . heaveff should fall,- ; Levl Wykoff of Cambridge Springs.
By to-morrow this day wlll be part of Services in his memory Were conducted

|he past. —S. E._ Kiser. at his late home, Thursday, Rev. O. C.
- —-———- Sherman officiating. -. < ;•'The Molecular Hypothesis pt Na- -—— 1

ture." By Prof. 'Wm. M. Lockwood. Andrew . O. Froistad was drowned in 
prof. Lockwood is recognized ati pnepf Priest Lake, Idaho, Aug.. 6, at 19 years J 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros- of age. He Was a staunch Spiritualist 
trum. In thia little volume he presents and a noble voung man, worthy of the 
in succinct form the substance of his sincere friendship of all who knew him. 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis left a father, mother, three sisters i 
of-Nature;^and presente hls views, as and five brothers to rejoice that he was 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spit- free an(j -would give them a "home wel-1 
itiiallsm. The book is commended to Come" .on the other.side. The funeral । 
ail “who love to study and think, was conducted by. the wrtter. j
Price25cente „„ MRS. JENNIE FRENCH. :

•■•Harmonics of Evolution. The PhD- Rnokano Wash 
osophy of Individual life,. Based Upon bp ’
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern ■ ■_______ , ■ . - - ' - ' 1
Masters of the Law.”- By Florence ■ 1
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car- “The Jesuits.” By Rev. B. F. Austin,- 
rylng the principles of evolution into ! A. M„ B.'Di An excellent pamphlet. 1 
pew fields. Price, cloth, ?2, ’ Price 15 cents.-, , ' 1

IIY-FEW 
i ' AiW 
''ASTHMA 
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CURED.
The African Kou. 

PusrluNnture'« Pos
itive Cure for HAY- 
FEVER and ASTHMA. 
Since its recent dis
covery this remarks- ,,
bla botanical product ths KOLajPUBT. 
has come into universal use In toe Hospitals Of 
Europe and America as an unfailing specific.!

KT.’tML XriV. Howport Newd.Va., writes
Jan. Ud, wb« a bolpleu invalid and wm cured of HAy-^ 
Fever and Asthma, by HiBjalyAarterlbyourti'fiutleripfr.' 
Mra. 9. K. Nordike, Ot HUI City, Kaua., write« Jan. Ut£/ 
had Hay*Fever and ABtUmn for ten year« and could seo 
do relief until cured by HirualyiL. Mr, D. L. Cleue«. !£• 
Morri« BL. Philadelphia, writeaJan.UtbtDoctor«dlambl 
no good but Hlmalya cured me. Hr. W. F. CaupUIU 
fianuorovine, N. H.t alto writes Feb. 6th, that Himnlya 
cured hls «on. Frederick F. Uyait, tho noted Evau-I 

at Abilene. Texas, writer April Ibth, >9%, X never, 
oso an opportunity to recommend HluiulyaaB It cured! 

mo of Hay-fever and Asthma and have Dover had any | return of the dUease. I
Hundreds of others send similar testimony) 

proving Himalya a truly wonderful remedy. As 
ths Kola Plant 1« a specific constitutional curs 
for the disease. Hay-fever sufferers should not 
fall to take advantage ol this opportunity to 
secure a remedy which will positively curetliem. 
Toprove the power of this new botanical discov
ery, if you suffer from Hay-fever or Asthma, we 
will send you one trial case by mall entirely free. 
It costs you absolutely nothing. Write to-day to the 
Kola Importing Co., 1W2 Broadway,KewYerk.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They ore our own publications. * 
They are neatly and substantially, 

’ bound in cloth.
No other publishing house tn the 

United States excels them in tbe me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in tho Spirit 
World,”' contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by, 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man "" 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers ot the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche in youc 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” "Art 
Magic," “The Next World Interviewed” 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,” 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus."

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
“Letters From the Spirit World,” writ
ten through rhe mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for 33.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by tbe Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise!

Longley’s Choice Collection OF 
BEAUTIFUL SONGS.
Here Is a book of songs for public meetings 

and the home that is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 76 songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
•'These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Hotte.

“This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.”—Dawning Light.

“The songs ana music are of a nature to In* 
spiro those who hear them with new and higher ' 
resolves.” D. W. Hull.

“There are some things In our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One in mine 
has been fresh for fifty years. I went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer. Prof.S.B, Brittan, 
butlhaveno recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.’ Tho man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longlev.tho song, one of his earliest com* 
positions. —J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had in decorated covers for 60 
cents; plain, 40cents.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, ^Qc. Each.

The following books by well Known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B.

I Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well

i as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Sinnett.
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

Some Gilmpsest 
otOGGuliism !

ANCIENT

AND

nODERN. '
BY C. W. LEADBEATER

The following subjects are treated in a most 
able manner;
ANCIENT.—-Theosophy and Christianity; The 

Ancient Mysteries; Buddhism.
nODERNi—The Unseen World; The Rationale 

of Mesmerism; Telepathy and Mind Cure; 
Magic, White and Black; The Use and Abuse 
of Psychic Powers; Vegetarianism and Oo 
cultism; How to Build Character; The Fu« 

. time of Humanity; Tbe Gospel of Wisdom. 
Well bound in Clotn, with silver back and side

stamp- 400 pages, price. $1.50.

20W 661WU Guide

PALMISTRY
This is He simplest, dearest and yel 

the most exhaustive presentation thia 
interesting science has - yet - received« 
All of the discoveries, investigation» 
»nd researches of centuries are summed 
up in thin practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There Is no trait, no characteristic, na 
inherited tendency, that is not marked 
on tbe palm of the hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol* 
towtes the principles enforced by the 
presented In this. Price, paper, 25 
cents; cloth, '$1.
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Thia department 1b under the man- 
Hgement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—Tho Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re- 
epondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made'to- 
the most condensed form, arid often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting for -the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of thé space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait Iris time and 
place, and all are treated ?with' equal 
favor. ■ !

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department lias 
become excessively large, .especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give .what
ever Information I am able, the ordl- 
aiary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

extremities of the nerves there once 
attached. Thus irritation there is re
ferred to the toes or foot. Tills theory 
has been made to cover the entire field, 
but really explains only a part of the 
facts, failing in those like the one here 
introduced. Tho patient might have 
Itnown that the doctor was straighten
ing his fingers by clairvoyance or telep
athy, but telepathy does not account for 
the cramped position producing pain.

Emily Mosher: Q. My mother 
passed from earth in 1860. She was a 
Spiritualist, and revered by her children, 
who were left desolate by her loss. She 
was only 50 years old, and her mind un
impaired. My father died in 1888. 
Now lie comes to us often and commu
nicates, while our mother has rarely

S. P. LeRoy: Q. Was Mrs. Liver
more a Spiritualist?

A. She was deeply interested in the 
phenomena, and did not refuse to ap
pear on the spiritual rostrum although 
she did not identify herself with the 
cause.

J. F. Snow: Q. In the articles in 
The Progressive Thinker, spiritual be
ings are represented to have everything 
just as we do here. If so, why not to
bacco, whisky, etc? Why, then, when 
they crave the use.of these, do they 
have to obsess mediums ?

A. It is Impossible to describe the 
spirit world except by the words which 
relate to the things of this life. There 
are no words for the spiritual. Hence 
all descriptions must be comparative, 
and as such misleading. Those who an
ticipate surroundings which are dupli
cates of the present will surely be mis-
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The Proper Method of Dealing With 
. Deception.

done so. Why is this?
If what is must be, why should we 

strive to change and reform?
A. The first question is repeatedly 

asked,, and has been answered in this 
department.

Briefly there are difficulties In the, 
way of some spirits communicating, 
which.they.cannot, or choose not to at
tempt. Only at favorable moments do 
they come. Other-, spirits find It easy 
to communicate, and take great pleas-’ 
ure in doing so. If friends expect com
munication they must furnish condi
tions, You would not complain . that 
there were no telephone communica
tions Bent to your house If you had neg
lected to install an instrument. ■

We may understand some of the es
sentials, and ‘reasons why we do not 
have messages from spirit friends, but 
there are many causes we cannot appre
ciate.

If there Is a spirit we desire to hold 
converse with, an earnest, concen
trated and continuous prayer, or desire, 
will go far away to them and draw them 
to us.

That everything is predetermined by 
law makeq It almost axiomatic that 
“whatever Is must be,” and further, our 
resistance to It, our efforts to change 
for the. better also must.be. That ef
fort is a part of the plan. We are fac
tors In the scheme to direct and con
trol.

i This theory does not relieve man ot 
■ the least responsibility, or free him 
; from malting his utmost efforts.

Since the subject of fraudulent mani
festations in mediumship has been un
der discussion through the columns ot 
The Progressive Thinker, I have been 
a close and careful reader of all that 
ihas been said by the various corre- 
spondents irom all parts of the country. 
1 want to thank J. Madison Allen and 
Will C. Hodge for what they have writ
ten and commend tlieir articles to the

,11 • 'Ol
point with pride to our honest mediums 
and be able to trutiftully'fifiy, These are 
heavenly gateways thioiKli which an
gels come to adlib tlieir presence 
known to me. Th'wSb ai49'the message 
bearers of our dej8afrted«016ved ones. 
May tlie angels ottave v.Wd purity, the 
spirits of just menjierfepipd, and good 
and true men and earth unite
in one solid phalanx find fvprk in unison 
and harmony until this .ynuch-to-be de- 
eired condition shall, have been fully

he would have been alive still. Now, I 
speak of those things so they will know 
that it Is from Minnie. As they are 
not believers, and I want to say to Mar- 
tha—she Is my sister—that I was with 
her when she showed my little fancy 
pieces to Jessie the other day. Now 1 
know this will not be interesting to 
most people, but I wanted to tell them 
something so they could recognize it.

I thank the guides so much for help
ing me. It has made me so happy.

I must go now. I hope this will 
reach the eyes of some of my friends.

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRiTUAUSTS TO PERUSE

Its

BIBLICAL CHRISTIANITY.

Deleterious Effects Vividly Por
trayed by Merldeth B. Little.

taken.
No trance vlsionlst, or spirit, has 

ever been able to more than excite the 
their descriptions.imagination by -----

These desires are of the physical body 
and retained for a time by the spirit, as 
a reflex or stain. They can be gratified 
only by returning to the environments
of earth life.

Chas. C. Abel: Q. A creek flows 
around a bend four miles, returning to 
a half mile of the starting point: The 
creek falls in that distance 32 feet. The 
enclosed hill is 100 feet higher than the 
upper point. If a syphon pipe were 
laid over this hill, and a turbine wheel 
icceive the water 12 feet above the 
lower level[ or 20 feet below tire upper, 
what would be the pressure?

A. The pressure would theoretically 
be the same as It would be were a wa
terway excavated directly through the 
Iflll with 20 feet fall. The pressure ot 
86 feet of water in the ascending pipe 
would be balanced by 80 feet In the de
scending, leaving the pressure of 20 feet at the point where the wheel is lo-! 
cated, or 32 feet In all. Practically 
tills result would not be reached, as 
the friction on the inside ot the tube 
would form an important factor in the 
calculation. The larger the conducting 
pipe the less this ratio. In all such 
problems, the fundamental law should 
be recognized, that power, or force, 
cannot be created. There is always 
more or less loss. In all cases where a 
fluid is transferred by a syphon, the 
force of discharge is determined by the 
difference of level between the point ot

The third form, Political Christianity, 
is the most oppressive, the most un
scrupulous and most cruel ot them all. 
It had its rise in the ambition ot the 
higher authorities ot the church to rule 
the state. We have in what is known 
as "the dark ages” the most prominent 
example of the operations of Political 
Christianity, covering a period ot a 
thousand years between the fifth and 
the fifteenth centuries.

During that period of time the then 
head of the church ruled Europe. He 
made and unmade the kings and em
perors of the nations as suited his will. 
This unfortunate period in the history 
of Europe witnessed the decay of edu
cation, and scientific attainment, which 
was gradually superseded by Ignorance, 
superstition and cruelty, for both 
church and state were working along 
similar lines to attain similar ends. 
Both church and state acted on the 
principle that the more ignorant the 
masses the more pious, and therefore 
the less liable to dispute the teaching 
of the church, and at the same time 
the more loyal to the king, so long as 
they were unable, through lack of in
telligence, to comprehend or sense 
their just rights and liberties with 
which nature had endowed them.

It was an unhholy alliance between 
a perverted Christianity and a false po
litical economy. The tact that the 
state agreed to tax the people, to sup
port the church and its representatives, 
while in turn the church taught the 
masses to be loyal to their rulers for 
they governed them by a divine right 
from God and known as the “divine

readers of The Progressive Thinker. ( 
They will each bear a second careful 
reading.

Judging from the geographical distri- : 
button of your contributors, scattered 
as they are from Maine to Texas and 
from Boston to San Francisco, I am led 
to conclude that about the same condi
tion of affairs exists everywhere, viz., 
that fraud and trickery, duplicity and 
unadulterated scoundrelism have about 
usurped the prerogative of mediumship 
and are reaping a harvest of fit things, 
while true and honest mediumship and 
pure spirituality have been driven from 
the public field ot labor and forced to 
engage in private work alone, or seek 
other avenues of labor to obtain a live
lihood or a bare living competence.

Many good and true things have 
been said by the various correspond
ents, and many useful suggestions have 
been made, but I. have watched and 
watted and Wondered: Who Is it that is 
going to be brave enough to suggest an 
efficient remedy for this crying evil? 
But my watching and waiting lias been 
in vain; not one has been offered. All 
have deplored the condition, but all 
Beem to wait for some one else to say 
what shall be done to free our fair phil
osophy from this incubus of hideous
ness. The case is up -to the Spiritual
ists to act, and in the words of another 
I would ask, "What are they going to 
do about It?” Too long already have 
we stood idly by with folded arms and 
seen this foul canker constantly grow
ing and Increasing in strength until to
day it dictates the actions of many of 
our camps and almost controls the des
tiny of societies, state and national or
ganizations. Again I ask, what are we

consummated. . . , .
I know that tlloqsande of’ honest, I 

though as.I believe misguided Spiritual
ists, will censure njejetr standing where 
I do upon the subject, but I firmly be
lieve time and observation will prove to 
them that I am in the right- ..

By prosecuting thesg pretenders un
der the law fqi’ obtaliiipg money under 
false pretenses many <§..them could be 
sent to dp service in bqr states’ prisons 
and surely there will [be no angels 
weeping over the pepspeution pt the In
nocents but rather the, goddess of jus-, 
tice will be made to rejoice that inno
cence ata pwity’ shall,’, be, upheld ata 
protected and' that.none. guilty Bhall 
escape. L. DOUGLASS.

Indianapolis, Ind.ti ,

Verification of Spirit Message.
Mrs Nellie Davis,—Kewanee, Ill.:-?- 
As I saw your nouce in The Pro- 

gresive Thinker, to inform you- if any 
one recognized messages of their spirit 
friends. I have an aunt in spirit life 
by the name of Mary French, and she 
passed out in Cambridge, Vt., only the 
date of death is not just right. I can 
not give the exact date, but I know it 
is less than ten years ago, for I attend
ed the funeral. I do not take The Pro
gressive Thinker, but think I will be- 
tore long. This message seems like my 
aunt, but I could tell better if I could 
hear other names of her family. Re-1 
spectfully yours,

MRS. L. S. JACKSON.
Underbill, Vt.

SPIRIT MESSAGES.
Through the Mediumship of Mrs. 

Nellie Davis,-Kewanee, Ill.'

Dear Jtfadam:—A friend of . mine 
called my attention to a letter in the 
Chicago spiritual paper from B. T. 
Gard. Now, I am not a believer, but 
will say this: I know this party very 
well, apd It sounds just like him. it 
you can convince me I wish you would 
try to do sb by pending me a letter. 1 
won’t send my name. If you are a me
dium ypu won’t need that. You ought 
to be able to tell. Respectfully,

. A SEEKER.

entrance and exit.
Elias ShophelkQ. Did Thomas Paine 

or Thomas Jefferson write the Déclara-

going to do about it?
Suppose that in the treatment of the 

counterfeiters of our national currency 
Uncle Sam should adopt the methods 
that many of our Spiritualist brethren 
have employed in the past in this mat
ter of fraudulent manifestations; sup
pose that when his secret detectives 
should run to cover and capture a 
maker or passer of spurious coins, 
Uncle Sam should take him quietly to 
one side and say to him, “Now, I will 
just give you until tomorrow morning 
to gather your traps together and get 
out of town.” Or, perhaps better still, 
he would say to him, “Go thy way and 
sin no more.” What would you think 
of Uncle Sam?

Why, every one of you. would be 
howling for a lunacy commission to try 
his ease at once, ata would be satisfied 
y'ith nothing short of a non compos 
mentis decision, and how long wduld it 
be until every scoundrel in the country 
would be in the counterfeiting business, 
until every one who had a dollar in his 
pocket would not be sure whether he 
had a genuine dollar or a spurious one. 
This method and it alone is responsible

Ruth'Jones.' ■
My Dear. Friends,—J am sure Jt will 

do me good to mingle .with the kindly 
Intelligences of your little circle room, 
and I wish there were, other ■ places 
where the anxious .spirits could go and 
reach their friends.'. I don’t think they 
will be surprised to hear from me, for 
I know they are waiting for a letter 
from Mother.

I can’t say as bo me, do, I was ready 
and willing to go, for t felt .1 had much 
to live for. I left my husband and two 
sons, and I know they still needed my 
care, but the angels said come, and 1 
went, and I want them to know I am 
contented and happy, and I would not 
return and take up |he old life again If 
I could. I am well, satisfied with my 
spirit home. How pleased I am at the 
opportunity it has opened to me, to go 
on wlm the plans and the activities that 
ot necessity must ^pye my being as a 
conscious, living wqman. I feel I have 
many attractions on the spiritual as 
well as the mortal sjde, and that I be
long, perhaps, to tw9i worlds. I do not 
feel that I have lost anything ot great 

mount by passing to the other lite, and 
so 1 have longed to"*comeZback, hoping 
to give my greetings to Wl loved ones, 
assuring them of my carb and watch-

for the present condition of affairs.
What benefit to the cause or’ detrl-' 

ment to counterfeit mediumship has re
resulted from the recent exposures ot

Votala, Mich.

Dear Mrs. Davis:—A friend of mine 
Bent me a copy of a Spiritualist paper, 
in which I find a message from my hus
band.

If the name hadn’t been there, 1 
should have known It was from him. 
I remember well the evening I made 
the remark that he spoke of, and I feel 
it my duty to tell you about It.

The son he mentioned is by my first 
husband, and he has been wanting me 
to sell my place bo he could have Borne 
money to go Into business with.

I also understand what he means by

Prophets of Israel. Comprises in the main popular sketches from Old' 
Testament History. By Carl II. Cornill, Doctor of Theology and Pro
fessor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents.

Psychic Experiences. By Ella M. Dole. Price, 50 cents.
Psychic Light. Continuity of Law and Life. By Maud Lord Drake, 

This book is from the pen of an acknowledged leader in psychic philos
ophy and a successful demonstrator of’its phenomena, and one of tho 
oldest advocates of New Thought and Higher Education. Cloth 
bound. Priee, $1.50.

Psiychometry. Its Science and Law of Unfoldment. By J. C. F.
Grambine, Priee, 50 cents. ■' ,

Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. Second paragraph in book, last two lines 
reads: “Christianity is one thing for grown men. It is quite another 
thing for. women and children. By Helen II. Gardner. Priee 10 cents.

Radiant Energy and Its Analysis. Its Relation to Modern Astro- 
physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director of Lowe Observatory, 
Containing numerous illustrations and diagrams. Priee $1.75.

Realization. A Course of Lessons Upon the Inner Nature of tho 
Self. By Loraine Follett. Priee, 50 cents.

Reincarnation. By Walker and Wood. Price, leatherette, 75 cents} 
paper, 50 cents;

Reincarnation, or the Doctrine of the Soul’s Successive Embodiments. 
Examined and discussed pro and eon by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr. 
Helen Densmore and W. J. Colville. Paper cover. Price. 30 cents.

, Relation of the Spiritual to the Material Universe, and the Law of 
Control. ■ New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly improved. 
By M. Faraday. Price 15 cents. ■ .

Religious and Theological works of Thomas Paine. Here is a book 
that should be in the library of every Spiritualist and Freethinker in the 
land. Price, cloth, $1.

Religion. A profound philosophical treatise on this world-wide sub
ject of contention. It is a good book for students preparing for the spir
itual rostrum. By E. D. Babbitt. Price, cloth $1; paper, 50e; postage, 
10 cents.

Rending the Vail. Given through the mediumship of W. W. Aber, 
Price, $1.50; postage, 25 cents.

Researches Into the Phenomena of Modern Spiritualism. By Sir Wm,t

the ones he thought were deceiving me, i
T will vv/xt rtiCinHrxn what it iQ 1but I will not mention what it is.

Now, Mrs. Davis, no one on earth 
doubted Spiritualism as I did, but I will 
say I am thoroughly convinced of its 
truth, lor you nor no one else had any 
way of knowing what was worrying me 
so much. I will know what to do now,
and I will forever feel grateful 
and the spirit world.

Please let him come again, 
my love to you, and from now

to you

I send 
on live

right of kings,” was the foundation up
on which this unholy alliance of fraud, 
cruelty and rapine was based. The re
sult of this combination of church and 
state produced, a condition of tyranny, 
injustice and persecution throukhout 
all Europe for a millenium ot years.

In the Empire of Russia, more than

tion of Independence?
A. The committee appointed by the 

Colonia] Congress to draft a Declara
tion of Independence was composed of 
Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Benja
min Franklin, Roger Sherman and Rob
ert R. Livingston. It was drawn up by 
Jefferson, chairman of the committee, 
which is proved by the handwriting. 
Only some slight changes were made at 
the suggestion of the other members. 
It is usual to regard-’such era-making 
documents as springing abruptly into 
being, and their authors receive praise 
for their apparently wonderful presci
ence. Jefferson nor any other man 
can be justly said to have been the au- 

fthor of the Declaration. The great 
principles it advocated had been dis
cussed by Paine and filled the air. The 
Mecklenberg Convention which met In 
North Carolina the preceding May, had 
adopted , resolutions embodying the 
same great principles. How much in
fluence Paine may have exerted over 
Jefferson cannot be known. His writ
ings were widely circulated, and Jeffer
son as well as all members of his com
mittee read them with interest. Conse
quently the ideas of Paine were embod
ied in the Declaration. According to 
Motley, the declaration of the Dutch 
Republic was the source of many of the. I 
strongest generalizations. So close 1b 

• the likeness, it must have beta consult
ed by the writer or writers of the Dec
laration of Independence of this coun-

in any other nation of Europe, do we 
today find a condition of political Chris
tianity closely resembling that of the 
dark ages. In this unfortunate empire 
we find a complete union between 
church and state.

The czar, as the head ot the civic 
government, is in close alliance with 
the czar as the head of the orthodox 
church—the prevailing religion of the 
empire. Through this combination of 
assumed secular and divine authority, 
he assumes to command the destiny of 
the physical bodies of his subjects in 
the mortal world, and the ultimate des-
tiny of their souls in the world to come, 

I and ignorance, fear and superstition, 
[are the levers employed to keep him

Mr. Winans or Mrs. Bliss-Green.- Mr. 
Boving and his friends take Mr. Winans 
in the very act of fraud, capture all his 
paraphernalia, etc., and advertise the । 
facts in minutiae through The Pro- 
greBBlve Thinker, sustaining all their al
legations by affidavits, then quietly 
turn him loose on the public. In a-tew 
days he turns up at Kokomo, Ind., is 
again heralded as a genuine medium 
worthy of our trust and confidence, and 
this, too, by no less a personage than 
Mr. Wood, who is one of the prominent 
officials of our State Spiritual Associa
tion, and who also requests that all 
Spiritualists write letters of sympathy, 
condolence and encouragement to good 
Brother Winans.

Also although. Mrs. Bliss-Green was 
but a short time ago thoroughly ex
posed by a number of Spiritualists tried 
and true, yet we are told she Ib at this 
very time one of the popular mediums 
upon the Chesterfield camp grounds, en
joying an abundant and lucrative pat
ronage.

Those Spiritualists who think we 
should adopt the method of the Naza- 
rene and say to these frauds, "Go thy 
way ata sin no more,” forget that his 
gentle admonition was withheld until 
there were none to accuse. So it is not 
a parallel case with these where the ac
cusers are standing and making, afflda-

fulness, and tellinglhem>that all is well 
with me. I was not disappointed. 1 
found all the dear ones waiting for me. 
I first went with ntothefzto her home. 
But my first deslreliwas to return and 
tell all not to griete ton me, but they 
said I must wait until I ,> got strong 
enough, for I told i them Id would come 
back and I wanted io keep! my promise.

Well, I don’t wantoto hold control too 
long, but I hope this? will bb received in 
the same spirit in which) it is sent-, and 
1 would be so gladqlf. they would give 
me an opportunity Jnlpri rate, forlfia-ve 
'much .to, say to item. 1 «passed afray 
about lOryears aged 1>

Kingsville,, 0. . v

a new life. 1 am 74 years old and have 
always been a Methodist; now I am a 
Spiritualist. Yours with love, 

MRS. HARRIET HOWARD.
P. S.—My husband made a mistake— 

he said he died 21 years ago; it should 
have been 22 years.

Chicago, ill.

Lydia M. Comp.
I have two sisters 'living In Boston, 

'and r have been very anxious to reach 
them, not only because I wish them to 
know that I love them and hope to be 
of some service in a spiritual way to 
their lives, but beèhuse there 1b an
other dear one with me in the spirit 
world that belongs to one of them and 
1b anxious to send à.message of comfort 
to her mamma. 1 frant to tell her that 
Lydia and Thomas and her Lena are 
very happy together. We all have had 
our suffering here, and have had our 
experience too. After passing from 
earth, now we are all: in sunshine and 
provided with a lovely home. I will 
not say we are in need of reSt, because 
there is no Idleness with us. Although 
we are not tired, we ftp rest while per
forming our duty from day to day, but 
it is all so light ata pleasant ata no 
sense of exhaustion comes to our souls. 
I know that Mary, when she receives 
my message, will feel a thrill of spirit
ual influence that will assure her of its 
truth, and also that we are near.

Jennie, my sister’s daughter, is a 
beautiful psychic, and will soon be able 
to give communications to others who 
are in need of comfort and instructions

I

trjr.

in line.
The Russian people are taught to be

lieve that, as the head of the orthodox 
church it is the duty of the czar to 
spread their system of political Chris
tianity throughout the world, until all 
the nations have become orthodox and 
Russian.

The accomplishment of this purpose, 
the ultimate capture of the people of 
the whole world, appears to have been 
the paramount policy of Russia through
out the past centuries, and accounts 
for her ceaseless, endeavor to absorb 
into, her own government the weaker 
nations, bordering on her possessions, 
as in the case of Poland and Finland. 
It was the pursuit of. this ambition to 
absorb Manchuria, a part of China, in 
the far east, that brought .on the pres
ent, conflict with Japan, in which Rus
sia is now being taught the humiliating 
lesson that with their deficiently organ
ized military system, the parade of 
T>riests in flaming vestments, bearing 
crosses and icons, together with the 
divine blessing of the head ot . the 
church, count as nothing before the 
guns of an intelligent and patriotic peo
ple. bravely fighting for life in the best 
injustice and persecution throughout 
orderly and systematic military organ
ization the world has ever known.

John Crembeline: In May last, Henry 
Fulton, a neighbor, had his arm shat
tered arid amputation near the shoulder 
became necessary. This was done at 
10 o'clock in the morning, and in the af
ternoon the doctor visited the patient, 
who complained of his fingers and also 
his elbow being cramped, -which an
noyed and pained him. Without saying 
a word to anyone the doctor went-to the 
cemetery where the arm was buried,
took It up and found the fingers 
cramped as .Mr. Fnlton had stated. He 
commenced to place them in a straight 
position. After completing this he care
fully re-covered the arm and went back 
to Mr. Fulton. The latter greeted him 
with: “I am now easy staee my fingers 
were straightened.” It seems he knew 
the moinent the doctor performed the 
operation, for he said at the identical 
moment: "Now the doctor is straighten
ing my Uttfe finger, now he has the 
next,” etc. How did this man know 
that his fingers were cramped? What 

- is the connection between the body and 
a-portion thus detached ? . ..

A Volumes of similar.- facts might 
be gathered ata. the only explanation 
whfch fnHy -covers the ground is, that 
the severed limb holds its - connection ' 
with the body through the Spirit form. ' 
hr.other words the spirit substance has 
not fully: withdrawn from the. severed 
member, and .remains conscious of ev
erything which may happen to it.

There is a somewhat similar sensa
tion experienced which Is the result of

“Beyond, the VaiL” A. Sequel to 
"Rending lihe Vail” Being a compila
tion, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex. 
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal verification of 
“What We Shall Be,” and a code of 
ethics, requisite to the most speedy re
alization of the highest and purest fe
licity attainable In tho future life. A 
very remarkable book. Large, octava 
WOpsgtti. Price, 8L7&

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
ata How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and. de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth. 50 cents; paper. 25 cents.

“The Romance ot Judo. A Story ol 
the Life and Times of theNoearene aad 
Hta People." Through the mediumship 
ct Mrs. M T. Longley. Anintepaely In- 
t^eqtlng book. Neatly bound in doth 
eadgiit. iJniy

The Uosataantaents Analysed, 
Big Bible Stale«, doth, R

vits to their affirmations of guilt. In j 
these cases we should rather adopt that । 
other saying of Jesus: “Howbeit there , 
shall offenses come, but woe unto them j 
through whom the offenses cometh."

Many honest and true Spiritualists 
seem to think we should let these 
scoundrels go free even when caught in 
the very act of deceiving, lest we might 
be considered an enemy to mediums ; 
but I tell you if we let them go on we 
are doing true mediumship an irrepar
able injury by permitting them to sap 
the life blood by robbing of patronage 
through their flaming advertisements 
and wonderful promises and predic
tions to their patrons and ^vhich never 
come true.

Besides this, my dear deluded Spirit
ualist friend, of this class of mounte
banks traveling over the country as 
physical, mediums there is not one in 
ten of them that has the least scintilla 
of mediumship, and those who have 
traces of mediumship should be made 
to remember the fable of old Tray who' 
received a terrible beating for being 
caught in bad company. No, they are 
not even Spiritualists. More than one 
of them has said to the writer: “Are 
you d— fool enough to believe such a 
thing as a spirit ever came back? 
There is no such a thing as a spirit— 
but the world Is full of Tools and 
cranks, there is an easy living in it, 
and by G—d I am going to have it.”

No, Mr. Editor, Unde Sam adopts a 
method just the opposite of this one 
the Spiritualists have been following. 
He has his argus-eyed minions of the 
law in every nook and corner, and it 
any one attempts to impose a counter
feit upon the public he is followed to the 
ends of the earth, is prosecuted, and I 
might say persecuted, until he is thor
oughly convinced that anything and ev
erything is better and easier than to en
gage in counterfeiting. It is only this 
persistent nemesis-like prosecution that 
enables Uncle-Sam to keep the number

Irritati«® of the ends of the severed gg cents. BlbtoJtalea,
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Crookes. Illustrated. Price 50 cents.
Right Generation, the Key to the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth An 

appeal to reason and man's highest aspirations. By Dr. M, E. Conger
Right Living. This book gives an admirable course of study in Oth- 

ics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical lext-book adapted to the 
eomprehension of children. By Susan 11. Wixon. Price, cloth, $1.

Rights Of Man. Being an answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon tho 
French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo; 279 pages. Price paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents. ° ’ ‘

Romance of Two Worlds. By Marie Corelli. Price 50 cents 
Schopenhauer’s Essays. Translated by T. B. Saunders. Price 75 cts 
Scientific Basis of Spiritualism. By Epes Sargent. $1 ¡ postage 10c' 
Sixth and Seventh Book of Moses. Translated from the ancient Hei

Mrs, Nellie Davis, Kewanee, 111: — 
see in The Progressive Thinker, that

you have a message from Dr. Hovey, 
late of Springfield, Mo. I write to say 
that I knew the Doctor slightly, but was 
better acqquainted with his son, a den
tist at the place when I left there, about 
ten years ago, but I think he is still 
there, practicing his profession. The 
old: Doctor was a noted Spiritualist at 
that time, and for this reason, was re
garded as a crank, but for this reason 
only; otherwise he was regarded as an 
upright and intelligent man. I note 
that you say that you are a medium. 
I have been taking an interest in Spir
itualism for the last two or three 
months, but as I read both sides of the 
quesjiom, l am beginning to lean to the 
telepathic or subjective mind theory. 
If at any time you can send me any
thing that would be-convincing I would 
be glad to hear from you. Most re-
spectfully, LEWIS F. BELL.

623 Messanlc st., St. Joseph, Mo.

from the spirit world, ata If the two 
families will only sit together In harmo
ny and sincerity once or twice a week, 
for a little while, they will receive to
kens of spirit presence that will not 
fail to convince each one that there Is 
an intelligence and! power With them 
not of the physical life.

There havemeen some shadows in the 
lives of my dear ones during the last 
two years, for mateflai conditions have 
been somewhat har'd to bear; things 
have not been what they desired, but 
the shadows aré passing away, and the 
clear light of prosperity will Boon come. 
I know you will be’silrprlsed to hear 
from me, so’fár from home, and I have 
been out of the body almost .45 years, 
but they said ! might , come and 1 have 
been unable to' reach my friends before. 
I thank you all so much

Minnie jWhlte. .
I have been in th^spir.li ¡world a num

ber of years. I- wtaa little girl when I 
passed away, scarcely [sijd^en, and as 1 
look back to that .time.^(th its faded 
memory, I realize hpw’ qggxperienced I 
was, what-little I taew ^out life, and 
yet it seemed, so Arpad ¿nd beautiful 
to me then, and when’ll h%d to go from 
the mortal life I gpew nothing of the 
spiritual home, no^.of- the dear souls 
that are there, always retay to give any 
help they can to njtae lire pleasant to ■ 
those who have to leave the earthly i

down to the minimum. ,: I
Mr. Editor, I firmly believe ■ ■ that

Uncle Sam's method-is the only method I 
that will ever free the cause of Spirit-1 
ualism from this- incubus that- has eov- 
ered. it all over with degiadatlon . and 
shame,’ . the only method that frill ever 
drive thdse pretentious scoundrels from 
our rapks.and induce those-misguided 

: ¡ones that' are medlumlstic/to confine 
their manifestations to ’the limit ot

I their medlumlBtic powers. Tho only 
[ method that will ever enable ua to

brew. Price, $1.
Science of Spirit Return. By one of the scientific minds of The Pro

gressive Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thought. 
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents.

Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D Babbitt, M. D. Price, 
paper, 15 cents. .

Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern. A series of lec
tures by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50.

Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs. Mattie E. Hull« 
An attractive little volume, neatly bound in cloth. Price 75 cents.

Spiritism. Mrs. Piper’s and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s theories in re
gard to it. By Ex-Judge Abram IL Dailey, ex-president of the Medico« 
Legal Society of New York. Price 25 cents.

Standing up for Jesus, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s Maga
zine thinks of him on general principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic,, 
Price 4 cents; 25 copies for 50 cents.

Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega
tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. 0. Barrett; E. H, 
Bailey, musical editor. Price $1.25. Postage 14 cents.

Spiritual Songster. A collection of thirty-eight inspirational songs; 
adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and fam
ilies. By Mattie E. Hull. Price 10 cents.

Starnos. A rosary of pearls culled from the works of Andrew Jack-- 
son Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart with 
new inspiration. By Dr. Della L. Davis. Price 50 cents.

Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular 
Confession, and Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. White.

To the Editor:
I wish to make some remarks about 

the message purporting to come from 
Dr. E. Hovey, who passed to the "un
seen” from Springfield, Mo., several 
years ago, which was reported in Aug. 
5 of The Progressive Thinker, by Mrs. 
Nellie Davis, of Kewanee, Ill.

I knew Dr. Hovey in ’86, ’87, ’88, and 
up to the time of his release from the 
earthly burden.

The language sounds to me very 
much like our friend. There is one re
mark that is suggestive to every person 
who is a true lover of the great truth, 
and that is the early struggles of him
self and others in trying to demonstrate 
immortality were great, the extent of 
the labor and sacrifice being only 
known to God and the angels. His ex
pressions are more philosophical than 
would appear from a hasty reading; 
and a number of them are also beauti
ful. He says he wishes to help and sus
tain every medium and keep each 
SPOTLESS AND ABOVE REPROACH. 
He says In the concluding part of his 

'message, all of which I deem full of 
beauty and cheer, to tell his friends 
that "Old Doc.” was not disappointed, 
as many thought he would be.

He was beyond the business activi
ties of life when I -first knew him, and 
was like unto a traveler on the bank 
of a river, hailing the ferryman with a 
signal lantern. The last time 1 saw 
him in the flesh was in a spiritual hall 
in his city. It was In the Autumn, and 
there was no fire in the stove;-and he 
was coddling in the corner where the- 
sun’s rays -were kindly falling and his 
features were almost blue with chill.

things. ~ ' —
I was sick a Ibthg fefae before 1 

passed away, but Ja.did -flot think of 
death. I thought j nniftiri get w’ell. 1 
had my plans all ,madej£and spoke to 
mamma and papagfwhaj fl should do 
when I was cured;- ata Jta very plans ' 
I made while I was^ick^pve been ful
filled in. my spiritual, heme. I always 
said I wanted to be a teacher. I said 
I would have little. children in my 
school that I could VMa- ¿would have 
music and other studies that would be 
helpful to them in. my spirit home. 1 
have little ones that I ^m training, and 
we have music, and- flpwers, and beau- 

i tiful things to cultivate their .love of 
them, and all,'that is.useful,and sweet. 
Some ’of my' folks, have joined, me in 
spirit. I had. a baby,-sister come to 
spirit life 15 years ago, and l have kept 
het with me ever slqce. My brother 
Ralph passed away 12 years ago--tad 
met his death, br being-run over-by:the 
cars* tad poor, mamma'has., never .be-, 
come reconciled tp JOYet./ She says so 
many times, if she hadn’t made him go 
to a- neighbor’s house with some mall.

Price, 75 cents.
Strike of a Sex. A unique story of a strike among women. Price 25c.
Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi

gate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium
ship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Success, and How toWin It. A lecture and course of twenty-four 
success lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D. Price 25 cents.

Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.” Testimony of a Cath
olic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 
for having taught it. Priee, cloth, $1; postage 14 cents.

Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. This work will be found especially 
interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Price 25 cents.

Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modern Civilization. "With the 
true character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By George 
W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 eents.

Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. H. Bach. Price, 25 cents.
The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson. 
Tuttle. Priee, $1.25.

The A, B, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide ta 
perfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1.

The Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Our 
Favorite Poisons. A masteriy work on the subject, by the gifted 
writer, Mrs. Mary Foote Henderson. Price, $1.50.

The Bible. New and Revised Edition. By John B^attburg.
Priee $1.25.

The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundre-S aad Six 
Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. An in
teresting book. By Wm. Heart. Price 40 cents. .

The Constitution df Man. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
The Crisis. By Thomas Paine. Price, 25 cents.
The Demopism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit

ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth 
bound. Priee $1; postage, 19 cents.

The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Priee, 75 cents.
The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig

ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price .10 eents.

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy- 
■ chology to the Fatherhood of God. By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson«

He was 80 years of age.
The message had a deep Influence 

upon-me. I studied it; tried to read it 
td' a spiritual friend, but was so affect
ed that I could not proceed without 
many interruptions which seemed un
necessary, and without reason. After 
I passed through this I began laughing, 
and the more I tried to read the more 
I had to laugh. Finally, something said 
to me “Old Doc.” is with you, and some 
others, notably the Indian girl who al
ways provokes in this manner.

Dr. Hovey was one of the brightest 
men I ever met. He was scholarly, cor
rect in his mental conceptions and pure 
in his ideas of humanity and its needs.

I feel like saying to MrS. Davis, the 
medium, Go on and give us more and 
more, if you can attract such denizens 
from their supernal abodes and enable 
them to speak to an ignorant and crime

I stricken world such as ours! Go on! -Go 
on!

Cheering incidents are coming from 
many points as to what is the drift and 
trend of the lovely unfoldments in our 
Zion. Diamonds, new and sparkling, 
with-18 carats or more fineness are be-' 
Ing upturned, which thrill the darkness 
and frighten away the-pilehce of the’ 
ages;

Dr. Hovey, in behAlf of . your many 
friends for which I waited to . answer 
your sweet and cheering message from 
athwart the waves, 1 greet you with a- 
rising sigh of hope, that is more than 
hope! S. J. DAILY, M. D.

Ls Junta, Colo.

Price $1.50.
The Dream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
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and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever been 
yet.”_Literary 'World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.
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Priee 30 cents. .

The Life of Jesus, By Ernest Renan. Translated from the original' 
French, Price; cloth, gilt top,-75 cents.

The Life Radiant, For every one in every walk of life. By Lifiait 
■Whiting. Cloth biucliag. Price, $1. , ... . .. . .

The Living Decalogue. From Sinai to Zion. By W. J. Colville,
Price'50 cents. ,

ifie Lever’s World. A Wheel.of Life. Treating-on the-subjects of- 
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The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Heady to Battle for Spiritualist Pure and Unadulterated, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity.

ONSET CAMP, MASS, LILY DALE, N. Y.

Notes of Events at This Popular Camp. Notes of the City of Light Assembly

Bunday, August 13, there was another 
large gathering of people at this camp. 
All trains and electric cars came crowd
ed all day Saturday and Sunday. It be
ing the middle of the season there 
were the largest audiences the past 
■week. Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond has 
been the speaker and held her classes.

Wednesday was Equal Rights Day 
and Saturday was Lyceum Day, and 
both these days there were large audi
ences. Lyceum was under the manage
ment of Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn, and was 
a great success. Many speakers and 
mediums assisted the children.by tak
ing part In the exercises,

Sunday morning a large audience 
was in attendance to listen to the lec
ture given through the controls of Mrs. 
Richmond. Mr. Maxham opened the 
meeting with a song, after which Mrs. 
Richmond gave a soulful invocation. 
After another song by Mr. Maxham, 
Mrs. Richmond took for her subject, 
"Life on Other Planets,” and “Tho 
Twentieth Century’s Fulfillments," and 
gave one of the best lectures given by 
her this season, and only a verbatim re
port would do justice to the speaker, 
and space will mot allow that.

.Chairman Fuller announced .that Mrs, 
Richmond would be engaged for next 
season and many seasons to come.

In the afternoon the platform was oc
cupied by Mr. J. J, Morse of London, 
England. This being the beginning or 
Mr. Morse’s last engagement prior to 
bls return to England, th ere . was of 
course one of the largest audiences of 
the season. It seems strange that we 
should have two farewell engagements 
at this camp this season, last Bunday 
being Mr. Colville’s farewell, as he an
nounced he was to leave this country, 
and to-day being the last Sunday en
gagement of Mr. Morse, as he is to re
turn to England. Mr. Morse’s last en
gagement will take place on Thursday 
next. The large audience showed that 
Mr. Morse has many friends in Amer
ica. We are sorry to. lose his valuable 
services upon our platform in this coun
try hut he Is sure of a great reception 
in England. What is our loss Is their 
gain. . ,. ,

The afternoon meeting was held in 
the temple on account of a short 
shower. It was the largest audience of 
thq season and Mr. Morse received an 
ovation as he was introduced. Mr. Max
ham opened the meeting with a song, 
after which Mr. Morse read a poem en
titled “Which Are You?” by Ella 
Wheeler Wilcox. After another song, 
Mr Morse took for his subject, “The 
Rescue of HumanHy”.and gave an ad
dress that was educational and interest
ing. It was an address that should re
ceive a report in full, as to take ab
stracts from it would not do justice to 
the speaker. Mr. Morse held his audi
ence in close .attention all through his 
address and at the close held a recep- 
tlon, and it was clearly seen he had 
made many new friends. No grander 
meeting will be held in these United 
States than those held today with such 
speakers as Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond 
and Mr. J. J. Morse. At the close of 
Mr. Morse's lecture, Mrs. Swift held a 
seance, and was as successful as the 
speakers that had preceded her. Mrs. 
Swift also held a large seance in the Ar
cade in the evening, and again was very 
successful.

The Bridgewater Band gave three fine 
concerts during the day. It was really 
a grand day.

Monday, August 14, was conference 
dav. Mr. Maxhan\ sang one of bis. 
beautiful songs after which Mr. Grieve 
of Boston, spoke of some of the benefits 
received through Spiritualism, and an
swered in a small way, the question 
often asked, "What good is Spiritualism 
even if it is true?” He spoke of Spirit 

- ualism in its earliest day, that is, thou
sands of years ago.

Mrs. Curtis read a poem; Mrs. Davis 
rendered a beautiful song; Dr. Huot 
gave messages.

Tuesday, Miss Florence Morse deliv
ered an address, her subject being, 
"Spiritualism the Builder.” Mr. Max
ham sang several selections during the 
meeting, and Miss Morse closed the ser
vice by giving messages.

Wednesday was G. A. R. day at On
set, and although the weather was very 
bad, we had a large audience to pay 
honor to the "Boys in Blue.” General 

' Sheridan Post of Wareham, came to On
set in a body, and the W. R- C. from 
that place also. The meeting opened 
with “Marching Through Georgia,” 
after which the lyceum children under 
the direction of C. Fannie Allyn, 
marched to the platform, where they 
gave the Allyn flag salute, after which 
they recited a lesson on “Patriotism.”

Dr. G. A. Fuller then welcomed the

Sunday, August 13, Peace Day 
dawned calm, beautitul and bright, 
after several days of continuous rafu, 
and not. only was the weather auspi
cious, but the immense audience both 
morning and afternoon was inspiring to 
the speakers and all who took part in 
the day's exercises. A symposium of 
the best thought was held in the audito
rium In the morning. The auditorium 
was decorated with festoons of white 
bunting, augmented by the flags of all 
nations; the beautiful flowers and foli
age made a very pleasing picture. 
Short addresses were made by W. ,J. 
Colville, Wilson Fritch and Mrs. Ripley 
of Canada, interspersed with song, and 
orchestral music by the famous North
western Band of Meadville, Pa.

Mr. Colville, In his characteristic and 
Inimitable style electrified his audience 
with his earnest, enthusiastic speech. 
A mere report of his lectures will never 
do W. J. Colville justice—one must see 
and hear the man to thoroughly appre
ciate his power. There is but one W. J. 
Colville on earth, and Chairman Lillie 
made no mistake in Introducing him as 
"W. J. Colville of the World!:’ He said 
In part;

“I never like to hear the expression, 
‘we will agree to disagree'—that is par
adoxical and absurd; we may agree to 
differ, but we can never agree to disa
gree,

“Difference is concord, difference is 
harmony, difference is symphony; disa
greement is war, and war. is hell! The 
cause of Russia's probable and final de
feat is because of the tyranny of the" 
czar; the cruelty, the inhuman treat
ment show_n Russia’s millions has de
pleted her population physically, men
tally and morally; In no way are they 
able to cope with those little brown 
men who are versed not only In the tac
tics of war but. have the common bond 
of brotherhood existing which nerves 
them to defend home and country with 
their life’s blood; The Russian soldier 
has no country—he Is only the minion 
of the czar ahd'serves because he must.

"Every soul has a place somewhere 
on earth and there can be no > peace 
without justice, ho peace without honor, 
there will be no peace so long as the 
people worship the God ot-battles. It is 
beautiful to see here the flag of every 
nation, but take the white banner of 
humanity and hang It above all of 
them; I am a traitor the moment -1 
place the Stars and Stripes above the 
white flag of humanity. Then, and only 
then when every man sees his brother 
in every other man, with malice toward 
none, but charity for all, will there be 
‘Peace on earth, good will toward all.’ ”

Wilson Fritch in his Peace Day ad
dress, said: “The fundamental principle 
of all logical, reasoning is, things that 
are equal to the same thing are equal to 
each other. If this be true, persons' 
and nations that harmonize with truth,, 
harmonize with each other. Perfect 
harmony is perfect peace. If every
thing in the universe harmonized with 

'truth, the universe would be a sym
phony. Nations will realize peace as 
their governments express justice. The 
propensity to exploit others has been 
the cause of war.

“The word king means a man who 
can do things. The natural king 1b he 
who by the greatness of his personality 
leads. But his descendants were rec
ognized kings not because of fitness but 
because of descent, and men believed 
that these kings were hedged in by dl-. 
vinity and ruled by divine right.

“Cromwell taught the world the di- , 
vine right of humanity. The founders 
of the Republic expressed more fully 
the divine fight of humanity. Air men 
are-created equal as to rights.' Govern
ment is from the'people, by the people,' 
for the people. There are inalienable 
rights of life. liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness. These rights can not be 
taken away from the humblest man by 
monarch, or by the majority of the citi
zens of a republic.

“This is the higher law which govern- 
menjs must serve. Nations are for man, 
not man for nations. When men see 
that they can prosper only when their 
prosperity promotes the prosperity of 
others,’ all wars civil and Industrial will 
cease. It is idle to point the finger of 
scorn at certain business men who have 
succeeded marvelously In the warfare 
of business. It is not the man but the 
system that is at fault. Business must 
pass from warfare to co-operation. 
There is no excuse for war among civil-

lie Wem »fc
A Paper that Never Falters, Never.Paus^s in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morafity, * Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole’Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

Vicksburg Camp, Mich.

comrades to Onset, and extended to 
them the greeting of the association. 
He spoke of the loyalty and faithfulness 
of the men in '62 to '65, and said he al
ways felt honored when he could in any 
way be where they were assembled.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond spoke to 
them of their loyalty and recited a 
poem which she had spoken at Camp 
Douglass, and at Washington, D. C., 
when Gen Grant (at Washington) was 
reviewing the returning troops. This 
was received with great enthusiasm.

Comrade LaGoss, writer and journal
ist, spoke of the war and its horrors; of 
the loyalty and honor of the "boys” and 
recited several amusing incidents to 
keep the picture from being too hor
rible. Comrade Young of Onset, re
cited an original poem.

Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn spoke as only 
she can speak to the G. A. R. Her 
whole heart and soul is in this work for 
the comrades. They all love her, and 
are never tired of hearing her. She 
closed her remarks with a poem.

Mr. Maxham sang two rousing war 
songs and Miss Alice Holbrook sang a 
fine selection. The meeting closed 
with the singing of "America,” after 
which the organizations were served a 
collation.

Thursday, Mr. J. J. Morse of England, 
gave his farewell address tn America, 
taking for his subject, "Death a Catas
trophe, or a Consummation?” When 
the meeting closed, the friends clus
tered around Mr. Morse and grasped his 
hand, wishing him success in life, and 
Mr. Morse goes away with the knowl
edge he has many friends in Onset.

On Sunday, Aug. 20, Mrs. M. T. Long
ley, secretary of the N. S. A., and Mr. 
Thos Cross will be the speakers, and 
Miss Florence Morse the medium, and 
it ought to be another grand meeting.

As the time draws near .the close of 
this meeting, have you subscribed for 
this paper? If not you ought to do it 
at once before it is too late. You can 
do so at the book store.

C. u HATCH.

The Spiritual Phenomena of the Bible,

day evening, and Sunday found large 
audiences to greet them. Mr, Sprague 
certainly has religion; his enthusiasm 
is without hounds; it'sometimes gets 
into his feet; it leaps-forth from his 
lips in exclamations of happiness and 
joy;, it echoes arid re-echoes through/ 
out the. hall, and çannot fall to And 
lodging in the'hearts of the people. ■

National Association day was ob
served on Thursday, August 10, Mrs.- 
Sprague and our chairman giving inter-,, 
esting talks in .the morning, which was . 
followed’by Mr. Sprague in'the after
noon with a more detailed account pt 
the labors of the N. S. A., together with 
the questions of the day before them. 
Mrs. Sprague was feeling quite poorly 
the first few days of their stay with us, 
but the balmy restful air of Vicksburg 
camp, magnetic treatments, the warm 
sympathy of her many friends and the 
angel’keepers, have all united in restor
ing her physical equilibrium, and she irf 
doirig a fine work, bringing messages of 
comfort and joy to those whose frlends- 
are treading that mystical strand. Long 
may-Brother and. Sister Sprague travel 
across this broad land, liberating souls 
from creedal bondage, .and leave sun
shine,'joy, peace in human hearts. They, 
leave us Tuesday to attend our state 
meeting at Lansing, and thence on to 
other labors.
; This Saturday, afternoon We have had 

I the' privilege pf again'listening to ene 
pf trip masterly addresses from the 
guides of our worthy chairman, Thomas 
Grimshaw/who led us out upon a vast 
plain of reasoning, showing us that we 
were not children of chance; that he
redity and circumstaud.e^WB not the air 
powei controlling our jives;,but (hat we 

: Were.of.God; he robéd W'iij/gàrments 
of ’divinity; told us we were'one with 
thé Infinite; that we were masters— 
builders of life’s great destiny; that we 
were living entities, individualized 
parts of the great stupendous spirit of- 

' the universe, and as such are heirs to 
all the graces, the powers, the virtues, 
of trie Infinite. We look forward in an
ticipation of listening and drinking 
from this fountain of Inspiration to-mor-. 
row, Sunday afternoon, as. our Brother 
Griinshaw. will be the speaker at that 
time. In the morning, Dr. ■ Edson A. 
Titus, Battle Creek, Mich., will be our 
speaker. Dr. Titus is in love with "this 
dear old world,” and we expect from 
his lips and his fertile mind some words 
that will lead us pnward in the scale of 
being. While feeble in step, yet youth 
has Its residence in his heart. We ex
pect to-be richer after the meetings to
morrow; to have gone a little farther 
out upon the heights ; to have absorbed 
u little more of the sweets of the world, 
of the Infinite, of God.

Thé sweet songs of Mrs. Russell con-' 
. tinue to cyeep into thé inner recesses of 

our hearts, bringing forth "the ''better 
part. ■ . ■/■. - ■ '■ ■' ■i:

■ We expèct our goqd friends; Mr.' and1 
Mrs. G. W. Kates the following" week.

EMMA GIBBS. 
Grand Rapids, Mich.

ized nations. A $7,000,000 battleship Is 
only a hickory club horribly enlarged. 
Men bow down to the Idolatry of a false 
patriotism.

“We must reverence humanity more 
than any. institution, family, church, 
school or nation. The United States 
has made the beginning of international 
organization in the forty-five states gov
erning themselves yet under a supreme 
national government.

"Disputes between our states are set
tled by the Supreme Court. Let there 
be a UMited States of Europe, a United 
States of North and South America, a 
United States of Asia, and a United 
States of the whole world.

“The Hague points the wa/ to the 
federation of the world, the parliament 
of man.”

Letters of regret to President Abbie 
Louise Pettengill from President 
Roosevelt, Gov. Herrick of Ohio, and 
the governor of the state of New York 
were read by Chairman Lillie.- Each 
communication expressed appreciation 
for the courtesy extended by President 
Pettengill’s invitation to be present at 
the City of Light on "Peace Day” of the 
assembly, also regret because of inabil
ity to attend.

The psychic power of Georgia Gladys 
Cooley as message bearer that day was 
specially marked, and many hearts 
were brightened by this earnest worker, 
Mrs. Cooley has endeared herself to the' 
hearts of all with whom she has come 
in touch during her stay at Lily Dale, 
and we will regret to have her leave 
this week.

Margaret Gaule Reidinger, of New 
York, the well-known favorite, will oc
cupy the platform as test medium from 
August 18 to the end of the session.

Susan B. Anthony and Rev. Anna 
Shaw will be the attraction for Wo
man’s Day, August 16. A mask ball 
will be given on the evening of that day, 
in the auditorium, under the auspices of 
the Willing Workers.

MATILDA ORR HAYS.

So hve that when thy summons comes 
to join

Tne innumerable caravan which moves'-
To that mysterious realm where each 

shall take ' ’ - ’ .
Bis chamber in the silent halls of Heath 
Thou go not,: like' the quarry slave .'at 

. night,
Sccurgjd to his dungeon; but, sustained 

■ anu soothed ' ’
By an unfaltering trust, approach thy 

grave
Like one that wraps the drapery of his 

couch
Kbout -hlm and Ues down to pleasant 

• dreams. —BryanL

LETTER FROM MRS. L. J. JAQUET.

Are Spiritualists Drifting ¡Ijito, So
cialism? . . ó:

Every day brings new faces at Vicks
burg camp, and happiness and good 
will are on every hand. - We regretted 
the time when we were obliged to part 
with Dr. Austin, but our loss will be 
gàln to the camp to which he has gone.

Friday and Saturday, following his de- 
partuie we had the.pleasure of listening 
to two lectures from thé very able 
guides of the chairman of our camp, 
Mr. Thomas Grimshaw of St Louis, Mo. 
Each lecture was a gem, and so 
sparkled -with the grand truths of our 
beautiful philosophy that one could but

Madam Bianche Barnard.
Clairvoyant.and trance medium, will anawer 

eix questiona by man for 25 ceniti, and BCÌÌ-aa-- 
dreayed envelope. pompalo. Addreee, 083 Broud 
tìtreet, Bvldgeport, Comi. *' '

mestai- btooiìhmk:
Simple, sure. Any ehlld ean nhe It. Agents 

wanted. Write to Geo, W. Hútbértord. enoloalng, 
3 cent stomp und get terms and pariUulurs, Kin 
manly, ills. ■. ■ . ' ■

'. Business Meditim and Psychometrist.
. Send date ot.tnrib, ask three auestlona. .which 
will be,answered, and a trial reading, tor 25 cents. 
For paychnmeiry. 6end'artie)o>-Or*'*bnecim&n to 
read from/THERESE DUANE,Dog 67, CerBelcy.' 
Cai,

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
Who has had

Forty Years' Experience in the Study, 
and Practice of Medicine, Two

Years Prof, in a Medical
* t College, Ten Years

IN SANITARIUM WORK» 
«nd Is a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
falls in diagnosis, He has given special attention 
toeye. ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
falls to cure piles, If you would like an opinion 
of your case FREE, write iuqt how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter-hi your hand 
five minutes.- Enclose mump for reply, -

Address, ANDREW.D. SPINNEY. D.
Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Heed City, Mlcb.

MRS. O.A. BISHOP. I
Tranee, Test and' Business Medium.
Well and. favorably KAOwn for many years on tho 
West Hide, Is now Loe&ed at No: 8121Forest ave
nue. Hours,s u. m to ip. m;; Sundays executed, 
derma..n.otj. -sttUnas¿air beensuged-by phone, 
Douglas U53. . ... ..

Annie Lord Cniimberledn’a-Oard.
Dear friends, jou cinrjrreatly- Uelp me ear» for 

my blind BiBloh-Jennia L'Webb, oae of the earl- 
leat medluma now In tH» form, by writing1 a letter - 
to a.eplrii frlohd; Sendat to me ti lth 8i, and I will 
try and set reply , by Independent writlur or wbla- 
pere. Address Mra Annie Lord Chamberlain. Mil
ford Ma«a ’

■lYSElF.CUMBbe««

MBS. Ml F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chleago. III.

FRANKNíFOSTER,

Spirit Photographer,
Bittinga by Mali. Write for Circular, 

01 Fitzhugh St., Grand Rapids, Mich.

TRUMPETS;
The Infallible fibre trumpet is insulated top and 

bottom; elielf, enameL'eoralnal color finish, 11.60, 
Guaranteed, Uetter thairmetal or any other matOi 
rial; very light In weight: absolutely tangible 
with spirit forces; wnrrjMiled perfect or money 
refunded; cases with handles,.11.60. Booklet for 
all kinds of developm^wHcts., sent on receipt 
of price.
JAS. XEWTot Asa-Dorr st,, Toledo. O.

MRS. faASi A. PRICE 
WniglveClalrvoYnnt'r^linge by mail, assisted 
by a spirit teachtfr of Aswblogy. an antient Greek.

diagnose pn^sjcnl^ndhions, and give ad
vise of theSpirl&Bhyafctrai. .Will tell you of ma
terial conditions’,-mid gif® spirit! advise, Send 
lock of hair, datd pi blrtttJuid one dollar; Laws 
of mediumship »ughL lebsessUn or any unde
sirable InfluontiFdured. 128 First atnN/E„ Wash
ington. D.O ' • ,

DONJfiR^AD THIS.
Frances L. Louttks, on^ot the greatest Psychic 

wonders living tfeit uses the spiritual X-ray with
out any leading &nnplom?to direct, and -locate an 
Internal disennep;. A trial will convince yoit 
Nervous exhauHtton anitiost vigor of both-sexes 
successfully treated, hundred^enrv testify. 
Send nnme. nge, ¿¿x, coitfple^Jon and HD cents In 
stamps, and receive a correct diagnosis of your 
case?iree; wortirtiollareho you..'Addreee, :• ’ -

K -LOUCKS,
i KWßrroaSL, ' Stonetitóv Uua

OR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of thq oldest and moat, successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. Hie oures are mar
velous; bls examinations are free to ail who send 
him name; Ma sex, and lock of hair, and 6 cents 
In stamps.' De doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices/.A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land.. He.curesyou In your own home.

Address, , d. M»
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Maas.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Slxtb St.

Sau Jose, Call

Materialization.
Genesis ill:8.
Genesis xvili;] ; xxxll:24.
Exodus xxiv; 10,11.
Ezekiel xi:9.
.Daniel ,v:6.
Luke xxiv: 15,16, 2», 30, 31.
John xx: 19, 30; : ; ■ '•
Luke xx: 30, 81. ' - ■

Spirit Writing.
II. Chronicles xxl;12. 
Daniel v;5.

independent Spirit Writing.
Exodus xxiv.l?.'

. Exodus xxxi:18.
Exodus xxxli:16. 
Exodus xxxiv:L 
Deut. v:22l 
Deut. ix:10.

Trumpet Speaking.
Exodus xix: 13, 16,19.
Exodus xx : 18.
Revelations 1:10.

Trance. •
■ Genesis xv:12,17/ ' 

Daniel vlii:18.
Daniel x: 9.
'Acts lx:3, 9. 
Abts xxti:lT.
II. Cor. xii:2.‘

Healing—Old Testament.
.Numbers xxi:8, 9.
II. Kings v:l, 14.
I. Kings xvii:17. 24.
II. Kings 1V:16, 37.
Disciples Charged to Hçal thé Sick.
JHatt x:8.
Luke ix:2. '
Luke x:9.

' Disciples Heal the Sick.
Acts xiv:8,10.
Acts i|i:l, 8, ’

Healing: New Testament—Jesus th( 
Healer;

Matt, vlll: 6.-13.
Matt, xli: 10,13.
Luke xlv; 2, 4.
Mark ill: 2, 6. ,
Lüke y: 17, 25.
John iv:47< 64. „ .
Luke lx: 11, -:

- Gifts of Healing;, ’
. I. Cor. xli:9, 28.

Healing by Magnetized Articles»
II. Kings Iv: 29, 
Acts xix; 11,12.

independent Spirit Voices,
Deut. IX: 12, 13.
I. Samuel 111:3, 9.
Ezekiel 1:28.
Matt. xvii:5.
John xli:28, 29, 30.
Acts 7:30, 31.
Acts 9:4, 7.
Acts 11:7, 8, 9.

Spirit Levitation.
I. Kings 18:12.

' Ezekiel 3:12,13, 14.
Ezekiel 8:3.
Acts 8:39.
Possibly also Matt. 4:1.

Spirit Tests.
Genesis 24:14,19.
Exodus 4:14, 31.
Judges 6:36, 40.
I. Samuel 1:10, 11,17. 26, 27.
I. Samuel 10:2, 6, 9,10.
Spirit Communications In Dreams.
Job 33:15.
Joel 2:28.
Genesis 28:12.
Genesis 31.24.
Genesis 37:5.
Genesis 41.

CLINTON CAMP, IOWA.

Notes of the. Camp-meeting at 
Pleasant Park.

Since our last writing we have

Mt.

had

ft UAnflApfiit ^stores liQfit Vision, 
H WUllUUl lUl Write for Illustrated Circular 
NnanFonfa showing stylesand prices and UUvuLgLIu» photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mail, as If you were in my office. Thousands will 
testify. If. F. POOLB.

43 Evanston Ava^Chlcago. UI
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles» Cal

INVISIBLE HELPERS
A Very Excellent and Compre.

, hensive Work.

I am still stopping ; at the Scovell 
home, waiting, as Micawber would say, 
for "something to turn up;” but I am 
waiting between readings and visitors 
for my good little sistet Virginia Bryan 
to returp to the fold; and many more 
are also waiting for her with eager 
.eyes and anxious hearts. Letters are 
coming from all points of the compass, 
calling us to their posts of duty. I re
ceived a very encouraging letter from- 
Mrs. Bryan yesterday, saying her 
daughter was convalescing, but- while 
her father was up, he was very weak 
and could scarcely talk.

Myself and Sister Scovell held a 
meeting in the new Sapp Opera House 
the 8th, and had a largè and very-appre
ciative audience. Sister Scovel Is a 
veteran in the cause and makes things 
hum for some of the goody-good ones; 
and yet they all like her.

And now hold your breath, all who 
know me, when I tell you that the min
ister of the Christian church has invited 
me to take part in the Wednesday night 
Bible debate. I am afraid this good 
brother does not know my vjews on the 
Bible, or hé would never have invited 
me; but be that as It may, he is very 
liberal and I am sure would be more so 
were it not for fear of losing his job; 
he is a very fine man, with a fine wife 
and beautiful little . boy.- Instead of 
participating in Bible lore I think I will 
listen to an address to be given in the 
opera house by Walter Thomas Mills, 
the great socialist orator. I think that 
will fit me better, than the second chap
ter of ' Corinthians, and 8th verse; 
don’t you, friends? ' . . .

Oh ! by the way, I was asked only ■ 
yesterday why so many Spiritualists 
were drifting into Socialism? Now will j 
some one please answer this? 'Some 
.one of our great scientists, perhaps, can ! 
tèll. I cannot, neither do I know, that 
our ranks are turning to any’ extent, 
falling In with thé Socialists; and if it 
be true. It would not be 7 such a ' bad 
■thing, would it, co-workfers and friends? 
I do not think It.¿would hurt us very 
much; nay, not half so much as some of 
the fake workers are hurting us.

The Spiritualist work, ae far as. so
cieties are concerned, is ¿rather slow 
here, but In Joplin, eight miles away, 
they have what is known as the Psy
chic Club, and also one society which is 
held by a Mrs. Fields Sheridan, and 
both, I am informed, are doing well.

The ladles of the.Psychlc Club I have 
inet and been entertained by them, and 
they are doing a great deal of good, 
that of uplifting humanity and aiding 
the sick and needy. ; Mrs. Stiles of Jop
lin, Ib‘ their : président, and a very 
worthy woman. We, Mrs. Scovell and 
myself, meet with the Psychic Club this 
afternoon in the home of Sister and 
Brother Gaston of Joplin.

L. j. JAQUET.
Galena, Kansas. ' ' ' .

■ Notice to Spiritualists,
Visiting

Tfie Lewis and Clark Expositions.
MRS. D. A. BAYLOR,

Ie proprietor of the

OSBORN HOTEL,
Corner Grand Avenue anil East Aeh et. Cleanest 
and coolest rooms'In Hartland; 50 cts. to 81.00; 
meals, 25 eta. Get a tran'pter to East AnkCny SV 
Car, which passes tho door,- Phone, E. 375.

An Infamous A PafoPhW prepares, com- 
f!nn«nirnnv - and to tba
L/lHIspil late Bev. J. G. White, author
.of numerous antl-Catholio works. It contains 
disclosures relative to ar villainous plot to over
throw our free government. Price» 15 cents

THE GOSPEL OF. NATURE
Is a most excellent work by Dr. -M. L. Sherman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore it 
has bean sold for 82, but tho price now has been 
reduced to M. It Is a book that will interest 
and Instruct. It contains 280 pages, and is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium ot rare qualities, and his work 1b a 
reflection from the celestial spheres.

wonder why air the world did not per
ceive the fight, and turn’ towards its 
wondrous life-giving rays. f?lt that 
we stood face to face with the angel 
world, and drank from an7 overflowing 
fountain, as this guide poured forth the 1 
utterances which led us all to a higher 1 
conception of life, and of man's respon
sibility. ■ ■;
- Mr. and Mrs. Sprague arrived Satur-

"Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Propfs.” By- J..’M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D.' Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosoph
ical Society ot Great Britain, with in
troduction and Explanatory Letter.

1 ■ "New ’restaffiéni Stories Comically n> 
i lustrated. . Drawings by Watson He§< 
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts." Heston's 
drawings Are Incomparable,, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price io ' boards' 
Cloth. «1M . ’ » - . V

One frein, thè Theosophical Stand
point.

This work, “Invisible Helpers,” writ
ten by. C,..W; Leadbeater, the reinark- 
ble griglisi .psychic - (.whose lectures 
hâve graced thé columns of The Pro
gressive, Thinker), is .certainly'very in-, 
t.erestlng and suggestive throughout. 
It .treats of the “Universal Belief in the 
Invisible Helpers," the “Angel Story,” 
“Work Among the Dead,” “What Lies 
Beyond.” The work is neatly bound In 
cloth', and the price Is ’55 cents.

THE CAIII its nature, re- I nF Nl II 11 J-AT1ONS AND EX- 11 IL eUlJL • PRESSIONS IN HU.
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price I LOO. This is one pf the best books 
given by the guides of Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for those who have been 
members of the classes receiving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing the bases of the teachings.

ANTIQUITY‘UNVEILED.
The .most Important revelations concerning 

the true origin of Christianity. Reader, in 
bringing to your notice “Antiquity Unveiled,” 
it Is with the sincere hope that you aje earn
estly looking .for the truth, regardless of any 
other consideration’ It such Is the case, this 
advertisement will deeply interest you, and 
after reading this brief description yon will 
doubtless wish to give the work a careful 
perusal. Price. 81-50.

IMPORTANT WORK.

ROMANISM Isa pamphlej of 30 pages, in 
reply t0 Prof’ DavId Swing, 

! VDIkV priest Cashman and Dr. With- 
' row, and Is principally in defense of Protestant* 
I ism. A concise little pamphlet. Pried 15 cents.

flELIOGENTRIG ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, Xvlth Tables of Ephemeris to 1010. By 
Yarmo Vedra. With 61 Illustrations, 35 of 
which are original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author of “Descriptive Mentality.” A 
new system of personally determining the pri
mary fund of Mental and Physical forces and 
their results in mental aptitudes that dominate 
the nature of the individual as based upon dale 
of birth. Price, cloth. 81.60.

'Official Register of the National, State 
and Local Spiritualist Associations of 
the United Stated and Canada, With 
Lyceums, Camp-Meetings and Me
diums."

"THE DREAM CHILD,"
A Fascinating Romance ot Two Worlds. By 
Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 76 cents. Books 
like “The Dream Child" spur humanity on to 
make more and more demands ot this nature, 
and will open up new heights and depths ot 
spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will, I believe, take its place beside Bulwer's 
"Zanonl” and the "Seraphita" of Balzac.—Dally 
Capital, Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and 
unvarnished with any inflammable descrip
tions, enthralls the mind to the exclusion of 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader 
closes tho last page.—Minneapolis Sunday 
Times.

The abovë Is the title of a .highly im
portant illustrated work, gotten rip with 
painstaking care, bi . Mrs. Laura G- 
Fixen, the efficient- ■rice-president of the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, 
1047 Garmén Avenuè, Chicago, It con
tains 100 pages andî will prove of great 
value to th°se who wish, to get informa
tion in regard to trié’different societies 
located in varions parts of the country. 
It Is gotten up in a most beautifully ar
tistic style, andirefléèts great credit on 
its compiler.- This long needed work 
will impress the cafliial observer with 
the extensive following we have, and I 
the dignity du'e’ito the grandest and 
most importa® plillbsophy now be
fore the whole élvilizëd world. It leads 
off with a nia^ificent photo-engraving 
of Mrs, Abby ^Louise? Pettengill, presi
dent of thé "City offlLIght” Assembly, 
Lily Dale, N. Ÿ3 whd lk a prominent fac
tor in the eduérition’irooess now going 
on in our rankdt; Tnih Official Register 
can be obtainéîi by 'iddresslng this "

HARMONICS OF EVOLUTION.
The Philosophy ot Individual Life, Baaed 

-Upon Natural Science
As taught by modern masters ot law. By Flor
ence Huntley. 'An exceedingly Interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to the litera
ture of evolution, unfolding its laws from the 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, and in- 

. dlcstlng the defects or the Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists alike can gam 
much from Its perusal. Price, finely bound In 
pXotb.82.

with us qs speaker, the veteran worker 
Moses Hull, who came in the interests : 
of the Morris Pratt Institute, and to lee- 1 
ture on August 10 for the M. V. S. A.

August 9 was Morris Pratt Institute 1 
Day, and a special program, arranged : 
by Mrs. Mattle E. Hull, was given.

If devotion to the work, persistence, 
energy and ability can win success for 
the Institute, it will surely live to be
come an enduring monument to those 
who are laboring incessantly to bring 
about this most desirable result.

Mrs. Hull' has been here since the 
first week of camp, as leader of the pro
gressive lyceum, and with several as
sistants she is doing splendid work with 
the children. An entertainment is to 
be given by the lyceum on Saturday 
evening of this week which promises to 
be very Interesting.

On Friday of last week John W. Ring 
gave his first lecture to a most apprecia
tive audience. He lectured for the last 
time on Sunday afternoon to one of the 
largest audiences of the season. We 
predict great things for this gifted 

' young man, and shall hope that he may 
come to us again next year.

On Sunday morning, Prof. W. F. Peck 
delivered, a fine lecture on the subject, 
"Is the Universe Governed by Law or 
Caprice?” When our president speaks 
we are always sure of a treat, and we 
are looking forward with pleasant an
ticipation to next Sunday when he will 
continue the subject, dealing with the 
evidences of Law in the Moral World. 
~ Monday, August 14, the Woman’s 
Union held a fair in the pavilion which 
proved a great success financially and 
socially. The Union netted between 
J70 and $80 as the result of,their work. 
The “Mellen’s Food Baby,” and the 
other sweet little mustached toddler in 
most becoming caps furnished not a lit
tle amusement for the large company. 
Dr. Cormony and Vice-president Willing 
are humorists of no mean order.

Wednesday was Woman’s Day—an 
event to which we look forward each 
year as the chief social feature of the 
camp season. Through the efforts of 
the Woman’s Union this day has be
come noted as one filled to the brim 
with enjoyment of various kinds. Fol
lowing Is the program: Morning—Mu
sic; poem and remarks, President Rose 
A. King; solo. Miss Lillian SwanSon; 
address, Prof. W. F. Peck; duet. Prof, 
and Mrs. Zumbach; address, Mrs. Laura 
G. Flxen; reading, Mrs. E. J. Owen;, 
music. Afternoon—Music; poem and 
address, Miss Elizabeth Harlow; solo, 
Miss Grace Hawtin; poem, Mrs. Mattie 
E. Hull; music. Message service at 4 
p. m.. Mrs. J. A. Murtha. The “Ladies 
Bair'-ciosed a day of greatest pleasure 
and profit

Mrs. Laura G. Fixen has just finished 
her engagement with ub, much to our 
regret. Her work here was greatly ap
preciated. With high ideals and broad 
sympathies, Mrs. Fixen’s motherly 
heart goes out to all the world in love 
and helpfulness. Would there were 
more like her in the Spiritualistic field.

Miss Eliabeth Harlow is already with 
us and has begun her work of regener
ating the minds of men and women. 
She will remain until the close of camp.

Next week W. J. Colville will be 
here, as will be' also Mrs. Georgia 
Gladys Cooley. With this galaxy of

week has beep an especially pleasant 
one.

Luther Memorial Day was a great 
success. In the evening a “Paradise 
Party” given by the ladies demonstrated 
beyond a doubt their ability in social 
matters.

The minstrel entertainment Saturday 
night was the greatest social success of 
the season, financially and otherwise. 
Was carried out without a flaw. While 
attending these entertainments it seems 
incredible that the entire preparation 
and arrangements arc made in three or 
four days. It would certainly do credit 
to weeks of rehearsal.

The camp ground is certainly beauti
ful, and there is much promised lor the 
comfort of guests another year. Ac
commodations have been limited and In
sufficient as the regular attendance of 
campers is much larger than any pre
vious year. Good feeling and harmony 
prevails, mediums are all busy. No un
favorable comments thus far have dis
turbed the peace of the camp.

The writer expects to leave the camp 
for San Diego, Aug. 26, taking with her 
only pleasant memories of Chesterfield, 
holding close to her heart the thought 
of the children of the lyceum who have 
added so much to the interest of the
camp. ANNA GILLESPIE.

Ashley Camp, Ohio.
Sunday, August 13, was an auspicious 

day at the Ashley Camp Meeting, with 
J. J. Beard,who is always courteous and 
genial, in the chair, with W*. V. Nlciim-^. 
of Dayton, Ohio, and Mis. Margaret '"v" 
Stewart of Piqua, Ohio, and Mrs. A. C. 
Kibby of Cincinnati, as message bear
ers, the Sunday services were begun.

The morning of August 13, dawned 
on one of the most beautiful parks'in 
the State of Ohio, the recent rains hav
ing washed the dust from the trees., 
shrubs and flowers, revealing to the be
holder Nature, arrayed in her loveliest 
garb.

Wooley Park is owned and controlled 
by the Spiritualists Association, which 
conducts these meetings. There are 
still two or three cottages for rent on 
the grounds, at a reasonable price, good 
board, good clean beds, and a genial 
people are to be found at Ashley camp
meeting.

At 7:30 Mr. Nicum spoke to a much 
larger audience than the morning serv
ice drew out. The audience was mainly 
made up of the rising generation, who 
paid close attention to the speaker, 
seeming to drink in every word and 
sentence spoken by him. Mrs. Stewart 
followed the speaker with messages.

August 13 is a memorable day for 
Woolley camp, where the denizens of 
the spirit world and mortals struck 
hands in an effort to solve the problem, 
If a man die shall.,he live again? To 
many in the audience the mist was 
cleared away and we believe there were 
many in that audience who for the first 
time realized the truth ot the philoso
phy presented by the speaker.

W. V. Nicum is a young speaker ot 
great promise. His genial manner ,his •> 
eloquence and logic have won for him
the love and 
heard him at 
elation hopes 
next year.

admiration of all who 
Woolley Park. The asso- 
to secure bls services for

Mr. and Mrs. Sprague will be with us 
this week.

Tuesday night Woolley Park was vis
ited by a steady downpour of rain, leav
ing the grounds a little damp and 
chilly for a few hours, but soon the sun
came out to bless and brighten this

brilliant light the last-week of our camp beautiful camp.
will be most interestingly bright and I Wednesday evening dance was well 
enjoyable. _ _ /attended. The youths and maidens

fice. Price ?E-
of

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All's Right with the World." Cloth 27G 
p&ges. Mr. Newcomb made 'ft-dlstlnct success with 
••All’s Right with the World,’’ which continues In the 
front rank of tho Metaphysical books that are now so 
popular. The treat number who have ¿eon cheered 
sod strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by th*s wise teacher whose words of help arc doing so 
much to cake the world better by making men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy it.

•SDiscqvery of a Lost Trail" 
lea simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
colled life, but grand In its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be In-demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price |I.50. For sale at 
this office.

Mrs. Alice C. Barry, pastor of the lo
cal society of this city, is doing excel
lent work as a message bearer. She 
takes the place on our program of Miss 
Ella C. Preston, whose engagement was 
cancelled.

Mrs. J. A. Murtha departed yesterday 
for her Canadian home, bearing with 
her the kindest thoughts of all who 
heard her convincing messages.

Dr. Fred L. Mehrtens Jias closed his 
platform labors hqre, but still remains 

’with his wife, to enjoy the good things 
to come, and to treat patients.

The days pass delightfully, and we 
feel no camp could be more enjoyable.

REBECCA WORTH.

summeriLanda.cal., camp.
The Summeflând Spiritualist Associ

ation will'hold’its annual camp-meeting 
at Summerland, SantaiBarbara county, 
Cal., commencing on-second Sunday in 
September and closiiig on the following 
Sunday. The association has engaged 
celebrated speakers and mediums and 
is endeavoring to make,this meeting es
pecially 'attractive to visitors. A res-, 
taurant jthaHto accommodate all vis
itors during camp-meeting. inquiries' 
for rooms .and other information, ad
dress'W. G. Hendricks, secretary Sum
merland Spiritualist Association, Sum-

1 merland, Cal,

8fIBIT0MARP»S£« 
tlon and Social Circles. By J. M. Peebles and 
J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. 
New edition. Culled from a wide Held ot litera
ture with tho most critical care, free from all 
theological bias, throbbing with tho soul of in
spiration, embodying the principles and virtues 
of tho spiritual philosophy, set to tho most 
Cheerful and popular music (nearly all original) 
and adapted to all occasions. It is doubtless tbo 
most -attractive work of the kind ever pub
lished. Its beautiful songs, duets and quartets, 
with piano, organ or melodtou accompaniment, 
adapted both to public m<£tings and thq social 
flrcles. Cloth, 11.25; postifc, 14 cents.

: “The Commandtofepts Analyzed." By 
W. H; Bach. Tha Commandments are 
not only analyzed,'Wut contrasted with 
other Bible paasi^ei. showing great Jo-

THE GOLDEN ECHOES!
A New Book of Inspiration^ 

Wotda and Manic» 
Per Uta um ot meeting»,.lyceum, Md boma, by G, W. 
Tacker. ïbçaejteeotlfnl «tagj_bave u!reaäy eoa-

Chesterfield Camp—-Letter From Mrs. 
_ - Anna E. Gillespie.

The attendance at camp on Sunday, 
Aug. 13, was fine, notwithstanding the 
threatening weather in the morning and 
the heavy storm of the afternoon. At 
10:30 a. m., Miss Elizabeth Harlow gave i 
her farewell lecture to a thoroughly ap
preciative audience. She is a rarely 
gifted speaker, and on this occasion was 
at her. best Her departure from camp 
was regretted by all.

At 2 In the afternoon, Dr. A. B. Spin
ney of Michigan, made his initial ap
pearance before a Chesterfield' audi
ence which completely filled the great 
auditorium. He gave a splendid ad
dress which was replete with' points 
well sustained. He will remain at the 
camp one week.

At i p,. ¿1. Mbs. Maggie Waite gave an 
unusually fine seance'of over one hour; 
every test fully recognized.

The music throughout the day was

tripped the fantastic until midnight, 
when all dispersed, wending their way 
to their several homes, leaving the 
campers to enjoy the sweet embrace of 
the angel of sleep.

Woolley Park is the possessor of an 
artificial lake which is stocked with 
fish, and those of the campers who wish 
to indulge in the sport of hook and line, 
are often rewarded by big hauls of the 
finny tribe.

Mrs. Kibby of Cincinnati, who de
lights in the sport of fishing, angled 
along the lake shore six or seven hours, 
and for her labor was rewarded by a 
catch of seventy of the finny tribe.

There is on this camp a fine well of 
sparkling water to slake the thirst of 
campers and visitors alike; also a min
eral well, the water of which is said to 
be beneficial to sufferers from rheuma
tism, stomach and kidney trouble. 
This water resembles in taste Mount 
Clemens water, but not nearly aa 
strong.

Our afternoon and evening meetings 
are growing in interest and numbers. ■ 
and we have reason, for the belief that ’ 
much good is being done. The lecture . 
by Mrs. Kibby and the messages are 
well received by those who attend these j 
meetings. ‘ 1.
. A large attendance is looked for thé 
closing week, of the session. .... .. . i

It is the determination of thé 
gers to. make this camp an Idéal, one/ 
a place where bodily rést and récupérai 
lion may’be had; a place where the, 
holy spirit may find an Indwelling is
•the hearts of the promoters, and thqsa] 
who may come among them.

J

ST SWteM M

” ~ ' ----- ■ - il "HBafly Elactricsa IHcUoaMY. -
----------j ] practical handbook of refarenco, ew J 

to the work, and received many favor- talning definitions pi every wwd Ml / 
able coinmeats. In fact the who'c tries1 tnrm or phrase. Pries

especially good. Miss .Marlowe, the 
director of music, is especially adapted

.At
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AN OPEN LETTER

Addressed to a Methodist Friend.

COL. INGERSOLL'S VIEW OF LIFE.

My Deaf Friend:—Though this letter 
may possibly stagger your tallh, 1 
nevertheless intend it tor-your good, 
with the wish that you be free and 
fearless to think and reason. The mere 
fact that you are endowed by the Crea
tor with the faculty of reason ought 
to be sufficient proof that yo«i should 
use it and abide in the decisions, un- 
trammeled by the clogs ot any ism. 
The world is progressive, and cannot 
always wear its swaddling clothes, be
cause the Creative divine energy is in 
It, actively unfolding life and its intl- 
•nite possibilities;- and so our minds 
should be free, active, and unhindered 
witli fetters, and thus progressive. The 
stagnant pool is offensive, while the 
free, dancing waters delight us In sup
portive service:—

“All is'action, ail is motion, .
In this mighty world of ours;

Like the current of the ocean, 
Man is urged by unseen powers.

' "Steadily, but strongly moving,
- Life iseonward evermore;
"Still the present is Improving 

On the age that went before,"
You ask, what do I believe? "Seek 

and ye shall find, ask and ye shall re
ceive.” Yes, I believe everything, that 
my reason and intelligence passes upon 
and accepts. Nothing more, and why 
should I? It is evidently for this pur
pose, that reason is ours. In man only 
is reason perfected. I believe in reas
on, and my reason tells me that God 
must be great, good, and just, and in 
supreme control of the boundless Uni
verse. I believe that God is an Infinite, 
Omnipresent, Creative, Intelligent En
ergy, manifest in the evolution of all. 
life and being. I believe in the philos? 
ophy of evolution because it addresses 
my reason and intelligence and enables 
we to better understand Creation, how 
man came upon this planet, how con
ceived, evolved, and delivered. In sup
port of this belief I am Indebted to Dar
win, Haeckel, Romanes, Lamarck, Hud
son, and others, and these are the great
est acknowledged world authorities.

Now, the-theory of evolution is ac
cepted by all the university professors 
of this country and of Europe; and 
while I cannot expound its doctrine or 
philosophy fully in a short letter, I 
will tiy to briefly define its foundation 
and discovered laws or forces.

It is sometimes spoken of as Darwin- 
ianism; but It has come to be this and 
more; for Darwin traces the descent of 
man only from the monera, while the 
more complete and later theory rec
ognizes the Divine Mind or Intelligent 
Creative Energy back of all life and im
pelling progressive development from 
the lowest to the highest order ot being, 
the history of wbioh constitutes or 
gives "The Divine Pedigree of Man” 
and makes him a child of the Infinite. 
This is a very summary statement and 
I .will try to simplify and make it 
clearer.

Just as embryology or ontogeny is 
the history of-the evolution of the indi
vidual from the getm cell to a'complete 
unfoldment of the human form, occupy
ing a period of nine months, so phll- 
ogeny is the history of the evolution of 
man from the primordial germ or mon- 
eron, occupying millions of years, the 
Ityw of heredity governing the process 
alike in each case, the. embryonic his- 
tbry of the child In the mother’s womb 
being a recapitulation of all the gradi
ent steps recorded in phllogeny or his
tory of the ascent of man from the mon
era.

.In the simple primordial cell there 
existed the potentialities and possibil
ities of the race, the same as the po
tentialities of the individual exist in 
the embryonic germ cell. Just as the 
massive oak exists in the humble acorn, 
sb' man existed in the cradle or womb

Mother Earth, and was developed 
by the Infinite Love and creative ener
gy we call God. Thus man arid all 
creatures were created, and are still be
ing born upon our planet and doubtless 
upon countless millions of other worlds 
that revolve in space with apparently 
similar accompanying conditions as 
does our own.

. If you will think a little you will per
ceive that every attribute, faculty, and 
characteristic of your being Is yours by 
Inheritance. The child inherits the 
form, physique, disposition and powers 
from its parents and the parents from 
their parents, and so on back to the re
motest ancestor, environment and con
dition only modifying results; and 
tie controlling force that determines 
this is called the law of heredity. It 
is tills force that accounts” for the re
capitulation of philogeny in. ontogeny. 
The law of heredity is universal, be
ginning with the monera and culmin
ating in man. It relates us to all crea
tures and to God. We are thus the 
children of God by Inheritance, and so 
must inherit the attributes of the Infi
nite Eternal Father; and as the Father 
possesses eternal life so must we. But 
Fod is the Father of the moneron as 
well as of man. The difference is this:

. Man is the ultimate of conception, the

A Beautiful Word Picture of the Course 
of Lifè'on Earth, .

Boni of love and hope, of ecstasy and 
pain, of agony and fear, ot tears and 
joy—dowered with the wealth of .two 
united hearts—held in happy arms, with 
lips upon life’s drifted font, blue-veined 
and fair, where perfect peace finds per
fect form—rocked by willing feet and 
wooed to shadowy shores of sleep by 
siren mother singing soft and low- 
looking with wonder’s wide and startled 
eyes at. common things of life and day 
—taught by jvant and wish and contact 
with the .things that touch the dimpled 
flesh of babes—lured by light and-flame 
and charmed by color’s wondrous robes 
—learning the use of hands and feet, 
and by the love of mimicry beguiled to 
utter speech—releasing prisoned
thoughts from crabbed and curious 
marks on soiled and tattered leaves— 
puzzling the brain with crooked num-1 
bers and their changing, tangled worth 
—and so through years of alternating 
day and night, until the captive grows 
familiar with the chains and walls and 
limitations of a life.

And time runs on in sun and shade, 
until the one of all the world is wooed 
and won,- and all the lore ot love is 
taught and learned again. Again a 
home is built with the fair chamber, 
wherein faint dreams, like cool and 
shadowy vales, divide the billowed 
hours of love. Again the miracle ot 
birth—the pain and joy, the kiss' ot 
welcome and the cradle-song drowning 
the dorwsy prattle of a babe. .

And then the sense ot obligation and 
of wrong—pity for those who toil and 
weep—tears for the imprisoned and de
spised—love for the generous dead, and 
in the heart the rapture of a high re
solve.

And then ambition with its lust of 
pelf and place and power, longing to 
put upon its breast distinction’s worth
less badge. Then keener thoughts' of 
men and eyes that see behind the smil
ing mask of ¿raft—flattered no more by 
the obsequious cringe’ of gain and greed 
—knowing the uselessness of hoarded 
gold—of honor bought from those who 
charge the usury of Belt-respect—of 
power that only bends a coward’s knees 
and forces from the lips of fear the lies 
of praise. Knowing at last the un
studied gesture of esteem, the reverent 
eyes made rich with honest thought, 
and holding high above all other things 
—high as hope's great throbbing star 
above the darkness of the dead—the 
love of wife and child and friend.

Then locks of gray and growing love 
of other days and half remembered 
things—holding the withered hands ot 
those who first held his, while over dim 
arid loving eyes death softly presses 
down the lids of rest. And so, locking
in marriage vows his childrens
hands and crossing others oh the 
breasts of peace, with daughter’s babes 
upon his knees, the white hair mingling 
with the gold, he journeys on from day 
to day to that horizon where the dusk 
is waiting, for the night . At last, sit
ting by the holy hearth of home as 
evening's embers change from red to 
gray, he falls asleep within the arms of 
her he worshipped and adored, feeling 
upon his pallid Tips love's last and holi
est kiss.

THE HERETIC.

A heretic—poor man—is one
Who would, but cannot prophet be;

He upward soars to reach the sun, 
But weak-winged, tails into the sea;

But yet ’tis much to seek the sky
And show where stronger wings may 

fly. '
I spoke against an outworn creed, 

And dared, denounce the slothful 
priest; .

Men marveled at my daring deed, 
And blazoned it from west to east;

Some welcomed It with loud acclaim , 
And gave to me a hero's name. - ”
And some called me blaspheming 

knave,
Arid thrust me from their company; • 

Some said the fellow does biit fave
In madness and senility;

Some in perplexity were dumb. 
And wondered what was next, to come.
Some said the message was too stern. 

And that it was unkindly given;
The sun of truth should warm, not burn, 

And light, not lightning, fall from 
heaven;

I meant all xyell; and, if I erred,
I pardon ask for each wrong word."
God sends His terrifying storms, 

He stirs the sea, he makes earth 
quake, ’'

He has a myriad awful forms
Man from his sluggishness to wake;

If perfect peace would make meri wise, 
We should have.had it in the skies.
If God makes mighty winds to blow. 

Must men always in whispers speak?
When men neglect the truth they know, 

When they refuse new truth to seek, 
When patience has In vain Implored, 
For such a time has wrath been stored.
Patience, too long provoked, will speak 

Indignation’s sterner tone;
Moses, the man surnamed the meek, 

At false gods made his anger known;
Jesus, to all men else, though kind, 
Called vipers those whom greed made 

blind.

THE SPIRITS ÀT WÇRK,

A Letter From NettlerP, Fox, a Promi
nent Medium, Author and Lecturer, 
Detailing Some New Experiences.

, To -the Editor:—While The Progress- 
fve Thinker is giving io the world the 
results of efforts mad^;to drive frauds 
and fakes from the ranks of Spiritual
ism, the denizens of the higher spheres 
seems more active than ever before in 
developing -new. phases of mediumship, 
and presenting plienomeiia that courts 
the closest investigation; ■ ।

It becomes more apparent each year 
that mediumship.is the corner-stone ot 
Spiritualism; the peafl above price, a 
subject to be carefully aqd constantly 
studied; a condition to be subjected to 
the closest scrutiny ’and; the -most 
searching scientific analysis; and yet a 
subject so arcane that ori’ly those pre
pared by experience and profound 
study are competent (d explain its mys
teries and comprehenjl it» true value. 
However it is not the; intention of the 
writer to occupy valuable ' space by 
dwelling upon a/subject so often pre
sented by abler thinkers, tyut merely to 
give an account pf recent, experiences 
that may be of interest to readers of 
The Progressive Thinker.■

- What Was It?

CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE,

Was Our Martyred President, Abraham 
Lincoln, a Spiritualist?

"THE WISE GUYS."

Who Know It All, Without Real Inves
tigation,

OUR REPUBLIC.

Its Founders Were Divinely Aided and 
Instructed. .

moneron is 
< reature.

Man only

not; nor is any gradient

ls an ultimate and pos
tuli thè Divine herit- 

believed by many that
sesses. in 
age. It is 
animals are immortal; and also that
the child from the moment of concep- 

:i tion is immortal. I don't know; but 1 
fl think not, because man alone seems to 
' be the ultimate aim and end of Creation.
And, too, it appears that he alone hopes 
for and expects a continued existence 
and occasionally communicates with 
tire departed and receives assurance of 
a life beyond. Either this or else he 
Is deluded in a most unaccountable 
manner, which is hardly conceivable.

Now, further: I think it is fairly 
demonstrated that telepathy and tele
kinesis are attributes of the human 
soul rind therefore of God. Telepathy 
is the ability of subjective minds to 
communicate with each other. Tele
kinesis is the attribute which enables 
the subjective mind,or soul to. move 
ponderable substances and to control 
matter. It is this force that enables 
the spirit under favorable conditions, 
io materialize and to write messages 
tm slates, of any color without pencil, 
ind jh. many ways to. communi
cate, as I have many’ times 'witnessed.

brace and hold the soul’s greatest 
wealth in the great beyond. I have 
thus come to think that our greatest 
wealth and pleasure in the spirit realm 
may there be measured by the advance
ment we make here in goodness, knowl
edge, and mind expansion, which, I be
lieve should be our highest aim in lite.

With the further faculties of deduct
ive knowledge, intuition, emotional and 
universal love once all are fully devel
oped. Man appears in the image of 
his maker, perfectly equipped for an 
active and happy existence in the king
dom of mind and living worlds.

Thus, in the 72nd year of life’s jour
ney you have riiy belief and reason for 
same.

And, now, what do you believe? I 
can hardly expect you to answer, unless 
you are ready to claim a little liberty 
to think and reason for yourself, inde
pendent of church or its pastor, who 
can have no more rightful business with 
your soul’s concern than with your 
pocketbook, with which you would not 
trust him out of sight unless it were 
empty, while with your soul’s treasure 
he seems a privileged character. And 
why? Because, once on a time, under 
influences and excitement arranged for 
the purpose, it was preached to you and 
others that your salvation depended 
upon your acceptance as true the story 
of a wonderful miracle, viz: that some 
two thousand years ago a virgin con
ceived of the “Holy Ghost” and brought 
forth a son, in violation of God’s law 
of procreation, in that this Mary knew 
not a man; and in this and the son you 
must believe in order to be saved from 
the wrath of an offended Deity. This 
story, as ence taught, and which you 
are asked to believe, Is no loriger de
fended by most learned theologians, 
who are fast coming to regard it as a 
myth, on a par with kindred stories in 
the Apocryphal books, once em-' 
braced in King James’ Bible and since 
eliminated as doubtful,—all in these 
more advanced times too milch for hu
man credulity, being without the shad
ow of a claim on enlightened reason or 
common sense.

-And, pray, what is the “Holy Ghost?” 
Why, God, to be sure; for “God, the- 
Son, and Holy Ghost are one,” and 
Mary thus became the mother of Ged, 
just as the Catholics today plainly 
teach; and the Methodists and all ortho
dox churches, though less plainly, teach 
the same absurdity, which, declaimed 
against a few centuries ago, made one a 
heretic and , subject to fiendish torture, 
the block and the stake; but reason 
and knowledge have finally triumphed 
over superstition, and the inquisition is 
no longer in use to force belief, and re
ligious despotism ¡§ fagt losjng its hbld, 
jnst as surely as the Czar of Russia is 
losing his; for we are fast moving on
ward into the light of a new civilization, 
and the cobwebs of the old are being 
swept away with the broom of evolu
tionary progress.

’ DR. WM. J. HILL.
Petoskey, Mich. I. - ; li-r

Strife and estrangement' give great 
pain, -

They tear the fibres of the heart;
Yet not for these dare I refrain

From doing what seems duty's-part: 
Nothing shall move me, said Saint Paul. 
His rule should be the rule of all.
The sordid wretch, who by himself

Still rheastires every other man, 
Declares I did it all for pelf,

And followed but a cuunlng plan: 
I only ask for daily bread, 
And humbly trust I shall be fed.
Thrice in my life have I resigned

My livelihood for conscience’ sake, 
And hitherto God has been Kind

And given me richer blessings back;- 
And now in age, as twice in youth, 
I trust him as a God of truth.
Amid the storm it gave me joy

That all of those who knew me best, 
Who’ve watched my life since when a 

boy x
I gave up Bln and sppght God’s rest, 

Turned to all slanders a deaf ear 
And thought me, at the least, sincere. 
And most of all I joyed that those

Whom I had led to learning’s founts, 
And showed hpw English genius rose

And soared above Aorilan mounts,— 
That all of these, unshaken still. 
Looked on me with the old good will.
And street acquaintance - kindlier 

smiled,
Or stopped to speak a word of cheer; 

And often was my pain beguiled
By letters from both far’arid near, 

In whicli'men spoke of service done; 
And bade me in God’s name go on.
Christ dared to part the family

■When conscience claimed such sacrl- 
■ flee, • • ,

But sweet it is when all agree
And all together higher rise. 

My children have approved my deed, 
And, trusting, follow where I lead.
And some dear souls who disapprove 

Have yet forborne on me to rail,
They utter only words of love, 

And pray with faith that does not 
fail;

Lord, bless these followers of thine, 
And let thy light upon them shine.
For love is ever more than light, 

However good the light rtiay be;
Yet perfect souls will both unite

And love the more, the more they 
see:

Christ was the life, the truth, the way; 
Make all like him, 0 Lord, we pray.
I have a blessed peace. wlth him, 

Because I have a conscience clear;
I have no secret sense of sin, .

And, therefore, have no idle fear;
I spoke the truth, I spoke in love, 
Obeyed not men, but God above.
So, scoffers, I am^rmed in mall

Your sharpest arrows cannot pierce; 
Naught can against the right prevail;

Vain all assaults, however fierce; .
I hide my weakness In God’s might, 
His shield Is o'er me in the fight.
When I was but a boy of ten, 

John Wycliffe o'er my soul gained 
power. ' /

I thought him a true king of men,
I think so at the present hour;

He saw the truth, and, though, alone, 
He dared to speak it in clear tone.
Arid thus he roused the deadly hate

Of. all time-serving, selfish men;
They dragged him from his high estate, 

They slandered him with tongue arid 
pen,

They burned his books, they burned his 
bones,

•And cursed his name in thunder tones.
When church and state thus cast him 

out ’
With maledictions on.his name,.

The faithless thought, without a doubt 
That his Was everlasting shaine;

But now that centuries have- passed, 
He, last, is first; they, first, are last.

On July 7, my sister; Miss, S. Minnie 
Pease, while preparing to go out to 
spend the evening, discovered that her 
white collar was 'entirely covered with 
what appeared to be.vtry fine black 
lace- On examination, I the writer’s 
duller vision failed to diseover anything 
unusual. However ón¡ Ilie following 
morning a more . carejut -investigatlon 
revealed a light fleecy substance of sil
very color, surrounding! npt only the col
lar, but also my sister’s hands. It Is 
now seen upon her tage rind along her 
shoulders.

At first it was only perceptible by the 
aid of a looking glass- now it Is dis-, 
tlnctly seen by thé unaided vision.

This.strange substance tyas been dis
covered surrounding'ftye hands of sev
eral others/all of them’.jnediumistic. 
This wonderful pheritynjetypn fs always 
seen In the light, arid -uptiri Several occa
sions has appeared, like à'fluidic hand, 
the. fingers reaching jrcyond and over 
the sides of the material fingers.

Having never before. ty'eatd. of such a 
manifestation. we Worild. be pleased to 
know if any’of the readers qf The Pro
gressive Ttyinker have had..,a similar 
experience, or can give 4 Rational ex- 
plariatlon of it.

On the 12th of July; there, was an
other mysterious occurrence at, oür 
home. The writer had been standing 
by the window watching the-beautiful 
sunset; suddenly her’-eyes-.caught the 
glitter of something ,'jipén.ian old dar 
guerreotype standlng upo'n the dresser. 
The..picture Is of a young lltydy,--taken 
many., years ago; it ¿ad been dusted 
rind cared for from dily to.day, and 
nothing peculiar observed until that 
evening. -Thèh there;.’was açen around, 
the head, and resting upon, thé. dark, 
curls a wreath of delicate leins'shiriing. 
like silver; they aré'Very'’b^utiful; and. 
seem to be stamped Xppdri tire ’ ùndëf 
aide of the glass. The. picture is^ad-, 
mired tyy all who have toh'Tt;'liut no 
one ventures an explanation óf how the 
wreath çamé^iporilt.,j. à ' /

ÑA , Fraud There.
Epon thé'évfening of the 17th ot July 

at mir' quiet home a little 'circle met to 
witness. ’. the . ' manifestations given 
through'the medlimisfalp # of ri - young 
girl. There was ■ In the circle the medi
um, her mothé’r, her grandmother, my 
sister and myself. The’child has re
markable medtyimistlc-power, but sel
dom sits for . manifestations, as her 
friends wish her to finish her school ed
ucation before giving attention to me
diumship.

Upon the evening In question a small 
table stood in the center of the room; 
upon it was placed trumpet, (in three 
sections). Thé memty'er^ of the circle 
sat around the table, buEnot' so near as 
to touch It. ' ‘

After several manifestations had 
been given, spirit hands'- arranged the 
various parts of the trumpet, - took if 
above the circle and tty'ety.’A.-?nan’s voice 
conversed intelligently With ,the mem
bers of the circle. The'^act that there 
was no man in the hoùse, and that the 
voice came from abové ttye clrcle inade 
the test of spirit presence convincing.

Such positive demonstrations • of the 
continuity of life are ap essential to
day as they ever were, arid all . true 
Spiritualists rejoice tha|i -mediums for 
this phasé rire being developed;

For the young girl -above alluded to 
the spirits play upon the piano and give 
independent slate-wrjting. We trust a 
future of great usefrilifeps, awaits her.

' NETTIE P. FOX.
San Jose, Cal. * ?

To the Editor:—Having been a eon- 
stant reader of your valuable paper for 
several years, I see quite often the 
question, Was President Lincoln a Spir
itualist? I have a little personal expe
rience with parties who were associ
ated with the martyred president over 
forty years ago at the White House, 
which might, in a measure, strengthen 
the doubting minds of some, that Mr. 
Lincoln was a Spiritualist in belief; 
but the general public might not have 
known it. I was living In Albany, N. 
York, In 1861, and part of 1862, and dur
ing 1861,- Miss Nettie Colburn, a medi
um of some note, came there with her 
traveling companion, Miss Maynard, 
and soon made a stir as to Miss-Col
burn’s mediumship. A few seances 
were held in private, dwellings, and 
great. satisfaction was the result;, ev
erybody interested wanted to hear Miss 
Colburn, the noted entranced speaker, 
Halls were open for her reception, and 
also private homes without number. 
Her controls awakened wonderful in
terest, but the church, with its priest- 
ridden people, stood aghast and dare 
not listen to the angels’ calls.

There was a smrill society of Spirit
ualists who engaged Miss Colborn for 
a yçar as their pastor, and crowded 
houses was thé result, If there was 
ever a human being controlled by spir
its,' this Miss Colburn was, tor she was, 
while Influenced, an entirely different 
personality; in her gestures and voice 
like a man, and wholly, unconscious. 
These ladies would take their seats 
upon the rostrum, full of ftin and laugh
ing like two schoolgirls, studying no 
sermon nor giving it a thought, but 
when the services were ready to com
mence, Miss Colburn would put on a 
ministerial face and be somebody else, 
giving the audience the privilege of 
choosing the subject, to prove she was 
no fraud.

She would handle the Subjects in a 
masterly manner, to the surprise of all 
listeners, and much Interesting knowl
edge was received.

She as a personality was small of 
stature, slim, with round features and 
dark eyes. These ladles were my 
guests many days at a time, and we 
had a harvest of spiritual food seldom 
met witty. Later on she married her 
companion's brother, Mr. Maynard, and 
a book was published as to her medi
umship, and more minutely given in de
tail of what I am about to write. 1 
never have seen' thé book. When' her 
time expired at Albany they went to 
White Plains, N- Y., and from there to 
Washington, D. C., President Lincoln 
giving them a position iff the treasury 
department. Seances were held at the 
White House and in the presence of the 
cabinet, and Miss- Colburn was the at
traction then and there with the heads 
of the nation.

Through ’these', seances held at the 
White -Houser and the combined influ
ences of à: superior ” intelligence ever 

i wishing. fQr'thé'gooÛloï-ihüiriatyîtÿ;-slav
ery’s chains fell from thé millions of 
slaves In -bondage, -an.d the-’angel .wprjty 
must1 have, thé; credit, notwithstanding' 
the church opposés every. progressive 
movement, if it borders on the spiritual 
.oj'-is not in harmony with their creeps. 
That fan-seeing mind of the immortal 
Lincoln arid his well-stored Intellect 
never could, see in any orthodox relig
ion what his noble soul needed; neither 
can anyxrellgious organization claim- 
him as one of their number, but the 
Spiritualists, and it is a disgrace to bur 
énllghteried free republic as a nation, 
that the Catholics, with their Infamous 
lies shbuld; defame the noble, deeds of 
cur martyred; president and publish to 
the world that he was a Catholic in be-

... Yes, as Dr. Greer aptly says in The 
Progressive Thinker of July 22, we fre
quently meet with persons who know 
more by the negative of not knowing, 
than those who have had actual experi
ence, and positively know. Like the 
man who was astonished that he should 
be considered a thief simply because 
one man swore that he saw him perpe
trate the theft; he says, “1 could bring 
you twenty men who could swear they 
didn’t see me.” 1

But it seems to me that only a little 
common sense is needed, even without 
testimony or experience in obsessions; 
If persons enter the spirit world exactly 
as they were when leaving the body, 
the same as an old garment, what 
should prevent them from exercising 
the same revengeful, diabolic or mis
chievous propensities as heretofore? 
And if, as has been proven, an Innocent, 
pure-minded girl can be controlled by a 
spirit murderer so as to compel her to 
try to kill.her friend, and that uncon
sciously to herself, it is proof enough.

■ When it has been ascertained that in
nocent or ignorant mediujns are some
times incited by wicked or mischievous 
spirits to resort to fraud and toggery, 
deceiving the credulous and unsuspect
ing, why not treat the lying or funlov
ing spirits just as we should human be
ings who cominltted the same offenses? 
We read of respectable (?) college stu
dents enjoying the joke, or the fun of 
hazing a fellow-being almost if not 
quite to death! Facts are sometimes 
surprising, but It is wise to know them.

We pity the deceiver and the de
ceived. And It is humiliating to believe 
ahat anyone calling himself a Spiritualist 
could descend so low. It is an import
ant phase of the beautiful philosophy 
that what one gives he in return re
ceives. That is, when a person att^pipts 
to Injure another, he hurts himself 
most. And it is almost inconceivable 
that a medium, through whom good 
messages and manifestations have been 
given, should ever resort to fraud or 
trickery, yet such appears to be the 
fact.

If a medium is simply an irresponsi
ble machine, Is there no way to keep 
wicked hands from manipulating said 
machine? There is no reason to doubt 
that a hypnotizer who has passed from 
his body is still able to exercise the 
same power over a suitable subject. 
But should not a medium be an intelli
gent machine with will power enough to 
say “hands off!" on proper occasions?

Knowledge on these subjects is what 
is needed. Who is excusable for his ig-
norance, when there 
like The Progressive 

‘The Los Angeles
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is a publication 
Thinker?
Sunday Times of 
from the Chicago

Chronicle the statement of a "scientist 
of high standing" that the study ot 
ghosts, phantoms, etc., should be made 
the subject of careful government 
study. Then speaks of them as "these 
mystic ttyirigs that so few' know any
thing about." In another paragraph he 
adds: "My Investigations all tend to 
grgv^.tltat the soul or spirit of man 
never came .back to earth after liis body 
ceased to exist. My conclusion is ab
solute.” Speaking of phenomena and 
apparitions he says, "The soul of the 
person is not there. It is merely an 
embodied idea or thought, if a ghost 
ever talks at all it is solely on the sub
ject uppermost in the mind at the time 
of dissolution. No other subject is dis
cussed and a ghost was never known to 
talk on anything but the one subject.” 
This from a "wise guy” will be news to' 
the readers of " The Progressive
Thinker.

San Diego, Cal.
MRS. C. K. SMITH.

lief.
Watsonville, Ind.

JOHN FAIRBANKS.

From a confusion of ‘dead’ things with 
inanimate matter it has been tacitly 
assumed that inorganic spbstance, like 
lead, - must necessarily be irresponsive, 
an assumption which has beeh shown 
to be gratuitous.

"Response and all the modifications 
of response take place in plants and 
metals just as in animal tissues. The 
wave of molecular disturbance in a liv
ing animal tissue under stimulus Is ac
companied by a wave of electrical dis
turbance. Electrical response- under 
stimulus is not confined to animal, but 
extends to vegetable tissue. Using sim
ilar experiments we find the same re
sponses evoked In metals under stimu
lus. In the responses of animal, vege
table and metal alike we find types

ganic. There is in 
mystery or caprice, 
admit to be applied 
ef hypermechanical 
in contradistinction

METALS DECLARED^ -fe BE ALIVE.

Metals Suffer 'Frtìm ¿Effects of Pain, 
Polson and'Fatigue. ■

where the responses to stimulus 
uniform.

Metals Fatigued Like Animals.
"Fatigue in animal tissues, it 

claimed, is due to dissimilation 
breakdown of tissue, complicated 
the presence of fatigue products.

are

is 
or. 
by 

Re-

From his, I filled my. torch with light, 
And held it with” my strength - 

high: . V
It brightly flamed upon the sight, 

I trust its beam will pever die
Until the breaking of the day, 
When all night’s shadows flee away. 

—Charles William "Pearson,

on

Jagadis Chundar Bése/M. A., profes-- 
sor of psychic phenoineria in the Pres
idency Coliegé at GaTáiitía, has just an
nounced to the World.the startling dis
covery, made after yerird,of patient and 
diligent study, .that jiie.tals are sensi
tive; subject to” pain¡,’;fatigue, stimulus, 
and death. „
■ To the tolnd of the ordinary, unsci
entific individual .the ,idéa that a piece 
of iron, or a cement sidewalk, or a $10 
gold piece may suffer¿añd-éweat, grow 
tired, get drunk, be\ poisoned, 'suffer, 
or dle; may be" absurdj.btyt Bose—recog
nized now as one of:the: leading think
ers of the world—the-,man who brought 
thé occultism of thé ç#st toithe learning 
of the west, anti, combining the two, set 
.to work to investigate life of metals, 
declares this is true?' . He has studied, 
by usé of wonderful!,Instruments, the 
action and reaction tif. flesh, ot plants, 
and of metals, has watribed the suffer
ing arid torturé of apiece ;of steel, the 
death of a bit of copper, the writhings 
of a lead pipe. ” He h& sééri plants die 
of heart break from/ neglect, has 
watched them quiver^ with emotion. 
He has poisoned iron: pirltes and mur
dered silver by disintegrating its crys
tals. ’ L' ‘ .

it is the* subjective mind and not the 
brain mind that possesses these, Go^ly 
powers, inherited; an$ Ihat”adapts the 
soul Iq. a buÇIiffier sphere with those 
passed .on. By this force Christ and 
Peter may have walked on the water, 
and possibly others on coals of fire.

■SUH further: The subjective mind 
ty? soul, "Created in the image of God,” 
beside the aforesaid attributes has also 
others, important among which is a per
fect or at least potentially perfect mom- 
hrv, which is the storehouse.of knowl
edge, anti which, I believe, inay em-

■ Have a heart that never hardens, a 
temper that never tires, and a touch 
that never hurts.—Charles Dickens.

I could never think well of a man’s 
intellectual or moral character if he 
was habitually unfaithful to his ap
pointments.—Emmons.

Waste of time is'the most extrava
gant and costly of all expenses.—Theo
phrastus. -
• The smiles of infants are said to be 
the first fruits of human reason.—H. N. 
Hudson.

I have always been a quarter of an 
hour before time.- and it has made a 
man of me.—Lord kelson.,

We are not sent .into the world to do 
anything into’which we cannot put Ofir 
hearts.—John Ruskin.

He who remains within himself ami 
rules his passions, desires and fears is
more than a king,—Milton.: 
^¿ .exaggerate misfortunes arid hap

piness alike” We are never so wretched - 
or so happy ; as we say we are.—Balzac.

:Love that bas notlilng but beauty-'to/ It can be 
keep it in -good health,-is short-lived

■' Finds Laws-of'^Mctal Life.
, Now* every man who is a machinist 

knows that machinery Will break down 
if overworked, and event, practical ma- 
chir.ist gives his'matihipbry; “a': rest.” 
Any man knows that the leather iri his 
shoes will wear'longer |rhe gives it a 
"rest,” but Bose has figured out the 
laws of life;of metaladnd animal and 
vegetable "substancq-SiJ \ found -that 
iron is subject toihc'satao.laws as man.

“Irritability .of HtyiuriiT hri^says, "as 
shown by its capacity! for response de
pends-on its-. physjoldgicaT activity,

> converted”»An irresponsive

and apt to have ague fits.—Erasmus;
state either temporarily, as by anaes
thetics; or. permtæentiÿ as py. poison,

st

America is called the heaven-borp re« 
public, What gives -it precedence and 
distinction over other and earlier re
publics? ‘Simply this: The father of 
this country, trie illustrious George 
Washington, had visions from the heav
enly spheres and was divinely instruct
ed how to pursue the work to secure 
America’s independence. The noble 
band of veterans who helped so man
fully in many ways, and In drafting the 
Constitution and establishing this new 
republic on a solid basis, were all di
vinely instructed. It was made possi
ble that this could be done, because 
they were so fervept in their true devo
tion to the people's cause, and every act 
was done with the desire to accomplish 
the greatest good for the greatest num- ■ 
her. This is heaven's own way of gov
ernment.

Then to compare this republic, its su
periority is in a worldly way estab
lished in this :that it has welcomed 
peoples from all the nations ot the 
earth, just as the world’s denizens at 
death pour into the Universal Republic 
of immortal life.

Here, too, in this land of promise, 
America, these emigrants have been as
signed to states and territories, and 
even so Is it in this vast domain of the 
higher Republic. Then, too, America 
has her laws, in accordance with which 
these aliens are transformed into citi
zens are are thus endowed with the 
rights of citizens, being partakers of all 
the privileges and protection of the 
American people. A similar process ob
tains in the higher republic. All new
comers are assigned as their developed 
fitness calls for, and by complying with 
the rules of true progress, they are 
made equal to those who were citizens 
of such worlds and spheres before them.

Again, in this American Republic It is 
the rule that before the alien is trans
formed into a citizen of the country, he 
has no right to vote for officers, or hold 
office, yet his personal rights are re
spected aqd protected. This is also 
modified after the heavenly republic. 
There Is a constant emigration Into the 
worlds of no end, from the earth plane, 
and it is a sad fact that the majority 
are aliens to true principle and God’s 
moral order. They are all cared for, 
taught and trained, shown how to labor 
to make good their deficiencies In most 
cases required to be the servants ot 
those whom they wronged, oil their 
earth journey, etc. But, when by true 
merit, they are promoted from such, 
states of service, they then become free 
citizens and serve thenceforth in ac
cordance with their own desires to be 
useful, thus to reap the happiness due 
all cheerful service.

This is sufficient reason why America 
bears the proud name of the Heaven- 
born Republic.

MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio.

THEOLOGICAL DOGMAS.

The Christian Religion Degrades Hu<~ 
manlty.

it no element ot 
such an we must 
in the assumption 
vital force, acting 
of those physical

laws that govern the world of matter. 
Nowhere within the entire range of re
sponse-phenomena—Inclusive as that Is 
of metals, plants and animals—do we 
detect any breech of continuity.

"Among the phenomena of response 
th'ere is no necessity of the assumption 
of vital force. Physiologists have 
taught us to read in the response-curves 
a history of the Influence of various ex
ternal agencies and conditions on the 
phenomena of life. By these means we 
are able to trace the gradual diminution 
of responsiveness by fatigue, by ex
tremes of heat and cold, its exaltation 
by stimulants, the arrest of life process

covery is said to be due to assimilation, 
for which material is brought by tfie 
blood supply. But that the phenomena 
of fatigue and recovery are not prima
rily dependent upon dissimilation or 
assimilation becomes self-evident when 
we find exactly similar effects produced 
in plants and metals. These effects 
are primarily due to strains and a brief 
period of rest, by removing due strain, 
removes also all signs of fatigue.
- “In animal tissues response becomes 
feeble at low temperatures. I have ob
served the same thing in plants. In 
metals,’ too, at high temperatures, the 
response Is much diminished.

"Just as the response in animal tis
sues is exalted by stimulus, lowered by 
depressants, and abolished by poisons, 
so also we find the response in plants 
■and metals undergoing similar exalta
tion, depression,, or abolition.

.Show Sensitiveness to Polsons.
“The" criterion by. which vital response 

is differentiated is. its abolition "by the 
action of certain" reagents—the so- 
called poisons. Polsons also abolish 
the responses in plants "and metals. 
Just as animal tissues pass from Re
sponsiveness while living to irrespous- 
iveness when killed by poisons, so also 
are metals transformed from the re
sponsive to the irresponsive condition 
by the action of similar ‘poisonous’ re
agents. The parallel becomes the more 
striking since it has long been known 
with regard to animal tissues that; the 
same drug, administered in large or 
small doses, might have opposite effects 
and experiments prove conclusively 
that the same statement holds good of 
plants and metals. ;

; ."The stimulus of light has similar 
effect upon all matter, organic and Inor
ganic, and the abnormalities of retinal 
response find their reflection in the in-

, “Living response in all its diverse 
manifestations is -found to be only a 

„ repetition of responses seen in the inor-

by poison.
"Investigations may possibly 

us one step further, proving that 
are determined not by the play 
unknowable and arbitrary vital 
but by the working of laws that

carry 
these 
ot an 
force, 
know

no change, acting equally and uniformly 
throughout the organic and the inor
ganic worlds,”

The experiments from which Bose 
draws his conclusions have covered 
years of patient laboratory work. He 
has studied carefully the sensations of 
a radish and watched with vital inter
est the dying throbs of a cauliflower. 
He has stood by and watched a weary, 
world-worn stalk of celery’ droop and 
wither and then recover; he has stimu
lated a carrot until its joyous, exhuber- 
ant responses "to the stimuli, superim
posed, have made strange markings 
upon the recording papers in his Ingen
ious contrivances. He has revived the 
stale stalks of a turnip and read its 
-thanks in the marks.

Fagged out pieces of tin have told 
him the story, and weary bits of plat
inum confided in him that they were 
ready to drop from exhaustion. He has 
poisoned tin with oxalic acid until it 
died, fed it homeopathic doses and ac
celerated its molecular activity, and 
then destroyed them by larger doses. 
He has murdered other pieces of tin 
with caustic potash.

•And from all these things he adduces 
the proof of his theory that metals are 
sensitive and alive—just as are human 
beings, although the degree of sensi
tiveness is, of course, much lower.

That there is some truth in the above 
from the Chicago Tribune, borne out 
by the report of the Army Court, who 
examined'the boilers of the Bennington, 
which had exploded and killed over a 
hundred persons. The Court found 
th at-the boiler "B” of the ill-fated gun
boat Bennington, exploded because the 
-metal of the crown sheet ana the bolts 
holding that crown in place had become 
“dead,” had lost all life and nearly-all 
tensile strength by reason of .constant 
use and failure to renew the weakened 
place during the twenty years that the 
Bennington was- in service.

' f •; -"À CRITIC.

The human mind has expended its 
forces in formulating and enforcing 
empty theological dogmas that are a 
constant affront to and outrage upon 
human reason. Many people entertain 
and affirm the irrational views still in
dustriously promulgated by benighted 
and belated theologians, who are nor. 
subject to the laws of logic and rules ot 
evidence. Religion does not contem
plate man as free, and cannot tolerate 
the liberty of thought. The heights ot 
genius and individuality are above and 
beyond her appreciation and power.

The genuineness of old religion rests 
on deception. Its devotees worship the 
ghost of a god, and all they know about 
it is what they believe; and they be
lieve all sorts of theories and assump
tions without facts—no true record, but 
a rotten foundation. The religious 
zealots hold tenaciously to the theory 
of a personal deity, tashioned much 
after the model of an Oriental despot 
who, being all-powerful, fore-ordained 
and created children o<> weak in nature 
that they were destined, in the order 
of things, to fall; and fall so generally 
that, in spite of his scheme of redemp
tion, the vast majority will be lost, 
doomed to everlasting torments, com
pared to a never-dying tire in a pit en
veloped in eternal darkness.

As the boss God is exalted man Is de
graded; and the existence of evil is at
tributed to some form of transgression 
of his commands. He makes innately 
bad men and condemns and punishes 
them for being bad.

If a man abuse us, calling us vile and 
bad, we take it as an offense or insult; 
yet preachers do that and are respected 
for it. People pay preachers to tell 
them now bad, sinful, degraded, un
worthy they aie, and how they need 
pardon and salvation by blood atone
ment. The church has, to serve its 
selfish aims, made a veritable hell on 
earth for its dupes who have swallowed 
Its lies, thus becoming unwitting tools 
for exploitation and degradation.

The doctrine that only man is vile 
has made men vile, and none more so 
than those who teach these abominable 
falsehoods. Christianity teaches class 
distinction, the inequality of men and 
consequent special privileges for some. 
Grace favor is a fundamental doctrine. 
"Jacob have I loved and Esau have I 
hated,” and that, too, before they were 
bom, is its spirit. “As many as were 
ordained to eternal life, believed.” The 
elect few "the little flock” are saved 
by grace—the many are condemned to 
misery and degradation.

The Christian religion directly re
presses and degrades mankind by 
teaching that man is totally depraved. 
It is impossible for language to paint 
a more horrible character than Chris-. 
tianlty affirms of humanity. It teaches 
that man cannot think or feel other 
than sinful, nor desire to be better un
less moved by divine power. Thus it 
has paralyzed the innate tendency ot 
human nature to progress, and de
stroyed man’s self-esteem and self-re
spect. It has darkened the world with, 
the dogma of. evelasting punishment, 
spreading a horror over death and a 
shadow over life.

, • A. H. NICHOLAS. :

THE SPIRIT IS THE LIFE. I

He who is conscious of his spirit might,- 
Knows angels .well though they are oub 

of sight; ; r
His loving soul for life sublime will tryt- 
To be a-whlte archangel by and by.

—Janies Bartlett .Wiggin. ;

His face was the doubtful,kind that 
wins the eye and not the mind.—Scott

We exaggerate misfortune and happl> 
ness alike. We are never so wretched 
or. as happy as we say we are.—Balzac*
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Review of Passing Events.
To the Editor:—I have been a contln- 

wousand appreciative subscriber io The 
Progressive Thinker since- the first 
number was issued. Not only has it al
ways stood for a pure Spiritualism, but 
lias been an advocate ot every progress
ive movement that gave promise ot 
benefiting mankind. Knowing this, 1 
venture to send you, for your columns, 
a brief account ot the way the progress
ive people of New Zealand ’ are doing

' things,
•• Just now, the people of the United 
States are being shocked, almost daily 
by defalcations, corruption in high 

. places, by get-rlch-quick schemes, by 
robberies, murders, suicides, immorali
ties of preachers, bogus mediums, labor 
strikes and other acts, not creditable to 
a great ChrisUan nation,—so-called. It 
is my impression that great as this 
country is. we might learn much from 
New Zealand. The statesmen pt that 
country, some twelve or fourteen years 
ago, gbt the idea that perhaps crime 

. was not so much chargeable to total de
pravity due to Adam’s fall, as from eco
nomic conditions and environments; so 
they enacted a code of laws that had 
never before been placed upon the stat
ute books of any country in the world. 
The wisdom of these New Zealanders is 
now acknowledged by all who are famil
iar with present conditions in that 
country.

Helen Gougar went there to study 
that progressive people and, since her 
return, has been delivering public lec
tures explaining the New Zealand sys
tem. I have before me a copy of one of 
her lectures, also the published state
ment of Hon. George Clark, a prominent 
American lawyer. I have condensed 
the statements ot these two talented 
®nd careful students of the conditions 
®f that country, which are given below:

The government owns and operates 
the railroads, telegraphs, telephones, 

. yvater supply, coal mines, life and fire 
Insurance, slaughter houses, meat mar- 
IvetB, 'bakeries, canneries and many 
other industries. Each succeeding year 
the list of government-owned utilities 
Is added., to.. The government loans 
money at three and a half per cent, 

< leases land to citizens at tour per cent 
. of its original value, assists in building 

houses, in the purchasing of tools, and 
furnishes seed for planting. The chil
dren are carried to the school free by 
the railroads, also workingmen to their 
work, and farmers to the market, and 
the general fare is one cent per mile.

There have been no tabor strikes 
since the new system was adopted some 
twelve or fourteen years ago. If a dis
pute arises between employer and his 
employees it must be submitted to tiie 
established court of arbitration. The 
employer selects one arbitrator, the la
borer another, while the third one is 
the chief jusfice of the Supreme Court. 
These three constitute the court A 
minimum wage is established at twen
ty-five cents per hour. The average 
wage is about $2.50 per day of eight 
hours. Private ownership ot land is 
still allowed, but is limited to 640 acres 
of farming land, and double that it it is 
fitted only for grazing. Political cor
ruption and official bribery are un
Jinown.

Mrs. Gougar says: “There is not a

Who Are the Infidels?
Acordihg to a writer in the Daily 

Mail (London), the-greatest infidels are 
within tiie churches. Thomas l'aine, 
Hume and Ingersoll are tame in their 
criticisms compared with Canons, Bish
ops and high dignitaries, who are lead
ers of the Established Church.

The following passage has great sig
nificance:

“Canon Henson declares the gospel 
evidence of Christ's physical resurrec
tion to be worthless. Dr. Sanday—a 
great scholar apd divine—has stated 
that the incidents of Christ’s tempta-

lieges of gospel ministers. This entire 
work is carried forward by voluntary 
contributions. Not a dollar is exacted 
of any one.

So far as “rolling in wealth," the 
speakers and mediums on an average, 
receive less than the ministers ot other 
denominations. As for mediums,'there 
are rascals and frauds passing, under 
that name, as there are black sheep 
among gospel ministers. Spiritualists 
are among the first to expose these and 

I herald their deceptions. “Materializa
tion” is by no means the only, or most 
Important phase of the manifestations

tion “are on the face of them not histor
ical facts.” The Bishop of Birmingham, 
Dr. Gore, has admitted that the histori
cal evidence of our Lord’s birth of a 
virgin ‘does not compel belief.' As to 
the ascension and the physical going 
up of a material body Archdeacon Wil
berforce has pointed out that ‘what is 
up at Galilee is down at the Antipodes.’ 
The Bishop of Winchester has demol
ished the accepted version of the gift 
of tongues at Pentecost. And the whole 
position of belief in the Bible was given 
away by the Bishop of Birmingham 
when he. said that ‘prophetic inspira
tion is consistent with erroneous pre
diction.' Of what profit is all this crit
icism? These great divines only agree 
—to differ. Some reject what others 
accept, and vice-versa. On the field of 
criticism Canon Henson and Dr. Gore 
are at daggers drawn. When doctors 
differ who shall decide? If id practice, 
then the results of such criticism are 
clearly not resettlement, but unsettle
ment, are the Christian people of this 
country justified in revolting against a. 
clergy who pick the faitl) to pieces ^it 
by bit? Are they entitled to demand 
that their ministers of religion shall 
leave their biblical gerrymandering 
-alone, and get to their Christian busi
ness?”

The key to the situation is the,fact 
that all Giese' men are educated, and 
thereby know that the whole mass of 
church doctrines is a sham, and not be
ing held in fear by superstition or a 
dominant power, freely express their 
opinions.

The writer in the Mail appears to 
think the laity ought to revolt against 
their gospel ministers, who “pick the 
faith to pieces bit by bit,” and compel 
them to “get to Christian business."

Tljis means that they are to continue 
on in the old rut, and never allow a new

millionaire, nor a trust,nor a poorhouse, 
nor a general prison In all New Zea
land. There is a higher average per 
capita of wealth, and lower per cent of: 
Ignorance and crime than any other 
country. Old age pensions are granted 
to men and women past sixty-five, grad
ed .from ^100 to $259, according to the 
necessity ‘of the person. The 'aged, 
thus pensioned are not considered as 
paupers, but. It is an honor to receive 
it and it is a badge ot. good citizenship 
hud a law-abiding life.”

Judge Clarke says: "I have traveled 
around the world by way of New York, 
London, and the Suez canal, and I am 
now in the land of government owner
ship of public utilities, and a more con
tented and prosperous people does not 
exist in the world today than the inhab
itants of New Zealand. The country is 
not the place for plutocrats and ex
ploiters who live by the sweat of other 
men’s faces, but for merchants, and

In religion. Spiritualists are conced- 
edly the most liberal and progressive 
people to be found. Politically, I pre
sume, they are scattered among all the 
existing parties. As their religious 
creed can be stated in one word, viz: 
HUMANITARIANISM, cannot we all, 
though we be republican or democrat, 
socialist or prohibitionist, do the world 
good by urging the adoption by this 
country, of a large part, if not all of the 
New Zealand laws? R. A. DAGUE.

Alameda, Cal.

LETTER FROM ANNA E. BAIRD.

The Name of a Society Given Through 
a Vision.

and if eliminated would not weaken the 
evidence.

Of-these frauds there may be perfidi
ous examples of deception. They are 
not mediums, more than than a coun
terfeit bill is money. In all my long 
and intimate connection with Spiritual
ism, dating almost from its beginning, 
I have never known a medium who ac
quired great wealth by his or her pro
fession. I have known a great number 
who have sacrificed wealth and position 
for their faith. Of all the mediums in 
this country, it may be safely stated, 
that not one in a score is known to be 
thus gifted beyond the circle of h'.s or 
her own family or friends. They hold 
seances for their own instruction or at 
request of friends, and would1 regard it 
as almost sacrilege to receive pay for 
entertaining angel visitants.

Among the advocates of Spiritualism 
are many of the leaders in science, art, 
literature and statesmanship. Sir

On her brei£stHws pinned the pale blue 
star, the Dadgf.jpf Ijer work, She wore 
no uiiifom. Ifer, simple straw hat lay 
on the dresse);,'’ It was light in color 
and trimmed .Wli black velvet. She 
wore a pjahj black dress with one or 
two dainty feminine adornments. Her 
brown hair was curled a little around 
her face. About her personality there 
is no mark‘d austerity. Nor is there

idea to enter their minds. But the laity 
have no thought of persecuting their 
leaders for heresy. The leaders would 
not come out were they not fully aware 
that the members would welcome their 
bravery.

Evidently the Bible is not a clear and 
perfect revelation of God to man, or it 
would not arouse so much controversy 
over its meaning, or be in danger con
stantly from attacks of unbelievers. 
Paine has been held in execration by 
the pious tor a century, yet he was not 
more infidel than Canon Henson or Dr. 
Gore.

Public Opinion Vs. Spiritualism.
This publication is supposed not only 

to give the news of most direct interest 
to the public, but to represent the con
sensus of opinion of that public. How 
wide of the mark it comes is shown in 
its issue for July 29, in an article on 
the “Wealth of New Religions,” by an 
author whose name, does not appear in 
any list of accredited writers.

Among the other “new religions,” 
Spiritualism is introduced, and It may 
be said without-, fear of contradiction, 
that never before has a more virulent 
attack been made on that cause or has 
it been more’ misrepresented. ' That a 
public journal, which pretends to being 
truthful and fair to all, should allow 
such slanderous charges against a great 
number of the public it claims to repre
sent, is an astonishing policy which 
would be expected only in the lowest of 
yellow newspapers.

Toquote: “Spiritualism,which has been 
twisted into a kind of religion, cloaks 
the operations of base and rapacious 
.swindlers, who feed on the credulity ot 
mankind. The operations ot these ‘me
diums' are thoroughly selfish.

“There are 10,000 persons in the 
United States who believe or pretend 
to believe that they possess the power 
ot communicate with the dead. Most

William Crpokes after twenty-five 
years’ investigation states that be has 
become more and more confirmed in 
his belief. A. R.‘ Wallace, co-discoverer 
with Darwin, of evok tion, and Varley, 
who was electrician, to the Atlantic tel
egraph, are examples. The latter was 
convinced through the'wondeyful. medi
umship of his wife. Sardou, the French 
author, according.to bis own words,'is 
one of the most astonishing mediums. 
Flammarion, ' the great astronomer, 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Queen Vic
toria, Profs. Hare, Hyslop and James, 
Mrs. Underwood, author of “Automatic 
Writing,” are a few names from a list 
that might he extended fo pages.

Are these “senile”? Are they 
"dupes"?

The opinions of Crookes, Wallace or 
James would be received by the scien
tific world with deference on any other 
subject. Why not on spiritual phenom
ena to which they have given years of 
careful study?

Spiritualism has come to stand tor 
vastly more than its phenomena. As 
understood by its supporters, it is a 
knowledge of everything pertaining to 
the spiritual nature of man. and as 
spirit is the moving force of tbe uni
verse, in -Its widest scope, it grasps the 
domain of nature. It embraces all that 
is known, and all that can be known, it 
is a cosmopolitan eclecticism, receiving 
all that is good, rejecting all that is 
bad. It is a philosophy, a religion, a 
science of life, here and hereafter.

In. the name of the large and increas
ing body of Spiritualists 1 protest 
against the unmerited and vicious at
tack, and this misrepresentation of a 
cause which Is dear to them.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

any in her conversation. She talks 
briltantly and logically. Hard horse 
sense mingles with her poesy. Above 
all things shq Is practical.
..“Before you c^n elevate the masses 

you must look to, the individual," she 
went on iii explanation of her state
ment. We were. talking confidentially 
—up in her room In the Great Northern 
hotel; A modest little room on the 
court, it was,'too. On her trunk lay a 
suit case' of' straw.' The table looked 
very business-like with the pens and par 
pars that, were scattered over it. The 
glory of her life Is work.

“I wanted to d» something," she said. 
“I turned to the places whe- c people 
said there was the least hope."

Beside her on the floor lay two little 
bedroom sliders. While she talked 
she put on hei‘ shoes. “I am going out 
to talk to my boy's at Hope Home,” 
she said. “We are going to have a din
ner and I shpll (i^ye an opportunity ot 
meeting th’em personally."

No girl ever talked more enthusiast
ically of hdi' first, ball than did this 
“little mother.’ of the state prisons. 
“That is" wh.it J like," she said. "I love 
to keep in’touch with each individual 
among theta.’1 , .

She leaned ’back in her chair and 
looked at me.' -

To understand Her personality you 
must see her, talk to her. I have never 
heard her lecture^ but I am not afraid 
to wager that she can hold her own 
with most orators of the masculine 
gender. Her voice is like music and 
her enunciation perfect. In the depths 
of her hazel eyes.one may read all sorts 
of lovabllities. 'Sacrifices are there, 
too, and over IL la her faith in God. 
Maybe it IS just}a touch of masculinity 
that keeps hey from being an actual 
beauty.

“You know aljput Hope Home?'-' she 
said. 1 said that I did, She looked 
pleased. . H

“I wonder," s^e said reflectively, "it 
you know'Apw n^ny boys have gone 
through pip' twq’hom^s—the one in 
New York find (lip other here in Chi
cago.” .' j

I told hep,that,!, could not guess.
“Four tfipusanta’flve hundred,” she 

said triuffiMaritly, "Think of it—4,501) 
souls without hopp.

“TonighpA am^ping to talk to them. 
Tomorrow s am (ugoing .shopping for 
them. We jieedqp some things—some 
furnishings, you 1(jknow. The easiest 
way for me”to gfy funds for their pur
chase wasj^o deliver a few lectures. 1 
have been^t on^pr two. Chaytauquas 
and’ from ¡¿pre .1 apn going¡ to Rockford 
to speak. 1B:_ . ,,1;

Again our frank and noble Sister 
Nora Batchelor, lias struck the very i 
diords that trembled within my mind i 
for weeks, without finding me in coudi- ■ 
tion to give them proper expression.

Her article in No. 818 of The Pro- 1 
gressive Thinker is one of the most । 
radical, the most enlightening among 
the many high class contributions that 
make the columns of our dear Progress
ive Thinker an iyexhaustlble mine of 
mental, moral and spiritual gold.

Some of the controversies In the 
Open Court, about the subjeefoof obses
sion, are masterpieces; yet, do they con
tain much practical'value, aside from 
bringing the subject nearer to our 
minds?

Facts will, remain facts—all opti- , 
mlstlc theories, all hypervlrtuous tre
mors notwithstanding. But can there 
be wisdom in recognizing the existence 
of a dangerous epidemic, without trying 
to prevent its ravages by all possible 

.means?
What would we say ot the board of 

health in some stricken district, if its 
members were wasting time and 
strength In theorizing about possibili
ties?

Indeed, Miss Batchelor hits the right 
point! Wipe out the scourge, ye Spir
itualists! It is you who are called to 
the front; for you alone can measure 
the extent of the danger; since the rest 
of the world is blind and deaf and 
dumb.

I wish that all would carefully study 
our sister’s article, weighing every word 
of it in the balance of earpest thought, 
antfthen? All! can we atop there and 
be worthy of our divine trust? Can we 
behold the unmistakable sources of so 
much misery' and sin, and fold our 
hands in idle contemplation?
. To be sure, recognition of evil is the 
first step in the right direction; the 
second step should be, to devise ways 
.and means to fight it; but both these 
steps are vain without the principal 
third one: the courageous attack, fol
lowed by consequent wise, relentless 
warfare. Now, who Is ready to enter 
the arena?

Who is ready to exchange the field of 
polemic talk for that of fruitful action?

Who is ready to stand by the banner 
of pure, unselfish, progressive philan
thropy?

Single Individuals are powerless; to 
accomplish anything great we must 
work “viribus unitis,"

There is no doubt about the majority 
of Spiritualists and progressive think
ers of all shades flocking to the stand
ards of capable leaders ip a campaign 
against ignorance and poverty, the nat
ural incubators of crime on earth, and 
its continuance in the form of obses
sion after death.

How many among our experienced 
leaders, our master minds, will step to 
the front?

Or should we not better look to the 
already established bodies of Spiritual
ists throughout the land?

Would not local societies under the 
direction of the N. 8. A be able to ven
ture preliminary attempts?

Phenomena, lectures, missions, care
taking of worthy mediums, schools, etc., 
—all this is good and noble and neces
sary, and we should bring more sacri
fices in this direction; but is not the 
stamping out of the pestholes of so
ciety still more important? Is the dan-

It was my pleasure and privilege to 
serve the White Key Society of Mar
tin’s Ferry Ohio, for its first public 
meeting since receiving its state char
ter. The meeting was held in the city 
hall. ■ A good and appreciative audi
ence greeted us.

The hall was donated for the use of 
the society, and is to be used by it for 
its meetings every Sunday, rheid four 
meetings during my stay with them; 
one in Wheeling, W. Va., at tbe resi
dence of Mr, W. Schaffer, which was 
composed of invited guests, and we re
ceived some grand results.

Mrs. Schaffer Is a young medium, 
and has only been sitting for develop
ment of her spiritual,powers for four 
gnonths. She has been a member ot 
one of the classes ot Mrs. Lou Wilson, 
who has been the instrument through 
whom the’ spirit world has done a won
derful work In Martin's Ferry. She is 
an excellent healer and has cured sev
eral. .

Let me say here the name of the so
ciety was given through the medium
ship of Mr. Freeman. They were to 
think over the matter of choosing a 
proper name, when Mr. Freeman saw 
one morning, as he was awakened, a 
large white key extended toward him, 
and he was Impressed that this was the 
symbol for a name for the society.

Mr. Freeman's wife, for eight years 
has been ah invalid, caused by an ob- 
sesjlng spirit, who at times would en
trance her, and she would fall wherever 
she was, and lie unconscious for hours, 
and who had not left her home for all 
this long time—almost lost to her fam
ily only in body' and constant care. 
She has been cured by Mrs. Wilson, 
and now although her physical is 
strong, yet at times this spirit comes to 
her, and she knows what fo do to pro
tect herself. Many cures due to Mrs. 
Wilson’s magnetic and mediumistic

its conse-

_ quirements of a woman to meet and 
solve the problems of the 20th century?

The presumption is always against 
tjie present fitness of the type which 
$rUs perfectly adapted to the conditions 
wjiich are obsolete or passing. There
fore, it is not by discussing the prob
lem of whether women are fair or “un
fair in judgment;’’ whether politics are 
pure or impure; whether women in the 
nist were or-were not satisfied with 
nibir position which will settle the 
question of woman's right to perfect 
eqiiality In a representative govern
ment The question ls"Does freedom 
tend to develop fairness? Does it make 
humanity more just? Does it develop 
Character? Does it give a larger, broad
er. saner view of life? Does responsi
bility which the ballot brings develop 
self-control, self-respect and a higher 
Sense of justice in dealing with others? 
In a word, are the results of freedom 
belter for humanity than those of sla
very? If so, then there can be no ques
tion as to its effects in the development 
ot women, and there is no class of cit
izens who need its power in the devel
opment of those characteristics which 
fit them for the high vocation and ser
vice of life to which the majority of 
women are dedicated, than the mother 
•who sits in judgment more frequently 
than the Judge on the bench, that she 
may be able to render just'decisions at 
a period of a child’s life when lessens 
of justice and fair play are of greater 
importance than when rendered in lat
er years.—From the Annual Address of 
Rev. Anna H. Shaw, President National 
¡Woman Suffrage Association.

of these are idle rascals who have made 
a profession of playing on the heart
strings of lonely old men and women 
who yearn for some message from those 
who have entered the shauowy beyond 
and who in their senile eagerness are 
ready to believe any ’materialization’ 
real, however clumsy and stupid its ex
ecution."

In proof of this he produces Mrs. 
Pepper, who, on the contributions of 
those who go to see her is enabled to 
“lead a life of almost Oriental splen
dor."

He also cites Luther Marsh, deluded 
by “Miss Diss De Bar,” and adds that 
"Abraham H. Daily, a lawyer of stand
ing and a man who once occupied the 
bench, made an astonishing defence ot 
Spiritualism and the Fox sisters, in 
which he said that the enemies of Spir
itualism had tricked Maggie into her 
confession when she was drunk, and 
that it was not true." What did Judge 
Dailey deny according to this writer— 
that Margaret was not drunk, or that 
she made a confession?

I have not consulted Judge Dailey 
but venture the opinion that he never 
made such a “defense." He too well

To the Editor:'—I would be pleaded to 
have' the readers of The .Progressive 
Thinker read' of a picture I." have Ob
tained, which those who are very famil
iar with spirjt portrait work, have pro
nounced out of the ordinary. While at 
Camp Chesterfield I visited the Bangs 
Sisters at their cottage, and arranged 
tor a sitting with them, hoping for a 
picture of my three children. In fifteen 
minutes from tbe time the work began, 
there came upon the canvas the group 
ot three. My daughter, aged 17 in this 
life; sat directly in front of the canvas, 
and her perfect likeness appeared at 
one side; in the center catae the picture 
of a daughter Who passed but an infant, 
who appeared as she has grown tn 
spirit life, about ten years old; at tbe 
other came the picture of a son who 
passed out at the age of 17, but repre
senting him to be 21, after four years in 
spirit life. I requested that the two on 
the other side would look as they have 
grown to be since their leaving me. All 
who have looked at the picture have ad
mired it as a work of art, and remarked 
upon the perfect likeness of the one in 
the form, and have especially noted the 
spiriluelle expression of the little one, 
who has developed entirely in spirit 
life.

Spirit portrait work is not new, but 
the phenomenon of a picture of a-group 
of three, one ot whom is in earth life, 
and two in spirit life, coming on a can
vas in fifteen minutes, certainly is re
markable.

A briglj^'ijjpug^ flashed across my 
stupidity. .It 'waa,a.rude.1(itpught as. 
well..'’.'/

“You raise a great deal of money thkt 
way.” I said.

"Oh, yes; sometimes I raise very 
large sums. That is the' jvay the work 
has been kept up;” ' ’ ;

“How much in a year?" I asked the 
question boldly. She laughed a little. - 

“If I worked—if I gave all my time 
to it," she said slowly, “I coijld make 
$10,000 a year." >•

Go to, some of you men—you are cor
respondents and ■ seekers after life's 
truths in the city's darkest depths. 
There is not one of you can make so 
much in a year—lecturing. It would 
not have meant anything if I had ex
pressed surprise. She was too matter 
of fact over it., .

“I am going to shop tomorrow all 
day,” she said, "I always like to buy 
the little necessities for the Home my
self. I like to choo.se linens and bed
dings and rugs’myself, so that I will be 
sure the Home has about it no look of 
an institution.”

“You wantj.it to look like a home?”
There was a strain of tenderness in 

her voice as she answered.
“It is .the first home most of my boys 

know."
Her look wandered toward the pic

ture of a boy that stood on the dresser. 
It was the fine spirit of motherhood 
universal that spoke in her. I under
stood why the prisoners have called her 
the dear name they do. She picked up 
a little cylindrical- package. It was 
about eight inches long and an inch 
through. From the inside she pulled 
out an elaborately written scroll.

quences not Immensely more far- 
reaching here on earth and in the world 
of spirits?

Would it not translate Spiritualists 
from a body of apparent dreamers into 
a body scintillating with life and activ
ity, forcing recognition from the very 
people who until now were ofteu 
pleased to trample upon “those luna
tics?"

Let golden action follow the silvery 
words In the Open Court. Surely, our 
always progressive editor will endorse 
our endeavor and open the columns of 
hiq gran.d paper to repeated appeals, as 
well as fo proper suggestions from va
rious directions. And our N. S. A., In 
spite of many ardent duties, has it 
ever shirked labor, when called upon to 
advance our august cause? Not ours 
alone, though, but the cause of all hu- 
nfanity.

Thank you, dear sister, in the name 
of each downtrodden, miserable and 
sin-stained human being!

Let us hope and trust, and courage
ously pursue the path indicated by your 
inspired words.

MRS. HENRIETTA STRAUB.

■ "CtfnttttaKj’ or USi a Oomio TnitV 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
a strong, logical thinker., on a deeply 
important aubJesL Mm.cMh.VL

“Spirit Echoes." My Mattle E. HulL 
iTMs pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
Bl the author’s latest ahd choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, trad with 
portrait of the author. Price 75 conta.

“In tho Worfd Celestial," by Dr. T. A. 
Blond. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifung, Cloth 
Bound; fiUce $1. ................

knows the circumstances which enabled 
the enemy to extort the so-called “con
fession,” to make such explanation.

But the management of "Public Opin
ion" stands for a square deal and 
grants a hearing to both sides. The 
current number contains the following 
reply as an antidote to the preceding 
venomous poison.

It is always delightful to find a public 
journal edited along the lines of justice 
and honest expression, and “Public 
Opinion" should be commended for this 
freedom of expression.

Editor of Public Opinion;—I request 
a brief space in your “Readers’ Letters” 
to correct a very erroneous statement 
made in an article -on "Wealth of New 
Religions.” Spiritualism is introduced 
among the other -cults, and the impres
sions -conveyed that all “mediums" are 
rascals gaining great wealth from their 
dupes.

The author says: “Most of these (me
diums) are merely idle rascals who: 
make a profession of playing on the 
heart-strings of lonely old men and wo
men who yearn for messages from 
those who have entered the shadowy 
beyond and who in senile eagerness are 
ready to believe any 'materialization,' 
however clumsy and stupid in execu
tion.” ~

He states the number of belle versat 
1,500,000 which should be doubled to be 
correct; of societies he says there are 
€60; 19 state organizations and 52 camp 
meetings. He fails to-mention the cen
tral organization which unites them all, 
the National Spiritualists' Association. 
This is located at Washington where it 
Owns a splendid home, a valuable li
brary, a publishing and educational bu
reau. sends out missionaries, and has a 
charity fund for needy mediums and 
workers in the cause. -It grants en
dorsements to. worthy mediums, and or
dains speaker?, giving then; all the priv-

The following from the Chicago 
Chronicle comps from London, Eng.;

There is a great deal ot secrecy about 
the illness of Countess Telfener, Mrs. 
John Mackay’s sister, but now it is 
known that Sir Victor Hortsey per
formed on her one ot the most wonder
ful operations ever Conceived, much 
less eXfecuted. For twenty years the 
countess has been a martyr to excruci
ating neuralgia. She tried every sort 
of cure in England and on the Ameri
can continent fruitlessly. During the 
last six months her continuous pain 
was beginning to threaten her reason 
and she agreed to submit herself to the 
knife. It was such an appalling pro
cess that one of the nurses fainted, but, 
to the great joy of all concerned it was' 
prenounced a success.

Whole Brain Removed.
First of all, a piece of ' skull was 

sawed away, Then the whole brain 
was taken out and the nerve which : 
caused all the pain literally torn away.

It was a fearful task and It was with 
terrible difficulty that the nerve was 
disentangled from the brain' but Sir 
Victor’s hand never shook the whole 
time, and with as much calmness as 
though bandaging a finger he replaced; 
the brain, filled up the hole and sewed 
up the open scalp wound. Those who 
saw him declared that when he had 
finished and the patient pronounced 
still alive he Went white as death. He 
did not titter a word for some time.

Operation Is Successful.
This is quite a fortnight ago and 

Countess Telfener has not had the 
slightest twinge of the old pain since.' 
Indeed^ except for necessary attention 

'and the inconvenience of the - Outside 
wound, she is ’ in wonderful health. 
Whea she has regained her strength 
sufficiently Mrs. Mackay will take her 
away iato the country lor a’ change of 
air. Meantime Mrs.- Mackay is still 
staying on at Carlton House terrace, 
seeing to her sister’s wants, attending 
her. wiSA untiring devotion.

“See what my boys in Anamosa, la., 
gave me," she sgfd. I took the paper 
and read. Some of it was worth print
ing.

“You have broken down the barriers 
which this top censorious world had 
erected in the form of bigotry, prejudice 
and condemnation. You have, by your 
untiring efforts in our behalf, cast for 
all time to the four winds that old prov
erb, "Once a criminal, always a crim
inal.’

“Resolved, Thatiwe hereby renew our 
pledge, by God's help to be loyal and 
devoted sons to you, our ‘Little Mother,’ 
fully realizing that the welfare of our 
cause you hsive sotably defended rests 
mainly tn our hands. We pray to Al
mighty Godrthat >he will abundantly 
bless you and give you many happy 
years uponrthe eartbl in the midst of 
your loved ones and to enjoy the bless
ings of self-sacrlfldKwith ‘your boys.’

“Signed in. behalf of the Volunteer 
Prisoners’ league, 4his Sth day of Au
gust, 1905. ■■ _

“Were anyfiof those who went through 
the homes nabifuarcriminals?” I asked 
her. The phrase does not mean so 
-much to me persqpplly. I have heard 
ft much around police headquarters and 
also often within the confines of the 
state's attorney’s office it is mentioned.

Her little a. indignation was fine. 
"There is no suchwthing as a habitual 
criminal—except on: the records of the 
state,” she replied. “All that is neces
sary !b to reach them In the right way. 
Very few of my boys ever prove, un
faithful to me.”

There is no use‘in trying. I cannot 
tell the way she said .it. • Her look was 
upon the plctui-ed boy face that stood 
upon her dresser. It was a humble sort 
of a little room—garish, too, with the 
red-striped waU^aper. . There was not 
so /much difference in her tones when 
she spoke again.'-

“My boy Is six feet'tail," s'he said. 
“He is 17 and sii feet tall.”

"Where Is he?;’........... ..
“At home. We Jive 'in. Montclair, N.

J. This Is mJ daughter. She is as tall 
as I am.”

To have told her'that she did not look

Between Religion ind Science, 
Just- the hook 1er progressiva 
thinkers. A boek that Is very

interestlng to people who have a tasta-for the 
bast rellgloM history. By John W, Draper. 
Price, cloth, 51.75. '
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to anyone with

Anyone can try free my .wonderful new 
3-fold treatment which Is curing thou
sands.

Pik>tnd V°Alr *!ame t0‘daY you havo 
whui, itclllnS, inflamed feeling! 
bhich tells that they are coming. ■ Re- 

bring you my. complete 
now 3-foifi absorption cure ftr Piles’ in 
every form. If you are iul)y satlBfled 
nrtVn rece!ve‘I. send me tiie 
Pnce, One Dollar. If not it costs you 
nothing. You decide. My remedy is 
cuiing cases of 30 and 40 years' stand
ing, as well as all the earlier stages. It 
will cure you to stay cured, for it re
moves the cause. Don’t neglect piles, 
they lead to tiie dreaded fistula and can
cer, but write to-day. My valuable book 
(In colors) comes free with thefreat- 
meut, all in plain package. Dr Van 
Vleck C,o., X02 Majestic Bldg., Jackson, 
Mien, bend no money—only your 
name and address.
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power were told me.
I can but feel the White Key Society 

must prosper. Its members are few in 
number, but earnest, honest and harmo
nious. .

Mr. Chas Miller has offered to give 
this society the profit of his business 
for one week, to buy an organ, and the 
members are all interested in spread
ing tiie good news, "There is no death."

Mr. Henry Brunhaus and wife, and 
many of the Wheeling society, attended 
the meeting held in tbeir city. Mr. 
Brunhaus is the president of the Wheel
ing society, a spiritual, progressive 
man. They have a large society and 
very prosperous- Mrs. Wilson has been 
earnest in her work, is a fine medium, 
and I trust all who go there to assist 
her may enjoy the blessings of her 
work and interest as I did. Truly to 
see so many brought into the light from 
the fetters which so long held them In 
darkness makes one feel we are “not 
alone” when we struggle against great 
odds.

There is one mistaken idea going 
about, which I feel my duty to correct. 
I was told by several while In the dif
ferent cities In the Ohio Valley, that 
the reason they did not want Mis. Car
rie Firth Curran to lecture was because 
a trumpet medium had told them she 
was death against trance mediumship 
and physical mediumship. This is NOT 
TRUE, and I feel it my duty to speak in 
defense of this tireless, honest, earnest 
worker. She is a trance medium her
self, is ever a staunch friend to the 
honest medium, mental or physical. It 
is no wonder so many of our societies 
struggle against great odds when hon
est mediums arc, maligned and the 
work that might be done, "in this grand 
cause misunderstood," because of these 
fakirs, who are too lazy to work, and 
fill their pockets with Ill-gotten gains.

I would uphold the hands ot every 
honest medium, but the man who cir
culated this untruth is one who con- 
lessed that he was a fraud, and prom
ised to leave our ranks and go to work, 
and be an honest man.

Mrs. Curran is expected to lecture 
for the White Key Society at its opening 
meeting, September 3, and may the an
gel world shower rich blessings upon 
her honest efforts, and many blessing’s 
be given it for Ite earnest efforts to 
promote our grand cause, in uplifting 
the fallen, strengthening the weak, and 
bringing light to those who walk in 
spiritual darkness, is my wish.

ANNA E. BAIRD. ' 
Elyria, Ohio.

What would we do in this world of ours 
Were it not for the dreams ahead?

For thorns are mixed with the blooming 
flowers, 

No matter which path we tread.
And each of us has his golden goal. 

Stretching far into the years,
And ever he climbs with a hopeful soul, 

With alternate smiles and tears.
That dream ahead is what holds him up 

Through the storms of a ceaseless 
fight;

When his lips are pressed to the worm
wood’s cup

And clouds shut out the light.
To some it's a dream of high estate, 

To some it’s a dream of wealth;
To some it's a dream of a truce with 

Fate
In a constant search for health.

To some it’s a dream of home and wife; 
To some It's a crown above, 

The dreams ahead are what make each 
life—

The dreams—and faith—and love!
—Edwin Carlisle Litsey.

halt old enough to be the mother of two 
grown children would not have pleased 
her especially. I refrained from such a 
statement of the truth. She went on 
with her little preachment.

"You must give credit to the ten
dency of the times, too,” she continued. 
"Public sentiment is changing. There 
Is no longer the same distrust of the 
man who has served time. Prison gov- 
lernment has changed tor the'better,too. 
The lockstep has been abolished in fa
vor of military drills. So have stripes 
and shaven heads in many prisons. 1 
notice the difference in the nine years 
that I have worked in prisons.”

To have paid her another complimetit 
would have been as futile as the other 
would have been. This "little mother” 
of the prisons is largely responsible for 
the change in public sentiment. More 
unselfishly still she gave credit.

"The boys Who go out-have, a large 
Influence,” she said. "There is no les
son like a life well lived.”

Her eyes shone with light that was 
halt divine. She did not know that Jt‘ 
was herself who typifies -the world.— 
Jean Cowgill in Chicago Chronicle.

"Succéss, and -How to Win It” A 
lecture and course Of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F-. Austin,- B/A., 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are às follows:-SelfHelps; Finan. 
CiaL Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan- 
nlng; Attraction; Courtesy; Kindness 
fcAi Tect; Angeltq gelp. price & ct%

ct>

Truly, thq world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a paradel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and arc furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, "LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD." written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me-' 
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care
fully:

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Booles, and you can select 
from them as follows |

Any oae of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents, 
inis 13 the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with, 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Twelve Premium 
Booles you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1-50.

Any five ot the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05,

Any seven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Twelve Premium 
Books — --------’ ■ —you may order, price $2.66.

nine of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.90.

Any ten of the Twelve Premium 
Looks you may order, price $3.10. '

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre-

HOW DID IT HAPPEN?

An Experience In Spirit Photography.

To the Editor:—Having read, with a 
deal of vexation, controlled by a goodly 
degree of mirth and amusement, the ar
ticle in The Progressive Thinker of 
July 15, by P. A. Jensen, telling us, 
“How it is done,” I can no longer resist 
the pleading for justice from the spirit 
side, in regard to my own knowledge of 
the mediumship of Mr. Wylie as a spirit 
photographer. Hence the query, "How 
did it happen?"

Some eight or nine years ago I was 
taking in the sights and many of the 
wonders of the beautiful city of Los 
Angeles, when among other things 1 
had two sittings for spirit photos at Mr. 
Wylie’s. The first plate contained a 
pictured face of a young lady, a 
stranger to me. It was recognized by 
the father- of the lady, who was at the 
time present with me. 1 had heard her 
audibly speak to me before that, as also 
since, but it Is ot my second sitting 1 
am more anxious to know the “how” ot 
it, as it occurred a day or two later. 1 
had been on the go, until 1 was very 
tired, but. would like another try for 
the otherwise invisible aids. After tak
ing it, the plate was immediately taken 
to that “back room," of which Mr. Jen
sen speaks, while I, without waiting for 
their finish, returned to my home in 
Summerland, the pictures following a 
few days later. I wish I could convey 
to you the wonderment into which 1 
was thrown by that second picture. 
There were two faces as plainly visible 
as my own. I saw the resemblance 
plainly enough, but how could I place 
them. After enduring the mystery for 
nearly two days, I asked aloud, and 
with a good deal of anxiety, "Who can 
they be?" when a spirit voice made re
ply, saying, “They are your children." 
It is more than half a century since 
they (still-born) passed Into spirit lite, 
to live and grow up into manhood, and 
exact resemblance to those who have 
since passed over to meet them there.

Now let any fraud hunter tell me 
“how'It was done,” or else forever hold 
his peace until he, top, can say, “I know 
the truth.”

HARRIET S. PARKER. .
Summerland, Cal.

mlum Hooks here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear In mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like ot it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles of 

tbe Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in tho Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—Tbe Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. Thsy contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mra. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Mosea 
Hull and W. F. Jataleson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send in a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
äs ah; Event in Lite.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One Of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely Interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden Wb rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price $1.
-’Death, Its Meaning ahd Results,': 

By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar.’ Ah absorbingly interesting vol
ume, ot decided value, a narrative of 
wonderful psychic events m the au
thor’s experience. Cloth, -560 pages, 11- 
luBtrated, 51.25.

INDUCE
Y«ur Neighbor to Subscribe tor The 

Progressive Thinker.
Now Is tbe time to extend die clrcula. 

Hon of The Progressive Thinker. If 
Will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
kews with which every one should ba 
tsmlltar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter bo well adapted to enrich th« 
atnd- Send in a subscription now,

r LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE;
By the Editor of the National, with Prefaca 

tatf Notes hy Peter Eckler. Illustrated wlta 
Hews of the old Patne Homestead and Palas 
Monument, at New Rochelle; also portraits ot 
Thomas Clio Rickman, Joel Barlow, Mary Wol> 
ttotoecratt, Madame Roland, Condons, Brlssot, 
and the most prominent of Paine's friends la 
Europe and America. .Cldth, 75 cents. -n

Aryan sun Myths* tho Origin r 
orEMUgioh.

By Sarah Ë. Tltiomb. wirk sa InttoMüHW 
hr Charles M<^a, author öFThoArmn^" 
Krtco. cloth» f 1.0ft . * -Ml
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LET YOUR LIGHT SHINE.

oi a Step-father, and an aunt took 
in. In some way she made the 
qualntance of an immoral married 
man, and she led her to ruin.

A Stirring Call to Active Humanitarian 
Work by Spiritualists.

In 818 of The Progressive Thinker, 
Jas. C. Underhill called the attention of 
Spiritualists to the good work the Sal
vation Army is doing for the homeless, 
and the outcasts. I think all will agree 
with him, that It is a’ work that Spirit
ualists should engage in.

For several years I have had a desire 
to work in the interest of "fallen" wo
men.

Individual effort amounts to little. 
Societies should be formed, and homes 
established as a tempory refuge for 
those who desire to lead honest lives. 
There should be employed in the homes 
only those who have the true mother 
heart; who can. overlook all mistakes, 
and who would treat the unfortunate 
as they would like to be treated it they 
were in like circumstances.

For a number of years I have given 
most of-my time to the sick and af
flicted, in massage treatments. I have 
made very little money in the work, tor 
a large per cent of my patients have 
been on the free list. If the Spiritual
ists will establish homes for the unfor
tunate, I will go as a willing worker, if 
go desired.

In the fall of 1900 I went to Leadville, 
Colo. For so small a city, It had a large 
amount of "fallen" women in it. Two 
streets were given entirely to them, and 
there were a good many scattered about 
the city. I learned that a girl had com
mitted suicide a few weeks before my 
arrival. Her conscience had been 
awakened to the sinful way she was liv
ing, and she passed to a better life, 
through the only door society makes it 
possible for one* who has "fallen," to 
pass.
, I was told of another who made an at

tempt to lead a better life. She was 
employed in a large boarding house. 
The men jeered-at her when she waited 
upon the table, and she was driven back 

. to the old life. The women for whom 
she worked should have shielded her 
from insult.

A woman, whose opinion I value, told 
me I was wasting sympathy on that 
class of women. She said they were 
too lazy to work, and preferred that 
life. But I was not satisfied. I wanted 
to know something about their lives, 
and I promised myself (if my courage 
didn’t fall) to walk to that locality some 
afternoon when I had leisure.

When the day arrived that I had set 
for my investigation, I seemed to be 
made up of two personalities, * who 
stayed by me all day. One urged me to 
go and see for myself how that class 
lived; the other one said, “Stay at home 
and mind your own business."

At four o'clock 1 put on my wraps ahd 
started out. As an excuse for visiting 
them I took with me an article for the 
toilet, on pretense of selling it. When 
I reached those streets the atmosphere 
seemed unbearable. I became fright
ened and was about to turn back, when 
one of the personalities who had been 
with me all day, said:

"Don't be a coward; go on, and see 
bow these people live."

Just then a young girl came out of a 
room on the opposite side of the street, 
and looked at me. I went over to her. 
She invited me in. I talked to her 
pleasantly, and asked questions. 1 
learned she. was 19 years ot age and 
had lived in immorality for three years. 
I asked If she was satisfied with that 
life.

■ The tears came to her eyes. She said 
she must have food" and coal, and she 
had no other way to earn it. She then 
told me her sad story. Her home had 
been on a ranch in a western state. She 
left her home on account of the cruelty
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The Christian Religion and Natural Ethics Consi^ereil.
' ' ' • ' ■_________ ' __________ 1111 'll

To the Editor:—A friend of mine of 
religious proclivities, and either in
clined to investigation or disposed to 
argument, sent me. a pamphlet, or as he 
termed it, a tract, written by himself, 
requesting my opinion as to, whether 
from a biblical'point of view he estab
lished his position, and also asking me 
to give him my ideas in regard to the 
Christian religion. In reply I wrote 
him a lengthy, and yet comparatively 
limited exposition of my views on the 
subject. JEPTHA G. DUNLAP.

San Jose, Cal.

Dear Sir:—A very long time ago, 
comparatively speaking, 1 received a 
letter and pamphlet from you. It has 
been so long since, that even if you 
have not quite forgotten all about it, it 
must seen! a little strange to receive a 
reply at this late day. But I make It a 
rule, so far as possible, sooner or later, 
to fulfill all my epistolary obligations, 
and this does not happen to be one ot 
the exceptions, which prove the rule. 

■ Since your letter reached me, I have 
passed through many physical tribula
tions end more than once have been on 
the waters of that misty stream which 
veils the brighter and better land from 
tills. This, for one thing, must account 
for the fact that you did not hear from 
me within a reasonable length of time. 
Tn. fact I once did write at great length, 
my views on the subject to which you 
called my attention, but vias unable to 
finish, so that after all it counted for 
nothing.'

After such a lapse of time—not know
ing where to lay my hand upon your 
letter—I do not feel that ! can fully 
meet the requirements ot the case, but 
I will try as briefly as possible to pre
sent the matter proposed by you, In 
such a way as to cover any and every 
phase of it.

As to the tract, my recollection is 
that you probably proved your point; 
but why not? Every other victim of
an idea on that basis does

8EE TELEPATHY IN RESCUE,

her 
ac- 

wo-

■ Right here I would say: An immoral 
woman will ruin an Innocent girl quick
er than an immoral man wHl. They 
are not on their guard with their own' 
sex.

Her mother cast her off at her tender 
age. I don’t remember what eijy she 
went to. After a time, through the ef
forts of a mission society, she left her 
life of shame. She said she was never 
so happy as she was in the few weeks 
that she led a better life. She was em
ployed in a boarding house, and the 
work was beyond her strength, and she 
drifted back to the old life.

She cried bitterly as she said: “Oh, 
if my mother would only forgive me and 
take me back, 1 would promise her to 
never look at a man again.”

I tried to get her mother’s address, 
and said I would write her. She said, 
“No, my mothei- never forgives.”

Heartless mother, unworthy the 
name! The poor child was sadly in 
need of a loving mother’s care.

To make a long story short, she was 
taken with a severe cold on her lungs, 
and left her room, and took refuge with 
another “fallen” woman who had left 
the old life, and was making aft honest 
living at laundry work. So It came 
about that I made the acquaintance of 
No. 2. She was a bright, intelligent wo
man of about 24 years of age. From her 
I got several valuable suggestions.

Some of her patrons were her former 
associates. She said they all envied 
her her clean work. I asked why they 
did not get clean work to do. She said 
washing was harder work than they 
wished to do, and it was difficlilt to get 
other work. She showed me her poor 
hands, discolored by the scars of sev
eral blisters.

is it not a disgrace on our boasted 
civilization, that when a “fallen” woman 
wants to reform the doors are closed 
against her, and scarcely one helping 

. hand Is reached out to aid her?

that desire; and here again there can- 
be no freedom of will. If Jehovah has 
established a universal law, and there 
is a universal law, how can man be 
free? The fact is that the idea of 
man’s free will and his responsibility 
for what he is, is a fallacy; for whether 
we impute to an infinite designer, the 
origin of man or whether he Is to be re
garded as simply a child of-Nature, he 
does not make his individuality and en
vironment which lead to what he is and 
what he does; and, therefore, cannot be 
free.

According to the orthodox Christian 
position, Jehovah creates every day peo
ple with evil propensities, when, being 
omnipotent, he could as easily create 
them so naturally good that they would 
never go astray. That he does make 
some naturally good and others natural
ly bad, no Christian will deny. The one 
deserves, then, no commendation and 
should receive no reward for being 
good; while the'other deserves no con
demnation and should not be damned 
for being bad. What right has Jehovah 
to create a being and then punish him 
for being what he has made him? Some 
people, like Paul, when they can find 
no other excuse for their beloved Jeho
vah, assert that he has a right to do as 
he pleases with his own. That simply 
means that might makes right. It is. 
simply one way of saying that If Jeho-

does accomplish is %1'ainly bn natural 
principles ; there is liothinoupernatu- 
ral about it. Rs mqst potent feature 
for restraint; if not its mostelevating, is 
the doctrine of an eteniai h^jj. ' Fear of 
tills leads a certain ciaks 'of people into 
the embrace of thé çnui'Clï/ But fear 
is a degrading influence; Whoever re
frains from evil through fèàr has still 
an evil heart which sooner or later gets 
the best of him. But this doctrine of 
eternal damnation is the corner-stone of 
tlie church. Remove it and the fabric 
would crumble to ruin.’’ And yet in the 
light of advancing thought it is being 
rapidly eliminated from , the minds of 
the people. Even the pulpit now des
cants but little upon its eyident incon
sistency and horror. That feature of 
the church which accomplishes the 
most good is its socjal, character.. So 
far as it expects and'demands natural 
morality of its members, it may do 
good, but even this influence is greatly 
abrogated by its religious inculcations; 
such as vicarious atonement and simple 
faith. . : .

Now let us look at some of the rea-

the same.
Catholics, Presbyterians, Methodists, 
Unitarians, Unlversallsts, Adventists 
and many others are able to produce 
evidence from the same source to sub
stantiate their views. Slavery, anti
slavery, polygamy, monogamy, all find 
ample justification in that peculiar and 
eccentric book. And what is the sig
nificance of this? Simply that a book 
admitting so many Interpretations, so 
many antagonistic conclusions, is no 
authority for anything, and cannot by 
any possibility be the inspired word of 
an infinite intelligence. Therefore in 
all questions of moral, social or relig
ious ethics it should be set aside in 
favor of natural, scientific evidence. 
But Instead of discussing, enlarging up
on or demonstrating these very evident 
statements, as I should so much like to 
do, I will for the sake of brevity, pass, 
on to other features of the case.

The simplest and most effectual way 
to settle this whole question of ortho
dox Christianity is to begin at the foun
tain head. Let us thefefore consider 
the meaning of omnipotence as applied 
to the supposed author ot the universe 
or in other words, to Jehovah. Omnip
otence embraces everything. Omnipo
tence means all responsibility. An Om
nipotent God must be the originator of 
everything that is, must be all in all, 
must reign over all and direct all, Noth
ing can exist or occur contrary .to the 
wishes of an omnipotent creator. 
These propositions are too self-evident 
to require discussion. Let us now make 
some practical application of them. It 
Jehovah is responsible for all things, if 
he is all and in all, if he is the origin 
of all things, if he .reigns over all, it 
follows that he is the author of sin or 
evil, as emphatically stated in Isaiah 
XIV, 7, and other places. It by the 
fruit of a tree it may be known, then es
pecially must an omnipotent author of 
evil himself be evil. Omnipotence

vah sees fit to be cruel and unjust, he । 
has a right to be. And generally it also 
means, so long as Jehovah saves me 
and damns the other fellow.!

According to the orthodox idea Jeho
vah is responsible for that cruel, fiend
ish law of nature by which the innocent 
suffer for the guilty—by which the In
iquity of the fathers is visited upon the 
children. How any Christian can be 
so deluded, or If not deluded, so de
praved as to attribute to the being he 
professes to worship, such injustice as 
this and predestination, is almost be
yond conceptioii.

Another feature of Nature which if it 
could be imputed to an infinite intelli
gence, as it is by the orthodox, would 
be the acme of cruelty, is that law by 
which through martyrdom- the human 
race has progressed—that condition of 
adversity which under the natural law 
is essential to advancement—that law 
by which through pain and suffering a 
few reach a higher plane while by It the 
great majority (?) are cast down to rise 
no more—cast down as it were to 
eventually form a footing aboye the 
quicksands of life for those who come 
afterwards. What a stigma It would be 
upon an omnipotent creator who could 
as easily arrange that peace and happi
ness would be the means of advance, so 
arrange that every living thing would 
be free from pain and grief, were he to 
choose in preference, the law of suffer- 

. ing.
But if I exonerate Jehovah and fix the 

responsibility for all these evils upon 
Nature, perhaps you will ask how Na
ture can be responsible when Jehovah 
IB the author of Nature an<r all her 
laws? Well, If he is the author of all 
things he is of course responsible for 
all things; but It is not by any means 
necessary to suppose that he is the first 
great cause of everything that is,- and 
If I loved him I would try to find for 
him, some way out of this disreputable 
tangle in which his professed friends, 
have placed him. ,,

But you may ask how Nature could 
exist without a creator? Let that

This woman said If one desired to re- 
fortq an outcast, never to upbraid 
them, nor look upon them with disdain. 
It made them angry and one could have 
no Influence over them.

But if one approached them in a kind 
and loving spirit, they could lead them 
as they willed.

Do not the last few words give the 
Jtey to the reason why so many young 
girls employed In cities go the down
ward way?

The employer cares nothing for the 
working, girl. They find, no sympathy 
in the home. After the day’s work is 
ever, they must sit in their room, or go- 
upon the street for company. Some 
man offers them what he calls love, and 
they accept it, following blindly, and 
the end is DEATH.

When one takes a young girl into the 
family as a domestic, they should take 
an interest in'her, throw about her a 
motherly protection, and make her stay 
to the family as pleasant, as clrcum- 
itances will permit.
'We will find In some future state of 
>xistence that we are to some extent, 
>ur brother’s and sister’s keeper.

MARY A. INGALLS.
Antwerp, N. Y.

-."Voltaire’s Rpmasoer.” .Translated 
. ¡rom the French. With numerous II* 

lustrations.' These lighter works of th) 
brilliant Frenchman, an' Invincible en- 
em’v of the Catholic ciuivh, are worthy 
of wide readipg. .Wit, philwophy and 
romance are combined/with the tkill of 
a' matter mind. Price Slid. ' . -

"The New Elfe.” By Leroy Berrier. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
“new thought” Excellent in tone and 
tendencies. Tjice, cloth, ?L ,

meaning all responsibility, Jehovah ■ 
could not. can not transfer responsibll- 
Ity to his creations. In all the universe ■ 
such an .Impossibility could not be. It 
is evident, then, that Jehovah, not man, 
is responsible for all the sin, all the 
mental and physical agony, In short, for 
all the deep and damnable excruciation 
to which mankind is subjected. If Je
hovah is omnipotent and reigns, as in 
that case he must, every den, every 
dive, every saloon, every place of iniq
uity must exist as a part of his plan, 
must exist "because he wishes it to ex
ist. If he did not wish it to exist he 
would prevent It, and, being all in all, 
it Is but a part of himself and a re
sponsibility of his own. It is needless 
to think of a God who is not the cause 
of all things, who is not responsible for 
all things; and to me it is equally ab
surd to think of a God who is responsi
ble for things as they exist in this life.

Omnipotence essentially means pre
destination, not alone jn one sense, but 
In all; and in view of all the unknowa
ble, inexpressible evil that prevails, in 
view of an eternal hell to which Jeho
vah's victims are unjubtly assigned, it 
is the most Inexecusable, horrible, atro
cious thing that has ever been ascribed 
to any being.

As to the pretext of those who seek 
to exonerate Jehovah from the stigma 
of predestination but admit foreknowl
edge It Is evident that predestination 
and foreknowledge are practically the 
same; for what Jehovah knows will oc
cur will as unavoidably take place as 
if predestined; and knowing that It will 
occur, he also knows that he arranges 
the conditions for its occurrence, and 
that, after all, is predestination. So in 
the case of Omnipotence, predestination 
and foreknowledge are one and the 
same.

It is vain to try to escape either the 
responsibility for or the odium of pre
destination as ascribed to Jehovah' by 
his devotees. Twist it this way and 
twist it that, and by no possibility can 
an omnipotent God who would arrange 
the affairs of the universe to accommo
date so wicked a scheme, be exoner- 
Ated when he could as easily create a 
condition of peace and happiness for 
every living thing; not only,: here, but 
every where, not only now, but ever
more. It was better to have no Gbd 
than to degrade One’s self in worshiping 
a being to whom is, and inevitably must 
be ascribed such attributes.

To the thinking, unbiased mind, the 
effort to justify Jehovah by transferring 
his responsibility is profoundly ridicu
lous. Were it possible under omnipo
tence for man to be responsible, for the 
characteristics and Inclinations impart
ed to him and thus have freedom of 
will; he Would be in a position to defeat 

: God’s will, which is simply absurd. If 
an omnipotent creator who reigns in 
the minutest particular, could impart to

question be forever settled by the fact 
that if nothing can exist without a cre
ator then Jehovah cannot exist. Fur
ther, it may be well to add that the cre
ator of a thing-must be greater than 
the thing created. It is therefore easier 
to conceive that Nature, being inferior 
could exist without being created, than 
that a supposed creator, superior in ev
ery way, could exist without a cause. 
The only rational conclusion seems to 
be that the universe was not created— 
that it-had no beginning and will have 
no end. This is the idea which the ad
vanced thinkers of the day entertain.

No matter, however, whether we turn 
to the idea of a creator or to that of no 
creation, we are- confronted by the 
greatest of all mysteries—the existence 
of something without a cause—a mys
tery which we will never be able to 
solve here or hereafter, though we ex
ist eternally. It should, however, be 
a cause of congratulation that by the 
theory of no creation, we relieve Jeho
vah or any Infinite Intelligence of the 
ignominy which would attach to the au
thor of all the evil, all the mental and 
physical pain and all the iniquity 
which pertains to this life, when he 
could as well have chosen an order ot 
things under which all would be undl- 
minished happiness, It is also a matter 
of congratulation that by this ¿neans we 
establish ourselves as the children of 
Nature, learn where our interests He, 
and comprehend the importance of 
studying and conforming to her laws; 
knowing that if we violate them we 
cannot evade the penalty, vicariously or 
otherwise; knowing that while Nature 
has provided hell enough for the best 
of us, we are relieved of that infamous 
Invention of a malignant God or man, an 
Sternal hell of fire. By the natural law 
we pay the penalty and learn to do bet
ter, by the orthodox theory we never 
get through paying the penalty, and can 
never have an opportunity to do better 
—an existence simply wasted in useless 
and eternal pain. We may also felici
tate ourselves that being the children ot 
Nature she will care for us in a natural 
way, not only here but hereafter.

Here it would be well to consider the 
relation of so-called orthodox Chris
tianity to the advance ot civilization 
and the existing state of morality, but it 
is a matter of such breadth and the evi
dence so profuse and suggestive that 
it is discouraging to enter upon it and 
deal with it in the restricted manner 
which I must nowimpose upon myself. 
Like so many others, you have, I pre
sume, been educated to regard the 
church and its doctrines as the. only 
way to salvation and the most assured 
source., of moral advancement; <but it 
you will give the subject a moment’s 
thought, you will -probably admit that 
it is a little strange that with an omriip- 

■ otent God at the helm, arranging and 
directing aflairs, morality through all 

. the dark ages has been, and/ at the 
: present time is, at so low a tide; and 
’ this in spite of the fact that for nearly 
. two thousand years the church, claim- 
- ing to be aided and abetted by Jeho- 
. vah’s almighty arm, has failed to rectify

sons why the church in all these ages 
lias failed. First it requires a system 
of religious beliefs and ceremonies 
which It makes paramount to the natu
ral law—to science ’and philosophy, 
making morality and conformity to the 
the natural law of no avail unless asso
ciated with these' inconsistent observ
ances. *

Second, it takes for its foundation a 
book so plainly, so positively, contradic
tory that the unbiased, thinking mind 
refuses to accept it, and even the more 
advanced youthful intellect of the pres
ent day- gives it a clear cut rejection or 
else doubts—not to be ^damned,” but 
sooner or later to arrive at the truth. 
Unfortunately such minds if brought up 
under religious influences have had but 
little training on scientific or natural 
principles, and are thus left like a ship 
without a rudder, to drift upon the 
stormy sea of life.

Third, the doctrine of atonement is 
responsible for more iniquity than any 
other belief that at present suggests it
self. Show me the man who believes 
that absurd impossibility, in the church 
or 'out of the church,-and does not in 
consequence of it commit sin, and I will 
show you an angel materialized. One 
of the most wicked men with whom 1 
have been thrust in contact believed 
that doctrine, and told me that some
time he expected to join the church and 
get to heaven, but that in the meantime 
he intended to follow tlje bent of his In
clinations and enjoy‘’himself.

Fourth, the idea Unit faju) Is essen
tial to salvation meet£ with’.opposition 
from the logicarmind'who is'so in har
mony with the natural law that he un
derstands the complete efficiency of 
good works without faith wlilch Nature 
yields to all who ¿onform to her. 
Whether Nature be tHe ¿'((spring of 
some infinite intelligence or not, the 
laws governing the universe have full 
sway not only now titit hereafter—not 
only here but everywhere, and the good 
that man does, the mbra!Ity That he ob
serves, the law mus^'and will reward. 
The idea that morality mthout faith 
will avail nothing lnR the Hereafter is 
absurd; for there is no hereafter which 
is not'a part of the universe and sub- 

. jeet to its law, and the law responds to 
goodness and to evefy golod deed as 
well as to evil and and to every evil 
deed.

(To be continued.)

his creations any degree of free will, 
he having arranged all the conditions 
and planned all (he events, would be in
finitely responsible for all that resulted 
from such freedom of will.

Were it possible for a man to desire 
that which an omnipotent creator does 
not implant within his being—that 

■which is contrary to the designs of om
nipotence, this omnipotence must and

Miss Stewart's Parents Tell of Mental 
States In the Search—Mother Heard 
“Thoughts" Saying, “We Are Alive in 
the Boat."
Did telepathy play a part in the res

cue of Miss Zelda E. Stewart and her 
escort, John Charters, after they had 
drifted aimlessly in an open boat with 
but'one oar for forty-one hours?

Did some mysterious sixth sense tell 
the father of the lost girl that she was 
still alive long after many had given up 
all hope?

Did a strange psychic power carry 
the Christian Science “thoughts" from 
the daughter in the lost boat In the 
open sea back to hei* mother in the 
home in Irving Park?

Did an omniscient power through the 
great over-soul hear and answer the 
prayers and supplications of Catholic, 
Protestant, Jew and Dowleite that were 
offered for the safety of the young 
couple?

These are the questions that are be
ing discussed now at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Ethelbert Stewart, 2299 Forty- 
first court, Irving Park.

When it was known Monday morning 
that Miss Stewart and Mr. Charters 
were lost in the lake Mrs. Esther Falk- 
ensteln and many friends of the young 
woman and her parents at the Armitage 
settlement, 783 Armitage avenue, of
fered fervent prayers that the lost 
couple might be found alive. In this 
settlement are Protestants, Catholics 
and Jews. Miss Stewart has aided in 
the work at this settlement and she has 
been training a chorus of fifty children 
for a concert that was to have been 
given last Tuesday, night. It was on 
Tuesday afternoon that Miss Stewart

THE MOTHER WAS THERE.

Savior was born quite a long time

was 
the 
was
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saved. ..Instead of the concert at 
settlement a thanksgiving service 
held.
Dowleltes Pray for Rescue.

x Yesterday afternoon Mrs. Stewart 
was informed by a letter written the 
day before from Zion saying that the 
Dowleltes had held services and offered 
special prayers for the rescue of her 
daughter. Besides she received letters 
and telegrams from many individuals 
assuring her that players had been of
fered for the safety of her daughter.

Mrs. Stewart,the mother of the young- 
woman, is Inclined to believe (hat the 
doctrine of Christian Science has its 
virtue. The members of the family, 
even to the smallest son, 13 years old, 
have some of the teachings of this cult 
familiarized.

“All day Monday, Monday night and 
Tuesday morning, when the prospects 
of finding the lost couple were very 
dark,” said Mrs. Stewart yesterday af
ternoon, as she sat beneath the shade of 
the trees in the yard at home, "I could 
hear distinctly the Christian Science 
’thoughts” saying: ‘We are safe and 
alive In the boat.’ Even the children 
would come to me and say: 'Mother, 
Zelda and John are safe, for we can 
hear it.' And then with all the prayers 
that I now know were offered I can 
hardly believe it possible, for the couple 
to have been lost forever. It is plain 
that some mysterious power worked for 
good.

“But what convinces me of this fact 
now Is that both John, and Zelda tell me 
that they both repeated many times this 
saying: ‘We. are safe and alive in the

There are millions and millions of 
hungry and thirsting souls on this earth 
longing for । truth and knowledge, 1. e., 
spiritual truth aud'knowledge, in regard 
to their own soul-life, future existence, 
life of spirits, spirit return and the rul
ing of the unchangeable spiritual law in 
this natural world. For all the doc
trines and teaching of the various de
nominations and sects can not fill their 
hearts’ desire. And as long as these 
fellow-men and women, of whatever 
clime, country, nation, color, race or 
tribe are without this truth and knowl
edge, they are not only In a state of er
ror and ignorance, but also at unrest 
and unhappy, and can not go on in soul 
character-building on the road of spirit
ual progress.

Be these mortals yet children of na
ture, half barbarians or civilized, it is 
all the same with them to a certain de
gree; and dreadful it is to state that 
the mind ot the so-called civilized and 
advanced nations and peoples is often 
the most perverted. But they all need 
the truth and knowledge to think and to 
do right. The various sects of many 
countries send out missionaries, espe
cially the so-called Christians, to con
vert the heathen nations. But as these 
pseudo-christian-teachers do not under
stand the mission of the great reformer 
and master, Christ, they neither under
stand his doctrine and therefore cannot 
teach it. If they were real missiona
ries of truth and apostles of the gospel 
of Divine Love, they would not need 
swords, rifles and quick-firing guns to 
protect their physical life and to uphold 
their teaching. It is not compassion 
that leads these men into the mission 
field, but misconception. Blind lead
ers, often without a spark of true char
ity, unless they would not hiss curses 
and damnation at those who do not re
ceive their adulterated doctrines with 
favor and—horror! asked their govern
ment for armed intervention.

Christians? Counterfeiters of Christ's 
life and teaching, that was a life ot 
love and charity and a doctrine ot 
truth. He, Christ, and the Christian 
teachers! what contrast! He taught: 
love one another. They envy one an
other. He, Christ, taught equality and 
united co-operation. They envy one an
other and are divided into schisms.' 
And these poor self-conceited teachers 
want to have, or say they have the 
power to make saints, forgive sins, re
deem from hell and are themselves in 
the hells of ignorance. A devil in ig
norance and a satan in the mire of
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falsity, claims to have the power to

boat.’ And this is the saying all of 
heard here. It may be telepathy, 
call It what you will."

Remarkable Phases In Search.
"I realize that there are some 

markable phases to the finding of :

Or so the old legend .continues to go; 
But whethter a fable or whether a fact, 
Has little to’do with a.certain greatact: 
If babe-was e’er born to breathe the» 

earth air—
A Savior or sinner—the mother was 

there.
Though God-like or sinful and born 

out of fame,
To every true mother the babe is the 
- ' same.

Once seen and once coddled, asleep on 
her "breast,

Her life is illumined, her boul is at 
rest.

Though Christ was a Savior, when baby
hood care

Demanded attention, his mother was 
there.

Give Jesus due credit for 
wrought,

And all'the "glad tilings” to 
e’er brought A

Aye! shout with loud voices 
holy name,

And give him, for virtue and 
due fame,

miracles

earth he

his high,

goodness

But do not forget in the worship and 
prayer,

That Mary, his mother, was certainly 
there. r

Though born to be mighty or humble 
and low; ;

Though born amid riches, or squalor 
..and woe;

Though born well anji active, or dullard 
in mind;

Though born full of love, or of hate tor 
mankind,

With her sacred office of life, sweet and 
fair, .. x

In love, pain and patience, the mother 
. was there. ■ f

Now let us be just untoraU humankind;
Give credit to all foil virtues we 
Be candid and honest, be noble

true,
find; 
and

if
And help all our fellows tod bear I 
, loads through flir,: no 1 
Help every brother.ito bear!- his 

share, - e ■ 5W-
But never forget that hlsdlnother 

there. ; be .-.no -

the evil which prevail. In viewing this, 
one would naturally conclude that the 
term omnipotence was wrongly applied 
to Jehovah, and that he was so restrict
ed in power that he could not arrange a 
better condition ot affairs or that he is 
unable to control the forces which he 
set in motion, or that he preferred the 
cruel way by which sin and misery 
abound, or that the doctrines held and 
taught by the church are radically 
wrong.

The church accomplishes a certain 
amount of good, that Is, if anything 
standing In the way of something better

would prevent the accomplishment of can be said to do good. What good it

their

full

was

DR. T. WILKINS.
————Lilt—-fil—

A LITTL'fe WaVJ
A little way to wa®1 wlffi you, rdy 

own— ■ < ' S
Onlya little way.,- . , J 

Then one of us muSt Wen and walk 
atone

Until God’s day. » ■ -. <Tk LI/ ■
A little way! It is sQSweetto live. 

Together,- that I know • <«« \ •_
Life would not have ®ne withered*rose 

to give ■ * i
If one of us should go. ■ .

And If these lips shodld ever learn to 
* smile, '■

With thy heart far from mine, 
'Twould be for joy that In a little while 

They would be kissed by thine!
—Frank' L. Stanton, ;

us 
or

re- 
my

make saints! Where would the human 
race go to, if it were not for the blissful 
truth and light of Spiritualism? This 
power, as it has worked in the ages ot 
the’past and in the future, will change 
conditions still more favorable till this 
good light shines everywhere. And 
encouraging it is, these forces are wak
ing up and arousing human minds ev
erywhere. They begin to see gradually 
and to start thinking. It has lifted sci
ence, it has improved social conditions, 
ft has weakened the spirit of dominion 
and oppression In a decaying church, 
that never was a church of unadulter
ated truth.

Adulterated food! Adulterated food 
is harmful, dangerous to physical 
health and well-being. Truth pervert
ed, causes still more deplorable condi
tions, as it concerns the well-being of 
the soul. The body is only the soul s 
covering. The soul is the acting man.

daughter, considered from the psycho
logical point of view,” said the father ot 
the young woman yesterday. “After 
the long search on the beach Monday 
arid Monday night and no word from 
the lost couple I felt my hope wane. 
Intellectually, I had given up the 
thought of finding them alive, but some
thing seemed to whisper to me, never
theless, that they were alive and were 
drifting in that boat out in the lake. 
Now, living a block from me is Theo
dore Wiese. I had never spoken to 
him, as (we were not acquainted. But 
I remembered seeing some boats piled 
up by the side of his house at one time. 
The thought occurred to me as my son 
and I were, walking down, the street 
Tuesday morning and I saw Mr. Wiese 
coming out of his house. I spoke to 
him and asked him if he could tell me 
where I could get a fast launch and how 
I would go about it, as I wanted to find 
my daughter and her escort.

" ‘Yes, this is Mr. Stewart, Isn’t It?” 
he said. 'Your daughter is lost in the 
lake, 1 hear. Well, "you have struck 
just the right man in me to get a boat. 
Now, you-rest, and leave this whole 
matter to me and I will start a fleet ot 
small craft In search of your daughter 
immediately.’

Wiese Has Spirit of Hope.
“I impressed on Mr. Wiese's mind my 

thorough conviction that my daughter 
and her escort were floating alive in 
the boat in the lake. He seemed to 
catch the spirit that controlled me. 1 
soon learned that of all men In Chicago 
Mr. Wiese was the one who could get 
the fastest launch, the Erin, owned by 
Captain T. H. Bullock, and more, too, 
he was commodore of the Chicago 
Power-Boat club,, and could start a 
fleet Tn search In short order. Commo
dore Wiese met his friend, Captain Bul
lock, later and told him what he wanted 
to do.

“ ‘Why, there is not a chance of find
ing that couple,’ said Captain Bullock. 
‘I think there Is an equal chance of find
ing them alive,’ replied Commodore 
Wiese, ‘and we will start right now and 
we will find them, too.’

"Commodore Wiese had daught my 
spirit so thoroughly that he just felt 
that he would find the missing couple 
and his conviction could not be shaken. 
Captain Bullock then joined in the 
search with a vim. And it is well 
known how they sailed out several 
miles and met a steamer from Muske
gon, the captain of. which said nothing 
had been seen in the wake of his vessel. 
The Erin then veered eighteen miles 
east, clear out of the. beaten path of the 
steamers, and found the little boat with 
.my. daughter and Mr.? Charters.’’—Chi
cago Chronicle.

"The Present Age and nmar Ute; 
Ancient and- Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and explained.” By Andrew Jack* 
aon^Javls. We have a few copies ot 
this work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, 91.10.

“Spiritual Songs tor the‘Use ot Cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
ualistis -Gatherings;”- By Mattie E. 
HnlL Prise 10 sent®.

SMILES.

Reason, think! 
for the truth!

Strive for truth, work 
It will emancipate Im

manity! If this is understood, then we 
grasp for it with both hands as the 
great redeeming blessing; hold it fast 
to our.hearts with a grateful soul. Then 
those whimpering and quivering plat
form and rostrum lamentations will at 
once and for all the time, stop and 
cease. Fpar! quaking about opposition 
or undeserved slander!

Pshaw!
Spiritualism is the sole truth, the 

only truth, the whole truth, the eternal, 
universal truth, and therefore It shall, 
it must. It will prevail by the divine 
law of nature’s order!

Impressed, imbued and inspired of 
this to the depth, the innermost of 
one’s soul-life, such a person will grow 
strong, good and wise, and will develop 
favorably, also grow in courage. Fear? 
Sadness? Discouragement? Doleful 
lamentations coming from the mouths 
of Spiritualists or mediums? What an 
incompatible condition for a spiritual 
teacher expounding the truth! Never! 
As we have such a host of friends 
around us strengthening, leading and 
teaching us on our walks of life and In 
performing our duties faithfully.

If this is the vibrating thought, the 
underlying leading principle of our 
souls, how gladly, how willingly and 
cheerfully will angel and spirit friends 
come, guide, impress and inspire us in 
our life, in our work, in making prog
ress that we be wise, become pure and 
wise to understand and enlighten oth
ers. Then it will be a pleasure to push 
on and work. There will be fidelity, pa
tience, forbearance, consideration. We 
will have and take time for our own 
self-development that we may be able 
to aid others. Then, we will meet 
with success, will be able to draw, to 
give satisfaction. Instead of the con
trary. And last, but not least, no de
parted spirits will have cause to ac
cuse tis of misleading or of having neg
lected our duty when we meet them on 
the other plane.

L. C. KOEHLER, Ph. D., M. D.

There are smiles of mockery,- smiles of 
, disdain, ■
Smiles of defiance,.smiles of pain.
There are smiles of bitterness, smiles 

, < that are glad, < > ■:
Smiles of sorrow, smiles' that are sad.
There are'smiles of pleasure that light 
- up a face, .
And the social smile full of grace.
There’s the smile means happy, a smile 

means joy,
The brazen smile, the-smile that’s coy.
There’s the smile from lips only—made 

in haste, ■
The smile of deceit, the smile of bad 

tasT°. . ' ■ - ,
The peaceful smile, the smiie*bf unrest, 
The smile that’s ' cursed/ the smile 

that's blessed. .
But there’s no smile, will win, below or

Like
above, 
the sweet, tender -smile, full of 
love.

MRS. J. H. DALLAS. 
St Louis, Mo.

THE

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH
Scientifically Examined and 

Carefully Described. 
BY C. W, LEADBEATER.

A Volume of 500 large pages, treating very 
utorestlngly It Lite, Death and Ininiortality, 
Clairvoyance, Spirit Phenomena. Etc, as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent otby an acknowledged and < 
Theosophy. Price, 11.50.

ft new catechism;
k BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

Thli Is a new “CalecblanT In the foil aenu of the 
word. There has m yet appeared in the world of lib 
era! literature nothing like thia mom wonderful 11 Illa 
book or roR6on. E. P. Powell, the well-known author, 
the reviewer aua critic. Bays: “The remarkable thing 
about wia 'Catecblam' 1b that It tells tho truth." It 
dealt with the questions of God. Immortality—the 
Creeds, the Clergy, the Church, Prayer and Solvation, 
Jeans ana bls Teaching, the Growth of the Chrlatlan 
Scriptures, and many other philosophical, aclentlho 
aud ethical questions with the utmost candor, eour 
age and clearness. 188 pages. Cloth 75c; paper, 50#

BIBLE OF BIBLES,
-OR-

TWENTY-SEVEN

“DIVINE REVELATIONS”
BY KERSEY GRAVES.

Containing & description ot twenty-Reren bibles, and 
an exposition ot two thoui&nd biblical errors la 
•clence. bitlory, morale, religion, etc. Price, clotb. 
11.75. For tale at (hit office.

Spiritualist

IN

Solid Gold Duly
Nillm Witch Chinn.

PRICES;—Badpo Pin, 11.50: Lapel Button. 11*50;
Sunflower Brooch. 14.00; Maltese Charm. Sft.OO; 

Maltese Pendant, 15.00. Thio jewelry needs no oth
er recommend than to say it is the SUNFLOWER 
BADGE, the adopted emblem of Spiritualism. As 
the Sunflower turns Its face towards the sun. so 
Spiritualism turns the faces of humanity from 
darkness and superstition towards the Sunlight 
of Truth and Progression. These beautiful em
blems are for sale at this office.

“AS IT IS TO BE.”
A Very Suggestive Work Which 

Beams With Spiritual Truths.

GRASS WILL GROW OVER 
YOUR HEAD.

Would you win in the battle of life, my 
friend,

And r^ach the bright goal of success? 
Then up with the standard you’ve 

vowed to defend,
Nor ever to weakness confess.

It may be so willed, that you fight but 
to-day,

And die ere the victory’s complete— 
The grass will grow over your head 

some day,
• Don’t let It grow under your feet.

The load may be heavy, the road may 
, be long,

Andfybur cup may be none too sweet. 
But follow the way with. a lilt and a 

song,
And a "Hail!” for pilgrims you meet. 

Keep p^ce with the moments fast 
speeding away, 

. For the race will be to th» fleet— 
The grass will grow over your head 

some day,
Don’t'let it grow under your feet.

There’s no time for despair, nor repin
ing,

'Tis foolish to turn and look back; 
If you can’t get along without whining, 
' Clear out and give others the track. 
Don’t loiter! Move lively! Step forward, 

.Isay,
-The future with courage to greet— 

The grass will grow over your head 
•some day, ;

■ Don’t let it grow under your feet.
HELEN STUART-RICHINGS.

(Helen Hawthorne.)

•Tho light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge ns 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic PhUoso* 
phy. Price (2 yer volume.

Tnis is a beautiful book, by Cora 
Lynn Daniels, and it scintillates with 
grand spiritual thought. An idea of 
this work can be obtained by reading 
the titles of a few of the chapters 
therein:

The process of Dying; Light an^ 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; What Is unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Sou| 
of Man; The Drama; A Day in Heaven, ‘ 
Price $1.00._________________

WISDOMOF THEAGES*
Revelations trom Zertoulem, the 

Prophet of Tlaskanata.

A Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

This work was automatically trans
cribed by Geo. A. Fuller, M. D., a gen
tleman who stands high as a lecturer 
and medium. It is a mine of valuable 
reflections and suggestions. The para-' 
graphs are short, suggestive and in
spiring. Everyone of them leads to 
something higher, grander, nobler. 
Price ?L00.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lectores by the Swami Viveka^andi, on Raia Togaj 

or Conquering the Internal Nature, and other sub* 
Jetts; alio, Patanjali’s Yoga Aphorisms, with com« 
mentarles and * copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged, limo., Cloth. 11.W. Raia Yoga 
Is an ancient system of Iftdlan Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami Vlf» 
ekanandabecame a familiar figure in several Amen' 
can cities during the three years following the Par 
llamenl of Religions at Chicago: ho was cordially re- 
calvodln Amenes, where the breadth and depth ot 

- hlfitencblngs were soon recognized. His teachings 
mitinlTersal In their application. Tho book la cheap

For sale at this office. , '

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA, 
According to Old Records. By Dr. Paul Carns. 
A translation made front Japanese, under the 
anspices-of the Rev. Shakn Sorer, delegate to 
the Parliament of Religions, was puollshea 
in Japan. Price, Bi.  •'

Selections from the con
tents of that ancient 
book, Its commentaries,

teachings, poetry, and legends. Also brief 
sketches of the men who mi>do and commented 
upon it. By H. Polang. 850 pp. Price, cloth, U
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EXPLAINS SPIRITUALISM.
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heads, less fortunate in fact than 
birds of the air that have nests, 
foxes that have holes.

was 
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is

names, personified attributes of the 
true Deity, or parts of the nature 
spired by him.”

Prof. Rawlinson cites numerous

lie gains nothing by age. If a He 
a He yesterday, it is a lie to-day, 
will remain a lie forever. It mat- 
not how many aid in giving cur-

A Discarded Teaching of Jesus.
The very general dissatisfaction 

regard to popular religious creeds

Never Created a Soul to Be. 
stroyed.
Harrison D. Barrett, president of 

National Spiritualists Association, 
livered the principal address at

»too 
«Jeta 
25ots 
bets

one 
in-

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION I
Tan PaooHBSstvB Tbinkbr will bo turutulied 

until further notice at tho following terms, In
variably la advance:

A Thinker Who Thinks.
That fellow, Elbert Hubbard, 

Roycrofter, at East Aurora, N.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Any person donating one dollar

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
tor five cents, and th;n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

Edltor-at-Largo for the National Spirit 
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to u- 
awer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
dippings when ac attack is made, giv
ing date and-name ot paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Ona Year,........... . ..............................
Six Months........................................
'riititeenWeakB,..............
Slagle Copy,...................... . .............

REMITTANUESi

TAUE NOIlCEl .
the expiration ot subscription, if not re- 

newel, tbe paper Is discontinued. No bills 
will bo sent tor extra numbers.

you ito not recolvo your paper prpmptly 
write us, and any errors In address will ba 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis,
Whenever you desire the address of your 

paper ¡changed, always give the address ol 
the place to which It has been going or the 
change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries js ?2,

Kemlt by Postofflee Money order; Registered 
Letter or Draft on Chicago or New York. It 
costs from 10 to 15 cents to get checks cashed on 
local banks, so do not send them unless you 
wish that amount deducted from the amount 
sent. Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, ¿0 
Loomis Street, Chicago, I1L

the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S. 
A., will, if desired, receive one set of 
spiritual tracts and one copy ot “Vio
lets,” a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing .two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy ot 
“Leaves of Truth," a cloth-bound book 
of instructive spiritual matter.

’ MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

COO Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

shown by the constant multiplication of 
.new sects, each having an amended 
feature from all preceding sects, and 
each dropping out of sight some other 
feature which was formerly deemed 
cardinal. The Catholic is the only 
church which seems stable. It is “the 
same yesterday, to-day and forever.” 
Rooted in paganism, and moored to an
cient dogmas common to barbarianism; 
it cannot advance. The Greek Catho
lics, the state religion of Russia, was 
an offshoot of Roman Catholicism in 
the eighth century. With the renais
sance, and the revival of learning and 
the arts in the 15th century, after the 
long sleep of a thousand years, when 
Luther came to the front with hls re
forms, there seems to have been but 
slight difference in opinion, and that dif
ference, when it found expression, was 
terminated by force.

Since then some 1,200 varying sects 
have sprang into being, each claiming 
the Bible as its infallible guide, and 
each quoting texts therefrom which 
seem to sustain the new faith.

One important teaching of the dear 
Master, possibly the most important of 
all, has been wholly -discarded. And 
that, “Take no thought for the morrow.” 
When the ruler approached Jesus and 
inquired what he should do to inherit 
eternal life, and showed he had kept all 
the commandments, and even honored 
his father and mother, yet Jesus told 
him: “Thou lackest one thing. Sell all 
thou hast and give to the poor.” With
out doing this the unfortunate ruler had 
no treasure in heaven.

Where are the Rockefellers, the Mor
gans, the Rothschilds, ah, the humblest 
citizen who is in possession of worldly 
goods? They have no claim on heaven 
until they sell all they have and give 
the proceeds to the poor.

Where the church that has made this 
inculcation a basic principle, and has 
been founded upon the words of the lov
ing Jesus? There is not one. The 
only persons who will voluntarily be
come members of such a church, should 
one be founded, are the tramps, who, 
like the Master, bewail their hard for
tune, having no place to lay their

. - -

It is a well recognized principle in 
ethics, that we have no more right to 
suppress a truth, than we have to pro
mulgate a He. He who wlltully does 
either justly incurs the censure of all 
honorable men.

rency to a He. '
Though a whole generation, or a 

thousand generations repeat a lie, if it 
was false in tbe beginning it is false 
still; and however earnestly believed 
by all, yet It is a falsehood deserving 
correction, and truth should be substi
tuted in its place.

For ages the Christian world has 
taught that the bld Egyptians, they who 
built the pyramids, reared the obelisks, 
mummified their dead, and protected 
them with such tender care from-decay, 
were polytheists, worshipers ot many 
gods; and those gods they said were' 
false gods, as distinguished from the 
Father who presides over all, the true 
God, whom Christians profess to adore.

This teaching was and is false. The 
Egyptians had but one God, with many 
attributes. Each attribute of that one 
God had its representative as has our 
God, whom we mention by amultitude ot 
names. It would be as just, possibly 
more so, to charge Christians with be
ing polytheists as' to bo designate the 
ancient residents In the valley of the 
Nile. -

Do our Christian readers demand the 
proof? They shall have it from one ot 
their own number, from Rev. Geo. Raw
linson, professor’of ancient history in 
Oxford University, author of the “Sev
en Great Monarchies,” and of “The Re
ligions of the Ancient World.” No one 
will question his scholarship; or his or
thodoxy. It is a pleasure to cite such 
authority. We quote from the latter 
work, published in 1885, by John B. Al
den, New York, p. 31:

“Below the popular mythology there 
lay concealed from general view, but 
open to the educated classes, a theolog
ical system which was not far removed 
from pure ‘natural theology.' The 
real essential unity of the divine na
ture was taught and Insisted on. The 
sacred texts spoke of a single being, 
’the sole producer of all things in 
heaven and earth, himself not pro
duced of any,’ ’the only true living God, 
self-originated,’ ’who exists from the 
beginning,’ ’who has made all things, 
but has not himself been made.’ This 
being seems never to have been repre
sented by any material, even symbolical 
form. It is thought he had nd name, 
or, if he had, it must have been unlaw
ful to pronounce or write it. Even Am
mon, the ‘concealed God,’ was a mere 
external adumbration [shadowing] of 
this mysterious and unapproachable 
deity. He was a pure spirit, perfect in 
every respect, all-wise, all-mighty, su
premely, perfectly good.

“Those who grasped this great truth 
understood clearly that the many gods 
of the popular mythology were mere

thorities, by way of notes, confirming 
each of his statements, which we omit, 
as they who have not access to the 
great libraries cannot confirm them by 
an appeal to the records.

Most strange of all, the evidence is 
incontrovertible, that these same Egypt
ians whose theology has been so shame
fully misrepresented, comprised a rec
ognition. of the doctrine of the Trinity. 
Cudworth, in the 17th century, main
tained this; but this position for a 
time was controverted. Renouf, how
ever, in his “The Religion of Ancient 
Egypt,” abundantly confirms Cud
worth’s discoveries. On page 130, of 
his Hibbert Lectures, Scribner & Son’s 
edition, Renouf is very pointed in this 
etatment As the Sun, under an Egypt
ian name, was the material representa
tion of the Supreme God, he bore one 
name at his rising, another at noon, an
other at hls setting, quite equivalent to 
the Father, Son find Holy Ghost, each 
independent of the other, and yet iden
tically the same God.

is it not possible the founders of the 
Christian system, who we know made 
heavy drafts on what they term pagan
ism, borrowed their idea of the Trinity 
from Egypt, without the mental capac
ity to grasp the nice distinction the 
pyramid- builders made, by which they 
counted one as three, and the three as 
one?

Without elaborating, the whole so- 
called pagan systems of religion have 
been falsified, as has the Egyptian, and 
in a similar manner and for the same 
purpose, to magnify the Christian faith, 
and minify that from which theirs was 
stolen. Not a single feature in the 
Christian system can be named, but its 
parallel can be found in paganism, and 
antedating the founding of Christianity.

Ik-
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seems to be an original genius. In hls 
"Little Journeys/ article “Haeckel,” 
we find many good things. Here is 
one:

“How a death-bed can be ’glorious’ 
. for a man who has perfect faith in his 

own salvation, and an equally perfect 
faith in the damnation of most every
body else, is difficult to understand.”

, ' And here is another:
“It is not all strange that men are 

better than their religion. They drag 
their dead creeds behind them, like a 
stage coach, with priests and preachers 
on top; kings and nobles inside; and

1 -coffins,' full of past sins, in the boot A 
man is always better than his creed, 
unless, perchance, he makes his creed 
new every day. ‘Hand-me-down relig
ions’’seldom fit Professional theology 
Is mostly a dealing in old clothes."

Let us join with Mackey and sing: 
“Rags and tatters, get you gone; get 

you gone.”
Hubbard.publishes “The Philistine" 

Bemi-occasionally. In a late issue he 
gave his opinion of Religious Revivals. 
We will try to make room for it at an 
early day, for the delectation of- our. 
readers. It will keep. -- • •

The Bludgeon and Prayer.
An Associated Press dispatch from 

Muskegon, Michigan, of August 8, re
lates the following:-

“Enforcing his prayers with a club 
brought conviction on the charge of 
wife beating to Henry E. Rozema. His 
wife testified that when hunger com
pelled her to protest at the length of 
his grace before meals, he attacked her 
and beat her with a club."

That was muscular Christianity with 
a vengeance, a survival of the Inquisi
torial age. It is questionable if the 
God of Moses, with all his brutality, 
would approve of such procedure.

Whose Good?
A great uprising of the Chinese, as

■ÏHB PROGRESSIVE THINÄBR
Ministerial Pessimism. |

That a preacher of the old-time or
thodox type, one of the kind that used i 
to believe implicitly in the doctrine of I 
endless hell-fire torments for the "wick
ed,” which "wicked” comprised the 
vastly larger part of mankind—that 
such a preacher, or layman should ever 
smile or burst into laughter, were a 
strange anomaly in human mentality. 
Smiles or laughter on the part ot such' 
a believer would denote either strange 
forgetfulness of an impending horror, 
or impervious callousness to the fate 
of humanity.

Whilst^ the old and horrible dogma 
of endless damnation has largely lost 
its power in these days of modern prog
ress in thought, there yet remain- lin
gering remnants of the old style min
isterial luguL*lousness, preachers who 
deem it a part of their professional pro
priety to wear long, solemn visages, 
speak In doleful, sepulchral tones, to im
press their hearers with the tremen
dously solemn import ot their message 
to the world.

The results of this are not always ot 
an uplifting and spiritualizing nature, 
and sometimes. Indeed, are definitely 
tragical.

For instance, so stated in the Chicago 
Chronicle, almost at the same moment 
that a Chicago preacher was making 
the declaration that a Christian can not 
become a pessimist a New York police
man was taking from the pocket of an 
individual who had committed suicide 
a newspaper clipping with the caption, 
“Pessimistic views of life by clergymen 
who think Jt has little joy.”'

If it be true that a real Christian can 
not be a pessimist the fact is a severe 
arraignment of a large percentage ot 
the ordained guides and teachers ot 
Christianity. Perhaps there is less 
pessimism in the pulpit now than jn the 
earlier days of the church in this coun
try when the prevailing doctrine was 
that the degree of happiness to be at
tained in the world beyond was in di
rect proportion to the amount of un
happiness experienced in this life.

With due allowance, however, for the 
cheerfulness that has been infused into 
Christianity by the practical philoso
phers among the clergy, pessimism is 
still a characteristic of the Christian 
pulpit in America. This is due in part 
to the temperament of the individuals 
who enter the ministry, many of whom 
are grave, solemn-visaged, mournful- 
looking men, thoroughly imbued with 
Christianity in the abstract, but lacking 
the faculty to give it any practical ap
plication to the affairs of life. These 
are the teachers who would destroy all 
the joys of this life in the belief that it 
will lead to a greater inheritance of the 
joys to come.

But these sincere, though mistaken 
pulpiteers seem to be less responsible 
for the prevalence of pessimism in the 
pulpit than another class of preachers 
who, seemingly to gain notoriety and 
emphasize their self-righteousness, take 
advantage of the liberty of their calling 
to attack the reputations and assail the 
motives of others—in other words, the 
so-called sensational preachers, whose 
sermons too often are mere diatribes 
and vulgar denunciations of wealth, so
cial position, political success and oth
er practicalities of life.

Instead of using the achievements of 
successful men and women as examples 
and inspirations, the sensational preach
er holds them up as warnings. Hls 
hearers are told that practically all of 
the achievements of life which appeal 
to the ambitions and natural impulses 
of mankind are only failures—dead sea 
fruit. Before every path that leads to 
human happiness in this life he erects 
a “danger” sign.

In this work of deadening ambition 
and wrecking the faith and hope ot his 
followers he is ably assisted by the 
sensational preachments of the yellow 
press. The sensational preacher and 
the yellow editor teach in common the 
doctrine that all so-called success in life 
is failure, that the acquisition of money 
is a species of dishonesty, that social 
position is a form of immorality and 
that high political preferment is but a 
means to tyranny and oppression. They 
reverse all of the tenets of moral phil
osophy, close the door of ambition and 
shut and bar the gateways of faith and 
hope In mankind until their hearers 
wander out upon the bleak and barren 
desert ot despair to live in prolonged 
misery or to end it by self-destruction 
as did the New York individual, who 
evidently had been instigated to the 
act by the “pessimistic views of life 
by clergymen who think it has little 
joy."

we learn by telegram from Shanghai, is 
now on in the province of Honan 
against Christians. It is said 20,000 
rebels are in the field, and they are be
ing augmented daily. The Chinese gov
ernment is doing all in its power to- 
quiet the agitation.

The Christian missionaries will be 
responsible for all the blood which shall 
be shed in the great strife. Fo’r whose 
good the attempt to force a religion on 
an opposifig people?

President Barrett Declares His Is the 
Only One of the Several Religions 
That Can Be Proved—Declares God
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CRIME LET ALO^,WILL INCREASE

Eternal Vigllance^s the Price of Purity 

and Honest^ln Spiritualism;

To the Editor:—N. H. Wilson In the 
Chicago Rapord-Hf/’ald, presents some 
serious reflections, netting forth that the 
recent developments In Philadelphia, 
Milwaukee» find ddher large cities, the 
Equitable Ltfe Assurance disclosures, 
the Town Topics .^pandal and the New 
Orleans epidemic, all clearly show that 
eternal vigilance Irthe price of political 
and financial integrity, social purity and 
public health, <,h

All stagnant waters soon become Im
pure. ANY, CESSATION OF THE AC
TIVITIES OF Llli’E INDUCES DECAY 
OR THAT' ¡STAGE OF DISEASE 
WHERE FESTERINGS, PUTRIDITY 
OR OTHER CORRUPTIONS PREDOM
INATE. The reason why diseases 
have their special seasons is because at 
those seasons certain conditions favor
able to their propagation most naturally 
occur. If in certain decades office
holders become .more venal than in oth
ers it is because at such times the PEO
PLE ARE NOT VIGILANT. We wait 
for filth to accumulate until an epi
demic results before we clear it away; 
for venality to become rampant before 
ordering the court surgeon to operate 
upon corrupt officials; for vice to be
come flagrant before attempting its 
suppression, and then we lay the blame 
at the doors of others. Evil schemes 
devised in secret; evil acts performed 
in the dens of great cities; robberies 
under cover, of the law; Impure 
thoughts stimulated and vile slanders 
circulated under the pretense of social 
portrayals do not impress the public 
with their evil significance. It is only 
when the light ot publicity Is turned on 
that their baneful tendency Is fully real
ized. Then the horror of them shocks 
the nerves; their stench, offends the 
senses; the sight of them produces a re
vulsion of feeling toward them and all 
kindred acts.

Few stop to think that they are to 
blame for such conditions—but most 
are. If every one was vigilant, -polit
ical venalities, financial irregularities 
and social immoralities could not exist 
to any great extent. If every one would 
clear up their own premises the whole 
city would be clean. IF EVERY ONE 
WOULD .EXAMINE HIS OWN ACTS 
AND KEEP AN EYE UPON THOSE 
OF HIS COMPANIONS THE FIRST 
BEGININGS OF CRIME WOULD BE 
DETECTED AND CRIME PREVENT
ED. If each one would keep his own 
morals pure and use his influence with 
ins associates social purity would be 
the rule. If each would demand a con
tinuous knowledge of what is being
done with property he intrusts to 
e:s it would not be misapplied.

Many publicists prefer to use 
dark lantern whereby they may

oth-

the 
turn

the light upon others while they, them
selves, remain in ¿he dark. Many offi
cials who are compelled to turn on the 
light for public scrutiny are extremely 
anxious to use such a lantern.

Nevertheless when the light of even 
the dark lantern “is turned on some of 
it will be reflected, and any careless 
handling of it may change Its direction 
and disclose more than was intended. 
If we are mindful Df the condition ot 
the public mind just now we shall has-' 
ten to clear up our own premises and 
adjust our conduct to the new condi
tions which are sure to be brought 
about. By so doiijg we shall no longer 
fear the turning on of the light, but rath
er welcome It. ¡i

When a thorough cleansing has been 
effected and our eyes are no longer of
fended by Uie corruption and debauch
ery that has been., effaced WE SHALL 
BE SURPRISED TO DISCOVER HOW 
MUCH OF-BEAUTY. VIRTUE. AND 
HONESTY THAT HAS BEEN QUIET
LY WAITING FOR AN OPPORTU
NITY TO REVEAL ITSELF.

The above from the Chicago Record- 
Herald contains many pregnant truths. 
Purity and honesty on the part of offi
cials can only be Induced by constant 
vigilance. Leave them without watch
ing and they will STEAL THE PUBLIC 
POOR. Leave the ranks of Spiritual
ism FREE FOR EVERY TRICKSTER 
TO ENTER. CURB OR SUPPRESS 
ALL CRITICISM, DON’T TALK 
FRAUD FROM THE ROSTRUM. Ort 
IN THE PAPERS. HOWL DOWN EV
ERY ONE WHO EXPOSES A TRICK
ING MEDIUM, and in two years’ time 
Spiritualism would lose the respect ot 
the civilized world. Pursue the same 
course that the government does in try
ing to suppress counterfeiting, or adopt 
the plans of different clubs for civic 
purity, and apply the same to our cause, 
protest all the time against trickery 
and counterfeit phenomena, and artifi
cial toggery to cover spirits, and our 
cause can be kept passably clean and 
pure, but not otherwise. In the lan
guage of the immortal Ingersoll, "LET
US

To

BE HONEST." ANXIETY.

N. S. A. CONVENTION.

Be Held in Minneapolis, Minn., Oc
tober 17, 18, 19. and 20, 1905.
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The Lights the Biblical Writers Saw.
Newly Discovered Emanations From Human Body Said to Be the Lights Which Bib 

lical Writers Saw-What a Scientist Says About Experiences of St. Paul and
St. Jühíi of the Cross-How Character Is Revealed by Strange Colors

in “N ’’-Rays, Which Are Now Classified,
¿The process employed in the experiments is that 

known in the psychic world as psychometry, or 
“soul-sensing,” the hypothesis being that the psy
chic emanations from us are so subtle as to pen
etrate and permeate anything which we handle or 

. wear, as for instance the paper upon which we write 
our letters, or any article of jewelry worn. By hold
ing in the hand such a letter, any one w,ho has psy
chic vision is able to sense the vibrations in it; such 

. vibrations taking the form of color and indicating 
the general surroun'dings, character, etc., of the 
.writer.

One by one modern science has ad
vanced reasons to explain various unac
countable things In the Bible. It Is 
claimed that the miracle of the manna 
in the desert is explained by the dis
covery a few years ago of a manna 
plant which grows in the desert, that 
the miracle of the burning bush can be 
witnessed by anybody in Syria, where a 
peculiar plant bursts into flame and yet 
continúes to grow afterwards, that the 
bringing of the dead to life and even 
the resurrection itself are accounted 
for by suspended animation, while the 
healing of the sick, the curing of the 
leper and the restoration of sight to 
the blind by the laying on of hands, 
were done through hypnotism.

The most remarkable of all these al
leged scientific explanations ot appar
ently superhuman occurrences in Bib
lical times is now to be disclosed. It is 
nothing more nor less than the state
ment that the halo, the mysterious aura 
or strange effulgence of light from the 
human body, which is again and again 
testified to by Gospel writers, was in 
fact the mysterious N-rays about which 
the scientific world is now excited. St. 
Paul testifies that a great light shone 
round about him. which he believed 
came from heaven. A strange light also 
radiated at times from the countenance 
of St. John of the Cross.

Leaving aside the figure ot the 
Savior, there are numerous instances in 
the Scriptures where these mysterious 
lights surrounded tbe face or the body 
so that they were seen by many people. 
The testimony in regard to these lights 
is of such character that it has been 
generally accepted that the lights ex
isted. But up to the present modern 
science has been unable to explain how 
they could have come in any natural 
way. It is this fact which makes the 
explanation now advanced very strik
ing, and it is being discussed with 
eagerness by many scientists and the
ologians in St. Louis. Is it possible, 
ask these gentlemen, that the mysteri
ous N-rays lately discovered as a result 
of radium, formed the lights which St. 
Paul thought were of heavenly origin? 
Can it be true, they ask, that these lu
minous phenomena which so puzzled 
people in the time of Christ were mere
ly the operation of a natural law? 
These and other questions concerning 
the matter are attracting much atten
tion in religious circles.

No less remarkable is the claim that 
every person emanates N-rays by means 
ot which the character of each may be 
readily deciphered, and that the colors
of the rays in each case change in 
cordance with the schedule given 
low.

The N-ray primarily discovered

ac- 
be-

by
Charpentier of Paris is a strange nebu
lous emanation of the human form, dis
coverable by the use of an instrument 
known as the biometer. At the same 
time every one cannot even then see 
these rays, but must either be ot a pe
culiar constitution himself or in such a 
condition at tbe time of his investiga
tions that he is receptive.

Dr. Stenson Hooker ot London con
fesses that the element, or principle, or 
whatever the N-rays are, necessitate a 
scheme of investigation combining the 
scientific and the clairvoyant. At any 
rate, a sensation has been caused in 
medical and scientific circles by so 
prominent a man as Dr. Hooker giving 
such, importance to the matter. Dr. 
Hooker’s own account of his investiga
tion among the N-rays.

organs and nerves of the body, and the 
light vibrating from these nerves. 
When asked, “How do you know there 
is any mptlon along tbe nerves when 
you move your arm?” the girl replied, 
“It looks lighter when it is moving 
along the nerves.”

There we have a clear perception and 
a clear description of rays which have 
been recently discovered and named N- 
rays. Baron Reichenbach, one . of the 
most eminent scientists of Austria, 
made the discovery that a fine force is
sues from all known elements and sub
stances and appears in beautiful lights 
and colors which can both be seen and 
felt by persons whom he called “Sensi
tives."

In our own day we have an instru
ment known as the biometer, first in
vented some fifty years ago. This 
shows beyond the possibility of cavil 
that some kind of rays at all events are 
admitted from us. In this simple in
strument a carefully and delicately 
poised needle is suspended in a glass 
jar over a graduated dial. The hand ot 
the patient (palm toward the instru
ment) Is held within an inch or so of 
the glass jar -which contains the poised 
needle. The latter swings round to a 
certain figure on the dial, and according 
to Uie number of degrees the needle 
moves, and the direction it takes, the 
physician is able to gauge the vital 
force ot his patient. 1 have recently 
procured a biometer and hope to sub
stantiate all the claims made for it by 
Dr. Baraduc and others who have been 
working with IL

However that may be, it is at all 
events acknowledged now that the rays 
emanate from all substances, organic 
and Inorganic, and it would indeed be 
passing strange if our living, active, vi
brant physical organization were the 
exception in this universal law. All 
things have, at one time or another (in
cluding radium)., absorbed from the 
great source of light itself, and all will 
give that light out again.

Granting, then, that rays of light are 
projected from us, though these rays 
are only visible to those who have, ow
ing to a finer organization—a finer 
seijse of vision—it follows that they 
have a spectrum, just in the same way 
that appertains to the ordinary ray of 
light, which we all know can be split 
up by a prism into its component col
ors; and it would appear to me oifly 
logical that the human body acts as a 
prism and splits up the light which has 
been absorbed by it into different hues, 
and that one or two of these hues al
ways predominates, according to pre
dominating influences.

I have made some three hundred ex
periments to test this question for my
self so that my experience has at all 
events the merit of being first-hand. 
I went into the matter with a perfectly 
open mind; have prejudged nothing, 
and certainly have precolored nothing; 
have endeavored in every way to shut 
out any ideas of guesswork or self-de
ception; have sought only the truth, 
and now if anyone comes along and 
proves to me that the whole thing Is 
a "baseless fabric of vision,” I am ready 
to bow myself out and to acknowledge

of art; fair intelligence; pleasant hub 
roundings. The hue varies, from an 
extremely pale yellow to orange yellow, 
according to the spirituality of the pen 
son or the mere human elements of the 
character.

ORANGE—It dark In tone, there li 
pride, ambition ot a worldly nature; II 
light In tone the motives pre good; 
there is desire to progress on good 
lines; aspiration is there.

LIGHT BROWN—Persons living on 
an ordinary plane of life without any 
special virtue or marked’ vice; many 
worthy members ot the working com
munity throw oif this color.

DARK BROWN—The essentially com-, 
mon, vulgar mind, without any redeem
ing quality. This often shades off into 
quite a muddy chocolate hue, in which 
case the Individual is thoroughly de- 
based. Muddy thoughts—muddy rays.

DARK RED-Irritability, earthliness, 
bad temper.

LIGHT RED—Versatility of mind 
and thought, generally. Essentially hu
man, a well-meaning person, but if the 
hue is quite scarlet, passion is shown.

ROSE PINK—An affectionate per
son, unselfish, even philanthropic. The ■ 
one who throws off these rays is one 
who tries to do good and be good.

LIGHT GREEN—Versatility of mind . 
and thought generally. A well-meaning 
person, often of a progressive bent 
of mind. I I uve often seen this 
associated yjth the yellow, and should 
trust such an individual as living along 
right lines.

I have by no means forgotten that 
man is a complex being, and that the 
conditions under which he lives are 
also often complex. The complexity 
Is indicated by the rays he emits. 
For instance, I have often seen the case 
of a patient that the physical for the 
time being completely overshadows the 
natural characteristics. The dark 
green and the pink, for example, may 
be seen struggling for the mastery. 
The man of noble ideals may throw off 
the deep red of passion, but behind 
that one can sense a light pink endeav
oring, as it were, to make its way to 
the front.

There is also often seen a blending 
of color, such as riiauve, amber, gray
blue, magenta, red-purple, etc., etc., all 
Indicating a mixture of conditions and 
characteristics. Again, there may be 
quite a variety of hues at different 
times in the same person—erratic char
acter, erratic hues. Indeed, 1 know one 
lady who is so many-sided that the
rays she emits change in hues like 
those of the chameleon, but on________ , __ _  the 
other hand, the stable, equilibrated, 
strong character, almost invariably has 
stable, definite, unchanging hues, apart 
irom the temporary conditions of ill-

i

my wrong assumptions, 
have not the shadow of 
iny own conclusions.

The process employed 
ments is that known in
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a doubt as to
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the psychic"

A Well Known Fact
Rev. Dr. Buckley, of the Methodist, ta 

an addresa at Chautauqua, Nr Y., re
cently, declared that a clergyman had 
no right to make his congregation 
laugh, concluding with, "Yet there are 
i good many clowns in the pulpit,” a 
het most ot us discovered years ago.

Death of Dr. J. C. Phillips.
On August 23, at 6:30 in the evening, 

at Mt Pleasant Park Camp, Clinton, 
Iowa, Dr. Phillips passed to spirit life. 
He was at the well for a pitcher ot 
water when he suddenly expired. He 
was a man of generous impulses, and 
an. exceUent psychometrist. and healer. 
For many years he had been a steady 
attendant at the camp.

I'/ "The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion ot Personal Beauty, Based on Hy. 
giene and Health Culture.- By twenty 
physicians and specialist*. Edited by 
Albert Turner.” Of especial Interest 
and value. Price Si.

Spiritualist camp-meeting at Surprise 
Lake yesterday. The big tent was 
packed and many gathered around the 
outside walls to bsten.

Mr. Barrett is a scholarly speaker. 
He tried in’one brief hour to tell what 
Spiritualism is. He started by saying 
that there are two classes ot thinkers, 
Materialists and Spiritualists. , The lat
ter class contains all of the so-called 
Christians and church members. The 
Materialist believes there Is no God, 
and the Spiritualist believes there is.

Mr. Barrett said many are surprised 
to learn that Spiritualists believe in a 
God.
■ The speaker explained that many 
persons abuse Spiritualistic knowledge, 
making it a means for cheap and sensa
tional shows. He said he had known 
mediums, after giving a seance, to dis
miss the spirits by-saying : “That’s all 
for to-night, spirits; hustle out of here.” 
Such a remark he branded as irrever
ent.

He said prayer is to the soul what ex
ercise, is to the muscles. Prayer is 
high thinking—the lifting of the soul 
above common surroundings.

No Soul Is Lost.
Mr. Barrett taught that Spiritualism 

is not so different from other religions, 
except that it can be proven, while 
other religions cannot. Heaven is 
where and what we make it, andhell is 
where and what we make it; Death is 
but the graduation of the soul from the 
body; The soul does not go away to 
some great unknown place/but It re
mains near those it loves to comfort 
them until they, too, shall have gradu
ated. - The soul which, while in the 
body, learns great truths. Is but the 
more, fitted to enjoy the life after, death. 
No soul is lost. The great Infinite 
which, for want, of a better name, Is 
called God. never created a soul to be 
destroyed, ■ he declared.—Tacoma 
(Wash.) News.

The thirteenth annual convention ot 
the National Spiritualists' Association 
will be held in tbe First Unjtarian 
Church, Eighth street and Mary Place, 
Minneapolis, Minn., October 17, 18, 19 
and 20, 1905.

Among those invited and expected to 
participate in the exercises are Rev. Dr. 
Austin, Will J. Erwood, Mr. and Mrs. 
Kates, Oscar Edgerly, Mr. and Mrs. E. 
W. Sprague, Mesdames. H. P. Ressegue, 
R. S. Lillie, Laura G. Fixen, Eva Mc
Coy, Margaret Gaule Ridinger, and a 
galaxy of others.

Come one and all to the greatest 
Spiritual convention ever held.

Special railway rates on the certifi
cate plan can be secured over all lines. 
Ask your railroad'agent for certificate 
tickets to the National Spiritualists’ 
conventionat Minneapolis; the round 
fare will be’one and one-third of a fare. 
Delegates and’visitors desiring to re
ceive the benefits of ”• is special rate 
must have .tlielr tic . vised by our 
railroad agent pbnventlon the last 
day, October 20, and pay 25 cents each 
for such vising. 10

Hotel Niroilet, i"flrst-class hotel on 
the Europead'plan;''will be headquarters 
of the con^htlon? Special rates'■tor 
good rooms’ one dollar per day' each 
person. Write anUlsecure your looms 
from Shattu'Ek & Wood, proprietors Of 
the Nieollef Hotel/.Mmueapolis, Minn.

The annum recmition to delegates 
and visitors'will beheld at the First 
Unitarian Church,«Monday, October 16, 
at 8 p. m.‘sl . O

All are cor&iallyb invited. Admission 
free to all mehtiugB.

'MARI T. LONGLEY, 
Secretary. 

HARRISON'D. BARRETT,
- i President.

■ "Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth.” 
By'Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
a strong, logicaUthlnker, on a deeply 
Important subject. Pricey cloth, fl. '

"Just How. to Wake the Solar Plex
us.” By Elizabeth. Towne. Valuable 
for health. Price 25 cents. ............

"New Testament Stories Comically n- 
lustrated. Drawings by,Watson, Hes
ton. With Critical and Humo'roua Com
ments- vpoty- the .Tèxté.” Heston's 
-drawings are-incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny.. Jh'lco tn boards, ®L 

-Cloth. , — - •

BY DR. STENSON HOOKER.
The earliest record I can find of mag

netic emanations from man occurs in 
an epic poem of Ramayana, written 
some 2000 B. C. As some of your read
ers may be unfamiliar with the account, 
it will perhaps not be amiss to give it 
in full.

A monarch of that time was passing 
through a forest with a number of his 
soldiers and came upon a hermit in hie 
solitary dwelling. After giving tbe 
king such hospitality as the place could 
afford the hermit asked if ne could be
stow upon him any further gifts, and 
the king replied: "Nothing more, unless 
it be the friendly emanations of your 
eyes." The expression, in thé light ot 
our present-day knowledge of human 
rays, is full of significance and potent 
with suggestion. Even if the incident 
thps roughly outlined had no founda
tion in fact, the poet must have known 
of the presence—aye, and of the virtue 
and value—which lay in what we now 
know as personal magnetism, more cor
rectly magnetic rays.

Taking a long jump across the rivers 
of cosmic time, and coming down to the 
days of our own New Testament, we 
have there many instances recorded of 
light being seen around individuals. 
Leaving out from motives of reverence 
the consideration of the halo which is 
often depicted around Christ, we have 
the case'of Paul—“And suddenly there 
shone from heaven a great light 
round about me."

It seems, to me not unreasonable to 
suppose that this radiant light was 
merely a manifestation of rays issuing 
from Himself; in his case the rays be
ing intensified to such an extent that 
they were obvious to those round about 
him who, together with Paul himself, 
naturally, perhaps thought they came 
from "heaven.”

So, wif& regard to many of the holy 
ones of the past It is told Us In But
ler’s “Lives of the Saints,” respecting 
St. John of the Cross, i’A certain bright
ness darted from hls countenance on 
many occasions, especially when he 
came from the aJtar at prayer.”

In Sherwood's "Motive Powers of the 
Human System” are described some ex
periments made by eminent physicians 
of that day (about 1846) with a hypno
tized clairvoyant girL She was utterly 
ignorant of even the rudiments of anat-

world as psychometry, or “soul-seeing" 
the hypothesis being that tne psychic 
emanations from us are so subtle as to 
penetrate and permeate anything which 
we handle or wear, as for Instance, the 
paper upon which we write our letters, 
or any article of jewelry worn. By 
holding in the hand such a letter, any 
one who has psychic vision is able to 
sense the vibrations in it, such vibra
tions taking the form of color and indi
cating the general surroundings, char
acter, etc., of the writer. There are 
other hypotheses to explain the gift of 
psychometry, but we have not space 
now.for consideration.

The experiments were conducted 
with letters from all sorts and condi
tions of men—those of exalted degree, 
those of low degree; men of intellect, 
men of no mind at all; good people, bad 
people. What I sensed was dictated by 
me to my wife at the time. The letters 
were handed to me while 1 had my eyes 
closed, so I had no knowledge as to who 
was the writer of the letter I happened 
to be handling. The results thus ob
tained were profoundly significant and 
truly remarkable. I Invariably saw a 
good color when dealing with a good 
person, and a bad color from a bad per
son, with the exception that illness or 
other temporary conditions overshad-

ness, etc. I hav?, for instance, obtained 
a yellow ten times in succession from 
one friend; in another I have seen the 
pink eight times in succession.

It is most interesting to watcli the 
changing colors over a period of years, 
as the character and conditions change 
from bad to good or the converse. One 
friend who has entirely altered his life 
and trend of thought by my advice on 
mental philosophy, threw out ten.yea)’SA_ 
ago quite gray and rather dark green 
rays. In the course of time he emitted 
a lighter green, sometimes with yellow 
spots; later on, pink with gray—tbe lat- ‘ 
ter due to some anxiety. Now I inva
riably get a bright pink. In other 
words, he is in a constant state of aspi
ration, of cheerfulness and in a bright
er thought world altogether. He is liv
ing so that "eaca to-morrow finds (him) 
further than to-day.”

Space forbids me to enter upon the 
many side issues connected with this 
fascinating study. Innumerable ques
tions at once present themselves to tbe 
thinking mind in connection therewith. 
If we absorb light, color must be ab
sorbed, for is it not a potential part ot 
light? May there not be a big field 
here for tbe progressive physician to 
experiment in, m the way of prescrib
ing certain colors to be worn in certain 
cases', to extend the idea of having dif
ferently colored wall papers, etc., in dif
ferent cases of illness, as is. 1 believe, 
already carried out in some asylums 
and sanitaria?

Again, are human rays curative? is 
this the explanation of the cures 
wrought by “laying on of hands?” May 
not the knowledge of these rays be 
made educative and helpful to many? 
and so forth.

There fere more rays in heaven and 
earth than are dreamt of in onr philos
ophy, acknowleged by our scientists, or 
believed in oy our people generally, 
and it only remains now for advanced 
thinkers to focus and concrete all this 
knowledge of these rays in order to 
make it ancillary to mankind in many 
walks of life; to the physician in his 
stern fight against diseased humanity; 
to the teacher and preachers in their 
endeavors to lift men out of the mires 
and marshes of a deadly materialism 
by showing them that there is a great 
Immaterial world ot Being as well as a 
material one; that the things invisible) 
are as real and as potent—and perhaps 
have more permanency—than the 
things visible.—St Louis (Mo.) Post- 
Dispatch.

owed an otherwise natural hue. My 
experiences were carefully tabulated

. >omy, yet could see and describe all the

and classified, and may be put briefly 
in concrete form as follows:

DARK GREEN—Bad conditions some
where, it may be on the physical or 
mental plane. Among my tests were 
seven lunatics. Five of them threw off 
the dark gresn, and the other two mud
dy dark gray rays.

LIGHT BLUE—Generally a quiet, 
thoughtful, devotional character; not 
necessarily very intellectual.

DEEP BLUEHDeep thought; I have 
found this in scholars, eminent mem
bers of the medical and clerical profes
sions, etc. Perhaps this will account 
for the idea of a "blue stocking!”

PURPLE—A very intellectual charac
ter as a rule; often intentional or "psy
chic.” I have seen this color around 
the highest intellects. The late W. E. 
Gladstone, for Instance'; here it was 
very profound and decked with bright 
gold colors.

GRAY—Varying from a light to very 
dark. Anxiety, fear, depression, men
tal illness, great dread. If very dark, 
approaching black, impending death. 
A great number of my patients have 
nervous affections, and this gray or 
dark green is Invariably present

YELLOW—Refinement of mind, love

Oregon State Spiritualist Association.
The State Spiritualist Association of 

Oregon will hold its convention, begin
ning on Saturday, September, 2, on 
which date tbe business session and 
elbction of officers for the ensuing year 
will take place.

We hope to nave a prosperous session 
and trust the coming year will bring 
better results than we have had in the 
year just closing.

During the past year charters have 
been Issued to McMinnville, Cottage 
Grove, Medford and Portland, by the 
State Board.

In many ways the work during 1905 
has been encouraging and the signs ot 
the times point to renewed activity in 
general throughout the state by socie
ties, lecturers and mediums.

All organizations vie with each other 
in their efforts to keep none but honest 
workers before their audiences and for 
that reason Oregon has little occasion 
to cry, “fraud.”

I trust the new board of officers for 
the State Association will do better, 
work for the cause than has ever been 
done by any board in the past, and that 
Spiritualists everywhere -will in all 
ways possible give to them every assist
ance in their power. ' -

REV. G. C. LOVE, 
Portland,'Ore. State President.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson-J-Hudson's-Theories' 
in Regard to IL By ExJudge Abram 
H. Dalley-- Demonstrates futility and - 
inadequacy ot Hudson’s explanations,ol . 

'spiritual phenomena. Price 2S cents.



EXCELLENT TESTS, REMARKABLE INVENTIONTHE GOSPEL OF GOOD HOPE.

■z ^0 Blates Were New, and Carefully 
Wrapped in Paper, Yet a Message 

Was Written Thereon.

The Unseen World is Peopled With Our 
Allies.

0

y

Ik

Ou June 2. while still In Oakland, 
Cal., Mr. E. J. Hoyt read of Fred P. 
¡Evans, a world-famed psychic, who has 
B inountaln home near- San Francisco, 

' Bnd'parlors in the city -where he gives 
readings, so Mr. Hoyt wishing to get a 
reading from Evans, crossed the bay 
from Oakland to Sun Francisco and 
called at the Evans home, on Eddy 
Btreet. Before leaving Oakland, Mr. 
iioyt had stepped into n bazaar or small 
¡Bliop where he purchased a pair ' of 
folates of a peculiar size, and cutting off 
Hie cloth binding which held the slates 
together, Mr. Hoyt washed the slates; 
marked them with a private mark so 
he would be proof against substitution, 
and wrapping the slates in paper 
(which was held in place with rubber 
¡bands, Mr. Hoyt took them with him to 
San Francisco and had the package un
ifier his arm when he called at the psy- 
ichic's home,

As Mr. Hoyt was ushered from the 
parlor, where he had been waiting, into 
the reader's room, a man who had re
ceived a reading passed into the parlor 
and sat down there to transcribe on 
paper the slate messages he had re
ceived. Mr. Hoyt paid no more atten
tion to his looks or general appearance 
than to any stranger he’d meet at such 
time and place. Mr. Hoyt, after enter
ing the reader’s room where he seated 
himself on one side of a large, plain 
table, seemingly with a poplar top, un-- 
(varnished, Mr. Evans, the reader, sit
ting in a chair on the opposite side of 
the table, explained to Evans that he 
bad brought his own slates. Evans 
made no objection to this. The slates 
which the medium was in the habit of 
using for the reception of spirit mes- 

_ rages were of much smaller size and of 
different appearance than those Mr. 
Hoyt had provided:

Mr. Hoyt explained that he brought 
his own slates to prevent any deception. 
He wanted to be sure there was a 
square (leal. Evans replied that while 
this was all right that he had some 
rights in the matter, too, and while the 
visitor was privileged to guard himself 
against deception, Evans wanted to do ; 
the same. He said; “I’m from. Missou
ri, too, and I’ll watch you just as close 
as you watch me to see that there isn’t 
any job put up!" With this mutual un
derstanding the reading began.

After sitting a moment the medium 
Baid: “Hoyt! Hoyt! I hear the name of 
Hoyt!” Mr. Evans seemed to be puz
zled and in a moment he said to Joe, by 
way, seemingly, of explanation: "Some
times peoples' magnetism gets mixed." 
After a moment’s wait the medium 
again repeated the name “Hoyt, Hoyt,” 
and acted as though he was nonplused. 
“Well, what’s the matter with that?” 
queried Joe from the opposite side of 
the table. The medium stared at Joe 
and asked with astonishment: “Is your 
name Hoyt?" “It is,” answered Joe, 
and the medium plainly showed bis as
tonishment.

He then explained his surprise by say
ing that the man who had just left the 
room, who had been given a reading be- 

' fore Joe was named Hoyt, and when 
Joe, a total stranger entered on a read
ing and the medium could hear nothing 
but the name of “Hoyt,” he could not 
but think that a bit of the other visit
or's magnetism had remained in the 
room.

1 This was a most strange happening, 
and the medium remarked to Joe that 
the other Hoyt was about Joe’s age and 
had lived much the same sort of a life. 
Joe queried how the medium knew this, 
and Mr. Evans replied “by psychic in- 

xtelHgerice or discernment.” Mr. Hoyt 
was interested in the man who had pre
ceded him and remarked that he’d like 
•to talk with him after the reading, so 
Mr. Evans stepped to the doo^ of the 
parlor and told the other Mr. Hoyt who 
was still busy copying messages that it 
he’d please remain till the man who 
was getting his readings was through, 
the man would like to talk with him. 
Joe’s reading was then resumed.

Joe had kept the slates he had pur
chased in Oakland and which were still 
wrapped in paper, held by rubber 
Lands, under his arm all tills time, 
never letting them get away trom him. 
■When ihe reading was resumed Joe laid 
his elates, still wrapped up, on the side 
oi the table nearest him and kept Iris 
fingers on the edge of the package. Mr, 
Evans picked up three of his own 
slates, both sides being perfectly blank, 
on the table in one, two, three order. 
He then reached over, seized Joe’s 
slates by one corner bf the wrapped 
package and threw them out into the 
center of the room, six or eight feet 
away, where the package lay on the car
pet nearer to Joe than the medium. Joe 
remarked: "That's all right, the far
ther away from you the better!”

While Joe's package of slates, still 
wrapped in paper, with rubber bands 
around, lay on the carpet several feet 
away, the medium had Joe pick up the 
three smaller slates that had been lying 
on the table between them, perfectly 
blank slates when they were laid there. 
The first slate picked up had the begin
ning of a neatly written message that 
started out, "My Dear Son,” the second 
slate was picked up at once, then the 
third slate, then a fourth, fifth and 
sixth as rapidly as they could be laid 
face down on the plain-topped table 
and picked up again. The message 
which was from Samuel Hoyt to his 
son, covered the six slates, and the 
phraseology of the message was in old 
Mr. Hoyt's peculiar style and choice of 
.words.

A seventh slate, perfectly blank, was 
., _ laid on the table and when Joe picked 
to-rtt up, immediately, the under side bore 
7 a message from “Guide Bolands,” who is 

■ Joe's Hindoo control in the spirit world, 
or his cabinet chemist as Mr. Hoyt 
calls him. This message was written 
on the slate in seven colors, and told 
Joe that Guide Bolands would appear 
(materialize) before him in his cabinet 
■when he got home.

After the seventh slate had been 
read, Evans, the psychic reader, stepped 
to the center of the room which was 
perfectly light, it being mid-day, and 
picked up from, the carpet where they 
had been lying, Joe’s slates, still tied 
in paper as they had been when Joe left 
Oakland. Handing the package to Joe, 
Evans commanded him to unwrap the 
package and see, if there was a mes
sage. Joe did so, -and after the rubber 
bands had been taken off, the paper 
wrappings removed and the double 
slates, which bore Joe's private mark, 
were opened, there was a "beautifully 
written message signed, "Your Brother, 
Warren HoyL” Joe’s brother Warren 
passed out of this life forty years ago. 
Joe brought all these slates back with 
him, the six containing his father’s 
message, the one from his guide “Bo
lands,” in sevqn colors,, and the double 
slates with his brother Warren’s mes
sage. All these stales were shown to 
The Traveler reporter yesterday.—Ar
kansas City Daily Traveler.

“Wedding Chime».” By Delpha Peart 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding sou venir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 

, età; with choice matter in poetty and 
prose. Specially designed for the uU 

, cf the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
? price 75 cents. ,

Most people are given to prophesying more or less. They sometimes 
hit the truth, and sometimes miss it. Occasionally the predictions are 
recorded; but generally, tvhen repeated, they are recalled from memory 
and related often’with artful, frequently with undesigned additions or 
omissions, to make, them correspond with events which have occurred. 
When predictions fail, and the failure is evident, they drop into forget
fulness, except when they are skilfully modilied or twisted out of their 
oijginal meaning, and ingeniously applied to events never thought of 
by their authors. They prove failures generally, in proportion to their 
circumstantiality and particularity of statement.

Yet we all possess, in some degree, the power to foresee coming 
events, to penetrate the veil which separates the present from what shall 
be, to mingle with the forms of an unborn age.With people generally, 
this power is very limited; but sagacious minds, who have made some 
group of physical phenomena or some field of mental activity a special 
subject of study, can often forecast the future in respect thereto with 
such precision that their judgment carries weight, and their opinion, 
for instance, in regard to the weather or the crops, or election, business 
prospects, or the chances of peace or war, is highly valued,

The statesman, the philosopher, the far-seeing man-of-affairs, may 
have powers of prophetic vision which to the ordinary man appear to 
transcend human sagacity.

When Lincoln, in one of his famous speeches,’Said : “This nation can
not remain permanently half-slave and half free,” he spoke from knowl
edge that freedom and slavery were antagonistic, and that the complete 
triumph of free institutions involved the extinction, of that system of 
bondage which arrogantly claimed the right to extend its area and influ
ence.

When Kousseau said, “We approach a revolution,” he foi’esaw that 
the wretchedness and ine’reasiug discontent, of the oppressed people of 
France would lead to violence and the probable overthrow of the cor
rupt government. -

Predictions like these merely show the power of reasoning from cause 
to effect. We can foresee events in proportion as we understand the 
relations of things. As the past is related to the future by linlcs of 
cause and effect, by antecedent and consequent. These links can be fol
lowed, in many eases, with certainty. An eelipse of the sun or moon 
ean be predicted to a minute, even to a second. Whether the eclipse 
will be total, partial, or annular, what part of the sun or moon will be 
covered first, how long the eclipse will last, and from what parts of the 
world it will be visible,—all these facts can be accurately told years and 

. centuries ahead of the time of their occurrence. Sueh foreknowledge 
is acquired by observation and reasoning.

Is there a power of foreseeing what cannot be learned by observation 
and induction ? Something apparently prophetic is seen in the instincts 
of animals. One generation anticipates the needs of the next. Under 
the mysterious influence of instinct the lower forms of life seem to show 
wonderfid foresight in providing for the sustenance of offspring which ■ 
they shall in some cases never see, as if to compensate for them not be- i 
ing al lowed to have personal care of them.

The instincts of some of the lower animals are, in regard to changes 
of weather, more unerring than is the reasoned thought of man. They 
are sensitive to influences which elude oui’ search. The hedgehog for
tifies in its eave with unfailing precision, against the coming storm; 
and stormy petrels collect in the wake of a ship before a storm.

The first suggestions of warnings of storms on our coasts were those 
oi' Dr. Merriweather, at the Exhibition of 1851, when he showed a liv
ing barometer, consisting of leeches, which rang little bells when a 
storm was impending. Certain plants, like the “poor man’s weather
glass,” shut up their petals before a rain storm. Not only flowers, but’ 
the leaves of plants, give warnings of approaching change.

Some persons are so sensitive to electrical and magnetic changes 
which precede a thunder storm that they have foreknowledge of the, 
storm when there is not a cloud visible in the sky. They do not know' 
how they obtain this knowledge. In some way, they are affected by vi- : 
brations to which most people are not susceptible.

Our conscious intelligence is not our entire mental life. Our diseur-’ 
sive reason is not the only faculty by which we reaeh decisions. All, 
who have carefully examined the powers of “mediums,” or “psyehies,” 
or who are familiar with the results of psychical research, are satisfied 
tliât there are some supernormal means of obtaining knowledge. The 
experiments of Prof. William James of Harvard University, of Prof. 
Oliver Lodge of University College, Liverpool, and of Dr. Richard 
Hodgson and others with Mrs. Piper, may be mentioned among 
those which prove, beyond doubt, the reality of this power. It is mani
fested in clairvoyance and telepathy and, apparently, in what is claimed 
to be quite as well attested,—supernormal prevision, which, it is alleged, 
may be indistinct, vague, or may take, the form of a clear conception 
and foresight of a definite future event, may relate to important events 
or to those of apparently a trivial character, may be a mere apprehen
sion or a conviction of certainty.

Cicero speaks of “that which does not take place from supposition, 
observation, or well-known signs, but arises from an inner activity of 
the mind in which men arc enabled, by an unfettered advance of the 
soul, to foretell future events.”

The testimonies and illustrations in regard to this prophetic and pre
monitory power, both ancient and modern, are very numerous; and it 
is not uncommon to meet intelligent and trustworthy persons today 
who relate personal experiences implying foresight beyond that of the 
reasoning mind. In the writer’s knowledge there was a circumstan
tiality in the statement of what was to occur and did occur which pre
cluded the possibility of the correspondence between the prediction and 
the 'occurrence being a mere accident or coincidence.

Zsebokkf, in his autobiography, speaks of a “singular case of pro
phetic gift, which,” he says, “I call my inward sight, but which has 
ever been enigmatical to me. I am almost afraid to speak of this, not 
because I am afraid to be thought superstitious, but lest I should 
strengthen such feelings in others. And yet it may be an addition to 
our soul-experience, and therefore I will confess.”

Prof. Sfim-r relates that a company at Stockholm put Swedenborg to 
the following test: “He should state which of the company should die 
first. Swedenborg did not refuse to answer this question; but, after 
some time, in which he appeared to be in a profound and silent medita
tion, he quite openly replied: ‘Olof Olofsohn will die to-morrow morn
ing, at forty-five minutes past four o’clock.’ By this predictive dec
laration, which was pronounced by Swedenborg with all confidence, the 
company were placed in anxious expectation; and a gentleman, who 
was a friend of Olofsohn, resolved to go on tile following morning, at 
the time mentioned by Swedenborg, to the house of Olofsohn, in order to 
see whether Swedenborg’s prediction was fulfilled. On the way thither 
he met the well-known servant of Olofsohn, who told him that his mas
ter had suddenly put an end to his life.”

A remarkable prediction, to which credit has been given by modern 
writers of high character, is that of M. Cazotte in regard to the French 
Revolution. The principal record is that of La Harpe, a learned and 
upright man. The prediction was particular and circumstantial. Jung. 
Stilling says, “I can prove that the story is literally true in letter and 
in spirit.” Countess Genlis wrote, “I have heard it related a hundred 
times by M. La Harpe before the Revolption, and always in the same 
form as I have read it in print, and as he himself caused it to be 
printed.”-

Laeretelle, in his “Histoire dé la Revolution Française,” says, “Many 
philosophers, if the singular recital of La Harpe is to be believed, had 
reason to remember Cazotte when death came upon them; for he had 
foretold how each one should die, and he predicted, also, his own sad 
end. ” This story of La Harpe is credited as true by Stilling, by Greg
ory in his letters on “ Animal Magnetism,” and by Atkinson and Mar
tineau in their letters on “Man’s Nature and Development.”

The most careful investigators of the life of Jeanne D’Are have failed 
to discover any trace of mental or bodily disease in the maid, “unless 
we call her premonitions a sign of disease.” The premonitions have 
been called “the expression of military and political genius,’.’ which, 
acted upon, revived and reunited France. They were not manifesta
tions of the maid’s conscious mind. She could not believe that such a 
destiny was before her, and she resisted the influence which urged her 
on as long as possible'. ‘‘lam a girl,” she said, “and have no skill to 
ride and fight. Rather would I have been torn to pieces by wild ani
mals than have gone into France, but for the voices. For to fight is not 
mon etat, but to sit and spin beside my poor mother.” Even to the last, 
according to the priest who confessed her, and stood by her on the pyre, 
“shq averred the divine origin of her voices, and denied that they had 
deceived her.”

Mrs. Mowatt Ritchie, in her autobiography, states that, when in the 
mesmeric trance into which she was thrown during her illness, she made 
accurate predictions as to the times when she would be well or ill.

Henry G. Atkinson, who was an investigator of mesmerism and kin
dred phenomena some sixty years ago, and who used mesmerism as a 
therapeutic agent, wrote to Harriet Martineau as follows: “To the phil
osopher the spirit of prophecy, the growth of a blade of grass, and the 
ordinary perception of any object are all equally wonderful and deeply

■ ~ : tlb! >
mysterious, teyonld’ou? faculty of conception, and out of the very na- 
ture of knowledge TJ$t such exalted conditions do exist is now sq 
clear a matter of Itf/ffory and daily occurrence that no one need trouble 
himself tojjonvinee^those who persist in ignorance and doubt of what is 
so notorious.' Noife knMv better than yourself how these clairvoyant 
powers have been ^nif^ted in a variety of forms, in all periods of his
tory and with all iRatiow, We know that future events are seen in 
dreams and in trances, ¿hd by some apparently in the ordinary condi
tion of their lives,y^Vyefknow that some can see distant objects without 
the use of the ejre,j$nd ^at others can see, so to speak,'through opaque ’ 
objects, reading whiitis written in a closed book, and even the thoughts 
which are passing id the mind of another. We know that many under 
mesmerism can describe any diseased condition in themselves and in 
others within the sphere of their'vision; that they have an instinct of 
remedies,.when a crisis will oee'ur and the cure be effected.”

Mr. Atkinson was a. materialist, or he called himself such; but he rec
ognized “the existence of faculties in man beyond sense ¡experience and 
reason,—which faculties are chiefly called forth under abnormal condi
tions, but are seldom exhibited in a wholly pure state.” Such experi
ments as are-described and such facts as are narrated in Mr. Atkinson’s 
letters, for a long time discredited by official orthodox science, are now 
familiar io well-informed readers, especially to those acquainted with 
hypnotic experiments in France and with the records of the English So
ciety for Psychical Research.

Such experiences as I have mentioned, with which history and litera
ture abound, .and which, according to the testimony of thousands, are 
not uncommon to-day, would seem to indicate that there is a faculty, or 
power, of foreseeing supernormally, apparently distinct from the-power 
of collecting facts and making them data for conclusions reached by 
inductive reason. It belongs evidently to our subliminal nature.

Instead of inferring what will oceurr from what is observable, it per
ceives the event or becomes conscious that it is impending, in what way 
no psychic has been able to explain. A lady of character and education, 
unknown to the public, who has occasionally had glimpses of the future 
of her life, as she positively states, with the circumstances and proofs, 
writes: “I may say that it is entirely above and beyond my own control, 
and that I cannot command it at will; also that I have only been able to 
exercise it in connection with my own affairs. For some time before the 
power awakens, I feel very restless, nervous or irritable. Then the fu
ture event flashes into my mind with the vividness of lightning, and 
gradually fades away again, leaving me in the .depths of low spirits.”

The words of Herder seem to be warranted: “ A few examples of fore
sight and presentiment have disclosed wonders of the treasures which 
lie hidden in the soul of man. That, for the most part, these phenom
ena are the result of disease and of disturbed equipoise of the faculties 
does not change the nature of the thing; for this disproportion was re
quired to give freedom to the force and exhibit its amount.” Perhaps, 
as W. W. Story says, there are “penumbral powers and senses surround
ing our plain and definite ones which we do not understand and which 
we have not investigated.” Of course, the most painstaking care and 
caution are required in examining the evidence for statements made re
specting any of these alleged supernormal phenomena. Credulity^mar- 
velousness, and laek of discrimination are, beyond doubt, very marked 
among many who imagine that they have premonitions and other “oc
cult” or exeeptiopal experiences. B. F. UNDERWOOD.

And when the servant of the njan of 
God was risen early and gone forth 
behold an host encompassed the city, 
both with horses and chariots. And

AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE. 
STORES EYESIGHT.

PRENATAL INFLUENCE. GIFT BEARING GREEKS.

Importance of Knowledge ^pd Positive 
Goodnpss. ,,,,

To the Editor:—In your Issue of July 
29, which I have just been reading, I 
wish to congratulate Eva AyiCasseli and 
her spirit messenger" for their truly 
timely message on the value of prenatal 
influences. This is the most important 
question that can engross the minds of 
all true lovers of the welfare of human
ity. In my own work here I have been 
led to emphasize thdse teachings. Ev
ery word 1b true iff that (exceedingly 
lucid and educational message.

Let the various workers of the move
ment study it well, tor ifiethinks Spir
itualists and mediums need these teach
ings more than anyone'else. When we 
come in contact with the divorced, sep
arated, twice and thrice married and 
uncongenially mated spiritual workers 
our hearts are sad.

Instruct your sensitives, educate 
them in principles and strict morality 
and a purer movement will be the re
sult. Stop your craze for tests and 
phenomena. Be orderly, sympathetic 
and progressive. in_X°ur investigations 
Into the realms spiritual.

Sensitives who are desirous of being 
workers in the upliftment of their fel
lows require a thorough spiritual and 
educational training. We speak from 
our knowledge of these things, not from 
hearsay. The whole Spiritualistic 
movement, to do the good it ought to 
do, requires regeneration and reorgani
zation. It requires an intelligent and 
spiritualized body of genuine psychics 
to band together for the cleansing of 
the whole movement. Money is re
quired for such a work, but all the 
money will be forthcoming to that body 
of people who can combine, harmonize 
and intelligently work the plans they 
would receive from the co-operation of 
the advanced beings in the immortal 
spheres.

All obsession is the' resultant of ig
norance and prenatal heritage. The ar
ticle by Nora Batchelor still savors of 
her early experiences. There is too 
much dwelling on the evil side of spirit 
influence, and too little attention paid 
to those guardian angels, spirit guides., 
relatives and friends who are always 1 
ready and willing to lend aid in time 
of need. Do -not tell me, friend Nora 
Batchelor, that God’s laws are capable 
of being twisted at the will of evil spir
its. You did not understand yourself, 
nor the condition by which you were 
surrounded at that time. Fear was your 
principal evil, and also your negative 
goodness of character. Do not think 1 
am harsh and unjust; but I wish to be 
fair to all and I cannot allow some of 
your statements to pass unchallenged.

Positive goodness is virtue acquired 
through active principles of purity and 
righteousness governing the life. I will 
guarantee to find the.cause in the pro
cess of time of ever^’obsessed individ
ual. Ignorance is qbt goodness—it is 
negation, it stagnates the"grpwth of à 
truly righteous life..’1 No 'one who is 
positively good like Jésus’dr other great 
spiritual examples, 'is etyf obsessed. 
Obsession so-called Is always the re
sultant of a screwloose somewhere, 
the.non-adjustment or the Individual to 
some important factor In ihe life. Pos
itive goodness always relates the soul 
to a sphere of good both embodied anfl 
disembodied, •which,jgives’'tnein all the 
power they need in (fimegj'pt difficulty. 
There will be no obsesBiap when indi
viduals are emancipated; trom ignor
ance and the inheritance of a prenatal 
psychologized mental coqnition.

Surely it is the height, qf ignorance 
to tell people that God’s laws are un-' 
just and unequal, and suqh must be the 
conclusion reached ^rhenggood people 
are allowed to be obsessed. I defy any 
demon or-malicious spirit to obsess an 
individual who is in harmony through 
knowledge and experience with good or 
divinity. .. «
' Let psychics and sensitives cultivate 
positive and active goodness through 
the understanding of the potentialities 
of the divinity within;-and fear, de
mons, obsession will all fly overboard, 

[ There is a good deal of hysteria 
abroad to-dày, let it cease from 
amongst those who propose to be the 
educators and instructors of the people. 
Fear is the heritage of the animal créa-

Conscienceless Commercialism Consid
ered From the Standpoint of Capt. L. 
W. Billingsley, Attorney, Lincoln, Ne
braska.
Conscienceless commercialism has 

even invaded some modern churches. 
They make no effort to “drive the 
money changers out of the temple," but 
meet them at the door, with cordial 
greeting, and give them the best pews, 
under the drippings of the sanctuary 
and then hold out their hands for some 
of the “tainted money.”

The great gifts to churches, colleges 
and charities by the captains of indus
try, are simply bribes to Influence 
molders of public opinion. Their pur
pose is just as mendacious as the 
charges of “the- black horse cavalry” 
made on state legislatures and munici
pal bodies. Donations to public insti
tutions is a subtle and insidious distri
bution of corruption funds. The pre
daceous trusts fully realize that they 
get good returns trom these business In
vestments.

In the conspiracy of silence, to secure 
a whitewash of respectability tor pirate 
donors, it 1b essential that hush money 
be tossed into coffers of churches. The 
Congregational beard of missions 
gagged a little at the bowl of nutriment 
offered It by Dives Rockefeller, but 
finally gulped it down. Many colleges 
and churches have made no grimaces at 
offers of Mr. Rockefeller’s loaves and 
fishes, but piously absorb them as God
given manna, as he has the brand of the 
elect.

Some of the chancellors of institu
tions of learning are peripatetic mendi
cants at the pie counters of plutocracy. 
This is notably true of the hungry chan
cellors of the universities of Leland 
Stanford, Chicago and Syracuse. With 
clinking music of gold dollars in their 
pockets, they are intrepid defenders of 
“The Gift Bearing Greeks." They are 
read • givers of certificates of Christian 
character to exponents of high finance 
and low r-->rals, thereby maintaining 
the princ .lies of reciprocity. While 
subsisting In the rich man's kitchen, 
they are no longer advocates of the 
Christ Gospel of right dealing between 

”.d man. The apostles of rapacity 
nd in many high places. AH- 
crooks of the United States Sen- 

,. coarse and cheap, have been 
pinched, while the more diplomatic but 
not less guilty have escaped the tolls 
of justice.

Civic righteousness is now in the mire 
made by the public sentiment corrup
tion fund, while Folk, LaFollette, Je
rome, Washington Gladden and others 
are pointing out the rock bottom of 
sound public conscience. The keen, 
far-seeing robber barons fully realize 
that without the aid of bribes, by way 
of public charities, churches, colleges, 
libraries, and benefactions of divers 
kinds, and the employment of false ad
vocates of recreant institutions to blind 
the people, a cyclone of public senti
ment would soon sweep away their sys
tems of greed and lawlessness.

Mr. Thomas Lawson who almost 
reached the stage of death-bed repent
ance has in a spectacular way ren
dered some service to our country, by 
pointing out the pitfalls in the laby
rinths of refined grand larceny. His 
lime light has revealed clever states
men, as buccaneers'of loot. With some 
exceptions-newspapers and magazines 
are on the fire line for the common peo
ple in the battle of civic reform against 
the aggressions of plutocracy. The 
people are reading and thinking these 
days and it is only a question of-time 
when “the gift bearing Greeks” will 
cease to debauch our public institutions 
and the people will come into’their own.

with absolute faith In God and his min
istering angels, and your fears and 
doubts will be'overcome. Be optimistic, 
for only by a supreme optimism In the 
triumph of good and the perfection of 
all, ■will the world be regenerated.

DAVID A, LEISK. 
Alameda, Cal.

tion; it Is not the birthright, of man.
His is divinity, realize ' -divinity., 
through the outworking fit a positively____
good life. Beota determined will, Price 25 cents.

. "The Infidelity- of Eccleslastlclsm, 
A Menace to American Civilization.’’ 
By Prof. "W. M.' Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator .of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant M . .■ t< r-  * •

his servant said mfto Ijiin:' “Alas, 
master, how shall we do?” And he 
swered: “Fear not, tor they that 
with us are more than they that

my 
an- 
be 
be

with them.”—JI. Kings, vi: 15,16.
Who has not cried out, with that 

youth, alas! Ail things are against me; 
foes are many and friends there are 
none! The roads to pessimism are 
many; but surely this is the shortest 
one, to get to think that life is but a 
conflict waged single handed against 
great odds, a long story of struggle, dif
ficulties, pains, disappointments, temp
tations, failures, wounds, ending only in 
death.

Even though you escape that chronic 
jaundiced view of life there are seasons 
of depression when it seems easy to get 
out of bed on the wrong side and to 
plow all day into stumps instead of in 
the good .clear ground. Ever we need 
the vision the seer of old gave to the 
young man, to see the hills about us 
alive with onr allies. Otherwise it is 
easy to conclude Ihe fates fight against 
us.

How slight is the evidence on which 
men base their gloomy conclusions! 
The pessimist always argues from a 
single instance to the general law. If 
he strikes a poor peach on top he 
throws the whole basket away—or sells 
them as soon as he can. He insists on 
sitting square on the cactus bunch 
when there is only one on the whole 
bench-land. He then becomes an au
thority on cactus. If he can spot a few 
foes on the horizon he is blind to a reg
iment of friends close at hand.

But the Beers, our poets and teachers, 
have a wider vision; they seek the glory 
rather than the gloom and they tell us 
that every man has more friends than 
foes. This is the song of those who 
told us long ago of Providence, the one 
who backs a man up and fights on his 

/Side and furnishes him in the hour of 
need. This is Lire song of Lowell, Ten
nyson, Whittier and Browning. Life 
is not a lone-handed fight against un
numbered foes; it is not a losing fight 
to anyone who will fight it well.

Every force in this world works with , 
the man who seeks the good. This is a 
right world and only he who fights the 
right faces unconquerable foes. A man 
may meet rebuffs, battle’s tides may 
sweep back and forth, but in the end, as 
it has ever been in all the long story of 
man’s conflict with nature, so in the 
conflict with every other foe lie is 
bound to win. This is as true in the in
dividual life of every fighter as nature 
and history show it to be in universal 
life.

On our side there Is the great world 
of the unseen. Little do we know of it, 
but still that little gives us confidence 
to believe it is peopled with our allies. 
Our fairest hopes of good angels may be 
delusions as to details, hut they are es
sentially true, being born of eternal 
cruth. '

The gospel of good hope declares 
there is One over all, the friend of all; 
greater is lie that is with you than any 
against you; greater is he than your 
temptations, your adversaries, your dif
ficulties, and your sorrows. This was 
wbat the great teacher came to tell 
men, that God was on their side, seek
ing to help them, loving,’caring, co-op
erating, leading them into the life of 
victory over every enemy.

Let a man face life in this confidence 
and he is invincible.- He goes forth and 
an unseen army goes with him. He 
gains the seers vision to see even the 
plotting of the enemy and the forces 
that fight against him all working lor 
his good. From many combats he gains 
strength for the decisive struggle. All 
things work together for good. He 
serves the right, the truth, the things 
that are eternal; he fights for character, 
for manhood, and the good, and the 
eternal forces that rule the universe 
fight by his side. He beholds the hills 
full of the hosts of heaven; though he 
has no time to enjoy the vision he” 
knows they are there, liis allies, his as
surance of ultimate victory.—Chicago 
Tribune.

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned.
This Instrument is in the form of a 

pocket battery, which the inventors 
have patented and which they call “Ac- 
tlna,” a word which is their trade mark 
and owned by them.

In the treatment of eye diseases ths 
inventors of “Actliia” claim there is no 
need for cutting or drugging the eye for 

any form ot disease, 
cataracts, pterygiums 
and other abnormal 
growths can bo re
moved and weakened 
vision restored by the 
new and more humane

method, if this is a fact, there will be 
no need to go blind or to wear spec
tacles. "Actina" has been tested in 
hundreds ot cases and lias effected mar
velous cures. So confident are the in
ventors that this, device is an article ot 
great merit that they give an absolutely 
free trial. They want every one luer- 
ested to make a thorough investigation 
and a personal test of the “Actina." As 
It is sent on trial postpaid, any person 
can give it this test

They Issue a book ot 100 pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which 
tells all about “Actina," the diseases it 
will cure, what others think ot it, what 
marvelous cures it bos effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and it is sent absolutely free upon re
quest. This book should be in the li
brary ot every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. 342R, 929 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS.
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema andall Hkinand Female Diseases. W^te 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address ©

DR? BYE, b"o Ji «is Kansas City, Mo.

NEW INVENTION!

mouth.

Turkish Baths. OpeU the 5,(XKJ,0tW «kits 
pores, purilka the entire sjstern. B<-ats Hol 
Spring«. I’r« routs disease. Haves Dr, bills. 
Cured tlroutk&di, Natures drugtre* remedy 
for colds, grip, rhfuaaibiu, achrt, paint, 
blood tod skin disease«, kidney trouble 
tUHdreti’s dbeuves and female lib. Guarao.

pruJucrd. Everybody delighted, Eojvy at 
borne forjo each oil the niarvtluuicleau«iti¿, 
luvigorailup, curative effects of lb<- famaus

Write for new booklet, Hpedd Otter thi* rnuutli. Our 
Mw Quaker Folding Vm|>w Bait Cabinet., Curai

teed, tknt un 80 day»* trial. $l(l«lu¿80(J 
------------- »alc»tneu, managers, general agents. 10(}( jirotit, 

WORLD MFC. CO., 82 World Buildiro. CIHCIHHATI, OHIO.

NOTICE!-
The Woolley Sanatorium, »he only 

tion in the United SIrU-s where the Opium, 
Cocaine and Whiaky habits can be cured with
out exposure, and with so much ease for the 
patient. Only 30 days’ time required. Describe 
your case and 1 will write you un opinion as to 
what 1 can tieeomplish fur you. Ask your family 
physician to invcsligau*. Dr. B. hl. Woolley, 
106 N. Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

8QJ3
The above 1b the number ot the pres, 

ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. U thia number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then tho time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This camber at the 
right band corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number ot Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Reep watch of the number oq 
t&e tag of your wrapper.

CLEAR CASE OF OBSESSION.

He Had a Fierce Battle With a Spirit.

My room adjoined that of my father. 
He had been troubled with bad dreams, 
over which he would constantly brood. 
He claimed that an impending evil was 
hovering over him, but when I laughed 
at his fears, he only shook his head.

One night I retired rather early. 1 
usually fall asleep immediately, but on 
that night I tossed restlessly. At length 
I fell into a state of half-consciousness, 
when I was aroused by a shriek pro
ceeding from my lather’s room.

I jumped out of bed and rushed into 
the room. The sight presented to me 
made my blood run cold. There in the 
middle of the room stood my father. His 
hair was disheveled. His face was pale, 
and his eyes were bulging from their 
sockets.

He was wildly clawing the air, and 
hoarsely crying: "Now, now, 1 will kill 
you, curse you. 1 say I will not die.” 
Then in a frenzy he rushed about the 
room striking and clutching at the 
empty air. 1 made a step toward my 
father, but before I could intervene he 
gave a frightful yell and fell to the 
floor.

At the same instant a shadowy form 
brushed past me. and, gliding to the 
door, which I had left open, slammed it 
shut For a moment I stood transfixed 
with terror. Then, rushing , to my 
father, I laid my hand on his heart.

UNCOOKED FOODS
And How to Live on Them—With 

Recipes for Wholesome 
Preparation.

Proper combinations and menus, 
with the reason uncooked iood.is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover Hutt proper 
preparation increases the palatability of 
food. Learn bow and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

It. will simplify methods of living— 
help to settle I lie servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Price $1.

Three Journeys Around the Worfd —OR—
Travels in the Pacific Islands,

New Zealand. Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, 
A. M., M. D.. Ph. 1). In ibis splendid large 
book Dr. Peeblea has concentrated a vast 
amount of valuable information. It is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual
ism a« he found it every where In his travels 
receives duo attention, making the book ot 
special value and interest to Spiritualists 454 
large pages, finely bound, at the price of 81.50.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

Life had departed. He had burst 
blood vessel. ALBERT LANDAU.

New York City.

a

A remarkable book, of Intense Inter* 
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
Including scientists of world-wide re- 
pute, making a volume of great valua, 
588 octavo pages. Price, cloth. 12.

SCENES AT A FUNERAL.

The Spirit of Form Lying in the Casket 
’ Appears.

To the Editor:—I saw In The Pro
gressive Thinker some time ago where 
a man attended his funeral services. I 
will give my experience in that line. 
About six months ago Mrs. Frank Ellis 
passed over, and when I came in the 
room in which the casket lay, she met 
me in the astral form. She looked as 
though she was tn the physical form. 
She shook hands with me and said: “I 
am not In there," pointing to the cas
ket, and told me to have her husband, 
father,'uncle and sister meet at my 
house the next night, and she would 
be there and would talk to them. As 
her sister and her husband were look
ing over some roses to put in the cas
ket, she selected through me a rose and 
said, “This is my condition; just unfold
ing in motherhood.” She came to my 
house as she said, and gave them good 
advice.

It was about three months ago, at Mr, 
John Van Orsdel’s home, and as the 
friends were laying flowers on his cas
ket he brought a stem of lilac and said, 
“George,” speaking to me, “this is my 
choice of all flowers," and laid it on his 
casket and said to me, “I did. not know 
when the change was made.”

G. W, WOODARD, 
Cripple Creek, Colo. .

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage. In this book of 243 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life. He states a 
great number of well-authenticated instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion is trank and fearless, and merits th 8 
widest reading, for lie deals with tacts and ex» 
perlences. Price, cloth, 81.00.

THE TO-MORROW OE DEATH, 
Or the Future Life According to Science. By 
Louis Figuier. Translated from the French by 
S. R-Crockee. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. It is vnlt- 
ton in that peculiar Interesting style In which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects in adaptation to the 
needs of the general reader. The author says : 
•There is a True and respectable idea in Spirit- 
ualism.” and regards as proved “the fact of 
communication between superb umans and the 
Inhabitants of earth.” Price, 81.50.,

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth

By Prof. W. M. Uookwood.
A masterly presentation Gt' itn important Sub

ject. ApoxrcrfalBrc’umcnt alfraR’newandBClen- 
llfiellnes, esublishinr on a scientific basis the 
tact of the conUiralty of pcraonal individual eon- 
eclouB aelfhood alter laying aMdo Iho phy&loal 
body, a of rare Tain», several 
finoiHustmioM. Clotty UM
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or statements ho may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may >;e 
diametrically opposed to Ins belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood Hint our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to dp bo. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds ot our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will In all cases be 
Adjusted to t|ie space we have to .occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line’ 
item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re-
quire.
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the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with tills request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL K1NQ>

We go to pres# early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

Henrietta L. ’ Lichtig, secretary, 
writes: "The Sunflower Club, the ladies’ 
auxiliary to the Ill. State Spiritualist 
Association, has accepted the-invitation 
of Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, vice-president 
of the I. S. S. A., to again hold a basket 
picnic on the grounds of the Minne
tonka Club, at Lake Bluff, Ilk, on Labor 
Day, September 4. Come everybody 
and bring your baskets well filled. Cof
fee will be sold on the grounds. Fare, 
75 cent's round trip. Trains leave the 
Wells street depot of the Chicago & 
Northwestern road at 8:26 and. 10:30 a. 
m. Parties that cannot leave at 
those hours will find trains going almost 
every hour afterwards. Tickets can be 
purchased at Tie Progressive Thinker 
office of Sirs. J, R. Francis; at 660 East 
55th street- of Mrs. • Isa’ Cross; Otto 
street, Of Mrs. Belle Curtis; 6822 Went
worth avenue, of Mrs. Henrietta L. 
Lichtig. There will also be parties 
wearing Sunflower badges at the 8:25 
an0 10:30 trains .to sell tickets to those 
wishing them. Don't forget, September 
4, Come and bring your friends and; 
have the best time of your life.”

Mrs. Caird, formerly Mrs, Hanson, 
lately arrived In tbe city from Lynn, 
Mass., where she and her husband. Dr. 
Alex. Caird, have resided for the last 
ten years. They have been especially 
prominent in Spiritualism there, the 
Doctor having made himself exception
ally popular by his harmonizing, soul-ln- 
spiring work, and his wife by giving re
markable tests, and we shall take great 
pleasure in welcoming them both back 
to their old home, Chicago. Mrs. Caird 
is a most excellent medium, and had a 
large following and extensive patronage 
when living here before. The Doctor 
will probably be here sometime this 
fall, and will practice his profession. 
Mrs. Caird is now located at 472 West 
Adams street, where she can be con
sulted.

Oscar A. Edgerly, having concluded 
his month’s engagement with the Grand 
Ledge Camp, will on Sunday, Aug. 27, 
speak for the society at Marcellus,

Newport, R. I., Aug. 20.—The death 
of young Vinson Walsh, who was killed 
in an automobile accident yesterday, 
was foretold by a palmist about three 
weeks ago. He was aguest at a lunch
eon , given by Miss Vera Gilbert in 
the villa of Charles Plerrepont H. Gil
bert at Ochre Point. A palmist told the 
fortunes of the guests after the lunch
eon. When he took up Mr. Walsh's 
hand he deplored it was no use to read 
the palm, as tho young man would die 
in an accident within a month.

L. S. Burdick writes: "We believe we 
voice the wishes ot many in presenting 
the name ot E. W. Sprague ot James
town, N; Y., as a candidate for president 
of the N. S. A., at its next annual con
vention.”

II. H. Howe, secretary of the Psychic 
Research Society .of Rockford, Ill., 
writes: “The Spiritualists ot Rockford, 
Ill., and vicinity will hold a grove meet
ing at Duncan Rogers' place, 1047 N. 
Second street, September 3. Mrs. D. L, 
West of Elgin, will be the message 
bearer. All are cordially invited to 
come and bring their lunch baskets and 
spend the day with us. Take Second 
street car or Beloit car."

Mrs. Georgia Gladys - Cooley, the 
noted platform test medium and lec
turer, will, after September 1, be in Chi
cago, and will answer calls to lecture 
and officiate at funerals within a rea
sonable distance from the city. She 
will be located at No. 667 East 62nd 
street. Mrs. Cooley stands high as a 
platform test medium, and good reports- 
of her work come from all • quarters. 
She has been engaged in her work at 
Lily Dale N. Y., and Clinton,. Iowa, this 
Beason.

Dr. ,L. H. Freedman, the Australian 
healer and physician of.Chicago, says: 
“I am again at my post after a pleasant 
visit to Wonewoc and Vicksburg camps, 
l am in excellent condition tor my win
ter's work outside of my professional 
duties. 1 am open to lecture for any so
ciety upon Spiritualism (1 also furnish 
my own music) within a radius of 100 
miles, for societies that cannot afford to 
pay a speaker, the society to defray ex
penses. At the close of my lectures 1 
give public demonstrations of healing

Haslett-Park Camp, Mich. ’
Haslett camp IsyfeUll in session, and 

we are bovin^a suwessfnl camp. Lasl 
Sunday over five nundred gate tickets 
were Bold, and eighty teams drove on 
the grounds, thus giving us u very large 
attendance, i

Mrs. Carpenter wks the speaker; her 
lectures anaibicBsa^eB were well re
ceived. To-day 1b her last day with us, 
and it is Memorial Day.

A number bf new) laces have come to 
our camp this1 week; We have with us

CLINTON CAMP, IOWA,

Notes of the Camp-meeting at 
Pleasant Park.

The present week is the last of 
camp session, and the program is

Mt.

the 
ot

Notes of the City of Light Assembly.

Dr. Stevens 
a help to us

|fe ot Buffalo, being 
Ie and other ways.

The materializing medium, W. W. 
Aber, 1b with uh; lie has held two se- 
tmees with gaod remits.

Charles Barnes and sister, Mrs. Ham
ilton Gill, are-liert); also John Mabee. 
Mr. Oscar Edgerly is making us a 
visit.

We are greatly encouraged for we are 
doing .better thqn last year. Our next 
speakers are Mr. and Mrs. Kates.

Building Jots are in great demand, 
and property has advanced halt since 
last year. We are in this way thankful 
for the electric cars. The prospects are 
brighter and we are looking for our 
cause to progress, and Camp Haslett to 
be one of the leading camps of_Michi-
ean. E. R. WETER.

To Camp Correspondents:—Notices 
of camp-meetings should reach this 
office not later than Friday afternoon to 
secure insertion in the next Issue of 
The Progressive Thinker.

Will C. Hodge is now in Seattle, 
where he will remain until the first of 
October. All letters1 should be ad
dressed in care of General Delivery, 
Seattle, Wash.

Geo. H. Brooks writes: "I am at 
home, 114 President street, Wheaton, 
111., and will respond to calls for funer
als at any time.”

The accomplished lady, Nora Batch
elor (Hensley), writes: "I write to 
thank you for The Progressive Thinker 

. which has come regularly to my ad
dress for the past four or five years, 
and to say that it is no longer necessary 
to send it, as I was married recently to 
a staunch Spiritualist who is a sub
scriber to the paper, Robert C. Hensley. 
Since the article on obsession appeared, 
I have received many letters from all 
parts ot the country, some telling piti
ful tales of suffering and begging for 
advice, others warmly commending the 
article. Among the latter is one from 
Dr. Peebles, Dr. Greer, and R. A. 
Dague." • |

Barbara Miller writes: "How very 
much I enjoy each number of The Pro
gressive Thinker. I especially enjoy 
the thought of the article beaded, 
‘Home Life Not Impaired Through Wo
man’s Interest in Public Affairs.’ Give 
us more broad-minded, spiritual women 
like Anna H. Shaw and Nora Batchelor. 
Of course, I notice the broad, noble- 
minded men, too; they are worthy of 
praise.”

Mrs. M. E. Jenkins, Windsor, Canada,

Mich. On Sunday, September 3, he 
will begin a month’s engagement with 
the First Spiritualist Society of Jack- 
son, Mich. Mr. Edgerly’s engagements 
as made for the season of 1905 and 1906 
are as follows: In October he will go to 
the N. S. A. convention at Minneapolis, 
as delegate fron» Grand Ledge Camp 
Association; November and December, 
still open; January, 1906, is engaged 
with the First Spiritualist Church ot 
Pittsburg, Pa.; February ’is engaged 
with the First Association of Spiritual
ists, Washington, D. C.; during March 
and April he will serve the First Spir
itual Church of Baltimore, Md.; first 
two Sundays of May are engaged with 
theFirst Society of Worcester, Mass.; 
June is engaged with the society at 
Providence, R. I., and Unity Camp, 
Saugus, Mass. Mr. Edgerly will be 
pleased to hear from societies desirous 
of employing a trance speaker and test 
medium, during November and Decem
ber, 1905, or for the last two Sundays of 
May, 1906. Home address, 42 Smith 
street, Lynn, Mass.
-By some oversight an item for last 

week’s paper was mislaid, stating that 
J. W. Ring, fresh from a very success
ful trip in California and at Clinton, 
Iowa,' passed through our city on his 
way to Lily Dale, to fill an engagement 
there. He is doing a splendid work for 
the lyceums.

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: "At the ser
vices of the Rising Sun Mission on Sun
day, August 20, we were somewhat dis
appointed in not having Sister Price for 
our speaker, but was more than pleased 
to have our sister Fravelwlth as. She 
delivered one of her strong inspirational 
lectures which was highly appreciated 
by those present. Her words brought 
comfort to Quite a few, as well as did 
the spirit messages given by Brother 
Thompson and Sister Kirchner who just 
returned from her vacation. Our choir 
as usual, rendered some very fine se
lections. The short talk our president 
gave abou^the High Rollers, a sect who

has open dates for fall and winter work : 
as platform speaker and message bear- j 
er. She is endorsed and highly recom- , 
mended to societies who need a thor- - 
oughly honest medium.

D. G. Hill writes: "On Sunday even
ing, August 20 the usual large attend- । 
ance greeted the Golden Rule Spiritual
ist Soélety to listen to our esteemed co
worker, Mrs. M. Schumacher. She was 
closely followed by her listeners as she 
forcibly presented the .truths embodied ■ 
in the philosophy of Spiritualism. She 
was followed with a short talk by Dr. L. 
C. Koehler of this city, who presented 
some telling truths, heartily applauded. 
He has promised to speak from our ros
trum in the near future. The messages 
were given by our very dear sister, 
Mrs. Alice Sexsmith, who has just re
turned from Canada, after laying away 
the last remains of her aged mother 
who passed into the higher life listening 
to music as rendered by. thè dwellers of 
the spirit spheres, and our good sister, 
Mrs. M. McIntire; the messages given 
by these splendid mediums were most 
satisfactory. This sbciety will open 
the regular season on Sunday, Sept. 3, 
with services both afternoon and even
ing, at 3 and 8 p. m. The speaker for 
the afternoon will be Mrs. Sexsmith, 
and for the evening Mrs. Nora E. Hill. 
The society feels amply repaid in'the 
success of their series of summer meet
ings, and look foiward to a successful 
period of fall and winter sessions, at 
O’Donnell College hall, South Paulina 
street, between Washington and Park 
evenne. All cordially invited."

Julia Craig writes from Indianapolis, 
Ind.: “The last two numbers of The 
Progressive Thinker-are just brimful 
of good things, especially that of Aug. 
12, containing a funeral service by Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond. It Is simply 
beautiful, and! wish-1 could place it in 
the hands of every sorrowing man and 
woman. I have only been investigating 
Spiritualism about two years, and no 
one but myself knows what a sweet 
balm of comfort and healing it has been 
to me. Three grown sons and daugh
ters have passed to the-other side, and 
a mother, sister and brother, all jn the 
last six years, and I truly bless the day 
that I was led to a Spiritualist meeting. 
I never, miss a chance to spread the 
good cause by word or deed.”

reside in Benton Harbor, was very in
teresting, he having had an interview 
with them while on his vacation at that 
place. Our mission had intended oc
cupying our new temple in September, 
but owing to the present ■ occupants 
holding a lease, we are unable to do so 
until later, so we have arranged to hold 
cur services every Sunday afternoon at 
3, evening at 8, at Star Lodge Hall, 378 
So. Western avenue, until further no
tice. Our speaker for Sunday, Septem
ber 3. will be Mrs. J. H. Fravel, a high
ly gifted inspirational lecturer. All 
welcome.”

with extemporaneous diagnosis. Ad
dress me at my house, 3036 Indiana av
enue.” .

Prof. Wm. Bradley, a healer, formerly 
a resident of this city, is back again, 
and is located at No. 17 Loomis street.

Maurgurite Mac writes: “On Thurs
day evening, August 31, Mrs. M. A. Bur- 
land will hold her regular monthly so
cial at her parlors, 3019 Vernon avenue. 
A good time for all; good psychics pres
ent to give messages ahd short read
ings. Mrs. Maggie Henry, the palmist 
is always present to read the lines in 
your hands. Mrs. Burland always has 
some dainty refreshments prepared, 
and a good cup of coffee, all for 25 
cents.”

Mrs. C. Oswald, test medium, wishes 
to announce her return from the beauti
ful Grand Ledge camp and its sociable 
people. Her house fit 5823 (Aberdeen 
street, is open to friends and honest in
vestigators of this grand truth.

Mrs. MaggleiHenry writes: “On Sun
day evening at the Universal Occult So
ciety our meeting was well attended and 
we had a very interesting time. Our 
speaker, F. M. Stoller, took his Subject 
from the audience. A number of very 
instructive questions were asked, and 
answered by his guides. -They also an
swered a number of personal questions 
at the close of his lecture. Mr. J. K. 
Hillis gave some convincing messages, 
through hie control, Wyandotte. All are 
welcome to our meetings.” -

The eighth annual encampment of 
the Ottawa (Kans.) Spiritualist Associ
ation will convene Sept. 16 and continue 
■to the 25th. Mr. Will J. Erwood, Bessie 
Bellman, Mrs. A. -L. Lull and Mrs. Ed
ward Connelly are principal speakers. 
A long list of mediums and camp work
ers will attend and Instruct in the va
rious capacities as Spiritualistic work
ers.

President Barrett passed through the 
city last Saturday on his way to fill an 
engagement in Maine.

Lily M. Thiebaud writes from San 
Diego, Cal.: “I have been at the Escon
dido (Call) camp-meeting, called Har
mony Grove Camp, a name which fits. 
It was a joy tt> work under such happy 
conditions. I will remain here now for 
the state convention, which will be held 
September 1, 2 and 3. I will then re
turn to my home in San Bernardino, 
where I am pastor of the society there. 
Our meetings will be resumed Oct. 1."

Dr. G. B. Warne visited the camp at 
Clinton, Iowa, last week.

Carrie Smith, secretary, writes from 
Billings, Mont.: "The First Spiritual 
Church of Billings, Mont., derived great 
pleasure In having Harrison D. Barrett, 
president of the N- S. A„ lecture on the 
great question, ‘What Is Spiritualism?’ 
It was rendered in an able manner. Our 
local society is progressing-rapidly un
der the presidency of Mrs. Frank Mc
Cormick, who is a gifted medium, be
ing both trance and- ’ inspirational 
speaker; a.lso giving tests which prove 
true. Shells loved by all with whom 
she comes in contact.”

Mrs. R. E.-Henze writes: “Themonthly 
social of the Psychical Research So
ciety will be held at the home of our 
speaker, ’ Mrs. Glenn C. Stephens, 3108 
East 14th street, Friday, ’August 25. 
We feel' that some attention should be 
given to the Psychical.Research Socie
ty, which is chartered upder State and 
N. S. A. ’ Quite a number of our mem
bers read The Progressive Thinker and 
would like to see our society men
tioned occasionally. We. hold .circles ■ 
every Wednesday evening, instructing 
those present in the philosophy of Spir
itualism. Our speaker is a member of 
the State Board of Missouri, and has 
done efficient work in past years. We 
as a society send her, expenses paid, to 
the N. S. A. convention as our delegate. 
She was delegate for the First Spiritual
ist Society last year to SL Louis. Her 
phase Js trance speaking medium, being 
controlled by an eloquent speaker call; 
ing himself the Unknown, and one 
French Doctor, Deaustreaux. She has 
several musical guides who play all the 
classical and harmonies of the mundane 
and spiritual spheres, in many lan
guages and. voices. Several members 
of our society will accompany our dele
gate to the convention, where we hope 
to meet many of those whose good 
work we. read of in The Progressive 
Thinker. The Sunday, evening services 
have been abandoned during the warm. 

■ weather, but will be resumed the first 
, Sunday in October at jthe Ladies’ Athe- 

neum roms. corner Tenth and McGee, 
Kansas City, Mo.”

Minnie Sharlow of Detroit, Mich., and 
‘ a worker well recommended, expects to 
1 enter the field of labor again in Septem

ber, and with an expectant visit to the 
• East, Watertown, N. Y., she will . be 
i pleased to hear from' every society that 
- jmay be in need ot an earnest worker.

Vicksburg (Mich.) Camp.
Sunday, August 20, was the closing 

day at Vicksburg camp, and its twenty- 
second annual meeting is now a thing 
of history; the last words have been 
said, the last song has been sung; the 
good-byes and “God bless you” have 
been uttered, and all is growing still. 
The sun shines, the song-birds fill the 
air with their beautiful music, the dear 
old historical trees lift their, lofty 
heads high above the camp as in days 
gone hy; hut the white tents have been 
folded and laid away, their inmates 
have gone, the familiar faces have dis
appeared. To watch the, going out of 
life from the camp is akin to Watching 
the passing of a friend. But then, like 
the butterfly, the camp hut folds its 
wings for a season, when It again un
furls Its banner to the breeze.

And Vicksburg can say that its 22nd 
year was one of, .marked success, as on 
every hand we heard it remarked that 
it was better than it was .last year,

A fine program was presented from 
the opening to the close, and I believe 
that men and* women of larger spiritual 
stature and mental caliber wended their 
way homeward from this camp, as a re
sult of the grand-.truths presented by 
the various speakers.

I have spoken words of praise for the 
splendid work of Dr. Austin, in a pre
vious report; I have told you about Bro. 
Sprague and the religion he had in his 
feet, but (let me. whisper to you, Bro. 
Francis) the kind he has in his heart 
is of the noblest works of God; I have 
told you of the -fine work our Brother 
Grimshaw and his estimable guides 
were doing, but I, have yet to tell 
you of the flue ¡lecture delivered Sunday 
morning, Aug« 13, by Dr. Edson A. Titus 
of Battle Crpek, Mich. We heard the 
clanging of the chains of theology; we 
saw he angelpicome, and by their touch 
these chains jyere ¡broken asunder; we 
heard the mqp enslaved cry out for joy
at revelation? given,! bis children lived; 
the grave—it»claimed them not; there 
was no"death; ’twas life, eternal life.

In the afternoon -of this day we again 
listened to tbe mastfirly truths-ot Spirit
ualism from.ithe high standpoint ot tbe 
guides of Thomas Grimshaw, and 1 am 
sure -the large audience assembled at 
this time weje. led jipward Ip, the scale 
of being, and If anynwere unacquainted 
with Spiritualism,- or prejudiced 
against its principles, they must have 
been obliged, Jo.-lay, aside petty preju- 
t(ice,.au<J acknowledge,-that ours was> a 
truth that brought, man face .to face 
with himself, with the angel world, and 
with God.
"This day had already been well filled, 

but Brother and Sister Sprague had re
mained over this Sunday with us as vis
itors, and not wishing to allow them to 
get rusty tn. the service, an evening 
meeting was called« It was found upon 
investigation that this was the thirty- 
eighth anniversary., of their marriage, 
and so this meeting was turned into an 
anniversary occasion, and it was found

' Delphos (Kans.) Camp, '
.The second and last week of Delphos 

camp has come and gone. The other 
workers arrived in camp Monday were 
Mrs. McClossen of Columbus, Ohio’, a 
very earnest little wçrnan, then Mrs. E. 
D. McCarty of Denver, Colo., whose 
work has been greatly liked, and she 
fias gained many friends. Mrs.- Mc
Carty has had-charge.of the healing cir
cle and has done a great deal of good in 
conference, and outside work. ,

All are kept. busy. Last Sunday I 
morning was taken up by Mrs. Kayner’s 
thirty-minute talk, then our test work. 
In the afternoon, Mr. Bledsoe lectured 
to an audience ot over two thousand, 
followed by thé ballot tests by Mrs. 
Inez -gagner«' A gentleman blindfolds 
her. I took the liberty of standing by 
the side of her, and 1 could not see but 
that it was all right; anyway, all were 
pleased. In the .evening Mrs. Bledsoe 
and I followed her. ~

I forgot to mention a unique meeting, 
called "Burning of the Mortgage, 
which took place one evening last week. 
A big log fire was made and all papers 
and notes were burned up. Mr. Reeves, 
his wife and son, have furnished the 
music during the camp and it was good. 
The camp will close Sunday night,- and 
then once more all will be on the wing.

One thing, all meetings are free; no 
charge week days; Sundays, 10 cents 
only. '

Mrs. Wagner was put under test con
ditions last night, and had a grand sue-
cess. ISAJV. RAYNER.

-".I I ■»!.
"Bight Generation: the Key to the 

Kingdom ot Heaven on Barth.” By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal-to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
tor justice and equality in all tbe rela
tions of Ute between men and '.»omen. 
Qlothi 75 cental leatherette. 50 ccttt&

special interest. We have as speakers, 
W, J. Colville and Miss Elizabeth Har
low, and as message bearer Mrs. Geor
gia Gladys Cooley, all of whom will be 
with us until the close ot the camp.

Last Friday, August 18, the M. V. S. 
A. pnnual business meeting was held. 
The entire day was given up to the 
consideration of the business affairs of 
the association.

The election of officers resulted In 
the re-election of President W. F. Peck; 
vice-president, W. A. Willing; secre
tary, Mrs. M. B. Anderson; treasurer, 
Christine Cooper; trustee, W. M. Kel
logg, and the election to the office of 
trustee of G. B. Holbert and Mrs. E. J. 
Owen.

The passing of the following resolu
tions marks a great step in advance tor 
the M. V. S. A.:

Whereas, In view of the many alleged 
exposures of fraudulent mediumship, 
and particularly of that phase known 
as materialization, we as an association 
wish to place ourselves on record upon 
this question so vitally important to the 
well-being of Spiritualism. Therefore, 
be it

Resolved, That we recognize materi
alization as a fact in nature, a natural 
process by which all -visible forms are 
brought into being from the invisible 
elements.

Resolved, That we believe it possible 
under proper conditions to hasten the 
process of materialization by and with 
the aid of persons possessing peculiar 
qualities, yet, recognizing the delicacy 
of the conditions requisite to the suc
cess of such experiments, we earnestly 
deprecate and discountenance the 
methods pursued by many so;called me
diums and investigators, in holding pro
miscuous circles and gatherings, as un
scientific and irrational, calculated to 
invite fraud, and to bring discredit upon 
all genuine mediumship and the cause 
of Spiritualism.

Resolved, That the claim that a medi
um can, in the presence of a promiscu
ous and heterogeneous gathering pro
duce from five to fifty forms and faces 
at a single session, and follow it up 
day after day, is, on the face of it, a 
false claim, unsupported by tacts, and 
one which justifies suspicion of the 
integrity of the medium.

Resolved, That we counsel all medi
ums and-investigators seeking to ob- 
taiä the materialization of forms, to dis
card the unnatural and irrational meth
ods now pursued, and return again to 
the careful and scientific modes of ex
periment pursued by Profs. Crookes, 
Wallace, Hare, Zöllner and others, 
which have resulted so satisfactorily 
and convincingly.

Resolved, That as the phenomena are 
of as much importance as is the philos
ophy of Spiritualism^ therefore we 
should be as careful in our selection of 
its exponents as we are in the selection 
of those who teach the philosophy.

Interest in the various meetings con
tinues unabated, especially in the con
ference meetings. A very lively discus
sion took place yesterday at a special 
conference on the subject, “The Pres
ent Crisis in Spiritualism.” The dis
cussion of this subject is, to be con
tinued on Friday mojning*

Cottages and tents are filled to over
flowing and it Is a difficult matter to 
And accommodations for all the visitors 
who come to enjoy the camp life, and 
drink in the soul-inspiring teachings ot 
our speakers and mediums.

REBECCA WORTH.

Sunday, August 20, was • a bright, 
beautiiul day, and the audience greet
ing Susan B. Anthony and Rev. Anna B. 
Shaw, at their last appearance here tor 
the season was one calculated to in
spire to best endeavor. And, Indeed, 
the attention of the vast audience was 
Ueki to the last utterance of these two 
earnest workers jor humanity.

Each paid a glowing tribute to the 
hospitality, liberality, and spirituality 
of the Assembly at'ihe City of Light, 
and expressed the hope of returning at 
tome future time to enjoy a stay in this 
ideal spot. Miss Anthony’s last injunc
tion was, "Go home and join a society 
for the emanclna|.ion of woman."

For ilf ty-ttve years this noble woman 
has been working lor the best interest 
of humanity which she believes will be 
brought about by franchise for her sex; 
for only by the right of ballot, as Miss 
Shaw declared In one ot her lectures, 
can women share the power to rightly 
care for their families, and bring about 
that spirituality which is to bless man
kind.

Miss Anthony and Anna Shaw part 
company here; the former going direct
ly to her home in Rochester, while the 
latter will go to Richmond, Ind., to fill 
an engagement.

A PROMINENT WISCONSIN MEDIUM

She Expresses Her Views In Regard to 
the Present Condition of Our 

Cause.

that Mr. Sprague had jpst as much en
thusiasm along this line as any other. 
Mrs. Sprague also responded and re
lated many interesting incidents in con
nection with their mutual interests. 
Congratulations and good wishes were 
extended on every hand.
May the golden strands of love be 

strengthened by the years,
More of life joys be added, and a .les

sening of the tears;- '
And as the shadows gather at thé set

ting of the sun; .
May they bear thé angels whisper, 

“Well done, well done.”
Mre. and rfrs.'Kates were our next 

speakers. They appeared upon the 
scene Tuesday afternoon, hale, hearty 
and happy. The platform was filled by 
them alternately, Mrs.-Kates following 
each service with beautiful messages 
from the loved ones upon the other 
shore. Mr. Kates is full of logic and is 
very apt at showing up a religion based 
upon theological ¡dines as compared to 
that founded upon, reason and sound 
facts.

Thursday, August 17, was Woman’s 
Day at our camp, and Mrs. Kates was 
the speaker of the afternoon. She said 
many good things in behalf of wothan, 
and touched upon many problems for 
both man and.woman to solve ere the 
birthright of the race will be all that 
it should be.

Sunday,- August 20, large audiences 
gathered to greet Mr. and Mrs. Kates, 
and their lectures’ upon this occasion 

Svere a .fitting .close to a camp filled 
with good things. ,

The. work of our good friend Mrs. 
Flora Russell of Alliance, Ohio, has 
added much to each’servlce, Her beau
tiful songs wôndedithelr way into peo
ple’s lives atub touched an inner chord 
.that sermonstido not)hl ways reach.

A closing conference was held Sun
day evening,: nt wlfJch. time many-good 
things were said, Mr. Grimshaw closing 
the meeting- avith eulogistic remarks/in 
regard to thei<campiand .its' -manage
ment, together: with! an eulogy for our 
cause. We sang ‘«Sod Be With You 
Till We MeetllAgainf!’ and all went our 
several waysjifeelinff that ours was the 
grandest truttiigivens to the children of 
man. So ends; theaoamp at Vicksburg, 
Mich., 1905. qq, a EMMA GIBBS.

Grand. Rapids, Mith.
.yn . lrp . ' -

"How to irfan ^Children and Pa
rents.” MraùËlizageth Towne" takes 
the position that in pany cases it is the 
parents that1 need Tne training more 
than the children, and advises .parents 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not tie better spent than 
buying this little .book. ■ Anyone that 
has the care of-children should read it 
Price 25 cents. .

"Death Defeated: or the Psychic 8» 
eret of How to Keep Young." By J. M.

M. D., M. A, Ph. D. Prise |L 
10 cents. -

"Talmgean Inanities, incongruities, 
- inconsistencies ahd Blasphemies; à Re. 

view ot Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage's oft-réjpeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.'' By Moses HnlL 
Price 10 cents..
* "The ’ Tran Seeker Collection , ot 
Forms -and. Ceremonies for- the Use ot 
Liberals.” Price- 25 cents.

confidently look upon the City of Light ■ 
Assembly'as the Mecca of Spiritualist»/’ 
New Thought and Natural Philosophy > 
In the varied phases, and where it will 
be demonstrated by the ablest expon?
entH. MATILDA OUR HAYS.

HIMALYA
(THE KOLA COMPOUND) 1

The African Kola Plant Is Nature’s Positive 
Cure for HAY-ykVEB and ASTMA. Since Its
recent discovery this remarkable botanical pro
duct has come into universal use in tho Hospitals 
oi Europe and America as an unfailing specific, 
proving tiiat

HAY-FEVER:

It is interesting to know that in fifty- 1 
five years' Miss Anthony has missed but । 
two conventions held in the interest ot 
her life work—one before, the other 
after the Civil war. The National Con
vention of the Suffragists will be held 
at Baltimore, Md., in February next.

The New York State Convention will 
convene in October, at Rochester,where 
these two workers for the upliftment ot 
humanity will again join their forces in 
the struggle to gain freedom for wo
men.

Sunday night was given over to Wil
son Fritch in the presentation of Ham
let. Introductory to his most excellent 
personation of the principal characters 
in the play, Mr. Fritch said: "Mr. Inger
soll used to begin his famous lecture on 
Shakspeare with these words: ’In the 
year In which John Calvin died, Shak- 
speare was born, a glorious exchange!’

"Calvin' stands for- theology; Shak
speare for art; art has done more to 
arouse and beautify the human spirit 
than theology, and is truth in the high
est form. Tbe function of art is to hold,' 
as it were, the mirror up to nature, not 
to give a mere photograph of nature, 
but to show the facts ot nature from 
the ideal point of view.

"In this, Shakspeare excelled all po
ets, and is therefore, the world's great
est poet.

"Long ago a great critic said Shak
speare made the world better worth liv
ing in, and made life a divine thing, so 
Shakspeare is one of the greatest bene
factors of human kind. Hamlet has 
been called his greatest work; it is a 
tragedy of thought and has therefore 
not been so popular with theater-goers 
as those tragedies whose action is ob
jective.

“Art does not settle philosophies, or 
solve problems. The artist sees an in
finite world and that infinite world can

ASTHMA can be CURED.,
■r. W.U. HtHcy, 31718thfit..howport hews, Va., write» 

Jan. 83d, waf a UelpkbM invalid and waa cured of Hay- 
Fever aud Asthma by Hlnudya, after Ibycars’ BUiFerlDg.'. 
Mr«, i. B. Nordyke, of Hili City, Kans., writes Jan. tub/ 
had Hay-Fever and Autliina for tau years and could get 
no relief until cured by Hiiuulya. Mr. D, u tlo»»cn, nt 
Morris 8t., Philadelphia, writes. Jan. ICth, Doctors did 
mo no good, but Hiinalya cured me. Mr, Yf, V< ttapbell» 
Banbornvllle, N. H,, also writes Feb. 6th, that Himalya 
cured his eon. Be». Frederick V. the noted Evan- 
f’oDst, ot Abilene, Texas, writes April 15th, luus, I never 

oso an opportuuity to recommend Hlmalya, as 11 cored 
me of Hay-Fever and Ailbin^ aud have never bad any 
return ot tho disease. '

Hundreds of others fiend similar testimony- 
proving Hlmalya a truly wonderful remedy, As 
tho Kola Plant Is a specific constitutional cure 
for the disease, Bay*Fever sufferers should not 
fail to take advantage of this opportunity to 
secure a remedy which will positively cure them« 
To prove the power of this new botanical dlscov- 
W.n you suffer from Hay-Fever or Asthma, we 
Will send you one trial case by mall entirely free. 
It oosts you absolutely nothing. Write today to the 
Kola Importing Co., 1102 Broadway, New York.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially)

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in 

United States excels them in tbe 
chanlcal work—binding, printing 
paper.

the! 
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.not be expressed in propositions.
"The artist’s sole business is to 

press truth in the form oi beauty, 
effect of such art is to deepen

To the Editor:—-In reading the ever 
welcome Progressive Thinker ot last 
issue, I had such a heart-sick feeling. 
Brother Barrett’s article and others in 
this and previous issues cause me to 
feel indignation at times, and then 
again to feel heart-sick over the fraud
ulent element that is blighting the 
work that is the grandest In the world.

In April, 1901, I entered Into the 
work of the Wisconsin State Spiritual
ist Association, and was elected secre
tary. After the first session of-the ex
ecutive board, and other members had 
left, President Clara Stewart was tell
ing me about the work of the coming 
year, and as she finished, she looked at 
me in such a pitying way that I could 
not understand, and said: "YOU WILL 
FIND. MANY THINGS THAT WILL 
SURPRISE YOU.” I requested her to 
inform me in regard to them and she 
shook her head and said: “Mrs. Baker, 
I cannot l6Lyou down." Her words 
were an enigma to me then, but clear 
as daylight now. "I have been let 
down,” and have grieved over It much. 
I went into the work as innocent as a 
child. I had only worked In my own 
home city, and never dreamed that 
there could be a worker that 'was not 
good and true. Happy innocence found 
upon the way DEGRADATION OF THE. 
BLACKEST TYPE. It never entered 
my mind that any one could sink so low 
as to give a false message or imperson
ate a'spirit for a few paltry dollars. 

■ Materialization has occurred in my 
home twice; but think, this occurrence 
has only taken place twice in twenty 
years, and then when no one was look
ing for it. The spirit friends have ever 
told me that such manifestations are of 
rare occurrence. When I read of ex
posure in any phase, I cannot but feel 
Indignant, and "tramp mediums” find a 
chilly welcome in Portage.

I often think of past president Clara 
Stewart’s words to me, as I left the 
camp grounds at Waukesha: "I wish, 
Mrs. Baker, that you were In a position 
to stay and help me. ~ I WILL STAND 
FOR PURITY OF MEDIUMSHIP AND 
THE DOWNING OF FRAUD AS.LONG’ 
AS THE’ GOOD LORD GIVES ME i 
BREATH.” This is-' the spirit that is, I 
and has been rife in Wisconsin, and in 
our present president, W. J. Erwood, 
we have one that is just as zealous and 
emphatic as Mrs. Stewart was. It is 
the intention to keep Wisconsin as 
clean as possible, As for myself I will 
not recognize' any mediums upon the 
platform where I work that are not al
lied to a state or National Association,’ 
for I deem it-to be one of the best ways 
to band together to fight for TRUTH, 
PURITY AND PROGRESS.

. REV. NELLIE K. BAKER, 
. Secretary W. S. S. A.

Portage,-Wis.

ex- 
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purify the feelings, to enlarge the soul. 
In Hamlet the whole gamut ot lite is 
rounded. Through it all we feel that 
‘There is a divinity that shapes our 
ends, rough-hew them how we will,’ and 
whatever may be our researches in sci
ence, philosophy and art, or whatever 
sorrow or joy we may experience, our 
limitations silence us before the Infi
nite, and the words on the dying lips of 
Hamlet become us, as we float out Into 
the eternal serenity, ‘The rest is si
lence.’ ”

Mr. Fritch made, a lasting impression 
in his portrayal of the principal charac
ters of Hamlet. His was no easy task 
to carry the various parts of this mas
terpiece in drama, "changing from one 
role to another in an Instant, carrying 
the several acts to completion, leaving 
a mental picture of tragedy before his 
audience'clear, distinct, satisfying.-

John W. Ring gave his first lecture 
before the City ot Light Assembly on 
Tuesday afternoon.

Witti unpretentious earnestness he 
goes about his work, be it on the lec
ture platform, or in the lyceum, in a 
manner which betokens sincerity, deter
mined purpose to deliver his message 
of truth and accomplish that for which 
he was sent.

August 25 will be Lyceum Day, when 
we expect to hear many good sugges
tions for lyceum work, from Mr. Ring.

. Wednesday of this week, Geo. Elmer 
Littlefield spoke on the subject, "Facts 
of Human Progress.” As principal fac
tors in human 'progress he mentioned 
heredity, environment, natural selec
tion, economic determinism, and human 
will—each a subject in itself, from 
which he drew lessons which if heeded 
would go far toward developing the 
spirituality of those who desire human 
progress to have an upward trend;. 
Mr. Littlefield will later appear before 
the assembly in the discussion of so
cialism-

The City of Light Assembly held the 
annual stockholders’ meeting on Mon
day, August 21, 1905 and unanimously 
elected a new board of trustees to carry 
bn the work for the ensuing year. The 
following are the officers and trustees: 
President, Abbie Louise Pettengill; 
secretary, Eulalia Evstaphieve; treas
urer, Albert C. White; auditor, Laura G.

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD
formation How They May Give Birth to Happy, 

Healthy Children Absolutely With*
out Pain—Seat Free.

- Ko woman need any longer dread the pains of 
chlld-Mrth, or remain childless. Dr. 3. H. Dye 
has devoted hie life td relieving the sorrows ST 
women. He has proved that &U pain at childbirth 
may be entirely banished, and he will gladly tell 
you how it may be done absolutely free of charro 
Sendyonmame and address to Dr. J.H. Dye. J51 
Lewis Block. Buffalo, K. Y.. and he wHlscnd yun 
postpaid, hxa wonderful book which tens how to 
Kjvc blrth to happy, healthy cbllarcn, ap&Otuleiy 
wnnontpain: also.howto cureeterillty. Do not 

- delay, out vrlte w^-day.

«DJSBOVQ17 of a Lost Tran." By Cbsa 
B. Nowcomb. Excellent la spiritual

I suggestiveness. Cloth, S1.60.

The three volumes of the “Bncyclope-,— 
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit? 
World," contain more valuable datar: / 
on Death and Spirit Life than can bet/ 
dug up in all the libraries ot tbe world«,:

Then comes the valuable work byj 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion ot Maa) 
and Ethics of Science." :

Then th© excellent work by Dr. J. Mj 
Peebles, "The Seen} of the Ages."

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson.: 
It will fill an important niche In youn ‘ 
library. |

Then follows "Ghost Land," “Ari । 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed’’-: 
and "A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands, 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book,1 
"Letters From the Spirit World,” wrlt-l 
ten through the mediumship of that re-’ 
markable medium, Carlyle Petersllea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUMl 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price) 
never before known In ancient or mod-^ 
ern times. Read over our premium HsCt 
and then send for them. They will de>j 
light you. They will constitute a per-j 
ennlal fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only, 
accomplished by the Progressiva 
Thinker—a miracle In modern business 1 
enterprise!

Longley’s Choice Collection!OF
BEAUTIFUL SONGS.!

Fixen.' Trustees: Abbie Louise Pet- 
tengill, Esther C. Humphrey, Annette J. 
Pettengill, Laura G. -Fixen, Henry A. 
Everett, Homer Todd, Albert C. White. 
The personnel of the new board gives 
great satisfaction to everybody; inspir
ing confidence that tbe coming year will 
be far superior in attraction and at
tendance to any record of the past. It 
is proposed to bring upon the rostrum 
the representative Spiritualists and lec
turers of the country with such • addi
tions of orators, and men and women of 
note in other lines of work tor human-, 
ity, as the advanced Intelligence of the ■ 
times demands.

Fraudulent mediumship received its 
death blow at Lily (Dale, as the trustees 
unanimously agfeea that as through the 
phenomena of Spiritualism a large num
ber of seekers receive ocular proofs ot 
the truths of Spiritualism, and as some 
fraudulent manifestations have been 
presented in the past, so that the good 
received from the platform has been 
lost in the seance room, the same great 
tare should be used in selecting those 
who are to present the phenomena as is 
used in selecting those who present the 
philosophy.

It was furthermore decided to appoint 
a committee to invite such mediums as 
they believe are best fitted to demon
strate the phenomena, and who will ap
prove the application of any and all me
diums, astrologers, magnetic healers 
and others who desire to demonstrate 
the phenomena or give readings for pay 
to visitors,, thus insuring protection to 
the visitors, honest mediums as well as 
the assembly.

Liberal arrangements will b‘e made to 
Interest children and young people, and 
the assembly will be made attractive to 
young and old.

The work of the coming season has 
been divided among competent commit
tees, thus relieving President Petten
gill from‘the excessive burdens she has 
borne for the past three years, and all

ANCIENT

AND

FIODERN.

A ro-:

Here is a book of songs for public meetings 
and tbe home that Is full of music and ptwiry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 70 songs, i

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE. !
•'These songs are adapted to the needs of sock» 

eties and to the home; they Ure spiriniaiulijdj^ 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul. |( 
—Lyman C. Howe.

“This collection of songs breathes a pure; 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend-' 
ency.”—Dawning Light. I

“The songs ana music arc of a nature to in
spire those who hear them with new and higher • 
resolves." D. W, Hull.

“There are some things in our personal histo- . 
ry that never fade from memory. One in mine 
has been fresh for fifty years. I went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer. ProLS.B, Brittan, 
butlhaveno recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name? The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was? 
Prof. Longlev.the song, one of his earliest com- ( 
positions.”—'J. S. Loveland.

Longley’s latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had in decorated covers for 0Q 
cents; plain, 40 cents.

STANDARD BOOKS,! 
Cloth Bindjng, $0c. Each. I

The following books by well known j 
and popular writers, we have selected I 
with the thought that they will be of in-1 
terest to our readers. They are printed j 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable’
type; ciotti binding. Good home library,) 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and thd 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin-1 
ity. The Hera as Prophet. The Hero I
as Poet.

Hera as Prophet. The Hero
The Hero as Priest. The

Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 ( 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car-1 
lyle. •

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer, ।
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B.

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, j 
gilt top. '

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar-1 
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin’.'
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should , 
be In every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Sinnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma- (.

rie Corelli. A most wonderful 
story.

Zanoni. By Bulwer Lytton.

occult^»

mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult - 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

Some GllmDses « 
oï Occultism }
by c. w. leadbeater

The following subject« are treated in a most 
able manner;
ANCIENT:—Theosophy and Christianity; Tho 

Ancient Mysteries; Buddhism.
nODERN:—The Unseen World; The Rationale 

of;Mesmerism; Telepathy and Mind Cure: 
Magic, 171111« and Black; The Use and Abuse 
ot Psychic Powers; Vegetarianism and Oc
cultism; How to Build Character: The Fu
ture of Humanity; The Gospel of Wisdom.

Well bound in Clotn, with silver back and side 
stamp 400 pages. Price, i 1.5a

Origin, Development and Destiny, 
of Man;

A Scientific and Philosophical • 
Treatise, by Thou. P. Fletcher.

aVwtkxtc: Tb6Beginnin£i; Tundtmentel Prine: 
flee; Formation dt Coaiteiuuont, Sptemi, Son*

Hatte Satellit 28. The Origin of Meteor* cad. 
ComeUtTbdOmoU Kingdom: The Origin of Man; 
Man—Hte Attributes and Power«; The Soul—How it 
Receirea and Impana Knowledge; How the Soul Re* 
celret 14 Bigheat impreutoM; The Record Book, or 
Tbe Hiaven!}' Ktber; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sente; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do* 
veneration; Morally, Splritualltm Proved by the 
Bible; Tbe Bible nnd Christ: The Summary: “What 
Must TVe to Bn For ule O thlioÄc^

Price, cloth, 81,00. Paper 504
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guilt, and thus brings disgrace on the
actor and all connected with him, and If

THE INSTINCT OF LIFE.

Go dear

LIFE.

on with your pleasures, my 
ones,

PHENOMENA AS'PROOF OF SPIRIT 
' WORLD.

“Immortality, Its Naturalness, ita 
Possibilities and Proofs." By J. M.

This department is. under the man
agement of .

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

dott Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D. Contains 
1116 address rejected by,the Philosoph- 

ThaCottmsntoenfa Analyzed, ptfet ■]Cal. Society of Great Britain, with In- 
’ Baeents. - Big Bible Stories; clott, W irodnetion and Explanatory. Letter, 

oante. ®W rate at thia office^ *ricc cents.

’ »5?he Romance of Jude. A Story of 
Ihe Life an fl’ Times of toé Nazarene ana 
His Poople." Through the mediumship 
of Hrs. M T. Longléy. An intensely tn- 
tààsUng took. Neatly' bound in doth

%«

-■m

IWWERS

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have.palled form such a host ot re
spondents;'that to give fill equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the. most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and tlie style becomes thereby as
sertive,. which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of. matter is always 
several weeks ahead of ihe space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE-—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not bo published. The 
correspondence of this department nas 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers,’ and while I freely give what
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents 1b ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

- An Investigator: Q. Why Is nui- 
' cldc a crime? Why should one be com

pelled to live when life is only agony . 
When one is only a burden to himself 
j»ud others and the world or lumseli 

' j.as nothing to gain by his living ihe 
- philosophy of Spiritualism teaches that 

Suicides are doomed to a darkened and 
Snhappy existence in the .next world. 
■It is claimed that our suffering In the 
next world Is regret and remorse tor 
acts done in this; how can one regret 
for escaping a lite of torment? It it 
is a noble act to help others in tbeir 
sorrow, why should it be a crime to 
help one’s self? I can understand why 
a person should forget self and live, no 
matter how bitter his existence, It nec- 

■ essary for the benefit of others, but 
when this is not the case, why should 
he be compelled to live through long 
years a life that Is full of sorrow and 
mental agony? J do not understand 
the philosophy of it. I do not see why, 
when life becomes a burden, and when 
it has nothing more to give, that he 
should not be allowed to solve all his 
troubles and perplexities in death.

A. Our laws recognize at least tacit
ly that it is not a crime to take one’s 

, own life. There has thus been a modi
fication of toe English law which makes 
it a criminal offense, severely punished 
if there is failure in the attempt, and 
toe clergy have initiated the movement 
by refusing Christian burial to those 
v ho succeed.

The Grecians, Romans and all an
cient people believed, when fate was 
seemingly irresistible, to escape by 
cutting short the thread of life. It was 
thought dishonorable to live disgraced 
of vanquished. The Bible sanctions 
this form of departure, as in the case 
of Samson, Judas Iscariot and others.

The right to take one’s life has been 
thè cause of heated controversy, and 
some of the most distinguished think- 
érs as Hume. Gibbon and Madame De 
Stael have been its advocates.
: There are instances where it would 
appear justifiable, but in such in
stances it is rarely resorted to.

Whatever may have been the causes 
in ancient times under different relig
ious and ethical training, it is doubtful 
if at present a person having normal 
action of the brain will resort to sui
cide.

The desire to kill one’s self is akin to 
murder, and murder Is often followed 
by the murderer taking his own life. 
£uch are usually results ot erotic in- 
panity, and in the majority of instances 
a disordered mind is Indicated. There 
have been epidemics of suicide, and 
Vigorous meaures have been necessary 
to stop the disease. There are many in
stances where suggestion has induced 
the act. as the presence of razors, 
sharp knives or poisons. The means 
as hanging, the last and most repulsive, 
ehows how far this suggestion operates.

Death by Paris green is most painful, 
yet because it has been used and thus 
suggested, it Is constantly resorted to. 
The Eiffel tower has to be guarded to 
prevent a constant succession of sui
cides. The Brooklyn bridge is an
other instance when suggestion is a fac
tor.

At toe present time, toe act of sui
cide is a confession of defeat or ot

Materialization and Photography Given 
Through the Agency of Mediums Are 
Pointed to In Reply to Request for 
One Unimpeachable Case of the Su
pernatural.
lu the Battle Ground f Record-Herald J 

appeared au article iront Austin iilei- 
bower asking proof of the aupernatui aj 
which article was interesting to me on 
account of the seeming unfamiliarity ot 
the writer with the subject he under
took to handle.

Assuming that he means supernormal 
when he speaks ci supernatural, let me 
suggest to the writer that progressive 
thinkers have long ago discarded the 
word supernatural in relation to spirit 
phenomena, and that the word mira
cle has come to mean au expression Of 
natural lawtoeyond the normal compre
hension of the witness. And “tlie 
world’s greatest religious problem" is 
not "to find something supernatural," 
but to find the derivation of the law 
that produces the "supernatural.”

I believe I am not putting it too 
strongly when I say that no well in
formed man doubts that there is such 
a thing as real spirit phenomena. 
There are a few hard facts investiga
tors, however, who are trying to ac; 
count for the phenomena by telepathy 
and the subliminal and subconscious 
self.

None of your philosophers have even 
offered, to explain materialization, 
trumpet or independent voice communi
cation, or the common phase of slate 
writing. Ana why? Simply because 
the wise man soon discovers that he 
has been playing in the sands of the 
sea shore, while the great ocean of 
spiritual truth lay undiscovered before 
him, and, like most men when they 
have their pet theories annihilated, 
they go home and say no more.

But your writer wants one case of, 
communication from the spirit world,’ 
aud asks some one to take the trouble 
to bring it to him, let him examine it in 
open day, and if it is to be a “ghost” 
test; that he brings in said ghost dhd 
have it do the celestial performance on 
his study table, stand à rigid cross-ex
amination to test its mentality anfiun- 
dergo the fire and acid test physlcaRy;- 
And be says nothing would be as valu
able as one case of the "supernatural."

Did the gentleman ever stop to re
flect that the production of one case of 
the “supernatural” would mean the 
stopping of the whole machinery of the 
universe?

I have heard many men talk of the 
great value of the proof of man’s ex
istence after death, but when '‘the 
chance is offered they will not spend 
$10 in trying to get the desired Informa
tion. So, I will warrant that Mr. Bier
bower would not spend $100 in search 
of the desired proof, but rather go on 
making assertions that are as far from 
the truth as the truth is from the “su
pernatural.”

There are dozens of Spiritualist 
camp meetings in progress just now in 
all parts of the United States. Thous
ands of people from all parts of the 
country visit them, and they are not 
there out of mere curiosity. You will 
find there mediums of all classes from 
the spirit photographer to the material
izing medium. These thousands and 
tens of thousands of intelligent people 
who visit the camp meetings each year 
are convinced beyond any doubt that 
they talk with their spirit friends.

Is thé evidence of these thousands ot 
honest people worth nothing? Does not 
this fact alone Inspire you with Interest 
enough to spend a little time in investi
gation instead of empty assertions? 
Would the testimony of Sir Willem 
Crookes, England's greatest scientist;

it be considered from the point of view, 
that the victim is perfectly sane and re
sponsible,‘it is not just for him to cast 
odium and responsibilities on others. 
The meaning of life is strength gained 
from resisting opposing obstacles and 
no one can determine when these ob
structions will pass away or the skies 
clear. While in some particular in
stance, we may justify the act, to grant 
the right would be to cheapen the value 
of life which should be held sacred.

From my own observations and com
munications received, there is no dis
tinctive punishment for the suicide. 
There are instances where in the reun
ion with friends, the wretchedness of 
earth-life, Is like a half-forgotten dream. 
'There are others, where in momentary 
''madness the tie of life was cut, remorse 
aud regret are poignant But like all 
mistakes and blunders of this life, these 
will be outgrown. There is no more 
punishment in the next life than in this.

Suggestive Illustrations bgthe California Philosopher
xlll

'ij. . un»'-

We speak of ‘the flashes of genius/ aipd the ‘start
ling penetration of intuition,’ which;jn themselves 
often transcend the power of any mo/dal^rain. We 
now know they are brief manifestgtj^s of the 
larger manhood of thè mortal. But iti^s become

. the custom of the believers in human immortality
to HASH this, entire outer manhood and call the ... - ’ ' "w1 t •
dish ‘Spirit Return.’ Hence the motive for the
present article

The glory pf a photograph Is its faith
ful picture of the form of dur’friend. 
The sun will give you the same careful 
detail for the child as for the man—for 
the tramp as for the millionaire—tor 
thè sinner as for the saint. We recog
nize every feature of the . man as we 
knew him. But the sun is just as care
ful and particular to copy the clothes as 
the face, so, for the most part, .thé por
trait exhibits man and maiden as they 
wish to be seen. »

‘ But the suq appeals to the eye and 
leaves the rest of the senses unsatis
fied. -By the ajd of the phonograph we 
can appeal to the ear, and record just 
what a man said, and how he said it. 
So it happen^ that science and sun, 
working together, give us to-day more 
of the man than his mere portrait'. We 
can now have something ot a record ot 
both the form and the mind of the man. 
But it is apparent that both camera and 
phonograph have told all they have to 
tell about him. We can do a little 
more than that, for we can ineasure, 
weigh, and dissect his torni, and so tar 
as he has expressed himself in word or 
action we picture him mentally. We 
recognize him as human, with tormjind 
mlmTkcting and reacting on each other. 
So all history can do is to tell the tale 
of flesh and blood and bone, mingled 
with mind, and to noté how many mill
ions of such form expressions were re
corded in the last census.

Science has its two lines of investiga
tion. It studies form’; and it studies 
mind. That is to say, intelligence and 
substance, blended into form by energy,

Victor Hugo, France’s greatest writer; 
Minot J. Savage, one of America’s great
est divines, have no weight with you?

I have a little more spare time, and 
I will donate my time freely to any man 
who wants to “know the truth.” Any 
poor soul who knows so little about the 
facts upon which the after life is based 
needs sympathy and help. I am one 
of the many whose faith has been 
changed to knowledge, and I am ready 
to furnish “unspeakable testimony” of 
the truth I assert.

Such men as Mr. Bierbower are the 
kind who wind up their speculations by 
becoming good Spiritualists. To the 
ultra-religious class no proof is good 
unless hallowed by dim, forgotten ages. 
To the ultra-materialist, proof of the 
senses is no proof, since the subcon
scious ego can produce hallucinations 
that to the Individual are real. So, 
while these go on arguing the truth 
seeker gets evidence daily, objective 
and subjective, that removes every 
doubt.

Let me ask Mr. Bierbower and others 
of his way of thinking, to go out after 
the evidence Instead of calling for it to 
come to them. Let them spend a few 
dollars ip honest investigation. Then, if 
they do not discover that they have been 
pygmies hurling pebbles while giants 
warred with mountains, I will admit 
that the five millions or more Spiritual
ists in the United States have not 
“proved one case,” and that they are, 
in fact, a lot of drivelling idiots.

Frankfort, Ind. O. J. BOULDEN.

Life comes and goes; it ebbs and flows, 
In one’eternal chain,

Preparing soil and sowing seed 
For reaping golden grain.

The soul that comes on Solar wave. 
The light that love shall give,

Renewing us. reviving us, 
And teaching how to live.

Howe'er we kin, or strive to stray 
From His eternal plan, .

¡We must return, the lesson learn,. 
Perfect the inner man.

¡Each soul, a star in cosmic lite, 
May shed a brightening ray;

Its circle run, 'twill rise again, 
Dispelling hate and fear. 

And lead us on by light of hope 
To seek to know it here. .

The Moon that lights the evening hour, 
The Sun that lights by day,

AU planets/stars, the frailest flower 
Reveal the mighty plan;

Each does its work, gives of its life, 
To manifest God-Man.
. —Zamael.

The Warfare of Science
With Theology

The other wing is also composed of 
men and women with ‘’individual expe
riences," and nourished by the , same 
"psychic hash," but Jt Js too individual
ized to combine, so remains without 
any great influence on Ihe community.

For the most part toymen. and wo
men of "this wing of the movement live 
just as they did before their conver
sion. They go to the same old church, 
or to no church at all,'as in days of 
yore. They like fl’ circle where they

are the lessons for its students. And 
the most interesting discovery of to
day, by those students, is that neither 
the portrait nor the phonograph, and 
not even the form nor the kind give us 
a picture of the man as he really is.

Every form is now known to have an 
extension that mortal sense cannot 
seize, which means that its atoms are 
vibrating far beyond all possibility of 
recognition by eye or touch. At this 
point we recall a fact now acknowl
edged, that even colors have “ultra” 
rays, known only by their effect. Thus 
when the vibrations of red are lowered 
they become *heat. And we all know 
what is above and beyond violet as it is 
now called “the X-ray.” And a little 
further on comes the awful effect we 
call “radio activity.” We now know 
that from the same raw material come 
heat, light, electricity, magnetism and 
undoubtedly life itself. Each and all' 
are the effect of certain rates of mo
tion. In other words "energy” is the 
divine creator or producer of these va
rious manifestations.'

So much will-hardly- be-disputed to
day by any independent thinker. And 
since these effects ot energy really con
cern man more than any other form, 
we will push our investigation out and 
beyond what we sense of him in dally 
life. For instance, some one sees be
yond the normal sight of the rest of us. 
So we call it “clairvoyance," which is 
merely an effect of added vibration to; 
certain of his nerves. In the same man
ner his hearing becomes clairaudience, 
which merely marks another dance of 
the unit, with a little change of time 
and tune. Presently the mind its^t- 
grows more active under like stimulus, 
and we then call the effect “psychom. 
etry.’’ Or perhaps it flashes its way 
to a distance when we exclaim, "Behold 
the power of telepathic suggestion," for 
we see it compel that other mind to its 
own sight and thought.

can get phenomena; but in all other re
spects are unnotlceable by their friends 
and neighbors. Blit'both wings alike 
have been brought” up on "psychic 
hash." That Is to hay, nine-tentha of 
their belief in human “immortality 1b 
founded on real facts that are misun
derstood. Such facts are supposed to 
mean one thing, when' they really mean 
another. As proofs of spirit return they 
will not bear examination, because they 
are chiefly exhibitions ‘of faculties be
longing to, the outer taanhood. ■ But it 
is not my present idtehtion to dwell on 
this phase of so-called, “spirit return” 
further than to emphasize that 'in the 
light of the known faculties belonging 
to the entire self of every man, very 
much of the phenomena- used to demon
strate Modern Spiritualism may be 
rightly entitled PSYCHIC HASH.

Most fortunately for the world the 
actual demonstrations of human immor
tality by verified spirit return are suffi
ciently numerous to justify a reason
able certainty that death is a friend 
rather than a foe. But I have repeated
ly felt it my duty to1 point out the limi
tations to intercourse between spirits 
and mortals, since only those who are 
unusually sensitive, on both sides, can 
possibly meet, or eVeh'-know of each 
other’s presence. EVen then both of 
these sensitives a re" abnormal to their 
present life, and therefore can only 
meet in what I havfi caltefl “fog-land,” 
because their comffiunidaRons to each 
other must necessarily bs'befogged and 
Imperfect. In this lirticld'l want to ex
amine, and analyzetWteffjl; so far as I 
may, this outer madhood' whose facul
ties have been so Woefully misunder
stood by the votaries of Spirit return, 
as well as by theologians^ the world

one Individuality which originally con
densed from the ether. i

These personalities feel themselves 
distinct from one another. They are 
really distinct from one another as per
sons for each has his own loyes, hates 
and passions, because vibrating differ
ently. But each and all are'.born of the 
one individuality. This truth Is splen
didly illustrated in the case* of Mollie 
Fancher wherein a convulsion—that is 
to say a tremendous vibratory change 
—at almost regular Intervals allows an
other personality to appear and meat
iest Just so long and so often as tlte 
particular vibration is repeated the 
same personality will appear and re-ap- 
pear, with a life as rigid an effect of 
causes as that of the original Mollie 
Fancher.

The same law is exemplified by Miss 
Beauchamp, and even with .still more 
striking effect by the Rev. Hanna of 
Connecticut. In his case his personal
ity was broken up by accident and 
great bodily injury. After many Inter
esting experiences there were left at 
last just two of these distinct personali
ties which were induced to blend with 
the result that the orginal Rev. Hanna 
is restored to his memories and his 
place among his fellow mortals.

But we must ever keep In mind that 
each appearance Is compelled to its par
ticular personation by certain changes 
of vibration which may be induced by 
disease, accident, or some other cause. 
And this means a clear demonstration 
to the thinker that he himself is only 
very partially In earth life. And yet 
further, that there is a great deal of 
him ready at a moment’s notice to burst 
into mortal experiences, provided only 
that the portion now at work happens 
from any cause to lose its hold of the 
mortal form. And whether there shall 
be just one such personality or many is 
a mere matter of detail that leaves the 
individuality unchanged.

These facts mean, yet further, that, 
since man is by his thought perpetually 
changing his vibrations, he is thus com
ing into contact with other portions of 
his own .individuality. There are Ilves 
concentrated on one idea, such as the 
accumulation of wealth or the gratifica
tion of . appetite, which tall to express 
much of their real individuality. They 
do not come into active relation with 
any part of themselves save the one 
born into the earth child, and of course 
influenced by the laws of heredity and 
environment.

A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.
By ANDREW D. WHITE, JjL. D., late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth« 
Five Dollars. For Sale at This Office.

’ i two ^'’S0 volumes are combined information that the reader 
could not find in the libraries of the p-orid in fifty years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Theology to-ihe advancement that has 
been made m every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispensible: 
Every free 1 bought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
community,. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases’the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas in 
ticience. • ‘ m

“THE WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THEOLOGY’’ is undoubt- 
edly the most complete, careful, conscientious, able and bravely impar
tial history of the subject ever written. The exactness and reliability 
of its facts and citations are unquestioned, Its vast scholarly research 
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needs, and so indexed and tabulated that it is handy as a dictionary 
when one wishes to refer to some special point or topic.

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 
any address on receipt of the price, Five Dollars.
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The world is as fair to your view
As when from the hill-tops, In May

time,
1 saw It a-glitter with dew.

The visions of Hope were resplendent; 
There were dream-crested mountains 

to climb,
And valleys a-bloom, far beyond them, 

Where life might be wholly sublime.
The moon sailed the blue In the night

time, 
The stars twinkled off in toe sky, 

And my head never ached, as it now 
does, -

With solving toe How and the Why; 
Life’s keenest delightvwas in action;

Results were not planned as exact, 
Nor movements economised strictly

To bring us the things we most 
lacked.

The instinct of life is toward motion, 
Not for plans to achieve, nor to 

shirk,
Not horror about the two demons, 

Out-ot-Work, and his twin. Over
work!

So if youth’s wild uneasiness frets us, 
- Remember ’tis life in full play; 
the birds sing, the leaves dance, toe 

. winds laugh,
And everything has its heyday.

We may not see where toe good gain 
shows,

But a manifestation it is
Of the soul of toe universe, stirring 

Matter into fine ecstasies. ' -
"Re quiet!” toe mandate of Death ls, . 

"Be active!" toe fiat of Life,
Let us smile In activity’s, tumult,1 

And step to the’drum arid the fife.
EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,

Wo now know that these sense man
ifestations are all merely certain vibra
tory movements, exactly as heat, and 
light, and life are all effects of motion 
or energy. But we must remember they 
are effects outside the man we know. 
They all belong to his outer form that 
reaches out in every direction, out and 
away beyond form Into illimitable 
space.

We speak of “the flashes of genius” 
and the “startling penetration pf intui
tion” which in themselves often far 
transcend the power of ■ any mortal 
brain. We now know they are brief 
manifestations 'of the larger pianhood 
of the mortal. But it has become the 
custom of the believers in human im
mortality to HASH this entire outer 
manhood, and call the dish “Spirit Re
turn." Hence the motive for the pres
ent article.

No one hashes heat,,-light, electricity, 
magnetism, etc., although they are 
known to be but different vibrations of 
the same raw material. And great 
would be the contusion if a speaker or 
writer were to count them all as differ
ent manifestations of Light But, as a
general thing, toe untooughtful be
liever in spirit return Is making and in-

Some of my readers Will remember ; 
that .we once examihed together what 
we then called “aurfe mahhood.” That, . 
of course, was pra<®caUJ°<he same as J 
pur present "outeriinanhSbd,” but we : 
will now try- to study the^ihystery from 
a different standpoint. ” f

That everything sdnsed'Uy the mortal 
outstretches his sOnse' ’limit hardly 
needs: demonstration In? this twentieth 
century?“! Themagnrit 'JWits'tWtf-poteri; 
If broken into fragments the tiniest 
speck has the same manifestation of 
this eternal truth. Man can find no ex
planation of this fact.' He simply ac
cepts it as^ani attribute of the eternal 
ether from which everything, including 
himself, springs into manifestatlo'n. But 
he knows that every magnet has its 
field outside its form, in which its ac
tivity continues.

Man further knows that the atmos
phere around him is composed of mag
netic units, for he has only to change 
its rate of vibration by his dynamos 
when he can at once determine whether 
it shall serve him as heat or light, or 
merely as power. So we have in the 
ether, among its other qualities, infinite 
magnetism, capable of fevery manifesta
tion desired, if only its energy be 
called into sufficient play. That being 
universal law it applies to every form, 
including that of man. . .

Man, like everything else, Is just a 
condensation, a sort of essence, of the 
grand total of intelligence, energy and 
substance which, unmanifested, we call 
“ether.” In other words, there is the 
central core composed of flesh and bone, 
and shaped into the form we call man. 
This form has a system of nerves by 
which it senses all other forms that are 
vibrating at about the same rate as it
self. But, like everything else in na
ture, the form we see has an outward 
extension we don’t see. Man, as much 
as a fragment of loadstone, has an 
outer form u^iich is only dimly recog
nized by Its actual faculties of clairvoy
ance, psychometry, etc.

The whole of a man, woman, or child 
is thus very different .from the form 
which wears clothes; and poses as a 
mortal in earth life. iBut the really im
portant part of the pianis invisible, it 
necessarily exists before the ’ mortal 
form, and being intelligent It must 
largely influence so much of itself as 
creeps Into the lower life. Like every
thing else manhood, or toe living speck, 
from which manhood evolved, is a con-

If this great truth be once realized we 
can now see how greatly it will enlarge 
and broaden the conception of mortal
ity and Immortality now held and 
taught by Spiritualist and theologian. 
“Spirit return,” as we have now seen, 
has been not merely a conglomeration 
and mixture of seen and unseen man
hood into “psychic hash,” but that hash 
has itself many more Ingredients than 
we are likely to comprehend in earth 
life. The mysteries of manhood become 
more profound as we pursue our stud
ies, for they are proofs of our relation 
to infinity.

All our present conceptions ot man
hood are based on the idea that "man’s 
a man for a’ that,” but in reality the 
remedy for most of the imperfections of 
manhood will only be discovered when 
we have learned how to give the outer 
man greater play in our daily life. 
When we learn to realize that even the 
most fascinating personality, and still 
more the most repulsive, is but a mere 
fragment of the true individual, we are 
beginning to chase truth out into the 
invisible. Radium and wireless teleg
raphy are telling us that every form is 
practically unlimited, and this applies 
to man himself. His influence by 
thought upon his brother man a thou
sand miles away, not only proves this 
truth, but also proves that his outer 
self is in touch with other selves almost 
regardless of distance. In other words, 
Individuality is a tremendous truth, of 
which personality is but a shadow.

But let us keep each truth to itself— 
not mix them into “psychic hash" and 
call it “spirit return” of some visitor 
from the unseen, when in reality it Is, 
in most cases, an emanation from the 
person in earth life. We will all pres
ently find ourselves in possession of a 
far greater manhood than we have real
ized in earth life, because after the 
death change we shall have dropped 
forever our mortal personality by merg
ing it into our grand individuality, 
which alone constitutes our true man-

After a review of the beliefs held In 
the past concerning life beyond death. 
Dr. Savage takes up tbo present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme “other
worldliness” which it replaced, which 
was In turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
life, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol
ume Includes a consideration of the 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences In this Une. Dr. Savage 
holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that

continued existence Is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least soma 
well authenticated communications 
from persons in the other life. Ths 
chief contents of the volume are as fol* 
lows: !

Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Beliefs—Ths 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life—. 
Jesus and Immortality—The Otbee 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reaction—Tha 
Spiritualistic Reaction—The Worlds 
Condition and Needs as to Belief In Im
mortality-Probabilities Which FaU 
Short ot Demonstration—The Society 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions. j

Price, it.50; postage, 10 cents.

The Passing and the Permanent in Religion
BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.

Plain Treatment of the Great Essentials of Religion, being a Sifting 
from These of Sueh Things as Cannot Outlive the Results of Scientific, 
Historical and Critical Study, so Making More Clearly Seen “Thq 
Things which Cannot be Shaken.” Price $1.50.

OÛR BIBLE:
WHO WROTE IT? WHEN? WHERE? HOW?

Is It Infallible?
A Voice from the Higher Criticism,

A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.
BY MOSES HULL-

Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism and an analysis of 
the Bible from’ that standpoint. Of special value and interest to Spirit
ualists. For sale at this office. Price $1.00.

“THE UNKNOWN”
hood.

San Léandro, Cal.
CHARLES DAWBARN.

THE HAPPY EARTH IS OURS.

densation from the ether, and of course
eluding an absurd Combination of outer, the earlier the condensation, the less 
and Inner manhood when he discusses! solid the form. But, so far as we can 
the verity of life after death, and of
fers certain facts to prove it. To every 
one fact that by itself is . reasonable 
proof he offers a dozen others that are 
of no value to the student of toe outer, 
manhood, for he recognizes such facts 
as merely evolved by man,the mortal 
from his outer self. Bis psychometry, 
his clairvoyance, and his clairaudience 
are "hashed” up, perhaps with a flavor
ing of real "spirit return," and the dish 
Is then set before the poor mortal suf
fering with soul hunger.

I would repeat and emphasize that 
Modern Spiritualism has been, for the 
most part, a system of "psychic hash,” 
in which dish ninety-nine one-hun
dredths have been ingredients evolved 
from the individuality of toe mortal, al
though, in many cases, we find a 
trifle of real spirit return to make up 
the balance, and give flavoring to toe 
whole. Indeed we might fairly say that 
the man of to-day has been belittled 
that the man of to-morrowonight be glo
rified. '

Out of this "psychic hash” ¿here has 
been an attempt to build up a mighty 
system of belief that was to shake the 
world. To-day that belief, like the

determine, it seems as.if the law of its 
nature is compelling tits every unit to 
seek personality. Asia human being it
has become Individualized? Its ap
pearances, or in otherswordBj Its person
alities, will be a mene result of vibra
tion. The student must here carefully 
note that If the vibration changes there/ 
will be a different person,land the mor
tal form .seems then, lowest possible 
manifestation of suchq vibration. We 
must further note that only a small 
part of the whole manhood can con
dense into normal eqiith. Allie. But it 
seems as If there wege an’tintense long
ing for,this lowest personation” as an in
herent quality of every unit. It is ap
parently only waiting an opportunity to 
enter these, lower riliratiOns and be
come a mortal human.being.

The many recentlymrovnd cases of

primitive monad which increases by fis
sures, is splitting in. twain. On the 
one hand we have Spiritualist churches, 
with ordained and -very reverend 
preachers, usually .exhibiting . some 
outer manhood as “spirit phenomena,” 
with prayers, hymns, sermons and 
creeds to suit the ever faithful. The 
members have each his individual expe
rience of “spirit return” that has, once

multiple personality; 
tions Of the.outer n 
an opportunity to pes

to be por- 
dj welcoming 
an earth life.

Such cases as Miss Beauchamp, Mollie 
Fancher, Rev. Hanna ' and ’ the many 
others now on record, are, easily ex
plained if we keep thi^ in mind. A cer
tain portion of the whble man may get

-BY—

GftMILLE FLAMMARION
Here’s the time of joy aud rhyme— 

In the summer gay and sweet;
In toe gleam of Eden’s clime, 

We our own in gladness meet;
For we come to see the world— 

As possession all our own;
So God’s banners are unfurled, 

Making this in beauty known!
What is darth but just a place, 

Made to please the souls right here?
Everything of good and grace, 

So for us does bright appear;
All the circling world contains. 

From the dewdrop to toe star. 
Oceans, mountains, and the plains, 

These for us in splendor are!
Common are they to our kind, 
. All the day and all the night; 
Every son of man can find, 

In these riches true delight;
Claim has he upon all bliss. 

As toe food for head and heart;
Naught of goodness comes amiss, 

In wide nature or the mart!
O how slow we are to learn— 

The divineness of our days, 
And our present blessings spurn— 

For a future we would praise;
Music is in everv wind. 

Perfume issues from the flower;
Let us then the wisdom find— 

Charming every fleeting hour!
We so often come’to grief 

Just because we close our eyes
To toe beautiful belief—

All is ours in earth and skies;
Everything belongs to man, 

In the universe so wide;
If we followed out God’s plan— 

Good for all we should provide!.
Every soul has God as friend, 

Thro' toe eternal round of years;
Good once given ne’er will end; '

Still your heart and dry your tears;
Nothing need we lack below, t 

If distrust we will destroy;
All the world is ours we know— , 

Just to fill our lives with joy!
■WILLIAM BRUNTON.

“The Unknown” created a marked 
sensation in France when first pub
lished and can scarcely fall to arouse 
the greatest Interest in this country. It 
Is an eminent scientist’s study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated Instances, and 
chapters of bls book are as weirdly fas-

clnatlng as the most-fantastic of Poe's 
tales. It treats on Incredulity, credul- 
Ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission oj 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychia 
dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and divina
tion ot the future, etc. 487 pages, clotB 
bound. Price (2.00.

LIGftT OF EGYPT
A treatise upon Spiritual Astrology, Alchemy, Talis

mans, the Magic Wand, Symbolism, Correspondence, 
Penetralia, etc. A masterly work. Vol. 1., cloth, $2; 
paper, $1. Vol. 11., cloth only, $2.

RENDING Tl+E VftIL
A Most Remarkable Book Concerning the Exis^nce 

of Mao, and All Things, and All Being
It Was Written by Materialized Forms at the House of 

J. H. Pratt, Spring Hill, Kansas, William W. 
Aber Being the Medium.

A Remarkable Book. Price, postpaid, $1.7$.

fiistory of the

6H-RISTI/VN RELIGION
to tb© Year 200, ~

BY CHARLES V. WAITE, A. BL
Fifth EJition—Bevised, with Jlach'Additional Matter in Auuen-H v 
A standard and reliable history of the historical research In matters of foci 

earlier period of the church,? giving wholly ignored by toe regular church 
facts that are not found in the so-called historians, and tbrows a bright glare o£ 
histories written by churchmen. This light on points heretofore carefully 
latest edition has been carefully and .shrouded In darkness.
thoroughly mvised, and it Is a reliable A large octavo volume of 556 pages, 
magazine of facts, such as.the honest strongly bound to cloth. Price $2.25. 
Inquirer wants. It opens up to the in- For sale at The Progressiva ThlBjr^ , 
vestigator and student a wide field of office.

Into mortai form as. a baby, pud'grow 
up through passing years from infancy 
to manhood. But if by.accident. or dis
ease that portionjpses' ms hold on that 
form, if it cease to dominate that.mor
tal brain, there will.be gager and in
stant attempt by some .¿they portion of 
the unseen man to occupy that form, 
and become a person .in earth;life. And 
thus not merely’ one butainumber of 
such persons may use the isaxne body.

______  Each-will be a. distinct person, but all of 
tality for him. This as we have said is Them, be they many or- few, -will be 
one wing of the movement, .1 ..'merely differing manifestations of the

for all, settled the .question of immor-

■•The Molecular Hypothesis'd Na
ture.'’ By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof Lockwood is recognized au ono ot 
the ablest lecturers on too spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume, he presents 
In succinct form the substahco of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
ot Nature; and. presents his views as 
demonstrating-a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The -book -is commended to 
all who love to study ■ a'nd think. 
Price 25xenta

will.be


8 ' The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Ready to Battle for Spiritualism, Pure and Unadulterated, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity

GRANDv LEDGE CAMP.

Some Suggestive Items From One 
the Visitors—The Infamous At

tack on Moses Hull.

Of

Sunday, August 20, was a day of ideal 
. weather at : Graud Ledge; Michigan; 
! Strangers found’there a camp having 

beautiful grounds, a commodious audi
torium unsurpassed at any other of our 
western centers, a people, whether 
'transient, or résident in thé near-by 
city, of genial manner and winning bo- 
'ciability arid an official board of sub- 
Htantial men and women. On that day 
the crowd came from near and far, 
afoot, in carriages which spoke of well- 
to-do conditions, or aboard the little 
steamers oh Grand River. Officials es
timated the number present during the 
day at almost two thousand individuals. 
The president of the Illinois State Spir
itualists Association spoke both fore
noon and afternoon, while Chairman 
Edgerly'closed the latter with words of 
■impressive appropriateness which were 
received by the campers with hearty ap
probation, and then the season for 191)5 
was declared formally ended.

In asking after the best known per
sonalities met there during the last 

' flays of the meeting, Mrs. Abbie Sheets 
. naturally comes first in the piinds of 

The Progressive Thinker family. Only 
a single glance at her welcome face was 
necessary .to tell that she has in the 
more recent months made real progress 
towards Improved health.’ Still not 
strong enough for official burdens, or 
continuous speaking engagements, yet 
she is taking up the latter work by de
grees and friends are hoping will ere 
long be fully equal tp the labor she 

- holds bo saored and for which, choice 
forces have.fitted her. ’

Mrs. Marian Carpenter, always a fa
vorite here because of her personality 
and womanly worth, was credited with 
having outdone herself in the quality of 
her lectures and the merit of her mes
sages during this year’s engagement at 
Grand Ledge, while it is pleasant to also 

.record that her physical health is ap
parently better than jn. past-months.
Many healing thoughts' will go out to 
her from widely scattered friends.

Mrs. .Russell, vice-pi'esldent of the* 
camp, and Grand Ledge's own medium, 
was in popular demand for private 
readings and made many new friends.

. Mrs. Alex Caird, of Lynn, Mass., was 
present during the entire camp and 
gave marked satisfaction in her private 
work, while she was'gladly welcomed 
whenever she lent her aid upon the 
platform. She may, with her èarnest 
husband, Dr. Caird, soon return to their 
former love and take up residence in

Bunapee Lake Camp.
August 15 was a very rainy day. At 

2:30 p. m., a lecture by Mrs, Nettie 
Holt Harding, to a small audience, A 
good lecture and tests. We all learned 
something new.

August .16, at 2.30 p. m., lecture and 
tests. At 7; 45 p. .m., seance in hall, by 
Mrs. Nettie Holt, Harding. The testa 
.were. all recognized, and all were well 
pleased with the seance. : ,

August 17, at 1 p. m., Ladles’ Aid fair, 
which was well attended “and was a suc
cess every way. ■ , ■

August 18, at 2:30 p. m., lecture and . 
testa by kirn. Nettie Holt.Harping; The 
subject was ‘‘Power and Force,” and 
was well delivered, and was spoken 
well of by everyone. ■

August 19, at 2:30 p. m., a lecture by 
Mrs. Nettle Holt Harding. Her subject 
was, “What Is God?" The audience 
was as good as liny of this season. The 
audience spoke well of the lecture and 
the speaker. ■ •

August 20, at 10:45 a. m., it looked 
well fora cool day, the air very bracing 
and everything bid fair to be a good 
meeting. Tiie president presented An
nie Banks Scott of Boston. The speak
er opened witli a poem, and then with 
tests, and they all were recognized, At 
2:45 p. m., singing followed by a poem 
written by Lizzie Doten, and music by i 
Miss Ida Bond and Mrs. Millen. The 
subject, by Mrs. Harding, "What Has 
Spiritualism Dope for Humanity?” 
There was a large audience and the 
speaker was very forcible. It was one 
of Mrs. Harding’s best lectures; and 
this was her last day here'. - .

At 4:30 p. m., the Ladies’ Aid Associ
ation held their annual meeting ' tor 
election of officers and the following 
were chosen: President, Mrs. Addie M. 
Stevens, Charemqnt, N. H.; first vice- 
president, Mrs. Hattie P. Burpee, But
ton, N. If. ¡second vice-president, Mrs. 
Susan E. Watson, Hillsboro Br., ri. H.; 
secretary, Mrs. H. G. Newman, Wash
ington, N;' H.; treasurer, Mrs, Harriet 
C. Comstock, Newport, N. H. Business 
Committee: Mrs. H. C. Comstock, New
port, N. H.; Mrs. Hattie Burpee, Sut-

Chicago.
Mr. Comstock, residing near Marcel

lus, a farmer by vocation, gave the fire 
test often and very successfully with
out injury to either the mucous mem
brane of h$ mouth or the hair and 
cuticle of his hands. A minister tried 
to imitate his work at his closing se
ance, but burned his hand quite se
verely. ’

Mrs. C. Oswald of the Englewood 
Spiritual Unloji, Chicago, was a per, 
sonal favorite with the campers and her 
mediumlstic work, both public add pri
vate, was heartily commended. Old 
friends noted"certain developments in 
her'psychic powers, |

. Once again "The Expositor and Y ear
ly Psychic Era and Hull Crucible” is be-, 
ing put in circulation—this time bear
ing the stamp of the Goshen, Ind., post
office, instead of Chicago. It is the 
same in matter as last year. The 
sneaks back ot this anonymous attack 
upon Moses Hull had better step to the 
front and assume; public ¿responsibility 
for it before It is forced upon them. In
tervening time sindeMts first appear
ance has not been lost. Financial back-' 
ey, editor, distributers and the àoùrco 
from which it is supplied ' hatte been 
traced closely home. Its appearance 
savors of a Mafia-like assassination of 
character In which only cowards in
dulge.

Anonymous charges against the Mor
ris Pratt Institute faculty are in circu
lation. The author of the foul slanders 
is known. Let the matter go at once 
to the United States postoffice inspect
ors. I am myself in receipt of a fresh 
communication of that character.

GEORGE B. WARNE.

A REAL SPIRIT AT WORK.

Tie Prop» Thinker.
A Paper that Never Falters, NeverPauaes in Its- Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give 4Js the Truth, the Whole-Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

Spiritualist Meetings

tön, N. H.; Mrs. Susan E. Wateon, 
Hillsboro, Bri. N. H.; Mrs. C. t. Davis, 
Hartland, Vt.; Mrs. Caroline C. Lull, 
Charemont, N. H.; MisB Carohne Mar- 
cey, Hillsboro, N. H. .

■ At the annual meeting oMhe Sunapee 
Lake Camp-meeting Association, Aug. 
19, the following officers were elected: 
President, John page, Henniker, N. H’.; 
vice-president, Isaac K. Connor, Warr 
ner, N. H.; secretary, Lorenzo Worthen, 
Hillsboro Bridge, N. H.; treasurer, Mrs,' 
Harriet C. Comstock, Newport, N. H. •

Business committe.e; Thomas Burpee, 
chairman, Sutton/ N.' H'.; C- E. Gove, 
Riverdale, N. H.; Isaac K. • Connor, 
Warner, N. H. ,'

Auditors: C. G. Davis, Hartland, Vt.; 
Mrs. Harriet G. Newman, Washington, 
N. H. ' '

LORENZO W.ORTHEN.

A POET'S VIEW.

KFADING BY MAIL ONLY, 25 CENTS. SEND, 
flute ot birth, Queutlona answered. Mrs. G. C.

Middleton. ¿70 Sierra St. Lou Angeles, Cal. . .

It Is important when a meeting is 
suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be. mislead. Wo. 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held here-in public halls at the present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p, m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

Central Spiritual Church holds.serv
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasking’s hall, 30th awl Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins' Hall 528 W 63rd. 
street, „near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek.meet- 
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery. Bur- 
land, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union is 
now located at McDermott’s Hall, 6603 
South Halsted: street. Meetings every 
Sunday’evening at 7:30. ■Ladles' Aux
iliary every Thursday afternoon at 2:30.

■tlljlcago Spiritual Alliance Church; in- 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue.' Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. All wel
come. Services ut S and 8 p. m.

The Kenwood Spiritual Church .will 
hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m.. .at Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10 I 
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas- 
tori and test medium'»"iCqme and bring 

■ your friends.
: The Progressive Society holds serv

ices every Sunday at .'183:'JEast North 
avenue, corner Burling, at‘3 and 8 p. m.

MAIh DIME and birth-date, S questions an
swered. Headings daily, MRS. DIXON, U 

East 81st St,, Chicago.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE FullIR.'eudlnK 
fl.00; ehort reading-, su'ota ; character reading 
from nhme or letter, 25 eta.; by mull only, 16 Park 
Ave., Chicago.

Madam Blanche Barnard,
Clairvoyant and trance medium, will answer 

six queeflona mull for 25 cent«, and aelt-ud- 
dreaaed envelope, postpaid. Addreetf, t)33 Broad 
Street, Bridgeport, Conn.

Business Medium and Psychometrist.
Send Unte of birth; ask three -iiueytlona. which 

will be answered, and ,n trial reading, for 26 eente. 
For. psycbometry. eend article or- specimen to 
read from. THBHESB-DDANE, Box B7; Berkeley. 
Cal.

MRS. O. A. BISHOP. , 
Tranee; Test and Business Medium. 
Well and favorably known for many years on tho 
West Side* ts nowLocated at No.-872t Fbreat uve- 
nue. , HonrB„8 iu m tqdp. m.; Sundays excepted, 
lernw. fl.oo. SHHng&can be engaged-by phone, 
Douglas 1453. s

Anuie Lord Cuuiuubnulii’H Card.
Dent IrlgrKls, you can rroatlv holp me cara fpr 

my bUnflalater, Jennie X. Webb. ono ot theearl- 
leatmedlume now In tho form, by writing a letter 
to a'spirit irlond. Send It to mo with 11, and J will 
try antlsetyeply bjsIndependent wrlllnr or wlda- 
pars.- Address Mra. Annie Lord Chamberlain. MU-

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
, Who has had : '

Forty Years1 Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine» Two 

' Years Prof* in a Medical 
College, Ton Years 

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
nnrt 1« a’ Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
falls in diagnosis, He has given special attention 
to eye, enr, throat and hmg troubles, u)so all 
forma of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
fails to cure piles. If you would like un opinion 
of your case FREEi write lust how you feel with 
your own hand and hold Uie letter hi your hand 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply, 

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D.
Pron. Heed City Sanitarium, Heed City. Mich.

M J. S. LOUCKS
Isofieof the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. Hie cures are mar
velous; hie examinations are free to all who send 
him name, age. sex, aud lock of hair, and u cents 
in stumps- He doesn't ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes witli 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you in your own home.

Address, J. H. IAjVCHN. M. D., 
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Maes.

It Makes a Noise Which Can Be Heard 
a Block Away.

A special dispatch to the Chicago 
American from New York, says:

Strange raps, apparently the sound of 
a hammer, have upset the Marion sec
tion of Jersey City and plunged the res
idents into an excited discussion as to 
whether the noise is caused by ghosts. 
The noises can be heard nightly in the 
old-fashioned residence on Pavonia, 
near Giles avenue, where reside Charles 
William Meyers, hid wife, his daughter, 
aged 19, and his two sons, Charles, 
21 years old, and William,-14 years old. 
The younger boy is an epileptic.

Two weeks ago Charles was awak
ened by strange, hammer-like raps un
der the bed in which he and his brother 
slept.

Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.
August 20 dawned clear and beauti

ful, bringing to the camp many seekers 
after spiritual truths, as an expounder 
of which no one is superior to W. J, 
Colville, the speaker of the day. He 
began the services by singing a solo, 
“Angels Ever Bright, and Fair.”_. Mr. 
Hunger, the president, in his remarks 
spoke of the coming dedication of their 
temple in Cleveland the first Sunday in 
October. Mr. Colville gave an im
provised poem as an invocation. His 
subject- for the morning was "The Evi
dence of Spiritualism and the Practical 
Benefits of Spiritualism.” He held his 
audience from start to finish as only he 
can, giving many points that suited his 
hearers, as (fie frequent applause testi
fied,

In the afternoon he sang "The Prince, 
and the Minstrel,” then for an hour, and 
a half he placed before his large audi
ence the facts and evidences within his 
knowledge of Individual Immortality. 
From four to five he answered ariy 
questions that were propounded and 
they were many and varied; his an
swers were to the point and clearly il
lustrated so as to be fully understood.

Mrs. Challen was message bearer 
after both lectir es, her last appearance 
here for the season.

What might have been a serious ac
cident occurred during the morning lec
ture. Mr. Hunger, our worthy presi
dent, sitting at the back of the rostrum, 
in some way tost bis balance and he fell 
backward with head down between the 
tent and platform, only his feet remain
ing in sight. Several gentlemen ran to 
his assistance and helped to. extricate 
him from his uncomfortable position. 
He arose smiling and debonair, seem
ingly none the worse for his Involun
tary acrobatic frat, which had not even 
caused a pause'iu the speaker’s flow of

Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. . ' Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. -The hall number is 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

■ Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. in., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening Bervibe, 
15 cents; Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist, - These 
meetings will be continued all summer, i 
Dr. Beverly, president No. 44 East 31st | 
street

. A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann,' at ‘623 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday .evening at 8 
o'clock. Tests and music tt every ser
vice. . •

The Spiritual Church of the Students- 
of Nature will hold services every Sun; 
day at 7:30‘p. m., at Van’Buren Opera 

i House, corner -Madison and California 
avenue. Good speakers and teSt medt-

eloquence.
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

MARY L. BETTES.

MySELFXüREBL^M Sr da3d^u^^" harmiesa Xome'Cnro. • Adilnu;
MRS. N. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago. BL .

FRANK N. FOSTER, 

Spirit Photographer, 
Sittings by Mull. Write Tor Circular, 

UI Fitzhugh Su, Grand Rapids, Mich. .

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
WHlpiveCuiirvoyanl;mdlngHby mail, aaalBted 
by a spirit teacher of Atjrology. an ancient Greek. 
Will diagnose pVvsiciX.conditions, and give ad- 
vlseof thefipldVPbysWIati. Will teli yon of ma' 
tortai conditions”and'‘#lve apiritt-adviae, 8ond 
lòck of hair.date of birth, and one dollar. Laws 
ofincdiumahip;iùught.«i Obsession or any unde
sirable influoncq curtd.428 First st„N, E„ Wash
ington. D. C

AN ASTONISHING- OFFER
Send three tjvo-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age; name and the leading symp
tom, and.yoiu’ disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit fower.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Sau Jose, Call

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L Loucks, qpe of the greatest psychic 

wonders living-,;hat useathespjritual X-ray with
out any leadlngaymptoin to direct, and locate all 

-internal diseases. A ih'lul will-convince you. 
' Nervous' exhaustion upd lost vigor of both sexes 
successfully ligated, aa hundreds can testify. 
Send name, age^aex, complexion and 10 cents in 
stamps, and rooelve a morrect diagnosis of your 
ease, free, worth>doHaFp:to you. Address, 
? f ERAjfOilS 3L. LO UOKS,

• ¿86-Wafrren SU, iStofiehtm. Matt.

fl ijAndapfiif Restores Lost Vision. 
H WUIIUÜI lul .Write for Jlluatrated Cltyjular 
xnanrárifa éhowJnj» styles and priceaand 
OUUuLUUlut photo of Spirit Yama, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes al yonr own home and send by 
mall, as if you wore In my office. Thousands will 
testify. B.F. POOLB.

<3 Evanston Ave., Chla&jco. tU
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends. Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles. Cal

Bishop A. Beals Offers Some Suggestive 
Thoughts.

The Progressive Thinker scintillates 
and • glows with the • rich and best i 
thoughts of minds stored with knowl
edge, and from every subject pertain- 
ing to science, progress, philosophy, eth- 
ids and the soul embodied and disem
bodied, and.no live; thinker can peruse 
its interesting pages from week to 
week without feeling an awakening 
within him of latent possibilities mak
ing liim stronger of purpose and will, 
and more keenly alive to the nearness 
of the spirit world.

The issue of August 19 is a very re
markable one, headed' with the remark
able experiences ' with the medium 
Charles Bailey and before a • learned 
body.ot men and women^nd their tes: 
timony to show the crucial test condl- 

I tions under which the phenomena oc
curred. » ■ -

The article ot Prof. James H. Hyslop 
is replete with interest, and the. reports 
of his scientific experiences in psychic 
research, which must carry great 
■weight on the side of facts going to 
prove the truth of the continuity of the 
BOUl.

The always interesting column of 
Hudson Tuttle's Answers to Questions, 
which throws so much light on all sub
jects pertaining .to man and his rela
tions here and hereafter, make that 
page replete with gems of thought and 
light, worth alone the price of the pa
per, and The- Progressive Thinker the 
most important paper of its kind in the 
world.
-But my special object in writing this 

article was to notice the interesting 
letter in. this issue'.on the 8th page, 
from the pen of our veteran medium, 
speaker, poet an^ writer, Lyman C. 
Howe. If affliction, disease and old,age 
have such an Illuminating effect on the 

' mind as It seems to in his case, and to 
quicken with flashes of wit, sarcasm 
and poetic imagery as flows from his in
spired pen, one can almost wish to be 
afflicted that way if thé disease could 
call out such genius of thought and 
give such undaunted courage and hope.

One cannot read this letter without 
seeing how closely allied is that will 
and mind to the eternal energies of the 
soul the indestructible mind and spirit 
of the man, and how unflinchingly 
brave and heroic he subordinates the 
pain and sorrow of the body to the will 
and higher upliftment of the spirit to 
do the bidding ot his mediumlstic 
thought. But it is comforting to -see 
the rosy light of dawn just before, and 
these brave souls who have given their 
life energies to aid in the march of spir
itual progress will soon feel the sum
mer winds of immortal glory play 
through their souls where beauty- 

; clouds are alight with the rainbows of 
joy and peace.

BISHOP A. BEALS. 
J Summerland, Cal.

NOTES FROM G. H. BROOKS^.y 

Explaining Apparent Lack of Actlvlfí 
in Field Work.

.It has been a long time since I havd 
sent any letter to the many readers ot 
The .Progressive Thinker, which maked 
its weekly visits to so many .homes, and 
keeps, so many posted of the work that 
is going on." During my long, silence 1 
have received a number of letters from 
my friends, asking mé where 1 was, and 
wnat I was doing? As far as possible 
I have tried to answer them, but there 
are those who are still wondering whyl 
I am seemingly out of the, work.at least! 
for the present. No doubt there are 
many who are also wondering why I anti 

, not at wo»tr To one and all I will arise 
and explain. On the return of my wife 
last spring, I found she would need me 
at home, and my constant care of hed 
and the home. While stye was benefited' 
by her trip to California, yet she wad 
far from well. As soon as I discovered! 
that I 'gave up all 'thought of goingi 
away, much as I might desire to, and! 
much as I needed the work, and devote 
myself to my wife, boy and the home, 
and so I have remained. There haffl 
been much for me to do, and 1 have) 
been more than busy in ways. I cannoti! 
explain. Indeed I have been so busy1,' 
up to within a short time, that I have! 
had no time for letter writing, or if ï 
had I should not have been in thé spirit! 
to write. Thus have I been busy not ort 
the platform of Spiritualism, but doing 
as high and holy work, looking after thd | 
iuterest of my family, and aiding in ev-J 
ery way I could to bring back the roses, 
to my wife’s cheeks. J

She is not strong yet, but I belleveti 
the will gain, when the heated term ex
pires. Soon I expect to return to my, 
work, and have some one with my wif0j 
to care for her while I again go tor th! I 
with the message Spiritualism has fonj 
the people. 1 consider it a blesse« 
privilege to be blessed by this spiritual । 
power, to be able to go forth trying t<x< 
give comfort and consolation to a hun-»| 
gry people, who are in need of the great! 
spiritual truths that Spiritualism haa 
to offer. To impress if possible upon a 
materially-minded world the great fact 
of the continuity of life, of the Jaw ot 
spirit communion, which when rightly 
understood gives peace and joy to: 
those who receive its teachings as they, 
should.

This task may not be a pleasant one! 
in one sense of the word, for there is su 
much to contend with in the presenta
tion of these truths, yet they must be 
given forth for there are those who are 
ready for them, and will be blessed in' 
the receiving. For those who are noc 
ready, all there is tor them to do is/ 
to wait until the soul is ready to re
ceive. It may not. be it will be on this1 
plane, they may be obliged to passt 

. through with much ere they can re-* 
celve, but when they do, then comes’ 
the blessing. For over twenty-five 
years have I been busy in trying to do. 
what I could to spread these truths, ri

INVISIBLE HELFERS
A Very Excellent and Compre

hensive Work

BUTTE, MONTANA.

An Interesting Account of-Special Exer
cises.

Strange Noise Repeated.'
The next night and following nights 

the strange noises were repeated.
The younger brother apparently slept 

through it all.
The next night Brother Charles tied 

William's hands and feet. But the old 
tap, tap, tap was heard. The neighbors 
were skeptical and all said:

"it's William.”
And William it seemed to be, for, 

though tied hand and foot, the rapping 
would follow him around the house 
wherever he was carried .at night. He 
was carried into the parlor and trussed

Ashley Camp, Ohio.
Everything is moving along lovely 

here. The park was never so lovely as 
now. “Lake Tiberias” is swimming 
full of fish; sometimes its banks are 
lined with men, women and children en-' 
joying the fishing. One day last week- 
Mrs. Klbby is reported to have caught 
one hundred fish. They are small, but 
make good eating.

The attendance at the meetings has 
been better than it has been for years' 
past. The people seem to be renewing 
their, interest and everybody is encour
aged.

The talent employed are as follows: 
W. V. Nicum of Dayton, Ohio; Mrs. E. 
A. Kibby of Cincinnati; Mrs. Margaret 
Stewart of Piqua, Ohio, and Mr. and 
Mrs. E. W. Sprague, the N. S. A. mis
sionaries, of Jamestown, N. Y.

Mrs. Kibby and Mrs. Stewart are em
ployed for the season. Mr. Nicum has 
filled his engagement and gone, and 
Mr. and Mrs. Sprague are here. They 
held services in our fine auditorium last
Sunday, speaking twice to the largest 
audiences that have been in attendance

urns. Mrs. M. Schumacher, pastor.'
The Universal Occult Society meets 

every Sunday- at America Hall, 77 East 
31st street, at 3 arid 8 p. m. B. Gllray, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M! Stoller will 
preside at all .meeting? during- the ab
sence of Brother Gllray. .. ’' •

Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. 
at hall 210, Masonic Temple, under the 
auspices of Walter Detoe, the well- 
known lecturer. Miss Cora” M. Nafe, 
Boloiset. ■ . ' -

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 In Brandt’s 
Hall,' 152 E. North: avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfield Turn
er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium.

Church of the Soul Communion holds 
meetings every .Wednesday evening at 
8' oclock and Sundays at 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and' teste. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Christian Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall. 3245 State street. 
Every Sunday evening at 7:30. Test 
messages given by good mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing-' 
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. All 
cordially Invited..

Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
ela avenue, near Robey' street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 arid 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services. 7:45 
o’dock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
coiyesponding' secretary, 455 E. 55th 
street. Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th

nnd H«ad Colds. ITMH oif 5 duys*
trim free all readers ot The Progressive 
Thinker. AGENTS. 1 can stan yon with a cap!/ 
tai of SI., und land you with a bunk account of

-81,000. Address, K. J". WORST, 
.3 20 Elmore Block. Ashland, Q.

N otice to S p i ritual is ts,
Visiting

The Lewis and Clark Expositions.
MRS. D. A. BAYLOR,

la proprietor of the

OSBORN HOTEL,
Corner Grund Avenue and Eeat Anh su CLeanest 
and coolest rooms in Portland: 60 eta. to II.OU; 
meals, 25 ets. Get a transfer to East Ankeny St. 
Car, which passes the door, Phone, E. 375.

jOne from the Theosophical Stand
point.

'This work, “Invisible Helpers,” writ
ten by C. W. Leadbéater, the remark- 
ble .English psychic ..(whose lectures 
have .graced the, columns of The Pro
gressive. Thinker), is certainly very in
teresting ¿and .-suggestive .throughout. 
It treats of the “Universal Belief in the 
Invisible. Helpers,”, the “Angel Story,” 
“Work Among the Dead," “What Lies 
Beyond." The work is neatly bound in 
cloth, and the price is 55 cents.

TITD CAIII . ,TS nature, re- I Hr IIII batons and ex. -Il IL UvUL a PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price 11.00. This is one of the .beat books 
given by the guides of Mrs Cora LAL Richmond, 
They: are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for those who-have been 
members of the classes receiving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing the bases of the teachings.

Through the instrumentality of Hen
ry B. Allen, a physical and musical me
dium of rare merit, who has been with 
us for several months, and whom we 
hope to keep with ua for several months 
longer, we have been fortunate enough 
to procure the services of the president 
of the Ohio State Spiritualist Associa
tion, Rev. Fred D. Dunakin of Cecil, O., 
who has been lecturing for us in the 
old Masonic Hall on West Park street, 
for the last six weeks, on various sub
jects relating to, Spiritualism and its 
liindred sciences, demonstrating to the 
Inquiring minds that from, Sunday to 
Sunday came, out to listen to the in
spired teachings of this most gifted and 
eloquent lecturer, the facts of immortal
ity and the continuity of life beyond 
the grave. Through our united efforts 
assisted by this able leader we were

up with ropes. The rapping still con
tinued near him. The noise was as ill 
made by a hammer and it could bet
heard a halt block away.

Spirits Want to “Talk."
During the daytime Charles tore out 

the walls of his room and examined the 
gabled roof of the house without suc
cess. Charles Brown, a Spiritualist, sat 
through a session of mysterious knock
ing and announced that some spirit was 
trying to communicate to the world 
through the epileptic boy.

Nightly delegations of Marlon resi
dents crowd the Meyers home listening 
to the knocking spook and three of Jer
sey City’s wisest policemen have sat in 
for a session. The mystery is unsolved 
and deeper than when it began.______ • ■

A-GW66 to MaKo Money.
I have berries, grapes and peaches a year old, 

fresh as when picked. I used the California 
Cold Process, do not heat or seal the fruit, just 
put It up cold, Keeps perfectly fresh, and costs 
almost nothing; can put up a bushel in ten 
minutes. Last year I sold directions to over J20 
families in one week; anyone will pay a dollar 
for directions when they see the beautiful sam-- 
ides of'fruit. As there are many people poor 
Ike myself, I consider it my duty to give my 

experience to such and feel confident anyone 
can-make one or two hundred dollars round 
home in a few days. I wDl mall sample of fratt 
and full directions to any of your readers for 
nineteen (19) two cent stamps, which is only the 
BcttiaJ cost- of the samples, postage, etc. 
FaukCts CASBT. Su Louis. Iio.

7 “The Jesuits.” By Rev. B. F. Austin, 
A. M., B. D. An excellent pamphlet 
PriceJ5 penis« :

for years. To-night (Tuesday) Mr. 
Sprague will speak upon "Marriage and 
Divorce,” and will compare the teach
ings of the Bible with the teachings- of 
Modern Spiritualism concerning the 
subject. The Spragues have the ros
trum this week and will close, the 
camp next Sunday. They will be assist
ed by Mrs. Stewart and Mrs. Kibby 
fromtlme to time.

It is a great pity that the people all. 
over this country do not know of .the 
wonderful mineral spring, on this camp 
ground. It is called the. Odovene Well. 
It is four hundred feet deep, and wheii 
first struck was a flowing well; it is 
pumped now. People come many miles 
to càrry the water away in jugs and 
bottles. Ite jvoriderful curative quail- 
tïë9 have Ueem demonstrated over and 
over again.

• It is the hope of our.camp-meeting as
sociation that they may soon .be able 
to erect a fine hotel and start a sanita
rium here. There is to be a trolley line 
built soon which will bring the people 
from Delaware direct -to the camp 
grounds. This will make perfect con
nections by trolley from Columbus, 
Ohio and many other smaller towns 
both north and south. When' it is com
pleted then mineral water cures will bo 
plenty, sanitarium, hotels, etc., will be 
built, the grounds extended and beauti
fied, our large auditorium-will be filled 
from day to day, and the great work ot 
Ashley-camp will be materially in
creased. For a good time, everybody 
come to Ashley next year.

.; KILL RANBQLEH, Sec’y.

street . -
The Spiritual-Association of . Sixty

ninth street and Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall,' 
6922. Hon. D. Gilmour will address the 
meeting at 7:30 p. m.‘ ConférêSce at 
2:30 p.m. ...............

The Rising Sun- /Mission will hold 
services until further notice, Sunday af
ternoons at 3, evenings at,8 o’clock, at 
Star Lodge Hall, 378 _So. Western ave
nue. All welcome. -, "■ .

.Church of. the Spiritual Truth bolds 
meetings : every. Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mra. J. DeLong, pastor.

j¿22Sl¿

UI A U mU • Po« Centuries t of i-rofmv, 
W VM H fl * A Lecture delivered at the Free! 
thinker’s International Congress, Chicago, Ill., 
October, 1883. By Susan H. Wixon: Price, 10c.

ROMANISM Isa pamphlel of 30pages, In 
reply to Prof. David Swing, 

VOIUlF Priest Cashman and Dr. With
row, and is principally In defense of Protestant
ism/ - A' concise Utile pamphlet Price 15 cents.

A.U Infamous 4Paxnphlctof82pagea, com- 
nrmanirnnv and .published by the vUiWpii aty late Gt Whlte> author 
of numerous antl-Catholie works. It contains 
disclosures Native to a villainous plot to over», 
throw our free government. Price. 15 cents

THE 606PEL OF'NATURE
Is a most excellent work by Dr. M. L. Sherman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore It 
has been sold for 82, but the price , now has been 
reduced to $1. It is a book that will Interest 
and instruct, it contains 280 pages, and Is full 
ot suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualities, and bls work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres.

ANTIQUITY UNte
The »most Important Revelations concerning 

the true origin of Christianity. Reader, Ln 
bringing to your notice “Antiquity Unveiled,” 
It is with the sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking tor the truth, regardless of any 
other consideration* If such is the case, this 
advertisement will deeply interest you, and 
after reading thia brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give the work a careful 
perusal. Price. 81.50.

IMPORTANT WORK,

HEL106ENTRJ6 ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables of Ephemeris to 1010. By 
Yarmo Vedra. With 64 illustrations, 35 of 
which aro original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author of “Descriptive Mentality.” A 
newsystem of personally determining the pri
mary fund of Mental and Physical forces and 
their results in mental aptitudes that dominate 
the nature of the individual as based upon date 
of birth. Price, cloth, 81.50.

"THE DREAN CHILD,"
A Fascinating Romance of Two Worlds. By 
.Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents. Books 
Hito "The pream Child" spnr Humanity on to 
make more and more demands of this nature,• 
and will open up new heights and depths of 
spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will, I believe, take Its place beside Bulwer's 
"Zanonl" and the "Seraphlta" of Balzac.—Daily 
Capital. Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and 
unvarnished with any inflammable descrip
tions, enthralls tho mind to the exclusion of 

' other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader 
closes the last page.-M!nneapolls Sunday 
Times.

"Aitor Her Deatn. The Story 
Summer," By Lilian Whiting, 
mind that loves spiritual thought can' 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful splrltuarthought, com
bining advanced id&as on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spirituaiisin, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos- 

l .phere of -exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price,

No

doth,fl.
' “Handy Electrical Dictionary.” a 

practical handbook, of reference, con
taining definitions of every used eleo 
trldal term or phrase. Price $1.

"The-Commamlments Analyzed.” By 
W. Hi Bach. The Commandments aro 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passage:, showing great Im 
congruitieB. Price 25 cents

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-o> 
eratlve-Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.”. By E. Iv 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 

। the last part of Human Culture and 
I Cure. Paper ©over, 16 ggaU.“

"Official Register of the National, State 
and Local Spiritualist Associations of 
the United States and Canada, With ■ 
Lyceums, 'CampiMeetings and Me
diums;”
The above .is the title ot a iiighly im

portant illustrated work, gotten up with 
painstaking We,-by Mrs.- Laura G. 
Flxen, the efficient Wee-president of the 
Illinois State ¡Spiritualist Association,” 
1047 Carmen Avenue, Chicago. It con
tains 100. pages and -will prove of great 
value to thosevwhorwisii to get Informa
tion in regardtto the different societies 
located in various parts of the country. 
It is gotten up in a ®ost beautifully ar
tistic style, atsd reftects great credit on 
its compiler. 'This ¡long needed work 
will impress:the casual observer'with 
the extensive ifollowing we have, and 
the dignity, due to athe, grandest and 
most important philosophy now be
fore the"whole;civibzed world. It leads 
off with a magnifiermt photo-engraving 
of Mrs. Abby iz>u2se Pettengill, presi
dent of the “SUty iff Light" Assembly, 
Lily Dale.N. Yq who is a prominent fac
tor in the education.process how going 
on in our ranks. This Official Register 
can be Obtained by addressing this of
fice. Price ?1. ;

¡“Mediumship and ite Development, 
and How-to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
op meat.”. By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners, who Bsek_to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de- 
velogn^enjj and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, &u cents-" paper” 25 cents.

“A Conspiracy Agalnstthe Republic." 
By Charles B. .Waite; A. M., author of 
"History of -the Christian , Religion to 
the Year 200)" etc. A Condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders t»eet control of the gov ■ 
emmenL An in^rt&nt work.

■ 85cents. :

HARMONICS OF EVOLUTION.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 

' Upon Natural Science
As taught by modern masters of law. By Flor
ence Huntley. An exceedingly intereating and 
distinctly valuable contribution to the Htera- 

. ture of evolution, unfolding its laws from the 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, and In* 
cheating the defects of the Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists alike can gain 
much from its perusal. Price, finely bound in 
Cloth. 82.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author ot "AH'. Bight with tho World." Cloth 270 
P&SCB. Mr. Newcomb roado adUdnct encccwtth 
■'AU's Right with the World," which continues In tho 
front rank ot the Metaphysical books that are now bo 
popular. Tho great number who have Jcen cheered 
nod strengthened by him will Welcome another book 
by th.s wise teacher whoso words of help are doing ao 
much to nake the world better by making men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy It. .

“Discovery of a Lost Trail"
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. It 
wlUbeln demand by many who bare not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price <1.50. For sale at 
ttlsoaco.

SPIRITUAL HARP aS« 
tion and Social Circles. By J. M. Peebles and 
J. O. Barrett; E- H. Bailey, Musical Editor. 
New edit ion. Culled from a wide field of litera
ture with tho most critical care, free from all 
theological bias, throbbing with the soul ot in
spiration, embodying the principles and virtues 
of the spiritual philosophy, set to the most 
cheerful and popular music (nearly all original) 
and adapted to all occasio is, it is doubtless the 
most-attractive work of she kind ever pub
lished. Its beautiful songs, duets and quartets, 
with piano, organ or meloikon accompaniment, 
adapted both to public micttngs and the social 

i Circles. Cloth, *1725; post) tc, 14 cents.

successful in organizing a very active 
working society named The Silver Bow 
Esoteric Association of workers and in
vestigators along the line of psychic re
search both in the physical and spirit
ual.

Our brother, Mr. Dunakin, closed his 
appointment with us last evening by ad
ministering the rite of baptism upon a 
young lady of our order, Miss Hazel 
Logue, granddaughter of Mrs. M. E. 
Logue (Grandma ’Logue, as she is fa
miliarly knowp). The ceremony, as 
given by our speaker, was something 
new to the people of Butte, and all pro
nounced it a grand success and a scene 
long to be remembered. The rostrum 
was beautifully decorated with flowers 
and palms, and the young lady„dressed 
in the richest attire of pure white, was 
seated in the center with her guardian 
uncle on one side (she being an or
phan) and her grandmother on the 
other. Mr. Dunakin’s discourse tor the 
occasion was on the subject of baptism, 
showing that the baptism which is ad
ministered by the Spiritualists is a bap
tism of the spirit to unfold our spiritual 
natures and to bring out the latent 
spiritual forces within us. The speak
er, after requiring the baptismal sub- | 
ject to answer a few questions pertain
ing to the Declaration of Principles ot 
our philosophy, then said: "These flow
ers, (holding up a beautiful bouquet of 
roses and carnations) emblem and type 
of purity, love and virtue, 1 bestow on 
you, emblematical of our divine order 
and religion, and now in the presence of 
the witnesses, by the power vested in 
me as a minister of the gospel of Spirit
ualism, I baptise you in the name of 
Love, Purity and Virtue,” followed by 
-an invocation.

The ceremony was very affecting and 
oil -felt that the divine spirit of bight 
and Love was showering down benedic
tions for the occasion.

Mr. Dunakin returns to his home by 
way of Portland, Oregon, where he will 
spend a few days to visit the Lewis and 
Clark Exposition. Thence to Denver, 
Colo., where his wife is expected to join 
him, where they will spend some time 
during the Grand Army Encampment at 
that place.

We hope to be able to have our 
brother with us again, at some time in 
the near future, as his work is calcu
lated to build up the Cause and add new 
recruits to our ranks by the plain philo
sophical statements-that through his in
strumentality the angel world bestows 
upon all who hear his eloquent dis
courses, MRS. MARY L. FIFER, 
President Sllver’Bow Esoteric Associa

tion.

have left no stone unturned, I havel 
done all within my power to build up| 
our societies, to unite them in one! 
grand cause, to show to the world we! 
are a power, and are trying to build up' 
the great cause of truth, and have or-' 
ganized societies, lyceums, ladles’ aids, ' 
young people’s societies, and all things'! 
that tend to unite and cement our peo-| 
pie in one common cause. 1 shall sayj 
nothing of the discouragements and ob-'1, 
stacles to overcome, that belong to all! 
phases of life. So when I am not able 
to be out and at work, one and all may/ 
know that there is a cause that holds “ 
me back. And when it comes to wile''; 
and family, I consider that a holy and I 
precious charge. . I have1 needed the I . 
work, the long strain on me from 
financial point has been hard, but some I ; 
way the way will open, and all will be i 
straight In time. There are times in I 
my life when everything goes against1 
any undertaking I may have, or make. 
Thus It has seemed to be for my work for 
fall and winter, but in time that will be 
made clear, the clouds will roll by, and 
once more the sun will shine. !

1 send my love and greetings to one 
and all, and trust as the days roll into ' 
months and the months into years, we 
shall have all grown, grown into the 
great fact of spirit communion, ot what । 
it means, of where it leads, leading us । 
away and out Into new truths, new I 
facts, and at last filling us with peace. !

G. H. BROOKS, i 
Wheaton, Ill. • ,

Claims That Mr. Finney Is an Excellent 
Medium. '

To the Editor:—I have seen the ar
ticle in the Grand Rapids paper, also in 
the Detroit paper, pretending to expose ' 
Mr. Finney. I was present at the se
ance, and the article in the papers was 
a gross and wilful misrepresentation ot 
the facts.

Mr. O. W. Kibby did strike a match, 
and broke up the seance, but there was 
nothing to show that the medium had 
anything to do with manipulating the 
trumpet or guitar. The trumpet and 
guitar both came down at once, but Mr. 
Finney was still held by the attendants’ 
hands. There was no talk of fight or 
hard words. Mr. Finney, the paper 
states, left town on the next train. He 
had an engagement at Petoskey, where 
lie went the next morning, but was back 
to Snowflake Camp the same week, 
where he has been holding seances ever 
since. Mr. Finney has been to Bellaire 
this week and held a seance at the 
home of Lewis Ritt with satisfaction to 
all present, and at Snowhake Camp 
(since the evening of the disturbance), 
he held a test seance and every person 
present took turns to hold his hands 
and the demonstrations went on just 
the same. I am glad to have the oppor^.. 
tunity to correct such a false stateoj 
ment. I personally know, myself, that 
the manifestations that are produced
are genuine.

Bellaire, Mich.
W. J. NIXON.

To the Editor:—We have 
ing a treat here this week.

been hav- 
A. A. Fln-

THE GOLDEN ECHOES 8
A-New Book ot Inspirational 

'Words and Music, ‘
Por the acs of metises, lycsus» and home, by a V?..
Tucker. Tlieie b»auUtnl.Mmg» b»v6 alreaij com- 
CRted mtay broken htsrta, aM it it hoped that they

"Cosnifftn Hymn Book." A collection 
of original and relected bymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, -for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
■want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions Of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. - Price 50 cents.

“Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
“Age of R?ason,” and a-number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Clotn binding, 439 
■pages. Price ?.L .

"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath- 
ollc Conspiracy Detetf ed and Exposed." 

1 “RomanlBm Exposed^ L” svo pamphlets 
| by Rev. J. G. White, autvr of Startling

at

ney, the trumpet medium, came here 
Tuesday and gave five seances, all of 
which were a success. The large din
ing room of the hotel was nearly filled; 
over half of them were skeptics or per-, 
sons who had never attended anything 
of the kind before. All expressed their- 
admiration of the manifestations, and 
their belief that the trumpets and a 
guitar were going together, and at 
times a dozen independent voices were 
heard. The medium’s hands were held 
by skeptics who were thoroughly con
verted. We have been acquainted with 
Mr. Finney for several years, and know 
that anyone that tries'to'make him out 
a fake is a falsifier of the blackest 
kind. L. A. LABADIE.

Petoskey, Mich. ,

“Principles of Light and color.” By..
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. .D. A truly, 
great work of a master, mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight tai 
honor. The .result of years of deem 
thought and patient research Into Na-' 
ture’s finer forces - are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being cj > 
humanity. Medical men especially, an<| 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction aS । 
great value and interest A large,.fourt ! 
pound hook, strongly bound, and. con, 
taining beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For sale at tills office. Price, postpaid 
$5; It is a wonderful work and y® hM 
fee dhiyiitcd with it, ;
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The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Ready to Battle for Spiritualism, Pure arid Unadulterated, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity

GRAND LEDGE CAMP. A.POET'S VIEW.

Of

©

Give rs the Truth, the Whole- Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

LORENZO W.ORTHEN.

BUTTE, MONTANA.

INVISIBLE HELPERS

-Bö'Watren St.. ? ;8totioham. Mail.

A REAL SPIRIT AT WORK.

lovely

IMPORTANT WORK.

up with ropes. The rapping still con-

made by a hammer and it could be

A1

Ashley Camp, Ohio.
Everything Is moving along

6ome Suggestive Items Front One 
the Visitors—The Infamous At

tack on Moses Hull.

ROMANISM Ie,a pamphlel of 30 pages, in 
TPYPDQirn reply to Prof. David Swing-, JyArvOJUU meet Cashman and Dr. With
row, and is principally In defense of Proustant- 
Ism. - Aconcisd little pamphlet. Price 15 cents.It Makes a Noise Which Can Be Heard 

a Block Away.

Bishop A. Beals Offers Some Suggestive 
Thoughts,

f “The Jesuits." By Rev. B. F. Austin, 
A. M., B. D. An excellent pamphlet 
Prlce.15 .qents.. '

trim free to all readers of The Progressiva 
Thinker. AGENTS. 1 can start you with acapi-' 
UJ of Si.« and laud you with a bunk account of

*81,000. Address, E. J. IVOHST.
j 20 Elmore Block. Ashland, O.

. UYSELF.CUREOSÄ^
harmless Home ’Coro. » Awuxtf-.

MRS..«. V. BALDWIN, Box >212 Chicago, Ill. .

FRANK N. FOSTER, 

Spirit Photographer, 
Sittings by Mail. Write for Circular, 

hi Fitzhugh SU, Grand Rapids, Mlcb. .

ri EAPING BY MAIL ONLY. 25 CENTS. SEND 
J V date of birth. Queationa aoBwerad. Mrö. C.' C. 
Middleton; 670 Sierra b't, Lob Angeles, Cal.

WOMAN:
thinker's International Congress, Chicago, Ill.,
October, 1683. By Susan H. Wtxon.' Price, lop.

Maxi, p1MK and Wrih-date, S questions an
swered. Readings daily, MUS. DIXON, <4

East Slat st., Chicago.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE Full Reading 
ilW, short reading, tu uts : character rending 
from ulinie or letter, 25 ets.: by mall only, 16 Park 
Ave., Chicago.

tinned near him. The noise -was as if_ for years. To-tight (Tuesday) Mr. 
made by a hammer and it could be Sprague will speak upon “Marriage and

Madam Blanche Barnard.
Clairvoyant and trance medium, will.answer 

six -duestlona b/..mall for 25 cents, and eelf-od» 
dreeaed envelope, postpaid. Address, 933 Brood 
sheet, Bridgeport, Conn.

Business Medium and Psychometrist
Send dote of birth; ask three questions, which 

win be anawered, anda ivlul readiw, for 25 eenta. 
For. paychnmetry. Bend article or* specimen to 
read from. THEBESBTOANE, Box W; Berkeley. 
Cui.

8

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Will give Clairvoyant.> reading« by mail, oBststed 
by a Hpiritteuchejr of Aifrology. an ancient Greek. 
Will diagnose conditions, and jive ad-
vise of theSplnlVPhyHWian. WU1 tell you of ma
terial eonditioiw^and <lve. spirit!-advise, Send 
lock of hair, daieof birth, and one dollar, Laws 

■of nicdlumship iUughUtt Obsession or any unde- 
Hirable iniluomiq cuird.423 First at,, N, E„ Wash
ington. D. C

An Infamous A PamPh!<kof 32 pages, com- 
finnsnirnev J>lled anaT'lWl8hctl by the vUUMpiI abj mte Rov. q, white, author 
ot numerous antl-Caiholle works. It contains 
disclosures relative to a villainous plot to over
throw our tree government. Price. 15 cents

An Interesting Account of-Special Exer
cises.

N otice -to Spiritualists, 
Visiting

The Lewis and (lark txQositions^ 
MRS. D. A- BAYLOR, 

la proprietor of the 

OSBORN HOTEL, 
Corner Grand Avenue and East Ash at. Cleanest 
and coolest rooms tn Portland: 60 cts. to 11.00; 
meals, 26 cts. Get a transfer to East Ankeny St. 
Car, which passes the door, Phone, E. 875.

THE GOLDEN ECHOES:
- ANew Book oi Inspirational 

Words and Music,
For the use ot taeeUsge. IHees» bb4 home, hr B. 
Tucker. Theie hcauUtol ioBpi;hare alreadj oosh

MRS. O. A. BISHOP, _ 
Trance; Test and lliisinesB Medium, 
Well and favorably known for many years on the 
•West Side, is now Located at.No.-3721 Forest ave- 
nue. , Honra..8a. m fodp. ma Sundays excepted. 
Terms. Il,0U. 6LUings<eim be engaged by phone, 
Douglas B63.

Bunday, August 20, was a day of ideal 
weather at -Grand Ledge; Michigan.- 

1 Strangers found- there a camp having 
beautiful grounds, a commodious audi
torium unsurpassed at aijy other ot our 
western centers, a people,’ whether 
transient, or résident in thé ' near-by. 
city, of genial manner and winning so
ciability and an official board of sub
stantial men and women. On that day 
,tne crowd came from near and far, 
afoot, in carriages which spoke of well- 
to-do conditions, or aboard the little 
steamers on Grand River. Officials es
timated the number presént during the 
day at almost two thousand individuals. 
The president of the Illinois State Spir
itualists Association spoke both fore
noon and afternoon, while Chairman 
Edgerly'closed the latter with words ot 
•impressive appropriateness which were 
received by the campers with hearty ap- 
probatibn, and then the season for 1905 
was declared formally ended.

In asking after the best known per- 
. tonalities met there during the last 
' days of the meeting, Mrs. Abbie Sheets 

naturally comes first in the grinds of 
The Progressive Thinker family. Only 
a single glance at her welcome face was 
necessary.to tell that she has in the 
more recent months made real progress 
towards improved health.' Still not 
strong enough, for official burdens, or 
continuous speaking engagements, yet 
she Is taking up the latter work by de
grees and friends?’are hoping will ere 
long be fully equal to -the labor she 

' holds so saored and for which, choice 
forces have .fitted her.

Mrs, Marian Carpenter,, always a fa
vorite here because of her personality 
and womanly worth, was credited with 
having outdone herself in the quality of 
her-lectures and the merit of her mes
sages during this year’s engagement at 
Grand Ledge, while It is pleasant to also 

.record that her physical health is ap
parently better than in past-months. 
Many healing thoughts' will go out to 
her from widely scattered friends.

Mrs. Russell, vice-ptesident of the“ 
camp, and’ Grand Ledge’s own medium, 
was in popular demand for private 
readings and made many new friends.

. Mrs. Alex Caird, of Lynn, Mass., was 
present during the entire camp and 
gave marked satisfaction In her private 
work, while she was'gladly welcomed 
whenever she lent her aid upon the 
platform. She may, with her earnest 
husband, Dr. Caird, soon return to their 
iormer love and take up residence in. 
Chicago.

Mr. Comstock, residing near Marcel
lus, a farmer by vocation, gave the fire 
test often and very successfully with
out injury to either the mucous mem
brane of h» mouth or the hair and 
cuticle of his hands. A minister tried 
to imitate his work at his closing se
ance, but burned his hand quite se
verely. '

Mrs. C. Oswald of the Englewood 
Spiritual Unlofi, Chicago, was a pen 
sonal favorite with the campers and her 
medlumistic work, both public add pri
vate, was heartily commended. Old 
friends noted“certain developments In 
her psychic powers.

. Once again “The Expositor and Near
ly Psychic Era and Hull Crucible” is be
ing put In circulation—this time bear
ing the stamp of the Goshen,-Ind., post- 
office, Instead of Chicago. It is the 
same in matter as last year. The 
sneaks back of this anonymous attack 
upon Moses Hull had better step to the 
front and assume;public.responsibility, 
for it before it is forced upon them.- In
tervening time sinfi&Uts first appeal'- 
atice has not been lost. Financial back-’ 
er, editor, distributers and the Source 
from which it is supplied have been 
traced closely home. Its appearance 
savors of a Mafia-like assassination ot 
character in which only cowards in
dulge.

Anonymous charges against the Mor
ris Pratt Institute faculty are in circu
lation. The author of the foul slanders 
is known. Let the matter go afimce 
to the United States postoffice inspect
ors. I am myself in receipt of a fresh 
communication of that character.

GEORGE B. WARNE.

Sunapee Lake Camp,!
August Iß was a very rainy day. At 

2:30 p. m., a lecture by Mrs. Nettie 
Holt Harding, to a small audience. A 
good lecture and tests. We alljearneii 
something new.

. August 10, at 2.30 p. m., lecture and 
tests. At 7:45 p..m., seance in hall, by 
Mrs. Nettie Holt Harding. The tests 
.were, all recognized, and all were well 
pleased with the seance.

August 17, at 1 p, m., Ladies’ Aid fair, 
which was well attended and was a suc
cess every way.

August 18, at 2:30 p. m., lecture and 
tests by Mrs.. Nett,Ie Holt.Hardlngi The 

¡subject was “Power and Force,” and 
was well ’ delivered, and was spoken 
well of by everyone,

August 19, at 2:30 p. m., a lecture by 
Mrs. Nettle Holt Harding. Her subjeot 
was, “What Is God?” The audience 
was as good as tiny of this season. The 
audience spoke well of the lecture and 
the speaker. '■

AuguM 20, at 10:45 a. m.j it looked 
well for a cool day, the air very bracing 
and everything bid fair to be a good 
meeting. The president presented-An
nie Banks Scott ot Boston. The speak
er opened with a poem, and then with 
tests, and they all were recognized. At 
2:45 p. m., singing followed by a poem 
written by Lizzie Doten, and music by 
Miss Ida Bond and Mrs. Millen. The 
subject, by Mrs. Harding, “What Has 
Spiritualism Done for Humanity?” 
There was a large audience and the 
speaker was very forcible. It was one 
of Mrs. Harding’s best lectures, and 
this was her last day here;

At 4:30 p. m., the Ladies’ Aid Associ
ation held their annual meeting • for 
election of officers and the following 
were chosen: President, Mrs. Addie M. 
Stevens, Charemont, N. H.; 'first vice- 
president, Mrs. Hattie P. Burpee, Sut
ton, N. H.; second vice-president, Mrs. 
Susan JE. Watson, Hillsboro Bn, N. H,; 
secretary. Mis. H. G. Newman, Wash
ington, N; H.; treasurer, Mrs. Harriet' 
C.Cometock, Newport, N. H, Business 
Committee: Mrs. H. C. Comstock, New
port, N. H.; Mrs. Hattie Burpee, But
ton, N. H.; Mrs. Susan E. .Watson, 
HVlsboro, Br,; N. H.; Mrs. C. 6. Davis, 
Hartland, Vt-; Mrs. Caroline C. Lull, 
Charemont, N. H.; Miss Carohne Mar- 
cey, Hillsboro, N. H.

- At the annual meeting of» the Bunapee 
Lake Camp-meeting Association, Aug. 
19, the following officers were elected: 
President, John page, Henniker, N. H.; 
vice-president, Isaac K; Connor, War- 
ner, N. H.; secretary, Lorenzo Worthen,^ 
Hillsboro Bridge, N. H.; treasurer, Mrs/ 
Harriet C. Comstock, Newport, N. H. ■

Business committee: Thomas Burpee, 
chairman, Sutton’,' N.' H'.; C- E. Gove, 
Riverdale, N. H.;_ Isaac K. Connor, 
Warner, N. H. ,

Auditors: C. C. Davis, Hartland, Vt.; 
Mrs. Harriet G. Newman, Washington, 
N. H.

A special dispatch to the Chicago 
American from New York, says:

Strange raps, apparently the sound of 
a hammer, have upset the Marlon sec
tion of Jersey City and plunged the res
idents into an excited discussion as to 
whether the noise is caused by ghosts. 
The noises can be heard nightly in the 
old-fashioned residence on Pavonia, 
near Giles avenue, where reside Charles 
William Meyers, hid wife, his daughter, 
aged 19, and his two sons, Charles, 
21 years old, and William,-14 years old. 
The younger boy is an epileptic.

Two weeks ago Charles was awak
ened by strange, hammer-like raps un
der the bed in which he and his brother 
slept.

Strange Noise Repeated.'
The next night and following nights 

the strange noises were repeated.
The younger brother apparently slept 

through it all.
The next night Brother Charles tied 

William's hands and feet. But the old 
tap, tap, tap was heard. The neighbors 
were skeptical and all said:

“it’s William.”
And William it seemed to be, for, 

though tied hand and foot, the rapping 
would follow him around the house 
wherever he was carried at night. He 
wa's carried into the parlor and trussed

heard a half block away.
Spirits Want to ‘‘Talk.”

During the daytime Charles tore out 
the walls of his room and examined the 
gabled roof of .the house without suc
cess. Charles Brown, a Spiritualist, sat 
through a session of mysterious knock
ing and announced thatsome spirit was 
trying to communicate to the world 
through the epileptic boy. •'

Nightly delegations of Marlon resi
dents crowd the Meyers home listening 
to the knocking spook and three of Jer
sey City’s wisest policemen have sat in 
for a session. The mystery is unsolved 
end- deeper than when it began.

NOTES FROM G. H. BROOKS.

Explaining Apparent Lack of Activity 
In Field Work. *

A Paper that Never Falters, NeverPhus®s in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science^ Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.
August 20 dawned clear and beauti

ful, bringing to the camp many seekers 
after spiritual truths, as an expounder 
of which no one is superior to W. J; 
Colville, the speaker of the day. He 
began the services by singing a solo, 
“Angels Ever Bright.and Fair.’\ Mr. 
Hunger, the president, in his remarks 
spoke of the coming dedication of their 
temple In Cleveland the first Sunday tn 
October. Mr. Colville gave' an im
provised poem as an invocation. His 
subject, for the morning was “The Evi
dence of Spiritualism and the Practical 
Benefits of Spiritualism." He held his 
audience from start to finish as only he 
can, giving many points that suited his 
hearers, as (he lieguqnt applause testi
fied, ■ '

In the afternoon he sang “The Pripce 
and the Minstrel,” then for an hour, and 
a half he placed before bls large audi
ence the facts and evidences within his 
knowledge of Individual Immortality. 
From four to five he answered ariy 
questions that were propounded and 
they were many and varied; his an
swers were to the point and clearly il
lustrated so as to be fully understood.

Mrs. Challen was message bearer 
after both leetu' es, her last appearance 
here for the season.

I What might have been a serious ac
cident occurred during the morning lec
ture. Mr. Hunger, our worthy presi
dent, sitting at the back of the rostrum, 
in some way ’ost his balance and he fell 
backward with head down between the 
tent and platform, only his feet remain
ing in sight. Several gentlemen ran to 
his assistance and helped to extricate 
him from his uncomfortable position. 
He arose smiling and debonair, seem
ingly none the worse for his involun
tary acrobatic teat, which had not even 
caused a pause in the speaker's flow of 
eloquence. MARY L. BETTES.

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

Spiritualist Meetings.
It Is important when a meeting is 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be. mislead. We. 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held bero-ta public halls at the present 
time.

here. The park was never so lovely as 
now. “Lake Tiberias” is swimming 
full of fish; sometimes its banks are 
lined with men, women and children en-' 
joying the fishing. One day last week- 
Mrs. Kibby is reported to have caught 
one hundred fish. They are small, but 
make good eating.

The attendance at the meetings has 
been better than it has been for years' 
past. The people seem to be renewing 
their, interest and everybody is encour
aged.

The talent employed are as follows: 
W?. V. Nicum of Dayton, Ohio; Mrs. E. 
A. Kibby of Cincinnati; Mrs. Margaret 
Slewart of Piqua, Ohio, and Mr. and 
Mrs. E. W. Sprague, the N. S. A. mis
sionaries, of Jamestown, N. Y.

Mrs. Kibby and Mrs. Stewart are em
ployed for the season. Mr. Nicum has 
filled his engagement and gone, arid 
Mr. and Mrs. Sprague are here. They 
held services in our fine auditorium last 
Sunday, speaking twice to the largest 
audiences that have been in attendance

fl 6UanG6 to Make Money. 1
I have berries, grapes and peiches a year old, 

fresh as when picked. I used the California 
Cold Process. Do not heat or seal the fruit, just 
put it up cold, Keeps perfectly fresh, and costs 
almost nothing; can put up a bushel Ln ten 
minutes. Last year I sold directions to over 120 
families tn oneveek; anyone 'Will pay a dollar 
for directions when they see the beautiful sam-. 
pies of fruit As there are many people poor 
like myself, I consider it my duty to give my 
experience to such and feel confident anyone 
can-make one or two hundred dollars round 
home in a tew days. I will mall sample of fruit 
aud full directions to any of your readers for 
nineteen (19) two cent stamps, which Is only the 
actual cost ot -the samples, postage, etc. 
F/uh'Cis Casbt, St. Louis. Mo.

Divorce,” and will compare the teach
ings of the Bible with the teachings-of 
Modern Spiritualism, concerning, - the 
subject. The Spragues have the ros
trum this week and will close, the 
camp next Sunday. They -will be assist
ed by Mrs. Stewart and Mrs. Kibby 
from lime to time.'

It is a great pity that the people all i 
over this country do not know of .the 
wonderful mineral spring on this camp 
ground. It is called the, Odovene Well. 
It is four hundred feet deep, and wheii' 
first struck was a flowing well; it is 
pumped now. People come many miles 
to chrfy the water away in jugs and 
bottles. Its jypnderful curative quali
ties have tieen demonstrated over and 
overagain. , '

• It is the hope of our.camp-meetlng-as- 
sociatlon that they may soon. be able 
.to erect a fine hmel and, start a sanita
rium here. There is to be a trolley Une 
built soon'which'will bring the people 
from Delaware direct -to the camp 
grounds. This will make perfect con
nections "by trolley from Columbus, 
Ohio and many other smaller towns 
both north and south. When it is com
pleted then mineral water cures will be 
plenty, sanitarium, hotels, etc.,-will be 
built, the grounds extended and beauti- 
fled, our large auditorium will, be tilled 
from day to day, and the great work ol 
Ashley camp will be -materially In
creased. For a good time, everybody 
come to Ashley next year, ■

.; / KILL RA.NE.QiPH. Bec’y.

.First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday, , 
at 8 p. m. in Garselmau’s Hall, corner < 
Ashland avenue and W. 18th street . *

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasking’q hall, 30th and Archer avenue. , 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
service? In Hopkins’ Hall 528 W G3rd, 
street, „near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at, 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery. Bur- 
land, pastor,

The Englewood Spiritual Union is 
now located at McDermott’s Hall, 6G03 
South Halsted; street. Meetings every 
Sun.day.’ evening at 7:30. Ladles’ Aux
iliary every Thursday afternoon at 2:80.

Spiritual Alliance Church; in- 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Greve 
avenue. ’ Mrs. May Elmo, 'pastor,' as-' 
Bisted by Hugh S. Fraser. All wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p: m.

The Kenwood Spiritual Church .will 
hold services every Sunday at 8 and 8 
P. m., -at Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage prove avenue. Good speakers 
and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor and test medium;. '‘Come and bring 

«your friends. ? / .
.The ProgresBlve Sopiety. holds serv

ices every Sunday at l83'Jlast North 
avenue, corner Burling, at‘3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, testa and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The. Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 

। Sunday. • Conference at 3 p, m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mra. 
Isa Cleveland.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
I Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m„ at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 

। Indiana avenue. Admission ? to after
noon meetings, free; evening servfte, 
15 cents; Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist, - These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president No. 44 East 31st 
street

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann,' at 623 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday .evening at 8 ’ 
o'clock. Tests and musiv at every ser
vice. . .

The Spiritual Church of the Students 
of Nature will hold services every Sun
day at 7:30"p. m., at Van- Buren OpeYa 

iHouse, corner-Madison and California 
avenue. Good speakers and terit medi
ums. Mrs. M. -Schumacher, pastor.'

The Universal Occult Society meets 
every Sunday-at America Hall, 77 East 
31at street, at 3 ami 8 p. m. R. Gilray, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller will 
preside at all .meeting? during- the ab
sence of Brother Gilray, .. " ’ •

Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. 
at hall 210, Masonic Teinple, under the 
auspices of Walter DeVoe, the well- 
known lecturer. Miss Cora M. Nate, 
soloiset. . . -

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall,' 152 E. North; avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and ; every 
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock sharp, 
at- the National, formerly Garfield Turn
er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium.

Church of the Soul Communion holds 
meetings every .Wednesday evening at 
8' oclock and Sundays at 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and' tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Christian Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall. 3245 State street. 
Every Sunday evening at 7:30. Test 
messages given by good mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing-' 
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. All 
cordially Invited.

Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
eia avenue, near Robey' street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m- Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 arid 8 p. m„ by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services; 7:45 
o'clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Klmbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be- secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
coiffesponding' secretary, 455 E. 55th 
street Entrance to hall. 319 E. 55th 
street ..

The Spiritual-Association of Sixty- 
ninth street and Wentworth avenue 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall ' 
6922. Hon. D. Gilmour will address the 
meeting at'7:30 p. ria.' Conference at 
2:30 p.m.

The Rising Sun- -'Mission will hold 
services until further notice, Sunday af
ternoons at 3. evenings at. 8 o’clock, at 
Star Lodge Hall. 378 So. Western ave- - 
que. All welcome. ' " '?

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings .every. Sunday evening at 7:80 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Baulina street Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Annie Lord, (Jnamueriulu’s Card.
Dearfripntls. you can greatly help.mo care for 

my blind.staler, Jennie L. Webb. ooe of the earl- 
It'Ht jnediumB noar in Ilie -form; by writing a 
to a splrlHrfond. Sent) it to me with II. and J will 
try-andgetxeply bye independent writing or Wills’ 
pers.- Address Mra. Annie Lord OhambetlMn, MU* 
ford Masa. . .. - • • ■ ’

DON’T READ THIS.
Francee L. Loucks, Qpe of the greatest Psychic 

wonders living4hat useethespiritual X-raywith- 
out any leadlnguymplQin to direct, and locate all 
-internal diseases. A dyiaLwill ‘convince yon. 
Nervous' exhaustion «nd lost vigor of both sexes 
successfully ligated, as hundreds can testify. 
Send name, age^ex. cmnplexion and 10 cents in 
stamps, and reoelve a foorrect diagnosis of your 
case, free, worthdottRFB to you. Address,

FBAifCliSJU. LOUCKS,

THE 608PEL OF NATURE
Is a most excellent, work by Dr. M. L. Sherman» 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore it 
has been sold for 82. but the price , now has been 
reduced to 8L It is a book that will interest 
and instruct. It contains 280 pages, and Is full ■ 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualities, end bis work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. ■

RNTIQUITY UNViffiED.
Tbeimost Important yevelations concerning 

the true origin of Christianity. Reader, In 
bringing to your notice “Antiquity Unveiled,” 
it Is with the sincere hope that you are earn« 
estly looking for the truth, regardless of any 
other consideration* If such is the case, this 
advertisement will deeply interest you, and 
after reading this brief description you will 

, doubtless wish to give the work a careful 
perusal. Price, 81.60.

"Aiter Iler Deatn. .The Story st a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting.: No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can- 
fall to be fed arid delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual'thought, conf- 
blning advanced ideas on the finer and ' 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of' exalted. spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher. life. Price, 
«ioth.fL .

' "Handy Electrical Dictionary." a 
practlcnrhandbook, of reference,“con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical term or phrase. Price SI-

“The Commanilments Analyzed.” By 
W. Hi Bach. Tim Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passri?e:, showing great 12- 
congruities. Price 26 cents

“Social Upbuilding, including Coon. 
eratlve-Syatems and the.Happlness and I 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. ' 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises < 
the last part of Human Culture and : 
Cure. Paper cover. 16 mis,' sal®

‘-‘Official-Register of the National, State 
and Local Spiritualist Associations of 
the United States and Canada, With 
Lyceums, 'CampiMeetings and Me
diums." . y.
The above .is the (title, ot a highly im

portant illustrated work, gotten Up with 
painstaking «are,- by Mrs., Laura G. 
Fixen, the efficient ¡vice-president of the 
Illinois State .-Spiritualist Association,' 
1047 Carmen/’Avenue, Chicago. It con
tains 100 pageâ and -will prove of great 
value toThbsevwhomish to get informa
tion in regardito the different societies 
located in various parts of the country. 
It is gotten up in a -.most beautifully ar
tistic style, and reflects great credit on 
its compiler, ’Thid jlong needed work 
will impress:.the Ctaua) observer with 
the extensiverfollàwlng we have, and 
the dignity, due to sthe grandest and 
most important philosophy now be
fore the whole:civltize<l world. It leads 
off with a magnificent photo-engraving 
of Mrs. Abby (Louise Pettengill, presi
dent of the “City .iff Light” Assembly, 
Lily Dale,N. Yq-who is a prominent fac
tor in the education process now going 
on in our ranks. This Official Register 
can be obtained by addressing this of
fice. Price $1. ;

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
. ■ ' Who has had > C

Forty Years’ Experience In the Study 
and Pract ice of Medicine, Two

' Years Prof, in a Medical 
College, Ton Years 

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
and f» « Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
fails Indiugnosib, lie has given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat aud lung troubles, u)bo all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
foils to cure piles, If you would like un opinion 
ot your case FREE; write just how you feel with 
your own hand and hold tho letter in your hand 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply, 
' Address. ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D.

Pron. Reed City Banitarium. Reed City. Mich.

J. S. LOUCKS
Isofleof the oldest,and most successful spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures nre mar> 
vetous; ids examinations are free to ah who send 
him name, age. sex, aud lock of hair, and 0 cents 
in stamps. He doesn't ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, nt reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land, He cures you |n your own home.

Address, J, ri* LOUCKH. M.
________ Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

AN ASTONISHING-OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age; name and the leading symp
tom, and.your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit.power.

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,
U3Ö North Sixth St. 

Sau Jose, Call

fl lilnntlfipfl if Bestores Lost Vision, n WvHuul lui Wrlle for JHuatrafod Cir/juJur 
Showing »Wies and priceaiind OyuLLdLlu* photo of Spirit Yunna, who de* 

veioped thia Clairvoyant power In ma I can ad- 
Inst my Melted pebble Lena Spectacle aa perfect- 
jy to your eyes at your own home and ecud by 
moil, a® if you were tn my office. Thousanda -will 
testify. M.S*. POOLS.

<8 Evanston Ave.. Chicago, til
Dear Mr. Poole:—Yoùr spectacles are perfect. I 

can eay -perfection, Tabuli recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Loa Angeles. Cat

The Progressive Thinker scintillates 
and - glows with the ■ rich and best 
thoughts of minds stored with knowl
edge, and from every subject pertain
ing to science, progress, philosophy, eth- 
ids and the soul embodied awl disem
bodied, and.no live, thinker can peruse 
Its Interesting pages from week to 
week without feeling an awakening 
within him of latent possibilities mak
ing liim stronger of purpose and will, 
and more keenly alive to the nearness 
of the spirit world.

The Issue of August 19 is a very re
markable one, headed with the remark
able experiences ' with the medium 
Charles Bailey and before a ■ learned 
body of men and women,4ind their tes
timony to show the crucial test condi
tions under which the phenomena oc
curred. »

The article of Prof. James H. Hyslop 
is replete with interest, and the. reports 
of his scientific experiences in psychic 
research, which must carry great 
weight on the side of facts going to 
prove the truth of the continuity of the 
soul. •_

The always interesting column ot 
Hudson Tuttle’s Answers to Questions, 
which throws so much light on all sub
jects pertaining to man and his rela
tions here and hereafter, make that 
page replete with gems ot thought and 
light, worth alone the price of the pa
per, and The Progressive Thinker the 
most Important paper of its kind in the 
world.

I -But my special object In writing this 
I article was to notice the ‘interesting 
letter in this issue ;on the 8th page, 
from the. pen of our veteran medium, 
speaker, poet ant[ - writer, Lyman C. 
Howe. If affliction, disease and old,age 
have such an illuminating effect on the 
mind as it seems to in bis case, and to 
quicken with flashes of wit, sarcasm 
and poetic imagery as flows from Ills in
spired pen, one can almost wish to be 
afflicted that way if the disease could 
call out such genius of thought and 
give such undaunted courage and hope.

One cannot read this letter without 
seeing how closely allied is that will 
and mind to the eternal energies of the 
soul the Indestructible mind and spirit 
of the man, and how unflinchingly 
brave and heroic he subordinates the 
pain and sorrow of the body to the will 
and higher upliftment of the spirit to 
do the bidding of his medlumistic 
thought. But it is comforting to -see 
the rosy light of dawn just before, and 
these brave souls who have given their 
life energies to aid in the march ot spir
itual progress will soon feel the sum
mer winds of immortal glory play 
through their souls where beauty- 
clouds are alight with the rainbows of 
joy and peace.

BISHOP A. BEALS. 
Summerland, Cal.

A Very Excellent and Compre
hensive Work.

XJne from the Theospphical Stand
point.................

. 'This work, “Invisible helpers,” writ
ten by C. W. Leadbéater, thè remark- 
ble English psychic .(whose lectures 
have-graced the., columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker), is certainly very in
teresting :and’-suggestive .throughout. 
It treats of the “Universal Belief in the 
Invisible. Helpers," • the “Angel Story," 
"Work Among the Dead,” “What Lies 
Beyond." The work is neatly bound in 
cloth, and the price is 55 cents.

TUE CAI II . >TS NATURE, RE- lr|r MH I ’ lations and ex- 111L . PRESSIONS IN HU.
■ MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. -Price il.00. This is one ot the .best books 
given by the guldesot Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book ot reference for those who-have been 
members of the classes receiving them. This 
volumeis a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing the bases of the teachings.

HELIOGENTRIG ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables of Ephemeris to 1910. By 
Yarmo Vedra, With 61 illustrations, 85 of 
which are original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author of “Descriptive Mentality.” A 
new system of personally determining the pri
mary fund of Mental anu Physical forces and 
their results in mental aptitudes that dominate 
the nature of the Individual as based upon date 
of birth. Price, cloth. $1.50.

"THE DREftA CHILD,”
A Fascinating Romance of Two Worlds. By 
-Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents. Books 
like “The Dream Child” spur Humanity on to 
make more and more demands of this nature. • 
and will open up new heights and depths of 
spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox, 
will, I believe, take its place beside Bulwer’s 
“Zanoni” and the “Seraphita” of Balzac.—Daily 
Capital, Topeka. Kansas. Although simple and 
unvarnished with any inflammable descrip
tions, enthralls the mind to the exclusion of 

' other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader 
closes the last page.—Minneapolis Sunday 
Times.

flflRMONIGS OF EVOLUTION.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 

' Upon Natural Science
As taught by modern masters ot law. By Flor
ence Huntley. An exceedingly Interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to the litera
ture of evolution, unfolding its laws from the 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, and in
dicating the defects of the Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists alike can gam 
much from its perusal. Price, finely bound in 
Cloth. 62. -

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B, NEWCOMB,

I Author of “Airs Right with tho World.” Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct euccenwlth 
•‘Aira Right with the World,” which continues In tho 
front rank of the Metaphysical books that are now so 
popalar. Tho grcat uumber who have jeencheered

I and strengthened by him will "Welcome another book 
. by thia wlee teacher whoso words of help ere doing so 
| much to nake the world better by matins men and 
women-better able to usderatand and enjoy it.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
: Isa staple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
| called life, but grand tn its scholarly simplicity. It 
; will be la damandbymany who hare not previously 
I read metaphysical writings. Trice f L50. For sale at 
ttfifloScc.

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How-to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.". By WfH. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners: who. ssek_to know arid 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de- 
velogn^n^ and avoid errors, Price, 
cloth, bu cents? paper,’ 25 cents.

"A Conspiracy Against .the Republic." 
By Charles B. .Waite; A. M., author of 
“History, of-tae. Chsnstlan Religion; to 
the Year 200,” etc.. A: Condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to®at control of the gov 
eminent. An ¡Wartant work.
85 cents.

SHRTTOM. HARP «SS 
tlon and Social Circles. By J. M. Peebles and 
J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. 
New edition. Culled from a wide field of litera
ture with the, most critical care, free from all 
theological bias, throbbing with the soul of. in
spiration, embodying the principles and virtues 
of the spiritual philosophy, set to the most 
cheerful and popular muslc fnearly all original) 
and adapted to all occasions, it Is doubtless the 
most-attractive work of idle kind ever pub
lished. Its beautiful songs, duets and quartets, 
with piano, organ or meloikon accompaniment, 
adapted both to public meetings and the social 
Circles. Cloth, W.S5; postite, 14 cents-

Through the instrumentality of Hen
ry B. Allen, a physical arid musical me
dium of rare merit, who has been with 
us for several months, and whom we 
hope to keep with us for several months 
longer, we have been fortunate enough 
to procure the services of the president 
of the Ohio State Spiritualist Associa
tion, Rev. Fred D. Dunakin of Cecil, O., 
who has been lecturing for us In the 
old Masonic Hall on West Park street, 
for the last six weeks, on various sub
jects relating to Spiritualism and its 
kindred sciences, demonstrating to the 
inquiring minds that from Sunday to 
Sunday came, out to listen to the in
spired teachings of this most gifted and 
eloquent lecturer, the facts of immortal
ity and the continuity of life beyond 
the grave. Through our united efforts 
assisted by this able leader we were 
successful in organizing a very active 
working society named The Silver Bow 
Esoteric Association of workers and in
vestigators along the line of psychic re
search both in the physical and spirit
ual.

Our brother, Mr. Dunakin, closed his 
appointment with us last evening by ad
ministering the rite of baptism upon a 

! young lady of our order, Miss Hazel 
Logue, granddaughter of Mrs. M. E. 
Logue (Grandma Logue, as she is fa
miliarly known). The ceremony, as 
given by our speaker, was something 
new to the people of Butte, and all pro
nounced It a grand success and a scene 
long to be remembered. The rostrum 
was beautifully decorated with flowers 
and palms, and the young lady,.dressed 
in the richest attire of pure white, was 
seated in the center with her guardian 
uncle on one side (she being an or
phan) and her grandmother on the 
other. Mr. Dunakin's discourse for the 
occasion was on the subject of baptism, 
showing that the baptism which is ad
ministered by the Spiritualists is a bap
tism of the spirit to unfold our spiritual 
natures and to bring out the latent 
spiritual forces within us. The speak
er, after requiring the baptismal sub
ject to answer a few questions pertain
ing to the Declaration of Principles ot 
our philosophy, then said: "These How
ers, (holding up a beautiful bouquet of 
roses and carnations) emblem and lype 
ot purity, love and virtue, 1 bestow on 
you, emblematical of our divine order 
and religion, and now in the presence of 
the witnesses, by the power vested in 
me as a minister of the gospel of Spirit
ualism, I baptise you in the name of 
Love, Purity and Virtue,” followed by 
■an Invocation.

The ceremony was very affecting and 
all felt that the divine spirit of Light 
aud Love was showering down benedic
tions for the occasion.

Mr. Dunakin returns to his home by 
way of Portland, Oregon, where he will 
spend a few days to visit the Lewis and 
Clark Exposition. Thence to Denver, 
Colo., where his wife Is expected to join 
him, where they will spend some time 
during the Grand Army Encampment at 
that place-

We hope to be able to have our 
brother with us again-at some time in 
the near future, as iris work is calcu
lated to build up the cause and add new 
recruits to our ranks by the plain philo
sophical statements-that through his in
strumentality thé: angel world bestows 
upon all who hear his eloquent dis
courses., MRS, MARY L. FIFER, ■ 
President Silver'Bow Esoteric Associa

tion.

.It has been a long time since I have 
bent any letter to the many readers of 
1 he Progiessive Thinker, which makes 
its weekly.visits to so many homes, and 
keeps, so many, floated of the work that 
is going on.’ During my long, silence I : 
have received a number of letters from 
my friends, asking mb where j was, and 
what I was doing? As far as possible 
I have tried to answer them, but there 
are those who are still wondering whyl 
I am seemingly out of the. work.at leasti 
for the present. No doubt there are 
many who are also wondering why 1 am* 
not at wovfa To one and all I will arise 
ana explain. On the return of my wife 
last spring, I found she would need me 
at home, and my constant care of her! ' 
and the home. While she was benefited' 
by her trip to California, yet. she was 
tar from well. As soon as I discovered! 
that I gave up all 'thought of goinS 
away, much as I might desire to, and! 
much as I needed the work, and devote 
myself to my wife, boy and the home,' 
and so I have remained. There had I 
been much tor me to dp, and 1 have 
been more than busy in ways I cannotf 
explain. Indeed I have been so busy,! 
up to within a short time, that I havd 
bad no time for letter writing, or if i 
had I should not have been in the spirit} 
to write. Thus have I been busy not ori 
the platform of Spiritualism, but doing' 
as high and holy work, looking after the I 
interest of my family, and aiding in ev-1 
ery way I could to bring back the roses' 
to my wife’s cheeks. j

She is not strong yet, but I bellevd] 
the will gain, when the heated term ex-1 
pires. Soon I expect to return to my,1 
work, and have some one with my wit's i 
to care for her while I again go torth! : 
with the message Spiritualism has fonk 
the people. 1 consider it a blessed4" 
privilege to be blessed by this spiritual. 
power, to be able to go fortli trying toi>' 
give comfort and consolation to a hunt I 
gry people, who are In need ot the greafl 
spiritual truths that Spiritualism has 
to offer. To Impress if possible upon a. 
materially-minded world the great face 
of the continuity of life, of the law of 
spirit communion, which when rightly 
understood gives peace and joy tc* 
those who receive Its teachings as they 
should.

This task may not be a pleasant ona 
in one sense of the word, tor there is su 
much to contend with in the presenta
tion of these truths, yet they must bo 
given forth for there are those who are 
ready for them, and will be blessed in’ 
the receiving. For those who are not 
ready, all there Is for them to do i® 
to wait until the soul is ready to re-1 
ceive. It may not. be it will be on Glia' 
plane, they may be obliged to pass| 
through with much ere they can re
ceive, but when they do, then comes' 
the blessing. For over twenty-five 
years have i been busy in trying to do. 
what I could to spread these truths. R 
nave left no stone unturned, I have! 
done all within my power to build un 
our societies, to unite them in onek 
grand cause, to show to the world w 
are a power, and are trying to build tin I 
the great cause of truth, and have or-'1 
ganized societies, lyceums, ladles’ aids 
young people’s societies, and all things 4 
that tend to unite and cement our peo
ple in one common cause. 1 shall sayj* 
nothing of the discouragements and ob->' 
stacles to overcome, that belong to alii’ 
phases of life. So when 1 am not able'1 
i.2,be at "ork- one and ail may.' 
know that there is a cause that holds i 
me back. And when it comes to wire1! 
and family, I consider that a holy and 
precious charge. . I have1 needed the I 
work, the long strain on me froiir<aj 
financial point has been hard, -but som^j 
way the way will open, and all will be«»>«• There are times in 1 

everythinB goes against I 
any undertaking I may have, or make. 
I hits it has seemed to be for my work for 
fall and winter, but in time that will be 
made clear, the clouds will roll by and 
once more the sun will shine. ’ 1

I send my love and greetings to one ’ 
and all, and trust, as the days roll into ’ 
months and the months into years we 
shall have all grown, grown into’ the 
great fact of spirit communion, of what 
it means, of where it leads, leading us 
away and out into new truths, new 
facts, and at last filling its with peace.

, G. H. BROOKS. ;Wheaton, Ill. • I

Claims That Mr. Finney Is an Excellent j 
Medium. .'

To the Editor:—I have seen the ar- - 
tide in the Grand Rapids paper, also in 
the Detroit paper, pretending to expose 
Mr. Finney. 1 was present at the se
ance, and the article in the papers was 
a gross and wilful misrepresentation of 
the facts.

Mr. O. W. Kibby did strike a match, 
and broke up the seance, but there was 
nothing to show that the medium had 
anything to do with manipulating the 
trumpet or guitar. The trumpet and 
guitar both came down at once, but Mr. 
Finney was still held by the attendants' 
hands. There was no talk of fight or 
hard words. Mr. Finney, the paper 
states, left town on the next train. He 
had an engagement at Petoskey, where 
he went the next morning, but was back 
to Snowflake Camp the same week, 
where he has been holding seances ever 
since. Mr. Finney has been to Bellaire 
this week and held a seance at the 
home of Lewis Ritt with satisfaction to 
all present, and at Snowflake Camp 
(since the evening of the disturbance), 
he held a test seance and every person 
present took turns to hold his hands 
and the demonstrations went on just, 
the same. 1 am glad to have the oppoft, 
tunity to correct such a false st ate. t 
ment. I personally know, myself, that 
the manifestations that are produced
are genuine.

Bellaire, Mich.
W. J. NIXON.

To the Editor:—We have 
ing a treat here this week.

been liav-
A. A. Fin-

"CosmiMi Hymn Book.” A collection 
ot original and selected hymns, for lib
eral aud ethical societies, .tor schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash- 
bum. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 253 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
£otn all sectarianism. Price 50 cent«.'

“Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas Paine,’’ contains his celebrated 

I “Age of Reason/’ and a-number ot let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Clottf binding, 48(1 
•pages. Price |1- • ~ .

“An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.’’ 
“Romanism Exposed,-” Two pamphlets 
by Rev.’J. G. White, author, of Startling 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, or two to»

ney, the trumpet medium, came here 
Tuesday and gave five seanegs, all of 
which were a success. The large din
ing room of the hotel was nearly filled; 
over half of them were skeptics or per- - 
sons who had never attended anything 
of the kind before. All expressed their, 
admiration of the manifestations, and 
their belief that the trumpets and a 
guitar were going together, and at 
times a dozen independent voices were 
heard. The medium’s hands were held 
by skeptics who were thoroughly con
verted. We have been acquainted with 
Mr. Finney for several years, and know 
that anyone that tries'to'make him out 
a fake is a falsifier of the blackest 
kind. L. A. LABAD1E.

Petoskey, Mich. , ■ ।

"Principles of Light anfl Color.” Bji . 
E. D. Babbitt, M; _D., LL. ,D.. A truly,, 
great work ot a master mind, and ona 1 
whom Spiritualists should . delight ta I 
honor. The .result of years of ’ deep i 
thought and patient research Into Na. ‘ 
ture’s finer forces - are hero gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being oi 
humanity. Medical men especially, and! 
scientists, general readers and student^' 
of occult forces will find instruction oa । 
great value and interest A large, four, > 
pound book, strongly bound, and con, 
tainlng beautiful illustrative plates,' 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid 
85. It Is a wonderful work nn Wi

J. ijshtc? m tt, ■ —A
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GRAND-LEDGE CAMP.

Some Suggestive Items From One 
the Visitors—The Infamous At

tack on Moses Hull.

•of

Sunday, August 20, was a day of ideal 
( weather at '•Grand Ledge, Michigan.- 
• Strangers found- there a camp having 

• beautiful grounds, a commodious audi
torium unsurpassed at any other ot our 
western centers, a people,, whether 
transient, or resident in the near-by 
city, ot genial manner and winning $0- 
eiability and an official board of sub
stantial men and women. On that day 
,tne crowd came from near and tar, 
afoot, m carriages which spoke of well- 
to-do conditions, or aboard the little 
steamers on Grand River. Officials es- 
Bmated the number present during the 
flay at almost two thousand individuals. 
The president ot the Illinois State Spir
itualists Association spoke both fore
noon and afternoon, while Chairman 
Edgerly'closed the latter with words ot 
•impressive appropriateness which were 
received by the campers with hearty ap
probation, and then the season tor 1905 
was declared formally ended.

In asking after the best known per-’ 
■ sonallties met there during the last 
' flays of the meeting, Mrs. Abbie Sheets 

. naturally comes first in the piinds of 
The Progressive Thinker family. Only 
a single glance at her welcome face was 
necessary .to tell that she lias in the 
more recent months made real progress 
towards improved health.' Still not 
strong enough, for official burdens, or 
continuous speaking engagements, yet 
she is taking up the latter work by de
grees and friends are hoping will ere 
long be fully equal to the labor she 

'holds so sacred and for which, choice 
forces have-fitted her. .

Mrs. Marian Carpenter, always a fa
vorite here because of her personality 
and womanly worth, was credited with 
having outdone herself in the quality of 
her-lectures and the-merit of her meB'’ 
sages during this year’s engagement at 
Grand Ledge, while it 4s pleasant to also 

.record that her physical health is ap
parently better than in past'■ months. 
Many healing thoughts' will go out to 
her from widely scattered friends.

Mrs. Russell, vice-president of the- 
camp, and Grand Ledge’s own medium, 
was in popular demand for private 

' readings and made many nevi friends.
• Mrs. Alex Caird, of Lynn, Mass., was 

prepent during the entire camp and 
gave marked satisfaction in her private 
work, while she was’gladly welcomed 
whenever she lent her aid upon the 
platform. She may, with her earnest 
husband, Dr. Caird, soon return to their 
former love and take up residence in

Sunapee Lpke Camp. ■'
August=15 was a very rainy day, At 

2:30 p. m.. a lecture by Mrs. Nettie 
Holt Harding, to a small audience. A1 
good lecture and-tests, We all learned 
something new.

August 16, at 2.30 p. m., lecture and 
tests. At 7:45 p..m., seance in hall,.by 
Mrs. Nettle Holt Harding. The tests 

i.were, all recognized, and all were well 
pleased -with the seance,

August 17, at 1 p, m., Ladies’ Aid fair, 
which was well attended and was a Suc
cess every way. ■ .

August 18, at 2:30 p. m., lecture and 
tests by Mrs. Nettie Holt.Harding: The 
subject was “Power and Force," and 
was well delivered, and was spoken 
well of by everyone. ■

August 19, at 2:30 p. in., a lecture by 
Mrs. Nettie Holt Harding. Her subject 
was, “What Is God?” The audience 
was as good as any of this season. The 
audience spoke well of the lecture and 
the speaker.

August 20, at 10:45 a. m., it looked 
well fora cool day, the air very bracing 
and everything bid tair to be a good 
meeting. The president presented An
nie Banks Scott ot Boston. The speak
er opened with a poem, and then with 
tests, and they all were recognized, At 
2:45 p. m., singing followed by a poeni 
written by Lizzie Doten, and music by 
Miss Ida Bond and Mrs. Millen. The 
subject, by Mrs. Harding, “What Has 
Spiritualism Done for Humanity?" 
There was a large audience and the 
speaker was very forcible. It was one 
of Mrs. Harding’s best lectures, and 
this was her last day here'. -

At 4:30 p. m., the Ladies’ Aid Associ
ation held their annual meeting ’ tor 
election of officers and the following 
were chosen: President, Mrs. Addle M.

Ie Progressive TMer
A Paper that Never Falters, Never^uags in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality,1 Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Givels the Truth, the Whole* Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

Spiritualist Meetings
it is important when a meeting Is 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that-inquirers may apt be, mislead. We. 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero-ln public balls at the present 
time.

Stevens, Charemont, N. H.; 'first vice- 
president, Mrs. Hattie P. Burpee, Sut
ton, N. H.; second vice-president, Mrs. 
Susan E; Watson, Hillsboro Br., N. H.; 
secretary, Mrs. H G. Newman, Wash
ington, N; H.; treasurer, Mrs. Harriet; 
Ç. Comstock, Newport, N. H. Business : 
Committee: Mrs. H. C. Comstock, New
port, N. -H.; Mrs. Hattie Burpée, But- ; 
ton, N. H.; Mrs; Susan E. .Watson, 
Hillsboro, Bf„' N. H.; Mrs. C. C. Davis, 
Hartland, Vt.; MrS. Caroline C. Lull, 
Charémoht, N. H.; Miss. Caröl.he Mar-

Chicago.
Mr. Comstock, residing near Marcel

lus, a farmer by vocation, gave the fire 
test often and very successfully with
out injury to either the mucous mem
brane of hj|6 mouth or the hair and 
cuticle of his hands. A minister tried 
to imitate his work at hlB closing se
ance, but burned his hand quite se
verely. '

Mrs. C. Oswald of the Englewood 
Spiritual Unioli, Chicago, was a per
sonal favorite with the campers and her 
mediumistic work, both public add pri
vate, was heartily commended. Old 
friends noted'certain developments in 
her’psychic powers.

. Once again “The Expositor and Y ear
ly Psychic Era and Hull Crucible" is be
ing put in circulation—-this time bear
ing the stamp of the Goshen,.Ind., post
office, instead of Chicago. It is the 
same in matter 'as last year. The 
sneaks back of this anonymous attack 
Upon Moses Hull had better step to the 
front and assume; public ; responsibility. 
for it before it is forced upon them. In
tervening time sind&rits first appear- 
afice has not been lost. Financial back-' 
er, editor, distributers and the Source 
from which it is supplied have been 
traced closely home. Its appearance 
savors of a Mafia-like assassination of 
character In which only cowards in
dulge.

Anonymous charges against the Mor
ris Pratt Institute faculty are in circu
lation. The author of the foul slanders 
is known. Let the matter go at once 
to the United States postoffice inspect
ors. 1 am myself in receipt of a fresh 
communication of that character.

GEORGE B. WARNE.

cey, Hillsboro, N. H.
At the annual meeting of»the Sunapee 

Lake Camp-meeting Association, Aug. 
19, the following officers were elected: 
President, John Gage, Henniker, N. H.; 
vice-president, Isaac K. Connor, Warr 
ner, N. H.; secretary, Lorenzo Worthen, 
Hillsboro Bridge, N. H.; treasurer, Mrs.' 
Harriet C. Comstock, Newport, N. H. .

Business committee; Thomas Burpee, 
chairman, Sutton’,’N. H’.; C. E. Gove, 
Riverdalp, N. H.;_ Isaac K. ■ Connor, 
Warner, N. H.

Auditors: C. G. Davis, Hartland, Vt.; 
Mrs. Harriet G. Newman, Washington, 
N. H. '

LORENZO W.ORTHEN.

. First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p, m, in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

Central Spiritual Church holds, serv
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasklng’s hall, 30th and Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W fiJfd 
street, „near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes-, 
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery. Bur- 
land, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union is 
now located at McDermott's Hall, 6603 
South Halsted. street. Meetings every 
Sunday'evening at 7:30. Ladles’ Aux
iliary every Thursday afternoon at 2:30.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church; in. 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. ’ Mrs. May Elmo,-pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. All wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p; m.

The Kenwood Spiritual Church „will 
hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m.. .at Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor: and test mediumiGfCome and bring 
your friends. . .. .y- . ..

; The Progressive Society, holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183”JJast North 
avenue, corner Burling, at" 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session, Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The. Church, of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. ' Conference at 3 p. m. Lee- 
ture at 8 p. m. -The hall number is 861-

DBADING BY MAIL ONLY. 23 CENTS. SEND 
IV date of birth, Queslioua answered. Mrs. C. C. 
Middleton. 570 blemt bt. Los Angeles» Cal. . . .

MAIL IkiMtS ana blrth”dale,' 3 questions an
swered, Readings daily, MRS. DIXON, 44 

East Slat St., Chicago.

MR&OPABTMDGEFuH^eacHng 
il.UO; short reading, 60 ots ; character reading 
from name or letter, 26 cts.; by mail only, 16 Park 
Ave., Chicago.

Madam Blanche Barnard.
Clairvoyant and trance medium, wHLanswer 

six questions by mail for 25 cents,.and self-ad
dressed envelope. postpaid. AddresiT, 033 Broad 

। street, Bridgeport, Conn.

Business Medium, and Psychometrist.
Send date ot binlr; ask three, questiona, which 

win be answered, and k trial reading, for 2ô cents. 
For. peychnmetrx. aepd article or- specimen to 
read from. THEllESB'DUANE, Box 87-, Berkeley. 
Cal. .

MRS. O, A. BISHOP. _
Tranee; Test and ■ B its I ness Medium. 
Well »nd favorably known tor niany years on the 
■West side, la now cqaaied at No.Xfn Foitat ave- 
uiie,.-Honrau8 a. tn-to 4 p. m.t Sundays excepted. 
Terms; H,W. Sltllng»can he engaged-by phone, 
Douglas 1453, ,

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
- Who has had *

Forty Years1 Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two

Years Prof, in a Medical
College, Ten Years i

IN SANITARIUM WORK, I
and 1» a Natural Clairvoyant« He never 
fails In diagnosis, He Inis given special attention , 
to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, a)so all 1 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
falls to cure piles, If you would like an opinion 
of your etiae FREE, write juat how you feel with 
your own hand and hold tho letter in your hand 
live minutes. Enclose stamp for reply, 

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D.
Pron. Reed City SanlUrium, Reed City. Mich.

■ft, J. S. LOUCKS"
Isofieof the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velous; his examinations are free to nil who send 
him name, age. sex, and lock of hair, and 6 cents Id stamps. He doesn’t ask for loading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will

I convince you. His practice extends all over the 
I land, . He cures you Jn your own home.

Address, J. N. LOVCMH, M. D..
| Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

A. POET’S VIEW. NOTES FROM G. H. BROOKS/»^

A REAL SPIRIT AT WORK.

It Makes a Noise Which Can Be Heard 
a Block Away.

A special dispatch to the Chicago 
American from New York, says:

Strange raps, apparently the sound of 
a hammer, have upset the Marlon sec
tion of Jersey City and plunged the res
idents into an excited discussion as to 
whether the noise is caused by ghosts. 
The noises can be heard nightly in the 
old-fashioned residence on Pavonia, 
near Giles avenue,' where reside Charles 
William Meyers, hid wife, his daughter, 
aged 19, and his two sons, Charles, 
21 years old, and William,-14 years old. 
The younger boy is an epileptic.

Two weeks ago Charles was awak
ened by strange, hammer-like raps un
der the bed in which he and his brother 
slept.

Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.
August 20 dawned clear and beauti

ful, bringing to the camp many seekers 
after spiritual troths, as an expounder 
of which no one is superior, to W. J, 
Colville, the speaker of the day. He 
began the services by singing a solo, 
"Angels Ever Bright, and Fair.’\. Mr. 
Hunger, the president, in his remarks 
spoke of the coming dedication of their 
temple in Cleveland the first Sunday In 
October. Mr. Colville gave ’ an im
provised poem as an invocation. His 
subject, for the morning was "The Evi
dence of Spiritualism and the Practical 
Benefits of Spiritualism.” He held his 
audience from start to finish as only he 
can, giving many points that suited his 
hearers, as the frequent applause testi
fied, ■ "

In the afternoon he sang “The Prince. 
and the Minsirel," then for an liour,and 
a half he placed before his large audi
ence the facts and evidences within his 
knowledge of Individual Immortality. 
From four to five he answered ahy 
questions that were propounded and 
they were many and varied; his an
swers Were to the point and clearly il
lustrated so as to be fully understood.

Mrs. Challen was message bearer 
after both lectu- es, her last appearance 
here for the season.

What might have been a serious ac
cident occurred during the morning lec
ture. Mr. Hunger, our worthy presi
dent, sitting at the back of the rostrum, 
In some way ’ost bis balance and he fell 
backward with head down between the 
tent and platform, only his feet remain
ing in sight. Several gentlemen ran to 
his assistance and helped to extricate 
him from his uncomfortable position. 
He arose smiling and debonair, seem
ingly none the worse for his involun
tary acrobatic frat, which had not even 
caused a pause in the speaker’s flow ot 
eloquence. MARY L. BETTES.

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

Strange Noise Repeated.'
The next night and following nights 

the strange noises were repeated.
The younger brother apparently slept 

through it all.
The next night Brother Charles tied 

William's hands and feet. But the old 
tap. tap, tap was heard. The neighbors 
were skeptical and all said:

“It's William."
And William it seemed to be, for, 

though tied hand and foot, the rapping 
would follow him around the house 
wherever he was carried at night. He 
wa’s carried into the parlor and trussed

Ashley Camp, Ohio.
Everything is moving along

up with ropes. The rapping still continued near him. The noise was as iflfor years, 
made by a hammer and it could be^0""01”'" n,i

Bishop A, Beals Offers Borne Suggestive 
Thoughts.

The Progressive Thinker scintillates 
and ■ glows with the • rich and best I 
thoughts of minds stored with knowl
edge, and from every subject pertain
ing to science, progress, philosophy, etii- 
1<S and the soul embodied and disem
bodied, and no live thinker can peruse 
its Interesting pages from week to 
week without feeling an awakening 
within him of latent possibilities mak
ing liim stronger of purpose and will, 
and more keenly alive to the nearness 
of the spirit world.

The Issue of August 19 is a very re
markable one, headed with the remark
able experiences ’ with the medium 
Charles Bailey and before a • learned 
body ot men and women,-gnd their tes
timony to show the crucial test condi
tions under which the phenomena oc- 

: curred, »
Tlie article of Prof, James H. Hyslop 

is replete with interest, and the reports 
of his scientific experiences in psychic

Explaining Apparent Lack of Activité 
in Field Work. -

It lias been a long time since I havs 
sent any letter to the many readers oi 
The .Progressive Thinker, which makes 
its weekly visits to so many homes, and 
keeps so many nosted of the work that 
is going on? During my long, silence 1 
have received a number of letters irom 
my friends, asking me where 1 was, amt 
what I was doing? As far as possible 
I have tried to answer them, but there 
are those who are still wondering whyl 
I am seemingly out of the. work.at leasu 
tor the present. No doubt there are 
many who are also wondering why 1 am' 

I not at work To one and all I will arise 
and explain. On the return ot my wife 
last spring, I found she would need me 
at home, and my constant care of lieu 
and the home. While she was benefited; 

i by her trip to California, yet she waej

J

Anuto Lord CaaiuDenulH’'H Card.
Dear Mends, you cau rreatly help me cerefor 

my blind. Idaler,3eni>l6 L. Webb.-oue of the earl- 
leattnedlums Hour tn Uia form? by writing a letter 
to »• spirit friend. Send tt to me with 11, and J will 
try and ffet reply by independent .writing or wide* 
perB. Audre#a Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU« 
ford Masa . -

■ ■ YQEI E ßllfiEhJI^Mgiadiyfaform 
Hfl 1 vuir« VlWltWianvoneaddlcted toIn"harmless storne Curo.-Addrow

MHS. M.F. BALDWIN. BOX 12l2ChtcftSO.nl.

FRANK N. FOSTER,

Spirit Photographer,
Sittings by Mail. Write for Circular,

»1 FlUlingh SU, Orand BapldH, Mich.

363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

1 Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. in., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W- corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening' service, 
16 cents; Mrs, Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will , assist. These 
meetings will be continued all slimmer. 
Dr, Beverly, president No. 44 East 31st 
street

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwanii,’ at .623 Bet 
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday .evening at 8, 
o’clock. Tests and music at every ser
vice. . . . - ■

The Spiritual Church of the Students- 
of Nature will hold services every Siiii-. 
day at 7:30'p. m., at Van'Buren Opéra. 

iHouse, corner.Madison and California 
avenue. Good speakers and teât médi
ums. Mrs. M. -Schumacher, pastor. '

The Universal Occult Society meets 
every Sunday- at America Hall, 77 East 
31st street, at 3 anil 8 p. m. R. Gilray, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller will 
preside at all „meeting? during the ab
sence of Brother Gilray. .. " ;

Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. 
at hall 210, Masonic Temple, under the 
auspices of Walter Detoe, the well- 
known lecturer. Miss Côra." M. Nate, 
sololset. . ■■

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds Cervices ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall? 162 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every

lovely
here. The park was never so lovely as 
now. "Lake Tiberias" is swimming 
full of fish; sometimes its banks are 
lined with men, women and children en-' 
joying the fishing. One day last week- 
Mrs. Kibby is reported to have caught 
one hundred fish. They are small, but 
make good eating.

The attendance at the meetings has 
been better than it has been for years' 
past. The people seem to be renewing 
their interest and everybody is encour
aged.

The talent employed are as follows: 
W. V. Nicum of Dayton, Ohio; Mrs. E. 
A. Kibby of Cincinnati; Mrs. Margaret 
Stewart of Piqua, Ohio, and Mr. and 
Mrs. E. W. Sprague, the N. S. A. mis
sionaries, of Jamestown, N. Y.

Mrs. Kibby and Mre. Stewart are em
ployed for the season. Mr. Nicum has1 
filled his engagement and gone, and 
Mr. and Mrs. Sprague are here. They 
held services in our fine auditorium last 
Sunday, speaking twice to the largest 
audiences that have been_in attendance

heard a half block away.
Spirits Want to “Talk.”

During the daytime Charles tore out 
the walls of his room and examined the 
.gabled roof of Jthe house without suc
cess, Charles Brown, a Spiritualist, sat 
through a session of mysterious knock
ing and announced that some spirit was 
trying to communicate to the world 
through the epileptic boy.

Nightly delegations ot Marion resi
dents crowd the Meyers home listening 
to the knocking spook and three of Jer
sey City’s "wisest policemen nave sat in 
for a session. The mystery is unsolved 
and deeper than when it began.

fl GHanco to Make Money.
I bare berries, grapes and peaches a year old, 

fresh as when picked. I used the California 
Cold Process. Do not heat or seal the fruit, just 
put it up cold, Keeps perfectly fresh, and costs 
almost nothing; can put up a bushel In ten 
minutes. Last year I sold directions to over ICO 
families tn one week: anyone will pay a dollar 
for directions when they see tho beautiful sam-. 
ides of fruit. As there aro many people poor 
like myself, I consider It my duty to give my 
experience to such and feel confident,gnyone 
can ■ make one or two hundred dollars round 
home in a tew days. I will mall sample of fruit 
and fuU directions to any of your readers tor 
nineteen (19) two cent stamps, which Is only the 
actual cost ot the samples, postage, etc. 
F/UNCIB CASK!, St. Louis. MO.

t "The Jesuits.” By Rev. B. F. Austin, 
A. M.. B. D. An excellent pamphlet 
?rice 15gents,.” ■

AN ASTONISHING-OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, leek ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and.your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit fewer.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

MRS. MA¥ A; PRICE
Will give Clairvoyant mudingB by mail, assinted 
by a spirit teaefigr of Astrology, an ancient Greek. 
Will diagnose nfiVsictiL conditions, and give ad
vise ot thefipftdVPby^latt. Will tell you otma> 
terial conditionn^and sive splritt'Udvlae, Send 
lock of hair, date of bifib, and one dollar. Laws 
-of inedluinshtb (ritught.ti Obaeasion or any unde
sirable tnfluoncQ"cured.428 First Bt„N, E„ Wash
ington. D. C

DON’T AD THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, qq« of the greatest Psychic 

wonders living, that usea thesplritual X-ray with
out any Leadingto direct, and locate all 

■internal diseases. A ¡trial-will < convince yon. 
‘ Nervous’ exhaustion uyii lost vigor of both sexes 
successfully twated, aa hundreds can testify. 
Send name, aget^ex. complexion and ID cents Jn 
stamps, and reoelve a/oorrcct dia^uosls of your 
cape, free, worth/dollnvsito you. Address, * 
« FRANCES^. LOUCKS, 
^6-Wat*reu SU, ; Atotiebam. Mau.

A Llnn^opFiif Restores Lost Vision. HWUllllDl I III Write for Illustrated Clr/julur
Showing styles and pricesand 

OpuuLuGlut photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped thia Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and scud by 
moil, as if you were In my ofljca ThouanndH will 
testify. IL V. POOLB.

iH Evanatou Ave., Chicago, ttt
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are pekeet. I 

can say'perfection, I* shall recommend them to 
my friends. Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles. Cat

research, which must carry great 
weight on the side of facts going to 
prove the truth of the continuity of the 
soul.

The always Interesting column ot 
Hudson Tuttle’s Answers to Questions, 
which throws so much light on all sub
jects pertaining .to man and his rela
tions here and hereafter", make that 
page replete with gems of thought and 
light, worth alone thé price of the pa
per, and The- Progressive Thinker the 
most important paper of its kind in the 
world.
-But my special object In writing this 

article was to notice the ‘interesting 
letter in. this issue; on the 8th page, 
from thé pen of our veteran medium, 
speaker, poet an^ - writer, Lyman C. 
Howe. If affliction, disease and old .age j 
have such an illuminating effect on the 
mind as It seems to in his case, and to 
quicken with flashes of wit, sarcasm 
and poetic Imagery as flows from his in
spired pen, one can almost wish-to be 
afflicted that way if the disease could 
call out such genius of thought and 
give such undaunted courage and hope.

One cannot read this letter without 
seeing how closely allied is that will 
and mind to the eternal energies of the 
soul the indestructible mind and spirit 
of the man, and how unflinchingly 
brave and heroic he subordinates the 
pain and sorrow of the body to the will 
and higher upliftment of the spirit to 
do the bidding of his mediumistic 
thought. But it is comforting to -see 
the rosy light of dawn just before, and 
these brave souls who have given their 
life energies to aid in the march ot spir
itual progress will soon feel the sum
mer winds of immortal glory play 
through their souls where beauty
clouds are alight with the rainbows of 
joy and peace.

BISHOP A. BEALS.
, Summerland, Cal.

far from well. As Boon as 1 discovered! 
that I gave up all thought of golnrf 
away, much as I might desire to, and’ 
much as I needed the work, and devotal 
myself to my wlte, boy and the home,’ 
and bo I have remained. There Hari I 
been much for me to do, and I hava| 
been more than busy in ways. I cannoti' 
explain. Indeed I have been so busy1,1 
up to within a short time, that I have! 
had no time for letter writing, or If B 
had I should not have been in thé spirit! 
to write. Thus have I been busy not oil 
the platform of Spiritualism, but doing 
as high and holy work, looking after the) 
interest of my family, and aiding in ev-| 
ery way I could to bring back the roses, 
to my wife’s cheeks. J

She Is not strong yet, but I bellevel 
the will gain, when the heated term ex
pires. Soon I expect to return to my? 
work, and have some one with my wife j 
to care for her while I again go torth! . -»i 
with the message Spiritualism lias totu^jf1 
the people. 1 consider It a blessetf""} 
privilege to be blessed by this spiritual: J 
power, to be able to go forth trying toù' :: 
give comfort and consolation to a hun+ 
gry people, who are in need of the great) 
spiritual troths that Spiritualism haa

u

INVISIBLE HELPERS
BUTTE, MONTANA.

An Interesting Account of-Special Exer
cises.

A Very Excellent and Compre* 
hensive Work.

- and H«ad Colds, IifvfH %cmI-H oif S ilnys» 
trini free tJ ail rendere of The Progressive. । 
Thinker. AGENTS. I can start you with a capir' 
Ui of Si., and laud you with a bank account of

-81,000. Address, E, <r. WORST.
, 20 Elmore Block. Ashland, O.

Notice to Spiritualists,
Visiting

The Lewis and Clark Expositions.' 
MRS. D. A. BAYLOR, 

Is proprietor of the

OSBORN HOTEL,
Corner Grnnfi Avemte and East Ash st CFeanest 
and coolest rooms Ln Portland: 60 cts. to I!.00; 
meals, 25 cts. Gel a iransfer to East- Ankeny SL 
Car, which passes the door, Phone, E. P75.

XJae frorti the Theosophical stand
point.

This work, “Invisible ^Helpers,” writ
ten by C. W. Leadbéater, the remark- 
ble .English psychic .(whose lectures 
have.graced thp,columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker), Is certainly very in- 
.teresting ;and ’.suggestive .throughout. 
It treats of the "Universal Belief in the 
In visible. Helpers,”-the “Angel Story,” 
“Work Among the Dead,” "What Lies 
Beyond.” The work is neatly bound’ in 
cloth, and the price is 55 cents.

Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfield Turn
er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium.

Church of the Soul Communion holds 
meetings every .Wednesday evening at 
8' oclock and Sundays at 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and' tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Christian Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall, 3246 State street. 
Every Sunday evening at 7:30. Test 
messages given by good mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing-' 
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. All 
cordially invited.

Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
eia avenue, near Robey' street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a: 
m- Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 .arid 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, .7:45 
o’clock, at 319 E. 65th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park care pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be- secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455 E. 56th 
street Entrance to hall. 319 E. 55th

WOMAN:thinker'll International Congress, Chicago, Hl., 
October, 1893. By Susan H. Wixom Price, 10c.

An Infamous ApampmerofKpages, com- 
nnnHnirnev pilei and.puMfahed by the uUUHpil UCy jale J. White, author 
ot numerous antl-Cathollc works. It contains 
disclosures relative to a villainous plot to over
throw our free government. Price. 15 cents

To-night (Tuesday) Mr.
Sprague will speak upon "Marriage and 
Divorce,” and will compare the teach
ings of the Bible with the teachings-of 
Modern Spiritualism, concerning; the 
subject. The Spragues have the ros
trum this week and will close, the 
camp next Sunday. They -will be assist
ed by Mrs. Stewart and Mrs. Kibby 
from time to time.

It is a great pity that the people alii 
j over this country do not know of .the 
wonderful mineral spring on this camp 
ground. It is called the Odovene Well. 
It is four hundred feet deep, and when 
first struck was a flowing well; it is 
pumped now. People come many miles 
to càrry the water away in jugs and 
bottles. Its "wonderful Curative quali
ties iftvê Veen"demonstrated over and 
overagaln. ,

• It Ib the hope of our.catnp-meetlng as
sociation that they may= soon be able 
.to erect a fine hotel and start a sanita
rium here. There is to be a trolley line 
built soon which'will bring the people 
from Delaware direct - to the camp 
grounds. This will make perfect con
nections by trolley from Columbus, 
Ohio and many other smaller towns 
both north and south. When'it is com
pleted then mineral water cures will be 
plenty, sanitarium, hotels, etc., will be 
built, the grounds extended and beauti
fied, our large auditorium will be filled 
from day to day, and the great work ot 
Ashley-camp will be -materially In
creased. For a good time, everybody 
come to Ashley next year,

TUB C AI II . ITS nature, re- I nr Nl II II NATIONS AND EX- ..111L tlVUL ..PRESSIONS IN HU- 
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. -Price »1.00. This is one of the .best books 
■given by the guides of Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for those who-have been 
members of the classes receiving them. This 
volumels a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing the bases of the teachings.

BOMANISM Isa pamphle) of 30pages,In 
KYPOQim reply to Prof. David Swing, VOILU PneBt Cashman and Dr. With
row, and is principally in defense of Protestant- 
lam.-A concise little pamphlet Price 15 cents.

THE 60SPEL OF NATURE
Is a most excellent-work by-Dr. M. L. Sherman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore it 
has been sold for 12, but the price , now has been 
reduced to$l. It Is a book that will interest 
and Instruct. It contains 280 pages, and is fuU. 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualities, and bis work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres.

RNTIQUITy UNVtlMD.
The imost Important revelations concerning 

the true origin of Christianity. Reader, In 
bringing to your notice “Antiquity Unveiled," 
it is with the sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking for tho truth, regardless of any 
other consideration’ It such is the case, this 
advertisement wlU deeply interest you, and 
after reading this brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give the work a careful 
perusal. Price, Sl.W. •

HELIOGENTRIG ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials bf Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables of Ephemeris to 1510. By 
Yarmo Vedra. With 6l illustrations, 85 ot 
which are original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author of “Descriptive Mentality.” A 
new System of personally determining the pri
mary fund of Mental and Physical forces and 
their results in mental aptitudes that dominate 
the nature of the Individual as based upon date 
of birth. Price, cloth, $1.50.

"THE DREAM CHILD,”
A Fascinating Romance ot Two Worlds. By 
.Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents. Books 
like "The Dream Child" spnr Humanity on to 
make more and more demands of this nature, • 
and will open up new heights and depths of 
spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will, I believe, take its place beside Bulwer’s 
“Zanonl" and the “Seraphlta" of Balzac.—Dally 
Capital, Topeka. Kansas. Although simple and 
unvarnished with any Inflammable descrip
tions, enthralls the mind to the exclusion of 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader 
closes the last page.—Minneapolis Sunday 
Times.

Through the Instrumentality of Hen- 
ry B. Allen, a physical and musical me
dium of rare merit, who has been with 
us for several months, and whom we 
hope to keep with us for several months 
longer, we have been fortunate enough 
to procure the services of the president 
of the Ohio State Spiritualist Associa
tion, Rev. Fred D. Dunakin of Cecil, O., 
who has been lecturing for us in the 
old Masonic Hall on West Park street, 
for the last six weeks, on various sub
jects relating to. Spiritualism and its 
kindred sciences, demonstrating to the 
inquiring minds that from Sunday to 
Sunday came, out to listen to the in
spired teachings of this most gifted and 
eloquent lecturer, the facts of immortal- | 
tty and the continuity of lite beyond 
the grave. Through our united efforts i 
assisted by this able leader we were 
successful in organizing a very active 
working society named The Silver Bow 
Esoteric Association ot workers and in
vestigators along the line of psychic re
search both in the physical and spirit
ual.

Our brother, Mr. Dunakin, closed his 
appointment with us last evening by ad
ministering the rite of baptism upon a 
young lady of our order, Miss Hazel 
Logue, granddaughter of Mrs. M. E. 
Logue (Grandma Logue, as she is fa
miliarly known)- The ceremony, as 
given by our speaker, was something 
new to the people of Butte, and all pro
nounced it a grand success and a scene 
long to be remembered. The rostrum 
was beautifully decorated with flowers 
and palms, and the young lady„dressed 
in the richest attire of pure white, was 
seated in the center with her guardian 
uncle on one side (she being an or
phan) anrFTrer grandmother on the 
otherj/Mr. DJlnakin’s discourse for the

to offer. To Impress if possible upon fa 
materially-minded world the great fact 
of the continuity of life, of the law ot 
spirit communion, which when rightly, 
understood gives peace and joy to< 
those who receive its teachings as they, 
should.

This task may not be a pleasant ond 
in one sense of the word, for there is su 
much to contend with in the presenta
tion of these truths, yet they must be 
given forth for there are those who are 
ready for them, and will be blessed in.’ 
the receiving. For those who are not 
ready, all there is for them to do itfi 
to wait until the soul Is ready to re
ceive. It may not. be it will be on thi^ 
plane, they may be obliged to pass! 
through with much ere they can re
ceive, but when they do, then comes1 
the blessing. For over twenty-five 
years have I been busy in trying to do. 
what I could to spread these truths, it 
have left no stone unturned, I haveB 
done all within my power to build upfi 
our societies, to unite them in one? 
grand cause, to show to the world we i 
are a power, and are trying to build up' 
the great cause of truth, and have or-' 
ganized societies, iyceums, ladies’ aids/1 
young people’s societies, and all things 4 
that tend to unite and cement our peo- | 
pie tn one common cause. 1 shall sayj 
nothing of the discouragements and oh-'' 
stacles to overcome, that belong to allt 
phases of life. So when I am not able* 
to be out and at work, one and all may.' 
know that there is a cause that holds . 
me back. And when it comes to wiiel 
and family, I consider that a holy and 
precious charge, . I have1 needed the 
work, the long strain on me froiir^i 
financial point has been hard, but some 
way the way will open, and all will be I 
straight in time. There are times in ! 
roy life when everything goes against 1 
any undertaking I may have, or make. 
Thus it has seemed to be for my work for 
tall and winter, but in time that will be 
made clear, the clouds will roll by, and 
once more the sun will shine. ,

I send my love and greetings to one ’ 
and all, and trust, as the days roll into ‘ 
months and the months into years, we 
shall have all grown, grown into the 
great fact of spirit communion, of what , 
it means, of where it leads, leading us 
away and out into new truths, new I 
facts, and at last filling us with peace. '

G. H. BROOKS. :
Wheaton, Ill. • ,

IMPORTANT WORK.

street.
The Spirituals Association of:’. Sixty

ninth street and Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall,* 
6922. Hon. D. Gilmour will address the 
meeting at 7:30 p. m.* Cohferdice at 
2:30 p.m. v

The Rising Sun- -Mission will hold 
services until further notice, Sunday af
ternoon's at 3, evenings at 8 o’clock, at 
Star Lodge Hall. 378 So. Western ave- 
gue. All welcome: .'

.Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every. Sunday evening at 7:80 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue,, near North 
Paulina street Mra. J. DeLong, pastor.

"After Her Deatn. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thouglit can- 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful gplritual'thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and ! 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of 'exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. /Price, 
«¡otb.fi. .

“Handy Electrical Dictionary.” a 
practical handbook, of reference,-eon- 
talning definitions of every used elec
trical term or phrase: Price $1.

“The-Commanaments Analyzed." By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but cogjrasted jvlth 
other Bible passatec, show Ing great In
congruities. Price 25 cents

- "Soda! Upbuilding, including Coop
erative-Systems and the Happiness aud 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. I*. 
Babbitt, LL. D.. M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human- Culture and 
Cure-. Paper «over, 15 esat& 'Fes cals

‘-'Official-Register of the-Natlonal, State 
and Local Spiritualist Associations of 
the United States and Canada, With ■ 
Lyceums, Camp-Meetings : and Me
diums?’
The above js the ¡title, of a highly im

portant Illustrated work, gotten up with 
painstaking iqarerby Mrs.z Laura G. 
Fixen, the efficient nricè-pfesideht of the, 
Dlinois State ^Spiritualist Association,’ 
1047 Carmen rAvemte,. Chicago. It con
tains 100.pages and will prove of great 
value to thosevwhomisli to get Informa
tion in regardtto th.e different societies 
located in various parts of the country. 
It is gotten up in a;jnost beautifully ar
tistic style,’asd reflects great credit on 
Its compiler., ' Thid ¡long< needed work 
will impress tthe casual observer with 
the extensive »following we have, and 
the dignity, due to albe . grandest and 
most important philosophy now be
fore the whole:bivibzed world. It leads 
off with a. magnificent photo-engraving 
ót Mrs. ■ Abby ¡Leuike Pettengill, presi
dent of the “Qity iff Light” Assembly, 
Lily Dale,'N. Yqtwho.Js-a prominent fac
tor in the education, process now going | 
en in our ranks. This Official Register 
can be obtained by addressing this of
fice. Price JI. : ■

“Mediumship and . its Development, 
and How-to Mesmerize to Assist Devel- 
.opment.” By W^ H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who ssek_to know and 
utilize tho laws of mediumship and de- 
velojHj^nt, and avoid errors, Price 
cloth, bu cents ; paper," 25 cents.

"A Conspiracy Against'the Republic.” 
By Charles B. .Waite; A. M., author of 
"History, of :,thè. Christian -Religion to 
Ute Year 200;’’ etc. A ijondensed state, 
ment ot tacts concerning the efforts of 
church leaden) to@ct control of the gov 
ernment. An Iswtaut werk. Pgg®. 
85 cents.

HflRMONiCS OF EVOLUTION.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 

'Upon Natural Science •
As taught bymodem masters of law. By Flor* 
ence Huntley. An exceedingly interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to the litera
ture of evolution, unfolding its laws from the : 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, and In* 
illcatlng the defects of the Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists alike can gam 
much from its perusal. Price, finely bound In 
cm.82. • '

Discovery of a Lost Trail
,: j BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

, Author of “AB’n Right with tbo World.” Cloth 270 
ptgea. Mr. Newcomb msdo a distinct euccenwlth 
’'All's Right with the World,” which continues in the 
front rank of tho Metaphysical books that are now bo 
popular» The great number who have wen cheered 
nod strengthened by him will Velcomo another book 
by Hus wise teacher whoso words of help are doing bo 
much to nake the world better by makin; men and 
women better able to nudenUnd and enjoy it,

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
lea Blmpro itudy of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be In demand by many who bare cot previotuiy 
readmeuphyalcai writings Price fL50. For sale at

I tbboSce.*. -

SPIRITUAL HARP SS® 
tlon and Social Circles. By J. M. Peebles and 
J. O. Barrett; E, H. Bailey, Musical Editor. 
New edition. Culled from a wide field of litera
ture with tho most critical care; free from all 
theological bias, throbbing with the soul of in-. 
Bplration, embodying tho principles and virtues 
of the spiritual phllosopbv, set to .the. most 
cheerful and Popular music (nearly all original) 
and adapted to all occasio:m, it Is doubtless, the 
most attractive work of the kind ever pub
lished. Its beautiful songs, duets and quartets, 
with piano,organormelodton accompaniment, 

I adapted both to public intetlngs and the social 
I circles. Cloth, H725; posUio, 14 cents. ..

occ»^0B«v^S6*on the subject of baptism, 
showing that the baptism which is ad
ministered by the Spiritualists is a bap
tism of the spirit to unfold our spiritual 
natures and to bring out the latent 
spiritual forces within us. The speak
er, after requiring the baptismal sub
ject to answer a few questions pertain
ing to the Declaration of Principles ot 
our philosophy, then said: “These flow
ers, (holding up a beautiful bouquet of 
roses and carnations) emblem and type 
o£ purity, love and virtue, 1 bestow on 
you, emblematical of our divine order j 
and religion, and now in the presence of I 
the witnesses, by the power vested in 
me as a minister of the gospel ot Spirit
ualism, I baptise you in the name of 
Love, Purity and Virtue," followed by 
-an invocation.

The ceremony was very affecting and 
j all -felt that the divine spirit of night 
and Love was showering down benedic
tions for the occasion.

Mr. Dunakin returns to his home by 
way ot Portland, Oregon, where he will 
spend a few days to visit the Lewis and 
Clark Exposition. Thence to Denver, 
Colo., where his wife is expected to join 
him, where they will spend-some time 
during the Grand Army Encampment at 
that place- .

We hope to be able to have our 
brother with us again- at some time in 
the near future, as his work is calcu
lated to build up the Cause and add new 
recruits to our ranks by the plain philo
sophical statements-that through his in
strumentality thé: angel world bestows 
upon all who hear his eloquent dis
courses. MRS. MARY L. Ê1FER, 
president SllverBow Esoteric Associa

tion.

Claims That Mr. Finney Is an Excellent ;
Medium. I

To the Editor:—I have seen the ar- - 
iicle in the Grand Rapids paper, also in 
the Detroit paper, pretending to expose ' 
Mr. Finney. I was present at the se
ance, and the article in the papers was 
a gross and wilful misrepresentation ot 
the facts.

Mr. O. W. Kibby did strike a match, 
and broke up the seance, but there was 
nothing to -show that the medium had 
anything to do with manipulating the 
trumpet or guitar. The trumpet and 
guitar both came down at once, but Mr. 
Finney was still held by the attendants' 
hands. There was no talk of light or 
hard words. Mr. Finney, the paper 
states, left town on the next train. He 
had an engagement at Petoskey, where 
he went the next morning, but was back 
to Snowflake Camp the same week, 
where he has been holding seances ever 
since. Mr. Finney has been to Bellaire 
this week and held a seance at the 
home of Lewis Rltt with satisfaction to 
all present, and at Snowhake Camp, 
(since the evening of the disturbance), 
he held a test seance and every person 
present took turns to hold his hands 
and the demonstrations went on just 
the same. I am glad to have the oppdli>,— 
tunity to correct such a false state-, :-j| 
ment. I personally know, myself, that 
the manifestations that are produced
are genuine.

Bellaire, Mich.
W. J. NIXON.

To the Editor:—We have 
ing a treat here this week.

been hav-
A. A. Fin-

THE SOLDEN ECHOES;
- A -New Book of Inspirational 

Worfs and Music«
Far the u:« ot stellosi, bctsai uifl home, by B.
Tseker. Tbeiebe.uUfaLMa^.hsro

“Cosmlan Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and relected hymns, Tor lib
eral and ethical societies, -for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash- 
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest; moral sentiment, and free 
{jam all sectarianism. Price 50 cents.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a-number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Clottf binding, 430 
•pages. Price |1...

“An infamous Dynamite Roman Cath- 
I olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.” 
"Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets
by Rev. J. G. White, author, of Startling. 

,, Facta. Price 10 cents each, or two Car 
seats.

ney, the trumpet medium, came here 
Tuesday and gave five seanegs, all of 
which were a success. The large din
ing room of the hotel was nearly filled; 
over half of them were skeptics or per-- 
sons who had never attended anything 
of the kind before. All expressed their, 
admiration of the manifestation^, and 
their belief that the trumpets and a 
guitar were going together, and at 
times a dozen independent voices were, 
heard. The medium's hands were held ■ 
by skeptics who were thoroughly con
verted. We have been acquainted with 
Mr. Finney for several years, and know 
that anyone th'at'tries'to'make him out' 
a fake is a falsifier of the blackest ~ 
kind. L. A. LABADIE.

Petoskey, Mich.

••principles of Light ana Color.” Byt. 
E. D. Babbitt,-M. D., LL. D. A . truly,, 
great work of a master mind, and one ’ 
whom Spiritualists should delight tof i 
honor. The .result of years of ' deeR i 
thought and patient research into Na- ■ 
ture’s finer forces are hero gathered 
and made amenable to the well;b'eing oi ( 
humanity. Medical men especially, and' 
scientists, general readers and students' 
of occult forces will find instruction oi । 
great value and Interest A large, fount I 
pound book, strongly bound, and con, 
talning beautiful Illustrative plateo." 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid? 
S6. It is a wonderful work and y® rf 
feu th ikPtt.-d with It. -^1

12l2ChtcftSO.nl
%25c2%25a1otb.fi
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SOME SEARCHING QUESTIONS.MEDITATIONS

LILY DALE CAMP.

LAURA G. FIXEN.race.

INSPIRATION.
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fall. JOEL BYRNS.

I

THE WAY MIRACLES ARE MADE.

MARGARET.

THE BORDER LANDî

THERE; IS NO DEATH.flowers of the field, do:

walked out In the early morn, 
The dew was on the flowers,

! Jp itselt-^each 
ilminatlng point

the. forests, the 
not-snlss of per-

hear it in the lullaby - 
Sung to the little one, 
hear it in the powerful cry 
Of a nation’s rising son.

and 
was 

man.

The sun had kissed the waving corn 
In the golden morning hours.

We are not sent into the world to do 
anything Into which we "onnot put our 
hearts.—John Ruskin.

Each-soul is complet 
a thought of God the m:

Half-way between Jamestown 
Dunkirk, N. Y., a slice of Paradise

My soul took up the strain, 
think that unto heaven’s gate 
Was carried the glad refrain.
do not know how long we sang,

MUSICAL VIBR$nONg.

By One Who Wants Truth Though the 
Heavens Fall.

Nature Is Established^on a.Musical 
Basis. ;

A Slice of Paradise.
•The City of Light Assembly at Lily 

Dale, N. Y., and the Great Spirit 
of This Unique Enterprise.

fect living nor despoil- their happy 
beauty, and shall manldo less? expect 
less? have less? , .

DR. J. W. CO^AN. .

dripped to gladden the heart of
It was named Lily Dale, and here in the 
young days of Spiritualist camp meet
ings Marian Skidmore and a host of 
earnest workers, most of whom have

Let no man glveäävlcajp others that 
has not taken good, counsel to himself.- 
—Milton.

of the. universe living itjthc center of 
all good—beautiful ■'•ip’_a world of 
beauty. The trees of’

fije Wt^rrésibc
NO. 824

A SUCCESSFUL LIFE. SOURCE OF ALL JOY 18 INVISIBLE.

how gone home, thought and plodded 
and toiled to make this beauty spot the 

, great center of Spiritualism of this 
country. The workers carried out the 
noble plans of its founder as near as 
human fallibility could, but Marian 
Skidmore found no successor to cor
rectly interpret her ideas, as indeed 
what great leader does?

•Three years ago a new genius pre
sided in the chair, another woman, an
other prophet, who had a still greater 
vision.

■Who is competent to Interpret the 
lofty conceptions in the mind of Abby 
Louise Pettengill, the anointed priest
ess of this enchanted spot?- Only as 
from year to year we read the records 
of work accomplished can we conceive 
what her advanced mind has mapped 
out, the large meaning back of what ap
pears insignificant perhaps. The name 
was changed to conform to the new 
enlarged scope of the work, and the 
City of Light Assembly, a school for 
psychic fact and phenomena, stands 
ad a-beacon light to teach all the world 
the largest truths of most vital import
ance which have so far dawned upon 
humanity.

As in all successful enterprises one 
supreme mind lays out the work and 
desièns the pattern and then with care 
chooses the workmen to carry out the 
idéal, bo has this remarkable woman 
drawn around herself ¡a company of 
workers, who for adaptability, intelli
gence and spirituality combined I have 
not found equaled in any board, be the 
work for industrial, political or reform 
purposes.

Perhaps there is no one of these who 
has the personal interests of Mrs. Pet- 

■tengill any nearer at heart nor would 
work any more hours out the twenty- 
four to serve her than Albert C. White, 
the treasurer, who has for years lived at 
Lily Dale, and with Homer Todd, an
other trustee, has become imbued with 
the everyday life of the place. These 
gentlemen are better acquainted with 
the needs for the comforts of residents 
at Lily Dale than the rest and have a 
large share in the essentials to its best 
progress, and furnish most desirable 
qualities needed for the perfect com
pleteness of the whole.

New York is not the only state, how
ever, which has furnished material for 

-thid board; several states have been 
called upon to supply clear brains, 
warm hearts and busy hands to evolve 
the Ideas-matured by its chieftain.

Mrs, Annette J. Pettenglll of Boston, 
' iS"a most valuable member of this 

board. She possesses that most énvi-

beauty, her queenly bearing, gracious 
manners and perfect fitting gowns; this 
is all but too apparent to the most cas
ual observer. She is indeed an ideal 
woman. But the real source of her 
power lies within.

The spirit world in selecting her as 
the guiding star of the Assembly chose 
a finely attuned instrument to carry out 
their lofty plans,

. She is wise to choose, strong to build 
and unerringly keeps the standard 
aloft.

She is a peer of her sex which arro
gates to itself the larger share of the 
world’s sweetness and purity and spirit
uality.

She has helped broaden the path and 
made it easier for weaker ones to fol
low. Abby Louise Pettengill stands to
day as a towering leader of progressive 
thought. What dreamers hope for, she 
make a reality—with the leadership of 
a Joan D’Arc, the executive ability of a 
Queen Victoria, she sails among- the 
stprs with Tycho Brahe yet has the al
truistic love for all creation of a Fran
ces Willard; IJke her no financier, but 
a free spender of heart, qf time, of 
strength, of money, all she has and all 
she is, foy the cause.
* Is it to be wondered at that I look for
ward with anticipation to the new expe
riences and added blessings which will 
come to me in working with such 
chosen women and men as these? 
With my best efforts and most faithful 
endeavor I could never hope to return 
to them/in kind what I am sure 1 shall 
receive, but must pass it on.

The City of Light has a glorious fu
ture before ft. Nature has here lav
ished her richest treasures and here the 
horticulturist has exhausted his art try
ing to outdo himself.

It has the largest number of resi
dents, the most cottages, finest hotels, 
amplest auditorium, piirest water and 
best sanitary system of any Spiritualist 
assembly ground in the world—with a 
woman at its head and women predomi
nating on its board. ’

The greatest intellects of the age 
have expounded from its rostrum, and 
yet it is only in the morning of its in
fancy, a greater power and a larger 
splendor will be revealed with each 
succeeding year. It is the imperishable 
heritage of this assembly whose corner
stones are Unity, Wisdom, Peace and 
Love; her work the upliftment of hu
manity and the enlightenment of the

able quality of having everybody like 
her on sight, and to know her better but 
strengthens your first Impression. She 
is a worrian of refinement and culture, 

„jvith excellent judgment, fine perceptive 
qualities, quiet in her strength, persist
ent in her gentleness, with a.highly de
veloped mediumship of rare discern
ment and a spiritual clairvoyant. All 
honest mediums coming to Lily Dale 
find in her another friend and a strong 
ally.

Mrs.EstherC.Humphries of NewYork 
City enriches the board with her valu
able experiences gathered as the very 
successful president of the Willing 
Workers.

Everybody likes to work with her. 
To harmonize ten dozen women from 
as many states and imbue them with a 
steady purpose for the success of a 

‘ common cause is no light task.
Mrs. Humphries assumed this mis

sion with the apparent ease of the nat
ural leader. The rocks upon which 
many womans’ societies have spilt, she 
gently pushed to one side as if they 
were but pebbles. She adds dainty ar
tistic qualities to a genial inspiring 
presence which cannot fall to enthuse 
those with whom she labors.

Mrs. Eulalie Evstaphieve of Buffalo, 
the secretary, Is a splendid addition, al
though not a member of the board. 
Early and late she is at her post, ever
lastingly keeping at it; the books of the 
association are kept as carefully as 
those of a bank and more correctly 
than some. I have met secretaries 
whose work wad a labor of love and 
others whose salaries we're thousands 
of dollars, secretaries who could not de
cipher their own writings and others 
whose chirography was as steel plate, 
but in all my experiences with secreta
ries I have yet to find one whose uni
form courtesy and never-ending pa
tience can compare with these valuable 
qualities as exhibited by Mrs. Evsta-. 

. phieve. She is a treasure in that office, 
and tlie country visitor who wishes to

heard the zephyrs softly sigh, 
I felt their friendly play, 
saw the white ships of the sky, 
As they peacefully sailed away.
heard the birds’ good morning lay, 
I heard the bees’ reply,

My soul breathed of that perfect day, 
And to nature I drew nigh.

And then it seemed as though I heard, 
A wonderful melody,

For every tree and flower and bird 
Sang a great doxology.

It spoke to me, that song bo great,

I know but th$ song’s great power, 
Deep to my soul that music rang

In that consecration hour.
That song for me will never die, 

Its strains I sometimes hear;
And then my soul is lifted high, 

And to heaven I seem near.
Its music oft is brought to me, 

In the laugh of a child—
Again that happy morn 1 see

When all seemed undented.

Engendered by the Falling of a Leaf.

- Here I-am sitting on the side of one 
of the great mountains in Santa Cruz, 
Cal. The air is filled with fragrance 
from the trees and foliage, and as ,1 lay 
down to drink in the life-giving 
draught, a leaf dropped upon my hand, 
from the swaying branches above me as 
I lay there on this beautiful July morn
ing. I picked it up wondering why It 
had fallen. What had broken the con
nection between it and the parent tree 
Urns early arid sent it down to wither 
and decay, when It should have danced 
In the sunlight through all the long, 
bright summer days? And lo! as 1 
looked, there upon the stem I found a 
dark spot which told the story of the 
broken connection, the early fall; and 
I thought how like the life of man it is! 
Some little defect, some fault, slight in 
itself, but weighty in its consequences, 
breaks the vital connection between the 
conscious life of man and the great 
Father, and all becomes withered and 
barren. Lift up your eyes and behold 
the heavens bright with promise be
cause of the strength, thé beauty, of in
dividual life.

Keep the life lines up ' between your 
soul and the Over-soul, and no effort for 
right shall fail, Wrong may seem to 
triumph for a day, but the eternal years 
are God’s, and naught shall prevail 
against him.- He has planted the in
stinct for right, thé desire for holiness • 
—wholeness—within each soul, and 
through Him we shall conquer.

Remember this, ye who are downcast 
and disheartened. Not surer is the 
coming of to-morrow’s sun than that the 
Right shall win. We make no compro
mise with evil; we strike not our Hag 
or surrender. A glorious future awaits 
the race—a future of deep and holy liv
ing. Its coming may seem slow, but 
does not all that is lasting come slowly? 
Weeds grow to maturity almost within 
a day, but they fade as quickly and are 
gone. Tfie mighty oak takes many 
years lo grow, through the heat of one 
hundred winters It comes slowly, stead
ily to perfection, and stands at last 
broad-spreading, deep-rooted and majes
tic; a million leaves are within its 
branches, a million hopes grow and 
blossom beneath its shade. The years 
pass over it in their progress, genera
tion after generation of man succeeding 
each other—doing each their work and 
passing on to higber spheres.

While yet it stands firm and undaunt
ed in its appointed place, one little leaf 
will not be missed from the luxuriant 
foliage of the tree. But ’tls not so with 
man; for each human soul there 1b an 
appointed time and place—a work that 
norther can do, and oh, the pity, the 
anguish of his fall.

But there is hope, beautiful. God
given hope standing over at the gate of 
life and pointing steadily onward—up
ward. All the strength, all the wisdom, 
all love of God are ours if we will but 
keep the life-line up, and so put our
selves in condition to receive freely. 
According to' our needs, so shall it be 
with each of us. Does one lack healthy 
strength for the work before him? Let 
him ask God and he shall receive. Does 
he lack in love and wisdom? God is 
love—all wisdom, and whatsoever ye 
ask shall be granted unto you. God’s 
own angels watch over the fallen man, 
and will not rest until he be restored to 
his own. The leaf falls to earth, 
crumbles slowly back to dust, and, by 
the mysterious alchemy of nature,- of 
which we know so little, it enriches the 
soil from whence it came, but does it 
ever rise again as a leaf? Does it ever 
again regain its place and go on with 
its glad dance in the sunlight? Who 
shall say? Yet it could not be the 
same leaf; only one like unto it in form 
and structure.

But man must be true to himself ever 
—once a man, always a man. He does 
not lose his identity, for he is a part of 
God that changeth not. He may fall

To the Editor:-—Iri Mur most esti
mable paper of August®?, we, find in 
the article deaded “Harij^ny With Nat
ural Law,” an-interesti|)^> classification 
of vibratory frequency'Jand ' velocity, 
taken from an address1: of Sir -William 
Crookes, when elected riMhe presidency 
of the British Assoclafiiin’M Sciences. 
In this, tabulated classification, we find 
errors that must not pass unchallenged, 
and. we shall from our standpoint of 
view attempt tp give a logical correc
tion. 1

> It is stated in tire ver^ beginning 
that at "32 vibrations per ¡second we 
reach the region where atiriospneric vi
bration reveals itself to us as sound." 
But the fact is that sound is manifested 
long before the 32 vibrations;point is 
reached. But at 32,331 vibrations per 
second sound may be clearly defined 
and its relative position bn the scale 
correctly ascertained as । Ipw C on the 
first octave on the musical range or 
field of vibrations, and thqt the high C 
on the seventh octave must end this 
field with 4,138,440 vibrations per sec
ond, because sound aboye that point 
can not be clearly defined. Declassified 
by the ordinary physical sense'of hear
ing, since the 32,768 vibraUons per sec
ond according to Crookes,’ table must be 
incorrect, besides it would give us. three 
more octaves in music way above the 
capacity of the human bartlo classify.

The next field above b^ beyond the 
musical range of vibrations we classify 
as the electrical field, commencing with 
low C on the first octave with 4,138,440 
vibrations per second .andleadlhg with 
529,664 per second, (in this field we drop 
decimals) on the high C of ¿he seventh 
octave, which again becomes the bridge 
over which we may enter- yet higher 
frequencies of vibratory motion which 
we designate as the' magnetic^ fields, 
which ends on high: C on ¡the seventh oc
tave with-65,796,992 vibrations per sec
ond.

However, it become^necessary to un
derstand that these-fields of vibratory 
forces and motions ovqrMp each other, 
and some system mustibe eiriployed to 
determine the average lin^df demarka- 
tion, or else our figurds; would greatly 
overreach the facta- whenAve^et up in 
the higher fields wherdl flgures .become 
incomprehensible to th^ hun^m mind. 
This we claim can only b^ accom
plished' by following the -rule and the 
law that governs, the Relative increase 
and decrease on middle,brjonyth octave 
with low C as a starting;point with 258,- 
652 vibrations per secqbd aCcording to 
the Obenchain dissonance’system. The 
law that governs in this .octave must’ 
hold good in all octaves-iri alj-the differ
ent fields of vibratory powers and 
forces above and below! 1 “' .

Now if the student wants to;ascertain 
the number of vibratiq&B per,second of 
any point on the mlc'rocosmijj, scale of 
vibration, just apply Uta rulq,governlng 
on the middle or fourth’ sound
vibrations and go through'field .after 
field as per following dlaraificatlon:

First, field of sound 'vibrations;

It Is Graphically Illustrated and Por
trayed.

To the Editor:—I have been reading 
your incomparable paper for a number 
pt years, and I find food tor thought in 
every one of them. But on page five of 
No. 819, your quotations from Herbert 
Spencer, “Whoever hesitates to utter 
that, which he thinks is the highest 
truth," etc., leads me to make a few re
marks at the present time. In the ar
ticle by Dr. Peebles, the Swami Abhe- 
dananda thinks and writes of Spiritual
ism. He says, “I have asked them 
about the life after death, the origin of 
the soul, the true nature of the soul, its 
relation to the Universal Spirit."

And he says they (the Spiritualists) 
cannot answer these questions. Can ne 
answer them himself, or anyone give a 
truthful answer to any one of these 
questions? Many of the egotistic 
know-it-alls, whom it is blasphemy to 
question, will give wise and learned an
swers, but when you ask for the proof, 
they scorn to give anything but their 
belief or say-so.

Some one has said, "It is not good to 
be wise above that which is written." 
But not all things that aré written are 
wise. Neither are all the wise things 
written, nor will they be until minds 
cease to record their thoughts. Among 
the things that are written that are pot 
wise, is the wonderful claims of 
Swami’s vedantlc societies. They may 
get a truth'here and there, as well as 
some of our riiediums, but nope of them 
is perfect. For instance some locate 
heaven aboye us, which is very indefi
nite, as any direction from the earth is 
above. Others locate it in the immedi
ate vicinity about us, others in the 
"spheres” with various numbers at
tached. Andrew Jackson Davis, whose 
ability norie will deny, located our heav- 
ly homes, some thirty-five or forty years 
ago, in the "milky way," regardless of 
the fact that it is a mighty long journey 
thither, and when there you would be 
in space as much as here. Still others 
locate us on soine of the planets, which, 
it seems to me, would be a wild race to 
attain a location, on account of their 
and our movements through space or 
ether.

But, to come down to "business”: 
Who can demonstrate whence anything 
originated? Is it not time to put away 
childish things, and to stop babbling 
about gods, demons and obsessions, or 
possessions? Who knows anything 
about them? If any one knows, Btanq 
up and explain; and if all that don’t 
know will keep silent, there will be a 
silence that can be felt.

Do not bother us with what you “be 
■ Heve,” but tell us qf what you know. 1 

will give a year’s subscription to The 
Progressive -Thinker (and that is worth 
more than a carload of Bibles) to any 
two of them that will give an independ
ent account of- the origin of any or 
these things, that will agree with each 
other.

I admit there ;^re, ?nany excellent ■ 
seers, but no two of themseé alike, and 
that’slfówsLíthat'.they« are. jiot perfect

' Everyone is wishing and looking for 
happiness. But there are so many 
things to mar our happiness jn this life 
—sickness, sorrow, death and a thou
sand and one trivial perplexities that 
come crowding into our lives, that 1 
sometimes wonder if there is one really 
happy person.

O yes! I am reminded of one woman 
who says, “My own life is perfectly hap
py. Life is full and overflowing with 
interest for me."

I asked her the secret of her happi
ness: “Is it money and all the good 
things money can buy?"

“Ah, no!” she replied. “Money has 
nothing to do with my state of mind. 
My house is old and rickety, my furni
ture is not nice and I am often very lim
ited in money. But the secret is, the 
blessed consciousness of living not tor 
my.self alone, but to help othiers."

She fills up her life with good deeds 
and kind words, which are the only 
treasures we can lay up on earth that 
will not rust and decay.

Oh, the joy of it! To feel to say day 
after day: O, it is so good to be alive in 
this beautiful world with the opportu
nity to help others.

And this is the secret of not only a 
happy life but a successful one. We 
may be successful in everything we un
dertake. We may gain everything we 
desire in life materially—money, 

’houses, and fine clothes; but we cannot 
take these things to the higher life. We 
can carry nothing with us but the rec
ords of our own lives. Bo to be really 
successful in life,'which means our ex
istence both here and in the life to 
come, we must guard ourselves against 
that most formidable foe—selfishness.

I remember a conversation with a 
lady who had been in spirit life but a 
short time. She came to me and said, 
"Emma, I did not go to a far away heav
en, as I had been taught to believe, but 
to a beautiful natural world, with all the 
comforts of life."

I said, “Are you happy?”
She answered, “No, 1 am very miser

able and unhappy, for I am very selfish-. 
My whole aim in life was to dress well, 
but when I got here 1 found life was not 
for that.”

“What is life for?” I asked.
“To do good,”-Bhe replied.
“But you belonged to church and Sun-

day-school and usually attended 
services,” I said. "And did
help you?"

’’No,” she replied, “it did 
me, for I did not care much

not

not 
for

church; it was really to display

the 
that

help 
the 
fine

Keep on Good Terms with Your Higher 
Self and You Will Be Happy.

Have you today committed an act 
that was not in accordance with your 
better impulses, your finer convictions? 
Have you been deaf to the promptings 
of your higher nature, willfully pursuing 
a selfish desire, an unworthy purpose?

Have you been unkind, or unloving, 
or uncontrolled; intemperate, or in
sincere, or inconsiderate of others? 
Have you in any way weakly yielded to 
temptation, heedless of the still voice 
within that strove to restrain you?

Then already you are aware of pun
ishment. Already an invisible barrier 
has risen between you and your hap
piness. A shadow has fallen upon the 
face of the earth; a cloud has come 
between you and your soul's sunlight

The world which yesterday glowed 
with magic is unillumined today. 
There is no more meaning in music and 
love and truth. Sunsets and stars and 
winds bear no message. Nature is a 
candle that is snuffed.

This is the real penalty for sinning. 
This is the inevitable punishment that 
comes when you refuse to obey the still 
voice, when you ignore the higher vis
ion. No matter If you are immune 
from external punishment. No matter 
if none but yourself is aware of your 
transgression.

You may pass freely before the eyes 
of others, knowing that none will con
demn. 
raised 
proach 
within

There may be no human voice 
In accusation, no glance of re- 
to be seen on any side. Yet 
yourself you are condemned.

Some day that song I’ll sing again, 
And then my heart shall flow

To all the weary hearts of men, 
That their souls with song may glow.

M. ADELE TH1EMAN. 
Milwaukee, Wis.

borrow a pencil in order to send an im
portant postal home, telling the "folks” 
she has arrived, receives a seat and a 
nicely sharpened pencil with the same 
sunny smile and affability with which 
the seeker for a lost umbrella or the 
donor of $50 for the cause are wel
comed,. while the inquirers, for a time 
table or program are furnished with 
these necessities as courteously as 
were they indeed diplomats represent
ing a foreign nation.

The great mainstay of the business 
affairs of the assembly is Henry A. Ever
ett, of Cleveland, the son-in-law of Mrs. 
Pettengill, whom the papers laud as the 
most successful and popular million
aire of the Buckeye State. He has 
something much better than money- 
good manners—and is every inch a gen
tleman. Frankly admitting that he is 
no Spiritualist, he wishes it understood, 
that he is in the board to help "mother” 
carry otit her. high Ideals. He knows 
her heart is set on the success of the 
City of Light, and because he loves 
"Mother” he steps in with his wide 
business experience, keen sagacity, 
Strong helpfulness and push, and adds 
a large share to its success. His clear 
vision is not clouded by prejudice, and 
While With practical common sense he 
guides the business affairs, he leaves it 
for the rest to dictate the-policy of this 
the largest and most advanced center 
of Spiritualism and higher thought in 
the world. .

And what of its president? Who can 
delineate her lofty aspirations or in 
justice describe her many noble quali
ties?

She simply cannot be described, and 
It 1b only as you can "sense” her that 
you can comprehend or in .a measure 

. follow her. The secular press has 
■’’ent ink by the bucket lauding her

A tiny shoe lies on my stand, 
A wee bit worn, but precious still;

I lift it with a tender hand, 
And at its touch I feel a thrill;

My earthly cares all fade away, 
My weary eyes with tears are wet;

Though years have flown and I am gray, 
I see again my Margaret.

Her angel face is bright and fair, 
Her lustrous eyes like bright -stars 

shine;
M.v fingers feel her golden hair, 

I press her spirit lips'to mine;
Her spirit form has larger grown, 

My eager arms enfold my pet;
I feel a pleasure'long unknown, 

I clasp once more my Margaret
Sometimes in happy dreams I .see

Her smiling face.beside my bed;- 
Her loving spirit comes to mie, .

And on my bosom fests her head;.
She is more beautiful and fair .

Than when on earth she was my pet.' 
New life is mine since I know where

To always find my Margaret.
H. M. EDMISTON.

The Border Land, how near it seems, 
How oft we visit it in dreams, 
To mingle with the friends of yore, 
Who dwell upon that fadeless shore. 
It is not far to' the Beyond, 
To loving thought -spirits 'respond, 
As guardians they hover near, 
To watch and help frail mortals here. - - 
That mystic realm, how near, how far; 
We know its portal is ajar, 
Our spirit friends return again, 
To linger in the homes of men. 
Love and affection still hold sway. 
Attraction’s law spirits obey, - 
The subtle veil that intervenes, 
Conceals from man life's inner scenes.
Man's an infant on this plane, ■ 
To greater growth he will attain, 
The man-made gods to whom he prays 
Will vanish like the sunset rays. 
Man's spirit seeks a high Ideal; 
In spirit life exists the real;
Man’s finite mind can't comprehend-L 
Splrlt and matter interblend.

, • H. M. EDMISTON.

ever so low, but the vital spark never 
quite goes out, it burns—albeit but fee
bly—through all. and will some day re
claim him. The work set for him to do 
must be done or Here or There—in time 
or in eternity, and all the good in the 
universe conspires to help him. The 
connection between his soul and the 
great Oversoul can never be wholly 
broken. He may, by his own act, never 
by act of God, loosen the tie and tail to 
draw'upon the resources of God, as is 
his privilege to do, even as a child may 
turn from his eaithly parents and fall 
of the good that awaits him from his 
loving-care and help, but the connection 
once made Is' never unmade. The very 
life of God flows through and animatec. 
the soul of man—and this cannot fail 
of its purpose. Gou will reclaim His 
own everywhere—not in any arbitrary 
way, but by the might of that which is 
within ub—which must, and will return 
to its own; as all the rivers of earth 
run to the sea, So the rivers of life- in all 
its ramification runs fo the Great Sea 
and finds rest, completion there.

But, oh, the joy, the strength of which 
we so needlessly' deprive ourselves 
when we do not hola close to'our Fath
er and draw dally, hourly from the 
fountain of love and life. Why do we 
do It? Is it pride—the pride • of a 
strdng man who cannot bear to own his 
need of help? Is it vanity which 
-prompts ope to be sufficient unto him
self? Or is it ignorance which' knows 
not theJo/ of reciving from the tender 
All-Father? Whatever it may be, it is 
one' of the saddest—I may indeed say 
the saddest fact of human life that ,we 
thus deprive ourselves of that which 
would enrich and glorify all life if we 
each lived, as we mightj in close and 
vital union with the author of our be
ing. It comes upon me with mighty 
force to-day how God respects the indi
vidual.. Nothing is forced upon man. 
He is not compelled to anything by any 
outside force. The table of the Lord, 
laden with the riches of earth and heav
en,- is spread before him—all that bis 
soul needs for food and development, 
for present needs or for eternal use, is 
there, and he may take or leave it as he 
will. His 'free will, his individuality is 
respected to'the utmost He is left to 
decide for himself—to "work out his 
own happiness” in his '/ .jvn way and 
time. ...', . .

The thought thrills me! The beauty, 
the solemnity, the unchanging need and 
importance of individual life .presses 
upon me. I femember reading years 
ago of how the once celebrated lecturer, 
Anna Dickinson, standing in. the -beauti
ful Yosemite Valley, with the grandeur 
of the mountain and • plain about- her, 
was almost overwhelmed by it all, and 
then suddenly the thought; comes to 
her, “I am greatest of all! When all 
this wondrous scene has perished and 
is forgotten, I shall live—because 1 am 
an individual part of Qod, and was not 
born to die.”

So it comes to me. and my soul bows 
down la wonder and adoration, in un-

Second, field of electric vibrations. 
Third, field of 'magnetic, vibrations. 
Fourth, field of thought’vibrations.

: Fifth, field of inind vibrations.
Sixth, field of will vibrations. 
Seventh, field of soul Vibrations.
This constitutes the grand octave of 

seven fields on the micréeosmlc scale 
In which each note represents a divis
ional octave which -gives ¡49 octaves of 
the invisible forces and’ powers operat
ing in the human being; télé we call the 
Invisible realm of the 'liuinan being, 
which has its correspondence or multi
ple relation to the visible realm—the 
physical human being—and we have 
reason to believe that' a-fcorresponding 
multiple relation exists between the ma- 
crocosmic scale and thd microcosmic 
scale of vibration, and is, exemplified in 
the relation existing between the dif
ferent octaves in the musical range of 
vibration, hence, “as it fe below, so it 
is above.”

In conclusion let us remark that when 
the student wltn figures and calcula
tions arrives at high C on-the- 49th oc
tave on the scale of being, do not think 
that you are at the end of the string of 
vibratory motion, that ■ evolution stops 
right there, for you hav®- tly reached 
another jumping-off pip another 
bridge over which évolutif, '.arrles you 
into a yet grander serleOt octaves in 
realms beyond our present understand
ing, which we can only dream of us oc
taves or kingdoms of the Gods, where 
evolution In yet greater,-measures be- 

>, comes manifested in thé construction of 
solar systems forming'constellations of 
endless variety of splendor and im
mensity. . ' ’

When casting a sweeping glance over 
the star-studded heavens at night, we 
can but silently dream about the mul
tiple relation each star,! system and 
constellation holds to tlie all-embracing 
musical scale, and that, the law of har
mony governs everywhere! - hence we 
may rightfully say-that riSture is estab- 
Ushed on a musical’ "basis', that liuman 
beings are at all time's Subject to mu
sical laws, which when frilly understood 
will give-that true knowledge of our
selves that will redeem humanity.

- 1Pl PEARSON.

seers. Notice the difference in their 
accounts of what they see in regard to 
the future life of the soul. One de
scribes it as in Revelations. Others as 
a beautiful place where no evil thing 
exists. Some have birds, fruits and 
flowers, arid all sorts of animals that 
they like. They forget that what is 
lovely to one is hideous to another. 
Now it is in order to explain how it can 
be beautiful to all, and who makes this 
radical change in the likes and dislikes 
oteach of us. If there is a miracle to 
be wrought, why was it not wrought be
fore, and everything made lovely here? 
If there is any one that can make a 
heaven of the next world, they could 
have made one of this.

But enough for the present. If I have 
started some live thinking minds 
enough to have them ask themselves or 
me some questions, I will have accom
plished my object. By the way, let 
some of these wise ones explain how 
they feed any live thing except upon 
the dead bodies of their predecessors.

Yours for truth, though the heavens

clothes that I went. I lived a very self
ish, frivolous life, and now 1 am so un
happy. I paid ten dollars for a hat 
w hen my grandmother had none to 
wear.”

I sensed her conditions and feelings, 
and unhappiness does not express it. 
0, such remorse! Such self-reproach! 
For a few seconds I seemed to be this 
unhapy-spirit; I could feel God’s great 
love^L could, see the beautiful existence 
that stretched before me in the realms 
of the spirit, and then I looked back 
upon the mean, narrow Ufe I had lived 
on earth.

She controlled me but a few mo
ments, but I could hardly bear the un
happiness. And this is the hell we are 
to shun. No judge or jury to condemn 
us. Nothing but our own conscience to 
accuse us. We see ourselves as we 
really are. Our lives are before us like 
an open book; and we cannot go on and 
enjoy the beauties of spirit life until 
we are out of these bad conditions of 
sin and evil habits, and it is then we 
must "work out our own salvation.”

So let us watch ourselves, for habits 
grow quickly. Cultivate the good ones 
and stamp out the bad that will one day 
surely destroy our happiness.

And above all let us pull out the bit
ter weeds of selfishness which seem so 
thickly sown in our natures. Don’t let 
an opportunity pass to help others 
along life’s pathway. Then, dear 
friends, when we enter that'hlgher life 
we shall have nothing to regret, only a 
sweet backward glance over a Success
ful Life. EMMA BROOKS.

Orient, N. Y.

Your punishment has come and you 
know it. There is no denying the dark
ness that blots your soul's landscape.

You are no longer on terms with your 
higher self; you no longer touch hands 
with happiness; you have lost the com
panionship of radiant ideals.

Yesterday, perhaps, you read a book 
that thrilled you with a sense of undis
covered joyregions in your soul. To-day 
you read the same book and in it find 
no charm. It has no message of beau
ty, no magic, or power for- you.

Yesterday you may have found in 
your neighbor a quality of mind that 
refreshed and stimulated you. Today 
you wonder how you ever found Inspi
ration or delight in his presence. Even 
in the smiles of children you find not 
the glimpse of heaven you once per
ceived.

The secrets in your surroundings, the 
faults of your associates, stand out 
glaringly to your vision. You no longer 
feel the tolerance, the good will, the 
sweetness of heart that once made the 
world a good place to live in, despite 
its imperfections.

What has happened? This is no vis
itation of an angry God who seeks to 
avenge his .wrath by punishing you for 
your error.

No one but yourself has brought this 
darkness. By your own acts you have 
shut yourself from radiance. You have 
cut yourself off from the rapture that 
lives In wide, sweet, spaces of your be
ing. You have dropped athlck veil be
tween your eyes and heaven,...

Is not this punishment, after ail, 
worse than any penalty of human re
proof or disgrace? To lose the approv
al of your soul—ip this not to be dread
ed more than any rebuke of man?

To forfeit the sense of keen delight 
in living; to lose the consciousness of 
joy that springs clear and pure in your 
soul when you are true; to find heav
iness and blankness where before you 
found buoyancy and magic, Is this not 
the sorest punishment of all? And can 
any selfish indulgence, any greedy 
taste of material pleasure, compensate 
for this loss?

Learn to be strong. Learn to be con
trolled. Learn to see that the source 
of all joy Is invisible and that happi
ness does not Inhere in material things.

Live the true, clear, unselfish life. 
Cherish no weakness that cuts you off 
from your soul’s glory. Tolerate no 
fault that dulls your consciousness of 
heaven, or blunts those sensibilities 
that have roots in the invisible.

Keep on good terms with your higher 
self and all the forces in the universe 
will be with you to approve your 
course.—Angela Morgan, in the Chicago 
Evening Journal.

Ponca City, Okla. ’ .
'J'"«"'

spéakâble gratitude for Ji^^lft of life.. 
To stand alone and.' ' ’ qted in such 
strength as one hasari , Lof himself; 
because of his RinsÛR ^iüi' God to so 
live "That"thé greatJiEbpbp clearer be
cause of our light,-anü the great doui be 
stronger because of- -oin1 'soul”—what 
cqrild be greater-or fetter than this? It 
is a mighty thing to .be ap individual, 
and Calls for more strength arid courage 
than the majority are in the'habit of ex
hibiting to live this-life, truly. I will 
not say more strength than man pos
sesses—for who is so sillfas to think 
that the Creator: wppià'fçil to give us 
the strength necessary- tluijs to live? 
We have within us,of at pur command 
all that is needed for, success if we will 
but learn to take and'use lt.rightly. To 
each one a place, a work is given that 
is for one’s self alone—mo other can fill 
that place, or do that work. We grow 
by what we use, by what we do, by what 
wo are. By Ûïb use of strength, 
strength comes—loving] we gain love.

Wins Fame as Miracle Worker by Fix
ing Windows—An Unfrocked Priest 
Paints Crosses In a Cottage Formerly 
Occupied by Cardinal, Attracting 
Crowd!
To the Editor:—According to a spe

cial dispatch from Naples, Italy, Father 
Stefano, an unfrocked priest, was ar
rested at Beletri, near Palermo, on 
charges of fraud and inciting a riot. •

A few days ago people passing-the 
cottage where the late Cardinal Anto
nelli was In the habit of spending his 
holidays, were surprised to see three 
immense crosses appearing on the win
daw panes. • -

Within an hour the crosses were mys
teriously transformed Into three faces 
of the Virgin Mary.

The report of a miracle soon spread 
through the town and into the surround
ing country, and Stefano, who is the 
present occupant of the cottage, reaped 
a rich harvest in basketfuls of of vic
tuals; poultry, and well filled purses, 
which he'took from the pilgrims'who 
came to view the miracle.

Latterly, he organized a procession of 
young girls, who walked barefooted and 
carried lighted tapers seven, times 
round the cottage by way of penance 
for the sins of the town. The parents 
of the girls p’aid Stefano 25 cents each 
for this privilege. . ■>

While one’ of these processions was 
in progress a party bf free thinkers 
tried to storm the cottage, but were .as
sailed with stories by the pilgrims, be
tween whom and the free thinkers en
sued a desperate hand-to-hand fight, in 
which over twenty were seriously In
jured. • .

Finally the rioters were dispersed by 
a force of gendarmes, who forced their 
way through with the bayonet, removed 
the curious window panes, and took the 
enterprising ex-priest into custody.

Water, soap, soda and other means- 
were employed to efface the pictures, 
but all to no purpose, for they were evi
dently the result of chemical prepara
tion.

Thus it is that "miracles” are made 
in the Catholic church. .

NATURAL LAW.

The laws of Spirit life we do not know; 
Each is a living Soul, Is truly so; • 
So In God’s love the spirit shall be free 
To know what that transcendent life 

may-be.
James Bartlett Wiggin.^ 

Cambrldgeporti Mass. , ■ y

THE GOOD TIME COMING.

There’s a good time coming, boys, 
A good time coming:

We may not live to see the day,
But earth shall glisten in the ray 

Of the good time coming.
Cannot balls may aid the truth, 

But thought’s a weapon stronger;
We'll win our battles by its aid— 

Wait a little longer.
There’s a good time coming, boys, 

A good time coming:
The pen shall supersede the sword,
And Right, not Might, shall be the lord, 

In the good time coming.
Worth, hot Birth, shall rule mankind, 

And be acknowledged stronger;
The proper impulse has been given— 

Wait a little longer.
There’s a good time coming, boys, 

A good time coming:
War in all men’s eyes shall be
A monster of iniquity 

In the good time coming.
Nations "shall not quarrel then, 

To prove whlcn Is the stronger;
Nor slaughter men for glory’s sake— 

Wait a little longer.
There’s a good time coming, boys, 

A good time coming:
Hateful rivalries of creed
Shall not make their martyrs bleed 

Iri the good time coming.
Religion shall be short of pride, 

And flourish all the stronger;*
And Charity shall trim her lamp— 

Wait a little lohger.
There’s a good time coming, boys, 

A good time coming:
The people shall be temperate,
And shall love instead of hate, 

In the good time coming.
They shall use, and not abuse, 

And make all virtue stronger—
The reformation has begun— 

Walt a~ little longer.
There’s a good time coming, boys, 

,A good time coming:
Let us aid it all we can,
Every woman, every man, 

The good time coming.
Smallest helps,-if rightly given, 

Make the impulse stronger— 
’Twill be strong enough one day—

Walt a little longer.
—Charles Mackay.

Have a heart that never.hardens, .. 
temper that never tires, and a touch

a

COMMENDATORY.

Suggestions for Applying Tests to 
Would-Be Public MefJiums.

To the Editor:—Your magnificent 
premium books received during my ab
sence from town, and I hasten to thank
you for the precious 
my little testimonial 
efforts in behalf of 
freedom of thought

gifts, and to add 
for your powerful 
Spiritualism and 
and speech. The

that never hurts.—Charles Dickens.
I could never .think well of a man’s 

intellectual or moral character if he 
Was habitually unfaithful to his ap- 
Rotataents.—Emmons. *

platform you are standing for in the ex
posing of the fake business in the Spir
itualistic ranks, deserves the support of 
all Spiritualists wherever they may be. 
It seems to me there ought to be no 
trouble in regard to this affair. If me
diums wish the support of the public, let 
them be examined under conditions 
that make fraud impossible and certi
fied to by a committee from the princi
pal societies in the state, and put a no
tice in the daily papers that the associa
tion does not guarantee mediums un
certified, and furthermore why not elim
inate all those from the public work 
who because they get a shiver and a 
shake, think they are irresistible be
fore the public, and pose as leaders in 
our cause. Their presence affords no 
proof to anyone of the truth of spirit re
turn, but on the contrary, as I have 
seen for years on the coast, only tends 
to make a laughing-stock of the cause 
to a lot of unthinking people, who, after 
the performance, laugh and think it 
fake.

No person should be allowed to pose 
as a test medium that cannot give posi
tive facts such as full names, dates, 
etc., of former events in one’s life.

The claim that they see the spirit of 
a man or a woman and give it a first 
name is no argument for the fact of 
spirit return, and that is about all that 
the majority of public mediums can do.

In regard to materialization, I have 
tried to get a private seance from near
ly. all the so-callcu mediums that have 
visited the coast for years,- but cannot 
get theMjJo allow me my own condi
tions, so ifi^erdict is—fake.' •

That materialization is possible, I 
know, because through my own organ
ism, parts of bodies form, at times, and 
I know that I could gbt full form mani
festations 11 I bad the leisure to de
velop.

Your paper to me is indispensable! 
and the fact of its popularity is that I 
see people reading it on the cars and 
trains out of here continually.

JOHN PALMER. 
Los-Angeles, Cal.



? A Mammas Sprit MantfesTOm Which Occurs t)utsWe the Ranks ot Spiritualism, Showing That Spirits Depend upon Sensitives, and Not Organizations, for Manifesting.
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the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia o£ Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death,

ANCIENT INDIA,
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. H. Olden- 
berg. Paper, 35 cents.

INDUCE
¡(four Neighbor to Subscribe for T$IO 

Progressive Thinker.
Now is the time to extend die clrcula, 

Hon ot The Progressive Thinker.. It 
will contain Occult and Splrltuallstla 
Bows with which ever? one should bo 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter bo well adapted to enrich the 
Bind. Send in a subscription now.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE/ '
By ths Editor of tbs National, with Preface 

and Notes by Peter Ecklor. Illustrated witli 
views of the old Paine Homestead and Pains 
Monument, at New Rochelle; also portraits ot 
Thomas Clio Rickman, Joel Barlow, Mary Wol- 
Etonocraft, Madame Roland, Condorce, Brlssot,--- 
and the most prominent ot Paine’s friends in; 
Europe and America. Cloth, 75 c<mts. _ —j

nnUPT Win Between Religion and Sclenca.

interesting to peoplewho have a taste tor the 
past religious history. By John W.-Draper.
Price, cloth, >1.75. ___________ •

Aryan San Myths, the Origin " 
of Religion.

By Sarah E. Tlteomb. wlrh an. Introduction 
by Charles Morris, author of “The Ajyau Raoa." 
Price, cloth.81.00. d-

The Two Worlds Are United
Once Again Through a Little Child the Seen 

and Unseen Realms Are Interlinked.
“When Willis wants Raymond (his little spirit 

playmate) he goes to a door or window and 
calls, as any boy would another, “Come on, Ray
mond, I’m ready,” and their play begins at once. 
They indulge in all childish sports, which is con
ducted exactly as if two real children were at 
play, and at times Willis’ enjoyment is so keen, 
and his excitement runs so high, that it is diffi- 

I cult to realize that, to appearances, at least, he 
is alone.

“Then his conversation, with strange little 
Raymond! Those who listen can hear nothing, 
of course, but Willis’ voice, yet his words, his 
mein, his earnest manner, all indicate that he is 
really taking part in a genuine conversation. 
At times he engages hotly in controversy; then 
again, after listening intently, he will display the 
greatest surprise at what he has evidently been 
told, and his questions or comments evince in
terest, wonder and excitement.”

। Spirit Return is a truth—an absolute truth!—and the one who denies 
it, only exhibits his own ignorance. He is to be pitied for his crass in
tellectual condition. Some most impressive, startling and conclusive 
manifestations of Spirit Return occur outside the ranks of Spiritualism. 
In the following narrative there is evidence of that fact. On all sides 
there is a Spiritual awakening. The denizens of spirit life are exerting 
themselves as never before, and the results are most astonishing. In 
the following narrative, detailing the experiences of a little boy, Willis 
Hiller, we have some pregnant truths in reference to Spirit Return, that 
will excite widespread interest. His allusion to animals on the spirit 
eide of life is unique, but in harmony with the experience of many seers, 
who say that the spirits of animals survive the death of the body, and 
may be sustained for a long time if efforts are made in certain direc
tions.

.BY MRS. RENO.
'Willis Miller, who plays with invisible companions, all the time, to the 

exclusions of living children, is the 6-year-old son of Capt, and Mrs. Wil-
. son Bryant Miller of McKenzie, Tenn., and is beyond question the psy
chological marvel of the age.

He is a wee, winsome, lovable child, so slight and small aS to seem 
younger, by two years, than he really'is, and looking at him, it is diffi
cult to realize that he is the center round which circles a mystery, a met
aphysical enigma which ehallQnges the interest of the scientific world. 
Hd’jsa ¿fétty child Of-an ethereal blond type, golden-haired, and with 
that exquisite blending of pink and wliite flesh tones which render Bou- 
gereau’s children peerless.

His. eyes are marvelous ! They are blue—a blue which unites the 
tints of pansies, violets, bluetts, forget-me-nots and hyacinths, with the 
azure jewel glints of turquoises, sapphires and lapis-lazuli and the 
matchless hues of sea and sky. They are large and soulful, and as they 
gaze at one, a sudden flame blazes within their depths and instinctively 
one feels, one knows, that Something, a Presence sweet, silent but poten
tial, has revealed itself for an instant of time.

Then like a flash it is gone, and the happy, graceful child, who is in
stinct with life and ambition, bounds off, and as his nimble feet seem 
scarcely to touch the earth, in their light, swift motion, one wonders if 
he, too, like Mercury, has wings at his heels.

-This, then, is the pen picture of the little child whom I. went on a jour
ney to study and whom I found interesting beyond my expectations. 
Although a stranger, he met me with an entrancing grace and courtesy 
which surprised as much as it pleased me. His manners are perfect and 

• his mien is replete with poise and confidence.
So might a little Crown Prince, trained in the ways of courtiers, re

ceive a guest. But it was remarkable for a tiny child—the son of sim
ple country people—who had been purposely kept from intercourse 
with strangers.

I found him, also, precocious to a degree. He is keen and quick of 
perception, uses absolutely correct grammar and converses fluently and 
intelligently on themes beyond the mental grasp of many men and wo
men. He reads remarkably well, too, and he brought out a book of nat
ural history and read several pages for me.

In answer to my surprised query, his mother assured me that she had 
discouraged all his early efforts at reading, for .she dreaded the effect 
of so much mental strain, but that the child could not be dissuaded, and 

.he finally taught himself by a system evolved from the letters on his 
building blocks.

Fond of Natural History.
-At this point -Willis brought his natural history to me, explaining that 

he had ‘ ‘ such a joke on papa, who didn’t know that there was a ‘ rhinoe- 
eros bird’ till I read about the rhinoceros hombill to him.”
?‘Read to me about it, Willis, please,” I said. He gave me a quick, 

qjj zzical glance and said, “certainly,” and I was truly surprised at his 
pronunciation, modulation and enunciation. But all this had been of 
his own choosing, and might, therefore, have been studied for the effect. 
So I said: “Let us select something for you to read to me, Willis,” and 
wjth silent dignity he turned to the index and handed the book to me.

( avoided the word index as I said purposely : “Read about the rhi
noceros Indian.” ... i

2 gain he gave me that quick, quizzical glance.as he exclaimed: “It is 
bad enough to have to explain to papa. But I certainly thought you. 
would know things.” »
. ’“Know what, Willis?” I questioned.

“Well, I thought you would know that an index should be read from 
right to left and not from left to right, so you should have said the 
Indian rhinoceros.”

“Thank you,” I answered, and as I found a genuine pleasure in 
watching the changing expression of his fac§, the flash of his wonderful 
eyes, I said: ‘But tell me about the Indian rhinoceros, instead of read
ing about it,’’for instinctively I knew he could read it.

“There is little to tell,” replied this small baby boy, “for it is'the 
same as any other rhinoceros, only, it lives in the land of the Indians.”

“You mean,” I questioned, “the North American Indians?”
“Certainly not,’ came the quick rejoinder, “I mean the East Indians, 

the Indians of the Orient.”
“Willis,” I usked him, then, “do you know why I came all the way 

from Nashville to see you?”
.“I suppose,” he answered thoughtfully, “you want me to tell you 

about Raymond.”
Raymond the Child Friend.

“Raymond is my companion and my only child-friend. If you like 
I will go out to .the garden to tell him that you are here and to ask him 
to send a message.” .

^With these words he ran swiftly across the lawn, and vanished 
through the garden gate.v And during his brief absence, I ascertained

1 from his mother and father the interesting story of the little fellow.
’.Willis is the child of their old age; for Capt. Miller was 61 and Mrs. 

Miller nearly 50 when the child was born. He is very plainly the very 
light of their quiet homely lives, the exquisite flower in the garden: of
heir hearts. • . .

Capt. Miller is entirely self-made, and he lives quite simply .with his.

family on his small farm, known as the Bro&iPl^c^ He is the father 
of three children, nil grown, the youngest of theim^eing 16 years older 
than Willis. ' ........ . • br ■

Mrs. Willis was Miss Ella Briggs and is Connected with the family 
of the late Dr. T. W.. Briggs, a famous Tgpneggeg surgeon, and the 
lather of distinguished surgeons. Therefore;;it wUl be sepn.that the 
child has inherited intellectual strength thrdugli lrismother’s family.

Both Captain and Mrs. Miller assured md^HiqWhQ very remarkable 
conditions which surround Willis have always bwai.a source of grief 
and trouble to them; and they feared at firstqq.teiuiible menace to their 
child’s mental1 strength. They have sought^y qi'ery. means in their 
power, to convince him that his belief in his inyi.sijfle companions, was 
only imaginary—a,,creation of his own too active brain.

But to no purpose. The boy has remained unnioved^ either by en
treaty or threat, and at times, he would become' flfriopsly angry at the 
mere suggestion that Raymond was a mytk , "When Willis was old 
enough to play with other children, his parents , encouraged him to-do 
so, hoping that such association would wean hiin- from his uncanny 
friends. '• ■ '

But they were doomed to disappointment, Willis, not only .did not 
enjoy them, but when his little playmates, in Actual life, ventured to 
ridicule Raymond, , or to question the reality ofchis presence, ■ itfthrew 
loyal little Willis into such a tempest of grief and-rage that finally, if 
reluctantly, the unhappy parents concluded it Were best for their child 
to remain alone, with his own unseen playmates,, with whom he was in
variably happy. « - -

The strangest apd most remarkable part of Willis’ peculiar history 
is that it began with his infancy and has developed with his growth. 
The very first words he ever uttered were “Mis^ Gfeeh?’ and his eyes 
frequently glanced about as if following the movements of some per
son, invisible to all .others, and he would sketch fQrth:his baby hands 
in weleoriie and evmee every indication of ^qljglit. as he would cry, 
“Miss Green.” '

The Unseen Presence? ;
This surprised, but did not especially impi-ess liis parents, who were 

quiet, unemotional, people, and who certainly .were? not anticipating 
unusual things in their baby. But uneasiness gradually took definite 
form.when they realized that, as the child grew older his belief in Miss, 
Green ’s presence'and his love for her grew steadily

It frequently happened, after Willis learned! tp .walk, that he would 
run forward with a glad cry of “Miss Green, Miss Green,” and would 
nestle down, apparently on an invisible presence’s shoulder or knee, 
where he would'remain contentedly for hours.

When he was ill, no one could soothe nor quiet,lyni as his mysterious 
Miss Green. As he grew older apd his power to express himself in 
words developed with amazing rapidity, his parent^ were astounded to 
hear him prattling in his baby way of his great, Joyd .for Miss Green and 
his intention of building a house for her, and marrying her.

“A baby prattling of marriage!” Then the parents asserted them
selves and insisted that the child should cease talking such nonsense as 
love and marriage and assured Willis that Miss Green did not exist.

At first he was furiously indignant and then, he grew inconsolable. 
After a time of exliaustless grief he came to Ins pifrents and told them 
that Miss Green said that they were right. That jje was too young to 
marry her, and that she was going awny to remain till the time was ripe 
for their union. Then she iVould come back to.lumsand claim him, but 
m going, /he would, not leave him him lonely noi?desolate; that she 
would bring liim a companion, a little boy child like himself, whom he 
was to call “Raymond;” that Raymond would amuse and'divert him, 
that he would always come, instantly, when Willis wished for him, even 
if the desire were not formulated into speech,.and .¡they would become 
devotedly attached to each other, united by a stronger, if stranger tie, 
than that of blood. ' nn n

The remarkable,prophecy of the mysteriou^'Misis Green” has fru- 
itioned. Since Raymond was brought to Willis he gas not grieved for 
Miss Green, whose name he never mentions, and when asked about her, 
the cliild’s face changes, becomes almost transfigured, And his eyes 
sparkle and glow with tenderness as he answ<$|: ‘ ‘ No, I cannot forget 
her. We are simply waiting. She is very beautiful.”

Willis’ belief in Raymond is quite as.remarkabletfs his affection for 
Miss Green. He began to Speak of his little'^flyisiMe friend when he 
was less than three years of age, and up to tll^t^me he had never 
known anyone by the name of Raymond, nor had he ever heard of the 
name. And since then, they have been or, at least, Willis asserts that 
they have been, daily and almost hourly companions.

His parents, assured me that Willis is happiest when he is playing un
disturbed with Raymond. The presence of living children annoys him, 
for, he says, “they cannot see nor understand that Raymond is real, and 
we often talk about things of which they know nothing,' which is very 
stupid.” . (c

“Come On, Raymond.”
When Willis wants Raymond he goes to a door or window and calls, 

as any boy would call another, “Come on, Raymond, I’m ready,” and 
their play begins at once. They indulge in all childish sports, which is 
conducted exactly as if two real children were at play, and at times 
Willis’ enjoyment is so keen, and his excitement runs so high, that it is 
difficult to realize that, to appearances, at least, he is alone.

Then his conversation with strange little Raymond! Those who 
listen can hear nothing, of course, but Willis’ voice,.yet his words, his 
mien, his earnest manner, all indicate that he is really taking part in a 
genuine conversation.. At times he engages hotly on controversy; then 
again, after listening intently, he will display the greatest surprise at 
-what he has evidently; been told, and his questions or.eomments evince 
interest, wonder or excitement.

He shares all his treasures with Raymond and exactly divides all can
dies, fruits, et cetera with his little friend. These he usually places 
under a certain tree on the lawn ; they never disappear, and sometimes 
Willis will, after a while, eat them himself. He seems to think the act 
of offering is the essential courtesy and there nan be ho question of the 
child’s fair play.

The singular thing is that Raymond will never-enter a room in the 
Miller homestead if anyone is in it beside Willis,-and the child fre
quently, but always courteously, requests his family to leave, saying 
simply: “Raymond wants to come in.” When ihe weather is fine they, 
invariably prefer to play in the open. . ■

I had been so interested in the child’s strange;history^told by his pa
rents; that I quite forgot he had gone out to bring ine a message from 
Raymond, till he stood- at my knee saying : ‘ r

“Raymond thinks it quite nice of you to have come so far to see us 
and we both thank you for it.” - x

“But isn’t Raymond coming in to see me, Willis?-,■! wish he would!
Tell him so, please?’ ' - . -

Like a flash the child was gone, and Capt. Miller-said to me: “Go to 
the end of the porch and watch him.” . ....

I saw Willis run across the lawn, pass through a gate, and throw him
self face downward ina field of daisies. ' is

“Raymond,” he said, “Raymond, she wants to'SeeVou. Come with 
me, Raymond, you won’t mind her. I don’t.” ' -

Then followed a silence and Willis’ voice say^g,fii^lly : “I’m sorry, 
Raymond. ” The child arose and coming to thejgafce, he saw. me on the 
porch waiting for him, and he called : ... id >tn

“He won’t come,in to see you, but he is sorry?1’ -<i0! -,
“Ask him, then,'Willis, if he thiriks it gallant fS’dèclme the request of 

one who has come so far to hear about him.”
I- returned to the gallery and almost instantlyaWillis joined me, ex-, 

claiming : “ Raymond says you didn ’t mean that message-, that you know 
very well why he cannot manifest himself to yougs’ bn 4

“Do you know, Willjs, -why he won’t manifestaior.m*?”
.In the Spirit World,. ' ,

‘ ‘ Certainly, ” the child replied. “ It is becaitìb"Raymond does not 
live in the real people ’s‘world. If he did, theij^ou^guld see him as 
you séeme. But he doesn’t. He lives in the spint-pqpple’s world and 
the conditions-are not right for you to see him—yet.”

“ You live in the reaLpeople’s world, Willis, then,why can you see 
him and I cannot?” ! contended. cl-

The child turned large, questioning eyes on me-as he exclaimed: “I 
never thought of that before, but I will ask'Raymond?’ '

He was gone sometime,- and in his absence I asked ips mother if she 
could, in any way, explain'her child’s strange life apd(beliefs.

She assured me she could not and that it was,--and !had-ever been;1 a 
mystery, to herself and to her husband, and a source-of anxiety and- sor-- 
row to them- both.- However attractive and interesting it rendered 
Willis to others, they wished with all their hearts-that lie was just like 
other boys. . . , ■

“Prenatal influence.ja .complex and far-reaching,’’ I said to the 
motfferof Willis., “Prior to the child’s birth; do you recall any inci
dent or experience which-might have produced these conditions in his 
brain?”.. ’ ' ’ 1 - '

“No?’ she said, thoughtfully; then positively, “no?s i

Ite Is Simply Ignorant, 
3 ? ' -______ j

. “The man who denies the Phenomena of Spir
itualism to-day is not entitled to be called a 
skeptic ; he is simply ignorant; and it would be 
a hopeless task to attempt to enlighten him.”— 
T. J. Hudson, “Law of Psychic Phenomena,” p.

“Did you read much atthqt time ?”I asked. .
YMi' read a great deal.”
What?” - / "

Bible—I studied it constantly and with deepest interest,’? Mrs. 
Miller replied.

“May I ask why?” I ventured.
“I had always been a consistent member of the Christian-Baptist 

church, ’ she said, slowly,- “but just about that time I became interest
ed, through the conversion of a relative, in the Brethren, a new religious 
sect in Texas, who held that salvation lay in being born of the Spirit.-" 
Then fore I read the Bible and prayed constantly to be born again of 
the spirit,- Could that have had such an effect on Willis, you think?”

‘‘The psychologists must answer that,” I said, smiling, as just then 
Willis returned, and looking at me gravely he announced:

“Raymond thinks you probably understand why I can see him and 
you cannot when he says the conditions or Vibrations are just right for 
me and are not at all for you, But you will excuse, I hope, my long de
lay in. returning, for Raymond and I became absorbed in a.raee, and I 
forgot to come back.”

Hooked at the child with vivid interest as I said: “What kind of a 
race do you mean?”

“A rabbit hurdle race. It was the most exciting race in the world. 
There is no sport to equal the hurdle leaping of those wonderfully 
trained rabbits of Raymond’s. ’ ’

“Has Raymond any other animals besides rabbits?”
Raymond’s Animals.

“0, yes, indeed,” cried the animated child. “In his world, his father 
has charge of all the animals and there are many, many strange crea
tures there, He gave Raymond all the finest tigers and elephants in the 
collection, because they are Raymond’s favorites. One, a tigress, is the 
most magnificent creature in the lot. When she gets enraged it takes 
six hundred men to throw her.”

Capt. Miller drew the tiny child to his knee and began to stroke his 
hands gently, as looking at me he said:

"It always excites him thus to speak of Raymond’s animals.”
I looked on in amazement. The child was trembling and flushed with 

the keenest excitement, and there could be no question that to him, at 
least, his remarkable statements held the essential quality of simple 
truth. But such statements ! That “there was no sport to equal the 
hurdle leaping of those wonderfully trained rabbits of Raymond’s,” 
and “a tigress, the most magnificent creature in the lot, requires six 
hundred men to throw her when she gets enraged.”

It was evident, too, that the child was not acting a part. For almost 
an entire day he was under my calm, keen, critical espionage, and any 
contradiction of facts, or any attempt at deception, I should have de
tected instantly. But absolutely, I discovered nothing in Willis’ simple, 
sweet, perfectly natural and childish manner to challenge criticism or 
distrust, and I believe him to be an honest, straightforward and lovable 
little fellow.

Besides, he is too young to sustain so difficult a role, faultlessly and 
permanently, unless, indeed, he were the most marvelous actor the 
world ever saw, and even were that true, he would require the most 
skilled training and coaching, which are naturally impossible in this 
ease, For the child lives alone with his aged parents, who not only do 
not encourage him in his strange tendencies, but they have done all in 
their power to cheek their development, and, failing in that, they are re
signed, but still grieved and mystified. Indeed they would give much 
if their youngest born were an ordinary little fellow just like other 
children. Nevertheless they are very proud of his remarkable mental 
qualities, and beyond doubt, they worship him.

When the child’s excitement abated, and wishing to keep him with me 
for the remainder of my visit, I said: “ Willis, I will have to leave you 
soon, so won’t you ask Raymond to come nearer so that you can talk 
with him here instead of running out into, the garden to take messages 
to him?” z

For answer, the child merely raised his head from his father’s 
shoulder; where he had been resting, and beckoned in the direction of 
the garden. Then he said: “Raymond does not object to be near real 
people in the open air, and he may come here on the gallery with us. 
But if we were in the house, he would not come into the same room 
where anyone is except me. ‘Hello, Raymond? ” and Willis’ voice vi
brated with a peculiarly tender and happy tone, “sit on the step there.”

“You did not answer the question, Willis, which I sent you to ask 
Raymond.some time ago. “Don’t you remember,” I continued, “you 
went to ask him to explain why you can see him, while others in the 
‘real people’s world’ cannot?”

“Raymond says,” cried the child, “now that he is here near you, that 
you may speak to him and he will answer through me. ”

“No, Raymond must excuse me; since he will not speak directly to 
me, I also prefer to speak through you. ’’

“All right,” responded Willis from his perch on his father’s knee. 
Then, after a moment, when he seemed to be listening intently, he said: 
“Raymond thinks that anyone who has given the thought to psychic 
phenomena that you have, should understand that. He says you-knofr 
that there are certain people whose natures are so finely, so strangely 
attuned that they are the real connecting links between the seen and the 
unseen, between the physical and psychical worlds, just as the twilight, 
partaking of the characteristics of both day and night, unite the two, 
or as night is merged into day through the dawn. Raymond says my 
nature, being highly sensitive psychically, renders me such a link, there
fore I can see him when you cannot. ”

This, of course, was a remarkable conversation for a 6-year-old child, 
but its most singular feature was the fact that he, a mere baby and until 
a few hours before an utter-stranger to me, should have known of my 
interest in psychology. There was, positively, no way in which he 
could have known, and babies do not, usually, “guess” at such things. 
But whether he knew, or hit on it as a mere, coincidence, how could a 
boy of 6 discuss such an abstruse question so-elearly ?

Raymond’s Appearance.
’ “Tell,me, Willis,” I said after a while, “how does Raymond look?”
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“ He is very .much like me. He has-blue eyes, pink cheeks, and golden 
hair, and he is just my height, but he is fatter.than I am.. And he wears 
much prettier clothes than I do. He has on now a Russian blouse of. 
white linen?’ , ' x

At these words a new’thought struck me, for Willis was dressed in a 
Russian blouse of white linen, banded with Yale blue. Could it be that 
this little child possessed the singular power of projecting his own as
tral body at will? If so, of course he used the law unconsciously, and 
therefore failed to recognize that the person he saw and called “Ray
mond” was his own, unknown-self. This unknown self of each and all 
of us possesses all knowledge and with a child of Willis’ imaginative 
type the-whole story of Raymond might be easily explained. For the 
astral form is the exact .reproduction of the physical body, even in the 
smallest detail of attire, and to test my theory, I said: v

’“Thenyou and he are dressed alike, for you also have on a white 
linen blouse? ’ - - '

“0, but mine is not at all like Raymond’s, for mine i£ trimmed with 
blue and his is all white, such soft, fine white. ”

As’my theory was proved false by1 the child’s words, I asked:
“Did Raymond ever live in the ‘real people’s’ world?”
“Yes,' ever so long ago, and he has often told me about it. When he 

lived here his home was a large, white stone house. It was a real house, 
you know, and one day real lightning struck it and it was burned down. 
Wait arnimite—that’s so, Raymond, of course stone houses can’t burn. 
•Raymond says, the lightning, real lightning, struck it and tore out the 
doors and part of the walls.” .
- I was busy with my notes, and I was startled by Willis, who was still 
on his.father’s knee and at some distance across the porch from me, say
ing, in his musical'voice: .

“Bayipbhd is lauglting at you, for he: says you have written that 
wrong.”

“What is wrong, Willis? I don’t understand you?” I replied.
(Continued on page &) " .
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“Raymond says look at your notes and you will see the mistake. He 
told you, through me, ‘that real lightning struck the house in which he 
lived and it tore out the doors and part oi! the walls.’ ”

“Yes?”Isaid. /
“Well, Raymond says you have written windows instead of doors, 

and he is amused at the error. ”
•I remembered perfectly that Willis had said doors, and I had thought

lessly scribbled-windows instead, as a glance at my note-book proved. 
But how could the child1 have known that when he sat so fur from me, 
and had not seen my notes at all? For they, positively, were in my 
hands all the time. • '

“Is Willis talking too much?” I asked his mother, whom I saw was 
glancing anxiously at the child’s bright eyes and flushed face.

“I am always afraid of fever, brain fever,” she replied in a low tone. 
Then she smiled, for the little lids closed suddenly over the wonderful 
blue eyes, and she motioned for Capt. Miller to be very still while their 
child slept,

“He will not rest long,” the mother said, turning to me; but it will 
• refresh him greatly. ”

“Is he delicate? Is he ill often?” .
. “No,” replied Mrs. Miller. “He looks more delicate than he really 

is, and yet, I am always most anxious about him. Not long ago he was 
taken ill with high fever from the very first, When the physician came 
he made me depress Willis’ head below the level and keep it immersed 
in a bowl of water, Finally Willis said:

“How long are you going to keep this up, doctor? I can t stand it. 
Raymond says if you will let me lie comfortably in bed arid put ice poul- 
tief s bn my head, that I will be well in a few hours.”

‘ The physician then ordered the ice ppultices, which reduced the 
'■ fever rapidly and the child was quite well in the afternoon,” Mrs. Mil- 

Ie > said, with a smile.
“Tell her,” said the Captain, in a half whisper, “about the car

Beautiful'Words of Ad^ace. The Great Secret
On "How a Boy Should Treat His milted by the son wha In ¿er Bin and Life Remains an Unsolved Mystery. The index of material and

Mnthrr." sorrow, should desert her. ' --------- science, and metaphysical, an
On

Mother.1

I am so touched with the following 
splendid thoughts from the pen of the 
Rev. Thos. B. Gregory, in the Chicago 
Examiner, that I deem them well wor
thy of reproduction in The Progressive 
^’hinker, and I feel sure they will be 
heartily appreciated by every reader, 
/ I also wish to append one of my fit
ting poems to the same as my soul's

sorrow, should desert her.
lu saying that a boy-should love his 

mother, I say all that, it is possible to 
say; for to love one’s'mother is to be 
kind to her, to be respectful to her, to
study her comfort and peace, and, in 
every way, to be tru^and .faituiul to 
her. ' ;

And ¡surely, is therb hnytlliiig in this 
world that is grandei”or more beauti-
ful to behold-than , the ¡sight ipf a grate: 

, - , , ful child—a son or daughter true to endorsement of Mr. Gregory’s words ot mother> true to father, ,loving them, 
a<lvlce’ devoted Jo them, living to make their

old age comfortable arid happy? «
Sees No Nobler Bight.

Mr. Gregory’s Words:
The subject of this article is suggest

ed by the following letter received at 
this office:

Toronto, Canada, Aug. 9, 1905.
My Dear Sir: Please tell me through 

the “Examiner" how a boy should treat 
his mother, and be-kind enough to send 
me a marked copy to Thomasville, Ga. 
What books could I read to help me to 
treat my mother right? More than one 
boy is in need of this information. 
Very truly yours,

। Robert E. Williams.
Mr. Williams is quite right in saying 

that more than one boy (and he might 
have added girl) is in need of the in
formation specified.

Disregard for Parents
One of the most alarming, as well as 

one of the most shameful signs of the 
time in which we live is the growing

As God looks down upon the ways of 
men He sees no nobler sight. ■

And the reward of it! Ah! There is 
nothing like it under tt;e sun!

To know that you love father and 
mother; that you have' ever treated 
them with perfect respect; that you 
have always tried to make them glad 
and that you have never failed to do 
what you could to promote their peace 
and happiness—to know this is to know 
the richest joy that life affords!

When the great Mirabeau was dying 
he called for flowers and music, desir
ing to die in the midst of sweet odors 
and rich melodies.

I am sure thatrthe sweetest fragrance, 
the richest music that any one can have 
about Jiim in the solemn death hour is

_ „ the meinory of filial gratitude, the rec
disregard o£ children for their parents, oltection of the fact that he was always 

There were never so many ungrateful, .......

spiritual
science, and metaphysical, and pliilo-

The .question of the origin 
one that appeals strongly to

of life is 
the mind

EITHER OF THESE

tacks. -
Mrs. Miller nodded and said : “Not more than ten days ago Willis ex- 

Maimed: ‘Papa, what keeps two trains of cars, going in opposite direc- 
ilons, from running info each other When they meet, for I know that 
jiere aré not double tracks all the way to the big cities?’ , .

“Capt. Miller then tried to explain to him the system of switches,” 
sqntinued Mrs. Miller' “but Willis could not grasp, the idea, Finally 
iie cried, ‘Never.mind, papa, Raymond says I will understand perfectly 
the next time you take me to see the ear tracks.’ A few days later Capt. 
Miller took Willis down to the tracks,” MrS. Miller explained, “and the 
child cried, ‘Don’t say anything, papa; let me see if I can. get it by my
self, as Raymond told me I would,’ Suddenly he looked up exclaiming, 
‘ Certainly, I see it all now. 1 would have understood before, papa, had 
you tol.d me it worked automatically.’.” ,

A few moments later it was time for me to catch my train, and before 
saying good-bye to the family, I asked Willis what he liked best in all 
the world.

“Books,” answered the child promptly.
“Well, and what next to books?” . .
“Mechanics,” was the surprising reply. “If you are going now, I 

will walk to the station with you and papa.”
The station was not more than three city blocks away, and between it 

and the Miller homestead is a grove of magnificent forest trees. As 
Willis came near this bit of woods he suddenly threw back his head and 
gavejorth a peculiar sound, half song, half whistle. Instantly the cry 
was answered in exactly the same tone by a chorus of birds in the trees.

I betrayed no surprise as I said to the child: “What did'you do then, 
Willis?” for I had observed that the strange act was done carelessly and 
with no thought of effect. '

“Do you mean when I got on the fence,” he said.
“No, just after that.”
“O, when I jumped up on the telegraph pole?” . , ; ’J'/'.
“Just after that,” I answered.
“O, then, you mean when I talked to the birds?”
J‘Yes. Will you talk to them again?” And once more the child 

, gave vent to that strange musical call.
I It was answered instantly by several .hundred little feathered throats
| in the splendid oaks above us.

“Don’t stop, Willis! Keep it up,” I pleaded, for the strange chorus 
i and the charming little leader fascinated me. And all the way past that 
I grove of oaks, the child continued to ‘‘talk to the birds.” .

“ “Does Willis talk to' anything else except birds?” I asked Captain 
Miller. '

“Yes,” came the Captain’s reply. “I don’t understand it any more 
than any of the other strange things my child does, but he certainly can 
make ail the animals and fowls at home answer his calls at any time,

disrespectful children in the world as 
there are today, and the number is 
Steadily on the increase.

fn far too many instances "Father” 
and “Mother” are being succeeded by 
“The Old Man” and “The Old Woman,” 
for whom the “kids” seem to have but 
little of the warm, filial love and beau
tiful filial respect that used to charac
terize the child’s feeling toward the

true to father and ¿other.

Do
Be'Patient With Your Mother.
not speak, cross to' your mother, 
though your angry heart may break,

For you do not know the hours she has 
suffered .for your sake, •

And you caiinot tell what moment that 
her earthly sun may set,

Then for every cross word spoken you 
will carry-a regret.parents.

I am very glad, therefore, -of the on- „ , ..
portunity of speaking a wqrd or twp Her old„Hr^n 
upon so vital a subject as that of a ’ft ® ft? w te®rs< . 
son’s or a daughter’s duty to Father Wh e her thoughts are for her children 
and Mother. tn tha nr vOn,oin the. coming of the years.

Should Be Kind to Mothejr-
Her kind spirit knows no falter in the 

duty of her own.
"How should a boy treat his mother?” And her bosom covers sorrows by her 

Is that thé question I am to answer? , children never known.
Then I answer it quickly and unhes- ... ? ,

Itatlngly, without a moment’s halting or grandchildren are her idols, aye, far
doubting' . more to her than, gold,

A boy should treat hip mother with .And ftough sometimes white correcting 
a heartfelt, uniform kindness. He she may get real cross and scold,- 
should strive to love her. with all his Ther® 1S a,lw“3 aBd tender ln 

her voice s undertone

of the learned and the unlearned, the 
scientist and the most unthinking and 
untaught man of tiie wold woods.

Whether life Js, ab Initio,, in the very 
primal essence of all things, matter and 
spirit, and always was there, from be
ginningless eternity, and .therefore is 
without origin from or at any definite 
point In the duration of eternal being 
or existence;—whether its primal self- 
hood( so to speak) is in a God-Source of 
all that is, an essential principle of 
Being—or whether it be a product of 
pre-existent forces and elements that 
conjoined and combined, are its forma
tive factors—who shall tell?

Deepest inquiring minds in all ages 
have sought to solve the problem; phil
osophers, Materialist and Spiritualist, 
ancient and modern, have delved deep 
and soared high, to search out the mys
tery.

Recently Dr. Littlefield, of Indiana, 
declared that he has dlsvovered na
ture’s method of producing life, “From 
minerals subjected to chemical action 
he_has produced microscopic plant 
forms, and from the decomposition of 
vegetable matter he has evolved dis
tinct types of animal life,” he states.

The question is-: Did his methods 
originate life, or merely produce certain 
manifestations of a fife principle that 
already existed In the elements he ma
nipulated?

Another scientist, Prof. Jacques Loeb 
of the University of California, 1b said 
to have fertilized the eggs of the sea 
urchin by Immersing them in a salt so
lution. But was there not already life 
in the egg, and In the salt water? When 
he shall have produced a fertilized egg 
without the use of pre-existing lite ma
terial, he will have come nearer to the 
great secret.

Prof. Burke of Cambridge University, 
Is said to have produced “a primitive 
fornTof life” by subjecting bouillon in 
test tubes to the action of radium. Did 
not the vital principle already exist In 
the radium and the bouillon?

And now comes Prof. Metchnikoff of 
the Pasteur Institute of Paris, who in
sistently declares that bls researches 
prove that there is no God!

Some years ago in • Chicago, at a 
meeting of a Liberal League, a young 
man declared: “I KNOW there Is no

sophic thought, points to one conclu
sion: that life is inherent in matter, and 
in spirit, in the physical atom and in 
spirit uah substance, in organic forms 
and in the eternal primal essence, sub
stance or principle, that underlies and 
is immanent in all existence.

Chemists in their laboratory investi
gations and manipulations speak of 
eliminating or destroying all life fn 
their 'test preparations—but It is far 
from proved that there can be any sub
stance without life, that life does not 
inhere in the essence of all substance, 
whatever the process to which it may 
have been subjected.

When scientists talk of producing life 
in dead matter they are simply begging 
the question; It remains to be proved 
that there is really any such thing as 
dead, lifeless matter, As the poet 
says:

* * * "The whole boundless universe
Is life—there are no dead.”
After all our deepest study and 

thought, man is forced to confess; How 
little we know!

The great secret ever remains undis
covered—the great problem unsolved— 
so that finally with Dante-one is im
pelled'to exclaim:

* • “One doubt remains, 
Which wrings me sorely if I solve it 

not.”
Thus had I written, when in the Chi

cago Dally News appeared the follow
ing, which will be read with Interest:
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To anyone anywhere. Writ» 
and mention the book yo2 
want. I will' gladly send it? 

#F YOU ME
SUH

or have Failing Sight, Cataracts, Granulate! Lids, 
Weak and Congested Eyes, Scars, Scums of Ulcers 
on the eyes or any other eye disease, write for my
80 FADE BOOK ON EYE DISEASES 
^ich tills how to curt these eye distasts by a tiw/lt 
method at your own home. Descubes and illustrates 
every known eye disease with colored pictures, tells 
how to care for the eyes, how to live, batlie, etc. A 
book full of information about eyes which should be in 
every home, it is free, write today,

IF YOU AREDEAF 
either partially or completely or if you have head, 
noises, ringing in the ears, disctarging ears, catarrh 
of the head, nose or throat, or any ear disease. Write 
for my
64 PAGE BOOK ON DEAFNESS 
and learn of a new method whereby all afflicted 
with Deafness of other ear diseases, can cure thein- 
sejves at home without visiting a doctor. Most com
plete book published and is free to all. Address 
DR.W.O. COFFEE, CenluryBldg.,DesMoines,la.

PUBLIGATIONS
OF

heart, and soul, and mind, and strength, 
and to love her that way right along.

It would not be a bad thing if every 
boy In, the land, upon getting up In the 
morning, were to say solemnly to him
self: “This day, O God, Help me to 
dearly love my mother.”

.1 say a boy should love his mother 
“right along,” continuously, always.

“Once a mother always a mother” Is. 
the word that every son should thor
oughly believe in.

No matter what the mother does, no 
matter how low she may fall, no mat
ter what clouds may settle upon her, 
she is your mother, and It is your duty 
to stamj by her.

. In fact, the greater her distress, the 
direr her troubles and misfortunes, the 
more firmly should you dedicate your
self to her service. ' .

Nothing Should Change Love.
Even though it should come to the 

point where you could no longer re
spect her, you should keep on loving 
her and protecting her. ,

That deep feeling of affection that true 
mothers only own. >

Oft her language may ..be, cutting when 
her nerves are all unstrung,

But be patient, she’s your mother, and 
her nerves are not so young.

She was^patient, kind-and gentle to her 
children in the past, 11

■ And it is a bounden duty that they love 
her to the last.

.¡i ’-.i!
She may scold you as she us?d to in the 

days that are gone by,
Till it wounds your very spirit and you 

feel that you must'cry, - •'
But be patient with your mother, yes, 

be calm e’en then,, and smile.
For she loves you arid can linger with 

you but a little while. '*
. ' '■ t--' !|i

Kindly make her life, a heaven while 
she Stays upon the earth'.

If you have the kind of spirit to appre
ciate your birth. 11 • / '

■ Through the sunsblnq.and tile shadows
•*“&,uv ,, , of this she gurirdefi:you,:

The mother may eId, for she is hu- And your love' arid sweetest .kindness 
man; but she can commit no Bin so to your mother iff 'now ufle. • • 
rank and monstrous as would be com- DR. T. WILKINS.

and Willis calls it‘talking.’” .
After I had parted with the fascinating and strangely interesting 

child, I gave myself up to speculation about him. What is the mys
tery surrounding him? Can it be that he is a psychic of so fine a fibre 
that both his clairvoyant and clairaudient powers put him in instant 
touch with the-astral form of some living child, between whom and Wil
lis, exist not only a strong psychic affinity, but a great physical resem
blance as well? Or, does it go deeper, is it more, far-reaching, more 
strange, more mysterious still ? Can little Willis Miller really stand for 
one of those wonderful metaphysical marvels which have occasionally 
startled the world?

These questions, wide' and deep as they are, may never be a.nswered 
satisfactorily. Nevertheless the remarkable child, Willis Miller,, will 
challenge the keen, close and subtle investigation of the psychologists of 
the age.

Having heard and read of several remarkable feats m photography 
recently where faces of invisible presences have appeared in the most 
inexplicable and mysterious manner on certain photographs, I desired to“ 
test if the case of Willis and Raymond held similar opportunity.

I wrote to Willis to this effect and his printed reply-he.cannot write 
—is appended:

“DEAR MRS. RENO.
YOU. ASKED. ME. TO. SEE. IF. RAY-

MON. WOULD. LET. HIS. PICTURE. BE. . ■ 
MADE. IN. WITH. MINE. HE. SAID. HE.
WOULD.

“ YOUR. LITTLE. FRIEND. .
“WILLIS.”

If the test should be verified—but as Kipling would say, that will be 
a story in itself.—Nashville Banner.

HERE’S A DADDY’S SONG,

Must all thy songs be mother songs, 
My bonny bajjy boy?

Do poets.write no other songs, 
That father’s name employ?

Why, then, 1’11 right the monstrous 
wrong;

Come, boy, and hear thy daddy’s song.
But first a toss high in the air,

To hear his merry shout, 
And then a tickle here and there,

To bring the dimples out. 
And then a romp upon the bed, 
Oh, precious little tousle-head! 
Now, then, wee barefoot boy, take care!

Run swiftly o’er the floor, 
And father'll be a bruin bear. 

And growl and bite and paw! 
Why, bless tis, boy, what flimsy stuff! 
Dad’s song is rag-time, sure enough. 
There, now of play we've had our fill, 

'Tis cuddle-time, I know.
(How very bright his eyes are still!) 

“Hush, baby mine, by-lowI”
Come, come, you little rascal, you, 
Dad’s had enough of peek-a-boo!
Hush, hush, my boy, to sleep with thee!

(I wish his mammy’d come!) 
Thy father'll turn into a bee

If longer he must hum. 
Ah, Well, to lull a child to rest, 
A mother song, perchance, is best

—Boston Trnascript.

THE RELIGION OF A SCIENTIST.

The Universe Is the Visible Manifesta
tion of an Underlying Omnipresent 

and Omnisolent Mind.

SWEET PINKS FROM TACOMA.

I noticed a recent article In the Battle 
Ground from the pen ot Dr. G. Frank 
Lydston in which he proposes in one 
fell swoop to obliterate and annihilate 
the spiritualistic idea of the day.

Dr. Lydston advances in opposition 
to the spiritualistic hypothesis the well- 
worn materialistic argument: "A blow 
upon the head, and presto, change! the 
spiritual quality departs and leaves but 
a groveling -clod,- lower, perhaps, . in 
instincts, lower, far lower, m its actions 
than the most degraded animal.”

. But is this argument conclusive? As 
well conclude that because thebatteries, 

Swires .and instruments of a telegraphic 
JUfetru'»ent were disabled and powerless 
to transmit, intelligence the intelligence 
was not there to be transmitted.

I have observed a number of cases of 
fracture of the skull with resulting 
coma from compression, and in every 
case wherein the damage done to the 
-brain was not too great the elevation 
of- the depressed fragments of pone by 

• the operation known as trephining was 
folldwed promptly by the return of .(con
sciousness—the mind, the soul, the 
mentality, the conscious ego, the spirit, 
again resuming the use of its tool, the 
brain. , ,

The mere fact that thg expression of 
mentality was entirely suspended dur
ing the period of pressure upon the or
gan through which that mentality is ex
pressed in this case is. no evidence at 
all that when the brain dies the mind, 
soul or spirit dies also. How shall we 
account for the return of consciousness 
when the brain by which it is expressed 
is repaired? What was the condition 
of the spirit or soul'during the period 
intervening between the receipt of the 
Injury and the'relief of the resulting 
brain pressure? It certainly did not ab- 
lolutely cease to exist, else it would

not have manifested itself by returning 
consciousness.

Suppose nothing had been done for a 
curable case of this character, and 
death of the whole body had super
vened? If death ends all, at what time 
did the mind, soul or spirit die? Imme
diately after the coma- supervened, or 
not until the whole body died, twelve, 
twenty-four or forty-eight hours later?

Is it not just as philosophical to say 
that the mind or spirit uses the brain 
as a*tool as.it is to say that the brain 
uses the spirit or mind-as a tool, or 
that the brain secretes thought as the 
liver secretes bile? Is it not just as 
rational to conclude that the brain is a 
battery in the employ of the “spiritual 
body” and subject to the environments- 
of the physical "natural body,” its im
perfections, accidents, etc., until it is no 
longer fit for use? Are not inequalities 
of mentality explained by the inequali
ties of the brain structure througn 
which it is expressed? Would not the 
immortal spirit, the essential life prin
ciple of the. idiot and imbecile, express 
Itself as intelligently and forcefully as 
that of the highest intellect if his brain 
were fit for such expression?

Is it the brain or is it the spirit that 
uses the eye to see, the ear to hear, the 
nose to smell? Does the destruction 
of the eye destroy also the mental ca
pacity to hear? Are not the organs sim
ply media, tools in the employ of the 
mental “spiritual body?” If so, then 
why should a total destruction of the 
material brain totally destroy thought, 
mind, spirit, intelligence? May not the 
“spiritual body” spoken of by Paul be 
composed of matter so subtle, so deli
cate, so fine as to be entirely invisible 
and unrecognizable by any of the senses 
in our present state of being, and thus 
prove the truth of immortality or a fu
ture existence from the materialist’s 
own point of view?

The atmosphere we breathe does not 
impress us with any very great materi
ality, and. yet we know it exists. "The 
wind bloweth where it llsteth,” but wo 
cannot tell by Its sound whence It com-

(G.E.K.)
Fragrant and beautiful, dear little 

flowers.
Laden with perfume from-’Coma’s fair 

- bowers, ■
So long imprisoned in- darkness and 

gloom, .
Drooping and dying in your fullness of: 

bloom.
Come out fronr thy prison-house into 

thelight,
And whisper-sweet messages cheery 

and bright; . - • __
Speak low all thy secrets, tell me of the

ono . .. , • .. ■ ■" .
Who sent thee so far from- thy dear 

: Washington.
Look up, little flowerets, abide for a

day; ■ -
Your mission fulfilled must you now 

pass away? •
See, in the blue heavens the bright 

stars aboun^,' "i .
They twinkle- and smile ■ as on■■■ fair

Puget's Sound. . • „ .
Ah, dear little flowers, so-pure -and so 

. fair, . - . 1 ■ .
Still wafting sweet perfumes far. out: on 
' the air;
Like you.may I bring to some heart a

Of
bright ray • v.

sunshine and gladness and then— 
fade away. •

IRENE CLIFTON..

Professor Dubois’ subject was “The 
Religion of a Scientist.” It was atten
tively listened to by a large congrega
tion. ■ -

Continuing he said: “Such observa
tion and study have led us everywhere 
and always to recognize what 1b known 
in -science as the law. or principle of the 
uniformity of nature, This is the" ac
cepted basis of all the conclusions ot 
science^ Upon it we dally risk our lives 
and our fortunes. Without it no science 
is possible. Without it the simplest ex
periment loses its for.ee and -value and 
the whole structure df science falls to 
the ground. The man of science, there
fore, accepts it to the uttermost.

The Creed of Science.
“This is the creed of the man of sci

ence whldrhe cannot renounce without 
mental suicide—briefly, the same causes 
must always produce the .same re
sults/

“The will that sways the universe is 
not only omnipresent but also omnis
cient, and because omniscient, uniform 
in action. Hence we observe such uni
formity of action in nature.'

“Our human wills may or may not be 
free at all. By the freedom here I do 
not mean absence from restraint, but 
absolutely self-controlled, not affected 
by exterior circumstances.

“Now, to such a will as we speak of 
there can be no exterior circumstances, 
because all circumstances are due to it.

Three Great Facts.
"There are three great tacts univer

sally accepted by science as unquestion
ably true, viz.: the fact of universal 
gravitation; the fact, of human volition 
as conditioning the motion and state of 
aggregation of matter; and lastly,-the 
fact of tKe uniformity of nature.
. “The direct and Unavoidable conclu
sion from these three facts, is that the 
universe .is the visiblb manifestation to 
xis of .an -underlying omnipresent and 
omniscient mind guided by intelligent 
and conscious purpose. In-science we 
deal with related phenomena.

"The laws of thought are found to be 
embodied in the visible results of na
ture. We know ¿¿thingV. absolutely. 
Ideals alone are exact. .

Religion and Science.
“As science is tbfefrverlficktion of the 

ideal in nature, so religion stands fast 
as the verification of the spiritual, both 
in nature and in life,. In dijys long past 
science and faith went hand in hand, 
and there was pedile. Tiffin came an 
hour when they losj.<btep.i'llWe all know

God!” ;
Being of a modest disposition, the 

present writer did not, as he felt like 
doing, arise and declare: Mr. Chairman, 
I have found GodE It is the young man 
who just declared ne knows there is no 
God. To know there is no God, one 
must be omniscient and omnipresent; 
and as this young man positively knows 
there is no God, he must be God, him
self.

- The process that hatches sea unchins’ 
eggs does not create the egg and its fer- 
tlllzable principle.

If life can be produced by the action 
of radium, the vital principle must have 
existed in the radium; otherwise it 
could not produce life ; and the old ax
iom, “ex nlhilo, nihil fit,” “out of noth
ing, nothing comes,” would be proven 
false. Radium cannot give what it does 
not possess. Unless the rays nave life, 
they cannot produce life,. The thing 
produced must exist potentially in that 
which produces it.

Originating life Is one thing; produc
ing living forms, or- manifestations of 
life, by the conjunction or blending of 
molecules or atoms in; which life al
ready exists,, is. quite another proposi
tion.

What is life? Herbert Spencer Bays: 
“Life Is a definite combination of heter
ogeneous'changes, both simultaneous’ 
and successive, corresponding with ex
ternal co-existences and sequences.”

When we think of the marvelous, the 
wonderful exhibitions of spirit and in
telligence, Spencer's definition seems 
wofully barren and deficient. And so, 
too, the definitions of other nfaterial- 
istic and semi-materialistic philoso
phers—for Spencer disclaimed that he 
was a materialist

Tomaintain that life is simply a man
ifestation of chemical affinity, falls 
short of accounting for spirit and intel
ligence.

Life is that wonderful mysterious 
principle which organizes matter into 
living beings. It is' not evolution, for 
evolution is not the cause of life but 
simply the method ot life's operations.

The Living Universe.
A new “Prlncipia,” that is, a new 

statement of the science ot today as 
monumental as the great work of New
ton, is demanded by a writer in the 
Scientific American, who says in part: 
“When gravitation was discovered and 
Its phenomena reduced to rigid law all 
men saw at once that It was part of the 
base of the, existing order of things. 
But Crookes' first vacuum tube made us 
aware of the existence of phenomena 
equally important. Radiation is as 
basic as attraction. And it may easily 
be imagined to be actually of greater 
use in the sidereal structure, if one 
mode of activity can be more potent 
than another. Every nook and corner 
of the universe must be, and In the very 
nature of things is, saturated with ra
diations and of many kinds of phases. 
Is it not as great to find that there is a 
flux everywhere within the universe as 
to detect the laws of gravitation? It 
may prove to be greater. The sun may 
not be required to shrink in diameter 
nine inches dally to maintain its pres
ent rate of radiation. The process of 
receiving and sending out corpuscles is 
competent to supply all its radio-activ
ity. And it can issue many kinds of 
radiance, so long as the Interchange 
with other suns is maintained. 1’he 
problem here now is so much larger 
than any ever presented to man before 
that all others appear to be childlike In 
comparison. It is to discover, rescue 
from space, and use these obscure radi
ations from our own and other suns.

"Arrhenius shows that many particles 
balanced by radiance and attraction, 
'swim in space’ in regions adjacent to 
suns; but vast quantities not in the 
clutch of critical forces escape and dart 
Into space. These are surely the cor
puscles of electricity exploited by 
Thomson. For three years the floods of 
mall received here, letters, essays, pam
phlets, books, everything, have one in
evitable trend and tendency, and that 
is: The universe rests on an electrical 
base. In other words, nothing exists 
but electricity. This' doctrine comes 
here from all directions. This universe 
Is now maintained by ‘action at a dis- 

' tance’; that is, radio-activity is its sole 
support. There is not a trace of a new 
idea In this. It is exceeding familiar. 
All have heard of it thus: ‘Action and 
reaction are equal.’ This is flux and 
flow'of radiance in a nutshell.

"Then the universe Is alive, is a living 
organism. This is familiar also; it was 
said in India many thousands of years 
ago, and has teemed on the pages of all 
Aryan literature since. None gave It 
attention, thinking it to be a vagary 
of some poet. The reception and emis
sion of electrical corpuscles by every 
sun In existence are the causes ot every 
conceivable phase of radiance. These 
two combined constitute the life of 
nature.”

Hudson Tuttle.
Library of Spiritual Literature..

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in ltp field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from -hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid oh 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the ■ 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story ot 
evangelization and free thought It is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets ot 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Pricey 
30 cents.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

________ Berlin Heights, Ohio. 1

11 new gateghism;
r BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.
' Thle h & new “CaUchUm” In &e tnU sente of the 
word, There has as yot appeared in the world of lib 
era] literature nothing like this most wonderful little 
book 01 reason. E. P. Powell, the well-known author« 
the reviewer ana critic, says: “The remarkable thing 
about tnts ■Catechism' is that it tells the truth." It 
deals with the questions of God. Immortality—tha 
Creeds, the Clergy, the Church, Prayer and Salvation, 
¿ecus ana bis Teaching, the Growth of the Christian 
Scriptures, and many other philosophical, sclontlQa 
end ethical questions with the utmost candor, cour- 
egenndolearnesi. 188 pages. Cloth 75c; paper, Wo

BIBLE OF BIBLES,
-OB-

TWENTY-SEVEN

“DIVINE REVELATIONS”
JBY KERSEY GRAVES.

Containing a description of twenty-seven bibles, and 
an exposition of two thousand biblical errors tn 
■cience. history, morals, religion, etc. Price, cloth. 
IJ.75. For tale at this office.

Cincinnati, Ohio. the sad result. t>\

LETTER FROM AN. OCTOGENARIAN

JAS. C. UNDERHILL. 
Hammond, Ind.

Spiritualist
Badges,

IN

Solid Sold Only

eth or whither iti goeth. The perfume 
of a flower we do not see, hear, taste or 
feel, being conscious of Its presence by 
a single sense only, that ofrsmell; the 
more we destroy the Integrity of the 
flower, its materiality, its organic 
structure, by crush ing, the < greater is 
the manifestation ot the presence of its 
fragrance. . • . , 7^ .

If, as the doctor seems to acknowl
edge, telepathy is possible, between em
bodied spirits, may itnot'be just barely 
possible that disembodied' spirits, may 
thus communicate .with embodied ones!

H. V. SWERINGEN.
Fort Wayne, Ind. ,

Today’s Liberalism.
“The ‘new theology” is more liberal, 

the ‘modern science’: less intolerant. 
Religion thus appears, not, as an antag
onist of science, not as contradicting, 
but as supplementing science, in per
fect harmony with the rest of our 
knowledge and in full,accord with the 
purpose , which runs- through the whole 
mighty plan. ■ ■,

‘■Thus once more, as In times long 
past, may faith and science once more 
walk hand in hand.” .

"Materialization,’’ By Mme. E. d’Es- 
Iterance and B. F. Austin. Excellent. 
Price 10 cents.

In Which He Detail His Remarkable 
Experiences—One^Thousand Words 
Written in a Minute by Materialized 
Spirlts-rRemarkable Spirit Paintings 
Executed in a Very Brief Period of 
Time.
To the Editor:—I was educated In 

the State University of Micfllgan and at 
the age of sixteen attended its first ses
sions. I will soon be 85 years of age, 
and I retain my mental powers as clear
ly as ever. I was an early student of 
Spiritualism. I have given it a great 
deal of attention; as my father’s family, 
with the exception of one brother, have 
passed to the higher life and all of my 
family, nearly forty years ago, with all 
of whom I have often conversed in vis
ible materialized form.

Paine’s Age of Reason was put. into 
my hands at the age of 14, .and I have 
never been influenced by religious emo
tions, and consequently have no early, 
teachings to combat, which is usually 
tlic case

While some of your correspondents 
are very zealous on both sides of the 
questions discussed, as a silent specta
tor I can see how they feel in the mat
ter. • . .

Their zeal sometimes runs away with 
their discretion, and what seems to 
them true, to them is true.

I was more amused than surprised in 
reading in No. 822 the words of Presi
dent Barrett, where he says: "There 
are those who are writing to me, ask
ing of me what: shall be done?” Many 
write to me what shall be done? And 1 
answer: “Go and see for yourselves. 
I have but little faith in those who take 
the advice of anyone in matters of this 
kind.”

But to proceed. He answers: “I can 
eee but one thing to be done. Declare 
in positive terms to the world the dem
onstration of Sir William Crookes in re
gard to materialization, then honestly 
admit that as Spiritualists, we have not 
added an iota of evidence to his conclu
sions in thirty years; - that we .have 
nothing to offer the world to-day in this 
respect, and that we advise all investi
gators outside of the scientists in their 
laboratories, td let materialization

nize their relatives and friends, com 
verse with them in the native language 
of the visitors, write in legible hand on 
tablets at the rate of one thousand 
words in a minute, draw life-size por
traits -in a minute of the visitors, 
friends or relatives, in a deep twilight, 
without brush or pencil, some of these 
in a locked box; and oil paintings ot 
portraits equal in beauty and execution 
to any that I have ever seen in picture 
galleries (and I have seen some valued 
at $20,000), done in five minutes with
out brush or pencil in the visible form, 
of all present. And I was well .acquaint
ed with Prof. Denton, who took an act
ive part in these seances.

Mr. Barrett is mistaken. He has 
never.seen these phenomena; I have; 
so. have thousands of others; and a wit
ness who has seen is better than one 
who has not seen.

I have not, nor ever have had one 
cent of pecuniary interest in"this mat
ter; but when I see men making such 
statements as I have quoted, I feel like 
correcting them. I make no comments 
on Mr. Barrett’s motive. He is perfect
ly honest and conscientious, and is do
ing what he feels it to be his duty.

I write this in the spirit of kindness

Mil!», Watch Chana.
PB1CES:—Badge Pln.tl.60: Lapel Button, fl.50;

Sunflower Brooch. (4.00; Maltese Charm, 15.00; 
Maltese Pendant, 55.1». This jewelry needs no oth
er recommend than to say it la the SUNFLOWER 
BADGE, the adopted emblem of Spiritualism. As 
the Sunflower turns Its face towards the sun, so 
Spiritualism turns tho faces of humanity from 
darkness and superstition towards the Sunlight 
of Truth and Progression. These beautiful em
blems are for sale at this office.

“AS IT IS TO BE.”
AVery Suggestive Work Which 

Beams With Spiritual Truths.

This is a beautiful book, by Cora 
Lynn Daniels, and it scintillates with 
grand Spiritual thought An idea of 
this work can be obtained by reading 
the titles of a few of the chapters 
therein:

The process of Dying; Light and 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; What Is unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul 
of Man; The Drama; A Day in Heaven. 
Price ^1.00.________ _

WISDOM OF THE AGES.
and fraternal regard, and I want you 1 
accept It In the same spirit which 
trust you will.

E. J. SCHELLHOUS. 
Kansas City, Mo.

KIND WORDS ARE BEST.

to 
I

Revelations from Zertoulem, the 
Prophet of Tlaakanata.

alone—that; is,, the materialization as 
practiced by the so-called physical me
diums of to-day.”

When I consider the long and inti
mate acquaintance I have had with ma
terialization in hundreds of seances, 
and have seen the medium cheerfully
submit to the most crucial tests im
posed by judges^, lawyers, physicians,

Through this mystic space Called “life,” 
Filled wlth 'daily joys and strife, 

Kind words are best
They will soothe the weary heart;
Take away the poisoned dart;
They will do the better part;

Kind words are best
Though at times we strongly feel 
To utter words like polished steel, 

Kind words are best. -
They leave no bitter sting behind, 
Those wqrds so gentle, calm and kind, 
That but our.hearts the closer bind,

Kind words ate best
Where’er we are, whate’er our lot, 
Unkind words are dearly bought;

Kind words are best
As angel touch, they softly greet; J 
Cause other hearts with love to beat; 
They’ll make our spirit life complete;

Kind words are best.
- LOU ELLA YOUNG.

Camden, Maine.

A Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

I This work was automatically trans- 
cribed' by Geo. A. Fuller, M. D., a gen- 
Itleman who stands high as a lecturer 
kind medium. It is a mine of valuable 
reflections and suggestions. The para
graphs are short, suggestive and In
spiring. Everyone of them leads to 
something higher, grander, nobler. 
Price 51.00.

"Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth.”
editors, ending without the least suspl-.By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
cion of.trickery,.or fraud; when I have la strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
seen at least a thousand visitors recog- important subject. Price, cloth, ?1. '

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lecturei by tho'Swamt VIvckOMnta, on RaiaTogsi 

or Conquering tbo Internal Natwo, and other sub
ject«; also, Patanjali’« Toga Aphorisms, with com* 
mentaries and a copious glossary of Sanscrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged. 12mo., Cloth, fl,so. Bala Yoga 
la an ancient, ayitom of Indian Philosophy« and one of 
tbo four chief methods that tho Vedanta Philosophy 
offeft to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami Vtv 
ekananda became a familiar figure tncovcral Amort' 
can cities during the three years following the Par» 
Hament of Religions at Chicago: ho was cordially ro- 
cOLvodln America, where the breadth and depth of 
hlnteaching« were soon recognized. Illa teachings 
kni tmlvcraal In their application. Tho book Is cheap

For sale at this office.

“ THE GOSPEL OF BUDDm“ 
According to Old Records. By Dr. Raul Corns. 
A translation made from Japanese, under tho 
auspices of the Rev. Shahu Soyer, delegate to > 
the Parliament ot Religions. Was published • 
In Japan. Price, SI. -->1

m m i T MHT) Selections from the con- 
|A|l|l||||| tents ot that.anclentr 
xuniuuu booh, Its commentaries, 

teachings, poetry, and legends. Also brief 
sltetchcs ot the men who made and commented 

upon Lt. ByH.Poltmg. 8Wpp. Price, cloth, U'
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fectly safe, and will save yourself 
noyance and trouble.
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A Fact. With Questions.
Statistics show,that since 1810

variably fu advance: 
Ous Tear,......................... ................
Six Months,....................................... 
Thirteen Weeks................................  
Single Copy,...................... . .......... .

1 REMITTANCES:

TERMS OF WBSCßJPlW« I
Tan Pbooubssivs Thutkkb will be furutsliod 

until further notice at the following terms, lu-

Bemit by Pastoffice Money order, Registered 
Letter or Draft on Chicago or New York. It 
costs from 10 to IB cent» to get checks cashed on 
local banks, ao do not send them unless you 
wish that amount deducted fromthe amount 
sent. Address all letters to J. R. FBANOIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
bo lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th-:i you are per-

Mrs. E. V. Wilson Gone Higher.
Through her granddaughter, Mrs. H. 

A. Born, we learn that the wife of E. V. 
Wilson, that grand old. pioneer worker 
in the cause of Spiritualism, passed to

Edltor-aLLarge for the National Spirit 
uallet Association.

Mr. Tattle haa been engaged to an
swer all attacks la the secular or relig
ious press on ¿Spiritualism. Bead him 
clippings when n attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

largely in the lead, then take a lesson I 
from a nation missionaries are bo anx-1 
ious to Christianize. 1

Spiritualism M t-Cult w Organisation.
Spiritualism a cult or organization 

may not ba making notably rapid 
progress, but Spiritualism proper, the 
truth underlying it, the principles for 
which it stands and the knowledge of 
a conscious future state of spiritual ex
istence are expanding and have ad
vanced" to that proportion where it is 
hard to determine the full extent ot its 
movement

THE WORLD IS AGLOW WITH ITS 
LIGHT. Science has felt the effect of j 
its coming; the churches and the com- i 
mon, noij-religiouB human, beings, are I 
set to thinking, and to investigating its

TAKE HOXXOKi
the expiration ot eubscripUon, If not ro- 

the paper Is Ciseonunued. No bills 
will be sent lor extra numbers.

tSTIt you i'.o not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratia

fS-Whenever you desire the address of your 
paper (changed, always give the address of 
the place to which It has been going or the 
change cannot ta made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is $2.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Any person donating one dollar to 

the Mediums' Relief Fund of the N. B. 
A, will, if desired, receive one Bet of 
spiritual tracts and one copy of "Vio
lets," a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy' of 
"Leaves of Truth," a cloth-bound book 
of instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY,
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

phenomena, which in reality, belong to ■ 
no cult, and cannot be controlled by ; 
any organization.

This advanced world; this advanced . 
age; this advanced human mentality, 
betokens an underlying force that is 
Impartial, universal, in its intents and 
purposes, if there be such. It betokens 
what we call design, backed by intelli- ■ 
gence, that has no prejudices, no pref
erences, no special channels through 
which to express; only those, by law 
of adaptation, best fitted for use.

AS ITS GUIDE SPIRITUALISM 
CLAIMS NOTHING RUT THE RIGHT 
TO MODERN DISCOVERY OF AN 
OLD TRUTH, and the privilege ot 
presenting it to a modern world in its 
modern way.

Organized, it has a personnel and be
comes an Institution to take Its place 
among the similar institutions of the 
world.

Unorganized (and that means a large 
majority of the Spiritualists, of the 
world) it is working its way through 
every conceivable avenue of receptivity 
and acceptance Into the minds and 
souls of all peoples.

IT IS A GREAT MOVEMENT UPON 
THE EARTH, and all the more impor
tant by having come at a time when 
the world was groping in' the black 
fog and darkness, of Ignorance, supersti
tion and blind faith, with no real foun
dation upon which to rest any kind of 
belief, any kind of religion.

While Christianity, in its envy and 
jealous madness was burning witches 
at the stake it was destroying ail the 
evidence It had of a future life,, aside 
from the records handed down in the 
bible, which could then only be con
sidered “hearsay."

BUT IT WOULD NOT DOWN! It 
was left to be re-dlscovered by honest, 
unsuspecting, Innocent little children. 
It rapped at the door and the children 
heard, and after testing its veracity, 
and knowing it was not evil, they let 
it in. THEY TOUCHED THE BUT
TON THAT LIGHTED THE WORLD. 
They were not Spiritualists, they were 
just children; curious, questioning, in
quiring, honest little children. They 
had not done ' anything that should 
make them fear an evil one, and as

spirit life, August 28, at 5:45 a. m., at 
the home of Mrs. Jellis, of Valparaiso, 
Ind. No particulars have been re
ceived regarding her death at present 
writing, but we are moved to say, one 
by one time removes the old workers, 
the old landmarks, and soon there will 
be none of the original workers to tell 
the tale of persecution, struggle and 
bitter denunciation encountered for 
Spiritualism at its birth; but the truth 
they bo heriocally battled for has 
come to stay, and that must be gratify
ing to the spirits of those old pioneers 
in the cause. ;

Great Is Humbuggery. |
“There are tricks in every trade but j 

mine,” says the honest toiler. Whilst 
the adage may Beem true with the me
chanic, we .apprehend it is also true 
with the professions, of which even the 
clerical is not exempt, and the medical 
need not be excused. We beg pardon 
of the latter if we accidentally tread on 
the toes ot the M. Ds., many of whom 
we are proud to hail as personal 
friends, but “a good story,” we are told, 
“should not be spoiled for relationship."

A gentleman in great physical dis
tress, tears In his eyes, told of the ag
ony he was suffering, giving the loca
tion of his ailment

“Have you consulted a doctor?" we 
Inquired.

neu 1 SOUND FORMS ILLUSTRATED.

“Publia Opinion," in a late issue un
der the head of "Wealth of New Relig
ions," by Louis Paul Kirby, seems to 
show that love of God and His anointed 
are not the only motives for founding 
the new faith. The writer sets out with 
theproposition—

“It takes no capital to start a new re
ligion, or a get-rich-qulck enterprise. 
Both Helds of activity are crowded wit!» 
needy adventurers. Those who become 
inventors of new religions, and found
ers of queer communities sometimes 
meet with storms; but Softener enter 

| placid waters, and their-guerdons sur-

For E^ll, Evory Spoken Word 
Got* Fdrth arid Carries Ite Waves of 
Motlon-lnto-the Atmosphere—Facts 
Worthy of Attention.
By scS|nUfi§ experiments las set 

forth in wne Message of Life] it has 
been found that the vibrations which 
producennusiost sounds emerge and 
travel as figures of great beauty and va
riety. Various 'attempts have been 
made to xendqr the sonorous vibrations
visibles 
perirne) 
on plat

biadai succeeded in his ex- 
by; tering powder of sand 

and" then drawing a
violin boi; aféfes pàe of the edges of

pass the dreams of avarice. * * America 
has always had a weakness for fantas
tic religions. Millions of dollars, 
amassed by thrift/ industry, and self- 
denial, are swallowed up every year by 
schemers masquerading as prophets or 
inspired teachers; and the strangest 
part of it all Is, the. men and women 
who thus yield up their savings are 
hard-headed enough to defy all work-a- 
•day assaults on their pocket-books.”

The writer then introduces a series of 
wealth-producing founders of new relig: 
Ions, only one of which we Introduce 
this week, but will try and make room 
for the residue in the near future. He 
begins with the founder ot Christian 
Science, and says:

“In the beginning Mrs. Mary Baker 
G. Eddy opened a sort of ‘faith cure’ 
boardinghouse, which she called by the 
grandiloquent name of ’Massachusetts 
Metaphysical College.’ That was thirty 
years ago. Mrs, Eddy was then an at
tractive young woman who had been 
twice married, and was seeking a pleas
ant means of earning her bread and 
butter. She, probablly, had no idea at 
that time that great riches would be 
poured Into he»- lap, or that her 
‘Church of Christ, Scientist,’ would 
cause such numerous desertions from 
the older congregations of the land as 
to alarm the clergy. •

“For fourteen years Mrs. Eddy plod
ded along with her ‘faith cure’ boarding 
housp. Then, sixteen years ago, she 
opened her first church of Christian Sci
entists in Boston, with twenty-slx mem- 
bers. It had taken her all those years 
to gather together that Tittle band of 
followers. After that things went with 
leaps and bounds. ‘The Mother

they could see no one, just out of child
ish curiosity they asked questions and 
got their answers in noises wherever 
they designated, on the head of their 
bed, the wall, the ceiling, the floor, etc., 
and their curiosity opened the door be
tween the world mortal and the world 
immortal, between the spirit of man de
parted and man on earth. People in
vestigated; people wondered; people 
called it the works of the Devil; peo
ple finally gathered about In homes, 
formed circles, got communications 
through the same and other means, and 
the discovery naturally took on the 
name of Spiritualism, a name ever dear 
to all who have found its truth.

But this is no reason for the perma
nence of the name. Age follows age; 
as generation follows generation, the 
name that sounds so good, the name 
that stands for so much to many of the 
present century may lose its inspiring 
attraction and be laid away forever in 
the next.

It matters but little by what name 
the rose may be known, the fragrance 
is there. It is the value to the world 
a thing or an institution is that makes 
it endure, not the name.

SPIRITUALISM MUST BE CLEAN 
AND PURE, AND MEAN SOMETHING, 
to have long life as an institution. It

“Vpq ” hi» rPBHpd
"What did he cali the disease?"
“Gastralgia. He said it was a very 

serious matter, but he hoped with care 
to pull me through all right.”

Poor fellow, the doctor had told him 
truthfully he had “pain in the stomach,” 
from the Greek gaster, stomach, and 
algos, pain, whether that pain arose 
from overloading the stomach, a ma
lignant tumor, or one of a score ot 
other causes he failed to inform his pa
tient; probably did not know himself.

A lady, poor, dear creature, said the 
doctor had just pronounced the terrible 
agony she was suffering, ceph-a-lal-gia. 
She wanted to know if there was any 
cure for it. Here was the algos again, 
preceded by the Greek kephale, head; 
meaning simply, headache; but a very 
formidable ailment in its Greek dis
guise.

To tell a blind person he has amau
rosis is only tellirg him in Greek, he is 
blind.

Mrs. W 
has la

figures, 
produce^^cd

the plät&w iany varied and lovely 
and geometrical, were 

g to the note played, 
es’, an. English lady,
experimenting in this 

redaron, and has invented an

Send in Yow Subscriptions

field of rèsateli, and has invented an 
instrument which she calls the eldo- 
phone, -for the transmission and expres
sion of the soqfems vibrations. It con
sists. simply kind of speaking trum
pet with an upward bend in it, the top 
of which .is " carefully covered with a 
well-stretch^d: membrane of India-rub-, 
ber. Thè membranes used are of dlffer- 
ent degrees’, of thickness, and the-discs 
over whlchrthe membrane is stretched 
also vary in’ size according to the pow
der. or liqufd used’ in the experiments 
and the lung capacity of the voice, and 
also according to the figures required.
Upon the membrane fine sand or lyco
podium is sprinkled, or prepared water
color, such as flake white, is placed 
upon it, and upon the singing of any 
note through the trumpet a figure is 
produced upon the sensitive surface of 
the membrane.These figures are won
derfully varied, and most of them very 
beautiful, consisting of geometrical pat
terns, crystals and shell forms, flowers, 
leaves, and even trees and beautiful 
landscapes.

Besides sand an,d lycopodium figures 
Mrs. Hughes experimented with water 
or milk, with which she flooded the

Church’ in Boston now has 15,000 mem- ; 
bars and there are more than 500 
Christian Science congregations scat
tered throughout t^e country. They are 
increasing every year, Borne of the 
Christian Science temples are struct
ures of great architectural beauty. In 
New York the two churches facing the 
west side of Central Park-are regularly 
visited by sight seers.

“The immense profits that accrue 
through the invention of a new religion 
are made clear by the admission ot 
Mrs. Eddy, that she abandoned her 
‘Metaphysical College,’ although her In
come from It was $40,000 a year, to de
vote her time exclusively to the up
building of Christian Science. That 
this step was not in the nature of a sac
rifice is shown in still further admis
sions—made by her secretary—that it 
is her custom to give away In charity 
more than $2,000 every year, and that 
she began this liberality as far back as 
1895, when her church was only six 
years old. If it were not ungallant it 
might be added that these figures would 
indicate that Mrs. Eddy's nest must 
have been well feathered at the begin
ning of these disbursements, for she is 
a woman who believes that charity be
gins at home.

"During the past ten years Mrs. Ed
dy’s profits, Including bequests,, are 
said to have amounted to fully $i,000,- 
000. When the $200,000 Christian Sci
ence church was built in Boston the 
congregation offered to give her title to 
the property. She refused the offer. 
This was hailed as a sign of unworldli
ness, but the truth was, Mrs. Eddy had 
become glutted with wealth. Money 
flowing to her from a dozen sources, 
she had no desire for the deed to a pal
try $200,000 church.” »

From this presentation of Mr. Kirby 
it would appear the founding of Chris
tian Science has been a pecuniary suc
cess. Next week we will copy his 
“Dowie and His Millions,” and there 
learn how “Tall oaks from little acorns 
grow.”

must stand squarely for a principle that 
appeals to the world of intelligent be
ings as “the thing they have been look
ing for;” the knowledge they have 
hoped for and prayed for.

Truth, in some age or other, will find 
her witness, and shall be justified at 
last by her own children.—Milton.

Custom without truth is but agedness 
of error.—Milton.

To smart and agonize at every pore. 
| —Pope.

Thus we might go through the medi
cal nomenclature, and show that much 
of the four years' course of the medical 
student spent in acquiring names of 
■diseases, names of remedies etc., really 
do not add one particle to his success as 
a medical practitioner. Let us illus
trate, and laugh. A medical professor 
gave his own experience before his 
class:

A lady had some ailment of the eyes, 
and called to her aid One of the college 
professorb. Jie prepared a solution, di
recting her as to Its use, and called 
daily to watch Its effect. At his fourth 
visitihe found the good woman much 
improved. 'He congratulated her on 
her early recovery, when the following 
colloquy:

“Doctor, what is this medicine you 
have given me for my eye's?”

“It is’ a solution of chloride of sodium, 
madam; a most excellent remedy, as 
your own experience will attest.' ’

"By what other name is this valuable' 
remedy known?”

"It was formerly known as muriate of 
‘soda."

. "Yes, I see, and It Is better known to 
all of us as common table salt Doctor, 
what is your bill?”

"Our' regular fee is $2 a visit We 
will call it $7.”

“Here is your money, doctor. Here
after I will endeavor to- salt my own

On the Road to Heaven.
Rev. Dr. McConnell, of the' Clifton 

Heights Presbyterian Church, Des 
Moines, surprised everybody recently 
by the following announcement:

“To the Members of Clifton Heights 
Presbyterian Church:—Please note, 
persons attending service are hereby re
quested to wear Inexpensive clothing, 
in order-that no one, however humble, 
may be embarrassed."

Interviewed, the Doctor said he was 
convinced poor people did not attend 
church, for want of ability to dress as 
well as the wealthy. He Bald he would 
be glad to see men in denim and wo
men in calico. For himself he would 
throw aside collar and cravat it the 
working classes will attend church.

■The Progressive Thinker congratu
lates that church on having a sensible 
preacher. We beg leave respectfully, 
to suggest to the Doctor, to discard that 
part cf his mythological creed that 
teaches of the fall of man, of total de
pravity, an angered God, a blood atone
ment, an eternal hell, and a final judg
ment, then the clothes question can be 
compromised. While amending his 
creed let'him add: “No day is too good 
to do right; all days are too good to do 
wrong," then he will be far advanced on 
the heavenly road.

eyes.” ‘ .
With these, simple facts who. has the 

effrontery' to deny the value of hum
buggery? ’

It is said: “Two of the same trade 
can never agree." Is that the reason 
the old school doctors war on eclectics, 
homeopathists, magnetic healers, oste- 
opathists, etc? each of whom, it is pre
sumed, has tricks peculiar to his own 
craft.

FROM THE EDITOR-AT-LARGE.

The International Reform Bui

Now is the time to send in your yearly sub
scriptions, The Progressive Thinker is now un
usually interesting. It is educational all along 
the line. The Spiritualist who reads it regularly 
becomes well equipped in everything that per
tains to Spiritualism and Occult science, for no 
other Spiritualist paper has ever dared to dis
cuss the important psychic questions now con
sidered carefully and critically in its columns 
from week to week. Just think, too, of the 12 
Valuable Premium books, elegantly bound in 
cloth, which we are sending out for a nominal 
price, constituting our Divine Plan. You can 
not fully realize the grand work we are doing 
without seeing and reading the books, Send 
in your subscription now, and get your^neigh
bor to join with you.

We have taken , several occasions ta ' 
give warning of the menace of the so* 
called Reform party,'at whose head is 
Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts. He is rightly, . 
named, for a mope fnsldaous toe to free 
thought and liberty of speech has never, 
lived. H6 has drawn large funds from 
his deluded followers, with which to es
tablish a special lobby, housed as he 
boasts magnificently under the shadow 
of the National Capitol, and exerting 
such Influence over legislation that it is 
called the “Third House.” , The “Re
formers” stapd for a change in the 
Constitution whereby God and Christ 
shall be recognized and tne Bible 
made the corner stone of legislation. 
Crafts believes In circulating litera- 
ture, by which is meant tracts, leaflets 
and books calculated to proselyte to 
his views. As head and active manager 
of “The International Reform Bureau,” 
he boqsts of having presented to Con
gress more “reform measures" than any 
other . man dead or living. These 

■measures relate to changes in the Con
stitution, Sunday laws, Bible reading In 
the public schools, etc. Thanks to the 
good sense of members of the House 
and Senate, most of them have died in 
committee, but a few have reached a

A COMPARISON. BEAUTIFUL PHENOMENA.

Christian Russia and Pagan Japan. Strange and Wonderful Sunsets Beheld.

disc; and then, when a note was Bung 
through the tube, the liquid surface be
came at once covered with regular 
wavelets in . beautiful patterns, the 
wavelets varying in size according to 
the number of vibrations of the notes 
sung. When flake white or red lead 
was added to the water many of the 
curves of the liquid became more defi
nite and spread cut into forms suggest
ive of roots, branches and foliage.

In experimenting it has been found 
that the figures produced bear a strict 
relation to the pitch and intensity of 
the notes Bung into the trumpet It 
would seem, then, that the vibrations 
of the air forced from the larynx are 
sent forth in rhythmical .waves which 
take shape in perfect accord with the 
note and Its density. Every note has 
a corresponding form which has a dis
tinct individuality, any slight variation 
of pitch or intensity from the original 
note altering the form in some way.

In order to'produce any particular ! 
figure, the note1 must be sung with the 
exact amount bf intensity, and in the 
exact pltdh by which the form was orig
inally produced,''certain figures, in fact, 
will only - form 'under the influence of 
simple tohes. ’

That a single note sung into a tube 
should, on a simple membrane,be trans
lated into a figure so involved, so ex
quisite, sq full of meaning, as most of 
these pictures are, must, indeed, “give 
us pause,” and 'Carry our thoughts .to 
that which Ues in the realm of the un
seen, for these figures reveal what hith
erto has 'been 'unseen—something of 
that tremendous -ocean ,of voice-vibra
tions which flood1 the world with their 
million myriads :df forms, in the midst 
of which we live and move and have 
our being,. • ; .

For good ,or e.vll, every spoken word 
goes forth and carries Its waves of mo-

To the Editor:—Mr. James Sargent 
practically opposes peace between Rus- ; 
sla and Japan until the former triumphs i 
over the latter. He has Issued a three ; 
column address to the Russian people, 
which is printed tn full tn the "Lop An- I 
geles Times," of August 13, 1905. The 
original copy has been delivered to 
Paul Kesakevitch, Russian Consul ■ at ; 
San Francisco, to be forwarded to Rus
sia for distribution among that people. 
A copy has also been sent to Sergius 
Witte, Russia’s chief envoy to the 
Peace Conference. The following is 
the concluding portion of the address:

“Are we, for the first time, to see 
the pages ot history draped in black 
recording the fall of Christianity before' 
Paganism? O, Russia; rise up in thy 
might, awake, shake off thy lethargy; 
Remember the centuries of war you 
waged for God and Christianity. Re
member the'wars of Napoleon’s time; 
how they brought you down, how thy 
soil was desecrated by the footprints 
of thy enemies, how even thy holy city, 
Moscow, and the sacred Kremlin, fell 
in the hands of thy foes. Job, with all 
his successive calamities was not as 
hopeless as you were then, and you rose 
out of the ashes like a sphinx, stronger 
end more mighty than ever. Does his
tory record In those trying times a 
single individual who wanted peace! 
with his foes? No, a thousand times no. 
Your fathers fought like heroes, sac
rificed all they possessed, and gladly 
offered their lives as a last token ot 
love for their fatherland. And now 
comes a proposition for peace suggest
ed In such dishonorable terms, that 
one’s blood boils at the very thought of 
it. Peace, no; War! War! Send forth 
thy sons, O, Russia, avenge thyself, sat
urate the soil with the precious blood

If any of the- readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker have ever witnessed 
a phenomenal sunset like the following, 
please report.

In the year 1893, my wife, Mrs. Ellen 
O. Sweet, commenced her development 
in medjumshlp. She.was then an in
valid, and her guides said that her 
physical was in such a bad condition it 
would be necessary for them to almost 
build a new body; which promise has 
been fulfilled.

One evening of the year 1894, as Mrs. 
Sweet stood looking at a clear sunset, 
fully enjoying the sight of the beautiful 
tints cast upon the fleecy clouds near 
the setting sun, a voice said to her, 
“You shall yet see a far more wonder
ful sunset."

In the spring of 1903, Mrs. Sweet’s 
sister, Rebekah Owen, then living at 
Fleetwood, Eng., was preparing to come 
to America, and in one ot Mrs. Sweet's 
letters to her sister in England she de
scribed the colors of the steamer Re
bekah would sail on In coming to 
America. When Rebekah came to the 
wharf she said she “was very particular 
to note if the steamer was painted as 
Mrs. Sweet had described it," and to her 
surprise, it was exactly as described.

After Rebekah arrived at our home 
she said to Mrs. S., “How could you tell 
the color of the boat?”

“Why, I could see it."
Some time previous to Rebekah’s ar-

reading and been honored by speeches 
for. and against.

Now this crafty Crafts has compiled 
all these rejected attempts.to throttle ‘ 
liberty of action and speech, Into a 
book of 800 pages, and as the matter, 
has all been reported tn the Congres
sional Record he claims the right to 
.send it through the mails free under the 
franking privilege. The postal author
ities it appears are obliged under the 
law to burden' the mails with the book, 
according to the rules.’ But Crafts 
does not propose to send out the book

L for nothing. If those who receive it do 
not wish to pay 35 cents for it, they are 
directed on the wrapper to return it— 
also at the government’s expense.

It is a cunningly devised scheme to 
sow the plans and ideas of the "God-In- 
the-Constltutlon" party among the peo
ple. The expectation Is that the read
ers will give the matter more attention 
than It received at the hands of legisla
tors, and that they will petition and 
write letters to Congressmen thus bring
ing a pressure to bear on them.

In this propagation of a scheme of the 
most bigoted of religious denomina
tions, the government-is forced to take 
a hand, furnishing mail facilities at an 
annual cost of thousands of dollars. 
The most saddening and hopeless as
pect of this infamous scheme is that 
the press of this country in abject fear, 
dare not mention it even as news. The 
fear of losing subscribers makes it a 
slave, or a tool in the hands of bigotry.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Editor-at-Large N. S. A

the
American Board of Missions has spent 
$36,000,000 in its propaganda work, and 
has sent 2,000 missionaries into the 
field. Has the world been bettered, or 
the truth advanced by the expenditure? 
Is not commerce ..the great civilizer? 
Was it not the Mediterranean that 
made all nations bordering on its 
waters akin, and established a common 
faith on every shore? And the differ
ent gods • worshiped, were they not 
names in different languages, and of dif
ferent attributes of the same God still 
adored? These are questions for 
thinkers only.

J. J. Morse and the Banner of Light.
To the Editor:—I desire to thank The I 

Progressive Thinker for so kindly 
printing my letter in its issue of August 
26, as it was the means of securing me 
a necessary solution of an important is
sue, viz., a vindication of my personal 
veracity.

After the arrival in Boston of the is
sue of The Progressive Thinker above 
referred to, I was able to have-a per
sonal Interview with the manager of the 
Banher of Light, to— in his own words 
—“adjust your (my) claim for salary,” 
the said interview occurring on Friday 
afternoon, August 25. The “adjust
ment,” when effected—my claim not be
ing disputed—leaving the proprietors of 
the paper 388.45 my debtors, and L 
copy herein the form of receipt which 
has passed, from which it-will be seen 
that I have obtained $47.61 in cash, and 
three notes at 4, 8 and 12 months for the 
outstanding amount of $340.84. The re
ceipt reads as follows;

“Dartmouth Company (Successors to

Worthy of Imitation.
The librarian of the Imperial Library 

of Tokio has lately made a report, 
which puts to shame the libraries of 
Christian nations. The simple facts are 
all the thinker needs:

There were 12,486 works relating to 
theology and religion called tor during 
the year, one sixth of one pej cent of 
the total books in the library. Of works 
classified as mathematics, science and 
medicine, there were 166,677 volumes, 
or 21-6 per cent of the total. Of "Works 
on literature and language 152,711 
books, that is 20 per cent of the whole;' 
whilst treatises on history and geogra
phy equaled 18 per cent. Works on' 
art, productive industries, engineering, 
military and naval science are promi
nent on the list of new books added to 
the library in recent years.

Contrast this showing with the great 
libraries of America, where fiiction is

tion into the atmosphere. To do what? 
Who can say? All we know is that 
those waves go forth and take their 
place and exert their influence upon the 
sum total of vibrations that pulsate ev
erywhere upon the brain or the finer 
self within.

■ Registered in the surrounding atmos
phere, every cadence tells. The utter
ance of impatience and of anger as well 
as the expression of kindness and affec
tion, are sent forth into that invisible 
world where all the subtle causes are. 
Who can tell what influences the forms 
produced may have upon the feelings 
and thoughts of others? We are as
sured by science that every vibration 
set going, travels throughout space, and 
plays some part in the tremendous 
whole. What if the vibrations we send 
forth are discords, ugliness, sources of 
irritation? Who knows the mischief 
they may do when received upon the 
sensitive brain dr more sensitive spirit 
of one in a condition to receive them? 
on the other hand, if the vibrations we 
set going are melodious, beautiful, and 
sources of joy, who can tell what minis
tries of good, what suggestions of sooth
ing may go with them?

In John Ruskin’s “Time and Tide,” 
there is a passage of profoundest sig
nificance. He.said; “I called on Mr. H. 
C. Sorby, to see some of the results of 
an Inquiry he has been following all 
last year, into the nature of the color
ing matter of leaves and flowers. * * * 
My friend showed me the rainbow of 
the rose, and the rainbow of the violet,

of thy youth, though they fall by tlious- 
ends, and hundreds of thousands. Give 
in to the Heathen; Never; Fight on! 
Do not surrender on the first reverse. 
Show thy grit! Fight on! Do not stop 
Because you have been scratched, but- 
fight on, with vour last breath, for it 
becomes a true Christian. O, Russia; 
dost thou not read history? Have not 
legions of our martyrs died upholding 
the cross, and through their death the 
cause ot Christianity grew stronger and 
stronger? What will thy children* and 
children’s children say, when they turn 
back the pages of history and see the 
black spot of Russia’S ignominy? It 
is not Russia and Japan. It is Chris-

। tianlty against Paganism, the Cross of 
Christ against Idolatry, the white 
against the yellow."

The Russian brdfid of Christianity 
may suit Mr. Sargent, but will not com
mend itself to the. average American. 
It will be remembered that during the 
bloody massacre of the Jews within 
the past five years, the “Christian Cos
sacks,” beat the brains out of old crip
pled men and women, outraged girls, 
tossed little babies from one to another 
from the points of their bayonets, and 
committed all sorts of outrages. Dur
ing the present year, a great unarmed 
crowd of half-starved working men, 
women and children, led by Priest Go- 
pon, attempted to call on the Czar and 
ask him to _try and ameliorate their

rival in this country, on March 11, 1903, 
Mrs. Sweet was standing at the west 
window of our home, again looking at 
the sun setting, when to her great 
amazement a most wonderful phenome
non met her gaze. For a short time she 
stood transfixed; then, as she desired 
that I, too, should witness the beautiful 
sight, she called to me from the garden 
and I went in at once, when in her ex
citement she tock me by the arm and 
led me up to the window and asked me 
if I could see anything unusual between 
us and the sun? I looked and in aston
ishment at what I saw, told her, “Yes, I 
see a lot of blue balls or orbs about 
eight inches in diameter,” and in look
ing longer some of orbs assumed colors 
of red, pink, orange and green. Some 
were of different shapes and at times 
six or eight of the orbs would form in a 
cluster, seemingly attached together, 
moving or sailing, sometimes in one di
rection, then in another. None of them 
stood still long at a time.

What I saw was the same as Mrs. 
Sweet had seen them, except that be
fore calling to me she saw several of 
the orbs (we called them blue moons) 
formed in the shape of a person and 
settled on the roof af a house standing 
one hundred feet to the west from our 
home. Sometimes these orbs would 
come close to us, and the whole western 
sky seemed filled with them.

As Mrs. Sweet and her sister were 
one day talking upon spiritual subjects, 
Rebekah being very skeptical about 
spirits, Mrs. S. said, "Rebekah, to-mor
row evening you shall see a most won-

REPORT OF THE EDITOR-AT-LARGE.
To the Executive Board N. S. A.—Re

spected Sirs:—I have the pleasure to 
report my work from June 1 to Septem
ber 1, 1905. I have furnished the fol
lowing contributions to the press:

The Public Schools and the Bible; 
Reply to Rev. Bard in Walla Walla 
(Sunday) Union.

Reviow of Passing Events: Spiritual
ism in New Zealand—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox—Dr. Carter, The Progressive 
Thinker, Banner of Light.

Banner of Light Publishing Co.) 204 | 
Dartmouth Street, Boston, Mass., Aug. 
25, 1905. Received of Irving F. Sy
monds, treasurer of the Dartmouth 
Company, and treasurer of the Banner 
of Light Publishing Company, forty- 
seven and 61-100 dollars in cash, and 
three notes of one hundred and thirteen 
and 61-100 ($113.61), each payable in 
four, eight and twelve months, in con
sideration whereof I hereby release and 
discharge said Dartmouth Company and 
said Banner of Light Publishing Com
pany of and from all claims and - de
mands! now have, against either or 
both; for salary or otherwise. Signed.
J. J. Morse.”

As I am upon the eve of departing 
for England and have no time for a 
longer letter, I content myself for the 
present with the above bard statement 
of fact, the greatest merit of the situa- 
.tion, in my estimation, being that it en
tirely relieves me from the. suspicion of 
preferring a false claim that had no

and the rainbow .of the hyacinth, and 
the rainbow of forest leaves dying. And, 
last, he showed me the rainbow of 
blood. It was but the three-hundredth 
part of a grain, dissolved in a drop of 
water; and it cast its measured bars, 
forever recognizable now to human 
sight, on the chord of the seven colors.”

If Bound vibrations fill the air and 
take on form, what beautiful pictures 
we should see if we had eyes refined 
enough to behold them. Is it too large 
a speculation that this unseen universe 
of exquisite vibrations does convey de
light to unseen beings adapted to re
ceive and comprehend them? If we 
-are to believe what clairvoyants tell us, 
they hear the thrilling harmony and get 
glimpses of the beauty of the unseen 
world. They testify toxthe creation of 
form by thd'hweet<inusic of the spheres. 
We are surrounded and enveloped by 
mysteries. Man khojv? little-of the vi
brations of?thought,' of voice, of song. 
The colors of the rainbow and the notes 
in music rufl fromline to seven, and bo 
far as has Men observed every musical 
sound takes"on form, "creating. shells, 
snowflakes,iffowerb, trees, ferns, moss
es, crystalsqifeathdrs, and microscopic 
objects. . The- Greek idea of the “har
mony of thmsphereb" was more than a 
poetical expt-essioti' and'we have, as 
yet, learnedullteraily-nothing of the 
finer forces lof nature.

condition. The Russian Christians 
shot them down like dogs, pierced them 
through with bayonets, and hewed them 
unmercifully to pieces. It is a common 
practice in "Christian Russia” to knout 
prisoners to death for trivial offences, 
such as being a Jew, or tor favoring a 
constitutional government or falling to 
take your hat off when meeting an offi
cer.

The humanitarian societies of Eu
rope, have, for years, been trying to 
secure better conditions for women In 
Russia, but without avail. A writer, 
at Rome, as published in the “Denver 
Daily News” of August 6, says, M. Po- 
biedonosteff, the Procurator of the Holy 

,’Synod of Russia, is so malicious against 
the Jews as well as against the educa
tion of women in general, that he’ has 
had laws enacted that “no girl, of Jew
ish descent Is allowed th- reside out
side of the Jewish zone unless she 
agrees to become a- prostitute. All 
girls who enter the University are re
quired to receive a yellow passport the 
same as the common prostitutes are 
compelled to wear. This method was 
adopted to deter women from entering 
any institution of learning. This policy 
of the government of the “holy church" 
was adopted-for the sole purpose - of 
keeping women in the densest ignbr-

derful and beautiful sunset.” The next 
evening Mrs. S. had forgotten her prom
ise to Rebekah, but she reminded Mrs. 
S. of it. They then went together to 
the west window and as they looked 
toward the sun, Mrs. Sweet said, “Love 
and harmony must prevail," and after 
embracing and kissing each other, the

. harmony came, and Mrs. 8. said, “Do 
you see them?”

I “Yes, Ellen, isn’t It beautiful!”
Rebekah stood wringing 

and could only exclaim, 
beautiful, beautiful!"

B. G.
Empire City, Kansas.

To

her hands 
“Beautiful,

SWEET.

N. S. A. CONVENTION.

Be Held In Minneapolis, Minn., Oc
tober 17, 18, 19 and 20, 1905.

The thirteenth annual convention of 
the National Spiritualists' Association 
will be held in the First Unitarian 
Church, Eighth street and Mary Place, 
Minneapolis, Minn., October 17, 18, 19 
.and 20, 1905.

Among those invited and expected to

Another Clergyman Sees a Gleam ot 
Light. The Sunflower.

Review of Passing Events—Sardou— 
Prof. Richet—Responsibility ot Medt- 

. umshlp. Banner of Light and The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Professor Richet on Trance. Light, 
London, Eng.

Review of Passing Events—Criti
cisms on the N. S. A. Considered—The 
Official Register. Banner of Light and'- 
The-Progressive Thinker.

One Hundred Dollars Reward for a 
New Truth in Theology: Reply to Rev. 
Eaton, Northwestern Advocate. The 
Sunflower.

Reply to attack in Public Opinion 
(New York City). Published in that 
journal.

Value ot the Report of the Seybert 
Commission. Banner of Light.

Review of Passing Events—Who Are 
the Infidels?—Reply to Public Opinion. 
Banner of Light and The Progressive 
Thinker.

"Beware of False Prophets.” Reply to 
Rev. Stupp in Wheeling Register (Sun
day edition.)

Professor Richet and Psychical Re
search; second article. Light, Lon
don, Eng.

The International Reform Bureau; A 
Menace to Free Thought. The Sun- • 
flower.

In this work I have mapped out I 
have had many local helpers who see
ing the necessities of the occasions, 
have availed themselves of the opportu
nities furnished by their local papers. 
Among these I now only mention 
‘‘Quaker,’’ editor of a republican paper 
of wide influence who for reasons with
holds his name, and Hon. R. A. Dague, 
of Alameda, Cal. The latter is brave, 
and his trenchant pen always writes 
with interest. He has been invaluable 
on the picket line on the Pacific side. I 
wish there were means to maintain a 
bureau of a score or more such writers.

If the private letters received, indi
cate the value of the work done, the 
column furnished Public Opinion awak
ened more Interest in the cause than 
anything else I have written during the 
quarter now ended. What is more, 
these inquiries came from an audience 
which had formed adverse opinions and 

! show how erroneous had been their 
i conceptions, and eagerness to know the

truth. I am respectfully, 
HUDSON1 TUTTLE, 

Editor-at-Large N. 3. A.

basis in fact. The nature of the settle
ment requires no comment. X

With many thanks to the editor for 
| his kindness, which will ever be most 
I appreciatively remembered, I remain, 
I your friend and co-worker, 
i ' J. J. MORSE.
1 ' Boston,-Mass., August 27, 1905.

A Gross Libel on God,
“If thy brother, the son of thy moth-, 

er, or thy son, or thy daughter, or the 
wife of thy bosom? or thy friend, which 
is as thine own soul, entice thee secret
ly, saying, Let us go and serve other 
gods, which thou hast not known, thou, 
nor thy fathers; * * * thou shalt surely 
kill him; thy hand shall be first upon 
him to put him to death, and afterwards 
the handyof all the .people.”—God, Deut
eronomy 13: 6. 9.

Here was Bible authority for the in
quisitors, and right zealously they 
obeyed the command, using stake and 
fagot in place of stoning; while “oilier 
gods” were Interpreted as other faiths 
than that entertained by the church. 
Tbo Christian system drew Its insplra- 

| (Ion from passage^ like the quotation, 
hence its bloody character iu the. past

ance, and they have succeeded in creat
ing a nation of mothers but little re
moved above the animal In Intelligence. 
They are in a condition of deplorable, 
ignorance and superstition.

Japan may be a “pagan nation,” and 
its people may be’historically ignorant 
ot the cross of Christ, but her ancient 
and illustrious religious teachers, 
Buddha and Confucius, taught their fol
lowers the Golden Rule, the respect and 
obedience of children to their parents, 
kindness to animals, as well as to hu
mans, and to be gentle and courteous to 
all, and refrain from’ drunkenness. 
During the present war Japan has elic
ited the unstinted praise of the civil
ized world because of her humane treat
ment of prisoners of war. American 
writers who have traveled extensively 
in that country bear testimony to the 
cleanliness, intelligence, sobriety, and 
high morality of the inhabitants of 
Japan. At the risk of being called a 
heathen I am willing to be put down as 
having a much greater admiration for 
the religion of Japan than for the 
Christianity of Russia.

participate In the exercises are Re». Dr. 
Austin, Will J. Erwood, Mr, and Mrs. 
Kates, Oscar Edgerly, Mr. dnd Mrs. E. 
W. Sprague, Mesdames. H. P. Ressegue, 
R. S. Lillie, Laura G. Fixen, Eva Mc
Coy, Margaret Gaule Ridinger, and a 
galaxy of others.

Come one and all to the greatest 
Spiritual convention ever held. .

Special railway rates on the certifi
cate plan can be secured over all lines. 
Ask your railroad agent for certificate 
tickets to the National Spiritualists’ 
convention at Minneapolis; the.round 
fare will be one and one-third of à fare. 
Delegates and visitors desiring to re- 
ceive the benefits of this special rate 
must have their tickets vised by our 
railroad agent at convention the last 
day, October 20, and pay 25 cents each 
for such vising.

Hotel Nicollet, a first-class hotel on 
the European plan, will be headquarters 
of the convention. Special rates for

A SONG OF AUTUMN.

When the wild wind closes summer’s 
story,

When in burst of splendor ends the 
glory,

And the woods and fields deserted of 
their royal verdure stand;—

When before we see the winter’s sad
ness,

When behind, alas!—we look for glad
ness,—

What the thought to lead us like aa 
angel through the land?

’Tis the -thought of thankfulness aS 
duty;

’Tis a blest remembrance of tha 
beauty—

And the fullness of the year in Its 
happy golden prime;

And of all the passionate complete. 
neBB—

Of the summer's paradisal sweetness,—« 
That like silver bells at eve the fomL 

eat melodies shall chime!good rooms, one dollar per day each 
person. Write and secure your rooms 
from Shattuck & Wood, proprietors of | And the beauty shall abide within us

Alameda, Cal. R. A. DAGUE.

the Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn.
The annual reception to delegates 

and visitors will be held at the First 
Unitarian Church, Monday, October 16, 
at 8 p. m.

All are cordially Invited. Admission 
free to all meetings.

MARY T. LONGLEY,
Secretary.

HARRISON D. BARRETT,
President

nuu uvwutj 3UUU nmilU UOj
And to like return of richness win us. 

In the glad awaking of the spring th« 
mind of hope can see;

So our hearts within us laughing, leap« 
Ing, .

Will not chide the summer’s silent 
Bleeping,— .

For again she’ll come to us and oui 
true companion be!

WILLIAMBRUNTON.

“Just How to Wake the Solar Plex
us.” By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable

•' for health. Price 25 cents.
Lovo that has nothing but beauty to 

'keep it in good health. Is short-lived 
and apt to have ague fits.—Erasmus,

"Spirltual Songs for the Use ot CIrv 
cles, Campmeetlngs and Other Spirit 
nallstls .Gatherings.” By Mattle EL 
Hull. Price 10 cents.
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The Important Question SECRETARY.Lynn, Mass.

What Does Spiritualism Teach That Spirit
ualists Believe in Common?

ALEX. CAIRD, M. D.our cause. members willWest Lynn, Mass.

THE HAUNTED PALACE.
to join this

the circle

Explanatory Louer From Dr. fliex. Gaird

THEIR FAITH. Spiritualism

This fasclm

to this grand 
in touch with

vlsit- 
wlth- 
mem- 
meet Ninety-five per cent of all cases of deafness 

krought to our attention Is the result of chronto

try and induce others to join; we wish 
to have 6,000 members before the close
of the year.

You are cordially Invited 
circle.

All matter pertaining to

will become subscribers 
publication, and so keep 
the work of the circle.

We also hope that all

In S weebs deins platina- eruca M. U Snida 
ot Fa. (uaed amali ooliti). start as Smith did—

that should make them honored 
ore in any other society; also 
drawal cards admitting them to 
bership in other societies. To

Relating to Organization In Massachu
setts.

easy—hundred» already aiarud—new one« 
¿ally-money coming in—«oods going cut. Profit 
ffrerrwhere hava tableware, waiches, jewelry, 

' eto., for the “Gray Plating Man.** 
Practical outfit», nil »lice, heavy plate, 
[ffawantccd, pure gold, ellver, ntcUa 
metal plating, equal to dott goods, lai* 

lest process, taught free quickly, CX* 
perlenco unncceaaary, all easy, 
secrets exposed. Own and Bos» a 

traveller all or part tlmo that pay» 
Vl&tOlgOV wooKiy—you can. Write todny for new offer, 
•ample, and hundred» letters from successful »pent*—Tree to all. 
Cray A: Co., Plating Worka, 9 Miami Bldg, anclnnaU.O

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcora, 
Eczema and all Skinand Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address 0 

. DRi BYE, Broadway. Kansas City, Mo.

^4

Out of the Depths Into the light.
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing, 

medium. This is a very interesting little book, 
and will bo appreciated from start to finish by 
all who wish to gain spiritual information. 
Price, 25 cents. \

known Author and Scholar,
HON. A. B. RICHMOND, 

Should bo in tho hands of every Spiritualist in 
tho land. It is based on a historloal fact, but 
through tho narativo is woven a psychic- line of 
thought in tho stylo so natural to tha great 
criminal lawyer that one can fee I tao author’« 
very presence during Its perurat It is certain» 
ly interesting. Price, cloth. To cents.

DPATH ITS MEANING 
1 1 1 and Results.

JBy J K WUaon, of tho Pennsylvania Bar. 
An abBorblnffly intereatlnff narrative relating a 
oerioa of wonderful paychic manifestations oc
curring in tho writers experience. Cloth, illus
trated, 11.25;

Am

rfT—w. KW Al Sendusyou.'nddto*»

■||H|W cs absolutely »ure-, w*
famish tho work and teach yon free, you work in

the locality where you I ivc. Send uj your address and wo «111 
explain the business fully, remember we puamntce a clear profit 
ofiSforcTcrydav'iwork.ttbKiltitolysuro. _ , Write at onca, 

\ROIAL BUKCFACTCaiSG t’O^ Box I 3 i I Detroit, Slieh.

s
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ALEX CAIRD, n.D,

Suggested by Dr. Alex. Caird, of Lynn, Mass

There are comparatively few organ
ized societies in Massachusetts, and I 
presume it is the same all over the 
country; there are plenty of meetings 
conducted by individuals, for confirma
tion of tills, note the announcements In 
The Progressive Thinker and Banner ot 
Light.

If I am rightly informed, there are 
but two regularly organized societies, 
employing speakers, in Boston, and the 
same number in Chicago. Those that 
are organized are not associated in any 
way. Buch attempts as have been 
made at organization have been made 
the wrong way. It is another case of 
building the roof first, and trying to 
build down instead of following the 
natural course ot laying a strong ioun- 
dation and building upon It. We 
should have strong local societies; the 
president of each society should be a di
rector in the state association, with as 
many delegates per capita as they are 
entitled to. The president ot each 
state association should be a director in 
the National Association, also delegates 
per capita. Each state should do its 
own missionary work,' sending enthusi-

A13TWORIUM
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vited. We scarcely ever have anyone refuse. Ask your friends and 
send in their names. Address : A. A. AVERILL.

42 Smith Street, Lynn, Mass..

Massachusetts steps to the front and demands a hear
ing. Alex. Caird, M. D., an influential Spiritualist, 
suggests a Symposium on an exceedingly import
ant subject. It will be inaugurated in his special 
honor as a Reading and highly respected Spiritualist 
of the Old Bay State, one who is constantly work
ing for the spread of the Truth as manifested in 
Spirit Return. It will prove especially interesting, 
suggestive and valuable to every reflective mind.

After fifteen years of Investigation 
and study, and listening to all kinds ot 
speakers. East and West, I find myself 
asking, WHAT DOES SPIRITUALISM 
TEACH THAT SPIRITUALISTS BE
LIEVE IN COMMON?

It seems to me that the different be
liefs are about as numerous as the be
lievers.

One can hardly find two professed 
Spiritualists that agree on all the differ
ent points of their belief. Some found 
their belief on the Bible, and find in 
Christianity nearly, if not all, that they 
can find in Spiritualism; Bible Spirit
ualists, they call themselves.

Others denounce all Bibles, and all 
the different creeds, and forms of wor
ship, and all that have grown out from 
them.

Some believe in organization; that no 
great or lasting work has ever accom
plished without organized and united ef
fort.

Others believe in a sort of a go-as- 
you-please order of affairs, claiming 
that every individual is sufficient unto 
himself. -

Some teach Spiritualism as a grand 
philosophy, looking upon all phenomena 
as crude and on a low plane, being of 
no real value to the cause; while oth
ers think the philosophy is something in 
the nature of a dream, and confine their 
Spiritualism exclusively to the phenom
ena and getting messages from their 
spirit friends.

Other teachers would have their 
hearers believe with them in re-embodi
ment, and all the tenets ot Theosophy; 
and still others think Spiritualism can 
never be demonstrated except by the 
aid of science.

The only points on which Spiritual
ists seem to agree is that we are spirit
ual entities in this life, that we shall 
continue to be the same after the 
change called death, and that after that 
change we can communicate with those 
still in earth life.

What is Spiritualism? and what are 
Its teachings? There must be some
thing for us to believe; there ought to 
be something that IS ACCEPTED BY 
ALL WELL-INFORMED SPIRITUAL
ISTS AS THE CORNER-STONE OF

come to us solely to prepare us for an
other life? Is it not worth while to try 
and find out what it has to help us live 
this life as we should? for certainly 
this is all the life we ever shall live.- 
We can only live on day at a time; now 
Is all we have or ever will have through 
the longest eternity.

Our claim Is that the fundamental 
teachings-of Spiritualism are for man 
to live as near as is possible in a state 
of righteousness. My understanding of 
righteousness is right living. I believe 
that hygiene and physical culture 
should go hand in hand with soul cul
ture; that proper care of thé physical 
body, a kind and cheerful disposition, a 
clean moral life, are all adjuncts of 
Spiritualism, and should come under 
the head of spiritual teaching. I think 
if our lecturers would emphasize the 
principles set forth above, a more prac- 

; tical work would be accomplished than 
much that has resulted from their work 
in the past. To devote time to rhapso
dies on the sweet summerland, and use
less sophistries in the name ot philoso
phy, Is to my mind Impracticable and a 
waste of energy.

Spiritualism should teach that the hu
man mind is incapable of grasping tho 

' Immensity cf creation, much less the 
Preator; that natural laws must be fol-

astje workers to locate in a place until 
the society was self-supporting, instead 
of the present methods employed by the 
N. S. A. of sending missionaries lor a 
day or a few days, taking collections 
for themselves and leaving the society 
worse off than before their visit

The writer has had a little experi
ence in raising funds for missionary 
work, and has demonstrated the willing
ness of the people to do something, if 
the leaders will start. Meetings have । 
been held In Lynn and Haverhill, Mass., , 
with such success that Newburyport, 
Mass., made application for one to be 
held with them,-which will be held as 
soon as some plans can be arranged to 
carry out the ideas for which the fund 
was raised, as stated above. In that 
way societies could be established in 
every .town and city, all speakers and 
mediums could get engagements, and 
Spiritualism take its place where it be
longs, at the head.

. The N. 8. A. should have a publishing 
house, and flood the country with Spir
itual literature, and act as an advisory 
board for the states, and do such other 
work as would properly come to them.

A co-operative building association 
could be formed to kelp societies that 
were in position to do so, to erect build
ings, where enough could be rented to 
bring in an income that in fifty years 
would make the Spiritualists , the 
wealthiest religious body in the coun
try.

A mediums’ protective union should 
be established where all mediums rec
ognized by the state association should 
be enrolled, so that a society la need ot 
a speaker or medium, could make an 

■ engagement, knowing they would se- 
■ cure a proper person. Mediums and 
• speakers should refuse to work for any 

but a legally organized society, or to 
help establish one that would secure a 

। charter as soon as able.
1 As long as we do not engage per

manent speakers, circuits should be 
i formed, in order to enable speakers and 

mediums to make season engagements 
with the least possible cost tor travel
ing, giving a full season’s work to each 
society, instead of locally as under the 
present method; this could be done 
through the state associations.

If the spiritual press should report le
gally organized societies under one 
head, referring to individual gatherings 
as “other meetings,” strangers would 
know where to attend, and. speakers and 

» mediums where to apply • for engage
ments.

Members in good standing in any so-' 
ciety should be furnished visiting cards

lowed for our physical well being; mor
al laws for our mental contentment. We 
are all creatures of emotions and de
sires, differing in degree and should be 
so understood.

Let us have our energies concen
trated in an effort to solve some of the 
great problems that must be solved be
fore Spiritualism can take its proper 
place among men.

The writer of this article has had 
more experience with the practical as
pects of Spiritualism than with the eth
ical, and it appears that the result of 
ALL THESE DIVERSIFIED BELIEFS 
AND TEACHINGS can be found in the 
manner in which meetings, supposed 
to be in the interests of Spiritullsm, are 
conducted. Meetings are carried on In 
different parts of the country, at which 
almost every conceivable method of 
procedure is the rule. Some, wq, are 
glad to say, are carried on in a seemly 
manner, the philosophy and teachings 
of Spiritualism presented In a manner 
to command respect, while the mana
gers of many others seem to think they 
are not carrying on a spiritual meeting 
unless the mediums indulge in baby 
talk, and so-called Indian language, a 
lingo that no Bane Indian ever talked; 
this practice is dying out in the East, 
and we hope in the West.

Some managers will have nothing 
whatever of a religious nature in their 
meetings; they object to invocation, or
dination, or any of the forms that the 
church has ever practiced. Others try 
to imitate the church in every portion 
of their service.

At some societies a specialty is made 
of healing, and treating cases of obses
sion, and it is a common thing for three 
or four healers to be practicing their 
art in different parts of the room at the 
same time.

If Spiritualism is ever to become a 
world-wide religion, or ever to take its 
place with other religions, or as a suc
cessful movement, this condition must 
be overcome; and we believe that It can 
be by rightly directed effort. We be
lieve that the majority of Spiritualists 
are ready for, and willing to work for a 
different method of affaire.

One of the first steps toward that end 
is, in my opinion, In the line of organi
zation, and that organization should be
gin with the local societies. We fully 
realize and yrish to emphasize.the Im- 
•portance of having Intelligent speakers 
to address our audiences, speakers that 
can handle all up-to-date subjects in an 
intelligent manner; ’

Some people are possessed of a high- 
degree ot ideality, some of great venera
tion, and many are plain, matter of fact 
materialists.

We would like speakers that can 
adept themselves to, and present the 
truth in a manner that will appeal to all 
these different intellects, but we also 
realize, and it is a fact to be deplored, 
that there are many speakers in the 
country at the present time that are un- 
able to secure employment, speakers 
that are in every way competent to 
meet all requirements. Educating 
speakers seems to me Hire building tho 
roof before we have laid the founda- 
tlon. There are very few societies in 
New England that hire speaker's or me- 

' diums, and thpse that do, pay from »2 
to $10 per Sunday. It would geem to 

’ me much wiser to give all our efforts to 
■ buUding up societies and so creating a 

demand for speakers, that could bo sup
plied from the various colleges, that aro 

' turning out graduates by the thousands 
1 every year, many of them children of 
' Spiritualistfl.

Will you kindly ask the members of the Psychic Circle to send out 
their best thoughts in behalf of ray dear son, that he may be led back to 
the paths of honor from which he is straying?

' A SISTER IN CHICAGO.

I have been a healing medium for many years and have used my gifts 
fieely for the benefit of others. Will the members of the circle assist 
me in regaining the powers that seem to have left me, that I may con
tinue to relieve suffering? JAMES STONE.

Will the members of the circle please help an old man, an inmate of 
a soldiers’ home, by asking the spirit friends to heal some of the phys- . 
ical ailments from which I am suffering? AN OLD SOLDIER.

I have the gift of healing the sick by the laying on of hands. Will 
the circle friends assist me in removing aU obstacles toward full devel- ' 
opment? ANNIE JONES HAIGHT. ,

Napanee, Ont. ’15

I have a beautiful daughter, the pride of my heart, who is threatened ■ 
with consumption, Three loved children have been taken before her; ; 
pray for me, dear sisters and brothers, that she may be spared to com- . 
fort me in my declining years? MARTHA MOORES.

New York. , ;

The Lynn Spiritual Society, Dr, Alex Caird, Presi
dent, leads in all things pertaining to Spiritualism. 
The services in various forms, continue all day Sun
day, including a supper, at which often as many as 
200 partake. ' No other Spiritualist society on earth 
today equals it in comprehensive efficiency.

Will the members of the Psychic Circle kindly concentrate their 
minds on Mr. M; H. Baker of Florence, Colo!, that he may obtain some 
relief from almost helplessness from the knees down? I am a member 
of the circle. MRS. A. J. BAKER.

Florence, Colo.

I am a member of the Psychic Circle advertised in your paper and 
want to express my thankfulness that it has been started. I have al
ready received much spiritual help from it. Long may it continue. 

. Hampden, Me. CHARLES GOULD.

Every Friday-Evening, From 9 to 10, Local Time— 
That is, by the time of the place in which you live— 
Dr. Alexander Caird and Wife, and Lynn Spiritual
ists Association Center.

the demands of the public, societies 
must furnish entertainment as'well as 
instruction. Specialties can frequently 
be introduced in the way of musical 
and literary exercises that will add 
greatly to the interest of our meetings, 
and also be a source of inspiration, to 
the speaker.

These suggestions are not offered in 
a spirit of criticism, but with the sin
cere desire that they may draw out 
helpful thoughts from others of our 
workers, and result in practical good to

In the greenest of our valleys, 
By good angels tenanted, , 

Once a fair and stately palace— 
Radiant palace—reared its head.

In the monarch Thought’s dominion— 
It stood there!

Never seraph spread a pinion 
Over fabric half so fair!

Banners yellow, glorious, golden, 
Ori its roof did float and flow, 

(This—all this—was in the olden
Time long ago),

And every gentle air that dallied, 
In that sweet day,

Along the ramparts plumed and pallid, 
A winged odor went away.

Wanderers in that happy valley, 
Through two luminous windows, saw

Spirits moving musically, 
To a lute’s well-tuned law.

Round about a throne where, sitting 
(Porphyrogene!)

In state his glory well befitting, 
The ruler of the realm was seen.

Morning Prayer, by Rbbt. L. Stevenson.
The day returns .¡and brings us the ' 

petty round ot irritating concerns and I 
duties. Help us to play the man; help ; 
us to perform them witlwlaughter and 
kind faces; let cheerfulness abound 
with industry. Give us tp go blithely 
on our business all this day; bring us : 
to our resting beds weary and content 
and undishonored, and grant ub In the 
end the gift of sleep; . •

Will YoU' Joln lit?
Through the suggestions of the spirit 

guides of Dr. and Mjs. Alexander Caird, 
and in gratitude for then inestimable 
benefit these resourceful .workers have 
been to the L. S. A. and. a- desire that 
others may be brought under the same 
helpful influences, (his circle has been 
formed.

Objects of Circle.
Soul study and the development of 

your psychic sense and of your highest 
and best natures.

Please sit in silence as far as It Is 
possible for at least twenty minutes 
within the specified hour. If unable to 
sit alone concentrate your mind and 
thoughts on the objects and work of the 
circle.

Rules for Circle.
First—send a loving and heartfelt 

greeting to all members of the circle.
Second—Search your souls to learn 

If you have lived your very highest 
since the last circle. Have 1 been kind, 
patient and helpful to all with whom 1 
have come in contact?

Thira—Ask your spirit friends and 
the circle guides to draw near and as
sist you in thp development of your 
highest soul powers and your medlum- 
istic gifts.

Fourth—Send out a helpful thought 
to all speakers, mediums and workers; 
and to the press, that the divine plan 
may be more generally applied.

THE SUGGESTIONS AND DIREC
TIONS FOR THIS CIRCLE CAME 
FROM WISE AND CLEAR-SIGHTED 
MINDS ON THE SPIRIT SIDE OF 
LIFE. THE GREAT POSSIBILITIES 
OF A CIRCLE, IN WHICH THOU
SANDS OF PEOPLE AT THE SAME 
TIME,CONCENTRATE THEIR MINDS 
ON THE SAME OBJECTS, MUST BE 
OBVIOUS TO ALL.

It we believe In the potency of 
thought, we can but believe that such 
a thought wave permeating the psychic 
lives of so many in different parts of 
the world must be productive of spirit
ual good.

The object or this movement is not 
for the advancement of the cause in any 
one place, or with any particular peo
ple, nor solely for the good of the 
members alone, but for the workers, the 
press, the spirit friends, and the up
building of the cause in general. We 
believe that much good will be accom
plished; that those possessing the gift 
of mediumship will receive help and 
spiritual strength by placing them
selves in the psychic wave engendered 
by this means. We hope every reader 
of this will send their name and those 
of their friends, no matter whether you 
are a Spiritualist or not, join us, add 
the power of your thought to ours and 
receive a blessing With ub.

Please remember that this circle is 
absolutely fr^ to everyone, and we are 
glad to welcome you as a member with
out conditions, but there are necessa
rily some expenses (as printing and an
swering the many letters of Inquiry re
ceived) and if any one feels to contrib
ute a small sum toward the same, it 
will be very welcome.

Brother Francis has kindly offered 
the use of the columns of The Progress
ive Thinker for the advancement of this 
object, and articles will appear from 
time to time concerning its progress. 
We hope all members that can do so,

will be published in The Progressive 
Thinker.

Send your name and address and be 
enrolled on the circle book free of cost. 
The cost of a postal card will make you 
a life member.

Please pass this card to some friend; 
make it an endless chain. Send name to

A. A. AVERILL.
42 Smith street, Lynn, Mass.

And all with pearl and ruby glowing 
Was the fair palace door, 

Through which came flowing, flowing, 
flowing, 

And sparkling ever more, 
A troop of Echoes, whose sweet duty 

Was but to sing, 
In voices of surpassing beauty, 

The wit and wisdom of . their king. -
But evil things, in robes of sorrow, 

Assailed the monarch’s high, estate, 
(Ah, let us mourn!—for never morrow 

Shall dawn upon him desolate! )
And round about his home the glory 

That blushed and bloomed,
Is but'a dim-remembered story 

Of the old time entombed.
And travelers, now, within that valley, 

Through the refi-litten windows see
Vast forms, that move fantastically 

To a discordant melody, 
While, like a ghastly rapid river, ■ 

Through the pale door 1
A hideous throng rudh out forever 

And laugh—but smile no more.
—Edgar Allan Foe.

To the Members ot the Psychic Circle: 
—I would like to correct (^misunder
standing in regard to the Psychic Cir
cle. Many of our correspondents seem 
to think that no one can become a mem
ber unless they are a subscriber to The 
Progressive Thinker. We certainly 
wish that every member might (for 
their own good) receive the benefit to 
be derived from reading the grandest 
spiritual paper published, and so keep 
in touch with .the spiritual happenings, 
and learn the views ¡and opinions of the 
different writers on ¿he large variety of 
subjects treated, but w&.erealize that 
there are many whp. would like to be
come members of .¿te circle who are 
not able to subscribe for the paper, 
much as they might(like to. Such are 
just as welcome; titrer are no condi
tions. We wish Brother Francis could 
read some of the many letters we have

tried to sit at' nine o’clock by one time, 
some part of our circle would be ob
serving the rules every hour in the 
twenty-four. If we all sit at nine 
o’clock, Jocal time-, the thought wave 
will start at the Atlantic, extend across 
the continent and around the world.

If any member wishes the circle to 
concentrate their wishes on any sub
ject of general interest, will they kind
ly send the request to The Progressive 
Thinker? We have no way to Inform 
the large circle,, but everybody reads 
The Progressive Thinker. We would 
also request the circle members to re
peat the following prayer, by Robert L. 
Stevenson, upon arising fn the morn
ing. “The day returns and brings us 
the petty round of irritating concerns 
and duties. Help us to play the man; 
help us to perform them with laughter

At a late meeting of delegates, sent , 
by various societies In this state, at , 
Unity Camp, the following committee ( 
was appointed to formulate some plan ( 
whereby all legally organized societies f 
can be united in a State Association of I 
Massachusetts: Alex Caird, M. D., of ( 
Lynn, chairman; Mr. S. S. Ham, Haver- , 
hill; Mr. Fuller, Newburyport; Mr. 
Hall, Brighton; Mr. Hastings, Brockton. ,

As this matter is to be brought be
fore each society in October, we would 
like to place It before you as individ
uals, that you may be prepared to vote 
Intelligently when the time conies.

We think Massachusetts is the most 
poorly organized state in the Union. It 1 
is true, we have a society that is named 1 
the "Massachusetts State Association," 
but it is such in name only; it is not in 
fact a state society at all, simply a so
ciety of Individuals, similar to many 
others in all parts of the state. It may 
be said that societies can become con
nected with it if they so desire, but so 
they can with any society; very few 
prosperous societies exist to-day that do 
not have Ladies’ Aids, Lyceums or 
some kind of auxiliaries, and would be 
glad to have more, but the so-called 
state association has no auxiliary so
ciety; no society cares to become affili
ated with an association organized on 
the principles of this one.

The time has come when,if the Spirit
ualists of this state expect to do effi
cient service, to become respected and 
enjoy the rights accorded other relig
ious bodies, they must follow the rules 
usually followed by these bodies in re
gard to organization.

Organization properly begins with the 
local society; if all the regularly organ
ized societies in. this state, will agree 
upon some plan of procedure, and or
ganize a state association ot societies, 
holding its yearly conventions, to which 
delegates, according to the per capita, 
were sent by each society, such dele
gates to elect the officers and transact 
other state business, then it would fol
low as a natural sequence, that the 
state association should be united with 
the national, and all societies would feel 
that they were represented at the meet
ings of that body.

As It Is now there is hardly a society 
in the state that can afford to send dele
gates to the N. S. A. conventions, held 
as they are, such long distances away; 
the same holds good with the western 
societies when the conventions are held 
this way. Consequently, no Interest is 
felt in the doings of a body in which we 
have no representation, and the feeling 
naturally arises, that the money that is 
sent in as per capita, and in other ways, 
can be expended to better advantage in 
cur own midst.

On the other hand, every society 
could send delegates once a year to Bos
ton, such delegates receiving their in
structions from their societies as to the 
business likely to come up; if the busi
ness affairs of the state were discussed 
in the business meetings of the locals, 
every individual would feel an interest, 
feel as though it was their business, as 

; well as the business of a few officers 
i chosen by the same individual votes 

year after year. Such an association 
। should be as a father to the locals, look

ing after the best interests of the whole 
, cause in connection with state work, 
. and attending to many matters that is 
. nobody’s business under the present 
, method.
i One very important item of work 
i would be arranging circuits. This is a 
; plan that should certainly be put into 
. operation. Too much money is wasted 
, by our speakers in traveling expenses.

only plan with the idea of mutual help
fulness.

There are many other reforms that 
could be attended to if the societies 
were properly organized, such as the 
adoption of a ritual to be used by all so- ■ 
cieties in the initiation of members; 
transfer cards, transfering members in 
good standing to another society, in 
case of a change of residence; and trav
eling cards, introducing members to tile 
officers of societies where they may be 
visiting, and thus insuring them a wel
come among those who would other
wise be strangers, instead of brothers 
and sisters.

There is no limit to the work of a 
properly organized state association, 
and we wish to urge the Spiritualists ot 
this state to give this subject their most 
careful attention, and to make a strong 
effort, as they shall come together in 
their respective societies to resume the 
season’s work, to effect an organization 
that shall be a credit to the cause, that 
Spiritualism in our state shall be 
brought up to a standard where it shall , 
command the respect that is accorded 
all other religious denominations.

DEAFNESS AND
CATARRH CURED

BY NO METHOD UNTIL "AC 
TINA” WAS DISCOVEIIED.

passes through the

catarrh of the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the action of the vi
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure Is Impossible. The In
ner ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the inability of au- 
rlsts or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there is a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh Is demonstrat
ed every day by the use of 
Actlna. The vapor current 
generated In the Actlna 
Eustachian tubes Into the

middle oar, removing Hie catarrhal obstructions 
aalt passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
.he bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) In ths 
Inner ear, making them respond to the slight
est vibration of sound. Actlna has never failed 
Io euro ringing noises In the head. We havf 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be completely cured in 
only three weeks’ use ot Actlna. Actlna also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; all of which are di. 
reetly or indirectly duo to catarrh. Actlna Is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
case. Wo give advice free, and positive proof 
of cures. A valuablo book—Professor Wilson's 
IflO page Dictionary ot Disease, Free. Address 
Now York & Loudon Electric Association, Dou. 
342C, 920 Walnut Street. Kansas City; Mo.

. ... x -------end Itln4 faces; let cheerfulness
received extolling Ma-paper; he would abound with industry. Givens to go 
certainly feel that jiis efforts for the blithely on our business all this day; 
worlds betterment ¡were appreciated, bring us to our resting beds weary-and 

A word as regards: theadifference in content and undishonored, and grant us
time. As our clrclq^extends, not only la the end the gift ot sleep.”
all over our own country,>hut to Africa, .r « r.
India, Europe, Australia arid New Zea- . - AkEX. CAIRD. M. D.
land, one can readily;, seelothat if we 44 Commercial street, West Lynn, Mass.

"Talmagean Inanities, incongrulUeiL 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism." By Moses Hulk 
Price 10 cents.

“The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.” Price 25 cents.

•‘Hight Generation tne Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth."' By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
tor justice and equality m all the rela
tions ot Hfo between men and viomen. 
Cloth. 7fl cents: leatherette. 60 cents,

“Discovery of a Lost Trail." By Chao. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 

.»uggesttveness. Cloth. 8L50.
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Brothers and Sisters'bf the Psychic Circle:—Our circle is growing. 
It has already passed1 the one thousand mark, and new names being 
added every day. Do you think, when the circle hour comes around,, 
that one thousand'friends are all sending out their best-thoughts to 
you ?—thoughts of kindly greeting, of healing, of harmony, of desire 
for spiritual help and blessings. ' It must help every member, both spir
itually and physically. One sister while sending her name writes us 
that she sat with the: circle before she joined, having read of it in The 
Progressive Thinker, and for the first time in her life felfthe presence of 
spirits around her; J wish once more to ask you to send subjects for 
thought concentration to the editor of this paper, that all the members 
may know what you desire. , ■ < >

And will every one of our thousand members send us one or more 
names? If you will send us just one each, the power will be increased 
twofold. Mill you try ? . Almost everybody will join if they are in-

No society can undertake to arrange for 
others, but a state tidy, having the wel
fare of all societies equally at heart, 
could arrange circuits for speakers and 
mediums, whereby some of our »well 
known western speakers could visit the 
east, and be sura of continuous work 
the whole season in laboring with the 
different societies in rotation. This 
plan could be extended to include other 
states, in fact, the whole of New Eng
land. Speakers could send their list of 
open dates to tho state secretary, and 
societies, by consulting the same, could 
receive suggestions and information 
that might be of much advantage in ar
ranging J;heir season’s work.

Some say, -We do not want any stato 
board to manage our affaire.” We do 
.not advocate any arbitrary manage
ment, but an Intelligent co-operation as 
to what is best for each society. If, as 
has been suggested, the president of 
each society should be a director in the 
state, they could meet In some central 
place and plan out the seasons work in 
a manner that would seem to be of the 
best advantage to the societies they 
represent, and to the speakers also; 
this could easily be done without in
terfering in the least .with the rights of 
any one; if they could not agree on any 
particular point, each society could car
ry out its own plans just the same. We 
certainly would not bo in favor of plac
ing any arbitrary powers in the hands 
of any ono in regard to such matters,
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contain the full name and address of the
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 

PURPOSE.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I Take due notice that Items for thia 
Is alone responsible for any assertions ’ page in order to insure Insertion must

' Wo go to prow early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended tor 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
anonymous communications. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
matter, of whatever kind, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom ot expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. - Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may >;e 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that । is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is ,na“®’ 
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account tor tne 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our con_ • 
epondents that The Progressive t hinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine tba 
must make speed.equal to about tou 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to to’ 
sure insertion In the paper. all otlier • 
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this
In mind. , „

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that Itemsi for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they wil 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many Items would n 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re- 
quire. „ ■

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for-thls page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so wltn- 
out giving toe full name and address ot 
the writer. The items of .those who do 
not comply with this request will b 
cast into the waste basket,

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use. them.

Whe# writ this jaw 
use a pen or typewriter.

ALWAYS GIVD YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

J. J. Morse is now in England. His 
address will be 97 Renshaw street, Liv
erpool.

E. J. Bowtell desires lecture engage
ments for season of 1905-6. Address 
him at No. 37 Washington street, New 
London, Ct.

A Burlington (Vt.) paper speaks as 
follows of Mrs. L. A. Hutchins, a devout 
Spiritualist, now 88 years of age. 
•■'Among her finest pieces of work with 
the pen is the writing of the Lords 
prayer in the space of a one-cent piece. 
One piece of art work was sent to tne 
late President William McKinley, who 
in return highly complimented her work 
with the pen. Mrs. Hutchins has been, 
away from Burlington for over forty 
years. Last fall, with her daughter, 
Miss A. Della, she came back to this 
city and is now residing on North &n&- 
nue. Mrs. Hutchins is a vegetarian and 
in excellent health for -a person of her 
age and of a very bright intellect.

nue.- Seances every Wednesday even
ing. Our social and dances start Sep
tember 9. All are welcome.”'

Eugenia Rouble writes from Water- 
town, N. Y.: “The First Progressive 
Spiritual Society has engaged Mr. and 
Mrs. E. W. Sprague for September, and 
Mrs, Amanda L. Coffman for October 
and November, to start the coming sea
son's work. All three of these workers 
have been here a number of times be
fore, and with the memory of their past 
work to encourage us, we have enough 
to warrant tn anticipation a very suc
cessful season.” ■

J. J. Rittenhouse writes from Royers
ford, Pa.: "Your last premium book, 
Letters From the Spirit World, arrived 
in good condition. I have read it 
through, and I think it is worth reading 
again. I think it is filled with truth. 
The Progressive Thinker comes regu
larly, and I find it filled with a feast of 
good reading, I have read each issue 
through since I have been a subscriber 
to it, and I will say it is the best spirit
ual paper, because It Is broad and lib
eral, and stands for truth in medium
ship, the same os in everything -else, 
for truth is the pearl of greatest 
price.”

Thos. C. Rose writes from Toronto, 
Canada.: "The article by H- D. Barrett 
is a gem. It shows that he is an earn
est truth-seeker by admitting his posi
tion with regard to Mrs. Green and ma
terialization in general. His statement 
will enable thousands of perplexed Spir
itualists' to arrive at a conclusion in re
gard to this Important phase of physical 
phenomena. I sincerely believe the phil
osophy 1b far more satisfying, and that 
logically applied, will fill the enquiring 
mind with more light than the phenom
ena. Ittedches the Investigator how 
he may become possessed of the true 
interpretation of Spiritualism, by the 
practicing of self-conquest and the un- 
foldment of his own dormant faculties. 
Let us be up and doing and assist such 
noble workers as Brother Barrett and 
many other noble souls who are doing 
their best to untie the knots of spiritual 
confusion as at present existing In the 
ranks of Spiritualism, so that the ridi
cule which Spiritualism is at present 
surrounded with may be dispersed. Let 
all true workers do their best, and long 
may Harrison D. Barrett remain at the 
helm to guide the good ship Spiritual
ism through the rapids of reformation.

In The Progressive Thinker, pro and 
con, we see all sided of the question; 
then are allowed to Use our own judg-

On account of Labor Day occurring 
on Monday, we are compelled to go to 
press earlier than usual, hence many 
Important items are crowded out.

Amanda Horton seems to be a true 
prophet. She writes: “I believe the 
spirits of the founders of our govern
ment still control it. I have had evi
dence enough to convince me beyond a 
doubt that they do. It was revealed to 
me at the time that Harrison and 
Cleveland ran for president, and Hani- 
son was elected, that Cleveland would 
be our next president.”

The closing exercises of the fourth 
camp-meeting of the Western Wiscon
sin Spiritualists was held August 27, 
The attendance during the three weeks 
has been good. Next year's olhceis 
are as follows: President, Will J. Er- 
wood, LaCrosse; first vice-president, 
C. S. Pratt, Baraboo; second vice-presi
dent, C. G. Porter, Wonewoc; secretary, 
Gertrude Spooner. Wonewoc; treasurer, 
M. M. Blish, Wonewoc; trustees, E. 
Hemenway, Barter; Mrs. J. P. Whitwell, 
St. Paul; C. Spooner, Wonewoc.

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: “A social 
given by Mrs. J. L. Fravel at her home, 
2349 W. Huron street, Austin, on Satur- 
day evening, August 26, for the benefit 
of the Rising Sun Temple Fund, 
eclipsed all previous affairs. Her beau
tiful home was opened to our guests, 
and the welcome extended was appreci
ated by all. The porches arid, lawn were 
beautifully decorated with flags and 
lanterns and the house decorated with 
the choicest of flowers, adding to the 
beauty of the occasion. Sister Fravel 
opened the social with a few remarks, 
which was followed,by a hymn by all 
present. Piano and vocal solos by Sis
ter Copeland’s daughters were loudly 
applauded. Sister Ella Green’s daugh
ter Bessie outdid herself in her recita
tions. Splrlt'messages were given by 
Brother Thompson and Sister Kirchner, 
same being a revelation to a number of 
strangers present. While the entertain
ment was going on Sister Fravel was 
preparing a dainty dish for the inner 
man. It was quite a novelty, ice cream 
selved in half melons, with cake. . Oh, 
how everybody did eq joy themselves! 
Our president being delayed by busi
ness did not arrive until late, but his 
cream and cake was awaiting him. The 
late cars carried a jolly crowd home, 
after all expressed their good wishes, 
and extended a vote of thanks to 
Brother and Sister Fravel and family.”

Mrs. Loie Prior's mission in Welling
ton in connection with the Wellington 
Association of Spiritualists (Reg.) Is 
finished, and she Is now in Melbourne. 
No lady has been bo much appfeciated 
as Mrs. Prior in her particular line of 
work. Her addresses were plain and 
practical,'and her messages from the 
spirit world were most convincing. 
She made a lasting impression.—The 
-Message of Life, Levin, Manawatu, New 
Zealand. *

The Goff will case is disturbing the 
Spiritualists of Michigan. A decision 
has been made against the state associ
ation as legatees. They have carried it 
to a higher court and desire funds to de-

The Good accomplished by The Progressive 
Thinker'J intending out the Twelve Premium 
Books ¡can ; pot well be overestimated. «Orders 
come m'nearly every day for the entire set, and 
those who receive them are especially delighted. 
In at least 20,000 homes The Progressive Think
er has been instrumental in establishing the nu
cleus of *a library. The Twelve Premium Books 
formerly sold at prices ranging from $1.00 to 
$1.50 apiece, making the cost of the above not 
less than $13.00. All we realize for the whole 
set, after paying postage, is a little over $2.00— 
something never before accomplished in this 
country or Europe. Any person who sends in a 
yearly subscription and who desires only one 
book, can take his choice of the Twelve for .only 
25 cents, thus making The Progressive Thinker 
the cheapest Spiritualist paper printed in the 
English language. Only our subscribers ean 
purchase these Premium Books at the prices 
given. Another new and interesting volume 
will be issued next spring.

The eastern nart ot Hillsboro, Ind., 
known as Fair View, is excited over the 
appearance of an alleged ghost. The 
specter is said to appear in a long black 
dress and "wears a long and heavy veil, 
seems to sail through the air and dls- 

i appears as quickly as It comes. It has 
been named the “Mysterious Woman in 
Black.”—-News, Michigan City, Ind. ■

J. M. Humphrey writes from St 
Louis, Mo.: “The First Spiritual. Asso
ciation of St. Louis, Mo., would like to 
notify the world that its next season s 
Campaign of enlightenment begins on 
the first Sunday in September, with 
■Bro. Thomas Grimshaw as its trance 
lecturer for the eighth consecutive year. 
He is too well known as. one of the 
very best upon our modern rostrum to 
need any other advertisement, and we 
would like everybody to consider them
selves as specially Invited to come and 
hear him whenever within reach of our 
beautiful little Temple at 3015 Pine 
street, in the heart of this city, where 
no admission fee is charged, that ‘Bete 
Noir’ of our cause almost everywhere. 
We are expecting a banner year, and it 
would be a strange break in the regular 
annual series of successes, if this 1b not 
the record when next summer rolls 
around. A fine choir and organ will do 
their share towaid helping a proper 
frame of mind for listening to Brother 
Grimshaw, and his unseen helpers will 
do the rest that cannot fail to. make a 
visit to us profitable for anyone. I may 

’add that we have had a very interesting 
and helpful open free conference meet
ing service running all through the 
Summer on Sunday afternoons, giving

ment. I consider The Progressive 
Thinker a psychic school in itself. 
Speaking personally I was like a ship 
without a rudder, buffeted about by ev
ery wave of doubt before I became a 
subscriber to this marvelous dollar's 
worth. You will always command 
success.”

Frank T. Ripley has the following en
gagements: September, the First So
ciety of Spiritualists at Indianapolis, 
Ind.; October, the First Temple Society 
at Muncie, Ind. He will accept engage
ments for November and December. 
Address all letters to Tipton, Ind., P. 0, 
Box 543. i-«

B. C. Taber, M. D., now nearly 93 
years of age, writes from Dallas,.Tex.: 
“If I am not the oldest Spiritualist in 
the land I must be near it. I com
menced with the Banner of Light In its 
first year; then the Religio-Philosoph- 
ical Journal during its stay in Illinois ; 
then your paper of which I have been a 
constant reader. I have taken others 
for a time, then discarded them, HOLD
ING TO YOURS AS THE BEST OF 
ALL. I admire the course you take."

J. Marion Gale writes: “In The Pro
gressive Thinker of August 13, ap
peared a short article from me. There 
was a mistake in the address. I live at 
Quilcene, Wash., at the foot of the 
grand old Olympic mountains. I still 
enjoy our ‘faith of knowledge;’ as for 
the last forty-eight years I have known 
rather than believed In the plain evi
dence of the immortal'life. I still hope 
that I shall be able to give any friends 
in the flesh some valuable testimony 
thereof ere I quit this mortal, frame, 
and perhaps, thereafter, if conditions 
permit."

Mrs. Ella Wheeler Wilcox speaks as 
follows of Brain Building, In the Chi
cago American: “For years Elmer 
Gates has been asking men of science 
to give his assertions regarding brain 
building a thorough test. . It is Dr. 
Gates’ theory (based on proofs which he 
can give to all who are anxious to in
vestigate) that the brain cells of chil
dren who inherit degenerate tendencies, 
or of children who are arrested men
tally, can bé developed by a_sclentific 
process and the little ones made moral 
and Intellectual members of society. 
Instead of reformatories and_ prisons 
and houses of correction, Dr. Gates 

, would have scientific colleges of brain 
. building under the direction of skilled

opportunity to skeptics and investiga
tors, as well as Spiritualists. -No one 
was barred the floor for a ten-minute 
talk and we can recommend this as a 
most useful way of working up an in
terest in things psychical. This is a 
very good use of the' usually idle time 
between seasons that may help not only 
to keep up interest, but as a developing 
circle will assist the regular member
ship to a better understanding of what 
they are attempting to do as reform
ers. It brings out and asslsWto train 
latent ability and ought to be a regular 
thing in every Spiritualistic church and 
I refer to the dictionary for the defini
tion of that-word.”

An honest Investigator, Lewis T. Bell, 
writes from St. Joseph, Mo.: “I heartily 
approve your effort toward the elimina
tion of fraud. I am not a Spiritualist, 
only an investigator, but your course as’ 
well as that of President Barrett Is the 
only safe one. If true, the philosophy 
Is bound to prevail; If false, all the 
power of darkness and combined inge
nuity of the infernal regions will not 
sustain it. If there is anything in it at 
all, lift it to a high moral plane.”

W. J. Elmo writes: “The Chicago Spir
itual Alliance Church, which meets at 
8514 Vincennes avenue, is holding some 
very nice meetings in its new home. 
Good short’lectures and plenty1 of tests 
and messages by Mrs. May Elmo. In 
ihe afternoon meetings we invite all me
diums to take part. Our services start 
at 3 and 8 p. m. sharp. Mrs. Elmo’s 
home address is 3514 Vincennes ave-

fend their interests. z The N. S. A. has 
been asked to assist" and it is a case 
that should be won by the Spiritualists. 
It is very unfortunate that such legacies 
must be greatly squandered in legal 
•fights before the Spiritualists can re
ceive the benefit conferred by a friend 
of their 'cause. It is necessity lo' bré
ate every possible precedent in our fa
vor, hence the Michigan friends should 
have substantial help. Thq better way 
Is to give liberally to our cause while 
here to do so and hot trust our bequests 
to be faithfully fulfilled. Give now is a 
proper thing to do.—Banner of Light.

W. J. Elmo writes: “The Spiritual Al
liance Society has one of the neatest 
assembly halls on the South Side, lo
cated at 3514 Vincennes avenue, near 
corner Cottage Grove avenue and 36th 
street. Church service every Sunday 
at 3 and 8 p. m. Mrs. May Elmo, mes
sage medium. We have a number of 
new first-class speakers engaged for 
this fall and winter. Our socials begin 
September 9, and will continue every 
Saturdayevening. All are welcome."

B. G. Sweet writes: “Your war on 
the fake mediums is just what is need
ed, and I hope the war that has given 
them such a black eye will be kept up 
until there shall be no place for them 
among those claiming to be Spiritual
ists. Any Spiritualist that will spend 
his dollars for Thp Progressive Thinker 
and other good spiritual literature will 
be Immune from fakerlsm.”

Henry Scharffetter writes from Balti
more, Md.: “The First Spiritual Church 
of this city has engaged the, following 
speakers and mediums for the season of 
1905 and 1906: September, Dr. • J. M.

mediums here, who are doing good 
work. Without invidious distinction, 1 
mention one "medium, Mrs. Edward 
Connolly (for there are numerous 
phases of mediumship), whose most in
teresting phase is her musical medium
ship. She is a finished performer on 
the piano, but has never taken a lesson 
from a mortal. Her most wonderful per
formance is her spirit vocalization. The 
principal control is the prlma donna 
Yandall, a Danish singer. ■ Yet others 
control her voice; anfong them is a fine 
tenor voice—all of which are very dif
ferent from her natural voice. I have 
heard the wonderful musical medium, 
Jesse Shepherd, but the performance 
and the vocalization of Mrs. Connolly 
ar,e equal to his."

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: “The rain on 
Sunday evening, Aug. 27, did not deter 
the large crowd from attending the ser
vices of the Rising'Sun Mission at the 
home of the president, to listen to the 
well delivered remarks uttered by Bro. 
Dr. L. Rowell, a former Methodist min
ister. He took for his subject, ‘The 
Good-Samaritan,’ showing that Spirit
ualists could find a: heaven on earth, 
and could draft1 the'(higher forces f-om 
spirit life by doing good to others nere 
and not waiting tlll'Their. friends had 
passed to the borderland. Following 
his remarks wd were more than pleased 
to hear from our Sister Andrews who 
has recovered’from a-long siege of sick
ness. She gave some grand spirit dem
onstrations, as: well as did Brother 
Thompson and Sister Kirchner. A 
number of strangersiwere the recipients 
of tests which;'were! very convincing. 
Our full choimsangibome beautiful se-

Weaver and Mrs. Thompson from the 
West .Side. This is the second time 
they were ever in this hall, and I hope 
it will not be the last as their messages 
were all recognized and appreciated 
very much, Mrs. Kline was present 
and her control gave us a fine talk. 
Sunday eve, Aug. 27, we were blessed 
with a beautiful talk by the Rev. Mrs. 
M. Schumacher, pastor of the Church 
Students of Nature. She is a good 
speaker as well as medium and pleased 
all in the audience. Mr. E. Dirkes, for
merly a lecturer, but now developed 
into a message giving medium, gave 
some good readings from articles laid on 
the table. Our social dance was well 
attended and enjoyed in spite of the 
warm weather. Our next one will be 
during the last week of September."

Notes From the.city of Light Assembly.
A synopsis oOeo. E. Littlefield’s lec

ture on Socialism to-day would be a 
mere shadow in effect when compared 
to meeting the man face to face and 
bearing his denunciation of capitalism. 
That he has the courage of his convic
tions nojone who heard him speak can 
doubt. The auditorium was filled to Its 
utmost capacity, excursionists coming 
from Jamestown, Titusville, Buffalo, 
Dunkirk, Chautauqua, and from every 
point within a radius of 50 to 100 miles 
the people came to hear tills friend and 
defender of the working man, the helper 
of oppressed humanity.

Chairman Lillie in Introducing him to 
the large audience, Baid: “Mr. George 
Elmer Littlefield needs no introduction 
from me. He will now take hold of the 
end of a live wire, and I hope we may 
all be shocked!”

But one more week at the City of 
Light Assembly, and the interest never 
wanes, neither do we expect it to until 
the last number on the program has 
been filled.

Talent yet to oe heard from the plat
form this week is, Mrs. Lillie, _Rev. B. 
F. Austin and Lotta P. Cheney."

Mrs. Margaret Gaule Reldinger and 
Mrs. Annette J. Pettengill still success
fully and satlsiaclorlly give clairvoyant 
and clairaudient messages, while the 
psychometric readings of both these 
workers at times are marvelous.

The last dances of the season will be 
Wednesday and Saturday nights of this 
week.

An interesting and beneficial feature 
at the City of Light Assembly this sea
son has been the German meetings, pre
sided ovep by Mrs. E. Stumpf, of Brook
lyn, N. Y. These sessions are carried 
on in the German tongue exclusively, 
thus giving those of that nationality not 
versed In the English tongue an equal 
chance to learn the beautiful truths of 
Spiritualism..

Less than one week more will close 
the most successful season In the his
tory of this Assembly.

MATILDA ORR HAYS.

**“l s'1$»'*'
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'I AMD
ASTHMA

CAN

CURED.
The African Kola Plant leNaturo’e Pob- 

Hive Cure for HAY» 
PEVERandABTHMA, 
Since Ha recent dis« 
covery this remarka
ble botanical product vhk Kola plant. 
has come into universal use in the Hospitals of 
Europe and America as an unfailing specifio.

Ar. h. H- Kolln 817 48th Bt., Newport News, Va., write? 
«lAU. BSd, was a Lclplcwi invalid and was cured of Hay- 
Fever and Antbmt by Hiulalyaafterlbycarii’buiroring. 
BnJ. K. NordjU, ofHinCity, Kaoa., write« Jun. fcth. 
Lad Hu/'Fevor and Asthma for tea years and could gat 
no relief until cured by Hhnalya. w. D. 1» itf 
Morris Bk.PUlHdeiphla, writes Jon. 161b, Doctors dlamo 
no good but Hlmalya cured me. Hr. W. F. CaupteU.I 
Banborovlllo, N. U.,aUo writes Feb. 0th, that Hlmalya 
cured hie son. Mov. Frederick F. the noted Evan-1 

of Abilene.Texw, writes April 18th, 1806,1 never.
Dee au opportunity to recoiumeud Hlmalya as it cured 

me of Hay-fever and Aetlima and have never hod any i return of tho dlt>uue. 91
Hundreds of others send similar testimony 

proving Hlmalya a truly wonderful remedy. As 
the Kola Plant is a specific constitutional cure 
for the disease, Hay-fover sufiurers should not 
fail to take advantage of this opportunity to 
becare a remedy which will positively cure them. 
To prove the power ot this new botanical discov
ery. 11 you Buffer from Hay-fever or Asthma, wo 
will send you one trial corc by moll entirely free, 
fl costs you absolutely nothing. Write today to the 
Kola Importing Co., 1162 Broadway, New York.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

FROM LILY DALE.

Some Matters of Personal Import Noted.

Chesterfield Camp.
Saturday morning the lyceum chil

dren met on the parade ground to say 
farewell, to Mrs. Anna Gillespie and 
surprised her with a beautiful silver- 
handled umbrella and a bouquet ot 
flowers. Mrs. Maggie Waite made the 
presentation speech. Mrs. Gillespie 
thanked them in a few words, and as 
she made her way. to the cars that 
were to bear her away on her long jour
ney to California, she was followed by 
the entire assemblage to give her God
speed. As_the cars slowly gathered 
headway, the children sang the chorus 
of “Chesterfield, Camp Chesterfield,” 
but broke down, and there was not one 
among the onlookers whose eyes were 
not moist with tears. She has made 
herself beloved by all who came in con
tact-with her and was one of the main 
factors in the success of the camp.

WALTER 8. MILLER.

They are our own publications.
. They are neatly and substantially, 
bound In cloth, 1

No other publishing house in trit 
United States excels them in the me< 
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in tho Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries ot the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche in your, 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” "Art 
Magic,” "The Next-World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands,” 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus."

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
"Letters From the Spirit World,” writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepai^)—a pries 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send, for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressiva 
Thinker—a miracle In modern business 
enterprise!

specialists, where all unfortunate chil
dren should be treated with loving care 
and patient skill. This desire Dr. Gates 
made known to me more than ten years 
ago. It has never ceased to be the am
bition and. purpose of his wonderful life. 
I am glad to know that another great 
man is filled with the same colossal am
bition, and I wish the president of the 
United States would.stop long enough 
in his search for truth in our political 
pond of falsehood to realize what these 
two great great Americans in our 
midst could do for the world wère they 
properly supplemented by the interest 
and support of the government.”.

Mrs. Dixon, Secretary writes: “The 
people are returning from camp and 
their vacations and are seeking in large 
numbers' the Spiritual Science Society 
at Arlington Hall, 31st' street and Indi
ana, avenue. Our music is under the 
direction of Madam Holton, who has no 
superior in that Une of entertainment. 
She has organized a large choir of chil
dren, thé Angels’ Choir, which startles 
the audience with its solos and cho
ruses. Children bring good conditions, 
and we are glad to have you bring them 
and-join this choir. Dr. Beverly gives 
free-demonstrations in healing after ev
ery lecture. This is truly a great work. 
The collections are sufficient to carry 
on thé work, so we Invite all to come 
and enjoy our meetings. We inVite all 
workers to come and help. Prof. Hillis, 
Mrs. Hodge and Mrs. Dixon and 
daughter are always with us and many 
visiting mediums are returning, from

1 the camps and are alftays welcome.”

Peebles of Battle Creek, Mich.; Octo
ber, November and December, Mr. and 
Mrs. A. Scott Bledsoe of 507 Horne 
street, Topeka, Kansas, inspirational 
speakers and mediums; January and 
February, Mrs. Helen-Stuart-Richings of 
Seattle, Wash. She is an inspirational 
speaker and prophetic medium. March 
and April, Oscar' A. Edgerly, trance 
speaker and clairvoyant medium. May 
and June, Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley 
of 3148 Prairie avenue, Chicago, 111., In
spirational speaker and message 
bearer.”

Henrietta L, Lichtig, secretary,' 
writes: “The ladles comprising the Illi
nois Sunflower Club, auxiliary to the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, 
are by no means Idle. , Quarters have 
been leased In the Fraternity. Building, 
70 East. Adams street, for the second 
and fourth Tuesday of each month dur
ing the year, where they will have their 
regular meetings arid .hold entertain
ments. The next regular meeting is. to 
be held in Lincoln Hall, Fraternity 
Building, 70 East Adams street, Tues
day, Sept. 12, at 2 p. m. A full attend
ance of, all the members is desired, as 
business of Importance is to be trans
acted.” . :

Mrs. Barnes, the wife of Charles J. 
Barnes, the trumpet medium, writes 
from Warsaw, Ind.: “Charlie has ar
rived home from bis summer work, and 
is resting. He says he had a very 
pleasant time at the various ■ camps. 
We have been wondering why the sec
retaries of the different camps never 
mention the.mediums; only the speak
ers are spoken of. No one likes a good 
inspirational speaker better than I do; 
but as the demonstration of spirit re
turn is the basic principle of Our philos
ophy, why not mention it, too; that is, 
wjien. you know.lt is honest,: I have 
watched the papers Closely all summer, 
and have found but little or no mention 
of mediums for phenomenal phases. 
Why is it? Are we getting too proud, 
and conventional to acknowledge'‘the 
source of our power? If that Is the 
case the day of our doom is-sealed. We

lections which' werd^very appropriate. 
Owing to the occupants of our temple 
holding a lease, we ¡ cannot as yet hold 
our-’meetingB' in-our templri/but will 
hold meetings 'until" further notice on 
Sunday afternoons at 3 and evenings at 
8, at Star Lodge Hall, 378 So. Western 
avenue.”

Mrs. E. R. Weter writes from Haslett 
Park Camp, Mich.: “This week closes 
our camp. Mr. and Mrs. Kates came 
last Friday and are still with us. Sun
day we had a large crowd. Saturday 
night every sleeping place was filled. 
Mr. and Mrs. Kates are earnest in their 
work, and try to interest the people. 
We have had good meetings, though 
the camp is quiet this week; and inany 
have left, yet we are encouraged. Our 
manager ismaking every effort for its' 
interest, and we shall leave our camp 
thinking- it is on the way to progress. 
We expect some cottages to be built 
this fall in the grove. We would like 
to see the people more interested in the 
cause, and ready to give a helping hand, 
and we, one and all, live more in touch 
with the better and higher influences 
and be ever ready to testify to the truth 
with which we live.”

Sister Onfa of the Order of the Gold
en Rule, writes from San Francisco, 
Cal., No. 1110 Eddy street: “I'enclose 
one of our little circulars, knowing full 
well that The Progressive Thinker' is in
terested in every movement for the 
betterment of humanity. The little 
folder gives but a brief suggestion of 
the work of the sisterhood as it will un
fold in the near future. Besides our 
Open Air Sanitarium and Retreat for 
those merely seeking rest, we hope 
soon to provide homes for old people, 
especially for men and women who 
have served in any field of progressive 
thought the cause of Truth. By hemes 
for our dear elder brothers and Bisters 
we do not mean an institutional estab
lishment, but individual cottages with 
little garden plots all their .own to be 
cultivated in any way their fancy might 
suggest. Also we will have reafhomes 
for the orphan children of parentage 
out of all orthodox creed. These chil
dren will be taught to live by the Gold
en Rule in order that they may become 
real humanitarian workers.”

enjoy The Progressive Thinker in the 
quiet of our little hoirie. • Charlie is now 
ready for fall find winter calls for trum
pet work. His permanent address is 
642 N. Lake street, Warsaw, Ind;"'

E. J. Schellh'ous 1 writes: .' "Within 
the last few years Spiritualism has 
made great advance ,.ln Kansas City, 
Mo. There are a number of resident

The closing days of camp life at Lily 
Dale have come and the season of 1905 
will soon be a thing of the past, save 
the memory, which will remain of what
ever pleasure or 'profit we may carry 
away with us.

The camp grounds and surrounding 
country are always attractive as a beau
tiful place to pass the Bummer months. 
The varied attractions which have been 
presented to the various minds of the 
people in attendance at the assembly 
this Beason have met-the usual varied 
criticisms—for the mind of the thinking 
investigator is usually keenly critical 
—and able to pass qn the merit or de
merit of the food presented for their 
acceptance, and while there may have 
been some who fell Short in the estima
tion of their work; others fully justified 
all the hearty accord given.

J. Clegg Wright was here almost 
through the entire Beason. His work 
needs no endorsement from so weak a 
pen as mine; it Is enough to say his lec
tures were well attended, and his class 
work was received with hearty demon
strations of appreciation, and no one 
could listen to his ifisplred words with
out receiving lasting benefit therefrom.

Mrs. Richmond, Mrs. Twing, Mrs. Lil
lie, W. J. Colville, C. Fannie Allyn, Mrs. 
Fixen and B. F. Austin I may add to the 
list of Spiritualist speakers who were 
heard.from this rostrum this season.

The usual sensational reports con
cerning the physical mediums have 
been set going, and much speculation in 
regard to their work the coming season 
is rife. However, no worthy medium 
whose work is honest and above re
proach need fear for results.

A judicious pulling out of weeds Is 
beneficial to the growth of the plant, 
and a stirring up of the soil necessary. 
So we hope for the cause In the future.

One disappointing feature of the 
camp. work this season which was 
widely felt, was the non-appearance ot 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood on the public 
rostrum together with Mr. Wright, as 
had been the custom. In the past, and 
which had been to hundreds of people 
the main attraction which brought 
them to Lily Dale. Many remained 
away on account of Mr. Lockwood’s'

■ Mrs.- De Wolf Kiser, slate-writing me
dium, is in the city for a'few days, and 
is located at 851 wèst Harrison, St.

John W. Ring writes: “I had a lovely 
time in Lily Dqje, ancLam here for about 
ten days, after gvhiciul shall visit Titus
ville, Pa.: then work my way west from 
there to Chicago, where I shall be Octo
ber let., for several, days, then off to the 
great Conventibn in Minneapolis,”'

Henry writes: “Spiritual Mis- 
jel, at?òld. 77,.on August 27th, 

we had a very igterertjng meeting. Our 
speaker, Prof. ,F. M,¡Stoller, is a’bible 
Spiritualist; alftays . r^ds a portion of 
scripture, follpped tjy a scientific ex
planation of the ^ame7| It is- very inter
esting andinstructi^e, especially to 
those investigating. We had a good 
sized audience,-¿nd enjoyed the services 
very much. The- lemure was followed 
by a few psychometridireadings by Mrs, 
Hope, followed by many readings by the 
Professor, who is a fine psychic as well 
as an inspirational speaker.“ •

Sunday evening, cAucust 27, the 
Golden Rule SpiritualistSociety had for 
its speaker, Mr. Koehler, a very talent
ed man, and a speaker that gave great 
satisfaction to the Audience. The mes
sage bearers wore, Mrs. Alice Sexsmith 
and Mrs. Nellie Ku^serow, whose work 
was dulyappreolatbd, The speaker for 
Sunday evening, Sept. 10, will be that 
well-known wprkec, formerly of Chica
go, Mrs. DeWolf Kiser. Conference at 
3 p. ml, and lecture'at 8 p. m., at OiDon- 
nell College’ Hall,. South Paulina St:, 
bétween Washington boni, arid Park aV. 
All are cordially invited; open doors.

Eva L. Stewart‘ writes: “The- Hyde 
Park Occult Society ., was highly enter
tained on. Mediums! Night by. Mrs.

BOOK REVIEW.-

The Elements of Ethics, 
on the Natural Law of Mind
vealed by Human 
Schellhous, M. D.. 
Paper, 50 cents.

This work by an

Conduct.

Founded 
as .Re- 

By É. J.
Kansas City, Mo.

author whose name
is well known to readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker, purports to be a sci
entific exposition of ethical science, 
founded on the psychic forces of man, 
as physical science is founded on phys
ical forces. The author approaches 
and handles his subject in a manner en
tirely different from the old-style text 
books. He lays his foundation in the 
firm basis of fact, grounded in the na
ture of man, recognizing the reign of 
natural law in the realm of mind, and 
holding that human achievement for 
the moral and spiritual welfare of man 
may far surpass his material interests 
afforded by the means of the aids of 
physical science. It is a work of deep, 
yet clear thought, and is well worthy

The above is the number ot the pres« 
cut issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top ot the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number con- 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for baa 
expired, and yon are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner ot the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the numbes 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued np to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
Vie tag of your wrapper.

Longley’s Choice Collection OF 
BEAUTIFUL SONGS.

the study of all who are interested 
the science of ethics.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

In

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be Inserted tree. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per Une. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

name not appearing on the program, 
but' to those who came the .disappoint
ment was mitigated by Mr. Lockwood’s 
securing private rooms-^not at all ade
quate to his work—which were crowded 
at every meeting of his class; and the 
hearty applause which greeted him, and 
the great interest manifested in his 
teachings, were certainly a significant 
tribute to the great worth and need of. 
his continued labors along this line of 
work. Any society or association en
gaging Prof. Lockwood and J. Clegg 
Wright in their especial line of work, 
can make no mistake.

Rev. B. F. Austin is here to close 
this session of the assembly. Vigorous 
in utterance, honest and sincere in his 
presentation of the truths of Spiritual
ism, he is one of the ablest advocates 
upon our rostrum to-day, and leaves 
the impact of his earnest' convictions 
upon the minds of all who listen.

Certainly, there are many noble ininds 
espousing and advocating the truth of 
Spiritualism. We need not-fear that 
our cause is dying. Year by year it is 
becoming more wide-spread, and if con-' 
verts do not enroll themselves with our 
societies it is because the minds of the 
people, are becoming so imbued with 
the principles of Spiritualism that they 
do not need to unite with us to find all 
he have to offer. Truth will prevail, 
and time will make all things right.

MARY WEBB-BAKER.

New York State Tlass-Meeting at 
Potsdam, N.Y. ,

A three-day meeting Is called to be 
held at Potsdam, N. Y., in the- opera 
house-ob the 15th, 16th'and 17th. The 
programme will include lectures, spirit 
messages and music. ■

H.W.Richardson, statopresident; Gar-1 
rie E. S. Twing, vice-president, and 
Tillie 'U. Reynold s, vice-president and 
state missionary, are to be assisted by 
B. F.-Austin, Mrs, Effie Chapman, Mrs. 
Paine rind others as. speakers and me
diums, and the Spiritualists of Northern 
New York arc invited to be present.

‘!New Testament Stories Comically lb 
iuBtrateff.';.. Drawings by Watson Hea
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com- 
meatsupon the Texts." Heston’s 
drawings are Incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny., ¡Price in boards, §1.
Cloth. $1X0.'„ - -
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Passed to spirit life, from his home in 
San Diego, Joseph H. Tyler, aged 87 
years. Born in New York, he came to 
this state in the early seventies. He 
was a member ot the G. A. R., Co. K, 
First Minn., and a Mason of high stand
ing. During Mr. Tyler’s early life, he 
traveled extensively in this country and 
made friends wherever he went. He 
leaves two children, a son, Alvin P. Ty
ler of Fresno, Cal., and a daughter, Mrs. 
Sophia T. Elliott, a prominent and well 
loved medium of San Diego, with whom 
he has made his home during the late 
years; attended by her unselfish ‘care. 
The funeral services were held Aug. 22, 
at 2:30 p. m., attended by a host of 
friends. Mrs. Lily M. Thiebaud of San 
Bernardino, Cal., delivered the funeral

Here 13 a book ot songs for public meetings 
and the home that Is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. Tho book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 711 songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
•'These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a lender sentiment to tho cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Howe.

“This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.”—Dawning Light.

"The songs and music arc of a nature to in
spire those who hear them with now and higher 
resolves." D. W. Hull.

"There are some things in our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One in mine 
has been fresh for fifty years. I went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, Prof.S.B, Brittan, 
but I haveno recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘ What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley, the sorfg, one of his earliest com
positions. "—J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be bad In decorated covers for 60 
cents; plain, 40cents.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, VOc. Each.

address. COR.

Passed" to spirit life from her home 
at Lowell, Mich., Mrs. Olive Alden, at 
the age of 78 years. She had been a 
Spiritualist for many years. She 
leaves one daughter and grand-daugh
ter. Her husband passed away six 
years ago. There were many friends 
present to sympathize with the few re
maining friends. Services by

MRS. J. H. DUNHAM.
Ionia, Mich.

A Lesson by a Spirit.
It is an eternal truth that every suc

cessive world, age or cycle, has its own 
specific work to do, for the furtherance 
of general knowledge and humanity’s 
weal, as well as the rectification of ac
cumulated errors with regard to life’s 
true Import.

The present cycle has the especial 
duty assigned it to rectify the errone
ous idea-regarding man’s begetting on 
earth and his regeneration from the 
crude annexations of matter, to his soul 
and, spirit Thus will be learned what 
constitutes the true plan, of redemption 
for the spiritually deficient for their on
ward movement In life’s unending 
march. This has been a difficult prob
lem, but it will have its solution, and, 
absolute proofs of Its verity furnished 
by a scientific demonstration, then the 
controversy with regard to the true 
mission of Jesus the Christ will be 
ended, •

Truth is mighty and prevaileth in the 
end, although while struggling for as
cendance, those who defend her suffer 
hardships and are maligned by the foes 
of Truth and Right. But they rise in 
time and are honored while those who 
gave Trutk the fight, are set low.

MRS. M. KLEIN.

' “The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. “ The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians’ and specialists. Edited by 
.Albert Turner.” Of especial lnterest 
and value. Price JI.

“The Command meats Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted, with 
other Bibte passmes, showing great in- 
iwngnaltles. Price 25 cents .

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of In
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book is written In such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win. ,

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. SinnetL
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma- - 

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

Some Gllmpscsj“ 
Of OGGUltlSm InoDERN. 

by O. W. LEADBEATER
The following subjects are treated in a most, 

able manner;
ANCIENT:—Theosophy and Christianity; Tho 

Ancient Mysteries: Buddhism.-
nODERN:—The Unseen World; ThoRationale 

of Mesmerism; Telepathy and Mind Cure; 
Magic, WhlteandBiackiThoUseandAbuse 
of Psychic Powers; Vegetarianism and Oc- 
cultlsmiHow. to Build Character: The Fu
ture of Humanity; Tho Gospel of Wisdom.

Well bound in Cloth, with silver back and side 
stamp- too pages. Price. 81.60.

Bplriusm ana Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to IL By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility ■ and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations ot 
anlritual phenomena. Price aenis.
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This department is under the man- 
pgement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—Tho Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a. host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels tlie answers to be made in 
tho most condensed form, aud often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity; . Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several Weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one lias to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. ’

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of tliis department pas 
become excessively large, especially tet
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE,

Mis. Julia Richardson: Q. Will you 
please explain what is meant by the 
“Comforter,’’.Jesus promised would, be 
sent when he went away?

A. Jesus says, “But the Comforter 
which is the Holy Ghost, which the 
Father will send in my name,” etc., 
John 14:26, and again, “When the Com-. 
Sorter is come, whom I will send unto 
you from the Father, even the Spirit of 
truth,” Jqhn 15:26.

The thoughts- of this evangelist are 
highly mystical and obscure. The dis
ciples complained to Jesua that they 
Called to understand. He left it in 
doubt, for he spoke in -parables, and 
gave the Impression that he would re
turn and would become the “Spirit of 
truth,” guiding the world, and the 
“Comforter.” The Spirit of truth is 
made synonymous with the Holy Ghost, 
which again was the Logos or divine 
word. It would not be a strained inter
pretation to suppose that the hosts of 
the spirit world, coming into rapport 
with mankind, should become the re
deeming power of the world. Than our 
ppirit friends near and guiding us, 
there can be no gr eater Comforter.

C. W. King: Q. In "The New York 
American Year Book” for 1904, which 
has an immense circulation, an article 
appears, written by Mrs. Mary T. Long
ley in which it is stated that there are 
“about 1,500 avowed Spiritualists in the 
United States and Canada, and perhaps 
ns many more who will not acknowl
edge it.” I presume Mrs. Longley did 
not have an opportunity to read the 
proof sheets other article. The mis
take should be corrected and wide at
tention called to it.

A. The matter was referred to Mrs. 
Longley. She did not see the proofs, 
amj jwas not aware the error had. been 
maae.‘ She wrote 1,500,000 and the 
three ciphers were quietly dropped off. 
The probability.is that this, number 
should .bp' multiplied by two but It baft 
been', .accepted as a close estimate by 
the best informed.

IN FAVOR OF ABSOLUTE HONESTY.

(The Views of One Who Attended the 
Chesterfield Camp.

Having just returned from several 
weeks of rest and recreation at Camp 
Chesterfield, I feel impressed to write 
a few lines to your grand and glorious 
paper.

I have been looking over the copies 
accumulated during my absence and it 
seems to me I never before found so 
many exceptionally splendid articles 
published in a brief five or six weeks. 
I want to say to the editor and his able 
corps of co-workers as well as to all the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker, 
that the thoughtful, honest and intel
lectual Spiritualists all over this coun
try are reaching out to join hands with 
you in your fearless effort to crush out 
all kinds of fraudulent and dishonest 
manifestations practiced by so-called 
mediums of to-day.

At camp I heard considerable discus
sion along this line. Some say to ex
pose a fraudulent medium is to damage 
the cause. Others contend that the re
port of a medium being “grabbed" 
serves only as a fine advertisement for 
the said medium. Such however failed 
to prove the case with one whom I have 
in mind.

Another contingent claims that Spir
itualism cannot live without the phe
nomenal medium, thereby leading one 
to interpret her (a medium who said 
this) as meaning if fraud were crushed 
out there would be no more phenomena.

But my convictions concerning the 
whole matter lead me to make the fore
going statement, that al) genuine, hon
est, brainy and well-informed Spiritual
ists stand by the old adage, "honesty is 
the best policy," and if Spiritualism 
could not- live without the practice of 

■fraud to convince a gullible public the 
sooner it dies a natural death the bet
ter. But all who have investigated in
telligently know beyond a reasonable 
doubt that it can and will live to rule 
the thinking world. In fact it could 
not be stamped out if we were all to 
turn our backs upon the Spiritual world 
and leave it to battle alone.

It has lived for untold. centuries 
floubtless not to be killed or smirched 
and trailed in the mire of dishonest 
money-getters who are conscienceless 
alike for the cause and their own spir
itual welfare.

It is a crying outrage that any such 
Should be permitted to style them
selves Spiritualists, when true Spiritu
alism teaches only that which is ele
vating and uplifting, pure and ennobling 
thoughts which breed honest actions 
and' build untarnished character for 
this plane of existence, to say nothing 
of reaching the goal of a progressive 
pnd happy condition beyond the vail.

So we Bay, go on, Brother Francis, 
With your present work, and know that 
good thoughts of grand and glorious 
success are God-speeding you forward.

Crawfordsville, Ind. B. F. M.

Important Notice to Ohio Spiritualists.
The Ohio Spiritualist Association Is 

ivery desirous of extending its mission- 
. pry field and earnestly solicits corre

spondence with Spiritualists In locali
ties where there are opportunities of 
organizing societies. Address all com
munications to

CARRIE M. BARTHOLOMEW,
Corresponding Secretary O. S. A. 

A Geneva, Ohio.
kz By order President O. S. A.
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The ever urgent cry of to-Jday is for legislative reform, land as the only - 
answer to that cry Socialisai has come to the front. It is believed- by its 
votaries to be the best solution of the political and industrial problems 
now facing the present age.

The labor problem in American and many European nations has be
come a very grave question. The constant war between capital and 
labor is tending to anything but peace and good will. A solution of 
the question would seem to be a pressing demand in view of the exigen- 
cies of the case yet it might not be stdting too much if it was said Jiere 
that what will bo the only true and lasting remedy for the evil, would if 
given now not be favorably received.

Social reformers particularly of the political class have certain pre
conceived opinions as to how these things must be adjusted. They de
sire to legislate the people into peace and plenty through the power of a 
righteous and equitable government. Socialists, like all other classes 
of extremists, are one-sided and tenacious to a fault of that particular 
side of the question which they have espoused. Political and social re
form, whilst serving a purpose in the economy of life, cannot and will 
not of itself do for the people what so many of its adherents foftdly an
ticipate. Whilst granting the benefits of a righteous and equitable 
form of government in the interests of the people irrespective of class 
or party, it falls short of what is the actual need of the people.

Republican governments at one time were thought to be thq.“beau • 
ideal” government of an advanced nation. In comparison with mon
archal rule, Republicanism was supposed to stand first by the superior
ity of its constitution. Yet permeating the foremost of Republican con
stitutions we have political corruption and chicanery holding sway. 
The youth and freedom of the form of constitution has been taken ad- 
vantage -of by political bosses, multi-millionaires and thieving trusts. 
Instead of finding that the working and ordinary classes of the people 
are getting richer and more contented, the contrary turns out to be the 
ease. The few own the wealth of the nation, and the rest go a begging, 
That such a condition of affairs exists amongst a free and liberty-loving 
people points to “something rotten in the state of Denmark.” There is 
an important screw loose somewhere which requires adjusting. The 
fault lies not with the existing constitution so much, be it ever sq defi
cient in its make-up, as with the members who compose ¡ts government.

In dealing with Republicanism the ideal form of government at pres
ent in existence, the question of Socialism has not been lost sight of. 
Only the argument is, that all things being equal, what applies .to the 
one form of constitution might in time with equal force apply to â So
cialistic legislative effort. Humanity without the true knowledge of 
those spiritual factors which go to make up a righteous and pure life, 
must ever be unreliable, whether the constitution be Democratic^ Re< 
publican or Socialistic in its nature. Causes must be dealt with, not ef
fects, Adjust the 'cause, and proper effects will follow as the resultant 
of sueh adjustment. The cause lies within man’s self. Individual man 
must first be reformed, and the social and political questions, will find 
true solution through such reformation. . ■ ...

Spiritual life as a determining factor in the adjustment of the indus
trial and political life of the people, has been largely a moot question, 
It has been relegated to à back seat in the affairs of life, as having an 
unimportant bearing on the case. To resuscitate and give it .its proper 
place in life should be the earnest endeavor of all true lovers of the wel
fare of the human race. ’ * ' ,

Let it be distinctly understood that when the question of a true spir
itual religion is here dealt with, that no reference whatever is had to 
dogmas, creeds,-churches or isms. The divinity within the sou! of man, 
its awakening expansion and ultimate control of his whole being, is the 
real issue of the question and will now be dealt with. The soul under 
the old orthodox conception of God and religion was supposed to be lost 
by nature and only through the reconciliation accomplished by thé 
work of Jesus on the cross could man hope for salvation. This kind of 
religious belief was given to the world by the clergy (not by Jesus, as lie 
never wrote a word of doctrine whilst on earth) as a panacea for all ills. 
The ridiculous doctrine of God the Infinite, propitiating himself and 
dying on the cross has been impudently given to the world as the mis
sion of that great teacher of spiritual things, Jesus.

The date of the New Testament and the rise of Christianity was at the 
time of the Emperor Constantine, who paganized Christianity and made 
the people of his empire Christian at the point of the sword. The Conn-, 
oil of Nice decided the canonicity of the New Testament,- and from that- 
body of .clergymen was founded the Roman Catholic hierarchy. The. 
Latin Vulgate is the correct version of the New Testament writings. 
From thé Roman Catholics, Protestants received their religion in fact. 
Protestantism in its various branches is only mutilated Roman Cathol
icism.

The world has been asked to accept a record of religious dogma which 
was prepared and doctored by old-time priests, as the infallible record 
of God’s revelation to man. As the resultant of religious dogmas, 
churches and creeds, wars and bloodshed have disgraced the ages since 
the uprise,of the Christian era. Do not blame Jesus, the healer and 
teacher, for this, the world has wronged one of its greatest and noblest 
souls by attributing to it false claims and spurious" assumptions.

Greedy priests, false teachers and a corrupt and ignorant clergy were 
the foisters on the people of these doctrines. To-day must be unloosed 
the bonds of ignorance that the world may go free, and no puny priest, 
chureh or ism will hinder the progress of truth and the final emancipa
tion of the race from all- error. Instead of divinity being imparted to 
man through credulous belief, he will know and understand the power 
of God within himself.

Religion in its truest meaning is the awakening of the soul from the 
fetters of animality and ignorance, into a higher consciousness" of life. 
It is the spontaneous uprising in the soul of a new affection which at
tracts and draws it into a realization of the true divinity within itself.

Jesus uttered a great truth which has been obscured and misunder
stood by his pseudo followers, when he said: “Ye must be born again.” 
This is a scientific law of life relating to the spiritual unfoldifig.and re
generation of the soul. The majority of mankind are bom of animal 
passion. To enter into the kingdom of spiritual life one requires a new 
birth, the re-chemicalizing of the atoms composing his organism, on to 
a higher plane of vibration. Thus in the highest sense of the term re
ligion is a new birth, the springing 'from within man’s soul of an inte
rior power which molds and changes the life to operate on a higher 
plane of conscious activity. In some cases more than others the seed 
of divinity is so deeply buried by the encasement of the grosser animal 
conditions of life, that its growth is more tardy in finding expression. 
The soil of such an one requires careful tending and turning over be
fore definite results, are gained. '

Man is in his make-up truly a religious being and when he neglects 
that part of his nature, lie does so at the ’expense of the whole, and 
disaster overtakes him sooner or later. To allow the lower or animal' 
senses to dominate and rule is to put the powers of his life in. change "of 
the lowest department of his being. Surely sueh a course is wholly un- 
philosophieal and unscientific. \ <-

How to awaken knowledge of something higher than the life of the 
animal sense has been the effort of all spiritual teachers throughput the 
ages. Hell-fire teaching was a good old-fashioned remedy, like the 
doses our grandmother prescribed for us, effectual, bnt awful nasty to 
swallow. Robert Burns, the. Scottish poet described the preaching .of 
hell-fire as “the hangman’s rope to haw’d the ivreteh in Order.’’.''('K 
would seem to have served its day and time, to scare, the animal man 
into something .like a sense of rightness. The effect has now worn uffi 
and the thinking minds of to-day require something more reasonable on. 

. which to base their philosophy of life, ,
Many scientific minds relegated everything to the realm of.matter; 

matter first and last, the alpha and omega of all creation. A spiritual 
conception of the universe was wholly unthinkable to such minds,. •' The 
demand was for demonstration and fact, the church coùlinbf give it 
their religion being built up of an unreasoning faith in theological 
dogma. , . < . -

The demonstration and fact have come through Modern Spiritualism, 
the world has received a shoal of spiritual verities which ought'to last 
for all time. The.psychic powers resident within the organism-of hu
manity have been discovered, and through these powers scientific minds 
have had proven to them beyond question the reality of spirit and the 
continuity of life in other realms of being. Names sueh as Professor 
Hare, Robert Dale Owen, Sir "William Crookes, Dr. Hyslop, Dr. Hodg
son, Sergt. Cox, Professor Oliver Lodge (of Edinburgh University) Dr. 
Alfred Russel Wallace, Professor Zollner (of German University fame), 
Flammarion, the French scientist, and scores of other prominent writers 
and thinkers have all added their quota of thought testifying to tlie real
ity of spirit manifestations. Through the thousands of ¿ media- thé 
world oyer, a rational philosophy of life has been received. Man is di
vine and. Ins own savior, he requires no vicarious atonement to fit hiin 
for heaven ; he must work out the result of his own ignorance tod folly. ‘ 
Through the endless ladder of progression ho learns all hé requires to 
know. ' ■ ■■ ................ _>I4

The power to maire mankind new creatures springs from witliip, 
drawn from that innermost .vibration of life, which is ceaseless and ün-

tiring in its energy, making all things new. Religion is our life, not the 
aet ot a moment merely; not one conversion, but it is continually con
verting us and giyjng y^a fuller consciousness of life.

It isn’t so much the environments that make the man as it is man who
çreates and makeUliisienvironments.
does not necessarji uge the man.

Changing: a man’s surroundings 
If life springs from an interior

source, you cannot change the current of that life-by doctoring up the 
externals. The mfror would be committed as by Doctors who 
treat symptoms and neglect to discover the cause that is producing the 
symptoms. 1 k -R

It is proposed to ^i^man in his present submerged condition of mind, 
ideal conditions ,of government aud environment, but if man is not 
equal to these same ’conditions, that is, has grown into them as the re
sultant of the interior reformation of his life, they will be practically 
useless to him. Up will.not be able to appreciate or put them-to the 
best advantage, . His grossness of life and conduct, are just as likely to 
continue in such conditions, as out of them. A pig iff a drawing-room 
would not behave itself afiy betfer, than in a barn, nor would it be ex
pected to do so. All reformation of life must spring from within, grow
ing outwards; if you'doctor up the outside only, the inside being still 
unchanged, the result will not be satisfactory. With the awakened 
consciousness to the higher life of the soul and a true understanding of 

•the principal factors that go to make up a harmonious existence, so will 
the soul enjoy ideal conditions of life. - '

The requirements of humanity are the understanding of life'through 
the consciousness of1 divinity within itself. The experiences of life are 
sueh, that the unawakened or animal man, is wholly an unreliable 
quantity, be he a Republican, Democrat, or Socialist. When self-seek
ing, personal aggr^iidizement and dollars are'made the main objects of 
political life, cdrr.uptjon and disaster are sure to fqllqw..

If such who seelc'td benefit permanently, the human race, would recog
nize their true relariqn-.to the'whole and also the utter worthlessness of 
all narrow, selfish and personal ends, they would be on a fair road to 
doing something ’good. Those who serve humanity in a public capac
ity are in reality the servants of divinity; as such, tliey should be noble, 
pure and righteous, (commanding the love and sympathy of all those 
'whom they propose t» serve. _ .

A truly spiritual religious life is simple, though hard in the present 
material age. When the cobwebs of priests, creeps, and- dogmas are 
swept away from tbe portals of truth, all mankind must surely worship 
within its shrine. „Jesus said, once at least he is reported to have said 
so, “I and the Fathercare one,’,’ If we can say so with a truthful spirit 
having recognized pur oneness with Deity and all its manifestations of 
life, then likewise we.'are one with the Infinite. All life is one and com
prehends the whole?, truth is a relative apprehension of life, of universal 
•application. Pray do not circumscribe it.

Alameda, Cal. , , DAVID A. LEISK.

KANSAS NOTES.

Status of the Causé7 as Seen by. a 
Workef. ,

Again I come to aungy. the many read
ers of The Progressive Thinker with 
my would-be nothing^nhowever, I trust 
they may eventually terminate Into 
somethings. d !iii

Behold my great sufprisflippon reach
ing Wichita Saturday afiernoon, to 
learn that our good aqd vcw genial sis
ter, Laura B. Payne, ws here and was 
to deliver ‘a lecture ¡Ijl the Ellis’ Hall, 
400 E. Douglas avenueeand to also learn 
•that Mrs. Kayner wafejto lift; with, us to
morrow. Now if Sister Bryan would 
only materialize, we „woufil certainly 
have a glorious time and njy,mistake ; 
however, Laura and fejiave>#iet, visited 
and planned to-, arrange fpm a meeting 
Sunday evening, Sept. 3, and if Sister 
Kayner should join 41s .to-morrow, we 
will have her, if possible, to aid us in 
our work Sunday evnnjug.o

Brother .Francis,, J,¡wlah ,toi. make., a 
■statement that, should Jia vie beenimade 
some time ago,'so.that.all might read 
as they run, and that is that Sister 
Bryan and myself are not opt to injure 
mediumship, nor to break up circles,- 
when we ourselves depend upon our 
medial gifts for pur livelihood; neither 
are wé out to uphold fakirs. In my 
travels I meet many that say to me, 
"Oh, Mrs. Jaquet, don’t expose So-and- 
So; he (or she, whichever it may be) 
is helping our society,”

Now, which Is the fakir, the society 
or person employed to do the fake?

Not a thousand miles away is a trum
pet medium, and one gpqd Bister who is 
helping to retain this horn medium, 
says: “While we-know, he is a ventrilo
quist,, and perhaps does- a part of the 
talking, at the same time we know the 
dear spirits manipulate the trumpet.”

Oh, bosh! Likely .-story that the 
dear spirits, are going to run around 
with the horn and place, it to the ven
triloquist’s mouth, so that he may talk 
to his audience, who sit in.utter dark
ness. You or they, will have to show 
me. I am from Chicago, and like the 
poor old Irishman, who peddled ashes 
for soap makers, I can not do justice by 
the case. All I can. say is, that such 
people remind me of some would-be 
Christians—throw a blanket around the 
erring members of their church, and 
cover up the wrong, for it brings them 
money.

Another, subject that is most import
ant, that of organizing societies In Kan
sas. Do what we may, none are willing 
to come under the new, state organiza
tion, claiming that they have but one 
state organization that is legal, at the 
same time at dur meeting, held in To
peka, June 9,10 and 11, one of the mem
bers, of the Bledsoe state organization 
-arose and made the statement, that 
there could be no record,found of there 
ever having been a state organization. 
Now, I trust that all. these things will 
be-more clear at thé N. S. A. convention
to he held in Minneapolis, in. October.

Sister L, B.'Payne delivered a very
■forceful lecture last evening to a large

¿fe

REMARKABLE pfiEAM’ WARNINGS.

Resulting, of Course, from Direct Spirit 
‘ Influence.

A remarkable case of dream-warning 
was that of Henry Gay. of Abertlllery, 
Monmouthshire, England, who on Feb
ruary 19, 1901, had a vivid dream, In 
which he declared he was standing with 
a "radiant presence" in a shining corn
field. His companion gathered four 
ears of corn and handed them to him 
with the words, “These are all for thee." 
Mr. Gay immediately told the Rev. D. 
Collier, of Abertlllery, of his strange 
dream, and said he was convinced that 
its meaning was that he had four more 
years to live, a conviction jvhlch no ar
gument could shake. Exactly four 
years later, on February 19, 1905, Mr, 
Gay died.

The late Lady Teedmouth, shortly 
before she died, had a strong conviction 
that the end was near, as the following 
story proves. At the fast dinner at 
Which her Ladyship was a guest in 
London she -was taken in-by Lord Rose
bery, and during the-meal eclipsed even 
herself by the brilliance of her conver
sation. At the;close of the evening she 
placed her hand -in that of Lord Rose
bery and said, without a quaver in her 
voice, "Good-by, Rosebery.”

“Good-night, you mean," replied the 
Earl.

“No, it is gpod-by. This is my last 
dinner in town. I am how going home 
to Scotland to dfe.”

Two curious cases of this kind were 
reported recently from Kent and Glou
cestershire. In one, Mrs, Cook of New 
Romney, Kent, in saying "good-by" 
to some friends on Boxing Day, told 
them that shewould die on the following 
day, and within twenty-four hours she 
was found dead in bed, having passed 
away in her sleep.

In the other case, Martha Wiggett, 
living at Cutsdean, Gloucestershire, 
while taking tea with a lodger, re
marked that that would be her last 
meal, although to ail appearances she 
was in excellent health at the time. 
Less than an .hour later, while at a 
neighbor’s house, she complained of a 
choking sensation, lapsed into uncon
sciousness and died without speaking 
again.

Professor Palmer, before he started 
on his Ill-fated expedition to win over 
the Sinai tribes in 1881, had a strong 
conviction that he would never return. 
One day when he was sitting in the 
editor’s room at the Standard office, 
Mr. Byron Curtis, the acting editor, ob
served that he was staring vacantly at 
a copy of the Globe.x

“What’s wrong with you, Palmer?" 
Mr. Curtis asked. “You're awfully qui
et tonight.

Palmer looked up sadly. “I was just 
thinking”-he said, “What it would look 
like to see printed at the head of one 
of these columns the words, ‘Murder of 
Prof. Palmer.’” Not tnany months 
later trfese were the very words which 
appeared in large type at the head of 
one of the Globe columns.

It will be recalled, too; in this con-
audience, and was listened to with great IJow ®en- Wauch'ope, before 
earnestness. After the lecture a gen-Peav*n$ *or South Africa, where his 
tleman, who I am informed Is a Univer- heart was, stilled in death« as-
salist minister, arose Rind said that 

•while he was a novice along bur lines 
of philosophy,-he was «¡tel! pleased with 
the lecture, and it had'givba him food 
for thought. - L'. J. PAQUET.

■ Wichita, Kansas, .r: ? n

u»^,_ wumvu iu mxiuu, ao~
sured his friends- that* he would never

AIM FOR THE TOR- E TREE.

Is there a pain in yodLiReati'!.that's eat- 
' ' ing your very life'hwsii?.’ 
Does it come every rgbrninT and even

ing, no dlfferehc^hotv fou pray?
Does it reach way do^fti’iifYour lonely 

* ■ soul, crushing yoiir higher' aims, 
Crumbling to dust yourrbettdb self, with 

all that-honor elfins?
Is there a burden yopt.caray. thro’ life, 
•' mayhap not all yonr owd)

• And you can’t get oub.fromounder the 
load that weighs! yquf down like 
stone? jni . el <. <

If no way you turn,,.sou. scan catch a 
gleam of hope, to. quietryour soul. 

And a weary cry springs, out from your 
heart: Oh, could I but. reach the 
goal! v. • •

Then lift your thought^' to -the better 
life; send forth your.-bravest plea1, 

With your bow of promise, an arrow cf 
hope, aim for the top,of the tree!

Many others have Sorrpy -and trouble,- 
no life from grief is free, :

So speed your arrow—-nof; at center nor 
root, butstraight for the top of tlio 
tree. MRS, J. H. DALLAS, 

St Louis, Mo. . ‘
- -. -i icd o if**»1----- •“* ■ ' 1
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The Warfare of Science 
With Theology.

A History of tho Warfare of Science with Theology iii Christendom, 
By ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. Svo. Cloth, 
Five Dollars. For Salo at This Office.

m,.iJn two la’ge .volumes are combined information that the reader - '
couid not find m the libraries of the world in fifty years. It showsffie

ttnddeteiminoc\°^ Theology to the advancement that Xis 
Fverv^S T? u1’“"?11 °f> Scieuee‘ To tho Student it is indispensible. 
~nn t“ 1 u”gh kPeakef 9hould haye it- It should circulate in every < 
commumtj. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority7 
^“«^P^^y^Thc^ Sniffing new and advanced ideas to , 

“THE WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THEOLOGY” te undoubt 
edly the most complete, careful, conscientious, able and bravely impart 
tial history of the subject ever written. The exactness and reliability 
of its facts and citations are unquestioned. Its vast scholarly research 
is amazing. It contains just the information the student and thinker 
needs, and so indexed and tabulated that it is handy as a dictionary 
when one wishes to refer to some special point or topic.

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 
any address on'receipt of the price, Five Dollars.

LIFE. BEYOND DEATH*
Being a Ite view ot

The World’s Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera
tion of Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
leading to the Question as o Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as q 

Fact,—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions, 

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo, Cloth, 842 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held In 
tho past concerning life beyond death. 
Dr. Savage takes tip the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme "other- 
worldllness" which It replaced, which
was in turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. " 
points out the doubts concerning 
doctrine of'immortality held by 
churches and the weakness of the

H, 
the 
the 
tra- 

ofdltlonal creeds and the loosening 
their hold upon the people. Ho then
considers the probabilities of a future 1 
life, probabilities which, as be admits, ’’ 
fall short of demonstration. The vol- • 
ume includes a consideration of tho 
work of the Society for Psychical Re- : 
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences in this line. Dr. Savage 
bolds, as a provisional hypothesis, that

continued existence la demonstrate^ 
and that there have been at least some 
well authenticated communications 
from persons in tho other life. Tbs 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Beliefs—The 
Old Testament mid Immortallty-Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life— 
Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Lite 
Beyond—Thq Agnostic Reaction-The 
Spiritualistic Reaction—The World a 
.Condition and Needs as to Belief in Im. 
mortality—Probabilities Which Fall 
Short ot Demonstration—The Society, 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Life—Possible Condition.-! of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions.

Price, 51.50; postage, 10 cents.

The Passing and the Permanent in Religion
BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.

Plain Treatment of the Great Essentials of Religion, being a Sifting 
from These of Such Things' as Cannot Outlive the Results of Scientific, 
Historical and Critical Study, so Making More Clearly Seen “The 
Things which Cannot be Shaken.” Price $1.50.

OUR BIBLE:
WHO WROTE IT? WHEN? WHERE? HOW?

Is It Infallible?
A Voice from the Higher Criticism.

A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.
BY MOSES HULL.

Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism and an analysis of 
the Bible from that standpoint. Of special value and interest to Spirit
ualists. For sale at this office. Price $1.00.

“TRE UNKNOWN”
-BY—

CAMILLE FLAMMARION
"The Unknown’’ created a marked 

sensation in France when first pub
lished and can scarecly fall to arouse 
the greatest Interest in this country. It 
Is an eminent scientist’s study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many, 
absolutely authenticated instances, and 
Chapters of his book are'as weirdly fas-

clnatlng as the most fantastic of Poe’s 
tales. It treats on incredulity, credul
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychic 
dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and divina
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, doth 
bound. Price $2.00. q
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come back to them. Lord Winchester 
went out to fight for his country with 
a sigilar strong presentiment. “No, I 
know it’s good-by,” he said in farewell 
to one of his old friends; “I shan't see 
you again.” Maj. Childe'was equally 
certain he was going to his death, and 
Col. Stopford, when bidding one of his 
relatives farewell, said: “I shall never 
come back again. The Boers are ex
cellent shots and. I,shall make a good 
target.”. :

' “Poor Weston. Foote, the great com
edian, exclaimed, .as with streaming 
eyes he looked at the picture of a re
cently dead friend, ‘'Soon others will be 
saying ‘Poor Foote!’ ”—and In a few 
more days his. prophetic words were 
verified. And to give but one more ex-' 
ample of these/strange premonitions, 
Hogarth chose as the subject of his 
last painting,-“The End of All Things".

“In that case,” said, a friend jocularly, 
“there will be an end of the painter."

“There, will,’.’ replied Hogarth, sadly, 
"and the sooner my work is done the 
better.”

When he bad put theJast touch to 
the canvas he broke his palette in piec
es, exclaiming,.."I. have finished,” and 
a few weeks later his clever hand was 
Stilled forever*- .>

"How to’ ^rain Children and Píu 
rents." Mrs,.Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that iri inany cades it Is the 
fareifts that .need the., training more 
than the children, and advises parents 

Ifo look to th'éisdélvte. , Tríen ty-flVd 
«tents could not w better , zjretit than 
:lhiylng fhte.llWBpblá . Afiyohh that 
htte the date 0? hhiidfon hhotild read IL 
gride É5 Nfit*

LIGrtT OF EGYPT.
A treatise upon Spiritual Astrology, Alchemy, Talis

mans, the Magic Wand, Symbolism, Correspondence, 
Penetralia, etc. A masterly work. Vol. 1., cloth, $2; 
paper, Vol. II., cloth only, $2.

RENDING TrtE VftIL
A Most Remarkable Book Concerning the Exigence 

of Mao, and All Things, and All Being
It Was Written by Materialized Forms at the House of 

J. H. Pratt, Spring Hill, Kansas, William W.
Aber Being the Medium.

A Remarkable Book. Price, postpaid, $1.7Í 
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historical research Ih ttiittani of fact 
wholly Ignored by tho regular church 
historians, add throws a bright glateof 
light on points heretofore CaiOfuIly 
shrouded in darkness.;

A large octavo volume of 650 pagW, 
strongly bound In cloth. Price $2,23. 
For sale at Tho ProgredslVo Thlnkcs 
office

A standard and reliable history of- the 
?idler period of the church, giving 
aete that are not found In the so-called 

histories written- by churchmen. This 
latest edltfoii hds been carefully and 
thoroughly revised, .and It is a reliable 
mhgnzind of facts,, such as the honest 
Inquirer wants. It opens up-to the in- 
tttitgMof And student a wide field ot
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the Christian Religion and 
ural Ethics.

(Continued from No. 823.)
As usual, of course, under the various 

orthodox constructions there is a differ- 
enee of opinion about this matter ot 
faitìi with and without works, but it is 
one of the many discrepancies which 
militate against the acceptance of bibli- 
cól assertion. No doubt Luther knew 
as much about this as any Christian. 
In "Table Talk” he says: “Every doer 
of the law and every moral worker is 
accursed, for he walketh in the pre
sumption of his own righteousness." 
Again, “If men only believe enough in 

■ Christ they can commit adultery and 
murder a thousand times a day without 
periling their salvation.” And again, 
"He that says the gospel requires works 
for salvation, I say flat and plain he is a 
liar."

What an outrageous doctrine! apd 
yet he has the weight of the testimony, 
as shown in Gal. 11:16, Romans iv:5, 
Romans 111:28 and elsewhere. The 
contradictory passages may be men
tioned as readily, but of what use.is it, 
why take the time? It just amounts to 
this, any way: if one is elected to eter
nal life he is so constituted that he can 
believe without or in spite of any evi
dence, but if ordained to damnation he 
is so constituted that he cannot believe 
Buch evidence as is contrary to reason.

Itow easy it is for the great majority 
of people to accept this idea of salva
tion by faith; how easy for those who 
do not or cannot think therein they 
have a passport to heaven. And how 
often people shut their ears to reason 
for fear that it will rob them of this ig
nominious, childish belief.

Fifth, the idea that prevails in the 
church that its religious instructions 
and observances are all-potent in estab
lishing that state of mind which leads 
to eternal life and the trust in the ever 
ready arm of their omnipotent Jehovah 
to draw his creation of moral depravity 
into the fold, makes the religious in
struction of children paramount to nat
ural, scientific moral training and in
struction, and the youthful mind is 
more or less if not wholly neglected in 
that kind of education which alone res
cues it from the evil tendencies with 
which a "kind and loving Creator" baa. 
endowed it.

In my opinion there never was a 
Christian parent who did not to some 
extent neglect the natural training ot 
his offspring through his trust in what 
he regards as the higher influences. 
Tó illustrate the conditions as they act
ually exist under this head,'let me take 
a representative case: I have in view 
a youth with whom I am intimately ac
quainted, who fairly represents the 
class to which he belongs as to selflsh- 
ness, acquisitiveness, animal propensi
ties, self-indulgence and unrestraint. 
He has been carefully Imbued with re
ligious ideas and prevailed upon to en
ter the church which in the estimation 

. o his parents and himself assures his 
eternal welfare.

He attends the religious exercises ot 
his church and fully expects to get to 
heaven, but the natural selfishness ot 
his heart is unchanged if not enhanced; 
his not altogether scrupulous ideas ot 
acquirement are in no way modified, nor 
do they take more into consideration 

! the rights of those of whom he ac
quires ; his animal Inclinations are not 
ip any respect reduced, his self-res

" ‘tràint in’ n'0 way strengthened. •
On what he believes to be the Sab

bath he plàys base ball, football or any 
other game he chooses, under not too 
obvious conditions; does mechanical 
work in an obscure out-of-sight kind of 
way, and, in short, does many things 
not naturally or intrinsically wrong for 
one outside of his belief. Aside from 
his religious teaching he has had some 
instruction, on natural principles, in re
gard to natural and real immoralities, 
such as the use of alcoholic drinks and 
tobacco.

If he had been taught that these 
things were simply objectionable from 
a religious point of view, there would 

■ be no reason to expect anything but a 
downfall should his inclinations lead 
him in that direction or should his asso- 
ciatfons become Buch as to influence 
him to enter upon such practices; -but 
havlpg been instructed from his child
hood and led to see and understand as 
he grew older the penalties which Na
ture inevitably inflicts upon those who 
violate her laws in these respects—hav- 

. ing been shown that the use of these 
things is individually degrading and de
structive—that the penalty is sure and 
sannot be paid by another, it is as cer
tain as can be that he will never violate 
the resolutions of abstinence which he 
lias formed in regard to these particu- . 
lar things.

Siith, the opposition of the church to 
art and science when these have con
flicted with its Interests or opposed its 
errors brings it into disrepute with that 
class of thinkers who move the world. 
The authors of its book.did not know 
that the earth was a globe and that it 
revolved; but in spite of the deadly per
secution which the church inflicted • 
upon Galileo and others who promul
gated the facts, the world has adopted 
the scientific view and even the chutch 
knows to the discredit of its book that 
the sun does not revolve around the 
earth and that the earth is not a plane.

When the art of printing was intro
duced the church termed it the black 
art and opposed it on the ground that it 
would prove detrimental to religion, yet 
printing has become the greatest source 
of intellectual development and prog- 

■ ress -the world has ever known. Find
ing that it was powerless to suppress 
the art, the church now assumes to 
have been Its patron while it stremi- 
ously exerts itself to control it in Its 
own interests. Failing in tnis, what 
/Will it do nexj:? The doctrine of evolu
tion met with the bitterest assault from 
the pulpit. To-day the idea is accepted 
by every scholar and.scientist of note 
in the world, and the church, to save it
self is seeking some pretext or ground 
for embracing it. To-morròw or the 
day following or soon, she will be 

• claiming the, honor df its discovery. 
■ There seems to be no end to this phase 

of the subject or -to any phàse of it for 
that matter, and I must leave It, much 
to ,my regret, and' pass on toward thè 
end. . , ■

It is a peculiar fact and worthy of no
: tice that in the church there are many 

commendable people who are better 
than the creed they profess. Such peo- 
pie, howqver, are not much given to log- 
leal investigation, whether from a lack 
of ability or from disinclination. They' 
do not understand or else do not con

. aider the signification of omnipotence 
ns applied to Jehovah, and instead of 

,j regarding him as essentially he should 
i. be regarded, they idealize him as a be

ing who is unlimited in power, and yet, 
with absurd inconsistency, as one-who 
is limited in responsibility and as one 
who.is all love and goodness. They 
Would regard with spasmodic horror 
ihe idea that if Jehovah is to be credlt- 
cd -with all the good he . must also be 
charged with all the evil, all tho sin and 
Uli the angfllsh. They would deprecate 
the unavoidable conclusion that to Je-

hovah as an omnipotence must be as
cribed the ignominy of having in pref
erence established in the beginning the 
universal Jaw .which results-in all that 
is—the law of sin and pain—when he 
could as easily have arranged a heaven
ly existence everywhere.

But, as I have said, they Idealize the 
being they worship, clothe him with all 
the virtue, they are capable of cQUceiv- 

I ing, and seek to conform themselves to 
him, This may result in. individual 
good, but how much more rational, how 
much more direct and efficient it 
would be to simply conceive the ideal 
and apply it directly, seeking thus to fix 
its image within the soul. Aside from 
the execrable character which accord
ing to the tenets of the church must un
avoidably be “attached to the being 
whom it regards as supreme, aside from 
its horrors as depicted in regard to 
those who by no fault of their own were 
created for evil; aside from its bigotry 
and persecution, aside from its fallacies 
and inconsistencies; aside from its false 
claims, there is something pathetically 
beautiful in the self-abnegation, in the 
sympathy and charity toward suffering 
humanity, in the aspiration and effort 
to reach a still higher plane of spiritual
ity manifested by some of those within 
the fold—those who see only the bright
er side of the picture and who yet have 
builded their house upon the sand. It 
is the radiance of these sweet souls 
that makes the church in any degree 
attractive; But if such lives are beau
tiful, what shall we say of those outside 
the pale who possess the same virtues, 
yet know and understand, and have 
founded their structure upon the rock 
of truth. How much brighter and more 
beautiful are such characters, how 
much stronger and more efficient, how 
much more harmonious and unimpeded.

When tribulation assails these shin
lug devotees of the church they derive 
solace from their belief that this being 
of imaginary goodness hears their cry, 
gives them a helping hand„and prom
ises eternal rest hereafter from all tho 
agonies of this life. They do not for 
one moment stop to think that tills om
nipotent being could as easily have 
given them rest and happiness not only 
hereafter but here also. They do not 
stop to think that if he does help them 
out of .the mire, he first casts them in,. 
and only helps -them out to cast them in7 
again. Or should they by any possibil
ity conceive that this “loving father” is 
•the cause of all their suffering and mis
fortune, they -believe that it is for their 
ultimate'good and only the result of his 
boundless love and interest in the wel
fare of his unfortunate children. But 
not once do they think that this omnipo
tence chose and established this law 
of suffering in preference to the one of 
universal and everlasting peace and 
joy. Ah, poor suffering children of 
earth! How my heart grieves for you. 
How I wish there was some one to hear 
and help; but an Inexorable Nature 
sways the scepter, the law is fixed and 
I can only place before you the tree of 
knowledge and invite you to eat the 
fruit thereof.

It is only necessary to establish'the. 
character of an omnipotent being by 
whose arrangement his creatures must 
suffer martyrdom—by whose choice ev
erything is as it is, to determine the 
falseness of the orthodox biblical relig
ion; and; having determined that, ono 
should seek for the truth as it relates 
to the interests and welfare of the hu- ■ 
man. race, ft is safe to say that truth 
is better than fiction, that reallty is bet
ter than jll'uBioii, even though the illii- 
sion may convert pain into imaginary 
pleasure; for .it is bettor, not to have 
the pain, and through truth we may 
avoid it. Being subject to the natural 
law, we should become students of that 
law in order to be born well and to live 
well. The morality and physical well-be
ing of a person depend largely upon the 
natural morality—not the religious
characteristics—of his predecessors.

Then there should be a thoroughly 
developed system of training and in-.’ 
struction by which the childish mind is 
led to understand, appreciate and adapt 
itself to such moral conditions as Na- ■ 
ture demands for the best interests of 
humanity as a whole. When we make 
science the . subject of our study and 
devotion, and follow its dictates, we 
shall achieve all that is in store for us, 
and the race will advance with a mar
velous, unparalleled stride. Such is 
the better way.

I have repeated over and over the 
fact of an omnipotent creator’s respon
sibility for all that exists, because it is 
a fact that is too easily lost sight of. 
I may or may not have clothed it in suf
ficiently variable language to avoid un
pleasant monotony, but I offer the need 
as my excuse. I have also spoken with 
such directness and emphasis as may 
.from your point of view seem rude, but 
I trust not. for that has been furthest 
from my wish. I am so constituted that 
the very thought of pain and suffering 
is intolerable. My own life has been 
full of physical pain and my sympa
thies with those whose afflictions, 
through no fault of their own, have 
been inexpressibly greater than mine 
lead me to speak feelingly and strongly 
on this subject. In addition to this, 1 
naturally like directness and hate eva
sion and especially fallacy and fraud. 
So if in stating what I conceive to be 
facts I have seemed to speak with un
due warmth, I hope that you will be 
able to make some allowance and con-’ 
sider the matter wholly in the light of - 
the statements which I have made.

In making these statements I have 
been careful to avoid anything illogical 
or that cannot be demonstrated or sub
stantiated, and rather than be regarded 
ns extreme, I have refrained from so 
many biblical and deducible accusa
tions against, this impossible Jehovah; 
that you may give me credit for re
straint instead of charging me with too 
ardent indulgence. There are* many 
who having no better argument would 
pronounce what I have written unmiti
gated blasphemy.; but let them think 
twice before making that assertion. In 
the first place no fact can by any possl-, 
bility be plasphemous, and I defy any 
one to show that ! have made a state- ' 
ment in regard to Jehovah that is not 
justified by the evidence. In the sec
ond place the intention should be taken 
into consideration,-and so far from 
blasphemy am I that I disbelieve In the 
existence of such a being as Jehovah is 
described to be, rather than lay upon 
him the iniquity of and the responsibil
ity for the evils which in accordance 
with- tho biblical presentation can not 
be evaded. .

Either there is an infinite Jehovah 
who is responsible for everything just 
as it is, or there is no Jehovah; and I 
think it is much more creditable and 
much more rational to regard him as a 
nonentity than to worship a being to 
whom must be ascribed the authorship 
of evil—the originator of the law by 
which the earth is full of pain and sor
row. I recognize in Nature a vital 
force, but I cannot accept the Idea of an 
infinite creative intelligence, for the 
reason that whether it be Jehovah or 
another he is responsible for having 
chosen the fiendish way which prevails, 
instead of rt Way of goodness, peace and 
jóy.-To mo this -vital principle’in Na- • 
lture is the law. and the law. is the uni-

HYPNOTISM PHTHISIS CURE.
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Have Been Successfully Treated.
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soclatlon.
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Give Us the Mi, the Whole • Truth, and Nothing but the Truth
verse uncreated, without beginning and 
without end.

I must not omit to give you what I 
term the Golden Key to’ this whole re
ligious subject. It settles the matter 
in the briefest manner possible, as it 
applies directly to the fountain head. 
It is this: Nothing is or can be contrary 
to the wishes of an omnipotent creator. 
This being true, you will readily see 
that the story about the fall in the Gar
den of Eden is simply a myth and the 
plan of salvation a fiction. There are 
other evidences which fully determine 
the mythical character of this Eden 
story, but if there were not, the Golden 
Key is sufficient of itself. By this you 
will see that had the fall occurred it 
would not havo been as the result of 
Jehovah’s wishes; and, as man could 
not by any possibility evade the plans 
or wishes of omnipotence, he could by 
no means be justly condemned, and an 
unjust Jehovah would be a monstrosity 
not to be thought of.

You will also see how in the light of 
omnipotence, who wills all things, it 
would be impossible to Bin; and yet we 
know that the world is full of sin and 
full of penalty. We must, therefore, de
cide between an unjust omnipotence or 
an irresponsible Nature. By the appli
cation of the Key you may also compre-. 
hend more fully, the fact that if Jeho
vah reigns, all the evil—all the dens 
of iniquity and all the mlsery exist only 
in accordance with his wishes, and that 
haying chosen a plan by which evil pre
vails Instead of good, he cjnnot, as rep
resented, be a God of love and mercy; 
and if not as represented it may be well 
to c.onclude that no such.belng exists. 
. Regretting on the one hand that 1 
haye peen impelle.4 to .write at such 
length, while on the other I am reluct
ant to leave the subject’ with compara
tively so limited an exposition, I now 
bring my epistle to a close. I shall be 
pleased to hear from -you at any time, 
but should I have occasion to write 
again I must do str. with? the utmost 
brevity; dealing, perhaps, with but one 
phase ota subject at a tinjo; as writing 
under such physlcal .condltidns is not 
only difficult but detrimental. So you 
need not be deterred from writing me 
through fear of having .to wade through • 
another prolix arid tiresome discourse.

Very sincerely yours,
■ • . . JEPTHA G. DUNLAP.

San Jose, Cal. ’ ‘
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MEMORIAL SERVICES

At Queen City. Park, Burlington, Vt.

- Memorial services for Dr. E. A. 
Smith, Brandon, Vt.'; Hiram Preston, 

, Sharon; Vt.; Samuel -Richqrdson, Rox
bury,: Vt.;,.Mi’S,. JÇelU§ ;Montgomery, 
Morètówh,;>Vt.; .MisaSusie , Stafford,. 
Stoivê; Vt, and ' Mrs.; 'Sarah- Patrick/ 
East Montpelier, Vt., who have passed 
away during the past-year,-were held 
in the pavilion at ¿Queen City Park, 
Burlington, Vt., on Wednesday, Aug. -23. 
Thé speakers Who , took part were 
Alonzo F. Hubbard, Mrs. Abby Cros
sett, Dr. S. N. Gould,. Mrs, .Helen P. 
Russegue, Dr. "B./F.- Austlfi, ; Newman 
Weeks, Dr. W. B.v Mills, A; E. Tisdale.-

The attendance was large, the audito
rium being filièd. The beautiful flow
ers contributed by loving hearts and 
hands,, filled the front; of? the -platform 
and two tables. Ufesize i’ortraits of 
Dr. E. A Smith, and his beloved wife, 
Fannie Davis Smith, hung back of the 
speakers’ platform. On-the', two sides 
of the hall hung life-size , portraits of 
Achsa W. Sprague. Nellie Kenyon, Mr, 
and Mrs. Sabin Scott, And Mr. and Mrs. 
Lucius Webb, who were among the 
early Spiritualists and founders of 
Queen City Park; ajeo .portrait of Dr. 
George Bronson; who 'was ohé of Ver
mont’s greatest, and most " successful 
healers. < —; ?

Newman Weeks and .Dù JV. B. Mills 
had known Dr. Smith intimately from 
his young manhood all through hid pro
fessional and business life,, They.had 
also known wéjl, and"'with very, high 
appreciation, his wife, Fannie Davis 
Smith, from her commencement as à 
public speaker, all through her most 
glorious success in New England and 
the middle west; High tributes were 
expressed by the other speakers as to.' 
Dr. Smith and his wife Fannie, and the 
other good and loyal souls, /who had 
left noble life records behind them, and 
who will ever be held in fond remem
brance. / • .

Mrs? Russegue, Mr. Hubbard and Dr. 
Gould spoke earnestly of their apprecia
tion of the fidelity and constant efforts 
of Dr. Smith in behalf of the cause ur 
Spiritualism at large, and especially his 
love for Queen City Park and his zeal 
and determination that the association 
should succeed and be protected.

< A. E. : Tisdale ’ rendered two songs; 
oné’ was, "One by^ One Our Dear 
Friends.Fall.” . /
. One glorious . consolation i" is' ever 
with mortals: "We'shall ineet'beyond 
the river.’’ NEWMAN WEEKS.

. Onset Camp, Mass. , ’
This is a grand closing of one of the 

grandest meetings held at this camp/
Every seat in tho great temple was 

occupied during the afternoon. The 
Rev. Wilson Fritch 6f Attleboro, Mass., 
was the speaker, and he gave great sat
isfaction. Miss Annie Foley, of Haver
hill/ Mass., was: the medium. This 
was Miss Foley’s first . appearance at 
Onset, and her success was. instantane
ous.' She is the youngest medium upon 
the platform to-day; and she has a great 
future. Societies should hear her. .

Of course the audience in the morn
ing was large, as the speaker was that 
ever popular speakdr, -Mrs; Sarah A. 
Byrnes. The music for'- the occasion 
was furnished by Mr. and Miss Hol
brook, and was enjoyed by the vast au
dience.. . , : . ¿: .

Miss Foley closed the meetings for 
the season-by holding a seance -in the 
Arcade to a large audience,- ■ 
.. The season of-1905 has passed away, 
but will not.-be forgotten -by a single 
person that attended-the meetings.

Engagements are being made for 
1906 meeting. Many new: faces' will be 
presented to the peopleuext sedson.

The management thanks'this paper 
for its kindness in printing all that has
been sent, to it; H.

- “Social Upbuiiding, Jn6Mtag Co<i> 
eratlvo Systems and the Happiness end 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By EJ. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D.. M. D. ,,Tto ¡comprises 
tho last part of Humas» ■■'©ulta?© aaS

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, oho ot tho greatest Psychic 

wonders llvlhgthnt usob thoBDlritual X-ray with
out any leadingByinptom to direct, and locate all 
Internal dleeusOB. A Arial wjll convince yon. 
Nervous exhaustion and Jost vigor of both sexes 
Buccesafully treated, ns hundreds can testify. 
Send name, age, Bex. complexion and .10 cents in 
stamps, and receive a horrect diagnosis of your 
case, free, worthidolLaifB to you. Address, •• ’

■ -86barrenSL. * ■' '••BtoiehBnu

flTiDDH THE CO-RO-NAIl 11 11 Ib the nioai aucocsaful 
.r,**«A*“**»** treatment for Catnrrh 
and Head Colds. I will Bend It on S days’ 
trial free to all readers ot The Progressive 
Thinker. AGENTS, I can start you with a capl-- 
tai of Si., and land you with a bank account of 
81,000. Address. ». J. WORST,

20 Elmore Block, Ashland, O.

Notice to Spiritualists,
. ■■■■■ Visiting
The Lewis and Clark Expositions.

MRS. D. A. BAYLOR,
■ Is proprietor ortho -

OSBORN HOTEL, ,
Comer Grand Avenue-and East Ash bU Cleanest 
and coolest rooms in iFortland; 50 cts. to 11.00; 
meals, 25 cts. : Gel a transfer to East Ankeny St. 
Car, which passes thé door, Phone, E. 875.

An Infamous A P0mPMet of 32 pages, com- 
nnnanirnnv pU0d and mbilsM by the vonspiracy lale x G< WhltBi author 
of numerous anU-Catliollo works. It contains 
disclosures relative taa villainous plot to over
throw our tree government, • Price. 15 cents 

’ THE GOSPEL OF NATURE 
Is a most excellsnt work by Dr. M. L. Sherman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. .Heretofore it 
has been sold for 82, but tho price now has-been 
reduced toil. It Is a book that will Interest 
and' Instruct. It contains 280 pages, and Is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualities, end his work is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres.

I ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
Whohatjbad

I?orty Years* Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two 

Years Prof, in a Medical
College, Ten Years •

IN SAÑITAR1UM WOIUC,
Natural Clairvoyant. He never 

falls In dliignoBie, He hue given special attention 
to eye, ear, threat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
fails to cure piles. If you would like an opinion 
of your caeö FREE, write just how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your hand 
.five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply,

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D.
Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velous; hiß examinations are free to all who send 
him name, age. sex, and lock of hair, and ü cents 
in stamps. He doesn't ask for leading symptoms, 
lie treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 

.convince you. His practice extends al! over the 
land. Ho cures you in your own home.

Address, J. ». KOVCKS. M. -
. Lock Box 1203 Stoneham Mass.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send threo two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading sympv 
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power. . .\

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St,. 

San Jose, Call

Hypnotism a cure for consumption is 
the latest claim of the medical profes
sion. Dr. Charles O. Sahler of Kings
ton, N. Y., who is a flrm believer in 
hypnotism tor curing nervous, mental 
and functional disease and uses that 
power extensively in the treatment ot 
cases, is the exponent of tire'new use 
of hypnotism. He claims that with the 
hypnotic treatment the white plaugue 
can be cured if treatment is given in 
the early stages of the disease in from 
four to twelve weeks. ’

In the most advanced stages the 
treatment must extend over a period 
varying from six months to a year and 
even cases, that have been pronounced 
hopeless have been and can be cured 
under the hypnotic treatment which Dr. 
Sahler advocates.

"When a patient comes to me suffer
ing with consumption,” said Dr. Sahler 
to-day, “I treat him the same as I treat 
all other ailments, by establishing with
in the patient’s mind a consciousness 
tliat the ego, or soul, is a great central 
director of all bodily and mental func
tions, that, through the Influence of the 
ego, the body is builded and repaired 
from the substance which we take 
into the digestive system and from the 
substance which we inhale through the 
breathing system.

“This Is done more effectively by put
ting the patient in what is com'monly 
called the hypnotic state, but in truth a 
psychic state, which is neither a sleep 
nor a trance, but is a peculiar state of 
mental and physical repose. While in 
this state the law of suggestion is used 
to establish, within the superconBclous.- 
ness, the first truth mentioned, that it 
is the builder and restorer of the psy
chic organization.

"Not everyone who possesses the 
power to hypnotize should be allowed 
to use that power either in the course 
of tuberculosis or any other disease. 
The ordinary use of hypnotism becomes 
dangerbus when used promiscuously by 
the laity. It is ab dangerqua for one 
not educated and trained and not using 
it conscientiously as for a man to use 
gun cotton or anything similar who is 
not particularly trained in its use. Hyp
notism is a science and should be used
as afiy other science.' »

fl Wnnrlppfl if Restores Lost Vision, 
n WUllUvl I UI Write for Illustrated Circular 
SnAPraniP showing styles and pricesand 
UUuulQLlUi photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped thia Clairvoyant power in me. ’ I can ad
just my Meljed Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
ma.l, as if you were in my office. Thousands wlu 
testify. M. jp. POOLB.

: . <8 Evanston Ave.. Chicago, til
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles aro perfect I 

can say perfection. I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. -E. B. Robertson. 
Los Angeles, cat .-. . • ,

Materialization Materialization,"by 

Mme. E. d'Esperance, and "Materialization a 
Fact in Nature," by B. F. Austin. A most ex
cellent work. Price 10c.

The Wonders of-Life.
„By, ERNEST .HAECKEL, Author ot "The 
Riddle of the Universe.” This book Is confined 
to-therealin of. organic science, and treats ot 
“The Knowledge, Nature, Functions and Histo
ry of Life,” Price, cloth, »1.60. -'

;;; The Riddfe of the Universe.
■ By Prof. Ernest Haeckel,'

; Of the University of Jena,'' ’■
’ This is an English translation of Professor 

¿Haeckel’s magnificent work "Die Weltrathset." 
The main strength of the book Ues in a terse 
and tolling summary of scientific achievements 
of the nineteenth century In their relation to 
"The Biddle of the Universe." Dre-Haeckel has 
a .world-wide reputation, and this is his su
preme effort. Price, cloth, 81.50.

TUP C ÀIIÏ . TS- NATURE,. REI lir ^lll II LATIONS AND EX- 1111/ UVUL i PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
Sale. Price 81.00, This Is one of the best books 
given by the guides ot Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really, lessors, published primarily, as 
a hook; of-reference for those who have been 
members ot the classes receiving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation from reports of 

. lessons, containing the bases of the teachings.

ROMANISM Isa pamphloi ot 30pages, in 
EXPOSED■" ” ■ Priest Cashman and Dr. With
row, an« Is principally in defense ot Protestant
Ism. A concise Uttle pamphlet. Price 15 cents.

HELIQGENTRI6 ASTROLOGY
Or Essentials ot Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables of Ephemeris to 1010. Bv 

'Tanno Vedra. With 84 Illustrations, 85 of 
Which are original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author of "Descriptive Mentality." A 
new system of personally determining the pri
mary fund of Mental and Physical forcesand 

, their results in mental aptitudes-that dominate 
the naturepf the individual as based upon data 
pl birth. Price, cloth, 81.50.

Edgewood Camp, Wash.
This camp closed for the season Aug. 

20, and it was the unanimous opinion of 
all interested that it was the best camp 
yet held by the Washington State Asso
ciation. While the attendance was not 
large, the meetings were very harmoni
ous, and never have I seen such com
plete harmony among the various 
speakers and mediums. There was an 
entire absence of the “I am holler than 
thou” spirit and no disposition manifest
ed on the part of any one "to be great
est in the kingdom of heaven.”

Audiences on Sundays were large 
when one considers the location of the 
camp, but it seems plain that the camp 
is not accessible to any great number 
of people. Nine miles from Tacoma 
and twenty-seven miles from Seattle, 
precludes the attendance of any great 
number of people from these thriving 
cities. True, tjiere is hourly service on 
the Inter-Urban Electric Line to Edge
wood Station, but from there to camp 
is fully three-quarters of a mile over a 
generally very dusty road. There seems 
to be quite a general demand to change 
the location to one more accessible, 
somewhere on the -Sound and midway 
between the two cities, which will en
able patrons to reach the grounds by 
boat as well as by car lines. This will 
no doubt be accomplished in the near 
future.

The sessions of the state convention, 
held on the camp grounds, Aug. 21 and 
22, were very harmonious in character, 
there were no criminations and recrim
inations Indulged in and there being no 
mediums on the grounds for physical 
mediumship, there were no disputes 
and no wrangling. The mental phases 
were numerous and mostly of the clean 
cut variety, and taken all in all your 
scribe can truthfully aver that it was 
the cleanest camp he evpr had the 
pleasure of attending.

I shall have the pleasure of serving 
the Seattle society for the month of 
September, and desire all correspond
ence directed to General Delivery Seat
tle, Wash. WILL C. HODGE.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
< The (most important revelations concerning 
the. true origin of - Christianity. Reader, in 
bringing to your notice "Antiquity Unveiled," 
it is with the sincere hôpe that you are earn
estly looking for the truth, regardless of any 
other consideration’ IL such Is the case, this 
advertisement will deeply interest you, and 
after reading this brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give the work a careful 
perusaL Price, 81.50.,/> . •. • ,

: IMPORTANT WORK.

“Official Register of the National, State" 
and Local Spiritualist Associations of 
the United States and Canada, With

. Lyceums, Camp-Meetings and Me- 
dlums." ' . -
The above is the -title of a highly im

portant illiistrhted work.-gotten'up with 
painstaking7 cafe; by Mrs. Laura G. 
Fixen; the efficient Wce-presldent of the 
Illlfiols State .'Spiritualist, Association, 
1047 Carmen Avenue,-Chicago. It con
tains 100 paged and:wlll prove of great 
value to those'whoAyish to get informa
tion in regard-to the different societies 
located in various parts of the country. 
It is gotten up: in; almost beautifully ar
tistic style, and reflects great credit on 
its compiler. This' long needed work 
will impress the ctoial observer with 
the extensive wfolldwlng we have, and 
the dignity due to ethe grandest ■ and 
most important philosophy now be
fore the wholetolvilized world. It leads 
off with a magniflcçnt photo-engraving 
of Mrs. Abby t&ouihe Pettengili, presi
dent of the “<Dity Iff Light” Assembly, 
Lily pale, N. Y;, who is a prominent fac
tor in the education process now going 
on in our ranks. This Official Register 
can be obtained by addressing this of
fice. Price ?1. ■ .

“Mediumship npd Its Develôpment, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment”. By W. H. Baeh. Especially 
useful to learnersiwho seek to know and 
utilize' the laws -of mediumship and de< 
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents;, paper, 25 cents. .
. “A Conspiracy Against the Hc-pubUe.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
"HiBtory of the Chr BtfeWItWon to 

ISw two,” et& A Condensed state;
[ mWt ol facta eoHtôrnlng the eflprfa pg 
I church leaders th^st control of th© gov- 
I ermsnt An is^ertant woris. '

"THE’DREAM CHILD,"
A Fascinating Romance of Twa Worlds. By 
Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents. Books 
like “The Dream Child” spur humanity on to 
make more and more demands of this nature, 
and will open up new heights and depths of 
spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 

:W111, I believe, take its place beside Bulwer’s 
-.-Zanoni” and the "Seraphlta" of Balzac.—Dally 
Capital. Topeka, Kansas. Although simple ana 
unvarnished with any inflammable descrip
tions, enthralls tho mmd to the exclusion of 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader 
closes tho last page.—Minneapolis Sunday

. Times.

tion and Social Circles. By J. M. Peebles and 
J.- O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. 

: Now edition. Culled from a wide field of 11 tera- 
;ture with-tho most critical care, freo from all 
theological bias, throbbing with tho soul of in

. spiration, embodying tho principles and virtues 
ot the spiritual phUosophy; set to the most 
cheerful and popularmusic (nearly all original) 
and adapted to all occasion;, it is doubtless the 
most attractive work of cho kind ever pub
lished. Its.beautiful songs, duets and quartets, 
with piano, organ or melodeon accompaniment, 
adapted both to public meetings and the social 
circles,. Cloth, 81.25; postage, 14 cents.

HRRMONIGS OF EVOLUTION.
. Tho Philosophy ol Individual Life, Based
' Upon Natural Science ■

■ Ab taught by modem masters of law. By Flor
ence Huntley. An exceedingly interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to tho litera
ture of evolution, unfolding Its laws from the 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, and in
dicating the defects or tho Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists alike can gain 
ribtt S°m llS perusaL P1100- h“01? bound in

Wedding at Camp Chesterfield.
On Friday night, in the beautifully 

decorated auditorium, in the presence 
of campers and friends, the marriage ot 
Mr. John Mendenhall of Chicago, and 
Miss Ethel Lee ot Elwood, Ind., was 
solemnized. The bride and her attend
ant, Miss Minnie Mendenhall; the ring 
bearer, little Jessie Lee; the flower girl 
little Rebecca McKee, gowned in soft 
white, carrying shower bouquets of 
bride’s roses and carnations; with the 
groom and attendant. Mr. George Von
derheide, made a picture that the many 
who witnessed will not soon forget. 
The wedding march was played by Miss 
J®s,s*e Marley. The platform upon 
which the ceremony was performed 
was decorated with a profusion of 
palms and cut flowers. The-ceremony 
SS® by Mrs’ Gillespie.
Mr. Will Nicum gracefully gave the 
bride away. After a brief reception-a 
dainty collation was served in the re
freshment parlor. AU unite in wishing 
the young couple a happy life.

On Friday morning the closing exer
cises of the lyceum were beautiful. A 
large audience was present. During 
the services the christening of little 
Juanita Hoag added a pathos and inter- 
®sbt0Tbe w°rlf' Crowned with flowers, 
with lilies in her arms, the 3-year-old 
baby looked almost unearthly in her 
beauty. -As the spirit name of Hope 
was given liy Mrs. Gillespie, a glow was 
on. the little face, symbolic of her name 
Many eyes were wet and tender, as the 
silent prayer went up that "angels 
might lead her all the way." ..

' CORRESPONDENT.

Oiscoverrof a Lost Trail
L . BY CHARLES B.. NEWCOMB, 

..Author of "AWa Right with tho World.” Cloth 270 
Nowcomb made odlitlnct success with 

•*AU fl Right with tho World.” which continues la tho 
front rank of tho Metaphysical books that are now so 
popular.- Tho ¡roat number who bavo jocn cheered 
Md strengthened by blmwill welcome another’hook 
by th>8 who teacher whoBo words of help aro doing so 
much to nako the world bettor by maklnzmcnand ^ornon better able to.understand and enjoy It,

; -“Dlscoveryof »Lost Trail"
Cap simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
«led life,but. madia Its scholarly simplicity. It 
wlUo&m demand by many who hare not nrcrfotuly

The Handy Vest-Pocket 
ELECTRICAL DICTIONARY. 
. I ' ■ NEW.tDITION. ■

tacar and Ktectrioian should 
AOnANM. EUctrlcpi R«r- 
teeM. Oath, red edges, In- 
Wher,80ia edgeMndexea,

A CALL FOR TEACHERS. '
There Is a large field for healers and 

teachers In small towns. . After a little 
study of “Healing Currents from» the 
Buttery of Life” (by Walter DeVoe), 
Students start groups for study and. re- 
alizaUon. of the healing power. ■

So helpful is this book that as many 
as 21 copies have been sold to a group 
formed to hear .it read. Manifestations 
of healing ore common where students 
unite to study and practice the instruc
tions given in this wonderful book. 
Many are willing to pay tor instruction 
in healing truth, but there is need of en
ergetic persons to get them together.

Those who can successfully form 
groups in their own town among their 
friends will find enjoyable and profit
able work doing the same in other 
towns.

Order a copy now and spread the 
glad tidings. Price $2. Special terms 
19 those who can sell a number of cop
ies through personal effort or letters

. • COLLEGE OF FREEDOM,
Woodlawn'P. . Chicago, ill.

“Handy. Electrical, Dictionary." a 
practical handbook of reference, con- 
talnlng definitlona oL every used eleo* 
friORl term or phrase. Price ?L

The Central New York Spiritual Assq 
elation closed its tenth annual camp 
meeting at Freeville, N. Y., Sunday. 
August 20. >1

The association has been served by, 
most efficient workers. Mrs. Carrie K. 
S. Twing, with her genial personality, 
and her ever helpful sermons, gave the 
opening address Sunday, July 23, and! 
remained the first week.

Friday, July 28, Mrs. Twing spoke in' 
Hie Interest ■ of the state association, 
that day being set aside as state day. 
An "Ichabod" seance for the benefit ol 
the camp was much appreciated.

Dr. W. O. Knowles, of Grand Rapidff, 
Mich., was message bearer, and also 
remained the following Sunday, July, 
30, to the satisfaction of many seeking 
consolation and proof of the immortal
ity of loved ones.

Rev. J. S. Scarlett, of Cambridgeport, 
Mass., served the society Sunday morn
ing, July 30, remaining two weeks. Rev. 
Scarlett, while he served the society, 
gave many scholarly addresses, and is a' 
tireless worker for the cause. Friday, 
August 11, he spoke for thb National 
Association.

Rev. Laura G. Fixen gave an earnest! 
address, Sunday afternoon, July 30, 
and during the week gave other ad
dresses which held the closest attention; 
of her audiences.

Mrs. Mary M. Jennings of Moravia; 
who is fast coming to the front as an 
earnest and efficient worker, served the 
society.

Mrs. R. W. Barton, of Elmira, waff 
among the corps of workers August « 
to 14, and not only lectured, but is a 
pleasing message beareh She gave 
two benefit seances for the camp.

D. A. Herrick served the society the 
last two Sundays and the intervening 
week. Mr. Herrick is a host within' ' 
himself, an eloquent lecturer, a message 
bearer and a trumpet medium. The 
demands for trumpet seances were 
greater than could be met, and neigh
boring towns also desired his services, 
Mr. Herrick held seances' at Dryden 
and Moravia, and other adjoining towns 
were disappointed because there were 
not more days in a week.

Mrs. Clara L. Stewart spoke Thurs
day, August 17, for the Morris Pratt In
stitute, and as secretary of the school 
and representative of its interests she 
is a most faithful and competent 
worker.

Mrs. Alfarata H. Niver, who with her 
husband was present throughout, a 
teacher in the department of oratory 
for several years past, assisted Mrs.' 
Stewart, and the friends from east to 
west know that the mantle of her ora
tor father, Moses Hull, has also enfold
ed the daughter. Saturday evening 
Mrs. Niver gave a concert for the bene
fit of the Morris Pratt Institute. She 
was assisted by her worthy husband in 
guitar solos, soprano solos by Miss 
Mable Stone of Freeville, reading Miss 
Victoria C. Moore, and a most effective 
rendition of a Puritan ballad, "Peter. 
Gray," by a quartette consisting of Mr 
and Mrs. Niver, Mr. A. C. Stone antf 
Mrs. S. Comstock Ellis. Mrs. Niver’^j 
readings elicited many encores.

Mrs. Mary E. Clark ot Syracuse, as
sisted throughout as lecturer, message 
bearer, and an all around worker, but 
Mrs. Clark’s most efficient work is as 
message bearer. ’ ‘ '
she may excel.

In this phase of work

Mrs. Sarah A. Walters, an earnest 
worker for the cause, was present 
throughout. Her sister, Mrs. Mary Von 
Kanzler, made a brief visit to the camp.

Mrs. Hattie Mead of Oneida, presided 
as orgahist. .

Miss Grace Green of Dryden, who has 
a pleasing contralto voice, assisted ac^-^ 
companied by Miss Alice M. Myers.’Mr. 
C. E. Green of Dryden, added much to 
the enjoyment of those present with his 
very superior Victor talking machine.

On the closing Sunday, Miss Marguer
Ite Zellers of Moravia, a child soprano, 
with a voice of wonderful range and' 
volume, delighted her hearers. (

The anriual election of officers was 
held Saturday, August 19, and the offi
cers for the ensuing year are: W. W. 
Kelsey, Cortland, N. Y., president; R. l" 
Weaver, Dryden, N. Y., first vice-presi
dent; C. E. Green, Dryden, N. Y. sec
ond vice-president; Miss Victoria C. 
Moore, Dryden, N. Y., secretary; E B 
'Fuller, Rochester, N. Y., treasurer.

VICTORIA C. MOORE, 
_______ , Secretary, 
Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.

On August 27 the camp had Mrs. Ma- 
rlan Carpenter as speaker, who is well 
known and well liked here. Mrs. Hoiles 
presided as chairman in the absence ot 
Mr. Hunger, the president. .

Mrs. Flora Russell of Alliance again 
led the singing after an absence of sev
eral Sundays. She rendered several 
solos during the day, which is always a 
treat to Lake Brady audiences.-

Mrs. Carpenter prefaced her remarks 
of the morning by reading a selection 
by Ella Wheeler Wilcox entitled 
“Thoughts.” She carried out the idea 
that thoughts are things and by them 
we build our character and Individual
ity, either consciously or unconsciously 
and as that is all anyone can take with 
them to the spirit world, it behooves 
them to build well.

In the afternoon she again read a se
lection by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, "Open 
the Windows,” using the same for her 
topic. Open the windows of your soul 
to receive as much truth as possible. 
The audience was large, the day was 
fine, and both lectures grand and con
vincing. Her messages were strong 
and carried comfort with them.»

Next Sunday, September 3, Is the last 
Sunday of Lake Brady Camp. Mrs.- 
Carpenter will be the speaker for that^“-'* 
day also. - MARY L. BETTES. 'V

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. '

Wentworth Association, Ohio.
About one thousand people gathered 

at the 36th annual grove meeting of the 
Wentworth Association of Spiritualists, ' 
between Hicksville and Antwerp, Ohio, . 
find listened to the logic and eloquence 
of Mrs.: Elizabeth Schauss of Toledo.

The subjects of the three discourses 
given were furnished by people in ths 
audience and were handled in a most 
remarkable manner by the speaker, - 
who held the attention of her large an- ■ 
diehce from start to finish.

Messages were given by Mrs. Bell» 
Fuller of Grand Rapids, Mich., and were 
concise and convincing in every rc- 
spect. Mrs. Fuller, though not a field 
worker, blds fair to become a needed 
acquisition to our platforms.

The day was beautiful, the air balmy, 
the woods most inviting, the' leaves 
upon the trees moved by the breeze, 
seemed to wave a welcome to all.

The music of the day was furnished 7 
by a mixed chorus consisting of de
scendants of the Wentworths, who are . 
the pioneers of Spiritualism in that part 
of the Buckeye State. ■

Too much cannot be said of the'voter- ' 
ans who were present with beaming 
faces and glad hearts, the younger gen- ■ 
eration, too, recognizing the unerring 
principles of Spiritualism, are en
thused with desire to push the good 
work on and help to extend it, and with 
such earnest workers as Mrs. Schauss 
as teacher we will never be led astray;' 
mid with Mrs..Bush as message bearer . <i 
wo aro sure oi getting the truth. J

. THOMAS WENTWORTH, ,i
Antwerp, Ohio. Secretary;;
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grow.

fucius 
ethics 
finally 
China

I read HarrlSon D.. Barretta plain 
statement in a recent ïssuè of your most

differ in no essential from the 
of Jesus. When Confucianism 
became the . state religion of 
Confucius was elevated to the

GEO. B. FERRIS, 
Secretary.

The Status and Prospects of the New 
, Thought Society.

the worship of a personal-ideal to draw 
A out-tho powers latent in the soul,
. - *A Is«4vtr,MnnnAnlw J 4-« *

Thq Causes, Results, and the Remedy 
for Human Ills,

On Matters of Great Interest to All 
Spiritualists,.

-Abstract reasoning seemed to have 
little charm for the practical mind of 
Confucius, and although we find him

tot
NO. 825

LAWS WERE BLUE.

severest ot all stat-

DENIES THE SUPERNATURAL

O. L. HARVEY.disprove them.
West Lafayette, Ind.

miles over rough 
carried his footgear

a tramp of many 
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[There Seems to Be inherent In Human
ity a Necessity for the Worship of a 
Personal Ideal to Draw Out the Pow
ers Latent In the Soul—Confucius and
Lao-tze.
Teachings of Confucius [as set forth 

In the Chicago Evening Post], Chinese 
/.liilosopher and reformer—Kung-fu-tze 
—Latinized by the Jesuit priests into 
Confucius—was born in the province ot 
Shantung,- Yimchau, China, in the year 
551 B. C„ about fifty-three years after 
thè great mystic philosopher Lao-tze. 
His family name was Kung, and he was 
known to Ills followers as Kung-fu-tze 
—"the teacher Kung.” His teachings 
are in direct contrast to those of Lao- 
tze. Lao-tze was an idealist, Confucius 
a realist. Lao-tze was the Plato, Con- 
.»cius the Aristotle of China. Lao-tze 
taught nopresistance—quietism carried 
to its logical conclusion; Confucius was 
a reformer, a utilitarian of the most 
strenuous type. Lao-tze was the mys
tical dreamer, Confucius the practical 
executor. We find Confucius first en
gaged in the duties of an officer ot state, 
suppressing abuses and introducing re
forms. His rigid virtue and honesty 
were often' obnoxious to the loose mor
als of the high state officials. But Con- 
lucius always discharged his duties re
gardless alike of approval or condem
nation. It is said that in his thirty: 
third year he visited Lao-tze add was 

''much impressed with the wisdom of 
this great man. '
- Among the subjects said to have been 
studied by Confucius were: History, po
etry, philosophy, religion and magic. By; 
magic is meant the superphysical con
trol of certain forces. What is now 
known as telepathy, mental suggestion, 
clairvoyance, hypnotism, mental heal
ing, etc., would have been classed by 
the' ancients as magic—meaning great 
science. These things are “new” oply 
to the western world. Among the books 
associated with the name of Confucius 
are the “Yl-King” (“Book of 
Changes"), the "Shi-King" (“Book ot 
Poems”), the “Li-King" (“Rituals”), the 
“ShmKlng” (“Book of Inscriptions”) 
and “TShun-Tsieu” ("Spring and Au
tumn"). These are the, celebrated 
“Five Kings” which constitute the “ca
nonical scriptures” of Confuclanists, 
They teach the unity or brotherhood of 
man, the duties to one’s neighbor, kind
ness, charity and filial obedience, or 
what we in this country would call 
"Christian virtues." The ethics of Con-

After a vacation of more than three 
months during the warmest part of the 
summer, the New Thought Spiritual So
ciety of Grand Rapids, opens Its meet
ings again on Sunday, September 17, 
afternoon and evening services being 
held the same as formerly.

The Holland Unitarian Church, corner 
East Bridge and North Ionia streets, 
which proved such a satisfactory meet
ing place for the society last season, 
has been leased for the coming year, 
and being centrally located and ideal in 
every respect, will do much toward giv
ing us a successful.season,. - ■

A special effort has been made to se
cure speakers of the very highest excel
lence, and we believe we are justified 
in claiming that we have the best list 
of speakers engaged that it has ever 
been the fortune of a local society to se
cure.

For the opening Sunday, Septi 17,and 
the Sunday following, we liave'MrB, Ab
bie E. Sheets of Grand Ledge, one ot 
Michigan’s most popular workers in our 
ranks, and always a favorite among 
Grand Rapids Spiritualists, she Is cer
tain to have unusually large audiences 
at every lecture. Her lectures will be 
followed by messages, arid for the open
ing day a special program will .be 'ar
ranged.

As to our speaker for October, 'Mrs.

Countless millions of the human race, 
who are getting experience on this plan
et, that is not very pleasant, are asking 
the question: What are we fiere for, in 
our world of so many conflicting inter
ests? • - .
. They are the troubled souls who are 
battling for an-existence, amidst the 
trials, disappointments., reverses, sick
ness and death. They are living under 
unfavorable circumstances, and as all

valuable paper, and it seejns to me that 
with frauds, pbsessjbns; ¡exposes, and 
arrests of mediums,’' iind1 with “ignor
ance on the rostruiri,” v?e Spiritualists 
are i& rather poor qohiptviy, and with 
all the suggestions offered Caere seems 
no way out, for changing human nature 
is a slow and laborious prdeess.

| If frauds are exposed iri one place

Cogent Views on Proselyting In Behalf 
of Spiritualism.

“If a Man Will Not Work, Neither Shall 
He Eat.”

dignity of deity, and although he said, 
"I only hand on J? the wisdom of the an
cients] I cannot create anything new. 1 
believe in the ancients, therefore I love 
them,” he Is deified by. his followers and 
exalted'"above all that is called God or 
is worshiped." This is another phenom
enon peculiar to all religions, viz., the 
ultimate' deification of the founders. It 
seems to point to the fact that there is 
inherent in humanity a necessity for

Jennie Hagan Brown of El Campo, 
Texas, no word- of praise from my pen 
is necessary. Formerly a resident of 
this city, no speaker ever receives. a 
more enthusiastic welcome'than does 
Mrs. Brown when, she returns to warm 
us again before the fires of her logic 
and her inspiration.

November will give all liberal think
ers such a treat as they have not .had 
before In years;' W. J. Colville is. our 
speaker for this month, and in addition 
to giving a series of twelve class les
sons and speaking twice every Sunday, 
he will give twelve week-day evening 
lectures on dates to be announced later. 

, Curing December, February and May, 
Mrs. D. A. Morrill, a local speaker, will 
serve us. Disproving the adage that "a 
prophetess is not without honor save in 
her own country." Mrs. Morrill's lec
tures always please at home.

We look forward expectantly to the 
month of January, for Prof. W. M. Lock
wood will then be with us. This will 
be Prof. Lockwood’s first visit to Grand 
-Rapids, but what we have missed by 
not having him with us before, we ex
pect to make up during his future vis
its. - '

When Helen Stuart-Richirigs was for
merly In the work she often appeared 
before local societies, always to crowd
ed, houses. When a short time ago it 
was announced that she had again en
tered the lecture field, an effort was at 
once made to secure her services for 
the New Thought Society. She is en
gaged for,. March and April.’- '

This completes-the list of speakers so

positing the great extreme—the one ul
timate reality—the Tao, the 'unkriow- 

- able of Herbert Spencer—within which 
changes are constantly occurring, yet, 
lik^ southern Buddhism, Confucianism 
has little teaching regarding the states 
after death. Confucius argued—as does 
the southern Buddhist—live according 
to law here, practice charity and kind
ness to all beings, and the future will 
take care of itself. While yet a ¿nere 
youth he said: "Beautiful precepts are 
on the lips of nearly every man, but I 
cannot find one man who is practicing 
them. I will practice them!” Herein 
was the secret of his success. What 
others glibly talked about he lived. He 
declared that the first step toward wis
dom was to perform the most trivial du
ties with scrupulous honesty. Of. his 
teachings he said: “As to my doctrines, 
they are very simple, and my mode of 
teaching is still simpler. * » He who 
well weighs my words will have no diffi
culty in seizing their meaning and re
ducing them to practice.” When asked 
if there was one word which would ex- 

' press the'whole duty of man, he said:
“There is such a word, and It is reci
procity: do not do unto others that 
which you would not wish them to do 
unto you.” Many claim that the golden 
rule originated with Confucius, hut the 
same idea is found in all the other great 
religions. Confucianism, like southern 
Buddhism, has not much to say regard
ing states after death. As the south
ern aspect of Buddhism was the result 
of the reaction in India against the un
healthy fancy,fanatical superstition and 
fetish worship of the Hindus, into which 
they were led by the priesthood—Brah
mins—so also was Confucianism a reac
tion in China against the same phenom-

: enon. So we find Confucius saying: 
"To give oneself to the duties due to 
men, and while respecting spiritual 
things- to keep aloof from them [rather 
from their degradation] may be called:

isdom.” Confucius held that wise 
government, was based on self-control', 

/ and-that-no man should strive atter rir 
accept positions of public trust until be 
made him strongly virtuous and could 
practice self-eontrol.

Much Stress is laid ori .the necessity 
for filial piety; “Aliai piety is the source 
whence all other good actions take

far-hngaged, but It it is possible to en
gage for week-day / nights any good 
speakers who happen to be ta the vlcta- 
ltyrthis will-be done occasionally.

The New Thought Spiritual Society 
was organized a year ago last April, but 
since then has made extremely rapid 
progress^. Its friends started out to 
make it the best society in Michigan. 
Already we are well on our way to this 
goal, and by the end of the present sea
son we hope to have achieved it The 
New Thought Society aims to be pro
gressive. Societies innumerable have 
been organized, have enjoyed success 
for a time, and then have passed.away 
prematurely.,

The reason, do you ask? It is simply 
this: All things are either advancing or 
receding. Nothing remains stationary. 
The society that achieves a certain de
gree of success and then,- contented, 
ceases, to grow, is dooined to failure. 
Having no longer one common end in 
view, dissatisfaction and dissension 
creep in among the members, or’else, in
terest lags. And.once the society starts 
on the downward path it is extremely 
hard to turn the tide and regain what 
has been lost.'

The proper way for a society, then, as 
for an individual, is always to aspire to 
something higher. ■ Each foothold on 
the ladder of success should be used for 
the purpose of gaining yet- a higher 
hold. Had Spiritualist societies through
out the country followed this plan from 
their inception, the average society 
would not be'the partial failure we find 
it at present. If societies from the be
ginning of Spiritualism had continually 
striven to increase the scope of their 
usefulness as they should—had they ex
ercised the untiring zeal that other re
ligious organizations have, or had they 
worked as a few able workers in our 
own ranks have worked. Spiritualism 
would to-day occupy a place in the 
world’s affairs far in advance of its 
present position.. When Spiritualists 
learn, that it is hbt all of managing a 
society to engage speakers and medi
ums and then sit down with folded arms

their rise.” Confucianism is a splendid 
exposition' to the minutest detail of 
mari’s'relation to man. Of man’s rela
tion to' thé superhuman kingdoms and 
to God there is nothing. That such 
teachings, exalted though they were 
from the point of ethics, failed to satis
fy the whole nature of the Chinese was 
proved by the subsequent introduction 
and acceptance of Buddhism [north
ern]. ’ 1 ri ...

Lao-tze disagreed with ‘Confucius on 
the doctrine of “charity and duty to 
one’s neighbor.” Lao-tze claimed that 
'•virtue corislsts in being true to one’s 

. self, and charity in letting alone.” Con
fucius would have a system of regulated 
charities; Lao-tze would prevent the ne
cessity for such institutions by allowing 
each man the freedom of self-expres
sion. Confucius would have man’s ac
tivities regulated bk laws external to 
himself; Lao-tze would have man regu- 

■ lated by the law within himself. Con
fucius was conservative—the embodi
ment of government; Lao-tze wan radi
cal— tho embodiment of individualism. 
Confucius was the exponent of the ar
tificial life of civilization; Lao-tze. that 
of the “simple life” of nature. Uonfu- 

; cius sought to enrich men’s minds by 
. rationalism; Lao-tzo sought to uplift 

their souls by idealism. The world to
day is richer and better because of the 
lives of these two great sages..

MARCUS JULIAN.

to listen to them, when they realize that 
a. society should be-.more, much more, 
than, merely, a ¿place’where' people can 
congregate pncq A-'week. to; hehr lec
tures and observe phenomena, then will 
our cause prosper as it never has be
fore. ri

. But'l forget. I started out-to herald 
the doings of Grand Rapids Spiritual
ists. Let me . say hr conclusion that 
Grand Rapids has. long been-known as 
a city of Spiritualists; We number 
thousands. ; Nowhere else is there : so 
good an opportunity to build’ up a so
ciety par excellence. The New Thought 
Society starts out with many improve
ments over last season. 'The -social 
features will be made more prominent. 
Many hew features are contemplated 
and will be inaugurated during the year. 
Its officers understand what a society 
ought to be, and if careful planning and 
persistent hard work count for any
thing, The New Thought Spiritual So
ciety will keep advancing until it stands 
the equal of any society in the United 
States. Keeping in mind that where 
there is a will there is-a way, co-opera
tion can accomplish, much. Watch us

business ventures go against them, I they soon bob up^iij another, and the 
they give up in despair, living in idle- credulous apd those who lack keen dis
neas, poverty apd want g cérhment will continue to be duped;

They behold the fortunato ones of aî}(J how Will making a I ‘religion” ot 
life, living in luxury, and fine mansions, Spiritualism, as frimid Barrett desires, 
going forth from -day to day riding in remeqy the existing pvils?
carriage of elegance, drawn by stylish æhe greatest, most - gigantic frauds 
horses, or ta automobiles and palace ever perpetrated upon fi long-suffering 
cars, for pleasure. The rich enjoy all |people llavo heen In the name of relig-

,£onven ence? of fen. Christianity, has'duped more peo-
while the poorer classes, in their lowly p]g with its scheme Of salvation than all 
and humble conditions, look upon the g^judiers Outside of religion could pos- 
millionaires with envy and hatred. 6iw d0 ReI1glon has been and still is 
.The wealthy people look down upon the cl k that C0V(Jrs ft n)uItitudo of 

the Btruggltag-masses with disgUB . and frauds high-sounding, “holy”-
scorn, showing within themselves tlUeS) and why lntelUgent Spiritualists 
proud and haughty disport tiens. should cling to a name that has associ-

They act as though they are Buperio ated it g0-mpdj ot horror, of
beings, and that the laboring classes wrong( o£ jgaofahce and superstition, 
E™ tWr Bla'‘e3 an Intolerance', cruelty, torture, oppres-
. There are Inequalities, in thia world , .bloodshed and'.wail interspersed 
and eternity must even up and -silly Relisions, is past
would have been better that human be underSfanding; and' really “religious" 
Ings had never been born. _ . Spiritualists who praclaijn so loudly

The country People wonder how S agajnst frau(i ami ignorance, it seems
many millions of human beings cun llv k me havea-t jmæh to Boast of when 
in the great cities, endintag the h^ they establfsll a "church* and take up 
summer, and the extremes of cold the titles, forms and ceremonies, rituals 

and senseless mummerÿ Vrounded out tion of the city people aie homeless, liv- good ojd ojtbod(jx “anlen,” all
ing in slums, tenements and flats, with- . which were conceived and foisted oat much food or raiment to keep them ^rtSnorent, pious
cheerful and contented. • I nW frauda uf the*lenir1 ¿egSuch conditions of qocletÿ are deplor- old frauds.of the long ara, 
able, but they have.existed under what ^!*ere seema 110 way 
is called civilized environments ever white garments of time 
since our old world has been peopled sullied, because of the Idiosyncrasies 
with human races. The systems of and pranks of humanity.
mankind have always been ..oppressive And then there cpmes the great hue 
and tyrannical, as far as we can learn arid ’ cry about ‘‘commercialism’’ in 
from the past centuries. ' Spiritualism, and a separation or dis-

The difference between the cities and crimination between “religious" Spirit- 
the rural districts Is very great, but the uallsm and “commercial" Spiritualism 
forming community do not live on beds Is asked for, as though commercialism 
of roses' and ease, all the time,’ as the didn’t enter Into rellglori,. Did anybody 
city people suppose. ever know of any religion that the

It is true, that the farmers are close leaders arid makers of it did not de- 
to nutrire; and can behold the landscape mand money.from the people, and get 
covered with blossoms, buds» flowers, it, too, in large quantities? Commercial 
grains, fruits, vegetables, ■ and every- mediums are trying to' get their living 
thing necessary to sustain life In mah out of their work, arid the religious 
and beast. The farmers many times Spiritualist Is doing the-' sanie thing, 
rejoice when they see beautiful crops of The leaders and workérè in; the move
grass, grain, fruit and-vegetables, grow- ment—the speakers, lecturers, pastors 
ing and maturing, but they toll early' and reverends, the officers .of state and 
and late to. produce the necessaries of National- and' camp ¿associations, the 
life, while the brainy men of the money faculty of our one school of theology, 
centers cheat the farmer in the end, the Morris Pratt Institute, all are try
out of his just share of profit. Then he ing to make their, living opt'of Spiritual- 

, learns by experience in time, that the ism. M ‘ ; ri ,
farm Is a great place to work for the ' Commercialism ip. religiones just as 
benefit of the schemers and great finan- pronounced'1' as jt is ih' thé business 
ciers. The farmer not .only earns his world. The léaderií—pópeà;-riprfests, 
bread by the “sweat of his face,"- blit he cardinals, bishops, preachers, pastors, 
¡many times sweats! all over. ’ etc., are working'0BténtìMy? fdr ■ the

We read , much ih thé bosses' news- Lord, but they air Ireèp an eÿçlslngle to 
papers aboiit thé rich farmers; but I flfe “filthy lucré,” arid live in luxury at 
have never met any millionaires among the expense of the people’they dupe. ; 
them. Most of the time, the seasons it is said “commercialism" Is the 
are against the tillers of:the soil,: and bane'of Spiritualism, ail'd ÿét IMS pèr- 
thèy have to work at a great dlsadyan- fçcüy legltfeiate. If the mediums give 
tage, as sb muchzhas to beridone: ta- value received,'if a-business - medium 
short order. The storms of rain, hail, gives straightforward advice to a per- 
flpods, drouth and insects destroy their BOn aboút to enter' Into'' business, .or 
crops, and with all the beauty of-nature gives counsel in busiripSs matters where 
around them, they become discouraged through legitimate methods a business 
the same as. other laboring classes. - is mn successfully, thér'éby giving sup-

Too many farmers run in- debt for port'and sustenance fe femilies, and at' 
land at fictitious prices, during times of the same time aiding humanity by pro- 
so-called prosperity, and then they be- during soinethïrig tbo world needs, in 
come the victims of the money lenders, ¿y òninion this is fab 'Better than, dll 

under our social, ' political, financial the invocations, benedictions, amené, 
and industrial systems, the money sermons,, christenings, and church fol- 
kings absorb-the wealth of-the pro- I de-rol that constituted large part ot 
ducere.and consumers, and while many ariy'religion. ' 
remedies are suggested to change con- Mr. Barrett dèfinesi-religlous? Spirit-, 
ditions for the common people, not u Usm aa ..glving 00Infbrt, consolation, 
much can be done,.while> our legis ators Bpjrtaal advice; wor'dstbf tenderness 
are under the control of the syndicates d lo spiri¿al mgssqges. - soul cul- 
and corporations Most of our editpre, t a¿d é^deAdd3presence of

I éxcarnate spirits;'"1 This is dir good; 
for the powers that rule and ruin the Kdt in thuB classifying religión, ’has he 
government of the .whole people. t .oUo ed ln- f*otfitepa. of the

I admire such independent papers as Das/a;.d divorced relirion from the The Progressive Thinker, that does not Stori or materia?® of ™e? If 
T&T nr to have a religión,:I should want;

ter, king or emperor, but- discusses on t>lat -would'hein iib to net an hon-' boldly our religious and social topics. °“® 
It differs-from Paine and Ingersoll on "
the creed of materialism, but is with ™
them on the religion of humanity. The ®^®L y ’ ' . ■ “
principles promulgated by The Pro- y?, ' ■ ■.. ' .w:. ,,
gressive Thinker are as broad and deep -It is thought that drawing the line be-
as the oceans, seas and' continents of religion and CQmmerclaJlsm in 
the world of mankind. . Spiritualism will purify Spiritualism

Spiritualists learn through - spiritual ?Ur trouble's- ; to disappear,
sources, that the natural and spiritual thé history of ,pas^.and present, re
worlds are all around mankind on the Muions does nriLJufiraLatedldea; ,.4® 
earth sphere. That humanity is here, before stated, the. gr^test .frauds that 
on this lower plane; for the purp'ose of have ever curéed'.toex;'Ç.drld hav.e been 
getting experience, learning the differ- religious frauds; The.; ftiost; .religious 
enee between good and evil, and peo- Lco?.n^®? y®,^® ' ignorant, be-> 
pltag other worlds with immortal be- sotted, dejected and.d^rauded people 
ings, who can reach a higher,and bet- ÿ 'wUriesfi Russia, Italy,
ter existence, through education and Spain, etc. The one tootat ta religion 
progression. This progress, and ad- I®, frauds can fleur.sb¡under-if§ name 
vancement is made under spiritual in- unmolested by thèrlayr; ' ' ? 
fluence of a high order. The “Holy Rollers” aré holding forth
. Worthy-aid wiiling spirits aré guided in.our vicinity, and'ifithe:same ridlcu- 
th'rough the ■ spiritual realms of life and lous, fraudulent procé^dlngs were car- 
thought by àrigèïs of light arid wisdom, Hed on under, any other, name than re
to the higher" and celestial sphère of'■ ligion, the law-wouliK^p ta and close 
that blessed .state of love, .peace and them up as a nuisaüçèjapdia menace to 

•happiness.'' This world has been a ter- morality. .
riblb-tragedy, but it will result In good Mr. Barrett says thélofflcers of. Na- 
fór all’aspiring souls. The societies tional, state and« local/-societies, should 
forriied ' by.'men and women for relig- pronounce . judgme®ÿ; uPJ’n psychic 
tous, spelei or other, purposes, are all claimants; but pasí'¡experience .has 
so human, that contention, anger and. proven that mighty/pbbr/ judgment has 
hate abound everywhere, instead . Of been used in the past "Úy some ¡of these 
love and kindness. . ; ri ? , officials, in a numbéÇpt'éases.: Officers

Every organization of man has its' ?o£ societies . ha%<¿. recommended 
contentions, strifés,; envies, quarrels - an^ organiza-
and/combats, through ignorance, intol-1-Rons -hay.e:ordrined^eople with not 
erance,' bigotry, prejudice and superati- °ae parttele of fitnt^fof.üie positipn. 
tlon ■ ¡ These officers have-nptÇ had - stamina

k enough to say no. bàtçjvbùîâ “coddle” 
iLre the applicants l£ tSÿ had a- little the disciples of the meek and lowly molie^to invest ta wdiriatíón. Many 

Jesus, but no two secta among (hem can of ua not seè-ànyWay. bæ-of our dlL 
worship in the same building or temple. jjcaujes. at Rast. nSf^tir^hupiiin na- 

. Is it not because ¡their human nature I tore is more nèarly“pèrfe6V’than it is 
predominates over the religion of love, fe-dfiy. 'CuaRA WATSON. ’
as taiight-by the Nazarene? ' Jamestown, N-trir*'-? i- ■ - ;

The religious quarrels arid wars are

To all friends • of our progressive 
cause I wish to say, let us not try to 
proselyte or persuade anyone away 
from their creed, be it ever so barren. 
Man must grow to sense a truth soully 
before It becomes a fact to him. Some 
are ready to accept a truth, while oth
ers will insist on feeding on faith, be
cause it is so deeply implanted in them 
in their earliest childhood, that It has 
become part of themselves. ■

Dress a child of the slums in the 
finest laces and linen, and it will prefer 
its rags in the majority of cases. Try 
to teach anyone operatic music when he 
has no organ developed sufficiently to 
appreciate it, and he will deem it too 
much for him to try. Take a life-long 
churchman, and try to force scientific 
religion on him, end he will feel that it 
he accepted such, all the props in the 
way of promised salvation would be 
knocked out from under him, and his 
life and prayers has been a waste of 
time and devotion. It would be of no 
avail to force him into seeing things 
that his mind did not aspire to, and 
against which his early training would 
revolt. -

We do not necessarily have to, en
large our membership by drawing any
one away from his favored creed in or
der to numerically enlarge the adher
ents to Spiritualism.' No, dear friends, 
that would be missionary work.for gain 
and numerical' strength, instead of for 
enlightenment. Let us give our beat 
efforts, character and lives to set the 
world an. example, and give of what 
knowledge we have wherever we en
counter an inquiring mind; arid for this 
object we must study and retain every 
lesson in. profane? and sacred history, 
ancient and modern, and all that will 
enable us .to assist in enlightenment; 
for if we ..should ever mislead or mis
quote, our teachings as a whole would 
be deemed valueless, and we would be 
held responsible.

"Think before you speak” must be a 
salient point for every reformer; and 
above all, live a true life devoid of mer
cenary motives or selfish policy,

Never argue with an ignorant being; 
never argue with anyone unless you are 
thoroughly'familiar with the subject, 
and, as a rulo, never start or force an 
argument;? ¡but. If-need be, and you are 
assailed, hard and telling blows. 
Administer-them in all-kindness, and 
avoid ridicule, while satire and compar
ison are allowable.
.Nature teaching is. the best. Take 

year hearer, from the archian period of 
the past into, the spirit realm of the 
present, step by step; or, if you are 
able, from the nebulous hypothesis into 
the Btarry ; realm beyond our solar sys- 
iem; . then let your hearers form their 
own ideas. . They may .then understand 
how worlds and beings ,have evolved; 
how each form, animate and.inanithate, 

. ;has appeared as a necessity, of the age 
tariwhlch.it existed;- Jiow^man with In
ner visions of the epirit BphprgB,„ has, 
pvolvh'd from - the form In’hjt
man Shape, just' Hire-liberty 'evolved out 
of serfdom, and -giant' ocean liner from

I take some exceptions to the article, 
“Work Fit for Mind,” from the pen of 
French Hollinshead, in No. 820 of The 
Progressive Thinker. He would place 
all our social ills to the fault of our gov
ernment. He says “the youth have 
been inglorlously neglected and allowed 
to grow up in tatters and rags, roaming 
the streets of all great cities,” etc. Our 
government provides compulsory educa
tion for children, books are provided 
free of cost to the parent, and truant of
ficers see that they are kept in school. 
It is the parents’ fault if the children 
spend tire long vacations from school in 
idleness. They should be obliged to 
earn their spending money. Light work 
is better for children than idleness.

Again he says, “Not even the inno
cence and purity of the maiden has 
been regarded. She in the last half 
century has been forced by conditions 
over which she had no control, condi
tions which the government is respon
sible for, to sell her vi r tup and dese
crate her body for the price' of a meal.” 
That is sentimental nonsense. The 
daily papers have long lists of “wants” 
for girls, Jn all departments of Industry. 
Cooks, waitresses, chambermaids, and 
domestics in private families are In 
good demand and receive good wages.

Young girls in department stores re
ceive less wages, but the work is con
sidered more genteel, and the supply 
more than equals the demand. If more 
girls would go out as domestics, the 
merchant would be obliged to pay liv
ing Wages to his clerks. No self-re
specting girl sells her virtue. If she 
can find no work in the city there is 
plenty for her in the country where the 
air is pure, and there are no social ine
qualities.

Throughout the country, west as well 
as east, the demand for working girls 
1b much greater than the supply. There 
is hard work on the farm, but there is 
wholesome food in abundance, and less 
temptations than in the city. Farmers 
as a rule are prosperous. ..They have 
musical Instruments in their homes, and 
good books in abundance. A home on 
the farm would be a rest from unwhole
some city excitements.

This writer goes on to say, "Old age, 
too,'has been kicked into the gutter, to 
end earthly life in a poorhouse or pris
on." I am acquainted with a man 62 
years of age, who was once the owner 
of several thousand dollars in real es
tate. He signed a note with a supposed 
honest man; the man failed, and the 
signer had the debt to pay. That les
son was not heeded. He signed with 
others, and lost his home. To-day he

the catamaran. •. • ■
' Facts are what the world needs, but 
riiany are hot ready to receive them, 
While'others dare not.

All things have been evolved as neces- 
sity.'àttovpry age, arid,'I may add, that 
all is perfect as far as it has developed,, 
while looking at the world at large we 
/nay detect seedling imperfections. ; The 
rose may have -wilted and com
munities; may haveribrutes in human 

.form, but ¡both-may ; Bink into the ele- 
■ments from; whence theyreame,;, while 
there is annihilation-io.neither. ' Àri- 

‘apple tree may dp its .best,” lijte our 
globejs doing, still there are ripe, wilt
ed and immature fruit on the same tree. 
The fruit on the sunny side may be lus- 
cipusly-remand. goM^ while fije fruit 
-maturing in' the? shade is still green, 
and-so it is .with thè modern church
man, who has seen but. the hopeful side 
of life through bis faith, never having 
hungered-for facts. Throw your sunny 
rays of spiritual facts, athwart his path 
gently, brit ' never proselyte him into 
apostasy away from his creed until'he 
outgrows it,' He will ta time, like the 
sunflower, turn his - face towards, the 
light. ■ C. J. JOHNSON.

Pocatello, Idaho. . '

SPIRITUALISM IS NATURALISM

A 'Paper. Réjad ^Before' tjie Temple 
League, Washington, b. C. '

Religion originated In un instinctive 
worship, or fear of nature in Its mighty 
and mysterious forms. The greater the 
ignorance and superstition, the greater 
the mystery and fear.—H. R. H. .
.¡ ■To make our word or act sublime, we 
must make it real.- Use what language 
you will, you can never say anything 
but what you are. What I am, and' 
what I think, Is conveyed to you, In 
spite of my efforts to hold It back—Em
erson.

i.I could never think well of a man’s 
Intellectual or moral character if he 
was habitually unfaithful to' . h(B ap
pointments.—Emmoas.-

far more so than what is called worldly ■ • I..?».; V
conflicts. An infidel said to me once, part, has been awful itprimdure for hu- 
"We hold the balance of power; and enmity, In all.ages oiytfcjB past.
keep the churches from going to war The better part of life has- been, filled 
with each other over the manmade with-great blesstaga’- ifpm the -vast 
creeds." It set me to thinking and act- storehouse that nature.! induces, by the 
tag. , ■ . • toil, art and skill of mail, for the benefit

• Mankind cannot comprehend-the fnth-1 and happiness of ull-.r^« es -Pf mankind. 
erhood of God, and the brotherhood'of The Inhumanity\oC-mm¡to man, has 
man. They cannot Jive it in tlielr lives been one great cajise « L suffering and

? There shouldand actions, on account of having too want among the pbople 
much human frailty. ' Tho swarmtag be a more .oven.: dlstrU^Uen of wealth 
legions of human beings who have lived among all classes.-ot.....................ile In tho na- 

simulates tenand died upon this planet have passed tions, and when a;mai
■through various experiences, from the millions of dollars/ thp>rest-af:hls earn? 
lowest forma of existence that the earth tags should be confiticatea’'by >the gov’ 
plane has affordad them, to the highest emments, for the- g^Ajrf whole 
civilization of modem times. I people. W»-S.~i»^5KLIN.

tiio dark and cruel side of life lit | Bedford Iowa.

It Is generally admitted, even by the 
advocates of a sterner religion than is 
usually professed In this twentieth cen
tury, that the Subbath was made for 
man, and this interpretation includes 
recreation in the injunction to rest. In 
the days of Puritan dominion there 1b 
as little doubt that one idea prevailed 
most effectually that man was made 
for the Sabbath.

This religion of a people who believed 
in taking literal Interpretations of the 
Old Testament as their guide in the 
government of a country which they had 
misnamed the “land of the free,"" 
reached the height of its Impossible de
mands at the middle of the seventeenth 
century. A statute framed in Boston 
In 1653 regarding the penalties tor 
breaking the laws ot Sunday observ
ance is the severest of any formed be
fore or since, and shows wbat a day of 
dismal gloom this day of rest must 
have been.

In the days of the Puritans an observ
ance of Sunday meant an attendance 
at all the church meetings, and it meant 
little else. Worship in the public meet
ing house was compelled by law. 
When the bell tolled out its summons, 
all must go, willing or otherwise, and 
notwithstanding the difficulties in the 
way of the journey. This often meant

works in a machine shop. Was the 
government to blame because this man 
bad more generosity than judgment?

Next this writer says: "The matured 
youth and middle-aged man have . be
come tramps or servants for others." 
Men don’t have to become tramps when 
there Is such a call for-help; and we 
are all'Bervants In sbme sense, and de- 
jpendent.ph each.oth.ei’for'help. Tho 
fh'liiiohaireriri- dependent on others, tor 
his food and clothing, and all the com
forts by which he 1b surrounded.
, Tramps will infest the country as 
long as people are foolish enough to 
feed them. I have no sympathy for a 
well-fed tramp when farmers are pay- 
iug.?2.50 per day in haying, and paying 
from ?20 to ?25 per month by the year, 
besides boarding, lodging, washing and 
mending;' on farms of about 175 acres, 
and carrying from .20 to 25 cows.
'".I suppose M?.'Hollinshead would have 
all wrongs , righted by.ria division of 
property. The tramps are'waiting for a 
diyision, and would be willing to' take 
one quite often; • ,

‘¡The laborer is worthy of his hire,” 
and should receive good living wages; 
but the willing .worker who has gained 
a .comfortable property by honest 

-means, as many have, has a right to it. 
The world, pays more for brains than 
it does for brawn, arid it 1b right. ‘ If 
there were none to plan nothing would 
be accomplished. Work Is not a curse, 
It is a blessing.
“Honor and Fame from rio conditions 

. rise; ' <
Act well your part, there all the honor 

lies.” MARY A. INGALLS.

utes was passed in Boston, no one was 
allowed to go anywhere on Sunday ex
cept to church, unless there was some 
extraordinary need or the errand was 
one of mercy, No one was permitted 
to go from one town to another on that 
day or to enter any public house for a- 
drink. Guards were stationed at the 
edge of town Saturday night'at sun
down to see that no vehicle passed 
either in or out of the city from that 
time until the close of the following 
day, and labor of all sort was prohib
ited.

Even children were not allowed to 
be seen in the street nor young men 
and women to promenade. In tact, It 
was because the worthy town officials 
had heard of the grlpvous misdemeanor 
of childish laughter in public highways 
and had been Informed that certain 
young people had committed the ot- 
fense against God of walking in the 
fields on the Lord’s day, that the stat
ute regulating penalties for these taulto 
had been enacted.

It was of no more avail to the offend
er of that early day to plead ignorance 
of the law than it is today. Still, to 
make assurance doubly sure that all 
Inhabitants knew what these Sunday 
laws were, ministers were required to 
read them from in front of the meet
ing-house twice during the year. Then 
woe to any one who chose to ignore 
them, for the hand of inexorable law, 
not tempered by mercy, was upon him.

Parents were responsible tor the 
misdemeanors .of children between the, 
ages of 7 arid 14. Over that age they 
were required to receive themselves 
the penalty of their own misdoing. Fot 
breaking any of these laws the first 
time, the punishment was a severe rep
rimand from the chief executive of the 
town. If any daring child escaped tor 
a moment the family corral to frolic 
upon the public highway, this untoward 
action would not fail to bring his pa
rents into open disgrace.

The above was the actual condition 
of affairs in-the dismal past; now how. 
différent, yét- in no 'wise -perfect.
• ■ > : TRUE BLUE.1'

■ The nanje of. an object, a.society, or : 
a sect does not change thé. character 
of such In any way whatever. ‘ f

It is an aphorism that “a rose by any 
"othçr nanîé wouldrimell as sweet." So ; 
those, who are sensitive about the ap- 
pliëatipn of the word.Spiritualism need, 
not be: disturbed by-.its being called 
Naturalism nor those who deride Spir
itualism feel that they have something 
more respectable in Naturalism.

"The sect called Spiritualists has 
come to be so named because they have 
taken up thé study of the higher maul-’ 
festations of life on the spiritual planes 
through communion v^Ith thé dwellers 
on .those planes; but a. closer analysis' 
of that study shows iis that we are. 
learning of the material as well as the 
spiritual living, and It will be- found 
that the way-to learn the most ot all 
the manifestations of life is to go to 
the spiritual planes where is to be found 
the knowledge relating to. ah planes, 
where indeed we find the reasons of' 
things, and also , that the difference be
tween the material and the spiritual is 
only, in degree of fineness of the par
ticles constituting the manifestation. 
. .The Christian ^Scientist says/ ‘¡There 
Is no riiatter, allds spirit," we say; all 
Is life, in varying stratas ot ability. 
There is an energy lit-every atom of 
so-caiied matter, which is .its . spirit, its 
higher and directing force; impel this 
atom Into activity and the force Is 
manifest, arid - wheresoever or howso
everthe activity is carried on the lesser 
arid the higher elements ot the atom 
are'working conjointly, the ratio of 
jjrogreqslom, or. betterment, being ac
cording to thé . object of the activity, 
whether it. be good.,or bad, as Nature 
in its faithfulness to evolvement of good 
gives nothing- permanent .to effort 
against good, that-being the- true ulti
mate of cosmic work.

In the higher,states of being it is. 
found that no one ■ improves except by 
putting forth efforts-in the direction of 
good; all who do not, deteriorate>'and 
In time realize a ioss of'energy, of .pow- 
er within ;to- do anything, simply - her 
cause the nature-Iorces within them-aw?

. aellected from ¿good and thoseflnerele- 
ments . Which .once were -incorporated.

Antwerp, N, Y.

the individualizing- soul which never 
leaves. dr forsakes.
...Through all these manifestations, 

as through all others, there is a con
stant blending of the spiritual and ina- 
terlal in a purely natural way, so that 
we have no defining line, it is natural 
for them to work together.

Paul Wrote of the "natural body arid 
the spiritual body,"—in our day, after 
two thousand years of évolution,-we say 
physical arid, spiritual, recognizing both 
to be natural.

Terminology has much to do with our 
concepts of things. VJe need clearer 
definitions, and until we hiive them we 
shall not grasp many of the points that 
are 'of vital interest In the study of 
Spiritualism.

Supernatural is a term long used to 
describe all phenomena on the spiritual 
planes; this is because the concept of 
the natural has been only the phenome
na of the earthly planes, or that per
ceived’by the physical senses. Spirit
ualism has corrected, this and shown 
us that all riianlfestatlons of life are 
natural. We need to. Incorporate this 
idea, in our study of higher element's; 
when we do we shall see in death only 
a manifestation, of life’s processes, and 
that in complete accord with natural 
law we shall go on eternally, dying to 
former expressions and rising to higher 
ones. . ' • ■ '
' The one point of supreme Interest Is 

to know as much of the laws of nature 
as will enable us to order our expres
sion of the potencies within Us In most 
exact, accord with those laws, for. it 
seems that the great mass of difficulties 
which we encounter is simply the result 
of broken law, and .that before we can 
make much progressive must seek ad
justment to law. , . . .

Spirit teachers are trying to help us 
understand natural law and practice it 
here in order to save the regrets and 
often suffering that come of broken law, 
and it is natural that they should as for 
those who love us on the earth plane to 
have us avoid: everything that would 
hurt or hinder.

Spiritualism in all its phases Is Nat- 
lurallsm, is a demonstration of It.. All 
; religions .must conform to natural law, 
or go down and out; all governments 
must.disappear in-time unless they are

in >their being .depart from ■ them - for 
work elsewhere, leaving them 'In^qa 
demoralized , state, mere masses of sub’' 
atanee of

Writer in the Battle Ground [the Chi
cago Record-Herald] wants to obtain 
authentic proof of one supernatural 
manifestation. No Spiritualist of my 
acquaintance believes in miracles or. 
Sriything supernatural; that is, above 
and beyond nature. Some writers use 
the word “supernatural" when they 
only mean spiritual. Spiritualists all 
say that strictly speaking there is ne 
such thing as a miracle.
' All the wonders that have ever been 

known in Bible times or under modern 
Spiritualism can be explained and du
plicated by scientific demonstrations, 
proving their occurrence through and 
by natural law. God Almighty governs 
the universe now, and always, by im
mutable, inexorable law, and the great
est miracle is that these laws neven 
vary and never fail.

A genius Is simply a highly organized, 
sensitive, healthy human being. Arne- 
dir n may be described in the same lan- 
gduge—the sensibilities are so acute, 
the nervous- organization so exquisitely, 
sensitive, the soul powers in such per
fect harmony with the natural lawsiOt 
the universe, that they catch the finest 
vibration of light and sound and thus 
hear clairaudiently and see clairvoyant- 
ly that which coarser mortals cannot 
see, hear, or even believe.

Jesus was simply a highly organized, 
sensitive, magnetic man of genius, ’.if 
Jesus could be transfigured and see and 
talk with Modes, Elias and other angels 
and spirits, why should not exquisitely, 
sensitive mediums in,modern times do 
the same? If-Jesus Christ, immediately, 
after His death, could materialize and 
appear before and talk to HIb disciples, 
why not departed spirits in modern 
times? If there is such a good thing as 
telepathy on earth, why not In the heav
ens or in the spiritual realms? If tha 
"departed spirits of 'the mighty dead" 
have a conscious existence and there is 

"such a thing as the "communion of 
saints,” why not receive . telqpathla 
messages from them, wherever they, 
may be? ’

Some ofcus are trying to find out if 
t]iese things are true, and if they really, 

■occurred according to natural and spir
itual law, either in ancient or modern' 
times. To this work and to this causa 
we bring all that science and art, and 
all that the productions and inventions 
of human genius can produce, ’not ion 
tho'purpose of proving miracles, but tq|

: grounded in ,it,v for-this is the proposi- : 
;tlon..o£ the-elements of ■ being, 'Rhp-Bur- 

r tfjyal oLthe- fittest.’.’■■ -Study-Spiritual-; 
- flsm/ then,' that you may beUer.’cqmpre-' 

hend Nature,andiBtqdy Naturo tpat you 
:may become better Spiritualists, ■ the 
rime 'wlll be the complement of the 
’jofher. . ‘ " .M. A. CONGDON. ’

To threats the stubborn'sinner oft la 
bard,

Wrapp’d In his crimes, against thq 
. . storm prepared; ■

But when the milder, beams of merci]
■play, ■ i

He melts, and .throws his cumbrous 
cloak away.-t-Dryden. 4

tariwhlch.it
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C. H. Doty, .an Octogenarian, and a Spiritualist for 
Fifty Years, publishes his own Funeral Discourse,, 
in which he presents many striking thoughts and.’ 
instructive observations, embodying the spiritual 
wisdom gathered through many years of ripening 
experience and reflection.

Christian sociatieshave .their regular) 
meetings, stated speakers, known obll-! 

■ gâtions. They go regularly, with their| 
xamilies, to their places, especially toi 
Sunday-school, and contribute personal': 
work and money to their support. Not 
oniy in cities and towns, but in the ru
ral districts, where there are only a few/ 
they meet and have some kind of serv
ice. All outsiders are urged to partici
pate and aid. Fine talent is not always, 
expected or needed. It is an expected

• obligation—a sanctified duty.
■Is Spiritualism more indolent or neg

lectful? Is there .a defect with us that 
the rural ground cannot be held? Could 
-not reading circles be established and 
good poetry and lectures and books be 
read and .discussed? Circles and phe
nomena when carefully managed are 
well, but is it enough? Expense and 
foreign aid should not dwarf daily- 
bread living. We are continually con
tributing to, and being absorbed by or- 
thodoxy. Sing, ’ Sing what is true. Re-

. fuse to sing untruth.
. Excuse me if I "speak In meeting.” 
Th© earth must be reformed. Human 
want and suffering must be put aside. 
Hell must be redeemed. True socialism 
Is brotherhood; it miist advance. Dark- 
ness. and suffering in all spheres be re
lieved. Heredity must be taught. This 
launching of body and spirit should be 
by knowledge. Heaven, Lell ©nd earth 
must be united in the work to make it 
successful. What is our part—and 
how? Read Henry ,C. Wright’s commu-; 
nication through Mrs. Cassell again.! 
That single article ft worth a double! 
subscription. And I see so many of! 
these articles having a relation to our; 
practical'duty. Proselyting is only a! 
part. We need enthusiastic work. Is 
not light, love, and knowledge as inspir
ing as fear? I will not extenuate but

„ only suggest
I have been a Spiritualist now tor 

fifty years. I am 80 years and 6 months’ 
old. Naturally I should look for a fu-' 
neral soon, and ought It to be orthodox ; 
or spiritual? Being well isolated, alone, 
sick and poor, I have prepared my own I 
funeral discourse; and if Brother Fran-i 
cis will print it, I will give its use to; 
any and all who have to have such an ■ 
article, and are so circumstanced they]
can do no better. 

Jjinlata, Neb.

Prelude.

C. H. DOTY.

It is customary on the occasion of fu-1 
nerals to have some ceremonies, such ; 
as singing and speaking.-

It is also desirable to have such ser
vice, in a measure, represent the sen-. 
'timente of the departed.

Limited as I am by circumstances, 
there are few wbo understand my po
sition, so I think it proper to do this 
for myself.

I have for a long time thought the 
increasing expense at - funerals was 
■wicked ; so I wish to have my body bu
ried with as much simplicity, and -with 
as little expense as is consistent with 
¡the judgment of my friends. ¡Some oné' 
who is willing, may read the following:

Text. ' . .
^‘Why do we see with dead men’s ¡eyes?

Looking at “was” from morn till
night;

When the beauteous now, the 
to be

Charm with their forms the 
sight?"

Exemplification

divine

living

There Is no face more thoroughly es
tablished than that nature cannot be 
kept still. Nature .is the manifestation 
of. life. Life will act. AU the opera
tions of existence will go forward. 
Non-actlon would be death and what we 
call annihilation.

Therefore, we accept the universally 
conceded law of progress. We use it 
everywhere, and there is no such thing 
as denial or refutation. It was—it is— 
it will be. Here is the point at which 
we may differ. Progress will be—and 
will be forever. Not only this, but 
every Immortal being, by right, Inher
its within himself this law, which can
not be takep^from him. The mistake of 
the present Ib we are trying to crys
tallize into unchanging authority the 
past, and prevent there being anything 
new. We see with dead men’s eyes. 
What was, was associated with our an
cestry, and we regard it as sacred, and 
resist with strenuosity all change.

It was indeed sacred at that time, be
cause it could be no different under the 
circumstances. But lite cannot stop 
at its commencement, or at one of its 
stages and be life. Manifestation can
not end at the beginning, or at partial 
formations,, and have actuality. Hav
ing begun the circle of existence under 
the one great cosmic law, from the' one 
central energy, we, and all things, must 
move forward to completion.

Our earth was once an expanded .mist 
—^ien barren rock—then tern-clad 
Wastes—these Changed to grasses, 
flowers, trees, fruits, vegetables, grains, 
utifler the same eternal impulse, until 
the present beautiful and bounteous 
conditions of existence are realized. At 
none of these stages, however remote 
or however recent, could perpetual 
change have been stopped and earth 
have existed. The most curious and in
significant animals lived In all those 
changed conditions, each in their time, 
each adapted to condition, because noth
ing else could be at that time. It was 
primary life, covering vast periods of 

—time but under the same central law.
An unfledged nestling is hardly a 

bird; and our earth is yet in the youth 
of its existence. The social and ethical 
standing of man has not had its ulti
mate trial. Monarchy is not a perpet
ual fixture. Sun worship could not hold 
the soul forever. Knowledge has in
creased.

Man himself, at first a naked savage,, 
with savage conceptions, has passed 
through all the various changes Which 
he has experienced to his present 
status. As the elements improved his 
form, mentality and spirituality kept 
pace. To-day we see the world trem
bling and vibrating in the throes of 
evolving "a higher conception of life. 
We are getting tired of suffering, and 
privation, and greed, and lust, -and war, 
and bigotry, and are getting ready for 
¡the birth of higher Ideas.
I The desolate "was” has become the 
beauteous now. The climbing has been 
long and tedious, but certain. It eould

thwarted? And will-you deny me the 
right to carry you forward to the di
vine to be? Would you have me put ] 
the breaks upon tire wheels of progress . 
to .prevent the glorious consummation ! 
■of the universal life? ;

Surely we should look for.success and 
not failure. In the rugged “was” there! 
•was temporary failure and hindrance, i 
Even in the advanced “now” there are: 
tortuous -ways, tearful experiences, and ; 
dreaded discouragements. But thegain, I 
the change, the advancement, the anal
ogy, the law, the Inner glow of .hope I 
stand like angel prophets to say: Thus! 
surely .shall come the divine to be. No i 
matter from what source it emanated,' 
“Every valley shall be exalted, and ev-1 
ery hill shall be brought low. The 1 
crooked shall be made straight and the ' 
rough places plain."

Thus we have outlined the general
ized law of life, which means, when; 
briefly stated, ’that man’s final destiny! 
Is happiness, usefulness and enjoyment. 
But it may be necessary in order to ,bet-; 
ter understand these things to descend • 
to detail and explanation. Man came; 
•up from a low animal plane, in a state: 
of perfect ignorance, approaching ev
erything he has met.from'the side of ex
perience. This is true in spite of his > 
being endowed with infinite possibill-; 
ties, in a semi-latent state. Hq Aid not; 
come down from perfection to savagery. • 
But being without knowledge, imagina
tion tried to supply the lack; and work-. 
ing with intuition, made things partly 
right and partly wrong. Myth some
times took the place of fact

For ages we have been looking at 
“was,” and for centuries we have been 
hanging in doubt between the in
creasing light of the "now” and the 
thundering anathemas of “was." Fear 
paralyzed our judgment. We were 
afraid to be natural, afraid to make 
love and infinite trust the watchword 
of action. Even now the clash of con
tending opinion the force of habit, the 
conservatism of education, the'unrelia- 
bility of a weakened will, the tempta
tion of place, the still low quality of 
spirituality struggling with lie earthy, 
make a mingled whirl of light and 
darkness confusing to the inexperi
enced and unenlightened mind.

But have you yet formed any true es
timate of the words spoken so long ago, 
“In that day I will not write my law on 
tables of stone, but on the fleshy tab
lets of the heart, and no one shall 
teach his neighbor, or his brother, say
ing: Know the Lord, for all shall know 
me from the least to the greatest." Is 
it wise to tenaciously hold to the tables 
of stone, and fight out as heresy that 
which springs from the fleshy tablets 
of the heart? The tables of stone said: 
“An eye for an eye.” The tablet of the 
heart said, “Forgive your enemies."

But let me be simpler and plainer 
still. The ancient tale of creation is no 
longer tenable. The Garden of Eden 
and fall of man was not; but his rise 
from low estate Is being demonstrated. 
The forgiveness of sin was an assump
tion of priests; Salvation is the love of 
good and doing it; that is, a condition. 
Slaying a sacrifice is, an impossible way 
of purifying the soul'. But slaying self
ishness and passion has much to do 
with it The improving of soul is not 
by external application, but by awak
ening and stimulating internal growth, 
like the opening of the rose. The poet 
says:
“Heaven ft not reached at a single 

bound,
But we build the ladder by which we 

rise
From the lowly earth to the vaulted 

skies, |
And we mount to the summit round by 

round.”
Forms and ceremonies in them

selves count nothing; but a true life of 
loving and .serving builds the spirit 
home. We need not look for a throne, 
a harp and a life of Idleness; but an in
ner and a finer life, natural in all re
spects to the spirit, as this is to the 
body, where we shall expand tn soul 
and still work for the good of others. 
We need not look for the walled lake 
of torment, but a sure and swift sorrow 
and regret tor all misdeeds. We shall 
be bright nr dark according to the qual
ity of our lives. Any-impure or debas
ing condition must be hated and lived 
out of our characters, as it was lived in, 
to establish a condition qualifying us 
for a fitting association With the just. 
We need not look for a personal devil 
to thwart the purposes of goodness, but 
we should watch carefully and look 
within us for temptations to Indulge in 
unwise gratifications.

The resurrection of the physical body 
has been abandoned by thoughtful peo
ple. The body at dissolution ft no 
longer needed, and disintegrates to min
gle with the elements. The soul, the 
real life, immediately enters upon Its 
new existence and continues its course 
of unfoldment or its discipline, com
mencing at the points of the needs of 
the soul. Therefore no general judg
ment need be looked for, for the con
scious spirit comprehends its condition 
and relation to its surroundings in Its 
true light, as we awaken to spiritual per-, 
ceptlon. Rewards and punishments, in 
the light of gifts and inflictions, now 
fall away from the mind, and we realize 
that what we Jived we are, and what we 
wfth to be we must strive for. Thus 
we must necessarily grade at some ad- 

’ vanced point or the foot of the class.
So each one of us, it we. understand 

, these things and know ourselves can 
discover our associates and. home. Our 
homes are built from out magnetic 

• auras. . ..
These things with much more have 

; been revealed to us by Modern. Splrit- 
. ualftm. The spirits of those who have 

departed have returned, as conditions 
, have enabled, and .reported their state 
l and surroundings. The souls of some

•. I. . I ---------- -—r-----------------------------------—:-------- -  ■
i redictions wliieh have so far traiisoendod-tiie.-nOridU powers of the tailed information in regard to matters of which the person and those 

human mind, in .the foresight ¿xhibjtul m,1 tpp -Lptiy not to be £X- present possess no knowledge? How is it possible for Mrs. Piper, for 
plained by mere reference to the prqj het b rrwoi j, n liomtea»Be instance, in a trance, .to state facts and .circumstances to Prof. James in 
>.to effect or from effect-to cause, have been icgm de Das due Av supernat- regard to .a variety of things -of which she eould possess no normally 
ural inspiration. Even those celebrated lines rn'tyirgil s Uourth Eo- required ¿knowledge whatever:? Perhaps these powers of gathering 
logue referring to the approaching birth of.a,”doddi^e child, which were "----- ’ ’ ' ” ’ " ' " .....................
written forty years before the birth of Jcsus^impr-^ped early Christian 
writers, and,'we are told, contributed to the sonvemMon of Constantine. 
Many prophetic expressions in the Old lestumcnt'have be n ?egarAed 
as of great evidential value in proving the feeFipfute to be a supernatu
ral revelation. ‘To prophecy theologians hajre app^alpd as one of the 
pillars of their faith. But now, when e\eiy phewr iu on which has 
been carefully observed and studied has been divested ot the special s,u- 
pernatural Character it was once suppo» d to j s e s 11 e p wur of fore
seeing coming events, even in the distant future, beyond the.calculating, 
■reasoning faculties .of man, may be; r o ided eten though exleptional 
and supernormal, as 'being just as nat ail a any of the oidmary pro
cesses of the mind. Both theologiaps and skeptics may,yet come to see 
that truth .demands 'that they extend tlieir . considerations of prophecy, 
so that they .may include the predictions of rail countries , and times, and 
not merely those-of Judea some thousands of years Jago, and that the 
predictions be considered and fair]y judged without reference to the
theory of special supernatural influence, ■ . . munieated to the ordinai;y consciousness, is eometiines surprising and

The question arises,'How is it possible to foresee humanactions which, apparently miraculous. • .
do not yet form any part of the order of natural evAhts, and which in - Socrates, the wisest man in the ancient world, was guided:by a mohi- 
many cases have not been decided upon? : ‘ tory voice, which gave proof of knowledge and wisdom greater than he

The law of causation is as true of the mental .as dt- is of the physical was conscious-of possessing. It was not dependent -upon his observation 
world. Experience is valuable because knowledge of hhe’past furnishes :o1’ conscious experience. Did the daemon represent a higher intellect- 
grounds for expectations in regard to the future; - This is as .true of .ex-.-iual and moral plane than that of the conscioim hie which was directed 
perience of human conduct as of experience of the habits °f the lower by the mysterious voice, even in the face of death? Says Sir William 
animals and the qualities of non-living things.'¡¡.The u order .of our Hamilton, “The 'infinitely ¡greater part; of -our spiritual nature lies be- 
thoughts js as “fixed” as .the order of mature iff general; This fact yP»d the. sphere of our -own consciousness, hid m the obscure recesses 
makes possible the lessons of history, the use of “which, as an historian °f the mind. ” The human mind has capacities, it is .certain, not 
observes, “ is only to discover the constant and uniyjersal principles of di-camed of in tiie old philosophies and psychologies. Thye is, perhaps, 
human nature, by showing men in all varieties .and situations, and fur- as Mr. F„ W. H, Myers suggests, a larger life, in which the various con- 
nishing us with materials from which we may form-our. observations, sciousnesses that, .superficially considered,make man appear to be a 
and 'become' acquainted with the regular springs iof - 'human action and whole platoon of personalities, are merged in an. individual unity which 
behavior.” : ' ¡comprehends all .those mysterious powers .which belong to the dark

The actions of individuals sometimes appear capricious.; but so ap- continent within.” . . ,
pear also some of the manifestations of force ip the- physical world. . Wspeakof the past and the future, as if time were an objective real- 
Why should our inability .to co-ordinate any given .mental phenomena ify,—something outside of the mind which separates events; but the

(knowledge belong to the same class of supernormal faculties by which 
.certain minds get glimpses of the future, and have, in some eases, vis
ions of what is to occur. We certainly are without the knowledge to 
enable us to formulate any law concerning the facts; but, in the future, 
science may possibly discover the; rationale of these supernormal .pre- 
vjsions, which we mijy regard as being as much a part of the orderly, 
natural workings of mind as any other of its powers and achievements, 
i Awakened from a hypnotic trance, a subject in .a perfectly normal 
’condition will do what he was directed to do in the trance, never doubt
ing that he is all this time acting.from his own volition. This fact alone 
as sufficient to warrant the question whether a man’s acts, those deter
mined upon and performed by his ordinary self, ;are not initiated by 
¡some stratum of self, so to speak, which lies outside of the conscious 
will, which forms no part of the ^stream of consciousness, in which he 
habitually lives. In that obscure region wherein are initiated the acts 
of man,may also reside the power of foreseeing to some extent the out
come of those acts. Knowledge Required; by supempnnal means, com-

with the sequence-of natural-events he proof of/thoubsence-of -causation, 
when ¡our inability thus to -co-ordinate physic®!- facts is conceded to be 
proof only of our ignorance ? The complexity -bf -man and' his relations, 
the multitude of incident forces to which he is. ¡continually subject, the

world’s great thinkers agree that time should be regarded merely as a 
mental form, a subjective condition of sensibility and thought. What 
we understand by time exists only for beings that have sensible expe
riences. Because it is one of the formal conditions, a priori, of all phe
nomena, time necessarily enters into all our cognitions and conceptions 
of events; and without it, constituted as we are, we eould have no his-

dependence of volition upon a great 'number and variety, of principles, 
—many of them hidden by reason of their remoteness and liable to the 
secret bpposition of numerous contrary causes,—are sufficient explana- — -, ------ ---- ----------------- -,---------o. - - ------ ...___ _ ______ ,__
4ion why human volitions .and actions are less calculable than the habits a formal condition of the mind, then the succession of events exists only 
of animals and the operations of the inorganic w^rld. in the mind.; and, while it may be, must be, symbolical of some actual

Only because volition which leads to action is.caused, and is therefore mode of existence, there is no ground for the belief that past, present 
in some degree calculable, is it possible to frame a theory of action and and future represent any real distinctions like those which these words 
have a basis of morals. Were volition lawless, the wise man might at connote to us. There would seem to be “one eternal now,” divided 
any time act like a fool and the fool like a sage. *Tlle insane man is ex- only in thought by tho necessities of ort present mode of thinking, sub- 
empted from punishment because his volition is pof capable of being jeet to our organically imposed limitations. If it shall exist, freed from 
acted upon by fear of punishment as a deterring (motive. While man physical conditions, the soul may have no further need of what is now 
is free to act as he wills, how he wills depends upon his wishes, tastes, 
preferences, and .choice ; and these arc determinedly his mental and 
moral nature, his education and surroundings, ^jhat is true of one 
man is true of all men, of tribes, nations, raoes, offinankind. The ac
tions of men in the past were the effects of caluses adequate to produce 
them ; the actions of men in the future will equally 'follow antecedents. 
Uncertainty in regard to the future, in the d,<jmaiii‘(òf mental activity, 
exists only in our minds, and is due to our igppranqe. To Omniscience 
the motives and the doings of men would be known, even to the smallest 
details, with at least as much certainty as. astibnomer knows the 
hour of an eclipse. Human actions and affixes , calculable and

tory, and age would have no meaning. Yet, if time is not objective, but
_ J»______ __ i /* n 'j * n Li. _ _ .______? _ j> . i _ • « i

so essential,—time and space. It may perceive truth under conditions 
and by methods of which it is impossible for us to form a representative 
idea. And in supernormal states, in conditions where clairvoyant and 
prophetic powers are exhibited, the soul may be en rapport, to some ex
tent, with that ultimate order of being in which the past, present and 
future exist in one indivisible unity, wherein is seen, as in a picture, we 
will suppose, those events which to us now appear to be separated by 
definite periods of duration. We conceive our position “between two 
eternities ’ ’ ; but there is only one eternity, and that we may assume is 
the time of the eternal present.

If these considerations do not help us to understand how the mind
V”1“ to knowledge and. prescience, can perceive events which, from our point of view, have not yet oc-knowable m advance in _pr p , . m , curred, they may help us to see that eonceivabihty is not the limit of

possibility.’ Under conditions that are inconceivable, but possible,— 
and some thinkers would say probable,—the soul may know the future

Prophecy, then, in regard, to hhnum eyents inithe affairs.of men, hasm 
natural basis in the sequent order of human actions’“-'

But how do future events, even though the<'be|oijg to such an'order, 
present themselves to the mind when it.is.;Rttq^gpijt>lfi by the.pxe#cise 
of its normal faculties tp„foresee them?,. ¡This question- suggests-others. 
How is it possible"foir the mind ikA elairvoyauti condition to sed objects 
and know what is occurring at a distance!'r,Ho’wTs'it p'ossible for a 
person writing automatically to record a series b^ facts, and to give de-

as well as the past. As we approach or come under thp influence of 
these ’ conditions, even while the mind is partially eclipsed by the 
opaqueness of the body, we may catch glimpses of the future, and there
by obtain knowledge which no mere study of the calculable order of 
nature can give. B. F. UNDERWOOD.

have been no other way, or it would 
havO been. Tho funeral pile of India— 
the rack of Italy—the. burnings ..of 
Spain1—the prisons Of England—the 
banishments of .. .the Puritans—the 
sliaddeh ef slavery towe become shells, 
on the. shore of.tjie' ocean of time- 
specimens to teafth us better tilings. Is 
there more than one’source that .- pro-, 
poses and accomplishes? Have you no 

| faith fa the eternal unity and power to 
j failld on Ite own foundation and not bo

on this side of life are favored to tem-' 
porarlly pass through the -‘gates ajar” 
and see the splendors of the "better 
land,” as well as the sorrowful homes/ 
of the undeveloped.'

All knowledge does not come in a mo
ment there, any more than here, and 
differences of Opinion on some things’ 
follow; but .the underlying principles 
remain. It is a world a step higher 
than this, an inner world, it is real, and 
a place of activity, and duty and prog
ress. Weare what this world has made 
us. We shall be. .what our1 desires and 
efforts accomplish. The loves of this 
life pre continued, and broken links are 
reunited under the law of like attracted 
to like. Nothing is or can be lost al
though estranged, and the return of ev
ery prodigal will mark’the time when 
“God shall Tie all and in all.” .

: 1 hayd placed these things In contrast 
forthd sake of enlightenment. ■ The er
rors as formerly understood, and the

Some of them were thought to be true, 
and some .of them were devices imposed 
upon the ignorant And some -of them 
were true. We rejoice in the present 
advent of light, and are elated at the 
coming further elucidation of truth. 
The glory Will be the social and spirit
ual transformation of the world; The 
rule of selfishness and wrong will be 
broken, and the reign of love and. right-’ 
eousness set up. The divine to he Wlir 
be ushered in, yea, has been dawning 
and is being ushered in In all places, 
and by all people,. Who have adopted 
these principles and have incorporated1 
them into their lives.

It was a very true saying: "God is-no; 
specter of persons. But in every nation’ 
he that feareth him, and worketh right-; 
eousness, is accepted with him.” Cor
nelius was not a Jew—was not a Chris-: 
tian—only a pagan—but a good man. 
Lazarus, Who went to Abraham’s bosom 
was not a Christian, only a heathen’ 
beggar. The Good Samaritan was.not; 
a Christian, but a man despised by the 
orthodox religionists. The father of 
the prodigal son was not a Christian, 
simply a loving and just father. And 
yet they were all Christians, because 
they exemplified the principle of love.

The improving of the soUl Is not by’ 
external application, but by awakening 
and stimulating Internal growth, like 
the opening of the rose. Dr. Holland, 
the poet, says1:
"We rise by things that ar© under our 

feet; , ,
By what we have .mastered of good;

and gain;
By the pride deposed and the passion; 

Slain,. . ,
And the vanquished ills that we hourly i 

meet” ।
China 1s eaten through and through 

by looking with dead men’s ©yes. Caste! 
in Indla ls the same old "was” of the1 
past. The tribes of central Asia and; 
the hordes of jhfrlca cannot progress' 

¡ and must perish. England lost the’ 
American colonies by stubborn 'holding 

; to old policy. Spain lost her prestige’ 
by adhering to the cruel '"was.” The-’ 
Catholics of France have lost control 
because they could do nothing but In! 
the old dictatorial way. Christian unity: 
was put hack fifty years when the' 
Methodists refused -to work with the' 
Christian Endeavorers and selfishly -in-’ 
stltuted the Epworth League. At ©ritl-’ 
cal points is It not well to learn?

Now, when our loved ones pass the’ 
boundary of death; we are assured we 
shall meet 'them again. When we look’ 
at the/darkened places of earth we -no- 
longer shrink at the horror of endless 
desolation, hut know the. same just law 
that elevated us will not reject them? 
It Is :a matter of time and opportunity. 
The love -of the eternal life 'is never ex-1 
hausted, neither is the power to accom-’ 
plish. We are brethren of the same! 
source, and the same destiny awaits us 
when we have completed the circle of; 
our existence.

Seme fall to grasp abstract ideas and 
wish everything reduced.to personality;! 
Then have it. And some say: ”i feel' 
within tae'-’—-yes, the voice of the-soul 
according to education. Let’lt speak.’ 
Timo is the harinOnizer of all things. 
And standing as I do' now upon the 
brink of worlds—’looking In the ©yes of 
those we love— putting, our hands in

r (Read .anil Bing ,poem No. 2)
Prayer:—May our spirits vibrate in 

|’.unison with the universal life. May our 
¡thoughts , be pure^-our .lives be true— 
¡our asplrgtlone .upward. May love 
[¡sweeten ail ourjlves, and hind us to the 
■ever-loving heart. C. H. DOTY.

Wonewoc Camp, Wis.
The reports, of'camp-meetings would i 

Jbe incomplete if Wonewoc was not rep
resented -therein, ah -the interest in this. 
camp Is -growing with each season’s 

/work. The camp which has just been 
brought to a successful close has been 
one of the most satisfactory since the 
organization at, the Association under 
¡Whose auspices it was given.

■We have had an-exceptionally strong, 
program this year,. and many were the 
regrets expressed when ¡the day of clos; 
Ing drew near; That ,we are growing 
Is evidenced by the fact .that this year a. 
new and commodious auditorium -was ¡ 
erected on/the. grounds; also that 
money has been cheerfully subscribed 
for the purpose of erecting several I 
buildings for the next camp-meeting, in-, 
eluding among .them a rooming-house, 
and dining-room. Also a reading-room/ 
and library; the library Is to contain 
many of the very best 'books along our 
line of thought—and, by the way, dona-, 
itiops of books,for pur library win be: 
very gratefullyreceived; they can be; 
addressed to Miss - Gertrude Spooner, 
secretary, Mtonewqc, Wis.

Another ¡evidence of .progress, is the 
further fact that next year our camp; 
Will include five , Sundays instead of ; 
three and four As heretofore.

'Our talent was wellreceived through
out It wlll be needless.for me to men
tion them In detail; as-space will not 
permit me to do justice to ¿IL I might. 
mention, however; that Bro. B. F. Aus-' 
tin and Mrs/Coffman 'paid their initial 
visit to our camp,'as did also Miss Ag- 
ness Chaffee, Miss Alfa Bullock and M. 
Florence Johnson-'XMr. Hull’s eldest 
daughter). -The best way for me to ex-' 
press the septimeBt- is- that every one • 
"took” wellpl the workers were thor
oughly appreciated, and we look for
ward to another, visit from most of' 
them next ¡year.--'That tells the Story: 
better than,anything else I- can say. i

Now a W®d about. Wonewoc. The i 
writer has taaveledia -good many miles, '1 
and has seema goodtdeal of the scenery' 
of the Westghavlng: spent six years in 
the western country, and is free to say 
that we haw. herelAne of the most 
charming spots,Ritkas -been his lot to; 
visit anywlverep.fofcdovers of gorgeous 
sunsets, etc,, let me say I have never 
seen anything to surpass those that we 
have ¡here. -jiBettem watch the' proceed-1 
Ings of thlsjiqa'mjl'.'in future, -ladies and 
gentlemen; [ft is -taking -a -stand that 

। Wlllbe emuiftted byvsome of the camps,' 
i tve hope—apntand /that will not be de-: 
I ¡rogatory to Spiritualism, I may add..

We can safelfe challenge anyone to 
i produce a more harmonious camp-meet- 
: ing anywhere than we have here. That 
is saying a .good deal. The election of 

i officers resulted'as follows: President, 
■ Will J.- ErwoodpVice-president, C. C. 
Pratt; second vice-president, C. G. Por-

are demonstrating that we have select
ed the right spot in which’ to hold our 
annual camp-meeting.

In conclusion I would say our memo
rial service in honor of our arisen 
friends, ¡Nathan and-Reuben Fisk, Am
brose Kent» J. L. Potter and others was 
a very impressive event It was con
ducted by Moses Hull and the writer. 
A very handsome urn was presented by 
Mrs. Dr. Matteson of Buffalo, N. Y., In 
memory of the Fisk brothers. It added 
largely to the success of the occasion.

¡WILL J. ERWOOD.

on Fullerton avenue, that city, and on 
Sunday, October 1, will dedicate it, and 

I in behalf of the ladies, I here and now 
extend a -cordial invitation to ail Spirit
ual-fete in and out of Ohio, to make it a 
special point to be there on the above 
date. Many speakers and mediums will 
be on hand and there will be morning, 
afternoon and evening services and'a 
general good time for all will be had. 
You, reader, are Invited. Upon your ar
rival In the city take a Broadway car 
and get off at Fullerton avenue. The 
temple is located about a half block

Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.
After eight weeks of spiritual food 

and enlightenment, the Spiritualist 
camp-meetings at Lake Brady, Ohio, 
came to a close Sunday, September 3. 
The weather conditions on that date 
were all that could -be expected or 
wished for, and before eight o'clock "in, 

: the morning Lake Brady patrons began 
coming in from all directions, and at

■ 9: 30 a. m„ the Lake Brady special from 
; Cleveland, over the Cleveland & Pitts-, 

burg railroad, and filled with human'
I freight, steamed up to the station, and 
■ within fifteen minutes thereafter every 

available seat beneath the large tent 
was taken. many having to get Beats on 

i the outside.
In due time the opening of the morn

ing services by the worthy president,. 
Brother Hunger, pt Cleveland, was an- 

; nounced. After a song by the audience' 
and a song having been sung by Mrs.

! Flora Russell of Alliance, Ohio, Mrs. 
: Marian Carpenter was introduced and; 
! by her a grand 'invocation was given.

After another song Mrs. Carpenter 
arose semi-entranced, which lasted for 
only a few moments, when the control 

; took full charge, and to a grander or 
more soul-elevating lecture the writer j 
has never had the pleasure of listening.

Mrs. Carpenter’s lecture In the after
noon, which was along a different line 
of thought, was equally as interesting 

' as the lecture in .the forenoon and her ! 
tests ' and. messages were clean-cut, 
readily recognized, and seemed to be j 
perfectly satisfactory to those for whom I 
they were Intended. I do not wish to 

’ flatter' Mts. Carpenter or her controls, 
; but I do believe that the lectures deliv- 
, ered at Lake Brady, also other lectures,; 
; I have heard her deliver, should have 

been taken down verbatim and pub- 
; fished to the world, and such an instru
ment as is she should be kept busy by; 

. societies and camps for years to come. । 
; After the delivery of the afternoon lec-. 
ture and preceding the tests, Dr. C. W. ’ 
Haines of Bedford, Ohio, made ' some 

, very appropriate remarks, after, which 
! Mr. D. A. Herrick, speaker and medium, 

who Us well known to the Spiritualists 
of -Ohio, Michigan and elsewhere, arose 

' from his chair on the rostrum and in 
his usual pleasing but telling way, in
formed and impressed upon the minds 
of the audience that more money. was <

ter; secretary,^Gertrude Spooner-; treas- j 
urér, M. M. BIl.áh.;‘;’.TruBtéés: JÉ. Hém- 
enWay, Cyrus’Spooner, and' 'Mrs. J. ;P.; 
Whitwell. They-nlllmean'buBln^s; and I

from Broadway.
Canton, Ohio.

E. R. KIDD.

THE SNAKE DREAM OMEN.

Whaf Induced That Psychological Expe
rience if Spirits Did Not?

corrections as now dftc©vered. Many I Somet 
things as formerly tanghi are not true, jto he?

blessing upon the heads .qt those; who 
have journeyed with us—we ldok--away 
tojithO great supfeme-t-iand in spite- of 
the’frailty imposed upon us by birth, or 
nurtured by habit, trustingly^ say, 
Sometime It will he well in the "divine

RHEUMATISM
ABSORBED

FROM THE BLOOD
The Capllllaries now reached through 

the large foot por«M and forced to 
yield down their acid Impurities.

. New treatment discovered which is 
sent to anyone

FREE TO TRY
If vou have rheumatism send us 

your name To-day. -You will get by re
turn mail a pair of Magic Foot Drafts, ■ 
the celebrated diBoovery which is ac
complishing Buch, marvelous results In. 
all the rheumatic -countries ot the 
worid.( Try the Drafts thoroughly, then 
if you are fully satisfied with the bene
fit received, send us One Dollar. It not, 
keep your money. You are the sole 
judge. We can afford to make this of
fer only because the Drafts do cure, and 
people are willing and glad to pay tor 
them.

4 RAM MAM

MAGIC

Magic Foot 
® Drafts are wbrn 
JO as shown and 
3 cure by reach-

ing the capilllor 
------------- rles through the 

large foot pores and absorbing acid im- 
puries directly from the blood, without 
which purification, rheumatism cannot 
be cured. Thousands all over the world 
are already rejoicing over their sate 
and inexpensive cure without medicine, 
and we have their grateful letters to 
show. Don’t you want to try this treat
ment free? Write to-day to Magic Foot 
Draft Co., X016 Oliver Bldg., Jackson, 
Mich. Our valuable book (.in. colors) 
on rheumatism comes free with the 
trial Drafts. Send no money—only 
your name and address.
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Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history ot Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made In reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, "LETTERS FRQM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD," written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care
fully:

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This Is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 11.10.

Any tour of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any. five of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any ------ ’ "seven of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.35.
eight of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.66.
nine of the Twelve Premium

1

I A few years ago, while staying over 
'night at a country hotel, where I had 
business to transact my night’s rest 
was greatly disturbed by the most vivid 
psychological experience I ever had.

I dreamed about my daughter and her 
husband, a clergyman, and their two lit
tle children, whom I had visited a few 
weeks before. In my dream I saw clear
ly the form and features of each one, 
especially the active, joyous little chil
dren, who suddenly were seized with 
paroxysms of pain and distress. The 
father and mother were weeping and 
groaning in agony, so that I felt myself 
weeping over the unhappy scene.

There appeared to be four snakes, 
curving and curling. Two were large, 
hideous reptiles and two smaller look
ing ones of less repulsive appearance. I 
made a desperate effort in my dream to 
Mil the snakes, butthey escaped Into a 
thick hedge.

Then I awoke in a profuse perspira
tion. The whole scene appeared so 
real that! could not banish it from my 
mind: Sleep was out of the question, 
and when morning came I could scarce
ly eat mty-breakfast.

I had business in the country, and the 
hotel-keeper drove me out. I related 
to him my dream and the effect it had 
on me, and told him some of the happy 
incidents which took place when I last 
visited the rectory.

On my return to the hotel the next 
day there awaited me a letter and a 
telegram. The first gave an account of 
the death of the two children from diph
theria and their burial, and added that 
both, parente were down with the same 
disease. The telegram advised "me Of 
more favorable symptoms in the rector 
and his wife. Both were from the 
church warden.

It seems thé children died On -the 
night I had the dream. The parents re-

Books
Any 

Books
Any _ _______

Books you may order, price $2.90.
Any ten of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.10. -
Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.40.
Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre

mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order tor a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of It before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE- 

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles of

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Dife in the_Splrit World, Vol. 2.

and

and
3—The Encyclopedia of Death,__

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These
and

covered.
New York.

F. C. Ï.

three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by. 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land. Spiritualism, Occult-1Sf 
Ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. ft. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

' 9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science,, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of ' - 
-Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc- 
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book,'one 
or more, you must send In a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker. .

needed for the erection and completion. 
of the proposed new auditorium, He. 
also asked for donations, and the way’ 
silver dollars and Uncle Sam’s .currency 
flowed to the rostrum was evidence that 
modern and better quarters In which to 
hold future meetings and to listen,to; 
divine inspirations were needed, -and 
not only ’needed, but greatly desired'by. 
those present.

The Spiritualists of Cleveland, prln- 
appear on the program never failed to 
bring forth a goodly attendance., , 

We next present Mrs., Isa Wilson
Kayrier, daughtertof the noted. test: mA

have vpwefl'suctfesB. '; “ ■ ,
The, business meh. of the town are 

among- those who have -subscribed lib
erally toward erection of the new 
.bullflingBi 'Ihey reaiize that bur camp! 
Is a benefit to tho town, and show the / 'T'
right spirit toward it regardless of 1

“Beyond the Von.” A Sequel to 
"Rending Vail.” Being a compila
tion, with notes, and . explanations, bf 
narrations and Illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting tip a 
scientific and personal verification, of 
“What We Shall Be," and a code of 
ethics; requisite to' the most speedy re-, 
nlftatlon of ¡the highest and purest fe
licity attainable in the future life. A 
very remarkable book. Large, octavo, 
H® Price, ■

; “An infamous .Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected «nd .Exposed." 
"Romanism ’Hatpifted." ' Two pamphlets 
try Rev. J. G. White, author of Startling 

i ftcta. - Price 10 cents each, or two lor

INDUCE
.VW Neighbor to Subscribe far The 

Progressive Thinker.
Now 1b the time to extend tho circular ' 

tion ot The Progressive Thinker. It ■! 
will contain Occult and Bplrltuallstla ! 
news with which every one should ba > 
familiar. No other paper published on ■' 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted tb enrich th« 
mind. Send in a eubsoriotion naw.

ANCIENT 1NDÏA,
Us and ReUg.lona By Prol. EL Olito-
Ucrg. Paper, K rents.

f!
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TO WISCONSIN SPIRITUALISTS. /V ^1. PackageWW TiöWs ÄÄ 1
Suggested by^Dr. Alex. Caird, of Lynn, Mass.

SPIRITUALISM IN COMMON. THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

Dial Piancim

A SPIRIT SUDDENLY APPEARS.

Spiritualist

IN

^Solid Gold Only

WISDOM OF THE AGES.

‘Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth."
■ thought form is not inaptly to bo com-

Nature of thought determines form. Louis, Mo.

-, x--»

At the spring 
meetings the 
or organizing

operation In the work, 
convention and board 
matter of missionary

The Doors of the Spirit World are Open 
and Our Spirit Friends Can Appear.

"Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. HulL 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author's latest and choicest

Definiteness of thought 
clearness of outline. J

What Thought Color

“AS IT IS TO BE.”

.'ntereetlng Answers to n^jatlons Made 
by John W. Ring- .

It -Embraces Very Many Points of 
Agreement.

pared to a Leyden jar, the coating of 
the living essence being symbolized by 
the jar and the tliought energy by the 
charge of electricity.

"Quality of thought, determines color.

A Call for Action -in the Interest of 
■ Spiritualism.

The Important Question.

___  ... ____ . poems. Neatly bound In cloth, and with
.Unitarians! Unlversallsts, presbyter!- gortsalt of the author. Price 75

NO DEATH-FOR. THE SOUL. and many regrets were expressed that
_ ’• - this was the last Sunday and her last

“Black means hatred
Red, of all shades, i indices anger,

^termines 

Beñotw.
and malice.

The time has again come tor activij 
work| in the interest of organized Spiff 
itualism In this state, and your atten
tion Is called to tne need of hearty co-

"If an evil thought strikes such a ?nd that
body it can only rebound from It, and It tra^ audiences that they are truly
is flung back with all Its own energy. entitled San Diego (Cal.) Sun.

spiritualism' explained.

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
a strong, "logical thinker, on a ■ deeply ! 
Important subject. Price, cloth, $1.

<*^*«*•8500^

Massachusetts steps to 1 he front and demand's a hear
ing. Alex, Caird, M. D. 'an influential Spiritualist, 
suggests a Symposium on an exceedingly import
ant subject. It will be inaugurated in his special 
honor as a leading and highly respected Spiritualist 
of the Old Bay State, one who is constantly work
ing for the spread of the Truth as manifested in 
Spirit Return. It will prove especially interesting, 
suggestive and valuable to every reflective mind.

What Does Spiritualism Teach That Spirit 
ualists Believe in Common ?

The old parlor game of "What is your 
thought like?” [as set forth in the Chi
cago Tribune] Is now being played by 
■he scientists^ and certain answers to 
rhe query relating to such stuff as 
thoughts are made of, to their shape, 
size, color, movements, and influences 
have just been made public by two in
vestigators oi England.

Twentieth century science, weeping 
for more worlds to conquer, no longer 
directs its attention solely to the things 
of the earth, but finds itself compelled 
to glance further afield and construct 
hypotheses as to the nature of matter 
and force which lie beyond the ken oi 
its instruments, so that telepathy, 
clairvoyance,' movement without con
tact, though not yet admitted to. the 
scientific table, are approaching the 
Cinderella stage. So far has science 
pressed its researches that it is receiv
ing the reward of those that seel», and 
forces and beings on the next higher 
plane are beginning to show themselves 
on the outer edge of the physical field.

“Nature makes no leaps,” and-as the 
physicist nears the confines of his king
dom he finds hlmâelf bewildered by 
touches and gleams from another realm 
which interpenetrates his own. He 
finds himself compelled to speculate on 
invisible presences if only to find, a 
rational explanation for -undoubted 
physical phenomena and insensibly he 
slips over the boundary.

clear brown .shows avarice;, hard, dull 
brown-gray Is a slgn'.'of delhshness; 
ueep, heavy gray slgiijttes depression; 
green geems always >to denqte adapta
bility, in tlie deepest tones dgpeit, when 
the color becomes pur,er. it means rather 
the wish to be all things to all men; In 
its still higher, more délicate and lumin
ous aspect it shows timi divine power of 
sympathy. Affection ^xpres^gs itself in 
all shades of crlwBp)i,.and rqse; a full, 
clear carmine means a strong, healthy 
affection of nomai ty]>e,; wnile pure 
pale rose marks that absolutely unself
ish love which is the'outpouring of high 
natures. It passes from th® dul1 crim
son of animal love to the most exquisite 
shades of delicate rosé, like the early 
flushes of the dawning as the love be
comes purified from all selfish elements 
and flows out in wider and wider cir
cles of generous impersonal tenderness 
and compassion to all who are in need. 
With a touch of the blue of devotion in 
it this may express a strong realization

ONLY ONE COMMON POINT OF BELIEF AMONG SPIRITUALISTS
Ervin A. Rice, a leading Spiritualist of Chicago, and thoroughly well 

posted in the literature of Spiritualism, writes as follows: .
In answer to the question by Dr. Caird, ‘ ‘What does Spiritualism 

teach that Spiritualists believe in common?” I can only say, “SPIRIT 
RETURN.” The fact that this is the only common point of belief 
among Spiritualists seems so self-evident that I see no grounds for dis
cussion of the subject.

Columns may be written deploring the fact, but a fact it will remain 
so long as Spiritualists have free ¿nd open minds, and refuse to bind 
their honest opinions by any creed or formulated statement of belief.

“What does Spiritualism teach that 
Spiritualists believe in common?"

Also, "What should be accepted by 
all well-informed Spiritualists as the 
corner-stone of their faith?”

I would say, mediumship, as the cor
ner-stone. Drop it, and . only ruins 
would remain. Ignore It, and the ave
nue leading from world to world would 
be closed by bars that no science could 
surmount. Withdraw it, and the heav
ens would again be shrouded in dark
ness.

About teachings that all Spiritualists, 
believe in common, I believe they are 
almost'as numerous as the sands, and 
as countless as the stars. Fear of 
death is changed to understanding. 
Progress In the continued life is by 
laws evolved from the laws of this life. 
Each retains his and her individuality, 
socially, intellectually, and character
istically. This world has the counsel, 
social pleasure, and many other bene
fits naturally resulting from the union 
of the worlds. Disposition determines 
the velocity of the spirit's growth.

The location of the spirit world- is no 
longer, a question of speculation. Con
servatories of music, academy halls, lec
ture palaces, grades of achoois for chil
dren passing early, greatly superior to 
the mortal grades, theaters, thé lovell- 
eçiof scenery, universal easy Investiga
tion, marriage and divorce, on natural 
principles without resort to priests and 
courts, a government of natural law 
ascertained scientifically, in place of 
legislative bodies; the appreciation of 
tne happiness of the home life Is Inten
sified; spheres upon spheres of exist
ence based on fitness.

The continued life is not "a country 
from whose bourn no traveler re
turns."

Spirit can know- all we are doing.
While we’ may rationally "rhapsodize

ans and Methodists are a thousand 
times wiser.

He says: "Educatingspeakers seems 
to me like building the roof before we 
have laid the foundation." _Wlth the 
builders of warehouses, to support hun
dreds of tons of freight, their first 
thought Is of the character of the foun
dation, and for this they seek the most 
rigidly expert education. .

■He says: “There are many speakers 
in the country at the present time un
able to secure employment, speakers 
that are In every way competent to 
meet all requirements." It is only the 
destructionists that are "shelved."

over the swei-t Summerland," It is not 
all summerlanu” Th® slums, opium 
eaters, Inebriates, deceivers, and crim
inally Inclined, find tie habits Inhere in 
the spirit bodies, and though they can 
be outlived there, the process is not 
without pain.

Heaven and hell are conditions there, 
as here.

There is plenty of work there fo'.r te-

Physical Interpenetrates Astral Plane.
One of the most Interesting of the 

byroads from the physical is that of the 
study of-thought. The western sci
entist commencing in the'anatomy and 
physiology- of the brain endeavors to 
make these the basis of sound psychol
ogy. He passes into the regions of 
dreams, illusions and hallucinations; 
and as soon as he endeavors to elabor
ate an • experimental science which 
shall classify and arrange these be in
evitably plunges into the astral plane. 
Dr. Baraduc of Paris has nearly crossed 
the barrier and is well on the way to
wards photographing astro-mental im
ages, to obtaining pictures of what from 
the materialistic viewpoint would be 
the results of vibrations in the gray 
matter of the brain. Dr. Hooker of 
London has done similar work with the 
aurae of people, while Mrs. Annie 
Besant and Mr. C. W. Leadbeater have 
gone boldly beyond, and in their latest 
researches record observations and con
clusions on thoughts and thought 
forms ah systematic as . a chemist’s 
notes on an experiment, and show us 
pictures of thoughts and thought forms 

- as clear and seeable as the painting of

They were popular many years ago. Ev
olution has continued at -work since 
then. The uninformed might hear them • 
month in and out, and scarcely learn an 
iota of Spiritualism, but would hear tor
rents of abuse of themselves.

There is a deal of truth in the saying, 
“once a destructionlst always a destruc- 
tionlst,” the powerful law of habit ac
counting for it. The demand now is for 
constructionists, and the graduates ot 
the “various colleges” would be “the 
blind leading the blind.”

He says: “Spiritualism should teach 
that the human mind Is incapable ot 
grasping the Immensity of creation, 
much less the Creator.” ' He withholds 
how he so easily grasps the knowledge 
that Nature had a creator. The highest 
and most truly informed spirits report 
that they find nothing above Mature.

He says: "Natural laws must be fol
lowed for our- physical well-being; 
moral laws for our mental content
ment." The clear Inference is that he 
-takes moral laws out of the category of 
the natural, and would make them su
pernatural.

He says he “has had more-experience 
with the practical aspects of Spiritual
ism than with the ethical,” clearly im
plying that the ethical is not practical. 
He goes on, and advocates the cultiva
tion of the emotions, ideality, and ven
eration; and in the same breath ridi
cules the speakers that "go into rhapso
dies over the sweet Summerland." Per
haps he can harmonize the different po
sitions. I’ confess I cannot.

He says: “Let us have our energies 
concentrated on an effort to solve some 
of the great problems that must be 
solved before Spiritualism can take its 
place among men," ahd then instructs 
us to invite the graduates of the ortho
dox colleges to do the solving. In this 
I believe he will find every progressive 
Spiritualist against him.

formers.
Mediumship is born, not made. The 

gift, like all other gifts, must have due 
development to give satisfaction. Some 
Spiritualists enjoy the phenomena 
most, others the philosophy, yet all be
lieve both necessary.

All of the above teachings is com
mon knowledge with all Spiritualists. 
Furthermore, there are volumes and 
volumes written by the spirits, intense
ly interesting, and while they differ in 
many things, caused by the writers oc
cupying different planes, they are large
ly harmonious. These hooks are read 
by all Spiritualists. The variations of 
description are no more unnatural than 
the varied representations of Europe 
given by Europeans from their different 
planes.

1 could discuss the doctrine of rein
carnation, but there are so very few 
spirits or mortals that give it any coun
tenance at all, that It is unnecessary. 
The mediums thus talking, are con
trolled by ancient Hindoo spirits that 
haven’t outgrown their earth foolish
ness. Occasionally, quite an otherwise 
.cultivated spirit, while admitting he 
hasn't yet seen God, still clings to his 
earth teaching that there must be one. 
The same spirit will teach- “that what 
has a. beginning will have an ending.” 
If his theory of creation- should be 
true, then, as both the-universe and na
ture had a beginning, they must , both 
have an ending. Such spirits are al
ways in “hot water” with science.

After Dr. Caird asks his most inter

The lecture given by John W. Ring 
'at the Spiritual temple Thursday even
ing was worthy of a larger hearing 
than was given it. Mr. Ring comes 
ho/e from Galveston, Texas. It was 
announced at the beginning that lie 
would lecture on subjects in the term of 
questions that would be submitted by 
persons in tlie audience.

There were three questions offered 
for his consideration, tlie first being, 
“Is the doctrine ot reincarnation con
sistent with the doctrine ot Spiritual
ism?"

In reply the lecturer said that Spir
itualism alms to teach not so much a 
doctrine as a fundamental philosophy 
and law of Ute. Itsrteachings rest upon 
the basic proposition that all is life, 
consequently there Is no actual death, 
and what appears to be death Is only a 
form of change of continued life that 
has no beginning, and no end. Rein
carnation is one of the ideas advanced 
to -account tor the ways and means pro
vided for the Immortal ego to gain ex
perience In both the past and future 
of an endless lite. Individual Spiritual
ists pre not united on tills question, as 
some reject It utterly and others ac
cept. It as a reasonable theory. The 
lecturer did not approve of dogmatism 
and restriction of thought on such 
questions, but advocated the largest 
freedom of honest opinion in all mat
ters where tlie very largeness of tlie 
question made it unprovable to limited 
finite comprehension.

The second question asked was

FREE xV'
If You Have

of the universal brotherhood of human
ity.

“Deep orange imports pride or ambi
tion, and the varlous^hades of yellow 
denote Intellect or intellectual gratifica
tion, pale luminous primrose being a 
sign of the highest'and most unselfish 
use of intellectual power, tlie pure rea
son directed to spiritual ends. The dif
ferent shades of blue up to the rich, 
deep, clear color of heartfelt adoration I “What is the highest value of spirit 
and the beautiful pale azure of that communion?” 1
highest form which implies self-renun- -To this query Mr. Ring replied that
elation and union with the divine; the while continuity of life beyond the 
devotional thought of an unselfish heart grave was a very Important and valu- 
is most lovely In color, like the deep able fact that had been satisfactorily 
blue of a summer sky. Through such proven by spirit communion, still in 
clouds of blue will often shine out gold- his opinion the highest use that can 
en stars of great brilliancy, darting up- be made of this privilege Is the oppor- 
wards like a shower of sparks. A mix- tunlty given to learn and apply the law 
ture of affection and devotion is manl- and philosophy of life by loving and 
tested by a-tint of violet, and the more serving humanity, and by living the 
delicate shades of this invariably show truly spiritual life whose daily acts 
the capacity of absorbing and resound- spring from a realization of the divinity

a flower or a star. • • ,
“Each man,” says Mrs. Besant and 

Mr. Leadbeater, “travels through space 
inclosed within a cage of his own build
ing, surrounded by a mass of forms 
created by his habitual thoughts. 
Through this medium he looks out upon 
the world and naturally sees everything 

•tinged with its predominant colors and 
all rates of vibration which .reach him 
from without are more or less modified 
by its rate. Thus until a man learns 
complete control of thought and feel
ing he sees nothing as It really is, since 
all his observations must he made 
through this medium, which distorts 
and colors everything like imperfectly 
made glass.

Dual Effect of Each Thought.

He opposes having so many different 
kinds of Spiritualist meetings. Cht- 
c'.ago, for example, has some twenty-five 
or thirty Spiritualist meetings, no two 
alike;' -each working on Its own natural 
plane, as .the different spirits work on 
their own separate planes. I believe 
the various GMcago meetings are ren
dering vastly ni^re aid to the cause 
than they possibly could by having 
even' Dr. Caird collect them onto one 
plane and have them all fallow his lead
ership.

Nevertheless, I admire Brother 
Caird’s courage, noble ambitimi and 
honesty.

The divisions in the ranks of thè 
great and mighty reform wave are 
really trivial. -On the Bible the Spirit
ualists all agree much more than they 
disagree. On religion the difference is 
more in manner than matter. A small 
handful gets satinfaction out of digging 
up, heathen Theosophy and squeezing it. 
It pleases them and doesn't hurt ùs.

“Each definite thought,” they say, 
“produces a double effect—a radiating 
vibration and a' .floating form. The 
thought itself appears as a vibration, 
and this may be simple or complex. It 
the thought Itself, is absolutely, simple 
there is only the one rate of vibration 
and only one type of mental matter 
will be strongly affected.' .When A sud
den wave of some emotion Sweeps over 
a man, "for example, bls astral body Is 
thrown into violent agitation and its 
original colores aré for the time almost 
obscured by the flush of carmine or of 
blue or some other color which corres
ponds with the-fate of vibration of that 
particular emotion. This change, is on
ly temporary; it passes off in a few 
seconds, aúd the astral body rapidly re-‘ 
sumes its usual- condition. Yef every 
such rush of feeling produces a perma
nent effect; It always adds a little of its 
hue to the normal coloring of the astral 
body, so that every time the man yields 
himself to á certain emotion It becomes 
easier for him to yield himself to It 
again, because his astral body^is get
ting into the habit of vibrating at that 
especial rate. -

“The majority of human .thoughts, 
however, are by no means simple. This 
means that at least two separate vibra
tions appear both In the mental and 
astral bodies—frequently more than 
two. The radiating vibration will there
fore be a complex one, and the result
ant thought form will show several col
ors instead of only one. These radiat
ing vibrations like all others In nature, 
become less powerful In proportion to 
the distance from their source, though 
it is probable that the variation is In 
proportion to the cube of the distance 
instead of to the square, because of the 
additional dimension involved. Again, 
like all other vibrations, these tend to 
reproduce themselves whenever oppor
tunity is offered to them, and so when
ever they strike upon another mental

Dr. Caird favors making Spiritualism 
a worid-Wlde religion. So do I. My 
manner would differ _from his. I 
would have “our energies concentrated” 
less on kicking, and more on a better 
study pf our subject.' After all,' is there 
ndt some virtue in kicking? Quaker
ism wouldn’t kick, and died—only a few 
gasps left The Christians have con
stantly quarreled' among ' themselves, 
and flourished. E. W. BALDWIN.

Madison, Wis. • .:

esting and educational question, he pro
ceeds to chargé, a. vast array of faults 
against almost the whole army of Spir-

• itualists. It is 'a principle in law to 
“let no guilty man escape,” and I be
lieve him too noble and magnanimous 
to object to a little return criticism.

He says: “The only points on which. 
Spiritualists seem to agree Is that we 
are entities in this life, that , we-'Shall 
continue to be thé. same after the 
change called death, and that after that
change we can communicate with those 
still in tlie earth life."

He lays’stress on the importance-of 
orgaiflzatibn, as though it was every
thing. He appears utterly blind to the 
Importance of the home circle, making 
not the least mention of it The en
thusiasm for organization Is refreshing, 
rightly understood.

He says, "Educated speakers could be 
supplied from the various colleges that 
are turning out graduates by the thou
sands every year, many of them chil
dren of Spiritualists;" I believe there 

- Is not one of such graduates, Including 
the children of Spiritualists, that learn 
anything of tlie teachings ot Spiritual
ism' in his "various colleges." The

work was put into the hands of the 
president and secreiary, with instruc
tions to push tlie work In every legiti
mate way. For reasons that must be 
obvious to all we have refrained from 
active work during the summer months, 
but now that the fall and winter is at 
hand we are ready to put our shoulders 
to the wheel and work.

If all those who desire meetings in 
their locality will write me or the sec
retary, Rev. Nellie K. Baker, Portage, 
Wis., and tell us what they want, and 
what they are willing to do In order to 
get it, we will seo what can be done in 
that direction. Do not forget that both 
myself and Mrs. Baker lecture on the . 
philosophy of Spiritualism and kindred 
subjects' and are ready for work wher
ever our services are needed. Mrs. 
Baker will answer calls not too remote 
from her home; as for the writer, he 
will answer calls from any part of the 
state.

Now, friends, what we want is a 
strong pull together, and we will land 
our state association on the top_nf the 
ladder. Will you see what you can do?

Nearly every hamlet has one or more 
Spiritualists; and nearly every hamlet 
can get out a few people to listen to lec
tures on the subject when an effort is 
made. Personally I would like to visit 
all parts of the state,’ and feel that by 
so doing we can unitedly assist the

Send your name today and get by 
return mail my new 3-fold Treat
ment which is curing thousands.

t To every person answering this ad- 
vertlBement at once I will send—Free 
to try— my complete new three-fold 
absorption cure for Piles, Ulcer, Fis
sure, Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation- 
and all rectal troubles. If you are ful
ly satisfied with the benefit received, 
send me one dollar. If not, send noth
ing; you decide after a .thorough trial. 
I am curing even cases of 30 and 40 
years’ standing; as well as all the ear
lier stages. Act now and save .yourself 
perhaps untold suffering. My three
fold treatment cures to stay cured be
cause it is constitutional as well as local, 
and I want you to try it at my expense. 
One dollar is little to pay if cured. My 
valuable new Pile Book. Jin colors) 
comes free with Ihe approval treatment, 
all in plain package. Send no money 
—only your name—to Dr. Van Vleck 
Co,, X016*Majestic Building, Jackson, 
Mich. Write today.

lng to a high and beautiful ideal, of all men.
Brilliancy and Depth Show Degree. The Third question propounded was 

" __ worded as follows: "If Spiritualism 1b
The onlliancy and the depth ot the religion, and religion is a system,o£ 

colors are usually a measure of the I faith, and worship, on what basis does 
strength and tiie activity pf the feeling, ¿he spiritualist place his faith, and 
If a thought bo purely intellectual and ^hopi or what does he worship?" 
impersonal, if .the thinker is attempting answering this Question the lec« 
to solve a problem in geometry, the turer called attention flrst*to the fact 
thought form and the wavo. of vibra- that all systems of faith and worship 
tion will be confined to the mental i<ept pace with the
plane. If, however, the thought be of a state of development mentally and spir- 
splrltual nature, if It be tinged with love itually of the. different peoples, giving 
and aspiration or deep, unselfish feel- adherence to the different systems ot 
ing, it will rise upwards from the men- religion.
tai plane and borrow much of the spleh- people have in different times and 
dor and glory of the buddle level. In p]aces placed faith in gods, demons and 
such a case its influence is exceedingly devn8- ,
powerful, and every such thought is a. L jjven at this day of .supposed enlight- 
mighty force for good which cannot but enment there are probably more people 
produce a decided effeqtiupon all within jjere ja America that worship, and place 
reachJf they contain any quality at all thelr falth ln g01d tllan In God. Relig- 
capable of response. jOn as well-as all other systems is a

“to cases in which ttoughte are pro- roatter of evoiutlon and growth. The 
jected at individuals those tobughts, if ptatgry of nearly all systems of faith 
they are dlrecuy to fulfill their mission, an^ worship ,have been written in let- 
must find In the aura, pf the .pbject to qj and carnage.
whom they are sent materials capable man has grown and evolved men- 
of responding sympatheUcaflf to their tally and Bplrltually, he has desired to 
vibrations. Any comMnatlofl.of matter add i,js paitii knowledge. Spiritual- 
can only vibrate within certain definite jSm ]jas. given him this opportunity, 
limits, and if the thought fQFjn be out- Spiritualism invites' faith In Infinite 
side all the limits wtthiii ,which the intelligence, expressed in divine pur- 
aura Is chpable of vlbrdtlfig it cannot at- p0S6) divine law, and infinite love. It 
feet that aura a.t.all. 4t consequently teaches that worship can be directed to 
rebounds from it, and .that wlth_ a force ti,e Bame SOurce in which we live, move 
proportionate to the energy .Rjlth which and jjave our being, it sees God ex- 
nnl^’ f J J 'rt w a ... I P OSSC in every human soul, and Insaid that a pure hearUnd mMd are the every human ufe Md defines worsU 
best protectors againdfany inimical as- aB Befvlng the Creator, by serving bu- 
saultB, for?Buch- a purs heart hnd mind mahiiy as the creature. It teaches that 
will construct an astral .and-ja mqptal be happy as” soon as tney are
body of fine and subtle materials, and wortiiy Of happiness
these bodies cannot respond to vibra- Mr. Rlng iB to den-ver t^e more lec_ 
lions that demana coarse and dense tureB ln the Spiritual temple, Sunday 
matter. afternoon at 3 o’clock, ^nd again Sun-

Pure’ Heart Its Own Defense.' day and Monday evenings of next week,

THE AGNOSTIC VIEW OF DEATH.

My short and happy day is done; . 
The long and lonely night comes on, 
And at the door the pale horse stands 
To cgrry me to unknown lands. - ■ • 
His whinny shrill, his pawing hoof, : 
Sounds dreadful as a gathering storm; 
And I must leave this sheltering roof . 
And joys of.life sosoft andwarm., 
.Tender and worm the joys of life—— - 
Good friends, the faithful and true; • 
My rosy children and my wife, 
■So sweet to kiss, so fair to view.
So sweet to kiss, so fair to view; - 
The night comes on; the lights burn 

■ 3 blue; - ... . -
Andatmy door.thepale horse stands 
To bear me forth to unknown lands.

• —John Hay.

It then flies baekward along the mag- ------------ *-*-*------------
netic line of least resistance, that which Lake Brady Camp, Ohio, 
it has just'traVersed, and .strikes its projector, and he, having'matter in his orSyBrX^ fo? to“sS 
astral and mental bodies similar to that of the thought form he generated, is 1906’, 
thrown into respondent vibrations and 'winder ho ?hnir°in'
suffers the destructive effects he had in- tended to cause another. ■ troducing Mrs. Marian Carpenter, who

, is a great favorite here, and was at her
• Thus curses and blessings come gfter the singing of “Sweetly 

home to roose. A thought of love and pans the Spirit Message,” by the audi- 
desire to protect directed strongly to- ence, and a solo, "Only a Thin Veil Re
wards spine beloved Object creates a tween Us,”-by Mrs. Flora Russell, by 
form which goes to the person thought reqUest Mrs. Carpenter read a short 
of and remains, in his ■ aura asja shield- pOemi "The Kingdom of Heaven," bas
ing and protective s-g®ht. ' It will sqek }ng her remarks upon the same, show- 
all opportunities to sdrvd and all oppor- lng the necessity of living right, as we 

lefen?/ n°i a are building our own heaven day by
and deliberate action but byaWnfl fol- d-ay or Ue opposite, as the case may 
lowing out of the impulse ■ impinged be
upon it and ft will strengthen friendly in the afternoon Mr. Dell Herrick 
forces. that impinge upon the aura and gave invocation, followed by an- 
weaken unfriendly ones. Thus may we other Bolo by Mrs. Russell, “Just Send 
create and maintain veritable guardian an Angel and £ W1U Come/- FOr 
angels round those we love, and many ber tOp(c jirs. Carpenter took the quota- 
n. mother s prayer for- a distant child tion, “There is a spirit in man and.the 
thus circles round him, though she ta8Piratlon of the Almighty giveth them 
knows not the .method by which her Lnderetanding.” Inspiration was the 
prayer 1b answered. main, idea of the discourse. Her re-

---------   -• — i''- ---- r— marks were Boul-lhspiring throughout,
body they tend to provoke in it their 
own rate of motion. That is, they tend; 
<o produce in the mind thoughts of the , 
sanie type as that which had previously ’ 
arisen in the mind of the thinker who 
sent forti? the waves. The distance to 
which such thought waves penetrate 
and the forcé and persistency . with । 
Which they imp&ge upon the 'mental 
bodies of others' depend upon the 
strength and clearness of the original 
thought ..But clearness find - definite-, 
ness are of even- greater 'Importance 
than strength. '
One Man’s Thought Has Replica in 

Others. -
“A man thinking keenly upon, some 

high subject pours out from himself vi
brations . which tend, to stir up thought 
at a similar-level in others.. They natu
rally act‘with especial vigor upon thosé 
minds already habituated to VI- 
bratlons/of similar character, yet they 
have some effect on every njental body 
upon which they Impinge, so that their 
tendency is to awaken ■ the power of 
higher thought in those to whom it has 
not yet become a custom. ■

"The second effect of thought, the 
création of a definite form, has to do 
with the fact that every thought or im
pulse sent forth from our mental' or 
from our astral body becomes for the 
time a kind of living créature, the 
thought, force being the soul and the 
vivified matter the body. Some novel
ists have been dimly aware of such a 
process, and like Thackeray? have testi
fied that their characters, when onco 
created have developed a will of their 
own, and insisted on carrying the plot 
of the story along Unes quite different 
from those originally intended by the 
author. Each thought draws around it 
the matter which is appropriate for its 
expression, and setsthat matter into vi
bration in harmony with its own. This

work of the state association, If you 
are hungry for some of the spiritual 
truths, write ub, and if we cannot go 
ourselves, we can arrange for someone 
else to go.

. ■ I wish to state now that we are mak
ing arrangements for some work which 
■will be put on in the early winter— 
shortly after the holidays, which will be 
of exceptional character in point of ex
cellence. It requires the assistance ot 
the Spiritualists to enable us to do that. 
What I would like to know Is, how 
many of our Spiritualists in the towns 
and cities want work of this character? 
Will you write me fiom every point and 
tell me what you want and how much 
you can afford toward bringing the 
workers I have mentioned to your 
town?

It is necessary for me to be out of the 
state almost the entire month of Sep
tember; in order .to facilitate matters 1 
would advise that all who are interest
ed in this work In Wisconsin, write me, 
addressing me at Ottawa, Kansas, care 
Spiritualist Camp, at which point I will 
be from the 15th to the 25th of the 
month. Remember, good friends that 1 
will be ready for work In Wisconsin by 
October first, at the latest, and would 
like to have meetings arranged en 
route; that will make it easier for you 
and for us also.

Write for terms -on which meetings 
will be put on anywhere and every
where in the state. You are interested- 
in the cause of Spiritualism; so am I, 
and I want to see it succeed in this 
state particularly, as well as every
where else. I believe if we join hands 
we can surprise the outside world at 
our strength.

Spiritualists, you sometimes complain 
that you do not have any good workers 
come to your town. I know where to 
reach a good many capable workers 
who would be willing to work in this 
state, but they must be encouraged; let 
me see what you are willing to do, and 
if you will meet us half way, we will 
have such workers in this field as will 
make you proud of your Spiritualism 
and its representatives.

Now, friends, don’t wait! Let me 
hear from you at once; even though 
you can do nothing but send an encour
aging word. Renew your memberships 
if you have not already done bo. Ad
dress as above directed, or write me at 
LaCrosse, Wis.

WILL J. ERWOOD, 
Pres. W. S. S. A.

This instrument 1b substantially the 
same as that employed by Prof. Hare in 
his early Investigations. In Its Im
proved form it has been before the pub
lic for more than twelve years, and in 
the hands of thousands of persons has 
proved its superiority over the Plan
chette, and all other instruments which 
have been brought out In Imitation, 
both in regard to certainty and correct
ness of the communications received by 
its aid, and as a means of developing 
mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spirit
ualism?

Do you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Do you desire to receive communica

tions?
The Psychograph is an invaluable as

sistant. A pamphlet with full 
directions for the >

FORMATION OF CIRCLES AND CUL
TIVATION OF MÉDIUMSHIP 

with every Instrument. Many who were 
not aware of their medlumlstlc gift, 
have, after a few sittings, been able to

_ , „ . lecture for the season. May she live
Spirit Declared Not to- Be Affected by long and be able to continue her work

the Passing of th? Body* till the time is ripe for her transition to 
----- ¿r . .- the fiigher life which awaits >us all.

. In a recent artlcle ln the -Battle I After the lecture Dr. Haines of Bed- • 
Ground, In the Chicago Record Herald, ford, made a few remarks relative to 
J.Ti. -Coyle seems,;'tovhaye picked out-[hdsrecent consecration to the spiritual 
all the dark sayings as.to nolife beyond T ^ork and gave all present an urgent In
the grave. For instance, he- quotes,• vitation.to be present at-the dedication 
“The dead know not anything,” and of their- spiritual temple in Cleveland 
"for there is no work,-no device,- nor id® first Sunday in October, 
knowledge, nor wisdom’in 7the grave' P®U Herrick followed him, making a 
whither thou goest” pi. ' speech in his own inimitable style, so-.,

Certainly not—“In the grave”—where Belting funds for the auditorium which 
tjie body goes, but what about the ego, they hope to begin this fall.
the soul, that everlasting pilgrim for ‘ Mrs. Carpenter closed the services by 
whom the hour never- strikps. There giving messages to many present from 
is .no death for that. jThe esoul does their lovedcnes gone before.^ ^ '’ 
learn .wisdom .beyondrthe' grave, or in Ladies Aid has netted the neat 
the spirit world, whicheveriyou please, little some of $128.11 for their summer's 
To my thinking the spirit world inter- .t
penetrates the physical. 'Though un- On Friday evening about thirty, of the 
seen, it is ever in touch wittrais. ' friends of Mr. and Mrs, Isaac Snook 

This is no enigma!; to- thee spiritual- ^?iro??z7. °- being
■minded person. As to.evil spirits palm- dlr. Snooks 82d birthday; The evening 
ing themselves off as:.- one'» friends or wa® spent in social converse, singing, 
relatives, I know nothing ofethat by ex- and a few remarks by Mrs.' Carpenter 
perlence, as I am ndt .a ‘Spiritualist, appropriate to tlie occasion. Mrs. Con- 
What I do know is iof> my own belief nor> a daughter of Mrs. Snook, served 
and personal experience.’ - light. refreshments. Mr. Snook ,re-

The words "The bourn »fem which ®®ived many congratulations and hopes 
no traveler returns’Vare frLm Shake- his continued ^health and unim- 
spoare and not from ithe bible, as is so paired faculties wuich he now pos- 
often understood. “Gulf refell self,, our sesses, also a substantial remembrance 
itamortal spirit, is divine tftid eternal." ln a collection of Ave or six dollars as it 
"Birthless and deattitess slid change- was an impromptu gathering and there 
less remaineth the spirit foSfeVer; death W?S.n0 me to lircsent- 
hath not touched it at all, dead though ^ho campers will soon be scattered, 
the house Of it seemsi’’S l ’ ■ quite a number intend going to Lake

Odoll, Ill. -■ ’M.SCOLEY. Helen.Camp in Florida. •
; May we meet another year, though

— -------- z.1* —~~ we scatter far and near; may the chain
An Easy Way to Make Money. of thought still bind us heart to heart; 
I havoma.10 KOO DO in so days selling Dish »W we each °“e do some good, helping 

washers. I did my housework at-tho sain-* others as we should, in Hies battle 
limo. I don't canvass. Poonloeomo or send for each one doing, well their part. -

: the Dish-washers. I handle the Mound.City TWAWV T. PKTTOC
• Dish-washer. It is the boston tho market; It : _ .. _ ,, ' ""A-11“»’.

Is lovely to soil.. It washes and dries the dishes f Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. • 
perfectly In twojninutes. Every lady who boos I ■ .-■ _ - ■, . ■
itwantsono. I trill dovoto an my future time ■ ~
to the business and expect to clear M,000.00 this I “Spiritual Songs tor tho Use ol Clr-
year. Any intelligent person, can doos well as - j-o rnmnmentlncs and Other Snirit? 
I have done. Write fornarticulars to the Mound

■ city Dish-washer Go., WAR LaCiodaare.. St, I ualistls Gatherings. By Mattle la.,, 
Doula, Mo. ■ MM.W. a g&lL Price 10 oanta. 1

The following remarkable incident is 
related for ihe special benefit of those 
people who think that spirits are 
“fakes.” A young lady in Roxbury was 
playing with some little children, when 
one of them ran towards the hall door 
of the house and seeing a strange 
“man” standing there, stopped in sur
prise and holding up its little hands in 
amazement, said: “Why, there’s a man 
there.” The child’s mother in another 
room saw him and said to the young 
lady: "Miss----- . there Is a man wait
ing in the hallway. I guess he wants to 
see you.”

The lady stepped to the ballway and 
was dumfounded to see a New York 
man there, pale from consumption, 
holding a piece of paper in his hand. 
She knew him at once as her relative 
M----- , and he said to her, holding the 
piece of paper towards her, , “Here is 
something for you. I died last--------, 
and my funeral will be held next 
Wednesday in New York. I came toJ-ll 
you about it.” She stepped towards 
him to get the paper and he suddenly 
dematerialized before she could touch 
his hands.

This young lady did not know that 
the consumptive--relative had really 
died, ,so she wrote to his people and 
asked if it was true that her relative 
M—— had died and were they to hold 
the funeral on Wednesday? They an
swered her and. said that he had died on 
the day she mentioned and would be 
buried the next Wednesday, but then 
they wanted to know how she knew he 
was dead as they had informed no one 
when her message was first sent to 
them, etc.
- Now, was this a ghost, spectre, spirit, 
apparition, sub-conscious ego, vision, 
etcl, or did she dream and the child and 
the child’s mother all dream the same 
thing at the same time in the same 
place? Many of these spirits have writ
ten messages between sealed slates, 
they have had their photos taken. They 
have spoken - through trumpets, medi
ums,''etc. Probably thousands of spir
its have proved that there is a life after 
death,-and yet there are millions of 
people who do not believe. It They do 
not read any Spiritualist papers, al
though several latge. sheets are pub
lished in-the United States and many in 
other lands. The Holy Bible Is full of 
spirit Incidents, which are regarded by 
the experts as scientifically accurate. 
Still, there are people who say: “There 
is no life after death.” Strango that 
such people should push into print.

..GEO. E. LOTHROP, JR.
Boston, Mass.

receive delightful messages. A vol
ume might be filled with commendatory 
letters. Many who began with it as. an 
amusing toy, found that the Intelligence 
controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became convert' to Spirit
ualism.

Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., • 
writes: "I had communications (by the 
Psychograph) from many other friends, 
even from old settlers whose grave- - 
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. 
They have been highly satisfactory, 
and proved to me that Spiritualism is 
Indeed true, and the communications 
have given my heart the greatest com
fort in the severest loss I have had of: 
son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings 
have made his name familiar to those 
Interested in psychic matters, writes as 
follows: "I am much pleased with the 
Psychograph. It is very simple In prin
ciple 'and construction, and I am sure 
must be far more sensitive to spiritual 
power than the one now in use. I be
lieve it will generally supersede the lat
ter when its superior merits become 
known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage 
paid from the manufacturer, for $1.00, 
Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Raliitt Watch Chamu
PBICBS:—Badge Pln.Sl.W: Lapel Button, 11^0;

Sunflower Brooch. 14.00; Maltese Charm, S5.00;
Maltese Pendant, 15.00. This jewelry needs no oth-“ 
er recommend than to say it is the SUNFLOWER 
BADGE, the adopted emblem of Spiritualism. As 
the Sunflower turns its face towards the sun, so 
Spiritualism turns the faces of humanity from.. 
darkness and superstition towards the SunligM 
of Truth and Progression, These beautiful ent* 
blems are for sale at this office.

A Very Suggestive Work Which 
Beams With Spiritual Truths. ;

This is a beautiful book, by Cora 
Lynn Daniels, and It scintillates with 
grand spiritual-thought An idea of 
this work can be obtained by reading 
the titles of a few of the chapters 
therein:.

Thé process of Dying; Light and 
Spirit; Thé Law of-Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; What Is unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God:Soul 
of Man; The Drama; A Day In Heaven. 
Price $1.09.

Revelations from Zertonlem, the 
Prophet of Tlaskanata.

“How to Train Children -and Pa
rents." Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
(he position that in many cases it is the 
parents -that need the training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than 
buying, this little book. Anyone that 

I bdfl'the care of children should read it 
I Price 25 cents;

a iwtna of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

This work was automatically trans
cribed by Geo. A. Fuller, M. D., a gen
tleman who stands high as a lecturer 
and medium. It Is a mine of valuable 
reflections and suggestions. The para
graphs are short, suggestive and in
spiring. Everyone of them leads to 
something higher, grander, 'nobler. 
Price $1.00.
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION! .
. Tub PiiouBEBSiVB Tminkxu will be furnished 
uutUturUies notice at the iolluwiug terms, in
variably iu advance:
One Year,..........  
Blx Months........  
Whir toon Weeks, 
(Single Copy,......

61 00 
mou 
2âeta 
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j. ■ REMITTANCES:
3omlt by Pastoffice Money order, lieKlBtered 

Letter or Draft, ou Chicago or New York. It 
costa trona Ie to 16 eanta to get cheeks cashed on 
local hanks, so do not send them Unless you 
wish that amount deducted from the amount 
seat. Address all letters to J. in FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, III

. VAKE Not WK«
^TAt tho expiration of subscription, if not re

newal, tho paper is discontinued. No bills 
will bosent for extra numbers.

O“If you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis.

jff-Whenever you desire the address of yonr 
paper ichanged, always give the address of 
the place to which it has been going or tho 
change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countrieB is $2.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1905.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money in a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
bo lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th;» you are per
fectly safe, and wilt save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Bdltor-at-L«rge for the National Spirit- 
ualUt Association.

Mr. Tuttle fins been engaged to am 
■wer all attacks in the secular or relig- 
16ns press on Spiritualism. Sand him 
flippings when aa attack is made, civ- 
fog date and name of paper. Address 
film at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
toAny person donating one dollar „ 

. fhe Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S. 
A-, will, if desired, receive, one set of 
spiritual tracts and one copy or “Vio
lets," a. booklet of choice .spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy of
’’Leaves of Truth,” a cloth-bound book 
of instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D- C.

Simply Awful.
Now the statement, confirmed by offi

cial reports, that the Chicago bridewell 
1b' filled to repletion with prisoners; 
that accessions of forty and upwards 
are made daily; that one day last week 
ninety-tour prisoners were received and 
added to the number; that a few days 
ago 2,043 prisoners were confined with
in its prison walls; that the increase 
from last year equals near .50 per cent; 
that. the. authorities are -deeply anxious; 
as to what disposition shall be made of 
the Overflow of prisoners. '

Coming to the outside world, and It' 
seems crime, with disregard of human 
llfe. is rampant. . , - . ;

•. Going out of Chicago, and ¡examining I 
the- statistics of the penitentiaries of 
the nation, and ft is found the foreign ; 
convicts, or those born of foreign pa
rents, amount to from 50 to 75 per cent 
of the whole number.

•Beyond this we have not official re-' 
“borts of to-day; but all know probably ' 
nine-tenths of that criminal class die ! 
Catholics; while near the entire mass. 
were members of Christian ¡churches,; 
else- were reared by: Christian parents [ 
in ¡the dominant faith. Spiritualists,; 
Agnostics and Jews constitute but a • 
small fraction of the criminal class, 
there being more clergymen represent- i 
ing Christian churches In those penal; 
institutions than there are, all told,.nf. 
persons of non-believing sects.

•We are content to allow our readers, 
to make their own deductions as to the 
cause of these conditions. The Cathe-; 
lie priest listens to the confessions of j 
the guilty wretches of hte church, and,; 
with full authority from the pretended; 
words -of Jesus, excuses crime.: Matt 
18,18, “What things soever ye Shall bind. 
on earth shall be nound in heaven; and, 
whatsoever.ye shall loose on earth shall 
be loosed fo heaven.”

So that confession, with perhaps a 
slight penance, excuses crime and is a 
passport to glory.

The Protestant’s belief in JesuB ex
cuses guilt without the intervention 
of the priestly coufessor.

, We -must not forget in passing that 
the slums .of all Catholic .countries in 
Europe during the last years have been 
emptied on the United States, adding 
one million to our population, largely 
of the criminal classes. Can we afford' 
to allow this condition of tilings to con
tinue?

Dowie and His Millions.
Continuing from last week tbe quota

tion from,‘‘PubUc Opinion,” the first 
part relating to Mrs, Eddy and her 
Christian Science appearing in the pre
ceding Issue, we find a greater success 
than she to the founder at Zion City. 
Again we quote:

“John Alexander Dowie, self-styled 
Elijah III, and founder of Zion City, 
near Chicago, is a great speculator in 
real estate as well as a prophet His 
scheme of creating new property values 
by massing his followers upon a farm 
and changing it into a city met with 
such s.uceesB that he now intends to set 
on foot a similar enterprise on a larger 
scale in Mexico. Fifteen years ago, 
when Dowie first went to Chicago to es
tablish his Christian Catholic church, 
he was almost penniless. To-day he , 
has control of many millions, and has 
his eyes on more. In one of hie ad-: 
dresses Dowie gave the following cor
rected statement of his1 anticipation for I 
the future: [

“ ‘Deacon Barnard, Zion’s financial - 
manager and I, once made a list in I 
which we found that there was from 
¥50,000,000 to ¥100,000,000 worth of 
property In the hands of Zion people, 
which they were endeavoring to turn 
into money; it was on Its way and 
would come in perhaps during live 
years. Since then I have been around 
the world, and I have looked at the 
whole situation, and my conviction Is 
that ¥150,000,000 will flow into Zion 
within five years.’

"For three years after Dowie arrived ( 
in Chicago he had a hard struggle. He 
depended much on the receipts of a 
boarding house which he called the ‘Di
vine Healing Home.’ This was man
aged by his wife. The boarders were 
followers who possessed money. About 
four years ago, Dowie, who has dis
played repeated evidence of rare finan
cial genius, bought 6,500 acres of farm 
land, for which he paid $1,250,000. This 
tract of more than ten square miles is 
about forty-two miles north of Chicago, 
on Lake Michigan. There he laid out 
Zion City and summoned his followers. 
Since* then, the value of the land has 
increased to $26,009,000. The prophet 
holds the title to all this real estate. 
His followers, who have built Zion City, 
hold 1,009 year leases.

“Dowie was formerly a Congrega
tional preacher to a little town near 
Sydney, Australia. Tiring of hum
drum village life, he became a sort of 
evangelist, and then drifted to America. 
The methods of tills modern Elijah are' 
best illustrated In his own words. To 
Stimulate the waning, faith in the fu
ture of Zion Clt-v of some of his follow
ers he said:

“ T remember when the land was first 
offered, some of our friends, not seeing 
what Zion was destined to become, 
thought it was pretty stiff tor the gen-: 
eral overseer to ask at the rate of ■ 
¥3,000 an acre—and a little more per-: 
haps. It had cost me ¥200; on the aver
age, I said to them, "Think what we 
are doing. We are giving you streets, 
paries, and sidewalks; and we are plan- • 
ning schools and advantages,” Still it 
looked to .be a high price. J aaid again, 
“The land you buy now at ¥8/000 an 
acre is dirt cheap. It is cheap dirt, and • 
if yon do not take it you will regret it; 
because ¡it will be gone, and you will ■ 
not be able to get It.” It was gone in; 
a week! Oh, that was a boom! 1 be
lieve every acre of that land'has an av
erage value of $4,000.’

“After tbue boasting of the wealth 
that was passing into his hands, Bowie 
made haste to add that he was working • 
for the glory -of Zion and not to enrich 
himself. ‘Why should J ¡care tor; 
money?’ he said, ‘I dp not personally 
need more than-l have. If I .care I 
could keep the proflta after paying what 
I have agreed to the shareholders- You 
know, Judge Barnes, one -at the dea
cons, no one could prevent ■ me.’ ' To ¡ 
this Judge .Barnes, ¡one of ihls deacons, 
replied, ‘You might easily do it.' ‘1 
could pocket the whole ¡thing after pay-: 
Ing interest,' cried the prophet, 'but I 
am true to God and io ZIopt and with
out an iota of selfish motive to my toils 
for this people and for God’s king-; 
dom.’"

Mr. Kirby, the author of this long ar
ticle from which we have quoted, then 
enters into a ¡disquisition on Mormon
ism, and shows that Brigham Young be
came the whole thing to the Mormon ■ 
church Which Hoe Smith founded- 
Though Important, as illustrating how 
persons laboring ito advance tbe lOhrjs- 
tian ¡idea,, became wealthy and success-; 
fUl, yet we shall follow film W> fur-i 
ither, ;

Voltaire®, Volneys, Paines, Huxleys, 
$.dals, Bradlaugha, Ingeraolfo, are 

hnofo fttffii Hdnest
men, all of them, but too learned to en
dorse the creeds of their parents.

There 18 no faith which can boast of 
so many educated persons as the Spirit
ualists. Notwithstanding the tricksters 
who have intruded themselves into our 
ranks, we honestly believe we can show 
^larger per cent of educated persons 
among us than can be found in the 
Same number of any other class of be
lievers in an immortal life.

DEATH OF MRS. E. V. WILSON

Removes Another of the Grand Original 
Workers.

To the Editor:—As you are aware, 
my dear mother passed away last Mon
day morning, and was laid beside my 
dear father, at Lombard, Ill. ,

Mrs. Kayner was in Kansas, and be
ing delayed in a wreck could not get 

■here until after midnight Wednesday.
The funeral services were held at the 

house Wednesday afternoon at three 
o’clock, conducted by the Rev. W. I. 
Housten, a minister of the Christian 
churches at Westville and Wanatah, 
Ind., who makes his home in Valparaiso 
and boards with us. (I keep a private 
table of twelve boarders, as mother’s 
feebleness prevented me from doing 
anything away from home,), He has 
been In our home for nearly a year, and 
was so well liked by mother who used 
to argue with him a great deal, each 
knowing and respecting the other’s be
lief.

Mr. Housten spoke so beautifully of 
mother’s brilliant mind, how well she 
kdpt Informed of the current events 
and how firm was her belief in a future 
life. He read the 12th chapter of Ec
clesiastes, from which mother used to 
quote so often as she leaned on father’s
cane: “I am now »here the 
per becometh a burden, and 
era cease to grind because 
few.’"

In keeping with our lives, 
away of the earth body of

■grasshop- 
the grind- 
they are

the laying 
my dear

mother was Very ■ simple. The plain 
black casket was covered with flowers
sent by loving friends of whom we 
Have so many, though living here but a 
few years; the bouse Ailed with the 
same friends for the services. My 
dear pieces, Esther and Mary (Mia, 
Kayner’s daughters) were.with me and [ 
my sister came at midnight. We took 

, the early train for Lombard and were 
met by Mr. Brooks, Mr. and Mrs, 
Brookins and other friends. Mr- 
Brooks’ words were a sweet solace to 
us as we realized that again our dear 
parents were united.

Mother went without a word, without' 
a murmur, turning her face toward me, 
her dear eyes closed and her suffering 
was over. Dr. Viekery, our physician,, 
who has been so faithful In bis attend
ance, stayed tin the last and a dear 
lady rooming in my home, took charge 
of my boarders and attended to every
thing as only a true friend can. My, 
daughter was away on a short vacation 
and the last thing mother said was at 
midnight when she rallied, "Lois, 1, 
want you to write Ferrisgq and tell her' 
not to come 'home Wednesday, as the 
eclipse may frighten her." Boon after, ‘ 
the change came for the worse-

She was only taken 111 Sunday morn
ing, and the doctor came .in the after
noon. Her condition, was not alarming 
until after midnight when the heart ac
tion became involved. An acute attack 
of stomach trouble, to which she was 
very often subject, was what she was 
taken ¿111 with.

Everything was done that .could be; 
thought of by our kind neighbors and; 
the Rebekah Lodge to which I belong, 
to make the parting with , pur dear; 
mother’s and grandmother’s .earthly 
presence less hard.

I have faithfully tried to remember 
my father’s last words as I hade him 
good-night over twenty-five years ago, 
only to -be .called just as he crossed the 
border: “Stand by your mother, my 
girl, stand by your mother.” Was It a1 
premonition? I nave often thought bo 
and a sweeter pleasure I have znever
had. LOIS WILSON JELLIES.

■N. S-A. COWeNTiON,

To De Held In Minneapolis Minn,, Oc
tober 17, 18, 19 ,an,d 2Q, ¡foQfi,
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How Live Birds, Rich Jewels end Ancient Tablets 
Wore Produced at the Toms Stanford Se
ances, as Set Forth by Addie I. Balin, io the 
Sao Maco Bulletin. -
We present another account of remarkable 

manifestations given through the mediumship 
of that wonderful medium, Mr, Bailey, It reads 
like Ji fairy tale, yet is true in all respects. It 
contains some additional matters of importance, 
not mentioned in the preceding communications, 
and will be read with special interest Mrs Bal
lou is known as an able speaker, an author,,and 
a most excellent artist. Her portrait of General 
Grant is recognized as the best ever produced. 
The Progressive Thinker Leads all other papers 
in presenting something with which every read
er should be tamiliar. Now is the time to send 
in your subscriptions.

THE GOOD ACOOMPLIgHED EY THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER 
IN SENDING OUT THE TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS CAN NOT 
WELL RE OVERESTIMATEP, ORDERS COME IN NEARLY EV- 
’BRY DAY FOR THE ENTIRE SET, AND THOSE WHO RECEIVE 
THEM ARE ESPECIALLY DELIGHTED. IN AT LEAST 20,000 
HOMES THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER HAS BEEN INSTRU
MENTAL IN ESTABLISHING THE NUCLEUS OF A LIBRARY. 
THE TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS FORMERLY SOLD AT PRICES 
RANGING FROM $1 TO $1,50 EACH, MAKING THE COST OF THE 
ABOVE NOT LESS THAN $13. ALL WE REALIZE FOR THE 
WHOLE SET, AFTER PAYING POSTAGE, IS A LITTLE OVER $2 
-r SOMETHING NEVER BEFORE ACCOMPLISHED IN THIS COUN
TRY OR EUROPE. ANY PERSON WHQ SENDS IN A YEARLY 
SUBSCRIPTION AND WHO DESIRES ONLY ONE BOOK, CAN 
TAKE HIS CHOICE OF THE TWELVE FOR ONLY 25 CENTS, THUS 
MAKING THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER THE CHEAPEST SPIR
ITUALIST PAPER PRINTED IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. 
ONLY DUR SUBSCRIBERS CAN PURCHASE THESE PREMIUM 
BOOKS AT THE PRICES GIVEN. ANOTHER NEW AND INTER
ESTING VOLUME WILL BE ISSUED NEXT SPRING.

Si

Educational.
‘“’Tls .education .forms the pommbPi 

mind, !
, Juat as the .twig Is bent .the -tree’s Jn- 

efined,” ■ !
Pope’s words come forcibly to mind! 

ins we read in ¡an exchange, “Japan has i 
|27,138 public schools, in which bOiOSir 
(099 children—about .ope-third of .Japan's, 
population-^-are .taught by 1Q8,369 
¡teachers. This 4s 53% per eent of all; 
children of 'school age In the -empire.” I

What a marvelous -revelation! ¡It ac
counts for the Japanese triumph “t; 
•arms against -Russia-^education in ¿a! 
contest ¿with ignorance and barbarism-■

The same facts were ¿noted In ¡the war; 
between France and Germany. The!

A Thrust From the Pulpit
The "yellow .journalism -Of ¡the PU1- 

p|t” received a thrust before the Ep
worth League Assembly, at Lincoln, 
Neb., the other day, from ¡Rev. 'Stephen: 
J. Herben, editor of the Epworth Her
ald, which should he long remembered. 
The secular press should give it a wide 
circulation. The Progressive Thinker 
quotes with approbation-.

“A sensational preacher,. In place of 
quenching the thirst of souls, adminis
ters a dose of ¡catholic -.acid that cor
rodes and ¡destroys. He is possessed at : 
the devil. He .dishonors -God and tqys 
with the destiny ¡of deluded humanity: 
Shat listens to ,h)s .unholy perform
ances. The buffoon preacher Is a -dis
tressing ¡and wretched anomaly doing 
greater harm by his mouthings and i 
antics than the true ambassador of 
Christ can -correct Ju many a day. He 
is to be stared at and laughed at as a 
freak.”

Yes, he is a freak, a’mountebank, a 
pulpit clown,' dishonoring God, and the 
church Tor ■,which' be filqpl^s bis ? 
pranks. ■ Persons converted (to the ifaith 
under the influence -of such tricks, are - 
probably the -material ¡which a little 
later fill .our jails .and penitentiaries, un
der the convlctfon that -belief In Jesus 
insures eternal rewards. His death on 
the cross paid all the debt they owe. 
The culprit on the scaffold, with a rope 
■ibout his neck, literally swings to < 
®lo.ry. _______ ■_

"Religious and Theological Worke of 
.Thomas Baine," contains bls celebrated 
‘.'Age of ¡Reason," and a .number at Jeb 
ters and discourses .on ¡religious .and . 
theological subjects.' Cloth binding, 489 1 
nages. ¿Tice jL - ■ ‘

soldiers of Germany, no 
camped for the night on

sooner en-, 
Trench ,.soii

than lamps -were Mghtçfl, maps ¿were
spread out. the place .at encampment ’

¡ for the -night -was located, while every 
highway, byway, water course and! 
body of timber wan ¡examined, [and . 
places for rendezvous ¡in case of eepara- 
tion ¡were carefully ¡marked. The topqg- 

l.raphy of 'the country -through [Which 4t 
was proposed jon ¡army ¡should pass, was ■ 
as familiar to the-, common soldier as to 
the ¡resident. The ¡armies ¡of France 
had mo such ¡knowledge, ¡hence their .de-, 
feat. _ ;

And It .is probable the Japanese 
forces In Manchuria were .equally .well i 
posted during their -¡campaigns ^gainst; 
Russia.- -Certainly ¡they ¡have.ahowm .-a 
wonderful Intelligence to ttbelr ¡con
tests with the uneducated 'and poorly 
disciplined Cossacks. . i

¡.Casting the ¡eye backward along the’ 
track of .human progres^, Is it probable 
that the ¡-present dominant -religion 
w.oiild ibe in being ¡had jit .originated ‘ 
with 'an educated people? Its barbaric 
beginning 4s ¡apparent on,every -page -of' 
its history. .Demons and damned spli‘- ■ 
¡its ' have -no place -with a thoughtf ul, p.ul- 
tur.ed people: v ‘

.The various ¡sects as they have 
sprung ¡into ¡being from ¡time to time, -be
tray tho educational character of their 
founders. Take the Mormon church 
whose beginning was-in-the life-time of

। some of us. Joseph Smith was qf Bap-: 
I tlst parentage. He wps mnnlpulated'by 
; a Baptist elder, Sydney Rigdon. His; 
converts were ..tbe uneducated and 
lowly. The accretions camo principally 
from the slums of European cities. As 
Intelligence 1b diffused .among ’ them- 
the tendency Is to ¡disintegration. AftjJ : 
Is not the same true1 of all denomina
tions? The great sass af Liberals, -the -

The thirteenth annual convention of, 
¡the -National Spiritualists' Association 
(will fie held in the First Unitarian 
Church, Eighth .street and Mwy Elooe, ■ 
Minneapolis, Minn., .October. •!?, 1»
and .»o, 1905.

Ameng .those invited and expected to 
participate Jn .the exercises are Rev. Dr.! 
Awifo, WJU-J- Erwood, Mr. and .Mrs. 
IKates, .Oscar Edgerix, Mr- and Mrs, B.; 
w.,Sprasne, Mesdames. ji. f. Reseggue, 
JR. S! Lillie, Laura G. Flxen, Eva Mc-i 
iCoy, Gaule Rldlnger, .and ia’
¡galaxy qf others.

¡Gome .one and oil to the greatest: 
¡Spiritual convention ever field. ;

Special railway nates ¡on the cerflfi-. 
¡cate plan can be secured oyer ,ali Unes. 
,Ask 'yo.ur railroad .agent ,fqr certificate' 
(tickets to the National Spiritualists’; 
¡convention pt Minneapolis;' :the ropnfl', 
¡fare will'be.one. apd .one-third .of a.fare.; 
iDelegates and visitors desiring io re-! 
iCgivp the ¡benefits of this special rate, 
imust 'have their tickets vised by .quri 
railroad agent ¡at.convention foe last; 
¡day, October 20, and pay 25 cents each; 
(for such vising. ’ » J

.Hotel 'Nicollet, a Arst-qlass ‘¡hotel on' 
¡the European plan, will bp headquarters. 
।of the convention. Special rates .for: 
¡good -rooms, one dollar per day each; 
person. Write and secure you? .rooms 

■from Shattuck & Wood, proprietors of' 
• the '¡Nicollet 'Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn. I

The .annual reception .to delegates ■ 
¡and'Visitors will'be held at ¡.the ¿First 
■Unitarian (Jhurch, Monday, -.October 16, ■ 
at'8 p.m. •

All are cordially ¡Invited. Admission! 
•free-to ¡all-meetings.

• jMARY T. LONGLEY, I 
'¡Secretary, 

HARRISON D. BARRETT, ' ,
; President.

TEXAS [STATE .ASSOCIATION.
The Texas ¿State, Spiritualist Ass.ocia-: 

■tion will .hold its annual .convention ;in; 
: ®£fllas, 'Texas, Sept. 29 and 30, .and Oct i 
I. The ¡best taleat'tWlll be employed 
for .the .occasion, and each' evening', 
¡meeting will ;be ipr the exposition ;of 
itnie’SPlritnellSto in its highest.and best 
I light. ’ We ¡hope .for .a ¡large .delegation! 
Land .-for many ¡xlaitors ¡frqm all .parts ¡of; 
the state. ■ LAURA 3. .RAYNE, !

Tresidept T-.s- s-A-.

Waste of time 4 s the most ¡esteava-
1 gant and costly of all expenses.-Theo-: 
phrgatns. . ' -I

I No one tries to mure toe ¡ague .with j 
I prayer.. Quinine ¡has tbeen found alto- 
gether more .reliable. Just ns.soon as a

i specific is found for a disease,--that^ls-, 
ease ¡will bo deft ¡out rot -the list of 
prayer. The number of diseases with i 
which God ¿from time‘to ¡time afflicts i 
mankind is ¡continually, decreasing. -In ¡1 
a few years ¡all-of’them will be under 
the control of man. the.gods-w.lll.'be loft. 
unarmed, and the threats of their 
priests will excite .only ¡a smile.—¡Inger- 
.«Oil... ' ' v' v

. He who remains WltlUn klmseK ¡and.
rules :his ¡passions, ¿desires and tears Is ■ 
mor$ than a king.—Milton. i

.Since the flrat introduction of the, 
matter ;of ¡the .cfoy .tablets which Mr. 
Stanford .offered to Stanford University 
and Which were declined ¡by that Insti
tution ¡as .other tlw genuine, I have; 
been .besieged with .inquiries as to .how 
and -where the tablets were produced,, 
Whence tbe? came; and What happened 
at thefr .coming. The public hais ap
peared fo.he .unusually interested in .the! 
affair, .perhaps because .of Its .jnys.te.ni-; 
pus .element, and because of this inter-! 
esf I will explain, ns far as j am able,, 
the peculiar circumstances attendant' 
upon thqlr materialization.

All ¡do ¡nof possess ¡the ¡gift ¡of faith, i 
¡what to -Romwis visibly ¡apparent, js to 
others bafflipgly wpird. An audienqe' 
iwlll .watch ,tjie cofijuring toats ¡of a -Hm-: 
,du ¡adept with mixed feelings. To some 
they are but the inexplicable “.tricks Qf; 
his trade,” fo,others the direct ¡manUes- 
.tatiQPS pf toe .victory that mind hen 
gafoed over matter. To the sect to. 
Which Mr. Stanford, the late Mrs. ¡Stan-’ 
ford and ¡Mr, .Bailey belong, .they are; 
ascribed to other than normal sources^ 
To these same sources are accredited1 
fhe production.of the different articles 
¡that are ¿exciting .press ¡and public. 
They are regarded .as .being produced 
¡by .those departedbeipgs .who. fake pos-. 
¡session of toe fio&y of Mr. Bailey when' 
ibe is in a ,state-of coma, or, as it is 
¡called “under control.”

Jn ¡tbe -first place, let,me ¡state that 
ih.eUqf ¡is demanded ,qf .none; ¿very -re-1 
[ligious ¡sect that lives ¡is scoffed at ¡by! 
¡another sect which ¡cannot ¡reason along; 
Itheilfoes of ¡the first,: Toeomethe 5rea-; 
is.qplpg prqcesses.^Fe ¡absurd, to^thera: 
¡apparent. ¡.Charity -is -the ¡only (thing 
Ithat makes toleratiomposslble. •

Mr. C. Bailey, ! known ¡as toe ”sensl-( 
five,” .who produced ¡the .phenomena, is 
¡not ¡a ¡well ■educated .¡man. ¡He was, be- 
tore toe knowledge -of ¡his jpowsrj 
■dawned upon Win .-a -laundry -.man-ofj 
Melbourne,^Australia. Honesty,' gopd; 
nature andia certain ¡innate tofinement; 

:4s .written ¡upon-his face. He ¡first came; 
before the .nitbl|e,^ye ¡through ¡the .-intro-; 

. duetlon ¡dr jlr. ¿ Thomas -Stanford,, 
¡brother of ifte late Leland Stanford,। 
¿who ¡being Interested tin ¿occultism, dis
covered ¿and ¡developed ¡the ¡peculiar: 
¡mental-gift ..of toeuaundry -man. The,' 
qpeclal phafte-of (Qiis “sensitive” is the; 

■sudden translation,pt.objects,¡either.an
imate or -inanimate .from ¡any ¡distance 
to the plaib whete .be -may ,be. The: 
d.emonstraiilons itiMtt I am about to -de-' 
scribe took¿placqjlp toe .home of-an in-, 
.tljnate friend of^l.r. .Stanford ¿in -Syd-, 
’Hoy*

Mr. -Baile9 jhadlS|greed with this gen
tleman -to ¿give ajssrles of .six ¡sittings, 
and came^rom JIelb.ourne to. Sydney 
for that purpb6& Although he ¡had; 
never before s?en bis ihost, Mr. ¡Bailey! 
went ¡straight to him through 'the great’ 
crowd at toe dock, and stated that he 
knew him.to be the person he had come 
to .see.

The conditions agreed between :Mr. 
Balleymnd hls ¡host were.rigid in.tho ex
treme, sp ¡as to '.preclude ¡all possibility' 

■ of fraud. ■ -i 1
Thejhost was tomelectall ¡the ¡persons1 

to '.be present at the 'manifestations, 
; Mr.'Bafiey notto he given toe qptlon ot 
¡■either ¡¡rejecting ¿Or ¡recommending any: 
¡¡guest. His wife was ¡.to be ¡excluded' 
i f rem: all toe 'Pihdiings; ’he was to Jiave: 
I no access to the meeting room except

, on the night of ¡the ¡exhibition, and then i 
only when almost all .of the ■guests-’had 
assembled ; ¡he waa to be carefully i 

. .searched by two or three guests before । 
; -every -sitting, and this manifestations ■’ 
! were to take place to .a room absolutely ' 
, without ¡means of concealment for ¡any 
sort-of ¡article, ¡with but .one door, .which ; 
was to be locked before and during I

[ each and every .meeting, ¡the key to ibe 
; kept -by some person chosen by the i 
; host. !

To further eliminate chance of -fraud, [ 
' Mr. Bailey was tied to a targe canvas 1 
' bag, -made 'by fhe ihost, with ¡only hands : 
; and head remaining ¡uncovered, and ' 

sealed to ‘The seals were ¡examined i 
; ¡and ¡certified to immediately after each ; 
^exhibition.

The ¡room selected ¡-was ¡a large one in i 
Queen’s Hall, Sydney, ¡empty ,of every
thing but a ¡table and aiew chairs, ¡with 
np entrance ¡except ¡the dbor. ¿No -one 
was allowed to enfer thé '¡room after it 

‘ was ¡engaged but rhe host and bls sec- - 
retary. About ¡twenty-five persons were ; 

' invited to attend' the first meeting; all! 
' of them were strangers to Mr. Bailey ; 

and ¡¿met him for the -first ¡time on that i 
occasion. i

Mr. Bailey was searched (thoroughly ; i 
, every ¡part ¡of his body and clothing was 
■ gone over carefully without revealing! 

any ¡concealed articles. He entered ¡the ■ 
room, -was enveloped to ¡the-.caifoas ibag, ; 
which ¡was sealed up, ¡and ¡k? was ¡.then ’ 

; seated. :
i to ¡a (few -moments b^ ¡face ;and body ■ 
। untterwenLa change-’asiapparent as sud-1 
. den. He ¡became; ¡another person, /and; 
I[ ¡bis ¿eyes cloap^ ¡as ¡though <he ¡slept. î 

Soon ¡he ¡apuke nnd (announced (that ¡he i 
¡ .was a Doctor Whitcombe of'Melbourne. I 
( It woo at once apparent that Dr. WIHt- 

!c<»ïibé's ¡individuality was distinct and' 
Fdifferent from Mr. ¡Bailey’s. It was dif- 
j ferent in voice, verbiage, manner,-clear- 
j ¡ueBB ¡of .expression, indication . of ¡refine-i 
i ¡ment-and-general-culture. When it de-1 
j [partedrother personalities took control, : 
! .and-introduced'into Mr. ¡Bailey the idif-i 
: lièrent influences tof their .personalities.: 
! ¡One ¿was that of an Egyptian w^owrotei 
, tots .name and occupation 'in what tap-' 
ipeared ¡to be hieroglyphics, ¡and which- 

, -were ¡.subsequently translated ¡by ¡a pro-. 
ifessor of ¡languages entirely Ignorant !

! ¡that the signature had ¡been 'given ; ! 
!'through Mr. ¡Bailey.

At the second meeting in ¡this care- 
: fiflly ¡guarded room ¡objects were mate- 
' rtaiized. More guests hadfieen invlted, 
. ¡till ¡strangers to iMr. .Bailey, toll the 
' newcomers were pronounced skeptics. 
Again the-door was locked and Mr. . 

! BaHny envelopedto'theibag. He.imme-: 
; dlatély Tell .under the 'control of .a per- ’ ■ 

sondlity ¿calling .itself a ,High-caste ¡Hin-’; 
¡du. The .personality was ..particularly 
striking. Mr. Bailey’s .own character 
and being .was entirely obliterated, and 
his ¡manner and hearing were distinctly 
Oriental. The Hindu ordered that the 
light to ¡the .apartment be switched off. 
to. a .second ..the .control stated that he 
had ¡something for the .audience to -see. ; 
Instantly the light was turned -on, dis-! 
closing ,a Jive Third; In Its neBt lying in 
"sensitive's” hand. -It .twittered and 
¡fluttered, apparently much frightened, 
and was described as an Indian jungle 
sparrow. It was given to one of the 
ladies present, and |B still alive. j

When tho fight was again turned off I 
something was’heard to fall heavily.’

It was found to be a clay tablet, sun?1 
kinked apparently, with some indeclpjv 
orable Inscription ¡upon it. Three other 
Similar tablets were materialized in the 
same way at that meeting, and a mango 
seed placed in a flower- pot was made 
to ¿now a shoot to the height of three 
laches.

Hut more wonders were to be dis- : 
qlosed at this gathering. The Hindu, 
.again ordered' the light to be extin-j 
guished, announcing that he had some
thing more to bring, it preyed to be a 
hapoful of Jewels, Burmese rubies a 
whitish stone described as a star sup-1 
Shire, an Egyptian, scwabeus. and ten 
uncut red stones.

On this same day, but earlier In the 
morning, white Mr- Bailey and his host 
were In the Jatter’s library, another tab
let of ¡the nature of those materialized ! 
at the meeting, fell into the room, deep
ly indenting a piece of mahogany furni
ture that it struck.

Perhaps the most remarkable mani-: 
fostatiop of all those occurring at these 
meetings was that of a live fish and a 
sea crab. They were produced in an 
.entirely mysterious manner. The sea, 
crab -was not .alive, but the fish, a spe-: 
ales of shovel-nose shark, was, and: 
died after being examined by the audi- 
enee. Bunches of seaweed, soaked with: 
sea water, were .entangled in the fish 
and .crab.

Here are the articles produced In all 
qf the six meetings:

Ten .coins, described as being those 
of ¡the various reigns of the Ptolemies.

Three coins, described as ancient Ro
man.

One coin, described as Antiochus 
specimen.

One Egyptian soaiabeus.
■One .amethyst (cut). 
One topaz .(cut).
One crystal topaz (uncut). ' ' 
Two cut ruby garnets.
Thirteen uncut ruby garnets. j
One moonstone (uncut). '
One atar-sapphire .(uncut).
Three five Indian jupgle sparrows. 
One bird’s nest.
Two flat clay tablets.
Six soap-shaped tablets.
One Arabic newspaper.
.One sea crab.
One ahoyel-nosed .shark, one foot 

long-
One lot of wet seaweed.
One half-baked chupatti cake, said to 

have come from an Indian housewife’s 
kitchen, half baited and warm, when 
produced. These cokes are of such a 
nature that they will spoil after twenty- 
four hours’ .exposure .to the air.

One lot of alluvial earth. „
.One terra cotta cylinder, weighing 

over .two pounds.
In all, fifty-four articles were pro-, 

duced, and all chance of .concealment i 
on the part of the “sensitive” was ren
dered impossible because, of the rigid 
searches .to which he had been sub-' 
jepted.

The host, however, was not entirely 
satisfied, thinking ¡that some slight 
oversight ¡might pave rendered a fraud 
possible. He therefore suggested to 
Mr. Bailey that he give another series 
of manifestations. Mr. Bailey declared, 
himself willing.

Meantime the host had ransacked his 
brain for .a more rigid test, something, 
that .shoud satisfy the most skeptical.- 
Happening to meet a friend one day,: 
he explained the .circumstances to him.'

He suggested that a piece of mos-i 
quite netting .be procured and placed 
over Mr. Bailey, fastened :at the bot
tom, and secured at the top. A cage, 
was accordingly made, -covered wlPj, 
netting, and left open at ¡the base, 
Bailey was searched, put into t% mos- 
guito cage, and the bottom squared with 
wide-adhesive plaster as Win as nailed 
to the -floor. Not oven ttea tiniest sliver 
of paper could find -efikpance at the base 
or sides of the cago/ So secure was the. 
cage that the b-W.c offered $20 to anyone1 
present who^oubi Insert a tiny coin 
ifito the net cage without betraying.the 
spot, ^'number of those present at
tempted the feat in order to satiety 
toCmselves personally, but no one sue-. 
■heeded.

But four.tests were given in this sec
ond series, all equally wonderful with, 
the manifestations in the first series..' 
In addition to coins, a beautiful un
itanned leopard skin rug -was manifest-; 
sfl and given to tlie host, .a plant was 
made to grow and to -bear-leaves, an in-; 
dian cap, richly ¡ehibroldered, several 
dive birds, a pair of satin slipper shapes; 
¡embroidered in silver alter the fashion' 
iof the far 'East and a number of pre-, 
iciousstones.

At two of the meetings a hand was 
materialized so plainly that even the- 
mails could 'be seen. The bands ended, 
lat the wrist, and were evidently mem-' 
Ibera of a ¡person of quite a different ¡per-! 
¡son to the "sensitive.” Many different: 
[persons took control of Mr. Biiley,
’talked in different languages and ex-
¡erted different influences and impres-, 
isions upon iiim.

Other manifestations were given of. 
Mr. Bailey’s marvelous power when !the': 
"sensitive” was supposedly-in a ¡normal 
condition. -One day while in a shop; 
with his host, a coin ¡fell at the host’s 

. feet. It was -a silver ¡piece of the reign; 
•of the Ptolemies, tin exoeedinly -oldi 
coin, and very valuable. At another,' 
time while warming ¡his hands at the, 
open fire a tablet Tell at Mr. Bailey's 
back, denting ¡itself from contact 'with a,' 
chair which it ¡struck in Talling. This! 
was one of the several tablets that !h'ate 
since been ¡offered ¡to ¡the University and1 
rejected. ;
-It 1b a singular fact ¡that Mr. Bailey 
neither can nor attempts to explain the 
phenomena of which he Is the involun-, 
tary agent He demands mo price ¡of 
the public for the manifestations, re
garding money as unnecessary to one 
Who, like himself is endowed with gifts 
that predlude the necessity of financial, 
means.

Whether or not the tablets are genu-.' 
ine .seems to be the present point of 
controversy, and the one occasioning 
all the difficulty. From Mr. ¡Stanford’s 
standpoint be is 'justilled in his-actions, 
as the University is justified .in Its 
deeds. As I -Baid before no one is asked

to believe beyond his ability. He is 
merely asked to .exercise charity in his 
Judgments and reason in his doubts. - 
The well authenticated facts of one 
man’s honest research and investiga
tion are worth volumes of denials of 
skeptics and ¡scoffers who have neither 
opportunity nor inclination to investi
gate any new thing.

AUDIE L. BALLOU. 
San Francisco, Cal.

RUSSIA A|ND ITS TORTURES.

Horrible Atrocities Incita the Use of 
the Bomb. t

to n number of tne Outlook there was 
published a story of Katherine Beresh- 
kovsky, a Russian woman revolution
ist, now in this country, to which she 
gives some of her own experiences, to
gether with that of other women. She 
was a noblejnaa's daughter, but im
bibed the desire to assist in liberating 
her people when only a girl. The cour
ageous spirit of the woman is shown in 
her account of ner first sacrifice, she 
says: “I was at this -time twenty-six 
years old. My husband, like me, had 
a whole life before him, and therefore I 
¡thought it only fair to speak frankly. 
I asked him if he were willing to suffer 
exile or death in this cause of freedom. 
He said be was not. Then I left him."

She then described her flrfet experi
ence in a Russian prison: "In jail, I was 
led down to the ‘black hole.’ I was 
pushed in, the heavy door slammed and 
bolts rattled in total darkness. I took 
a step forward and slipped, for the floor 
was soft with filth. I stood still until 
deathly sick; I sank down on a pile of 
straw and rags. A minute later I was 
Btung sharply back to consciousness 
and sprang up covered with vermin. 
I leaned against the walls and found 
them damp. So I stood up all night in 
the middle of the hole. And this was 
the beginning of Siberia."

Later on she thus describes what hap
pened to some of her friends at the 
prison at Kara in Siberia: “Kara grew 
worse after I left, to hint at what hap
pened, I’ll tell briefly the story of my 
friend Marla, a woman of deep educa
tion and refinement. Shortly after my 
going Marla saw Madam Sigida strike 
an official who had repeatedly insulted 
the woman. Two days later she saw 
Sigida die, bleeding from the lash; that 
night she saw three women commit 
suicide as protests to the world; she « 
knew that twenty men attempted sui.jJI 
■cide on the night following, and she de- 
termined to double the protest by as- ' 
sassinatlng the governor of the pro
vince, who had ordered Siglda’B flog
ging. Her prison term over, she left 
her husband and walked hundreds of 
miles to the governor's house and shot 
him. She spent three months in a cold, 
dirty, 'secret cell', not long enough to 
lie In or high enough to stand up, sleeps 
ing on the bare floor and tormented by 
vermin; she was then sentenced to be 
hanged.”

Now, if these terrible statements -of 
the demoniac cruelty, upp'eid and iprac. 
ticed by the political Cnristianity and 
the government of Russia upon her own 
subjects are true, the unfortunate peo- 
ple have but one method of redress and 
teat is—-the Jjomb. King Charles of 
Si110. «“Braved upon his cannon,
,, Argument of Kings.” May
it not be possible that in Russia the 
eomb may prove to be the last argu- 
fiYjnt of the people? And are they not 
justified in using it? Now, it the de- 

; struction of one inhuman monster, who 
upholds and orders the execution of 

. these horrible atrocities, this wholesale 
murder system of autocracy, would be 
the means of saving a hundred of the 
common people from torture and death, 
would it not be better that the one 

. should go? Furthermore were you sat
isfied that the statements made ¡by the 
woman we have quoted are true, and 
you were in St. Petersburg standing 
near a revolutionist with his arm raised 
ready with a bomb to hurl an outocrat 
out of physical life, one noted for his 
cruelty to the people, would you at
tempt to stay his hand?

We believe that better days are in 
store for unfortunate Russia, and that 
this awful sacrifice of human life on 
the altar of liberty has not been in 
vain; that the cry of the blood of her 
martyrs to heaven will yet be heard, 
that some deliverer like Washington, 
some Garabaldi, or ¡perhaps some Tous- 
slant Louverture, ¡the ¡dusky deliverer, 
of .Hayti, will yet arise, and that the:" 
time is not far distant when a new 
tern of government will be adopted, la Sf 
which all the people shall have a voice, ' ’ 
a ¡time In which this old system of “hell 
on earth" shall pass away, and a new, 
heaven and a new earth of peace and 
prosperity to the whole country shall 
take its place. A new condition to 
¡which education shall supplant ignor
ance, -and intelligence overcome super
stition. Then a new nation will arise 
¡from the ashes of the dead past, ¡bring, 
¡ing into life children, possessing all the' 
characteristics of unflinching courage, 
self-sacrifice and love of ¡liberty, such 
ns we have already described as now. ’ 
tow held by the revolutionists. True 
that at the present time the condition 
of the peasantry is one of .humility and 
¡of 'ignorance, but there is a better day 
¡coming. It’hhs ‘been said that "No soli 
¡can ¡grow genius, no seed can produca 
it, it Springs into being in . spite of ¡all 
laws, rules and regulations. ‘No hovel 
¡is safe from it,’ says Whistler.”

Under such changed Conditions as 
we have describad ft Is not impossibla 
■that before the close of the presefil 
■century Russia ,mtty become the center; 
of the highest manifestation of ¡the arts, < 
¡science and education, together with 
the most liberal and advanced religious 
thought of nil Europe. Within that ■ 
time She may yet produce among ¡hei 
men and women some of the grandest ■ 
and most noble characters ¡the worU 
has ever known. ■■

MEREDITH B. LITTLE.

The «miles of infants are said to bf 
the .first fruits of human reason;—H. M, 
Hudson.
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unison with the Bethlehem angels: ■ ; .
"For peace we pray, peace to the world of mm, 
For hush of hate and spite and brutal strife; ■

By wrecking peaceful peasants’ lives! 
Be still— be still! .

’Tis hell that drives!

world.” :
' There are a few Spiritualists and many liberal Christians as well as 
Quakers and Shakers who stand firmly upon the olive-branch embow-. 
erod platform of arbitration and peace as. against all wars. To this 
end one of our New England poets, Rev. William Brunton; thus sings in.

“God help the babes! God bless the wivXl 
Shame on the priests that whet the knivdil ■ 
Shame on the church whose altar thrives j, .

“How long, O Lord, before thy shrine 
Shall meh'pray, ? Vengeance,* Gbd| is tiring 
Then worship Moloch as divine, . . .
And drink the battle ’s bloody wine ?

Be still—be still !

It is needless to say timt .some ware meMioned-.initheiOld Testament, 
were expressly commanded by the Lord. Take thAfollowfog'sentences1 
as suggestive texts:

" For when you go outto battle against them, theLord will, be with 
you. ** The battle is notiyoure, but G^

"The ljord of hosts uumbereih the hosts.for. the battle. * * And many 
fell down slain because tlie war was of God.”

"God taught my hands to war so that a bow of steebis broken. * 
God has gone forth:before thee.to smite them in battle.”

" Then shall the Lord goforth and light against those nation^ as when 
he fought in the day of battle.”
“Our God shall iightTor usj'the battle is ours because the Lord of 

hosts leads the hosts,” ' . _
"And Samuel hewed Agag'in pieces before the Lord in'Gilgal."
*!Let him bring a young bullock without blemish unto the Lord. * * 

And he shall bring the bullock unto the door of the tabernacle of the, 
congregation before the Lord, and shall lay his . hands upon the bul-i 
look’s head and kill the bullock before the Lord. * • * And the priest 
shall put some of the blood upon the horns of the altar of sweet incense 
before the Lord.”—Leviticus,

"And the priest’s custom with the people was that whenthe priest’s 
servant came, while the flesh was in seething, he should strike a flesh
hook with three teeth into the pan, or kettle, and all that the flesh-hook 
brought up the priest took for himself. * * And also before they burnt 
the fat, tlie priest’s servant eamc and gave flesh to roastifor the priest.” 
—Samuel.

I quote these biblical passages from the Old Testament, which Jews 
and Christians alike hold to be divinely inspired, On Sabbaths and 
Sundays they read chapters from .the Old Testament and select texts 
therefrom as a base-work for their sermons, seemingly forgetful of the 
Christ of the hew. and higher dispensation, who said'. "For the law was 
given by Moses, but .grace and truth come by Jesus Christ.” And 
again: “Christ is the end of the law through righteousness to every one 
that believeth,” ,

That there are gems .and pearls < of inspiration in the Old Covenant 
collections—especially !the/prophets— is admitted; but the general 
trend of Mosaism (which included the Israelitish priests and their 
teachings) is along the line of retaliation—the blood of kids, of heifers 
and bullocks, "eye for an eye,” tooth for a tooth;” "if a man shed 
blood, byman shaU’his blood be shed.” In a word—AVAR! "War,,which 
Senator Charles,Sumner pronounced "a trade of barbarism, and a 
damnable profession.” ...

During the nineteenth century 14,000,000 of human beings died in 
■ consequence of war,-it is said; and statistics areshown to the effect that 

Napoleon caused the,direct death of 2,^00,000 men, while in all fully! 
8,000,000 died for his glory. ' ,

It is estimated that the war of the Crimea cost 300;000 lives; our 
American war, 5,000,000; Prussia doomed 800,000 to death between 
1860 and‘1871; and during theRussio-Turkish war, the French and Ger-, 
man'war, the South American wars, the Boer war in South Africa, the 
present Japanese and Russian war in Manchuria, millions upon millions 
have fallen and are falling upon blood-stained battle-fields, or have 
died—gashed, bleeding and maimed by the wayside, ordied in grim and 
gruesome hospitals; mule bridges were burned, houses were roofless, 
pastures herdless, and women at home left to mourn, children to cry for 
a father’s care, and sisters weeping for a brother’s love.

To be more specific, Waterloo, upon which the fate of Europe hung' 
for a time, lost 51,000 from her three armies. Sherman left 37,000 sol
diers upon the field of blood or in hospitals between Chattanooga and 
Atlanta, and Grant lost *60,000 men in the Wilderness. Shiloh cost us 
13,000, Spotsylvania 35,000, and Gettysburg, 23,000. And saying noth
ing of Russia and Japan, think of the mighty armaments of Germany, 
England, France and other European powers to-day flaunting-the motto. 
—‘‘In time of peace prepare for war.” JuSt as well.say in times of so
briety and temperance, ‘“Prepare for drunkenness.” 
r Japan and Civilization.

Sector ,J. i®. Peebles.
During our late "war with Spain, Sunday bull-fights in; Christian Spain; 
were inaugurated and urged ,on ate a means of-paying off Spanish wan 
expenses. Were these .officers,'these blood-maddened witnesses to Sun-: 
day bull-fights, Christians ? Were they followers of the Prince ofi 
Peace? ' ■ i

There were 88,500 lives- sacrificed'upon the war-altar during the 
I’aiico-German war; and the Emperor William, informing Augusta'of 

the latest victory, devoutly thanked God, and the people catching the in-' 
spiration, marched through the streets of Berlin, singing—■

"Ten thousand Frenchmen sent below, 
Praise God from whom all blessings*flow.”

The distinguished Dr. Dillon, who was with Europe’s allied armies in 
the war with China, writes this of the Christian soldiers’’treatment of 

won?en: "All along to Pekin it was the saipe sickening story 
of Chinese girls and women, of all ages from six to sixty, insulted first 
and bayoneted afterwards. I knew of many whose wives and daugh
ters hanged themselves on trees aud drowned themselves in garden 
wells to escape a worse fate. ”
mi^n5»^eSj iP’™es were the representatives of the Christian nations, 
ihls nte-and-drum -Christianity, the Greek church, is now fighting in 
Manchuria, and her priests are urging the Czar do continue the war, 
while Count lolstoi, branded by churchmen as an "infidel.” is plead
ing and praying for peace.

During :the ten crusades in Europe, begotten by bishops and monks 
and called the holy wars,” 2,000,000 human lives were sacrified to 
wrench an empty tomb in Jerusalem from the grasp of Mohammedans.

beetarian Christianity, whether Roman, Greek, Coptic or Protestant,, 
that prates of the beatitudes, is a blistering shame, ■ a. brazen-faced 
sham, and the author thereof an Oriental myth. No Jesus Christ ever 
lived as the-popular pulpit represents. With-few exceptions, church, 
and Pylpfl pray and preach war—War! They bless war cruisers and' 
torpedo boats, and encourage boys’ brigades; but the true Christ of the 
Gospels, aflame with the divinity of love and brotherhood, said: ' ‘ Put 

thy sword; ’ return good for evil;” "blessed ^re'the peacemak
ers; and the angels of God in the birth-hota of the Prince of Peace 
sang under the bending Bethlehem skies, "Peace on earth and good will 
among men.”. • . / ,;
- The blessed Christianity of that poor, persecuted Nazarene, outlined 
In ina sermon on the Mount and enlarged upon and illumined in John’s 
r 0S§e ’ r b® believed—is yet to be tried—is .yet to be practically

■ P^Ga^lnsly .pray of ¡prelates, preachers -and ehureh-mienibers 
<tp become born of the spirit, to become in word and deed, Christians, be
lieving in the father-motherhood df'God, the brotherhood of man, the 
.sisterhood uf woman, the ministry of angels and.the life of the Christ, 
■living it—living it daily, as did ’He oUCaTvary who Said : "I am the 
iresurrection and the life. ” t

Paul and the templed priests of Paganism, and not the Christ of Naz- 
arethj were the authors oT this 20th Century CJiristianifaf. Constantine, 
styled the first'Christian; emperor,” was aA armojf-clfl® waffior and’-ia 
murderer, and instead Of Pagan Rome befog obnViil'ted. under him to 
CuriStianity, Christianity itself, with its bishops1 anfftiiriests; ‘became 
largely Pagan in its worst form, persecuting Jev's' iffi'd pillaging the’ 
homes of heretics. - .. . . .

When Bishop Cox of Western New York, wrote' a fiiiMber of years 
ago a fiery, unchristian war poem, a peace poet- connect^lwith the secu
lar press thus rebuked him:

' Just recently a Japanese scholar and statesman is reported to have 
said in scorching irony: •‘‘Centuries ago, though we published Aesop’s, 
Fables and many other books, and had our artists, painters, sculptors, 
philosophers—we were called .heathen and barbarians ; but now that we 
have great battleships, now that we have torpedoes and cannon, which- 
redden the China Sea with the .blood-of our killecLand those we kill,- 
you call us brave and praise us. Our torpedoes roar, out shrapnel 
•shi’ick, our cannon breathe slaughter, and we die and are the cause of 
thousands and thousands of deaths. And you Occidentals say to us:' 
"You have won your rank; you have civilized yourselves. You are 
how a civilized people, patterning after Christian nations.’ ” What a 
crushing comment upon popular Christianity!

Famed the world over through his books, Mark Twain,, writing near 
the close of the last century of what the nineteenth century had to-'trans- 
mit to the twentieth, said: "I bring you the stately matron named 
Christendom, returning bedraggled, besmirched and dishonored, from 
the pirate raids in Manchuria, South Africa and the Philippines ; and 
with her soul full of meanness and her pockets full of boodle and her 
mouth full of pious hypocrisies. Give her soap and a towel,_ but hide 
the looking-glass!”

Writing of the wars of Christian nations, the poet Parkinson says:
"Above, tie shriek of shot and shell, 
The smoke of war, thp breath of hell, 
Above the tide of human gore, 
The battle’s shock and cannon’s roar— 
Above alkthese, which sinews are 
That draw Greed’s Juggernautie car. 
And ever leaves within its wake 
Despoiled, distorted human shape— 
O Lord of hosts, above this din, 
The wail of pain, the curse of sin, 
Omnipotent Jehovah, hear 
A breath of earnest, simple prayer!
“Christendom! What shame is here ! 
She, whose hired murderers 
Flaunt her banners to the breeze 
In the islands of the seas !
Christendom! Her robes a-stain 
With the victims die hath slain ! 
Kings—‘Defenders of the Faith,’ 
Constantine to Edward—hath 

In the name of God, misled
O’et-a highway paved with deàd, , 
The misguided sons of men :
Feasting them with gore and gain !

1 Erring minister and priest
I Standing by to bless the feast 1’* x i

^¡Ore So-Called Christian Nations Christian—Can True Christians Eight?'
The demon of war, dipping its pen in rivers of blood, has traced a 

‘ > tale among the ages, and along the Christian centuries, that crimsons: 
the cheek and.stirs the heart in deepest sorrow. As a so-called infidel 
¡has said—"Christians pray like saints-and fight Tike devils.”

It is expected that the wild animals, ranging the.forests; will'fight, 
because -they are animals; and the nearer the-tribes and nations ap
proach the selfish, animal plane of existence, the more do they engage 
in war and thirst for blood. When, the pious Abbot Ciatoux, on the 
pa airing and destruction of Beziers, was inquired of how they could dis
tinguish between the heretics and the Christians, " Kill them all—kill 
them all,” was the heartless answer of the Abbot, “God will know his 
^^Dmfog our so-called Civil War, 600 battles were fought, and the pro
cessed ministers of Christ (Him who said, "Blessed are the peace mak
ers.”) preached in favor of war, and prayed for victories—victories nn 
11 ‘ our side? ’ Bishop Polk of Louisiana, laid Aside Iris Episcopal robes, 
his prayer-book and Bible, and led one wing of the Southern army on to 
the bloody battlefield of slaughter and death. Later in the war he was; 
Ehot dead ; proving the teaching, "he that taketh the sword shall perish' 
Jjv tliB sword*

The distinguished Gen. Jackson, called ‘.‘Stonewall Jackson,” main
tained morning and evening prayers during 8(U his campaign. His negro 
Blave-boy used to say, "Thar’s gwine to be a big fight to-day; Massa, 
proved one big, long hour dis mornin’.” And tlie Rev. Mr. Miller,.com- 
mandin" a battery in the corps, had his church bells.meltcd down into 
cannon Tails when the ordnance stores were low, tri shoot down the. 
Northern Christian soldiers. In the present Manchurian war, the 
'Greek ehureh officers and soldiers have their chaplains to pray for con- 
nuests and some of them carry the crueifixin their hands to urge on the 

'Russian soldiery to battle, amid the rolling of drums and the roaring of. 

eain°tiie South African war, both the English and the Boers had their: 
chaplains eadh praying to the God of Battles-.for victory on thèir own 
side Such unchristian scenes among Christians are soul-sickening.-

“Thouman of God (?) who thus implore— 
Thy brother’s sacred blood to.pour : q 
In hateful tides of turbid gore - 
From Dardanelles ^Danube’s shore , M

Be still—be still! ‘ U
Blaspheme no more! , ■

O, heart of mine! ” , . 1
' s ' *

Modifying somewhat, wc feel to add:
‘‘Come, holy peace! May Muscovite 
And Japan end their wretched fight, 
That-souls with songs may hail the sight, 
And children flock with flags of white—

■ Be still—tbe still! .. . -
O, sacred sight!”
'War Useless and Merciless.

War suspends every idea of justice and humanity, and is entirely in
efficient towards redressing wrongs. It multiplies-instead of indemni
fying losses, and while Lord Brougham pronounced, it the greatest of 
human crimes, Benjamin Franklin said, "there wés never a good 
war nor a bad peace.” Portpus exclaimed : ' . .

"One murder makes a villain; ■ "
Millions a hero.. Princes were privileged' )

. To kill, apd numbers sanctified the crime.’t 1 .
Happening to be in Cape Town, Africa, when the much-praisecl Henry 

M. Stanley with his party finished his journey across the. Dark Conti
nent, I heard him boast in a speech bf the thirty battles üe had fought' 
with the natives, mowing them down like grass—leaving théir unburied. 
bones to bleach "neath Afric’s burning suns. And Cape'Town feasted 
■and lionized him to the extent that the English church deán, in rich Hin- 
ners and carriage drives, showed him special favors; and all this, while 
orphans were crying for bread under the shadows of towering church 
steeples. ':

War for conquest, for territory, for revenge, for capitalists; and com
mercial combinations has not one redeeming quality; It is not merely 
inhuman, it is barbarian, and it utterly faite to accomplish any osten
sible purpose for good. It is. the principal cause of the great national 
debts of Europe and the further cause of excessive tax^uens. .It viti
ates morals, corrapts the young, -and sets at. defiance every principle of 
justice and fraternity. It is ’dueling on a most reekless scale. It is offi
cial and governmental jnurder. • It-is bestial butchery $n! blood-soaked 
battlefields.' '• ' , i

Unlike the mechanic or the farmer, the soldier’siraderis to trample: 
‘down harvest fields—to bum fam houses, to sack tad biirn towns and 
eities-tto depopulate nations and convert fruitf ill and '.lands into; 
a barren wilderness—to shoof down the enemy, who Iw pever person
ally in jured him—to drive people fpom their houses andhomes to freeze 

‘and scourge—to make widows and orphans—to cut andTriangle human, 
flesh—to break human bones and tear human bodies ‘i^pkees. In á 
word, to shoot and stab men -and starve woitden and .c^ldrent This is? 
the soldier’s work, directed by-proud, gaudily-decorated and gold- 
trimmed officers, hot for fame and glory. ei uqn ■

The thought—the whole scene, is a degrading abonuhatidfl. .whether 
home, internecine or foreign. We dreip it as we Wot^Jd tW'c°al that 
burns or the serpent that stings. . • Je - ft-:

i The Early Christians Would Not Fighl’ b”
It will,not be denied by‘any . student-of history that !fbr tl8? first two 

or three hundred years after ’Christ, every person emb^ficinffihristián- ¡ 
ity refused to fight. 1 If pressed by the government.to wist, J^eir reply? 
was: "No, Ihave enlisted under the banner of the Friate-ofiPeace. T 
cannot fight; ‘and cannot because I believe in Him, whiJ^aidpMy king
dom is not of this world; if it were,then would my semnts ’ ’’

"We Christians are superior in this,’’ said St. Jerome,Ave do not; 
fight with our enemies.” And the .good.St. Martin exclaimed (300 A. 
D.), "I am á soldier of Christ. I follow peace, and thfeefdie will not 
fight.” . -- ;

If Jesus Christ were to reappear to-day, with flowing hair and san
daled feet, clad as of-old in coarse Syrian costume, tot'how many be-: 
sides Quakers, Shakers and the Communiistic Amanas of Iowa, coulibe 
approvingly say: "Ye are not of this world, even as I am not of the

For’sense’severe of sacredness of life, 
For hope to fallow out love's finer plan ! 
Let our America stand'ih the van ...
And,put on evikpassion, ceaseless ban!
No need of wkr tritìi cannon, sword 'aud''gun j 
No need antagonizing race with race ;
Let reason rule and brotherhood increase;
Now with new century of light begun— 
Give us the sweeter, grander gift of grace— 
The world-wide beatitude of peace f” !

.How-Shall Wars Be Ended?
To further dwell upon the enormities and barbarities of war would be 

the work of supererogation. No poet can picture, nor artist put oh 
canvas its miseries and horrors. (

But how shall wars be ended ? This is the question of questions. 
Both Quakers and Shakers as organized societies have given for a cen
tury and more, powerful testimonies against duels 'hnd all kinds of war. 
The Monthly Peacemaker, the Universal Péace Union, the Pennsyl
vania Peace Society, of which Alfred H. Love is president and a tireless 
worker; the Delaware Peace Society, the Connecticut Christian Peace 
Society, the Lake Mohonk Conferences for International Peace and Ar
bitration, under the influence of that devoted, generous-hearted arbi
tration advocate, Albert K. Smiley ; these, all these, have done and are 
doing yeoman service in the interests, of universal peace. Biit, dh, the 
Work—the educational wofk yet to be done !

What has the church done in the.past for arbitration? What is it do
ing to-day for a world-wide peace ? Did it ever, as an. organized body, 
originate and perpetuate a reform? Never ! Fred Douglas (once a 
slave), lectured, we are tqld/for twenty years updh the wrongs of Afri
can slavery before a church door was ôpènéd to him. Truly did 
Beecher say: "The best commentary upon the New Testament was a 
good, pure, Christian life, but thè edition,” he added, "was nearly ex
hausted.”

It is not enough to plead bèfórè Congresses and Parliaments. It is 
not enough to lop off hère and there some offensiva, war branches; we 
must go to the root, to the foundation, to conception, and to the all-im- 
¡poftant impressionai period of gestation. Why was Bÿion sò rash, im- 
piilsive and emotional ? It was born in him. During the gestative 

‘months the mother was bewitched to attend theatres, listening to amus
ing comedies and the wildest tragedies. Why was Napoleon the War
rior he was? Because the mother prior to his birth talked of wars, and 
conceived the strange idea that she wcMild like to witness à battle. Ac
cordingly the Bonapartes went to Italy where a battle was raging, and 
riding horseback upon a mountain she looked down and saw two small 
armies in a deadly combat ; rtnd Seeing the tramping of horses, the can
nons’ curling smoke and the flashing Steel, it left the pre-natal impress 
of war and htiman butchery upon tho uhbórp Napoleon. We all re
member the Massachusetts boy-murderer, still imprisoned, who when 
nine or ten years of age had stabbed threp boys and killed one. And 
why ? Effects h'aVe their necessary causes. The father was a butcher, 
and the about-to-be mother would persist in seeing Him kill the poor ani
mals. And when she saw their throats cut, saw the. crimson currents 
and the blood-stained knife, it left the impress of murder, the ‘ ‘ mother’s 
mark,” oh thé lïnborh/èhild. It is well that butchers aie not allowed 
to act as jurors. They are men Of blood and generally great family 
breeders, begetting more Cains than Abels.

Prof. Peelman, of the Bonn University, treating recently of prenatal 
impressions and heredity, investigated and traced the descendants of a 
woman famous for prolific multiplying and who was a confirmed scold, 
given to quarreling and frequent drunkenness, dying in the early part 
Of the last century. He ascertained that of her descendants, 30 were 
soldiers, 106 professional beggars of illegitimate birth, 181 were women 
who made a trade of unchastity, 64 were inmates of poorhouses, 7 were 
Condemned for murder, and 76 were convicted of other crimes. The 

.professor, saying nothing of the-lust and terrible crimes of this family 
estimates that the total cost of tips family to society and the state has 
been-$1,260,000. Sin is always expensive, not only financially, but mor
ally and spiritually.

Well do I understand the stock reasons for justifying wars. With an 
air of triumph we are told that the Greeks taught the proud Persians a 
needed lesson of humility on the fields of Marathon—that the Goths and 
northern hordes of Europe taught the Romans the necessity of union 
and the efficacy.of patriotism—that King George the third and his 
armies were taught by our forefathers the injustice of unjust taxation, 
and that our four years' of Civil War freed the slaves and subdued the 
South.

•Neither that war nor the outcome of it subdued the South. Satan 
'cannot cast but Satan nor redeem souls. Wars by superior physical 
and martial forces may conquer, but they cannot' subdue—only the 
divine principles of love and wisdom can touch the heart and subdue. 
Not mentioning the desolated homes, the suffering prisoners,"the crip
pled limbs, the armless sleeves, the gore-stained dead, embodying the 
flower of our country ; the vast sums of -money spent in those years of 
fratricidal war with*600 battles, would have purchased the freedom of 
every slace and put a schoolhouse in every southern township.

The Puritans and Pennsylvanians.
Those acquainted with American history remember the horrible war

fare between the early New England settlers and the native Indians. 
Those churchianic Puritans that banished Roger Williams and perse- 
cuted Quakers, literally hated the Indians and went armed, and they 
built fortified places and went about armed with swords and guns. The 
natives knew this, and it was no uncommon thing for the Indians to 
suddenly attack the whites in the fields and their houses, braining 
babes and scalping adults. Mark the contrast! When William Penn 
and a few Europeans sympathizing with him, moored their barks on the 
shores of this New World, they met the Indian tribes along the banks of 

! the Delaware as friends and brothers. Later, under the shadows of an 
: old, elm, the good Quaker Penn, in his plain drab dress, met the as
sembled chiefs, sub-chiefs, and tribal warriors, as peaceful friends and 
neighbors. He addressed them in tones as kind and sweet almost as 
angels use. He said, in substance : "We are children of the same Great 
Spirit. The sun shines and. spring-time comes to us all alike. Weare 

: brothers. We wiR live together in peace, as though one man’s body 
were eut in two parts—bone of bone, and flesh of flesh.- I will be just 
and kind and good to you and love you as my soul-biothers. ” The old 
chief, sitting a few moments in meditation, smoking his pipe of peace, 
arose and said : ‘ ‘ This paie-face speaks good talk. He calls us brothers. 
His tongue speaks straight. We love this white man, and we will live 
in; peace with him and. his white tribe as long as the sun shall shine or 
these waters roll towards the ocean."’

Here was a treaty of pea.ee signed without blood, and sealed with the 
Christly principles of love and friendship.

Thin Colonial community was constituted mostly of Quakers who 
carried no ‘arms, nor did they construct any garrisons for safety, but, 
panoplied in kindness and good will, they pursued their peaceful, indus
trial avocations on their farms and in their homes, and they were 
neither molested nor harmed by their neighboring Indian tribes. This 
was a victory for peace—a beautiful, practical illustration of the Christ- 
spirit: "Love your enemies.” Gautama Buddha of the Orient taught 
the-same .general principle, that human life was sacred' and that it was 
absolutely wrong to kill either human beings or the harmless animals ; 
and it is a historic fact that Buddhist nations have never been aggress
ive ; but have ever sought to avoid thè merciless ravages of war.

During our (itnJCivil War, the Shaker communities north and south 
were rebuked by neighboring soldiers and governmental officials for not 
enlisting? The injustice was‘almost unbearable. Finally, the believ
ers, (mcknamed “Shakers”), replied: "We believe in our Father-- 
Mother God' ; we believe in the.Ghrist of the New Testament—believe in ' 
thè Christ-ordcr of peace, and in the gifts of the Spirit, and therefore 
in conscience cannot go onto battlefields and -fight.”

"But,” said the. army officials; "you must—you will have to onlist or - 
be drafted.” . . '

“ lirait us if you ch’oòse,” was their calm response, “but, abiding by ! 
our principles, we will not leave ottr homes and go off tò fi^ht.”

"Very well, if you will not go when drafted nor pay for sending a 
substitute, the authorities will imprison, you.” ’
¿"Imprison us—imprison us if you choose. Paul and Silas were im- 

.prisoned. Mother Ann Lee was imprisoned in Manchester. ' Yea ! Im- ; 
prison us, if you will. We can—we will, if compelled, go to prison, ; 
and we. will lie there and rot—LIE THERE AND ROT, but we will not 
fight.” And they did not fight. Here was principle practiced in the 
face of prisons; here was the principle of peace triumphant! ' .

A little later, Elder F. W. Evans, commissioned by the Shaker min
istry, went to Washington, in his plain drab dress,- and laid the matter 
of drafting before Stantofi, then! Secretary of War, and Lincoln. Their 
hearts were touched with the reasons assigned for refusing to fight— ’ 
with his .plaintive plea for peace, and Shakers as a body, were officially 
relieved from all further troubles about, enlistments and drafts.

.Is the Question Still Pressed? How Shall We Abolish War?
Briefly stated : 1. Cease reading from and preaching the Old Testa

ment teachings of an "eye for an eye,” and from the pulpit ccasc ex
tolling and praising Jehovah, that tutelary god of the Jews, often pro
nounced the "god of battles.” He was no more the Infinite God of the

RESTORES EYESIGHT.
Spectacles a Thing of the Past, 

----------- ! 
"Actlna," a Marvelous Discovery That Cure, AIT 

AtUlctloru of the Eye end Ear Without 

Cutting or Drugging. }

There is no need tor cutting, drugging 01 
probing tho eyo for any form of disease, for I 
hbw system of treating afflictions of tho eye hal 

been discovered wherobj 
all torturous and barban 
ous methods are eliminate 
ed. There is no risk or ex« 
puriiuuiitlug, us ihousandi 
of people have been cured 
of blindness, falling eye«' 
sight, cataracts, granulate 
ed lids and other affliction!

Of the eye through this grand discovery, wherf 
eminent oculists termed the cases Incurable. 
Below we print extracts from testimonial a 
such as are received by us daily.

special pgent Mutual 
Benefit Life Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo., 
Wies:.“Having used Actlnafor several years 
I .cheerfully recommend It for the cure of eye, 
ear and throat affections. It cured my mother, 
ofcataracts,” ’
„ Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: "I am' 
Tayearsold. I way eo blind I could only know 
persons by their voices. After using Actinal 
can now thread a needle without glasses."

$ GoodwiD. Moline, Kan., writes: 
Mv honest opinion of Actina |s that it Is one 

of the most marvelous discoveries of the age. 
H cured my eyes, and cured my wife of asth- 

hundreds of other testimonials can be sent 
on application. “Abtlha” Is purely a home < 
treatment and self-adnilplstored by the patient, 
and Js sent on trial postpaid. Il you will send 
Kra? »P4 uidress to the New York and

1 Electric Association,Dept 842B.I® Wal- 
City, Mo., you will receive ab- 

a val"abl® wiolt, Professor Wil
son s Treatise on tho Eye and on Disease in 
uenerai,

Cancer Cured 
with soothing, balmy oils. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles. Fistula, Ulcere, 
Eczema and all Bkinapd Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address ft 

Dili BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

O
Dr. Woolley’s 
JMiMess' 

PION 
AND

WMskeyCure

5®iT FREE to all 
users of morphine, 
opium, laudanum, 
Ollxlrof opium, co- 
calnoor whiskey, a 
Urge book of pnr- 
tlcuUrponbonioor 
sanatorium treat
ment. Address, Dr. 
B. M. WOOLLEY, 

106 N. Pryor St.
Atlanta, Georgia.

BURN AIR-IT'SiSHaP L°KE°lrt 
Ooníume« P8& Bárrele ct Ait* to 1 ealloa 
of Kerosene. Peony fuel, burps like gas, 
hottest tire^won'c explode, cayes work ana 
fuel billa. Ho coal, wood, dirt, ashes—do 

wick, no vaivén, Gasy»operatcd, 
handsome, durable. Grana

£L,cuvkcr, Suker. Quick work, 
cool kitchens. 18000 Harri« 
son Wtcfcl^Mu Vnl rules» 01!« 
Gas and Air Burners sold 1 
month. AGENTS IVANTED 
-440 Weekly. GREATEST 
MONEYMAKER. Guarnn-.Uv.1L » majkL.M ijuniliu* 

teed, all alees, seni anywhere, 48 un. Write, FREE 
rtropoaltlon, 80 day trial offer. AddresHOnly mfgn. 
World Mfr. Co.. 5V0U World B’ld’a. Cincinnati, O.

Out of the Deptfe Into the Light.
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Garrió E. S. Twltig, 

medium. This Is a very Interesting little book, 
and will be appreciated from start to finish by 
all who wish to gain spiritual Information. 
Price. 25 cents.

DPA TH ITS MEANING i £ i aud Resnlt8i
of Pennsylvania Bar, An absorbingly tntereuttag narrative relatina i 

serlos of wonderful psychic manifestations oc* 
currlnff in tho writer’s experience. Cloth, illua« trated, B1.25. ’

The Nemesis of 
Chautauqua Lake

Thia fascin
ating Book 
by the well«

known Author and Scholar,
HON. A. B. RICHMOND, 

Should tain the hands of every Spiritualist la 
the land. It is based on a historical fact, but 
through the naratlve Is woven a psychic line of 
thought in the style so natural to the great 
criminal lawyer that one can feel the author's 
very presence during Its pernea I. It Is certain- 
Ly interesting. Price, cloth« 75 cents.

In the World Celestial
Is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to Him 
many times, etherealized, materialized 
and through trance mediumc, has him 
put Into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time he spends with 
her In the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it to the world in his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, the Well- 
known author, scientist and reformer.

This book has a brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D„ president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives It the weight of his un
qualified endorsement

He says: “This book will give us 
courage to pass through the shadow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial.”

Rev. M. J. Savage says: “It Is In
tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true.”

The Medical Gleaner says: “It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. A. Windle says: “It is Inex
pressibly delightful.”

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: “It is one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar- 
velous age of books.”

Everybody will be charmed with it, 
for.it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance of 
two werlds. It ia printed in elegant 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price IL 
For sale at this office.

DPikiDFRis CN o* How * spini A4, 
r aUKmLOplyJl vanees In Spirit Life, 
foe evolution ol Man. By Michael Faraday! 
Price. 15c.

INVISIBLE HELPERS
A Very Excellent and Compre

hensive Work.

One from the Theosophical Stand
point.

—— --3U'«
This work, "Invisible Helpers?’ ■writ

ten by C. W. Leadbeater, the remark- 
ble English psychic (whose lectures 
have graced the columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker), is certainly very In
teresting and suggestive throughout 
It treats of the “Universal Belief in the 
.Invisible Helpers,” the "Angel Story," 
"Work Among the Dead," "What Ues 
Beyond.” The work is neatly bound In 
cloth, and the price is 55 cents.' /

Tatfeurand's Letter 16 ttefooe; 

 

This work will ho found especially 1„__ tinir 
to all who would desire to make a sjdiy of Ro« 

BiWo. Tho hislorw Tacts stat« 
w, and tho keen, icathlng review of Romish 
ideaa and practices uhould bo road by all. Price
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Wgrk, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor! Tako due notice that. Items for thio 
Is alone responsible for any assertions • page in order to Insure Insertion must 
or statements he may make. The editor1— ■ ■■ - 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the

tontaln the full name and address of the 
writer. -Otherwise they may be ca8‘ 
Into the waste basket.

sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish . it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade-
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it Ib essential that all copy, to in-
sure insertion in the paper, all oilier re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
,the General Survey will )n all cases be 
adjusted to the'space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or. 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with-' 
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who dp 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket. , '

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

AS'A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
AN0NYMOUS COMMUNICAWONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER . KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

Mrs. Kayner will soon go to Kansas 
to resume her work, also to Texas, and 
would like to make engagements en 
route. She was called to Indiana ow
ing to the death ot her mother, Mrs. E. 
V. Wilson. She can be addressed at 
619 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111., 
care of Mrs. Born.

E. W. Baldwin writes: “Ot all the 
most interesting and profitable sympo
siums, the last is subject tor deep 
growth of thought. The others each 
had two sides, which kept the Interest 
up. This has two sides."

After a two months’ engagement with 
the First Society of Spiritualists, J. C. 
F. Grumbine returns to his platform in 
Faelten Hall, 30 -Huntington avenue, 
Boston, where he resumes work Sept
10. His new address is Algonquin 
Road, Chestnut Hill Station, Boston, 
Mass. See adv. on last page.

W. D. Noyes writes from Minneapolis, 
Minn.: “After a pleasant-sojourn at 
Wonewoc camp, and a long rest in na
ture’s garden, we feel better able to 
again take up our spiritual work of 
healing and messages from our loved 
ones. We will conduct a public spirit
ualist service every Sunday evening at 
the A. O. U. W. Hall, 15 South Seventh 
street. We are located at 1222 Hen
nepin avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.”

Mrs. Gartelman writes that a picnic 
will be held at Reissig’s Grove, River
side, on September 10, by the First Ger
man Spiritualist Society of the West 
Side. Admission, 25 cents.

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: "The open
ing of the afternoon and evening ser
vices of the Rising Sun Mission on Sun
day, Sept. 3, at Star Lodge Hall was 
very satisfactory as to attendance, etc. 
The hall had been newly carpeted and 
refurnished, and presented a very 
home-like appearance. Our president, 
in the afternoon spoke on immortality, 
and in his discourse presented some
very valuable thoughts. Spirit mes
sages were given by Sister Gifford, who 
just returned from Clinton camp, also 
by Brother Thompson. In the evening, 
Sister Fravel gave a very interesting 
talk, her subject being 'Home Again.- 
Her guides handled the subject with 
great consideration and predicted an 
outpouring of spiritual awakening for 
the winter months, which is a forerun
ner of what we may expect when we oc
cupy our new temple. The singing ot 
our choir drew the attention of those 
present. Tests were given by 'Sisters 
Weaver and Trafton Seven new mem
bers were enrolled on our membership 
book, with prospects of more. Services 
will be held every Sunday afternoon at 
3 and evening at 8, at Star Lodge Hall, 
378 South Western avenue. Our speak- 

. er for Sunday, Sept. 17,'will be that vet
eran worker and Spiritualist, Dr. J. H. 
Randall. Our next social will be held 
Saturday evening, Sept. 16, at Brother 
Avery and Sister Sinn’s home, 515-E. 
Fullerton avenue, near Halsted street. 
Come and bring your friends and have 
a good time.”

Dr. J. H. Randall lectures October io 
and 24 for the Kenwood Church, Mrs. 
Grace Aitken, psychic and message
bearer. He lectures for the Rising Sun 

—Mission, Star Lodge Hall,, Oct. 17, and 
will make engagements for dates in the 
future, and may be addressed at 1058 
Washington, Blvd., Chicago.

I. N. Richardson,:a leading Spiritual
ist of Delphos, Kansas, writes: “I leave 
this day tor the coast _1 wiil visit Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, Alameda, and 
my esteemed friend, Ex-Senator R. A. 
Dugue. From there 1 go to Portland, 

■ Oregon, to join my wife and son.” ;
“Personally, out of the many contra- 

--dictory theories, I take that to be most 
probable which holds the centralization 
of the nervous system to be_a condition ■ 
of consciousness; end: that” is wanting 
(n the lower classes of animals. The 
presence of a central nervous organ, ot : 
aighly developed sense-organs, and an

' slaborate association of groups of pres- ’ 
entatlons, seem to me to be required be-[1

i ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR'WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

Mrs. DeWolf KL-er, a favorite in Chi
cago,, is temporarily located at 851 W. 
Harrison street.

The Grand Rapids Spiritualist Soci
ety has purchased a lot for the erection 
of a temple, on which it has paid nearly 
$2,000 arid meetings are held on tlie lot 
every Sunday, Virginie Barrett of 
South Bend, Ind., is serving the society 
during the month of August and large 
audiences attend the meetings and her 
work is highly appreciated. The La
dies’ Aid of the society are putting all 
their efforts into work for the temple 
and are aiding the society in every pos
sible way. The Ladies Aid takes the 
form of a literary club. With Mrs. John 
Hoskin as president Jhe society is 
prospering and progressing in a finan
cial and literary way as it never has 
before. Mrs. Barrett desires to make 
engagements with societies for fall and 
Winter. Address her for the present at 
333 West Colfax avenue, South Bend, 
Ind.

Henrietta Ltcntig, secretary, writes: 
“The picnic arranged by the Sunflower 
Club was held as announced, Monday, 
Sept. 4, on the,beautiful grounds of the 
Minnetonka Club at Lake Bluff, 111. Al
though the day was cloudy and threat
ening a goodly number of.the faithful 
availed themselves of the opportunity 
to have an outing, Two cars were well' 
filled, also the baskets which they 
brought along. Mrs. Laura G: Fixen, 
who as a hostess cannot be duplicated, 
made everybody feel at ease as soon as 
they arrived. After t^e inner man andMVM MA — — • — - «« * * * *women were filled with the goodies 
which were devoured in the open air 
under the sheltering branches of the 
trees, a meeting was called to order and 
Miss Elizabeth Harlow, of Columbus, 
Ohio, addressed us on the question of, 
the hour, ‘The Labor Problem.’ It is. 
impossible in a tew words to refer as 
we would like, to this masterly oration,, 
so logical, so convincing, and so grand 
in its discussion by this finished speak
er.' Everyone present pronounced it 
the best they ever listened to. Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley followed with a 
short but very interesting talk, after 
which several mediums gave messages, 
among them being Mrs. Dr. Caird . of 
Lynn, Mass., who is to make Chicago 
her home. Supper was served, and 
after much.handshaking all declared 
that they had had the best time of their 
lives, and taking the 6:50 train were 
homeward bound much improved men
tally and physically for having enjoyed 
the hospitality of Mrs. Laura G. Fixen."

Mrs. Dr. Barker writes from San 
Jose, Cal.: “Rev. Allen Franklin. Brown 
and wife and Mrs. Anna Sweeney left 
San Jose last Friday for San Francisco; 
from there took the steamer Sunday 
morning for San Diego, where they will 
attend the California State Spiritualist 
Convention, as delegates from the First 
Spiritualist Union of San Jose, the con
vention being held September 1, 2 and 
3, Mrs, M. E. G. Howe of San Fran
cisco, filled the rostrum of the First 
Spirituaipfiion, Sunday, Aug. 27, in the 
absence of Rev. Brown. Mrs. HOwe 
gave many beautiful tests and readings 
from flowers in a very pleasing man
ner. The house was well filled and all 
were much pleased with Mrs. Howe; 
hope to have her with us again-in the 
near future. Mrs. Nettle P. Fox will 
Speak for us during the present month. 
Wednesday evenings of each week Mrs. 
H. L. Bigelow has parlor meetings at 
her home. A number of the members of 
the First Spiritual Union gave Brother 
and Sister Weber a surprise Monday 
evening. There was an impromptu 
program and games, which made the 
evening pass quickly and pleasantly. 
The ladles served dainties which they 
had prepared and it was a late hour 
when the happy gathering bade good
bye to Mr. and Mrs. Weber, leaving 
them alone to ponder oyer what had 
happened."

The Unity League dedicated its new 
hall lately at 201 North Williams street, 
Dayton, Ohio, in a splendid service, be
ginning at 2 p. m., and lasting till 10:30 
at night. A grand feeling of unity and 
harmony prevailed throughout the en
tire day, and all who participated were 
enthusiastic in their realization that it 
was good to be there. There were ’ no 

' long addresses, nor tiresome essays, but 
¡short and crisp extemporaneous 
'speeches by a large number of earnest 
men and women, making a real sympo
sium of bright and helpful thought’ and 
sentiment The opening number was a 
fine performance on thè piano by' Mrs. 
W. V. Njcum, "The Shepherd Boy," fol
lowed by a choice musical selection by 
Miss Churcbhill, of Eaton. The Unity 
League was organized several months
ago to provide a free public forum for 
the discussion of religious, scientific, so
cial, philosophical and ethical; matters 
and as an organization is unattached to 
any body of creeds or'dogmas.-Persons 
of all faith and attachment are invited 
to attend the meetings of the league,' 
which are held on Sunday nights, pre
sent their views or participate In the in
formal discussion that ordinarily at
tends the presentation of a subject. 
The meetings are consequently very in
teresting and prolific of much genuine 
good. . . - .

Eva L. Stewart writes: “On last Sun-, 
day evening, September 3, the Hyde 
Park Occult Society had the pleasure 
of listening to a lecture by Dr. D. 
Stearns White. Mrs. Jennie Staner 
Adams, Mrs. Henrietta Lichtig and Mr. 
H. S. Fraser gave messages, all recog
nized. We were also entertained by a 
recitation by Miss Marguerite Sherman 
of Sri Louis. She is only in her six
teenth year and is a remarkable elocu
tionist and would put to shame many of 
larger experience. -Her recital held the 
audience spellbound and was loudly ap
plauded. I'forgot to mention -Mrs. 
Kingsberry, who has just come to the 
front, and this being her third time 
upon the rostrum, she gave us a line 
talk, and then read a poem which was 
well-rendered. Sept. 12, we will give a- 
benefit social for Brother H. S. Fraser, 
at which time we invite all mediums . 
who,would like to help him, to be pres
ent and kindly donate their services for 
his .benefit that evening. Helsa 
worthy young than, and, we wiil be do
ing a good deed by out contributing to' 
his welfare. Everyone should , come. 
The admission will be 25 cents, and re
freshments will be serced free. -On 

fore the unity of consciousness is pos-1 Sept. 10, Mrs.,Eva Ffavel. of Austin, 
nlhle ’’—Ernst Haeckel on Conscious- will speak for us. H; M. French will be nPBB' with ub on September 17,” 1

Wo for tfcii paper 
nee a pen or typewriter. '

W« 00 to press early Monday morn. 
Mig, hence communications Intended for 
that current Imus should reach this 

.office not later than tho previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

Mrs. Lichtig, secretary, writes: “Mrs.', 
J. R. Francis opens her home, 40 
Loomis street, to the ladles of the Sun- i 
flower Club, on Wednesday evening, I 
Sept. 13, for a dime social. Every min
ute will be taken up with something in
teresting. Come parly and stay late. 
Bring the young folks and join in the 
fun, The Sunflower Club never does 
things by halves."

J. Iliff Mettler writes-., “Messages 
scattered broadcast among the people, 
coming from the spirit world, like those 
from Mrs. Davis of Kewanee, must re
sult beneficially to the people of earth; 
besides there is less chance and less 
motive for fraud, and such mediums 
should be salaried to enable them to 
continue this important work, it looks 
like a plan originating with the spirit 
world for the benefit of the victims of 
the false teachings of Christianity,”

Mrs, Mary B. Hill writes from Colum
bus, Wis.: “As the Sunday- evening 
meetings in mv home, called, the Moon 
Lodge, have continued through tlie sum
mer months, and kept up the usual 
amount of interest, I thought I would 
take a breath of Wisconsin air after 
continued work for three and one-half 
years without missing one Sunday 
evening’s work. I will be home for my 
work, Sept. 7, at 320 Flournoy street, 
Chicago.”

> Mrs, Law JI,-Fam, preeMeat of th& 
Texas State’ J SpWuaiists Asaoaiation, 
writes tromjWlufl^a, Raas.: “I am on 
■ny way home to Fort Worth/ Texas, 
after quite aMiextMfled: tour - through 
through Oklahomar Indian Territory; 
Missouri, N^pBkQHand Iowa. ,1 -will 
rill some ten or twdlve engagements be
tween here and Fori Worth, Texas, ar
riving there in time tor our state con- , 

1. vention whifii Wlll’tbe the last of Sep- .1 
tember. I Itfive -itfmiy good things to 
saw concernidg odi^auBe. Any mail 
adarbssed tr/'fill' Tdylor street, Fort 
Worth, Texas; will reach me.”

Mrs. Squire writes s "We have been 
refitting Ho^ Hall, making It more 
commodious, o Our phurch doors are 
now open to toiir friends and the public. 
Come into Macedojim and help us to 
spread the gospel til truth. Services 
Sunday evening, 7.'30, at 220 Western 
avenue, near; Van Buren. A little later 
we will have afternoon service."

Catharine McFarlin writes: "I wish 
to say that my present address is 329 
South Fifth - -street, LaCrosse, WIb., in
stead of Plainview. Minn. I have been 
serving the ' LaCrosse Spiritualist 
Church for the past four months, which 
has proven to be a very pleasant sea
son. Any speaker cannot but love the 
Spiritualists of Ibis church as they 
bring-with them such peace and good 
will, which is an inspiration to any 
worker. Their greatest drawback, like 
most other Spiritualist societies, is the 
financial struggle they are put to to 
hold continuous meetings. But they 
are true blue and must eventually win. 
There were many others attended the 
meetings wiio ware not Spiritualists, 
who proved to be delightful friends, 
There is a democratic air about this 
beautiful little city of 35,000 inhabitants 
which is inviting and harmonizing, such 
a ‘homefolks’ feelipg. . I would like to 
engage' with some society for the 
months of November and December, as 
I am free to do so now. Anyone wish
ing my line of work can communicate 
with me at .the above address.”

Mrs. Hamilton Gill has now returned 
to her home. 522 W. Monroe street, 
Chicago. She hold!» circles every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 o'clock; 
also a special circle for ladies every 
Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock. Pri
vate readings daily except Saturday. 
Mrs. Gill visited Grand Ledge, Haslett 
Park and Island Lake, Mich., camp
meetings and had a delightful time.

A circle will be held at the residence 
of Mrs. Squires, No. 220 Western ave
nue, on Wednesday evening, Sent. 13. 
Tests by Mrs. Dr. Caird, of Lynn, Mass.

Mrs. Gates writes from Winileld, 
Kans.: “Laura B. Payne, state president 
ot Texas Spiritualist Association, has 
been with us and delivered three lec
tures, which were fine. Each one was 
handled beautifully and understanding- 
ly. If we had known of these things 
long ago we would as a people been far 
ahead ot where we/are to-day. She left 
here Tuesday morning for Tulsee, In
dian Territory, to fill an engagement. 
We are all anxiously watting tor a time 
when we may have' her in our midst 
again. We, like many orthodox, are 
waiting for the second coming of the 
Christ; but we consider each mortal be
ing a Christ within himself."

? ’Bsnm'Gray writes W : Harmo^
Michigan: “I mb pleased 'to announrid The camp-meetlug just closed at Har- 
through the columns of youf valuable raOny Grove, Escondido, Cal, was one 
paper, that,at present the Spiritualists of unusual interest, material profit and 
of Jackson, Mich., are enjoying a genu- spiritual development. The association 
ine revival. On Sunday, Sept. 8, Oscar iias at succeeded in becoming the 
A. Edgprly began a month's engage- owner of all the buildings, camp equip
ment with our society.. From reports meats and permanent Improvements, so 
of his work elsewhere we had been led that He further financial standing and 
to expect much, but we can truly say, success are assured. The attendance 
that ,our expectations have been far ex- was large, the several lectures, circles, 
ceeded by our realizations. On Sunday, literary entertainments ets., were well 
Sept. 3, his guides delivered two dis- attended and productive of great good, 
courses of wonderful eloquence and Among the speakers and message 
power, enthusing our audience to the bearers who served us faithfully and ac- 
hlghest pitcii of appreciation. On Frl- ceptably, Mesdames Ella W. Marchant 
day night Mr. Edgerly gave a test ee- and Lily M. Thlebaud of San Berpar- 
ance for the benefit of the society, and dino, Mary C. Vlasek of Los Angeles, 
while he declares he does not pose as a Millie Horder and Judge Sidney 
test medium, still we must apknowledge Thomas of San Diego, are worthy of 
that we have never had a better exhibi- special mention, and the association 
tion of test mediumship from our ros- takes pleasure in expressing its .grate- 
trum, tests that have the true ring of tul appreciation to each and all of them, 
genuineness from start to finish, We The morning services on Sunday, 
feel justified in saying that we anticl- August 13, were set apart exclusively to 
pate a spiritual feast during the re- the memory ot our sister, Mrs. Etta 
mainder of the month, and we shall try Foster, one of the oldest members and 
to engage Mr. Edgerly for a Jonger pe- most faithful workers in the associa- 
riod as soon as he has the time avail- tion, and who was dearly beloved and 
able." will be sadly missed by all. The en-

Oscar A. Edgerly’s address during closed tribute to her memory was 
September is No. 811 South Jackson adopted by the association and formed 
street, Jackson, Michigan. the center around which clustered all

the utterances of the different^speakers.

IHIMALYA
I (THE KOLA

. The African Kou Puur is Nature’s Positive 
Cure for JUY-FEVEB »ad A8TMA. Since it, 
recant discovery tills reumrkublo botanical pro 
duet hm come Into universal use In tho Hospita. 
of Europe and America ua an untailing anedfli 
proving that

IHAY-FEV^R 
I .»AND—a
ASTHMA can be

- Mr. W.U. MeHej-» 3t7i8tb St.. Newport Newu, VoM writer 
3on. 13d, was ft helpleaB Invalid and was cured uf Uuy- 
Fever »nd Authui* by Hiuudya, after 16 year^ tu tterlug/ 
Mm. i. K. Sprdjke, or Hili City,- Kims., writes Juu.£itn 
-liad Hsy-Fevur »nd ¿utUm&forteayo&ra and could gel 
no relief until cured by Blcualyn. JAr. p. X. ClnKDf 1 

t&Iorrls ■$£.) PtdUdelphm, writes. J ml 16ih, Doctors dia 
xno AO good, but Hlmalyft cured mo. Mr. IF. F. lawpbcU, Sanbornville, N. alto writes Fob. Olb, that Himely& 

«eared bit eon. IUv. Fnieritk F. noted Evun-
fiolUC, of Abilene, Texau, writes April I&tb, 1 vt»6,1 never

oso an opportunity.torecouiuiena HlnmJya. as it cured: 
xneot Hay-Fover and Aathmfc*audiiave never had any return of the disuse.

. Hundreds of others send tdinllar testimony 
proving Himulya a truly wonderful remedy. A a* 
the Kola Plant Is a specific constitutional euro 
for the disease, Hay-lever suffenrs should not 
fail to take advantage of this opportunity to' 
«eouraa remedy which will positively cure them.' 
To prove the power of this new botanical discov-

you suffer from Hay-Fever or Asthma, wo will Bend you one trial caKohy mail entirely free. 
It coats you absolutely nothing. Write today to tho 
Kola Importing Co., 1162 Broadway, New York.

S. M. Richardson writes from Clear 
Lake; Iowa: “I see my subscription ex
pired with the number received yester
day, and I hasten to renew, as I should 
be lost without The Progressive Think
er as the physical-spiritual chart and 
compass of my old age, now past 87 
years. I think many times what a'pessi
mist Bobby Bums was when in ode of 
his poems he pens this stanza: 'I’ve 
seen yon weary winter's sun twice forty 
times return, and every time it’s added 
proof that man was made to mourn.’ 
In contrast with that I will say-that I 
have seen you weary winter’s sun more 
than twice forty times return and every 
time it has added proof (to me) that 
man was made to learn, and among all 
the sources of learning there is nofie 
that quite equals that obtained in the 
columns of Thé Progressive Thinker, 
Long may-it continue in its good work."

Lottie Leavitt writes from Clinton, 
Iowa: "The Philosophical Society pf 
Spiritualists of Clinton^-Iowa, held its 
meetings in the K. of P. hall until about 
June 1, when by. the courtesy of the-M. 
V.-S. A. they were held in the,pavilion 
at the beautiful ML Pleasant Park on 
Sundays at 3 p. m,, until July 24, 
which concluded the meetings of the 
local society until after the close of. the 
camp-meeting.: Mrs. Alice C, Barry, 
speaker and message bearer, hqg served 
us very faithfully and well for almost 
two years. She has done much to ele
vate the cause of Spiritualism in this 
community by her true life and earnest- 
work for-the uplifting of .humanity. - 
During her stay here she has made 
many friends both in and outside of:: 
the Spiritualist society, who are very 
enthusiastic In her praise. Mrs. Barry 
is .a lady of charming personality, and 
has few equals in presenting the philos
ophy and phenomena of Spiritualism. 
She w’as employed by the M. V. S. A. 
as a message bearer during the camp
meeting here and gave perfect satisfac
tion and won the unanimous praise of 
all who came In contact with her. On 
the last day of the camp session she 
was ordained as a minister of .Spiritual
ism, W. F. Peck, president of the M. V. 
S. A., officiating.”

Amos Packer, in answer to the ex- 
; posure of the trumpet medium, Mr. Fin- 
( ney, says: ”1 was present at one of Mr. 

Finney’s seances when a light was 
. struck, and I plainly saw the trumpet as 

it lav poised in air horizontally within 
a foot of the ceiling. I saw it turn end 
down and descend, to the floor. As 1 
sat where Mr. Finney and the trumpet 
were both in front oí me, I saw him at 
one and the samé time, seated with a 
lady holding both his hands. Now if 
the exposer can furnish any. light on 
how such things are done-without spirit 
power, I will be more than pleased to 
hear from him. I uphold no.fraúds, but 
when such honorable and true mediums 
as A. A. Finney are to be exposed it will. 
require some thing more than -guess 
work.”

■ Mrs. Sylvia E. Carey writes: “The au
dience at the Kenwood Spiritual Church 
spent á very uplifting Sunday evening. 
August 27-,’ and in the afterndón meeting 
we had with us Dr. Cross and wife. The 
Doctor gave some beautiful thoughts on 
Spiritualism.' Our speaker for the even
ing was Dr. J. MacFarland, who gave 
us an.inspirational biblical lecture. He 
received the closé attention of his audi
ence. He surely is a grand, good man, 
and-we hope to have him with us again 
in the néar future. The ladies of the 
church will give a harvest dance and so
ciable on the evening of Sept. 29, at 
Kenwood Hall. Everybody knows what 
a grand, good time they had at our last- 
dance. We will make it pleasant, and 
insure you a good time if you come, and 
join in the merry-making. 'We hold 
services every Sunday afternoon at 3. 
and evening at 8 o'clock, at our ball, 
4308-10 Cottage Grove avenue. Mrs. 
Grace Aitken, our medium, gives mes
sages at each meeting, assisted by Mr. ' 
J. S. Von Broecklin and others. , Come , 
and learn the truth. All welcome. Good 
music. Skeptics invited.’’- . '

P. Pearson writes from Ponca City, 
Okla.: "In my article on ‘Musical Vlbra- 
tlonp’ in paper of Sept. 9, occurs some 
typographical errors that I wish cor
rected so my classification can be right
ly understood. In tho second paragraph, 
seventh line occur the figures 32,331; it 
should read 32.331. the last three fig
ures-being decimals. In the 14th line', 
same paragraph, 4,138,440 should read 

’4,138.440, the last three figures being 
decimals. In the fourth'line; third par
agraph, 440, the last three figures 
should be decimals; also in the 14th 
line in fourth paragraph 652, the last 
three figures should be decimals. 
Above low C on tho electric field deci- 
pals are dropped."

D. G. Hill writes: “The opening serv
ices of the fall arid winter sessions ot 
the Golden Rule Spiritualist Society, on 
Sunday, Sept. 3, were satisfactory.' A 
large audience was present to enjoy the 
talks given by the ' different workers 
present. The afternoon service con
sisted of a lecture by our sister, Mrs. 
Alice Sexsmith, with short talks by sev
eral in the audience; in the evening a 
lecture by Mrs. Nora E. Hill, and mes
sages by the mediums present. Meet
ings each Sunday at 3 and- 8 p. m„ at 
O’Donnell College Hall) Soiith Paulina 
street, between Washington and Park 
avenue: All cordially invited. Remem
ber the open door;' Our speaker for 
Sunday evening, Sept. 17, will bo the , 
Hori. Ex-Judge W. L. Snell.”

O, A. Bollinger- writes from Cleve
land, Ohio: "After struggling for more 
than sixteen years, the Spiritualists of 
Cleveland, through ’fhe untiring efforts 
of the present officers and..members of 
the Ladies’ spiritual Temple Fund So
ciety, are goih'g to have a home for 
themselves. They Wave bought the for
mer Trinity Bfiptistubhurch located on 
Fullerton street,' b&tween Broadway 
and Marcelind'livenii'e, It has been ren
ovated from cellar to :steeple,’ and will 
be open to the public, and dedicated to 
the teaching Arid preaching of the phil
osophy and phenomeha of- Modern Spir
itualism, to the upliftment of mankind 
and seekers di' trntlf: Brother Del} A. 
Herrick has accepted to assist on that 
occasion, free^cf charge, with other 
speakers yet to hear' from. Prof. L. 
Quedenfeld and his, three sons will -fur
nish the muslepl program'. ’The under
signed will give German address. Bro. 
C. W. Haines, second vlce;preqident of- 
the Ohio State'&ribhMation, will preside 
as chairman. ' The-program is not ar
ranged yet, but the ladies invite all 
Spiritualists as well as others who seek 
the tnith,. whether living in Cleveland 
or elsewhere to participate with them, 
and assist in the dedication of this tem
ple, making Sunday; October 1, a men* ' 
orable never-to-be-forgotten day in the 

"history of Spiritualism in ; Cleveland. 
Doors will be open free to all."

H. Smith writes: “The opening Serv
ices pt Van Buren Opera House of the 
Spiritualistic Church of the Students of 
Nature, Sunday evening, Sept. 3, wpre 
well attended. The hair was beautifully- 
decorated with sunflowers, etc. Mrs. 
M. Schumacher, tho pastor, welcomed 
the appreciative audience. A beautiful 
floral basket of red and white roses 
was presented to her as a token of,es
teem, in returning to serve the society i 
after three months of vacation. Sister 
N. Kusserow, in .handing the basket of 
flowers to the pastor, said; ‘Hall, sister, 
hail; home again for the good.’ Her re
marks of appreciation brought sunshine 
to each one present; Her spiritual mes
sages were convincing. A series of 
spiritual lectures will be given on Soul 
Development, by fhe pastor. Dr. L. C. 
Koehler, ex-minister, will assist. Serv
ices held each Sunday evening at Madi
son street and California avenue, 7:30. 
All are cordially invited."

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes : “On Sun
day evening at Spiritual Mission Chapel 
told 77) we had a very intellectual.au
dience. Our speaker, F. M. Stoller, 
read for the scripture lesson a portion 
of the 12th chaptér of I, Corinthians. 
After a short scientific explanation of 
the different phases of mediumship his 
guides answered the scientific and phil
osophical questions asked by the audi
ence, many of them being very interest
ing. ¡They also answer personal ques
tions, followed by Spirit messages and 
psychometric readings, either by Mr. 
Stoller nr some other medium,"

Mr. A. Merkel, vice-president, writes: 
“An elaborate anniversary and. party i 
was given in honor1 bf the Mrs, M.' Schu-1 
mâcher, pastor of tlie Spiritual Church 
Students of Nature, at her home,.Sept. 
2. 'Among the manjrgifts was a hand-' 

■some hand-painted china set, presented l,by cur pianist." . A,“.
Mrs. Anna Duncan ^writes: "We are 

here in Tampa, ^là:, msmall band Strug
gling for recognition y against adverse 
conditions. Wé/hold.'our meetings in a 
sinall hall whefé discourses are given 
by orir president, J. E.Ireland, who is 
a close student-'of '.the philosophy, and 
we enjoy his recitals yéry much. He is. 
ably assisted bÿ.éur vice-president, Mrs. 
J. J. Ender. Your Correspondent is 
musical directed ahd'At present secre
tary. I am alsb nrigaSéd as pianist and 
organist at La^ Hemn- camp for -the 
coming season.^^We are trying to nego- 
ti ate'with J. Madison Allen to come 
here. That estimable-lady, Carrie Firth 
Curran, sowed .Bpme gpod seed here, 
which will bearirrilt. ¿.The Progressive 
Thinker is cerfSnly -‘doing a grand 
work. The PsfchicaPËesearch Society 
meets every Surioay evening in I. O. O. 
F.- hall at 8 o'clock.- All interésted are 
invinted. J,'F. Ireland, president; Mrs. 
Anna Duncan, secretary.”

- Miss Elizabeth Harlow has been Il
luminating Chicago hnd vicinity wltn 
her lectures, lecturing here, at Genoa, 
and- at the Sunflower picnic. , She has 
been engaged for another year at Co
lumbus, Ohio. '

Ida May Cook of Spring Hill, Kansas, 
resigns her office- in the Spiritualist 
League, organized at Topeka, Kansas. 
She says it "denounces, all phases : of 
physical mediumshjp.” We ate told it 
only denounces the. fraudulent part of 
the phenomena, uridyls ardently in favor 
of the genuine. / £

.. ...... ________ J, L. DRYDEN.
FROM N. 8. A. HEADQUARTERS. In Memorlam.

”—- Since our last annual encampment a Matters of Interest and Importance, shadow from the death angel's wing
.—------ - has fallen across the pathway of our as-

To the Editor:—It gives me pleasure sociatidii and has left traces of sorrow 
to extend the cordial greetings of the and tears upon the cheeks of some of 
N. S. A. to yourself and all connected our members.
with your valuable journal, our sincere .9® £be night of November 9, 1904, the 
thanks for all the-help and encourage- white aogel messenger called Death, 
ment you have ever given to our organ- entered the home of our brother, Ezra 
ization. Foster, and in response to the joytul

It is also with pleasure that we re- summons, "Come up higher ’ two an- 
port to you and to the readers of your, ^els, testead of the oqe that had en- 
columns that the N. S, A. has never tered, passed out of *-bat happy home 
been so prosperous or able to do as into the solemn stillness of the life be- 
tnuch good as in the present year, as yonc. _
the annual report of its secretary to the Foster, the beloved wife,
next convention will Show, mother sis er and friend at the end of

In regard to the thirteenth annual an earth pilgr image of sixty mine years 
convention of the N. S. A., which will crowned with an unselfish and u®elul 
be held, at the First Unitarian Church We-work heard the welcome summons 
of Minneapolis, Minn, Eighth street and quietly passed to the higher ex- 
and Mary Place, Oct. 17-20, inclusive, Ptession «life.
we are glad to say that promises of the S a,t?r '
best of convocations are held out to ub, daughter of Cap». Bailey,Potter, , who 
and we believe that Minnesota will sur- ®®rved bls country with distinction> in 
pass herself in tfe efforts made to give £be war of 1812, and beneatti whose 
Spiritualism the grandest boom it has humble roof at West Gardner in the 
ever had in that section. Our list of »£ate °, sister UrSt
speakers and mediums for the evening beheld the material light.
entertainments, which are to be free to n members of the Harmony Grove 
the public,,bears the names of many of CA®"“1!8
our foremost workers; among those ex- ®be was an honored, faithful and be- 
pected are: Rev. Dr. Austin, Will J. Er- oved member from Its organization we 
wood Prof W F Peck Mr and Mrs hereby publicly express our deep sor- Katw, ML and Mrf Sprague, Oscqr low and regret because ot her physical 
Edgerly, Mesdames Lillie, Fixen, Me- absence, and also express our high ap- 
Coy Gaule-Ridlnger Ressesue and predation of the many good qualities, others 'E’ B • and-the beautiful character which she 

I- Tbe ■musical program under the direc-
tion ot Mr. Paul Zumback, will be a aoble. unselfish life, the high 
splendid addition to the evening work. spl;'tua'eadoW1“^ fK 

Tbe Lvceum movement, will be ably e,vat ?g tefluenoes which her life con- 
represented by the National Lyceum ab^oad as a benedictlon
Superintendent, John W. Ring, who has 
much of interest and importance to re
port, and who has done a grand work 
for- the children’s Jyceum In bls official 
capacity.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing bouse in the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and- 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Eircyclope- 
dia of Death, aud Life in the Spirit- 
World,” contain more valuable data- 
on Death and Spirit Lite than can bo 
dug up in all the libraries ot the world.

.Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion ot Mau1 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. . 
Peebles,-"The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, 
It will fill an Important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land," "Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,” 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus."

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
“Letters From the Spirit World." writ
ten through the mediumship of that re- 

i markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.
All these TWELVE PREMIUM 

BOOKS are famished to our subscrib
ers for ?3.76 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you' 
aud your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive' 
Thinker—a miracle in modem business' 
enterprise!

The headquarters of the N, S. A. dur
ing convention will be the Nicollet Ho
tel, Minneapolis; all delegates and vis
itors wishing yooms at that hostelry 
during convention, can secure the same 
at reduced rates by writing to the pro
prietors, asking tor terms given the Na
tional Spiritualists Association during 
convention dates.

upon all with whom she mingled.
• We~hereby express our sympathy 
with the bereaved husband, children, 
grand children and friends who have 
been deprived of the loving care, com
panionship and kindly ministrations ot 
the loved one; and while we cannot but 
deplore our own and their material loss, 
we rejoice because of her great spirit
ual gain.

Although hidden from-our mortal eyes, 
and although we shall miss her dear 
motherly presence in the form in our 
assemblies and circles, and shall listen 
in vain for her spoken words, we know 
that it is only a thin veil that inter
venes, and her interest in our efforts to 
advance the cause of truth which she 
loved so dearly, will be as deep as while 
she was present with us in the form. 
“Think not about the grave; how 

should it hold
That essence pure, eternal and divine? 
Lift not your gaze beyond the stars that 

shine

IL» above la the number ot tbe pres^ 
ent Issue ot Tbe Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of tbe first page, 
right hand corner. It this number co» 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then tbe time you have, paid for baa 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing tbe number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the numb« oa 
tte tag of your -wrapper.

Special railroad tickets will be issued 
on the certificate plan at one fare and a 
third for round trip; all wishing the 
samé should'asl< for certificate tickets 
of National Spiritualists Association 
convention to Minneapolis. Their tick
et agents will give information. Full 
fare Is to be paid going; one-third on re
turn trip. Each certificate must be 
signed by N. S. A. secretary, also en
dorsed by special railroad agent at con
vention the last day, Oct. 20, and 25 
cents paid to the secretary for endors- Nay, listen; you shall hear
ing of the agent, this being the rules of The old glad words of greeting. You 
the railroad companies. , shall hold

The annual reception given to visit- The hands death’s pressure left so icy 
ors and delegates 'will be held at the _ cold,
Unitarian church, ‘Monday evening, Oc- And know that she is near—not far, but 
tober 16. All are welcome. near,

We desire to extend the grateful ap- Closer than earth can hold its loved is 
predation of the N- S. A. to the mana- she.” ' 
gers of all camps that granted an N. S. :______  - T ■ _  
A. day during the last camp season; The Nort(wrn Michigan Meeting, 
first and last these camps have- been „___________ . „„____ , ._____ ,
valuable aids to the National Associa- , Sunday, August 20, marked the clos- 
tion in its good work. The N. S. A. lnS o£ tb® slxUl an^al meeting of Spir- 
secretary had the privilege of repre- dualists of Northern Michigan. It was 
sentirig this association the present un ideal day, as the three preceding 
summer at Onset, Mass., on N. S. A. had been since camp opened, 
day, and cannot adequately express her Mrs. Cora Morrill closed -our camp 
appreciation of the attention given to work for 1905, with two grand dis- 
her plea for aid. Dr. Geo A. Fuller, cowseB. They were most fitting, tor 
chairman of the camp and president of 8Ounri of her voice to ponder on,
the Massachusetts State Association,. £o upon, Until we should, meet
presided and made an eloquent speech again,.knowing full well, If strictly ad- 
ln behalf of the grand work of the Na- hered to for that time, they would be
tional Association and for organization £or tin16, f°r words spoken, lessons
among Spiritualists, pledging Massa- teamed, could only result in the better- 
chusetts State Association anew to our '°g of every life. And we can only 
cause and to the N. S. A. Mr. J. B. hope, that when we convene again we 
Hatch also spoke earnestly and forcibly will have all profited by the teachings 
of the N. S. A. and Its objects, while Eet forth- To mind of the writer it 
many other prominent workers echoed was the most successful In the history 
these sentiments. The result of this o£ £he camp, both spiritually and finan- 
meeting netted one hundred and three cteHy; not that the audiences were any 
dollars to the N. S. A., many bills being larger, but more came into the fold ac- 
quietly placed in the collection baskets, knowledglng the truth of our philoso- 
while a number of friends gave their. Phy, by receiving verifications which 
subscriptions to swell the sum before Sited their whole being with satiBfac- 
the meeting closed.' Among the many A'011 by the phenomena.
whose generosity and efforts went to August 13, injhe bright sunshine the 
make the Onset day a successful one cottage of the secretary, the first pri- 
for the N. S. A., Mr. and Mrs. Butter- vate cottage to be erected on the 
field and Mrs. M. C. Weston may be grounds, was dedicated by Mrs. Mor- 
mentldned, while the indefatigable Mrs. rlH> 1“ beautiful words of “Home,” and 
C. L. . Hatch must bé remembered for tbea named “Pine Crest Cottage,” by 
her cheerful assistance. ' - the son Carl, who departed earth life,

To one and all, greetings of-love. Oct 18, 1887.
• ' MARY T. LONGLEY . A- A- Finney, that grand trumpet me- 

N. s. a Secretary ñium, through his guides did much toWashington D? C. ' ' ' clinch the .philosophy of Spiritualism by
’ the phenomena, making us all very

' ■ ----- - , . grateful for his having come Into our
< - midst.- ' \ ,German Meetings at Lily Dale. The memory of. this camp will be a 

Now that the reason is over, the work bright spot for dur minds to dwell upon 
done and all going to their respectivo tbe coming year.
homes'again, we would say a few. words ' CAMP SECRETARY,
in regard to the German meetings held- " ------ ——«". -~L'. .- ‘ "
at Lily Dale. " FINE BRA1Ñ VIBRATIONS.

These meetings'have been successful- , . : ■ . ,
and we look forward to .a very good ut-iiL nM.'» m
time arid greater- success next Be¿on.; Sl^une^ 1H l3^ Qrd®r hOf 
We thank the management of the City ^Spirits Can Act Upon Them Babe 
of Light Assembly for - their kindness. ■ Amazes Doctors by Knowledge of An», 
shown to us. and we thank all the atomy—Five-Year-Old Lad Holds
friends fór their kind thoughts and ap- , Floor at Medical Meeting. 
preciative-words, and all the German •««j.L.úiu.h,« „¿tain» «»a ma. 
friends-for their atténdance; as also 
those who have assisted in the musical Rosa cal
fund, which will enable.us to start in Anna at
next year with a good musical program. ^e!d Uie Safil Sv'to 
These meetings'were conducted by Mrs.' So“
piaiftf^hirnnf hv nthprs Waf more than an hour and kept the ques-wo^k .wa^oiMho lectures interesting “S

and instructive and her spirit messages bim’ ’ Rooiptv al
brought comfort and joy to the hearts hu'fathor Dr G W Mallorv is
of those that received them. Mr. Gus- £bough his/ather. Dr. G. W. Mallory, is,. 
tav Thlese. as chairman, did his bear, so 
did Prof. Arthur Uvedale as musical di
rector. ‘ •

Fay in the cloudless blue, serenely cold. 
Nay, listen; you shall hear

Longley’s Choice CollectionOF

Now, dear friends; one and all join-in 
making tills work a greater success 
next season,:by letting your friends 
know about tnese meetings at Lily Dale. 
Mrs. Stumpf is open for engagements 
In English or German. Mr. -Gustav 
Thlese, Akron,- Ohio, chairman; Mrs. 
Elsie Stumpf, Brooklyn, N. Y., medium 
and treasurer; Mr, Henry J. Hoffman, 
Toledo/Ohio, secretary. COR.

-w- -...—. — —............
and tho lad was not rending a thesis or 
advancing a theory. But from the way 
he discussed the muscular system of
man, from the occlpitalic to the tendon 
achillis or made off-hand mention of the 
floating • ribs, tho costal cartilage, the 
clavicle or the fibula, he might easily 
have been a second year medical stu-
dent at least. STUDENT.

"The Jesuits.” By Rev. B. F. Austin, 
A. M„ B. D. An excellent pamphlet 
Price 15 cents,

.7> r

BEAUTIFUL SOHGS^
Hers is a book ot songs for public meetings- 

and the home that is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just tho right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a- 
splendld quality of paper, and contains 76 songs«

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
•‘Thesffkongs are adapted to tho needs of soci« 

eties and to the homo; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured souk 
—Lyman C. Howe.

“This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.”—Dawning Light.

“The songs ana music are of a nature to in
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W. Hull.

“There are some things in our personal histo
ry that never fade from memonr. One m mlno 
has been fre^h lor fifty years. I went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, Prof.S.B. Brittan, 
butlhaveno recollection of a thought ho ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall bo my angel 
name? The man,' the song have been singing 
In my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley.the song, one of his earliest com
positions.“—J. S. Loveland.

Longley’s latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had in decorated covers for 60 
cents; plain, 40 cents.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, SQc. Each.

The following books by Well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be ot in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book is written In such 
a pleasing manlier that young as well 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top. >

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar»-* 
win.
' Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 

These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Sinnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
Hast and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore. ’ '

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

Some Glimpses/^ 
Ot OGGHltlSin I nODERN. 

BY ,0. w. LEADBEATER
Tho following subjects uro treated in a most- 

at>lo manner;
ANCIENT:—Theosophy and Christianity; Tho 

Ancient Mysteries; Buddhism.
rtODERN:—Tho Unseen World; Tho Rationale 

of Mesmerism; Telepathy and Mind Cure; 
Maglc, White and Blilck; Tho Uso aud Abuse 
of Psychic Powers; Vegetarianism and Oe-. 
cultism; How to Build Character; Tho Fu
ture of Humanity; Tho Gospel of Wisdom.

Woll bound in Cloth, with sliver back and side 
stamp. 400 pages. Price, il.bO.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr..Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrate- futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
eglritual phenomena. Price 2$ cents.



FROM N, 8. A, HEADQUARTERS.

stay late, 
join in the 
never does

Oscar A. Edgerly’s address during 
September is No. 811 South Jackson 
street, Jackson, Michigan.

To one and all, greetings of love 
’ MARY T. LONGLEY, 

N. S. A. Secretary.
Washington, D. C.

“Messages

ner.

things by halves."
J. Iliff Mettler writes:

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
IHE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

gave many beautiful tests and readings 
from flowers in a very pleasing man- 
— The house was well filled and all

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than tho previous Satur- 

J day morning. Bear thia In mfnd. 1■4The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Wgrk, i 
and General Progress, the World Over. j

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered |n an article may >;a 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The. Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work,
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 

. written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and Only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
.the General Survey will In all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address ot 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

Mrs. Kayner will soon go to Kansas 
to resume her work, also to Texas, and 
would like to make engagements en 
route. She was called to Indiana ow
ing to the death ot her mother, Mrs. E. 
V. Wilson. She can be addressed at 
619 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111., 
care of Mrs. Born.

E. W. Baldwin writes: “Of all the 
most interesting and profitable sympo
siums, the last is subject for deep 
growth of thought. The others each 
had two sides, which kept the interest 
up. This has two sides."

After a two months' engagement with 
the First Society of Spiritualists, J. C. 
F. Grumbine returns to his platform in 
Faelten Hall, 30 Huntington avenue, 
Boston, where he resumes work Sept. 
10. His new address is Algonquin 
Road, Chestnut Hill Station, Boston, 
Mass. See adv. on last page.

W. D. Noyes writes from Minneapolis, 
Minn.: "After a pleasant-sojourn at 
Wonewoc camp, and a long rest in na
ture's garden, we feel better able to 
again take up our spiritual work ot 
healing and messages from our loved 
ones. We will conduct a public spirit
ualist service every Sunday evening at 
the A. O. U. W. Hall, 15 South Seventh 
street. We are located at 1222 Hen
nepin avenue, Minneapolis, Minn."

Mrs. Gartelman writes that a picnic 
will be held at Reissig’s Grove, River
side, on September 10, by the First Ger
man Spiritualist Society of the West
Side. Admission, 25 cents.

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: “The open
ing of the afternoon and evening ser
vices of the Rising Sun Mission on Sun
day, Sept. 3, at Star Lodge Hall was 
very satisfactory as to attendance, etc. 
The hall had been newly carpeted and 
refurnished, and presented a very 
home-like appearance. Our president, 
In the afternoon spoke on Immortality, 
and in his discourse presented Borne 
very valuable thoughts. Spirit mes
sages were given by Sister Gifford, who 
just returned from Clinton camp, also 
by Brother Thompson. In the evening, 
Sister Fravel gave a very interesting 
talk, her subject being ’Home Again." 
Her guides handled the subject with 
great consideration and predicted an 
outpouring of spiritual awakening for 
the winter months, which is a forerun
ner of what we may expect when W6 oc
cupy our new temple. The singing of 
our choir drew the attention of those 
present. Tests were given by Sisters
Weaver and Trafton Seven new mem
bers were enrolled on our membership 
book, with prospects of more. Services 
will be held every Sunday afternoon at 
3 and evening at 8, at Star Lodge Hall, 
3 78 South Western avenue. Our speak
er for Sunday, Sept. 17, will be that vet
eran worker and Spiritualist, Dr. J. H. 
Randall. Our next social will be held 
Saturday evening, Sept. 16, at Brother 
Avery and Sister Sinn’s home, 515 E. 
Fullerton avenue, near Halsted street. 
Come and bring your friends and have 
a good time."

Dr. J. H. Randall lectures October 10 
and 24 for the Kenwood Church, Mrs. 
Grace Aitken, psychic and message
bearer. He lectures for the Rising Sun 

--Mission, Star Lodge Hall, Oct. 17, and 
will make engagements for dates in the 
future, and may be addressed at 1068 
Washington, Blvd., Chicago.

I. N. Richardson, a leading Spiritual
ist of Delphos, Kansas, writes: "I leave 
tills dav for the coast .1 will visit Los 
Angelos, San Francisco, Alameda, and 
my esteemed friend, Ex-Senator R. A. 
Dague. From there I go to Portland, 
Oregon, to join my wife and son.”

‘Personally, out of the many contra- 
-dictory theories, I take that to be most 
probable which holds the centralization 
of the nervous system to be a condition 
of consciousness; and that" is wanting 
In the-lower classes of animals, The 
presence of a central nervous organ, of 
aighly developed sense-organs, and an 

’ »laborate association of groups of pres
entations, seem to me to be required be
fore the unity of consciousness is pos
sible.’’—Ernst Haeckel on Conscious
ness.:

When wnili" for this gaper 
use a pen or typewriter. '

'■ EMpt'J.Q, 1005.1

| - Tako due notice that Items for this 
' page In order to Insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may bo cast 
Into the waste basket.

ALWAYS GIVH YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

Mrs. Liclrtlg, secretary, writes: “Mrs. ' 
J. R. Francis opens her homie, 40 
Loomis street, to the ladles of the Sun
flower Club, on Wednesday evening, 
Sept 13, for a dime social. Every min
ute will -be taken up with something in
teresting. Come early and 
Bring the young folks and 
fun. The Sunflower Club

| Mrs. DeWolf Kirer, a favorite in Clil- 
Icago,, is temporarily located at 851'W. 
Harrisoh street.

, The Grand Rapids Spiritualist Soci
ety has purchased a lot for' the erection 
of a temple, on which it has paid nearly 
$2,000 and meetings are held on the lot

scattered broadcast among the people, 
coming from the spirit world, like those 
from Mrs. Davis of Kewanee, must re
sult beneficially to the people of earth; 
besides there is less chance and less 
motive for fraud, and such mediums 
should be salaried to enable them to 
continue this important work. It looks 
like a plan originating with the spirit 
world for the benefit of the victims of 
the false teachings of Christianity,”

. - Mrs, Lauya Bv Payne, president of the 
Texas State . Spiritualist - Association, 
writes from^Wmflald, Kans.: "{ gm on 
my way hoine"'to Fort Worth,’ Texas, 
after quite afiiextditded tour through 
through Oklahomar Indian Territory, 
Missouri, N^faskmjand Iowa. .1 will 
fill some ten or twelve engagements be
tween here and Fort Worth, ‘Texas, ar
riving there in time'for our state con
vention whldh WilPhe the last of Sep
tember. I Iffive rii&y good things to 
sav ¡doncerniûg otfP<caÙBe. Any mall 
addressed to:’81i Taylor street, Fort 
Worth, Texaß- will reach me.”

Mrs. Squibb wlfÄs “We have been 
refitting Hope Hall; making it more 
commodious- „Our church doors are 
now open to dur triads and the public. 
Come into Md'cedoMa and help us to 
spread the gospel or truth. Services 
Sunday evening, 7! 30, at 220 Western 
avenue, near; Van Buren. A little later 
we will have afternoon service.”

every Sunday. Virginie Barrett of 
South Bend, Ind., is serving the society 
during the month of August and large 
audiences attend the meetings and her 
work is highly appreciated. The La
dies’ Aid of the society are putting all 
their efforts into work for the temple 
and are aiding the society in every pos
sible way. The Ladies Aid takes the 
form of a literary club. With Mrs. John 
Hoskin as president Jhe society is 
prospering and progressing in a finan
cial and literary way as it never has 
before. Mrs. Barrett desires to make 
engagements with societies for fall and 
winter. Address her for the present at 
333 West Colfax avenue, South Bend, 
Ind.

Henrietta Licntig, secretary, writes: 
“The picnic arranged by the Sunflower 
Club was held as announced, Monday, 
Sept. 4, on the, beautiful grounds of the 
Minnetonka Club at Lake Bluff, 111. Al
though the day was cloudy and threat
ening a goodly number of.the faithful 
availed themselves of the opportunity 
to have an outing. Two cars were well 
filled, also the baskets which they 
brought along. Mrs. Laura Gi Fixen, 
who as a hostess cannot be duplicated, 
made everybody feel at ease as soon as 
they arrived. After y>e inner man and 
women were filled with the goodies 
which were devoured in the open air 
under the sheltering branches of the 
trees, a meeting was called to order and 
Miss Elizabeth Harlow, of Columbus, 
Ohio, addressed us on the question ot. 
the hour, ‘The Labor Problem.’ It is 
impossible in a tew words to refer as 
we would like, to this masterly oration, 
so logical, so convincing, and so grand 
in its discussion by this finished speak
er. Everyone present pronounced it 
the best they ever listened to. Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley followed with a 
short but very interesting talk, after 
which several mediums gave messages, 
among them being Mrs. Dr. Caird of 
Lynn, Mass., who is to make Chicago 
her home. Supper was served, and 
after much .handshaking all declared 
that they had had the best time of their 
lives, and taking the 6:50 train were 
homeward bound much improved men
tally and physically for having enjoyed 
the hospitality of Mrs. Laura G. Fixen."

Mrs, Mary B, Hill writes troBi Colum
bus, Wis.: “An the Sunday ■ evening 
meetings in my home, called.the Moon 
Lodge, have continued through the sum
mer months, and kept up the usual 
amount of interest. I thought I would 
take a breath of Wisconsin air after 
continued work for three and one-half 
years without missing one Sunday 
evening’s work. I will be home for my 
work, Sept. 7, nt 320 Flournoy street; 
Cfiicago.”

Catharine McFarlin writes: "I wish 
to say that my present address Is 329 
South Fifth Btree-., LaCrosse, Wis., in
stead of Plainview, Minn. I have been 
serving the LaCrosse Spiritualist 
Church for the past four months, which 
has proven to be a very pleasant sea
son. Any speaker cannot but love the 
Spiritualists of this church as they 
bring with them such peace and good 
will, which is an inspiration to any 
worker. Their greatest drawback, like 
most other Spiritualist societies, is the 
financial struggle they are put to to 
hold continuous meetings. But they 
are true blue and must eventually win. 
There were many others attended the 
meetings who were not Spiritualists, 
who proved to be delightful friends. 
There is a democratic air about this 
beautiful little city of 35,000 inhabitants 
which is inviting and harmonizing, such 
a ’homefolks’ feeling. I would like to

Mrs. Dr. Barker writes from San 
Jose, Cal.: “Rev. Alien Franklin Brown 
and wife and Mrs. Anna Sweeney left 
San Jose last Friday tor San Francisco; 
from there took the steamer Sunday 
morning for San Diego, where they will 
attend the California State Spiritualist 
Convention, as delegates from the First 
Spiritualist Union of San Jose, the con
vention being held September 1, 2 and 
3. Mrs. M. E. G. Howe of San Fran
cisco, filled the rostrum of the First 
Spiritual Union, Sunday, Aug. 27, in the 
absence of Rev. Brown. Mrs. Howe

were much pleased with Mrs. Howe; 
hope to have her with us again in the 
near future. Mrs. Nettie P. Fox will 
speak for us during the present month. 
Wednesday evenings of each week Mrs. 
H. L. Bigelow has parlor meetings at 
her home. A number of the members of 
the First Spiritual Union gave Brother 
and Sister Weber a surprise Monday 
evening. There was an Impromptu 
program and games, which made the 
evening pass quickly and pleasantly. 
The ladies served dainties which they 
had prepared and it was a late hour 
when the happy gathering bade good
bye to Mr. and Mrs. Weber, leaving 
them alone to ponder over what had 
happened."

The Unity League dedicated its new 
hall lately at 201 North Williams street, 
Dayton, Ohio, In a splendid service, be
ginning at 2 p. m., and lasting till 10:30 
st night. A grand feeling of unity and 
harmony prevailed throughout the en
tire day, and all who participated were 
enthusiastic In their realization that It 
was good to be there. There were no 
long addresses, nor tiresome essays, but 
short and crisp extemporaneous 
speeches by a large number of earnest 
men and women, making a real sympo
sium of bright and helpful thought and 
sentiment The opening number was a 
fine performance on the piano by Mra. 
W. V. Nicum, “The Shepherd Boy,” fol
lowed by a choice musical selection by 
Miss Churchhill, of Eaton. The Unity 
League was organized several months 
ago to provide a free public forum for 
the discussion of religious, scientific, so
cial, philosophical and ethical matters 
and as an organization is unattached to 
any body of creeds or 'dogmas. Persons 
of all faith and attachment are invited 
to attend the meetings of the league, 
which are held on Sunday nights, pre
sent their views or participate in the in
formal discussion that ordinarily at
tends tlie presentation of a subject. 
The meetings are consequently very in
teresting and prolific of much genuine 
good.

Eva L. Stewart writes: "On last Sun
day evening, September 3, the Hyde 
Park Occult Society had the pleasure 
of listening to a lecture by Dr. D. 
Stearns White. Mrs. Jennie Staner
Adams, Mrs. Henrietta Lichtig and Mr. 
H. S. Fraser gave messages, all recog
nized. We were also entertained by a 
recitation by Miss Marguerite Sherman 
of St. Louis. She is only in her six
teenth year and is a remarkable elocu
tionist and wouid put to shame many ot 
larger experience. Her recital held the 
audience spellbound and was loudly ap
plauded. I'forgot to mention * Mrs. 
Kingsberry, who has just come to the 
front, and this being her third time 
upon the rostrum, she gave us a fine 
talk, and then read a poem which was 
well rendered. Sept. 12, we will.give a 
benefit social for Brother H. S. Fraser, 
at which time we invite all mediums 
who .would like to help him, to be pres
ent and kindly .donate their services for 
his. .benefit that evening. He Is a 
worthy young man, and we will be do
ing a good deed by out contributing to’ 
his welfare. Everyone should . come. 
The admission will be 25 cents, and re
freshments ’ will be serced free. On 
Sept. 10, Mrs. Eva Fravel of Austin, 
will speak for us. H; M. French will be 
with us on September 17.” •

engage with some society for the 
months of November and December, as 
I am free to do bo now. Anyone wish
ing my line of work can communicate 
with me at the above address.”

S. M. Richardson writes from Clear 
Lake, Iowa: "I see my subscription ex
pired with the number received yester
day, and I hasten to renew, as 1 should 
be lost without The Progressive Think
er as the physical-spiritual chart and 
compass of my old age, now past 87 
years. I think many times what a pessi
mist Bobby Burns was when in orfe of 
his poems he pens this stanza: ‘I’ve 
seen yon weary winter’s sun twice forty 
times return, and every time it’s added 
proof that man was made to mourn.' 
In contrast with that I will say that I 
have seen you weary winter’s sun more 
than twice forty times return and every 
time it has added proof (to me) that 
man was made to learn, and among all 
tlie sources of learning there is nolle 
that quite equals that obtained In the 
columns of The Progressive Thinker. 
Long may it continue In its good work."

Lottie Leavitt writes from Clinton, 
Iowa: “The Philosophical Society ot 
Spiritualists of Clinton,,Iowa, held Its 
meetings in the K. of P. hall until about 
June 1, when by. the courtesy of the M. 
V. S. A. they were held In the pavilion 
at the beautiful ML Pleasant Park on 
Sundays at 3 p. m., until July 24, 
which conclude 1 the meetings of the 
local society until after the close of the 
camp-meeting. Mrs. Alice C. Barry, 
speaker and message bearer, hag served 
us very faithfully and well for almost 
two years. She has done much to ele
vate the cause of Spiritualism in this 
community by her true nite and earnest 
work for the uplifting of .humanity. 
During her stay here she has made 
many friends both in and outside of 
the Spiritualist society, who are very 
enthusiastic in her praise. Mrs. Barry 
is a lady of charming personality and 
has few equals in presenting the philos
ophy and phenomena of Spiritualism. 
She was employed by the M. V. S. A. 
as a message bearer during the camp- 
meeting here and gave perfect satisfac
tion and won the unanimous praise of 
all who came in contact with her. On 
the last day of the camp session she 
was ordained as a minister of Spiritual
ism, W. F. Peck, president of the M. V. 
S. A., officiating.”

Amos Packer, in answer to the ex
posure of the trumpet medium, Mr. Fin-

I ney, says: ”1 was present at one of Mr. 
Finney’s seances when a light was 
struck, and I plainly saw the trumpet as 
it lav poised in air horizontally within 
a foot of the ceiling. I saw it turn end 
down and descend to the floor. As I 
sat where Mr. Finney and the trumpet 
were both In front of me, I saw him at 
one and the same time, seated with a 
lady holding both his hands. Now if 
the exposer can furnish any light on 
how such things are done without spirit 
power, I will be more than pleased to 
hear from him. I uphold no frauds, but 
when such honorable and true mediums 
as A. A. Finney are to be exposed it will 
require some thing more than guess 
work.” 1

Mrs. Sylvia E. Carey writes: “The au
dience at the Kenwood Spiritual Church 
spent a very uplifting Sunday evening, 
August 27, and in the afternoon meeting 
we had with us Dr. Cross and wife. The 
Doctor gave some beautiful thoughts on 
Spiritualism. Our speaker for the even
ing was Dr. J. MacFarland, who gave 
us an inspirational biblical lecture. He 
received the close attention of his audi
ence. He surely is a grand, good man, 
and we hope to have him with us again 
in the near future. The ladies of the 
church will give a harvest dance and so
ciable on the evening of Sept. 29, at 
Kenwood Hall. Everybody knows what 
a grand, good time they had at our last 
dance. We will make it pleasant, ana 
insure you a good time if you come, and 
join in the merry-making. We hold 
services every Sur.day afternoon at 3 

“and evening at 8 o'clock, at our hall, 
4308-10 Cottage Grove avenue. Mrs. 
Grace Aitken, ouri medium, gives mes
sages at each meeting, assisted by Mr. 
J. S. Von Broecklin and others. Come 
and learn the truth. All welcome. Good 
music. Skeptics-invited.” -

P. Pearson writes from Ponca City, 
Okla.: “In my article on ‘Musical Vibra- 
tlonp’ in paper of Sept 9, occurs some 
typographical errors that I wish cor
rected so my classification can be right
ly understood. In the second paragraph, 
seventh Une occur the figures 32,331; it 
should read 32.331, the last three fig
ures being decimals. In the 14th line, 
same paragraph, 4,138,440 should read 
"4,138.440, the last three figures being 
decimals. . In the fourthline, third par
agraph, 440, the last three figures 
should be decimals; also in the 14th 

dine in fourth paragraph 662, the last 
three figures should be 1 decimals. 
Above low C on the electric field decl- 
nals are dropped.”

Mrs. Hamilton Gill has now returned 
to her home, 522 W. Monroe street, 

1 Chicago. She holdfl circles every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 o'clock; 
also a special .circle for ladies every 
Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock. Pri
vate readings daily except Saturday. 
Mrs. Gill visited Grand Ledge, Haslett 
Park and Island Lake, Mich., camp- 
meetings and had a delightful time.

A circle will be held at the residence 
of Mrs. Squires,, No. 220 Western ave
nue, on Wednesday evening, Sept. 13. 
Tests by Mrs. Dr.-Caird, of Lynn, Mass.

Mrs. Gates writes i'ropi Winfield, 
Kans.: "Laura B. Payne, state president 
of Texas Spiritualist Association, has 
been with ub and delivered three lec
tures, which were fine. Each one was 
handled beautifullv and understanding- 
ly. If we hafl Imown of these things 
long ago we would as a people been far 
ahead of where we-are to-day. She left 
here Tuesday morning for Tulsee, In
dian Territory, to fill an engagement. 
We are all anxiously waiting tor a time 
when we may have' her in our midst 
again. We, like many orthodox, are 
waiting for the second coming of the 
Christ; but we consider each mortal be
ing a Christ within himself."

D. G. Hill writes: “The opening serv
ices of the Tall arid winter sessions ot 
the Golden Rule Spiritualist Society, on 
Sunday, Sept. 3, were satisfactory. A 

| large audience was present to enjoy the 
talks given by tiie ’ different workers 
present. The afternoon service con
sisted of a lecture by our sister, Mrs. 
Alice Sexsmith, with short talks by sev
eral in the audience; In the evening a 
lecture by Mrs. Nora B. Hill, and mes
sages by the mediums present. Meet
ings each Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., at 
O’Donnell College Hall, South Paulina 
street, between Washington and Park 
avenue. All cordially Invited. Remem
ber the open door. Our speaker for 
Sunday evening, Sept. 17, will be the 
Hon. Ex-Judge W. L. Snell." '

C. A. Sollinger writes from Cleve
land, Ohio: "After struggling for more 
than sixteen years, the Spiritualists of 
Cleveland, through fhe untiring efforts 
of the present officers and. members of 
the Ladies’ Spiritual Temple Fund So
ciety, are goihg to have a home tor 
themselves. They have bought the for
mer Trinity Bhplist'1church located on 
Fullerton street, between Broadway 
and Marcelind hvenue. It has been ren
ovated from cellar tó Bteeple, and will 
be open to the public, and dedicated to 
the teaching arid preaching of the phil
osophy and phenomeria of Modern Spir
itualism, to thè jplfftment of mankind 
and seekers of trulli: Brother Dell A. 
Herrick lias accepted to assist on that 
occasion, free'ot charge, with other 
speakers yet to hear’ from. Prof. L. 
Quedenteld and liis three sons will fur
nish the musiqgl program. The under
signed will give German address. Bro. 
C. W. Haines, second vlce?president of 
the Ohio Slate A-slitìè'fation, will preside 
as chairman. ' The prograin is not ar
ranged yet, but the ladles Invite all 
Spiritualists as well as others who seek 
the truth, whether living In Cleveland 
or elsewhere to participate with them, 
and assist in the dedication of this tem
ple, making Sunday; October 1, a mem
orable never-to-be-forgotten day in the 
history of Spiritualism in Cleveland. 
Doors will be open free to all.”

H. Smith writes: "The opening serv
ices at Van Buren Opera House of the 
Spiritualistic Church of the Students of 
Nature, Sunday evening, Sept. 3, were 
well attended. The hall was beautifully ■ 
decorated with sunflowers, etc. Mrs. 
M. Schumacher, the pastor, welcomed 
the appreciative audience. A beautiful 
floral basket of red and white roses 
was presented to her as a token of, es
teem, in returning to serve the society 
after three months of vacation. Sister 
N. Kusserow, in handing the basket of 
flowers to the pastor, said, 'Hail, sister, 
hail ; home again tor the good.' Her re
marks of appreciation brought sunshine 
to each one present. Her spiritual mes
sages were convincing. A series of 
spiritual lectures will be given on Soul 
Development, by ‘he pastor. Dr. L. C. 
Koehler, ex-minister, will assist. Serv- 
icea held each Sunday evening at Madi
son street and California avenue, 7:30. 
All are cordially invited."

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes : “On Sun
day evening at Spiritual Mission Chapel 
(Old 77) we had a very intellectual au
dience. Our speaker, F. M. Stoller, 
read for the scripture lesson a portion 
of the 12th chapter of I. Corinthians. 
After a short scientific explanation of 
the different phases of mediumship his 
guides answered the scientific and phil
osophical questions asked by the audi
ence, many of them being very interest
ing. They also answer personal ques
tions, followed by spirit messages and 
psychometric readings, either by Mr. 
Stoller or some other medium."

Mr. A. Merkel, vice-president, writes: 
“An elaborate anniversary and party 
was given in honor'of the Mrs. M. Schu
macher, pastor of the Spiritual Church 
Students of Nature, at her home,. Sept 
2. Among the manyglfts was a hand-' 
some hand painted china set, presented 
by our pianist."

Mrs. Anna Duncan ^writes: “We are 
here in Tampa, ÍTú., a,small band Strug
gling for recognition'.‘against adverse 
conditions. We/hold'our meetings in a 
small hall whefé discourses are given 
by our president J. £ Ireland, who is 
a close student-pt,the philosophy, and 
we enjoy his repitáis very much. He Is 
ably assisted b¿ pur vice-president, Mrs. 
J. J. Ender. Your Correspondent is 
musical directóf,’ amTat present secre
tary. I am alsb jjngafiéd as pianist and , 
organist at Lafe Helen camp for -the | 
coming season. 'We are trying to nego- 
ti ate with J. Madison Allen to come 
here. That estimable-lady, Carrie Firth 
Curran, sowed jSpmc gpod seed here, 
which will bear mitt. The Progressive 
Thinker Is certiftnly 3rooing a grand 
work. The Psychical^esearch Society 
meets every Sulillay evening in I,O. O. 
F; hall at 8 o’clóblr.- Ail ihterésted are 
invinted. J- F. Ireland, president; Mrs.

| Arina Duncan, secretary."
- Miss Elizabeth Harlow has been il
luminating Chicago ¿nd vicinity witn 
ber lectures, lecturing here, at Genoa, 
arid at the Sunflower picnic. She has" 
been engaged tor another year at Co
lumbus, Ohio.

Ida May Cook of Spring Hill, Kansas, 
resigns her office in the Spiritualist 
League, organized nt Topeka, Kansas. 
She says it “denoi|nces all phases. of 
physical mediumship." We are told it 
only denounces the fraudulent part ot 
the phenomena, anula ardently la favor 
of the genuine.

Benson Gray writes from Jackson, 
Michigan: “I am pleasea to &nnounéd 
through the columns of your valuable 
paper, that at present the Spiritualists 
of Jackson, Mich., are enjoying a genu
ine revival. On Sunday, Sept. 3, Oscar 
A. Edgerly began a month's engage
ment with our society. From reports 
of hlB work elsewhere we had been led 
to expect much, but we can truly say, 
that .orir expectations have( been far ex
ceeded by our realizations. On Sunday, 
Sept. 3, his guides delivered two dis
courses of wonderful eloquence and 
power, enthusing our audience to the 
highest pitch of appreciation. On Fri
day night Mr. Edgerly gave a test se
ance for the benefit of the society, and 
while he declares he does not pose as a 
test medium, still we must acknowledge 
that we have noyer had a better exhibi
tion of test mediumship from our ros
trum, tests that have the true ring ot 
genuineness from start to finish. We 
feel justified in saying that we antici
pate a spiritual feast during the re
mainder ot the month, and we shall try , 
to engage Mr. Edgerly for a longer pe
riod as soon as he has the time avail
able.” 1

Harmony. Grove Camp, Cal.
The camp-meeting just closed at Har

mony Grove, Escondido, Cal., was one 
of unusual interest, material profit apt! 
spiritual development. The association 
has at last succeeded in becoming the 
owner of all the buildings, camp equip
ments and permanent improvements, so 
that its further financial standing and

HWALYA 
I (THE KOLA COMPOUNOF" 
The African Koia Plant 1b Nature's Positive Cure for gAY-VEVEK end A8TMA. Since it. 
recent discovery thia remarkable botanical pri* 
duct hoi come into universal use iu tho HospUu. 
of Europe and America as au unfailing specific 
proving that

Matters of Interest and Importance.

To the Editor:—It gives me pleasure 
to extend the cordial greetings of the 
N. S. A. to yourself and all connected 
with your valuable journal, our sincere 
thanks for all the help and encourage
ment you have ever given to our organ
ization.

It is also with pleasure that we re
port to you and to the readers of your 
columns that the N. S. A. has never 
been so prosperous or able to do as 
much good as in the present year, as 
the annual report of its secretary to the 
next convention will show.

In regard to the thirteenth annual 
convention of the N. S. A., which will 
be held at the First Unitarian Church 
of Minneapolis, Minn., Eighth street 
and Mary Place, Oct. 17-20, Inclusive, 
we are glad to say that promises of the 
best of convocations are held out to us, 
and we believe that Minnesota will sur
pass herself in the efforts made to give 
Spiritualism the grandest boom it has 
ever had in that section. Our list ot 
speakers and mediums for the evening 
entertainments, which are to be free to 
the public, .bears the names of many ot 
our foremost workers; among those ex
pected are: Rev. Dr. Austin, Will J. Er- 
wood, Prof. W. F. Peck, Mr. and Mrs. 
Kates, Mr. and Mrs. Sprague, Oscar 
Edgerly, Mesdames Lillie, Fixen, Mc
Coy, Gaule-Ridinger, Ressegue and 
others.

The musical program under the direc
tion of Mr. Paul Zumbaek, will be a 
splendid addition to the evening work.

The Lyceum movement will be ably 
represented by the National Lyceum 
Superintendent, John W. Ring, who has 
much of interest and Importance to re
port, and who has done a grand work 
for the children’s lyceum in his official 
capacity.

The headquarters of the N. S. A. dur
ing convention will be the Nicollet Ho
tel, Minneapolis; all delegates and vis
itors wishing rooms at that hostelry 
during convention, can secure the same 
at reduced rates by writing to the pro
prietors, asking tor terms given the Na
tional Spiritualists Association during 
convention dates.

Special railroad tickets will be issued 
on the certificate plan at one fare and a 
third for round trip; all wishing the 
same should ask for certificate tickets 
of National Spiritualists Association 
convention to Minneapolis. Their tick
et agents will give information. Full 
fare is to be paid going; one-third on re
turn trip. Each certificate must be 
signed by N. S. A. secretary, also en
dorsed by special railroad agent at con- 

•vention the last day, Oct. 20, and 25 
cents paid to the secretary for endors
ing of the agent, lliis being the rules of 
the railroad companies.

The annual reception given to visit
ors and delegates will be held at the 
Unitarian church, "Monday evening, Oc
tober 16. All are welcome.

We desire to extend the grateful ap- ' 
predation of the N. S. A. to the mana
gers ot all camps that granted an N. S. 
A. day during the last camp Beason; I first and last these camps have been 
valuable aids to the National Associa
tion in its good work. The N. S. A. 
secretary had the privilege ot repre
senting this association the present 
summer at Onset, Mass., on N. S. A. 
day, and cannot adequately express her 
appreciation of the attention given to 
her plea for aid. Dr. Geo A. Fuller, 
chairman of the camp and president of 
the Massachusetts State Association, 
presided and made an eloquent speech 
in behalf ot the grand work of the Na
tional Association and for organization 
among Spiritualists, pledging Massa
chusetts State Association anew to our 
cause and to the N. S. A. Mr. J. B. 
Hatch also spoke earnestly and forcibly 
of the N. S. A. and Its objects, while 
many other prominent workers echoed 
these sentiments. The result of this 
meeting netted one hundred and three 
dollars to the N. S. A., many bills being 
quietly placed in the collection baskets, 
while a number ot friends gave their 
subscriptions to swell the sum before 
the meeting closed.- Among the many 
whose generosity and efforts went to 
make the Onset day a successful one 
for the N. S. A., Mr. and Mrs. Butter
field and Mrs. M. C. Weston may be । 
mentioned, while the indefatigable Mrs. 1 
C. L. Hatch must be remembered for ’ 
her cheerful assistance. 1

German'Meetings at Lily Dale.
Now that the season is over, the work 

done and all going to their respective 
homes again, we wouid say a few words 
in regard to the German meetings held, 
at Lily Dale.

These meetings’ have been successful 
and we look forward to a very good 
time and greater success next season. 
We thank the management of the City 
of Light Assembly for their kindness 
shown to us; and we thank all the 
friends for their kind’thoughts and ap
preciative . words, and all the German 
friends-for their attendance’, as also 
those who have assisted in the musical 
fund, Which will enable us to start in 
next year with a good musical program. 
These meetings were conducted by Mrs.' 
Elsie-Stumpf, assisted.by others. Her 
work was good, the lectures Interesting 
and instructive and her spirit messages 
brought comfort and joy to the hearts 
of those that received them. Mr. Gus
tav Thiese, as chairman, did his best, so 
did. Prof. Arthur Uvedale as musical di
rector. ' ' '

Now, dear friends, one and all join-in- 
making this work a greater success 
next season,: by letting your friends ■ 
know about these meetings at Lily Dale. 
Mrs. Stumpf is open for engagements 
in English or German. Mr. .Gustav 
Thiese, Akron, Ohio, chairman; Mrs. 
Elsie Stumpf, Brooklyn, N. Y., medium 
and treasurer; Mr. Henry J. Hoffman, 
Toledo, Ohio, secretary. COR.

■ success are assured. The attendance 
■ was large, the several lectures, circles, 
. literary entertainments ets., were weli 

attended and productive of great good.
Among the speakers and message 

bearers who served us faithfully and ac
ceptably, Mesdames Ella W. Marchant 
and Lily M. Thiebaud of San Bernar
dino, Mary C. Vlasek of Los Angeles, 
Millie Horder and Judge Sidney 
Thomas of San Diego, are worthy of 
special mention, and the association 
takes pleasure in expressing its.grate
ful appreciation to each and all of them.

The morning services on Sunday, 
August 18, were Bet apart exclusively to 
the memory of our sister, Mrs. Etta 
Foster, one of the oldest members and 
most faithful workers in the associa
tion, and who was dearly beloved and 
will be sadly missed by all. The en
closed tribute to her memory was 
adopted by the association and formed 
the center around which clustered all 
the utterances of the different speakers.

J, L. DRYDEN.

In Memorlam.
Since our last annual encampment a 

shadow from the death angel's wing 
has fallen across the pathway of our as- 
Boclation and has left traces of sorrow 
and tears upon the cheeks of Borne of 
our members.

On the night of November 9, 1904, the 
white angel messenger called Death, 
entered the home ot our brother, Ezra 
Foster, and in response to the joyful 
summons, "Come up higher,” two an
gels, instead of the one that had en
tered, passed out ot that happy home 
Into the solemn stillness of the life be
yond.

Mrs. Etta Foster, the beloved wife, 
mother, sister and friend, at the end ot 
an earth pilgrimage of slxty-nine years 
crowned with an unselfish arid useful 
life-work, heard the welcome summons 
and quietly passed to the higher ex
pression of life.

Sister ■ Foster was the youngest 
daughter of Capt. Bailey Potter, who 
served his country with distinction in 
the war of 1812, and beneath whose 
humble root at West Gardner in the 
far-off state of Maine, our sister first 
beheld the material light.

As members of the Harmony Grove 
Camp-meeting Association, of which 
she was an honored, faithful and be
loved member from its organization, we 
hereby publicly express our deep sor- 
iow and regret because ot her physical 
absence, and also express our high ap
preciation of the many good qualities, 
and the beautiful character which she 
possessed. And we gladly bear tribute 
to the noble, unselfish lite, the high 
spiritual endowments, and the sweet, el
evating influences which her lite con
stantly shed abroad as a benediction 
upon all with whom she mingled.

We'hereby express our sympathy 
with the bereaved husband, children, 
grand children and friends who have 
been deprived of the loving care, com
panionship and kindly ministrations of 
the loved one; and while we cannot but 
deplore our own and their material loss, 
we rejoice because of her great spirit
ual. gain.

Although hidden from our mortal eyes, 
and although we shall miss her dear 
motherly presence in the form in our 
assemblies and circles, and shall listen 
in vain for her spoken words, we know 
that it 1b only a thin veil that inter
venes, and her interest in our efforts to 
advance the cause of truth which she 
loved bo dearly, will be as deep as while 
she was present with ns in the form.
“Think not about the grave; how 

should it hold
That essence pure, eternal and divine? 
Lift not your gaze beyond the stars that 

shine I
Far in the cloudless blue, serenely cold.

Nay, listen; you shall hear 
old glad words of greeting. You 

shall hold
The

The

And
bands death’s pressure left so icy 

cold,
know that she is near—not far, but 

near,
Closer than earth can hold Its loved Is 

she.”

The Northern Michigan Meeting.
Sunday, August 20, marked the clos

ing of the sixth annual meeting of Spir
itualists of Northern Michigan. It was 
an ideal dav, as the three preceding 
ones had been since camp opened.

Mrs. Cora Morrill closed -our camp 
work for 1905, with two grand dis
courses. They vzere most fitting, for 
all In sound of her voice to ponder on, 
to act upon, until we should meet 
again,.knowing full well, if strictly ad
hered to for that time, they would be 
for all time, for words spoken, lessons 
learned, could only result In the better
ing of every life. And we can only 
hope, that when we convene again we 
will have all prqfited by the teachings 
set forth. To tlie mind of the writer it I 
was the most successful In the history 
of the camp, both spiritually and finan
cially; not that the audiences were any 
larger, but more came into the fold ac
knowledging the truth of our philoso
phy, by receiving verifications which 
filled their whole being with satisfac
tion by the phenomena.

August 13, in the bright sunshine the 
cottage of the secretary, the first pri
vate cottage to be erected on the 
grounds, was dedicated by Mrs. Mor
rill, in beautiful words of “Home,” and 
then named “Pine Crest Cottage," by 
the son Carl, who departed earth life, 
Oct 18, 1887.

A. A. Finney, that grand trumpet me
dium, through his guides did much to 
clinch the philosophy of Spiritualism by 
the phenomena, making us all very 
grateful for his having come into our 
midst.

The memory of this camp will be a 
bright spot for our minds to dwell upon 
the coming year.
' CAMP SECRETARY.

FINE BRAIN VIBRATIONS.

S<^ Attuned That the Higher Order of 
-Spirits Can Act Upon Them—Babe 
Amazes Doctors by Knowledge of An-
atomy—Five-Year-Old Lad Holds
Floor at Medical Meeting.
Glibly prattling of the petella find me

dulla oblongata, little 5-year-old Mark 
Delafield Mallory, of Santa Rosa, Cai., 
held the floor at a recent meeting of the 
Sonoma County Medical Society "for 
more than an hour and kept the ques
tioning physicians who gathered around 
him, gasping with wonder. Wee Mark 
is not a member of the society, al
though his father. Dr. G. W. Mallory, is, 
and the lad was not reading a thesis or 
advancing a theory. But from the way 
he discussed the muscular system of 
man, from the occlpltalic to' the tendon 
achillis..or made off-hand mention of the 
floating ribs, the costal cartilage, the I 
clavicle or the fibula, he might easily 
have been a second year medical stu
dent at least STUDENT. ।

“The Jesuits.” By Rev. B. F. Austin, 
A. M., B. D. An excellent pamphlet 
Price 16 cents.

IHAY-FEVER
«»and»»

ASTHMA can be CURED.
Mr.W.U. HOI.,, ¡nllSlbSt., Hewportltewd, Va., writer Jan. S3d, was a bolulUBB Invalid and wan cunxl ot Har. 

rover and Asthma by minalra, after 16 years’ aulfortnir. 
Mrx. J. B. Nortyke, HmcIty,.K<uua,writes Jan.£6th 
■had Hay-Fever and Asthma for tanyoara and could ge: 
no relief until cured by Blruulya. Ur. P. L Cleues, 1 sc ^torrid St., PhlludcUihlu, writes. Jan. Wb, Doctors die 
Suu no goon, but Hlmalya cured mu. Hr. W. F. bawpbell, Sanbornville, N. H.,uUo writes Fub. Otb,tbat Hlmalyw 

-eurod bls Bon. Bev. Frederick F. Wyatt, tlie noted Evan- 
KoUst, of Abilene, Toxas, writes April 16tb,leys, I nover 
lose on opportunity.to recommend Hlmalyo. asltcured- 
me ot Hay-Fever and Asthma, and leave nover had any return ottbo disease.

. Hundreds of others send similar testimony 
proving Himulyn a truly wonderful remedy. As- 
the Kola Plant Ie a specific constitutional cure 

I for the disease, Hay-Fever sufferers should no I 
fail to take advantage of this opportunity to- 
securearomedy widen will positively euro them. 
To prove the power ot this new botanical dlscov- 
*ry, if you suffer from Hay-Fever or Asthma, we 
will send you one trial case by mull entirely free. 
“ costs you absolutely nolhlng. Write today to the 
Kola importing Co., 1162 Broadway, Hew York.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and Bubsiantlally; 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing bouse in the' 

United States excels them In the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Eriiyclope- 
dia ot Death, and Life in th? Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data- 
on Death and Spirit Life than can bo' 
dug up in all the libraries ot the world.

.Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man' 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles,-"The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the "Great Debate Bo- 
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, 
it will fill an important niehe in youi 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land," “Art 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus."

AnJ lastly, our latest premium book, 
"Letters From the Spirit World." writ
ten through the mediumship oi that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known In ancient or mort
em times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain ot knowledge for you’ 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive' 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise!

The above la the number ot the pre®' 
ent issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
os printed at th» top ot the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor- 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for ba® 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tha 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced! each week, showing the numbar 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number <m 
tte tag of your wrapper.

Longley’s Choice Collection.
OF

BEAUTIFUL S0N6S-X
Hers Is a book of songs for public meetings' 

ana the home that Is tun ot music and poetry 
that reach the soul. Tho book la just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a- 
splendld quality ot paper, and contains "6 songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
•'Thesffsongs are adapted to the needs ot soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Howe.

“This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.Dawning Light,

"The songs and music are of a nature to in
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W. Hull.

“There are some things in our personal histo
ry that never fade from ineiiionr, One m mlno 
has been ires'll for fifty years. I went one night, 
to hear the eloquent lecturer. Pruf.S.B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought ho ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.' Tho man,' the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; tho man was 
Prof. Longley.the song, one of his earliest com
positions"—J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book ot songs comprises tho 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had in decorated covers for to 
cents; plain, 40 cents.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, ^Oc. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.

Past and Present. By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar- -i 
win. I

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. SlnnetL
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelit. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence In tho 
East and an exhaustive study of occult ■ 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

D

Isoms Glimpses/“ 
OTOGGUlUSIfl 1FIODERN.
BY .0. W. LEADBEATER

Tho following subjects aro treated in a most 
able manner;
ANCIENT:—Theosophy and Christianity; Th» 

Ancient Mysteries; Buddhism.
MODERN:—The Unseen World; The Rationale 

of Mesmerism; Telepathy and Mind Cure;
Magic, White and Black; The Uso and Abus» 
of Psychic Powers: Vegetarianism and Oo- . 
cultism: How to Build Character; The Fu
ture of Humanity; Tbo Gospel of Wisdom.

Well bound in Cloth, with sliver back and sid» 
stamp. 400 pagos. Frico, it.to

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H- Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations ot 
spiritual phenomena. Price 2g cesUu

'Si



tor

Overlying this devotion may be a ve-
neer of selfishness, pride, ambition, ex-

days?
Toledo, Ohio.

and then as exposer. Findingtim,'

Jfums, by spirit power, it has never

cross, enduring the pangs of death 
the sins of others.

pectatfon, but ita intrinsic quality is 
not concealed.

be allowed to push a table or chair 
der suspended Annie Abbott. Why 
a hoop? Because in the hands of 
manager, the audience can be 
ceived. No one will be answered

from saying anything 
grounds, but will speak of 
that permeates the place.

Hardly had we stepped 
train (there were tour in

. Sept. 16,1901

This department 1B under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—-The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the Answers to .be mads in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacriflced to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as- 
cert!ve, which of all things is to be dep- 
«•ecated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting tor the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of tilts department lias 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

been accomplished before a promiscu
ous audience, and from the delicacy of 
the conditions essential, never can be.

All these public exhibitors have their 
paraphernalia, and stages arrange^ tor 
their tricks, which are in every respect 
different from true spirit manifesta
tions.

The performances of Annie Abbott 
were explained at the time she was be
fore the public, in ' this department. 
Her “muscular power” was simply skill 
in making her antagonists exert theirs 
at greatest disadvantage, and in opposi
tion to each other. It may be perti
nently asked. Why should Spiritualism 
be supported by legerdemain and tricks 
of magic, even admitting they are at 
times the efforts of spirits? Is not the 
cause whose grand object is to spirit
ualize mankind, degraded by mounte
banks? Not ono of these exhibitors 
will allow the routine of their perform
ances to be disturbed. No one would

un
use 
the 
de- 
l>y

Fay unless there is preparation before
hand. Spiritualism has suffered great 
loss by these charlatans who have more 
or less openly practiced under its name, 
In this it has not been alone, for the be
ginnings of all religions have been sat
urated with the arts of magicians, pre
tenders and charlatans. The true seers 
were, followed by a train of pretenders 
and false prophets. The true is con
stantly revealed against a black back
ground of deception.

FIRST VISIT TO LILY DALE.

An Ohio Worker Gives Her Thoughtful 
Impressions.

F. 8., Winnipeg: Q. Was there a 
proclamation of Atheism during the 

I French Revolution, made by the leaders • 
of the Republic or representatives of , 
the people?

A. Deputy Depor.t in a speech said: 
“I am free to avow, that I for my part 
am an atheist." His words were re
ceived with silent approval.

But ft is a mistake that there was a 
formal acceptance of atheism by the na
tion. The priesthood had joined with 
the rulers as always, and assisted in 
-keeping the people in ignorance and 
poverty. The reaction was terrible, 
and scorn and hate were reflected on 
religion, which had supported the brig
ands of court and cloister. But the 
French must have a religion. The old 

. had scarcely been overthrown when 
the wildest element of the revolution 
enthroned a “new.” It was the “Re
ligion of Reason.” Chaumette led a 
procession, vast, drank, delirious with 
blood, escorting the Goddess of Rea
son, borne on a palanquin. She had 
been selected from the opera, Demoi
selle Condellle, and was arrayed in a 
sky-blue mantle, with a red liberty-cap 
with a garland of oak leaves. She was 
carried to the cathedral of Notre Dame, 
seated on the high altar and worshiped, 
the "National Convention chanting the 
Hymn to Liberty.” This was not athe
ism. It was an acknowledgment of 
the existence of God, by symbolizing 
him in the goddess. Reason became 
only another name for Jupiter, Jehovah, 

: God.
The application given by the clergy 

gives its only value to this charge 
against the French revolution. They, 
assert that the roign of terror was 
caused by the national belief in atffe- 

- ismk¡The'very reverseis the truth.- it 
was the terrible Buffering of the people, 
forced on them by rulers in the name 
of religion, which filled them .with, hat- 

: red tód';seiit them, not of athéÍBiá, 
, \ but to -the overthrow of the existing 
^system of government and religion to 

■which they referred all their sufferings, 
and the establishment of a new. It 
was a wild, misdirected brute energy, 
as far away from reason as from the 
established church; a madness of fever, 
which time only could allay.

THB PRO0RBSSIVB THIWKBR ’
DELPHOS CAMP, KANS.

■ - . - "«4 on _ .
CHICAGO SPIRITUALISÎTâ LEAGUE MISSIONARIES’ REPORT.

SSÄ

Laudatory of the Prominent Workers at 
the Camp.

The 27th annual camp of the First So
ciety of Spiritualists and Liberals, 
closed its 17 days session on August 27.

With each succeeding year this camp 
has grown in prominence and stability, 
until now there is no camp in the West 
that wields a greater influence or a 
more exalted exposition of Spiritual 
philosophy, harmonizing the well being 
of physical existence.

It has ever been watchful as well as 
mindful of deception practiced under 
the guise of spiritual phenomena, and 
to that end have its officers labored to 
procure none but trustworthy talent, 
true to the precepts of which Spiritual
ism, in its purity, stands a formidable 
truth which no contending force can 
overthrow or dethrone its power.

The camp this year has been an ex-, 
ceptional one from many standpoints. 
As a financial venture it has eclipsed 
all previous records. From a spiritual 
point of view it has elicited an Interest 
as never before. The practical food 
which was dispensed by the zealous 
workers from the rostrum, was greedily 
devoured by ■ hungry souls seeking 
knowledge.

The demonstrative work came with 
such volume and overwhelming evi
dence aB to silence the most positive 
and embarrassing skeptic upon the 
grounds.

Ten days spent, at the City of Light 
Assembly were fraught with both profit 
and pleasure, it being my first visit 
there, .1 was of course enchanted with 
the appearance created there. As It 
has been bo many times described 
through these columns, I will refrain

about the 
the spirit

from the 
our party)

when exclamations of gladness greeted 
us as one by one friends lined up to bid 
us welcome. Conspicuous because of 
his moddsty was Harrison Hunt, the 
“boy orator" of Conneaut, Ohio, whose 
outstretched hand and smiling face at 
once made us feel at home.

During my stay I met with the pro 
and con of nearly every known phase of 
mediumship, and if my impressions are 
correct I believe there 1b a tendency 
there to inaugurate a thorough sifting 
of the wheat from the chaff.

The lyceum, which I attended each 
session during my stay, is a most im
portant feature; the conductor, Miss 
Carrie Howard, proved to be the right 
person in the right place in every 
sense of the word, she reaches the chil
dren in a way that is helpful to all who 
have the good fortune to be present.

Longley’s beautiful songs seem to 
have a touch of real heaven In them 
when sung by that sweet young singer, 
Edna Grant, whose sweet simplicity 
lends angelic charm to every note, leav
ing profound impression upon her hear
ers.

The German meetings are a helpful 
addition, as many people who can 
make out the import of a, test or mes
sage when given to them in ^English 
and yet would lose the essence of a 
lecture, thus the presentation of our 
philosophy to Germans in German, 1b 

. most gratifying to them.
The band concerts were veritable

The writer feels In dujy bound tp 
give each faithful worker a short pen 
picture of their abilities.' as they. ap
pealed to his understanding, and while 
he does not feel competent to portray 
the full- value of each, yet we trust a 
pardoning thought will find favor with 
those of whom he writes.

First 'On the program of speakers, we 
introduce A Scott Bledsoe. Mr. Bled
soe, we believe, is a native Kentuckian, 
and his whole soul is afire with the real
ities of life, His masterful logic as It 
falls from his lips fills his listeners with 
an elixir so forceful, so positive, as to 
brush aside the hesitating darkness of 
doubt, and in spite of prejudicial feel
ings they grasp the light and are car
ried to a realm of condition which they 
knew not of. Mr. Bledsoe has no peer 
upon the spiritual rostrum as a practi
cal logician, expounding truths that 
reach more people whose minds are in 
great need.

The next on the program who claims 
attention is Mrs. Etta Bledsoe, wife of 
A Scott Bledsoe. It is no extravagant 
statement when we say that Mrs. Bled
soe is possibly the finest and most splr-

Commences its MeetJhga Ibr thq Season 
of 19^-6. )(Jf

‘ T7T’ u
A fairly good au^ipnee^or the very 

limited advertising ,uiat wa? dona made 
up the opening inepqng qi, ¡the Chicago 
Spiritualists Loagqey wl^ch. was held 
in Handel Hall, No,., 40 Randolph 
street, Saturday evfiuing, September 2.

Dr. George B. Wanta prg^ideut of the 
League, presided. [

The services wore opened by the con
gregation singing, witt Mrs. E. Foote 
as leader at the piano, th^tune "Amer
ica,” with the word^i’ ail

“Sweet sister spirits cofce,
And from your beauteous home, 

To earth descend.
Come cheer ub with ypur love, 
And lift our thoughts above;
O’er land unknown>to rove, 

Your guidance lend.”
Our old but clear-minded patriarch, 

Dr. Hewitt, pastor of the Church of Psy
chic Forces, made a'! very impressive 
ahd uplifting prayer. Thjs was followed 
by a solo by Mrs. Elizabeth A Betz- 
Inger, Which she rendered in a manner 
that called forth the hearty applause of 
her audience.- |l

Dr. Warne in his happy manner of 
presenting persons to an audience, In
troduced Miss Elizabeth Harlow as the 
lecturer for the evening. She an
nounced her subject iss ’’The Realm of 
the Unknown." For ¡ nearly an hour 
she handled this subject In a way to 
command the earnest attention of her 
listeners. She has nuclear voice, and a 
personal presence that'is magnetic,and 
there is every evidence” that she Is 
moved by. spirit power.

The leading thought of the lesson as 
near as I could analyze it,, that was 
given, The star of Bethlehem modern
ized, is the star of -progress, and it is 
progress that carries1 us forward into 
the . great unknown. ’ Mankind are 
pushed into . the great unknown

For the Quarter Ending August 31, 1905.

June was our vacation month and we 
spent that time at our homo In James
town, N. Y. It web a pleasant and 
happy experience.

When wo arrived homo we were both 
tired and sick, but tire rest and change, 
together with the treatment furnished 
Jis by Mrs. Dr. Matteson of 248 North 
Division street. Buffalo, N. Y., restored 
us to the state of health necessary to 
the continuance of our work.

During July and August we visited 
Urichsville, O., Elwood, Ind., Millsburg, 
Mich., and filled engagements at the 
following named camp-meetings: Ches-' 
terfleld, Ind., Snowflake camp, Central 
Lake, Mich,, Vicksburg, Mich., and 
Ashley, Ohio. We organized one new 
society and held 4G meetings.

Chesterfield camp-meeting with its 
many mediums for various phases of 
phenomena was doing business on a 
large scale; many Investigators and 
others' were being supplied with tha 
“bread of life” and perhaps more, the 
bread of Ute immortal. Many Spiritual
ists were partaking of the same kind 
of nourishment and everybody was in 
the happiest mood.

The lectures and messages were of 
the best. The conferences were very 
Interesting as well as educational, and 
when Brother Collins (a former minis
ter of the "Church of God”) "let go” in 
conference, everybody "got happy.” Oh, 
what joy Spiritualism brings to those 
who have believed and preached a fu
ture life, as it enables them to prove it.

Everything was first-class at Chester
field, and the “pilgrims” felt that their 
visit was all too short. Chesterfield

The Warfare of Science
With Theology

A History of tho Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom«
By ANDREW D. WHITE, EL. D., late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University, In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth, 
Five Dollars, For Sale at This Office.

In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 
could not find in the libraries of the worM in fifty years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
community. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases, the authority, 
showing the persistency of Tlii-o><><-- >■' i; '' tin<< new and advanced ideas in 

' Science. •
“THE WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THEOLOGY” is undoubt 

' edly the most complete, careful, conscientious, able and bravely impar
tial history of the subject ever written. The exactness and reliability 
of its facts and citations are unquestioned. Its vast scholarly research 

1 is amazing. It contains just the information the student and thinker 
needs, and so indexed and tabulated that it is handy as a dictionary 

’ when one wishes to refer to some special point or topic.
These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent td 

any address on receipt of the price, Five Dollars.

Lire. BEYOND DE/YTH*
Being a Review of

feasts to the lovers of music, and 
many pleasurable attractions too 
merous to mention serve to make 
days at this camp most busy ones.

R. B.: Q. Is it true that a mother’s 
love Is tile same as "divine love”? To 
me it seems that the mother’s love for 
her children is selfish and thb opposite 
of divine love.

A. Perhaps there is no word in the 
language given a greater variety of 
meanings than love. It may signify 
the most exalted unselfishness of an an
gel, or the sensuality of a devil. This 
want of clearness of definition leads to 
endless discussion, and obscurity of 
thought. Love in its essence Is un
selfish. It is like the sun which radi
ates with unvarying constancy, yet asks 
no return. Love exacts no recom
pense, demands no obligation, is devo
tion. This conception should be con
veyed by the word, and it other mean
ing is desired a qualifying term should 
indicate the difference. We do not see 
how love is strengthened by the word 
“divine,” for it is of all attributes the 
most exalted, and in any idea formed 
of God must be a leading quality.

In its ultimate analysis, a mother’s 
love, which causes ihe endless sacrifice 
of herself, comes near to the “divine,” 
or the most exalted. The mother bird 
folds her helpless nestlings under her 
wings while the storm beats over her, 
is as self-devoted as the martyr on the

the 
nu- 
the

But in spite of all this, there are still 
those who grumble, and the question 
arises: Does a flowery talk about the 
"home over there,” an individual mes
sage, a personal test, a slate-writing, a 
seance light or dark, constitute all 
there is of Spiritualism? Evidently 
there are some people calling them
selves Spiritualists who believe this is 
or ought to be all, and they are dissat
isfied that the management engage 
other than strictly Spiritualist speak
ers to lecture at the auditorium.

Here let me say that I believe It is 
high time that our people wake up 
(some of them) to the realities of our 
cause. Spiritualism not only covers 
the above named modes of communica
tion between the seen and the unseen, 
but it spreads its banner wide, and en
folds humanity in its various stages of 
progression, and helps the struggling 
masses to rise by extending its fellow
ship to all who labor in the reform 
movements of our age, be that re
former political, social, religious, moral, 
mental, or spiritual; all of these are 
expressions of spiritual truth, and we 
hail with gladness a press and a plat
form that is broad enough to hold them

«alL

F. S.: Q. 1. Who Is Anna Eva Fay, 
and whence her power to read questions 
on slips of paper in the pockets of her 
interrogators, and of finding or direct- 

.. tog people to lost persons or articles?
Last spring a person called Lotta 

^ras exhibited here, was apparently hyp
notized and then placed in a box, out of 

- which -she rose in response to passes 
by the hypnotizes, into mid-air, appar
ently with no material support, a wood
en hoop being passed around her body 
to show that no wires or other sup
ports were used. How was this done?

3. How were the feats accomplished 
Which Mrs. Annie Abbott performed 
some years ago, apparently resisting 
the muscular power of several strong 
men, with little effort, by some myste
rious power?

A. The much-advertised Fay came 
from obscurity posing first as a “medl-

The mission of Spiritualism is not 
alone to materialize spirits, but to spir
itualize material people, that they may 
realize the truly spiritual.

Spiritualism has no one hobby to 
which to bind its constituents, but it 
opens to us great fields of knowledge, 
and with every step forward we have a 
clearer view of the vastnesses before 
us.

To aid this world-wide progression, 
the management of the City of Light 
are sparing no pains, and instead of 
petty criticisms thev should have the 
most helpful thoughts of every Spirit
ualist at large.

Altogether our stay at Lily Dale was 
interesting, delightful and educative— 
what more could we ask for in ten

mystery a drawing card, her managers 
gave no explanation, leaving the public 
to draw its own conclusions. • The Spir
itualists could accept the performances 
ns spiritual and those who did not be
lieve in that system could call it clever 
magic. If she had, or still has, any 
mediumistic power, It is covered up 
and vitiated by adroit deception. Her 
assistants have the program of each 
evening’s performance prepared, and 
6he is nothing more than any other 
’’professor” of legerdemain. It is not 
possible to give the method pursued, by 
one in front of the footlights, any more 
than it would be to tell how Kellar pro- 
Iduces his mysterious tricks, but when 
understood all these tricks are so sim
ple as to be almost childish. .

We cannot explain the suspension of 
”Lotta” In mid-air, but whenever a 
Imown law of nature, is apparently sus
pended, we cannot be too- careful in 
¿rawing conclusions. While levitation 

as been repeatedly manifested by me-

ELIZABETH SCHADSS.

itually attuned inspirational speaker 
now lecturing before the people. Her- 
whole demeanor when delivering a dis
course is that of a being divinely il
lumined. Her eyes glow with a love 
light; her countenance gives forth an 
expression that bespeaks a power of 
which no human sculptor could dare 
hope to impart to his fondest dreams. 
Each announcement of when she would 
a higher sphere of action. Mrs. Kay- 
ner won the hearts and affections of all 
who came in contact with her; kind, 
motherly, a noble soul; leading the life 
of a pure and refined spirit encumbered 
by earthly ties, she challenges the ad
miration of all true men and women by. 
exemplary life. Mrs. Kayner’B abilities 
lie in test work. She is in many re
spect a marvelous medium. Not taint
ed by the lust for money, she is as hon
est as the great cause which rules the 
destinies of the worlds. Her fire test 
on the closing Sunday of the camp was 
a sensational revelation of spirit control 
to many, and the committee selected to 
exercise' a watch to see that no imposi
tions were practiced were simply dqm: 
founded. Many were the sad hearts 
made glad by the comforting words 
spoken through the medial powers of 
this noble woman.

Our next is Mrs. Edith McCrosson, of 
Columbus, Ohio. Mrs. McCrosson is a 
spiritual enigma, a human flower, 
blooming in the soul garden of affec
tion. Her lightness of heart carries her. 
along over the dark chasms of despair, 
piercing the clouds from which fall the; 
rays of sunshine and beauty. Mrs. Mc- 
Crosson’s work is on a high and spirit
ual sphere. Her mediumship ranks 
among the best Her readings gave ex
cellent satisfaction. While she is yet 
unknown to the general public, her en
ergy and push will lead her onward to 
a greater work.

We now come to Miss E. B. Mc
Carthy of Denver, Colo. Miss Mc
Carthy stands alone, she is the Imper
sonation of occultism, and if transcend
entalism be a truth one might exclaim 
that one of the ancient masters had re
appeared In this personality. Miss Mc
Carthy is not easily comprehended; she 
is a strange spirit wandering among a 
class of people that cannot grasp her 
intellectual acumen. She climbs the 
heights of occult lore, delves deeply 
into mysttcisifi, courts the phantasies of 
Persian magic, and with her mother wit 
flays her antagonists with the fluency of 
an adept

Miss McCarthy won the appreciation 
of the whole camp; she did splendid 
work in the line of tests, both in public 
and private, and those who came to 
know her are bettered for having met 
her.

We now come to our closing chapter,

whether they have a will to enter it or 
not. It 1b human? destiny to advance 
from tho indifferent, the gooff, and the 
better ever to the, best ideals conceiv
ably. It la the right «f each soul to 
make choice of the ideal life and activ
ity It would materialize. It Is not bo 
much the quantity in numbers of men 
wanted to make Spiritualism grow, as 
the quality. And Spiritualism is here 
out of the great unknown that was, and 
Is for our benefit, our, progress and our 
happiness; and a force unseen is bring
ing more and more of Its hidden glories 
for man’s moral and spiritual nature 
evolution into that condition In which 
God may be seen in the human-face and 
felt from the human aoul.

Miss Harlow neld vpry closely the at
tention of her audlen,çe from the com
mencement to the end of her discourse, 
and was heartily Applauded at the 
finish. i-> ’

Mrs. Wm. Hilbert, Idta.^plla Lincoln 
and Mrs. Mary Weaver enapged the at
tention of the audie^çe about fifteen 
minutes each in giving rgpdings and 
messages, with whic^-many of the peo
ple present seemed y^ry iquch pleased. 
The meeting was clpffed by a benedic
tion by Mies Harlow,„ . ’

The next public,...meqfjpg of the 
League will be neld In .thp.jsame place 
Saturday evening, Qptober,, 7. Good 
talent has been engaged, aqd the public 
16 cordially invited tojatteqd,

DR. J. g. RANDALL, 
Recording, Secretary. .

—n------ I— » |H' t ' bl, ■ 
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showed its good will and sympathy in • 
the work of the N. 8. A by allowing us 
to take a collection for the Mediums' 
Relief Fund which netted the handsome 
sum of $22.
' We next visited Snowflake Camp, 
Central Lake, Mich., our daughter Ma? 
rie accompanying us. We have but lit
tle time to visit our children and they i 
have but little opportunity to visit us, 
as we are so constantly on the wing, 
and we greatly appreciated this oppor
tunity to spend one whole week with ’ 
the dear girl. We did enjoy it, and sb •
did she. ’

Snowflake Camp has Improved in the 
last year. New cottages have been 
built, streets laid out, lots surveyed, 
etc. New streets were being cut through 
the woods to the lake and everything 
was being done to push the work at 
this beautiful camp.

The attendance on Sunday was very 
good. The air was lovely and cool 
here, while in New York, Chicago and 
other places the heat was intolerable 
and sunstroke prevalent. The nights 
at Snowflake were cool, and we slept 
comfortably under blankets. There was 
no one suffering from heat at tills place.

The World’s Beliefs on the- Subject, a Considera
tion of Present Conditions of Thought 

and Feeling,
Leading to the Question as ® Whether It Can Bo Demonstrated as a 

Fact—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
8vo, Cloth, 842 Pages.

After a review of the beliefs held in 
the past concerning life beyond death. 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos- 

, tic reaction from the extreme “other
worldliness’’ which It replaced, which 

. was in turn followed by the Spiritual- 
■ istlc reaction against agnosticism. Ha 
¡points out the doubts concerning the 

doctrine of immortality held by tho ' 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 

I their hold upon the people. He then

*¡

Many people come to this part of the ,1 considers the probabilities ot a future 
state of Michigan to avoid hdy fever ‘ life, probabilities which, as he admits,
and asthma. A collection was taken 
for the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. 
S. A.

The Vicksburg camp was well at
tended this season. . I think there were 
more people in attendance on Sundays 
than there has been for some years

I Ute, probabilities which, as he admits,

Lake Bi-a’Ôj^ànli Ÿhê J^en^òrth Àsqocl- 
ation of Spiritualists. -

past. Thomas Grimshaw was 
chairman and proved himself one 
the best.

Miss Jeannette Fraser, the little 
man who is filled with the love tor 
sacred cause, and inspired with

the 
of

wo- 
our 
the

• fall short of demonstration. Tho vol
ume Includes a consideration of the 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences tn this Une. Dr. Savage 
holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that

continued existence Is demonstrate^ 
and that there have been at least soma 
well authenticated communication! 
from persons in the other life. Th« 
chief contents of the volume are as foL 
lows:

Primitive Ideas—Ethnic Beliefs—Th« 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine of Death and the Other Life-« 
Jesus and Immortality—The Othea 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reaction—The 
Spiritualistic Reaction—The Worlds 
Condition and Needs m to Belief In Im
mortality—Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society; 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth
er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex
periences and Opinions. ;

¡’rice, JI.50; postage, 10 cents.

7The Passing and the Permanent in Religion
zeal that guarantees success, is the J 
owner of the beautiful grounds, and r

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.

New Era Camp, Oregon.
Just keep the New Era Camp-meeting 

for the year 1906 in mind and don’t for
get the fact that New Era is in Oregon.

Another fact for you to remember— 
Rev. G C. Love is again president, and 
he is going to work all the year in or
der, if possible, to make that camp
meeting better than the one just ended. 
Spiritualists of the Pacific coast, send 
him your best thought for the success 
of that meeting and begin getting your
selves ready to come to the next year’s 
camp-meeting.

There Is just reason tor saying the 
last camp-meeting was ably managed, 
had the best of lectures, and honest me
diums to follow them, and all who • at
tended the meeting spoke in highest 
praise regarding the work tn all its va
rious phases.

The music In charge of Mrs. G. c. 
Love and Mre. Hector Campbell pro
duced the grandest conditions for both, 
lecturers and mediums, while Rev. G. 
C. Love, the president, sang “The 
Handwriting on the Wall” in a manner 
that caused him to repeat it many times 
during the session of camp work.

All the orthodox idea is taken out of 
that beautiful song in the way Mr. Love 
sings it and it is coining to the front 
again as a Spiritualist song, and it ap
peals to the people in a way that in
spires grand thoughts of the power of a 
spirit. - OCCASIONAL.’

Mrs. Inez Wagner, of Topeka, Kansas,; 
trumpet and pellet medium. Mrs. Wag
ner is without a parallel as a trumpet 
medium. Her work was so satisfactory 
and so much interest was manifested 
that she could not accommodate the 
crowds that applied.for admission to 
her circles. She gave a test seance to 
a circle of twelve, eight being skeptics, 
the other four being chosen by Mrs. 
Wagner (the writer being one of the 
number). In this seance the skeptics 
were permitted to make their own con
ditions, she submitting to the following 
test conditions: The committee or, 
skeptics in charge procured mosquito 
netting and completely enveloped her 
by wrapping.it about her, then two men 
each side of her, sitting on the ends of 
the netting, and to still further preclude 
fraud they cut strips of court plaster 
and fastened over her mouth. The cir
cle was then seated, the light blown, 
out, and after singing a few hymns the 
manifestations began. This test circle 
.capped the climax. The doubting 
Thomases could no longer attribute 
fraud upon the part of Mrs. Wagner. 
They became silent, and now their men
tal energies are at work trying to solve 
the problem of spirit manifestation. 
There Is not a shadow of doubt about 
the genuineness of Mrs. Wagner’s medi
umship. The voices come loud and 
strong through the trumpet, and he 
who is sincere can, if he so desires, 
learn the truth of life’s dontinulty by at
tending Mrs. Wagner’s seances. .

T. N. RICHARDSON.

It was my privilege on August 26 and 
27 to address the Wentworth Associa
tion of Spiritualists at their SGth annuai 
grove meeting, between Antwerp and 
Hicksville, Ohio. It was the largest 
Spiritualist meeting I ever addressed, 
there being more than one thousand 
persons in attendance; ulne hundred 
and three having paid entrance fee pt 
the gate on Sunday. ‘ :

The Wentworths are a large family 
and are the pioneer . Spiritualists of 
that part of the Buckeye State; the 
younger generation are justly proud of 
the work of their elders and are doing 
all they can to keep the work moving 
on.

The day was beautiful and the woods 
of tall and stately trees seemed just the 
right place in which to give tree and 
radical expression to the. truth so dear 
to us all.

The perfect order and attention mani
fested by that vast audience was an In
spiration in itself, seated as they were 
on planks, tree stumps, wagons, and 
even on tree limbs, some very comfort
able, others very uncomfortable, dur
ing the fifty minutes of my address on 
“The Power of Thought," "Truth,” "Lib
erty,” all of which subjects had been 
furnished bj’ people in the audience; 
hardly a stir was noticeable. The same 
attention was accorded Mrs. Belle Ful
ler of Grand Rapids, Mich., who gave 
general good satisfaction as message
bearer.

The music for the day was furnished 
by a mixed chorus composed of the 
younger members of the Wentworth so
ciety. . i ■

On August 13 it was my pleasure to 
occupy the rosti-um at Lake Brady 
camp, where I met a very appreciative 
audience, among whom were many 
friends whom I had met-pn previous oc
casions. It was refreshing to meet 
with them all and to catch, the "wel
come” smile upon their faces, as wen as 
to become acquainted V with the con
stantly increasing numbers of new
comers. s - ,

The management at Lake Brady Is 
endeavoring to teed toe hungry souls 
of men with a truth that is backed by 

‘ unerring principles. Truly ¡{heir efforts 
are commendable, and thej( are reach
ing multitudes in theft wag.,' being sit- 
■uated just opposite the Bragg Summer 
Resort, the tent thaveerveq.ás audito
rium is at once conspicuous to those 
who arrive on the grounds,, curiosity 
has led many a one tq.crosq.íhe road to 

■ see “whai. is going cirover. mere,” and 
out of it has grown. Interni and with 
further investigation nave become Spir
itualists; thus' the canlp, id ¿iseful and 
helpful. Long may srprbhgerl

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Gultiva- 
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and .Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians -and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner.” OE . especial Interest 
and value. Price il. \

“Cosmtan Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and relected hymns, for lib-. 
eral and ethical societies, for schools
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash-

.“Materialisation." By Mme. E. d’Es
perance and B. F. Austin. Excellent. 
Price 10 cents.

This volume meets_ a public 
It comprises 258 choice selec

tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
gsesa &U eoctariankim, Srice 60 cem

burn, 
want

tl)e manager of the camp. She employs 
the' best talent obtainable regardless of ■ 
the Expense, which is one of the secrets 
of its success. Every year new im
provements are added to make the 
camp more beautiful, attractive and 
comfortable. Here old friends come 
together to enjoy the sweetest blessings 
of “this dear old world.”

Vicksburg programs advertised a N. 
S. A. day at which time Brother Grim
shaw and the missionaries officiated. A 
collection was taken to assist the N. S. 
A. in its work.

At Ashley camp we found the old 
friends at their several posts of duty. 
They received us with the same famil
iar smile and hearty handshake as of 
yore. These camp grounds were never
so lovely as at the present time.

ELIZABjÇJH SCHAUSS.
Toledo, Ohio. nt. ■ sM 
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Important Notice to 43hlo ^Irltuallçts.

The Ohio Spiritualist,Association is 
very desirous of extapdlnguis mission
ary field and earnestly, sojlfllts corre
spondence with. Spiritualists- ta locali
ties where there, are opportunities of 

'organizing societies. . Address all com
munications to ...

CARRIE M. BARTHOLOMEW,
Corresponding Secretary O. S.A

Geneva,’Ohio: J; .
By order President O. S./A.

The

i.
Plain Treatment of the Great Essentials of Religion, being a Sifting • 

from These of Such Things as Cannot Outlive the Results of Scientific,
Historical and Critical Study, so Making More Clearly Seen “The 

/ Things which Cannot be Shaken.” Price $1.50.

OÜR BIBLE:
WHO WROTE IT? WHEN? WHERE? HOW?

Is It Infallible?
A Voice from the Higher Criticism.

foliage seems more dense than ever be- - 
fore. Trees are planted each year and 
are coming on to take the places of the 
old ones as they shall pass away. In 
like manner the camp-meeting is con
verting new members who are growing t 
in spiritual knowledge preparatory to 
the filling of the places that will soon 
be left vacant by the older ones as they ■ 
shall pass on to the better land. , 

"Lake Tiberius" was much clearer 
and perhaps not quite so rough as in I 
former years. No shipwrecks were re- ( 
ported, and no one was drowned during 
the camp-meeting; though the banks of 
the lake were lined with men, women 
and children from morning till night, 1 
day after day. Tho fishing was excep
tionally good at Ashley this year. Mrs. 
Kibby spent a good share of her time I 
fishing, and ft was reported that she I 
caught one hundred fish in one day.

The conferences were a feature of 
importance in the good work of the • 
camp. Regular meetings every day and I 
three meetings on Sunday is the rule at I 
Ashley. There was the largest attend
ance at Ashley this year of any year of 
the five that we have served that asso
ciation.

I want to mention the “Odovine" mln- 
•eral' well that is on these grounds. Its 
water is used by many people in this 
vicinity. People come with teams and 
fill jugs and battles and take away with 
them, Many reports of different dis
eases that have been cured by drinking 
this water are current This water is 
free to all now. The camp managers 
hope to be able to erect a sanitarium 
here at some future time.

The camp-meetings have had a suc
cessful year. Spiritualism in all Its 
branches of work is succeeding beauti
fully. It was never more in favor with 
the people. .It has never made such 
rapid growth, and especially in the di
rection of permanency in organization, 
as it is making to-day.

Spiritualism is winning the day and 
we are happy. Spiritualists, you ought 
to be happy, you need to be happy, you 
are happy, and tha way to keep happy 
■is to subscribe for this paper and 
through It keep posted on the growth 
and advancement of our great cause.

E! W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE, 
N. S. A Missionaries.

“Bight Generation the Key to ths 
Kingdom of Heaven on- Earth.” By 
Dr, M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and inan’B hlgbest aspirations. "A plea tot justice and equality in all the rela- 
tibns of life between mep and women. 
Cloth. cents: leatherette. 60 cOtitgk

“The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Back. Tho Commandments aro 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passivres, showing great 1» 
songralties. Price 25 cents. ...

DROWNS AS PREDICTED.

A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.
BY MOSES HULL-

Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism and an analysis of 
the Bible from that standpoint. Of special value and interest to Spirit
ualists. For sale at this office. Price $1.00.

“THE UNKNOWN
-BY—

GHM1LLE FLftMMñRION.
“Tho Unknown” created a marked 

sensation In France when first pub
lished and can Bcarecly fail to arouse 
the greatest Interest in this country. It 
is an eminent scientist's study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 

[ touching upon tho various physical 
4 manifestations the author cites many 
¿absolutely authenticated instances, and 
chapters of bls book are as weirdly fas-

clnating as the most fantastic of Poe’s 
tales. It treats on Incredulity, credul
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychic 
dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and dlvlna* 
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, cloth
bound. Price Í2.00. --4

I

LIGftT OF EGYPT
A treatise upon Spiritual Astrology, Alchemy, Talis

mans, the Magic Wand, Symbolism, Correspondence,
LPenetralia, etc. A masterly work. Vol. I., cloth, $2;
paper, $1. Vol. IL, cloth only, $2,

RENDING TftE V7HL
AIM Remarkable Book Concerning the Exis^nce 

of Man, and All Things, and All Being
It Was Written by Materialized Forms at the House el 

J. H. Pratt, Spring Hill, Kansas, William W. 
Aber Being the Medium.

A Remarkable Book. Price, postpaid, $1.7).

Young Man Loses His Life After Joking 
Reference to Prophecy of 

Several Years Ago.

By the overturning of a canoe, Will
iam J. Schlffman,. 21 years old, son of 
Dr. W. W. Schlffman and nephew of Dr. 
Rudolph Schlffman, prominent citizens 
of St. Paul, Minn., -was drowned in 
White Beqr Lake, September 3. . Ever
ett Brown, a companion, was rescued 
alive, bttt is in a serious condition. A 
strange, fact Is that young Schlffman's 
mother hail been told several years ago 
that her son would-be drowned in Sep
tember, 1905. This prophecy had been 
referred to jestingly at tho breakfast 
table when the boy announced his lu

ll tentloa of going cunoslng».

fiisfory of tfye

GftRISTIftN RELIGION
„ to the Year 200, x

BY CHARLES V. WAITE, A. M.
Fifth Edition—Beviseil-, withAdditional Matter iii a-hh-v’:- 
, A standard and reliable history ot the historical research In matters of fact 

earlier period of the church, -giving wholly Ignored by the regular church 
tacts that aro not found In-the so-called hfttorlans, and throws a bright glare ot 
lilstories written by churchmen. •• "This light on points heretofore carefully 
latest'edition has been carefully and' shrouded In darkness.
thoroughly revised, and It is a reliable A largo octavo volume of 558 pages, 
magazine of facts, such as the honest strongly bound In doth. Price $2.2x 
inquirer wants. It opens up to the In- For sole at The Progressive Think««

; gMtUiat« and a We field ot office.
l. .< - •
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(Continued from page b.)
Universe than was Zeus of the Greeks, or Jupiter of the Romans. li 
y as the eonjmand of Jesus that when ye pray, say “Our.Father who ari 
in Heaven;” and the illustrious Theodore Parker used to close his pa
thetic, uplifting prayers, “And now, to our Father and our Mother, too.

v will we ascribe all the honor and the glory forever.”
• 2. Cease from all procreative increase, based upon selfish gratifica
tion-based upon that Adamic impulse, common alike to insects, ani
mals and the masses of unthinking men. The Adamic man will some 
time and somewhere be necessitated to die to generation, that he may be 
made alive in the illumined Christ, who was and is the resurrection 
and the life.

Kindly do I beseech you, oh, mortals, to cease begetting children un
der the influence of stimulants, perverted.passions, and the war waves 
of infuriated battles. Roosevelt’s suggestion of “many children’ 
should be modified to read—“fewer children and superior ones.”
• 3. Cease honoring and glorifying the brutal bravery of generals, 
majors and captains, who publicly strut along the streets in the gilded 
trappings of army equipages.

Shame be it to pronounce these men brave. There is no true moral 
bravery in war. This war-passion belongs to the realm of untamed 
animal life. Beasts naturally fight. A man, a pugilist, who will stand 
up and fight is as brave as a dog. Dogs fight because they are dogs. 
Personally I would run before I would fight with fist, club or revolver. 
It takes a brave—a truly brave man to run before he will fight. Any 
street cur almost will fight.

“Follow peace with all men,” was the Christly command. Parents 
teach your children the principles of peace. Teach them that/it is bet
ter to be harmed than to harm another; better to be killed than to pur
posely, murderously kill a brother man, for’the consequences of this 
life’s conduct extend beyond the grave, and heaven is attained only 
through holiness. .

4. Cease the daily feastings'upon the bodies of dead animals, espe
cially the corpses of cattle, sheep and hogs, because men naturally, grow 
to be like what they feed on, the foods making the blood, the blood 
making the body, and the body affecting the mind. The animal, flesh- 
eating nations are the fighting, conquering nations of the earth. Feed 
a young bear upon vegetables, grains and fruits and nuts, and he will 
grow up as docile almost as the flocks in the fields. Animals are often 
diseased, but being dumb cannot tell of their pains. Cattle suffer 
largely from tuberculosis and swine from trichinae, and the eating of 
such animal flesh not only diseases the human body but excites the war 
passions. '

It is not from any over-strained idealism, but from an abiding actual- 
ism that this statement is made. Though in my 85th year, I am 
healthy, strong, vigorous—and why? Because I obey nature’s laws, 
which are God’s laws. “First, that which is hatural,” said Paul, “af
terwards then that which is spiritual.” I rise early in the morning, 
take a short walk, use no liquors nor wines, no tobacco, no coffee nor 
tea, and eat no animal flesh; and whether in my native or foreign lands, 
I dare to voice these, my convictions, and to practice them.

5. Disband all boys’ brigades. They breed and eneourige war. 
Cease reading trashy, excitable novels above love by moonlight, elope
ments, sentimental anarchy, and disobedience to the higher powers. 
The young grow to become like what they think about and read about, 
and much of this newspaper literature about fortunes made by specula
tion, of lynchings, of murders, of thundering of cannon and of great 
standing armies, are all demoralizing because exciting thought, and riv
eting the attention upon the painful tragedies, unprincipled frauds and 
fiendish barbarisms of the world.

6. Cease burdening women with the horrors, sufferings and crimson
ing crimes that just as naturally flow from war as waters flow towards 
the ocean. Woman is more moral, more refined and spiritually-minded 
than man, hence her perpetual, and almost universal, voice-for peace. 
Queen Victoria was ever averse to the Colonial wars.- Often woman’s 
tender voice of love subdues where force fails. Because of woman’s 
intuitive sensitiveness, and natural kindness of heart, coupled with a 
clear intellect, she should not only exercise the right of suffrage, but 

■ should more potently make her influence in the family circle qnd _the 
political arena in favor of justice, equality and peace, awaiting her time 

. for a seat in Congress halls.
7. Cease yearly to resurrect the blood-stained war-ghost of York

town and Bunker Hill. This war-inciting ghost should have been 
“laid” buried, years ago in a grave too deep for resurrection. There 

.should be no more boasting verbiage about “whipping the British.” 
There should be no more drumbands of “Yankee Doodle,” toy guns, 
nor pestiferous flre-craekers to purposely remind us of the old Revolu
tionary War. “Let the dead bury the dead,” were the fervid words 
of the Christ. True patriotism does not consist in noise and bloodshed; 
but in justice, aglow with mercy and with equal opportunities for all. 
Genuine republics that live in the future, must call for, must demand 
justice and peace as among their supreme vocations. Consider that we 
are living in the fruitful present, sowing for others to reap, and that our 
principles materialized in our lives to-day,- will—necessarily must'— 
mightily mold the to-morrow of the future. Hushed then, be the song 
of “The Star Spangled Banner;” hushed be the God Save the King,” 
the French “Marseilles” and all national war songs. Supplant them 
with songs of moral heroism, songs of home-life and farm-life, of hy
giene and health, of inventions, of discoveries, aspirations, soul subjec
tions, inviting Arcadias, Easter mornings and golden prophecies of the 
time

“When wars shall eease and ancient feuds shall fail, 
Returning Justice lift aloft her scale;
Peace over the world her olive-wand extend, 
And white-robed innocence from Heaven descend.”

Standing not long since by Grant’s tomb on the Hudson, I saw chis
eled upon the impressive structure, the brief, yet grand, inscription 
—“Let us have peace.” The words charmed, thrilled me, as would a 
message to humanity from purer, higher heaven. When the Nazarenian 
Rabbi was about to leave his disciples to prepare a place for them in the 
Father’s House of many mansions, he said: “My peace I give unto you' 
—my peace I leave with you.” What a treasure, the peace of the 
Christ!

Tarrying a few days in this hillside city of peace, Mt. Lebanon, we 
are. reminded of Mt. Carmel, and Herman, and Olive, and of the proph
et’s words: “How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that 
bringeth good tidings that publisheth peace. • • Thy watchmen shall 
lift up their voice together, shall sing when the Lord shall bring again 
Zion. • * And the Government shall be upon His shoulders. • *-His name 
shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, and Prince of Peace.”

Under a similar flow of inspiration, when thôse early believing dis
ciples were “all of one aceord, there came a sound from heaven like a 
rushing wind, and there appeared tongues of fire, and they began to 
speak with other tongues. • • Many wonders and- signs were done by 
the Apostles. * * And all that believed had all things in common.”

Thought, in connection with wisdom and persistent energy, is crea
tive. To hive better conditions we must think thgm—make them.' 
There will never be an actual state of brotherhood and love and peace 
unless those who see the significance of this better way should go to 
living it at whatever hazard or cost. The life lived is the best proof of 
any philosophy.

Is it said thqt “all things in common” and the Sermon on the Mount 
are impractical? Atheistic materialists would „naturally so think, but 
the refutation of this foolish thought lies -before your eyes. These 
houses and barns, these flocks, herds upon the hills, these harvest fields 
and choice household comforts, all—all prove the practicability of the 
Pentecostal teaching. To say, then, that thé principles of peace and 
"all things in common” are “beyond our reach” is absolutely untrue. 
They have been reached, and may be reached by all those who see di
viner symbols in the dove and the olive branch than in the sword and. 
the spear, and who. prefer the spirit io the flesh. It is the spirit, ànd the 
spirit only, that giveth life, and by living in the spirit, new ideals and 
loftier moral altitudes are ever being attained. When Mount Soafa 
would not come to Mohammad at his bidding, he exclaimed, “then will 
I go to the mountain.” These words—“will go”—tell of an irresistible 
energy. Reformers in this competitive age need the fire of unflagging 
energy and persistent devotion to’ the dissemination of their principles. . 
Churchmen need the quickening of conscience. They are partially par
alyzed, floundering in the sea‘of fashion and fame. Wisely sung the 
Quakerpoet: .- < ; ’ j • - p

“We want.a Christ again 'll .
, To burn the truth fresh upon the forehead.

• A Christ to walk among the wrangling Pharisees, 
'A C^ist to drive the money-changers from the-temple, 
And bring the gospel of purity and-peace back again-.”

i Do not indulge the thought that non-resistent, non-fighting, peace 
people are a placid, noh-muscular people. They are not. Conscious of 
the right, and with "the Hague arbitration in their minds, and the 
Christ’principles in their heart, they stand in unruffled calm upôn the 
tnék eternal;- . “Quit ye like men”—‘-‘put on the whole armor of Go$”

Tte Progressive Ker.
A Paper that Never,Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole' Truth, and Nothing but the Truth )
. Woolley Park Camp.

Woolley Park camp-meeting closed 
itsf session for 1905, on August 27tli, 
with the largest attendance of the sea
son. ■ .

During E. W. Sprague and wife's 
ministration, assisted by Mrs. Margaret 
Stewart of Pjqua, and Mrs. A. E. Kibby 
of Cincinnati, It is believed much good 
has been done in bringing the truth to 
many. ■ -

i Mr. Sprague is logical and forcetul in 
LIb discourses, and as a true Spiritual
ist he senda conviction to the hearts of 
his hearers. The N. S. A. made no mis
take In selecting him as its missionary 
and representative. The closing week 
of camp was a busy one. The usual 
daily meetings were held, except Thurs
day, which was given over to the p. A., 
II. veterans.

Woolley Park Is a desirable and a 
restful retreat for the overworked busi
ness men, women and children. Here 
may be found rest for tired heads and 
hands and much natural beauty in tree, 
shrub and flower.

There is here line water to slake the 
thirst, also a fine magnetic spring for 
the healing of many, diseases which is 
said to be very beneficial to all who use 
the water--a fine oliflook for a first 
class sanitarium.

All who attended Woolley Park,.on 
leaving the grounds, voted it a pleasant 
and long-to-be-remembered place of rest 
and activity, '

ONE OF THE CAMPERS.

•READING BY MAIL ONLY, 25 CENTS. SEND 
Av date of birth, Questions answered. Mrs. C. C. 
Middleton. 670 Sierra bt. Los Angeles, Cal.

■pH^CHOaiiiTltW KLADINUS. W cents. 
A Send handwriting and age. Mus. Fhanols F. Spanollb, Pittsburg, Kan. “

SITUATION WANTED, by Spiritualist lady, 
jis housekeeper in a small Spiritualist family.

Address, hub; L. Mayleh. 248E 57th Bt„ Chicago.

The Chief Wooden Trumpet.
Made under my guide, Chief Red Jacket, Is the 
Chief over all trumpets, send for Illustrated cir
cular. Address, CONRAD GBAF, GÜQ Fulton St, 
Chicago, 111.

SPIRITUAL MEDIUM.
»“ West Harrie»»

MRS.G.PAIITIOGE Full Read Ing 21.0(1; short reading, eta; eharactervreadiug 
from name or letter,25 otB.; b/mall only, 15 Park 
Ave., Chicago.

Business Medium .and Psychometrist ■
Send date of Jbjrib, ask three' questions, which 

win be answered, and a trial reading, for 25 cents. 
For psychometry. send article or specimen'to 
read from. THERE8E DUANE, Box 87, Berkeley. Oal.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one Une.]

Mrs. E. V. Wilson,-known as "Farmer 
Mary,” passed to spirit life on Monday 
morning, August 28, at 6:40 o’clock, at 
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Lois, 
Jellies, at Valparaiso, Ind. Mrs. Wil-
son was a life-long Spiritualist. I.L. 
Geo. H. Brooks of Wheaton, 111., held 
Spiritualist services at the grave.

Mr.

Passed to spirit life, Aug. 29, Mr. L. 
G. Compare!, at the National Soldiers' 
Home, California, after a lingering ill
ness of many months' duration, at the 
age of 75 years. He was true’In his de
votion to the cause of Spiritualism, and 
a faithful reader of The Progressive 
Thinker since its earliest publication. 
The writer officiated at the grave, in ad
dition to the usual military services.

- MRS. M. EMILIE KRATZ.
- Los Angeles, Cal. '

Passed to ppirit Hie, at Milwaukee, 
Wls., Aug. 24, 1905, at 6:30 a. m., Heroy. 
Milton Zinzow. infant son of Frank E. 
and Sophia A. Zinzow, aged 3 months 

' and 20 days. Beautiful .words ot conso
lation were given through the lips ot 
Mrs. Anna Mehrteps, unier ’inspiration 
of an uncle of Mrs., Zinzow, . who lias 
beqn in spirit life over,fiftyyears. Al
though tears of sadness-from the pa
rents were shed at the time of parting, 
yet they shall turn to gladness when 
bright and beautiful the spirit of their 
loved one will return .to them with 
words of comfort and love.

^OUISE G. LDEBEL. .

In National City, California, Aug. 27, 
1905, Charles H. Worster, aged 65 years, 
a native of New Hampshire, but an old 
resident of this place, passed to spirit 
life. He had been a staunch Spiritual
ist for the past forty years. Truly a 
good man, a loving husband and an in
dulgent father has gone to his just re
ward and left a vacancy no other can 
fill. May the truth of our philosophy 
be their strength and comfort through 
all time. JANE MULLEN.

Moving Picture Entertainment,
There is no entertainment to compare with 

Motion Pictures and Illnstruted 8on?b. Arrange 
to have one-under the auspices of your society,. 
Write for particulars. Advance agents wanted.

! THOMPSON & OTI’0.518 Spruce St., Philadelphia

ASTROLOGY
«cope l»y Muti, 81,00.-The Horoscope will 
show your disposition, occupation you are best 
titted ion good and bad periods for Vueinoss, 
whether marriage will bo favorable or not, also 
the kind .of‘a' person you should marry. Send 
date, place and hour of birth. - A. E. Bumoaut, 
8W N. Harding ave., Chicago, Ill.

Annic Lord UxiuiuDormin’s Card.
Dear friends; you can greatly helpline car« for 

rny blind sister, Jennis L. Webb, one of the earl* 
lest mediums now in the form, by writings letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with 11, aud I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or wills- 
Pera. Address Mrs. Auole Lord Chamberlain, MU* 
ford Maea.

MBS. M, y. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago. Bl.

M.RS.WATi A. PRICE
win give Otalrvoyant readings by mall, assisted 
by a spirit, teacher of Astrology, an undent Greek. 
Will diagnose physical' conditions, and give ad
vise of the Spirit-Physician. Will tell you of ma
terial oonditions. and give spirit! advise, Send 
lock of hair, date of birth, and one dollar, Laws 
of mediumship taught.i. Obsession or any unde- 
slrable influence cured. . <23 First st,, N, E„ Wash
ington. D. O

DR. C. E. WATKINS’
New Discovery.

A now mdthod of preparing my medicine from 
the green rpol and herb.-gathered from God's 
great Garden of Nature, at the proper time, and 
made into medicine without the effects of alcohol. All who

ARE SICK
and-wrlte to us. asking us about this new method, 
we will answer their letters cheerfully, it you 
will inclose a 2 cent stamp, a

FREE DIAGNOSIS
of your case will be sent to . all who will send 
their name in full and symptoma. Wp ask for 
symptoms because to adventure to diagnose dis
ease without symptoms is considered by the 
nostoffice authorities to bousing the malls with 
Intent to defraud, and we mean to live up to the 
laws of our country.

OR. C.E. WATKINS,
HOTEL WESTLAND, ~

Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
Whoh&Bh&d

Forty Years’ Experience in the Study 
aud Practice of Medicine, Two 

Years Prof, in a Medical 
College, Ton Years

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
and it a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
faile in diagnosis, He lias given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forme of nervous diseases ot both sexes, Never 
falls to cure piles. If you would like an opinion 
of your case FREE, write iuet bow you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your hand 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply,

Address, ANDREW 0. SPINNEY, M. a 
Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City. Mich.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians, Ills cures arc mar
velous; his examinations uro free to all who send 
him name, ago. sex, and lock of hair, and 0 cents 
in stamps. He doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you Lu your own .home.

Address, - J, S. JLOUCMS. 11«
Lock Box 1203 Stpncham Maas.

DON'T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, one of the (rrcatest Psychic 

wonders living that uses Ihesplritnal X-ray with
out any leading symptom to direct, and locate all 
internal diseases. A^triub will convince you. 
Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes 
successfully treated, -ms huudreds can testify, 
Sendmmne. nge/sex, complexionmnd-10 cents in 
stamps,'and receive a-»correct diagnosis of your 
case^freo,-worth dollars.to you. Aqdress, .

86 Warren St, Ctohoham. Mus.

f Á T A D D H THE CO-RO ÑA 
w A ! A Bl 11 i I is the -moat - euccesaful 

treatment lor Catarrh 
and Head Colds, I will send It on 0 days’ 
trial free to all readers of The Progressive 
Thinker. AGEKTS, I can start you with a capi
tal of 81;. and land you with a bank account of 
81'000« Address, J. WOBHTt

20 Elmore Block, Ashland, O.

An InfamOUS Apampiaetot«3Di«res, com- 
CnhHnivAov plled ana »uM18hod by th0 VUMOpil wy Jate J. q. White, author 
of numerous antt-Catholta .works. It contains 
disclosures relative to a villainous plot to over
throw our free government. price, 15 cents

THE GOSPEL OE NATURE
Is a most excellent work by Dr. M. L. Sherman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore it 
has been sold for 32, bnt the price now has been 
reduced to 91. It 1b a book that will interest 
and Instruct. It contains 280 pages, and Is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium ol.rars qualities, and Mb work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

fl L/nnftapMF Restpres Lost Vision; n WUIIUUI I UI Write for Illustrated Circular 
CnAnkonfn showing* styles and pricesand 
OUCULdLlU. photo ot Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power In me, I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfectly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mall, as if you were In my office. Thousand« will 
testify. B. r. FOOLE.

«¿Evaastoa Ave., ClitcaKO.lll
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, Los Angeles. Cal

MATERlflLIZftTION Materialization,"by 
Mme. E.'d’Esperance, and "Materialization a 
Fact In Nature,” by 13. F. Austin. A most ex
cellent work. Price 10c.

I am now called to chronicle the de
parture "of our good friend, David 
Church Coleman, who passed to the 
higher life, July 2, 1905, In his 71st 
year, from his home in the village of 
Vallejo, Cal., where he was at the time 
in the service of the government at 
Mare Island Navy Yard. He was a vet
eran soldier in the civil war and also a 
veteran soldier in Spiritualism, a sub
scriber for The Progressive Thinker, 
and a true conscientious man. He 
leaves a widow to mourn his departure 
and to keep his memory green with af
fection. BISHOP A. BEALS.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The «most important revelations concerning 

the true origin of Christianity. Reader, 15 
bringing to your notice "Antiquity Unveiled,” 
it Is with the sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking, tor the truth, regardless of any 
other consideration' if such is the case, this 
advertisement will deeply interest you, and 
after reading this brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give.-the work & careful 
perusaL Price, $1.50. •

The Wonders of Life.
By ERNEST HAECKEL, Author ot “The 

Riddle of the Universe.” This book is confined 
to the realm of organic science, and treats of 
“The Knowledge, Nature, Functions and Histo
ry of Life.” Price, cloth, $1.50.

IMPORTANT WORK.

“Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J. 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 
cents. . ,

“Heliocentric Astrology or Essentials 
of Asticnomy and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephefaerls from 1830 to 
1910.” .By Yarmo Vedra. For sale at 
lives. Price, by malt 61.

“The Infidelity of Eccleslasticlsm. 
A Menace to American. Civilization.'.’ 
By Prof. W. M. Juockwood, lecturer 
upon, physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Schoiarlyr masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents.

“Principles of Light and Color.” .By. 
■E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D.. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The’ result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture's ’finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, generabreaders and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and'lnterest.- -A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative, plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid; 
K.' It Is a wonderful work and you will

dellafited with It..

“Official Register of the National, State 
and Locar.SpIrltuallst Associations of 
the United States and Canada, With 
Lyceums, C_mp-Meetlngs and Me
diums.”
The above is the tltle of a highly im

portant illustrated work, gotten up with 
painstaking care, by Mrs. Laura G. 
Flxen, the efficientivlce-presldent of the 
Illinois State- Spiritualist .Association, 
1047 Carmen--Avenue,. Chicago. It con-1 
talus 100 pages’and will prove of great 
value to those who-wish to get informa
tion in regard to;the different societies 
located in various parts of the country. 
It is gotten up In a-most beautifully ar
tistic style, and reflects great credit on. 
its compiler. This long needed work 
will Impress 'the casual observer with 
the extensh-e^following we 'have, and 
tire dignity due to uthe grandest and 
most .important philosophy now be
fore the whole!civilized world. It leads 
off with a msgniflcgnt photo-engraving 
of Mrs. Abby ^Louise Pettengili, presi
dent of the “City 6f Light" Assembly, 
Lily Dale, N. Yi, who is a prominent fac
tor in the education ¡ process now going 
on'in our rankb. This Official Register 
can be ¡obtained- bywaddressing this of-. 
flee. Price $1. .1 .

The Riddle of the Universe.
By Prof. Ernest Haeckel,

Of the University of Jena, 
This Is an English translation of Professor 

Haeckel’s magnificent work "Die Weltratbset." 
The main strength of the book lies in a tersé 
and telling summary of scientific achievements 
of the nineteenth century In their relation to 
“The Riddle of the Universe.” Dr. Haeckel has 
a world-wide reputation, and this is his su
preme effort. Price, cloth, Si.50.

THE CAVir ITS NATURE, RE- I nr S8IIII lations and ex- 1 1 IL UvULi PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS« Third edition now on 
sale. Price 81.00. This is one of the best books 
¿ven by the guidesof Mrs Cora D.V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for those who have been 
members ot the classes receiving them. This 
volume Is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing the bases of the teachings.

IBOMANISM Isa pamphlej of ¿Opages, tn 
1reply to Prof. David Swing, 
I .EiArVOJUU PrieetCaBhman and Dr. With- 
1 row, and fa principally in defense of Protestant- 
isoi. A concise Uulo pamphlet Price 15 cents.

. "THE DO CHILD"
A Fascinating Romanes of Two Worlds. By 
Florence Huntley. Price, doth, 16 cents. Books 
Hko.“Tlie Dream Child" spur humanity on to 
make more and more demands of this nature, 
and will open up new heights and depths of 
spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will, I believe, take its place beside Bulwer's i 
“Zanonl" and the “Seraphlta" of Balzac.—Dally 
Capital, Topeka, Kansas. Although simple ana 
unvarnished with any Inflammable descrip
tions, enthralls the mind to the exclusion of 
other thoughts, •until reluctantly the reader 
closes ths last page.—Minneapolis ■ Sunday 
Times. .

“'“After Her Deata. The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting.
mind that loves spiritual thought can

No

Jail to be fed and delighted with this 
| book. ■ Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
etherear phases of Splriiuaiism, leading 

I the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted "spiritual truth. A 
book for -the higher lite. Price, 
¿loth, $1.

"The Romanes of Jude. A Story ot 
the Life end Times of the Nasarene and 
Uis'People.” ■ Through the mediumship 
cf Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely in. 
tareating Book. Neatly bound in doth 
and gilt Only 60 ce&s,

“Handy Electrical Dictionary.” , A 
practical handbook of reference, eon- 
Ulnlng definitions ot every used elw 
trical term or phrtsd.' JX. ,

■ “Mediumship anfl its .Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist. Devel
opment” By,IW. ’Hi, Bach. - .Especially 
useful to leamfcrs.wixo seek to know and' 
utilize the lattBOf anediumshlp and de- 
velopnaent, aad arrold , errors. - Price, 
cloth, 50 centef paRer, 25 cents. - <, .1

"A Conspiracy, Against the Republic.” 
By- Charles B. Waite, A. :M., author of 
“History of the Christian: Religion to 
the-Year 200," etta A condensed state
ment of facts concerning;the efforts .of 
church leaders to get control of the gov 
ernment - An important work. Pages}, 
25 cents. ___ _

‘‘Right-.Living." By Susan H.' Wlxon; 
.The author shows a wise practicality In 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. Sho Illustrates her. subject •witfi 
many- brief narratives and- anecdotes, 
which render thabook more interesting 
and more easilyiqomprehended.. - It is 
especially adapted for uee In Chlldren’B
Lyceum. In tbeibands oí mothers and

flELIOGENTRIG ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, With Tables o! Ephemeris to -1910. By 
Yarmo Vedra. With ■ 64 illustrations, 85 of 
which, are original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author of "Descriptive Mentality." A 
new system of personally determining the pri
mary fundot Mental and Physical forcesand 
their results in mental aptitudes that dominate 
the nature of the individual as based upon data 
ot birth: Price, cloth, 81.50.

SPIRITUAL
tion and Social Circles. By J. M. Peebles and 
J. O. Barrett; E. H* Bailey, Musical Editor» 
New edition. Culled from a wide field of litera
ture with the most critical care, free from all 
theological blasi throbbing with the eoulof in- 
Bpiratlon, embodying the principles and virtues 
of the spiritual philosophy, sot to the most 
cheerful and popular muslo (nearly all drlJdnal) 
and adapted to all ocoasloim, it is doubtless the 
most attractive work of the kind ever pub
lished. Its beautiful songs, duets andouartets. 
With piano, organ or melodeon accompaniment, 
adapted both to public nnetinés and the social' 
circles. Cloth, §1.25; posttigxvu cents; ;

teachers it may'te TOaie very-useluj". i THE SUNDRY QUESTION. 
Young RDd ohVvUl t>e beaGÜtsd by lt l - ----------- ~
OoUXe B- - : ■ ■■■' - - * Htetorlralaiiä critical foview. with replies ts anowtto& Ere. W.Brswa.U9. iriSi

i

a

fight the good fight of faith, ” were the stirring Apostoiie words. <fh( 
| burning question that conscience, with an eye on the future, asks, i| 
this—“Which is the way^of life? Is it along the gay highway? Is it 
along social jungles and iashionable barbarisms, or in the way of obe
dience to the higher law of brotherhood and peace, eaeh loving and 
living for the good of all?”

Human life at best is only a brief pilgrimage—n few steps from tha 
cradle to the(casket. Whither am I bound? The kingdom of God^ 
that is the kingdom of infinite possibilities, is within you. Study them1 
—develop them. It is not so much what you were, as what you era 
and what you intend to be. Look not mournfully upon the dead past. 
Let not your eyes turn to the horizon, but up to the noonday splendors 
of the meridian—the mountain top of the perfect life. Socrates, walk
ing barefooted in ancient Athens was a thousand times richer than 
Croesus in his chariot.

The proud Roman Tiberius wrote thus: “Conscript fathers, I am tha 
most miserable man on earth;” while Solano, a poor, humble subject 
with a heart full of charity and faith, said, “I am the happiest man oni 
earth, for I am always planning to get that I may give.”

It is absolutely impossible to produce the saintly soul along any line 
of mere self-interest. Sinking the selfish self is the first step towards 
the heavenly life. The acorn must fall ere it can sprout and grow« 
Nothing that is given, is given away. Our true lives are found in en
riching others.. God is infinitely rich and happy because He is eter
nally giving. The giving makes rich, and the equal sharing increase» 
dispossession.

We may well close with these words of a sister poet»
“I will arise and rejoice to-day

In the world’s glad loving and giving, 
'And will sing a song in my heart alway

For the untold richness of living,
For the comfort of Hope, and the beauty of Love, 

For the faith that faileth us never;
- For the Peace on Earth and Good-will toward men, 

And the Star that shineth forever!”
J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.

Sunapee Lake Camp, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Camp-meeting closed 

last Sunday, in a rain storm. August 
21, at 7:30 p. m., seance in hall, by An- 
nle Banks Scott. She did well, and 
the tests were all recognized.

August 22, at 2:30 p. m., seance by 
Annie Banks Scott, with success.

August 23, at 6:30 p. m., lecture by 
Sadie L. Hand, which was well received. 
At 7:30 p. m., seance in the hall, by An
nie Banks Scott.

August 24, at 2 p. m., conference; at 
2:45 p. m., tests by Mrs. Scott; at 7:30 
p. m., seance in hall, by Sadie L. Hand.

August 25, at 7:30 p. m., seance in 
hall, by Annie Banks Scott. j

August 20, at 2:30 p. m., lecture by 
home talent, Mr. Thomas Burpee, who 
spoke for thirty minutes; he was weft 
liked bv the audience and they spoke 
well of the lecture, and we hope to hear 
him again. He was followed by Annie 
Banks Scott with tests.

It commenced raining Saturday night 
and has rained all day. The meeting 
was called to order by President John 
Gage, who presented Mr. Burpee for the 
second time to talk to us. He talked 
well to a good audience. They said it 
was one of the best lectures that had 
been heard on the grounds for a long 
time. At 1:15 p. m., seance in hall, by 
Annie Banks Scott; at 2:30 p. m., lec
ture in hall by Sadie L. Hand, and this 
was the closing day of Sunapee Lake 
camp-meeting for 1905. The music was 
•in charge of Miss Ida H. Bond of Wor
cester, Mass., assisted by Mrs. Mellin.

The first Sunday was a rainy day. 
Mrs. Hand gave good work all through 
and also Mr. Whitney, who followed her 
later in the week, and he was followed 
by Dr. Emerson, who is known from 
Maine to California. Then came Mrs. 
Nettle Holt Harding, who is known and 
liked by all, and then came Annie 
Banks Scott. She is a good test me
dium. She made a host of friends 
here, and our home talent is all right, 
and we hope to hear from him more in 
the future. We have bad good success 
this year at Sunapee Lake Camp.

LORENZO WORTHEN, 
Secretary.

Verona Park Camp, Maine.
The camp-meeting at this place 

opened August 13, and continued three 
Sundays, with a good attendance and 
successful meetings. Katie M. Ham ot 
Haverhill, Mass., who has been here 
two previous seasons, occupied the first 
two Sundays, and gave some wonderful 
tests. Two wealthy families, one from 
Baltimore, Md., and oue from Hartford, 
Conn., who had never attended a spirit
ual meeting ot any kind, and who knew 
nothing of the phenomena, were pres
ent at one of the meetings and received 
remarkable and convincing proofs ot 
continued life from their dear ones on 
the other Bide. Their souls seemed 
overflowing with joy at the unexpected 
and loving messages. They clung 
around Mrs. Ham for an hour after the 
meeting, asking many questions per
taining to the spiritual philosophy.

Edgar W. Emerson is another one of 
our popular speakers, and one that 
grows more popular the longer he stays.

The following are the executive offi
cers elected for the . ensuing year: 
President, A. F. Smith, Bangor; vice- 
president, Mrs. M. C. Donnell, Bucks
port; secretary, Freeman W. Smith, 
Rockland; treasurer, Peter Abbott, Ve
rona.

The meeting for next year will begin 
August 12, and will continue three Sun
days. This place is the popular play
ground for the city of Bangor. Excur
sion boats and regular passenger boats 
land at our wharf several times dally 
from up and down the river. Our fine 
hotel and beautiful grounds make this 
an ideal place for picnic parties and ex
cursions. The grounds are yearly be
coming more and more popular. Lots 
are being sold and new cottages erect-1 
ed. The future looks cheering for a . 
substantial growth and development.

F. W. SMITH, Secretary. |

dated. Miss Elizabeth Harlow, Dri 
Geo. B. Warne, President W. F. Peck 

: and others gave soul-stirring talks that 
will remain in our memory throughout 
the coming year.

On, Monday tha executive board heli 
a final meeting, and among other things 
in the transaction of business, appoint
ed committees for the coming year, the 
chairmen of which are as follows:' 
Auditing, E. L. Kilby, Ottumwa, Iowa;; 
finance,----- ; music, Mrs. Christine 
Cooper, Clinton, Iowa; speakers and. 
mediums, Mrs. E. J. Owen, Clinton, 
Iowa; lights and sanitary, W. M. Kei- 
log, New Boston,. N. G. Olmstead was 
appointed superintendent of grounds.

Altogether this season’s campmeet
ing was most enjoyable, and at its close 
the M. V. S. A. feels to congratulate it
self on the success of its efforts for the 
cause of Spiritualism.

Monday, August 28, a company of 
needy mothers and children arrived 
from Chicago, sent out by the Bureau 
of Charities for a week’s outing. The 
M. V. S. A. gives them the use of our 
beautiful park, with tents, cots, beds 
and bedding, and the use ot the dining 
hall, while the churches of this city sup
ply provisions, cooks and dining-room 
service. The company of ten mothers 
and forty children are in charge of two 
superintendents, Messrs Hora and 
Wheeler, assisted by Misses Courtney 
and Fisch, all of Chicago, and members 
ot our association and committees from 
the down-town churches vie with one 
another In making this outing one of ex
treme pleasure and benefit to these den
izens of Chicago’s crowded districts. 
This is the first experiment we have 
made in this line of humanitarian 
work, and trust it will not be the last.

The Old Settlers of Clinton county 
held tbeir annual reunion at Mt. Pleas
ant Park, August 31. About six hun
dred people were in attendance.

Other societies hold frequent picnics, 
here, notably the Mystic Workers BT 

1 the World, who held their national con
vention here on July 27, and the Cath
olic picnic on July 4, both of which 
drew large numbers to our park from 
the city of Clinton and surrounding 
country.

The spirit of toleration and brotherly 
feeling is making its way in the world 
at large, and Spiritualist and church
man alike feel its vivifying influence. 
Let the good work go on.

REBECCA WORTH.

DREAM PROVES A REALITY.

CLINTON CAMP, IOWA.

Notes of the Camp-meeting at 
Pleasant Park.

Mt.

Sunday, August 27, witnessed 
closing of the • camp-meeting of — 
Mississippi Valley Spiritualist Associa
tion, which was in progress four weeks. 
The program for the last week was es
pecially interesting, it being enriched 
by the presence and work of three of 
the foremost' workers in the spiritual 
cause, namely, W. J. Colville, Miss Eliz
abeth Harlow aud Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley. <

the 
the

At 5:30 p. m., final services were 
held jri memory of Dr. J. C. Phillips, 
who passed out suddenly on Thursday 
of last week. Mrs. Nora E. Hill of Chi
cago spoke the last words of respect 
and sympathy. Our choir rendered ap
propriate music. Mr. Coe ot Chicago, 
sang a beautiful solo, and the body ot 
the old Doctor, who had been a familiar 
figure on Mt. Pleasant Park tor several 
years, was cared for by friends until 
Monday morning, when it was taken to 
Davenport, Iowa., where it was cre
mated, in accordance with the wishes ot 
the Doctor before his transition. The 
body was taken to. the crematory by 
four of the Doctor's friends: Dr. Eskel- 
son, Mr. Coe, Mrs. J. C. Blodgett and 
Mrs. Elizabeth Harding. .

•On Sunday evening closing exercises i
Were held in the pavilion, consisting of 
music and ten-minute speeches -by sev-

WomandmaginesShe Is Being Strangled 
1 and Robbed—On Awakening Finds

Money She Had Saved for Years Is 
Gone—Burglars Caught.
Paris, France, Aug. 19.—A trial at the 

! Seine assizes yesterday revealed the 
story of the singular dream of Mme, 
Ella Boivlne. She is 80 years of age, 
and keeps a little fishing tackle shop 
not far from the canal at St. Denis. 
She resided alone in two small rooms, 
did a good trade, and possessed a com
fortable fortune. She was not afraid of, 
burglars, as she did not believe any
body would suspect her of having 
money. One morning she was not seen 
bustling about her little shop, where
upon one of her neighbors entered her 
place and roused her.

The old woman declared that she had 
passe<j_a bad night, that she had had a 
nightmare. “I dreamed that I was be
ing strangled,” she added. “I saw three 
men enter my shop with the Intention 
of robbing me, and I felt their hands on 
my throat. The pillow fell on my face, 
and, of course, I imagined that I was be
ing suffocated.”

"But are you sure that your dream is 
not a reality?” asked the neighbor, who 
glanced around the room.

"Eh?” cried the old woman.
The neighbor told her that the win- 

I dow had been broken, and that all the 
drawers had been forced. In fact, three 
burglars had forced an entrance 
had stolen gold, scrip, and jewels. On&J 
had seized Mme Boivlne by the throat , 
with the intention of strangling her, and 
aa she fainted he believed her dead and 
left, after covering her face with a pil
low.

The burglars were arrested twenty- 
four hours afterward, and were tried at 
the Seine assizes yesterday. One was 
sentenced to seven, another to fifteen, 
and the third man to twenty years’ 
hard labor.

. A CALL FOR TEACHERS.
There is a large field for healers and 

teachers in small towns. After a little 
study of “Healing Currents from the 
Battery of Life” (by Walter DeVoe), 
students start groups for study and re
alization of the healing power.

So helpful Is this book that as many 
as 21 copies have been sold to a group 
formed to hear it read. Manifestations 
of healing are common where students 
unite to study and practice the instruc
tions given In this wonderful book. 
Many are willing to pay for instruction 
in healing truth, but there is need of en
ergetic persons to get them together.,

Those who can successfully form 
groups in their own town among their 
friends will find enjoyable and profit
able work doing the same In other, 
towns.

Order a copy now and spread the 
glad tidings. Price |2. Special terms 
to those who can sell a number of cop
ies through personal effort or letters.

COLLEGE OF FREEDOM, 
Woodlawn P. Chicago, Ill.

l-eral of our prominent workers, llrst or t “Discovery of a tost Tran.” By Cbea. 
whom was W. J. Colville whose work' g. Newcomb. Excellent tn Bplrifca&ä 

.'during the week was so greatly appre- Buggestlveness. Cloth, 6L69. -■■■?
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VISIONS OF THE DYING.

THE ORIGIN OF EVIL.STRONGLY EXPRESSED,

A

suädenlymade

pa-

cause men are persons.

Eva of being a budding poet as, for in-

LIFE AND DEATH.

SACREDNESS OF LIFE.
Thôû Tyithout name orInfinite .Mind!

A

MY LIOJÍE

the pleasur-
as3ts re-

on "The 
terms it 
universe

inary beings.
The modern Tneists declare that the 

new modern deity is not a personal god.

Mr. Goldwin Smith's paper 
Origin of Evil” very properly

flciently to have incorporated all that 
is false and evil, and are thus enabled

would rather do than anything else,- in
stead of saying, "Writing rhyme," she

magnificent view <jf- tlto Alps, Professor 
Barker began to read, r'Mgrion Craw
ford’s celebrated romance, "Corleone.”

Pleading the Cause of thé Innocent 
Creatures.

Convincing Proof of the Truth of Spirit
ualism,

of experience and contrast.” “When 
men,” spys this writer, “have progressed

forth that God Jilmself is the author of 
evil. In the' prophet Isaiah, xiv. 7, we 
read: “I form the light and create

Is like the garden 
And bright es>ros&

And near to me" al

Question Not Yet Fully Decided- 
Can It Be Traced to a God In 

Its Final Analysis?

That is a mistake proven by them- through experience of fallacy and evil, 
inat 18 • ■—’-. They In the natural and spiritual spheres suf-

- - » A- 1______________ _____ „17

"a part of the mystery of the 
as to which all that can be said is,’ It Is

well;
^Ver days-are all bright ones; her skies

fame— .- ■ F -t.
Supreme Inhabitant 6t.tlme and space! 
Eternal and undying';-¿-first and last— 
Immortal soul of- fijtuie; present and

?h“se tbattaere are very direct and positive
commit themselves to a specific declarations In the'Swlptutes setting

The, New God of the Modern Theism.

We perceive that Spiritualist papers 
contain about as much Theism to the 
square toot as other papers. The writ
ers of such literature are converts from 
the churches, not yet entirely free from 
bondage to religious error, and seldom 
write an article for the press without 
some “God" in it—must have a god ot 
some kind—by force of habit—have it 
In everything—educated that way.They do not know what the- word 1 
means, yet make it mean anything they 
wish—a liberty not taken with any 
other word in our language; and these 
various affirmations, meanings and 
connections, by. comparison, make a 
horrid jargon of confusion, trash, rot 
and nonsense. There is nothing too ab
surd or fallacious for men to affirm ot 
gods; and there are as many different 
god Ideas as god believers.

When they aver "God is love—love is 
God," what.god do they have in mind? 
Evidently the Christian god, because 
this is a quotation from the holy bible 
—reiterated by the “Divine Dunces” for 
centuries—not a fact that can be 
proved, but a religious dogma to be be-

E. J. BOWTELL.

HAD A VISION OF HEAVEN.

PERFECTION.

It Was So Beautiful—Singing and Sun
shine, Light, Flowers and Beauty 

Indescribable.

LIVING THE LIFE.

there too.

Ijc £1) inker
826

a mystery still.”
It is an old question, found in the 

world’s oldest written records. Antiq
uity must have been gray when it was 
first mooted; yet doubtless it has .been 
satisfactorily answered again and again 
and as often again forgotten in the ebb 
and flow of the ages, and the rise and 
fall of nations; for stil), though men 
learn, they do not remember.

In the economy of the universe we 
cannot fall to observe that everything 
seems conjoined or related by doubles: 
Day and night, sunshine and shadow; 
the, positive and negative electric and 
magnetic energies; the gravitation and 
levitation of the earth’s substance op
erating between It and the sun by the 
law of mutual exchange; the ebb and 
flow of the tides; the heart of man, with 
its double cavities and pulsations—sys
tole and diastole—and double vascular

lieved.There is ten-fold more bible evidence 
lo prove this god is hate, wrath, malev
olence, than there is to prove love^The 
Christian god 1s the worst of all gods; 
well proven in histoiy. If there is any 
love In him it is love of praise, author
ity, dominion, war, bibody sacrifice.

Thus saith the Lord; I come not to 
send peace on eartli but a sword;" 
which has. been carried Into practical 
effect.

It is all well enough for people to 
have intellectual and moral ideals of 
love, goodness, tiuth; but God is the 
worst substitute for these words—it is 
anything else but love or truth—the 
most senseless, ' confused, uncertain 
word in our language.

•The modern Theists have repudiated 
Jehovah, bo they say, ( sign of progres
sion) nevertheless their god-idea sprung 
originally from teaching received in 
church or Sunday-school; and it is now 
so changed and Improved that the at
tributes of Jehovah have disappeared. 
Gods change as men's minds change.

The god they now recognize and talk 
and write sb much about is not any 
god of mythology. These gods have 
specific names and realms and are well 
defined, notwithstanding they are imag-

ON THE DIVINITY OF JEQU8.
INSPIRED THOUGH VERY YOUNG.

Two Little Girls Who Exhibit the Hlgh- 
. est Plane of Mediumship—An Account
of Them in the San Francisco Exam
iner,
For cleverness in composing rhyme 

and in drawing, two little Los Angeles 
girls, Eva and Anna Pelren, have been 
awarded prizes by the children’s ue- 
partment of the Woman’s Home Com-

system respondent thereto.
So, too, in the moral and mental 

world, love and haired, peace and war, 
good and evil. God and devil, are in 
eternal opposition to each other; yet 
in the ultimate of each and every en
counter

Ever the right comes uppermost, 
And ever is justice done.
Now, let us suppose present condi

tions changed. Let us abolish all con
trasts; let us have all day without 
night; all sunshine and no shadows; 
all harmony in nature and no discord; 
no conflict of opinions among men; no 
sin, no Borrow, no pain or discomfort or 
body or mind; no regrets for the past, 
and no care, forethought, nor anxiety 
about the future. In all the daily life 
let only a languid iteration reign. How 
long would such a state be tolerated?

Good and evil are set before us in the 
world. - To become healthy, happy and 
godlike in -body and soul we must learn 
self-control at whatever cost of suffer
ing and pain—must learn to choose the 
good and refuse the evil. "The hells of 
humanity," says Koresh, “are spjjeres 
of discipline, and are essential to devel
opment and progress. Through these 
hells humanity incorporates all the fal
lacies and evils of being for the purpose

panion. .
These little ones won easily, al

though there .were competing hundreds 
of boys and girls, many of them older, 
from all parts of the country. ,

Little Eva is only 5 years old, but 
already has show n a startlingly wonder
ful talent’ for composing poetry, or rath
er rhyme, and gives promise: of a brill
iant future. /

Young In Years, Advanced In Art.
Her sis ter. Anna is "grown up,” ac

cording to ’Eva’s standards, having 
reached the mature age of nine years, 
and is no less talented than Eva, al
though along other lines. She makes 
drawings that almost anyone twice her 
age would be proud to claim. When 
Anna’s mother told her about the offer 
of prizes for the best drawings she at 
once selected her subject from among 
those given and began her drawing. 
Eva didn’t propose to have Anna win 
all the prizes, and finding that there 
was one offered fof the best rhyme by 
a child, tossed her pretty curls and said 
she guessed she’d win that, -

Instead of. entering the competition 
for children under twelve, as her moth
er suggested, thW little miss .of five 
calmly declared that she would try for 
the prize offered for children over 
twelve, as she liked the subjects better.

Dedicated to the Rag Doll.
So for Anna’s drawing of “The Rag 

Doll” she composed these lines without 
any help from any one: .

“First time I saw my Lulu, 
She was sitting In a chair. 
Because my dear old Santy 
Had come and put her there, 
Her hair was painted yellow, 
Her eyes as blue as blue could be,

BIRDS i ' 3-

Strange and Inexplf^p^ H^pdnlnga In 
Connection With , of lit Omen, 
Inducing One to Belt|ve That For a 
Time They May - B^I Controlled by 
Prophetic Splrlta-.w4> Wish to Im
part a Warning.. .*■
Besides the spectre ¿ot, the "White 

Lady” [says Light] appears at 
the Hofburg at. Vfennq. ewry time that 
misfortune la about-.to'otertake the Im
perial famiy of Austria,®hd which last 
appeared ip the wljitqrM»t: 1898 before 
the tragedy of Me^rling, the .appari
tion of a raven is always the harbinger 
of ill to the person to w^om it appears, 
: On the day of lthe JEfca^ror Francis 
Jospeh’s coronation. in;18^, a score of 
ravens hovered over Die city of Ujmutz, 
and did not fly away, until; after the cer
emony was over. When the same mon
arch’s brother, Maximilian, and his con
sort were about tb embark at Miramar 
to go to Mexlccr.aq Emperor and Em
press of that country, ¿.raven appeared, 
hovered above the heads of the Impe-
rial couplé durlng'tkeir last walk on the 
quay from which iije^were to embark, 
and afterwards- perched upon the mar
ble seat upon which they sat down, and 
from which it could not be,driven.

When the Archduchess Marla- Chris
tina was married ,toi ÀJphpnso XII. of 
Spain, in 1875, a ravènjsuddenlymade 
its appearance and , persistently fol
lowed the royal carriage to thè cathe
dral. The bird ot ill omlh hovered over 
the church,' and only disappeared when 
the ceremony had come to. an end.

Two days before"tho|Empresa Eliza
beth of Austria was apMslnated at Ge
neva by the anarchjst| Luccheni, she 
hpd taken an excursion with her reader, 
Professor Barker, from the hotel at 
which she was staying, along the shore 
of the lake at Territet" Seating them
selves on a rock which commanded a

Gome Very suggestive Thoughts on th a 
Subject,

The Phrase May Have Many Significa
tions.

And so big and round and funny, 
But not a bit could she see. 
But 1 took her in my arms. 
And I loved her right away, 
And I've got what’s left of .Lulu, 
In my treasure box today.” 
Thé little ones live with their

selves, by their own words.
write it with capital G to make it a 
proper noun and want it understood 
that they have in mind a particular God. 
it is a thing of male gender, a “He— 
Him—Father"—marks and proofs of 

-personality. Moreover, if men are the 
image, offspring, counterpart of this 
god, ns alleged, it is a personal god, be-

This does not include women on ac- 
. count of sex. Fortunately woman is 
'hot a niember of godhood or godhead; 

aYid’thlB Is one reason why women are 
better, purer, more beaiuttful and lovely 
than men—in Christendom.

Most assuredly this modern god is

to contrast the evil with the good, that 
is, the opposite of evil, they then be
come the fruit of the tree of the knowl
edge of good and evil. In the rejection 
of the evil and the appropriation of the 
good, man becomes the fruit of the Tree 
of Life.”

And so reads the ancient record: 
“Yahve Elohim said: ‘Behold the man 
(ha-Adam, the bi-une man) is become 
as one of us to know good and evil.’ 
Why this plural expression, "one of 
us”? It deserves attention.

But as to the origin of evil: It-will

rentsMr. and Mrs. W. F. Pelren, at823% 
West Eighth street. In speaking of 
their talents yesterday Mrs. Pelren 
said: j

"It seems natural for Eva to compose 
and for- Anna to. draw. Eva's talent 
amounts to an inspiration at times. 
She will not make or repeat rhymes to 
order and we cannot coax her to do it, 
but when she feels like it she will rat
tle them off. She does not remember 
them aftermards, and if I don’t run and 
get a pencil, and take them ddwn they 
are lost. Anna probably takes her tal
ent from me. I paint a great deal, but 
as I have a young baby have no time 
to teach her. She has just picked if ui> 
herself.”

Delights In Mud Pastry.
One. does not always suspect little

The Empress hàd ppelèdta peach, and 
was offering half of lt to ïhe Professor, 
when suddenly a raven appeared, flew 
straight towards thé:Enjpress, and with 
a vigorous stroke off his wing caused 
the peach to fly 6ui>,of hcr'hànd. Pro
fessor Barker, who had Already heard 
at Vienna that ■ the appbarancc of a ra
ven to a member- of Ure- Haps burg fam
ily was always the precnxBof of some 
great evil, rose hastily, pale with fright, 
ready to run. Buc the'Empress began 
to laugh, and said: "Comb,- don't be 

i frightened. I am no.t superstitious, if 
evil is to befall me. J-sball not lie able 

’to avoid it. Besides^ you .know what i 
think about death. -DeatbilhaB no ter
rors for me, DéàthjJs. thejÀeUverance 
for which T liave- waited jwlth impa-

The copious extracts which were pub
lished in The Progressive Thinker of 
February 25, under the caption of "Vis
ions of the Dying," recognize a great 
truth, which Is the most convincing 
proof of lite philosophy of Spiritualism, 
In the same connection, The Progress
ive. Thinker says, that "The saintly and 
pure of life, are always close to heaven. 
In the last moments of life they are, in 
many cases, permitted.visions of an
other sphere, This has been abundant
ly proved by recorded:exclamations of 
dying persons, who apparently ■ have 
been translated to another life; and at 
the very instant of .earthly dissolution 
been greeted by loved ones who have 
gone before."

There Is hardly an intelligent adult 
person on the face of the earth, who 
has not had more or less convincing ev
idence that the dying are often con
scious that they are surrounded by the 
spirits of those who have, before them, 
passed through the portals of death.

At such a supreme moment, the de
parting soul can have no possible mo
tive or object to deceive, The.most co
lossal Ananias who ever breathed, 
would most likely espouse the truth, in 
thé hour of earthly. dissolution. When 
the dying speak, to their friends who 
have gone before them, it is because - 
they fully believe that.those friends are 
with them. The motives of the dying 
are removed from all criticism. The 
sincerity of their belief, that they are 
with the loved ones of heaven, "cannot 
be questioned,

Are the dying mistaken? The proof 
is too abundant, clear and continuous 
to admit of the idea, that a' mistake 
can be possible. . Those only who ap
proach the. end of earth life, in the full 
possession of their mental powers and 
spiritual attributes,, are welcomed by 
their angel friends as they leave the 
house of clay. The dying are not mis
taken. With a clear spiritual sight 
they see
"The band of angels swift and bright,

To the Editor:—Please pardon me 
if I take up a little of your time with 
a few thoughts which came to me and 
Insisted upon being written down.

We are constantly met with the state
ment that Jesus was the divine and .on
ly begotten son of God, and are remind
ed of all he has done for . the human 
race. Christians point to him and tri
umphantly cry, "Only God could or 
would endure such suffering," And they 
say. he left a home and a throne in 
highest heaven to bear all this for us. • 

1 Let us suppose for a few moments 
that all the Christians say of him is 
true; where is the great merit of it?

Christ, with his father, was wor
shiped by a few Israelites, and no oth
ers could come to God until Christ 
paved the way with his blood.

When was there ever a ruler who 
was not desirous of extending his king
dom? If God knows all things he knew 
that such an act as he contemplated 
doing would extend his kingdom im
measurably. Bo, out of the countless 
millions of’the years of his Ijfe he took 
thirty-three and devoted them to man, 
whom he had created, and who, by the 
very fact of that creation, was entitled 
to the very best that God could do for 
him. We are told that a thousand 

", years are but a day to God, and reck- 
oned.on that basis what a very small 
part of a day was devoted to the object 
of saving mankind. And let me say 
right here that there are countless in
stances of mortals who have devoted 
many days to the saving of just one 
life, and they did not expect to be wor
shiped eternally for It, either.

Christians say "Never man suffered

Occasionally, among modern think
ers and writers, we meet with the ex
pression, "to live the life.” The phrase 
is Indefinite and among those who use 
it, It may have many significations. ■ To 
some what they call society, a round or 
frivolous and idle amusements; to oth 
era business pursuits and struggles tor 
wealth and power appear as living the 
life of their choice. Apart from these 
there are several kinds of external man
ifestations of life which may seem 
more, worthy of living. Sometimes with 
slightly greater precision it is of "the 
higher Ilie" that we hear or read. But

nprsonal and an ideal personage, yet. perhaps startle some readers to find stance, when she was asked what sb 
pei awn» , a _____ _ fhnt thorp are very direct and positive rath or So than anvthine else.- in
it is, or -------------  .
god; but simply write It with capital 
G and let it go at that. (A cunning 
fraud). That Is about as sensible as it 
would be to always write Man with cap
ital M and claim that it stands for a
particular individual.

No person can affirm anything of a 
god and know that he or she states the 
truth. It is not a matter of fact—it is 
a matter of faith.

According to Mythology there are 
many gods. Cupid and Venus, god and 
goddess of love, are only ideal images 
or imaginary beings.

When you say "God is love” which 
god is it? -We suspect your god-webs- 
on-the-brain are built upon the shifting 
sands of Christian ignorance.

After the study of Theism for many 
years I can give a correct definition of 
God on my own authority, equal to the
ological authority, which is theory, as
sumption, inference, assertion, hypoth
esis; and I will set it up in competition 
to all opposing definitions. God is non
sense—nothing, Illusion, folly, decep
tion, chimera, hallucination, supersti
tion, a mental image, a figure of imag
ination, an ideal being that has no ex
istence in fact.

Now If the reader does not like my 
definition, here Is another which 1 ap
prove, founded on faith, and it agrees 
exactly with all phases, dogmas and 
departments of Theism. "God is unde- 
finable, incomprehensible, unknown, in
finite, unknowable, supernatural.”

A. H. NICHOLAS.
Summerland, Cal.

darkness: I make peace and create evil. 
I, the Lord, do all these things.” And 
in Amos, ill. 6: "Shall there be evil in 
a city and the Lord hath not done it?”

Now, how can we reconcile the origin 
of evil In God with the fact pf the good
ness of God? I suggest as an answer, 
if I have not alredy made sufficiently 
clear the principle that good and evil 
are correlates of each other, and apper
tain as much and as certainly to the 
Divine as to the human nature, consti
tuting the voluntary and involuntary or 
polarized energies of the microcosmic 
as well as the vidual man.

EDWIN COOMBS.

announced, “Make mud pies."
Both children are refreshingly natu

ral and childish—not a bit like the or
dinary forward child of this generation. 
After seeing them is Inclined to think 
that if Ella Wheeler Wilcox had seen 
them first she would not have written: 
“Where have they gone to, the little 

glrlq,
With their natural manners and natural 

curls?
Little old women iu plenty I find,
Mature of manners and old in ihind.” •.

The prizes the Pelren children re
ceived were books.

tience these ten years.”.
, Barker replied: "The appearance of 
this- bird of ill omotf, disturbs me im
mensely, all-tho more so as.-1 had .a 
dream last night, • h&cgnllng my de
ceased mother. ‘iGoaii;gtaAi;that S .ffiiay 
be mistaken, but eümtf .gütatrcâiàmite 
is about to happen '

The Empress Bh)ugg0d her BiteiWrs, 
and replied: ‘T hope, ^y dearhProfes-’ 
sor„ that ypu do not believe in dreams. 
However, nothing can frighten, nié any 
longer. I have become 'a fatalist. What 
is to happen will necessarily happen.” 
Two days' afterwards thp Empress was 
stabbed by Luccheni. £
. Prince MeschtsoherslH, editor of the 
journal "Grashdanin,” which appears at 
St. Petersburg, relate^ the following 
circumstance In Ills .“Memoirs":

“I - remember also th^t there was 
much talk at St. Petersburg about a 
black bird which" appeared.- three days 
before the death 6? 'theiEmpeYor Nich
olas I. This strangç. b|fd, chose, as its 
resting place, one ofthe?windows of the 
Emperor’s bedroom, gave forth from 
time to time lugubrious çries, at the 
same time flapping itsSwings, and did 
not leave the window .dipttl the moment 
of the Emperor’s deatlb” :

JOSEPH DE gRONHELM. • 
Gajsin, Podolia, RAssta.

. ———-------------  
GOD,*

That pass, but cannot wake your sight, 
Down trooping from the clouded skies.” 

t ■Now -çvhat is thé glorious implication 
of the enQrmous mass of evidence 
which has been accumulating tor cen
turies, whiéîi demonstrates that the dy
ing do ofteli commune with and see 
their friends, who have passed over the 
so-called dark river before them? If 
there iq one-"single place, in the great- 
universe, of God, where the Here and 
the Hereafter meet, it. is at the golden 

J gate of .death', where the emancjpàted 
spirit passes on from the stern struggle 
for hunian existence to the next sphere 
of life, prepared for the soul of man. 
The two worlds, bo to speak, freely 
commingle at the altar of death.
, ;There; Is-nothing more natural than 
thaf-dùf;nvqd:oné.i['à^^ -tae 
Apiflt vÿÊÏldLand .w'lien:the brtef period 
%'dur éarffilyTIi'ë'di'àws to a"ôldsë, and" 
’ thé taérèitül angekot death hovers near, 
they will gather around its to greet us 
upon our advent among them. -

Is it any wonder that the dying be
come So spiritualized, when about to 
quit tjifelr earthly tenements, as to be 
able to see and commune with their 
heavenly friends who have come to 
welcome them to that house not made 
with hands,"eternal, in the heavens?

Yed; at death the two worlds touch 
. elbows. They meet, not on a physical 

but on a Spiritual plane. And the over
whelming évidence which we have of 
this happy ' meeting, solves the great 
questions of the Immortality ot the bou! 
in favor of the immortality, and that 
the souls of the departed can and do, 
under favorable conditions, communi
cate with those' still in the flesh.

CARL C. POPE.
. Black River Falls, Wis.

as he did!” and then they tell of two 
others who suffered exactly the same 
death at the same time.

“But," they Bay, "he was bearing 
great mortal suffering, even the sins of 
all the world.” And 1 ask, why should 
that thought cause him such intense 
suffering, when it was for that object 
and that alone that he came?

And ot course he knew that It was 
only for a little while, and then his 
power and glory would be boundless.

Oh, the absurdity ot the thought, that 
a God could put on mortality and suffer 
as a man would, and know all the time 
that he was God!

Would not the knowledge that he was 
God, and of all the good his Buffering 
would bring about, take the keen edge 
off the most intense pain?

Was Jesus divine? Yes; and so is 
every man or woman who will let the 
best ot him or herself out to help and 
bless the world.

I would not belittle onee act of Jesus’ 
entire life, for so tar as we have any 
record of it it was devoted to the up-

what constitutes the higher life is a 
question which may be met with a varl 
ety of answers.

It must always mean more of, or a 
fuller unfoldment of, a kind of life we 
already possess. The man who at
tempts a higher life, or desires to do 
so, must mentally compare it with the 
life he is at the time living. It is, at 
least in his conception, higher than his 
present mode of existence. This is a 
noble aspiration, even If not extended 
beyond the range of the mentality, the 
acqusitlon of Intellectual knowledge 
and the virtues of civic and family re
lationship. The gifts of mind and so
cial morality are precious. Their great
est, because permanent, value however, 
consists in their inability to satisfy the 
soul, which causes them to act as spurs 
to the attainment of more enduring 
good and fuller expression of power. ''

Either at this point or later a false 
view may be presented which will need 
to be corrected before further progress 
can be made. If we measure the high
er life we seek by that lived by some 
other person we are sure to fall Into 
grievous error. We must erect our own 
standard. If we abandon It for the 
standard of another, if we endeavor to 
shape our conduct or our thoughts after 
another’s ideal, we shall lose the reali
zation of our Individual possibilities. 
If we imagine that we have attained to a 
higher elevation than some other in the 
spiritual life, we have sunk so much 
lower by the error of our judgment.

The soul that would climb the heights 
of spiritual perfection must keep her 
eyes fixed on things above and grasp 
every means she can perceive within 
her reach, by which she may raise her
self to a loftier position. It is uot the 
ground she has traveled over or the 
slips made on the way that concern her 
now. It is the next point above her to

lifting of mankind, but let us forever 
throw aside the thought of him as a 
,God, seeking worshipers, and think of 
Jitmin that purer, higher light—a man 
■devotlng-hJ8--J|fA-U)at his fejlowmen 
m1glit b6 -mad<^banpler and better.

Let ua follow Ilie precious example he 
has left us, and bear always in mind 
that we are as much the children of 
God as he was, and that if we will, we 
may obtain as much help from our Fa 
ther as he did. We may not all be able 
to do the same things that he did, but 
what of that? Each of us has his own 
work to do, and whether it be the dis
cerning of spirits, healing of the sick, 
speaking with strange tongues, or only 
simply staying at home with our daily 
toil, let us do it with all our might, and 
our light, though smaller, will shine as 
brightly as did his.

HATTIE N. WINTER.
Burlington, Vermont.

which she can attain. Not reminis
cences of the path, but escape from It is 
the object of her toils, of her struggle, 
of her existence. It is not the length
ening distance from the next point 
above in which she is most interested, 
it is not whether her neighbor soul is 
passing her or being passed by her that 
concerns her. It is the progress she is 
herself making.

This does not mean that by a perfec
tion ot selfishness we must besiege 
heaven^forubrbwh .acfinlffance therein 
regardless of who may be excluded. It 
means that we may not expect to sneak 
in under the shadow of another or be 
carried in upon his shoulder.,

The true life has breadth as well as 
height. It has unlimited possibilities 
in the infinity and eternity in which it 
is. It is not our business now to judge 
where our neighbor is, but where we 
can get, and how we can get there. 
And somehow and sometime we dis
cover that tn getting there we have 
been an inspiration to some other to get

THE RIDDLE OF THE AGES.

A Solution of the Problem of the Origin 
of Life.

"LITTLE MYSELF-AS-l-USED-TG-BE."

¿. Sometimes when the work of day is 
done;

When the ebbing light from the west 
Is gone;

.When the present loosens its fetters 
fast,

And the treed heart leaps to its longed- 
for past;

.When the twiligh t gathers and the shad
ows grow deep;

Out from the silence will timidly creep i 
A dear little girl whom I clearly see— 
Little Myself-As-l-Used-To-Be!
She talks of her school-days, her les* 

sons, her toys;
ger daily duHes; her daily joys;

' ger holidays glad; when no work is 
done; ■ {

Vacation time with its frolic and fun; 
Thanksgiving, and Easter; ;the Christ

mas-tide; - ’•
With stockings hung in the chimney

Natick, Mass.

Her lovers are all faithful, her friends 
all are true.

Never a care nor a sorrow knows she— 
Little Myself-As-I-Used-To-Be!
But sometimes—sometimes she lifts 

her eyes
To my face, with a kind of puzzled sur

prise
"What have you done,” she asks of me;.
"With my faith and my truth and my 

purity?
With the trustful love for God and your 

kind,
That I gave to you when you left me 

behind?"
These are tne questions she puts to 

me—
Little Myself-As-I-Used-To-Be!
“Oh, dear little girl," I answer low;
"I lost them all, long years ago." 
Amid life’s bustle, its heat and its dust, 
I lost your innocence, truth and trust; 
And I found at an hour when I needed 

them-most, .
That your faith and your love were also 

lost.
Little remains that you gave to me— 
'Little Myself-As-I-Used-To-Be!” 
"But we’ll both creep out pf this life, 

some day;'
I—tired ot work; you—tired of play.;.- 
And perhaps we’ll find on that other 

shore,
Things we have mourned as lost before; 
Simplicity, innocence, love and truth, 
The trustful faith that belongs to youth. 
And, clothed in these, through eternity 
I’ll be Myself-As-I-Used-To-Be.”

'—Mrs. Carrie Cosby Fulton.

side;
Laughing; loud as she-stands by my 

knee—;
UtGQ Myseli-As-I-Used-To-Be!
bften she prattles of chtliiish. plays, 
Apd the little'friends of those bygone 

■ days.
Some are wanderers, some grown old, 
With weariness, labor and, sorrow un-

■told; •■■. ’ . . jSome in life’s joy, their.youth yet keep; ! 
And some in the church-yard are fast 

asleep..
But she talks of them all, with childish

• , ■ glee— ' ■■•■■ . ■ .■- ;•
Little Myself-As-I-USed-To-Be! -
Oh, fair is the world in which she 

dwells,
.Where goblins and witches yet weave 

their spells; ,
Where mirth and laughter all clouds 

dispel,
'And troubles, like fairy tales, all end

The nations rejoice that peace is de
clared between Russia and Japan. It 
we would hasten the time when peace 
shall be universal and permanent, we 
must teach the children by precept and 
example, the sacredness of life. Boys 
seem to think frogs and toads are their 
lawful prey, although the little crea
tures are great exterminators rof vermin 
and insects.

The suggestion that has gone down 
through the ages from the bible account. 
of the curse pronounced against the 
serpent for tempting Mother Eve, has 
been’ the-cause of the death- of, many 
harmless snakes. -It is' not generally 
knoyvn that the magnetism of the snake 
will cure goiter, which at the present 
time is quite prevalent, and Is " pro
nounced incurable by many' physicians. 
Take a live snake by the extremiUes 
and rub the tumor gently and thorough
ly with the snake, then let it go alive. 
Two or three treatments are usually

WHEN BAND PLAYS SHE FAINTS.

Unique-Effect Upon Herkimer, N. Y., 
Maid of Musical Detectabilities

' of Village Musicians.

" Owing to something, whether an ail
ment in herself or the village ■ band’s 
plgying, she .cannot fully decide, Miss 
Mary. Putnam:of Herkimer, ,N. Y.,. be
comes "unconscious whenever the "band 
,boys'.’ begin.their, musical delectabili
ties within her hearing, it wasn't 
learned-until recently, when she was 
found unconscious in front of her home. 
- Miss Putnam, after being restored by 
;two hours’ labor-of a’physician, said 
she had gone downtown to see a fire- 
:works display, not..knowing the band 
intended to discouise its sweet strains. 
As soon as she saw the band make

sufficient for a permanent cure. The 
same treatment quite likely would, cure 
severe cases of rheumatism and other 
disorders. When we look upon all life 
which is not a pest,-as sacred, and real- 

dze the good the .magnetism of the 
snake can do. we will no longer look 
upon them with terror. The time may 
come when the snake will be protected 
by law for its medicinal qualities.

Each year the .sportsman looks for-- 
ward to the time when the deer season 
will open, not because he is'in need oL 
meat, but for the pleasure of killing 
the beautiful'creatures. If it were not 
for our strict game laws the deer and 

.vvild jowls would soon be exterminated, 
the sa^ne as the buffalo-has been, ex-' 
cepting the few .which.hpve found, pro
tection in government parks.

.. Hunters invade the home nature has 
provided for wild beasts, simply for the 
sport of killing them. We should teach 
kindness instead of cruelty. .

past; 4
Divine epitome-of great And small— 
From all apart, and yel’a part of'all; 
Unbounded source! ¿Wet -and Untath- 

omed mind! ' : ..
Thyself unknown, nor .by. thyself de- 
' ‘ fined. p;
How shall my spirlt-toithy:presence go?
Thou art beslde '-ine^tlftough all things 

below; ' S
Thou art j&ith: me -every

where1^' “ - V
Within, wlthqut^nA-’inifiie ambient air. 
That which I am, wifluwhom I do exist, 
That on whose, strength; my soul and 

flesh subsist^j;. te
My-slave and. maAt^r,-^me,. myself and 

mine ...S" ■;
Heart ot my breasti..iife of my heart, 

. and thine!,' <
Immeasurable'^unetidiiig, unbegun, 
Incessant, Indestructible, undone!
Deep as the space q jfw§ich thou art the 

soul; ' 7’' — f - F ''
Vast as tho powers£of-which thou art 

the whole!

How strange that life and death so near 
have been— ■

Thro’ centuries since man on earth was 
sent;

Yet love .has followed fear, and dis
content '

Has routed greed and spoiled the feasts 
of sin; ■

The dream of good his heart did. always 
win, - v ,

And courage and high purpose to him 
lent,

And he to some diviner state was "best, 
A voice sweet calling heard abovS 

earth’s, din!
Life looks on life and loves to have it 

so;
. Death holds the charm of what per

chance may be; •
Life makes us glad with things we have 

and know,
• Death fills bur eyes with hope of 

what we'U see;
It Is a round of rest and stirring strife,

All-monstrous •• - universal
■womb! ' ' ■' ,

Creating;-and'erasi^^-tA;^ !
Quintesceht Spirit of alUife and power, 
Eternal guardian oCOut tiAnsient hour! 
Soul of infinity, whence ia^tdescend, 
And on whose-'llfetyiriinite things de

pend!.; | ■’
Mind of all minds’,';-jB&il of each carnal.

clod, '', ' ' ' ? ■ ??"■■
i Dyaus Pltar/Jeho\'Ali, 2ep5—God!

This poem, was;'^«1 to me by a 
friend, as.coming.ffipm hffebrother, not 
giving the author'siiifettei'.-.. >

■ — fi&vrwooD.

night and day, this show of death 
- and life!

WILLIAM BRUNTON.

A CURIOUS PHENOMENON.

Thé Likeness of a Little Girl . Appears 
on a Window Pane.

ready she fled for home.
But she couldn’t make it. She al

most reached her house when the blast 
ot the village band smote her and she 
toppled over.

. Who can explain this phenomenon?

“A necessary act incurs no.blamo. 
Not so when In. their proper bounds, 
And guiltless-of offense they range the

■■air, . !
Or take their pastime in the spacious

. fields. ■ '
There they are privileged,. ., / 
And he who hunts or harms them there 
Is guilty of a wrong.
Disturbs the economy pf nature’s realm 
Which, when she formed, 
Designed them tins abode.
The sum is this:
If man’s convenience, health or safety 

interfere,
His rights are paramount, and must ex

tinguish "theirs.”
MARY A. INGALLS.

Love that my laveiorpver keeps, 
Is like the heautgb'i^ evening star;

While all the wtsdd^lm darkness sleeps, 
. She shines.AipdWjpie^trpm aftr!
Love that svraetAbroad,

BofJune;; 
e road, . 
s sweet tune! 
MBRUNTON. 

£ -A." r/
Tbe good Is'jfalyetfaRK'tlic 

able. Conduct _______
suits to self or othemis'pleasurable or 
painful; the need;- fo$ cjimmanUments 
from God disappeara.'F-SpeAcer.

We should avoid whatever may dis
play bad feeling, and attend.with clvil- 
ity to what may bn addressed to us; all 
hearts are conctìfeied by poljtoess and

Whatever the nature and source of 
the life principle, we can only know it 
as it manifests.itself through matter.

These manifestations are observed, 
first, in the building of organized forms 
out of unorganized chemical com
pounds; second. In the producing ot 
spontaneous movements in those organ
ized forms.

These two classes of vital phenomena 
cover every manifestation of lite force, 
and wherever these are observed there 
the life principle is at work.

If we think ot reproduction we are 
only repeating the first process—that 
is, the building of organized form out 
of unorganized chemical compounds.

The parents are only the agents for 
assembling the chemical compounds in 
suitable environment where the life 
principle cap build the organism.

If we think of nutritive assimilation, 
then'the first process is only being re
peated in an organism already formed.

Under the second division of life’s 
manifestations, spontaneous move-

I will rotate a vision my mother had 
a week before her death. She was en
tirely conscious at the time and in
sisted it was a dream.

She said she ielt herself rising to
ward the sky enveloped in a huge cloud. 
Looking up she saw a black-robed fig
ure awaiting her. He assisted her from 
the cloud. When she asked where she 
was he, said Bhe was on the way to 
heaven?

They walked a short distance sur
rounded by clouds, he leading her gent
ly on, when they reached a gate, over 
which was written, “Knock and it shall 
be opened unto you.” She knocked, 
and the gate was opened by a white 
robed figure. She said she wished to 
enter, when a voice within answered: 
“Not now, my child. Thy work on 
earth is not finished.”

"I am so weak and tired,” she plead-,

• At the home of Mr. C. E. Rodgers, at 
Winona, Fayette county, W. Va., which 
was jhè scene of so much excitement 
home time ago over the forming of a 
.woman’s face on die window glass In a 
certain window of tho house, people are 
how aroused over the picture" of a child, 
a little girl which has appeared in one 
corner of the window.
'It is remembered that about a year. 

ago the picture of a Woman mysterious
ly appeared on the glass to the extreme 
wonderment of every one, and stayed 
¿¿¿re until the glass was removed from 
the.window. This mysterious phenôme-. 
non caused the greatest excitement 
throughout the country and, excited a 
great deal of comment from the news
papers.

After a certain time the glass was 
taken out of the window, with the pic-1 
titre of the woman on it, and put away, 
■.because the people living in the house 
were greatly, annoyed by visitors from 
all parts of the country who came there 
to Bee the wonderful formation on the 
window pane. •'

For a Jong time the window was left 
open without having new glass put in, 
it being feared the image would reap
pear, bût just within the last few days 
it was decided to put in a new glass. 

■ The glass was accordingly placed in the 
■ window and now, to the wonder and as-

ments, we have, first, the power to 
changé- the attitude or physical position 
by an impulse arising within the organ
ism itself. This impulse may be ex
cited by external stimuli, or by Internal 
desire. And second, the receiving and 
transferring of nutritive material to va
rious parts of the organism, either for 
Its own nutriGon or for the building of 
progeny.

In my experiments I take unorgan
ized chemical compounds—that is, min
eral compounds, and water, which is aF 
so an inorganic compound, and build ! 
up life-forms without the aid of similar 
antecedent Ufe-tbrms, which could not 
happen without the presence and ope
ration of the life principle.

These life-forms could not have grown 
to any size, however small, without 
manifesting in their production the fun
damental principles of life's vital pro
cesses, namely, nutritive assimilation 
and spontaneous movement. Their ex
istence alone is prima facie evidence of 
the presence of life. Moreover, I have 
frequently seen them change their 
physical position by spontaneous move-

ed. “I cannot go further.”
“The Lord will give you strength,” 

the voice answered, aud the door wag 
gently closed.

She sank exhausted. The man Ip 
black lifted her beck to the clouds and 
disappeared. She found herself gradu
ally being borne to earth.

The family at the bedside were Star- 
Ged, hearing her say: ”1 was at the 
very gates of heaven and God would 
not let me in." When asked what she 
saw inside the gale she could only say: 
“Oh, it was so beautiful—all singing 
and sunshine, light and flowers and 
beauty indescribable.” ’ E. W.

tonishment of everyone, the face of .a
little girl has'appeared in one cortfef. 
People are flocking from all parts Qttta 
country to gaze upon.one of the great
est curiosities ever on exhibition.

ments.
It is quite impossjble .to present in 

writing the convicüon of a truth fixed 
in the mind by years Of careful observ
ation of related phenomena. To see a 
photograph of a plant or animal, or 
even to observe it through the micro
scope, does not fix that conviction .upon 
the mind that is essential to the cordial 
reception of a new truth. Therefore 1 
do not ask the reader at this ümé eith
er to accept or Indorse what is here pre
sented as- the principle of abiogenesis. 
I believe it to'be a solution of the rjddle 
of the ages—the beginning of life-forms 
on this placet ot organic matter,—Ur. 
Charles W. Littlefield, in Harper’s 
Weekly, . ' -

I plucked a purple pansy— 
’Twas beautiful to see;

Its little face seemed filled with life, 
And gently smiled on me.

I looked across the distance 
Against the cark’ning sky, 

And saw the great, tall mountains, 
Where heavy clouds passed by.

Majestic in their outline. 
And wonderful to see, 

Their greatness brought a stillness- 
A reverence o’er me.

For in this velvet pansy 
Now slowly fading, there

I saw the same perfection— 
The self-same holy care.

/That fashioned the grqat mountains ; 
in all their mighty grace—

The hand that wrought the splendof 
. Marked well the" pansy’s place. , 

. The life of each is .perfect 1
In low or lofty place.

The God who raised the mountains, 
Wrought out the pansy’s face. ' ;

-^Kathleen A. Sullivan in New World,

We lie to our children In the interest« Few men are so clever as to know all 
,.tbe mischief do.—Rochefoucauld.

Who makes quick use of- the moment 
is a genius of prudence.—Lavater.

The greatest events dawn with no 
more noise than the morning star, 
makes in rising.—Beecher,

Few men think, but all have oplm
ionsABerkeley.



MINNESOTA CONVENTION.

ever permitted to

is 
a

to 
1

ism which boasts that in it alone 
found a scientific demonstration of 
future life.

Don’t you think it high time for us 
cast out these frauds and impostors?

AND FALSEHOOD 
TEARING THEIR

ARE MADLY
HAIR AND

Report of the Eighth Annual Cqnven- 
. tien of ths State Spiritualist As

sociation of Minnesota.

‘make -yearly- pilgrimages to edmmune 
with opr loved ones, knowing ih our 
hearts; that there'at least we shall find

4

a Prominent Spiritualist.

wretch that God

in the Alleghenies with my family ; my

to Spiritualism itself.
To me the cause is sacred, and the 

man who is so low in the scale of being 
as to play on the heartstrings by .per
sonating our loved ones, is the vilest

Four"years ago, I spent the summer I nothing," yet there are people 
the Alleghenies with my family; my l^o will swallow the stuff and like 

Oliver Twist, “long for more." To de

The Pertinent Views of

' L. Ó. Hull of FL Wayne, Ind., is a prominent 
Spiritualist, and: he feels deeply indignant.at the 
imposition practiced upon him at the Chester
field Camp and elsewhere.

The Progressive Thinker is the Only Spiritual
ist paper, probably, in the United States today 
that would give Mr. Hull an opportunity to be 
heard in his own behalf ,

The fake mediums of the Camp made war on 
The Progressive Thinker, and that fact alone 
generated a bad influence, and the Camp did 
not pay expenses^there.'being a deficit of some 
$800. There will be a larger deficit next year 
than this, unless thè Management keep off the 
ground those who exchange tests, and material
izing mediums who use artificial toggery,

Last year a prominent Spiritualist or Ander
son wrote to us that one-half the mediums on the 
grounds were doing fake work. Their war on 
The Progressive Thinker was marked, and now 
the. Association is reaping what it sowed, and

----  —' ». ' .T.. • I ■ *

FFT

IVE THINKER
make a fetish of mediumship to the ex
tent that its proper mission has largely 
keen defeah^.1 ji(' ,

GROWTH OF SPIRITUALISM. SPIRIT IHE8SAGE8.

Resolved, ùrge every society

To the Editor:—The sessions of the 
eighth annual convention of the State 
Spiritualist Association of.- Minnesota 
closed with the. Sunday.evening.meet
ing, Sept. 10, in the Unitarian church. 
It is but just to say that this has been 
one of the most successful conventions 
we hay.sjJmd.ihWfi ,to- Ntonepota, in 
point of attendance, arid efficiency of 
work done. Many societies through
out tho state were represented.fly able 
delegates and officers; with the result 
that perhaps a greater amount of har
mony has been infused into the-ranks 
of organized Spiritualism than has ex
isted for some timé. ' ’ .

Some changes have been made in the 
personnel of the executive board, but 

■none that will,not aid' in"prosecuting 
the: work for the ensuing year’ With' 
much vigor. Several net? depariiirea 
hâve been made this year, one Of which 
was the throwing, open' to'1 the public 
of the church doors, and thé cordial'in- 
vltation’to the public to Come and i>ar- 
wkp ot'.the'feaBt of good things,

Asldp from thd regular routine work 
of (he,Convention proper/ a splendid 
program was prepared tor thé evening 
sessions,• music and song abounded, 
arid the work Of all concerned was of

and individual to adopt” more thorough 
and scientifi^omethpda for the study 
and investigation/of. thq various phases 
of phenomena1 tfiid/pt-'-those through 
whose facultllfe’ bucW 'phenomena ’ are' 
presented toithe> 'World; . ■

Resolved, ''IJrifttAyjiiieiW.e fully uphold 
and comm,endialTgenu|rie spiritual phe
nomena’ ani)' thd''8gmwy' through which 
such phehbnlliha -ailet btough/to man
kind, we 'areronaltofliJily opposed to all

Influencé of Christian Science and 
New Thought.

Through the Mediumship of Mra. Nellie 
Davis, Kewanee, HI.

the end is not yet : The Progressive Thinker is 
in favor of ALL HONEST MEDIUMS. There 
is no getting around that The fakes maybe 

1 known at all the camps by their covert or open 
opposition to this paper, and where that is al
lowed a blight will strike any camp. It has be
gun to strike Chesterfield, and with the fake ele
ment predominant in the future as in the past, 
the blight will take deeper root, and no set of 
officers can prevent it, only by the weeding-out
process.

I spent nearly three weeks at’Chester- i 
field camp lately, and attended a i 
seance where “materialization” was ad- 
vertiBed. There were sixteen in the 
circle and the forms that came out : 
(never more than one at a time) WERE ; 
NOTHING MORE NOR LESS THAN 
THE MEDIUM, a woman, in different 
disguises; the manager stood guard 
over her to prevent detection. The last 
form to come was dressed in the trap
pings and feathered headgear of an In
dian chief, but the medium could not 
hide her shape; we could see the broad 
hips and rounded bust, and when two 
war-whoops were given in a woman’s 
voice, THE FARCE WAS COMPLETE.

One woman seemed, afraid., X said 
"Chief, I am not afraid of you; come 
and shake'bands and I wlli/go lnto the 
cabinet with you.”

He fled into it alone and the seance 
ended.

We left and one man was very out
spoken in tiie matter and early next 
morning he got word, that if we would 
say nothing about it, that our money 
would be refunded He replied, “We 
were not to be muzzled.”

I visited quite a number of genuine 
mediums of different phases and wit
nessed phenomena under conditions 
where fraud and trickery were out of 
the question, and I contend that the 
management should allow no other kind 
to be given on the grounds; to do so, is 
to endorse it and become a party to tiie I 
transaction, as all mediums are under 
its auspices.

To talk about "protecting our medi
ums” is all right and just, so far as it 
applies to genuine mediums; but the 
public is SORELY IN NEED OF PRO
TECTION FROM THE IMPOSTORS 
AND MOUNTEBANKS WHO DO 
THEIR VILE WORK UNDER THE 
NAME OF SPIRITUALISM. To pro
tect them would be treason alike to 
genuine mediumship, to the camp and

such an order as to attract the highest 
praise from the, afidiehces assembled. 
It Is enough to.say that the music was 
under the direction: of the ZumbacJjs; 
this is-a guarantee of Its excelleripe. 
Also the muslqdl' progratn/wari greatly 
¿pjbeillshed by the work Qf Prof.'^ped- 
ler, Miss L.' Swanson/ gnd Bjiigerir arid 
musicians ' from the Mirineapblis Dra
matic Club/ / ' '■ /

The spdhkers'wdre. Re^;, Moses Hull, 
Will J. Erwood, Mrs. Carrie. Tryon, and 
Mrk.R M- 'LowpJl,. ’fi»e'l?lbdiuiflS whip, 
brought the messages Trbm' the .spirit 
friends who haiib' /gprib? before’' ,wpre. 
Miss Wickbtrom,’ Mrs.- Buehler/ Mrs. 
John Sauer, Mrs.1: Talcott/'Mrs. Mamie 
White, Mis, Virginia Lyon, Mrs. Peake, 
rind Mrs. Francis Witeel'er; (Also Dr, 
and Mrs; Noyes, of New York/i^ho have

simulatlpns .Md; bASA;çpmitexfeits, and 
we great)y/depioro ilie degraded com- 
merciàllèm /which' gïvës riBe to thé 
charlatanism iHridritraiibulent practices 
Mich bring.-pdlw 1W» the fair name 
of• Spiritualism, and Borrow to the 
hearts of truthseekers everywhere.

Resolved,; That IS defense ‘of true 
mediiimslilp this iasspolation.pledges IL 
•self to w-every legitimate means tp 
rid the cause of .these barnacles whose 
cupidity‘incites/tlyjm to foipt their ne- 
favious wares upbn the’ Unwary Investi-• 
gator iindithe iorirow'diurdened relatives- 
of those gowj bejuj-e; ,. .

■ 'Resolved, ,'j'liatas ths..liberating hand, 
of death' has' cleft: thé Èhàïriri "of mortal
ity which bmiridUy ^aïU/our brothers 
and co-workefs, Sanford Niles, Mr.L, T, 
Barker, Thomas McManus, Mr.' Cos
grove, Mrs. Anrçtq Hajwon and Mrs. Mc- 
Lagan and allpWed’/tHerii to enter the 
“great beyoh'd/'l We rtëjôlce with them 
hi their newly found liberty and ad
vancement,. and >ivbil9 we shall miss 
their physical presence, , we are con
scious of, and grateful for their mani- 
fest influencé! ôn; ail'd intérièst In these

I Was thoroughly convinced of the 
possibility of spirit return thirty years 
ago. ■ I am not a medium, but through 
others have had evidence enough to 
convince any reasonable man. It 
Seems to me, that within the past few 
years, proofs’of spirit return have in
creased among the people not known as 
mediums-or. Spiritualists.. Here- are 
brief accounts of cxpeileiices that quite 
recently came to persohal acquaintaiice? 
of inlue. •
’ Yesterday a shin captain, now at 
home for a Bhorftime, told me of the 
experience of a friend who is also a 
master of a ship:
“ One night, whlle'the captain was on 
deck smoking, and sitting in a quiet 
place in the early part of the evening, 
he distinctly heard his name, “George," I 
spoken. No one was near him. He 
got up and went to the cabin rind sat 
down, in-a-1 meditative mood. Again 
his. name was palled, and he knew it 
was the voice of his wife, whom ,lto had 
left at home happy arid well. ‘Much 
later he retired to his bed; Before go

ring to sleep, the-voice said: "George,

Harlet Twitchell,
Well, 1 would like to send out a tew 

words of encouragement this evening. 
I passed away at Redfield, Iowa, a num
ber of years ago, and I realize there 
have been many changes as the years 
roll by,, It is an old spying but a true 
one, “out of sight, out of mind;” arid 
yet a time comes, that firings back o)d 
memories', and yzhlle I havb been gone 
quite a while, yet I feel I am thought of 
many times by those that du know what 
it is to appreciate spirit return, (want 
to reach my own family who I see are 
nearer to me in spirit than ever before. 
I mean by that they are with me in 
their thoughts, and they often wonder 
why mother can’t come and make her
self known more, if she fpund. things as 
she expected. I have fried'so . hard to 
make you all know-thatkwqg still with 
you, and I sense the feeling as 1 draw 
near to you that I am misled. I wish 1 
could talk to you in private, for there 
are somethings it want tofv.WJl, you 
about that It won’t,do to mention here. 
.That is one reason I tried to come

nishes them ready-made. This is cer
tainly a great saving of spirit power.

But why conceal the wigs and other 
disguises? Why not hang them up in 
plain view in the seance room? Why 
advertise and Accept pay for materiali
zation and then not give it?

Winans' apologist claims too much; 
everything is done and furnished by 
Winans. There was really nothing lett 
to be done by spirit power. He did it 
all himself, hence it was not a spiritual 
manifestation at alh That is the whole 
thing in a nut shell. Winans' defender 
has reasoned it to this conclusion, in 
which I heartily concur, although .we 
reach it by widely different processes 
of reasoning. .

1 believe that the man who shuts his 
eyes, opens his njouth and -swallows 
down everything done in the name of I 
Spiritualism, has abandoned rational 
self-control.

The false medium Is very wise; he 
advertises “materialization,” and after 
you are seated in the circle and he is 
sure of your money, his manager will 
tell you that he does not know whether 
you will get materialization or person
ation ; forms will come and go in a dim 
religious light and if you catch and hold 
one of them, you are sure to have the 
medium (?) who will tell you that this 
particular one was a personation; you 
are expected, however, as a rational hu
man being to believe (hat all those you 
did not catch and hold were genuine 
materializations.

Is not this the very quintessence of 
fanaticism?

What do you think of it? And this 
thing is done in the name of Spiritual-

just come to Minneapolis, were active 
in the deliberations tor the good or the 
cause.

Mr. Hull’s work was very1 cordially 
received, as was that of the workefs in 
général. Sunday evening at which Mr. 
Hull gave the. ¿losing Address, he was 
greeted by the largest audience which 
has ever listened to one of our Conven
tion speakers in the history of the as
sociation. This speakri . eloquently of 
the esteem in which this faithful work
er Is held. .

A set of very appropriate resolutions 
was unanimously adopted by the Con
vention; it is hoped they will meet with 
the approval of all who read them.

The interest in the work of the Con
vention has shown that Minnesota is 
determined to take hold of the cause 
as ft has never done before, and will 
speak out in no uncertain manner in 
the near future. The greatest effort is 
to be made to instill into the minds of 
One and all the necessity of a.' more 
thorough and scientific study of the 
phenomenon of mediumship, to the end 
that the charlatanism which has crept 
into our ranks can be thoroughly and 
fully eliminated.

Space will not permit the proper men
tion of all the factors which combined 
to swell the success of this meeting. 
It is enough to say that eyeryprie who 
attended' thé .meeting.,left,, fépitag that 
they had been filled with spiritual and

deliberations: on: themOs -so. dear to 
them. .... if. {»J. ■

1 Resolved Thai-as the only way to 
raise up a manhood and womanhood 
that-shall Stand'an ïrojjor1 to'dur cause 
And a credit ito thonworld,. is to instill 
Into the'growing mind a proper concept 
of Jife,_it Ib our bounden duty to estab
lish wfiereve? possible Progressive Ly
ceums wherein ' the 'rising generations 
may receive ppeh ; instruction as will 
broaden the mind, develop the body 
and unfold tpé/épul.''

Resolved, Thrit! in order to make our 
lyceum work Imoto;effective it is the 
will of this convention that the incom
ing board shall make a special effort to 
secure the services of some person or 
persons thoroughly- competent to in
struct others for like important position 
of lyceum teacher^apd, to assist in the 
establishing of lyceums upon a sub
stantial basis.

Resolved, That our thanks are due 
and are hereby extended -to the Spirit
ualist papers generally and to the daily 
papers of Minneapolis for the advance 
notices, and coiiftésles bestowed upon 
us during the year! just past.

Resolved, That our thanks are ex-

why do you-not-speak.tQ,me’” Hri Xév 
plied,..?W|iaL ripe?." The answer 
was, “Deal' George', no matter." On 
Bis arrival at Calcutta he received 
word that his wife had died the night 
the voice came to liim. He -was not a 
Spiritualist. , ’

Less than a month ago a near neigh
bor of miné, án engineer on the South
ern Pacific railroad, was killed in a 
smash-up. About feur weeks before 
the'accident, Bls wife was told by a me
dium-palmist that “her "husband would 
be killed In th’e near future." Both en
gineer. and wife were members of the 
Episcopal church.

Three riionths ago an intimate friend 
of mine -went to the Yosemite, as chap
erone for a company of young ladles. 
About two weeks, after Bhe lett home, 
her husband, Col. W., quits' suddenly 
was deeply impressed that his wife had 
been seriously injured in a stage-coach 
wreck. The impression proved to be 
correct. About the time the Colonel re
ceived the impression the stage coach 
was upset and his wlte's leg was bro
ken.

One day last week a gentleman, aged 
sixty, called on me from Southern Cal
ifornia, and presented me with a letter 
of introduction from Editor S. My old 
time friend, the editor whom 1 have 
known thirty years, and who is a very
prominent citizen of California, re-
ferred to my caller as a man of thor
ough reliability and unquestioned integ
rity (whom-1 will call'Mr. C.). At the 
end of our Interview, on business, Mr.

tended to our energetic and efficient of- C., remarked: “Mr. Dague, I was told 
fleers, especially President Maxwell, by your friend, Editor S., that you are
Vlce-presldent Whitwell, Secretary Fol-’ a Spiritualist,1 As I replied in the at-
lett and Treasurer Griffith, and to our Amative, he said, ‘/well, 1 never knew 
worthy boarfltof trustees, which so ably nor cared anytbing’about Spiritualism

here, for this medium being a stranger 
to you all, I thought jt ¡would- ba njore; 
convincing to you.

Now I have tried as far as my power 
lies to say a word to all my friends, 
and when I say friends I mean many, 
lor I considered all men my brothers 
and all women my sisters, especially 
those who had the intelligence to lay, 
their prejudice and ignorance aside and 
were willing to reason upon whatever 
carpe in contact with them,

I nevrir was a bigoted or superstitious 
person. But I did like a liberal per
son. I was much Interested in the 
progress of Spiritualism and. I am glad 
to see it still progressing. I am also 
glad to see Spiritualists balding them
selves together and bringing Spiritual
ism more to the front both as ¡a religion 
and a benefactor. No one has ever in
vestigated Spiritualism honestly and 
Sincerely, using bis own judgment and 
throwing prejudice aside, who has not 
been convinced pt the truth and com
forts thereof.

I was sick quite a while and 1 had 
plenty of time to consider what religion 
meant, and what it was to have the 
sweet communion of those gone away. 
1 had many of my own In spirit, so my 
journey was not a lonesome one, nor 
have I been lonesome In my new home. 
I have enjoyed myself better, and I feel 
that in getting rid ot the physical form 
and getting into a garment that fits bet
ter, I am more able to accomplish the 
work I desire to do.

I did not mean to give a sermon. I 
have only done this to encourage our 
people, so they may know I found what 
1 expected and even more. Good-bye 
now. My love to all. HARRIET.

tZÏ
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seconded the efforts! pt the officers. until less than two years ago. Then’a
Resolved, T^at It Is the will of this friend invited mJ to attend a seance 

convention tiirit a copy of these résolu- with him in Los Angeles. I went to 
tions be spread upon’the minutes of ihe please my friend. I took a seat in a 
convention, rind alsb that a copy be half circle with fifteen or twenty others.
sent to each of the/jBpirltual papers. 

Respectfully submitted, 
WILL J. ERWOOD, 
H.: HEGDAHL, 
VICTOR FERNSTROM, 
MOSER HULL, 
L, M. LAMB,... 
ASA TALCOTT, 
F.-B. IRVINE, ■ - ' ■

The room was not dark, but the light
was much subdued. There was a song

darken the earth. THIS’lS THE UN
PARDONABLE SIN.

When an investigator encounters one 
of these impostors, what is the result? 
He goes away feeling in his heart, that 
all mediums are false and Spiritualism 
a delusion.

intellectual truths, of the highest; order.
The officers (elected 'foi- the, enduing1 

year are as follows:
President, J. S. Maxwell; vice-presi

dent, J, P. Whitwell; secretary, Frank 
E. Irvine; treasurer, J. R. Foster;’trus
tees, H. Hegdahh“G. W. Bush, Asa Tal
cott, Rolla Stubbs and C. P. Follett,

A glance over the resolutions Append
ed hereto will give an idea ot.the, work 
contemplated for this year. " Nqt, the 
least of our work 1b the steps’ taken to 
prepare for the National Convention 
which convenes here in the Unitarian 
Church, October 17,18, 19, 20. The vis
itors will find that we have not been 
asleep, and will receive a royal welcome 
to this, our great Convention city.

Fraternally,
FRANK E. IRVINE,

Secretary.
Home Address,- 663 St. Peter Street, 

St. Paul, Minn.

do, and this purification should come 
from within; better far to do it our
selves by showing up the frauds in our 
own ranks, than to have it done, as it 
surely will be done, by the secular pa
pers in sensational reports sent broad
cast over the land.

Spiritualist condemn the church for 
shielding ministers who go wrong, but 
when a fraudulent medium is caught in 
the very act, some of them will make a 
wild and frantic effort to conceal the 
truth, and their silly, absurd and ridic
ulous excuses sound like "a story told 
by an idiot, full of sound and fury, sig-

Report of Committee on Resolutions, 
Which Were Unanimously

Adopted. .
Your committee to whom was sub

mitted the work of preparing a series 
of resolutions for this convention has 
endeavored to fulfill your instructions, 
and begs to submit the following as 
their report:

Whereas, Modern Spiritualism has 
for more than naif a century been an 
active factor in promoting the progress 
of the world, and has won an important 
place among the religions of the world, 
has attracted the attention of men of 
science and erudition to the extent that 
it is no longer considered merely a 
“thing of amusement,” but is recognized 
as “a great and all-important fact,” 
therefore, be it

, ■DlEUDCiNNEE. v

or two sung; then the first manifesta
tion came to me. What looked to me 
like a stalward Indian seemed to take 
shape right by my side. I was not 
alarmed but quietly watched the object 
forming. Then I saw a big Indian be
side me. He quickly grasped the two 
sides of my chair and lifted me right 

. up over the heads of the company and.
carried me around the room, my head

Elsie Covell.
Dear Grandma:—1 don’t want you to 

cry, for I am all right, and I found 
mamma. Poor papa—I guess he can't 
help the way he does; if he could only 
come here with mamma and I we 
would show him how to live a better 
lite. 1 don't want him to drink, and it 
makes mamma sad. She .says for you 
to keep Charlie and don't let him go 
with papa any more. You were so good 
to me. Grandma.

I used to read to her out of this paper 
and I know she will see this. Good 
night; Grandma. Don’t cry.

Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constltu-j) a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, "LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD," written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care
fully:

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one ot the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This 13 the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. Tno paper, ono 
year, and one Premium Book, 31.25.

Any two ot the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 .cents.

Any three ot the Twelve Premium

wife and I went to Lily Dale camp-meet
ing and we went to a seance for "mate
rialization.” Winans.was the medium; 
he came out dressed as a woman. We 
could see his iron gray moustache 
through the veil he wore. He towered 
nearly a head above the little old man 
who introduced him as his “spirit wife," 
and 1 wondered then if there was any 
limit to human credulity. Winans 
finally called me to the cabinet and 
said, "You don’t believe this?” I re
plied, "no, indeed." He then said, “1 
want to magnetize you,” and he patted 
me and made passes. I think he tried 
to hypnotize me, and failing, asked it 
I was afraid to go Into the cabinet, i 
told him I was not, and he led me into

fend fraudulent mediums, therefore, is 
to make of truth an outcast; place a 
premium on hypocrisy and imposture; 
discourage honest, genuine mediumship 
and to degrade the very name of Spirit
ualism.

Thank God that The Progressive 
Thinker stands for purity in Spiritual
ism. IT HAS THE COURAGE OF ITS 
CONVICTIONS. IT DEFENDS THE 
GOOD AND TRUE MEDIUMS AND 
EXPOSES THE IMPOSTORS. THERE
FORE IT HAS THE SUPPORT OF 
SPIRITUALISTS WHO STAND ON 
THE SOLID ROCK OF GOD'S ETER
NAL TRUTH, WHILE THOSE WHO 
CLANK THE CHAINS OF ERROR

It and dropped the curtain. He then 
said: “I am the control. The medium 
is in his chair entranced.” He then 
took both my hands in one of hiB>and 
leaning his head away as far as possible 
put my hands over his face, saying, 
“This Is the medium.” I jerked my 
hands loose, took hold of him with one 
of them and felt th^ empty chair with 
the other and said, "There is no con
trol; you are the whole show.” He 
then whispered, "Say nothing about it, 
and I will give you writing,” etc. 1 
said, “I want none of such medium
ship,” and went .¿way and reported film.

I notice lately that at one ot his ma
terializing .seances a form came out and 
one of the sitters caught and held it, 
and when the lights were turned up, 
he had Winans, hard and fast in tils 
clutches, with wigs and other, disguises 
on his person. "... f

WhaV, frieri, do-we'see-? A' Spiritual
ist—think of it—tries to detetfd’ him 
and justify his conduct; actually tries 
to reconcile the facts Witt gehilirid me
diumship, reason and xtommou --.sense,; 
He claims that it.. takeri' sb 'mueti 
strength and effort op tiie: jMirt/pt spir-. 
its to materialize thet foHns” that Wi
nans very cchsrrtefatoly-'■ spared, them/ 
the trouble by cioiug the: whole business': 
himself. But you ask, "What about the ; 
wigs and other disguises?” He claims 
that it also taxes the strength ot spirits 
to materialize them, too, bo Winans fur-

SHRIEKING ANATHEMAS AT IT.
"No rogue e’er ielt the halter draw 
With good opinion of the law.”
Keep the good work going, Brother 

Francis, as we want none but genuine 
mediums, because phenomena is what 
gives to Spiritualism its vitalizing 
force; it is the portal through which 
we all pass into the temple. Without 
it, our grand philosophy would never 
get a hearing., All honor then to our 
true mediums/ tha evangels ot Spirit
ualism—divinely appointed message 
bearers between the two worlds, and 
let us hope that the day is not far dis
tant when their fair names will no 
longer be blackened by the impostors 
who dp their vile work under the sacred 
name of medhrinship. I
„ /Now, in conclusion, , permit ' me to, 
state thàt ùur camp-meètings are man-.; 
aged by some of the wisest and best 
men and wom'eri in olir ranks, and if the 
public cannot go there and find'genuine 
mediumship—and nothing else—in 
típri’s 'flame where can-wè gó' for it. 1
Üpppi to èèe - the camp-meeting the 
“Mécda” of Spiritualism, •where we ban

They caljed 1)PT Djeudonnpe, the heaven a tow inches belqw the ceiling. He 
sent, ’ - finally returned me to my place in the

And:any looking at her serious-face circle, and other phenomena later took 
And low, sweet brow, feeling the gen; place. 1 was converted to a belief in 

tie grape,. Spiritualism in less time than Paul was
Of every word or act, would say she converted to Christi anity. Since tnAt 

'• blent time I have been a clairvoyant, and now
Her nature and her name to one grand see spirit forms often when alone, or 

whole. ’ .-. when In company.
Calm-breaated wisdom was her well- One of my neighbors Is a Mrs. M. 

loved guide . She is a Christian Scientist and a .re
While purity and'faith walked by het fined, intelligent lady. In a late con- 

side, ( ;. versation she remarked to me: “Some
And love was king within her innocent time ago I was sitting in my parlor 

soul. . .. sewing. The sun was shining brightly.
' In front of me stood an empty rocking

A waif cast from the. Blums of a great chair. Pretty soon the chair began 
town; ■ . rocking backward and forward. I

j The stigma of disgrace upon her looked to see if any door or window 
j birth— was open. None were open. The

(Yet water lilies strike their roots in chair now suddenly stopped. Then it 
earth, , . ■ ■ began rocking again, sometimes quite

■ And bloom no whit less purely for it,) vigorously then slowly, then it would 
down BtOp altogether, then begin again. A

Life’s dusty road'she walked with stain- geep impression then came to me that 
— less feet, ' . my mother had passed away. Later, a
Her patient eyes forever toward the telegram came from Ohio, my mother's 

^ay’ . i : .u.j . ,, home, that she had died a little before
Nor turned to note the mud walls in the chair.phenomena occurred.

, her , Now, before I conclude, allow me to
Unless with womanly compassion Bay a word about Christian Science. I 

sweet,, ,, Eee) occasionally, a severe criticism of
That such should be. Her hands found Christian Science, by Spiritualists, 

work to do While l am not of that faith, and while

Resolved, That it is the duty of this 
and every similar organization to use 
every legitimate means to place this 
movement upon a higher arid more 
philosophical and intellectual plané, to 
the end that the attention of the think
ing people of the world will be more 
forcibly attracted to bur cause, by dint 
of its superiority.

Resolved, That while Spiritualism 
stands primarily upon -certain occult 
phenomena, it has a philosophy which 
should command the attention of the 
thinkers, scientists and religionists of 
the world.

Resolved, That as Spiritualism has 
already established the fact that n»n 
in a conscious state survives the event 
called death, it should now pay more 
attention to the world’s ethical and 
spiritual advancement.

Resolved, That as we cannot go back 
to the "flesh-pots” of the theological 
‘‘Egypt” for our science and theology, 
so we cannot depend upon the circum
scription of the popular schools of the 
day for the education needed to make 
integral workers of those who are to 
follow us in the Spiritualistic work.

Resolved, That in view of the work I 
to be done we should establish schools 
for the education of workers; and to’ 
this end-we thoroughly endorse and will 
with our means and influence do our1 
utmost to sustain'the Mortis Pratt 
School. -

Resolved, That we hall the work -of 
the Russlo-Japanese Peace Commis
sioners as a good sign of the approach 
of the time when “swords shall be beat
en into ploughshares and spears’into 
pruning hooks,” and. nations shall kriow 
no more war. ' z-.y.-. -

Resolved/That-we are. prinid bf -lffie 
advanced -position taken fn this matter 
by President Roosevelt, arid th'at- the 
Hnited'StateS is to be-congratulated on 

'having a chief executive In whom other 
nations'-have so much confidence.

’ /Resolved, That.as mediumshjp ls toe 
gateway through which the intelligence 
orthe riontlnultv of life is wrought to

Where others passed with cold avert- I taow that they are not without faults, 
ed glance Btl111 think they are doing a good work. |

Or gazed at carelessly with jest per- F™“ orthodoxy to Spiritualism is a big j 
chance, ■ to”1!1—too long a leap for some people.

Hers was the hand to lead stray feet A half-way station is necessary. The 
anew • s membership of the Christian Science

Beside the river of life. Her task com- church is made up very largely ot late 
plete, members of orthodox churches. Right

Folding her pale, thin hands, without to this town of 20,000 population, it is 
’• a tear, ' • estimated that tha Episcopal church
She left earth,' better for her pres- alone lost fifty members who are now 

ence here, Christian scientists, or Mental Scien-
And laid her sheaf beside the Master’s tists. The other denominations lost 

feet. t —1 I ■ members'in proportion.
BEATRICE ST. GEORGE. These “Scientists” deny the fail of 
_ ■ ______ Adam, total depravity, the blood atone- 

tuc_________________nir it ment, endless hell, and the personalityTHE INCONSISTENCY OF IT. of G()d They gay> „Man (s Jg
. 4, life—all life." They do not believe in

Some Impressive and Pertinent Re- the inerrancy of the bible. They do not
marks In Regard to fHe Same. • teach that prayer should be of the sup- 

. pllcating, importuning, flattering, beg-

Gustavus Ames.
Well, my friends, this Is all so new 

to me. I don't suppose I can send forth 
such eloquence as some do, but I am so 
anxious to reach my brother so he may 
know and feel that I still live. I am so 
glad to come. I have no doubt there 
are others that need to come, and per
haps I am taking up the time. I will 
just say a few words to Dolph and as
sure him of my constant love and 
watchfulness through all the years, and 
I know his life has not been one of sun
shine, but the clouds are passing away 
and a great change is coming into his 
life in the next year. We will all help 
him. There are so many of the dear 
ones here with me, and Louise wants 
me to say for her that the sun lies just 
behind the clouds of life and he will 
have many bright days on earth.

I also want to say that Edna wishes 
to send her love and sympathy and to 
say that she knows what is going on 

| and what has been, and wants me to 
tell you all she 1b satisfied. Of course 
it was hard for her at first leaving her 
dear ones, bitt she is happy now and 
says to thank you all for her. She 
wants to write sometime. She says to 
tell all that she is not sorry that she 
had to go, now, and she would not 
come back if she could and go on with 
the earthly work.

Fiorella says to tell her brother that 
the trials he sometimes calls bad luck 
are only the setting of a bright sun, and 
if he would only give us an opportunity 
in private, we have so much we would 
like to say to him. We all send out 
this message with the spirit of love and 
we want it received with the spirit of 
thankfulness. We will all come again. 
We- send love to all. Your spirit
brother, GUSTAVUS.

humanity, and às such should not only
genuine mediumship pure and unde-1 be carefully guarded, but should also
Aled. L. O. HULL. I be scientifically and earnestly studied,

Fort Wayne, Ind, ' | we deplore the manifest tendency, to

Rabbi Hirsch of Portland, Oregon, in sort, but of emphatic affirmation, 
his address uppn„j“The Educational, of positive statement to the-
Problem” at Jke National Woman Suf- offset that we are God, that we are 1m- 
frafge Convention recently held in that portal spirits now, that evil, so-called, 
city, expressed himself strongly in fa- '8 an ent>ty; tnat we are healthy, 
vor of womendhavlrig a vote In all pub- an“ Pur®> an^ sound, and good at the 
lie affairs, tfà saldnn part: core, and that there is no real ertl, or

"It is a strange.anomaly In American disease in us. They say these affirma- 
public life that we have given our tions oft repeated and insisted upon, 
schools so lately Into the hands of wo- mBkes us positive in our -attitude to- 
men. They are expected to teach the iiard *e?rl,,an(L yoUY. ané disease, 
children history anil patriotism, yet are N°w, whether Spiritualists can fully 
not considefeS competent to vote, agree with these Scientists or not on 
While even in'Kussiaor China a woman di things, I am sure they can agree 
can be empties, toff1 for forty years a them on many propositions. 1 am 
woman on Abe ttaone of England tolly persuaded that Christian Science 
showed whaf-a. Çhr^ian woman could
do In that exalted position, yet here in Thought holding to substantially the 
America a wOmifcSSnot even oe a con- same doctrines are making tremendous 
stable.- '¡‘j. : au - . inroads upon .old played-out orthodoxy.

"We must kafre women in.the. schools, The-preachers of tiieold pagan doctrine 
and we. musthaw^l the children in of tot^: depravity^ eternal hpU a jeal- 
the schools. "/.Thosé^of us who are not ous, vlndict ve God, and a blood atone- 
wholly lost io hqnë&tÿ,Admit that the u
wav men have caédûctfed public affairs and are fighting it
needs improvement" Professor Mun- w^h all toeir 
sterberg admits triatewe.-iieed a leisure "ewrbP'
class, arid thé only"’one: In America 1s themselves with the New Thought- 
the women. Look.at-what they have er?; . ' . . «.auMiUB 
have done in «tolWiii.iafid'-ïn. securing Aiameua, vat. .- :
improved.legiBto^n^i«mriy lines, it 
is .they'.who ptop^!'law^l 'and. :pass
them, and yct ’wq éaï" Uiéy >te not cà- ,meri pay taxés and do public service, 
pable to vote. W-e.must-nave the term an(j gold up before us . the standard of 
‘ people recast in the public mind so righteousness; and they ought to have 
as to Include .woman. . i . yOte- •'

“I appeal for wbmen in the schools. ” 4 ’ -. . _______
. Yhe woman, bècafise she is a woman, is -immortality. Its Naturalness, its 

less easily cprtuptedtoan the man who Pos8ibiuües and Proofs.” By j/'M. 
has forgotten that he had a mother. pceWeg D > Ph> D. Contalns
If we disfranchise somebody, it had ad(jreBS rejected by the Philosoph- 
better ne most cl the meh rather than. lcnV society of Great Britain, with In-

tfoduction and Explanatory Letter.
. Evsry. right gees /with â uütÿ«. Juries 15 cs&ts« * ; •
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vote.

Books
Any 

Books
Any 

Books
Any 

Books
Any 

Books
Any 

Books
Any 

Books
Any 

Books

you may order, price 11.10.
four of the Twelve Premium
you may order, price 31.50.
five of . the Twelve Premium 

you may order, price 31.75.
six ot the Twelve Premium 

you may order, price 32.05, 
seven of the Twelve Premium 

you may order, price 32.36.
eight of the Twelve Premium 

you may order, price 32.65.
nine of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price 32.90.
ten of the Twelve Premium

you may order, price 33.10.
Any eleven ot the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price 33.40.
Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre-

Verification of Messages.
Dear Madam:—I was truly surprised 

to see a letter from our little Minnie 
White, who passed away about 20 years 
mgo. Now I don’t believe in Spiritual
ism, but I can't understand how else 
you could have known things so cor
rectly as you did, and it has set me to 
thinking some. If you should hear 
again, please tell me about it. My hus
band is very much Interested In it.

Respectfully yours,
MRS. JAMES R. WHITE.

Albany, N. -Y.

Mrs. Davis:—I was more than 
pleased to read a letter in the paper 
from my sister, Lydia Comp, and will 
say it is true in every way. The ex
pression, the names and all. are correct, 
and she has been dead forty-five years, 
as she says. I am not a believer in this, 
but felt I wanted to tell you. can you 
tell me how I can get that paper regu
larly. I had one sent to me.

. Yours truly,
- _ MRS. VIOLA MAY,

mlum Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 33.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear In mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressiva 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE« 

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles o( 

the Twelve Premium Books:.
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in tho Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Lite in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mutt 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, bf 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult 
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World interviewed, bj 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me 
dlum. “

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex ■ 
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics o( 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles,

11—The Great Debate Between Mosed 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship oO 
Carlyle Petersilea. V

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library-

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send In a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker,

Boston, Mass. Per M. M. .

- "Beyond the Vafl.” A Sequel to 
“Rending 1ibe Vail.” Being a compila
tion, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and Illustrations of spirit ex- 
perlences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; Betting up a 
.scientific and .personal, .verification of 
'“What We Shall Be,” arid a code • of 
ethics, requisite to the most speedy re
alization Of tho highest arid purest fe
licity attainable'in thb' future'Tife., A. 
very reiririrkable book; Large/octavo, 
'500 sage«. Price, $1.75. • '
) “An infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Cohspirady Detected and Exposed.” j 
“Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of StafUing 
Facts. Price 10 cents each, or two for 
15 cento.

“Boclal Upbuilding, Including Coop, 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” ’ By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises' 
the last part of Human Culture and

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for TWe 

Progressive Thinker.
Now Is the time to extend the circulai 

Hon ot The Progressive Thinker. U 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich th< 
mind. Send in a subscription .now. ,

STARTLING FACTS, OR ‘
Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
, .This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession arid its relar .- 

: tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convent^.- 
monasteries, morality and civil and rev 
ligiouc liberty. It is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence t>f the pernicious influence OS 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener com 
cerning the methods and - spirit, the 

i moral turpitude and evil works of
i maoism. Cloth, 75 cento.
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Results.

statements of have her hold these positions of trust.
Spiritualists will agree.

may be—is to the unfleshed spirit, as 
real, as substantial and as natural as 
this world is to our physical senses. .

13. Happiness Increases with prog- ment.

hair-snlittlng objections, but’ it seems 1*°“"’TT.X»™ uTwve“ “to me that to all these 18 statements of IwomaA sufIraSe: “d ^o is pleased to 
spiritual teaching nearly all rational

Suggested by k Alex. Caird, of Lynn, Mass

i&sraSIji

Massachusetts steps to the front and demands a hear
ing. Alex,.,Caird, M. D., an influential Spiritualist, 
suggests a Symposium on an exceedingly import- . - » • 1

sms
r»'

MRS. NELLIE DAVIS."WOMAN'S RIGHTS,"

THE PSYCHOGRAPH

A Medium Who Delivers Excellent Lee 
tures While In a Trance.

'b > 1

A Reply to the Animadversions of R.
____ __________ — . t«>t • :js ■ . |

Our author next turns to Genesis xxii, and denies that^.od emnma^^ I 
ed Abraham to slay his son. In answer to this, I will■ sajfjbW . J 
ter starts out by saying, that “God did tempt Abrqham/j;; Ini . ’
stance there was no tempting devil. This was before tileda vn Ull VAVVVWH.g.J ...-r...........      „ „a „„ ____________________

ant subject.' It will be inaugurated in his special those days God iiai
AO n IaaaI:«« k’ LI 6 j. j c • l Vas.ln t,ie Babylonish captivity that the Hebrews learnedof a tbmptmg 

honor as a leading ana highly respected Spiritualist aevil. It was not until we get into the New Testament w 
of the Old Rav staff1 One wha i< rnnchntlv work- had been relegated to the devil.’ The first <me-upon which
• r 1 y A IS constantly WOrK the devil tried hiAliand was Jesus^^ing tor the spread of the Truth as manifested in ccsufnl. James says: “Let no man, when he is tempted say' I a^>mpted 

Spirit Return. It will prove especially interesting, 
suggestive and valuable to every reflective mind. Abraham,” . >•■ - Our friend says, God did not command Abraham to slfty Isaac. It

is true God did not command Abraham to slay Isaac, in just the words 
here used by Mr. Torrey, but he did command him to offer him on 

‘ Mount Moriah, as a burnt offering. See verse 2. I fail to see how 
Isaac could be offered as a burnt offering without being jnlipd.

In this case God learned something, and therefore-changed his mind. 
Ycrse 12 says that God said to Abraham, “Lay not thine huiid upon the 
lad, neither dd’thoii anything unto him, for now I kno^ thhf thou fear- 
eat God, seeing thou hast'not withheld thy son^ thine only son from 
me.’’ Here God learned a lesson concerning Abraham and therefore

which says “thou shalt not kill.*’ It was teaching this already cruel 
people to be still more cruol and unjust/“^^’ ^
. Mr. Torrey repeats the old threadbare assertion, which has been made 
by'the defenders of the Old Testament God for centuries, that the Ca- 
imflijites (i very wicked people. _ Perhaps they were, but that 
would not justify the HeCreivs in being more wicked. Let this'rever
end defender of the mistakes and the wicked things in the Bible, under
take to show the wickedness of these people, whom Ije slanders, while 
lie justifies the wickedness of the Israelites in their, crimes .against them. 
When he does that I will find the Hebrews guilty of every crime, and 
filled with every loathsome disease he will,find among the “seven na
tions“ which were greater than they were. - MOSES HULL.

The Important Question.
What Does Spiritualism Teach That Spirit 

uaiists Believe in Common ? interfered and .saved Isaac. • ■ .
The reverend gentleman next takes up the ease of Jejphthah’S daugh

ter, found in Judges. He says, “We are nowhere told that Jephthah,did
’ : ? ’ . ’• ■ . . burn his daughter.”

Lyman C. .Howe Specifies Numerous Import- That seems to an hpnest man a little like a quibble. Verses 30 and 31 
.. r . . ’’ ■ ' - tell ns that Jephthah vowed a vow unto the Lord, that whatsoever came

z ant Points of Agreement. I naooo “oLnll «««Al« K« Ta peace shall surely be the Lord s; and I will offer it up for a burnt offer-
~Brother Caird says: "One can hardly -39 says that “ Jephthah did with the girl, according to
find two professed Spiritualists that vow. . . - (

' agree on all the different points of their Any twist of logic, that would say. that Jephthah did not offer his 
belief." daughter as a burnt offering would render logic so uncertain and so

l^lnte?0 They differ ira8ile shouM be hanished from our schools.'
as widely in their estimates of the bible It is next argued that God did not command Jephthah ^tq burn his 
as we do, and far more on the questions daughter. Supposing that Gqd did not command Jephthah, to offer his 
of a^ future life, endless misery, the daughter as a burnt offering, hC”was talking to the people of those days; 
birtf of Christ ^OmirSumseSo’nce^ J® ’»«t opportunity to tell Jephthah, and the people
tion, his saving grace, the need of bap- through him, that it was naughty to offer a daughter or any other .hu- 

Itlsm, damnation of infants, original sin, man being as a burnt offering to himself or,.for that matter, to any of

Brother Caird, and the Editor ot The, 
, Progressive Thinker seem to think that 

‘ Spiritualists are at a wide divergence 
’ in belief. So they are." But not so 

much as to what Spiritualism teaches 
as .the foreign fads that have been graft- 

- ed on to it, because the stock is, so 
strong and broad it will bear much 
abuse without serious hurt.

What does Spiritualism teach, and
who are the teachers?

It teaches by its facts and phenome
na, by its messages from circles of wis- unm, uuu.uai.ivu <» .«.uw», v.o — ------------------ o ,-----— ---------------- ,
dom, by Its Beers and philosophical in- total depravity, the end of the world, the .gods. . ”
terpreters, and by appeals to nature coming of Offerings made to Jeh'ovdh, though they were slain were not always
iind the ooerations of evolution spirit* the SaooatD} and a hundred other Ques » • , ~ r»n j ri i itct i v j a * *ually translated tions regarded as vital to the church. burnt. ■ In I. Sam. xv:33, we read that “Samuel hewed.Aggg to pieces.

Some of the things it teaches are: Spiritualists could not agree on the before The Lord in Gilgal;” That means, offered him to the Lord in
I. That all human beings are immor- bible, for it does not agree with itself, Qilffal. Gilgal was the place where Samuel went to offer sacrifices, 

tai and progress forever. and as we are taught to be guided by K
2. That death is an Incident in the our reason, experience and moral sense, ,, . tv ’ -j xt.evolution of individuality, and does not. jjs no two are organized to see the va- - . Will Rev. Mr. Torrey deny that David, the man after God s own

change character. ried issues and contradictions In the heart, caused seven of Saul’s innocent sons to be hanged in the hill, be-
3. Leaving the body with the limit- bible alike, of course the teachings of fore the Lord? Sam. xxi:3-9. That hanging of these ni'en before the

targe? sphmTof r“atioM Ind ’co^r*. obT^e teaming'1 £ ™ L°^d 1138 “««Jeuig them to the LoFd.
spondences, with all the inner senses To hold widely different views of the Has not Mr, Torrey, in his attempt to defend God and his servants 
opened, the individual is newly situated bible is to obey the teachings of Spirit- from the charge of making and accepting human sacrifices, as the say- 
in a world that answers to all the sens- ualism, which says, let your own judg- intf is, “bitten off' more than he can chew” ? ' ■
es opened by death. ment declre, and not any creed or out- . ’ ,

4. After death spirits enter into side authority. Slaughter of the Canaanites.
anThe^ce6?^ Reincarnation This effort to. justify.the Old Testament God in the slaughter of the.

5. Their conditions, and hence their is not a teaching of Spiritualism, even Canaanites, is, if possible, the weakest thing this defender of the Old 
needs, are forever changing progress- £ ??*r Testament has ever attempted. The story of how other nations should
ivelv and hence thev sraduate from one tedates the birth of Modem Spiritual" ± j v ■ v i »» • . »• k. *» ..u . • ,,pS to another.andfrom one society ism by hundreds of years and is a graft be treated by God s peculiar people ” is told in manx.pla^ m the 
to another forever. from India. Bible. A tew cases will be here sighted. In Deut. vn :l-6; the Hebrews

6. That spirits know what they did We need not agree on the details of are f0 destroy other nations because they are “a holy nation,,f “a spe- 
taar°nred“’ but notam^^pimta spirit^literature“ 1^™«“ cial Pe°Ple/’ “a chosen people.” It.was because they^ihe best 
omniscient and if it progresses etern- that we should, it would be a deaden- people on the earth that they were appointed to be thq,worst people 
ally, can never become perfect. inB PalsY lf we dW- The friction of in the world—to do the worst deeds of horror that the historian was

7. ’ Spirits are Interested in this thought wakes intellectual vigor and ever called upon to record. For full particulars as to'hot^ th eV-were to 
yor>a- ‘k lnha,btita,ntB’ to tbe e* make slaves of and “utterly destroy” all other) natwns^ee D^ut. xx:
tent of their humanitarian sympathies, W wotk togetner m organic oroer, ana . j j A ,and the desire to investigate its many with zeal, for the education of the peo- IQ-17. Here they were to destroy the people, old and.yfttjng. qnd take 
problems, from the new situation that P'e, for mutual protection in the efforts all of their spoils unto themselves. In order to convince the .reader 
enables them to observe the Inner caus- to encourage the young, to Improve bo- that I am not misrepresenting the gentleman, I wilLjnahenaZisamewhat t es that actuate human induct, and also extended quotation from pagls 16 and 17: - : ,.
from personal Interests in the friend- to estaonsn a moral coae preaicaiea on .j, . 1 .7 . , t nil ,1 ,ships established here and not broken human nature, its conditions, needs, as- Now it is certainly appalling that any people should be put utterly 
by death. • plrations, temptations, weaknesses, vi- to the sword, together with their old men and old women,- and young

8. ’ Spirits who teach through medl- cissltudes, and relations; to study phys- women and children. But there is something more appalling, when one 
urns are liable to err; first, because of ^al and psychic causes and learn to ap- about this matter and that is that tho ininnitv of nnvImperfect mediumship; 2, because con- Ply them to methods of discipline, the SIOPS ,n/,tnls matteL ana inat is Wat the iniquity ot any 
dltions often invite the action of incar- cure of crime, social evils, and the people should have become so lull, their rebellion against God so strong 
nate minds which Impress the sensl- treatment of all human ills. To secure and so universal, their moral corruption and debasement so utter and 
tive with their ideas, prejudices and de- so perversive, -even down to babes just born, as to make such treatment
sires, and cause the medium to echo needs compromise our prejudices and ai,go]11tp]v np(,essarv in the interest of hnmAnitv 'Rnt thiq was nrethem as the teachings of a"spirit; 3, personal ambitions, and become broad apsoiuteiy necessary in uie interest 01 numanity. nut tnis was pre-
the spirit may be confused In a first at- a®*1 elastic enough to reduce the trie- eisely the case with the nations in question. . Not. from the.Bible alone
tempt to communicate; 4, a spirit may t*0“ to a minimum. do we learn how unfathomable were the depths of moral pollution to
give for truth that which is only belief, ^5® *t^ bv^hich^ta^cconmitah which thcse nations had sunken. They had become a moral cancer that 
^r\St°mayn« ne^ m-° ’ 6’ great good work than the teachings of- must be cut out in every fibre if the body was to be saved. • • • The.

Many other causes for discrepancies Modern Spiritualism; none more fertile command to exterminate the Canaanites was a command big with 
might be added if necessary. in the great ideals ot life, the enduring mercy<and love.” If these are manifestations of merewand love, I pray
, 9'^n yarleti®8 8Plrlt? Messed revetat^ the some Power t0 me from either the mercy or the love of God.' Give
commuMcattons11^ Brother Caird asks: “Has Spiritual- me the wrath and cruelty of devils-instead. “It was mercy and love

10. Many highly intelligent, moral, 18111 001116 t0 08 solely to prepare us for first of all to the Israelites. Unless the Canaanites were exterminated, 
and humanitarian spirits have commu- another life?” they would be themselves exterminated. ”
nicated and worked individual J^her flfe-whlclT l^thtaHfe ^onUn- Evcn Mr’ Torrey cnnnot here undertake to defend these supposed-to- and elven direction and insDiration, ana »uviuei iue wuich ib uus me cumin* , . • j . ... . . . , , .crowned with success, great national ued into another world—best serves the be God-given commandments, without, in a sense, acknowledging their 
movelnents, whose leaders were medl- Interests of thlsjlfe. A glimpse of the wickedness. . He acknowledges that it certainly is appalling'that any 
ums unknown to the world, and per future, stimulates hope, desire and reso- people should tie put to the sword, together with their old men .and old 
haps themselves.^ wise and have time to devote to intellectual gym- (Y01nen? y01}ng women and children.” But when he thinks of their
good from the spirit world that mediums nasties, we may wrestle with reincarna- moral corruption and debasement, so utter and perversive^ even down 
should never surrender their reason tion, Christian Science, Rosicrucian- to babes just born, ” he becomes reconciled-to God’s judgments, which 
and moral sense to any spirit or any J8™, iTeaniu’ T'116080!111^' or any other are unsearchable’.
G°12. The spirit world—wherever it much to occupy tfme and energy which Is it not self-evident that this man is_ judging God through his preju- 

- -.-- offers some possible results to practical dices, and not through his reason? How does he know that babies
life and achievement that I cannot af- “just born,” are filled with moral corruption and debasement?’.’ Does
ment40 wrestle with shadows ior o®1186- not this ^mack a little of Calvinism? These infants “filled with moral

I Brother Caird, you have done well to corruption and debasement, do they not belong in the endless torment-
Cause and effect—or the reign of °P6n th18 question, and tap.aome of the ing hell which John Calvin prepared for them ? And, wepe.. pot our

*■ 4 .aA Y*—aI AMA...W, AM v«n4-K rtv» writs.«-. wtamA- +*« T’.zxa. Atia.a1aa

As Related to Courtship and Marriage.

In all past campaigns of pen and 
voice, for "Woman’s Rights,” it was al-.. 
ways centering, upon and limited to 
claims and .complaints for her oh ac
count of ungranted and denied rights 
due her of a civic and political citizen
ship nature, and those that concern her 
status, as to professional and industrial 
privileges; they were claims for her for 
a sort of political equality with man. 
And I do not minimize these phases of 
“woman’s rights,” nor wish to ex
clude them from the category of rights 
due her. But while there is a sort ot 
armistice and lull in. the public pressure 

I of those claims for woman,.! wish to 
add another phase of woman's rights, 
es related to courtship and marriage. 
I may fearfully miss the mark in Hik
ing this claim for woman, and she may 
wholly disavow it, but I leave that to 
the hereafter, and if I have missed my 
aim I will simply get no game, and 1 
will charge it to my rashness and ignor
ance. And now for the theme that 
woman should have equal rights in 
courtship and marriage with man.

And I will also promise that it wo
man’s equality of rights herein is due 
her, it would be much more becoming 
and proper for the man'to make the 
offer and state the woman’s case for 
her than wait for and ask her to do it.

In the creation of, the sexes there are 
found to be about an equal number ot 
males and females—possibly a few 
more of the latter to supply the greater 
peril of maternity. And this numerical 
equality of the sexes also at once sug
gests the law of monogamy, and that of 
course also at once rules out the prac
tice of polygamy. And it is, I think, 
about conceded by man that the woman 
should have all the civic, political, in
dustrial apd business rights that man 
has. And then it also necessarily fol
lows that every woman—young or old:— 
1b entitled to a married life partner, and 
also, I take It, prefers that relation, and 
indeed heeds it for the proper develop
ment of life. ■

And then assuming that woman pre
fers and Is entitled to a suitable mar
ried life-partner, F ask the question, 
why should she be compelled to sit

To the Editor:—I saw the beautiful 
messages in your valuable paper, given 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Nellie 
Davis, and was much interested in 
them. I am slightly acquainted with 
this medium and know her to be true 
and honest. Through her mediumship 
I became convinced of the -truths of 
Spiritualism. I enclose a clipping from 
the Neponset Messenger which will tell 
you of her mediumship, and am sure it 
will prove interesting to every reader 
of The Progressive Thinker.

JAMES R. CONVERSE, M. D.
I • '

OR

Dial FiaoGÄß,

still and make 
tlonshlp?

There la no 
cerna woman’s

no effort for such rela

other matter that con- 
welfare or her relation

to business, property, or anything 
wherein she cannot and does not occu
py an affirmative and aggressive posi
tion in relation thereto, unless it be on
ly in the single matter of courtship and 
marriage. But herein there is an om
nipotent social barrier In the way. Now 
do not be shocked about this proposi
tion, my dear reader, but think and rea
son about it. Marriage, a? related to 
the adult life,' is the most important 
matter involved in human existence, 
and yet woman, under the mere ban of

The Medium, Mrs. Nellie Davis.
The lectures recently delivered here 

in Neponset by Mrs. Nellie E. Davis, of 
Kewanee, ^hlle in an unconscious 
trance has made this lady and the inter
esting phenomena occurring in her 
presence, the subject of general discus
sion. 1 therefore conclude that a brief 
sketch of her life and a plain, unbiased 
statement of facts in relation to the 
phenomena as witnessed by persons of 
Intellect and undoubted integrity will 
prove interesting to the readers oAhe 
Messenger. ,

Mrs. Nellie E. Davis was born In 
Sheffield, Ill., Feb. 28, 18«9. She Is the 
daughter of Thomas Durack, of Mine
ral, at present, and for many years past 
the sectioh boss at that place tor the 
C. R. I. & P. R. R. She Is the wife of 
Mr. Frank Davis, of Kewanee, who is 
a son of Mr. Hiram Davis, police magis
trate, of Sheffield.

Mrs. Davis- attended the district 
school at Mineral until thirteen years of 
age. Since that time she has been an 
industrious, hard-working woman, with 
but little time for reading and self-cul
ture. She has three children whose 
ages range from eight to twelve years. 
She has lived all ot her life in Sheffield, 
Mineral, Neponset and Kewanee. In 
all these places she has made many 
friends and no enemies. She is a truth
ful, conscientious and honorable wo
man, highly respected by all who know 
her. This I can say without fear of 
contradiction.

About two years ago it was first dis
covered that Mrs. Davis was a medium, 
and from that time to the present, se
ances have been held at her home or at 
sojne of the neighbors’ in the immedi
ate vicinity; as often as once or twice

social sentiment, is deprived from 
making advances the same as man.
That is, man may pick out a sweetheart, 
and let her know It; but woman cannot 
single out a lover and say so:to him; 
that were horrid I' • ! ,

This social custom .seems to be based 
on the idea that a marriage proposition 
by a man to a woman Is a sort of court
esy, which it were rude and Improper 
for a woman to make. But why is this 
objection on this subject which exists 
against her on nothing else?

And look at the seriousness of the 
engagement—what it Involves. It in
volves a partnership of the highest type 
for a lifetime, of the two. persons. It 
is-the fulcrum of the family life; the 
culmination and fruition of the legiti
mate human love for woman as well as 
man; it is the one fact and event 
around which centers the ideal human 
existence, but yet the woman who would 
take any active steps to enter this
primeval paradise -would at once be

14 . Cause and effect—or the reign of open uub quesuou, auu iap.j,ume ui m« '“fi .
law—are as real in the spirit world as springs of life, that we may taste the Presbyterian clergymen rather fast when they went to Los Angeles 
in A < . « K tahmen?atifflvmt Cal., a year or two since and rescued these little “morally corrupt”15 Evil doing receives its reward isnment. it you can inspire tne Spir- « j Z n 'uxi* n ■» v. ~ % rby the action of causrai that cannot be Itualists with unselfish zeal and devo- fiends from the mercy and love of this God and took them out of the hell 
evaded, but never as the direct punish- tlon, there will be no difficulty in the of Calvinism?
ment of an arbitrary, despotic, anthro- way of comprehensive organic union Now will.Brother Torrey please tell us where the proof ismf the “cor- 
pomorphic God. and a 6 Ori°US ruption of these babes “just Born”? Will he even undertake to find
sum' of X^n miserymdaimiffishedr,’ and Fredonia, N. Y. ' ’ other proofs than the ipse dixit of ministers of his own ilk who ‘ ‘ limp
the sum of human happiness increased - t , r ' . to. make excuse for their God —I say, will he undertake, to find the
by the influence of spirit communion. - altcco.rc 1M In.un proof of the wickedness of the parents,” and uncles arid'eousins of these
•SJS: W .«“I“« «i — •“ rathtaiy Staged ly God’s
. n, saving the victims of alcoholism, It Is Rich There With Beneficent’ peculiar and . holy people ?. _ , . -
curing insanity, intercepting suicidal in- Results. • If a holy nation can ao such bloody and unjust work as this, I
tentions, and healing the sick by laying _____ . would like to ask, imthe name of sense, what an unholy:jjation ean do?
es aLhwiw°mi^^ diagnos- Mrs B gcoit offlc(al host Hag not the twentieth century advanced.a little too far to pay heed to 

18 After allowing all that is claimed 688 of 016 idaBo building at the.Lewis such silly sophistries, even though they are handed oiitJhs excuses for 
for fraud, there still remains a liberal Q1»* Exposition, is a woman with the wickedness .of this God and his people ? - ha”
™edited°toPexcarnate “pkit““ These 8cho”ar^^^  ̂ + Friend Torrey sees thmas other common-sense people^, W under
are both inteUeS’Sid physical show® ^ears’ durins °f w«ch she was takes to palliate the matter as follows. “By the regenerating power 
ing the close approach of the two cler^ oi boaT^- She then served of the Gospel, it is possible to correct this, but we iriust^OmeSSber that 
worlds and the near relation of the tor, 0 Jeal8 as Justice of the peace, the case we have to deal with was centuries before the KOsnel OTOclama- 
physlcal and the spiritual and of hu- and di®cli“6d/ «’»“‘»aUom. But ap- u » . . ;mnnitv in the flesh And out ’ Parently the town was unwilling to dis- x1”"1' mv > xt. ' 'jri

These are a few of the teachings of Pense with her services, for on a vacan- Is that so ? Then,"in the name of humanity, I ask why the gdspel was 
eniHinaitam mm' which i think sniri- in P*e office df justice of the peace not earlier? and why these Hebrews jvere not sent out’^fh i^e gospel

ci'ent for a basis upon which to build a came vacant, and she was appointed to 
permanent and widely useful organlza- ^¿ed county We^^ 
tion to outlive all others, and outdo all county 01
others, in the highest and best works »«n“
U To^me^rtthese there may be some wife o£ a prominent business man of 

Idabo Falls, who has always believed in

ostracised from the social realm by 
her own sex even. It is for the highest 
Interest of human society that each 
man and woman, at the proper age,«, 
shall find a mate, And this is also 
probably the wish of each man and wo
man; and then, if this is the desired re
sult, will It be more likely attained if 
altogether left to fatfi and the man, or 
if the man and the woman were both 
allowed to be on the hunt and lookout 
for a mate?

This is about the largest business 
proposition that the world has on hand. 
It involves the chief events of life; and 
shall one of the partners be relegated 
to silence in the matter, or should the 
woman in this, like in other, matters, 
be Allowed to agitate the subject?

That is what I mean. And herein, 
as in all other matters that Involve 
“bargains,” it would not be expected 
that woman would just by violence, cor
ner and corral an unwilling subject, but 
use her native arts and shrewdness. 
But the proposition is, whether she 
must simply sit still, and then when no 
one comes around to propose, call her 
an “old maid,” as the reward of her im
prisonment In short, the man is al
lowed to look-around for a wife, but 
not the woman for a husband, and the

as missionaries instead ;of as robbers, slave catchers, ang’jhugderers of 
new-born babies? But the reverend, gentleman is, asxwahfwith him, 
mistaken. The gospel was proclaimed, centuries befo’rtth^se people 
.were born. Paul says, in Hal. iii :8, the gospel was pr^iche^to Abra
ham. Abraham Was the greatest.kind of n great-grandfather to these 
warriors. Why preach the gospel of Abraham and thaw kilicand send

Mrs. Scott was born in Illinois, and 
„ _ „„„ .had lived in Iowa, Colorado and KansasConflicts Come From . Without. !,efore finally settiing in Idaho, she 

Many of the radical disagreements says that the women of that'state are 
among Spiritualists are upon outside less strictly bound by party ties than 
questions. Wé have ho "believe or be the men, and are more apt'to vote for 
damned,” in our creed; -On the contra- the best man, irrespective of party, 
ry it is one of the cardinal teachings of She has seen no ruined homes or neg- 
Splrltualism that each individual should lected children as a result of equal suf- 
accept or reject any doctrine or teach- trage; and she Beys that the women ot 
ing, whether it be of Christian faith or Idaho have much more influence with 
Spiritualism, by the authority of his the,legislators now than before they ob- 
own reason and moral sense. tairied the ballot 4 .

these poor people, babes and 411. to hell because they Ijeard it?
This chapter is finally.eonehided with the statement that .‘‘The' exter

mination of the Canaanite children was not only ah act of love to the 
world at large, it was an act of mercy .to the children ’themselves. 
■What waited,these children if they were allowed to live? Something 
vastly worse tlliin death.”
• -If this is God's T‘act oflove and mercy,” it’is? hoped that he willnot 
send either love nor mercy this way. I do not wonder-that this man 
says of God, “his judgments are unsearchable, and his ways past find
ing out.” AV hata pity that this preacher did not find this out before 
he made his feeble attempt to explain them. r

The solemn lesson which Rev. Mr. Torrey says came to the Israelites, 
-through being made the executioners of God's wrath was rather hard on 
[the ten commandments, was rather hard on the sixth commandment.

- This instrument is substantially th® 
same as that employed by Prof. Hare in ’ 
his early investigations. In its im
proved form it has been before the pub
lic Tor more than twelve years, and in 
the hands of thousands of persons has 
proved its superiority over the'Plan- 
chettó, and all other Instruments which 
have been brought out- in imitation, 
both In regard to certainty and correct
ness of the communications received by 
its aid, and as a means of developing 
mediumship. -

Do you wish to Investigate Spirit-
I uallsm?

Do you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Do you desire to receive communlca- 

. tions?.
The Psychograph is an invaluable as

sistant. A pamphlet with full 
directions for the

FORMATION OF CIRCLES AND CUL
TIVATION OF-MEDIUMSHIP

with every instrument. Many who were 
not aware of their mediumistic gift, 
have, after a few sittings, been able to 
receive delightful messages. A vol
ume might be filled with commendatory 
letters. Many who began with It as an 
amusing toy, found that the intelligence 
controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spirit
ualism.

each week, attended by six or eight 
personal friends of undoubted intelli
gence and integrity, among which 1 
have permission to mention and refer 
the reader, are: Nathaniel Tibbetts, su
pervisor of Kewanee, and wife; Cbas E. 
Sturts, city attorney, and wife. 1 might 
mention other equally creditable per
sons who attended these seances; all of 
the same mind as to the character of 
the manifestations that occurred.

From these sensible and careful in
vestigators during the past two years, 

11 learn that Mrs. Davis, while in an un
conscious trance, writes with both 
hands, two communications on entirely 
two different subjects; writes the Ger
man language, of which she Is utterly 
ignorant. Writing between folded 
slates is produced and she also claims 
to see spirits and describes them, gives 
the date, cause and place of their death, 
often of those who have lived a long 
distance away and the names unknown 
to those present, that time and again 
have those present wrote to responsible 
persons at the place mentioned and in 
every instance have her statements been 
verified. I might mention still more 
astounding phenomena that have been 
witnessed’ at these seances but let this 
suffice. All the witnesses agree In say
ing that they have never noticed the 
least word or action on the part of Mrs. 
Davis that had even a tint of fraud or 
deception; that these seances were 
free, and that on several occasions she 
has returned money sent her by persons 
who had their sealed questions an- 

. swered.
Her first attempt to speak to a public 

audience was at this place. She first 
delivered quite a long prayer in which 
with deep and earnest pathos she in
voked the Divine Spirit to possess, up
lift and aid her in presenting the grand 
truth of immortality as made manifest 
by spirit return. She then delivered an 
address presenting the claims of Spirit
ualism that was truly wonderful. Her 
well-rounded sentences were delivered 
in clear and distinct tones, without hes
itation or embarrassment; full of deep, 
tender and earnest appeals to the moral 
and spiritual nature of her audience.

The following Wednesday Mrs. Davis 
delivered a lecture at the Town Hall. 
Her prayer on Thie occasion being a 
poem. Her lecture was decidedly dif
ferent from her former one, in fact a 
more scholarly one. Going back to the 
14 th century, B. C., she mentioned-the 
great religious reformers, such as, Con-

question is whether that is giving the 
woman her rights? ' . .

Aid again, nd doubt under the pres
ent custom the woman often accepts 
offers of persons whom, they feel are 
not worthy of the partnership; but if 
the woman has to sit idly by and wait 
for proposalsTshe runs the risk in re
fusing ah. Unworthy one to having no 
chance at all. For in this regard she— 
I mean many of them—are like beggars, 
who are not to be choosers; And then 
suppose we would reverse the problem 
a little season^—just for three months— 
and let ho man be allowed to. propose 
matrimony to a woman, what a piteous, 
moan’would go up from the brethren 
for a change. • < : .

Then after that suppose we would 
extend this social ban to six months, 
and then a year; how the men would 
sit around in sack-cloth and' ashes, 
ready to do unto others as they wish to 
be done by. - ' _

But if it so happens that man once 
proposes, then all the .other proposi
tions and details of the marriage, con
tract may be properly discussed by the 
woman as weli as the man; but the wo
man is barred, no matter how much she 
may fairly love a man, to make the In
itial proposition, for this can only come 
from the one' side, even if the woman 
has waited from girlhood to. old maid- 
hood, in most deserving solicitude.

The married state is due to every 
woman, and each as a rule, desires to 
enter it. It is zhe castle and fortress 
of the permanent part of the human 
life?' Shall the woman be permitted to 
secure it by. the tame means as . the 
man, and as she also acquires other 
possessions, or be compelled to take her 
chances in silence? . jV .

Of course It Is understood that

Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y„ 
writes: "1 had communications (by the 
Psychograph) from many other friends, 
even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. 
They have been highly satisfactory, 
and proved to me that Spiritualism Is 
Indeed true, and the communications 
have given my heart the greatest com
fort In the severest loss I have had of 
son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings 
have made his name familiar to those 
Interested in psychic matters, writes as 
follows: “I am much pleased with the 
Psychograph. It is very simple in prin
ciple and construction, and I am sure 
must be far more sensitive to spiritual 
power than the one now in use. I be
lieve it will generally supersede the lat
ter when its superior merits become 
known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage 
paid from the manufacturer, for $1.00. 
Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

■AS IT IS TO BE.”
AVery Suggestive Work Which 

Beams With Spiritual Truths.

This is a beautiful book, by Cora 
Lynn Daniels, and it scintillates with 
grand spiritual thought. An idea of
this work can 
the titles of a 
therein:

The process

be obtained by reading 
few of the chapters

of Dying; Light and
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; What Is unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul 
of Man; The Drama; A Day in Heaven. 
Price $1.00.

WISDOM OF THE AGES.
Revelations from Zertonlem, the 

Prophet of Tlaskanata.

A Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

This woik was automatically trans
cribed by Geo. A. Fuller, M. D., a gen
tleman who. stands high as a lecturer 
and medium. It is a mine of valuable' 
reflections and suggestions. The para-
graphs are short, suggestive and in-
spiring. Everyone of them leads to 
something higher, grander, nobler. 
Price $1.00.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN

fuclus, Buddha and other zealous relig
ious teachers that had appeared from 
time to time all along the ages down to 
the present. As she expressed it, “The 
golden thread of Divine light that has 
ever penetrated rhe darkness of earth, 
and lit up a pathway that has led to 
mental, moral and spiritual progress."

Had these grand and eloquent 
dresses, closing with a beautiful poem, 
been delivered in Apollo Hall to a cul
tured Princeton audience, it would have 
been impossible to have convinced 
them that the speaker was one of our 
country girls, who had acquired her lim
ited education in a district school at the 
age of thirteen years, and that these 
were her first attempts to speak in pub
lic. ' That strange and unaccountable 
phenomena occurs. in her presence is 
admitted by all who have had an op
portunity of knowing the facts. The 
opinion of others who have. not, will 
have no weight with sensible people.

N. C. BUSWELL.
Police Magistrate, Neponset, Ill.

have ho personal interest or ’’chances 
involved in the iscue above 'presented; 
and if any of my sisters are shocked 
by the proposition, made, let my inno
cence and Ignorance be the excuse.' 
But I would like the. reason's why a wo
man cannot propose'or look out tor her 
own mate stated, so I can examine 
them to see. ,'f they are sound. For I 
wish to be right on all subjects, and 
more especially one so important as

—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Tbl> 1b b moat valuable book. -It cornea from an Ex. 
Priest, wboae character la above reproach, and who a 
knowi what be Is talking about. Everybody ibould 
read It. Price, 11.00. It contains tho following chap* 
ten:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self. 1 

reaped In the Confessional.
CHAPTER II. '

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for th« 
Priest.

CHAPTER III. . .
The Confessional Is tbe Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of tbe Priests is made easy 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

Tbe highly-educated and refined Woman in tbe Con. 
fessional—What becomes of her after uncondltlon- * • 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all tho Sacred Ties : 

Marriage and Human So .tcty.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil’
Izod Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to tbe Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to confess tbs 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, and 

France.
, CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for tbe Consideration of Legislators, Hus* 

bands and Father»—Some of tbe matters on irMoti 
the Priest of Home must Question bls Penitent,

Sent Post-paid, Price. $1.00.

this.
Bloomfield, Iowa.

AMOS STECKEL. ’

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE

CHURCH^ROME.
A Remarkable Book.

This le a renarkftble work'by Fath» Chïâxjvt. 
ft exposes even to tbe mfoctest detail* the corrapdoa 
tfeUexists In the Chxircb of Rene It Is a work of 80 
estes, and ahonld be read as a mstUr of hljtorv bf 
every Spiritualist.

□

. "Death, Its Meaning and Results." 
By J. K. Wilson,. of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events In the au- 

, ,thor’s experlepce. Cloth, 560 pages, 11- 
4 lustrated, $1.25.

• ANCIENT INDIA,
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. H. Oide»» 
berg. Paper, 25 cents. ____ _____ ___ ____

The- Multi oî tMrMfDBlUQB.
By James M. McCann. A complete and over

whelming relutaUon ot iho Bible story of the 
Deluge, yrlce. IS cents. ■ ■ '



"WOMAN'S RIGHTS," MRS. NELLIE DAVIS.

As Related to Courtship and Marriage.

The Important Question.

our reason, experience and moral sense,
evolution of individuality, and does notlas no two are organized to see the va-

cerne woman’s welfare or her relation

WOMAN SUFFRAGE IN IDAHO,

It Is Rich There With Beneficent 
Results.

around which centers the ideal human 
existence, but yet the woman who would 
take any active steps to enter this 
primeval paradise would at once____  __ ___  be 
ostracised from the social realm by 
her own sex even. It is for the highest 
interest of human society that each

Suggested by Dr. Alex» Caird, ofLyoo, ita
Massachusetts steps to the front and demands a hear

ing. Alex...Caird, M. D., an influential Spiritualist, 
suggests a Symposium on an exceedingly import
ant subject. It will be inaugurated in his special 
honor as a leading and highly respected Spiritualist 
of the Old Bay State, one who is constantly work
ing for the spread of the Truth as manifested in 
Spirit Return. It will prove especially interesting, 
suggestive and valuable to every reflective mind.

What Does Spiritualism Teach That Spirit 
oaiists Believe in Common ?

Lyman C. Howe Specifies. Numerous Import 
' ant Points of Agreement.

Hard Problems of Scriptur
—,— ------------------- th 1 '

A Reply to the Animadversions of
■■----------- -—:—■ ,  ■ ; |Ol ■ hi ■

Our author next turns to Genesis xxii, and denies thatjG.od command
ed Abraham to slay his son. In answer to this, I will say,that t)ie chap
ter starts out by saying, that “God did tempt Abraham?’ IiRthis in
stance there was no tempting devil. This was before the'Persians had 
invented a devi). In those days God had to do his owA'lemp^Ing, It 
was in the Babylonish captivity that the Hebrews learned'.pf ft |pmpting 
devil, It was not until we get into the New Testament that tbs tempt
ing business had been relegated to the devil; The first oneupon -which 
the devil tried his hand was Jesus, and in that ease he wi^ not ’very suc
cessful. James says: “Let no man, when he is tempted say,,I ai4,Aempted 
of God, for God cannot be tempted with evil, neither tempteth he any 
man,”—-James i :13. 'thus it is proved that God has changed since God 
did tempt Abraham.” ■■

Our friend says, “God did not command Abraham to slay Isaac.” It 
is true God did not command Abraham to slay Isaac, in just the words 
here used by Mr. Torrey, but he did command him to offer him on 
Mount Moriah, as a burnt offering. See verse 2. I fail see how 
Isaac could be offered as a burnt offering without being killj'-d.

In this case God learned something, and therefore'changed his mind. 
Verse 12 says that God said to Abraham, “Lay not thine hafid upon the 
lad, neither do’thou anything unto him, for now I know that thou fear- 
est God, seeing fhou hast'not withheld thy son, thine only son from 
nie.” Here God learned a lesson concerning-Abraham and therefore 
interfered and saved Isaac. ' / r ' ’

The’ reverend gentleman next takes up the case of Jephthah’s daugh
ter, found in Judges. He says, “We arenowhere told that Jephthahdid 
burn his daughter. ” -

... . _ . ________ 7--—

which'says 'ithou ehalt not kill?' It wair teaching this ulreudy cruel 
people to be still more cruel and ynjust.

Mr, Torrey repeats the old threadbare assertion, which has been made 
by'the defenders of the Old-Testament God for centuries, that the Ca- 
jiaiUlites very wicked people. Perhaps they were, but that 
would ’not justify the IleErewii in being more wicked. Let this rever
end defender of the mistakes and the wicked things in the Bible, under
take to show the wickedness of these people, whom he slanders, while 
lie justifies the wickedness of the Israelites in their crimes against them. 
When he does that I will find the Hebrews guilty of every crime, and 
filled with every loathsome disease he will find among the “seven na
tions” which were greater than they were. MOSES HULL.

Brother Caird, and the Editor of The 
Progressive Thinker seem to think that 
Spiritualists are at a wide divergence 
In belief. So they are. But not so 
much as to what Spiritualism teaches 
as .the foreign fads that have been graft* 
ed on to it. because the stock is so 
strong and broad it will bear much 
abuse without serious hurt

What does Spiritualism teach.. and 
who are the teachers?

It teaches by its facts and phenome
na, by its messages from circles of wis
dom, by its seers and philosophical in
terpreters, and by appeals to nature 
and the operations of evolution spirit
ually translated.

Some of the things It teaches are: _
I. That all human beings are Immor

tal and progress forever.
2. _That death is an incident in the

Brother Caird says: "One can hardly 
‘find two professed Spiritualists that 
agree on all the different points of their 
belief.”

Well, can you find 'two Christians 
Who agree on all points? They differ 
as widely in their estimates of the bible 
as we do, and far more on the questions 
of a future life, endless misery, the 
wrath of God, oloody atonement, the 
birth of Christ and miraculous concep- 

¡tion, his saving grace, the need of bap
tism, damnation ot infants, original sin, 
total depravity, the end of the world, 
second coming of Christ, obligations of 
the Sabbath, and a hundred other ques
tions regarded as vital to the church.

Spiritualists could not agree on the 
bible, for it does not agree with itself, 
and as we are taught to be guided by

change character.
3. Leaving the body with the limit

ations it imposes and entering into a 
larger sphere of relations and corre-. 
spondences, with all the inner senses 
opened, the individual Is newly situated 
in a world that answers to all the sens
es opened by death.

4. After death spirits enter into 
those societies most congenial to them 
and hence best adapted to their needs.

6. Their conditions, and hence their 
needs, are forever changing progress
ively, and hence they graduate from one 
plane to another, and from one society 
to another forever.

6. That spirits know what they did 
before death, and what they have 
learned since; but no human spirit is 
omniscient, and, it it progresses etern
ally, can never become perfect. .

7. Spirits are interested in this 
world, and its inhabitants, to the ex
tent of their humanitarian sympathies, 
and the desire to Investigate its many 
problems, from the new situation that 
enables them to observe the inner caus
es that actuate human conduct, and also 
from personal Interests in the friend- 
snips established here and not broken 
by death. •

8. ‘ Spirits who teach through medi
ums are liable to err; first, because of 
imperfect mediumship; 2, because con
ditions often invite the action of Incar
nate minds which impress the sensi
tive with their ideas, prejudices and de
sires, and cause the medium to echo 
them as the teachings of T spirit; 3, 
the spirit may be confused in a first at
tempt to communicate; 4, a spirit'may 
give for truth that which is only belief, 
as is often the case with mortals; 6, a 
spirit may wilfully lie.

Many other causes for discrepancies 
might be added if necessary.

9. -All varieties of spirits exist after 
death’ and are liable to share in the 
communications we receive.

10. Many highly Intelligent, moral, 
and humanitarian spirits have commu
nicated and worked individual reforms, 
and given direction and inspiration, and 
crowned with success, great national 
moveinents, whose leaders were medi
ums unknown to the world, and pef1 
haps themselves.

11. It is taught by all the wise and 
good from the spirit world that mediums 
should never surrender their reason 
and moral sense to any spirit or any 
God.

12. The spirit world—wherever it 
may be—is to the unfleshed spirit, as 
real, as substantial and as natural as 
this world *s to our physical senses.

13. Happiness Increases with prog
ress.

14. Cause and effect—or the reign of 
law—are as real in the spirit world as 
in this.

15. Evil doing receives 'its reward 
by the action of causes that cannot be 
evaded, but never as the direct punish
ment of an arbitrary, despotic, anthro
pomorphic God. ।

16. This world is made better, the 
sum of human misery diminished, and 
the sum of human happiness increased 
by the Influence of spirit communion.

¡•17. Spirits Inspire mediums to do 
humanitarian works, rescuing the fall- 

n, saving the victims of alcoholism, 
curing insanity, intercepting suicidal in
tentions, and healing the sick by laying 
on of hands, or by clairvoyant diagnos
es and prescriptions.

18. After allowing all that is claimed ' 
for fraud, there still remains a liberal : 
margin of phenomena that must be 1 
credited to excarnate spirits. These ' 
ere both intellectual and physical, show- : 
ing the close approach of ' the two ] 
worlds and the near relation of the : 
physical and ihe spiritual and of hu- 1 
manity in the flesh and ouL 1

These are a few of the teachings of - 
Spiritualism upon which I think Spin- 1 
tualists are substantially agreed. There 1 
might be hundreds more presented if 1 
necessary. But these ought to be-suffi- 1 
ci’ent for a basis upon which to build a ] 
permanent and widely useful organiza- ■ 
tion to outlive all others, and outdo all ' 
others, in the highest and best works ' 
of science, religion and human educa- 1 
tion and improvement . '

To some of these there may be some ' 
hair-splitting objections, but it spems ■ 
to me that to all these 18 statements of 
spiritual teaching nearly all rational ‘ 
Spiritualists will agree. ’

Conflicts Come From Without, . >
Many of : the radical disagreements । 

among Spiritualists are upon outside ) 
questions. We have no "believe or be 1 
damned,” in our creed. On the contra- i 
ry it is one of the cardinal teachings of ! 
Spiritualism that each individualshould 1 
accept or reject any doctrine or teach- 1 
ing, whether it be of Christian faith or i 
Spiritualism, by tlie authority of his 1 
own reason and moral sense. i

ried issues and contradictions in the 
bible alike, of course the teachings of 
Spiritualism comnel us to differ, if we 

, obey the teaching.
To hold widely different views of the 

bible Is to obey the teachings ot Spirit
ualism, which says, let your own judg
ment declre, and not any creed or out
side authority.

Reincarnation
is not a teaching of Spiritualism, even 
if some spirits seem to teach it. It an
tedates the birth of Modern Spiritual
ism by hundreds of years and is a graft 
from India.

We need not agree on the details of 
any teachings from the rostrum, dr in 
spiritual literature. It is not desirable 
that we should. It would be a deaden
ing palsy if we did. The friction of 
thought wakes intellectual vigor and 
moral stamina. But we may qll agree 
to work together in organic order, and 
with zeal, for the education of the peo
ple, for mutual protection in the efforts 
to encourage the young, to Improve so
cial ideals and habits, to overcome vice, 
to establish a moral code predicated on 
human nature, its conditions, needs, as
pirations, temptations, weaknesses, vi
cissitudes, and relations; to study phys
ical and psychic causes and learn to ap
ply them to methods of discipline, the | 
cure of crime, social evils, and the 
treatment of all human ills. To secure 
successful organized work we must 
needs compromise our prejudices and 
personal ambitions, and become broad 
find elastic enough to reduce the fric
tion to a minimum.

There is no cult that is better agreed 
on essentials by which to accomplish, 
great good work than the teachings of 
Modern Spiritualism; none more fertile 
in the great Ideals ot life, the enduring 
principles of scientific religion, and the 
blessed revelations of Immortality.

Brother Caird asks: "Has Spiritual
ism come to us solely to prepare us for 
another life?"

Yes! for whatever prepares us for 
another life—which, is this life contin
ued into another world—best serves the 

1 Interests of thlsfllfe. A glimpse of the 
future, stimulates hope, desire and reso
lution to use the present well. It we 
have time to devote to intellectual gym
nastics, we may wrestle with reincarna
tion, Christian Science, Rosicrucian- 
ism, dreams, Theosophy, or any other 
fads that challenge us; but there is so 
much to occupy time and energy which 
offers some possible results to practical 
life and achievement that I cannot af
ford to wrestle with shadows for amuse
ment.

Brother Caird, you have done well to 
open this question, and tapnome of the 
springs of life, that we may taste the 
elixir that flows lor intellectual nour
ishment. If you can inspire the Spir
itualists with unselfish zeal and devo
tion, there will be no difficulty in the 
way of comprehensive organic union 
and a glorious spiritual work.

LYMAN C. HOWE.
Fredonia, N. Y.

Mrs. Adelia B. Scott, the official host
ess of the Idaho building at the.Lewis 
and Clark Exposition, is a woman with 
an unusual history. She served’ on the 
school board of Idaho Falls Jor eight 
years, during five of . which she was 
clerk of the board. She then served 
for two years as justice of the peace, 
and declined a renomination. But ap
parently the town was unwilling to dis
pense with her services,'for on a vacan
cy in the office of justice of the peace 
occurring soon after, she was appoints 
ed to fill it by the county commission
ers. Next the office of police judge be
came vacant, and she was appointed to 
fill It by the mayor. Last fall she was 
elected county treasurer of Bingham 
county on the Republican ticket, and 
about $350,000 has already passed’ 
through .her hands. Mrs. Scott is the 
wife of a prominent business marr of 
Idaho’Falls, who has always believed in 
woman suffrage, and who is pleased to 
have her hold these positions of trust.

Mrs. Scott was born in Illinois, and 
had lived in Iowa, Colorado and Kansas | 
before finally settling in Idaho. She I 
says that the women ot that'state are | 
less strictly bound by party ties than | 
the men, and are more apt to vote for I 
the best man, irrespective ot party. I 
She has seen no ruined homes or neg-1 
lected children as a result of equal suf
frage; and she Beys that the women ot I 
Idaho have much more influence with 
the legislators now than before they ob
tained the ballot

, That seems tb an honest man a little like a quibble. Verses 30 and 31 
tell us that Jephthah vowed a vow unto the Lord,, that whatsoever came 
forth out of the door of his house tn meet him when he returned in 
peace “shall surely be the Lord’s, and I will offer it up for aburnt offer
ing,” and verse-39 says that “Jephthah did with the girl.according to

. bisvow.” ’• ■'
Any twist of logic. th$t would say . that Jephthah did not offer his 

daughter as a burnt offering would render logic so uncertain and so 
fragile that it should be banished from our schools.' ' 1 '

, It is next, argued that God did not command Jephthah "to burn his 
। daughter. Supposing that-Gqd did not command Jephthah;to offer his 
* daughter as a burnt’offering, hiTwas talking to the peo’ple of those days; 
' ho here lost a golden opportunity to tell Jeplithah,. and the people 

through him, that it was naughty to offer a daughter or any other hu
man being as a burnt offering to himself or,.for that matter, to any of 
the,gods. . • ’ ■’

■ Offerings made to Jehovah, though they were slain were not always 
burnt. . In I. Sam. xv:33, we read that “Samuel hewed. Aggg to pieces 
before-the Lord in GilgaL” That means, offered him to the Lord in 
Gilgal. Gil^al was the place where Samuel went to offer sacrifices. 
See I. Sami, x :8 ; xi :14,15.
. Will iRev. Mr. Torrey deny that David, the man after God’s own 
heart, caused seven of Saui,’s innocent sons to be hanged in the hill, be
fore the Lord ? Sam, xxi :3-9. That hanging of these m'en before the 
Lord has no other meaning than sacrificing them to the Lord.

Has not Mr. Torrey, in his attempt to defend .'God and his servants 
■from the charge of making and accepting human sacrifices, as the say
ing is, “bitten off more than he can chew”?

Slaughter of the Otoaanites. "
This effort to justify the Old Testament God in the slaughter of the. 

Canaanites, is, if possible, the weakest thing this defender ofthe Old 
Testament has ever attempted. The story of how other ^atiojof should 
be treated by “God’s peculiar people,” is told in manyfplaç^ in the 
Bible. A few cases will be here sighted. In Deut. vii :1-S; tho. Hebrews 
are to destroy other nations because they are “a holy nation,“a spe
cial people,” “a chosen people.” It was because they^veré^he best 
people on the earth that they were appointed to be th^worsf; people 
in the world—to do the worst deeds of horror that the historian was 
ever called upon to record. Por full particulars as to hov? thèÿ-were to 
make slaves of and “utterly destroy” all othen natjons^kee I^ut. xx: 
10-17. Here they were to destroy the people, old and yftung/.and take 
all of their spoils unto themselves. In order to èonvijine the reader 
that I am not misrepresenting the gentleman, I wilLjnaÈe>|ar<a®newhat 
extended quotation from pages 16 and 17:

“Now it'is certainly appalling that any people should'be put utterly 
to the sword, together with their old men .and old women,- and young 
women and children. But there is something more appalling, when one 
stops to think about this matter, and that is that the iniquity of any 
people should have become, so full, their rebellion against God so strong 
and so universal, their moral corruption and debasement so utter and 
so perversive, even down to babes just born, as to make such treatment 
absolutely necessary in the interest of humanity. But’this was pre
cisely the case with the nations in question. Not from the’Bible alone 
do we learn how unfathomable were the depths of moral pollution to 
which these nations had sunken. They had become a moral cancer that 

' must be cut out in every fibre if the body was to be saved. * • ♦ The, 
command to exterminate the Canaanites was a. command big with 
mercy «nd love. ’ ’ If these are manifestations of mercy<an.d love,,I pray 
some power to save me from either the mercy or the love of God.' Give 
me the wrath and cruelty of devils-instead. “It was mercy and love 
first of all to. the Israelites. Unless the Canaanites were exterminated, 
they would be themselves exterminated. ”

Even Mr. Torrey cannot here undertake to defend these supposed-to- 
be God-given commandments, without, in a sense, acknowledging their 
wickedness. He acknowledges that it certainly is appalling 'that any 
people shouldlie put to the sword, together with their old men.and old 
women, and young women and children.” But when he thinks of-their 
“moral corruption and debasement, so utter and perversive, even down 
to babes just born,” he becomes reconciled-to God’s judgments, which 
are unsearchable.

Is it not self-evident that this man is judging God through his preju
dices, and not through his reason? How does he know that babies 
“just born,” are filled with moral corruption and debasement?’.’ Does 
not this smack a little of Calvinism? These infants “filled with moral 
corruption and debasement,’’¡do they not belong in the endless torment
ing hell which John Calvin prepared for them? And, were . pot our 
Presbyterian clergymen rather fast when they went to Los Angeles, 
Cal., a year or two since and rescued these little . “morally corrupt” 
fiends from the mercy and love of this God and took them out of the hell 
of Calvinism?

Now will.Brother Torrey please tçll us where the proof is of the “cor
ruption of these babes “just born”? Will he even undertake to find 
other proofs than the ipse dixit of ministers of his own ilk who “limp 
to make excuse for their God”—I say, will he undertake,, to. find the 
proof of the wickedness of the parents," and -uncles and ebtisins of these 
“babes just born,” who are-to be thus ruthlessly slaughtered by God’s 
“peculiar” and “holy people”? . , -

■ If a “holy natipn” can do-such bloody and unjust work a? this, I 
would like to ask,- in the name of sense, what an unholy. jjation can dof 
Has not the twentieth century advanced .a little too far to-pay heed to 
such silly sophistries, even though they are handed pfiVhs ei&uses for' ; 
the wickedness of this God and his people? ' Æ - b" ■

Friend Torrey sees this as other common-sense peoplejio, and under- : 
takes to palliate the matter as follows. “By the regeiiératiifg power : 
of the Gospel, it is possible to correct this, but we must'^emeffiber that 1 
the case we have to deal with was centuries before thé gçlpel^roclama- i 

stion,” . ‘ . ' ccf ■ •iB-
Is that so? Then,-in the name of humanity, I ask why the gdspel was : 

not earlier? and why these Hebrews _were not sent but ’With |ke gospel 
as missionaries instead .of as robbers,-slave catchers, anq, murderers of ! 
new-born babies? But the reverend gentleman is, asiusuaLfwith him,- । 
mistaken. The gospel was proclaimed centuries beîo'fè. thèse people > 
.were. born. Paul says, in Gal. iii:8, the gospel was prtliche^to Abra
ham. Abraham was the greatest kind of a greatgrandfather to these . 
warriors. Why preach the gospel of Abraham and than ’kilicand send । 
these poor people, babesand All. foheil because they nkVel* ifcrrrd it? ’

This chapter is finally concluded with the statement that “Thé èxter- i 
mination of the Canaanite children was not only an act of love to the ] 

l world at large, it was an act of mercy to the children- themselves, i 
I What awaited these children if they were allowed to livU? Something ] 
I vastly’worse than death.” i

• -If this is God's “act of love and mercy,” it is hoped that he wilt not 
I send either love nor mercy this way. I do not wonder that tin’s man ' 
says of God, “his judgments arc unsearchable, and his ways past find- 1 
ing out.” What a pity that this preacher did not find this out before ! 
he made his feeble attempt to explain them. . i ‘

The solemn lesson which Rev. Mr. Torrey says came to the Israelites, ’ 
-through being made the executioners of God s wrath was rather hard on 1 

। the ten commandments, was rather hard on the sixth commandment, *

In all past campaigns ot pen and 
voice, for "’Woman's Rights,” it was al
ways centering upon and limited to 
claims and .complaints for her on ac
count of ungranted and denied rights 
due her ot a civic and political citizen
ship nature, and those that concern her 
status as to professional and industrial 
privileges; they were claims for her for 
a sort of political equality with man. 
And I do not minimize these phases of 
"woman’s rights,” nor wish to ex
clude them from the category of rights 
due her. But while there is a sort of 
armistice and lull in the public pressure 
of those claims for woman, I wish to 

¡ add another phase of woman’s rights, 
as related to courtship and marriage. 
I may fearfully miss the mark in niMt- 
ing this claim for woman, and she may 
wholly disavow it, but I leave that to 

, the hereafter, and if I have missed my 
aim I will simply get no game, and 1 
will charge it to my rashness and ignor
ance. And now for the theme -that 
woman should have equal rights in 
courtship and marriage with man.

And I will also promise that if wo
man’s equality of rights herein is due 
her, it would be much more becoming 
and proper for the man' to make the 
offer and state the woman’s case for 
her than wait for and ask her to do it.

In the creation of the sexes there are 
found to be about an equal number ot 
males and females—possibly a few 
more of the latter to supply the greater 
peril of maternity. And this numerical 
equality of the sexes also at once sug-, 
gests the law of monogamy, and that of 
course also at once rules out the prac
tice of polygamy. Audit is, 1 think, 
about conceded by man that the woman 
should have all the civic, political, in
dustrial and business rights that man 
has. And then it also necessarily fol
lows that every woman—young or old*— 
is entitled to a married life partner, and 
also, I take lt, prefers that relation, and 
indeed needs it for the proper develop
ment of life. •

And then assuming that woman pre
fers and is entitled to a suitable mar
ried life-partner, T ask the question, 
why should she be compelled to sit 
still and make no effort for such rela
tionship?

There is no other matter that con-

to business, property, or anything 
wherein she cannot and does not occu
py an affirmative and aggressive posl- 
tion in relation thereto, unless it be on
ly in the single matter of courtship and 
marriage. But herein there is an om
nipotent social barrier in the way. Now 
do not be shocked about this proposi
tion, my dear reader, but think and rea
son about, it. Marriage, as related to 
the adult life,' is the most Important 
matter involved in human existence, 
and yet woman, under the mere ban of 
social sentiment, is deprived from 
making advances the same as man. 
That is, man may pick out a sweetheart, 
and let her know it; but woman cannot 
single out a lover and say so to him; 
that were horrid r ■

This social ¡custom.seems to be based' 
on the idea that a marriage proposition 
by a man to a woman is a sort of court
esy, which it were rude and improper 
for a woman to make. But why is this 
objection on this subject which exists 
against her on nothing else?

And look at the seriousness of the 
engagement—what it involves, it in
volves a partnership of the highest type 
for a lifetime, of the two persons. It 
is- the fulcrum of the family life; the 
culmination and fruition ot the legiti-, 
mate human love for woman as well as ! 
man; it is the one fact and event]

man and woman, at the proper age;. 
shall find, a mate, And this is also 
probably the wish of each man and wo
man; and then, if this is the desired re
sult, will it be more likely attained it 
altogether left to fatS and the man, or 
if the man and the woman were both 
allowed to be on the hunt and lookout 
for a mate? i

This is hbout the largest business 
proposition that the world has on hand.

I It involves the chief events of life; and 
shall one of the partners be relegated 
to silence In the matter, or should the 
woman in this, like in otbgr. matters, 
be allowed to agitate the subject?

That is what I mean. And herein, 
as in ail other matters' that Involve 
“bargains,” it would not be expected 
that woman would just by violence, cor
ner and corral an unwilling subject, but 
use her native arts and shrewdness.
But the proposition is, whether she 
must simply sit still, and then when no 
one comes around to propose, call her 
an “old maid,” as the reward of her im
prisonment In short, the man is al
lowed to look-around for a wife, but 
not the woman tor a husband, and the 
question is whether that is giving the 
woman her rights? ’

And again, no doubt under the pres
ent custom the woman often accepts 
otters of persons whom, they feel are 
not worthy of the partnership; but if 
the woman has to sit idly by and wait | 
for proposals?she runs the risk in re
fusing an unworthy one.to having no 
chance at all.’ For in this regard she— 
I mean many of them—are like beggars, 
who. are not to be choosers. And then 
suppose we-would reverse the problem 
a little season^-just for three months— 
and let no man be allowed to propose 
matrimony to a woman, what a piteous 
moan-Would go up from the brethren 
for a change. ;

Then after that suppose we would 
extend this social. ban to six months, 
and then a year; how the men would 
sit around in sack-cloth and ashes, 
ready to do unto others as they wish to 
be done by. •

But if it so happens that .man once 
proposes,■ then all the other proposi
tions and details of the marriage, con
tract may be properly discussed by the 
Woman aS'well as the man; but the wo
man is barred, no matter how much she 
may fairly love a man, to make the in
itial proposition, for this can only come 
from the one' side,_even if the woman 
has waited from girlhood to old maid
hood, in most deserving solicitude.
: The married state is due to every 
woman, and each as a rule, desires to 
enter IL It is the castle and fortress 
of the permanent part ot the human 
life"."' Shall the woman be permitted to 
secure it by the tame means as. the 
man, and as she also acquires. other 
possessions, or be compelled to take her 
chances in silence? ': . .

Of course It Is understood that
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A Medium Who Delivers Excellent Lec
tures While In a Trance.

• To the Editor:—I saw the beautiful 
messages in your valuable paper, given 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Nellie 
Davis, and was much Interested in 
them. I am slightly acquainted with 
this medium and know her to be true 
and honest. Through her mediumship 
I became convinced of the truths of 
Spiritualism. I enclose a clipping from 
the Neponset Messenger which will tell 
you of her mediumship, and am sure if 
will prove interesting to every reader 
of The Progressive Thinker.

JAMES R, CONVERSE, M. D.

The Metllum, Mrs. Nellie Davis.
The lectures recently delivered here 

in Neponset by Mrs. Nellie E. Davis, of 
। Kewanee, -while in an unconscious 

trance has made this lady and the inter
esting phenomena occurring in her 
presence, the subject of general discus- 

, Bion, I therefore eoaclude that a brief 
sketch of her lite and a plain, unbiased 
statement o£ facts in relation to tbe 
phenomena as witnessed by persons of 
Intellect anfl undoubted integrity will 
prove interesting to the readers oAhe 
Messenger. (

Mrs. Nellie E. Davis was born in 
Sheffield, III., Feb. 28, 1869. She Is the 
daughter of Thomas Duraclc, of Mine
ral, at present, and for many years past 
the sectioh boss at that place tor tbe 
C. R. I. & P. R. R. She is the wife of 
Mr. Frank Davis, of Kewanee, who is 
a son of Mr. Hiram Davis, police magis
trate, of Sheffield.

Mrs. Davis- attended the district 
school at Mineral until thirteen years of 
age. Since that time she has been an 
industrious, hard-working woman, with 
but little time for reading and self-cul
ture. She has three children whose 
ages range from eight to twelve years. 
She has lived all ot her life in Sheffield, 
Mineral, Neponset and Kewanee. In 
all these, places she has made many 
friends and no enemies. She is a truth
ful, conscientious and honorable wo
man, highly respected by all who know 
her. This 1 can say without fear ot 
contradiction.

About two years ago it was first dis
covered that Mrs. Davis was a medium, 
and from that time to the present, se
ances have been held at her home or at 
sojne of the neighbors’ in the immedi
ate vicinity; as often as once or twice 
each week, attended by six or eight 
personal friends of undoubted intelli
gence and integrity, among which I 
have permission to mention and refer 
the reader, are: Nathaniel Tibbetts, su
pervisor of Kewanee, and wife; Chas E. 
Sturtz, city attorney, and wife. I might 
mention other equally creditable per
sons who attended these seances; all of 
the same mind as to the character of 
the manifestations that occurred.

From these sensible and careful in
vestigators during the past two years, i 
1 learn that Mrs. Davis, while in an un- | 
conscious trance, writes with both 
hands, two communications on entirely 
two different subjects; writes the Ger
man language, of which she is utterly 
ignorant. Writing between folded 
slates is produced and she also claims 
to see spirits and describes them, gives 
the date, cause and place of their death, 
often of those who have lived a long 
distance away and the names unknown 
to those present, that time and again 
have those present’wrote to responsible 
persons at the place mentioned and in 
every instance have her statements been 
verified. I might mention still more 
astounding phenomena that have been 
witnessed’ at these seances but let this 
suffice. All the witnesses agree in say
ing that they have never noticed the 
least word or action on the part of Mrs. 
Davis that had even a tint of fraud or 
deception; that these seances were 
free, and that on several occasions she 
has returned money sent her by persons 
who had their sealed questions an
swered. •

0 ’

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

Dial fmm.
This instrument is substantially the 

same as that employed by Prof. Hare in 
his early investigations. In’ its im
proved form it has been before the pub
lic Tor-more than twelve years, and in 
thé hands of thousands of persons has 
proved its superiority over the’Plan
chette, and all other Instruments which 
have been brought out- in imitation, 
both in regard to certainty and correct
ness of the communications received by 
its aid, and as a means of developing 
mediumship,.

Do you wish to Investigate Spirit
ualism?

Do you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Do you desire to receive communlca- 

. tlons?.
The Psychograph Is an Invaluable as

sistant. A pamphlet with full 
directions for the

FORMATION OF CIRCLES AND CUL
TIVATION OF-MEDIUMSHIP

with every instrument. Many who were 
not aware of their mediumlstlc gift, 
have, after a few sittings, been able to 
receive delightful messages. A vol
ume might be filled with commendatory 
letters. Many who began with it as an 
amusing toy, found that the intelligence 
controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spirit
ualism.

Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., 
writes: "I had communications (by the 
Psychograph ) from many other friends, 
even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. 
They have been highly satisfactory, 
and proved to me that Spiritualism is 
Indeed true, and the communications 
have given my heart the greatest com
fort in the severest loss I have had of 
son, daughter, and their mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings 
have made his name familiar to those 
interested in psychic matters, writes as 
follows: "I am much pleased with the 
Psychograph. It is very simple in prin
ciple and construction, and I am sure 
must be far more sensitive to spiritual 
power than the one now in use. 1 be
lieve it will generally supersede the lat
ter when its superior merits become 
known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage 
paid from the manufacturer, for $1.00. 
Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

“AS IT IS TO BE.”
AVery Suggestive Work Which 

Beams With Spiritual Truths,
This is a beautiful book, by Cora 

Lynn Daniels, and It scintillates with 
grand spiritual thought. An idea of 
this work can be obtained by reading 
the titles of a few of the chapters 
therein:

The process of Dying; Light and 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; What Is unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul 
of Man; The.Drama; A Day in Heaven. 
Price $1.00.

WISDOM OF THE AGES.
Révélations from Zertoulem, the 

Prophet of Tlaskanata.Her first attempt to speak to a public 
audience was at this place. She first 
delivered quite a long prayer in which 
with deep and earnest pathos she in
voked the Divine Spirit to possess, up
lift and aid her In presenting the grand 
truth of immortality as made manifest 
by spirit return. She then delivered an 
address presenting the claim’s of Spirit- . , , ,,
ualism that was truly wonderful. Her graphs ar® short, suggestive and in- 
well-rounded sentences were delivered spiring. Everyone of them leads o 
in clear and distinct tones, without hes- something higher, grande , oble . 
itation or embarrassment; full of deep, 
tender and earnest appeals to the moral 
and spiritual nature of her audience.

The following Wednesday Mrs. Davis 
delivered a lecture at the Town Hall. 
Her prayer on thic occasion being a 
poem. Her lecture was decidedly dif
ferent from her former one, in fact a 
more scholarly one. Going back to the 
14th century, B. C., she mentioned-the 
great religious reformers, such as, Con
fucius, Buddha and other zealous relig
ious teachers that had appeared from 
time to time all along the ages down to 
the present As she expressed it, "The 
golden thread of Divine light that has 
ever penetrated the darkness of earth, 
and lit up a pathway that has led to 
mental, moral and spiritual progress."

Had these grand and eloquent qd^ 
dresses, closing with a beautiful poem, 
been delivered in Apollo Hall to a çul- 

i tured Princeton audience, it would hâve 
been impossible to have convinced 

I them that the speaker was one of our 
country girls, who had acquired her lim
ited education in a district school at the 
age of thirteen year», and that these 
were her first attempts to speak in pub
lic. ’ That strange and unaccountable 
phenomena occurs in her presence is 
admitted by all who have had an 
portunity of knowing the facts, 
opinion of others who have. not, wm 
have no weight with sensible people.

N. C. BUSWELL. 
Police Magistrate, Nepbnset, ill.

A Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

This work automatically trans
cribed by Geo. A. Fuller, M. D., a gen
tleman who stands high as a lecturer 
and medium. It is a mine of valuable' 
reflections and suggestions. The para-
graphs are short, suggestive and

D

op- 
The
will

have no personal interest or '.'chances 
involved in the issue above'presented; 
and if any of my sisters are shocked 
by the proposition, made, let my inno
cence and ignorance be the excuse. 
But I would like the. reason’s why a wo
man cannot propose'or look out for her 
own mate stated, so I can examine 
them to see if they are sound. For I 
wish to be right on all subjects, and 
more especially one so important as 
this.' AMOS STECKEU

Bloomfield, Iowa.

. "Death, Its Meaning and Results." 
By J. K. .’Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar, An absorbingly interesting- vol
ume, of decided value. A" narrative of 
wonderful psychic events in the au- 
ithor's experience. Cloth, 560 pages, il
lustrated, $1.25. c

Price $1.00.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAl
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Thia la a moat valuable book. 'It comes from rd Ex> 
Prleit, whose character Is above reproach, cud vrba t 
knows what be is talking about. Everybody should 
read It. Price, >1.00. It contains tbe following chap* ten:

CHAPTER I.
i The Struggle before tbe Surrender of Womanly Self* J 
I respect In tbe Confessional.
1 CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep PH of Perdition for the । Prlcau
CHAPTER !U. ♦ .

i Tbe Confessional is tbe Modern Sodom.
CHAPTER IV.

How the Vow of Celibacy ot the Priests is made easy 
by Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER V.
Tbe highly-educated and refined Woman In tbe Con- 

fasslonal—What becomes of her after uncondlllon' '■: 
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all tho Sacred Ties of -’ 

Marriage and Human So-./ety.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil* 
trod Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Dou Auricular Confession bring Peace to tbe Soul?

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels tbe Cburcb of Rome to confen thl 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

chapter XI.
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, and 

France«
CHAPTER XII.

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hog* 
bends and Fatter»—Some of tbe matters on whlQlJ 
Ite Priest ot Rome must Question his penitent

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE

CHURC^ROME 
K Remarkable Book.

This 1* a remarkable work by Fath» Csixumr. 
It exposes even to tbe minutest deuils the corroptloa 
lïat exists In the Church of Rome It Ue work ot 8» 
tagei, and should be read at a niattir of bf 
èrery Spiritualist. -

ANCIENT INDIA,
Its Language and Religions. By Prof. IL Oides* 
befg. raper, 25 cents. ____  

urtytti oî W6~Gr6âTD8mQ6..
By Jarnos M. McCann. A complete and over

whelming rehitation oi tye Bible story ot the 
Deluxe, .-'rice. lj cents. •

ça.
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION i
Tbs Proobbssivs Thinuw will be furnished 

hntll further notice at the following terms, In
variably in advance;
Due Year,..»..,. 
Blx Months...... 
Thirteen Weeks, 
single Copy......

et oo 
boots 
25cU 
Beta

. BPMITTANDBS:
KeniUby Paatoffloe Money order, ileglBtereil 

Leiter or Dralt on Chicago or New York. It 
coats from 10 to 15 cents to net checks cashed on 
local banks, so do not send them unless you 
wish that amount deducted from the amount 
sent. Address all letters to J. B. PIIANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, IU.

TAME NOTICE.
t®"At the expiration ot subscription, If not re- 

newel, the paper Is discontinued. No bills 
wlU bo sent for extra numbers.

C®"If you ds not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors In address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratia
Whenever you desire the address of your 

paper .changed, always give the address of 
the place to which It has been going or tho 
change cannot bo made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES,
The price of The Progressiva Thinker 

?er year to foreign countries is |2.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23; 1905.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
Vou should not send money in ■ let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly,' and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for,five cents, and th-:i you are per-’ 
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

tdltor-at-Large for the National SpirlF 
,. uillst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to af>
iwer oil attacks in the secular or relic 
ipua press , on Spiritualism. Bend him 
clippings when ax attack' Is inode, giv
ing date and name of paper. AddreM
him at Berlin HslBbta, O^lo.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Apy person donating one .dollar to 

the Mediums' Relief Fund of the N. S, 
A., will, if desired, receive one qet ot 
spiritual tracts and one copy ot "Vio
lets," a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy ot 
"Leaves of Truth," a cloth-bound book 
pf Instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY,
N. S. A Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D.-O.

Spiritualistic,Communities Failures.-
The rise and development of Chris

tian Science, under the leadership of 
Mrs. Eddy; of Zionism under Dowie; 
and Monnontem under Brigham Young 
-tor-all with that sect before this last 
character, save in name and organiza
tion, seem to have been a series of fail
ures ending in tragedy, Qulte.unllke in 
creed, vet each had the elements of pe
cuniary success.

Intimately familiar with' all the lead
ing incidents connected with Spiritual
ism from its very inception in 1848, we 
cannot do else than contrast the differ
ence between the failures of the latter 
at organization, concentration and 
financial success, with the three first 
named.

Numberless efforts have been made 
by capital, energy and organizing abil
ity, to form communities of Spiritual
ists, and to unite on a creed; but each 
effort has been a signal failure. In com- 
njon language, it seems as It Fate antag
onized every attempt in the direction 
indicated. And, sad to relate, In every 
case coming under our observation’, the 
parties were ruined financially, and In 
some cases'morally.

And while about It we may as. well 
add the fact, that Spiritualism, has been 
the graveyard of journalism. Paper 
after paper has come to the front, flour
ished for a time, until its founder was 
bankrupt, and if it survived tor any con
siderable period, it has changed owner
ship, with generally editorial manage
ment, and then has been lost in the gulf 
of oblivion. It is needless to particular
ize. They have generally clung to the 
dominqpt religion, tried to engraft their 
faith on Christianity, and made open 
issue Jrith those who accepted spirit 
revelation that through all the history 
of the race humanity has been advanc
ing in knowledge, in moral and social 
worth; that there Is no need of a Re
deemer, for man has never fallen, -and 
there is Iio burning hell from which to 
be rescued. ’ .

It is clearly the purpose of the spirit 
world to Indoctrinate all the churches, 
all the people in them, and the world at 
large with the certainty of a continued 
life, that they have the ability to com- 
municate with those still in the. flesh; 
and with Thomson, to assure mortals—

"They cannot go
Where Universal Love not smiles 

around,
Sustaining all yon orbs, and all their 

suns;
From seeming evil still educing good. 
And better thence again; and better 

still,
In INFINITE PROGRESSION."

Minute Animal Life.
"The microscope teaches us,” says a 

scientist, “that there are animals so 
wonderfully minute that if a thousand 
of them were ranked abreast they 
could easily swim, without being thrown 
out of order, through the eye of the 
finest cambric needle ever made. Yet 
each of the minute creatures is a highly 
organized number of particles, capable, 
of moving about, of finding and devour
ing food and of behaving in all respects 
as becomes an animal as distinguished 
from a fragment of unorganized mat- 

. ter.” The human mind is utterly inca
pable of realizing the structure of these 
little creatures and of fully appreciat
ing their marvelous adaptation to the 
life they are destined to lead.—Ex.

The waters of gulfs, bays and the 
Ocean bordering Greenland were de
scribed by explorers as possessing a pe
culiar yellowish color. Until recently 
it was supposed this condition was 
caused by some earthy substance. Re
cent examination by a powerful micro
scope revealed the fact that this color 
was imparted by a species of wriggling, 
squlrming lnfusorla, animalcules so mi
nute as to be invisible to the eye, unless 
aided by a most powerful lens. Then
every drop of water was 
bustling activity.

The atmosphere, too, 
with infinitesimal life.

a world of

is swarming 
Modem sur-

geons are very careful to exclude 
wounds from access by this germ life. 
This is the secret of the success of mod
ern surgery. Only a few days ago, 
mentioned in these columns, an entire 
living brain was lifted from its bony 
casement, and an offending nerve was 
removed, the pain ceased, and at last 
advices the lady sufferer was making a 
speedy recovery. Agents destructive 
to germ life are employed in such cases, 
which make surgical operations possi
ble, which no one would have attempted 
within a few years.

If material life is so abundant on this 
planet of ours, and yet is concealed 
from our normal senses, laying aside 
pur knowledge from spirit revelation, is 
there anything inconsistent with natu
ral philosophy that precludes the idea 
of a refined, ethereal organization going 
out of the gross material body of man 
at death, and living on in a more exalt
ed condition than we are capable of 
.comprehending now? We think not.

THE FRÖÖftESÖiyB THINKER
- A Startling Fart.

Learned critics\vho have carefully In
vestigated’ the' subject say,' some t>00 
Greek words were invented by the good 
Paul tp fully express hie Ideas in hlo 
Epistles, which had more to do in shap
ing Christianity than had the words of 
Jesus. But the astonishing fact re
vealed in this connection ip: Those 
newly coined words were largely con
structed from ,the old-tirpe French. 
Does anypne believe a native of Tarsus, 
of Cilicia, an ancient province of Asia 
Minor, was learned in the obscure 
French of 1900 years ago? On the con
trary is it not probable, as has been 
maintained by scholars, that those 
Pauline Epistles were written by a 
French Catholic monk, not’well versed 
in Greek, and that he supplied words 
coined from his native French to supply 
the need? ’

Another startling fact will probably 
he revealed in due time that those 
Epistles were written sinep the Cru
sades; and certainly in the monasteries 
of France or Italy.

Col. Ingersoll's Bible,
The great agnostic thus definedhis 

Bible; there were no angered godB, fall
en men, crucified.’ saviors, or, smutty 
stories in it: ' " j

"Everything that is true,- every good 
thought, every beautiful. thing,, every 
self-denying action; all these make my 
Bible. Every bubble, every star, is a 
passage in my Bible. <A constellation 
is a chapter. Eyery shining world is a 
part of it. It cannot be interpolated, it 
cannot be changed. It Is all the same 
forever, My Bible Js all that speaks to 
man. Every violet, every blade of
grass, every , tree, every mountain
crowned with snow,' every star, that 
shines, every throb of love,' every hon
est act, all that is goo'd and true com
bined make my Bible, and upon that 
book I stand,"

Let Us Weep.
"Thus salth’the Lord, Israel js my 

Bon, even my tjret-bprn."—Exodus 4:22.
This Is as pQsltive a “Thus saith the 

Lord,” as any' passage In the ^ible and 
is unqualified. In. the face of their dec
laration, how came JesuS'to be desig
nated as ."the only begotten 'son of 
God?” There must be some mistake 
somewhere. It can’t be possible "the 
Lord", had two “first-borns," and these 
1,500 years apart. And.,yet the book 
recording these,two conflicting state
ments Is inerrant, and . the Christian 
world is wasting its wealth in sending 
these irreconcilable records to the 
heathen as the “Word of God.” If ly
ing is a sin, let us turn aside and weep.

Review of Passini Events.'s -

A Good Subject for Thought.
Conversing with a very zealous 

Methodist friend on religious subjects', 
he expressed surprise at the action of 
what he suppose’d was a devoted Meth
odist a few years ago. He said .his 
friend was well-educated, a great read
er, spent all his spare resources tor 
books, while he Improved every leisure 
moment in acquiring knowledge. He 
was always esteemed a very devout 
Christian, and was universally beloved 
by all who knew him. He was a con
stant attendant at church, but for a 
long time had refused to participate in 
celebration of the Lord's supper. He 
finally withdrew from the church, and 
seemed to have lost all reverence for 
the holy Sabbath. •

“I can't understand,” said our friend, 
“how it was possible for so good a man 
to break away from his religious associ
ates, and early teaching, and reject the 
gospel as of divine origin, as he did. 
He even went so far as to deny there 
was a historical Jesus.”

We inquired if Mr. M. was any the 
less a good neighbor or friend than be
fore he left the church.

“No, indeed; he turned his attention 
to care for the destitute, and in place of 
attending church service, prayer meet
ings or socials, it was common talk that 
he devoted the time formerly spent in 
that direction in hunting up the poor 
and supplying them with npeds.”

“His skepticism,” we replied, “seems 
to have assumed a very practical form. 
Do you not think," we Inquired, "that 
such exhibitions of interest in suffering 
humanity are more commendable than 
strict observance of holy days, and 
church rituals? Belief is nothing, action 
is everything. Good deeds are infinitely 
superior to blind, unreasoning faith."

“There Ib where we differ. The Bible 
teaches that belief in Jesus is the con
dition if salvation."

"I concede the Bible so teaches; but 
did you ever stop to think that salvet- 
tion from a burning hell was offered as 
a bribe, a sort of sop, by the priestly 
writer, to Impose his fictitious son of 
God on an unbelieving world? If yoil 
will believe the son of man was the co
equal of the Eternal Father you shall 
occupy a seat at his right hand and sing 
his glory through all the eons of a 
wasteless eternity.”

“I won't talk with you," said our good 
Christian brother, indignantly, so he 
arose, picked up his hat and hastened 
away, in possession of a good subject 
for further thought at his leisure.

A Question Referred.
Millis Kueckerbocker sends a photo

graphic representation of what is pre
sumably the "jawbone of an ass"—as 
referred to In the bible story of Samson 
slaying the Philistines, and asks: "If this 
jawbone killed 1,000 men, how many 
more clips would break the bone?" We 
turn the question over to the erudite 
professors in theology and biblical ex
egesis.

pufeSQN TUTTLE, EDJTQR-AT-LAR«E( N, 8- A, 
- tj ■ ———————■

Tapias felman Todd’s Story of thè Rochester Rappings.
Since tEFadhpit of the “Rochester Rappings” to the present, there 

lias been aj congjflnt repetition of absurd and defamatory stories, ex
poses, andiifalsesatatements, and the secular press, eager for sensational 
news, hasweicoiiied the conscienceless penny-a-liner, who sought to 
please tlKf ’qppi^ers of Spiritualism. No authoritative book has been 
publishe^jiq wmph appeal might be made, and there was danger that 
the futurfuwouidliave to judge these early manifestations by the ropre- 
sentationswf enemies; and not from the testimony of friendly observers.

ThomasR)lm^ Todd, the well-known writer a»d publisher of Sunder
land, En^fld, geeing the value of this historic matter, has devoted him
self to the collection of all known material, and with exceptional abil-< 
ity, written a book under the title, “The Story of the Rochester Knock
ings Which Proclaimed Modern Spiritualism.” He has published it in 
a beautiful sfyje of type and binding, making it a worthy souvenir of 
the advent of the most momentous movement of modern times.
' Mr. Todd has been identified with Spiritualism fpr many years. He 

has served tlje Brjtipli Spiritualists Lyceum Union as president, aud its 
success is largely ^ue to his devotion. -, ■ ;

Asin all Ins undertakings, he has made thorough work and left little 
or nothing’to' be desired outside his pages. His impartiality, of judg
ment, and. trutlifiilnegs pf spirit he brings to the subject, impresses the 
readpr .w.itiii the .value pf his statement« and conclusions; The book is 
complete, exhaustive and final, as it contains all the evidences that ean 
be collected on thè subject it treats, and cornea most opportunely. '' • ?

' ' - George Allen Bacon.
In the work’of the Editor-at-Large no one has been more helpful than 

George Allen Bacon. With his literary tastes, opportunities and deep 
interest in the; cause; »?he constantly furnished clippings and valuable 
suggestiona. ?? A “friend of forty years,” our frieudship was renewed 
by this fràtèrnaj labór, and deeply was the loss felt when his strength 
failed and the decline began which ended in his transition. The earth 
seems lonely w^en we think of such friends who have left us in the val
ley. With us it'.is true they live in a higher sphere, yet not thè same 
flor as abìè tp share the burdensiwith us.
. He was. one of .the-“01d Guards,” who never failed in the trying 
days of Spiritualism. His tongue and pen were ready in its defense, 
and expoiflidjiBg its .philosophy. Many brilliant tracts have beèn writ
ten by him whiph merit wide distribution, but he was so modest and 
painstaking, lushest work has not been published. He expected to re
tire from business life, and revise it.’ Alas, he waited too long!

. Mr^Baeqn'was born in 1830, àt Wellfleet,'.Mass., and from ten years 
of age made Boston his home.. Generous,, with warm sympathy for the 
oppressed, he associated with Phillips and Garrison in the cause of anti- 
slavery, s(hd after that triumphed, was deeply engaged in woman’s suf
frage, ’. , . ‘ . ..

, With these .reforms he blended the study of comparative religion and 
wrote one -of proposed series of pamphlets on "“Buddha and His 
Teachings.” lie also constantly contributed Valuable essays to the 
spiritual press,’; . . .

In 1861 hp received an appointment in the War Department, was 
.transferred to thè Agricultural, and thence to the Civil Service Commis
sion, a position1,he retained until his failing health compelled him to re
sign- ■ J. '

Of the most sterling integrity of eharactej, honest to the last degree, 
gentle and urbane to all, fraternal to the heart’s core, without a shade 
of envy <flifSelfishness, with always a word of praise and kindness, never 
of harsh gqnsufS, he was beloved by all with whom he came in contact. 
He was an ¡ideal personation of the spiritual philosophy in the conduct 
of life.

«ept. 23,19«,

hnye ull been rolling, hugging and kissing promiscuously, Newcomers 
are invariably shocked to find half the congregation bobbing about 
der the legs of the benches, but apparently they have found satisfac
tion in getting rid of the devil by this method, for nine out pf t^n 
fjoon. join hi the same exercise.

How completely the “religious revivals” are the resjilt of hypnotic 
influence, is shown by its effects in the case of a young convert, Miss 
Ethel March. She was converted and at a meeting the elder ordered 
her to advance and exhort with him. She hesitated but under his influ
ence, faced the audience and began speaking, swinging her head -and 
arms violently from side to side. She was taken home at the close of 
the meeting in a trance, became violently ill, and although all that med
ical skill could do, was done, died. The non-believers aroused by this 
terrible affair, attempted to have the elder prosecuted for manslaughter, 
but found there was no law that reached the ease. The elder can go on 
in his conversion of souls until arrested by a crisis in public opinion. •

Such events furnish a sad, commentary on the boasted intelligence of 
this century, and show how crying is the heed of the people for the 
comprehensive philosophy of life here and hereafter, furnished by Spir
itualism. If mankind is ever, to be uplifted from these marshlands of 
theology, Spiritualism is the only source to which it must look for re
demption. HUDSON TUTTLE,

■ , Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

uThe Light Among the Hills.”
?; In a few,, weeks. we shall commence publishing, 
from the pen of Mrs. 1, L. Lewis of Bethel, Vermont, 
a thrilling narrative entitled “The Light Among the 
Hills,” It will prove highly interesting ^nd instruct
ive, and every Spiritualist should read it. Mrs. Lewis 
is an indefatigable worker in the ranks of Spiritualism, 
and is making a. deep impression for good on the .-V, 
Cause she loves so well. Now is the time to send 
in your subscription for The Progressive Thinker.
I—LI. .11 . । .J ■■HL. .............■_ 1 ... WHU.IJH ||

Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea.

SADIE MAC.

“Hartford, Ct., Sept. 6.—Sadie Mac, 
who dropped dead in the fourth heat 
yesterday was burled this afternoon in 
the horse graveyard at the track. Her 
owner, Miss Katherine L. Wilkes, will 
erect a tablet on the grave.”
Room for another martyr!—Sadie Mac,

A fine sub-human creature deafl;— 
’ dropped dead
While whipped to utterest speed to win 

a race
“She might well do,” owner and rider 

said.
Had the proud mare known language 

she’d have told
Her lady owner and her rider, too, 

That she was ailing when she lagged
and lost.

She needed rest—but 
whipped her through.

Thirty-five thousand! That 
cost

To whip the oft-victorious

yet they

is what it

winner on.
She could not say, "Beware! I cannot 

speed!”
But just dropped dead before the race 

was won.
EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

To

N. 8. A. CONVENTION.

Be Held in Minneapolis, Minn., Oc
tober 17, 18, 19 and 20, 1905.

Another Pious Dodge.
And now another organization has 

been formefl, of super serviceable pious 
.propagandists, whose method of con- 
jrprting the world is to post in cars, on 
billboards, etc., blble,texts printed in 
large letters, so that the eyes of people 
pay fall on them everywhere. It is a 
piece of pious impertinence, such as 
yery zealous “professors of religion" are 
given to Imposing on "infidels”, and non- 
religious people. .

There are no people who would howl 
Ipuder than these pious zealots If the 
"Infidels” were to plaster cars, fences, 
billboards, etc., with sentences from 
the minds of Paine, Ingersoll, Hume, 
Voltaire, for religionists to read; but 
such action would be the same in char
acter as that contemplated by them
selves.

It is safe to say that these bible text 
advertisers will not print and post a 
great many very interesting parts and 
texts.of the’ book they so devoutly 
adore—parts suitable, if we may be al
lowed ta'use the descriptive adjective 
In such a case, for. the most private 
reading only, and never aloud in the 
hearing of others. ...

will not print samples of this 
sort of Bible literature; it would sub
ject us tp-.prosecution by the United 
States postal authorities, and justly, 
too, we apprehend. -Besides that, the 
matter would be improper-, and Inad
missible id’ the columns of a respect
able JournaL Hence, if any one is over- ■ 
curious to know, he must, consult Uie 
book itself. He will never hear the 
preachers read them in the pulpit. ~.

Cultivating Spiritual Laziness.'
There are some mediums—probably 

every reader knows of such—who claim 
that "spirits” teach them all they need 
to know; and some even refuse to read 
books or newspapers because their 
"controls” so command or advise them. 
They, the controls,. are their teachers 
and will Impart all needed knowledge, 
and the reading of books and papers is 
a detriment in tbelr education.

Of course the nature of this advice is 
in Itself evidence of the ignorance of 
the "controls," but the advice fits the 
disposition of their willing and obedient 
medium, who thus joins the "controls” 
in the cultivation of spiritual laziness 
and ignorance.

Such persons may talk glibly about 
spiritual unfoldment, but unfoldment 
implies growth, and such growth is not 
acquired by mental laziness, inactively 
waiting for the "controls” to pour their 
own ignorance into passive mental re
ceptacles, too lazy to expand and-grow 
into beautiful spiritual vigor, lite and 
unfoldment.

Their’ minds become like unnour- 
ished, uncultivated, stunted trees In the 
orchard, Incapable of bearing ripe,'rich, 
luscious fruit—they are made unfruit
ful by their spiritual laziness.

~ It is really a sad matter, the blighting 
of one’s spiritual growth and unfold
ment, by cultivating spiritual laziness.

The thirteenth annual convention of 
the National Spiritualists’ Association 
will be held in the First Unitarian 
Church, Eighth street and Mary Place, 
Minneapolis, Minn., October 17, 18, 19 
and 20,1905.

Among those Invited and expected to 
participate in the exercises are Rev. Dr. 
Austin, Will J. Erwood, Mr. and Mrs. 
Kates, Oscar Edgerly, Mr. and Mrs. E. 
W. Sprague, Mesdames. H. P. Ressegue, 
R. S. Lillie, Laura G. Flxen,’ Eva Mc
Coy, Margaret Gauls Ridinger, and a 
galaxy of others.

Come one and all to the greatest 
Spiritual convention ever held.

Special railway rates on the’certifi
cate plan can be secured over all lines. 
Ask your railroad agent tor certificate 
tickets to-the National Spiritualists' 
convention at Minneapolis; the round 
fare will be one and one-third of a fare. 
Delegates and visitors desiring to re
ceive the benefits of this special .rate 
must have their tickets vised by our 
railroad agent at convention the .last 
day, October 20, and pay 25'cents each 
for such vising.

Hotel Nicollet,-a first-class hotel on 
the European plan, will be headquarters 
of the convention. Special rates for 
good rooms, one dollar per day each 
person. Write and secure your rooms 
from Shattuck & Wood, proprietors of 
the Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn.

The annual reception to delegates 
and visitors will be held at the First 
Unitarian Church, Monday, October 16, 
at 8 p. m. ■

All are-cordially- invited. Admission 
free to all meetings. .

MARY T. LONGLEY?
Secretary.

HARRISON D. BARRETT,
President.

A word gpokemin season, at the right 
moment is. the • matters of ages.—Car
lyle.

loses its respect with.-the good 
when seen in company with malice.— 
Sheridan. ■•■• ■

■ We exaggerate misfortune and happi
ness alike. We are never bo wretched! 
or as "happy as we say w$ are.—Balzac.!

S. H. WEST.

We have several interesting Spirit Communications 
from Mrs. Petersilea which we will publish during our 
Fall and Winter Campaign. Her spirit messages are 
always interesting and instructive.

He wascdne of that group that at one time formed a shining constella
tion in tiró firmóment of Spiritualism. Judge Edmunds, Dr. Dexter, S. 
B. Brittan, Luther Colby, Professor Mapes, Governor Talmage, Fish
bough, A;E. Newton, A. E. Giles, Courtney, John S. Adams, Ripley Put
nam, of that grthip of associates have all gone before him, and will give 
him welcome tq^the new sphere of activity which will open before him.

Mr. l^acpn was domestic in his tastes and simple in his manner of liv-' 
ing. After tho husiness of the day, he gave himself to literary work in 
his study^Kr relaxed in social intercourse. In this he was sustained by 
á wi^l wlW^é^nqjwlity of mind, endeared her to all-~Miss Louise Lynde, 
óf Melrose« descended from a line of patriots and in refined culture and 
the graceful amenities of social life was a recognized leader in the so- 
cieties-and clubs to which she belonged.

My friéhd is dead and with sorrow I place this tribute on the shrine 
of his dear memory. It may be selfish to regret the departure of those 
dear to us. It may be said that Spiritualism makes death only transi
tion; that the dead have only changed earthly for celestial garments, 
yet the transition is so vast and incomprehensible that they are seem
ingly taken out of our lives, and in all physical relations are as nothing 
to us.

- Yet if we were on the other side of the portal, with the angels, we 
would welcome the spirit to its immortal home.

The Ways of the Evangelist.
Said a prominent orthodox minister recently: “Do you think the Con

gregational istsf'ór any other church, believe in the old dogmas! Why, 
sir, you are beating a straw man of your own creation, when you argue 
against such beliefs, which have been discarded by us long ago.”

If this be true, then the church has taken the lead and stolen a march 
on reformers? If it is true, why was there such a struggle over cutting 
out even the?most despicable item in the creed, that of infant damna
tion? And by their vote to strike it out, did not the assembled minis
ters declare their adherence to the remaining portion? "

If the belief in a literal hell and devil has passed and we waste time 
in efforts to proye the absurdity of such superstitions, why are they con
stantly pictured in lurid colors by gospel ministers and evangelists?

Of course no one at all enlightened believes these horrible fancies, but 
the preachers make believe that they do, to avoid heresy charges, and 
.the laity make believe they do because it is easier than to deny. The 
most ignorant are stirred by the ranting revivalist, when he portrays 
the fires of hell and the cloven hoof of the devil. -

Of these evangelist’s, one Rev. Taylor in his zeal for hell and thorough 
knowledge of the devil is leader. He is an intimate acquaintance of his 
evil majesty jond-.a confidant of God. At a recent camp-meeting he is 
reported as saying:

“I want to lift the lid to-night and uncover hell. The devil is in hell 
longing for you, trying to get you and drag you down. Nothing but 

■ the love and power and mercy of God keeps you from hell. The only 
reason why yoibsinners are not in hell to-night js because Jesus Christ 
has still hold of you. When he sees it is no use for him to hold on to 
you any longer, great roaring, hellish devils will come with glee and 
drag vou to .the pit. God don’t damn men. It’s your sin and the 
devil.” i- -

For an hour he poured forth this “rot,” which should bring the blush 
of shame to th# management for allowing on their platform the utter
ance of such bl^phémy. - .

Rev. Taylor is sure all Spiritualists are going to hell, to wander for
ever from one sinking cinder-bog to another over the incandescent flood. 
It is kind/éhártfáble and Christian of him, but truly the man who can 
imagine such a j^ace and gloat over the prospect of the suffering of his 
enemies, Sthene be such a place, would be elected for the hottest

Not Such« a God my. worship- may not 
■win,

Who -lets the world about his. finger 
'spin, '

A thing extern; my God must rule 
within; ■ '

And whom I own for Father, God, Cre
ator, ■ ■■-

Holds Nature in himself, himself in Na
ture; • _

Andj- in his kindly' arms-embraced, the 
’• Whole ■■■ ■■ t ■i: ■ ■

Doth live and move by tilB’ 'pervading 
, soul.” ' Goethe.

■We should avoid whatever may dis
play bad feeling, and attend with civil- 
4tJ’what may be addressed to us;.all 
&hxts are ,conciliated by politeness and 
affability.—Socrates.

The passions, like heavy bodies dojvn 
steep hills,'once in motion, move them
selves and know no ground but the bot
tom.—Fuller.
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, ,IH • An Obect Lesson,

Send in Your Subscriptions
NOW IS THE TIME TO SEND IN YOUR YEARLY SUBSCRIP. 

HONS. THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER IS NOW UNUSUALLY IN. 
TERESTING. IT IS EDUCATIONAL ALL ALONG THE LINE 
THE SPIRITUALIST WHO READS IT REGULARLY BECOMES 
WELL EQUIPPED IN EVERYTHING THAT PERTAINS TO SPIR
ITUALISM AND OCCULT SCIENCE, FOR NO OTHER SPIRITUAL. 
1ST PAPER JIAS EVER DARED TO DISCUSS THE IMPORTANT 
PSYCHIC QUESTIONS NOW CONSIDERED CAREFULLY AND 
CRITICALLY IN ITS COLUMNS FROM WEEK TO WEEK. JUST 
THINK, TOO, OF THE 12 VALUABLE PREMIUM BOOKS, ELE
GANTLY BOUND IN CLOTH, WHICH WE ARE SENDING OUT 
FOR A NOMINAL PRICE, CONSTITUTING OUR DIVINE PLAN. 
YOU CANNOT FULLY REALIZE THE GRAND WORK WE ARE 
DOING WITHOUT SEEING AND READING THE BOOKS. SEND 
IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW, AND GET YOUR NEIGHBOR TO 
JOIN WITH YOU.

The eff/g^s.nigral and mental of. such preaching are deleterious, often 
frightful in results. Asylums are replenished with those hypnotized 
into,the delusion and a fuU,Ttnquestioning belief would drive any one, 
having tli^leasLsympathy for his fellow-man, to insanity? If these 
ranting “evangelists” cannot be suppressed in eny other manner, 
should there not be laws against those who thus libel man and blas
pheme Goct? Wthey not come within the direct field’of legislation? 

■ Anothet «apóstíe of a new-faith opened evangelical'labors at Boyd. 
Lake, Maiáe. '-Efe was requested by leading citizens to leave the town, 
but did iidf shrike the dust from his garments in haste of ¡departure. 
“Moved p^tijeiHoly Ghost,” he began preaching and brought over the 
Baptist church and its minister. The doctrines he taught were as novel 
as startling biit were supported good and strong by Bible texts.

The elder said he was imbued with the theory that all-souls were one, 
that purity of heart is everything and in view of all this all sects should 
be abandoned.'. Some of the congregation inferred from this that free 
love was the;cehtral idea, and some.óf the men.kept their wives; and 
daughters at home. ■ .... - ¿. •.
■ The free love=idea was strengthened' when the Baptist minister and 
the elder threw their arms about each other’s neck and rolled on the 
floor, where .they hugged and kissed each other in the dust, and loudly 
called on the-Lord to hear and witness their joy. This rolling, hugging 
find kissing was almost too.much.for the oM-fashioned Baptists, but one 

, by one they were gathered into the fold and at recent meetings they

CONVERSES WITH HIS WIFE.

A Strange Case, illustrating Spirit Com- 
Clr-munlon Under Peculiar 

cumstances.

Residents of Lake county, Indiana, 
Illinois,which adjoins Cook county, 

and Spiritualist in Chicago are greatly 
excited over the latest theory ad
vanced in the case of August C. Wil
helm, accused by his aged mother of 
having smothered his wife, Sept 8, 
1904, near Hobart, Ind. Information 
has been received by D. E. Boone, the 
district attorney of Lake county, that 
WILHELM WENT EVERY NIGHT TO 
THE ROOM WHERE HIS WIFE DIED 
AND HELD COMMUNION WITH 
HER SPIRIT. The room has not been 
entered by another living person except 
Wilhelm since his wife’s death.

District Attorney Boone believes a 
search of this room will reveal the 
blood-stained garments, sheet and pil
low slip, said by Wilhelm’s mother to 
have been used in wiping up the blood 
alleged to have been vomited by the wo
man in her death throes.

to be a damaging statement. He had 
not been Informed of the charge he was 
arrested on, and when he gave utter
ance to the following words his guilt 
was fixed in the minds of the officers. 
He is alleged to have said:

"Boys, I want to go back and see 
mother. I will be away from home a 
long time, and I 'may never see her 
again. I did not do what she told you 
I did.”

As Lake County has no appropriation 
from which if can take the money nec
essary to pay for exhuming Mrs. Tillie 
Wilhelm's body, the circuit court judge 
today created a special fund. The body 
'will be exhumed at once. District at
torney Boone, while he fears the body 
may have disintegrated, hopes that the 
lungs and heart will be in a condition 
to show whether the woman was smoth
ered to death or died of heart disease, 
which was the ccronor’s opinion at the 
time.—Chicago Evening Journal, Sep
tember 10.

ORTHODOX TITLES.

They Are Misfits When Applied to 
Spiritualists.

Bars His Mother From Room.
Wilhelm locked the door to his' wife’s 

bedroom the day after her death. He 
forbade his mother to enter it under 
penalty of death. She was barred en
tirely from that part of the house. 
When she informed the district attor
ney That her son had gone there every 
night and remained for an hour or two 
at a stretch the official went to the 
house to search the room. He could 
not find a key to fit the lock, and not 
desiring to break down the door re
turned to Hobart for a locksmith. Wil
helm’s mother accompanied him to the 
house and pointed out a place on the 
form where she said her son had told 
her he buried the bloodstained gar
ments, a spade was procured, but an 
hour’s digging failed to disclose the lin
ens. It is Mr. Boone’s belief now that 
if there are any such garments they 
were never burled, but were hidden in 
the bedroom.

Wilhelm Prisoner at Hammond.
Wilhelm Is confined in a solitary cell 

at Hammond; He did not know tor 
what he had been arrested until late 
this afternoon, when District Attorney 
Boone placed him in the "sweatbox." 
Mr. Boone was confident that Wilhelm, 
if guilty, would confess. The plan he 
formed to compel'Wilhelm to confess 
was to make him believe his mother, 
who, like her son, 1b a Spiritualist, had 
been in communication with her dead 
daughter-in-law, and that she had been 
informed by the spirit of the full de
tails of the murder.

The Wilhelms lived on a farm one 
and a half miles east of Hobart. A few 
days ago Wilhelm was arrested on a 
warrant charging him with choking his 
mother. The warrant' was sworn out 
by Gilbert Isakson, a brother , of the 
dead woman. Constable Burge and Po-. 
lice Sergeant Louis Debow, accdmpa- 
nlefl by eight men, surrounded, the 
house at night and had Wilhelm, who 
is a giant in stature, handcuffed before 

: he realized what was happening.
.Says' Insurance Was Motive.”,

.Wilhelm’s, mother,.piqued, at her son 
because of the beating she says be'gave 
her, informed the police that he -con
fessed- to her he smothered his wife to 
death so he could secure the fl,009 in
surance carried on her lite In the or
der of the Lady 'Maccabees.

At the time of his arrest Wilhelm 
made what Is believed by 'the officers

Organized Spiritualism now consti
tutes a church. Its success will depend 
largely on the manner In which It Is 
conducted. Many Spiritualists have 
grown far away trom orthodox church
es, and will not consent to adopt and 
follow orthodox terms, ceremonies and 
titles.

The most objectionable feature that 
has developed in ihis connection, is the 
tendency to adopt the title ot Reverend 
by our public speakers.

We all know that considerable amount 
ot odium attaches to the cause ot Spir
itualism. In order to ward off that odi
um and make ourselves appear respect
able, some of our speakers try to ape 
tb.e churches. They succeed just about 
as well as did the man .who bitterly op^. 
posed the efforts ot the Government to" "ijF 
put down the great Rebellion, until ths < 
war was over, and then hastened to buy ? 
and wear an army overcoat, for the pur
pose of gaining good standing.

The title Reverend is a misfit when 
applied to a Spiritualist, and it its use ' 
shall be persisted in, it will cause many 
thousands of good Spiritualists to stand 
aloof from all organizations, take to the 
woods, as it were, and enjoy their inter- - 
course with their spirit friends, in their 
own way. They don't have to join an 
organization to escape hell fire and 
brimstone. Most of us understand the 
necessity and value of organized efforts 
but many will not lend their aid in 
that direction if it becomes necessary, 
to trail after a "Reverend" to do so.' 
I give the churches credit for all the 
good they do. I can freely join with 
church people in works for the better
ment of mankind, but I reject their doc-, ’ 
trines, forms, ceremonies and titles.

If we have anything distinctive from 
other churches, let us mark It out In ' 
plain terms. Our platform should be 
a brief, plain statement ot what we 
know,.with omissions pf all beliefs. I 
suggest that our next National Conven
tion, recommend that the title of Rever
end be’ellminated from our vocabulary, 
and. the title of Teacher OF| other un: 
objectionable title be substituted, in its. 
stead, '.. , . ’
Jt is claimed by some that this matter 

is of no importance; that there is noth
ing in the name. I claim there is much 
in a name. Let the N. S. A. adopt the 
title of Pope for President and you 
would soon see what there is in a name.

LeRoy, Illinois^

ee
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An Experiment
in Reincarnation.

BY CHARLES DAWBARN.

The most remarkable phase of spirit 
Return has been its unreliable and con
tradictory statements as to what hap
pens to a man after death. The fact 

' that spirits ot mortals do come back, 
and thus prove they are alive, may be 
taken .as now accepted by most unprej- 
udiqpd investigators.' After most lib
eral allowance for the claims of both 1g- 

■ norance and fraud there is a residuum 
which spells 8-P-I-R-I-T every time. But 
when bo much is granted, and we try to 
take another step and' learn something 
about the next life, we find ourselves in 
what the French call a cul-de-sac, and 

, the English call a blind alley, which 
compels you to come out just where you 
Ivent in. - '

As-an illustration of this extraordi
nary- confusion and contradiction we 
find the world of European spirits al
most unanimous in declaring' that à 
Man will have to be born all over again 
Into earth life, perhaps a number of 
times. He may object as much as he 
has a mind to, but its mumps - and 
measles all over again, and all the 
other agreeables and disagreeables of 
inortal earth lift. We may object, and 
declare we have had all the toothache 
gnd matrimonial infelicity necessary to 
eternal salvation and divine experience. 
But we are told that "reincarnation" is 
a fact that cannot be dodged, and that 
there is no system of heavenly graft by 
which it can be escaped. That would 
ttebm settled. But, on the other hand, 
American and English spirits make 
flat contradiction, and assert they have 
never been reincarnated, and never ex
pect to be, and don’t know anybody who 
has been. .. - .

The explanations on either and both 
Jsides are simply wearisome. .Each be
liever swears by his own spirit teacher, 
ns voiced through medium lips. This, 
Startling contradiction upon what must 
be a simple question ot fact throws a 
baiò of uncertainty about every spirit 
fevelatioi that teaches anything about 
the next life. We believe in a certain 
jdeflned future—if we believe, at all—be
cause we have more faith to the spirits 
{who talk to us than we have in spirits 
iwho talk to the foreigners across the 
pcean.

Of course the dividing line is not 
quite so sharp as this. There are a few 
In opposition on both sides the Atlantic 
or the channel who hold very strongly 
to their indWSlual beliefs, both for and 
against this coming back Into earth lite. 
But the reader will see It Is merely a 
question of belief on both sides, and 
that thè world is quietly laughing at 
both, because with all their talk, neither 
offers any real proof or evidence for or 
pgainst the dogma.

There are whole nations, such for in- 
Btance as Japan and China, which ao- 
cept immortality as a tact, beyond any 
reasonable dispute. In fact their daily . 
lives are more or less influenced by ' 
What they deem actual contact with the j 
spirits of their ancestors. But that is 
not our question or our perplexity. It ' 
is not whether we live after dbath that 
Is our present study. All but a few 
¡very hard-headed skeptics accept that 
now as at least possible. The question : 
before us, and the motive for this ar- 1 
tide, is to enquire whether so Import- 1 
ant a fact as reincarnation, if it be a 1 
fact, can be reasonably demonstrated.

Here is where, in the judgment of the 1 
Iwvitef, our theosophical friends be- 1 
come untheosophical. They claim a lot 1 
of facts, called "mahatmas" and place ' 
place them away off to Thibet, out ot 1 
reach and sight of unbelievers. If there 1 
be no mahatmas there is no reincarna- 1 
tion. At least that seems the substance > 
and climax of tbelr teaching. The 
writer, speaking tor himself, would give 1 

• hll the years and dollars he could spare ' 
just to meet a mahatma, but the sys- < 
tetri forbids. The pity of it is that the J 
teachings ot present day Theosophlsts j 
offer a more lucid and plausible expla- 1 
nation of the mysteries of manhood and * 
mortal life than any other teachings < 
known to the writer. But they all hinge । 
on reincarnation and karma, with a sub- j 
stratum of Thibetan mahatma, and are ‘ 
therefore on a par with all other relig- 1 
iohs which demand great faith and of- 1 
fer little proof. '

At this point my readers—feminine « 
gender—might well say “you’re. an- 1 
other," and If I stopped here that would 1 
fie true. But I think I have a glimpse ■ 
of a few facta that seem to have a real ' 
bearing on this question ot reincarna- 1 
tion. And It is these facts that I want 
to place before the student, and leave ' 
him to ponder over them, as 1 did. 1 

' Those who have experimented for ; 
themselves with mesmerism, as I did to 1 
the long ago, will have occasionally wit- ( 
nessed phenomena that seemed to open ' 
up a broader life than that of to-day. It 1 
was not merely the awakening of the I 
memory of some comparatively recent 1 
event, but the sensitive seemed to ' 
reach from past to future of the Bitter, > 

’ and often with recognized accuracy. If 
the prescience were still more extended 1 
the poor sitter had usually reached the ’ 
limit of his power of reception, and so ' 
Bat silent and unconvinced. It was, of I 
course, most interesting to be told of 1 
events of one’s own childhood, which j 
hpon investigation proved true. But It 
pne asked what lay back of that Child- ! 
nood the answer seemed but romance, 1 
ànd usually investigation ceased. I

A certain Frenchman ot renown in 1 
the realm of Spiritualism has been, 1 
making most interesting experiments 1 
in this field, wherein lie the secrets of 1 
the remote past. His sensitive is a : 
yóung lady of eighteen, born in India ot 1 
missionary parents, and knowing noth- 1 
ing of mesmerism or Spiritualism. Col. 
A de Rochas' experiments were made I 
in the presence of the family physician, . 
and of a civil engineer who was a friend : 
of the family, neither ot whom had any 1 
previous experience, and both made ' 
notes of all they witnessed. Occasion- ' 
ally others were present, including the 1 
president of the French Theosophical ' 
Society.

The young lady was mesmerized in 1 
the old-fashioned way by longitudinal 
passes, and the effect, as reported, is di- 
xided into a number of stages, in one 
of which she was slightly suggestible, 
but to the others she was apparently 
absolutely independent. As this can 
only be a brief synopsis of so much ot 
the report as deals with the young - 
lady's remote past, I must refer the stu
dent to the Annals of Psychical Science 
ter July, 1905, if he wishes to read the 
entire report with all its interesting de
tails.

An early effect of the mesmeric 
basses was th® development of the as
trai body ot the sensitive, which, how
ever, could not leave the room, as ; it 
■Vias stopped by the walls and ceiling. 
Being invisible to the Colonel ite -acci
dentally struck the astral’hand, when 
an infiamed spot appeared on the hand 
o? the sensitive, which remained for 
several days. This astral body is itself 
worthy of deep study, for the sensitive, 
by her own will power, at request of 
the\Colonel, caused it to shape itself 
Into the exact resemblance of the spirit 
mother of the young lady. Hereto it

seems to the present writer may be a 
clue to one of the great mysteries in 
materialization, but we cannot stop to 
study it now. ■ ■

The expérimenta were continued reg
ularly for months, the sensitive gaining 
more and more control of her outer 
self, as shown in the detailed reporta 
of the witnesses. At last her sole link 
to the earth life of to-day seems to be 
through the Colonel, tor she loses con
sciousness of the others present. Still 
her mental action remains independent 
of him, for she enters into details, and 
describes incidents of which the Colo
nel could have, known nothing.

He ¡asks her how’old' she is? ' She 
replies, “eighteen- years.” Ho tells 

• her to return to the age of sixteen, arid 
khe then sees hër body transfortned to 
that age. The same tor fourteen, twelve 
and ten years of age. But when she 
was thus ten years old the Colonel 
asks her where she Is living? She re
plies "Marseilles,” ot which he was un
aware. At eight years of age she sees 
herself in Beirut in Syria, where lor a 
time she'was staying with the sisters in 
a convent She writes some letters of 
the alphabet to Arabic, long forgotten 
In-her normal life, and that the Colonel 
has to have verified. At four years ot 
age'Bhe is again in Marseilles. At two 
years old she was in Cuges in Prov
ence. This was found to be true. At 
one year old she can no longer speak, 
but just nods “yes” or "’no.” Further 
back she is nothing more. She feels 
that she exists, and that is all. When 
pressed still further back she describes 
herself as "all in the grey," and remem
bers having, had another existence.

These stages in her experience are 
repeated in various seances, till the 
Colonel presses her still further back 
when she declares herself a woman, and 
calls herself "Lina." Various details ot ■ 
her life are given such as her marriage 
to a fisherman in Brittany of the name 
of Yvon, the birth of a child which soon 
died, and her own suicide in despair 
when her husband perished in a ship
wreck. These details were slowly elab
orated, and in answer to a question she 
replied that something impelled her to 
reincarnate, and she came down to her 
missionary mother, when the latter was 
enceinte. As a most interesting Inci
dent all the witnesses noted that when 
the.girl was talking of her motherhood 
as Lina, her form expanded, and her 
breasts became swollen.

A little later on the Colonel said to 
her, “I am going to make you still old
er." This was a rather difficult task 
and took much time, but at last she 
declared that In her incarnation previ
ous to Lina she was a man named 
Charles Mauville. He was a clerk In a 
ministerial office, and was a wicked 
man, living in a wicked age. He took 
pleasure in killing. When fifty years 
old he fell ill and died. He remained 
attached to his body for some time, 
but Anally became Lina of the next in
carnation.
. The Colonel tried to get descriptions 
of the intervening stage, which she al
ways calls the “grey.” She suffers, 
yet it is not physical suffering. It seems 
more. like remorse. When repeating 
death scenes she nearly suffocated, and 
had to be brought back quickly.

The family doctor, in one or his re
torts, expresses his regret that he Is 
not clairvoyant. He therefore could 
not see the astral body of the young girl, 
which seemed to be describing these 
experiences, but he can verify its pres
ence, tor when he advanced his hand 
slowly the contact produced a marked 
sensation of coldness on his Angers.

The Colonel slowly urged her back 
beyond the personality of Charles Mau
ville. When he was a child Ave years 
old his father was foreman in a factory. 
His mother is described as dressed in 
black, and wearing a botmet. Before 
his birth he describes himself as “in 
the dark,” and tormented by spirits he 
calls "shining.” Before this she was 
a'lady whose husband was a gentleman 
attached to the Court. Her name was 
Madelalne de Saint Marc. -The details 
of her life are Interesting, and she 
evinces some personal knowledge of 
certain historical characters of that enu 
She died at the age of 45, when she 
entered into “the dark." The attempts 
to take her back beyond the time of 
Madelaine were failures, save that once 
she seemed to go back to the state ot 
a child which died quite young.

The Colonel sums up by saying: 
“It is difficult to recover the traces of 
the obscure personage of whom she ob
jectivâtes the types, but thage person
ages are not improbable." He says fur
ther: “If we could prove the personali
ties ’played’ by subjects had really 
lived, we should have a proof of very 
great force in favor of the survival ot 
the. soul, and of its successive reincar
nations. Unfortunately that proof has 
not been obtained."

The Colonel quotes from his experi
ences with another sensitive called 
•Josephine. Here he received account 
of persons he calls “very plausible,” as 
he has ascertained that the places 
named and the families had really ex
isted. But m another case studied by 
M. Bouvier there were contradictions, 
absurdities and impossibilities. So our 
poor Colonel confesses himself as yet 
in “the darkness in which all observers 
have to struggle at the beginning of 
every new science." So it remains for 
him that "reincarnation has not been 
proved by his experiments with this 
young lady, and Josephine, because of 
the unfortunate results with* other 
sensitives. .

Necessarily the question of identity 
is the most important question for 
judges and juries, for if a mistake be' 
made justice fails; In some celebrated 
cases, -such as the Tichnor trials, a 
mother Identified a man who was not 
her son. Yet this was when both were 
still to earth life. In the experience 
of spirit-return identification becomes 
much more difficult. In some rare 
cases scientific skeptics have been con
vinced, when other skeptics have de
clared the evidence insufficient And 
we all know that for the most part 
believers have been convinced by pure
ly emotional evidence, accepting fan
cied likeness, and possibly statements 
of some facte proved true, as Batlsfac- 
lory. -

The broad fact ; ot spirit-return has • 
today a thousand‘believers-to one who 
can produce proof satisfactory to a 
scientific or legal mind, toother words, 
both the evidence and the spirit are re
ceived as personal matters with which 
outsiders have nothing to do, any more 
than with any mortal friend who honors 
them with a visit.- ■ .. , .

If there, be such difficulty with, proof 
of identity ' in spirit' return, which 1b 
only one remove-from earth life, the 
difficulty becomes- much greater-when 
we seek proof of the verity of visitors, 
or even their earth experiences which 
■claim to go back of Spirit-return.

If Socrates comes back'wlth at least 
a spark ot his old sagacity, and some 
knowledge of historical facts, wé listen 
respectfully, and each makes up his

Individual opinion as to big identity. 
But if the Intelligence who says he was 
Socrates claims that to a previous ex
istence he was a Court Jester, our belief 
stretches and cracks beyond repair. 
Yet in the nature of the case one might 
be as true as. the other.

Many of us to-day believe that the 
aural powers ot a sensitive very largely 
account for spirit phenomena. We find 
in clairvoyants, telepathy and many 
other occult -forces« powers that may 
mean much or little in the individual 
case we are investigating. Yet at last, 
like Myers and some other prominent 
members of the S. P. II., we avow our
selves convinced of the truth of human 
ummortality. That was a step beset 
with difficulties, but in reincarnation we 
face a far,deeper problem, so tar ns 
identity Js to be proved. ,

Spirit-return ' from its one remove 
always exhibits weakness in memory 
of its earth experiences. At best we 
grope amidst confusion and perplexi
ties before, we dare say identity Is reas
onably proved. But if spirit-return of 
two, three or more removes presents 
itself no real proof of identity is pos
sible. ft must remain a matter of indi
vidual belief, or at least .ot Individual
assertion.

Some of us have revered spirit 
friends who have denied reincarnation 
as a possible fact in nature. This has 
seemed to us almost conclusive.' Yet 
we must not forget that the spirit 
friends of myriad Europeans declare' 
and ; teach -just the contrary. So the 
unprejudiced -. student,, will carefully 
study such facts as these now produced 
before making up his mind either way.

As a further most Interesting fact the 
writer is told that Spirit John Pierpont, 
who has denied reincarnation through 
his life-long medium Mrs. Longley, now 
asserts that he has discovered evidence 
in spirit life that satisfies him of its 
possible truth. Still I understand him 
as not even now presenting it as a uni
versal law, but lather as an effect or 
conditions that may be personal. And 
many of us would hope to escape such 
conditions and fate.

If we have to wend our way into 
such mysteries without Mahatma as
sistance, I don’t see any path so hopeful 
as that explored by Col. de Rochas. It 
under mesmeric influence a sensitive 
can travel back year after year through 
his own life, producing reasonable test 
facts as he goes, there seems no nat
ural impossibility when this young lady 
sensitive declares she has lived in a 
mortal form before, and can recall cer
tain experiences. If these experiences 
are dim, uncertain, and confused, so 
'were the records of spirit-return that 
convinced Myers, Hodgson; Hyslop and 
many others. And It the sensitive goes 
back yet another, and perhaps a third 
step in her reincarnations there seems 
nothing but the contused and limited 
recollections to dim tho record. It 
seems doubtful it we can ever advance 
much further in such investigations 
while we are mortals.

There will, of course, be minds to 
whom such proofs will be satisfactory, 
because out ot them, or'' upon them, 
they can, like theosophlsts, build up a 
system of. creative mathematics which 
seems to solve many of the greatest 
mysteries of earth lite. Most assuredly 
the writer Is not at present able to en
roll himself a believer in reincarnation, 
but these experiments of the French 
Colonel have given him a respect for 
that dogma he never felt before. So 
he commends it to the careful study of 
every intelligent reader.

If it be that reincarnation is a possi
bility only, it seems at least suggested 
that those only reincarnate whose spir
itual development was not sufficient to 
evolve a manhood adapted to a higher 
existence. So we close with the long 
taught spirit axiom that an earth lite 
lived to its highest possibility is the 
best possible preparation for the life 
to come.

It reincarnation be subject to that 
condition then such a life may render 
it unnecessary and perhaps impossible.

CHARLES DAWBARN.
San Leandro, Cal.

“ISN’T MAMMA UP IN HEAVEN?”

“Isn’t Mamma up In Heaven??” to the 
preacher Edith said;

She had heard him telling others “she 
was numbered with the dead.

And as she was not a Christian she 
would find the future dark;

She could enter not the Kingdom, for 
the Savior knew the mark." s

Edith listened for a moment and her 
anxious soul spoke out:

“If my Mamma ain’t in Heaven, I would 
rather, too, stay out.

For she loved me and whatever else in 
future may occur,

I shall never care to go there if there 
isn’t room for her.

“And I’ll never hunt for Jesus, for I do 
not care to find. ,

A being who to Mamma would be cruel 
and unkind.

Oh, no, sir, Mr. Preacher, I will have 
you understand

That if she is not in Heaven I will seek 
some other land. :

“If there is a loving Savior now, or if 
there ever was.

He couldn’t close the door of Heaven 
upon the good mammas,

And you needn’t preach such doctrine 
to the children, of today.

For our Mammas come and tell us they
are just across the way.

“They tell us. Mr. Preacher, for 
dream the other night

My Mamma came to see me, robed 
purest spotless white.

And she kissed me and she told me 
be good and kind and true,.

in

In

to

And that sometime she would take me 
to her home beyond the blue.

“And I told her in the silence of that 
sweet and peaceful dream,

I was lonesome here without her and 1
7 couldn't make it seem ■

Like the dear old home it used to be
. ' when I nestled in her. lap 
.With my head upon her bosom in 

blessed baby nap.” >
DR. T. WILKINS.

GOLDEN DREAM COMES TRÔE.

Rich Deposit Is Found 
' Montezuma,

There is considerable 
Pike county, HL, over 
recently of gold.

a

on Bluff Near 
HL

excitement in 
the discovery

Two years ago Frank Clazebrook of 
Scott ,county, purchased forty-two acres 
of land on a blptf three-quarters'of a 
mile southwest of Montezuma. Some 
years previous his ^ite had dreamed -of 
seeing a spring of water with gold is
suing with the hqua. Recently while 
inspecting the newly acquired farm in 
company with her husband, she saw a 
spring which she declared was'almost 
an exact counterpart of the one in her
dreams. — , ■—

After much effort she persuaded her 
husband to explore the bluff near the 
spring and he was amazed to find gold 
in paying quantities. A sample of 200 
pounds of sand and gravel assayed at 
$5.25 a tori. Clazebrook dug Into the 
bluff to a depth o£ seventy-five feet and 
the dirt assayed was of promiscuous 
picking. If the en'.tre bluff is as, rich 
his fortune is made. ’ Experts in geol
ogy have been sent for and a thorough 
■examination will be made. ।

HASLETT PAÇK CAMP, MICH, 

Notes at a Visit Js^wX'eSrima Gibbs.

It was my good.»leasqre after return
ing trom a pleasant anti profitable sea
son at Vicksburg camp to visit the 
camp at HasletL.Fark, Haslett, Mich; 
The greeting from Mentis there was 
pleasant indeed., ...penitence was in 
session when 1 arrived. At its close 1 
soon felt some htrnils'laiti affectionately 
upon my shouLBef, ■ anil on turning 
around I found mfiself face to face with 
a dear little wom^p, whO) has entwined 
her affections and’ her sympathies 
around the inner’¿reclnits of the hearts 
ot many Spiritualists ■ throughout our 
beautiful land« Mj». Marian Carpenter 
looked into myIm® ;aD|i|.8aid an earn
est “God bless you?’ { Shri informed me 
that her health wis1 better than early 
in the season, which! know her many 
friends will be.glftd to hear.

In the afternoon,of that day. August 
24, the guides of Mrs, Carpenter spread 
before us the glorious truths of Spirit
ualism, placing argument upon argu
ment that could not fail to meet the 
reason and comprehension of . all but 
those who are sb lillnd they will not 
see. She gave mdny beautiful mes
sages in her own1 characteristic way, 
and hearts were comforted. and. made 
glad.. At the clpse. ot the services.she 
bade her friends fafeweil and turned 
her steps toward other fields of labor, 
where we know a gleam of heaven’s 
sunshine wllj find Ite way into the 
hearts of her hearers. May heaven's 
blessings rest upon her and her labors, 
and I know I hear a fervent “Amen’’ 
breathed from many quarters of our
land. ■ -:h

The following afternoon a very inter
esting lecture was given upon astrol
ogy, ancient arid modern', and its con
nection with the'religions of the world.

The name of the lady to whom we 
were Indebted for this instructive ad
dress I cannot racql), and I trust she 
will pardon its omission, as I had not 
thought to report my visit there.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. iW. Kates also 
came upon the groqn^s at this time to 
fill a ten days’ engagenient with the 
camp. Our greeting was a. reminder ot 
the pleasant days at 'Vicksburg camp, 
and Its sunny banner beemed almost to 
float over us once .mpre, as we again 
clasped hands and shputed hosannas for 
the beautiful ties bf friendship that 
binds humanity together? I believe the 
angels looked down.and smiled.

Their work .at. Haslett, was of a 
marked character. ' Mrs. Kates, under 
the ministration of her estimable 
ghidea, dealt many* telling blows to the 
errors, weaknesses; and foibles ot hu
manity, pointing the; road to true prog
ress through right generation, and thus 
doing away with the necessity for re
generation. One of the lectures given 
by our good brother, Mr. Kates, was 
based upon Obsessiqn. His audience 
listened with attentive interest to his 
discussion of the laws governing obses
sion, and m his firiltl remarks the rem
edy, which by the.;way, Is the remedy 
for many ills of lifeanamely: man’s rec- 
ognittom-of his dlviplty. his oneness 
with the Infinite; that hfe'I's not a help
less creature of th» dust,I but that he 
is a child of wonderful possibilities; 
that his powers are ^ot limited; that he 
is a master builder:, that destiny—hlgn 
destiny, lies onward" to hiia is the race. 
He urged humanity not to be baffled, 
but to grow strong^ neVer forgetting 
they were ot God, ppd helps to the ex
alted powers of the unlyqyse; capable 
of surmounting difficulties; overcoming 
obstacles, and arishig to ‘¿'superior ele
vation 'in the scale ¡of being.

The message wp^of l^rs. Kates is 
one of the marked features ot their 
meetings. It is glvrift with a 'directness 
and precision thit carries conviction to 
the skeptic, and comfort to those whose 
loved ones have slipped silently from 
their sides' to join the arisen hosts. '

The labors of our Brother and Sister 
Kates Is certainly pushing manhood and 
womanhood out into more earnest, en
ergetic fields of labor, inspiring higher 
ideals, grander achievements in life’s 
arena, that each succeeding generation 
may find a better plate in whicli to live. 
May their work extend through many 
years, and be fruitful of much good.

I bade adieu to Haslett camp and the 
good friends there, Friday morning, 
Sept 1, when I turned my steps home
word, and am now ready to take up 
fall work. While I have never made 
any announcement through the columns 
of the press in regard to myself, I feel 
that the time has arrlvbd when I should 
<Jo so. I would be glad to correspond 
with societies in regard to lecture en
gagements. Will respond to calls to at
tend funerals.- Address me as follows:

. MISS EMMA GIBBS.
296 Plainfield Ave., Grand Rapids, 

Mich. •

A

ANOTHER MEDIUM EXPOSED. PROVE TRUTH OF STORY,

OUR CONTRI,BUTORS.

Letter Showing How They Áre 
predated.

Ap-

After reading the different articles to 
The Progressive Thinker by various 
writers from time to time, none struck 
me so forcibly as the article written by 
that'gigantic mind, Charles Dawbarn. 
He is a second Shakspeare or Spencer, 
as regards mental work. It is an intel
lectual treat to read his able and inter
esting themes. Phrenologlcally speak
ing, he must have a remarkable con
structive faculty. His reasoning powers 
must be indeed larger, than the average 
writers of to-day. Take it all to all he 
must be a perfect intellectual -giant. 
Such men are a credit to the world at 
large. The sublime sentiments that he 
utters, and the inventive genius of such 
a mind are marvslouq.

I am also much delighted over the 
writings of B. F. Underwood, another 
scholarly man. Whifie do we And men 
outside of these twoi gentlemen that 
can equal them inf- thejy respective 
spheres? As writers, they have no su
periors. ■ ' Ji 1 J '

’TIs true, there dipear^.Bome splen
did literary achlevethentslifrom others 
that contribute to •• The Progressive 
thinker, such as Sar’gls. And there is 

. Doctor Wilkins. His poetry charms 
one’s very soul. And then we have 
Doctor Peebles, amf'S ho^Ppf others too 
numerous to menilon. Biwill say in 
conclusion, Spiritualism, {presents the 
greatest writers oh setenqe, as well as 
philosophy. JTfLluS'WAGNER.

Allegheny, Pa. to> ,
Jo I 19 ’ ’
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Important Notice tf$;Oh!p Spiritualists.

The Ohio SpirituMist jArisocdation is 
very desirous of e^eadi^s its mission
ary field and earnestly.„solicits corre
spondence with SptritÙalistB in locali
ties where there are ¡opportunities of 
organizing societies«,- . Address all com
munications to i,

CARRIE M. BARTHOLOMEW,
Corresponding Secretary O. S. A

Geneva, Ohio. ■ J :
By order President Q< S.;A, - ! ;

■ “Success, and How'to Win It" a 
lecture and course of,twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. Tho titles of some nf the lec
tures are as follows: SelfHelps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals; Economy;- Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kindness 

• and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 eta.

glIlÌl

Carnations Drop From the Celling Into 
Her Lap.

Tale of Fall of Jericho's Walls Vouched 
For by Experiments,

Eye Glasses Not Necessary
To the Editor:—Realizing that to ex

pose a medium Is to invite the wrath of 
the gullibles all’over the country who 
want crimes conlmitted in the. name or 
mediumship carefully concealed, cov
ered up from public gaze, I attach here
to the following, a special trom Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, to the Council Bluffs 
Daily Nonpareil:

“Claiming to have power to communi
cate with the spirits of the dead, J. J. 
Eagle, ubout 30 years old, and profess
ing to be a horse buyer from Gray 
Horse, I. T., worked u sjnooth confi
dence game here. He succeeded in get
ting |510 from a widow, Mrs. Grant, 
proprietor of a lunch counter at 211 
South Fourth street. The police have 
been working on the case for the past 
three weeks. ■ ,

“Eagle claimed to be« a half-breed and 
came here May 25. He stopped at a 
fashionable boarding-house in the city 
while here and cut a wide swath, spend
ing money freely and making himself a 
good fellow. He had been here but a 
short time until he formed the acquaint
ance of Mrs. Grant by dropping in and 
eating at her liinch counter. He made 
himself very agreeable and the two 
soon were on good terms. Early in the 
game he made a proposal of marriage to 
Mrs. Grant, but was refused.

“He next claimed to have power to 
communicate with the spirits of the 
dead, and one afternoon, while sitting 
in her little parlor off the lunch coun
ter room, gave her a manifestation of 
his power as a medium, by having car
nations drop from the ceiling into her 
lap. He worked the game very cleverly 
and at once won the confidence of Mrs. 
Grant, who believed thoroughly that he 
possessed the power he claimed. A few 
days after this Eagle started a series of 
not.'B to the woman, which he claimed 
came from God and spirits.

“The third note suggested that they 
both invest 1510 on the board ot trade, 
the promise being made that In twelve 
days the amount would, be doubled. 
Mrs. Grant had $500 in the hand of a
real estate man with which to pay-off a 
mortgage on a little piece of property. 
She secured ythls, turned It over to 
Eagle, and he left the same night, 
trace of him has since been found.’

No

I realize that I run the risk of being 
called a “fraud hunter” by sending you 
this exposure. Thq fact is, I am a 
“Truth Hunter,” and In carrying on my 
investigations, I run against enough 
fraud to make a mule sick, but that 
does not discourage me in the least, tor 
if I were ignorant of the tact, ft would 
exist just ■ the sqme, and exercise its 
pestiferous Influence. At one time I 
was a “superb gullible,” believing in 
materialization to its fullest extent. 
From recent investigations I am in
clined to believe many materializing 
mediums use artificial garbs, wigs, etc., 
to carry on what I consider a work ot 
deception, yet I am a full-fledged Spirit
ualist, and believe that all the phases 
of Spirit Return have at times without 
number been realized, while every one 
at times has been counterfeited. I am 
a stickler for morality and honesty. In 
the words of Col. Ingersoll, "Morality is 
the harmony between act and circum
stance. It is the melody of conduct A 
wonderful statue is the melody of pro
portion. A great picture is the melody 
of form and color. A great statue does 
not suggest labor; it seems to have 
been created as a joy. A great painting 
suggests no weariness and no effort; 
the greater, the easier it seems. So a 
great and splendid life seems to have 
been without effort There is in it no 
idea of obligation, no idea of responsi
bility or of duty. The idea of duty 
changes to a kind of drudgery that 
which should be, In the perfect man, a 
perfect pleasure.” But the most Im
portant words he ever uttered were 
these, "Let us be honest." Under all 
the circumstances, do you wonder that 
I manifest for our Cause much

ANXIETY.

A

A PROPHECY FULFILLED.

Question for Scientists to Unravel.

About five weeks ago a Are consumed 
a neighboring restaurant, and, as a 
rule, every property owner Is Interested 
and at the scene of a conflagration. A 
Mrs. D, the next-door neighbor said to 
us at the scene while the fiery elements 
were yet doing their best, “This is 
queer, indeed. Mrs. S., owner ef this 
restaurant, was over to the medium, 
Mrs. E., about ten days ago, and her 
control, a little girl named Minnie, told 
her to be careful with fire, and that her 
establishment would burn in ten days. 
Last evening she came to me and 
laughingly said, ‘Well, the house didn’t 
hprn in ten days as predicted by the 
medium.’ That was four hours ago; 
and now it is a smouldering ruin. 
Wasn’t that queer?”

Well, the query ot it is now is, where
from did this little spirit derive this in
formation, the parties being strangers 
to each other? Aad how could this 
event be so particularly foretold to the 
exact time? If coming events cast 
their shadows before (hem like a cloud 
may forebode rain, even an animal may 
sense such, but how could the spirits 
foresee this catastrophe ten days be
fore its occurrence, giving the correct 
time, while there was no externally 
seeming cause for such an occurrence?

I have simply given the facts, and 
will omit names of the writer and all 
parties and location (the editor knows 
that it comes from a. reliable source) 
for two reasons: Mrs. D. is a good 
Christian lady, and would not wish me 
to give her name in print; and Mrs. E., 
tho-medium, is doing a good work here 
quietly, and if her name is advertised, 
an existing license ordinance may be 
enforced. • ' EX-TYPO.

PRAYS 26 YEARS, THEN WALKS.

Columbia County Woman Says Faith 
Healed Her Paralysis.

Catawissa, Pa.—T believed that some 
time Christ would help me, and after 
26 years of prayer I am able to walk,” 
was thè remarkable declaration made 
by Miss Delilah Breech, of Catawissa 
township, Pa., whose recovery from a 
case of singular paralysis seems worthy 
of the closest study.

Twenty-six years ago, when Miss 
Breech was 14 years of age, she was a 
studenirat the Soldiers’ Home at Or
angeville, and while malting her bed 
one day she fell over its -side and hurt 
her arm. In a short time the arm be
came useless and soon the other arm 
and her legs were In the same condi
tion. The Illness baffled a score of 
physicians, who declared she would 
never again wall:, and she became as 
helpless as a baby. . .
. T had implicit, faith that God would 
let me some time walk again, and this 
faith continued during all. these years,” 
said Miss Breech.

”1 always. was a great Bible reader, 
and when I read of the wonderful mira
cles that Christ performed in the Bible 
days I thought He would do as much 
for me, and from the first days of my. 
illness I prayed to Him that He might 
heal me, and He has.”- -

If you happen to have a little music
pie some night and a picture should 
come.failing from the wall or a statue 
should totter and tumble from Its base 
when one of the soloists reaches a high 
key don’t be alarmed or regard the in
cident as an evil omen, says the Brook
lyn Eagle. It is only a treak of music. 
Several thousand years ago a similar 
occurrence took place, only, of course, 
it was on a more extended scale and 
made a great deal more talk than the 
falling of your picture or your statue 
would make. The occurrence in ques
tion was the falling of the walls of Jeri
cho when Joshux’s soldiers marched 
around them and blew their trumpets. 
A good many people class this as a mir-. 
acle, but scientists say it was but one 
of the many phenomena caused by mu
sical notes. They leter to a parallel 
case that happened not long ago at 
Helligenstart, near Leipsic. A music 
master of that place was' organizing a 
brass band. One day, as usual, he 
gathered his musicians for practice in 
his garden, which was situated at the 
foot of the ancient walls bf the city.. 
Suddenly, while the trumpets had 
reached their highest notes, the city 
walls fell with a terrific crash and the 
musicians scattered in a panic.

There Is some scientific reason for 
this, but nobody seems to know just 
what it is. It is not the forceful vibra
tion of air currents for the detonation 
of cannons does not have the power in 
this respect that is exerted by light 
musical notes. There is some peculiar 
combination of the notes that causes 
the ruin of the wall—some unknown 
force that is as powerful as a blast of 
dynamite. It is not an unusual thing 
for a glass to be 'shattered in a room 
where a musicale is being held, and for 
other remarkable mechanical effects to 
be produced. But the mechanical ef
fects are not the only curious results 
of this unexplainable combination of 
notes. Sb many wonderful things have 
been produced oy music that it may 
be rightfully classed as one of the mys
teries. Numerous investigations in dif
ferent Unes of endeavor have been 
made as to its power and capabilities 
and in nearly ever/ instance the result 
has been the same.

One of those who have made a study 
of the curiosities and the mysteries ot 
music is Mrs. Amelia Wood Holbrook 
of New York. Mrs. Holbrook is a play
wright, lecturer and author, and she 
has probably made greater and more 
painstaking research into the mysteries 
of music than any other person in this 
country. She is a member of the Pro
fessional Woman’s League, and several 
other clubs, and her investigations into 
the science of music have made her 
well known In all parts of the United 
States.

"No one can explain the strange 
freaks of music,” said Mrs. Holbrook 
the other day, “but they certainly exist, 
and frequently exhibit themselves. A 
cow, you know, moos in perfect fifth or 
tenth octave.

TRUMPET MOVES IN THE LIGHT.

The Home Circle Obtains Excellent 
Results.

To the Editor:—It was the phenom
ena that first appealed to me years ago, 
but I did not accept it until I made a 
thorough test. We formed a circle- 
six of my Own family and two friends, 
and we “sat and sat” with the trumpet 
in the dark, and finally it moved. We 
could hear it gliding over the carpet. 
Then it would rap In answer to ques
tions. We could have shouted for joy. 
We knew we had not been duped. Fi
nally we asked it if it would move In 
the light; it rapped “yes.” 1 left the 
circle, lighted a lamp, came back, sat 
down, asked the trumpet to move, and 
it did. We could see it. It tipped over 
from the center, and then went back to 
an upright position. It did this repeat
edly. We all saw it and It certainly 
could not have been a hallucination. 
Every time we sat, for months it would 
move around and rise and touch differ
ent ones. It often rested on my 
shoulder and touched my cheek, just as 
it did in circles where there was a me
dium, but we never got the voices. I 
am quits sure the two persons who sat 
with us were very mediumistlc, but the 
trumpet often moved for just our own 
family. The time It moved In the light 
there was no one present but our own 
family. Once when we were sitting, a 
bright light came into the circle, appar
ently from a corner of the room, up 
near the ceiling. It was oval in shape 
and as bright as an electric light, but 
It shed no radiance. We. all saw it; 
were not expecting anything or the 
kind. I believe it was a spirit manifes
tation. I believe In spirit return. I be
lieve It is good that spirits should re-
turn. CHARLOTTE J. WAITE.

GIVING A LAST SALUTE.

We, about.to die, salute you kindly—
We, the very old, hail you, the 

young,
Though the shows of earth we see but 

blindly, »
And a leaden weight is on our tongue.

But our wan old hearts expand In pleas
ure

Watching how your spirits kindle 
bright;

And we dream us back to springtime 
treasure,

Old, dirii ardors, ghosts of gone de
light.

We relieve in your the chances splen
did,

All the buffetings and all the gains;
Oh, the sense of time and time un

ended, -
Ere the hope dies, ere the wonder 

wanes!
How you love and fight and taste ot 

rapture,
How your sleep restores you to the 

sun,
How the sweet of every hour you can

tare '
Haughtily as heroes e’er have done!

We have lived and loved, as you are do
- tog;

Half you seem ourselves—your work, 
Half you seem yourselves—your work, 

your wooing,
Your high stakes of glory or disgrace.

Hail? Farewell! Nor blame us if : a 
sadness . ■

Clutches at pur thread the while we 
gaze

Brokenly, through tears, upon that glad
ness ■ .

Once was ours to exquisite old days.
—Century.

¡"Continuity of Ute a Cosmic Truth." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
a strong, logical thinker,' on a d< --ply 
Important BUbject Price, cloth, $1.

"Spirit Echoes.". My Mattle R. huB. " 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest. and choicest

-poems. Neatly bound, in cloth, and with' 
portrait of the author. Price 76 «enfft

-Tn tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. a.

B*° eiQlit cau bo Strcngllieued. and all 
.Cornu, ot Ulbea.ed Myes Cured with, 

out Cutting or Urugglug,

ua?be “pWtoenedso tbuteyo 
dlbPensfKi with in the groat nut- 

bv Uib L i?™’ ?us beyond u doubt,
tObtlmouy of thousands o, people who 

have been cured by that 
wouderful Utile Instra- 
Uiont culled “Actlna." Ac- 
tlna also cures sore and 
granulated fids,Glaucoma, 
Iritis, etc., also removes 
Cataracts and Pterygiums 
without cutting or drug- 

ansnf ti,„ . .. . Over seventy thous- 
llaviu« b«®“ “Id. thereforelt 

ronowmVul^1111“11 b“1 ““ absolute fact. Tho uroreX^hy:™^^ samples of those that 

Ywk Yeat 135tb St. New
IrUis “Aclina” cured me oi¿u£ldtfanr„±„i?ct011‘“b1 ‘b“'0 was no euro 
forovM-1 bav® been entirely well 
well ax ?lh“' £an sefi r®ad and sew as 
Hna’Sz?6cau hoiibstiy recommend ’*Ac-

Galena Street, Milwaukee, ftS von“;, ™ ,S: Th0 “Actlua"! purchased 
y w„a> y ?? a8° save<l my brother's eye

brother was near-sighted, wore num
glasses, and now he can go to g°Ss.&“ia° a“ui3 Fork and study without 

tax' P°uuty Clerk, Fair-
so that'i , bas cured my eyes
have hn»5without glasses. I very seldom 

“w-aud can study up to eleven ° a 1 aft61 a hard day’s work at the oaice. 
nocketbatta™1 a or tollon' but a small 

can be used by old and 
do^V Ji'S1 satety, as it is impossible to 
tainili Actlna. Every member ot a
disease nr v6 °“S AcUna for any tormot 
Aetim, wniV ,^ye’ Ear' or Ttooat or Head. 

!“r years, and is always ready 
tor use Actina Is sent on trial postpaid.
NnLy. 1 Be“d your name and address to tho 
Dem a<!^ P?1?110“ Mteutrie Association, 

Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo., 
iont"pU8^6 absolutely FREE a valuabhi mSlK; Wilson s Treat&o on the Eye and on 

^eIlural' and you can rest assured 
. ye1 can bo cured, no matter how many doctor^ have failed.

Cancer Cured
WITH 8OOTHINQ, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles Fistula, Ulcers

DR. BYE« Broadway^Kansas City.Mo.
SMidaiyUradtfruM QaDaySure^^x 

■ * »baoluUljr •uta; ws
fumlth the wort and tcadi yuo free, you work in 

tb» locallly where you I h«. S»nd us yuur address and we will 
explain thebuilDeu tuUy.rcuiuuiberwo guarantee aclearprutlt 
oftSforovery days work, absolutely sore. Write at oaoe.

&OYAL MAMUFACTIWNG CO., Box I 3 II Detroit, Mhh.

Out of the Depths Into the Lipht.
By Samuel Bowlea; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twin» 

medium. This Is a very interesting little book, 
and will be appreciated from start to finish by 
all who wish to gain spiritual InformatloiL 
Price, 25 cents.

v™'dert>!1 wehlo inanllestatlon» oe- 
tratÄ^ writer» experience, cloth, Ulu»-

The Nemesis of Thls '«sein-
Chautauqua Lake ÇgX

known Author and Scholar, 
HON. A. B. RICHMOND, 

Should bo in the hands of every Spiritualist in 
the land. It is based on a historical fact, but 
through the narallve is woven a psychic line of 
thouriit In the style so natural to the great 
criminal lawyer that one can feel tie author’s 
very presence during its pertuuL It is certain
ly interesting. Price, cloth. 75 emits.

In the World Celestial
Is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to him 
many times, etherealized, materialized 
and through trance mediums, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time he spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives It to the world in his best style 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, the w'ell- 
known author, scientist and reformer.

This book has a brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas. D. D., president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives it the weight of his un
qualified endorsement -

He says: “This book will give us 
courage to pass through the shadow oi 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial."

Rev. M. J. Savage says: "It Is In
tensely Interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true."

The Medical Gleaner says: "It lifts 
the reader Into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness. ‘ ■

Hon. C. A Windle says: "It is Inex
pressibly delightful."

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: “It is one ot the 
choicest pieces of literature of this' mar
velous age of books."

Everybody will be charmed with it, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance of 
two worlds. It Is printed in elegant 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price $1. 
For sale at this office. •

PROGRESSION
The evolution or Man. By MlchaefFaradaw
Price. 15c. *

INVISIBLE HELPERS
A Very Excellent and Compre* 

tensive Work.

One from the Theosophical Stand
point.

This work, “Invisible Helpers,” wrib 
ten by C. W. Leadbeater, the remark- 
ble English psychic (whose lectures 
have graced the columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker), is certainly very in
teresting and suggestive throughout 
ft treats of the “Universal Belief in the 
Invisible Helpers," the-“Angel Story," 
“Work Among the Dead,” “What Lies 
Beyond." The work is neatly bound in 
cloth, and the price is 55 cents.

Taffeyrand's Letter'to. the Pone.' 
This work will be found especially Interesting 
to au who would desire to make a study of Ro- 
■nanism and the Bible.' The historic facts stat
ed, and the keen, scathing review ot Romish 
ideas and practices nhonid ha mad h» ¿11 prina 
S5 cents. '

TBEpTHERSIDEOFDEAfH
Scientifically Examined and 

Carefully Described. 
BY G. W. LEADBEATER.

A Volume ot B00 largo pages, treating very 
nterostlngly if Lite, Death and Immortality, 
Clairvoyance, Spirit Phenomena, Etc, as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent of 
theosophy. Price, il.50.

THUMBSCREW AND RACK.'
Eland. Interesting, instructiva a«a 

UíliIUn«’
^ound; ssloe ÎU _ . B. Macdonald. Frico, 10 coats.



MATTER, OF WHATEVER 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address’of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO-. 
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
FIND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
MOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
MOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL ------------------- K)ND

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General. Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
■J alone responsible tor any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our siMce is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so.. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLYz—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgresslveTbinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
tad it is essential that all copy, to in
sure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the phper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. .

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
lor this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with- 
aut giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
act comply with this request will be 
iast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
!hls office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them..

Notice to Spiritualists:—The ex- 
►riest, P. A. Seguin, well known among 
he Spiritualists, has a large house in 
Minneapolis, where rooms can be gotten 
ly married couples, four large rooms, 
tad also by single people in three 
imaller ropms, at the rate of 50 cents 
:ach occupant- for one night,' and be- 
»ides giving meals at 25 cents each— 
ill of which Is considered cheap in Mln- 
aeapolis. Street cars pass Mary’s Place, 
lhe location of the Unitarian.church, at 
ihe door of the Working Girl’s Home, 
managed by P. A. Seguin and his good 
¡vife. Write at once for applications, 
io P. A. Seguin, 1500 Sth street So., 
'Minneapolis, Minn.

Mr. Moxley, of Owosso, Mich., writes 
(hat he thinks It would have an excel
lent effect, if the Blue Laws ot olden 
limes were published. The same would 
act as an antidote to the God-ln-the- 
Cohstltutlon literature. Mr. Moyley is 
now 89 years old, and still keeps think
ing along liberal lines.

I. C. B. writes from Meeker, O. T.: 
"We had a grand time at the Winfield 
camp-meetffig in July. We hope to hhve 
n camp established in Oklahoma by

IVB fTHINKBR ’ -
•w

When wñüng for this paper 
use a pen or typewriteh

Wo go to press early, Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning; Bear this In mind.

DRIVEN TO CONFESS'HIS CRIME.

Made to Do by Spirit of Hla 
" ■ 'i. r=VlCtfiii.' .

SIDE LIGHTS. A BIBLE SPIRITUALIST.

Greetings From Far-off Australia, the 
Land of the Southern Cross.

The Thoughts of a New Convert to Spiri 
I tuai Is tn.

THE CHICAGO ' SPIRITUALISTS 
LEAGUE.—H. F. Arnold writes: "The 
next public meeting of the Chicago 
Spiritualists League will be held in 
Handel Hall, 40 East Randolph street, 
on Saturday evening, October 7. Our 
speaker for the evening 1b Mr. John W. 
Ring, of Galveston, Tqxas, <?ne of the 
most eloquent and forcible speakers 
ypori the Spiritualistic platform. The 
message bearers will be Mrs. Isa Cleve
land, Mrs. C. Schwalm, Mrs. Dr. Caird, 
and Dr. Burgess. An excellent musical

Helen-Stuart Richings has. been en
gaged by the Minnesota State Associa
tion for missionary work during Octo
ber and November, 1905 ; will serve the 
First Association of Philadelphia dur- 
December; the First Spiritual Church 
of/Baltimore, Md., January and Febru
ary, 1906, and the New Thought Spirit
ual Society of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
March and Aprils and has open May 
and June; also some camp dates, Ad
dress, until Dec. 1, care J. S. Maxwell, 
1644 Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis, 
Minn.

Loriada.G. Brown writes: "The Psy
chic Research Society and friends in 
Rockford, Ill., have had two very en
couraging sessions this month which 
seejn a very auspicious opening for 
work of the coming year. The 3rd Inst., 
the grove meeting at the home of Mr. 
Duncan Rogers (would have been in the 
grove but for unfavorable weather) was 
most hospitably entertained in the spa
cious rooms of his house. About sixty 
were present with their lunch baskets 
well filled, and dinner and supper were 
generously served. We were favored 
by the presence cf Capt. Keffer of Phil
adelphia, Pa., a talented speaker and 
medium; Rev. Alice C. Barry of Clin
ton, Iowa; Mrs. Delia West of Elgin (so 
much appreciated in Rockford) ; Mrs. 
Brunswick, located here, also Mrs. Dow, 
end Mr. Tucker, a traveling man. The 
ÍOth Inst., Miss Elizabeth Harlow of 
Haydenville, Mass., lectured for the so
ciety, both afternoon and evening, to 
appreciative audiences, on ‘What Spirit
ualism Has Done in the Past for Hu
manity,' and ‘All Things Have Become 
New.’ Both were instructive and were 
thrlllingly impressive by the clear logic 
and oratory of the speaker, whose serv
ices the society hopes to be again fa
vored with.”

Correspondent writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: “On Sunday evening, September 
3, the First Church of thè Soul opened 
its hall, No. 46 Grand River avenue, to 
a crowded house. Mrs. Laura L. Craw
ford, pastor, gave the welcome address. 
A very pretty, baptismal service was 
performed. Six little children were 
baptized in. the Spiritual faith. Mrs. 
Crawford was ably assisted by our be
loved sister and co-worker, Mrs. Nellie 
Baade. Spiry. messages .were given by 
our good Sister Pennle. In addition to 
our society we have a ladles’ auxiliary. 
It held its opening-social. Thursday af
ternoon, Sept. 7, at the home of . Mrs- 
Crawford, 198 Fourth street, to plan 
work for the coming winter and create 
a greater interest in our cause.”

Daniel W. Hull is now located for all 
time, he thinks, at Olympia, Wash. He 
is still in the healing business, bub will 
answer calls for Sunday lectures any
where within reach of Olympia. Ad
dress him, Columbia House, Olympia, 
Wash.

Mary T. Longley, N. S. A. Secretary, 
writes: “The Bower of Beauty Lyceum,,! 
of Monson, Maine, with a few friends at 
Etna, has done a good and noble work 
in raising the sum of nine dollars tor 
the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. S. 
A. This Lyceum Is a small one, having 
but few members, but all are active and 
full of;zeal for the cause of Spiritual
ism, and are ever ready to do all in 
their power to aid a worthy cause. We 
thank all the good friends who have 
contributed-to this nice sum for the. 
Mediums’ Fùnd and trust that other ly- 

I ceums will also do the best they, can 
for this noble object.”

next summer."
S. Hartman of Wheeling, W. Va., ’ 

writes: "The beautiful premium book I 
arrived in good time, and we thank you ■ 
for it It is a gem in its contents. I 
Your paper is free and fearless! Long 
may It live!" 1

The Church ot the Soul held its first 
services of the coming year, Sunday, 
Sept. 17, at 11 o'clock in Hall 309 Ma
sonic Temple. Sunday-school at H): 30.

Lorinda G. Brown writes from Rock
ford, Ill.: “There seems to be a new 
life, as it were, permeating the Psychic 
Research Society, and if the members 
would all take and read The Progress
ive Thinker, they would 'get more life 
and -more abundantly.’ 1 nope some 
psychic scientist will investigate the 
case of six-year-old Willis Miller and 
report to you.”

Mrs. R. E. Hinze writes from Kansas 
City, Mo.: “The Psychical Research So
ciety gave its monthly social last night 
and we had such a delightful evening. 
I must write and tell you about it; per
haps some sister dr brother might see 
it, and it they happened to be in the 
city, spend the evening with us. All 
are invited to partake of the hospitality 
of our speaker, Mrs. Glen C. Stephens, 
3108 E. 14th street. The musical pro
gram was as follows: Mrs. GeO. Price, 
Instrumental, Hearts and Flowers; 
Mrs. Kaufman, instrumental, Spring
time; Miss Inez Price, solo, You Can’t 
Pick Plums Off My Plum Tree; Mrs. 
Price, solo, Would Itou care; Mrs. Ste
phens, solo, Face to Face; inspirational, 
Mrs. Stephens; lecture. Who Is My 
Brother? the Unknown. Lunch was 
served. After lunch Dr. Deaustraux 
took possession of the medium, and de
livered messages of love from the spirit 
world until a late hour. There were 
about sixty present and they contrib
uted generously to the society."

“ Sol Finch of Connecticut, now 87 
years of age, writes about an incident 
that occurred In school when he was 
eight years of age. For some little' of
fense he was blindfolded and placed in 
a chair and'rocked to and fro. When

program is being arranged. Let every 
Spiritualist in Chicago be present and 
enjoy-the good things In store for 
them.” >

J. C. F. Grunibine, lecturer for the 
First Society of Universal Religion, 
Boston, opened the season s services 
Sunday, Sept. 10, to very large audi
ences. A number of new faces ap
peared iu the audience. Services will 
be continued In Faelten Rall, 30 Hunt
ington avenue, ground floor, throughout 
the year at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. The 
annual bazaar will occur December 8. 
Subjects Sept. 17 were, “The Ego and 
the Cosmos." and “Universa) Religion." 
His ilew and permanent address is Al
gonquin Road, Chestnut Hill Station, 
Boston, Mass.

MIbs Elizabeth Harlow; a great fa
vorite at Columbus, Ohio, returned to 
that city last week to resume her’work 
there.

Eva L. Stewart 'writes; ‘.‘The benefit 
social given by the Hyde.Park Occult 
Society last Tuesday, for H. S. Fraser, 
was a grand success. A goodly number 
were present, showing their apprecia
tion of .a young and deserving medium. 
He returned the compliment by giving 
messages. Mr. W. H, Lundfs gave us 
some fine vocal solos, and Miss Rey
nolds and Miss Dean gave us some line 
seléctlons on the piano. Refreshments 
were relished by all, and all in all a 
very pleasant evening was spent. We 
expect to have with us bn Sept. 24, the 
Apache Indian, Dr. Carlos Montezuma. 
He was well liked when he was with 
us before,.and all who heard him will be 
glad to hear him again. Oct. 1, Dr. J. 
H. Randall will speak for us.. As sobn 
as Brother Fraser returns we expect to 
have him with us for a number of 
weeks." '

F. Cordèn White, thè platform test 
medium-and lecturer, passed through 
the city last week, en his -way to his 
home in Iowa.

W. F/Schumacher writes: "Sunday 
evening, Sept. 10, the attendance at Van 
Burèn Opera House, Madison and Cali
fornia avenue, of the Society oj Stu
dents of Nature, was good. Thg pastor, 
Mrs.- M. Schumacher, who presides, is 
always ready to welcome all. Among 
those taking pait were our noble work
ers and gifted mediums, Dr. L. C. Koeh
ler,, Sister Brunswick of Rockford, Ill., 
.Sister Howes apd Sister Squires of this 
city. They gave convincing tests. Bro. 
Wm. Linn will be with thè' society next 
Sunday evening. All are welcome.”

Mrs. Carrie L. Hatch, secretary, 
writes : "Dr..Alex Caird of Lynn, has re
signed as director of the Massachusetts 
State Association. His reason for the 
same: ‘I am withdrawing from all work 
in the Spiritualistic Held for the pres
ent, and therefore wish my resignation 
to go into immediate effect'.’ Dr. Caird 
has been an ardent worker for the Ca
det Hall Society of Lynn, and it he has 
decided to withdraw from that society 
as well, they will lose an energetic 
worker. We.-wish him success in any 
new undertaking.”

The subject of Mrs. Richmond’s dis
course at the Church of the Soul on 

. Sunday, Sept. 24, will be An Honor-

. Minot, N. d| Sqp|. 12.—Frank Byer 
las set tortli ins the ! Chicago Evening 
Journalr madepubllb to-day the entire 
letter in which his former harvest hand, 
who. has disappeared, confessed that he 
was guilty of a murder in Ohio for 
which another Jman i Mas hanged, it 
.gives details osthe Mdrrlfylng killing of 
a girl and reoounta . that her spirit 
haunted the isurdeim, tjil he’ was no 
longef able to^ndury life. The auppo- 
sltion 1b that the man who confessed 
after carrying Lis:secret a quarter of a 
century has committed suicide, but his 
bodybag not been found.

Following Is'the complete letter left 
in Byer’s cabin at Hidden Wood, Ward

I county, when • Byer’s . mysterious 
"hand,” known as Frank- Hall, disap
peared: .

"Aug. 24, 1905.—Dear Mr. Byer:—In 
the early seventies' Charles Sterling, a 
supposed tramp, was tried for the mur
der of Lizzie Brombacher, residing near 
Youngstown, Ohio. The trial resulted 
In his conviction qn: purely circumstan
tial evidence, and he was. hanged, 
Charles Sterling was an innocent man.

. Admits He Is Murderer.
“I am guilty 'of Hie "murder of that 

young girl, and I have paid the penalty 
in a wretched, haunted life for many 
years. Her. face, distorted by the 
strangling clutches of my then powerful 
hands, made stronger by the power ot 
brutal beast passion, haunts me, and 
for years nightly has that face appeared 
at my bedside until now I am a physical 
and mental wreck, who can find relief 
only in, death, which will soon be mine.

"At the time I murdered thjs girl 1 
was 20. A few weeks before commit
ting the crime I removed with my fam
ily from Lockport, N. Y., to Girard, 
Ohio, where I believe my mother still 
lives, although I have not heard from 
her for years. I visited Youngstown 
one week prior to the murder with the 
hope of securing employment, and with 
a number of other ;men, Sterling being 
in the crowd, went to Poland for work 
two days before the woman was killed.

"I was standing in a secreted place 
along the roadside when the girl came 
along unaccompanied. The devil must 
have taken possession of me. I grabbed 
her by the arm and pulled her into a 
cluster of bushes I strangled her to 
death. L left the body where It had 
died, and where it was later found.

Fastens Suspicion on Sterling.
"Sterling passed the scene of the mur

der in a search for me while I was com-, 
mittlng the awful crime. I found him 
later and persuaded'him to exchange 
Bhirts with me'by offering him 25 cents 
in money. He accepted the offer. 
There were bloodstains on the garment, 
and they proved one of the strong cir
cumstances in the chain of evidence 
against Sterling. I was not seen in the 
vicinity of the spot where the murder

Hore am I. In beautiful Melbourne, of 
which we Americana hear much, but i 
know little, until welcomed by a real-‘ 
dent who takes just pride in showing a 
stranger its many beautiful parks and 
gardens. My last lecture Iwas given in 
Wellington, N. Z., July 16. I am pleased 
to report, that after three months and 
three weeks service there, I was not 
only able to hold my large audiences
each Sunday and Wednesday, nights,

Thirty-five years ago, I was converted 
when a young girl and joined an ortho
dox church, and I tried to worship God 
in spirit and tnttb, but I did not feel 
that I was doing just right, for some 
way or other there were bo many 
churches and the members of the dif
ferent churches seemed to be just as as 
earnest as I was and just as .honest as I 
was, but they said if I did not believe 
as they did, I would be lost.

Sept, 23, 1905

was committed.,,
"Sterling was arrested shortly after 

the crime wasdiscovered. I- fletl.
Knowing him tp.fie innocent I 
believe they codlc| convict film.

did npt
invlct film. I went 

to Mesopotamia/,a small town not far 
remote from Ymmgstown, and secured 
work on a farm;

"Crazed by a''realisation of an inno
cent man's fate, ,1 fled the country the 
night before thé,execution of Sterling 
and have been kwabaerer ever, since. 
I watched the pjwers and read the fill! 
account of the éÿecutKÇù.

Mrs. T. O. Atkinson writes from 
Louisville, Ky.: "The Church of the 
Soul will begin its services at Falls City 
Hall, on the 24th of September, continu
ing its services until June. Mrs. Tillie 
B. Grunwald is the pastor of this so
ciety and we have the greatest confl-“ 
dencedence in her ability to make it 
one of the leading societies in Louis
ville. She Is earnest in her endeavor 
to uplift humanity and elevate the 
cause of Spiritualism, and for the bene
fit of our many friends who take The 
Progressive Thinker, we make this an
nouncement and extend a cordial invi
tation to one and all, come and join us 
in our effort to spread the gospel of life 
and love. We have with us three me
diums, Mr. Frank Emytzberger, trum
pet and trance;-Mrs. Tillie B. Grunwald, 
Psychometrist, and Mrs. Ruez, all give 
their services to the cause of truth.”

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: "A very in
teresting meeting was held Sunday af
ternoon, Sept. 10, at the Rising Sun 
Mission. Quite a large audience 
greeted our mediums, one of whom was 
Mrs. Dr. Caird of Lynn, Mass. She was ■ 
a stranger to most of them. Her talk 
was very interesting as well as were 
her messages. Sister Hamiltori Gill, 
Sister Weaver and Brother Thompson 
gave some very clear demonstrations of | 
spirit return. Our choir rendered some 
very fine selections which was com
mented on by quite a few. Sister. 
Weaver and Sister Kirchner- brought 
comfort to a number by their messages 
from, the spirit side of life. Our fall- 
meetings are commencing to be well at
tended, as we had no vacant Seats in 
our spacious hall Sunday night. Meet
ings every Sunday afternoon at 3;, even- • 
Ings at 8, at Star Lodge Hall, 378 So. 
Western Avenue.. All welcome. Our 
speaker'for Sunday, Sept. 24, will be Dr. 
L. Rowell.” '

Mrs. Susie Fentress „of Nebraska, 
I -writes: “I want to spread the gospel of 
’ Spiritualism. I consider the premium 
' books gifts to the people. Yon are do-

able (?) Peace.
The Band of Harmony will-hold the 

first meeting of the season on Thurslay, 
Sept. 21, afternoon and evening in Room 
512 Madonic Temple.

Georgia Gladys Cooley will lecture 
for the society at Genoa, III., Sunday, 
Sept. 24. Mrs. Cooley is in great de
mand as a lecturer and test medium; 
she has many more calls than she can 
answer. She is wanted even in Austra
lia. She is the kind of a medium that 
is working along the lines pointed out 
by The Progressive Thinker. ; -

Dr. G. B. Warne was called to Michi
gan last week, in connection with some 
buslness'ICr the N. S. A.

Maggie Henry writes: "Sept 10, at 
the Spiritual Mission Chapel (old 77), ' 
our speaker, Prof. F. M- Stoller, read 
for the scripture lesson the first 
psalm. After a' few remarks he took 
up the questions, a number of very in
teresting and philosophical^ ones. His 
answers are always interesting and in
structive; one of interest to all was 
asked: ‘Ib materialization possible?' 
.The answer was most emphatically, 
yes, and he cited the case of Jesus ap
pearing and partaking of food and that 
what was possible at that-time'was pos
sible to-day. We had a very harmoni
ous and intellectual audience.' The 
Professor gave a number of very fine 
psychometric readings'at the close of 
the lecture. All are welcome."

-E. W. Sprague and wife, the N. S. A. 
missionaries, will leave New York, tor 
the west October 1. They will serve so
cieties who arrange therefor, en route 
to the N. S_ A. convention, which will 
be held at'Minneapolis, Minn. Octo
ber 17 to 20. Address them at 618 New
land avenue, Jamestown, N. Y.

Dr. J. M. Peebles is lecturing to fine 
audiences in Baltimore, Md. The meet
ings are held in a very fine church edi
fice. Mr. Schirm, an ex-Congressman 
and able lawyer Js President.

Praises Sterling tas a' Hero. ■ 
"Sterling was d brsV’e fellow.- When 

his mother, 'whir resided in " Canada, 
cai»e toWisit-hlifitaftw he- vtas jp°n 
demned to death!1 lie cfehled he was" her 
son and seemhd l,to convince her that 
she. was mistaken. He left a note for 
his attorney, W. S. Anderson, as he 
passed to the scaffold to pay the pen
alty for the crime ot which he was 
guiltless. The note was sealed, and 
Anderson was Instructed not to break 
the seal until after he had learned of 
the death of the aged woman who had 
called at the jail and1 Insisted that she 
was the mother of the man. But when 
the seal was broken it was found that 
Sterling had denied his own mother at 
the time of his" greatest trouble so that 
she might never know the disgrace 
and go to her grave believing that her 
.son had died a convicted murderer. To 
me that was a piece of heroism un
equalled. I found this chapter in a 
tragedy which I alone was responsible 
for In an old magazine a few weeks ago.

“I brooded anew over the murder of 
the girl, and as I read of the heroism 
of a man too brave and true to take 
life I realized that 1 had murdered two, 
for the blood of Charles Sterling is on 
my hands, and 1 have decided to end 
my'terrible-life. My' real name is 
Charles Herzig. I will endeavor to die 
in some place where my body wlll never 
fie found, but if it should be, notify my 
mother. I. make this confession that 
the grave of Charles Sterling may no 
longer be looked upon as that of a 
murderer. CHARLES HERZIG."

with Bhiïllng (about 24 cents)- admis- Well, I was troubled and I was not 
sion at the door, bùt I have promised satisfied, bo I was groping in darkness 
the executive committee that I would and without a pilot. So, oue day when 
return and fill another engagement in I was reading my Bible, I found a scrip- 
the hear future. On July 20, a farewell that said, you must worship God 
party was given me. There were over in spirit and truth and it also said, God 
150 guests present, and New ' Century is a spirit.
Hall, owned by the Spiritualists; had a Then as I got down to studying my 
gala look. The evening Vas'devoted to Bible earnestly and the life ot Christ 
music, singing, dancing and speech- ûn<î Bio life he led and the things he did
making; and lastly, Mr. MçLean, the and the promises he made to all those
president of the society, presented me who believed in him that they should
with a neck chain and green stone do all the things that he did, and
heart, (the stonès being considered greater things shall ye do,” said the 
lucky) in behalf of the society and my great master, I was fully persuaded iu 
frlends. so that in Mr, McLean’s words, jey own mind, I could not find any of 
"Tfie Spirituals of Wellington, can al- his followers in the churches, that is, 
ways have a chain on Mtb. Prior,” according to the promises he had made,

It was hard to say good-bye to the £or said he, “These are signs that shall 
many friends I have made in the Gov- follow those that believe in n;e, thèy 
eminent City òf that remarkable colony, shall heal the sick and afflicted, cleanse 
and I shall long remember the pleasant tbe lepers, cast out obsessions, commu- 
days spent there and the kindness and w'tb the dead and dp all of the 
appreciation of all. Such is always an L^.ave „
Inspiration to do the best one can. But Well, I had heard of the hated Spirit- 
duty called, and we public workers nalists and learned that they had done 
must answer, no matter if the heart some of the works, and I had also read 
acbes In.my Bible "that by their works, ye

On July 22,1 (¡ailed away, once more J/11}.11?*!? them," and thinking possi- 
toward the setting sun. The steamship hly that they might be his true follow- 
was a good one, but that voyage on the Brs? 1 made up my mind to investigate 
Tasman Sea will ever be a nightmare! Spiritualism. Haying lost my health 
Often had I been told "the Tasman is a“er havl,ng ralsBd, £aml>y three 
rough," but only those who have been ?buÎJ’en’ 1came West to regain my 
on it In a Btorm know what it can b'e, health, and on my journey westward 1 
and how tho elements war with each “et an,d became acqua nted wita a min- 
other, until the craft built by the hand later at a hotel where I stopped for a
ot man is tossed about as a boy does a snert test. -
small ball; nor hiw ill one can be, until , 1 made known to him my Intention of
he feels that it would be Just as well it Investigating Sp ritua ism and he told
the boat were to go to the bottom, for J®6, £or 8 6abe 1 had any respect 
then he would be free from suffering. [or myself or my réputation not to

No one was sorry when we entered ?nZtb.?g to do with Spiritualism, 
the port of Sydney, twelve hours late. and at the time, I thought he was very 
It wlll not take a great stretch of Imag- ??ver?,on, J?®?3' J1®7® , oftei}
inatlon to fancy how good, the bed at thought of that man a advice since I 
Hotel Metripole felt, nor how sweet my conmenced my investigation, 
sleep the night of landing. • years ae°> ln„th18 "here 1

Remained twenty-four hours in Syd- “et,®y Preseat husband in Mrs. Ma 
ney, owing to late arrival, had no more 8 Parlors> he wa a Bible Spiritual- 
time at my disposal; I was due in Mel- lst and, a teacher of the same. I took 
bourne, and must report for work; how- seven lessons from him in which he 
ever I was able to visit the gardens, and lald before me the foundat on of Bible 
to enjoy the National Art Gallery ot s1Plr‘,tual,8“ and °" "hlBh, bul1 
New South Wales, where there are all that I know about Spiritualism. 1 
some very fine pictures. • now worship God in spirit and truth,

July 28, 7:50 p. m., found me enroute aad 1 expect to do so the balance of my 
by rail for Melbourne. 600 miles away, "fe.
and at 1.15 p. m„ the 29th, I was clasp- * Well, after I commenced my investi- 
ing hands with that veteran worker, W. Eati,0D', \ b,een„ ^Pf®?,, to turn 
H. Terry, so well known as th'e past ed- back‘ but after 1 attended the camp- 
itor of the Harbinger of Light; Mrs. ?eet‘ng at Ne-" Era tbl8 sum“er ,and 
Annie Bright, that blg-souled woman beaId that great, grand man, Harrison 
who has been known for so long as one 1 t0°c c°ura8e‘ Th®
of the lights in Spiritualism in Austra- Spiritualista may well be proud of 
lia, as. was her husband when on earth; blm; He deserves their best praise and 
she is present editress of the Harbinger; best w sb^‘ 1 au°nb®a,rhd tbat srand 
Mr. Wathchatz, president of the Vieto- °ld Moses Hull the renowned 
rlan Association of Spiritualists and his ^b e Spiritualist, at Ashland, and also 
executive committee, who captured me Brotber and sl3“r Sprague, who are 
on the spot, Spencer street station, tak- ?rand? e°?d .workers for the cause. 1 
Ing me prisoner and gaoling me at the bad £ æ Pleasure of hearing that rising 
Association rooms, whére I was fur- 8 ar‘ Harry J. Moore, as well, at New 
nished a bountiful luncheon. My heart Eï-3- a y?un,s 0,811 n Tears but well 
warmed by the sight of many flowers, advanced in learning and a power un- 
especially Marguariettes, arranged by der Inspiration for good. It certainly 
dear little (but very big in love) Miss does PJease me to see young men and 
Hinge. My weary self rested by the women taking hold of the good work, 
kindly words of greeting, in a few short ,1 bave read your very valuable paper 
moments I found that I was with closely for over a year and I can realize 
friends, and I, not an alien, but one of blessing it is to have a paper
them, for was there not "our tricolors," bke the dear old Progressive Thinker, 
and "our flag” fastened' to a bouquet ot which richly deserves its name, for it 
flowers by my plate? certainly is progressive and I do hope

Ah, Spiritualism, what barriers thou will progress more and more unto the 
hast removed! Thy followers, being in- Perfect Day, the day that will set us 
spired by thy higher teachings, know no £rom a11 \be ugly, mean, low 
country, no people! The world our things our people are accused of; but 
home, to do good unto all our aim, each ad that is good will stand and all that 
man our kindred! . *s bad must fall-and this Is just as it

Thè press of thè city were waiting to should be. It it is not asking too much, 
interview me, and permit me to say Please insert this in your valuable 
that I have been treated with great re- Paper as a faint effort on my part to ex- 
spect by that body, and some splendid Press my views, which I feel is poorly 
notices given. ' done. ■ MRS. DR. R. E. COON.

Sunday, July 30, my flrst lecture. The Portland, Oregon.
society has engaged the Bijou Theatre, 
and its seating capacity has been tested 
each night; in tact many have been

BIY-FBVEB
*9 AHO

ASTHMA
CAN BK

CURED.
The African Kola 

Pl ant in Nature's 
Itive Curd for HAY« 
PEVKRauaASTHMA. 
Binee its recent dis
covery this remarka
ble botanical product thb kolapuby. \_
has come into universal use Tn the Hospitals of 
Europe and America as an unfailing specific.

Mr. F.H. Kelln SIT48th St,, Newport NewijVa.; writer 
Jm, Ud, wit & WpHu tavern wm cured of Bay-.
Fever uud Arihuio, by Hlmriya aneriayoare'sufferiog. 
Mr«. J. K. Nordjrk«, ofHillOlty, Kans.) write! Jan. SMiL 
had Hey-Fever and Arihma for tea years and could set- 
no relief until cured by Hkndym Br. D. L, Gwm. »IS 
Morrie BL. PhU&delpUia, writes Jan, 14th, Docton dia me 
no good but HhneJya cured me. Mr. W. F. CaapWlL 
Sanbornville, N. H.,aUo writes Feb. Stb, that BlxnaJyfcJ 
cured Ki* son. Bev.Frederick V.Wjeti» tut noted Evau-| 
Frelbt of Abilene. Tcim, write# April Utb, 1905,1 never 

obo an opportunity to recommend Hlmalyaaaitcured 
mo of Hay-fever and Asthma and have never had any I 
return of the dleeasc.

Hundreds of others send similar testimony। 
proving Himalya a truly wonderful remedy. A» 
ths Kola Plant is a Bueclfic constitutional euro 
tor Che disease. Hay-fever sufferers should not 
fall to take advantage of this opportunity to 
secure a remedy which will positively cure them» 
To prove the power of this new botanical dlscov- 
ery.ifyou suffer from Hay-fever or Asthma, wo 
will send you one trial case by mall entirely free. 
It costs you absolutely nothing. Write to-day to the 
Kola Importing Co., 1162 Broadway, Hew York.

A FUNDAMENTAL LAW.

turned away. ..In this building that Be Sure You're Right, Then Go Ahead.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are . neatly and substantially, 

bound In cloth.
No other publishing house in the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia ot Death, and Lite in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries ot the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion ot Maa 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, "The Seers ot the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be< 
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche in youn 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” "Art 
Magic," “The Next World Interviewed’* 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Landa,’* 
and the “Occult Life ot Jesus."

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
“Letters From the Spirit World,” writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for |3.75 (postage prepaid)—a prlco 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain ot knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise!

. The above la the number ot the prev
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. It this number cor- 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for baa 
•xplred, and you are requested to ronow 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner ot the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number oq 
tfee tag of your wrapper.

Longley’s Choice Collection
OF

BEAUTIFUL SONGS.

TESTING-M|DIUMS :

What Would Constitúte á Proper Test?

the bandage was removed, he was to-- 
tally blind and it was some time before 
he recovered his -sight' Mr. Finch is 
a thinker along all litei-al lines.

Mrs. C. H. Mullins of Chlca'go writes: 
"I understand that many friends have 
been wondering where I have been all 
summer, and no one seems to know my 
present address. June 6, I met with a 
terrible fright, which gave such a 
shock to my . nerves I had a complete 
collapse of the nervous system.- I.was 
confined to the house for over-six 
weeks, and to my bed a part of ■ the 
time. I would like to say to the friends 
that at any time they can get my ad
dress at The Progressive Thinker office. 
I am one of the many who feel they can 
not get along without The Progressive 
Thinker, therefore the office always has 
my address. At. present my address Is

. 770 Monroe street."

ing a great deal for Spiritualism. I 
think much of the Occult. Life of Jesùs.
I call it mv bible. I wish it could be in 
everybody’s library, ,1'have been an 
infidel to the old Jewish’bible for fifty- 
six years, and the older I get the less I 
think er it Tt slanders God, making 
him a wholesale murderer and a hater 
of women, arid if the truth was kno*n 
the priests wrote and'dictated thé bible 
and called themselves God. God never 
had anything to do with the Bible, just 
the priçsts. I think the' bible has 
caused more sin in the'world than all 
other books ever published. I am 93- 
years of age.”
: The Morris Pratt School opens Sept. 
26; teachers, Moses Hull, Andrew J. 
Weaver, Mtb. Alfa Niver, Miss Agnes 
Chaffee and Mrs. Mattie E. Hull.

There will be a test circle every 
Wednesday evening, at 220 Western av
enue, Hope Hall; mediums.Mrs. Squired 
and Mrs. Dr. Caird.

To .the Editor.—In the issue of Sep
tember*.'9tfi, Mr. Johri'Palmer. of’ Los 
Angeles, Cal.,’-made some suggestions 
for applying, tests to would-be public 
mediums.' While ! appreciate his posi
tion, it must be admitted there is room 
for wide differences of opinion with re
spect to testing platform mediums. 
•What is a “test” to one person may be 
no evidence" whatever to his neighbor.

Mr. Palmer thinks no person should 
be allowed to come before the public 
as a test medium who cannot give such 
“positive facts” as "full names,- dates, 
etc.” ■ ■. .■

I have before me as I write this note, 
five letter pages quite closely written 
in pencil, which comprise a list of "pos
itive facts” that would probably be rec
ognized as such if I should commit 
them to-memory and give them from 
the platform of a certain Spiritualist 
society in the State of Ohio. They were 
given to a friend of mine who had no 
need of such “positive facts,” hence 
they were handed to me to help con
vince a Bkeptic that “fraudulent tests” 
are positive facts. :

One who sees spirits clearly can de
scribe them with minute accuracy; and 
when there is a peculiarity in the ap
pearance, the gait or the expression ot 
the spirit, it is very likely to be stated. 
Such descriptions are far more convinc
ing and satisfactory to me than names.

They demonstrate clairvoyance. The 
list before me does not go into such 
matters, but gives names and relation
ships. The party who compiled this 
list was evidently familiar with persons 
of Mr. Palmer’s mental make-up,

I presume Mr. Palmer, would give a 
margin for mistakes and concede that 
even the best of mediums may at times 
stumble. "Cpnditiphs” are not always, 
just right,-you. know.' <

To illustrate, I. will cite but one inci
dent: A -certain public «.medium was 
giving, tests from the. platform of the 
,First Association of .this city. He gave 
very many names. He gave a name to 
a gentleman sitting, near me one Sun- 

!-day morning, and the -test made a pro
found impression on ,.the recipient's 
mind evidently/ for when the.audiehcè 
was about to be^dismlssed he asked 
permission to say,a wo^d, and stated, In 
effect; that he h^d recelyed a most won
derful test, yèt.jhé wps puzzled. The 
middle initial ot the name given him 
was wrong and it.htid rpfsed a question 
in his mind as jb whether or not the, 
spirit forgets material jhings after sep
aration from tlie^òdy qf flesh and even 
forgets its name!. He'^as inclined to 
think this was the caste, and more es
pecially so as the nam^had been given 
him by Mr. Keelpr sèrpo time previous
ly with the sampi^rronéous initial!

Now, Mr. Palmer, it spirits forgèt 
their middle names sometimes and give 
the wrong initials, are^ltey not liable 
to forget their first names at times— 
or in the course ¿jt tlmp? In that case,’ 
the method suggested would bar them 
from ^having anything0io do with test 

■mediums; or. it »would result in getting 
the mediums into awkward positions 
where they might be called on for. ex
planations. No, that -particular sug
gestion wlll not woirk' satisfactorily in 
practice. It is not based on the sound
est reasoning—at least so-it appears to 
the writer.

WALTER P. WILLIAMS.
, Washington,'D. C., J

grand worker, Laura G. Fixen, lectured ' --------
about nine months ago, and it was she j wjsh to aBSure my brother investi- 
Uiat urged my com ng here, and intro- gatorB ihat the retrenchment and far- 
duced me to the Colonials. 1 shall al- reaCbing exploitation of phenomenal 
ways look back upon this trip with spiritualism will react in nothing but 
pleasure, although it has its Tasman permanent benefit. A fact that is not 
Sea- _ , . ,. . , ... .. perpetually reinstated before the public

A8 I 1 mtnd by its complement or opposite
first night, the thought flashed through wlll soou be 10gt Sjgbfof and wholly 1g- 
my mind, A prophet 1b not without nore(j. This is the law on all levels be- 
honor, save in his own country. The ]ow tbe abSOiute. It is the fundamental 
stage was draped beautifully with the o{ „orld prOceB8. When we shall 
Stars and Stripes and the Union Jack have reached a 6tage of evoiution that 
as graceful and delicate a compliment tranBcen(js the relative—the opposites, 
as our English cousins could pay and lhe pairs_we will be one with the AU- 
at once, as when I saw my country s consciousness, and what seemed to ub 
flag In New Zealand, my soul went out 80 inegsentiai from the view point of 
to those dear people, and I felt at home. the H^ted will be clearly apparent as

The music, was especially good, an or- a neeesgity ia the evolutionary pro- 
chestra and choir.of sixty voices, con- cesses oj the globe and her-creatures, 
ducted by Mr. B oomfield. Also solos The whole oi the llmited past, present 
by Mrs Markwell, recently from Lon- and {uture_js ln the mind of the Logos 
don, and Mr. Bloomfield. Such music at once 
and songs would give one less senslUve Nothing wiu be gained by fostering 
than I an inspirationz that held that fraudulent practices. The commend- 

, Jorge audience for over an hour and a ab)e positions taken by The Progressive 
t o, x »>._ Thinker,-by Brothers Warne, Barrett

Monday, July 31, at 7.30 p. m., the and others vouchsafes the permanency 
Melbourne Lyceum Association, that is of movemeiit 
nearly forty years old, joined with the HERBERT A. HARRELL.
V. A. S. and tendered a reception, Chicago 111 
which was a. grand success in every 6 ’ 
way. Words of welcome, many and in- . ~~ 
spiring music and songs, and then re- Attention, Maine Spiritualists. 
freBhments. I feel that much has been The ninth annual convention of__ 
done for me to make my stay here a Maine State Association of Spiritual-

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and Hot; to Mesmerize to Assist-Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of'mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid erroja. 'Price, 
slstfi« 50 cents; paper,.25 cents.

the

pleasant one. 'Ah, what a help such a ists will be held in Skowhegan, Maine, 
welcome is to a weary traveler! Oct 6, 7, apd 8, 1905. Good speakers, 

Thè lyceum is doing splendid work mediums and musicians have been en- 
ior'our cause, and I do hope that its fu- gaged for the occasion. Every "Pine 
ture will be as-bright as its past Tree State” Spiritualist should be'pres-

My letter would be Incomplete were ent. Important business demands the 
I to leave out my visit to "Harmonia, ' attention of every believer in Spirltual- 
the country home of Brother Terry. He ism. Reduced rates on the Maine Cen
ts now living in his, new cottage, trai railroad and its branches. In go- 
perched upon the very top of a high Ing to Skowhegan, ask for a ticket to 
Mil. -Hor iike a blg-souled man, want- the State Spiritualist convention. For 
ing to get where his horizon line is far full particulars, address the secretary 
distant. Up where he can breathe God’s Charles A. Chase, Clara. B. Crosby, 
pure air, under the sighing blue gums, vice-presidents.
whose leaves catch thé first rosy light 
of the day new born, and wafting silver 
kisses when the sun goes down. ’Tis 
there where you may see graceful fern 
trees, and enjoy, the perfume of the

VIOLA A. B. RAND, Sec’y.
R. F. D. No. 1, Hartland, Maine.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

AND
MODERN.

ANCIENT

Here Is a book of songs for public meetings 
and the home that Is full ot music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 70 songs. ,

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
•‘These songs are adapted to the needs ot soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul. ■ 
—Lyman C. Howe.

"This" collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency."—Dawning Light.

"The songs and music are of a nature to in
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W, Hull.

“There are some things In our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. Oue m mine 
has beep fresh for fifty years. I went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, ProLS.B, Brittan, 
but I haveno recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a ( 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man, the song have been singing 
In my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley.the song, one of his earliest com- 
posltlonj."—J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all bls former books and many new 
ones, and can be had in decorated covers for 60 
cents; plain, 40cents.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, £0c. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hern as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book is.written-in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

■ Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Sinnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occiilt 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

wattle. ’Tis there wh’ere you may hear [obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
on,y will be inserted free. All in excess 

ly wing from tree to tree. Tis there lines will be ch&nred nt th© mto 
iltln? o£ ûasea cent9 Pér line- About seven

nature, man and all living things. Tis worda constitute one Une.] 
there where I want to go, when I am "u*uo v ° .

Passed to spirit life, Sept. 8, from Dr. 
e,)eninSs peace 1 sit and think bn gpinney’s. sanitarium, at Graton, Mich., 

ah __ Dr. Slade, the well-known medium. The
the southern hemisphere,, but ’ I levlr Vb^rf medium^ tor
look at night upon the Southern Cross, tn th^hn'ta'
so beautiful in the sky, but.wfiat I say sIate^rI^ 3i>
a prayer for my loved ones ¿id friendsin that land across the seas—the glorl- nV??
ous United States.of America. servlees. had gone to thelr better
* LOIB F PRIOR home. Pie was laid at rest in the
126 Wellington Parade, Melbourne, Vic- Otisco cemetery. Services by Mrs. J. 

toria Aus. H. Dunham, Ionia, Mich.

•'Continuity ta a Ooamio Tsuth.’ "The New Life.” By Leroy Berrler. 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ci Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply "new thought." Excellent in tone and 

KtfeSa Ba v tendencies. Price, doth, $1. _

Some Glimpsesr 
0Î 0661110 I
by c. w. leadbeater

The rollawing subjects are treated tn a most 
able manner;
ANCIENT:—Theosophy and Christianity; The 

Ancient Mysteries; Buddhism.
nODERN.—The Unseen World; The Rationale 

ot Mesmerism; Telepathy and Mind Cure;
.: Magic, White and Black; The Use and Abuse 

ot Psychic powers; Vegetarianism and Oc
cultism; How to Build Character; The Fu
ture ot Humanity; The Gospel ot Wisdom. 

Well bound In Cloth, with silver back and side 
stamp. <00 pages. Price, fl .50.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrate, futility ana 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations oì 
Spiritual phenomena. Price 25 ceoLh



Sept. 23,190$ ’

Tills department Is under the man- 
Pgement.of ■ - ■ ■

HUDSON TUTTLE; ' 
¡Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

lÿlïSj
A BEAUTIFUL CEREMONY.

Celebration of Marriage, at the Morris

NOTE-^Tbix Questions and Aiiswera 1 
have called forth'such a host of -re- 
spondoiits,' that to give, all equal hear-, ing compels the answers to be piade In I 
the most condensed form, and. ofteq/ 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be emit
ted, and tho style becomes thereby as
sertive, ivliich of all things is to.be dep
recated. ,,Correspondents" often weary 
with waitingfqi theapneavatípe ,qt 
their questions and write letters of jn- 
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead Of thè space given, 
and hence there ,1s unavoidable, delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place,' and all pro treated with equal
favor..., „ •■„ NOTICE.—No attention will be gjven, 
anonymous^letters.. Full- pame’ and ad
dress must be.glven, or the letters will 
not bo read. If the request be made,- 
tho name wlil not be published. The 
correspondence ot tills department has 
become excessively large; especially let; 
ters of inquiry, requesting prlvàte an
swers, and while I freely ' give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex- 
peotqfl».?, HUDSON TUTTLE.

'Judge O. G. Richards: Q. Is the , 
claim of astrologers aS to lucky. days ( 
and unlucky, especially the old bellpt In • 
the unluckiness of Erlday? (

A. The enlightenment' ot Riis' age 
ought to be sufficient to relegate all 
such superstitions into the waste heap 
of dead beliefs;1 Unlucky days and un
lucky numbers have no support Iff tacts. 
Like countless other notions .which 
have come ¡down from remote times, 
that Friday' is an.unlucky day passes 
from generation to generation. No one 
attempts to prove that It Is or Is not. 
Tho saying 1b accepted because of Its 
venerable antiquity and because no one 
attempts to demonstrate that it is as 
lucky as any other day of the seven. 
There is no reason why one day 
should be more lucky than another. 
No one has ever made the claim that 
there was a reason. No one has ever 
claimed that more unfortunate events, 
as wrecks, wounds or deaths occur on 
one day more than another. The pro
cesses of nature proceed the same, and 
hence the conclusion is justified that 
there is no difference In the Influence
of days.

Pratt Institute.

BOOKS FO» AU SPIRITUALISTS TO PBS•IA GRAND FAREWELL RECEPTION
«•« .../A..,

A newspaper has [just been put into 
my hands containing an article written 1 
by a “gentleman of the cloth,” against ' 
Spiritualism. Among the numerous 
false claims made against Spiritualism, 
Is the ohe, that Spiritualists do-not. be
lieve in marriage. So far as my ac
quaintance goes this charge is about as 
false as the usual statements made by 
the clerical 'opponents of Spiritualism. 
About all the Spiritualists with whom 1 
am acquainted, are either married, or 
’‘only waiting" for tho other halt ot 
themselves to come along.

These thoughts and a column or two 
more of similar' ones are just now sug
gested by a little event' which occurred 
on Thursday, Sept. 7, in Temple Hall, 
in the Morris' Pratt Institute liuilding. 
Mrs. Hull and I were invited over to 
Temple Hall to witness the ratification 

' pf thé marriage of • Mr. Benjamin ,K- 
Bowen, a graduate of the Morris Print 
School, and Miss' Anna Elizabeth Stew
art, daughter at Mrs. Clara D. Stèwart, 
our efficient'secretary. ' ’ " ' '

yfheh I entered thé hall 1 was more' 
pleased th'àn surprised to dee the taste
ful arrangement of ’the numerous fidi#;' 
ers which had been' brought' "in ’from' 
somewhere. In my mind T soon ' ac
cused Benjamin’s class-mates; In thé 
Morris Pratt School and Anna's associ
ates in the High School of doing this 
beautiful mischief. ' Facts proved that 
my suspicions were not ' altogether 
wrong. I however, had ndt ificluded qll 
in'my indictment. The chief “toad in 
that puddle” waé Edna .Stewart, Anna’s 
sister; she is an adept/In’every line of 
decorative art. This time she rather 
overdid thè thing, for some of the poi
son was “poison" to Her, and her. hands 
and face told who the guilty one was; 
This was an illustration of the text, "Be 
sure your sin will find you out.”

Mrs. Hull ai^d I went into' the hall 
supposing that we '■ would ' meet the 
young couple, their mother find sister, 
and perhaps two or three others, but 
when we got there, behold there was 
the principal’ of Anna’s High School; 
also Dr. Chaffee, her physician, and sev
eral others, who had come to bid fare
well to the schoolgirl and boy and to 
welcome them into the realities of mar-

' (■ • ■ ». ............. ' <L’ aq

Given to Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Mors6,i:fc. J. K. D. Gonant-H^ 
• . atfler Rooms, 198 DaMM Boston,Mass.,

biute
/ tö Ü .-I

Upon the eVe of their departure for ÉriglM il
lustrious; medium^ lecturer, and writer and his good 
wife, were given a farewell reception such as: has 
not been tendered any of our woOrs--^ a

/ year, and they will-return --tò
labor and to their dear W friefids wth’tóFtahgìble

Y impress of affection won while in
y stamped-upon-the tablets of their:in<?'nipryj ;/-They 
! ’ are hdld^ih high .esteem by. the Spirituals' 
' United State's, and as their represent Pro

gressive Thinker joins in the many exf^^sfons of 
regret, at the, loss of these good, Taith^l/servants 
of the Cause, and^best Wishes for ; tjie^succpss in 
th'efrbld

- ■ . ■» ■ I ■ . Ui ■ J u I 9 - -

-Aftqr .ah informal repeptiop, Mrß. Co
nant-Henderson adtpessed . those prqs-

rled life.
I wish that I had been a stenogra

pher so that I could here reproduce the 
.beautiful and sensible ceremony which, 
ratified the union 'of these two souls. If 
this ceremony could have been wit
nessed by the whole world it would 
give some people a different idea of 
marriage from what they have had in 
the past. Anna le a “mamma girl,” and 
nothing would do but that her mother 
must say the words which would cause 
the world to recognize "they twain" as

W. G. Henderson: Q. I have long - 
A believed that departed spirits return, • 

but this is only a belief. Is there any- , 
*' way I can obtain proof?

R., Hamilton, Ohio: Q. If I knew 
- Spiritualism was true, what a religion 
it would be to live by! I am getting to 

• ' be an.old man and will soon have to an-
i; swer the roll-call. I want to believe, 

but there is so much fraud, I doubt. 
How can I become convinced?

C. B. Knocker, Zimapan, Mexico: Q. 
; I was convinced ot the truth of Spirtt- 

ualisni years ago, but have not had op- 
, : .. portunity to consult mediums. Is there 

any reliable medium In Mexico City?
A. TJjieBp.represent seores;of similar 

.ptters,- showing the eagerness' there is 
for spiritual knowledge. We reiterate 
what may be thought needless repeti
tion that for all such the home-and pri
vate circle is the place above all others 
to seek for spiritual knowledge. The 
public mediums have their place, but it 
is difficult, often impossible, to cnnanit 
them. The home circle "ives an ever 
ready and unquestionable means ot

j, but it 
consult
an Avar

communication.
We cannot give the address ot any 

medium in Mexico City.

Robert H. Hahnel: Q. What is the 
value of the secret brotherhoods? Have 
they the wonderful revelations to make 
to initiates, they promise, or are they
working for the lees?

A. This correspondent names a par
ticular brotherhood with high-sounding 
name, which we omit, in making a gen
eral application of the questions to all 
these advertised schemes to get exor
bitant fees from those who are be
guiled by flaming advertisements. The 
literature of some of these has fallen 
into my hands, and is the most sense
less verbosity ever written. There are 
no secrets ot the “Orient," which are 
of the least practical value, or any 
value whatever. Set it down as abso
lutely correct that any one claiming to 
hkve a patent on truth, retailing it for a 
price, is a fakir, a pretender, and thor
oughly dishonest I *■—"

one.
I by request, when the couple entered f 

the Jiall, seated them and made a tew 
remarks to the assembled guests. 1 
These remarks signified to those pres
ent, that we were not now marrying 
that couple—that no man or woman 
could marry them; no law could, by any. 
possibility unite two souls. This union 
had with this couple already taken 
place; if not, nothing here done could 
effect a union. We were here only to 
celebrate the union and to advertise it 
to the world. “The service performed 
here to-day, signifies to you that each 
has chosen the other as a bosom and 
soul companion; they here say to you, 
and through you to the world, 'We are 
united, not as master and. slave, but ah 
'equal partners to walk the journey ot 
life together.’ As they are inter-depend
ent each upon the other, one is not to 
command and the other obey, but we 
have pledged ourselves to each advise 
with the other in all matters where we 
are alike interested and each will try to 
carry out the plans which will make 
ourselves aud the world better—each 
will try by every legitimate means, to 
bless, protect and care for the other. 
The ceremony will now proceed."

It was a beautiful and an affectlifg 
sight to here see the mother arise, and 
call the couple to their feet, and after 
inquiring if any one knew of any legal 
difficulties in the way, to hear her say 
the words which took her own daughter 
out ot her jurisdiction, and made her 
the legal companion and life partner of

ent as follows:
We are assembled here this-morning, 

friends, because we are ..desirous of 1 
sending a good thought with our broth- i 
er and sister aprons the water, .1 am 
not going to open with any detailed re
marks, because we have workers with 
us whom I think you would bq glad to 
listen to, and I am paly sorry that tberp 
are not more here than there are. 
There are a great many-who promised , 
to be here who arc not here.

There is one thing we all know, which 
is this: If it had been a month later, when our societies were running, I feei 
that Mr. Morse’s reception would have 
had to be held in Mechanic's -Building. 
But although they are not here In the 
form, I know they are each and every
one in their thoughts with us tonight, 
and it is one of the grandest things 1 
know of, that though we may be ab
sent in the body, we may be present 
in the spirit. Wo know there Is com
munion of spirit and Interchange ot 
thought; we know there Is no space can 
separate spirit from spirit.

I am requested that all shall join in 
singing "Sweet By and By.”

Mrs. Henderson then introduced Dr.

condition, should cppie about among the 
Spiritualists, they .who .claim to Jiave 
tne grandest religion'among men. And 
to think tl;at a man should, take his 
lamily, his loving wife and his only 
ch|ld across the water, to he with us, to 
Xta've qs, to hein us, and then have to. 
gtf back, again, f bay .lt is a disgrace in 
one sepse, (From the audience, "That 
Is right/’) You seq..the,pondltlpA'Lain 
in./i Um Indignant, I cannot' help It., 
Hut you, dear brother apd. sister, may 
the angels always attend you and help 
you up the ladder, towards heaven! May 
the loved ,ones help you al', this, tlpie; 
may those, .who . have,, clasped , your, 
hands whlfe on earth, help you through i 
this trouble, au<.finally, when you have 
finished your work, here apd you will be 
called hence to another condition,, may 
you realise that this amounts to, noth,-, 
ing—because by and by you will be 
numbered with the great tapjorlty. You 
will be taken by the hand and there will

attend you in every departmerit-of life, 
is their-tvlsli. ■... u . <

Mrs. Conant-'Heridei‘Bdn’.-e‘WIlV: the 
ladles sing som'ettrlng -again’ sb fis to 
change the conditions. '' • '

"Nearer My God, to Thee, " Wife hung.

After Her Death. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and' ‘ 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and , 
Reflect almost to entrancement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1.
( Age of Reason. Being an. investigation of true and fabulous theol
ogy. A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type; 186 
pages, By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
’ Ancient India, Its Language and Religions. Translations of the ar
ticles “Religion of the .Veda,” and “Buddhism.” , The Study of the 
Sanskrit. By Prof. IL. Oldenberg. Price ,25 cents. , , . ' . ,

' A New Catechism. By M. M. Mangasarian. A book suited to ext ■ • . 
ftfesgthe thoughts of men, women and children living in the new times. I 
L’rice, cloth, 75'fonts; paper, 50 cents. ,. I

i Angell,Prize Contest Recitations. To advance Humane Education in ’ 
all its phases. A bool? especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus- , ' 
ing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. 'Price 25 cents.

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in- J 
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries pt the 
past. ,By.J. M. Roberts, \ Price $1.50, ,

A. p. A. Iflanual., A complete exposition of the principles and objects J 
of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro- ' 
manism its it ieto-day, ■ Price 15 cents. . / ’ , . ’ ”

> Apdcryp^aJ Nebr Testament, heipg all the Gospels, Epistles, and other ! 
pieces ,ii,ow extant» attributed in the first four Aenturies to Jesus Christ, . 
Jlis Apostles, and their companions, and hot jridluded in the New Testa- ” 
jnent'by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, and now. 
collected into one, volume. Price, $1.50,, ■

■ Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder- 
Tul communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents.

be no such condition as this to pass 
though/ blit a happy, united family 
ovei; there—a’ liappy fatally! And you 
will realize wtiat/yoii cannot realize 
while you are- encased iir mortal gar
ments. /'Brother' fiptsd,;’ i^etise accept 
my heartfelt love; and Sister Morse too, 
as you’journey apmewarii. .And remem- 
.b«[. that there, iffe those wlip Ipve ypu 
tenderly'and who are saddened by this 
.condition that'hqS,pome lnV> your Hyes..

Mrs. Conant-Henderson: r Some spirit 
here wants a verse of "America.”

After the singing 'Mrs. Henderson in
troduced Mr. Milton of Malden, who 
said: .

1, am pleased to be here this evening, 
not for the purpose of saying a farewell 
or good-bye, but glad that' I can be 
counted in as one of this little circle 
gathered to say God-speed to our broth
er and sister.' i have not had the pleas
ure of knowing the good brother who is

Mrs. Henderson/tben ’called upon Mr. 
Berry, who said: • V ’' ’

I cannot really say this evening that 
it is. a pleasure'lor me to be here in 
,ona sense, yet I wduld have-bean dis-‘ 
appointed if I cbuld not-lfave' been here.

Many years ago, wefy’ down in the 
state of Maine, 1 met Brother .Morse for 
the first time at a camp meeting at 
Aetna—over twenty yqars age. Since 
that time I have met /Bj-other Morse 
often since he came fo Bogton, but I 
XsTthe BannedfchVand ha^ rear-
etters in the Bannei or.Llgh£and^haio rangedreports wWcb j have aent jDf

•going to leave us, only in a business 
way. I have been secretary of the Mal-

1

Stiles, who said: jOh, Infinite Spirit of Lite and Force, I 
we bespech Thy blessing at this hour 
for the good of r.B. We ask that we 
may realize more of thy love, more of 
thy infinite force, which is ever over 
each human being. And may each one 
here tonight realize more than ever thy 
presence, more ot that loving element 
which is ever near and dear to us ml.

always read them wlth’.a great deal ot 
interest and a great aedl of profit to 
myself. ''

When I heard that “Brother Morse 
was to come out here/lo ,be an Ameri
can citizen, I thought" tlie Americans 
had captured three oLthe.British sub
jects and made them 'good /American 
citizens. But it. teems jo be/the law ot 
humanity in this life, to haya great ex
pectations and anUclpatibns "and have 
them pass away lilte,’/m0Mng dew, 
And this is one of the expectations we

so that they looked quite presentable

have had which is pasping. away from 
the American Splrltwlistji like the 
morning dew, and 1 am very sorry in
deed that Brother Mars^ has to take 
back word to the Splmuallsts of Eng-
land that-hé has not met;
cess he had hoped tor.' Bi

mh the hüc- 
lût11 belléve

And way each on-
and dear to us uh. r.:h one throw out their best that Brother Motse inihisidieart feels 

out the Infinite love which that it is not the SpirStaaUsRi gf Amerl- 
.........  ‘ ca, or the Spiritualist of ^pston who 

have dealt ttys, biqv ^.gi^nqt^pnty 
to his spiritual, e.xpqqtatigng of the. 
work be could do iiere.Jiut fl’npwlaily— 
and I am sure that I echo foe spirit of 
our lyceum, pnd of all. the Spiritualists 
In Boston, when .1 explain to Brother 
Morse that 1 would have known that 
the Spiritualists of Boston all admire 
-Brother Morse. I am sure if Mrs. Butler 
was here, slie would echo the same for 
her society. As committee of the Spir
itual Lyceum we Lad expected.Kb might

another.
After a few appropriate remarks Mrs. 

Stewart asked the young couple to sig
nify to those present their desire to be 
henceforth known as husband and wife 
by joining their right hands. This be
ing done, with the expressed wish that 
their lives mav be as closely united as 
were their right hands, she pronounced 
them husband and wife. After greeting 
her daughter, and new sgn with an af
fectionate kiss, Mrs. Hull was called to 
the front and closed the public services 
with an appropriate and beautiful poem.

Mr. and Mrs. Bowen have gone to 
— their new home in Rogers, Ark. They 

uugiiij: u.ouvuv— I have received carry with them the congratulations 
many letters from those who have and good wishes of all who knew them. J ""’va-. May they nve long and happy uves, and

prove to be blessings to each other and 
to all with whom they come in touch.

MOSES HULL.

taken "sublime degrees" in these “mys-. 
tic orders” of whatnots, all expressing 
the one opinion that they were dupes, 
and received no value for their money
except a humiliating experience.

The occult mysteries of the East are 
myths, and as out of place with the 
minds of the present age, as would be 
the geography or ‘‘wisdom" of the 
early ages of man’s childhood.

Some of these “professors” will teach 
how anyone can contrQj the will of any 
other he pleases. What is the alluring 
bait held out I Co not know which is 
most dishonest, the person who desires 

/such power or the one who promises it 
jj* ds well that such power cannot be 
^■old to those who are willing to pay for 
ft. It would be In their hands the open 
door to crime, and lead to their own 
ruin. The man who desires to purchase 
"green goods,” ought not to complain ot 
the swindler who promises to assist him 
In becominga counterfeiter.

TALKED TO RABBI’S SPIRIT

Around the Year With Ella Wheeler Wilcox, By Ella Ruddy. 
Price‘$1. ’

• u Aryan Sun^Myths. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion ofdiistorical facts relating to the ancient eonception’of the necessity;
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titcomb. Price, doth, $1,

- A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrooker, author of “Helen Harlow’s 
Vow,” “The Oeeult Forces.of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many, 
other works. Price 25 cents;.

A Scientific Demonstration- of the Future Life; ByDr. Thomson J.' 
Hudson. Price $1.50. “

. As It Is to Be. Py Cora Lynn Daniels. This is-a most spiritual book 
and ¡gives a beautiful account of the process of dying." Price, $1.

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of shprt poerps by 
Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price $1.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with signs of the, 
Zodiac. By J. H. Hill, M. D. Price $1.

Atlantis, the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnelly, is a book 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2.

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, 50 ets.

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences of the 
author. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to

when they appeared in the paper, and 1 
lake occasion to thank him tor his kind
ness. I wish I was across the ocean 
where I could hold out both hands to 
welcome the brother, instead of having 
to bid him good-bye. I regret his de
parture very rhuch, and 1 for one, wish 
him good-bye and a heartfelt God-speed, 
and also for his helpmeet."

[Several addresses preceding the re
marks of Mr. Morse will have to be 
omitted on account of lack of space.] 
, Mr. J. J. Morse came forward, amid 
loud applause. . ,

Mrs. Henderson and my dear friends, 
one and all:—Thore are some times In 
our lives when our natural audacity for
sakes us; we feel more like creeping 
into a hole and drawing the knot in af
ter us than standing up and making

others wishing the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price, cloth, $1.

force, throw —_____
will ever enfold and uplift their spirit. < 
And may each one'throw out: their, best 1 
force to that brother and sister who are । 
soon to leave us, that they may feel a ' 
response that may make them grow । 
strong, so that they may feel that they ' 
are blessed. And may angel friends 
ever co-operate and be able to assist 
you in every department of life. And 
may the brother and sister realize more • 
and more their loved ones and their 
good guides, because we know they are 
ever faithful to their calling. And may 
each one go from here feeling that they 
have done their mission, so the good 
brother and sister may take It across 
the continent; and through aspiration 
and determination of each one, we may 
realize each day the ministration ot 
angel love as we go through material 
life and unfold nearer and. nearer to 
them. And may each one go out from 
herb feeling in harmony with eachother. 
And when the brother and sister have 
left us, to perhaps carry out a work 
that is outlined for them, not forgetting, 
however, that work they have per
formed here, may thfiy be assisted riiore 
and more in that higher unfoldment, to 
give us new life and new force to con- 

i tinue the journey of life. So we ask
it in His name. Amen.

And Finally Obtained What He Desired. '

In Poland the Jews have a custom of 
visiting when they are in distress the 
tombs of learned rabbis. A remark
able, yet nevertheless true, account is 
recorded of one of these*pllgrims.

A young man of twenty-one years ot 
age was drafted for the military serv
ice. He determined if possible to find 
some way of evading the service. , He 
therefore set out for the tomb of the 
rabbi of the town and invoked the aid

THE TRAIN FOR SLUMBER TOWN.

Come along, little boy, come to me. 
The Slumber Town train is due;

It always stops at mamma’s knee 
When the weary day is through.

When the sandman sprinkles his sand 
so free

The train is coming for you, 
Crowded with tads who shout for glee 

And you’ll be one of them, too.
Choo-o-oo! Hear the whistle blow. 
All aboard! if you want to go. 
'All aboard! the gates are,down— 
Through night train for Slumber Town. 
Far up in the sky the engine steams— 

No train ever ran so high;
The silver rails are white moonbeams,

The lantern,, a firefly. .
The pilot light is a star that gleams ■ ’ 

Straight up in thé misty sky; :. ,.
lYour baggage to-night Is a bundle of

Paper, 50 cents.
Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit m a most interesting manner, 

and describing his life in the spirit world. Price 75 cents.
Beyond the Vail. A Sequel to Rending the Vail, given through tho. 

mediumship of W. W. Aber. Price, $1.50; postage 25 cents.
Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power winch helped or 

made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam. Price, 75o

Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing a de- 
scrintion of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of 
the nrineinle personages of the Christian Bible, and an examination of 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Price $LJ5-

- ' , Placed in the crucible or Mathematics, they aro 
for anyone who can count on his fingers, one, two, 

three etc. New and unique. By W. H. Bach. Price, 50 cents.
Can Telepathy Explain. By Mmot J. Savage. Price $1.

Dynamics. A.normal course of study in the Astro-Magnetic ' FormolI Nature. Just the book fot mental healers or students in the 
SCfiharacteTBuMtag,bought Power. A dainty little book and help- ' 

fni Hv Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 85 cents.
Oonflid Between Religion and Science. By J. W. Draper. Price, $175.
Si Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear chil

dren according to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental sug- 
gestioni Price 65 cents.
g riwidreti’s Progressive Lyceum. A manual, with directions for tho 

and management of Sunday-schools. Something indis- 
Shin Bv Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, 25 cents; postage, 5 ets..
Ps 0??he Past and Present. By Rev. Moses Hull. A valuable 

book Price, cloth, 35 cents; paper, 25 cents .
Clairvoyance. A book of 109 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a systemoTphilosophy.of clairvoyance its law, nature and unfoldment. 

t> t n i? ftrnTubinc. Price, cloth, 9I.W.'ByrLwnn Sense' A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
preSday8 A book to inspire the reader to love his free America. By, 

^cXeiS^ symbol cards and a valuable pamph-
Concent meditation and inspiration, with instructions how

l^TnqXoS’and develop your innermost;faculties. By Laura 

G'rtnnUnuit^ By Pr°f- W' Lockwood- tha
HSSeebS Those who have had the privilege of hearing

ProfkLockwood lecture will understand and appreciate the character.

1 oiSnirit^Life, and the Recent Experiences of Samuel 
| Bowlesthe mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twing; Price,

Big Bible Stories, 
made too absurd fo

speeches. .This is one of those occa-! 
blbns. I think that 1 may honestly and 
truthfully -say I would to God it had not 
been necessary for this meeting to
night, not only for myself—for that is a 
very small matter- I am used to the 
buffets of fortune, as all workers in our 
cause are, I have never yet met a 
worker In Spiritualism—the “hit strong 
from the .shoulder” kind ot work—who 
has not had to go through the fire; it 
seems to be necessary for us to suffer 
and to sorrow. I think we are the bet
ter for it. I don’t like it—I am honestcome into our Lyceum-.

I will say to Mr. and Mrs. Morse, I 
shall always follow them, wherever 1- 
know they are, with my thoughts and ence^_ ; ilave appreciated them after 
v/ill send out my best wishes for their were au overt ^ut while they were 
success, not only in, tills life but the transpiring, there is a certain kind of
life to come. (Applause.)

Mrs. Henderson then jptroduced Mr.

Friends, I am pleased to be here to- ; 
night, recognizing that we all are fibre ■ 
in memory of our brother and sister. 
Certainly my feeling Is one of deep re
gret that they are to leave ub, I feel 
we are to Jose a helping hand, whose 
place not many will be able to fill. And 
I trust that we may all throw but our 
best thoughts, and though they may be 
miles away, know they are near us In 
spirit and ever ready to help us. And 
I hope tonight that We all will say to 
the brother and sister that we are faith
ful, and we are sincere in co-operating 
here to bid them bon voyage; we trust 
they will receive the force of the good 
thought through the waves of thought 
which will 'help sustain them on this, 
plane and the higher plane. I feel re
gret that we are going to lose them and 
yet, I know through your pleasant 
thoughts that we all will profit by it, 
even though many miles away. So 1 
say from the spirit, God bless you both! 
And may the angel world and the Infi
nite Spirit guide you through life now 
and forever.

of his deceased friend.
He had not been praying long when 

he heard three distinct taps. ■ He 
glanced about him, but saw nothing. 
He resumed his praying, but was again 
interrupted by three strange taps. This 
time he became thoroughly alarmed. 
He sat still, afraid to break the still
ness.

Before him slowly arose the spirit ot 
his deceased friend, the rabbi, in his 
long flowing "caftan” and grizzly white 
beard. The young man recovered his 
composure and gradually approached 
his benefactor. He recited all his griev
ances. The rabbi listened carefully, 
shaking his gray head at every point 
He vehemently disapproved of the 
young man enlisting In the service.

Finally he told the visitor to depart 
peacefully and have no fear. Then he 
faded away. :

; The young man, strange to-say, was 
• .excused from serving. VERITAS.

dreams . -‘ '• “ ' '
Tossed on -when you’re passing Gy.

Choo-o-d-o! Hbar the jvhiBtle^blbw’, 
All aboard! it you want to go.
All aboard! the gates are down— 
Through night train Lor Slumber Town.

—Victor"A. Hermann.

enough to say it—I have never enjoyed 
any of the buffetings I have experl-

Redding, who said: .
I can also say that I. Regret exceed

ingly the departure of ouv brother. The 
news came to me as a ypry disagree
able feature, and I know that we have 
all known Brother Morse'and his fam
ily to love and respect him- I feel that 
the cause in Boston has .met with a 
great loss in consequence ot their de
parture, abd I know that we shall al
ways hold them in the greatest esteem 
and treasure their memory for, all time. 
I also feel that Mrs. Redding will echo

disposition In my nature—I should like 
to get up on my hind legs and snort 
around the place like an angry horse;
but Spiritualism has taught me the ne
cessity of keeping a curb upon one’s na
ture, not allowing either pleasures or 
sufferings to overpower us.

The experiences of life are many, and 
for myself I can say they have been va
rious. I think they have done me no

my sentiments In wishing them every 
measure of prosperity and. happiness. 

■ Mrs. Henderson then called upon 
Mrs. Stiles, who said:

I am sorry to say, friends, -J feel so 
grieved I am not able to talk. They 
have my best wishes.

• Mrs. Henderson: I would like to hear 
from Mrs. Whall, the président ot the 
Malden Society.

Mrs. Whall: I echo In one; way opr 
last sister's remarks. Tt' is very hard 
to stand here and ray anything to •you; 
my heart is full.- I bring to you their 
best love and wishes, for'you have en
deared yourself to the Malden society 
to the very hearts’ core. ;You arid ybuf 
beautiful daughter’s labors amongst us 
will cause us to treasure' your memory 
always, dear brother, When you have 
crossed the ocean, think of the friends 
m Malden who have nothing but The

harm. If I may judge from the tone ot 
the remarks of the dear and good 
friends who have spoken to-night, 1 
think I have not suffered through hav
ing passed through the fires. I have at 
least preserved—may I not say it—a 
clear conscience. I may honestly say 
that during the last twenty-two months 1 
that I have been intimately associated 
with the work of Spiritualism in this 
city and in this country, 1 cannot recall 
a single act I have done, a single word 
I have spoken or' written, that I would 
have left undone, unwritten or unsaid.

Ever since the year 1868, and I am 
glad Miss Morse is not here, as I am go
ing back before she was born, even be
fore I knew her mother (and if she was 
not here, I would say she was one of 
the best women in .the world), 1 have 
been familiar with rhe Banner of Light.
It was the first Spiritualist paper 1 ever ueam, *•"» —
read; I have grown up on the milk ot Pennsylvania Bar.
It was the first Spiritualist paper I ever

50 cents. * Dnnk A collection of original and selected hymns
. Saaw «>««• “h“1“ ■n<i h"c-
[°rThbrwi.hbOT .
by L- K- „p-prpflrhprs This book is just what its title indicates—a 
thoS W*. those elect of earth.

^^Hivatioiof Person^Magiietism. By LeRoy Berrier. Price, 50e.

?eShDrf& i/th^^ of How to Keep Young. By,

D WilSOn> a membCr °f th°

A very in-

that paper. It .appealed to me as no ~ ’• __
book or paper I had ever read had ap- ,. Dr Robert Greerpealed to me. In later years it was my tions. By Dn KO 
privilege to be sent to this city, to visit 
this country; I have had the privilege

•Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their Interpreta. 
w n—™ price, 25 cents.

Mrs. Conant-Henderson here intro
duced Mrs. Mattie E. A. Albie, Presi
dent of the Ladies’ Aid Society, of Bos
ton, who spoke as follows:

I am the representative of the Ladies’ 
Aid Society, and i regret, very much 
that so many of them are absent now 
from the city, because we all loved our 
brother and sister very much, and 1 
know that many of thenrhoped to meet

-’’How to Train .iChildren: and Pa
rents,” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne 'takes 
the ppslBbn ihatflh many cases Jt is The- 
jtarents/that heed the.', training- more, 
than the children, , and advises parents 
to-look'to themselves. Twenty-live 
cents could hot be better spent thdh 
buying this little book. ■ Anyone that 
has‘the care of children should read IL 
Brice 25 cents. ■ ' ' • '

"Spiritual Songs tor tile Use ot Cir
cles, Campmeetlngs and Other.. Spirit 
ualistls Gatherings.” : By Mattle a

By Bev. B. F. Austin,
Hull. Price 10 cents.

them In the fall.
I feared when I received the good 

sister’s invitation to come here tonight, 
That I would have to send regrets, ow
ing to the Illness of my husband.

I regret-very much that Miss Flor- - * •— 4*. rlAna

kindest thoughts lor you, and I know 
that you will understand as we do, just 
where the trouble vtas/ We know it— 
and regret that nnyCne'dalltag himself 
a Spiritualist—that at?? orie^American 
on this continent wbiifa db nhy human 
being such an injustfife. {"heard you 
once say that you wotfld be glad to be
come an American dlizeii:./owing to 
the" trouble that has c8tab nbon you, I 
am glad that you have not? become an 
American, citizen. Yow afe'talting with 
you our hearts full of lover® May you 
live long and live iqn^r htill1 to spread 
the" cause of Spiritu^tstai 9,And may 
many a heart be mad#&lad?Sb we have 
been made glad, with 'ms sound of your 
voice. ' i ¿an •.

of making the personal acquaintance ot 
Brother Luther Colby, ot ever-to-be-re- 
membered John W. Day, ot Mr. Wilson 
and the rest of the staff, including Isaac

Mrs. Conant-HenAei%on:8l‘ May we 
hear from Mrs. Berr^ " 7?"r resret.very mucn mat miss c»oi- :------, ■ 5» »ence could not be here, becausejt does -Mrs Berry: .I cerfafolyUUVC VVUJU uw ----- r _ .

not seem quite right Hot to have the 
trinity—father, - mother and daughter. 
Certainly,'however, ¿he decided for thé

; rehn ■ Say as I 
Mr. Berry has said,"iff a'Tam not, 
at all pleased'to be Here'. “Fam In no 
condition to even ultéŸ wh'tKrfew wordsCertainly,'however, She decioeu for ue'(™uu>uUU __best, and I know her thoughts are with I may jitter. I am too thoroughly Indig- 

you. -We shall miss them very much' nanL I am soriy that such a'condition 
at the meetings, and while I know they has come about'clif -friends, I am In- 
will not'be there in. form, they Will-be diguant that one claimiigj tq be aSplr- 
with us in spirit - ; ' itualist should serve àhàthèr one—as
¿ And I wish'-to’ tender them the best good a Spiritualist as MrM'Morse hap 
wishes Of-the -Ladles’ Aid Society/ proved himself—In the .way that has 

u "been done.' I-shall not’utter one.word

'Religious and Theological Works ot
VThonias Paine,1.’ contains his celebrated

of Reason,” and a number of let- i Him. rnco zv
and discourses on religious and “The Jesuits.’

‘/logical subjects. Cloth binding, 1301 a. M„ B. D. An excellent pamphlet
Price. >L Price 15 cents.

DIOIIV/O a/* v - --------------
When we assemble 'thefe, bb sure there 
will be a loving’ thought go ’fixA’thb1 
ladies on every Friday- night, because 
we . adopted Miss Florence. We ’ had 
one son, Mr. Blinn, and we thought we 
must have a daughter with us, I re
gret she will not be with us.' 1, ' t ' ;

I know.the loved ones and the.angels; 
who have ever sustained you' in ’ tab 
paat will' not desert you now. Wheii 
you go across the waters, may the 
bright stafxof prosperity go with you. 

| may loving hearts and loving hands be

"been done.' I-shall not’ulter one.word 
that I will not back up.'that I will hot

B. Rich. And it is one of the sweetest 
recollections to me that the friendship 
formed with Brother Colby, whom I 
met in 1876, continued unbroken down 
to the time of his departure; each time 
I. visited this country his hand was al
ways extended to me, he breathed that 
spirit of brotherly love and fraternity, 
which those whb knew him, know he 
was so full of at Alt times.
,, The paper, as I say, always appealed 
to me very deeply. I had always jour
nalistic proclivities. It is .a. funny 
thing, but It iff true, nevertheless, that 
there are three things I have noticed In 
the course of my career: One set of 
people I never liked—they were par
sons. 1 do not-know why I did not like 
them, but a common experience was In 
in England, when I was traveling (our 
railway carriages are built differently 
from yours, in compartments), when 1 
would leave home, perhaps I would oc
cupy the compartment alone, but before 
the journey was at an end, into the car
riage would come a minister. I would 
think just as the clock was on the tick 
that I would escape this week surely. 
Sometimes we had a Chat, 'sometimes

face. I remember more- than twenty 
■years ago the first time,’’ah my husband 
has said, when we met 'Mr.- Morse at 
Aetna camp. I have always bad a most 
profound respect for him, and- why? i 
One reason Is oecdtlse hb has always i 
proved himself to be a ¿ehtleman. An-, 
other reason is,' because he always had- 
the kindest thought, the most helpful 
feeling for all true mediums. (Number 
of voices in the audience, "That is 
right!’’) I am sorry» I say, tMfc aaeh a

. ------ ..- V:-,.—L... .......

we scowled at each other., - Sometimes 
I would find that he was a great deal 
better man than his creed allowed him 
to be. Then I also discovered that 
journalists had a great attraction for 
me;, and then another set of people 
were theatrical people. " Whether 1 at
tracted them or they attracted me, I do 
riot know." But tny first love was for 
journalistic work, and I have an Idea 
that if ever I had an ambition in the 
way of journalism at all, It would be to

«Mtinueä Si
. V Vrvo ,, < ~ w g

” Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will 
help von see the beauty and joy of life. Price, $1.50.

Echoes from the World of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 
songs, with music and chorus, in book form. By C. P. Longley. Price, 
$1 • postage 15 cents.

Edith Bramley’s Vision. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested . 
in learning how the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are seek
ing to prevent the progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents.

Elsie’s Little Brother Tom. An interesting story for children. Allen 
Thurber author. This book fills a need for literature for small folks 
as there ’are but a few books, and we recommend this as being interest
ing and instructive. Price, 75 cents.

Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the prin
cipal passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove on 
imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1.

Evolution of the Devil. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published. By Herry 
Frank the independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 centi.

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimke, Ph. B, 
Cloth cover. Price, $1.50. . _ .

Every Living Creature, or a heart-training through the animal world. 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Cloth. Price, 35 cents.

Father Tom and the Pope and the History of the Pope 'a Mule. Price, 
paper,25 cents;cloth 50 cents.

Fasting, Hydropathy and Exercise, By Bernarr Macfadden and 
Felix Oswald, A. M., M. D. Cloth bound. Price $1.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome. A book that has done more to 
enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other twO; published; By 
Rev. Chas. Chiniquy, ex-priest» . Price $2.25. .. ■ - <

Force and Matter, or the-Natural Order of the Universe,,with a .Sys
tem of Morality Based Thereon. A very 'popular scientific exposition, 
By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price,, cloth, $1. '
' From Dreamland Sent. A book of poems. Verses of life,to come. 
By Lilian Whiting. Price, $1. . < • . . . , •

From Soul to Soul. This beautiful book of beautiful poems £ all that 
the title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful 
in its'variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $L ’

Gospel of Buddha. According to old records. A translation from 
1 Japanese, made under the auspices of,the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate 
' , to ftq $ Religions. Bx Pr,^¿5 r



The Progressive

I think the oiit- 
be in that direc-come In this case will 

tion.
It is no secret, for

advantage to us and in some degree a 
benefit to our cause. ’............

FAREWELL TO J. J. MÒRSE.
' ’ (Continued frofn page 7.)
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; The Progressi ve i’hinker Stands Ever Heady to Battie for Spiritualism, Rirei.and Unadulterated, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity, À

bè editor of the Banner, but I had never 
thought .of it a? anything that 1 would 
ever realize, but as foreign to my. lite 

. ■ ub it would be to take the moon out pt 
the sky. ' ■ , •

You know the tragic circumstances 
wlilch occurred something almost. like 

■ two years ago, that led to, such a com
plete upheaval an<l alteration lii the of
fices of the Banner, of LIglit, At that 
tipip I.-jiappened to be in JBooton. Ina’ 
curioiiB. way* I became acquaint fed wita. 
the management of the paper and was 
invited to take the position of editor. 
The invitation was extended to me on, 

” the' strong recommendation of Andrew 
' JaokBon Davis,.one. Of .the men whom 1. 

have most honored in our working 
ranks, I think of all other, men. The 
position was accepted. The little am
bition that I might have had was thus 
gratified, and with fear and trembling 1 
undertook the duties of what I consider 
to be a moat responsible position.. I 
think, of all the'positions in the world 
that a man or woman can be called • 
upon to occupy, thé most ' responsible 
i hat of the editor of a newspaper. Y ou

■ I ha(l -a’ letter:frpm ¡a very, dqar frlentl 
up in Vermont) a friend whom I have 
never seen, but known through corre 
spondence. This friend begged of me 
not to be-hasty, not to do anything in 
a, hurry, and above all things, to be 
just.’ But I think when a man does not 
do anything for eight’months; be is not 
hasty; and I think when a man only 
asks for what is his own, he is just; 
and' I think when a man refrains from 
saying unpleasant things, he Is. gener
ous. I want to be just, I want’ to be 
generous, and I don’t want tq be hasty. 
So when I had my interview, I readily 
assisted the management to arrive at a 
Bolutlop. The solution we arrived at in 
good faith, on my-part. I accept it as 
it stands—I may have whatever opinion

can do so much harm; you ar? king ot ■ 
the'castle, you can keep the other tel- 
low down, and lie cannot get back at 
/on, because you are sitting out ot 
reach; you are in the chair.
. On the other bond, you can do so 
much good by a kindly word, or by just 
a little judicious blue-penciling you can 
save heart-breaks and heart-burnings; 
the people who wrote the articles at a 
time when they would like to tear hair, 
are angry for a moment; that the blue 
penal! has been used; and then are glad 

■ about it. I have often said the great 
art of editing a newspaper lies In the 
art of knowing what to keep out; any. 
tool can put It in. And I have prayed 
for guidance more in the direction of 
wliat to keep out of the paper, rather 
than what to put in. And if my blue 
pencil could talk, I think it would bear 
me out in this. “ ' ’ .

I always admired America and the* 
Americans. This was the land in which 
my religion was born. I am more a 
Spiritualist to-day than I ever was in my 
life. (Applause). Nothing can ever 
destroy my belief in spirit guidance; 
nothing can make me less a- Spiritualist 
than I am to-day. I have always en
joyed my visits to this country, and 1 
always have been treated by the Spirit- 
uaUsts ot America—and when I say ”1” 
.1 wish to include my family—I have al
ways been most kindly treated and 
most royally dealt with by the Spirit
ualists of the United States. (Ap
plause). And wnen 1 say I have trav
eled' as far north as Bangor, Maine, as 
far south as New Orleans, as far east as 
Boston, and west as San Francisco, you 
may think that I can speak with some- 
authority when 1 speak of the kindness 
1 have received. 1 have nothing but re
spect and affection for the great body 
of the Spiritualists ot the United 

• States, because 1 should be the most un
grateful man In the United States if 1 
entertained any other feelings in re
gard to them as a body.

It. was with the deepest feelings of 
satisfaction that I came to become one 
of you, and enroll myself as. one of the 
sons of Columbia. This meant the 
breaking up of old associations and the 
.-.acrifices of personal relationship. The 
severance of the ties bt friendship 

! Which had grown close and dear to me 
through a long time of public work. But 
* considered duty called me, arid’ we (to 

. <ise a homely phrase) pulled up our 
tent-pegs, With more disadvantage than 
1 like to contemplate just for the iho- 
ment, and crossed the ocean and came 
unto the city of Boston. You know the 
story of my effort in connection with 
the cause here. How I tried, as has 
«several times been recorded in the 
pages of the Banner of Light,, to make 

* that paper a Spiritualist paper for Spir- 
' itualists; that I considered to be its 

destiny, that I considered to be its mis
sion still. It had that character in the 
past, and if I had in my hands the let
ters I have received during the last 
twenty-two months In connection with 
the paper, you would recognize that 1 
was not romancing when I tell you that 
many felt I succeeded in the attempt.

But “the best laid plans of mice and 
men gang aft aglee.” I believe that 
there is a higher wisdom In the matter 
than perhaps we can see or I can real
ize just now; but I have never known 
an experience which we have passed 
through that has not in the end been an

I please. In the very ■«■nature of the 
case what we are doing here to-night, 
will become public property/ so to 

.make It perfectly clear to all, I will 
state that the solution arrived at was 
this—but first of all I must tell you—1 
must confess to feeling very angry on 
one point. I don't think I am exceed
ing the laws of propriety if I tell you 
the incident. I received a letter from 
a very old and dear friend of mine— 
who is indirectly referred to in a Ban
ner of recent date—a gentleman who is 
up at the lake, had been told by a per
son individually concerned, that there 

¡was no money owing to Mr. Morse at 
all, that all accounts were square be
tween them. Now, when my account 
books on a whole statement show that 
there was over four hundred dollars 
due me, I think that was rubbing It in 
just too much! I can talk about it 
pleasantly jiow, because ten days have 
gone by and the anger has subsided. I 
hold In my pocket a copy of,a receipt 
the management of the Banner of Light 
holds, signed by myself; that receipt 
says that I accept a'certain amount in 
cash (less than fifty dollars) and in ad
dition 1 was asked'Whether I would 
take preferred stock in the Dartmouth 
Publishing Company, dr whether 1 
would- take notes. Well, as I shall be 
out of the United States in the next 
thirty days and probably will never re
turn, the holding, of preferred stock in 
the Un|ted States would of course, be 
perfectly valueless to me. So, 1 took 
notes and a certain suggestion ' was 
made as to the amounts and time, and, 
In my agreeableness, I doubled the 
time. And I hold these three notes for. 
the balance of the salary, payable in 
four, eight and twelve months. The re
ceipt I referred to is .for all claims and 
salary against this corporation—that is 
the Dartmouth- Company, that is now 
publishing the Banner of Light. There 
Is an excellent endorsement—It is 
signed by the treasurer, and that surely 
would be good enough.

But the value of the receipt to my 
mind, lies In this fact; It is an official 
admission that salary was due me, and 
that is worth more to me than the value 
of the notes, because It puts me in the 
position of being an honest man before 
the Spiritualists of the United States. 
I have visited this country more or less, 
for thirty years. Thirty years ago In 
January I first set my toot in America. 
There is not a man or woman in this 
country who can say I owe them a dol
lar or robbed them of a Cent, and it was 
a little more than i could bear to have 
it said that I was*-making a claim that 
was false.

Now, I would not say one word that 
vzould harm the Banner of Light; it is 
a paper that is dear to our hearts—as 
dear to me to-day as ever it has been. 
I think the Spiritualists of the United 
States have In that paper an organ to 

-be proud of. so tar ns its past history 
is concerned. I’ hope it may Boat out 
and make many a trip along the coast
line pt human i|fe. Far be It from me 
to,say any word that will give pain to

Thinker of this week tells the story, 
that I was compelled at last to resign 
my position. I had on several matters 
endeavored to reach a more happy solu
tion, but that seemed Impossible. So 
finally (to use a vigorous expression) 1 
had to take the bull by the horns and 
decide for myself. I made the decision 
on the Sth of this month; and I feel 
fully justified in so deciding, as the 
financial part of the obligation was not 
being lived up to with the same assid
uity I was trying to live up to the liter
ary part of It. The resignation was sent 
in. As I tell you, The Progressive' 
Thinker tells the real story, that there 
was a very large amount of arrears for 
salary due me. 1 am not an extrava
gant man, I can live on next to nothing, 
but I have not got to the position of the 
man’s horse, that was able to live on a 
straw a day,—aud therefore • I was 
obliged, in justice to my family as well 
as to myself, to take the step 1 did. But 
I want this audience to understand one 
point especially. I did not leave the 
proprietors of tlie Banner of Light in 
any embarrassing condition. The for
mal agreement was allivitork should ter
minate on the fifth of August, but I put 
In three extra days’s work in preparing 

. the first half of the paper, thé manu
script of which was In the printer's 
hands three days before it was due, and 
the editorial work alone was left, and 
as they had six days to complete' that 
In, I do not feel they did not have 
enough time. I left everything in order 
In the editorial room and full instruc
tions in regard to the manuscript on 
¿and, and although 1 sent in a peremp
tory resignation, I left the office in or
der. I could not do any less as an hon
orable man; I could have done more, 
but that much 1 felt it my duty.to do.. 

’ I have been Indirectly blamed and Indi-' 
rectly accused, but when people are 
angry they say many things they are 
Sorry for afterwards. ’

The Propwe liter
A Paper that Never Falters, Never Busgs in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, >oraMy, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Bissemination of■ Most Important; Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth
a public meeting is to talk about tbe. 
people who are not here. Now-1 am 
perfectly satisfied If ft had been the lat
ter part of the season, we should have 
had a very large meeting; However, 4 
thank from the bottom of my heart’ 
those who would have been here it 
they could have been,
¿But, to look Into your faces and listen 

to the vplces of the various speakers 
will inspire us on our journey, and 
when.-we are away in our far-away 
borne, we shall go back to our last Fri
day night iri Boston and think ot the 
gathering we have had here. The pur
poses ot life we never can iully under
stand, and I suppose we never shall un
til we have passed through if.

■And now, friends, ! hope you will not 
thin® that I have said one word in an
ger or bitterness, Whatever feelings 
of that nature I have had, have passed 
away. I pm Spiritualist enough to 
know that in God’s own time every
thing will be brought right; there is an
other life—thank God- for-it! And 
what slips up here will go right there. 
What- we ■suffer in this world, will be 
çompénsated for there. And in thank
ing you for your presence here, I will 
quote another, who said "He would 
sooner be'injured than be the in jurer of- 
another.” I have no harsh words to' 
leave, only loving words. Friends you 
may nevecsee riiy face here in the flesh, 
we may never clasp hands here again, 
but I shall remember (here the speaker 
mentioned’ the names of many of those 
present) who have been very close to 
our hearts for niany months past, and 
I'pray that all.thé good things that you 

’bayé said of ùs may be returned a thou
sand fold to 'bless each one and all fit 
you. (Applause.) '

any hearts present. I am trying to be 
just; I admit it is a little hard work; 
and because I am trying to be just, 1 
have told you the facts just as they oc
curred this afternoon. This Is not tbe 
place to thresh out private commercial 
questions. (Mr. Morse here read 
aloud the copy of the receipt given to 
the Dartmouth Publishing Co.) It has 
been a painful experience, and I am 
glad, more glad than I can here express 
to you in words; that it is over, A 
weight has been lifted from my heart 
and shoulders this afternoon. I know 
exactly where I ' am. I have never 
been in the position of a criminal who 
is on the trial for his life, but I can un
derstand how the strain of suspense can 
become so intense that it is positively 
a relief to hear the judge say, "You 
have got to be hung or electrocuted.”

I shall leave you -on Tuesday morning 
next, when the steamship Ivernla will 
sail from her' dock at East Boston, 
early in the morning. We are going on 
board 'the night before, so as not to 
have to go there about five in the morn
ing, for I am- like John G. Saxe, who 
said he always" preferred to get up 
after the world had been aired! It is 
all very well about the early bird catch
ing the worm, but the worm was a 
great fool to get up so soOn. But early 
on the morning of Tuesday, we shall 
sail away down the bay. 1 know, as 
well as J know anything, that 1 will 
leave hosts of friends behind me in this 
city of Boston. I have never made any 
professions to help this, or that or the 
other medium—I have tried not to 
make fish ot one and flesh of the other. 
It Is a delight to me to go away from 
this room to-night with the knowledge 
that the Ladles’ Aid Society, the Boston 
Children’s Lyceum, our good friends 
from Malden, and all of you here be
sides, and some of our oldest friends 
and workers who are here to-night, and 
listen to the kind and generous things 
you have said about my wife, my 
daughter and myself. We are three 
folks that live very much by ourselves; 
our sorrows and our joys are our own 
and we suffer In silence and say .nothing 
'about it. and,to know that our experi
ences have not been unnoticed, that you 
have not been unmindful, while It Is a 
pleasure, it is a pain also. I thank you 
for us all from the bottom of my heart 
for your Interest in our affairs,' and If 1 
have done anything for Spiritualism

I am not here to-night, nor is this tho ■ 
tilace to enter into the details of the 
case. I would not like to insult you by 
Any such course—I certainly would not 
like to degrade myself by making an 
exhibition of myself, or, to put it in 
plain, colloquial English, I would not 
like to make an css of mysèlf. I.have. 
Buffered, seriously suffered-during the. 
$ast eight months. It has been a very 
Tard.'a terrible struggle. Our good 
sister, Mrs. Henderson, knows how 
hard that struggle has been. But, tor 
the sake of the cause and the reputa
tion of tbe paper, I forbore mentioning 
IL

To-day it was my fortune to have an 
interview with the management of the 
Banner. ■ I'speak of this, because when 
X sent in my letter.of resignation I indi
cated the salary which was due me.
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Mrs. Conant-Henderson: By request. 
Qf the spirit world, let us sing, "Blest 
be the tie that binds."

Mrs! Conant-Henderson, (entranced): 
Mr. Morse, Co-workers and Friends:— 
We greet you here to-night. What we 
deem- cp-op'eratlon is nothing but what' 
one worker ought to extend to another. 
But our desire, friends, In bringing you 
here to-night, especially is that we real
ize that the last impression or the last 
association always leaves its prints 
deeper than any other time. When 
Eben Cobb ran the meetings so many 
years in Boston, and perhaps tie most 
successful who ever ran regular meet
ings in the city of Boston, he always 
used to say that if he had an extra good’ 
mpdium, some one whom he knew the 
audience enjoyed, he aiwayh kept them 
for the last. And really one time, when 
Our medium used to go there (I do.'not 
use this as any flattery to ourselves, but 
to explain how we became acquainted 
with his methods) and ap our medium 
picked up the crumbs and tied the’ 
threads, he always kept her to the last. 
And she thought she was Blighted and 
often times found fault, so much so that 
sho refrained from going to the house. 
It is one thing, friends, .when we be
come familiar witl) the laws of the spir
it we won’t be quite so sensitive and 
take things to heart that we now do. 
And certain individuals went to Eben, 
and said: "Eben, why don’t, you give 
her a chance? You call on this one and

during the last twenty-two months, I 
am glad of It. x

. I wish among other kindnesses to 
speak of one in particular. 1 refer to 
Mr. Ayer of the First Spiritual Temple., 
It was my privilege In the early part of 
this year, tp fill a fourteen weeks’ en
gagement with that society, and you 
can hardly realize the Importance ot 
that engagement I want to place It on 
i ecord that I am hot unmindful or unap- 
pfeciative of this kindness.

Before I close , these scattered re
marks, and. I speak under considerable 
emotion, friends—for although we old 
war horses may riot show it, but go 
right on speaking as though there was 
nothing the matter, yet we. suffer just 
the same behind it all—I wish to say, 
dur. good sister, Mrs. Henderson, has 
again expressed her kindly .and gener
ous and sympathetic disposition, - and 
the desire to do good, whére lt is pos- 

• sible to do.so. And Ithank her for m'y

New Discovery.
A new method of .preparing? my medicine from ’ 

the green root and herb, gathered from God'»' 
great Garden of Nature, , at the proper time, and 
madetatpni^HcIue yvilftputtb^ effects pf alcohol.

Are sick . /
and write to ue- aekingus about this nèw method, 
we will answer their letters cheerfully, If /ou 
will Inclose a 2 ceni stamp, a

FREE DIAGNOSIS
of your case will be sent to all who will eend 
their name-In full and symptoms. We ask for 
symblombbecauee toadventure to diagnose dis« 
ease without--symptoms Is considered by the 
postofflcé unthòrltieé' to be using the mails with 
Intent to defraud; and we mean to Jive up to the 
laws of oureoutitpy. 1 : ’ Ó j ,

DR, C. E. WATKINS,
HOTEL WESTLAND, 

Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

s not to-day-as when we-established 
he Banner of Light, and the messe’n- 

<ers gave Instructions áq to why It 
should be established. It is not neces
sary to lower the lights and- crowd in 
the back doors, so afraid our neighbors 
would know-where we go. - But thanks 
to the-ministering angels the clouds ot 
doubt and of1 prejudice have been 
lifted! • ■ ;

And we find to-day, friends, that 
while Spiritualism as an “Ism’t . m^y- 
Beem to have-lost its zeal, may have 
lost its power as a name,’ yet its occult 
force has Impregnated other bodies to
day , more than, ever ’ before. • Our 
brother referred to the Mother Chqrch. 
Well.do I remember when Mary Baker 
sait in .our seance room when the spirit 
communicated to her through our own 
organisiji... We care not whether It js 
mental science, Spiritualism or Chris
tianity; it 1b the. power of the spirit 
working through .¡natter, aud it is tlie 
same god, .the same spirit, that helps 
us „united here to-day. Why, friends, 
let us say to you, you donot know all 
you have done by coming-here to-night; 
Each one of you, in your personal 
heart, may grieve at the departure ot 
our .brother. .-He may say within his 

-own soul: “It I once get within the’ 
doors of my’ own home; I care jiot to- 

■ leave!” We:may say, ”1 will not do 
this; I will, not do-that," but, friends; 1 
Buy to you to-night, not one of you use 
any such expressions, for you know 
not where the spirit may lead you. You 
may be a little bit surprised, and yet 
I hope that I will yet have an opportu
nity—if not through. this organism, 
through some one else—to say to you, 
"We thank God and the angej world for 
bringing J. J. Morse to the States.” 
We.win see, in perhaps, not so very 
long a time, that he was truly the only 

. person that could have brought condi
tions to the focus that he has, for, 
friends, we cannot rectify anything, un
til we bring It to the surface.

>■ To-day this word has gone vibrating 
through this world from end to end, for 
the Banner of Light and Colby and 
Rich’s names are written as in letters

iLVNN SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIATION

Excellent Work Accomplished by th< 
Association—A Tribute to Dr. Alex. 
Caird and His Estimable Wife.

■ The meetings held at Unity Camp 
during Ihe past season, under the aus
pices of this association, have been uni- 
lormly successful. Large audiences 
have been in attendance, and we feel 
Bure-that good work for-the cause has 
been done. ■ Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond 
was with us August 20 and 2?, and as 
usual,charmed and instructed all who 
had the pleasure of listening to her. 
Mrs. Kate M. Ham, Mrs. S; 8. Cunning
ham, Mrs. Maude Lttch, and Mrs. Ma
mie Halyett, all good workers, are the 
speakers for the month of September, 
after which the work will be resumed 
in Cadet Hall, Lynn, Dr.-George A- Ful
ler being the speaker on the opening 
Sunday, Oct. 1. The Children’s Lyce
um Is preparing for a union service on 
that date, at which air the lyceums in 
the vicinity will be invited tp partici
pate. The largest part of the afternoon 
will probably be devoted to lyceum ex
ercises. Supper will be served. .

The members of the society, as well 
as the public, deeply regret the retire
ment of Dr. Alex Caird from the presi
dency, an office which he has so ably 
filled tor the past five years. We feel 
th ai to the able management and untir
ing efforts of Dr. Caird and his esti
mable wife, the society owes a large 
portion of their present prosperity, and 
we grieve to part with them, 'rhe very 
best wishes of a host of friends will go 
with them wherever their lot in life 
may be cast. Mr. Harry C. Chase will 
fill the office, by appointment by tlie ex
ecutive board, until a meeting of the 
society on Oct. 3. »

MRS. A. A. AVERILL, 
Lynn, Mass. Secretary. '•

COMMENDATORY.

Of the Work of Contributors and Me
diums.

Annie; Lord Chumnerlain’fl Card.
Dear friends, yon caw greatly. ;h61p me oar© for 

my blind plater; Jennie L. WabU ono-ot the earl
iest mediums now In’the form, by writing a letter 
to a apirit friond. Sehd it to mo wlth.ll, and I will 
try and gel reply brlndependcnt writing or whis
pers. Address Mra. Annl6LordOhaaiberlala,HUr 
ford Maas.

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
Who has had

Forty Years' Experience iri the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two 

Years Prof, in a Medical 
: .College, Ten Years 
IN SANITARIUM WORK,

and It * Natural Clairvoyant. Ho never 
tails In diagnosis, He lias given special attention 
to eye, ear. throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases ot both sexes. Nover 
fulls to cure piles. If you would like un opinion 
ot your cnee FREE.- write just bow you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter In your bund 
flvo minutes. Eneloae stamp for reply,

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D.
Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, BeeiTclly, Mick.

of fire, and'I aay that that influence Is 
not lost, neither is It dead) and while 
the Banner of Light may-change its 
name, it may change its garment, It 
may change its matter, but
destroy the rock on which it 

Then let us clasp hands 
spirit-world to-night and let 
that those who have led us

It cannot 
is- built, 
with the 
us realize 
over hills

MRS. W. F. BALDWIN. Box Î212 Chicago, ni. •

Mediumsftip and Devefopmept,.
Myon wish to.upfoldiyour psychical powers, to 

attain success la your special or any phase, and 
at a very low pnice, send a stamped addressed 
envelope for prospectus end circulars, to the 
SPECIALIST ON OCCCULT SCIENCE,

J. C.‘F, ORUriBlNE,
A.iffonauinlloadfX'heHtnut IKUI Sta.,

■>w Boston, Mass.

MRS.JVIAY A. PRICE
Will give Clairvoyant sandings by mall» assisted . 
by asplritteacbecof Astrology, anancientGreek. 
Will ' diaguòac phyaicdb’.'condluons, and givo ad
vise ;of tho SpintfPbyeUÚnn. .Will .tell : yi>u of ma
terlab condltiODSfand: give spirilt adyfoc» Send“ 
lock of hair, date of birth' ard ono dollar, Laws 
of medÍuníBDifi'.<&ughk<> Obsession or any undo- 
Hirable lnfluoncB cured;-<23 First at,, N, E„ Wash
ington. D. O - •

And every one ofothoee uereone flrat had Catarrh. 
WHy Do You MalTnr ‘With Ctttarrh, Hay Fe
ver and.-Amhmn, and run the risk of dying with 
consumption, when you can be cured: MO-NOt 
The GreatOAtnrrh Kdiuedy Will .Cure 
Yon. We will mall you a 50 cent bottle of MO
NO for 10 cent« In stamps.

PANAMA MED. CO.,
Box 700, St, Donis, Mo,

Books on Development.
iSFTIere are standard, practical, long-tested 

books on Spiritual Development, at a nominal 
cpst, They will appeal to vou.

iS^Clairvoyance,—150 puses, cloth; teaches 
how to see spirits, practice telepathy, enter spirit 
world at will, commune with the so-culled dead, 
dovolop second sight, locate minerals and tina 
hidden treasures. Endorsed by Lilian Whiting, 
Henry Wood, W. J, Colville, Prof. Harradln and 
all leading teachers. Price, il.W,

Off"Auras and colors,--A wonderfully help
ful book on how to see and read auras and colors, 
learn people’s atmospheres: contains a color dic
tionary; Price 50 cis.

tyPsycliomctry.--How to read the soul of 
things. Thia book teaches you how to become a 
psyehometrist. Price, 50 cts-

^^Realization»—A book, that opens the way 
to.the realization of one’s divinity. It teaches 
^oi^how.toenterthti super-consciousness. Price,

fF“Death and Beyond.—A book of revela
tions. price, cloth. 60 ets.

EB^Secure n large crystal for crystal gazing or 
rejidlng. 'Price. 12.25; postage prepaid.

. ^end moneys to
- J. C. F. URUMBINB,
Algonquin Road, Ohestnut Hill Bta.,

Boston. Mass.

that one and it looks as though you 
were favoring one more tnan the 
other.”

"Oh, no,” Eben replied, "you are mak
ing a mistake, i may have a meeting 
here all day, but if there is one medium 
goes on at the end and if he happens to 
catch the people at the very last, they 
are all coming back -again. It is the 
IftBt impression that brings them back 
again."

So I thought there was nothing that 
would close our association with. 
Brother Morse so well as to have a few 
of us together to-night, although It is 
perhaps not altogether necessary, for I 
do not feel because we are at a dis
tance that we will be at all strangers. 
We are ad much spirlt td-day, as when 
disembodied. And so, frìèrids, it is with 
that thought I calied yop together'; with 
that thought that we- Woiild' make him 
feel that nothing is circumstance. And 
I think, Mr. Morse, that is the reason 
pur medium poked into some things 
that she did. for the bump of curiosity 
is a femininfe one after’all? There are 
going to be a great many sorrowful 
hearts when our Spiritualists return tp 
Boston and find that J. J. Morse has 
gone.. Many will regret that they have 
not the privilege of taking his hand In 
theirs, because (nor do we say it in 
flattery) J. J. Morse’s work Is too well 
known over the whole globe. And that 
is one reason, friends, that lie was 
asked to.come to this country as he 
was looked upon as the only individual 
known all the world over, capable of 
this work—to- take up ■ the broken 
threads and the -work of the direction 
of the Banner of Light. _

Now, friends, the spirit works myste
riously, and w.e bavé two pictures to 
draw, and’no doubt it causes question
ing. On thé one hand to those who 
know, the mysterious working of the 
spirit, and know that they do not- al
ways carry the' médiums into flowery 
beds nor cushioned seats—as our 
brother has already said, they- are gen
erally carried through many_ fires. And 
yet put of the darkness cômeth light, 
and I; feel to-ñight to say, friends., that 
tihe purpose of J. J.'•'Morse crossing the 
Atlantic and establishing his work here 
Is not finished, neither is It yet thor
oughly comprehended.

Another picture that . is drawn, is 
fréni those who may question 
thè power of the spirit;. and what

family as. well- as :myself for her .kind
ness in calling this meeting to-night; It 
Is an illustration of that spirit of fra
ternity and. good fellowship which 
should be among all Spiritualists. (Ap
plause.) ,
• (Mr. Morse then read aloud letters of 
regret at not being'able to attend, con
taining messages ot sympathy and good 
will from C- Fannie - Allyn, Carrie -F-
Loring tmd B. W. Beleber; also a tele
gram from Dr. G.. Lester Lane.) He.
then continued:'

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, one of the greatest Psychic 

wonder» living that uses thesplfltual X-ray wlth- 
out'any leading symptom to direct, and locate all 
Internal diseases. A. trial will convince you. 
Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes 
successfully treated, as hundreds can testify. 
Send name, age, sex, complexion and 10 cents in 
stamps, and receive a correct diagnosis of your 
case, free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRAN0E3; Li LOUCKS,

DR. I S. LOUCKS
Io one.of tbe oldest and most successful Spirit
ual am) Magnetic Physician’s. His cures are mar
velous; hie examinations are free to all who send 
him name, ace. sox, and lock of hair, and 5 cents 
in elamps. He doesn't ask lor leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of'both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince yon. His practice extends all over the 
land, He cures you In your own homo.

Address, J, H. LOUCKB. M. B.,
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham Masa

and dales will not forsake ub In the 
hour of depravity.

(Here there was an improvised 
poem.)

I want to announce myself as Fanny 
Conant. I was the first medium of the 
Banner of Light, and through my own 
organism was the first message given 
to Boston. And the spirits desired a 
paper to be published; why? For we 
saw many times, oh so many times that 
there was no opportunity for a spirit to 
visit their loved ones and we felt to 
open up a seance room In the Banner 
office, as It was opened there, for what 
you term to-day, the tramp spirits. 
Down in a little corner, in Ute further 
part of Water street, where the Herald 
officers to-day, up in a back room, we 
held our first circle. We never asked 
them whether they were Chinamen, 
Turks or Jews. All we wanted was the 
knowledge of divinity, and for that rea
son, friends, I wished for divinity my
self. This Is the first time I have con
trolled this medium-since 1 left the 
Banner, but I felt we are holding to 
things of the past. I also wish to bring 
glad tidings of great joy from our good 
worker, Mr. Colby, and many others 
present outside of the many who have 
co-operated. I shall not keel) you to
night, but I do hope that I am teaching 
every one of you to remember that the 
Banner of Light may change manage
ment, may change conditions, but that 
it is not going to. die. Thank you, 
friends, I will now say adieu.”

S6 Warren BL, Btonebam, Mui.

TATADDH 'W co-ro:na
LA! A All 11 la-the moat successful

** •* ******* treatment lor Catarrh 
and Head Cold*..-1 will send It on « days’ 
trial free to all readers ot The Progressive 
Thinker. AGENTS, I can Sturt you with scapi
tai of Sl„ and land you with a bank account of
SI,000. Adoress, , E. J. WORST.

20 Elmore Block, Ashland, O.

MARY W. TMS, Tsv“
Readings by mail only. Bend self-addressed' 

envelope and 11.00 for full reading. - Send date of 
birth and month.

Vegetable Magnetized Tablets,
SI.OO Per Box.

For general debility, Restores health and strength 
No. 7 Washington St, Bradford, Pa.

The Infallible fibre trumpet is'insulated top and 
bottom; shell, enamel, cardinal color finish", H50. 
Guaranteed, better than metal or any other mate* 
rial: very light in weight;- absolutely tangible 
with spirit forces; warranted perfect or money 
refunded; cases, with handles, 11.50. Booklet for 
all kinds of development, 12 cts., sent on . receipt 

.of price. z . .- ¿i" x-
/A8.NWTON, BoTr St,, Toledo. O.

THE OOSPEL Of NHURt ;
Is a most excellent Work by. Dr. M. L. Sherman, 
■assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore it 
has been sold tor 82, .but tho price now has been 
reduced to81»- It is a book.thntWUl Interest 
and instruct. It contains 280 pages, and Is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualities, and his work is a 
reflection from the colestlal-snheres.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

' San Jose, Call

fl UnnttapFl if Restores Lost Vision, 
n WvIlUul UJI Write for Illustrated circular 
Xnar'F^nfn Showing styles and pricesand U UUvLUIjI-u, photo of Spirit Y arm a, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power In me. I ean ad- 
iuet my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mall, as If you were In my office. Thousands will 
testily. B. c. POOLE.

<3 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. UI
Dear Mr: Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect I 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal

HATE.RIALIZATIOH Materialization,’’by 
Mme. E. d’Esperance,’ and “Materialization a 
Fact in Nature,” by B. F. Austin. A most ex
cellent work. Price ioc.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The ¡most .important revelations concerning 

the true origlm of Christianity. Reader, In 
bringing to yours notice “Antiquity Unveiled," 
it is with tmn slncerol.hopo that you are earn- 

•'estly looking ftai the truth, regardless of any 
other consideration' If such Is-the case, this 
advertisement .-win deeply Interest .you, and 
after,reading this brM description you wlU 
doubtless wlsh. to : gtve the work a careful' 
-perusal. Prices,81.50. it

The Wonders of Life.
By ERlfEST HAEdKEL, Author of "The 

Riddle of the Universe." This book Isconllned 
to tho realm of organic science, and treats of 
“The Knowledge, Nature, Functions and Histo
ry of Life," Price, cloth, M.50.

IMPOSTA MT WORK.

- The Riddfe of the Universe. _
By Prof. Ernest Haeckel,

' Or the University ot Jena, .
This is an’ English translation of Professor 

Haeckel's magnificent work "Die Weltrathsot," 
The main strength of the hook lies tn a terse 
and telling summary of scientific achievements 
of the nineteenth century in their relation to 
"The Rlddleof the Universe." Dr. Haecltel has 
a world-wide reputation, and this Is his. su
preme effort. Price, doth,’ $1.50.

Friends, that spirit took me before 1 
was aware of it and I have just an-, 
other notice to give—a message to 
Brother Morse, as I now, Mrs. fiender- 
son, will try to be. Friends, you are all 
well aware that In me personally, there 
Is not much policy. I wish sometimes 
I had a little more of it. But there is 
one thing, I will stand for the truth. 
But there is nothing I take up, if 1 know 
it is honest especially in Spiritualism, 
that I ever get tired working for. I 
have often wished that my circum
stances in life were such that 1 could 
give my whole time to assisting others. 
I am disappointed there were not more 
here. I know that Cora Richmond in
tended to be here, and there are many 
others whom I know also would have 
liked to be here. I wish to hand you a 
box—it is a box that is not of value it 
is not its comeliness—it Is not that it 
will cause any great wonderment—it is 
just the widow’s mite, a trifling expres
sion of the friends here. It is not all 
that the friends wanted to do; they did 
not know about it before coming, for 
that reason they were not as well pre
pared ns they would have liked to be 
but the contents of the box, it is our 
hope, will, like the widow’s mite ex
pand and bring good forth. And they 
all join me in wishing you will have an 
abundance of gold and prosperity, 
thanks to the widow’s mite. Don’t 
open it to-night.

Mr. Morse: in one of Dickens’ works 
he has a character called Sam Weller, 
and this man had a son also to whom 
he stated his philosophy of life in the 
words: “Samivel, beware of the wid- 
ders. I think I will beware of widows. 
I think I will hunt up the widows In 
the future in tlie hopes they may be 
handing me their, mites. I thank the 
widow very heartily and very sincerely. 
I will obey the injunction not to open 
the box to-night. I am a most obedi
ent young man. I thank you all most 
heartily for your kindness and I can 
only repeat What I have said before that 
all you have done and wished for us 
may be recompensed to you each arid 
all a thousandfold.

the meeting closed with the singing 
of “Auld lang Syne.” -

\ _____ _______ i —____

I wish to thank David A. Leiak for his 
article In No. 823 of The Prdgressive 
Thinker—the paper of all papers tor 
me.

I could not agree with my sister, Nora 
Batchelor on the subject of Obsession, 
1 believe In the !aw of attraction and 
that like atttracts like. We cannot all 
reason from the same standpoint, each 
one has to express himself from bls 
pwn point of view.

Mr. Lelsk’s ideas harmonize with’ 
mine perfectly on the subject. 1 was 
very much interested In his article. 1 
agree with him fully that sensitives 
should be educated spiritually.

I have often wished there could be a 
medium fully unfolded spiritually and 
morally that was adapted to the work 
of teaching ub to receive and interpret 
messages from the spirit side of life. 
It seems to me that messages are given 
on the same principle we send one here 
through the telephone. If the instru
ment is in good order, and the one send
ing a message understands how to use 
it, and the receiver also, we will get a 
correct message.

I think when we leave our physical 
form and take on the spiritual, some of 
us will be very much disappointed. 1 
do not think we will find it very easy 
to use an Instrument that we know 
nothing about. 1 agree with some ot 
the scientists regarding telepathy, that 
when we understand how to get into 
the vibrations of our friends on tho 
spirit side of life we will get our mes
sages In that way.

1 wish to say one word of praise for 
my sister mediums, Mrs. Jaquiat'-mnd, 
Mrs. Bryan. Go on with your good 
work, sisters; you will receive help 
from the spirit world. You are doing a 
good work, and in years to come you 
can look back and see the amount ot 
good you have done in taking the stand 
you have in helping to make our cause 
more inviting to investigators. I wish 
there were more like you and Brothers 
Barrett, Francis, and some others 1 
might mention, that are helping to elim
inate frauds from our ranks.

M. A. HAWLEY GORDON. 
Lansing, Mich.

SPIRITS THERE SURELY.

One Showed Up on Picture Taken In 
Brewery—No One Was Around When 
Picture Was Taken Except the Watch
man and Photographer. (
Do ghosts drink?
That Is the question which Is puz

zling Photographer WasSon, some ot 
the Bay City Brewing Company, its em
ployes and others just now. And it is no 
hop juice either, for tlie first mentioned 
has the picture ot what seems to be an 
Inhabitant ot the spirit realm, or else 
the photo Is an unusual freak.

The other day the photographer went, 
to the brewing company’s plant to take 
some interior pictures and no one was 
there but himself and the night watch
man at the time. When the plates were 
developed and printed the misty form 
of what looked like a woman with her 
hands crossed on her breast appeared 
in front of the reproduction of a steam 
cylinder tank. The tanks and machin
ery covering throughout are ail dull 
finish, so there could be no reflection, 
and even If there were a mirror effect 
neither man or anyone around the 
brewery was dressed as the person In 
the picture.

The plate, as isaisual, was boxed and 
sealed in a dark room after sensitiza
tion at the factory and not opened until 
ready for use, so there was no chance 
for any otner exposure. The only con
clusion reached, after much considentviS 
tion, is that some toper, who has shufvj 
fled off this mortal coil, gets into they 
brewery along towards evening and 
gets busy at the flowing bowl, and al
though practically invisible to the 
naked eye it enters the local spirits 
■world about the time no one is around.
—The Evening Times, Bay City, Mich.

POETICAL PROSE.

Is it? What made his spirit friends let 
him come and-take up the work tinder 
the existing circumstances? Why did 
his guide let him sacrifico , his home, 
where he had everything to be thankful 
for? Why,did his guides allow it? 
Friends, I am not prepared to-answer 
you yet, for it is not yet time. But 1 
wish to say, friends, that the Banner of 
Light has passed through many ¿pecul
iar scenes; it has yet.to fight a good 
fight, rind it has even to pass through 
trip fires; and waters of adversities, and 
yet friends, it is not dead. AlthougiT 
tile'' Bdnnéfmay ; have" done, its ' ^yo^k, 
arid wè recognize it is'Very méftrrthè-end 
of; a certain 'cycle—we realize also the 
old workers .(that are now' in our own 
heaven) who worked so diligently and 
worked so fearlessly, when it was some
thing to be a Spiritualist.. : . .

It' is nothing, friends, to be a Spirit
ualist to-day, if vou aro decent and hon-. 
est. It is not as it used to ne years 
ago, -when our messengers used to -be- 
locked into rooms , and lights, ■ turned 
'down. Why? Fot fear some -person
from tbe sidewalk would see tbe light

“Official Register ofithe National, State 
'and Local’Spirituftllst Associations of 
the UnitedLStatea and Canadh, With' 
Lyceums; ttemp-iMeetings and Me
diums.'’
The abovc iS theditle ot a highly im

portant illustrated work, gotten up with 
painktaldng care,,hr Mrs.- -Laura G. 
Fixen, -thc effioient ¡vice-president of the 
Illinois' State • ^Spiritualist. Association, 
1047 Carmen Avenue, Chicago.. It con
tains 100 pages and.will prove, of great 
valUb to those who wish to get informa
tion in ward to.the different societies 
located - In ’various parte, of r the .country. 
It IB’ gotten -lip in a most beautifully ar
tistic style-, and reflects .great- creillt oil 
its : <!6«piler.-- Tills .longi npeded work , 
will'imprtss.' ths casual -observer .with' 
the extensive ’following we. have, -and- 
the dignity due to . the grandest and 
most Important» philosophy now be
fore the Whole civilized world. • Itjeads 
off with’ a magnificent photo-engraving 
ot Mrsr-Abby Louise Fettengill, presi
dent of tbe “City of Light" Assembly, 
Lily DaW, H. Y-, who is fl-promlnent fac
tor in the education process now going 
on iri oiir ranks. ■ This Official Register. 
can be obtained'Isr addressing this ol-

TUt CAIh H's nature, re- I Hr Ai II II* LATIONS AND Exilic tlVUL • PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale.’ Price 81.00. This is one oi tho best books 
given by the guldcsof Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, ns 
a book of reference tor those who have been 
members of tho classes receiving them. Tnls 
volume is a careful compilation from reports ot 
lessons, containing the bases ot the teachings.

’'THE DRW CHILD,"
A Fascinating Romance of Two Worlds. By 
Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents. Books 
Ulte “Thè Dream Child” spur humanity on to 
make more and more demands of this nature, 
and will open up new heights.and depths of 
spiritual knowledge.'—Ella - Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will, I believe, take its place- beside Bulmer's 
"Zanonl" and the "Seraphlta'.'of Balzac.—Dally 
Capital, Topeka, Kansas. .Although atajplo and 

'unvarnished with’ any ttflanimable» descrip
tions, enthralls the mind- to the exclusion of 
other thoughts; untir reluctantly the reader 
closes . the- last page,—Minneapolis . Sunday 
Times. "

HELIOGENTRIG fiSTROLOGY, 
Or Esacntlals Of Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables ot Ephemeris to 1910. By 
Yarmo Vodra. With M illustrations, 85 of 
which are .original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author of' "Descrlptlvo -MmtaUty,”. A 
new system ot _peraonaUy determining the pri
mary fund of Mental-and Physlcal forecs aud 

. tbelr result-a in mental aptitudes that dominate 
>ha ahtmni of tho individual as based, upon data

A CALL FOR TEACHERS.
There is a large field for healers and 

teachers iri small towns. After a little 
-study of “Healing Currents from the 
Battery of Life” (by Walter DeVoe), 
students start groups for study and re
alization of the healing power.

. So helpful is this book that as many 
as 21 copies' have been sold to a group 
formed to hear it read. Manifestations 
of healing are common where students 
unite to study and' practice tlie instruc
tions gjven in this, wonderful book. 
Many are willing to pay for instruction 
in healing triith, but there is need ot en
ergetic persons to get them together.

Those who can successfully form 
groups in their own town among their 
friends will'find enjoyable‘and profit
able work doing the same in • ótber 
towns.• ,/. ■■ ‘

• Order tv copy,-now and' spread -the' 
glad- tidings. Price $2. Special terms* 
to those who can sell a-tiiimber ot cop
ies „through'personal effort or letters’

■ COLLEGE OF FREEDOM, 
Woodlawn’P. • Chicago, Ill.

‘The Light bt Egypt.” Volumes X 
and 2. • An occult library in - itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts ot Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $?i net volume.

•ÍMBoovery or a lost Trail.” By Cbaa.
g. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual

Life is a narrow vale between the cold 
And barren peaks of two eternities.
We strive iri vain to look beyond the 

heights;
We cry aloud; the only answer
Is the echo ot our wailing cry.
From the voiceless lips of the unreply

ing dead
There comes no word; but in the night 

of death
Hope sees a star, and listening love can 

hear
The rustle ot a wing.
These myths were born ot hopes and 

fears and tears
And smiles; and they were touched and 
. colored •

By all there is of joy and grief between' 
The rosy dawn of birth and death’s sad 

, night. ’.
They clothed-even the stars with pas-

- .sion,. - .... - »
And gave to gods the faults and frail-

• Ues.. ■ -v.-
Of. the sons of men. In them the winds 
And waves were music, and all the 

lakes and
Streams, springs, mountains, woods, 

and perfumed dells
Wcie haunted by a thousand fairy, 

forms.
. —Robert G. Ingersoll.

The Commandments Analyzed, grée, 
£5 cents, Big Rlble Stories, 
cents. Fòt sale hi thia ofitou
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Mortals Confined In Material Prisons— 
Prison Poets Are Cheerful—No wail
ing. Notes When They Strike the 
Lyre.
Among the prisoners in the Charles

town State prison, Mass., are men ot 
rare ability in many directions, men 
who but for some unfortunate circum
stance in their lives would have arisen 
to eminence in the world at large, says 
the Boston Globe. And it is not sur
prising to. find that among the eight 
hundred ór more prisoners from nearly 
every walk of life there'should be some 
who can write good songs and poems 
that reflect their feelings, their hopes 
and aspirations.

It is nothing particularly new, this 
embalming of thoughts in verse in the 
prison solitude; this expression in song 
of hope for the future, or the effort to 
amuse other prisoners by a recital in 
vèrse of things that are obvious in a 
criminal’s career. And these unsigned 
songs and verses pass among the pris
oners and are committed to memory 
and quietly hummed or recited.

When Warden Briggs was asked if 
he had a department of song and poe
try in the prison he smilingly said:

“There may be some ‘poets’ here. 
If you core I will look them up—or 
rather some specimens of their work,”

As a result of the Investigation the 
writer waB permitted to see some of the 
songs and poems written by prisoners 
which are the most popular in the 
Charlestown bastile. Some of these 
are appreciated more by certain sets of 
prisoners than others, as, for instance, 
the song know as "The Boston Burglar," 
which is as familiar to second-story 
workers and Bafe-blowers who have 
“done time” in Charlestown as their 
own names. The song relates through 
many verses how a man who was raised 
tenderly became a thief and was'ar
rested. Here is the.last verse, with the 
moral :

The jury found me guilty—
The clerk he wrote it down;

The judge then passed the sentence;
"You must go to Charlestown.”

They put me aboard an eastbound 
train

On a cold December day, 
And at each and every station

You could hear the people say: 
“There goes that Boston burglar;

In iron chains he’s bound. 
Far some crime or another

He's off for Charlestown.”
Now young men all take my advice 

And keep it it you can,
1 And don’t go on the streets at night 

To break the laws of man.
Tho men who have had experience In 

the varied and unsettled life of a tramp 
appreciate .this song and the full sig
nificance of the last line:

Riding in the box cars , (
La-de-dq-de box cars,

We àrè- two-burns,
. Two jolly good chums, 

WeJlve like royal Turks
When we have luck 

. .In bumming our chuck— 
To hell with the man who works.

Then there are a number of songs 
about noted criminals—men who were 
hanged and noted outlaws. These are 
familiar to the men who have served 
ffiore than one term and who are re
garded as belonging to the strictly crim
inal class.'

But there Is another class, who, 
though serving time because of a keen 
temptation or an ungovernable impulse 
which has been their immediate undo
ing, are usually well educated men, and 
these are able to give a different turn 
to their muso. Among these songs of 
boyhood days are popular, and the fol
lowing Ib the most noted perhaps iff 
this class:
I am thinking of my homestead; I am 

dreaming of my farmhouse on the 
hillside far away;

Of quiet, shady nooks, of the little bab
bling brooks, and the orchard 
where a boy I used to play.

prison as well as out of Prison. He 
summarizes such bore in the following 
facetious verses:
There lives a man in our town and he 

is wondrous, wise;
Why, all the tilings that that man 

knows woul-J fill you with surprise.
He talks to you of Darwin, of Huxley 

: ' and of James,
In fact, his cranium is full of scientific 

names,
He understands astronomy, knows the 

names of all the stars ;
He even knows what's happening up in 

the planet Mars.
He’s versed in all thè languages, In

He

He

Latin and in Greek;
studied all the “ologies”—this edu
cated freak.
owns a roll of sheepskins granting 
every known degree—

AM, PM, BC, AD, PO, and XYZ.
How came he into prison? O, what an 

unkind fate!
That man was.born to guide the helm of 

the mighty “ship of state."
But where gleaned he' all.this knowl

edge that he holds within his grip?
I wonder if he pinched it when he was 

on the dip? :
And if ever he imagines that the others 

■ see his sham
And are siting him for something ’twixt 

a polyp and a clam?
The plaudits of his fellow men may be 

won by any chap
Who will find some way of muzzling 

this empty headed yap.
Memorial day is the theme for many 

a burst of song from some or-the gray
haired men behind the bars. Sad must 
have been the hours of retrospection to 
the veteran who puts his thoughts into 
words while his comrades were holding 
their national convention in Boston last 
year. There are four stanzas ringing 
with the glory of the flag and the valor 
of his comrades, the final being:
Ah! how the veteran ranks are thinned 

by the swiftly passing years,
Since this land of thrilling story lay 

bathed in blood and tears;
How dim the eye, how hushed the lip, 

once resonant with song,
When "Glory- Hallelujah” Inspired a 

million strong. '

-A GREAT QUESTION,

What Must 1 Do 'to Re Saved?

NO.

SPIRITUALISM

THE POT POURI OF SPIRITUALISM,

Concerning the Variety of Beliefs and 
i Opinions of Spiritualists,

By -a Medium and a Lover of Truth.

To the Editor:—Eight years ago 
when I was first controlled by the un
seen forces, it came to me. as a most 
beautiful and divine gift. It seemed to 
me that I was just awaking to a beau
tiful reality after a long • unhappy 
dream, as now I count my life prior to 
that time as naught. When 1 first 
overheard the voices from the spirit 
realm, saw the faces of those long since 
passed over, and felt the gentle touch of 
the hands of my loved and so-called 
lost, a new and beautiful world had 
opened to me.

Naturally I sought Spiritualists, and 
in going from one place to another, 1 
heard (to me then) many astonishing 
things about materializing, trumpet and 
slate-writing mediums. Being a young 
convert, I was anxious to hear and see 
all I could. ' I did not doubt any phase, 
I had seen materialized forms in my 
own room, and had seen‘them vanish. 
I felt that nothing was impossible with 
the "spirit” and did not doubt spirits 
materializing from a cabinet under 
proper conditions. /

My husband and I attended different 
circles. We were where musical in
struments floated above our heads, sup
posed spirit hands touched our cheeks. 
We had messages on slate supposedly 
from our spirit friends;', we saw so- 
called materialization. After - talclpg 
the rounds, we were heartsick,, for we 
could not be’blinded. We knew that all 
wo had seen and heard was nothing 
but fraud. The odor of liquor was on 
the breath of the so-called materialized 
spirit. I went one Sunday afternoon to 
the circle of a so-called wonderful slate- 
writer. I did not doubt her, and went 
with only truth, and a longing for a 
message from- some loved one. I hap
pened to be seated just in the right 
place to see the medium unfold and 
read fifteen billets, containing, questions 
from the'different ones present. Hold
ing the billets between her fingers be
neath thé slate, placing her thumbs 
above, so few suspected what she was 
doing, her Angers were very nimble. 1 
could hardly' contain myself. There 
was no ¡mistake. I saw her unfold the 
papers, read them, fold them up again, 
beneath:/her slate. Then she held the 
folded paper between her fingers, and 
placed her hand on her head, so every 
one could see the folded. paper, after 
she had answered the question, giving 
tire name,of• tfie'spirit asked for, etc. 
I called the attention of a gentleman In 
the room to ft, telling him to watch her 
eyes, hands and tlate. : tie did so, hnd 
found within a very few minutes, that 
she was beyond, any manner of doubt 
3uoi u eunm oj,' .-jamHom juw« on 
story short I will say, after going to all 
thèse. places, and finding nothing , but 
fraud, then. I heard of the "stock test," 
the “Blue. Book,’’ etc, f was still more

To the Editor.—The question, "What 
shall I do to be saved?" is a most perti
nent and important one, and J, . L. 
Pow’s lecture on the subject Is both 
timely and suggestive.

Timely because of the lax notions bo 
Common among Spiritualists as to mor
tal obligations and responsibilities; and 
suggestive of- a growing demand for a 
higher order of spiritual pabulum from 
those who would load us to the spiritual 
heights, and to the avoidance of tha 
spiritual depths.

All the lecturer has said as to the 
vanity of prayer, praise and sacrifica 
offered to man-made deities is fully in
dorsed, Rut the logic of the lecturen 
wabbles to its fall when, after stating . 
a well known law that "love cannot1 hA '• 
forced” he dogmatically declares that) 
only those can be saved who do good 
works, because they, "like to do them.” - 
If this last conclusion 1b the statement 
of a fact, then the percent of saved will 
be as meager as it would be under tha 
orthodox scheme.

It must be evident to all observers of 
men and women that if cnir doing for 
others is only valuable to us or our ben
eficiaries in proportion to our love tor 
the work of the doing, then indeed, will 
the Summer Land be a sparsely peopled 
country.

“Love cannot be forced.” It is be
yond reason to ask the pure and refined 
to entertain a feeling of love tor the 
vile and abominable. Such a nature 
abhorrently revolts at such a proposi
tion.

But this natural revulsion from a 
distasteful work does not relieve ua

We are often questioned upon the Va
riety of beliefs, teachings and assert 
tions of Spiritualists and met with the' 
declaration that if Spiritualism is drue 
all, would see and understand it the 
same.

Now if the seeker after the reasons of 
things will scan the mental horizon 
when the, particular demonstrations 
were made at Hydesville, he or she will 
find a part of the answer to the query.

Another factor in the problem is that 
no two persons see tilings from the 
same standpoint, because no two brains 
have exactly the same formation.

And thefe 1b still another side of tiré 
question to be consldered^yd that is 
that every.atom of the human body is a 
thought atom, capable of being edu
cated in any line. So the diligent may 
readily see that many of the discrepan
cies in view-points come to be because 
of inherited proclivities and through ed
ucation, Out of the various sects as 
well as frqm non-sectarians have Spir
itualists come* all more or less tainted 
with, former;concepts, as witness the 
writings of so many.

In the one matter of God, how few 
have wholly lost the association of sep
arateness and personality? how few ap
ply theniselves to analytical study upon 
this one momentous question, tor Job’s 
question has been answered, and all 
may understand it. if they will not hold 
to preconceived notions.

But progress is of slow growth; that 
it is sure is our consolation. True in 
some cases there is a volcanic upheaval 
that upsets all former concepts, but or
dinarily the evolving process is slow; 
thought atoms must be regenerated by 
chemicalization or by non-use become 
atrophied before the whole is changed.

This is the plane occupied by many 
Spiritualists to-day; they are not yet 
“transformed by the renewing of their 
minds,” the old thought habits are not 
fully changed, consequently they do not 
accept, arrange, codify to meet the full 
demand of the hour.

Theology has been very dictatorial, 
church obligations very binding, breed
ing a positivity that is very narrowing 
in its effects. Liberty of thought was 
restricted to certain dogmas and the 
majority grew dogmatic on all ques- 
questlons. Many scientists, too, have 
trodden in.-the steps of theologians and 
found difficulty in advancing.

Another phase of the subject to be 
studied, is the variety of the teachers 
on the yon side of life; the same diffi
culties are to be met with there that we 
have here, diversity of opinion and dog
matic-, tenacity. Advance there is, but 
the old thought habits are not readily 
thrown off, they qualify the revealings 
given back to earth.

Were each plaret left to Its own 
evolvement we should be very slow to 
discover the secrets-of Nature, but for
tunately the younger can have the ben
efit of the older, in sÿstems as well as

Mollie Fancher, sixteen, a student at the Brooklyn Seminary, 
standing;high in her class was near graduation, which snfe was obliged 
to forego because of failing health. Her physician fearing lung trouble 
advised horse-back riding. At this she soon became expei$.

At this time she was a tall, slender and graceful ybhng lady, a de
cided blonde with profuse light wavy hair reaching- down over her 
shoulders, and, probably, no young lady in the city was>more widely 
known. ■

A neighbor had a trick pony which she persisted ip fidi^g- One day 
she accidentally dropped a rein; quick as a flash thé .hdrse jumped, 
throwing Mollie against the curb stone, a heavy hat saving her skull 
from being crushed. Two ribs were broken and she wasjtaken up un
conscious. ' Doubtless from this accident she would have recovered but 
for another. In alighting, within the year, from a btaeet 4ar, her crino
line caught and she was rolled over and over for a block before the car 
was stopped. She was taken up unconscious. It was found that several 
ribs were broken and her body thoroughly bruised, "Months passed, 
muscles contracted, eyesight failed somewhat and it was evident that 
her spine was affected. ■ 1 ’

From |liat time on1 for nearly forty years Miss Fanehét has! been bed
ridden and the relation nf the phenomena that has óec^réd would fill 
volumes.,' '-'c- —

After mentioning my own introduction to her, I will, mintent myself 
with brief extracts from a letter of Prof. Charles E. y^est^Z;

Judge A. H. Dailey, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,. a native; of'Berkshire, has 
written a book-entitled, “ Mollie Fancher ; Who am, 
Prof. Charles E West, Judge A. H. Ddileyúnd Henry Ward Beecher 
are naines that figure in, to some, incredulous story, qf iiie'“ Widow’s 
Mite.” by the Rev. Dr. I. K?Furik. The judge, and, pj4self are old. 
friends, E. T. Blodgett and myself were stopping with the judge over 
night, some twelve years ago.. He invited us to go aud ^ake a eall on 
Miss Fancher, Upon entering the room, the Judge .said: *‘Have you’ 
'ever seen either of these gentlemen before?” “Whÿj ho,”'said she, 
‘‘they have never been here before.” Then she excj,ainfë4, “Oh, yes, 
this is the man I saw at your house (pointing to me);, that ’night. He 
has changed some, but he is the man.” The Judge had tdld her a year 
or two before of her seeing me while in a tralice. Sineq f^en:I have fre
quently been with the Judge for a calk bn her. I’ll not^take time to 
relate my own observations. -. . ,

The following within quotation marks are extraéis from a letter writ-' 
ten to a friend by Prof. West, and published in the Bufalo’Courier, No
vember 10, 1878. He state's his first visit as on 4 Ì867, and 
frbm that time I have been an intimate visitor of th^-ff&wly; I have 
kept a journal ; I have used all the Sagacity I possess ito’.detect fraud, 
but have never seen any; she is a lovely Christiaiygirl; Spiritualists 
and curiosity-seekers have sought access to her, bpt jiaye failed.

“First, her physical. For twelve.years or more sliipuî0ain in one 
position on her right side.. For nine years she was parMyzbd, her mus
cles only relaxing upder the influence of- chloroform; ^,Wr the last 
thrge years she. has been in a new condition—the limp .(fistbad of the 
rigid. Her muscles are so relaxed that her limbs canché moved without 
the aid of chloroform. While passing into this state per .sufferings 
were intense. For days it did not seem possible that! she could live. 
Her eyes were,open and staring. For nine years they;liaid'been closed; 
Now they irere open and never closing, day or night. /Th’ey^vere sight
less. She could swallow, but take no food ¡ even the çdor qf at was.of- 
fensive. . During this twelve years there have ^çep time&rjyhén she Ji¿d 
not the use of any one of her senses. ■ For ma’nÿ 'days^gewr she has 
been to all appearances dead. The slightest pûlse. èdùïâ^ 
tected;’there was no evidence of respiration. Her lító|jXiY®e ^óTd' as 
ice, arid had there not been some warmth about the Íeárt"she“wquld 
hate been buried.

“During all these years she has virtually lived’ withontÿood. Water,; 
the juices of fruit, and other liquids¿,hayé beep introduced into her 
mouth, but scarcely any of them .«vèr make their waykto. her stomach. 
So sensitive has this organ become it will not retain anyiliifig within it. 
In the early párt of her illnèskit collapsed, so that by.placing the hand
in the cavity her spinal Column could be felt. , Theùù-.waè no.room for 
food. Her throat was rigid’as a stick. , Swallowjn# .^as nut of the 
question. Her heart was greatly enlarged, severe. paifiB passed from it 
through her left «ide and shoijliier. With slight exeéptîim ále has been 
.blind.' When I first saw her-she had but one sense;'that Of touch.' 
With that she could read with many,times the rapidity of one by 
sight. This she did by running her fingers Over the priníéd ipages. with 
equal facility in light or darkness. With the fingéráshe could dis
criminate the photographs of persons, the 'faces óf .çïîÎèrs, etc. She 
never sleeps, her rest being taken in trances. Thé ffiqsUdflicate Work 
is done in the night. She performs none of the ordip^yifiinetions of> 
life, except that of breathing. She longs to die, bUt'shyfe she cannot, 
as there is nothing to die.”

“Second—To me her mental state is more extraordinSfy. ' Her pow
ers of clairvoyance, or second sight, are marvelously ^developed. All 
places in which she takes any interest are open to hqr'inental vision. 
Distance interposes no barriers. . No retirement, however: secluded, hilt 
yields to her penetrating gaze. She dictates the , contents of sealed 
letters, which have ¿ever been in her hands, without ,i.he-Slightest error. 
She visits the family circles of her relations and acquaintances in re
mote places describes their attire and occupations. She, points out any 
disorder of dress, however slight', as-the basting thread in the sleeve 
of a sack which to ordinary sight was concealed by the,-arm. Any arti
cle which has been mislaid she sees and tells where. it may be found.. 
She discriminates in darkness . the most delicate , shade pf color with an 
accuracy that never errs. She works in embroidery.-find wax without 
patterns. She conceives the most beautiful forms and combinations of 
forms. She never studied botany or took a lesson in iyax work and yet 
she never mistakes the form of a leaf or flower. LeaVÓstwitEtheir ribs 
or veins, their phylotaxis ; - flowers with calix, coralla, stamens with 
their anthers are given with a most truthful regard tOlhature;

“Holding pen or pencil in her left.hand she writes with most extraor
dinary rapidity.. Her penmanship is handsome 'Rnc|^ legible. She 
wrote a poem often verses in as many minutes—hérWfiúghts flowing 
with thé rapidity of lightning. In cutting velvet leaves toi pin-cush
ions, like the sample sent you, she held .the scissors by. the Jœuckles of 
thumb and'fore-finger of the left hand, andvbringûig^hé-Velvèt with the 
thumb and finger of the right hand, she cut-thè; leay^psSharply and 
without ravel as though they had been cut with á puñélL These leaves 
do not differ in size or form mo're thàn.leaves.gròwirig^d'tree or shrub 
In the early part of her sickness, she cut more' than two thonsand such 
leaves. In April, 1875, she worked up two hundred MdìfifÉr ounces of 
worsted; to December, 1875, sheRad written six'thoùænid five hundred' 

'notes and letters. iShe has Sept an account. o£ allí expenses;of the fani-- 
ily. during fièr -sickness. She keeps a daily journal, except when in 
trances of longer’duration than twenty-four hours. In passing into the 
new condition, thrèé:years.ago, of which ! hâve spókéñ, she forgot 
everything that had occurred in'the previous nine years. When she 
was able to speak .she inquired about matters that occurred at the be
ginning of her illness—the nine-intervening wears were a- perfect' 
blanktoher.”

The above rather liberal extract from Prof. West-% letter has been 
given; first, because many readers of the. Sun knew.îhe author and of 
his truthfulness, and also because it is a condensed statement of Miss 
Fancher’s condition for the first twelve years of her illness. The pro
fessor mentions that she sleeps only in trances butidpes irot.tell how 
there are six Mollie Fanchers in these trances; and giteli <me of them a 
clean-cut. personality. They are named “Sunshine,.’Idol,” “Rose
bud,” “Pearl,” “Ruby.” ¿It would be interesting *¥0' stop and give 
the peculiarities of each, but this letter is now altogether too long. Sun
shine is the daytime Mollie, the one that is usually^mot by visitors.- The 
others succeed each .other after about 11 o’clock at ijigbi; in the order 
named, until daylight. , During this time a recuperatlbnjof brain power 
seems to take place. ... Zfj-. ; .

So, for the past thirty-eight years,, day by day, ¿through trances, 
spasms, rigid and relaxed,-physical mid mental changés, strange, and 
most wonderful this mortal; Miss Fancher,l:has livfc&a daily, exhibition 
of an occult force. that ,càù bo,nothing.less than;.tfô;spiritual. 'The 
question as'to the strefigth'and stability--of_our. own.identity 'is- raised 
and weask : “What are we 111n fact; Aig. 14m I î I mbt Am' I ? ”
Pittsfield, Mass. ' ' ' ’ .. H* D. SISSON.

Z.AB INTRA.

? r

old 
her

that swift and 
bloody onsets

And I seem to see again my dear 
mother, and 1 seem to hear 
gently say to me:

O, no matter where you roam, you

Slow move the feet 
strong through 

whirled.

I pause and think of
■' lore:' ■'

are

The mummies by the 
thrall,

always welcome home; don’t forget 
your home my boy, where’er you be.

Chorus:
Dear old homestead on the hillside, 

'midst the maple and the pine—
Their branches making music in the 

breeze; ■
How I long to see the pastures with 

their herds of feeding kine—
The sunshine on the clover and the 

bees.
Some prisoners given to song flnd'in 

their downfall a lesson they are appa
rently anxious to pass along to others. 
A wrong has been done, that is freely 
acknowledged, but an optimistic view is 
taken of the situation, as the following 
entitled "Halt!” Which was written by 
a young Southerner, at present in 
Charlestown prison on a charge of 
forgery committed when he had been 
graduated from college but a year:
Listen to me, you erring ones,

You men who can think and feel, 
Shake out the kinks from your atro

phied legs .
And recover your old-time zeal. 

Straighten your drooping shoulders up.
Throw off your-burdens of cafe, 

Look into the future with fearless eye
As men who can do and dare.

Don’t loll abopt with a lazy air
And imagine your race is run;

Don’t be a toss'll' at twenty-flve—
Be a youngster at slxty-one!

Don’t think that because, you’re in pris
on .

You must drop into senile'decay— 
Rather think of the firn you< used . to 

have
And you’ll have again: some day..

Don’t ¿food over things that have 
passed arid gone!

Don’t'idly sit and prate ’ '
Of the many failures you happened to 

meet i5-
In eighteen seventy-eight! ..-

The world and the people have both im
proved. .

They are better than ever' before;- t 
There's-no reason at all why you 

- shouldn't succeed . i ;
In nineteen hundred and four. . .

So pause, you sinners, while yet there’s 
time; ,

Shake off your imagined ill!
Put on the armor of might and main

• And go to work with a' will!
Talk of the present and not of the past!
' Then all the world will say 

. These are no longer the fools that were, 
1 But the men that are—today!

■ The same writer has evidently had 
experience with some of the learned 
“Imres” .who are probably found in

While deeds of peerless courage thrilled 
»■a watbhful, startled world—

The flowers of Northern valor with the
. fragrant bloom of May

Are coming, comrades, coming, to re
crown the Blue and Gray.

In all the songs and verse written be
hind the prison bars that through the 
courtesy of warden Bridges the writer 
was permitted to see not one touches a 
pessimistic note; there seems always 
something to look forward to. "What 
though death assails, there is life be
yond tbe;gr&yeJ”. ls the! hopeful expres
sion of one in' a verse called “Compen
sation."

The various changes of nature, the 
birds, the trees, the falling leaves, all 
bear a'message of cheerfulness - that 
must be passed along in song for others 
to enjoy.

The spiritual help received in these 
hours of trouble is expressed by some 
In almost'exultant praise.

- All manuscripts are unsigned and the 
authorship is not always known. Pds- 
sibly for this reason a deeper and more 
personal note is often struck, as in the 
following: ' '
Father, thou God of truth and love,

In lowly state I called to thee.
And thou, my voice in heaven above;

Didst hear and justly answer me.
Fetters of sin in bondage held

The soul of one thou didst create. 
And all the ills his eyes beheld

Him caused thy love to view with 
hate.

Bitter the dregs of woe he drained
Ere calling on thy blessed name; 

Sorrows untold his life had stained
When back to thee he voiceless came.

But in thy mercy thou didst hear
The soul that knelt, in agony, 

Lifted him up, came wondrous near,
That he thy heart of love couldst see.

Prophetic words of hope revealed.
That he on earth might do thy will; 

Unto his eyes thy truth unsealed
Him gave a mission to fulfill.

Father, in love, thy promise true
Thou gavest to the soul that cried, 

Taught him thy holy will to do,
Who once thy blessed law defied.
The above from the New York Sun, 

is a graphic description of poor mortals 
confined within prison walls. But what 
of Spirits in prison. Ah! each one by 
sinful acts creates his own prison, and 
it is far more dismal and unwholesome 
than any mortal prison. Let each one 
bear that in mind.

REFLECTION.

Flashing down on mount and river, 
- Shedding rays of light afar, 
Tinging -all things with' its brightness, 
Causing hearts. to beat with , lightness. 

Shines the twentieth century star.
How the sad old earth is groaning. .

At each wayward, erring child, 
Who has turned against his brother, 
Who his lamp of life, would smother, _

Leaving him in darkness wild.
But we bring the love of sages z 

• From the archives of the past, 
Thousands glean truth from its pages, 
Breathe.again the life of ages, 

With its mystic teachings cast.
Then we open wide the portal 

Where the lignt has never shone.
Rays we clutch from the immortal, 
Myriad-colored, grand and awful, .

Clothed with love from heaven’s zone.
So we bid you watch, my brother 

Dawn has broke across the hills;
Though the enemy may flght'us, 
Never can hfs power affright us, 

Grinds no more the Gods -his mills.
But with love and power undying, 

. .We'will work with heart and hand, - 
Never swerving, never turning, 
Day by day grand entrance earning, 

To the beauteous spirit’land.
ABBIE WALKER-GOULD.

Moline,; Illinois. . - .-

Every noble-life leaves the fibre of it 
interwoven forever in the works of the 
world.—Ruskin. '

I am to see that tlie world is the bet
ter for me and to find my reward in the 
act—Emerson. ;

■ People do not. Kick strength, they lack 
will.—Hugo.. ■

from the 
call.

“Am I 
men are 
men are

requirements of stern

mv brother's keeper?" 
brethren, then Indeed, 
brethren, then indeed,

important sense I am, and I am

duty's

If all 
in the 
in an 
bound

heartsick, but oh!, so anxious for these 
frauds to be;found out._ I lay awake 

.nights thfnking..of It—for Spiritualism 
is;too\gacreà ;to -W? 'to liaye untruth 
flnke’d- ydtti :it in :any vray. Hpwever, I 
concluded that any dffOrt 'Of, mine.would 
avatrnothlng... AO .Was tó 

iÂàlt..,,J3oipetime it would. aRjcome. 
wight. •..Since; I have,ïtaÿéd7awaÿjrdm 
■câmp’-mèëiings, • stances, 'etc from.dis-. 
gust at-so'-called spirit messages, etc.

: To-dqy. I haye l'.ead Harrison D. Bar
rett’s , views. ' They thrill me through 
and through.. l em so glad he dares to 
spqait the-truth ; I feel that now, as the 
good Old Progressive Thinker has taken 
up thé work in helping to weed out

in planets. Our sun system is not the 
tjnly. pne, it is -not- the Universe, thpre

■-»afethote-far.far öl Ser, and our planet

fraud, that the right key has been 
struck ih thè,: great scale. Truth must 
and Will ptéviiil. I think it Is the duty 
òf evbry.,0]jifltualist tó take a paper. 
If thdy-i wSuid. read The Progressive 
Thinker, th’cré woül.d pdf be so much 
trouble,- for their eyes would be opened, 
and iriftny dollars -saved, that could be 
used tó aid our worthy poor. Hoping 
that only truth may -be linked " with 
Spiritualism mow and forever.

CLARISSE H. MULLINS.

A NOTÉ OF WARNING,

Turning Spiritualism Ihto Orthodox 
Channels.

The article so ably writted by Clara 
Watson in No. .825 of The Progressive 
Thinker, Is incontrovertible, and fevery 
word Is,true! Jesus is reported to have 
said "The tree is known by its fruit," 
and if this test be applied we need not 
fco back'to the dark ages for thq result, 
but look over the earth today and be
hold the bloodshed, the misery and the 
intense suffering, and degradation 
caused by the so-called Christian rulers, 
and'that, too, by the grace of God, 
in whose name they claim to rule!

If Spiritualism, needs old orthodoxy 
as a sort of “stepmother," it will truly 
find itself in bad hands, and^will need 
a “Moses” to lead it out of bondage.

Give some,men authority and they 
are prone to’abuse it.

Let us guard our liberties!
. S. HARTMAN.

earth la in charge of intelligences .fie-. 
. longijig-to.& sun system _the third older 
than ours' and it is from these that the 
¡truths-of life are being unfolded. They 
have, from time-to time had sensitives 
sufficiently refined' to receive tlie ad
vanced teachings. Such an era culmi
nated in the ministry of the Nazarene 
who gave the fundamental principles 
of the Science of Being, but he met 
with so much physical Buffering that 
further work was difficult and much 
was withheld lest martyrdom be the re
sult. Intelligence was not sufficiently 
evolved. But a new era Is upon ub and 
the spirit spheres of this planet are re
ceiving through sympathetic ethers the 
revealments that will bring about a uni
fied system called—and rightly so—the 
Science of Being, a science which will 
correct all illegitimate systems and 
show the race on this planet that there 
can be no religion apart from science 
and no science that has not in It the el
ements of adoration and sublimity be
cause of the wonderful, the marvelous 
combinations that are expressed in 
form.

Until this era is well advanced we 
shall have the pot pourrl that makes up 

‘both the advance guard and the rank 
file of Spiritualism, becoming more and 
more modified as Its students and sen
sitives become more and more refined.

MRS. M. A. CONGDON.
Cloud Cap Inn, Mt. Hood, Ore.

OREGON NEWS.

Convention of State Spiritualist Asso- 
' elation.

A GRAVE.

Paled off by wall and rail and pad
locked gate,

A shrulpgrown plot of grass, a lonely 
' .’mound’ . ’

And one plain stone, on which the spar- 
' . rowa mate. .

And' chirp a song' in praise of love and 
; , spring. -
All night, all day the life-o’erfiowlng

■ street ■'• < '
Against, this island throws its tide of 

'sound; '
The crunch of wheels, the shuffling 

noise of feet, ‘ —
And voices, that with'mirth or sorrow 
; ring, -•
That ebbs away-upon its silent shore,

some Egyptian

And see around the- city’s banquèt- 
... board ’ '

master held in

Gazing upon a dream—beyond the wall.
■■ ■ -, —A. von Ende.

IT IS COMING.

The time Is coming, we must wait 
For common-sense to master

The minds of people, small and great, 
In commerce, and in church and state; 
Then all will know God made things 

straight, ■■
■ That death is not disaster. •

H. E. P.
The instinctive feeling of a great peo

ple is often wiser, than the wisest man. 
—Kossuth.

; A main difference betwixt men is 
¡whether they attend, to their own af
fairs or not.—Emerson. - ,

The morning of. life is like the dawn 
of the day, full of-.purity, ? of Imagery 
and harmony,—Chateaubriand,

On Saturday, Sept. 2, the State Spir
itualist Association of Oregon held its 
annual convention and elected officers 
for the ensuing vear as follows:

President, Ben F. Atherton; vice-pres
ident, Mrs. Sophia B. Seip; secretary, 
W. H. Behnke; treasurer, Mrs. Dean. Di
rectors, J. T. Greenfield, Chas. H. Pig
gott, Mrs. Ladd Finnican, Geo. M. La- 
zelle and J. E. Trigg.

On Sunday, Sept. 3, the State Associ
ation- held an all-day meeting, which 
was well attended and proved to be a 
grand, good meeting. At 11 a. m., there 
was a conference meeting; at 2 o'clock 
p.m., we had short talks by those who 
were termed pioneers in Spiritualism, 
letting them choose their own line of 
inspiration and subjects. This service 
was followed by forming three circles 
in which some good tests were given. 
‘ Among the speakers of the day. we 
had Dr. N. F. Ravlin, Ira Taylor, Col. C. 
A. Reed, C. Aftolter, Mrs. Nora Arm
strong, Chas H. Piggott, the president 
of the State Spiritualists of Michigan 
(if I mistake not) whose name slips my 
memory, Mrs. Noble from Houston, 
Texas, Mr. Bennett, Ben F. Atherton 
and many more whom I could mention 
if 1 could remember their names. In 
the evening Dr. N. F. Ravlin gave us a- 
grand lecture, after which Rev. G. C. 
Love closed the day’s service with a 
short talk. \

I doubt if a better all day meeting 
was ever held in the city of Portland, 
Oregon by any Spiritual society. All 
that attended, as far as heard from de
clared themselves glad to be there. I 
might add that at the business meeting 
your, correspondent was elected state 
missionary, also delegate to the N. S. 
A., which I shall attend if nothing more 
■than I know of now, prevents.-

REV. G/C. LOVE.

• If you see a man doing a thing and 
doing it well, tell him so. It will help 

.him do it better.—Everett’-McNeil.
No subject can be too sacred to be 

understood.—Ingersoll.
- Never throw mud; -You. may miss 
your mark;'but you must have dirty 
.hands,—Joseph Pariser; -

by the law of kinship to guard his wel
fare and personal rights with the same 
care I guard my own. The brotherly, 
altruistic thought, "all for others” finds 
no sympathy or place in this frigid sys
tem of ethics.

It Is a bold, frank statement of the 
worldling’s creed—“Every one for him
self and the devil take the hindermost.”

It 1b the agnostic materialist s idea— 
“One world at a time; fight the devil 
when you meet him; every tub on its 
own bottom, etc.”

Dear reader of Truth’s best Advocate, 
who are delighted with the evident 
progress that has been made in the past 
few months in the work of driving out 
of the thieves and robbers from our 
fair temple of Truth and Life. - While 
this long-delayed house-cleaning is In 
progress—heaven grant it may be thor
ough—let us take to our hearts the les
son that our individual welfare and 
progress on all enduring lines must de
pend on and be in proportion to our 
faithful doing for others the things we 
would have them do for us. Not all 
oiir specious pleadings will avail in the 
least degree, to relieve us from obliga
tion to-this immutable law.

' “Every tub on Its own bottom” is the 
rule governing the most groveling of 
the earth earthy. Each for all, and-all 
for ¿there. is the law of progress and 
development that leads to the highest 
levels in mortal or spirit life.

We will find In the day of "summing 
up,” which day is not distant from any 
of us. that it was what we did for the 
good of our fellow mortals or neglected 
to do for them builded our hut or "man
sion eternal in the heavens,” or spirit 
spheres.

“Ah, well!” soliloquises the optimist
ic love)- of self and present ease, "If 1 
find my habitation is a hovel in the 
spirit realm. I’ll set about the work of 
building greater."

Will you? You will find the same 
law operative, limitless, and holding 
you in its grasp there as here.

Will you realize humiliation and dis
grace? You think it will be easy to re
form and get on the up-grade in that 
new life. So can the man in earth-life 
who, from a career of high-flying sud
denly finds himself unmasked and be
hind prison bars, but at what a fearful 
cost.

Life on earth and in the spirit spheres 
is one and identical, and the laws of 
life are the same. Ten thousand re
turning witnesses so testify.

On this point Mr. Dow gets the cart 
squarely in front of the horse, as he 
does in all his argument as to our 
promptings to good works. If we can 
make no progress in this life by obey
ing duty’s call, however distasteful the 
duty, how shall we ever be able to 
soar in spirit life weighted down under 
a burden of neglected earthly responsi
bilities? Earnest, faithful work lor tho 
good of humanity is laid out for us all.

"The night cometh” when the earth 
drill must end, and it will be Important 
to us that we keep true step in the for--
ward march.

Salem, Oregon.
J. RIGDON.

LIFE'S RADIANT CENTER.

Forth from its center life forever 
moves,

Be it man, or star, or flower,
Law of the circle, truth eternal proves, 

Law of its sacred symboled power.
Safe is it hidden from the outer view, 

.Is this germ, this seed divine,
Deep is it rooted, in the "ever new”— 

It is God’s own circled sign.
Reach then within, ’tis there that wis

dom waits,
Clear, its light forever shines, 

Seek thou thy soul, unbar its golden 
gates,

Enter life’s radiant lines.
Chicago, Ill. ELLA DARE.

THEY TAKE IMPORTANT ACTION.

National Letter Carriers Declare In 
Favor of Woman Suffrage.

At the annual meeting of the Na*- 
tional Letter Carriers’ Association’ 
which has just met in Portland, Ore., 
the first resolution adopted by it was ' 
the one endorsing the enfranchisement)- 
of women. The resolution was as fob 
lows, “Whereas this country has at-* 
tained its high standing among the na
tions by the development of its governa- 
ment on the principles of American Im» 
dependence, therefore

Resolved, That the best interests 01!) 
progress demand the application oil' 
these principles to women by extending' 
to them the right of suffrage on equal^ 
terms with men, find we urge the necea<| 
sary changes in cur laws and constitu.fi 
tions to securelhis right to them.”

The spirit of equal rights seems to btf 
-in the air in-Oregon where it is expects 
ed a woman suffrage .amendment wll^i 
be submitted to the voters next June, j

constitu.fi
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Closing of a Successful Camp-Meeting.

. tail :Victim.

to be seated on the throne.

as follows: President, G.

about an hour later returned to his

BO.

have them do that very thing.

A GRAVEYARD POEM.

thesame'; hour.

with its intrica- 
it up, declaring 
for him to write 
as the case pre

found, and the river, which 
feet higher Friday- than it 
Tuesday, had so’-undermined 
that the weight of‘his body

lady-like, refined and willing 
times to assist in any and all 
making the camp a successful 

Mrs. Lapworth of Seattle,

at all 
ways in 
one.

Wash.,

was two 
was on
the bank 
caved in

a whisper 
with whom

C. Love of
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'A DR^ pF N^ftDER-

inculcating the Important Fact That 
Some One ¡H Spirit Lifp Knew of the 
Contemplated Murder and Induced 
the Vision, the Wife feeing the Dark 
Figure of to Mah Following Hie

Omaha, Nejj? 7.—A mystery
that may never be solved surrounds the

TFv

A STORY OR A MANUSCRIPT.

l

DffiratPM^ Same indivMyal

straw hat. 
the doctor 
closed, and 
nambulist, 
walked to

For hours he wrestled 
cies, and finally gave 
that it was impossible 
his brief till morning,

covers by occult means the secret 
the boy’s birth and reveals to him, 
rather opens his clairvoyant eyes 
scenes in his past and scenes in his

de- 
his

noise will perceive even 
from some one person,

As the minister went by 
noticed that his eyes were 
seeing that he was a som- 
followed. The clergyman 
the county courthouse,

To all of these .’ witnesses Mr. An
drews appeared to be his usual self. 
In the matter of identification it is well 

¡ nigh impossible fcfr any <ff them tohave 
been’mistaken, because Mt; .Andrews 
was a man of striking personality. ’ On 
account of a slight lameness in his left 

.ankle he always carried a cane, on

Ghost Scare in Graveyard. -
Years ago the little town of Hillsboro, 

Ark., had a ghost scare. An. old chapel 
in a graveyard Was chosen by the spec
ter for the scene of operations. On the 
chapel was a steeple, and in this steeple 
hung a belli ■‘Thither,’-between the 
hours of 1 and 2. in the -morning/ the

the next morning, the clergyman 
Glared that he knew nothing of

- night’s performance.
Takes Swim at Night.

(What Wonderful Occult Influence Ie At 
Work Inducing the Somriam-' - 

bullc Condition?.

ghost wended.Its way, and Bpolled -Uiq' 
steep of'the vlliagerff’byi 'rlii^iig 'tii® 
bolt. ¿•-«.oa.I’H

Time and again 
white had been seeil'. and venturesome 
men and boys had stoned the belfry

Fhe Somnambulistic State is one of the puzzling prob
lems of the'Occult world. Some affirm jt is purely 
spirit control. Others claim it is one of many dis
crete degrees of the; immortal spirit taking on action. 
Many assert that multiple personality explains the 
phenomenon. Whatever it really is, it is worthy of 
the most careful consideration.

To. the Editoti-^Somnambullsm 1b a 
problem not yet -wholly- solved, as illus
trated in many welbauth'enttcated In- 
Btances, as set fortb-Hn the Chicago 
¡Chronicle:

The phenomena of somnambulism, 
the marvelous performances of people 
who are asleep and yet able to go about 
have never beeri-understood by scien
tists and their ipysteries are a constant 
source of study to physicians and psy- 
chologistp." Often a somnambulist will 
accomplishteats 'which would baffle his 
skill or for which he would not have the 
courage while awake. He will rise in 
the night, walk from room to room, 
climri out-on porticos, in some cases on 
steep roofs.’ where he would not dare to 
venture while awake, and frequently 
will winder for hours through streets 
'and fields, returning home and to bed 
without n knowledge of having left his 
Toom. ’

As to what abnormal action of the 
nerves occasions’ Somnambulism doc
tors have been usable to determine, but 
for a long time tLey hav.e known how to 
induce an artificial form of sleep-walk
ing, which is a phase of hypnotism.

Sleep-walkers are ■particularly apt to 
be people who .suffer from epilepsy and 
though they are insensible to pain their 
mental faculties are apparently quick
ened.

The ancients, who looked for a super
natural cause in every mystery which 
they could not explain, believed that 
sleep-walkers were possessed of a di
vine spirit. But modern scientists have 
pooh-poohed such superstitious notions, 
yet in somnambulism, as in catalepsy, 
they have advaced no compensatory 
theory to replace those rejected.

In ail cases of somnambulism one 
thing has been observed, that the awak
ening of its victims is both difficult and 
fraught with danger, and in some in
stances it has cost the life ot the af
flicted.

Feat of a Clergyman.
One night, while passing along- the 

main street in a town in Tennessee a 
physician was surprised to Bee a clergy
man whom he knew pass him, clad only 
in a nigfit shirt and a wide-brimmed

while the bell was ringing, but without 
effect upon the apparition. Finally a 
meeting of the prominent citizens was 
held, and it was- decided that they 
should ’assemble on a certain night to 
ibut the disturber of their slumbers. 
But the steeple was so old that no one 
dared to -mount the winding stairway 
that led to the belfry. '

As they gathered on the appointed 
night it was noticed that one of their 
number had a shotgun, To the shower 
of stones thaix the assembled people 
hurled at the steeple the ghost paid no 
attention. At last, after having warned 
the specter that he intended to fire, the 
man with the gun let it blaze. But, in
stead of being scared, the ghost only 
rang the bell the harder. This was'too 
much for the nerves of the people, and 
without more ado they scurried to 
their homes. The nightly ringing of 
the bell continued.

Early one morning as the village doc
tor was on his way to answer a sick 
call, he saw a figure with a bundle un- 
oer his arm hastening in the direction 
of the chapel. Instantly the doctor gave 
chase, and saw it mount the rickety old 
belfry Stairs and ring the bell.

Then the' figure donned the clothes it 
had brought along, descended to the 
chapel, and proceeded on its way. But 
the doctor pursued, and to his amaze
ment found that the figure stopped at 
tire house of a. well-known man, and en
tered it. The next morning the son of 
this' man was accused of being the 
ghost, but he indignantly denied the 
charge, and, although the physician de
scribed the events ot the night before, 
he persisted in asserting his Innocence.

The townspeople believed the doctor, 
however, and that night a watch was 
kept on the young man. About one 
o’clock the watchers saw him get up, 
pick up the clothes he bad taken off on 
retiring, go out of the bouse and walk 
in the direction of the chapel. The 
doubt settled, the youth was awakened, 
and, when he saw his scanty ^jtire, con
sented to have a watch over him tor 
the future.

opened the gate, walked around to one 
side of the building, seized hold of a 
lightning rod and began to climb up it.

Grabbing the man by the shirt, the 
physician tried \to pull him down, but 
the cloth gave way and the minister 
continued to climb to the cornice, and 
then crawled up the steep incline of the ’ 
roof ,tp th? ridge, pole- Seating himself 
on this the dominie waited a few-min- 
utes and then slid down to the bottom 
of the Incline, catching by a slight pro
jection at the very edge. From this he 
crawled up again, and repeated the per
formance until the doctor became 
alarmed, and, seizing the rope of the 
courthouse bell, rang tor help.

The people of the town gathered 
around the courthouse, but no one 
dared to go after the clergyman for fear 
of awakening him and causing him to 
fall. For half an hour they watched 
his antics. At the end„of this time he 
made his way to the lightning rod and 
descended to the ground, passed 
through the crowd and returned to his 
home and to bed. On being questioned

naytng out of the chain. After leaving 
>.he ship the youth ate a hearty dinner, ■ 
boarded a train tor New York and went 
to bed'. ‘ I

He remembered being lulled to sleep 
by the steady motion of the train and 
quite as plainly that when he fancied he 
awoke that he was in the.anchor cham
ber of a ship. The vessel was appar- 
ently under way, though moving faster, 
than he had ever known .a ship to 
steam before, and a terrible storm was 
in progress.

He tried to go out on deck, but he 
could not get out ot tiie cell-like cham
ber. Jndeed, he was not .even, able to 
stand 'erect, so small was the compart- 

• meat..’” Frantic with-fright lie> looked 
about and;.found to his relief that there 
was a window in the room, evidently a 
deadlight, but square and unusually 
large. Quickly he strove to raise It, 
but, failing, struck it a Jiard blow with 
his fist. No sooner was this window 
smashed than he discovered to his sur
prise that there was still another glass. 
This he also broke. Fearing that if he 
tried to crawl out through the opening 
he would cut himself, he carefully 
picked out each piece of glass, from the 
.window, sash.

But with tlje breaking of the window 
a dash of rain struck his face and he , 
fancied the ship was sinking. Frantic
ally he thrust out. his head and arms 
and. felt for the anchor chain, that lie 
might draw himself up to the deck. But 
the chain was nowhere to be found. 
Wonderlngjy he pulled himself half out' 
of the window and reached up. With a 
feeling of joy ho'found that he could 
touch the deck, but this pleasure in
stantly turned to dismay when he dis
covered that it was smooth and curving 
and offered no projection by which he 
might pull himself up.

Not wlthing to drown, he. crawled 
back into the chamber. He was soak
ing wet, but whether from water or 
blood he could not tell. Convinced that 
he must either escape from the' cham
ber or be drowned, he tried to think of 
some way by which he could reach the 
deck.

As he lay panting and frightened he 
accidentally reached out in the direction 
opposite to the deadlight and to his sur
prise touched a swaying curtain. And 
the next moment he was sprawling in 
the aisle of a sleeping car, going 
through all the agony of an awakening 
somnambulist.

Left Her Sleeping Car.
It is a curious fact that many people 

who have been somnambulists have 
been cured by some remarkable experi
ences.

A young girl boarded a train at Al
bany, N. Y.,to journey to Ripon, Cay, to 
visit her sister. The train was made 
up of modern vostibuled sleeping cars.

The girl retired about 10 o’clock at 
night, but, to the amazement of the 
porter, when- he stopped at the berth in 
the morning to call_her. there was no 
one in it. A search of the train was 
quickly made, but no signs of the girl 
was to be seen, though all her clothes 
were found in her berth.

As soon as possible the - conductor 
telegraphed the facts to the main office 
of the road, and quickly received a re
ply saying that the girl had been found 
near the town of St. Thomas, early in. 
the mornirtg, wandering about clad only

A singular case of somnambulism oc
curred several years ago near Bakers
ville, N. C. A young man there had . 
been in the habit of walking in his 
sleep from childhood. Like most som- ; 
nambullsts, when unmolested, nothing 
injurious happened to him or to others. 
Consequently, his wife paid no attention 
to him when he rose from bed and saun
tered forth. But finally he began to 
stay away longer and longer periods 
and when he returned was soaking wet. 
When his wife asked him where he had 
been he could not tell, nor was he able 
to account for the condition of his 
clothes.

Thoroughly alarmed, his wife deter
mined to follow him the next night. 
After leaving his home the man walked 
along the highway till he came to a 
rough, narrow trail leading to a river 
called the Tow. As the man advanced 
at a rapid pace it was only with diffi
culty that his wife could keep in sight, 
for the path led through thickets, over 
stones, in and out among fallen trees 
and along the summit of a precipitous 
cliff. For more than a half mile the 
sleeper trudged on until he came to a 
large poplar tree which had fallen with 
its topmost branches extending far out 
over the river.

With not the slightest hesitation he 
stepped bn the log and walked out on it 
till he came to a large limb. As .he 
reached this he got down on his hands 
and knees and crawled still farther till 
his weight bent the branches to the 
water. Slowly he rose, balanced him
self and then dove into the rivet;

In horrified amazement his wife stood 
on the bank and watched him. Anx
iously she peered through the darkness 
over the water and to her delight saw 
something moving on. the surface. 
Nearer it came and nearer till she could 
discern the form of her husband and 
she noticed that he was swimming pow
erfully.

Touching the shore he crawled up on 
the bank, shook himself and then start
ed -back over the trail to his home.

Night after night had this man been 
performing this feat, whlfch the swaying 
of the large tree and limb would have 
made almost impossible for aTdan Who 
was awake to have accomplished and 
night after night he had come home un
harmed. '

in her night garments:
How the girl came to be at St. Thom

as she could not tell, for she remem
bered nothing cave that she had gone 
to bed and to sleep. As the train did 
not stop at St. Thomas, the only solu
tion of the mystery was that she had 
got out of the car, opened one of the 
doors of the vestibule and stepped or 
fallen off the rapidly moving thaln.

Though tire girl was not injured, the 
suddenness of her awakening was so 
effective that she has never walked in 
her sleep since.

The state of the eyes in somnambu
lism varies greatly. At times they are 
closed, at others half closed, and even 
wide open. The pupils vary from be
ing contracted to wide dilation. But 
almost without exception the eyes of 
the sleep-walkers are insensible to 
light.

It is a remarkable fact that somnam
bulists who may be deaf to the loudest

Girl Married While Asleep,
Strange as. the acts of sleepwalkers 

always are, the case of a young woman 
who was actually married when in the 
somnambulistic state is probably the 
most unusual.

This young woman was loved by a 
likely young fellow, but without money 
or prospects. Because of his poverty 
the father and mother of the girl object
ed to the marriage and forbade him the 
house. To their surprise their daugh
ter took this action very quietly and 
they were also -surprised at the sudden 
burst of affection the girl showed for an 
aunt who lived in another part of the 
city. Indeed, so fond of the .aunt did 
their daughter become that she went to 
see her three or four times every week, 
and always in the evening. If the pa
rents had followed their daughter they 
would have discovered that the reason 
for this sudden show of affection was 
the fact that she met her lover at the 
aunt’s house. For the aunt liked the 
young fellow and was perfectly willing 
her house should be used as a trystlng 
place.

On their way home from a party one 
night the young man urged the girL to 
marry him at once, no matter what hbr 
father and mother said. Girl-likS’, she 
objected, saying that while her aunt 
was friendly and would-allow them to 
meet at her house she would never 
connive at their marriage without- the 
consent of the parents. There , ..was 
-only one way out of the difficulty and 
that was to elope.

“Let’s elope, then,” declared the 
young man. “I’m sick and tired of de
ceiving your father and mother, if they 
won’t forgive us after we are married, 
all right; they can’t keep us apart."

He then unfolded a plan ion. their 
marriage that very night, announcing 
that he had proceeded to the extent ot 
asking a minister to perform; the cere
mony, that the minister had consented 
and was even then awaiting their ap
pearance. The girl hesitated and final
ly begged for a day to consider the 
matter.

After leaving his sweetheart the 
young man called on the minister, and

alone the sleeper appears to be able to 
hold communication.

Not infrequently men have carried 
to completion in their sleep tasks which 
they were unable to accomplish while 
awake.

A lawyer in Edinburg told his wife 
after dinner’ one evening that he had 
a very difficult law case to study out, 
which would occupy him half the night.

sented some questions which he could 
not solve.

No sooner had he gone to bed than 
he fell asleep. But in a few minutes 
ins wife was startled to see him get up 
and go to his desk. Taking up pencil 
and paper, he wrote furiously for some 
two hours. Then, carefully folding the 
papers and Indorsing them, he put them 
away 1n a pigeonhole in the desk and 
returned to bed, sleeping soundly till 
late in the morning.

While eating breakfast he spoke ot 
the case, and declared it would give 
him great trouble, as it involved points 
which it would be necessary for him to 
look up. His wife urged him to look 
through his desk, but he scoffed at the- 
idea, as he never had a case which in
volved similar issues. But his wife 
was Insistent, and finally he consented.

Almost the first paper he took up 
was the brief he had written while 
asleep the night before. As he read it 
his eyes opened wide with wonder and 
his amazement was shown by his face. 
The instrument proved to be a clearly 
reasoned, correctly phrased brief on 
the intricate case, with all the obscure 
points explained and clarified.

A young man in Albany, N. Y., awoke 
one night to find himself robbing the 
postbffice. In his sleep fie bad obtained 
a brace and bit and had bored holes 
through the door of the office, which re
leased the plate glass. He had also 
opened the cash drawer by the same 
means. He was an habitual sleep-walk
er, and he had no recollection of what 
he had done.

A story of sleep-walking in which a 
vivid dream plays an Important part is' 
Told« of the son of a western railroad

recent death frt. Isagm R. Andrews, a 
leading meinjmr of.,ofli.e Omaha bar, 
whose dead body i\vas,fouffd after a four 
days’ search jp. ihq^p^ttp, river, twenty 
miles.from

; Notwithstaj^ingtobat . the. coroner’s 
jury returned^-^rffieti;.of .accidental 
drowning, Mj^. Andjgws ■ holds tena
ciously to tb&jbeji^Jiithat her husband 
met with foul -plqy^.-deaiaring that she 
bpd -a premonitipp-iq , her sleep the 
night before he disappeared that harm 
was coming to hjm,z - •• •

Besides slxi/medthle; witnesses-, have 
asserted thatdthey> qay Andrews alive 
tiventy-four hours or iqnger after he is 
supposed to have’fallen- into the river 
and not one of .them will admit that he 
could have been mistaken,.

Mr. Andrews was. a.half.owner of a 
gravel pit near the banka of the Plattei 
river at Cedar Creek, in this state. 
When the August'payday came around 
Mr; Andrews, as was.>1118 wont, went 
down to Cedar Creek with his check
book to pay off the men.' Having dis
posed of his business and niter eating a 
light Bupper»at th® little cabin at the 
pit, he put on ’his htmtlng attire, which 
he always kept at the cabin, and started 
off along the fiver bank -to hunt musk
rats. . ■ - .hi

That he did not ¡»eturn to the cabin 
that night did not surprise the old care
taker, William Blish,“because Mr. An
drews had frequently before started off 
on similar expeditions and wandered off 
by himself into the woods with his gun 
.and spent the hf^ht'at the farm house 
of a family named Davis, about half a 
mile distant. The’ next morning, how
ever, when it wa^" learned that Mr. An
drews had not been at the Davis house, 
Mr. Bush becatae ' alarmed. Blood
hounds were brought from Plattsmouth, 
the county sedt, fifteen miles distant, 
and a ' systematic search was com
menced. Farmers 'and a number of 
Omaha friends lent their assistance, 
and the entire cobntryslde was scoured, 
but to no avail.

Then reports came that the missing 
man had been seen at several places. 
Three men who knew him well talked 
with him twenty;fpyr hours after his 
disappearance in’the railway station at 
Ashland, twelve nqlles from where he 
was last seen. Others, including an at
torney whose office adjoins Mr. An
drews’ were equally certain they saw 
him in Omaha thp, .following morning,

Tiie First Spiritual Religious Associa
tion of Clackamas County, Oregon, on 
the sixth day of August, 1905, closed 
one of'the most: successful and benefi
cial camp-meetings ever held on its 
grounds, with G. C. Love of Portland, 
as president.

We had with us during the camp
meeting many of the piost prominent 
workers as speakers and mediums from 
different states, of the Union. Harrison 
D. Barrett was with us for three weeks 
and was loved and ; esteemed by all. 
The association was highly honored'by 
having the presence of the president of 
the N. S. A. on its list of speakers as a 
worker for the cause. He was always 
eloquent, earnest and forceful in his 
arguments for truth, sincere and willing 
—always’responding to the call, and 
with a magnetic personality’that made 
him many friends, causing us to love 
him more and more as the .days passed 
by, and we earnestly hope that circum
stances and conditions-will make it pos
sible to have him with us again on a fu* - 
ture occasion.' ' ' ' '

‘ ■ We also had with us as a camp work
er, for the season, Brother Harry - J. 
Moore of Rochester, lnd„ who came to- 
us well recommended and who'by 'his 
many, fine ,discourses won for himself a 
Jiost of friends. He, too, is worthy of 
a piacb, as a public worker, in our fu
ture camp work;

• Mrs. Eva McCoy, the well-known me
dium was with vs on the list of work
ers and was fully appreciated and loved 
for herself as well as the work done 
through her mediumship and personal
ity by the spirit world.

She was always pleasant and kind, 
and sincerely honest in her demonstrar 
tions,

Mrs. Ladd Flnnican of Portland, Ore., 
another medium employed by thq board 
of officers, was exceptionally fine in her 
Une of work, and also made for herself 
a standing in the estimation of the peo
ple that others might envy.

Dr. Espanto of St. Louis, Mo., known 
as theYndian medium, gave many fine 
tests and found many friends in the far 
West who regretted his departure from 
our midst. Mrs. Espanto, his wife, gave 
us .many good talks and we found her

and one of these, walked with him on 
the street for seV^I blocks.

After two mor.e days of search the1 
body was found Inutte Platte river, east 
of Cedar crepk, logged on a bunch of 
brush in the gtreang . It was seen first 
by John Da\gs, at pilose home it was 
thought Mr.- iyndreys spent the. first 
night after h^disappearance. The wa
ter was onljn/iboyt, four feet deep at 
this point, ^/ijch was about a quarter 
of a mile digtout the cabin at the 
gravel pit tTjie bqffy was in a badly 
decomposed iflpnditipn, indicating that 
it had been,lp thq..water for several 
days. The g?ld -wntgh in Mr. Andrews’ 
pocket had stopped at 7:10.

It was Friday night when he disap
peared, andj^uesdqy night when the 
body-was fqppd. The only mark on 
the body wa?,# little scar .on the back 
of liis neck^-propayy made during his 
struggle In the -'.water, His diamond 
ring was on his finger, and there was a 
little money DQpket. When taken 
irom the water the -body was clothed In 
the hunting garments, consisting of a 
blue checked negligee shirt, blue over
alls and old shoes, which he had donned 
at the cabin, whereas all witnesses who 
Baw him at Ashland and in Omaha de
clare he was wearing ordinary business 
clothes.

Attorney Brome,«a former law part
ner of Mr. Andrews, who took an active 
part in the search for the missing inan, 
was present at the'inquest and after
ward expressed himself as entirely sat
isfied with the verdict of the jury. He 
said: “It is my opinion that Mr. An
drews was walking along the river bank 
at a point near where the body was

home. Just as he.put the key of the 
door into the keyhole be saw some one 
coming down the street. The figure 
looked familiar, and as it came under 
the gaslight she saw it was his sweet
heart. Thinking perhaps she had 
changed her mind, he rushed out to 
greet her.

But for a young woman who was 
about to elope she seemed slnguarly 
quiet. To his eager question if she 
was ready to be married that night she 
returned a perfunctory affirmative, but 
too overjoyed to notice her manner, the 
young man led her to the minister.

Quickly the ceremony was performed, 
and the couple left the minister’s house., 
When the husband offered the marriage 
certificate to his bride she did not seem 
to care for it, an-1 he pat it in his pock
et. As they walked along the street 
she suggested that he take her to her 
father’s house for the night, and agreed 
to meet him at-her aunt's the next 
evening to arrange for the announce
ment of their marriage.

At their meeting the following even
ing the ardor of the young man sur
prised the girl, but when he made men
tion of the marriage she drew back in 
alarm, declaring that she did not under
stand.

Although she had dreamed the night 
before that they had been married, she 
said, she had come to ask his consent to 
a longer delay, that she might consider 
the proposed step more fully.

The groom was greatly surprised, but 
he settled the question by producing 
the marriage certificate, signed by the 
clergyman and properly witnessed. 
This was convincing proof, even, to the 
girl, and, after pondering for a moment, 
she Confessed to her husband that she 
was a confirmed sleep-walker, a fact of 
which he had been Ignorant

klng. - - ' ■ '■ . '
On ’his way east the yfiting man 

stopped off in Buffalo to Inspect a ves-. 
sei belonging to his father. While 
looking over the ship he entered .the 
Vttìe.ichamber.ln the bow? h£ .the vessel, 
where the anchor chain is coiled and 
Wasiimpnessad’ with the- mmallness of 
the .plniu'and the cramped position in. 
which it would force a man to stand 
who was sent down, to toe

And How H Was “Pirated" In This 
Country.

I have a story to tell which will illus
trate the difficulties with which writers 
of spiritistic literature have to meet. 
For years past, a young lady, working 
in the seclusion of an English village, 
had qualified herself In psychic gifts 
sufficiently to become an amanuensis of 
an advanced band of spirits who dic
tated-to her a series of romances, re
counting their earth lives and subse
quent experiences in the spirit world. 
Her difficulty was, how she could give 
the work to the world.

Publishers are hard to find wffo will 
undertake the publication of our litera
ture at their own expense,■ tiie author
ess was poor and Inexperienced in busi
ness matters. At last a generous lady 
came forward and helped her to publish 
one of the smallest of these tales under 
the title of “A Wanderer in Spirit 
Lands,” in an edition of some 1,009 
copies,, the sale of which would about 
cover expenses. -Some five .years ago I 
had the honor of an introduction to this 
authoress. She consulted me as to the 
literary value of another story in MS., 
entitled “Ahrlnziman,” purporting to be 
written by an ancient Persian who, 
born in the royal harem, had been sent 
away as a baby to a distant temple in 
order to escape the jealousy of the 
Queen. There he was brought up, like 
a Samuel, as a psychic in a temple,. 
The methods and mistakes of old-time 
psychic training sre fully set forth. Ig
norant of his royal birth, and tiring ot 
the temple discipline, he ran away as a 
youth and fell among a tribe of nomad 
brigands. Years ,of a lite of Intense 
action pass, fqll of romantic episodes; 
but again tiring of this life, he runs 
away to a distant city where he. be
comes the servant of one who osten
sibly was a physician but really an oc
cultist and magician. This master dis-

also found her way to our warmest 
praise and friendship, she being very 
successful in preaching and demonstrat
ing the truth of Spiritualism.

. We had with us Mrs. Elizabeth Craig 
of Texas, Mrs. Jackson of New York. 
From Portland, Ore., we had Mrs. C. 
Cornelius, Mrs. Ella York, Mrs. Mabel 
Wilson, Mrs. Step, Mrs. Armstrong, 
Mrs. Florence White, E. De Yongh, to
gether with C. H. Piggott, president of 
Ministers and Mediums Protective As
sociation of Portland, Ore.

Visitors came to us from nineteen dif
ferent states of the Union and Canada. 
The meeting financially was also a suc
cess, ‘leaving us money in the treasury 
at the close of the session.

At the annual business meeting, offi
cers for the ensuing year were elected

Portland, Ore.; vice-president, Benj. F. 
Atherton of Portland, Ore.; secretary, 
Lldie Q. Irwin, Barlow, Ore.; treasurer, 
John Burgoyne, New Era, Ot-e., and all 
possible will be done to make the camp- 
meetifig of 1906 better if possible, than 
the one just closed.

For earnestness, energy and push will 
be the controlling spirits of each one 
of the board durlpg their term of office.

LIDIE QUINT IRWIN, 
. Barlow, Ore. Secretary.
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How Some of Oar Readers Can
« Make Money.

Having read ot the success ot some ot your 
readers selling Dish-washers, I have tried the 
work with wonderful success. I have not made 
less than ®.00 any day for the last six months. 
The Mound City Dish-washer gives good satis
faction and every family-wants one. Aladycan ’ 
wash and dry the dishes without removing her 
gloves and can do tho-work In two minutes. I 
goj my sample machine from the Mound City 
Dish-washing Co., oLSt: Louis, Mo. I used ft 
to take orders and sold 12 Dish-washers tho first 
day. The Mound City Dish-Washer Co. 8685 A" 
R LaClede are., will start you. Write them for 
particulars. Ladles can do as well as men.

. JOHN F.jf.

“Beyona the Van.” A Sequel , to 
“Rending ¡ihe VklL”' Being a cbmplia- 
tlori, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex- 
perlences, spoken, written and made by 
fell-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal verification of 
"What We Shall Be,”'and ’ a code of 
ethics, requisite to the taost speedy r® 
allzatlon- ot th® highest and purest fe
licity attainable’in the fnttire llfe. A 
very remarkable book. Large, octavo,

the bank and he fell into deep water.' 
He was not an expert swimmer, and 
Incumbered with • his clothes, he was 
drowned where nd fell into the water.”

Other friends also express similar 
satisfaction with the verdict of the jury, 
but there are those who think different
ly. Among these is Frank W. Coleman, 
bailiff of the Supreme Court at Lincoln, 
before which Mr.' Andrews had “fre
quently pleaded. Mr. Coleman is one 
of those who saw and talked with Mr. 
Andrews at the Ashland railway sta-_ 
tion on the evening of the day following 
his disappearance. Mr. Coleman was 
on his way to Omaha on the regular 
passenger train due to leave Ashland 
at 6:44 p. m.

“When the train pulled into Ashland," 
Mr. Coleman said, "Mr. Andrews was 
standing on the platform. I saw him 
from the car window and went out on 
the platform to talk with him. Mr. 
Andrews asked me what the supreme 
court was doing and then followed a 
few commonplaces ln regard to the 
weather and trividt things. I left Mr. 
Andrews still standing on the platform 
when I climbed bhpk on to the train.”

Professor Beatty, of the Cotner uni
versity at Lincoln, glso spoke with Mr. 
Andrews while.the train was waiting at 
Ashland, and E. H.. Stevens, a Lincoln 
contractor, who Jiaa met Mr. Andrews 
a few days before,and negotiated with, 
him for the purchase of some of the 
gravel from hjs plt.gpr use on a build
ing which M&j-Btev.ifns was erecting at 
Ashland, alspj saw; jjlm on the station 
platform talking wi^. Mr. Coleman.

Early the fajlowl^'niornlng, Sunday, 
three Omahaumen; declare positively 
they saw the (jnissing man In Omaha. 
One of these isvF. WmFitch deputy coun
ty attorney, ^ose,jofflce In the New 
York Life budding next door to'the 
suite occupleflpby Mr. Andrews. Mr. 
Fitch, who naturally knew him inti
mately, affirms thabihe saw Mr. An
drews on theozear platform of a street, 
ear going up town fnnn the depot about 
7 o’clock . onisn Sunday morning. Mr. 
Fitch salutecbscnd ■ Mr. Andrews in re
sponse wayedihls hand and his cane as 
the car. passefliffiy; Theodore H. John
son, managerdbf a'photographic supply 
house, also avers .tlmt he saw Andrews 

• on Sunday morning on Sixteenth street 
shortly after 7 o’olobk, which is in en
tire accord with Mr. Fitch’s statement, 
because the caron "rfhlcll Mr. Fitch saw 
him was headed in the direction of Six
teenth street. John. S. Dlrgman, an 
lex-constable, arep -testifies that he 
walked. north on .Sixteenth street with 
Mr. Andrews for several blocks about

which he placed considerable reliance 
when he walked. He had a large head, 
covered with a profusion of hair of 
reddish color, and wore a moustache 
which was streaked with gray.

Andrews was the owner of a beauti
ful home; built about two years ago, and 
be was devoted to his wife and only 
son, a - boy of 16, just graduated from 
the Omaha high school, and it is con
sidered passing strange that if he came 
to Omaha on the Sunday morning’ that 
he did not go directly home. The the
ory has been advanced that he might 
have been affected by the heat and al
though appearing perfectly rational he 
may have been unconscious of his move
ments. This would explain why he did 
not go home and why his Intimate 
friends did not know he was in town. 
It is supposed that he left, Omaha Sun
day morning and returned to Cedar 
Creek.

Mrs. Mary Girard Andrews, wife of 
the unfortunate man, is president of the 
Omaha Women's club and a leader in 
sociological and philafithropoc work in 
in the city. Their home life had always 
been the happiest. Mrs. Andrews de
clared from the outset that the theory 
of.suicide was absurd, as her husband 
had absolutely no reason to be despond
ent. She also scouted the idea that he 
had met with an accident. Her state
ment, made after the finding of the 
body, is as follows:

“One sometimes has those subtle Inti
mations which defy analysis and can 
not be submitted to the scrutiny of 
reason. It was such an intimation 
which alarmed me in my sleep Friday 
evening. I seemed to see my husband 
followed by the dark figure of a man. 
I was deeply alarmed, and when I 
awake I was trembling. And yet at the 
time I had no knowledge that anything 
was wrong. The next morning I re
ceived word that he had disappeared.

"From the first- J suspected that he 
had met with foul play. I still believe 
so. The strange thing is that in my 
dream I saw him going toward the 
river, being followed along the railroad 
track by a man. This notion is con
trary to what we were told at the cabin 
near Cedar Creek. We were told that 
he started off with his gun in the oppo
site direction, whereas the body was 
found at a spot in the direction in 
which I had dreamed he was headed.

“I refuse to believe that the dream, 
which was so undeniably real to me at 
the time and was borne out by the facts 
in so many particulars, should have 
mlsled- jne with reference to The man 
following my husband toward the riv
er’s brink. The picture of that man Is 
so vividly impressed on my mind that 
if I should ever meet him face to face 
I could not fail to recognize him."
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spirit mother rescues him from the 
hands of tpis magician and the rest of 
the story shows, in a series of exciting 
adventures, how these visions fulfilled 
themselves. Then comes a second part 
of the story. All the dramatis per
sonae are transferred to the spirit 
world and we are shown how action 
and reaction continue from one life into 
the other. I found the whole written 
in a true Eastern mode of story-telling 
and as full of interest and instruction 
in psychic matters as any book yet pub
lished. As purchasers of this kind ot 
literature are much more numerous in 
the States of America, I advised her to 
find a publisher there so as to secure 
the copyright there, but all her efforts 
to do so have been unavailing. My ad
vice has been justified by her experi
ences with her book already published 
in this country. While "A Wanderer in 
Spirit Lands" was receiving high enco
miums, and interesting thousands of 
readers in our Alliance library, the sale 
of the small edition dribbled on year by 
year in small installments. Meanwhile 
an enterprising pirate publisher started 
an edition on his own account in the 
States, the sale of which, there is good 
reason to believe, has already reached 
17,000 copies.

Of course, not one penny of the prof
its of this sale has come to the pockets 
of our poor authoress, who, all this 
while, has had to earn a hard living by 
hours- of uncongenial manual wofk^and 
finally has been obliged to emigrate to 
the States in order to find more regular 
employment. There, luckily, among 
the Wisconsin State Spiritualistic Asso
ciation, she has at last found some en
ergetic helpers and friends who are is
suing circulars inviting admirers of the 
other book and all interested in spread
ing spiritual knowledge, tp subscribe 
for a first edition of this new work. 
Publishers in America, it appears, are 
willing enough to publish an English 
approved story at their own risk if they 
can get the whole profits by piracy, but 
refuse to do so when they have to share 
profits. Hence the necessity for sub
scribers. The book is to be published 
under the title, “The Story of Ahrlnzi- 
man,” at 75 cents a copy, and to be sold 
in England at 3s. 6d. a copy. Are not 
some of us ready to help her also in this 
country? If anyone desires to do so, a 
postal order for 3s. 6d., with name and 
address, should' be sent to Nurse E. 
Parker, 16, Wandle-road, Croydon, who 
has kindly undertaken to transact all 
the necessary correspondence and to 
forward the subscriptions to the Amer
ican collector, the Rev. Nellie K. Baker, 
Portage, Wis., who will send circulars 
with full particulars of the book to any
one applying for the information.— 
Frederic Thurstan, in Light, London.

T‘'uly. the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, "LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD.” written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be In

Ilbrary’ Read the following care-

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of thd Twelve Premium 
Books you may ofder, price 25 cents. 
Inis is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with, 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two ot the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three ot the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 11.10.

Any four of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any ------ " '

The above needs an explanation. We 
are the one charged with “pirating”, the 
book, “A Wanderer in Spirit Lands,” 
when in fact we received full permis
sion of the author to publish it in this 
country where it had no sale whatever. 
Although we have distributed thou
sands of copies of the book, we have 
made no money thereon; on the con
trary we have lost a few cents on each 
copy sent, out to our subscribers, aggre
gating several hundred dollars. We 
are well acquainted with the author, 
Anita Sllvani, and she has enjoyed the 
hospitality of our home for several 
months.

The fact is the works published in 
England have little or no sale in this 
country. In the future we propose to 
publish any book we please that ap
pears in England, and is not published 
simultaneously, in this country, and 
give the same away to our readers, we 
receiving NO PROFIT WHATEVER.ON 
THE SAME. Anyone in England Who 
desires to publish there any one of our 
Premium Books, is at full liberty to do

In fact we would be delighted to

seven of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.35. ■ ... 
eight of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, pripe $2.65.
nine of the Twelve Premium

Books 
Any

Books
Any ____

Books you may order, price $2.90?
Any ten of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.10.
Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you maj order, price $3.40.
Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre

mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this
country or Europe.

Bear In mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of It before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles ot 

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Lite in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia ot Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death,

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S.G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com- 
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send In a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

grace;
I only read this witness quaint and 

queer: -
" ’Twas easier to be good when she was 

here.”
I kneel by this green grave, this prayer 

upon my lip, »
“Grant me this seal of Christ’s disciple

ship.
I shall be happy if but a child shall 

whisper o'er my bier: ' .
‘ ’Twas easier to be good when she was. 

here.’” ' '

I<can- affohi to rest-without A name, 
Unknown to all but household fame,- - 
If'for ohe soul-the way was made less 

■ drear,......
And easier to be good when ! was here. 

' - ARZELIA C. CLAY;
Grand Rapids, Mich.

INDUCE
(four Neighbor to Subscribe for The 

Progressive Thinker,
Now is the time to extend the clrcula, 

don ot The Progressive Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spirituallstla 
B«ws with which every one should bo 
r«m<n«r. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
Bind. Bend in a Bubscriotlon now.

Within a country graveyard small, ’ 
Where faded rose leaves gently fall, 
There lies a low and narrow mound, 
Where -children softly gather ’round, 
And strangers trace the-well-worn path, 
To read this lovely epitaph:.
“Below the body of a child we lay,-■ 
Of whom her playmates often say,—' 
■!A tender girl to- heart and memory' 

dear, • • .
’Twas easier to be good -when she was 

here.’” '
I can not tell now long has been her. 

. rest,, ■ ■
Since first the rose leaves fell upon her 

breast, ■.
Nor paint the pifature of her form and . - . ____

face,*, / | oth'erBtblepass^es,showlnggreatln-
Nor tell the name of tbls street chili of 1 wWOlUes. Price 25 penta.

?Tbe Commandments Analyzed.'*' By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments, are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with

STARTLING FACTS, 
OR

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
• This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession, and. Its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty.. It is intended to he an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence bi the pernicious. Influence ol 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and ‘spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works ot R® 
manlsm. Cloth, 75 cents!
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and
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Some Phases of Devil-ism.
Suggested by Dr. Alex. Caird, of Lynn, Mass. The Views of Robert G. Ing^sog,

Massachusetts steps to the front and demands a hear
ing. 'Alex. Caird, M. D„ an influential Spiritualist,

• suggests a Symposium on-an exceedingly import
ant subject. It will ^ inaugurated in his special ^¿^r^ 
honor as a leading and' highly respected Spiritualist 
of the-Old Bay State, one who is constantly work
ing for the spread of the Truth as manifested in
Spirit Return. It will prove especially interesting, 
suggestive and valuable to every reflective ,mind.

The Important Question.

is a collection of many books written 
’ centuries apart, and that in part rep

resents the growth and tells In part the 
history of a people. We must also re
member that the writers treat ot many 

I subjects, Many of these writers have 
nothing to say about right or wrong, 
about vice or virtue.

The book of Genesis has nothing 
about morality. There is not a line in 
It calculated to shed light on the path

. • pf conduct. No one can call that book

What Does Spiritualism Teacji That Spirit-
J n • A n manner In which Jehovah delivered the

uahsts Believe in Common? •' rasswft-w.
, . , never enslaved by the Egyptians; that

. ' T “~ \ ’ the entire story is a Action. Weltnow
POINTS OF AGREEMENT. proven, and established,.of Immortall- this, because there is not found in He

_____  ty for mankind, the continuance of thç I brew a word of Egyptian origin. This 
' mental and spiritual qualities of the being so, we know that the Hebrews

race after death, reunion with friends anj Egyptians could not have lived to-
beyond, and intelligent communication gether for hundreds of years. . 
between the denizens of earth and of I Certainly Exodus was not written to 
the spirit world. Probably all Spirit- teach morality. In that book you can- 
ualists acknowledge that knowledge as | not find one word against human slav- 
the corner-stone of thélr Spiritualism, ery; As a matter of fact, Jehovah was

What.' Does Spiritualism Teach that 
Spiritualists Believe In Common?

T^q foregoing question by our es
teemed friend. Dr. Caird, merits con
sideration and meditation. I thank you 
for your kindly invitation to me to con
sider the subject in your symposium.

.It is true as Brother Caird claims, 
that there is a notable difference ot 
opinion among Spiritualists upon the 
subjects of importance, because ot 
similar differences on the same subjects 
among communicating spirits, and it 
is rather'difficult for the novice to de
termine the truth concerning them.

As for myself, I am not at all con
cerned whether reincarnation is a tact 
or not--whfle I have my personal opin
ion on this and other subjects on which 
spirits and mortals differ, .1 cannot 
see that anv absolute proof for or 
against the theory of reincarnation can 
be given, and hence affirmation or de
nial does not trouble me. Personally, 
I can admit that the bible contains 
many grand spiritual truths and in
stances of snlrit manifestation, but 1 
am willing to concede the privilege to 
others of discarding the book entirely 
If they so desire. *

The subject of Obsession I consider 
important because it deals with every
day affairs and experiences, and If it 
is true that many human beings are 
subjected to the baleful influence of 
mischievous creatures, psychological 
or otherwise, on both sides of life, it is 
important for it to be known, that re
medial agencies may be employed, i 
think that nine-tenths of our experi
enced Spiritualists believe, with reason, 
that human beings who are mischiev
ous or malicious on earth and who have 
not advanced from such unlovely men
tal states, tarry for a period in the 
earth’s atmosphere and sometimes tor
ment sensitive mortals; . such spirits 
need teachers from the higher spheres 
and helpers on earth, that they may be 
taught and helped how to redeem them
selves and rise to higher states af asp.l-

I believe also that we will find very a believer in that institution.
few in the ranks who deny the almost The killing of cattle with disease and 
universal teachings of returning spirits, hail, the murder of the first born, so 
that we create for ourselves the gar- that in every, house there was death; 
inents, homes and surroundings we because the King refused to let the He
rhall find for our use on the spirit side, brews go, certainly was-not'moral; it 
or, in a word* that "as we sow, we shall was fiendish. The writer of that book 
reap.” If we live right, as far as we regarded all the people of Egypt, their 
possibly can. be faithful in the dis- children, their flocks and herds as the 
charge of duty according to our under-• property of Pharaoh, and these people 
standing, defraud no one and follow the and their cattle were killed, not be- 
“Golden Rule,” wo shall naturally build cause they had done anything wrong, 
a comely spirit body, and gravitate at but simply for the purpose of punishing 
death, to the pleasing conditions, en- the King. Is it possible to get any mor- 
vironments and associations that we ality out of this history? ,
have become fitted for. On the other All the laws found In Exodus, in
hand, if we live selfishly we mar the eluding the Ten Commandments, so far 
spirit form, and supply such crude, as they are really good and sensible; 
earthy, material for our spirit homes, were at that time in force among all 
■we shall naturally hold fast to unlovely the peoples of the world.
and earthy things, states and environ- Murder is, and always ..was, a crime, 
inents. ' and always will be, as long as a major;

—“------ . .11 V rl!
latedlated to lessen vice, and only a tew 
passages in Isaiah that can be used in 
a "good cause.

In Ezekial and Dafliet we find only 
ravings of the insane!1’ ’ ''J

In some of the mlnbr prtfahets there 
is now ¡and then a good verte, now and 
then aji elevated' thotlfcht.

You can, by seleetlng -padkages from 
different books, make'a veiy'good creed 
and by selecting passages fiSfai different 
books you can make'a very mad creed.

The trouble is thal'tb'e silirlt of the 
Old Testament, Its ‘dilqtositiito, its tem
perament Is bad, selfish and cruel. The 
most fiendish things are commanded, 
commended and applauded.

The stories that are told of Joseph, 
of Elisha, of Daniel aiid Gideon, and of 
many others, are hideous, hellish.

On the whole, the Old Testament can
not be considered a moral guide.

Jehovah was not a moral God. He 
had all the vices, and he lacked all the 
virtues. He generally carried out his 
threats, but he never faithfully kept a 
promise.

At the same time we must remember 
that the Old Testament is a natural 
production, that It was. written by sav
ages who were slowly crawling toward 
the light. We must give the credit for 
the noble things they said, and we must 
be charitable enough to excuse their 
faults and even their crimes.

I know that many Christians regard 
the Old Testament as the foundation 
and the New as the superstructure, and 
while many admit that there are faults 
and mistakes in. the OJ(1 Testament, 
they insist that the New. is the flower 
and perfect fruit; -, ■

I admit that there are many good 
things in ttie New Testament, and if we 
take from that book the ijogmas of eter
nal pain, of infinite revenge, of the 
atonement, of human .sacrifice, of the 
necessity of shedding blood, If we 
throw away the doctrine of non-resist
ance, of loving enemies, the idea that 
prosperity is the result of wickedness, 
that poverty 1b the preparation for Par
adise, if we throw all. of these away anil 
take the good, sensible passages, appli
cable to conduct, then we can make a

Independent Holinesc People at a Re
vival—Preacher Realistic by Means 

of Lighted Candle and Tin.Can.

seem fatigued and hud evidently been 
through torture.

“Do you think all will come across to
night?" asked a brother of Mr. ' '

8*

fairly good moral 
moral.

Of course many 
would be left out.

guide—narrow, but

important things 
You would have

Very few "Spiritualists" will claim Hy of people object to being murdered, 
that one can go through this life re- always has been and always
gardless of the rights of others, selfish- I will be the enemy of larceny. -■ 
ly grasping, crowding and oppressing^ I The nature of man is such that Jie 
and earn a home of beauty and condi- I admires the teller of truth and despises 
tion of happiness on high. the liar.' Among all tribes,. among all

Sniritualism teaches that we earn Pe°Ple. truth telling, has been consld- wta’t w“ive and6 that we only get » J^ue and false swearing or 
what we deserve; but it also teaches {or chudren j8

nro I natural, and this love is found among 
all the animals that live. So the love 

I of children for parents ta natural, and 
I was not and can not be created by law.

.t™ to 1.W M m MS s
c0011™0“- , . , commands.

It seems to me, Mr. Editor, that it g0 men an(j women are not virtuous

Progress beyond the grave, and 
unite on this ground that none 
wholly lost; but that all can rise 
higher states by self effort; that 
can earn happiness in spirit I te

DeviHsm we may define as a belief In 
the existence a.n-J power of a being 
called the Devil, in other words It is- 
belief in old-fashioned orthodox idea as 
embodied in sermons, tracts and creeds 
of a semi-ubiquitous personage, the em
bodiment and instigator ot all evil.

The results of devilismmay be stud
ied from various standpoints, but for 
our present purpose we offer the follow
ing two exemplifications. What would 
be said of Spiritualists acting in a man
ner approaching these performances, 
even by these' Holiness people them
selves, may be easily surmised. We 
quote 'from the New York Sun an ac
count of the exercises, in which a 
strong hypnotic influence is plainly dis
cernible. JAS C. UNDERHILL.

Hammond, Ind. . ■

who was tolling manfully.
“If it be God's will," said, the

Pipes,'

young
preacher, devoutly. .

At midnight all save two had "come 
across" and were wildly shouting their 
joy. Prayers, groans and songs had 
failed to bring peace to these two. They 
had been kneeling in the dirt, with 
heads pressed against a hard board, for 
over two hours. Finally nature stepped 
in and the tired saints had to give up 
for the night. '

They bad assisted twenty-flve peni
tents "across." .
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BOOKS
BREE
"S*2® I 'FûSnvnn» anvwhAr^Toanyone any where. Write 

and {mention the book you 
want I will gladly c^ad it.

BUND
or have Failing Sight, Cataracts, Granulated Lids, 
Weak and Congested Eyes, Scars, Scums or Ulcer« 
on the eyes or any other eye disease, write for my 
80 PAGE BOOK ON EYE DISEASES 
which tills kow to cure this« eye distant by a tim^ 
/It method at your own home. Describes and illus
trates every known eye disease with colored pictures, 
tells how to care for the eyes, how to live, bathe, etc. 
A book full of information about eyes which should 
be in every home, it is
free, write today. & BP"
IF YOU ARE UtAr
either partially or completely or if you have 
head*noises, ringing in the cars, discharging ears, 
catarrh of the head, nose or throat, or any ear 
disease. Write for my
64 PAGE BOOK ON DEAFNESS 
and learn of a new method whereby all afflicted 
with Deafness ox other car diseases, can cure them
selves at home without visiting a doctor. Most 
complete book published and is free to all. Address 
DR.W.O. COFFEE, 812 Century Bldj., DesMoines, la.

r

Another phase of devilism is illus
trated by the following statement, from 
the Mexican Herald:

A big fire, a suicide and a number of 
accidents in the city and a heavy wind 
and rain storm here and numerous 
crimes and accidents In many parts ot 
the Republic were the natural conse
quences, It is to be supposed, of the an
nual one day’s leave of absence taken 
by his diabolical majesty, the devil yes
terday—a leave of absence which his 
majesty spends in this earthly planet 
doing a nutpber of devilish tricks.

It is a common belief among almost 
all Mexicans that on the day of San 
Bartolo, which was yesterday, the devil 
is loose and many unpleasant things 
happen. The devil is supposed to be 
very busy all the year around roasting 
bad people in the inferno, but on the 
day of San Bartolo he takes a little rest 
and comes to the earth to see how 
things are going on. That is, he comes 
on a trip of inspection to see the. pros
pects tor the coming year.

Many people are so superstitious 
about this that they stay at home all 
day and refuse to receive calls because, 
according to the tradition, it occurred 
one time that the devil disguised him
self and called upon people whom he 
wanted to carry away. The object of 
the visit was briefly explained and the 
Interested parties were so scared that 
most of them dropped dead, whereupon 
the devil carried away their souls.

The superstition is much more widely 
spread in the states of the interior. In 
Guadalajara, for instance, they claim 
that San Bartolo's is the day when the 
city shall be destroyed by a flood and a 
hurricane, according to the prediction 
of a priest who died many years ago, al
though nobody knows the name of the 
prophet nor the year when he made tbe 
prophecy.

Macon, Mo.—A curly-headed young 
fellow in his shirt slpeves walking up 
and down a cheap board platform con
ducted one of the most remarkable re
vival meetings the other night that 
have ever occurred in this vicinity. The 1 
occasion was the seventeenth annual 
session of the Independent Holiness 
people of Missouri, Kansas and Iowa.

The tent was crowded and thousands 
stood up' against the edges. The 
preaching brother was making the ef
fort of his life, and so well did he ap
preciate it’that he began by removing 
his coat, waistcoat and- collar.

“Let your light so shine before men 
that they may see your good works, and 
glorify your Father which is in 
Heaven."

That was Mr. Pipes’ text. He used a 
lighted candle and a tin can to make 
his point realistic.

"Why can't you accomplish any
thing?" he asked. “Why don’t you do 
any good in the world? Because you 
cover you light like I do this candle, 
and people can't tell whether you are a 
follower of the Master or not. You 
know it’s so—everyone of you!”

“Amen! Hallelujah!”
This from the gray haired saints 

around the boy preachqr. As he went 
on, bending his body until his head 
nearly touched the floor, and at other 
times swinging his arms aloft, jumping 
up And cracking his heels together, the 
camp workers became agitated.

“I’ll tell you, btethren,” he shouted, 
“if you hide your light here you will one 
day walk in the light of a fire that nev
er, never shall be quenched!"

“Amen! Glory!”
The shouting chorus ably backed the 

young exhorter, who by this time was 
perspiring like a harvest hand. Tls 
white shirt clung to him as a circus 
poster to a billboard. It was work—the 
hardest sort of work. _

But he was delivering the goods. He 
knew the people he was talking to and 
how to reach them. Even before the 
altar Invitation was given men, women 
and children were crowding to the long,

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
Olt

Dial Planchettenothing about human rights, nothing m 
favor of the family, nothing for . educa
tion, nothing for investigation, tor 
thought qnd reason, but still you would 
have a fairly good moral guide.

On the other hand, if you would take 
the foolish passages, the extreme ones, 
you could make a .creed that would 
satisfy an Insane asylum.

If you take the criiel passages, the 
verses that inculcate., eternal hatred, 
verses that writhe aiid hiss like ser
pents, you could make a „ creed that 
would shock the heart of'A hyena.

It may be that no book cbhtalns bet
ter passages than thfe New .Testament, 
but certainly no bodk contains worpe.

Below the blossom-1 of love you find 
the thorn of hatred,1'on tile lips that 
kiss you find the politon of.the cobra.

The bible is not a nforal guide.
Any man who follbws faithfully all 

Its teach ings-ls an enemy of society and 
will probably end his'days ih prison or

rough board, wet with the tears 
many penitents.

of

It

ANXIETY ANXIOUS.
THE SCHWEIZER REMEDY.

Might Be Used Successfully in 
Ranks of Spiritualism—So

Says “Anxiety."

the

This Instrument Is substantially the 
same as that employed by Prof. Hare in 
his early investigations. In its im
proved form it has been before the pub
lic for more than twelve years, and in 
the hands of thousands of persons has 
proved its superiority over the Plan
chette, and all other instruments which 
have been brought out in imitation, 
both in regard to certainty and correct
ness of the communications received by 
its aid, and as a means ot developing 
mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spirit
ualism?

Do you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Do you desire to receive communica

tions?
The Psychograph Is an invaluable as

sistant. A pamphlet with full 
directions for the

FORMATION OF CIRCLES AND CUL
TIVATION OF MEDIUMSHIP

with every instrument. Many who were 
not aware of their mediumistic gift, 
have, after a few sittings, been able to 
receive delightful messages. A vol
ume might be filled with commendatory 
letters. Many who began with ft as an 
amusing toy, found that the intelligence 
controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spirit
ualism.

Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., 
writes: “I had communications (by the 
Psychograph) from many other friends, 
even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. 
They have been highly satisfactory, 
and proved to me that Spiritualism is 
Indeed true, and the communications 
nave given my heart the greatest com
fort in the severest loss I have had of 
son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings 
have made his name familiar to those 
.interested in psychic matters, writes as 
follows: "I am much pleased with the 
Psychograph. It is very simple In prin
ciple and construction, and I am sure 
must be far more sensitive to spiritual 
power than the one now in use. I be
lieve it will generally supersede the lat
ter when its superior merits become 
known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage 
paid from the manufacturer, for $1.00. 
Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

A new method of disposing of those 
pests who make easy money by playing 
upon human weaknesses has been suc
cessfully operated in Los Angeles. It 
should be designated hereafter as the'Tfs the last call ot mercy, 

'Tis tae last call ot mercy, 
'Tls the last call ot mercy, 

Prepare to meet thy God!
woman, with a sonorous voice

. John 
demon- 
ls sim-

“Schweizer system," as Mrs. 
Schweizer of that city is the i 
strator, and the demonstration 
ply a form of physical culture.

The grafter in this case ■
A

Spiritualists will cultivate the HARMO- I because of anything In books or creeds. 
NIAL SPIRIT, and agree to disagree All the Ten Commandments that are 
upon minor points and subjects, com- good were old, were the result of ex
Ing together in the beauty of brotherly perience. The Commandments that 
love for the dissemination of the funda- I were original with Jehovah were fool
mental facts and teachings of Spiritual- ish.

    ............... ism, they will find ample ground tor The worship o£ “any other God” could 
njne-tenths of our Spiritualists have an their common tooting and plenty of I not have been worse than the worship 
’ ’______ " .______________ Truth tor their acceptance, on which of Jehovah, and nothing could have

the grandest Temple, of a Spiritual I been more absurd than the sacredness

ration and experience.- Certainly, if

Intelligent idea of this subject and are 
of similar opinion, that can be properly 
edited a common ground of belief.

The basis of belief and knowledge of 
Spiritualism, common ground on which 
Spiritualists unite, Is the fact, well

TWO BASIC PROPOSITIONS.

Philosophy can be built that the world I Of the Sabbath. . ' .
has ever known. if. Commandments had been given

MARY T. LONGLEY. I against slavery and polygamy, against 
Washington, D. C. I wars of invasion. and extermination,

 ~ against religious persecution in all its 
-- 1 .............— 1 ■' forms, so that the world could be free,

What Does Spiritualism Teach That 
Spiritualists Believe In Common?

Being far from the “city full,” in the 
forest wild, when the above question 
reached mç; and past the time when 
answer should have been given; yet I 
trust the kindness of the editor will 
give this an Insertion in The Progress
ive Thinker. '

There are two basic propositions 
which Spiritualism teaches, and all 
Spiritualists believe them in common.

1. The first proposition is, that the 
human spirit survives the death of the 
physical body, and under favorable con
ditions manifests itself to. those still liv
ing in the flesh. The favorable condi
tions consist mainly of a certain physio
logical and psychological make-up of 
some persons, constituting what Is 
termed mediumship.

2. The second proposition is, that 
this mediumship and the manifestations 
through it are purely natural—are the 
product of natural forces acting in ac
cordance with natural taws. I have 
never known any Spiritualist disputing 
these two propositions, and the disa
greements among them are the result 
of a stupid Ignorance of the immutable 
laws of logical reasoning. Hence, it is 
a common occurrence to find persons 
affirming these two propositions and at 
the same time submitting positions di
rectly antagonistic thereto. As the in
herent forces of nature, used by natural 
beings—spirit men and women—are the 
only ones involved in spirit manifesta
tions, it follows logically that supernat
uralism— mlraculism are totally ex
cluded from Spiritualism. As it is pure 
naturalism, the scientific method is the 
only one it can employ in the discovery 
and elucidation of truth. Its philoso
phy will be the application of-the prin
ciples revealed by science to the prog
ress and betterment-of humanity. •

Careful reflection will reveal the rea
son why among PROFESSED Spiritual
ists there is such a vast amount of ab
surd and monstrous teachings. We are 
the recipients of ages of hereditary su
perstitions, the most potent of which is 
supernaturalism. The tyro in: spirit 
manifestations cannot at once free him
self from his old notion ■ of miracle. 
And he Is so Ignorant of the imperfec
tions of mediumship that he swallows 
all the apparent; spirit assertions as ab
solute truth. He has not learned the 
naturalness of the process, and hence, 
the possibility of mistake. And, until 
the supreme truth, that nature in ener
gy and action sums up the • whole of 
Spiritualism, is comprehended, mistake, 
false reasoning and contention wjll be 
the,, characteristic of the Modern Spirit- 
1st movement .

■ In concluding this brief statement,. I 
submit that every logical mind will see 
at a glance that thé two basic proposi
tions constitute the logical premises, 
from which the broad conclusion fol
lows, to-wlt: . First,■ Spiritualism is all 
inclusive. It Is thé Science of Man, 
who embodies in their highest and fin
est form all the v energies of nature. 
Hence, as the microcosm, he is the ex
ponent of all those energies constltut-

to see taught on the Spiritualistic ros- I so that the brain might be developed 
trumj now largely given over to mere I and the heart civilized, then we might 
words. J. S. LOVELAND. with propriety, call such Command-

Los Angeles, Cal. I menta a moral guide.
Before we can truthfully say that the 

Ten Commandments constitute amoral 
guide, we must add and subtract. WeWHY IS IT?

Let
must throw away some and write oth- 

Justice Be Given to Mediums as ers jn their places.
The Commandments that have a 

known application here, in tnis world, 
To the Editor:—While glancing over I and treat of human obligations are 

the general survey of The Progressive Sood, the others have no basis in fact, 
Thinker, No. 824, my attention was or experience.
drawn to an article in the third column MW of.^e regulations found in Ex- 
from thé pen of Mrs. Charles J. Barnes odUB- Leviticus^ Numbers and Deuter- 
of Warsaw, Ind., a portion of which I I ono™y> are B°od. Many are absurd and 
will quote. Mrs. Barnes says: “We ____
have been wondering why the secreta- . entire ceremonial of, worship is 
ries of the different camps never men- £ h punishments for viola
tion the mediums, only the speakers are „„A
spoken of. No one likes a good inspi- that the’
rational speaker better than I do, but as I J®
the demonstration of spirit return is the ltP£ J ¿ to say
basic principle of our philosophy, why ttat R 1B mBerciful or true, 
not mention it, too that is when you NotM of moral nature can be 
know it s honest? I have watched the I found lna Joshua or Judges, TheBe 
papera closely all Bummer and have books are filled with crimes, with mas- 
found but little or no mention of me- sacres murders. They are about 
diums for phenomenal phases. Why is the same M the trlbal hl8tory of the

I, too, nave noted this seeming neg- The gtQpy 0£ Ruth is not particularly 
lect on the part of camp correspond- mora], - '
ents, and would like to ask these corre- I . first and second Samuel there is 
spondents through The Progressive I nn£ one word calculated to develop the 
Thinker, why this neglect. Were there brain or conscience. *
no mediums for the phenomenal phases Jehovah murdered 70,000 Jews be- 
upon your camp grounds? There cer-1 cause'David took a census of the peo- 
tainly were at some of the camps, viz., I pie David, according to the account, 
Lily Dale, Chesterfield, Clinton and was -the guilty one, but only the inno
Lake Brady camps, mediums as well Cent were killed.
who. are true and tried and through I jn the first and second-Kings can be 
whose mediumship hundreds have f0Und nothing of ethical value. All the 
been converted through spirit return, kings who refused to obey the priests 
communion and the proof of continuity I were denounced, and all the crowned 
of life. The philosophy is all right, and wretches who assisted the priests were 
is serving the puipose for which it Was I declared to be favorites of Jehovah. In

Well as Speakers.

an asylum. u < : l •
. What is morality? s •1 '-1
In this world we néed certain things. 

We have many wants! We1 áre exposed 
to many dangers. Wé need food, fuel, 
raiment and shelter,.'and 'besides these 
wants there is whafimay W called the 
hunger of the mind, u’d

We are conditloned'beingsi and happi
ness depends upon Conditions. There 
are certain things that diminish, cer
tain things that Increase, well-being. 
There are certain things that destroy 
and there are others that preservé.

Happiness, including its highest 
forms, is after all the only good, and 
everything, the result of which Is to 
produce or secure happiness, IS good, 
that is to say, moral. Everything that 
destroys or diminishes well-being is 
bad, that is to sayT Immoral. In other 
words, all that 1b good is moral, and all 
that is bad is Immoral.

What then Is, or can be called, a 
moral guide? The shortest possible 
answer Is one word: Intelligence.

We want the experience of mankind, 
the true story of the race. We want 
the history of intellectual development, 
of the growth of the ethical, of the idea 
of justice, of conscience, of charity, of 
self-denlaj. We want to know the 
paths and the roads that have been 
traveled by the human mind.

These facts in general, these histories 
in outline, the results reached, the con
clusions formed, the principles evolved, 
taken together, would form the best 
conceivable moral guide.

We cannot depend on what are called 
“Inspired books" or the religions of the 
world. These religions are based on 
the supernatural, and according to them 
we are under obligation to worship and

started the .song, and the hymn swelled 
out on the night air, weird and threat
ening.

The board altar was soon filled and 
the weeping penitents knelt around on 
the turf. -

“L'et the saints gather ’round,” cried 
Mr. Pipes; . “The Lord has A ' hard 
night’s work ahead for us;"

It was then 10 o'clock, but the real 
work was just beginning. The singing 
sister resumed her chant:

The judgment day is coming!' 
The judgment day is coming! 
The judgment day is coming!

Prepare to meet thy God!
The saints knelt around the penK 

tents, careless of the hard earth cush
ion, prayed tor and fanned them. Sing
ing, praying and sobbing blended In a
dirgelike din. — ■

“O, God! Have mercy!"
A slender, middle-aged woman at the 

center of the altar fell back, stretched 
out her arms and stiffened. A pallor 
spread over her face, and she looked 
like one who was dying.

The women saints rushed to her, 
fanned her and stroked her arms. The 
ministers laughed triumphantly, argu
ing that the symptoms indicated It 
would soon be well with her soul.

The shouting and singing
Will vour name be found 
Will vour name be found 
Will your name be found

went on—
written? 
written? 
written?

was a

obey some supernatural being or be
ings.. All these religions are incon-

I.

intended but it alone does not suffice, these books there cannot be found one 
Without the phenomena, what proof I word.in favor of liberty. ‘ ~ 
have we, most of us,, that our loved I There are some good Psalms, and 
ones, the so-called dead, still live, can I there are some that are infamous'. Most 
return and uflder favorable conditions of the Psalms are selfish?'Many of 
can and do commune with us. I them are passionate appeals for re

Let us have both .the philosophy and I vengé. '
the phenomena, and we who have had The story of Job shocks the heart 
absolute proof, through the phenomena, of every good man. In this book there 
of the continuity of life, let us hide not is some poetry, some pathos, and some 
our light and knowledge under a bushel, I philosophy, but, tbe story of this dra- 
but, Instead make, this grand truth ma called Job, Is heartless to the last 
known to the world through, thè mèdi- degree. Thé'children' of Job are mur- 
um of the press and otherwise. En-1 dered to "settle a little wager between 
courage, help and protect all worthy God and thé devil. Afterwards, Job 
mediums, it matters not what phase of having remained firm, other children 
mediumship they possess, send out to j are given in the place of the murdered 
them your best thought and throw yóurl ones. Nothing, however, 1b. done for 
patronage-to them. Upon the other I the children who were murdered, '
hand, shun those who persist in dishon-- The book of Esther is utterly absurd, 
esty, trickery, etc., whether it be a me-1 and the only redeeming feature of the 
dium for the phenomena or ,a speaker 'book Ib that the_name of Jehovah Is not 
or test medium with a flled-away-for-fu- I mentioned.
ture-use stock of tests. I I like the song- of King Solomon; be?.

Canton, Ohio. E. R. KIDD. I cause it tells of human love, and that 
- -—_ is something I understand. That book

“Death, Its Meaning and Results." In my judgment is worth all the. ones 
By J. K. Wilson; of the Pennsylvania that go before It, and it is a. far more 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol-I moral guide. • • ■ . ' '
ume, of decided value. A narrative of There are some wise and merciful 
wonderful psychic events in the au-1 proverbs. Some are selfish and. sdme 
thor’s experience. Cloth, 560 pages, il- are fiat and commonplace. , : . 
lustrated, $1.25. ' - ■ I like the book of Ecclesiastes -be-

"Immortality, Ita Naturalness, its I cause there you find some sense, some 
Possibilities and Proofs." By J. M. poetry, and some philosophy. Take

sistent with intellectual liberty. They 
are the enemies of thought, of invegtl- 
gation; of meiital honesty. They ae- 
stroy the, manliness of man. they 
promise eternal rewards for belief, for 
credulity, for what they, call faith.

This Is not only absurd, but it is im
moral. . ~

These religions. teach the slave vir
tues. They make' Inanimate things 
holy, and falsehoods sacred. They cre
ate artificial crimes. To eat meat on 
Friday, to. enjoy yourself on Sunday, to 
eat on fast days, to' be happy In Lent, 
to dispute a’priest, to ask for. evidence, 
to deny any creed, to express your sln- 
■cere thought, all these acts are sins, 
crimes against some go’d. To give your 
honest opinion about Jehovah, Moham
med or Christ is far-worse than to ma
liciously slander yoiir neighbor. To 
question or doubt miracl^is far worsb 
than to-deny knowh' fqcts. Only the 
obedient, the credifiotis;' the cringers, 
the kneelers, the ini!ek, unquestion-, 
ing, the true believers, arfe1 regarded as 
moral, as virtuous. & li is’not enough to 
be honest, generous,। and 'useful, not 
enough to be governed ¿"evidence, by 
facts. In addition-to tbaff; you must 
believe. These things aW the foes of 
morality. They sutWert all natural con-' 
ceptlons of virtue. " .'m

AU "inspired books,” «teaching that 
what the supernatural 'Commands is 
right, and right becausenicommanded, 
and that what the jiupernatural prohib
its-Is wrong, and wfdng because prohib
ited, are absurdly unphildisophlc.

And. all "inspired' books," ' teaching 
that only those wholobeythe commands 
of the supernatural ®re,.or can be, truly 
virtuous, and that unquestioning faith 
wlU be rewarded with eternal joy, are 
grossly immoral.: -j .

Again I say: Ititelligence is the only 
moral guide. . - - -

Prepare to meet thy God!
No organ needed to encourage those 

sturdy choristers of the tabernacle, 
ihe very guy ropes' swayed under the 
influence of the outpouring melody. 
Every saint was doing something. It 
was a busy night for the devil, who was 
losing his grip. -

The husband of the woman who had 
fallen regarded her anxiously. The 
penitent opened her eyes, looked to
ward the sky and clasped her thin 
hands in front of her.

“Glory! I see him!" she shouted.
Still she did not rise from the laps 

of the women who were holding her. 
She closed, her eyes and again became 
unconscious. '

Several of the brothers rushed to the 
husband and warmly shook hands with 
him. They were congratulating him 
about the change that was coming over 
his wife. The husband returned the 
handshakes, but still looked uneasily at 
the .prostrate woman. She seemed to 
be suffering.

"That is regular old-time Bible relig
ion,.brother,” said a man who came up 
to congratulate. - . .

"The devil Is sure leaving her,” said 
another. . ' -
"God bless you, brother? I know you

stranger who one day called upon Mrs. 
Schweizer, representing himself as a 
city collector of mortality statistics, 
and desired to know if there had been 
any recent deaths in her family. She 
replied her mother had died some years 
ago in Baltimore, whereupon the solic
itor courteously thanked her and de
parted. A few days later he called 
again and exhibited to her a frame re
sembling an open coffin, bordered with 
black satin ribbon, inclosing her moth
er’s name and edged with scriptural 
texts. He offered it at a certain price, 
but Mrs. 8. declined to purchase. He 
then seated himself and began to read 
from the bible to her. She told him she 
did not care to hear him read, for she 
know more about the bible than he. 
When he persisted she quietly re
marked It would be for his advantage 
to leave. He then questioned her right 
to refuse the package, which added to 
her gathering wrath. She informed 
him that unless he left the house she 
would put him out.

The clerical looking individual doubt
ed her ability to do bo, whereupon Mrs. 
Schweizer cleared the decks and pro
ceeded to get into action. Seizing him 
by the collar and the full of his 
breeches, she rushed him through the 
door, bumped him against the porch pil
lars, and rolled him down the steps. 
Taking a fresh bold she bundled him 
through the gate and shot him out into 
the street, administering a vigorous 
slap iu the.face as he went. She then 
quietly returned to her domestic duties, 
while the unlucky easy money man 
slunk down the street to the accompani
ment of a chorus of gibes from the wo
men of the neighborhood who had wit
nessed Mrs. Schweizer’s stunt In physi
cal culture. Mrs. Schweizer not only 
relieved herself of a pest but she uncov
ered a trio of the same kind to the po
lice and aroused such enthusiasm in 
the neighborhood that the women in 
that vicinity are how awaiting these 
easy money nuisances with hot water, 
rolling pins, flat irons, hatpins, and 
other domestic weapons.

There is no greater pest in the com
munity than these smooth, unctuous in- 
dividuals'who work upon the grief of 
those who have lost friends by appeal
ing to their sentiments of affection and 
association, and then palm off upon 
them some grewsome remembrance for 
an extortionate price. Hardly a day is 
allowed to elapse after the funeral.be- 
fore the afflicted family is flooded y/lth 
circulars and pestered with solicitors, 
some of them swindlers, all of them 
bores, eager to furnish all sorts of me-

“AS IT IS TO BE.”
A Very Suggestive Work Which 

Beams With Spiritual Truths.

This is a beautiful book, by Cora 
Lynn Daniels, and it scintillates with — 
grand spiritual thought. An idea of 
this work can be obtained by reading 
the titles of a few of the chapters 
therein:

The process of Dying; Light and 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; What Is unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul 
of Man; The Drama; A Day in Heaven. 
Price ?1.00.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath, 
ollc Conspiracy Detected and Exposed."
“Romanism Exposed." Two pamphlets 
by Rev, J. G. White,"author of Startling 
Facta. ' Price 10 cents: each, or two ft® 

. ..... . . „ ageanta. . ■ -, : ■
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are pappy,” Baid a sister. . ■
About this time a large man at the 

end of the board altar broke into a lit 
of laughter. The attack became so vio
lent that it attracted attention all over 
the audience. - . ■

The light had come to him with less 
travail that It was coming to the wo
man. He had seen Jesus, he said, and 
he laughed for very joy. Even the 
singing could not drown his hilarlty.-

At the other end of the bench a beatf- 
tiful girl with dark chestnut hair, who 
had been one . of the first to go to the 
altar, arose weeping and in lerrible dis
tress. She was met by a plainly 
dressed sister of mercy; who led her to 
one side and fanned her. The girl laid 
her head on the sister’s breast and 
sobbed out her grief. ,
"O, sweet Jesus! Forgive! Forgive!"
Over and over agaifi she repeated the 

exclamation. -The sister - fanned her 
gently and smoothed back the curling 
hair from the broad white forehead. 
Late in the night relief cariio to the pen
itent and shd shouted .with the re
deemed. ' . ■_

-By and by the. woman who laid her
self down at .the altar began to recover 

"consciousness. She slowly arose to her 
feet and shouted: “Gloryl Bless His 
holy name!" Tbe saints gathered 
aroun,d and %hook hands with her, Shb

‘ ' «o-i
^4

mortal trash. It might be unjust, per
haps, to apply the Schweizer physical 
culture system in every case, but the 
success which attended that wdrthy 
lady’s, application in Los Angeles is a 
valuable hint. There are many cases 
in which much money and mortification 
might Be saved by the prompt use of 
the system.

The above Is from the Chicago Trib
une, and the Mrs. Schweizer remedy 
should be applied to those who. work 
upon the GRIEF OF THOSE WHO 
HAVE LOST FRIENDS, by bogus ma
terializations and messages, and they 
should apply-it In a manner that would 
make it very Impressive.

There IS any-amount of truth in Spir
itualism, and any number of honest me-, 
diums,'but the'fakes are an element in 
otir cause that we will have to contend 
with continually. Don’t forget that we 
should not stop in our efforts .to hunt 
them down any mdre than the govern
ment should cease its efforts to arrest 
and imprison counterfeiters.' Any. per
son who uses wigs, etc., to personate a 
spirit should have a slight taste ot the 
Whipping Post,-and then be sent to a re
formatory school. ... ,

In the words ot Col. Ingersoll, “LET- 
US BE HONEST." Under the Circum
stances, do you wonder, that I, on look
ing ow our ranks, manifest no.JIttle

■ . ANXIETY.-

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
* Thia IB & moat valuable book. It comoa from an Ed 
Priest, wboac character la above reproach, end wh< 
knows what be Is talking about. Everybody shouU 
read.lL Price, 11.00. It contains the following chap 
ten:

CHAPTER I.
Tho Struggle before tho Surrender of Womanly Self» 
z respect in the Confessional.

CHAPTER II.
Aurloul&r Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for the. 

Prleku Z
CHAPTER HL

The Confessional la the Modern Sodom.
CHAPTER IV.

How the Vow of Cellbaey of the Priests Is made can 
by Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER V.
The hlgbly-edncated and refined Woman in the Com 

fesslonal—What becomes of her after uncondltlotv
- ad surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI. •
Aurloular Confession destroys all tho Sacred Ties ol 

Marriage and Human Bouety.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession bo tolerated among Clvtt 
ixed Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture. -
. . CHAPTER X.

God compels tho Church of Rome to confess tM 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER XI. 1
Auricular Confession la Australia, America, ana 

France. •
A t CHAPTER XII.
A. Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hut» 

bands and Father»—Some of the matters on which 
the Priest.qfRomo must Question hlaPenltenu :

' Boat: Post-paid. Price, $1.OO. __ 
Mb Mum ot we crea> dbiuqb. 
: By Jariuss M. McCann» A complete and ovet- 
whelming refutation ot the Bible story ot th« 
Deluge. Brice, 15 cents.
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Personal Revelation of Spirit Power.'
The expression is often made, "I 

KNOW there Is some law relating to 
mind and matter, which is incompre
hensible on any other hypothesis than 
the interposition of occult forces with 
Intelligence from without.” Questioned, 
and the chances are a hundred to one 
the narrator declines to relate his per
sonal experiences which justified his 
positive assertion in the premises, be
cause he does uot want his character 
for veracity called in question. Here is 
a case in point: Our informant is a 
gentleman of education, well known to 
the readers of The Progressive Think-

Any statement over his own signa-
tore would be received without hesitar 
tion. We vouch for his integrity. He 
says:

“It was upwards of thirty years ago. 
I was alone engaged laboring in the 
garden, thinking of the seemingly im
possible incidents related by Spiritual
ists, which were counter to every 
known law relating to matter; coats 
buttoned around the body removed in
stantly, without the knowledge of those 
wearing them, then mysteriously 
thrown some distance; musical instru
ments floating about a room, playing 
all the time; rings and hoops of iron, 
solidly joined, appearing around the 
neck, or arms, then disappearing with
out human aid. And thus on with all 
manner of apparent impossibilities.

“While thus cogitating on the mat
ter, still using the hoe, I noticed a gold 
lob chain, one end attached to the

the 
was 
the 
had

worn the chain almost continuously for 
more than a dozen years, and nothing 
of tlie kind had occurred before. I 
raised the chain in my hand and critic
ally examined the peculiar arrangement 
by which the link was opened by turn
ing a screw-nut backward about one
eighth of an inch, then the loop could 
be opened, slid oyer the ring in the 
stem of the. watch, then closed and the 
burr turned, making it impossible to be 
opened and released from the ring with
out breaking, or reversing the screw. 
A careful examination betrayed no 
break, no turning back of the burr; no 
opening of tire loop Then the thought: 
The ring in the stem of the watch, to 
which the chain was attached must 
have become deranged. The watch re
ceived attention. It was intact. There 
was no possibility of the chain being 
separated from the watch by normal 
forces. Of course some tall thinking 
followed.

“The burr was then turned back, the 
loop was opened, was closed over the 
ring of the watch case; the burr was 
screwed over the loose end of the loop, 
extra force being applied at the finish 
to make sure such a mishap could not 
occur again.

“Resuming work with, the hoe five 
minutes, I question if one mjnute 
passed, until the chain was again de
tached from the watch, and was again 
swinging loose before me. Then I 
KNEW Intelligent and, to my senses, 
unnatural forces, had operated on that 

v chain. I hastened to communicate the 
Yact to my wife, which she tells me she 
distinctly remembers.”

Our. friend continues:
“These facts, Mr. Francis, which 1 

would verify under oath, I accept as a 
. personal revelation to me. Others of 
a somewhat similar character, preceded 
and followed this. Notwithstanding 
the multitude of frauds which are prac
ticed by fake mediums, I must either re
ject my own senses, else receive the ev
idences furnished me as incontrovert
ible. An Incomprehensible law of na
ture was contravened, and I am more 
.ready to credit the-act to some dear 
friend in spirit life, who wished to fur
nish ocular proof of spirit power, than 
to ascribe it to that mighty being we 
call Odd, without ability to comprehend 

-his magnificence.”
Thus our friend, and thus a wonder

ful revelation of spirit presence, and 
activity. . .

TUB FROQRBaeiVB THINKER
A Lamentable Arraignment,

The following excerpt was clipped 
from an editorial in a late issue of the 
Morning Star, a secular paper pub
lished at Rockford, 111. We commend it 
to the careful consideration of thought- 
ful thinkers: «

“The liquor consumption in the 
United States is but little more than 
half that of the British empire, per cap
ita. But the liquor consumption ot the 
United Slates has been on the increase 
In recent years, not merely in the total, 
but per capita, so much that the con
sumption of beer is nearly double what 
it was a decade ago. Whether drunk
enness has gained with equal step is 
not so certain. But drunkenness is be
coming a national vice here just as it 
is in every country in Europe.

“The worst feature of the undue in
dulgence in intoxicants is that it demor
alizes the very classes which have the 
most to struggle against. It it were 
the vice of the rich alone it 'could be 
dealt with more easily. But it is more 
the vice of the poor. There is no hovel 
so dejected that it does not reach and 
add a stain to its dirty walls. It-4s a 
vice which does not confine its ravages 
to the generation that is addicted to it. 
The reports of every board of control in 
the United States show that the asy
lums and penitentiaries areYull of men 
and women who owe their degeneracy 
to the drinking habits of their ances
tors.”

Note especially, it is in Europe and 
America where tlie Christian religion 
is dominant, tilts vifie of intemperance 
ta on the increase. It is not Moham
medans or Buddhists, it is not Spirit
ualists, Agnostics, Infidels, Jews, or
even the members of the liberal 
churches, as Unitarians or Universal- 
igts, who are victims of this deplorable 
vice; but it is they, followers of the re
puted founder of the Christian religion, 
who at the marriage festival In Galilee, 
on the third day of the carousal, when 
the guests were “well drunken,” his 
mother informed him: “They have no 
wine.” Then came that first miracle. 
Six water pots of stone, containing 
from two to three firkins (nine gallons) 
each, were filled to the brim with water. 
This the Christian founder and exem
plar converted into wine. The governor 
of the feast complimented the produc
tion, by assuring the bridegroom he had 
kept the good wine until now. Jesus' 
biographer was eo pleased with this 
miracle, John 2:11, he says, Josub mani
fested his glory by the act, and his dis
ciples believed on him in consequence.

Sad to relate, this manufacturer ot 
wine gained the distinction of being, 
known as a “wine-bibber.” At Mb last 
feast with his disciples he took the cup, 
blessed it and directed them: “Drink 
ye all of it;" and his followers continue 
the practice still, though for himself he 
said: “1 will not drink henceforth of 
this fruit of the vine until that day 
when 1 drink it new with you in my 
Father’s kingdom.” Not enough that he 
had gained an earth reputation of being 
a wine-bibber, but he proposed a con
tinuance of the practice In the immor
tal life.

And then we have the instruction of 
Paul, the chief apostle of Christianity, 
to his beloved Timothy: "Drink no 
longer water, but use a little wine for 
thy stomach’s sake, and thine often in
firmities.” Saloonists delight in dis
playing this text over their bottles of in
toxicants, to incite an appetite for the 
destructive product of the still-worm.

The advocates of war, of slavery, of 
intemperance, persecution and even 
death of heretics, get their authority 
from the inerrant Bible. Worse than 
all, they censure those who invite at
tention to its vicious teaching. Do they 
wish to conceal a disreputable record?

Orthodoxy Pure and Simple.
Rev. J. Furniss, C. S. S. B., of Eng

land, has given to the world a “Book for 
Children and Young Persons," entitled 
"The Sight of Hell.” Starting with the 
inquiry, “Where is Hell?" which he lo
cates “in the bowels of the earth ; ” then 
"How far is it to Hell?" "In the middle 
of the earth,” so hell is just 4,000 miles 
away.

, Without following the Reverend’s 
catechism we want to get into the mid
dle of the thing at once; so we learn 
that all is darkness in hell, thick, black! 
heavy aching darkness; one eternal 
night. The fire burns, but gives no 
light. The smoke ever ascending, Is 
terrible. The noises from rivers of fire, 
with oceans of tears running ddwn 
countless millions of eyes, and the cry 
night and day forever, with the smell of 
death that never comes, are grievous I 
afflictions, to say the least. But the in
dividual just gets fits. He will never 
steal a pin again, or, if he does, he’ll be
lieve "Jesus is the eternal son of God,” 
and escape just retribution, which the 
learned author, with a full knowledge of 
the facts, thus describes:

“The sinner lies chained on a bed of 
red-hot, blazing fire! When a man sick 
of fever is lying on even a soft bed, it i? 
pleasant sometimes to turn round. How 
will it be when the body has been lying 
on the same side on the scorching, 
broiling fire for a hundred million 
years? AU the body is salted with fire. 
It burns through every bone ançl muscle 
and nerve. It rages inside the skull, 
shoots out through, the eyes, it drops 
out through the ears, it roars in the 
throat."

But the author excels himself when 
he comes to depict the duration of this 
horrible nightmare. Read and weep:

“Think of a great solid iron ball, 
larger than the heavens and the earth. 
A bird comes once in a hundred million 
years and just touches the great iron 
ball with a feather of its wing. Think 
that you have to burn in a fire till the 
bird Jias worn the great iron ball away 
with its feather! Is this eternity? No. 
Eternity has only just begun.”

The’ book with these damnable de
scriptions, is for children and .youth! 
What child of ten years educated in our 
common schools can be made to believe 
such hellish teaching? It is because it 
cannot be crammed into the brains of 
properly educated children the Catholic 
priesthood have founded their parochial 
schools, and demand Catholic parents 
shall send their children to schools 
where such vile teaching Is rampant

It seems almost incredible, and yet it 
is a fact, only seventy years ago such 
teaching was common to • every ortho
dox pulpit. There were very few Uni- 
versalists and Unitarians at that time, 
and they were classed with Infidels for 
denying the faith. Billy Bunday’s re
ligion is a survival of that period, as is 
that of Sam Small’s, and,as was that of 
the late Rev. Talmage’s, X

And the moss-backs hate Spiritualists 
for aiding in giving hell and Its defend- , 
ers a black eye. . : ■ •

Self-reliance, self-restraint, self-con
trol, self-discipline, these constitute an 
educated will.—Anon.'. Any tyrant is wljling that 'Peopto

should be free and happy'In the way he J Be wary of the men who always 
himself prescrlbes.T-Amerlcan Sentinel. ■ weans a set smile.—Ethel Payne.

Popish Diplomacy.
How plainly the slimy tentacles of the 

1 cunning old octopus are discernible in 
■ the movements put forth by the pope, 
■ as related in the following statements 

in the daily press. If Japan well knew 
the character of Romanism as manifest
ed In tire dark ages of the history of the 
Roman Catholic church, it would 
shrink from that institution as from the 
folds and fangs ot a vile and poisonous 
serpent.

Popish diplomacy is more to be dread
ed, despised and shunned, than any 
deadliest cobra or other serpentine 
monster.

Portland, Me., Sept. Bishop Will
iam H. 0'LOnnell of the Roman Catho
lic diocese of Maine, announced today 
his intention to leave here Thursday for 
Japan on a special mission on behalf 
of Pope Pius X. Bishop O’ConpeU de
clines to state tlie purpose of his visit 
but it is believed to be an important'i 
diplomatic mission from the Vatican to 
the emperor of Japan decided upon 
about the time ot the conclusion of 
peace between Japan and Russia. It 
is understood in Catholic circles here 
that the bishop will present to the em
peror the personal congratulations of 
the pope on the magnanimous manner 
in which Japan yielded to Russia and 
also thank the’emperor for his kindly 
interest in the Catholic subjects of Ja
pan and express the hope that the inter
est may continue.

Rome, Sept. 12—In connection with 
the forthcoming visit to Tokio of Bish
op William H. O'Connell of the diocese 
of Maine as special envoy of the pope 
to the emperor of Japan, it Is now 
known that the appointment of such a 
representative has been in eontempltF 
tion for a long time. It was thought 
that the Japanese people could never 
be converted individually, but would 
have to be Christianized, if at all, by 
diplomatic methods.

At the present time the Catholic 
church in Japan is suffering from impu
tation that it is a French institution, 
and, France being the ally of Russia, 
the church comes in for a share of 
popular disfavor. To counteract this 
it was suggested that the pope should 
come forward as a sovereign and ap
point a representative at Tokio, at the 
same time Requesting the Japanese gov- . 
eminent to appoint a minister to the 
Vatican. The suggestion was well re
ceived by his holiness.

It was at first believed that Archbish
op Ireland of St. Paul would be sent to 
Japan, but the honor hds fallen on Bish
op O'Connell, who is in higher favor at 
the Vatican. Bishop O’ConneU’s stay 
in Japan 1b likely to be a protracted ' 
one." :

The selection of an American for 1 
such a mission is considered evidence 1 
of the friendship entertained by the ! 
pope for the people of the United States, i 
such missions being usually intrusted i 
to Italians.

Justice to Moses.
P. LePage Renouf, in his Hibbert’s 

Lectures on “The Origin, and Growth of 
Religion,” p. 61,'says:

“The opinion which used to be uni- 
versally received, that Moses is the au
thor of the Pentateuch, must assuredly 
be abandoned.”

Renouf gave a series of eight lec
tures at Oxford University “to confirm 

' and establish the Christian faith,” and 
the above sentence is quoted verbatim 
from his second lecture. He was 
chosen, because of his great learning 
by the heads of the twenty-two allied 
colleges which make up the university, 
as provided for by Hibbert in his will.

In former issues of The Progressive 
Thinker we have shown that the Lord 
vzas libeled when credited with the au
thorship of the “Thus saith the Lord" 
so frequently occurring in the Penta-
touch. Renouf now exonerates Moses, 
whom we charged with falsifying. 
Further on in the lectures Renouf 
shows that the Pentateuch could not 
have been written until at least 600 
years after the period ascribed to 
Moses. It so, then Moses was not the 
libeler. A violent presumption follows 
that the five books of Genesis, Exodus, 
Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy, 
with probably Joshua, were compiled 
Trom Babylonian records, and adapted 
to the Jews, by some priests after their 
return from captivity—provided, 
ways, there was such a people as 
Jews, and such a captivity.

al- 
the

Another New Sect.x
What is apparently the nucleus of a 

new religious sect of the strenuous sort 
represented by the Holy Rollers, Holy 
Ghost and Us society, etc., Is brought to 
public notice by the reports in the daily 
press of this city to the effect that, 

1 charging that she was dragged from a 
sick bed and forced to kneel between 
two men, who compelled her to sing 
and pray for more than three hours 
early yesterday morning, Miss Blanche 
Bingley, 26 years old, caused the arrest 
of Henry J. Lawrence and his sisters, 
Marie and Anna Lawrence, 190 Thirty
fifth street.

The storm "that had been brewing be
tween Miss Bingley and the Lawrence 
sisters reached a climax whpn, after a 
night of singing and prayer, she was 
forced from bed and, despite her pro
tests, taken to another room and com
pelled'to renew her devotions till she 
was exhausted.

In the afternoon she swore out a war
rant for the arrest of her fellow “work
ers.” On the way to the police station 
they held “services” in the patrol 
wagon. The songs of the women were 
heard for blocks, and a crowd of boys 
followed.

Lawrence, who Is 50 years old, assist
ed by his two sisters, founded a new 
sect a short time ago. They style 
themselves “Missionary and. Charity 
Workers.”

| A Valuable Find.
A human foot imprint was found in 

anthracite coal, quarried In the Eagle 
Hill Colliery, near Pottsville, Pa., quite 
recently. It Is said to be the first evi
dence of man found in the coal beds of 
this country. But here is an amusing 
statement made by the paper telling of 
the find. It says :

“The Imprint, it is estimated, must 
haive been made 10,000 years ago."

We venture the assertion, there is not 
a bed of anthracite coal on this globe 
which was not laid down ten millions of 
years ago, antl> probably, fifty millions 
of years ago. Geologists laugh in scorn 
when priest-led philosophers talk about 
thousands of years in connection with 
the great physical changes the earth 
has undergorie, to produce the present 
order of things.

The-natural rights of men, civil.and 
political, are liberty, equality, security, 
property, social protection, and resist
ance to oppression. Liberty consists in 
the right to do whatever is not contrary 

, to file- rights of others.—Thomas Balao.'

Rew of Passing Events.
BY,HUDSON TUTTLE, EDITOB-AT-LAEGE, N. 8. A.

The Dèath of Henry Slade.
The passing to ‘liliirlt Ute of Henry 

Slado has beèn rhë ’occasion seized by 
the newspapers, especially of the yel
low sort, of. turning a flood of false
hood on Spiiftualism. Every scribbling 
hack has ma.de the^most of tire event, 
and drawn liberally on imagination.

The death1 of Slade has been almost 
universally discussed by editors and 
contributors,.sand this is the more re
markable, aSyfor tlie past few years he 
has been lost to public sight in the quiet 
of a sanitarium, where he has been 
cared for by friends and assisted, by 
the National Spiritualist Association. 
For many years before, he was in 
Europe, and hence, that bis complete bi
ography should be at the finger tips of 
a thousand scribes who are not, sup
posed, to be conversant with the person
nel of Spiritualism, is notable. On no 
one subject has-'a tithe of the clippings 
been received, its qn this. From the 
great metropolitan journals, to Four 

I Corner "patent insides,” they have been' 
taken, Whole columns, and the drawn 
out falsehoods epneentrated into a few 

. sententious lines. Different they are, 
yet similar, dictated by the same mind, 
for one purpose, and that to degrade 
Spiritualism. It would seem that full
preparation had been made against the 
death of this medium .that the occasion 
might be seized to make the attack.

As a specimen and type of the ar
ticles that have appeared, containing 
the gist of the whole, the following is 
presented, and one would have to look 
far and wide for a more untruthful and 
mendacious piece of writing.

“The name of Slade is doubtless un
known to many of the present genera
tion, and yet it has been but a few 
years since this celebrated slate-writing 
'medium' disappeared from view. With 
clever feats of sleight-of-hand he im
posed not only ‘upon Spiritualists but 
upon some of the best^known scientists 
of the day. He accumulated a large 
fortune, became an honored guest at 
European courts and universities—and 
then was exposed, discredited and 
ruined. He lost his mind and for the 
lasf ten years has been confined in a 
hospital for the incurably insane.

“Slade’s greatest feat was no doubt 
the complete befooling of the German 
scientist Zollner. in England he bad 
been exposed and convicted of fraudu
lent practices. Notwithstanding this, 
so great were his powers of deception 
and so mystifying his legerdemain, that 
be was able to go directly from jail to 
Germany and there to persuade a cool- 
headed professor of physics that his ap
parently miraculous phenomena were 
genuine. Dr. Zollner, as a result of 
these seances, published a large book 
on ‘Transcendental Physics,’ in which 
he aimed to prove the existence of a 
fourth dimension of space.

“All of Slade’s tricks were finally ex
posed by Mr. John ,N. Maskelyne, the 
English conjurer, and by Professor E. 
Ray Lankester, the English scholar. He

Eept. »0,

Spiritualists, Attention! -
know him and believe in him “as al
most superhuman.” Then he makes a 
“pact” to appear four days otter his 
death.” '

The absurdity comes Into- this writ
er’s dream when he says that because 
Slade did not manifest,’ his “stock” is 
below'par, even among his staunchest 
Spiritualistic followers.” Had he 
known anything about Spiritualism or 
Spiritualists, lie would have known that 
they could not expect such manifesta
tions so soon after his death under the 
circumstances. After long and exhaust
ing sickness and death of. the aged, all 
spirits teach in their communications 
that time Is required for restoration. 
It is quite possible the promise made so 
many years before, may have been 
quite forgotten. Has not this corre
spondent from Lockport, ever made an 

I engagement, which he found impossible 
! to meet? and because he was not at the 
j appointed place, at the appointed time, 
does it prove he does not exist? Spir
itualists who have gained every step by 
knowledge, understand the difficulties 
in the way and are not so fickle as to 
have their belief shaken by such an oc
currence which they would have every 
reason to expect.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
' Editor-at-Large N. S. A.'

ANNUAL CONVENTION

Of the National Spiritualists’ 
elation.

Asso-

The thirteenth annual convention of 
the National Spiritualists' Association 
will be held in the First Unitarian 
Church, Eighth street and Mary Place, 
Minneapolis, Minn., October 17, 18, 19 

. and 20,1905.
This gathering will be one of the 

grandest convocations ever held in tlie 
name of Spiritualism; no one, no mat
ter what Mb sect or faith, should fall to 
attend, while Spiritualists can afford 
to sacrifice much, if necessary, in order 
to be present at every session.

Note the fine array ot platform talent 
expected to be present and participate 
in the exercises, none better in the 
world: Prof. W. F. Peck, Dr. Austin, 
Will J. Erwood, Mr. and Mrs. Kates, 
Mr. and Mrs. Sprague, Mrs. Ressegue, 
Oscar Edgerly, Mrs. Lillie, Mrs. Fixen, 
Eva McCoy, Margaret Gaule-Redlnger, 
and a host of others.

The musical program, under the aus
pices, for one-half of the convention, ot 
the well known artiste, Mme. Ida May 
Poulson, and for the other half, of Prof. 
Paul Zumbach, will be a rare treat 
which none will care to miss.

The business sessions will be of the 
utmost importance and interest; cotne 
and listen to them even If you ar<?not 
delegates.

The lyceum movement will be ex
plained to you by its enthusiast, John 
W. Ring, the general superintendent of
lyceums; he has something more than__ _______ .... .■i.uui.u. nu I lyceums; ne nas sometning in__ ____  

then disappeared utterly, taking with good to tell you of the children of the 
him the fortune which be had accumu- lyceum.
lated in the days or his fame. In 1895 Come one and all and give your inftn- 
' ’ * >nnltea« '----  -, , -- --- -- ... .umm uuuæ one min an ana give your intHl-
ne turned up in New York, penniless ence and encouragement to the N. S. A. 
and ragged. What became of his for-. and its hard-working auxiliaries. Se-
tune nobody.knew ? .it was gone, and-ills 
mind had gone will» it. It is a curious 
fact that Slavic's most famous dupe, Er: 
Zöllner, also' died in an asylum for the
insane.

“Slade's death, however, does _ 
plunge him into complete oblivion. He 
has had the bad fortline to be immortal
ized tn all his ' trickery ■ by Robert

not

Browning in 'Mr. Sludge the Medium.’ ” 
Spiritualists who have been cognizant 

of the history of the cause will not re
quire the false in the above to be point
ed out. There are 'many who are not 
thus familiar. Slade was never ex
posed in this country, and the Maske- 
lyne and Lankester affair was a farce, 
and had- they not appealed to prejudice 
would have redounded more to their 
discredit than to his dishonor. It was 
considered a disgrace by all impartial 
minds that he should be haled into 
court. That was the reason why he 
was received by the "cool-headed" sci
entists of Germany who were not too 
bigoted to be just. Dr. Zollner revived 
an old theory of the “fourth dimension," 
to show how spirits can accomplish 
seemingly impossible manifestations, 
for he was fully convinced that the phe
nomena was spiritual in origin. The 
death of Zollner was years afterward, 
and from organic trouble which had no 
relation to his belief in Spiritualism.

The implication is made .that the 
immense wealth of Slade was acquired 
by dishonesty. His “immense wealth" 
is a myth of this writer’s imagination.

cure your rooms at the Nicollet Hotel, 
one dollar a day for good accommoda
tions—a first-class cafe is attached to 
the hotel. Be sure and get certificate 
tickets at your home railroad office and 
by it secure your return trip for one- 
third regular fare; bring those certifi
cate tickets to convention with you.

All sessions, day and evening, open to 
the public, FREE.

MARY T. LONGLEY,
N. S. A. Secretary.

WITH FOLDED HANDS.

With folded hands she sees the 
glow fade,

sun-

Down swooning in the shade
Of evening quiet, and its last beam 

i shut
Beneath the curtain round the couch 

of days;
The royal purple curtain newly cut, 

By the gold scepter which the night 
queen sways.

Cloud-angejs 1111 tlie heavens in noise
less bands;

She watches all with listless, folded 
hands. . : ' -

The night comes softly out and hangs a 
star

Low swung from heaven’s bar,
A clear and lustrous lamp; then thrill

ing low
A nightingale poufs out her piteous 

strain

Whatever he did have was from 
gifts bestowed by the nobility 
wealthy before whom he appeared 
whom he satisfied.

the 
and 
and

He returned to New York, it is true, 
broken in health and destitute. He had 
met with financial reverses as shrewd
est business men do. He was past 70, 
and old for his years. Paralysis was 
sloyly creeping-over his nervous sys
tem ^nd his brain was affected. He 
was not insane, but senile? He was not 
confined in “an insane asylum,” but 
the free inmate of a sanitarium.

And last, it was not Slade who stirred 
tlie ire of Browning to disgrace himself 
by writing the doggerel poem, “Mr. 
Sludge the Medium," but the more re
markable D. D. Home, of whom the 
poet was intensely jealous. Browning 
never held a seance witli Slade.'

This peculiar blunder is an ear mark, 
of all these screeds, all "making Slade- 
the original or“Sludge.”

•Even the New York Evening Post 
(copied and endorsed by the Boston 
Transcript) ends Its' story with ihis 
matter of “Sludge" "and the mournful 
reflection: “J^hus Qie cruel frauds ot 
mediums are made possible by the very 
intensity of humanraff§etion.”

The most amiising absurdity is from 
a correspondqpt at Lockport, near Som
erset, the boyhood w>me of Slade:

“Slade died last Friday in a sanita
rium at Belding, Mich., at the age of 80. 
On his last v^sit to Lockport, eight 
years ago, Sl^e promised a party of 
local Spiritualists .-pad one unbeliever 
that, when hq diedt^ie would return to 
them in spirijy.forrp, and make himself 
known to thqm by sign. He made a 
pact wherebjjithey .^ould be notified of 
his death, and> agre^ to meet them four 
days after his death at his former 
home, in Somarsetjiqt a specified hour.

“Two of theisparty, Charles Zimbrist, 
a Spiritualist^and John Zimbrist, the 
unbeliever, wqre.ncftifled on Monday of 
Slade’s death, 'and went to Slade’s old 
home on Tuesday evening, but. tlie spir
it failed to appear. Zimbrist has told 
of the failure, and -stock in Slade,’ who 
once was regarded here as almost su
perhuman, is oelow par, even among 
his staunchest Spiritualistic followers.”

This writer is evidently is outside the 
ring. He knows nothing of Slade's “in
sanity" and correctly places him in a 
sanitarium. He- knows nothing about 
his returning to New York "ragged,” 
his fortune gone “and his mind gone 
with it.” On the contrary-about tills 
time Slnde returns to his boyhood home । 
to visit old friends-and ■neighbors. They :

Beneath the window where 
mines grow,

And fills the night with 
sioned pain.

In shimmering ranks white 
Illy stands

the jessa-

her impas

tóse and

Unplucked, unsought by those calm, 
folded hands,

A murmuring breeze drifts gently from 
the South,

Touching the quiet mouth
With sweet caress; stirs the pale gold

en hair <
Upon her bosom, but she heeds it not, 

For. all life’s vague unrest and heavy 
care

Slips from her heart, and is with life 
forgot,

Her soul has joined her sister-angel 
bands. .

Sweet dead, sleep on with idle folded 
hands. -

BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.

THE BURLINGTON
ROUTE SELECTED.

The Burlington Route has been se
lected for (he delegates to take to the 
N. S. A. convention at Minneapolis. 
See advertisement next week. Office at 
211 Clark street.

LIFE IMMORTAL REVEALED.

Hail the glad day—beautiful day, 
For Error's mists now melt away, 
The rays of Truth effulgent shine 
With heavenly radiance divine.
Hail the glad light—beautiful light, 
Dispelling all the gloom of night;
And Truth's "unpfrlng shining ray 
Brings in the reign of joyous day.
Hail the glad truth—beautiful truth. 
Renewing man in strength and youth; 
Glad Day, glad Light, glad Truth, that 

bring
To man a priceless offering.
Glad souls on Tabor’s glorious height, 
Behold fair Truth In robes of light;
A nearer glimpse of heaven scan, 
And life immortal dwells with man.

: J. C. UNDERHILL. .
. Haminond, liid-

/‘Materialization.” By Mme. E. d’Es- 
perance and'B. F. Austin. Excellent. 
Price 10 cents.

The morning of life Is like the dawn 
of rthe day, full.of purity, of Imagery 
and harmony.—Chateaubriand.

Dr. Geo. B. Warne. Who is Ever on the Alert in 
the Interest of Spiritualists, has Something 
of Special Importance to Say to Those Who 
Reside in Michigan. Read His Statement, 
and Then Act! *
LOOK I LISTEN I DANGER I

Spiritualists of Michigan, Now Is 
Time to Wake Up 1

Spiritualists of Michigan, you have 
barely escaped a disgraceful disaster. 
Temporary victory has been snatched 
out of the jaws of impending defeat. 
The hour of opportunity has again 
struck for you. A MIGHTY RESPON
SIBILITY IS UPON YOU.

After a hearing on the 19th of Sep
tember, your Supreme Court granted a 
peremptory Writ of Mandamus, com
pelling Judge O. W. Coolidge, of the 
Cass County Circuit, to certify up your 
bill of exceptions to his rulings at the 
trial of the John Goff Will case. The 
upper tribunal thus decides to later 
hear your counsel upon a motion for 
reversal of the lower court, and a re
manding of the case for trial before a 
new jury.

Had this preliminary proceeding 
ended in the opposite decision your 
State Association would have lost for
ever all legal rights to Brother Goff’s 
munificent bequest.

A combination of reasons made nec
essary the petition for a Mandamus; 
NOT LEAST AMONG THEM WAS 
YOUR OWN INDIFFERENCE TO THE 
ISSUES AT STAKE AND FAILURE 
TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE FUNDS TO 
CARRY ON THE CONTEST.

Your attorney, A. Lynn Free, Esq., 
was obliged to advance over one hun
dred dollars out of Ms private pocket 
for absolutely necessary expenses.

The Court Stenographer delayed the 
perfecting of your appeal to the
preme Court, /because lie was not paid 
for his transcript of the evidence.
ure to keep pledges of financial
ments to him led your attorney to drop 
the case.

In tliis condition of affairs the Chica-

Su

Fail-

"WEARY WILLIAMS.”

Some

norant.
that no person should discuss a 
of which they are absolutely ig-

Reflections In Reference to Him 
and Others.

the

.go Member of the N. S.'A. official board 
was hurried to Lansing at Express 
speed for conference with the officers 
of your State Association. No lawyer 
was ready to appear for you and the 
Mandamus hearing only six days 
away. It was a time for quick decis
ions and rapid execution. Immediate 
payment to him of one hundred and 
twenty-five dollars and a personal guar
antee of another like sum on September 
20, brought the lawyer back to make 
the winning fight.

Yours is now the burden. Indecis
ion means your final overthrow. The 
State Association .must have funds to 
meet expenses of the litigation. Your 
State has thousands of Spiritualists and 
yet other thousands of sympathizers 
with your views.

Wanted at once! five hundred men 
and women who will send two dollars 
each and, five hundred more who will 
forward one dollar each to Miss Anna 
D. Chapman, Secretary, Marcellus, 
Mich., for the struggle!

Greater donations welcome. Give 
yourself! Ask your friends to give! 
Lend a hand! Hustle!!!

So act as to command the respect of 
the public and the courts.

Teach judge, jury and attorney that 
the wills of your arisen brothers must 
be held inviolable.

Principles are involved in the con
test!

IT IS NO TIME FOR USELESS 
CAMP FOLLOWERS OR SUNSHINE 
SOLDIERS. DALLYING DELAY 
MUST CEASE. OR DEFEAT BE EX
PECTED.

Failure of effort upon your part may 
mean final failure in (his fight that ’ 
Spiritualism may have its rights. _

Your Medium's Home at Lansing 
neels a portion of this money if it is 
to succeed in its niicsion.

GEORGE B. WARNE.

“The Light Among the Hills ”
In a few weeks we shall commence publishing-------- ----------- .-g, 

from the pen of Mrs. I. L. Lewis of Bethel, Vermont, 
a thrilling narrative entitled “The Light Among the 
Hills.” It will prove highly interesting and instruct
ive, and every Spiritualist should read it. Mrs. Lewis 
is an indefatigable worker in the ranks of Spiritualism, 
and is making a deep impression for good on the 

' Cause she loves so well. Now is the time to send in
your subscription for The Progressive Thinker.

We have several interesting Spirit Communications 
from Mrs. Petersilea which we will publish during our 
Fall and Winter Campaign. Her spirit messages are 
always interesting and instructive.

Send in YoW Subscriptions.
I NOW IS THE TIME TO SEND IN YOUR YEARLY SUBSCRIP
TIONS. THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER IS NOW UNUSUALLY IN
TERESTING. IT IS EDUCATIONAL ALL ALONG THE LINE. 
THE SPIRITUALIST WHO READS IT REGULARLY BECOMES 
WELL EQUIPPED IN EVERYTHING THAT PERTAINS TO SPIR
ITUALISM AND OCCULT SCIENCE, FOR NO OTHER SPIRITUAL
IST PAPER HAS EVER DARED TO DISCUSS THE IMPORTANT 
PSYCHIC QUESTIONS NOW CONSIDERED CAREFULLY AND 
CRITICALLY IN ITS COLUMNS FROM WEEK TO WEEK. JUST 
THINK, TOO, OF THE 12 VALUABLE PREMIUM BOOKS, ELE
GANTLY BOUND IN CLOTH, WHICH WE ARE SENDING OUT 
FOR A NOMINAL PRICE, CONSTITUTING OUR DIVINE PLAN. 
YOU CANNOT FULLY REALIZE THE GRAND WORK WE ARE 
DOING WITHOUT SEEING AND READING THE BOOKS. SEND 
IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW, AND GET YOUR NEIGHBOR TO 
JOIN WITH YOU.

SOMEHOW OR OTHER.

Life has a burden for every one's 
shoulder,

None may escape from its trouble and
care/ ' ! To the Editor:— Please permit a

Miss it in youth, and twill come when word in the way of kindly criticism ItI is this, ■ ■ ....
| subjectwe’re older

Andi fit us as close as the garments 
we wear.

Sorrow comes into our homes uninvited, 
Robbing our hearts of its treasures

of song;
Lovers grow cold, and our friendships 

are slighted,
Yet somehow or other we worry

along.

' Some recent writers in The Progress
ive Thinker have shown up socialism as 
a proposition in which the "Weary Wil
lies" would applaud over a general 
hand out of property accumulations. 
This recalls the argument with which 
the old-time Abolitionist was met: 
“Would you have your daughter marry 
a nigger?”

Not a single advocate of socialism 
has ever proposed a property division.

They do advocate government owner
ship of all means of production and that 
every human being shaU be afforded an 
opportunity to get “his share” by ex
changing his labor for it. “Service for 
its just equivalent.”

The Weary William equally with the 
industrious would be compelled to 
work if he would eat and be clothed. 
Socialism propeses that the industrious 
public get rid of the burden of carrying 
upon its babk the Weary Willie, the 
grafter, the exploiter, and the classes 

I who by the favors of legislation grow 
fat at the expense of society at large. 

I I would recommend that the writers 
take a course of reading beginning with 
Bellhmy and going, on into the study sb 
given in the writings of B. O. Flower, 
and the many other big souls whoso 
voices are pleafllng for justice and so
cial betterment. C. H. WEAVER. /

The Progressive Thinker doe? not 
have .a department for the discussion ol 
‘‘Socialism.” The secplar press Is do
ing in that direction all that is re
quired.'

Midst the sweet blossoms that sinlle in. 
cur faces 

Grow the rank weeds that would 
poison and blight, 

And e’er in the midst of earth’s beauti
ful places 

There always is something that isn’t 
quite right.

Yet oft from a rock-we may pluck a gay 
- flower

And drink from a spring In a desolate 
waste.

They come to the heart like a heavenly 
dower, - 

And naught is so sweet to the eye or 
- the taste.

Everyday toil is everyday blessing. 
Though poverty's cottage and crust' 

we may share. -
Weak is the back on which burdens are 

pressing, 
But stout is the heart that is 

strengthened by prayer.
Somehow or other the pathway grows 

; brighter — 
Just when we. mourn there -was none 

to befriend.
Hope in the heart makes the burden 

grow lighter.
And somehow or othemwe get to the I There truths whlcu •

end. .. . - —American Bazar. . aU men nor.for Ui tfares.-V^ltaira. “

ma.de


Comment* on Charles Dawbarn's 
Essay. /

NOT “PSYCHIC HASH."

WHEN THE DEW IS ON THE GRASS.

In The Progressive Thinker of Sep- 
Sgmber 2, 1905, there is an article from 
tide pen of the gifted California Philos
opher, Mr. Charlep Dawbarn, entitled 
“Psychic Hash." ' , '

He says: "For instance some one 
Bees beyond the normal sight of the 
rest of us, and we call it clairvoyance, 
Which is merely an effect of added vi
brations to certain of his nerves. In 
the same manner his hearing becomes 
Clairaudience, which merely marks an
other dance of the units with a little 
change of tune, and time. Presently 
the mind itself grows more active under 
like! stimulus, and we tflen call the ef
fect ‘psychometry,’ or perhaps it .flashes 
its way to a distance, when we exclaim, 
•Behold tlie power of telepathic sugges- . 
tlonl’ for we see it compel that other 
mind to its own sight and thought."

Mr. Dawbarn here gives the partial 
form of psychic activity for its enlarge
ment, and we hope he will take it as 
kindly as it is meant, to add, that this 
added vibratory activity to which he 
refers, raises the one so acted upon, to 
a strata higher in soul relations. It is 
a universal truth, that by these, vibra
tory evolving processes, higher octaves 
are reached in individual harmony, and 
the man or woman undergoing such de
velopments, becomes conscious of in
creased mental and soul powers, due 
to the higher vibratory relations. - Such 
are the processes of indivitual evolu
tion. It is a change from the strictly 
mortal ratios of vibration, into those 
called immortal, and thus mortals be
come conscious and legally ' qualified 
co-workers with the Immortals. No 
fogland, is entered here, nor Is the men
tality weakened; nay; it is strength
ened, conditions become clear and per
ceptions of facts register themselves in 
the vibratory order of cosmic harmony, 
and become the Individual conscious 
knowledge, in which is contained the 
self-evident fact of life’s active individ
ual continuation from plane to plane, 
in ever Increasing strength of all that 
makes life a'joy to one’s self, and a 
blessing to all other life,

Mr. Dawbarn reaches his philosoph
ical climax when he says: “I would re
peat and emphasize, that Modern Spir
itualism has been, for the most part, 
a system of ‘psychic hash’ in which dish 
ninety-nine one-hundredths have been 
ingredients evolved from the individu
ality of the mortal, although in many 
cases we find a trifle of real spirit re
turn, to make up the balance and give 
flavoring to the whole.”

This smacks of surface explorations, 
and tacts only, of the great long-prom
ised spirit outpouring upon all flesh, 
which world's people have named Mod
ern Spiritualism. Its power for good 
is proven in the Increase of mental ac
tivity for results in scientific and gen
eral knowledge, especially that of the 
immortality of all human entities.

Now let us dive a little deeper into the 
great movement, and turn on the search
light a little stronger, and note our find
ings. By searching the cosmic records, 
,we find these periodical vital enforce
ments to the mortal mind realm, are in 
keeping with Nature’s own statutes 
and needed for evolutionary progress
ive changes, inasmuch as, creation is a 
Vibratory network and all Its machin
ery for chemlcallzations and advance
ment are carried on through said fi
brous er nerve organism in man and 
nature, hence these methods are the 
legal modes of activity. We further 
find, that the present vital Induction of 
spirit in its strongest form, into nature 
and man’s psychic organism, is a full, 
not a partial influx, by which we mean, 
it comes from all planes above Earth, 
and its connected celestial spheres, 
■even- from the "Christ Sphere,” above 
the united number of this eternity, 
hence a great purpose is so to be 
served.

This purpose, we find, is to tide this 
mortal world and its inhabitants over 
a great crisis now about upon it. The 
process is not dependent on what isnaid 
bo much through so-called modern medi
ums, as it is on the strong vibratory 
attachments and conditions which have 
been very carefully established between 
multitudes of immortal workers upon 
¿nd with as many mortals who could 
bo psychically worked upon, aroused 
sufficiently to cal’ out soul fibres, and 
strengthen tho same by this Inducted 
Stimuli of higher vitality, so that they 
could bear connections and do service 
with those with whom they were to be 
joint workers in this labor of the 
world’s and humanity’s upllftment, 
which in brief is this: that this present
ly-known mortal world becomes in part, 
In a not distant future, the first so- 
called Immortal world. All above it 
move up and out into larger space. Of 
course, all mortals to whom this vibra
tory anchorage to the immortal forces 
is attached, rise also, for this vibratory 
annexation and its connections form 
the leverage by which this higher rais
ing is accomplished, and we repeat, it 
does not count so much how many per,- 
sons a speaker or medium reaches by 
voice, or tests, or any service rendered, 
as it does how many become psychicaj- 
ly aroused by such service, to become 
anchored securely to these higher vibra
tory lines, for their own and the genet; 
Ki welfare.

We said that this world would pass 
through the crisis of being raised high
er, and would add, that as new conti
nents are constantly forming in unison 
with nature’s evolutionary processes, 
some there ,be, even at this time, in 
their birth throes and by convulsions 
and some specific upheavals will be 
launched as habitable world-parts or 
continents.

Prior to the enactment of this great 
movement, Modern Spiritualism, there 

much and serious counselling by 
1 all the upper world’s convenedcongress- 
J cs for the purposes of arriving at the 
best possible solution of ways and 
means to launch these works. It was 
Unanimously voted that It should be 
done in accordance with Nature’s own 
code of vibratory action, and as the 
electric rap stands for all those psychic 
operations it was decided upon. The 
results are now before the world, the 
court of public opinion, and although 
there is not as much accomplished to 
mortal view, as could be wished, yet, 
to the deeper view, in a larger sense, 
the great work is constantly propelled 
onward to purposed consummations, 
and is it well to dub it all as, “Psychic 
flash?” MRS. M. KLEIN.

Van Wert, Ohio.

When the dew is on the grass, 
And the star-ray gilds the tree, 
All my longings turn to thee, 

And in dreams I see thee pass.
Knight and lover, bard and sage,—

। Of the wise and good ,thou art,—
I And thou enterest on1 my heart
1 All its rapture to engage.,

(Through idea) realms o£ light, , 
Moving in divinest wise,

' With an uplift of the eyes, 
And in,glory-robes, bedigt(t,T. ' V

’¡Thus, in dreams, I see thee'pass;
And my longings turn to thee 

''When the star-ray gilds the tree, 
And the dew is on tho grass, 

MARY E- BLANCHARD.
Mill town, Mame.
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REMARKABLE INVENTO!?A QUERY AND 1T8 ANSWER

Concerning Apparitions of the Living.
i
5A Scientist Says Science Proves a Future Life.

J. Hudry-Merios, perhaps the most advanced and startling thinker of 
Europe to-day, has declared, and claims to have proved, that science 
teaches the inunortaljity of* the soul. Further, this man declares that 
the Early Christian church openly taught and exploited immortality off 
the soul through reincarnation.

Hudry-Mejios, whose spiritual eye sees “ghosts” of all shapes and 
colors, who believes he can tell by the colors of the halos and aureoles 
that his mind eye sees around the mind bodies, has supported his posi
tion strongly by arguments that have aroused a thrill. of applause 
among the Spiritualists and kindred believers.

, BY J. HUDRY-MENOS.
“If an Asuitic asked of me a definition of Europe I would be obliged 

to reply to him: It is that part of the world that is haunted by that in
credible illusion that man was created of nothing and that his actual 
birth is his first appearance in life.”—Schopenhauer.

At first glance science and a future life seem, to have nothing in com
mon, but, as soon as we occupy ourselves seriously with the problem of 
our survival after death we see that much preliminary work hag been 
done upon it by'science, that biology, physiology, chemistry, physics; 
all the natural sciences have given to psychology a- solid foundation'; 
that psychology, in its turn, has discovered in its substratum of the 
human being, that which they call consciousness.

Hypnotic experiments demonstrate that the individual consciousness 
is disposed in layers. The more profound the hypnosis the more deeply 
the hypnotizer penetrates into the personality of his subject, there 
awakening dormant memories and an activity which it does not at other 
times possess; acuteness of hearing and prodigious knowledge. These 
terms, various layers of consciousness, various states of consciousness, 
and, as some put it, the various bodies of man; do they correspond to 
something concrete, something that is palpable to a certain point? Dar
win rediscovered one of the greatest laws that govern our cosmos—re-' 
discovered, because some others prepared the way for him. Antiquity 
knew the law as it knew the movement of the earth around the sun 
and the precision of the equinoxes. It is found in the grand philosoph
ical systems of India and under the obscure symbols of some of their 
sacred writings. .

not but have hadSta view the fluidic body; because he was a learned 
doctor, an,d, as we have said, the Neo-platonic ideas had penetrated 
Judea before Chr^tiaiujy, It is easy to show that these were the ac
cepted beliefs in the New Testament and that Christ did not dispute 
them. They were yejeqqed finally because of the ultra-materialistic in
terpretation put upon the resurrection of the flesh. *

SorI Oorporality and Church,
We find the belief nirtst vivid during the first five centuries of our 

era. Lactance de^jareq at the end of the third century that the idea of 
immortality implied that of pre-existence. Origen professed it openly. 
St. Jerome notices tit in a.letter to Demetrius. St. Augustine in his con
fessions says: “Have riot I lived in another body before entering my 
mother’s womb?” .^'' ¡J '

These words are one of the last echoes in qur occidental world of a 
truth anciently known, whieli will probably .revive during the twentieth 
century. Because everything in nature reincarnates, it remains to 
prove that the conicipusness acquired reincarnates also, as it certainly 
does in an impersonal way, as all the phenomena of heredity prove in 
all the kingdoms. But an individual consciousness, does it preserve an 
individual life through these mysterious Changes to which its vehicles 
are submitted. The first step toward proving this is the existence of 
some etheric vehicle, which is'now being demonstrated by means of 
psychical and hypnotic experiments.

Let us commence with telepathy. Just as wireless telegraphy requires 
a receiver .and a. transmitter, so the etheric atoms which transmit the 
vibrations our thought require an etheric receiver. And we return 
to our hyper-physical vehicle interpenetrating our physical body which 
it informs concerning that whieli it knows more or less clearly and ac
cording to convictions which are still declared morbid. The ether is a 
register of primary force, not only of sounds but of images. Every par
ticle of matter registers everything which it has passed, say Jevons and 
Babbage in the “Principles of Science.”

Thoughts, ideas have an objective existence. Telepathy has nothing 
astonishing in'it. It will suffice to acquaint ourselves with its mechan
ism, to perfect the transmitter and receiver and then to experiment wits 
perseverance in order to obtain results more andjuore worthy of our 
confidence.

Question of Invisible_Matter.
The disciples of Darwin hold that all organisms are the product of a 

natural genesis. But this theory is not admitted in all its rigor by all 
thinkers. Some make an exception in favor of the human spirit. These 
two views will ever remain irreconcilable and will never find a com
mon ground for discussion if the universe contains such matter only as 
our hands can touch, our eyes see, our microscopes or telescopes dis
tinguish in the infinitely small or the infinitely large. But our modern 
physicists have ventured to say as ah hypothesis that our palpable, vis
ible matter is only a condensation of a matter; less dense, that the last 
physical atom, the gaseous atom, is only dissolved in order to pass into 
other states which are called etheric. Thus is revived what seemed 
dead; the pater omnipotens ethers of Virgil, the grand ether. The Hin
doos called it akasha, synthesis of ether, which they said was composed 
of five ethers; nay, seven, each more and more subtle.

Theory of Etheric Fluid.
Anaxagoras taught that the prototypes of everything, as of their ele

ments, existed in the infinite Qther where they were generated and to 
which they returned. Except for the first words this opinion repro
duces that of a number of modern physicians. Dr. Richardson says this 
fluid penetrates everything. A world is built in the center of the etheric 
fluid and moves in an ocean of this fluid.

For the physicists there is no longer merely the chemical elements 
but also meta-elements, those which Sir William Crookes terms semi
material elements; minerals, chemical elements, meta-elements, neigh
boring on the etheric state, etherie atoms, without doubt of diver's de
grees; such it seems to him is the claim which connects the grosser mat
ter with a primordial sumstance. This conception harmonizes perfectly 
with the law of evolution, which without it is incomplete.

Dissolution of Consciousness.
The actual progress of science, which always is a perpetual becoming, 

permits us to infer that if this human consciousness has at its disposal 
a vehicle less-dense than that which is dissolved at death, it can persist 
after this dissolution without immediately entering the reservoir of 
cosmic energies. Even what we know of the pernyinence of energy in 
the atom, which never dissolves save to reincarnate, permits the hypoth
esis of a consciousness preserving its acquired foree for a period which 
will last, as long as the systems in which it evolves, time being only an 
arbitrary conception of our brains!

But if science succeeds in establishing this fluid vehicle, composed of 
matter in the therie plane, that furthermore our consciousness can 
function in it independently from the physical body in certain morbid 
stateq or states simply not yet classified, will it then have discovered a 
theory which never was formulated by our predecessors? Not at all, 
and it is this fact which lends value to the hypothesis.

Double Body Theory Is Old.
All the peoples of the world, from the savages to the most civilized, 

have admitted the existence of this vehicle, even when they did not,pro
fess full faith jn our survival. Innumerable traditions have been gath
ered on this subject. Nearly all the peoples of antiquity and at the 
present time many of the nations outside our occidental civilization 
gave and give to the human body a double, often called the astral body, 
which carries its soul into another world. They call it visible. Some 
believe it triple in its nature. Thus thought the Hebrews. As for the 
Old Testament produced by numerous compilations, altered by passing 
through our European tongues, be it by the ignorance of the transla
tors, be it by the desire to make it harmonize with more recent' theolog
ical conceptions, it contains certain passages which, faithfully rendered, 
express the same belief, klan besides his physical body has a terres
trial spirit. Nephesa, a soul, neshamah, a divine spirit, rauch. (Job 
xxvii :2, 3.)

Heredity and the Etheric Fluid.
This etherie substance, according to Ed. Perrier, transmits hereditary 

qualities and explains what we term the human soul. This opinion re
sembles with irregular fidelity tHe views of the ancients, and we fairly 
have before us the mysterious vehicle which permits consciousness to 
survive the dead body. Is science going to give us a certainty, and will 
human thought, thirsting for immortality, know at last/that death is 
only one of the innumerable transformations of life?

The moment that physicists admit ether and a primordial substance 
whence have come the minerals through involution, they can admit 
states of etherie matter invisible to our physical sight and where forms 
can exist which are equally invisible. Organic life could have evolved 
from etherie elements. It would evolve ceaselessly because this subtle 
matter does not exist per se ns experiments of chemists and physicists 
show. Of divers degrees of density, it penetrates all bodies. Man, com
posite like all bodies, would preserve throughout his cosmic evolution, 
his etherie double. Radio-activity is an index of it.

Nerve Phenomena as Proof.
Certain maladies of the nervous centers permit us to observe phe

nomena which seem io indicate the existence of a vehicle other than the 
dense body, and it is said that it is the true seat of our sensations and of 
our memory. The:‘faets,,seem to imply thp existence of hyperphysical 
senses. More than this,'persons in normal health, among whom these 
senses are awakenqd in,intervals or continuously, affirm that they see 
this vehicle and certain phenomena happening in the plane to which it 
belongs by its material constitution.

Nothing abnormal or (supernatural can. manifest in the universe, but 
we know only an infinite part of what it holds. In order that a fact 
shall be supernatural or abnormal it must come from outside the uni
verse. However, although we know as yet but an infinitesimal part of 
that which the cosmos'; hoi ds, man contains- in himself in a potential 
state all its constituent "éléments, a microcosm of the macrocosm, just 
as the seed contains an entire organism, and he can understand all that 
it produces according to the measure of his progress.

Perhaps he is appi’oheliing the moment when lie shall have discov
ered all that his senses çijn show him, and since he wishes to know more 
he must develop hi# hyperpliysical senses, which we have seen already 
exist but are not manifested save among extremely rare individuals.

When one of these individuals wishes to make use of one of these 
senses he isolates his consciousness from the exterior world in order to 
obtain a vision, a bearing, a hyperphysieal sensation. This would seem 
to indicate that in order to obtain these same faculties of perception we 
must try the same means; the extra lucid person who reads for you the 
scenes from your past life does so in no other way. All his conscious
ness is withdrawn from the physical senses and then you do not exist 
for her in the dense state.

Thoughts are Fluid. ,
Some rare individuals have a direct knowledge of this. This vehicle, 

or body, or layer of consciousness, has senses corresponding to the state 
of the matter in whieh it functions. Here is the reservoir wherein 
float' the images and the forms of all that humanity has thought and 
thinks. We take a bit of it and remodel it and we impress it anew in 
the ether more indelibly than a picture, a statue, or a book.

These ideas are not new. Many Greek philosophers have defended 
them and before them the Hindoo philosophers. And the • most ad
vanced minds of our age begin to divine that the pendulum of the great 
clock of time, after having oscillated toward the west, turns again to
ward the east. More than this, they foresee that if the occidental 
thought and the oriental thought will some day unite their harmony 
will prepare a prodigious impetus to human consciousness.—Chicago 
Tribune, Sept. 17, 19U5.

"My husband is a traveling man. We 
are not congenial. He is absent most 
of the time. An apparition comes to 
me, during his absence, in every par
ticular identical with him. I see the 
form plainly and hear every word it 
speaks. Its stock of knowledge, phra
seology, gestures, color of hair, eyes, 
etc., are an exact duplication of my hus
band. When I tell him of the alfair he 
says I am crazy and admonishes me 
to keep still about the whole thing, be
cause there is no foundation for such 
hallucinations. 1 want you to tell me 
how to get rid of the delusion, if such 
it be, for I am not ready for Kankakee 
just yet, and I will certainly land there 
if this thing continues. 1 am not a be
liever in witchcraft or any other super
stition.”

The foregoing is, In part, a letter re
ceived by me a few days ago. Believ
ing it to be of interest to your readers 
I have taken the liberty to' subjoin It, 
and to make a few suggestions as to tlie 
probable cause of my friend’s experi
ence.

The first and most likely answer 
would be that she herself is correct in 
her diagnosis. It probably is a spirit 
Considering the easy access an excar- 
nate spirit Jias to the mind of the liv
ing and its power to improvise or cre
ate forms out of the matter of the spir
it world, I would not be at all surprised 
to find the supposition correct.

On the other hand, it could be the 
projected double of tlie husband. It is 
not necessary that the person whose 
apparition hangs about a place should 
be dead. There are many living peo
ple whose “ghosts” are seen about the 
places where they formerly lived, An 
intense desire to be at a certain place 
sometimes creates a form so dense as 
to be visible to any one who has the 
slightest touch of clairvoyance. 1 once 
heard a reputable man, who was for
merly a minister, tell about meeting 
his own double at tlie altar where he 
was holding divine services. He said 
that his own phantom, when he ascend
ed the rostrum, was occupying his pa
rochial chair.

It is said that each intense thought, 
beneficent or maleficent, may haunt a 
house or locality. The ghost will have 
its clearness and duration In exact pro
portion to the dynamic interest of tlie 
thought. It is probable, too, that the 
husljand, being, as the letter elsewhere 
relates, of a prying, suspicious nature, 
finds himself inadvertantly at his home 
as soon as he falls asleep. His con
sciousness would then be focused tn his 
astral body. In such an event, distance 
would be no bar-rier.

Again, the entity that my correspond
ent sees, converses with, etc., may be a 
creature of her own begetting. Memo
ry reconstructs out of matter of the 
mental plane objects formerly con 
tacted. This is known as re-collection, 
and is called subjective creation; but 
if we come down to a closer analysis 
we find that objective and subjective 
things are alike the result of imagina
tion. When we see an objective thing, 
that thing does not enter our eye, but 
its picture appears in our mind. If we 
look at a subjective image, whether it 
is the outgrowth of our own thinking or 
caused by the act of another person or 
thing, we perceive the image produced 
in our mind; and thus you see that in 
both instances we can perceive nothing 
except that which impinges on our 
mind. Everything, external as well as 
internal, is in consciousness. The 
within and the without, paradoxical as 
it may seem, are one.

When we think of a thing or person, 
an objective form of that thing or per
son appears in our mind. By concert- 
ive practice, voluntarily or involuntar
ily, we gain power to hold on to that 
thing and we can project it upon the 
mind of others. If we are partially 
clairvoyant we can so project this men
tal Image as to bring it into visual 
range of ourselves, and it is not unus
ual in such cases for the creator of tho 
image to endow it with all the intellect
ual and other attributes of the model of 
which it is only a pattern. This capac
ity of creating a clear mental image 
and projecting it upon the mental hor
izon of another person is one of the 
fundamentals of thought-transference. 

• The remedy for divesting oneself of 
haunting creatures, no matter of what 
source or origin, lies in our own hands. 
I can..gXve no better recipe than that 
of Miss Nora Batchelor, which appeared 
in The Progressive Thinker recently. 
Read her article closely and it will 
give all the information necessary.

HERBERT A. HARRELL.
Chicago, Illinois.

AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE
STORES EYESIGHT.

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned.
This instrument is in the form of a 

pocket flattery, which the inventors 
have patented and which they call “Ac- 
tlna,” a word which is their trade mark 
and owned by them. <

Ju the treatment of eye diseases the 
Inventors of “Actina’.’ claim there is no 
need for cutting or drugging the eye for 

any form of disease, 
t cataracts, pterygiums 

and other abnormal 
growths can be re, 
moved and weakened 
vision restored by tho 

, new and more humane 
method, h this is a fact, there will bo 
no need to go blind or to wear spec
tacles, Actina” has been tested in 
hundreds of cases and has effected mar
velous cures. So confident are the in
ventors that this device is an article of 
great merit that they give an absolutely 
tree trial. They want every one iner
ested to make a thorough investigation 
and a personal test of the “Actina." As 
it is sent on trial postpaid, any person 
can give it this test.

They issue a book of 100 pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which 
tells all about “Actina,” the diseases it 
will cure, what others think ol' it, what 
marvelous cures it lias effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and It is sent absolutely free upon re
quest. This book should be in the li
brary of every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. 342R. 929 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTH&NC, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcere, 
Eczema and all Skinand Female Diseasefl. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent ireo. Address <6 

DR7BYEI liroiulway, Kansas City, Mo.

NOTICE!
The Woolley Sanatorium, theoiily Institu

tion ill the United Status where the Opium, 
Cocaiueand Whisky habits can be cured with
out exposure, and with so much ease for the 
patient. Only 30 davs* time required. Describe 
your case ana 1 will write you an opinion as t<r 
what 1 can accomplish for you. Ask your family 
physician to Investigate. Dr. B. M. Woolley, 
lOO N. Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

Out of the Depths Into the Lioht.
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing, 

medium. This is a very interesting little book 
and will be appreciated from start to finish by 
all who wish to gain spiritual Information. 
Price, 25 cents.

TÌP A TH its meaning<71 £ 1 aud Results.
Uy J Kwihon, of tlie PeniHvlvanki liar 

An absorbingly InterrHthig narrative relatin'' u 
series of wonderful psyrhie manifestation« 
currlmrin the writer’s experience. Clolh, i’h >- 
trated.il.25.

The Nemesis of IThls J'11»':1»- 
ChautauquaLakefe^

known Author and Scholar,

HON. A. B. RICHMOND, 
Should be in tlie hands of every’ Spiritualist in 
the land. Ills based <;n a historical fail, but 
through the mirati ve is woven a p«v ’iii.' ' m • of 
thoiiL'ht in the strie h> nanna! to the great 
criminal 1 j wyer that one can let ! t n; author s 
very presence during its jxwal. Il is cert: in
ly interestimr. Price, cloth. 75 cents.

In the World Celestial
Is a wonderful book, being the personal
experiences 
sweetheart, 
many times, 
and through

of a man whose dva.l 
after appearing to inni 
elherealized, mat< rial ¡zed 
trance medium:.,' has him

put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition : <• 
ten days, which time lie spends wan 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He u-iU 
his,wonderful story to his friend who
gives it to the world in bis liest ^tyle. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, Hie wt n-I Ting Incnd ¡s Dr, T. A. Bland, the v 

I known author, scientist, and reformc
This book has a brilliant iniroduc.l:o:i 

by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D.. president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives it tlie weight of his un-
qualified endorsement.

He says: "This book will 113

A FORTUNATE PREMONITION.

Did Not Some kind Guardian Spirit In
spire the Dream?

LAKE HELEN. FLORIDA.

Egyptian Septuple Theory.
For India and Egypt man is septuple; but this division really corre

sponds to but four planes, physical, etheric, mental divine. They are: 
(1) physical body, (2) etherie double, (3) vital principle or solar en
ergy, (4) animal soul or bodily desires, (5) intelligence, C6) spiritual 
soul, (7) mental divine. .

The three first principles are dissolved at death in order to enter new 
aggregations separately, the etheric double following the corpse and 
slowly dissolving above the tomb, at the same time if it is cremated. 
The animal soul is dissolved in its turn more slowly. The intelligence 
or the Manes of the Hindoos serves then as the vehicle of the two oth
ers, awaiting the hour of reincarnation. The divine spirit alone would 
me immortal.

It is curious enough to note that these beliefs scattered through the 
sacred or philosophical writings of India reproduce the scientific theo
ries of the involution and evolution of the elements. Buddhism, among 
others, was evolutionistic on a scale far vaster than that adopted by 
Darwin. Its Nirvana is not annihilation, as is thought, but a state 
'through whieh the elements comprising the substratum of consciousness 
acquired by man passes in order to go to other cosmic destinies. And 
this conception is grandiose.

Then, however immaterial, the soul is a substance, for it is a sub
stratum of qualities, teaches the Hindoo philosophy. It ceaselessly re
incarnates, like everything in the universe, by its natural love of life. 
When the system in whieh it evolves is in repose it also enter? into rest. 
Alter the days of Brahma, the night of Brahma, But the germs are 
only sleeping, and the hour of waking sounds. They then undertake a 
new evolution, or rather they pursue their evolution with all the quali
ties, all the energies acquired in the course of the minor evolutions 
which they have already undergone.

Soul Oorporality of Greeks.
Greece remodeled according to its genius the ideas of India and 

Egypt. The doctrines of many of the Greek thinkers were'received 
from Egypt and above all from India, passed to the Neo-platonic school 
of Alexandria, And-exercised a great influence 'on the Jewish world, on 
the Pharisees and the Essenes^ and that slightly before the. coming of 

■ Christianity. We also find, during the first centuries of the church the 
belief in the oorporality of souls and that of. reincarnation;

: Many fathers, of the church defended lioth. St. Irenaeus said that 
souls were not incorporal save by comparison with the* grosser bodies 
of men. Tertiillian said-that the soul was of .the game type in its form 

• as the body of man. Tatlim, St. Hillary, and St. Ambrose all taught 
। that, the soul was corporal. ' z ’ ■ ■

There has been much discussion in the various churches on the res- 
urrection.of the flesh based on the words of thc Apostle Paul. In speak
ing of the body flown corruptible which became incorruptible, he could

I ।

Southern Cassadaga Camp-Meeting As
sociation.

This prosperous association will hold 
its twelfth annual convention on its 
beautiful grounds overlooking Lake 
Colby (postoffice Lake Helen), begin
ning Feb. 4, 1906, and closing March 18. 
The camp is located 145 miles soutn of 
Jacksonville on the Atlantic and West
ern railroad, a branch of the Florida 
East Coast railroad—a line between 
New Smyrna and Orange City Junction.

Hotel Cassadaga on’ the grounds will 
be opened Nov. 1, T905. Board and 
roonr from J7.50 to $8.50 per week.

There are now built" and in construc
tion some fifty cottages and public 
buildings. Light housekeeping rooms 
can be found in the Apartment House, 
at very moderate cost.

Mrs. A M. Spencer furnishes table 
board at reasonable (priceA the year 
round. i'1

The public buildingh arDThe Audito
rium, the new entertainmdflt, the store, 
Brigham Hall, Apartment "«.House,' Li
brary, and Hotel. \

The speakers and'thetlitfmS engaged 
at this meeting are'll. Clegg Wright, 
Carrie Tjving, W. F.^'Pecklp Laura G. 
Eixen and Carrie CuWan. ’1«

Mr. Peck and his ’hiece; ^race Haw- 
tin, will lead in the dinging, and Anna 
Duncan will preside ft thCUirgan. i

The trumpet medium, MrS. Bartholo
mew,'will, give seaAtes. c Other ment
ums are expected. «W - Bi

Dramatic entertSlnmants, weekly 
dances, card parties Are features of the 
camp. ul a , '
. After December 1, Hiereiwlll be meet
ings each Sunday in the Auditorium.

The association has put down a deep 
artesian.well, from which.pure water 
is pumped into a reservbir on .Prospect 
Heights; our cottages land'other build
ings are supplied with running water, 
free from sulphur,. / ’/•

New cottages are going up outside 
the gates, to be occupied by coming 
campers; some of the; cottages- are to 
let. For information.about cottages to 
let, write to~Mra. A Mt Spencer-op the 
grounds. „>

For rooms in Apartment'House, write

the station and convey them and bag
gage to the camp, three-quarters of.a 
mile.

Southern Cassadaga camp is a 
healthy location, 'mid pines, on ele
vated, dry, sandy soil, the air bracing 
from the resinous pines; jasmine is in 
bloom'In February, mocking birds make 
the air musical in March, Drummond 
phlox carpets the fields and yards in 
early spring, orange groves are plenty 
within a mile of camp—one in sight. 
Fires for warmth are seldom needed, 
hence the expense for fuel is but a 
trifle.

My excursions begin October 6. The 
dates following on October 27, Novem
ber 10 and 24, December 9 and 29, 1905, 
and January 9, 1906.

All these excursions by the Clyde 
Steamship Co.; from New York City. 
Write me for low prices—circulars, 
folders, etc., (enclosing 4 cents in 
stamps for postage). Full information 
will be given. H. A. BUDINGTON.

91 Sherman St., Springfield, Mass.

THE GOD-IDEA.

How many expeditions men have sent 
Toward the infinite to find their God,. 
And only found their own transcendent 

dreams!
These have they deified, and worshiped 

them,
And sacrificed according to their wealth 
Of mind and treasure.

' Savage, saint and sage
Have built a dream-God, like unto them- 

selves . '
And with their best conceptions 

trimmed Him up
Fit to be Ruler of the Universe.
Man never yet has seen Him face to 

fac^,'
For He is hidden in a labyrinth
Of His own' laws, which He can never 

break, ' : /■"' '■ '
Nor set aside for any man’s appeaL 

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.#

As psychic phenomena are being so 
freely discussed in scientific circles, 
some reader may be interested in the 
following story, which is literally true:

In 1862 two brothers, north of Ireland 
men were in Valencia, Spain, engaged 
in growing and shipping fruit for a 
house in Malden Lane, London, Eng
land, Previously the younger had been 
a newspaper reporter in the city of 
Londonderry, Ireland, and while there 
had made the acquaintance of a' young 
woman to whom he became engaged. 
The time was approaching for the mar
riage, and it was necessary for him to 
make a long voyage to reach the home 
of his fiancee. The marriage dby was 
set, and he had engaged his passage in 
a certain ship. Before tlie date of sail
ing his elder brother dreamed that he 
saw the vessel with his brother on 
board move out to sea. Without any 
apparent cause she suddenly careened 
and turned bottom upward.

The dreamer smiled at the vision, dis
missed it from bis practical mind, and 
was soon fast asleep again. He would 
doubtless have never given It a second 
thought had it not occurred exactly in 
the same form in each of the two sue-, 
ceeding nights. It then bo impressed 
his mind that he concluded to tell his 
brother and persuade him to postpone 
his trip and sail by the next boat. The 
Ship of the dream was lost on her voy
age, and all on board perished.

The brother sailed the following week, 
reached. Londonderry, the home of his 
bride, and was married on March 10, 
1862. In the meantime the elder broth
er had written to his sister in Dublin 
telling her his dream and explaining 
that their'brother had postponed his 
voyage as the result of it, and his letter 
reached the sister much to, her relief, 
for she/had already learned through the 
public'press of the loss of the ship, on 
which she supposed her brother had 
perished.

Was this dream the result of a dis
ordered brain, or can It be explained on 
religious or scientific grounds’

courage to pass through the shallow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial.”

Rev. M. J. Savage says: "It is in
tensely Interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true.”

The Medical Gleaner says: “It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. A. Windle says: “It is inex
pressibly delightful.”

President Bowles of tho National Lib 
c-ral League, says:. "It is one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books."

Everybody will be charmed with it, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance ol 
two worlds. It is printed in elegant 
style, bound In cloth and gold. Price $1. 
For sale at this office.

PROGRESSION
The evolution of Man. By Michael Faraday.
Price. 15c.

INVISIBLE HELPERS
A ^Very'TLxcellent and Compre- 

liensive Work.

One from the Theosophical stand
point.

This work, "Invisible Helpers,” writ 
ten by C. W. Leadbeater, the remark' 
ble English psychic (whose lecturei 
have graced the columns of Tlie Pro 
gressive Thinker), is certainly very to 
teresting and suggestive throughout 
It treats of the “Universal Belief in th« 
Invisible Helpers,” the “Angel Story," 
“Work Among the Dead,” “What Liei 
Beyond.” The work is neaUy bound in 
cloth, and tlie price is 55 cents.

Taffeurand’s Letter’ to the Pop& 
Thia work will bo found especially Interestinf 
to all who would desire to make a study of Ro 
manism and the Bible. The historic facts stat 
ed, and the keen, »cathlng review of Romlsl 
ideas and practices uhould bo read by all Pria 
25 cents.

to Mrs. J. D. Palmer, Willoughby, Ohio.

"Success, and How to Win It” A
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by. Dr. B'. F. Austin, B, A, 
D. D. 'The titles of some of the lec-' 
tùres are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan
ning: Attraction: Courtesy; Kindness

Charles Myers will meet travelers at and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 cts.

, Pine Island, N. Y.
R. H, Ç.

"Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven
of the author’s latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. Brice 76 oenta.

"In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T.
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth

. THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
' ..A°rture toptanonts employed in the 15th and 

Mtn centuries for tho promulgation of Chris, 
faulty, with pictorial UlnstraUoiui. By Georgs 
B.Macdonpia; Price. 10 cents.

ORiaiN OF SPECIES, 
,01ccllcin- or tho pi etervatlon of 

for life. .By CborleaUH? top' 0,01,1 bound. Till» book h .as 
of “’dom oolonunc thought It baa paBFod through many editions 

bC0D translated into almost all tho 
' ^Ur0I1£t and been tbo subject of

(rth? • a?/1 than any
£.L lh® *K0- Mort of tho eront tc<onti8U • 

i h,iPMlUcn. The ibotipbtef •SSJS» oocomoit part of the common Inherit 
Of tho rt co. For isle si tbli office. price % eta



We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current ' issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind-The Spiritualisti^pield—Its Workers, Its Work, 

■ and General Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor. 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be- 
lleving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may ce 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they, should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space Is tohde- 
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account tor me 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would W 
to impress upon the minds of otffcorrg 
spondenta that The ProgreBslveTMnker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and It is essential that all copy,_ to in
sure insertion In the paper, all other 
qulrements being favorable, should ne 
written plainly with Ink on ® 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this

r I ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME
3 «AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO-

TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

stands at the helm."

In mind.
ITEMS.—Bear In mind that Items for 

the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would 

- crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten Unes, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that »11-«®“® 
for this page mußt be accompanied ny 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to Bay that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, wttn- 
out giving the full name and address or 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this’request will “e 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them,

THIS GENERAL8URVEY DEPART
MENT 18 ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY IS 
NOW READY TO MEET HER 
FRIENQ9 AND PATRONS IN PRI
VATE WORK AT HER RESIDENCE, 
567 EAST 62ND STREET. SHE WILL 
BEGIN HER PUBLIC WORK ABOUT 
OCTOBER 1. WATCH THE PAPER 
FOR LOCATION OF HALL, ETC.

THE CHICAGO SPIRITUALISTS 
LEAGUE.—H. F. Arnold writes: “The 
next public meeting of the Chicago 
Spiritualists League will be held in 
Handel Hall, 40 East Randolph street, 
on Saturday evening, October 7. Our 
speaker for the evening is Mr. John W. 
Ring, of Galveston, Texas, one of the 
most eloquent and forcible speakers 
upon the Spiritualistic platform. The 
message bearers will be Mrs. Isa Cleve
land, Mrs. C. Schwahn, Mrs. Dr. Caird, 
and Dr. Burgess. An excellent musical 
program is being arranged. Let every 
Spiritualist in Chicago be present and 
enjoy..Ahe good things in store for 
them.”

Georgia Gladys Cooley is now located 
In her new home, at 567 East 62nd 
street, Chicago, where she will be 
pleased to meet her friends and patrons 
between 10 and 4 o’clock daily, with the 
exception of Saturdays and Sundays. 
Readings given outside M those hours 
by special appointment only. She an
ticipates opening public meetings in the 
near future. Watch for,further notice.

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: "The Rising 
Sun Mission will have for its speaker 
on Sunday afternoon and evening, Oc
tober 1, Mr. John. W. Ring, of Galves
ton, Texas. Brother Ring is Superin
tendent of Lyceum Work ot the Na
tional Spiritualist Association. An able 
orator and forceful lecturer. Don’t miss 
this treat and come early to get good 
seats. Brother Ring will also lecture 
on Wednesday evening, October 4, at 
the home of President“ Kirchner, 22 
Jackspn Place, between Jackson Blvd, 
and Van Buren street, west of Hoyne 
avenue. Come and hear some spirit
ual truths. All Welcom'd. Those who 
attended the afternoon meeting Sunday- 
Sept. 17, of the Rising Sun Mission 
were well repfiid for their visit, as we 
had with us Brother H. M. French. He 
will be with us again in the early part 
of October. Brother Thompson also'

THE SUNFLOWER CLUB.—Henri
etta L. Lichtig, corresponding secre
tary writes: “The ladies of, the Sun
flower Club will give a tea party, Tues
day, Sept. 26, from 2 to 5 p. m., in their 
room, Lincoln Hall, Fraternity Build
ing, 70 East Adams street. Tea 10 
cents a cup. For every cup you buy 
you will receive a reading. Come and 
bring your friends. Chicago’s leading 
mediums belong to the Sunflower Club 
and will preside at the tables.”

Notice to Spiritualists:—The ex
priest, P. A. Seguin, well known among 
the Spiritualists, has a large house In 
Minneapolis, where rooms can be gotten 
by married couples, four large rooms, 
and also by single people In three 
smaller rooms, at the rate of 50 cents 
each occupant for one night, and be
sides giving meals at 25 cents each- 
all of which is considered cheap In Min
neapolis. Street cars pass Mary’s Place, 
the location of the Unitarian church, at 
the door of the Working Girl’s Home, 
managed by P. A. Seguin and his good 
wife Write at once for applications, 
to P. A. Seguin, 1500 5th street So., 
Minneapolis, Minn.

A Boston scientist says that hypno
tism can develop only natural instincts 
and that the best hypnotist in the world 
cannot make a really moral person do 
wrong. From experiments he has made 
he believes that 75 per cent of the hu
man race, if unrestrained by family 
pride and other like considerations, 
would steal.

Dr. S. Clay Markley writes: “I would 
like to suggest that Mrs. Clara Watson 
of Jamestown, N. Y„ is the right person 
and best fitted to be president of the 
N. S. A”

G. S. Klock. secretary, writes: “The 
State Spiritualist Association of Ne
braska will convene at Lincoln, on 
Tuesday, October 10, at 8 o’clock p. m., 
In the office of the secretary, 2900 P 
street, when an adjournment will be 
taken to convene again October 14, at 
8 p m., for the ratification of the work 
of the officers in the past year, and to 
set a date for the election of officers. 
All true Spiritualists are requested to 
be present at the ratification, as a good 
time is anticipated.”

A C. Nunbson writes from Superior, 
Wis-: "Herewith please find ?1 for one 
more year’s subscription to your dear 
Progressive Thinker, my twelfth year, 
I think, and if I live as many more 
years_I am 62—1 must keep It before 
me as my guide: There can not be any 
danger of The Progressive Thinker dy
ing out as long as the progressive spirit 
of our champion worker, Mr. Francis,

,5. J W C "I

Sept. 80. íW, i

When writing* for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
uYfEU«-

Sunday,OctM, 19(|5: “Riches About Ut»” 

Gem of Thoûijhtîlû.

FRANKLIN CAMP, NEB. FRANKLIN CAMP.

Closing of a Very Successful Season. Meeting and Overcoming Opposing Ob
stacles.

gave some grand demonstrations. In 
the evening Dr. J. H. Randall delivered 
one of his forceful lectures. Mrs, Dr. 
Caird of Lynn, Mass., gave a number ot 
tests through automatic writing, a 
phase of mediumship which she has 
thoroughly developed, which was dem
onstrated by the quick recognition of 
those who received them. Our sister 
will be with us for a few more Sundays 
we are glad to state. We cordially in
vite all to attend our services Sunday 
afternoon at 8 and evenings at 8 
o’clock, at Star Lodge Hall, 378 So. 
Western avenue. Our next social will 
be held at Sister Kepner's home, Satur
day evening, Sept. 30. Address 285 
Walnut street, near Leavitt street An 
elegant time was had at the social given 
for thé benefit of the Rising Sun temple 
fund, by Sister Sinn, at her beautiful 
home 515 E. Fullerton avenue, on Sat
urday evening, Sept. 16.”

J. P. M. writes from Wichita, Kans.: 
“The Independent Spiritualists are en
joying an intellectual feast. Mrs. E. J. 
Jaquet, so well known in Chicago, spoke 
to a large and appreciative audience 
Sunday evening, Sept 10. After- the 
lecture, ‘Sunbeam’ took control, and not 
only charmed her hearers, but gave the 
most convincing tests that have been 
heard in that hall, or any other for that 
matter, for many a day. The comments 
on both lecture and tests have been of 
a highly complimentary nature, and no 
medium ever in this city has attracted 
the attentions bestowed on Mrs. 
Jaquet. How long she wilb remain with 
us, she is unable to say at present. She 
is in demand for circles in the city, and 
several calls from distant points are., 
awaiting her decision.”

J. Raber writes: “The Elkhart, Ind., 
Spiritual Society is now regularly char
tered In the state association, and is 
striving hard to hold aloft the banner of 
Spiritualism. It invites the cooperation 
of all friends of the cause In this city 
and surrounding country. Oscar E. 
Edgerly has been engaged as speaker 
for the first three Sundays in October. 
There will be a meeting in the morning 
and one in the evening on each Sunday; 
also a test seance during each week. 
Come out and encourage us with your 
presence.”

Henrietta L. Lichtig writes: “The 
spacious parlors of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. 
Francis were crowded with the ladies 
of the Sunflower Club and their friends, 
Wednesday evening, Sept. 13. Every
body was at their best, and a general 
good time,was had. The evening’s en
tertainment was so diversified one was 
kept wondering what was coming next. 
The ladies are proving themselves ex
cellent entertainers and their friends 
are anxiously awaiting their next., 
Among their out-of-town- guests were

। Miss Elizabeth Harlow of Columbus, 
: Ohio, Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. 
• Dr. Caird of Lynn, Mass., and Mrs.,De-' 
■ Wolf Kiser of Iowa.”
; H. Smith writes: "Sunday evening at

Ör. Peebles is coming to Chicago to 
speak for the League, Saturday even
ing, Nov. 4, and he will speak for the 
Rising Sun Mission, Sunday afternoon, 
Nov. 5, and in the evening for the Ait
ken Society, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue.

Mrs. M. A. Merrell writes: “I really 
cannot do without your valuable paper. 
I am glad to know that it is so largely 
circulated."

Mrs. Alfred Olson writes from Sabine 
Pass., Tex,: "You will find enclosed 
money' order for to pay for the re
newal of my subscription to The Pro
gressive Thinker for another year, as I 
see my time is about up. If there is 
any one who would like to have The 
Progressive Thinker, but is unable to 
pay for it, if such an one will make it 
known to me I will Bee that they get 
the paper.”

Joseph Griffen of Alexandria, La.,' ex-’ 
presses his great appreciation of the 
six Premium Books he ordered.

Church of the Soul Communion meejs 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m,, in Lin
coln Park Lodge Hall, 869 N. Clark 
street, opposite main entrance to Lin
coln Park. Lecture, tests and messages 
at each meeting. R. S. Ray, pastor. .

John W. Ring lectured last week at 
Waldron, Ind. He creates a lively in
terest wherever he lectures. He will 
he in Chicago October 1, and will re
main several days, and deliver two or 
three lectures. '

Correspondent writes: “The Spiritual 
Alliance Society, 3514 Vincennes ave
nue, corner Cottage Grove avenue, are 
holding some very interesting, meetings 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. We are 
pleased to find our hall well filled with 
strangers, seeking the truth. We are 
enjoying some very interesting löctures 
through Mrs. Elmo by her guides, as 
well as messages from the other side. 
Every Wednesday evening, a test and 
reading seance is given by ’Blue Bell,’ 
Mrs. Elmo’s guide and message giver. 
Every Saturday evening we hold a so
cial and invite vqu all to come and en
joy yourselves. Remember that Mrs. 
Bimo’s residence and assembly hall is 
in the same building.”

G. H. Brooks lectured for the Spirit
ual Science Society of Rockford, III., for 
the two last -Sundays of September. 
He speaks In Milwaukee, Wis., in Sever
ance Hall, Milwaukee street., near 
Niseon street, the Sundays of October, 
and perhaps longer. He does not as 
yet know what his permanent address 
in Milwaukee will be, but letters and 
telegrams sent to his home address, 114 
President street, Wheaton, Ill., will 
reach him.

Rolla Stubbs writes from Long Lake, 
Minn.: “The good work of building up 
true Spiritualism is progressing finely 
here. The Minnetonka Spiritualist As
sociation has had a number of good 
workers the past season. As we have 
a temple and home of our own now 
where we entertain them, we find con
ditions much better. In July we had 
that pioneer worker and inspirational 
speaker, Mrs. S. M. Lowell of Anoka. 
For thirty years she has been jloing a 
good work In upbuilding true Spiritual
ism. In August we had Mrs. A. Talcott 
of Minneapolis, a splendid inspirational 
speaker and test medium. The poems 
given through her from spirit side of 
life ar^' excellent. She is a thorough 
worker for the cause. On the 16th and 
17th we had- with us that venerable old 
worker, Moses Hull, president of the 
Morris Pratt Institute. He is a teacher 
instead ot a preacher. His meetings 
were well attended and all felt that his 
lectures were great and good. Besides 
our home talent we expect to have oth- 

-brs with us during the fall and winter 
months." , - .

Alice Turbett writes: "The.Band of 
Harmony gave .a reception to the pas
tor, Mrs. Richmond, upon her return 
from the camps. Thursday, Sept. .21, af
ternoon and evening, with addresses of 
welcome from members and friends. 
The christening of Mr. and Mrs. Brun
ton's infant son was one of the features 
of the evening. „ Poetical readings by 
the pastor were also enjoyable. Music 
by Chicago’s soloist, Miss' Ariel Nich
ols.”

The Lake View Spiritual Union an
nounce that their Sunday afternoon 
meetings have been resumed. Meet
ings are held at 3 o’clock at Wells’ Hall, 
1629 N. Clark street, corner Fletcher 
street. Conducted by Dr. and.Mrs. C. 
A. Wickland. Friends and co-workers 
are cordially invited to assist
<Bertha Wiers writes: “We of Elyria, 

Ohio, are still in the ring, and dealing 
out spiritual unfoldment. We have 
elected the following officers for the 
coming vear: F. W. Martin, president; 
C. IJ. Van-Hoesen, first vice-president; 
J. M. Wooldridge, second vice-presi- 
ident; A. F. Reinke secretary and treas
urer. The above officers and F. H. 
Davis, Harry Farrell and Tom Henson 
were elected trustees. Our -society is 
in very good condition, having enrolled 
several new members in the past few 
months, and we hope to make next year 
one of: the best since its organization.”

President Hassmann writes: “The

If

Let us find aiidfhpld the riches, 
Btrewn'jSidu^us everywhere: 

Nature’s TtilnesK joy and pleasure, 
Here'a^ no^ not over there, 

with cheac we -take each lesson, 
And enjoy fhesfruit that's given, 

Earth willlie a place of gladness, 
And to-day we’ll live in heaven.

For information concerning The Pro
gressive tweeum,,) authorized Jesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation,'address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist TemjiJe, Galveston, Texas,

Wm. C. Lee writes: “Angels bless 
you and yours for the stand you have 
taken the past year, in one of the best 
papers published. #nd good is being felt 
under the surface of public opinion. 
Soon-the bonds will burst, and then, 
hurrah for spirit intercourse!” /

D. G. Hill writes: "Circumstances 
over which your correspondent had no 
control prevented him from giving to 
the readers of your valuable paper no
tice of the meetings of the Golden Rule 
Spiritualist Society on Sunday, Sept. 
10. I wish to isay that the afternoon 
service took the usual course of short 
talks and messages, and in the evening 
a very large audience greeted the 
speaker, Mrs. De Molf Kiser, who held 
the close attention of her many friends 
and the strangers as she so forcibly 
presented the truths of Spiritualism, as
sisted by that other veteran worker, 
Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner. In talk and 
messages, these with our home workers 
making a most enjoyable time for all. 
Sunday, Sept. 17, was another day given 
to the same work, with short talks by 
Dr. Koehler, Jas E. Coe, Mrs. Georgia 
Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Nora E. Hill and 
others, and for the evening owing to the 
failure of the expected speaker, W. L. 
Snell, to be present, Mrs. Nora E. Hill 
field tfie rostrurp .and gave one of her 
teiyng lectures, followed with messages 
by Mrs. Kittle Gifford and Mrs. Alice 
Sexsmith, the accuracy of which 
brought the truth we are trying to teach 
close to the hearts of the people. Our 
'speaker for Sunday evening, OcL-1, will 
be Mrs. Nora & HUI. Our open door 
plan of meeting seems to please, as evi
denced by our large and growing at
tendance, and it certainly is gratifying 
to the society and we shall continue in 
the future as in the past, to make these 
meetings what we- claim for them, Spir
itualist-meetings. ■ At the old place, 
O'Donnell College Hall, South Paulina 
street, between Washington Blvd and 
Park avenue. AH'Welcome."

Mrs. B. F; Allen writes of the good 
work being done at Pittsburg, Pa., by 
Mrs. Margaret Gatile-Redinger.

T. Spangler writes that the interest 
in Spiritualism Iq'increasing in Pitts
burg, Kansas^! j

C. A. Solltygpr writes: “Dedication of 
Fullerton street Spiritual Temple, be
tween Broadway and Marceline avenue, 
Cleveland, OJiio, Oct. 1, 1905. Doors 
open to all." j. Sendees will be held 
morning, aft$rnoon5.and evening. Fred 
D. Dunakln, president of O. S. A., and 
Dell A. Herric^t will officiate in English; 
p. A. Bollinger in German; Miss Edna 
Grant, the sp^tuaiinightingale, of Con
neaut, Ohio, .soloist; Prof L. Queden- 
'fend and his j^firep gons will furnish the 
musical program; pther speakers and 
good mediums, will be present. Lunch 
will be served at,‘the temple. Every
one, far and r>ear, fe invited to attend."

Wo have closed one of the most suc
cessful camp-meetings ever held at this 
place. At first the outlook was any
thing but encouraging. Before opening 
ouf camp two orthodox camp-meetings 
were held in the grove, also a county 
fair, close by; these together with a 
heavy fall of rain on the 4th and 5th, 
made it seem as if our efforts would be 
futile. On the 6th. however, the 
weather changed and the welcome sun? 
shine peered through the trees, while 
the leaves threw off the rain drops, 
making nature weep while she smiled 
with promise of success and harmony 
for the remaining eleven days.

The workers who had gathered 
around the camp-fire during the storm, 
with sedate countenances, came forth 
now, with beaming faces and merry 
repartee upon their lips. ’ One could 
hear the ringing laughter of the ladies 
mingled with the bass and heartfelt 
tones of their gentlemen companions, 
all of whom were determined to cause 
the old grove to reverberate with the 
good cheer and harmony, felt by every 
one present.

The dining tent every morning re
sounded with good cheer, good food and 
merry-making, intellectual discourse 
and harmony that challenged the aid of 
the gods in bringing about success. 
The lines of attraction were laid to ev
ery town In the vicinity of the camp. 
People poured in from every direction, 
until each worker had all he or she 
could attend to. C. H. Moody was ap
pointed chairman of the meetings; ev
erything was kept In order, and har
mony prevailed everywhere.

His courteous attention to the work
ers, and kind address to the public, won 
for him the highest esteem, which made 
the good-byes at parting with him and 
his estimable wife, be felt deeply by us 
all.
x Mrs. E. M; Hull of Kansas, who Is a 
highly cultured lady. Interested her au
dience with historical readings and 
comic character illustrations, that 
pleased everyone; she did not remain 
during the last week of camp, dutifes 
calling her home, to the regret of all.

Mrs. Bessie Bellman, from Howard, 
Kansas, an inspirational speaker, de
lighted her audience with historical and 
biblical Illustrations and citations 
from leading authorities, together with 
her graceful appearance and perfect de
livery, she wins the hearts of her hear
ers. There is not a more competent 
nor attractive speaker on the spiritual 
rostrum; she will always receive a 
hearty welcome whenever she returns 
to us in the future.

Mr. E. F. Barrows, who is a simple 
reader and medium, has no peer in his 
Une of work, which is individualized; 
he never falls to give perfect satisfac
tion to those who seek spiritual coun
sel and communion with their departed 
ones. He is one of the rare gems on 
earth and should be more widely 
known.

Rev. E. E. McCarthy, from Denver, 
Colorado, is an elderly lady with gray 
hair, but her bright intellect and ready 
wit wins every one. She has no equal 
in the lecture field, her batteries aimed 
towards the enemy’s lines, are ablaze 
with intellectual fire, with which she 
slays all opposition, never ceasing till 
the work is finished and she has won a 
victory for Spiritualism, which she 
seems to prize above all else. When 
giving messages from the rostrum she 
keeps her audience laughing and weep
ing alternately. This lady can occupy 
the rostrum for two hours and still they

We are just in the close of a rather 
unusual experience in the history of 
this once very successful camp. It 
seems within the last few years both 
the elements and opposing thought of 
the vicinity have combined to hinder 
the influence of the advance thought 
sent forth from this center of evolu
tionary education, yet strange to say 
we believe the camp will live and flour
ish, and yet will shelter under its mag
nificent old trees the forms of those, no
ble souls who sacrificed bo much in 
coming here, from different parts of the 
country in order to pour out their grand 
thoughts that will vibrate through end
less time, meeting in sweet intonations 
the spiritual demands of many who are 
yet to come upon the stages of mate
rial experiences.

When we arrived here after a short 
but tedious journey from the Delphos, 
Kansas Camp, the weather had changed 
from 95, fajllng to 50 degrees in twelve 
hours, remaining low two days, when it 
commenced raining, water falling stead
ily and heavily for. forty-eight hours. 
Not very encouraging outlook for either 
the management or workers. One 
whole week was spent without any vis
ible good results. The weather cleared, 
however, and the sun came forth with 
warming rays to cheer us, and we soon 
observed the white dresses and gay 
hats of the young girls approaching, to
gether with spanking teams and carri
ages well groomed, bringing happy, 
smiling faces, and for us best of all, 
well filled pocketbooks. Our circles 
were well filled and each lecture well 
attended; collections liberal and to-day, 
the last Friday of the camp, we look 
forward with ■ much hope and enthusi
asm to a successful closing.

Hoping each friend who reads these 
hastily written Unes will Bend out to 
this camp thoughts of success and 
financial recognition, so that not even 
one of our centers will be overcome by 
opposition. We need them all, and let 
us demand that Camp Franklin will live 
to continue the noble work it has start
ed. We also wish to say a few words 
in honor of the grand old gentleman 
and his good wife, Mr. and Mrs. Hawes, 
who have with herculean effort stood 
firm to their post, while the enmity of 
the gods worked to unfold more power 
and illumination, that will Btill resist 
the opulence of money and creeds that 
surround this camp. May the Infinite 
spirit of truth bless and protect them 
in their declining years.

REV. B. E. MCCARTHY.
Denver, Colo.

HIMALYA
(THE KOLA COMPOUND)|

Tho African Kola Plamt is Nature’s Positive 
Cure for HAY-FEVEH and A8TMA. Since Its 
recent discovery this remarkable botanical pro
duct has come into universal use In the Hospitaler 
of Europe and America as an unfailing specific, 
proving that ’

HAY-FEVER'
ASTHMA can be CURED,

Br.W.M. Kolb/, 817 4BIU St.. Newport Nuwd.Va,, writes 
Jan. was a liolpleaa invalid and wu cured of Hay- 
iCever and AatUmn by lUmsJ y a, after 18 y wtra’ uutlerinir. 
Kro. J. E. NordjU, of Hill city, Kanfl., writes Jau-ifitE. 
bad Hay-rover and ABthinaforteayearn andcouldget 
no relief until cured by Himalya. Mr. D. L. Clouts, MS 
Morris St, Philadelphia, writer Jon. IGLh, Uoclora did 
me no good, but Himalya curediup. Mr. V. Ciuapb«!!. 
Sanbornville, N. II., also wrtteu Feb. Gtb, that 
curod hi8 son. Kev. Frederick F. Wyatt, the noted KvM- 
fillet, of Abilene, Texas, writes April 1 &th, 1008,1 never 

one an opportunity to recounuend Himalya, as it cured, 
me of Hay* Fever and Astluna, and have never had any 
return of the disease. •
- Hundreds of others send similar testimony 
«roving Hlmalya a truly wonderful remedy. As 

10 Kola Plant Is a specific constitutional cure 
for the disease, Hay-Fever sufferers should not 
fall to take advantage of this opportunity to 
secure a remedy which will positively cure them. 
To prove tho power of this new botanical dlecoY- 

you 6Uffcr Hay-Fever or Asthma, we 
jvul send you one trial ease by mall entirely free. 
It costs you absolutely nothing. Write today to the 
Kola Importing Co., lir>£ Broadway, Hew York.

BOOK REVIEW.

Claire and Agnes Tuttle, who have re
cently been the guests of Mrs. Marian 
Carpenter at her delightful home in De
troit, Mich., write that Mrs. Carpenter 
has been highly successful in her camp 
work tills summer, pleasing the large 
audiences for two weeks at Lake Brady, 
Ohio, Haslett Park, Grand Ledge, and 
Grand Rapids, Mich. The last two Sun- 
eavs of September she will serve a so
ciety at. Columbus, Ohio, where she has 
many friends. She is a winning speak
er who draws well.

Mr. John W. Ring, National Superin
tendent of Lyceum Work, lectured in 
Conneaut and Ashtabula, Ohio, the first 
two Sundays In September. The . at
tendance was all that could be expected 
for the beginning of the season, as all 
attention and energy had been centered 
at Lily Ddle; the great camp of the cen
tral east. He was at Titusville, Pa., 
where the society owns a lovely temple 
and are doing a good work with the 
adults and young people as well. Mr. 
Ring will be in Indiana the latter part 
of September, and cbmes to Chicago for 
the first two Sundays of October. After 
a short stay in Milwaukee, Wis., he will 
attend the National Convention to be 
held in Minneapolis, Minn., where he 
has a very interesting report to make of 
the lyceum work during the year just 
ROBt.

Van Buren Opera House, the Spiritual. 
Society Students of Nature was greeted 
with a large.audience to listen to the 
subject, ‘Appeal to the Pious,: and Di
vorcement,’ delivered by thé pastor. 
The assistant, Dr. L. C. Koehler, gave 
an Instructive, soul-stirring discourse 
that was Jieartlly applauded. Messages 
were given by Mrs: Schumacher. The 
young people expressed themselves as 
satisfied. We as a society feel repaid 
in our success.”

We are sorry to say that. Mr. Edgef
ly’s present engagement with Uis con
cludes with Sunday, Sept. 24, but we 
shall try .to arrange to have him With us 
again later in‘the season. We expect 
the Jackson people will patronize -the 
Grand Ledge camp-meeting very largely 
next year, for we arc all delighted to 
know* that Mr. Edgerly .has been re-en
gaged to act as .chairman there-again 
next year." .

Benson Gray writes from : Jackson, 
Mich.:' "The guides of - our present 
speaker, Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly, continue 
to give us grand and uplifting dis
courses. -The two lectures of Sunday, 
Sept. 17/it seems to us, would hate al
most done credit to-an Ingersoll.

J. L. ' Foster writes: Mrs. F. V. 
Jackson is attending thé Progressive 
Spiritualists society at Elwood, Ind., 
and will -answer calls in a reasonable 
distance, through the week, to attend so
cieties, marriages or funerals.”

announced opening services of the in
corporated society. North Star Spiritual 
Union, were held with a large attend
ance at its hall, 1546 Milwaukee avenue, 
on Sunday, Sept 3. A fine lecture was 
delivered by Koehler, Rev. P. M. Esser, 
the. regular speaker of this, society, be
ing absent. The second spiritual meet
ing was hel’d with many investigators of 
Spiritualism. Dr. Esser was at his post 
and held the audience spellbound with 
ills lecture on the Spiritual Unfoldment 
of the Human Race. His oriental guide 
has promised rare revelations during 
.the winter season. Come and attend 
the regular course of lessons. Mrs. Jo
hanna Rennau was also very good in 
demonstrating spirit return and com- 
inunlçatiôn in tests. The society has 
also purchased a fine- concert organ to : 
bring the people in a harmonious state. 
Healing and flowers free at every, meet
ing; also The Progressive -Thinker is 
not forgotten. It is.sold at every .meet
ing. Come and attend; we do thé rest., 
Sundays, 8 p. m.” -

Evq L, Stewart writes : "On Sept. 10, 
the Hyde Park Occult Society, was en
tertained by a lecture from that gifted 
lady,. Mrs. Eva Fravel of Austin. The 
subject was taken from a song that was 
song which was ‘Tyranny Must Fall.’ 
She handled it fine and left thedmpres- 
sion that we should assert our own in
dividuality and not be controlled bÿ thé 
tyranny of others. On Sept. 17, we had 
with us Mr. H. M. French, who for the 
past few years has been doing some 
good; work- in Ohio. He gave us a fine- 
discourse from the Bible' that did us all 
good. He lectures under control and 
gave full satisfaction to the'audience. 
On Sept. 28, we have our. opening of a 
series of social dances, which we will 
keep up on Thursday evening of'eaclr 
week. Norton will furnish the music. 
Admission will be 25 cents, including 
refreshments,”

Marguerite;.Moo»writes: "On Thurs
day evening Sept. 28, Mrs. M. A; Bur- 
land will hold her^egular monthly so
ciable in her'parlors at 3019 Vernon av
enue. Prof. Leon and other good psy
chics always present to give spirit mes
sages and tests, and palmists to read 
the lines in vour hands, so all have a 
good time. Our hostess always serves, 
some dainty refreshments, all for the 
small sum -of 25 cents.”

H. D. Morgan writes: “W. J. Colville 
has been secured by the First Associa
tion of Spiritualists of Washington, D. 
C., for the month of October. Services 
every Sunday at 11 a: m. and 7:45 p. m., 
at Masonic Temple. Mr. Colville will 
also give, a course of 20 afternoon lec
tures at the residence of Dr. Alice Har
vey Butts, 1402 L. street, N. W., on spe
cial topics, and a course of twelve eyen- 
ing lectures at 402 A street S. E.”

Sylvia Carey writes: "The ladies of 
the Kenwood Spiritual Society will give 
a Harvest Festival and dance on Fri
day'evening, Sept. 29, at Kenwood Hall, 
4308-10 Cottage Grove avenue. Rer- 
freshments served In banquet hall. Mu
sic by Reed’s Orchestra; wardrobe free. 
Come and bring your friends. We will 
insure you a good time. We hope to 
see all of our old friends and many-new 
•ones on this occasion. Come - and be 
royally entertained.”

Maggie Henry Writes: "Sunday, Sept. 
17, at (old 77) Spiritual Mission 
Chapel we had a very fine meeting. A 
large and intellectual 'audience. Our 
speaker, F. M. Stoller, read for the 
scripture lesson a portion of the 28th 
chapter of I. Samuel, where King Saul 
visited the Woman of Endor (a medi
um). After a few remarks he took up 
the questions and answered them all in 
an Interesting manner. We had with us 
again our musician and test medium, 

JMadame Lucile DeLoux, who will be 
■with us every Sunday, now that she 
has returned to'the city. She favored 
us with spirit messages, and I think Mr. 
Stoller answered a’ personal question 
for every, one in the audience, as 
well as giving a number, of psychomet
ric readings. Strangers and investiga
tors welcome at obr meetings, at 8 p. 
m. every Sunday.”

Important Notice-to Ohio Spiritualists.
The .Ohio Spiritualist Association 1b 

very desirous 'Of extending its mission
ary field.and’earnestly solicits corre
spondence witii Spiritualists in locali- 
ties where tiibré dre opportunities of 
organizing'societies.' Address all com
munications tfc lo
■ CARRIE'iM.B'ARTHOLOMEW,

Correspondlrlg Secretary O. S.A.
Geneva, Ohio, bit

By order Président!©. S. A. -
. . tiO' . -il - ■ ,

"Contlnuit; 
By Prof. W. 
à strong, logi 
important su

® a Cosmic Truth.” 
kwood. The work of 
iker, on à dtj-ply 
Trice, cloth, jl;

cry for more. She 1b a student of 
occult and we confess, through 
knowledge thus obtained, she has

•‘The New lMfe.’<^By Leroy. Berfler. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
"new thought*1 Exbellent in tone and 
tendencies. PSce,”bIoth, $1,

••Just How ‘ft Wdke the Solar Plex
us.” By Eiizabetli Towne. Valuable 
for health. Price 25 cents. .

“The . Spiritual Significance, or, Death' 
as an Event in Life'.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Missvwhlting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with /rich, thought
ful spirituality. ¡Price SI.

"Discovery of a Lost Tran." By Chaa 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In nplritual 
suggestiveness. /Cloth, 31.50.

•■‘The Kingship ot.Self-Control." By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats .of the 
crimes of the tongue, the ' Red Tape 
duty, the supremo charity of the world, 
the revelation o*. reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 ceats. ,■ ' • ■ .. . ■ . t . - ' • . • .

the 
the 
de-

veloped wonderful powers. Her ad
dress Is 1242 Curtis street, Denver, Col. 
Mr. E. F. Barrows’ address is Franklin, 
Néb.

We would like to relate an Incident 
of rare mediumship.
. A gentleman from Montana who had 
recently come to Franklin on private 
business, brought with him a skull of 
an Indian woman, which bore a remark
able history of twenty years' standing. 
Not one person present knew anything 
regarding It but himself and some 
friends who came with him. The skull 
was well wrapped in a newspaper, 
which excluded every trace of form; it 
was placed in the circle, on the ground, 
the mediums were told there was a his
tory connected with the bundle which 
.they were asked to solve. Miss Mc
Carthy rose quickly to her feet, after 
slapping thé parcel several times, took 
it, placed it on her head; her hair being 
done up In pompadour style, the parcel 
was light and didn’t seem to fit, yet the 
lady placed it there, talking all the time 
in Indian dialect anj manipulating the 
light parcel till It remained where she 
placed it; then she hurried back and 
forth as if frightened, suddenly she 
gasped as if in pain, caused by some 
concussion and fell to the ground as if 
dying. She said “I am killed," and then 
seemed to getahatchet showing howher 
limbs were cut from her body by some 
one who left her- to die. She wanted 
.some one to find a small tin box which 
she lost in the struggle, that contained 
the secret of her persecution and death. 
Mr. Barrows finished the scene by 
dancing a war dance, hanging the In
dian that murdered the young Indian- 
woman. . .. •"

The gentleman related the story as 
far as he knew,- which corroborated 
what the medium had disclosed, it 
was the first time they had ever Wit
nessed anything of this nature and they 
were astonished and convinced by the 
tests they received. No secrets can be 
hidden from a true sensitive.

Mr. J. D., Reeves with his wife and 
beautiful daughter, Alther, furnished the 
music during thé time of camp. Their 
home is in.Asherville, Kans.
.In closing we wish to say to the 
friends, that after two years’ disaster 
from fire and flood, we are yet in hopes 
that the fires kindled -in this center of 
spiritual education-will not be allowed 
to gp out. The grand work done here 
this year by . our noble workers, who 
put forth every effort to give the camp 
a new Start, will oe followed by finan
cial aid, so that, the camp will live to 
kindle anew each year, the hope of 
spiritual development in the hearts of 

’ those who are seeking truth from wlth- 
' In. ' ■ ■

There will -probably be* a new man
agement, as myself and wife will' re
tire from the labors necessary to sus
tain a. camp, to enjoy tho spiritual rest 
among-those of our friends who will at- 

: tend next time, and let younger and 
stronger, people, of whpfn we have 
many, take our places. Whatever Is 
done, however, for the welfare of the. 
camp, which Is somewhat in debt, will 
be published in The Progressive 
Thinker. ' D. L. HAlNEB,

• Secretary.

A Dweller on Two Planets, or the Di
viding of the Way. By Phylos the Thi
betan. Baumgardt Publishing Co., Los 
Angeles, Cal. Cloth,

This book 1b remarkable for the man
ner of Its composition and the nature of 
its contents. We cannot give a better 
idea of it. than quote these descriptive 
words:

The initial chapters open with a de
scription of Atlantean times, 12,000 
years ago, and vividly depict that age of 
the world, startling the reader with the 
almost unavoidable conclusion that in 
art, science, religion, social customs 
and all other things of which we to-day 
are so proud, those ancients were not 
merely our equals, but our superiors. 
How many of these things were lost, 
and how, to-day—towards what Is al
most universally believed to be the end 
of a grand cyclic period, perhaps in
deed of the world Itself—these lost mar
vels of nature’s hidden forces and se
crets are to be re-discovered, are so be
ing, indeed. And here, for many, will 
be the chief charm of this book; that 
in the nineteen years since it was writ
ten many of Its amazing ' prophecies 
have been most startlingly verified, as 
for example, the X-ray, wireless telegra
phy and hundreds of lesser marvels, a 
man’s belief In which In 1886 would 
have been title to life in a mad-house. 
And witness this marvel of to-day, April 
20, 1899: “Axell Orjlng gave a private 
demonstration in London yesterday of 
his marvelous Invention of steering a 
vessel by transmission of motor force 
by waves of light similar to the X-ray, 
the force being transmitted through two 
walls interposed.’’ Yet "A Dweller on 
Two Planets” contains the forecast of 
this marvel, though written in •- 1886. 
One reads of yet greater wonders to be 
re-discovered, and feels that they will 
also come to pass because bo much that 
was pure prophecy in 1886 has already 
been realized.

“Social Upbuilding,. Including Coop
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.’’ - By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. : This comprises 
the last part of Human . Culture and 
Cure. Raper cover. 15 c6nts. For sale 
as tels office.

"Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who have the care or training at CbU- 
grsa, ffriae S5 eania. ■

. i
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PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be Inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one Une.]

Mr. Birdsell Manley, eighty years 
young, fifty-five years married to Eliza
beth Morley Manley and a life-long res
ident of Andover, Ohio, passed to spirit 
life Sept. 9, 1905. Mr. Manley had en
joyed the knowledge afforded by Spirit
ualism for more than thirty-five years, 
and with his companion looked forward 
to the passing with certainty. The fu
neral was held Monday afternoon. Mr. 
John Wallace, a friend of the family, 
made an address such.as one friend can 
make of another when the hand of the 
angel of a higher life has reached forth. 
A select choir rendered approrprlate 
songs from the Spiritual Harp, and Mr. 
■John W. Ring, of Galveston, Texas, con
ducted the service at house and grave. 
A large crowd of representative citizens 
were present and enjoyed the spiritual 
discourse.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS«

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially, 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house In tha 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes ot the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life In tho Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can' bo 
dug up In all the libraries ot the world. I

Then comes the valuable work by - ' -K. J 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion ot Man - I 
and Ethics of Science." ' .| l

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. '4 
Peebles, "The Seers ot the Ages."

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will HU an Important niche In your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” "Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed" 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
"Letters From the Spirit World," writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known In ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle In modern business 
enterprise!

Passed to spirit life, John W. Dibble, 
aged 74 years. He had been a Spiritu
alist for many years. By his special re
quest Frank T. Ripley was called to of
ficiate at his funeral. He was loved 
and greatly respected by his neighbors 

■In Boswell and the adjoining towns. He 
was a great reader of The Progressive 
Thinker. By his will, which was read, 
■he left for Spiritualism quite a sum. 
The front yard of his home, was 
thronged with friends and neighbors. 
The Masonic order performed the serv-
ice at the grace. ‘ 

Boswell,-Ind.
OOR.

. Attention, Maine Spiritualists. 
The ninth annual convention of the

TL» above is the number ot the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
•s printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
•xplred, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tha 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
Of Progressive Thinkers Issued up ta 
fiata Keep watch of the number ok 
tee tag of your wrapper.

Longley’s Choice Collection
°f y

BEAUTIFUL SONGSA-
Here Is a book or songs for public meetings 

and the home that is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book Is just the right 
elze, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 70 songs.

WORDS THAT ARB TRUE.
•‘These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Howe.

"This collection ot songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency."—Dawning Light.

"The songs and music are of a nature to in
spire those who hoar them with new and higher 
resolves." D. W. Hull.

"There are some things In our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One tn mine 
has been fresh for llfly years. 1 went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, Prof.S.B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.1 The man, the song have been singing 
In my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley,tho song, one of his earliest com
positions. —J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises tho 
cream of all his former books and many now 
ones, and can be had In decorated covers (or 00 
cents; plain, 40 cents.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, Wc. Each.

The following books by well Known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle, 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas

The
360

Car-
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B.

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it Illustrated^-.^ 
gilt top.
.Origin of Species. By Charles Dar-Hf 

win.
Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin'. 

These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novol. By A. P. Sinnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro- . 
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the . 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

/

Maine State Association - Of Spiritual
ists will.be held in Skowhegan; Maine, 
Oct'6, 7, and 8, 1905. Good speakers, 
mediums and musicians hâve been en
gaged for the occasion. : Every "Pine 
Tree State” Spiritualist should be pres
ent- Important business demands the 
attention of every believer in Spiritual
ism. Reduced rates on thé Maine Cen
tral railroad and its branches. In go
ing to Skowhegan,, ask for .a ticket- to 
the State Spiritualist convention. For 
full particulars, address the secretary

Charles. A. Chase, Clara B. Crosby, 
vice-presidents.

............ VIOLA A. B. RAND, Sèc’y.
R. F. D. No. 1, Hartland, Maine,

■ "The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals." Price 25 cents..

Some GIIihdsgsi“- 
of Occultism } HODERNi 
BY C. W. LEADBEATER

The following subjects are treated tri a most 
able manner; ’
ANCIENT:—Theosophy and Christianity; Th»

Ancient Mysteries; Buddhism. .
MODERN:—The Unseen World; The Rationale 

of Mesmerism: Telepathy and .Mind Curo:- 
Magic, White and Bluck; The Use and Abuse

• of Psychic Powers; Vegetarianism and Oc- 
cultism: How to Build Character: The Fu
ture of Humanity; The Gospel of Wisdom.

-Well bound In Cloth, with silver back and side 
stamp. WOpages. Price. tlM

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora B. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It. By Ex-Judgo Abram , 
H. Dalley. Demonstrate, futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations oi , 
eplritual phenomena. Price £& osaM '
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What Is Spirit and What IsSpirituality?

THE REAL SPIRITUALISM. RESÓLÜjHoNS CHESTERFIELD .CAMP.

He Has Passed to the Realm of Souls
BECAUSE DR. SLADE 18 DEAD.

But Now Still More Alive Than Ever, ’ 
the Secular Press Paints Hla Earth j 
Life White or Black,, Just as the j 
Mood Takes the Writer, Without the , 

■ Least Regard for the Absolute Truth ' 
;—After Reading These'Extracts, See ’ 
. What the Editor-at-Large, Hudson J
Tuttle, Has to Say.
Lockport, N. Y.—Henry. ■ Slade, the 

great Slate-writing medium , who 
achieved fame and fortune, died at a 
sanitarium in Belding, Mich. • There is> 
po one to claim the body. Slade was a 
former Niagara county resident, born in 
Johnson’s Creek, He spent the early 
years of his life there, and was always 
gifted with the strange power which in 
later years brought his name into prom- 
jnence among Spiritualists.

Mr. Slade was the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
William Slade-of Johnson’s Creek, He 
attended the district school there and 
pn more than one occasion he startled 
the students find the teacher by the 
strapge phenomena which he produced. 
As he grew older his power increased 
and when 18 years old he was known as 
one of the foremost Spiritualistic medi
ums. He went to New York and other 

■ large cities, and became so well known 
that for a time he could not handle the 
crowds that come to see him.

• He made a speciality of slate-writing, 
‘ '-mid so great did his reputation become 

that he was invited by. some of the 
Crowned heads of Europe to appear be
fore them and demonstrate his strange 
power. Slade made a tour of the world, 
appearing before every crowned head 
cf note. When he returned to the 
United States he was a wealthy man. 
(He was entertained by royalty in a lav
ish manner, and the omperor of Prussia 
Jiept him pt the royal palace for six 
weeks. Napoleon III. presented Slade 
With a valuable diamond.

1 The residents of Johnson's Creek 
f never tire of talking of Slade and his 

strange deeds. When but 19 he was 
able to cause a table with a lighted 
lamp on it to'turn on its edge without 
Jipsettlng the lamp. This was done 
While Slade was five feet from the table, 
and no part of bls body touching it. An
other feat of Slade’s was to place his 
hand six inches above a piano and cause 
the piano to raise from the floor. He 
was able to get slate-writing from some 
of the most noted persons that had de
parted this life. Slade was the Invent
or of slate-writing in gold. He used to 
place two slates together and, breaking 
n small piece of slate pencil, place it be
tween the slates, then, holding the 
Blates in his hand, one could hear the 
pencil skipping around between the 
Mates. In a few moments a message 
from some departed friend would be re
ceived. Slade conceived the idea of 
having the slate writing appear in gold
en letters. He caused a gold watch to 
be placed on top of the slates between 
his hands and when the slates were 
opened the writing was a bright golden 
color. There are many slates In exist
ence in this city which were written on 
through the power of this noted Spirit
ualist—Buffalo (N. Y.) News.

have been steadily materializing our be
liefs since the days of ghosts and witch
craft, but we have not yet come to the 
undivided opinion that there is nothing 
but materialism, that there are no su- 
pernatijral occurrences, though we have 
discovered that many things once 
deemed supernatural qre entirely mate
rial and commonplace. This process 
may lead us to the generalization that 
the supernatural things are the things 
we do not understand, and that there
fore superstition has its roots in ignor
ance. As we progress, and add to our 
knowledge, things supernatural, mean
ing things we do not understand, pass 
one by one from the realms of* the oc
cult to the safe precincts of the com
monplace, meaning things we under
stand—or think we understand, which 
is the same thing.

Slade was one of whom the most 
marvelous stories were told.’ Even at 
an early age, it is said, there were evi
dences of strange powers. Standing 
five feet aw.ay from a table he could 
cause It to tip over by a wave of his 
hand, while a lighted lamp on the table 
preserved its equilibrium most soberly. 
Some of these stories ,are doubtless 
apocryphal, Many strange things he 
did. But so did Herrmann, Houdin and 
other plain magicians claiming no sm 
pernaturalism. It is hard to believe 
that if the spirits of th? departed do 
abide near us, they are Idle enough to 
descend to common jugglery and parlor 
tricks for our amusement and edifica
tion.

Spirit is life. Spirit is the poten
tiality of thought, of feeling, of emotion, 
of passion.

We are spiritual beings. To the de
gree that we realize this and. seek to 
control the expression of passions, of 
animal qualities and propensities, we 
are spiritual.

What is the most beneficent and far- 
reacljlng blessing to humanity of the 
recent demonstrations of continued life 
beyopd the grave?

The sweeping away of theological er
ror. The opening of the way of self- 
knowledge and growth which consti
tute a living soul, a soul continuously 
vitalized by spirit, the source of life. .

The movement called Modern Spirit
ualism came at the stage of evolution 
of the human organism-when its vibra
tions could be utilized by decarnate 
spirits. Spiritualists as a body have 
held to the initiative stage of the move
ment started by the spirit worjd to 
arouse the slumbering spiritual facul
ties of mortals on this planet.

Spiritualists have learned the truth 
of the words of Paul, that the.things, 
which are not seen are greater than the 
things which pre. seen. i-

But it seems that so great is the sat
isfaction in finding that death does not

Adopted by the WashPngtoh^tate Spir

itualist Assgplatjjfjp.

Resolved. 1. That we ffcognize in 
Spiritualism phenomena ¿¡lot attribu
table to the supernatural btenlraculous, 
but with its concordant philosophy is 
found not only in penteet tune with all 
known scientific lawfeopecbtive in na
ture, hut a marvelous reveltition in the
seiende field. te ab

2. That among its grand purposes, is 
the demonstration of ifcpnSiious future 
life and the establishfieht^f a univer
sal brotherhood of rtflfn-on .earth upon 
a just and équitable Mbïs.’V ’

3. That universal7‘bfonlerhood Im
plies the necessity of aêtlvé steps in the 
transformation of existing political, so
cial and industrial conditions Into such 
a system that would • recognise and 
guarantee to each individual a full 
measure of justice ilioequal rights and 
opportunities. '

4. That to fight, slash -ànd slaughter 
upon .the field of battle, "to erect to the 
dead heroes marble monuments chis
eled with falsehoods extolling their vlr- 
itues, is a deplorable murderous Insan
ity paraded in. the name^of patriotism 
and civilization. 1 :

REVISES MEANING OF SIN.

Harvey, Ill.

As

Al- 
so- 
In-

Gives an Interesting Talk'at the Spir
itual Church on West Franklin 

street, Baltimore, Md.

DR. PEEBLES ON MAGIC OF INDIA.

What the New York Evening Post Says.
Henry Slade was one of those who 

rose to the top of the profession. He 
exhibited Ws Blate writing to Henry 
Ward Beecher, who, according to com
mon report, confessed that the mystery 
baffled him. He attracted the notice of 
the distinguished naturalist, Dr. Will
iam Benjamin Carpenter of England, 
and also of Professor E. Ray Lankester, 
who exposed his trickery. But Slade’s 
career was less successful than that of 
Daniel Dunglass Home, whose seances 
in this country provoked the curiosity 
of William Cullen Bryant and men of 
like standing; and in England of Lord 
Brougham, Sir David Brewster, Will
iam Howitt and Sir Edward Bulwer 
(afterwards Lord) Lytton. He made a 
convert of Dr. Robert Chambers; he 
held seances in 1857-58 before the em
peror and empress of the French, the 
king of Prussia and the queen of Hol
land; and ne actually had an audience 
with the pope. Home is the man who 
turned Mrs. Browning’s mind toward 
Spiritualism and thus incited her skep
tical husband to write “Mr. Sludge, the 
Medium.”

But above all Spiritualism in ond 
form or another allures and will con
tinue to allure those who mourn for lost 
friends. While men have power to love 
they will regard death as a hideous and 
irrational tragedy, and will seize upon 
even the slenderest hope of peeping in
to the spirit world and cheating the 
grave of its victory. Thus the cruel 
frauds of mediums are made possible 
by the very intensity. of human affec
tion.

end all, and that the departed loved 
ones are not separated from us, that no 
vital purpose of existence no effort to 
make the conditions of mortal state 
better here and now quickens Ideals and 
impulses,

The interminable seeking for “tests" 
is not alone by the. newly awakened 
and inquiring, but by those who have 
received over ani over again incontesté 
tble proof that we can communicate 
with the spirit world, and that they are 
cognizant of our conditions.

If we believe that existence had a 
meaning, our first effort should'be to 
find and fathom its meaning and so 
malte our experiences profitable. No 
great, advancement in.this direction is 
needful to teach that the ordering of 
individual and collective life here and 
now, is the supreme responsibility of, 
mortals.

What th? Brooklyn (N. Y.) Eagle Says. 
' .Ojt-Sg^feniber H, '1876,. -Professor 
Lankester attended a seance. He 
caught Slade in the act of writing, un
der the table, a message on a slate, us
ing a thimble colored like his skin, to 
the end of which a bit of slate pencil 
had been attached. Slade was arrested, 
convicted and got three months in jail, 
the limit for that misdemeanor. On ap
peal he got off through a defect in the 
wording of the commitment.

The case attracted some attention in 
Europe. The Russian court wanted a 
medium, real or false, for its diversion. 
They sent for Slade. He exhibited be
fore the Czar, and was a court sensa
tion for a St. Petersburg season. He 
dropped out of sight very suddenly, but 
bobbed up again in this country in the 
early 80s, dead broke and showing in 
small towns. He went abroad again, 
and had a renewal of popularity in Ber
lin, where he exploited ideas about the 
fourth dimension. He was even hon
ored by a heavy German treatise, 
“Transcendental Psychics,” by Profes
sor Zollner.

For ten years the world lost sight of 
^im, until in 1895 he appeared again on 
the streets of New York, old, ragged, 
walking on crutches. He had a para
lytic stroke the first Gay %fter he land
ed and was treated in Roosevelt Hos
pital. The physicians noticed that his 
hands were calloused, as though he had 
been doing hard work.

He went West and showed up at last 
in Detroit. There he lived, old, broken 
and half insane, in one room, and made 
his living by giving “tests” to servant 
girls at 10 cents a sitting'. In time he 
got too broken even for that and was 
sent to a sanatorium, where he died. 
How he lost his. great fortunes is un- 
known, for Slade never made anyone 
his confidant.

“Sludge begins
At your entreaty with your dearest 

dead, .. . ■ .
The little voice set lisping once again, 
The tiny hand made, feel for yours once 

more,
The poor lost image brought bock, plain 

as dreams.
Which image, if a word had chanced 

recall,
The customary cloud would’cross your 

eyes,
Your heart return the old tick, pay its 

pang!
A right mood for investigation, this!”

Theosophist Fullerton Reveals New 
Definition—Says It Is Anything Which 
Interferes With the Evolution of Man
hood into Godhood.
Delegates from various parts *of the 

country, Chicago Theosophists, and a 
few uninitiated outsiders, filled Stein
way hall last night at the first public 
session of the nineteenth annual con
vention of the American Theosophical 
society. About 250 persons were in the 
audience.

Two addresses on theosophical sub-
jects were given—one on “Sin’,’ by 
exander Fullerton, secretary of the 
ciety, and one'on "Man’s Divine 
heritarffce,” by C. Jinarajadsa.

Give New Definition of Sin.

What the Duluth Herald Says.
Henry Slade, noted for many years as 

the chief exponent of the peculiar feat- 
jires of Spiritualism, most fantastic of 

jÿcÿfilized religions, is dead at Belding, 
V Mich. His last days were spent in 
I poverty and misery. Of. course every- 

■' body knows what Spiritualism is. Its 
advocates believe that the spirits,of the 
departed hover around those still tread
ing this sphere, and that through the 
medium of certain gifted individuals 
they will condescend to do tricks, and 
communicate banal and very earthly 
messages to their living friends and 
relatives.

While naturally its advocates have 
been drawn largely from those of super
stitious tendencies, Often people of high 
standing and keen intelligence have 
been attracted by Its peculiar tenets, 
and have embraced it with full belief m 
all its phenomena. Like all-other ec
centric cults, it has suffered much from 
the character of its advocates. The 
majority of those who have investi
gated Spiritualism, either through cu- 

' rlosity, desire for amusement, or more 
or less full-fledged belief in its théories, 
have been struck by the venality of 
the spirits summoned up by the medi
ums, and by, the universal fondness 
they expressed tor talk about money 
matters. 4n short, Spiritualism, like 
fortune-telling, of various sorts, has too 
often been made á meáns^of plunder-’, 
ing the innocent and unwary. , 
“There aré more things in heaven and 

earth, Horatio, :
■ Than are dreamt of in your- philos

ophy."
■Hamlet’s sage remark-- has been 

quoted so often in this connection that 
it has become trite, but it expresses the 
final attitude of most of those who.’ in- 
vestlgate these occult /subjects thor
oughly. There is less belief in them 

an there ever was, of course. Wo

The orthodox religionists are crlti-■ 
cised for so much dwelling on the fu
ture life as the Incentive for doing good 
now qnd here, for making salvation and 
gaining a place in heaven the chief end 
and aim.

Certainly the Spiritualists whose 
thought and aspiration are fixed upon 
the spirit world chiefly, are not dem
onstrating a higher consciousness of 
being, or estimate of the opportunity 
and demand for wise activities of the 
life here and now, than the creedist 
who is dwelling upon what may be ob
tained hereafter.

In looking over the field of the Spir
itualist movement I am often reminded 
of an incident that occurred one Sun
day some years ago. It was in the hall 
in Ada Street. I can’t recall the name 
of the speaker. He gave an excellent 
discourse bearing upon practical life 
here, indicating how Spiritualism could 
make better mortal conditions lor indi
vidual and social progress.

After close of service I said to a 
brother, wasn’t that a fine discourse? 
He replied—and in a whining tone— 
“O, I want some comfort.”

Are those who have the knowledge 
that this struggling mortal state is but 
one step in an immortal career to be 
satisfied with that knowledge? Be
cause the hell, of everlasting burning Is 
abolished, is there no incentive for the 
activity of higher aspiration' and the 
perfection at individual and'social life?

Because the kindergarten gives baby
hood the freedom and comfort of play 
life, would we be glad to have the child 
remain in babyhood?

Because the spirit realm has brought 
us freedom from the stultifying errors 
of old theology and taught that we are 
spiritual beings and not a fallen race, 
but possessed of capacities and powers 
which are capable of developing and 
therefore responsible to cultivate, 
should we simply seek the comfort Of 
communication, and everlastingly a 
demonstration of the fact? Is not that 
the baby kindergarten stage?

Spiritual evolution is indispensible to 
the completion of human being. And 
this can only be accomplished by the 
co-operation of human spirit, intelli
gence, love and wisdom, with the uni- 

, versai spirit, the Infinite intelligence, 
, love and wisdom.

. The greatest blessing to humanity of 
; the fact of communication can only 
. come when mortals *eek and find how 
1 to co-operate with the higher spirit 
i realm in perfecting mortal conditions 

and humanity.
Regret is often expressed that spirits 

. do not give to us more satisfactory 

. knowledge of their life and ,activities. 

. It is far more ifnportant that we should 
find how we can make most valuable to 
the present and the future generations 
of mortals, our life here. ..

“Previous definitions of sin have been 
unfair to human beings," Mr. Fullerton 
said. “They have pictured the Divine 
Being as afar off, impressing on mortals 
his own law. Theosophy conceives of 
the universe as having its conception 
in -millions of sparks of the divine es
sence which emanated from the Being 
ages ago, each of which is to be incar
nated and ultimately become a divine 
being. Sin is anything that interferes 
with this evolution from the incipient 
man to the god.

“We get our ideas of sin from the 
conscience, from the great preachers of 
humanity, and from sacred books. Pun
ishment follows sin as the cart follows 
the horse. Whatever wrong a man, does 
shall revert upon himself. It is a sys
tem just, fair, and unavoidable."

Hindoo Talks Theosophy.
Mr. Jinarajadsa is a Hindoo, a dark 

dapper young man. As he advanced, 
clad in an Immaculate dress suit and 
smiling through his spectacles, the wo
men in the audience prepared to listen 
with all their might.

“Theosophy is a new standpoint of 
life,” said Mr. Jinarajdsa. “It has had 
an existence in the past, but only in bro
ken gleams. Now, in this modem age, 
it shows itself in a broader, more mag
nificent way. It presents answer to the 
problems of existence which may be ac
cepted by the analytical mind, not by 
intuition. Study Theosophy and see 
whether a new peace does not come In
to your life; whether you do not de
tect in every human face a strain of 
music.”

The American Theosophical society 
is a part of an international body which 
has its headquarters in India. Each 
country is organized as a section, with 

;a general secretary, at its head. The 
society has a prosperous branch-in this 
city; with headquarters; in the Audito- 

. rium building. C. G. Snow is chairman 
of the present convention.;

5. That we condone the practice of 
murder or capital punishment under no 
circumstances, whether perpetrated by 
private individual or the imposing false 
dignity of law or patriotism.

6. That as we recognize the power 
that is clothed m thought, and, that as 
the character of men -; correspond to 
their thought, the endless chain of evils 
and crime now extant:we regard as in
evitable effects, and we each and all as 
factors in the great andcrushing cause, 
and accessories to the .Crime in exact 
ratio of our indulgence, indifference 
and toleration. :

7. That we espouse the cause of the 
fullest, play of mental and personal lib
erty wherein the same rights of another 
are not Invaded. :

8. That we would treat crime as a 
disease, and suggest institutes of re
form for the penitentiary equiped with 
efficient specialists in the chairs of 
criminology, ethics and moral philoso
phy to succeed the hangman, mob, 
lynching parties and the genius that 
presides over the electric chair.

9. That recognizing mediums or sen
sitives as the gateway between the 
sphere of the incarnate and excarnate, 
notwithstanding that we deplore decep
tion, we would urge the example of tills 
association in seeking honestly and 
faithfully for only the good in medium
ship, and granting to each individual 
the right to judge, accept and reject all 
he may see fit.

10. That SpiritualiqmiJtnows no lim
its in research, but ifp concern for the 
well being of the race jp revealed in pro-

Another Echo From the Article Written 
by L, O. Hull—Indlanalans Desirous 
of Redeeming This Camp From the 
Pestiferous Horde of Fakers Who 
Have Afflicted It, and Cast a Blight 
on Its Beautiful Grounds.
To the Editor:—I was very much in

terested in an article in last week’s is
sue of your paper, written by L. O. Hull 
of Fort Wayne, Ind., on the subject of 
“Fakes and Frauds" at Camp Chester- 
.field, and I agree with him when he 
says: “THE PUBLIC IS IN NEED OF 
PROTECTION FROM THE IMPOST
ORS AND MOUNTEBANKS WHO DO 
THEIR VILE WORK UNDER THE 
NAME OF-SPIRITUALISM.”

I have been reading Spiritualistic lit
erature for several years, and I am in
clined to believe in the philosophy of 
Spiritualism ; to me it has been a beau
tiful, helpful and healthful study, but-so 
far as I have investigated the phenom
ena, it has been a ridiculous humbug 
and failure. Unfortunately, so far my 
experience has only been with the. fa
kirs. However, my contact with the 
frauds and fakes of the seance rooms 
does not make me entirely skeptical of 
the truth of Spiritualism. While I have 
no proof, so far, of continued life after 
death, 1 do not believe the proof impos
sible; but I think I will be safe in say
ing this much: Unless the proper offi
cers of Camp Chesterfield are niore 
careful in their sélection of the medi
ums permitted to do business on the 
premises in a few years these beautiful 
grounds will be offered for sale.

Two others with myself went to a 
trumpet seance on the afternoon of Au
gust 16. The medium, a Mr. and Mrs. 
Somebody, whose-names I have forgot
ten, were recommended to us by prom
inent Spiritualists as the best of their 
class. They proved to be faites and 
frauds of the first water. They were a 
disgrace to Spiritualism and to the hu
man race. A child four years old could 
easily have detected them as frauds.

It is sometimes worth the money we 
part with to be tricked by a smooth, 
skilful fakir, but these two humbugs 
were even poor blundering tricksters. 
We left that dark room thoroughly dis
gusted, and ifiy two friends who were 
honest investigators, left confirmed 
skeptics.

I still believe there is a truth in Spir
itualism, and I earnestly hope that all 
honest lovers of truth will aid you in 
your noble efforts to unearth these 
frauds and fakes, and sweep them out 
of the ranks of Spiritualism, and into 
everlasting oblivion where they belong.

C. W. HEOFFER. 
Richmond, Ind.

portion to our mergenqyjnto its claims. 
We would therefore urge all investiga
tors to strive for its fall fruition by 
progressive study and spiri&al growth, 
especially among oil'r l^turers and 
teachers. -'lr- 19

11. That this EBSoWlaticii' extend a 
vote of thanks to thF priss for Its 
friendly and unbiasdff attitude toward 
our most successful cainfp-Biljetlng, also 
to our president, swalte^» mediums 
and others who wltlf ‘fhfeir’untiring ef
forts, contributed to ¿hr auFcess.

12. That we hfearilty 'embrse the N. 
S. A. in its earnest effOTts ibr the better
ment of and protectlfft to 'our state and 
local socieles, but we'Woulfl'requcBt the 
caution of the N. S. A.‘agaihst Imposing 
in their regulations ?any h?nterfef,ence 
with the full play of liberty of thought 
and the right of : dlscreffcn- in- local 
propaganda.' W ,.<S

13. That the reefetary this asso
ciation be instructed To’n§nd /l copy of 
these resolutions to the Spiritualist pa-, 
pers, also the leading secular papers of 
Washington.

' ’ E. B. ESTES,
G. F. CAMPBELL,
C. A. LOVEJOY,

Committee.

The realm of high purpose and up
lifting thought is one and the same in 
this visible and the invisible realm. If 
we fill our lives with noble ideals afid 
aims and concentrate thought and effort 
upon their fulfillment, we are already 
in that realm qf spirit life. -

What we need as spiritual beings is 
not a repetition of tests and phenom
ena, but to seek ever the activity of 
spirit in search for truth, for the love 
that never faiieth, for the wisdom that 
is true guidance.

We need to bring ourselves up to 
spirituality, to the mastery of mind and 
body by spirit. Till we do we are not 
spiritualized, and this is of vastly more 
importance than that decarnate spirits 
shall be materialized. That process 
cannot help us as spiritual beings. But 
our thought and purpose fixed upon at
taining the mastery of spirit will make 
accessible to us its Illimitable powers.

This is vastly more important than to 
learn-of conditions and occupations be
yond the veil of mortal sight. Not to 
bring Into earth atmosphere the spirits 
released from fleshly limitation, but to 
so develop our spiritual perceptionsr 
powers, and high purposes that we can 
realize our nearness to and the blissful 
atmqsphere of higher spiritual realms 
and intelligences, is the greatest grand
est work of Spirituality,—is the Real 
Spiritualism. - '

LUCINDA B. CHANDLER.

, “After Ifter Deatn. The Story , of a 
Summer.”- By Lilian. Whiting. No 
mind. thatToves spiritual-thou girt can 
fail to -bo fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced Ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted ■ spiritual- truth.- A 
book for the higher life. Price, 
Cloth, JL

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
S. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and- one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor.. The result of years of deep 
thought'and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and’interest. A-large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative ’plates." 
For sale at this- office. -Price, postpaid/ 
S6. It Isa wonderful work andyou win 
feB delishtcd with it ' "

"Tne Infidelity of Ecdeslastlclstn. 
A Menace to American- Civilization.’’ 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood; lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and pay. 
chic science. Demonstrator of the' mo- ’ 
leculhr or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, - trenchant 
Price 35 cents. - <«

DECEPTION AT CHESTERFIELD.

How It Was Practiced on a Visitor 
From Illinois.

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

To the Editor;—I believe, if we are to 
get clear of the frauds in mediumship, 
the Spiritualists will have to get after 
it themselves. Reading of the article 
by Brother L. O. Hull of Fort Wayne, 
Ind., regarding his experience at Ches
terfield camp, reminds me of my own 
while there two years ago; and by the 
way his article reads, I judge it was the 
same medium who "done" each one 
who was there out of a dollar for the 
farce.

The medium had called several of the 
.sitters to the cabinet, and finally re
quested me to take a seat in the chair 
inside the cabinet, when immediately 
th? medium turned to the'Opening of 
the. cab)net, and stood there, some of 
those outside exclaiming, “Why, there 
is Gen. Logan!" Now I suppose the 
medium when she turned from me, 
slipped on a false mustache to complete 
the likeness.

Such a deception is a great injury to 
Spiritualism. I denounced it the next 
morning. I think the management at 
camps are not particular enough. They 
ought to allow no medium to act as one 
on the grounds without they know pos
itively they are genuine. As Brother 
Hull says, we go there to hear from our 
dear ones' and friends „who have passed 
out, therefore we want the real thing.

At the Spiritual Church, on West 
Franklin street,-last night, J. M. Pee
bles, Mi D.. who has. traveled extens
ively in the Far East, delivered a lec
ture on “India and Her Magic, Black 
and White."
- He said in part:

“The vast majority of India’s people 
are Ignorant and exceedingly supersti
tious, but the learned, high caste Brah
mins are intellectual, metaphysical and 
even brilliant They are natural logi
cians. Missionaries have made but a 
slight impression upon the better class
es. While they have four castes, they 
have more than a dozen of subcastes, 
but this caste system is gradually dying 
out. There are nearly a hundred lan
guages and dialects spoken ip this coun
try, and there are 40 religious sects, 
the Mohammedans alone numbering 
40,000,000. ,

“On one of my journeys around the 
world I stopped two months at Adyar 
with the Theosophists,-devoting much 
time to the study of the different phas
es of magic. Col. H. S.. Olcott, though 
one of the founders of Theosophy, 
wears the Hindoo sacred thread. These 
Hindoos pronounced Madame Blavatsky 
a black magician. The genuine adepts 
and Yogis have wonderful gifts and do 
astounding things under the open sky, 
in broad daylight Qf course, there 
are illusions, and there are.tramping, la
zy jugglers in India, Jiut, eliminating 
these, there are marvelous phenomena 
performed by the reaiiYogls.

"These demand no.[pay,lci They live 
what they term !the,j;holy ;Brahmanlc 
life.’ These were .geen5gto swallow 
quantities of stones, a^d tjjfin cast them 
up by will—stones anft balls weighing 
pounds were tossed t©,‘ini^he air and 
continued rising out of sight; my hand
kerchief was burned ash® before my 
eyes and others, andgthenoqestored un
scorched; and one old adept from the 
mountains moved ^oj»ta^ptenphlets.and 
other objects about the room by his 
will. Do not say that members of~our 
party were hypnotlzml—riéüiing of the 
kind.- These ànd st|fl' more,marvelous 
things are actually iraffqm^d.
, “Inquiring M this venerable Yogi hojv 
he moved these things by.Jus will, with
out. touch,, he replied qtwif sarcastic: 
ally: ‘Why do you ChjlsUaqp inquire.of 

: us heathen how we 4<h'thegp things, and 
how we heal the sick by the touch? * * 
I believe in Brahm. -^te. moves all the 
starry world by. his /çiR, and in the- ra
tio that I crush. dowry; the lower pas
sions and live the.holy Urahmllte life,, 
do I. have the power - to move these 
smaller things/. ,

. j “These Yogis never'taste of- animal 
’.flesh-; they subsist mostly ' upbtî <'‘ricè. 
They lire men of ■prayiei’,- calling their 
prayers ‘tantrabi’ ■ • They have' - great 
betüing gifts.-'“ India is restless- uhder 
the English yoke. Thy - enlightened 
■Hindoos o'f the- higher-ëastes consider 
American, and Christian^ nations - gen
erally as semibarbarianS, given-to war, 
money-making and a worid-’wide com
mercialism for greed and glory.”

R. BAYLES.
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Set Forth by One of Its Prominent 
Devotees.

The word “theosophy" dates from 
the time of Ammonius Saccas—the 
third century of our era—and means di
vine knowledge or science. The word 
theos in Greek means a god; 1. e., one 
of the superhuman evolution, not God 
in the sense of the ‘ supreme creator. 
Ammoniuq Saccqs and his followers 
were also called “Analogeticists," be
cause “they sought to explain all sacred 
legends and narratives, myths and mys
teries,” according to Dr. Alexander 
Wilder, “by a rule or principle of anal
ogy and correspondence; so that events 
which were related as having occurred 
in the external world were regarded as 
expressing operations and experiences 
of the human soul. They were also de
nominated neo-platonists. Though the
osophy, or the eclectic theosophical sys
tem, is generally attributed to the third 
century, yet if Diogenes Laertius is to 
be credited, its origin is much earlier, 
as he attributed the system to an Egyp
tian priest called Pot-Amun, who lived 
in the early days of the Ptolemaic dy
nasty. The same author tells us that 
the name is Coptic, and signifies one 
consecrated to Amun, the god of wis
dom. In India it is synonymous with
the Brahm-Vidya or knowledge 
Brahm.’*’'

As to the question whether or
Mme Blavatsky was a fraud, there

of

not 
are

differences of opinion. If we are to ac
cept the verdict of those who did not 
know her; if we believe in the infallibil
ity of the notorious. Society for Psy
chical Research report, which was 
based upon the accusations of two dis
missed employes whose interest it was 
to defame her character, then she was 
merely a clever trickster; an adventur
ess, a. skilled hypnotist.

If, however, we prefer the verdict of. 
those who actually knew her and lived 
and studied with her; if we prefer to 
accept the testimony of such people as 
her life-long colleague; Colonel H. S. Ol
cott, the brilliant and scholarly G. R. S. 
Mead, for five years her private secre
tary, the great altruistic idealist, Mrs. 
Annie Besant, the Countess Wacht- 
.meister and a score of lesser intellect:, 
tial lights, who testify by ?,their lives 
and works the fact that Mme Blavatsky 
was a profound teacher of the higher 
knowledge, then the popular- estimate 
of her is wrong. , . / ' . '

One of-the most strange and interest-, 
ing phenomena we can observe is tlie 
often curious reversal of that unstable, 
thing we- call public .. opinion. .Who 
best knows w.bnt. it:is'values-it least,: 

; We find. the. ‘’heresies” of yesterday be
coming. the "creeds”, of. to-day.:. The. 
stones flung at the reformers - of . one 
generation become tlie laurel-crowned 
monuments of the next!-

. , . j KATE C. HAVENS.
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A Review Showing the'Absurdity and
* Injustice of Its Statements.

The author, in his preface of this 
catechism. Bays; “it is not published 
ns-a child’s catechism merely, but is 
the catechism ot the church, Including 
both young and old, and Js suitable to 
be retained in memory through lite."

Now, as this is a summary, of, princi
ples and tepets of the orthodox religion, 
taught In Sunday Schools and by the 
fireside, and "suitable to be retained in 
memory through life.” let us examine 
and see how it comports with enllght- 
enpd reason and scientific facts, . and 
what kind of a character it attaches to 
God.

To facilitate the undertaking, I quote 
the following questions and answers 
for comment:

"1. Who made you? God.”
“2. Who is God? The Creator of all 

thfngs.”
"4. Where is God? God is every

where.” -
‘.’6. What can God do? God is al

mighty; He doeth whatsoever He will.”
‘.‘8. What is the character of God? 

‘God is love.’—John, iv: 8th verse.”
“16. Is (he Son God? yes; 'Christ 

is over all, God blessed forever; He is 
the true God.—Jolin, v :20th verse.”

"31. What was the sin of our first 
parents? Their eating of the forbidden 
fruit.”

“32. By whom were they tempted? 
By the devil in the form of a serpent.^— 
Ge.n„ iii:T3; Rev., xx:2.”

‘,'34.- Did their Bin harm any beside 
themselvep? Yes; by the offense of 
one judgment came upon all mankind 
to condemnation; all are born in Bln 
mid are under the wrath ot God.—Rom. 
v:18.”

"42. Why did Christ suffer and die? 
To offer to divine justice full atone
ment for the sins of the world.”

"45. Will all men therefore be 
saved? Np; 'the wicked shall be turned 
into hell.’—Psa. lx: 17.”

“46. Will those be saved who die In 
childhood? They will.—Mat. xix:14.”

"51. Can we repent, and believe , ot 
ourselves? No; the power to repent is 
given us of God.—Eph. 11:8; Rom. xl: 
29/i

“107. How long shall the bodies of 
men lie in the grave? Until the last 
day, when Christ shall come to raise 
the dead—Acts xxiv; John v:28, 29.”

"J 10. What sentence did Christ pro
nounce upon the wjeked? Depart from 
me, ye cursed, into everlasting fjre, pre
pared for the devil and hi3 angels.’— 
Mat. xxv: 41." .

We have- thus the orthodox faith com
prehensively expressed and now we will 
proceed to analyze and weigh its aver
ments and claims.

1. "Who made you? God. Now, 
.if God made you, he evidently should 
be responsible tor his work; and if you 
are not built right, then it must be his 
fault and not yours; and as all are 
born, created In sin, as declared in the 
answer to question 34, God must be the 
maker of sinners; and, behold! he is 
wrathfully condemning his own work, 
making all to suffer for the offense of 
one! marvelous justice, indeed!

And as God is Almighty, Creator, and 
everywhere, and doeth whatsoever He 
will, It follows that everything Is just 
as God conceived and made it; and he 
must have made hell, the devil and his 
angels, just as surely aB he made heav
en and the good angels; and both king- 
dpjns are his,, or else he did not create 
all things he claimed. And, as God is 
everywhere, he must be in hell as well' 
as In heaven. Altogether intricate con-; 

_■ ceptlonr,nnd as tlbar as muff.
Another Important fact, which this 

Methodist abthbr seems less mindful oft 
is this: As affirmed in the second an
swer, God, being the Creator of all 
things, must have created the faculties 
of reason, giving to man the power to 
think, discover the relations of things, 

’ compare and make deductions and form 
judgments; that he thus endowed man 
must be as true as that he made man;' 
and that he should use his reason must 
be. as imperative as that he use any 
other faculty or force of either mind or 
body. It 1b, therefore, as much our 
duty to reason as it is to do anything 
else; and if we do not reason and gov
ern ourselves therewith we are sinners, 
as much as if we went and buried otir 
talent, or disobeyed a plainly indicated 
command.

Ad MH and Mother-Eve ate Borne kind 
of, fruit that grew on a tree, notwith
standing it had been given them by 
the Creator.

What a riddle! What & mystifica
tion! with every perceivable signifi
cance adverse to reason, or as pointing 
only to a dream or vision of an untu
tored savage; and we have to call it a 
myth, and no revelation at all; . and 
serving only as one basic part of a 
creed, conceived and formulated in. an 
age of ignorance by designing priests 
and fiespots, pretending, or else ignor
antly presuming themselves to have 
communications snd revelations direct 
from God; and so have imposed upon 
mankind a superstitious rellglpn, with 
Its countless popes, bishops, cardinals, 
friars; monks, and hypocrites, heading 
intolerance, contentions, wrangles and 
persecutions, wars and bloodshed; and 
creating discord, exciting and maintain
ing hate and selfishness more than love 
and kindness among men.

Q. 42 and Answer, affirms that Christ 
suffered and died to satisfy divine jus
tice, and to make “full atonement for 
the sins of the world.”

We are asked to-believe in a God of 
love and omnipotent power as allowing 
hlB only begotten Son to be ignomin
iously tortured and slain for the sins 
growing out of the eating some kind ot 
fruit he himself created and gave to our 
first parents by way of an apostate dev
il; and according to the answer to ques
tion 45, the cruel sacrifice was an utter 
failure, since that sin continues as be
fore, and the wicked are not saved, but 
“turned into liell." What more irrec
oncilable with the. idea of infinite love 
than, this story?

A Presbyterian prea?her here once 
Is credited as having said that the idea 
that Jesus died for sinners, to atone for 
another's sins, is absurd; and I think 
he should be credited with.a little inspi
ration of reason, though he.be called 
down as a heretic, The plain tact is, 
Christ died because he was killed by 
the Jews. And to think of God as dy
ing, is an orthodox absurdity. ,

Titis story of Eve and the fall of man 
Is a myth, and Mary’s Holy Ghost con
ception and atonement its complement. 
In all reason, Jesus was a man; and to 
make him a God is Idolatry.

Q. 46. “Will those be saved who die 
In childhood? They will."

A few mothers have seemed to be
lieve this, and so have killed their 
children to make sure of salvation. 
Tne crime of infanticide is thus encour
aged, as affording the only sure way. to 
heaven; and, this side of India, little 
buds of humanity have been plucked in 
the morning, victims of a misleading 
faith! . -

Q. 51. “Can we repent and believe 
of ourselves ? No; the .power to repent 
1b given us of God.” So then it cannot 
be our fault It we-have not repented; 
for unless God gives us the power we 
cannot; and If he does not, then he and- 
not we must be £o blame, if anybody.

Q. |07. “How long shall our bodies 
lie in the grave? Until the last day, 
when Christ shall come to raise the 
dead.” But the bible says flesh and 
blood cannot enter heaven. And, 
too, think of bodies that have decom
posed, chemically dissolved, or may be, 
have been burned to ashes, and the 
atoms transformed into vegetable and 
animal compounds, consumed and again 
circulated and appropriated in other 
organisms, re-dissolved and again scat
tered to the four winds, and so on, re-

Q. 8. “What is the character of God? 
God is love.” How a God ot love could 
create an orthodox devil and hell, the 
one to tempt man and the other to 
burn him in forever, for being a simfer, 
just as created by this same God, sur
passes understanding, outrages mans 
highest ideas pf love, and baffles hu
man reason. Clearly, if God is love, 
he can be possessed of no such fiendish 
disposition; and hell and the devil are 
among the bugaboos of superstition; 
and to think thus debases the thinker, 
as it is beneath cne’s own estimate ot 
love and justice—more the conception 
of- a savage than of civilized man.

According to the answer to question 
16, "Christ is the true God,” as thb 
Catholics claim; and, sure enough, 
Mary is thus the Mother of God. Now, 
this statement is too absurd and ri
diculous for anything. .

Should a like statement be made 
today of a respectable young lady, as 
claimed true of Mary, the author would 
be either sued for slander or adjudged 
to the insane asylum; and it has finally 
come to this, that reasoning minds no 
longer credit the story, and the silence 
of the preachers relative to it plainly 
attest their infidelity. In all reason 
Christ was a man, and a baby first, as 
were his followers, and because he wasL 
a great reformer ond teacher is no proof 
that he is God any more than man is 
God.

Q. 31, deals with the sin of. primitive 
man, Adam and Eve. Their sin, we are 
told, was the eating of the forbidden 
fruit, and Mother Eve, next after the 
Serpent, was the_ tempter and first 
transgressor. What that fruit was, 
whether an apple or.a peach, or some
thing else, has never been ascertained, 
and commentators have long since de
spaired of ever finding out-either the 
special kind of tree or the-nature of the 
fruit it bore. But according to the 
bible itself, immediately, on the very 
day Creation was finished, the Creator 
gave to man, “male and female that he 
had created, every tree In‘which is the 

■ fruit of the tree yielding seed to be for 
them.meat.” Gen. 1:29; and they were 
commanded to multiply and replenish

WISCONSIN SPIRITUALISTS. EDGEWOOD CAMP, WA6H»^'^

Rather Critical in Casting Judgment.

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

It Is Important when a meeting Is 
suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero In public halls at the present 
time.

neatedly; think of such atoms of bone, . 
muscle, and varied tissues, parts and 
limb?, and the whole poiping together, 
joint to joint, and ail composing our 
bodies thus reBtoreq. Another mam-,, 
niotii ab’iiiirdity.' ' . ‘

And now, in conclusion, Answer tb 
Q. 110, makes this church-constituted 
God say “Depart from me, ye cursed, 
into everlasting fire prepared for the 
devil and his angels."

We are thus asked to think of a God 
of love as sending his ' own children 
away Into the most awful tortures, al
together unthinkable of the worst hu
man parent, much less of the God-pa*' 
rent jwho hath all power and doeth 
whatsoever he will. Such an awful con
ception may serve to terrify and weak
en some, not yet strong in the light of 
knowledge, but more enlightened minds 
revolt against such senseless dogma
tism as would make God a Satan and 
men cowards. The human mind, In the 
might and majesty of Its divinity, is 
fast advancing beyond such stuff, and 
as surely making way with devils, bug
aboos, and the entire rot of superstition.

The religion of this Catechism as 11-, 
logical, absurd, and plainly negatives 
Nature’s revelation of the infinite love7 
and power of God manifest in Creation; 
for if “God so loved the world that he 
gave his only begotten Son that whoso
ever believeth on him should not per
ish, but have everlasting life,”—if God 
did this, as claimed, he must have had 
little regard for bis Son, or either for 
his own character and responsibility; 
and if, as stated In this catechism, we 
cannot believe 'of ourselves, but the 
power to do so is given us of God,then 
if not saved it will be because God 
failed to empower us to believe; and 
not we, but he will be to blame, and 
should suffer Instead of us; and, surely, 
being omnipotent, and in supreme con
trol of all things, with power to will 
and do whatsoever he willeth, he could , 
have saved the world as well without 
sacrificing his only Son,—Indeed, he- 
should never have lost the world or' 
anything else, pnd to believe the story 
is to believe God cruel, weak, and Irre
sponsible; it is therefore unworthyof 
credence, and higher conceptions of God 
and duty are required to lift man up.

Such doctrine taught to children in 
the present era of ‘higher criticism” is 
better calculated to dwarf the unfolding 
mind than to expand it; and bo by 
force of the pivine All-Mind, ln~evolil- 
tion, it must, retire before the coming 
ot a broader religion from out the cir- 
cumterianeous fields of active intelli
gence to bless and gladden the world 
with its advanced freedom and altruis
tic gospel.

Knowledge IB; power, and just as es
sential to the life and efficacy of relig
ion as. to-human progress. Blind faith 
is like the darkness of night In which 
the traveler may sleep, but can know 
little of hlB surroundings, whether 
dearth or riches are about him. ' Give 
us the light that brightens the Star of 
hope and illumines the way . to heaven 
oh earth! . , — "

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasklng’s hall, 30th and Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 6Srd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday. 3 p. m. Mrs, Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Greve 

’avenue. Mrs.' May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. - All' wel
come. Services at 8 and 8 p. m.

The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m., at Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. Come and bring 
your friends. *

The,Progressive Society holds serv- 
ices every Sunday nt 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. . Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m.- The hall number Is 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland. v

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N.' W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana’ avenue. Admission to after- 
nooq meetings, freej evening service, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 81st 
strcBt'

A Spiritualist Temple ban been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and must, at every ser
vice.

The Spiritual Church of the Students 
of Nature will hold services eyery Sun
day at 7:30 p. ,m„ at Van Buren Opera 
House, corner Madison and California 
avenue. Good speakers and test medi
ums. Mrs. M. Schumacher, pastor.
;The .German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18,1 holds- bar vices ev- 
ery^giinday evening.at 7:80; in Brandt’s 
Hail, 152 B. North avenue, bgtween 

•Hhlfitcd and. Clybourn; and . every 
Wednesday evening at-8 o’clock sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfield'Turn
er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium. , 
. The Christian Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall. 3245 State street. 
Every Sunday evening at 7S10. Test 
messages given by good mediums. Good

. Mediumship and Development.
If you wlah to unfold your psychical powers, to 

attain success in your special or any phase, and 
at a very low price, eend a' stamped addressed 
envelope for nrosuectus and circulars, to the 
SPECIALIST ON OCCCULT SCIENCE,

X C. F. QRUHB1NE, 
Algonquin Road, Chestnut Hill Sta., 

Boston« Mass.

Hrs. J. K. D. Cónant-Hènderson, 
(Formerly BannercOf Light Medium.)

Psychòmctristand Business 
( IWedium, 

losutrz-inmth. Street,Bo«ton, Mau.
NearCOptoy Sonare, Room, 6-6.

Sittings Dally, 10 » If Evening, by appointment, 
' : • PubUó:car<ffl^Mil4yB^S;30t:8undaye 7. 

■ Oaù Bp'vEkhgtrsptBfot Funerals ■ 
and Watftirm Work.

Xctters Answered.

ANDREW B. 'SPINNEY, M. D
Who has had

Forty Years’ Experience in the Study 
1 and Practice of Medicine, Two 

Years Prof. In a Medical 
College, Ton Years 

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
ana is a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
falls in diagnosis. He has given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
fails to cure piles. If you would like an opinion 
of your case FREE, write lust how you feel with 
7our own hand and hold the letter in your hand 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply.

. Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D. 
Prop. Reed Oily Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich.

Books on Development.' 
. Here are'etandard, practical, long-tested 
oooka on Spiritual Develaptnent, ut a nominal 
cost, They will appeal to you.

GT Clairvoyance.—150 pages, cloth; teaches 
how to see spirits, practice telepathy, enter spirit 
world at will, commune with the so-called dead, 
develop second sight, locale minerals and find 
hidden treasures. Endorsed by Lilian Whiting, 
Henry Wood, W. J. Colville, Prof. Harradln ana 
all leading teachers. Price, 91.60,

Aura« and Colors.—A wonderfully help
ful book on how to soe and read duras and colors, 
learn people’s atmospheres: contains a color dic
tionary; Price 60 otB.

Psychometry.—How to read the soul of 
things. This book teaches you how to become a 
psyehometrlst. Price, 60 cts.

' tiV~KeaIization,—A book that opens the way 
to tho realization of one’s divinity. It teaches 
you how to enter the super-consciousness. Price, 
60cte.

EF”Death and Beyond.—A book of revela
tions. price, cloth. 50 cts.
fy Secure a large crystal for crystal gazing or 

reading. Price. 9125; postage prepaid. *
Send moneys to

J: 0. F. GKUMBINE,
Algonquin Road, Chestnut Hill Sta., 

Boston. Mass.

In a late issue ot The Progressive 
Thlpker la an article from Will J. Er- 
wood, addressed to the .“Wisconsin Spir
itualists," asking that efforts be put 
forth by them to draw together those 
who believe in Spiritualism.

In the eprly part ot the year (1905) 
two or three meetings were advertised 
to be held In this city. Certain persons 
were advertised as speakers, who did 
not show up. I was present at one of 
the meetings, and never saw such a 
sorry.display. The gentleman speaker 
occupied; more than an hour, giving an 
address wl}ich had nothing ip common 
with Spiritualism. It would haye done 
as well tor a meeting of socialists, 
or anything else. During the last five 
minutes of the address he spoke of Spir
itualism. Then followed tests, so- 
called, by another person, and If ever 
tests could be spoken or written of as 
“questionable," such were those tests. 
One such was given to me. .

The president, Mr. Erwood, with a 
committee seem to be anxious to collect 
together the believers in Spiritualism 
in the State of Wisconsin.,

There are many Spiritualists In the 
state, some in every city. Many of 
them hold, aloof, because so many of 
the speakers or lecturers traveling 
among various societies, whose place Is 
not on the platform, but in a meeting 
where there are very few persons to 
hear them.

I hope the time is not far distant 
when the representatives of Spiritual
ism will have to undergo an examina
tion as to their fitness or otherwise, 
to lecture in the field.

I have been a Spiritualist for over 
thirty years, and I think myself capa
ble to judge somewhat of addresses and 
lectures for a Spiritual meeting. Many 
reports of lectures are sent by secre
taries to tlie Spiritualist papers. In 
such reports it is stated, "Mrs. So-and- 
0o delivered a "grand oration” to a 
delighted audience. To a person able 
to Judge, such a report 1b an abomina
ble falsehood. I write whereof I know, 
because I have been at such meetings, 
and read such reports.

Now, Mr. Editor, there are thousands 
of persons all over the country, who are 
Buffering, yes actually suffering because 
of the lack of spiritual food. Your pa
per fills a certain niche. The time is 
well spent in perusing the various arti
cles published therein. But when one 
has read all, there is “still an aching 
void,” a longing for communion with 
kindred souls, an earnest soul-yearning 
to go somewhere and listen, so that 
satisfaction may be obtained.

There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who attend other churches for that very 
reason. I personally know many such 
In Chicago; and In Madison. There is 
no Spiritualist society here, apd yet 
there are many believers In Spiritual
ism; still they are not numerous 
enough or sufficiently wealthy to take 
the responsibility of holding meetings. 
I do not know, or have not heard of a 
single medium since I came to reside

A Stockholder Makes a Defensive Stati 
ment.

here.
Madison, WIb.

W. YATES.

Wichita, Kansas, Letter.
Lest the many friends forget that I

thb earth, which it .seems they did. not 
do- until they had eaten the forbidden 

.fruit- -. ■ ■ . ',
■ The Way Is not clear, unless it । wap 

■ i the forbidden fruit that revealed to ' 
tb6m the way of obeying the divine in
junction.’to multiply and people the 
earth. If so their condemnation must.

, haye been for obedience; and if.they 
' bad not eaten the fruit’ they must have 

continued in disobedience and in sole 
possession of the earth, hale and hearty 
two Jone and undisputed rulers- pf a 
world without the cry of a babe, the 

'k mischief of a brat, or the importunity 
of a single kid to disturb their virgin- 

■ felicity. . .
• ‘ And did this sm, whatever it was,, 

harm hny one else? Yes; you and L 
rind everybody -that have ever lived- 
since have suffered sickness, grief, pain 
'And'even death, just .because Father

’’Rlght'Livirig.” ' Bÿ‘Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a Wish practicality in 
her method of teaching-the principle of 
ethics. She" illustrates her. subject wftli 
many brief narratives and - anecdotes, 
which render the book more Interesting 
and more easily comprehended. ' It 1b 
especially -adapted foi use- in .Chlldfen’B 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers ;it may be riiade very useful. 
Young and old will be ’benefited- by it. ' 
Cloth,>$1. - - * ■ " '-- - ■ ■

“Now Testament Stories Comically n. 
luBtrated. Drawings-by Watson Hes
ton.- With Critical and Humorous Com
ments -upon the Texts.” ■ Heston’s 
drawlngs are;lncomparabler and. excru
ciatingly-funny. • Price .in boards, gL 
Cloth. §1.50. . -

speakers in attendance.
. The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 

will-hold7 meetings every. Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. All 
cordially invited.

Temple Light nnd Truth, 370 Waban- 
sla avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirifmessages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45. 
o’clock, .-at 319 E. 55tii street, between 
Kimbark.and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door.' The best tal
ent available will be 'secured- for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society* Address all com-' 
munications to Miss Eva< L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455 E. 65th 
street Entrance to hall. 319 E. 55th 
street - .

The Spiritual Association ot Slxty-^ 
ninth street and Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall, 
6922. Hon. D. Gilmour, will address the 
meeting at 7:30 p. m.. Conference at 
2‘.30 p. m.

The Rising Sun Mission will hold: 
services until further notice, Sunday af
ternoons at 3, evenings at 8. o’clock, at 
Star- Lodge Hall, 378 So. Western ave
nue. All welcome.

Spiritual Mission' Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East ThirtyrArst street. Services ev
ery Sunday at 8 p. m. Scientific and 
philosophical lectures. Best psychics 
and message bearers always in attend
ance. Prof. F.-M.' Stoller, conductor.

Church of the'Soul Communion meets 
every Sunday ¿t 3 and 8 p. m., in Lin
coln Park Lodge Hall, .869 ■ N. Clark 
street, opposite main entrance io Lin
coln Park. Lecture, tests and messages 
at each’ meeting. "R/S. Ray, pastor. 

. Lake View Spiritual Union holds 
meetings Sunday ' afternoons at 3 
o’clock, at Wells’; Hall; 1629 North 
Clark street, corner. Fletcher' street. 
Services conducted by Dr, and 'Mrs. 
Carl A. Wickland, assisted by others. 
Friends and co-workers condially in
vited, . Residence 616 N. Wells street.

i Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora. L. V. 
Richmond,'pastor, "meets every Sunday 
in room 309 .Masdnlc'Temple. Service 

.11 a. m.- . Sunday-School 10 a; m.'' Pas
tor’s address, 3802. Ridge avenue, Rog
ers Park/ Day at home, Friday.''"

¡ The Band of Harmony,-auxiliary to 
the Church pf the Soul, meets at room# 
512 Masonic Temple, every first and 

'third Thursday of the month. After- 
noon sesslou, 3 . o’clock; evening ses- 
Bion,'. 7:30. • Everyone attefaiding is' re
quested to. furnish refreshments for 
6:15 supper. ‘ Coffee tickets, 10 cents. .

nr i THC 600.000 Persons Died Lost Year 
utAI lli OF CONfibnPTION
And every one of those persons first had Catarrh. 
Why Do You fiuffir With Catarrh, Hay Fe
ver and Aathma, and run the risk of dying with 
consumption, wiien you can be cured. MO-NO, 
The Great-Catarrh Remedy Will Cure 
You. We will mail .yon a 50 cent.bottle of MO. 
NO for ID cents in stamps.

. PANAMA MED. CO.,
Box 7W5, St, I^ouls, Mo,

DON’T READ THIS.
Francos D. Loucks, one ot tho greatest Psychic 

Wonders living thatuees the spiritual X-raywlth- 
oul any leading system to direct, and.locate all 
internal diseases. A trial will convince you. 
Nervous exhaustlon.and lost vigor ot both sexes 
successfully treated, as hundreds can- testify. 
Send name, age, sex., complexion and 10 cents In 
stamps, and receive s correct diagnosis of your 
case; tree, worth dollara to you. Address, ,

FRANCES Is LOUCK8,

flNTIQUITy UNVE1MD.
The imost Important reyelatlona Concerning 

the true origin-' 01 -Christianity. Reader, la 
bringing to your notice “Antiquity Unveiled,” 
It is with'the sincere -hope that you are earn
estly looking for the truth, regardless of any 
other- consideration* If such is. the case, this 
advertisement, will , deeply interest yon. and 
after reading th!4 brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give the work a- careful 
pdrusal, Price, 11.60. .li

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Ifioneof the oldest and most successful SplMV* 
ual and.Magnetic Physicians. HU cures are'mar
velous: his examinations are free to all who send' 
him Dame, age. sex, ahd lock of hair, and 6 cents 
in stamps.' Ho doesn't ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land; He cures you in your own home.

Address, J. 8. LOVCH.S, si. D.,
' , ' Lock Box 1203 Stoneham Mass.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER 
. ..pend three two-cent stamps, lock of 
hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Ban Jose, Call

A LlnnAcnFiit Restores Lost Vision. 
HWvilUUl Illi 'Write tor Illustrated Circular 
xnanFonfci showing stylesand pricesand 
OUuuLdblui photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power In me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mail, as if you were In my office. Thousands will 
testify. B. r. POOLB.

48 Evanston Ave.. Chioago. ill
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. Et B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles. Cat

The Riddle of the Universe. 
By Prof. Ernest Haeckel, 
. Of the University of Jena,

This is an English translation of. Professor 
Haeckel's magnificent work "Die -Weltrathset.” 
The main strength of the book lies in a terse 
and telling summary of scientific achievements 
of the nineteenth century In their relation to 
"The Riddle of the Universe.” Dr. Haeckel has 
a .world-wide reputation, and this 'Is his su
preme effort. Price, doth, 81.60.

•'Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom,of Heaven on Earth.”, By- 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An ¿ppe'al tn’reason 
and man’s- highest Aspirations.- A plea 
for justice and equality'in'all the rela
tions of life between men and omen. ■ 
Olotti. 75 cento: leatherette. 60 centa 
j “The' Attainment of Womaly Beauty 

of Form and Features.' Tile'Cultiva
tion of 'Personal Beauty; Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By. twenty 
physicians and specialists. ¿Edited by 
Albeit Turner.” ' Of especial interest

^Official RegUfen dflth'e National, State 
. arid Local Spiritualist Associations of 
' the United Statai and Canada, With

Lyceums, CampitTleetlngs and Me
diums.'! ,
The above W the title ot^a highly Im

portant illustrated Work, gotten up with 
painstaking case; by Mrs.. Laura G, 
Fixén/ the efficientTtlce-presldent of the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, 
1047 Carmen Avenue, Chicago. .It con
tains 100 pageiandiWlll prove of great 
value to those Whoswlsh to get informa^ 
tion in regard ’tb the different societies 
located in various parts, of the country. 
It is gotten up in. a most beautifully ar
tistic style, and reflects;great credit on 
its ■ compiler. -This long needed ¿work 
will' impress the. casual-observer. With 
the extensive following w.e have,, and 
the-dignity due to the - grandest ¿and 
most important philosophy how,- be
fore the -whole, civilized world.- it fonds 
off with amagninceiit pfidto-engfaving;

THF1J 1L CJ VU L • PRESSIONS IN HU. 
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition, now on 
sale. Price 81.00. This is one ot the best bobks 
given by the guides of Mra Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, aa 
a book of reference for those who have been 
members of the classes receiving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing tho bases of the teachings.

am still on the material plane, I will 
just ask space in “the paper” of the 
spiritual and material world, for a few 
remarks. I am still in Wichita, and be
ing most royally entertained . by Mrs. 
William Marchant; am still telling the 
glad tidings-to all seekers after the true 
knowledge of wisdom, and to some who 
are not seekers aftqr it, and holding 
an Independent -meeting Sunday even- 
,lng in Ghetto Hall, and to a full housé, 
proving beyond all. .doubt there are 
many, yea, very many intellectual 
minds seeking after our grand philoso
phy.

I have many calls from persons to 
hold circles In their homes, for private 
information and development, and all 
express themselves as well pleased.

I received à nice letter from Mrs. 
Laura B. Payne who has just returned 

,to her home in Fort Worth, Tèx., and 
she informs me that the Texas State 
Association holds their convention 
Sept. 29 and 30, and Oct. 1, and asks me 
to take part in same.

On Sunday, Sept. 3, Mrs. Marchant 
and I attended the services of the Uni- 
versalist church, with the Rev. King in 
the pulpit. I found that this good broth
er is ve/y liberal and decidedly sensible, 
Inasmuch as he made the statement, 
that there was no greater fallacy given 
forth than to think there was any one 
person, near or far, that could or would 
bear our burdens; and to be righteous 
we must do right, and each be his own 
savior.

Brother King is, I think, just as good 
as he looks, and if he is not, then ■'he 
ought to be. for he is a man six feet—if 
not some more—in height, and certain
ly weighs over 200 pounds ; verj^black 
hair, and brown eyes that not only have 
a pleasant expression, but a merry 
twinkle in them which speaks volumes 
to all, as he voices the truth to his fol
lowers, and I rather think that Brother 
King may derive a part of his inspira
tion from his good and very helpful 
wife, who is a lady of natural refine
ment and grace, and who when the 
good man is absent, preaches in his 
place. Brother King kindly invited me 
to take iiart in his services, but I 
feared (like the Irishman who peddled 
ashes to soap makers) that I could not 
do justice to or by the case, and bo de
clined.

Slstei1 Virginia Bryan is still in the 
east, watching by the side of the dear 
parents who may soon wing their flight 
to the realms of Truth, Light and Wis
dom.

I understood Mrs. Kayner was to join 
the Wichita Light of Truth Society 
again this week, and I sincerely hope 
she will, as I have two big bones to 
■pick with her, but as Sister Kayner is 
quite good nhtured, I rather think she 
may save her gray hairs, and mine as 
well.' • ,

While the friends here- sympathise 
with the sister in the loneliness she will 
feel in her mother having joined the 
loved ones, at the saine time we rejoice 
in the knowledge with our sister, that 
her dear mother is at rest with- the 
loved-father, Who‘no doubt has a beau
tiful home and haven of rest for the 
wife he loved so well.

Wichita, Kansr. “ E. J. JAQUÈT.

. "THE DREAM CHILD,”
A Fascinating Romance of. Two Worlds. By 
Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 76 cents. Books 
like “The Dream Child’,' , spur humanity on to 
make more and more demands of this nature, 
and will open up new heights and depths of 
spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will, I believe, take its place beside Bulwer’s 
“Manoni” and tho "Seraphita” of Balzac.—Dally 
Capital. Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and 
unvarnished with any Inflammable descrip
tions; enthralls the mind to the exclusion of 
other1 thoughts, until -reluctantly the reader 
closes tho .last page.—Minneapolis Sunday 
Times.. , ., , ... .,.- . ; .- ■ ! .

Ml
*5

of Mrs.- -Abby Louise Pettenglll, presl- 
dent of the"City of Light” Assembly, 
Elly Dale.-N. Yt; who is a prominent fac
tor in the' education process. now going 
on In our ranks, : This OfflclaLReglster 
can be obtained 4y addressing this of
fice. Price $1. , > . ■ v > ,

mibtM
Or EMentiaU ..of- Astronomy: an4 Solar Mon- 
taUty, with-Tables of-Ephemeris to 1010. By 
Varma .VedriK"Wlth oi ■ Illustrations,’ M of 
Which are -original drawings-.by'Holmes W.- 
Marton,.nnthot ot "Descriptive Mentality." . A 
now system ot personally determining the pri
mary fund of ¿Mental and Physical forcesand 
their results to menta! aptUudoathatdominate 
the,nature ot.tholndlvldual as baaed upon date 
ot birth. Prlco^cloth, 81.8a

To the Editor:—Your valuable paps 
of kept. 9 just received, aud as ever I 
could not resume my household dutlei 
until I had at least looked over its con 
tents, and as I nad been looking for aw 
other line in regard to our camp which 
had just closed, I of course noticed at 
once the article written by our estb 
mable brother. Will C. Hodge, and to 
say that I was surprised but tamely ex
presses what came very near being a 
feeling of resentment on my part when 
I had finished reading the said article.

Our camp, while it is only in its in
fancy is a beautiful one and we as 
BtockholdeiB. feel very proud of the ten 
acres, which is covered with a beautiful 
grove, and on the border of a small but 
lovely lake, which is rightly named 
Lake Surprise.

To be sure we are not in the heart ot 
the city, nor do we desire to be, yet our 
location is a very beautiful one, and 
while we arc not on the Sound and ac
cessible by boats, yet we have an hour
ly electric car service, and will in the 
near future have better facilities for 
going to and from the grounds, as the 
road between the station and camp 
ground has been greatly improved this 
year and the same was being widened 
and graded during the time our camp 
was in progress, and thus the dusty 
condition of the road at that time was 
explained.

During the coming fall that road 18 
to be graveled, and ere another meeting 
is held will be in excellent condition. 
Besides for those who did not prefer 
walking, there was a conveyance to 
take persons and their baggage from 
the station and returning tor the small X- 
sum of ten cents each way. That our, , 
camp was a success is due to the man- 
agement of a very efficient board. Our 
president managing the platform work, 
while our vice-president and secretary 
with their worthy helpers, the other 
members of the board, engineered the 
financial part of the work in a very sat
isfactory manner.

We had with us on opening day, our 
worthy and veteran worker, p, C. Mills, 
who delivered the opening address, 
which was-enjoyed by all present. In 
the afternoon we were entertained and 
instructed by another tried and true 
worker, Will C. Hodge. In the evening 
MrB. Flora Heckman delivered a fine 
lecture, after which she favored us with 
psychometric work of a very fine order.

The second Sunday Mrs. Erin Chas- 
see gave us a very Instructive and in
teresting lecture, following it with mes
sages which were certainly characteris
tic of her work at all times, very spirit
ual and to the point.

The afternoon services were conduct
ed by our dearly beloved sister, Irene 
Smith; it is not necessary to comment 
on her work, as she is known from 
East to West and from North to South 
as a very Intelligent expounder ot our 
beautiful philosophy. In the evening 
we were treated to another very inter
esting lecture by Will C. Hodge.

The third Sunday we had the treat 
of the season. Our dearly beloved 
President Harrison D. Barrett of the N. 
S. A. being with us, and ho dealt out 
the spiritual food to the hungry soul as 
only he can do; from start to finish he 
was constantly surrounded by spiritual 
forces, who I am sure assisted greatly 
in giving us the spiritual feast that all 
so greatly enjoyed; and knowing as we 
did, that this was our last opportunity 
to hear hlB voice in our midst this year 
we asked him to talk to us again in the 
evening, which he did, and the result 
was wonderful, for all felt the magical 
power of his words, and many skeptics' X 
said, “If that, is ths, spiritual doctrine, 
it has captured me.” "' v’

At the close of the afternoon lecturei 
we were pleased to witness the ordina
tion of our dear sister, Erin Chassee, 
the ceremony being performed by our 
very estimable sister and . worker, 
Esther Thomas Bosley, who afterward 
gave us a very beautiful improvised 
poem on Love and Mizpah.

On the fourth and last Sunday at 11 
a. m., we listened to another very elo
quent address by our ever ready and 
willing worker, Will G. Hodge; at 2:30 
p. m., Mrs. Esther Thomas Bosley gave 
us a very entertaining and instructive 
lecture, and all present could not help 
but. acknowledge the power of the spirit 
that manifested through her.

The evening services were conducted 
by Mrs. Hibner whose talk was very 
pleasing, and was listened to very at
tentively; she also gave messages, and

“The Jesuits.” By Rev. B. F. Austin, 
A. M., B. D. An" excellent- pamphlet 
Price 15 cents. •

•Tho Light of Egypt” Volumes 1 
and 2. An'occult library In itself, a 
text-book • of. esoteric "knowledge as 

. taught, by Adepts of Hermetic Philo«» 
phy. Price W pur volume.

"Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,”- contains-his celebrated 
"Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on . religious and 
theological . subjects. Cloth binding, 480 
pages. ;Prtoe: $1. , '

"How. to Train Children 'and Pa
rents”‘Mrs. Elizabeth 'Towne takes 
the position that in many cases ;ltNs tho 
parents that need the ¿training more 
than tho children, and advises parents 
to look. to themselves. . ■ Twenty-five 
cents could.not be.better spent than

her message work was 
highest order.

During the week days 
good and able workers,

of the very

we had many 
among whom

were Mrs. Lovejoy, Mrs. Corbin, Mrs. 
Lapworth, Professor Estes, Mrs. Good-’ 
kind, Mrs. Benson, Mrs. Greenfield and 
others who did good and satisfactory 
work.
• Our state convention opened on Mon
day, August 21 and all went as merry 
as a marriage bell. -

The convention re-elected Mr. Little 
president, E. L. Nicholson first vice- 
president, and Geo. E. Knowlton secre
tary. A very efficient board was also 
elected. As we were entitled to six 
delegates to the N. S. A. convention 

..which convenes in Minneapolis in Oc
tober, the convention elected them and 
they gave us every assurance that they 
would go this year. ’

In conclusion let me say that we as 
stockholders in the Edgewood Camp, 
have no desire to change our grounds, 
but will continue to hold our annual 
camp-meetings on our present grounds. 
We are able to reach many people on 
them, and have never been disturbed 
the class of people who attend places?-" 
of this kind for ether than moral mo-'., 
tives. ’ ' ✓

And now Mr. Editor, thanking you for 
the space which this may occupy in 
your valuable paper, and wishing you 
unbounded success, and that you still 
will maintain in the future as you have 
in the past the “right to herald truth1 
and- justice,” I am yours for the uplift- 
ment of humanity and advancement ot 
our beautiful spiritual truths.

. STOCKHOLDER.

a Call for teachers.
There is a large field for. healers and 

teachers in spall towns. After a little ; 
study of “Healing Currents from the • 
Battery of Life” (by -Walter DeVoe), 
students start groups for study and re« ■ ' 
allzation of rhe healing power.

So helpful is this book that as mans* | 
as 21 copies have been sold to a group 
formed to hear it read. Manifestations *" 
of healing are common where students 
unite to study and practice the instruo 
tidns given in- this wonderful . book. 
Many are willing to pay tor instruction. ' ■ 
In healing truth, but there is need of en
ergetic persons to get them together,

•Those who' can successfully , fornof 
groups in tlfeir own town among theln 
friends will-find enjoyable and profit
able work doing'the same in’ othep 
towns. . . 1

Order a copy now and spread th» 
glad tidings. Price $2. Special term? 
toxthose who can sell a number of cop- . 
ies through personal effort or letters, 

COLLEGE OF FREEDOM,.
Woodlawn P. . Chicago, Ity.

buying this llttie-book.; .Anyone that , pew men aro sa elever as to know all.v-' 
Bh?U 4 | the mischief they do.—RqphetQUoauiarfj
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ohÌcaqo; íufcíO k isos.
THE MATERIALIZATION QUESTION. SEEKING SOUL MATES.

Is It All Fraud, and Can There Be No 
Genuine?— Some Comprehensive Re
flections on the Process of Material
ization, by D. W. Hull—Its Possibility 
■Fully Established.
It is not to be wondered that many 

good Spiritualists question the possibil
ity of materialization. So many mate
rializing mediums have been detected 
in tricks, and some of whom had estab
lished tolerable characters for honesty, 
that many sincere Spiritualists, espe
cially those who are superficially read 

. up in early spiritual literature, natural
ly doubt if there is such a thing as a 

• materializing phase in Spiritualism, or 
even whether such a thing Is possible.

Indeed I should doubt it myself, ex
cept for reasons in philosophy and fact.

The doubt.as to the fact of material
ization is quite prevalent in Los An
geles—simply, however, because they 
have failed to find a genuine medium of 
the kind. Every time they have 
scratched a^edium they have found a 
fraud. And yet these people are hon
est.

L heard Brother Hale, in .a. lecture 
deny the possibility of such a thing as 
materialization, and he went , on to 
make the extraordinary statement, that 
should a materialized spirit appear in 
that hall and dematerialize- it would 
kill everybody present. I could -not but 
make an estimate of the dematerializa
tion then in process, in his audience, 
and while I was doing so the janitor 
was lowering the window to change the 
atmosphere rendered impure through 
the process of dematerialization of the 
audience then listening. The osmosis 
of thirty persons in one day would be 
equivalent to the average change of tis
sue of one person; so that in a fair- 
sized audience we might expect the de
materialization, and " rematerialization 
of the average human being during a 
not very lengthy sitting of a congrega
tion. To illustrate, I was run down by 
an automobile some time ago. Calcu
lating on the length of time for incom
plete osmosis (removal of old tissue and 
replacement by new) I stated to my 
daughter with whom I was staying, that 
I would be able to be out again In three 
weeks, but as the replacement of tissue 
would be superficial, it would-be some 
time after before I should be completely 
recovered. Within two days of that 
time I had got so I could walk consid
erable distance. We thus see that for 
the dematerialization of the flesh of the 
physical body of an adult and remateri- 
alizatlon of the same requires about 
three weeks more or less, according to 
age. -

Materialization is a process at nature. 
A-growing field of say ten-acres mate
rializes at the rate of not less than 100 

-pounds per day,'during the months of 
May and June. It may be claimed that , 
the substance is taken from the earth. 
Yes, a part of it; perhaps a hqlf of it, 
but how? . ’

Why, the waters of. our seas and , 
Jakes.are dematerialised and taken.up ( 
Into the. atmosphere and floated over ;
our flclds and precipitated i again these 

'waters dematerialize the soil: and-carry 
■ it up imperceptibly into the stalk-where

If1 materializes, and becomes the food 
we eat. which forms a physical basis 
for the materialization of the air we 
breathe not only through our nostrils, 
but also through every pore of our skin, 

, into flesh, sinew and bone.
I The wool of which our clothing is 
' made, materialized on the sheep’s back 

before it was converted into cloth. It 
may have taken several months for it to 
grow or materialize, but who shall say 
that there may not be a process in na
ture of which, as yet we know nothing 
by which that material may not be pro
duced more rapidly?

■May not some of those who have 
gone into the higher life have discov-
ered this process,' and may they not 
thus have discovered the possibility of 
clothing themselves, outwardly at least, 
with physical flesh and,bloód? I can
not tell how it may be done, but that 
doesn’t disprove anything. It was this 
thought that came to me early in the 
seventies, that convinced me of the pos
sibility of materialization, oí which I 
made a public explanation to an audi- 
ence.in Boston. Since that, although I 
hive seen but very little materializa- 

i tibn that I could be any ways certain 
was genuine, but I have never doubted 
the possibility of such a process.

It has been the reading of W. H. 
Burr’s article in The Progressive 
Thinker that occasioned this article.

.There are a few men and women in 
the world in whose judgment I have the 
utmost confidence—three of whom I 
will name are Brothers Hudson Tuttle, 
J. S. Loveland and W. H. Burr.

There are others, but I can’t call 
tbeir names here.

I do not mean that I surrender my 
judgment to them, but I have so often 
tried them before the bar of- my own 
reason, that I have come to have confi
dence in them, and in all matters- of 
doubt I am inclined to be deferential to 
them. I can see, however,' how easy 

<11 would be for men, if I were phlegmat- 
is, to stop thinking and surrender my. 
judgment, to them entirely,

I mention this because I believe if 
Brother Burr has seen what has satis
fied him as a genuine materialization, 
It is the best evidence to me that it was 
genuine. In fact, I believe that frauds 
would be chary of admitting him 4 to 
their seances, as they are of others of 
us. I will not say that Brother Burr 
cannot be imposed upon, but think it 
very difficult to impose upon him, and 
where he would.fail to detect fraud, I 
fear I would tail. It does .me good to 
know of this, for it satisfies me that 

■ there is one honest medium for materi
alization in the world, providing he is 
always as honest as when in Brother 
Burr’s presence.

I also had a sitting with a young man 
named Kanouse, of Seattle,-in whom I 
had confidence, but he had associated 
with him, a manager in whom I could 
put no faith. . I saw this medium, when 
his .coat sleeves were sewed to his ■ 
pants so that the pants were torn In re
leasing him. and his pants sewn to the 
tarpet and otherwise fastened. I was 
called up to the cabinet, and there I 
met. á’mán wliom I.could not recognize, 

. and he could ijpt make me. understand 
.who’be Was till he shrank down to a 
babe, and then grew up in my presence, 
hrst a boy, then every - size till ■ he 
reached manhood. Then I understood 
It was a son who had died in infancy.

This man in a few weeks lost the 
(gift, one of the best evidences that he 

was genuine, and I suspect that it was 
because his manager wanted to sub
stitute fraud.

, Another careful witness 1b the fore- 
K* most scientist of the world, Professor

LWm. Crookes. Certainly no one will J 
Kattampt to impeach hie capability of ’ 

investigating-any phenomena oc- *

NO. 828

As Defined and Illustrated by Carlyle 
Petersllea.

To the Editor:—I was particularly 
interested in reading an article in your 
paper of September 23, on “Woman’s 
Rights as related to courtship and mar
riage,” by Amos Steckel, Bloomfield, 
Iowa. ’

I fully endorse the idea that Woman 
should have the right socially as well 
as legally to take the initiative, if she 
desires to, in tlie matter of choosing 
a husband.

I think it the duty of Spiritualista to 
help bring about this reform. So far 
as I have learned, it is the custom, if 
not the law, in the spirit world tor the 
female to take* the first step in this 
matter, or at least to be the first of the 
soul mutes to know or seek the other 
half. To prove this statement I quote 
the following extract from “The Dis
covered Country” by Carlyle Peter- 
cilea, pages 89 and 90:

SPIRIT PICTURES.

They Are the Product of the Medium- 
¿ship of Celebrated ' Frenchmen, and 

Illustrate the Wonderful Influence 
of Those In Spirit Life.

UPHOLDS A WHTfiWS LIFE.

Kate C. Havens Paices She Con- 
«Wera the Bep^y<^nd Grand

eur of Thepspphy.

THE FUTURE LIFE.

Progrewion Implies Activity, Rather 
Than a State of Rest.

SEEKING THE SUPREME GOOD.

“The laws of the spiritual'sphere are 
not like those of the earthly sphere. In 
the earth, the male seeks the female, 
or rattier, he is inclined to roam after 
a promiscuous fashton; and the female 
that is fortunate enough to net him 
or enthrall him long enough to have a 
legal marriage ceremony performed, 
considers herself very fortunate indeed, 
and she does not often stop to ask 
whether he is fitted to make her happy 
or not, but if he has the money and can 
keep her in style? . I

“Now there is nothing of all this In j 
the spirit world, and. no male ever 
seeks his female; that law here is re
versed, and there is no such thing as 
roaming promiscuously

“Now the male here does not seek 
tire female; but the female is prepared 
for the male; that is, his true spiritual, 
halt is taught just who her other self 
is." , ’

“Mary Anne Carew,” by Carlyle Pe- 
tersflea, page 428:,

“When souls are about to be wedded, 
the true one is revealed to the female 
first; from her to the male. He may 
have been very much attracted t<j her, 
may have felt the s*eetBess of her pow
er, may have hoped, add believed she 
was his by natural-law, but the reveal- 
ment to her soul, beyond cavil or doubt 
is first made.”

If this subject, which is one of the 
most important to everyone, were prop
erly and thoroughly studied and man
aged very many of the evils of this 
earthly life would be obviated, and 
very much happiness ensue therefrom. 
. ALFRED ANDREWS.

Yonkers, N. Y. ' .

curring in his presence. Prof. Crookes 
is very circumstantial in his account 
of his seance with Florence Cook, and 
the apparition of Katie King. I wish 
modern Spiritualists were better read
ers, or that they had not discarded the 
profound teachers they once had for 
amateurs, go. that .they, should . know 
more about these evidences. Prof. 
Crookes says: -

"On entering the cabinet MIbs Cook 
lies down upon the floor, with her head 
on.a pillow, and is soon entranced;

“During the whole seance Katie muf
fled un.ber medium’s head in a shawl 
to prevent the llght.'from-failing upon 
her face ,

“I frequently drew the curtain on one 
side when Katie was standing near, and 
it was a common thipg for tire seven or 
eight of us in the laboratory TO SEE 
MISS COOK AND KATIE AT THE 
SAME TIME, UNDER THE FULb 
GLARE OF THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.

“We did not on these occasions actu
ally see the face of the medium, be
cause of the shawl, but we saw her 
hands and her feet; we saw her move 
uneasily under the influence of the in
tense light, apd we heard her moan oc
casionally.

"I HAVE ONE PHOTOGRAPH OF 
THE TWO TOGETHER, BUT KATIE 
IS SEATED IN FRONT OF MISS 
COOK’S HEAD.”—Crookes’ ^Research
es, p. 47«

On the next page he states
“I have the most absolute certainty 

that Miss Cook and Katie are two sep
arate individuals so far as their bodies 
are concerned. Several little marks 
on Miss Cook’s face are absent on 
Katie’s. Miss Cook’s hair is so dark a 
brown as to almost appear black. A 
lock of Katie's which she allowed me 
to cut, and which is now before me, and 
which she allowed me to cut from her 
luxuriant tresses, having first traced it 
up to the scalp, and satisfied myself 
that it ■ actually grew there, is a rich 
golden auburn.

"One evening I timed Katie’s pulse. 
It was steadily at 75, while Miss Cook’s 
pulse a little time after was going at its 
usual rate of 90. On applying my ear 
to Katie’s chest I could hear a heart 
beating rhythmically inside and pulsat
ing even more steadily than did Miss. 
Cook’s heart when she. allowed me to- 
try a similar experiment after -tile' s^' 
ance. Tested' in the same way Katie’s 
lungs were found to'’be sounder than 
her medium's, for at the time I tried 
my experiment Miss Cook was under 
medical treatment for a severe cold."

This establishes -the point I wanted 
to make, that- notwithstanding all the 
fraud we have in materialization, never
theless it is a’possibility. I will say 
further, that- in my opinion a large per
centage of the fraudulent mediums have 
at one time in their mediumship had 

' genuine manifestations. But somehow 
in this materializing business as in the 
physical manifestations, the lower class 
of- spirits are nearer to materiality, and 
too often they take charge of the spir
itual side of-the’seances, and either 
control the medium or influence him or 
hep to supplement fraud where condi
tions are unfavorable for genuine mani
festations.- - - ■ ■

, Although Mrs. Reynolds talks to her. 
confidante as if she never had anything 
but fraudulent manifestations, I am of 
the opinion from, what has been told 

■ me by men .and- women capable- of close 
observation that at one time in her life 
she luul genuine manifestations.

The manifestations in the presence 
of W.-W» Aber have usually been genu
ine, especially those at Spring Hill. I 
sat with him in . 1892, and I think ev
erything-was-all right, but. one wants 
more than one sitting with a medium.

I'Md always hoped that Winans was 
genuine, though I never had a sitting 
with hlm. What gave me the most con- 
fiiieilce in him’was a report by H. W. 
Boozer some years ago, of a seance at 
Grant!-Rapids; Mich;,In which he was 
tacked In with ihoSquito netting. But 
Mo doesn’t carry .toggery around with 
him !‘just for.his health”, No honest 
mam will be caught’with burglar's tools, 
neither 'will - an honest medium carry 
with.bim a Ipt of theatrical goods.
• i ‘ DANIEL W, HULL. ]

La Revue Illustree, Paris; says the 
Boston Transcript, publishes an article 
by Jules Bois, under the title “Les 
Espirits Pelntres -et Dessinateurs,” 
which gives a curious account of the 
artistic doings of the spirits. The au
thor is of the opinion of the so-calied 
mediumistic or spirit pictures have not 
received the amount of attention to 
which they are entitled. ' He’ lias de
voted considerable study to the work of 
tlie mystic symbolists, and finds Inter
esting matter for . comparison, M. 
Bois says:

“It suffices to take in hand the brush, 
the- pencil, the burin, and the Inspira
tion comes in the form of an irresist
ible and automatic impulse. It is even 
useless to take any note of what is go
ing on. The spirit, so say the believers, 
does all. It is the spnlt that guides 
the hand, or, rather, Impels it. And 
thug are .executed in a-feW liótirs deli
cate works which would have otherwise 
iaken several days. The most celebrat
ed, doubtless, of tiiege aubconscious 
artists is Victorien Sardou. Two of his , 
drawings are’ very curious.- One of 
them represents a house on the planet 
Jupiter and tlie other the animals' quar
ters at Zoroaster’s home. Everything 
was quite spontaneous and unpremedi
tated in the phenomenon. M. Sardou 
(old me how how he all of a sudden 
knew how to draw. Before becoming 
known as an author, he had written a 
comedy about Bernard Palissy; and the 
Òdeon had refused 4t. Hence he was 
full of spite, and he wrote a satirical ro
mance in which .our earth became an 
object of horror, while the’Ideal iresl- 
.dence of young-dramatic authors was 
the planet Jupiter. While at work on 
this paradoxical idea M. Sardou hap
pened to drift into spiritistic circles. 
He wanted to do as others were doing; 
so he tpolr up a pencil. His hand 
wrote automatically: “Bernard : Palis- 
S/.’’ Here is a pleasant visiting-card, 
eald he to himself, and, as it happens, 
one of my acquaintances. He ques
tioned: ‘Where are you?’ Bernard re
sponded, ‘Iq Jupiter.’ Sardou rubbed 
bls bands. 'Well, well! You must tell 
me what Is going on there!' " And to 
the great surprise of our improvised 
medium, instead of written words such 
as he expected tó cóme from’his pen
cil, or from his burin (for some of his 
designs were engraved by himself), 
landscapes made their appearance.' ‘

Such 1b the origin of these’curious 
works, which have so little relation to 
the violent and incisive style of thè 
dramaturgist. They are without point 
of support, without woof, as:if woven 
out of a dream, out of fluid, out of 
sprigs of nothingness. They might be 
called fly-tracks of the Beyond. They 
are effeminate, weary, capricious, sub
tilized, óf a.,E>trùcture so slender, so 
unstable, ’so ilhbalanced, that it seems 
quite paradoxical to think that the au
thor of,‘Patrie’ should have ¡-been able 
to evolve them from his powerful imag
ination, so little in sympathy- with 
these linear perplexities and doubts,, 
this feeWe flòra, these homesick stones, 
these gates plaited of dragon-flies, Riese 
1'osettes like crushed butterfles. And 
the fantastic. Insinuates. Itself in thè’ 
midst of all this—soft staircases’sup
ported by an almost vaporous'sheet of 
water,' facades made out of musical 

‘notes; as in ‘Mozart’s House/ columns 
of elder with-roofs of sparks, - fauns 
plaiting tenpins, flying satyrs, giants 
caught in spider webbs,-etc. :

“For the ‘Palace of the Prophet Ell 
as’ the imagination of the medium be
comes' gtill more fantastic. '

“M. Sardou had cut the paper he was 
using into à certain shape. When he 
came to place himself under the influ
ence his pencil was twice broken?

.'"What is the matter?’ asks Sardou. 
T must have a larger kind of paper.’ ‘I 
have nohe.’ ‘Go and get some.’ ' And 
the Influence directs him to a certain 
.stationer’s shop that he had never no
ticed, but before which he had often 
passed. The strange power was quick
ly drawn from the ' dramatist. ‘Now 
that you are convinced,’ the spirit said 
to him, ‘you have better -things to do.’- 
And Victorien Sardou was’no longer a 
medium."

How did M. Sardou do it? His band 
jumped here and there, everywhere, 
busy, but uncertain, á confused worker, 
which did not allow one to foresee Its 
purpose.

“When one sees him work,” states an 
account in the first number qf “Mo
zart’s House,” “one perceives at once 
the lack of all premeditation and pur
pose; his hand, impelled by an occult 
force, follows the pencil or the burin 
in the most irregular and confused way; 
going with unexampled rapidity from 
place to place; and working over all 
parts of the drawing at the same time, 
.without any method or.system.’ -From 
-this -there’ -results at first” air Incoherent 
composition, the sense of which cannot 
be understood until It is IJOite coinplet- ¡ 
ed.” And the writer adds: ‘'This 'sin-¡ 
guiar proceeding is nót M, Sarddu’s own 
work; we have seen all medium artists 
proceed in the same 'manner.” ' (Spirit 
Review,.1858.) -

M, Bois relates that the painter and 
engraver, Fernand Desmoulln, the 

'friend of Emile Sola, several yeats ago 
suddenly found out that he was a .medi
um. Under an influence, which he him
self persists in believing to be extra-hu
man, if not. super-human, he drew, paint
ed and engraved strange figures, unsus
pected landscapes, and even, authentic 
portraits of dead people—all totally dif
ferent from any of his previous works.

M. Bois claims that the- aesthetic 
character of these inspired works has 
no semblance of relationship with M. 
Desmoulin’s normal productions. More-, 
over, M. Desmoulln uses an entirely 
different technique, and he says that-he 
could not do anything-consciously with 
the method he uses while under the 
spirit’s influence. In the first place, the 
drawings, dry-polntc and water colors 
due to the spirit influence, and which 
are signed by Astarte, Old Master, and 
Instructor, are finished With' a rapidity 
such (from twenty-five to forty min
utes) that M. Desmoulln could not in 
the same space of time cover the same 
space even with the slightest Sketch. 
And then, Ills hand does this work un-
consciously, for.be docs not-know what 
ho is doing; he works in the dark.antl 
often with his eyes blindfolded. Of the 
works produced after'thiB odd fashion, 
M.- Bois says: “Hmust,bo admitted that 
there is a disturbing and haunting beau
ty. In these manifestations of 'a. myste
rious art. It-is. a ¡radiant'demonstra- 
tion of unknown energies’ of -which''we 
are- the unconscious depositaries."

Since the genesis of humanity, very 
many of the children of men, who have 
believed in the immortality of the soul, 
have pictured the land of the hereafter, 
as a place or condition of absolute hap
piness, peace and contentment—a place 
where the wicked shall cease from

That every thought,, word or action 
produces its definite result—not a re
ward or punishment Imposed from with
out, but a result Inherent in tlie action 
itself, definitely connected with it in 
relation to cause and -effect.

That it Is .both, (he ¡duty and Inter- ----- — •••“
est of man to study this divine ■ law A condition where the sore trials and 
closely, so that he may be able to adapt G,ev®r® struggles incident to human lite, 
himself to it and. to use it as we use shall be forever unknown. Such an 
other great laws of nature. idea of the future life may be and prob-

That it Is necessary.ffoi’ man to at- ably is exceedingly comforting to a 
tain a perfect control qv,er himself, so large majority of the human . family, 
that he may guide .bin [ife intelligently e*vel? Uie matter pny thought,
and in accordance with this law. ’ And it is a. splendid idea to entertain. 

The advantages to be-gained from a by Siose who wish to. put ln a whole 
study of Theosophy are: .1 eternity in doing nothing. But such an

We gain a rational comprehension of existence would be a torture to those 
Hfe< . ' . progressive souls who long for a

We learn how to govern ourselves, strenuous life of activity after death, 
therefore how to develop ourselves. ’ But when we think this matter ovei

We learn how best, to- help those carefully, what assurances have we 
whom we love, how to make ourselves that our future lives will be more free 
useful to all with whom we come into, (rom (rials and troubles, than this life, 
contact, and ultimately to the whole same Great Foyer which greets 
human race. • „■ . ■ ■ the affairs bf human existence, also dl-

We learn.'to view everything from the rects the affairs of after life. And what 
wider - philosophic . .st^dpoiut—never substantial reason can be given W 
from the petty and ; purely personal that Power which.controls the universe, 
view.. Hence, it follows .that, if the supply „s with more happiness 
knowledge be assimilated':’; “

The troubles of life-a .'0 no longer so 
l&rSQ tor UB r * ' ------------ >•**«

We have. no seffie- p'"injustice in. know no more about it than we do that 
connection with our si rroundtogs or under Divine pleasure it is necessary 
our destiny ' - - ’ for us to suffer the pains and endure

We are freed frofft th riear of death, the struggles of earth, life in order to 
Our grief in . connec Jon . with the ^s forjlie erijayment of toe happi- 

death of those wlipm ’ta love is very ~ 
eWeygainla toW'-different view of dence of a blissful hereafter W, 
the-llfe after death^diWe understand struggling, And finite wan -has nbne, 
its nlace in our evolution ' and never had any. No one knowsWeTre free fremSious fears or yhat will be the conditions of life after 
worry; either for-bhrSehtas or for our ^th- And we.do not know but that 
friends—fears’as tq' "the salvation of °ur sorrows amL pains .will be greater 
the soul " for examhrn ■ ■ • than we have bad to endure here.We are no ®&>onbled by uncer- The truth is that we-are?in the hands 
tainty as to offr future-fate, but live in of ,an Iofl“ h^ToTmS"°Urf
perfect serenity and perfect fearless- ends, rough-hew them how we will. It ^eg8 ■ - does not matter very much what we be-

The snirlt of Th^abhv as defined ^eve and what we do not believe, it will 
by Mme.- BlavatekY-leiais 'follows: “bt change .thw purposes of that Power

"A clean life an onen'nilnrl a nure hne jot or one tittie. Individual man
heart, an eager IptelliiqL. a . brother! 1- 5*?’
ness for all. a readiness tifigive and to change, to a limited extent, his 
receive advice and iMtructton, a cour- condition here; hut the countless mill- 
ageouB -endurance of'-personifl /¿justice, *on,B wli° W and V76-hBve 
a brave declaration pt principles, a val- ?,ad °h Mah
lant defense of those:wtoAre unjustly
.«..ku —Jr ■ ft* knows not and.cannot know what that 

„J Pqwer has. in store for him.
\ So fkras wpihaye been able to learn, 
air animate and, inanimate nature is in 
a state of ■ perpetual activity. All is 

Ule friction;and unrest.

attacked,'and a constant bye to 
ideal of human prdgressidn and 
■feotioh which the Bficred ¡science 
plots—these are thejgdlden; stairs 
which the learner ¡may- climb to 
temple of divine wisdom.”

troubling and the weary shall find rest.

contentment in the sweet bye and bye, 
than has been ours to enjoy in this life? 

We are often told by persons who

or under Divine pleasure it is necessary 
I for us to suffer the pains and endure

nesB'which so much abounds in the life
to come.’ But when we come to the evi-

“All tlilpgs exist by elemental strife.”

No Ideal, No Noble Passion, No Glori
ous Sacrifice, No Honest Endeavor 
for the Right Was Ever In Vain.
“Blessed are they which do hunger 

and thirst after righteousness, for they 
shall be filled."—Matt., v:G.

This is the central beatitude; in a 
measure it embraces all the others, for 
every virtue they inculcate is included 
in righteousness. But it is often re
jected as impracticable because fanciful 
teachers who substitute subtle defini
tions for simple duties have twisted its 
plain words until righteousness is made 
something so unreasonable as to be re
pulsive to a right mind. As a matter 
of fact, it means no more than right- i 
ness; the hunger and thirst for right
eousness is but the earnest, supreme' 
desire and endeavor to be'right and to 
<Jo right at all times, the appetite for 
the right. -,

Theological righteousness may mean 
some strange impjited quality laid on a 
man like a cloak to cover Bis real con
dition or a bill of health given to a sick 
man. But men who live next to real 
things care nothing one way or the 
other for theoretical rightness; they 
want the real article. And a right man 

, will not be satisfied to have even the 
Most High think of him as being per
fectly right when he knows he falls far 
short of it. He would rather be the fal
tering pursuer of actual rightness than 
the possessor of a hypothetical, as
cribed perfection.

The Great Teacher cares nothing 
about Imaginary virtues; he praises 
those who ardently, seek the real ones. 
He knows that in the market of charac
ter cash alone is currency; here you 
cannot draw checks on some other per
son’s deposits. To him it is better by 
far to die facing the right than to live 
in smug content with borrowed merits. 
THIS WORLD WILL NEVER BE 
CONTENT WITH A GOSPEL THAT 
OFFERS ONLY VICARIOUS VIR
TUES; AT ITS HEART IT KNOWS 
TOO WELL ITS NEED OF THE GEN
UINE USABLE ONES; IT HAS AT 
LEAST THE DORMANT FACULTIES 
FOR AN APPETITE OF RIGHTNESS.

And all this world story is but a rec
ord of the struggle for rightness. All 
human progressis but its fruitage. In 
every age there have been glorious 
souls who have made this passion a 
thing that glowed In their lives and be
came a light to their day. In every 
man the divine discontent that divides 
him from the animal is the sign of this 
desire in some form; it shows- man 
seeking to find more perfect, more near
ly right relations with thé tilings about 
him. AS THE THINGS ABOUT HIM 
COME TO INCLUDE GOD AND HEAV
EN AND THINGS UNSEEN SO WILL 
HIS SEARCH FOR RIGHTNESS BE-

.- Is it not reasonable to believe that 
the same ordér ôf things/under the di- 

. ■ -----w v. fe'cj.ion pf the same great ^ower, willThe sweeter song is thé'ohé unsung, exist through the numberless "eons of 
WitlVévef.aìirQmiÉff) ■-ProgfeSs'h 1

It pleased my spirit when J«âikÿoung, is ihe result of streriuous ajid persistent 
It stays, like honey Wmy-.tongue, , effort, Let us ponder well the!question 

Buttits wonderful ■JybfdA^fecApe' frein wh'èmér'.prô^èiÿ taa in any
? Ï "■■ ' . ... other manlier in the’'hereafter.

It is a bird on a bending;'spray : To my mind.it is far.rmóre comforting
Ail ready,to sing-r-then'lt flies away! and reasonable, that our lives on the 
But I up and after, ovér=the hills, other, side of the grave, will be active.

Nor care a flg for thoyray it goes; That^rogression is the handmaid of'Tis the pleasure of th^laughing rills, ìUr>.SU^ ,,
And my feet they folio* where'er it be attained o^ly by hard and perstetent 

- r wills ? labor. • And that excellence must al-
Bv the wood and '¿laBe wherp thp ways be the.reward,of meritorious ef- - M17rose?«W-“ ■ ' tort- Drones never gei to the front any-

And ever before, witKÀ&ence clear, 1 wnere. - 
This beautiful song 1,'hCT.r and hear! - " Tes, give us a heaven of progress and

“ tfef.-p r activity, -where the labors commenced
It has the most enqhAhtftig rhymes, : on earth may be continued; and where 

As bright as waveè óf the /golden the immortal soul may have full oppor- 
. light,- ■< \ < p ' tùiiity o£-mastering the vast problems

And as. sweet aé<:ièéhoing :, evening with which It will be confronted in the 
chimes,/ ‘ world to come- CARL C. POPE.

The elbquençé.pure of better times, •
Of à day so dbaiid^midlour night; : T ' *

And It drives afar the thought of care, THE DAWNING OF THE LIGHT. 
Like a child’s sweet laugh or a maiden's \ _  -

prayer!. : Day is dawning! Oh my brother!
It comes to me as morn.to the sky, Dift thine eyes to catch! the ray ;

While hidden in Wtjsoft croons’ the Though Wfe on the . storm-tossed bil- 
' sea; .'■ j? •. ylows, v

And it startles my .sod with wonders' ■ This Is Day! Eternal Day!
l^iy—" , i Thoügh w.é’ve:beén by friends forsaken,

To give It a voice, i ëvtr-should try, - Left to: struggle through the night, 
For- naught coukl'eaual its witchery; Litt.thine eyes! behold the gleaming 

■Tls thë mùslc of the'Intier heart, ' Of the dawning of the light.
Till thwdayd are de- Th0 h g!lmmer shjw but fainüy

pare., jji^am Brunton. o’er the wave and blinding spray,
_____ r» 'Falter not, nor be despondent, 

_ v - ' It will guide us on our way.The Dream Game jrue. Lift thy head, though faint-and weary,
In No. 820, the- qdèktiòn was asked, Pull with all thy strength and might, 

“Do Dreams Come True-?”. I say some We shall reach the shore beyond us 
do, as the following ^ill'bho I had a Ip the dawning, of the light,
friend living" in : England, and he ■
dreamed, ot a brothel who had emt Come, arise! Oh, drooping brother, 
grated to America tWó tx>r three years Think not of thyself alone, 
before. Hé dreamed- tltat his brother There are thousands 'mid the breakers, 
was ill;' aild that : he’ waè dying. The Listen ! hear that shriek ! that moan !
room was/¿inare,'.-'.whitewashed, and UpJ be quick! his bark Is sinking! 
the only means of Admitting light and Raise him! help him. through the fight, 
air was by .a gratlng?o§er the head of P°tat him to the hallowed radiance 
tlie bed and- door! / Thé[room -was very 
poorly furnished.; Òii^he bed lay his 
brothèr, ànd a young man half ’ way - 
from the head of the ■ bed watching. 

.Then the •dreamcf’awoke and thought 
nothing more about thé dream.

In two weeks after à letter arrived in 
England telling him that?his brother 
had died and that hé had sent-his trunk 
home, and the. trunk-- Arrived with the 
brother’s effects and fe letter giving par
ticulars of death; tin' abolit two -years 
after my friend tooktitlnttFhis head to 
visit America, and o» arriving went to 
the young man’s house to thank him for 
Ills kindness to hisi^brother. In the 
course of conversation, <my friend 
asked, "Could I see the-room In which 
my brother died?/ .-x ir

The man said. “Y-es, cordé with me.” 
■ They went to then house and my 
friend had no sooner, edterbfl thé house 
when he recognizedrtlta turns, landing, 
and bed-room; everything 'Was as plain 
to him as thougn lieffad lived there all 
bls life. . . ' ■ </; • : o; /

THE SWEETER;SONG.

Of the dawnipg of the light

I could give threcAr.'fcnic such In
stances of dreams '¿opting'true, but I 
am old, my hand is, shaky ¡and menjory 
bad, so must ba. content with this one 
Instance of dreataS-^Omlng true. But 
was It a dream or', Gl^t he In Uis sleep 
leave his body, cqing ¡to America, and 
after seeing his brother, gi> back again; 
into his body?’ - * ^GARDENER.

Far Rockaway, N-. .

I 
departed;: and- he tis&ncS’Ionger capable 
of producing tlmspiÿAléeterpleces. He 
hits returned tó'W’^rjjvi^ condition,

Stretch thy helping hand, Oh, brother, 
O’er the guiph where night holds 

. sway,
Lead the new and hopeful nations.

Let old “isins” pass away, 
Dealing death to ignorance, vices, 

■ Superstition’s galling blight—
Teaching thou the glorious freedom 

i. Of the dawning of the Light. -
A* '

Lighter, brighter grows our pathway;" 
As we guide the.weak.along,

Wafting songs df love and sunshine 
■ Out upon the countless throng.
They will catch them ijnd re-echo:

Making darkest hours, bright— 
When they realize the blessing

Of the dawning of the Light; . -
Light is now dispelling darkness. 

■ 'Tis the "Kingdom" now “at hand.” 
Shout the message o’er the breakers, 

Till ’tis heard from sea to land! ■
Shout the joyful tidings, gladly, 

Of the “winning of the right.”
It will make our Earth our Heaven ;

In the dawning of the Light. i
Light is dawning for the millions 

Who will then the distance span, 
And the angels stand united

With the “Brotherhood of Man,” 
Hand in hand upon the main-land -

W.ith our faces hopeful,; bright, 
“One with God,“ and with each- other

■In the dawning of the Light. :■"/■ 
.MRS. EVA McKINNON.'

Santa Rosa, Cali: -

and is now a normt
|s condition,

conscious art-
1st again. < He ;is, con
vinced, however, tbit t&se prodigies of 
his pencil or ''his: IWsh -are foreign to 
himself, and inteads to leave them toare tne unconscious depositaries.” himself, and in tends-14 leave them to 

The-power which came po suddenly a museum, as no many psychological 
find unexpectedly to M Desmoulln has documenta. ' M-nuwsicai

No opportunity should be lost to in
culcate a spirit of honor and respect 
tor faithful work in. every useful, voca
tion.—Lewis G. Janes.

The acknowledgment of .'weakness 
which we make in imploring, to be re
lieved from hunger and temptation* la 
surely wisely put, in.--our - prayer.— 
Thackeray. „ .

DOME WIDER AND DEEPER AND 
MORE SPIRITUAL EVERY FORM 
OF SPIRITUAL ASPIRATION, EVERY 
RELIGION, NO MATTER HOW UN
COUTH AND STRANG?, IS STILL 
THE SOUL OF- MAN SEEKINGRIGHT 
RELATIONS TO THE INFINITE.

What a glorious thing is .this passion 
tor Hie right;; what .visions it has seen, 
what strength it has. glyen-'to'tlieir real
ization! It is the great tide that, mov
ing-restless and resistless in our bos-
oms, has carried us on toward God. We 
cannot but believe it is born of him. It 
does not originate it man, for it dis
turbs his peace, it stirs him' from sloth, 
It spurs him to new and often unwel
come endeavors. It ever holds before 
him the shining possibility of a perfect 
being in a perfect world.

. No wonder Christ used the figure of 
hunger and. thirst. Literal appetites 
have been ‘the motives back . of the 
world’s struggle for physical rightness; 
yet these cravings have not been more 
general or more forceful than those "of 
the soul. But for hunger and thirst 
man would have lived in perfect con
tent with the form and facts of life as 
he found them; progress, all that we 
call civilization, would not have been.

Man Is happy in proportion as neces
sity compels him to heed thesd crav
ings. So is It in the moral world; the 
struggle has been our salvation. To 
cease to strive for rightness is to cease 
to live. Individually and nationally 
they are happy who accept the rigorous 
climate of lofty ethical ideals, who are 
not content to take life as they find it, 
but who seek to cultivate flowers and 
fruits of paradise on the sterile, rocky 
soil of the human heart This is the 
life that Jesus shows, the life that seeks 
and finds the truth, that with passion
ate ardor seeks right relations both 
with his fellows and with his Father. 
Out of the fullness of experience, in the 
midst of his own struggle he encour
ages all who strive; they shall be satis
fied. No ideal, no noble passion, no glo
rious sacrifice, no honest endeavor for 
the right was ever in vain; the soul 
finds itself in seeking the supreme 
good. HENRY F. COPE.

YOUR MOTHER WILL BE THERE.

You mav have a doubtful future, you 
may have a checkered now;

You may have your foolish notions 
to evil make your bow;

You may have your many failings 
of troubles have your share,.,

But please don’t forget to notice, your 
old mother .wiH'be there.

and

and

You may be too busy counting your in
creasing wealth today,

To be mindful of the beggar who is sit-
•■ ting by the way;
You may lose your all tomorrow in a 

great financial snare,
But w\en you become a beggar your 

old mother will be there.
i You may He upon a sick-bed with a 
i fever running high;
You may fall into the gutter and a help- 

■ less being lie; &
You'may- be a hopeless victim of the 

liquor demon’s glare,
While the world, around deserts you— 

... your old mother will be there.
You -may cast her out—a pauper—in 

; Ulis cold; unfeeling world,
With your banners of false "goodness" 

to-the public eye. unfurled;
You may curse-her in your -anger if 

■ your callous conscience flare.
But when you have cooled a little, your 
. old mother will be there. i
You. may make yourself a demon of the 

deepest, darkest kind,
And pass on to regions fitted to your 

■ calibre of mind; ■
But before you: in her glory, with her
; - mother love and prayer, ■
To uplift your soul from darkness, your 

old mother will lie there.
DR. T WILKINS.

A forced , match between a mail and 
his religioir sours • his temper and 
leaves a barren bed.—Landor.

A FEW DIVERGENT POINTS ONLY. 

Spiritualism and Theosophy Are Closely
Allied. '

The Theosophical Society was found
ed by Mme. H. P. Blavatsky and Col; 
H, S. Olcott, Nov. 17,1875, in.New York 
City, Its objects are:

To form a nucleus of the Universal • 
Brotherhood of Humanity without dis
tinction of race« creed, sex, caste or 
color.

To encourage the study of compara
tive religion, philosophy and science.

; To investigate unexplained laws of 
nature and the powers latent in man.

The society Is described by C. W.
Leadbeater as follows: 1

, It is composed of students, belong
ing to a»y religion in the world or to 
none, who are united by their approval ’ 
of the above objects, by their wish to 
remove religious antagonisms and to 
draw together men of good will, whatso
ever their religious opinions, and by 
their desire to study religious truths 
and to share the results of their studies 
with others. Their bond of union is 
not the profession of a common belief, 
but a common search for and aspiration 
for truth,

They hold that truth should be sought 
by study, by reflection, by purity of life, 
by devotion to high Ideals, and they re
gard truth as a prize to be striven for, 
not as a dogma to be imposed by au
thority. They consider that belief 
should be the result of individual study 
or intuition, and not its antecedent, and 
should rest on knowledge, not on asser
tion. They extend tolerance to all, 
even to the intolerant, not as a privi
lege they bestow, but as a duty they 
perform, and they seek to remove ig
norance, not to punish it. They see ev
ery religion as an expression of the di
vine wisdom, and prefer its study to its 
condemnation, and Its practice to pros
elytism. Peace is their watchword, as 
truth is their aim.

Theosophy is the body of truths 
which forms the basis of all religions, 
and which cannot be claimed as the ex
clusive possession of any. It offers a 
philosophy which renders life intelli
gible and which demonstrates the jus
tice and the love which guide its evolu
tion. It puts death in its rightful place, 
as a recurring Incident in an endless 
life, opening the gateway to a fuller and 
more radiant existence. It restores to 
the world the science of the spirit, 
teaching man to know the spirit as him
self and the mind and body as his serv
ants. It illuminates the scriptures and 
doctrines of religions by unveiling their 
hidden meaning, thus justifying them 
at the bar of intelligence so they are 
ever justified in Ihe eyes of intuition.

Members of the Thessophlcal Society 
study these truths and theosophists en
deavor to live them. Every one willing 
to study, to be tolerant, to aim high 
and to work pergeveringly is welcomed 
as a member, and it rests with the mem
ber to become a true theosophist.

Rests on Three Propositions.
■Theosophy rests broadly upon the fol

lowing three great truths:
1, • God -exists and He is good. He is 

the. great lifegiver who dwells within us 
and without us. is undying and eter
nally beneficent. He is not heard nor 
seen, nor touched, yet is perceived by 
the man who desires perception.
. 2. Man is immortal, and his future is 
one whose glory and splendor have no 
limit.

3. A divine law of absolute justice— 
[Karma]—rules the world, so that each 
man is in truth his own Judge, the dis
penser. of glory or gloom to himself, the 
decreer of his life, his reward, his pun
ishment.

To each of these truths are attached 
others, subsidiary and explanatory. 
From-the first truth it follows that:

In spite of appearances, all things 
are definitely and intelligently moving 
together for good; that all circum
stances, however untoward they may 
seem, are in reality exactly what are 
needed; that everything around us 
tends, not to hinder us, but to help us, 
if it is only understood.

That, since the whole scheme thus- 
tends to man’s benefit, clearly it is his 
duty to learn to understand it.

That when he thus understands it, it 
is also his duty intelligently to co-oper
ate in this scheme.

From the second truth it follows:
That the true man is a soul, and the 

body is only an appanage.
That he must, therefore, regard ev

erything from the standpoint of the 
soul, and that in every case when an in
ternal struggle takes place he must re
alize his identity with the higher and 
not with -the lower.

That what is commonly called his life 
is only one day in his true larger life.

That death is a matter of far less im
portance than is usually supposed, since 
it Is by no means the end of life, but 
merely the passage from one stage of it 
to another.

That man has also an immense evolu
tion behind him, the study of which is 
most fascinating and instructive.

That there is an absolute certainty of 
final attainment for every human soul, 
no matter how far he may seem to have 
strayed from the path of evolution.

KATE C. HAVENS.

PASSED TO THE REALM OF SOULS.

Mrs. Nell Burgess, Wife of the Actor.

I Mrs. Nell Burgess, wife of the actor, 
I and a great believer in the philosophy 
of Spiritualism passed to the Great Be
yond, Sept. 17, where she was wel
comed by many dear ones.

Mrs. Nellie Temple Brigham (a 
friend for many years) officiated at 
the house and grave. Many came from 
all parts, who had not heard a spiritual 
service before. They were entranced 
by the grand and inspirational words of 
Mrs. Brigham. ••
• Mrs. Neil Burgess was one of the 

most spiritual women this world has 
ever produced, and during her travels 
from Maine to California she made life
long friends by the score. The Golden 
Rule was her religion. She was a mem
ber of Mrs. Brigham’s society. Her 
husband, mother and son thirteen years 
of age are left, but they have the great 
satisfaction of knowing that one of the 
sweetest, truest and most spiritual lives 
hits passed on across the great border
line of the unseen. In the words of 
Longfellow:
"There is no death! What seems so 
y is transition.

This, life of mortal breath
Is but the suburb of the life-Elysian

■Whoso portal we call death.”
I ’ J. OSBORNE LUNT.

: Highlands o£ Navesink, N. J, . y
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and Doctor Peebles.
EVEN IN ITS LATER YEARS, THE VICTORIA INSTITUTE IS A 

¡RETROGRESSIVE SOCIETY, LARGELY COJMMITTED TO THE 
MAINTENANCE OF THAT WHICH THE BEST SCHOLARSHIP, 
BOTH IN AND QUT OF THE CHURCH, HAS DISCARDED,-IS AN 
ORGANIZATION. DEVOTED PRINCIPALLY'TO THE PROPAGA
TION AND FURTHERANCE OF ERROR, FALSEHOOD AND DELU
SION; 'AN ENEMY TO TRUTH AND TO THE BEST INTERESTS OF 
MANKIND,-HONESTLY AND BIGOTEDLY IN ERROR, COM
POSED OF ‘‘BLIND LEADERS O(F THE BLIND.’’ IT WAS TOO 
MUCH TO EXPECT FROM A SOCIETY. OF THIS • CHARACTER 
THAT IT WOULD HAVE READ REFORE IT, .AND .HAVE IN
CLUDED IN ITS “JOURNAL,” A PAPER IN WHICH THE TRUTH 
OF SO GREAT A HERESY AS SPIRITUALISM WAS MAINTAINED. 
THE TREATMENT AWARDED DR. PEEBLES’ PAPER BY IT WAS 
IN KEEPING WITH THE ENTIRE RECORD OF THE SAYINGS 
AND DOINGS OF THIS CHAMPION OF EXTREME ORTHODOXY.

In 1866 there was founded a society 
called “The Victoria Institute and Phil
osophical Society of Great Britain." 
Many years ago I obtained an almost 
complete set of the “Journal of Trans
actions”- of this society, and at a later 
date, after Dr. J. M. Peebles had be
come a member thereof, I obtained, 
through his kindness, the subsequent 
numbers of the "Journal” up to the 

' time, of: this procurement, I am, there
fore, enabled, to write ynderstandingly 
of tills society and its literature.

, Objects of the So'clety.
As. stated in its original “Objects, 

Constitution and By-Laws," the.prfmary 
»bjept of the society was', to investigate 
the most Important questions ot philos
ophy apd science, "especially those that 
bear upon the great truths revealed in 
Holy Scripture) with the. view of. de
fending them, agirinst the- opposition of 
fieience, falsely -so-called." Explana
tion and illustration of this “Object” of 
the society, as found in the first volume 
of the "Journal” will now be given. In 
It we are told that it is impossible for 
the Word of God in nature and the 
Word of- God in Holy Scripture to con
tradict each other; that if Science and 
Scripture are at issue, one of them is 
wrong, untrue; and that to maintain 
the Integrity of God’s revealed word, 
what appears to be science, if it contra^ 
diets the Bible, must be regarded aS j 
pseudo-science,—the “rash deductions 
of false or pseudo science.” (pp. vi., 

' 6; 7. 9).
। It is declared the duty of the society 
| to hear and encourage all who are will- 
' ing to battle with the “oppositions of 
science,” "in order to reduce its preten- 

' sions to their real value.” It is to-free- 
ly question what Is called “Established 

; Science,” and it will be its business to 
recognize no human science as “estab
lished.” (p. 30). At the first meeting 
of the Society, its president said, that, 
just as rationalistic and scientific writ
ers criticise ahd. expose the defects of 
the Bible, so must the society criticise 

. and expose science. “Let science have 
I its own way—It was a ‘chartered liber- 
I tine,' ’’ he continued. Again he said 
[ that the society must refute “the dele

terious nonsense published under the. 
name of Science,” and it “must watch 
the dishonest use of statements appear 
ing in scientific works, calculated ' to

the building of the tower of Babel, all 
the earth was of one language,, and that 
the differing languages arose from the 
miraculous confounding of the speech 
of the builders ot the tower, by God, in

raise doubt as to the truth of the 
Bible.” (pp. 80, 81). Iff a paper bri 
"Geology and the Bible,” the Book of 
Nature is made to appear inferior to the' 
Bible. “Sacred Scripture is the word 
of God, a word which he speaks,”—his 
express Word and Thought,—while 
"The Book of Nature” is only “in a cer
tain sense, an expression of divine 
thought.” (p. 337).

It is thus seen that the object of this 
society was to antagonize and belittle 
science, in order that the literal and in
fallible truth of the teaching of the 
Bible on scientific as well as other mat
ters might be sustained. Anything that 
science taught that was not in agree
ment with the Bible was necessarily 
false. The society was a continuance, 
on the same old principles and in the 
same old manner, of the tactics and 
methods of the cnurch, Catholic and 

I Protestant, which had from the begln- 
i ning opposed and anathematized every 

new discovery tn science regarded as, 
in any way, impairing the truth of any 
of its theological dogmas, or inconsist
ent with the words of its Holy Book.

It sought to maintain the absolute 
truth of the Books of Genesis, Exodus, 
and tire other so-called Mosaic books, in 
their accounts of the creation and fall 
of man, the antediluvian history, the 
deluge, the tower of Babel, the origin of 
language, the lives of the patriarchs, 
the sojourn in and exodus from Egypt, 
with all the miracles,—the truth of all 
of which as historic verities has now 
been given up by the ablest and most 
competent Christian scholars. What 

: this society tried to conserve by attack- 
। ing science and scientists is now ac- 
I knowledged to be a myth and legend, 
! instead of true history, by the best 
■ scholarship of the world, Christian

order to prevent the tower from reach
ing heaven,—this fairy tale is. cham
pioned as true, tpp; 151, et aeq.).

. Tailing, up, now, the last volume of 
the “Journal” that I have received, the 
2ijth, what do we find 'i Instead ot over
throwing the facts of “established sci
ence" (it denied the existence of any 
"established science”), and Instead of 
crushing the “oppositions of science; 
falsely so-called,” the “pseudo-science," 
as it was called by the society, has, 
partly at least, overcome the society. 
It was, nó doubt, owing to the establish
ment of po many scientific truths in the 
world, that caused the society prudent
ly to modify its great primary "Object." 
As ft now reads, these words so import
ant in its first statement of objects, are 
entirely omitted; “with the view of de- 

। fending them against the oppositions ot 
¡science, falsely so-called.” This bellig- 
! erent society, that started but with a 
flouiisji of trumpets about its work in 
crushing pseudo-science, science falsely 
iso-called, has been forced to haul in its 
horns, and now no longer attempts to 
¡berate, criticise, and expose the truths 
!cf “established science," but declares 
'its primary object simply to be the- in- 
'vestlgation of the questions of Philoso
phy and Science that bear upon the 
truths, of “Holy .Scripture.”

But, notwithstanding this change in 
its published “Object,” the old virus 1b 
still regnant in the society, bigoted, nar
row-minded ’conservatism of the Bible- 
worshipers is still manifest in its pro
ceedings, but not to so great a degree 
as. in the olden time. The world has 
grown since 1867, and even the Victoria 
Institute has made some progress in 
liberal thought. Mapy of its members 
have been forced to accept the truth of 
evolution, and they speak of it as true, 
more or less, in their papers before the 
society; but all do not accept it One 
speaker says he is “convinced that the 
whole theory of evolution is unsound 
and has no foundation whatever. An
other says that the science of archaeol
ogy gives a “complete negative to the 
evolutionist theory," and that the the- 
iory of special'creation is that which 
archaeology tends to confirm ((pp. 113, 
118, 122, Vol. 28). .A paper la devoted 
to the alleged passage of the Red Sea 
;by the Israelites, in which, it is de
clared that the “Bible narrative is * * a 
very graphic and correct acount of 
what really took place; and the author 
asserts that he has “proved that the 
Bible narrative is true to thè very let
ter,"—this about that which, at the best, 
can be only an exaggerated and semi- 
mythical account of a possible histori
cal event (in my opinion, the story has 
a historical basis). See pp. 276, 280).

Discoveries in the East. ■
Another paper treats of the remark

able confirmation of “Holy Scripture" 
by discoveries in the East, in which the 
historical accuracy in detail and minu
tiae of the Biblical statements is said 
to have -been confirmed by discoveries 
in Palestine and other Oriental lands. 
The author says, “We may implicitly 
rely on the historic accuracy of the ac
counts from. the time of the call of 
Abraham downwards;” while the chair
man speaks of the “chain of evidence 
which has accumulated of the marvel
ous historical accuracy of the Old 
Testament” (p. 142). How far from

and non-Christian. “The Higher
। Qriticism” has forever demolished the 
historical accuracy of the Books of

. Moses, of which Moses wrote nothing.
1 ' Geology and Genesis.
i ' As Is now well known, ihe Impossibil
ity of reconciling geology and the Book

Genesis, the fact that geology is cor
rect arid Genesis is wrong, is now gen
erally acknowledged by the Christian 
world. What shall be thought, then, of 
the preposterous statement, in the first 
paper in the first volume of the 
“Journal” of this Society, that no geolo
gist can point to a single geological 
fact, or even to any respectable theory 

. taught in any geological -work extant, 
than can in the least be considered as

I contradictory to the Mosaic account of 
the creation? (p. 15). Thia statement 
illustrates the character of this society, 
as also does this assertion made in a‘ 
paper on Geology and the Bible by Rev. 
John Kirk, author of books on the 
Bible and Geology. “This idea of the 
coexistence of men with mammoths is 
not a fact, even if perfectly true. It is 
only an inference, at best, perhaps a 
theory by which certain facts are par-

| tially explained.” (p.378). This rev
erend father in God actually declared 
that a certailF thing, even if it was “per
fectly true,” was not “a fact.” Mirablle 
dictu! The Standard Dictionary defines 
“fact” as “anything strictly true.” Yet 
this sapient reverendlssimo and assail-

1 er of scientific “tacts” says that some 
! thing "perfectly true" Is not “a fact”

Opposed to Darwinism.
■ Of course, this' society would oppose j 
Darwinism. In the innngural-' address- 
rf. the • vice-president (the chairman), it 
b said that “confessedly the majority 

1 ji known, facts in nature are i.rreconcll- 
lible” with Darwin's theory ot.too qto 
gm tof species; also, that ■'Daryin's 
guments on the evolution: of . .toe . eye 
"are founded on monstrous assum)itifefi^ 
utterly unsupported'' by’indt”' (pp7'^2,‘

. 62). In this volume the exploded myth 
ijjmd unscientific absurdity that prior to

THB PROGÉÈàSIVB THINKER
aaeiaty's meeting.: At this meeting, 
when all were assembled to hear its 
reading bv Dr. Peebles, tho Doctor was 
summoned to the council room and in
formed that itó. council had decided, 
“for good and sufficient reasons,” that 
the paper was not considered appropri
ate to be read. Becoming his property 
by this action ’of ‘ the council»' Dr. 
Peebles delivered the rejected, address 
at the London Spiritualist Alliance, 
May 25 last, it was then published in 
London Light,-and is now on sale in 
thia country ‘and, England.

AS a large part of the paper, in that 
section giving the “Proofs”. of immor
tality, consists .of the testimony of emi
nent men to. the, reality of the phenom; 
ena of Modern Spiritualism, while said 
Spiritualism is warmly defended and 

■extolled, it is readily seen why the In- 
¡stitute would not permit this paper to 
ibe read and made a part ot its “Jour
nal.” Although the phenomena ot Spir
itualism present the. pnjy, proof the 
■ world lias of a-continued-existence'af
ter physical dissolution, apd although 
owing to the spread . of materialistic 

.ideas, fostered and.taught by many men 
of science, the , world . demands that 

' some, tangible . evidence be furnished 
that man survives tne: body's death, yet 
this Christian society, as well as the 
church in general, (with.some.notable 
exceptions),, refuses to even examine 
the alleged proofs. of life after death 
that Spiritualism claims to' possess. 

; One potent reason, for: .this is that the 
nature of life after-death, as taught by 
Spiritualism, is radically different from 
that which the church has so long indi
cated.’ The testimony of the hosts of 

i returning, spirits as to the character bf 
:the spirit-world overthrows the- puerile 
old time conceptions of that world, as 
taught by the Christian church. The 
heaven and hell ot the old: theologies 
are shown to be only chimeras of the 
imagination, irrational, not to say -ab-' 
surd, and; in reality, blasphemous, em- 

1 bodying tow find mean ideas of the na
ture and being of the Supreme Being. 
What a pitiful notion' of God underlies 
toe heaven and tfie hell of orthodox 
Christianity; and one of' the greatest 
blessings that the world derives from 
Spiritualism is its demolition of the 
crude, ■ barbarous teachings of the 

'churches about the other life.
Dr, Peebles'pamphlet would be a 

good thing to circulate freely among 
the benighted orthodox, groping in the 
dark, and needing light upon the real 
nature of the immortal eristence and 
of the evidences therqanent to be found 
in Modern Spiritualism,

' WM. EMMETTS COLEMAN.
San Francisco, Cal.

COMING EVENTS.

They Often Cast a Shadow In the . . 
ture—What Induced the Terrible

Song gefeds, in the World.
fls W and Tom Oft M tasra B.fw

■ -9<- 1J.
“It is iaffleiitabte fact that oiir; old people, in the 

majority of ^es those who have lived sober, honest 
lives, and'1 sS'yed society many years, many times 
come teethe foor-house or: prison/ And/ $o disgust
ing is our charity’system, backed by braying priests 
and preachers-and hypocritical cant, its millionaire 
donors op ^e one hand and pauperized recipients on 
the other,:' that our honest, self-respecting people 
would prefer .death rather than accept -it.”

Fu-

, I take sama exceptions to the article, 
"Work Fit For Mind,“ from the pen of 

1 French Hollinshead in No. 820 of The 
Progressive Thinker;! These are the 
opening lines of no. article, “If a man 
will not work neither shall he eat,” by 
Mary A. Ingalls, .published'In No.'825 of 
The Progressive .Thinker. I take ex- 

■ceptions to some of her statements in 
That article and here.are some of them. 
She says iu answer to Mr. Holllnshead’s 
reference to Hie youth ot our country 
growing up in- tatters’and rags without 
an education, . '‘'Qur government pro
vides compulsory-education, for chil
dren, books are provided free of cost to 
the parents, and, truant officers see that 
they are kept in school.”

The matter of compulsory education 
is lift with the .states and many of 
them have no compulsory school law. 
As to the government furnishing books 
free of cost to parents, nothing is far
ther from the -facts. This also is a 
mattpr left with the states and. the 

-state of New York (where Mrs. Ingalls 
lives) may furnish books to the poor, 
but in many ..of rhe states where I have 
lived and had .personal experience as 
teacher In our,public schools, I know 
that books are not furnished free.

Then Mr. Hollinshead may have had 
reference more particularly to that 
vast class of children' in the United 
States Whose: poverty-stricken condi
tion either compete them to work or 
who cannot afford books and clothing.

My sister has not studied carefully 
the economic conditions of our country 
if she does not know such a class ex
ists.

There are according to reliable sta-

Dream Foreshadowing the Death ot 
George Johnson?
After dreaming Friday night of fall

ing long distances, and screaming in 
agony as he' awakened, George John
son. a mason, fell six stories to his 
death in the new Breitmeyer building 
at Miami and Gratiot avenues yester
day noon.

Johnson was working on the fifth 
iloor. When the noon whistle blew he 
rushed to the elevator, with many oth
ers. Those behind him were horrified 
to see him plunge into the shaft and 
go hurling downward to the basement 
The men say he placed one toot on the 
elevator, which was going up at the 
time,' and then slipped. He was in
stantly killed.

The victim of the accident was an 
Englishmaif and "came here from Lon
don-only a few months ago. His wife 
and four children have been here but 
a month. At their home at Hastings 
and Clinton streets this noon there was 
a pitiful scene. The wife and little 
boys were waiting for the husband and 
father to come to his dinner. The ta
ble was set, and smoking meat and veg- 
r tables were ready.

Mrs. Johnson was told the truth 
gradually. After she recovered a little 
from her grief she told of the dream 
her husband had the night before.

“He dreamed that we had two homes 
—one here and the other in London. 
He went to London to see me and they
told him I was dead. Then he said 
his dream: ‘Why did you bury her 
scion, before I could see her?’ ”

“Then just before he awakened 
thought he was falling, falling, and

the truth all this is! It is true that the 
general truth of the accounts of certain 
evtnts in the Bible has been confirmed 
by the archaeological discoveries of. the 
past fifty years; but nothing prior to 
the time of Rehoboam, son of Solomon, 
has been confirmed thereby, so far as 
genuine history is concerned.

Nothing in the mythical lives ot the 
patriarchs, in the Mosaic period, the pe
riod of the Judges, and those of Samuel, 
Saul, David and Solomon, has been con
firmed, But a good deal has been con
firmed by the Assyrian and Babylonian 
monuments in cuneiform inscriptions, 
of the times of the monarchies of Israel 
and. Judah. Some details have been 
confirmed; but a great many inaccura
cies,, mis takes.etc. in toe Biblical 
books^bf Kings and Chronicles have 
been indicated by the Assyro-Babylon- 
ian records. The confused, conflicting 
chronology in toe Biblical books has 
been to many cases corrected by the 
more accurate chronology of the Assyri
ans and Babylonians. The Hebrew rec
ords, whl|e' embodying much genuine 
history/are very fragmentary, confused, 
inaccurate in detail, and sometimes mis
leading. Great light has been thrown 
upon'the’Bible narratives by the discov
eries in the East, and they have largely 
supplemented and corrected the very 
imperfect accounts of the Bible.

A Retrogressive Society.
It is thus seen that, even in Its later 

years, the Victoria Institute is a retro
gressive society, largely committed to 
the maintenance of that which the best 
scholarship, both In and out of the 
church, has discarded,—is an. organiza
tion devoted principally to the propaga
tion and furtherance of error, falsehood 
and delusion; an enemy to truth and 
to the best interests of mankind,-7-hon- 
estly and blgbtedly to error, composed 
of “blind leaders of the blind." It was 
too -much to expect from a society of 
this character that it would have read 
before it. and have included in its 
“Journal," a paper in which the truth 
of so grea^ a heresy as Spiritualism 
was maintained. . The treatment award
ed Dr. Peebles’ paper by it was in keep
ing with thc.entire record of the sayings 
and doing? of this champion of extreme^ 
orthodoxy. ,

■ 'Doctor Peebles’Paper.
Dr..Peebles, being asked to prepare 

h¿paper to,be. read .before the Victoria 
institute, of which, he had been a mem-, 
ber for « .number of years, wrote one on 
¡'Immortality, Its Naturalness,, Its Pos
sibilities, and Proofs.” As is custom
ary, the paper was printed and sent to 
tho members prior to Si# reading at the

A SPIRITUAL MISSIVE

To the Members of the.Ffancea E- Wil
lard Health and Developing Circle.

in 
so

he 
he

gave a scream and reached to see if I 
was really there. I knew something 
was going to happen today, and asked 
him to be careful when he kissed me 
goodbye this morning.”

Then she broke into passionate sobs.
“Oh George,” she cried, “Why didn't 

your dream come true? Why did it’have 
to be you?" ’

The little boy stood' around, wonder
ing what awful thing had happened, 
but hardly understanding.

The couple had four sons, Charlie, 
aged 14, a messenger in the Bank of 
Toronto; Albert, 10 years; Walter, 7, 
and John, 2. Mrs. Johnson’s only other 
living relative is her mother, who lives 
in Toronto.

Coroner Toepel will hold an inquest 
Not yet recovered from the shock of 

her husband’s horrible death,'Mrs. Geo. 
Johnson visited Coroner Toepel after 
the accident without a penny, and ap
pealed to him for assistance for herself 
and her three children; one of the most 
pitiful cases which ever came to the 
attention of the coroner.—Detroit,Mich
igan, Tribune;

tinder Hypnotic Spell. .
Los Angeles, Cal.'—Miss Ruby Cas-

tieman, the pretty 2a-year-oM orphan 
Sunday School teacher, Who is held at 
the Polk Station on charges of forgery 
of checks in excess of $1,000, is becom
ing a deeper mystery to the police, and 
she now declares she knows, nothing 
of what she has do^e in-the last two 
months, but has-been-acting under an 
hypnotic spell imposed by some one 
unknown to-her.

tlstics more than .a million 
the factories, -work’shops, 
mines of our landi'; Not 30 
the children of the working

children In 
mills and 
per cent of 
class finish

ward school, not 15, per cent enter high 
school, and Bless than 1 per cent enter । 
college. YetlithisijJs the country that 
toasts of itsaifree school system.

It is true sie hard a splendid free ed
ucational sygtem, Ibut we have not a 
free industtod system, and the child of 
the industrial slave gets little benefit1 
from the system, from its lack of op
portunity to htiHze'It

Few understand: the rapidity with- 
which the school room is being closed to 
the children of the nation and the fac
tory, department satores, workshops, 
mills and minés, »like a yawning gulf 
opening to raoelveetihem.

I know wdjhave; truancy laws galore, 
but since both , the law-making and'the 
law^enfcjcetoglpowers of government 
are In tnihands of the class to whose 
interest it islthab the children should 
he in the factory and not in the school, 
the laws simply serve to boast of and 
nothing more. .

She says it is sentimental nonsense, 
this talk of young women being com
pelled by conditions over whifeh they 
have no control, to sell themselves for 
bread. That the charge of overdraw
ing the picture be not incurred, let the 
following authoritative evidence be con
sidered: <

The New York Sun of February 8, 
1901, describes the opening of a factory 
in New York City by the American 
Tobacco Company. Cheroots were to 
be made in this' factory in competition

I with other factories which refused to

, It is not because there is little work 
to' be done;. The world's work must 
be done, much more than is at present 
being done, but under the present sys
tem those who have the positions must 
work long, jjburs, which might be cut 
down pne-half, giving as many morp 
employment. And the' children might 
be taken out of the great whirlpool of 
Industry and,placed in school, and their 
present places filled by the Idle, rich, 
non-producing class now hanging as 
parasites upon toe body politic.

This writer excuses the fact that, as 
Mr. Hollinshead says: “Old age, too, 
has been kicked into the gutter, to end 
earthly life in a poor-house, or prison,” 
by explaining tha^people bring poverty 
on themselves by making mistakes, and 
gives for example a generous-hearted 
man who made himself poor by going 
on notes for those whom he deemed 
honest and wished to help. May be 
they were honest, or Intended to be, but 
fropi force of circumstances under’ our 
murderous system, could do no better, 
and the man who signed the notes did 
right under a right system, but few 
can afford to do right or be themselves 
under the existing disordered order.

Then we have but to look about us 
at the charity institutions, and listen 
to the everlasting cry for help from 
both old and young, to- know that the 
above quoted words are true.

In the city of New York in a recent 
year nineteen per cent of the people, or 
1,387,348 souls applied for relief from 
charity; fourteen per cent of the fami
lies of Manhattan were evicted during 
the year of 1903 for non-payment of 
rent; ten per cent of those who died in 
Manhattan were buried in a pauper’s 
grave. What d.ies this mean but pov
erty and misery? 1 wonder if this vast 
army are willingly idle, or have they 
made mistakes through impulses of 
generosity, or are they one part of the 
product of the system that makes mill
ionaires and pnupers, “castles and 
caves, luxury and squalor, painted para
sites on the boulevards, and painted 
poverty among the red lights?”

Our charity, anotner product of the 
present capitalistic system, is a dis
grace to civilization. Our ministers 
stand in their fine pulpits and beg for 
money for charitable purposes, and in 
the next breath condemn the only sys
tem of government yet proposed that 
would forever stop the cause of pauper
ism and the need for charity.

It is a lamentable fact that our old 
people, in the majority of cases those 
who have lived sober, honest lives and

Dear Brothers aud Sifters:—So many 
ot your dear letters remain unanswered 
that I find it impossible to write direct 
to each one, so if you will accept of me 
in this wav and the editor is willing, 1 
will tell you tlirougd the columns of 
The Progressive Thinker, that our cir
cle continues to revolve and ' isn- kept 
moving by a few faithful members wbQ 
aré alive to tne health and happiness ' 
that it bestows. • . ..

In my last letter to you through the 
columns of this paper I left it with yon 
as individuals to keep your appointment 
Thursday evenings with Sis ter Frances ; 
lï. Willard, and'all who have’done so 
write that- they have beep greatly 
blessed with improved health, which in
cludes spiritual unfoldment.

When Miss Willard came to the earth 
plane in May, 1898/ and perfected the 
plan of communication between mortals 
and her, she said that “thé church doors 
needed to open and receive three trees 
within its fold, namely Spiritualism, 
Divine healing, and the Woman’s Chris
tian .Temperance Union, and under the 
shelter .of their spreading branches in-, 
créase its usefulness a hundred fold.”

Dear souls, this great need is as ur
gent today as it was seven-years ago, 
when I first perceived it, and what are 
we doing towards bringing -it about? 
The message was given us to deliver, 
to pass on to others, who did not re
ceive it from thé same source that we 
did. It is a sacred mission, aud is one 
of the answers- to the many aspirations 
of our souls, asking “what shall we do 
to be saved?" It means that we must 
work and develop ourselves more spir
itually. We give too much time and 
strength to the material, and neglect 
the spiritual. Nature only asks of us
one-seventh
for 
we

our
i part 
soul’s

becomo Sb

of our 
development, 

engrossed

time 
but 

with

be absorbed by the trusts. The trust.
advertised for girls. The crowd of 
men and boys who': Wanted work was 
so great in front of the building that
the - police were . forced with 
clubs to clear them away

The wages paidthe girls was 
per week, sixty , cents of which 
for,car fare.

their

$2.50 
went

Miss Nellie Mason Auteh, a graduate 
student of the department of Sociology 
at the University of Chicago, recently 
made a thorough investigation of the 
garment trades of Chicago. Her fig
ures were published in, the American 
Journal of Sociology and commented 
upon by the Literary Digest.

She found women working ten hours 
a day, six days a week, for forty cents 
per week (a rater of two-thirds of a cent 
an hour). Many women earned less 
than a dollar a week, and none of them 
worked every week.

The following: table will best sum
marize Miss Auten’s investigations 
among a portion, of the garment work
ers:

• Av. Ind. Av. Na Av. Yr’ly 
* Weekly Weeks Earnln^a 

- , 1 Ware® EinprydDressmakers.. ;;. 4 .90 42. 
Pants finishers;..-; 1.31 27:58 
Housewives and ■'

$37.00 
42.41

pants finishers.-'.^; 1.58 30.21
Seamstresses 
Pants makers 
Miscellaneous 
Tailors.... ..

2.03 32.78 
.? 2J.3 ' 30.77 
.. 2.77 29. 
V.-6J2 31.96------ ■ ------

47.49
64.10
75.61
81.80

211.92

General average .«$2.48 31.18 $76.74

Poor Property. ’
Religion is the poorest property that 

a man can possess. . He cannot sell it 
for a cent nor give it to another. It 
will not buy bread'.'or meat, or clothes, 
it will not pay the doctor or the. under
taker. It will hot give. life, or save 
from death. A person cannot prove 
that he has religion. He cannot pro
duce it. When a.man says that he has 
religion, no one can day that he lies 
or tells the truth. Religion is not a 
claim upon anything, or anybody. A 
pawnbroker would .not lend a nickel on 
the best religion in the world. It costs 
p lot to get it, but when "one has it one 
cannot mortgage it for a meal of vict
uals. It is more expensive to. keep 
than a trotting horse, .a yacht, or an 
automobile;—Truth Seeker..

■TO WOMEN WTO DREAB MOTHERHOOD
information HaW They M4y Glve Blrth to Happy, 
1 : ' Healthy Children Atwiinteiy With* ’
i x out Pain~Sent Free.
' No woman hoed any longer dread tho patna ot 
"child-birth; or. remain ohtltue«». Dr. J. H. nyo 
;bM devoted Ida Uta to rellevlnr tho Borrows ot 
.women, 'HehM Braved that all t>aln at childbirth 
imSy her ontlrely bah(shed. and ho will alndly tell 
iyou how it may be Sono absolutely tree ot charra 
Send your name and addroea to Dr. J.H. Dye. 151 
Dewla ClocKUunblo, U, V.. ami be wiUecnd you 
postpaid, hla wonderful book which lolls how lo 
alvo birth to happy, healthy children, aooolutely 
witnotnsmtnf also, how to cure aterlUty., Do not

She goes' dh fo^ay that for all the 
idle and lHmgry'“among womankind- 
the farm offers a? apanacea, and one 
would think, that Mhn life in America 
was a veriinKle UTOpla,'where every 
farm house with its musical instrument, 
its cows, etc..' stooff with wide open 
doors invitiriff the wpary and hungry to 
come in andjrestu^id be fed. Good 
wages 1

I wonder if she, like some other wri
ters on theSftidustffel question thinks 
$2.50 and $3.00 a wSak good wages?

I was reaYM on3 a farm, and know 
outside of nSv. expSfience there some
thing of the’<fate' <k'hired help on the 
farm." ‘ ' t M"

As a geneffll tbifife it is long hours 
of hardest 'toil ’ for small pay, arid 
when night comes the hired girl or 
man Is too tftUd to %'ien listen to sweet 
strains of mWc. irfticli less to learn to 
play, but feeffi'Jikelcrawling away and 
falling to sleep with utter weariness. .

Then, even if ith? farm, could give 
employment to all.„toaf the millions of 
struggling woinenfahd girls in cities 
without a home or a cent can immedi
ately 'transport-toimselybB to the farms 
to engage tov tfi$'hard drudgery there 
without first haying prepured'-for it, is 
absurd in the extreme.

Statistics given by the United States 
Commissioner Labor . show that 
there are.a million arid n half of the 
unemployed’, a giKaiitic army of the 
disinherited,for cwji'om ’there ’ nro no 
jobs of any kind. . '

I Of course tho same ones are not idle 
| all the time; but .that- is the average 
above the number of places to be filled.

served society, many years, many times 
come to the poor-house or prison^ And 
so disgusting is our charity system, 
backed by braying priests and preach
ers and hypocritical cant, its millionaire 
donors on the one hand and pauperized 
recipients on the other, that our honest, 
self-respecting people would prefer 
death rather than accept it.

The .government is not to blame for 
any individual’s mistake, but that is not 
the question; neither can it be dis
missed .in such a way. -Qur children 
are growing up in ignorance and wage 
slavery, our middle-aged men and 
youths are standing idle and empty- 
handed while women and children at 
starvation wages do the work. Our old 
people are coming with grey hairs in 
sorrow to the grave.

What is the remedy? A co-operative 
'commonwealth where the laboring man 
will own the means of production and 
distribution. Abolition of wage slavery. 
Abolition of the capitalistic system of 
government where a few individuals 
own, the land, the machinery, mills, fac
tories, railroads and mines, the forests 
and fields and all other means of'pro
duction and transportation, and into 
whose coffers flow constantly immense 
profits maldng the millions that are af
terwards used for exploitation, charity 
and in sumptuous living. While the 
producer out of whose pockets the prof-, 
its have flown because he owned noth
ing except his power to work, is re
duced to penury with all Its attendant 
train of evfis.

Place the children in schools, make 
women economically independent, pen
sion the old and make it possible for all 
who are able and willing to earn an 
honest living, and soon the cry of want 
and suffering will cease to be heard in 
our land, and peace will reign on earth 
and good will among men.
It is not a. question of a division of 

property. That is an old communistic 
.idea and has no place in the contention 
of intelligent sociologists for a change 
in our system;of government to fit the 
tide of evolution that has .swept us on 
from a competitive and industrial sys
tem-to a co-operative or collective in
dustrial system. We have already col
lective industry. What we need next is 
collective-■ ownership of all things col
lectively used. - _

Yours .for the new dispensation, 
; : LAURA B. PAYNE.

Fort Worth, Texas.

"BABY, GO TO BED.”

fit $1. PacRags
FREEt^

W You Have

Oct. 7, 1905.

Send your name today , and get by 
return mail my new 3-fold '»'real- 
meat which is curing thousands. 
To every person answering this ad

vertisement at once we will send—Free 
to try—our complete new three-fold 
absorption cure for Piles,' Ulcer, Fis
sure, Prolapse, Turn,ore, Constipation 
and all rectal troubles. If you are ful
ly satisfied with the benefit received, 
send us one dollar. If not, we take 
your word and it costs you nothing; you 
decide after a thorough trial. This 
treatment is curing even cases of 36 
and 40 years’ standing, as well as all 
the earlier stages. Act now and save 
yourself perhaps untold suffering. Our 
three-fo)d treatment cures to stay cured 
because it is constitutional as well as 
local, and we want you to try it at our 
expense. One dollar is little to pay it 
cured. Our valuable new Pile Book (in 
colors) comes free with the approval 
treatment, all in plain package. Send no 
money—only your name—to Dr. Van 
Vleck Co., X07 Majestic Building, Jack- 
son, Mich. Write to-day.

the physical world that we give to it 
the force and power that rightly belongs 
to the higher realms, and thus we be
come fraudulent in our natures, and un
balanced, and health and happiness sui
ter in consequence.

Now, dear friends, we are still peg
ging away at Evanston, hoping to ob
tain recognition there as representa
tives of the Truth. It is a solid fort of 
skepticism, comparatively speaking, 
but If we keep on with our bombar'd- 
ment, we hope in time to capture it for 
the cause of freedom, and set each soul 
it contains free indeed, giving it the 
liberty which is its birthright. It is a 
terrible thing, my friends, to see the 
many souls languishing in their prisons 
cn the earth plane. Some are embod
ied, and many more-, are disembodied, 
all feeling the darkness that surrounds 
them, but not knowing which way to 
turn to perceive the light that is to 
guide them out of it.

Naturally, we ah turn to the church 
Cor that light, but oh, how bitterly we 
are disappointed, although there are 
gleams of it here and there within the 
sacred portals, but they are so shaded 
by materialism that they do not bright
en our way as they should. So let us 
all unite and pound on the doors with 
all our might, that they may be opened 
to the three greatest elements of good 
that the world knows of today, and 
under the banners of Spirit Commun
ion, Divine Healing, and a Temperate 
Living, march on to new and greater vic
tories that will place the twentieth cen
tury inhabitants ot earth far up the hill 
of knowledge into the realm of health 
and happiness.

My love goes out to each and every 
one. of you inspired by the. greater love 
Of our arisen sister who ‘is more alive 
to the needs of humanity than I can ev
er expect to be, but I sense enough to 
know that as a band of mortal spirits 
we should be faithful in keeping our 
worldly appointments, and let our 
prayers and aspirations be for “light, 
more light,” and "lead kindly light.” 
When we realize that our arisen sister, 
cultured, refined, educated and exper
ienced, turns back from greater glories 
to let her light shine upon our paths, 
that we may follow where she leads us, 
have we confidence in her?

I have—have you? If so, ask her any 
question vou will, that the answering 
of will have a tendency to lead us into 
greater light, and I will try to write as 
best I can and send them to the editor 
of The Progressive Thinker, who will 
or Will not publish them at his own dis
cretion. Now, brothers and sisters, let 
me hear from you all, and as the long 
winter evenings are approaching, again 
let us resume our sittings as an un
broken circle, not forgetting to be 
thankful to the dear ones who have kept 
it alive, chief among them is Belle 
Bush, whose faith is greater than a 
grain of mustard seed, and who writes
“Life, life divine is thrilling

All the pulses of the earth;
Lo! it changes but to brighten, 

And death is but a birth,—
A casting off of garments 

Made to be thrown away,
A flitting from a dwelling 

That’s crumbling to decay.
“ ’Tis a rest, a joyous transit,— 

’Tis change that we call death;
Then why should we seek to flee it, 

Or fear its chilling breath?
'Tis rising like the eagle

When it soars toward the sun;
’Tis the spirit flitting homeward 

When its earthly task is done.
Henceforth Til sing with gladness, 

Death was, but is no more;
While my heart takes up the music

Of childhood’s happy lore.
For life Is all about me.

And love, the deep and strong, 
Holds me fast In her embraces,

And soothes me with her song, 
While with joy my heart is singing, 

'Neath the banner Love unfurled.
Lot Death Jiath fled to darkness, 

And life is in the world.”
Yours Lovingly,

ELSA HORNBECK.
442 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

AlmoBt-any ma’i can say'it, 
Can say, “Baby; go to bed”:

But how manv can enforce it 
When a little tousle-head

Perks hie head up sort of sideways 
In the wav we-daddies know -

And' says»> halt a-smile, half tearful, 
“Papa, me don’t ’ants to doe."

And pleads: “Me ain’t s’eepy, papa, 
Me don’t ’ants to doe to bed.”

And ydu see' the curls a-tumble
On .the little baby head;

And you look tip at his mother
In a deprecating way, 

And you hide behind your paper
'And you let the baby play.

Yes, ’most “any: dad ban say It, 
Can Say, “Baby, go to bed.”

But how many can enforce it
When a little tousle-head -

Says: “i'ms busy riowtop’ayin’' 
Whispers soft, “Don’t papa know?”

Saying, “rmB ain’t s’eepy, papa,” ” 
Pleading, “I'ms don’t’ants to doe.” i:

—Houston Post.-

"The Cbinmandments Analyzed.” 'Hiy 
W. H. Bach. The commandment« are 
not only; analyzed,;jffit contrasted with 
other Bible passages; showing great in- 
oongrultles. -Price 25 cents

"Spiritual Songs tor the Use of Clr- 
ties, Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
ualisUs Gatherings.” By Met«© S,

Eri«« t

A LITTLE SKETCH.

What this troubled old world needs 
• Is less quibbling over creeds, 
Fewer words and better deeds.
Less of “Thus and so shall 'you 
Think and act an<j say and do.” 
More of “How inay I be true?”
Less of wrangling over text;
Less of creed and code perplexed;

. More of charity unvexed.
Less ,of shouting: “I alone 
Hpve the right to hurl the stone;” 
More of heart that will condone.
Less of ruling: “Hear: you must 
Hold this tenet, wrong or just;” 
More, óf patient, hopeful trust, . .
Less of. microscopio scan 
Of the faults of tellow-nidn;

■ More of?brave, upllttlfij; plan,;
~Léss.óf dogmas, less pretence,- r ■ 

Less of trust lh providence, 
More belief In common scénse. :

. Moro of chdrds of. kindness ^ìérit' .

. O’er toe discords of dissent— 
Them wlll coffid the'great, contfcnl," ■ 
“To be good, ahd to do good’’— 
Simple, plain, for him who would, 
A creed that ma^ bo understood.

—Adapted;
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Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, “LETTERS FROM THB 
SPIRIT WORLD," written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersllea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care
fully:

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one ot the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. Tnc paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

* — three of the Twelve PremiumAny
Books

Any 
Booles

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Bboks

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

you may order, price 11.10.
four of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $1.50.

five of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $1.75.
six of the Twelve Premium 

you may order, price $2.05.
seven of the Twelve Premium 

you may order, price $2.35.
eight of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.65.
nine of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.90.
ten ot the Twelve Premium

you may order, price $3.10.
Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may ofder, price $3.40.
Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre

mium Books here announced are sent
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 's, 
country or Europe.

Bear In mind that every order for a 
Premium muht be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the Bko of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles ot 

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Lite in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3.—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane 'Spiritism, by, 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occulb 
Ism, by Mrs. Etnma Hardinge Britten.

ft—The Next World Interviewed, by, 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life ot Jesus, by Alex« 
ander Smythe, a medium ot rare gifts,

8—A Wanderer m the Spirit Lande, 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethfcs-ol 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle. ’
, lb—Seers Of the Ages, or Spiritualist 
Past and Present, by Dr? J. M. Peebles,

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson. .
' 12—Letters from, the Spirit World 
written'through thd ihediumshlp ’ 01 
Carlyle PetdrSilea.

Eddh-BpititUttlist should at once Com
mending forming a Spiritualist and’06 
cult library. .

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
■ or more, you must send In a yearly eub- v 
Ascription for The Progressive Thlnk^Z’



ANXïBTY ANXIOUS? - EITHER OF THESE

BOOKSo o SOME PERTINENT REFLECTIONS
s

ingraMl AM on Its Cultivation ÄMIrn

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

Dial Pianoliotto.

with war. before they are satisfied. vlnced of the truth jpf what it demon-

ANXIETY.that I manifest

A SEVERE BLOW ON THE" HEAD.

Prleit
CHAPTER III.

AVery Suggestive Work Which 
Beams With Spiritual Truths.

I ,it 
.ivrllH
I r*<*

«WAR tè' HEM..«

It Is Vividly Pspictsd by One Who Had 
: Experience as a Soldier.

Wherein the Writer Seeks to Promote 
Honesty.

“AS IT IS TO BE.”

wonderful psychic, events In -tiie au- class we particularly Address our artl-1 nize yourself by sittingtibo-long Al- 
thor’s experience. Cloth 560 pages, II- cle, for. to.such will , the-highest in the ) ways -go to; your jslttiiig as bright and lustrated,-41.25, spiritual spheres ebirie aqd c6-operate cheerfulas ¿psslble; If you arq musical

BLIMD

W Miíu o¡me 6roa¿bel«Q6Î 

A completo afiii ovéis 
the BÍblo story ot ilio•’’By James M. McCann, 

whelming refutation ot 
•Delugbi.Jyrlco.-lG cents.

To anyone anywhere.Write 
and mention tlm book you 
want. I will gladly «ad la

ro.
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The Important Question
What Does Spiritualism Teach That Spirit

ualists Believe in Common?
TEACHINGS OF SPIRITUALISM. 1

It Is Based Upon the Solid Foundation 
of Natural Law-

seen from the beginning. It is simply 
a.case of history repeating Itself. ’The 
inevitable Je again tqking place.. When 
grand, new .truli’(i,.Which are bejfbhd'XHe 
intellectual’grasp’of the masses, and'at

Suggested by On Alex. Caird, of Lynn, Mass.
Massachusetts steps to the front and demands a hear

ing. Alex. Caird, M. D., an influential Spiritualist, 
suggests a Symposium on an exceedingly import
ant subject. It will be inaugurated in his special 
honor as a leading and highly respected Spiritualist 
of the Old Bay State, one who is constantly work
ing for the spread of the Truth as manifested in 
Spirit Return. It will prove especially interesting, 
suggestive and valuable to every reflective mind.

Tq the Editor:—I am happy to com
ply with your request to]).qu .article on 
the subject, “Whgt Does SpiritualiBm 
Teach That Spiritualists -Believe in 
Common?” '

The discussion of this question is 
timely, for everyth here, In the press and 
upon the .rostrum,' do . we behold an 
amazing conglomeration of ideas Bet 
forth in the name’of Spiritualism. It is 
high time some distinctions were 
drawn, for the bepeflt of the , public 
mind, between the genuine teachings of 
philosophical Spiritualism and the- hy
brid monstrosities set forth in its name.

Are the teachings of the bible a part 
o( Spiritualism? Just as much as are 
the teachings of the Koran, the Zend 
Avesta, the Egyptian Book of the Dead, 
or any other ancient’ writing which con- 

- tains some truth and much error.
Whatever truth the Bible contains is 

a part of Spiritualism, not because It is 
found between the lids of the so-called 
sacred volume, but because it is the 
truth. Spiritualism is not founded upon 
the teachings of the Bible, nor does it 
draw its Inspiration from an ignorant 
and barbarous past; but rather Is it 
based upon the solid foundation, of nat
ural- law, and receives its inspiration 
through the loftiest minds of the pres
ent age.

The Bible, it is true, contains much of 
the phenomena of Spiritualism, that is, 
much spiritism; but the claim that the 
Bible teaches the philosophy of Spirit
ualism is untrue, for the Spiritual Phil
osophy, in its fulness and entirety, was 
not known to the world until fifty years 
ago. It is a product of the nineteenth 
century,—a product of the ripest cul
ture, the highest ethical development,' 
and the latest and best thought of the 
world.
r-Fonnded upon the Bible? No! Why 

go to that ancient volume for. proof of 
offr theory? Why rehearse its foolish 
tales and recall the testimony of Its un
known writera—dead and gone these: 
centuries—men of unknown Character

To the Editor:—In reading Dr. J. M. 
Peebles’ article on war, in No. 825 of 
The Progressive Thinker, I was stirred 
to the very depths of my soul, to reflect 
on that subject, on account of the long, 
experience I had with the demon of the 
ages, during the Great Rebellion. When 
a war breaks out in a nation, or with 
other nations, it always causes great 
excitement among the people con
cerned, and arouses their feelings and 
sentiments to the highest degree. I 
should add, their passions are awak
ened also. -I can distinctly remember

the numerous Gods to which men bow 
in worship, but such an addition is no 
part of the original structure, and to 
my mind adds nothing of- beauty or 
value to the great edifice. .

Eliminating .then, the . extraneous 
features which are no part of the true 
philosophy of Spiritualism, what re
main which all Spiritualists believe in 
common? ;

1. The continuity of life after death.
2. The possibility of communion be

tween the unseen world.and this, 
y3. The fact that death makes no 

change in the moral character or spir
itual nature of the individual.

4. That happiness or misery in the I 
future state depends upon the charac
ter of the life lived here,—-upon the de
gree of moral and mental unfoldment 
gained in this world,

5. That evolution is the law of life, 
and that every spirit must eventually 
pass out of its ignorant, benighted state 
into one-of light-and knowledge and 
consequent happiness.

6. That there Ib no limit to growth 
and progress, Intellectual and spiritual, 
In the life beyond.

7. That such growth and progress 
are thé result of conscious effort, of in
dividual exertion, and are directly pro
portioned to the degree of such effort 
and exertion.- And lastly, that the mis
sion of Spiritualism in this world is the 
demonstration of Immortality, the in
culcation of humanitarian principles, 
the teaching of a lotty system of ethics, 
and the' dissemination among men of 
the truths of universal’brotherhood.

To these fundamental tenets no true 
Spiritualist will take exceptions. Théy 
might be amplified and expanded to 
many times their present space, for in
deed to state the teachings of Spiritual
ism fully and completely would require 
a volume; but to my mind the essential 
features are all included in the forego
ing.

That the teachings of Spiritualism 
would in time become mixed with and 
corrupted by popular religious and the
ological conceptions might have been

and unscientific mind, when we call j 
upon the stand such living witnesses as , 
Lodge, Varley, Crookes, Wallace and । 
Flammarlon? Prove our doctrine by j 
the Bible? Yes, to be sure. But Is j 
there anything under the shining heav- j 
ens which we cannot prove'by the Bi
ble, from Mormonism to Dowieism and- 
Christian Science? '

Let us have done with this foolish- 
dependence upon ah outgrown book of 
fables, with this undignified truckling 

• to public opinion, and the ignorance and 
prejudice Of the masses.

Let us appeal rather to' reason and 
common sense, to the enlightened un
derstanding of thinking men' and wo
men. Let us place our' philosophy 
where it belongs, upon the' solid rock' 
of established fact, and leave the Bible 
with its contradictions and errors, its 
hodge-podge of religious and ethical 
teaching, its vagaries and Insane phan
tasies to those who prefer the dead 
past to the living present, faith to 
knowledge, and authority to up-to-date 
scientific truths

In regard to organization, much can 
be said in its favor, and equally as 
much against IL Doubtless organiza
tion is a good thing, where the tenden
cy to fosqillzation can be avoided. But 
it is a question today whether the cause 
of Spiritualism has been advanced or 
retarded by organization. Certainly 
the present tendency toward churchiza- 
tion, toward the adoption of set -forms 
of “religious service," the ordination of 
"pastors” and the blind following of 
self-appointed leaders, cannot but be 
regarded as a retrograde movement 
and one to be deplored.

Organization is well, where indepen
dence of thought, freedom of discussion, 
and a democratic form, of management 
is maintained; but where this fails, and 
a one-man rule, with the relationship 
of "pastor" to his “flock” is established, 
it is doubtful if any great and lasting 
good is the result, whether growth and. 
progress are not thereby hindered rath- 

, ^er than aided. • '"'.■
In regard to the relative value of the' 

phenomena and the philosophy of Spir
itualism, It seems to me a foolish thing

“Wise and|^dvi@)ced spirits never arbitrarily control 
whom they are seeking to unfold; all they >do is to
prepare and [jt th^m so that they will understand how 
to use their (^wn powers. Contact with the spheres 
by the develq^in^psychic will always, invariably leave 
the psychic i!] a Mtter cond!tion physically, mentally, 

Union when Fort Sumpter was fired and Spiritually 
upon by the enemy. « -'A * '

Where are the GodB that could stop
tbe people under such thrilling events? Mediumship and ite development is 

Every person who reads history fast becoming a question of world-wide 
knows the dreadful consequences of importance, and tbq- iminds of investi- 
war, but it does not stop the people in gators into the realms psychical are 
their mad rush to slaughter one an- being constantly exercised as to the 
other. That savagery in human, nature practicable benefits obtainable through 
when stirred up by the leaders of the fbe cultivation of - mediumship. So 
people, by eloquence of tbe speakers, much has already, been written anent 
and the agitation of the press in civil- to® development of mediumship that 
ized countries, must result in the shed- might be inclined to ask, can any- 
ding of blood to satisfy the ravenous thing new or useful be written further 
and vengeful natures of men.. Among on tols most subtle subject?
barbarians and savages war is the nat- I^6 rePly can be made with truth 
ural result of quarrels and disputes; that80 vast and complex is the problem 
and education and the so-called refine- the psychic nature of man that we 
meat and culture of the most enlight- are no,,v beginning Ur find out 
ened society, have so far, been unable something substantial relative to that 
to erase that savage disposition from Problem, and. therefore the final dictum 
the human breast, when aroused by par- ?as not yet been given, if ever it will 
tlsanship or patriotism. „

I hate war, but how can it be stopped, one m?VflSHal?Ion®. Pe°P16
while humaÀ nature runs mad under to®,dar^
thè least provocation? Even soldiers EtlnFjn souls regarding the whole 
troni what is called called civilized gov- “J LT . «
ernments, will kill men, women and °®,68 “Y.® <bh SUni
children, of an enemy, when frenzied byme’once in -the ^»«1 beZ ^ulL 

been a soldier, that he thought soldiers K““®" hysterical and sunerflciS 
went into battle praying. 1 told him, " Xte ¿ri
enemtesadwh1?e córsine and^wearlha being scared and walking in darkness, 
enemies, ybile cursing and Bwearlng, we not qUestfon<the honesty or 
?Lv2°Lnk°Lb~ De SÌ n tbS good intentions of those who propose 
ranks by their own comrades,., to enlighten the people; but we do sin- 

Hard marches^ Md . short rations, cere]y wish that they would take pains 
make soldiers ill-natured, and cross as t0 be better informed about what they 
fighting dogs, when going into battle wrlte, a9 thè result is anything but of 
after a long march., an edifying character.n We have our

To read about the wars of .ancient and highly esteemed and reé'pécted co-wprk- 
modern times, and the destruction ; of er> Ella feeler Wileox,-writing re
lives and perishable property, fills the cently in the Chicago American anent 
mind of a thoughtfu. person with hor- paychic phenomena, and whilst she 
ror, in contemplation of the awful trage- jnates many good points, yet she does 
edles that have transpired among the not sufficiently elaborate on the subject 
human races. . , .. .. to leave on the minds of her readers

variance with prevalent ideas andJ con
ceptions, áre given to the world, it is 
not to be expected that they will gain 
immediate acceptance in. all their full
ness and entirety, no .matter how well 
founded upon demonstrable fact, nor 
how strongly fortified by reason and 
logic. The grandeur and beauty of the; 
new -teaching will be appreciated by the 
few alone. The full significance, the 

1 real import of-the new truth will be

with them tor the emancipation of hu
manity. '

In the first place we would like to 
particularly empnasize the fact that ad
vanced beings frpm the inner spheres 
of life do not return for commercial 
purposes. Their mission is a pure and 
unselfish one, and the knowledge they 
give or the powers they aid to develop 
are wholly for the upliftment and bet
terment of the people of the earth. 
Fortune-telling, finding gold mines, or 
prognosticating generally about mate
rial affairs is not the work of advanced 
intelligences. They have developed be. 
yond such conditions, and return for a 
much higher and nobler work. Those 
spirits who are earth-bound or confined 
within the immediate radius of the 
earth’s atmosphere, though not neces
sarily bad, are nevertheless _still bound 
within their limitations and "conditions, 
and It is these who always control and 
sometimes obsess the psychics who de
vote their powers ■ to money-making 
and other selfish commercial ends. 
This is the class of psychics that we 
want to get rid of, for there is no price 
on the real gifts of the spirit—its bene
fits are neither bought nor sold—and 
those who live in such an' atmosphere 
attract spirits of a like kind whose mo
tives are not always unmixed or un
selfish. *

We have never yet met one noble, 
good and wholly unselfish mediqm who 
sold themselves out to those who-could

Word pictures cannot describe the a clear Impression as -to the utility and 
suffering and cruelties, tbe carnage and blessing, of the gift of true medium
death of human beings, the cost and ex- ship. The hysterical scare is over her, 
penses in money, caused by the wars of too, a good deal, androhneBBion, control, 
the world. , . etc., are bogeys which effectually keep

War has rendered incarnadine,, the her and many others out .of tbe .real 
blood of millions of men in every gen- knowledge and experience of proper 
eratlon of mankind. psychic unfoldment. ■ : -

The human kind is filled, at times, to' Fear is,the dominant character of all 
overflowlng-with fighting elements, and those who deny the poweraland benefits 
their energies and force must be spent of .mediumship, though stHbfirmly con-

The common people furnish the. sol- strates. The fearfub’peopte who are 
diens, for the armies, and bear the bur- spiritually weak, with ¿negative dispo- 
dens of unjust taxation, to pay the vast sitions, better leave,off Investigating or 
expenses of wars, , trying to develop «until in they have

Millions of beings are expecting gained full self-mastery leaver them- 
Jesus to come the second time, and set selves. Having developed • a strong

grasped by a handful only. The major
ity will, perceive but a glimmering, ray, 
will apprehend but a small fraction of 
the grand whole. To their little frag
ment of truth they will straightway at
tach all of their previous misconcep
tions and errors, and go their way as 
before, all unmindful of the utter- inçon- 
gruity between the new teaching and 
the old.conceptions.

As in yie early days of Christianity, 
pagan Rome corrupted and polluted 
the pure teachings of Christ, by the in
fusion of pagan ideas, and the introduc
tion of pagan rites and ceremonies, so 
now the pure teachings of Modern Spir
itualism are being corrupted and pol
luted by an admixture of conventional 
Christianity, and the adoption of church 
rites and ceremonies.

This result is inevitable. No matter 
how much the philosophical Spiritual
ist, who beholds Spiritualism as a grand 
system of naturalism, may deplore the 
present tendency of our organization, 
and the infusion into our philosophy of 
timeworn religious and theological con
ceptions, he knows that such a result 
is in-the order of nature, and that no 
effort on his part or that of his co-labor- 
ers can stem the tide of corrupting In
fluences now setting in upon every side. 
He may go on teaching thé truths of un
adulterated Spiritualism, as he appre
hends them., but he cannot put a stop

to attempt to foist ime above -the other 
In Importance. Both are equally nec
essary. -.Those who care, for the phe
nomena alone will never pass out of 
tbe kindergarten of Spiritualism. ■Those 
who believe in the presentation of the- 
philosophy alone, will never reach the 
great mass of the people, will never 
touch the great hungering heart of hu
manity. For no matter how philo
sophical we . are. we all. demand i the 
proof of spirit return, and the consola
tion which comes of spirit communion 
and spirit ministration.

Touching Theosophy, Spiritualism 
bap some truths in common with that 
system of thought, but the doctrine of 
re-embodiment is no part of the teach
ings of Spiritualism. It is distinctly a 
creation of thé Thebsophic mind, and 
for my part I am quite willing It should 
remain under its parent roof, and never 
be introduced upon the rostrum as the 
adopted child of Spiritualism. •

In regard to the existence of a' cre
ator, it seems to me that the -Spiritual' 
Philosophy_neither affirms nor denies.

. Many of the loftiest minds and most 
exalted souls among, us believe in the 
existence of a Supreme : Intelligence.

to the utterances of the churchy .spirit
ist who is sevemeig^tjis orthodox Chris
tian and one-eighth';Spiritualist.

However^ he "may console himself 
with the thought that "half a loaf.is bet
ter than no bread," and that in all ptob- 
ability it is better that the great mass 
of the people should receive a little of 
the truth of Spiritualism, than that the 
very few Should grasp it In its fulness 
and perfection,—better for. the multi
tude to rise a left inches above the 
level of past.Ignorance and supersti
tion, than for the few to scale the 
heights. He may also console himself 
with the hope that, although Spiritual
ism to-day is ■ undergoing great trans
formations, and . becoming polluted by 
the admixture of prevailing religious 
ideas, yet in the course of a thousand 
or two of years, some Martin Luther 
may arise who will cast off these 1m-

Others equally great in mind and beau
tiful in spirit see no place for any such 
Being or Power, in a universe that Is 
governed by immutable law. It. fol
lows, • therefore, that the belief in a 
God is no part of Spiritualism;. - To the 
grand structure of the Spiritual Philos
ophy you may build if you choose,. an ‘ • *- - —upjiy yuu uiuy uunu ** jvu v»«j 
addition. In which to house any. one of

purities and restore the philosophy to 
somewhat of ns original simplicity and 
beauty. • . -

■ With the great majority, intellectual 
development is a slow process. The 
masses of the people require years to 
assimilate that which the great mind 
grasps in a day.. Give, them time,— 
these slow-moving people who are not 
yet out of their .swaddling clothes, but 
are creeping onward toward the light. 
You of. quicker mind need not stop at 
their snail’s pace.- Your life and your 
work lies not with them. Go on and 
scale the heights. Enjoy your broader 
vision and your : higher truth.. Give 
freely of the inspiration which comes 
to you, and if these your brothers de
light not in your thought,_your hopes, 
your aspirations, leave them to their 
own. If they care not for what you 
have to give, so be it. The fault lies 
not in you but in them.. "To him that 
hath ears'to hear, let’him hear.” .

Truth'once uttered'can ¿over be lost

up the millennial period, when nations positive will force,,'through the prac- 
shall learn war no more. tlce of pure, unselfish glaodness in

On the other side, multitudes of peo- their lives,. . - e. o
pie are wondering why- tbe great and To.the-pure and fearlessrioul we say, 
happy period of peace and'love ls de-; Come, learn-and- unfdld, tinirEarth needs 
layed through so many centuries. - Buch as you, and tbte advanced spirit-

Why does not the supreme power that ual. beings w.ho have) somdthing to give 
. controls qll things In our vast universe, to thelr-fellows-wllli weiedtne you into 

stop wars and Intemperance, sin and thelt.ranlis. of trueAWOTkgiSii.with^eaV'
• wickedness’evérywherepADdJ set up The' stretched:’hands-s. ' to »band si.; nt 

everlasting kingdom' of righteousness? ‘ A noble movement has’ bdetTdragged 
Is the time not ripe for the reign of in the .mire, besmirnhediianfl become 
love and peace? Are not the people unholy through the ignorance ot con- 
ready for such a kingdom? -Has .the trolled, obsessed and uncultured'■ me- 
bloody war between Russia and Japan diums, -who in thein-folly, undevelop- 

.set Christendom to thinking about it? ment, and oommerclar-greed, have sel
ls it possible that Japan lsL more’ ^hly striven for personal ends to the 

Christian than the United-States? ; detriment of. the cause which they es-
We. did not .read that they had any poused. Such as. these- will and must 

prisons, like Libby and Andersonville, Pny the penalty of their unholy prac- 
in our civil war. The. Japanese -have tices. Fortunately ■'they are powerless 
proven themselves humanitarians -in to permanently injure the beneficent in
taking care of Russian prisonérs;' tentions of those who called these pow-

Yes, Brother Peebles, J can say 'with ers expression. ■- < : r
you and General Sherman, "War Is : cleaning _work has begun which 
Hell!” never end untlt from amongst the

I did not miss a day’s.duty on that fanlts of spiritual, workers all untrue, 
Atlanta campaign, where Sherman left unrighteous will have been
so many brave soldiers upon the battle- A-ha®
field and in the hospitals. „. 1116 SPiritua! Stic movement which will

I have been with the veterans, wÌién create cohesion and ; harmony in ite 
they marched to death upon the gory e P«« ^owiedge
battlefields of that Southland, and heard the deafening roar of cannon, an^i °b'
and thè rattle of musketry until . the very earth trembled with the fury of Ì >P .A ’

have^e^drlvenX^ 
n/tho ments’ denuding the ranks of

spiritualistic movement from a very 
skirmishes and battles, and have seen necessary element in its constituency thousands that were slain to death “wJen we sw toe dalms m“de by 
upon the battle ground silent as the Jsoph^ts ln one o^to 
grave, who a few momenta or hours be- belng the only trua instructors of’.the 
fore, were active and living forms of Western World in things occult, we 
humanity. . want to deny In the name of Truth, this

■ Such is war, cutting down manhood ia|ae assumption, and point to the rev- 
n, I*1® Prime of life. I cannot flesqribe révélations and demonstrations given to 
which of the two scenes was the ^orld through the-organized effort
horrible to behold and endure, .yet we of Spiritualism '
Jiad become accustomed to the work, z Whilst we have no quarrel with The- 
and it was common to soldiers’ duties. oBophista, numbering ipany of them

After the battles, the dead lay upon, amongst our friends,; we must'emphatr 
the contested territory, and the work icaiiy deny the assumptions of some 
of burial would begin, as soon as .clr- qf their leaders. We will quote from 
cumstances would allow, by .details, of fbe book called Thought Forms, pub
men, who escaped unhurt, the awful' Rghed jointly by Mre. Besant and Mr. 
tragedy, of battle and carnage. Leadbeater, in which is the Objection-

Large and wide ditches were .dug in able, statement which, is referred to, 
which hundreds of dead, bodies. Avere ànd if they are as' they profess to be, 
piled, one upon another, in ;. .maby in- foyers of truth, let them withdraw their 
stances, and covered with a-few Inches foolish’claim and forever bury such 
of earth, Sometimes soldiers Were egotism in’the mythical “bottomless 
buried more humanely, when condì- pit” ' -J '•
tions would permit.. . Here is the paragraph; we do aot

Ex-veterans ought to agree with Dr. quot6 lt to saye 8pace;
"It is well tor us ever to bear in mind 

ih» ’iHtnrvhnniHf nf 01 at there 18 a.hidden aide, to life that
laW’' each act and "wc>r<I undThought has Its 

ita consequence in :thejnseeb9yorld Which 
War is intemperance with all of ita aiways so near .tóme, O *, The 

woes, and the cause of wad aud pov- yjige-man. knowing'nils oiders his life erty to a large degree, In the nations of accordingly . . Æfo do this 
the earth plane. Excesses, in drinking ifopifes - ¿nowIedé^tìiaC knowledge 

uJU0r8’ 1®:a P|Pa8t®r’®vlI' which is power; an$ in Western 
but it will not compare with .the cost World such knowleoge is ¡" practically 
an,iLcui.se °\WaiT , / . ... obtainable only, through the literature

The honest and moral forces of this ot Theosophy.” , . 
lower sphere, need the help and mighty ' ««power, of the invisible agencies, of Tight ¿ened ta it^ WelÆ

to S the
Oi tulS WOrlU« With. morcy .QUd. TW/* onnM MW o Ini' ronro ‘hutnavi« °£ "81^‘ blS we. refrain, there is^inojyet for their
ârmles and navies. , - . . • . • repentance, and when they do, why, we

8 (will shake hands- and ,bmæ our ditfer- querlng peace in the nations. : ences In a good iWtismfof fraternal
,w. d. love« 1 ■ ‘

Bedford, Iowa. , With the preceding dig®}ssion, which
J’89 ■ .... bow the ignorant, spurious and uncut-

pay for the knowledge received.
What ignorance and shame, for a 

spiritual worker to be at the beck and 
call of the Tom, Dick and Harry of the 
earth plane, .that for the gaining of a 
few dollars, the impure, the selfish and 
unspiritual can command their powers. 
That these things have existed, do ex
ist, and will exist until a nobler class of; 
workers enter and purify conditions, 
we haven’t the shadow of a doubt. So 
we affirm the first essential to the cul
tivation of the true psychic state, is 
clear knowledge, of what it engenders. 
Learn all you can from those who are 
recognized as true lights in the cause. 
Cultivate a good physical body. Exer
cise self-control. Master your fears, 
which are the heritage of animality 
and ignorance, and do not belong to 
human* proper, and live purely and un- 
•selflshly for the good of the whole, put
ting into daily practice the exercise of 
positive goodness. To such an one the 
kingdom of truth is widely open and the 
very truest, wisest and purest of the 
spirit spheres will co-operate with them 
in their work, assisting to unfold their 
psychic, powers ana also to individual

ize their whole being.
Remember we said co-operate with 

you, not control you. Wise and ad
vanced spirits never arbitrarily control 
those whom they are seeking to un
fold; all they do is to prepare and fit 
them so that .they will understand how

What a comment on human (lecency 
was the racing situation in St Louis, a 
situation that had almost reached the 
riot stage.-

■ In their wisdom the lawmakers of the 
state of Missouri, servants of the peo
ple, made a law prohibiting race track 
gambling.

-Legislatures are not as a usual tiling 
overburdened with morals. An evil lias 
to smell pretty hard to cause them to 
act,

Race track gambling is an undoubted 
evil, harmful to. a community. For a. 

•good many weak men who have had the 
handling of other people’s money it has 
been the halfway house to the peniten
tiary.

The Missouri anti-gambling law found 
a quiet corner in the statute books-and 
went to sleep. ,

Along caine a real governor and de
clared that the law should be enforced 
to the letter.

He didn’t make the law. Perhaps he 
doesn’t approve it . ,

Birt the law is the law.' Gov. Folk 
says that there is Just one thing to do 
with laws and that is to enforce them. 
If it requires grim-faced men armed 
with riot guns to make the people sub
mit to being governed, the guns and 
the men will be forthcoming.

•And that is his business.
Tbe race track at St. Louis is closed 

and gambling has been, at least tempo
rarily, suspended.

Are the people cheering Folk?
Not a bit of it. He is being cursed 

and traduced by thousands of sports 
and their friends. There are folks who 
call him “one of those reformers" and 
wish that he were dead.

And all he has done is his simple 
duty.

Mere power to him.
This isn’t sa question of gambling or 

horse racing or of sport of any kind.
It is a principle of government that 

is kt stake, and right must win.
The above Is from the Chicago Dally 

Journal and illustrates what one has to 
contend with in trying topromote hon
esty and morality.

When D. Edson Smith ot California, 
exposed Elsie Reynolds with his flash 
light, revealing her as the “spirit”, he 
was pounced upon by the worst set of 
insatiate gullibles that ever lived. Poor 
things, had they the wisdom and nerve 
to use the “grab process," they would 
expose Elsie every time, arrayed in a 
dress of earthly art, made by ordinary 
earthly hands, and I am not' sure that 
the same results would not follow if 
any other materializing medium was 
grabbed. Up to date (and I am up-to- 
date) every materializing medium 
grabbed has been dressed in art goods, 
hand-made articles, sometimes called 
artificial toggery. Now I, like Gov. 
Folk, will be cursed by some In conse
quence of my opinion. But see what 
a fine work he has done in Missouri, iff 
promoting honesty and morality, and I 
propose to do as equally fine a work in 
the ranks of Spiritualism. In the words 
of Col. Ingersoll, “Let us be honest.” 
As I glance over the world, and see the 
dishonesty everywhere, do you wonder

to. use'their own povvqrs.. Contact with 
.the spheres by the developing psychic 
will always,-, invariably .leave the pay. 
chic in a better- condition »physically, 
mentally and spiritually.

Please remember this, psychics de
veloping under the co-operation of wise 
spirits are not injured, made insane, or 
obsessed, but we must first give the 
primary considerations which will per
mit of such co-operation, and these 
have already-been stated.

The. duties .of life come first, and 
when we neglect or despise these duties 
do not. expect good conditions when you 
sit for development. Be convinced that 
you can wisely and harmoniously, con
sistent with your present duties and re
sponsibilities, cultivate mediumship, 
and when so convinced through the 
light from Within, go forward with con
fidence, and faith in the unseen, for 
nought shall harm you.

God-and His ministering angels pro
tect the pure, wise and loving soul, but 
the presumptuous, ignorant and foolish 
have no such protection, therefore get 
understanding, pray for wisdom and fol
low the pathway- of the just.

Obsession which has ranked promi
nently in recent discussions?is always 
the resultant of ignorance on the part 
of the one possessed. There is some
thing radically wrong- somewhere, and 
the adjustment must come through un
derstanding.. We affirm that the pos
sessor of an individualized will, a pure 
and unselfish life, will never be ob
sessed and has nothing to fear-from the’ 
cultivation-of mediumship. We can 
guarantee no others. .

Tire .question of diet is one 'which 
- very often troubles the aspirant for psy

chic development, and whilst we do not 
lay down any stringent rules to follow, 
we might mention that drinking alco
holic liquors, smoking and chewing to
bacco, and indulgence in sexual excite
ment, of any.'ldnd, are all very bad and 
must be wholly stopped. The knowl
edge of what to eat will gradually re- 

, veal itself as we unfold, hard and fast 
■ rilles cannot be laid down,'as we all 
. differ constitutionally - and tempera- 
; mentally, therefore require the chemi

cals of different foods. Let every one 
; r discover for themselves what food is 

best adapted to their requirements, and

to the world. To the multitude it may tured workers, m on? -ranks make it 
become clouded and,obscured by error, possible for such statements to bo 
mixed with and adulterated by .false- made, we will proceed, with the main 
hood, but to the'few-it wilLcontinue to object of our article; the. cultivation 
shine with all Its original.splendor, and of mediumship) • ’ ;
these will carry it on from age to age. In the front ranks of,the Spiritualists 

NORA BATCHELOR HENSLEY. there is lots of room for. fearless, true- 
■ - -——r-►.. . ¿. hearted, noble, and righteous-workers, 

■ "Death, Its Meaning and Resulta,” the back seats are/all .filled up-.(chock- 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania full). We are eager,tor those who will 
Bar. An absorbingly. Interesting vol- elevate, educate: and uplift- the whole 
ume, of decided valuó. A-narrative of movement, generally.' 'therefore to that
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or havc'FaHiiig Sight. Cataracts, Granulated Lids, 
w eak and Congealed Eyes, Scar«, Scums or Ulcers 
on the eyes or any other cyo ducase, write for my 
80 PAGE BOOK OH EYE DISEASES 
which tclit how to euro that tye duMos fy a sitn- 
/Ie method at/our tnvn home. De&cnbes and illus* 
trates every known eye diieate with colored pictures, 
tells how to care for the eyes, bow to Hve, bathe, etc, 
A book full of information about eyes which«hould 
be in every home, it is
free, write today. SF9
IF YOU AREUtAr
either partially or completely or if you have 
head-noises, ringing in the cars, di&cliaxging ears, 
catarrh of the head, nose or throat, or any ear 
disease. Write for my
64®PA0E BOOK ON DEAFNESS 
anti learn <if a new weilucl whereby all afflicted 
with Deafaess or other ear diseasea, can cure them
selves at home without visiting a doctor. Most 
complete book published and is Ires to all. Address 
DR.W.0. COFFEE 812 Century Bldr.,DesMolnes, Is.

Which Necessitated an Operation Upon 
HIb Skull, Resulting In a Radical 
Change in His. Disposition—A Pe
culiar Case, as Set Forth In the Chi
cago Evening Journal.'
A play at one of the .Chicago theaters 

presents in concrete form an instance 
of serious moral delinquency cured by 
purely physical means; by the setting 
of a bone or the reduction of a disloca
tion.

Before the blow which caused the 
physical disturbance, the young man 
was of good life and repute. After re
ceiving it, he became a trader on the 
affections of nis family, a cheap swin
dler, a forger, and a lying thief. When 
restored to bls normal condition by a 
comparatively slight operation, his 
morals, too, became normal, and he 
was no longer criminal in his tenden
cies and ideas. -He was reformed, but 
by a surgeon, not a physician.

The annals of forensic medicine 
teem with similar instances. A young 
man of national reputation, reared in 
an adjoining city,, was relieved of ten
dencies criminal and worse than crim
inal bv a blow in the head which neces
sitated an operation upon his skull.. 
Before the blow he was a curse to any 
community which had the misfortune to 
harbor him. Since, he has been of 
great usefulness to his country, to his 
family, and to himself. Scores of simi
lar Incidents could be brought forward. 

■ Such facts put our . previous concep
tions of morality more or less upon in
quiry. Are there not now in our jails 
and penitentiaries, in our reformatories 
and schools for youthful delinquents, 
young men and women that can be 
saved from a life of criminality and re
stored to full civic usefulness by the 
uses of surgery and a fine knowledge*of 
anatomy?

when they" make that discovery, learn 
to eat slowly; judiciously and moder
ately, for on-these things depend the 
stamina-and healthfulrfess of our whole 
organisms.

Do not attend' promiscuous public 
circles, and above.all, if you do Join a 
circle it must consist of those who are 
like-minded with' yourself, otherwise 
the results-to yourself will be injurious. 
Better develop alone, even if it' takes a 
little longer and is not so*interesting; 
and remember all' good things come 
slowly, so do not .be impatient for re
sults. The Chosen -worker will not-be 
long in receiving results, for usually his 
bend is already formed and it only re
quires the'necessary'receptivity of mind 
and surrounding conditions to permit 
them to come in close contact with 
their subject. ■
■ Be .careful of the mediums you con-, 
suit, and also of their predictions, un
less you are recommended by some one 
who knows A good 'spiritual psychic. 
This'is the stone on which so many 
prospective workers and aspirants after 
truth are hard alt by namely-obsessed 
psychics, some of whom carry in their 
atmosphere enough of the lower world 
to injure the- best intentloned inquirers.

Go forward prayerfully, conscien
tiously and slowly, git at the same time 
and day'always if possible, about halt 
an hour to begin with, .and increase as 
you- feel: the conditions' grow stronger 

; and better. Never ..strain, or .inharmo-

This Instrument is substantially the 
same as that employed by Prof. Hare in 
his early Investigations. In its im
proved form it has been before the pub
lic for more than twelve years, and in 
the hands of thousands of persons has 
proved its superiority over the Plan
chette, and all other Instruments which 
have been brought out in imitation, 
both in regard to certainty and correct
ness of the communications received by, 
its aid, and as a means of developing 
mediumship.

Dq, you wish to Investigate Spirit
ualism?

Do you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Do you desire to receive communlca* 

tions?
The Psycbograph is an Invaluable as

sistant. A pamphlet with full 
directions for the

FORMATION OF CIRCLES AND CUL
TIVATION OF MEDIUMSHIP

with every instrument. Many who were 
not aware of their mediumistic gift, 
.have, after a few sittings, been able to 
I receive delightful messages. A vol
ume might be filled with commendatory 
letters. Many who began with it as an 
amusing toy, found that the intelligence 
controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spirit, 
ualism.

Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., 
writes: “I had communications (by the 
Psychograpb) from many other friends, 
even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. 
They have been highly satisfactory, 
and proved to me that Spiritualism ia 
Indeed true, and the communications 
have given my heart the greatest com
fort in the severest loss I have had of - 
son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings 
have made his name familiar to those 
Interested in psychic matters, writes as 
follows: "I am much pleased with the 
Psychograph. It is very simple In prin
ciple and construction, and I am sure 
must be far more sensitive to spiritual 
power than the one. now In use. I be
lieve it will generally supersede the lat
ter when its superior merits become 
known."

Securely packed, and sent postage 
paid from the manufacturer, for $1.00. 
Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Chicago has set the world an example 
in dealing with boys and girls that were 
off the point.of taking steps downward, 
through her. admirably planned Juvenile 
court. Ib there not an opportunity 
given to lead the world once more by 
demonstrating that In certain instances, 
at-least, the surgeon can be made the 
instrument of salvation?

The clergy and the courts have had a 
monopoly of dealing with such cases 
for many a century,^and there is yet 
much to be hoped for. May not the 
third of the three ancient and learned 
professions now be called in aid«

Whatever the result, the experiment 
is worth the trial. It is for the medical 
men of Chicago—men who. contribute 
mightily to the individual welfare of its 
inhabitants, but tomparatively little to 
the clty's civic life—-to. take thé neces
sary steps to make their knowledge 
serve a great public end.

and can play or s’ng do so, but "at any 
rate have music in your soul, for ‘this 
wljl create Jhose harmonious vibrations 
wtiich will permit the highest'and the 
best to come within your aiira. .

All that we have given could be elab
orated and more extenslvèly dealt wlth, 
but we think enough has been given to 
help the aspirant after spiritual devel
opment, and later on, If our editor Will 
permit us, we shall be pleased to write 
again and give further help.

We should like to add that we will 
be pleased to answer,any question, or 
help so far as It lies in our power any
one desiring further information-regard
ing their development. - Please enclose 
stamped and addressed ' envelope ■ for 
reply. Those who do not fillfll our re
quirements or who are not seeking 
after the pure and the good in psychic 
development, kindly do not trouble us 
with .-your applications for further 
knowledge, as we will be forced to take 
no notice of-your letters. . • ¿
- . ■ - DAVID A. LEISK. - ’
Alameda, Cal - ■ : • ; i-H

This is a beautiful book, by Cora 
Lynn Daniels, and It scintillates with 
grand spiritual thought. An idea ot 
this work can be obtained by reading 
the titles of a few of the chapters 
therein:

• The process of Dying; Light and- 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; What Is unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul 
of Man; The Drama; A Day in Heaven. 
Price $1.00.

THE PRIESTJHE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Thii b & most valuable book. Tt come* from an Bk« 
whose character is abo^a reproach, and who 

knows what he la talking about. Everybody should 
read tt. Price, 91.00. It contains the following chap* 
ten: 

CHAPTER I. r ■
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self* 

respect tn tbe Confessional.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep PR of Perdition for tht

The Confe.sloual la the Modern’södom.
CHAPTER IV.

Ho* tho To* of Coltbaoj ot tho Prloitt Is made su) 
by Aurlcnlar Confession.

CHAPTER V.
The htshipedacated and reflned Womnn tn the Con» 
- foeeional-’Wh&t becomes ot her after uucandltlon* 

al surrender—Hor irreparable Ruin.
CHAPTER VI.

Auricular Confession destroys all tho Sacred Ties oi 
Marrlaco and Human fio.Uety.

CHAPTER VIL
Should Auricular Confession bo tolerated among Clvfi* 

tted Nations?
CHAPTER VHI.

Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?
CHAPTER IX *

The Dogma ot Auricular Confession a SacrUeglonl 
Impostors.

CHAPTER X. - ’
God eompsls. tho Church ot Rome to confess IM 
v Abomlnsttoni ot Auricular Confesilon.

CHAPTERXI.
Auricular Uoateuloa la Australia, America, and 

- Franco. ■ -
CHAPTRRXU.A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hag. 

bonds mid Fathers—Some of tbe nutters on whloli 
the Priest of Home must Question his renitent,

Bent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.
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Any person donating one' dollar 
the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N.

Bf instructive spiritual matter.
MARY T. LONGLEY, 

N. S. A. Secretary. 
SjOO Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash

ington, D. C.

DuaYear..........
Efr Months........  
iThlrtöou Weeks, 
Single Copy,....

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION i
The PaouazsHrvnYmtsKEuwUl ba turutshed. 

Until further natica at the lolla wing terms, in- 
variably la advance:

now doing service aS: the apostle 
Eeter; while some of the. statues: of. 
Venus<are still adored as- representa-

REMITTANOES:
Remit by Postoillea Money order, Registered 

Lrtftter or Draft on Chicago or New York. It 
costH from 10 to l&cents to get ehecks.cashed on 
local banks, so . do not send them unless you 
^UhthaV amount deducted from the amount 

' sunt. Address all letters to J. R, FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Hl.

| WORDS OF CAUTION.
Vou should not send money in a let

ter, You may do so a dozen times safe- 
lyi and- then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th.:i you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance ana trouble.

TAME NOilCKl
the expiration ot subscription, If not re, 

newvJ, the paper is discontinued. No bills 
- wlllbosauttor extra numbers.

fSTIt you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors in address will be 
promptly aorreeted, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis. ,

fy Whenever you desire the address ot your 
paper ichanged, always give the address ol 
the place to which It has been going or tbe 
cbange cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is $2.

Kdltor-aVLarge for the National Spirit
ualist Association*

Mr. Tuttle has beep engaged to an- 
awer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
Clippings when a r attack la made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
aim- at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

IA-, will, if desired, receive one set — 
spiritual tracts and one copy of “Vio
lets," a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy of 
“Leaves of Truth,” a cloth-bound book

A Glimpse of Barbarian Thought,
In reading an obituary the other day 

(detailing the exit of a good man from 
mortal life, with incidents of his burial, 
and his being lowered by loving bands 
into the grave, the narration concluded 
With, “there to await the call that sum
mons the dead to life.”

The expression, so common in the 
past, has almost disappeared from fune
real literature. Its reading awakened a 
train of thought pertaining to a belief 
vye seldom hear of to-day. In fact it 
Carried us back in history thousands of 
years, when the Egyptians mummified 
their- worthy dead, with the belief that 
those bodies which should remain in- 
tact for three thousand years would be ■ 
reincarnated, and live again, Osiris act
ing as judge, who would award them 
endless happiness on the one hand, or 
eternal misery on the other, according 
to the life lived on earth.

This old Egyptian belief became an 
inheritance by Christians, and was com
mon to all denominations which ac
cepted the Christian faith.

Another feature of that faith was, the 
world had been destroyed by a flood; 
that 4,000 years after creation a Mes
siah appeared to redeem the world 
from original sin, provided he was be
lieved In and accepted as th'e Savior; 
that at the expiration of 6,000 years 
from creation that Messiah would reap
pear in the clouds with all his holy an
gels; and that for a thousand years he 
would reign on earth as king over the 
saints; then the great trumpet would 
sound; the dead would come forth, (the 
3,000 Egyptian years, it will be noted, 
would expire,) then the end, a general 
conflagration closing the scene, when 
a general judgment would ensue, Jesus 
acting as judge, when the saint and 
sinner would be separated for eternity; 
the one taking the place with the great 

- Father in heaven; the other doomed to 
- endless woe in nell; with Satan.

That faith has been gradually chang- 
' ing since the advent of Spiritualism 
' fifty-seven years ago, until it is mostly 
¡limited to the Talmagean orators of the 
Eilly Sunday and Sam Small stripe. 
The uneducated, those who place im
plicit trust in Bible narration, may still 
accept this old-time teaching; but the 
educated clergy very generally reject 
it, and hold that there is no death, no 
long sleep of the soul, no general judg
ment; and the best informed agree 
with the ■ late Col. Ingersoll, and the 
Spiritualists, in "kicking a sulphurous 
hell into smithereens.” And it seems 
proper the soul-sleepers shall disappear 
with them.

; To W Memory of Gcrvotus. ' ' 
Î A’ correspondent - of the Springfield, 
¡Mass., Republican makes the following 
ietatement: —
! "O»Iy a little more than a yeçr ago 
'Swiss- Protestants erected a memorial 
.to Servetus, whom they slew by slow 
J torture, and the visitor to Geneva to-day 
I: reads thereon a sad but wholesome con
fession.’'

This is news to The Progressive 
: Thinker, but it is a very worthy act, 
. and came from a proper source. John 
-Calvin, the father pf Presbyterianism, 
was responsible lor the death of Mich
ael Servetus. Mosheim, the author of 
our best Ecclesiastical History, left the 
world the fullest account published of 
that terrible crime against humanity. 
Servetus published in Strasburg in 
1531 a work entitled “Errors of-the 
Trinity.” It was written from a philos
opher’s standpoint, and would meet 
with little opposition from the Trinita
rians,of to-day; but they who had just 

'come out from Roman Catholicism, 
still clinging t6 most of its brutal dog
mas, were violently bitter against all 
who were more liberal In thought than 
they. Bueer; one of tire early Reform
ers, declared:

“The heretic. Servetus, should be dis
emboweled and torn to pieces.”

Spade will not admit of even an out
line sketch of the discussion and inci
dents which led to the burning of Ser- 
votus with a slow fire ot green wood to 
prolong his torture. Sufficient the fact, 
that on the way to the stake Servetus 
raised his hands, with eyes aloft, and 
said:

“O God, save my soul! O Jesus, thou 
Son of the Eternal God, havez mercy 
upon me.”

“Mend fhy last words if thou wouldst 
save thyself, Call on- Jesus, the eternal 
Son of God,” demanded his attendant.

When Servetus reached the fatal 
spot and saw the stake, with fagots 
piled around, he fell on his face, pray
ing in silence. Then Farell harangued 
the crowd:-.

“You see how mighty is tire power of 
Satan. This wretch, who is about to 
suffer death, is a very learned man; 
and, perhaps, even he may think he has 
done right. But the Devil has him in 
his coils, having taken entire posses
sion. Take heed a similar calamity 
does not overtake you.”

At last, when in the executioner's 
hands, Farell said: “The Eternal Son 
ot God. say but that!" Servetus re
mained silent. He was fastened to the 
stake by a strong chain, and the book 
which he had submitted to John Calvin 
for criticism, was bound to his loins, 
the torch was applied to tlie fagots, and 
for a full half hour this first victim of 
Protestantism writed in agony before 
his spirit fled. Enough.

Four hundred and seventy-two years 
of later time, and the successors of 
John Calvin express their regrets for 
the act of the great reformer, by erect
ing a monument jo the memory of his 
victim. Verily, Mackay was correct:
“Thou wert born five hundred years too 

soon
For the comfort of thy days.”

The Supernumeraries.
■ The Methodist Conference for south
eastern Iowa, late in session, refused to 
provide a super-numscull fund for the' 
clergy they have in. excess, by a special 
tax on members. They probably saw 
the approaching danger of an over
whelming increase of these functiona
ries, enqugh to swamp the church, so 
“stood from under" before the fall came 
with all its force.

- The colleges turning, out doctors en
larged their curriculum so as to require 
a four years' course, instead of its for
mer two years, the object to lessen- the 
number. Would it not be an excellent 
idea to extend the curriculum of candi
dates for the ministry in the same way 
so as to double the present require
ment? and thus abridge their number. 
A study of comparative' religions will be 
valuable. Familiarized with Chaldean; 
Persian, Babylonian and1 Assyrian 
mythology, followed by an- acquaintance 
with that of Egypt, Greece and Rome, 
the student would then Tearh the source 

' from whence Judaism- and Christianity.
i ' A little time could be profitably em-, 

- ployed in a study of the Catholic list 
' off saints; and the multitude' of thenr 

who were canonized originally lesser 
gods in tile: pantheons-of those so-called 
pagan- nations. They would, be aston- 

' ¡shed- to find- the old statue: of Janus,

1?1RCX^ *!lu jMtî^

i Some Christian Views.
Front the Rochester. N. Y., ; Demo

crat and Chronlcla we learn that a 
-“convention of the deepening of spirit
ual lite” was. recently held In the old 
! auditorium ¡of the Presbyterian church 
in that city. It was largely attended 

■by delegates from pointe within a ra
dius pi five hundred miles.

The convention dealt with spirltiial 
life from a /Purely Christian point of 
.view, and did not consider the spiritual 
life from the viewpoint of psychic re
search or deal with the metaphysical 

! aspects of spiritual experience.
To give our readers a' taste of the 

spiritual pabulum dispensed at the con- 
I vention, we quote from a synopsis ot 
an address by Rev. Dr. A. T. Pierson, 

■ of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dr. Pierson discussed the biblical 

'passage in which Christ is represented 
as descending into hell. He said it was 
as impossible to measure the humilia
tion ot Christ as to comprehend his ex
altation. Dr. Pierson declared that 
Christ went to hell to show that He 
was Lord of it and could release him
self from its dominion. Dr. Pierson 
announced that, while it is not fashion
able to speak of hell even from an or
thodox pulpit, he believed in it, and 
thinks that man has all' the capabilities 
of hell in himself, Some men, Dr. 
Pierson asserted, have had a foretaste! 
of hell on earth, and the reason is that 
memory, conscience and reason are the 
ingredients of hell. Dr. Pierson said 
that a certain bishop was right in de
claring- that the brimstone of hell is 
carried there by the, tormented souls 
themselves. Christ "alone, sa)d Dr. 
Pierson, hqjds the keys of the pit of 
perdition and he alone can deliver from 
it. Dr. Pierson stated that in his be
lief Christ went to the lowest depths of 
hell and there mingled with the lost 
souls’, so that he might show his lord
ship over the lowest as well as the high
est In creation.
- Dr, Pierson advanced the theory ot 
the air being populated with spirits. 
He said that Satan was in the atmos
phere. He sustained hl.s belief by 
quotations from Matthew xill and cited 
(he reference to the devil as “Prince ot
the powers of the air.” Dr. 
said

“I do not doubt but that at 
ment the air of this room in

.Another New Religious Sect.
It is especially interesting to read of 

the founding of a new religious sect 
when the principles on which it is 
based Indicate a distinct advance be
yond the stereotyped editions of form
ulated religious beliefs as observed in 
the petrified creeds of orthodoxy.

It will be seen that the elements of 
progression are clearly apparent in the 
foundation of a new' denomination, in 
Broken Bow, Nebraska, by. the Rev. L. 
F. Harman, wh° recently parted with 
his pastorate in the Christian church.

Acording to the New York Herald, 
the new departure is based on popular 
discontent with creed and fonnula. 
The new denomination will be bound 
by no written creed.

Mr. Harman, leader of the new move
ment makes this statement:

“As far as my religious views are con
cerned, I thina above all things a man 
should be honest in his deliveraance 
upon any subject whatever, religious 
topics along with others. The man 
who has a private belief that differs 
from his public utterances is too much 
like the priests <Jf ancient Egypt, who 
believed in the essential unity of the 
deity while allowing the people to 
think their belief was something en
tirely different. The man who con
forms for the sake of peace and power, 
who pronounces the shibboleth of the 
majority for popularity or ‘for his stom
ach’s sake,’ is essentially a hypocrite, 
and the condition of many churches to
day is the penalty exacted for that sort 
of thing. Through these few ideas my 
own motives may be seen.

“I believe in God, who is the father 
of all life. That he is everywhere in 
this universe, and the fact of his om
nipresence eliminates a personal devil 
and a devil’s hell. It is so easy to trace 
the devil’s history in the religious lit
erature of the world that every thought
ful man comes sooner or later to see 
its mythical character.

VSin punishes its victims always! It 
is a Shylock that invariably demands 
Its ‘pound of flesh,’ and it always gets 
full weight, and for that pound there 
is no substitute; human experience be
ing. witness. But that is vastly differ
ent from the dogma of a God made, dev
il and a God made man and a God made 
hell, and their combination. The one 
is myth, the other fact. The one is - 

. theory without.proof; the other has 
¡been proved every day since' man. dis
covered his conscience.

“I believe that Jesus was a divine 
man and not a human God. I am sure 
he, of all persons, ought to be accepted 
a? authority in regard- to his own na- 

' ture aftd mission. It is not a. question.
as to whether he Is divine, but whether 
he is God! And ot that he never hints 
even. He does not claim creative abil
ity. He attributes Godhood to hte God 
and Father only. ’

“I believe in a religion fop today and 
now; that-can..be taken into the mar
ket place; that will beautify this world 
and make it more civilized. A religion 
that actually Insists- In walking In the 
footsteps of Jesus and doing good to 
all men; recognizing the truth that all 
men have a common parentage and are 
therefore brethren also, that all have 
common needs and should receive equal 
consideration.

“Some people seem so anxious, to 
raise a good crop in heaven that they 
don’t cultivate their holdings in this 
world; hence all its'sorrows and pains. 
I believe in making God's world, what 
he- Intended it should be—a beautiful 
home where he ever dwells with: his 
children. These are my views.. They- 
sre sometimes misconstrued and mis
understood." '

Mr. Harman is a fluent talker and a 
literary man of ability; He has. been 
before the public for- twenty years.

There is no heaven attainable for a 
man who does not protect his home and 
family and who does not live more for 
those who' are dependent upon him than 
far himself.—Brick Pomeroy;

Pierson

this mo- 
which I

am speaking is filled with demoniac 
spirits. If you find yourself inclined to 
dtjiibt and question the truths preached 
here tonight, you may be under the In
fluence of an evil spirit; and if your 
mind is eager to grasp the truths, it is 
not unlikely that an angelic spirit has 
.been helping you. If your eyes could 
only be opened, I have not the least 
doubt but that we would see the spir
its ot Satan and the hosts of heaven 
contending in this room at this very 
moment But we need have no fear, 
Christ assended through the air to show 
his mastery of it and of its spirits, and, 
he can conquer them.”

Dr. Pierson declared that Satan was 
the greatest being that God had creat
ed and cited Ezekiel xxviii as his au
thority. This chapter has beenv Inter
preted to mean the monarch of Tyre, 
but Dr. Pierson denies this and believes 
that the person described is none other 
than Satan, the tutelary deity of the 
Tyrians, whom Dr. Pierson says were 
devil-worshipers. In Dr. Pierson’s opin
ion there were originally three arch
angels, Satan, Gabriel, messenger of 
the redemption, and Michael, angel 
guardian of the bodies of God’s saints.

Rev. Dr. Winchester spoke briefly tm 
Revelations iv and v. He said that 
Revelations li and lit dealt with the his
tory of the Christian church from the 
ascension of Christ to his return, and 
the following chapters were propheti
cal of the glory of the new dispensa
tion. Dr. Winchester condemned cur
rent ideas of heaven as tawdry and 
gross, and said that they were “scarce
ly less sensuous than a Mahometan par
adise, or an Indian’s happy hunting 
ground." The real picture of Paradise 
is’ in Revelation. Dr. Winchester de
clared his belief in an intermediate 
state, entirely different from the Ro
man Catholic conception oí purgatory. 
In this state the disembodied spirits 
of “those who are asleep in Jesus” are 
living a life such'as no saint ever en
joyed, yet far less desirable than heav
en. The fall glory and reward was not 
received, maintained Dr. Winchester, 
until the bodies had been resurrected 
and had been joined to the spirits.

Incompatible.
The effort to engraft Spiritualism on

the dominant religion may be likened 
to an attempt to engraft the choicest 
apple on the pine. There is no affinity 
between them, and the labor will be 
lost. The tone rcot cannot supply the 
luscious fruitage of the apple or pear.

Spiritualism is a philosophy, not a re
ligion. It is founded on fact, not faith, 
nor mythology.

If spirits; the survival of mortality, do 
not exist after the decay of the body, 
then there is no continued life. If the 
spirit Is immortal; iff recollection anti 
love of earth associates survive the 
tomb as refined matter, invisible-to ma
terial senses, then is it not evident it 
can and has devised a method to ac
complish that desire? Facts justify the 
assertion, they have done so.

____ __ - . . He that, does good- for good's ®ake, 
• ttves ofthe Queen of Heaven-, otherwise !seeks nefther praise nor reward, but he 

the dear Madonna. the Molher- ol’Godl Iffisure of botli in the end^-Penn, i

RM. T, W.'

Mt&iMmte Gaule-Reiditiger
Ber WotórM Tests at a. Meeting in Pittsbu^
MESSAGES,jFRO^SPIRIT WORLD.

.7.
Many Persons He^r( Through the Lips 

of a Med^m .^pm Relatives and 
Friends V^o Ar^yDead?--Mrs. Marga
ret Gaul-Reldln$er Explains Some of 
the Principes Behind the Doctrine of 
Splritualisip—Are' Searchers After 

Messages '/rom. the loved relatives 
and friends ’who hive passed into the 
spirit world 'were igiyen to many per
sons by Mrs. Margaret Gftul-Reidinger, 
a celebrated test medium of New York 
at a benefit seance held in the First 
Church of Spiritualism. Bouquet St., 
says the Pittsburg, Pa., Chronicle. Al
most 200 persons were present.

After a short preliminary song and 
prayer service Mrs Gaule-Reidinger was 
introduced by President C. L. Stevens, 
of the church. Before beginning the 
reading the medium made' an address.

as the result of an accident— a lady. I 
also see the spirit of a man who stoops 
a little. They tell yov to be slow In 
something you contemplate which may 
affect you physically and say that you 
are going to" accomplish what you de
sire in the closing satisfactorily of per
sonal affairs."

Two yellow daisies tied together next 
were picked up. Mrs. Gaule Reidinger 
said: “I see the spirit of a little boy 
looking Into my face, and a tall, slender 
woman. ■ I hear the word “Courage.” 
Does it mean that you should be cour
ageous in some crisis you are facing 
now? . The sister of the little spirit 
child is with you tonight. You had 
nothing to bring, but when you got off 
the car the little girl saw the flowers 
and asked you to get some for her. 
You thought you would lay them on the 
table to see if you could get a message, 
and the dead sister knew what you 
wanted."

The man who had brought the flow-
She said there were many persons in -ers admitted that she had stated the 
the audience who did not believe in 
Spiritualism and she felt it would be 
well to say something about the church 
and its creed.

Spirituallsm, she said, brings the -as- 
surance that life is everlasting, that 
friends who have left tills world, are 
not gone forever. Some persons are 
under the impression that Spiritualists 
do not believe in a God, but she said 
that it had never- even occurred to her 
to deny the existence of the Deity.

She told of thp way In which Spirit
ualism formerly wap regarded, but said 
that people now ‘were learning that 
Spiritualism is not so different from 
other creeds, and that Spiritualists now 
are respected for their determination 
to find the truth. “It will be a happy 
day," said Mrs. Gaule-Reldlnger, 
“when other denominations feel toward 
the Spiritualists as Spiritualists feel 
toward them.” ,

“Spirit return,” she said,. “does not 
date back only to the Rochester rap
pings, 56 years ¿go. It has always been. 
The Old Testament is full of references 
to spirit return. Mediumship is a gift 
from God. I did not seek tor medium
ship. It was born with me. From my 
earliest days I HEARD SOUNDS AS 
OF THE HEAVENLY CHOIR, AND 
SAW STRANGE SPIRITUALISTIC 
FACES.

"Millions have been converted by 
Spiritualism. We have nothing uncan
ny—no darkened rooms. Nobody is

cose correctly.
Picking up a small package, the me

dium said; • “If I had a pencil I should 
write “Love.everywhere.” A spirit hand 
is trying to touch this article. I feel 
the love between a mother and her 
child. In this package is something ta
ken from a braid of long hair—a bow 
of ribbon perhaps. The owner of what
ever it is was a psychic, and you also 
ere psychic. The spirit of the owner 
of this article is named ‘Schwartz," and 
she is accompanied by an old lady, 
whom you called 'Grandma S.’

J‘I am In another country; a strange 
place, where customs and people are 
very different from what they are here,” 
said the medium, when she handled a 
small silver box. “I see three persons 
who owned this box. It holds a gre^t 
deal of association. An old gentleman 
who walked with a cane was the first 
owner.”

The woman who had placed the box 
on the table admitted this to be true.

The organist sang a solo. At the 
close of' the composition the medium 
turned toward the organist and said: 
“Your father died lately. His spirit is 
here and blds you be cheerful. He has 
been met In the spirit world by one that 
loved him, and both are guarding you.”

Approaching a wojnan in the audi
ence, Mrs. Gaule-Reldlnger said:, “I see 
a lady much like you in appearance, 
and a tall, determined man, who seems 
to be your brother. He says it doesn’t 
make so much difference what one be-

more sincere than we are. We are lieves on earth, so long as he does what 
truth-lovers, searchers for light, light,
more light.”

On a table in front of Mrs. Gaule- 
Reldlnger were many objects which be
longed to or were&ssociated with dead 
persons, from whom those who left the 
objects wisljpd to. receive messages. 
The medium said, that by handling 
these objects she could practice psy- 
chometry, di' soul1' reading. “When I 
hold one of these objects in my hands,” 
she said, “ffsee (Jjelrvoyantly the one 
to whom if.belon|ged,but I cannot tell 
beforehand /what the manifestations 
will be.” ’

The first Inject .which she picked up 
was a daguerreotype case. Then the 
medium said. “I see the kind face of 
an old lady." Her flair is streaked with 
gray and is'^heatlj^ arranged. I cannot 
see the features very, well. I also see 
a little child reacting out her hands.”

She asked, whb^had placed, the arti
cle oii the table'ahd a maii' In the audi
ence Skid1: W'Was bS. Turning td him, 
the medlunfisaid.:'"Your spirit friends 
are going to help you in the plans you 
are undecided about. There Is some
thing in this daguerreotype case which 
was closely associated with one of your 
friends who has passed into the spirit 
world. It seems to me that It is a coin, 
a pocket-piece, perhaps, which was car
ried for years. Am I right?”

The owner of the case said that she 
was, and upon' opening the case the 
coin was found inside.

The medium next picked up a bunch 
of keys. She said: “I see the spirit of 
one who has passed out of this work!

is right. .
“Now I see the spirit of a tall lady 

with brown eyes and kind face. She is 
holding out her hands to that gentle
man there,” pointing out the man to 
whom she referred. “She says, ’you 
came here to see somebody else, but I 
want to spdak to you. I promised that 
It I should leave this world first I 
would come back if I could.”

“I see a spirit in a dazed condition,” 
said the medium, approaching another 
man. "He says to you: ‘I conld not 
have regained consciousness. It was 
too much of a blow.’, The body to which 
the spirit belonged may not be buried 
yet. It left the body only yesterday. 
This man was killed in an accident. 
You wondered whether it was too soon 
to get a message from your dead 
friend.”

The man to whom Mrs. Gaule-Reld- 
inger spoke said that his friend had 
been killed in a train accident on Mon
day.

Mrs.-Gaule-Reidinger conveyed other 
messages„and at the conclusion of the 
seance said: “There are persons in this 
audience who did not have faith in Spir
itualism when they came here. You 
said: ‘There’s nothing in Spiritualism.' 
But you took no pains to find out. Per
haps you still think that Spiritualists 
are deluded because you don’t see the 
spirits that Inspire me and give unto 
me what I give unto you. Yesterday 
men were dreaming. Today they are 
thinking. Pray, for wisdom and don’t 
condenjn that of which you are ignor
ant.”

ANNUAL CONVENTION WOMEN AT THE FRONT.

Of the National Spiritualists' Asso- They Play an Important Part in the
elation.

“The UfM Ampli# the Hills',^
Ina few weeks we shall commence publishing, 

from the pfen of Mrs. I. L. Lewis of Bethel, Vermont, 
a thrilling narrative entitled “The Light Among the 
Hills.” It will prove highly interesting and instruct
ive, and every Spiritualist should read it. Mis. Lewis 
is an indefatigable worker in the ranks of Spiritualism, 
and is making a deep impression. for good on the 
Cause she loves so well. Now is the time to send in 
your subscription for The Progressive Thinker.

Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea.
We have several interesting Spirit Communications 

from Mrs. Petersilea which we will publish during our 
Fall and Winter Campaign. Her spirit messages are 
always interesting and instructive.

Send in YoUf Subscriptions
NOW IS THE TIME TO SEND IN YOUR YEARLY SUBSORIP- 

TIONS. THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER IS NOW UNUSUALLY IN
TERESTING. IT IS EDUCATIONAL ALL ALONG THE LINE. 
THE SPIRITUALIST WHO READS IT REGULARLY BECOMES 
WELL EQUIPPED IN EVERYTHING THAT PERTAINS TO SPIR
ITUALISM AND OCCULT SCIENCE, FOR NO OTHER SPIRITUAL
IST PAPER ¿IAS EVER DARED TO DISCUSS THE IMPORTANT 
PSYCHIC QUESTIONS NOW CONSIDERED CAREFULLY AND 
CRITICALLY IN ITS COLUMNS FROM WEEK TO WEEK. JUST 
THINK, TOO, OF THE 12 VALUABLE PREMIUM BOOKS, ELE- 
GANTLY BOUND IN CLOTH, WHICH WE ARE SENDING OUT 
FOR A NOMINAL PRICE, CONSTITUTING OUR DIVINE PLAN. 
YOU CANNOT FULLY REALIZE THE GRAND WORK WE ARE 
DOING WITHOUT SEEING AND READING THE BOOKS. SEND 
IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW, AND GET YOUR NEIGHBOR TO 
JOIN WITH YOU.

A WORKER’S NOTES.

Elizabeth Harlow Writes of Her Work 
and Visits.

Again is the summer’s work over, and 
I find myself back in Columbus, Ohio, 
ready to take up the winter's work.

This has been a season filled with 
things. As I visited dear old New Eng
land first of the summer, and worked 
with the old friends, I found everything
and everybody just moving and all 
wards a greater effort and power 
this cause, for the enlightenment 
man’s mind and freedom of body.

While there is a current of close
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many coming eight and ten. This was 
one of the choisest visits of my sum
mer's work. Here was character and 
love in all Its innocence, it did me 
great good to be there. .

But, alas! I must say farewell there, 
and now I am located for the winter, 
to work with the Sixth Street Church 
of this city.

What we shall accomplish remains to 
be seen. I want all the good thoughts 
of the friends, and all workers and lay
men passing this way to call and see 
us.

Please remember, 345 E. Long Street, 
Columbus, Ohio, where you will find
me. ELIZABETH HARLOW.

Honored at Last
The bust of Thomas Paine, tendered 

Philadelphia in 1876, for a place in In
dependence Hall, and rejected by the 

;then city council because ot his rellg- 
* ions views, has at last reached, its des
tination, the recent council having ac
cepted It, and given, it’a place among 
i the worthy founders' of this nation, 
i Washington,' Jefferson, Franklin, Ad- 
! ams, could have been rejected for the 
j same reason, and with as much pro- 
:priety as was Paine’s bust until the re- 
■ cent action, for they were all what are 
¡now known as Unitarians, denying the 
i divinity of Jesus.

The thirteenth annual convention of 
the National Spiritualists’ Association 
will be held in the First Unitarian 
Church, Eighth street and Mary Place, 
Minneapolis, Minn., October 17, 18, 19 
and 20, 1905.

This gathering will be one of the 
grandest convocations ever held in the 
name of Spiritualism; no one, no mat
ter what his sect or faith, should fall to 
attend, while Spiritualists can afford 
to sacrifice much, if necessary, in order 
to be present at every session.

Note the fine array of platform talent 
expected to be present and participate 
in the exercises, none better in the 
world: Prof. W. F; Peck, Dr. Austin, 
Will J. Erwood, Mr. and Mrs. Kates, 
Mr. and Mrs. Sprague, Mrs. Ressegue, 
Oscar Edgefly, Mrs. Lillie, Mrs. Fixen, 
Eva McCoy, Margaret Gaule-Redinger, 
and a host of others.

The musical program, under the aus
pices, for one-haif of the convention, of 
the well known artiste, Mme. Ida May 
Poulson, and for the other half, of Prof. 
Paul Zumbach; will-be a fare treat 
which none- will care to miss.

The- business sessions will be of the 
utmost importance and interest; come 
and listen to them even if you are not 
delegates. . .

The lyceum movement will be ex
plained to you by its enthusiast, John 
W. Ring, the .general superintendent of.| 
lyceums; .fléchas something' more than i 
good to tell You of thé children of the 
lyceum. "to , S

Come onO'nd all and give your influ-

Management of the Chicago 
' Public Schools.

THE BURLINGTON
ROUTE SELECTED.

The Burlington Route has been se
lected for the delegates to take to the 
N. S. -A. convention at Minneapolis. 
See advertisement irext week. Office at 
211 Clark street. '

ence and enbouraggment to the N. S. A. I 
and. its hai^fworltoig auxiliaries. Se-1 
cure your rooms at the Nicollet Hotel, 
one dollar it 'day for good accommoda-1 
tions—a firitfolp.sfflcafe is attached to

A remarkable event, says the Chica
go Record-Herald; in the history of the 
Chicago public school system id the ap
pointment of Miss Addams to the very 
responsible and high position of chair
man of the school management commit
tee. She has displayed administrative 
and executive abilities of a high order, 
the admirable management of Hull 
House, with its numberless educational 
and uplifting activities, having excited 
admiration among all those that are 
familiar with the splendid institution. 
To convictions and the courage of them 
she joffis tact, practical sagacity and 
tolerance.

During the fifteen years Miss Addams 
has been head of Hull House she has 
become internationally famous. In a 
quiet way the settlement has been con
ducting classes in which, more than 
7,000 men, women and children are en
rolled. The best educators have been 
Obtained and the most advanced educa
tional principles, have been put into 
force. Few persons in Chicago ' are 
aware of this class-room work, of the 
settlement, but is is noted the world 
over among students of sociology.

As chairman of the school manage
ment committee Miss Addams will have 
as aides Dr. Cornelia B. DeBey and' 
Mrs. Emmons Blaine,I both of whom for 
years ¿ave taken a prominent part in 
educational'affairs. Mrs. Blaine has 
contributed more than 51,000,000 to the 
cause of education, while Dr. DeBey 
has been associated with the schools as 
an instructor in the normal school and 
later as a champion of the most ad-

I vanned pedagogical idea.

An Incontrovertible Proposition.
The late powder-mill explosion,, 'with 

such waste of property and life, near 
’ Connellsville, Pa» was az disastrous, af-' 
lair. If at the-moment-of that occur
rence. every powder- mill in the wide 
world had- gone up in smoke; and wdtir 
.them every war vessel of every nation: 
had been, blown into smithereens, and 
sunk, and every magazine of gunpowder 
had exploded; would- not these facts 
have furnished evidence of. an. overrul
ing Providence? And because it' was 
not. done; does it not 'furnish: almost 
conclusive proof he does not intervene 
in human affairs?

the hotel. Brasure, and get certificate 
tickets at. your home railroad office and 
by it securaiyour return trip for one- 
thfrd regular fare? bring those certifi
cate tickets vfo convention "'with you.-

AU sessions, day;And evening, open to 
the publie, -FREEjo ,

' ¿dAICE T. LONGLEY).
N.. S. A,, Secretary,

It will be recalled that Justice Brew
er in an interview on the future of wo
men in thepoiltlcal and social spheres 
paid.a warm tribute to Miss Addams 
and “nominated" her flor Mayor of Chi
cago. We cannot make Miss Addams 
mayor in the present state of the law of 
Illinois, but the people of the city can 
congratulate the school board and 
themselves on ner appointment to a' 
public position hardly less useful and 
distinguished, and this they are j un
doubtedly doing.in their hearts.

Peace la the. virtue' off civilization! ; 
war is its crime.—VictorÇugo. :

"¿bmnltbdable.
Dr. Gaird; said: well, when he wrote:
“To- devote tlxfte -to rhapsodies on the 

sweet Summerland) and'useless sophis
tries In. the name; off philosophy,, is to 
my mind impracticable ond: a waste of 
energy.

“Spiritualism should teach that the 
human mind la1 incapable ot grasping 
the immensity of creation, , much less 
the Creator; that natural laws must be 
followed for our physical well being; 
moral laws for'our mental contentment 
We are all creatures of emotions and 
desires,'differing in degree and should 
be so-understood  J! ■ ■<

••Beyona the Van.” A Sequel to 
^Rending llhe Vail." Being a compila
tion, with notes and -explanations; of 
narrations and Illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, -written' and made by 
tulhfornx materializations;: setting up a: 
sefentifle and personal - verification of 
"What We Shall Be,” and. a. cade of 
ethics,, requlslte to -the most speedy re- 
allsirtlan. of tho bigiiest and purest fo- 
Hefty -attamabla la the future life. A 
v®y resaarkaMe book. Large; octavo; 
SSQgSS&k Pricey gus«

“Th* Jesuits.” 
A. M., B. D- An 
Price .15 cents.

By Rev. K F. Austin, 
excellent -pamphlet.

vestlgation going on as to the methods 
of some individuals, and their supposed 
work, there is as well a firmer and 
more pronounced stand being taken by 
both societies' and the public that this 
is really the one great especial truth of 
the age and must therefore be better 
protected and cared for, by giving it 
more practical systematic opportuni
ties. And I feel that Chicago may feel 
proud and claim the honor of having 
set this current at work in its system
atic form as it is that city that has the 
honor of being the home of The Pro
gressive Thinker and the Chicago Spir
itualists League.

It was my extreme good fortune to 
stop for a while with these workers on 
my return trip from Clinton eamp. 
While there I heard the question asked, 
What has the League accomplished so 
far? And here is what it has done, as 
viewed by an outsider: It stands as a 
friend and co-worker with The Pro
gressive Thinker that has been battling 
so continuously for honor and liberty. 
It stands before the city as an intelli
gent, honest, conscientious body of men 
and women, so that the newspapers and i 
ediirts and churches are beginning to 
see that there really may yet be some 
good come out of Nazareth. It has 
called together the Spiritualists of the 
city once a month, and held those 
mass meetings, which are bound to do 
good in a myriad of ways. It has set 
the pace so that other localities are 
waking up and commencing to agitate 
at least a more intelligent standing for 
the cause in their cities and towns.

And is this not quite enough for a 
child so young to have done? It seems 
so to me. I want to say to all its officers 
and members, be patient, be firm, be 
diligent and always just, and you have 
no conception of the great and lasting 
good you can do.

And I do want to just refer to the 
Sunflower Club, an auxiliary of tbe Illi
nois State Association. Here are a few 
noble, earnest women that are just be
ginning to work. And as I studied 
them each and all I feel and saw the 

; nucleus from which may come great 
power and good not only for the Illinois 

: State Association, but the Cause in 
general. These ladies are planning to 

. have a Bazaar in December, and I hope 
; some, if not all who may read this will 
feel to send some little thing for this 

: Bazaar. It will not only help in dollars 
.and'cents. but will more firmly link the 
'efforts of all. and be for good. Any- 
' thing sent to Mrs. J. R. Francis, 40 
Loomis street will be gladly received 

¡and used for the purpose. She is one 
! of the more silent workers in this great 
cause, but of great power because of 
her sweet, persistent effort. I feel she 

;Is the invisible fountain from which 
' the Editor of The Progressive Thinker 
constantly drawis, and thus his extreme 
justness, for she is the embodiment of 

¡love and service.
It nearly made me homesick to leave 

¡the city after having mingled with 
these women. I did so wish to stay 
and become one of them. They have 

¡strong minds, energetic ones, loving 
; ones, and those that are touched by the 
■spirit world in an invisible manner.

Hut I realize that the workers’cannot 
: be all in one place. So after a two 
week’s sojourn In the summer home 

' of that tireless worker, Laura G. Fixen, 
iI wound about me the blanket of power 
that was woven from the messages of 
the Great Lake. the. sighing trees, the 
twitter of birds and squirrels, and the 
pathetic eyes of Neehalls (the dear 
dog), and that strong, tender, love of 
Mrs. Fixen herself, and I said good-bye 
to all. ' .

I stopped! on my way here at Balbec, 
■ Ind., for some work. Here to my great 
surprise I found, away out in the coun
try, n. society that has been, organized 

¡and holding meetings- ever'since 1868. 
i They own their hall, which, is commodi- 
¡ous, and run their meetings purely by 
; subscription. This being the first place 
; I ever was- whore no door fee or collec- 
i tion was taken. It was a/ great lesson, 
to me. It shows what can be - done 
when we jlist will. We had excellent, 
audiences both' Sundays, andtoveryane: 
had' to drive at least two- miles, and

To St. Palli
and

Minneapolis
The service on Bur

lington trains is so thor
oughly good that you 
will enjoy every hour of 
the trip.

The Limited train for the 
Twin Cities (no extra fare) 
leaves Chicago daily at 6:30 
p. m., arriving early next 
morning. Compartment 
and standard sleeping cars 
(electric lights in every 
berth), buffet-library car, 
chair cars, and Burlington 
dining car, serving splen
did meals a la carte.

Tickets, 211 Clark St., 
Chicago. ’Phone, Central 
3117. F. A, BELL, City Pas- 
senger Agent.

The N. S. A, has selected the 
Burlington Route for transporta
tion to the Convention at Minne
apolis, to be heid October 17, 18,19- 
and 20; 1905.

INDUCEYour Neighbor to Subscribe for The 
Progressive Thinker.

Now Is the time to extend the circula
tion of The Progressive Thinker. It 
wiU: contain Occult and Spirltualistio 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send in a subscription now.

“Rlght Living." By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, - 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended, it Is 
especially adapted for use In Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will bo benefited by It.

"How to Train Children . and Fa- ■ 
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes , 
the position that in many cases it is the 
parents that need the* training mora 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves; Twenty-live . 
cents could not. bo better spent than 
buying this little book. Anyone, that 
has the care: of children should read it: 
Prine-25 cents-

•THncovery of a Lost Trail.” ByChaft. , 
'Bz Newaomb. Excellent in. spiritual 
guggestivenesa. Clothi
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A TELEPATHIC MESSAGE.

The Recipient, a . Medium, Desires 
Know Who Sent It.

diumship! Unfolding our spiritual 
powers, and developing our spiritual 
senses while yet in the physical body. 
I went as far into the spiritual life as 
a person can go and continue to live 
here. At one time the spiritual part of 
me was so higiily developed that I 
seemed to stand out, above the world, 
I saw it all at h glance, the boundless 
universe—the great future for man, and 
Infinite Intelligence over all.

«0 KOV. Shaliu Soynr, ilolegute

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and ell Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address e 
DR7B YE, Broadwa* Kansas City, Mo,

That the room has some uncanny pe
culiarities appears to be beyond doubt, 
for the late Lord. Strathmore had it 
walled up after visiting the apartment 
one night to determine the origin of 
certain weird noises which, it is said, 
had for a long time disturbed and puz
zled him.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDfih, 
..-.■er'.’.'.r.gtc.CU Itwunls. Hy Dr. rawlCarrw.- 

A ttMudatlon made from Japanese, under the ■ Mlcnlnn« •»-—

I “The earl opened the door with a 
kpy," -wrote a correspondent to a Dr. I’Lee, "and dropped back in

we Shall uve and Gßow.

A Spirit Message Which Is Addressed 
ta All.

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing, 

medium. This in a very interesting little book, 
and will be appreciated from start to tinish by 
all who wish to gain spiritual information. 
Price, 25 cents.

ORIGIN OF SPECIES,
By means of natural selection, or the preservation of 
a favored race tn th« «truggle for life. By Cbartoa 
Darwin. Gilt top,-clotb bound. This book h ioe 
grandest achievement of modern scientific thought 
and research. It has passed through many editions 
in English, has been translated into almost all tba 
Jangorees of Europe, and has been tlie subject of 
mcr :reviewa, pamphlets and separate books than any 
oth€ • volume of tbs Rgc. Most of the groat scientista 
of t&fcAKe fullv support hia position. The thought ot 
tbHtOokhas become a part of the common Inherit* 
tujje Of tho race. For sale at this office. Price 75 ctA

AJI INVESTIGATOR’S EXPERIENCE.

He Meets With Rotten Fakes While 
Searching for Truth, and In the 
Course of Time Drifts Into the Home 
Circle, and His- Wife Is Developed

' Into an Excellent Medium.
I am very.glad to nee The Progressive 

Thinker trying to separate the golden 
grain from the chaff, and hope the good 
wo;rk has just begun, and some day the 
true medium can stand upon the ros
trum as an angel of light, while the 
fakers, impostors and scoundrels will 
•be excluded by all societies as well as 
Spiritualists.

A A Send us you. nd lrcji
A liAU ttndwewilhhowyouX U UuW VUI W mukeia-day 

■ Ita MIM O' uLaolutely »uie, wo
iurnibh tho work and teach you free, you work in 

tho locality where yonI ivo. ¿Semi u» your uddrow and we will 
explain the butilica» fully, renimi tier wo (tuurantec a char prof i 
oft 3 for every dnyv work.&beolutciy sure Write alnuce.
RUlAL àJAMlÀUTlill.'iG CU., Box I 3 I I Detroit, Mich.

DEAFHESS AHU
CAW CUB

BY NO METHOD UNTIL »AU- 
TINA" WAS DISCOVERED.

Niuoty-flva par cent ot all case» or deatnesi 
brought to our attention Is the result ot clironla

HP A TH ITS MEANING 
1 1 A and Results.

Uy JT KWtUoii, of the Penrihylvnnln Bar. 
An absorbingly tnlereatln«' narrative relntln*; a 
Berles of wonderful psychic nianlfcHtationa oc
curring in thd writer'« experience. Cloth, illustrated. 11.25.

The Nemesis of This 
Chautauqua Lakej^X’X 

known Author and Scholar.
HON. A. B. RICHMOND, 

Should bo In the hands of every Spiritualist In 
the land. It is based on u historibal fact, bnt 
through the narative is woven a psychic Jin? of 
thought in the style so natural to iheuieM 
criminal Lawyer that one can let 11 auuw’a 
very presence during its periv It is certain
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Invocation. '
Beloved angels, who are the ministers of Divine truth, we invoke your 

presence; we ask that you may come so near unto us, that the words of 
wisdom you may bring, may become the rod and staff of all who áre in 
need. Come so ne.ar to us, that the light and warmth of your presence 
piay be experienced, and that the glory of Divine truth may shine out 
over all souls, until tlie spiritual outreaching may become so real, and 
so insistent in human nature, that men and women may be looking 
higher, aspiring more, loving better, knowing kindness, and charity, 
and mercy, the attributes of a higher life.

Oh, lliou Father of all, we' thank Thee for the manifold gifts Thou 
hast given us; we thank Thee for the bright: day, for the glorious sun
light that- illumines the earth, and makes glad the heart pf man, We 
thank Thee for all the blessings that are shimmering down from on 
high, and those that are coming up out, of human hearts. We thank 
’Thee that the door óf communication is opening more and more day by 
Háy, by which those who are out of the mortal life, and enjoying the 
fruits of the spiritual world, may come more closely to earth, until the 
world may kpow that Thou art the living Spirit, and that Thy children 
are eternal with Thee, that Thy breath,. Thy “heart throbbings/ Thy 
spirit, inheres all that live, and that Thy love enshrouds all. We thank 
Thee, our Father, for every good and perfect gift, we thank Thee for 
every expedience, even if it be thwart with sorrow and pain. -We thank. 
Thee that the shadows fall across our wáys, for we are brought more
alogely to Thy Divine love.

Poem by Lizzie Doten, Entitled ''Labor and Wait.”
All green, and bitter, and 4iard and sour, ' 

The fruit on the Tree of Life is growing;
■ But the genial sunshine, with quickening power, 

Will sweeten its juices like nectar flowing
For the full, fair growth of its perfect state 

There is only needed the right condition.
Then labor and wait, both early and late, 

Till the ripening shall bring fruition.
Far out in the harvest fields of Time, 

The grain for the reaper is standing ready, 
- And they who come to the woj-k sublime 

■ Must toil wi th a patience calm and steady 
Truth never was subject to Chance or Fate— 

Its sickle, so sharp, cuts clean and even-- 
Then labor and wait, both early and late, 

For the seed-field of earth yields the harvest of heaven.
In their quiet graves, on the green hill-side, 

The sacred dust of your loved is sleeping;
And the homes where the light of their smile has died 

Are filled with the sorrowful sounds of weeping.
But over the gloomy clouds of Fate,

The light of the better land is shining;
Then labor and wait, both early and late, ,

For the cloud of Death has a silver lining.
There are fair, sweet faces, and gentle eyes,

That look through the shadows and mists above you;
And the fond affection that never dies,

Still speaks from the lips of the blest who love you.
They call you up from your low estate, 

To the boundless bliss of the life supernal.
Then labor and wait, both early and late, 

For time is short, but Life is Eternal. —Lizzie Doten.
| I shall read a part of the second chapter of Acts:

“And when the day of Pentecost was fully come, they were all with 
One accord in one place.
- “And suddenly there came a sound from Heaven, as of a rushing 

mighty wind, andit filled the house where they were sitting.
“And there appeared unto them cloven tongues like as of fire, and it 

cat upon each of them, 1 ,,
“And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak 

with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance.’’
From Genesis to Revelation, the Bible is filled with a history of vis

ions ; it is filled with a history of what men have seen, and heard; of 
' what they have come to know through the avenues of their own spirit
ual sensations and senses. So from the history upon which the Chris
tian church is based, we find that the foundation stones have been 
reared of the experiences of men; of what their eyes have seen; of what 
their ears have heard; of what their mouths, their spirits, have spoken, 
and the day is come when revelation is becoming more common, when 
we are hearing better things, we are seeing more brightly, we are east- 

I ing away limitations, we are breaking down the barriers of the olden 
time, and we are climbing the eternal heights of God’s glory. The 

$ spirit world is never idle; it has never yet reached the time that it has 
i found nothing to do.

The angels have come to us; they have labored, and waited; they 
? know that the future is a fruition of the present; that to-morrow is the 
J fulfilling of the prophecy of to-day; that the eternity before us is the 
>. culmination of this great eternity of which we are a common part, and 
i they will labor and wait, and they will teach us to labor and wait, doing 
| our duty, living our best lives, thinking our best thoughts, aspiring to 
v the greater heights of which we catch glimpses, reaching out into this 

yast universe to grasp truth wherever it may be found, from whatever 
source it may come, through whatever avenue it may express itself, 
end from whatever height it may. descend to us.

There is one thing that Spiritualism has given to the world, that can- 
. not be claimed of any other formulated religious belief, or knowledge, 

and that is to discern for ourselves spiritual things, that we have not 
to cast into the hold of the brains belonging to priestcraft the thoughts, 
the hopes, the aspirations, the great Divine truths that surround us, but

The wqrld, the world everywhere, is clothed with a richer beauty, 
it is sweeter and holier,'and nobler, and the world ha^ in it 'today more 
charity, more brotherly kindness, more human sympathy, more God
like attributes, than at any period that is known to uftih. 'n<

, We may build beautiful temples, we may rear hFndsomp hospitals, 
, we may give of our substance more generously,'all th'e%e tlilhgs are only 
' a part of human nature. We. have separated the Writfial from the 
■ human, we have made the spiritual world a thing to im'jio^d for, when 

it is right here, and we are in it, and of it. We hav^maé Heaven so 
far away from us, that we forget even that it is, and ypt it abides within, 

' its lights shine out through the windows of oui' soul^ifs peauty comes 
out like sweet waters from our tongues. It is going from-our hands 
in noble deeds, it forgets scandal, it hearkens not to slander, it only 
knows that “love ye one another” is the highest command, and. the । 
noblest attribute of the spiritual natures of the world,:.,

Spiritualism is doing so much for mankind, whether we efill it by that 
name or not. Spiritualism is only thé ism of the Spirit, it is only the 
the manifestation of the spirituality of man.

Religion along the way has only been the manifestation of the higher 
spiritual perceptions. If I go to Syria, and wrest from the altars there 
the Gods of stone, that have, been molded by human hands, and bring 
them to you as objects before which you prostrate your bodies, and ut
ter prayers, if I bring them to you, what are they ? They are the attri
butes of the spiritual nature of the man who made them/ They are the 
noblest God those meh could create. They are the highest formulation 
of his spiritual perception. If I bring to you from the Roman Catholic 
Chureh its flaming candles, its crosses, its holy water, and its bread, 
what are they all? They are but the highest attributes of the concep
tion of those men who have received them, and made them the basis of 
their religious belief. If I go into the Protestant church,, and I bring 
out of it a belief.in a spiritual God, who is angry, who is ready to judge 
man, who is ready to wjpld ah influence over the earth to punish the un
righteous, and to save ihe same, then I am bringing to you the highest 
perception of a spiritual ideal the Protestant church contains.

If I bring you a religion that tells you of a universal spirit, of a spirit 
of universal love, that, is symbolized, in that love for the sinner, the 
vilest, and lowest type of human nature, who lives, that loves enfiugh,. 
and is strong enough, and high enough, to lift that sinner up to greater 
heights, and to loftier standards of activity, then I have brought you an 
idol, that is a great deal stronger, and higher, and sweeter, and more 
divine, than any other religion that has ever been uttered to the world, 
and friends, this.is Spiritualism. This is what Spiritualism teaches, 
this is what it brings to the world ; it brings something that makes every ! 
word that passes through your lips one.of love and kindness, one that is ' 
uplifting.

The lower the man, the stronger the effort to redeem; the more ignor
ant and sinful, the greater the effort to save; the worse he may act, the 
peeper the endeavor on your part to help him up the heights; and such 
is the religion of Spiritualism; such is the religion that has been brought 
from the angel world, to reach the angels in human nature, to come 
down to the angelic nature of humanity, and find there the God-like at
tributes of mankind, and is it not time that these were discovered by 
you? Is it not time that the veil was rent that has hidden you from, 
them? Is it not time that you should have come into the open door 
that opens the way to the brighter Heaven that inlies yourself?

More than this, Spiritualism has accomplished, it has taught you that 
labor means growth, means enlarging, expanding. H-does not imply 
license, when it teaches you to love one another; it does not teach you 
to go down into the degradation of lust, when it teache’s yoff to help one 
snother; it does not teach you to brand each other as evil ^oers, but it 
teaches you that there is enough of divinity in every human being that 
entitles every soul to salvation from sin. io ai

Spiritualism has accomplished more than all this tote; it lias brought 
to the world the knowledge of a diviner communion ;,sthafjyou are not 
only communing with those whom you love, whom you know, with 
whom you walked, and talked, and thought, but it has taught you that 
the'doors of eternallife are wide open, and that yoti ard^ommuning 
with those who can help you; that your every need i^ a prayer, and it 
is going out into this great world, and it is to be angwe^efi by those 
who are in harmony with you, to help , you, to maka-for yourself the 
best possible results of what may be vouchsafed to 1

Spiritualism has brought to you the .knowledge {ijat/^e ^piptu^l 
world is everywhere: that there is nothing real that;i%^di spiritual; 
that there is nothing material that is not the manifestation of a spiritual 
law; that even though there ¿nay be imperfections, yet there is nothing 
in nature that has attained to perfection. -

You look upon the beautiful sky, upon the gleaming waters, you look 
upon the glad world, with the air washed clean, and you exclaim. Per
fection I whence comest thou. You are here, everywhere,- and yet there 
is no such tiling as perfection. Thank God there is nothing in divinity 
that has attained to perfection, and the world is opening to a diviner 

; greatness, a diviner perfectness, a diviner divinity. Science . is con- 
I stantly revealing her mysteries; she is telling the glad story that you 
know only a tithe of the wonders that inhere the kingdom of life. It is 
telling you the wonderful history of the past, and it is building a glori
fied foundation for the future. Science is modeling the mind to receive 
a higher manifestation; she is unfolding the mysterious paths; she is 
clearing away the debris of unbelief; she is making glad the skies^that 
overcast, that overshadow you; she is making more beautiful this won
derful universe to which you belong. Science is the hand-maiden of di
vinity, and she is bringing to you its wonders and beauty.

Frothingham once said, “If Spiritualists would divest their minds of 
the belief in the lower order of things, and would accept the lessons , 
taught by common sense, then their religion would be based upon eter- । 
nal truth.”

there is a universal brotherhood, until we gee in the fallen womau; and 
in the fallen man, the spark that makes a Daan our brother, and a wpman 
our sister. i

Religion has not come to seek and to save the world, until it becomes 
the- active spirit that prevails in the land. I tell, you, it has been a dead 
letter-too long,, and the man who is so much of a coward, that he will 
eyen.ask to be saved through the blood of the Nazarene, and will not 
work out his own salvation, and wait for the ultimate, is a coward, and 
a sneak. I want à religion that is not afraid of work; is not.afraid of 
sin; is not afraid of crime; is not afraid of ignorance; is not afraid of 
the darkness; but will carry its torch to illumine the dark places, and 
make the world brighter; and that is what my Spiritualism must mean, 
what yours must mean, when you receive it, as it is; it must mean file 
best of nature ; the truest of love; and the divinest of Godlike humanity.

.My spirit friend, George, says: “Oh, 
the joy of it all, Emma! No more sick
ness, sorrow, nor death; but we are all 
to live and grow in God’s beautiful uni
verse.”

This is a message for all, and I want 
all to enjoy it with me.' It does not say 
a chosen few only,-are to be saved, but 
all, each and every one of God’s chil
dren are to-Iive. And how sweet it is 
to live, and think, and act, and enjoy. 
Yes, it is a beautiful conscious life for i 
us all, stretching out and away into 
the great future. Not only are we all 
to live, but we are to grow.

I hope this message •will reach all 
who are sick in body or . mind; those 
who are disappointed in life, and have 
failed in their high aims for culture 
and' growth. Da not give up, do not 
crush those longings, but reach out 
higher than ever for knowledge and 
truth. Your chance will surely come. ( 
Every opportunity for advancement will 
yet be yours. Like the plant that has 
outgrown its tiny pot of clay, we shall 
be transplanted to better conditions, to 
richer soil and sunnier clime, and there 
we shall thrive and grow, fend develop 
all our powers to perfection.

Hugo had a grand idea ot the possi
bilities of man, when he said, “I feel the 
little God within me—I know 1 am tow
ering to the skies."

And what a wonderful thing is me-

I said, "And this Is for man! This 
is his inheritance! How grand! How 
glorious!" My soul was filled with awe 
and wonder, and I could bear no more. 
I felt as man did In the wild dream of 
the German poet, “God called man in 
dreams into the vestibule of heaven, 
saying, ‘Come up hither, and ' I will 
show thee the wonders of my house.’ 
And to his angels who stood about his 
throne, lie said, ‘Take him, strip him of 
his robes of flesh; cleanse his affec
tions; nut a new breath Into his nos
trils, but touch not his human heart— 
the heart that fears and hopes and 
trembles.’ A moment and-it was done, 
and the man stood ready for his un
known voyage. Under the guidance ot 
a mighty angel, with sound of flying 
pinions, they sped away from the bat
tlements of heaven. Some time on the 
mighty angel’s wings they fled through 
Saharas of darkness, ^.wilderness of 
death. At length, from a distance not 
counted save In the arithmetic ot 
heaven, light beamed upon them—a 
sleepy flame as seen through a. hazy 
cloud. They sped on in their terrible 
speed to meet the light; the light with 
lesser speed came to meet them. In, a 
moment the blazing of suns around 

’ them—a moment the wheeling of plan
ets; then came long eternities of twi
light; then again on the right hand and 
the left appeared other constellations. 
At last the man sank down, crying, 
‘Angel, I can go no further; let me.lie 
down in the grave and hide myself 
from the infinitude of the universe, for 
end th.ere is none.’

“ 'End is there none?’ demanded the 
angel. And from the.glittering stars 
that shone around there came a choral 
shout, ‘End there is none!' ‘End there , 
is none?’ demanded the angel again; , 
‘and is it this that’awes thy-soul?' I - 
answer, ‘End there is none to the uni- ,

Why seek advice regarding business 
affairs from a good and pure spirit, who 
has no. interest whatever in earthly af
fairs and will not direct you?

Earth-bound spirits are willing to ad
vise, but their judgment is far worse 
than your own in most cases.

Let every true Spiritualist take the 
grand words ot our noble president 
(Mr. Barrett) to heart and forever try 
to get away from the sensational, the 
fanatical, and the commercial elements, 
and aim for the good, the pure, the con
soling and loving forces that are always 
ready to help you to be happier, better, 
and live upright, honest lives, teaching 
you to be good and do good.

In the '90s I had experiences with 
most of the so-called mediums that 
were then located In Chicago. Finally 
I went to San Francisco and tlie fraud 
practiced there at that time was. even 
enough for the blind to see, After I 
had taken a course there with one of I 
the fakes and knew how the credulous 
were duped, I came away thoroughly 
disgusted, and bordering on the cold 
and dismal see of materialism, a 
wretched and miserable mortal.

Thanks to the few genuine mediums 
that' had thrown a ray of light into my 
soul, and are still doing grand work, 
and I hope to grasp them by the hand 
some day and say: “God bless you for 
the rays of light you bestowed .upon 
me.”

Those few rays kept the star of hope 
above the black sea of materialism and 
now tlie dark clouds have parted and 
rdys of sunshine are pouring into my 
blessed and happy home.

Eight months ago my dear wife had 
an odd dream which I interpreted as a 
call from the spirit world, and I sug
gested to sit. To our surprise her hand 
was controlled at the first sitting and 
her development has been gradual ever 
since.

Now she receives beautiful messages 
daily and we hope some day she will 
be able to throw rays of light into the 
souls of those that are seeking truth, 
happiness and contentment, the same 
as I have after wandering around for 
fifteen years. D. E. KNORR.

So. Bethlehem, Pa.
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catarrli at the throat and 
middle ear.' Ths air pas
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the action o! the vi
bratory bonoa Until these 
deposits are.removed a 
cure is impossible. The in
ner ear cannot bo reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence tho inability oí au
rista or physicians to euro. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there IS a 
seientide cure tor deafness 
and catarrh is demonstrat
ed ever y day by the use ol 
Actlna. The vapor current
generated In th« Actlna 

__ __ Eustachian tubes Into the 
middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
salt passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) In the 
tamer ear, making them respond to tho slight. 
«1 vibration ot sound. Acllnabas hover failed 
tooure ringing noises in the bead. Wehava 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom tor years to Ue completely cured la 
only three weeks' use ot- Actlua. A<\tina also 
cures asthma, brouchltls, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; all ot which are db 
tectly or indirectly due to catarrh. Actlua is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
ease. We give advice free, and positive proof 
ef cures. A valuable book—Professor WUsou's 
i«0 page Dictionary ot Disease, Free. Address 
Mew York A Loudon Electric Association, Dup, 
842C, Orii Walnut Street. Kansas City, Mo.

we are to open the temples of God, and find therein enshrined His di
vinity, His holiness, His glory, and His righteousness. We have the 
key in our own lives to these temples, and they are the kingdom of de
sire.

If we would see spiritually we must become spiritually minded. If 
we would hear the voices of the angel world we must attune our souls 
to the realm of spirit and to the rhythm of angelic truths, If we would 
touch angelic beings, we must purify the temples in which we live, that 
we may become worthy to touch the hem of angelic garments. -It is 
time that we were making ourselves worthy of greater spiritual gifts 
thaw have ever before eome to mankind. ,

It is time that we divest ourselves of the narrow prejudices, the dog
mas and creeds that enshroud us, and that have fettered us—to the state 
of human bigotry. It is time that we attain to a greater height than we 
have ever reached before. It is time that we should have opened our 
hearts to the influx of a diviner truth, and we are not to depend upon 
what has come to them, but we are to open our souls to what may come 
to man.

Spiritualism belongs to no one phase of belief, to no one era of time, 
to no one class of minds, to no one great intelligence, but it is the ism 
of human nature, of the spiritual nature of humanity. It is the ism of 
human want, the longing of human souls, the uplift to human nature, 
end the light that guides us to a diviner inspiration.

Too long we have groped in the dark; too long we have been grap
pling with the impossibilities; too long we have been asking that God 
might vouchsafe to us gifts, and that angels should come to us2 bringing 
to our sight things that we could not perceive, and to our hearing things 
that we could not understand.

It is time that we make ourselves ready for these inspirations; it is 
time that we prepared the soil of our intellects, that the seeds of divine 
truth may be sown therein; and if we lift our eyes, and behold a heaven
ly vision let down from on high, then’it is thht vision shall strike down 
deep into our natures, and become a part of our lives, and thatwhat our 
eyes see shall only eayse a broader, richer, stronger life than any We 
have held before.

Spiritualism has come to the world a benediction, it has-not come to 
prepare us to die; we know nothing of death, it has only come to make 
life sweeter, truer, more divine. Jt.has tauglit us thaftthe rungs in the 
ladder which we are climbing to a broader life and a richer world be
long to our spiritual natures, belong to ourselves; we are forming 
them by our deeds, we are creating the ladders upon which we climb 
to higher truths, and to greater peace, and holier, happiness. We are . 
makihg the world better,- if we are true.to its teachings. The profane 
man is no longer profane, the drunkard no longer becomes intoxicated . 
by any beverage; the gourmaud'is no longer drunken by over-eating; .

Tyndall,said, “I believe there is enough in Spiritualism,''according to 
its modern manifestations, to teach mankind to investigate its laws, and 
to find therein a wonderful truth, ’ ’ but it is to the world simply a phe
nomenon, it is not a law, and it is time Spiritualists begin to recognize 
the fact that there is not a single manifestation that is presented from 
the higher life, that is not based upon law, and is butlhe fulfilling of the 
mandate of the law, and it comes within the realm of common sense, 
of good judgment, of intelligent investigation, of spiritual perception, 

■land the answer to the soul’s prayer. It is to'the world the answer to 
! the question, and the solving of the problem, if man-dies,, shall he live? 
• and it is not only affirms that he does live after what you call death, 

but it proves his identity, until faith and belief is lost in the noonday 
sun of eternal knowledge.

Spiritualism is to the world what food is to the hungry body ; it is to 
the soul what the soul most needs, and I care not whether you are Ro
man Catholic, Episcopalian, Congregationalist, Baptist, : Presbyterian, 
or Methodist, it makes no difference, if you are spiritually unfolded,' I 
neither one of.these formulateli faiths can compass your lives, and your 
spiritual nature is growing day by day, until creeds fall away into de
cay, and dogma is merging into wisdom, and you know that you have 
found eternal goodness.

Spirituàlism is the highway upon which your souls fire ascending its- 
ladder ; upon which angels are climbing to higher possibilities, and 
upon which they are descending to the lowest realms óf nature to lift 
up the fallen, ¿wold not ■'give anything for any religion)-or any ism, 
or any belief, thavm.simply housed in fine temples, aim as'pfily belong
ing to respectable society.. I want a religion that can go d'own into the 
mire, down intolhe deeps’ of human, sin, and ignorgne«; I want a relig
ion so great, so holy, so divine, so good, that it can go where it- is 
needed ; that it shall he bread to the hungry, light to tftbse’fe darkness ; 
strength to those who are morally weak, and health fflr si^. and body 
to the morally and physically diseased. I want Spiritualism to be this 
kind of a remedy for the ills of earth, and if it is not,ait i® good for 
.nothing, and ought or fetter be cast aside. ,In ¡no ,

It means something that the doors of .the kingdoà^of :l^aveu have , 
been opened unto man; it meajg something that has^hrow11 into this 
life a brighter illumination than you have ever before .observed; it- 
means something that angels have knocked at the doors-oPyour souls, 
and you can let them in, if you will ; it means something tfiat the voice 
of God has sounded throughout the universe, if it has foiind a response. 

I in your lives ; it means something when a man or woman ca^say in their 
souls, I have something better, something purer, and the house into 
which it shall come shall be made clean and pure to receive it; it means 
something when a man or woman is better because of. his or her religion, 
more helpful, more loving,, more charitable, more everlastingly loving 
in that way, that lives to do, and be, and think, and grow, and who 
has not. found .perfection f . .. .

The vision that comes to us is the vision of more- glorified day of 
something that brings to the. world a higher truth.. Spiritualism‘has 
not performed its mission, has not accomplished its work, until capital 
.punishment shall have, died, and been consigned to itif abiding resting 
place, when.it is no longer a life for a life, but a'lietter li^-for n wicked 

.one, mrieher life for a poqj-er one, a truer life for a false one, a holier
...... i---------- a _— ...

verse of God! Lo, also, there is no be
ginning!’ ”

Dear readers, I, too, could go no fur
ther. I asked my father (spirit) if 
what the Bible said was true, that the 
world was made in six days. Ho re
plied, “No, Emma, it has been great cy
cles ‘of time in its formation and 
growth, but it is the result of just one 
thought of God."

How marvelous! God thinks a world, 
and lo! it swings irt space; and life 
moves, and law governs, and man 
reigns. 1 have no creeds or dogmas in 
my religion. 1 have outgrown them, 
all. Simply knowledge of God’s love,' 
power and wisdom; that is enough for 
me. Spiritualism has swept away all 
do®£-and fear, and. light, peace and joy 
hascome to gladden the earth.

Now, we know there is no death, but 
all is God—Life—and Love.

EMMA GLOVER BROOKS.
Orient, N. Y.

LORD TO INHERIT SECRET.

Glamls Will Learn of “Haunted Room” 
in a Few Days—On Attaining Major
ity Each Heir of Earl of Strathmore 
Is Told About Specter of Ancestral 
Home.
London, Eng.—When Lord Glamis 

comes of age, in a few days’ time, the 
secret of the “haunted room” at his an
cestral home of Glamis castle, Forfar
shire, will be communicated to him by 
his father, the Earl of Strathmore. At 
least that is locally understood to have 

| been an invariable practice on such oc
casions from time immemorial.

What secret the “haunted room” con
ceals is supposed to be passed on to ev
ery heir as he attains his majority. 
Thus its precise nature is in the posses
sion of never more than two persons at I 
the same time. Conjecture and tradi
tion say, however, that in the long ago, 
when the Lindsays and the Ogilvies 
were at feud, a number of the latter 
clan were imprisoned and died in that 
particular chamber.

Room Has Uncanny Peculiarities.

To the Editor:—At 1:20 p. m., on 
Sunday, Sept. 17,1 was silting in a pas
sive mood after eating my dinper, my 
husband having left the dining-room, I 
seemed-to sense telepathically a thougnt 
message from a lady and a reader^ of 
The Progressive Thinker. The mes
sage as I caught it was, that atter hav
ing read the communication of my hus
band, B. G. -Sweet, published in The 
Progressive Thinker, some lady, a sensi
tive, desifid to come in rapport with 
me, and she was wondering how she 
could reach me. Now, if there’ is any 
reader of this paper who sent but such 
a thought at that time and will write- 
me, I think she' will receive a message 
f.rom the spirit world that will be very 
satisfactory" to her. .

For the first five or six years of my 
mediumistic development, my soul 
yearned for encouragement and advice 
from developed mediums, but no one 
seemed able’or willing to give me the

. teal light I so much craved. I am 
r.ot a public medium, nor do I give 
readings . for money, but when it is 
given- to me to give spiritual help or 
consolation, to those hungering for spir
itual food, the consolation of -being able 
to hqlp them is a comfort to me. Fully 
three-fourths of men and women who . 
confe for readings aro seeking for mate
rial benefits, and my guides do not care 
person is in spiritual-trouble, it is a 
pleasure to.help them. ■■ -

MRS. ELLEN A STUART.
. Empire City, Kans.

___  — a dead 
swoon into the arms of his companions; 
nor could he ever be induced to open 
his lips on the subject afterward."

The experiences of a lady visitor at 
the castle are quoted in the book, 
“Haunted Homes and Family Legends.” 
The lady was accompanied by her child, 
who slept in a dressing room adjoining 

I the apartment occupied by the mother. 
! “Suddenly,” so the story runs, “a cold 
blast strife into the lady’s room, extin
guishing the night light by her bedside. 
She saw a tall mailed figure paqs into 
the dressing room. Immediately there
after there was a shriek from her child. 
Her maternal Instinct was aroused. 
She rushed into the dressing-room and 
found the child in an agony of fear. It 
described what it has seen as ‘a giant,' 
who came and leaned over its idee."

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
.. . OR . ..

A CONCORDANCE
To ths principal passages of the Old ant] Xcie 

Testament Beripturcs which prove

or imply Spiritualism;

Together with a brief history of the origin of many of 
the Important books of tbo Bible.

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that Ie in this book appeared In an abridged 

form in a serlci of uluo full pages ot Tub Progress- 
I7B Thi^kbu. These articles were prepared ui rhe 
call of hundreds of Uplrttualifts who felt the not'd of 
aomekludof document for ready reference. Thev 
only seemed to wbet the nppeticefor more; hence iho publtcaltuu at this work.

Thcauthor, Moses Bull, has written many vol imo» 
on BplrltuallatUtlc and other themes and each ote h 
full of carclul study on the subject chosen. ?'_r 
Bull, in bls Introduction ot tUta work says:

“Hoping that this book wHl serve to lead the peapla 
out of the wilderness ot doubt and despair; and tbit 
when Spiritualism shall bare wrested the Bible from 
its ‘sanctified’ enemies. It will not 'spike' it. but wlL 
Use it to batter down tba frails of Christian supersti
tion and Ignorance. I send It ont on Its errand ot cd 
ILgbtenment with the humble prayer that it will pro? ] 
a divine benediction to every reader.”

The ENOTOLopaDiA of Biblical Spibitoaus'. 
contains 885pages, beautifully printed on good pane.' 
contains a full-page portrait at the author and is 
handsomely boandin cloth. Every Spiritualist should have this work.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE

'‘Principles of Light and Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work ot a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture's finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medicaljnen especially, and 
scientists, genera! readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction ot 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For sale-at this office. Price, postpaid, 
»5. It la a wonderful work and you will 
IM ¿«lighted with- IL

!. " lue Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Wilt
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, Intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price $1.

“Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D. Contains 
■the address rejected by the.Philosoph
ical Society of Great Britain, with in
troduction and Explanatory Letter. 
Pried 15 cents., - ■

Discovery of a lost Trail 
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “Airs Right with the World.” Clolb 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb m&do a distinct success wufi 
•‘All's Right with the World,which continues in tho 
front.rank of the Metaphysical books chat aro now so 
popular. Theg’eat numherwbo have jpen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by tb.s wise teacher whose words of kelp are doing 00 
much to naXe the world better by makte'i men and 
women bettor able to understand and enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail’* 
tea simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be tn demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price $1.50. For sale at (¿h jffl.ee. _ __ ____ _ _

fl REW GftTF.GHISM,
BY M. M. MANQAS ARIAN.

This la a new “CaUcMsm” in the full sense of tho 
word. There has so yet appeared In the world of lib 

| eral Bterutura nothing like tbl* most wonderful little 
। book at reason, B.P. Powell, the well-known auihor, 
the reviewer aua critic, eaysi “The remarkable thing 
about this •CatccbUm* is that It tells tbo truth.” It 
deals wltn Abe queMbne of Ood. Immortality—tho 
Creeds, the Clergy, the Church. PrayernndSnlvatloa, 
Jesus ana Ms Teacblng.tho Growth of the Christian 
Scriptures, ana many other philosophical, scteutlflo 
nnd ethical questions with the utmost candor, cocr 
age tad clearness. 133 pagea Cloth 70ci paper. Wa

Taffeurand’s Letter to the Pooe. 
This work will bo found cspeclafly interesting 
to all who would diislre to make a study ot Ro
manism and tho Bible. Tho historic facts stat
ed, aid the keen, scathins review of Hornish 
Ideas and practices should bo road by «11. 1’rloa 
iSconta. > ■ . .

when.it
jffl.ee
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ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAMECONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor
Is alone re8nonslbte"fOT any assertions «AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO- £ cmLSZS The editor TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR

THE PSYCHIC CIRCLE. IN THE FIELD.
ience), and

RIGHT AND WRONG.

wrong brought to bear on questions o£
plritual Society, on Thursday, actually caught thém in a phonograph, corporate' qs against indlvldual jni 
The following talent is ex-1 The evidence is Wie scientific and con- eats would he of great value.Wsu 

-ntf— 0 ~ - A nunrfara- nnd n quicker, intuition

iter-
iany

quarters ; and a quicker intuition ?o£

best talent available, and hope tor good 
results along all lines. I am sorry that 
our people do not turn out better. The

I large'class of test mediums and fakes 
in our midst has much to do with1 the

Notes of Wonewoc and Ottawa Camp- 
Meetings. .

dally walks and talks. ,——-........... — - .—.- ---- . ..
she is just yvhat Wichita- Spiritualists Mass Meeting, in conjunction with the awake,andother modern experts have 
need. Long may she live to guide the Malden-Spiritual Society,- on Thursday, actually caught thOm l^ 
way-faring traveler after ■ truth, iiito Oct.12.

, I pected: President Geo. A. Fuller^ Mrs. • elusive,' f

One sister has a dearly loved boy, 
who is being led astray through the

PUBLICATION. OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THp 
WASTE BASKET.

Important Communication from Mrs. A. 
/, A. Averill.

TOPIC FOR tHE PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM.

Sunday, Oct.ri8,’ 19Ï5, “Charity to All, 

Malice 1^ None.”

Whe» writing for »r 
use a pen or typewriter.

Wo go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current Issue should readh this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear thia in mind.

iffS

’ A8 A GENERAL ^LE, IN THIS. 
ncFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO. 
ANONYMOUS COM MU NIC AT!ONS, 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS °F THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEpARy" 
WENT IS ONLY ‘NTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FORTHAT 

PURPOSE.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progressi the World Over.

or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can pe 
Best 'subserved thereby. Many ot tue 
sentiments uttered in an article may Ee 
diametrically opposed to his belief, ye 
that is no reason why they sbW“ 
suppressed; yet we wish distinct y 
understood that our space is inaue 
quate -to publish everything that com 
to hand, however much we might de 
to do so. That must account tor tue 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—
to impress upon the minds °* J? 
npondents that The ProgressiveThinker 
is set up on a Linotype m* that 
must make speed equal to about.1: 
compositors. That means rapW work, 
and it is essential that all copy..to in 
sure insertion In the paper, al oth« r 
pulremenjs being favorable, should ne j 
written plainly with Ink on On 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
Cne side of the paper. Please bear this

n|TEMS.-—Bear in mind that iteB“s 
the General Survey will in ali casab be 
adjusted to the space wehave, to occ^ 

and in order to do tUat tuey 
generally have to be abridged wore 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a tb*r Y . 
item is cut down to ten Unes, and ten 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may re 
’UTAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the w • 
It will not do to say that Secret«1*? ° 
Correspondent writes so and ao, 
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request win ne 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES ot your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

children’s choir till they sing like birds. 
The Child Wonder is one of the cnief 
attractions. All trust in her for they 
know she Is innocent." Dr. Beverly is 
giving a series of lectures, illustrated 
by the blackboard, and many come for 
instruction. The Doctor is very origi
nal In hts work and throws the doors 
open wide without any fee for the ben
efit of the hungry people. We welcome 
all who will come and help on In this 
great work."

W. Hassmann writes: “The regular 
Sunday siiirltual meeting held by the 
North Star Spiritual Union at its hall, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, was greeted by 
a large audience, nearly all strangers 
and investigators of the better class. 
The lecture delivered by Dr. P. M. Es
ser, a noted speaker, demonstrating the 
‘Human Aura and Its Philosophical Im
pressions,’ was very fine, and It pleased 
the intellectual audience, and held them 
spellbound through the entire discourse. 
Messages were given by the speaker 
and Mrs. Wagner, a good medium tor 
spirit communications. The new con
cert organ was played by Hilda Hass-

THE CHICAGO SPIRITUALISTS 
LEAGUE.—H. F. Arnold writes, me 
next public meeting of the ,u^Ca7° 
Spiritualists League will be held Jo 
Handel Hall, 40 East Randolph street 
on.Saturday evening, October 7. vur 
speaker" for the evening is Mr. John W. 
Ring, of Galveston, Texas, one of the 
taost eloquent and forcible 
upon the Spiritualistic platform, me 
message bearers will .be Mrs. Isa Clev©:- 
lend, Mrs. C. Schwalm, Mrs. Dr, Laird, 
end Dr. Burgess. An excellent musical 
program Is being arranged. Let every 
Spiritualist In Chicago be present and 
enjoy the good things in store for 
them.”

Mrs. Frances Wheeler writes: “I 
wish to notify my many friends In the 
states of Wisconsin and Illinois that 
I have changed my residence to Minne
sota. To reach them all I could think 
of no better way than to ask you to 
kindly place this notice in your paper, 
as we all know how extensively it Is 
read. I wish to thank my Wisconsin 
friends for the many kindly expressions 
of their regard and the great help they 
have always been to me in the develop
ment of my mediumship. I hope to 
meet them often, and ¿rail be glad to 
hear from them at any time. My pres
ent address is 222 Harvard street 8. E.,

Oct. 7. 1905.

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY opens 
her meetings at Grand Boulevard Hall, 
corner Grand Boulevard and Forty-sev
enth street, Sunday evening, Oct. 8, at 
7:30 o’clock sharp, A fine . program 
will be arranged fbr the evening, and 
a hearty invitation is extended to all 
seekers after truth. Messages will be 
given at all meetings by Mrs, Cooley" 
and her guides. Don't forget the.hour 
of opening the services—7:30 o’clock 
sharp. Give this lady a grand recep
tion at her first meeting. She is well 
worthy of It.

Dr. Peebles is coming to Chicago to 
speak for the League, Saturday even
ing, Nov. 4, and he will speak for the 
Rising Sun Mission, Sunday afternoon, 
Nov. 5. and In the evening for the Ait
ken Society, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. ' ' -

John Jones writes: “Dr. J. M. 
Peebles’ article in The Progressive 
Thinker, No. 825, ‘War Ib Hell.’ should 
be published in pamphlet form, and a 
copy placed in every family throughout 
the land.”

G. W. Roberts writes from Jackson
ville, Fla.: “Mrs. Buchanan works hard 
to help the causb along. She is a grand 
medium. Our society, is scattered; 
some are in California, but they take 
your paper.”

D, Feast writes from Baltimore, M'd.: 
“Dr. Peebles has been with us for four 
weeks and lectured to fair audiences. 
The First Church will present to the 
people ot our city during the season the"

Gem of Thought:—-jg
Think of the i#od «ääd you will surely 

see > < , 8 t
Beneath thO^rublliBh of your censure, 

good; 11 - "
Hold that somewhere, in the vast eter

nity, Io - >Io
Shall grow* the'^tr'ue - and lasting 

brotherfcOod^vi
For every soul’is patt of that Great 

Life, »<■ - ' -
That thlnki^ând i&òves through Na

ture eve^vwh^rfe; ■ ‘ ■
And underneath tlie'- painful calm and 

strife; tn ■ '
The soul nioves on, to heights that 

are most fair. J. W. R:
For information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, i authorized., lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

Few scholars care to dispute its ac
curacy. The old .bible records , and that 
of modern psychical researchers are 
often quite harmonious. ■,

Now, how shall the masses develop 
their "hearing” to receive these "angel 
songs” “from dreamland,” or the spirit 
wolld, by their own organism? Spirits 
say thgt people must develop thelr“psy- 
chlc," “spiritual,” or occult - “talents,” 
"gifts,” clairaudience, clairvoyance, etc. 
To do po. they must have pure, clear 
sensitive, delicate brains. Anything 
which injures the brain should be avoid
ed, such as tobacco, liquor, beer, etc., 
meat, etc. “Rum, — and tobacco and 
meat” have injured the spiritual tal
ents of more people than any other 
four vices. If people want to hear the 
angels they must adopt a natural vege
table diet. The ears, nerves, etc., must 
be clear of "animal atoms” to respond 
to the higher rate of angelic vibration. 
If Christ had been soaked in beer, liq
uor, meat, etc.,’he pever would have 
been able to perform the “miracles” 
which occurred'in his presence.

, GEO B. LOTHROP, JR.

the justice of the measure would enable 
legislatures to dispose: of .bills looking 
toward humanitarian ends with a sav
ing of time, while a greater regard for 
truth would materially improve almost 
any publlo or private enterprise.

There are, grave questions confront
ing this generation of'men and women 
who have grown up since the war, re
quiring high thinking and moral cour
age to settle;' for instance, regulation 
of public utilities, enforcement of pres
ent and passage of better laws relat
ing to rights of children; the problem 
of converting shiploads of immigrants 
to our ideal of citizenship; the negro; 
the treason of Utah—to say nothing of 
nice points of diplomacy in the rela
tions of foreign countries. Now if our 
chivalrous brothers think woman so 
capable and' worthy, why do they re
fuse her assistance?' Where is - the 
consistency in attributing ability and 
deny any play for its exercise ? Why hot 
utilize this reserve of moral and intel
lectual power? \

The ordinary, -matter-of-fact woman 
fails to comprehend.

IVA G. WOODEN.

RHEUMATISM-
CURED

BY ABSORPTION
Tho Foot Pores Now Made to Yield tip 

Acid FoUous From the Blood by
Meiuarkable DUcovery 

Which All Can

TRY FREE—PAY WHEN SATISFIED.
Send your name today; you will get 

by return mall, postpaid—FREE To Try - 
a pair of Magic Foot Drafts, the great 

Michigan Discovery, which has proven 
such a remarkably safe and sure cure 
for rheumatism of all kinds- that they 
are now being extensively imitated 
abroad as well as in this country. • In 
England Infringement against Magic 
Foot drafts has recently been enjoined 
by the courts, thus protecting rheu
matic sufferers against imitations Hable

«MAM HARK to be injurious.
Magic Foot 

Drafts are worn 
inside the stock
ing (without the 
least Inconven-

Carrie F. Loring,' Miss Susie C. Clark, 
Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn, Mrs. N. J. Willis, 
Mrs. A. M, Whall, Mr. Jas. 8. Scarlett, 
Mr. Osgood F. Stiles and others. Miss 
Jennie Milton, pianist. All the friends 
are cordially invited to be present and 
help to make tills a banner day.. It is 
only a five-cent car ride to this hall, 
and therefore the place should be 
crowded. Louise 'ifell, 138 Pleasant 
street, Malden, Maqs.; time, 2:30 and 
7:45 p. m. Supper, ;6 p. m. Come and 
interest yourselves in the work of the 
state association.”

Dear Sisters and Brothers:—Our cir
cle is growing. Members are being add
ed every day. Names are being re
ceived from all over the world, one hav
ing arrived recently from far-away 
Turkey.; Requests for thought concen
tration are so numerous that it would 
be almost impossible for our kind ed
itor to publish them all.

I 00110/ (.UlUUgU U1U
Mrs. Powderly writes: “The Engle: Influence of cheap novels; another, an 

wood Spiritual Union will hold its first old lady, wishes that strength may be 
meeting of the season. October 15, at given her to care for the small child of 
the new Grand Army Hall, just north of her daughter who has passed to spirit 
63rd street; on wPr!»ceton avenue, No. life; a young couple have two small 
6236, one block west of Wentworth ave- children whom they desire to bring up 
nue. The location is all that could be with a knowledge of the spiritual phll- 
desired, being removed from public pBophy; a brother In Ohio who has 

.trafic. The hall Is Inspiring in its been married fifty years, desires that 
beauty. All mediums as well as others his wife may be brought to receive the

Since the Wonewoc camp-meeting, a 
report of which has been given in a 
former issue, the writer has had some 
very pleasant experiences, meeting old 
friends, and getting acquainted ■ with 
some new ones. Three very pleasant 
days were spent at the Minnesota State 
Convention in Minneapolis, Sept. 8, 9 
and 10, It is always a pleasure to visit 
the Twin Cities—there are tender mem
ories there for the writer, as it was in 
St. Paul that he made his first real sue-» 
cesses in the work of Spiritualism, and 
while he had been endowed with medi
umship for some years, and had -used 
the same in the cause, it was not until 
he arrived at St. Paul five years ago 
that the work took tangible shape of re
cent years. Consequently it is good to 
visit among the friends who spoke en
couraging words in the time when all 
were, strangers.

You have already had an extensive 
report of the convention, so it is unnec
essary to add to that. I simply wish to 
say that our veteran worker, Moses 
Hull, was there and treated the audi
ence to some of the finest thoughts ever- 
uttered from the Spiritualist platform. 
The vast audience that greeted him on 
the last evening ot the convention, and 
the rapt attention accorded him, spoke 
very forcefully of the esteem in which 
this truly great man is held by those 
who know him best.

In the election of officers, the conven
tion did the right thing; many tried 
and true workers were kept in the har
ness, some new blood was Infused into 
their ranks, and take it all in all, the 
Minnesota State Association has a good 
year ahead. Frank Irvine, of St. Paul, 
in former years very active In the work 
of the Twin Cities, has again swung 
into line, and is now the secretary of 
the State Association. I am greatly 
mistaken in my estimate of the man, if 
this fact does not put a good deal of life 
in the work.

After the Minnesota state convention, 
I answered the call that came from 
"Macedonia” and took my way to the 
Ottawa, Kansas, camp-meeting. Here 
I found that the elements had tried 
their best to put the camp out of busi
ness, but without success. Despite the 
high water a goodly number of Truth 
seekers assembled, and. we had one of 
the most enjoyable camps I have visit
ed this year.

For two days the building in which 
we were domiciled was entirely sur
rounded by water, but even this could 

■ not dampen the ardor of the-Spiritual
ists and Investigators1; and many there 
were who literally "walked the plank” 
that they might enter. the "ark” of 
truth, and listen to the thoughts and 
the messages given out. The citizens 

: of Ottawa attended in vast numbers, 
and the night meetings are events to be 

• remembered.
, As you will probably get a detailed 
• report of the meetings, It will not be 
i necessary for me to mention the 

workers; they all seemed to give quite 
general satisfaction. As at all camp- 
meetings there were mediums for differ
ent phases of phenomena. I believe

they cure rheumatism, 
chronic or acute, in every part of the 
body, by absorbing uric acid and other 
impurities from the blood through the 
large foot pores. Thousands of letters 
from cured rheumatics—some of them 
the toughest old chronics in the .coup-. 
try, can be seen by anyone calling at our 
offices. If the Drafts cure all these
people, why shouldn’t they cure you? 
Write to-day to Magic Foot Draft Co., 
X07 Oliver Bldg., Jackson, Mich. You • 
will get the Drafts by return mail. If ? 
you are satisfied with the relief they 
give, send us one dollar. If not, send . 
nothing. You Decide. A valuable new 
book (in colors) on rheumatism comes 
free witii the Drafts. Send no money, 
only your name.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially, 

bound In cloth.
No other publishing house in tha 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes ot the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Lite than can be 
dug up In all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche In your, 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed“ 
and “A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands," 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus."

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
“Letters From the Spirit World,” writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersllea.

Ail these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known In ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressiva 
Thinker—a miracle In modern business 
enterprise!

The above to the number at the pre*. -

Minneapolis, Minn."
Anna Throndsen, the lecturer and 

test medium, has a month’s engagement 
in Indianapolis, Ind.

F. D. Dunakin, of Cecil, Ohio, passed 
through the city last week on his way 
to his home. He is president of the 
Ohio State Spiritualist Association. He 
had been lecturing for some time in 
Montana, and did a most excellent work 
there. He is an able speaker, and a 
most worthy representative o£ Spirit
ualism.

J. D. S. writes from Columbus, Ohio: 
"Barcus Temple opened its doors again 
for the season on Sunday evening, Sept; 
17, with Mrs. Marian Carpenter of De
troit as speaker and test medium. The 
large congregation that, gathered was 
evidence that the cause is not waning 
tn the Buckeye' capital. Beginning 
Bunday, Oct. 1. and for the entire sea
son, Miss Elizabeth Harlow will dis
pense the spiritual food and a very suc
cessful season Is expected.”

Mrs. C. Schwalm writes: "Mr. John 
W. Ring of Galveston, Texas, will, on 
October 6. at 8 p. m., lecture In the hall 
at 623 Belmont avenue. I am sure 
those who had the opportunity to hear 
Mr. Ring last year will be glad to hear 
him 'again,-and will with us join in 
making’ the welcome to our dear broth
er in truth aS sunny and harmonious as 
possible.”

Benson Gray writes: “On Sunday, 
Sept. 24, Oscar A. Edgerly concluded 
his engagement with the First Society 
ot Progressive Spiritualists of Jackson, 
Mich. His work, both as lecturer and 
tost medium, was most excellent, and 
that our people were pleased is best In
dicated by the fact that we have se
cured his services for a return engage
ment in November. He will be with us 
for the entire month.”

E. R. Fielding writes from Washing
ton, D. C.: “Dr. J. M, Peebles of Battle 
Creek, Mich., spoke at the Spanish Vet
erans’ Hall, under the auspices of the 
Temple League. He .took for his theme, 
‘The People of India; Their Religion 
and Customs.’ He will speak again the 
29th of this month. Prof. W. J. Colville 
will speak for the First Spiritualist So
ciety in Masonic Temple for the month 
of October. He also announces a course 
of lectures to be held at 402 A street S. 
E., at Mr. F. A.. Woods’, and at Dr. A. 
H. Harvey’s, 1402 L street N. W., Begin
ning October 2.

■ Dr. Beverly writes: “Tho meetings at 
Arlington Hall 31st street and Indiana 
avenue, are crowded every Sunday af
ternoon and evening. Mrs. Kayner 
gave us one of. her lovely talks and 
some fine tests, and all were very much 
nlonsed Our music can not be excelled,......., 
forMadamo-Holton has trained, the spiritual paths of peace.

mann, a gifted musical worker; her 
father, the president of this society, did 
his best to pleaqe the people. The Pro
gressive Thinker, our only friend, was , ,. _ . _
also sold at large. Please come and at- S111^ 1 n®?,s oi our conBregatlon each _ ______________
tend our meetings. All are welcome. ou“aay- _ ' ’ I are welcome. Services every Sunday I truths of Spiritualism, that they may
Sundays, 8 p. m., sharp, Peris Hall, Maurgerlte Mac writes: On Thurs- at 2:30 and 7:30., Ladies’ Aid Thurs- walk the remaining years of their lives
near Western -avenue, 1646 Milwaukee cay eypning, Mrs. M. A. Buriana held day afternoon of each week. Speakers hand in hand; and also, that a grand-
avenue." l«er regular monthly social in her par- wm be announced In the next issue of pon, who is not walking In the path of

Mrs. Mary Skogland writes: "The lors. She had a very select gathering. The .Progressive Thinker.” goodness, may be led to see the error ot
Metaphysic Aid Society of Wellington, The other psychics present wpre Mrs. jj. Sexsmith writes: “On Sun- his ways, and be started towards right
Ohio, has been duly organized, a Con- Marlon. Hunt Davenport and Mrs.. Mag- Sept. 24, at the meeting of the living; a brother in Kansas who is fast 
stitution and By-laws adapted, and offi- gie Henry. We, had a very enjoyable Qol(len, Bu]e Spiritualist Society, both losing his hearing, wishes relief; a sis- 
cere elected. We are but nine in num- evening, Violet, Mrs. Burland s -ill-tie ^jérnoon and evening proved very in- ter is troubled with what she thinks Is 
ber, but our Influence Is reaching out Indian control, was at her- ana The afternoon meeting con- an obsessing spirit, and very many
to other towns, and we have occasional gave a message to each one. men we slsted aB UBuaisOf short talks and mes- have asked for help toward the devel- 
visitors at our semi-monthly meetings, had ice cream and cake, and an excel- g by dlfferent onea We were glad opment of their psychic gifts.
The thlfd Friday afternoon of each lent cup of coffee. We hope to attend to have our glster McIntyre, If it were In our power, we would 
month is given to a developing circle, at many more of such sociable gather- wh0 hag Juat returned t0 the clty after bring every request to the attention of 
which only members of the society are Ings. being away on account ot her health, every other member of the circle, but
admitted, unless by especial request of .Maggie Henry writes: "At (old 77) gbe gave nome very fine messages as it Is impossible. If the requests were 
a member. There are three members Spiritual Mission Ohapel on Sunday d[d also tbe writers -i In the evening we sent direct to The Progressive Thinker, 
who are mediumistlc, Mrs. Rozetta Gott evening, Sept. 24, our speaker, , Prof. F. entertained byi our’ Dr. J. W. Me- many-more could be reached.
being an automatic writer, also clalr- M. Stoller, read à portion of the 7th Farland,' who gave us some fine Accounts of benefits received are also 
voyant. Mrs. Gott has been giving aid chapter Of St. Matthew for the ‘scrip- thoughts for consideration. The mes- coming in. One very old lady In Ver
ta the society, financially .by giving i^ure lesson, beginning with the flrat Bage8 given by Brother Chas. Thomp- mónt, in gratitude for the good she has 
clairvoyant readings. This we expect verse: Judge not that ye be not judged. Bon and Alice M. Sexsmith seemed to received from it in causing her to sleep 
to use in the work of the society, to ob- After answering all the philosophical' awaken an interest); In the hearts of well, and in other ways, has sent us a 
tain a speaker occasionally, for lltera- questions he answered the personal those present. We are sorry to say that very, nice handkerchief, with the most 
ture, etc. Thè second meeting of the questions. We had psychometric read- our sister,;MreoNoralHlll, was not able delicate and beautiful drawn work bor- 
month, the third Friday, Is given over Ings. We had with us our regular me- to be with usjlhs shid was confined to der, on which ehe has spent many 
to the aid department, and study ot the dium, Madame Lucile DeLoux. Stran- ber bed through sickness. Don’t forget weeks of labor, which she wishes sold 
philosophy; science and religion of ers and investigators welcome at our that on Sundajff.OcUS, John W. Ring of for the expenses of the circle. One bìb- 
Spiritualism. The Progressive Thinker meetings, which begin promptly at 8 Galveston, Texas, will be our speaker, ter who has had an almost unbearable 
Is doing a good work all along the o’clock.” Don’t fall to attfendrdr you will miss a mental trouble,- has found her sufferings
,lne-” , Mrs. Klrchifbr writes: “At the after- great treat. On Saturday evening, Oct perceptibly lightened since joining the

Conrad Bock writes from St. Louis, noon BerviCe8 oa Sunday, September 24, 14;ne will hoMMn ohr hall the first ot Circle and asking the assistance of her 
Mo.: “The Advanced Spiritual Society tbe B[8ing gun Mission, we had a our winter dandes. Don't fall to attend, spirit • friends. Some have received 
jheets at Schuette’s Hall, 19th and rare treaf QUr brother, Dr, ' Tlsdell, Tickets will bexm’. sale. Everyone wel- marked help In their spiritual develop- 
Wrlght street, every Sunday evening at gave a very jn8piring lecture. His come. Open doOr;- 'At O’Donnell’B Col- ment, while others have seen the bene- 
S o’clock, and Friday afternoons at 2 u!de being an ancient'Greek, entrances lege Building,?®aulina street, between fidai effect upon the lives of loved ones 
o’clock. On last Sunday qvening-a very the bróther and gives out spiritual Washington Blvd and'Park avenue.” concerning whom they were anxious, 
impressive floral service was held at thoughts which are uplifting. We will ----- . ---bl -— ------ Quite a large number of circles have
the reception of ten new members into bave him wlth us now for some time. CÀMP PROGRESS. been formed, sitting at the same time
the society. Mrs. Kate Price opened gather Thompson gave some grand -/ill,-—4—• . ■ ~ with the larger circle. “This is a line of
the services by reading an inspired d0mOnstraUons of spirit return, which Reply to an Odfelde^é Unjust Criticism. work W can be made, of great help, 
poem,-followed by bfra-.Etta Danelson .puite, a few to think. In;the - Z" u. - « v» > ■' : - J and we urge members to try and induce
who gave a-flowerto every member of ev6Wng "dt. L..Rowell delivered.a diB- I ' ’cfóèed 'a UMrinends. to form circles and co-op-
the audience with an‘appropriate verse. courBe^hlch held the attention of tl» Stlòh with us.. Please-send us word If
Rey. Lauta M. Jones gave a-fine trance j audience wMéh fined Our hall. of?on| or tw^unbleEt S^ata you are a “ember of 8Uch a clrcle’ wlth 
lecture on the ‘fleamess of God,^- fol- M * D calrd of Lyn Mass., and audletìcVh^s Xelv ot the names of the others lf are not a1'
lowed by many beautiful messages, Rirchndr, gave soie demonstra- Satini ST closely ready e“roHed' On® brother has a fam-
wh ch were promptly recognized The Uons of spirlt r*turn_ Our Choir> as and^packed cipseiy „y clrcle> w )f w{fe and. gI? cM
society has adopted the plan of t^ing u8uai rendered ’ some very fine selec- teniric to the beautiful trùths given dren> even the very smallest being
omy vtauntary offering instead of the ^ons ’ We are pleaaed t0 note so many by the many“gr£nd workera for ^0UBht under lts ‘nAnenc* And-so
usualTST cents taken at the door of 8tranger8 are attending bur services, caU8e we have had bo many fine I B°°d work B°es on- Please remem- 
spirituaI societies, and would advise all. whIchb 8peak8 well o£ thb excellence of skaters àn^ediums that it 1XS ber that memberehip is absolutely free, 
s oTe orKeaklra medium °ur 8I)eakers' aad m-edIUT’ ,We ^and tap“ble to nameE ^r^a^wh^^

who nroclail to the worid tha?‘Spirit- come a11 ou- Sunday after- all< We have mad^a large amount o£ plac® where yon live. Send
ualism is their ••eliKion ’ She has oeen noons’ and evenings, at 8 p clock, at repajrB aad improveffients, and many name to - ' A-mrorrT

.A a B?; “r(SSJoSR» XT ”•
society at the N. 8. A. convention,. b0 jj French. Don't forget our in the Light of iriith for August 6 an ------ - ■ ■ . »...— ...... .

Harvest Hop, October 21.” article was published by one who con- - A CONTEMPLATED TRIP.
Cota^buB Ohio for the winter She Eva L. Stewart writes: “The Hyde fessed to being ata outsider, which Is ---- _■
do’^m^wekevStag^k^t^ on^epCH b/D?  ̂White, Mtawed^y up from?tì^e who knew Mo8eB and G°ln9 8°Uth
inni $ K evening worK, at a nom M McIntyr6j Mrs Jennie staner but little of the work of the association .. and West.

Mrs er Weter writes“I wish to Adams; and Mr. EImp with messages. <n the past As my husband (now gone . ——- ■
I fi«? ^wn’rd ahont the nXing to snirR Mr' T- D- J°nes spoke in regard to Mys. higher) and myself were the founders Circumstances over which we have 

Hfa nf T iSnded bls fu- Dora Kennedy's passing away. The of the social Sunday gatherings- from little control seem to have Converged to
neral He was at Dr Snfnnev’s sanlta- passing out came very sudden and which the association sprang and I hadri send. Mrs. Hull and myself south and
rinm He wm tenderla cared for and reiPet that one who has only the honor of nam,nè I think l ean west in the very near future. We shall
JSctSnv Sd awlv-good enough lately commenced to give to the public write whereof I know. The article start not far from the first of Novem-
tor anv one- nfi>% casket nice flowera her messages Bhould_.be called' BO soon, speaks of our being content to come out her, and pur route, it Is supposed, will 

a?rt raralaa^ L.On October 1. we have Dr. Randall to about square at the end of the year, be via St. Louis, and the southwest,
Si He MvFslate-writines with- speak fpr us.' Oct. 8, Mrs;-Amelia Mar- During our fourteen years, we have had through Texas to Southern California; 
In « f!w weeks of hl?^mise The N gerite Forwerg will- speak. Her sub- buildings built, roads made and a largé thence up the coast via San'Francisco 
? a n^'ed for him I saw him several Ject will be on ‘Palmistry,’ which all amount of grading done, .which has and Portland as far as Seattle, and pos-
w»ra MO sad I have conies of his should hear. Our social and dance was cost about a thousand dollars ail paid Eibly as far as Vancouver and British
Mate writing to some of my intimate well enjoyed by those present At a tor some seven years ago. We have Columbia, andJhence via some of the
iXnda Th^v are Sand and'true I subsequent meetifag our society elected given money to spiritual societies northern routes to Milwaukee and
have heard hid nobile Mre Luctada Mr. Otto E. Kropp to represent us as amdtintlng to some hundreds of dollars. Whitewater.
wiL?S qi7do K . I heard a our delegate to the National Association As for being Jealous, we have- ever We want appointments wherever 
minlstS sav who heard her at teat time and Mrs. O. B. Wilson as alternateci?» -since we became an organized body they can.be made along this route. We

Hanna Wall .writes from Victoria. B. first two weeks of Obtober. They will djye deeper in their pockets than the The principal object of this journev 
C.: "We have engaged for a short time be located in Englewood, where they preBent members Have kindly done, and té acquaint the Spiritualists with 
the talented Helen Stuart-Richlngs, an I will conduct hall meetings on Sunday d e j willingly; I am glad whom we come in contact with the fact 
old.worker In the field, yet I belleveshel evenings, and hold seances on- week J " : wnom we come in contact wita the fact
. I: nn I coo tiaHoo Affpv tiifR prtrRTfì-1 Useless. and expehpivé attachesare This school, while it . needs their sup-ualism. Her subject, Sept. 17, was on see later notice. After this engage- spoifen of. -I do not know what is port can render to its students greater

‘The Higher Aspects of Spiritualism; it ment they will leave for their home jn jneaI1*j a8 we havè never had any sala- educational advantages than can be ob-
was very fine and her psychic readings Denver where they will work in connec- rje-d Daid ofiffeers/’and thè employes talned- elsewhere for a like outlay of
toward the close were also excellent, tion with the. Psychical Research So- ^out reBtauni6t have had more lib- £Xy Ind work.
We anticipate.a spiritual-treat, but 1 clety. eral wages than ever in the past. SpirituallstsBouthand westofChica-
am.sorry to say we will not be able to Nellie Gouthrop writes: Chas. J- Would it not be well for any outsider g0 please do yourselves the Institute
keep her very long as she Intends go- Barnes, the tried and true trumpet me- to find out the facis' in any case before and us the favor to afford us the onpor-
Ing East shortly to continue her work I dium, has just finished a week’s -work accusing those whom they do not know tunitv to do a work in vour towna and
in a wider field.” I at Camden, Mich. This makes the third OijeaiOusy and lack of ambition. cities. ;

Notice to Indiana Spiritualists: The time he has been with us within a year. We jjave paid tor dll repairs now, and As Mrs Hull and I 'will fully occupy 
officers of the Indiana State Association He is loved more and . more each time look forward to a successful season in the time of the meetings with our invo-
ate arranging a circuit and will send a for his honesty. ISvery night there was ygog. . ELLA B. MERRILL. cations, songs; poems - and'discourses,
competent worker in the field as mis- a full house of honest. investigators, . ——- We do not particùìiiàwaesire that any
slonary. We wish the co-operation of which made good conditions. Each per- 80NGs in THEAdOMAIN OF DREAMS so-called'tests or readings shall follow
all societies, thereby strengthening the son received some word of greeting o ; _ ■ our services. '
object in view, and assisting in the from two to io»r of their friends. _Mr.. Anaels or S«lrIis.'(Sive Their Divine Hoping that these conditions are un- 
much-needed work in this state. Get in Squires (a spirit) came nearly every Do Angela. or^ri^Miye.^nBir m>vh e derstood . « invite- correspondence 
line for the winter’s work. Write the evening, playing a file; it was as natu- Music to Composeis, Authors, Etc., . from all vi^ gucij service as-will seeretary.-MrsACarrieH. Mong, 416 S.. ral as the material. He was known in _ When, They ATe Asleep? Lid them in building up an Integral and
Franklin street, Muncie, Ind., at once, this section at all public gatherings of. : dt ,...w • healthful Spiritualism. -

F. E. Irvine, secretary of the Mlnne- soldiers, .always having his fife with , Many peoplOtave«dreamed that they . MOSES HULL,
sota State-Spiritualist Association, has him. A well known conductor of the heard the most, giorSJus music while1
changed his address to 904 Hastings Lake. Shore road came .as a. train of they iay asleeM'otk®ts have seen the
avenue, St. Paul, "where he can be ad- cars. Last winter while here, Mr. ange]i0 hosts sinéing.TModern spirit re
dressed Barnes told a neighbor where he would 89arch proves that Steams were often

Truth Seeker writes from Wichita, ± I A Keener Perception of the Same on
Kans • “I feel it a dutv 1 owe to the He 8aw 11 clalrvoyantiy. He said it mother “dreamed”- that her son was \Sritworld andI also toMrs Elizabeth in a tin box at a private house. He Blclc and dyl^ in'f England. People the Part of Woman.
J Jaaret for the great had left it at the bank in Camden. The. laughed away W Kars,, but the old ; . ~~
worthy and rifted instrument has ere- two old members of the bank had lady -got jt right1” Agalli she dreamed American men very generally accord
nfpd in this c'tv Her lectures are not passed on. Before going he took some Iier 8ec0nd sohI.Was’1dying far away womankind all the virtues of the race,
nnlv insnirln^ but decidediv instruct- papers home, put-them in a tin box; £ronl home Fdfks tiléd to laugh it off They say -women are endowed with a
ivOy Her nnncils tn the neonle to among them, through a mistake, was a aga|n but the old lady "dreamed” It keener perception of right atid wrong,
come Into the spiritual ranks^are given neighbor’s paper. By finding it it correctiy as future fetters proved. The a quicker intuition of justice, greater
wirii so much earnestnes“ that they saved him $600. He had Inquired at old bible saints often heard angels’ regard for truth and call attention.to
then and there begin to study into the U«e bank several times but it could not both when they. w'ere asleep and awake, the fact that the larger per cent of high
nliilosonhv. Mrs. Jaquet is holding an be found. After Mr. Barnes,told him This phase by modern experts is class- school graduates year after year are 
Independent meeting, wholly under the I it was, he informed the banker I iQed a8 "clairvoyance.". • I girls. , _
direction of her masterful guides and ^here It was, ana sure enough It was gome of our spirit mediums have de- Now these same men are in Congress,

■ merely takes up a-collectlon and out of lhere- Charlie is a Email man in flesh, veloped tWB sensitiveness or delicacy. State Legislatures and city , councils
■ thin nollertion defrays • her hall ' ex- but a Elant spiritually.K Anyone want- o£ the <‘hearing organs” to a.phenome- where they can endow all degrees of 

npnRM but she has won the hearts of Ing a medium o£ me powers can do no nal extent. Genetally speaking,- these executive power on women, and why Isall bv so doing and not by running a botter tl»an send for Mr. Barnes, of <-angel voices”?M^8t a.'.superhuman It that they accord so much ability in
W-cenbcircus-Bide-show-affa Again, Warsaw, Ind. - rate , of vibration; and therefore are in- theory and grant so little exercise of it
she bractices wnat she preaches, in her I Carrie L. Hatch writes: "The Massa-1 audible to common ears. .Many people in the.practical affairs of government? 
dally walks and talks. On the whole 1 chusetts State Association will Hold a have heard these "angels’-sopgs” when A keener perception of right and

these mediums, Mr. Dunakin and Mr. 
Burroughs were quite well patronized. 
The writer did not have the privilege 
of visiting their seances, therefore can
not give a description of their work.

Mrs. Bessie Bellman, of Howard, 
Kansas, was present for several days 
and gave some soul-stirring addresses. 
This little lady will certainly be heard 
from, for she, always “says something" 
when shq talks. We need more Bessie 
Bellmans in our ranks. Then we had 
with us that good old-time worker, who 
is still active In the Interest of the good 
cause, Mrs. A. L. Lull. Though well ad
vanced in years, Mrs. Lull is still young 
in mindj^nd gives out thought well 

. calculates to induce thinking. She is 
good anywhere she is put, either as test 
medium or speaker. With all due re
spect to the other mediums the writer 
thinks Mrs. Lull gave some of the best 
and most soul-satisfying messages 
given during the camp.
„ Another one who did good work was 
Mrs. Ella Baldwin of Kansas City, 
Kaps. Mrs. Baldwin is deeply versed 
In metaphysics, and excels in class 
work. Sincerity and aspiration is very 
manifest in Mrs. Baldwin’s work. She 
was a very welcome acquisition to the 
camp. I said I would not mention the 
workers, but as I have gone so far I 
may as well' say that the others who 
took part were Max Hoffmann, W. P. 
Sailing, and Judge Walser and wife ot 
Liberal, Mo., also Rev. Collins of Ken
tucky. Space will not permit of a more 
complete report from me.

In closing this account of the Ottawa 
camp, I would say, Forest Park is one 
of the prettiest spots In the country; 
It is the home of the Ottawa Chautau
qua Assembly, which has erected a 
very fine class of buildings, all of which 
were placed at the disposal of the 
camp association. This camp is a per
manent thing, and blds fair to be one o£ 
the camps of the country. Mr. H. W. 
Henderson is president; to say that he 
is the right man In the right place is 
putting it mild. The fact that he has 
several times succeeded himself is evi
dence of the esteem in. which he is 
held. .

The writer is more than pleased with 
the treatment accorded .him; he leaves 
Ottawa Camp with many pleasant mem
ories of the days spent there. After 
visiting several other points in the 
state among which are Lawrence, Bur
lington, Wichita and Kansas City, Kan
sas, as well as Kansas City, Mo., he 
leaves this section for the winter work 
in Wisconsin. A strenuous campaign 
has been outlined in that state,, of 
which there will be more later.

WILL J. ERWOOD.

right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
•xpired, and you are requested to renews 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing tho number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
tbe tag of your -wrapper.

Longley’s Choice Collection
OF

BEAUTIFUL SONGS.
Here Is a book of songs for public meetings 

and the home that is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains76 songs.

WORDS THAT ARB TRUB.
•‘These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured soul. 
—Lyman C. Howe.

“This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency.”—Dawning Light.

“The songs ana music are of a nature to In
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves.” D. W. Hull.

“There are somethings in our personal histo
ry that never fade from memory. One in mine 
has been fresh for fifty years. I went one night 
to hear the eloquent lecturer, Prof.S.B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with him was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.’ The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since: the man was 
Prof. Longley.the song, one of his earliest com
positions. J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had in decorated covers for 60 
cents; plain, 40 cents.

“Just How to Wake the Solar Plex
us.” By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
for health. Price 25 cents.

“The Truth Seeker. Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.” Price 25 dents. ■

“Mediumship and its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” -By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know, and 
utilize' tho laws of mediumship and do- 
velopment, and avoid errors, . Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, ^Oc. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected^ 
with the thought that they will be of in^, 
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library, 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hera as Prophet The Hero 
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car-, 
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B.

Buckley. This book is written In such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand It Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin, of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. • 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel.- By A. P. Sinnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful , occult,.- 
story. .

ZanoriL By Bulwer Lytton; A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the’ 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable book« 
can be-obtained for-50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness. ;

“Social Upbuilding, including Coop, 
eradve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises- 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Gnre. Paper cover, 15 conta. For sala 
KtlUaoffioeh

Bhould_.be


WAITING.essaruy^nave an.opjeo.
■ yW- Indlreotlyf they- are-ai-waffiing—tafi’all 

patais a danger signal.— ■ ' ------’.---I------ TWILIGHT MUSINGS.

past
Testimony of a Cath-

confidence of 
expect to gain

communications 
communications

t man understanding, there is no purpose 
/ In the growth or accompanying pain of 
) cancer, neither does travail pains nec- 
i essarlly'have an*object .and -purpose;

Personal Experiences, Thoughts and 
, Opinions.

Wrought into religious belief and dog
matic theology, the belief died hard.

•The Infidelity of Ecaesiastldsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof.--;W. M.-'Lockwbod, lecturer 
upon physical,' physiological and psy. 
chic science.- Demonstrator of the mo- "In Uio World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 

Bland. - Interesting, instructive and 
Mptal; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
gonad; gttceH. ’ M

To the Editor;—“As I sit in the twi
light of the evening musin'," as Sa- 
manthe Allen would say, I send my 
musings far away, for only as they take 
their flight, are thoughts and feelings

! St Paul, Minn. :

lecular or spiritual .hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
"' i25 cents. ...”

not spirits, in their 
take., cognizance of ... 
previously made through the same and

repetition can only aggravate your ner-. 
voqs .condition. Go to a room flooded 
with sunlight, and sit ta its brightness.

your scattered -thoughts together, Price

there!”
IRENE CLIFTON.

Cincinnati, Ohio.-

Q. Why do

AN EXPLANATION.
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SPIRITUALISM ANO.THEOSOPHY.

‘There Shall Be iS0Muai Eventide.’A Medium PolnUztfXttSon From Her 
Own Experience.

Thls department is under the man- 
logement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—Tho Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels tlie answers to be made in 
the most, coudeused i form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the, style becomes thereby as- 
Bertive, which..of all things is to lie dep,- 
récated. Correspondents Often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry, The supply of matter is always 
(several weeks ahead or the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
¡place, and all are treated with equal 
iavdr.

NOTICE.—Noattentlon will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the -letters wifi 
Jidfbe read. If the request be made, 
the name w(ll not be, published. The 
correspondence of this department lias 
become excessively large, especially tet
ters of inquiry requesting private an- 
fewers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondehts is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

concentrate your attention tn prayerful 
commpnlbn wifh your spirit friends, 
asking for strength, health and self- 
mastery. ...............

There is no hurry about your work in 
the world. .It will wait until you are 
ready!' It has existed and got on very 
well before any of the present genera
tion were born, and will move smartly 
forward after it has passed.

The opposition of your family should 
be given due regard- The home life is 
not to be easily sacrificed, for there are 
few things in earth or heaven that can 
compensate for its loss. Those dear to 
you around the home circle see how 
detrimental to you is your hallucina-
tion, pnd your constant brooding over 
it, and their opposition is for your good. 
If you have' n<?t. the 
friends, how cap you 
that of strangers?

Henry Leimbacker:

other mediums? .
A. It is not true that they do not, as 

this question implies. Instances will 
recur to every one who has had expe
rience in this matter, where previous 
communications have been referred to, 
the samq as to incidents in the earthly 
life.' The question then becomes per
sonal;. why . the questioner’s spirit 
friends have failed ta such cognizance? 
There may be many reasons. Possibly 
there has been no cause for their mak
ing such reference. Have you not had 
a friend, who came in for an hour, and 
conversing rapidly all the time, yet 
making not an allusion to anything they 
have said before? . They were too much 
interested in the present to think of the

Dr. Melrose: Q. Although the cause ■ 
of the pains of woman at child-birth 
can be anatomically and physiologically 
accounted for, the question remains: 
¡What is the object and the purpose of 
the excruciating pains which are not 
necessarily pathological, but normal? 
SAJI other physiological functions with 
/this one exception are accompanied 
¡with some kind of pleasure. Why 
phould woman alone suffer and man be 
absolutely free from such infliction?

A. This question is put forth as 
an argument In proof of the “Fall of 
(Man.” Eve, tbe first mother, was 
tempted and fell; she induced Adam 
to-partake of the forbidden fruit, and 
for this crime ohe was condemned to 
jtlie pains of child-bearing. This is in 
evidence against her daughters even to 
(the present, for the original sin. The 
myth was created to account for the 
facts of observation, and these were 
¡taken to prove the myth.

" Then the question presupposes that 
(everything was created for “an object 
and purpose," an idea belonging to the 
mid conception of a personal Creator, di
rectly creating the universe. This idea 
has given place to evolution, and what
ever object there may be, it is for the 
accomplishment of some overshadow
ing purpose and minor results come be
cause ef the necessities to the constitu
tion of things. The same causes work
ing along the lines of the same laws, 
[diverted by varying conditions, produce 
the slimy reptile, poison fanged, and the 
Highest type of the human being. The 
heglthy cell, fed by the blood, causes 
growth of normal tissue. Introduce a 
cancer- cell, and the same blood multi- 
•plies and stimulates the growth of the 
latter to the destruction of life.

In the meaning conveyed to the hu-

BOOKS FOR Alt SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

I have just been reviewing Mrh. An
nie Besant’s article entitled, “Travels 
in the Spirit Realms,” in The Progress
ive Thinker of August 12, copied from 
the Inter Ocean, in which she makes a 
statement proving l;er ignorance of 
Spiritualism and its mediums. .I.quote i 
as follows:. ,

“Observe the difference between as- 
_tral phenomena and Spiritualism; they 

, are exactly the opposite! In (Spiritual
ism the spirits return to this plane, in 
the other the astral spirit of the,living 
man or woman goes.ouLofhia'own free 
will to meet the spirit that has-passed.”

Some of the Theosophists, like some 
of tho Christian Scientists, talk as 
though they had the patent right to the 
kingdom of heaven and its wisdom. 
Now any one who has been' a medium, I 
tliink, can bear me out when I make 
this statement: Spiritualism long years 
ago, before I ever heard the term The
osophy or its teachings, unfolded my 
spirit to the extent where J could travel 
by my own free will to other planes of 
consciousness where resided the spirit 
friends, and teachers, as well as to 
travel in many new departures of life

past. . |
• Student: 0. I notice you always ! 
write Spiritualism With a capital letter, 
while in many of the secular papers it 
is not. Which Is correct?

A. Thè names of all religious de
nominations are written with capitals, 
but it is noticeable'that whenever Spir
itualism is mentioned by the religious 
press it is with a, small s. It reminds 
me of the practice. of always writing 
God with s capitai, and the devil with fi 
small d! By what rule this is done is 
not given in any grammar.

It is an exception to universal prac
tice in using capitals. The free-
thought papers give it a large D.

The use of a small s bv the secular 
press, in Spiritualism, snow the big
otry of the writers.

Write Spiritualism with a capital, a 
large capital, for it Is the one greatest 
of all subjects. Always write it with a 
capital as a matter of distinction.

beyond the realm of the senses; so- 
called. And Mrs. Besant should hnow 
that many mediums (psychics, r sup- 

. pose I should say) are blessed with the 
' power to go and come at their will, as 
well as Theosophists, and they did not 
lecpive this gift by studying the ancient 

.masters either. ’■
* But should our friends return- to 
earth, I can’t see why It should be con
ceded such u disgrace or detriment to 
either them or ourselves. We used to 
delight in each other’s society when 
they were here, and since this little 
mother earth of .all the planets in this 
universe is the select globe upon -which 
to receive all the necessary education 
and unfoldment by repeated reincarna
tions as Theosophists.¿teach, T. should 
think then it would be souls in 
the body and out of the tiody to.-keep 
close in touch with mother earth.

And to go and come in acts of mercy 
giving, lessons to earth’s children upon 
their duties here and words of encour
agement to the disheartened and heal-' 

" Ings to the sick both physically and 
mentally, to comfort the mourners by 
giving them the evidence of the contin
ued existence of their loved ones, and 
the hope of their own continued spirit
ual awakening by cultivation along 
these lines, it seems to me is the very 
quintessence of divinity in mankind, 
and aids In the unfoldment of the angel

Harry Brown: Q. .1 gather from the 
general teachings of. The Progressive 
Thinker, that all disembodied spirits see 
and do know the thoughts, words and 
deeds of their brother spirits toward 
each other, while they were in the earth 
life. This means that after we have 
thrown off the mortal body we at once 
become cognizant of most secret 
thoughts, words and deeds of both 
friends and foes indulged in while here, 
as well as “seeing face to face” in the 
next life. Is this correct?

A. That spirits or mortals may read 
each other's thoughts there must be 
likeness and sympathy, or they must be 
attuned in harmony. As this is perfect, 
Is the knowledge of each other’s 
thoughts.

In this life the physical body and its 
conditions prevent thought transmls- I 
sion in a great measure. The spirit 
freed from this impediment, transmits 
and receives thought, but is not with
out limitations, and is able to set up a 
barrier against the full? recognition-of- 
its thoughts by others, ■

Man wanted to bold it as a menace over 
.woman. He gloried in her suffering as 
an instance of divine displeasure. He 
prided himself on his exemption. When 
ether was applied to relieve labor 
pains, the clergy arose to a man, in op
position. They preached sermon's 
against it, and bewailed the horrible in
iquity of the age which flew in the face 
of divine .providence and sought to 
avert the just punishment God had or
dained for woman’s original crime.

It is not true that this exceeding pain 
is normal and not “pathological.” 
Among savage races, living naturally 
and healthful, there Is no fear of Buf
fering, for it is brief and recovery rapid. 
Of course the function must be accom
panied with a degree of pain but nine- 
tenths of Its danger Is the result If the 
artificial methods tff living, of food and 
dressing, of civilization.

Civilization awakens the mind, which

/

¡creates a larger brain, protected by a 
larger skull. The infant of the savage 
has a larger skull, proportionately, 
than any other animal. With cultiva
tion the size increases. There is no 
[extra provision made for the birth of 
this enlarged head. On the contrary 
¡the difficulties are increased by abnor- 
anal anatomy and reckless destruction 
pt health. The mal-formation has be
come fixed in a degree, by heredity, and 
the altogether bearable, and scarcely 
heeded pains of the free savage have 
¡become crucial, and in many cases of 
’extreme danger to life.
I When .the race forgets this dogma 
flhat God in his anger cursed the woman 
rwith such punishment; forgets the dog- 
jma that made man master and woman 
e slave, and excused his meanness and 
^cowardly abuse of this slave, the better 
Jfor humaii advancement Had the race 
advanced in physical perfection, coin- 
cidentally with intellectual growth, 
there would remain no motive for this 
question—for pains not only this, but 

ailments, would have been of the

Standing in a large bAplwindow of a 
substantial resldetgip the Capitol- ' 
City of the splendid state' of Minnesota, i 
were two young Dfgll'le ¡looking out at i 
tlie coral-red glow of a tadiug winter 1 
sunset. '. 91,. i 3£j

“Billysaid the elder of the two, “if 
those far-off hills taygy qver. on tlie : 
other side of the rlver^yjbere the sun- . 
beams linger latesi^jverqithe ‘Hills of 
Paradise,’ where care is but a phantom, 
and it reouired a t^p-yws’ search to 
reach them, what ggy an^gCrass pf peo
ple do you think woyld bg Jound on tlie 
various paths leading to them?”

Billy looked over3tq.:<llipse tar-away 
hills, listened a moment to. the night 
wind shrilltogly heralding the coming

I cold, and then replied: -
I “Well, I suppose-it ¿would be the 

‘lean-and-slippered-age! Jpeople," #hp 
found life a failure, aiid consequently a 
burden, many of them too old to expect 
ten years morg, hut L imagine they 
would be the most, eager to start on 
such a long journey.'* ■ '

“Oh, that is because1 you are only 
twenty-two, Billy, and; ■ think people 
much older ought-, not! to anticipate 
walking for a decade ’even' to’ reach 
‘The Hills of pEfradise.’’" . -

“No doubt vou think ¡fifty a prodig
ious -age, unmindful of tye fact that the 
desire-for happinesS ta'the shine in all 
ages, because the^iegrt never grows 
old." , ” !'! -

“Well, Miss Peripatetta; what age and 
class of people do you’think' would be 
found on this journey after light al 
eventide?' for tills Is-'what those sun- 
tipped hills seem to»! presage; at the 
close of the day." •«- - . -- .

“I believe, Billy, W wimld find trav
elers of every age afid'class, beginning 
possibly , with your '-'lean-and-slippered- 
age’ people, weary With 'ceaseless toil 
and hpart-sick with'hope deferred; to 
such ‘The Hills of Paradise’ must mean 
rest, refuge, heaven, Would they not, 
Billy?"- . 1 .

The sweet, grave aspect of the face 
raised to his was such a study the 
young man forget to ahswer.

“Then," resumed the'girl; "comes the 
broken-hearted'class by, whose side sor- 

: row ever sits waiting to claim her heri
tage., 1 think, Billy, there would be a 
great many of tnis class—mostly wo- 

. men, frail by nature,, yet from .whom 
I life exacts so uiucbp they give their 
. heart's holy trust and • in many in- 
; stances, meet with deception and heart-

W. Yates on Madison Spiritualism.

In Nq.. 827 of The Progressive 
Thinker, Mr. Yates deplores the ab
sence of Spiritualist meetings and me
diums in Madison, Wisconsin. Also 
that one Spiritualist meeting here, 
which he attended, was disappointing.

The meeting ta which be refers was 
inaugurated by the Wisconsin Spiritual
ist Association. . As It yaa a hasty and 
unexpected affair with the association, 
Madison had. not been notified. Rev. 
Nellie K, Baker, secretary, residing at 
Portage, was, appointed the business 
agent to come here two days in advance 
to . thoroughly advertise, and bill the 
meeting. She arrived promptly. She 
found a letter saying a guest at her 
house was dangerously ill and to come 
ho/ne Immediately.if possible. She left 

i here at once, expecting to return by 
next train,' ' The case, was so much 
worse than supposed that.she could not 
leave it. And so the meeting was not 
advertised; It was to Continue through 
tin ee days and evenings. Will J. Er- 
wood and Moses Hull were to be the 
principal speakers, and a Mr. Miller the 
platform test medium. Mr. Hull was 
called unexpectedly away to attend 
court, and Mr.1 Erwood found less num
bers in the hall than could be counted 
on the fingers of one hand. It so sur
prised him that, he looked more like a 
scared yellow fevey patient. His usual 
most excellent - inspiration took a tem
porary vacation. Mr. Hull got there 
ihe last day. Despite the dismal open
ing circumstance, the closing found the 
meeting grown to a good house.

Several have told. me. later that they 
hoped the. state association would re
turn, that they wanted to hear it. Bad 
as were, the conditions, the meeting left 
a good impression. It wifi copie again 
and next timé there will be no com
plaint pf tlie success.

I hope this explanation will cheer up 
Mr. Yates and give strength to his pa
tience. All of the other association

Our Bible, Who Wrote It, and a Few Thoughts on Other Bibles. By;
Moses Hull. Price, $1. • , • , ;

Palmistry. By Comte de Saint Germain, A. B., L. L M. Practical’ 
palmistry, or hand reading simplified. Price 75 cents.

Past and Present. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cent?.
Perfect Motherhood/or Mabel Raymond's Resolve. Dedicated ta 

woman everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed. By, 
Lois Waisbrooker. Pricey cloth; $1. - • ■ ,

Philip Carlisle; By Carlyle Petersilea. A romance, and full of spirJ 
itual thought/" Price, $1. ■ , ;

Philosophy of Phenomena. . Physical and Metaphysical. ¡Matter phe-. 
nomena and life phenomena. Objective and subjective phenomena. 
Hyperbole metaphysical. . By Geo,-if. Ramsey, M. D. Price, cloth $1.

Philosophy of Spiritual intercourse. Contains an account of the very, 
wonderful spiritual developments a.t the house of Rev. Dr, Phelps, Strat
ford, Conn? By A. J. Davis.' Price, cloth, $1; postage 8 cents.

Physical Culture Cook Book¡ By Bernarr Macfadden. Price $1.
Poems of Passion. By Ella Wheeler Wilcpx. Price $1.
Poems of Pleasure, By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.
Poems of Power, By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Priee $1.
Poems of the Life Beyond and Within. From the poetic inspirations 

of many centuries and of different peoples. Spiritual poetry translated
from many tongues. By Giles_B. Stebbins. Price $1,

after death.
We consider that the people here who 

have humanity so much at heart that 
they are willing to sacrifice their social 
pleasure to go down into the slums and 
assist the unfortunate to lives of so
briety and purity are Indeed, philan
thropists, and have the altruistic nature 
which evolutionists teach is next the

brought to light. «
I am thinking of the dear unostenta

tious John Whittier, who said that 
when doubt like a dove flew over his 
head, he never allowed it to find lodg
ment there. But unlike Whittier, my 
doubts are not easily dispelled; for did 
I not know that there are trustful souls 
whose organisms are used to convey in
telligence from the beyond, I believe I 
should remain skeptical. I do not know 
that It is In order to eulogize people 
while living, but I sometimes think it is 
not out of plate. I have one in mind 
who (I am informed) in her early life, 
like George Eliot, was a devout church 
member, and like her emerged from the 
limitations of the church into the broad 
field of religion of humanity. All of her 
poetry that I ever read had a tendency 
in that direction, and that is why I be-

angel.
I have attended a good many Theo

sophical meetings as well as Christian 
Science and read much of the literature 
of both, and received much good, but 1 
must truthfully say, all that was con
sistent in either was familiar to me, the 
same teachings the spiritual teachers 
had Imparted long before either of 
these cults were known to me. All 
that Is not consistent with reason, 
seems, as Dr. Peebles has often said, 
“Blatherdash"—and that reminds me 
of the Doctor’s splendid and masterly- 
lecture In a late Progressive Thinker. 
To my mind it was one of the grandest 
contributions it has been my good for
tune to -read in n long time, and -I only 
wish that the Doctor wbtUd find it ad
visable to have it published in pamph
let form for the purpose of missionary 
work among societies and workers, to 
scatter broadcast, as there are scores 
of orthodox ministers who should be re
membered with a copy and reminded of 
the “Prince of Peace" instead of Je
hovah, whose character, lanrsorry to 
say, was to inspire most of them in 
their dissertations upon war.

And just here I wish to mention a 
slimy little sheet which has fallen into 
my hands Of late, entitled “The Exposi
tor,” and it seems to me that Is a 
mighty poor way to build one’s self up 
and expect to be supported or elected to 
any office of public trust to indulge in 
a sly partnership to cast odium upon

came interested in her. Strange to say 
that I only hoped that she might have 
evidence of a future life, when I was 
unsettled on that question myself.

Then imagine my delight when I 
learned that she had got the evidence 
by automatic writing through her own 
instrumentality; which evidence set
tled the question with me. Then I 
longed to know the character or pur
port of those communications, when 
she kindly Submitted one through the 

• columns of your journal which reads:

f Mrs, McC----- Q. Twelve years 
ego I suffered from nervous prostration 
and have since been tormented with 
Catholic spirits who want to drive me 
into that'church. I have been ne&rly 

crazy, i wrote ----- (naming an ad
vertised medium), and he replied that 
i must every night go into a dark room 
and say “Depart,” forward and back. 
4t made me worse, iwrote to Dr. —-—, 
.who treated me for five months. He 
said I had a very bad case of obsession. 
My family are opposed. I feel 1 have 
a work to do, and 1 want to do it? 'What

aches." - n
“Oh, come, now,” cried Billy, “whith

er are we drifting? <You say that, just 
because you are a woman-—what do you 
itnow about such things, I would like to 
know? . Heartaches-wop! Ha! ha!”

The declining sun .-made glorious the 
western sky and without 'removing her 
eyes from the mountains of gold In the 
distance, his companion continued:

“Listen, Billy, there Is-another class 
—there is another class tasbe found on 
that long journey—the children!”

“Children!'' exclaimed rIBilly, "pray 
why should we find the children there?"

“Ah," returned thetyoung girl, softly, 
“the dear little children- have a-mlsslon 
there as elsewhere.inLetnine explain'. 
These children wouldcrange from ten fo 
fourteen years of agsQ anrb/the majority 
of the little travelers hoys, for they 
have real griefs and heartaches, too, for 
it seenis the world >nbegihB to buffet 
them at a very early .aget they are 
poked and punched, kicked-and slapped, 
and laughed at, mtMtly -Uy their own 
sex, sometimes by-heartless parents 
or guardians, oh, ymi.jjged not laugh; 
I’ve seen it and vou.lmo^ it, until flnal-

others.
Whatever Moses Hull’s opinions are, 

whether we agree with him or not, we 
must admit that he is honest in giving 
them expression. Perhaps it would 
have been wiser for him if he had 
spoken and written a little more con
servative, but since he Is not politic In 
his nature, we can not 'help acknowl
edging his integrity to truth as It ap
peals to him. I believe, however, pur 
grand Spiritualistic movement has I 
much good material for official director
ship and that its. present officers have 
done well, and my faith rests in the N. 
S. A. as the great head of the body uni
versal in regard to the movement and 1 
believe in its future unfoldment.

I am an optimist, I confess, and be
lieve in the cause, and that by repeated 
efforts of any of its votaries they be
come more competent to carry on 
their work from the,N. S. A. to fhe 
state officers and the M. P; Institute. 
May they live long and prosper is my 
-wish to each and all, with loving greet- 
tags. .CATHARINE McFARLIN,

ly they,taam to ipoLupl|“Sdj 
esdary tping dnd'hwipme.Mrdened by 
the time they are calle^ to fill higher 
stations ta life.- My ¡ what a sorry Ume 
some of these little fellows have when 
they are sent out to learn a trade, and 
at a time when life should be happy 
and gay they are placed shoulder to 
shoulder with men careless of their 
language, and very often called upon to 
do work requiring a man’s strength.”

“But this applies equally to girls; you 
seem to have forgotten the girls with
out homes, orphans, cold and hungry," 
raid Billy, with a burst of feeling that 
would have shamed ey.en a Don Quixote. 

- “No, Billy, not forgotten. You have 
not given me time to reach them.”

“Well, Miss Peripatetic, let us call a 
halt on the travelers and imagine them 
well advanced on their journey towards 
“Phe Hills of garaafee''; what hard
ships are they wost. llltely to encounter

meetings in the state, so far as I have 
learned, have been successful.

There are a great many Spiritualists 
in Madison, of a very excellent class. 
They have not been fortunate in having 
good test mediums, and enthusiastic 
public leaders. It is hoped these will 
yet be supplied. There have been 
meetings here in the past. The whole 
subject was so new and crude they 
failed of permanent shaping, Many 
other places besides Madison have suf
fered likewise. Test mediums have 
been developed here, and have been at
tracted elsewhere. Traveling test me
diums have come here and done great 
good.

There is another clads of semi-Spirit- 
ualists In Madison. They have seen 
snd heard enough to believe there is 
someüiing in it, and are hungry for 
more .proof. There is excellent Spirit
ualist soil here. There are those here 
who have passed through the trying 
days, never more to return. All of the 
Spiritualists here would much rather | 
attend a good Sunday Spiritualist meet
ing than any other kind.

The camp-meetings are doing splen
did work. They attract the best medi
ums and speakers, thus largely recruit
ing tire ranks.

I am acquainted with W. Yates. He 
is a genial and most loyal Spiritualist, 
and brimming with the milk of human 
kindness. The trouble is he fattened 
so long on the inspiration of tha many 
Chicago Spiritualist Sunday meetings, 
that hetaow feels starved; and the star
vation doesn’t produce a delectable sen
sation. E. W. BALDWIN.

Madison, Wls.
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paper, 50 cents; •

Reincarnation, or the Doctrine of the Soul’s Successive Embodiments. 
Examined and discussed pro and eon by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr. 
Helen Densmore and W. J. Colville. Paper cover. Price 30 cents.

Relation of the Spiritual to the Material Universe, and the Law of 
Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly improved. 
By M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

Religions and Theological works of Thomas Paine. Here is a book 
'that should be itUhe library of every Spiritualist and Freethinker in tho 
land. Price, cloth, $1.

Religion. A profound philosophical treatise on this>world-wide sub
ject of contention. It is a g'Ood book for students preparing for the spir
itual rostrum. By E. D. Babbitt. Price, cloth $1 ; paper, 50c ; postage,

“Experience After Death. I
“When shortly after the death of an 

acquaintance whom we had known to 
be deeply Interested in psychical sci
ence, as his name was written, we 
asked, ‘Will you tell us what were your 
individual experiences when you awoke 
from earth life; What were your emo
tions?”

Ans. “Crying out with joy when I 
found my spirit so strongly buoyant, so 
free of physical hindrance I realized at 
once that death or freedom from mortal 
sense imprisonment, was freedom for 
all that was best in me. But still I 
longed to be able to shout my joy into 
the ears of the denser friends still 
buried in the accursed flesh wherein 
the grub must change to the spirit with

SUMMER RAIN.

The flower leaves were vibrant with 
rapture, v ! ' •'

With the raindrops that came; with 
the breeze, ■ <

And the day weary with pleasure and 
laughter > ■■

Fell asleep In the lap of the trees.
The murmuring brooklets were, acquirer, 

Responsive to the cloiijf-lailbp sky,
And front,valley, woodland ap'd river 

Was borne a sbfL restful sigh,’ <
The flowers that had drooped- In the 

sunlight, ' ; <
j With pale lips parched and dry, 
| Shone star-eyed with -a gladshme de-

do you advise?
A. It is clear that vour "nervous 

prostration” yet remains, and you are 
“obsessed” by a disordered nervous sys
tem, and instead of brooding over the 
“Catholic” spirits, with their influences 

■ for evil, and planning for “work" in the 
spiritual field as lecturer or medium, 
you should take nourishing food, keep 
in the open air, and engage in some 
tasks that will take your attention, and 
prevent the recurrence of your ideas 
about being “obsessed.” If you would 
reason a moment you would know that 
your spirit children and friends would 
not allow you to be approached by oth
ers, who would-make you miserable. .

Keep out of dark rooms; especially 
forbear to repeat a. word “forward,and 
back,” especially If, as in this case, the 
backward reflection is "traped," which 
in your case repeated a hundred times 
Would have any other than, a cheering 
effect. Such advice is cruel.In the ex
treme, as the . dark room and senseless

free activities."
I have read this over many times, for 

it corresponds with an experience that 
I once had. It seems that I was in- a 
state bordering on a trance condition, 
and it made a lasting impression, but 
then I thought that I was still in the 
body, so it really was no proof of a hap
py exit But when I hear an account of 
one who has passed out, giving the 
same experience front such good au
thority as Sara A. Underwood, I think 
it is proof positive. \

“While I am interested in thiB lady I 
also hold in high esteem her husband, 
B. F. Underwood, for the valuable ex
pression of profound thought that he 
contributes .to The Progressive 
Thinker.

And I wish. to. say of Dr. T. 'Wilkins, 
that I ami wejl pleased with'his’poetry, 
but think that'his.’‘Hello Back” caps, 
all. ' R. NORTHROP CRANE.

light 
As the cooling rain held sway.

And a fragrance like the incense of 
heaven,

Spread over the languishing earth, 
For a new life of joy had been given, 

And buds had sprung into birth, ...
There is healing when life’s sorrows.

■ are nigh.
When our heart longs for. thèrain, 

And we look for God’s helpers on; high, 
And list to bur soul’s sweet retrain.

And we thank the good angel givers, 
For the love implanted within, 

For the songs of .the'-'brooklets: find- 
rivers; '

In Nature ail souls are akin. ■ ;
For the drought o’er the landscape and 

hedges, - . v--. ;■
For the shadow,' the. sunlight.,and 
- ' wind, ’■ ' >. ■

For the love ' that strengthens our 
pledges, ■ ”

For the good' we can do mankind.
BISHOP A. BEALS.

- Summerland, Cal. . f

along the way?" ' i.
“That is a hard question, Billy, for 

what would be a hardship to one class 
would be easily passed by the other. 
Your ‘lean-and-sllpper^age’ people, -1 
should imagine, wotildïe fitted with a 
passionate yearning fqr a brighter 
spot, and would travel.'hopefully, even 
if weary; the thought pt the rest and 
peace at the end of the"journey should, 
indeed, make, them joypus." .

“And the broken-hearted ones?” 
There was a mischievous twinkle . in 
Billy’s bright eyes as hé paid .this. 

. "This class cares not for hardships. 
They move slowly yet are capable of 
better speed. They, 'ph, they are 
broken-hearted because" the spiritual in 
them was stronger than the material; 
they have suffered and';, are hopeless; 
being mostly women,(they travel me
chanically, and it is ¿his clasp the chil
dren are going to benefit.”

“Pray explain."
“■Well, they are anm^ed to find little 

children so weary ot jife as to strive to 
enter the paths to 4 distant country, 
since , the country. toéÿ-Xré leaving- can 
grow no thorns for.them at such an 
age. ' Little boys—" '. " ' '

“And girte, too,” interposed Billy.
“And girls, too,” replied ' thé girl 

smilingly, transferring...jher gaze to his 
face, “become object? ¡.of interest to 
these men and wome^ wflo have played 
to the finish the'gatqe'called "hearts” 
and lost. Here surely.’, Is something to 
inquire into, even wxEn.Biteaming eyes 
and breaking hearts(^oç pÿdently they, 
too, ta some vague_sort of way, have 
had to breast the blows pfevil circum
stances. Feeling is1 awa^Sned and de
spair vanishes, andato? thtrir efforts to 
cheer them on tlieiw^aynthey realize 
these little children iithdheir winsome 
pleading shadow forçai Ural's rainbow of 
love to breaking he^ts. ! Jjius you see, 
Billy, it is only th^p. whp live within 

I themselves who Lave-tlm^ito grow old, 
crabbed and sarcasüè?'.. jj

“Right!” cried .Bmy,, “flpd now that 
the curtains of nigqg ara^inned hick 
by the stare, if- you will took my way, 
you, too, (without toeingxbrpkén-heart- 
ed) will .see a little,jJighj-at eventide." 
- “I looked, and over.my'r^ht shoulder 
saw thio first, gleam,jçf tjfè bright new 
moon. — ■; ibI ■ o - ■

"Wish,”.he cried;9we.„bpth wished, 
and to-day the wish.came true. . '

. . ARIES. M, WOOLEY.

Dear one, when-I leA thee in sorrow, 
And the last parting words had been 

said.
And I knew that the coming to-morrow 

Would find me alone with my dead, 
In the home where all ties are now 

broken,
With no welcoming step on the 

stair;
Then I fancied I heard these words 

spoken
“There is some one just waiting—up 

there!”
Tho’ I wait all In vain for a footfall, 

And I list for tbe call of my name, 
And I miss a dear voice every nightfall, 

In the home that can ne’er be the 
same;

When I ponder on days of our roaming, 
x And I think of the pleasures that 

were,
Then 1 hear in tbe hush of the gloam

ing.;
“There .Is some one just waiting—up 

there!”
So again I take up my life’s burden, 

And will cheerfully wait for, the 
dawn;

For I know that each heart heavy- 
laden,

Will grow light when earth’s sorrows 
are gone,

And tho’ clouds of adversity lower, 
And misfortunes seem borne on the 

air,
Let us take these sweet words as our 

dower:
“There, is some one just waiting—up

"The KliigsniF eZfiiijï-Oontrol.": By 
Wm, George Jordan. (3t treats of th» 
crimes of the'tongue, ; Tlie Red Tape 
duty; tbe supreme charity of theworid, 
the revelation of- reserve power, eta. 
Brice 30 cents; ' I . ' -

■ “Continuity of Life a’. Cosmic Truth." 
By Prof. W. M- Lockwood, The work ot 
a strong, logical thinker, on. a flu-ply 
important subject Price, cloth, 51.

“The New Life." • By Leroy Benter. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 

। "new thought" Excellent ta tone and 
! Bendende?. Price, cloth, JU

10 cents.
Rending the Vail. Given through the mediumshin of W W Ahor 

Price, $1.50; postage, 25 cents. ’
Researches Inti the Phenomena of Modem Spiritualism. Bv Sir Wm

Crookes. Illustrated. Price 50 cents. ■
Right Generation, the Key to the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth An 

appeal to reason and man’s highest aspirations. By Dr. M. E/Conger
Right Living. This book gives an admirable course of study in eth

ics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adapted tb the 
comprehension of dhildren. By Susan II. Wixon. Price, cloth, $1.

Rights of Man. Being an answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon the 
French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo; 279 pages. Price 
paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents. ’

Romance of Two Worlds. By Marie Corelli. Price 50 cents
Schopenhauer’s Essays. Translated by T. B. Saunders. Price 75 cts
Scientific Basis of Spiritualism. By Epes Sargent. $1; postage 10c

I Sixth and Seventh Book of Moses. Translated from the ancient He
brew. Price, $1.

Science of Spirit Return. By one of the scientific minds of The Pro- 
gressive Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thought By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents. ° '

Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative Systems and the Happiness and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D Babbitt, M. D? Price'
paper, 15 cents.

Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern. A series of lec
tures by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50.

Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs. Mattie E. Hull, 
\n attractive little volume, neatly bound in cloth. Price 75 cents.

Spiritism. Mrs. Piper’s and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s theories in re
gard to it. By Ex-Judge Abram H. Dailey, ex-president of the Medico.) 
Le^al Society of New York. Price 25 cents.

gtanding up for Jesus, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s Maga
zine thinks of him on general principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic, 
Priee 4 cents -. 25 copies for 50 cents.

Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega
tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. 0. Barrett; B. II,

1 Bailey, musical editor. Price $1.25, Postage 14 cents.
Spiritual Songster. A collection of thirty-eight inspirational song« 

adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and fam
ilies. By Mattie E. Hull. Price 10 cents.

Starnos. A rosary of pearls culled from the works of Andrew Jack- 
son Davis'. Intended tq imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart with 
new inspiration. By Dr. Della E. Davis. Priee 50 cents.

Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular 
Confession, and Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J,G. White.

Instantly Converted by a Sudden Flash 
of Lightning.

I would kindly ask you to print In 
your paper the following manifesta
tions that we had in our home, August 
6,1905. The medium, Mrs. Fannie Con
rad of Louisville, Ky., paid us a friend
ly visit aifd. haying had a good social 
time during the day a home seance 
circle was ,suggested. Those present 
were Mr! and , Mrs. Paul Rinke and 
three children,,aged 2, 4 and 7, and Mrs. 
F. Jennericju aunt of. Mr. Paul Rinke, 
and the medium and her daughter, Gen
evena Conrad. After the opening of 

; the circle,by the-medium’s control, Pro
fessor Dotson» said the trumpet used 
had something-wrong with it, and told 
me to get .a pilot’s trumpet, used by 
river meh, which weighed about two 
pounds, and which seemed utterly too 
heavy for spiritual, force to handle, and 
told me to bring it from an adjoining 
room., After receiving beautiful mes
sages’from our spirit friends, the medi
um’s husband took the trumpet and 
gave us a fine lecture on Spiritualism. 
Just then a flash of lightning came, for 
there was a rain and thunderstorm 
raging. .This flash - illuminated the 
room as bright as day for about- sixty 
seconds; there,-could plainly be seen 
the materialized form of Mr. Conrad 
standing behind the medium’s chair, 
holding the large trumpet over her 
head, Ills strength not giving out dur
ing the flash of lightning. That con
vinced me and my aunt, Mrs. F. -Jeune- 
rich as flrm believers in Spiritualism, 
and are Incoming workers in the light 
of truth. Thank God for his conver
sions that were made by his light. ■

PAHL RINKE,-, 
Jeffersonville,, Ind.

Price, 75 cents.
Strike of a Sex. A unique story of a strike among women. Price 25c.
Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi

gate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium
ship. By Hudson. Tuttle.. Priee, cloth, 75 cents.

Success, and How to Win It. A lecture and course of twenty-four 
ent-ose inssnn« bv Dr. B. F. Austin. B. A., D. D. Price 25 cents.siiCeess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D.

Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.’ 
olic priest who abjut'ed the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 
for having taught it. Price, cloth, $1; postage 14 cents.

Talleyrand’s Letter, to the Pope. This work will baufound especially, 
interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Priee 25 cents.

Teachings of Jesus, Hot Adapted to Modem Civilization. With the 
true character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By George

"Success,, and How to 'Win Lt.” A 
lecture and epurse of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Ur. B. F. Austin^ B, A., 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Idealsi Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help. £rl<$ 25

W. Brown, M. D. Priee 15 cents.
Ten Commandments Analyzed. By "W. H. Bach. Price, 25 cents.
The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson 
Tuttle. Price, $1.25.

The A, B, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide to 
perfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1.

The Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Our 
Favorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by tho gifted 
writer, Mrs. Mary Foote Henderson. Price, $1.50.

Thu Bible. New and Revised Edition. By John Romiburg. 
Price $1.25.

The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred »ad Six 
Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. An in- . 
teresting bo6k. By Wm.Heart. Price.40 cents.

The Constitution of Mah,. By Elizabeth iowne. Price 50 cents.
The Crisis. By Thoma?'Paine.Price, 25 cents.
The Demonism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit

ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Dr.'J. M. Peebles. Cloth 
bound. Price $1; postage, 19 cents. ' ,

The'Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Price, 75 cents. ~
The'Development, of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig

ions, and their influence upon the,mental developmeBt"df the humaii 
race. By the late JI- faraday., 'Price 10 cents.

The Divine Pedigree of Man,’or the Testimony of Evolution and ¡Pay* 
chology~to the Fatherhood o£ God, By Dr, Thomson J. Hudson
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8 The Progressive Thiakey Stands Ever Ready to Battle for Spiritualism, Pyre and Unadulterated, and for All That Ten^s to Elevate and Uplift Humanity
3ÏÏÆ
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. "THOMAS PAINE.—PBESENTED TO THE CITY OF PHILADEL
PHIA, OCTOBER 13, 1876, BY THE LIBERALS OF AMERICA.” 
ADDED TO THIS WAS THE FURTHER INSCRIPTION, "BUT RE
JECTED BY SELE0T COUNCIL, ” ALL THIS WAS POLISHED 
OFF, AND THE INSCRIPTION NOW STANDS AS IT DID ORIGI
NALLY, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE WORD "LIBERALS,” 
WHICH THE BOARD WANTED CHANGED TO ‘ ‘ PATRIOTS. ’'

Fight for the Bust of Thomas Paine authorities and have the bust given the 
Won by a Woman. Mrs. Kilgore, of consideration that Bhe considered was

' Philadelphia, an Attorney—End. of a ■ “ue' 
Thirty Year Contest to Have Piece of 
Sculpture Representing “Author-Hero 
of the Revolution” Put in Independ
ence Hall.

. Philadelphia, . Pa—Thomas Paine, 
Whose writings did so much for the 
cause of liberty, probably rests easier 
in his grave now that the fight of thir- 

. ty years to secure a place in Independ
ence Hall for his bust was won and the 
znemorial reposes in a prominent place 
in the building. The credit belongs to 
Mrs Carrie Kilgore, a well-known at
torney of this city. Ever since the bust 
Was presented to the city in 1876, R 
has been in Mrs. Kilgore's custody.

• The fund for the purchase of the bust 
vms started by the Boston Index, a 
periodical edited by F. E, Abbott and 
later by B. F. Underwood and devoted

The Progressive Iter
A Paper that Never Falters, Never Raises in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Early this spring Mrs, Kilgore de- .............................................................. .
termined to make another effort to 
have the bust placed. She wrote to ,, , -j
the board which has charge of collect- |nhrtf MArtf j«««rt
Ing relics for Independence Hall, re- «jUll llUUHul hIvvIIIIKu»
viewing the history of the bust. She • __ _
said that friends had urged that she lrnnor4nnt when a meeting 1«

ional libiary_ ln Was g_ , that m8y not t>e mislead. We
she considered it would lefiect on Ph L uotlc’^ of all meetinga being
oteTwhen the^b^ Xn the Paine ^hero in public halls at the present 
bust was excluded from Independence - ■ - ■ - , 7
Hall years pgo was ^^M^eheVallv German Spiritualist Society on
had np the West Side. Meetings every Sunday
conceded that his religion was identical at g p m Jn Garselman’s Hall, corner 
with that of kranklin and Jefferson. AsHand avenue and W. 13th street,

Original Inscription Altered. Central Spirijual Church holds sen-
... . ,,. ..„„„J lees each Sunday afternoon at -2:30, atAfter deliberation the board decided Fa8king.s haUj 30th anfl Archer avenue, 

to accept the bust, provided Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.
Bcriptlon was changed. This was done Th0 of Truth (,hurch wiu nold 

services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 63rd 
_ - Street, near Stewart avenue. Cbnfer-

“Thomas Paine. Presented to the ence aj 3 p m; Lecture at 7:45. Mes- 
eouai intellect ana iiairiousm clty ot Philadelphia October 13,18'(6,by sages at each service. Midweek meet-

• Notwithstanding toe distinguished the. liberals of A^rlca^ ing Thursday^ p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur-
persons interested in toe memorial, a this was toe fu.toer inscript , land,-pastpr. . .. h .
select council which was called to rejected by select ;couneil. All this , Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
consider the gift rejected it absolutely, was polished off, and toe inscription Vincennes Hall, 35th,and Cottage Grove

• ..... stands as It did originally, with avenue. Mrs. May. Elmo, ..pastor, as-
the exception of the word “Liberals," sisted by Hugh S- Fraser. All weF
which toe board -Wanted changed to come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

to free religion. Among Its contrlb- in indenendence■ ntorB were Edward Everett Hale, O. Bf SV Th^Xi iMcrfXn
Frothingham, Robert Colliei;, George The original inscription r 
W. Julian and many other citizens of
equal intellect and patriotism,

and would give it no place, Neither 
would Memorial Hall or the Pennsyl
vania Academy of the fine arts accept 
it, even for temporary exhibition, and 
assume responsibility for its safe keep
ing. Mrs. Kilgore, who was treasurer 
for the fund, assumed the custody of 
the bust, and has tried vainly at inter
vals to put the matter before the proper

Give Us the Truth, the Whole .Trothf and Nothing but the Truth
firs. J. K. D. Conant* Henderson,

$ (Formerly Banner of Light Medium.)-

Psych ometr ¡st and Business 
Medium,

108 Dartmouth Street, Boston, Mass, 
Near Copley.Square, Boom, 6-6.

Sltthwa Daily. 19 to 4, Evening by appointment ‘ 
■ Public Circle,’Fridays, 2i80;-Sundays 7.

Can Be Engaged for Funerals 
and Platform Work.

betters Answered.

B
eading by mail only;.2&.cents, send

• date orblrtb, Questions answered. Mrs. Mid
dleton, 570 Sierra St, Loa Angeles; Cal.

MAIL BIMB-aml blrth-dafa.. -3 ouestlons an-
-uwerert.. Free Bmflay aeryioea, Slat-Aludí- 

ana avo.. 8 to 10 p;H. Kea-dlnga .dally,-. MBS.'-. DIX
ON, 44 Eaat Slat St., Chicago. •. - - 1 .

COMMVNlCATfONa by -qiitomfttio. and In
spirational wrtüugi ’Gno dollar, for three ques-. 

tions; also essays, lectures,etc., received through 
saine power; sehd tor quotations. Afidreea O. 
COX, Bi-W. Botolph St., Boston,-Mada;'

"Patriots." . The Kenwood Spiritual Church will
' Svdnev H. -Morse of Boston, was hold services every Sunday. at 3 and 8 

sculptor of toe bust, which cost »1,200. p. m.. at Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10 
It is of white marble, mounted on a Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
shaft of granite, with a surbase ofTem and music. * Mrs Grace^E. Aitken pas- 
nessee marble. tor and test medium. Come and bring

■ your friends.
s j The Progressive Society holda serv

ices evgry Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, nt 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert pastor.

The ■Interesting Part They Play in the Lives'.of Two Prominent Men, The Church of the Psychic Forces 
_ . ■ . . ,, , .j, . «rnuam holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner■ John Davison Rockefeller, tho Richest Man in the World, and William Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 

. Jemd-g, Brj», W S~» «•* • te«* * * Sfgi b »
Presidency—The Mote and the Beam Analyzed by the New Yons Bug, 363 East 43d street Conducted by'Mrs. 

. It is recorded in the Gospels that in the Sermon' on/the Mount, jesus Society meets every
used this language, and we quote it as particularly applicable to a ease gunday from 2 to 1Q p. m., at Arlington 
which we shall proceed to relate; . Hal’, N. W. corner of 31st street and•WH«. Abt y« 1» mt KU;«« with vhA n Uy I “”“3“
ye shall be judged; and with what measure ye mete it snail be meas- 1B C0nta. Mrgi Dixonandher daughter, 
ured to you again. the child wonder,, will always be in at-

“And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother’s eye, hut •toWance.^othera wB^ 
considerest not .the beam that is in tliine own eye? Or how. wilt thou Dr Beyerlyi pr0Sident, No. 44 East 31st 
say to'thv brother, Let me pull out the mote out of thine eye; and, be-}Btreet 
hold, a beam is in thine own eye. A Spiritualist Temple ' has been

“Thou hypocrite first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; and
then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the ipote of thy brother s eye. day and Thursday : evening at 8 

The mote in the brother’s eye which Christian brethren are now un- o’clock. Tests and musu at every-zer-' 
■dertaking to pull out is in the eye of Brother John Davison Rockefeller, vice. church of the students
This brother is pre-eminently a Christian, in a conventional sense at o( Natlfro wlll ho]d serviCes every Sun
least. He is a thorough-going Baptist, and, very few members 01 that day at 7:30 p; m„ at Van Buren Opera 
denomination of Christians, the second largest among the Protestant House, corner Madison and California 
.churches of this country, are so punctiliously faithfuhas he to the relig- Sctomache^ » •
iqus observances,, of his cult. He is a superintendent- or a bunaay-1 A.a^e^Genman-Engllsb Society Rund-. 
school and is diligent in the performances of the-duties of the'place, der Wahrheit No. is/hold^cervices ev- 
He is a regular attendant at praygx a. ti®e when,such ffdel- blS"

. ity has fallen greatly into desuetude, and his voice is often raised in. sup- g^62 &d Xery
plication at the now thinly attended gatherings. He has given more Wednesday evening at 8'o’clock, sharp, 
money for the propagation of the form of Christianity which he be- at the National, formerly Garfield Turn- 
lieves to be the truest than is contributed by any other Christian of his
time. ■ . . , . . . Brotherhood Hall. 3245 'State-street.

Another Christian, though of a different religious denomination, is jjvery Sunday evening at 7:30. Test 
•Brother "William Jennings Bryau. Brother Bryan, thinking that "he messages given by good mediums. Good 
sees a mote in the eye of Brother Rockefeller, has assumed to himself 
the duty of pulling it out. Brother Rockefeller, he says, regards him- will hold' medtings every Sunday at .3 
self as a pious man; in fact, he is quite punctilious in attending upon the and 8 p. m., at O'Donnell College Bldg., 
ordinary means of grace; yet his life record shows extraordinary moral 
obliquity. ’ cordially Invited.

How? In this way, says Brother Bryan: Temple Light and Truth, 370-Waban-
“He has so long accustomed himself to putting money-making above sia avenue, near Robey street and 

ethical considerations that he can bankrupt a competitor through the North^avenue^Sunda^ 
rebate system, bribe a college with a donation or evade a court summons I at' 3 and 8 p,m<j dy ^rs. T. Loll, pastor, 
with equal complacency.” ' | every Sunday, in German and English.

Now, in what respect are the methods in business pursued by Brother The Hyde Park Occult Society holds' 
Rockefeller different in,principle from those on which business gener- Sunday¿ve6n5l£g8^ 
ally is conducted, from those pursued by Brother Bryan, for instance?. K^barit and Monroe avehge^Jackson 
Brother Bryan has made a considerable fortune since he first became I Park cars pass toe door;:1The^est tal- 
politicallv prominent in 1896. As compared with Brother Rockefeller’s r««11 «hn
fortune it is trifling in amount, but as compared with the average pos- of this society. Address all com- 
sessions of Americans it is great. Brother Bryan could not have ac- munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
cumulated this fortune, gi'eat or small, any more than Brother Rocke- corresponding ■ secretary,- 455i E. 66th 
feller could have gathered his vast possessions, if he had obeyed the- anc9 °
principles laid down by Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount, in which is The spiritual Association of Sixty
summed up the Christian theory of the conduct of life—for example: ninth street and Wentworth avenue, 

“Resist not evil; but whoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall, 
turn to him the other also 6922- Hon' D' Gllmour wln address toean- *¿7 141,41 a f !• *1,* ml . meeting at 7:30.p. m. Conference at.

Give to him that asketh thee and from him that would borrow of 2:3q p. m.

thee turn thou not away. * The Rising Sun Mission will hold
“If any man will sue thee at the law and take thy coat, let him have services until further notice, Sunday af- 

thv clnnk also ternoons at 3, evenings at 8 :p’clock, at
uiy uumi Hibu. j Star Lodge Hall. 378 So. Western ave-

Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth and All welcome. ‘
rust doth corrupt and where thieves break through and steal spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77)

‘ ‘ Take therefore no thought for the morrow, for the morrow shall 77 East Thirty-first street. Services ey- 
take thought for the things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil ery Sunday at 8 0. m. Scientific and 
thereof ” philosophical lectures. Best psychics

n,? ' . . . . . .. j j mi and message, bearers alwayp .In attend-These were not esoteric instructions and commands. They were aBce/ prof. F. M; Stgil^E:.cdndpctor. 
given by Jesus Jo the “multitudes.” They embody the law of Chris- church of the Soul Communion meets. 
•tianity. I ¿very Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m;;,in Lin-

Are they obeyed by Brother Bryan any more than by Brother Rocke- coin Park Lodge. Hall, .869 N. _ Clark 
idler?" Are they obeyed by the civilization of Christendom and could Bt^e6ro °EP. «k * • -i- ■■ ,, . , j. coin Park. Lecture, tests and messagesthe structure 01 that civilization as it is stand it they should be obeyed at each meeting. R. S. Ray; pastor, 
hy it? ' LakeView Spiritual Union holds

That civilization, however, has established certain moral laws of its meetings Sunday afternoons at 3. 
own and has expressed them in statute law. "Has Brother Rockefeller o’clock, at Wells’ Hail, 1629 North 
made himself moW amenable than Brother Bryan to penalty because of I

Sendees conducted by. Dr. and .Mrs.

MBS.G.PAR'ERIDGE
11.00; short reading, 60 cts ; -three questions an
swered, 26 eta.; by m&U'Qnly, 43'Ashland Boul., 
Chicago. ; •’ ’ ’

Annie Lord C.uuinDerlalu'H .Card.
. Dear friends,-you csa Kraatly .help,me . cars tor 

my blind sister," Jennie L. Webb, one of Jhe •arl- 
lest mediums now in the form', .by writing n I011?,? 
to a spirit friend. • Sead It to mo with tl, and 1 will 
try and get reply fcy independent writing or whia- 
pere. Address Mrs. Atmle Lord Chamberlain, MU< 
lord Masa.

THE MOTE AND THE BEAM.

BaySELE.CUREDlS.aSS

MKS. M. F. BALDWIN. Hox 1212 Chiòsco, pt

Louis H. Freedman, M. D. 
Tfie Celebrated. Australian Healer, 
and Dlucno>tlc|an.^2)8 E Slut street. Phone 

4 • Douglas £617.
Patients Treated In-All Parts of 

the UnttCd States by Non-Poison- 
ous Ite rued Ies anti Magnetic Pads

MediumsfiiD and Devefooment, 
1f you wiata Jo uufoM yjQur psychical powers, to 

attain success in your-qpeelal or ;iny phase, and 
ut a very low pdee, send a stamped addressed 
envelope for -pffCHlpectuB and - circulars, to the 
SPECIALIST OU ©CCOTLT SCIENCE,

J C. F. GRUriBlNE,
AlaouqaiuJIloa^fNtUeMtuut Hill Sta., 

■ ItoataM; HasN,

violation of that statute law in the conduct of his life and in the gather
ing of his fortune? '

In what respect are the methods by which‘Brother Rockefeller has
accumulated his many millions different from those of Brother Bryan 
in gathering his thousands? Neither of them-is in prison; and the as-' 
sumption is that neither is guilty of any offense; recognized by the stat
ute law as immoral. That Brother Rockefeller has more millions than 
Brother Bryan has thousands does not affect the. principle.

The truth is that the methods of money-making pursued by Brother 
Rockefeller are not different in essential morals from those of business 
men generally, whether these are successful or. unsuccessful in the chase. 
They engage in a competition which does vibleh.ee to the principles, of 
Christianity as laid down in the Sermon on the Mount. If Brother. 
Rockefeller’s “life jrecord shows extraordinary moral obliquity,” as 
Brother Bryan asserts, the whole system of trade and business of Christ
endom is of like obliquity.

"We do not offer any defense of Brother Rockefeller. We simply 
point out that in essence his methods are.general and notpeculiar—that' 
there is no “extraordinary obliquity” in them. ■ Read, the testimony 
in the life insurance investigation now going on; analyze your own 
methods and motives in moneyynaking. . . : \ .

As to the priestly organization, the practicar effect of the Christian 
organization, “the chürch’,’’ has always been averse,to morality, and is 
now.—William Kingdon Clifford, •,

Man is not born to solve the problem of the universe, but to find out 
what he has to do; and to restrain himself within the limits of his com
prehension.— Goethe- ". •

Consciousness Analyzed
A Study of the Consciousness oftfie setousness is not asleep. Our legs com 

Unconscious. / Unue to move us In the direction we 
'l ' ' ' " have fixed for them, the right corners

are turned, and our eyes, the guardians 
of the body, remain on the watch toConBciousiieBS,.or. to coin a more

English word, “awareness,” is the most „„ . , ,.
important of all mental phenomena, [gs w»1» of .approaching danger in the

■ ~ .. .. . I v .w*1* . > I»* fillflnA nF P.nlliQinna whinh ma avrAA nashape of collisions’, which we avoid, as 
we say mechanically., Nor ■ does theset forth in toe Chicago Tribune] inas- 

much'as it is the first manifested.symp
tom of life and its loss the recognized 
attendant of death; yet it has, till now, ... ■
defied all the researches of toe physlob sounds although a well■ • 1 - known voice may speak near ns in

DR. C. E. WATKINS’
latest Offer

'All who are iir and who ore not now receiving 
any benefit from medical treatments, and who 
will write ns enclosing stamps for reply, sending 
us also.their name In full, correct address, symp- 
•toms and age. we will diagnose your case

- FREE,
And will explain toyou ‘why we believe that our 

• _.neyv njothod of preparing medicine'

-IS the Best.
1 Kindly.write us if you are not now receiving 
treatment with benefit

Wik E. WATKINS,
HOTEL WESTLAND,

\ !i:; ... Baek Bay, Boston, Mass. .

Ï==^S;^==::7^7=:==:===^ , —

ANDREW U. SPINNEY, M. D
.Who has bad

Forty Tears* Experience in the Study 
and’ Practice of Medicine, Two

Years Prof, in a Medical 
College, Ten Years

IN SAN1TAIUUM WORK, 
Safi U » Nntnrul Clairvoyant. Ho never 
falls in diagnosis, He has given special attention 
to eye,-ear,’ throat und lung troubles, also all 
forms ot nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
fails to cure piles. If yon would like an opinion 
of your case FREE, write lust how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your hand 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply, . '

-, . Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D.
Prop. Rded City Sanitarium, Reed City; Mich.

case of normal sleep differ, save in de
gree. Although blind and deaf to brdl-

oglst. Its external organs are, it is 
true, easy to be perceived. We • now 
know, though dimly, how the sensory 
nerves, through which alone we receive 
impressions from the external world, 
communicate their views, with a speed 
comparable to, but Inferior to, that of 
light or electricity. In some cases di
rectly, In others through the spinal cord 
to the brain, where they arouse and stir 
into activity the neurones or pyramidal 
cells situate within thé cortex of its 
gray matter. But beyond this we can
not go. .

What physiology can dp for us, how
ever, psychology has .attempted, and the 
experiments made by Dr, Pierre Janet, 
Charcot’s no less eminent successor at 
the Salpetiere, have shown that in cer
tain abnormal cases every, portion of 
the brain is not equally conscious at the 
same time. With patients attacked by 
catalepsy he has shown that the con
sciousness of the Individual breaks up 
Into at least two parts, of which one 

.'part remains active, while the other 
sinks into abeyance. Thus, a catalep
tic’s arm or leg, when once placed in 
any position by external means, will re
main so fixed during the remainder ot 
the attack, without the patient being 
conscious of the fatigue thereby caused 
to the muscles or to the force of gravi
tation compelling it to take another 
pose; Yet this is not due to any unnat
ural rigidity or spasm of the muscles. 
On the contrary, the limb in question 
remains perfectly plastic, and can be 
made to change from one position to an
other at the will of the observer. 
Hence, he argues, the only thing which 
Is missing from the brain of the patient 
is the “awareness” of what is taking 
place, and it is therefore in the position 
of a telegraph receiving station from 
which, though messages are sent to it, 
the operator is absent. Similar phe
nomena occur with patients attacked 
by diseases less rare than catalepsy, 
such as epilepsy, hysteria, and somnam
bulism. Perhaps the most cruel of

hushed tones without our awaking, and 
regular and expected movements, such 
as those caused by the motion of a tram 
or ship, seem to have ratjier a lulling 
effect on us than otherwise—let a sud
den and unexpected sound strike our 
ears, or a hand be abruptly laid upon 
us, and how swiftly the whole ego be
comes aware of it, and leaps back into 
full life with the whole of its conscious
ness regained. Some part of the con
sciousness has really been on the watch 
all the time.

From these facts Dr. J. Grasset has 
constructed a theory of the conscious
ness which at least demands attention. 
He holds that besides the full or upper, 
consciousness which we all know, and 
which inspires what we may call our 
reasoned movements, man possesses a 
lower or more sensual psychic center, 
which is, according to him, Independent 
of the other. This, which he calls the 
"polygon,” from the fact that the differ
ent centers of bodily sensation In the 
brain seem to form a many angled fig
ure, is charged with the supervision of 
the functions which we call instinctive,

MRS. »8A* A. PRICE
Will give Clairvoyant roadings by mart, assisted 
by a spirit teachflBOf Aaarbrogy, an ancient Greek, 
will diagnose phnsjcalaconditionH, und give ad
vise of the Spirit j?liyeicittn;. Will tell you of ma
terial conditions «ind givo; spiyltt advise, Send 
lock of-halr. UatCiOf birth, and one dollar, • Laws 
of mediumship UmphL u.Obsesslop or any unde
sirable infiuonce «ured.ii28 First st,, N» E„ Wash
ington. D.C

Books on Development.
ÌSTHerc uro standard. practical, long'tested 

books on Spiritual Dovelupment. at a nominal 
coat, They will appeal tu you. 1
. rarOlairvoyanc©.’-160 pages, cloth; teaches 
now lo aeé uplrlUj. practice telepathy, enter spirit 
world at will, communo with the so-called dpad, 
develop second sight, locato minerals and find 
hidden treasures. Endorsed by Lilian Whiting. 
Henry Wood, W. J. Colville, Prof. Harradln and 
all leading teachers. Price, 81.60«

pr Auvns and Color«.—A wonderfully help
ful book on how to see and read auras and colors, 
learn people’s atmospheres: contains a color dic
tionary; Price 60 cts.

CirPBychomptrj’.—How to read the soul of 
things. This book teaches you how to become a 
PSYChometrlst. Price, 60 cts.

iZTReuliznilou.—A book that opens the way 
to the realisation of one’s divinity, It teaches 
you how to.ententbe super-consciousness. Price, 
60 eta. • '

df'Deatli and Beyond.—A book of revela
tions. price, cloth. 60 cts.

insecure a large crystal for crystal gasine or 
'reading. Price. 12.25; postage propaid.•

- fiend1 moneyalo
J. C. F. QRUMBINE,

Algonquin Road, Chestnut fliil Sta., 
Bòston* Mass. ;

1 -tlttirt'AnCoo«A;eiauia<® Benefactor,'.x. 
Io teach: o.<iàb«:mocrcat;i;<Opporluulty .of yo.ur 
life.. surely-riaitw pctunl ^cardMor particulars.- 
The-addrese xt cad ot the best known meal urns, 
Mill be: iorwardedl to .thdte UeBirlnfc IV wheae 
guidés deciare the grand-enterprise will-bo a auc- 
ceaa. - Address, A; W. COUBCHAlNE. Port Ollu- 
ton, O., Agent

MARY W." TITUS,
Readings by mull Only. Send selhaddresbed 

envelope and <1.00 tor full reading. Send date of 
blrtb'and month. , ' ’

Vegetable. Magnetized Tablets,
SLOOferBox. '

For general debility, Beatoreihealth and strength 
No. 7 Washington St,.'Bradford, Pa.-

Is ono of the oldest and most successfdl Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velous; his examinations are freo to all who send 
him name, age.-sex, and lock of hair, and 6 cents 
in stamps. He doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exlinuHtion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land. Ho cures you in your own home.

Address, J. S. LOUCKS. M. D.,
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham Mass..

these cases are those of local anaes
thesia, where the hysteric during the 
attack does not feel pain if pricked or 
burned in one particular part of the 
body,' although remaining sensitive 
enough in all the rest.

Clearly, argues Dr. Janet, In these 
cases the consciousness of the patient 
has become split up, one part being 
alive, while the remainder Ib In appear
ance dead. Yet it is not dead in reality. 
One knows by other tests that the part 
supposed to be insensitive is, in fact, 
telegraphing its sensations to the brain 
just as much as the other. But the 
central receiving station has now be
come not one, but two.

These, it may be said, are cases of 
disease, but things happen every day 
to the most normal of us that can be 
explained by the same theory. How 
often do we walk along the street think
ing,-as we say, “of something else,” 
with one part of our consciousness in 
evident abeyance? Friends may pass 
us without our recognizing them, inci- 

. dents in the ordinary, life of the streets 
take-place around us without our being 
aware-of them; but our whole con-

LIFE 18 WHAT YOU MAKE IT.

Carl A. Wickland, assisted ’ by others.' 
Friends and co-workers cohdially in
vited. Residence 616 N. Wells.street.

DC I TUC SOO.OOO'PersonS.DIed Last Year 
UFA 1 Hi OF CONSUMPTION
And every one of-those, persons-first had Catarrh, 
Why Do Ton Saffcr £With Catarrh, Hay Fe
ver and Asthma, and run the risk of dying with 
consumption: when you can b&cured. MO-NO, 
The <3rea4= Catarrh Men^ly Will Cure 
You. We will mall ymrajU cent hottie of 310. 
NO for IP cents in stumps

PANAMA UED. CO.,
• Box 796. St, Louis, No,

Victor VogeTs Orchestra.
First Class Tlusic Furnished

fo> Parties, Balls. Receptions. Weddings, Enter
tainments, etp. Office and residence. 4218 Chain
plain »Te3ue<ChlcaTo, Ill. Mr» Vogel is a well- 
known Spiritualist of Chicago, and a natural born 
musician and composer of some note. His Or
chestra is composed of first.class musicians, and 
with the extensive Repertory of the
Latest and Most Popular Music, 
we feel confident that he will give perfect satis
faction at the dances and enteitalnments given 
bvRplrltualfst Mocletles of. Chicago. Give 
him a trial. A postal ctird to him will receive 
prompt answer,

.. THL GOSPEL Oh NAW . 
Is a most excellent work by Dr. M. L- Sherman, 
assisted by Prof. W.' F. Lyon.. Heretofore It 
has been sold for 82,butlhoprl(» now has beep

. reduced to Í1.. It is, a.ibook that will interése 
and Instruct; It contains 280 pages, and Is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium of rare qualljies.end bls work Is a 
reflection from thacelestlal spheres. ■

HARMONICS OF EVOLUTION.
• The Philosophy .of Individual Life, Based 

Upon Natural Science -
As taught by modoru masters of law.: By Flor
ence Huntley.. An exceedingly Interesting and 

- distinctly valuable contribution: to the litera
ture of evolution, unfolding Its laws from the 
deeper and clearer: spiritual aspect, and in
dicating the defeats onihe Danrtnlan theory. 
Spiritualists ani&MnteElaljsts . alike can gam 
much from its perusak-. Price, Unely bound In 
0k>th.S2.

Church of the .Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every-Sunday 
in room 309 Masonic Tdmple. Service 
11 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a..;m. Pas-, 
tor’s address, 3802 Ridge avenue, Rog
ers Park. Day at home, Friday. _

• The Band, of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the'Soul, meets at room 
512 -Masonic Temple, every first and 
third Thursday of the month. After
noon session, 3 o’clock; -evening ses-. 
slon, 7:30. . Everyone attending is re
quested to- furnish < refreshments for' 

■6:15 suppers Coffee tickets;10 cents.

•‘Bight Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By 
Dr. M..B. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations.^ A plea 
for justice and equality m all the rela
tions of life between men and women. 
Oloih. 75 cents; leatherette. 50 cents,

"The Attainment ot Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and.Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner." Of especial Interest 
and value. Price $1. • • ■ -

The OontmBadments Analyst, nHsa 
« cents., Blg Blble Stories, doth. 59 
gaala. For cals nt this eSm ,

IMPORTANT WORK.

^'Official Reglate’r. ofofhe .National, State 
and' Local ^fte-ItuiHst'Associations of 
the United Stateffiand-Canada, With 
Lyceums, • C#mptMeetings and Me
diums." . ' '

- The above is.the tttle or a highly im
portant illustnateib work, gotten, up with- 
painstaking carp, b# ; Mrs. Laura G. 
Flxen, the efficisnt'-Btce-presldent of the 
Illinois’ State .'SpiriiaaUst - Association, 
1047-Carmen Avenue, Chicago.' It con
tains-100 pages hnd ¡will prove of great 
value to those :who wish to get informa
tion in regard to the different societies 
located in various .parts.of the country. 
It is gotten up in a most beautifully ar
tistic style, and reflects great credit on 
its compiler. This; long needed work 
will' impress the casual-.observer -with 
the extensive following we have, and 
the dignity due to the; grandest, and- 
most important philosophy now. be
fore the whole civilized world. It leads 
off with a magnificent- photo-engraving 
of Mrs. Abby Louise Pettengill, presi
dent of the "City of Light” Assembly; 
Lily Dale, N. Y., who is a prominent fac
tor in the education process now going 
on In our ranks. This Official Register 
can be obtained by addressing this of
fice. Price- $1.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER 
. Shad three two-cent stamps, lock of 
hajr,.age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker
230 North Sixth St.
- Ban Jose, Call

Il LlnhAApfiif Restores Lost Vision; 
n WUllUui I UI Write for Illustrated Circular 
XnonHnia showing styles and pricesand 
OuuULdUlui photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mall, as If you wdre In my office. Thousands will 
testify. B. r. POOLS.

<8 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. RI
Dear Mr.Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect I 

can say perfection, I shall recoinmend them to 
- my friends.. Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Loa Angeles, Cal.

fATADDH the CO-RO NAWf* ! A RR 11 to the most successful ^4* * 'J.**»«« treatment for Catarrh 
and Head Colds. I will send it on.S days* 
trial free to all readers of The Progressive 
Thinker. AGJENTS. I edn start you with a capi
tal of Si., and land you with a bank account of
SI,OOO. Address, E.J, WORST, 

. 20 Elmore Block. Ashland, O.

To the preacher life’s a sermon, 
To the joker it’s a jest;

. To the miser life 1b money, 
To the loafer life is rest.

To .the lawyer life’s a trial, 
To the poet life’s a song;

To the doctor life’s a patient 
That needs treatment right along.

To the soldier life’s a battle, 
To the teacher life’s a school ;

Life’s a “good thing” to the grafter, 
It’s a failure to the fool.

1 To the man upon the engine 
Life-’s a long and heavy grade;

It’s a gamble to the gambler, 
To the merchant life is trade.

Life’s a picture to the artist, 
To the rascal life’s a fraud;

Life perhaps is but a burden 
.To the man beneath the hod.

Life is lovely to the lover, 
To the player life is play;

Life may be a load of trouble 
To the man upon the dray.

Life is but a long’vacation
To the man who loves his work;

Life’s an everlasting effort 
To shun duty to the shirk.

To the heaven blest romancer 
Life’s a story ever new;

Life is what we try to make it— 
Brother, what is life to you?

—S. E. Kiser.

SELF-GOVERNMENT.

As

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances IL Loucks, one of the greatest Psychic 

wonders llvlnr that uses the spiritual X-ray with
out spy leading symptom to direct, and locate all 
internal diseases, A trial will convince you. 
Nervous exhaufiUon and lost vigor of Doth sexes’ 
successfully •,treated, as hundreds can testify. 
Send native, age, sex, complexion and 10 cents in 
stamps; and receive a-correct diagnosis of your 
case, Irce.Ayorlh dollara to you. Address,

EKANCES L. LOUCKS,
S5 ;Van-en st., Stoneham. Maw.

HAtLRIftLIZATION
Mme; E. d'Esperauce, and -“Materialization a 
Fact to Nature.” by B. F. Austin. Amostex- 
eeUent worlc. Price 10c.

The Wonders of Life.
By ER1ÒEST HAECKEL, Author of “The 

Riddle of the UUlvprse.?, This book is confined 
tothc realm of, organic science, and treats of 
‘‘Thè Knowledge, Naturo, .Functions and Histo
ry òf LiforV Price, cloth, 81.50.

; Jhe Oie of the U
: By Prof. Ernest Haeckel, -
:/ • -Of the University of Jena,. '■

. This Is on English translation of Professor 
Haeckel’s magnificent work “Die Weltrathset.“ 
The main strength'of the book lies in a terse 
and telling summary of scientific achievements 
of the nineteenth century In their-relation to 
“The Riddle ot the Universe.” Dr. Haeckel has 
a world-wide reputation, and this-Is Uis su
preme effort J?rice, cloth, 81,50. ..

TI1C C AI II . rrs nature, re. TIIL SOUL . PRESSIONsfN HuZ 

MAN EMBODIMENTS? Third edition now on 
sale. Price Bl.OO. This Is one of the best books 
glveh by rhe guides ot Mrs Cora 1». V. Richmond. 
They are really lesson^ published primarily; ns 
a book ot-referonce tor. those who. have been 
members ot the-classes receiving them.; This 
volume is a careful compilation. from reports ot 
lessons, oontainltlg the bases ot the teachings.

THUMBSCREW AND RACK. .
„Torture Implements employed to the iBth and 
Mth eentnrieB Jor the promulgation of Chris- 
gaaity,vrtthjpfctort&IlUpstratfws. By George 
S. Mwdon^E Price, 10 cans. - - J- —

as also of those the daily exercise of . ; J 
which has become familiar to us by - J
use. Among these he would include ;;
toe passions and toe emotions which ' 
we share with the lower animals, such 
as, for instance, the unreasoning fear, 
anger, and the like displayed by crowds.

Not the least valuable point of Dr. 
Janet’s theory is that it explains in 
great measure the important part 
played in our dally lives by this divis
ion of the consciousness. Whatever 
view we may take of the physical ma
chinery of thought, there can be no 
doubt that its long and uninterrupted 
exercise puts a vast strain upon the 
powers of the body, and leads to the ex
penditure of what we call nervous force. 
Now, later researches all indicate that 
while toe energy of the muscles is 
really increased by constant use, and is 
In effect inexhaustible, this does not 
hold good for nervous force, which, 
once expended, can only be renewed by 
long continued rest, and even then by 
means which we cannot accurately 
trace. But nearly all actions of mind 
or body tend, when constantly repeated, 
to become, as it were, mechanical, or to 
pass, in Dr. Janet’s language, from the 
control of the upper to that ot the lower 
consciousness. If we compare, tor in
stance, the laborious reasoning by 
which a child succeeds in casting up a 
long column of figures with the machine
like ease that enables a bank clerk to 
go through his ledger, with, perhaps, 
his mind at the same time occupied 
with his own thoughts, we see that this 
must be toe case. But toe greatest 
blessing conferred on us by the posses
sion of two states instead of only one 
slate of consciousness is that of sleep, 
whereby, while the body, instead of 
being “left naked to its enemies," re
tains enough consciousness for its own 
protection, the higher functions of the 
brain obtain the rest which alone en
ables them to gain fresh strength for 
toe renewal of the struggle with the 

: coming day.
JOHN A. HOWLAND.

Maintained in the Public Schools, 
With Excellent Results.

$300,000 IN THE BALANCE.

Spiritualists May Lose a Big Bequest.

Organized self-government of chil
dren by children for- children, is in suc
cessful operation in many of the schools 
of New York,'Philadelphia, and other 
localities. It ought to be introduced 
everywhere, for it has. solved the prob
lem of municipal politics, and has vindi
cated the wisdom of representative gov
ernment, irrespective of sex. Like the 
system of “Juvenile courts," as a sub
stitute for ordinary police supervision, 
it has proved its superior efficiency, and 
has come to stay.

The first trial of the new system was 
made in a disorderly. scho.ol of more 
than 2,000 pupils in one of the suburbs 
of New York. The whole discipline of 
the school was placed in the nands of 
the children themselves. They elect a 
mayor and.council; Their teachers are 
predent at the meetings o? the council, 
and retain ultimate authority, but rare
ly exercise it.- Formerly the constant 
presence of policemen was required on 
the playgrounds. Within a week, with 
the right and responsibility of govern
ing themselves, the school became or
derly and law-abiding.

In these miniature republics of boys 
and girls, governing themselves and 
each other by universal suffrage, hold
ing their own courts, making and en
forcing their own laws, no special legis
lative or private . interest has - any 
chanqe. There is no graft, no boodle, 
no collusion between their police and 
wrong-doers.

President Roosevelt has commended 
the teaching of civics by this admirable 

-plan. Many eminent educators give it 
their enthusiastic approval. But if chil
dren, without distinction of sex, have 
thus demonstrated their ability to carry 
on, government, how long will It be be
fore the same principle will be applied 
to all citizens, men and women, with 
similar beneficent results?—Henry B. 
Blackwell in Woman’s JournaL

Bloomington, Ill.—Spiritualists the 
world over who have been interested in 
the remarkable will of J. T. Crumbaugh 
the wealthy banker of this county, who 
left his estate of nearly $300,000 to the 
cause of Spiritualism, will be disap
pointed in learning that this sum may 
'be lost, because of a decision of rela
tives to contest.

Mr. Crumbaugh died last April and 
there was great surprise when it was 
learned that his property had been 
left to the Spiritualistic cult with in
structions to erect a magnificent 
church in his home city of Leroy and 
also a free public library in the same 
place. The remainder of the estate 
was to be used for instruction in the be
lief.

With the use of this large sum the1 
followers of Spiritualism anticipated a 
boom in that belief and there was re
joicing wherever the facts became 
known. Mr. Crumbaugh became a be
liever in Spiritualism several years 
prior to his death and was most enthus- 
istlc. !

Say Spirits Instructed Him.

It was declared by followers of the 
cult that he had received instructions 
to so dispose of his estate from spirits 
with whom he was in communication 
prior to his death. His widow, who 
was left but a small portion of the es
tate, freely renounced her dower inter
est and entered as heartily Into the pro
posed disposition of the property as had 
her husband. Now it has just developed 
a number of relatives who are entitled 
to a share in the property are disposed 
to dispute the will, claiming that Mr. 
Crumbaugh was not mentally compet
tent when the will was drawn.—Molina1 
Dispatch.

CATHOLICISM AND PERSECUTION,

Some Pertinent Illustrations In Refer
ence to the Same in the New 

York Sun.

"A Catholic Priest” is perfectly jus
tified in saying that the motive of the • 
Massacre of St. Bartholomew was po
litical rather than religious, though re
ligion was the basis of the parties. But 
history will not bear him out if he con
tends that Rome was clear of the busi
ness. Te Deum was sung in St. Peter's; 
a triumphal medal was struck; a tri
umphal picture was painted on the wall 
of the Vatican; a triumphal oration was 
composed by the papal orator, who said 
that on the night of the massacre the 
stars had shone with unwonted brill
iancy and the Seine had rolled an am
pler tide that it might cast forth the 
foul carcasses into the sea.

It is unfortunately true that the 
habit of persecution was transmitted 
by the Church of, the Middle Ages and 
the Inquisition to Protestantism, and 
especially to the State Churches. But 
it presently died out, and Protestantism 
how heartily renounces it and thinks' 
with shame of the burning of Servetus.'

However, ! do not want to bandy ac
cusations and reproaches. We welcome 
a sign of grace when a representative 
of the Church of Innocent HL, of Tor- 
quemada, of Philip IL, of Alva, of Louis 
XIV. and his Dragonades, of the Jesuit, 
of the Syllabus, .shows that he is 
ashamed of persecution;

GOLDWIN SMITH.
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Spiritualist Meetings

THE MOTE AND THE BEAM.

to free religion. Among its contrib- 
- utors were Edward Everett Hale, O. B, 

‘ Frothingham, Robert Collier, George
W. Julian and many other citizens of

periodical edited by F. E. Abbott and t Ur by HF. Underwood and devoted

l-rçgÿç

IMPORTANT-WORK.

IfaÄR
MRS. M. F. DAUnWIN. Box 1212 Chinato, J11.

Annie Lord- GuutuDerlaluM Card»
. Dear friends,-you can ¿raatly -help me care tor 

my blind alsler, Jennie L. Wcnb. one of the earl- 
leal mediums now in the form, by wrt Unr a letter 
to a spirit friend. Sead |t tomo AvicH4L and 1 will 
try and get reply by .independent writing or wMs* 
pure. Address Mrs. Aunis Lord Chamberlain, MU4 
lord Masa.

DBADING BY MAH 0NLY,- 25 0BNTS. 8END 
ab date ot blrth, Questione anewered. Mra. Mld- 
dlelon, 5"0 Sierra Et, lea Anglica', Cui.

POMMIINIOATIOKH by automatic and iu- 
xJ eplrational wrl.ing: 'One dollur.for three quea- 
tioum aleo eaoaya. lectures,etc., received through 
amne power; aend lor quotaliona. Addreeq 0. b. 
COX, SI W. Botolph St., Boateu.Muea;

MRS. MA15 A. PRICE
Will give Clairvoyant roadings by mall, assisted 
by a spirit teachenof1 Asworogy. an ancient Greek. 
Will diagnose ptasicaUaondhions. flnd give ad
vise of the SplrltJphyBtoten.. Will toll you of ma
terial conditions tUnd givo spiyitt advise, Send 
lock of-halr. datejof birth, and one dollar, Daws 
of mediumship taught (¿.Obsession or any undo- 
slrable influonco <cured.jM28 First st,, N, E„ Wash
ington. D. C

MRS.G.PARTKIDGE FuU^ieadlng 
11.00; abort reading, RI eta ; three questions an
swered, 26 ets.; by mali-'only, 13 Aahland Bout. 
Chicago. . ? •

Mediumship and Devefoonient.
11 yon wliih |o unloldjwDur psychical powers, to 

attain succebu in younqpeclal or any phase, and 
at avprylow pd£b, send a stamped addressed 
envelope for rpitfi*pecti|* and circulars, to the 
SPECIALIST OH ©OCCULT SCIENCE,

J. C. S’, CRUITBINE,
AlffongrUnAoad'jCIieMnut Hill Stu.,

• Mass.

Consciousness Analyzed
A Study of the Consciousness of t|ie sclousness 1b not asleep. Our legs con-

8 The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Ready to Battle for Spiritual, Pure and Unadulterated) and for All That Tends to Eleyate and Uplift Humanity

“THOMAS PAINE.-PBESENTED TO THE CITY OF PHILADEL
PHIA, OCTOBER 13,1876, BY THE LIBERALS OF AMERICA.” 
ADDED TO THIS WAS THE FURTHER INSCRIPTION, “BUT RE
JECTED BY SELECT COUNCIL.” ALL THIS WAS POLISHED 
OFF, AND THE INSCRIPTION NOW STANDS AS IT DID ORIGI
NALLY, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE WORD “LIBERALS,” 
WHICH THE BOARD WANTED CHANGED TO ' ‘ PATRIOTS. ’ ’

' Fight for the Bust of Thomas Paine 
Won by a Woman, Mrs. Kilgore, of 
Philadelphia, an Attorney—End of a 
Thirty Year Contest to Have Piece of 
Sculpture Representing ‘‘Author-Hero 
of the Revolution" Put In Independ
ence Hall.
Philadelphia, Pa.—Thomas Paine, 

■whose writings did so much tor the 
cause of liberty, probably rests easier 
in his grave now that the fight ot thir- 
ty years to secure a place in Independ
ence Hall for his bust was won and the 
memorial reposes in-a prominent place 
in the building. The credit belongs to 
Mrs Carrie Kilgore, a well-known at
torney of this city. Ever since the bust 
was presented to the city in 1876, it 
has been in Mrs. Kilgore’s custody.

■ The fund for the purchased the bust 
■was started by the Boston Index, a

authorities and have the bust given the 
consideration that she considered was 
its due.

Early this spring Mrs. Kilgore de
termined to make another effort to 
have the bust placed. She wiote to 
the board which has charge of collect
ing relics for Independence Hall, re
viewing the history of the bust. She 
said that friends had urged that she 
should present the bust to the congress
ional library in Washington, but that 
site considered it would reflect on Phil
adelphians us narrow-ipinded and big
oted when the only reason the Paine 
bust was excluded from Independence 
Hall years ggo was on the plea that he 
had no religion, whereas it is generally 
conceded that his religion was Identical 
with that of Franklin and Jefferson.

Original Inscription Altered.

scrlption was changed. This was done, 
and the statue is now In Independence 
Hall. The original inscription read:

"Thomas Paine. Presented to the 
cltv of Philadelphia October 13,1876,by

■ - ‘ ' 1.” Added toequal intellect and patriotism, c-■■ r—.
Notwithstanding the distinguished the liberals or America. _ 

persons interested in the memorial, a this was the further inscription, Bu 
select council, -which was called to rejected by;
consider tlie gift, rejected it absolutely, was polished off, and Ihe inscriE। 
and would give it no place, Neither now stand? as It Old originally, w1Ü 
would Memorial Hall or the Pennsyl-, the exception of the vrord Liberals, 

which the board wanted changed tovanla Academy of the fine arts accept 
it, even for temporary exhibition, and 
assume responsibility for its safe keep
ing. Mrs. Kilgore, who was treasurer 
for the fund, assumed the custody of 
the bust, and has tried vainly at Inter
vals to put the matter before the proper

"Patriots.”
1 Sydney H. -Morse of Boston, was 

sculptor of. the bust, which cost $1,200, 
It is of white marble, mounted on a 
shaft of granite, with a surbase of^Ten- 
nessee marble..

ft W®ive Mf Unconsqlou?., ,

A Paper that Never Falters, NeverPauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Mortality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole .Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

¡The-Interesting Part They Play in the Lives of Two Prominent Men, 
John Davison Rockefeller, the Richest Man in the World, and William 
Jennings Bryan, the Great Politician; and Twice a Candidate for the 
Presidency—The Mote and the Beam Analyzed by the New York Bug.

■ It is recorded in the Gospels that in the Sermon1 onAhe Mount, Jesus 
used this language, and we quote it as particularly applicable to a case 
which we shall proceed to relate: * ■ /

“Judge not, that ye be not judged; for with what judgment ye judge 
ye shall be judged; and with what measure ye mete it shall be meas-' 
ured to you again.

- “And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother’s eye, but 
considerest not .the beam that is in thine own eye? Or how-wilt thou 
say to 'thy brother, Let. me pull out the mote out of thine eye; and, be
hold, a beam is in thine own eye.

“Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; and 
then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote of thy brother’s eye.”

It is Important when a meeting is 
Buspenffed, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. Wo 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero Lu public halls at the present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p, m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue aud W. 13th street.

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasking’s hall, 30th and Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m; Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor. ' 
■ Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, In 
Vincennes Hal], 35th ,and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May. Eljpo, „pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser.’ All wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold services every Sundny.-at 3 and 8 
p. m„ at Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
and miislc. Mrs, Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. Come and bring 
your friends.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices evgry Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, jit 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert pastor.

The Church of thé Psychic Forces' 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lee-

firs. J. K. D. Conant-Henderson,
(Formerly Banner of Light Medium.)-

Psychometrist and Business 
Medium,

108 Dartmouth Street, Boston, Mau, 
Near Copley Square, Room, 6-6.

Sittings Daily. IQ to 4, Eventug by appointments 
Public Circle,'Fridays, 2;80; Sundays 7.

Can Be Engaged for Funerals 
and Platform Work.

£>etters Answered,

DR. C. E. WATKINS’
Latest Offer

AB who are IB and who are not now receiving 
any benefit from'medical treatments, and who 
will write us enclosing stamps for reply, sending 
us also tholr numu In full, correct address, symp- 
toms and age. we will diagnose your case

' FREE,

MA1I. JUMK and birth-date.. -a queBtlonn an- 
.Gwered,. Free 8 jndiiy Horyjces, 81st- A Indi

ana ave,, 8lo l0 p;H. ReaUinga ¿ally, MRS;- DIX
ON, 41 East 31st St., Chicago.'. - -

And will explain to yon why we believe that our 
new method ot preparing medicine

•Is the Best.
Kindly write ubH you are not now receiving 

treatment with benefit

DR. G. E. WATKINS,
HOTEL WESTLAND, 

i . Baek Bay. Boston, Mass.

The mote in the brother’s eye which Christian brethren are now un
dertaking to pull out is in the eye of Brother John Davison Rockefeller. 
This brother is pre-eminently a ■ Christian, in a conventional sense at 
least. He is a thorough-going Baptist, anivery few members of that 
denomination of Christians, the second largest among the Protestant 

, churches of this country, are so punctiliously faithful as he to the relig
ious observances, of his cult. He is a superintendent of a Sunday- 
school aqd is diligent in the performaiices bf the-duties of the'place. 
He is a regular attendant at prater. ;neetipgs,at a. Uw when,such fidel
ity has fallen greatly into desuetude, and liis voice is often raised in. sup
plication-at the now thinly attended gatherings. He has given more 
money for the propagation of the form of Christianity which he be
lieves to be the truest than is contributed by any other Christian of his 
time.

Another Christian, though of a different religious denomination, is 
•Brother William Jennings Bryan. Brother Bryan, thinking that lie 
sees a mote in the eye of Brother Rockefeller, has assumed to himself 
the duty of pulling it out. Brother Rockefeller, he says, “regards him
self as a pious man; in fact, he is quite punctilious in attending upon the 
ordinary means of grace; yet his life record shows extraordinary moral 
obliquity.”

How? In this way, says Brother Bryan:
“He has so long accustomed himself to putting money-making above 

ethical considerations that he can bankrupt a competitor through the 
rebate system, bribe a college with a donation or evade a court summons

ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by’Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland. ' ' '

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; e.yening servibe, 
16 cents. Mrs. Dixon and-her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist.- These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
Btrcet»

A Spiritualist Temple 1 has been 
opened by Mrs. SchWann, at 623 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun-., 
day and Thursday : evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musu at every-ser-' 
vice.

The Spiritual Church of the Students 
of Nature will hold services every Sun
day at 7:30 p. m„ at Van Buren Opera 
House, corner Madison and California 
avenud. Good speakers and test medi
ums. Mrs. M. Schumacher, pastor. ■ 
. ,Th9 ¿German-English Society Bund 
det Wahrhelt No. IS^.holdd'Pdrvices ev- 
eryt.Bjmfiay evening-at 7:30:ln Brandt’s ' 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and.’ Clybourn; end every 
Wednesday evening at 8' o'clock: sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfield Turn
er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium.

The Christian,Occult Church, United. 
Brotherhood Hall. 3245 State street.. 
Every Sunday evening at 7:30. Test 
messages given by good mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance..

The Golden Rule Spiritualist'-Society 
will hold' medtlngs every Sunday at .3 
and 8 p. m., at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. All 
cordially Invited.

Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
Ela avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given

Louis H. Freedman, M. D. 
Tfie Celebrated. Australian Healer, 
and Di ognoBtlclan, ,218 ■ E.Slet street. Phone 

* -• Doudas E617.
Patients, Treated In All Parts of 

the Untied States by Non-Foison- 
¿iis Remedies and Magnetic pads

ANDREW U. SPINNEY, M. D
. .Who has baa

Forty Years* Experience in the Study 
aud' Practice of Medicine, Two 

Years Prof, in a Medical 
College, Ten Years

IN SANITARIUM WORK,
*na O * Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
falls In diagnosis, He has given special attention 
to eye, - ear; throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of ■both aexea. Never 
fails to euro piles. If you would like an opinion 
ot your wee FREE, write lust how you feel with 
your, own hand and hold the letter In your hand 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply,

. Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D. 
Prop. Itoed City Sanitarium, Heed Olty. Mleb.

Consciousness, or. to coin a more 
English word, “awareness," is the most 
important of all mental phenpmerfa, [as 
set forth in the Chicago Tribune] Inas- : 
much as it is the first manifested symp
tom of life and its loss the recognized 
attendant of death; yet it has, till now, : 
defied all the researches ot the physiol
ogist. Its external organs are, it is 
true, easy to lie perceived. We ■ now 
know, though dimly, how the sensory 
nerves, through which alone we receive 
impressions from the external world, 
communicate their views, with a speed 
comparable to. but inferior to, that of 
light or electricity, in some cases di
rectly, in others through the spinal cord 
to the brain, where they arouse and stir 
into activity the neurones or pyramidal 
cells situate within the cortex of its 
gray matter. But beyond this we can
not go. '

What physiology can dp for us, how
ever, psychology has.attempted, and the 
experiments made by Dr, Pierre Janet, 
Charcot’s no less eminent successor at 
the Salpetiere, have shown that ip cer
tain abnormal cases every portion of 
the brain is not equally conscious at the 
same time. With patients attacked by 
catalepsy he has shown that the con
sciousness of the individual breaks up 
into at least two parts, of which one 

■’part remains active, while the other 
sinks into abeyance. Thus, a catalep
tic’s arm or leg, when once placed in 
any position by external means, will re
main’bo fixed during the remainder of 
the attack, without the patient being 
conscious of the fatigue thereby caused 
to the muscles or to the force of gravi
tation compelling it to take another 
pose. Yet this Is nof. due to any unnat
ural rigidity or spasm of the muscles. 
On the contrary, the limb in question 
remains perfectly plastic, and can be 
made to change from one position to an
other, at the will of the observer. 
Hence, he argues, the only thing which 
is missing from the brain of the patient 
is the “awareness" of what is taking 
place, and it is therefore in the position 
of a telegraph receiving station from 
which, though messages aré sent to it, 
the operator is absent. Similar phe
nomena occur with patients attacked 
by diseases less rare than catalepsy, 
such as epilepsy, hysteria, and somnam-

tinue to move us in the direction we 
have fixed for them, the right corners 
are turned, and our eyes, the guardians 
of the body, remain on the watch to 
warn us of approaching danger in the 
shape of collisions, which we avoid, as 
we say mechanically.. Nor does the 
case of normal sleep differ, save in de
gree. Although blind and deaf to ordi
nary sights and sounds, although a well 
known voice may speak near us in 
hushed tones without our awaking, and 
regular and expected movements, such 
as those caused by the motion of a tram 
or ship, seem to have rather a lulling 
effect on us than otherwise—let a sud
den and unexpected sound strike our 
ears, or a hand be abruptly laid upon 
us, and how swiftly the whole ego be
comes aware of it, and leaps back into 
full life with tire whole of its conscious
ness regained. Some part of tlie con
sciousness has really been on the watch 
all the time.

From these facts Dr. J. Grasset has 
constructed a theory of the conscious
ness which at least demands attention. 
He holds that besides the full or upper, 
consciousness which we all know, and 
which inspires what we may call our 
reasoned movements, man possesses a 
lower or more sensual psychic center, 
which is, according to him, independent 
of the other. This, which he calls the 
"polygon,” from the fact that the differ
ent centers of bodily sensation in the 
brain seem to form a many angled fig
ure, is charged with the supervision ot 
the functions which we call instinctive, 
as also of those the daily exercise ot 
which has become familiar to us by 
use. Among these he would Include 
the passions and the emotions which 
we share with the lower animals, such 
as, for Instance, the unreasoning fear, 
anger, and the like displayed by crowds.

Not the least valuable point of Dr. 
Janet’s theory is that it explains In 
great measure the important part 
played in our dally lives by this divls-

■Greatest W
In reachrofiahe;ipO3reot;KfOpportunlty/pf yo.ur 
lifp. Sufe^riBltun pusiai -cardMor- particulars.- 
ThMiddresB ci ami of the best known mediums, 
will be- ifprwardedi to xtbdeo dealrlufr It.- whose 
guides deciare the grand^nterbrlRe will be a eua- 
cess. « Address, A: W. COURCHAlNE. 'Port Cllu- 
ton, O., Agent. “ ,

Books on Development.
. .ta^Here uro standard, practical, lonx-tested 
Dooka on Spiritual Dovelapment, at a nominal 
cost. They will appeal to you.

raroialrvoyance.—160 pages, cloth: teaches 
now to ace spirits, practice telepathy, enter spirit 
world at will; commune jpIUi tho so-called (¡pad. 
develop second sight, locate minerals and iina 
hidden treasures. Endorsed by Lilian Whiting, 
Henry Wood, W. J, Colville, Prof. Hurradin and 
all leading teachers. Price, gl.50,

dr* Aura« nud Colors.—A wonderfully help
ful book on how to see and road auras and colors, 
leapn people’s atmospheres: contains a color dlc- 
tlonavv; Price f>0 ets.

Clf’-i’Byclionjetry.—How to read the soul of 
things. This book teaches you how to become a 
psychometribl. Price, 60 ets.

BTReullznilou,—A book that opens the way 
to the realisation of one's divinity, It teaches 
you how to.enter. the super-consciousness. Price, 
Mcts.

^"BentUana Beyond,—A book of revela
tions. price, cloth. 60 ets.

■ py Secure a large crystal for crystal gazing or 
'reading.- Price. IJ.25; postage prepaid.1

Send: money s’to
J. O. F.URUMBINE,

Algonquin Road, Chestnut Rill Stu., 
Boston, Mass.

bullBm. Perhaps the most cruel of 
these cases are those of local anaes
thesia, where the hysteric during the 
attack does not feel pain if pricked or 
burned in one particular part of the 
body,' although remaining sensitive 
enough in all the rest.

Clearly, argues Dr. Janet, in these 
cases the consciousness of the patient 
has become split up, one part being 
alive, while the remainder is in appear
ance dead. Yet it is not dead in reality. 
One knows by other tests that the part 
supposed to be insensitive is, in fact, 
telegraphing its sensations to the brain
just as much as the other, 
central receiving station has 
come not one. but two.

These, it may be said, are

But the 
now be-

cases of

MARY W: TITUS,
Readings by mail only. Send selfcaddreabed 

envelope and11.00 tor full reading.. Send dale of 
blrth'and month. , - -

Vegetable. Magnetized Tablets,
81.00; >er Box. "

For general debility. Restored health and strength 
No. 7 Washington SMBradford, Pa.

■OB. J. S. LOUCKS
Isbj^e of the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velous; his examinations are free to all who send 
him name, age.-sex, and lock of hair, and 6 cents 
In stamps. He doesn't nek for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderfursuccess, at reduced prices. A trial will 

'convince you. Hie practice extends all over the 
land. --Ho cures you in your own home.

Address, J. S. LOCCH«. M. D.,
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham Masa.,

disease, but things happen every day 
to the most normal of us that can be 
explained by the same theory. How 
often do we walk along the street think
ing,-as we say, "of something else,” 
with one part of our consciousness in 
evident abeyance? Friends may pass 
us without our recognizing them, inci
dents in the ordinary life of. the streets 
take place around us without our being 
aware.of them; but our whole con

ion of the consciousness. Whatever 
view we may taae of the physical ma
chinery of thought, there can be no 
doubt that its long and uninterrupted 
exercise puts a vast strain upon the 
powers of the body, and leads to the ex
penditure of what we call nervous force. 
Now, later researches all indicate that 
while the energy of the muscles is 
really Increased by constant use, and is 
in effect inexhaustible, tills does not 
hold good for nervous force, which, 
once expended, can only be renewed by 
long continued rest, and even then by 
means which we cannot accurately 
trace. But nearly all actions of mind 
or body tend, when constantly repeated, 
to become, as it were, mechanical, or to 
pass, in Dr. Janet’s language, from the 
control of the upper to that of the lower 
consciousness. If we compare, for in
stance, the laborious reasoning by 
which a child succeeds in casting up a 
long column of figures with the machine- 
like ease that enables a bank clerk to 
go through his ledger, with, perhaps, 
his mind at the same time occupied 
with his own thoughts, we see that this 
must be the case. But the greatest 
blessing conferred on us by the posses
sion of two states instead of only one 
state of consciousness is that of sleep, 
whereby, while the body, instead of 
being "left naked to its enemies,” re
tains enough consciousness for its own 
protection, the higher functions ot the 
brain obtain the rest which alone en
ables them to gain fresh strength for 
the renewal of the struggle with the 
coming day.

JOHN A. HOWLAND.

LIFE IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT. $300,000 IN THE BALANCE.

with equal complacency. ” 1
Now, in what respect are the methods in business pursued by Brother 

Rockefeller different intprinciple from those on which business gener
ally is conducted, from those pursued by Brother Bryan, for instance! 
Brother Bryan has made a considerable fortune since he first became 
politically prominent in 1896. As compared with Brother Rockefeller’s 
fortune it is trifling in amount, but as compared with the average pos
sessions of Americans it is great. Brother Bryan could not have ac
cumulated this fortune, great or small, any more than Brother Rocke
feller could have gathered his vast possessions, if he had obeyed the 
principles laid down by Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount, in which is 
summed up the Christian theory of the conduct of life—for example:

“Resist not evil; but whoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, 
turn to him the other also.

“Give to him that asketh thee and from him that would borrow of 
thee turn thou not away. >

“If any man will sue thee at the law and take thy coat, let him have 
thy.cloak also.

“Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth and 
rust doth corrupt and where thieves break through and steak

“Take therefore no thought for the morrow, for the morrow shall 
take thought for the things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil 
thereof.” 7

These were not esoteric instructions and eomnjands. They were 
given by Jesus Ao the “multitudes.” They embody the law of Chris- 
•tianity.

Are they obeyed by Brother Bryan any more than by Brother Rocke
feller?’ Are they obeyed by the civilization of Christendom and could 
the structure of that civilization as it is stand if they should be obeyed 
by it? ■ ■

That civilization, however, has established certain moral laws of its 
own and has expressed them in statute law. "Has Brother Rockefeller 
made himself moW amenable than Brother Bryan to penalty because of 
violation of that statute law in the conduct of his life and in the gather
ing of his fortune? ■ '

In what respect are the methods by which Brother Rockefeller has 
accumulated his many millions different from those of Brother Bryan 
in gathering his thousands? , Neither of them is in prison, and the .as-z 
sumption is that neither is guilty o'f. any offense7 recognised by the stat
ute law as immoral. That Brother Rockefeller has more millions tian 
Brother Bryan has thousands does not affeet the' principle.

The truth is that the methods of money-making pursued by Brother 
Rockefeller are not different in essential morals from those of business 
men generally, whether these are successful or unsuccessful in the chase. 
They engage in a competition which does violence to the principles, of 
Christianity as laid down in the Sermon on the Mount. If Brother 
Rockefeller’s “life,reeord shows extraordinary moral obliquity,” as 
Brother Bryan asserts, the whole-system of trade and business of Christ
endom is of like obliquity.

We do not offer any defense of Brother Rockefeller. We simply 
point out that in essence his methods are.general and not peculiar—that 
there is no “extraordinary obliquity” in them. Read the testimony 
in the life insurance investigation now going on; analyze your own 
methods and motives in monejynaking. ..

As to the priestly organization, the practical effect of the Christian 
organization, “the church",” has always been averse to morality, and is 
now.—William Kingdon Clifford;

Man is not born to solve the problem of the universe, but to find out 
what he has to do; and to restrain himself within the limits of his com
prehension.—Goethe. 1

at 3 and 8 p.-m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds'- 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o’clock, at 819 E. 55th street, between 
Kfmbark and Monroe avenues? Jackson 
Park cars pass the door:;' The^est tal
ent available wlll_be secured; for all 
meetings. To spread the 'truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding • secretary,- 455 E. 55th 
street Entrance to hall. 319 E. 55th 
street

The Spiritual Association of Sixty
ninth street and Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall, 
6922. Hon. D. Gilmour will address the 
meeting at 7:30 .p. m. Conference at. 
2:30 p. tn.

The Rising Sun Mission will hold 
services until further notice, Sunday af
ternoons at 3, evenings at 8 o’clock, at 
Star Lodge Hall, 378 So. Western ave
nue. AH welcome. ’ , ' .

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first street. Services ev
ery Sunday at 8 o. m. Scientific and 
philosophical lectures. Best psychics 
and message, bearers always in attend
ance. Próf. F. M. Stollér,' Cónductor.

Church of the Soul Communion meets 
¿very Sunday at 3 and 8’p. m;; .in Lin
coln Park Lodge Hall, 869 N.- Clark 
street, opposite main entr’anhe Jo Lin
coln Park. Lecture, tests ánd messages 
at each meeting. R. S. Ray¿pastor.

Lake View Spiritual : Union holds 
meetings Sunday aftemohns at 3 
o’clock, at -Wells’ Hall, 1629 North 
Clark street, corner F4etchéf .street 
Services conducted by. Dr. and .Mrs. 
Carl A-. Wickland, assisted by others.' 
Friends and co-wórkers 'condially in
vited. Residence 616 N. Wells.street.

Church of the,Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastoh ■ meets every-Sunday 
in room 309 Masonic Témple. Service 
11 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a. .m. Pas-, 
tor’s address, 3802 Ridge avenue, Rog
ers Park. Day at home, Friday.

■ The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the'Soul, meets at room 
512 Masonic Temple, every first and 
third Thursday of: the month. After
noon session, 3 o’clock; evening ses
sion, 7:30. . Everyone attending is re
quested to- furhich refreshments for 
'6:15 supper. Coffee tickets; 10 cents.

“Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth." Bj 
Dr. M. E. Conger. Au appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations.^ A plea 
for justice and equality m all the rela
tions of Ute between men and 'nomen. 
Cloth. 76 cents; leatherette. 60 cent&

"The Attainment of. Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty. Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner.” Of especial Interest 
-and value. Price $1.

The Oommandmonte Analyzed, jstea 
36 cento.. Big-Bible Stories, cloth, ga

For eale at tMa sm .<

hC 4 TUC 500.000<Persons Died Last Year
UtAHD OFCONSUMPTION
And every one of those pereonsfiret had Catarrh. 
Why Do You SufTA* JVith Catarrh, Hay Fe
ver and Asthma, and run the risk of dying with 
consumption: when you can bgLcnred. MO-NO, 
The Great»Catarrh Will Cure
You. We will Tnall yon a^U cent bottle of JIO- 
NO for 10 cents tn stumps

PANAMA^-MED. CO.,
Box 796. St, Louis, Mo,

Victor Vogel’s Orchestra.
First Class Tlusic Furnished

fo? Parlies, Balls, Receptions. Weddings, Enter
tainments. etpe Office and residence, 4218 Chain- 
plain aveaue/Chicaro, Hl. Mr* Vogel is a well- 
known Spiritualist of Chicago, and a natural born 
musician and composer of some note. His Or
chestra is composed of flrst claps musicians, and 
with the extensive Repertory of tho *
Latest and Most Popular Music, 
we feel confident that be will give perfect satis
faction at the dances and entmtalnments given 
byMplrttuattst Moclette« o€ Chicago. Give 
him a trial. A postal'card to him will receive 
prompt answer,

. THt GOSPEL Of NATURE . 
Is a most excellent wo jk by Dr. &LL. Sherman, 
assisted brProL W. F. Lyon., Heretofore It 
has been sold ¿or 82, hut the Ti Ice now has beep 
reduced to It »It Is hhook .that will interest 
and Instruct.1 It contains 280 pages, and is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherznan was a 
medium of rare qualUies. cnd bls work is a 
reflection from thfl-celoetlai spheres. -

flflRMONIGS OF EVOLUTION.
■ The Philoiophy of Individual Life* Based 

. Upon Natural Science —
Ae taught by modeminasters of jaw,. By Flop 
eneo Huntley». An exceedingly, interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution, to the litera
ture of evolution, unfolding its laws from the 
deeper and clearer: spiritual aspect, and in* 
cheating the detauts ofiithe 'Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists anftuiiawniallstS; alike can gain 
much from its Mrusahv Price, finely bound In 
oloth.&2. .

‘.‘Official Register otdhe -National, State 
- and UocalS^irituatistAssoclationsof

the United Stateff.'and Canada, With 
Lyceums, -ftSmplMeetings and Me
diums.”

.. The above IsJthe title ot'a highly im
portant lllustrwted' work, gotten up with- 
painstaking carp, by Mrs.Laura g. 
Fixen, the.eflidont- vice-president of the 
Illinois State• ’Spiritualist ■ Association, 
1047 Carmen Awenura, Chicago. It con
tains-100 pages fand ¡will prove of. great 
value to those-who. wish to get informa
tion in regard to the different societies 
located in various parts -of the country. 
It is gotten up in a most: beautifully ar- 
tistic style, and reflects great credit on 
Its compiler. " This; long needed work 
will' Impress the casual observer -with 
the extensive following we have, and 
the dignity due to the grandest, and 
most important philosophy now be
fore the whole civilized world.- It leads 
off with a magnificent- photo-engraving 
of Mrs...Abby Louise Pettengill, presi
dent of the “City of Light" Assembly; 
Lily Dale, N. Y., who Is a prominent fac
tor in the education process now going 
on In our ranks.- This Official Register 
can be obtained by- addressing-this of
fice. Price ?1.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER 
. Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 
hair,, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.
- Ban Jose, Call

fl IJnhrlapfiif Restores Lost Vision. H WvllUGl Write for Illustrated Circular 
XnanHnta showing styles and pricesand 
OUCULdUlUi photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in ma I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mall, as If you wGre In my office. Thousands will 
testify. B. JP. POOLE.

<3 Evanaton Ave.. Chicago. UI
Dear Mr.Fooie:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection, I shun recommend them to 
my friends,. Ever your friend. E, R Robertson, 
Los Angeles, CaL

C ATA RUH THE CO-RO NA wA !rtftllll I0 “o®* successfula • A ******* treatment lor Catarrh 
and Bend Colds. I will send It ou.5 
trial free to all readers of The Progressive 
Thinker.. AGJENTS, IddD start you with a capi
tal of.$1., add land you with a bank account of 
81'OOCh Address, B. J. WORST.

.. 20 Elmore Block. Ashland, O.

To the preacher life’s a sermon, 
To the joker it’s a jest ;

To the miser life 1b money, 
To the loafer life is rest.

To.the lawyer life’s a trial, 
To the poet life’s a song;

To the doctor life's a patient 
That needs treatment right along.

To the soldier life’s a battle, 
To the teacher life’s a school;

Life’s a “good thing” to the grafter, 
It’s a failure to the fool.

• To the man upon the engine 
Life-’s a long and heavy grade;

It’s a gamble to the gambler, 
To the merchant life is trade.

Life’s a picture to the artist, 
To the rascal life’s a fraud;

Life perhaps is but a burden 
To the man beneath the hod.

Life is lovely to the lover, 
To the player life is play;

Life may be a load of trouble 
To the man upon the dray.

Life is but a long vacation
To the man who loves his work;

Life’s an everlasting effort 
To shun duty to the shirk.

To the heaven blest romancer 
Life’s a story ever new;

Life is what we try to make it— 
Brother, what is life to you?

—S. E. Kiser.

Spiritualists May Lose a Big Bequest.

Bloomington, Ill.—Spiritualists the 
world over who have been interested in 
the remarkable will of J. T. Crumbaugh 
the wealthy banker of this county, who 
left his estate of nearly $300,000 to the 
cause of Spiritualism, will be disap
pointed in learning that this sum may 
be lost, because of a decision of rela-

SELF-GOVERNMENT.

As Maintained in the Public Schools, 
With Excellent Results.

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances Loucks, one of the greatest Psychic 

-wonders liviugthat uses tho spiritual X-ray with
out any leading symptom to direct, and locate all 
internal, diseases. A trial will convince you. 
Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes’ 
successfully,-.treated, as hundredscan testify. 
Send name, age, sex, complexion and 10 cents in 
stamps; and receive s- correct diagnosis of your 
case, tree, .worth dollars to you.. Address,

EKAKCES L. LOUCKS,
S5 Warren st, Stoneham. Mui.

nATf.Rl.flLIZATION Materialization,"by 
HmK E. d'Esperauce, and ^Materialization a 
Fact In Nature,” by B. F. Austin. A mostex- 
ceUent wprlr. Price 10c.

The Wonders of Life.
By ERNEST HAECKEL, Author of “The 

Riddle of the Uhlvprse.? This book is confined 
to tho realm of organic science, and treats of 
“The Knowledge, mturo, functions and Hlsto* 
rv otLffe/’ Price, cloth, 81.50.

The Riddfè of the Universe 
By Prof. Ernest Haeckel, • 

Ot tbo’ünlyerelty.ol Jena, .'.
This Is an Enpljsh translation ot Professor 

Haeckel’s tnaguulcentwork “Die Weltrathset." 
The main strength ot tho book lies .In a terse 
and telling summary ot sclentifle achievements 
ot tho nineteenth century in their relation to 
"ThoRlddleof the Univorso." Dr. Haeckel has 
a world-wide reputation, and this is his su
preme effort. .Price, cloth, 81.60.. ..

wsoutisa®: 

MAN EMBODIMENTS.: Third edition now on 
sale. PrlceBLOO. Tiffs is one ot the best books 
given by the guides ot Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily; as 
a book ot.reference tor those who have been 
members of tho. classes receiving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation, from reports of 
lessons, containing the bases of the teachings.

THUMBSCREW AND RACK. .
Torture Implementa employed In thaibthand 

19th centurlesJor the promulgation of Chris- 
totty.-withpictomfllpBt^ By George
S. HacdonaSC Prlta, io cents, a—-------------- -

Organized self-government of chil
dren by children for children, is in suc
cessful operation in many of the schools 
of New York,v Philadelphia, and other 
localities. It ought to be introduced 
everywhere, for it has solved the prob
lem of municipal politics, and has vindi
cated the wisdom of representative gov
ernment, irrespective of sex. Like the 
system of “juvenile courts,” as a sub
stitute for ordinary police supervision, 
it has proved its superior efficiency, and 
has come to stay.

The first trial of the new system was 
made in a disorderly school of more 
than ?,000 pupils In one of the suburbs 
of New York. The whole discipline of 
the school was placed, in the nands ot 
the children themselves. They elect a 

, mayor and council; Their teachers are 
present at the meetings of the council, 
and retain ultimate authority, But rare
ly exercise it;- FbrmeHy the constant 
presence of policemen was required on 
the playgrounds. Within a week, with 
the right and responsibility of govern
ing themselves, the school became or
derly and law-abiding.

In these miniature republics of boys 
and girls, governing .themselves and 
each other'by universal suffrage, hold
ing their own courts, making and en
forcing their own laws, no special legis
lative or private interest has- any 
change. ' There is no graft, no boodle, 
no collusion between their police and 
wrong-doers.

President Roosevelt has commended 
the teaching of civics by this admirable 
plan. Many eminent educators give It 
their enthusiastic approval. But if chil
dren, without distinction of sex, have 
thus demonstrated their ability to carry 
on, government, how long will it bo be
fore the same principle will be applied 
to all citizens, men and women, with 
similar beneficent results?—Henry B. 
Blackwell in Woman’s Journal.

tives to contest.
Mr. Crumbaugh died last April and 

there was great surprise when it was 
learned that his property had been 
left to the Spiritualistic cult with in
structions to erect a magnificent 
church in his home city of Leroy and 
also a free public library in the same 
place. The remainder of the estate 
was to be used for instruction in the be
lief.

With the use of this large sum the! 
followers of Spiritualism anticipated a 
boom In that belief and there was re
joicing wherever the facts became 
known. Mr. Crumbaugh became a be
liever in Spiritualism several years 
prior to his death and "was most enthus- 
istic.

Say Spirits Instructed Him.
It was declared by followers of the 

cult that he had received instructions 
to so dispose of his estate from spirits 
with whom he was in communication 
prior to his death. His widow, who 
was left but a small portion of the es
tate, freely-renounced her dower inter
est and entered as heartily into the pro
posed disposition of the property as had 
her husband. Now it has just developed 
a number of relatives who are entitled 
to a share in the property are disposed 
to dispute the will, claiming that Mr. 
Crumbaugh was not mentally compe
tent when the will was drawn.—Molina1 - 
Dispatch.

CATHOLICISM AND PERSECUTION.

Some Pertinent Illustrations in Refer
ence to the Same in the New 

York Sun.

“A Catholic Priest” is perfectly jus
tified in saying that the motive of the • 
Massacre of St. Bartholomew was po
litical rather than religious, though re
ligion was the basis of the parties. But 
history will not bear him out if he con
tends that Rome was clear of the busi
ness. Te Deum was sung in St. Peter’s; 
a triumphal medal was struck; a tri
umphal picture was painted on the wall 
of the Vatican; a triumphal oration was. 
composed by the papal orator, who said 
that on the night of the massacre the 
stars had shone with unwonted brill
iancy and the Seine had rolled an am
pler tide that it might cast forth the 
foul carcasses into the sea.

It is unfortunately true that the .* 
habit of persecution was transmitted 
by the Church of, the Middle Ages and 
the Inquisition to Protestantism, and 
especially to the State Churches. But 
it presently died out, and Protestantism 
now heartily renounces it and thinks' 
with shame of the burning of Servetus.'

However, I do not want to bandy ac
cusations and reproaches. We welcome 
a sign of grace when a representative; 
of the Church of Innocent III., of Tor- 
quemada, of Philip II., of Alva, of Louis ■. 
XIV. and his Dragonades, of the Jesuit, 
of the Syllabus, .shows that he. is 
ashamed of persecution.

GOLDWIN smith,
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Concerning Clara Watson and Religion.

have no hatred for these Reverend1

SEES A BROADER RELIGION.

Mr. Mangasarlan Descries Decline of

BRIGHT POINTS IN MOTION.

Seemingly They Are Little Entitles.

AN OBJECT ¿ESSON.

The

J

-"-SPIRITUALISM
NO. 829CHICAGO, ILL i^T^4J9O5.

Leaving the Orthodox Church and Find
ing Peace and Rest In Spiritualism.

election a little, chap in Washington, 
predicted that. his' old friend Abraham’ 
Lincoln would become President. Jus,,

form. CHANNING SEVERANCE.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Great Evil of Child Labor 
Georgia. \

Light on thé Question, WqsiLIncoln a 
Spirituali?!?

June 8,1901: •-
': “I was ■ a - Spiiit^fi^land, knew that 
Justin was a me8|abi;.'BD:^ time I. had 
a desire to. takeWm;tb otie of Nettie 
.Maynard's, circles where ' four of us sat 
on a piano whtia, thej medium - was 
playing, the piano,;» vjoHd be raised-from the floor.'-:JL-t^ahedi-to haves-him tin smiled,' but said nothing. “ 
see this, but Mr. h^iren would notl t E. W. HULBURD.

foe Wogfe^itoe Winlwi
Some Interesting Point« In History In 

Reference to These Two important 
Questions—Constantine the Worst 
Except Nero and the Devil.
The Sunday question looms up more 

especially during fair weather. Some 
people think it should be spent in seri
ous thought and badly ventilated rooms 
listening to some platitudes they have 
for the thousandth time. Many claim 
to spend it in any way agreeable to 
themselves which does not injure their 
neighbor. In this matter, Saints Wil
son, Smith, Fraser and others of the 
unco guid don’t agree with St. Paul 
about the Sabbath and other/Jewish 
observances, who left these matters to 
every individual conscience. These 
modern saints, clerical and lay, object 
even to touch mopey gathered for char
ity, because it was the result of an en
tertainment on Sunday. But it is to be 
remarked that money received from the 
city council, collected from the very 
lowest levels, was taken gladly. I hope 
that there will be more such Sunday 
entertainments. . .
. This question of observing the Sab
bath was settled when St. Paul visited: 
Jerusalem specially to confer with 
James and the church there, and It 
was settled In St. Paul’s way for every
one to do as he liked about such mat
ters. After 300 years of practice in 
that way a man of the name of Constan
tine, Emperor of Rome, a man worship
per, did something. This man Constan
tine was perhaps the worst person, ex
cepting Nero and the Devil, that ever 
trod the earth. He was a multl-mur- 
derer! He murdered the following per
sons: Maximian, his wife’s father, A. D. 
310; Bassianus, his sister's -husband, 
A. D. 314; Licinius, his nephew, A. D. 
319; Fausta, his wife, A. D. 320; Sopa- 
ter, his former friend, A. D. 321; Li- 
cinus, his sister’s husband, 325; and 
Crlspus, his own son, A. D. 326!

And it Is to this monster that the 
Christian world today owes the observ
ance of Sunday, the day devoted to the 

. worship of the sun. The pagan priests 
refused to grant him absolution for his 
heinous crimes, a fact the Christian 
priests took advantage of by applying 
their patent process for removing 
stains on character.

"Ah! easy fools,” said Ovid, "to think 
that a whole flood of water e'er can 
cleanse the stain of blood.’’. He was 
absolved and baptised Into the Chrlstjap 
church. These latter events did not 
occur until his death for the reason 
that a person that had accepted the 
faith could venture freely to Indulge 
his passions 'in the enjoyment of this 
world, while they still retained in their 
own hands the means of salvation!

This. most damnable doctrine 
amounts to a direct premium on the 
commission ot crime. Gibbon says: 

. * * Future tyrants were encour
aged to believe that the innocent blood 
they, might shed in a long reign would 
instantly be washed away by the wa
ters of regeneration,” =
।-„This scoundrel, a sunworshipper, who 
had, another heathen, kept the Sun-day 
publicly, ordered the day to supplant 
thé Jewish Sabbath (Bonwick). “He 
commanded that this day should be 
kept holy throughout the whole Roman 
empire, and sent an edict to all govern
ors of provinces to this effect.” (Eu
sebius’ "Life of Constantine.”) Sun-

Of all the rational, clear-headed, and 
common-sense writers, for your col
umns, who accept a belief in Spiritual
ism, CJara Watson easily takes the lead 
and holds it. She always presents sen
sible thoughts and does so in language 
both direct and plain. I never miss 
reading anything she contributes, tor 
her name appended to any article is 
sufficient to establish its worth. She 
never writes to pile up words in profu
sion, but to express ideas, and she does 
with unerring exactness.

Ambiguity plays no part in her pen 
productions, and when you'have read 
what she has to say, you know what she 
means.

Those Spiritualists who are so anx
ious to make a religion out of that 
which, if-frue, is nothing but a fact in 
Nature—spirit existence and commun
ion—would do well to read and reflect 
on her remarks in number 825 directed 
to H, D. Barrett; and all those so deslr- 
oug to be known as “Chrlstiai} Spirit
ualists” can consider with profit what 
she says about that particular brand.of 
religion, for if ever words contained 
the living truth they do.

Religions of all kinds are frauds and 
fakes so great that all others are insig
nificant when placed, in comparison 
with them. They have been so in all 
ages and are to-day; and when history 
has recorded their works and results so 
that they who care to read and investi
gate may know how the race has been 
enslaved, deceived and bamboozled by 
rank superstitions, it is hard to see why 
the word religion seems to embody so 
much value for some Spiritualists.

day, therefore, is pagan, and in this re
spect in no wise differs from every oth
er observance, sacrament, or rite, or 
festival in the Christian church.

Christmas, the birthday of the sun, is 
pagan; Easter, the resurrection of na
ture from the grave of winter, is pagan; 
the doctrine of the Trinity is pagan; 
the' sacrament 1b pagan, and it were 
easy to add to the list I may remark 
that the sacrament exists now only in 
Christian practice, and drunkenness ex
ists now only in Christian practice also. 
They have always gone together.

I have room to say only a tew words 
about sun worship, it was the earliest 
form of worship. The sun was wor
shiped as the savior of the world. Then 
men reputed to have had the qualities 
of the sun were worshiped, and pictures 
of them were marked by putting the 
sun rays about tbeir heads. I have the 
names of sixteen of those chaps who 
were crucified. There were probably 
many others who unfortunately escaped 
that fate.

All the peoples around Judea or near 
it were sun worshipers—Egyptians, 
Greeks, Romans, Persians, Babylonians', 
Assyrians. Our own ancestors also. 
When a Jew backslid it was into sun 
worship. The sun was a son of the 
beautiful, chaste, immaculate virgin 
Dawn. His birth was heralded-, by a 
star. He was received with acclama
tion by the hosts of heaven, who soon 
disappeared. It is He that ascendeth 
into heaven (or the heavens) and de- 
scendeth into the nether world; that 
not only wglks but dances on the 
water; calms the storm; makes many 
loaves of bread out of one; many fishes 
out of one; whose holy day is Sunday; 
•who rises triumphant out of the graves 
ot night; turns water into wine; the 

.great miracle worker; the Father who- 
art in heaven or the heavens; the light 
that lighteth every man that cometh 
:nto- the world—the light of lights. 
What are the* matins and vespers and 
noonday song but praise to the sun? 
He is at once the creator, preserver, 
and destroyer; a trinity of qualities in 
one person. Perhaps you can find 
space for the following pageant of an
cient Persian sun worshipers.

Mithras the Mediator was the sun 
god. The birthday of all the.sun gods 
was December 26, when the sun com- 
mences to go north. He comes bring
ing renewed verdure and manifold pres
ents to his children. (Hence the green 
things and presents at Christmas), 
Santa Claus is the sun. * * But the Per
sian festival, it was called the ’’Annual 
.Salvation of Mithras,” and lasted forty 
"days.

The procession was formed long be
fore the rising of the god. The high

Spiritualism is either true or false, 
and if true it is not a religion and has 
no use for the name in any way, shape 
or manner. Facts can never be any
thing but facts; and religions of all 
kinds are mere beliefs, around which 
sacred ignorance loves to hover with a 
devotion correctly described by the 
word stupidity.

All efforts to connect Spiritualism 
with religion invite disgust on the part 
of rational men and women, for it has 
no more to do with religion (every 
kind of which Tests as a foundation on 
some sort of a god) than it has with 
any other delusion that humanity is 
foolish enough to entertain. Therefore 
Mr. Barrett and others should drop the 
.word and present Spiritualism to the 
world exactly as it is; an effort Co prove 
that life and consciousness as seen in 
human beings is not; destroyed by 
death. If Spiritualism can do thid, It' 
will do a work so imporatnt that relig
ions of all kinds will have no Interest 
for. thinking men and women.

With nothing but faith to predicate 
another life on, religious beliefs catch 
many dupes; but give the world knowl
edge and no one will be satisfied with 
faith and her fables, and religious non
sense will pass away and become obso
lete like ancient mythology.

The word religion and all it embodies 
could be withdrawn from use at once 
and the world would lose nothing, in 
fact it would be a gainer; but if Spir
itualism Is mixed with it as some de 
sire it to be, the result will be so inju
rious to Spiritualism that it might as 
well go out of business.

Religions of all kinds are dying out 
as men and women grow in intelligence, 
and to t|e Spiritualism to such a rotten 
thing asthe Christian religion is to in
vite death by contagion; for the com
pany it keeps will prevent investigation 
by many who might otherwise wish to 
test its claims.

Let Spiritualism live or die on its 
own merits, and if it has a collection of 
facts that prove the indestructibility of 
man’s consciousness, those facts are 
what the world wants, and not a mix
ture of sense and nonsense put forth as 
a holy and sacred religion. Present 
your facts, Mr. Spiritualist, and if they 
are facts, that is all you need to do, for 
nothing can, injure or destroy them in 
the long run. But do not, if you have 
any regard for common sense and rea
son, try to mix up with religion in any

A Picture of the' Conditions ot Modern 
Life.

* _ -
Commerce finds its justification for 

an honest existence in want. Want be
speaks, or confesses a weakness—an 
inability to meet required demands— 
avarice takes advantage of this and ex
acts her tolls. It has been called de
mand and supply—want hesitates, ava
rice stands firm—the conjecture is 
heard that the price will raise; they 
wait, tliey watch; one prays, the other 
yearns; ravaging privation grapples 
the heart strings. There is a yielding, 
a giving up on one side, a gorging; a 
gluttonous gratification of greed; a 
garnishing of gold gained by gutting a 
generous .government on the other. 
“Shrewd foresight," “excellent judg
ment," or something of the kind, is the 
way the headlines of the daily press 
read when the holdup Is divulged.

No man has a right to take advan
tage, of another’s wants. Commerce’s 
mission is to supply the necessities of 
life. It is a great and a responsible 
one, one that vitally touches every In
dividual. No one man can produce all 
the various commodities required for 
his maintenance.. Interchange is 
therefore a necessity. A government is 
derelict in its duty when it leaves un
protected and unguarded this avenue to 
the -fireside df its people, to be hawked, 
balked, swayed and operated according 
to the whim or avariciousness of man. 
This is not a protectionist article. The 
inhabitants of a nation are entitled to 
the necessities of life, at the lowest fig
ure possible, and a tariff to protect 
home Industry Is nothing but a tax on 
the rest of the community for the sole 
benefit of the producer, I have serious 
doubts, yes, grave apprehensions of the 
honesty, of the man who applies to gov
ernment to restrain Its -neighbor from 
selling to tho people what they need for 
less than he demands for a similar ar
ticle.

Intellectually, socially, morally and 
financially a people, a nation, yes; hu
manity must rise together. An equi
poise in all of these must be main
tained. Any excelling, any outstripping 
that operates as a hindrance of one, re
sults in retarding the whole. A sponta
neous spurt begets conceit in the indi
vidual, and the strange thing of it Is 
that it subsists by consuming all of the 
high, noble and refined qualities of the 
possessor. Sooner or later the afflicted 
becomes indifferent, callous, hardened.

Man's assumed, usurped right to suc
ceed at the expense of his neighbor, has 
become so prevalent, widespread and 
deep-rooted that it is considered, yes, 
even called a natural right by those 
whose energy, ability and time is whol
ly given up to attempted accumulation.

There seems to be pjubh speculation 
in regard to President Lip coin’s belief 
in spirit return. ' Quite ’frequently ar
ticles are seen in Tlie'' -Progressive 
Thinker headed “Was Lincoln a Spirit
ualist?" I write what follows at the 
dictation of one who knows.

My cousin Justln Hulburd was bom a 
medium. Spirits tpil us »that long be
fore the outbreak Of the ¡Civil War he 
was destined to play a part which has 
never been made' public-rlhat of Presi
dent Lincoln’s private spy. He was 
very petite, four feet tall, binali features 
and fragile build. He Waff'kept In that 
condition until after thd' close of the 
war, then, after forty years of age, he 
grew fourteen inchei, hid features en
larged and he becatne of much stouter 
build. - ' • <

Sveral years before tM- war Gen. 
Warren became' Ms 'gtmrdlMi, and Jus
tin vwas known in the,: army as "Little 
Warren." • w

Gen Warren exacted from President 
Lincoln a solemn-promise that the serv-- 
ices of Justin—or Little Warren as he 
was called—should - never -be made 
known. Publicity Would ‘have been fa
tal,, the rebel element being so preva
lent throughout the United States dur
ing the war and for considerable time 
subsequent to its-close; lit '.was to be 
kept secret on account-’or‘Justin's pro
fession, which was <th§' stage.

Notwithstanding such secrecy he was 
three times shot at when pn the stage 
by men who, recognizing mis voice, sus
pected his identlty-^onca in Washing-' 
ton, D. C„ once in St. Lbiiis, Mp., and 
once in Louisville, Ky.JHe.-was pois
oned three times, btìt àavéd by spirit

The article in No. 827 on “The Meth
odist Catechism" is timely. From child
hood up to within a little oyer ten 
years ago I had been a subscriber to the 
creed and catechism of that church. 
Ten years ago we were placed under 
the teaching of an elderly gentleman, 
who had accepted the “higher criti
cism,” and began teaching his class' 
along these lines. All were of middle 
age and no longer children. Under this 
gentleman’s teaching, “light” began to 
break in upon my dwarfed and un
taught mind, and suddenly one morning 
I awoke a “new creature," a freed soul, 
treed from the bpndage in which the or
thodox church had held me. I began 
to study this catechism for myself and 
in the light of my own reason, and the 
points the brother has brought out be
gan to stand forth, clear and plain as 
manifestly ridiculous and false.

Thia teacher was “watched,” his class 
“visited” by the pastor, ..church and 
Sunday-school officials. He had been a 

.lifelong church member,' and was. a 
member of the “official board” at the 
time.,- At last he was bo persecuted 
that he resigned as a teacher, but still 
held his “class” at. his residence. God 
bless him—I can’t thank him enough!

Several members asked that their 
names be taken from the church rec
ord, among them myself. In a conver
sation with the pastor he said to me: , 
“Even if this were true, it would not do 
to teach it to the children and the 
young members of the Sunday-school.”

I paid, "Not? Why not?” 
"Because it would destroy'their faith

priest was followed by a.long train of 
tbe magi in .spotless white tobes, chant
ing hymns and carrying the sacred fire 
on silver censers. Then came 365 

■ youths in scarlet; representing the days 
of-the year and color of fire.* * Then 
the chariot of the sun empty, decorated 
with garlands and drawn; by superb 
white horses, harnessed with pure gold. 
* * Then .a horse, his forehead blazoned 
with gem's.. Close behind him rode the 
king’in a chariot of. ivory, inlaid with 
gold, followed by his. kindred in -em
broidered garments and a long train of 
nobles on richly caparisoned camels.
This gorgeous retinue, facing the east, 
ascended Mount Drontes. • Arriving at 
the summit the high priest assumed his 
tiara, wreathed with myrtle, and hailed 
the first rays of tire rising sun with in
cense and prayer. The other magi 
gradually joined him * * Finally they 
all joined in one chorus of praise while 
king, princes and ..nobles prostrated 
themselves before the orb of day."

To the Editor:—The scientific senti
ment of the times seems to drift to
wards trying to solve the beginning 
and formation of life, of what it is com
posed and whether spontaneous genera
tion is a fact or not In your issue of 
Sept. 23 you give mention of these fine 
animalcule and invisible structures ot 
the air, stating that the atmosphere is 
swarming with infinitesimal life.

I wish to give a statement that goes 
to show that this is the case. It may 
prove nothing to anyone else, but it re
mains a fact with me all the same. ' . 
. When the day . is clear and the sun 
shines I can look into space at about 
the focal distance of the eyes for read
ing. I .can see then bright poipts con
stantly in motion, causing little streaks 
of light as they go darting in every di
rection. They seem to be thicker than 
any wigglers in a rain-barrel could be, 
and they are everlastingly full of life. 
I have been told from the spirit side 
of life that they are life and sustain the 
life on this planet.

I am not the only one who can see 
these millions of struggling life entities. 
There is a lady in "my neighborhood, 
who has been an excellent medium, but 
does not practice it now, who says she 
can see these same brilliant points dart
ing and dashing in every direction.

I wish to ask, who has a similar 
power of sight. This has been common 
for me all of my life. If other people 
have this power of sight I do not know 
of it T. F. LEE.

Lakeport, Cal.-

subject Polytheism also existed from 
a Very early time, but, as .remarked by 
Sir,William Jones, these many gods 
melted in the last analysis into the sun 
who was the “Lord.of.Lords”;, the moon 
was his wife. SUtf.worship'lies at the, 
foundations of aH the great religions of 
the earth and its footprints are discern
ible every where. We cannot even sa
lute one, another without committing a 
sun-myth.' “Good day,”,.that is God- 
day .or Bunny day. , I must leave my 
readers'to think these matters out for 
themselves or the few of them who 
have sufficient respect to do so.

. ‘ E, STEVENSON.
•Vancouver, B. C.

Traffic, trade, tricks and trespasses 
on the weakness of your brother is the 
order of the day. Humanity is . en
grossed in but oue object, gain. Does 
competition make this necessary? Then 
do not compete. Exchange; equally ex
change. Give as much as you take.

At table, on the street, the cars, com
ing and going, wherever you rtiay, heed 
for a moment the conversation; it all 
runs in the same channel; the burden is. 
generally, the turning of a scheme, the 
landing of a deal. Anxious and dis
tressed, tired at night and exhausted at 
morn, the schemer calculates, devises 
and plots ways and means to vanquish 
his competitor. Run. down and wasted, 
he has exhausted all on the low grovel
ling plane of self. I doubt if the idea 
ever occurred to him that by benefiting 
others he would be enriched. No, that 
is too broad and magnanimous. By his 
own skill and shrewdness he says he 
did it. Therefore must be wary, on the 
vzatch lest some other take it ^way. 
Here, uneasiness, doubt and fear come 
to him in a different form, with all the 
unnecessary anxieties attendant on 
their train.

What a useless expenditure of time, 
energy and brains. The duty of beings 
is to produce, build up, beautify, en
lighten and enjoy this earth. To make 
it more comfortable, inhabitable: Not 
merely tolerable, but a place of joy. 
This seems to be an unrecognized in
stinct of man, as shown by his aversion 
to leaving it, and all for what purpose? 
The means that he employs, the ave
nues to which he most strenuously ap-. 
plies himself, are the methods by 
5'hich this object Is thwarted. All the 
necessities of life are but Incidentals to 
the other nobler and grander purpose. 
Yet we wrangle over the Incidentals 
and neglect' the accomplishment of the 
principle.

A difference between Christ and My-, 
ron W. Reed, late of this city, is that 
Christ scourged the money dealers out 
of the synagogue, whereas here, the 
money dealers scourged poor, honest 
Myron Reed. What would nave been 
the destiny of Christianity if, like the 
money dealers in Denver, those whom 
Christ denounced had driven him away? 
I know not what became pt those of 
olden times, but these here in this city 
still wallow in their extravagant luxu
ries, and have hired a man to'preach 
what they want to hear. Jesus Christ' 
and. Myron W. Reed preache’d-the love 
of God and the brotherhood of man. 
Christ's preaching ‘ was a ’success,, 
Reed’s was a failure. What can the 
man in Mr. Reed’s old pulpit be preach
ing? I do not know. Have not been 
there since he—Mr. Reed—was 
scourged. He cannot be preaching 
what Christ and Mr. Reed preached, if 
he did they would drive him but of the 
synagogue": That is, they would ask for 
his resignation. Oh, how polished and 
refined villainy has become! Can it be, 
oh, can it be. that religion id also a 
commercial. commodity? That the 
voice of love, liberty, truth, the brother
hood of man and the cries of want are 
all drowned in the rattle of gold?

“Freely thou hast ’ received, freely 
give.” A boon should never be, Bold. 

. By doing so, you in a measure, exhibit 
your appreciation. Place your'motive 
for selling alongside of the motive for 

¿giving. Look at them closely. You 
{will find no comparison. ' '

power, the spirits ‘Compelling him to 
vOmit, thereby expelling- the poison 
from his stomach; '

The above we did -uot intend giving 
to the public until his lite was pub
lished. In time it will, Ije given to the 
world In three volumea/ but there hav
ing been several artlqles ln print ask
ing "Was President-*Lincoln a Spirit
ualist?” we permit it to bkglven now.

He went through the war as in a 
dream,,guided by a voice—the voice of 
George’ Washington—assisted by Joan 
of Arc. He was promptly admitted to 
the White House at hnyt hour, day or 
night. : •

He answered the guides’ purpose ad
mirably, being so «mail and having 
small features .he could; represent either 
a boy or girl as conditions required. 
As a boy he would ehter the rebel lines 
dressed.in a pair of little nankeen pants 
buttoned to a blue w^lst; go-, direct to 
headquarters and asktqbout -his father, 
take out a top, wind it. ;UP -and" then 
make it spin, sing for,the officers, win 
their friendship' with his childish ways 
which he could play ti> perfection.

At one. time wnlle Justin was playing 
in Chicago AbrhIiam .LIncolir Md Hon. 
David Davis attended'itlte'pefformance. 
Thb name of the comedjfrwas -"In and 
Out of Place,” in which, Justin repre
sented five different- characters””-' At 
the hotel Mr. Lincoln >. paid to . Mr. 
Buckley, the manager,of •¡the company, 
“That little creature Wopid make a good 
army spy, he cap represent so many 
different characters.” : He did not then 
think that that little -individual would 
become his.private spy.r Justin did not 
belong to the army br the secret serv
ice. He belonged to the nation.

President Lincoln; believed in Spir
itualism, also in Jesus .the Christ; often 
quoting from the New {Testament pas
sages connected with the; life of Jesus.

Mr. Lincoln had several sittings with 
a man .claiming to beta ¡medium who 
went by the name of .Colchester, He 
discovered he was a fjpud of the worst 
kind, and ordered hlm out of the White 
House, ' ;

He had several sittings with a man 
named Conklin. He toip’me he thought 
he was genuine. : ' c-, .

Miss Kennedy, he maid , he knew was 
genuine, also Nettie Mqymard, who was 
usually the medium tort the,circles held

and lejgMÿhem stranded. Would you 
want yottrÿboy to go to Brother H’s 
class andylm taught along the lines ot 
higher criticism?”

I replied, “Most certainly I should, 
and I shall see to it that he is taught 
along those lines in the future. You 
may remove his name from the church 
record as a probationer. I want my 
boy to know the truth if it destroys his 
faith in every falsehood he has been 
taught.” ,

Readers of The Progressive Thinker, 
here is one who was once strictly ortho
dox, who gave up in one . night of 
thought with her own mind the idea of 
a personal.God, a special creation, a fall 
of man, a'salvatfon by atonement, and 
all the creeds and dogmas attached to 
it, and did I find myself stranded? 
Nay! verily, I had found a new country, 
the region of my own mentality. My 
own being, and I’ve been exploring it 
ever since, and reaching out into the 
realm of thought unhampered, and 
free from the chains that bound my 
mind in darkness.

It does my‘soul good to read the edit
orial page of The Progressive Thinker.

Doctors, who stand in our pulpits, 
"blind leaders of the blind,” but I do 
want them to be honest with their con
gregations, and I know they are not.
j ^TnlniAtey cpinpeiied ■; to resign be
cause he attempted, to gjve to his con- 
gregatlon what he believed, to., he... the 
truth, said toififf: "For eleven years I 
•stood and preached what I did not be
lieve, and that I knew was false. For 
three years my conscience hurt me so 
that I could not rest, and* when I began 
to preach the truth they kicked me out, 
and Lkhow that there are hundreds of 
ministers to-day standing in our pulpits 
preaching what they know to be Ues. 
They do ’ not themselves believe their 
ovjn words.” e

But the time is here when all this is 
changing, crumbling, and nothing cab 
stop t^e progress of the minds of man 
and ang’els.

MRS. MARY SKOGLAND.
Wellington, Ohio.

And Taking Into Critical Consideration 
the Relation of a God to Man, Con
cluding That the Only Help We Get 
From an Unseen Source, Cornea From 
Spirits. ’
Ingersoll was an agnostic, and simply 

and honestly Bald, “I don’t know” con-' 
cerning the existence of a personal God, 
and the continuation of human life af
ter death. But Wm. Jennings Bryan 
Bald in his Chautauqua lecture that if 
Bob did think that, he ought not to say 
it before the public, for it would have a 
strong tendency to take away the 
Christian’s comfort and hope. But In- 
gersoll’B saying and speaking his hon
est convictions on these great ques
tions (that are now as never before 
taking the right of way in the human 
mind), sbould'not take away the self- 
styled Christian’s hope and comfort. 
Ingersoll speaks only for himself.

If the Christian has proof enough to 
satisfy his mind, that is enough for him. 
But men’s minds are far from being all 
of the same caliber. What might sat
isfy some uneducated, unthinking small 
and weak minds, would hardly set 
great minds to thinking.

I heard a preacher the other day who 
thought he was smart enough to han
dle the God question, declare that bls' 
idea of God was, that He could make a 
world in a minute! That fool idea as 
to how worlds come into existence, set 
the more enlightened people who were 
listening to him into a roar of laughter.

We told him that he was entirely too 
narrow between the eyes to throw any 
light upon that great question; that he 
must study the sciences of astronomy 
and of geology more, and the old hea- 
thenistic Jewish idea of a personal God 
less; and that finally we had no doubt 
he would come to the conclusion that 
the man who entertained such a silly 
thought as that, did not know one-half 
as much about God as a grasshopper or 
a cricket knows about man!

The preacher’s unansweranble argu
ment (to his mind) was that we all can 
see our great little old world and abso
lutely know that it exists. All our five 
senses tell us that it exists, and it 
could not and did not, make itself. 
That idea looks to the undeveloped 
mind as proof positive that a God must 
have made it. But unless you can sink 
away down deeper than that on the God 
question, you will never grasp the true 
idea.

If men had never pushed their inves
tigations in astronomy any deeper than 
you do on the God question, they would 
still believe that the flat earth (as they 
thought) stood still and the sup moved 
clear around it once in every twenty- 
four hours. But now all enlightened 
men, women and children know it is 
just the other way.

There are so many things both in the 
bible of nature and in the bible of men, 
that you have to read backwards to get 
the truth. The motions of nearly all 
things in nature that have motion go 
right contrary to the way they appear

How to Eliminate Fraud.
That fraud exists in our ranks IS 

LAMENTABLY TRUE, and that we as 
a class are Ih a measure responsible for ■ 
It is also a fact. • Let -me explain what 
I mean.

About eighteen years ago I was one 
of a party who held a seance every 
Monday evening at the home of a 
staunch Spiritualist. There were six 
of us besides the medium, a young man 
who possessed wonderful power for 
physical manifestations. It was his 
custom to go into a deep sleep while 
we sat around a large table and he 
would then be controlled by a high 
spirit who gpve ub Instructions how to 
proceed. These seances continued reg
ularly for over six months, and many 
phases of mediumship were developed 
in this young man.; We received ,ethe- 
realization, as many as three full forms 
being seen at once, independent writ
ing on sheets of paper left on the floor 
under the table, independent playing of 
musical instruments, etc.

The more we received the more we 
demanded, and we thought we were un
kindly used by the spirits if they«didn’t 
give us something new eacM'j-seance. 
after a while the power waned, and the 
medium began to substitute fraudulent 
messages instead of holding himself 
negative to receive the spirit manifesta
tions, and to do other little things In 
which he was finally detected. When 
accused of fraud he defended himself 
with the plea that when he came out of 
the trance condition he was exhausted, 
and felt weak for several days after
ward, that the more we demanded ot 
the spirits the weaker he became until 
finally he refused to submit to their 
control and thought he would try to . 
satisfy us himself.

We, unconsciously, were the cause of 
his prostituting his wonderful gift.' Is 
it not so in many cases? It takes the 
strength and vitality of the mediums 
to produce genuine spirit phenomena 
and unfits them to do other work 
whereby they can earn a llvltig. We 
do not appreciate the sacrifice on their 
part, but keep demanding more, thus 
ofttimes forcing them to fraud whereby, 
to earh their daily bread.

This is all wrong, and can be elimi
nated by placing the right conditions 
around our physical mediums. Every 
society should have its regular settled 
pastor and also its message bearer or 
one who can produce physical phenom
ena. Sundays should be devoted to ex
pounding the philosophy and the week
day meeting to the phenomena. Sala
ries should be paid each and the most 
harmonious conditions made for both, 
so that only the higher intelligences 
can come to instruct.

Materialization is a fact in nature* 
and I have had many opportunities to 
witness the genuine phenomena, some 
of which I may write of later. The 
time will come when it will occur in 
broad daylight and then all “cry of 
fraud” will cease.

LIDA BRIGGS BROWNE.
Utica, N. Y.

on theJ

Animals are such agreeable friends— 
they ask no. questions, .they pass no 
criUcisms.-rTGeorge Eliot

To dally much with subjects mean 
and.lbw,.proves that the mind is weak'

{ Spiritualism, or the re-establishment 
of the fact'of spirit return, has' not been 
for the purpose'of locating gold-mines, 
accumulation of wealth, nor for furnish
ing the means by which you may gain 
an. advantage; but on the- contrary to 
draw the mind of the human family 
away from trivial things, away from 
commercialism, ' the vampire that, 
mothers generosity, saps the founda
tion of honesty, and is driving competi
tion-from off the earth, and to direct it 
to the duality of being, to the possibili
ties of the Am, and:to impress thereon 
the-necessity of “keeping, yourself pure 
and unspotted from-the world.” r

at the White House.' "; ’,, ..
A woman by the name of Hilton, he 

tnolight used some sleight-of-hand bus
iness, and also a ventriloquist. Hon. 
David Davis thought flip same.

Hon. E. W. Stanton,*<David Davis, 
James G. Blaine, Salm'on^. Chase, Gen, 
Winfield Scott, Richaifdj.M. Hooley and 
President Lincoln pro^igjjiced Nettie 
Maynard and Miss Kennedy genuine 
mediuqp. • / J J A. '

Miss Kennedy was abyonderful medi
um, but her health failed,- and she gave 
up sitting for the public?

On one occasion Charlotte Cushman, 
Laura Keene, Joseph’; Jefferson, Edwin 
Forrest, Mr. Conway,/¡Mrs.'Scott and 
Miss Jennie Maybury'Attended an "af
ternoon tea” at the White House. Pres
ident Lincoln , sent torr Miss. Kennedy, 
and the tests they iiecblvedifrom the 
spirit side of life were Jwonderful, so 
much so that Laura Keene, took a dia
mond ring from her-finger and present
ed it to Miss Kennedy, paying “she was 
the only medium thb.t ever gave her 
mother’s name to in full. She 
Went back six generations and gave 
Laura Keene-the .names of her ances
tors in full; which made Laura' Keene 
from that moment a^fllritaalist.. She 
never gave up thp cliufch('.as she felt 
it was her duty to ¿peak of' Spiritual
ism to'all those wlthj syb-om, she came 
In rapport. \ T '

Mr. Lincoln would’-.ffften«talk with 
Justin about spirit life,-anduwould ask 
him if .when1 thh’ “v^p®’ spoke to him 
it sounded harsh or spft. ; ’ .

Justin says, "I haven’t se$$ it stated 
in print that Mr. Lj^coln hgd hittings 
with Charles Foster. '-tMw1 that' is a 
mistake. I never hepyd’liipi speak of 
Charles'Foster. Myjmtlmaqy with Mr. 
Lincoln was such th'|i-lt he^md sittings 
with Mr. Foster ho would have spoken 
of it .to me.”

President Lincoliijiind David 
Davis first mot Justin; in Chicago some 
time in the forties,

At Mr.-Warren’s .;reoms4at the Na- 
tiohal . Hotel in Wagfetn&toni D. C., in 
1854, George Washington, [trough Jus
tin’s organism predicted tqDavld Davis 
the election of Abraham Lincoln to the 
presidency, whicl^';M)Vs Davis received 
with a burst o'f laughter, to think his 
old friend Abe ijnqtiln would become 
President of the. United (States;

To corroborate, my. views of Mr. Lin
coln’s belief in the spiritual philosophy, 
I will give hisown'-, gatejhent given 
through the organisii ql tbis medium,

Worship—Service of Man, He As
serts, Is Superseding Reverence for 
God—Thinks Ministers Care More for 
Saving Sunday Than for Helping the 
People—Calls Altruism the Highest 
Ideal—Finds Narrow Selfishness In 
Adoration of the Deity.
“The world—In its cultivated por

tions at least—is hastening toward a 
great turning'point. A change is com
ing over ns which will make us totally 
different men and women. That 
change is from the worship of God to 
the service of man.”

This, in brief, was the theme of M. M. 
MangasaYian in his lecture at the first 
service for the. season of the Independ
ent Religious Society of Chicago at 
Orchestral hall. His subject, “The 
Awakening of the 'World,” is the title 
of a group of lectures, to which this 
was introductory, ■

The lecturer expressed admiration for 
the ministers of Chicago as men, but 
referred to them as “parasites on the 
resources of mankind.” He said they 
cared more for saving Sunday than for 
helping the people.

Says. Worship of God Is Immoral.
“The .worship of God,” he continued, 

“is a religion of the past. It is impos
sible to be really moral in the worship 
of God. Why? Because the highest 
ideal of mankind is altruism—doing 
good for which you can expeef-no return. 
Now, you . cannot do good to God. As 
you look up to God altruism is far'from 
you, and your service is tainted with 
the expectation of return—an eternal 
crown, mansions in the sky. The serv
ice of man is the purest form of relig
ion.” ■ . . .

to come in rappcrt'with Spiritualists,” 
but I said, he is a medium, and some 
day the world will know it. « » » »

“I remain your everlasting friend and 
thanking God that I was permitted to 
understand the beautiful philosophy of 
Spiritualism before I passed out of my 
body. I know there are many frauds 
calling themselves spiritual- mediums, 
but .one genuine medium makes up for 
a thousand of the low-lived villains that 
rob the people of their money by fraud.

' “ABRAHAM LINCOLN, 
“One that loved truth always, no mat

ter what it cost.” '
:. The Hon.- J. W. Somers,' who after 

the war held a-prominent position in 
the Pension Department at Washington, 
and was'for many'years an'intimate 
friend* Of Mr. Lincoln, was-visiting at 
our mountain'home twelve years ago. 
One day in conversation with Justin he 
.remarked that Hon/ David Davis told 
him that six years before Mr.-Lincoln’s

When will man cease to grovel, 
: TJp, wallow in the dust, 
‘Move out of his low hovel,

■-ffe chambers of-the Jusy_j_ 
Denver, Col®,

tokhiunap eyes.
The account given by Moses of th§ 

CF.eati<gLof.thiS .wt>jld...by a big and all
powerful -being Whom he called “Jeho
vah” of God, was a made-up story—a 
plausible guess, before the science of 
astronomy was born. That story did 
very well as something to rest the un
developed human mind upon until the 
true astronomical theory was discov
ered and everything was demonstrated 
to be exactly the opposite of the way it 
looked to the uneducated human eye. 
But the superstitious and Ignorant sap- 
heads declared they would not suffer 
the old geo-centric theory to be changed 
and give place to the new heliocentric 
theory, which could be demonstrated in 
a thousand different ways to be true. 
No! those old orthodox would not give 
up their old ideas tor the new without 
a fight. Their most reliable argument 
in those dark ages was Fire! And only 
think of the tens of thousands of good, 
honest, and the most enlightened peo
ple, who had to suffer martyrdom and 
to part with their sweet lives at the 
stake, a sacrifice to Ignorant bigots.
_ But the conflict between religion and 
science is now about over, and the fires 
of persecution have been stamped out, 
end such liberal laws enacted that they 
have put a stop to the murdering of 
men and women for a slight difference 
of opinion either in science or religion.

The man who in this age of science 
and light would point to our world as 
positive proof that it must have been 
made by somebody, his mind Is in tbe 
same childish state that children’s are 
who point to their presents about 
Christmas time, as positive proof that 
Santa Claus does exist Yes, we ac
knowledge that the world exists, and 
that the children have their nice pres
ents, but they get them some other way.

When I told my beautiful wife (Mrs. 
Sarah Syphers Kent) of my conviction 
and conversion on the Santa Claus 
question, she was greatly delighted. 
She said she had never told the Santa 
Claus lie to her children but what she 
felt a deep conviction for sin. She her
self was one of the most beautiful wo
men I ever saw, tall and shapely; her 
complexion was equal to the tints of the 
peach-blow, her beautiful wealth of hair 
was pure black, wavy and glossy as the 
raven’s wing. Her eyes were black 
diamonds, and

No Grecian’s pencil e’er did trace 
A Nymph,.a Beauty, or a Grace

Of-fairer form or lovelier face.
But maiiy years ago she left me and 

'passed into that beautiful Summerland 
that we all aré going to.

The old idea that a person whom 
men ignorantly call “God” made this 
and all the other innumerable worlds 
that fill up universal and unending 
space, is just as much of a mythical 
iuea as is the idea that old Santa Claus 
brings the children their. Christmas 
presents.

The great truth is, that worlds and 
systems of worlds—a universe—did not 
derive existence' in any such a way at 
all. The old Mosaic story about the or
igin of our world is'oñly a guess. There 
1b not one single word of real true his
tory in the whole old story.

The imperfect workings of the phe
nomena of nature brings sorrow, pain 
and death to millions of good people. 
But amidst their wailngs .and cries for 
help'to their God, He hears them not! 
All the help we ever get in these trying 
moments, if It comes, at all, is from our 
spirit friends and guides. They, do the 
best they can for us under all the cir
cumstances. When we feel their mag: 
netism, we call it either conscience or 
the Holy Ghost, I myself have re
ceived warnings of danger,, which if 1 
had' not received/1 never would have 

■ written this article,. and . you would 
never have, had the pleasure (or pain) 
Of reading it. ,-*•' - -

’ “ ' ' r PROF, j.-syphers.

Hypnotically Produced Music.
In the Ipst number of-the Journal des 

Debats M. Henri de Parvllle carefully 
goes over tpe whole ground and ,the 
facts presented are well worth consider
ing. M. de Parvllle first takes up tbe 
case of a subject by the name of Au
bert. .“This man, although he had but 
a rudimentary knowledge of music, per
forms on the piano, in a semi-hypnotic 
state, compositions which recall the 
musical style of Mozart, Chopin, Beet
hoven, Schubert and others.

“A second and far more remarkable 
case, however, is that of Mlle Nydia. 
This woman, in a hypnotic state and 
with her eyes carefully bandaged, is 
able to play on the piano any piece of 
music which may be given her. Thus, 
at a sitting recently held at the Theatre 
de la Monnaie, in Brussels, Mlle. Nydia 
was led to M. Silvayn Dupuy, chief of 
the orchestra of the theater, who gave 
her a piece of music composed by him
self, which had never been published. 
M. Dupuy saw that the bandage had been 
tightly placed over the girl’s eyes. 
Mlle Nydia then sat down, held the pa
per in her hands for a few moments, 
and then to the great astonishment of 
every one played the piece without hesi
tation.

“Two physicians examined the young 
woman and found her to be in a reed, 
hypnotic state and absolutely insensibili 
to the exterior world. There were then 
placed over her eyes a succession of 
bandages, alternately white and black, 
and she was led to the piano. One of 
the spectators offered a new opera 
which was placed on the piano. The 
hypnotizer looked at his subject and im
mediately the girl played thè piece with 
the greatest cleverness.

"Another spectator, who had just ar
rived from New Zealand, offered a 
piece which had never been performed 
in Europe. Mlle. Nydia, however, exe
cuted it at once, and she played with 
the same skill a piece which had just 
been composed by M. G. Germain. At. 

.public request she played a piece of 
Paderewski, which was unknown to 
her, and finally, a lady wrote the title 
of a piece of music on a slip of paper, 
put it into an envelope which was after
ward sealed, and gave it to the girl. 
She placed it on her forehead for a mo
ment. and the next instant was playing 
Beethoven’s ‘Clair du Lune’ sonata.”

The Georgia legislature has again re
fused to give any protection to the tiny 
children in the cotton mills. Little 
girls and boys of five and six years old 
may still be legally worked for eleven 
hours, and all night through if it pays 
the mill-owner to work night shifts.

The women of Georgia have labored 
earnestly for years to secure a child la
bor law, but the women have no votefi
ls It likely that the legislators would 
have proved so deaf to the request of 
thousands of women if those women 
had represented thousands of votes? It 
was a Georgia lady who said, several 
years ago, when this bill had been voted 
down, that ■ the Georgia legislature 
seemed to be in league with the Woman 
Suffrage Association to convince the 
women that they needed the ballot.

Colorado’s child labor law is consid
ered the best in the United States, and 
it is worthy of note that children can
not be worked to death with impunity, 
in any state where women vote.

ALICE STONE BLACKWELL.
He that thinks he can afford to bo 

-negligent is not far from being poor.—• 
Johnson.

• Let no man give advice to others that 
has hot taken good counsel to himself. 
—Milton. .

I have always been a quarter of atf 
I hour before time, and it has - made a 
' mon of me.—Lord Nelson.
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
AGE OF MAN ON EARTH.

Some Pertinent Reflections Thereon If 
lustrating Important Facts.

Review of Passing Events. UNIVERSAL NATURAL ALPHABET.

Bts Status as Presented by a Learned 
Swedenborglan.

The spiritual world includes . three 
(great: divisions, heaven, hell and ah in
termediate region which Swedenborg 
calls “the world of spirits." In the last 
scan lives, as an unconscious denizen of 
the spiritual world, during his life on 
earth; and in tills be awakes, after the 
brief period of unconsciousness which 
usually accompanies physical death. 
There are innumerable subdivisions of 
each of these great primary divisions, 
hut with them we need not now con
cern ourselves.. The central fact of 
them all is that they are essentially 
Btatee of the individual and collective 
human mind; heaven, a confirmed love 
of good or use and of the truths which 
support, enlighten and direct it; hell, a 
confirmed love of self and of . the falsi
ties by which it is supported and justl- 

. fled. The world of spirits IS a state in 
“which Influences both from heaven and 
hell meet in the same rapid; where, 
during man’s life on earth, his choice is 
made between them; and where, after 
death, the results of that choice are 
fully disclosed.

Swedenborg's statements about the 
spiritual world often raise in the same 
mind two difficulties of an opposite 
kind. On the one hand, lite in that 
■world, as described by him, is so like 
life in this that his teaching seems to 
reduce the vague, emotional ideas 
■which most people who believe in a fu
ture life form, by methods of which 
they are but dimly conscious, to some
thing like commonplace. And on the 
either hand, the fundamental facts of 
that world seem so remote from human 
experience that it is difficult to conceive 
ef a real, stable and vivid human exist
ence subject - to such conditions. 
Whether there be any substance in 
these difficulties remains to be seen. 
They at least afford a convenient line of 
exposition; and I will, therefore, state 
Briefly in what respects life in the spir
itual world, as depicted by Swedenborg, 
resembles life in this world and in what 
respects it differs. \

They are alike in these respects. 
When the separation of a man from his 
physical body is completed, which is 
usually on the third day after his de
cease, he finds himself, so far as his 
senses inform him, exactly what he was 
before, fexcept that the material world 
and all that it contains have absolutely 
disappeared from his consciousness. 
Every bodily and mental faculty is per
fect. His heart beats, his lungs respire, 
he eats, drinks and sleeps, he mingles 
In society, converses with others and 
amuses himself according to his

may become fatal. For they tend to a 
practical if not theoretical atheism. 
Beware, then, lest you permit the con
ception of the .external world as exist
ing independently of mind to dominate 
your ideas of God and Divine things. 
Perhaps enough lias been said to show 
that there may be weight in the warn
ing which Swedenborg so often utters, 
when explaining the nature of spiritual 
realities: “Do not, I beseech you, min
gle your thoughts with Time and Space, 
lor to the degreo that Time and Space 
are in your thoughts while you read 
v hat follows you will not understand 
it."

Let me beg those to whom such an 
idea may seem difficult, if not impossi
ble to grasp, to put this question seri
ously and reverently to themselves, 
"Ought we to think of God as existing 
in space and time?” If the answer is 
“Yes,” one or the other of two conse
quences, both disastrous to clear spirit
ual thought, will ensue. Either we 
must conceive of God as a person lo

cated in some spatially measurable por
tion of his universe; that is, as being in 
reality neither infinite nor omnipres
ent; or if; shrinking from this, we try, 
to preserve the idea of His omnipres
ence, it will be difficult, if not impos
sible, to avoid confounding His imma
nence witli some undefined inmost 
principle of nature. But if the answer 
is, “No,” If the supreme source of all 
being, reality and power is not in space 
and time, why may there not be worlds 
of real and orderly being, created and 
sustained by Him, which also are not in 
space and time? Or, to put the prob
lem in another way, can you believe 
that love and thought are in space and 
time? it is true that, acting through 
the physical brain they cause motions 
in space and time; but these motions 
are not the things themselves. Can you 
measure them by inches or weigh them 
in scales? We do, indeed, apply many 
of the terms we derive from the mate
rial world to states of ’ mind—such as 
high and low, hard and soft, hot and 
cold—for there is a true correspond
ence between matter and mind, and the 
qualities of the one therefore aptly de
scribe the states of the other. But in 
so using them we instinctively reject 
the merely malarial conceptions which 

’ adhere to the teims, and convert them 
into their mental equivalents.

‘ If the reality of a non-spatial spirit- 
‘ ual world would be granted, and that 

man as a spiritual being, lives In It, 
■ even during his life on earth, Sweden- 
’ borg’s experiences become at once in- 
. telllgible and even simple. The pro-

tastes. He reads, studies and works , 
according to his aptitudes and the hab- , 
its he has formed. A man is a man, a । 
■woman a woman and a child a child , 
still. He finds himself in a world, the ■ 
scenery and surroundings of which 
closely resemble those of the world he 
has left There are hills and valleys, 
streams, lakes, seas, animals, plants, 
bouses and cities, and people living in

-them. In a word, he is surrounded by 
objects such as he was familiar with 
during life on earth. There is no ap
parent difference whatever. Sweden
borg, indeed, repeatedly states that the 
similarity of the other world to this, in 
all its outward aspects. Is so complete 
that a man does not know, unless he re
flects on the subject, that he Is not still 
living in his'physical body in a material

, world. Here, however, in the external 
appearances of-things, the similarity 
ends. This dissimilarity is great and 
not so easily described.

. Though the objects of thaf world ap- 
’ pear to bt? séparatedhy spaces, like the 

objects of the natural world, the spaces 
are of an entirely different order. The 
objects sensated there are spiritual ob
jects, though presented under appear
ances like those of natural objects, and 
the spaces in which they are seen are 
spiritual spaces. They are not fixed as 
material spaces are, because there is no 
matter or physical sensation there to 
constitute such fixity. The objects 
Which are sensated by spiritual beings 
are states of their own minds and of 
the minds of others with whom they 
are in more or less close and perma
nent relations; that is, the objects of 
the spiritual world, regarded as a whole, 
are all the infinite varieties of goodness 
and truth, and of the perversions of 
these, which are the substances that 
constitute it. In other words, angels 
and spirits sensate spiritual qualities 
as objective forms; their sensory state 
being just* the contrary of that of men 
in the world, who sensate material ob
jects, while spiritual qualities outside 
their own minds are not sensibly exist
ent to them, except so far as they learn 
to discern them through the veil of 
matter.

The conception of the spiritual world 
as being divested of fixed or limited 
space, and consequently of definitely 
measurable time (for all the measures 
of time depend on the motions of mat
ter in space) is fundamental in Sweden
borg’s teaching. Unless we can bring 
ourselves to .believe that at least there 
may be a real world which is not in 
space and time such as we know in this 
world, it is impossible to believe in or

gressions of that world are as real as 
those of this; but they are mental, not 
physical progressions. A man’s spirit
ual journeys consist in ail those states 
of other minds with which he is 
brought into more or less sympathetic 
or, it may be, antipathetic relations. As 
Tennyson finely says:
Eternal process moving on, 
From state to state the spirit walks.

Swedenborg could traverse the spirit
ual world, as it were, from end to end, 
without being in the least impeded by 
his earthly body, whose motions had no 
relation whatever to these spiritual 
journeyings.

J. HOWARD SPALDING.

hi far-off Egypt’s sunny land, 
Out on the desert and the sand, 
Stands a pyramid alone, 
Made of mighty blocks of stone; 
And in its chambers vast and deep, 
The forms of many monarchs sleep.
And one was wound in purple folds, 
His name wrought out in letters 

gold-,
And a crown of diamonds that sparkle 

now. 
Was placed upon his honored brow; 
And a jeweled scepter was in his hand, 
Whose power was felt throughout the 

land.
And when his earthly mission was done, 
They laid him to rest as a child of the 

sun,
And the tears of a nation were o’er him 

shed,
For the king they loved was silent, was 

dead.

Most readers are familiar with the elo
quent disquisition on lost arts written 
and spoken to thousands of Americans 
many years , ago by Wendell Phillips, 
Few can have read what he wrote with
out being letLXo reflections on what may - 
be the deeper significance of such facts ; 
as wrote of, and to them many have i, 
since been added. ,

Within recent years there has been , 
great activity in exploration and exca
vation on the sites of ancient cities of 
which history has long had more or less 
vague mention. Among the striking 
tacts emphasized by the result of this 
activity is the knowledge that many of 
these ancient cities, though now in 
complete ruins, and some of them for 
long periods entirely lost to man's 
knowledge, prove upon being turned up 
to the light to have been superimposed 
upon the ruins of yet-other cities far 
older than themselves and that these 
yet older cities are known to have ex
isted at all only through these recent 
excavations. • '

The University of,Chicago has an ex
cavation expedition in tho gregt' plain 
of Babylonia and the field director has 
recently published some account of its 
results. In this are particulars, in part,. 
of ’the excavation or Bismaya, a Sume
rian or ante-Babylonian city, believed 
to have flourished 5,000 to 6,000 years 
ago.

The Babylonian plain, almost per
fectly level, a thin'crust of clayey soil 
imposed on a bed of caving sand of un
known depth, without slopes on its sur
face, offered diffeulties to any kind of 
drainage that would seem to be nearly 
insuperable to the best sewer-building 
science of our own day.

Yet this excavation has revealed that 
the drainage engineers of 6,000 years 
ago overcame them triumphantly by an 
elaborate system of terra cotta drains 
sunk many feet into the sand, erected 
vertically of sections resting on each 
other, each with grooved flanges to re
ceive the one above it, and all perfo
rated with small holes through which 
water could escape into the sand in the 
event of any choking of the lowest out
let.

In this drainage system are found, 
also, constructed of terra cotta still well 
preserved, several examples of arched 
drains. Until the discovery a few 
years ago in the lowest stratum under 
the Babylonian city of Nippur df a di
lapidated arph it had been supposed 
that the arch was wholly unknown until 
Roman times. But it now appears in 
this excavation and in some others 
made by the Germans in the same re
gion that the arch was frequently em
ployed by builders of cities long ante
rior to Babylon, or more than 6,000 
years ago.

When we .read of these things to-day 
we can not avoid yet more Interesting 
reflections. Within the memory of liv
ing men it was the well-nigh univer
sally accepted belief that the earth was 
spoken Into existence "out of nothing" 
only about 6,000 years ago. Here and 
there some daring individual speculator 
thought and spoke differently, but he 
was looked upon as fTprofane and dan
gerous man in whom other men scarce
ly dared repose confidence even in the 
ordinary affairs of daily life.

Yet now we are learning that before 
the day when Adam was believed to 
have been created as the crowning act 
of the creation of the earth, even then 
men were living in millions on the 
plain of Babylonia, building great cities, 
furnishing them with what we of to-day 
call “modefn improvements,” and 
achieving therein these and other 
works which amount to indubitable 
proof that they had developed a civili- 

, zation which all of human history that 
we know anything about goes to show 

, could only have been the product of evo- 
' lution through thousands of anterior 

years.
Further, men have long known -that 

' in Egypt and in many other parts of the 
' world are the remains of other cities 

demonstrating the existence of other

But his spirit comes to you to-day
To speak through these living lips of 

clay,
And they say that in the years gone by, 
Men raised great steeples to the sky, 
And built great pyramids of stone, 
To stand on desert lands alone.
Where the sunlight kisses them each 

day
Yet drives not their mystery away
Or tells just how, or why, or when, 
They were built by the powers and 

strength of men.
And in the cathedrals vast and dim, ' 
Where the sunlight never enters in 
Men stand in all their pomp and pride 
And say, when some mortal form has 

died,
That some day, near a far-off throne, 
You, perchance, may meet and greet 

your own.

even to conceive the nature of his al
leged experiences. It is not possible 
to discuss here the reasonableness of 
this conception. It will, I imagine, pre
sent little or no difficulty to a mind 
that is somewhat versed in psychology, 
provided its knowledge is derived from 
direct inspection of the processes of 
jnind and not merely from text-books.

‘ u'The spiritual world, considered as an 
object of sensation, is created by God 
through the minds of angels and spirits 
and in correspondence with their states, 
Individual and collective. That world 
Js real because it is His creation, and 
because it bodies forth the supreme 
realities of human existence .which are 
spiritual. The difference between the 
Btate of consciousness of angels and 
gbod spirits (or those who are becom
ing angels) and our own is that, where
as we apprehend objects as external to 
and independent oi ourselves and see 
little in them that is germane to our 
spiritual states, their consciousness is 
primarily fixed on the states of mind 
out of which the sensuous objects are 
generated and which they embody and 
depict And this bent of their minds 
does not mean, as might be imagined, 
an everlasting concentration of their 
consciousness on themselves, but the 
precise opposite of this. For they 
know that they receive all the things 

, which constitute heaven within them 
and around .them as free gifts out of 
the abundance of the Divine love and 
mercy, and, they love to have it so. It 
Is not, therefore, self they see when 
they look within and around, but some
thing-from the Source of all unselfish 
good, who has moulded them into and 
keeps them in some resemblance to 
Himself.

Nevertheless I am aware how ex
ceedingly difficult, if not impossible, it 
is for the mind in certain .states to

That never has the hand of man 
’Neath sun or sky of any land, 
Gathered their little strength to do 
A thing so noble, grand and true, 
As to build a temple that will stand 
As a beacon light to the spirit land— 
A temple so clean and pure and white
It will ever let in the golden light 
Of truth wherein the soul can see 
The way to light and liberty.
And some day ye shall stand in 

watch tower
And hail each passer by,

. Hi- H. ’
B¥iHUDSON TUTTLE, EDITOR-AT-LARGE, N, ß. A.

’ bi sia :
A LettejjiWhlpji Answers Itself.

The following letter from Ex-Senator 
R. A. Dagile; speiils for itself, and its 
questions «harry uHieir' answers with 
them. Henry FritUk has on several oc
casions received flattering notice's from' 
Spiritualists, because of his iconoclastic 
utterances.us ■ He 'llVs appeared on the 
platform opiat ledit one of the leading 
camps. ' Hb beldfig to the bushwhack
ers who caWy onW - guerilla warfare 
along the Boiders'iM free thought. As 
for what aj?dew-t'hbugli ter” believes, oi
ls aiming to accomplish, I confess I do 
not know. Ndt ’tbat I have made no ef
fort to know,'fori-have read most of 
the books and matgazlifes devoted there
to, but to mF miiid the more I read the 
thicker the fog1 settles and darkness 
gathers. No man can be better qualified 
than Henry Frank for teaching this pot
pourri of smattering science, As any 
charlatan can-place "professor” before 
his name, and- even barbers are “tonso- 
rlal professors/-’ no one will object to 
Henry Frank’s taking that title, but 
when it is claimed that he is a scien
tist, we ask in -what department of in
vestigation lie has made himself profi
cient? This talk about “science" and 
“scientists” is cheap rubbish, which 
the real scientists never Indulge in:.

Alameda, Cal.
Editor-at-Large—J attended a lecture 

in San Francisco, delivered by Henry 
Frank, who spoke on “Psychic Phenom
ena and Science." The chairman In
troduced him as a distinguished scien
tist from New York, whose books and 
lectures had caused a tremendous new 
thought movement throughout the 
United States. ’ The chairman further 
announced that it was the purpose of 
the New Though ters to establish a 
great university in ^hich the New 
Thought was to’be taught by Mr. Frank 

'find his followers.

drunkenness is promotlve of medium
ship ? If till are frauds, why should this 
practice drive them to insanity, or why 
should whisky assist?

This talk about the sub-conscious 
mind, and “infinite ocean of thought’.’ 
on tap for those whq can become 'con
nected with it, has no more real founda
tion that a dream. This is a prolific 
field for the pretender and the quack 
and their wildest vagaries are glossed 
and made attractive by the glamor of 
pseudo-science.

~ A $50,000,000 Gift.

The professor after a few preliminary 
remarks, plunged right into the subject, 
by declaring that 999 spirit mediums 
out of every 1,000 were sleek impostors 
and conscienceless fakirs. Most if not 
all the spirit phenomena is clever trick
ery, and the true scientist believes that 
the 1000th part not legerdemain, can be 
accounted for by science. Mediumship 
shatters the nervous system and disor
ganizes the brain, and that is the rea
son such large numbers of mediums go 
insane.

"Do you know," thundered the lec
turer, "that stimulants, especially whis
ky, help wonderfully to procure spirit 
manifestations? Often the drunker the 
medium the more convincing are his 
tests." The learned professor then con
fided to his hearers the all-important 
fact, that he had given the subject of 
intuition and man's "sixth sense," pro
found study, and1'bad about arrived at 
the conclusion that these so-called fac
ulties, or powers, were not prophetic of 
new unfoldrheni: coming to mankind, 
but are remnants1“ or lingering frag
ments of riihn’s equipment in the in
fancy of th^race. fn due time man will 
probably odfgfow Ithem and they will 
disappear. 'W r

“Have ydfi’ evet" noticed," said Mr. 
Frank, “thdt the flVst control of medi
ums are Indian saVages?" This to him 
Indicated that thelfleranged brains of 
mediums dig up from the depths of 
their submerged diib-conscious minds, 
shadows, ntemori&l and impressions 
that come from the experience of re
mote ancestors-When they were sav
ages. These Indian spirits, seen'by me
diums, are '®bt redF spirits, but memo-

forms of iivilization approximately as 
old as Babylon. And if in Babylonia 
there had been elaborate civilization 
long anterior to Babylon is there any 
reason to deny that older civilizations 
also preceded the vast remains of dead 
civilizations in other parts of the world? 
It could hardly have been true of Baby
lonia without being equally or nearly 
equally true of other regions.

Moreover, since we long supposed 
Babylon to have been the outgrowth of 
the first civilization attained by man
kind, and now find that it was not so, 
but had been preceded by other far 
earlier civilizations, culminating in the 
greatly older cities of Bismya and Fara 
and others, all evincing growth through 
many ages, are not we authorized to be
lieve that Bismya and Fara were no 
more than Babylon products of man’s 
earliest civilization? As they underlie 
what we long supposed the oldest of 
man’s work, may not—indeed, consider
ing their character, must not—there be 
others still older still underlying them?

Are we not almost driven by such 
revelations of antiquity not heretofore 
conceived of to the conclusion that for 
countless millions of ages the old

And give them the fruit of the spirit, 
When In hunger their soul doth cry.

For the teachers and friends in spirit, 
Have.long since willed it so,

That the little band of workers 
In faith and love below

Should blaze the way for a temple 
With thoughts so grand and high,

That help would come from far-off 
lands,

And from angels in the sky,
That know the needs of the spirit— 

Just a simple, pure white home, 
A temple of love, and hope and peace

Where all are welcome to come
To receive the blessing of heaven, 

In this haven of siinshine and love, 
Brought to us in tender compassion,’ 

By the angels of light from above.
MRS. NORA ARMSTRONG. 

Portland, Ore.

has been the scene whereon human civ
ilization after civilization, varying in 
form but always human civilization, has 
been born in endless succession, each 
growing up through thousands of years, 
culminating in the highest attainment 
possible to each and then dying out and 
perhaps through unrecorded ages of 
savagery or in some other wise regerm
inating into a new form of life to bear 
blossom and fruit and die in its turn? 
And we must further conjecture that 
this process of birth and bloom and cul
mination and decay and death and re
birth of man’s civilization, as of. men as 
individuals, is to go on through un-

An Interesting Report From J..Mac|lson 
. Allçrç.

Permit me to present a brief sketch 
of ,my present outing so far as it has de
veloped. For the first time in my ca
reer as a public advocate and teacher of 
Spiritualism, I find myself-in the midst 
of a large community composed almost 
entirely of Swedish people. I find them 
teachable, ready, to receive truth—tho’ 
as a people sincerely “devout”—consci-

Fifty millions Is the gift of Rockefel
ler to the University of Chicago. Pres
ident Harper visited him, not satisfied 
with the few odd millions already be
stowed. and like another Oliver Twist, 
cried "More! More!” until the great 
gift ought to satisfy even an impecuni
ous college president.

It will be remembered that the first 
gift was for the prosecution of bacterio
logical research, in which the oil king 
had a strange interest. Really it was to 
plate the university in the front ranks 
of the schools where vivisection of ani
mals, and unlimited cultivation of virus 
in their flowing blood were to be prac
ticed. Vivisection—the strapping of 
living animals to the dissecting table, 
and cutting through quivering nerves, 
as a dead animal would be dissected, 
before gaping classes, has beccuie such 
a horror in many of the leading colleges 
and been upheld with such arrogance 
by many medical men, that societies 
have been organized in England and 
America to prevent, as tar as possible, 
the inhuman cruelty perpetrated under 
the name of science.

When the great fair at St. Louis was 
In preparation, the American society ap
plied for space to make an exhibit. The 
intention of its officers was to show the 
public that the appliances for holding 
motionless the living dogs, cats, horses, 
etc., while dissected, and pictures of the 
various stages by which it was ascer
tained, how much pain an animal could 
endure—how much of its body could be 
cut away—and yet life remain. The 
fair management granted the space, 
and the Humane officials were pleased 
with their success. The matter came to 
the ears of the vivlsectionists, and they 
appealed to President Harper who ad
vised with the board, and the grant was 
rescinded. All the space the Humane 
Society could have was headquarters 
for display and circulation of its litera
ture! The implements of the inquisi
tion as practiced on animals must not 
under any form be displayed!

We believe that this matter appeals 
to Spiritualists more than those of old 
beliefs. The Bible and church teach 
that animals have no rights man Is 
bound to respect. * They are his for 
life or death, to do with as he pleases, 
and the torture or death of thousands is 
nothing if human needs require it. Spir
itualism teaches that the dumb crea
tures of the field and wood should be 
treated with kindness and never sub
jected to unnecessary pain. To tor
ment, and cause suffering to animals, 
differs only in degree from causing the 
same in human beings.

, The most eminent surgeons have un
equivocally declared that this dissec
tion of living animals is useless, and 
misleading and inoculation with virus 
harmful, instead of curative. Rocke

son to believe the solemn truth, that ev
ery man and woman has stored away in 
their subconscious minds the entire 
history and experience of all their an
cestors clear back through tne dim 
historic past.

“My friend, Minot J. Savage," de
clared the dpehkef, “is one of the really 
good men who has been obfustlcated on 
Spiritualism. Dr. Savage tells of two 
men, who had agreed on a code of sig
nals to be given by the first one flying 
to his living friend, if spirit communion, 
were possible. "A” died. On one oc
casion “B" received through a medium 
a message from “A,” in which the let
ters, words and figures were correctly 
given as agreed upon. No one but “A" 
and “B” knew of this signal.

“Now,” declared Mr. Frank, "this is 
no evidence that ‘A’ communicated 
with ‘B.’ The phenomena can be ac
counted for in a scientific way. The 
medium ’s^ub-consclous mind is in con
tact with the infinite ocean of thought 
and when ’B’ called on the medium the 
latter drew on his reservoir of his sub
conscious mind, which extracted from 
the ocean of mind the signals where 
they existed, and the medium then gave 
them to ‘B’ as a message from spirit 
‘A.’ ”

At the risk of exposing my ignorance, 
I wish to inquire who is Henry Frank 
who comes to us away out on the west
ern edge of the continent, and tells us 
there is no more than one honest medi
um in a thousand; that whisky pro
duces the best manifestations, and that 
a very large proportion of mediums go 
crazy? Is he a distinguished scientist, 
as stated by the chairman.? Is it true 
that to him iff due the credit of the 
much talked of New Thought move
ment?

Am I too stupid to know whether or 
not I have a sub<»nscious mind? Have 
I? I am so duH'that I do not under
stand how all thoughts that have ever 
been “thunk” by the myriads of earth’s 
inhabitants, are things floating about 
like driftwood on the infinite ocean of

If I a little girl could be, 
-Well—just like you, 

With lips as rosy, cheeks as fair, 
Such eyes of blue, and shining hair. 

What do you think I’d do?
I’d wear so bright and sweet a smile. 
I’d be so loving all the while, 
I’d be so heipful with my hand, 
So quick-and gentle to command,

You soon would see 
That every one would turn to say, 
“ ’Tis good, to meet that Child to-day." 
Yes, yes, my bird, that’s what I’d do. 
If I were; you.
Or, if I chanced to be a boy,

Like some I know.
With crisp curls sparkling in the sun, 
And eyes all beaming bright with fun—

Ah, if I could be so, -.
I'd strive and strive with all my might 
To be so true, so brave, polite, 
That’in me each one might behold • 
A hero, as in days of old.

'Twould’be a joy "
To hear-one,-looking at me, say, 
“My cheer and comfort all-the day.“ 
Yes, If I were a boy, I know

I would be so? :■ 
—Sydney Dayre, in Independent. *

entious, home-loving, friendly, unpre
tentious. My .lectures were given in 
English (which they understand); but 
their conversation with each other is a 
linguistic puzzle which I am not yet 
able to make out or keep up with. 
Their speech flows forth seemingly 
with almost the rapidity of lightning, 
without effort hitch or pause, and all 
the words blended into one! I am avail
ing myself of the opportunity, however, 
while here, at Verona, Mo., to sepure 
good illustrations of the language and 
of Its scheme of elementary sounds, for 
Insertion in the so long deferred but by 
no means abandoned work on the Uni
versal Natural Alphabet, or Normalfa— 
with which system the exact pronuncia
tion of any possible language, dialect, 
or gibberish, can be represented with 
scientific accuracy; so that any person 
anywhere who lias mastered the alpha
bet can readily and correctly pro
nounce any written Or. printed wird he 
may see, or spell any spoken word he 
may hear, without spelling book or pro
nouncing dictionary.

This is an achievement fraught with 
such immense benefits to universal 
mankind, that it ought not to be Buf
fered to lie upon the shelf until the 
earthly originator of the system shall 
have left the mortal body.

In the midst of many other duties, ex
tending over a .period of nearly half a 
century, he has elaborated a complete 
compendium of the science of Alphabet- 
ism and has prepared Illustrations from 
about 200 languages and dialects of 
America, Europe, Asia, Africa and the 
isles of the ocean, thus fully demon
strating the world-wide adaptability of 
the system. Supplying a connecting 
link or common tie between the na
tions, the Normalfa will prove to be of 
I he greatest assistance in the inaugura
tion of the era of universal peace, jus
tice, liberty, brotherhood. The subject, 
or proposition, of unifying human 
speech by means of a scientific and nat
ural system of sound-representation, 
was brought prominently before the 
Spiritualist public during a period of 
about ten years, dating from August 8,

feller’s gift allows callow professors, to 
experiment on hecatombs of guinea 
pigs, dogs, cats, horses and other ani
mals, inoculating them with various 
forms of deadly virus, extracted from 
putrid blood. Confined in cages, these 
animals can be watched day by day 
through all the prolonged agony of the 
engendered fevers, and from their 
burning veins, "toxins,” and “antl-tox- 
ins“ extracted to ferment the blood of 
human patients. It is all to the glory 
of “science," and alleviation of human 
suffering!

Is it, or is it for the lust for cruelty, 
the gratification of the beast in human 
nature?

Already the fruits appear. The Asso
ciated Press is furnished a report of the 
experiment of Doctors’Guthrie and Car
rell, in grafting vital organs on other 
parts of the body than those to which 
they belong. They opened the throat 
and chest of a dog and moved the ani
mal’s heart into its neck and grafted it 
there, and its functions went on without 
much disturbance. In other dogs ,they 
reversed the circulation of the blood!

Ordinary man, with the modesty true 
science yields, would wait the comple
tion of their studies. Not so these col
lege professors. They fill the ears of 
greedy reporters with their expecta
tions. Dr. Carrell, says: “What we 
have learned gives us hope that we may 
replace a wounded or worn out heart in 
a human being with the healtny, youth
ful and strong one from a living 
monkey.”

Here is the full confession of object 
and intention of this sacrifice of count
less animal victims. Some time, some
body may need a heart, and a kind 
monkey will be called on to give up its 
valuable treasure. Of course the 
monkey has nothing to say about it 
more than the dogs. Man wants it, and 
takes it. If such a man should need 
another heart, and the grafting can be 
done, a strong living hog would be the 
most appropriate animal to furnish it.

Do the professors believe that a 
monkey’s heart can be grafted into the 
place of a man’s? Of what value to sci
ence, or to anything else, is moving a 
dog’s heart into its neck, or reversing 
its blood-current? The fiends who did 
the will of Torquemada in the torture

thought, or flying through ' infinité' 
space like black1 birds, some singly, 
some in pairs and some in dozens linked 
together like >a string of sausages, all 
prowling andand, watching for an op
portunity to fasten to the innocent sub
conscious mind <sf mediums, and 
palmed off on Minot J. Savages and 
other gullible Spiritualists as messages 
from departeii friends.

Now, Mr/cBdltoidlyou will confer a 
great favor oh correspondent, by telling 
me' if I reallyi have a sub-conscious 
min* chockfull of ’ Medians and bear 
fights, and alii thé fiecords of all the 
rackets my reverendtnncestors were en
gaged in backito that far distant period 
when they cHimbeditrees for cocoanuts 
for dinner, and if so, is it also a fact 
that “thesei crazjas mediums with 
wrecked neruous systems and aisor- 
dered brains/J eitheiuwhen drunk or so
ber, can fish np these.old records of my 
ancestor’s capers aticli play them on me- 
for spirit, mesdagesft: Is it true I have 
two minds—a.deep.cellar and an upper 
story mind, and-the-chief’business of 
the lower one 4s itvdeceive and make a 
fool of the upperxme?

' R. A. DAGUE.
;-A-."sclentist!”-î’Sc!ence is truth. The 

true: scientist Is always for the truth', 
even though .It Subverts his most cher
ished theories.-viThe:'"scientist never 
makes a statement without knowing it 
by evidence to be truec. ' -

. Does Mr. Frank ktiOw that medium-' 
ship' shatters ■ the uerVous system and 
promotes insanity?’ Gan he give the 
name of a Binglb’rfodtam who has "by 
that gift become'lnsane? Can he give 
the names of mediums who claim

CD

1863, at which time an announcement of 
the discovery appeared in the Banner 
of Light. Numerous essays, etc., fol
lowed from time to time. Commenda
tory resolutions were adopted at a state 
convention held in Boston; at the Na
tional Convention held in Providence 
(at which 1 was a delegate from Ver
mont ); at the National Convention of 
the Children’s Progressive Lyceum held 
in Philadelphia (at which I was a dele
gate from New Jersey), and on other 
occasions. Several introductory book
lets and charts were published, adver
tised find widely circulated, and class 
instruction given in that portion of the 
system required for writing English. 
Some correspondence was had with for
eign countries. But the effort at propa
ganda required a full and complete pres
entation of the science of speech and 
art of representing it, and the matter 
was temporarily dropped until a work 
could be brought out doing full justice 
to the subject. The material for such 
a work is now accumulated, and the 
author hopes to be able to present to 
the world ere long a fitting compendium 
of this gift from the higher life—de
clared in a letter from Hon. G. S. Bout
well, United States Secretary of the 
Treasury, to be "one of the most valu
able and important discoveries since 
the art of printing."

I return to the “home" field from 
here in time to speak on Sunday, Sep
tember 24. The next point will be Ne
vada, Mo., for the annual convention of 
the “New Thought” thinkers. Will fill

have given him over to them, to per
form the experiment of dislocating his 
heart into his neck, or grafting in its 
place that of a dog or a monkey ; or 
more horrible, the Holy Father^ might 
have called on these doctors for a tube 
of one of their toxins, and with a hypo
dermic injection set the blood of the 
heretic ■aflame, and for weeks and 
months gloated on his agony. Even an 
anti-heretic toxin might have been in
vented for, their use.

Do these professors believe in their 
expectations? Not for a moment. They 
are not idiots. They seek the report
ers, to exploiter, and gain cheap noto
riety.

The University of Chicago will be en
dowed as no other. It will have the 
means to become equiped to complete
ness. Yet is there a Spiritualist will
ing to place his children, in. a school 
dominated by such a spirit? Endowed 
by money-madness and ruled over by 
the arrogance of Pecksnifflan piety and 
parvenu science, where cruelty to ani
mals, cruel brutality in college gamesr 
hazing, and all ■ that goes to make up 
what George T. Angell calls “the col
lege devil,” are at a prerriium. 5 .' . '

And yet with a’ccents of surprise, we 
hear it asked: -What - do Spiritualists 
want of a school of their own?

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism- look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, “LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD." written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care
fully:

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Boo118 y°u may order, price 26 cents, 
this is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
s yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents

Any three of "
Books you may

Any tour of
Books you may

Any five of
Books you may

Any six of

the Twelve Premium 
order, price 11.10.
the Twelve Premium 

order, price $1.50.
the Twelve Premium 

order, price $1.75.

Books
Any 

Books
Any 

Books
Any 

Books

seven of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.35.
eight of the -Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.65.
nine of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.90.
ten of the Twelve Premium

mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles of

Word comes from London, Eng., that 
talismanic gems are the fad of the 
hour. Society, which has been reveling 
in occultism, is having its jewels reset 
cabalistically.

The idea comes from Paris, where the 
Parisians are wearing mystically en
graved jewel amulets to ward off evil 
influences. Mounted in platinum and 
gold, the jewels, which do not become 
talismanic until they have left the en
graver’s hands,, are being set in fantas
tic designs as rings, pendants, brace
lets and necklaces. Needless to say, 
the new craze is good for the jewelers, 
for the jewels must be new, or, at least, 
recut, if they are to gring good luck to 
the wearers.

Mystic Stones and Thèir Signs.
The mystic stones and their equiva

lent signs are:
January—The Water Bearer—Sap

phire.
February—the Fishes—Amethyst 
March—The Ram—Blood Jasper. 
April—The Bull—Garnet.
May—The Twins—Emerald.
June—The Crab—Agate.
July—The Lion—Cornelian.
August—the Virgin—Sardonyx.
September — The Balance — Chryso

lite.
October—The Scorpion—Alectorine. 
November—The Archer—Topaz. 
December—The Goat—Coral.
The topaz, engraved with a falcon, 

procures sympathy for its wearer, and 
the blood red coral, with a man bearing 
a sword, is reputed to protect the wear
er from epidemics. »

Beryl engraved with a frog and set 
in platinum and gold in the form of a 
pendant is the favorite love talisman, 
while the alectorine, which is one of 
the stones of the season, when en
graved with a human hand, sustains af
fection between husbands and wives. 
The cornelian, bearing a man with a 
scepter, favors fortune, and so does the 
sardonyx when engraved^with an eagle.

Onyx Supposed to Cause Dreams.
Not every stone, however, brings 

good luck, for the onyx, which, like the 
jade, is being extensively used for 
Studs, rings and : charms, when en
graved with the head of a camel, pro
duces frightful dreams.

These are some of the principles of 
the exponents of thé new. cult.

three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oo- 
cult library^

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must sepd In a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

_ _ _ _ _ » Revised
SIBLE. Edition.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number 6f let
ters- ahd discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth’ binding,.430 
pages. Price $L •' -

Spiritism and Mrs. Leoiiota E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s'Theories 
in Regard to IL “By Ex-Judge Abram

Authenticity, Credibility, 
Morality.

JOHN E. REMSBURG’S GREAT WORK
Ingersoll's desire that somebody 

should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book In- 
silence. Like Thomas Paine’s “Age of 
Reason,” may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators in other lan
guages. And again, like Paine’s -book, 
may this brilliant work bring to'its au
thor tile.praise’ofposterity.—Der Fret- 
denker (Milwaukie).

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg.is most valuable—it is atf*en- 
cyclopedia of Information in regard .to 
the Bible, and surpasses in Importance 
all other- works of the kind now pub
lished. It is up-to-date in every partlc- 
ulart Price, $1.25. . ..

~ THE SUNDAY QUESTION.^
Historical and critical review, with replies m >’ 

. an objection. By G. W. Brown. M D. Prioe,lEa .J
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TB Constitution of^n WICHITA, KANSAS.

The Transition of an Aged and Es
teemed Spiritualist

TWENTY MINUTE SERMONS.

Some Comprehensive Reflections In Re
gard to fhe Same.

Suggested by Dr. Alex. Caird, of Lynn, Mass,
Massachusetts steps to the front and demands a hear

ing. Alex. Caird, M. D., an influential Spiritualist, 
suggests a Symposium on an’exceedingly import
ant subject. It will be inaugurated in his special 
honor as a leading and highly respected Spiritualist 
of the Old Bay State, one who is constantly work
ing for the spread of the Truth as manifested in 
Spirit Return. It will prove especially interesting, 
suggestive and valuable to every reflective mind.

Spiritualists Require No Creed

Don’t magnify the differences. Don’t 
.hold on to the old notion that the truthmost Spiritualists. Many of them nolu ou LU ulB olu

have escaped from years of bondage of ie Droven by the unanimous hurrah of 
cruel dogmas, aud will not submit to

lief, affirms the doctrine sacred to it — -------- - ___ ■ „
while here, and is positive about God, and stamps with the seal of immortality 

- - only the demonstrated.

The Important Question.

power.
And, too, we must come

out of it I hone some suggestions may 
come that will help us. It seems to me 
that Spiritualists need to right-about
face, and lealize that it is neither a 
dime show nor a convenience, but a

and where there are local societies in .
working order which are employing men of means help us morel

geet that the N. S. A. do towards bring
ing about this stable work, .would be to 
change its missionary policy. .It has 
for several years kept missionaries -in 
the field and they, have gone from one

What Does Spiritualism Teach That Spirit
ualists Believe ill Common?

On What Fundamental Principles Do and would have the spirit a .product of 
Spiritualists Agree? ^Some dlvid^th'e the spirit world into

„ seven spheres, while again it is taught 
The discussion of this question has that ^.g 1B no arbitrary division.

called out a wide range of views, and what are we to conclude? Simply 
that spirits are limited in knowledgewhile some of the replies have nar

rowed the field of agreement to the sin
gle tact of spirit communion, others 
have given it a> wide extension. The 
question seems to presuppose that 
there, necessarily should be agreement, 
and be something like a church creed 
to which all may subscribe.

If it be entertaiped, that spiritual be
ings have a knowledge superior to 
mortals, and are infallible, which is the 
old idea, then divergence and disagree
ment in their teachings Tb of vital im
port. ' But the modern view of spirit ex
istence being a continuance of this, and 
that spirits are not endowed with intel
ligence greatly superior to that pos
sessed in this life, places the utterances 
of inspiration on the plane of common 
things and does away with the supersti
tious acceptance of spiritual authority.

A spirit may be in error, misin
formed, and prejudiced, just the same 

.as before leaving its earthly body. We 
are not to expect the communications 
received from such spirits to agree, on 
the contrary we are assured they must 
differ, as the views of men differ. Each 
end every one, by the laws of his being, 
must reach his own conclusions by 
reason.

Why should it be held essential that 
spiritual communications should agree, 
more than all men should agree?

Why should a formula of thought be 
drafted to which all can or must sub
scribe? Is there a scientific bo^y in 
the world that makes membership de
pendent on adhesion to certain beliefs, 
or even demonstrated principles? To 
belong to a geological society one does 
ndt have to avow belief in evolution. 
He may or may not hold to a personal 
Creator, and the cosmology of Genesis. 
Only do church organizations demand 
acceptance of a creed—or agreement.

Such a creed is the abhorrence of

A Chapter From a Forthcoming Book 
by T. A. Bland, M. D., Author of That 
Popular Book, In the World Celestial. 
Copyright. All Rights Reserved.
Man is an intellectual and moral be

ing who possesses a physical body 
which he comes in relation with phys
ical phenomena, and an astral or, as 
Paul called it, a celestial body, which 
enables him to relate himself to psy
chic phenomena.

These two bodies do not differ in 
their essential elements but only in the 
degree of fineness. They are bothleom- 

' posed of material elements, but-they 
are. formed—organized—by different 
rates of vibration, so greatly different 
indeed, that the first is tangible to our 
physical, senses while tire other cannot 
be seen by physical eyes, felt by phys
ical fingers, nor can it make its pres
ence known to ordinary earth-dwellers 
through any phenomenal manifestation 
which appeals to the physical senses.

These bodies are constituted of or
gans of thought and instruments of mo
tion. The brain as a whole is the or
gan of mentality. But the brain is a 
compound organ whose various parts 
or centers, correspond with and /re
spond to: the different faculties of the 
mind. Each mental faculty has its 
brain center or organ. The brain prop
er, the intellectual brain, the congeries 
of mental organs has no function or 
office other than the mental functions 
of the observatory, memory, reason, 
imagination, emotion, moral conscious-

and fallible, and must not be taken as 
authority, and in this all Spiritualists 
agrpe.

There are other points, as the funda
mental proposition that man is a spirit, 
incarnate, which at death passes from 
the earthly body, remaining the same 
individual. That this spiritual being 
has an infinitely progressive existence. 
That there la no other savior than by 
growth in knowledge. That spirits are 
cognizant of those in this life, and can 
under favorable conditions communi
cate with them.

Nor is there any difference of opinion 
on the fundamental principles of moral
ity. The ethics of all religions, freed 
from their theology, are nearly identi
cal, for the principles of duty, obliga
tion, and right conduct, are exponents 
of- countless ageq of thought-selection, 
whereby that which was best for the 
community and the individual has been 
preserved. The right way is right be
cause thereby all Interests are best pro
tected and promoted.

In fact, in the great essentials there 
is agreement, and differences of opin
ion only in minor detail and non-essen
tials. .There is more unity of thought 
than among the Christian churches. 
For two thousand years they have 
never settled the vital, point whether 
there is one God or three, and those 
who believe in three have .contended 
over the relations the three sustain to 
each other until befogged in the verbi
age of definitions. Yet each sect would 
eompel every one to believe in the 
creed---that is statement of principles— 
it promulgates. .Therein Spiritualism 
widely differs. . It allows each and ev
ery mind freedom of thought. It has 
no thumb-screw, t ack or dungeon, or os
tracism to enforce acceptance. .

the faintest indication of thralldom. 
They might look with some deference 
on superior spirit messages, did not 
these carry with them the limitations of 
their authors. A spirit, born and.reared 
in earth-life in the church, does not at 
once come to the truth. It returns and 
through a medium also of church be-

Christ, heaven and hell as the most or
thodox preacher.

Other spirits affirm the old doctrine 
of reincarnation they believed in here, 
which they have not, or cannot verify 
in their state more than in mortal life.

Others repudiate the eastern myth,

of color is so small that they are color 
blind. Such persons often have per
fect eyes and have. UÖ orgaMs of form, 
size, etc., well developed and are good 
judges of the form, size and weight of 
objects, but cannot tblDyoilf what the 
color is. The prgajMdp located imme
diately above the cejUer, ofafhe Instru
ment of sight, the eße. . Jt;-Js small in 
many heacjs, espeqlaffly thel; heads of 
Americans’’ ,: ।. is

The organs of memory .are located 
Immediately above tbp argans of sight 
and may very property be farmed the 
picture gallery of the^lnd.tjis one with 
large organs of memory cpp at any 
time see a perfect mental,picture ot 
anything which has ever been photo
graphed upon the retina.pt the eye. 
This wonderful gallery not. only con
tains pictures of things, but of ideas

ness, etc., etc, It has no physical func
tion. It is the workshop of the mind, 
the laboratory of thought. Could every 
mental organ be removed from the cra
nium without injury to the contiguous 
tissues, physical life would continue as 
before; the functions ,pf the stomach, 
bowels, liver, kidneys, heart, etc., would 
not be suspended or ’ disturbed. This 
fact has been established by experi
ments on animals and birds.

Thq brain ot both brutes and men, 
which compose the mental organs, rest 
upon a foundation substratum of the 
brain tissue, whose function is purely 
vital. Its office is to support physical 
life. It is the orgah of sub-mind, or 
sub-consciousness which presides over 
and conducts the operations of the in
ternal machinery of our bodies. The 
action of the stomach, of the heart, the 
liver, etc., are dependent upon it. This 
gub-brain varies in thickness, in differ
ent men, from one-half an inch to an 
inch. Its function was discovered first 
and defined by that eminent anatomist, 
physiologist, and mental scientist, Dr. 
Wm. Byrd Powell, whose work on the 
Human Temperaments attracted great 
attention among the more progressive 
scientists half a century ago. Prof. 
Powell occupied the chair of Cerebral 
Physiology in a medical college where 
I took my last course of lectures, and 
from his own lips I received my most 
valuable lessons in anatomy and phys
iology of the brain. From him I.learned 
some Important facts about the func-

also. The historian s$?s .pictures of ev
ery event.he ever witnessed or read of.

The scientist finds In this gallery pic
tures of all tBe facts he has ever dis
covered or heard of. , .While the phil
osopher finds there every idea he ever 
conceived or had presented to him by 
oral speech, or by written words..

The organs of reason, áre located im
mediately above those of memory. 
Through those organs :fhe . mind is 
able to determine the logical relation
ship and comparative vajue; of things 
and of scientific tacts and philosophical 
Ideas. These organs .qecupy a position 
immediately above the organs of mem
ory In the. superior región of the fore
head, The side head is .occupied by a 
number of organs through which the 
faculties. classed as, selfish act, and 
also those classed as semi-intellectual. 
The selfish organs are on a line with 
the organs of sight, hence they ; rest 
upon the sub-brain. - , .

The organs ot aHmentlveness, de
structiveness, combativeness, etc., are 
In this lower range ot organs. Immedi
ately above thesd the organs of con
structiveness, calculation, etc., are lo
cated. And in the next higher range 
of the side head, ideality, sublimity, 
etc found. Th? organs of imagination, 
hope, conscientiousness,, etc., occupy a 
still higher position in the brain. While 
the organs of benevolence, veneration 
and firmness occupy the. crowning re
gion of the head. And tfie organ of self- 
esteem, approbativeness, friendship, 
and sexual love are in the back region 
of the head.

Thé-discoverer of the science of cere
bral physiology, popularly known as 
phrenology, Dr. Franz Joseph Gall, was, 
like Darwin, a close observer, his or
gans being very large. . He discovered, 
verified and mapped out the location of 
26 organs of mental faculties and some 
twenty .have been discovered by ob
serving and thoughtful students of the 
constitution of man, during the past 
century. How many remain to be dis
covered and classified we do not know; 
but that the mind hhq. faculties whose 
organs have not been^iiterentiated and 
located, Is generally pelleysfl by stu-

I kindly ask for space In your paper 
to announce the transition of Mrs. Sa
rah Walker ot this city, and mother ot 
Mrs. Minnie Martindale. The relatives 
and close friends of our. arisen sister 
gathered at the home of Mrs. Walker, 
1205 South Water street, at three 
o’clock yesterdav afternoon, to listen to 
remarks and eulogy of Mrs. Walker, by 
the Hon. Judge Tucker, It being Mrs. 
Walker’s wish that he should officiate 
at the laying away, or preparatory to 
the laying away of the body. It was 
indeed a truly Spiritualist funeral, and 
I am Bure one that all Spiritualists 
should pattern after. ,

Mrs. Walker was 75 years of age, had 
been a staunch Spiritualist and a very 
fine psychic all her life, many times see
ing and hearing the loved ones who had 
preceded her to the realms beyond, so 
she can better return to her much loved 
family than those who have not studied 
into and become thoroughly imbued 
with our spiritual philosophy. Our sis
ter was most lovingly and tenderly 
eared for by her two daughters, Minnie 
and Sylvia. She was a great sufferer 
but patiently did she bear her physical 
ailments,

Mrs. Walker passed to the higher life 
Sunday, Oct. i, 1905, at 7:15 a. m^ The 
many friends in Whitewater, Wis., will 
be sorry to learn of Mrs. Martindale’s 
sad bereavement, for in Ulis bereave
ment Mrs. Martindale has lost the 
truest and dearest friend of earth. But 
the family has the sacred consolation 
of knowing that "Mother" can and will, 
and has returned. The family has tbe 
sympathy of all friends and acquaint- 

.ances.
Just a word now about Wichita Spir

itualists. They are very enthusiastic 
in keeping up .¿he interests in meetings 
here. The Light of Truth society has 
engaged our good brother, Will J. Er- 
wood, to lecture for ¿hem, Monday, 
Tuesday and Wednesday of this week, 
and I to follow with spirit messages.

My Independent Sunday evening 
meeting Is having fine success, full 
houses and seemingly an appreciative 
audience. There is a young lady, resi
dent of Wichita, who assists me In 
messages and who bids fair to be a fine 
platform message bearer—a Miss Mor
ris. The people here enjoy a good cir
cle, and are also greatly interested in 
the philosophy of our belief.

It seems that my great desire and 
wish to leave Chicago and get so far 
away from it that I could not get back 
in a hurry, has been granted. Not that 
I wished to leave any of my friends, 
but because of the struggle for a living, 
where there are so many workers; and 
it makes me smile when I think how 
nicely my desire has been granted. At 
the same time I am getting homesick to 
see my dear boy, Frank, and I think it 
will not be much longer until I pass 
through my home city, en route for the 
East, and dear old home In Steuben
ville, Ohio, the land of my parents and

Bishop Potter gives ministers good 
advice m telling them to preach only 
twenty minutes. When a Spurgeon or 
a Beecher arises he may preach as long 
as he pleases. The longer hiq sermons 
are the better his hearers like ¿hem. 
But most clergymen are not Beechers 
or Spurgeons, and the average minister 
who preaches more than twenty min
utes, by goring and wearying bla audi
tors, undoes, in the last half of his ser
mon, all the good he has done in the 
first half,

The Puritan minister usually 
preached an hour or more. The congre
gation listened with rapt attention or 
was moved to demonstrations of relig
ious enthusiasm. Ministers find it diffi
cult to understand why, since people 
then listened gladly to a long sermon, 
they now object If it lasts for from 
thirty to forty-five minutes.

The causes of tne change might be 
hard to give. As to whether the change 
lias taken place or not there can be no 

"question. Not only do people object 
nowadays to long sermons, but many 
will not go to hear them who would go 
to hear short ones. Long-winded ser
mons have emptied more pews than 
anything else. The minister may pre
fer to preach long . sermons, but he 
should consult his hearer’s wishes, not 
his own. He should set before hie cus
tomers the wares they want.

Preachers accustomed to talking 
from a half hour to an hour perhaps 
think that they cannot compress their 
arguments and exhortations into twenty 
minutes. Let them try it. They will 
be surprised to find how many good 
thoughts may be driven home in that 
time, if they are expressed as briefly 
and pointedly as they ought to be. 
They may also find that, Instead of 
sending their hearers away filled to 
such repletion that they will never 
want to come back, they will send them 
away with just enough pabulum to last 
until the next time for the next ser
mon, when they will return hungry for 
more.

The art of visitlag, which many 
young men never learn, is to make 
short calls and to be bo agreeable and 
entertaining that when the visitor 
leaves his hostess regrets his early de
parture and hopes he will come again. 
The art of sermonizing and of speech- 
making is after the same pattern. 
Speaker or preacher, should learn to 
talk briefly and interestingly, so that 
when he stops his hearers will regret 
that he did not talk longer and will be 
eager to hear him again. He never will 
lack an audience.

In the common language of the day, 
let us give the Bishop "the glad hand.” 
Let us endorse with our whole hearts 
the above ringing words of the Chicago 

, Tribune. The shorter the better for

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OB

Dial PlaneheHß

the crowd.
Magnify the great principles which 

are indisputable; principles which 
form the foundation of Spiritualism, as 
a science—not a theology.

We have different views, what of it? 
Opinions, beliefs, ideas, theories, of 
men and spirits are all brought at last 
to the tribunal of reason, which accepts

We need not worry about the result. 
We may assist, or we may retard^but 
no alliance can for long sustain error, 
or restrain the truth. When that is 
found, there will be unity of knowledge 
—not belief. HUDSON TUTTLE.

What Shall We Do to Make Spiritualism Grow?
Dr. Caird’s query is a good one, and speakers by the month or more, to

mark out routes that are within a rea
sonable radius of the local, and make 
terms with these speakers, which I am 
sure would work for a nominal sum; 
and get them for one or two evenings in 
the week to go out to the places. Ingreat revelation that reaches Into every 

department of human need, therefore it that way a steady course of meetings 
' ........................ . could be held each season; at least onceis a source of education Instead of a 

fragment of truth around which to 
build another sect It seems In the im
mediate past that most of_the time and 
energy of societies, local, state and Na
tional, have been trying to build up a 
sect to compete with other sects, so 
have clamored for quantity instead of 
quality, and have wasted much time in 
trying to devise means by which they 
can get privileges from certain laws, 
and acquire certain titles that we have 

• no moral right to in any“ sense, and will 
' he of no real value when we do get

them, if we succeed.
What we need, first and foremost, is 

men of some practical business ability 
at the head of our societies, and who 
have a respectable standing in the com
munity; some one who can tfork for 
the good of the society instead of for a 

"clique; some one that can and will 
stand for principle.

We need state organizations that are 
organized in the proper business man
ner. Instead of states trying to organ
ize first, organize the locals first, and 
have the state organized . from locals 
and then have the National, from the 
state. As things now are cliques can 
and do run things, and this is never 
wise or safe,

We have a few societies that are 
■burning illustrations of what .can be 
done along this line; but we have more 
of the other, which in turn show the 
dangers of this, too. ...

One of the” first things I would sug-

a month in each city or town and in 
many of them more "often. In this way 
a growing Interest could be created 
which would be self supporting. Then 
this one would become an independent 
employer and so become a strong factor 
in the state; then' this would reach with 
so much added power to the N. S. A., 
and in a few years I believe every state 
that now has any working bodies would 
become honey-combed with good socie
ties. And then the N. S. A., backed by 
these states could start in the states 
where now there is practically nothing, 
and in twenty-five years we might have 
a working body that could lead the 
thought of the world, thus become a

state to another,, but as . we. follow, in 
their trail we find that nelther local nor 
state societies are more numerous; or 
better organized. On the other hand we 
hehr many criticisms—not of the work
ers, but of the method. It really looks 
to me like much time, energy, . and 
money wasted so far as the working 
cpdy of Spiritualism is Concerned.

tlons of the mental organs which w^e 
new to me, though I had previously i 
read Gall, Spurzheim, Combe and other । 
great writers on the science of ’Phre- i 
nolpgy. ’ <

Dr. Powell taught me how to deter
mine bv external measurement the 
thickness of the sub-brain. His direc
tions are as follows

“Draw a line from the spinal protu
berance of the os-occipitus to the ex
ternal orbit of the os-frontls and meas
ure from the meatus audltorus externus 
up to that line."

The occipital spine is a small pro
tuberance, in some cases' very small, 
situated at the lower center ' of the 
back of the head. The orbital promi
nence is Immediately above the outer 
corner of the eye. A line drawn be
tween these ttvo points passes above 
the ear, and to measure from the open
ing of the ear up to that line gb-es the 
depth of the sub-brain, sometimes 
called the vegetative brain. It is the 
foundation on which the mental brain 
rests. The organs of 'perception, the 
seeing organs, or to be exactly correct, 
the .brain centers through which the 
observing faculties of the mind act, are 
located immediately above the eyes, 
and immediately over the front portion 
of the sub-brain; and the organ of ama
tiveness, sexual passion, rests on the- 
'extreme back portion of it, while the 
organs of destructiveness, combative-■ 
ness, alimentiveness, etc., occupy posi
tions over the center of the sub-brain, 
tier upon tier in negularorder, the or
gans Of memory, reason, ideality, aspi
ration, benevolence, veneration, firm
ness, conscientiousness, etc.

The eyes are only instruments of 
sight, the organs of sight are in the 
brain. The nerves of sight, the optic 
nerves terminate at the back of the 
eye In a network of thin nerve fila
ments which serve as a sensitive plate 
like that used by photographers. The 
eye, like the photographer’s camera, re
ceives tljp ravs ot light reflected from 
objects, and thus pictures of those ob
jects are formed on the sensitive plate, 
which is called the retina. The mind, 
the man. sebs tnese pictures through 
the organs of ooservatipn, and projects 
them out magnified to the size of the 
objects thus pictured. Without the 
eyes the organs of sight would be use
less. Persons who have large percept
ive organs and good eyes have excel
lent sight, but those with small organs 
of sight or defective eyes see Indis
tinctly.

Each organ of sight possesses, a spe
cial function.

The’ function of the organ of color is 
to enable the mind of the person to see 
colors; and if it is large and active in a 
man or woman he or she is a good 
judge of colors; such a person'can dis-

to realize
that Spiritualism, can never do its best 
work by .being confined to the opinions 
of few as to what it really is. When 
men try to put a fence around truth, 
they fence out more than they get in. 
It makes me fearful for the cause when 
I read of state societies passing resolu
tions, that 'any speaker that takes up 
the great queslons of the day is to be 
barred from their platform, ■■ because 
they cannot see wherein Spiritualism 
had anything in this connection. And 
when I read letters from some of our 
young men workers who are . pleading 
with societies to keep the rostrum free 
from. all discussion of the economic 
questions of the day, I feel to say. Oh, 
spirit world, broaden that intellect by 
the powers of inspiration,...

What we need are minds of breadth 
and power.

So many refer us to ¿he great men of 
the past Who labored in Spiritualism 
and -these intellects with the burning 
fires of tbe spirit realms drew the at
tention of the world.

-Why db’yôù tiirn to the" work' and 
nime of Brittan, Wheeler, Mrs. Luther, 

:",inda Spence, Al JI Davis',' Edmunds, 
and a host of others?' ' .
;, Principally, because they taught. Sp|r-

criminate between the different shades 
produced by the mingling of different 
colors. One whose organ of color is 
very small cannot tell red from brown, 
or blue from green. In some the organ -1 ' .

dents of human natur^. .7C - 1
. The brain’consist^., of „two hemi
spheres, the right and lef^,pence the , 
organs are double. ¡Hiere ,¿fe two in
struments of Bight, tpe eyes,.and each 
of these has its set oj.' orgapp. Were it , 
not so the loss of an eye would cause : 
total blindness. If ope hemisphere of 
the brain could be $pmqvsfi from the ' 
skull, without injury thither hemi
sphere, the organs qf. th^,f remaining ' 
half of -the brain wou^ sery^ the facul
ties of the.piind, as jyell afe the single 
eye performs the function of both when 
its fellow has beearidestr^ed. I am 
now speaking of thfejiraln^not ot the 
sub-biain^ . n...'?.0 .. ••

The reader is askep, to r-qmember ¿he 
primary proposition,that the 
sub-brain is vegetative or-¿lie supports 
ing, and the brain propqr is the organ 
of mentality. The function ot each be
ing distinct from that of , the other. 
This distinction is made clear by the 
fact already stated, that to remove the 
brain which Is composed of the organs 
of the mind does not necessarily cause 
death, but a loss of mental power only; 
while to remove the s.ub-brain .or to cut 
into It, or pierce it witp an instrument 
or projectile ot any sort produces death 
almost instantly.

During my career as army surgeon, 
of the American Civil War, a soldier 
who had been shot through the head 
came under my care. The ball had 
entered the right eye and ranging up
ward had come out at the top ot the 
head immediately back of the organ of 
benevolence. It carried away a portion 
of the skull about two inches square 
and two or three ounces of brain, in
cluding the right lobe, oi; half, of the or
gan of veneration. My. surgical associ
ate pronounced the wound fatal. - He 
said: "That man can’t.be saved.”

“I beg to differ from you,” I replied. 
“If the ball had penetrated the vital 
part of the brain he would have died at 
once. The fact that he is still alive 
proves that he has a fighting chance for 
recovery. If the inflammation can be 
controlled, the woufid will heal and the 
man mav live to a good old age. But 
he will not see quite so well, one eye 
being destroyed and one half of the 
organ of veneration being gone, he 
may not pray so fervently as formerly.”

About half a century ago, an incident 
occurred in Tennessee; which attracted 
great attention especially in scientific 
circles. By the premature explosion of 
a charge of powder a man had a steel 
drill an inch square and three feet long, 
driven through his head, yèt he did not 

■ did, but recovered from the wound.
The drill did not touch the vital brain, 

: but the mental brain only. ' 
: Besides the divisions already named 
■ the brain is divided jnto the cerebrum 
I and the cerebellum, the.cerebrum being 
■ known as the brain of intellectuality,

my birth. E. J. JAQUET.

A Prominent Medium Speaks of the De
ception She Has Witnessed.

It has been some ten years since I 
first began my investigation of Spirit
ualism, and since that time I have been 
a subscriber to The Progressive Think
er and therefore have read a great deal 
about tl;e deception which is being prac
ticed at tbe present time in our ranks.

It has brought to my mind-many of 
my own experiences along that line of 
so-called phenomena, such as materiali
zation, trumpet and slate-writing, etc., 
and reading an article In No. 827 from 
Mrs. C. H. Mullins, I thought I would 
juBt give'a little of my own experience 
that I have had along that line. I 
have often thought of doing it before, 
but as there was so much being said, 
pro and con, from, I might say, master 
mind in our ranks, I thought I would, 
keep silent, and watch and pray for the 
results which might spring from the 
thoughts being expressed. Knowing 
Sister Mullins as I have for some time, 
I know her to be sincere and honest in 
all she does, and one whom the angel 
world guides, and I have attended all 
those places of which our sister speaks 
and with her I can truly say, Oh! such 
deception, and -I might add, such a hold-, 
up game I never saw before, as I have 
proven, to mV own satisfaction it to be. 
I believe I have witnessed the slate
writing bv the same mediums of whom 
Mrs. Mullins speaks; if not, the trick 
was done in the same way. I know just 
how our sister feels, for I, too, nave 
Wept over the deception practiced. I, 
like her, went in all sincerity and truth, 
not thinking that any one would stoop 
so low as to practice such deception.

Oh! what a shame that our fair Spir
itualism is being dragged down dally by 
just such as these, and then we have 
those who will get on our platforms and 
will tell all of the wonderful things 
which they think they have received 
from that source, and applaud those so- 
called mediums; and endorse them as 
almost angels, only they lack the wings.

It makes my heart ache when I think 
of how many good, honest people, with 
money and means and a good amount 
of common sense, who have been 
turned away from Spiritualism on ac
count of the disgusting things they 
found being practiced in its name. I 
will say this, that I have more respect 
for the hold-up man and the sneak thief, 
than I have for such so-called mediums. 
They are not worthy the name, for it is 
too sacred. I am glad that I had 
proven, and found the truth of Spirit
ualism to my own soul’s satisfaction,

the sermons, even of to-day, with their 
progressed ideas and systematic pre
cision of construction.

There are many ministers to whom 
one might listen for an hour, without 
tiring, but these cases are rare.

This advice might as well come home 
to Spiritualist lecturers as -to those to 
whom Bishop Potter wishes to refer. 
The fact Is, a subject can be talked to 
death very easily by the prosaic mono
tone of the “below-average” preacher in 
Spiritualism or in the church, and an 
audience will soon become weary of a 
mere talker, who talks much and long 
and says little.

Speaking to our own people^we only 
wish to say, there is but one Harrison 
D. Barrett, one J. Clegg Wright, one 
Prof. Lockwood, one J. S. Loveland, one 
Lyman C. Howe, one Moses Hull, one 
Mattie Hull, one Cora L. V. Richmond, 
one Mary T. Longley, one Jennie H. 
Brown, etc., etc., on through the list of 
eloquent speakers in the ranks of Spir
itualism; and while the lesser lights 
may educate to the limit of their un
derstanding and ability, they need not 
expect to be a Demosthenes or Cicero, 
a Henry Ward Beecher or an Ingersoll, 
and hold an audience in profound inter
est to the last word of a long lecture 
that is neither profound nor interesting.

Volumes can be said in a few words, 
and often more in profound silence.

The most inspiring prayer was the 
"silent prayer” of the Quakers, and per
haps it is in use in that church to-day.

At least a sermon boiled down gives 
more substance for the amount of talk, 
and has a far more telling influence, 
both for the subject and the speaker.

P. O. KERR.

This instrument is substantially the 
name as that employed by Prof. Hare in 
his early investigations. In its im
proved form it has been before the pub
lic for more than twelve years, and in 
the hands of thousands of persons has 
proved its superiority over the Plan
chette, and all other instruments which 
have been brought out in imitation, 
both in regard to certainty and correct
ness of the communications received by 
its aid, and as a means of developing 
mediumship.

Do you wish to Investigate Spirit
ualism?

Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive communist' 

tlons?
The Psychograph is an Invaluable alh 

sistant. a pamphlet with full " 
directions for the

FORMATION OF CIRCLES AND CUL-
, TIVATION OF MEDIUMSHIP 

with every instrument. Many who were 
not aware of their mediumistlc gift, 
have, after a few sittings, been able to 
receive delightful messages. A vol
ume might be filled with commendatory 
letters. Many who began with it as an 
amusing toy, found that the intelligence 
controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spirit
ualism.

Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., 
writes: “I had communications (by thq 
Psychograph) from many other friends, 
even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. 
They have been highly satisfactory, 
and proved to me that Spiritualism is 
indeed true, and the communications 
have given my heart the greatest com
fort In the severest loss I have had of 
son, daughter, and their mother.” 

’ ^r- Eugene Crowell, whose writings 
have made his name familiar to those 
interested In psychic matters, writes as 
follows: “I am much pleased with the 
Psychograph. It is very simple in prin
ciple and construction, and I am sure 
must be far more sensitive to spiritual 
power than the one now in use. I be
lieve it will generally supersede the lat
ter when its superior merits become 
known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage 
paid from the manufacturer, for $1.00. 
Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

“AS IT IS TO BE.”
A Very Suggestive Work Which .

Beams With Spiritual Truths. ]

This Ib a beautiful book, by Cora 
Lynn Daniels, and it scintillates with I 
grand spiritual thought. An idea of 1 
this work can be obtained by reading 
the titles of a few of the chapters 
therein: ”

The process of Dying; Light and 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; What Is unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul 
of Man; The Drama; A Day in Heaven. 
Price $1.00.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL

“ A STARTLING FACT."

See The Progressive Thinker of 
tember 23.

Sep-

c-puy mi ___________ itualjsm in all its breadth and power. -
What to me seems a much more eco-: ■ Ami AU men of : brains acknowledged

homie and practical plan, is for the'N. their worth,- Bo^matter-whether they. 
S. A. and the state society where there believed in all the new attitudes of life 
are such to take hold of this jointly, they brought ouL

The one .constant cry is, why don’t

, Why don’t people of intelligence that 
believe in the philosophy and phenom
ena come out and support .ub?

Simply because we have FAILED TO 
BECOME THINKERS AS A BODY; 
WE HAVE DROPPED TO THE 
STANDING OF A SHOW, AND Â 
VERY CHEAP ONE, SOMETIMES; 
TOO.

Only this week I have had a call to 
take a church that was built for Spirit
ualism and run as sùch for a few years, 
but because the average speaker only 
tries to “play on one string,” as’the let
ter stated. It has been a failure, and is 
closed, and is a living example.of our 
poor working policy.

Spiritualism is here to stay,: and its 
only Sanger lies right in its own ranks. 
When we as a people will refuse to in 
any way COUNTENANCE. IMITA
TIONS OF ITS : PHENOMENA, AND 
Work fqr it as a great- reve
lation that,is here TO EDU
CATE THE -WORLD, AND STAND 
FOR THAT ¿AND. NOTHING ELSE, 
WE SHALL BEGIN TO SEE BETTER 
RESULT FOR.OUR TIME, ENERGY, 
AND. MEANS EXPENDED/ .

When we will see to it that such 
men as Dr. Caird, Dr, Warne, J. R. 
Francis and others of the same sterling 
worth are kept in the places of trust 
and are supported there, we shall get 
something of .a7 standing among truth 
lovers ELIZABETH HARW^rt

and the cerebellum,"the organ of sexual 
instinct. The phrenological name of 
this organ is.amatlvqness, from “amo” 
to love^but althoughdt is the basis of 
the Jove which brings women and men 
together in marriage! yet it is the organ 
of animal instinct-rather than of a hu
man faculty. -d Bl

Love is the greatest andihollest word 
in our‘language, land m J protest 
against calling an animal rinstinct by 
that holy-name. Passion lis a-more.fit
ting word to use. The-fufibtlon of ama
tiveness, should be ¡under the control of 
the moral faculties and: the) guidance of 
the intellectual fadultiesJii'Thus con
trolled and gulded^at is the source of 
much happiness, bub when)'not so con
trolled and guided, fit plunges those in 
which its organ is'ldrge and active, into 
vice, crime and omlserju Marriages 
based on animal passion are usually 
dissolved by the divorce’court; or they 
are ended by the murder öf one of the 
parties by the other. ’ The man -who 
kills his sweethear&becausnshe refuses 
to wed him would- pfbbably’ have mur- 
dcred her if she had. j ItJs selfish pas
sion, not unselfish lote that leads to 
murder and suicide iln-such cases. The 
man who loves a woman, loves her 
with his whole nature. He loves her 
because she is his; intellectual, uioral, 
social and sexual mate. ;She is his soul 
mate,-his other self, and the woman 
loves her-masculine-mate with unselfish 
devotion. ; r - ;; r -

Young men and- women should be in
formed of this fact, for their own sake, 
and for the sake of their children.. The

and in the sanctuary of my own home, 
before I encountered any of this decep
tion. If I had not r would not to-day be 
enjoying the blessing that I now do.

ALICE M. SEXSMITH. 
...Chicago, Ill.

Good Words for a Worker.
During the absence of our beloved 

president, F. W. Martin, who is at pres
ent in Europe, we are congratulating 
ourselves on being so fortunate in se
curing the services of Mrs. Elizabeth G. 
Reed, of Toledo, who has been conduct
ing our meetings during the-month of 
September. I regret very much that I 
am deficient in language to express1 
the sentiment of onr society in praise 
of this dear sister. She is an inspira
tional speaker, and test and message 
bearer in every sense of the word.

Mrs, Reed gave many interesting 
thoughts relative to mediumship as the 
foundation of the revelation of Spirit
ualism, its philosophy and. the value of 
the same to the world and to humanity, 
by the knowledge and the tests given 
through her mediumship, proving the 
continuity of life in the spheres of eter
nal existence, and the truth of spirit re
turn by her. loving messages and de
scriptions of spirit friends who come 
to comfort. She spoke of the. influence 
the planets have over human life ac
cording to their ruling characters; v?hat' 
phase of mediumship each person was 
best adapted to develop, how to rise to 
supreme heights by concentration and 
proper thinking. . - .

Shie advocates peace and the advisa
bility of woman’s voting, to help in the 
reform as. Spiritualists .teach’the prin-

If it is true, that a number of ancient 
French words are found in St. Paul’s 
Epistles, then we need no further proof 
of the fact that they were written by 
some French scholar, during the Middle 
Ages; for no French language existed 
nineteen hundred years ago.

The Inhabitants of ancient Gallia 
were Celts, and spoke a very different 
tongue. When Julius Caesar conquered 
this people, shortly before the Chris
tian Era. he Romanized them so thor
oughly, language and all, that only few 
remnants remained of the original lan
guage. These remnants, greatly mixed 
with Latin, became the idiom of the 
common people, while the educated 
classes spoke and wrote Latin.

When the Franks, a German tribe, 
conquered the land, four to five centu
ries later, they named It “France" and 
left its civilization as they found it. 
They even adopted the mixed language 
and encouraged its further develop
ment

Documents qre still existing from the 
sons of Charlemagne (ninth century), 
wrlten in modified Latin. But by and 

.by thefe developed distinct character- 
'istlcs, mainly through the efforts of 
early writers, and towards the end of 
the Middle Age we find already “Old 
French,” the mother of the French of 
our day. _ ,

Now, if St. Paul introduced in his 
Epistles an unborn language, would it 
not beat the phenomenon of Pentecost? 
But why did it take so long to discover 
the “Startling Fact"?

MRS. HENRIETTA STRAUB.

ciples of the same, Her work was-all 
very Interesting, of a high order and ap-

science of sex and its;function and re- predated by all who were fortunate 
lations is an important-section. of the enough to-get into- onr well-filled hall.
science pi the Constitution of Man. All available space was taken, and the

same can be said of our home meetings 
during the week, many coming from Lo
rain, Cleveland and Akron.

Wednesday, Sept 28, closed Mrs. 
Reed’s engagement with', our society, 
when she left for other fields of labor. 
Shte will long be remembered by us all, 
and we trust In the near future that we 
may have her with us again.

■ J. M. WOOLDRIDGE.
Elyria, Ohio.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
Thia ta & most valuable book. U comet from tin Rx* 

Priest, whoic character is above reprouch, aud who 
know« what be la talking about. Everybody should 
read It. Price, 11.00. It contain« the following chap* 
tera:

CHAPTER I.
Tbe Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self» 

respect in the Confaatlonal.
CHAPTER IT.

Auricular Confcaaiou a Deep Pit of Perdition for tha 
Priest.

CHAPTER ITT.
The Confessional la the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of tbe Priests Is made easy 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

The lilgbly-educfltcd and refined Woman In the Con* 
Sessional—What becomes of her after uucondltlon* 
a) surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties of 

Marriage and Human So Jety.
CHAPTER VH.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among CtvD* 
ized Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacriiegloui 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to confess tM 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, and 

France.
CHAPTER XII.

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators. Hao« 
bonds and Fathers—Some of the matters on wbioU 
the Priest of Rome must Question Uis Penitent. >

Sent Post-paid. Price, $1.00.

Three Remarkable Books
••TIi» Divine of Man.”
“The taw of Payebio Phenomena."
*‘A Scientific Demonstration of the F«* 

tore
The Divine Pedigree of Man.or the Testimony 

of Evolution and Psychology to the Fatherhood 
Of God. By Thompson Jay Hudson. LL. D. A 
most remarkable work, demonstrating the ex« 
Lstence of the Soul and Future Life. It Is scien
tific throughout- Price 11.50. Dr. Hudson’s 
work on “The Law of Psychic Phenomena” is 
also valuable. Price, fl.60. His “Sclentiao 
Demonstration o! the Future Life” should be 
read by all Price I1.5U

How a Woman Paid Her Debts.
I sm out ot debt, thanks to the Dish-washer 

business. In the past three months I have 
made 1000,000 selling Dish-washer. I never saw 
anything sell so easily. Every family needs a 
Dish-washer and trill buy one when shown how 
beautifully it will wash and dry the familyJlsh- 
es in two minutes. I sell from my own house. 
Each Dish-washer sold brings me many orders, 
The dishes :»re washed without wetting the 
hands. That is why ladles want the Dish-wash
er. I give my experience for the benefit of any 
one who may .wish to. make.money easy.. I 
buy my' Dish-washers from the Mound City 
Dish-washer Do., 3S83 A U LrClede are.. St. Lon- 
is. Mo. 'Write them or. particulars. They will 
start you In business in vour own home.- ■

■ - , . i* A.a.

LIFE Of THOMAS PAINE/ .
By the Editor ot the National, with Pretaca 

and Notes by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with 
views ot the old Paine Homestead and Paine 
Monument, at New Rochelle; also portraits ot 
Thomas Clio Rickman, Joel Barlow, Mary Wol- 
stonecraft, Madame Roland, Condorce, Brissot,1 
and the most prominent ot Paine's friends la 
Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents. _ -

nnWPT Tnm Between Religion and Science. 
| ,11N H IJI, | Just the book tor progressive 
UUXl A *Jlv A thinkers. A book that is very, 
interesting to people who have a taste tor the 
past religions history. By John W. Draper. 
Price, cloth, 91.7S. - ___

Aryan San Myths, the Origin 
of Religion. — „

By Sarah E. Titcomb, wirhan Introduction 
y Charles Morris, author ot "The Aryan Race.", 
rice, cloth. 11.» . ; 1 J

The Murn or the Great Deiuga
By James M. McCann. A complete and over 

whelming refutation ot the Bible story otthi 
Deluge. Frloe, ¡S cent«.. . •

WOMAN!
XMnsera International Congress, Chicago, BL. 
Octobar, 1899. By Susan H. Wlxon. Prine, iso.

retina.pt
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and Error must recede before the 
vanee of Truth.

“The Jesuits." By Rev. B. Fr Austin, 
A. M., B.D. An excellent pamphlet 
Price 15 cents, •
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
TubPbogubssjvb Thinkbr win be furnished 

until further notice at the following terms, In
variably in advance:

Rev. T. B. Gregory Tries His Hand at 
Putting Down Spiritualism:

Light on Bible Literature.
Dr. Koldewey, the head of the

A Mother and Aunt Had a Curious Ex- 
■ perience'lh the South.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. Ypu may do so a dozen times safe
ly. and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents,' and th > you are per-

the National Spiritualists’ 
elation.

Angele and Angels.
Quite a ripple ot excitement 

fating the usually placid minds 
Protestant Episcopal brethren

■W

tdltor-at-Large for the National Spirt*- 
uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in th* secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
dippings when a; attack is made, giv
ing date and name ot paper. Addreaa 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Any person donating one dollar 
the Mediums’ Relief Fund ot the N. S.

the pen of G. W. Brown, M. D., of 
Rockford, Bl, entitled "Wfiat

ATTENTION, SPIRITUALISTS! “BEWARE OF THE PSYCHICS.?

Tickets, 211 Clark St., 
Chicago. ’Phone, Central 
JH7- F-A, BELL, Cily Pas
senger Agent

W

REMITTANCES:,
Remit by Postofilee Money order. Registered 

Letter or Draft on Chicago or New York. It 
costa from 10 to 16 cents to got checks cashed on 
local banks, so do not send them unless you 
wish that amount deducted from the amount 
Bent. Address all letters to J. It. FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Uh

TAKE KOllCBl
t®“At the expiration ot subscrlntlou, It not to- 

newed, the paper Is discontinued. • No pills 
will bo sent tor extra numbers.

J3TTt you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors In address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis.

t®“ Whenever you desire the address of your 
paper (Changed, always give the address ol 
the place to which It has been going or the 
change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is ?2.

A., will, if desired, receive one set of 
spiritual tracts and one copy of "Vio
lets," a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy of 
“Leaves of Truth,” a cloth-bound book 
of instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

Col. Ingersoll’s Church.
Two weeks ago we quoted Col. Inger

soll’s statement of what constituted hiB 
Bible. All who read it were pleased. 
His church, as told by himself, is no 
less worthy of approbation. He said:

“I belong to that great church that 
holds the world within its starlit aisles; 
that claims as members the great and 
good of every race and clime; that joys 
to find the grain of gold in every creed, 
and floods with light and love the 
germs of good in every soul.”

Who would ask for a nobler church?

Incontrovertible Facto.
All know, or may know, if attention is 

turned in that direction, that letters and 
literature were devices ot priests in the 
earlier ages of the race, to govern hu
manity, All laws, they alleged, came 
from God; the priests wpre only the 
agents of that God who proclaimed his

pie. In all the empires of the East, in 
Babylonia, Assyria, Egypt, Greece, 
Rome, the priestly head was the reign
ing monarch. Church and state were 
one, each department aiding the other.

It is now apparent the priestly device 
ot letters, by which priestcraft and 
kingcraft ggiined power and perpetu
ated It, is to be the instrument of their 
destruction. Scholars have penetrated 
ancient secrets, and though good 
churchmen, they have the nobleness to 
tell of their discoveries.

Prof. Daniel Volter, a teacher of Di
vinity in one of the Universities of 
Germany, has just published a book en-' 
titled “Egypt and the Bible,” He shows 
that the earlier books of the Old Testa
ment are but reproductions of the sagas 
and myths of the Egyptians, altered in 
some respects and adapted to meet the 
needs of the Jews. He shows that the 
Bible account of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, 
Esau, Joseph and Moses, is purely 
Egyptian. He finds every important 
feature in the Bible relating to those 
"patriarchs" even the destruction of 
Sodom and Gomorrah, have their coun
terparts in the Egyptian sagas. Abra
ham Is identical with the Egyptian sun
god Nun, whose wife Nunet, like Sarah, 
had her flrst-borp in her old age.

Herald Massey, for twenty years, has 
been engaged in a similar work to that 
of Prof. Volter, and though each has 
labored Independent and unknown to 
thé other, they have come to the same 
conclusions.

Our earlier readers will remember we 
published during our first year, a volu
minous article, occupying some two 
pages of The Progressive Thinker, from

showed that every feature of the Chris
tian system, including salvation by 
faith, was of Egyptian brigin. Now 
these Egyptologists go the Doctor one 
better, and demonstrate that the Old 
Testament, on which it is claimed 
Christianity was based, 1b of Egyptian 
origin. Verily, we live in a critical age,

Tainted Money and Tainted Creeds.
There Is a degree of reason in the 

opinion that Rev. Frank C. Bruner Id 
sound on the "tainted money” question, 
of which so much has been heard of 
late. In a sermon quite recently he 
said:

“We have been hearing altogether too 
much about tainted, money. There Is no 
such thing. To say money is tainted is 
a misnomer. The taint is in the moral 
bent of a man. Money is taintless. It 
may be current in harlotry, gambling 
and drunkenness. To talk about the le- 
.gitlmate utility of money is superlative 
nonsense. The exchange of currency 
from the till ot a saloon into the ex
chequer of the church makes that 
money holy If the treasureship is clean 
and the creed is untainted.

“IL.would have been far better if Dr. 
Washington Gladden had spent his 
strength in getting the taint out of the 
creeds of the church and the unclean
ness from the officials in hlgh'rellglous 
places, ,

"A. creed that advocates an element 
of fatalism and the destiny of child
hood to perdition and a degree that a 
certain church retains in its dogmatism, 
the only certainty of eternal salvation; 
that is a taintfulness that in the ulti
matum will lead to everlasting rot. in 
the kingdom of demoninationallsm."

No taint attaches to money that is 
used with good Intent, for a good pur
pose, such, for instance, as a subscrip
tion for The Progressive Thinker.

There may be an immoral taint In the 
method of acquiring money—as for in
stance by selling worthless mining 
stock to poor widows or others, It .being 
glowingly advertised as of great value 
—but this does not vitiate the money or 
its use for a good purpose.

Far worse than so-called tainted 
money can possibly be, are the tainted 
creeds, of orthodoxy, with? their false 
and soul-tainting dogmas concerning 
God and man instilled into the minds of' 
young and old, perverting human minds 
from the ethical principles founded in 
human nature and its relations. Catfi.-. 
ollc and orthodox Protestant churches 
alike are tainted with false and immoral, 
conceptions and beliefs, subversive of 
morality and degrading in their effects 
upon mankind.

Yes, tainted creeds are a worse curse 
than tainted money.

“The Light Among the Hills ”

A Romish Object Lesson.
An object lesson demonstrating the 

purposes and methods of the Romish 
church is afforded by what la occurring 
in Canada in the province of Ontario. 
As stated in Secular Thought, published 
at Toronto, the fact has recently been 
brought into prominence in consequence 
of several disputes concerning public 
schools. Iri’some cases the Catholics 
have managed to secure possession of 
the public schools by sharp practices; 
in others they have built their separate 
schools within a short distance of the 
public schools. What seems clear is, 
that by hook or crook, the Catholics are 
very rapidly securing control ot educa
tion in eastern Ontario.

One of the latest cases has occurred 
at Tweed, a village that marks the 
Catholic advance as having reached a 
point in its western progress about one- 
third of the length of Ontario. Here 

. two Catholic schools have been built 
within a mile of the public schools; 
and, though some of the farmers wished 
to keep their children at the public 
school, they were compelled by priestly 
pressure to send them to the new 
schools. »

In this same neighborhood, a large 
number of Catholic schools have thus 
been established, and It is probable 
that several more of the public schools 
•will be closed, ta which case the Prot
estant children will have to tramp four 
or five miles to school.

In one case the managers gave up the 
use of the Bible in the school, with the 
Idea of conciliating the Catholic priests, 
but, as might have been expected, their 
effort was in vain.

In this district also, a $45,000 church 
was but recently built, and this had be
come such a heavy burden upon the 
farmers that some of them had sold and 
gone elsewhere. Here, again, the 
priestly interdict was used to stop the 
exodus, and some who had made ar
rangements to leave have succumbed to 
'clerical pressure, and remain to bear 
the unwelcome burden.

It is asserted that in this district 
there are no less that seven public 
schools In which the catechism is regu
larly taught in school hours, ta defiance 
of the Education Act and the regula
tions ot the Board of Education; but ta 
these Catholic districts the priests 
openly disregard the law. The rest of 
the education naturally suffers; so 
much so. indeed, that in 'some cases 
even Catholic parents refuse to send 
their children to the priest-directed 
schools.

Secular Thought continues that It is 
alj very well to talk boastfully of our 
advancing liberalism and freedom, but 

- there is serious danger for ub ta the 
near future if the Catholic priests are 
thus allowed to control and misdirect 
the schools. It cannot be helped if a 
farmer allows himself to be browbeaten 
by his priest, and stays ta bondage ta 

- hts old home, Instead of seeking greater 
liberty and prosperity elsewhere; but 
surely It is the duty of all free Canadi
ans to prevent the education ot the 
children being neglected, as is invari
ably the case ta 'Catholic schools <n 
Catholic districts. In large towns, such 

. as Toronto, the Catholic schools are 
perfoTcc obliged to maintain some sort 
Of efficiency; but in the rural districts, 
in most cases the education given in 
the Catholic schools is practically nil. 

. They are, indeed, a menace to the pub
lic welfare.

Schools for the inculcation of Roman
ism are the only schools the Romish 
church 'desires, and such schools the 
priesthood is determined to secure, by 

, lawful or unlawful method«..

A Hopeful Outlook.
It has been our sad fortune during 

the last few years to be present at the 
burial services of several dear friends 
which were conducted by clergymen of 
the olden faith. In every instance we 
were surprised and rejoiced to note the 
change in the discourses in contrast 
with earlier years. This was so 
marked, had we not been informed the 
speaker was a member of one of the 
old churches and was ministering with 
approbation in a Christian pulpit, he 
would have been mistaken for a Spirit
ualist lecturer.

This evidences the fact, as frequently 
mentioned in these editorial columns, 
that the sects of all denominations are 
accepting the revelations of spirit re
turn and communion with their mortal 
brothers.

In the beginning the ambition ot 
Spiritualists was, that all the churches 
accept the new revelation, and engraft 
it on the old; but the clergy repulsed 
every movement in that direction, and 
ridiculed the idea that the resurrected 
would leave their blissful abode in 
heaven, and return again to earth to 
tell of the joys of their new home. 
With the honest and thoughtful this is 
changed. Now there is no desire of the 
test informed Spiritualists to engraft 
their better faith on the errors stolen 
by the church from ancient Paganism. 
They cannot accept the ancient belief 
of an offended God, a fallen race, the 
need of a Redeemer to restore man to 
his pristine condition. Blood atone
ment of barbaric origin, they have no 
need of, so they choose to remain out
side the churches, firm in the conviction 
that the latter will give way, and a bet
ter faith will be built on the ruins. Such 
is certain to be the final outcome. The 
race is too intelligent to always cling to 
the rude concepts of an uncultured peo
ple of from two thousand to five thou
sand years ago. Religious knowledge 
has been retarded through all the cen
turies by priestciaft and priestly inter
ests.

man Exploring Expedition to the site 
of ancient Babylon, where he has been 
operating for the last two years, has 
made some very important archeologi
cal finds, which throw additional light 
on that old-time civilization. The throne 
room of Nebuchadnezzar, a magnificent 
structure, 59 feet wide and 169 feet long, 
has been opened. A niche where stood 
the throne, is well preserved, with mag
nificently colored decorations on the 
walls, telling of the glory of ancient art. 
An abundance of new tablets have been 
found with important inscriptions, con
taining psalms, letters, contracts, word 
lists, and other records. In the near 
future excavations will be extended to 
what is believed to be the Babylonian 
pantheon, the temple of all their gods.

Says a semi-Christian daily, “This 
new find will add to the material for 

; the Interpretation of the Old Testa
ment both historically and linguistic
ally."

Yes, it will do just what all other dis
coveries in ancient ruins have done, aid 
in demonstrating that the historical 
features.of that pretended old Jew 
book, are but a collection and adapta
tion of Babylonian and Assyrian litera
ture to Hebrew mythology, now re
ceived as a “Thus saith the Lord!”

east because the sculptured angels at 
the Belmont Memorial chapel and the 
cathedral of St. John the Divine are all- 
lady angels. The result of the flurry 
over the «Recovery is that the sculptor 
has been ordered to change the faces of 
some thirty or forty of the angels from 
ladies to—to gentlemen.

This is because of the fact that all of 
the angels mentioned in the Bible bear 
masculine names—not one lady in the 
entire lot

This remarkable fact may be consid
ered distinctly complimentary to wo
mankind, or not just as one views it 
Certainly some of the deeds attributed 
to Bible angels would be considered 
very unjust and cruel, even barbarous, 
if they were done in our day, even 
among savages.

In II. Samuel, xxiv, we read of an an
gel who slew seventy thousand people 
because King David had taken a census 
of Israel and Judah. We may be sure 
this angel was not a lady.

Passing over aepounts of other Bible 
angels, including those that "kept not 
their first estate"—mentioned by Jude; 
and those mentioned by Peter, as "an- 
gels that sinned” and were “cast down 
to hell”—none of whom are designated 
as ladies, we may continue our little 
sermonette by enouncing as a fact that 
the ideas concerning angels, as elabo
rated in those days of semi savagery, 
would partake of the mental character
istics of the uncultured and unrefined 
people of that day and time.

Woman was a sort of slqve, wholly 
secondary and inferior to. man, conven
ient to have around as a servant and a 
bearer of children. “In her place,” she 
was of use, and a good thing, but. her 
place was subordinate to the glory and 
gteatness of her “superior” man.

To have pictured or described an 
angel as a woman would have been 
wholly out of harmony with the ideas 
that prevailed in those days in the 
minds of such unrefined people.

Of course under such conditions, no 
lady angels could be expected to re
ceive mention in their holy writings.

On the whole, the women of our civil
ization, may rather take it as a compli
ment that the Bible has no mention of 
lady angels.

We might properly point to the dif
ference in this matter, between the old 
Jewish idea, and the teachings of Mod
ern Spiritualism. A very instructive 
comparison might be instituted.

Buddhism Taking Root in America.
The Buddhists have determined to 

build a temple in Los Angeles, the first 
in America. The necessary money-is 
reported in reach. The structure is to 
be built on a scale ot grandeur not 
equaled in Ihis country, Oriental archi
tecture being employed.

It is reported the Buddhists have a 
large mission in Los ■ Angeles, with 
many American converts, among them 
seme persons of wealth. There Is very 
much in thè Buddhistic faith we ‘ad
mire. Their religion has not been prop
agated by the sword; neither have they 
sacriflced-doves, and larks and bul
locks on bloody altars to an avenging 
■God to-placate his anger.

No Spiritualist should forget the thir
teenth National convention ot the Spir
itualists of America that will open Oct. 
17 in the Unitarian church in Minneap
olis, Minn. Every one who believes in 
Spiritualism and desires the work to be 
carried forward along progressive lines 
should plan to attend the convention. 
It Is the most Important gathering ever 
called together under the banner of 
Spiritualism, from' the fact that the 
work it has IS do is । most vital to the 
cause of refq/m, to ethics, and to relig
ious untoldmjgit. i/ti

Among thq ,numerous items of, busi
ness that will be acted upon "by the 
convention may be7 mentioned the li
censing of mediums under the laws of 
different states. The coming conven
tion will endeavor to act in such a man
ner as to secure exemption for all 
worthy persons from the provisions ot 
the license law.

Another vital question iB the defini
tion of our terms in such wise as will 
enable the courts of our land to dis
criminate between true spiritual medi
umship and commercialism. No ques
tion of "greater moment has ever been 
presented to the Spiritualists of the 
world.

A proposed change in the Declaration 
of Principles, and an extension of the 
sessions ot future conventions from 
four days to seven will prove interest
ing topics to every thoughtful mind.

The Lyceum, the Edltor-at-Large, the 
History of Spiritualism, are all topics of 
interest to all progressive thinkers.

The reports of the president, vice- 
president, secretary and treasurer will 
introduce no less than fifty separate 
Items of business, every one of which is 
of Importance to our cause as a whole.

The augmenting of the Pension Fund 
to generous proportions Is likewise a 
matter of Interest to every true-blue 
Spiritualist. Plans will be offered look
ing to the raising of an endowment 
fund of one hundred thousand dollars 
«luring the next five years.

Counterfeiting ‘in mediumship will 
also be dealt with ta a fair and impar
tial manner.

In fine, every business item means 
something to evdry intelligent Spiritual
ist, hence every intelligent Spiritualist 
owes it to himself and to Spiritualism 
to attend this great convention.

Aside from the interesting and all- 
ipportant business matters that will be 
considered by the convention, are nu
merous other attractions that cannot 
fail to Interest the thoughtful Spiritual
ist.

The evening meetings will be free to 
all and some of the ablest speakers in 
our ranks will address the assembled 
multitudes, platform messages^ from 
true and tried psychics will follow each 
address. These', with the splendid mu
sic that-will be presented, every session 
will be veritable pasts for all who are 
so fortunate as to, be present. These 
evening gatherings ‘ will be well worth 
the cost of a trip to Minneapolis.

Reduced rhtes have been obtained 
from all of tip leading railroads of the 
land, on the eertiftoate plan. This re
duces the cost of travel to a minimum 
figure, and brings the convention with
in the reach of almost every one who 
takes an outing evqry year. Those who 
attend will be repaid five-fold for every 
dollar they pSy out in the good they do 
as delegates',!‘and the instruction they 
receive as visitors and lookers-on. It 
will be a year-memory of great power 
and beauty, rewarding the one who 
makes a sacrifice td take the Grip, every 
day after he returns home.

President Max,well and his aides have 
done yeomap service, to make the. con
vention ot Value' to all. The Spiritual
ists of Minnesota do not do things by 
the halves; they have guaranteed the 
N. S. A. in such wise as to have free 
doors every night at the. convention. 
The hands.of these unselfish workers 
should be upheld, and It is earnestly 
hoped that our brethren throughout the 
nation will profit by this noble, unself
ish example. Would it not be the right 
thing for every Spiritualist in Minne
sota to send President Maxwell a dollar 
to help the State Association in its 
good work?

Then there is the good fellowship 
side of the convention to be considered. 
Old friends will meet again after years 
of separation, new friendships that are.

Shamefully False.
“Thus saith the Lord: ‘Behold, I will 

fill all the inhabitants of this land, even 
the kings that sit on David’s throne, 
and the priests, and the prophets, and 
all the inhabitants of Jerusalem with 
drunkenness. And I will dash them 
one against another, even the fathers 
and. the sons together,’ saith the Lord. 
T will not pity, nor spare, nor have 
mercy, but destroy them.’ ”

Thus says Jerémiahl3:13, 14. He 
concludes with: “Hear ye, and give ear; 
be not proud; for the Lord hath 
spoken.” '

The Progressive Thinker desires to 
say, “The Lord" never said any such 
thing. It is a gross libel on the Mon
arch of all worlds, and It is blasphem
ous to publish it as emanating from him. 
It is the words of a vulgar priest, who 
falsified the mighty Ruler to accomplish 
some ignoble purpose by frightening 
his people and making them submissive 
to priestly will.

How Christians can be guilty of dis
honoring the God they worship by ac
cepting such shatheful misrepresenta
tions as the “Word of God,” “inerrant 
Scripture,” “Divine Revelation," is more 
than we can understand. And yet It Is 
heard every Sunday from what should 
be a truthful pulpit: “Every word be-' 
tween the two lids of that book came 
from God; it is faultless in character; 
given us by Infinite Wisdom for our 
guidance, and it must be accepted as 
such; and he who rejects it is a candb 
•date for everlasting fire, and the worm 
that dieth. not.” Selah. .

"Immortality, Its Naturalness, Ita 
Possibilities and Proofs.”. By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A-,. M. D., Ph. D. Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosoph
ical Society ot Great Britain,, with In
troduction and Explanatory - Letter. 
Price 15 cents.

“Just How to Wake the Solar Plex
us.” By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
tor health. Price 25 cents.

The Rev. Thomas B. Gregory, in the 
Los Angeles Examiner of Sept. 21, in 
giving a part ot the story of Clarence 
Ladd Davis, who It is said attempted 
suicide In New York City, ends by mor
alizing in the following manner:

“Beware of the psychics;” “It is a 
dangerous tiling to fool with!" "If 
fooled with long enough it will destroy 
your usefulness and wind up by making 
a. lunatic of you.” “Common sense and 
every-day reason are good enough for 
any of us.” "Be satisfied with knowitfg 
how usefully and honorably to -live 
down here on the earth, without trying 
for one moment to lift the curtain that 
nature has dropped between the Finite 
and the Infinite. ♦ ♦ ♦ ”

Now isn’t that refreshing? What 
are these Reverends doing if they are 
not “trying to lift the curtain nature 
has dropped,” and telling us all. about 
what the "Infinite" God has decreed? 
how he bos prepared a great Mansion 
surrounding the white throne, and eter
nal happiness as a reward for the faith
ful, and hell's fires for the wicked who 
will be everlastingly damned?

Oh, It is all right to guess at things, or 
to tell the people that which you know 
nothing about, can not demonstrate or 
establish by competent witnesses, but it 
is all wrong to study “psychics"—the 
science of, the soul and its phenomena.

Let iis^apply Rev. Thomas B. Greg
ory’s reasoning to another case:

Jones, a young man of excellent mor
als and an enviable reputation, was 
dragged into the church and Sunday- 
school by his family and friends, in
cluding the pastor in charge; here ail 
went well for a time, when suddenly, 
two young women of the same flock and 
associates ot the model young man 
were found dead, brutally murdered. 
Our hero was arrested and tried, and 
failing to satisfactorily account for his 
whereabouts at the time it was sup
posed the crime had been committed, 
the jury found him guilty and he was 
later executed. Years after the triple 
crime had been committed, the pastor 
in charge where these three young peo
ple had sought for knowledge ot the be
yond the “curtain," and who had been 
active in his efforts to fasten the mur
der of the two young ladles and the 
other more heinous offense upon oiir 
hero, confessed on his death bed to the 
unmentionable crime committed on "the 
young women, and the murder to hide 
his crime. And this is no isolated case.

Hundreds of cases can be cited of 
men and women who having lived years 
of healthy, normal lives, when brought 
under the influence of frenzied religious 
excitement lost their balance and land
ed in the whirlpool of insanity, crime 
and even debauchery.

Now, by the same rule of logic used

tion will be a veritable oasis in the 
dreary desert of a year’s hard work, 
hence every one should go to it for rest 
and recreation. No ’one can really af
ford to stay away! Go to Minneapolis 
and make yourselves living influences 
in the mighty work of Spiritualism. 
You are needed by the convention as’ 
much as you need its helpful cheer. 
Go and you will" never regret it! It 
will be the memory of a lifetime and 
you cannot afford to be without it. You 
will never miss the expense a .year 
hence, and you will have the conscious
ness that you have done your full duty 
In the case.

Spiritualists of America, present 
yourselves in the Unitarian church in 
Minneapolis, Minn., Oct 17, and stay 
there until the convention closes! Now 
is your opportunity! Embrace it and 
do good to yourselves and to all your 
fellowmen! Yours for Spiritualism,

HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
President N. S. A.

Canaan, MUnq.

My mother and aunt had a curious ex
perience in the sputh. A large brick 
house in the neighborhood was said to 
be haunted and was closed. While 
driving to town oij# afternoon they saw 
the figure ofsa delicate looking young 
man seated on the upper balcony ot this 
bouse. Two hours later the figure had 
not moved and my aunt remarked, that 
it was odd that any one should want to 
stay so longUn tKal'blace, especially as 
the house was closed and the weather 
cold;

A friend hired the house, and while 
on the balco^ one.nay waiting for the 
children’s rtJUlrn from school saw this 
same figure Seated febslde her. On ask
ing him what he wanted he disappeared.

Another person hired the house two 
years later, hhd, stkhdtag in the upper 
hall, saw tM^ flgttle pass-across the 
open drive v$y. {Rushing out to see 
who it was she foupd nothing. The ne
groes talked much about the house and 
its peculiarities.

Later we iSard. that a young confed
erate officer had live,d there and parted 
from his sweetheart never to' return. 
His spirit was supposed- to return -in 
quest of some thing he could not find.

■ b. h.

“The Spiritual- Significance, or, Death 
as an Event imLlfe.’-L By Lilian Wbit- 
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price $1.

“The Truth- Seeker Collection ot 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
liberals.” Price 25 cents. -

In a few weeks, we shall commence publishing, 
from the pen of Mrs. 1. L. Lewis of Bethel, Vermont, 
a thrilling narrative ■ entitled “The Light Among the 
Hills.”. It will prove highly interesting and instruct
ive, and every Spiritualist should read it. Mrs. Lewis 
is an indefatigable worker in the ranks of Spiritualism, 
and is making a deep impression for good on the 
Cause she loves so well. Now is the time to send in 
your subscription for The Progressive Thinker.

We have several interesting Spirit Communications 
from Mrs. Petersilea which we will publish during our 
Fall and Winter Campaign. Her spirit messages are 
always interesting and instructive.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SEND IN YOUR YEARLY SUBSCRIP
TIONS. THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER IS NOW UNUSUALLY IN
TERESTING. IT IS EDUCATIONAL ALL ALONG THE LINE 
THE SPIRITUALIST WHO READS IT REGULARLY BECOMES 
WELL EQUIPPED IN EVERYTHING THAT PERTAINS TO SPIR
ITUALISM AND OCCULT SCIENCE, FOR NO OTHER SPIRITUAL
IST PAPER HAS EVER DARED TO DISCUSS THE IMPORTANT 
PSYCHIC QUESTIONS NOW CONSIDERED CAREFULLY AND 
CRITICALLY IN ITS COLUMNS FROM WEEK TO WEEK JUST 
THINK, TOO, OF THE 12 VALUABLE PREMIUM BOOKS, ELE- 
GANTLY BOUND IN CLOTH, WHICH WE ARE SENDING OUT 
FOR A NOMINAL PRICE, CONSTITUTING OUR DIVINE PLAN 
YOU CANNOT FULLY REALIZE THE GRAND WORK WE ARE 
DOING WITHOUT SEEING AND READING THE BOOKS SEND 
IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW, AND GET YOUR NEIGHBOR TO 
JOIN WITH YOU.

and Sunday-school!” “It is a danger
ous thing to fool with!” “If fooled 
with long enough It will destroy your 
usefulness and wind up by making you 
a debauchee, a murderer and a luna- 
tiq|" “Keep close to the earth. Don’t 
attempt to ride off into the circumambi
ent ether, astride of a moonbeam or a 
flicker of the Aurora Borealis!” Under 
Buch logic where Is the Rev. Gregory 
at? What has he done to the church? 
One world at a time has been the cry 
for years, but if literally applied where 
would it land us?

Under such teachings Columbus 
would never have come to America and 
the red men might still be chasing the 
buffalo over the spot where now the 
city of Phoenix stands. Where would 
be bur boasted civilization, our prog
ress in the sciences, mechanics, arts, 
etc., for all these once were like psy
chics, beyond the “curtain which nature 
has dropped between the Finite and the 
Infinite.”

That one word "Beware," has for 
ages been applied as a brake to the 
wheels ot the car of progress, with in
calculable injury and appalling effect. 
Beware! of everything except what the 
church teaches. “If you think, you are 
lost.” If you Investigate, you will be 
damned. It would seem that the sole 
passport to heaven and eternal happi
ness were Ignorance, self-abasement 
and blind following of church teachings.

In his closing paragraph the Rev. 
Gregory's advice is too good to pass 
without comment:

“Learn how to keep your stomachs 
healthy add your conscience clear, how 
to love one another, and be honest and 
just.” Isn't this most excellent? 
Would that he" had advised as soundly 
all through his article as the paragraph 
just quoted.

But to finish, “and a fig for the rest." 
Well, well! has the Rev. Gregory cut 
loose from the church? Does he mean 
to cut out the saving faith dogma and 
swing us into heaven on an ethical plat
form alone?

When we write for Instruction of the 
people, let us be fair, let us be honest, 
let us be reasonable. I am for the 
cause of truth. GEO. HEFFNER.

Phoenix, Ariz.

The thirteenth annual convention of 
the National Spiritualists’ Association 
will be held in the First Unitarian 
Church, Eighth street and Mary Place, 
Minneapolis, Minn., October 17, 18, 19 
and 20,1905.

This Withering will be one ot the 
grandest convocations ever held in the 
name of Spiritualism; no one, no mat
ter what his sect or faith, should fail to 
attend, while Spiritualists can afford 
to sacrifice much, if necessary, in order 
to be present at every session.

Note the fine array of platform talent 
expected to be present and participate 
in the exercises, none better in the 
world: Prof. W- F. Peck, Dr. Austin, 
Will J. Erwood, Mr. and Mrs. Kates, 
Mr. and Mrs. Sprague, Mrs. Ressegue, 
Oscar Edgerly, Mrs. Lillie, Mrs. Flxen, 
Éva McCoy, Margaret Gaule-Redtager, 
and a host of others.

Ttie'muslcal program, under the aus
pices, for one-half of the convention, of 
the well known artiste, Mme. Ida May 
Poulson, and for the other half, of Prof. 
Paul Kurnbach, will be a rare treat 
which none will care to miss.

The business sessions will be of the 
utmost importance and interest; come 
and listen to them even if you are not 
delegates.

Thè lyceum movement will be ex
plained to you by its enthusiast, John 
W. Ring, the general superintendent of 
lyceums; he has something more, than 
good to tell you of the children of the 
lyceum. ■

Come tme. and all and give your influ
ence and encouragement to the N. S. A. 
ind its hard-working -auxiliaries. Se
cure your rooms at the Nicollet Hotel, 
one dollars. day for good accommoda
tions—a first-class cafe is attached to 
the hotel. Be sure and get certificate 
tickets at your home railroad office and 
by It secure your return trip-for one- 
third regular fare; bring those certifi
cate tickets to convention .with you. .

All sessions, day and evening, open to 
the public, FREE.

. MARY T. IÆNGLEY, . 
N. S. A. Secretary.

Mankind Developing the Sixth Sense In 
Wireless Telegraphy of the Brain—A 
Race of Soothsayers—Some Startling 
Experiences of Englishmen Related— 
Occult Forces at Work.
A series of remarkable experiences in 

mental telepathy Is being contributed 
by Englishmen to a discussion now pro
ceeding in the London newspapers as to 
whether the human race is developing 
a sixth sense in the form of wireless 
telegraphy of the brain.

Hundreds of startling incidents are 
related and the widespread ability of 
people to foretell circumstances affect
ing themselves is believed by London 
doctors to indicate that evolution is de
veloping mankind into a race of sooth
sayers.

George R. Sims, a well-known writer, 
says that he dreamt his sister was 
standing at his bedside and told him 
some one was dead. The next day his 
Bister called at his house and told him 
his brother-in-law had died during the 
night.

Last year Mr. Sims was in Lausanne 
with his wife. They were to depart for 
Chamounix, and the night before they 
left Mrs. Sims dreamt that when they 
got to Chamounix her husband would 
receive a black-bordered envelope ‘an
nouncing the death of someone. After 
their arrival at Chamounix no letter 
came, but in its place a telegram an
nouncing that Mr. Sims’ nephew had 
been drowned the previous day.

The Rev. Prebendary Granville de
clares that on three nights he dreamt 
that a newly constructed vault In the 
graveyard of his church had become 
flooded and the coffins In the vault were 

.floating about on the water. He or
dered the sexton to investigate, and 
there was discovered an exact fulfill
ment of his dream.

Another man while ill dreamt that his 
doctor called- on him and said, “Would 
you like to go for a drive with me?” 
The patient dreamt that he went, and 
in the course of the drive the doctor 
said, “I would like to lake you back to 
lunch, but unfortunately we have only 
cold mutton, which would hardly do for 
an invalid, would it?” Two days after 
the doctor called, invited the patient to 
go driving, and on the way home made 
the same remark about liking to take 
the invalid home to lunch, but being de
barred by the cold mutton.

B. H, Sherard says while he was in 
France several years ago he was im
pelled by some mysterious force to visit 
an old friend of cis, Prof. Fenine, a Rus
sian revolutionist. When he arrived at 
the place where Fenine lived he was 
told the man had just died.

Some time later, while walking along 
one of the Parisian streets, a thought 
came to him that it was urgent that he 
call on his friend, Alphonse Daudet. He 
arrived at Daudet’s hobse, put his hand 
on the door bell to ring it, but changed 
his mind and walked away. The next 
day the newspapers announced Dau
det’s death. He had died almost at the 
very minute when Sherard grasped the 
door bell.
■Recently, while engaged on certain 

memoirs of his life in. Paris, Sherard 
had written about his acquaintance 
with William Bouguereau, the painter. 
He wrote of him as dead, when sudden
ly the question presented itself to him 
whether Bouguereau was really dead. 
He could not remember definitely, and 
put the matter by until next day. The 
next morning the papers had the death 
notice of the great painter, who had 
passed away the night before.

Innumerable other incidents simi
lar to these are being vouched for by 
persons of prominence, and they are 
thus explained by Dr. McNamara, a 

'wellknown London physician:
“Physiology teaches that whenever a 

nerve is stimulated or whenever a mus
cle contracts an electric Impulse 
flashes along the nerve and through the 
muscle. So, also, when a thought 
passes through the brain, a discharge 
of energy in the form of vibrations in 
all probabllity_passes through the brain 
cells. These vibrations, transmitted 
through space, wiU meet certain brains 
prepared to receive them in somewhat 
the same way as the.receiver in wireless 
telegraphy is prepared to receive the 
wireless message.”

"Success, and How to Win It” A 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 eta.

"Discovery of a Loot Trait” By C&aa
suggestiveness. Cloth, ...

To St. Paul

. The service on Bur
lington trains is so thor
oughly good that you 
will enjoy every hour of 
the trip.

The Limited train for the 
Twin Cities (no extra fare) 
leaves Chicago daily at 6:30 
p. m., arriving early next 
morning. Compartment 
and standard sleeping cars 
(electric lights in every 
berth), buffet-library car, 
chair cars, and Burlington 
dining car, serving splen
did meals a la carte.

The N. S. A, has selected the 
Burlington Route for transporta
tion to the Convention at Minne
apolis, to be held October 17, 18, 19 
and 20, 1905.

INDUCE
Neighbor to Subscribe for The 

Progressive Thinker.
Now 1b the time to extend the circula

tion ot The Progresslye Thinker. 1( 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send ta a subscription now.

Since the Carne Rasch incident In the 
London House ot Commons a good deal 
has been heard of the “astral body" and ' 
the "double." Perhaps the best story 
of the kind is that related by the late 
Augustus J. C. Hare of a Mrs. Butler, a 
popular lady living in Ireland, who 
dreamed almost every night for a long 
period that she was spending the hours 
in a most delightful housb, with an en
chanting garden and conservatory. 
About twelve years ago the Butlers 
gave up their place In Ireland and went 
to look at a house in Hampshire, which 
Mrs. Butter recognized as the house ot 
her dreams, and surprised the house
keeper by telling her the position of all 
the rooms. Only once was she puzzled, 
and that was by a door which she had 
not seen in her dreams, and which the 
housekeeper explained had only been, 
there a few weeks.'

When the Butlers had completed- the 
purchase of the house, they asked th* 
agent why the price was so small. He 
replied that it had had the reputation o£ 
being haunted; “but you, madam,” he 
added, “need be under no apprehension, 
for you arts yourself the ghost.” As a 
matter of fact, on the nights when Mrs. 
Butler bad dreamed she was at the 
house, her “double” had been seen 
there.—Philadelphia Ledger.
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A Sturdy, Stirring and Characteristic Lecture, Delivered in the Spiritual Wch of

- ■ > . ——  —----------------------- --------------------~ j

The March of Fifty Year»—Universalism and Spiritualism—Old Memo- giving him some hints of past biblical promises unfulfilled,pipped with 
ties, Slaveryand Freedom—Animal Before Man—Church Progress— a f'w/ practical suggestions, were usually longer than tfie setons are of

- The Decline of Spiritism—Where can the Soul’s Rest Be Found?—Is 0 . “J; •> ’I'... ,„11O
_ . . .. r . .l .Mucn ol tins old-stvm Snbhnth-dnv dislike, nnd snnerUUtion wasSpiritualism a Finality—Watchman, What of the Night?
It will be fifty years in a few months since I became the pastor of the 

First Universalist Church in this goodly city of Baltimore. There was 
but one church of this denomination here then, and there is but one at 
the present time—a tardy growth. And yet there are doubtless a num
ber of pulpits where the cheering doctrine of the final-restoration of all 
human intelligeneies is believed, if not openly preached.

The leavening, diffusing principles of Universalism have far out
stripped its organization policy. Its ereefl proved to be a moral pest. 
Its gospel requires no crutch. Universalism’s chief wot’k is done. And 
yet, touching the final harmony of the universe, I am still a Universalist. 
Universalism literally dug the grave of Calvinism. It is a beautiful 
faith. And though comparatively young and somewhat ambitious, fifty 
and sixty years ago I was just as sincere and conscientious then as now 
while standing on this.broader pulpit platform. It is but just to say 
that preachers generally are honest, and often exceedingly self-sacrific- 

..ing; but they dreamily lag in the grand march of achievement. Many 
of their churches are moss-shingled. They echo the old “Thus saith the 
Lord.” They know nothing comparatively of psychoses; little of psy
chological science, or of those psychic phenomena, objective and.-sub
jective, that demonstrate man’s future existence with the superior op
portunities and varied employments, relating to that existence. .<

Every one mffst cognize the difficulty of adjusting and harmonizing 
slavery of any kind with the doctrine of a universal brotherhood. This, 
I never attempted. Nevertheless, in this Southern slavery city, I 
preached the best I knew, preached the fatherhood of God, the brother
hood of man, the final salvation of all mankind, and we sung with ring7

.Much of this old-style Sabbath-day dislike and superstition was 
d' ubtless inspired and deduced by such Old Testuri^ent teachings as 
tfi se, recorded in the Book ot Numbers, where a man w,as Qftarged with 
picking up sticks on the Sabbath. Moses, referringathe> oase to the 
Lord, the Lord said unto Moses, “The man shall be surely put to death; 

"all the congregation shall stone him with stones without the camp. And 
all the. congregation brought him without the camp^^nd stoned him 
with stones, and he died; as the Lord commanded Moses.”

That Mosaic Lord, the tutelary Jehovah of the Jew's, is as dead now as 
the Grecian Zeus that thundered from Olympus; or as the old-throne- 
mounted. Jupiter’of the Romans. Those, and other gods, are dead- 
dead ?and buried. But the Infinite Presence, embodying consciousness, 
end life, purpose and will, is immutable and eternal. . This God was, is, 
and ever will be, Uncaused Causation 1

ing enthusiasm: ' .
“Go preach the great salvation—preach it present, full and free, 
Go preach the great salvation-;-go sound the "jubilee.”

But,thinking, reading; investigating, traveling in foreign lands, sery- . 
ing as a United States Consul in. Asiatic Turkey, studying the Oriental 
religions, and working these fifty years and more in such reform-field? . 
as Anti-slavery, Temperance, Medical Progress, Dress Reform, Arbitra
tion and Peace, Woman’s Suffrage, Hygienic Food, Psychology, and 
witnessing psychic phenomena through htmdreds of sensitives,I. trust 
that I am somewhat wiser now than half a century ago. Certainly, 
touching the future state of existence, I have followed the Apostolic in
junction : “Add to your faith knowledge.”

Conviction and Church Ordinances.
Deeply interested in phrenology, mesmerism, medieval occultism, and 

also Spiritualism, attending some of Judge Edmonds’ seances in New 
York, and others earlier, I became thoroughly convinced of a conscious 
communion between the world visible and invisible. \ It was to me a 
fact—a momentous fact—and to show my outspoken sincerity, I ex
changed Sunday services once with the eloquent R. P. Ambler, then a 
Spiritualist lecturer in this city, but afterwards a Unitarian preacher. 
Illness, outspoken Spiritualism and anti-slavery polities caused some 
dissatisfaction, and I resigned, the church upon my. leaving, kindly 
passing cordial resolutions on my “intellectual capabilities” and “good 
Christian character.” These documents I have retained intact.

But here was a crisis, a salaried bread-and-butter crisis. What 
should I do, conceal the mighty truth of immortality proven, and sail 
smoothly on, gently hinting occasionally at the possibility and biblical 
prophecy of a present-time ministry of spirits 1 Should I play the pul
pit hypocrite? Should my gospel trumpet continue to give a hopeful, 
yet “uncertain sound”? Should I from policy or moral cowardice 
shrink from declaring the whole “counsel of God,” which counsel em
bodied the precious present-day demonstrations^! angelic ministries, 
coupled with beautiful messages of love from kindred souls gone be
fore? Perish the thought of such cringing cowardice! I said in the 
silence of that long ago, “No shackles shall birid these hands, no pad
lock shall hold these lips, even though glittering blades gash, creaking 
.dungeon doors close, the fires of persecution be kindled, and the cross 
again be built. No coward hand long waves the Pythian laurel, nor 
unworthy head wears the Olympic wreath. Such is destiny. The stars 
teach it. Prophets.tell it, and inexorable justice demonstrates it.
' And then adding to my Spiritualistic heresy, (in the estimation of the 
Whittemorean Trumpet, Boston,) I purchased and distributed John C.. 
Fremont’s pamphlets, and Horace Greeley Tribunes constituting acorn- 
pound politieo-religio heresy. Maryland at this time was as rigid a 
slave state as South Carolina, and a pronounced abolitionism was the 
synonym of political and social ostracism.

Some of my church members (very excellent people) believed in the 
symbol and the spiritual efficacy of water baptism, and to gratify their 
convictions, I immersed them. The first one- that I led down into the 
water was Mrs. Ironmonger, whom I baptized in the name of the Lord 
Jesus Christ. This gave great dissatisfaction to a few, because I omit
ted the words “the Father” and the “Holy Ghost,' ’ but I did not, even 
then,-believe in the Calvinistic Trinity, nor the vicarious atonement, nor 
in endless If ell torments.

During this" pastorate I was called out several times in midnight 
hours.to christen children, supposed to be dying. One of these vener
able gentlemen— L. R. Keech, 930 W. North avenue, now in'his 85th 
year, has attended my meetings in the Spiritual Church. His little 
thought-to-be-dying child which I christened fifty years ago, he informs 
me, is now Mrs. Selby, in Pittsburg, Pa. Surely our deeds live long 
after us in memory.

A number of my Sunday-school scholars of the long ago past were at 
our bhurch Sunday evenings, and a majority of them are now Spiritual
ists. It did my soul good to again meet them. And so Universalism 
here, as it has elsewhere, has in some cases budded and blossomed out 
into Spiritualism; but Spiritualism in its mere phenomenal aspects, re
inember, is no finality.

Again, do I vividly remember going out once, while a Baltimore pas
tor, "thirty miles to preach in a Maryland village schoolhouse. There 
was but one Universalist in the place. Only seven, all men, attended 
my meeting. The orthodox ridiculing the gathering the next day, pro
nounced it a “he meeting.” Universalism was almost infinitely more 
unpopular then in Maryland than Spiritualism is now. Rich and re
spectable people would not be seen at Universalists’ meetings. The doc
trine was considered immoral, and the stock argument was; “If I am 
right, you are lost; but if you •are right, I am safe, because all men, you 
s'i\-, will be saved.” I am stiU a Universalist, and also a Spiritualist, 
and I may add, a Believer, a Buddhist, and very much of a Vedantist. 
There is good in alh God alone is infallible.

We all remember'the pious old lady who, when told of the progress of 
Uniyersalism, and its belief in the repentance and final salvation of all 
men, exclaimed in horror, “I hope for better things.”

The present liberal, cultured and eloquent pastor of the_ Baltimore 
Universalist Church and myself have interchanged the courtesies of mu- 
tually attending each pther’s Sunday services. This was riot only bpen 
justice, but an exhibition of manliness, fraternity and'non-sectarian 
good will. As aforesaid,J am. still a Universalist in all that that far- 
reaching word means. ‘ ' ?

Seventy-Nine Years Ago.
Vivid are my memories of seventy-seven, seventy-eight, seventy-nine 

and eighty years ago. Distinctly do I remember the funeral of Aunt 
Sally Corkings. in .winter time, and of asking my mother when the cof
fin was lowered into the grace, if she would “sprout and eome up in the 
Bprins? as corh did.” ,.

In those old days, of grim Calvinistic piety, we poor children were 
afraid of bogies, ghosts and preachers. When old Elder Jones used to 
cometo my father’s house, weused to hide under-the bed, fearing to be 
catechised. His solemn tones chilled us. He never smiled, nor said 
God like other people, but in a deep, sort of a grunting groan,’.he would 
pay, “Our G-a-w-d is a consuming fire.” Being old physically, and 
irather-weak, he usually took a good swig'of New England rum before 
entering the pulpit. This was not really against him, as it was a_com- 
món custom at that , period.. Doubtless this preacher of my boyhood 
timé was sincere and conscientious, and one whose little vices, like Gold
smith’s parson, “leaned to virtue s side. , ... . .

• The Abominated Sunday.

What Achievements Since I Was a Flaxen-Haired Schoolboy!
Compared with to-day, there were few newspapers and magazines 

thpn, and no railroads. ‘ Now we are flooded with liteyatqré— especially 
spongy, shilly-shally novels—bicycles and locomotives.’. Then farmers 
had the scythe, the sickle and the crude, old-stylé cradle. Now we have 
the-mower, the reaper and the harvester. Then the teacher had the 
sfone pencil arid the goose-quill.' Now we have the stee| pen, the fount
ain pen and the typewriter. Then, we had the stage coach, the clumsy 
chaise, and. the rumbling lumber wagon. Now we have the railroad, 
the bicycle and the automobile. Then we had the crude oil and the 
allow candle-dip. Now we have the gas light, the éjectrie light, and 

che Roentgen rays. Then we had the old-fáshioned, clumsy hand-print
ing press. Now we have the. cylinder press, the linotype, lithography 
and c oh red photography. Then, in my academic days, 1838-9-40, our 
chemistry had about twenty-seven chemical elements, and atoms were 
indivisible entities; now we have over seventy elements, arid atoms have 
been transformed into points of force, while within, around, above,-*' 
.cyorywhere—there is a measureless, ethereal realm of ether, 
/ For the stairway, we have the elevator; for the fire hapd-bucket, the 
fire-engine and. hose; for .the sailing-ship and the paddle-wheel propel-' 
1er, we have the rushing, dashing, sea-palace steamer' For the Indian- 
invented sigpal fires on the mountain, we have the telegraph, the tele
phone, wireless telegraphy, and vibratory psychic action* cognized at a 
distance. For our mothers’ spinning*wheels, looms and shuttles,-, we 
have a vast number of woolen mills and cotton factories. For experi
mental butchery arid autopsie examinations of the cadaver, we have the 
microscope, clairvoyance, auras and photographic rays .emitted from 
the human body, which rays, or radiations, reveal quality of character. 
For calomel, drastic cathartics, cupping and bleeding,; we have mild, 
magnetized medicines, homeopathic doses, alkaloids, hygiene, sunshine, 
suggestion and will-power. For that old-time, helb of .fire and brim
stone, with- its smoke ascending up forever and ever, we have a cooler 
and more comfortable conscience-hell—a wine-producing hell (Gehen
na), just outside the walls of Jerusalem, where the “.wijrm” has died, 
and where grapes redden and ripen in richest luxuriance. > For a per
sonal, semi-ómnipotent devil, driven out of heaven after; battle to roam

are prophetic of good,' yet through further and deeper tribulations, 
Pain is the prelude to progress. The acorn-shell aches before it bursts. 
The child ip falling gets not only experience, but strength in the rising. 
Blood of Indians. Frenchmen and Englishmen flowed freely before the 
flag of national freedom waved over’ the inviting lakes and rivers, the 
grainless fields and massive forests of America. Arbitration should 
have been substituted, and those wars avoided. William Penn set the

Arbitration should
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RESTORES EYESIGHT.
Spectacles a Thing of the Pash Wl

For salvation through “the atoning blood” of a mifftyi^fl Jew, we 
have sanitarium plunge-baths, and salvation by and through conduct 
and character. Being “reconciled,” wrote Paul, “vye ere saved by his 
life,”—that is, by the living of the true, beneficent,J altruistic and 
Christ-like life. For the gibbet, the fire, the stake ai^G .thé1’feet-man- 
acling stocks.of a bygone churchianic bigotry, we have flic b^pad-mind- 
ed principles of charity, toleration and brotherhood; for the supersti
tion of the Puritan times, we have the religion of research nnd love ; and 
for lurid gloom of death, we have the garidenrgatë^h^.^peps into 
realms of ineffable beauty and blessedness. ' ■ ■ .V;

Progress, Political and Religious. ; !, b
One of the first things that I heard -my old Scotch-enthused grand

father talk about was the “English reform bill,” which in 1832 in Eng
land measurably equalized representation, permitting the people to se
lect their members of Parliament; but sad to state, conservative Eng- 
Jand is, in some directions, still politically behind some, of her colonies. 
In New Zealand women vote upon all matters pertaining to law, order 
and government, and in her parliament there sit several native-born 
Maoris. >

Capital punishment in Christian countries,’based upon the old Mo
saic jaw of retaliation, is diametrically opposed not only to intuition, 
and to the innate love of life, but to the higher, - inspired command, 
“Thou shalt not kill.” It is gradually dying, and yet as late as 1837, 

•for altering grills or forging notes in England, persons were hanged— 
legally murdered; an*inherited relic of barbarism. It was as early as 
1807, if historic memory serves me, that Fulton had run a rather un
couth steamer on the Hudson ; and yet it was not until 1833 that regular 
lines of ocean steamboats were established for trans-Atlantic traffic. 
There was at this period muqh moral as well as mechanical progress. 
Human rights were ably discussed in the press, and in 1834 the British 
government fully and finally abolished human' slavery. 1 In this great 
reform movement England led America, and it also has,.bravely led us 
in abolishing her “compulsory vaccination law,” thus giving her citi
zens the benefit of the “conscience clause.” Vaccination under the Brit
ish flag is optional. Children in those countries are allowed to attend 
school unpoisoned by any beastly virus compulsorily forced into their 
pure blood.

Progress is in the air. Referring back to the 16th century we remem
ber its fine artists ; to the 17th, we consider its able writers ; to the 18th, 
we note its many occult investigators and some philosophers; and to the 
19th, awake with discoveries, we observe the Hydesville sensitives, the 
great Poughkeepsie seer, several prophets and visionists who caught 
golden glimpses of this 20thxcentury, during which wars lor conquest 
will inevitably end, and international wars be known no more. Drunk
enness will be abolished by right generation, early education and proper 
environment; woman’s suffrage will be considered an inalienable right; 
land will become as free to the cultivators as the air they-breathe ; the 
selfish millionaire’s “mine” will bud and blo.om into ..the fraternal 
‘‘ours.” Christians will become sufficiently civilized to no longer en
courage “boys’ brigades”; no longer f^raft and gamble, to pay off 
church debts; no longer build great threatening-navies ; no longer fight 
like the “pious.savages of Russia, urged on by Greek church priests 
wearing cowl and cross. Neither will millionaires sound trumpets be
fore their'university gifts, nor will Christian groeerym^ri'put chalk in 
their sugar, chicory in their coffee, and the biggest strawberries on the 
top of the basket; nor will they talk principle and practice the most 
slippery policy—talk “altruism and brotherhood” and prabtiee-'rob- 
bery. ■ ' • " . ' i: f°

In those grim old times, Sunday was childhood.’s day to be hated. 
-‘^ Playing in the yard was pronounced sinful; whistling was strictly for

bidden and the violin and bass-viol were scornfully’called “fiddling in 
church7” Prayers, first praising and fulsomely,fluttering God; then

Persecuting Intolerance. a •
Nature is a mirror. It is well to look into it and consider. atThe body, 

though clothed in silks thick as inummy wrappings, does not' hide the 
soul-body’s sears from angel;eyes. There are spiritistS—not.Spiritual- 

. i§ts—so inflated with self, aqd so infilled with the gjrll Np.^lEngland 
Puritamsm, that they would “bum in effigy” Spirituafet wSters, and 

■ their books, or “impale them On some grinning devilW.red-hot pitch- 
fork,” arid all for opinion’s sake. d 3 ?
. .. When.Endieoit was governor of Massachusetts in 1^,; takers for 
their religious opinions were scourged, branded or banished,-their books 

■ and pamphlets burned, and they were threatened by She gWemor in 
.these words-. “Take he^d that ye break-not'our ecclcsfesticSilaws, for 

! then ye are sure to stretch by a halter. ’■’ 18 1
t Soon after the “psychological'Congress” convened din ¡Barcelona, 
Spain, 1860, the fiery-souled Jesuit priests ordered and'nmde a public 
auto-da-fe. of-all spiritistic books and pamphlets in-thetoity This 

: ,Roman Catholic Jesuitism, now sheltering.in certain ol&£ssion-promot- 
• ing circles'under the name of “spiritism,” will gradually be sifted out, 
■ and persecuting spiritists, will, we trust, make rapid strides towards 
• the goal of .liberalism, towards the mighty majesty of a true, tolerant, 

uplifting Spiritualism, the synonym of that harmonial philosophy inspi
rationally enunciated and booked by the illustrious; seer,. Andrew Jack- 
sonDavis. \ 1 . - ' ' ’ I .

The Animal Before the Man.
“O ye hypocrites! Ye can discern .the face of the sky^but can ye 

not discern the signs of the times?” ,The signs in Orient and Occident

example in treating the Indian tribes. He met them as brothers.
And yet cruel wars must go on for a time, I fear. The animal is not 

yet all eliminated from the make-up of the man. The tares must be 
gathered and burned. Fire purifies. Emperors must ultimately lose 
their crowns; dynasties must fall; millionaires must unload; armies 
.must disarm. Capital and labor, though blood-stained, must join 
hands, as the helping, cementing segments of a common circle; and the
ological fences must be demolished. Fenced and walled cities indicate 
untamed beasts and wild, unruly men, and heavily barred doors imply 
thieves abroad. The houses of.feudal times were really forts, and their 
windows Were made To shoot from. Now, saying nothing of walls, the 
best streets of our grfeat cities haye no fences, and elegant residences 
aré fronted down to the very sidewalks with emerald grasses, ever
green?, air-perfuming roses and beautiful flowering shrubbery, ,

A Symbol in Trinity. '
.. Wè all remember ¡the distinguished Greek geometer of Alexandria, a ' 

disciple of the Platonic philosophy, who when asked by the kingly 
Ptolemy of Egypt, if the “principles of geometry with its complex thep- ; 
rems could.not be mastered by some quicker and easier method than the ¡ 
one usually employed,” replied: “There is no royal road to knowl- , 
edge.” Truly, there is no “royal road” to knowledge. It is not a 
matter of mercenary manufacture. It cannot be injected or “pumped” ' 
into the brain by any academic professor. Its attainment implies 
thought, research, persistent study and strenuous struggle. It is the 
stepping-stone to wisdom. Knowing men are not always just and wise ; 
men. Briefly stated, it is work—hard, substantial and wisely-directed ■ 
work, that wins all worthy prizes.

In Euclid’s oft-mentioned 47th theorem, it is demonstrated that the 
sum of the squares of the base and the perpendicular of a triangle are 
equal to the square of the hypotenuse. This geometrical symbol, lu
cidly flashing before me and transferring itself into the realm of the 
spiritual, reminds me that besides Shakerism, the three greatest relig
ious movements of the late past and present time are, Universalism, 
Unitarianism and Spiritualism.

The root-thoughts of Universalism are the Fatherhood of God, broth
erhood of man, and the final restoration of all men to holiness and 
heaven. And so far as aforesaid I am a Universalist. It is a beautiful 
belief. This belief, raised to its highest tension, is faith, confidence in 
the righteous sovereignty of God, and the ultimate, encompassing and 
over-ruling of the good and the true and the holy. Some might object 
to the article in the Universalist “profession of belief,” or creed, which 
reads : “We believe that the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testa
ments contain a revelation of the character of God, and of the duty, in
terest and final destiny of mankind.” They certainly do; and so do the 
Vedas of the Hindus, the Avesta of the Farsees, the Koran of the Mo
hammedans and other Oriental bibles. All these bibles, revised and 
re-revised, fill their religious niche in the parthenon of history. But 
there is one bible that requires no priestly revision. It is emphatically 
God’s Bible—Nature, and every bud and blossom, every rill and river, 
mountain and blazing star is an inspired chapter in God’s Bible, con
taining a revelation of Divinity, manifest as life and love, purpose and 
power. ° No expression or system of “faith” as an end, can fully satisfy 
the conscious, unfolding spirit for knowledge—some distinct knowledge 
of the future; hence, the Apostolic exhortation as before referred to— 
“Add to your faith, knowledge.” Faith is good. Faith is uplifting, 
but Infinitely better with the corollary, knowledge—knowledge of the 
condition, employments and progress of those gone before.

Unitarianism.
Unitarianism is Mohammedanism, minus Mahomet’s visions’ and theo

logical dogmas and miracles. The Mohammedan’s God is the one self
subsistent presence in the universe, and this is true. In its last analysis, 
Unitarianism is as clear ab a crystal, grim as a grave-stone, and cold as 
an icicle. Its carefully- prepared and highly polished sermons, all 
about the grand optinnstie and redemptive over-arching vastness, arc 
often as attractive and bewitching as the old Grecian classics. Really, 
they are resyfilly Uftd jyjacefully enjoyable, disturbing no sinner’s 
sweetest sleep. Their creed, or doctrinal “declaration,.” runs thus: 
“The fatherhood of God, the brotherhood of man, the leadership of 
Jesus Christ, salvation by-eharacter, the progress of mankind onward 
and upward forever.” * * “And in the.love of the'truth and the spirit 
of the Christ,-we unite for the worship of God and the service of man.” 
This creed, as an Englishman would say, is “deucedly clever.” And 
so I am a Unitarian. If they do not fellowship me, I fellowship them. 
And be it said to their generous liberality, they have never, but once, 
refused me the use of their church edifices for lectures; neither have the 
Jews, even once, their synagogues on Sundays. The world of religious 
thought moves. Golden days with no cloudy noon-times, are at hand. 
Zion’s “Believers” are rising from their ashes, and “Watchmen are 
seeing eye to eye.”

Sectarian Churchianity.
This fashionable churchianity, called Christianity, Roman Catholic, 

Greek and Coptic, now in the world almost 2,000 years, and later Prot
estantism, with its 157 sects in this country including Christian Scien
tists, has not saved the world. A saved world would be one afire with 
justice, equality, peace, love and harmony. Christian nations are the 
commercial gold-clutching, fighting, blood-shedding nations of the 
earth. Their name is Babel, written in blood. In the present Manchu
rian warj in our own late Civil war, the chaplains would pray like 
saints, and the Christian soldiers would fight like demons. Something 
more is wanting.

Historians and archeologists may. write of Genesis and of its relations 
to old Babylon, now'giving up its dead—they may expatiate upon the 
religious ambition of Luther, the beneficence of Fenelon, the clairvoy
ance of Madam Guyon, the rapture-visions of Swedenborg, the ecstasy of 
Joan of Are, the thrilling inspirations of Shakspeare, the calm wisdom 
of Goethe, and the sweet, fathomless seership of Emerson ; still, the in
most spirit cries.for something more than the Christianity of the centu
ries—cries for some solid and changeless foundation based upon Spirit 

: — essential Spirit—a very immutable rock!
Where Can It Be Found?

Where can be found spiritual rest? Is there no place of quiet rest, of 
calm repose ? Is there no gem that never ceases to glitter and charm ? 
Is1 there no land where spring flowers never wither? Is the question 
further pressed?—where is that precious gem—that realm of fadeless 
flowers—that home of combined activity, life, love and rest?

Listen ! It is not “ off there ’ ’.—it is not ‘ " up there. ” It is subjective. 
It is within. “The kingdom of heaven is within/’ said the Christ-il
lumined Nazarene. This kingdom, or rather, this republic of abiding 
rest,, is the within spirit—the conscious spirit, an atomic germ of the 
Infinite Spirit, eternal as God, because allied to and a potential portion 
of the Divine Life, God manifest. Hallowed be the name.

This spirit, raised in thought to Infinity, constitutes the cornerstone 
and the keystone also, of . Spiritualism, which Spiritualism, ignoring 
sect, creed, color or clique, is in its broadest and most catholic sense, 
the direct.initithesis of materialism and a Bible-built sectarianism

Listen, oh, seekers'nfter truth ! No surface-observer with the meas
uring rod of materialism can fathom the depths of Spiritualism. The 
one-half of its might and moral majesty has never yet been told. “ No 
poet has ever put its golden riches into rhyme or rhythm; no enthused 
orator has ever sounded the depths of its imperishable glories, nor has 
any artist ever: transferred its tinted and delicately-blended beauties 
upon canvas. ’ It is Immanuel—God with us and God within us, and 
to be ashamed of Spiritualism, (aS ate some feeble-minded, surface- 
souled persons) is to be ashamed of God—Almighty God, who, as Jesus 
Christ said, “is Spirit.” And further, the words “spiritual” and 
“Spiritualism’’ just as legitimately originate in and flow derivatively 
from Spirit, as the.-Word “intellectual” centers in and'is derived from 
“intellect,” or as “casualism,” comes from “casual.” Suffixes are po
tent, modifying influences; accordingly a spiritual-minded man is qual
itatively more than amere murderous spirit-man ; and so Spiritualism is 
more than spiritism. This latter useful where needed, was in ancient 
.Oriental lands termed necromancy, sorcery and magic.' It abounds to
day in frauds. *

It seems to have been the purpose of the Infinite to educate and help 
each mortal to become strong, self-poised and harmonial through' such 
varied experiences as life^epics, tragedies, comedies, substances and 
shadows', pointed thorns and radiant rosedeaves. These are schools all 
schools in ¡the preface-book of eternal life. But the tale oflnortalitv is 
soon told—the fleshly fife-cycle soon ends*. ’

What Then?
After the joys of earth, after its songs of mirth, 
After its hours of light, after its dreams so bright?

What then? . • • e
: , (Continued ou page "

**Actlai," ■ Mirvefoui Discovery That Cures AI 

Afflictions ol the Bye end Bar Without 

Cutting or Drugging,

There id no u&ed for cutting, drugging ex’ 
probing the eye for any form of disease, for ( 
new system treating afillctions of the eye haJ 

been* discovered whereby • 
all torturous and barbw- > 
ous methods are eliminat
ed. Thore Is no risk or ox«, 
perimentlng, as thousand^ 
of people have been cure j 
of blindness, falling eye* 
sight, cataracts, granulat» 
ed lids and other afflictions 

of the eye through this grand discovery, whea 
Qinluent oculists termed the cases incurable^ 
Below we print extracts from tesDlmoalals 
such as are received by us daily.

Mr. A. O. T. Pennington, special agent Mutual 
Benefit Life Insurance Co., Kansas City. Mo., 
writes: “Having used Actlna for several years, ; 
I cheerfully recommend it for the cure of eye, 
ear and throat affections. It cured my mother, 
of cataracts." • , * '

Susan Card well, Lincoln, kan., writes: “I am 
78 years old. I was so blind I could only know \ 
persons by their voices. After using Anting t 
can now thread a needle without glasses."

w* c‘ Godwin. Moline, Kan., writes;
My honest opinion of Actlna la that It Is one 

or the most marvelous discoveries of the age. 
wy eyes, and cured my wife of asth-

Hundreds of other testimonials can be sent 
on application. “Actlna" is purely a homa 
treatment and self.admlnistorea by the natleut, 
and is sent on trial postpaid. If you will send 
your name and address to the New York ind 
koadon Electric Association, Dept 3423,029 tfab 
nut StKansas City, Mo., you will receive ab* * 
sulutely free a valuable book, Professor Wil
son s Treatise on the Eye and on Disease in 
General,

Cáncer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistuln, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated. Book. Sent free. Address 

DRa BYEi Broadway, Kansas City, Mo. 
GH MONEY-1 DfD-GOT$30l?i 

Id id weeks duteff plfitlng. «mea M. L. Smith 
of F«s'(u*e<l »uiaUamtlt.), BUrtas &nhh did— 

JI tbit's euy—hundreds already started—otw outs 
dally—mouey cotuiug la—goodsgoipjout. People 
„PTerywher® havo tableware, watchrs, Jewelry.

•to., tor the “Gray Plating Man.’’ 
Practical outfits, ail sice,, heavy plate, 

llffuaranteed, pure gold, silver, ulckle 
-(J Uietal plating, equal to pew goods, lai* 

eat process, taught free quickly, «i* 
LX*-«:pericote unnecessary, all easy, 

.. . «_ — MarcU exposed. Own and Bo«« a
buuneM at homo or travellg all op part timo that pays 

to poo Weekly—you cau. Write today for pew offer, 
■ample, and ttusdivds letters from mcceixful ageota—free to ML 
Gray 2k Co., Platlug Works, 0 UIjuuI Bldgi Uncüui&ütü

O
Dr. Woollay’s 

PAINLESS’ 

P1UM 
ANDWhiskey Cure

SENT FEES to all 
users of morphine, 
opium, liyidanum, 
eLxirof opium, co
caine or whiskey, a 
large book of par
ticulars on borne or 
sanatorium treat
ment. Address, Dr. 
B. M. WOOLLEN.

106 N. Pryor St. 
Atlanta, Georgia.

Out of the Depths Into the Liaht
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing, 

medium. This is a very interesting little book, 
and will be apnreciated from start to Mulsh by 
all who wish to gain spiritual Information. 
Price, 25 cents.

DP A TH ITS MEANING 
1 1 1 aud Results.

My J K Wilson, of the Pennaylvanta Bar. 
An aoBorblnffly interesting narrative relating a 
aeries of wonderful psychic, manifestations oc* 
currinff in the writer's experience. Cloth, illus* 
trated. 11.25.

The Nemesis of This fascin«
Chautauqua Lake “X

known Author and Scholar, 
HON. A. B. RICHMOND, 

Should be In the hands of every Spiritualist in 
the laud. Ills based oua bistoriunl fact, but 
through the naratlve Is woven a psychic line of 
thought In the style so natural to the great 
criminal lawyer that one can fee 11 author's 
very presence during its penuaL It is certain* 
ly interesting. Price, cloth. 75 cents.

ENCYCLOPEDIA 
...OF... 

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM 
...OR...

A CONCORDANCE
TotAe principal passa^ea of Vie Old and Kcu 

Tc3tanieiit Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualismi

Together with a brief history of the origin ot many of 
the important books of the Bible.

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that Is In this book appeared In an abridged 

fijrm In a series of nine full pages of Tub Phogrbss* 
it* Thimkkb. These articles were prepared al the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the nonl of 
some kiud of document for ready reference. That 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work.

The author. Moses Hull, has written mauy vol '.mas 
on Splrltualiatlstte and other themes and each olc is 
full of careful study ou the subject chosen.
Bull, In bls Introduction of this work says:

“Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
out of the wlldnrnesB of doubt and despair; and that* 
When Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
Its ‘sanctified’ enemies. It will not'spike* It. but win 
use It to batter down the walls of Christian supersti
tion and ignorance, I send It out on Its errand of eni 
Ughtenmcnt with the humble prayer that It will prov ( 
a divlno benediction to every reader.*'

Tub EsorcLoraDfA of Biblical Spuutvamsu 
contains 885 pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and Is 
handsomely bound in cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have thia work.
PRICE SL FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE

ORIGIN OF SPECIES,
By means of natural selection, or the preaerration of 
a favored race lu the eirucglo for life. By Charles 
Darwifi. Gilt top. cloth bound. This book It vao 
grandest achievement of modem eefentifle thought 
and research. It has pasped through many editions 
In BngHah, has been translated Into almost all tbo 
laBgWges of Europe, and has been the subject of 
moef ^review®, pamphlets and separate books than any 

volume of tba age. Mort of the great scientists 
of Ukt-agofully support his position. The thought at 
tbU Mok has become a part of the common Inherit* 
OifleOf the race. For sale at this office. Price 75 ct&

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “AU’» Right with the World.” Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success with 
•‘All's Right with the 'World/' which continues tn the 
front rank of the Metaphysical books that ere now so 
popular. Thog^cat number who have ¿ecn cheered 
aod strengthened by him will welcome another booh 
by th j wise teacher whose words of help are doing m 
much to oake ‘the world better by mattes men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy IL

“Discovery of a Dost Trail” 
tea rfmple study .of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand tn Its scholarly simplicity. Lt 
will beta demand by many who have not prevtanMy read metaphysical writings. Price |L5O. For sale M 
tfuaofflee.

fl NEW GRTEGH1SM, BY ML M. M&NGASARULN.
This Is a new ’’Catechism*' In lie-full tense of th* 

word. There has as yet appeared In the world of lib 
eral literature nothing like this most wonderful little 
book or reason. E. P. Powell, the welbknown author, 
the reviewer ana erttio, says: > "TUe remarkable thing 
about tms *Catech!am’Is that H tells tho truth." Ie 
deals with the questions of God. Immortality—the 
Creeds, the Clergy, the Church. Prayer and Salvation, 
Jesus tns bit Teaching, the Growth of the Christian 
Scriptures, and many other philosophical, scientific 
and ethical questions with the utmost candor, emir- 
age and clearness, 183 pages. Cloth 75a; paper, S9>

Taffeurand’s Letter to the^ooei 
TMs work will be found especially Interesting 
to all who wonld desire to make a study of Ro. 
raanlssft and tine BIhla* The historic facts stat, 
ea. aad the keen, tcathtag review of Romish 

practice should^ &1L Prlco
W 08QEA - x.-— . . .



last year.—Sunflower.

These are the dreams that kill.

or Is in some other Imminent danger of 
a sudden and terrible death. These

from those terrible nightmare, visions 
In which the victim is pursued by an

TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

meeting, September 24, we were fa
vored with a song, “The Golden City,” 
by Master Max Obitz, and a duet by

We go to press early Monday morn* 
Ing, hence communications Intended tor 
that current Issue should reach tills 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mlhd.

jiounced that his first effort would be in 
the nature of a preface to those follow- 

\ Ing and started out by defining Spirit- 
ualiBm as meaning naturalism. Noth-

A8 A GENERAL RULE, IN TH» 
OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY ,NTENt,?°.X2 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE, PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

John W. Ring, National Superintend
ent of Lyceum work, has been visiting 
lyceums at Lily Dale and Buffalo, N. Y.; 
Conneaut, Ashtabula, O.; Titusville,

a wuivu Luc vipuw io puiaucu uy uu
Mrs. E. J. Jaquet is open for engage- a8BasBjn Wjth upraised knife, or is trem- 

ments to lecture and give platform mes- jjiing on the edge of a fearful precipice, 
Bages. She can be addressed at No. 622 ....
South Water street, Wichita, Kansas.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work; 
and General Progress, the World Over.

rnNTRimiTORS-Each contributor] ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
anv^rUonu I AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO-is alone responsible for any assertions 

or statements he.may make. The editor 
allows tills freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of tne 
sentiments uttered in an “Ucte.MyL 
diametrically opposed to bis belief, yu 
that is no reason why they 8h°uW 
suppressed; yet we wish it dimnotv 
understood that our space 10 • 
quate to,publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we “'J® 
to do so. That must account tor tne 
non-appearance of YOUR article,
1 WRITE PLAINLY.—WC wouldHUO 
to impress upon the minds of our 
spondenta that The Progressive Thinaor 
is set up on a Linotype “«¡eWn® |bat 
must make speed equal 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all c°py.’. re. 
sure insertion in the paper, al btoer r 
quirements being favorable, should > 
written plainly with !nk on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only 
one side of the paper. Please bear

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that itopw to£ 
the General Survey will ‘V^uÎoccu- 
adjusted to the space we have to occu 
py, and In order to do that tbey 
generally have to be abridged_m 
less; otherwlae many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty line 
item is cut down to ten Unes, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may r 
quire. ' „ ... .

TAKE DUE1 NOTICE, that !
for this page must, be 
the full name and address of the writer 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes bo and bo witn 
out giving the full name and address ot 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request wl^ 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poéms aent}° 
this office, for they will not be¡re turn e 
if we have not space to use them.

w
thé -frögrbssivö- thinker _ut. 14, 1905,

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

TOPIC FOR The PROGRESSIVE 
‘ LYtlEUW. "

Sunday, OctoberJ5, 1905:, "Wo Stand 
: Between ¡t^ ppst and the Future.”

Dr. Peebles is coming to Chicago to 
speak for the League, Saturday even
ing, Nov. 4, and he will speak for the 
Rising Sun Mission, Sunday afternoon, 
Nov. 5, and in the evening for the Ait
ken Society, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. .
, GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY opens 
her meetings at Grand Boulevard Hall, 
corner Grand Boulevard and- Forty-sev
enth street, Sunday evening, Oct. 8, at 
7:30 o’clock sharp. A fine program 
will be arranged for the evening, and 
a hearty invitation is extended to all 
seekers after truth. Messages will be 
given at all meetings by Mrs: Cooley 
and her guides. Don’t forget the hour 
of opening tlie services—7:30 o’clock 
sharp. Give this lady a grand recep
tion at her first meeting. She is well 
worthy of it. ' ,

Elizabeth SchauBs writes: "I am now' 
located a't Liberty and S. Harbor street, 
Conneaut, Ohio, and will be pleased to 
hear from' my friends at that address. 
Letters sent to my home in Toledo will 
bb forwarded to me at Conneaut. -As I 
am engaged here from Oct. 1 to April 17" 
I will be able to answer funeral" calls 
in the vicinity.” z
. Mrs,, Susie R. Thompson has returned 

to the city, Circle each Wednesday 
evening, at No. 769 Wèst Van Buren 
street, top floor.

The Muncie Morning Star says: 
“Frank T. Ripley, of Boston, Mass., a 
prominent Spiritualistic lecturer and 
test medium, will be-the giiest of Mun
cie Spiritualists ' during the month of 
October, and during his stay " in the 
city will conduct a series of lectures 
and test services.’ Mr. Ripley's first 
services will be held next Sunday tn the 
G. A. R. Hall in the Bishop ; building, 
following the Lyceum services at 9:30 
o’clock. The lecture which will begin 
at 10r80 o’clock, will be on "Is Spirit
ualism True." In the evening Mr. 
Ripley will talk on the subject of ‘After 
Death, What?’ Each service will be 
followed with tests.” '

Mrs.Dr. Dobson-Barker writes: “The 
interest in the First Spiritual Union, of 
San Jose,~Cal., continues.. Mrs. Nettie 
P, Fox filled tbe rostrum the first three 
Sundays of September, and will speak 
for the society during October. Mrs. 
M. E. G. Howe, of San Francisco, was 
with us Sunday'evening, September 24, 
giving many good readings and tests to 
a large and appreciative audience. Our 
society has organized a Children’s Pro
gressive Lyceum that meets every Sun
day at 10 a. m. Miss Linda Zink, as 
musician, also a fine medium, with nu
merous gifts, adds much to our work. 
There arc a number of young people 
becoming interested and at the evening

Tiiat talented young speaker, Will J. 
Erwood, is now at work In Kansas. He 
llgq been lecturing in Lawrence,, and 
will visit Burlington, Wichita, Spring 
Hill, Kansas City, Kansas, and Kansas 
City, Mo.

Rev. Alice Baker writes: "I am still 
in. Kansas City. Mo.; health is very 
much improved. I am lecturing every 
Sunday night and holding .mid-week 
meetings. Will answer calls to go to 
societies as lecturer and message medi
um and to officiate at funerals. Address 
all communications to 1012 ixicust 
street, Kansas City, Mo.”

The ex-priest P. A. Seguin, now liv
ing at 1500 Fifth avenue South, Minne
apolis, Minn., has plenty of rooms left 
lor Spiritualists who will come to Min
neapolis for their convention, at $1.25 
for one bed and three aolid meals per 
day. Any interurban car, 'dr Minne
haha, Emerson and Riverside street 
cars will bring the people near the 
Working Girls’ Home which the ex
priest and his good wife superintend. .

Pleasure lovers, attention! The Gold
en Rule Pleasure Club will give a series 
of dances opening on Saturday evening, 
Oct. 14, 1905, at O’Donnell College Hall, 
South Paulina-street, between Washing
ton and Park aveniie. These dances 
will be held on the second and fourth 
Saturday evening of each month. Mu
sic by Vogel’s orchestra. A pleasant 
and enjoyable time Is promised in this 
pastime and we anticipate a largo at
tendance. Come and be satisfied that 
we are respectfully yours for a good 
time. Tickets 25 cents a person,

Mrs. C, Kirchner writes : “A very, 
pleasant time was had at the social 
given by Sister Kepner at her home 
Saturday night, Sept. 30, for the benefit’ 
of the Mission Temple Fund- Members 
and friends to the number of eighty en
joyed the entertainment which was 
oppned by Sister Reeslcker, the alto- so
loist of the Mission. Games were in
dulged in, and tests given .by Sisters 
Caird, Weaver, Kirchner, Brother- 
Thompson and others. , A very fine 
luncheon was served, which was ap-

Gem of Thought:—• *
From the fhflioiwiesp Past I gather

Much frmc-and-gblden grain;
For there Ilffiave’^ept and labored 

Through Ifburs joy and pain.
In the mystdgal lifoture I fancy 

The tiling, tbabare to be,
And the gleam oMke hopes that glitter 

Brings chqçr and strength to me.
So here anil^ow Ÿ^must labor on, 

With fadeii’hopbs' that are gone, :
Their somber hues with bright Ideals, 

Make life #; joyous song. •—J. W, R.
For Jnformqtlon.concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
■sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston,-Texas,

MRS. LAURA G. FIXEN, although 
prominent as a Spiritualist, and an ex
cellent speaker,'is held in high esteem 
by the W. C. T. U., and at Its late con
vention in Bloomington, Ill., she was 
called upon to occupy the pulpit of the 
First Presbyterian church. Mrs. Fixen 
also opened the discussion on the first 
day of the convention on this subject, 
“Woman in the Realm of Prophecy.”

J. W. Ring, of Galveston, Texas, has 
bepn greatly interesting Chicago audi
ences. . He is young, energetic and a 
forcible speaker, and is in demand hero 
by the different societies. Last Satur
day evening he lectured to the Chicago 
League, apd Sunday evening to the 
Golden Rule society.

Emil T. Vans writes'. “We are now 
beginning our winter’s work, and the 
Bund der Walirheit No. 18, will hold its 
eighth anniversary on Sunday, Oct. 22, 
at Hack's Hall, 519 Larrabee street, 
(formerly Heinen’s Hall), beginning at 
3 p. m., with lectures tests, songs and 
music. Thereafter supper, and in the 
evening dance and amusements. Tick
ets 15 cents at the door. Come all and 
welcome to all.”-

Moses Hull, active as ever, witli his 
Intellectual faculties growing brigliter 
as age advances, has been in the city 
several times lately. He and Mrs. Hull 
are efficient workers on the rostrum, 
and can interest any audience. They 
are contemplating a trip to the Pacific 
coast.

Mrs. G. C. Stephens writes from Kan
sas City,- Mo.: “The Psychical Research
Society opened its meetings of the 
year in’the pariors-Qf the Ladies’ Athe- 
neurn, 9 th and Locust streets, Oct. 1. 
We had a good attendance. Our Sun
day night meeting is open to all. A col
lection during the services is taken. 
Our subscribers defray all expanses. 
We invite any medium working under, 
by-laws of the state and N. S. A. on oiir. 

„—T ’I'— ~ ,", Tkj rostrum who comes here, and-I also Mrs,. Fixen is to be congratulated on Lwe]COmQ any or all to my home. I do 
her success at the convention as an in- not jnv|(e y1Q 8O.cane(j mediums who 
nue!ltt,al factor, and we venture to say are not organized to take part in our 
that the pulpit she occupied will feel for I meenngB, a8 j feei( ¿ey are,..lnhar- 
a long time the spiritualizing influence mony.' They should unite with some 
sue imparted. society. I am responsible for that

Mrs. DeLong-'Moser holds meetings which comes to my-people in our meet- 
every Friday afternoon at 2:39. Fri- jngs. We hold our usual social and 
days and Sundays at 8 o’clock. No. 962» Wednesday night circles at my home, 
Milwaukee avenue, opposite Paulina. and ciaBB meets every other ' Friday, 
Tests and message's Jiy the pastor. | AU are welcome?’ . 
' Secretary, writes; “Tire Band of Har
mony meets every first and third 
Thursday in each inonth on the fifth

Carthanas, to the inhabitants thereof, 
know ye: '• ■

‘.‘Whereas the Almighty has not be
haved himself properly with regard to 
this province and city, inasmuch as 
only one rainstorm visited the country 
during the last year, and not a single 
time lias it rained during this winter, in 
spite of prayers and processions, in det
riment to the chestnut crops, on which 
the prosperity and progress of our prov
ince depends: ■ K

“Now, therefore, be it resolved:
“Art. 1. If within the peremptory 

term of a week from the date of this de
cree it should fail to rain abundantly, 
no one shall attsnd mass nor say pray
ers of any kind.

“Art. 11. Should the drought continue 
for a term of eight days longer, all 
churches and chapels shall be burned 
and all objects of devotion and prayer 
destroyed,

Art. III. Finally, if within a third 
term of a week it should fail to rain 
abundantly, all clergymen, monks, and 
friars shall be massacred and beheaded.

“And permission is hereby granted to 
al! to commit all sorts and species of 
sin, that the: Supreme Being may know 
and understand with whom he is deal
ing.”—Mexican I^erald. t

DREAMS

VUnucuui, nDumuuiu, v, --—-•
Pn., and other points. He spent Oct. 11 Missea Mgrel Muntz and L(nda zlnk 
in Chicago and will visit Milwa Merel-Muntz also gave a short
yyis., and from there go to the N. . ■ a(^d interesting address on medium- 
convention at Minneapolis. The lyceum _
work is*flourishing under Mr. I peop]e have actually been killed by 
ministrations fourteen more lyceums | have 'suffered
fraternizing now than were enronea terrihle ntrhtm«™. vistiib«

preclated by all. A vote of thanks was 
given to Sister, kepner for her hospital
ity. ' An .Indian dance wound up the 
evening’s enjoyment.”

H. E. Pomeroy writes-J "I. write to 
say that I think Alex. Caird, M. D., has 
got his answer good and straight. For 
clear-cut, straightforward, common- 
sense Spiritualism, I think Nora Batch-. 
elor Hensley strikes the keynote. Such 
clear intellects and positive iflndness 
as Mrs. Hensley and Clara.Watson man
ifest are refreshing. It makes the'ax- 
to-grindAChemes of the reverends ap
pear sinister, to tay the least.”

Mary Purcell writes from Grand Rap
ids, Mich.: "The Grand Rapids Spiritual 
Society enjoyed a feast of spiritual food 
on Sunday, Sept. 17, in the person of 
Mrs. Julia M. Walton, of Jackson, 
Mich., president of the State Spiritual
ist Association, serving the society on 
that day. An all day meeting was held 
and addresses were given bv her, as
sisted bv Dr. J. C. Batdorf. Messages 
were given by Mrs. Emilias Blake, 
Mrs. Belle Fuller and' Dr. W. O. 
Knowles, with -special music arranged 
by Mrs. Effie Sackett Lunch was 
served in the hall between services. 
The society was served on the other 
Sundays of the month by Dr. J. C. Bat
dorf and Prof. F. T. IngoldBby, both of 
Grand Rapids. Large audiences attend 
the meetings and from present indica-' 

■ tions the prospects for the- future 
growth of the society look bright. The 
Ladles’ Aid continues its efforts, work-

Oscar A Edgerly of Lynn, Mass., ap- dreams are common enough, and nearly 
peared before a small but appreciative always the sufferer awakes thankful 
audience at Shiloh hall Sunday morning and happy at his escape. But some- 
in the initial lecture of a series to be , times he doesn't . awake. Sometimes 
dellvered under the auspices of the Elk-. the knife falls or the sleeper in his hal- 
hart Spiritual Society. The speaker an-; luclnatlons plunges down the precipice.~ - .. . » . « . . .m__ x__ V. TVizion nv«A FVizv ♦Vint Irlll

Ing is supernatural, but all phenomena । 
is thé result of the operation of natural ; 
law. He .compared thé seance room of , 
the medium to the laboratory of the ; 
scientist, both being necessary for the 
demonstration of the truth of a previ
ously held theory. The lecturer gave 
evidence of the highest culture and re
finement, and his language and manner 
on the rostrum are above criticism. 
The society is to be congratulated for 
having secured so able an exponent of 
their cause.—Enkhart, Ind., Daily
Truth.

Mrs. Alice Gehring Patterson and 
husband have just finished a tour, 
through Ohio, and are located at 624 
Sixty-third street, where they will be 
pleased to meet old friends before they 
return to their home in Denver.

Two of the city’s valiant automobil
iste saw a ghost Saturday night. They 
claim that they are perfectly sober, too. 
The ghost took the form of a white 
horse and buggy. It was driven by a 
phantota man and kept in the road be
fore the cars for a mile or so, refusing 
to get out of the way although the 
drivers sounded the loud blast and 
yelled loudly. Finally one of-the driv
ers took a search light and went ahead 
after the unknown. To his astonish
ment he saw the rig drive through a 
tight board fence six feet high with no 
opening in it of any kind,-and vanish.— 
Gazette, Waukegan, Ill.

J. M. and M. T. Allen, excellent work
ers in the field of reform; write from 

•Springfield, Mo.: “Our work here is 
steadily progressing; public meetings 
every Sunday nifeht In Odd Fellows' 
hall, on Boonville, street, and a class in 
spiritual science and mediumship every 
Wednesday night at 651 Soùth Grant 
street. The members of this class are 
doing nicely in their study of psychic 
and spiritual science and in the devel
opment of their respective -phases of 
mediumship. We are also going for
ward with our Mediums’ Home .School 
work, and with the Silver Chain Devel
oping Circle.”

The Independent Church of Truth 
will hold meetings every Sunday even-,. 
Ing at 730 sharp, in Grand Boulevard 
Hall, corner 47th and Grand Boulevard. 
Speaker and message bearer, Georgia 
Gladys Cooley. Hall can be reached by 
South Sidg Elev"+ed, Indiana avenue 
electric and 47th street cross line cars. 
Speaker’s residence, 567- East 62nd 
street, Chicago, ill.

Mrs. Kirchner writes: “The Rising 
Sun Mission had very large audiences 
Sunday afternoon and evening, Oct. 1, 
at their services. Brother John W. 
Ring of Galveston, Texas, spoke at 
each service. We were very glad to' 
hear again our brother from the Lone 
Star State, as he in his discourses gives 
us'such good thoughts.- The audience 
was very appreciative and listened at
tentively to each word spoken. The 
message bearers, Mrs. H. Gill, Brother 
Thompson and Sisters Weaver and 
Kirchner gave beautiful demonstrations 
of spirit return which were comforting 
to those who received them. Our 
choir rendered some very fine selec
tions which were commented on by our 
speaker and by others. Brother Ring 
also gave a telling discourse at the 
home of the president, on Wednesday 
evening, Oct. 4; everybody enjoyed it 
so much. A social was arranged at the 
close of the meeting for congratulations 
to our Texas brother. He and Doctor 
Geo. B. Warne served the refreshments. 
A better time could not have been had, 
as it was both entertaining and in
structive. We have arranged for a num
ber of prominent speakers every Sun
day up to January 1, among whom will 
be Dr. J. M. Peebles of BatUe Creek, 
Dr. Geo. B. Warne, Dr. J. MacFarland, 
Dr. C. Tisdale, Mr. H. M. French, Mrs. 
J. M. Fravel. Hon, Chas..Hughes, Dr. 
L. Rowell and others. -We welcome all 
strangers and skeptics to our services 
every Sunday-afternoon at 3 and even
ing at 8, at Star Lodge Hall, 378 South 
Western avenue. Our speaker for Sun
day afternoon, October 15, will be Bro. 
John W. Ring of Texas, and in the even
ing, Dr. C. S- Tisdale, of California, an 
inspirational lecturer who is controlled 
by an ancient Greek. It will be worth 
your-whlle to attend these services.” 

. Mr. Hassman writes: “The North 
Star Spiritual Union (regular Sunday 
service at 1546 Milwaukee avenue, near 
Western avenue) has a good attendance 
at each meeting. Organ concert-before 
theuneeting starts; prayer and lecture 
by Rev. Dr. P. M. Esser. Good sub
jects on phenomena and philosophy are 
chosen by the guides of the speaker. 
Spirit communication as demonstrated 
by'Mrs. Johanna Rennad, and others of 

k note also. Healing at every meeting 
“ after the lecture. The Progressive 
: Thinker is alwavs on sale.”

Mrs.'Laura Kobberger, healing and, 
developing medium, has moved to 3030 

! Vernon avenue, where* she will be._glad 
to:meet .her friends hereafter. .Devel- 

‘ oping circle Wednesday evening at . 8

A. H. Dalley writes: "I want to con
gratulate you • upon the matter which 
you publish in The Progressive Thinker 
and the general information which I 
glean' from its pages. I was. running 
over the volumes of The Religio, a few 
evenings since, and it brought vividly 
to my mind, the memory of many act
ive and interested persons da the lines 
<pf spiritual thought, who were then liv
ing, but'who have now? gone hence. 
[You were then- connected ' with that 
naper, and bv comparison with the 
Kogressive .Thinker. I can see that you 
W a great deal to .do In Ite compiler 
Sa and editorial work.” / • '

o’clock. ;
G. H. Brooks opened his, meetings In 

Lawrence Hall the first Sunday in the 
month with a fine attendance. .He will 
cohinue them this month. If not longer.’ 
On the 9th he goes to Cairo, Ill., and 
speaks there ■ twice; then' to- Villa 
Ridge to officiate, at. the wedding of One 
of Mr. Leidiga’s daughters, and while 
there he will speak two evenings and 
then back to his . .work in Milwaukee, 
getting there in time for the Saturday 
evening ■ social, wh ich is held th differ
ent parts of the city, Lawrence Halils- 
on Milwaukee street, neat. Wisconsin 
street The friends in Wilwaukee and 
adjoining towts take note.

ing to help'the society in Its payments 
on the lot for a temple which it expects 
to erect In the near future."

H. Smith writes: "The Spiritualistic 
Church of the Students of Nature, Van 
Burem Opera House, corner Madison 
street and California avenue, iVas at
tended by a large and intelligent audi
ence, Mrs. M. Schumacher, the pastor, 
taking for her subject, ‘Does the Bible 
Sustain the Phenomena of Spiritual
ism?’ Dr. L. C. Koehler assisted by 
taking up the subject, ’Progression of 
Man, How to Become Wiser.’ The 
pastor in behalf of the society, present
ed the Doctor with a certificate of rec
ognition as a teacher and medium of 
Spiritualism. Sister N. Kusserow and 
Brother French gave many' spiritual 
and convincing tests.' We extend a 
hearty welcome to all mediums and 
truth seekers to attend' this Sunday 
evening meeting:.”

Mrs. A. Sexsmith writes: "The meet
ing of the Golden Rule Spiritualist So
ciety on Sunday. Oct. 1, was well at- 
tended,. both afternoon ad evening. 
The afternoon, proved very Interesting 
by short talks and messages given by 
Sister Kusserow, Bro. French ana Bro. 
Coe. In the evening we were greeted 
by a fine audience, but sorry to state 
that our speaker for that evening, Mrs. 
Nora Hill, was not able to be present; 
but we were delighted to have with us 
instead that grand worker, Attorney 
Griffen, who spoke along the lines of 
spiritual unfoldment and as we had 
many strangers present, he conveyed to 
their minds that there is something up
lifting in the life of a true Spiritualist 
Messages were given by Mrs. Alice Sex
smith to many skeptics, which proved' 
to them that there was something in 
spirit return, and all said they were 
coming again. The benefit circle which 
.was given at tbe home of Mrs. Nora E. 
Hill,. 705 Madison street, Thursday 
evening, Sept 28. was a success in ev
ery way, We had with us Mrsr-Georgla 
Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Isa Cleveland. Mrs. 
Ada Zazelle, Mrs. M. Weaver and Bro. 
French. All gave messages which 
proved interesting. Remember our 
dance on Saturday evening, Oct. ' 14. 
These will be continued the second arid 
fourth Saturdays of each'month. A 
good time is assured. Tickets 25 cents,, 
now on, sale. Don’t fail to attend, as 
these are given, to help the causé on our 
open door meetings. Everyone Welcome, 
at O’Donnell College. Hall, South Pau
lina street, between Washington Blvd, 
and Park avenue. Meetings at 3 and 8 
p. m.” ;

' Mft. Mary É. -Van Horn'wrltes from 
Milwaukee, Wis.: "George H. Brooks 
opened meetings for the present month; 
Sunday evening, October IS He had a 
large and appreciative audience, and if 
you could have seen the smiling'faces 
and hearty, hand .clasps that ' greeted 
him, you would know that his coming 
to us just now was most . welcome to 
one and all. I never heard him do as 
well,- especially so In his readings. His 
genial.presence was an inspiration and 
we hope-he may succeed so well finan
cially that he can remain with us dur
ing thé winter.”

Frank T. Ripley has the Sundays of 
January, February and March still open 
for engagement to lecture; and ‘give 
messages. Address . all letters in care. 
of General Delivery, Muncie, < Ind. ; 
thereafter to .Tipton, .Ind., P. O; ■ Box- 
643. .

E. B. Hughson, writes- from Fresno, 
Cal.: “Once more after a Abort absence 
of the best of paper?. The' Progressive 

- Thinker finds a -place 'in our 'home 
again, and It is-a pleasure to peruse its 
columns; and the premlntrrbook; l ean 
not thank you enough for it” * :

GOOD THERE IS IN THÉ WORLD.

And Each Spiritualist Should Contrib
ute a Certain Amount to It.

floor, Masonic Temple. October 5 w$ ' - 1 ■ —7—
had a gobd attendance; were' enter- Have Sometimes Brought Fortunes to 
tained by Mrs. Richmond with name r Dreamers—-One Winner Used Daugh- 
poems, and answers to questions; also Death a Hunch and Got For. 
other exercises.’ - t . . - « n ~ lt .. -

I. Powderly .writes: “The Englewood I V-five Thousand .Dollars.
Spiritual Union has leased the new *G. I Has there ever been a* lottery, we 
A; R. Hall at No. 6236 Princeton ave- wonder, in which dreams of lycky num
nue, near 63rd street, and one block bers have not played a romantic part, 
west of Wentworth avenue. We cor- aB the case of M, Cousins, who won the 

' dially welcome all who can-be with us second prize of 8,000 pounds in the re- 
afternoon and eyeriing of each Sunday, ceht French lottery? asks Tid Bits, 
and Thursday afternoon, Ladies’ -Aid, That, for instance, Is a strange story 
which we Hope to make interesting and that is told-of Signer Bozzi, a merchant 
instructive. We have engaged some of -Not long ago the signor
the best speaker? find mediums for the dreamed of his daughter, who' died sev- 
near future. Th® talented Miss Web- eval years since, and next morning with 
ster'will favor us with some line selec- his dream still mournfully haunting his 
tions of instrumental music. Recita- memory, something brought to his mind 
tion, one of Whitcomb Rlley'B poems. I that it, was one of the days on which 
by the well-known Miss Edith Lewis, the municipal lottery was open. To the 
Our flrqt meeting will be held Sunday, lottery he went, being a man of sport- 
Oct. 15 at 2:30 and,7:30, at 6236 Prince- >ng instincts, and his dream suggested 
ton avenue ” the venture. His daughter having died

Mrs. H. L. Lichtfg writes: “The tea- the; yTS’13 da{S’ 4 ?0UJS; 
party given by th^Sunflower Club, on ne these three numbers to bet 
Sept. 26, in UbW, 70 East Adams 
street, proven gj^at success both °„nKnwbich he had laid 6s
financially a^ soc^ly, and the many 4d him 250 times his stake or 
friends of thyad<are hoping that itwill become ^o#Iy affair. Lincoln ^eJvh7lsnnntand "P pound 12? 6d’ or 
Hall has been; leased permanently by near'y 7,000 pounds.
the club. Tim second Tuesday of each a dream that brought fortune
month they hoid thair regular business 400 at%Jor an ItaMan peasant called 
meeting. The tourth Tuesday of each ^uc®- The peasant dreamed one night 
month is reserved‘zfor social affairs. !?at„5®?ad be?” at th^ 
One can alwgys .depend on something f1??
ot Interest onlhisnlay: Tuesday,.Oct. faJP
10,.at 2 p. nwiccuta the next tegular ™ t0 N°' 2W6- When he awoke 
meeting. Leffall members fie present.” be was,;,s<i ®tron8ly impressed by his

,T - ,-*9 dream that he scraped together all the
Mrs. H. L. (Bigelow writes: A very lmoney ile possessed, and, after long 

pleasant meeting was he d in the new searchlng> was abie to buy a tIcket> not 
quarters of tl# First! Spiritual Union of oj tbe aumber o{ biB dream, but con- 
San Jose, Cqja; ¡having moved from tafnlng the same figures In a different 

. Eagles' Hall, which we occupied for the ¿rder_. Thed be fell. on evll dayi hi8 
past two yewfcjto iiales Hall, South died of an 1UnMS br0Ught on by 
second street* Childrens lyceum at 10 hardship and starvation, and a few days 
km. Conference meeting at 11 a. m. lat he t succumbed. Within a 
We.were much,pleased to have our vet- weeR of this double tragedy the Ucket 
oran medium, Mrs. Hendee Rogers, be bad purChosed was awarded the 
with ub. She was brought to the hall great prize at the lott drawing, 
in her wheeled chain, and carried up the A slmllar pathetlc story ls told of a 
Stairs by careful hands. She - cannot poor bUnd woman once a familiar fig
walk without crutches and only a few ure in Sackvine street> Dublin, where 
steps at a time. She looks smart, and for maDy years Bhe earned a Bcanty 
carries her-eighty-seven years gra.ee- livelihood by selling laces and other 
fully. She gave us a short talk, speak- aman articles. One night she dreamed 
ing words of good cheer and predicting of a numbel, which was t0 win a t 
successAr meeting? in qur new lall. prize in a forthcoming lottery, and 
Sister Fox spoke for an hour on the when she awoke she hurried to the lot- 
subject, Footprints of Civilization. tery ogee to insure it The number 
These inspirational lectures are very was not drawn; but her faith in ft waB 
interesting. 1 he ¡speaker is engaged pnabated and time after time she in- 
for the present month also November, gured ft> Belling her ciothes and even 
excepting the last Sunday in each tbe basket that contained her goods, to 
month which is supplied by a test me- raise the necessary money. At last her 
dium, giving readings from flowers, ay- snlaii resources were quite exhausted; 
tides or independent tests. Sister M. one day she was unable to insure the 

Howe; of San Francisco was with cumber and that very day it was 
us the last two Sundays. The readings drawn- Thte Blow ol iortune to0 
were good. I am glad to say that Mrs. mucb fOr the poor old creature, and, 
Dobson-Barker is recovering, from a Be- ropln her bllnd to the Royal Ca- 
vere Illness. . 1 - - - - - --

RHEUMATISST
CURED

WITHOUT MEDICINE
New Itemedy Discovered Which

Absorbs Acid Impurities Through 
the Large Foot Pores.

A DOLLAR PAIR FREE
Oh Approval—Write To-day.,

Don’t take medicine for Rheumatism, 
but send your name to the makers of 
Magic Foot Drafts, the great Michigan 
discovery which is curing every kind of 
Rheumatism without medicine—clironfc 
or acute—Muscular, Sciatic, Lumbago, 
Gout, etc., no matter in what part of the 
body. You’ll get the Drafts by return 
mall. If you are satisfied with the re
lief they give, send ub oue dollar. If

"There are lots - of good folks in the 
world—millions of them. Do you want 
proof.- Keep, your eyes and ears open.

"The other day Henry Kuhn and his 
aged, wife started from St. Louis for 
Wheeling, W. Va., their pitiful all in a 
wagon. In Cincinnati the emaciated 
horse fell dead and a man and woman 
old enough to be your grandparents, 
sobbed helplessly. -

"A crowd gathered. A crowd always 
gathers in a city.

“In ten minutes that crowd 'had 
raised money enough to pay for another 
horse, and soon the old wagon was 
creaking its way to Wheeling and 
smiles chased away the tears on 
wrinkled faces. '

“Just a trivial incident!
“But it makes your confidence in hu

manity stronger to hear about such do
ings. Makes you glad to feel that there 
is quick sympathy and ready practical 
help to be had for the need of it.

“Takes away from the theory of chill 
individuality, puts us on the plane of 
brothers, ‘loving one another,’ gives the 
world something to admire and approve, 
to help drown out the clamors of the 
chronically sad.

"Well, let’s go ahead and admire. 
Let’s allow the sweetness and beauty of 
a kind action to permeate our souls, and 
give us the Inspiration to go do like
wise when the chance comes our way.”

Every Spiritualist should contribute 
something towards the general good. 
That 1b the only way to advance spirit
ually. REFLECTION.

ECHOES FROM CALIFORNIA.

TIMM MARK not, send noth
ing. You De
cide.

Magic Foot 
Drafts possess
the remarkable 

quality of absorbing from the blood the 
Impurities which cause Rheumatism, 
curing where everything else has failed. 
They are even curing cases of 30 and 4ft 
years’ standing. They will cure you. 
Send your name today to Magic Foot 
Draft Co., X014 Oliver Building, Jack- 
son, Mich. Our splendid new book on 
Rheumatism comes free with the 
Drafts. Send no money—only your, 
name. Write to-day.

San Francisco Spiritualists to the 
Front.

Miss Mae Hunt, after four months’ va
cation, renewed her lectures last Sun
day evening, October 1, in Remem
brance Hall* Odd Fellows’ Building, 
Seventh and Market streets, to a large 
audience which filled the auditorium to 
the outer hallway. Miss Hunt was at 
her best, in good voice, and invigorated 
and fresh from a vacation and much- 
needed rest>and her speaking was sub
lime. Many fragrant flowers of all 
shades decorated her stand, donated by 
kind apd grateful friends to greet her 
on her return to the lecture field.

President Bracken opened the meet
ing in a short speech and very appro
priately greeted the audience in words 
of welcome, then turned and in like 
manner, greeted the speaker, with a 
welcome from a united audience—wish
ing her a “God-speed in her good 
work," etc.

Miss Hunt spoke nearly an hour with 
her usual force and eloquence—or 
rather, her control did—for she always 
speaks when totally entranced and like 
all entranced speakers, cannot recall a 
word of the address when in her nor
mal state. Last season she delivered 
fifty lectures and all those who were 
fortunate enough to have heard them, 
claim they were the most edifying and 
sublime ever heard.

Each attendant can recall that some 
of the world’s foremost statesmen, 
poets, philosophers and scientists con
trolled and announced their names and 
gave beautiful addresses, each one 
given was very characteristic of his 
own special line of thought. The sci-

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially, 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in tho 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life In the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data- 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up tn all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Mau 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M, 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes tbe “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, 
It will fill an Important niche in your, 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land," “Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed" 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,” 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus."

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
"Letters From the Spirit World," writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersllea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
^OOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle tn modern business 
enterprise!

BEAR IN MIND when ordering 
Premium Books, that you must always 
accompany the order with a year’s sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

829
CLe above la the'number of tbe pres

ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, ' 
as printed at the top of tbe first page,, 
right hand corner. If thia cumber cor-.' 
responds with tbe figures on your wra»^. 
per, then the time you bare paid for tuur- 
expired, and you are requested to renew! 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad* 
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number 0O 
tbe tag of your wrapper.

Longiey’s Choice Collection.
OF

BEAUTIFUL SONGS

- . - . entists Louis Agazziz and Sir John Her-
nal, she ended "her troubles in its ) gchell, each using technical terms,

Maggie Henry writes: “Sunday, Oct. waters.
1, at Old 77, Spiritual Mission Chapel, in the early days of lotteries in Eng- 
our speaker, F. M. Stoller, read for the iand to dream a number was • always 
scripture lesson a portion of the 15th I looked upon as the luckiest of omens, 
chapter of I? Corinthians. He then took inan old copy Of the Post Boy we may 
up the questions on spiritual and phil- still réad This advertisement („"This is 
osopbical topics. His answers were to give notice that 10 shillings over and 
highly appreciated. He also answered above the market price will be given 
about fifty personal qùestjoùB. We had for the ticket in the 1,500,000 pounds 
a visitor who gave some excellent mes- lottery, No. 132, by Nath Cliff, at the 
sages, and our regular test medium, Bible and Three Crowns in Cheapside.” 
Madame Lucile DeLoux, gave some very Light was thrown on this mysterious 
fine demonstrations of mental telepa- notice by a letter which the advertiser 
thy; she turned her back to the audi- wrote to the Spectator, in which- ne 
ence and was but in .touch with the per-4-says: "You must know I have but one 
son by her manager,1 who did not speak ticket, for which reason, a certain 
at all. She gave names and descrip- dream I have lately had more than 
tions. AU . were recognized. All are once. I resolved it should be the num-

which would excel the president of any 
university. It was unfortunate the lec
tures were not taken down and printed. 
It was a lost opportunity, the loss and 
magnitude thereof can only be realized 
by those who heard them. Her style 
of speaking is much like Cora L. V. 
Richmond, but as she is young and 
strong, that enables her to stand the 
strain without any serious fatigue. She 
has abandoned trance readings, as that 
disharmonizes her lecture work. She 
will continue to speak in this hall every

welcome at our meetings at 8 p. m. ev- ter I most approved. My visions are 
ery Sunday. Strangers and skeptics B0 frequent and strong upon this occa- 
especially invited, ,. sion that ! have not only possessed the,
, Mrs. M. A. Burland, pastor writes: lot, but disposed of the money which in’ 
.“-The Light of Truth' church has held all probability it will sell for.”
its meetings all-summer. The lectures About the same time a footman, on 
were of the highest, order and.the audi- l the strength of ,a similar dreamrapent 
ences have been1 well' pleased by the the. whole of 20' years!, savings In pur
teachings. find there'has been a steady chasing two lottery tickets‘ bearing his 
growth. Many mediums have given lucky dream numbers,- and when the 
messages at each service. Come and tickets proved 'blanks, wé learn "after 
help the good worlrifon. The Ladles’ a few melancholy days he put an-end 
Aid that meets! on Thursday afternoon to his life.” In a box. was found ' the 
is well attended. Mrs. Caird will be following plan of the manner’ in which 
with us on-Thursday ¡next,.in the upper hé should spend .the 5,000 pounds prize, 
hall. Remember’the. place, Hopkins’ which Bis mistress preserved as a cu- 
Hail. 528'W. ^ty-Uyird street” rioBlty”

Will -C. Hod6B,.!tte well-known, lec- "As S00“,as 1 received, the 
turer, frites fttai Seattle, Wash.: “Un- mon®rÌ ^BI many Grace Towers; but 
der the able leadership of Walter A. she has been cross and coy Twill use Hall, who is detìdedlyvthe right man in ^rnas servant. Every morning she 
the right place, .the falTand winter cam- a K11!
jaign has opened in Seattle under most SnfSr whinh
favorable auspfchs. Our audiences are ainnli
most excellentliboth dà regards quality a? Ìor
and numbers, ami myJwork for Septem- ^? ke°n the table 
hpr been verv uieasant and ablv I without a good ])udding. I will hdVG & secon?d lbye th! locaU Sums I ìm ^ock o« ^ne and brandy laid in. About 
happylto reppntr ambntire absence of ® min 
any: exMBitiónsdì jeMousy on tbe part
of the local workers, «ho seem to be a ® Jpn’hJS
happy family, ’aid striving to do to the a h <
best; of their absilty the work assigned 6eli sbe shal! sit down with me. .
them, and that this’society stands -------- , ——
squarely by thee proposition, INTEG- EDICT AGAINST THE ALMIGHTY. 
RITY IN MEDIUMSHIP AND CHAR- - -
ÀCTER IN ALL WORKERS. WHETH- , „ . ,x ,, ' 'ÈR IN THE SEANCE ROOM OR ON ,n Which He Is Supposed to Have Pas- 
THE PLATFORM:..!! am-retalned .for , elons Common to Humanity, 
the month! of October, and my address' . -r------ ■ .
remains; General';. Delivery, Seattle, .The conviction has Jong prevailed

Sunday evening. COR.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the'extent of ten Unes 
only will be inserted tree. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words-constitute one Une.]

Passed to the higher life on Satur
day, Sept. 30, Miss Gertrude Stevens, 
516 Van Buren street, Chicago; a mem
ber of the Rising Sun Mission. Serv
ices were held on Sunday, Oct. L and 
were conducted by President C. Kirch
ner. The Mission choir sang “Beauti- 
ful lsle of Sdmewhere,” and “Are the 
Angels Waiting.and Watching for Me?” 
The services were very Impressive. In
terment at Forest' Home.

MRS. C. KIRCHNER.

Passed to spirit, life,- Sept. 13, 1905, 
Mark Roberts of Baraboo, Wis., at the 
age of 32 years. The writer was in
formed that- this young man was very 
brilliant and promising, but a long 
strain of ill health undermined his 
mental health so it. became necessary 
to conduct him to thé Mendota Hospital 
where he passed away, leaving a great 
host of friends to mourn his departure. 
Funeral services were conducted by the 
writer. ■ ;■

CATHARINE McFARLIN.

„Dr. B. F. Gardner of Atlanta, Ill., \(is 
an early convert through the. medium-: 
ship of the Fox sisters, in 1848, to .Spir
itualism. The Doctor, rounded out his 
terrestlal life July 21, and passed'to the 
next sphere »of action. He was born 
June 22,-1818, in Green county.-Ohio, of 
Christian parents. For- fifty years he 
was ah undaunted - advocate ■■ of th,eWash.” M ’ i that boldness and resolution are innate , ------

Dr. Beverly.-wri'tbs: "The .S. S.. S. of in the Anglo-Saxon races, but a recent truths undeilying the spiritual P^Uos- 
Arlington Hfijl, Has opened a. brauch st example ot unheard-of courage is offered ...: u.. n. num ne..
South Ghicagb; to’ mtet evety Saturday I By the mayor of one of the. cities in | umcago, 111.
evening., at! Tinsley’s’HallH T have a Spain, who., has openly, challenged no 
missionary -spirit, and'will respond-to less tban.thcJUmighty by'publicly! de- 
some of-the man.«'calls I receive for nouncing his behavior toward the may-
help, to feedAheJraugry.’:This precious | or's protlnce ln the following-decree, 

' spiritual foods - Come and bring- your I translated from«. Spanish journal: r .
• frlendaJt; ;‘ . "The mayor of the department of

- “Heliocentric Astrology or Estenuala 
of Astronomy "and -Solar Mentality, 
with-Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
101b.” By Tarmo '-Vedrà. For sale at 
Mvesr . Price, by malt $L

Hors Is a book ot songs for public meetings 
and tbe home that is full of music and poetry 
that reach the soul. The book is just the right 
size, neatly constructed, plainly printed on a 
splendid quality of paper, and contains 76 songs.

WORDS THAT ARE TRUE.
-These songs are adapted to the needs of soci

eties and to the home; they are spiritual, and 
breathe a tender sentiment to the cultured souL 
—Lyman C. Howe.

"This collection of songs breathes a pure 
spiritual harmony, and has an uplifting tend
ency."—Dawning Light.

"The songs and music are of a nature to in
spire those who hear them with new and higher 
resolves." D. W. Hull.

"There are some things In our personal histo
ry that never fade from memoiy. One in mine 
has been fresh for fifty years. I went one nfght 
to bear the eloquent lecturer, Prof.S.B, Brittan, 
but I have no recollection of a' thought he ad
vanced or a word uttered. But with ntm was a 
young man who sang, ‘What shall be my angel 
name.' The man, the song have been singing 
in my consciousness ever since; the man was 
Prof. Longley.the song, one of his earliest com
positions."—J. S. Loveland.

Longley's latest book of songs comprises the 
cream of all his former books and many new 
ones, and can be had In decorated covers for SO 
cents; plain, 40 cents.

STftNDftRD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, £0c. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to out readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readably 
type; cloth binding. Good home library; 
edition:

. Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hera as Prophet The Hero 
as Poet The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.
- Past and Present By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B.

Buckley. This book is written in such 1 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

-Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 

■be in every home.
Karma, A Novel. By A. P. Slnnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.-- ... /

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro. 
mance by that mpst wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a Jong residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

"The Roman« of Jude. A Story at 
the Life end Times of the Naxarene and 
His People.” Through the mediumship* 
of Mrs. NL T. Longley. An Intensely in* 
toresttag book. Neatly bound In cloth 
end gilt Only co coats.

- "Au infamous Dyuamtte Roman Cath» 
olio Conspiracy Detected and Expoeed.” 
“Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of Startling 
Facts. Price-10 cents each, oc taro Sac
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LADY ANGELS WILL NOT DO.

A SPIRITUALISTIC ANALYSIS

LIFE’S COLORS.

good 
they 
poor 
poor

self in the midst of one of those 
old church sewing circles where 
make flnanel garments tor the 
make flannel garments for the

the 
did

the 
hy-

millar with the primrose path, she bids
•him redeem the past Iwhtch would be

public places of.-.gathering? -¿ Many 
meetings are held. in inconvenient'and

What Are. You Going to Do About -It?— 
A Question Asked In the Interest 

Spiritualism.

THB FROGRBSSÎVB THÏNKBR
WOMAN’S RIGHTS

TELLS OF A RECENT TRAGEDY.

Is to set apart
the trumpet be of use?

A. The only method

Considered as Related to Courtship and 
Marriage.

This department is under the man
agement of •

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

years I have had rappings and whisper
ings. Is there any way in which I can 
have the latter more distinct? Will

Mrs. Nettie R. Wood: Q. For four

less value were written over with 
fofgerles or Incoherent ranting of 
pothecated saints.

The Saracens had preserved
learning of the ancient world. It 
not conflict with Moslemism, and while

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
iiave called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made.In 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of In
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable-delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. ' ,

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters win 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. Ih0 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give ’What
ever information*! am able, the ordi
nary coùrtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

do not believe their own theory. What 
is the use of quarantine or cleanliness, 
it the disease is not contagious, and no 
one can have it without being bitten by 
a mosquito?

Why separate the sick from the well, 
If the disease cannot be taken , by con
tact, by the air, or water? A person 
might sleep or stay in the, most infec
tious place, if covered by a netting. 
Granting that the mosquito is the only 
means of infection, how came the first 
case for the mosquito to bite? Or the 
old question which was first, the mos
quito or the patient? it there was a 
case first without a mosquito, then 
there might be another. Or is it to bo 
believed that the mosquito had the at
tack first and communicated it to man? 
. It is possible, that a mosquito having 
bitten a fever patient might communi
cate the disease by biting, but of the 
countless millions of mosquitoes not 
one in millions ever has an opportunity 
to bite man, and infinitely less number 
to bite one stricken with fever. It is 
well known that a mosquito never fills 
itself with blood but once in its brief 
life. If once gorged It has no disposi
tion to bite again. If filled on1 the 
blood of one having fever, it might 
breed a fine cass of the disease for it-' 
self, or ft might be the blood would go 
Into the development of a fine brood of 
thousands of eggs.

Many of the leading physicians 
have no faith in the theory which a few 
have exploitered, gaining cheap news
paper notoriety. We predict that in a 
few short years this theory will be 
laughed at as one of the many absurdl- 

■ ties put forward in the name of sci
ence.

Sculptor Forced to Change Forty- o' 
’Em Into Men Cherubs—Rural Dlvlm 
Saw Error — Graceful Curves h 
Church Statuary Give Way to Stern 
Attributes.
According to a statement in a special 

dispatch to the Chicago Tribune, they 
are changing tire faces of some thirty 
or forty angels at tire Belmont Memori
al chapel and the cathedral'of St. Jolin 
the Divine on Morningside Heights, N. 
Y. The sculptor made them all lady 
angels. And the building committee, 
stirred up by the observant delegates 
of the diocesan convention of the Pro
testant Episcopal church, recently in 
session here, firmly hut solemnly had 
ordered that lady angels won't do.

The cathedral was visited during the 
convention proceedings by many out-of- 
town clerg-vmen, as well as by many 
divines of this city, who went sightsee
ing with their rural brethren.

The manner of discovery of the lady 
angels scandal, according to stories told 
in clerical circles, is that one of the vis
iting rectors walked up to a man, appa
rently a layman by his dress, who was 
fussing around the statuary with some 
appearance of authority.

And He Called the Sculptor.
''Pardon me," said the clergyman, 

“pardon me, my good friend, but can 
you tell me who is responsible for mod
eling these figures—these angels?"

“I can,” said the layman, “and I will. 
I am responsible for them. I either 
modeled them or they were modeled 
under my direction. Permit me to in
troduce myself. My name is Borglum."

The clergyman was just the least bit 
embarrassed, so he told his friends af
terward, by the warlike attitude ! of 
Borglum. He is J. Guntzen Mothe- 
Borglum, a well-known sculptor. ButJohn L. Howe:Q. When was the time 

called the Dark Ages? What was the 
cause?

A. The Dark, or -Middle Ages, either 
In beginning or end, are not well de
fined. There is wide difference between 
writers on the subject, but perhaps the 
commencement may be stated as the 
last half of the fifth century, when the 
Vandals, Goth, and Northern peoples 
gave the final blow to the Roman em
pire, and the termination at the discov
ery of printing and of America, or the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The

The cause was the weakness of the 
old regime, by the introduction of the 
new religion of Christianity, which en
forced by imperial edict, took-the place 
of the ancient faith. The northern 
hordes took advantage of the wrang
ling of religionists, the blight of the 
new faith prostratipg manly courage 
and self-reliance making passive mar
tyrdom of greater merit than heroic 
self-defense, and became the rulers.

In their barbarous minds Christianity 
assumed new form. In the surging tide 
of affairs, learning ceased to attract. 
The philosophers died and none came 
in their places. The great writers were 
not read. When it was discovered that 
their Writings did not agree with the 
Ideas of the priests, the precious vol
umes were destroyed, or the words ef
faced, ..that the parchment might be 
used again to write prayers and invoca
tions to the saints.

The priests became all in all. At 
one time there was danger of tbeir own
ing the whoie of Europe. It was a tre
mendous plunge from the apex of the 
Golden Age of Rome, her grand histori
ans, artists, poets and sages, into the 
turbulent ocean of the Dark Ages. The 
polished historian of world-events, be
came fhe garrulous and unreliable 
chroniclers;. the sculptors who made

STHE NEW-POET, 
i!—:: 101; ■

Some Critical andWhifilspphlcal Re
marks, 

■ —ei.
True to her Emqr^onifis philosophy, 

Ella Wheeler WilftQjfcafiigsjfor one time 
more the song of cMer# hpping thereby 
to solace a great ui&nowjy who, on the 
26th of August, in City Hall Park, New 
York, wove sundryideprOtiBing stanzas 
which the Boston AriierldSn presented 
to its readers.alongfiwitiiU'her condol
ence and the sweet.hiccoiflpanlhient of 
womanly advice, in jte Js^pe of Septem
ber 25. Sings the ‘unknown in ques- 
^on‘ r 8M’; ’ll
“Here in the mute despairof fearless

6768 ■ « < ' BOILies the most pltlful br things—dead 
. grief.

Mourned in unvoiced’ groans, In' un- 
breathed sighs,-r-.

Death hoped, yet’ feared; Life meas
ured long, tho'^briet.

Such Is the lot under the canopy .
That arches o’er "this cirque of bat

tered ghouls;
The ghosts of midnight leer where sun

beams play—
Woe is the only season in our 

souls.”
Had he but thought of ft, the motto 

over the gates of Dante’s hell might 
have been utilized in strengthening the 
climax! Be that as it may, Ella excit
ed. by the dolor, comes to the rescue 
eagerly enough, saying in that dear 
kind way of here, “It may be drink, it 
may be drugs, it may be mere shiftless
ness and extravagance. which has 
brought him to the parks." (Might it 
not be that he had an appointment with 
his sweetheart?) Inferring that he is 
lazy and out at the elbows and too far

The principal argument on this topic 
was made in a former article, but in
stead of It having been criticised by the 
press and especially by the lady read
ers, I had some very complimentary 
commendations, and requests to write 
more on the same subject. But without 
some counter-irritant, or some fault 
found with my former article, I do not 
have much more to add; but would like 
to make a few more additional sugges
tions.

Assuming that a fortunately mated 
couple, in matrimony Is a desirable con
summation—devoutly to be looked and 
wished for by every adult member of 
the race, the question is, whether the 
present modus operand! to attain this 
end, in which only one side can make 
affirmative choices and advances, is 
commensurate with the best results. 1 
assume that there are a good many la
dies involuntarily unmarried, and also 
that there are too many other people 
.who are unequally and unhappily yoked 
together as husband and wife; and I 
had assumed that some women would 
knowingly accept unworthy marriage 
proposals rather than run the risk of 
not getting another .or better one, and 
that this is oft a cause or source of un
happiness tn after married life.

And is it not a rather violent assump
tion that when only one side can exer
cise the choice of a' parttier, that the 
very gentleman that the woman would 
have selected will make a marriage pro
posal to her, and thus give to the wo
man the very chance to have her cholqe 
in the selection of a husband that she 
would have exercised if shp had been 
permitted to make a choice of her own? 
Is it probable that when the woman 
cannot make ah affirmative choice, gen-

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
The Dream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 

the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents.'

The Fairy Land of Science. This beautiful book fills a niche in the 
hearts of the young people.1 Lyceum library , literature. By Arabella 
B. Buckley, Price 50.

The God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex in Religion. A sensible, logical 
statement of opinion, but hot of a revolutionary or sensational nature. 
A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25,

The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book. By Ralph’ 
Waldo Trine. Price 35 cents. , .

We are constantly meeting people 
who will in a quiet way speak favorably 
of Spiritualism and express an admití 
tlon for, and a belief-In, Its philosophy 
end phenomena, but ask them to attend 
our meetings or in any way Identify 
themselves with' the Spiritualistic 
movement, and they invariably decline.

Ask them why? and they answer, 
"Oh, wfell, you know it isn’t considered 
quite respectable. The fraud, you 
know! The crudity! We will stay In

I the marble speak in exquisite outlines, 
' csrvefi. grotesque images of . Madonnas

and saints; the artists, produced wretch
ed daubs; the gospel of dirt and pov
erty was taught the masses by the 
sleek priests; the splendid.public baths, 
it necessity of the old faith, crumbled 
In decay, and the blight of a lie cursed 
the world. It was taught by leaders of 
the Christian church that any falsehood 
to further that religion, “for Christ's 
sake,” was meritorious.

Every manuscript opposing was de
stroyed or the writing erased and the 
works of historians and poets of price-

Europe was in the nightmare of theol
ogy, learning flourished under the 
minarets of mosque and college. From 
them, the awakened thinkers of Europe 
received the lighted torch which was 
to illuminate the night of ignorance 
and superstition and bring the day of 

■ knowledge.
The discovery of printing may well 

be taken as the dividing line between 
the time when the church ruled the 
state and bad everything its own way, 
and the present

the church a while longer until it be
comes respectable.”

Well, that beats all. But what are 
we going to do about it?

■Undoubtedly Spiritualism has become 
a mighty, if not always recognized, 
power in the world. <

During the more than fifty years won
derful progress has been made. But 
the question arises, have we as Spirit
ualists done, and are we doing, under 
all circumstances, that which would 
forward our cause and make us re
spected in the world?

We are sorry to be obliged to answer, 
No!

We believe the time has come when 
this matter must be looked fairly and 
squarely In the face.

We are seeking to promulgate a new 
science, a new philosophy, a new relig
ion, if you will, that transcends all 
which has preceded IL It is supposed 
to spiritualize men and women! Its 
beautiful truths are expected to make 
all who embrace them better and no
bler; to bring peace and good will to 
men; to gradually root out envy and 
scandal; tp help put away jealousy and 
disparagement. Are we living up to 
our philosophy, and trying, to get others 
to do the same?

I few have a better religion than the 
Christians, the best way to let them 
know it, IS TO LIVE IT OURSELVES, 
and exemplify it in our own lives. And 
would it not be well for those who call 
themselves Spiritualists to make a dis
tinction between pure spiritual medium; 
ship and fortune-telling before they ex
pect the world to do it?

Let Spiritualists refuse to employ as 
teachers and demonstrators those who 
are guilty of fraud in this work, and the 
first step will be taken toward gaining 
the recognition and respect we so earn
estly desire. Then we can ask for laws 
to protect the use of mediumship, and 
laws to punish the abuse of it. OUR 
TRUE AND HONEST SPIRITUAL ME
DIUMS HAVE ALREADY TOO LONG 
BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH FRAUDS, 
FAKIRS AND MOUNTEBANKS, WHO 
ARE FILLING THEIR COFFERS 
WITH THE MEANS THAT SHOULD 
GO TO SUPPORT THE SPIRITUAL 

, MOVEMENT AND HONEST MEDIUM- 
। SHIP. The actions of a few who 
! should have held the cause of Spiritual

ism as sacred as their own souls, bring 
I vividly to mind the Judas of long ago, 
i who betrayed his Master and his cause' 
i for thirty pieces of silver—the only dif- 
, ference being that Judas was man 

enough to go out and hang himself; 
and we have not heard of any of our 

: betrayers doing likewise.
Spiritualism was not given us to get 

i rich by, but to bring to humanity the

a time and place when you can retire, 
and by concentration of thought on 
those you desire to communicate, be
come more and more sensitive. You 
can by this means receive more and 
more distinctly. Any external means, 
as the trumpet, will lead you away 
from the conditions you should culti
vate. The whispered voice is an im
pression of a spirit to your spirit, and is 
not a sound in the atmosphere. Hence 

means to improve receptibility 
t be purely spiritual.

the clergyman stood to his convictions t00 a contract jqj. tj¡e moat of us j erauy the very man that she would and pursued his inquiry. g-a _n_ t>Pn“ ®‘auy tue very man tnat sne wouia
“Mv dear sir” he said “can vou tell Tr “°, e a DaQ boy any more. From- have chosen will come along and offer, 

me then what’acrloturai authority you 8 bi? succesa> so only he Will do himself to her? This would .give rather ÄÄÄÄS Let us 'hone °“
as females? I myself am fairly diligent e arrow sned strateht to the Rnd accl,dent-t0 a safe,rule or haP; 
as a searcher of the scriptures, but, “ark ¿ R toerved to do . maÜnf
hiena me Í do not know anv except ,, n ü®se’7eü W j». f busband and wife Is the Mecca of the
secular writinirs in which angels are Meantime, Is It not Charles Lamb home, that also marks and models the
snoken of ss women Watr“,S ^ga tnSK ™Oeit/uIne?u chiId 1Ue- that re-Peoples our country

P“These figures are beautiful my Oii, P°ttS\ )t^° w“rda’,orU1 with an essentially new population
dear sir most beautiful but they are ̂ hen he tells us that .from the flower about every twenty-five years; and this
nnt Reautv of counttmance “e S1°ryJlea„ awaV when he was child-life and new population gets its
chastltv nose and winas do not nee- y0““6, all know better. For such moral tone and character largely from 
essarnv’ mv dear ste mke an IngeV’ ,as ?e aature, retal,na magic to the the family hearthstone. Can it be as-

Tha^cnlntor ouoted a number of l /Bt’ Never in vain for him gleams sumed that a virtually unilateral, or one- 
medieval orecedents In which angels d°r and star- , . sided marriage contract can bring the
figure7s femhfint Md narted with toe L.Colerld8e acknowledged that Kubla beBt resulte in the after family life? 
rnnn nf God according to the latter ^han was merely a fabrication, that it will it prepare the way for a happy man of God, according to >tne latter, never happened; that it wasn’t so. Si- hit’ 
chastened, but hardly convinced. icncc Sire» That AbvaRininn mnM .1 ... , , .The cteravman aot hnsv He cifcu- . ’■ u ’ , ARyssinian maid, it is a matter of common knowledgeIne ciergjman got nusy. ne circu swinging her dulclmeÁ remains a sweet that there is too much infellcitv In the lated among his brethren and angels rea>Uv {or th„ 'Kn u„ht ; a „ ! Z ,were studied and discussed until the ? n * < u u °? “!? *amfIy Ilfe that results mostly from 1m-were studied ana aiscussea uuui tue sban dematerialize her Eastern loveli- nollte and coarse conduct between the matter began to rise to the proportions npHa pouw hilo coarse contract oetween me
„f o Bnondni ° T ............... .. ... members, that does not take place be-

* * I Says Longfellow» Things are not I tween the Kamo persons as they meet
< Agitation Bears Fruit. what they Beem." zSa^a Tom Moore: on the streets and in business life,

It came to the ears of the Rev. Dr. “The smiles of Joy, the tears of woe, | when the very opposite, if there is to

The Great Psychological Grime, which claims that subjective medium- 
ship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of “The Dream 
Child” and “Harmonics of Evolution.” Price $2.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carus. Fourth edition. 32 pages. 
“An effort to purify our 'Idea of God’ that it may be greater, sublimer' 
and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever been 
yet.”—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.

The Kingship of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas, and bound 
in white covers with pretty floral design. By William George Jordan, 
Price 30 cents. ,

The Life of Jesus. By Ernest Renan. Translated from the original 
French. Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cents.

The Life Radiant. For every one in every walk of life. By Lilian 
Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1.

The Living Decalogue. From Sinai to Zion. By W. J. Colville, 
Price 50 cents.

The Lover’s World. A Wheel of Life. Treating oh the subjects of 
love, marriage and parenthood. By Dr. Alice B. Stockham. “The 
Lover’s World, garnered sheaves from the wisdom of books and life’s 
experiences, is now returned to the heart of humanity.” Price silk 
cloth, $2.25. ’

The Majesty of Calmness. By William George Jordan. Price 30 cts
-The Missing Link of Modem Spiritualism. A most valuable book 

giving a history of early Spiritualism. Written by Leah Fox Under
hill of the Fox Sisters. Reduced to $1.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature. Demonstrates the continuity 
of life and our environment of spiritual influences. Free from all theo
ries of superstition. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents.

The Mystic Thesaurus. By W. F. Whitehead. Leatherette, Price $1.
The New Life. By Leroy Berrier. Price 50 eents. ’
The Other Side of Death. Scientifically examined and carefully de

scribed by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50.
The" Priest, the Woman and the Confessional. This is a most valuable 

book. It comes from an. ex-priest, whose character is above reproach, 
By Father Chiniquy. Price $l.

The Prophets of Israel. Popular sketches from Old Testament His-
tory, than which no branch of science, in the last generation, has under- 

I gone a more profound revolution. By Carl Heinrich Cornell. Price 25c.
” The Relations of Science to the Phenomena of Life. Ideas of life sci
entifically expressed in contradistinction from the old theories. By 
Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Relation Science Holds to Natural Philosophy. By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. Price 15 eents.

The Romance of Jude. A. story of the time of Christ, given through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Longley. Cloth bound. Price, 50 cents.

The Soul. Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human Em
bodiments. This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles 
of reincarnation. By the guides of Cora L. .V. Richmond. Price $1.

The Soul of Things. These three volumes are among the most popu
lar works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual philosophy. By 
William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each; postage 15 cts

The Soul’s Song of Triumph. A prose poem by Harrison D. Barrett,

glorious truth of immortal life and 
eternal progression.

And, oh! too. what a pity that some
times those who come among us seek
ing for hope and consolation are 
obliged to listen to the voice of petty 
gossip and slander.

Yes, we are ashamed to say It, but 
nevertheless the thoughtless gossiper 
may be heard In our midst spinning her 
yarns until you almost imagine your-

Artemus Reed: Q. There has been 
o much said about the discovery that 

mosquitoes caused yellow fever, that 1 
would like the opinion of the Question 
editor on the subject.

A. It will appear as decidedly “un
scientific” and out of date to doubt the 
claims that a certain species of mos
quito, by its bite inoculates with yellow 
fever. The theory has been demon
strated. It is asserted, and there was 
more attention given to the destruction 
of the mosquitoes during the late visita
tion of New Orleans than to any other 
sanitary measure. There seems to be 
a division of opinion among the doctors, 
or at least as reported the theory di
verges. It is stated that when the In
sect bites a fever stricken subject. It 
gets some of the microbes attached to 
its bill, and when it bites another per
son the germs are conveyed. It. is like 
the poison-tipped arrows of savages.

Another i eporter gives a different ex
planation from an eminent specialist: 
The mosquito takes in the blood of a 
lever patient, and gets a bad attack of 
fever as it deserves. The imbibed 
blood is a seed bed for breeding germs. 
Unfortunately the insect does not die. 
Apparently it Is more active, and'has a 
Hire impulse to thrust its poisonous bill 
Into a healthy person. If It gets a 
Chance, it Is certain to be heard- from, 
for in a few days the disease will ap
pear;

I should hate to believe God planned 
Such' a’ horrible contrivance to cause 
suffering and death.; If it just planned 
Itself, by evolution, IL there is. a good
-and just God, according to human rea- 

, son he ought to stop it.
It is h btrnnge thing that these physi- 

‘ tans who ere loudest in demanding 
e extermination of the mosquito, pre

Friends, let us register a vow within 
our inmost souls that we will refrain 
from all gossip and slander. Let us 
live for that which Is good and elevat
ing. We have not only this world in 
which to pursue our investigations, but 
we have the glorious privilege of lifting 
the curtain that hangs between time 
and eternity, and gathering up some of 
the gems of truth that lie scattered 
along the shores of the hereafter. We 
don’t see.how Spiritualists can find 
time for useless and oftentimes harm
ful gossip.

We have got the best philosophy that 
has ever been given to the world, and if 
We would absorb it into our very lives 
and make it a part of them, then, in
deed, heaven would seem nearer home.

Let us who feel that we have a mis
sion to perform, not wait for the spirit 
world to fill uszas though we were 
empty vessels; but seek the wisdom 
and knowledge that comes from asso
ciation with the great minds of the past 
and the present. Let us seek the cul
ture and refinement that music, art and 
literature can bestow. "No effort, no la
bor, should be too great to attain to 
that which will make us more fitting in
struments on which- the Spiritual mas
ter minds are expected To produce their 
divine harmonies, and by the verydaw 
that underlies the spiritual philosophy 
we will attract to. us from the higher 
sphere of life minds that are capable of 
imparting wisdom to those who are still 
dwellers upon the earth.

We have been.in primary Spiritual
ism long enough.

The times demand something more 
than being mere instruments for spirit 
communion. , ■ ■• . .. ,

■ And is it not time that some effort be 
made to have sultable -and respectable.

John P. Peters who is secretary of the I Deceitful shine, deceitful flow.” ' I to be any difference, should be the case, 
building committee, who was much ex- .. .. And the question is whether the pres-
ercised. Dr. Peters wrote to the sculp- , ayB ent u“Uateral mode of mating in mar-
tor expressing his sense that these crlt- riage doea not contrlbute t0 thla state
iclsms were not without ..foundation, Wùth n-“1® of thlnSs? Anyway, if there is a more
calling attention to the fact that all an- hero oi LocksleyHdll, but to pity Ten- excellent way it should have universal
gels mentioned In the bible had mascu- “y0®“ ^ouldun a ' aymPathy in its consideratlon by the
line names. - „ ^et us’ ^bel®fore> with due public. For the mistakes in matrlmo-

Dr. Peters gently intimated that the ìuarin£<?^^ of nlal match-making are almost irreme-
New Testament specifically stated that aad dlabI®, aIao ln relation to the best citi-
the angel of the Incarnation was the Hal1N®^nP . zenshlp’
archangel Gabriel, and any lady who a Religion is a great and good thing;
assumed that honor was an impostor. 1”^^®!®.®! but cannot work impossibilities, norun-
He also brought to Borglums’ notice, so X do th® mlstakea ln marriage. Child
it Is understood, that Azrael, Michael, liie ln its seneral trend receives itsand Raphael wer° not ladies ^nd TÌ0!, BmH|HB in’“hfsi|81eeve, will tendency from the twig of the family

Borglum replied with becoming meek- d^”£e’ can so touch life as the
ness He acknowledged that though he dre,n' Carting coalA to Newcastle re- iOve of the home. And the home, in its seemed to have strayed from the eccle- “a’DS a‘® 1 inception, should os’ far as possible be
siastlcally technical conception of toe J «““«"ed from the accidental, toe mike-heavenly messengers, he felt artistic- Says A10”11/ Jobk LdCkhart, The shift marriage, or that which gathers a- 
allv that by traditions and practice ,may need your’blty and crave it; consent thereto by toe constraint of toroug^th/b“i“ s ci’ eSS Se tHuV torimto« anythlDE bUt 
tical art he was lustlfled. destitute to him. Olympus is his AMOS STECKEL.

But the word has gone out that^e ™nk’BIowa.
angels were to be changed at once, predicting fór Apollo good luck and du- ------------***------------
The soft feminine faces will be made pa^,c g 1 Ap 10 E00d luck d du 
more stern and the rounded feminine . ’ . .. .. __
riSdd'lnd WU1 made a blt be naturaI1y 'wln ’try 1113 | The Medium Claims to Know Murderer

hand again. Let nothing him dismay of Miss Vogel—Interesting Stories
™ ?ynSn Y“ as drank Which Are Related by a Police Offl-
as any of them, and DeQulncey beat us „ -... _ . z ... ..

I all despite the opium. ' What mattered cer 8 Experience with a Medium.
“All-flesh is grass," the good book says, the jail to Bunyan? To each came In For several days past a trance medi- 

Perhaps that’s why we’ve seen ■ dlvinest measure Supreme success, urn has been closely examined with ref- 
Wlthta tots human world of men “Man Is superior to circumstances.” erence to toe tragic death of Miss Vo-

So many people green! MÀRY E. BLANCHARD. gel of Galveston at the Oaks Hotel sev-
But things do move, the sun revolves, Milltown, Me. I eral years ago. The experiments have

And colors change their hue, _______ .____ __ I been carefully carried out with every
For in the time when worry comes, ’> appearance of Bincerity, and a certain

I feel a deep, dark blue! AN APPALLING CRY-OF WARNING, officer who has been working on the
And then, anon, when pain doth rack _ , , ' . 1 ’ case for some time has been plying the

The frame of optimist, Presaging the Death of a Much Beloved medium with questions during his peri-
Tbe blue evolves into the black Grandmother. ods of excitement.

And makes one pessimist. —those who reject as worthless
Thus green doth change into the blue, 1 lived from childhood in my grand- a^d lncredlbl® tb®s.® Peculiar psychic 

Th» Hinn intn tho _ J . i cnuauoou in my grana phenomena brought out during the■Hie blus into the black, mother s house, which was situated in L_tp nf hvnnosis the conclusions ar-And each one leaves on life its hue, an Isoiated place some distance from 8^ °at whatever they might bl will
And each one leaves its track. the street the nearest house being at £™idTred worths For thtee

But when from green we go to white, ~.5ty roaa away. It was in who believe in such things, however,
We climb the hills of bliss; March, the ground was covered with fhe experiments will not be without In-

Life’s day is then to us most bright, snow, and the stillness of a semi-coun- terest.
A joy we would not miss! try n®Igbporhood at that seaspn pre- ¡p stated that the medium has al-

And when in bliss one does unfold railed. My mother and Srand grand- ready ¿escribed minutely the clrcum-
And streaks the white with yellow, mother had gone to spend the after-1 Btances attending the terrible death of

Gathering in the good rich gold, D?°t? w, 5 re ’ ^?d an ? d Miss Vogel ; that it has been communi-
He is a fine young fellow! ™ I™ family, Miss K,v-and myself, cated to him from the spirit world who

JOHN A MORRIS. wore let alone to take tea In an Infor- committed the alleged murder, and that
Los Angeleà, Cal. ma*, p ,in tn® sitting room which he supplied the officer with the

overlooked the entire surroundings of name and whereabouts of-...............
. .. , party., _ , • „ L Mls® K~ -"a8 ata?ding by the win-1 F It ls gtated that from

of denteare. dow, tea cup in hand,! near the stove, worid jt has been revealed that the
Friends, let us be proud of our Spir- when suddenly through the stillness murderer of Miss Vogel was a negro

itualism! Let us cherish our phenom- there fell from the upper air a pro- and not a white man. It is further
ena as something sacred! Let us show longed, agonizing, and >ost appalling gtated that some of toe revelations 
the world that we can be true men and scream, as if from a human in intense made bv the trance medium corrobo-
women without crosses, creeds or agony. For several seconds it lasted, rate certain evidence already attained
bibles! . while we stood in frozen horror, the tea aB a resu]t of independent investiga-

We should live our Spiritualism ev- cup falling from Miss K—s hand. It Hon and that the officer is convinced 
ery day. I seemed an age before those unearthly that he has found a valuable clue.

It is notlike a garment to be worn on sounds, for we both knew instinctively Thfi fl,n faota touchine the Decollar Sunday and hung in the closet on that no earthly pòwer could have epimenta “e in the hands of th^ 
Monday morning; it must be an every- caused them, Anally ¡lied away. I rec- Writer but for obvious reasons it is not 
day religion crowned with toying ognized Instantly thè Voice of my grand- des-irei that a fuller statement should 
thoughts and acta of kindness. mother, who was especially beloved by hp made nubile-nt this timeThen scatter your seeds as you go P®’ln ^erriblé my,’ though at that beIt^ Se? stated tS?'the officer 

^tong moment she was mi^e than a mile ln nuestlon at first was led to make the
O’er the nath of love or duty. away. L au , experiments through accident and wasThey w Wng yOrataSby and with respect t9

1 ney wm onng , uu a w ™ a M10S K ,f n phenomenai but the revela-
Of flowers of rarest beauty. a?y on6u 3? •S1.-W®>kn^ tlons made to blm are of aucb startlingOf flowers or rarest Deauty. . ..y b repUed ^hesitatingly “It character that he has become_ con

It does not matter which way you go, sounded like your grandmother s voice. v'nced as it were, against his will that 
By crowded street or by-way, It was. no use todsearchl outside tor the spirit of Miss Vogel has communi-

Whate’er you do will come back to you, the cause,-though wei malte a pretense with him through the medium of 
And meet you on the highway. I of doing so. No persoli,, animal, or | the other world and revealed the name 

. .... j ... bi™ was to be seeniand’toe landscape -, to-„Hnirod nsnnssin 'So «ve in the tight and work with a fór a )png distance^as fully open to p^he experiments, it is understood, 
white the sun of Ute is shinins’ ' 3 ghL Wer.5.b0^AtMrILU?;abIe 3° are to be continued with a view of se-

PrTtoe ^ht OTmeson Mdlge makes do any aE£ter;tp.J®lt11,tb® J«* curing additional evidence and of re- 
E ® K come sound of returning sleighbells I vealing the whereabouts of the papers

And wo alt in the dark reninins heard T’minE ¥* 't51?V^ne’ I in the Vogel ease which were mysterl-
And we sit ta the dark repining. ^c supposed som% tdreadfinl thing had kUBly stoiea from the records and whose 

For now Is the hour and now is toe day I happened to my grauHmother. I rushed disappearance created somewhat of a 
. To scatter your seeds of kindness, out to.greet her, but shdnBeemed as Èensation some time ago.—Journal, 

Or do the deeds or say the words I usual, and qld notvtinddtstand why I I j3eaumont, Texas.
That will lift a soul from blindness. I threw my arms around héicfin an agony-1 - -

It is said that a pebble cast Into the sea ^FowmOTths’ìate^toowerer, Mias K— ^^Shor’Ìit
Is felt to the’ farthest strand', and myself were the .attendants at her nt ^^rhrisUa^ReuX to

And that every atom that forms the dylllg bed> where.'her;'struggles for ?oo ” etfh A cradwiBed stato
globe. ' - , breata brought bacme memory of the *®Jeo^^

Can be moved by a train of sand. cn; we had.heardJn the stolness of toe XUh to^ntXfth?Iov
S° theto^8 Ulat UPS Smelò^ in toe dayTat we dosed lsapolteat

- Be they freighted with love or a-P« eyes in death.^ This was1 forty-two “CoiiUnulty nf Life a.Cosmic Tr,uth." 
curse, - ' : .. '. 'i?| i®^8;?^’b,UiJ still bear, that cry, _ prof.-W. M.^Lockwood., The work of

Go oi and on, and forever on, ta a deeply.To the heart of the universe. :' .inspired. Neither ’ important subject .Price, cloth, ?I.
; ALICE» C. BARRY. ever doubted that it was a .yarning I NeWLIfe.” 'By Leroy Berrier.

, “sft“ ’is«. 0. baton. ■

^r^^ndm^te rare “Spiritual Sow Use %?1

-\nost zealous for the establishment ill-ventilated halls that reflect either a 
quarantine. This shows that they condition of extreme poverty dr.a spirit

the guilty

the spirit

Price 10 cents.
The Spiritual Alps, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on 

”How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things are 
subject to it.” By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 eents; paper, 25 eents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, heaven and hell. A logical statement, proven both by, 
facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 eents.

The Religion of Spiritualism, Its Phenomena and Philosophy. This 
work was written by that noble modern savior and grand man—Rev. 
Samuel Watson. A marvelous work. Price $1.

The Spiritual Significance. By Lilian Whiting. This book is all that 
the name implies—a spiritual book. Price $1.

The Spiritual Wreath. A new collection of words and music for the 
choir, the congregation and the social circle. Containing 64 pages. By 
Si W. Tucker, author-of many musical publications. Price 15 cento.

The Story Hour. For Children and Youth. A book of short (stories, 
written expressly to interest and instruct the young. A good work for 
Lyceums.- By Susan H. Wixon. Price $1.

The Sunday Question. A historical and critical review, with replies 
to an objector. Its motto: All time too sacred to do wrong; no time too 
sacred to do good. Price 15 cents.

The Talmud. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, its 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the men 
who made and commented upon it. By II. Poking. Price, cloth, $1.

The To-Morrow of Death, or the Future Life According to Science. 
Is just what it purports to be—what the title indicates—in every chap
ter. By Louis Figuier. Price, cloth, $1.50.

The Unknown. By the scientific writer, Camille Flammarion.
Price, $2.

The Widow’s Mite and Other Psychological Phenomena. A new book 
of 538 pages by I. K. Funk. A most remarkable and valuable book. 
Price $2.

The World Beautiful. Series One, Two and Three. Choice volumes of 
restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in this 
life. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1.

Three Journeys Around the World. By the renowned lecturer and 
traveler, Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price, $1.50.

Three Jubilee Lectures. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 35 cents.
Thomas Paine’s Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration of 

the passages in the New Testament, quoted from the Old and called 
Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price, 15 cents.

Truths of Spiritualism. This book narrates many of the striking ex
periences of its author as a lecturer and test medium in the earlier days 
of Spiritualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1.

Twentieth Century Guide to Palmistry. By the Zanzigs. A good 
book for all those interested in this study. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 25c.

Two In One. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combina
tion of “The Question Settled” and “The Contrast” into one volume. 
By Moses Hull. Price $1.

Uncooked Foods and How to Live on Them. By Mr and Mrs. Eugene
Christian. Illustrated. Cloth, $1.

Unknown Life of Christ. By Nicholas Notovitch, the discoverer ol 
the manuseript. Cloth. Price $1.

Vaccination a Curse. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 
of vital importance do every one. Price, $1.25.

Vedanta Philosophy. By Swami Vivekananda. Price $1.50.
Views of Our Heavenly Home. This book is a word-picture by one of 

our best artists, Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting work. 
Price 60 cents: postage 5 cents.

Volney’s Ruins and the Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one of 
the best and most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates 
the best interests of mankind. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Voltaire’s Romances. A new edition, profusely illustrated. A de
lightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 
and 82 illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents.

Warfare of Science With Theology. Information not procurable in 
the libraries of the world in a half century, showing the opposition of 
the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $5.

Wayside Jottings. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and Songs, 
gathered from the highways, by-ways-and hedges of life, from \jie in
spirational pen of Mattie E. Hull. Price 75 cents.

। Wedding Chimes. By Delpha P. Hughes. A dainty white book, 
‘ giving a marriage ceremony. Price 75 cents.

Were You Born1 Under a Lucky Star? A book on astrology that
every one can understand. Price, $1. ,

Wisdom of thè Ages. By Dr. Gèo. Fuller. A book of rare merit.
Price, $1. ■ '

What AH the World’s A-Seeking. By Ralph Waldo Trine,.
Price, $1.25. - . ' ’ - • ,

What Would Follow on the Effacement of Christianity? A concise 
treatise on this popular subject. k By George Jacob Holyoake. Price, 
one copy,.10 cents; twelve for $1.. ■ n ■■
•: Who'Are These Spiritualists,’and What Is Spiritualism? By D^J<. 
M. Peebles; Price, Cloth, 75 cents,; paper, 35 cents.

Why T Arn ti Vegetarian.BvH. J. Moore. Price, 25 cents. .
Woman. A lecture'delivered to ladies only, by MrsrDr. HulbUrt, on - \ 

tile present statiis of woman, physically, mentally, morally, and spirit- - 
iiMly, marriage and divorce/ Price 10 cents. - ■

Woman’b Bible. Parts I. and H. The Pentateuch. A galaxy of ■, -
'scholarly comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much of . 
the Qld Testament and the slight given the women. Price 50 cts. each»
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The March of Fifty Years. ' ~ " ~~ ~~ ~~
(Continued from page B.)

■ Death ! And yet death is' but the angel of deliverance, smiling 
through the veil pf flesh. -
■ 1. What then? The resurrection of the, subjective soul-body up out 
of the perishing physical body. -

2. What then? Its entrance into that eyer-present yet more con- 
acicus ether-sphere of spirit, with all its mental, moral and spiritual be- 
longings. . ,

3. What then? After due self-examination, self-judgment, and a 
Îirimary adjustment to the new condition of life comes the immutable 
aw of ascent or descent of-this new-born being (now dual—spirit and 

particled soul-body), to the lower Tartarean Zone adjoining the earth; 
or to the higher encircling spheres of blissful delight.

4. What then ? As consciousness and memory persist beyond thé 
tomb* an,d as death does not touch nor mar the inmost individuality, 
friend at once seeks friend, renewing the tenderest, purest fellowships 
of earth. Thoughts over there are realizations, and grand beyond the 
telling are the recognitions of the loved and loving.
'5. What then? Teachers, physicians, sages.and kind, clear-seeing 
seers selected by the mighty hierarchies of heaven, descend from their 
lofty homes to enlighten and lift up those poor, despairing, earth-born 
dwellers in the moral darkness of the Tartarean realms. God’s love
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A Paper that Never Falters, Never Wusts in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the. Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
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spans all worlds, and his mercy endureth forever, ,
6., What then? The light of heavenly faces, the opening up of bet- 

, ter opportunities, the pointing to grander .ideals to.be attained, and 
with these the more intense march pf progress begins—an-onward, up
ward march of evolutionary unfoldment, towards a neyer-ending im
mortality of joy transcending joy, and ecstasy transcending ecstasy un
speakable. • - .

The Concept of Spiritualism, Deep and All-Embracing.
Consider the vast depths of this word “Spirit.” It reaches high as 

the heavens, descends deep as the lowest hells, and is as wide as the 
planetary immensities. It is Almighty, because God js Spirit. And the 
corner-stone, the very foujidatioiuof Spiritualism, is Spirit. All true 
self-sacrificing Spiritualists are spiritually-minded’ persons.. They 
walk in the spirit. They have more or less of the Christ-promised gifts, 
inspirations, healings, visions, or trances. -Their homes are hallowed 
Bethels of charity, rest and peace. , . <

Spiritualism, I repeat, is all-embracing. Its concept includes the 
Whole. It implies the will of God manifest as-energy. It is the foun
dation of sciences, the philosophy of philosophies, striking at the root-, 
foundation of creative preparation, .purposed conception, guarded ges
tation, wise pre-natal environment, careful child-training, rigid youth
guiding, and the kindest home, heart arid spirit-inspired suggesting, 
day by day. These are among the ideals to be considered and strenu
ously practiced now on the Adamic plane, looking up to the higher 
Christ plane of the resurrection, and co-operative communism.

The spirit quickeneth. It is the spirit that giveth life. . Take the 
spirit out of Universalism, out of Unitarianism, out of Quakerism, out 
of Christian Science, Mental Science, Metaphysical Science, Divine 
Healing, the New Thought, or any form of liberalism, and they are sim
ply shells, and worse—they are dry, dead ashes. Every demonstrated 
truth in Theosophy is included in the all-inclusive curriculum and con
cept of Spiritualism, and the Christian churches of the world must ulti
mately accept these divine inspirations—these heaven-projected phe
nomena, with the sublime philosophy of Spiritualism or die.. There is 
no alternative. Many of them are now living, by confession, at a poor 
dying rate. They, the preachers, have our sympathy so far as they are 
conscientious, and are living the beautiful life. Late revivals based on 
biblical texts and confessions of faith have proved stupendous failures. 
And yet, “Feedmy sheep;” is still the Master’s cry. Millions are hun
gering for the bread of life, thirsting for the spiritual waters of redemp
tion, and crying, “Show us the Father! Show us the Mother! Show 
us the highway to truth! ”

Personally these octogenarian years are my happiest years. The sun 
never shone so brightly, and the falling, whirling autumn leaves were 
never so musical. Unwise enemies never looked so diminutive, acquaint
ances so noble and friends so.loyal. By nature I am an optimist. The 
principle is imbedded in the'very depths of my inmost being. This is 
God’s world. Up through mire and compost grasses spring.: Demons
physically bodied on disembodied aré’moving up in divers ways to the 
temples of the beautiful. Progress—Divine uses, abound everywhere.

’ Trie“tíléal. i¿ évefbeing attained, yét never attained. ' Imperfections 
■ uro tlié stépping stones up to the higher hillkide 'foUntaibs. Penitential 

tears are ever crystallizing into diamonds. Our,mistakes are often
masked messengers inviting, pointing the way to sublimer attainments, 
and to those loftier altitudes of love and wisdom which make radiánt 
the homes of the gods.

Daily does my soul sing hallelujah anthems to the All-Father, to the 
Christs and seers of the ages, to ministering angels, and to the loving 
discarnate spirits whose white feet press the evergreen shores of im
mortality. Indeed, these octogenarian years, I repeat, are my happiest, 
because spiritually, the most youthful, confiding and hopeful. God 
is good.

Let us, 0, Universalists, Unitarians, Swedenborgians, Quakers, 
Shakers, Spiritualists, reformers, liberalists of all religious shades, drop 
our non-cssehtials, forget or make secondary our crotchety isms, and 
marshalling our battalions, and fusing our principles in the spirit of fra
ternity into the crucible of love—pure love—divine love, form one 
grand army, one serried host, one mighty crusade, not to rescue Jerusa-, 
lem from Islam, but to go forth under the peaceful banner, Love, Wis
dom and Work, a soul-consecrated crusade of earnest, inspired men and 
women, marching, and singing as wc march, •
“Go to the pillow of disease, where night gives no repose, 
And on the cheek where pallor lies, bid health to plant a rose. 
Go where the friendless stranger lies to perish in his doom;
Snatch from the grave his closing eyes, and bring his blessings home.”

Let us go into the prisoner’s cell, into the deepest dens of vice, the 
darkest, lowest walks of life,,kindly saying, “Brother, come up higher; 
sister there is a better way—beloved all, take our friendly -hands, 
break your shackles of fear, break the binding withes as did "Samson, 
and rise up into that moral heroism, .that royal manhood, that regal 
womanhood; which is your rightfiil inheritance. Forgive all wrongs. 
Banish, so far as possible, the past. Look trustingly upwards Speak 
only of the good; think only of the beautiful, and you will find—posi
tively find—a waiting white-robed angel within yourself.”

Trim then, and support the tender, tremulous vine; mildly mold the 
wild olive: stoop to lift up the lowest; encourage in lute-like tones the 
disconsolate, care for the orphan; dry the mourner’s tears, and stand 
firmly, with all soul-illumined reformers, regardless of name, creed, or 
sect—stand shoulder to shoulder, heart to heart, with the seers of the 
past and the saints of to-day, clad in the panoply of love and peace. 
And angels’ eyes beholding your work, your devoted, self-sacrificing 
lives, of living, laboring and suffering for others’ good, will re-shout the 
grand old anthem, thq sweet, seraphic song of peace, > —

“Peace on earth, and good will among men!”
Battle Creek, Mich. " .

I wonder, Oh, I wonder, where the little faces go, 
That come, and smile, and stay awhile, and pass like flakes- of pnow- 
The dear, wee baby faces that the world has never known, 
But mothers hide, so tender eyed, deep in their hearts alone. .

I love to think that somewhere, in the country we call heaven, 
The land most fair of anywhere will unto them be given, ,

. 'A land of little faces—very little, very fair— - ~ /
And <?veTy one shall know her own and cleave unto it there.

O grant it, loving Father, to the broken hearts that plead! 
Thy way is best—yet oh, to rest in perfect faith indeed;! •.
To know that we shall find them, evenIhem, the wee, wliite dead, ’ 
'At thy righf handjin thy Bright land,-by living waters led!

—James Buckham in the Wayside Altar.

Thp true Christian not only feels no need of culture, because this is a 
■ .worldly principle and opposed to feeling, lie has also no need of. (nata- 

tal) love. God supplies him the want of love, of a wife, of a family.— 
Feuerbach. _

Tolerance is a most impious system and contrary to the views of the 
eler&y It'can only be practiced by those Christians whose lack of zeal 
leads them to betray the interests of the'church, by allowing everyone 
to think in his own Way on certain questions: and especially on such 
Aucstious as one can understand. Voltaire.

Gladly will every truth seeker change his conduct when convinced of 
sin for he injures* himself who abides in his error.-—Marcus Aurelius 

'./^toninus, . . ' •

ift Humanity.
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Spiritualist Meetings.
It Is Important when a meeting 1b 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public bulls at the present 
time.

First'German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street.

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2-.30, at 
Fasking’s hall, 30th and Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue, Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. All wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m.. at Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. Come and bring 
your friends.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at .183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling,' at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session." Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain’avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m; . Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland,

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2.'to 10 p. m„ at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 81st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening servlbe, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be In at
tendance. Others will assist These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street
' A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. gchwann, at 528 Bel
mont avenue. Services heli every Sun
day and .Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musu at every ser- 
vlce. '•

The Spiritual Church of the Students 
of Nature will hold services every Sun
day at ^30 p. m., at Van Buren: Opera 
House, corner. Madison and California 
avenue. Good speakers and: test medi
ums., Mrs. M. Schumacher, pastor.

The German-English Society, Bund, 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holiis.services ev-J 
eiy Sunday evening at „8 o’clock 
Brand’s Hall. 152 North avenue; be
tween Halsted anil Clybourn. Also
every Thursday evening in Math.' Jung’s 
Hall, 1071 Lincoln -avenue, southeast 
corner Ashland and Lincoln avenues; 
entrance: first door north of Howard’s 
theater. Frank Joseph', medium: . Ev
erybody welcome. '

The Christian Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall. 3245 State street 
Every Sunday evening at ’7:30. Test 
messages given by good mediums. Good 

.speakers in attendance. /
The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 

will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. All 
cordially invited.

Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
sla avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Lull, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o’clock, at 819 E. 65th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door.' The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth Is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455 E. 55th 
street Entrance to hall, 319 E. 56th 
street

The Spiritual Association of Sixty-, 
ninth street and Wentworth avenue,' 
meets every Sunday, at Alberta Hall, 
6922. Hon. D*.Gilmour will address the 
meeting at 7:30 p. m. Conference at 
2:30 p. m.

The- Rising Sun Mission will hold 
services until further notice, Sunday af
ternoons at 3, evenings at 8 o’clock, at 
Star Lodge Hall, 378 So. Western ave
nue. All welcome.

Spiritual Mission Chapel ■ (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first street- .Services ev-
ery Sunday at 8 o. m, Scientific and, 
philosophical lectures. Best’ paychics 
and message bearers always in: attend
ance. Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor..

Church of the Soul-Communion meets 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., in Lin- 
c<$n Park Lodge Hall, 869 N. "Clark 
street, opposite màin entrance to Lin
coln Park. (Lecture, tests and messages' 
at each meeting. R. S.\Ray, pastor.

Lake View' Spiritual Union holds 
méetlngs Sunday^ afternoons at 3 
o’clock, at Wells' Hall, 1629 North 
Clark s.treet, corner Fletcher street 
Services conducted by Dr. and Mrs, 
Carl A. Wickland, assisted' by others. 
Friends and co-wbrkers -condlally ' in
vited. Résidence 616.N. Wells.street.
. ' Church Of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
In room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. in. Sunday-school 10 a. m. Pas
tor’s address, 3802 Ridge avenue, Rog
ers Park. Day at home, Friday.
- The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at room 
512 Masonic Temple, every“ first and 
third Thursday of the • month. . After
noon session, 3 o’clock; 'evening ses-' 
sion, 7:30. Everyone attending is re
quested to furnish refreshments for 
6:15 supper. Coffee tickets, 10 cents. '

Church of the North Star- Spiritual 
Union, incorporated. Meetings. Sundays 
at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hall,' 1546 
Milwaukee avenue, near. Western ave
nue. Lecturer, Rev. Dr. P. M. Esser, 82 
Willow street; president, W. Hassman, 
340 Humboldt avenue; medium, Mrs. 
Rennau, and visiting, mediums. All 
welcome. -

Hrs, J. K. D. Conant-Henderson, 
(Fprmerly Banner: ot Light Medium.)

Psychometrist and Business 
Medium,

; lütt Dartmouth street,Doston, Mass/ 
Near Copley Square, Room, B-ß, 

Siltings Daily, 10 to 4. Evening by appointment. 
PUbHe Circle, Friday», i;S0; SnndayB 1.

Can Be.;Engftged Ibr’Eunerals 
and Platform Work.

Letters Answered»

DBAD1NG BY MAIL ONLY; «5 CENTS. SEND 
JV dateotbirth,' Questions answered. Mrs.Mid- 
dleton, MOßierrtiSt., JjOS Angelee, Cal. •

MAIL MIMIS and .birth-date, 8 questions an
swered. Private readings daily. MBS. DIXON, 44 East 31st 8t„ Chicago.

MRS.G.PAOT1DGE Full^eadlnir 
11,00; Bhort reading, ¿O cta i threc questions ^n- 
Bwered, 25 cte.; bymaU. only, «6 Aukland Bou!., Chicago.

Annie Lord Cn^iubBrlain’a Card. 
■ Dear friande; you cas^groatly help me care for 
my blind eteter/Jennia X* Webb, one of the earl
iest mediuma now In,the form, by writing a letter 
tqa eplrlt friend. SaaOtome with tt, and i will 
«« 
tordMua

MYSnF.»ED:SŒÎK
MQRPHiHE«OPJIUJA ■■■ Qp7|.âUdAnUM. of & noier-iailinff " " harmless kotn.’Caro,* Andrew

MRS. H, F. BALDWIN, Box 1212 Chicago. Bl.

Louis H. Freedman, M. D. 
The Celebratedi AustrallarTHealer, 
and Miugnostleian>:. 216 E. 81 st street. . Phone 

, Dougjas 8517.
Patients Treated In All Parts of 

the United States , by Non-Polson- 
ous Remedies and Magnetic Pads

Metosfiio and Devefopment.
If you wiith tonntoiflyour psychical powerti, to 

attain Bpccess in your special or any phase, and 
at a very low price, e^nd a stamped addressed 
envelope tor prospeqtus and circulars, to the 
SPECIALIST ON OCCOVIZT SCIENCE,

J. C. F. QRUnBlNE,
Algonquin RoacT,Chestnut Hill Sta., 

'Iloatt^nj Mass.

THE ELEMENJS OF ETHICS.
Founded on the Nuturtil Laws of Mind, ns Bo? 

vealod by. Hnm&W Coq^uct* By C. J. 8CHELL- 
H0U8, M. D. ThprJmihoj, disregarding ah theo
ries, employs a fttrictlyiBecrel method, entirely 
new, after the mahner oft physical scionca The 
true province of is to secure jus
tice and regulate, ¡affair^ in the moral world, as 
physical BciencQ’aei’yea^he material interest« of 
mankind. Tbo gr^at dRalderatum is the equal 
advance of moraliwlth-piiin's physical welfare,. 
All orders promptly filled. Price. 60 cents, post
age prepaid. Actress,.'# J. SCHELLHOUB.'M 
Mercier St., Kansas Cltjr,j'(Mo. ,

..........— —..... . • ।The InfAlllbJa'flbre insulated top and 1
bottom; shell. cnameLcjutilnal color finish, 11.60. 
Guaranteed, bottw ihanmotal or any other mate* 
rial;.very lightabsolutely tangible 

* money''
for 

all kinds of “devQlopmeiji, 13 cts., sent on receipt 
of price.
JAS» NEWTOl^ 493 JOorr st,, Toledo. O.

DR. C. E WATKINS’
Offer to the Poor,

To those who are too poor to pay 
even bur low price for treatment, who 

i will send us.their name in full and 
their address, and who will-send us 
the names of three other sick friends, 
we will diagnose, your case and send 
you a month’s treatment

WITHOUT CHARGE, 
and you ihay give us only the amount 
of money that you can afford. .

DO NOT SUFFER LONGER,
- ’ But write to us at once.

DR. C. E. WATKINS.
HOTEL WESTLAND, 

- Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

TEXAS ANNUAL CONVENTION.

Report , of the President on the Status 
of the Cause.

The Texes State National Association 
of. .Spiritualists held its ninth annual 
meeting in Dallas, Tex., Sept. 29, 30, 
and Oct. 1. , ..

The meeting was opened with music, 
Mrs. M. Maline presiding at the piano, 
and an invocation was worded by Mife.' 
Carrie M. Hinsdale of Fort WorUi, 
after which a very cordial address of 
welcome was extended by Mayor Barry, 
to the officers, delegates and visitors, 
having the effect of making one and all 
feel at home.

Laura B. Payne, president of the as- 
| Bociatlon, followed the address of wel
come by a short address, in her usual 
scholarly and eloquent way.

Spirit messages were given by Mrs. 
Isa Wilson Kayner of Chicago.

The business session was called to 
order the following morning by Presi
dent Laura B.' Payne, The usual rou
tine of business was disposed of, the 
interesting points in discussion were 
that of'placing missionaries ■ in the 
state, and the organization of a camp- 
meeting association. Much interest 
was shown, and it was decided to leave . 
it to the board of trustees tor consider
ation, to meet' some time during the i 
present month. i

The societies sending reports were as i 
follow#: Galveston, Beaumont, Flatonia, 1 
Marshall, Austin, Dallas and Smith- 1 
ville. .

there are a few honest mediums- whoif 
I have met this last summer and oi 
former occasions, who are sacrificing 
noble Ilves in the pause of humanity, 
doing much good. To them I reach tho 
glad hand and-shall ever hold them in 
kind remembrance,-and I wish all such 
to know that when I speak as I have re* 
garding would-be mediums and those 
who prostitute their mediumship to 
bad purposes, I have riot reference to | honest mediumship, ''

. During the last year we have had as 1 lecturers in our state, Harrison D. Bar
rett, Mrs. R. S. Lillie, Isa Wilson Kay- 
ner, and several others from abroad, 
while John W, Ring has held his post 
at Galveston, and he has built up a good 
society, and other speakers here and 
there doing the best they can under the 
circumstances.

There is a movement on foot at the • 
present to organize a camp-meeting as
sociation and hold a camp-meeting next 1 
year somewhere near Dallas and Fort 
Worth. This will be a good thing and 
will help arouse the interest In the 
state work.

The officers elected for the ensuing 
year were: .

’ Mrs. Carrie M. Hinsdale, president. 
Fort Worth; Mrs. Wm. Akin, vice-pres
ident, Beaumont; Mrs. Minnie Malone, 
secretary, Smithville; Capt. J. C. Wat
kins, treasurer, Dallas. The board of 
trustees elected were: Mr, E. Fries of 
Galveston; Mr. A. Eidelbach, Flatonia, 
Mrs, L. Gardner, Beaumont, Mr. H. C. 
Brehop, Austin, Dr. J. H. McCarty, Mar- 

l shall.
. Mr. John W. Ring was elected as del

egate to the National convention, to be 
held in Minneapolis, Minn., the present 
month,

Beaumont was selected as the place 
of holding the next annual convention 
of the state association.

During the convention the evening 
meetings consisted of songs, music and 
lectures, and the leading feature of the 
convention was the spirit messages and 
the fire test given by the renowned and 
wonderful medium, Mrs. Isa Wilson 
Kayner of Chicago.

The meetings were largely attended, 
and the speakers and workers seemed 
to beat their best, having the effect of 
arousing considerable interest.

The state association closed its meet- 
nig feeling truly this has been the best 
meeing during the state_ organization.

I would advise that the state associa
tion try to locate speakers at the larger 
places and keep at least one missionary 
in the field. That the missionaries 
visit unorganized territory and build up 
new societies, occasionally making en 
route to these points the larger towns, 
and holding a sort of revival in co-oper
ation with the local speaker if there be 
one. Where a small society is organ
ized, and a speaker cannot be main
tained, a reading circle might be held 
once a week and a free reading room ; 
kept open, also home circles might bo ; 
encouraged.

Texas is a good field for one who 1b 
looking for lots to do, and Is willing to 
make sacrifices for the good of the 
cause.

CLEVELAND TO THE FRONT.

There is a vast territory over which 
to travel, but it 1b dotted over with as 
kind-hgarted, genial, truth-loving people 
as will be tpund in the United States. 
I have done missionary work here for 
the past three years, have lectured 
often in small towns and schoolhouses 
on Spiritualism, Socialism, and any 
other “isms” chosen and I chose, and । 
always have I had willing, tolerant 
hearers, and never in one instance have 
I had ill treatment because of the phil
osophy I taught, no word against Spir
itualism (when rightly understood).

And now at the close of this conven- I 
tlon I wish to withdraw from services I 
as an official. I do not Intend to cease j 
my labors nor shrink from duty, but | 
believe 1 can do better work when free ' 
and undisturbed by office.

In conclusion let me thank the good 
people of the Lone Star State who have 
rendered me aid in my efforts since 
coming Into the state three years ago, 
also the president of the N. S. A., Har
rison D. Barrett, and Mrs. M. T. Long
ley , the secretary, who have nobly 
come to my assistance in the time of 
need. May success crown all their ef
forts and the dove of peace and pros
perity perch on their banner.

And let me not forget to mention in 
gratitude Mr. John W. Ring, who, al
ways anxious for the good cause, here 
has aided me much with advice and en- 

। couraglng words. And last but not 
least, let me thank our noble state sec
retary, Mrs. Minnie Malone of Smith
ville, Texas, to whose untiring efforts 
with tongue and pen throughout the 
year, is due whatever of success our ! 
association has achieved; may she live ; 
long to work for the enlightenment of I 
humanity. .....
1 ' Thanking dne and ail hère and el§Ç<j 
where for their kind co-operation, and 
with a heart full of gratitude to the un
seen helpers, I am,

Yours for progress,
LAURA B. PAYNE, 

President T. S. N. S. A. Fort Worth, Texas.

SECRETARY?
Annual Report of the President of the 

Texas State Spiritualist Association.
It Is not with a feeling of exultation 

over great things achieved in our work 
in Texas the past year that I begin this 
report, yet I believe that while there 
has been but little said in our papers 
about the progress ot our cause In this 
state, that work has been going on just 
the same.

The effort heretofore seems to have 
been to send missionaries about the 
state to organize new societies, which 
after the missionary left, in a majority 
oi cases, fell into a state, of apathy and 
become to all Intents and purposes de
funct; while our effort has been to 

.keep alive those In existence at pres- 
, ent, we have no cause to think the 
status of organization is below what it 1 
has been during the past few years, 
which is not saying much for organiza
tion in Texas, either.

During the past summer I have trav
eled some in this, and a good deal in 
other states, and.by comparison find 
this will average up with the best of 
those I visited, and that Is not saying 
much for this state, either.

I don’t know what mv co-workers in 
the field think, but to me it looks as If 
Spiritualism as an organization Is on 
the wing.

The reasons for this I think are very 
obvious. Spiritualists are hard to or
ganize, and It is difficult to maintain 
the movement for the following rea
sons:

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
Whobashad

Forty Years’ Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two 

Years Prof, in a Medical
College, Ten Years

. IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
and 1« a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
falls in diagnosis, He has given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
fallg to cure piles, : It you would like an opinion 

' o( your case FREE, write lust how you feel with 
.your own hand and hold the letter in your bund five minutes. Enclose stamp' for reply,

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY M. D. 
Prop. Retdlng’ Sanitarium and Retreat, Belding« 
' Michigan.

”a new departure.
MagnetiKcU Photographic Plates, for u^e 
by all desiring to develop their mediumship in 
spirit photography. These will be of great as
sistance to you if,your powers tend in this direc- 
tlon, in fact you CAW NOT develop in thia line { 
unless your plates ARE magnetized. Few per
sons have the proper magnetism to do thia. I 
havo had twenty years' experience. I also give 
instructions by matL

FRANK N. FOSTERS
I 01 Fitzhugh St*, Grand Bapids, Mich.

Books on Development.
Eff“Hero are standard, practical, long-teated 

books on Spiritual Dovelapmenl, at a nominal 
coat. They will appeal to you.

Clairvoyance.—160 pages, cloth; teaches 
how to see spirits, practice telepathy, enter spirit 
world at will, commune with the so-called dead, 
dovelop second eight, locate minerals and find 
hidden treasures. Endorsed py Lilian Whiting. 
Henry Wood, W. J, Colville. Prof. Harradiuand 
all leading teachers. Price, 11.60,

jy*Auras anff Colors.—A wonderfully help
ful book on how to see and read auras and colors, 
learn people’s atmospheres: contains a color dic
tionary; Price 60 eta.

fyFuychomctry.—How to read the soul of 
things. This book teaches you how to become a 
pEychometrlst. Price, 60 eta. •
ty Realization«—A book that opens the way 

to the realization of- one’s dlvipity«- It- teaches 
you ho w to enter the super-conBclouBnpsB. Price, 60 cis. *

^TBenthana Beyond.—A book of revela
tions. price, cloth. 60 ote.

GT’Secure a large crystal for crystal gazing or 
reading. Price. 12.25; postage prepaid.

BQfiwinorieye to
J. C. F. GRUMBINE, 

Algonquin Road, Chestnut Hill Bta., 
Boston, Mass.

DC LTHC 800.000 Ptrsona Dled Last Year 
UCAHlO OF CONSUMPTION
And every one of those persona first had Catarrh. 
Why Do Yon Saffir With Catarrh« Hay Fe
ver and Asthma, and run the risk of dying with 
consumption, when you can be cured. MO NO, 
The Great Catarrh Remedy Will Care 
Yon» Wewiilmail you a60 cent bottle of MO- 
NO for 10 cent* in stumps.

- PANAMAi.MED, co.,
, .. Box 796. St, Louis, Mo,

Victor VogeFs Orchestra.
First Class.Music Furnished

forPartlea, Balls. Receptions. Weddings,' Enter
tainments, eta. Office and residence. 4218 Chhm- 
glMn avenue, Chicago, HL Mr. Vogel 1» a well- 

nown Spiritualist ot Chicago, and a natural bom
musician and composer of some note. His Or
chestra is composed ot first class musicians, and 
with the extensive Repertory of the
Latest and Most Popular Music, 
we feel confident that he will srive perfect satis
faction at the dances and entertainments given 
by HpirLtnallst hocletle* of Chicago. Give 
him a trial. A postal curd to him will receive 
prompt answer,

DR. J. S, LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most-successful Spirit- 
uni and Magnetic Physicians. HM cares are mar
velous; his examinations are free to all who send 
him name, age. sex, and lock ot hair, and 0 cents 
in stanws. He doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you* His practice extends all oyer the 
land.- He cures you in your own home.

Address, J. ». LOUCKS. M. D.,
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham Masa

AUnnflobfiif Restores Lost Vision, 
n WUllUul lul Write for llluatrated Circular 

showing stylesapd pricesand OUUULablu« photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. "I can ad-,. 
lust my Mel ted.Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mail, as if you. were in my office. Thousands will 
testify. B. F. FOOLB.

Bevans ton Ave*. Chlaaro.CH
Dear Mr. Poole:—YeurAbeotaclos are perfect. I 

can say perfection« X fehsll .recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your^triend. Mrs. M.M. Holt, 
Keene,' N, H.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send.three two-cent' stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L/Loucks. -Ono of the greatest Psychic 

wonders living that uses tbesplrltual X-ray with- 
outuny leading symptom to direct, and locate all 
internal diseases. A trial will convince you* 
Nervous exhaustion and lost vigbr of both sexes 
successfully > treated,, as hundreds can testify. 
Scnd name, age, sex,, complexion and 10 cents In 
stamps, and receive a correct diagnosis of your 
case, free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
25 Warren BU- Btoneham. Mau.

The above Is the title of a highly im- 
portant.lllustrated work; gotten up with 
painstaking care, by, Mrs. Laura./ G. 
Flxen, the efficient: vice-president of the 
Illinois State ^piritgalist Association, 
1047 Carmen Avenues Chicago.- It con
tains 100 pagepsand-wHl Prove of great 
value to those who Wish to get informa
tion in regard,to theoplfferent societies 
located in various parts of the country. 
It is gotten uprfn a most beautifully ar. 
tistic style, andtreflents great credit on 
its compiler.- ’-Bbls 4$ng needed work' 
will Impress the casual observer with 
the extensive .ipllowlhg we have, .and 
the dignity duetito the grandest and 
most’ important!' philosophy ■ now be
fore the whole /Civilized world. It leads 
off with a magnificent photo-engraving 
of Mrs.-. Abby .LouisQiPettenglll, presi
dent of the “City otiUght”. Assembly, 
Lily Dale. N. Y^.iwho iq a prominent fac- 
tor.in the education process now going . 
on in our ranksal'This. Official Register |i 
can be obtainedsby addressing this of
fice. Price 31. - “

MATERIALIZATION Materialization,' 'by 
Mme. E.. d'Esperance, and “Materialization a 
fact in Nature/’by B. T. Austin. A most ex
cellent work. Price 10c.

The Wonders of Life. - 
■ By ERNEST HAECKEL, Author ot "The 

Riddle ot the Universe r This book is confined 
to the realm ot organic science, and treats ot 
"The Knowledge,Nature, Functions and Hlsto- 
rv.ot Lile." Price,.cloth, 81.M. \ •

The Riddle of the.Universe.
By Prof. Ernest Haeckel,

? ' Ot the University pt Jena, 
This is an English translation bt Professor 

Haeckel’s maynlflcentwork “Die Weltrathset." 
The main strength ot the hook lies in a terse 
and telling summary ot scientific achievements 
ot the nineteenth century in their relation to 
“The Riddleot the Universe." Dr. Haeckel has 
a world-wide reputation, and this is his su
preme effort. Price, cloth, «1.50.

1. Spiritualists are as a rule free
thinkers, having no Gods or Goddesses, 
and the majority not having advanced 
to the point where they will unselfishly 
co-operatfe for truth’s sake, they are 
like sheep gone astray without a leader, 
or" atoms without a common center 
around which to evolve.

They remind me of the children of 
Israel wandering in the wilderness, 
they have not yet reached Canaan land. 
They have left the Egypt of traditional 
theology and are now wandering in the । 
wilderness of selfishness and Indiffer
ence. They are no longer frightened 
by the orthodox hell, neither are they 
energized by the hope of a glittering 
crown, a golden harp and a gold- 
streeted heaven. This Is all right, I 
euppose, a step in their evolution, but 
it is bad for .organizations for they 
either sit supinely down in the “stool of 
doing nothing, or spend their money 
patronizing fake phenomena; instead of 
seeing the beauty in philosophy and the 
good they might do, by spreading the 
knowledge of it throughout the world 
It appeals to them only as a means of 
material gain. Thus in every city, 
town and bamlet they may be found sit
ting at the feet, a devout worshiper of 
some Madam Zolga, or Sir Somebody 
who has advertised in flaming head
lines to tell the past, present and fu
ture, reunite sundered lovers, bring 
about divorces, etc. (This last they do 
not advertise to do, but do It just the 
same.) Never have I felt more morti
fied than on one occasion • last year 
■while living and lecturing in San Anto
nio, Texas, one of these “wolves in 
sheep’s clothing" had left the city with : 
thousands of dollars in money and jew- : 
elry taken in confidence from women, < 
who, when they found he had gone, 
raised" a terrible cry as to how they had 
been robbed by that- "medium,” arid 
while the officers. of the law were 
searching for a clue as to his wherea
bouts, they came to interview me, ask- 1 
ing questions seemingly to find out if I, 
being a Spiritualist,' might not be in J 
league with himl '■

Dedication of the First Spiritualists 
Temple.

Sunday, October 1, the writer had the 
pleasure of taking part in the dedica
tion of the First bpirltualists’ Temple 
ot Cleveland, Ohio, which was indeed a 
grand success, owing greatly to the ef
forts of the Temple Fumi Society whose 
members are mostly ladies of Cleveland.

Upon my arrival In Cleveland and 
, later at the temple, which is located on 

Fullerton avenus. I was delighted to 
find such a commodious building, nicely 
located and away from the noise of 
street cars and locomotive whistling, 
and which was later in the day dedi
cated and given the above name. In 
addition to the temple proper, in which 
spiritual food and enlightenment for 
years to come will be partaken of, the 
temple contains a nice kitchen and com
modious dining-room in which the in
ner man will from time to time be prop
erly satisfied, and if the meal served to
day by the ladies is a fair sample the 
most fastidious who partake of their 
hospitality can but be well pleased. In 
addition to an elaborate dinner, potted 
plants were greatly in evidence for dec
orative purposes, and everything was 
done to make the occasion a grand suc
cess.

The morning session was mostly 
taken up in speech making, and vocal 
and instrumental music, with Dr. C. W. 
Haines of Bedford, as chairman. At the 
afternoon session thé dedicatory serv
ices proper were held, and to-day the - 
first and only Spiritualist temple, ownedv.^ 
and controlled by the Spiritualists of 1 
Cleveland, became a fixture. In which { 
for years to come, the philosophy and 
phenomena will be exemplified and pro
mulgated. After the dedicatory serv
ices were over Brother F. D. Dunakln 
oellvered an exceptionally fine and ap
propriate lecture, and had not finished 
when the time arrived for the writer 
to take his train for Canton. Brother 
D. A. Herrick was booked for a lecture 
in the evening, which no doubt, judging 
rfom his lectures in the past, will be ex
ceptionally good. E. R. KIDD.

Canton, Ohio.

South Side Elevated,, Indiana avenue 
electric and 47th street cross .line cars. 
Speaker’s residence, .-567 East 62nd 
street, Chicago,-Ill- .

' "The .Infidelity of Eceleaiasuclsm. 
A Menace’to American Civilization.’’ 
By Prof. -Wi M., Lock wood, lecturer 
upon physical, phynlological'-and psy
chic science. Demonstrator-Of-the .mo 
lecular -or spiritual hypothesis wf na
tura. Scholarly,“^masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents.
<718 Csmmaflmata AEaiynsffi. ajgsa 
ft cants. . Big B&fe Stories, dota. sa

THE CHI If . its nature, re- I H r M II 11 • LATIONS AND EX- 
1 1 IL VvULi PRESSIONS IN HU* 

MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price tl.OO. .This Is on© of tho best books 
given by the gnlfles of Mrs Cora L. V. Richmcmi 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for- those who have been 
members ot the classes receiving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation from reports ot 
lessons, containing the oases of the teachings.

MM0N16S OF- EVOLUTION.
The Philosophy ot Individual Life. Based

Upon Natural Science
Ab taught by modern masters of law. ' By Flor
ence Huntley. An exceedingly Interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to the litera
ture of evolution,unfolding its laws-fmnr the■ 
deeper.and clearer spiritual -aspect, and iir. 
dlpatins..thedpteewof tho Darwlnian theory. 
Spiritualists and Katariallste aUta^ oan gam

Thus all who bear the name of Spirlt- 
: ualist are bearing the burden Imposed 
by such as he, and blushing with shame 
at the stigma they have placed upon-the 
name. ’

The abovb are the- main reasons I 
think,- why Spiritualism as a movement 
does not grow.

You may call yourself a Christian sci
entist, mental scientist, new tho'ughtist, 
or what you will, and its all well 
enough, but just say you are a Spirit
ualist, the name given those who em
braced that blessed truth that sojflazed 
forth in the 19th. century ns to light the 
whole world, and that has permeated 
all creeds, cults'end isms making their 
adherents inore tolerant, hopeful and 
happy, and you are laughed to scorn oft- 
times. Who fire to blame mainly? 
Those' human vultures who hang like 
dark clouds above our. ranks'and feed 
on the very vitals of the cause,

I wish to say In thte eonnectlon that

THE FUTURE DOES NOT WORRY ME

I think perhaps there is a place 
Where disembodied souls abide, 

And then again I think perhaps
Man ceased to live the day he died.

One hundred thousand human souls 
Pass over the divide each day;

Ovef they go like fish In shoals 
To mebt an unknown destiny.

We look out on the universe, 
See countless worlds in ether roll;

And then we hear'the preacher man 
Say he knows God who -made the 

whole (?).
The preacher’s business is to talk, - 

He'has ambition that is sure/ -
But preaching hell is out of date, 

If one soul lives all must endure.
'The future does not worry me, . -

Can meet that like a little man;
For I believe the Father has
■ Made no mistake in Nature’s plan, 

H. E. POMEROY.

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic 8»
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Moses and the Prophets

LEGERDEMAIN IN SPIRITUALISM.

the

LOOKING AHEAD.

matter so .far as I know was only

the 
hot

to 
to

man, who has done-a great'deal ot exca
vation work-in Mesopotamia for the' 
University of Pennsylvania. No, noth
ing has been done yet, but I supple It 
is up to me to ascertain the facts’’

Mr. Raymond After .Removing the 
. ■ Shackles. - - - -

Moses Traced Back to India.
Moses himself is traced in name

Peace is the virtue of civilization; 
war is its crime.—Victor Hugo.'

SPIRITUALISM AND THE OLD PYR
AMIDS. '

write a letter asking- me to submit This boot cannot be lifted from

heels of the demand for it still 
from the oven. .

Articles Produced.

Pyramids, Palestine and Spiritualism.
He said in part; . /
it has long been a question as to 

which Was the oldest and first peopled 
country, Asia or America. No scholar

spoils when it Is has been baked twenty- 
four hours. The bread eame on

India. The philosopher who gave .. 
India her political and religious insti-

spirit of God -moved upon the face of 
the waters.”',

■ • The vedas,’the four oldest books of

CHICAGO, 1LU. OÇT. 21, 1905

fl
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SPIRITUALISE—Progress, íl)e Universal LaW oí j^atúre) Tfyoúgfyt, tl)e SqI^D^ °f Probaros.- SPIRITUALISM

O'C. Bailey, the Renowned
. - Australian Medium.! For sbimsOjä

We give, this week, thé latest details in regard It Is Becoming Too Frequent to be Tolu 
.to C. Bailey, the Australian Medium, one ohhe 
most remarkable of the present age. His won- Taken possession. oM'Wew 

derruí achievements as a medium read like a Factor at the chesterfield c?mP. 
fairy tale, though no doubt true in all respects, 
The articles brought • to his six seances are in spirit^i^, ,i <=>c\1 n i TT • *j n v I Taken Off Quicker. Than Put On— iiossessron ot the Stanford U niversity, ot Gali- “how Did 1 do r? ¿Keep on Guess: 

nrnií» Thr imnéofin ing”-Locai Théató^ornia, 101 mspeeuuu. Handcuffs Faster Jhgn the Officials
•------ —-------—- I Can Snap Locks. ' ■ •

. In Nos. 821and 822 of The Progress
ive Thicker we published marvelous ac
counts of a medium known as the 
Blacksmith Mahatma. The name of the 

, blacksmith medium, sensitive or mahat
ma,’as hé is variously known, and-about 
whom all this discussion-is really cen-
tered, is C. Bailey, and these manifesta
tions occurred in Australia. His work 1 
as a cominuner with the Inhabitants of ’ 
the astral world, his undoubted ability 
to perform seeming miracles and his 
record of accomplished phenomena are 
common knowledge among scholars of 
the highest thought everywhere. Lom
broso believes in him and the Spiritual
istic-theory that he represents. So does 
Alfred Russell 'Wallace, collaborator of 
Darwin and the foremost living Euro
pean naturalist. . So does Professor 
William Crookes, Inventor of the radio- 
■meter and the otheoscope, fellow of the 
Royal Society In England and gold med
alist of the French Academy of Sci
ences. So do Professor James of Har
vard, Professor Hyslop of Columbia, Ca
mille Flammarion, first among astrono
mers; Prof. W. F. Barrett, F. R. S. E., 
professor of experimental physics and 
dean of the faculty of the Royal College 
of Sciences In Ireland. So do a hun
dred others of like eminence.

For instance, one of the investigators 
would ask that an astral body, or con
trol of the medium, should fetch into 
the circle something from a great~dlB- 
tance. In less than a minute this was 
invariably done. Jungle sparrows from 
India, sitting in their nests and chirrup
ing excitedly, were sometimes plumped 
down upon the circle. Coins of great 
antiquity and rarity were instantly pro- 
ouced, when asked for. Burmese ru
bies, a sacred turtle of Benares, contem
porary coin from Cairo, a sea crab— 
still living—rings covered with verdi
gris and set with diamonds, sapphires, 
turquoises, all bearing the unmistak
able evidences of having had their ori
gin in past centuries—these offerings 
were commbn.

At one sitting, Stanford.-asked that a 
live: Ibis should be brought from Egypt. 
It was on the table in ten seconds. 
Some other members of the circle then 
requested that thé ’astral body con
trolled by Bailey should bring a fish 
from the sea. Instantly, or as soon as 
the lights could be turned on, those 
present saw bn the table a shovel-nosed 
shark, a fqot and a half long and en
tangled in sea weed from_which salt 
water still dripped. Nothing was too 
difficult for these forces Of the super
natural. A skeptic once ' requested 
Bailey 'to produce a kind of bread called 
“chaputi,” which is made in India and

does not quite feel equal to the task of 1 The Los Angeles Heiald has th© fol- 
flnally passing upon the merits of the lowing: ; ;
case. So he will ask Professor Margo-, The “Oregon boot,” a heavy'manacle 
Ils of the University of California and used by officials in transporting dan- 
Dir. John Peters, a clergyman who has gerous prisoners, and hitherto thought 
assisted in Mesopotamian excavations, to be of such a nature as to make it 
to help him solve the mystery. impossible to remove It, has been safe-.

Already Mr. Stanford,-who ,is a very ly locked on one man’s ankle and.de- 
wealthy man, has had a number of con- spite the fact that he was... securely 
tinental experts pass .upon the legiti- handcuffed, three pairs being used, he 
macy of the tablets, etc., but before removed the “boot” and all three pairs 
they are accorded spaceroom at Palo of the handcuffs in just three minutes 
Alto it Is deemed advisable to -have oth- and forty secquds, and did it without 
ers examine them. . ’ ? .. . ' the aid of a key or an Instrument of

If the local experts brand these curios any kind, 
as genuine .they will* take rank as one I 
of the new world's wonders. Incident- - 
ally the scientific world will await,with 
bated breath the action of Dr. Jordan, 
who is listed as a pronounced material
ist. ■

It 1b a well-known fact that the late 
Mrs. Stanford firmly believed-that the, I. 
entire collection gathered for her broth-, 
er by Bailey was actually taken from 
ancient tombs by the astral body of 
Mahatma Bailey.

Dr Jordan is Holding for Trial Collec
tion Offered by Thomas W. Stanford. 
The Assyrian and Egyptian remains, 

the cuneiform - Inscriptions or hiero
glyphics carved on metal cylinders, the 
sacred beetles and'anclent coins said to 
have been “unearthed” or at least ma
terialized by Bailey the Australian 
“mahatma,” and donated by Thomas 
Welton Stanford to the museum of 
Stanford university, have -not been re- 
jectecTfUr lack of authenticity or other 
caus^-by that institution. They are 
simply on trial. They may prove to be 
the real thing, or on. the other . hand 
may turn out to be nothing better than 
a vulgar fraud of a sort net uncommon 
in the obscure region of archaeology. 
It is even possible that neither one of 
these things may be proved, and the an
tiquities real or supposed may hold 
companionship wilbd.be Calaveras skull 
and other relics about which learned 
doctors ■ differ ©nd Hometimes call 
names.

Wordy and abusive battles may yet 
be fought by baldheaded and excited 
antiquarians over the coins of Ptolemy, 
Philopater, the prayers to the great 
gods Ashar & Bel, the noted Assyrian

To show how prolific wps the ability 
of the.ghostly messengers who sped on 
Bailey’s errands, the following list is 
given of things produced at six success
ive sittings, a list which is submitted 
by those who were present at these sit
tings as being a true one, jjnder oath: 
' Eight live birds from various coun

tries.
One bird’s egg from Ceylon.
Four nests from Egypt and- India.
One Indian cap.
Eighty-seven antique coins, sixteen of 

which were produced in full daylight. >
One newspaper iti Arabic.
One leopard skin.
Four shrubs.
One pair of antique slipper shapes.
One blood garnet.
Two spinifex rubies.
Two green sapphires.
Two chrlsobels.
Two cinnamon stones. .
Six moon stones. .
Three turquoises in full daylight.
Seven clay tablets, with inscriptions 

in hieroglyphics which were afterward 
tianslated, two of these tablets being 
produced in full daylight.

One Egyptian scarabeus.
One Bedouin woman’s head-dress 

with sequins.
One witch doctor’s belt
Two live sacred turtles from Benkres 

In full.daylight.
Astonished Europe.

Naturally, the news of these astonish: 
ing performances was received in Eu
rope, where men of the finest type of 
scholarship are not afraid to proclaim 
their interest in such matters, with 
much -enthusiasm and curiosity; A 
movement was soon set.on foot, as a 
insult of this feeling, ■ to induce Mr. 
Stanford to permit Bailey to journey to 
Italy and repeat his demonstrations be
fore a specially selected circle of inves
tigators. These Investigators, headed 
by Lombroso and Schlapparelli, includ
ed such famous names as those of 
Count Baud! de Vesme, Professor Fat 
comer, Signora Virginia'Paganini, the 
Florentine philanthropist, Professor 
Rossi de Guistinianl, and a score of 
others. Bailey went to Italy, repeated 
the: phenomena of the Melbourne se
ances and convinced every one of these 
new witnesses of the genuineness of his 
psychic jiower.

Dr. Peebles Tells Interesting Experi
ences in the land of the Pharaohs, In 
a Lecture Delivered Before the First 

■ Spiritual Church of Baltimore, Md.
Dr. J, M. Peebles lectured last night 

at the First Spiritual Church upon theposed to be'of such a kind as to be Im- 
possible to get It’iff of the toot. It 
beats me-kow!4ieidoes’it.’’

Officers Jones ; and-Flammer, who 
aided in the 'lodklng,process, were _ __
cqualiy as mystlfeinnd said they did. i ¿¿jj— ¿owadays'that the world is on- 
not umterstandhow Raymond managed h . 6i)06 years 0)d al>d was originally 

gpt the■ handcuffB off. - made ouj oi nothing. It is certain that
' oldest range of roekB-the Lauren-. When -Raymond appeared at police tlan_la found in tUe northlands of this 
station yesterday and said he could get contl . and while the oidest roo)[S| 
away4rqm to-handcuffs th^ naturally be the oldest
placed on hiih the officials winkedH I soils, grains and fruits, and hence the
each other, amtasked if he wa# willing oidest or inhabitants. At that re- 
.t° try on .an Oregon boot and get rid mote period the Northern Arctic re- 
of it. Raymond replied he could get gi6ns tropicali
out of anything and th© boot was “The largest pyramid, now a mound 
placed on bis foqt; nnd locked. made of sun-dried brick in Southern

It took ;the officers about five minutes Mexico, the discovery of a negrp ob- 
to adjust the flhpd to.Raymond s foot sjdjan skull 16 feet under the ground; 
and they placed his hands behind his pnmnque and other ancient cities in 
back and lacked three pairs of hand- Yucatan, with phallic symbols; the Ux- 
cuffs upon lhem, - __ _  mal pyramid, with the reported sinking

, Raymond askiia to be led into a room the-Atlantis. Isle some 11,000 years 
and the dqor ¡.locked, i lhls was done, agOj alI SUggest ^at Egypt’s pyramids 
and iw exactly .three minutes and forty "may have been patterned after those 
seconds he had removed all three pairs I upua this-continent.
of the handcuffs ~ and the “Oregon “The largest pyramid of Egypt, near
boot, ’ unlocked tne door of the room jy high, was not built alone for 
in which he bfid been, placed and a h|ng'a tomb/but rather upon mathe- 
brought the cuffs out to the officers, all nmtical and astronomical principles; in 
of them locked, together. a word, science. When down at the

Theological Germany is greatly agitated at present by 
the claim that. Moses and the Prophets got their 
inspiration from Egyptian and Indian Mythology. 
So says a writer in the Chicago Tribune..

Keeps Thism'¡Guessing. ' bottom of-the shaft leading into the 
The officials'at J headqudrters were"»*«’8 chamber I could-look up and see 

astounded. They'had known of persons st?.rs.at noontime, but not the pole star 
removed Raymond asked that his hands -was vIsible when the_ pyramid 
be placed beneath Ufa knees and the y®“8
handcuffs placed 7m his wrists, across k,nB 8 chamber, on the fiftieth tier of 
each other and? then'looked together, stone, , b one solid granite block, estl- 
This was done imd he went into the luated to weigh 900 tons, and yet there 
room alone again! In just one minute J® n°,Kfal! ie <luarry wlt-hin 70 miles, 
and a half he hud the handcuffs off of HowJh s block was brought and there 
his wrists and! all locked together, Placed te a profound puzzle. In the 
formine a str nk X handcuffs ' center of the chamber Is the mysterious forming a strmg ojna^acuus. cofcerstone supposed to be Egypt's

of .Case., standard of national measurement,
Raymond, when asked how he man- which measurement was transferred to 

aged to get the'cuffs o’ff, said: “I’ll have the Jews, the Greeks, the Romans, to 
to keep yoii gifesalng.1' England, and ultimately to this country.

"Do you ever we th0m off la public There are lost arts. The ancient Egyp- 
view?” was aske® tlans could transfer color through glass

“I do sometimes but ©Yen then it is I —could harden copper as hard as steel 
so quick that nd'qne’sees how it 4s and chemically mix a mummy solution 
done!” j ' ' ' defying time—these are all arts lost tp

divinity firm, and the sacred scarabeus Maurice F. Raymond, Secured.With All 
of Rameses .the Great. They may take the Ingenuity the' Police- Could'Com-
rank with the Man- in the Iron Mask mand.- - ; - - -
among historical -mysteries, and perad- -
venture even some future humorist like 7- 7 ■ L -7<'?
Bret Harte may endow them with an The young man performing this ypn- 
immortality equal to that of the Caln- derful -feat Vzas at. /he assembly room 
veras skull and superior to that con- I at police. Headquarters, yestpyday after- 
ferred by the musty fussy recesses of a I noon and. gave a demonstration of his 
museum. wonderful ’powers. : He'. is Maurice F.

, ■ Raymond,'Of New'York;-wh'ó. is appear-
Dr. Jordans Opinion. ¡ng.at the Broadway theattó-atpresent.

President David Stary Jordan was „ - —
seen yesterday at Stanford. University Removes Oregoff ,-Bopt, 
and was asked what disposition of the Raymond notdn^iemoved'.the “Ore- 
remains had been made. I gon b<Jot’’ianfd 'the 'three- pKiis of hand-

“Why,” said Dr. Jordan, “they are un- cuffs, butmé-Slso lockéd’alhqf the man- 
der investigation as to their authentic J acles togpther an^;.handej}!them back 
tty. Personally I know nothing about to the astonished officiate who had 
them save that they were accepted for I placed them on him but à short time 
the museum in accordance with the previous. '- ....
usual form. If I had been, asked at the The “Oregon 'boot-” . is considered by 
time of the first publication concerning police, officiate all over-the country as 
them when I was in Europe during Au- the safest precaution against , prisoners 
gust I should have Baid I knew nothing escaping2 in use.' It' is" an- immense 
at all about them, but on going through boot’made' of leather';- clamped with 
my correspondence I find that there steel and at the top is a collar of-steel 
was some formal correspondence about four Inches thick and weighing ^six
ths gifts. I find that Mr. Stanford did teen pounds.

them to some person skilled in such ground but has to be dragged by the 
matters so that their authenticity or person wearing it. To chip away the 
otherwise might be ascertained, but in lock is.impossible, as\the steel Is of a 
the letter Mr. Stanford made no claims I width of four inches and.it would take 
of occult origin for them. I then wrote I an expert mechanic at least an hour to 
to Professor Rolfe, -.who is a student of | cut it m two with a cold chisel. 
Greek archeology, to ascertain’for me 
what they were. We have no Assyrlol- 
oglst in the faculty, and Professor Rolfe 
was the nearest substitute we had. If 
lie cannot pronounce on them himself 
he will know whom to ask. I don’t 
know what has been done about them 
•or whether Professor Rolfe has yet 
taken up the matter.

THE VERY LATEST ACCOUNT.
The San Francisco Examiner of Sep

tember 25, says:
After all there is a chance for the 

strange tablets,..beasts, birds and bits 
of jewelry torn from the tombs of an
cient Egyptian and Assyrian monarchs 
by the astral body of Bailey, the Aus
tralia mahatma, at the request of 
Thomas Welton Stanford, brother of-.the 
late Senator Stanford, to find a resting 
'place on the shelves and in the cabinets 
of the museum of the Leland Stanford 
Jr.'University.

Dr. David Starr Jordan a few days 
ago requested Professor Rolfe, the 
Greek archaeologist, io thoroughly In
vestigate the authenticity of the Bailey 
findings. - However, Professor Rolf©

Freaks Are Acceptable.
“Yes, it Is our practice to accept ev- 

’erything that is donated to the museum. 
Our curators are competent to deal 
with them. I presume they have their 
own boneyards in case of • necessity. 
■But objects are not necessarily, rejected 
because they have a freak or unusual 
■history. They have a value as such to 
the student of psychological phenom
ena. They are evidence exhibits if you 
like. 1 have made a . large collection ot 
freak literature with this object. It is 
not because the stuff tells, us anything 
of value, but because of the thing itself, 
the phenomenon, the manifestation of 
the working of the human mind. With 
regard to occult knowledge, so called, I 
have said that if anv one would endow. 
a chair for the'study of such obscure 
phenomena the university • would wel
come the endowment, not at all as a 
means of teaching, but as a department 
of research.
“With regard to these particular ob

jects said to have been procured by the 
astral body of Bailey, the whole thing 
proves nothing to my broad-mindedness 
or-narrow-mindedness because, in fact, 
I had no part in it, and do not yet know 
what has been done.”

Professor Rolfs who was selected as 
an almost Assyriologist to pass on the 
authenticity of the relics or specimens 
captured by Bailey’s astral body, was 
asked what had been done in the mat
ter. j

“Why,",said Professor Rolfe, ’’’the

brought to my attention a few days ago. 
Dr. Jordan may. have referred the mat
ter to me earlier, but if so.I had forgot- 
ten it. As soon as I examined the ob
jects I Saw. that It was beyond me. I am 
not cofnpetent to pass upon them. •> I 
shall probably ask the opinion of -Pro
fessor-Margolis of the University of Cal
ifornia, who really knows about such 
things, and of Dr. John Peters, a .clergy

Where did Moses and the prophets 
get-their holy scriptures? Did they 
crib from Egyptian mythology? Is a 
large part -of the “Old Testament'' • a 
rehash of ancient Egyptian sagas?

All theological Germany is astir over, 
a book, “Egypt and the Bible,” which 
Herr Voelter, a German professor, has 
just published, wherein he draws strik
ing parallels between what he terms,, 
“the alleged history of the forefathers 
of the Jews” and the most ancient le
gends current in the land of the Pha
raohs; In these latter, he declares, are 
seen the counterparts of Adam, Abra
ham, Isaac and Jacob, of Esau, Joseph, 
and other “Old Testament” characters,

Moses, It Is declared, found the basis 
and inspiration for his writings in the 
traditions and sacred books which he 
had studied in Egypt, which were in 
their turn, largely revivals of Hindoo 
legends on God and creation; instituted 
priests, prescribed sacrifices and their 
manner, and in a few civil and religious 
laws laid the foundation of a new soci
ety, “a Hindoo emanation passing 
through Egypt.” Egypt, from its geo
graphical position, was necessarily one 
of the first countries to be colonized by 
Indian emigration, and one of the first 
to receive the influence of that antique 
civilization which has radiated even to 
us; in her castes, language, laws, and 
literature Egypt was one vast emana
tion from India, mother of the human 
race, cradle of all our traditions.

Raymond1 is -a/native of New York ns.
and'has been in; tlje theatrical business "Having with me on the summit Of : 
all- of his life. ’. He appeared on the this great pyramid a remarkable 
stage at the age M Six months, being psychic he was-entranced by one of the 
carried on lit a pqrt that required the Ibid pyramid builders and the address 
presence of a-baby. As soon-as he be- was grand and uplifting beyond de- 
came old enougpiihe.Xook up the proies- scriptlon.
Bion. He has been working his hand- “Egypt was .called In the Old Testa
cuff and other tricks for the past seven- ment Mizraim. Steaming down the 
teenyears.' '■'/ ' ' 1/ Nile from Cairo to Alexandria, where

Had: Mr. Raymçnd.posed as a matori- was burned that massive ancient libra- 
aliring median^ huñdredsWpuld:Kave ry ór600,000 volumes, we shipped.for 
testified under oatii ' ttmto.they. rëcog- Joppa, finding here a very poor harbor, 
nized their spirit friew emerging from Palestine, lljre California, has but two 
the cohinefc'^Few realize the part I Beasons-the dry and thè rainy. Se- 
whlch legerdemain- plays in our ranks, curing an outfit of Arab-horses and 
But thanks tatfiehng^S/a brighter day -guides we chose to ride from1 Joppa to' 
dawning on our X'.apse;-1'“ Turk-governed Jkepi$alpm-:r,Thé. road:

■ “e T- - ' ' I way 'was rough' and'mountainous, and
Therb'/s-tfood for. reifecUon ln the seemingly very barren. -Spending a

' rtf W1 few weeks in'Jeru'salem and its suburbsaboye. ; If .Mr, Raymond- had> posediaB we pttsaed over toDead Sea; up the 
a materializing medium/he could-have River-Jordan to Snowy Hermon; down 
coined money -off the gulllbles that can bÿ Jacob’s Weil to Bethlehem, over 
bé found in nearly’every lirge city,¿and WhlchjWhere shepherds were watching 
«T.™/„ „..to úJíá thelr flocks the angel appeared andthoy would have testified to the genu- gt3ïlg of peace on eal>th and good will 
ineness of the;.fonder ful "spirlt!!-mani- among men.
festationsv glv®n■ 'through him. The "Angels were -th© spirits of.human
rope' tyibg bf'’materializing médiums Angels'and spirits are often

used in the Bible synonymously, and .amounts to nothing ^s;a test, they can- ^ey have appeared to mortals ip all 
loosen themsélyés from the same with- ages—to Socrates, to Dante, to Joan of 
out the least- dlifiSulty, hfid then mate- Áre, to the Fox sisters, at Hydesville, 
rialize from 30 t<Í 60 “spirits” during r $5: Y' Scriptures abound in spir- 

»<„^ itùal manifestations,. Paul, referring to one evening, ^tì^ not about time that mentions .'the discerning spirits’ 
legerdemain..béing a factor in I—-that is clairvoyants. Neither God nor 
Spirltùalism?1- /'spirit” so far nor his laws, have changed. Ancient 
grabbed ’álheñ-'smnainé outside of the and modern Spiritualism áre in perfect 
^w^„»17 i.A accord. Many of the most eminentcabinet has jWi to be the medium men today, after critical investigations, 
dressed ip ar^yfl doggery- of various have become Spiritualists, such as Sir 
kinds. No qxp’ijjQMj fò this.' Shall. William,.Crookes; .Alfred Russell Wal- 
such disgraéefuf íaffaifs cease, or must ^çe, pensioned by Queen Victoria ,on 
«.aL- i-k «_ a «U l»Is great scientific attainments; W. T.-they be .rega^d^-as factors m Spirit- Sfead( of London Review of Re-

i ualism?' ; • views; Professor Hyslop, ot thè Colüm-
Read’cdréílilll; the wonderful ex- bia University.

ploits of^Mr. Raymond: they afford a “I once had the pleasure of sitting in 
7>,»a7 t * spiritual seance in Paris with the Il-splendid object <!?Bson¡ for Spiritualists ldstrious victor Hugo. The distin- 

] everywhere-- - ■ guished late T.' J. Hudson, in his ’Law
In the cohSiderfition pf-fhe fake and of Psychic Phenomena,’ page 206, says: 

» fraud question. Uffe discussi© of which ‘.Jhe jnah,who. denies the phenomena of 
__ _ ■»7 í-7 Spiritualism today is not entitled to be very natiirblly .e^ettes^ much Interest caned a sképtic; be Is'simply ignorant, 

j and develops,, strtìngly worded senti- Bpd it woyld be a hopeless task to at- 
ments pro at|ç( eòp. it should not be lost tempt to enlighten him.’ 
to sighb tliatiapíímportant principle Is “Spiritualism gives.us a present and 

■ a» -» > ■■ rkrtfrtT tUkt’A TirtrnT is positive demonstration of a future const stai e INVOLVING THE WHOLE ”clous existeAce> a8Buring ua that thlB 
CHARACTER, - THE STATUS, AND I ufe determines the beginning or con- 
THE FUTURE WELFARE OF SPIRIT- dition of the next stage of existence. 
UALISM. AS- AN'ORGANIC BODY- The Purer.and more Christ-like In this

• muA „„a „» »a llfe »re the happier in-the next. AndThe question-.involved amounts to pUr&.chriStianlty and true Spiritualism
(his: Shall any, fractional part of Spir- must stand or fall,together”

tutions was named Manu. The Egyp
tian legislator who learned of him re
ceived the name of Manes. A Cretan 
who visited Egypt to study the institu
tions, with which he wishes to endow 
his country and history, preserves his 
memory as Mines. Lastly, the libera
tor in Egypt of the servile of Jew 
founds a new society and is named 
Moses.

Manu, Manes, Mines, Moses; their 
similarity betrays unity of derivation 
from Sanscrit with the slight variations 
of different periods and of the differ
ent languages in which they were writ
ten.

To begin with the beginning of Mos
es’ story, he announced that “In the be
ginning God created the heavens and 
the earth”; then “The earth was with
out form and void, and darkness was 
upon th© face .of the. deep; and the

Vedic Version of tea Deluge Like Ours, i. 
An abridged Veuic version of the del- !

uge reads that “according to the Lord's 2 
prediction the earth became peopled ¡i 
and the sons of Autma and Heva grew ; 
so numerous, and so wicked that they 
could no longer agree among them
selves. They forgot God.and Ills prom- ! 
Ises and ended by wearying him with J 
the clamor of their bloody. quarrels. 
The Lord then resolved.to inflict upon 1 
his creatures a terrible chastisement, . 
which should serve as a warning to sur- H 
vivors and to their decendants.”. |

Vaiwasvata, a virtuous man, was then I 
warned of the disaster by a fish1. “The [ 
globe 1b about to be submerged, and all 
that inhabit it shall perish, for behold 
the wrath of the Lord shall breathe 
upon the clouds and the seas, to charge 
them, with the chastisement of this cor-. 
rupt and wicked race, who forget thejr । 
origin and the law of their God. Your . 
fellow creatures can no longer contain 
their pride, and even dare to defy their 
creator, but their offenses have reached 
the foot of Brahma’s throne and Brah- • 
ma Is about to make known his power. /

“Hasten then to construct a vessel in 
which you shall embark with all your 
family.

“You will take also the seeds of every 
plant and a couple of each species of 
animals, leaving all such as are begot
ten of vapors and rottenness—for their 
principle of life does not emanate from 
the great soul.

“And you will wait with confidence.”
Valwasvata’s Voyage Like Noah's.
Vaiwasvata hastened to obey his in

structions and shut himself with his 
family In the ship, together with the • 
seeds of plants and pairs of all animals. 
When the rain began to fall and the 
seas to overflow a monstrous fish, 
armed with a gigantic horn, came and 
placed itself at the head of the ship, and 
Viawasvata, having attached a cable to . 
the horn, the fish darted forth to con
duct and guide the ship in the midst of 
all the unchained elements.

And after davs ‘and months and 
years, when tne work of destruction 
was completed, and the elements were 
calmed, the navigators, always guided 
by their mysterious leader, landed on 
the summit of the Himalayas.

“It is Vishnu that has saved you from 
■ death,” said tlie fish, on leaving them.

“It. is at his prayer that Brahma has 
■ pardoned humanity—go, now, repeople 
1 the earth and accomplish the work of 
* God.’”

the Hindoo, •religion, say “The supreme 
being alone existed; afterwards there 
was a universal darkness; now the wa
tery ocean was produced; then did the 
creator, lord of the universe, rise out 
of the ocean, and successively framed 
the sun and moon which govern the 
day and night, whence proceed the rev
olutions of years.” It is thus seen that 
chaos, darkness, water, and light fol
low precisely in the order of the Mosaic 
narrative.

Ancient Picture.of Adam's Fall.
In the temple of Osiris, at Pbilae, 

Egypt, which is computed to belong to 
ah age anterior to the,era of Abraham, 
and long before the publication of the 
Pentateuch or'books of Moses, is a tab
let representing the whole scene of the 
temptation and fall. The tree is ex
hibited, the man and woman stand by 
with the fruit in their hands, the ser
pent erect and winged. Above the tree 
is the unmistakable word, “The Pome
granate.” This rounded, handsome 
fruit, as big as An orange, as sweet to 
the taste as it is pleasant to the eye, 
fitly represents, the-Genesis description 
of the fruit of the tree of-knowledge of 
good and evil—“good for food and 
pleasant to the eyes.”

In Sanscrit Adam becomes Adlma, 
“The first man,” while Eve is “Heva,” 
“What completes life.”

Hindoo Version of the Expulsion.
“Adima,” as’ the Hindoo story goes, 

“threw himself weeping upon the naked 
sands, but. Heva came’ to him and 
threw herself into his arms, saying: 
‘Do not despair; let iis rather pray to

Was Adjigarta Hindoo Abraham?
According to the Hindoo chronology 

the deluge oocurred..at -the end of the 
Twapara-Yauga, that is, the third age 
of the world’s existence, and in the fol
lowing age lived Adjigarta, the grand
son of Vaiwasvata, who is credited with 
suggesting to Moses the story of Abra
ham. His wife was the beautiful Par- 
vady. Their herds were the largest and 
best tended; their harvests of rice, of 
small grains, and of saffron, were al
ways thé finest.

“But one thing was wanting to their 
happiness. Parady had given him no 
child. Vain her pilgrimage to the sa
cred waters of the Ganges, vain her 
numberless vows and prayers.

“When one day Adjigarta took a 
young red goat, the finest of the herd1, 
and went to a desert mountain to sac
rifice it to God, as with flowing tears, i 
he prayed. As he lay with his face’to | 
(he earth, groaning, and imploring God; ; 
a voice which sounded from the clouds . 
made him tremble, and he distinctly 
heard these words: ‘Return to thy -, 
house, Adjigarta, the Lord has heard 
thy prayer, and has had pity on thee.’’, ;

“The child received the name Vias- 
hagana. Parvady had afterwards many 
daughters who were the ornaments of 
the house for their beauty, but God 
gave her not another son. As the child 
approached its twelfth year his father 
resolved to proceed with him to offer 
commemorative sacrifice on the moun
tain where the Lord had before gràntèd 
his prayer.

itualism be delivered- over; Into the 
hands of unpriijcipled- tricksters in the 
guise of mediums, and the Cause take .

' on the features in Its status and char- The «£ J has flown from the wood- 
acter .before the..world, of. an unmiti- And I do not hear-her sing, 
gated., fraudulent conglomeration' of But I comfort.myself-with the knowing 
fraud, chicanery, ¿charlatanism, decep-1 That she will, return next spring.

slipping handcuffs but no one-had ever 
been found who could remove an “Ore
gon boot” in the length of time taken 
by-Raymond. ■ . -... .

Detective Smith, who aided in. lock
ing Ravmond in, said it was the most 
wonderful- exhibition of Its kind he had 
ever witnessed. »
, “I’ve Been some pretty sjick individ
uals,” said Detective Smith, “but this 
•fellow has them all beat. T-don’t see 
how he gets rid of the handcuffs in the 
first place, but to tackle the -‘Oregon 
boot,’ and get th at off takes -my breath 
a Way. This boot has always been sup-

fiou; OR SHALL SPIRITUALISM j The rose.has gone from the garden, 
STANDAVHOLLY.AS ■ 'A- SYNONYM ’ She withered and died too soon, 
AND EXPONENTiOF-A" PURE PHIL- Bu‘11 ■ i - i That alio will return next June.0S0PHY;; NOBLHST -AND“PUREST - < a
•ETHICS- COMBINED ; WITH . GENud TheTiaisy has fled from the meadows 

. r And the Uplands are brawn and sere, INE'.TRUE MEpJU^ISHIP uND REAL BUt i comfort myself with*the. knowing 
—NOT ■ FICTITIOUS—PROOFS OF... The daisy will come next year. 
SPIRIT-'iCONTiNBlTY,'SPIRIT RE- ; -^Exchange. .
TURN AND MANIFESTATION? -’ Yfri '• A ' t Z 3 1J , j. • I ■When two mastqra disagree,1 we can - • ' ’
not servo bpth. ■ lichen two principles RETURN TO COMMUNE WITH MOR-. 
are .6p$osi^> ye am not hold fast to 1 TADS?
both. ■ ' ' ' ( "c 1 ' - Upon the moral status which Spirit-

WhaLcobgeitiarimion' can exist- be-'I ualism assumes.depends its future pros- 
tweenJightjmid darkness?- What unity ] perity or adversity, its progress or its 
between-truth And falsehood» What failure. NO ORGANIC SYSTEM CAN 
harmontal ^oneird*-ean exist- between I ALLY. ITSELF WITH, OR BE DOMI- 
honest mediumship and 'lying decep-1 NATED IN' PART BY ' FRAUD, AND 
tion In the”name of mediumship? . I-NOT MEET DISASTER IN ULTI-

Tho question ■ is up to Spiritualists: I MATE CONSEQUENCE THEREOF. 
What shall Spiritualism be-? 'Shall it, : An honest mediumship is the potent 
as an organism,’ be in part,-or in any I factor, in the upbuilding of Spiritual- 
particular the embodiment of fraud, Isin; fraud and deception are always 
trickery,' deception; falsehood?- Or sources of weakness and. destruction, 
shall it stand befort THE WORLD AS treating distrust, unbelief and antago- 
THE SOLE EMBODIMENT OF PURE nism on the part of holiest investiga- 
ANDiNOfeLE'- PRINCIPLES/' THE tors, who would have been convinced 
ACME 10WM0RAD ETHICS, THE EX- by genuine work/unmixbd with fraud. 
PONENT. OF A-PURE'PHILOSOPilY, : ■ ■ 7
TIEB1: E^MPLAR! ANti' ADVOCATE .As care and attention to-.a-garden is 
OF GENUINE MBDIUitSHIP, BRING- rewarded with choice flowers And fruits,

LIFE BBYOND D®>TH, and spirit I pier homes.--"Brick" Pomeroy. \

the author of all things to pardon us.’ 
“And as she thus spoke there came a 

voice from the clouds, saying: ’Woman, 
thou'hast only sinned from love to thy. 
husband, whom I commanded thee to 
love,' and thou hast hoped in me. I par
don thee, and him also, for thy sake! 
But vou may no more return to fhe 
abode of delight which I had created 
for your happiness. Through your dis
obedience to my commands the spirit 
of evil has obtained possession of the 
earth. Your children, reduced to labor 
and to suffer by your fault, will be
come corrupt and forget me. But 1 
will send Vishnu, who shall incarnate 
himself in the womb of a woman, and 
shall bring to all the hope and the 
means ■ of-recompense in another life, 
in-praying to. me to soften their ills;’ 
They arose consoled, but ever after sub
jected by painful labor to obtain their 
subsistence from the earth.

Egyptians Chronicled the Flood.
The-Egyptian recognition of the fact 

of the deluge is to be found not only 
in ancient story, but in names, sites, 
and temples. The temple of Osiris was 
at Theba, or Thebes, in Egypt Theba 
is a Hebrew name for ark. In t|ie re
ligious'ceremonials'of tills deity a ship 
formed the prominent object, and was 
carried about in religious processions. 
Osiris, the chief god of ancient Egypt, 
was so named as “the many-eyed.” 
His symbol-was an eye and a .scepter, 
emblems of omniscience and omnipo
tence. Typhon was represented as 
having formed an ark of beautiful work
manship. He invited Osiris to enter. 
Typhon shut him in and threw the ark 
upon the sea, but it was cast ashore by 
the waves. .. > .

Noah also finds a prototype In the 
Egyptian Saturn, who was born on the 
ocean. A ship has ever-been his sym
bol, and he is represented as the com
mon parent of mankind. He had 
■three sons/ Jupiter, Neptune,, and Plu
to, ntnongst whom was divided the 
earth.' To Jupiter was assigned the 
{land,- to Neptune- the sea,' and: to -Pluto 
the region of the lost. The Egyptians 
styled one of his sons Ammon, who, it 
was said, made his’old father drunk 
with honey mead and in that state 
bound and mutilated him- Thus . the 
■reference to the mysterious deed of the 
father of Canaan.

Starts to Sacrifice His Son.
“Having reached the mountain they 

set about gathering wood for the sac
rificial pile; but while so occupied the 
goat, which thev had tied to a tree, 
broke its rope and fled. Then said Ad
jigarta: ‘Behold here is wood for a pile, 
but we have.no longer a victim; and 
he knew not what to do, for they were 
far from any habitation, and yet he 
would not return without accomplish
ing his vow.

“The voice of Brahma was heard as 
it said: ‘Thou shalt immolate the son 
that I have given thee on this pile— 
such is my will.’

“On hearing these words Adjigarta 
was seized with profound anguish; he 
sat himself down upon the sands, and 
tears flowed abundantly from his eyes. 

■ ■“ ‘O, Parvady,’ he exclaimed, ’what 
wilt thou soy when thou shalt see me 
return alone to the house and what can 
I answer when thou shalt demand o£ 
me what has become of thy first born?’ 
And then he bemoaned himself until the 
evening, unable to resolve on accom
plishing the grievous sacrifice. Never
theless he dreamed not of disobeying 
the Lord. Having gathered the wood 
and constructed the pile, with a trem
bling hand he bound his son, and, rais
ing his arm with the knife of sacrifice, 
was about to cut bis throat when Vish
nu, in the form of a dove, came and sat 
upon the head of the child.

“ ’O, Adjigarta,’ said be, 'cut the vic
tim’s bonds and scatter the pile; God 
is satisfied with thy obedience, and thy 
son by his courage hath found; grace be
fore him. Let the days of his life bo 
long, for it is from him that shall be 
born the virgin who shall conceive by 
divine germ!’

“Adjigarta and his son offered long 
thanksgiving to the Lord; then, the- 
night having come, they-retraced their 
"homeward way, discoursing of these 
wonderful things, and full of confldetice 
in the goodnes of the Lord.”

When proofs in detail, such as these, 
. accord with the aggregate, they.are ta

ken as evidence of the conclusion that 
all ancient traditions had a common or
igin, of which the substructure should 
be sought in the myths of the extreme 
East. To study India, according to 
Voelter, is to trace humanity to Its 
sources.
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“We Are Cowards and Recreants to Duty.” To St. Patil
An hceptiontlly Interesting Lecture by Spirit John 

Pierpont, Through the Mediumship of Mrs. M. 
T. Longley, Delivered Before the First Associa
tion of Washington, 0, G.

“There -is but one way from ignorance to knowl
edge, but one way from error to truth, one way from 
discord to harmony, from hate'to love. There is 
only one wav over the highways, through the ,fields, 
or over the mountain heights toward, that which is 
supreme. _., ?. '

“We may ask, What is the way? Is it high and 
broad and grand and straight? or, is it narrow and 
hedged about by such restrictions and conditions that 
only a few can find it?”.

There is but one way from ignorance 
to knowledge, but one way from error 
to truth, one way from discord to har
mony, from hate to love. There is only 
one way over the highways, through the 
fields, or over the mountain heights to
ward that which' is supreme.

WHAT IS THE WAY?
We may ask, What is the way? Ib it 

high and broad and grand and straight; 
or is it narrow and hedged about by 
such restrictions and conditions that 
only the few can find it?

In olden times it was said, "Broad is 
the way that leads to death,” but while 
this was interpreted as meaning the 
death of happiness, of goodness, of all 
that belongs to eternal existence, and 
we were told that the road to everlasting 
life and happiness was narrow and 
heldged In, yet in the present day we 
learn aud realize that the road to death 
is only the road to eternal life—death 
of things physical—death of things car
nal—the dissolution of that which be- 

• longs merely to the material state dis
solving into the elements of nature; re
alizing that which is eternal, abiding, 
spiritual'; giving it freedom to rise on
ward to other states, to higher fields of 

" exploration, to grander spheres of un
foldment, to beautiful conditions of ad-
vancement and mental
growth. ‘

Broad Is the way that 
death as that, the death

and spiritual

leads to such 
or dissolution

of all that binds and cramps. But such 
a road must be found through self-effort 
and self culture, and the growth of that 
which .is of the spirit, else the entity 
will not And the highest and the purest 
of' all things In life. The one way or 
one road to that which is highest and 
best must be found by every individual 
fpV himself. Others may assist in the 
work, others may' give a tittle guidance 
and advice and information how one 
may grow and how the true pathway 
may be found, but the journey must be 
made by every individual for himself; 
no one can take him oVer that path
way; no one can bear you as a burden 
along the road; each must so unfold In 
his perceptions and his consciousness 
of thaf which is fitting and good, and 
true as to make himself strong to per
ceive the road and powerful enough 
pursue it for his own advantage and 
order that he may find the goal.

ATTRACTIONS OF THE WAY.

to be kindItpnd while they may give 
with what perhaps you may call the 
lavish hand, yet it is done mechanic
ally; it is done with the outside but not' 
with .the spirit because the Spirit has 
not known through mortal expression 
what ail these things really mean to 
the human individual or to the human 
family. . I

But one who has suffered with pain, 
one who knows what it is to walk 
through, the fires of tribulation, coming 
in contact with another individual, who 
is now passing through deep waters orj- 
hearing the cross of pain and: suffering,1, 
will have tenderness, the true sympa
thy; will give the sweetness of fellow- 
feeling; will because he must It is' 
surging from within him, given out iru 
largeness and blessing that Influence 
and that help which ia almost, yea 
quite, divine.

He will, because he has walked over 
fiery ^toy-shares, and knows what-it is; 
to have blistered and bleeding feet; he; 
will, because he has suffered the need1

‘¿never was on land or sea" as a demon? 
stratum of physical power; the, spirit
ual light not revealed through external 
senses and by material methods but 
borne in upon the spirit from the great 
sea of light and splendor in this uni
verse.

WALKING IN THE SPIRITUAL 
LIGHT YOU ARE ABLE TO INTER
PRET MANY MESSAGES WHICH 
COME TO YOU THROUGH THE AVE
NUES OF LIFE THAT CANNOT BE 
EXPLAINED IN ANY OTHER WAY.

Sorrows and trials come to the soul ; 
and press heavily like burdens upon 

■the human heart in its passage through 
this material world. Tribulations and 
anxieties, cares and responsibilities, 
various states of suffering come to 
mind and body while traversing this 
plane of mortal life and unless one can 
learn to walk in the path of right—right 
thought, right deed, right perception 
and aspiration—he will not be able to 
understand why these experiences so 
press upon him; but when he enters 
the pathway and perceives mentally 
and spiritually with the inner sight, 
with the natural intuitions, that great 
light and the magnificence of spiritual 
power which li pressing upon him and 
illuminating his way, he will then be 
nble to ponder more clearly, to perceive 
more distinctly and to understand these 
messages of life which have come to 
him through his varying experiences 
here upon the mortal plane.' He will 
be able to turn backward in thought 
and dwell upon some particular experi
ence of discipline which at the time 
piessed heavily upon him. It was se
vere to him, it was painful to him, he 
drew back from it and tried to put it 
aside, not to faceiIt; hot to think upon’

of the very necessities of life and knows: 
what it is to. want bread, drink, clotfiing 
and shelter, and so he will pour out a. 
sympathetic influence and the thought 
fulness qnd. fellowship which that sym
pathy brings will give to the sufferer a. 
new impetus and fresh strength which, 
will enable him also to pass over the 
fiery places and. perhaps by and by 
reach the better way.

Not only is sympathy and kindly love 
developed best and sweetest through: 
the processes of suffering, but so also' 
are the elements of harmony, that sweet, 
harmony belonging to th? spiritual life 
This is unfolded through those condi
tions which of necessity' must call for; 
the exercise of sweet patience and of 
long suffering, and then, when these 
are developed and the elements illumin
ate the individual life, harmony plays, 
like a musical cadence throughout the 
entire being, and the soul is lifted upon 
waves of melody to lie higher spheres 
of thought and consciousness which1 
bring it in contact with sweet spiritual 
influences and intelligences that are ra
diating through the atmosphere like 
gleams of light.
TEMPERED BY PAIN AND SORROW.

Thus are those who have passed’ 
through life’s discipline tempered as by 
the processes and power of pain and 
sorrow; thus are they uplifted, provided 
they profit by their experiences through 
mental and spiritual discernment and. 
growth.

There are very few in life who have 
suffered long and continuously, who 
have known the pains and thg griefs of 
mortal or human existence, but what do 
in some measure profit by these expert- 
ences. We are told that "One touch of 
nature makes the whole world kin," 
and when you hear of soine disaster er

way. The onljJjriy by’which the'high
est and best succesa.of any human life 
can be made is that - straightforward 
way which k'no^s no deviation from, the 
path of rectiti^e, OJE honor and duty; 
that is the only way1 to' success what
ever you may un^eff^fie to do; If an 
individual desires to succeed in some 
business operation, or along some line 
of thought and effort which he knows 
will Inevitably degrade himsclf because 
it will crowd aijd píspente, oppress er 
In some way injure :jilB fellow-men, he 
Ib not in the straight and onward path. 
He has roamed Ipto byways and into 
crooked places. He lias come into a 
condition that will stultify, fiis own na
ture and debase film in every respect. 
He may not show his intentions or his 
desires upon his countenance; his form 
may be erect and symmetrical; his face 
may shine; his eyes may glow with the 
light of physical health and with men
tal endowments his' fellow-men may 
perhaps think he is a prosperous man, 
a good man; that lie is "one to be hon
ored aAl respected; atnS,he may ’ be 
able to conceal fronj their observation 
those Interior thoughts , aifd purposes 
which make for'depp-uction or for un
happiness to his fellow-men, but never
theless their mark Is, within, the sear 
will he made upon his spiritual self
hood. There will be that which will 
degrade and debase him. He Is in 
crooked places."He is outside of the 
only way that leads to true success.

Though for a thpe ho may seem to 
succeed; though he may gather lands' 

i and coin into his posession; though be 
may attain high worldly position and, 
Ugrchance, fame, before the eyes oí his

; felldw-men, yet that IS NOT SUCCESS; 
it is only the passing show whieh 
gives to him for a. little while the glit-a 
ter and thé tinsel; ontolls film in gar
ments which are perishable , and which 
cannot be maintained, so that the seem
ing success is soon to fader away. He 
knows himself as he IS,'

His own intelligence tells him when 
he has done wrong; where he has over- 
leached his neighbor; 'where he has 
crowded a fellow-being to the wall; how 
he has trampled over the rights and 
wants and means of human beings in 

. his effort to reach ii^ goal—wealth!
He knows all this; anil wlierever he may 
be there must be sòme pondition of dis
satisfaction with ¿elf,'"some unrest with
in -his interior life: He knows that he 
is not in the broaÙ'and open way that, 
leads to happinesÁ and'peace; in that 
beautiful pathway, ^here we may gath
er the blossoms ofbeauty, of sweetness 
and of light for thé enrichment of our 
soul natures; those ¿'attires that will

“If this grand revelation of truth-—whatever it may 
be—has come into our lives to illuminate them so- 
that we know more and feel more and are more than 
we were ever befpre, and we know ot believe that if 
the same revelation-could be brought to our fellow
men they would know more and be more and of 
greater usefulness in the world, then we are cowards 
and recreants to duty, and we fail in our responsibil
ity if we do not try to give these illuminations to our 
fellow-men,”

tion pf spiritual power, 'of spiritual in
dividualized force; consciousness and 
love. It has come proving the identity 
of your Hear ones who have gone before 
ami in making its Impress upon your 

‘ lives au4 giving you that truth which 
becomes positive knowledge in your 
minds that your loved ones live and 
that they can return to you from beyond 
the veil bringing their sweet messages 
and tokens of everlasting affection, as 
well as of their individualized identity, 
you have a duty not only toward your
selves but toward your spirit friends 
and toward the world at large.

Now this duty is for you to, in some 
way, aid some one else to find this glo
rious truth that takes away the fear 
of .death from the human heart, that 
robs it of the terrors of the grave, of 
shrinking from that which is beyond; 
the glorious truth which gives a con
sciousness and knowledge of reunion by 
and by with the loved ones who have 
departed from this mortal plane; the 
grand truth that opens wide the gates 
of everlasting day and permits you to 
enter into communion with those who 
have gone into the glorious light of im
mortality. All of this, coming to you 
as it has, bringing a knowledge, 
brings also to you responsibilities and 
duties from which you should not 
flinch, and these duties and responsi-

forces of spirit and of spiritual helpful
ness around you that would otherwise 
be of the earth earthy, you need not 
fear contamination in any direction or 
line of work. 1 ‘

A pure angel from the upper spheres, 
white-robed and radiant in sweetness 
and beauty and light coming down amid 
the slums and degraded conditions of 
the lower strata ’ of human existence 
could never be contaminated by the 
touch and sight. He might walk 
through these rows upon rows, and 
fields upon fields of degradation and 
And not the slightest spot upon the pure 
white shimmering garment that he 
wore. A pure-minded angel in a body 
of earth, ministering to the needy and 
suffering, giving sympathy and sweet
ness, the spirit radiating an influence 
of light that is helpful to other human 
beings, cannot be contaminated by any 
condition, degraded by any situation or 
influence upon this mortal plane, be
cause in spirit such a being is above all 
these things.

The vibrations of those that are car
nal cannot affect those higher forces, 
for their vibrations are of the light, 
consequently there, can be no contami
nation, nothing of debasement even 
though they walk down amid the scenes 
of vice and sin but they can carry with 
them into those scenes of sin and vice

Wties are that you should in some1 such an influence of sweetness, such an
manner, in some-riVay, try to aid your aura of light, as to reach human souls 
fellow men in finding this light, in there which are encased In the crus Is 

and conditions of materiality and of Im-
fellow men m nnumg una ngm, u* 
gaining the knowledge, in seeking and

it, hut he Ayas obliged' ,-to .meet; it; and. *ome- stifferifife yóiír ' sÿmfiàthetlb^ fifi-
it gave him misery^ fie. pasegd.. it, 
perhaps, but possibly It has left its. 
shadow and its stain.
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Sweet and beautiful afe the flower» 
that grow along the way; bright is the 
light that streameth downward upon 
that path. It is the path of right, it is 
the path of study, the path of self-im
provement; that which with all that it 
has to show and to give to the eager 
sudent, to each who desires to do right,, 
will -bring to the unfolding spirit such 
plfisnres and treasures of the soul, 
such treasures tor heart and brain, as 
will compensate him -for every step 
which he may take.

Perhaps the way may prove devious 
and winding to your feet: it may at 
times be beset with thorns and briars, 
with sharp stones, and it may lead over 
nigged places, but as you go on and 
on making new efforts to overcome the 
Obstacles, to reach onward through the 
tangles and the briars, you will find 
more of sweetness in the path, more of 

•satisfaction, that which will appeal to 
your mind and to your soul life.

AS you go forward you perceive new 
truths gleaming upon your mentality; 
you behold new -pleasures of heart Ute 
coming with enduring affections to 
strengthen and brighten the way. You 
find that it is after all a beautiful road, 
this road ot right doing, this road of 
right living.

Traveling that pathway, you ask for 
truth. You do not wish to be deceived 
upon any subject, upon any point that 
appeals to your natures, so you serious
ly and earnestly ask for truth: you 
seek for it: you desire that the error 
shall flee from your mind and-that only 
the true things shall be revealed to 
you- As-yoh go forward In the path, 
more and: more of truth is perceived. 
You ask that error may be banished, 
that telly may flee from you, and, as 
you press onward in the path of right, 
fc’ly does Jlee. it 1b left behind you, 
and ignorance is banished.-its shadows 
are removed, for you are walking in the 
light.

WALKING IN SPIRITUAL LIGHT.

ILLUMINATED WITH THE SPIRIT
UAL LIGHT.

Now that he. has come out of the by
ways and bogs of error and Ignorance 
and superstition, or various conditions 
of wrong doing and wrong thinking into 
the pathway of right, and is illuminated 
by the spiritual light which, never was 
on land or sea, he is enabled to read 
the message that the discipline brought 
to him—the lesson it was meant to con
vey ; and having acquired wisdom along 
with his experience, he is enabled to 
see just where that experience gave 
h|m such information, such thought and 
such surroundings as to produce a les
son for his future guidance, therefore 
he learns the lessen, and he will not' 
again be called on to pass through such 
a stage of bitterness and of distress, be
cause the lesson is learned and he has 
no need of it; ignorance is banished, at 
least on that particular point: error is 
of the past: he l.as found the trur.b. He 
is in the pathway that leads to greater 
light, the way that leads to higher 
thought, that which reaches out from 
the heights and highways of existence 
toward the grand, beautiful plains ot 
Harmony and Peace, such as those who 
are in spiritual accord with them
selves and their fellow-men alone can 
reach.

THE LESSON OF SUFFERING.
You. dear friends, may shrink from 

sufferihg: you may shrink from toll 
and from the conditions of discipline 
which lay burdens upon you. None ol

tures go out' in .fellow feeling, ta tiros,e- 
who are distressed; but, had you never 
kfiown anything of pain mental or phys
ical, had you only passed through flow
ery beds of ease and lived lives of care
less pleasure seeking for your own en
joyment and emolument, you would not 
feel that wave of compassion, that in
fluence and element of sympathy and 
pity for your fellow brings, but you 
know and shrink from pain and when 
you feel that a fellow being is passing 
through suffering that you shrink from; 
you know wnat it is he suffers and. you, 
suffer mentally witfi him.

THE TRUE WAY.
The true way, as we have said at 

many times and in many directions, is 
that which leads onward IN THE 
PATH OF RIGHT, ALWAYS SEEKING
SERE 
ROAD 
MORE 
MENT

AND THERE ALONG THE 
FOR MORÉ KNOWLEDGE, 
TRUTH. MORE ENLIGHTEN- 
AND MORE WISDOM. Séek-

ing for truth you shall find it. You can 
not expect that all of truth shall be re
vealed to you. because you are not 
ready to perceive or to understand It 
You may not expect that all of knowl
edge is to be acquired in this little pas
sage through the mortal life, because 
vou are not unfolded sufficiently to com
prehend it: nor need you expeefito find 
or to attain all of wisdom, because only 
the omnipotent and omniscient can do 
that, and we are finite beings.
CONSTANT GAIN IN TRUTH 

KNOWLEDGE.

you like to suffer: none of you wish to 
bear pain: none of you desire to be 
pressed down and bruised and made to 
bleed by conditions that are hard and 
severe, and you cry out in the midst of 
your pain asking why these things 
should be placed upon you. and yet we 
find that while pleasure may be beauti- 
iul for a time, and prosperity brings to 
you perhaps all these material things of 
splendor which may be desired and 
which not only add io your comfort or 
health but supply the luxuries of life 
—while all these may seem to be very 
desirable and you enjoy them, and crave 
them/and while many of them are beau
tiful-and are a comfort to you. yet we 
find that true happiness, the sweetest, 
most beautiful comforts of life, the- 
grandest exaltations, the purest and di- 
vinest upliftments. come to the human 
consciousness and Into human experi
ence through the discipline of pain, of 
sorrow and of tribulation.
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THE
BIBLE.
Authenticity, Credibility, 

Morality.
JOHN E. REMSBURG’S GREAT WORK

Ingersoll’s desire that somebody 
should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book in 
silence. Like Thomas Paine’s "Age ot 
Reason,” may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators in other lan
guages. And again, like Paine’s book, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au
thor the praise of posterity.—Der Frei- 
denker (Milwaukee).

mbraljty, and bring to those hidden 
souls something of impetus and stimu
lation which will enable them to put 
forth a little of their own powers and 
light.

WALKING IN THE TRUEjeAfh.

So then by walking in the true path 
and seeking the only way to true suc
cess and honor and development in 
spiritual things you will gain power to 
overcome that which is around you, 
you may now feel growing strong with
in because of the power to overcome, 
and though vou are called upon to go 
through darkened placpip, ihro.ugfi fields 
of thorns and briars, over rugged 
steeps, forward in tortuous ways, you 
will not be contaminated or injured for 
tlje spirit within is strong, you individ
ually have gained in power, you are of 
those who overcome.

He that overcometh shall indeed find 
the highest of all successes. He who 
overcometh shall indeed reach the open 
pathway that leadeth unto life eternal, 
into happiness that never ends, Into 
splendor that never fades. Angels of 
tarmony, of peace, of love, of ministra
tion, hover all around this mortal 
sphere. They mingle with you along 
the pathways, amid your conditions of

gaining that beautiful consolation that 
takes away the sting and brings only 
peace.

MANY WAYS OF GIVING'HELP.
Now these duties may range in one 

direction or another. You may be so 
placed that you come in contact with 
human beings in different directions 
and are enabled through your own gift 
of eloquence and with the magnetism of 
your personality to so influence your 
follow men as to induce them to listen 
to you and to follow your advice so 
that they enter into lines of research 
and through tjjeir own investigations 

‘aid’‘Able 'to gain knowledge of thé im
mortal world. But you may not be 
able to, do this, and you may be one of 
thé sensitives or mediums who can give 
directly some truth to your fellow man 
of'the immortality of the soul, then you 
will do this perchance in one way, and 
another, and so console, and bless, and 
uplift human beings.

; : But you may not be a medium, in 
such degree as will enablé you to thus 
influence or prove to others the immor
tality of their dear ones, yet in some 
way you may be able to do something 
if it is nothing more than giving a 
dime or a dollar to help someone else

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg is most valuable—it is an en
cyclopedia of information in regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses in importance 
all other works of the kind now pub
lished. It is up-to-date in every partio 
ular. Price, $1.25.

not be satisfied'wHht tinsel and show, 
that cannot be plefi^ed’ with tbipgs that 
concern only the' carnal life. , Those na
tures will apmanil recognition'; they 
will ask that the^“ ma^ be 'given .he . 
things' whicri^^rfedci, an^'as we walk ‘ 
e58ii’^r'the brdaif Wgiiway5 qf’ integrity, 
and of honor seeking for truth, knowl
edge and wibdom’1 We shall gather up 
the blossoms tliht give peace and sweet
ness and light to the spiritual man.
DUTIES TOWARDS .QUR FELLOW, 

I MEN.-.
The only way, then,'for one to suc

ceed is to go forward ds we have, said, 
but there is Bompthing along our lives 
that we must not forget.- While we 
have duties to ourselves to live rightly 
and to do rightly we also have duties 
toward our fellow-men. We have re
sponsibilities to heart Perhaps we 
have been given some ¿feat revelation 
of truth. Perhap»' ’ dome beautiful 
knowledge has come tnto our minds, 
and' we feel illuminated and strength
ened and uplifted by its;power. What, 
then, is our duty in'this respect? If 
this grand knowledge-has come to us 
and we find it has bettered our lives, 
made us more useful ih the world, more 
happv. more full of po-Sfer and honp and 
courage and determination, and we 
know if the same sort'Of knowledge is 
imparted to our felloe ‘men they will 
ne honored and strengthened and filled 
With courage and cheer we are recreant 
to duty if we refrain from telling our 
fellow beings what wb have found aud 
showing them how they may go onward 
to-gain the same.- - »

If this,grand revelation of truth— 
whatever Lt may be—has come into our 
lives to illuminate them sa • that we 
know more and feel mare and are more 
than we were ever before, and we know 
or believe that if the-same revelation 
could be brought to our fellow men they 
would know more and- be more and of 
greater usefulness in’the world, then 
we are cowards and recreants to duty, 
and we faff in our responsibility if we 
do not try to give these Illuminations to 
our fellow men. •

You will pay. "AmDl 1 my brother's 
keeper? - and m this-seise we reply, 
yes. You are not foJbin&yoUT brother 
m a dungeon cell, onplaeehim in sonie 
condition from whichlhemannnt rise or 
move but must be ogonstantly : under 
your watchful, eye oh- Utuier -'the re
straints' watch -you placempom hun: you 
have no right to be-Ihls Ik6eper tn -any. 

■ such sense. But .to -bd hie,keeper in the 
sense of learning hothc- het is situated.- 
whether you can helpilhimpwhether yon 

. can-uplift him, give himtzguldance anti 
assist him tn the attalnnifentof knowl
edge. Th,ua are you or should "you be 
your brother s keeper, thus .helping to 
make him more noble.' And . ennobling 
yourself at the same time.
SPIRITUALISM A GREAT REVELA- 

' ' TION.
Spiritualism has been a great revela- 

t'oir to human life. We discoursed 
upon tEat subject last Sunday. We told 
you much of Spiritualism as it has 
come to-the world and the conditions 
that are meant for the betterment of 
mankind. We will not-go over thia 

■ ground again to-night, but we wish to 
; Bay here In passing that Spiritualism

RIGHT LI VINE
- BY -

SUSAN H. W1XON,
Author of “Apples of Gold." "AH in a I.lfetlm» 

“The Story Hour,'* -'Summer Days ot Onset," 
“Suoday Observance," etc, etc.

Living Is an art, o method of expressing crest 
concepttous; In fact, the blgbost method, the nobled 
of cho arts. — Thomas Stark Kino.

give the light and the truth and help' to 1 mortal existence. They walk by your

This book gtvea an admirable course of sindy In 
ettdea, and Biippltes a long-felt want of an ecbloal 
‘Oxt-book especially adapted to the eotuprebenaion of 
cnlldren, as well as older persons whom it is wisely 
and appropriately designed to Interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessens.

The author shows a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. BUe il lustra tai 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It is especially adapted 
for use In children's lyceums. Inibehands of moth
ers and teachers it may lie made very useful. Young 
android win be benefited by it. It is a most excellent 

book and should be widely circulated. Price 11.00.side. They seek to make you know of 
their presence, but better than all 
knowledge you can gain of their pres
ence, to them, is the thought that they 
can help you to overcome, to overcome 
temptations, obstacles in the pathway 
of progress, that which binds and lim
its, that which holds and weighs the 
spirit down. Thus they are happy. 
Thev fe^ofee and Plough ’'Ou n'”"“' 
know they come to you though you 
never get one word from them of per 
sonal thought and identity, if they can 
help you into light; to unfold vour best 
powers of right doing and nght living, 
they will rejoice with joy unspeakable 
and full of glory: aqfi by your every ef
fort to thus walk onward, to do the 
best and find the best in life will you 
walk hand in fiand with them over the 
rugged places, up the steeps of time, 
through the highways of experience, 
onward to the grand fields of knowl
edge. of spirit power, of self conquest, 
of higher conquests of spiritual and 
soul life where all is divine, where all is 
grand and free for the on-marching hu
man entity that is seeking oneness 
with God. oneness with Eternal Good.

sustain the spiritual press in its great 
movement of disseminating truth con
cerning spirit life and immortality.

Or it may be in'the direction of helping 
to feed some sensitive who has done 
his work, or is trying to do his work in 
demonstrating the truth of spirit com
munion to the world; or in giving a 
helping hand and sympathetic touch ta 
the workers who are going forth here 
and there for they need your influence 
-and your kindliness in order that they 
may be better and stronger in their ef
forts to uplift and bless humanity. In 
some way vou c&n do good. In some 
way you can help spread the light 
You may not perhaps, assist others in 
finding the truth in soms direction, but 
you will be able to make the world 
brighter and better that you have lived, 
and the only way ta find true success : 
the only way to reach pure and abid
ing happiness that will never fail under 
any conditions or ip any situation, in 
any place or clime, is the way of doing 
right, of reaching onward, of following 
high aspirations with/pure heart in or
der to gam that which is the noblest of 
all things. ;

SPIRITUAL UNFOLDMENT.
Spiritual unfoldment in its sweetest 

and purest aspect is not always devel
oping mediumship. The development 
of mediumship, in putting forththose 

ipowerB and reaching human souls in 
enlightenment, consolation, instruction 
and helpfulness generally is of the 
highest use and it is important and 
beautiful in value;, but one and another 
may not be able todevefop this partic
ular thing called medlirmsmp. but.you 
can all develop .spiritually. You can 
all develop thé spiritual faculties and 
impulses:and graces of the selfhood 
within., and that is higher than, the de
velopmentof -mediumship alone: that, 
is -grander and sweeter than the unfold
ment of any powers that you can spir
itual that depend on external expres
sion.--

Unfold yourselves spiritually and you

NO BEGINNING.
An Excellent Work for 

Thinkers.
This book, "No Beginning,” is bje 

William H. Maple. The Arena says ot 
it: “The argument is unanswerable. 
The book will at once appeal to the rea- 
lon of every reader, and leave him 
more amazed than ever at the preva
lence of the theory of Creation." The

Two has always been a fateful num- 
Free Thought Ideal says: "We found it 
full ot glittering thoughts for thinkers- 
and the very death warrant of Chris
tian superstition shines upon Its pages. 
Mro 75 cents. •

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART I.—The Pentateuch

Comments on Genesis. Exodus. Leviticus. 
Numbersand Deuteronomy, bv Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton. Lillie Devereux Rlake. Kev. Phcbe 
Hanaford. Ciara Bewick Colby. Ellen Battelle 
Dettrlek. Mis. Louisa Southworth. Drsula N. 
Gestefeld, and Francis E Barr.

But passing along the way of life and 
seeking for truth, for knowledge, for 
wisdom, we shall constantly gain moie 
and more of these, because we will 
grow more and more receptive to them. 
The man who passes along the same 
pathway seeking for gold will not go 
carelessly along and neglect many pla
ces and objects by the way. but he will 
search carefully, he will scrutinize ev
ery particle, he will look with discern
ment—he is seeking for sopie spécial 
thing and if it/is to be found he intends 
to find it: so he who is really consci
entiously. steadfastly seeking foe truth 
and knowledge and wisdom will go 
about it in a careful manner. He Will 
nqt carelessly neglect all ^>r much of. 
that which is by the way. but he will 
examine closely that which he per
ceives. He will scrutinize it with clear 
eye and., observation ip order to ascer
tain if wnat he seeks is to be found, 
therefore will truth and knowledge and 
wisdom be attained in some degree, be
cause by seeking for it you place your- 
selves In position to attain these things- 
Therefore he who presses on in the 
path of right looking for that which is 
of the spirit belonging to the higher 
conditions of existence, is finding the 
best way. the purest and the highest 
way toward the. unfoldment of his own 
powers, toward the achievement of all 
that he undertakes to dp. ■ ■
THE WAY- OF HIGHEST SUCCESS

To attain miccessjn life—the best 
success right here, in this existence up
on the mortal plane—there Is. only one

theWhen Aurora In beauty awakens

SYMPATHY AND PAIN.By walking in the light of this right
living and right doing; receiving the" Sympathy Itself is developed because

has ceme to many of you as a wonder-, having nothing within yourselves that 
ful revelation, as a glorious demonstra-1 has not been overcome by the higher

«

will walk in the light/ Unfold, 
selves spiritually, and you will 
happiness. You will only do 
having no desire to do otherwise.

your- 
reach 
right, 

You • After Her Death. The Story 
Bummer. - -By Lilian Whiting, 
mind that loves spiritual thought 
tall to be fed-and delighted with

THINKING OF YOU

of a 
No 

. can 
this

rays of illumination from spiritual 
sources on high: you are Indeed: gain- 

i Ing In knowledge: you are acquiring 
( wisdom, and it Is becoming a part of 
vour natures. The true way. the only 
way through which one may profit by 
his experiences and-gain the best of un- 

[ foldment for himself, and by which he 
. may help his fellow men. is by walking 
I in the light, the spiritual light which

of pain. There are those gbing through 
the world who boast that they have 
never known a- day of sickness, and 
never suffered pain. As they have 
never known, want they have never 
known what it is to desire and need 
something of the necessities , of life, 
and they are not the truest-hearted 
they are not the- most tender in soul 
and earth life. .While they may desire

morn.—
And blds the night shadows adieu: 

And dew-drops like jewels, the flowers 
adorn.

Sweetheart! I am thinking of you.
And at noon when the spn-god rides 

\ high in the sky.
And I sit in the shade of the yew: - 

And the birds in the-branches go flit
tering by—

. Ah! then. I am thinking of,you.
And. when I am dreaming of some lov- 

. ing heart,
That will always be faithful and 

true:
Alas! from my dream I awake with a 

start—
To.find I am thinking of you.

And when the night queen, with her 
silvery light. -

Glides smoothly along in the blue: 
And all nature is hushed in the still

ness of night— ■.
In dreams I am thinking of you. 

- IRENE CLIFTON.
. Cincinnati. Ohio. ■

will only live right, having no tempta
tion to do wrong. You-will come in 
contact with your fellow beings with a 
sweet influence, an uplifting power. - 
because you will not have anything 
within yourselves to drag you down:

book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced Ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mine onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
bwfic for the higher life. Price, 

' '■ ■

THE WOMAN'S BIBLC--PARTII.
■ Judges. Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com* 

ments on the Old and New Testaments, from. 
Joshua to Revelation. The comments are keen, 
bright, spicy, full of wit. the work of radical 
thinkers who are not ignorant of the higher 
criticism- There Is not a doll page in either of 
these books, but each »is a galaxy of the bright 
minds of the day and throw a new light on the 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Price of 
each, paper. BO cents.

Psychic Light
BY MRS. BRAKE.

Important Addition to Our Literature.
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national

reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
save been most marvelous. She has 
written a. book with this title: "P8Y-
CHIC LIGHT—THE 
LAW AND LIFE." 
volume of. 600 pages, 
attention from the 
end. It is chockful 
tents. Price of this 
(1.5Q postpaid.

CONTINUITY OF 
It is a ponderous

It will hold your 
beginning to the 
of • stirring inch 

large volume, only

Works of Thomas Paine
A new edition In paper covers with luge clear WM

• compriB|n¿¡ 
Age of Reason... 
Rights of Man.... 
Crisis.................... 
Common Sense...

TM>l>awcnM0 opportunity toiccunUteae kteaA 
«M »oriti. M tbeprlotl. wltfiln the rekelt ottiL'Wr- 
ale at titln office.
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Spiritualist should read it. jj

jour engagement. M. W.'

BODY AND SOUL CULTURE.

BO

will çome and tbaiway open as fast as
)

things.

my father had lived we would 
seep each other often, I am sure.
Is, I do think Uncle Silas might 
and see his only brother’s only

have 
As It 
come 
child

GENERAL SURVEY.
(Continued from page 6.)

mine. I always loved pretty 
and Mrs. Leo has lots of.them.

Co be continued.)

Continuity of Life and Spirit Com
munion. '

there was an old-fashioned latch upon
the door, but ft would not stay latched.. J a® fitted for ft.

tibe XigbLSmong tbe

The Important Question

WHAT SPIRITUALISTS BELIEVE

Spiritualists.
The writer, for Instance, being

Dr. Robert Greer Answers the Query, 
According to His Judgment.

Suggested by Dr. Alex. Caird, of Lyon, Mass,
Massachusetts steps to the front and demands a hear

ing. Alex. Caird, M. D;, an influential Spiritualist, 
suggests a Symposium on an exceedingly import
ant subject. It will be inaugurated in his special 
honor as a leading and highly respected Spiritualist 

‘ of the Old Bay State, one who is constantly „work
ing .for the spread of the Truth as manifested in 
Spirit Return. It will prove especially interesting, 
suggestive and valuable to every reflective mind.

H Gbarminoli
; .. ■ . . - H .'7

Most Beautifully Suggestive is “Thei. Light Among 
■ the Hills,” by Mrs. 1. L. Lewis, of Bethel, Vt. It 

is narrative founded on facts alone,'and every

PART SECOND. .
• My Dear Martha:—What in this 
world has become of you? It seems an 
age since I heard from you last. I hope 
you have not forgotten the solemn com
pact we made with our hands on The dic
tionary and our feet on the hymn hooks. 
I am sure tills is not very sisterly behav
ior for one who has thus solemnly 
pledged herself to be a sister to me! If

will have a pious spasm and roll his 
eyes and shake hfs head and cry, "Infi
delity!’’ which seems to be tbe worst 
sounding word he can think of, and 
which is supposed to ostracise the one 
against whom it Is hurled, and reflect 
a certain sort of sanctity upon the 
turler. Do write and tell me all about,

©ills.

What Does Spiritualism Teach That Spirit 
ualists Believe in Common ?

Dr. Caird asks, . What does Spiritual
ism teach that Spiritualists believe In 
common? \ ........

I reply, a great deal. To begin with, 
all Spiritualists unite In one - common 
belief of human immortality—that the 
so-called dead live, that the resurrec
tion takes place at death—the death of 
the body—no imprisonment of the'soui, 
in tbe grave, awaiting a. general judg
ment dav, as taught by'biblical Chris
tianity; that all Interstellar space is 

■ occupied with spirit people, whose all- 
seeing eyes are upon us, and by whom 
we are all surrounded; that disem
bodied human spirits can and do return 
to earth, manifest to humans, hold con
verse with loved ones, in dreams and 
visions, and through the intermediary 

■of a certain class of spirit, media.
This is the foundation of Modern 

Spiritualism, and because of its won
drous and interesting conclusions hav
ing been forced'upon us/ we as a people 
are compelled to believe therein in 
Cbmmon. Hence, we who believe are

what all • Spiritualists practically • be
lieve ip common: . ■
"Just keep the heart a-beatin', warm, 

Be kind ter every feller; . - . , . • .
Look out fer the rainbows In the storm, 

But—carry yer umbreller. ■
“Be brave ter battle with the strife, 

’ Be true when people doubt you; 
Don’t think that money'ri all In life, 

But—carry some about you! -
“An’ when it’s time to shuffle off, 

An’ you have done yer mission. 
Jest put yer trust in Providence, 

An’ call a good physician,'” 
Chicago, XU. DR. R. GREER:

thoroughly familiar with the charming 
phenomena of spiritual existence and 
spirit communion, so frequently seen 
in.his own experience and through his 
own spiritual vision, could not be oth
erwise than a Spiritualist.

All Spiritualists “stand pat" on this 
great foundation principle of Spiritual
ism.

It is only on the great and wonderful 
Bide-lights of Spiritualism that some 
among us differ.

But Spiritualism—vivacious Spiritual
ism—having reached its present, high 
development, and antagonizing, as it 
does, all certain-old usages, traditions 

• and ideas, and suggesting new reforms 
in their stead, makes It little wonder 

~ why few among us, or even many, 
•should differ.

All great minds; in-some, points or 
other of controversy, differ, most not
ably In points of politics or religion. 
Even great scientists, in points of as
tronomy, the nebular hypothesis, the 
order of the universe,/ the causes -of 
earthquakes, etc., differ. And why may 
not Spiritualists in points of contro
versy also differ.

But Spiritualists, unlike other people, 
are never moved by popular prejudice 
or popular delusions, And why? Sim
ply because Spiritualists do their own 
thinking.

Practically each human mind exists- 
as an independent unit and is peculiar 
unto itself and because the power of 
thought and multitude of ideas are un
limited, each according to his mental 
calibre or mental illumination will hold 
to his own religious viewpoints, his'own 
political platform. He may be narrow, 
nevertheless won’t let go till, perhaps, 
broadened by education or spiritual en
lightenment.

All Spiritualists, however, believe in 
common the following subjects: Law 
and order, live topics, good morals, the 
sanctity of marriage, industry and duty, 
sanitation and hygiene, medical and 
health reform, social and political re"- 
form, elevation of humanity, tbe Gold
en Rule, the absurdity of blood atone
ment or foolishness of- the so-called 
Christian plan of salvation, the ever
lasting burnings as-a divine revenge 
for Christian unbelief or heresy, the 
imposition upon tbe human race and 
slander upon Deity, by priestcraft/ in

To the Editor:—I feel that Dr, Alex. 
Caird’s article in The Progressive 
Thinker of Sept. 9, Is pre-eminently sug
gestive, and deals with a question of - 
the most vital Importance, for -if as as
serted, “In union there is strength,” 
then surely Spiritualists cannot have 
the strength that comes from true 
union unless the- preponderating ele
ments of their belief are held in com
mon at least by the majority. I think 
the preponderating elements of belief 
should be'such as lead to righteousness, 
a righteousness born of the Recognition 
of the needs of thé bodjf as well as the 
needs of the spirit, so that in very 
truth hygiene and physical culture may 
go hand in hand with soul culture, a 
physical culture that shall assure per
fect bodies and a high intelligence, and 
a, soul culture that shall so direct thé 
intelligence that the spiritual attributes 
of the man shall be so developed, that 
they shall dominate the animal in his 
nature, so that as a spiritual being, 
even while on earth, he can manifest 
the Divine .and Godlike.

The above taken with the general ac
ceptance of the knowledge of the conti
nuity of life and spirit communion, it 
seems to me would constitute a basis of 
common- belief broad enough to serve 
as a foundation for thé religion of Spir
itualism, and upon which can be builded 
the religious fabric that shall serve to 
held in harmonious union future gener
ations.

I believe that if we can arrive at such 
a state of common faith in the essen
tials named, other and inlciffental prob
lems will be easily solved and condi
tions adjusted to meet requirements.

In Spiritualism we have a Religio-Scl- 
ence, a religion In the sense that it “re
binds” humanity into one homogeneous' 
whole, through the influence of the 
truths it demonstrates; a science in the 
fact that it offers explicit analysis of 
natural phenomena, and thus adds to 
the common wealth of human knowl
edge, and as knowledge and union of ef
fort aré fundamental essentials in hu
man welfare, and are thus supplied by 
Spiritualism, I am sufficiently optimis
tic to believe that after another fifty 
years have elapsed, most of the condi
tions that we now deplore will have 
passed away and Spiritualism will have 
become all that has been promised for 
it. ■ ' .
. Just as fermentation always leads to 
purification, so will the present agita
tion in our ranks eventually lead to the 
vindlcatioivand triumph of our cause.

OSCAR A. EDGERLY.

once in a while. Honestly I think it is 1 
shameful that you and I have met but ’ 
once. Well' it was certainly a case of • 
love at first sight! - 1

; We are moved at last, and jyhat John ‘ 
ever wanted to buy this place for I can- * 
not imagine. It is a large house and it 
has an ancient look to It. ' One could 
not call it out of repair, and yet11 can- 
stantly feel that it is. Mother says I 
am.-always feeling that something is so 
OY not so. If -I believed in ghosts, 1 
should -think this house haunted, but I. 
do not believe in them—or at least 1 
suppose I do not. Sometimes 'lately I 
incline to the opinionthat I do not know 
what I believe. I have always been 
told that only the very ignorant believe, 
in ghosts; but. Jesus Christ’believed in 
¿hosts—was he ignorant? I always felt 
that, the spirits of the dead; do some
times return, and’what are ghosts but 
spirits? I said something of this sort 
before onr minister one day, and he 
was greatly shocked, 'or pretended to 
be. I told him the Bible was full of 
spirits and their doings, and I got the 
concordance and proved it, but I might 
better have saved my breath, for he 
only said sternly, "For heaven's sake, 
Miss Marah, do not turn Spiritualist, or 
have any thing to dp with that doctrine- 
of devils.”

“Why is it a doctrine of devils?’'. I 
asked.

“Because,” and he Bpoke in a hushed 
and awful tone, “it tramples underfoot 
the blood of the covenant (wbat does 
that mean?) by allowing that all men 
have Immortality regardless of what 
they believe, and itn infidel may enter 
tbe realms of bllBB side by side with the 
true believer/’

He was bo high and mighty about it 
that he scared me a llttle for a minute, 
but I recovered. I know enough to 
know that high-mightiness never 

■ proved anything, yet. j„ don’t know 
anything about Spiritualism, but now I 
want to. I want to know where the 
devil comes In. I know l ath dreadfufly 
■wicked, but J can’t help wanting to 
know things, John told me yesterday 
tl’.at he had a picture of me and when 
I asljed to see it he showed me a sheet 
of- white paper with a big interrogation 
point upon it. Everybody laughed but 

■ me.
• I was going to tell you about our new 

home, so I will begin. I call it real, 
spooky around the edges, and this is 
what makes me: The next day after we 
moved here. Mother and John went to 
the old place and left me alone. I was 
as busy as could be and did not notice 
anything queer until I had shut.the hall 
door several times. Then J noticed that

' Spruce Grove Farm. ■ 
My Dear Marah:—It is with a break

ing heart that I cotne to you to-night, I 
aip glad that I know I will have your, ■ 
love and sympathy." There 1b no’ one 
but you to ’whom I can go excepting 
Aunt Laura, arid Bhe is away just now. 
O dear, it seems tp me as if everything^ 
1b happening juet now, I came home 
happy and eve’rytliing looked’ bright 
and beautiful. Father and I talked- 
a,bout my experiences and what, had- 
happened at-home during my absence,■ 
and we had so much to say that we, 
were a long tline gettlrig.home from the! ■ 
depot.

Father said I better not mention the 
subject to mother, ior she had said that- 
she would not believe in Spiritualism if 
site kriew it was true.- Father.Baid he' 
was not prepared to express any opin
ion farther than to say he did not think 
the manifestations we'had seen were to 
be explained by human, agency, devils, 
trickery or imagination. He said he, 
was prejudiced against the name Spirit
ualism, and he did not want my prime 
associated with it. ,'

That hurt me, ter I know , that it 
stands for all that 1b pure and helpful^ 
and true and good. arid If others do not 
Bee It so. It is because they do not un
derstand it. <

Charlie is mucli better, but the doc-’ 
ter thinks he may always be an invalid, 
but it seems to jpe I cannot, will not 
have-It bo. Thenar, boy was delighted 
to see me, and told^me all about the 
strange happenings, here. He told me 
a good many things pur parents do not 
know. He Baid he dynot dare tell any
body but me lest (they think him crazy.

Mother told me the next day that she 
asked the doctor if Charlie’s mind was 
all right, and he said “yes.” Charlie is 
not sick, he Is, all. over that; it is a 
dreadful lameness apd. it cripples him.

I went to Unelp Ezra about the first 
thing T did, audj tpiri him all my expe
riences and how I wanted to work for 
the'cause of ^i)th, apd, asked hiB ad- 
Yifie.,. H^ safij ^t^e^Bon^B ability .to 
do great' things wps ^usually measured, 
hy th'eir willingness to do little things 
faithfully. He told inefto rely upon no 
spirit but my own for guidance; to ob
serve grid follow its leadings wlthouLa 
tear, for if would never lead me wrong. 
He said that I would draw to myself a 
class of spirits in harmony with my 
real self and earnest desires, and they 
will help.me if J need- help, but ad
vanced spirits are, never meddlesome 
and never seek to. vaunt themselves nor 
their- medium.- He told me never to 

। obey any. one in the flesh or out if they 
, advised or commanded me to do what 
; my own spirit disapproves of. • He said 
। not to be in any hurry about going to 
l work but awaftfthe guidance of the spir- 
; ii and follow it carefully and the work

The 
World

Is 
/YglovV 
With 
Spirit 
Return !

Are You Helping It to Glow?
Are You Helping to Spread the Reeords oi tno 

Phenomena and the Literature oi the 
Gause You Have Espoused?

JLOO’S WORTH
FREE/A

If You Have

Anyone can try free this wonderful new- 
3-fo|d treatment which is curing thou
sands.
Send us your name to-day if you have- 

Piles,- or the itching, inflamed feeling 
which, tells that they are coming. Re
turn mail will bring
you our complete new 
3-fotd absorption cure 
for Piles in every form. 
If you are fully satis
fied with the benefit re
ceived,. send us the 
price,-. One Dollar. If 
not, say so, and it 
costs you nothing. You 
decide, - This remedy 
la curing cases of 30 
and 40 years’ standing,

0. W.(A« »LECK. M. 0., 
LL. P. Ex-Pr»«. Medicai 
UaìienlW. of Ohio, 
Surgeon U. S.Armr.

as well as all the earlier stages. It 
will cure you to stay cured, for it re
moves the cause. Don’t neglect piles,, 
they lead'to the dreaded listula and 
cancer, but write to-day. Our valuable 
book ;(ln colors)- comes free with the 
treatment, all in plain package. Dr. 
Van Vleck Co., X021 Majestic Bldg., 
JackBon, Mich. Send no money—only 
your name. Write to-day. ,

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OB

Dial Planchette.

IF NOT, WHY NOT?
Read This Great Proposition and Get Busy!

misrepresenting and libeling Him, In 
imputing to Him a greater cruelty than 
that of man, making men actually 
afraid to die; a demand for justice, 
the divine healing power, the denuncia
tion of the spiritual counterfeit, the 
law of .love for wife, husband and 
child, neighbor and friend; to make 
home happy, to love the beautiful in art 
and nature, to remember with helpful 
thoughts and generous deeds our re
tired indigent and invalid spiritual 
workers who are at present the honor
ary pension wards of our indefatigable 
N. S. A., and lastly, though not least, 

. - our sacred obligations to our valuable 
spiritual propaganda press, in our. striv
ing for its larger circulation ' and a 
wider distribution of its books of litera
ture.

The spiritual journal is an-absolute 
necessity to every Spiritualist Those 
who read its weekly pages are best in
formed and most' intelligent in regard 
to. the phenomena and progress of 
Spiritualism. . •

These and more are subjects in which 
all Spiritualists believe in common.

To know Spiritualism as it really is, 
to realize its divine presence, to listen 
to its still,-small, friendly voice, to feel 
its burning words of inspiration, to see, 
talk and walk with it as did' certain 

. patriarchs of old, to be a-daily witness
■of Its magnificent wealth of wisdom, 

and health and life-giving power, is to 
take on a new lease of life, wear a 
broader smile of joy and renew one’s 
confidence in the angelic spirit forces, 
ever working in the interest of all well- 
disposed- persons, whose aim in life is 
to do right Mid live the religion of the 
Golden Rule.

All persons should study Spiritualism, 
for of all studies which the human mind 
can be engaged-in, there- is none more' 
sublime or wonderful. Such studies 
will carry one up to the noblest heights, 
giving sw’eet and lasting pleasures.

Spiritualism, indeed, on account of 
its many and great virtues, should be 
zealously advocated by every one inter
ested in human welfare, and ecclesias
tics/ especially, tor their people’s sake, 
should take interest—active, friendly In- 

. . terest—In its divine propaganda.
.. In conclusion, the following . sentl- 
monts inyverse, are a fair sample of

The naturiti rights of men, civil and 
political, are llbeity, equality, security, 
property, social protection, and resist
ance to oppression. Liberty consists in 
the right to do whatever is not contrary 
to the rights of others.—Thomas Paine.

Not more surely is the blood quick
ened and purified by contact with the 
unbreathed air than is the spirit of man 
vitalized and made strong by inter
course with the teal things of the earth. 
—John Burroughs.

He that does good for .good’s Bake, 
seeks neither praise nor reward, but he’ 
is sure of both in the end,—Penn.

The' funeral of Isaac'N. Richardson, 
one of Washington’s best known busi
ness men, was held ibis afternoon from 
his. late home, 1511 S. street northwesL 
At the conclusion of the services, which 
were under the auspices of. the Spirit
ualists’ Church, the body was taken to 
Lee’s undertaking establishment and 
cremated. Mr. Richardson died sud
denly Thursday kfternooh. He bad a 
stroke of paralysis in a cigar store' on 
Fourteenth street, while on his- way 
home and died in his home an >hour_ 
later. Although Mr. RicbàrdBOn had" 
suffered from three previous' paralytic 
strokes, on the day of his death ho was 
in-apparently good health. Mrs. J. L. 
Edson officiated at thè funeral.—Wash
ington (D. C.) Times. .

Mrs. R. S. Lillie, one of our most effi
cient workers in the ranks of Spiritual
ism was in Chicago last week. She is 
a delegate to the N. S. A. convention, 
and will probably deliver several lec
tures before she returns to the Pacific 
coast _

Dr..Beverly writes: “Mrs. O. E. Dan
iels, an inspirational speaker/ held her. 
audience . deeply interested Sunday 
evening at Arlington Hall; Her daugh
ter Florence sang a beautiful, solo, and: 
the-choir sang some lovely songs. Mr. 
Peterson and. Miss Grey' also played 
several pieces on the piano, wholly un
der inspiration. 'Heavenly music pro
duced by inspiration brings fine condi
tions for the honest spiritual mediums 
who follow with, a message for all 
present." ’ .

"Spiritual Songs tor the Uso of cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other ’ Spirit- 
uallstiB Gatherings.” By Mattie EJ. 
Hall. Price 10 cents.

Whep-I was looking at it the latch lift
ed out of the. catch and the door swung 
open. I went and got a stick, and after
ward the scissors, and put in over the 
latch, but they would fly out and the 
latch would lift and the door swing- 
open; I never heard anything, but all 
day I felt as if someone was with, me, 
and after a while I got nervous. Our 
dog Pete acted very queer several 
times.. He would look straight at, noth
ing and growl and his hair "would 
bristle, and then he would skulk behind 
me as if afraid.

Tyhen I told mother and John about 
these things they laughed at me. r 
asked .mother if she ever knew me to 
tell a-lie, and she said no; that she did 
not doubt bill what I told everything 
just as I thought, I saw It, but I was 
afraid at being left .alone, and'my nerv- 
ousnesB made me easily deceived. ,

Mother ought to know that I am 
never afraid when - Clone. I wonder 
why a truthful person cannot be be
lie vedwhen'talking about the super; 
natural (Is there any such thing as get? 
ting above nature?) According to.the 
Bible Wonderful'things used to occur, 
and we arejtolfl we’must believe them 
even if we can’t explain them.' O dear,- 
I am all out of fix, so do write soon and 
explain things to your loving / ' •

; MARAH.'.
P. S.—John has just brought me your 

letter telling me about your stay with’ 
Aunt Laura.- He had tbe letter In his 
pocket’ all the time I have been watch; 
Ing for it and .blaming you. He is a 
dear good brother or I would be very 
angry-with him." You blessed little 
saint! I am very glad about the way 
things have come into your life and yet 
I feel in my bones you have severe 
trials before you, but you will conquer 
—something tells me you will.

' Are-you going to call yourself a Spir
itualist? I shall admire your courage if 
you do. I am wanting to know some
thing about Spiritualism, and here you 
are right in it. Isn’t it queer how 
things come about? ■ •
"Our part of the world is mostly inhab

ited by people who have no religion to 
speak of unless something new is in
troduced, and then every old sinner

I came home a kittle disappointed, but 
I feel that he ifl right When we want 
things to. go a certain way we always, 
like to find some, one to encourage us in 
thinking that thqy.are going to go that 
way. I once heard Mrs. Justin Bay 
that most , of .those who seek a medium 
do not want to hear the truth unless it 
is agreeable to them. I do not want to 
be like that. I want to know the truth, 
if it upsets ev.ery hope I cherish. -

O, Marah, dear, there is no use trying 
to put -it oft any longer,' but' I- don’t 
know how "to tell you what has hap
pened. I feel so. lonely and. desolate, 
and I can’t Bee why it need to have 
b.een so; If you knew how-I feel to
night you would never call me , a saint 
again; and yet I want to do just right 
more than anything else—or F think I 
do../ -. < • •■/:,/' r/- . ■ .

In my‘last letter! told you all about 
my engagement to Clifton Lee, and now' 
I have to tell.yoivihat it -is broken—all 
over, and—O Marah,1 thought he loved 
me so much and .I-waS goTng to be/ so 
happy. • - \ ■

In the letter» I wrote to Clifton while 
I/wm with Aunt .Laura I never wrote 
à word about Spiritualism, but I knew- 
thé first time he.teçmeto see me-after 
F got back homo'idought to tell-him 
rnd.I was suchia soward 1 dreaded .it 
The next -day, after iegot brickhe camé- 
to "see me. andiwP>»tenf down the road 
for a walk andfl! tdld him' some of; thé 
things -! saw, hnd. heard .while - r was 
away. He listened - attentively and 
when I stoppeflntalklng he said, “Who 
is this Mrs. Austin;? Isn’t she a Spirit
ualist medium?? .-bj

THE GOOD ACCOMPLISHED BY THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER 
IN SENDING OUT THE TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS CAN NOT 
WELL BE OVERESTIMATED. ORDERS COME IN NEARLY EV
ERY DAY FOR THE ENTIRE SET, AND THOSE WHO RECEIVE 
THEM ARE ESPECIALLY DELIGHTED. IN AT LEAST 20,000 
HOMES THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER HAS BEEN INSTRU
MENTAL IN ESTABLISHING THE NUCLEUS OF A LIBRARY. 
THE TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS FORMERLY SOLD AT PRICES 
BANGING FROM $1 TO $1.50 EACH, MAKING THE COST OF THE 
ABOVE NOT LESS THAN $13. ALL WE REALIZE FOR THE 
WHOLE SET, AFTER PAYING POSTAGE, IS A LITTLE OVER $2 
- SOMETHING NEVER BEFORE ACCOMPLISHED IN THIS COUN
TRY OR EUROPE. ANY PERSON WHO SENDS IN A YEARLY 
SUBSCRIPTION AND WHO DESIRES ONLY O^E BOOK, CAN 
TAKE HIS CHOICE OF THE TWELVE FOR ONLY 25 CENTS, THUS 
MAKING THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER THE CHEAPEST SPIR
ITUALIST PAPER PRINTED IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. 
ONLY OUR SUBSCRIBERS CAN PURCHASE THESE PREMIUM 
BOOKS AT THE PRICES GIVEN. ANOTHER NEW AND INTER
ESTING VOLUME WILL BE ISSUED NEXT SPRING.

-I trembled Sol could hard stand, 
but I said, .“yes'.”' ■ • ' ■

“Then,” , said -Clifton, "she" is a'bad 
woman and she has bewitched you.”-

"Oh, no; .you are greatly mistaken,”- 
I said. Aunt Laura knows Mrs. Austin 
very well and she says she is the purest 
and best woman she ever knew.” ■»

He looked at me sternly and said: 
"That shows what sort of a woman 
your Aunt Laura is. Martha Weston, I 
am surprised at you! Everybody knows 
that the mere fact_of a woman’s calling 
herself a medium proves ¿ttv is any
thing but what' a woman oughtto be.”

I was so surprised at his words that 
I did not know what to'say for a min
ute. 'I had never thought of suqh a 
thing, and it seemed to-me that I would 
choke to death; and then a strength 
came to. me and I stopped trembling 
and. said: “How many mediums have 
you ever known? Please tell me taat.” 
■ His face flushed and he said angrily, 
“I never knewsany, and I never intend 
to., I prefer to keep respectable com
pany.” '■

“Then,” said I, “ you know nothing 
about the matter.”

He caught my hands in his and looked 
at me,, and his face softened, and he 
said tenderly, “You poor little-girl, 
you-are. more to be pitied than blamed, 
for you are too innocent to understand, 
I am ten years' older than you are, 
child, and know the world much better 
than you do or have any right to. You 
will get all over this infatuation now 
you are away f?om it, so we will think 
no more about it.”
■ He kissed me and I broke down and 
cried; Just at that minute" ! heard 
Charlie calling me/ so I had to go'back 
home but I cried most all , night I 
know ft was very foolish, but ! couldn’t 
■help It ' ’’ ’

The he'xt day ’mother got a letter 
frpm Ciifton’s^mothw '; asking us to 
come over the next day but one and 
stay all' day. .’ Mother wks real pleased, 
but for some reason I dreaded it, but of 
course I had to keep still about it and 
go. Mrs.-Lee and Clifton were real 
kind and pleasant. They live in a big 
house and it is beautifully furnished.. I 
bail never been there .before but I have 
always heard mother speak of them as 
being “worth a good deal of property," 
and I think it had more to do With her 
pleasure at our engagement than any
thing else. I never thought much 
about the money, but when I got into 
the house I began- to feel the great dif
ference between Clifton’s home and

WHEELING, W. VA.

Encouraging Report of the Condition of 
the Cause,.

This Instrument is substantially the 
same as that employed by Prof. Hare in 
his early investigations. In its im
proved form it has been before the pub
lic tor more than twelve years, and in 
the hands of thousands of persons has 
proved its superiority over the Plan
chette, and all other instruments which, 
have been brought out in imitation, 
both in regard to certainty and correct
ness of tho communications received by 
its aid, and as a means of developing 
mediumship.

Do you wish to Investigate Spirit
ualism?

Do you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Do you desire to receive communica

tions?
The Psychograph is an invaluable as

sistant. A pamphlet with full

• To the Editor:—It is some time since 
I have taken up your valuable space, 
nevertheless I thought possibly your 
readers would like to hear what prog
ress our beautiful truth is making in 
this city and neighborhood. The First 
Spiritualist Association of this city is 
in a very prosperous condition, In every 
respect, rapidly increasing in member
ship and correspondingly financially. 
We. have a large surplus in our treas
ury, under the guiding hand of our un
tiring and self-sacrificing president, 
Henry Brunhaus, and vice-president, 
Brother Schaub, a'man of great intel
lect, and Influence, supported by a 
board of trustees which reflects great 
credit on the members in their selec
tion, these are facts, not written in a 
boasting manner. Also another very 
important auxiliary is .the. Ladles’ Aid, 
with Mrs. H. Brunhaus and M. E.- Nor
rington as-leaders, by their untiring 
efforts have greatly helped us to reach 
that position and influence we did not 
expect to reach so soon. And last but 
not least ! would say, through the ad
ministration of our late pastor, and me
dium, Rev. G. W. Way who, the past 
years, has proved himself one of the 
most gifted men that has graced our 
rostrum. Brother Way’s great hold on 
the people was his wonderful power in 
giving messages, different from many 
mediums; through his guides he wduld 
narrate events, and give .-names, that 
carried conviction to the skeptic and 
cheered the believer.

• At the opening of our season we have 
been fortunate in securing the services 
df-that well-known and deservedly pop
ular speaker .and medium, Rev. Nellie 
S. Baade, of Detroit, Mich., whom we 
have engaged for three months. Mrs. 
Baade is a grand speaker and test me
dium and is being received by large 
audiences who listen to the beautiful 
and instructive utterances that fall 
from her Ups, while under spirit con
trol, A. great feature in her lectures is, 
she takes her subjects from her'audi-. 
once. Our. society is to be congratu
lated on; securing the services of this 
talented and noble woman, and we look 
under her .guidance, for _a continuous 
revival of our loved cause- in our 
midst during her stay with us..

EDWARD S. DILLON, 
Treasurer First Spiritualist Associa

tion, Wheeling, W. Va.

directions for the 
FORMATION of circles and cul- 
mI^TIVAT,0N OF MEDIUMSHIP 
with every instrument.. Many who were 
not aware of their mediumistic gift, 

Bfl 5 few sittings, been able to 
-eceive delightful messages. A vol- 

m eht be filled with'commendatory
ImnL8’ yan? who began with u 53 an 

toy<’ found that the intelligence 
controlling it knew more than them- 
selves, and became converts to Spirit- uansm.

Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., 
writes: “I had communications (by tho . 
Psychograph) from many other friends, ; 
even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. ' 
They have been highly satisfactory, 
and proved to me that Spiritualism is ; 
indeed true, and the communications . 
nave given my heart the greatest com- 
tort in the severest loss I have had of 
son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings 
nave made his name familiar to those 
Interested in psychic matters, writes as 
follows: “I am much pleased with tho 
Fsychograph. It is very simple in prin- ! 
ciple and construction, and I am sure 
must be far more sensitive to spiritual 
power than the one now in use. I be
lieve it will generally supersede the lat
ter when its superior merits become 
known."

Securely packed, and sent postage 
paid from the manufacturer, for $1.00. 
Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

“AS IT IS TO BE.”
A Very Suggestive Work Which 

Beams With Spiritual Truths.

This is a beautiful book, by Cora 
Ljmn Daniels, and it scintillates with 
grand spiritual thought Ap idea of 
this work can be obtained by reading 
the titles of a few of the chapters 
therein:

The process of Dying; Light and 
Spirit; The Law of Attraction; Senses 
of the Spirit; What Is unconscious 
Will; Fear; Astrology; The God-Soul 
of Man; The Drama; A Day in Heaven. 
Price $1.00.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER OHINIQUY.

Th!« is ft most valuable book. It comes from an Bx* 
Priest, whoso cbdr»cter is above reproach, aud who 
knows wbat bo Is talking about. Everybody should 
read IL Price, <1-00. It contains the following chap» 
Ura:

CHAPTER I.
Tho Struggle before tho Surrender of Womanly Se!^ 

reaped in theContoislonaL
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition forIha 
Priest.

CHAPTER III.
Tho Confessional Is the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
‘ How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made easy

•by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

The hlchly-edacaVed and refined Woman In tbe Cob» 
fesilonal—What becomes of her after uncondition: 
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties 01 

Marriage and Human So Jety.
CHAPTER VIL

Should Auricular Confession bo tolerated among Civil' 
Ucd Nations? r

CHAPTER Vni.
Does Auricular Confusion bring Peace to the Soul!

CHAPTER IX.- ’
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture. •
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to coufcM thl 
Abominations ot Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER XL- ' '
Auricular Confession tn Austr&Ua,-America, ' 

Franco.
A . CHAPTER XII. -
A Chapter for tho Consideration of Legislators. Hut* 

bands dad Fathers—Some of the mutters on whtofi 
the Priest of Rome mult Question bls Penitent.

eent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.
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SPIRITUALISM BORN OF WISDOM

a flower, sweet and rare? .
you sense the inspiration in 
face and angel smile?
you wonder at the tinting of 
poems lor awhile?

And my soul seems re-lllpmlned with 
a brightness pure and grand.

Beautiful little ftienb/^

ROBERT GLEN.

is pretty little “Bobble,” and InHere

Do

Do

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER in close tpuch with mbrtafa.

Entered el H>|- Chicago Potblflci ■> Secend-C|a»a Halter

and materializing mediums combined

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1905.

DIVINE DISCONTENT AS A PURIFYING AGENT.

CHICAGO SPIRITUALISTS’ LEAGUE.

A Report of the Last League Meeting.

J.
H. F. ARNOLD.

' i -

stóiMfiétì

is 
to

Side medium, then gavera few clear cut 
messages In his own inimitable way, 
and the meeting adjourned.'

The November meeting will be held

This Is Not 
Editor.

It has brought-to the wprlda higher 
and nobler conception of- Deity and 
placed the angels of LIGHT AND LOVE

WORDS OF CAUTION.
Vou should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
Jbe lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th.n you are per
fectly safe, and will eave yourself an
noyance and trouble.

features of Spiritualism as they are to- 25 
day, then you invite STAGNATION and. ( 
SELF-DESTRUCTION. Those’ Bp&lr-!

Saturday evening, November 4, with Dr. 
M. Peebles as speaker.

It has Influenced legislation, resulting _ _ 
In placing humanity on a higher plane, present time, t!

It entered the White House at Wash- OH a higher plane.

Published Every Saturday at 40 Loomla Street, 

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor
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THE BEAUTY AND GRANDEUR OF SPIRIT RETURN.-

o

a Good. Likeness Of the

Spirit Return.-, is one of the greatest 
boons that ever came to m^klnu.

It has illuminated the world-polira 
light divine. -

It lias established the important tact 
♦hat tlie spirit.survives the death of the 
body.

It lias banished tlie orthodox devil, 
.extinguished the fires of hell and made 
a medium of Jesus—simply a man like 
ether men, possessing no more power 

. than the ordinary mortal andi giving ut
terance to nothing new.

,- It lias enlarged the horizon of the 
spiritual vision, and made a HEAVEN 
in harmony with existing facts—a 
heaven given to man, and'whlch corre

sponds In all respects : to his own life 
qnd aspirations—no better, no worse.

dt has dissipated many, errors which 
existed as the basis of superstition and 

- ignorance. — ■

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION;
The PnoGREsarvB Thinkeb will be fmnished 

until further notice at th© lolloping term»» in* 
variably in advance:
One Year,.................................   JI W
SixMomhs...................................  Wets
Thirteen Weeks,.......................................... • 25ots
SiiiglG Copy,  ................................................ 3018

REMTTTOCESi
Remit by Postofilce Money order, Registered 

Letter or Draft on Chicago or New York. It 
cost« from 10 to 15 cento to get checks cashed on 
local banks, so do not send them unless you 
wish that amount datucted from the amount 
sent. Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 

-Loomis Street, Chicago, III

It Uns entered the palace of the Jjlng, 
the hovel of the poverty-stricken, the 
cottage of the peasant, placing the oc
cupants on the same level in respect to 
spiritual favors.

It has healed the sick, saved people 
from disasters and brought-consolation 
to the bereaved, mourners.

ington, threw an angelic influence over 
the immortal LINCOLN, culminating in 
his issuing tlie Emancipation Proclama
tion, freeing millions of slaves. ;
, Yes, Spirit Return, when controlled 
by the wisp sages of the spirit realms; 
becomes the Savior, of.humanity,;.,the

be rendered far more vigorous and beautiful by the ¿onstant care and 
attention o£-the gardener. Left entirely to itself, the flower or plant 
often becomes tarnished or destroyed by poisonous, insects or microbes.

SPIRIT RETURN is^the root, the foundation or basis of a cejrtain 
word which attached to itj and which, in the estimation
of many, does igjt j^op^y-beloNg to it,as an appendage, on account of 
the many odious features connected with it, as in Catholic-ISM, Pagan- 
ISM, Heathen-ISM, Sectarian-ISM, Dowje-ISM, Free-loveISM, and hun-
dreds of other “isms" that do not shine brightly in connection with.hu- 
jnan progress, f^BQkwl^tever may be the status: qf Spiritualism at the 

tne jlJS.'A. can and will he an efficient agent to place it

THE LIGHT OF ^¿LICITY CRITICALLY CONSIDERED.
, Tlie Kansas .City Journal well says that “while there are alarmists 
'who see in tlie recent disclosures of corruption in high financial and 
]eo«mMireial circles the knell of our national prosperity, it does not re-
'quire visionary ,optifaism for. the great majority of Americans to view 
(these recently'uncovered scandals both with equanimity and with a 

tidal wave of spirituality and truth that iccptajn degree-of satisfaction. To the intelligent, observing citizen IT 
will eventually-sweep, over the entire jig 4 HOPEFUL SIGN, INDEED, A CONCLUSIVE INDICATION, 
earth. Spirit Return, however beauti- that THE BUSINESS WORLD IS VINDICATING ITSELF AND IS 
fill,, grand and ennobling it may be, at (RENDERING TOJTSEI/F THAT TREATMENT, WHICH WILL IN 
times, Is-simply the result of a natural ¡THE END BRING ABOUT CLEANER. HEALTHIER AND MORE 
law, and each one must;see to’it, that IeTHÏCAIj METHODS.,iïhe. revelation of 'graft/and general miscon-
the ignorant and vlplous do nôt assumé Iduet ampng officials of .çoine of the large financial institutions of the 

- control of any of our mediums? ' country means tlfaft; the disease with which they have so long been af- 
. ' . flieted can na jon^eavbejconcealed. The-symptoms developed, exter-

______ ____ . unllv and thus became a source of public concern.. THE LIGHT OF 
HIE PROGRESSIVE THINKER AND TAINTED SPIRITUALISM. PUBLICITY, LIICÈ'A'REVIVING FLOOD OF SUNSHINE, HAS EN-
The Progressive Thinker In Open pretending to be your spirit friend, The TERED THÉ MALIQNA-NT ATMOSPHERE - OF, GRAFT-INCUM- 

Revolt. Progressive Thinker will continue .to BERED COUNTING-ROOMS AND IN T1IE END THE WHOLE
in the course-of ordinary events in onfarVeSS*^ vSm, these um BUSINESS ANDCFINANCIAL WORLD WILL FEEL ITS BENÉFI- 

connection with every movement with c|ean_monBters of Spiritualism, these CENT EFFECTS. " . , __
an “ISM” attached to it, or not, there “birds”'of prey, whose dark seances 'The same too', may be said of Spiritualism—THE LIGHT OF PUB- 

pre often holes of Iniquity, dens of vice, LICITY, LIKE A REVIVING FLOOD OF SUNSHINE,- has entered the 
At üre CheSéld camp the dévo- seanee room, qnd revealed wigs, f^lse yvhWi’S, drappries of various 

tees of the Blue Book,, the fake-trumpet ¡kinds, to cover the1 body of tlie medium, and this is called “materializa- 
tipn." What js the remedy-for this awful crime?

TAKE NOTICE:
t^"At the expiration ot subscription, if not re« 

new&i, the paper is discontinued. No hills 
will besentfor extra numbers.

yy’lf yon Ao not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors iu address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis. .

t^TWhenever you destre t^ie address of your 
paper (changed, always give the address of 
the place to which It has been going or the 
changecanuot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

,per year to foreign countries is $2.

comes a strenuous REVOLT, and with
out its systematic and vigorous action 
there would be no- progress—only a 
calm that paralyzes human actions and 
purposes as time passes on.

See the political REVOLT in Phila
delphia, in consequence of the corrup
tion of the city officials.—ä current/ of 
putrid dishonesty encircling ev'pry de
partment of the city government like a 
slimy serpent, until the very air was 
tainted with its poisonous aura. Then 
a REVOLT came and without it Phila
delphia would have become worse, if 
possible, than Sodom and Gomorrah.

The REVOLT is the potent instru
ment of all reformers.

That “ism” known as Spiritualism 
was, to a certain extent, losing its pres
tige and its commanding influence, in 
consequence of certain fakes, rottemto 
tlie core, using artificial toggery, often 
unclean, with which to enrobe their 
pestilential bodies, and thus dressed

against The Progresslye Thinker, Ma
terialized fake spirits and bogus trum
pet spirits were loud in their denuncia
tion of this paper, and in consequence 
'of their deceptive work a blight has 
settled over that beautiful camp like 
pestilential miasma from a swamp.

The Progressive Thinker is in open 
REVOLT at the iniquity that has per- 
vaded our ranks,,and demands a PURE 
SPIRITUALISM. It demands materials 
ized spirits that are not dressed in arti- 

'flclal toggery; it demands tests not re
corded In the Blue Book of the vandals 
that infest our ranks; it insists that

THE GREAT ABUNDANCE OF ADVICE.
! Advice is an exceedingly cheap commodity, it is so plentiful, walking 
around on two legs,, and sometimes, if strictly followed by the recipient 
'may lead to rtiin and occasionally- to death. To advise the delegates of 
the N. S. A. as to their united duties would be a superfluous task just 
as they are about to assume their respective places on the floor.

A body of delegates that convenes without a well DIGESTED plan, 
are liable to be / ‘at sea, ” and rather dyspeptical,' and accomplish but 
little, and generally disband disgruntled, and advice by one who is on 
the “outside" will not Be considered a valuable-article to use in eonnee-

legerdemain shall not j?ose as an an- tion with the proceedings, hence wq will not venture even a modicum 
gelic gift. . It defies this horde of vil- of advice. "
Iains that enter into competition vfith ’ ,
honest mediums, the angels of purity, : -
and the bulwark of our cause, the evan- . - J • i j < ;

be protected at all times. A Question and Answer Submitted to the

years ne is just two;
Don’t you think that you could love 

him with all the love in. you?.
Do you wonder that the highest of my 

being lingers there,
Like a humming-bird in hunger round

He Is not my own wee “Bpbble," only as 
tlie world IS mine,

But the height of joy he gives me Is a 
touch of the Divine.

And I live my life all over, with the 
added strength that time

And experiences afford me, in a world 
of dream sublime.

He has touched my passing spirit with 
his little angel hand.

1 can hear his sweet voice calling, In a 
wave of sound fiivine,

And I always feel his spirit ere his baby 
lips touch mine. ;

In the form we may be. parted; ah| a 
shudder comes o’er me!

But my soul will hear him calling back 
wherever he may be:

“Kaka! 'Kaka! ’ No, no, Kaka! No-no 
Kaka! No, no work today,” "

For he always knows my presence 
means a joyful spell of play.

Still—I could not be so selfish as to 
hold him far away

From his parents, who must miss hipi, 
for a year or for a day,

Though I sadden in my thinking how 
my heartstrings will be drawn,

When my precious little “Bobbie,” with 
that angel smile is gone,

And I sense the coming darkness to 
succeed the sunny light,

And the lonely drgam now haunts me 
as a gloomy, dismal night.

But there is a spark of brightness that 
shall linger evermore,

And I know it will illumine my lone 
: spirit o’er ana o'er;

’Tls the rays of light extracted from 
this little shining star,

And ’twill light my lonely pathway in 
. fond mem’ries from afar.

I am living on the nectar of his child
hood’s sweetest days,

And I know, if I am conscious, I shall 
see that face always.

DR. T WILKINS.

The Progressive Thinker.
In many respects it is a marvel, a i 

miracle in Spiritualistic,, journalism. 1 
,This number of the paper is worth 1 
more-than ONE DOLLAR to every re
flective mind. Look at the first page, , 
and read, about C. Bailey, the wonderful 
medium. We give the latest accoùnt 
fa reference to him. Then read ‘¿An 
Object Lesson,” dealing with “Legerde- 
main in Spiritualism.” It contains a 
large amount of food for thought. Then 
see what Dr. Peebles has to say of 
"Spiritualism and the Old Pyramids.” 
Then study “Moses and the Prophets.” 
Very valuable.

Then turn to the second page and 
read the soul-stirring address through 
Mrs. M. T. Longley, the efficient secre
tary of the N- S. A. It is full ot grand 
spiritual truths.
1 Now you come to page three, and you 
will find something worthy of note in 
the Symposium. Especially yqu will be 

-...Interested in reading “The Light 
Among the Hills," by that gifted lady, 
Mrs. I. L. Lewis.

On the fourth page you will find 
“Something for the World to Consider.”

On page five, there is another “Object 
Lesson,” touching on the blight that 
has fallen on the Chesterfield Camp. 
Carefully answer the question, “Are 
You' Awake-?” And then-follows “THE 
CELESTIAL CITY.” published in one 
of thé initial numbers of The Progress- 
-ive Thinker about sixteen years ago. Do 
you think you have a through ticket?

Now turn to the sixth page and read 
the masterly report of E. W. Sprague, 
one of the foremost workers in our 
ranks;

On the seventh page is an impressive 
account of the grand work accom
plished by two of our most efficient 
workers, Hudson- Tuttle/ Edltor-at-

The Chicago Herald says that poets 
and reformers of all ages have extolled 
"DIVINE DISCONTENT" as the source 
of human progress. Satisfaction with 
things as they are would spell STAG
NATION-RETROGRESSION INFACT 
—FOR LIFE IS MOVEMENT, and not 
to go forward is to go backward. But 
there are two kinds of discontent, and 
the Itind that is laudable and essential, 
is fitly described as “DIVINE." The 
DISCONTENT which leads to selfish, 
sordid, rockless pursuit of wealth and 
power is demoralizing, anti-social, de
structive of all that is best in life. 
DISCONTENT manifested in violation 
of public and .private trust, In immoral 
and QUESTIONABLE TRANSAC
TIONS PROMPTED BY GREED, such 
as the insurance inquiry is disclosing, 
puts before the younger generation— 
in President Schurman’s words—“a 
distorted view of life”. The country 
needs nothing so much as a reversion 
“to the old ground that a man’s life con
sists not only in the attainment of the 
world's possessions, but in the develop
ment of the BEST CHARACTER AND 
POWERS THAT ARE IN HIM.” Ma
terial prosperity is a curse when it 
is accompanied by. intellectual and mor
al deterioration, by the worship of suc
cess, no matter how achieved.

Dr. Hirsch, like Dr.’Schurman, plead
ed for higher and nobler standards of 
life and conduct. He emphasized, how
ever,. the danger and folly of self-suf
ficiency, the need of DISCONTENT 
with one’s self, primarily. The life of 
the man who knows nothing higher 
than business and diversion is scarcely 
above the animal plane. The life of 
the man who has no profound sense of 
reverence, of beauty, of mystery, is

poof and barren. “He who has not . 
progressed beyond the self-satisfled at- ,
titude/ to quote Dr. Hirsch, “win find f he Progressive Thinker’ is not only in REVOLT

against Legerdemain Spiritualism, but it is in OPEN 
primer is awe to appreciate the giories REVOLT a®iiast this .answer to an important ques- 

discontent, like charity, should tion by a would~be leader, Willard J. Hull. The 
of seitjanaiysis, of conscious searching Question submitted to him, and his answer are as 
of self-criticism. Such discontent will X. . . r J.. /
lead to the change in the public spirit, ffillOWsihHln 411! h-
in the general estimate of life’s values, -i •

h^top“^up^“d.o® of.mer,
daiy£ spiritualists are not( posseted ot' _ diumship as parried on at present ?” 
the DIVINE DISCONTENT with some a }, J-i-^ „• — V' • . .

)W“Its aim is Dollars, and its end is 
Jbeatti. ■ Medians wild are really carrying 
'the messages of the higher realms of spiriters who have sunk into the self-satiS- 

fied state, and do not want denunciar 
tion of wrong in our ranks from thè, 
rostrum, on camp grounds or at Spirit
ualist’s meetings, do not realize the 
beauty and grandeur of DIVINE DIS-i
CONTENT, and the necessity of con- 
tinuousREVOLT against errors that are 
ever a menace to success. A healthy ■ 
DIVINE DISCONTENT always leads to 
a higher plane. If you want deception 
as practiced in our ranks to day, fat 
alone, then at once petition our govegi- 
ment to allow all kinds of food, to be 
adulterated with impunity;,and let,us 
ell go the free and easy way to "hell," 
and pass the spurious coin with the 
genuine.

life t^'m^ the mortal can be counted on 
the fingers of a

“Only fourimediurns oh earth today really carrying 
the messages'of the higher realms of spirit life to 
man/’ says this1 pretentious, egotistic leader. ONLY

SPIRIT RETURN FREE TO ALL, THE WORLD OVER.
Spirit Return, however, does not depfend for its existence on conven

tions, on meetings, on “isms," on Spiritualist papers, or the approval of 
any class, club or cult, however useful they may be. They, however, 
may become beneficent, and efficient agents in promoting its healthy 
growth and development, just as a plant or flower in the garden may

Large, atfd J. W. Ring, National Ly
ceum Superintendent.

On page eight you will find something 
thrillingly interesting about the little 

' boy, Willis Miller. You will also find 
on the same page a "Curious Psycholog
ical Study,” in connection with the 
notorious “Shepherdess of Paradise.”

On pages nine and ten there is a 
mine ,of valuable Information in connec
tion with the martyred president, 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN. It is very val
uable.

On page eleven is a masterly essay, 
“Sees God as a Master Scientist.” Give 
It a careful perusal.

On the last page, the twelfth, is a 
splendid article by Henry Morrison 
Tefft. He is a philosopher,, a poet, a 
profound thinker, and is tuned to the 
keynote of Col. Ingersoll.
'There are many other articles and 
items of special interest scattered 

, through the various pages that we have 
not space to mention.

We ask every subscriber to send in 
one new name to aid us In the grand 
work we are doing to promote honest 
mediumship and a pure Spiritualism.

Tlie National AssodatioiR
We.have no advice fa give the N. 

B. A. delegates-; They are lëadefs in 
the movement,', and . have■' established 
views and well digested plans, and will, 
we have no doubt, do a most excellent
work for our Cause. :The N. S, A. 
needed now. and we have no fear as 
ihe result of the present convention.

The October meeting of the Chicago 
Spiritualists’ League,-held in Handel 
Hall, Saturday evening, October 1, 
proved to be an enjoyable one from the 
opening number on the program to the 
closing one. The audience having joined 
in the opening hymn, President Warne 
introduced Dr. J. H. Randall, who made ■ 
an invocation full of inspiration and up 
lift.

Miss Inez Light then favored the au- ' 
dience with a vocal solo, appropriate in 
character and rendered in a sympa
thetic manner.

The lecture of the evening, delivered 
by Mr. John W. Ring of Galveston, 
Texas, was a strong appeal for Spirit 
ualists to realize the mission of Spirit
ualism, aa_a factor in the personal de
velopment of the individual, rather than 
a philosophy based on theories.' The 
need of the hour is for men and women 
who?have learned- to apply tlie teaching 
of the angelic ministry in the social and 
economic problems of every day life, 
and it was for the purpose of presenting 
these facts that communion between 
the two worlds was established.

Mr. Ring is not a stranger to Chicago 
audiences; but the message which he so 
logically ' and eloquently delivered, 
opened up a new field of thought <tnd In
quiry to many present

Miss Gilda McCoy was then present
ed and captivated all with a vocal solo. 
The range and quality of her voice is 
marvelous, aid her success was made 
apparent by the generous applause ac
corded her.

The first message bearer of the even-, 
ing was the well-known South: Side 
worker, Mrs. -Isa- Clevelwd. The mes- 
sages^were given in her usual convinc
ing, way, her control,. White Star, being 
a general favorite.

The next worker was Mrs. Dr. Caird 
of Massachusetts, who for a short time 
is in the'city. Her phase, automatic 
writing, has. never beeir presented from 
the Leagub platform, and awakened, in
terest and approval from all present; .

Dr. Burgess, the well known West

It is difficult to realize the real ad
vance Modern Spiritualism has made 
since its first known manifestations 
through tlie Fox Sisters, and the simul
taneous production of those first books 
through Andrew Jackson Davis. It is 
difficult to get a statistical record of the 
membership of an unorganized institu
tion; in fact there is np way to do this 
with-Spiritualism. It would not do to 
measure it by the membership of the 
N. S. A., even in the United States, for 
that matter, though a representative or
ganization, a factor for the advance
ment of the cause as an organized body, 
it represents only admail proportion of 
the actual believers in Spiritualistic 
philosophy and phenomena. Almost as 
well let the State of Illinois represent 
the whole nation in Catholicism or 
Protestantism.

The membership, even of all local so
cieties and N. S. A. auxiliaries, but 
slightly represents Spirit Return in its 
entirety, yet the N. S. A. IS A GREAT 
AND IMPORTANT FACTOR IN SPIR
ITUALISM, AN EFFICIENT AGENT 
FOR GOOD, A NECESSITY IN OUR

the sky, as though that great canopy 
must be touched by his profoundness, 
and the sua must pause to listen aud to 
learn from his burning words. He is 
still lisping the “a-goo”—baby talk—of 
his infancy and will learn, if he strug
gles on and on through the coming 
ages, that he was but a unit in the 
great evolutionary process, after all.

Spiritualism without fraud; Spiritual
ism without obsession; Spiritualism, 
pure and simple, can hardly be expected 
in this world, and if man enters the 
next sphere as he leaves this, ft cannot 
even be expected In that very soon.

If we would help to purify we must 
cleanse our own spirits, raise the moral 
standard of our lives and assist others 
in the same direction. If we would 
make it a religion we must give it the 
touch of the divine, the beautiful, the 
perfect.

If it be a science It only needs the 
cold facts, regardless of any moral or 
ethical standard.

As a fact, demonstrable, mathemat
ical, analytical. It needs nothing moral

Four Mediums !'/What do you'think of that sentiment, 
Spiritualists- hibago ? What -think you, Mediums 
of oth^r part? of the United States ? Your “aim” is 
the almightyi dollar, and your end is “deatha dis
graceful one, of course. We are imOPEN REVOLT 
against that sentiment—that slander of honest Medi
ums, our angels : of light on this earth at present. 
And yet this swaggering lecturer reels off a 
column of advice in his organ of frauds, to the 
Delegates of the N. S. A, each one of whom is 
his superior. What think you, Delegates?

A Plagiarized Production.
The so-called “Lord’s Prayer" is 

•given as a model for universal use. 
“After this manner pray ye,” are the 
(words credited to Jesus, Matt. 6:9, and 
the inference is that he formulated that 
prayer.

Dr. Adam Clarke, thd Methodist com
mentator on the Bible, in his annota
tions on verse 13 of this chapter 6 of 
Matthew, says:

“The very learned Mr. Gregory has 
shown that our Lord COLLECTED this 
prayer out of the Euchologies, and 
gives us the wfaue form as follows;

“Our Father who art in heaven, be 
gracious unto us! 0 Lord our God, hal
lowed be thy name, and let the- remem
brance of Thee be glorified' fa. heaven 
above,.and.in the earth here, below!. 
Let thy. kingdom reign over us now, 
and forever! The holy men.of old said“: 
remit and fergive-unto all men whatso
ever they have done against me! > And 
lead us not into the hands of tempta
tion, but deliver its from , the ..evil 
thing! For thine is the kingdom, and 
'thou shalt reign in glbry for ever and 
for evermore-” . '

That this is a fa'fthful rendering of 
the original Hebrew, from which “Our 
Lord” extracted his prayer, will be evi
dent to every reader. In -these - days 
■the use of such matter,, without any 
reference to the source from whence it 
came, or some statement showing it 
was borrowed, is called a plagiarism, a 
literary theft, and that fact militates.se- 
verly against him who qliotes It as his 
own. It may. be we should be generous 
when a junior God makes such drafts 
on tlie labors of his predecessors. But 
it would have .been courteous, to say tire 
least, for even a Go'S to give credit 

; where credit is due. . . - .

It Is Well Worth One Dollar.
This number¿Qf The Progressive Thinker is 

worth at least OTE DOLLAR to Every Spirit
ualist. But One Dollar will pay for it one year, 
and the information imparted during that "time 
will be of ^iMt value to every thinking mind. 
Now is the1 Rine to renew your subscription. 
Sometime during the next year we -expect to 
have soiiiefhmg to say about

“A tói A MASTER, AND A GOD,” 
which: will? (tir ÌSpiritualism from^center to cir- 
eumfeAcgJfijRTlt as never before, and the in
tellectual spams .will fly all along the line, afford- 
ing^ pyrowAnic display of wisdom néver be
forewtneSsed in Jour ranks. Subscribe for the 
paper; at onoe or. be left in thè rear of the ad
vancing column.

RANKS TO-DAY, A POWERFUL I 
LEVER TO ELEVATE THE CAUSE ! 
TO A HIGHER PLANE, AND CANNOT । 
BE DISPENSED WITH. 1

Spiritualism proper began- with the 
Hydesville knockings, and Its advent, 
the dawn of the New Era, dates from 
that time; and all who have been con- 
vlricefl 'of 'the possibility of spirit re
turn and Intercommunication between 
the two worlds, are In fact Spiritual
ists, regardless of any Declaration of 
Principles or the signing of a roster, or 
organization paper.

This is not intended to reflect upon 
the necessity for organization or the 
real purpose of the N. S. A. SPIRIT
UALISM HAS NO DOUBT RECEIVED 
'AN EXTRA IMPETUS THROUGH 
THE ORGANIZATION AND MAINTE
NANCE OF THE N. S. A.

It has stepped up alongside of other in
stitutions that would never have given 
it recognition had It not been an or
ganization.

It has pushed its way Into the cate
gory of religions.

It has placed itself In the ranks of sci
ence, and as a philosophy has entered 
almost every pulpit in the land and 
subdued the fires of old theology.

It has Wormed its way into the best 
literature of the day.

It has never y et been monopolized by 
an organized body of men, nor been 
owned and watered by a trust.

It stands to-day free from any creedal 
fastenings; has not yet become a 
money-getting institution, not even to 
the building of gaudy temples over the 
land, and is bound to gain prestige with 
the world through its incontrovertible 
truth.

It has gained the attention of the 
world’s most profound philosophers;- 
aided in the discovery of the best inven
tions of this progressive age; grasped 
the hands of royalty’and cheered the 
lives of peasants.

IT HAS BECOME A GREAT FAC
TOR TO HUMAN INDEPENDENCE, 
ENLIGHTENMENT AND HAPPI
NESS; NOT BECAUSE IT WAS OR
GANIZED; NOT BECAUSE IT CAME 
THROUGH THE FOX SISTERS, BUT 
BECAUSE IT IS A FACT, A TRUTH.

No manner of persecution can hinder 
its progress. No amount of fraud in Its 
sleeve can prevent the playing of the 
right card at the right time.. The 
fraud belongs to man and is a mere 
side-issue arranged and operated along 
the commercial line.

Spiritualism is a fact, managed and 
manipulated by a wise power, or rather, 
In true -wisdom, without fear or favor, 
impartial, independent, far-seeing, large 
and just.

Evil spirits may obsess and injure an 
occasional medium. 'Jesuits upon the

or ethical in its support. But as an in
stitution to appeal to the finer, and the 
higher forces, the soul of man, we must 
keep it in the trend ot human thought, 
in the crucible of spiritual purification.

Upon this sphere of life those who live 
upon the intellectual plane are little af
fected by their contact with tlie im
moral ones. So long as their aspira
tions hold them Inthe realm of thought 
and reason; so long as they are en
grossed In the solution of some scien
tific problem, or studying things per
taining to the soul and its higher rela
tions, there comes to them no thought 
of immorality. Sometimes the mind 
may accede to the desire of- the form 
and be called away, on a vacation, a di
version, only to return to its task with 
redoubled energy.

Wisdom means more than morality. 
It means knowledge of rigltt and wrong, 
discernment and judgment; discretion; 
sagacity; scientific or practical truth; 
acquired knowledge; erudition, etc. It 
means capacity to weigh, measure, an
alyze and judge as to true morality, or 
scientific problems, and when we say 
there is wisdom back of Spiritualism, 
we do not mean any one mind, but a 
united purpose in nature’s intellectual 
forces.

Were it wise, Nature would make it 
possible, and even natural for each in
dividual to see the entire road before 
him from birth to death and beyond, 
but this is left obscure. Sometimes our 
spirit eye catches glimpses of a coming 
event, but in the main our futures are 
kept a secret; and who can say it is 
not wise? Who wants to know and suf
fer twice the tortures, the woe aud pain 
that comes along in a natural life?

Wisdom says it is right to be moral 
and sets a standard in each individual 

' according to the mental and spiritual 
unfoldment, and organized individuali
ties, society, sets a standard of morals, 
a ibde of laws by which society shall 
be governed. Sometimes wisdom con
trols, and sometimes selfish individuals 
control and the laws are enacted ac
cordingly. If not constructed with 
true wisdom they must sometime be re
constructed, amended or annulled.

That which is a wise code in one age 
may not suit the conditions of another 
age.

, Spiritualism seems to be the natural 
, outcome of the unfoldment of human 
, perception and spiritual wisdom,

P^RSON/VL.
This enlarged issue calls for noz personal en

comium.. . If, you appreciate our effort- for the 
Cause,1 express it by sending in your subscrip
tion without delay.—Editor.

spirit side may seek to destroy the 
characters of our best speakers and me
diums, for the purpose of aiding their 
own organization upon both sides of 
life, but the very fact that they can in
fluence mediums, becomes of itself con
vincing proof of the phenomena/’ of 
spirit intercourse, and knocks the props 
from beneath' their own proposition.

SPIRITUALISM IS AN ATTRIBUTE 
OF NATURE AND AS SUCH HEEDS 
NOT ‘THE SLIGHTEST INCIDENTAL 
OBSTACLES THAT ROLL DOWN 
FROM THE MOUNTAIN SIDE IN ITS 
PATH.
- An occasional being rises up- fa our 

mid^t and shouts his wisdom toward

through the experiences and observa
tions of those who have passed through 
the preceding ages of earth life and 
hava graduated from sphere to sphere 
beyond. It looks like Infinite Wisdom 
was back of this great movement.

New theories, philosophies, isms and 
fads spring up like mushrooms, cut ca
pers and pass out of sight, and almost 
out of mind, but. Spiritualism, the cul
mination of events, mysteries, spirit ap
pearances, necromancy, witchcraft, etc., 
of all the past ages, has set its stakes, 
had its filing recorded, and settled 
down to stay.

The wisdom in which it was begotten 
will either sweep it free from the filth 
and dregs -of an age born in the old su
perstitions and false conceptions of’su
pernaturalness, or waft It through.the 
turbulent sea of charlatanry and obses
sion, into the^new world of reformed 
and re-educated peoples, clean and 
pure, and the one great organization of- 
the spiritual forces of earth and spirit 
life.
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ftN OBJECT LESSON e Glasses Not Necessary
.. . . I.

For Spiritualists Generally to Consider. fl'r 
ip 9

SINCE 'MR. L. 0. HULL, A PROMI
NENT SPIRITUALIST OF FORT 
WAYNE, IND.. GAVE JUS IMPRESS- 

! IVE EXPERIENCES^ THE CHES
TERFIELD CAMP, ‘OTHER PROMI
NENT SPIRITUALISTS OF THAT 
STATE HAVE FREELY EXPRESSED 
THEIR OPINION OF THE FAKE 
SPIRITS MANUFACTURED THERE, 
AND A SORT OF MILDEW HAS SET
TLED ON THAT FAVORITE PLACE
OF RESORT, AND WHICH WlljL BE- EVITABLE.

COME,MORE DENSE IF A CHANGE 
OF PROGRAMME IS NOT INAUGU: 
RATED. CAUSE AND EFFECT GO 
HAND IN HAND, AND IT IS ONLY A 
QUESTION OF TIME WHEN EVERY 
CAMP THAT PATTERNS AFTER 
CHESTERFIELD DURING THE PAST 
TWO YEARS, WILL SUFFER NOT 
ONLY A DEFICIT, BUT A DARK PES
TILENTIAL CLOUD WILL SETTLE 
OVER IT. SUCJLATRESULT IS IN-

Hi ; 1Ü
V <

DO YOU SLEEP?
The Metiod P inted Out Whereby You Can 

Obtain a Through Ticket.

foriMM of DlbcUked Cured with, 
out Cutting or IH'iigKlug.

-- :-- ‘1
That top eyes can ba. strengthened so that oy« 

glasses can do dispensed with in t he great mat 
[orivV ot cases, has been proven beyond a doubt, 
l>ythe testimony of thousands <r’ people who 

have been cured by that 
wonderful little Instru-

S3 3)
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fl Few Words With the Thousands^ Our Inter 
esteri Patrons and Readers,

There is a beautiful Celestial City, ex
ceeding In grandeur and magnificence 
the loftiest conception of poet and seer. 
There are a few of earth’s children who 
have in sublime moments of ecstasy 
caught a glimpse thereof, thrilling their 
souls with unutterable emotions of de
light. To Bishop Bowman was accord
ed this inestimable privilege. On one

NOT GENUINE MATERIALIZATIONS I then asked If it were my slater. I 
was informed by a nod of the head that

A Very Impressive Experience of An 
' Earnest Investigator with a Medium
Who Was Prominent at the Chester
field Camp—A Fake Veil—An Inter
view With Fake Spirits—Under the 
Circumstances, Is it any Wonder That 
Thia Beautiful Camp Has a Blight 
Resting Upon It, Resulting, This Year 
In a Deficit?
I was much Interested in the article 

in a late issue of The Piogiessive 
Think, by L. O. Hull, of Fort Wayne, 
Ind., especially so because about two 
or three months ago I wrote for your 
readers the following, which I hesitated 
to send you, as there had been so much 
already said and written about Jakes, 
bpt as the communication of Mr. Hull 

- seems to refer to the same persons 
whom I had an experience with, I will 
send It to you:

Probably two years ago I attended^ 
the Spiritual Temple at Anderson, Ind., 
and there received what I then believed 
(and still do) were genuine spirit mes-. 
sages, under the following conditions:

As far as I know there were only two 
persons in the Temple who knew even 
my name, one of these persons went to 
the Temple with me and the other was 
seated in the auditorium when we ar
rived.

Seated in a semi-circle on the plat
form was A. J. Blake and several oth
ers, none of whom I had the least -ac
quaintance with; two of them were 
supporting a trumpet, and any one who 
wished went forward to receive any 
message that might come from loved 
ones “gone before.” With others, I re
sponded to the invitation, and the voice 
of an old man informed' me that my 
grandfather was talking to me. I said, 
“Grandfather whom? Simply grandfa
ther tells me nothing.”

Immediately the voice responded, 
“Grandfather Channing.” Then after

I was right. I then said: “You passed
out in England.” Nod. Then she be
gun to motion, in Imitation of a person 
writing, and some one said alie is writ
ing. I said, “Oh, yes, I think that I 
understand that,she wishes to make me 
understand that Bhe was with me last 
week at the hotel lu Buffalo when I was 
registering my name.” More nods, and 
evidence of the greatest pleasure that 
this waB understood, when atter prom
ising that she would return and talk 
to me by the aid of the trumpet, after 
this part of the seance was over, Bhe 
returned Into the cabinet. After a short 
time a lady came to Mrs. Thomas and 
then to all of our company. She' was 
recognized as Julia, a dear friend of 
Mrs. T’s. I said to her,- “Julia, have 
you your little boy ; with you oyer 
there?" In a whisper she Bald, “Yes, 
all here.”

Soon a little boy came, whom I rec
ognized (?) as my. little son, Freddie, 
who said he also would talk to me later.

Next an Indian, fierce in his make-up, 
of paint, feathers, etc., came to me. 1 
arose and offered to shake hands with 
him across the stand, ^nd I thought at 
flret that he would db so, as he extend-

.¡memorable occasion he appeared t° be
The Progressive Thinker is never to be found dying—standing midway between heav- 

• j. ° Ti 1 1 L •_ x"L en and earth.» He seemed to be on am the rear. It has ever been a success in the

will be: “Saved three precious human 
lives from the fire!" Thus it is, good 
deeds count with the Lord, from whom
soever they emanate, and good deeds 
only secure you passage on the Golden 
Route to the Celestial City.

What have you done to-day? Have 
you cheered some poor, faltering soul? 
Have’you encouraged the disheartened? 
Have you sent forth kind thoughts, 
laden. with an incense that renders 
some one cheerful and happy? ■ If so,

magnificent ship, and he heard the.cap- I you afe nearing the Celestial City;

meat called “Actina.” Ac- 
Una also cures sore and 
granulated lid^aitiucoina, 
Iritis, etc,, also removes 
Cataracts and Pterygiums 
without cutting or drug- 
ging. Over seventy thouS’ 

ana of the Actlnas having been sold, ihereforei*« 
?n ^Pet lment but an absolute fact. Ths 

lolloping letters are but samples of those that 
arerecelved daily:.

Onainnney, 242 West I85th St. New 
writes: The “Actina” cured mo of 

iritis, after the doctors said there was no euro 
outside an operation. I have been entirely well 
jorover four months, can see to read and sew as 
won as before. I can honestly recommend ••Ac- 
Una’ ’ for all aftllet Ions of the eye. 
„LmllyKapp, 1020 Galena Street. Milwaukee. 
Wisconsin, writes: Tim “Aetina" L purchased 
from you a year ago saved my brother’s eye
sight. My brother was near-sighted, wore nunv 
dot ilvo and six glosses, and npw ho can go t« 
school and do ail his work and study without glasses. . . -matter of furnishing to its readers each week ^iu «y. “stop her!^ and wuich he neWinBit,bec^

. . . . O # , ■ y thought to be the voice of his Divine passage from station to station, and ap-
something elevating, something interesting and Master, when his eighte.en-months’-old preaching the Anal end. - 
n/lnnnfivo • anmofhinô* fnr iliô ànvil M fnaat iiiinn cUW« wh0 had PM8ed to spiritiial Alas! there are Bible-----,,  .......... ........ „,........... ..... .............educative , someimng lor me SOtll to least ,Upon. ieaimBtwenty years ago, came to him, are thousands of churches; there are Actinal notTdru^ 

and for the mentality to • advance by. it has said, "I have come to meet.you." hundreds of devotees who sincerely
n ’ll u ‘l L ULP 1 11 ‘ 1 1 She asked him, “Do you not think I and devoutly expound the word of God, do any harm with Actlna Every member oi aurmsned occult, moral, nealttllul, etllical, SCien- have grown, papa?” She then seemed yet many of them are not approaching diseaae'"'", the 

jfic and genuine spiritual food, and all the his- t0 assu®®tt of g*ory that Ue Celestial City by so doing. God s foruse Acttna fs’senTon tÆu
. , ® on1 i i ■ • •. i .« . rever before witnessed, saying that tickets, God’s passes, God’s permits, to nyuu win amdyour name and address to the

jorical data OI the wondertul spiritual manliest- many friends had asked for him» and n ride by the Golden Route to the Celes Dept, msn', w» widnSt s^KansM'aVy^M^ 
lAlUnn w.AAwlAJJnil.À nAAnlnHnMria'- were’ awaiting his coming, and that a tial City, cannot be gained by only r^ei™ absolutely’free a valuableations recoided m the seculai press,., I iady an(j¡ gentleman had kissed her, Say- preaching. Something more beautiful Diseàsertn General,VnTyou°^^^

It has ever been blessed with aæorps of able. iDg-W'-^r papa was their boy. «AH -more grand-more soul-elevating, is mmVdoetorrha?" tailed“'^ “° 
n t t 1 ■ j- i. 7 this," Bfiys Bishop Bowman, “left a required." There are sermons In run-ready, prolound and energetic corresponde tS, deep JBpress ion upon me, by the mag- ning brooks, in the singing of birds; in ~ '

and looks upon each as one of the family—one D,flc®nce oiand_ _ v . .. . . v £ 1 r. '’’as a season of great preciousness to unfolding of a bud into a beautiful bios- ■"linFA
oi the partners who shall share m the most last- me. ' It seems to me that I have come som, and its final development into Iub- UpUllloU
ing remuneration derived, the - most important ^£76^^ a faint ï’aSword ^,tht8O°^ T8- '“ / J [ oisuop nowmau only cuugut u xuiui feituiu poLuuutu ««rinuu m a kiuu word Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers,
benefit receivable—that of ■ the credit for the glimpse of Hie Celestial City. No mor- lo some poor mortal, supplemented by SuXted 

brilliant light of truth shed abroad to enlighten “ûkXt'»«“: “w?“.» m aw m.,». sa. MYE, Kansas Elly, Mo.
the world as to a. future state of conscious^exists £«2 Z“ZXinS aDavSnreSSS
ence. It has also furnished a ‘new and highly of them has ever fully seen ftsmagnia- general make-up; yet there, beamed (J , h,, k nâ Ua,,
appreciated book each véar. and is how furnish-*to“n‘- Jro“her eyes 8“d ellaten°d from her yvAwTOti uuvn vtuyii Y ,cuu.vA w. MM" luiuwu. I ains which scintillate with rainbow-tint- features a grandeur of soul that was
ing twelve of the best books to be found relat- ed hues: Its beautiful gardens; the flow- truly sublime. She never prayed; she ^2’^2^122^__ ______T"“’““,'.
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upon Spiritualism? By Moses Hull

j a ticket that will take you there. The guardians were there, and, for aught 
I fabulous wealth of an Eastern prince we know, Jesus himself might have

waiting to have a “seance.” 
it un stairs to a room especially 
i for a seance room. The circle

wanted It. if not he was perfectly will
ing to share the fate of others who had 
gone before him. and still others who pHce 10 cents» 
hre to follow after. ■ His country was iq cents.

Hit-.

L

a few more words the voice changed, 
and a woman's voice said she was my 
mother; then a child’s voice said sh8 
was my daughter. All this in the audi
torium of the Temple, well lighted and 
ready for Hie evening services. .

I recount this only to show that I 
was now in a condition to fully accept 
anything that might in the future be 
given to me through these mediums, 
and I began to occasionally attend their 
seances, which were held at the real-' 
dence of Mr. Blake, in Anderson, and 
consisted of trumpet, independent 
voice, ethereallzation, the playing of 
music boxes, etc., and later, materializ
ation!?) (full form). All went well for 
some time, but I finally became suspi
cious, principally for the reason given 
by Mr. Hull, that “the medium could 
not hide her shape.”

On Sunday night, November 13, 1904, 
in company with Dr. O. B. Thomas, 
bls wife, my wife (who is a sister of 
Mrs. Thomas) went to the home of 
sald\Blake, where 'we found quite a

I
w. sAormed and the light was arranged 
(a lamp in a box the front of which 
was covered with tissue paper, I 
think). Mr. Blake sat at one end, 
Peter LaBelle and wife at the other, 
while the balance of" the circle was 
made up of our crowd, and six or seven 
others. Mrs. Blake went into the cab
inet. Soon the spirits (?) began to ma
terialize for several in the circle, then 
the lady came, who, by gestures, made 
me understand that she came to me.

ed his hand toward me; thep evidently 
thinking better of it, stepped a little 
backward'; but not quickly enough to 
prevent me noting that while his face 
was extremely, dark, the hands -were 
much lighter than mine; (So are Mrs. 
Blake'S;)
" The next thing of Interest wasz the 
materialization of a spirit veil, or as we 
were informed the material from which 
the spirits make their clothes

This was the second tlme'during the 
evening that the same veil had been- 
materialized and passed around. The 
first time I tried to tear a piece from'it, 
but it was too strong for me, so you 
will note that the spirits do good work 
in making silk veils. This time I had 
my pocket scissors transferred to my 
outside coat pocket, and cut off a piece, 
and 1 still have it. It Is a good quali
ty of silk veiling; only from having 
been used so often it is quite dirty and 
A LITTLE THE WORSE FOR WEAR.

After materialization was over ¿'voice 
announced itself as Freddie. I had for
gotten all about him, but someone 
brought me to my senses by sayingr 
“DoctorT Don’t you remember your lit
tle Freddie?” Whereupon I.Introduced 
him to his mother, and after quite a 
nice visit he left (and so were we.)

NOW, IN FURTHER EXPLANA
TION, I NEVER HAD A SISTER AN
NIE, AND AS FAR AS I KNOW 
HAVE NO SISTER IN THE SPIRIT 
WORLD. I HAVE NOT BEEN IN 
BUFFALO SINCE THE PAN AMERI
CAN, AND NO SON NAMED FRED
DIE, EITHER LIVING OR DEAD. 
JULIA WAS A SINGLE YOUNG WO
MAN AND NEVER HAD A CHILD. 
■ NOW, BROTHER FRANCIS, KEEP 
THE GOOD WORK GOING .ONWARD. 
RID THE RANKS OF ALL THE 
FAKES YOU CAN. FROM MY PAST 
EXPERIENCE I AM LED TO BE
LIEVE THAT ABOUT ALL OF THE 
so-called Materialization is 
FRAUD, pure AND SIMPLE.

I do not mean to say that there never 
has been and never is any true materi
alization, but I do not believe that there 
is any genuine at 50c. or $1.00 per 
head; but when our dear ones do mani
fest themselves to us the phenomena 
are spontaneous, and then only occa
sionally, and then probably for some 
specific purpose.

~ ■ W. S. CHANNING.
L Pendleton, Ind.

The Passing On of Asa Bullock.
Asa Bullock, of Hobart, Ind.,met with 

an accident which resulted in his pass- . 
ing out of the body' on Sunday, Septem
ber 24. Mr. Bullock' was a lawyer of 
some prominence in Hobart, Lake 
County, Ind. He was driving from his 
.home to Crown Point, the county seat, 
to attend court. When he came to a 
turn in the road an automobile met 
him; they did not see eachother until 
too late for either to stop.

They were sure to meet, which would 
perhaps, be fatal to the ‘occupants of 
both carriages, In order to prevent a 
worse calamity, Mr. Bullock reined his 
horse to one side, which, upset his car-, 
riage and threw him down an- embank
ment of eighteen feet The carriage 
came down on top of' Mr. Bullock, 
breaking his hip and one leg in . two 
places, and internally injuring him. He 
lay several hours before they could get 
a conveyance to take him home. When 
an ambulance came to extricate him 
and take him to where he could have 
medical aid, he would not allow one to 
touch him, of the carriage until they 
thoroughly examined his condition, and 
took all necessary measurements of the 
distance he fell, and made" no'tes of his 
chances of escape, and of the faet that 
if he had not pulled 'his horse to one 
Bide he would have been killed, and in 
fact everything an attorney would need 
should the case come into court’. Then, 

‘after they started home with his poor 
bruised and broken body, he dispatched 

• a messenger to inform his family that 
he was .being brought home almost 
dead. r '

He was soon informed that his only 
-chance for life was by undergoing a sur
gical operation, which he did, but to no 
effect*

Mr.'Bullock was a son-in-law of mine, 
having, married my daughter Cynthia 
in 1874. He was. the father of a large 
family, to whom he was greatly devot
ed. He was" respected by all who Mew 
him. The flags on the' school houses 
and other public buildings were floated

the world, his religion, to do good.
Mrs. Bullock and the sons and daugh

ters are Spiritualists. While they 
mourn the loss of husband and father, 
they do not mourn as without hope. 
They think they have already had indi
cations that he is with them.

Moses, Mr. Bullock’s eldest sbn, who 
was In the law school at his father’s 
death, has left the school and been ad
mitted to the bar, and has taken up hiB 
father’s practice, and has the promise 
of the support of his father’s clients.

MOSESHULL.

A Loving Tribute to Asa Bullock.
How strange it seems to think thy-un- 

■ fettered feet . .
Now tread the paths of that more reak 

world; '• -
That all thy mortal trials now are-past, 

And all thy earthly counsels have 
been told. ' ■

We do not call thee dead, we know 
sometime. ; > •

That we shall see the shadow of thy 
. . 'hand, .

And hear thy voice, know thy gentle 
tread ’

Within the home, and we shall under
stand. .. ' -•' .1 : >

We know.amid thy new experiences - 
, Thy loved and loving,, thou canst not 

forget; • '
They oft may dream'of thee ’mid mys

teries '• j - ■ - '
And still,' they know that but a single 

■ step . - , ' 
Would take them to the realm where 

thou hast, gone; , 
Thou artso near, they do not feet alone. 

’ M. E. H.

,,at half mast.
The' funeral occurred in the Unitarian 

Church, which was filled to its-utmost 
capacity. -Mrs. Hull made the opening 
invocation, Mrs. M. Florence Johnson, 
rendered the beautiful poem “Disci- 
plinfe,”and I delivered the discourse, 
taking for my text, the words of David, 
"As theJLord liveth, and as thy ■ soul 
liveth, there is but a step between me 
and death.” After the; discourse the 
Masons conducted the services.

Mr; Bullock was what would be called 
an agnostic. He knew nothing of an
other life. It there is a life beyond, he

“Beyond . the VaR.” A Sequel to 
•'Rending l|he Vail.” Being a compila- 
tion, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific'and personal verification of 
“What We Shalt Be,” and a code pf 
ethics, requisite -to the most speedy re
alization of the highest and purest fe, 
Helty-attainable In the future life. A 
very remarkable book. Large, octava 
600 pages. Price, 81.76.

. “New Testament Stories .Comically n. 
lustrated. Drawings ’by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments u^bn .the Texts.” Heston's 
drawings are Incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards; $L 
Cloth. $1.50. - .•

“Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T, DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks

IS. R, Holdbrook. Deputy County Clbrlt, I’alr- 
tax. Va., writes: “Aetlnn" has cured'my eyes 

.. , ... , so that I can do without glasses. I Vbry seldomAlas. . theie arc Bibles many; there | have head&chu now, mid cun study up to eleven . - _ T I n'nlnnlr n/i„w „ i......» J___ »_ /.«.I _

Consumes 805 Barrels of Air to 1 gallon 
of Kerosene. Penny fuel, burns Hue gas. 
hottest tire, won't, explode, saves work and 
fuel bills. Mo coal, wood, dirt, ashes—no 

wick, novulvBR, easyioperated. 
handsome, durable. Grund 

-¿•Ucooker. baker, quick work, 
' roool kitchens. 18000 Harri« 

son Wlckleus. Vulvclcss Oil«
Gas Had Air Burner* »old t 
month* AGENTS WANTED I 
-«40 Weekly. GHEATEST ’ 
MONEYMAKER. Guaran-’.

_ . ~ - - - — . teed, all hIzbr, sont anywbern, «8 un. Write, FREE >

eur of a God, exalted by virtue of his Did the high-toned volunteer to go?

This fascin
ating Book 
by the well-

known Author and Scholar,
HON. A. B. RICHMOND,

.. . OR . ..

A CONCORDANCE
To principal passages of the Old and Nets 

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualism}

Together with a brief history of the origin of many of 
the important hooka of the Bible.

* Look over the past policy and methods of The 
Progressive Thinker and-see if they have not I c°uld 

o 1 • 1 i » " n 1 I place. Perhaps Vanderbilt and Gould wnat a ----- -- --------- - --------- .£.»Wu«AaQ-been clearly right and successine.! > I would like to secure a through ticket, woman, as she changed her clothing canoi’hundredsatspirimaiiecswuo^it^tbo^ncBdof
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to cheapen its quality and curtail its facility for the earth by what we‘ designate as the many flock to her side to con- Mr’
, 1 J . , J Golden Route 'Sniritual Railway vet n» gratulate her? No! They were afraid H"&h‘tla*nt,r°i“i:“°>>oMW|‘''’orkB»x»:

good : whereas, to enlarge its capacity means minister ot the gospel, no church mem- th&t there was a. taint of the disease out of the Wtldernea» of doubtand despair; and1 .L ' , °. . „ T' rv' . UUUIOWL Ui LUC bUBpeit MU VUU4UU uicui , When SpMtaaHim «ball bare wreeted the Bible froik
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, n r ■■ 1 J. t r r © Ç. itualist can ever fully control it There auL cnere are angels wno iook into Ron »nd ignorance, urna it out on iu errand ««tn
itualism 01 today, and at our own. expense. But I are no ticket agents on earth; no one tbe hearts of men aijd women. They » divino benediction to every reader.’’^ Proni
with thp qddiHnn nF - ” ’ can give you a pass there. It Is doubt-pca’t gaze therein for a Bible; they
Will! tue auouion OI ■ '• fui whether a Talmage, with his mag- don ‘ therein to see if they have œ^ŒfnoK^IVl»... /- t nffleent wealth of intellect, or a Theo- said their Prayers; they don’t examine b»’çtbi»work.

• OOO I56VV I ÇâCl V l'i^âTlOH'S* fibre Tilton, with his brilliant elo- one’s heart to see if the sacràtaent has SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE
: \ j', z ■ .n-" . j>'t ■ ’ \ - c L' I quence, can take passage thereon, when beei^ performed; they..don’t peer into

Aye Will make à'paper that Will astound the toes they shall have, laid aside the mortal the record to see if each one has been OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS,

and'enthuse the adherents of Spiritualism. “ ““ “ fe«--»
' ' Uihinh Will Hoof Dnnrnoûnf QnirHlinlinm 9 - Celestial Ólty has no bonded in- du]eed in- They only examine the deeds bound in cloth.WIIIull-. nliruubrfl^ uulllllldllulll I aebtedness; no wàered stocky They surveyed that old No other publishing house In the• ■ ir ft I» » - ' 1J ' • ■ - ft’ riipt officials" no cesspools of vice_ it promani They looked into her soul, -J1 ,d States excels them in the me-Is It Declining, nr Atacing? ,1 r • ■ • ‘ i r ■ XL • ' ‘ ’ll " £ zl r pure, the good, the true. > Are you den there, full of flowers, on which were The three volumes ot the "Encyclope-- it is piam to be seem tins move will cost the bound for that city? Have you tried to I ^Itten, '‘Goodness!” And what did | Death, and Life In tho Spirit 
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iKa f- ia Ilia firâi nrtnai/làraHAn • r ...... . how the-flames went skyward, as if so per a thrtiugh ticket to-the Celestial ^uds°“æuttle, “The Religion of Man

$oh.siacratl<m, .. Then th«fexcaUent work by Dr. J. M.
It Will not be hard work tor eaeh;,DreSent sub- the Pita of hem There was precious Jr y°u wt a ticket to that City, be Peebles, “The Seers ot the Ages.”

' i . ‘ human life in that building; and only g°od and do good. If you are a father, Then comes the "Great Debate Be . ,
scriber to send mone more, and in this way one remaining egress of escape. Who be kind and loving to. your wife and 
make it possible to' permanently Establish a

■Paper That Will Do Greater Crediate the Greater
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MEDIUMS, it is time the Truth-loving, moral, 
and more intellectual Spiritualists—the Genuine 
Spiritualists—DO THEIR BEST.
If You Accept This Proposition, Begin Work M

Send in Your List of Subscribers ^t'Qnce,

BY MOSES HULL,
Much that 1» In thl» book appeared In an »bridge« glorious triumph for that old term In a eerie» at nine full pages or Tog Pnooaass-

TtiEñGE OF REASON.’
actb of Jife combined entitle him to go. [features of old Aunt Martha. ] ByThomas Paine. BMng an investigation#

. , - » I - . . s vw« I True and Fabulous Theology. -A new and com-and no further, and engraved thereon l - -. - * J. R. F. 1 pieto1 edition, from now plates and nowtypes
IBS pages, post 8vo. Paper clot\ SOa.
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the sun will shine clearer.
The consideration of all 

tions may prove beneficial 
though for the time being 
harder for the mediums.
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advance the cause in that city, 
spent a very pleasant day in Mr. 
Mrs. Lillie's home in Montecito.

At Summerland and San Diego

reading, 
methods 
ties.

Three

was also taken suddenly ill at 
conda and had to return home, 
these reasons the work in that 
was given up for the time.

San Francisco and much credit is 
them for assistance in making 
meetings a success.

Mrs. Gillespie is the pastor of

and instruction regarding 
of work for weak local socie-

People's Church of that city. She 
labored long and faithfully, without 
money and without price, building it up 
from nothing to a substantial and sue-

$

For the Year Ending September 30,1905.

The Annual Report of
KS. A. Missionaries.

To E. W. Sprague and his wife, as N. S. A. 
Missionaries, and as medium and lecturer, per
sistent and true workers in the cause of Spirit
ualism, is due the praise of the spiritualistic peo
ple of the whole nation. They have indeed 
proven themeslves amply fitted for the work to 
which they have been assigned.

Mr. Chairman and Fellow-Delegates: < 
—Anotlmr year of great activity In the 
movement to advance the cause of Mod
ern Spiritualism has passed. ।

The wqyk of the year has been 
crowned with good results. The truths ; 
of Spiritualism have been carried to 
thousands of earnest seekers for truth.

The organization of Spiritualists into 
a working body of business men aud 
women whose purpose is to render 
helpful service to mankind and to each 
other, as well as to Investigate, teach 
and demonstrate tlie truths of the Spir
itual philosophy, was a happy thought, 
as experience has shown.

During tlie year we have visited a 
larger number of states than in any 
previous year of our missionary work.

We visited New York, Connecticut, 
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, 
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Colo
rado, Wyoming, Montana, Washington, 
Oregon, California, Utah and Nebraska.

We held 261 meetings; organized 19 
societies, including two Ladies’ Aid so
cieties; wrote 900 letters and traveled 
14,000 miles.

We attended tlie N. S. A. convention 
at St. Louis, Mo„ the Michigan State 
Convention at Lansing, Mich., and took 
part in a state mass-meeting at Topeka, 
Kans. We also added many new mem
bers to old societies that we visited.

The new societies tliai we organized 
are located in the following states: 
Ohio, 1; Missouri, 2; Kansas, 3; Wyo
ming, 1; Montana, 2; California, 2; 
Washington, 1; Oregon, 3; Colorado, 3, 
and New York, 1. Total, 19.

INDIANA.
We began the work of the year in In

diana, serving the society at J^afayette.
ILLINOIS.

In Illinois we served the societies at 
Farmer City, Bloomington and Decatur, 
and held the first Spiritualist meeting 
ever held in Pinckneyville. *

MISSOURI.
We held meetings in St. Louis, St. 

Joseph and Union Star, Mo., organizing 
a fine local society and a Ladies’ Aid 
auxiliary at St. Joseph, and held the 
first public Spiritualist meeting ever 
held in Union Star.

KANSAS.
We held meetings in Troy, Ft. Scott, 

Spring Hill, Lawrence, Topeka, Her
rington, Sterling and Hutchinson, Kans. 
Ours were the first Spiritualist lectures

. ever given in Troy or Herrington. We 
organized new societies at Lawrence, 
Herrington and Spring Hill.

WYOMING.
At Sheridan, Wyoming, we held two 

meetings and organized a good socletyr 
Mrs. F. D. McCormick, the president of 
the Montana State Spiritualist Assocla- 
ation, and her good husband, planned 
and arranged for these meetings at 
Sheridan.

MONTANA.
We visited Billings, Livingston and 

Butte, Mont. At Billings, the home of 
the McCormicks, we remained eleven 
days and held 15 meetings. The num
ber in attendance, as well as the inter
est In the meetings, increased with 
each succeeding meeting. Mrs. Sprague 
held one meeting for ladies only, and 
also organized a Ladies' Aid Society. 
Much good was accomplished at Bil
lings.

Mrs. McCormick preceded us to dif
ferent places in Montana and arranged 
for our coming,' but we were stricken 
with the smallpox at Livingston and 
Mrs. Sprague was taken to the pest- 
house at Butte, and Mrs. McCormick

ment, and asked the reason for it, he 
was told that the railroad officials did 
not recognize Spiritualism as a religion. 
This matter should be attended to and 
the mistaken officials should be enlight
ened. •

CALIFORNIA. x
We visited Dunsmuir, San Francisco,' 

Cupertino, fian Jose, Santa Cruz, Santa 
Barbara, Summerland, Montecito. Fres
no, San Diego, and Los Angeles.

We organized societies at Dunsmuir, 
and ’Fresno and held the first public 
Spiritualist- meeting ever held in Duns
muir.

The Spiritualists of San Francisco ac
corded us a hearty welcome to their 
beautiful city. We were royally enter
tained in the hospitable home of Mr. 
and Mrs. J. Shaw Gillespie. . Mr. Gil
lespie is the president of the California 
State Spiritualists Association, a good 
business man, a natural leader, a well 
informed and active Spiritualist.

Mr. and Mrs. Gillespie called us to

great success of tbe camp-meetings is 
their reward. , . ■ :

At the close of our work at. the camp
meetings we tilled an engagement Bum 
days and Thursday of September with 
the society at Watertown, N. Y.; mean- 
while we held three meetings at La- 
largeville, N. Y., and organised a so
ciety there. ‘ • ,

•taken altogether, we have been able 
to stand the work this year better than 
we expected at the beginning; though 
Mrs. Sprague was obliged to forego giv-' 
ing private readings almost entirely; 
this was a great disappointment to 
many of the friends. , 
FINANCIAL REPORT FOR YEAR
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cessful society.
Mrs. Gillespie is also the conductor of 

a fine lyceum. We have had the pleas
ure of witnessing her work in the ly
ceum, both in the east and in the west, 
and have no hesitancy in pronouncing 
her one of the best lyceum teachers in 
the land. It would be a great help to 
our movement if the Morris Pratt Insti
tute were to establish a class In lyceum 
work and graduate lyceum teachers. 
They are greatly needed.

Our Sunday meetings in San Fran
cisco were held in the spacious hall of 
the People’s Church, and the Ladles’ 
Aid Society- kindly assisted us in- the 
week-day evening meetings, which were 
held in their hall. The members and 
attendants of both of these societies are 
In full sympathy with the good work of 
the N. S. A. as was proven ip many 
ways -and not least by their generous 
subscriptions to the Mediums’ Relief 
Fund.

Mr. W. T. Jones, editor of the Philo-' 
sophlcal Journal, and Mr. and Mrs. A. 
S. Howe, editors of the Occidental Mys
tic, through the columns of their valu
able papers and otherwise did much to 
assist us; all of which was highly ap
preciated by your missionaries.

We held two meetings -with the so
ciety at San Jose, spent three happy 
days at Sunny Brae, held four meetings 
with the Santa Cruz Society, stopped 
over night at Santa Barbara, where we 
learned that the once flourishing society 
of that place had failed- and nothing 
was then being done in a public way to

When we recovered and Mrs. Sprague 
was released from the pest-house, we 
bld a glad farewell to this great mining 
city and traveled on into the state of 
Washington.

WASHINGTON.
We visited Spokane, Seattle and Ta

coma. At Spokane we spent eight days, 
- held twelve meetings, and organized a 
fine society. Spokane has plenty of ex
cellent home talent and this society 

• should certainly prosper.
Mr. R. F. Little, the very efficient and 

enthusiastic president of the Washing- 
: ton State Spiritualists Association, ar

ranged for our coming to Seattle, where 
we spent one week and held six meet- 

■ ings.

found good societies owning their tem
ples and doing fine work. San Diego 
has one of the finest temples in the 
West.

Mr. S. D. Dye, who is one of the re
spected members of our National board, 
and his good wife, assisted by Mrs. Net
tie Howell, Mrs. R. S. Lillie, and the 
officers and members of the Truth Seek
ers’ Society of Los Angeles, called us to 
that place to assist in the three days’ 
anniversary services. The nine meet
ings held there proved very successful 
in every way. Large audiences were in 
hitendance, and on Sunday evening, at 
the closing service, some went away 
for lack of room, though our hall was a 
large one.

The lectures, messages and music 
were excellent, and were received with 
enthusiasm and applause by the audi
ences.

A nice little sum over and above ex
penses was realized, and both the Truth 
Seekers’ Society and the N. S. A. were 
profited thereby, and furthermore forty 
new members were added to the Truth 
Seekers’ Society.

UTAH.
Owing to a misunderstanding caused 

by a letter going astray, we arrived in 
Salt Lake City one week earlier than 
we were expected. This so disarranged 
our plans that we only remained there 
two days and then moved on to Colo
rado.

The Spiritualists of Seattle have (jne 
of the finest and best managed-socie- 

• ties; they also have plenty of' good 
home talent and are enthusiastic.

Mr. George E. Knowlden, secretary of 
- the Washington State Association, and 
. one of our best workers, arranged for 
. the two meetings that we held in Ta

coma. Mr. A. J. Kenton of Puyallup, 
the treasurer of the Washington State 
Spiritualists Association, with his good 
wife were present. These meetings 
were well attended and considerable in
terest was beginnffig to manifest itself 
when we were obliged to leave for 
other fields.

OREGON,
Rev. G. C. Love, president of the Ore- 

>gon State Spiritualists Association as
sisted us in the good work, arranging 
for meetings in Portland and taking 
part in them.

' - - We spent four days in Portland and 
held four, meetings there. Two were 

‘ heldMn Drew’s Hall and two in the 
home of “The World’s Advance 
Thought." Mrs. Lucy A. Mallory, the 

.editor, of this excellent Spiritualist 
newspaper, kindly invited us to hold the 
meetings there. She Is one ot the tried 
and true, and has kept her splendid 

■ paper busy making its regular visits to 
thousands of homes in this and in.other 
countries for nearly, a quarter of a cen
tury.

We attended a meeting of the Ladles’ 
Aid Society of Portland one afternoon.

more popular'with the outside world. 
Mediums and Spiritualists are fighting 
this evil constantly, and yet they must 
bear this humiliating burden, terrible 
as it is; the innocent must suffer tor 
tfe guilty. '. . -

We houe thia Convention will pass 
resolutions condemning these- prac-

Aside from the above report, we 
raised for the Mediums’ Relief Fund, 
$180.99.
, Notwithstanding the' fact that we 
covered a much larger territory than 
last year, our expenses are less and re
ceipts more tills year. *

MISSIONARY WORK NEEDED.
It is certainly true that missionary 

work Is much needed In every state 
where we have labored; and undoubt
edly this may be said of every city, 
town and village within these states,

Much might be said regarding the 
benefits of the missionary work, as well 
as the necessity for it in the building 
up of our organization. The results of 
our work of the last five years is a 
great object lesson.

The states in which most of this work 
has been done, now have the best and 
most successful organizations under the 
National Association, and this has been 
largely accomplished through the mis
sionary work. It is impossible-for'any 
State Association to be built up or sus
tained without missionary work.

Other religious denominations, much 
older than ours, realize this and still 
have their state or district and National 
missionaries. .

We know full well that our organiza
tion would grow much faster if we were 
able to place two good, capable mission
aries in every state and keep them at 
work, there..

MICHIGAN STATE CONVENTION.
We attended the Michigan State Con

vention held at Lansing, August 15, as 
delegates. This State Association owns 
a fine Mediums’ Home, it was largely 
donated to it by Mr. John F. Goff. It 
was deeded to the state association'be
fore his death. When he passed away 
be left a will in which he bequeathed 
property to the amount of about $28,000 
as an endowment fund for the support 
of the Mediums’ Home. This will is 
now being contested in the courts, and 
that convention had to devise ways and 
means to carry the case to the Supreme 
Court of the state of Michigan, where it 
is confidently believed that the will 
may be sustained.

We succeeded in raising nearly J150 
at this convention for that purpose, and 
when we left Lansing things looked fa
vorable for the Spiritualists to continue 
tbe suit.

Whether we lose the suit or not, the 
Michigan State Spiritualists Association 
own their Mediums’.Home and it is free 
from encumbrance, and must—accord
ing to the deed—always remain so. All 
this would not have been possible with
out organization. The object lesson 
here given is this: It is better to give 
while we are here, then we will know 
that our gift will not be spent in a law 
suit, but will be used for that which we 
Intended.

MEDIUMS’ CIRCLES, ETC.
There are, undoubtedly, morp home 

circles being held at this time than at 
any previous time In the history of Spir
itualism. It Is not an uncommon thing 
to find three or four or a half-dozen dif
ferent circles for development being 
held in a small town.

Thousands of mediums are being de
veloped, though most of them, for one 
reason or another, work entirely in pri
vate; however, new mediums for vari
ous phases are coming into the public 
work from time to time.

The publishing of “The Great Psycho
logical Crime” and the prolonged de
bate upon the subject of "Obsession," 
together with the discussion of the sub
ject of "Fraud” by friend and foe, has, 
in some measure, discouraged mediums 
in their development, but we think this 
will not be lasting. In fact these are 
but passing clouds reflecting their shad
ows for the moment; following them

such nefarious works have no more re
lation to mediumship or Spiritualism 
than falsehood has to [truth.

CITY LICENSES FOR MEDIUMS.
The councils) of aS number of cities 

have sought to get rid of these frauds 
and have takeri a vely strange way to 
do it( viz.: by granting thorn licenses to 
practice. This ’ is Just what the fakirs 
want. The license fee is nothing to 
them. The privilege of working Tn a 
town, where they, plot and scheme un
molested, is of great value to them. 
On the other hand, tlie license fee 
placed upon a poor medium is an un
just btirden. Some of these cities,' how
ever, do. not collect a license fee from 
mediums who have credentials from the 
N. S. A.

Mediums, do not wish to become vio
lators of the law; nor do they wish to 
give.rup their work, neither should they 
be obliged to submit to this injustice. 
Some action should be taken by this 
convention that will lead to the remov
ing of this burden from the shoulders 
of our mediums.

False statements regarding the N. 8, 
A. and its work have been industriously 
circulated. They evidently originated 
with the frauds who are not able to get 
the endorsement of our state and Na
tional associations.

One-Of these false statements accuses 
the N. S. A. of being opposed to phe
nomena; another that'the organization 
has fallen into the hands of the frauds 
and is carried on by them for the pur
pose of making money. These stories 
and many more equally as false, have 
been doing injury to our cause, and the 
Spiritualists were glad when we came 
and proved by the resolutions adopted 
at every National Convention, and by 
its Ordination Usages, etc., that it up
holds every phase of mediumship, and 
furthermore, endorses and protects 
those that are worthy and qualified.

We think that a copy of the Ordina
tion Usages of the N. S. A. should be 
placed in the hands of every medium 
and speaker In the land, and that everÿ 
Spiritualist should inform himself or 
herself of Its contents. Its adoption 
-was a movement iq the right direction,

STATE ASSOCIATIONS.
Most of the State Associations are 

doing excellent work, and are increas
ing in favor among the Spiritualists in 
general. They are growing stronger in 
point of s-vstematic work as well as in 
finances each year, as their reports will 
undoubtedly show.

There should be state organizations 
in all of the states. We think a good 
strong state association could be or
ganized in Colorado if the Spiritualists 
there would take hold of the matter. 
THE INDIANA STATE ASSOCIATION.

The Indiana State Spiritualists Asso
ciation that we organized one year ago 
last February has proved to be a suc
cess. The executive board is thorough
ly competent, full .of zeal and entirely 
harmonious. Its ¿work: bas been of a 
high çharacter and has, helped to give 
Spiritualism a standing throughout the 
state that could not have been estab
lished without it. , , 1

When Spiritualists show their love 
and respect for this cause by uniting to 
protect it, the outside world shows 

'more respect for .them« i. < -
The only obstacle in. the way of a 

greater success of the Indiana State As
sociation Is the. lask of funds. It these 

,. wej:e furnished, Ha usefulness Would be 
increased many fold, We .are justly 
proud of the Indiana State -Spiritual
ists Association. .«May the object les
sons presented by the work of this and 
other state associations inspire the 
Spiritualists of all parts of the country 
to assist freely by giving their moral 
support and financial aid to tbe success 
of our movement.

LOCAL SOCIETIES’ NEEDS.
Methods of work should be devised 

that would build up the local societies 
and make them strong. Each year we 
have recommended that a committee 
be appointed to arrange a course of

practical acqpnjpllshed, tor everywhere 
we go we are being asked for some
thing of this kind, and the demand 
should be supplied. , .

MEETING PLACES.
Ip many towns, halls and other places 

suitable for meetings are hard to pro
cure, and rent Is so high that it is bur
densome to the ' local societies. In 
some towns it is impossible to get halls 
for spiritual meetings. In other places 
societies hire halls, taking exclusive 
control of them, sub-renting to fratern
al orders and other societies, thereby 
getting their rent at a nominal price.

An excellent way where a society can 
do so, Is to erect a building in a good lo
cation with a store or other place ot 
business on the ground floor and a ball 
for meetings in the upper story. Such 
a building may often be rented to ad
vantage and will pay for itself in time. 
The Boeiety can have control of it at 
all times and when the building-is paid 
for it will be a source of revenue to aid 
in carrying on the meetings.

Several societies are carrying out this 
plan now. , ;

BUILDING FUND.
We are in hopes that a building fund 

may be established where weak socie
ties can procure funds, at a-very low 
rate of interest, to assist in building 
churches or temples. It will be much 
cheaper for societies to pay a, low rate 
of interest than to pay a large rent.

We believe that there are Spiritual
ists in the United States that would 
gladly furnish the funds to be used for 
this purpose, if the National Associa
tion would take the responsibility ot 
handling them. It Is one of the suc
cessful methods of other religions of 
our country and is worthy otlhe con
sideration of this convention.

THE OUTLOOK.
• Spiritualists have good reason for be
ing happy when they consider that 
there are nearly half a hundred camp
meetings ^being held in this coùntry ev
ery year, several hundred local socie
ties are holding public meetings two or 
three times per week, many Ladies’ 
Auxiliary societies and Children’s Ly
ceums are doing good work for the 
cause. Twenty state associations are 
doing active work and growing stronger 
each year, the great army of Spiritual
ists, who are In reality missionaries in 
private lite. Thousands ot good and 
true, worthy and well qualified medi
ums are doing public and private work; 
excellent speakers, splendid teachers 
and great writers in abundance; a good 
number of weekly and monthly Spirit
ualist newspapers and magazines wield
ing a mighty influence of helpfulness 
and upholding all the rest; and added 
to all of this is the soul-inspiring fact 
that the spirit world, to whom failure is
unknown, with, all o£ our beloved

TAKE NOTICE.—We go to press for J were splendid; all recognized; unusual- 
this issue a little earlier than usual,’Jy clear and very convincing. This was 
’ “ ' J no doubt helped by the good conditions,
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hence many items, ard unavoidably 
crowded out.

COLORADO.
We organised new societies at Grand 

Junction, Leadville and Denver, and 
also held meetings- in Glenwood Sprigs 
and Colorado Springs. Ours were the 
first public Spiritualist meetings ever 
held In Glenwood Springs; a good so
ciety may be organized there with a 
little of the right kind of work.

NEBRASKA.
We spent three days at South Omaha 

and moved along into Iowa.
IOWA.

We stopped at Oskaloosa, where we 
found a good working society. We held 
four meetings there, then visited socie-- 
ties that we had previously organized 
at Bloomington, Ill., Peru and Roches
ter, Ind., Sandusky and Elyria, Ohio, 
stopping at Alliance, Ohio, for three 
meetings, and went home to rest and/ 
enjoy our vacation. ,

July found us again on the wing. We 
organized a society at Uricksville, Ohio, 
served the Elwood, Ind.-, society and 
held a three days’ grove meeting ' at 
Millburg, Mich., then went to Chester
field,' Ind., where our camp-meeting 
work began.

CAMP-MEÉTINGS.
- We filled engagements at the follow
ing named Spiritualist camp-meetings: 
Snowflake Camp, Central Lake, Mich.; 
Chesterfield, Ind.; Vicksburg, Mich., 
and Ashley, Ohio? These meetings are 
ail doing their usual good work for the 
cause, and the interest seems to be in
creasing. At most of them the attend
ance was larger than last season. All 
of them - are in sympathy_with oiir or
ganization. A collection for the benefit 
of the N. S. A. was taken at the three 
first-named camps, and a National Asso
ciation day was advertised in the Vicks
burg program wjthRév. Thomas Grim
shaw and your missionaries as speak
ers. This meeting was well attended 

. and the<presentation of the good work 
'bf our organization was gladly and en
thusiastically received. •

The managers and workers at all of 
our camp-meetings are entitled to great 
credit for -their perseverance, enter-

We were called upon for remarks, when 
without even asking permission, we cre- 

> ated considerable surprise by raising 
over one hundred dollars for the build
ing fund of that society.

We spent fifteen days in Oregon, vis
iting Hartland, McMinnville, Corvallis^ 
Cottage Grove, Medford and Ashland. 
We organized new societies at McMinn
ville, Cottage Grave and Medford.

* Spiritualist ministers are refused
clergy rates in Oregon. When Presl- .
cent Love protested against such treat- prise and loyalty to our cause. The

THÈ FRAUD QUESTION.
The fraud practiced by an occasional 

pretending physical medium does not 
injure our cause as much as that other 
class of rascals do who advertise ex
tensively In our gréât dailies, circulate 
flaming posters, etc., telling the public 
that they are “the greatest clairvoy
ants, palmists, astrologers,” etc., "on 
earth.” and “can read everyone’s life 
like an open .book," "tell whether wife 
or husband is true or not,” "bring back 
lost lovers,” “develop any phase of me
diumship desired,’1 "find stolen prop
erty, hidden treasure, oil wells and gold 
mines.” “Terms fifty cents and up.” .

These conscienceless creatures infest 
the cities and towns of this country in 
swarmk, not a place of any size that has 
not been visited time and time again by 
them. Some of them have gained the 
confidence of their intended victims 
who are usually persons who know but 
little or nothing at all about Spiritual
ism, and in its sacred name, through* 
one method or another, rob their vic
tims. ~
• At Denver, Colo., we met the License 
Collector who told us that if we, or the 
National Association Would help the 
city to find a certain man whom .he 
named, we would confer a great favor 
upon the people of Denver and besides, 
the city would reward us therefor.

This worse than highwayman had 
posed as a great clairvoyant, astrólo- 
ger, palmist, etc., and through his sub
tle arts of devilishness imssessed him
self of $500 of one widow’s money, and 
$1,000 of another's, ..under the pretext 
that their spirit husbands wanted him 
to invest it where they should direct, 
and it Would bring their widows "big 
returns.” •

After getting possession of the money 
this “crook” left town, and Spiritualism 
is blamed for the robbery.

This and sundry^ other tricks, and 
fraudulent practices in the name of me-'- 
diumship and clairvoyance,: coupled, 
with, the claim of being the greatest 
“mahatmas,” astrologers, "palmists," 
etc.,’ “in the world" have" been prac- 
tlced in St. Louis, Mo"., Rockford,. III., 
several times. Peoria. Ill., at leapt four 
times; in each case these robbers car
ried away a large ■ amount of money. 
In Danville, Ill.,, there were-two cases 
in which they got six.hundred dollars 
of innocent people’s cash. In Bloom
ington, HI., several cases- occurred in 
which good people were robbed of hun
dreds of dollars. In fact we find such ' 
cases of this kind wherever we go, and 
probably not one case in a dozen ever 
comes to light, as people are not gener
ally anxious ' to let the public know 
how they have been deceived by ffibse' 
frauds'. . ' * <

All of this rascality Is laid to Spirit
ualists and mediums, and is the real or 
greatest reason why Spiritualism is not

was appointed at the convention held 
in Boston. Two-years ago, when we 
again brought the matter before the 
convention, held in Washington, it was 
learned that the committee had done 
nothing in the matter; The same com
mittee was again appointed to carry 
out the wish of the epnvention and last 
year there was no report from that 
committee presented to the St. Louis 
convention.

We do not wish to continue this mat
ter if the delegates do not care to con
sider It further, but th ou: humble opin
ion there is nothing as inexpensive that 
can do so much good for our cause as 
a systematic course of reading, properly 
arranged. We would, therefore rec
ommend that this convention consider 
the question of appointing a committee 
to arrange a course of reading and in
structions regarding methods of work 
for local societies.

Christian Scientists, Theosophlsts, 
Divine Scientists, New Thoughtists and 
others are making this a successful fea
ture in their methods of work. Why 
should not the Spiritualists do the 
same?

In our opinion many books may be se
lected from those published in the in
terest of Spiritualism, and the local so
cieties would, gladly provide themselves 
with them if they knew what ones to 
get and were shown, the best way-to 
carry on the classes..-Books on medi
umship explaining the phenomena, laws 
governing them, conditions necessary 
to their production, etc.,.should consti
tute the first course. *0ther. books'teach-' 
Ing the beautiful philosophy of. Spirit
ualism in its many brdndies might con
stitute other courses of instruction. If 
the books now publishedi are not fully 
adapted to this woriq weibelieve that 
many new volumes upon these subjects 
would appear at onte, Hhe demand 
would create the supply; and our wri
ters would furnish essays3 and lessons 
in abundance that wogldke adapted to 
this schoql of modefn I' Splritualistic 
thought, and it wouldigrow and become 
one of the most useful educational de
partments of our movBmont. : ■- .

It is apparent to your »missionaries 
that there are groat arumbers of Spir
itualists who not onlyilneed this educa
tion, but would be delighted to have the 
opportunity, of studying Uris way. When 
this method of work is established'it 
will be an encouragement to the form 
ation of new societies, rjnd a great aid 
to those Wernow have. • ' ,

We would be pleased to have;Hudson- 
Tuttie appointed as chairman of that 
committee when the proper time ar
rives.

So much has been said , about ¿“Evil 
Spirits,” The Harmfulness .of Hypno
tism,” “The Great Psychological Crime,” 
"Dangers.of Mediumship," “Fraudulent 
Practices,” etc.; that many good and 
earnest people are all at sea upon the 
questions relative.to medlumshlfe and 
through the. above^stated methods all 
cbulfi be s'et right and great good ac
complished.

We trust this question may bo dealt 
with by tbe convention and something

arisen friends, constitute the moving 
and directing power of this mighty 
movement called Modern Spiritualism.

We may earnestly proclaim with 
Jesus, “And upon this rock I will build 
my church ; and the gates of hell shall 
not prevail against it/’^Matt xvi:16.

Who can be so weak "and faint-heart
ed as to become pessimistic or discour
aged? Modern Spiritualism has been 
a success from the start. It is growing 
rapidly to-day, and It will continue to 
succeed until It supplants error, false
hood, superstition and ignorance, and 
fills the world with knowledge, justice, 
love and the glory of its radiant light 
“And the spirits of the prophets are 
subject to the prophets.”—I. Cor. xiv:32.

IN CONCLUSION.
We wish to express our gratitude and 

appreciation to. all who have so nobly 
assisted us in the arduous work of the 
year. The editors ot the Spiritualist 
press have gladly aided us. Their as
sistance has been of great value to our 
work. They have published every ar
ticle that we have furnished and we 
fully appreciate their kindness. We 
are also mindful of the glad welcome 
we have received on every hand, of the 
many homes that have been thrown 
open to us, of the words of cheer and 
encouragement so freely given, as well 
as the financial assistance rendered, 
and by no means least, tbs sweet words 
of loving sympathy given orally and 
sent by letter, as well ns the good 
thoughts sent out to us in the time of 
our affliction with smallpox in Butte, 
Montana, for which we return our 
heartfelt thanks. May dieaven’s bless
ings be richly bestowed upon all our 
friends. Respectfully submitted,

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE, 
- N. S. A. Missionaries.

IN EXPLANATION.—The president < 
of the N. S. A. only receives a regular • 
salary when out on exclusive mission- 1 
ary work; at other times , he is simply 1 
paid per diem lor such actual days as 1 
he works for the Association.

Dr. Peebles is coming to Chicago to 
speak for the League, Saturday even- 1 
ing, Nov. 4, and he will speak for the 1 
Rising Sun Mission, Sunday afternoon, ; 
Nov, 5, and in the evening for the Ait
ken Society, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue.

W. H. Leidigh writes: "I cannot find 
words to give expression of my appreci
ation of your very able work for the 
cause of Spiritualism,-and I often'won
der who will fall into your place to 
keep up the good work that you’ so no
bly began and have pushed along so 
ably.”

Arzelia C. Clay writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: "Mrs. John Lindsey is 
in the Hospital Department of the La
dies’ Annex Building, Soldiers' Home, 
Grand Rapids, Mick I found her very 
weak and ill. Site sends regards to her 
many friends among the Spiritualists 
and would like to receive letters of 
cheer-from them, though at the present 
time she is not able to reply. Give her 
your best thoughts."

Mrs. Carrie Francis, after attending 
the Minneapolis Convention, will make 
a flying trip to California, accompanied 
by Mrs. Laura G. Flxen, who has long 
been in the temperance work in connec
tion with the W. C, T. U.

George AV. Kates and wife held very 
interesting meetings at the Spiritualist 
church, on Boquet street, yesterday. At 
the morning service Mr. Kates spoke 
“Why Spirits Differ.” He showed that 
differences exist amongst people on 
earth, and claimed that the spirit 
spheres are only evolved planes of life 
Impinging this and hence are not hab
ited by perfect beings, but only with 
the natural sequences of their talent or 
deficiencies. Spirits could not possibly 
all be and realize alike, no more than 
could mortals. Mrs. Kates gave a forci
ble address at the evening meeting 
upon spiritual law and tne power of 
Spiritualism, to help the human family. 
—Pittsburg Leader.

E. R. Fielding writes from Washing
ton, D. C.: "The Auxiliary of the First 
Association held the first meeting ot 
the year at Mr. F. A. Woods’, the presi
dent of the First Association. After 
the business meeting, Prof, and Mrs. 
Longley sang one of their beautiful 
songs. Mrs. E. Brooks favored us with 
a solo. About 9 o'clock Prof. Colville 
arived and gave about twenty personal 
booms. The local mediums on the cal
endar for the months are Mr. P. L. O. A. 
Keeler, Mrs. M. A. Price, Mrs. Ella 
Royal Williams. Progressive euchre 
every Tuesday-evening at 402 A street 
S. A. The Educational Society of Spir
itualists opened their meetings^as usual 
in Smith's Hall. Mrs. M. T. Longley 
was the speaker for the evening. Her 
lectures are always inspiring, bringing 
one higher and to a' fuller understand
ing of one’s special gifts. Prof. Long
ley presided at the piano. Mr. Emil 
Nobbe holds meetings as usual in the 
Spanish Veterans' Hall. Mediums and 
workers are getting into line for -winter 
work.”

Helen Stuart-Richings makes the fol
lowing correction: “My announcement 
in a recent issue of The Progressive 
Thinker, that I was engaged by the 
Minnesota State Association for mis
sionary work in that state during Octo-

the music and singing being of a high1 
order and the audience seemed to be to ■ 
harmony with the speaker. The hall is
conveniently located and I understand
the meetings are to be continued 
through the winter. They should ba 
well attended.”

Mary E. French writes from Clyde, 
Ohio: “The First Spiritual Research So
ciety of Clyde, Ohio, began its meetings. 
Sunday evening, October 8, with Fred 
D. Dunakin as speaker. As president 
ot the O. S. A. he is well adapted to got 
forth and teach true Spiritualism, A 
fluent and easy speaker, his words carry 
comfort, and stir one to higher en
deavor in coming closer to the spiritual 
life of the universe. You are soon im
pressed with the fact, that his brain is 
either a store-house for sublime and 
profound thought, or the cells are 
played upon and respond to some mas
ter mind, as the strings of a harp bring 
forth delightful music by the touch of a 
musician’s fingers. We are pleased to 
know that he does not ignore the minor 
phases of mediumship. He realizes it' 
is the plank to stand upon when start
ing onward and upward in the realm 
of psychic investigation. ’

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: “Tlie serv
ices of the Rising Sun Mission on Sun
day afternoon, Oct. 8, was attended by 
a large audience to listen to Dr. C. Tis
dale of California. His guide, an an
cient Greek, spoke on Bible Spiritual
ism and enlightened us to a great ex
tent, as to the writers of the Bible, and 
how in ancient times tlie prophets were 
inspired to speak and prophesy. It was 
a rare treat for all who listened to him. 
Our sister, Mrs. Andrews, gave some 
beautiful demonstrations of spirit re
turn. In the evening, Mr. H. M. French 
lectured on Nature and Spiritualism. 
His guides handled the subject to the 
satisfaction of the entire audience. A 
number of good thoughts were given 
out and some beautiful demonstrations 
from tlie arisen ones were also given 
to the audience by Brother French’s 
guides, who gave messages from sealed 
questions. The singing of our choir, 
which is always of high order, was lis
tened to with rapt attention. We cor
dially invite strangers and skeptics to 
attend our services on Sunday after
noons at 3, evenings at 8, at Star Lodge
Hall, 378 So. Western avenue. Our
speaker for Sunday, Oct. 22, will be Dr.
J. MacFarland. All welcome. Our
second annual Harvest Hop will take 
blace Oct. 21, Saturday evening, at our 
hall, at which time Miss Ratites will be 
present. Come and find her among the 
crowd and get a prize.”

Correspondent writes: “Mrs. O. B. 
Wilson has returned from a three 
weeks' visit at the home of Otto E. 
Kropp and sister, St. Peters, Minn. She 
enjoyed the much needed rest, and 
found her friends situated in a cozy, 
snug little home, and everything they 
could do for her pleasure was done, and 
she is here ready to take up her work 
again, feeling much better for the quiet 
rest. Otto is the same genial, pleasing 
young man that he was when with us 
here in Chicago, and we regret that we 
have lost a good young worker in the 
cause here in Chicago.”

Dr. J. M. Peebles will probably spend 
the winter in San Diego, Cal.

Mrs. A. Sexsmith writes: "The meet
ing of the Golden Rule Spiritualist So
ciety, Sunday, Oct. 8, both afternoon 
and evening, was very Interesting. In
the afternoon we were favored by a 
short talk by Brother Ring and Brother 
French, and messages by Sister Kusse- 

| row and Sister McIntyre. In the even-her and November, was premature. In-. — - --------- -
stead, 1 continue the work—begun in | ’nS we were greeted by a large audi- 
September—for the Psychical Research ence to listen to our brother, John W. 
Society of Victoria, B. C^jintll the mid- R'ng. of Galveston, Texas, who held

CLAIRVOYANCE.

The light of truth about him shone. 
And bright his features grew, 

From the beyond he came to me, 
I saw him and I knew—

The opening bud into the flower, 
The charm of life and truth, 

The evidence of endless life 
And of immortal youth.

Material life had vanished, gone, 
And spirit life was here;

Ethereal purity begun
In an advancing sphere;

Not earth with Its surroundings now, 
Its morning and its night,

My friend of former years was here 
In robes of life and light.

Ah, brother, never more alone, 
Darkness is vanished now,

We know as we are known, tor truth 
Illuminates the brow.

This clairvoyant ray doth shed 
Its beauty o’er the earth, 

And never more man need deny 
Its Spiritualistic worth.

Deansboro, N. Y. S. F. TOOLEY.

RHEUMATISM
CURED

THROUGH THE FEET
Every Drop of Blood In the Body 

Reached and Purified Through i 
.the Foot Capillaries by •

. New Discovery. 
The Makers Want Everyone to Try 

A DOLLAR PAIR FREE
If you have rheumatism we want you 

,to try the famous Magic Foot Drafts at 
our expense. They’re curing all' ages 
and conditions—after doctors and baths 
have failed, ‘without a spoonful of medi
cine. We believe they’ll cure you. 
Send us your name, and we’ll send you 
the Drafts by return mail' prepaid. Try 

them, then , if 
you ai;e satisfied, 
send us the 
price; One Dol
lar. If not, sim
ply say so, and

tiiev cost you nothing whatever. We 
have been-sending these Drafts “pay 
when satisfied” for many months now, 
and you can see for yourself that we 
couldn’t keep this up if theDr'afts didn’t 
cure. The fact is they do cure, no mat- 
tei'ihow;, many doctors, have failed;. be-, 
cause they apply a new scientific prin
ciple (fully explained and Illustrated in 
our booklet) and that's why we are glad 
to send them on approval. 'Will you 
try them? - Just send your address to 
Magic Foot Draft Co., X021 Oliver Bldg., 
Jackson,@Uch.'

'TOsath Defeated; or tho PsyeMo 3» 
eret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M, 
Wsblea, M. D, M. A., Ph.

die of November, when I start on the 
long overland journey eastward. For 
May and June, and camp dates, address 
until November 15, The Balmoral Hotel, 
Victoria, B. C.”

Mrs. Abby Louise Pettengill, president 
of the City of Light Assembly, sailed 
for London on the Steamer Blucher, on 
October 5. She will make an extended 
trip through Europe and Egypt, and be 
absent for several months. The work 
of preparing the balance of the program 
for next season was left in the hands 
of Laura G. Fixen and Mrs. Annette J. 
Pettengill.

W. Hassman writes: "The North Star 
Spiritual Union held its regular Sunday 
service at 1546 Milwaukee avenue. The 
lecture was delivered by Rev. P. M. Es
ser, subject ‘The Curse of Drink.’ Mrs. 
Rennau and Rev. Esser gave tests. Oc
tober 19, on Thursday, this society will 
hold a public benefit trumpet circle at 
Sister King’s-, 871 North Lincoln street, 
near North avenue, 8 p. m. sharp. All 
welcome."

C. J. Jameson writes: “I had the good 
fortune to be in the vicinity of Forty
seventh street and Grand Boulevard 
Sunday evening, Oct 8, and was at
tracted by an announcement that a 
meeting would be held at 7:30 that 
evening in,Grand Boulevard Hail. It 
stated that the meeting would be con
ducted under the auspices of the. Inde
pendent Church of Truth. Having been 
a Spiritualist for over twenty years, 
and an investigator along independent 
lines, I decided to attend the meeting 
and was glad I did so; It proved to be 
the opening, night in this city of that 
grand and fearless worker, Gporgia 
Gladys Cooley, and it did me good to 
seo the cordial and royal'welcome ex
tended to one who is an Honor to our 
cause. It should be the duty of all 
Spiritualists to uphold and sustain our 
honest mediums. The struggle is hard, 
and the discouragements many, and 
they need our help. After they lose 
their powers, or old age overtakes them 
they are soon forgotten. Alas! the pity 
of it. We have just seen an example ot 
this In Hie case of Mr. Slade. Noble- 
mindedness is soon forgotten. It is the 
solid weight that sinks to the bottom, 
while the light deeds float on top. The 
lecture was both entertaining and in
structive. The tests and messages

A social will be tendered Madame 
Lora Holton, in honor of her birthday, 
nt Dr.-Beverly's parlors, 44 E. Thirty- 
first-street, on Friday evening, Oct. 21, 
at 8 p.- m., consisting of tests, music 
and refreshments.- A special program 
has beqp-prepared for the occasion, and 
we' hope all the old friends will give 
this worker for many years a rousing 
welcome.

■ Mrs. H. L; Llchtlg writes: “®ie Sun
flower Club will give another rea party 
Tuesday, Oct. 24, at 2 p. tn., In Lincoln 
Hall, Fraternity Building, 70 E. Adams 
street. With every clip of ,t‘ea pur
chased you will receive a reading. 
There will also be a sale table where 
one can purchase many articles of use 
at reasonable prices. . Come prepared 
for a good time.- Bring ,vour friends. 
Swell the crowd, and by bo' doing you 
swell the funds of tlie Sunflower Club, 
and help the good work along.”

the close attention of all for almost an
hour; he chose his subject from the au
dience and handled it in a pleasing 
manner. Words are inadequate to ex
press the interest we all felt in his ad
dress. May the angel world lead him 
on in his grand unfoldment, and may he 
live long on the earth plane to gladden 
the hearts of the people, for we feel 
that he is one among us who tries to 
live what he teaches. We are glad to 
report that Sister Hill was able to be 
with us and give messages to many, 
which seemed to bring satisfaction, as 
did also Sister Weaver. Remember 
these meetings are held each Sunday at 
3 and 8 p. m„ at O'Donnell College 
Building, Paulina street, between Wash
ington Blvd, and Park avenue. Our 
speaker for Sunday, Oct. 15, will be 
Mrs. Eva Fravell of Austin. All wel
come. Open door.”

Will J. Erwood seems exceedingly 
busy in Kansas. Last Thursday, Oct. 8, 
he was at Spring Hill, Johnson county. 
He has lately visited Lawrence, Empo- 
rja, Wichita, and is booked for Kansas 
City, Kans., and Kansas City, Mo. He 
seems a great favorite wherever he lec
tures, and is wanted again and again. 
He is one of our most energetic work
ers, winning success by his faithfulness 
to principle, his intelligence, and fear
less exposition of the truth as he re
gards it.

Maud K. Gates writes from Winfield, 
Kansas: "The Spiritualist Society of 
Occult Science has had the pleasure of 
having Max Hoffmann with us for one 
week. He held five meetings and each 
time the Ball was filled and he seemed 
to hold his audience spellbound. The 
people were delighted with his work.”
, Eva L. Stewart writes: “The Hyde 
Park Occult Society enjoyed a fine talk 
by that old-time Spiritualist, Dr. J. H. 
Randall. He was followed by Mrs. J. 
Staner Adams with messages. On Oct 
8 we had a new feature, a lecture on 
‘Palmistry/ by Mrs'. Margaret Forwerg. 
She is well posted, and demonstrated 
that it was a fact and not a fad, and 
cited that they were now introducing it 
into schools, and it is a help to all in a 
"business as well as. health, if fully un
derstood. She was followed by a (new 1 
to the public) medium who gave some 
fine ‘p-sycnometric readings, which all 
acknowledged. I refer to Mrs. Ruth A. 
Coombs. We are to have her for a 
time, as she pleased sc^maoy. Mrs. 0. 
B. Wilson, our financial secretary, re
turned a week ago from SL Peter, 
where she had been visiting Brother 
Otto Kropp."

Walter S. Miller writes from San • 
Francisco, Cal.: '‘Since the return-of 
Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie from the eas’t, 
the People’s church has again taken up 
the good work, and is doing fine. The 
society has changed its - quarters and 
pre now more centrally located ot Red- ’ 
Men’s Building, on Golden Gate avenue.' 
We have a beautiful hall on the ground 
floor, and easy of-access. The mem
bership is increasing and everything 
points to a most successful season’s 
work. Everyone Is cordially Invited to - 
attend the services -Sunday evenings, ' 
and will ko made welcome.’’

Continued on page 3.
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Annual Report of
The Editor<targe.

Hudson Tuttle Presents an Itemized Report of His 
Doings as The Editor-at-Large for the National 
Spiritualist Association. It is but fair to say that 
his labor in this direction is doing incalculable good 
for the Cause, especially in elevating the public es
timation of the worth and importance, of Spiritual
ism, and in changing the trend of thought regard
ing its place in the ranks of the world’s .institutions.

To the Executive Board National J 
Spiritualist Association — Respected ' 
Sirs:—I have the pleasure to report the 
following work in the field assigned me i 
by the Association: •
First Quarter—Dec. 1, 1904, to March ( 

. 1, 1905.
Contributions to the secular and Spir- : 

itual press:
\ Men of Science Who Accept Spirit- i 

ualism, Boston Traveler,
z Reply to Rev. A. T. Stewart. Com

mercial Review, Portland, Ind.
Keller Again. Sunflower. /

‘A Case of Obsession. The Progress
ive Thinker.

The Progressive Lyceum. Banner of 
Light.

Heresy Honored; Rev. Carter and Ab
bot Compared With Thomas Paine. The 
Progressive Thinker.

Materialism Does Not Satisfy. Light, 
London, Eng.

An Inspiration. Harbinger of Light,- 
Melbourne, Australia.

fa Spiritualism a Maniac Religion? 
Reply to Dr. Quackenboa’ Criticism on 
Rey. Dr. Heber Newton in Detroit Jour
nal. I

For or Against Spiritualism. Eudora 
(Kas.) Times.

The Manifestations the Foundation of 
Spiritualism. The Two Worlds, Man
chester, Eng., and The Progressive 
Thinker. •

Swedenbqrglsm vs. Spiritualism. The 
Spiritualist, Bradford, Eng., also in The 
Progressive Thinker.

læsson tor the Lyceum—The Garden 
of the Spirit. Ths Progressive Lyceum.

Hob Spiritualism a Philosophy? The 
Globe, New York.

Can the Dead Talk With the Living? 
Review of Symposium in Chicago Rec
ord-Herald.

A Presentation of Spiritualism Called 
Out by the Symposium. The Record- 
Herald.

The Gates Opened. The Progressive 
Thinker.

The Lyceum and Other Matters. Mes
sage of Life, Levin, New Zealand.

Reply to Dr. E. Frarfk Lydston. Rec
ord-Herald.

Great Men and Spiritualism. Reply 
to G. Allen White. The Searchlight, 
Waco, Texas.

An Act Relating to Licensing Clair-

ässb® womasusastr

National Lyceum (l!

1.

Financial Statement.

Total.
EXPENSES.

AN IMPORTANT QUESTION. Lift BEYOND DEftTtt
Being a Review of

some of the author’s own personal ex-

holds, as a provisional hypothesis, that

Is It Infallible?
à Voice from the Higher Criticism.

“THE UNKNOWN”
a

THE LAND SOMEWHERE.

LIGf+T OF EGYPT

RENDING Tl+E V7HL

A Remarkable Book. Price, postpaid, $17J

we know that. Land la

Summerland,

"The Romance of Jndo. ' A Story <4

which closed their sessions during 
Buminer, as many were to attend

the 
the

and men, then we shall have spiritual 
Spiritualists who will knowingly; seek 
for spiritualization rather than materi
alization,..and endeavor to live as well 
as teach. All hail to the dawn of the

Somewhere
•• > real.

.so 

.85

mention. I have 
the most salient

day of peace, when love shall be ex
pressed in the lives of children of earth 
and the path of progress be so clearly 
defined that the great multitude will 
walk, therein. 1

times felt that I was little more than 
pen in their hands.

I am respectfully yours.
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Editor-at-Large, N. S. A.

I am always, 
JOHN W. RING, 

National Superintendent Lyceum Work/

Carbon paper..;..
Butanes.

perlefices In this line. Dr. Bayage perlences and Opinions. 
-- ...................................- Price, $1.50; postage, 10 cents.

Superintendents lieport.

BISHOP A. BEALS.
Cal." ■ ; • ■■ ■ -

_________ 'I ...

Balance from Sept. 1. loot.......... I 68,87
Single eubecrlptloua during the 

year.................................. . I 08.40
The several Lycomue during the ■ 

- 885.28

A Btandard'and rfeUablo history; of the historical research la matters of fad 
earlier period of the churib, giving •wholly ignored by tho regular church 
tacts that are not found liFtfie so-called historians, hhd throws a bright glare of

ume Includes n consideration of the
work of the Society for Psychical Re-'for Psychical Research and the Immor- 
search and also an appendix giving 1^ Life—Possible Conditions of Anoth- 

- - - - - er Life—Some Hints as to Personal Ex-

SHSä 
6528.47

4.18 
14.88
6,80

100.00
85.00
«.in.
6.09
6.00
4.45

1548.27 
»62.20

, T - .-,5^ --.I**

The Warfare of Science 
With Theology.

cl >u

The work of John W. Ring, as. National Lyceum Su
perintendent, is so telling in its effect toward the 
advancement of this important braiich of the great 
institution of Spiritualism, as to be niarvelous. He 
deserves the esteem and praise of : every Spiritual
ist in the land for his persistent effort in behalf of 
the children’s department of Spiritualism. The 
National Lyceum is a success.

Banner of Light and The Progressive 
Thinker.

Taylor’s Sermon—Camden, N. Y, 
Question of immortality! Chattanooga 
----- , Tenn.

The Death of Henry Slade. Banner 
of Light and The Progressive Thinker.

Review of Passing Events—A Fifty 
Million ZUft—A Letter Which answers 
Itself. Banner of Light and The Pro
gressive Thinker. * z

With the exception of the New York 
Herald, whose editor refused with boor
ish rudeness to publish a reply to the 
infamous attack of Prof. Serviss, al
though presented by Judge Dailey and 
Dr. Wyman, I nave met with courteous 
treatment from' the secular press, In 
some instances my articles being given 
unusual prominence and display head
lines.

In some respects the way has been 
more than usually difficult. There has 
been a constant demand for defense of 
some fraud—exposed, or medium 
thought to have bpen unjustly treated.’ 
I presume that I have been a disap
pointment to those who expected me to 
lush to the rescue, but I have not re
garded such personal defense as a part 
of the Editor-at-Large’s duties. It is 
deeply to be regretted that the faker 
and charlatan represent Spiritualism to 
the world far more thau mediums, and 
it seems absolutely essential that some 
v.ay be devised by which the true may 
be distinguished from the false.

With gratitude I acknowledge the as
sistance of a eircie of interested friends 
of tlie cause.

One of the most helpful was George 
A. Bacon, who seemed never to forget, 
grow weary, or lose his interest. His 
influence, now, as an emancipated Bpir- 
it, may become equally potent for good. 
He was noble, true, devoted, and spirit
ual in the conduct of his life. Such a 
perfect embodiment of the spiritual 
ideal, that words in his praise are weak 
and meaningless.

Boston Trav-

Was It a Failure? Referring to at
tempt to obtain through a medijim the 
contents of a letter left by F. W. H. 
Myers, Light and Banner of Light.

Second Quarter—March 1 to June 1.
What. Evidence is There That Ghosts 

Exist? Reply to Prof. Garrett P. Ser- 
Viss. Banner of Light and Sunflower.

Frauds and Follies. Sunflower and 
Bannet of Light.

Events and Their Significance. Ban
ner of Light and The Progressive

• Thinker.
The World Moves; Advance of Min

isters and Laity. The Progressive 
Thinker.

Prof. Larkins’ Expose of Spiritualism. 
Philosophical Journal.

Will His Crime Be Punished? (Con
tributed by Emma Rood Tuttle). San
dusky Register. 1

A Presentation of Spiritualism. Port
land Examiner, Ind.

Humbug and of the Devil. Reply to 
Evangelist Daniels. ’ Galesburg (IB.) 
Evening Mail.

Review of Passing Events. The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Reply to Father Sherman. (Under 
stress of Catholic influences this article 
was refused admission by the editor of 
the paper which published the sermon 
of this renegade American.)

It will be noticed that there has been 
a large contribution to the spiritual 
press. After replying to opponents in 
secular journals, there came up mat
ters which were only admissible in 
spiritual papers and oi interest in great
est measure to an audience of Spiritual
ists. These subjects have been taken 
up under the general head of “Review 
of Passing Events.” 1 have given this 
more and more attention because appre
ciative letters have encouraged me to 
do so.

Wliile the secular press is free to the 
opponents of Spiritualism to publish 
their slanderous defamations, as shown 
on occasion of the death of Slade, there 
is a marked inclination to give more 
space to spiritual matters especially if 
placed under the name of Psychical Re
search.” A few years ago it appeared 
that a “conspiracy of silence" had been 
organized, and from the press no one 
would learn that there was a Spiritual
ist or spiritual meeting in existence. 
Now meetings are reported, and it is 
common to find articles on the subject 
given prominent places.

When I think of what might be done, 
in comparison, what I have done seems

’ To tlie Thirteenth Annual Meeting of 
the National Spiritualist Association, at 
Minneapolis, Minn.. October 17, 18, 19 
20, 1905; Spiritual Era 58:—The year 
ending September 1,1905, has been one 
of great,interest" in the lyceum work. 
The influence of a “school of liberal and 
harmonious education” baa been pro« 
nounced and its benefits appear as 
never before. Willing hands are put 
willingly to the work and eager minds 
look for the tuition which Inspires, 
cheers and comforts.

California has four active lyceums 
that affiliate with the National- move
ment through the National Superintend
ent of Lyceum Work.

Mrs. E. G. L. Smith, conductor, lliss 
Nellie Sturr, 852 16th street, and Ralph 
Ulmer, treasurer, have a wide-awake ly
ceum in San Diego, with an average at
tendance of thirty-five.

In Los Angeles, Mrs. Mary C. Vlasek", 
121 E. 30th street, and a corp of earn
est workers, have an average attend
ance of thirty-five.

San Francisco Ib blessed with the 
presence and efforts of Mrs. Anna L, 
Gillespie, where a lyceum with Edith 
Norton, 945 Dolores street, secretary, 
has an average attendahce of forty.

Summerland has a lyceum organized 
since the close of the Mineral Park 
camp-meeting (July 25). Mrs. L. H. 
Woodruff is the active leader and the 
average atteadance is twenty-five.

Grand Junction, Col., has lately start
ed a lyceum, with Mrs. Minnie Bennett, 
Rockway avenue, conductor, with an 
average attendance of twenty.

Washington, D. C., supports one ly
ceum. Mrs. Mary J. Stephens, 402 A 
street S. E., reports an,-jiverage attend
ance of twenty.

Chicago, Ill., has but one lyceum that 
affiliateswith tliq National Superintend
ent Mrs. C. Schwahn, 623 Belmont ave
nue, reports an average attendance of 
twenty. _

Indiana has three lyceums, all of

and Mrs, W. R, MeGlenn, 1303 North 
11th street, and twenty attending, that 
is doing a good work. ■

At McKeesport, Mrs, Ida Baumann, 
2605 Walnutstreet, with, twenty others 
report a gpod work and a promise of 
growth. " ”, , '

Texas can report- but one active ly
ceum, that of the Home -Lyceum In 
Galveston, where with an average at
tendance of forty-five we endeavor to 
dp a good work, for the betterment of 
humanity. The Temple property at 
Galveston consists of two lots of 
ground, a large t^o-story brick struct
ure, with lyceum room stage, etc., be
low, and lecture 4u<jLitorium above, and 
a two story nine-room frame dwelling 
house. . • ,

Wheeling, W. Va., is represented 
with a'Jyceum by G1 William Way, -who 
instructs about thirty in the lyceum 
ideas. •

Ripon, Wisconsin, has an active lyce
um, with an average attendance of 
more than twenty-five, although many 
of them come several miles from the 
country. Arthur Mueller is secretary.

Milwaukee supports a lyceum in 
which Miss Louise Loebel, 189 Lloyd 
street, with about twenty-five, takes an 
active part.

Mrs. Mary C. Forbes has lately organ
ized a lyceum with twenty-five in Etna, 
Washington.

Last-year twenty-six lyceums were re
ported; tills year you will note forty, 
with an average attendance of one 
thousand. We realize that there are 
other lyceums, and hope for their co-op
eration and support, to .the end of estab
lishing such systems as will make the 
work more effective. We realize this 
to be a small number of lyceums com
pared to Qie beauty of our Harmonial 
Philosophy of the territory covered, 
but with the marked increase over last 
year, we can but apprehend the posst-

scarcely worthy of 
attempted to seize 
points of vantage.

is Spirit Existence After Death a 
Myth? Some Thoughts Suggested by 
the Lecture of Dr. Taylor. The News 

. and Leader.
• Messages From the Dead Declared to 

Be Impossible—Are They? Reply to 
C. S. Town. Record-Herald, Chicago.

Review of Passing Events. Banner 
of Light and The Progressive Thinker.

Doctors Hillis and Abbot. New York 
Globe and Sunflower.

Notes on American Spiritualism.
Harbinger of Light and Sunflower.

Reply to George Allen White. The 
Searchlight.
. Reply to Rev. E. E. Nell's Paper Be- 

■ fore the Ministerial Association. El
wood, Ind.

Review of Passing Events—English 
Lyceum Work—Holy Rollers—Hell Re
vived. Banner of Light and The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Great Men and Spiritualism—Second 
Reply to George Allen White. The 
Searchlight
Third Quarter—June 1 to September 1.

The Public Schools and the Bible.
Reply to Rev. Bard.. Walla Walla 
4)aily Union, Sunday edition.

Review of Passing Events—Splritual- 
iem in New Zealand—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox—Dr. Carter. Banner of Light and 
The Progressive Thinker.

Another Clergyman Sees a tlleam of 
Light. The Sunflower.

Review of Passing Events—Sardou— 
Prof. Richet—Responsibility of Medi
umship. Banner of Light and The Pro
gressive Thinker.

For me has been to stand on the 
picket line and gather information 
from the hostile camps—to reply to 
sharpshooters and do what I humbly 
could to silence annoying batteries and 
meet guerilla attacks. Also to dissem
inate the principles of Spiritualism so 
the world may know what it is from its 
friends, and not be deceived by the 
false reports'of its enemies.

I cannot close this report without 
giving credit for the assistance beyond 
all else, I have received from spirit in
telligences.

While I have given my best attention 
to the duties assigned me; as I believe 
every one should, for such attention 
and concentration furnishes the best 
conditions for receptivity, I have at

Prof. Riebet on Trance. Light Lon
don, Eng. _ ■

Review of Passing Events—Criticism 
on the National Spiritualist Association 
—The Official Register. Banner of 
Light and The Progressive Thinker.

One Hundred Dollars Reward for a 
New Truth in Theology. Reply to Rev. 
Eaton. The Sunflower.

Reply to an Attack in Public Opinion 
(New York). Public Opinion and all 
the Spiritual journals.

Value of the Report of the Seybert 
Commlssiön. Banner of Light

Review of Passing Events—Who Are 
the infidels?—Reply to Article in Pub
lic Opinion. Banner of Light and The 
Progressive Thinker.

“Beware of False Prophets.’—-Reply 
to Rev. Stupp. Register, Wheeling, W'. 
Va.

Prof. RIchet and Metaphysical Re
search. Light, London, Eng.

year,........................................ .
Bamplv copies'./,,,........... . ....... .
Cards, pine,etc...... . ............
Connnisalon ou articles, adv. in

Leaaou Paper.........................
Donation Nat’l Spiritual!«! As- 
, «oclutiou......... ............. .'....... .
Donation Nat’l. Supt. of Lyceum

Work....................... .................
Donation O. D. Pruden, Balti

more, Md.. ........................
Donation Mrs, J. R. Francis, Ohi- 

. cage, DI....... . ................
Donation Helping Hand Lyce

um, Elyria, Ohio..............
Donations from other sources..

Printing 18 eight-page leauea of 
the Pcogreaalve Lyceum, 12,- .

. 203 eoplee, printing 83 tonr-
Wge loanee of The Progreya-
Ive Lyceum, 16,850 copies.... 8487.26

Hailing the eame............... .  24.40
Printing curae. letterheads, en- .

velopee,ole.................... 41.75
Letterpoatage, 1875 letters...... 27m
Package pontage......... . ............... 11.88
Lyeeum pine..;..
Telephone 
Paete;.....

Who Are the Real Heroes? You Will 
Find Many in the Ranks of Spiritual
ism, But Study This Question Well as 
to What Constitutes a Hero—As Con
sidered in the Chicago Evening Jour
nal, by Angela Morgan.
"What is it to be great?” some one

A Hlstoty of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.
ANDREW D. WHITE, LL.D., late President and Professor 

of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. Svo. Cloth, 
Five Dollars. For Sale at This Office.
In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 

could not find in the libraries of the worid in fifty years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indispensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should circulate in every 
tonunonity. It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas in 
Science. •

“THE WARFARE OF S0IEN0E WITH THEOLOGY” is undoubt
edly the most complete, careful, conscientious, able and bravely impar
tial history of the subject ever written. The exactness and reliability 
of its facts and citations are unquestioned. Its vast scholarly research - 
is amazing. It contains just the information the student and thinker 
needs, and so indexed and tabulated that it is handy as a dictionary 
when one wishes to refer to some special point or topic.

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 
any address on receipt of the price, Five Dollars.

Chesterfield camp, where Mrs. Anna L. J 
Glllespiizhad charge of the lyceum, and 1 
a grand work was-done. These lyce- I 
ums are located at Bryant, Peru and i 
Elwood. Very good reports have been 1 
received during the year, and they 1 
promise to resume work. We put the 
average attendance at forty-five for the 
three lyceums. • ।

Maine lias the Bower of Beauty lyce- : 
um at Monson, where we have a beau
tiful exemplification of devotion to 
Truth. Mrs. Mary Drake Jenne started 
the Bower of Beauty lyceum with a few 
children in her home. Its influence has 
reached" into the surrounding country 
until people drive as many as fourteen • 
miles to attend this center of love and 
peace. The average attendance is 
twenty, sometimes many more. The 
spirit of strength emanates from this 
lyceum. Would that many pattern after 
this woman's devotion.

Massachusetts has four lyceums. 
Brockton is favored with a well organ
ized lyceum where Mrs. Anna Shean, 29 
Davids street, is active, with an average 
attendance of fifty. Their sessions are 
held regularly eight months of the year 
and they are prosperous.

Chas. B. Yeaton, 66 Franklin avenue. 
Revere, reports an average attendance 
of thirty-five at the Lynn lyceum.

John Howlett, 31 French street, Me
thuen, reports a live lyceum, with an 
average attendance of twenty-five.

Miss Ida F. Maxim, 257 Shawmut 
street, New Bedford, reports an average" 
attendance'of twenty. There are other 
lyceums. in the state, we understand, 
and we hope for their co-operation and 
support.

Missouri has three lyceums with an 
average attendance of twenty-five each.

Joplin has the Sunshine lyceum, with 
Miss Dona Field. 1323 East Hill street, 
daughter of Mrs. Thomas Sheridan, as

bility of gathering greater strength dur
ing the coming year. >

At the beginning of'the year we had 
$53.87 in the treasury;! The National 
Spiritualist Association placed $100 in 
the lyceum fund.' The National Super
intendent by a lecture tour placed $35 
in the lyceum fund. The single sub
scriptions have paid $69.40 while the 
several lyceums haVelpaid in $325.28. 
All expenses have been paid and there 
remains $82.20. ."With an expenditure 
of $100 by the National Spiritualist As
sociation $500 has been collected and 
expended. With this sum 12,200 eight
page and 16,950 four-page copies of The 
Progressive Lyceum'have1 been printed 
and circulated, 1,375 letters have been 
written during the yUar. encouraging 
the work of thel‘lycetiin and In other 
ways attending to ithA business! attend
ant to the office of National Superin
tendent of Lyceum work; as we under
stand it. Merit and Membership Cards 
and Badge Pins have been secured and ' 
furnished to the lyceums; and as rap
idly as conditions permit, the many 
needs of the lyceum work are being 
met. There is such a necessity for sys
tem that the forces may be cemented, 
and by getting in touch with the vari
ous lyceum leaders we will gather such 
pointers as will make the growth of the 
lyceum a certainty.

Lyceum Day at various camps.—Los 
Angeles, Cal. and Lily Dale, N. Y. 
(where the National Superintendent at
tended); Chesterfield, Ind., where Mrs. 
Anna L. Gillespie had charge; Etna, 
Maine, where Mrs. Mary Drake Jenne 
worked with zeal; Mt. Pleasant-Park, 

' Clinton, Iowa, where Mrs. Mattie E. 
Hull had charge of the lyceum; at Lake 
Pleasant, Mass,, where Mrs. C. Fannie 
AUyn and Mrs. Eleanor K. Eager, our 
faithful confribiitot: worked with the ly- 
ceum, did much to unify the efforts of 
the several worker.s, in this truly im
portant department of our beloved

askB me. “In your opinion, what 1b 
really meant by the' term greatness as 
applied to men and women?"

To be great Is to live heroically the 
common Ufe. The heroism of the un
common is cheap by the side of the 
bravery that keeps men and women 
cheerful and aspiring in the midst of 
the terrors of every day.

For, with all its show of monotony 
and calm, and despite Jts stolid, pro
saic front, it is this every day of ours 
that holds the real terrors, the genuine 
battles of life. It is "every day” that 
calls for the exhibition of our greatest 
strength, our Bublimest courage.

It is In compelling ourselves to meet 
the common Ufe that we suffer our se
verest pangs and make our bravest con
quests. Just to keep going, just to be 
able to meet work and make the ordi
nary daily efforts means many times 
the summoning of all the will and faith 
we can command.

To live the life of every day and to 
Jive it bravely demands heroism of the 
highest order. Not to shirk, not to 
evade the clear call of duty, always to 
make sacrifices uncomplainingly, al
ways to cover our soul’s wound with a 
smile, to ignore our personal sorrow for 
the sake of the general cheer, forever 
to stick to our post, no matter what the 
temptation to desert—this 1b the every 
day heroism we are called upon to prac
tice. This is the heroism that counts.

It is a heroism that involves the con
stant exercise of the will, the persist
ent use of faith and courage. It is a 
heroism that allows little respite from 
struggle and sacrifice and that forever 
restrains one from seeking escape 
through the gateway of death.

That is the chief command laid upon 
the common hero. He must not desert. 
And. he will not desert. He sees that 
to put a bullet through hiB brain, to 
take a deadly dose or to let the waves 
cover him is the meanest cowardice. 
So he does the hard thing—keeps on 
living.

Dying! Does dying call for courage? 
Perhaps. But living demands courage 
a thousand times greater. To slip away

The World's Beliefs on the Subject, a Considera 
tion of Present Conditions of Thought 

aod Feeling,
Leading to the Question as o Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 

Fact—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 
Hints as to Tersonal Experiences and Opinions.

BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.
Bvo. Cloth, 842 Pages,

After a review of the belief* held in 
the past concerning life beyond death. 
Dr. Savage takes up the present condi
tions of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme '‘other
worldliness'’ which it replaced, which 
waa in turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning the 
doctrine of immortality held by the 
churches and the weakness of the tra
ditional creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
Ufe, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol-

continued existence Is demonstrated, 
and that there have been at least seme 
well authenticated communications 
from persons in the other life. The 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows:

Primitive Ideas—Ethnie Beliefs—The 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’s 
Doctrine of Deadi and the Other Lite- 
Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Lite 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reaction—The 
Spiritualistic Reaction—The Worlds 
Condition and Needs as to Belief In Im
mortality—Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstration—The Society

The Passing and the Permanent in Religion
BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.

Plain Treatment of the Great Essentials of Religion, being a Sifting 
from These of Such Things as Cannot Outlive the Results of Scientific, 
Historical and Critical Study, so Making More Clearly Seen “The 
Things which Cannot be Shaken.” Price $1.50.

There’s a home Somewhere, “just over 
there,”

We sing and dream of, fair as May, 
Where the bloom is eternal, the land

scape vernal, ’ .
And the mornings fresh with dewy 

spray;
Where comes from the sea, the hills 

■ and the sky,
Incense that lulls the senses to sleep, 

No sad dreams-awaken-the dwellers to 
sigh.

Or cause them to sorrow and weep.
There’s rest Somewhere in the bright 

to-morrow,
Where rivulets flow by mossy banks 

fair,
Where no heart grieves forsaken with 

sorrow,
Weary ;with toil or burdened with 

care;
Just over the hill-tops where the sun

beams play,
Comes the-drowsy air pure and clear,, 

Where peace broods her wings the live
long day

And fills the heart with joy and 
cheer.

There’s a land Somewhere in the gar
dens of light,

'TIb built of endeavor our high hopes 
fill,

We’ve felt It no pleasure through sor
rows dark night, -

In. summer shine and winter’s chill;
’Tis the land where our 'dreams are 

fashioned of love.
Spun from the sheen of the soul's 

-ideal
In the glow of the twilight through the 

star aisles above,- -

The International Reform Bureau.AHö lutciMUUUuai rteiurui duiimii. T w -jThe Progressive Thinker and ,Sui/l$.® t^  ̂
‘ His People. Through the medlumshinHOnCi. -S Af Mrc Wl .lP Tnnwl«». . ' of Mro. M. T. Longley. An Intensely in«

Fourth Quarter-r-Sept 1 to Dec. 1. -terestlng'took. Neatly bound in clotit 
(Partial Report -of first month only.) ^1 esuta. ■ _ . .

_ ,. . _. ■ «ue Uomiuumimeuis Analyzed." By
Review of Passing Events—Thomas w.. H. Bach. The Commandments Ore' 

Olman Todd’s History of Rochester not only analyzed,' but contrasted with 
' Knockings—George Allen Bacon—Ways other Bible passage,’ showing great in« 
< of the Evangelist, An Object Lesson, j ooDgniitieo. Price 2^ oenta

secretary. i
St. Louis has two lyceums. One at : 

the Temple, Pine street, with Mrs. B. 
J. Hall, 104 Channing street, conductor. 
The other is presided over by Mra. : 
Klara T. Hary, 1950 Wyoming street

Chesaning Mich., has a lyceum, with 
an average attendance of fifteen. Miss 
Mabell Waldron reports a growing in
terest and we look with anticipation for 
this lyceum.

Minnesota has three lyceums, two in 
Minneapolis and one in St Paul. G. W. 
Bush, 311 Pierce "street N. S., and Miss 
Alice Wickstrom, 614 23rd avenue N. 
E., Minneapolis, report ah average at- 
tendanco-of twenty-five at each lyceum.

Mrs. J. P. Whitwell. 254 East Wlnni- 
fred street St. Paul conducts a lyceum 
of more than fifty, which stands as an 
example for general conformity to the 
order and growth to the best possible 
ends.

New York has two lyceums. One in 
Buffalo, with an average attendance of 
twenty-five. At - Syracuse, Rev. G. 
Mudge, 423 East Jefferson street, has 
charge of a lyceum with an average at
tendance of fifteen.

Ohio has four lyceums; At Conneaut, 
Miss Carrie Twing Howard,. who had 
charge of the lyceum at the City of 
Light Assembly this year, has done sig
nal service. Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss is 
there at present working with the ly
ceum, with an average attendance of 
thirty.

At Elyria. Miss Laura Winslqw re
ports an average attendance of twenty 
for the Helping Hand lyceum, that has 
done milch good work during the past 
year; at one time contributed five dol
lars to the National Lycqum Fund..

Irving Jackson manages to keep 
about fifteen in line at Sandusky.

Cleveland, the former home';of the 
faithfill arisen Thomas’ Lees, gives 
promise of work in the near,.fùtùre; for 
the lyceum. ' ; . . ■ ■ ■ ' ,
’ Oregon has two lyceums.’ cMis;- EUa 
York, 453% East Ankeny street. Port-, 
land, has furnished excellent reports: 
during the 'past year \ with an average 
attendance of tlilrty.'

M. Julia Evans a few months since 
started the work in Ashland, with fif
teen.

Pennsylvania has three lyceums and 
there were two others at Bradford and 
Allegheny part of the season. -

Titusville has a wide-awake crowd 
of workers, with more than thirty at
tending. C. W. Barber, .27 East Main 
street, is conductor and acting secre
tary. Tlie society at Titusville owns a 
magnificent temple property, such ns 
should ba reared. In the name of hu
manity, in every city. /

Philadelphia has a lyceum, with Mr.

cause.
The heart of the founder of the ly

ceum work, Andrew Jackson Davis, is 
yet warm to the needs of the move
ment, and with many who have given 
of their best during the year, we join 
forces that Thomas Lees and Alonzo 
Danforth, arisen, may -make us strong 
to move forward.

Mrs. Eleanor K. Eager of New Lon
don, Conn., has been an untiring work
er to furnish stories and lesson matter 
for the Lesson Paper; Mrs. Elizabeth 
Schauss has furnished some very val
uable matter. Several others have 
kindly contributed matter to be pub
lished. It is cur aim to interest the 
leaders, conductors and,members of the 
various lyceums; that they will furnish 
essays, responses, etc., thus affording 
suitable matter fo- the Lesson Paper, 
fresh from the fountain of action, at the 
same time cultivating their personal 
power of inspiration. It is the object 
of your Superintendent to furnish a reg
ular topic, with suggestions, for each 
week thus drawing Into harmonious ex
pression the thoughts of the various ly
ceum workers and-members, over the 
field. This unity , of thought will pro
duce unity of acBonufind soon we will 
find the lyceum fpreds assuming such 
proportions as wfil.idemand an entire 
day at the National convention. Space 
is too limited to i funiiish “more than 
helps, and- the great’ need is leaders, 
who will faithfully.draw into expression 
the soul powers of th» pupils, keeping 
them in line with the topic suggested, 
thus retaining iheghaamony.of thought 
and action. The,iPr6gressive Thinker, 
Sunflower, Light lof Truth and Banner 
of Light have doner meh to this end by 
publishing the topics bf the Progressive 
Lyceum in their columns. I am under 
lasting obligations toy, the Spiritualist* 
press for their kindness in keeping the 
lyceum work before their readers.

Surely, the conditions herein present- 
; ;eii’to you, will arouse a determination 

to place such funds in the lyceum treas
ury as will make the plans of the mdve< 

. ment possible. "When withzan expendi
ture of $100 by the N. S. A., $500 can 
be collected and expended whereby 30,- 
000 “tracts” are sent systematically 
throughout the land, and 1,000 of the 
“buds of promise” are nourished and 
fed, it is time to venture a little more, 
. Thus ends the third year of my minis-
tratlons for the lyceum work. The 
pow;er of Go(o)d is moving through this 
cause of education, and the spirit 
friends are stooping low to carry for
ward the development of girls and boys 
until they shall become noble women

quietly from the great tangle of things; 
to run away from the terror; to give 
up; this surely would be the simplest, ’ 
easiest, softest way. But to keep on 
fighting, no matter what the tempta
tion to desert; this, to me, is the spirit 
that approaches greatness.

To keep up ambition when there 
seems no cause for ambition; to infuse 
with life a dead present; to put magic 
into monotonous work; to meet pain 
unflinchingly; to keep sweet and full 
of faith no matter how cruel the buffet
ings of fate—these 'achievements de
mand greatness of soul and mind and 
spirit.

The other sort of deeds are compar
atively easy of accomplishment. The 
times when they are demanded of us 
are rare indeed. We may encounter 
them once or twice In a life time, and 
when we do we are made aware of a 
sort of fatality, a predestination, that 
in itself is magical enough to furnish 
the needed courage.

In times of great stress and emergen
cy mortals seem to find the elements 
of bravery close at hand. The stage of 
life seems set for a heroic deed, the 
theater is filled with an audience ready 
to applaud. The hero is conscious of 
being urged, sustained by a force not 
his own; he is aware of being carried 
out of himself by strange powers—di
vine agencies. The very strength of 
the situation- supplies him with daring 
—makes his deed imperative.

But not so with our ordinary heroism, 
Here -we are not conscious of the un
usual and it is difficult to summon 
splendor to our aid.

■ Who are the real heroes? You see 
them about you every day. You meet 
them in cars, on the streets, in shops, 
factories, offices. They carry no med
als by which you may recognize them. 
The world knows nothing of them. 
But could you look into the hearts, the 
souls, instead oiwnerely gazing into the 
faces of these "ordinary mortals,” you 
would find the greatness that-awes and 
inspires.

We may theorize all'we like, but un
less we have learned to meet the com
mon life we are not heroes.

The man of genius may be’worshiped 
for his gifts. He may be called great; 
but if he does not know how to fight the 
plain, common battle pt every day he is 
not a great man. He is a fine medium 
through which harmony, beauty, elo
quence express themselves. But as an. 
individual he Ilves 'this side of true 
greatness. "

You may find .a soul far moqe splen- 
. did' in the woman who sews, for you; 

the maid who serves you in the rest 
room; the'tired, saleswoman who pa- 
tiently.exIiibits'BUlts and coats for your 
inspection; ” .. -;

You may encounter greater notiillty- 
■ jn the man who keeps the little station

ery shop where you go daily to buy your 
newspaper.- You may see the gleam-of 

. greatness in the eyes of the "cheerful 
youngster who^workB days and studies 

, nights, planning for the welfare of a 
mother-and little sister. ' : : .

Without question, the^gfeatest thing 
in this world is character. And It 

. takestcharacter to live the common life 
i and live it bravely.

OUR BIBLE:
WHO WROTE IT' WHEN Î WHERE? HOW ?

A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.
BY MOSES HULL.

Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism and an analysis of 
the Bible from that standpoint. Of special value and interest to Spirit
ualists. For sale at this office. Price $1.00.

-BY—

GflMILLE FLAMMARION
“The Unknown’’ created a marked 

sensation in France when first pub
lished and can scarecly fail to arouse 
the greatest Interest in this country. It 
is an eminent scientist's study of the 
phenomena of the spirit world. In 
touching upon the various physical 
manifestations the author cites many 
absolutely authenticated Instances, and 
chapters of his book are as weirdly faa-

clnatlng as the most fantastic of foe’s 
tales. It treats on incredulity, credul
ity, hallucinations, psychic action of one 
mind upon another, transmission of 
thought, suggestion, the world of 
dreams, cerebral physiology, psychic 
dreams, distinct sight in dreams, actual 
facts, premonitory dreams and divina
tion of the future, etc. 487 pages, doth 
bound. Price $2.00.

A treatise upon Spiritual Astrology, Alchemy, Tabs 
mans, the Magic Wand, Symbolism, Correspondence, 
Penetralia, etc. A masterly work. Vol. I., cloth, $2; 

paper, $1. Vol. II., cloth only, $2.

A Most Remarkable Book Concerning the Ex^nco 
of Man, and All Things, and All Being

It Was Written by Materialized Forms at the House oT 
J. H, Pratt, Spring Hill, Kansas, William W. 

Aber Being the Medium.

Jiìsióry of tl)e
CItRlSTi/VN RELIGION

rto ifye Year 200, 
BY CHARLES V. WATTE, A. M. 

Fifth EiiHon—^Rovlsfid, With iLteu^Utuoaai a '

" "Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
a strong, logical, thinker, on a deeply 
important, subject. Price, cloth, 31.

“The New Life.” By Leroy Barrier. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
"new thought.” Excellent in tone and 
tondeBBles. Wee, doth; SL

histories written by churchmen. This 
latest edition has. been carefully ?tmd 
thoroughly revised, and It is a reliable 
magazine of facts, such as the honest 
inquirer wants. It opens up to. the in> 
vestlgator and student a wide field of

light on points heretofore caretulljt 
shrouded in darkness. .

A- targe octavo volume of"C50 tinges, 
strongly bound la cloth. Price $2.25, 
For sale at The Progressive Thlnkei 
office. -
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Willis Miller and
His Spirit Playmate.

We republish a brief abstract of the report pre
viously given in reference to Willis Miller, a 
little boy of six, and his spirit playmate, Ray
mond. This week the paper will reach thou
sands wrho did not read that account. It is of 
unparalleled interest.

Spirit Return is world-wide, and its 
manifestation!, are keleidoscopio in 
their characteristics. What more won
derful than the experience of a little in
nocent boy, as related In the Nashville 
Banner by Mrs. Reno. We reprint a 
brief abstract of her report:

' Willis Miller, who plays with invisi
ble companions, all the time, to the ex
clusion of living children, 1b the 6-year- 
old son of Capt. and Mrs. Wilson-Bry
ant Miller of McKenzie, Tenn., and Is 
beyond question the psychological mar» 
vel of the age. ■ - '

HIb eyes are marvelous! They are 
blue—a blue which unites the tints of 
pansies, violets, bluetts, forget-me-nots 
and hyacinths, with the azure jewel 
glints of turquoises, sapphires and 
lapis-lazuli and the matchless hues of 
sea and Bky. They are large and soul
ful, and as they gaze at one, a sudden 
flame blazes within their depths and in
stinctively one feels, one knows, that 
Something, a Presence sweet, silent but 
potential, has revealed Itself for an in
stant of time.

In fact Willis Miller is one of the 
wonders of the 20th century, a veritable 
little angel on earth. An account of his 
experiences is as wonderful as the nar
rative of Aladdin and his lamp.

It frequently happened, after WUlis 
learned to walk, that he would run for
ward with a glad cry of “Miss Green, 
Miss Green,” and would nestle down, 
apparently on an Invisible presence’s 
shoulder or knee, where he would re
main contentedly for hours. Miss Green 
was to him a substantial presence, 
though a spirit. When he was ill, no 
one could soothe nor quiet him as his 
mysterious Miss Green. As he grew 
older and his power to express slmself 
in words developed with amazing rapid
ity, his parents were astounded to hear 
him prattling in his baby way of his 
great love for Miss Green and his in
tention of building a house for her, and 
marrying her.

“A baby prattling of marriage!” 
Then the parents asserted themselves 
and insisted that the child should cease 
talking such nonsence as love and mar
riage and assured Willis that Miss 
Green did not exist.

At first he was furiously indignant 
and then, he grew inconsolable. After ‘ 
a time of exhaustless grief he came to 
his parents and told. them that Miss 
Green said that tkey were right. That 
he was too young to marry her, and 

' that she was going away to remain till 
the time was ripe for their union. Then 
she would come back to him and claim 
him, but in going, she would not leave 
him lonely nor desolate; that she 
would -bring him a companion, a little 
boy child like himself, whom he was to 
call “Raymond; ” that Raymond would 
amuse and divert him, that he would 
always come, instantly, when Willis 
wished for him, even if the desire were 
not formulated into speech, and they 
would become devotedly attached to 
each other, united by a stronger, if 
stranger Ue than that of blood.

“Raymond” is a veritable spirit, a 
spirit playmate in every sense, of the 
word. ■

“D6 you know, Willis, why Raymond, 
the spirit boy, will not manifest himself 

’ to me?”
"Certainly,” the child replied. "It is 

because Raymond does not live in the 
real people’s world. If he did, then you 
could see him as you Bee me. But he 
doesn’t. He lives in the spirit people’s 
world and the conditions are not right 
for you to see him now.”

“You live in the real people’s world, 
Willis, then why can you see him and I 
cannot?”! contended. .

The child turned large, questioning 
eyes on me as ha exclaimed: “I never 
thought of that before, but I will ask 
Raymond.”

He was gone some time, and in his 
absence I asked diis mother if she could, 
in any way, explain her child’s strange 
lifq and beliefs. 7-

She assured me she could not and 
that it was, and had even been, a mys
tery to herself and to her husband, and 
n source of ailxiety and sorrow to them 
both. However nttracUve and Interest
ing it rendered Willis to otherg, they 
wished with all their hearts that he was 
just like other boys.

“Prenatal influence is complex and 
far-reaching,” I eaid to the mother of 
Willis. “Prior to the child’s birth, do 
you recall any incident or experience 
which might have produced these condi
tions in his brain?” -

“No,” she said, thoughtfully; then 
positively, “no.” '

“Did you read much at that time?” I 
asked.

“Yes,” she said, “I read a great deal.”
“What?”. ' .
“The Bible—I studied it constantly' 

and with deepest Interest,” Mrs. Miller 
replied. •

“May I ask why ?” I ventured.
. “I had always been a consistent mem
ber of the Christian-Baptist church," 
she said, slowly, “but just about that 
time I became interested, through the 
conversion of a relative, in the Breth
ren, a new religious sect in Texas, who 
held that salvation lay in being born of 
the Spirit. Therefore I read the Bible 
and prayed constantly to be born again 
of the spirit. Could that have had such' 
an effect on Willis, you think?” • .
*“The psychologists must answer 

that,” I said smiling, as just then Willis 
returned, and looking at me gravely he 
announced: , •

' _' “Raymond thinks you probably under;
stand why .1 can see him and you can 
not when he says the conditions or.vl- 
brations are just right for me and are 
not at all for you. But you will excuse, 
I hope, my long delay In. returning, .for 
Raymond and I became absorbed. In a 
race, and I forgot to.c0m.e back.”. ■ v

I looked at tho child with vivid inter
est as I said: "What kind of a race do 
you mean?”..- . .

“A rabbit hurdle race. It was the 
most exciting race in the world. There

is no sport to equal the hurdle leaping 
of those wonderfully trained rabbits of 
Raymond’s.” ...

Tell me, Willis,” I said after a while; 
“how does Raymond look?”

“He is very much like me. He has 
blue eyes, pink cheeks, and golden hair, 
and he is just my. height, but he is fatter 
than I am. And he wears much pret
tier clothes than I do. He has on now 
a Russian blouse, of white linen."

At these words a new thought struck 
me, for Willis was dressed in a Rus
sian blouse of white linen, banded with 
Yale blue. Could It be that this little 
child possessed the singular power of 
projecting his own astral body at will? 
If so, of course lie used the law uncon
sciously, and therefore failed to recog
nize that the person he saw and called 
"Raymond" was his own, unknown self, 
This unknown self of each and all of us 
possesses all knowledge and with à 
child of Willis’ imaginative type the 
whole story of Raymond might be easily 
explained, For the astral form is the 
exact reproduction of the physical body, 
even in the smallest detail.of attire, and 
to test my theory, I said: (

"Then you and he are dressed alike, 
for you also have on a white linen 
blouse.” ,

"O, but mine Is not at all like Ray
mond’s for mine is trimmed with blue 
and his is all white, such soft, fine 
white.” ‘

As my theory was proved false by the 
child's words, I asked:

“Did Raymond ever live in the ‘real 
people’s’ world?” .

“Yes, over so long ago, and he has 
often told me about it. When he lived 
here his home was a large, white stone 
house. It was a real house, you know, 
and one day real lightning struck it and 
it was burned down.’ Wait a minute— 
that’s so, Raymond, of course stone 
houses can’t burn. Raymond.says, the 
lightning, real lightning, struck "it and 
tore out the doors and part of the 
walls.”

I was busy with my notes, and I ivas 
startled by Willis, who was still on his 
father’s knee and at some distance 
across the porch from me, Baying, In 
his musical voice:

“Raymond is laughing at you, for he 
«ays you have written that wrong,”

“What is wrong, Willis? I don’t un
derstand you,” I replied.

“Raymond says look at your notes 
and you will Bee the mistake. He told 
you, through me, ‘that real lightning 
struck the house in which he lived and 
it tore out the doors and part of the 
walls.” .

“Yes,” I said. .
“Well,'Raymond says you have writ

ten windows instead of doors, and he 
is amused at the error.”

1 remembered perfectly that Willis 
had said doors and I-had thoughtlessly 
scribbled windows instead, as a glance 
at my" nòtè-bóók proved. ? But : how- 
could the child have known that wheb 
he sat so far from jnë, and had 4iot seen 
my notes at all? For they, positively, 
wore In my hands all the time.

“Is Willis delicate? Is he often 111?” 
“No,” replied Mrs. Miller. “He looks 

more delicate than he really is, and yet, 
I am always most anxious about him. 
Not long ago he was taken ill with high 
fever from the very first. When the 
physician 'came he made me depress 
Willis’ head below the level and keep 
it immersed in a bowl of water. Finally 
Willis said: . ' .

“How long are you going to keep this 
up, doctor? I can’t stand it. Raymond 
says if you will let me lie comfortably 
in bed and put Ice poultices on my head 
that it will be well in a few hours;”

“The physician then ordered the ice 
poultices, which reduced the fever rap
idly and the child was quite well in the 
afternoon,” Mrs. Miller said with a 
smile. . ' '

À few moments later it-was time for 
me to catch my train.

The station was not more than three 
city blocks away, and between It and. 
the Miller homestead is a grove of mag-' 
nificent forest trees. As Willis, who 
accompanied me, camé near this bit of 
woods he suddenly threw back his head 
and gave forth a peculiar sound, half 
song, half whistle, instantly the cry 
was answered in exactly the same tone 
by a chorus of birds in the trees.

I betrayed no surprise as I said to the 
child: “What did you do then, Willis?” 
for 1 had-nbserved that the strange act 
was done carelessly and with no 
thought of effect.

“Do you mean when- I got on the 
fence,” he said.

“No, just after that.” -
"O, when I jumped up on the tele

graph pole?’.’ - ? .
“Just after that,” I answered.
"O, then, you mean when I talked to 

the birds?” '?
“Yes. ■ Will you talk to them again?” 

And once more the child gavç vent tò 
that strange musical call.. : y

It was answered instantly by . several 
hundred little feathered throats in. the 
splendid oaks above us. ,,

“Don’t stop,. Wlliisr Keepi it up,”-1 
pleaded, for the strapge chorus and the 
charming, little leader fascinated-, me. 
And all the way past that grove of oaks 
the child continued, to “talk to the 
birds;’* ■ t “ - ..

“Does Willis talk to anything elsé ex
cept birds?” I asked Captain Miller. .

“Yes" came thè Captain’s reply. “I 
don’t understand it any more, than any 
of the other strange things- my child 
.does, but he certainly can make all the 
animals and fqwls-at homè answer his" 
calls-at any time, and Willis calls .it 
‘talking.’” . ' -

• After I had parted with the fascinat
ing and strangely Interesting child, I 
gave myself up to speculation about 
him. What is the mystery surrounding, 
him? Can it be that he is a psychic of 
so fine a fibre that both his clairvoyant 
and-. clalraudienf powers put him in in
stant touch with thè astral form of 
some, living child, between whom and
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Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing bat the Truth
WUlis, exist not only a strong psychic 
affinity, but a great physical resem
blance as well? Or, does it go deeper, 
is It more far-reaching, more strange, 
more mysterious still? Can little Willis 
Miller really stand for one of those won
derful metaphysical marvels which 
have occasionally startled the world?

These questions, wide and deep as 
they are, may never be answered sat
isfactorily. Nevertheless tbe remarka
ble child; Willis Miller, will challenge 
keen, close and cubtie investigation of 
the psychologists of the age. '

Having heard and read of several re
markable feats in photography recently 1 
where faces of Invisible presences have 
appeared in the most inexplicable and 
mysterious manner on certain photo
graphs, I desired to test if the case of 
WHlls and Raymond held similar oppor
tunity. .

I wrote to Willis to this effect and 
his printed reply—he cannot write—4s 
appended; ■ - - ’ .
“DEAR MRS. RENO. -

YOU. ASKED. MB. TO. SEE. IF. 
RAYMON; WOULD. LET. HIS. 
PICTURE. BE. MADE. IN. WITH 
MINE. HE. SAID. HE. WOULD. .

"YOUR. LITTLE. FRIEND.
"WILLIS.”

If the test should be verified—but as 
Kipling would say, that will be a story 
in Itself.—Mrs. Reno, in the Nashville 
Banner. •

A CALL FOR TEACHERS.
There Is a large' field for healers and 

teachers in small towns., After a little 
study of “Healing Currents from the 
Battery of Life” (by Walter DeVoe), 
students start groups for study and re
alization of the healing power.

So helpful is this book that as many 
as 21 copies have been sold to a group 
formed to hear it read. Manifestations 
of healing are common where students 
unite to study, and practice the instruc
tions given in this wonderful book. 
Many are willing to pay for Instruction 
in healing truth, but there is need of en
ergetic persons to get them together.

Those who can successfully form 
groups In their own town among their 
friends will find enjoyable and profit
able work doing the same in other 
towns. .

Order a eppy now and spread the 
glad tidings. Price $2. Special terms 
Jo those who can sell a number of cop
ies through personal effort or-letters.

- COLLEGE QF FREEDOM,
Woodlawn P.

—- r—— — — —
Chicago, ill.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted fre.e. All-in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at,the. rate 
of fifteen cents per lljne. About seven 
words constitute one line;] ; ; ■

1 ‘PasBed to'spirit life, Oct; - 8,1965, An
ton F. Wittig, at his home in Van Dyne, 
Wis., at the age of 65 years, The de
ceased was a member of the Light ot 
Truth Spiritual Society, at Ripon,. Wis. 
He was a great sufferer for many years 
and not able to attend regular meetings, 
but the good friends would from time 
to time hold socials and meetings at the 
Wittig home where the sufferer also 
could enjoy hearing from those he loved 
and had gone before him. Spiritualism 
was a comfort to him and one of' his 
last wishes was, that Mrs. Anna Mehr
tens -should officiate at the burial of his 
.body and Miss L. G. Loebel ' to sing 
some of his favorite songs. ■

His wishes were granted, .and Mrs. 
Mehrtens delivered a beautiful sermon, 
taking for her subject, “In my father’s 
house are many mansions.”

■ LOUISE G. LOEBEL.

rtOW ftÇ, WPtS MISLED l
At One of the Materializing Seances of Mabel Abei 

Jackman.

Hrs. J. K, D. Conant-Henderson, 
(Formerly Banner ot Ifixbt Medium.) 

Psychometrist arid Business 
Medium,

108 Dartmouth Htreet. Boston, Mass.
' Near Copley Square, Boom, 5-6, 

SlUtn^a Dally. 10 to t, EvqdIqk by appointment. 
, Public Circle, Fridays, 2;8U'; Sundays 7.

Can Be Engaged for 'Funerals 
and Platform Work.

letters Answered. - ■

OR. CHARLES E. WATKINS,
The Chronist, 
Will Diagnose 
Disease FREE

pBltCUOMETBIO KEAKINCIS. 25 Cents. 
A Send handwriting and age; Mils. Francuh Ft 
Spangler, Pittsburg, Kan,, General Delivery.

MAIL dime and birth-date,. 8 questions an
swered. Private readings dally. MRS. DIX

ON, U East 81st 8t„ Chicago.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE FullTleadiug 
11,00; short reading, 50 ete ; three questions an* 
Bwered, 25 cts.; by mail only, U Ashland Boul., 
Chicago. -

TPV rrTITQ when you are physically or A Ahl. AA1AD mentally unbalaneeq.- send 
dateot birth and 25 eta. (silver) for your birth
day Salt, and uoto the change In your condition, 
Address. Tan Zone Co., 2251 St, Sau Bernardino, 
Oal.

Annie Lord CUumberiain’s Card.
Dear friends, you cau rreatly help me care for 

my blind Bister, Jennie £. Webb, one of tho earl
lee t mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Bend It to me With 11, and I will 
try and get reply by Independent writing or whis
pers, Address Mra. Annie Lord Oh&mberlaln, Mil* 
lord Masa.

UYSELF-CUREDlSflSä
- hurmleos Hçmo’Çngô.^^ddroy

MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, DI.

fATADDH THE CO-RONA 
Lj /< I l\ Bl II 11 lathe moat eucceaeful

1 ***•»•* treatment tor Cutnrrli 
and Head Colds. I will send It on S days’ 
trial free to all readers ot The. Progressive 
Thinker. AGKNTH, I can start you with a capi- - 
tal .ot 81., and land you with a bunk account of 
81,000, Address, - «. J. WOB8T.

20 Elmore Block. Ashland, O.

Mediumship and Development.
If you wish to unfold your psychical powers, to 

attain success in your special or auy phase, and 
at a ycry low price, spp<La» stamped addressed 
envelope for prospectus and circulars, to tho 
SPECIALIST ON OCC^UI/T SCIENCE;

- J.C. F. GRUFIB1NE,
Algonquin Bond, Chestnut Mill Sta., 

" . Boston, Moms. "

TRUMPETS.
The Infallible fibre trumpet Is insulated top and 

bottom; shell, enamel,hardtual color finish, 11.50,' 
Guaranteed, better than metal or any other mate ■ 
rlalj -very light in w6lght; absolutely tangible 
vithsplrlj. forces; .warranted perfect or money 
refunded; cases with handlds, 11.60. Booklet for 
all kinds of development, 12 eta., sent on receipt 
of price, 
JAS. NEWTON, MSDprr St„ Toledo. O.

THE ELEMENTS OF ETHICS.
Founded on tho Natural La^vsot Mind, as Re

vealed by Hnman ConduotJ' By B. J. 8CHELL- 
HOU&'M, r.Thq,PUltonrleb.'employe a etrictlyecientillc method,entirely 
new, after the manper of physical science. Tho 
true province of Ethidal Science Is to secure jus
tice and regulate' affajrs in« |he,moral world, as 
physical science serves the m'ateridl interests of 
mankind. The griat desideratum Is the equal, 
advance of moral with man's physical-welfare, 
All orders promptly tilted. Price. 60 cents, post; 
age-prepaid. Address, E. J. SOHELLHOUS,2928 
Mercier SL, Kansas City, Md. ’• '

DC ATUC SO 1.000 Persons Died Last YearLA 1113 of consumption.
And every one ot those persons first had Catarrh, 
Why Do Yon Bnffir With Catarrh, Hay Fe
ver and Asthma, and run the risk of dying with 
consumption, when you can be cured. MO-NO, 
The Great Catarrh Remedy Will Cure 
You.! We will mall you a.50 cent bottle of MO. 
NO for 10 cent« in stamps.

• PANAMA MED. CO.,
Box 790. St. Louis, Mo,

Passed to the higher life, Sept. 25, 
from his home. Worth, Ill., Christian 
Flohr, aged 61 years. He leaves a wife 
and four children to join him- again; 
He. loved flowers and the most that 
were placed on his coffin and grave, 
were beautiful roses, arid many other 
kinds that he raised. lie did not be- • 
Heve he would live after this change, 
but hoped to. Services at the grave by
Mrs. M. A. Borland. COR.

Elmer Kleckner, for years a sufferer 
of consumption,, passed to the higher 
life, at his home in Battle Creek; Mich. 
His wife and daughter Helen survive 
him. They have traveled extensively, 
in hopes of his full restoration of 
health, but of no avail. Hd was a thor
ough believer in Spiritualism. ■ Mr. 
Kleckner was a member of the Just 
Enough Club, who paid ioving.respects, 
and gave beautiful floral tributes. He 
was resigned and looked not upon 
death as-the last sleep, hut as the last 
awakening.. The services were con
ducted by Mrs. Marian Carpenter of De
troit, who officiated in her usual -im
pressive manner, giving words . of sym
pathy, to the relatives, and many loving 
friends. . < < - .

Psychical Development.
‘ py’My system of .development will afford you 
the results in your special phase, You uhfold 
your every power. If you wish to become a pay* 
chometrlau clairvoyant, telepathist, slate writer, 
intuitional reader. Inspirational speaker, ¿eat me
dium. healer, aeer, adept, then try my system. 
Hundreds have succeeded^ “Lbegln to see and 
feel theforcea at all tlmeb around me, writes 
Mrs. Agnes Gray. Vancouver. “I would not ex
change what youraystem has taught me for the- 
wealth of Rockefeller.”-Mr. C. strohmeyer^Gl- 
rard.'O. Special reduced fees. Send stamped ad
dressed envelope for prospectus and terms to the 
specialist, J. v. F. GRUMBME, Chestnut 
;H111 Station, Boston, Mass,

Victor Vogel’s Orchestra.
First Class riusic Furnished

for Parties. Balla, Receptions; Weddings, Enter
tainments, etc. Office and residence. 4218 Cham
plain avenue, Chicago, Hl. ‘ Mr. Vogel is a- well- 
known Spiritualist of Chicago, and a natural born 
musician and composer of some note. His Or- 
cliestra Is composed of first class musicians, and 
with the extensive Repertory bl the
Latest and Most Popular Husk, 
we feel confident that be will give perfect aatle- 
factlon at the dances and entertainments given 
by Spiritualist »octette» of Chicago. Give 
him a trial. A postal card to him will receive 
promptanswer, ‘

Emma May Matteson passed to' spirit 
life, at Nimshew, Cal;: She was only 27 
years of age; a lovely character and de
voted wife. Her husband accompanied 
her remains to Rochester, Mich.; where. 
the funeral vias conducted in the, Unita
rian church by Mrs. Marian Carpenter 
of Detroit, the well known' lecturer, who 
always imparts words of.sympathy and 
comfort for'those left to mourn, telling 
them of the life Immortal, . -

-- Captain Davis, aged 86 years; a .re
tired lake captain, highly respected and 
honored by his many friends, passed to 
spirit life at Detroit. His wife preceded 
him to'their spirit home ten years ago. 
While.he never forgot his duty or lost 
interest Ih life, it was his earnest wish 
to join his beloved, wife. The summons 
was received joyfully by him. Mrs? 
Marian Carpenter, of Detroit,, who offi
ciated at his late wife’s obsequies, de
livered the funeral address. ~

■ _ . AGNES TUTTLE.

' ■ ' . . . ■ • ■ ' 
’ To all who will write, sending him their age, 
name and leading symptom. Consult him today, 
do not put It off. Everyone ought to have their 
physical condition examined twice a year. ■

The following constitutes an example 
which.may well become a PSYCHO
LOGICAL STUDY, Mabel Aber Jack
man for many years was a notorious 
figure in the ranks of Spiritualism. 
The spirits that “materialized” in her 
presence at Lily Dale were human be
Ings, evolved after the usual manner on 
the earth plane, as evidenced by one of 
the flash light pictures obtained at one 
of her seances. : In other words the 
“spirits” were “mortals,” and Mabel 
was not wanted at the camp, and never 
went thqre again.

Finally one of the “spirits” that ap
peared at her rooms on the South Bide 
was grabbed, and proved to be a con
federate. A full account of this expos
ure was published in The Progressive 
Thinker and for which the paper is en
titled to the gratitude of every Spirit-

uallst. Since then Mrs, Jackman has 
lost caste with Spiritualists, and Is now. 
carrying on her schemes outside the 
ranks of Spiritualism.

It is certainly a PSYCHOLOGICAL' 
STUDY, how the venerable Dr, Cole, a 
fine lihyslcian, a man of culture and re
finement, could have been so influenced 
and misled at her "materializing” cir
cles as to freely part with him money 
to promote a questionable undertaking.

Mrs. Jackman is now posing as the 
"SHEPHERDESS OF PARADISE,” rep
resenting the “Church of Scientific 
Christianity.” Every Spiritualist should 
i?e exceedingly thankful she 'has for
saken our ranks forever. The good 
work accomplished by The Progressive 
Thinker in exposing her methods ■ has 
been of great value to our Cause. Read 
carefully the following:

ft Wonderfuf . Write for Illustrated Circular 
C nr>nl-->nfn showing styles and prlcesand 
ODuCiaClUi photo ot Spirit Yarma,-who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in ma I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your, own homo and send by 
mall, us It you were invoy office. Thousands will 
testtrv. ' , B. B. POOI.B. . -
... . -■ taDVahston Ave:. Chloago. til

- Dear Mr. PooleYom- spectacles are perfect. I 
can Bay perfection, I Wall recommend them to 
my friends; Ever your friimd.. Mrs. M. M. Holt, 
Keene;-«. H. ' ' .

DON’T READ THIS.
Frances L. Loucks, ojieot the greatest Psychic 

wonders living that uses theBplrlliial X-ray with
out any leading symptom to tllreot, and locate all 
Internal diseases: ■ Al nW, will .convince you. 
Nervous exhaustlon’iihd' lost vlgor-ot both sexos 
successfully treated, hundreds pan testify. 
Send name, age, sex, complexion and 10 cents In 
stamps, and receive ancorneot diagnosis of your 
case, irco, worth dollars to your Address, .

FBANCES.L.'ULOUCKS,
35 WarrenSL, • : (If 13.. Stoashsm. Mms.

Dr. Charles E Watkins,
HOTEL WESTLAND, 

Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

CURIOUS PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY

In Which a Prominent Medium Played 
an Important Part.

fte Is Simply ignorant
“Thé man-who denies the Phenomena of Spi^ 

itualism to-day is noUentitled to Be palled a 
skeptic ; he is simply ignorant 7 and it would be 
a hopeless task tô attèmpt to enlighten him.”— 
T. J. Hudson, “Law of Psÿchic Phenomena,” p. 
206» ■ - - . - - .

"Principles of Light and Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D;, -LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should’ delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forties are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially,-and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest, A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con. 
talning beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, pdbtpald, 
Sit Is a wonderful work and you will

WWedwithit. .

1 u. ~ :

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and ^he leading symp
tom, and youf disease will bo diagnosed 
free by spirit-power. ,

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, ' 230 North Sixth St.
Sau Jose/Call .

DR. J. S. LOUCKS:
Is cue of tho oldest and most successful Spirit* 
uni and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar* 
vclous; hla examinations arc free to all who send 
him name, age. eex, anti lock othnir, anil 6 cent» 
in stamps. Ho doesn't ask, for leading symptoms. 
Ho treata nervous exlmuntlou or both sexes with 
wonderful success, al reduced prices A .trial will 
convince yon. His practice extends air over-the 
land. He cure* you in > our own home. :■ ..

Address, . J, W. liOWKa, ■ 
'Lock Dox »03 Stoneham Hass.

To Our Old. Patients and-Friends.
I know not If you are all living in the 

real life (Spirit) or not, or if you are 
still in. the physical suffering ylth the 
cares and sickness pertaining to this 
life. "

First, iet me say that I too, have, been 
very ill for over two years. I would get 
better, then another blow would come, 
of sorrow—sickness and sorrow, sorrow 
and sickness ; in' fact, I have been down 
in the' dark valleys, and have suffered 
ns few have suffered; but through it all 
I haye felt that night would not last 
always, and that some time the dawn 
of the morning would come, and to-day 
I find that I am full of confidence In 
the love of the Father and Mother God 
and for all of their children, and I find 
that once again am I strong in the Spir
it and that the dawn is coming. I have 
had new strength given me, and I have 
taken up my Medical and Spiritual 
work again. I know, dear friends, that 
as I once more resume my work, I have 
your best wishes. , '

Now I will Inform you ot our LAT
EST ANDx,GRANDEST TRUTH that 
has come to us. It is a new method by 
which we make medicines out of the 
green roots and herbs, gathered out of 
God’s great garden of Nature, at just 
the right season of the year. It Is by 
a process which gets rid of the EVIL 
EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL, which all 
ofher liquid medicines contain. Alco
hol destroys the .very medicinal proper
ties in the root and herb that cures. By 
our method we preserve these proper
ties. No one knows this method but 
ourselves. We wish you to believe us 
when we say that we are meeting with 
the most wonderful success since we
began this new method. We prepare 
the medicine for each case, out of the 
fresh green root and herb. The pro
cess at present in making this medicine 
costs'lis much more money than if we 
used--the ordinary fluid extracts and 
tinctures; and it takes us twice; yes, 
three times as long to make the medi
cine, but the results are just grand. 
Now in1 order to Introduce this new 
method of curing the sick, we are offer
ing to our old patients and friends, who 
may be ill. a trial treatment for only 
Five Dollars a month, and with this 
condition only,, that at the end of two 
months’ treatment they will allow us to 
publish the results. We are curing old 
chronic cases in two months’ time that 
used to take us six months to cure, the 
same kind of disease; curing cases in 
three months' time which used to take 
us à year.

Now, kind friend, do you not know of 
some poor sick one, that, by informing 
them of-our new method, you may be 
the means of restoring to health and 
happiness? If you do, or not, we wish 
to hear from you again. While this is 
a printed letter, still it is a personal 
one to you all. But I desire to tell you, 
my friends, of this wonderful discovery, 
and cannot write.eaeh one a letter. 
Kindly let us 'hear from you, giving 
your present address; and it ill, leading 
symptoms and your present weight.

Yours kindly, ■
DR. C. E. WATKINS. 

Hotel Westland, Back Bay, Boston, 
. Mass. ' . '

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
■ Who has had

Forty Years* .Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two

Years Prof, in a Medical
. t College, Ten Years - 

IN SANITARIUM WORK,
•na la a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
•falls Ip.dlaBmosia, He has given special attention 
to eye; ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous' diseases of both sexes.: Never 
fails to cure piles/ If you would like an opinion 
of your case FREE, writs just how you feel with 
your own hand and hold tne letter in your hand 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply,

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY M. D.
S;mltarlum and Bolding,

Books on Development.
. npHere are standard, practical, long-tested 
books on Spiritual Develapment, aV a nominal 
cost. They will appeal to vou.

^^Clairvoyance.—150 pages, cloth; teaches, 
how to see spirits, practice telepathy, enter spirit 
world at win; oolnmuno with the so-called dead, 
ooyelop second sight, locate- minerals and find 
hidden treasures. Endorsed by Lilian Whiting. 
Honvy YVood, W. J, Colville, Pref. Harradln and 
all loading teachers. Price, 11.60, ''
. Lff Auras and Color..—A wonderfully help- 
rul book on how to see and read auras and colors, 
learn people’s atmospheres: contains a color dic
tionary; Price Wots. ■

fWFoychometry.—How to read tho soul of 
things. This book teaoboe you how to becomo a 
psychometrist. Price, 60 cts. - .

EWTKeallxatfon,—A book that opens tho way" 
to the realization of one’s divinity, It- teacheo 
youhow teenier tho shper-consclousness. Price,. 
60 cts. - .. - . •

KTDentliana Beyond.—A book ofrevela- 
tlona; price, cloth. 50 cis. . . • ■ . '

r^'Scquro a largo crystal for crystal gazing or 
reading. Prlbo. 12.251 postage prepaid.

Send moneys to ' - '
J. C. F. GBÜMBINE,

Algonquin Road; Chestnut Hill Sta„
Boston. Mass.

HARMONICS OF EVOLUTION.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, Based

. . - Upyn Natural Science
AS taught by modem masters of law. By Flor- 
enco Huntley. An exceedingly-Interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution tothoutera- 
turo of evolution, unfolding Its laws from thé 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect,-and in« 
(Heating the detects of the Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists alike can gain 
much from Its perusal. Price, finely bound In 
Owth* v<2»

WOMAN ■ Onlji1^?0 N?BJDnIiult^LaiOii 
tho prooont matua of woman, physically,'mon- 
tally, morally and spiritually. Tho dlviiio law 
of truo WWmonlul marriage, etc. Price, 10c.

“Crystal gazing" proved a costly pas
time for Dr. Alfred L. Colè, a wealthy 
retired physician, living with his family 
at' the Auditorium Annex, as set forth 
in the Chicago Record-Herald. Rough
ly estimated, the sum of money extri
cated from the bank account of the 
doctor, after he had gazed into the crys
tal sphere for ten or fifteen minutes, 
taking deep breaths in the meantime, 
is about $7,500. He may have lost 
more, but he is willing to forget that. 
Now he wants to recover $2,800 of the 
total amount lost, and he has sued 
“Rev” Mabel Jackman, 3663 Indiana 
avenue, for that sum. The writ was 
placed in the hands of the sheriff yes
terday tor service, but Mrs. Jackman 
had not been found last evening.

As for the $4,700 for which the doctor 
mourns, he has no hope of recovering it. 
He would just as soon forget about It, 
If he could. He retains a lot of memen
tos, however, .which refresh his mind 
as to how he lost the money through his 
implicit faith in the spirit message giv
en him by the “Rev.” Mrs. Mabel while 
he sat in her “developing circles” at 
825 North Clark street more than a year 
ago. It was there that Dr. Cole, a be
liever in Spiritualism, came under the 
influence of Mrs. Jackman, and' became 
entangled in the schemes of a number 
of cunning men, whom he declares to 
have been her confederates.

Dr. Cole has sued Mrs. Jackman, 
whose prominence as a medium, teach
er of the occult sciences and founder of 
a cult of her own which has brought 
her into contact with the courts here
tofore, for $2,800. This sum is repre
sented by fifty-six notes, each for $50, 
executed by herself and her sister, Mrs. 
Della Simmons, after Mrs. Jackman had 
been arrested and threatened with pun
ishment on charge of being party to a 
conspiracy to swindle. The notes were 
given with the understanding that pros
ecution would be abandoned. But since 
Dr. Cole has been unable to collect his 
money he has placed the notes in the 
hands of'Arthur Burr Pease’of the Idw 
firm of Pierson, Pease & De Young, 
with instructions to collect, if possible.

The ease with which Dr. Cole was 
separated from his money offers a 
chance for study to psychologists. The 
doctor formerly practiced in Minneap
olis, and there laid the foundation for 
bls large fortune. Later he had an of
fice at 163 State street, where he gar
nered mànv more dollars in the course 
of a few years. When he retired he 
had learned how to make money, but it 
was Mrs. Jackman and her friends, if 
he is to- be' believed, who showed him 
how to lose .lt.

One January night over three years 
ago Dr. Cole, who is over 60 years old, 
and an ardent student of psychic phe
nomena, received an invitation to at
tend a “developing circle” at her resi
dence, 825 North Clark street. An ex
planation for thé invitation might be 
found in his confession that he pre
viously had told 'her that he had just 
sold a piece of property for $20,000.

The doctor’s visit to the “developing 
circle” was attended by many develop
ments. Mrs. 'Jackman, solicitous that 
he should obtain results, gave him a 
seat beside a man named Stillson, and 
placed a crystal sphere in his hands, 
instructing him to gaze upon it intently, 
concentrate his mind and take' deep 
breaths,, all of which Dr. Cole did in 
strict obedience. The lights were 
turned down low, and Mrs. Jackman be
gan making passes over the heads of 
those présent She also began to an
nounce messages, some through her 
spirit guides, some through trumpets, 
and some by independent voices.

"A Spirit from New York is in the 
room,” said Mrs. Jackman, “and it has 
come to speak with Mr. Stillson. There 
is a very sick 'gentleman in New York, 
who is interested in some way with Mr. 
Stillson in a business venture.”

"Why, that’s so,” replied Mr. Stillson 
from the chair next to Dr. Cole's, "i got 
-a message Trom him this afternoon say
Ing he was very sick,, and that there 
was a very important business arrange
ment pending, amounting to $50,000 or 
more. The message said he was very 
anxious about the matter, as delay 
might -prevent us making the money. 
Will" the man recover?”

■ "That is doubtful, the spirit says,” 
answered Mrs. Jackman. "He is so 
sick thatrthey are to take him to Flori
da;. The Spirit tells me that Mr. Cole 
can help'him out in this matter.” ' 
r Sòme kind of a spirit,' good or evil, 
then came to Dr. Cole, and told him he 
could be of great assistance to Mr. 
Stillson, and that they should remain 
after thé circle had adjourned and talk 
He matter over with Mrs. Jackman. 
The conference brought but the fact 
that Stillson claimed to “be a telegraph 
operator, with a partner named Race; 
that they were acquainted with a Wes-, 
tern Union- lineman named Dan, "and 
that Dan would join them in a scheme 
for tapping the telegraph wires by 
which they would obtain advance infor
mation on facing and stock quotations, 
and make a lot of 'money. , '

Mrs. Jackman-convinced him that he 
could be of great assistance to Stillson 
by going into the scheme. Her argu
ment proyed' to bé correct, in the light 
of later developments, for Dr. Cole be
came a victim' of the old-time game, the 
antiquated wire-tapping scheme, ' -

Dr. Cole had it explained to him tho 
next day in hla office by Stillson and

day until it had been paid for before 
they would ask for a cent of money.

Dr. Cole drew his check for nearly 
$900, and the next day, after cashing 
the check, paid the money over to a 
young man in an office in the Commerce 
building, at the door of which was the 
name of O. M. Stone. Thus Dr. Cole 
gave $900 for machinery which he nev
er had seen, to a man whom he never 
had met before, upon the suggestion ot 
men who had no place of business, one 
of whom had b^en introduced to him 
by Mrs. Jackman.

The next scene of operations was Mil
waukee, where Dr. Cole went in the 
company of Stillson, leaving Race be
hind to send the signal over the tele
graph wire that should net them a big 
sum of money. But the signal never 
came. Instead Dr. Cole got a telephone 
message from Race stating that more 
machinery was required and that it 
would cost about 900 more. Obediently 
Dr. Cole came back to Chicago and 
drew $900 more from the bank, paying 
it to Stone and carefully taking a re
ceipt for the amount.

From Millwaukee the scene shifted 
to St. Louis, because, as Stillson and 
Race explained, they could not get the 
signal from Chicago. But they found 
that the signal was known to three men 
in St. Louis, each of whom demanded 
$250 for imparting it. So Dr. Cole paid 
out $750 more. He added $55 to this 
sum the next day to pay Stillson’s trav
eling expenses to Milwaukee, where he 
was to make a deal in stocks. Two days 
later Stillson returned and inspired 
confidence in ths doctor by handing 
him $75 which he said he had made in 
a stock deal, and then turning In an 
expense account lor $37.

This showing of profit paved the way 
for a coup on the good doctor. Stillson 
and Race pointed out to him that a 
horse race was soon to come oft at Oak
land, Cal., and that If they went in 
strong they would clean up a fortune. 
About this time Mrs. Jackman re-ap
peared on the scene. Dr. Cole began to 
be suspicious when asked to put in 
$2,000 on a bet. Mrs. Jackman, he says, 
called at his office, explaining that she 
had done so because the spirits told her 
to do so. That was the only way she 
could account for her visit.

The advice Dr. Cole got from Mrs. 
Jackman was reassuring. All he had 
to do was to bet all his money, for the 
spirits said he could not possibly lose, 
which was what Race had said before. 
Mrs. Jackman was so confident that she 
betrayed much anxiety to have her 
husband participate in the wager, but 
when Dr. Cole gave this information to 
Race, that gentleman refused to let any
body else in on the “good thing."

.With all of these forces working upon 
him Dr. Cole could not resist. He drew 
$2,000 more from the bank, and giving 
half of it to Race, they went to a pool
room in Thirteenth street, near Indiana 
avenue, where Race presented what he 
said was a letter of introduction to the 
manager. Dr. Cole saw money being 
wagered by other men and bets being 
paid off. He was gratified deeply when 
Race came and whispered:

“I’ve got the tip on the right horse, 
and the money is ours; put your bet on 
the same horse I do,” he said, and then 
went up to a man, giving the name of 
a horse. Dr. Cole was game enough to 
hand the man his $1,000. A ticker be
gan sounding and the man announced 
that the winner was the horse that Dr. \ 
Cole had bet on. A few moments later, 
While Dr. Cole’s fingers were itching to 
get hold of his winnings, he was told > 
by Race that a mistake had been made.
The fog was so thick at 
track that the telegraph 
took the jockey’s colors, 
other horse had won.

Dr. Cole had lost over

the Oakland 
operator mis- 
and that an-

$4,500 within
a month, but he was not quite ready to 
quit the game. He was told by Race 
that Stillson was almost prostrate over . 
the loss, and that such an accident 
could not happen again in a thousand 
years. Mrs. Jackman told him he 
should not mind the loss, and that the 
spirits told her he would get all of it 
back again, and more too. A few days 
later Race showed him a telegram 
from St. Louis stating that the building 
in which they had stored their tele
graph apparatus bad burned. -

"If we could only get some more ma
chinery,” cried Race, frantically, “we 
could go East and do business. Danxi 
has a friend in New York who holds the' 
same kind of a position Dan held here -A
in Chicago, and Dan can fix it up with 
him so we can do all kinds of business.” 
Mrs. Jackman gave more assurance and 
Dr. Cole began paying out money again. 
He gave Stillson $76 to go to New York. 
Next he paid out $1,905 for machinery 
and $55 for more cable.* More machin
ery required the .expenditure of an ad
ditional $750. Dr. Cole was then in- 
formeij that the telegraph company had 
discovered their scheme, and that'they 
would have.to get out of New York. 
Race knew of a place up the Hudson 
River where they could rent a cottage 
and tap the wires from there. This 
cost about $1,500 more, and still the 
doctor was not ready to lay down. 
The Western Union Telegraph Compa
ny, he was told,, had arrested two of 
their confederates and confiscated all 
the machinery.

Race insisted that the doctor, in the 
Interest of their, safety, should destroy 
all accounts he had with them, and he . 
acted on- the suggestion; He also 
obeyed their request and come back to
Chicagq., He saw Mrs. Jackman 
and continued to ask her advice 
he finally concluded that he had 
swindled.

Race that they- did not have enough -

hpre 
until 
been

RADIANT ENERGY SflM® 
to Modern Astrqphysteo, by Edgar L. Larltin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon anew branch 
of roscarch lnto tho laws of nature, and to the 
student , or oven, an admirer or tho modern as
trological literature will surely come with great 
interest. Price, cloth, 8J.7S., •. . •

money to buy certain electrical Instru
ments necessary to conduct operations. 
They already had about $2,000 worth of 
Instruments. They knew, however, 
where some second-hand Instruments, 
just as good as new; could; be pur
chased»’ They had a bill for this ma
chinery already made^out, and agreed 
that if Dr. Cole would buy the apparatus 
they-would give bIm all the profits each

"In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A, 
Bland.- Interesting; instructive- and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting, cloth,' 
bound ; ' J

“Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. HulL 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of tho author's latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with
portrait of tho author. Price 76
Cloth, $1.’ ■
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A Chapter of Interesting 
White House Incidents

And Incontrovertible Statements That Show 
Spiritualism’s Outreach and Worth.

J he friends I had made -inWashington were detewunwut-I- should not • 
leave, that city, and it was decided that my brother should take jay 
mother back to Hartford with 'him, with all her-'lioi^Wflïâ effects; that . 
I should resign iuy position.in Albany; and that nlyYrjftnd-Mtes Ibip- 
num should join me in Washington. This programme was carried out.

The day. following my brother’s departure tor hurtiç, p note was. re
ceived by Mrs. Laurie, asking her to eoine to the vyhite House in the 
evening with her family, and to-bring Miss Nettie-Wh her. 1 .felt fill' 
the natural trepidation of a young girl about to enter the presence of 
the highest magistrate in our land; being fully impressed with the dig-' 
nity of his office, and feeling that 1 was about to *»#e»lt’koine superior 
being; and it was with trembling that I entered with niy friends the Red 
Parlor of the White House, at eight o’clock that evening (December,

.Mrs. Lincoln received us... graciously, and intty^uge^ us, to a gentle
man and lady present whosè names I have forgotten, "Mr, Lincoln was 
not then present. While all were conversing pleasantly .on general .sub-, 
jeets, Mrs. Miller (Mr, Laurie’s .daughter) seated. herself, under con
trol; at the double grand piano at one side of, the room, seemingly await
ing some one, Mrs. Lincoln was talking with us(in a pleasant strain 
when suddenly Mrs. Miller’s hands fell upon the keys with a foyee that 
betokened a master hand, and the strains of a grapd march .filled, the 
room. As the measured notes rose and fel! we. became silent. The 
heavy end of the piano began rising and falling in perfect time to the 
music. All at once itjieqsed,and $fr. Lincoln .stood upon,the threshold 
of the room. (He afterwards informed us tliat the first notés of the 
music fell upon his ears as he reached the head of thé grand, staircase 
to .descend, and that he kept step-to the.musie until he reached the door
way). -• : ■ f ' ■

H![r. and Mrs,,Laurie and Mrs, Miller were duly presented, Then I was 
led forward and presented. He stood before me,-tall’and kindly, with 
a smile on his face., I^-oppiim his (hand upon my head, he Said,' ip-a 
humorous tone, “So this is our ‘little Nettie,’ is it, that we have heard 
so milclf about?” Icould only smile and say, “Xos,. .sir,” like any 
school-girl; When he kindly lea ine to an-ottomaW, ..Sitting down in a 
chair, the ottoman at his feet, he began asking me’questions in a kindly 
way about my mediumship; and I think he must have thought*me stu
pid, as my answers were little beyon4 & “Yes”; and “No.” His man
ner, however, was génial and kind, andit’was th'fe.m^ we form 
in a circle. He said, “Well, how do yoii dp it?” |dtfking at me. Mr. 
Laurie came to the regcue, and said we had bçenWc^ to sit in a 
circle and to join hands; but he did not thinli itAyoiild necessary in 
this instance. While he was yet speaking, I lost all consciousness of 
my surroundings and passed under control. < •;

For more than an hour I was made to talk to him, ènàT.learned 
my friends afterward that it was upon matters thqt ia'Seenied fully" to 
understand, while they comprehended very little until that portion was 
reached that related to the forthcoming Emancipation Proclamation. 
He was charged with the utmost solemnity and force df manner not to 
abate the terms of its issue, and not to delay its enforcement as a law 
beyond the opening of the year; and he was assured that it was to be 
the crownihg event of his administration and his life; and.that while 
he was being counseled by strong parties to defer the enforcement of it, 
hoping to supplant it by other measures and to delay action, he must in 
no wise heed such counsel, but stand firm to his convictions and fear
lessly perform the work and fulfill the mission for which he had been

Upon the above question the people, outside of Spir- 
ifnalism, and especially in the Catholic Church, are 
very positive in their denial that Spiritualism has 
any claims to thedionor of being acce pted in prin
ciple by the Martyred President, but in this bit of 
true history it is shown that Abraham Lincoln was 

. not only a believer in spirit return, but that he had 
seances in the White House, and received advice 

z and many prophetic communications from the spirit 
world that influenced his action in that great crisis? 
the War of the Rebellion. Catholicism may wish 
to cover its trail through that bloody conflict, but 
the ashes* of the murdered President still cry out 
against it, and will so long as history lasts. We 
take this opportunity for presenting Chapters from 
the book “Was Abraham Lincoln a Spiritualist?” 
by the Medium herself, Mrs. Nettie Colburn May
nard, who presided at the seances. This recital of 
a historical fact will be interesting to all.

FIRST MEETING WITH LINCOLN.

Secretary Foster takes us to Mr. Laurie’s house in Mrs. Lincoln’s carn
age—Mrs. Lincoln^promises to obtain another furlough for my broth
er—I go into a trance—“This young lady must hot leave Washing
ton; Mr. Lincoln must hear her."—Am promised a place under Mr.
Newton—Am promised a furlough—A thirty-day furlough is granted Raised by an overruling Providence.; Those present ¡declared that they 
—A present of a hundred dollars-I arrange to stay in Washington- lost sight of the timid girl in the majesty of the utterance, the strength 

and force of the language, and the importance of that-which was con
veyed, and seemed to realize that some strong masebUhe spirit force 
was giving speech to almost divine commands. ' ■'' b

I shall never forget the scene around me when I regained conscious-

—A present of a hundred dollars—I arrange to stay in Washington— 
We are invited to the White House, where we hold a seance that is of
historical importance—“So this is our little Nettie”—President Lin
coln is advised upon the Emancipation Proclamation, that it is to be 
the crowning effort of his administration and his life—The President i 
states that pressure was being brought to Bear upon him to suppress 
the enforcement of the proclamation-r“My child, you possess a won- : 
derful gift, but that it is of God I have no doubt. ”
About half past eight o’clock in the evening of this day I was lying 

exhausted on the sofa, when a carriage halted at the door. Mr. Laurie 
entered hurriedlv, asking if the “children" had gone (Parnie and my
self). Mr. Foster explained that we were still there, and the reason 
they.efpr. Mr. Laurie seemed delighted,that we had been delayed; and. 
came fit once to my side, and-kindly said, ‘-‘Gat ready at' onhe Ana go fb . 
my house with me, and I think we can remedy the loss of this furlough.

It was a ray of light in dense darkness. Without saying a word, I 
hastily prepared myself and was surprised to find a most elegant carri
age at the door to receive us. Its crimson satin cushions should have 
told me whose carriage it was; but my mind was so fraught with my 
trouble that I barely noticed the fact that a footman in plain livery 
opened the door for us, and we were soon on our way to Georgetown. 
On my arrival I was astonished to be presented first to Mrs. Lincoln, 
the wife of President Lincoln, then to Mr. Newton, Secretary of the In
terior Department, and the Rev. John Pierpont, at that time one of the 
chief clerks in the Treasury building. • Mrs. Lincoln informed me that 
she had hbard of the wonderful powers of Mrs. Miller, Mr. Laurie s 
daughter, and had called to witness the physical manifestations through 
her mediumship. He had expressed a desire to see a.trance medium, 
when they had told her of myself, fearing that I was already on my ivay 
to Baltimore with my brother, as I expected to leave that evening. She 
had said at once, “Perhaps they have not gone; suppose you take the 
carriage and ascertain.” Mr. Laurie went, and found me, as I have 
stated, prostrated from my long anxiety and trouble. But for the loss 
oftli.it furlough this meeting would not have taken place. Mrs. Lin
coln noticed my swollen eyes and inflamed cheeks, and inquired kindly 
the cause. Mr. Laurie briefly explained. She quickly reassured me-, 
sayinu, “Don’t worry any more about it. Your brother shall have an
other furlough, if Mr. Lincoln has to „give it himself.”- Feeling once, 
more happy and strong, I was in a condition to quiet my nerves long 
enough to enable my spirit friends to control me. Some new and pow
erful influence obtained possession of my organism and addressed Mrs. 
Lincoln, it seemed; with great clearness and force, upon matters of 
State. For one hour I was under this control. When I awoke there 
was a most earnest and excited group around me discussing what had 
been said; and Mrs. Lincoln exclaimed, with great earnestness, “This 
yopng lady must not leave Washington. I feel she must stay here, and 
Mr. Lincoln must hear what we have heard. It is all-important, and he 
must hear it. ~ This seemed io be the general impression. Turning to 
me she said, “Don't think of leaving Washington, I beg of you. Can 
you not remain with us?” I briefly explained that my livelihood de
pended on my efforts as a speaker, and that there was no opening in 
Washington of that kind for me. .But, said she, “There are other things 
you can do. Surely young ladies get excellent pay in the different de
partments, and you can have a position in one of them, I am sure.” 
Turning to Mr. Newton, who sat at her right, she said, “You employ'- 
ladies, do you not, Mr. Newton? and you can give this young lady a 
place in your department?” He“bowed, all smiles, saying, “I have 
(only very old ladies and young children in my department; but I can 
cive this young lady a position if it pleases you.” She turned to me 
then injier sprightly manner, as if the whole thing was settled, and ex
claimed, “You will stay then; will you not?” I said I would consult 
my friends, and see what was, best. But she said, “You surely will not 
go until Mr. Lincoln has had a chance to see you?” I replied I would 
not, if he desired to see me. She then turned to Mrs. Laurie, and said, 
“Now, to-morrow, you go with this young lady to Mr. Tucker; tell him 
you go by my direction, and just how the case stasflls. Tell him he must 
arrange it to have her brother secure another furlough.” Soon after, 
she left, and Mr. Somes kindly escorted me back to Mr. Foster’s.

The next morning Mrs. Laurie came for me, and we wqnt to the office 
of the Assistant-Secretary of War.. I hid as closely as possible behind 
the stately person of Mrs. Laurie; bnt my old friend saw-me and came 
forward to inquire how I was and if-all was.well with my brother. I 
could only shake my head and sink into a chair, leaving Mrs. Laurie to 
explain matters. He listened patiently, and came to me and said in the 
kindest manner: “You seem to have been delayed for some important 
purpose, my young friend, so I would not be overtroubled about it. 
You get any commissioned or United States surgeon to examine your 
brother again, and if he affirms he' is still unfit for service'in'the field or 
camp, I will issue a new furlough, if you bring me the paper.”

With a light heart I eoiild only thank him; and that- afternoon my 
brother and myself went to'Mr. Laurie’s, and in a few hours a United 
States surgeon from the Georgetown Hospital made a requisite exami
nation and recommended him a furlough. The nextTinbrhihgT carried 
it to Mr. Tucker, and a furlough was reissued by-the War Department 
>—thisjime for thirty days’ leave of absence. ¡With a light heart I went 
to my brother with the paper; and that night Mr. Laurie, on his return 
from the Postoffice Department; placed'm, my hand an envelope, .which,. 
I was surprised to find, contained one hundred dollars in greenbacks, 
and a slip of paper on which was written, “From a few friends lyho-ap- 
preeiatc a sister’s devotion.” Noname, anywhere to tell who were the 
generous donors; and I know not t6 this day Whence came this inSst 

, welcome tribute, - ; •.. ' • ..-

ness. I was standing in front of Mr. Lincoln, and; he;-ws*sit.ting back 
in his chair, with his arms folded upon his breast, looking intently at 
me. I stepped back, naturally confused at the situation—not remem
bering at once where I was; and glancing.around the group, where per
fect silence reigned. It took me a moment to remember my where
abouts, ■

À gentleman present then said in a low tone, “Mr;>President, did you 
notice anything peculiar in the method of address?” Mr. Lincoln 
raised himself, as if shaking off his Spell. He'glàèéêd^qùiclily at the 
full-length portrait of Dapipl Webster, tliat hung âMv&'.the .piano, anç. 
¡replied, “Y^s, and it is-very eihgulm-i ■Wryi'’.’bwfit^^

Mr. Somes said: “Mr. President, would it be' improper for me to in
quire whether' there has been any pressure brought-to;%ar upomyou to 
defer the enforcement of the Proclamation?’! Tq wlnc£ t^e President 
replied: “Under these circumstances that'question is perfectly proper,- 
as we are all friends [smiling upon thé company]. It is taking all my 
nerve and strength to withstand such a pressure.” At this poiht the 
gentlemen drew around him, and spoke together in low-tones, Mr. Lin
coln saying least of all. At last he turned to me, and laying his hand 
upon my head, uttered these words iii ¿.manner that I'shall never for- 
get’“MY CHILD, YOU POSSESS .A VERY SINGULAR GIFT;>BUT 
THAT IT IS OF GOD, I HAVE NO DÔUBT. I THANK YOU FOR

What,.soldier in his standing army, bleeding-and with dusty feet, 
could.enter the chamber of any other ruler in this world-and plead his: 
cause-as a friend? What woman, tearful because her son was iu peril, 
when a stroke of the President’s hand would set him free, could any
where else force her way to him through lines of senators, and then 
receive consolation? What man. within the memory of man, has ruled 
without ealousy and fanaticism, and to whom ‘.every man in. the laud 
coulditurn his thought, in hope, in prayer, as to a patient or never-fail
ing friend? Was there ever a leader of the American people who got 
so near the heart of his generation as did Abraham Lincoln? And per
haps, with all his greatness, this is one of his greatest claims to immor
tal memory. The writer (lies ; the honored philosopher fades away with 
the changes of time; the scientific man is blotted out by the record of 
successive thought; the poet’s sweetest lays may.be folded away like a 
garment, to put some newer and better one in its place; hut the love 
of the human heart is the one enduring thing in this world of ours ; and 
where all these things will pass away, the man who is a Ipver of his/ 
country, who is a ìovèV of his native land, is the man whose immortality 
is best' secured, and that man Was Abraham Lincoln.

I can say nothing, in «this brief review' of his work, of the emancipa
tion of the slave, except to say that that patience, wisdom, and infallible 
instinct as to the right time of doing apythj^g is illustrated in this, per
haps, as no othep single incident of lite career. And when I come tp one 
efforf it seems to me I wanted to.lay my fingers on niy-lip's and never 
speak another word. When he climbed that height at Gettysburg, and. 
stood on the scene of the terrible conflict, on that ground made sacred 
with the bodies of-our patriot soldiers, the eloquence of his lips, the im
pressiveness of his mien, and the words uttered by his heart through 
his tongue, made that oration which, in the history of American elo

The spiritual life is a simple one, for 
truth is best expressed in a lite tree 
from pretensions. The complexities ot 
so-called modern existence are com
posed of non-essentials. . i

Unnecessary wants, not genuine 
needs, cause worry, To worry is to age 
rapidly. To do one’s duty calmly, 
truthfully, conscientiously, living but 
"one day at a time,” is to remain ever 
young in spirit.

It the spirit remains young the body 
will mirror forth the condition of its 
commander—)he soul—in a youthful ap
pearance, free from the frowns of age.

How quickly we recognise the youth
fulness in those we meet. We recall 
with pleasure a calm, kindly face,.and 
we sa^ when speaking of such a one: 
"He never -worried, but was . always 
hopeful of better things.” In our youth, 
all of us realize quickly that he of . the -, 
hopeful, kindly countenance belonged, 
to that high order of human .usings best 
described by our youthful but compre
hensive term ‘‘good.”

This "good” man was good because 
he was a lover ot humanity, and.be was 
not afraid to let the light of his deeds 
so shine that even the babes in arms 
recognized the sterling quality of his 
spirituality. We do not remember the 
name of his religion—Indeed, we are 
not sure that he was a member of a 
church congregation—but we know he 
was a good man. His was the great 
practically applied optimism known in 
these later days under the various 
names of Naturalism, Spiritualism, Hu-

quence, puts culture into the shade, for it was the eloquence of the no
blest American upon the noblest occasion in the history of mankind.

In the old days every cathedral .had its chime of bells. A new bell 
had to he cast, and it was to be strung up far into the tower to exorcise 
the demons and call the people to morning worship. The bell was in 
process of casting in the mold, and there were joy and gladness. Priests 
brought the crucibles and bronze articles to the mould, and the molten 
metal began to make its way toward the great hole in which the cast 
was being prepared. Suddenly the great gathering was swayed with 
some sudden emotion. There was a danger of the failure of the cast 
through insufficient metal. The cry was, What shall be done? It was 
soon decided. Every one gave something, some article of value to cast 
into the seething pot. Women tore off their bracelets. Others ran 
and brought silver vessels; priests brought the appurtenances of the 
sanctuary and flung them into the seething, boiling furnace; and at last 
there was sufficient. It cooled, and was swung into the tower, and there 
never was a sweeter-toned bell in all the world, and the sacrifices that 
had been made in flinging the treasure into the bell made its notes 
those of silver and gold as they rang out on the sweet morning air. The 
old bell that proclaimed liberty at Philadelphia is a useless -bell to-day. 
We have done the casting all these years of that bell of liberty which is 
to be rung in the ages to come, high up above the people and the sound 
of the nations and the war and the peace of the world.

We hope and pause when the golden bell is rung, and we seem to hear 
its silver chiming as it calls to prayer. We hear its deeper notes when 
it warns us with its significant alarm and joyous elang that it is posi
tively above ub. How sweet is that bell of liberty. Let us not forget 
what makes it sweet is because men have cast sacrifices for the golden 
hope of manhood and life. Let us not forget that if it rings so sweetly, 
and is to ring forever in the name of liberty, some of that sweetness 
comes from Abraham Lincoln; for, when that bell, was in the molten 
furnace of war and the crucible of trial, there was cast into it the pure 
gold of his manly life.—Rev. E. C. Bolles, at Lafayette Camp.]

richness of soul possessed by others is 
therefore not circumscribed by the nar
row boundaries of creed or church. 
To live in order to benefit humanity is 
truly an Ideal worthy of the efforts ot 
all, for if we work without hope of re
ward we demonstrate in the most un
selfish degree our true mission in this 
preparatory stags of our existence.

If this life .were all, if we were here 
only for a day and tomorrow pass into 
nothingness, then we could perhaps af
ford to cherish petty grievances, and 
seek to “revenge" real or fancied 
wrongs; but when we fully realize the 
fact that life here is as one grain to 
the countless millions of grains of sand 
on the shores of the ocean in its propor
tion to the future ages we shall live, 
then we will see our pettiness and our 
narrowness in their true light, and our 
daily thoughts will be broadened ac
cordingly.

It is only through ceasing to rail, and 
by beginning to help, that we advance. 
To see the bright lining of our troubles, 
we must have the illuminating power 
of a broadened sun of spirituality with
in.

Let us, then, allow the bright light 
of the heaven that is within ub to shine, 
forth through our countenances, our 
deeds, dur words, that the world-dark
ened children of fear may bask In its 
rays and cease to despair, to jeer, to 
curse, and begin to take heart of cour
age to do the world’s work cheerfully 
and well.

By giving we gain, and by gaining we 
are enabled to give tenfold. True, 
many of us have neither money nor 
lands, but we can give kindness and 
love; for of these we should have an 
inexhaustible supply.

Let us turn to our good friend, Mar
cus Aurelius Antoninus. We will ques-

WE MAKE HISTORY.

We enter the Interior Department—Form the acquaintance of Mrs. 
Anna M. Cosby—Meet Geo. D. Prentiss and many prominent people— 
Frequently visit the White House—We hold a seance at Laurie’s, the 
President attending—“Bonnie Doon’’—Mrs. Miller causes the piano 
to dance—The scene at the front depicted—The President advised 
by “Dr. Bamford” to go to the Army of the Potomac and talk with 
the soldiery—“The “simplest remedies the best”—The President 
grants a furlough to A. L. Gurney—The President speaks his views 
upon Spiritualistic communications—Advised not to make the seances 
public information—Mrs. Miller moves the piano while the President 
sits upon it.
On the Monday following I found employment (through the kindness 

of Mrs. Lincoln) in the seed-room, a division of the “Department of the 
Interior,” which was under the control of Mr. Newton. This room was 
part of a building on F street near .Seventh, where fifty to sixty occu
pants, the majority old ladies, and the balance children between the 
ages of ten and twelve, found employment. My duties consisted of 
sewing together the ends of curious little sacks—each sack containing 
a gill of seed corn, beans, etc., as the ease might be; which work was 
little more than mere pastime. We entered the room at nine in the 
morning, leaving it at twelve; returning at one, and leaving again at 
three in the afternoon. For'this work I received one dollar per day. A 
few da^B-Iater my friend Parnie joined me,' also entering this room, 
doing the same work, and receiving the same compensation.

In the meantime my evenings were well filled with circles, which 
were attended by many of the most prominent people in Washington. 
Among those I met and learned to love, add who in turn became warmly 
attached to myself and friend, was Mrs. Anna M. Cosby, whose father, 
Mr. Robt. Mills, was the architect of the public buildings of Washing
ton; and whose husband was at this time consul at Geneva (?). Her 
home was a solid briek mansion on Capitol Hill—historical in its asso
ciations; having been known in Washington’s day as the “Old Bell 
Tavern;” afterwards used as a bank until Mr. Mills changed it to a 
family residence. The old vaults still remained beneath the building; 
and its quaint arrangement and winding stairway were a novelty to. 
my Northern eyes. The first floor of her house was occupied by John 
W. Forney; and a beautiful chamber on the second floor was usually 
occupied by General Simon Cameron when in "Washington.

This lady was the patroness, as her father had been patron before her, 
of the Columbia Fire Company, which was located very near her resi
dence, It was to her and her family that this company was indebted 
for the many privileges it enjoyed—her father being active estab
lishing it, and furnishing it with the motto, “The performance of duty 
insures the protection of God. ’ ’ This lady, after a time, insisted upon 
otir'“making her house our home;” and in its refining and elevating 
atmosphere, surrounded by all that wealth could give, we passed many 
happy weeks and formed many pleasant associations. At her house I 
met with Mr. Joshua Speed, Mr. Lincoln’s former law partner. At one 
of her circles, held in her beautiful parlors, I also met Geo. D. Prentiss, 
the well-known'editor of the Louisville Journal.” Here I gave many 
private-sittings to distinguished people, whose(names I never knew; but 
who were apparently earnest investigators, and seemed satisfied with 
the truths they- obtained. In short, every moment was filled to’the ut
termost, and the time so occupied passed quickly and pleasantly.
.. Prior to leaving Mr. Laurie’s to become the guest of Mrs. .Cosby I 
had another important interview with President Lincoln. One mom- 
ihg, early in February, we received a note from Airs. Lincoln, saying 
she desired us to come over to Georgetown and, bring some friends for a 
seance that evening, and wished the “young ladies” to be present.. In 
the early part of the' evening, before her arrival, my little messenger, or 
“familiar” spirit, controlled me, and declared that (the “Ibng. brave,” 
-as she denominated him) Mr. Lincoln would also be there. As Mrs:

tlon him:
"Do you believe that some 

troubles are too severe?"
Hark to the answer:
‘‘Nothing happens to any man 

he is not formed by nature to
Things themselves touch not the soul, 
not in the leas degree; nor have they 
admission to the soul, nor can they 
turn or move the soul."

“Do you think that revenge is justi
fiable?” Hear now the answer of the 
man who once ruled the Romans:

“The best way of avenging thyself 
is ’ not to become like the wrong-doer. 
In the gymnastic exercises suppose that 
a man has torn thee with his nails, 
and by dashing against thy head has 
inflicted a wound. Well, we neither 
show any signs of vexation, nor are we 
offended, nor do we suspect him after
wards as a treacherous fellow; and yet 
we are on our guard against him, not 
however as an enemy, nor yet with sus
picion, but we quietly get out of his 
way. Something like this let thy be
havior be in all other parts of life; let 
us overlook many things in those who 
are li^e antagonists in the gymnasium.”

“Should we think much of the future, 
and plan to be able to meet its prob
lems?" we ask.

“Let not future things disturb thee, 
for thou wilt come to them, if it shall 
be necessary, having with thee the 
same reason which now thou usest for 
present things. Look within. Within 
is the fountain of good, and it will ever 
bubble up. The art of life is more like 
the wrestler’s art than the dancer’s in 
respect of this, that it should stand

COMING HERE TO-NIGHT. IT IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN 
PERHAPS ANYONE PRESENT CAN UNDERSTAND. I must leave 
you all now ; but I hope to see, you again. ’ ’ He shook me kindly by the 
hand, bowed to the rest of the company, and was gone. We'remained 
an hour longer, talking with Mrs. Lincoln and her friends, and then re
turned. to Georgetown. Such was my. first interviewSwith Abraham 
Lincoln, and the memory of it is as clear and vivid, as’the evening on 
which it occurred. ' :;-

[• * *T looked up, and did not need to know by aqy one telling me 
who he was. Lincoln stood at the open window. ‘ -

He was.Rroking down, yet. seeing nothing. His eye's were turned in
ward. He was thinking of the great work and duty that lay upon his 
soul. I think I never saw so sad a face in my life,' and. I have looked 
into many a mourner’s face, I have been among bereaved families, 
orphan children, widows and strong men whose hearts halve been broken 
by the taking away of their own; but I never saw the depth'of sorrow 
that seemed to rest upon that gaunt, but expressive countenance. Yet 
there was a light in those deep-sunk eyes that showed the-man who was 
before me as perhaps the best Christian the world ever saw, for he bore 
the world upon his heart. That man was bearing the country of his 
birth and love upon his naked soul. It was just one look; but I never 
have forgotten it, and through the dimness of all these years that great 
and patient man looks down upon ine to teach me how to bear, and how 
to do, how to hope, and how-to give'myself for my fèllûw-men.

Lincoln was a noble representative of free institutions. He stood as 
the representative of that liberty which had been won by the swords of 
the Revolution, which had been organized by the, earlier settlers of ,the 
Republic, and which has been adorned by'mpny’tyears of - growth linti! 
the present day. The Revolution had parsed béfgtoLineoIii^ ;■ but 
he was a typical representative of the freeddm.of heart, and* soul, and 
life which ought to be thé'most priceless inheritance ofuevery American 
citizen. I think this was evinced in his. whole course and conduct. He 
was surrounded by able men. :

The sword and the pen both had their heroes; bu^'^éfore this man 
every one chose, to pause, and his choice was always^ toe-wisest of all. 
I Jo not know what Linebin would hav^ done without support ; but 
through all troubles, the individuality bf that one manjjiis unflinching 
courage, his broad sympathy and. charity, his homely common sense, 
his indomitable rectitude and unshaken faith ran like-a-pulse of fire, a 
thread of gold. - . ^3 F

You may speak of the àreh of honor that spans thbs&iyears of strug- 
-gle. You may writë the names of-great generate, adÿrg&ls, statesmen, 
senators, and governors upon separate stones. Bqt,^Jihat .one stone 
which bound them together, without which the arch^b^d have fallen 
into ruin and confusion,yon must wrife MNCOI^-’Smame, (

! mention a third thing for which Lincoln ,waà g^?i’^ 
great men who were as cold as the marble, in. .which tlieir statues have 
been-cast. We haye had men whb had no more warm"blood in their 
hearts than the bronze •tàbléts'îtipbn'thëir ¡tpmbs. ^Wh’Pâvte-had gréait 
statesmen, great warriors, great philosôpherb;'''greàt4te&iiof letters,'aR 
of them cold as icebeïgq^ith.n.o'. popular sympathib^ 'W reai tender- 
ness11no .heai’t beneath their garments,. • 1 ■ 1 .

We.have bad men placed as ¡Lincoln was who had; èalinlÿ written out 
his same -gigantic campaign and-could accept death, peril£br)disgrâce, 
as well as honor, with thé sanie câlin impassibility with'which you might 
move the knight or the ' bishop from one square èn: 'tlïe'èhessboard to 
Another. .We have had men-who left .behind them.-'mighty names ;>.and 
no .one child sobbed when they were gone. x But not a dry eye appeared 
amid thousands cf children .whçn tlié splendid, heroic Lincoln, with, his 
wisdom;* sagacity, .and patriotism,-(wo's takçiYa.wa^ (He, .carried aTbii- 
der .heart, the heart ôf a little child, the heart bl ¿'woman when slip has 
given.her promise to the man she Ipyes. - ;

Baek of that rough, angular form1 and seemingly uncouth demeanor 
there lay à .heart as milite-as snow, .and so dropping with the1 love-of 

. humanity that, if I were to take out of one of those Christiancenturies 
the heart of the one whom I.believed to be tho most loving,''the most 

.tender, I would take it from the breast of Abraham Lincoln:

philosophy, and we build these facta 
into our structure of memory until we 
have but to turn- to recollection for the 
references to annotate our book of life.

Learning through the mistakes of oth
ers to avoid the disasters that may oc
cur In our own careers seems the part 
of wisdom, but to bravely meet the 
smiting hand of our own ignorance is to 
gain in knowledge.

The spiritual life, then, is a simple 
life—a life made up ,of good deeds klnd- 
.ly done, of cheerful •’words gladly, 
spoken, of personal wrongs hidden and 
forgotten in the haste to help other un
fortunates forget their troubles.

To assist others is but lending to our
selves of the storehouse of life, for no 
life can be complete in a selfish soli
tude. We must be unselfish citizens ot 
the world If we would hope to reap the 
world’s lasting benefits.

Let us be Spiritualists in deed as well 
as in thought, and cease to build up the 
huge blocks ot criticism, coldness, cyni
cism and unkindness; for the resulting 
wall will surround and finally envelop 
in much ’ the same way as that which 
shut from Mirza’s prisoner light and 
life. F. M. SNARRENBERGER.

Lincoln had made no mention.of his Coming in her letter, we were sur
prised’at the statement. ,Mr. Laurie rather questioned its accuracy"; as 
he said it/would be hardly .advisable for President Lincoln to leave the. 
White House"to attend a spiritual seance anywhere; and that he did 
not consider it “'good policy" td do so. ,

However, wlien. the bell-rang, Mr. Laurie, in honor of his expected 
guests, went to thè. door to .receive them in person. His- astonishment 
was gréât to find Mr. Lincoln standing on the threshold, wrapped in 
■his long.cloak; andto .Bear his cordial “Good, evening,” -a» Ee,put out 
Jiis hand'and entered;' Mr. Laurippromptly exclaimed, “Welcome, Mr. 
Lincoln, to my humble) i’oof; you were expected”. (Mr. Laurie was-one 
of the “'old: school gentlemen”!. "Mr. Lincoln.stopped in .théiâètèf re
moving his cloak, and said, “Expected I Why, it is only five minutes 
since ! knew that I was coming.1’' He came down from a cabinet meet
ing as Mrs. Lincoln and heF friends Were-about to enter the carriage, 
and askeffthem where they were going. She replied, “To Georgetown ; 
to a-eircle.” He answered immediately, “Hold on a moment; I will go' 
With.you.” .“ Yes,” said Mrs. Lincoln, “and I was never so surprised 
in iny life. He seemed pleased when Mr. Laurie explained the source

(Continued on page 10.)

Owing to a strange case ot mental re
lapse Miss Mary Scalley, 19 years old,- 
who was a few days ago like any other , 
young woman; bright, active, and enjoy
ing health,‘to-day IS again like a .baby, 
scarcely-able to walk and appreciating 
nothing of what gOes on around her. 
She resides at Morristown, N. J. ■

Twice before she had these periods ot , 
relapse to infancy. - She is not weak in 
intellect, as she was graduated from a 
parochial school as one of the brightest 
members of her class.

: Her case Is not. one of insanity, but 
she is incapable ot' thought, speech, or 
responsible action. To all intents, and 
purposes sho is an infant. This is a 
case, no doubt, of spirit control..
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of our information; and I think it had a tendency to prepare his mm 
to receive what followed, and to obey the instructions given. . •

Oil this occasion, as he entered the parlor, I made bold to say to mm, 
“I would like to speak a word with you, Mr. Lincoln, before you go, 
after the circle.” “Certainly,” he said; “remind me, should 1 toi- 
get it.” /' . . . ■ >.

Mr. and Mrs. Laurie, with their daughter, Mrs. Milter, at his re
quest, sang several fine old Seoteh airs—among, them,, one that ne de
clared a favorite, efilled “Bonnie Doon.” ' I can see him'npw/awie sat 
in the old high-backed rocking-chair; one leg thrown oyerzthe "ariji;. 
leaning back in utter weariness,, with his eyes closed,' listening to tlie 
low, strong, and clear yet plaintive notes, rendered as only the Lcotch 
can sing their native melodies. . I looked at his face, and it appeared 
tired and haggard. He seemed older by years than when I had seen 
him a few weeks previously. The whole party seemed, anxious and 
troubled; but all interest centered iri the chief, and all eyes and 
thoughts were turned on him. At the end of the song he turned to me 
and baid, “Well, Miss Nettie, do you think you have anything to say to 
me to-night ?.’ ’ At first I thought he referred to the request I had made 
when he entered the room; Recollecting myself, however, I said,- If 1 
have not, there may be others who have.” He podded his head 
pleasant manner, saying, “Suppose we see what they will, have to.

mbus added'weight, continued to wabble about until the sitters were 
glad “to vacate the. premises. ” We were convinced that there were 
no mechanical contrivances to produce the strange result, and Mr. 
Lincoln expressed himself perfectly satisfied that the motion was caused 
by some “invisible power;” and when Mr. Somes rejnarked, “When 
•I have related to my acquaintances, Mr. Presideriti, (hat which I have 
experienced tonight, they will say, with a knowing loot and wise de
meanor,. ‘You were psychologized, and ps a matter of fafet (versus fan
cy) you did not see what you in really did see.” Mr. Lincoln quietly 
replied, “You should bring such person here and when the piano se'eins 
to rise, have him slip his foot upder the leg and be iconjvinced (doubt
less) by the weight of evidence resting upon his understanding.”

When the laughter caused by this rally had subsided, the President 
wearily sank into an arm-chair, “the old tired, anxious look returning 
to his face.” •

This never-to-be-foj g ttu jj u ter t occurred on the fifth day of Feb
ruary, 186'3, /

I believe that Mr, Lincoln was satisfied and convinced that the com
munications lie received through me were wholly independent of my 
volition, and in every way superior to any manifestation that could 
have been“given by i m as 11 y si I being. This lie affirmed in my 
presence and in my hearing in answer to a question’by Mr. Somes as to 
what he thought of the source of what he had experienced and heard 
from time to time in the form pf Spiritualistic manifestations. He re
plied, “lam not prepared to describe the intelligence that controls this 
young girl’s organism.' She certainly could have no knowledge bf the 
facts communicated to me, nor. of what was transpiring in my cabinet 
meeting prior to my joining this circle, nor of affairs’at the front [the 
army], nor regarding transpiring events which are known to me only,

tell us.” ■ '. ■
Among the spirit friends that have ever controlled me since my first 

development was one I havc'before mentioned—known as old JJ,r. 
Bamford.” He was quite a favorite with Mr. Lincoln. His quaint 
dialect, old-fashioned methods of expression, straightforwardness in ar
riving at his subject, together with fearlessness of utterance, recom
mended him as no finished style could have done. This spirit took pos
session of me at onee. As I learned from those in the circle, the sub
stance of his remarks was as follows: “That a very precarious state of 
things existed at the front, where General llooker had. just taken com
mand. The arinv was totally demoralized ; regiments stacking firms, 
refusing to obey’orders or to do duty; threatening a general retreat; 
declaring their purpose to return to Washington. A vivid picture was 
drawn of the terrible state of* affairs, greatly to the surprise of all 
present, save the chief to whom the words were addressed.

When the picture had been painted in vivid colors, Mr. Lincoln 
quietly remarked: “You seem to understand the situation. Can you 
point out the remedy ?” > >

Dr. Bamford immediately replied: “Yes; if you have the courage to 
use it.” ’

“He smiled,” they said, and answered, “Try me.” The old doctor 
then said to him, “It is one of the simplest, and being so simple it may 
not appeal to you as being sufficient to cope with what threatens to 
prove a serious difficulty. The remedy lies With yourself. ' Go in .per
son to the front; taking with you your wife and children; leaving be
hind your-official dignity, qnd all manner of display. Resist the impor
tunities of officials to accompany you, and take only such attendants as 
may be absolutely necessary; avoid the high grade officers, and seek the 
tents of the. private soldiers. Inquire into their grievances; show your
self to be what you are, ‘ The Father of your People. ’ Make them feel 
that you are interested in their sufferings, and that you are not un
mindful of the many trials which beset them in their march through 
the dismal swamps, whereby both their' courage and numbers have-been 
depleted.”

He quietly remarked, “If that will do any good, it is easily done.” .
The doctor instantly replied, “It will do all that is required. It will 

unite the soldiers as one man.. It will unite them to you in bands of 
steel. And now, if you would prevent a serious, if not fatal, disaster 
to your cause, let the news be promulgated at once, and disseminated 
throughout the camp of the Army of the Potamac. Have it'scattered 
broadcast that you are on the eve.of visiting the front; that you are not 
talking of it, but that it is settled that you are going, and are now get
ting into readiness. This will stop iùsubordination and hold the sol
diers in cheek ; being something to divert their minds, and they will wait 
to see what your coming portends.”

He at once said, “It shall be done.” A long conversation then fol
lowed between the doctor and Mr. Lincoln regarding the state of 
affairs, and the war generally. The old doctor told him “that he'would 
be renominated and re-elected to the presidency.” They said that he 
sadly smiled when this was told him, saying, “It is hardly an honor to 
be coveted, save one could find it his duty to accept it.”

After the circle was over, Mr. Laurie said, “Mr. Lincoln, is it possible 
that affairs are as bad as has been depicted?” He said, “They can 
hardly be exaggerated ; but I ask as a favor of all present that they do 
not speak of these things. The Major there, ’ ’ pointing to an officer of 
that rank who was in their party, “has just-brought despatches from 
the ‘front’ depicting the state of affairs pretty much as our old friend 
has shown it ; and we were just having a Cabinet meeting regarding the 
matter, when something, I know not what, induced me to leave the 
room amFeome down stairs, when I found Mrs. Lincoln in the act of 
coming here. I felt ft might be of service for me to come ; I did not 
know wherefore.” He dropped his head as he said this—leaning for
ward in his chair as if he were thinking aloud. Then, looking up sud
denly, he remarked, “Matters are pretty serious down there, and per
haps the simplest remedy is the best. I have often noticed in life that 
little things have sometimes greater weight than larger ones.” As they 
rose to depart, he turned to me, saying, “Now I will hear what you have 
to say to me. ” Going to one side of the parlor, we sat down, and I laid 
before him the case of a friend who had been nearly two years in the. 
service in the Army of the Potomac, and who was a lieutenant in the 
Thirtieth N. Y. Regiment. He had seen hard service in oamp and field, 
and had never asked for a furlough during that period. At this time, 
as his colonel was ordered to "Washington on duty for a few weeks, he 
sent in a petition to the War Department for a furlough, signed, by all 
the superior officers of his regiment and brigade. Not doubting thé 
granting of the furlough, nor waiting for its arrival, feeling sure of its 
coming and being forwarded, he went with his colonel to Washington. 
"Unfortunately, the day before, he had received the announcement that 
the application had been rejected, and that an order was then, at the 
department for his arrest for “absence without leave.” I stated these 
facts in full to Mr. Lincoln, and said to him, “This young man is a true 
soldier, and was one of the first to respond to the call for troops. He 
has no desire or disposition to avoid or shirk his duty, and is intending 
to return and give himself up as soon as his colonel’s business is com
pleted. It occurred to me that you would be kind enough to interpose 
your hand between him and'the consequences of his rashness in- leaving 
the camp before the arrival of his furlough.” He pleasantly smiled, 
and said, “I have so much to think "of now, I shall forget all about this 
You write it all‘out to me, giving me his name and regiment, and bring 
it to me tomorrow.” Feeling sure'of my cause, I was delighted, and 
thought of the pleasant surprise I had in store for my friend;

Mr. Lincoln bade us all a pleasant “good night” and departed, leav
ing us to talk over the curious circumstances of his coming and of its 
results. . •

It was at this seance that Mrs. Belle Miller gave an example of her 
power as a “moving medium,” and highly amused and interested us 
by causing the piano to “waltz'around the room,” as Was facetiously 
remarked in several recent newspaper articles. The true statement 

~ is as follows : Mrs. Miller played upon-the piano, (a three-corner grand), 
and' under her influence it “rose and fell,” keeping.time to her touch 
in a perfectly regular manner. Mr. Laurie suggested that, as an added 
“test” of the invisible power-that moved the piano, Mrs. Miller (his 
daughter) should place her hand on the instrument, standing at arm’s 

' ' length from it, to show that she was in no wise connected with its move
ment'other than as agent. Mr. Lincoln then placed his hand under
neath the piano, at the end nearest Mrs'. Miller, who placed her left hand 
upon his to demonstrate that neither strength nor pressure was used. 

. In this position the piano rose and fell a number of times at her bidding, 
At Mr; Laurie’s desire the President changed his position to another 
side, meeting with the same result. ■ .

The President, with a quaint smile;said, "I think wo can hold down 
thiit instrument.’’ Whereupon he climbed upon it, sitting with his legs 
dangling over the side, as also did Mr. Somes, S. P. Kase, and a soldier 

~ in the uniform of a major (who, living, will recall the strange scene) 
from the Army of the Potomac. The piano, notwithstanding this enor-

¡ind which I have not imparted to any one, and which have not been 
made public.”

As he spoke, his face whs earnest an^-in repose, .afic] he laid one hapd 
in the other impressively (as was his custom). "He'Tikdwise conipre- 
hended that I was ignorant of the very facts smTounding the. informa
tion of which I was the agent. ¡L

It has. frequently been stated that Mr. Lincoln was ^ Spiritualist. 
That question is left open for general judgment. I dp. know that he 
held communication-with numerous, mediums', both at the:White House, 
and at other places, and among his mediumistic friends iwere Charles- 
Foster,Charles Colchester, Mrs. Lucy A, Hamilton, - apd’?61iai,les Red
mond, who warned Mr. Lincoln of the danger that f a]3e(j'^ 
made that famous trip between Philadelphia and Vfafihipgtpn; ion which 
occasion he donned the Scotch cap and cape ; and which; Warping saved 
him from assassination.
. If he had not' had faith in Spiritualism, he would not have connected 
himself with it, and would not have had any connections with it, espe
cially in peculiarly dangerous times, while tjie fate of the nation was in. 
peril. Again, had he declared an open belief in the subject, he would 
have been pronounced jnsane and probably incarcerated.-

A man does not usually follower obey dictation in which he has no 
faith, and which does not contain, information of active present value 
to him. This argument, together with his following of the spirit dic
tation which passed through me, goes a great way toward, a critical and 
correct judgment in this matter, especially when verification is at hand. 
It is,also true that Mrs. Lincoln was more enthusiastic regarding the 
subject than her husband, and openly and avowedly professed herself 
connected with the new religion. ' - .

Mr-Somes frequently warned me that it would be unwise to talk with 
newspaper men, or to answer any of the many inquiries that were con
stantly made regarding the subject of our presidential seances—saying 
impressively, “Do notTmake these matters public property in any such 
manner at the present time. Reserve your statements। of experiences 
until sufficient time has elapsed to remove any condemnatory criticism, 
which would naturally be caused'by the present excitement of war, and 
for the time when the people are ready to look upqp past and present 
events with coolness and correctness, at which time a true and dispas
sionate judgment will be reached, for you will then.receive an impar
tial hearing, and at the same time make evident the.truths of Spiritual
ism.” Tie added, “You are at liberty to quote me and to use,my name 
in connection with.any events herein stated in,,which.I was a partici
pant.” The value ofhis opinion is apparent, and.I may add,that I fol
lowed this advice implicitly. The time has arrived when we can criti
cise freely, judge dispassionately, and reach, a true.cpndu/rion regarding 
those events which had to do with the greatest inqp /of his time—the 
chief actor in the tragedy of modern years, which centered upon us the 
gaze of the civilized world. - ’ . x

PERILOUS TIMES.

I make a strange error—The President-visits the Anny of the Potomac 
at the instigation of the spirits—Mrs. Lincoln is distracted, and we 
comfort her—A sitting while the battle of Chancellorsville goes on 
and the result forteold—We depart with an armful of flowers—Visit 
to Mount Pleasant Hospital, where father greets us.
The next day -was Sunday, and Mr..Lincoln had evidently forgotten 

that fact when he bade me bring him my request in writing. I there
fore used a part of the_day to write out a plain "statement of the case. ,1 
considered it almosta State document, addressed it-‘;‘To the President 
of the United States”; and thoughtlessly, or rather with great delibera
tion, believing it necessary, signed my full baptismal name1 to'the paper. 
Since I had responded to a name, I had been called “Nettie” by old] arid 
young, and had almost forgotten that my proper name was “Henri
etta.” ■ . ' • '

Sunday morning’s issue of John W. Forney’s “Gazette” born in 
startling headlines: “The President is about to'visit1 the Army of the 
Potomac.” Then followed a statement of what gunboat was in prepar-' 
ation to take him .and his family to Fortress Monroe; -and other matter 
showing literal obedience tri the directions giyen the night previous. 
These papers, J learned, were scattered by the thousand throughout the 
army, as quickly as they could be conveyed there.

On Monday morning, with my/paper in hand, d visited the White- 
House. Going up to the wmiting room, I sent it in by “Edward,” and 
anxiously awaited the result. Twenty minutes or more must have 
passed ivheri “Edward” came out, arid said, “The President desires 
that you call to-morrow.” I was thunderstruck; not knowing what 
this might indicate. I knew that without the consent and knowledge 
of my friend I had furnished the full facts pf his whereabouts arid Ins 
acts to headquarters; and-knew not how my action might be considered 
by him arid his colonel. Startled and full of dóúbt/í walked to'the 
broad stairway, and when halfway down met the major (whose name 
I have forgotten, but who was with the President on the ^occasion of 
the Bitting the "Saturday previous!,, who instantly recognized-me,-and 
raised his cap and bowed pleasantly. I left the "White House, going to 
the Postoffice Department for my mail, then- returned to (Georgetown 
to find the major awaiting me. He came to me as I'entered and said, 
“Mr. Lincoln sent me to you with;this note; He says he thinks it will 
answer every purpose. He told me to tell you he had left it without 
date, as you could not tell him the precise date of yóur friend leaving- 
the camp, and being without date, it therefore coverall-back time. He 
would have given it to you in person, but he did not recognize the name 
attached to the foot'of the paper containing the stUtéiñent. When I 
went into.the room,” he added, “after meeting yoh( o’d the stairs; the 
President took up. the paper and said, in a perplexed way, ‘This lady 
states that I requested her to write this out. I dd°ntit remember the 
name or the circumstance, and yet there is somethirigtefifniliar about it.’ 
I stepped up to.Mr. Lincoln, and glancing at the ’name', replied, ‘It is 
that little medium we'saw in Georgetown.’ ‘Oh, yes,’ he exclaimed, ‘I 
fully .remember now. Go out and bring her in.’ • I harried out,-” added 
the*major; “but you having left, I.failed to find yóW.’ He then-said, 
I This matter must be-attended to at once/.and writlhgpon this card, as 
you see; he-inclosed it in an envelope arid bade me bWife it to you.” I 
opened-it and read the following: “Leave of absenté is granted to A. 
L. Gurney, Comp; G, 30th N. Y. Reg., and he will rep'brt' to his company 
Feb. 17,1863”—thus giving him ten days’ additional leave (the time 
was afterwards extended to the 27th, merely changing the date). I 
have no doubt this gentleman treasures to this day tliUt souvenir of our 
martyred. President. I thanked the major for his kindness, and bade 
him extend to Mr. Lincoln my grateful acknowledgment, impulsively re
marking, “How good of him to do-this thing!” To which the major re
plied, “It is a common thing for him to do -these acts. ‘ He is all the time 
dqing something of the kind.” : . ,

The President’s visit to the “front” and the ovation tendered him 
showed the spontaneous uprising of a people to receive a loved ruler. 
How he-was literally borne on the shoulders of soldiers-through the 
camp, and how everywhere the “boys in blue” rallied around him, all 
grievances being forgotten and restored, and. his leaving a united and 
devoted army behind him when he returned to Washington,—are mat
ters of history too well Imown to bear repeating. ■

He-did not achieve the victory of carrying out to the letter, without a

struggle, the directions of our unseen friends. Mrs. Laurie and myself 
visited the’ White House in the interval of the preparation and the time' 
of departure; and Mrs. Lincoln informed us that they were being be
sieged by applications from members of both houses, and cabinet offi
cers and their wives, for permission to go with them. And she re
mained, in her quick, impulsive way■: “But 1 tell Mr. Lincoln, if we are 
going to take the spirits’ advice, let us do it fully, and then there can be 
no responsibility resting with us if it fail.” I was controlled at this 
time, and “They” impressed upon her the importance of carrying this 
out as strictly as was consistent; as.it was all important ■ that the 
‘ ‘ man, ’ ’ not ‘' the President, ’ ’ should visit the army. Disunionists. had 
labored to fill the minds of the soldiers with the idea that the govern
ment at Washington was rioting in the good things of life and sur
rounded by pomp and display, while the soldiers were left to die in the 
swamps, neglected and forgotten; it was therefore necessary “that they 
should see the man in his simplicity,” and that he should carry with 
him a personal influence which would be felt throughout the camp. The 
wisdom of his action is told in the result.

I think it was in May of that year that the battle of Chancellorsville 
was fought. My father was then with my eldest brother in hospital in 
Washington. Intending to visit him, I went-by permission of Mrs, Lin
edin to the White House hothouse to obtain a bouquet of flowers -for 
hiin. Miss Parnie and myself applied to the private entrance, expect
ing only to receive the flowers and depart; Mrs. Cuthbert, Mrs. Lin
coln’s waiting-woman, eagerly met us at 'the door. “Oh, my dear 
young ladies,” she exclaimed in her broken French fashion, ‘‘the 
madam is destracted. Come to her, I beg of you.. She wants you very 
much.”. Surprised at her earnestness, we went up-stairs and were ush
ered into her bedroom. Mrs. Lincoln, in a loose wrapper,, her long 
beautiful haii' down her back and over her shoulders, was distractedly 
walking up and down the'room. As she saw me she came forward and 
exclaimed, “Oh, Miss Nettie, such dreadful news; they are fighting at 
the front; such terrible-slaughter; and all our generals are killed and 
otir army is in full retreat; such is the latest news. Oh, I am glad you 
have come. Will-you sit down a few moments and see if we can get 
anything from‘beyond?’”
.¿.No hint of the battle had as yet reached the public,. I was surprised. 
I threw aside my things and we at once sat down. ‘ ‘ Pinkie ’ ’ controlled 
me instantly, and, in her"own original way, assured Mrs. Lincoln that 
her alarm was groundless; that while a great battle' had been fought 
and was still in progress, our forces were fully holding their own; and 
that; none of the generals, as she had beeri informed, were slain or in
jured. She bade her have no fear whatever; that they would get bet
ter news by nightfall, and the next day would bring still more cheering 
results. This calmed her somewhat, and after I awoke she talked very 
earnestly with me to know if I fully trusted and believed in what was 
said.through me. I assured her of my confidence in whatever was com- 
municated, and it seemed to give her courage. It-was now approach
ing one: o’clock, and Mr. Lincoln entered the room; he .was bowed as if 
bent with trouble, his face looking anxious and careworn. He shook 
my hand in a listless way and kindly inquired how I was, shaking hands 
with my friend also. He sat down at a little stand on which Mrs. Cuth
bert had placed a cup of tea and a plate of crackers. It seemed that it 
was his custom at this hour to partake of this frugal lunch.
• Mrs. Lincoln instantly began to tell him what had been said. lie 
looked up with quick interest. My friend Parnie said, “Perhaps Mr. 
Lincoln would prefer to hear it direct; would you not like to, Mr. Lin
coln?” He said, “If it would not tire your friend too much, yes.” I 
hastened to~assure him that I felt no weariness whatever, and again I 
was soon under control. This time it was the strong, clear utterance of 
one we had learned to call “Wisdom”; and Parnie told me that Mr. 
Lincoln listened intently to every woi’d. For twenty minutes “he” 
■talked to him, stating clearly the condition of affairs at the front; assur
ing him of what news he would receive by nightfall, and what the mor
row would bring forth; and that in no wise was the battle disastrous; 
and though not decisive particularly in character, was sufficiently so to 
be a gain, not a loss, to the Union cause. He brightened visibly under 
the assurances given; and my friend said she had never seen me more 
impressive or convincing when under control.

Evidently “they” felt his need in that hour, and met it. When I 
aw.oke his tea stood nntasted and cold, and as none seemed to think of 
it that should have done so, my friend quietly arose, and, taking it from 
the stand, handed it to Mrs. Cuthbert, and said, “Change this for a hot 
cup and bring it soon.” No one seemed to think she was stepping out 
of her place in thus thinking of the weary man before us. It was 
quickly brought, and he drank it with a relish, but left the crackers un
tasted. He shook us warmly by the hand, and with a pleasant smile 
passed back to his private apartments.

I need not say that our hands were well filled with flowers when we 
left the White House. However;it was then too late to go to the camp. 
The next morning, on our way to the hospital, we called at the White 
House and received from Mrs. Cuthbert the assurance that the news 
had been received as predicted, and that “Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln were 
both feeling milch better and full of hope. ’ ’

Taking the cars at Fourteenth street, we made our visit to Mount 
Pleasant Hospital. Its thousands of clean, white empty tents, full of 
little cot-beds, suggested the possibilities of war, but presented none of 
its horrors. My brother was somewhat better, although still in bed; 
and my father was glad to see his visitors. We stayed a few hours, and 
he showed us over the departments; taking us to.the surgeons’ head
quarters, where all seemed quiet and peaceful. We returned to the 
city, little dreaming of the scene that would greet Us when we again 
visited the camp.

EXCELLENT RESULTÒ.

Some Experiences In Spiritual Man! 
testations. । 

—1----- |
A friend to whom 1 had written con

cerning a seance I had witnessed some 
years ago, writes me in answer, under 
date of March 15, 1905; "I doubt not 
there is someth iug in spiritual phenom
ena, but what and how much I don’t 
know, I have . encountered many 
frauds in that line; but this may" be 
taken only to prove that there is a gen-

We have a young lady friend who 
plays beautifully on the piano without 
Knowing one note from another, or one 
key from» another. - She has never been 
“jown Play a Piece that is written. 
When she gets through playing a piece 
she will say, “That was Beethoven,” 
■Liszt, or Mendelssohn,” etc., as the case 
may be. She claims that she is coif- 
yrollQd by these great musicians.

Sometime ago she and her'mother 
'began to hear what seemed to be tele
graphic ticking on the table and chairs. 
Without their touching them. It was 
new to them. She invited me and a 
learned friend of mine to bring an oper
ator and test it one night.. ■ We got a 
young man who had never attended a 
seance—got him fit' one of the Western 
ynlon offices. He got intelligible com
munications and conversed with the in- 
vl,slbte,6Ijerkior by tapping on the table 
with his pencil. The young woman and 
her mother know absolutely nothing 
about telegraphy. The name given by 
the spirit operator was that of a former 
acquaintance of the medium, who had 
committed suicide. He was a tele
graphic operator. The medium said he 
used to call her by a name which was 
not her real name. She told the oper
ator we took there to ask him what he 
called her. He gave it by ticks, and the 
operator called it out.

Once I invited a noted medium to 
give a seance in my- parlor. 1 invited 
in my neighbors until we' had fifteen 
present in all, mostly unbelievers. After 
the dark room performance was over, 
the floating musical Instruments, etej 
(the two guitars and violin being my 
own) all of which was wonderful, wo 
sat down in the room and turned on the 
lights. Mr. s., the medium handed me 
his slate and asked me to examine it. 
I did so and rubbed it well on both 
sides, to be sure there was no writing 
on it. He then put a piece of slate pen
cil on it and took the slate by one end 
and reached it out at arm’s length, 
placed the other end against the wall. 
He then turned to my wife and said, 
“Mrs.-----, it there is any message you 
would like to have from the spirit 
world, call for it.” She said: "I wish 
some one would tell me something 
about M—,” our little girl who had 
passed over some years before, about 
which the medium knew nothing. Im
mediately there began a sound as of 
some one writing on the slate with a 
slate pencil. After a little while it 
stopped. The medium then asked. 
"Are you through?" There were three 
ticks on tlie slate as if done with the 
pencil. Then he said, “Sign your 
name,” and there was a little more 
writing and three more taps. The me
dium then without looking at the slate 
handed it to Mrs.---- and said, "Read 
what is on it.”

I got up and went around to look over 
her shoulder. These words were writ
ten on the slate as clearly as any one 
could with a slate pencil, "Mabel is 

' with me and we are happy. Mary.”
Mary was Mrs. ----- 's sister. Mrs. 

; ---- - Baid, "why that is Mary's hand
writing.” She then got one of Mary's 
letters and found that on tlie slate cer
tain letters were made In her peculiar 
style in the old letter. Farce was sim- 

. ply impossible in this case. Let us look
further. AN INVESTIGATOR.

THE CHRISTIAN ISRAELITES.

Different Religious Cults That. Arise 
Frof Time to Time.

If it is difficult to originate a new 
joke it is still more difficult to Invent a 
new religion. The sense of humor is 
not so wide-spread as tlie sense of the 
supernatural. Man has been hammer
ing away at religion ever since he be-
gan to feel that he was at all 
from other animals. Hence a 
likely to appear long before 
Twain.

The “Christian Israelites”

A TEST SEANCE.

We are requested to attend a private seance at the White House—The 
President asks me to_demonstrate my “rare gift,” as he called it— 
The two soldiers present in citizen’s dress—“Perfectly satisfactory,” 
said Jitr. Lincoln; “Miss Nettie does not require eyes to do anything” 
—Tracing lines upon the map; I do not hear the import of the seance 
—Those were not days for trifling—An account of a witty application 
of a part of Knox’s poem, “Why Should the Spirit of Mortal Be 
Proud?”—The complete poem. '
There was another meeting with Mr. Lincoln which is interesting and 

of considerable value. Shortly after my return to Washington, and 
While visiting Major Chorpenning one evening, Mr. Sojnes called. 
After an exchange of compliments, he stated that he had been requested 
to have, me attend a seance,"and as the same was of a private character 
he was- not at liberty to say more. "We all suspected the trqth, how
ever, ind I instantly .made ready to accompany him. After entering 
the carriage provided for the occasion, he informed us that our destina
tion was the White House, explaining that while at the War Depart
ment-that afternoon-he had met Mr. Lincoln coming from Secretary 
Stanton’s office. Mr. Somes bowed to the President and was passing 
onward when Mr. Lineolri stopped him, asking whether Miss Colburn 
was still in the city, and if so, whether it were possible to have her visit 
the White House that ’evening. . Upon a reply in the affirmative to both 
questions, Mr. Lincoln remarked, “Please bring her to the White House 
-at eight or nine o’clock, but consider the matter confidential.”

■ By the time Mr. Somes had: completed his recital we were at the door 
of that historic-mansion, and a servant, who was evidently on the watch 
for us, quickly opened the doorz and we were hurried up stairs to the 
executive chamber, where Mr. Lincoln^and two gentlemen were await
ing our coming. Mr. Lincoln gave an order to the servant, who retired, 
and a moment later Mrs; Lincoln entered. I am satisfied from what fol
lowed that she was summoned on my account to place me Uwe at ease 
than otherwise, under the circumstances, would have been the case. 
,Mr. Lincoln then quietly stated that he wished me to give them an op
portunity to witness something of my “rare gift.” gs he called it, add-, 
ing, “You need not be afraid, as these friends have seen something of 
this before.” The two gentlemen referred to were evidently military 
officers, as was indicated by the stripe upon their pantaloons, although 
their frock coats,, buttoned to the chin, effectually concealed any 
insignia or mark-of-rank? One of these gentlemen was quite tall and 
heavily, built, with auburn hair and dark eyes, and side whiskers, and 
of decided military bearing. The other gentleman was .„of , average 
height, and I somehow received the impression that he was lower in 
rank than his companion. He had light brown hair and blue eyes, was 
quick in manner, but deferential towards his friend, whose-confirmation 
he involuntarily sought or indicated by his look of half appeal while 
the conversation went on. . . - ■ ■ , •

: We sat quiet for a few moments before I became entranced. One 
hour later I became conscious of my surroundings, and was standing'by 
a long table, upomwhich was a large map of the Southern-States. In 
my hand was a lead pencil, and the tall man; with Mr. Lincoln, was 
standing, beside me, bending over the.map, while the younger man was 
standing .on the other side of the table, looking curiously arid intently 
at me. - Somewhat embarrassed, I glanced aroujid to note Mrs. Lincoln 
quietly conj^rsing in another part of the room. The only remarks I 
heard were these: “It is astonishing,” said Mr. Lincoln, “how every 

' ' • (Continued on page 11.) '
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Benton Harbor, Mich., are regarded 
"freaks.” Perhaps they deserve
better title. But .a "freak" flower ._ 
usually one which has just been' pro-
duduced by some caprice o£ nature. 
The “Christian Israelites” and most 
other modern religious sects are not 
“freaks” in the meaning of the word. 
They are for the most part adapters ot 
religious and metaphysical ideaa which 
have run down through human history 
from an exceedingly early date.

The “Christian Israelites," for in
stance, have a queer way ot dividing 
the human being up into three parts. 
Body and soul are not enough for them. 
They talk about body, soul and spirit, 
and quote several passages from the 
bible in proof of their phraseology. 
But this division is an old one. The 
ancient Christian fathers had a special 
name for it. It was called trichotomy, 
and was quite different from the mod
ern tracheotomy. It signified that 
those who believed in it held the body 
to be one thing, the animal soul (which 
we share with all other living crea
tures). to be a second tiling, and the 
spirit to be a third and divine tiling.

.But tho early Christian controversial
ists did not discover this theory. It is 
still studied m our universities out of 

•the text books on Greek philosophy.
The Greeks speculated about it as they . 
did about everything else. ¿S--

To come to more modern instances;:' 
most of the theories about the end ot< 
the world now taught by the “Israel
ites” can be found in the writings of 
Joanna Southcote, who lived - in the 
eighteenth century. She believed that 
she was the woman who in the book of 
Revelation is promised the uncomfort
able fate ot being driven out into the 
wilderness. She prophesied the end of 
the world and then because of the ex
igencies of the situation postponed ft 
several times. Toward the end of her 
life she believed that she was about to 
give birth to a second Messiah, but 
died before the accomplishment ot her 
Intention.

It will hardly do to blame the present 
age for the appearance of strange cults. 
It must be confessed' that the present 
age perpetuates some ot them. But 
that Is, after all, a minor fault. They 
were handed down to us by our ances
tors. We didn’t Invent them. Wo 
couldn’t. They were all Invented long 
ago. If now and then a magazine wri
ter arises who thinks we are going 
crazy because we furnish the soil for 
strange religious growths, he should 
stop for awhile to contemplate the age 
which came before us.

The above, an editorial in the Chlca-
go Tribune, illustrates a comprehensivo 

DIVINE -WRIÛHT.truth.

The 
which 
lieved 
surely

acknowledgment of weakness 
we make in imploring to be re- 
from hunger and temptation is 
wisely put fn our prayer.—

Thackeray.
Ambition makes more trusty slaves 

than need.—Ben Johnson.’t . . \
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r THE FROfôRBSSJYB THINKER

Which Show Spiritualism’s Outreach and Real Worth
(Continued from page 10,);

Sees God as a Master Scientist.

right to left.
Coptic Writing.

• WHAT IS LIFE?

\l

DECLARES RELIGION A SCIENCE, AND THE ETHER TO BE THE 
TRUE AND VERITABLE GOD.

VMS ftBR/WW LINCOLN Ar SPIRITÜ/HJST ?

SPIRIT RETURN IS MAKING ADVANCEMENT ALL ALONG 
THE LINE—AS RAPIDLY OUTSIDE OUR RANKS AS IN THEM. 
NO ONE CAN PREVENT ITS ONWARD PROGRESS. IT IS DES
TINED TO REVOLUTIONIZE THE WHOLE WORLD, DESTROY

• ft Giapter ot Inmioo White House inGMonts 
and inmromihio statements

line she has drawn conforms to-the plan agreed upon.” ‘ Yes, an
swered the older soldier, “It is very astonishing." 'Looking up, they 
both saw that I was awake, and they instantly stepped back, while Mr. 
Lincoln took the pencil from my hand and placed a chair for me.

Then madam and Mr. Somes at once joined us, Mr. Somes asking, 
*‘We)l, was everything satisfactory?” “Perfectly,” responded. Mr. 
Lincoln; “Miss Nettie does not seem to require eyes to do anything, 
smiling pleasantly. The conversation then turned, designedly I felt, to 
commonplace matters.

Shortly afterwards, when about leaving, Mr. Lincoln said to us in a 
low voice,'“It is best not to mention this meeting at present.” Assur
ing him of silence upon the question, we were soon again on our way to 
the major’s. .

Mr. Sojnes informed me that he heard enough in the opening remarks 
of the spirit to convince him that the power controlling knew why I had 
been summoned. He said I walked to the table unaided and requested 
that a pencil be handed me, after which the President requested Mr. 
Somes and Mrs. Lincoln to remain where they,were at the end of the 
room- “In accordance with this request,” said Mr, Somes, “we'paid no 

— attention to what was being said or done, further than.to notice you 
tracing lines upon the map, and once one of the gentlemen re-sharpened 
the pencil for you." I never knew the purport of thia meeting, nor can 
I say that Mr. Somes ever heard more regarding the strange affair. 
That it was important may be supposed, for those were not days for the 
indulgence of idle curiosity in any direction, nor was Mr. Lincoln a man 
to waste his time in giving exhibitions in occult science for the amuse- 

’ ment of his friends. ...
The impressions left upon my mind could not be otherwise than grat

ifying, in finding myself the recipient of such unusual attentions, and, 
for the occasion, the central figure in what appeared to be a mysterious • 

- and momentous consultation. Had it been simply an experiment to test 
my. mediumship, Mr. Somes and Mrs. Lincoln would have been included 
in the group that gathered around the table. Should the two stranger 
participants in tkht seance he now living, and by any chance these lines 
should be read by them, they will readily recall the scene, and fully rec
ognize the incident from the remarks that were uttered at the time. I 

x-am confident that my services were appreciated,' and that the spiritual 
guidance which found utterance through my lips was confirmatory of 
the plans which they ,had already prepared. As in this instance, so in 
many others, has this powerful aid been called upon and used to advan
tage, to further important national and personal interests, and accom
plish results that simple human knowledge could not achieve.

Mr. Lincoln’s fancy for poetry and song inclined towards those mel
odies' which appealed to his emotional nature, as is illustrated by his 
keen appreciation of Mrs. Laurie’s “Bonnie Doon," and his favorite 
poem, “Why Should the Spirit of Mortal Be proud?’,’ I remember 
hearing him refer to the touching poem upon an occasion of peculiar in
terest, at which time hp recited a part of it, applying the verses to the 
occasion in a very pleasant and happy manner. This incident is worthy 
of appearing- in print:

One morning in January, 1863, Mrs. Laurie desired me'to gd to the 
White House and inquire after Mrs. Lincoln’s health, Mrs. Laurie had 
.visited Mrs. Lincoln the previous day, and found her prostrated by one 
of her severe headaches. It was about eleven o’clock when I called. 
Upon sending up my name and inquiry to Mrs, Lincoln, I was requested 
to walk up stairs to her rooms, where I found Mr. and-Mrs. Lincoln, a 
gentleman and two ladies. I was cordially received by Mr. and Mrs. 
Lincoln, and presented-to the guests,, lyhijsp nfufies were not mentioned, 
arid1 When T noticed'their glances,! knew that they had "been told I was.

-a’‘medium.” After explaining my errand and being about to with- 
- draw, Mrs. Lincoln asked whether I felt equal to the task of a seance. 
Noticing that all were expectant, I signified my willingness and reseated 
myself.

After Mrs. Lincoln had assisted me to remove my wraps, .she re- 
-quested that the friends present do the same. They declined. Where
upon, the gentleman, who was their escort, laughingly remarked, as he 

■ . indicated the lady nearest him: “It is useless to urge Anna, Mrs. Lin
coln, for she thinks she looks better in her new bonnet.” To which 

■ Anna replied, “That she believed she did, and felt very proud of it.” 
Mr. Lincoln, who was seated, raised his hands with a comical gesture, 
and quoted a part of'his favorite poem, “Why Shouldthe Spirit of 
Mortal Be Proud?” The gentleman said, “You are familiar with that 
-oem. ’ ’ To which the President replied, ‘ ‘Perfectly; it is a favorite of 

line; and, let me ask, what could be finer in expression than the lines:
“ ‘The maid on whose cheek, on whose brow, in whose eye, 
Shone beauty and pleasure—her triumphs are by;
And the memory of those who loved and praised, 
Are alike from the minds of the living erased.’ ”

Continuing to the line:
y “Have quietly mingled their bones in the dust.” _

■At this point I became .unconscious, and awoke a half hour later to 
find the company betraying much emotion, and while recovering myself, 
they talked together in low tones, and in an animated manner. This 
,was interrupted by Mr. Lincoln rousing himself with an effort, saying: 
“I must go, and am afraid I have already stayed too long.” Shaking 
hands with his visitors, he turned in his kind way to me, and, while 
warmly shaking my hand, said: “I thank you, Miss Nettie, for obliging 
us; we have deeply enjoyed our little circle.” As he left the room, the 
others expressed the saifie sentiment; and as I was preparing to don my 
bonnet and’ shawl, Mrs. Lincoln requested me to wait. She rang the 

. bell for the servant, who soon after returned with two -beautiful bou
quets, one of which she said was for Mrs. Laurie, the other for myself. 

'' The party then shook hands with me, rising as they did so. I was 
treated by them with the same courtesy as would have been offered any 
friend or. old acquaintance. The following poem is the entire text of 
the part quoted by Mr. Lincoln on this occasion:

«• Oh! Why Should the Spirit of Mortal-Be Proud?
Oh! why should the spirit of mortal be proud? 
Like a swift-fleeting meteor, a fastjlying cloud, 
A flash of the lightning, a break of the wave, ■ 
He-passeth from life to his rest in the grave, i 
The leaves of the oak and the willow shall fade, 
Be scattered around, and together be laid;
And the young and the old, and the low and the hii. 
Shall moulder to dust, and together shall lie.
The infant a mother attended and loved;
The mother that infant’s Affection who proved; .
The husband, that mother and infant who blest,— ■ ..
Each, all, are away to their dwellings.of rest. •
[The maid on whose cheek, on whose brow; in whose; <" 
Shone beauty and pleasure,—her triumphs are by;
And the memory of those who loved her andspraised, '
Are alike from the minds of the living erased.] *v - *
The hand of .the king that the sceptre hath, borne. 
The brow of the priest that the mitre hath worn, 
The eye of the sage, and the heart of the brave, | .x.1 
Are hidden and lost in the depths of the grave. • . , < .
The peasant, whose lot was to sow ¿md to reap, 
The herdsman, who climbed with his goats up the steep, 
The beggar, who wandered in search of his bread, / ■
Have fadedway like the grass that we tread. . < .

"[The saint, who enjoyed the communion of heaven, 1 > '
The sinner, who dared tq remain unforgiven,z ,
The wise and tlie foolish, the guilty and just,.
Hava quietly mingled their bones in the dust;] • • < -'W
So the multitude goes—like the flower or the weed. ;. ': 
That withers away to let others succeed;
So the multitude comes—even those we.behold, ' ‘ • ..' -
To repeat every tale that has often boen-told. ' ■ < - • •
For.we are the same our fathers have been.;—. . . *• 
.We see the same sights that our fathers have Been; . ; . " -

II

j . L ‘j
We drink the same stream, we view the same suny ■ i 
And run the same course our fathers have run. n a

The thoughts we are thinking, our (fathers woul^'thii^k; _
From the death we are shrinking, our fathers wji>u|d',shrink; 
To the life we are clinging, they also would cling;— 
But it speeds from us all like a bird on the tvin^.
They loved—but the story we cannot unfold; I - - - !v 
They scorned—but the heart of the haughty is cold ;><’ 

. They grieved—but no wail from their slumber will'- come;
They joyed—but the tongue of their gladness is dtinib.-
Tfiey died—ay, they died;—we things that are now, 
That walk on the turf that lies over their brow,. . • 
And make in their dwellings a transient abode, 
Meet the things that they met on their pilgrimage road.
Yea ¡ .hope and despondency, pleasure and pain, 
Are mingled together iu sunshine and rain;
And the smile and the tear, the song and the dirge,. •
Still follow each other, like surge upon surge.
’Tis the wink of an eye— ’tis the draught of a breath— 
From the blossom of health to the paleness of death, .. .
From the gilded saloon to the bier and the shroud■ 
Oh! why should the spirit of mortal be proud?

^William Jinox.

The Established tab of England 
Inquiring Into Psychical Phenomena.

Great Encouragement to the Devotees of Spiritualism 
Comes from Every Source, Not the Least 

of Which Is From Science.

SPIRIT RETURN.

Verily, it Comes to All, and Many J 
Times No Medium is Present— 

An Interesting Case.

To the Editor:—I see that mv trial 
subscription has expired, and as I am 
getting interested, I will have to renew. 
I have been hunting for truth for the 
last fifteen years. I have had ray expe
rience in the Baptist church, and as I 
began to think tor myself it had no use 
for me. I have teen through Christian 
Science, and it looks as if a share of it 
was stolen from Spiritualism. Tho rea
son I sent for a trial subscription, my 
wrfe_ was doing her housework one 
mc/ning (and Vwj,nqt thinking of her

ING ALL SHADES OF SECULARISM. NOW COMES ARCHDEA'-c • 
CON COLLEY, OF ENGLAND, WITH AN AGKNOWLEDGMEN'i'in^

The following from the New York Truth Seeker, by Prof. S. R. Shep
herd, an old-time Spiritualist of Leavenworth, Kans., will be read with 
special interest by Spiritualists.- It looks very miaoh as if the Kansas 
man had worked out the solution of that greatest problem of the ages-«" 
Religion—and thus discovered the common scientific basis of all relig- 
ions.—Wm. Scott, M. D., Kansas City, Mo.

True religion is a science-;-the science of perfect normal development 
and adjustment to the laws of the universe. True religion leads man 
to study Infinite law, to idealize good and to seek the realization of his 
highest hopes and aspirations. That the material parts of the universe 
are but infinitesimal, specks in the boundless realm of etheric life and 
energy is beyond question, ' ! .

In the long and earnest search tb .find out God I proceeded in the true 
scientific manner, he' representing the unknown quantity or equation. 
He made all the sciences, hence must'be the great master scientist of the 
universe. He makes the sun to shine, the rain to fall/ and the grass to 
grow, hence must be the omnipotent, omnipresent energy‘Which moves 
and directs the heavenly- bodies and causes every effect both great and 
small in the boundless universe. ■ • . / i..

Electricity is vibratory. Life is essentially electricàl.1'1 Spirit is elec
trical. Every effect or phenomenon in thé universe^ of electrical 
causation. The earth and every stick, stone, straw,1 g'rifln of sand, or 
piece^of matter is an electrical magnet-with positivé and'Negative poles. 
God is the great fountain of life, love, and potentiahéiiërgy, the great, 
etheric dynamo of creative power, the great “central,’’1’1 "While we are 
tiny fragile electrical organismspr machines, helplessly dfependent upon 
the creative power from which we emanated. 1 ■

And natiirally the query—why in-the nlnne of Ibftfiitc goodness 
should we not be able to develop some latent, divine faculty, a' sixth- 
or ether sense, and like the electric boats or'motoi4:#|ien exhausted 
call up at will some great “central,” as if by ^HrelesS1 telephone, and 
place ourselves in such relation of receptive onèn^ÿ’às^tô tdérive, an in
flux of new energy, life and courage.. ’ ' J''' f '

>'. ■ Ten years .agOj after .twenty, ÿeaxs pf patient ol^thi'va'fibh,' stndyj and 
■experimentation, m/ fondest hopeà ivere TéâTiie0'm'fiHtt5'ng^ 
vibration or energy to be, indeed, the veritable “dver'present help in 
time of need,” the “staff of support;” the “comforter,” etc., so earn
estly and vividly portrayed by the deeply religious of all ages.

•My experiences and continued studies during the past ten years fur
nish to me absolute demonstration of: the identity of this divine energy 
with the God or..Heavenly. Father of the Christian and Mohammedan 
and the One Supreme Being of other religions— the common souree'and 
basis of all religious experience and phenomena. - i •

Here is a “working hypothesis” worthy of-the investigation of all' 
honest, scientific, truth-seeking souls. It accounts ^or everything .hith
erto unexplainable in the world’s history of religion and religious phe
nomena. The spiritually aliw and quickened of all times and religions 
•have experienced'the benefit of retreating at will into, vibratory imison 
with this divine energy, though having no proper conception of its na
ture. Victims of false education, and handicapped by intellects work
ing at eross-pumoses with the verities of their own subjective lives and 
experiences, they yet sought help and healing from,the ecclesiastical 
gods of their sects but received it instead from Etho, Ethos or Etherion, 
the Infinite source of all life, energy and causation. . •

, Man’s firpt exercise of the religious instinct is the childhood love of 
mother. Nothing quickens to life the religious impulse like a sense of 
helpless dependence. Out of this feeling and in response to the moth
er’s lovéTs born the child’s love for its mother... The relation between 
the two is the divinest and holiest expression of the religious instinct. 
The mother is the child’s divinity, the all-in-all, the supreme good. . If 
his love and adoration for her grows year by year he is laying deep and 
strong the foundation for the broader exercise of the religious instinct 
in full spiritual development and in his relations to God and man... He 
grows to manhood, the mothér has passed to the higher life, biit he is 
still her child and a child of the Infinite. In sickness or loneliness or 
sorrow ,he instinctively reaches out to some'divine power for that invig
orating cordial of consolation he in childhood received from ‘‘Mother.’’ 
And if witlj such depth of emotion as,to strike the chord, of divine sym
pathy and come into vibration'with the soul of the imiveyse he will re
ceive comfort and strength find courage and healing in fullest measure.

The idea of religion being an inductive science,, divided into “pure.” 
and “applied,” the same as’ mathematics, and other Sciences, will no 
doubt strike the unthinking as “ awful” but such it unquestionably is. 
And being so its’claims upon the intelligence of mankind become a 
thousand times stronger; Hence it will not be necessary for men to 
apologize for'being caught cpming out of the seientjaed .church of the 
future. ' ' • ■' ’.

THAT SPIRIT RETURN IS A FIXED FACT IN THE ECONOMY OF 
NATURE.
' Archdeacon Colley, rector of Stockton, near Rugby, wilt make a sen
sation at the Church Congress, at Weymouth, Eng., next month by mov
ing the appointment of a committee representative of the Established 
Church to inquire into psychical phenomena, says the Daily Express of 
London, England. '

Archdeacon Colley has embodied his Spiritualistic experiences of 
thirty-three years in an address, which is to be published in three lan
guages,- and which is based upon a diary in which he had recorded care
fully various supernatural visitations.

“My object,’’ said Archdeacon Colley in an interview with ah “Ex
press” representative, “is to explain what I hold strongly—that there’« 
scientific proof of life beyond the grave.

‘ ‘Religionists say that we want no proof, but I wish to show that it is 
a truth that does not depend upon belief, article or creed, but on proof 

. positive—ocular, auditory,, ahi tangible—that these spirit people of 
whom I »peak have been seen, heard, and touched by me.

“I give dates for all the circumstances, and chapter and verse.”
Facts in Support.

In one instance the archdeacon hvers that he and four friends were 
sitting with a ihedium.when the form of a little child was discerned on 
the medium’s left.

The child was seen in the full gaslight, pursed her mouth to receive 
kisses, spoke, and, oh the instructions of the medium, fetched articles 
from different parts of the room.

Eventually an ornament on the mantel-piece, was indicated. As the 
little girl went forward the firff blazed up with scorching heat, and she 
drew back in alarm.

Involuntarily the archdeacon asked: “Did it burn you, my dear?” 
and the reply came back through the medium, “Yes, I felt it.”

Another spirit form called into realization through the medium was 
that of an Egyptian. He was tall, walked about the room, and finally 
sat by the Side of the archdeacon, who examined him through a Stan
hope lens closely, observing the frontal ornament of the turban. As he 

. passed his fingers over it, it stemed to melt away.
Altogether the Egyptian remained visible for an hour, and was in

duced under the influence of the medium to write on the back of Arch
deacon Colley’s card.. For this a pencil was placed near him. The 
pencil was held at the same angle as a stylus, and the writing ran from

-mother wjio Had passed- pn several 
' •ys ago), when simjjeipu her moth- 

voice cglfigg^fiTniy wife being in 
a room with'tjireejyalls hiding her from 
the road. ,^he looked up and saw her 
mother sitting in the wagon as she used
to come. She looked up and smiled 
and vanished. I have had my name 
called twice when none were around.

S. HOGLE.

THE "GENERAL CONSCIENCE."

Subsequently the card was forwarded to the authorities of the Brit
ish Museum, and the writing was identified as Cdptic. Fac-similes have 
been prepared, which the archdeacon will produce at the congress.

The archdeacon assigns the wedding which took place last July be
tween his son, Lieutenant Colley, and an Irish .girl to a recent visitation.

While paying a chance call in London, Lieutenant Colley was told 
that a'lady Wished to see him. He was confronted with a medium, a 
total stranger, who told him that the spirit of his dead mother wished 
to communicate with him. A message in a faint voice was dictated by 
the spirit through the medium, the meaning of which was beyond the 
lieutenant’s comprehension.
¡iiPresenUy another and strange spirit spoke and delivered a message, 
which proved afterwards to concern a lady in Ireland.
. Again the-first spirit spoke, and intimated that the stranger was the 
mother of the lieutenant’s future<wife, and that his marriage had been 
arranged. •

Quite Skeptically the officer informed his father of his amazing expe
rience, and the archdeacon understood the first message as a reference 
to in incident of his early married life. •

Met His Bride.
Eventually, while delivering the message to the Irish lady, though 

still incredulous, the lieutenant became acquainted with the girl, who 
became his bride a littfe over two months ago.

During a pastoral visitation Archdeacon Colley came across an in
stance only a few days ago, in which a widow who was on her death
bed talked, aloud for some time with her husband, whose spirit, she de-, 
clared, was in the room.

“I do not believe in pressing these things before unbelievers,” said 
the archdeacon, “because life is too short for controversy, and, as some
one has said, controversy equalizes wise men and fools.

“What I have learnt I have learnt by experience and patient experi
ment, and by constant fasting. I have no> been afraid to imperil my 
position bÿ my assertions in favor of Spiritualistic beliefs.

“It has been borne in upon me that I ought to speak, and I shall not 
cease to claim that these manifestations should be received as being just 
as crédible as Bible incidents, in which angels appeared to men. There 
are many things which must be left to the scientists rather than the 
qhureh. 'I am ready-to be cross-examined, and I want inquiry to be 
made.” ' , "

' Archdeacon Colley graduated at Magdalen College, Oxford, in 1869. 
He has’beên a curate at Coventry, morning lecturer at St. Anne’s, 
Wandsworth, and has worked in Portsmouth.

He spent some years in Natal, and was appointed rector of Stockton 
in 1901. ‘ ' -

r• ■ . ■ ■- —- - . - :. .

Pure religion treats of divine laws, principles, forces, and elements, 
while applied religion cóndérns their combinations and, classification; 
into formulas and axioms and applies him to work out tbe fullest meas
ure. of happiness and attain the highest and most gloriqus achievement 
of destiny possible to human endeavor. For pure wig^ins science'is 
just as exact in its. equations ás algebra, and appli^a^,igious science- 
is just as unerring in its methods and certaip in’ its re^ul[^. as' geometry.

To develop the “ether faculty” and utilize the vit^,Ration of sub
conscious soul communion with the Infinite is no ino^e t&he caviled at 
by the spiritually atrophied and dead than are the dppiopstrated facts, 
of wireless telegraphy, telepathy; hypnotism, and etóátiie telephone 
which was scoffed at whenprojected a W years; ~agOyfjpiis is a world, 
of wonders and the half has hot been told. .' j

True prayer, which is no more and.no less than, anmmnnmhi 
With the Etho-God isas scientific and hygienic as_sIe.ep,Yrest-dr nutrid 
tion; but,those who never developed their spiritual ¿a^pres and have" 

• not learned and. praeticed that wonderful art dirine^^of course see! 
no sense or utility in it. No more can the blind or ¿^-^ighted realize 

‘the beautiful tints of the rainbow, or the deaf or hardiofóhéaring sense 
the'delicate symphonies of the eolian harp.

Let all the spiritually dormant,, in church and.but.(for church lines 
prove nothing), wake up from the' sleep.of death and flee from the anni- 
hilistic wrath to come, for the lafv of the survival of the fit is as inexor
able in dealing with spiritual organisms as with physical.

Let us be wise and take thought for the morrow. Let us practice 
■spirit culture as well as physical, for unless , any organism both feeds 
and functions it will surely die,

Let us play the game of life for all there is in it. Let us see the whole 
shonr. To lose out in the first act and miss the best part would be the 
climax of folly.

< - I'-’-'.*. ' ' ‘. • <
Political men, like goats, usually thrive best among inequalities.—

Landor. . ■ ■
We want fewer things to live in poverty with satisfaction than to live 

magnificently with riches-— St. Evremond. >
Pleasure, soon exhausts us and itself, also; but endeavor never does
Riehter, '

The Question Tersely Answered by a Physician.

Life, is a- term with which we are familiar in its ordinary sense, but 
the fullness of its meaning is apt to stagger us. For life, is everything!

Objections’ to such a definition are ready to hand, but can it not be 
provetYtrue? Truth is frequently established by proofs that are 
largely speculative. When that eminent scientist, Sir Oliver Lodge, 
tells u£ that atoms are verifiable, which are so mile that a million 

-billions of them massed together are barely visible with the highest 
power of microscope, we accept the fact, although we feel that proof of 
it must be partly inferential. But what, in this connection, interests'us 
most in Sir Oliver’s-tiny atoms is the fact that they are alive; they 
move—and move with a purpose. They build up other forms of being, 
justas they themselves are built up by and of the ultimate something 
we-here term life. , ■ . ' '
( But what reason have we to claim that the inherent activity of infini

tesimal bits of substance-is- properly, a phenomenon of life? We do so 
simply because pfe is the energized principle—the primary basis—the 
ultimate something of universal existence; whose incessant activity-not 
only sustains Its own being, but creates« and sustains everything else 

। that.exists. j -
. feenceJife is eternal:-these conditions;of?its1 existence prove that it 
■ could have had no beginning .and can have no* end. They, also pyove 

that life has intelligence that is inherent and supreme; none other 
could control its purposeful processes.

Therefore life is all-powerful .and all-comprehensive; it is omniscient; 
omnipotent and omnipresent.. But these are- attributes which we can 
only ascribe to God himself, ds the supreme ruler of the universe. 
. Therefore life is God and God is life. .

And the dictum is true that man is created in the (intellectual) image 
or his maker; for he is apparently the-superlative output of the con
structive processes of life. For human life, as a specific'determination 
and individuation of universal life, differs essentially frbm tlie lower 
forms in that it acquires consciousness of its existence and memory of 

-its experience. These goto constitutehimmnpersonality, which, as an 
uncomplicated condition of eternal life, can never be destroyed; Self- 

t consciousnefis'in any form of being that is strictly elementary could by 
? no possibility be lost. ■

Man, therefore, ia destined to live- forever as a miniature reproduction 
and integral part of creative intelligence. In conclusion, we claim that 
here are facts that go to establish the truth of the definition that life is 
that intelligent creative energy whose activity accounts for universal 

J existence. Life is everything, ' , 0,0. BURGESS, M. D.
San Francisco^ Cal',

Some Interesting Particulars In Refer
ence to thq Same—The Church In 
Persecutions and Religious Bigotry— 
The Jesuits and their Nefarious 
Work.
To the Editor of The Sun:—A letter 

in The Sun of Sunday, July 16, in crit
icism of Mr. Goldwin Smith’s question, 
“Where would even nominal Catholicity 
now be if political power had not in 
Italy, France, Spain, Austria, Bavaria 
and the Spanish Netherlands forcibly 
crushed freedom of inquiry?” contends 
that political power seldom attempted 
to crush freedom of inquiry in the in
terest of the Church herself; that it 
fought only to crush freedom, of ac
tion.

In the individual man to will Is to 
act; all before this Is simply vellelty, 
the lowest form of desire. Freedom^ of 
inquiry is not' mere vellelty; it implies 
action, not merely the right to think, 
but the right to speak, write and 
preach, not only for one, "but for all. 
To say that Martin Luther was a mere 
inquirer and German Protestants were 
actors is to belittle the human mind.

Nearly all the massacres for 3,000 
years have come from religious bigotry 
as the inciting cause, and when it comes 
to murdering a whole people for a dif
ference of opinion concerning religion 
it matters not whether you call it polit
ical power or the Church, for State and 
Church all along have been one.

The Jews stoned the Prophets, the 
priests never interfering to prevent it. 
The Greeks put Socrates to death for 
teaching false doctrines. The Romans 
persecuted the Christians for denounc
ing false gods, and the Church, when 
she had obtained power, was never 
backward in crushing every Inquiry.

Your correspondent said that in ev
ery country mentioned by Mr. Goldwin 
Smith the Church has been persecuted 
by the State. Now, the Church, In ad
dition to her prerogative of locating 
the population of the next world either 
above or below, claimed the right to 
dominate the whole earth, to bestow 
scepters and kingdoms, to throne and 
dethrone, and what he calls the effort 
of the temporal power to enslave her 
was simply an effort in self-defense 
against her arrogant claims and per
sistent endeavors to grasp all power, 
temporal as well as spiritual. There 
is no instance in history where the 
Church was persecuted by the Chris
tian State when she confined herself to 
her legitimate and proper business of 
saving souls.

It is true the Jesuits were expelled 
from Spain, France, Germany and ev
ery country in Europe, and why? Be
cause in the language of the Roman 
Pontiff—of blessed memory—in tlie 
middle of the eighteenth century, who 
dissolved the order, “They taught false 
morals ^nd encouraged the assassina
tion of princes." But Jesuitism Is not 
necessarily the Church.

Practically, there was no question of 
freedom ot inquiry during the middle 
ages except in an academic way by 
some of the monks here and there. It 
was not till the fourteenth century, 
when Wycliff arose, that freedom of in
quiry became a Hying issue.' From that 
time every Catholic power in Europe at 
the instigation of the Church sprang to 
the work of crushing it. What but po
litical power, or, to be more precise, 
as “H. F. L." would have it, what but 
the Church crushed freedom of inquiry 
in Moravia, exterminated the Hussites? 
What but the Church desolated Spain 
by driving into the sea the Moors, the 
hewers of wood and the drawers of 
water, the people who tilled the soil, 
who grew the rice and the com while 
the lazy Spaniards were basking in the 
sun? What but the Church incited civil 
war In France, the Massacre of St. Bar
tholomew and the exile of millions of 
her best and most virtuous people? 
What but the Church ravaged all Ger
many with the horrors of war for thir
ty years, so that for 200 years she stood 
still, until Bismarck arose to consoli
date her scattered energies and power?

Your correspondent says there is no 
such thing as the “general conscience," 
that conscience is exclusively and se
verely Individual, that it is a process ot 
the intellect. Conscience is the moral 
sense. It is the reason employed about 
questions of right or wrong,and accom
panied with sentiments of approbation 
or condemnation. Reason is the inten
tional faculty or faculty of first princi
ples as distinguished from the under
standing, the discursive faculty. On it 
are based all the higher cognitiv^fac- 
ultieS that distinguish man from the 
brute. Its absence produces idiocy, its 
obscuration insanity. Without moral 
sense there can be no conscience. It 
comes not from the head. It springs 
spontaneously from one’s moral nature, 
from, the heart. It is a feeling, a sen- 
timent, a concrete consciousness of 
right and wrong. The mind is the sum 
of subjective activities, ganglionic, ner
vous and muscular, focused in the 
brain; The understanding is the famtl- 

:iar and-easy operation of the mind on 
what actually exists before it. The 
intellect is the mind engaged in the 
discovery of hidden and abstract truth?

•It is very possible for one with a good 
understanding to have no. intellect, and 
without intellect there can be no con
science if the latter is but a process of1 ■ 
the former. This fs but- a logical de
duction from the premise, but all expe
rience teaches us that it is. not. true, 
that his premise is false. The "general 
conscience” of a people is the average 
conscience, just as the general honesty 
Is the average honesty. * M. E. .

Montrose Pa.

Quarrels , would not last long'if the 
fault was onlv on one side.—Roche
foucauld. « ; ■

Read not books alone, but men,-, and 
amongst1 them chiefly thyself; if thon 
find anything questionable there; use 
the commentary of a severe friend 

' rather than tlie gloss of a sweet-lipped 
i flatterer; there is morfe profit fn; a dis« 

tasteful truth than in,deceitful sweet
ness.—Quarles. • . ■

- Ambition, makes: more trusty slaves 
i than need,—Ben Johnson,'1



THS PRO0RBB6MB. THINKER

SPIRITUMIS/H IS A TRÜTA. TROTH- IS IMPERISHABLE
truth and decry fraud.One truth is clear-whatever is, is 

right.” Pope.
“I long to know the truth hereof at 

large.” Shakespeare.

at by a legitijnate deduction from all the 
facts which are truly material, 
idge.

Let us lotie our cause 
and dar&toadvocate its

Coler- ; i If we have the pure it 
a _ __ í J---L----- j ?

“Let us make^ruth çatching instead 
of falseho^-aw^d^ Ingersoll. -

“TïuW^^tàs on, o^ap*only arrived

FliAftWMOm

“Plows, to go true, depend much up
on thè truth of the iron.” Mortimer. ;

“Truth bears the torch in the search 
fortruth” Lucretius.

cannot be destroyed in
the crucible of reason: 
and fair discussion, It 
will only thrive, and 
expand more rapidly.

“My mouth shall speak the truth.” 
< Prov. viii., 7.

“Truth crushed... to „ earth shall rise 
y again." William Cullen Bryant.

“To have truth and hot live it is like 
f having lungs and refusing to breathe.”

“However unwillingly a person who

i has a strong opinion may admit the pos- 
sibility that his opinion may be false, he 
ought to be moved by the consideration 
that however true it may be, if it is not 
fully frequently,, and fearlessly discussed 
it will be held as a dead dogma, not a 
living truth." John Stuart Mill.
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BY HENRY MORRISON TEFFT.

There.are no well defined lines in any department of life. .Pride be
comes haughtiness ¡ humility carried to excess becomes weakness ; diplo
macy degenerates into duplicity ; patriotism merges into ambition and 
taxation in time becomes confiscation. -, ;

Nothing remains stationary. The-stars make their orbits; the sun 
and moon follow their circuits and all nature is involved in a cycle.! 
Whatever has been will be .again. This applies to ,all forms and eus-/ 
toms. Discarded philosophies, religions and governments are not ex- 

' einpt from this universal rule. ,
To-day the trend of events, m church and state, is toward centralized 

power. Democracy, in my opinion, is only a passing phase in the his
tory of civilizations and governmental life. Zángwill speaking of- 
Emperor William’s belief jn the.divine right of kings, says : “It may be 
that Europe will drift back again to his way of thinking. Reactions 
are not uncommon in history,, and the agitations of.anarchists and so7 
eialists may drive the world back to its monarchies and its kings by 
divine right. ” ' . 7 ■ ’■
/"Republican simplicity even in dempcratic/gpyernrii^ already a 
thing of thé past. - The great display attending'the'public appearance 
of rulers and the attention they demand makes -them the target for 

• envy, malice, and every sort of dissatisfaction. Greed, love of power; 
end display has ruined every civilization, . government br society that 
has heretofore existed. Wealth has no politics, no religion, no morals;:. 
Corporations have no souls. States nullify treaties, override interna-’ 
tional law and trample upon the rights, and liberties 'of weaker peoples 
when the exigencies of the occasion demand. . 7/ .. .. . 7 ' ; j

A great railroad magnate once testified in a légal proceeding, when 
questioned in relation to his politics, that he wgs ¡a. republican in'a xe¿ 
publican county and a democrat in a democratic county, Kings some
times vary their standard of morals and faith., Napoleon .is quoted as 

.. saying: “In every country religion is useful to thé government;- and: 
■ those who rule ought to avail themselves of it to govern mankind. - I 
was a Mahometan in Egypt. In Franco I am. a Catholic'.’’ ' ; 7

It is claimed that to have any influence in the affairs of life,-one must 
keep in line with the tendencies of the times; if these are corrupt one.

• cannot breast against them, if he does it is only tri invite disaster. Civ
ilization breeds more vices than barbarism. A’man-inày be cruel, but 
not vile ;.he may be ignorant but virtuous. ’.Sin, gilded/soriietimes beàrs 
the lustre of righteousness. It is' no greater crime to kill a king than a 
peasant, but it. strikes the servile mind of the populace with more force. 
The people always have been, always'Will be fooled, deceived, betrayed. 
They are fooled'by party platforms, lulled to sleep byprohibitory laws, 
arid coaxed into submission by promises of reform. 'The weaker the
moral force of the government becomes the more stringent, the laws, the 
more numerous the detectives and the stronger the police force has 

‘■to'be. \ ' - : ;. : . 7 7-.j
Nd ruler need be guarded among a people freeiprrisperoiis and Jiappyi. 

. Where equal.rights prevail there is safety. To men oppressed and trod
den down, there first comes a sense of weakness, humiliation, .and _.de- 
fect, then the feeling of desperation, revenge, ; and savagery. If the 
world knew how the public money was squandered, how,’and for what 

■ purpose laws were made, offices multiplied, and salaries of?officials 
raised,—every existing government to-day. would stand in danger of 
being swept from the earth. The mouthing x»f patriotic words, by poli
ticians, tie babbling of a servile fflad a subsidized press, are hollow and 
unmeaning pretensions in the'eyes of an intelligent public. ...

-The most false and delusive propositions become crystallized into 
statutes and finally accepted by the popular mind as fundamental’ 
truths. To arguë that sin can be legalized and iniquity licensed is a de
nial of the moral order of the universe. The submission of the people 
to unjust laws, conditions, and burdens, has beep the-wonder of the 

■ ages. “But the endurance,” says Froude, “of the inequalities of life 
by thé poor is the marvel of human society. ‘When the people com- 
plain,’said Mirabeau,‘the people are always right.’”

Equality is a leaven that is ever at work in the hearts of inep. That 
condition’ is the ideal life and can only be obtained :and kept by'con
tinual argument. “Each man,” declares Emerson, “has an aptitude 
born with him to do easily some féat impossible to any other,” The 
world’s work demands all grades of talent. The ¡scavenger.prevents 

. more diseases than the doctor. The doctor’s province is.to cure dis
ease, not to exterminate it. 7 -1 ■ - !

The vast majority of mankind view questions only on the surface; 
they see the running stream but never follow-it to its source. There 
is nç moral quality in a law. The criminal statute'treats the crime; -the 
offense, not the cause. All criminal legislation is superficial. It deals 
with effects, not with causes.. There is nothing reformatory in a legis
lative act. No law-making power has ever been able tn stamp out a sin
gle crime.

Tolstoy, the great Russian writer, opposes-all force; lie holds coii-l 
seance to be above law and government. The public acts the part of i 
critic on both general and private matters. They, analyze, discuss and I 

' determine all questions,— and their decision is final. As physicians:! 
sometimes fail to properly diagnose the ease of their patients, so the | 
public often fail to locate the disease affecting the body politic. ■

If the root of a tree is unhealthy, the whole body of it will sooner or 
kier perish. When a man loses-respect for himself he peasës to re
gard others. All punishment is degrading, humiliating, and destrueti 
ive of that self-consideration which each individual should possess. 
“There is no reformation in degradation. Whoever is disgraced.by.so
ciety becomes its enemy. The seeds-of malice are sown in his heart, 
and to the day of his death he will hate the hand that sowed the.seeds. 
* « * If we are to change the conduct- of men, we muS! change their, 
eonditiops. Extreme poverty and crime go hand’ in hand.” .
»The statutes of a country are the true indicés to its civilization.- 

Laws, religions, governments and gods, are all fashioned after the ideals 
of the people.. The stream cannot rise higher than the source. Re
forms commence in individual hearts, not in legislative assemblies. 
It vs the outward manifestation, the show, not the substance, the results, 
not the causes, that attract attention.- There is no hound in the thunder 
elap, there is no color in the sunset. The-soundis in the ear. ..-It is the 
intervening atmosphere that beautifies the. evening sky. Color is noth
ing butrefl'eeted'light; ' •’ ; . ..

“What we call the colors of an object, is really the color of the light re
flected from it. ‘ Sir Isaac Newton-was the first to get a clear perception 
of this fact. Through his-famous experiments with a prism he.discov
ered what is now the most familiar of truths, that the white solar light 
is composite; that it is a mixture,of the seven colors of the-rainbow.”

The social world, as well as the physical is largely made up of appear
ances. Very few generous acts are done without hope of recompense. 
Ambition is often more potent than money. Thousands would swap 
dollars for genius, worldly goods for fame and glory. A man may be 
a king in form, but a slave by nature. A title is an adornment to a 
small man, but detracts: from the splendor of a large one. ■ .

<, It is said ¡that Herbert Spencer refused the degree of;LL. D. from 
both Cambridge and the University of St. Andrews, stating “that if the 
degree’had been offered him when he-was young and.struggling it 
would probably have been of use to liiin, but ha did not .need it in Ips 
age.” Genius needs no artificial aid-,It is only, cripples that walk 
with crutches. Already titles are so .plenty that they have become-a

'' sicn of -“glorified mediocrity ” rather than.a bacige of distinction, . “So 
many statues in that Forum of yours, inay.it not.be-better, if they ask, 
Where is Cato’s Statue??’ ... ' -
“Society ’’ says one writer, “is full: of shams: fashion..epyers.-up the. 

mental blanks. • • * The ingenuity of the modern man- is const|iiitly;de-. 
vhinir schemes for.adding, fictitious, values to. personalities which, are 
morally and mentally worthless.” Everything is veneered. Ihc poor 
lilro to annear rich. J Poverty is the unpardonable sin. No-pcnanrie can

self in the garb of religion, and ambition talks in the language of patri
otism. But looking at the flag will not make a person patriotic, no 
more than praying will, make a man pious. Sentiment, feelipg, rever
ence lie deeper than all these. We áre all creatures.of education, and 
are continually growing in virtue br vice. Tf we violate the law of the 
land in minoi; matters it becomes easier- for us ,to transgress; those of 
stronger hpport. ;No -het -stands isolated and 'alone. Watered stock 
means watered morals, watered' polities, watered religion.. Society 
moves as a unit.. If 'any member of the body is «injured the whole sys
tem feels the shock. Each virtue practiced has its reward ; eàeh wrong 
committed its punishment. Every act done, good or bad, leaves a his
tory. The moral quality of a man is-what the people / most admire. 
The king that oppresses in time will be condemned«; ho tyrant, ever be
comes a god. Warriors ark’glorified for their deeds of bravery and 
mercy, but not -for those of revenge and hatred., Every..life, unnec
essarily taken in war is murder, all acts of cruelty barbarous, and de
tracts from the glory of thé‘ yictors. “Babylon violated, diminishes 
Alexander; Rome enchained; diminishes Caesar;- Jerusalem'killed, di- 
niinishes Titus. ” ■ . . - '

But there are conditions in-soeiety when order is tame and law inade-. 
quate; times when virtue is weak‘and justice demands the abrogation, 
of-rules, precedents and formulas.' The English revolution which re* 
áulted in the Protectorate-of Cromwell, and the French Revolution 
which caused thé downfall of the ¡ king'and the: nobility; are striking 
examples. Moral,. political, and.religipus upheavals cleanse society the« 1 
same ns. great storms purifyffhe air. A dead calm'is. more to be dreaded; 
by sailors than a fierce stornh . 1
'?;As water finds its level so the disorders of governments; and civil, in
stitutions finally become reconciled and law andvorder again assert their 
sovereignty over thé^ “The.binning sun may-hçat the sands of
tlié' désert imtíl‘á simóon odeurs after whichj-an equilibrium is re- 
storeæ’,’7; Agitátióií.means purification.- • Freedom of thought/act, and 
Speech areHhe bulwarks of liberty. : Free and full discussion, act on the, 
ndt^è óf men'thé same as a-safety-valve on a steam boiler—it lets off 
the'pressure. ' " .: . - - t

No.rightéóus cause'eyer suffers from publieity-kTruth seeks the light, 
¡Trenor and falsehood 'darkness—silence. When a person-is hired or, 
forced tó Speak along ai given line, ¡what he says is valueless as. a guide 
to human conduct. TliougKlhe-may advocate the right measures, his 
words carry no'conviction to ,the heart. Â positivé, truthful man, hon
est-in his convictions, op the wrong side of à-question,,is more to be re
spected by- community, tiián a shifty, negative' mantám the right -aide,.- 
Each individual is either a.protection br a menacejtoJwioiety-^a'help or 
a.hindrance,.tojlié good orflër and well-being 'of community. “Every 
good man',; with his «small power and wisdom,-prevents many evils— 
suspicions;' slanders; hatreds, quarrels, frauds, diseases ; in short> sins 
and sorrows,ofmli names. . hails them while they pre yet;« as it were, 
jn t,he offiñg, and Successfully'warps-thèm off-fromvthb shores of being?’

“I hol'd it.true that Thoughts are Things-x-• 
" Endowed with heing, breath and winger -, !;, « ' •

Arid that wé send them forth to fill ,
The world yyith good results or ill.. /it. c . . .

.............  L- y J ,r . ' z

' 0 > 7 ri:;?5:Thát-wffi|^i''fe;®all1'oiir ‘secret thought.
• Speeds to the earth’s remotest'spot ' 

-And leaves its blessings or its woes ..
j .Like’tracks.behind it, as it goes.” ■ 1 7-:

A man’s life is stampiiS.iipon. his countenance, o"We Head’ the history 
|.in ,his form” in his wor<k’.and,ih his acts. Afreeman meets^ all persons 
alike, on equal terms anft witli open face ; while the subjefel? of tyrants 
stands'abject before his superiors with averted Ibdk and downeaskeye. 
The,low born and'depraved naturally^associate together. 'People/are 
at homie only with those whom they can meet on common ground. (^Vir
tue and viee are antagonistic. Everytperson patterns after his ideal— 
whether-that ideal is high or low ancbhe daily- grows into its--likeness,
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MB THIS PROPOSITION CAREFULLY.
' Truly-, Gio world bas never seen tbe out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some- 
like before. Search the annals of his- thing never before equalled In thio 
.tory,. ancient and modern; critically ex- country or'Europe.
amine th.® history of Spiritualism; look Bear in mind that every order for a 
here and there, in every nook and cor-’Premium must be accompanied with a 
ner 'of’the world, and you cannot.'And yearly subscription for The Progressive 
a parallel to the offer made in reference Thinker. We repeat that the world 
to these twelve remarkable Premium has never seen the ltko ot It before.
Books. 7They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult- li
brary, ’ and ;are furnished "at a nominal 
sum, All are substantially bound and

We repeat that the world

OUR TWELVE remarkable pre-
; MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.

The following to. the list of titles of, . --------- -—  ,—S —: v*~ IMUKI ana The following la the list oin thought? action and looks.,.. It is said of St.-Francis of Assi^-that • those who purchase, me Twelve Premium Books:Ihy eontjnually.dweliing upop .the terrible scene o^
appeared on his body the sears and prints of the nails like unto those .SPIRIT world,” written through the 2—The Encyclopedia o£ i

¡.upon the body of the eru'eified Christ,. j mediumship, pf^ that remarkable me- r fn /h« ftnMI.UfArW TF«it« i ••MX VA4& VI UV4J4CU K/AUJOL5«

- Each individual has,h personality peculiarly its own; ’each natiop a 
fixed type, and all civilizations have their distinetive'determinate ten
dency and course ; but neither as individuals orieorinnunities have, we 
the making of.our destinies? Everything is bound.htad.andtestfunder 
the grasp of irrevocable law.. The past is a sure propheey o£the future. 
Even man himself; it .»-.claimed by an emineiftwriter; is-“ the result” 
and not‘the cause of “historical ¡forces.” • , 7

.“Look,” he,says,.“,at‘the individual at any time and in any country,. 
Select the man from any.situationiwhatsoevor; and sea whether he-has 
determined even himself, to say nothing of the events df-his epoch. -Did 
fhg.bcfore his coming fnarkthe tinie of his birth? i.Didihe’ determine and 
choose, his eoymtry ?/7Di4 he. reckon the conditions of:climate and scene 
into -which he sli^uliJje.thrown;.-and the eonsequent/liniitation pf :his. 
powers'? Did he fix his'bifthplace in river valley, on1 mountain.slope, 
in populous city, or sblitarZstejipe, in-moaning forest; or by .the beach 
of the infinite sea ? Did any-man .ever choose his race and blood ? ' Did
he ever select his own paternity—-his father-, his mother,- the physical 
and moral union of their'lives in'him ? Did he ever make himself- a 
Hindu, a-Persian, a Greek,rg- firerworshiper/a pagan, a- Christian ? Did 
any ever prepare beforehand-to-be.a soldier; a -poet/'a« priest ? *«* Gould 
any be a Hun or a missionary, a Crusader or an Infidel, a prince or a 
boor, a fool or. a philosopher, man or woman, slave nr general; black, 
brown or white, strong or weak,.blind or seeifig; dwarf- or herculean, 
capable”or incapable of:action or.accomplishment? x Has any- inan-in 
any or country to any-degree-whatever influenced,mot-to say-deter
mined, the antecedent -conditions of his. own life and activities?” .- v s 

History is written on the air. Imthe presence-of‘the awful-enigma
of life reason abdicates her throne and conjecture-stands speechless; 

Norwich, N.Y...../ - HENRY MORRISON TEFFT.

- AN EARNEST ADMONITION/ ;i !

Thoughts' Which Are Applicable tb’- Material ajaki /Spiritual- Progress;

> Revelations, chapter 17, represents the-world’sicommerce arrayed in 
scarlet and as being boastful and proud. It is-the modem Babylon cor
rupting kings and nations and causing all the miseries experienced by 
Earth’s people. - , ,
. lit Is also called the worldly ring which will -onldoes make war with 
the Lamb, as stated-in 14th verse, “ andjhe LamlfcshaUrovercome them; 
for he is the Lord of Jords and King of kings;” aidt they; that are with' 
him arc called the chosen and faithful. , ' •

The world has its ships of church and state. ¡ Tlidy cross and recross 
every ocean arid sea under every sky. They ride,•.•proudly waving their 
banners, going forth into conflict-’for victory; but in these latter days 
there has been and is too much compromise with the -worldly ring, that 
is, by the custodians'of the Gospel proper, or ship of> church who have' 
joined the world in all her amusements and even her traffic, to. enhance 
their external splendor and thus,lose their power and right to gather in 
Earth’s harvest grown from gospel seeding, etc. -, ■ . .. > <

Ah, yes, the ministry is not working in accordance with God’s word 
and will on its own lines, but has become tangled in all the glittering 
pursuit s of the worldly ring as said.- They do-not welcome the revela
tions of this day and. age which are God’s aids sent to strengthen them 
and to uplift allpeople, and which revelations are tlp-fulfilbnentof the 
promises .given in what ihey .ciill the. Wordof God ; yet they do mot-re
ceive them because their minds (ire- darkened to these spiritual truths by : 
reason of their worldly mingling as said ; heneri; not keeping pace with 
the spirit nndeprogress of the: age. ¿This .grand old ship will be differ?! 
ently manned and the captains Controlling her precious, cargo will be 
superseded by others who are attuned .to the harmonies rif-nature' and 'I 
the voice of God as it speaks in myriad ways to humanity in these days.

Learn, O ye people, and ye leaders of the people, that'truth is hot to” 
be discarded; that truth is eternal, but thé errârç which have been. 
MitoeA- MnimihM Mid to -- a -
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1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life fii the Spirit World, Vol. 1.-------- VUIVUg 

mediumship of that remarkable me
dium,'Carlyle Petersllea, should be in 
every library. Read the following.care
fully:------------------ ♦—

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium-Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:
, Any ’oho’ of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price 25 centb.' 
This is the price, remember, when .you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly Subscription. Ttio paper, one 
year; and one Premium Book/$1.25. 
’ Any two of the . Twelve Premium.
Books,you. may order, price 70 cents. 7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by'Alex-

Aiiy.three of the Twelve Premium wiAfUnm Books you may order, price Jl.io’.
7-Any four bt the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order,' price $1.50.

, - of the Twelve Premium
Books,you-'may order, price $1.75.

Any’: six of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05. 
. Any seven o£ the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.85. ,
■: Any eight of the Twelve Premium 
Books yob may order, price $2.65. ..
..Any. nine of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.90.
Any ten of the Twelve Premium 

‘Booles you may order, price $3.10.
Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 

'Books you may order, price $3.40. .
lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre

mium' Books .here announced are sent

2-rTbe Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

3—The Encyclopedia o£ Death, and 
Life in the Spirit, World, Vol. 3. These
three volumes have been prepared- by 
J. R. FraaCis. They contain, invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 

’ Mrs. Emma Hardlngfe Britten.
6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult

ism, by Mra. Emma Hardinge Britten.
*6—The Next World Interviewed, by 

Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.
8—A Wanderer m the Spirit Lands.

Translated ’by A Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from • the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersllea.

. Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send in a yearly sub
scription for The ProgreMlve Thinker.

This Offer Hras No Parallel!
■w—WMRii.f J linn 11IHALJI L-gii ■ I »1 _i>F. 1-1 ■■■ ■■ 11 '.g"88BBgg'

I into oblivion, that she may shine forth in her purity and be felt in her- 
1 power.?: Yea; the power and glory of truth and harmony are what is 
needed to lift mankind, above thejr submerged conditions of vice and 
selfishness.. . - . -

■ .-When the Word of God is'divested of -all man-annexed errors» the 
people will see its beauty and gladly accept it and .work harmoniously-1 

■ together in accordance with their mental and spiritual unfoldment and 
gradations.- This is God’s: will and.man’s duty, -from which good only । 
can result. ■ 1

It is' required of religious leaders' that they acquaint themselves with-, 
nature’s principles and active forces, for.the reason that in times past.! 
the Word was for the most part given in symbols indicating its varied 1 
relations. Since all gospel that can in truth be termed everlasting.must I 
coincide with nature’s principles and science, and be so understood' that 
it can have its scientific demonstration when nature's and man’s unfold-1 
ment make such demonstration ■possible. : i < . :
■ -The time is near at hand, when this can and wilhbe done. The true 
teachers of the word must therefore also be true scientists and in conse
quence thereof healers of the minds and bodies of mankind. They must 
lead in thought and others follow in the actual physical demonstrations. 
, The true gospel ministers of-to-day should be: able to show’ to the 
world their at-one-ment in thought and action with God arid nature; 
show this by pointing out how. nature’s forces can be tamed to render 
service to. man, instead of being destructive: to show to, the ¡world the 
superabundance of electricity stored in nature’s vaults below Earth’s 
■surface and in the dome of the skies, as well as the super-abundant oils, 
gases and coal need to be and must be brought forth for man’s use, not 
only for his comfort in many ways, but that it is also necessary because 
Hie stability of -the central system depends .upon relieving the congested 
condition caused by theseaccumulations’from.nature’s constant activi
ties which produce more than the world system proper needs for itt! 
maintenance/ ~'

Our admonition there is: Apply your minds unto wisdom and these 
truths, to-tehch them and bring them forth in works as indicated.

. y '• KLEIN.

. super-physical means
. , J' —- • 7 '4 I

Brought Into Requisition In .the puring
of Disease—Some Suggestions i

Worthy of Consideration |

It is possible to cure disease by su- ■ 
per-physical means; that there is some , 
truth in the assertion of the students ot 
hypnotic therapeutics, mesmerism and 
mental healing, can no longer be doubt
ed by anyone who investigates these < 
phenomena without prejudice and with : 
a sincere desire to get at the facts. ,

As in our Inquiry into othgr phenom
ena that elude the’physical senses and I 
require for their scientific examination i 
the use of our super-physical or clair- I 
voyant vision, such as the survival of ; 
the soul after death and its return to 
earth-life in «accordance with the prin
ciple of reincarnation, we have found 
the coherent and reasonable explana- ’F 
tlon of the theosophical system, so in 
this matter of healing, we shall obtain, 
from the investigations of theosophical 
students, a complete and common-sense 
expdsition of the rationale of healing, of . 
its dangers and abuses, and of the qual
ifications which one must possess be
fore he may safely use these higher 
forces.

The more intelligent students of hyp
notic therapeutics are coming to real- (' 
ize that they must return to the teach- . 

I ings of Mesmer, the great physician I 
who wrought such wonderful cures in 1 
the middle of the eighteenth century, 
for a fuller understanding of these finer 
forces, for they are beginning to recog
nize that it is dangerous to use the hyp- j 
notie trance and that far more effective 
work can be done without it. Mesmer
ism, or animal magnetism, is that treat- - 
ment which means the vital magnetic ! 
fluid which courses through every hu
man and animal body. The strong and 
healthy man possesses much of it, the 
weak and sickly man very little, and it 
is by transferring some of his surplus 
vitality, by the use of will power, that . 
the mesmerist, or healer, removes dis
ease and brings about health. The ef
fectiveness of a healer depends upon 
the strength .and purity of his body, and 
also very largely on the purity of his 
moral and spiritual nature. It 1b be
lieved that Christ wrought his cures in 
this manner.

Mental or divine healing is thorough
ly grasped when one realizes that 
thoughts are real things and that they 
definitely influence people for good or 
evil. It is interesting to note that 
thought-forms have actually been pho
tographed by Dr. Baradue of Paris. 
Thoughts of health and strength, when . 
generated by a sick person himself, or 
when sent from a healthy person to a 
sick one, will assuredly accomplish, 
some good. What their effect will be. 
depends upon the physical, mental and 
spiritual power of the persons involved. 
That many wonderful cures have been, 
wrought in this way is evidenced by 
tbe literature of Christian Science.

Now that this method of treating dis
ease is spreading so rapidly, it is very 
important that every person understand 
something about it, about its dangers 
and its abuse, so that no healer may 
have opportunity to practice in serious 
cases unless-he has absolutely proved 
bis competency by success in many 
other cases. We must ever be on 
guard- against these foolish and danger
ous -people who think that the mere 
reading of a few books makes them 
competent to heal disease. No more 
would the reading of a book on swim
ming make one able to swim. Cbmmon 
sense is the keynote to this whole mat- - 
ter of healing, and we must vigorously 
protest when there is any deviation 
from it.

Besides a knowledge of the laws that 
underlie those things, we must insist 
on good, strong, pure character, so that — 
these higher forces may not be used 
selfishly and harmfully. They are en
tirely safe only when they are exercised
for the benefit of others and 
one’s own interests, and this 
standard that we should ever 
mind.

not in 
is the ■

have in

devoteThat is why theosophists ___  
themselves to living a right life and 
helping their fellow-men, for they real
ize that the development of a perfect 
character is the object of evolution, and 
that these higher faculties, which are 
latent in everyone, will come to them 
m the natural course of events.

HENRY HOTCHNER.

FINDS SOLACE IN MUSIC. .

His Wife Dead and Young Daughter Dy-
-Ing, John Creny, Left Alone in the 
World, Says Harmony Is a Voice That 
Carries His Thought on High.
Out oi a darkened room at 2033 West s 

Twenty-second street floated Iast<iifeMp- 7 
the melancholy strains o£ ‘‘Ma:ry;-^ ”
Heaven,” played on the, violin. Tfijp 
notes died away to_be followed a mo
ment later by the deep vibrations o£ a 
’cello, then the violin again and later 
the plaintive, pleadings of a brass in
strument. .

It was John Creny. consoling himself 
with his music for the loss of his wife 
and little daughter, the latter dying in 
the hospital. •

“Music is. like another voice to me,” 
he said in broken English. “My wife is 
gone. My child is dying. . .I shall be all 
alone. DO you play the piano? Come 
and accompany me. Gently, gently. 
Music is a voice that .carries my 
thoughts up there—to-her.”

• Other players there may be who have 
greater art than this simple German. 
But none havd ever put mpre feeling 
into his music or was more exalted in' 
the performance than John Cienjl in 
that humble but lonely home last night, 
telling his sorrows to.his well loved in-, 
struments.-• s.

। “They understand, tliey understand,” 
he half •‘sobbed, stroking tbe ’cello, 
softly..

Two weeks ago John Creny’s wife 
died. Last Friday his: little . daughter 
suffered an accident and yesterday they 
(old him she could not lives He is 
alone in the world, with -his instru
ments that used to make, bread tor tho 
family and are jiow his only . solace.— 
Chicago Examiner.-

"Oosmlan Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and rejected hymns, for Ubr 
oral and ethlcnl societies, for schools! 
hnd tho home; compiled by L. K Wasb< 
burn, This volume meets n-pub':’ 
want. It comprises 253 choice sc." 
Hons of poetry, and music, embo-’' 
tho highest moral sentiment, r-

inay.it
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A Comprehensive View of the Same,
Everything pertaining to Japan, its people, their cus

toms, and especially their religious cults, is of spe- 
■ cial interest at the present time, because of recent 

events in the far East. More especially is it of jn- 
■ terest to Spiritualists, because of the element of 

Spiritualism infused in the religion of Japan,
The study of religions is very inter

esting, and not among the least interest
ing Is the ancient religion of Japan, 
known- as Shintoism. A writer In the 
New York Herald calls it "a mild, nega
tive sort of Spiritualism.”

Tfie question might well be raised: 
Are hot all forms and phases' of relig
ion founded on. and did they not have 
their origin and. basis in. Spiritualism?

A belief in, spirit beings, their pres
ence and power, has apparently been 
coeval with the human race, and from 
this initial point have arisen all the 
varied religious ideas, rites and cults 
that pertain to religious development

augurated, and the Shinto- temples 
purged of all that pertained to Bud-

and history. ,
Nor can it be doubted that from the 

earliest period of man's existence, ap- , 
paritions of spirits of the departed have ( 
been known, and thus have afforded a । 
basis for the origin and prevalence of , 
primitive religious cults and beliefs.

As stated in a very interesting,and In- : 
strtfctive article in the New York.Her
ald; were Japan shorn of her temples 
she would lose half her beauty and 
charm. They are heathen’temples, if 
you will, but they are at the same time 
visible exponents of a widespread and 
deep rooted religious feeling. Wholly 
apart from their ethical significance, 
however, the buildings themselves are 
often exquisite monuments of the best 
of Oriental architecture, and the sim
plest of them add to the fascination of 
the wooded hillside or the city street.

Visiting temples form tbe major part 
of the tourists' sightseeing in Jdpan; 
yet most people come away with the 
vaguest sort of idea of the religions , to 
Which these places of worshlp'are dedi-' 
cated. This is not to be wondered at;

। for the state of the religions ot Japan 
to-day is a curious one, and many of the 
Japanese themselves, were they forced 
to answer questions, would show ideas 
just as vague. Though the empire has 
three Oriental religions—Shintoism, 
Buddhism and Confucianism—they have 
foi hundreds of years been so mixed to- 
getlier that they do not stand distinct in 
the minds-of the common people.
' The real, old native" religion of Japan 

-^iShlntoism. It has come down .to the
I 'ent.day, from, prehistofio times, and 
havrhaps, the simplest religion in the 
reg not only in its doctrines and 
bU|l demands but also in its ceremo- 
tab Shintoism is, more than anything 

cis'e, fit mild, negative sort of Spiritual-, 
ism. The first temples were erected.to 
•the heroic beings of Japanese mythol
ogy, blit since then the' Japanese have 
¡been steadily manufacturing gods "at 
such a rate that to-day one may visit a 
temple dedicated to all of the “eight;

LETTER FROM JUDGE A. MUN60N.

in Which He; Expresses His High Opin
ion of the Premium Books Issued 

by The Progressive Thinker.

dhlsm.
Interesting as Shinto is, it has not a 

hundredth part of the outward pictur- 
esquenCss of Buddhism. This latter 
religion was brought over from Corea 
In the sixth "century in a very pure 
form, and its priests, instead ot bitterly 
opposing the national Shinto, carefully 
grafted the. one Jo the other. The Bud
dhist priests show ingenuity in putting 
Shinto gods on the Buddhist calendar 
of saints, and in reconciling the Shinto 
mythology .with the Buddhist legends, 
and so the two religions jogged frater-

To the Editor;—Three years ago I 
wrote and suggested to you the pro
priety of publishing the Petersilea let
ters through that renowned medium, 
Carlyle Petersilea In book form for a 
premium for The Progressive Thinker. 
I feve no doubt this suggestion came 
to you long before I mailed my sugges
tion to you.

I have received and read the Spirit 
Letters premium book with a deep in
terest, although I had most all of these 
letters as they were from time to time 
published in the columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker.

I have read all of the premium books 
published by The Progressive Thinker, 
and while they are all. good and filled 
with great truths, in my way of think
ing and appreciation, this one leads the 
procession of the famous band of pio
neers that you have published and sent 
out to the world at a mere NOMINAL 
COST to enlighten, instiuct and edu
cate the world in the higher realms of 
psychic thought and spiritual unfold-

' ment.
Allow 

g are othi
,i me to again suggest that there 

other letters that have been pub-

NATURE OF EV0L^nONe

A Chapter Out of the Bock" of Nature.

In the Science of Speeds there are 
features not recognized frdin the,moral 
point of view, toy there te A "moral 
sense in all kirigdomB Cif Nature, it be
ing a fundamental priiicipie inhering in 
all that Is, else man wpuldnot have de
veloped it. ' ; ,1

It is that quality Qf -mind that dis
cerns between the right way and the 
wrong way, defines ,wsp?apd,nersevereB 
in evolving a better mid still better 
state of being. The icipg lines of evolu
tion betray this sensing in mineral, veg
table and the anirijai kingdoms, it is the 
perception of utility, and until man' ful
ly recognizes tills'he will notigrasp the 
secret ot evolution, or ieadilBE upward 
for betterment. Were- this [statement 
not true, no plant would seiM jipon the 
least element placed ,lq itsj, way by 
which it can Improve itself.

The beauty of the flower produpes a 
vibration In the' befeider „whicii. Ib 
called a recognition of the.'charm, either 
in form, color, or fragrance. Thia rec
ognition is by tbe soul' elements in the 
button of a cogpate ■ principle" In the 
flower, It is the"'anajvWiniife deep, unto 
deep" and is felt, as readily in the: few
er, though not as. fully aa by' the hu-

TRICKS OF THE SENSES |

Be Sure You Are Right and Then Go 
Ahead, but Always Look Out for 

the Trick of the Senses.

The Good and the Bad.

nal.ly along together.
The great Buddhist temples, those 

which every day are visited by hun-
dreds of worshipers, have large monas- j 
teries attached, in which the priests 
dedicated to its service live, generally 
presided over by an abbot Services 
will be continued at Intervals, or con
tinuously throughout the day, the 
priests relieving each other. The cere
monial differs with the various sects, 
but in general it consists in the beating 
of deep-toned musical bells, Bet about 
in the sanctuary before the altar, the 
bowing and numberless genuflections 
of the officiating priests, the copious 
burning of intense, and the weird 
chanting of certain prayers, many of 
which are repeated over and over again, 
with a strange rising and tailing ca-

llshed in The 'Progressive Thinker, 
among them the Beecher letters and. 
spirit letters of Harriet Bçeoher Stowe, 
and spirit letters through Amelia Peter- 
silea, all of ’which, if combined in a sep
arate premium volume, would be great
ly enjoyed by the reading world and 
more surely attract the public mind to 
higher realms of thought in the line of 
spiritual unfoldment.

Last July I took a short trip West 
and brought up for a week's stay at 
South Bend, Ind. I soon discovered 
that it was a city of churches, with the 
celebrated Notre Dame and St. Mary’s

dence,
The words are of old Sanscrit forms, 

and in many cases the meaning Is en
tirely lost. No person can visit one of 
the great Buddhist temples of Japan 
while a service is in progress without 
being deeply impressed by tbe strange 
scene and stranger sounds.

The clouds of rich incense make the 
senses stagger; the weird dronings and 
movements of gorgeously vested priests 
and the regular intonations of the bell 
are a combination which awes the for
eign visitor and gives him a new idea 
of the religious feeling of the East.

Then he may turn and see outside the 
altar rail a small gathering of worship
ers, men and women, of the common 
people, with their babies, on their 
backs ; old, tottering pilgrims'In their 
white and dust-stained clothes, kneel
ing reverently, their palms pressed to-, 
gether, murmuring to themselves’ their

colleges only two miles away, and I 
wondered if in this maze of churches 
upon the right and left I. should find 
any liberalists and Spiritualists, and to 
my delightful surprise, the first 
stranger with whom I became acquaint
ed, I found an outspoken Spiritualist, 
and also a celebrated magnetic healer 
in the person of Dr. E. H- Denklow of 
112 West Wayne street, South -Bend, 
Ind. The Doctor is of Quaker extrac
tion, in perfect health, physically 
strong as well as mentally, ¿nd has a 
fine magnetic temperainent, and his 
whole system is infused with, and sur
rounded by, a strong vital and magnetic 
aura. With the proper surroundings 
and given plenty to do In the healing 
line he would soon forge to the front 
and become one of the first,healers of 
the country. I predict tor the, Doctor 
a bright future with the forces with 
which nature has so richlyhfm endowed 
as a strong magnetic; healer..

Medina, Ohio. . A. MUNSON.

man. ; - .. ।
The human Is but fe evolved animal, 

the animal is but an evplutioq of the ' 
vegetable aiid the yegetable liBS come 
up through ageatfroffi-thé, mineral; and 
all has come to‘be through the inhering 
central forces otheing. ■

Chemical force? ar? but, thought ele
ments, and these’ilnbere in, all electrons, 
varying according to utility

“All that Is ever is an axiom of 
exact truth. . , ' •»

All the chemicals: of today have al
ways existed; all crestion,haB come to 
be through chemical action hy selec
tion. Time hàs pródqcé^notWB new ; 
change of form depend^'uhon ..Chemical 
relation, and in every change there is a 
moral activity, hence the "'survival of 
the fittest.” ' ~ ■

The loss of species or a "geniis is 
Nature’s proof that It Is '.nd more need
ed, and that ite. elements, can lie used 
for higher purpoke tji Bbihé other tordi. 

tTo this law belongs àji; thé orders of 
Nature, they are amhn’dme tp it and 
can never depart from’it;.^

Everyone is familiar with and most 
people are prepared to trust, the pop
ular affiirmation, “I must believe my 
senses.” Dr. Andrew Wilson, however, 
in the pages of Chambers' Jouranl,. re
views the numerous instances in which 
it is anything but safe to put one’s 
whole confidence In these "gateways of 
knowledge.”

Most of us know all about tbe illu
sion produced by placing a pea between 
the middle and fore" fingers and then 
crossing them, and in this way revers
ing the finger surfaces which are in 
contact with the pea. With the eyes 
blindfolded one is practically certain, 
under these conditions, of the trans- 
transformation of the one pea into two.

In the same way, by crossing your 
fingers and passing them over the tip 
of your nosei you may experience, in 
the possession of two nasal organs, an 
even greater discomfiture that that 
which haunted Cyrano de Bergerac.

The strange tricks that the sense of 
touch is apt tb play upon the most wary 
are. Dr. Wilson points out, particularly 
appreciable in surgery. It is well 
known that when a man has had his 
leg amputated below the knee, for ex
ample, he will experience pain not in 
the stump, but in the toes of the miss-

W fire filwans With the Mortals of Earth.
Alwaps bear in mind that life is made up of sunshine 

and clouds; of the good and the bad; of cheerful
ness and sadness; and occasionally Spirit Return is 
manifested in a way tha^ casts a shadow over our 
Cause. Don’t forget this: The Good and the Bad 
are always with us; choose which you will serve.

A STRANGE DEFENSE.

A Boy Murders His Father, Saying, “My 
Brother's Spirit Ordered It.”

ing foot.
An American patient once observed 

to a doctor, ‘,‘Jf I should say I am more 
sure of the leg watch isn't than the one 
which is, I guess I should be about cor
rect.”

In the same way, when a patient has 
had a defective .nose put to rights by 
the transformation of a flap of skin 
from the forehead—the flap m this case 
taking root, as it were, in . its new 
quarters, the patient experiences the 
sensation of having!,, his forehead 
touched when It is his -hose that is be
ing tickled. 1,

The reason for this, as Dr. Wilson ex
plains. is that it takes a certain time for 
the brain to get used to discriminating 
between mental messages coming from 
unaccustomed sources and the old im
pressions which the nerves, now mis
placed, were in Ihe habit of conveying

Whether it was a case of spirit con
trol, or insanity which caused the mur
der, no one at present knows. What
ever the cause, it affords a psychologi
cal study for Spiritualists everywhere. 
The New York Daily World sends the 
following forth to its millions ot read
ers, and in order that our subscribers 
can keep thoroughly posted as to what 
is going on in our ranks, we publish the 
same: ,

The deliberate murder c.f Edgar Uhl 
by his son. at tfe instigation of the vic
tim’s wife, has brought to light a re
markable story of the influence of 
"spirits" on the actions of the Uhl fam
ily. Not only was the murder of the 
elder Uhl directly traceable to this in
fluence, but the belief that the order to 
slay his parent came from “spirits” has 
enabled the murderer to smile at the 
contemplation of his deed, though it 
has driven his mother Insane.

Another child of the murdered man,

24, but ad well did the misguided moth
er and son guard their secret that it 
was not until the middle of June that 
they gave anyone an inkling of what 
they Intended to do. About June 20 . 
they confided to Cora that her father'’ 
was about to die and that if she wisfe' 

| to say good-by to him she had better lie 
doing it, or the opportunl'y would be 
gone. Whether Cora understood that 
her mother and brother were going to 
kill her father, or believed that their 
communication dealt simply with a be
lief that he would be removed by some 
supernatural power, no one has yet 
been able to learn. At any rate, Cora 
said nothing to Mr. Uhl of what her 
mother had told her, and the man was 
not on hie guard.

Mrs. Uhl and Edgar, it was decided 
between them, would kill Mr. Uhl on 
the morning of June 28. Why they se
lected that particular day no one 
knows. Probably in the ratiocinations 
of their disordered minds the date sug
gested itself, and they accepted it as 
fixed by their controlling “spirits.”

On the morning of June 28, Mrs. Uhl 
and Edgar went to room No. 18 in the 
Hotel Uhl, which is the chamber In
which they had their Spiritualistic “lay
out.” Edgar had procured a shotgun

The general, trend bf,infejs pot to ex
tinction, but to improvement,~the-spe- 
cies of the genus mlngfe^Jtoi^rd bet
terment. J/, 1 ,7"

Not one .species has' ceased fetirely, 
the-blood of two people?, of th? earth, 
extinct as races/ Is'etJlL to be" found 
mingled with that of oilier, racgq, work
ing for the belterm<mt;wferev£r found!

The genus homo li¿a! a plfee upon 
every celMetplojJflfl ptenet( "to dress it 
and 'to keep it.” Th'e etpry of .the Gar
den of Eden, in its truth? and beauty is

million gods of Spinto.”
In the West, if a man has distin

guished himself in war or politics, be
comes a great philanthropist or a pub
lic benefactor, we. honor his memory 
after death by erecting a more or less 
hweous representation of him in bronze 
in a public square! Ih Japan they 
build him a temple and make him a 
god, the eize of his shrinq being’ In pro
portion to his greatness when living.

Again, if a rich man wishes to honor 
one or more of his forebears, he builds 
one of these houses, in which the de- 

. parted spirit may live and the • public 
may come to worship it. F— - T" 
nese point of view a mo—. 
ope of our churches or 
might be a Shinto shrine, and Grant's 
tomb a beautiful temple for his spirit.

Once the temple is built the simple 
people think that the newly made god 
sits benignly behind the lattice door 
which is. closed before the inner sane- : 
tuary and listens to their supplications. 
■Here are tied many fluttering prayers, 
which are written on white paper, and 
the straw mat in front is covered by a 
sprinkling of copper “rin,” cast there as 
offerings by the devout.

Shinto priests are not obliged to give 
their lives up to their religion, nor to 
live lives ot celibacy and asceticism, 
as the Buddhists are supposed to do. 
The office is usually hereditary, and is 
little more than an honor.' The title ot 
the priest is “Guardian of the God;"he 
may marry and be engaged in business, 
his connection with the temple being 
active only at the time of some great 
festival, when he and his brother 
priests exorcise the god, and induce 
him, after much chanting and appropri
ate ceremonies, to issue from the tem- 

, . Pte and enter a closed bull cart, in
^^jhj/^which he is paraded about the streets 

in the midst ot a long and interesting 
i procession of men and girls in costume.

■ 7 In a beautiful Shinto temple in the 
outskirts of the ancient city of Kioto 
there is a tiny square patch of ground 
near the main shrine, enclosed by a lit
tle fence of barbed wire. Here, the cus
todian of the temple will tell you, the 
august godship condescends to sit once 
a year while his sanctuary undergoes a 
process of housecleaning! You will 
then have your attention called to some 
bushes growing in this sacred spot, 
within the barbed wire. Though they 
are of several varieties, the leaves of all 
have developed prickly edges set with 
thorns. Every snrub planted here be
gins to grow in this way, the custodian 
solemnly tells you, and it certainly

words of devotion.
The Japanese religious pjlgrims are 

among thé most interesting figures of 
religious Japan. You may meet them 
anywhere ih the empire, dressed in the 
distinctive white dress, and carrying a 
bowl in which they place the alms for 
which they beg. You may see infirm 
old people who aré traveling hundreds 
of miles to visit some famous shrine be
fore they die, and gain great virtue by

thé story of every improved.^ planet, 
and when the sensitive' is found .who 
can, transmit thé Geneva of tlfe pla.net. 
tfen its inhabjtatiiB, ‘bojh; easily and 

. —;—v . ethereal, shall‘liiiow how; it came to be, 
Considered and Analyzed From the tfe ageé.it.h'as .fekeh ïfejta and

. —Standpoint of a Prominent °teef-planets haVte)^
their evolutions to states iM difeoliitlon, 

meaium. when their elements', ¿feiracted "hither
,. . and thither, enter iiifd’tile fernMnAGofe"

When.Mlchael Faraday, the-great plo- of other planets, càrrylng with them, 
neer In electrical science of this age, their evolved ferities, sensibilities and 
was asked as to pe nature of electric- activities fob further betterment in use! 
ity, he answered: “Perhaps I know as “He who runs may read;”' 
much as anyone about, the subject, and , M, A.'CONGDON. ‘
I confess I know nothing Whatever as Hood River, Oregon! ‘f.

their act.
The higher significance of Japanese 

Bujidhism Is lost to the Visitor, just as 
It is tb the majority of Japanese. - It 
would be unjust to speak of Buddhism 
in the empire without admitting that 
¡there are still some great teachers of its 
highest esoteric forms " who transmit 

I their knowledge and experience to only
I a few. '
I Confucianism, the third and last ofU UW puunv । —----------- -- --------- .. ,

s it. From a Japa- Japan's religious systems, has never 
memorial tablet in been to the Japanese what it is to the 

universities ; Chinese. Its teachings have widely In-X — ' it A.. 4. *,4 n 1fluehced Japanese thought and social 
customs, but more as a philosophical 
system of ethics’than as a new relig
ion. It has had ah especially strong fn-
fluence on,the upper class Japanese, 
and accounts very largely for their'ag
nosticism, proving, therefore, one of the 
chief obstacles of the Christian mis
sionaries.

WHEN I AM DEAD.

When I am dead thou’lt come, beloved, 
with slow.

Sad feet unto my final resting-place.
But I would^ask, let not thy tears fall 

low
Upon iny passionless, unheeding face, 

When I am dead.
And fold me not with words of sorrow ' 

wild,
With love and longing to thy an

guished breast; ,
God has but beckoned home His weary 

child;
' Say then, “He glvetli His beloved 

rest,”
When I am dead.

Kneel down beside me; touch my icy. 
brow

’ With the warm lips of love, but shed 
no tears,

And see with gladness, not with sorrow, 
how t

Has been removed the burden of my

seems to be the truth.
This apparent miracle may be classed 

With another which occurs yearly In 
Toklo in connection with Shinto, and 
which no western person has yet been 
able to explain.- It is the famous "Hai 
Wattarai,” or fire walking, at which I 
both priests and people walk repeatedly; 
back and forth over a bed of live, glow
in g coals. The priests fast- and-pray 
for some time before tills ceremony, ac
cording to Buddhist Ideas, but the com
mon people, who pass over the'fire In' 
the same miraculous way; have no prep-

years, 
When I am dead.

Think not how sweet the joys that 
- might.have been,

The future blooming brightly -at our 
feet,

But say, “From out the paths of trial 
and sin

The merciful Lord hath taken thee, 
my sweet,

For thou art dead.” >

nratlon. ‘ ~ , . - • "
Before the. restoration of tile Mikado, 

to his full rights in 1868, and the conse- 
uent metamorphosis of Japan, it would 
liavqe been well nigh Impossible, to dis
cover in Shintoism a separate religious 
system, for Buddhism and Shintoism 
were thoroughly mixed together. By 
imperial decree the two religions were 
suddenly separated, for it was'decided 
that Shinto should bo the court religion 
ns It had been In ancient days;. there-- 
fore a system of "purification” was* ife

MATERIALIZATION.

to it. " . I
The sense of. sight, ais Ib well known, I 

is responsible for endless illusions. 
Dr. Wilson examines the familiar one 
of a person in a picture'following you 
about the room with hls--eyes, and 
points out that the Illusion does not 
arise from the eye alone:

. “The brain plays ascertain part here 
in assisting the.deception, as Sir David 
Brewster long ago'demonstrated. The 
paintjng is; of course,' done upon a flat 
surface, and presents to the eye of the 
spectator a front .view of the object on
ly, and thiqin.wEatev.er position he may 
s.tand. The eyfe of- a real person, on- '• •*------ «-.U/xF

a deaf mute girl, is also under the con
trol of the “spirits,” and believes that 
her brother did only what was right in wlte which to kill his father, and await- 
killing Kis parent. Confronted by such ed *1!m in this room. Word was sent to 
conditions, the legal authorities face a Ur J™ '”‘f' 
peculiar state of affairs, and the " 
proaching triaPnf the murderous 
promises to be a remarkable one.

The Uhl family has long been

Word was sent to
Mr. Uhl that his wife and son wished to

known in Marietta, Ohio, where

ap- 
son

well 
the

father conducted a prosperous hotel
bearing his name.. Mrs. Uhl, who, as Ida 
Kennard, married him twenty-three 
years ago, was well liked, and her three 
children, Brady, Edgar and Cora, never 
gave any evidences of mental peculiar
ity. Cora, however, has been a deaf- 
mute -from infancy, so that little has

see him, but he could not be prevailed 
on to enter the room.

His refusal to enter the room upset 
their plan, which was to tell him of the 
message and then kill him before he 
could cry for help. That night, how
ever, according to Mrs. Uhl, they re
ceived another message from the dead 

I Brady, telling them to accomplish their 
purpose at once or the spirits would

been seen of her, though she is a very 
pretty girl, who would otherwise have 
been something of a belle.

Son's Death the First Cause.
The Uhl family was, to all appear-

.. punish them. So they resolved to wale 
[. no longer.
g At sunrise on the morning of June 29 

Mrs. Uhl procured a key to the door of
her husband’s room. She crept down
stairs silently, followed by Edgar with 
Eis shotgun. Unlocking the door so 
quietly that her husband was not 
aroused from his sleep, she sent Edgar 
into the room and kept watch.

Edgar awoke his father, who sat np 
in bed. Instantly the son pulled the 
trigger of the gun, emptying the charge 
■into his father's head; The body fell 
forward over the footboard of the bed. 
Edgar' stole from the roomr His moth

I ances, the usual one of a family, until tee other hantejs thrown into pellet | two y’earg agp< wben the 80n Brady> 
who had gone to Pittsburg to gain the 

; experience necessary to a liusineBB ca- 
reer in which his father'promised to 
start him, was killed in an' eldvator ac
cident ‘ . •’ ...

Brady WMfhlS mother's favorite BomAwteW^keAstkeudoor and went to the 
ifea W'deathhjsteyeA-fln-fey mind to1--'-'*-------------------- — j ™
such..fe ektent that she Wfe'ihfee seri- 
otlsly Ul.' ' • : . .

On'her recovery she began to pay fre-

to its true nature.” , . , ..................... - (
' As the writer who has given\ bis

ideas regarding the spiritual afe.mate- ’ - .-«jj. ~1’
rial relations of life to thé worlq since up Spiritualism or ife «other ./ism. It 
his transition, perhaps I know a? mucb 'is given- to demonstrate the power of’ 
as anyone as to thé nature Of th'e.mfee- tee spirit over-' matter ai thé lower vi- 
rlalizatlon phenomena which w?? .flist brations of visibility; ! Gfeé ' given ' it 
"made public through the Wfly does not need continuous Yëpétltion to 
Brothers of Chittenden,, Vt. and also prove Its truth, AltUou^feit Wight have 
Mrs. Andrews, of Moyayfa, N. Y! " many appearances "different

I have never thought it to be espen- ages. ctial to the Spiritualistic public that I AT PRESENT' THE ,OUTLOOK FOR 
should make known'the results of ex- THE MODERN : SEIÏUT.UAL. MOVE- 
periments controlled by thé scientific MENT IS ÎIOT PROPITIOUS FROM A 
spiritual world in this line, as thè,Spir- SCIENTIFIC . STANDPOINT. It has 
itualists who are .most prominent .in gone into comtaercittiftijni to - such an 
the movement have never,;’ expressed extent as to have ,'prfeUcallyi CLOSED 
any desire to have such a .line of work THE AVENUES OF <THÈ I GENUINE 
conducted under scientific auspices. AND OPENED. THE, GATES WIDE TO

But the time may.be ripe( now' for “FAKE” EVIDENCE. - o 
this knowledge to be gì vènto the world Nevertheless such, is She power resi- 
as it seems that the .foundations of dent in spirit «fit;ft th'e(feprs to corn- 
proof of a demonqtratlvé.ofdèr. are be- municatlon should' be.çkæéifor a thou- 
ing shaken BY THEF-AkÉPHÉNOM- sand years, they coife lie 'opened again 
ENA THAT HAVE ARISEN TO C0ÜN- as easily as they .were ¿3:1848.
TERFEIT THE GENUINE. Neither are the old ¡wbrkers in the

‘ Materialization Is the work of spirit cause-of such importance .that the. 
chemists and electricians and' cannot spirit world could not dé'tWlthout them, 
be given, by the spirits without them, or More evidence of a.scSntific-character 
accurately counterfeited by. mortals. that will stand-théfefefe .ages has

There Ib no more resemblance -be- been given tËfough -Wl ,,W. Aber than 
tween a fake performance and the gen- through all other .sfe^feé . Yet Mr. 
ulne phenomena than there Is. between Aber has never askédVfér recognition 
a silver dollar and a brass medal. as a worker oiitsidfe hls-’.Awn-house. 
.- 1 have seen both, and know the dif- When the-.law.of vibjaiifefewas first 
ference,- but THE AVERAGE SPIRIT- given to the ^orlüAt feé,’Written in an 
UALIST IS TOQ IGNORANT AND old farm house -up iiear' Vermont, and 
OFTEN TOO CREDULOUS TO UN- It took seven years / after publication 
DERSTAND EITHER. In fact the ob- for it to reach the ‘"sn|rit guides" of 
ject of the spiritual movement seems the old workers, and-¡then only after 
to be almost lost sight of in the at- Charles Dawbfen' fife made .it . the 
tempt to commercialize the phenomena foundation... óf /¿Ib lèètufe ¿n.that line, 
or place if on the same footing as -Therefore yoürfeifespqpdent is in- 
other lines of business. clined to think" that"tlipse who imagine

Paying the medium for his time may that‘the world' .'spiritual, rests upon 
not be objectionable,!.- but expecting their shoulders, or^haf thé flakes” are 
that the spirits will eome at thè call of liable-to swatop thfemç with 
the medium or mortals for the dollar is their ÙQgust'-i^é^ïnW^b^r rest efey 
where the whole fabric is rotten. « tor a season,?'PërfepÎ. l^’ might be

The medium has no .power over thé about as-well’if the-whole public move- 
spirits whatever. The sitter has no in- ment should-', subside (fórra'! generation, 
ducement of a pecuniary nature that .and deep st'udÿ.' talte .the place of 
weighs a grain with spiritual forces be- mountebank ; herfojfefeces^! in - the 
hind the medium that give, the phe- name of Spiritualist "If might save 
nomena. This may be accepted as an the necessity of sucMrajiticjappeals to 
inviolable spiritual law. save the movement Tipm ite advocates.

If, therefore, there is to be any hope ■ THOMASife HUDÏjNGTON.
of success, arrangement for circles for Hawks Parli. Fla'.'" ;7, t •

Fold still my hands feth spray of helio
trope

Between my listless fingers; let. its 
breath .

Live in thy heart, a messenger ot hope/ 
Of life and love beyond the shores of 

death, , 
When I am dead.

Think.I am happy where no time or tide 
Of woe, and misery, and human fears, 

Gan whelm - the soul. - Think- of ■ a 
' heaven-born bride , ' '

.; Who waits .for thee beyond, and shed 
■ .. no tears ■ ■' ■

........... When I am dead.-
' ; BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.

¡ He 'that'.thinks he can afford to. be 
negligent is not far from being poor.—. 
Johnson. .

To' dally; much . with subjects, feean 
and low, :,proves that the mind Ib weak 

f or mantes it so.—Cowper. • •, v-‘-

LUC UCUVi -, __
If we move W fee side we see the side i 
of the .eyeballs, and miss seeing as much 
of the pupil fe wfeirthe .éÿè'.lB kept 
.steadily to the front. .But As'we gaze 
pnifne piçhire we'are'presented fronr 
ahi point ofvfeV WitIr’hir the elements 
ot&e.eyp'regfe^ brahj.and.,

: the brain .simply translates this conti'n- 
tious front, view into the Illusion of the 
moving eye.’.

1 The brain ‘ fails ..to make allowance 
l.for the factphSt the picture is flat, and 
I'that It présepte the spectator a persist-
ent fron( view. '

MUST WORK "AS WELL AS PRAY.

Hark! I hear, the voice of angels 
Calling to-me night, and day:

Up and doing, .do, npt falter, 
Do not loiter on the way.

Lend a hand to those around you, 
Hasten, help us, don’t delay;'

Listen to the voice ot warning, 
• You must Work as well as pray.

Go and tell the. blessed story, 
There’s nd death along life’s way;

Angel hosts to earth are coming 
Building stronger day by Cay, 

Golden links that’ are; immortal, 
That will last eternally.

Lo! the angel world Is. with you, 
You must work as well -as pray.

All alpng throughout life’s journey, 
Duty calls you every day;

Angel helpers ever near you' 
Tell you what todo and say.

All the beauty and' the grandeur, 
Lying, all along life’s way;

Be In earnest, we are with you, 
You must work as well as pray.

Some are planting, others reaping 
Golden grains of truth each day;

Others idly stand and loiter 
While life’s moments slip away.

All must surely see ihe harvest 
Needs more workers every day;

Be no shirker, do your duty, 
You must work as well as pray.

Earthly leaders that are blinded, 
Think all others go astray;

See! mankind is so downtrodden 
That they know not what to say, 

Feed the hungry, clothe the naked, 
We will open up the way;

Heal the sick and raise the fallen, 
You must work as well as pray.

this phenomena must conform to it; '- _ , n " . . ..
that is,-ascertain what conditions are 'necessary on the part of the circle that faUARDi^l8nlr>.
will meet the approval of the spirits _ . • ? Tp??'-''Lwho do the work. Some people can- The loving ones of SeyeBjabove, 
not sit in these circles at all, therefore Wb° ji<l ns In our ^rks <^feve, 
count them out in advance. Otherscam provided the guides approve of Within .this mortal sphere qf Ute.
them. Of them, let the circle be or- The dear frtefes. wli^ 
ganized. Let All directions given by who think ot')is.'foratermórè/ 
the guides be carefully, observed as to' Are In thè realms òFiìfe sublime. 

! time and place of meeting. Wliere thoughts flowrln most perfect,
If possible, let the motive-power of ' rhymer' ' v'’— .'H - 

thought be truth ■ in -general . father ‘. •
than to have some particular friend ór With outstretched fends from purest 
friends appear. ■ This -. brings the • light, ■-.-i:-, . "
strong powers of the scientists’ té-assist' Descend the hlgfeifefes. from bright 
the less developed'spirita to manifest. . Celestial.shoteò to-earth below, 

■ Whatever phenomena happens (and To mortals some gopj| deeds\festow. . 
it Ib very likely to vary with each'clr-. with always eppure iovingrihought/ 
meiofmireOt FAChVi^ is’ RFAn V Tlie 111Eher °neS Ug^- fefeGht,'
at ICiSUre. < ibAUM Ip KuALLi mn ikH fUp Vfnnl7Anfl
AN-EXPERIMENT CIRCLE^

: NEW PHENOMENA PRESENTED OR 
ATTEMPTED BY THE GUIDES.

These principles if adopted will call 
out truthful guides a$ assistants; if.re
jected, "FAKE’’J3UIDES‘-(F0R THERE 

: ARB SUCH) WILL: HAVE THE RIGHT 
OF WAY WITH MEDIUM'AND CIR- 

: OLE BOTH.
: I finally) "let me^Btty ttatjihenouienal 

•proof of this order -as well as of other 
tjaientiflc lines, Is not given to bolster

quent visits to Pittsburg, add in a short 
time it was discovered by her husband 
that she had become an ardent devotee 
of Spiritualism, in which she sought 
solace from her grief, hoping to find a

spirit-room .onefl more, and Edgar hur-
Iried tqitown/ "' ,

When the sheriff’s office was opened 
for the7 day they found the young man
waiting on the steps and demanding to 
be locked up. When they asked him 
what he had done he sent them to the 
hotel, saying that they would find out.

Mrs. Uhl met the police at the hotel 
door and gave them the key to her hus-way, as the mediums promised her, of

communicating with the spirit of her .band's room, in which they found the 
dead apn. Mr. Uhl, growing worried body. They questioned her as to the 
over his wife’s attention to Spiritual-------'— -* *v------v- -—"-•« 
ism, sent his son Edgar on one of her 
visits to Pittsburg, but to his surprise 
the son returned even more of a devotee

meaning of the crime, but she replied
only, "The spirits told us to do it and 1

to the belief than was his mother. 1
From that time on the intensity of I 

their ardor increased, and the son grew । 
to be so enthusiastic in his belief that 
he persuaded his mother to have one 1 
room In the Uhl Hotel in Marietta fit- • 
ted up as a shrine, or seance chamber, 
where meetings under the auspices of 
mediums from various parts of the 
country were held frequently.

A Death Prophecy Fulfilled.
Finally, about a year ago, something 

happened which changed the calmness 
of the mother’s and son’s belief into a 
frenzy. A medium told them at one of 
their seances thatthe father of Mr. Uhl 
was about to die suddenly. Mr. Uhl 
laughed at them, but a week later his 
father who had never been ill, was 
taken with a fatal attack'while riding 
in a street car. and died a few hours 
later.

This confirmation of the medium's 
prophecy drove Mrs. Uhl and Edgar 
into a paroxysm of enthusiasm, which 
they communicated to the deaf-mute 
daughter, Cora. From that day on they 
did liv.tle but commune with the “spir
its," spending a great deal of money to 
secure "manifestations” by unscrupu
lous mediums, who found them easy 
prey. From the mysterious chamber in 
the hotel came, at all hours of the day 
and night, the blowing of trumpets, the 
beating of tambourines and the uncanny 
cries and moans with which the medl-

See! earth’s children grope in darkness, 
Many fainting by the way, 

Many mourning for their loved ones I 
Whom they think death stole away. 

Tell them that there Is no dying;
That their loved oneS live alway.

Soothe their sorrow, hush their crying,, 
You must work as well as pray, .

Listen to the spirit voices, •
Hear" the words that they would say, 

Freely'give to all the message 
■ From the loved ones, without pay. -- 
Each one’s life is like a garden;

i As they sow, they’ll reap some day; 
Plant the seeds of truth In kindness, 

You must work as well as prpy.
Hear the angels’ .voices rlnglng 

Over all the earth to-day;
Having brought to earth.this message, 

They will surely, point the way
Into life that is unending, 

Into"light of endless day;
Into that eternal city, .

Where the holy angels stay. 
. - \ MAGGIE NORTON.

Springfield, Mo.■ ■ ■

Thé real truths from'tfe.higher birth. 
! . EDWlX S. BROWER.

Seneca, Fla.-

; -The church sl^t'; tklkp ? qfeut "evi
dence,” abdfe “reasori/'.-abofe ‘‘freedom 
pt conscience":, j fed¡. the “liberty of 
speech;“- alid yct.dbn&unceaThoBe ■ who 
ask for eYlfen<J6,\w.fe fepgatjto reason, 
and vho ■ .honestly«express • their 
thoughte.-iugeraWV

we had to.”
Mrs. Uhl and Edgar were, 

locked up. Edgar seemed
of course, 
from the

flrst to be concerned but little with the 
consequences of his terrible crime, and 
would say nothing when questioned. 
The mother, however, began to brood at 
once, refusing to eat-any food. In a few 
days she had become apparently insane, 
and has called constantly and piteously 
for her dead husband. She has eaten 
scarcely anything, and is starving her
self so surely that the physicians at the 
jail do not believe she can live long 
enough to answer to her indictment by 
the grand jury in October.

Cora Uhl, the deaf and dumb daugh
ter, was not present during the murder. 
She had been sent a shore time before 
back to the State Institution for Deaf 
Mutes, at Columbus, of which she has 
been an inmate for some years. But 
after the murder she was brought to 
Marietta to see her mother and brother 
in the hope that she could make them 
talk and explain the reason for their 
crime.

She could get nothing from her moth
er, but the result of her meeting with 
Edgar brought out the facts of the case 
as already stated.

"Tbe spirits wanted papa killed,” she . 
said to the Sunday World correspond
ent, "and that is why Eddie and mam
ma did it.”

Brother's Spirit commanded Killing.
“What spjrit?” she was asked, and

urns sought to Impress their willing 
victims. Mr. Uhl was impervious to 
the entreaties of his wife and children 
that he join them in their devotions. 
And they*were deaf to his pleadings to 
put the mediums out of the house and 
to abandon what he persisted in calling 
their folly. .

The presence of the mediums and 
their effect on his wife and children 
finally fecame so. unpleasant to Mr. Uhl 
that he tried to rid the place of them. 
Seeing that their good name would soon 
be' over unless Mr. Uhl could be made I 
to leave them alone, the mediums, it Is i 
alleged, \vorked on Mrs. Uhl and her 
son Edgar until they were convinced 
that it was thefr-dpty to kill him.

According to Mrs. Uhl, the order to 
murder her husband came to them 
while they were holding, 'communica
tion with the spirit of Brfidy, the son 
who had been killedJn Pittsburg.

“Brady had appeared to us,” said 
Mrs. Uhl, “and was telling Eddie and 
me how happy he was in heaven. Sud-

replied, "Why, Brother Brady’s, of 
course. My mother told me papa would 
die, and that was two weeks before ho 
did. But I didn’t know they would 
have to kill him to make him die.”

"Did your mamma shoot your 
father?”

"Oh, no; it was Brother Eddie. She 
wasn't strong enough.” -

“How do you know Eddie did It?”
"Well, he didn’t tell me so, but when 

I asked him he looked very happy, so I 
know he did It.”

Cora’s conversation was carried on 
by means of a pad of paper and a pen
cil, of course, but her answers were 
given rapidly, though In broken, hur
ried sentences, showing the excitement 
under which she lingers. In fact, the 
girl is as much of a believer in Spirit
ualism as her brother and mother, and 
threatens to commit suicide it the two 
guilty ones are not released.

■The son continues silent on the de
tails of the crime, and yet when a word 
does escape him he shows that he has 
a craftiness that will make it difficult

The Mohammedan proves the divine 
mission of. his apostle by appealing to 
the marvelous-propagation of the faith. 
If the argument is good in the mouth 
of a Catholic, is it not good. In the 
■mouth of Moslem-!—Ingersoll, ! ■

When wo are out ot sympathy with 
the young, then I think our work in this 
world is over.—George MacDonald,

■.The world Is constantly growing bet
ter to air who are honestly try Ing to 
taake It‘better.—Everett McNeil.

The idle man- ia the devil’d plncusll- 
lon.-rBlshop Hall,

denly he said:
" 'But I would be happier if my father 

were with me. You must kill my father 
at once, as he must not remain in the 
world. His spirit is wanted here, and 
you are commanded 'to kill him, kill 
him, kill blm, kill him’.’” ■

■ Immediately on receiving the "mes-. 
sage," Mrs. Uhl' and her son set about 
obeying its commands. It never oc
curred to them tb tell any one else of 
what they had been told to do; if they i 
had, Mr. Uhl would have been warned.' 
The mother and son kept their secret to 
themselves, and the husband and 
father noticed nothing'unusual-in their 
actions. .. ~~ . - • •-

""The Murder, of the Father. ”
- The-message was 'Yecelved on April

for the authorities to secure his convic
tion without the testimony of his moth
er. When asked why he did not con
fess so that his mother could be re
leased, he replied:

"If I was as sick as she Ib I would. 
But why should I confess when she is 
dying? ■ When her lips are sealed who

l ean prove that I killed my father?”
. A predisposltlon^toward the miracu
lous is the characteristic of all semi-clv- 
illzed nations.—Lecky.

It Ib the function of civil govern
ment to make it'easy to do right and 
difficult to do wrong.—Gladstone.

Success Is full of promise till men get 
it: and then It. is lost year’s nest from 
which the bird has flown,-—H. W« 
Beecher. -
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CASE OF MRS. FOLSOM.

Board of Credentials in the case

w.

MRS. IDA L. LEWIS.

She

as how consti-

the clergy and distract the thoughts of 
worshipers.

They must be changed, and the poor

“men angels.”
What do these clergymen believe 

garding angels and the next life?
Have they any idea at all of the

different direction.
Men iff far greater scientific attain-

■' Speaking &Î thè iesult.of Spiritualism 
in the worlcPht large Mr. Austin touched

Is United in Marriage to.Dr. Wm. 
A. Bentley. •

we will live to qonsclous.being. ’
’ Spirit messages byu Mrs. . Mary A. 
Weaver and -Rev: E. W. Sprague com
pleted the program, which .was,inter-

Committe on- Resolutions: G.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE, EDITOR-AT-LARGE, N. S, A.

EVENINGSESSION.
This evening’s program opens 

an invocation by Mrs. Tillie U.

«The Command ments Analyzed." By 
W. H. Bach: Thu-Corninfiridmerite tire 
riot only analyzed’, but ?c6htias'ted with 
Other Bible'passive:; Ahôwlrig great in- 
oongrulttea. Price 25 centa- v .
. “The New Life.’’ • By-hefoy Barrier, 
Eminently suggest!tte-along the lines of 
"new thought” -Excellent’ in- tone and 
feadeneles. Rice, cloth, 41. .

Review of Passing Events.

The existence of a “subconscious mind’, is purely 
hypothetical. It was first suggested by- Dr. Car
penter under ander another name--“unconscious 
cerebration”--and has been for thirty years or more, 

' stock in trade-of all would-be exposers.. It was 
taken as a plausible exlanation of the phenomena. 

■ As a theory it should explain all these and all con
nected. It covers a very small part, and that not 
as satisfactorily as the spiritual.

at my command above my head, though 
I do not touch l;!m.. I also place two 
slates together after- they have been 
examined by the audience, and in a few 
moments I have; a message from the 
'spirit world.'” - • 1

He can do all this by his hypnotic in
fluence on the “sub-conscious mind!" 
If Rev. Osbron can do these things he 
boasts of being able to do before audi
ences, he can do what no other man 
ever has done or ever claimed to do. 
He can go before the public and draw 
crowded, houses from one end of the 
civilized wo:ld to the other. Where are 
the witnesses of, the. statement: "A 
young man having been placed in a cat
aleptic estate, rises at the command, 
above my head, though I do not touch 
him.” What a power the “subcon
scious mind'! ¡oust be just because Rev. 
Osbron suggests to it to lift this young 
mari above ..the suggester's head and 
suspend his one hundred and fifty 
poundft or more, in mid air! If one be
lieves this, he will have no difficulty in 
also believing the old story of a man 
lifting hiiriself by his .boot straps.

Rev. Osbron’s experiments are inter
esting, but there is no applicability to I 
Spiritualism. They lead in. an entirely

Jtaedinp of thè N. S.. A. Convention.
Oct 28, 1905.

At $i. Package

Thoughts on Mediumship.. ■
Mr. E. W. Wallis of England, has, 

with the collaboration of Mrs. Wallis, 
written a very valuable book, “A Guide 
to Mediumship," 'which ‘is condensed 
into a lecture on the above subject,- 
with the further title of "Useful Hints 
to Beginners for the Conduct of Spirit 
Circles.". This lecture is so valuable 
that it is difficult to select passages for; 
quotation, as one is inclined to give the 
whole to the reader as the best that can 

■be said on the subject.
In the beginning the lecturer says: 

“As mediumship . depends on natural 
sensitiveness, it follows that mediums 
have to be discovered and developed. 
Hany people who are sensitive to spirit 
.Influence, but do not know it, might be
come valuable workers for Spiritualism 
if they understood their oyn powers 
and were rightly trained, and I know ot 
no better means for the development of 
latent mediumship than the harmonious
lome circle.”

We believe that more has been ac- 
eomplished in extending Spiritualism 
by the home circle than by any other, 
and Mr. Wallis rightly gives it promi
nence. It is to Spiritualism what the 
prayer meeting is to the church.

He Is not inclined to refer every 
spasm of hysteria or out-of-the-way 
manifestation to “Obsession” or “De- 

■ monism," as many do. The fear 
>’ sroused in the minds of beginners may 
B bring the very thing feared. He most 
1 truthfully says:
i “I am firmly convinced that no 

■ healthy, well-informed, level-headed, 
truth-loving and pure-minded medium is 
likely to be overpowered by obsessing 
spirits. He may possibly be annoyed 
for a time by undesirable influences, 
but he will not submit to their domina
tion."

Because spirits communicate it does 
not certainly follow that they are wise, 
and we should not regard any spirit as 
authority. This is his advice, and 
be memorized by every medium and in
vestigator: "Young mediums should not 
sit by themselves; neither should they 1 
go from circle to circle; nor sit more 
than twice a week; nor prolong their 
sittings for more than an hqur; nor at
tend public circles; nor attempt to get 
automatic writing at all hours. It is by 
disorderly practices such as these that 
nearly all of those who complain of be
ing “obsessed” have brought their 
troubles on themselves!

Mr. Wallis clearly defines his position 
regarding fraud as practiced by those 
who pretend to be mediums. He has 
in his investigations found many who 
practiced fraud, but never one who, 
aside from this, was "hot a medium. 
This aggravates their sins. If the dark 
circle was dispensed with, the most pro
lific means of deception would be done 
away with. The “exposures" which 
have hqrmed Spiritualism must, have 
fl,een In the dark room, where "tests.”

sculptor has to go over his work again. iaents nave arrived at diametrically dlf- 
The feminine faces are to be made mas- ,ferei?t Qonclusioiis. Bjr . WI1Uwn 
cullne, and forty men angels will stern- cj-opkes, president of the British Asso- 
ly look down on pulpit and Pew, an in- ciat;on for tjje Advancement of Science, 
congruous and laughable combination wlth professor Sidgwibk,. F. W. H. My- 
“•J'WW618'1"01 ers,ProfessorGurley,Mr.Bali’o1ir,pres-

There are two women, at least, even ent premier of England,, commenced 
clergymen should not object to: Eve, iatjors (0 tbe psychical field under 
who by her inquisitive. disposition, Uie name of “The Psychical Society.” 
brought knowledge into the world, and gjr Crookes was president. After 
Mary, who gave them their redeemer. years of investigation of’all forms of 
Yeb tbri sculptor would idealize them Bpirjtual manifestations, the so-called 
and they would be detrimental to the phy81cal the pureiy psychical, they 
morals of those who believe only in gave theJr ver^lct Jn Qf the’ spl^ 

itual origin of the manifestations. Sir 
W. Crookes wrote two valuable books, 
"Researches in the Phenomena of Spir- 

, , , „ Iu" itualism," and “Spiritualism Reviewed
ture existence? There are as many jn the Light of Modern Science.” His 
women as men-nearly-in the world, concluslo“B may be condensed in this 
and here should be the same proper- sentence; ..Not with me a matter of 
t 7*ne> . .. opinion, but absolute knowledge.” My-
n ^Ut cler6ymen *PPear to be- er3 ais0 WJ.pte ap accpunt of his inves- 
lieve that men only become angels, tlgatlons in two ponderous volumes, in 
That a female angel is imaginary, and wWcb he demoI)Btrate8 hJs belief in 
to be excluded from the church. Spiritualism. Not a word, from these

yetK the help of women e^inent scientists about the “eub-con-
the churches of this country would not gclous mind „ nor a doubt expreB8ed 
exist a year! After all their labor and that the plienomena-the genuine- 
devotion, small appreciation do they re- were not of aplritual origin, 
ceive-rather insult, and the constant „ we admltlthat aJ1 physical manifes- 
reminder that they are daughters of tatfons—as movement of a table—
naughty Eve, and exist only that there are sub.consojou3 muscular action, and 
may be men in the world. the Intelligence manifested in the

It was a hasty movement of the sculp- movement is telepathy, then such move- 
tor, to break the inimitable creations of ments can 0J1)y glv/ans^rs that are 
his art, yet he is scarcely blamable t5nown to someone ppnpected with the 
under the smart of the uncalled-for exoeriment
criticism of the clerical brethren Why f ¿epathy ls a COnv^ 
should they see only sex in tills ideal tl mysterious, .high-sounding and 
work? Why should thelr moraIs be so exceiient covering for ignorance, 
shocked at an appeal to esthetic taste? pi Jnl R means that one person can 
Are their minds so corrupt that they send out thbuihts which ’ can be re- 
see only corruption? The pagan Greek ccivedbyanother. Hutall persons cannot 
saw in the human form the most beau- , . tl u ht vlfarat10nS. They

uLTft mu3t be in harmony .with the sender to
Vonn« fA nJu tan prudery to clothe i)e able to Receive. In wireless telegra- 
Venus and Apollo. phy a transmitting instrument sends
“Spiritualism a Product of the Sub-Con- out a message, but only the receiver at-

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CON-\ 
to VENTJON

bn un ------- -
Of t|jf( Natenal Spiritualists’ Assocla- 

^joibof tes United States of America, 
at Unitarian. Church, Eighth St. 
an^ Marvi Plape,, Minneapolis, Minn.,

. Oc|o,ber. lyifh, -18th, 49th and 20th, 1905 
MtfRNINdi SESSION, OCTOBER 17.
. Thjffle'‘h4B(jre3 .dejègafes from all 

.oy^’^pe United,..Stales' gnd Canada 
.wprrinn',th.efjUnitaj;ian'Church, when the 
Tini' tetri th annusi .Convention of the . 
NptiMUlf'Association’lotSpiritualists 
opTpedi jte’nmr ., (Jays’ meeting. The 
cbpr.cji’;vv^s;tastefrii]y decorated for the 
oceahfon,'in’, which',. “Olà Glory”, played 
a prominent pari, . -

It was ten,o’clgck.when thè assembly 
was ’formàjl£ ppènèd by the singing .of 
“Nearer .My ^od to. Thee.” The invo
cati off followed' by' Mrs. Mary T. Long
ley, of Washington, D, C-. Mayor Jones 
was to.have (j^Hvereà ap address 'of 
welcome Jìùt dnipprtari.V official business 
mafie'this impossible and Ralph Wliee- 
iock spóke'ari, thia mayor’s representa
tive. I -.’ ". '
APQLgGIZES. FUR THE WEATHER.

Mr. Wheelock assured the delegates 
on behalf, of the chief executive of 
Minneapolis, that the city belonged to 
them.. He said. ,the prevailing cloudy 
weqther was ¡.pof the kind usually given 
eo distinguished a company, but was 
of the opinion that material conditions 
were Inconsiderate, when the skies of 
the great beyond .were rosy, as they 
are with the. Spiritualists.

J. D- Maxwell,' of St Paul, President 
of the Minnesota State Spiritualists' As
sociation, welcomed the delegates in be
half of that organization. He told how

sperseit; ¿y several beautiful musical i 
selections. I

The benediction was given by Thom- ■ 
as Grimshaw. i
WEDNESDAY MORNING—NEW BUSI-

■ NESS.
Mr.. O.. L,. Stevens, President of the 

। First Spiritualist ,Chur ch, of Pittsburgh, 
tend Trustee of the N. S. A., introduced 
the mattej' of providing a suitable legal 
blank for members who wish to have 
their, funeral services conducted accord
ing to the religion of Spiritualism. Mr. 
Stevens presented a blank form for con
sideration1 which had been prepared un
der'the auspices of the church he rep
resented. It was discussed and referred 
to a committee, i- The proper form’ for 
such a, blank will be outlined and pre
sented for the consideration of the 
Convention at a later session.

The matte»- of a uniform system for 
the indorsement of mediums also came 
up end on. motion the matter was placed 
in the hands of a committee whose duty 
it will be tp bring the question before 
the convention in some tangible form.

. Max ^entzke, editor of "Lichtstrah- 
len," the only German Spiritualise pa
per printed, appeared before the con
vention and wished it to take some ac
tion relative to the formation of a 
stock company, the justness of which 
shall be to translate into foreign lan
guages for distribution among the new 
Englisk speaking Spiritualists of this 
and foreign countries literature which 
bears on the doctrine of their faith.

The matter was referred to the Board 
of incqming Trustees with power to 
act, and it is likely that such a company 
will be formed. '

proud lie waft to have them here and 
hoped they ypuld feel well repaid for 
their visit, L

H. D. Barret,!, of Canaan, Maine, pres
ident of the National organization, in a 
very eloquent manner responded to the 
addresses of welcome and thanked Mr. 
Wheelock and President Maxwell for 
the cordiality made manifest by them. 
He reviewed in a general manner the 

, work of the organization during the 
past year and was happy to be able to 
say that great progress had been made, 

y President Barrett appointed the fol-

are impossible.
As darkness is not essential for the 

production of the phenomena—because 
they have been given in the light of 
day one feels like saying amen to the 
following:

"I had almost said ‘wicked’—practice 
of holding promiscuous dark seances. 
Not that I object to darkness as such— 
but because it favors deception, renders’ 
accurate observation impossible, -and 
thus necessitates test conditions, and 
arouses doubt and suspicion In the 
minds of critical observers.”

Good advice brings this lecture to a 
close: “Try the spirits. It is not wise 
to become as clay in the hands of the 
potter, therefore beware of flatterers 
(spirits) and decline to submit to those 
who promise great things if you will 
obey them. Do not neglect your duties 
nor permit spirits to intrude upon you 
except at the times set apart tor your 
circles. Do not solicit spirit advice on 
daily life affairs, and examine very 
carefully all their suggestions—then 
act on your own responsibility. Take 
all the help they give thankfully, but 
keep a level head and judge, for your
selves.”

How much disaster, disappointment 
and humiliation would have been saved, 
bad the above advice always been 
taken! There is nothing in mediumship 
that calls for abandonment of self-con
trol. On the contrary, understood and 
rightly cultivated, it is the foundation 
of the strongest, and most influential 
character.

About Angels.
As an object lesson showing' how In

definite are the ideas about spirits, en
tertained by church members, the ac
tion of the clergymen on the angel on- 
nnmentation of the Belmost Memorial 
Chapel annexed to the cathedral of St. 
John the Divine, is interesting. The 
cathedral now in process of erection on 
Morningside Heights, New York, is to 
cost $20,000,000 and to be the grandest 
church structure in America. In ful
fillment of his contract the sculptor 
Placed two score of angels in the 
scheme of ornamentation. He modeled j 
them according to the traditions of his 
art,' as feminine. They were exquisite
ly beautiful with the radiance of heav
en on their faces. It is, when you think 
ot it, a little strange that painter and 
sculptor have from ancient times, taken 
woman as the type of purity, spiritual
ity and all qualities transcendent. Per
haps it is more than homage to the sex, 
a deserved tribute.

The sculptor was delighted with his
work, and those who were so fortunate 

, as to gain admission admired the won
derful expression, and beauty of form.

.Not so the clergymen. They were 
shocked beyond expression. They 
talked about it until it almost reached 
a scandal. Rev. Dr. Peters, secretary 
of the building committee, was deeply 
stirred in mind. All the clergy felt 
there was “not enough repose" in the 
sLxteen angels at the entrance. “There 
was not enough repose” in the angels 
-elsewhere. They had heard of Gabriel, 
Azrael, Michael and Raphael, men ev
ery one. Where did the Bible speak of 
a female angel, in defiance of Scripture 
and to the scandal of the church!

These Episcopate have no saints, like 
the Catholics, and as every saint is now. 
ari angel, presumably, had the sculptor 
been before another audience he might 
have held a plausible argument As It 
was, he was snuffed out
■ -The' “forty lady angels,” so beautiful 

• In form and attitude, so attractive in 
'•expression, would lead to the ruin of

scious Mind." tuned In harmony can catch the vibra-
The following was sent to the St tlons’ So in the thoughts Bent out by

Louis Republic, in answer to a lengthy 
screed written by one who seèms-abso- 
lutelv ignorant of Bnirltualism While thought-waAes are unrecognized. Only 
tee as ar in are rectiiving
caused^t erefuses to^^ once be seen that telepathy
correctly informs the people on the sub- must be confined to narro^ bounds, ts 
. ct. manifestations rarp, and the most un- .

Editor of the Republic:-The Rev. A. P>-opi«ouB place for..ite manifestations 
T. Osbron, in the Republic,of Oct. 2, has wou*d furnishing intelligence to a 
an article under the title, Spiritualism mQ,, “F
a Product of the Subconscious. Mind,” ■ ’ Again, if such intellige.nce wass.be- 
Which Is SO at Variance With the con- y°n“ ^^Â^Î’u ^rnnrHn^tn ram 
elusions leached by numerous investi- “;e cators eeuallv comnetent and trust- municatet do not the. facts, support the worthy m himself and m(l^ o? ite .«P^tual theory more th?n any, other? 
believers, that a’brief presentation of fnMtheir side of the subject seeins cssen- £ol<L b°w is it possible to re?er ft to tel- 
tml for the right understanding of the epath^ wlllch “?ans

l nubïic • ' a medium or table, of thought waves
In the finit place be does not’appear ^rom Bo“£ Ms^ram

to be aware that Spiritualism has long n0, d 1
since been a great deal more than the 80?V o nnnivin^
phenomena he attempts to explain. On . \COy d 
these phenomena a new psychology, a fac a fr.om my 2Ï »
new philosophy of life here and here- ^7® on,ly «
after, a new religion has been founded, faljle at..w5 Î mya W fe 
and Spiritualism means this system 
with all its fundamental manifestations ,h\alp^’ 
and facts. It stands for the absolute Part t'1*3 1 
realm of psychical phenomena, which it JF0111 a
essays to mold into a science Us demon- exact date. This clamed to। be 
strated and accurate as any branch of from a ,0V?Î S S^eF( wll° .^d Fecentl| 
material science. passed to the spirit world. It was af-

Hence tosay that the phenomena are dfmed on so^eral oècâsiÇris, although 
products of the “subconscious mind” bis replies to the anxious Tetters of my 
may be allowable, but to apply this to lf® gaÏÂ n?
Spiritualism, is vague and “unscien- health.. The day before Die date thus 
tific" in the extreme. given, m a similar manner, a communi-

In his lengthy article Rev. Osbron caf'°n ®ame w^e from this rioter, 
comes to these conclusions: saying that a telegram would reach her

Every strange test of Spiritualism ^e next morning, that her father was 
which cannot be duplicated by physical very mUst g0 at
law must be placed in the class of psy- cnce- She did prepare, , the telegram 
chic phenomena. came, and she reached her father’s side

Every test known to. Spiritualism apd receive his last words, at the hour 
placed among psychic manifestations Pr®d,®Je, ' . „ . • _ . . . , „
may be duplicated by hypnotic sugges- ^,/h 3 be sub-conScious mind, 
tion, the subjective mind furnishing the would it not be weir to put the con- 
field of operation. scious mind to sleep affiruve in this ex-

The basis of scientific investigation 
being that we. are not permitted to at
tribute any phenomena to supernatural 
power which may be produced by nat
ural law, the return of the disembodied 
spirit of the dead' is unscientific, hence 
untrue.

If Rev Osbron had given a single fact 
or argument leading up to his conclu
sions, there would be a better oppor
tunity for rebutting testimony, but he 
has not. The facts he does present, 
have mo relevancy to the. case. He 
deals in assertions from the first, where 
he predicates that there is a sub-con- 
scious mind by which all spiritual phe
nomena are explained.

Now the existence of a "sub-conscious ! 
mind” is purely hypothetical. It was 
first suggested by Dr. Carpenter under 
another name—“unconscious cerebra
tion”—and has been for thirty years or 
more, stock.in trade of all would-be ex
posers. It was taken as a plausible ex
planation of the phenomena. As a the
ory it should explain all these and all 
connected. It covers a very small part 
and that not as satisfactorily as the 
spiritual.

Rev, Osbron asserts, or rathe/ as
sumes this theory as demonstrated, pre
senting it with autocratic assurance of 
an axiom. Hence he makes no atternpt 
to prove it. Yet here is the-Yital point. 
It is very doubtful if man has two

. FREELY
IL to anyone with

Spiles
mg advertisements of alleged Spiritual-’ 
istq excluded from the mails. Mr. Max
well forcibly declared that such impos
tors have no connection whatever with 
the legitimate Spiritualists, and that as 
representatives of true Spiritualism 
they had made a grave mistake in act
ing.upon the matter.' He also wanted 
it understood that he.believed in the 
freedom of the American press.,

■ This opened a discussion that proved 
to be: fast and furious. Delegate .Er- !

I wood thought a mistake had been made 
in looking, toward tiré postal authbri- 
thorities for aid.
: “The less we have to do with the 
postmaster general at th® present 
time,” said Mr. Erwood, "the better off 
we shall be.”

By a practically unanimous vote the 
convention decided to rescind their ac
tion of Wednesday, taking the matter 
out of the .hands of the board of trus
tees.

Delegate Willing started thé flames 
again by moving that all ordained medi
ums who advertise in newspapers have 
their ordlnatipn papers revoked.

Send your name today and get by 
return mall our new 3-fold Treat-
ment which is curing thousands.
To every person answering tills ad

vertisement al once we will send—Free 
to try—pur complete new three-fold 
absorption cure for Piles, Ulcer, Fis
sure, Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation 
and all rectal troubles. If you are ful
ly satisfied with the benefit received, 
send us one dollar. If not, we take 
your word and it costs you nothing; you 
decide after a thorough trial. This 
treatment is curing even cases of 30 
and 40 years’ standing, as wei; as all 
the earlier stages. Act now and save 
yourself perhaps untold suffering. Our 
three fold treatment cures to stay cured 
because it is constitutional as well as 
local, and we want you to try It at our 
expense. One dollar Is little to pay it 
cured. Our valuable new Pile Book (in 
colors) comes tree with the approval 
treatment, all in plain package. Send no 
money—only your name—to Dr. Van 
Vleck Co., X028 Majestic Building, Jack- 
son, Mich. Write to-day.

"Counterfeit commercial mediums 
steal the livery of Heaven to serve the 
Devil and the most vital Issue before 
this Convention and for all Spiritualists 
Is to fight these frauds and fakirs and 
to expose their nefarious methods."— 
Attorney Halburt. -

lowing committee on credentials: H. 
D. Richardson, Aurora, N. Y.; G. C. 
Love, Portland, Oregon, and F. A Will
ing, Stillwater, Minn.

The following Çommittee on Rules 
was appoirited? Will J. Erwood, La 
Crosse, Wte„ B- W. Bond, Lake Helen, 
Fla., E, A. .Schram, of Ohio, and Geo. 
C. Holburt of. Iowa City, Iowa.

FIVE MINUTE TALKS.
The last hotir pf the morning session 

was given up’‘fb five minute conference 
addressed. Tliésé were opened by Mrs. 
R. 8. Lillie oPBaHforniri. She spoke of 
the laws of sorne states which Inter
fere with’ the Work of spirit mediums. 
She believes the mediums themselves 
are to ilSame ’to a certain extent for 
such laws, coil (fending that they do not 
exert Dib holy1 tend sacred power ot 
mediumship W its full extent. She 
¿aid th<fl power«1 of à medium was only 
limited «by the «Strength of tbe medium 
herself, soi She said the Spiritualists 
were the only people on earth who pen
etrated .Jhe grefct beyond and revealed 

. the mysteries :df the ’ beautiful spirit 
world.’ r. ja - ‘

,jb, , • K----
aWerHioon session.

At the sessiotf Monday afternoon, the 
followin^sfanlMg committees were ap
pointed oui President’s Re
port, X’«S^Maiwri)'. Minnesota; Frank 
Walker,'New YôHr; C, D. Pruden, New 
York; Mrs. Mong, Indiana, and Mrs. 
Esther Bb'sley, Washington.

Committee bn Secretary’s Report; W. 
F. Peck, Missouri; Mrs. Donagan, Mis
souri; John W. Ring. Texas; Mrs. R. 
S. Lillie, California; H. J. Moore, Mon
tana. Ç ,

Committee on Auditing and Treas
urer’s Report: John D. Vail, Michigan; 
Olin D. Whittle,^ Missouri; A J. Nichol
son, Oscar Edgerly, Michigan.

alted' sub-conscious state?
Is it not more rational arid satisfac

tory to believe that .the spirit sister, 
deeply Interested, came direct and com-। 
municated, than, that a wandering 
thought wave acted sub-consciously to 
move a table“ responsive to the letters 
of the alphabet? -»

Spiritualists may thank Rev. Osbron 
for one thing—his admission of the 
facts. Of late We have heard only of 
frauds, that all mediums were deceiv
ers, preying on the weak-minded and su
perficial observers. Rev. “Osbron sees 
no fraud, all is genuine—that Is genuine 
telepathy and sub-consciousness.., This 
is a step toward the light, for if ad
mitted genuine, whatever .theory may 
be adopted in explanation will soon 
show its weakness, and incompetency 
to cover all the field, and their spiritual 
origin will finally be admitted.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Editor-at-Large National. Spiritualists 

Association.

minds, an. active conscious mind, and 
an underlying, "sub-conscious mind,” 
whose activity the first does not recog
nize; a mind of which we know noth
ing yet inconceivably transcending obr 
normal powers.

Dr. Hudson, the leader in this method 
of explanation, utterly fails to prove 
this theory. In fact, it has not arisen to 
the plane of a theory even, but at best 
is a “working hypothesis,” that is a 
rough means of co-ordinating the facts.

If the hypothesis be denied, all Rev. 
Osbron’s conclusions are .baseless, and 
without Support. 'For argument, we 
grant that'he is correct. He has been 
n. student jpf “psychical phenomena,” 
“suggestion,’,’ "telepathy,” and' “mental 
vibrations;’’ and; this IS what he says 
on resultsr ’ ’'

"A" triiffipet;. (in my" demonstrations) 
floats about in midair. .A bell rises 
Into space from, a table arid produces 
weird, liiusical tones as it. floats here 
and. there. A young man after, having 
been placed iff a cataleptic state rises

By a decisive vote of 55 to 17 the 
National Spiritualist association at the 
morning session of their convention, in
structed its Board of Trustees to pro
test to thé United States postal author
ities against the admission to the mails 
of any newspaper or periodical which 
contains advertisements from those 
claiming to be -Spiritualists.

Included in the condemned list are 
fortune tellers, clairvoyants and astrol
ogers. Heated remarks relative to the 
matter were made by many of the dele
gates and counterfeit practices carried 
on under the wing of legitimate Spirit
ualism was a target for the most severe 
and caustic condemnation.

. Today an. Important event ot the 
morning will be the decision of the 
Board of Credentials in the case of
Mrs. C. W. Stewart of St Louis, who 
represents a delegation from that city. 

President Barrett gave The Tribune 
the following official statement epneern-

Kates, Kansas; Moses Hull, Wisconsin; 
Mrs.- Laura G. Eixen. Illinois; Nettie 
Field, MissouH; Rev. B. F. Austin, New 
York.

Committee bn Ways and Means : Car
rie E. S. Twing, Maine; T. U. ReynoIds, 
New-York;-Revi’W- J-’Erwood, Wiscon
sin; Mr. Willing, TaWri; W. McCormick, 
Montana ; ■ Cl D. Pruderi, Maryland.

Committee-on Delegates ’ Reports: 
M. E. Cadwalladèr,-Pennsylvania; Rena 
D. Chapman, Michigan; -Louis P. Will
iams, Maine; Oscar Fi Evertz, Missouri; 
C. A. Allen, Indiana.

The reports bt-Pfesident and Secre
tary were:-read-and'referred to the 
Standing Cdminittee? The reports in 
full will be folmd in another column of 
the, paper. -’’

The Treasurer’s réport whs read and 
showed that ’the association was in 
good financial condition, there being at 
the present time a । surplus fund of 
$18,486.82.

ing the matter:
"The Stewart-Folsom case has not 

been before the Convention at all. The 
matter is one of long standing. The 
Board of Trustees passed upon an ap
peal that had been made to it and hand
ed the decision to the interested party. 
The fraudulent or non-fraudulent na
ture of Mrs, Folsom’s work was not 
mentioned in the Convention. That is
sue was not before it. No one has been 
denied a hearing upon any question in
volving his personal rights. The pro
ceedings of the- Convention are one 
thing and those of the Board another. 
Star chamber practice has not been re
sorted to and will never be tolerated in 
a Spiritualist convention.

Mrs. Folsom asked and was granted 
permission to speak in her own behalf, 
and said:

“I want to say to you as a representa
tive of all pure and undeflied Spiritual
ism, andteetore my God, I am not guil
ty. Yojrhave condemned me without^, 
hearing. ’ You have not changed my re
ligion and I am thankful for this oppor
tunity of defending myself, and I say to 
the -charges against me, ‘not guilty.’ ”

Those who defended the action of 
the committee feel justified in the stand 
which they have taken, as in making 
its : finding the Committee considered a

. EVENING SESSION.
A lucid statement of the doctrines of 

Spiritualism and its attitude in regard 
to the poteiit question of the day was 
set forth-in a masterly'manner by Rev. 
B. F. Austin in Ms address at the even
ing session held at the First Unitarian 
church last evening, “

Speaking of fli^ “divorce evil” Mr. 
Austin declare^that divorce should riot 
be regarded as-an evil but rather, as a 
splendid'proof of the advanced stage pf 
civilteatidh; and tfpealiing: further said: 
“Spiritualisth;'holding to the doctrine 
of absolute liberty’of than.' woman and 
child, asserts-that no man or woman 
should be compelled to live a lifetime 
in domestic h’bjl ’H^catise. in.their igno
rance or blindness they have entered 
upon’ a fooiW'ahif’unnatural contract. 
Yet so sacred ririd^o many are the in- 
terests involved tfi£t. no . one should 
lightly malt® or bjjak the marriage 
bond.” ?( ■ -.

^Wednesday evening, October 4, at the 
Lewis home in Bethel Vt., /Mrs. Ida L. 
Lewis was united in marriage- to Dr. 
William Addison Bentley, a prominent 
physician* of Blsmàrck, North’ 'Dakota, 
Rev. J. Wesley Miller of. Bethel, officiat
ing. Mrs. Lewis-Bentley needs no in
troduction to readers or The Progress
ive Thinker, being one of Vermont’s 
prominent speakers and mediums. The 
groom has filled the officeri M mayor, 
judge and other importait: ■ positions, 
showing the esteem and respect in 
which he is held by thè people; He Is 
a veteran of the Civil Wat,’ serving in 
tbe 9th Regt.: Iowa Volunteers. Their 
many friénds wish thern’AR/hiappiness 
arid good-in tholr’llfp journey.' ’

-■ South Royalton, Vt. i’-’ O; G: B.

Several delegates jumped to their 
feet with such cries as “I advertise and 
I’m not a fraud.” “Advertising is all 
right and we can’t be stopped."

The entire matter was ultimately put 
to sleep by the passage of a motion to 
lay it on the table.

Moses Hull, president of the Morris 
Pratt Spiritualist school at Whitewater, 
Wls., drew the attention of the conven
tion to that institution, and was sorry 
to report that it had not received all 
the support that had been hoped for. 
The institution was, he said, at the 
present time in financial straits, al
though a reasonable appropriation from 
the National Association would place 
it in a condition to go ahead with the 
work it had before it to do.

A missionary report from H. D. Bar
rett was received,, and showed much 
progress was being made in that line 
of work.. Similar reports were also re
ceived from H. C. Dorn, G. H. Brooks, I 
and Max Gentske. and Mrs. C. E, 8. 
Twing, and Lyman C. Howe presented 
his report as Historian,

Thomas Grimshaw reported concern
ing his reception in the city of London. 
He stated that all Europe was becom
ing aroused over the doctrine of Spirit
ualism and that it was only a question 
of time until what is now a national 
convention would become an interna
tional one.

At the Thursday afternoon session it 
was voted to appropriate the sum of 
$1,000 for the Morris Pratt Spiritual
ist school, located at Whitewater, Wis.

THE PRESIDENT’S REPORT,
The committee on the president’s re

port reported and after considerable 
। discussion on certain sections relative 
> to the best means of procedure, it was 
: adopted, and a glowing tribute paid to 
> the chief executive for his statesman- 
, like document and the valuable points 
i brought out for consideration.

EVENING SESSION.

most exhaustive report of the charges 
against the delegates debarred. Be
fore the debate the chair ruled that the 
entire ease be. opened for the N. 8. A. 
by George-B. Warne, chairman of the 
committee of investigation. He read 
the report of his committee and replied 
replied , to. the.,opening arguments of 
to the opening arguments of Mr. Will
iams, wig) represented Mrs. Folsom.
. During the afternoon Prof. Maria L. 
Sanford appeared before the Conven
tion with greetings from the Federation 
of Woman’s Clubs and the session 
closed with the reading of the Mission-' 
ary report-by E. W. Sprague, who with 
Mrs. Sprague has made a tour of nearly I 
every state in the Union during the 
year. He recommended the adoption of 
a course of reading for local societies 
rnd gave an encouraging account of the 
work in all sections’of the country.

At the afternoon session reports of 
missionaries and special agents and 
and usages and educational work were 
read. The committee on the Presi
dent’s Report also submitted their re
port The full reports will be published 
later. .

upon socialistic' p 
and denounced so 
tuted as. a'Sitectn_____________ .___
brotherhooda’óf info, óf .equality and 
justice, and' sfetéa that one of the great- 
est mission^ of'eyOtV Spiritualist pres- 
ent was to'&yèirtfie' great Wave of re- 
forin which'As'swelling Oyer the coun
try and aid’iff iti' triumph. .

Mr. Ahstft’IiwaSHf8r twentyffiye years 
pastor of a’TMettiocHst Church and for

and

Minneapolis

sender Agent.
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New and

Tickcts, 211 Clark St.,yd 
Chicago. 'Phone, Centre 
3117. F. A, BELL, City fthelr

To St. Paül

The service on Bur
lington trains is so thor
oughly good that you 
will enjoy every hour of 
the trip.

Snow and rain in no wise checked 
the interest which has on the preced- 
days been manifested in the evening । 
sessions of the Spiritualist convention, 
and last night the Unitarian church was 
well filled.

The spirit messages given by Mrs. 
Frances Wheeler and E. W. Sprague, 
received the closest attention. Some 
mirth was provoked when, in response 
to Mr. .Sprague’s call for those who de
sired the services of a medium, a large 
number of the young members of the 
audience arose to their feet.
. Several music numbers of classic 
quality varied the evening’s program, 
the Sappho quartet, Miss Tenie Mur
phy and Mrs. Pratt, Misses Paulson and 
Murphy appearing. The invocation 
was offered by Rev. Geo. W. Kates and 
the benediction was pronounced by the 
Rev. John W. Ring.

Two notable addresses were made, 
the one being the fraternal address by 
Rev. Henry R. Rose of Newark, N. J., 
as representative of the Universalist 
general convention, the other by Mrs. 
Helen P. Russegue, a delegate from 
Connecticut. In: an eloquent oration 
Mr. Rose dwelt upon the loftiness of the 
American ideals as typified by the mot
toes and allegorical figures which adorn 
the rotunda of the new national library 
building at Washington, D. C., and 
which, relate to the liberal arts and sci
ences. The religious spirit which is

The Limited train for the 
Twin Cities (no extra fare) 
leaves Chicago daily at 6:30 
p. m., arriving early next 
morning. Compartment 
and standard sleeping cars 
(electric lights in every 
berth), buffet-library car, 
chair cars, and Burlington 
dining car, serving splen- 

I did meals a la carte.

THE
_ _ I Revised 

BlßLt Edition.
Authenticity, Credibility, 

Morality.

with 
Rey-

present in them all was especially 
phasized by the speaker.

In a lecture which abounded in 
grammatic sayings, Mrs. Russegue

nolds. Mri and Mrs Zumbach will sing 
“I Will Magnify Thee.” Rev. W. F. 
Peck will’deliver a thirty-minutes lec
ture as will’ also Oscar A Edgerley. 
There >11! Btr spirit messages by Mrs. 
C.’A. Sprague arid Mrs. Eva McCoy.
' Over 1,000 people clamored for ad

mittance to the evening session of the 
Spiritualists’ Convention, arid hundreds 
were unable to find even standing room 
and were fufned atvay. So great has 

I been-the demand for inore room that 
beginning tonight over-flow meetings 
will be held in the basement of the 
church -so that those who are unableL* , a» MU VMM MUM M , . --- - —

lems pf the day, to find seating robm in the main audl- 
„y torium can be accommodated. A reg-
iniriTof "the human I ular program of music by local talent,

em-

epi- 
dis-

cussed the philosophy of Spiritualism. 
“Spiritualism,” said she, “teaches that 
the door is open between heaven and 
earth. It demands a higher life. There 
is no religious form of belief that ex
presses all the truth. But Spiritual
ism teaches many noble thoughts. It 
never, tells the story of death. The 
knowledge of immortality is the sum
mit and crowning glory of Spiritual
ism."

and addresses by prominent lecturers 
of the convention will be given, fol
lowed bv the usual reading of spirit 
messages. '.

Ah eloquent plea for original purity 
andscientlfle investigation of Spiritual-
ism was made by Rev. W. F. Peck in 
his address before the convention last 
night ". ' ;

A brief talk was .given by Oscar A.
seven years ^ad.o^ha Methodist con
ference in Canada. He stated in his - .......... ~
address tháWe horJé'd to atone for his Edgerly.. John W-'Ring was elected 
many years of orthodox prea'chibg by as delegate at the,afternoon session to ex- 
manÿ years litoporiiiding the- higher tend greetings to-the Convention of the 
doctrines oí- Spfritballâm. ’ American Sunday .School Association

Another Glfetnenbif ïi'ote on the pra- Mw husesálorihere. . ■. '
grain waá>the'fiflrtÿ-miriutêà ‘lecture , .Í..; ■.
given by Mrs./Lriura" Fixeri. The| THyRSDAY^ OCT, 19. 
eternal being of' the 5‘eoui,'which'.ex- ' ’
isted whéiú the-'ífrórld^was chaos, and 
before the stars {sprang into being, was 
the theme, of Mi's.’Eixen’s tecture.. Be
fore orir adyetit ¡n'thin.v/orld. Mrs Fix- 
en stated, :we-Were unconscious of ex
istence, bjit’ today, ' rind' .from how on,

A very.,spirited, session of the Spir
itualist convention wns held at 'the Uni-
tarlan church Thursday morning, of the 
coriverition,2 ->r ■

The mattey,whs started by J. S. Max
well of st. Pftnk.whP, In?a flve minutes1 
talk, took decided „exception. to the ac
tion of ■ the - .-convention ,: Wednesday, 
when it instructed-?, thp. board of trus
tees to confer'with the postmaster-gen
eral in an effort to have gapers contain-

JOHN E. REMSBURG’S GREAT WORK
Ingersoll’s desire that somebody 

should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book in 
silence. Like Thomas Paine’s "Age of 
Reason,” may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators in other lan
guages. And again, like Paine’s book, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au
thor the praise of posterity.—Der Frei- 
denker (Milwaukee).

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg is most valuable—it is an en
cyclopedia of information in regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses in importance 
all other works of the kind now pub
lished. It is up-to-date in every partic
ular. Price, $1.25.

FRIDAY, OCT. 20.
The opening session of the last day 

of the National Spiritualist -Convention. 
at the Unitarian Church was about the 
warmest of many heated sessions. 
First there was a lively discussion on 
certain resolutions offered by the Com
mittee, dealing with the question of 
fraud mediums, and this was followed 
by a sensational address to the Conven
tion by Delegate W. F. Peck, of St Lou
is, Mo., in which he roundly scored the 
Association for what he termed extrav
agance.

He deplored the fact that over $7,000 
is paid every year for salaries and per
sonal expenses of the National Board of 
Trustees. He declared that, inasmuch 
as delegates were required to pay their 
own expenses, it was no jnore than 
right that the Trustees '.and offeers 
show the same spirit of sacrifice.

This caused a howl of_ indignation 
from the floor, loud and strong enough 
to Interrupt the speaker who, however, 
was allowed to finish his remarks.

DELEGATES EXCITED.
Mr. Peck had hardly finished when a 

dozen delegates begged for recognition. 
M was the voice of most of them that 
it was a distressing mistake to criticise 
the Board of Trustees or other officers 
of the Association and insisted that 
they deserved the greatest measure of 
praise. . .

In accepting the report of the Com
mittee, On resolutions the Convention 
went on record as being opposed to | 
what Is known as capital punishment, 
believing It to be a relic of barbarism 
AU wars at this stage of progress were 
declared to be immoral and that all dis- 
putes.between nations should be settled 
by . arbitration. The formation of/boy 
brigades, militia parades,? and - other’ 
methods which glorify war were de
plored. r : • •

The Convention also went on record 
as being in favor of the electoral -fran
chise for women. ■ Ateommittee was ap- 
polnted to. raise, funds for the. erection 
of temples in which to hold Spiritual
ist, meetings. The committee is to're
port at the next National Convention. 
. The following résolutlon wasadopted;■ 
, Whereas, The proposed inter-church 

conference of the Evangelical churches 
have declined to affiliate with the Uni-

An Excellent Work for 
Thinkers.

This book, "No Beginning,” is by 
William H. Maple. The Arena says ofi 
It: “The argument Is unanswerable. 
The book will at once appeal to the rea
son of every reader, and leave him 
more amazed than ever at the preva
lence of the theory of Creation.” The

Two has always been a fateful num- 
Free Thought Ideal says: “We found it 
full of glittering thoughts for thinkers, 
and the very death warrant of Chris
tian superstition shlnce upon its pages. 
Men 7K cents.

Three Journeys. Around the WorM —OH—
Travels in the Pacific Island»,

New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, 
A. M., M. D.. Ph. D. In this splendid large 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated a vast 
amount of valuable information. It is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual
ism as he founa It everywhere In his travels 
receives due attention, making the book of 
spacial value and Interest to Spiritualists 451 
large pages, finely bound, at the price of 81.60.

THE TO-MORROW Of DEATH, 
Ortho Future Lite According to Science. By 
Louis Flguiar. Translated from the French by 
S. R. Crookoo. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have boon entitled Splr-' 
ituallsm Demonstrated by Science. It Is writ
ten in that peculiar Interesting stylo in which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects in adaptation to the 
needs of the general reader. The author says: 
"There is a true and respectable idea in Spirit
ualism," and regards as proved "the fact or 
communication between superhuinans and tht 
inhabitants of earth." Price, 81.60.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man; .

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by. Thos, P. Pletcher. 

(Wtbkts: TheBefflnnlDiiij FimdiunBiiW frine? 
Éictv Formation ot CoDaullatioM, Aratemi, Aunr 
jPJanch nnd The Ottsta of ani
CoinoUiTìiàOlranb Kingdom; ihaOtltlo Of Mia; 
Man—Tub Attributes end roworit The Boul—How It 
Rootìrés.snd Impana Knowledge: How the Boni Re« 
coirei I « Highest Iiuprosiions; The Record Book« ot 
Tho Uthvonly Kthtr ; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Seoac; lh6 Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth MA D» 
ftenerattoni Morally, SpIrihiMtom Proved ‘WJM 
Bible; The Bible end Christ ; Iha Summery; "wha 
Mult Wo Do to Ho Bared 0 For sale at Chlioflc^

Price, cloth, Sl.OtL Fopw 5Q&(Continued on page C.)



ena are as

its principled in the cSJumns of the sec
ular press.The National Spiritualists Association

Annual Report of the President, Harrison 0. Barrett, for the Year Ending Oc

To the Spiritualists of America:— 
Once again we are in convention assem
bled, and in compliance. with the re
quirements of the Constitution, By
laws, Rules and Regulations of the Na
tional Spiritualists Association, I have 
the honor to submit my annual report 
us president of that organization..

General Interest.
. Perhaps in no one year In a quarter 
of a century has there been such gen
eral public interest manifested in Spir
itualism as has appeared during the 
last twelve months. It has been a live 
subject of discussion in all quarters, 
and the secular press has teemed with 
articles, if not actually favorable to 
Spiritualism, certainly not wholly an
tagonistic to it. It has been the favor
ite theme with the.street-corner philos
opher,’ and village sage, with physician, 
preacher and layman, throughout the 
year, and no magazine or periodical has 
been at all popular unless it has had 
one or more articles In each issue bear
ing upon occultism. The same is true 
of the novels most popular at the pres- 
ent hqur. Psychic" thought must appear 

•somewhere in their pages in order to in
sure a wide reading on the part of the 
public.

Abstract, Not Concrete,
I fully admit „that these discussions 

and this marked interest in our move
ment is abstract rather than concrete. 
Still it shows the trend of the public 
mind, and can be made a mighty power 
for good Jf the Spiritualists them
selves will put take advantage of the 
situation by bringing into.form these 
abstractions afloat in the atmosphere, 
and concreting them to aid the cause in 
all quarters of our land. This present 
popular Interest has been respectful in 
tone and decidedly intellectual in 
character. An impartial bearing Js all 
that Spiritualism has ever asked for 
itself, and this splendid opportunity 
should be turned to advantage by the 
Spiritualists of the land. I hope that 
this convention will enact legislative 
measures as may make it possible to 
concrete these popular inchoate expres
sions of thought into well cemented 
girders of support to our movement as 
a whole.

tober 20, 1905
representatives of our National body. 
This order was duly carried into effect 
Rev. E. W. Sprague and wife were emt 
ployed'for tlie term of one year and di
rected to put in the major portion of 
their time west ot the Mississippi river. 
They did faithful work and rendered 
the N. 8- A. most efficient service. I 
have traversed portions of the,territory 
through which they passed, and bear 
willing testimony to the good results 
.that came from, their labors. Your 
president was also employed as mis
sionary for a period of six months out 
of the twelve al different points In the 
United States. The reports of Mr. and

Local Societies.
Such a perceptible increase of inter

est in spiritual matters on the part of 
the public must necessarily react fa
vorably and helpfully upon our local so
cieties. 1 am pleased to report that our 
local meetings, also our camps, have 
been more largely attended than for 
several years past At least, this is 
true of all sections from which I have 
been able to secure information. To 
what extent membership has been in
creased, I am unable to state. 1 am of 
the opinion that membership has not 
increased in just proportion to the in
crease of Interest on the part of the 
public in general. This leads me to say 
again that our gain is abstract, rather 
than concrete. The problem of concre
tion is yet before us, and almost 
wholly unsolved so far as It applies to 
the work of inducing people to openly 

^proclaim their convictions "fo the world.
I repeat in this sentence everything I 
have said for the past twelve years with 
regard to the great Importance of 
building up our local societies and es
tablishing them upon permanent foot
ings. ■ I recommend that a special hour 
be assigned for the consideration of 
this subject and urge that something 
more than eloquent addresses and well- 
composed resolutions be the outcome 
of this convention in this respect.

Possible Helps.
As one of the possible helps in the 

great work of strengthening our local 
societies, I urge this convention to con
sider the permanent settlement of our 
speakers, either for one year, or for a 
term of years. Wherever this experi
ment has been faithfully tried, under 
right conditions,» it has proved a suc
cess. The local society has grown in 
influence, membership and social pres
tige, until It has become an important 
factor -in the religious life of the city 
or town in which it was located. Wit
ness the long pastorates of J. M. Pee
bles and F. L. H. Willis in Battle 
Creek, Mich., of Thomas Grimshaw and 
W. F. Peck in St. Louis, F. A. Wiggin 
in Boston. Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond in 
Chicago, G. W. Kates in Rochester, N. 
Y., and others almost too numerous to 
mention, in proof of the foregoing 
statement. I recommend action upon 
this subject.

Another possible help is that of hold
ing one meeting for phenomenal and 
another for religious work. Their sep
aration id by gone years aided the 
movement then, and it is a question 
whether or not it might have tlie same 
result now. I recognize that phenom-

Mrs. Sprague and that of your presl: 
dent as missionaries will be presented 
later in this convention, from which you 
will be able to determine the exact 
value of their labors. A few well- 
known workers were commissioned 
missionaries without salary. I. hope 
they will all present reports of what 
they have succeeded in accomplishing 
for the N. 8. A. during tlie past year.

Change of Plan.
While excellent work has been’done 

under the present system, I believe still 
better and greater results can be ob
tained by a change of plan, at least for 
the coming year. Last year I recom
mended that all missionary work be 
abandoned by the N. 8. A., but my rec
ommendation -was not adopted by the 
convention. This year I recommend 
the continuance of missionary, effort In 
larger measure, but only in oo-operation 
with state associations now organized, 
limiting all monetary offerings from the 
N. 8. A. to the amounts raised by the 
state associations. Where no state as
sociation exists, I recommend that the 
missionary work of the N. 8. A. be 
carried on along the present lines of 
effort, having each missionary under 
positive orders to confine his efforts to 
one state or territory until a healthy 
state association is organized, com
posed of not less than ten live, working 
societies. Indian and Oklahoma Terri
tories united, and the state of Colorado 
can easily be organized Into two work
ing state association. I recommend 
that these divisions be given special'at-, 
tention during the coming year. When 
a state association unites with the N. 
8. A., a written contract should be made 
to the effect that the N. 8. A. shall re
ceive one-half of the gross receipts of 
all missionary meetings held % said 
state. By this means, healthy growth 
would eventuate and the stimulus given 
by the N. 8. A. be made the means ot 
establishing continuous work In all por
tions of the nation.

The Goff Will.
From the report of our honored vice- 

president, Dr. Warne, you will be in-
formed with regard to the 
brated Goff Will. He will 
detail, such facts as are in 
sion and acquaint you with

now cele- 
present in 
his posses- 
that which

could exercise their powers in the city 
of Los Angeles. This California law is 
typical of all other states in regard to 
this subject. I found that no minister 
of the gospel of any denomination yas 
compelled to pay this license fee. This 
fact convinced me-that the ordinance 
was special legislation,'therefore as un
constitutional as it was unjust.

After careful study of the question 
and many consultations with two ot the 
leading lawyers of Los Angeles, I went 
before the city council, presented a 
monster petition containing eight hun
dred names, secured largely through 
the influence;of our true and tried 
friend, Mrs. Il, 8. Lillie, and asked that 
the law be changed so that the Spirit
ualists, their mediums and ministers, 
would staud on equal footing with other 
denominations. I was asked to pre
pare an amendment, setting forth the 
desired change, and the whole matter 
was referred to à committee before 
which I was to appear at a stated time. 
I consulted Judge Gordon again, and we 
decided to ask for the elimination of 
the four words, “Clairvoyants,” "Clair-” 
audients," "Mediums,” and “Prophets," 
from the, ordinance, feeling that all 
ojher classes therein specified were en
gaged In commercial enterprises, there
fore, liable to an occupation tax or li
cense fee, or both, under the laws of 
California. A hearing was appointed 
upon this amendment, and at the re
quest of Judge Gordon I prepared cer
tain documents to present to the com
mittee, sotting forth the principles of 
Spiritualism, and citing the opinions of 
éminent authorities upon sight, hearing, 
clairvoyance, clalraudience, psychic 
phenomena, and other questiqns that 
entered into this discussion. These 
documents are now in the hands of 
Judge Gordon. - ~

We were unable to have our hearing 
during my stay in Los Angeles, and 
after my departure from the city Judge 
Gordon felt that he could not appear 
without me, hence rested the case un-- 
til my return, for I fully expected then- 
to put in the month of September in 
that vicinity, ^he hearing can be had 
at any -time when the N. 8. A. sees fit 

■ to act in this matter, hence the case 13 
unsettled. The passage of this amend
ment will help all mediums in Lob An
geles and serve as a precedent in the 

’ work of securing similar repeals in all 
states where like unjust laws now ex
ist. I recommend that the . incoming 
board of Trustees be instructed at once 

; to push this case to an issue. I would 
even go so far as to have the president 
of the National Association, whoever he 
may be, sent to Los Angeles to co-oper
ate with Judge Gordon ip the work of 

, urging the passage of the amendment 
abeve mentioned. When the four 

. classes named are protected by the 
[ civil law, no true medium will be Jn 
. danger of either persecution or prose- 
. cution. '

the nation Ï have visited. There is a 
marked indifference-to it and-its wel
fare.' It Is to ovefoome'this indiffer
ence on the -part 'of -tlA [people that I 
recommend this campaign of education 
and financing as above outlined.

' Our Mediuipp. • ;
Our mediums are worthy of every 

possible consideration ai)d kindly care 
at the hands of the SpiriVuallsts of the 
nation, and particularly those df the N. 
8. A. .Some mediums Ubve hebb falsely 
led to believe that the'N. S. A., as at 
present constituted, is eVposecPto them , 
and their interests. Aj few iff them 
have become its secret enemiep, while 
others fight it in the oppn, because of 
this specious falsehood, । The 'jnedlums 
have no truer friend in .thé wijrld tnau 
the N. 8. A. The work,/done in, Califor
nia and other states is ample evidence 
of the truth of- this statement. / The N. 
S. A. is not an enemy to any true medi
um, nor does it repudiate any phase of 
true mediumship. -Both physical and 
psychical phenomena, are recognized as 
facts by it, and all worthy mediums 
who present their splendid evidences of 
psychic power are protected by it. All 
physical mediums and others not 
speakers, who are engaged in psychic 
work, are recognized as associate min; 
isters of Spiritualism, apd, as such, are 
entitled to commissions from thé N. 8. 
A., setting forth this fact, No honest 
medium has been denied recognition up 
to date, under the present administra
tion, and I trust no one evqr will be in 
years to come. - :.

Our. usages, mistreated, badly emas
culated, and deprived of real’ power in 
many ways as they wére, yet retain a 
wise and just provision tor all worthy 
mediums. I recommend that' a copy of 
this provision of our Usages be placed 
In the hands of every medium in Amer-- 
lea whose address is at hand, by the in
coming secretary, accompanied by a let
ter requesting the recipient to apply 
for a commission as Associate Minister 
under the N. S. A., when all provisions 
of that chapter have been met. It is a 
most lamentable fact that nine-tenths 
of the mediums do not belong to any lo
cal society, nor to any state association. 
When trouble comes upon them, they 
are not above seeking aid from thé le
gally incorporated organizations in our 
movement As a possible means of 
remedying this evil, I recomménd that 
all speakers and mediums bé requested 
to file their addresses at the office of 
the secretary of the N. 8. A., and that 
letters be sent to them'at frequent In
tervals; calling attention to the bene
fits they would derive from becoming 
members of local and state organiza
tions. 1

The-Frogresslve Lyceum.
The report of :the National Lyceum 

Superintendent, John W- Ring, will ac
quaint you with the results of his labors 
In this branch of N. 8. A. work. This 
subject has never been given the con
sideration at our annual conventions 
that its importance demands. A full 
day at least, should.be assigned it. The 
Spiritualists or the future, who are to 
carry on this great work, must be born 
and grown, rather than converted. We 
welcome every convert, but when a per
son is steeped in Spiritualistic truth 
from infancy to manhood, he it Is who 
knows what to do and bow to do it. We 
are neglecting golden, opportunities 
when we give the lyceum such scant 
consideration. It would be- wiser to 
drop all N. S. A. work, save that of the 
Pension Fund than to keep the lyceum 
in such a minor, if not obscure,place 
any longer. I recommend that the scope 
of lyceum work be enlarged, and that 
the entire time of the Superintendent 
be devoted to its unfoldment, with a liv
ing salary as compensation for his la-

Ing By-law: "No person shall be seated 
as a delegate, in the annual pouvention? 
ot this association; who is not an 
avowed Spiritualist, and a member in 
good standing of some legally organized 
society ot Spiritualists; nor snail any 
person be entitled to a seat as delegate 
who has, at any time within six years 
receding the holding of a convention, 
renounced Spiritualism and denounced 
Spiritualists, either publicly or pri
vately."

hors, 
done 
odds, 
work

Our present superintendent has 
excellent work against heavy 

With means at his command to 
out his ideals, the lyceum will

soon become a means of support to the 
N. 8. A., and not a draft upon its treas
ury. Few persons know of the devo
tion 'of Supt. Ring to his duties, or real
ize the sacrifices he has made, in be
half of this branch our work. He has 
labored early and late to build up tlie 
lyceum movement, yet has supported 
himself and family from his salary as 
pastor of the Spiritualist Church in Gal
veston. This should not be, hence 1
recommend corrective legislation. I

should be done next. This bequest in
volves over twenty thousand dollars, 
and the Michigan State Spiritualist As
sociation is the beneficiary. I cannot 
but feel that the local societies in Mich
igan have been sadly derelict in their 
duty in this case, or they would have 
rendered their state association prompt 
and generous support. Individual Splr-
ituallsts in Michigan are even more
reprehensible, Torthev should have 
come to the front when the local socie
ties, as units of the state body, failed 
to do their duty. It is probable that 
there are ten thousand avowed Spirit
ualists in Michigan. With tills number 
to back a worthy cause, ten thousand 
dollars a month should have been forth
coming at the call of the state officers. 
When both the local societies and indi
vidual Spiritualists in Michigan failed 
to do their duty, the N. S. A. was ap
pealed to for aid which was promptly 
furnished. It is probable that yet 
larger sums must be expended in order 
to save this bequest. I trust that this 
convention will do its whole duty in 
this case, and recommend that this par
agraph and so much of Vice-president 
Warne’s report as bears upon this same 
subject, be referred to a special com
mittee under Instructions either to de
vise some plan by which a special fund 
for the defense of the will be at once 
raised, or some means set forth by 
which the ten thousand Spiritualists in 
Michigan be led to do" their duty in 
this case.

much needed to-day as they
have ever been, and I would not do 
away with them. They should be pre
sented as proofs of our philosophical 
affirmations and religious deductions; 
therefore, they should go hand tn hand 
with them. Bût the question has been 
raised as to their being of greater value 
to our cause when presented by them
selves, and I submit the matter to you 
for consideration. I make no recom
mendation with regard to the matter, 
but place it before you at the earnest 
request of some of our most faithful 

■ workers for such action as you may.
deem best.

Another possible help in the work-ot 
upbuilding our local societies may he 
rendered by this convention through 
the adoption of some plan by means of 
which unworthy persons may-not be 
placed at the front as representatives of 
Spiritualism. For the coming year, I 
know of some societies that have been 
victimized in this respect, their officers 
not being informed with regard to the 
persons they weçe engaging. It Ib not 
helpful to the growth of local societies 
to have criminals, religious renegades, 
and Spiritualistic apostates upon their 
platforms. I believe that, the hands of 
the N. 8. A. officials should be strength
ened by this intelligent body of dele 
gates to the end that this condition 
may never again arise. It is true that 
the N. 8. A. does not presume to inter
fere with the management of the affairs 
of local societies; but I contend that it 
would not be interference’ in any sense 
whatever, were the N; S.- A. sécrétary 
to be instructed to send certified copies 
of the records of these defectives ' to 
the officers pf local societies employing 
them. I recommend action upon this 
eubject and urge the convention.to re
member that nothing can bg gained, by 
tempprizing with; or «trembling before 
these people. «

Missionary Work.
Missionary work Is', or slfôuld be, the 

best means to organize and strengthen 
local societies. • This principle,has been 
recognized-as a truth at nearly, all of 
our .conventions; and the N.‘ S;,.A<lUts. 

-». worked along, that ¡line.- , At . our? last 
annual convention».: the ..trustees of the 

. N. 8. A. wpre directed, to.employ. ; mis
sionaries and place them in the' field as

> A Vital Issue.
I now invite your attention to a vital 

issue, affecting the very charter of tfce 
N. 8. A., that arose, during the past 
year. An attempt was made by a cer
tain clique to overthrow the Nr S. A., on 
the-grounds, first, that it was not in
corporated as a religious body; second, 
if a religious body, it was not qualified 
to act as ft. has for twelve years past 
because of the fact than an organiza
tion, “national" in character, existed 
when it was organized, and, therefore, 
by the right of priority, should exer
cise all of the functions of the N. -S. A., 
and supersede it in ail dealings with 
the religious and business worlds. 
Your honored secretary and your pres
ident acted promptly in the premises 
and completely routed the secret ene
mies of the N. S. A. This attack 
showed me a possible, if not a real 
weakness in our organic structure. If 
our charter and our constitution do not 
state clearly that Spiritualism is a re
ligion, and that the N. 8. A. is a relig
ious organization, they should be made 
-to do so at once. I recommend . that 
this convention take such action as to 
forever remove from the minds of Spir
itualists and non-Spiritualists even the 
shadow of doubt as to the religious na
ture of Spiritualism and as to the fact 
that the N. S. A. is organized and char
tered as a religious' body. This is a 
vital issue, and.I hope something will 
be done-to protect the N. S. A.- from 
further attacks in this respect- Per
haps the appointment of a special com
mittee to look into this matter'and re
port such plans or amendments as thè 
facts may warrant would bo the best 
means of bringing this subject before 
the convention "Ih due form.

Another Important Question.
The exacting of a heavy license fee by 

thè civil authorities in several- states, 
from Spiritualistic mediums, for the 
privilege of practicing, their profession 
Jn certain localities, has caused no little 
discussion during the past year.' The 
arrest, trial and fining'of two psychics 
in oneLstate added fuel to the flames; 
and caused a demand to arise for. an in
vestigation of thocasè. It also brought

Definltlons Needed.,
The civil authorities assured me that 

they had no wish to discriminate un
justly against our people, nor to deal 
unfairly by them as a body. An occu
pation tax is exacted of all classes of 
people engaged in commercial enter
prises, and certain license fees of 
classes that gain their , living by amus
ing the public; • or by the practice of 
mystical arts that appeal to the curios
ity of the people, or by downright trick
ery, legerdemain,-and all of its concom
itants. This statement applies not only 
to California, but to other states having 
similar laws. No teacher of religion 
is taxed in any state, by reason of his 
occupation. “Who are teachers of re
ligion in Spiritualism?" "Where is the 
line of demarkatlon between the exem- 
plifier of spiritual and religious demon
stration, and the one who is a fakir, 
pure and simple?”/ ps it not your duty 
as Spiritualists to .give the .civil author
ities a correct definition of your terms 
so that they may know thè difference 
between mediumship and commercial
ism?” “You Spiritualists cannot ex
pect outsiders to define your terms for 
you; give us a straightforward defini
tion and we will see to it that the civil 
law is applied in harmony with its pro
visions.” In reply to these questions in 
harmony with the above suggestions, I 
prepared the following definition of 
terms:

"Any person who sets forth the prin
ciples of Spiritualism from the platform 
or pulpit as a speaker, or who gives 
comfort, consolation, adv Ice, upon spir
itual subjects, words of tenderness and 
love, messages from the departed, soul 
culture, ethical precepts, suggestions as 
to right living and right doing, is, as a 
medium, a teacher and exemplifier of 
Spiritualism as a religion and should 
he exempted from taxation. All other 
phases of mediumship are commercial 
in character and, therefore, liable to an 
occupation tax or a licence, or both as 
the authorities may decide.” I recom
mend that this definition, or one that 
may be devised by this convention that 
shall be equally explicit and authorita
tive, be adopted by this honorable body, 
and placed before the world for. our 
own guidance, as well as that of the 
civil authorities of the land. We can 
no longer shut our eyes to the fact that 
business mediumship is commercial, 
pure and" simple, and has nothing to do 
with spirituality. When questioned by 
the court, a certain medium testified 
that ninety-five per cent of her readings 
were for business purposes only. The 
giving of stock-markèt quotations, loca
tion of mines, finding burled treasure, 
lost articles, etc,, constituted her claim 
to. mediumship, and a teacher of relig
ion. . The law sees nothing religious in 
this work and exacts a license. Let ub 
define our terms, act in harmony with 
the law, and no true medium will here
after be troubled. ,

. . Our Platform. Speakers. .
Our teachers upon the-platform, both 

spèakers and mediums, have, done a 
good work during the past'year. Many 
of them have served the Cause of 
Truth most devotedly" and have every
where exerted a healthful influence. 
They have uniformly spoken a good 
word for organization, and aided the N.

The Fraud Question.
The question of fraud has been thor

oughly and most energetically dis
cussed in the columns of the secular 
and Spiritualistic press throughout the 
year, hence needs no^p.ecial mention 
by me at this time. I am -pleased to re
port that several battles have been 
fought and victories wqn for -honest me
diumship on the part/- of truth-loving 
Spiritualists. Every «me ofithese con
tests has resulted In great good to our 
cause, and every exposure oftffraud has 
redounded to our credit. I recommend 
the continuation of the policy of the 
past year and urge that extra/ vigilance 
be maintained all along the Une to the 
end that only" worthy mediums and gen
uine phenomena be exploited before 
the world, ' - ¿>

Mr. J. R. Francis, the intrepid editor 
of The Progressive Thinker, :has placed 
the Spiritualists of America under ob
ligations to him by his splendid defense 
of honest medlumsjdp, through the 
overthrow of .the counterfeit,. I recom
mend that suitable acknowledgment be 
made him for his ndpje' woj'k , in this 
special field. I alsq.,xecpmmend that 
the names and aliases o’f qll traveling 
impostors, the “birds of passage’.’ in me
diumship, together with their photo
graphs, so far as it is possible to ob
tain them, be filed with the secretary 
of the N. S. A., as a means of protec
tion for our local societies and individ
ual Spiritualists from the depredations 
of these conscienceless rascals now in
festing our ranks. ।

The History of Spiritualism.
Again I urge this important subject 

upon the attention of the Spiritualists 
of America, and earnestly request you 
as delegates to do something to make it 
possible for our history to be brought 
down to date. Our pioneers are rapidly 
passing away from earth, and our rec
ords are too Imperfect to make an au
thentic history possible without the pos
itive evidence of those who led our 
movement 'in its early days. . I am able 
to report progress in this field of effort, 
but that is all. Perhaps the report of 
our historian, Lyman C. Howe, will ac
quaint us with what has been done dur
ing the past few years, and reveal the. 
pressing needs in hls; department for 
the year to come. I -recommend that 
this subject be considered at length by 
this convention, and such action taken 
as will make it possible, for the work 
to be carried bn with greater rapidity 
hereafter. .

The Pension Fund.
From the. report of. our honored sec

retary, you will learn what has been 
done through the mediumship- of this 
worthy fund. I am.able to report that 
monthly pensions have been paid to 
many of t>ur veteran mediums and 
speakers throughout the past year. 
Without this aid, "some of them would 
have suffered for food and clothing, 
and, perhaps a few of them would have 
become -public charges. This depart
ment of the. work of the N. 8. A. is of 
vital importance to , all Spiritualists, 
hence this Pension Fund should receive 
special attention at / their hands. 
Through its Instrumentality we are 
able to take care of,'our worthy needy 
ones, arid to give . temporary aid to 
many who are in trqubje., I feel to rec
ommend that this convention make the 
augmenting of this tond a special feat
ure of its work.. Ijp/ .wilder subject 
will be discussed upon thift floor, and 1 
¡trust that all of the energy that is be- 
■Ing wasted in effqps to gptablish and 
endow useless "Mediums’ Homes,“, as

ask that a full half day of this conven
tion be asslgne'd the lyceum question 
and Supt. Ring’s report.

The Morris Pratt Institute.
No doubt the officers of this Institute 

will report to this convention the pres
ent status of the school, and the results 
of its labors during the. past twelve, 
months. Litigation was pending against 
it at the time of our last annual conven
tion in St. Louis. All law suits have 
been settled in favor of the school, 
largely through the influence of the N. 
8, A.,, and the financial aid rendered by 
it. I look upon the Morris Pratt Insti
tute as an important factor in Spirit
ualistic work. From the very nature of 
things it Is almost a branch of the N. S. 
A., rather than one of its many auxili
aries.

The president of the N. S. A. will al
ways be a member of the board of trus
tees of the school by virtue of his of
fice. Our honored vice-president 1b one 
of the elected trustees of the school. 
The Interests of the two bodies are sim
ilar, as both are educational in their 
purposes. I feel that the school is 
needed, and that it should be loyally 
sustained by the Spiritualists of Amer
ica. I recommend that this convention 
take some action in behalf of the 
school, not In a financial way, but 
through tlie dpvislng of some means by 
which the fortunes of the school may 
be advanced. I further recommend 
that the incoming president of the N. 8. 
A. be required to attend all meetings of 
the board of trustees of the school at 
the expense of our National body, in- or
der that the two associations may be 
kept in closer touch than they have 
been in the past in an official sense.

_ Our Usages.
My experiences during the past year 

have proved to me that a full set of 
Usages, including, of course, those per
taining to ordination, is a necessity. 
Frequent requests have been made for 
burial services and a service for the re
ception of candidates into a society. 
What feW steps- that have been taken in 
this direction were most timely, as all 
of our missionaries will testify, and 
the present Usages of Ordination have 
served us a good turn in not a few in
stances, both in a legal sense and that 
of securing rightful recognition of qur

Clergy Rates.
The great trunk line Passenger Asso

ciations have continued to treat our 
clergymen with the same courtesy and 
consideration with which they, have 
been honored ever since interchange
able annual permits were issued. Ev
ery representative worker, properly" en
dorsed and having a clean record, nas 
been granted a permit without question, 
and in no case, so far as my knowledge 
goes, has any Spiritualist been discrim
inated against by reason of his religious 
belief. I am also pleased to report that 
the standing of the N. S. A. with these 
four great railroad associations is of 
the highest order. I recommend the 
continuation of the careful, conservative 
policy of past years, on the part of the 
N. S. A. officers during the next twelve 
months. I also recommend that resolu
tions of thanks under the seal of the N 
S. A., signed by our president and sec
retary, be forwarded to James Charlton, 
Chairman Trans-Continental Passenger 
Association; Eben E McLeod, Chair
man Western Passenger Association; 
F. C. Donald, Commissioner of the Cen
tral Passenger Association, all of Chi
cago, Ill., and J. E. Hannegan, Joint 
Agent Southwestern Passenger Associa
tion, St. Louis, Mo., tor the many favors 
the N..S. A. has received at their hands, 
and for their courtesies to our clergy
men.

Ordination.
I urge this subject upon your atten

tion, and ask you to take some action 
by means ot which futdre ordinations 
will be less numerous, and the viola
tions of ou^/usages less frequent. The 
desire to be ordained regardless of qual
ifications, and the Itch on the .part of 
certain officials to do the ordaining act, 
have become nuisances in our work. 
Something should be done to correct 
this evil. Our usages are" explicit 
enough on this subject for all practical 
purposes, but thus far many societies 
know nothing about those usages being 
in effect, and some would-be speakers 
have never heard of the N. 8. A., hence 
are ignorant of its ordination rites. As 
a possible remedy for the evils of ordi
nation, I recommend that all persons or
dained, otherwise than in accord with 
our usages since September 1, 1904, be 
denied recognition by our NI 8. A. offi
cials, and their names omitted from.all 
clergy lists filed with the several rail
road associations. 1 trust that this con
vention will, in its wisdom, strengthen 
the hands of its trustees by legislation 
of some sort upon this important ques
tion.

The Latest Word of Spiritualism.
At the Boston convention in 1902, M’’. 

C. D. Pruden, then an honored trustee 
of our National Association, secured the 
adoption of a most excellent resolutiou 
directing the president to appoint sun
dry persons among our speakers and 
mediums to prepare articles upon our 
phenomena, science, philosophy, and re
ligion, from whose manuscripts there 
should be selected by him and the trus
tees pf'the N. S. A. such documents as 
presented Spiritualism’s attitude on 
these several subjects in the clearest 
and most concise form, as well as ablest 
manner. This resolution was reaf
firmed in 1903, and again in 1904, but 
its provisions have never been carried 
into effect, for which failure your pres
ent president is alone to blame. I rec
ommend the re-affirmation of the Pru
den resolution, plus positive instruc-

will refuse our request outright, others 
will not reply at all, while others will 
gladly assign the N. 8. A. a place upon 
their programs, and do all in their pow< 
er to aid the movement this association’ 
represents. I further recommend that 
special thanks be sent to Mrs. Nettle 
Howell of Los Angeles ,Cal., Dr. Geo. A. 
Fuller of Onset, Maes., and. to all camp 
managements who favored the N. 8. A. 
this, past season, for the assistance ren
dered the good cause this year.

Masa-Meetings.
No mass meetings have been held un* 

der the auspices of the N. 8. A. during 
the past year" Numerous requests have 
been made to me for the holding ot 
such meetings, but the expense ot 
travel of mediums and speakers",, plus 
the cost of their services, hall rent, mu
sic and advertising, was too great to 
warrant me in undertaking them. In 
past years, these meetings did the N. 8. 
A. great good in the way of advertising, 
and yielded a goodly sum for its treas
ury, after the payment of all expenses. 
It would seem that they could again be 
made a staff of support to the N. 8. A., 
hence I recommend that the incoming 
board of trustees be given positive in»-«-., 
structions to institute and hold npt^ 
more than ten of these gatherings in 
the large cities of the land, beginning 
in Portland, Maine, and working west
ward up to the opening of camp work 
next June.

A Psychic Quarterly,
Since tlie suspension of W. T. Stead’s. 

"Border Land,” some years ago, from 
personal choice on his part, the field it 
occupied has been left wholly unculti
vated. I feel to recommend that the 
feasibility of starting a similar quar
terly in this country, not by the N. 8. 
A., but under its auspices, be consid
ered by this convention. I, therefore, 
recommend further that a special com
mittee be appointed to consider this 
matter, and instructed to report before 
the final adjpurnment of this body.

Finance.
From the published reports of our, 

secretary and treasurer, you have al
ready learned what sums have been 
received and expended during the 
past year. You are also aware of the 
fact that there is a small balance of cash 
on hand. It is your duty during this 
convention to increase that balance to 
the largest possible proportions and to 
provide ways and means by which tho 
income of the N. 8. A. can be augment
ed during the coming ear. Dues, col
lections, donations, special bequests, 
etc., do not suffice to place the N. 8. A. 
upon an Independent financial footing. 
An endowment fund is needed and 
plans by which at least one hundred 
thousand dollars can be raised In the 
near future, should be adopted by you 
as delegates. The ephemeral charac
ter of many of local societies, convinces 
me that the N. 8. A. is the one anchor 
of hope around which to rally out- 
forces. It can be made the means by 
which our local bodies can be reformeii- 
and established upon a permanent ba
sis. It will take an endowment fund to 
do this needed work. I therefore rec
ommend that the committee on finance, 
ways and means, be instructed to pre
sent some plan of action by means of 
which this work can be carried for
ward to success. I further recommend 
that the question of appointing solicit
ors, under proper bonds, to collect 
money for such a fund, be considered 
by you as delegates. I respectfully re
quest you to present such suggestions 
and methods of work as will tend to in
crease the finances of the N. 8. A. in
any way whatsoever. recommend

worthy representatives. Personally,

tiohs 
tend 
1906.

to 
to

the Incoming president to at- 
its provisions prior to Jan. 1,

the license question itself before ■ our 
people and led’ them to demand a 
change in this law. Your president 
chanced to be in California- when tho 
excitement occasioned by - the license 
question was at its-height. He was 
compelled to take action,-and,.after a- 
careful examination • of the law/ found 
that; mediums were-*olassdd' with for- 
tune-tellerSj.-'- charm-sellers,- necroman
cers, soothsayers,'and other fakirs',, and' 
with- them’ compelled to pay a license 
fee of fifteen dollars per month ore they

8. A. by meaiis of a timely word or 
suggestion. Some,, however,-have not 
beenthus . kind or generous; They 
have appealed to the N. S.-À. for help, 
in regard to ministerial rates and such 
other aid as would be of a personal ben-’ 
efit.to them, and. then" refused to d<? one 
thing to support the N. 8. A., or organ
ization in any form; Such speakers and 
mediums have no use for the N. 8. A.- 
save what they can get out of ft-. I be
lieve that something should be done by 
this Intelligent body of delegates to cor
rect this abuse. I recommend, that aM 
speakers ahd^medlums having ordina
tion papers endorsed.by the N. 8. A. be 
required to give one seance for.lta'ben
efit/ or one address to each society vis
ited upon the aims and objects>of the 
N. S; A., the proceeds thereof;to accrde’ 
to the treasury of our-National bçdy. 
There to no general -nor even focaloppfc 
kition to the N. 8, A. in any section eg

public instltutions,y}vill turned into 
this healthier an.d 9,far flore. helpful 
work. This pensif funçJi is not-one- 
hundredth as larguas it should be, and. 
if-it had not been „ff/rthejjgenerosity of 
the large-hearted, '^whoie,-souled treas
urer, Theodore J. ¡Slayer,a there would 
now be.but few .qollars, Jo Its credit. 
I recommend, that Avery .Spiritualist in 
America be urged-to émiypte Treasurer 
Mayer’s noffié example, :tpj the end that' 
this fund may be&me-lar^e enough to 
do the work for Wflch it^was designed.

■ ‘ Edito^it-La"^ •

The report of ouy.energetic-Editor ab 
Large, Hudson Tuttle, will .show.; you 
thé splendid results of his labors during 
the past year.. Hé is doing.a most im
portant work, and JtB; .influence is al
ready, manifest In « tho ’increased- re
spect accorded - Spiritualism and Spirit
ualists by reason of his fertile and vig
orous pen. I recommend’ that-this- pf-- 
flee be continued another, year, and fur
ther urge that you, as delegates,- re-elect- 
Hudson Tuttle to. the; position he so 
worthily fills. He Is makipg. tho: N,- 8. 
Auh tower .of strength to our cause as 
a ’wholç, ,not only □because; of his thor
ough knowledge of Spiritualism,. ■ nut 
also because of his ability to proclaim

there is nothing in the Usages pre
sented al the convention of 1903 to 
which I can take exception, but in view 
of the treatment accorded that Ritual 
last year in St. Louis, I feel to recom
mend that the document in its entirety 
be referred to a special committee with 
Instructions to take from it such rec
ommendations of ritualistic work as -are 
really needed and requested by our peo
ple, to place the same in sequential or
der of form, and report them to this 
convention for action. Anyone who is 
acquainted with our field work, as is 
Missionary Sprague, will testify that 
our Ritual came none too soon, even in 
its present emasculated condition, and 
that there 1s need of completion of this 
work in all respects at the earliest pos
sible opportunity.

Our Declaration of Principles.
I recommend that our Declaration of 

Principles, adopted at Chicago in 1899 
and unanimously reaffirmed at every 
National convention since held, be 
amended by uniting Articles I. and 11. 
as follows: "We, the Spiritualists of 
America, acknowledge Infinite Intelli
gence manifest in the phenomena of na
ture, both psychical and physical.” 1 
also recommend that the last Article of 
the Declaration be amended by adding 
the following words: “Add that the new 
commandment ‘Do all for others,’ is the 
Diamond Rule revealed by Spiritual
ism as humanity’s highest ideal in the 
sphere of duty."

Our Conventions.
I must call your; attention to a fact 

that has long been apparent to every 
regular attendant at our conventions. 
We crowd too much into four days, and 
leave too much work undone, or refer 
it, inconsiderately, to the incoming 
board of trustees. It, therefore, follows 
that we do not have sufficient time in 
which to do our, work. All other de
nominations consume all-the way from 
eight days to a full" month in their con
vention work. They give their_ com
mittees ample time for the considéra-, 
tion of every question presented to 
them, and endeavor to obtain light upon 
all questions of moment by means of 
instructive essays from their represen
tative'men and women. I believe the' 
time has come when the Spiritualists 
should emulate such a worthy example. 
I therefore recommend that the conven
tion" of 1906 open on the .third Tuesday 
of October and closd on the fourth 
Tuesday.' This will -give us seven work
ing convention days, during which all 
of our work can be' done decently and 

. in order, air important, questions de
bated upon their merits, and „papers 
upon the various phases of Spiritual
istic thought presented .by our represen
tative'workers. At . present, only four 
of.our speakers can. be heard at our con
ventions: and then very hurriedly, and 
At, best, only; eight mediums can be 
given- a/hearing. . By extending the 
tune, wé make,our conventions not only 
business 'bodies, but also schools of in
struction for all delegates and visitors 

: arid .especially to our young speakers 
:and mediums.: - . „
: , • •; - Convention Delegates.

- - I- am convinced, after no little thought. 
■ ¡upon.tho/subject, that only avowed 

Spiritualists, who ate members of some 
■ ¡local’. dotjleiy or : stfite’ association, 

should bé eligible to seats as delegates 
‘to inir Annual conventions. 1,--tnerefore, 
recommend the adoption of the follow-

Cuba and Porto Rico.
Our brethren in Cuba and Porto Rico 

are desirous of coming into closer rela
tionship witli the Spiritualists in North 
America. This also is true of our 
friends in Brazil and Chill, ftom which 
countries I have received letters to the ‘ 
above named effect. They ask for lit
erature expository of our principles, 
and some of our Porto Rican friends 
are desirous of having a missionary 
sent to them. Of course this mission
ary must be able to speak the Spanish 
language. I have tried to find a speak
er in our ranks with a knowledge of the 
Castilian tongue, but without success. 
I feel that we should meet our Island 
and South American brethren half-way, 
and recommend that the incoming 
board of-trustees be Instructed to find 
a speaker with a knowledge of both 
Spanish and English, who can be sent 
to the Islands to undertake the work 
there. I was informed last Winter in 
San Antonio, Texas, by a gentleman 
from San Juan, Porto Rico, that there 
were between sixty and seventy Spirit
ualist societies in Porto Rico alone. 
This is a splendid opportunity for some 
full trance medium or speaker to do a 
good- work. He can use English in his 
normal state, and submit to the con
trol of some eloquent excarnate Span
ish orator in addressing our Spanish 
speaking brethren of the Antilles.

Postoffice Missions,
I recommend that the splendid work 

of our .postoffice missions under the 
able management of our devoted secre
tary, be continued the coming year, and 
ask that such sums be appropriated for 
this work as will increase the output of 
tracts and other literature to meet the 
demands of the public. I recommend 
that the publication of tracts In the 
Spanish language be left to the discre
tion of the board of trustees. ■

Special Work In New England.
I feel to recommend that the incom

ing board of trustees be instructed to 
give special attention to New England, 
during the coming year. I haVe found 
a loss pf- interest in thé N. S. A. and its 
work -iq certain sections of New Eng
land, hence feel that something should 
be done to overcome this -tendency. 
Some of our strongest auxiliaries have 
withdrawn from the N. S. A. during the 
past eighteen months, and the interest 
of mapy laymen seem to be waning in 
consequence.- It is not that Spiritual
ism is on the decline in New England, 
but that interest in organisation, local, 
state and National, seems to be on the 
wane., We should not neglect this im
portant geographical division of our na
tion, from which, in the past, the N. 8. 

^A. has received so much numerical 
strength and financial support.

Camp-Meetings.
Our camps have been largely attend

ed from the Atlantic' to the Pacific. 
Through these important channels, the 
N. S. A. should reach thousands of peo-. 
pie whose : attention would , not ;.other
wise be called to the. organization,, and 
the nature of its work. Special days 
were granted, the N. 8. A. at Mineral 
Park Camp,Cal.; Onset,. Mass.; Etna 
and Madison, Maine; Vicksburg,-Mich., 
and a few other places from v-nich your 
president bar not received" .returns. 
The work done at the camps named jus
tifies me in recommending that a spe
cial effort be made to secure a-hearing

; at all of our camps next year. Some

that special efforts be made to Induce 
our wealthy Spiritualists to make their 
donations and bequests while In the 
form. The contests of the- different 
wills that have been made In the past 
are warnings that we cannot afford to 
ignore. The chances are always against 
us and our cause whenever a will case 
goes before a jury. The present battle 
over the Goff will and the one that is 
about to come over the Crumbaugh will, 
the latter involving more than three 
hundred thousand dollars, are evi
dences that warrant me in urging our 
people to dispose of their property 
while they are alive.

The Spiritualist Press.
The N. S. A. to under special obliga

tions to all of the Spiritualist journals 
in America for favors received. The 
official letters of our secretary, and, 
with one exception, those of your presi
dent, have been gratuitously published 
by our press from week to week, there
by rendering eur association much effi
cient aid. I recommend that due ac
knowledgments be sent, under the seal 
of the N. S. A., to W. H. Bach of the
Sunflower, John R. Francis 
gressive Thinker, Willard 
the Light of Truth, and J. 
the Banner of Light.

Necrology.

of The Pro- 
J. Hull of 

J. Morse ot

Many of our leading laymen and plat
form workers have exchanged worlds 
during the past year. The list cf 
names is too long to be cited here, but 
I do feel to specially mention the de
parture of J. Homer Altemus and Geo.
A. Bacon of Washington, D. C., 
Henry Slade of Reed City, Mich.

and 
The

two former were loyal friends of the N. 
S. A., and earnest workers for the 
cause of Spiritualism. Henry Slade 
has been a pensioner of the N. S. A. for 
some years, but his name stood forth 
forty years ago as one of the greatest 
psychics the world ever knew. He 
made Spiritualism known in all quar
ters of the globe. Our committee on 
resolutions is hereby requested to note 
these names and asked to recall others 
less known to fame, yet worthy of re
membrance, when preparing its report.

Our Vice-President.
All friends and supporters of true me

diumship and a Spiritual Spiritualism 
are under obligations to our honored 
vice-president for his noble work and 
self-sacrificing zeal during the past 
year. No task has been too arduous, 
no duty too trying, for him to under
take. He has met every responsibility 
that has been placed upon his shoul
ders with conscientious fidelity, and has 
honestly and courageously proclaimed 
the result of his.labors to the world. I 
desire to thank him for his good work 
and to acknowledge my many and last
ing obligations to Vice-president 
Warne for the aid he has given me 
during the past year.

"Our "Secretary. *
The work In the home office in Wash

ington has been performed with consci
entious fidelity by our faithful and 
hardworking secretary throughout the 
yean ' Everything has been done 
promptly and in a spirit of ‘kindness 
and good-will. Nothing could be done 
by.anyone to excel the splendid care 
and tHoughtfulness of our secretary. 
Personally, your president is under 

.many obligations to this true-hearted ■ ' 
friend of our cause,-to whom he takes 
pleasure in thus returning to her nis- 
most grateful thanks.

Theodore J. Mayer.
Our generous treasurer has . again 

placed the Spiritualists of the World ■ • 
.under obligations through his .munifl-, 
cent donation of one thousand dollars 
to the Pension Fund. - He deserves the

1 gratitude, and heartfelt thanks of ev
ery true Spiritualist on earth to-day. I,

(Continued on page 0.)
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Paganism «nd Christianity.
Öne who is well read in the popular 

Christian literature, and has absorbed 
its teachings thoroughly, will almost 4b- 
evitably have the idea that there is a 
vast difference between the ethics of 
what is called-Paganism and what is
called Christianity. -e

Ab a matter of fact, ethics is et,hics, 
whether labeled Christian or Pagan, or 
not labeled at all. .

Hence it need occasion no shock of 
surprise to be informed of the fact that 
the best statements and examples of eth
ics, Pagan and Christian, are really 
quite harmonious.

By way of an example of Paganism we 
may refer to' Japan, which is called a 
Pagan country, by Christian peoples. In 
the religious literature of Julian will be 
found as high and pure ethical ideals as
the highest Christian civilization 
boast; and certainly tlje Japanese 
emplification of ethics during the 
cent war and since, puts to shame

can 
ex 
re- 
the

• ©Ct ISOS'.

Defense of the Lord Against His Ma
ligners.

That was an interesting event in the 
history of the world when Joshua was 
engaged in a death struggle with the 
hosts of the five kings of the Amorites. 
The Lord was enlisted with Joshua, as 
we are told. Josh. 10:8. who instructed 
him not to fear, and slew the enemy 
with great slaughter, casting down 
great stones from heaven upon them” 
so that more died from the stones than 
Israel Blew with the sword. But night 
was coming on and the killing was not 
finished, so. In obedience to Joshua's 
request of the Lord, “the sun stood Btill, 
and the moon stayed, until the people 
had avenged themselves on the enemy.” 
Says the inerrant record: “So the sun 
stood still in the midst of heaven, and 
hasted not to go down about a whole 
day.”

The surface of the earth in its diur
nal revolution moves forward more 
than 1,000 miles an hour. If stopped in 
its motion everything on its surface 
would be hurled forward. The waters 
of rivers, lakes, seas and oceans would 
leave their beds. Every tree would be 
torn from its root, and fly like feathers 
in a tornado. Rocks, like gossamer tn 
toe wind, would rush through the air, 
not. visible because of their speed. 
Mountains would leave their base and 
roll on over continents. All life would

stopped. The tornado sweeping over 
the plain at one hundred miles an hour 
prostrates everything. Multiply this 
force and velocity ten times and imag
ination cannot exaggerate the result; 
and this Is just what would occur with 
the stoppage of thé earth in its revolu
tion.

But the grand display of Almighty 
power is recorded in II. Kings 20:11, 
when the Lord turned the dial of time 
back ten degrees. The effect of such 
an event would be double that when the 
earth was simply stopped In its revolu
tion. equal to the impact of two bodies 
meeting, each moving with the velocity 
of a thousand miles an hour.

We are instructed, “God is the same 
yesterday, to-day and forever; that with 
him there is no variation or shadow of 
turning;” and yet how often are we 
told of bls repenting that he made man; 
that he drowned the world to get rid of 
the productions of his own hand. It is 
time somebody should come to the de
fense of the Lord against his maligners; 
lienee the reason The Progressive 
Thinker has assumed ttfe task. The 
book recording these libels was priest- 
made. It reflects the narrow ideas of 
ignorance, and it is an outrage to allow 
it to repeat its barbarism without con
tradiction on a cultured age and on an 
enlightened people.

actual practical ethics of Christendom.
It must be seen that, contrary to 

oommop Christian opinion, Paganism 
does by no means mean barbarism. In 
the realm of thought there were Pagans 
in the days of Rome and Greece who 
would outshine the most cultured 
Christian thinkers of to-day; and there 
were examples of spirituality among 
them that the best of present-day Chris
tians might well emulate. What a sim
ilarity there is between the best Ideal 
of Christ and the best ideal of Buddha. 
In this aspect there is <u wanderful one
ness of spirit between these person- 
age&. Both arrived at a high moral 
and spiritual altitude; both reach the 
acme of tender love for humanity.

Let it lie understood that this esti
mate of the 'Christ is founded upon 
those parts of the purported gospels 
which display the tender asjl humanity
loving elements of the Christ; it must 
be admitted that other parts of the rec
ords as we have them are widely at va
riance with this view. And it must be 
said that the professed Christian peo
ples have well exemplified the contradic
tory nature of the reputed gospel rec
ords, for the history of Christianity has 
been a history of beneficent works, and 
Of frightful human wars, hatred, dis
sensions, slaughters, persecutions, even 
to the ignoring of the human bonds of 
family relationships.

On the other hand, Buddha and his 
followers have been teachers and exem
plars of peace—shedding blood only 
when foredd by the aggressions of the 
fighting type of Christianity. The bur
den of the world's unhappiness so 
pressed upon the spirit of Buddha that 
he forsook his father’s palace, tore him
self away from family and friends, go
ing out into the dreary world as a beg
gar, that he might find a cure for hu
manity’s sorrows and ills. All of his 
acts and words indicated tenderness of 
heart, and deepest sympathy for man
kind.

If the Christ was divine, was not Bud
dha divine also? War and bloodshed 
never flowed from bls example and pre
cepts.

And yet, Buddha is called a Pagan.

Efficacy of Prayer.
The utility of prayer is well illus

trated in the story of the little girl who 
was pained because her brother was 
setting traps to catch birds. Ques
tioned as to what she had done to pre
vent his success, she said, she grayed 
that he might not catch the birds;. then 
she asked God to prevent the birds get
ting into the traps.

"Anything else?” was the inquiry.
“Yes, I went and kicked the traps all 

to piece»"
• Was it not the last act which saved

Ortuit.Teeciiing Occident.
Some unforeseen yet very interesting 

and important» results have been pro
duced by the Russo-Japanese war. Be
cause of the triumph of Japanese arms, 
the thought is quite naturally taking 
hold of the Oriental mind that their 
"heathenism”—as we call it—has in it 
the power and element^ to progress to 
the very highest practical and material 
standard reached by Christian peoples, 
and even go beyond them, without the 
aid of the Christian religion. (

The triumph of Japan, a “heathen" 
nation, over one of ■ the foremost 
“Christian" nations of the world, is ah 
apparent demonstration that “heathen
ism” is in fact superior to Christianity 
its missidnarles. -l

It is said that thousands of Chinese 
Btudents trained in ’Japanese schools, 
and imbued with this new thought, are 
returning to China to propagatei the 
new idea, and as a result there, is a 
growing contempt for Christianity and 
missionaries.

At the same time and concurrently 
with this movement of thought in the 
Oriental mind, appears In the .Occident 
a new idea of the value of the religions 
of the Orient—-also a result of the same 
war.In the-East.

In a paper In the London Fortnightly 
Review; Mr. William S. Lilly discusses 
the subject in treating of “The Message 
of Buddhism to the Western World.”

This new phase of development in 
modern thought, Oriental and Occident
al, is attracting the attention of philo
sophic thinkers, as well it may.

The New York Sun in a recent issue 
says:

The old conception was that outside 
of Christendom and among two-thirds 
of the human race there was only gross 
religious darkness; but now Christen
dom is giving respectful consideration 
to those other religions. It is begin
ning to study their merits relatively to 
Christianity, with a view to discovering 
if they have any lesson of superiority 
to convey to Christendom. That 1b, 
Christianity is ho longer treated as the 
only true and the one supreme religion 
the propagation of which is necessary 
for the salvation of the world.

We shall not undertake to follow Mr. 
Lilly’s exposition of the spirit and doc
trine of Buddhism particularly, but will 
simply refer to his conclusion respect
ing its lesson for the Western world. It 
is that in this period when the Western 
intellect has “cast, off the Christian 
mythology," the teaching of Buddha of
fers an “infinitely wiser, sweeter and 
more ennobling doctrine" than that of 
the now “unhappily predominant school 
among ub which makes happiness; or 
agreeable feeling, the formal constitu
ent of virtue, and seeks to deduce the 
laws of conduct from the laws of com
fort"; so that “not the intention of the 
doer, but the result of the deed" Ib 
made the “test of the ethical value of 
the act.” This school, therefore, is 
practically without moral guidance.

Like our modern science. Buddhism 
discards tbe theory of the “soul” in 
man and teaches that “man has no 
knowledge of an Infinite and Absolute 
Being"; that "law rules everywhere 
throughout the phenomenal universe"; 
but it teaches also that in the ethical 
and spiritual sphere is an order which 
is the counterpart of that law—a law of 
righteousness, witn its moral retribu
tion, which abides forever. Thus would 
Buddhism furnish the guide to the light 
of “Gnosis" from the darkness and 
hopelessness of Agnosticism.

The late Mr. Lafcadio Hearn predict
ed that “out of the certain future union 
of Western knowledge with" Eastern 
thought there must eventually proceed 
a neo-Buddhism, which, embracing all 
the strength of science, is yet spirft-
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the Coming Year.
coining year will be fraught with great and 

stirring:d^nt5, and The Progressive Thinker will be 
the leader in connection with the same. Graft, ¡n one 
of it^ma^y forms, has entered the ranks of Spiritual
ism, is i^has in the insurance companies, in munici- 
pal gdyer^eht,: in the adulteration of food^ in politics, 
in religion«—in fact it seems to have entered into many 
branches of life where dollars are concerned. Some 
of the Spiritualist camps—particularly Chesterfield- 
have been dominated by fakes;and tricksters, and 
there will be an upheaval the coming year all along the 
line; ah’d revelations made that will astonish you. 
Fakes and tricksters must go. Honest mediums must 
be protected and sustained. Send in your subscrip
tions af bnce, with an additional. subscriber, and thus 
aid The Progressive Thinker in its efforts to sustain a 
Pure Spiritualism and an Honest Mediumship.

The National Spiritualists Association.
Annual Report of the Secretary, Mrs. Mary T. Longley

To tbe National Spiritualists’ -Associ
ation of America, Greeting—Mr- Presi
dent and Co-Workers in the Spiritual 
Cause:—It ‘gives me much pleasure to 
herewith submit to you, the annual re
port of your, secretary for the year end
ing September 30,1905.

The work of the year at the Home 
Office in’ Washington, iD. O., has pro
gressed as usual; the influence of ,om 
organization has,been far-reaching, ex
tending to the Remotest boundaries of 
this country ana in some Instances, 
through' correspondence, to countries 
across'the sea. /The mass of evidence, 
from individuals and societies, of the 
good work that has been wrought and is 
being done by the various departments 
of the N. S. A.,'tor the blessing of hu
manity, that has -collected at our office. 
Is both encouraging to your board of 
trustees, and Qf, itself sufficient answer 
to the query made in some quarters as 
to the urefulneflS and need of.the N.
S. A, 1Í

the birds?
Sambo’s 

same line, 
week for a 
successful,

experience was along the 
He said he might pray a 
turkey gobbler and not be 
but when he went himself

for one, he was sure to get it before 
morning.

The old Romans had an axiom along 
the same line: “Jupiter helps tnose 
who help themselves."

The ship in the stress of a storm is 
not saved by prayer, but by the skill 
and labor of the seaman, he who stands 
at the wheel and guides the vessel's 
course, and they who reef the sails, 
close the hatch, and keep the ship prop
erly ballasted until the winds and the 
waves have spent their force. The 
prayers of a thousand Moodys would be 
of no avail if Jack Tar imitated them, 
and dropped on his knees in prayer 
while the tempest raged.

nail y able to 
after truth.” 
now to have 
the Buddhist

recompense the seeker 
Similar confidence seems 
entered into the mind of 
world. After a thousand

During tfre yew- just closed, your 
secretary, has written and sent torto to 
Individuakrand societies nearly two 
thousand létters1 upon many subjects 
gerwaim tâftoe oàuse of Spiritualism 
and to the work of organized bodies; in 
addition has forwarded quarterly 
circular letters to our chartered bodies, 
state and local, also frequent communi
cations tojthe spiritual papers for.pub
lication, distributed the usual literature 
through itipropèr channels and " 
celved a l«Vge niimber of visitors 
the Home'Office from far and near, 
all instanq^i.-sh^has ■ received the ut
most of courtesy and fair,deallng iron», 
private aria public workérs, investiga
tors and éVen'frqm skeptics, and has 
only to sqytthat,ehuman nature being 
the same çMepywUere-, one has only to 
extend courtesy to receive It in return.

During the year the N. 8. A. has 
granted but eleven charter^, all to local 
societies—one each in St. Louis, Mo., 
Newburyport, Mass., Bradford, Pa., 
Sheridan, Wyo., Grand Junction, Lead-

re
st 
lu

Deserves to Be Unfrocked.
The good sisters of St. Joseph’s Epis

copal church, Jersey City, have been In 
the habit for the last few months, dur
ing the absence of the rector, to dis
pense with their hats at church service. 
Rev. Dr. Stoddart, just returned from 
a long vacation in Europe, was shocked 
at the sight of his uncovered sisters, so 
he pretended to have found in the dic
tum of the bow-legged, hooked-nose 
bachelor, Paul, in I. Corinthians, chap. 
7, the declaration: "The glory of a wo
man is her hair." Had there been such 
a text, which to the credit of Paul there 
is not, it would have proved that he ig
nored brains, intellect, modesty, chas; 
tity and philanthropy, as every other 
virtue, to glorify the hair, just as the 
great strength of Samson was ascribed 
to his hair instead of his muscles. 
Many a simpleton has sported long hair, 
hoping thereby to gain strength as did 
the Bible Hercules.

The passage the dominie misquoted 
will be found in I. Cor. 11:15:

"But if a woman have long hair, it is 
a glory to her; for her hair is given to 
her for a covering.”

In saying “a woman’s hair was given 
her for a covering,” Paul certainly ig
nored any other covering.

The preachers have a habit of mis
quoting to carry some favorite measure, 
knowing the average church attendant 
will accept their false rendering with
out investigation.

Should the lawyer practice the same 
Imposition on jurors, in quoting law, he 
would be disbarred by the judge, and 
justly. Should not a priest be un
frocked for a similar vile practice?

MRS. DR. CAIRD.

They Regard Her as an Excellent Me
dium-Remarkable Results in the 

Developing Circle.

To the Editor:—I wish to thank you 
for recommending Mrs. Dr. Caird to us, 
and to state that we were very fortu
nate in procuring her services; we are 
elated over the results she has ob
tained, and think her a remarkable me
dium.

She has developed us to where we 
can get physical manifestations, just 
what we were so anxious to receive, and 
I think that you will hear from Belvi
dere in the near future in regard to
Spiritualism.

Belvidere, Ill.
F. W. CRAIN.

"VENGEANCE, GOD, IS THINE."

Hopeful Grief.
A Kansas paper tells the following 

touching incident
A preacher moved by the grief of a 

husband whose wife was' about to be 
buried, sought to console the stricken 
one, so addressed him:

“My brother, I know this is a great 
grief that has overtaken you, and 

-though you are compelled to mourn the 
loss of this one who was your compan
ion and partner in life, I can cheer .you 
Withjhe assurance there is another 

’ who sympathizes with you and seeks to 
embrace you in the-arms of •-unfailing 
love.'”

- The bereaved : gazed, through falling ■ 
■ tears-into the holy man's.-face, and in--. 
' quired: "What'S hernameT"'■

When Bishop Cox of Western New 
York, wrote a number of years ago a 
fiery war poem, a peace poet connected 
with the secular press thus rebuked 
him:
“Thou man of God who thus Implore— 
Thy brother’s sacred blood to pour 
In hateful tides of turbid gore , 
From Dardanelles to Danube's shore, 

Be still—be still! , 
Blaspheme no more!
“God help the babes! God bless the 

wives!
Shgme on the priests that whet the 

knives!
Shame on the church whose altar 

thrives
By wrecking peaceful'peasants’-lives! 

Be Btill—be still!
'Tis hell that drives!
“How long, O.Lord, before thy shrine ■ 
Shall men pray, 'Vengeance, God, is 

thine,'
Then worship Moloch as fllvlne, 
And drink the battle's bloody wine?

Be still—be sUll! 
O heart of mine!”

years of cessation from propagandism 
it has waked up at last to the notion 
that its mission is to reform the West
ern world, not merely to stand impass
ive against Christian propaganda. In 
Japan, Ceylon and Burmah the Bud
dhist clergy are embarrassing mission
aries with criticisms of Christianity, 
and- schools and societies and publica
tions for expounding Buddhism are 
multiplied. At Rangoon a very able 
magazine has been established to assist 
in the .propaganda.

Of course, the Confucian philosophy 
is the form of religious thought of 
which this Christian missionary in 
China was speaking specifically, but its 
present tendency to more contemptuous 
regard of Christianity is another of the 
manifestations of the Oriental revolt 
against the religious propaganda of the 
West. As Christendom abandons its 
old faith the Oriental world is the more 
convinced of the superiority of its own 
moral and religious systems.

This is a very radical overturning. 
Practically it was not started until with
in the last generation, and its now more 
rapid movement, due to the progress of 
Japan in the last ten years, will be still 
further accelerated by the triumph over 
Russia. The war was conducted by 
that “heathen” people with a tender re
gard for every Auman precept taught in 
the Gospels, but never fulfilled in 
Christendom so completely. The mod
eration of Japan in its peace terms, 
evincing a spirit of practical Christian
ity not taught in the experience of 
Christian nations, has gained for it rec
ognition and applause as in many re
spects the most enlightened Power of 
the world.

Is It any wonder, tnen, that the Chris
tian missionary In China looks with 
misgiving on this splendid demonstra
tion of Japanese propagandism in the 
East? Is the West to ask Japan to sit 
at its feet as a-teacher of civilization, 
or is the West to assume the humble 
position of pupil? Veritably, a “new 
Idea” has entered into the world of the 
Occident no less than of the Orient.-

ville and Denver, Colo., and two in 
Louisville, Ky., one in Salem, Mass., 
and one in Jersey City, N. J. The lat
ter society was organized and char
tered by our missionary-at-large, Rev. 
H. C. Dorn of Newark, N. J.; most of 
the other ten societies were organized 
by our special missionaries, Mr. and 
Mrs. Sprague. But this list of societies 
by no means comprises the number of 
associations for Spiritualism that have 
been organized by our missionaries, for 
they have labored in many states where 
state associations exist, and have or
ganized societies within such localities, 
getting them chartered with their re
spective state associations, thus 
strengthening the cause in their sec
tions, increasing the influence of the 
state associations and also aBsistlng-the 
National Association.
- Several societies have withdrawn 
from direct affiliation with the National 
by joining their state associations—this 
the N. S. A. endorses and recommends. 
The First Spiritual society of Lynn, 
Mass., has withdrawn and we are glad 
to report that-the Massachusetts State 
Association, by its president and mem
bers, has pledged its fealty anew to the 
N. S. A. in ’most loyal and emphatic 
terms. The N. -3. A. has a large num
ber of local societies in the “Old Bay 
State,” as well as in other parts of New 
England, all bf which are full of loyalty 
to the cause and to this organization.

We report the Rhode Island State As
sociation as inert, if _ not wholly de
funct; all other,state associations are 
reported active and full of zeal for the 
cause, also in good standing with the 
N. S. A We have, up to October 1,; 
about one hundred,end twenty local sm 
cieties in good standing, but as many 
societies annually pay up .their arrears 
at convention and ‘.wheel into line, our 
present report can not possibly give 
adequate list of our-auxiliaries that are 
in spirit loyal and in readiness to dis
charge all their indebtedness to this 
association, ....... •: i ' ,
Our Financial. Standing as an Associa-

‘-‘After Her Deatn. The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with thia 
boolL Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on-th» finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
.the mind .onward Into tlie-purer ataios- 
phere -of. exalted spiritual truth. A 
.book for .the higher- life. - Price, 
glothilL.,

Will Not Cast Off Forever.
The Lamentations of Jeremiah, the 

twenty-fifth book in the Bible, is reput
ed very high authority by Christians, 
and of course all who reject the teach
ing of this superior prophet, who was 
inspired of God to, reveal his will to 
man, unless the preachers misrepresent, 
must be counted among unbelievers. 
Turn, gbod reader, you who have been 
all your lifetime In bondage from fear 
of an endless hell, and read Lamenta
tions 3: 31, 32,^33—

“The Lord wlllnot cast oft forever; 
though he cause grief yet will he have 
compassion according to the multitude 
of his mercies; tor he doth not afflict 
willingly, nor grieve the children of 
meni"

■ “Go to," Billy Sunday, and all who 
preach an endless hell to frighten the 
thoughtless and the Ignorant into the 
church. • Here Is an antidote, ‘ and a 
“thus saith the Lord” for the poisons 
hurled from your coward castles at the 
¡people who listen to your silly threat
enings. ' •

Sprague as. special'representatively iu 
various parts of the country have done1 
grand work for the cause . at large. 
Words cannot estimate the power lor 
good they have wrought; their respect
ive reports will, however, give some 
idea of their sacrifices- and of their la
bors for humanity.^

General Superintendent of Lyceums, 
John W. Ring, also gives good reports 
of his work and influence tor the lyce' 
urns; he has accomplished great good 
and deserves your commendation and a 
general hearing. He will speak for him
self at this convention.

'Dur Free Circulating Library at Wash
ington,

is in good condition. It comprises about 
seven hundred volumes of standard 
spiritual works. Many of these books 
are constantly out on loan and great 
good is being accomplished by this 
branch of our work. . The distribution 
of spiritual tracts goes steadily on from 
headquarters; thousands are sent out 
every month; they go in all directions; 
no one. calls for them In vain, though 
the bill for postage on these gratuitous 
distributions is considerable each year.

During the winter of 1904-1905, it .was 
suggested that your secretary send out 
from headquarters in the name of the 
N. 8. A., an appeal to the governor of 
Pennsylvania for clemency in the case 
of Mrs. Kate Edwards, sentenced to 
capital punishment in his state, also a 
Iike-i)lea to the governor of Vermont In 
behalf of Mrs. Mary Rogers, under sim
ilar sentence. This was done, and court
eous replies were received in each in
stance. Whether our appeal had any 
appreciable effect in the reprieve 
granted to each of these criminals or 
not, we cannot say, but at least the N. 
8. A. put itself on record in each case 
as opposed to capital punishment.

Our president and board of trustees 
have worked iu harmony and zeal for 
the good of our cause and the Increase

dollars for the Mediums’ Fund, he prom
ising to give personally another thou
sand if-the first was raised. After 
much pleading 6n the part of all con
cerned; Including our faithful editors of 
the Spiritualist palters, more than the 
sum asked for was raised—or about 
thirteen hundred dollars, which with 
the thousand from our good treasurer, 
added twenty-three hundred dollars to 
the Mediums Fund. This, however, 
was a very necessary benefaction, for 
unless frequent additions of consider
able amount are made to the Relief 
Fund, it will be ,but a matter of com
paratively brief time, before our worthy 
beneficiaries will be cast back to the 
cold realms of poverty and want, since 
with even the few regular pensioners 
on our list we are paying out fifteen 
hundred a yqar in addition to frequent 
appropriations of twenty or more dol
lars tor temporary aid to the deserving 
mediums who find themselves suddenly 
ill or stranded in some financial way.

We have’how the following regular 
pensioners on our list, all well known 
and trusted workers for the spiritual 
cause, all aged and worn out in the 
work, unable to do much for pecuniary 
return: Dr. Dean Clarke, Mrs. E. Cut
ler, Mrs. A: Angell, Mrs. M. E. W. 
Wright, Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, 
also her blind sister, Jennie Lord Webb, 
Abram James, Belle Bush, Mr. and Mrs. 
Jaqua, Lyman C. Howe. The sum of 
twelve dollars per month may not be a 
great deal for a human being to live on. 
yet our beneficiaries are grateful and 
happy that the N. S. A. is also glad that 
it has undertaken this good work. To 
all criticism from Individuals who occa
sionally offer advice, but never donate a 
cent-towards our good work, your secre
tary desires to say that we have inves
tigated every case on our pension list 
and know it to be both genuine and 
worthy, and we feel that the little that 
we or the public can do towards helping 
the aged and crippled workers of the 
past to spend their declining days in 
peace' is bv no means too much—nor 
half enough. The N. S. A. desires to 
add to its list of beneficiaries and will 
do so as means allow; there are plenty 
of worthy candidates for a place on the 
list and we shall be only too glad to aid 
them as soon as possible.

Within the year the following pen
sioners have passed to the spirit world: 
Mrs. Tryphena C. Pardee, Dr. B. Frank
lin Clarke, and Dr. Henry Slade; the N. 
S. A. attended to the funeral expense of 
each of these veterans and our duty has 
been well discharged. Our pensioners 
are not confined to any one locality, but 
are scattered from the far East to the 
Pacific slope. It is the same with those 
who have received temporary aid—all 
sections are helped from the relief fund 
as far as it goes—to give even tempo
rary aid to all would be to impoverish 
the fund and cast those dependent upon 
it out in the cold world to suffer.

is by no me$ns discouraging. The an
nual financtajTrepoifo of treasurer and 
secretary, copj^s ofythich will-be In the 
hands of eacfe- delegate at convention, 
will show out;, condition in money, and 
we believe i^will. the approval of 
all candid mipds. . -id '

Our receipt^ frorq societies have not 
been large, apd individual donations 
have been copflnedjjprincipally to the 
Mediums’ Repjef Fund, than which no 
better or mo^ .important fund and 
work exists [gpong^Bpirltualists. We 
have received; howsjier, financial in
crease from qther -^sources, namely, 
$4,745.25 fronpihe hefiiiest of our arisen 

■ brother and friend, 8. W. Tucker of 
Keokuk, lowa-^the 'qçfluest was of five 
thousand dollars, bntithe amount of in
heritance tax charged by the state of

: "Death Defeated; or the Psyohîo ^ 
wet ot How to Keep Young.'* By J. Bl 
rwbl«» M. Du M. Ph. a

Camps.
Your secretary entered Into corre

spondence early in the season with the 
officers of our various camp associa
tions aojiciting a special N. S. 
A. day at their respective summer re
sorts; with th« result that several 
granted the same, and we received 
thereby collections varying from four 
dollars to one hundred from such 
work. The’ latter sum was obtained at 
Onset camp, where your secretary repre
sented this National Association on 
August 19; the other camps, were en
abled to give hut small sums» but the 
sincere and appreciative thanks of the 
N. S. A. have been officially tendered to 
each one.

Law Suits and Will Contest Cases.
The law suit of the Morris Pratt In

stitute Association with certain heirs of 
the Morris Pratt estate, has been re
ported as settled In favor of the college 
and our cause; the N. S. A. contributed 
the sum of bne hundred and fifty dol
lars towards the suit in behalf of tho 
college as directed by the convention of 
1904.

The will of Mr. Goff of Lansing, 
Mich., in which he bequeathed a large 
&um to the Michigan State Association, 
tor the maintenance of a Mediums* 
Home and.other good work, has been 
contested by certain interested parties; 
the Michigan State Association carried 
on the case as long as possible without 
help, then called on the N. S. A. for hid 
which has been freely granted, the Na
tional Association and the Michigan 
State Association entering upon an 
agreement to carry the case to the Su
preme Court. This case is still pending 
and final report cannot be given upon it.

Matters connected with charges, ac
cusations and inharmonies in and be
tween certain auxiliaries have been in
vestigated and adjusted as far as possi
ble by the N. S. A., and in every in
stance your trustees have acted in the 
spirit of fairness, justice and good-will 
towards all.
’ ■ Editor-at-Largc.

Mr. Hudson Tuttle, editor-at-large for 
the N. S. A., will send his own annual 
report to convention. His frequent re
ports - during ..the, year-.io. headquarters 
show thatlhe Jias kept faithfully to his 
work and .that his- pen . and Influence 
have done very much towards increas
ing the growing respect of the world to- 
whrds our Sacred ciuse. ■ <

Iowa, was of course deducted from the 
same; and the sum gf ^498^5, for the 
sale of a tract of land in Scott county.- 
Kans., formerly donated to the»N; 8. A. 
by our Mr. J.’B. Munger, of Macomb, Ill.

By tho unfailing help and generosity 
of Our noble treasurer, Air. T.-J. Mayer, 
the Mediums' Relief Fund also received 
a most valuable a4ditt'>B- ■ In tbe recent 
spring, Mr. Mayqr caused your, secre
tary to issue a, call to. -the public,, 
through the spiritual papers, . and »by. 
correspondence»with-societies.and indi-.:. . -r-
vlduala, for a collection of one thousand'» President! Barrett and Mr.; and -Mrs:

; . .Our.MlMjoninle*.

of Truth, and all other spiritual publics» 
tlons that have in any way assisted, 
this association in its work for hupuH-*»^

Aid now, Mr. President and Dele
gates, the year of work at the headquar
ters has drawn to a close. While there 
have inevitably been some shadows dur
ing its passage, yet we feel that the 
greater part of the way and the work 
has been cheerful and encouraging to 
all connected therewith. ^Your secre
tary submits this’report to you with the 
knowledge that she and all her co-labor- 
ers on the board and in the field of so
ciety work have done what they could 
for the interest of human progress and 
enlightenment.

Respectfully submitted,
MARY T. LONGLEY, ,

Secretary.

Secretary’s Financial Statement.
From Oct. I, 1904 to Oct. 1.1905.

Balance on hand October 4, 1904........ »15.214 88
Total amount received from October

1,1904, to October 1, 1906........... 13,730 63
, Total.................................. »28,946 61

total amount expended from October
1, 1904, to October 1, 1905........... 10,458 08

Cash balance on hand Oct. 1,1905. »18,486 88
General fund.....................
Mediums’ Relief Fund...
Mediums’ Defense Fluid.

513,778 18
4,178 66

630 14
»18.486 83

of the usefulness of the N. 8. A. Your 
secreUry desires here to publicly ac
knowledge her indebtedness to each one 
for their kind and willing co-operation 
and aid in any duty or work that sue 
has had in hand which needed the coun
sel of our board. Her thanks are ex
tended to each one—to our president 
for his never-failing helpfulness and ad
vice; to our treasurer who is a host in 
himself, for counsel and consideration, 
as to each member of our band; she 
alao desires to acknowledge the con
stant aid of Mr. C. P. Longley in mail
ing and other work incidental to office 
life, and the faithful assistance of Mrs. 
Agnes Wing Fugitt, which has been in
valuable in many ways.

,. In addition to other duties, your sec- 
letary has attended funerals where the 
spiritual word was needed, this as a la
bor of love for the cause and as part of 
her ministry for the N. S. A. Such 
work has extended as far as possible 
according to her health and the duties 
devolving upon her.

And just here, dear friends, It may be 
fitting to say a word concerning the 
bereavements which have entered the 
heart life of our dear president and his 
beloved wife. At a time when he was 
far from home in the pursuance of mis
sionary labors, and while his dear com
panion lay In deep illness, the death an
gel came almost simultaneously into the 
home of his cherished parents, summon
ing the father of our president to the 
higher life, and also to the home itself 
of Mr. and Mrs. Barrett, calling their 
lovely babe to the immortal sphere. 
The anguish and pain thus brought into 
the lives of these devoted workers can
not be described in speech, and I ask 
this convention to tenderly and rever 
ently in a moment of silent prayer, 
unitedly extend our condolence and 
sympathy to our president and his com
panion.

_ Before closing this report, I desire to 
call your attention to the editors of our 
spiritual papers. They have never 
failed to aid the N. S. A. in every pos
sible way; their columns have been 
opened to our appeals and reports; they 
have given every opportunity to this as
sociation to keep its good objects before 
the world and to set itself right if in 
any way its work was questioned or 
misunderstood. We cannot begin to es
timate the good which the spiritual 
press has done for the N. S. A., and 
more than all for the cause of Spiritual
ism, and 1 recommend that a unani
mous vote of thanks be given by this 
convention to The Progressive Thinker, 
the Banner of Light, Sunflower, Light

ITEMIZED RECEIPTS.
Contributions to Central Fund........  

Charter Fees.........................................  
Bequests to General Fund.................. 
Convention (1904) Receipts.................. 

Sale oi Books ajid tracts.....................  
H. D. Barrett, collections, &c...........  

Rent paid by Secretary.....................  
Dues and collections from Societies 

and Camps........................  
interest on money invested..............  

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague. Mis
sionaries (collections, Ac )........

Contributions to Mediums' Relief 
Fund.....................................

Total Receipts..................

« ■- 842 60 
V36 60 
5,?44 00

600 80
14 »5 

1,077 81 
240 00

1,082 51
400 00

1,805 55

2,487 55 
»18.730 03

ITErtlZED EXPENDITURES.
H. D. Barrett, for service», traveling 

expenses. Ac...................
Mediums' Defense Fund for Cbese- 

boro lawsuit.......................
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, Mis

sionaries, tor salary and expen
ses .........................................

Fuel................................................... 
Gas..........................................................  
Postage............................................
Office supplies,Janitor service, lumiiK,

telegrams, express, Ac...............
Property expenses, for repairs, tax

es. Ac...................................
Convention (1904) expense..................
Trustees’ traveling exrxmses to con

vention and board Meetings.... 
Secretary's salary...............................  
Priming.............................................. . .
Editor-ut-Large. Hudson Tuttle...... .  
Pensions and temporary aid to aged

mediums........................................
Special donations from General Fund,

To Jno. W. Rine, for lyce- 
um work.........................

To Morris Frail Instituts.
To Michigan State Associ

ation for Goff will cubo....

» 1,709 S3

150 00

2,188 82
61 13
IS 25 

115 00

168 55

185 38 
547 19

668 86
1.200 00 

96 28
300 00

2.333 12 
viz ;

»100 00 
KO 00

242 22

Special donation from Will Defense Fund; 
To Michigan Statu AuhocI-

utloii for Goff WlUCasfi.. 
To Attorney, Oltuiuwa, la.

Miscellaneous expenses, viz 
Expenses of N, 8. A. In

vestigating Committee, 
Folsom Case. St. Louts, 
and stenographer’s ser
vices................ ..........

Traveling expenses. M.T. 
Longley. N. S. A. represen
tative al Onset. Mass., 
camp for N. 8. A. day.....

Legal advice, stenographer, 
and notary.............. .

Total cxpvnUitureH

»122 18 
1 92

»126 41

25 00
17 60

S1Ü3&8 68
MRS. M. T. LONGLEY, Sóc’y. K. S. A.

Treasurer’s Annual Report.
Statement from Oct. 1, 1904 to Oct. I, 1905,
Oct. 1. 1904. Balance on hand: .

Cash received, General 
Fund.... ...... ........ 

Cash received. Mediums' 
Relief Fund ...... ....

Cash disbursed, General 
Fund. ............. .  .

Cash disbursed, Medi
ums’ Relief Fund.....

Cash disbursed, Will De
fense Fund........ .....

Cash disbursed. Medi
ums’ Defense Fund.. ..

General Fund,,...:...... 
Mediums' Relief Fund.. 
Mediums’ Defense Fund

ÍÍ5.213 48

$10,875.84

2,854 79
13,730 63

»28,945 51

«7.850 86

2,333 12

124 70

150 00
. — 10.458 63

1 ; . »18,486 83

RECAPITULATION, ——
»13,77813

4,178:56 
. 530 14

• ---'A- ‘ »18.486 83
THEO. J. MATER, Teeaa. N. S. A.

Child Legislation.
Various waves of activity have en

gaged the attention of women from 
time to time. The years preceding the 
Civil War marked an era of agitation 
against slave-holding; the war itself 
created organizations for the benefit of 
the soldier; a great wave of temperance 
enthusiasm swept over the land about 
the same time that foreign missions be
came a department of church work in 
all denominations, and this was fol
lowed by the inauguration and develop
ment of tarlqus organizations to pro
tect domestic animals, fishes, wild ani
mals, forests, and lastly human beings. 
The crest of each successive^wave has 
planted the standard of humanitarian
ism just a little higher than it was be
fore.

The largest number of women’s asso
ciations organized in the last twenty 
years have for their main endeavor the 
securing to children certain rights— 
their right to pure food, air and water; 
their right to playgrounds; their right 
to an education unhampered oy toil; 
also to securing legislation safeguard
ing the child at work; the regulation of 
factory hours, factory accommodations, 
night work, dangerous occupations, re
quirements, and sanitary conditions. 
The child labor law has gone hand in 
hand with compulsory school law in 
most of the states to raise the stand
ard of child life, physically, mentally 
and morally to the plane of our Ideal 
civilization.

Because of what has been accom
plished along these lines the unthink
ing observer is prone to feel compla
cent and wonder why we should be diB- 
satifled or want to accomplish larger 
and better things for posterity, never 
taking into consideration that wwaves 
simply flow along the channel of least 
resistance and that deeper currents of 
thought will rise to the surface of pub
lic sentiment. Many a legislator de
clines proposing a bill that would vio
lently antagonize his wealthy manufac
turing constituent, while his vote is 
easily obtained in support of a bill for
bidding little children to peddle papers 
and chewing gum on the streets, or to 
take check reins oft working horses; 
cheap popularity is easy in a law that is 
so general the individual is lost sight 
of in its operation.

So the women have gone on year af
ter year presenting memorials to Con
gress asking largely and accepting such 
victory as rewarded their efforts, while 
patiently studying defeat to learn better 
how to attain the end desired. And 
year after year the ranks of suffragists 
are increased by these women who 
have had a practical object» lesson of 
how the beautiful ^'indirect influence” 
of women works on the voter and se
cures legislation. ✓

IVA G. WOODEN.

ITEMS FROM COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Mrs. Marian Carpenter and Her Work- 
Miss Elizabeth Harlow, of National 
Reputation—Mrs. Skeills and Her 
Poems.
To the Editor:—Columbus, Ohio, is 

now, and bas been for some time, espe
cially favored with excellent talent. 
For a few weeks in September, the 
East Side Society had Mrs. Marian Car
penter of Detroit, Mich. Her lectures 
are given while entranced, and are usu
ally closed with a soul-uplifting song. 
She is also a good platform message
bearer. She is certainly a woman of 
great purity of soul.

We have back with us for the winter 
—for the third time—Miss Elizabeth 
Harlow, a speaker with a national repu
tation. Her inspirers are both scien
tific and philosophical. From their 
point of view, Spiritualism has more to 
do with life in this stage of existence 
than with the sweet bye and bye; hence 
tbe discourses are more frequently on 
lines and measures which if carried out 
would bring heaven here now.

The West Side Society has for the 
present month a lady from your own 
state, a Mrs. Margaret Skeills. This 
is the third season that she has been 
with them. When on the platform she 
is deeply entranced. Frequently the 
entire subject matter of the discourse 
of an hour’s length Is given in poetry— 
that would do credit to any of our best 
poets.

One peculiar feature with her, she 
will sometimes stop in the midst of her 
address, and give a poetic message to 
some one in the audience, and then re
sume her discourse. It is character 
possessed by these grand ladies I have 
mentioned that gives prestige to ouj 
cause. WALLACE H. MOORE,

■ "The.Jesuits."-. By»Rev:iB..P.:-AiiBtln,'. 
A..M.;>’BJQ.j AA jexnelle«t :.:mvnnhh:t 
Price 15 cents. , .

MR. SUNSHINE.

Good morning, Mr. Sunshihe, 
Glad to see you here, 

The night was rather gloomy, 
But now that you appear 

The world is full of brightness 
And happiness and cheer.

Good morning, Mr. Sunshine, 
Night has hurried on, 

We find you’re very welcome 
When you come at dawn, 

I guess you know we miss you 
When your light is gone.

Good morning, Mr. Sunshine, 
Hope vvc see you well;

You’re looking mighty cheerfu 
Shadows now dispel;

You please us every morning 
Far more than we can tell.

. —Exchange.

» "Handy. IffloatricM-DfcUoDaiy.*’ £ 
Mictltal-. handbook-: of. referenca, aon i 
tatolng definitions oteveryuaedsulea । 
trica! term: or. phrase.:«. Price^L-

124 70

162 01

4ML 23
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It does notor faith in the

TO MICHIGAN SPIRITUALISTS. BRIGHT POINTS OF LIGHT.
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naiism, to prove Its worth to the chil-

A FIGHT IN CHURCH.

InRED, WHITE AND BLUE.

grass
jit 1 .to

midst official .workers ..of <thelt '-?own

of the board, I desire to ro- 
heartfelt thanks for favors re

member 
turn my 
ceived.

Which Blood Flowed Freely—The 
Blood of the Redeemer Will

‘ “Wipe Out" Their Sins.

All 
ted.

dren of men by our devotion to it, and 
by the use we make of the splendid 
truths it has given to us.

Notice of Appointment of State Mis
sionaries.

AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE 
STORES EYESIGHT.

Reflections in Reference to Them, by 
Mrs. Petersllea.

of which is respectfully submit- 
HARRISON D. BARRETT, 

President N. S. A.

burn. This. volume - meets u , publie 
want It comprises ■'SEB.choIce eeleo 

. tiousOf, poetry and ihualc. embodying 
the highest moral aentitnenL emit free

JOHN A. MORRIS.
Los’ Angeles, Gal. .

Ganger Cured
WITH SOOTHING. BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor. Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Ecsem&andaU Skin and Female Dheaaea. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Scut free. Address e 

DR. BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

Blue eyes of merry glance, 
White feet that o’er the green 

. trips
And won me In the dance. 

I love this tender maid,
To me her heart is true. 

In her I see displayed
The red and white and blue.-

MR. AND MRS. E. WORDEN WHITE, 
292 Harrison Ave., Detroit Mien.

“Cosmlan Hymn Bofit" A collection 
of original and rejected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the borne; compiled fly L..K. Wash-

The Refioion of SDirituaHöm.'
Ite Phenomena and Philosophy. By the Roy. 

Samuel Watson. Thia work wm wrlcton by a 
modem Savior, a grand and noble man. Pnoe, 
W.OQ. A valuable book for tho money.

n 'J j n _ -UK I progress we have made in the past, andPresident D3ffett S Report. I so bravely forward to meet the duties 
r ' of the new year. The signs are ail 

- (Continued from page 3.) I propitious, the outlook is splendid, and 
- ------------------------------------------------- -I it is now for us, the followers of Spirit-

NOTICE!
The Woolley Sanatorium, the only inatllu» 

tlon in the United States where the OuLum, 
Cocaine and Whisky habitscan becurea with
out exposure, aud with so much ease for the 
patient. Only 30 dav«’ time required. Describe 
your ease and I will write you an opinion as to 
what I can accomplish for you. A sk your family 
ihysician to investigate. Dr. B. M. Woolley» 

00 N. Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

thither, and never at rest for a mo
ment. After once seeing them one can 
see them at almost any time and any
where. They are the spiritual life en
tities or germs of all things that exist 
upon the earth; and there can be no life 
without them.

MRS. CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

discourse Through Mrs. Cora L V. Rich 
mond, Chicago, October 1,1905.

“Whither shall I go from thy spirit? or whither 
shall I fiee from thy presence ? ,

“If I ascend up to heaven thou art there ; if I make 
my bed in hell behold, thou art there.
* “If I take the wings of the morning, and dwell in 
the uttermost parts of the sea, even there shall thy 

. hand lead me, and thy right hand shall hold me.”
Whether iti hell or heaven, whether on earth or in 

any other planet, what does it matter, if one knows 
the Center, the Supreme Power?

Formerly, in the dark ages, astronomy^ failed be- 
causç people made this little, small Earth'the center 
of the solar system. They eoüld not calculate the 
eclipses; they .could not tell about the other plànfets;

‘ they were at a loss to understand. But just as soon 
às with the eye of mathematics—the only accurate 
material science—they discovered that the sun is the 

. center, as soon as they discovered that all these stars 
revolved around the sun, instead of the sun, -moon 
and stars revolving around the Earth, their calcula- 

■ tions beeame more accurate, almost perfect ; and 
when by the observation of that which is known as 
the precession of the equinoxes they found there was 
another, more distant center, they then -beeame still 
more accurate because they eoqld make mathemat
ical allowances for the rotations of the solar nystem 
around that more distant center.

Difficulties in Adjustment.
So whenever one makes oneself the center of the 

universe there will be stone walls here and .obstacles 
there, unexpected eclipses and storms that one does 
not know how to meet.' Whenever you think thé uni
verse is doing something to you instead of for you, 
you will struggle and complain. It is this doing to 
you that constitutes the great difficulty of adjust
ment here. “Why did it storm to-day when I wanted 
to go to church?” “Why do people have to do this 
or that or the other thing just to interfere with me?” 
“Why is somebody born, or why does somebody die, 
just to punish me?” “Why was my child blind, or 
this one crippled, or that one. something else, just to 
make me more trouble ?” Of course this attitude not 
only sees everything that is shadowy, but invites the 
shadows; goes out to meet them, rushes hither and 
thither to find difficulties, that “other people” arc 
always creating.

dust as soon as you begin to understand that you 
cannot get out of the universe if you try, you will 
make up your minds to be reconciled to your environ
ment and make the best of it wherever you may .be, 
and know, that when jt is time you will take the next 
step.

Most people are like babies. Of course the baby 
starts to go to a place in opposite side of the room, 
and goes, according to nature, in a straight line, 
never noticing the stool or chair that is in the way. 
Of course the baby falls. If it is a grown-up baby, 
“somebody put them there for people to stumble 
over.” Then the baby, like the grown-up baby, be
gins to reason, the baby must learn to climb next 
time. Then before the baby begins to build roadways 
—another state of physical expression—the baby 
just knows the next best thing is to climb over the 
barriers. The primal men are good climbers, they 

'n"0 over the hills instead pf around them; they tjo not 
hesitate to use their feet. It is only after they begin 
to build roadways—another stage of complex growth 
—that they go around the obstacle, and do not climb. 
Undoubtedly when people return to the primal con
ditions of the soul they will find that the obstacles 

• are there to surmount. It is a part of the develop
ment of the small babe to climb. If there is a. flight 
of stairs anywhere the baby will find it. You have

not -be stilled for all that the Churçli of Home, and 
all tho other churches in the world can do. • The uni
verse is adjusted to the universal law and methods. 
All may be one with that law, all may be one with the 
things that are adjusted to that law. But you. or we 
carrot fight the universe single-handed. We are a 
piyit of it, and that is the sublime beauty of the situ
ation. We only have charge over our ego and 
thought, not fully over all tfie environment, still the 
possession of the entity is ours; but we cannot 
flounce out of the universe because we are offended; 
and'we cannot flounce back again because we wish 
again to enter the universe. We are held by that 
which is like unto ourselves. The part that is like 
the dust is held by the laws that govern the dust; the 
part that is like the Intelligence of the universe is 
held by that Intelligence. We did not decide to go 
some other way when we found out that the world 
was moving on its axis. But while we can do that in 
our airships and by our motor powers, we do not de
cide that we shall have some other laws than those 
that govern the mechanism, of the world. . . , .

Power of the Spirit.
• We know there are other forces in the human in
telligence that, not only çan ep-operate with nature, 
but, if we take that part of the universe rightly, we 
believe the soul can transcend Çhysiial nature. Wé 
can never exceed material law except by a knowledge 
of the power of the spirit ; and that is governed in its 
own realm by forces that.belong to the spirit. When 
we are one with God in the universe that belongs to 
God we shall be adjusted. Now, -of course, all laws 
of chemistry, all discoveries of men like Edison, all 
explorations in the realm of material science are but 
adaptations to the laws that govern the material uni
verse. If we go counter to the winds we go there by 
principles that can be mathematically calculated; if 
we row up stream we take into account the strength 
of the current, if the wind is against us too, we take 
that into account. We do not think that either the 
winds nor the currents of the stream are placed there 
just to baflle us. In this realm of the material uni
verse the greater the mind the greater the control 
over the elements. This is because the mind is ad
justed to know that one must act in conformity with 
the great purposes of nature. The aim of pcjence js 
not to overcome those purposes, not to spt them 
aside, but to work in harmony with them to the end 
that every tempest ’shall be our pinion, every storm 
our source of strength.

We pray for rain; yet when the deluge comes we 
are scarcely prepared for it. We pray for. the puri
fying pinions of the winds; yet the tornado and the 
cyclone seem to baffle us. We pray that all the 
forces of nature may bring an abundant harvest to 
our doors and ships to our harbora with the. freight
age of the world—or a part of it—but we forget that 
the harvest of the fields and the freightage of all the 
world are not the sole objects of nature. This man’s 
wheat or that man’s vineyard are not the only prop
ositions of the summer time. The reason people can
not better govern the éléments to-day is that people 
look upon the universe from the narrow standpoint

to put up a great many barriers to keep the baby 
from climbing; even if it has a tumble or two it does 
not make any difference, the baby will elinib. The 
great secret of life is, that all people wish to climb; 
they all want to gain something that seems inacces
sible, yet if this or that, or the other barrier inter
venes they think somebody put it there purposely to 
hinder them. How do you know but what jt is true, 
to make it necessary for them to climb?

Then people seem to think.that somebody is always 
trying to do something against them. Sometimes 
people have natures that are suspicious, and they 
think this one or that one who has been a friend is 
always doing something against them. Now the 
chances are nine to one, or ninety-nine to one they 
are not thinking anything about the suspicious ones 
at all. Of course this is not very gratifying to their 
vanity or self-esteem. But people usually do not go 
out of their way to do harmful things to other peo
ple, except when they;want to “hold them up” to 
get their money, or for some influence they want to 
compel them to bring for some purpose. It is only 
through revenge, which is very rare, or some selfish 
motive that people take the trouble to go out of their 
way to do anything to you.

For the most part the universe is not doing any- 
, thing to you. The stars will go on, the earth will re
volve, earthquakes in South America and in the 
Sandwich Islands, or in Italy or in Greece will shock 
the earth and swallow up cities; Mount Vesuvius will

recommend that this convention extend 
■1o Treasurer Mayer some special recog
nition ot his splendid example and gen
erous offering.

Our Trustees.
Our trustees have worked together 

throughout the year in perfect har
mony and each and every member of 
the board has faithfully efideavored to 
do his best for the N. S. A. The re
sults of their stewardship are now be
fore you as delegates, and I trust that 
the outcome of their labors is uot one 
of disappointment to you. To every

Conclusion.
I have endeavored to present to you 

fin honest outline of the work of the 
past year, and have made such recom
mendations as I felt to be for the best 
good of the N. S. A. and our cause as a 
whole for the year to come. The past 
year has been one of great - activity 
along nearly all Unes of effort, and 
many trying episodes have arisen, all 
of which have received the considerate 
attention of the officers of the N. S. A. 
I feel that good has resulted fiom the 
labors of the year and fully believe 
that, while some mistakes may have 
been, made, the work,"on the whole, is 
the best in the history of the N. S. A. 
<The signs of the times are auspicious 
for a steady, healthful growth ;of our 
beloved cause, during .the year next, en
suing. There is nothing -pessimistic 
about Spiritualism, and tho sunny skies

REMARKABLE INVENTION

posing all these things fail ; supposing your work 
fails; supposing your life fails; supposing the strain 
of material life is broken, you. are not out of the uni
verse, /6u are notout of your soul, you are not away 
from God. The'universe holds all the propositions 
that you need ; l|ÿlds qyerytiling you want to know-or 
want to understand. It is only a question of your 
arrival, of being &ady£ "

Now as tho ba|,y, thQ little girl and boy, can ask a 
great many questions that cannot be answered until 
they are grown up ; a&l then they ask a great many 
questions that seem, to^e unanswered, but the answer 
is there. The trouble .with people is, they want the 
answer before thtey ..&Je: ready. They do not know 
what they want. A . great many pepple say when 
they have àn opportunity to ask questions, the most 
difficult thing is t^know what to ask and how to for
mulate the question.“ To a person who can intelli
gently ask a question and understand it, the answer 
is not far away. ¡ >

The Puipppse of the Universe.
Then people say : “Oh, if I have done my best I do 

not see why1'this or tliat ot1 the other calamity should 
befall pie,”- Thouspnfls; and thousands and thou
sands of people do their best and still things do seem 
to befall them. The meaning of this is, not that they 
are singled out ^--exceptions for that thing to hap
pen to, but that it is a part of the plan and purpose 
of the universe, that that thing comes inevitably 
along that way. But the trial is not eternal, it does 
not overwhelm you. Oftentimes the sorrow of to
day is so heavy it blinds, the eyes to the sunshine, it 
shut's out. tfie blooming, flower, it makes the whole 
earth seem dark, but in six months or less you won
der how you ever thought it was so dark. All this 
change has come,because you are once more adjusted 
to your surroundings. It is true, of course, the first 
great sorrow must come to every human being. The 
dumb beast partaking of- life of its kind, or of its 
master, has Bo great recuperative sources from with
in its soul, has not that part of life that knows of 
something beyond physical life, is not filled with the 
hope that takes possession of you when you stand be
side the grave of your dearly loved one, that con
sciousness, that which, without one’s being aware of 
it sustains and strengthens you in the most wonder- 
fql ways; that vast other realm, to which you are not 
consciously. adjùsjæd, but which impinges upon hu
man life and takes possession of it, is what sustains 
every human being when that which Is called death 
comes to the household; whatever be the faith, or 
form of religion;.or the lack of it; Ingersoll by the 
side of the grave of his beloved one; the Spiritualist 
by the side of the ¡grave of his or her loved ones ; the 
church member bj* the side of the grave of his or her 
loved ones, they draw from that vast other 
realm the only comfort that there is. And it is sim
ilar in each case though it comes to them under dif
ferent names : Faith itf Christ, faith in thé universe

of personal selfishness. “Now I want rain,” says 
one man. But he does nbt know about the man 
over there—he may not want it. One man says, “T 
want this or that or the other kind of weather, ’ ’ but 
he does not think of the other man over there who 
may not want the same kind of weather. Now one 
can have rain and another sunshine just as soon as 
people adapt themselves to the methods that the uni
verse employs. When you know the methods that 
nature employs to get up a storm, you can have one. 
Most of you can have a domestic cyalone at any time. 
But the elements seem to baffle you.

The truth is, the collection of the necessary 
amount of vapor to produce rain is only a question of 
further knowledge of the methods of the universe; 
and all the study in a scientific direction along such 
lines will bring its fruitful results as soon as people 
are ready. But the people are not ready. The great 
intellect of man requires years to arrive at the knowl
edge.of the spirit. This spirituality has been forgot
ten ; it has been either cloistered in the theology of 
the churches of the world and never used, or it has 
fallen upon the quicksands and rocks of materialism. 
The spirit of man must be more and more unfolded 
to meet the demands of the human «being in adapting 
himself or herself to the universe.

How often people feel like aliens, how often they 
feel like orphans, how often they feel as though they 
had wandered far from the Father’s house, and from 
their kindred, and do not know how to retrace their 
steps. Fortunately you do not have to retrace your 
steps from the road however winding, or however 
deep and dark the valley, it leads to God and to the 
soul. You cannot be lost in the jungle, you cannot 
be lost on ships at sea, you cannot be lost anywhere. 
Therefore wherever you are you can adapt yourself 
to the universe of things and to the Infinite. Because 
it is but a step from things to the greater realities.

Alexander Selkirk (or Robinson Crusoe), the tale 
of your boyhood and your grandfather’s boyhood, 
was an illustration of man’s adaptation to nature, of 
making the best of things. If he had had little 
larger gleams into the spirit, if the great universe of 
intelligence, had been open to him, that particular hu
man life would not have been of so much conse
quence. And the knowledge comes when still sup-

matter what theunanieqis, the great universe of the 
soul adjusts yoivto it after a while.

'Io V I
Adjusting Ourselves to the Universe.

*’ ,|J’Bye and bye you cease to try to adjust the universe 
to yourself and yegin'to adjust yourself to the uni
verse. Then thé’fitóri^1 of the sea does not appall ; 
you do not run ^gainst the rocks; the thistles and 
thorns do not pierce y<ái so fiercely. Let this extend 
through the moral and spiritual universe and you 
solve the prqbjen^.of lift. It is not everything to my 
standard, but my,.standard to everything. It is like 
solving the questiph.of-political economy; not every
thing for the crotfnr-'nbt everything for the kingdom, 
not everything for oné, ’but everything for all.

When we begin to adjust ourselves to the universe 
we begin to adjust ourselves to people. We find 
that the people are not purposely running against us 
on. the street, they do not intend to hurt us. Except 
they run against our favorite corn, our sore ann then 
we think they are doing it just to hurt us. It is this 
or that or the othijr place just where we are so sensi
tive, it is in that Sirection that things hurt us. But 
the truth is, people are just going forward and these 
things will occur. We cannot think the whole human 
family .is just trying to hurt us. When we cease to 
think that then we also begin to see that especial ones 
are not trying to hurt us. For the most part they are 
trying to help us. They arc no worse than 
we are, they are trying to-help themselves, just as we 
think we are. When this thought takes possession 
of the human race every human being will see for 
him or herself that-he or she is a world to be con
quered by him or herself. But there is a universe to 
be adjusted too,- i. e., to all the otherjives that are in 
the universe. It is this recognition, this conscious
ness of being ad^ted to others.

Now it is no lack of principle for you to adapt 
yourself to your surroundings. It would not become 
martyrs to beat their bodies against .prison walls or 
barriers. Pascal writing immortal poems survived 
longer than if he Jiad knocked his brains out trying 
to shake his prison .walls. The conquest comes in 
other ways. When physical things cannot be moved 
spiritual things arc the most triumphant. When the 
slave could not leave his master because of the blood
hounds and gyves, his spirit was free in the prayer- 
meeting to know and prophesy of the day of freedom.

The Greater Readjustment.
To-day whatever be the environment, whatever be 

the difficulties it is not worth while to dash your head 
against a stone wall. You cannot tear down the 
Trusts,-you cannot do anything with the power, of 
Mammon that way, Do not knock your brainh out in 
any futile attempts. The greater readjustment is the 
recognition of the fraternity' of human lives. When 
the church-member recognizes that ' fraternity the 
walls crumble. There is no possible crystallization 
of mammon. Do you not change with this readjust
ment, this change jn your nature.; the larger method 
is the only true method ? Curing Satan with Satanic 
methods is obsolete ; it is a thing of the past. ‘ ‘ Over
come evil with good” is in the great readjustment of 
the future. Get into line with the larger method, 
into co-operation with the greater and more potent 
forces. Let the Czar and Emperor, the king and roy
alty make treaties if they will. Let Satan chain 
Satan if he can. But the angels can break the fetters 
for suck as know them. Peter walked forth from 
prison, and the Disciples conquered under thé domin
ion of thé larger power; your own lives become un
fettered because of this great loyalty to one another.

When one is adjusted to the larger humanity, and 
the larger universe, to the spiritual forces, loyalty to 
this king, or that emperor, or this government means 
nothing. You cannot be disloyal if you are loyal to 
humanity. When William H. Seward announced the 
“higher law” in connection with slavery, those who 
were apologists for slavery called it “treason.” and 
said he was disloyal to the government, and the Con
stitution, and the laws. But, being loyal to freedom, 
to humanity and to the law that included the slave 
and the slave-holder made him loyal unto the nation 
and unto God. Of course the flowering out of the 
past kind of loyalty was war. The flowering out of 
the highest loyalty then was the Emancipation Proc
lamation. But, friends, if it is a life of martyrdom, 
or the cost of a physical life, it is not so bad for free
dom as it is for serfdom and bondage, and military 
rule. Who deplores the millions of lives lost to ad
vance a Crown, or' to advance a Government in a 
wrongful possession? Here are martyrs going 
straight to the gallows, or to the prison, or to social" 
crucifixion, and people think they do not want to die.

The coward is said to hesitate before he takes up 
arms for his country. The brave man and woman 
will not array themselves against the universe, will 
not array themselves against the great immutable, 
principles. Those men who are ready in retort have 
said in parliament or congress or at other places, “we 
would rather be right than to be king or president, ’ ’ 
they may or may not know the value of what they 
said. But knowing the right, no human being can 
afford to be on any other side. Knowing the correct 
principles, no human being can afford not to speak 
and not to act. As that means that you place your
self in accord with the universe, even if martyrdom is 
there. But the marytr does not feel as you do about 
it. He who sacrifices what is called his life for truth 
gains his life. He does not feel that it is a sacrifice. 
If you are cringing and cowardly in the tribute you 
give to truth; if you say, “Oh, yes, I am a Spiritual
ist, but it has cost me a good deal/’ “I am a re
former, but I have paid dearly for it,” what do you 
mean by that? What do you mean, when the gate
ways of heaven have been opened and your loved 
ones are restored to you? when these forces have 
been given you wherewith to interpret the meaning of 
life and death? It is because you fear this or that 
mail’s opinion, it is the thought of Mrs. Grundy, or 
something or other that some one has said. What is 
that? You cannot afford to slain the doors of heaven 
shut when they have been opened to you, because 
your neighbors criticise. In our adjustment to the 
universe Mrs. Grundy is not to be considered. Be
cause Mrs. Grundy believes in the “latest thing,” 
she believes in the most fashionable fad, and her life 
is devoted to the calumny of that which is highest 
and best. Edison does not eare a fig for Mrs. Grundy 
if he can understand the latest and highest electrical 
vibrations. Astronomers who cross continents and 
seas to find out what will b.e revealed during an 
eclipse of the sun do not eare whether Mrs. Grundy 
thinks the money well spent or not.

The Universe Is Ours.
In the total eclipse of the skies, the total spiritual 

eclipse that seems to fall upon the world, he who sees 
the corona of the spiritual sun illuming and lighting 
the world in the midst of this eclipse, flashing its 
light athwart the tear-stained, dark valleys of sor
row, cannot afford to let the shadows of the valleys 
intervene.

Our great adjustment lies in knowing that the uni
verse is ours; that it holds all that we want, all we 
need to appropriate, all that eternity will require: 
and that here, in this small, pent-up space of time 
and sense and earthlinesvtlie things that come and 
go, that meet and pass, that are born and perish, that 
abide for a time and disappear are so many stepping 
stones, little- obstacles that we must climb over in 
order to reach that upper kingdom, where the ad
justment is larger; where there-is greater perception, 
where the powers of the spirit unfold more and 
more; where, even there adhere, we cannot be lost, 
because we are all in eternity, now ami to-day, and 
the forces of the universe are ours.

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned.
This instrument is in the form ot a 

pocket battery, which the Inventors 
have patented and which they call “Ao 
tlna," a word -which Is (heir trade mark 
and owned by them.

In the treatment of eye diseases the 
inventors of “Actina” claim there is no 
need for cutting or drugging the eye tor 

any torm ot disease, 
cataracts, pterygiums 
aud other abnormal 
growths can be re-

- moved and weakened 
vision restored Jy tho 
new and more humane 

method, it this is a fact, there will be 
np need to go blind or to wear spec
tacles. “Actina” has been tested in 
hundreds of cases and has effected mar
velous cures. So confident are the in
ventors that this device is an article of 
great merit that they give an absolutely 
free trial. They want every one iner- 
ested to make a thorough investigation 
and a personal test of the “Actina." As 
It is sent on trial postpaid, any person 
can give it this test.

They issue a book of 100 pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which 
tells all about “Actina," the diseases it 
will cure, what others think of it, what 
marvelous cures it has effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and it is sent absolutely tree upon re
quest. This book should be in the li
brary of every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. 342R, 929 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.
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fl. SCHOPENHAUER ESSAYS.
Translated by T, B. Saunders. Cloth. 75 cents. 
“Schopenhauer Is one of the few philosopher:! 
who cun he generally understood without a 
commentary. AU his theories claim to bo 
drawn direct from facts, to be suggested by ob
servation, and to interpret the world as it is: 
and whatever view he takes, he is constant in 
his apiieal to the experience of common life. 
This characteristic endows his stylo with a 
freshness and vigor which would be difficult to 
match in the philosophic writing of any coun
try, and impossible in that of Germany.”— 
Translator

ENCYCLOPEDIA
. . . OF ...

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR . ..

A CONCORDANCE
To Uie principal passages of tho Old and Neto 

Testament Scriptures which prove
or imply Spiritualism;

Together With a brief history of tbe origin ot many cl 
the important book» of the Bible.

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that lain this book appeared tn an abridged 

form In a series of ulna full pages of Tuk Progress* 
itr Thinker. These articles were prepared nt the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need of 
some Hud of document for ready reference. The* 
only seemed to whet the appeUtolor more; hence the 
publication Qf thin work.

Theauthor, Moses Hull, has written many volumes 
on Splritnalfstlgtfo and ocher themes and each oue Is 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, In his introduction of this work says:

“Hoping that thia book will serve to lead the people 
out of the wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
Its ‘sanctified’ enemies, it will not‘spike’ It. but will 
use tt to batter down the walls of Christian superst!*1 
tlon and ignorance. I send ft out on tu errand of eai 
Ugbtenment with tho bumble prayer that It will pror | 
a divine benedlcUou to every reader.”

The Encyclopedia of Biblical Spibitcausu’ 
contains 8S5pages. beautifully printed ou good paper, 
contains a fun-page portrait ot the author and Is 
handsomely bouudin cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE

She was a patriot-maid, 
My girl so sweet and true;

The colors she displayed
Were the red, white and blue!

Her cheeks were red as roses,—
Her lips so good to kiss.

Her eyes were heaven’s own blue, 
This sweet-faced, gentle miss.

Her teeth were white as milk, 
Her hair a wavy-brown, 

Her skin as soft as silk,—
She captured all the town!

Her neck of swan-like grace?
Her ears pink-shells most fine;

When I her form would trace 
ShS^rsemed to .me divine!

Red cheeks and wooing, smiling lips,

At the last annual meeting of the offi
cial board of the Michigan State Spirit
ual Association, held in Lansing, it was 
deemed advisable to put forth some 
special efforts to advance the Interests 
rot only of the association'and its sub
ordinate societies, but the cause gener
ally throughout the state; and in view 
of the great good resulting from the la
bors of the N. S. A. missionaries, and 
as well of state missionaries in other 
states, and being convinced that much 
good might be accomplished by like 
methods in this state, and that the best 
interests of the state and all subordi
nate societies could be best subserved 
by this plan, it was decided to appoint 
official missionaries whose duty It 
should be to visit the various societies 
throughout the state whenever their 
services were needed; also to devote 
themselves to the labor of extending 
the organization into new fields.

The advantages of this plan are ob
vious. First, those societies that are 
not In a position to employ speakers 
and mediums regularly, may enjoy the 
privilege of the services of the mission
aries for short periods of from one 
week to one month, at a very nominal 
cost. - ,

Second.' Societies desiring to make 
special efforts to extend themselves and 
increase their membership may have 
the assistance of these missionaries 
with no extra cost for. the extra work.

Third. Disconnected Spiritualists in 
localities where, there.is no society, may 
have’the privilege of calling into their

powered to organize new and to re-or
ganize old and weak or defunct ones.

Fourth. Speakers and> mediums seek
ing appointments in this state may be 
materially aided in securing same by 
communicating with the missionaries 
who will always be in intimate touch 
with every society in-the state, and 
therefore able to give Information of 
value concerning the: conditions and 
general needs of each society and every 
locality, and thus help to bring about 
satisfactory arrangements between 
workers and societies.

It will be the aim^f thdfcfe missiona
ries to make their ‘Arork harmonious 
with and in some degfee sdBbrdinate to, 
the work pf the N. =81 A. missionaries. 
Complete reports of)!the Work of the 
state missionaries Will be ’made to the 
state board, and published’iti the Spir
itual press from tim% to tinri.

The fullest co-opeHdtlon'irom all so
cieties, and ’ Spirlluallst0c generally 
throughout the statei'Wlth-’iihe mission
aries, is desired by thb state officers, to 
the end that our united efforts may re
sult in a renewed interest fir our be
loved cause and a broadeF .dissemina
tion of its grand trilBi thrinlghout our 
fair state. -f • til

In view of the fOPfegoing; the board 
has appointed and cftmmisffibned as offi
cial missionaries for theM. 8. S. A., Mr. 
and Mrs. E. Worden White of Detroit: 
All correspondence should'be addressed

AA11UD U Will Vi A3 , n vlllvlO .. vi LUUIL ■ - AJ.T» LX 
né tn so« tst. roflov nt in, «mit nnti Tbo OonunAntoent* Analjraefi, pries .‘state, who bareno locar.prejudieeB. but " thT Pf « iteniA ■ ’' M M I’wfib KàVs at heart alike the Interests,of______ ______________________________

, jnistlc spirit . Let us , rejoice, in th«. • a]1 Bocleticg/and nn localities, fully em- - Jrom all Bfcrtariamatn.'. Price 6U

To the Editor:—In a recent issue of 
The Progressive Thinker, T. F. Lee of 
Lakeport, Cal., speaks of little, bright 
points of light, which he thinks are 
little life entities. He says that a lady 
of his acquaintance can also see them. 
Now, Brother Francis, I can also see 
them, and have done so all my life. 
Twenty years ago, my dear husband 
and myself, after watching these dart
ing points of light for a long time, 
asked his spirit father, Franz; Peter- 
silea, what ¡they were. H6 told, us, and 
also wrote it in “The Discovered Coun
try," “Oceanides,” and* a number of 
other books, that this earth was sur
rounded by an ocean of spiritual germs; 
that these little, darting, points of light 
were the great sea of-germs. Not only 
was it written In the books, and wholly 
explained, but it has been written 
through me times without number, and 
also published a number of times in 
your most excellent paper. In fact, I 
have been influenced to write it so 
much that at length I became weary 
of doing so, utterly discouraged, as no 
one paid the slightest attention to it, 
and at last, when it would appear in 
my writing from the spirits, I would 
strike it out when I copied them, I 
also gave explicit directions how to see 
them, for they are^visible to everyone, 
if they will look* right, 'and without 
prejudice. It does not require clair
voyant sight to see them. ’If you are 
sitting in a room, look toward the light 
of a window. Do not look at anything. 
Let, the eycs .rest upon the air. a tew 
yards in frontof you?' Look steadily 
tqr-a short ilnni-and you will seo ‘ in
numerable. points of light, transparent’ 
and -translucent, dartitlff: ‘hither and

St. Thomas.*—County Magistrate 
Hunt at Port Burwell Thursday investi
gated the Otter Valley Baptist Church 
scandal, following a feud between the 
pastor, Rev. Wm. Walker, and his sup
porters, and an opposing faction headed 
by Deacon Thomas McCurdy.

The evidence showed that the fight 
had been rather furious in which blood 
flowed.

Magistrate Hunt expressed his regret 
at the disgraceful occurrence. "No one 
deplores It more than I flo.” said Mr. 
Walker. <

Benjamin Grandsen, one of the princi
pals In the church fight, was fined $30 
and 10.60 costs; Deacon Thomas McCur
dy was fined $20 and $16.30 costs; Dea
con Thomas-Harvey was fined $10 and 
$16.30 costs, and George .Walker, the 
pastor’s son, was'flned $5 without costs, 
the magistrate taking his age into’ ac
count.
'The trial was marked, to use,Magis

trate Huht’s own words, by "some of- 
the tallest swearing he ever heard,” and 
he. asserts that .’’the evidence in whisky1 
cases was nothing compared to IL”— 
Woodstock XUiitarlo) behtlnel. '

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They axe our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially, 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house In tbe 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in ths Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit lite than can be 
dug up in all the libraries ot tbe world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then thé excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in yout 
library.

Then follows “Ghost* Land," "Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed’* 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,’* 
and the “Occult Life ot Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
“Letters From the Spirit World," writ- 
ten through rhe mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersllea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib-, 
era for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price' 
never before known tn ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressiva 
Thinker—a miracle In modern business 
enterprise!

BEAR IN MIND when ordering 
Premium Books, that you must always 
accompany the order with a year’s sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

AFTER RER DEATH.
- Tfia Storr ot a Summer.’; By UlUiL'Whltlng. 

■ Parraded wCh pure - and. beantUwaplrltAallty 
ot thought. Butructlra and helpful toall who 
love and seek tho higher and float wn ot 
spiritual experience. Price. 11.00.
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REMARKABLE INVENTIOI

Discourse Through Mrs, Cora L V. Rich-1 ! 
mond, Chicago, October I, ÎW5. ;

- — . , w J
“Whither shall I go from thy spirit? or whither 

shall I fiee from thy presence ? i
“ If I ascend up to heaven thou art there ; if I make । 

my bed in hell behold, thou art there. ]
* “If I take the wings of the morning, and dwell in < 

-, the uttermost parts of the sea, even there shall thy , 
hand lead me, and thy right hand shall hold me.” , 

Whether ih hell or heaven, whether on earth or in 
any other planet, what does it matter, if one knows ' 
the Center, the Suprenie Power? * :

Formerly, in the dark ages, astronomy.failed be- 
• causç people made this little, small Earth the center । 

* of the solar system. They could not calculate the 
eclipses; they .could not tell about the other plànfets ;

' they were at a loss to understand. But just as soon 
as with the eye of mathematics—thé only accurate 
material science—they discovered that the sun is the 

:: center, as soon as they discovered that all these stars 
revolved around the sun, instead of the sun, -moon , 
and stars revolving around the Earth, their ealculg- 
tions became more accurate, almost perfect;, and 
when by the observation of that which is-known as 

. the precession of the equinoxes they found there wag 
another, more, distant center, they then -became still 
more accurate because they cobld make mathemat
ical allowances for the rotations1 of the solar system 
around that more distant center.

Difficulties in Adjustment,
So whenever one makes oneself the center of the 

universe there will be stone walls here an^ obstacles 
there, unexpected eclipses and storms that one does 
not know how to meet.' Whenever you. think thé uni
verse is doing something to you instead of for you, 
you will struggle and complain. It js this doing to 
you that constitutes the great difficulty of adjust
ment here. “Why did it storm to-day when I wanted 
to go to church?” “Why do people have to do this 
or that or the other thing just fo interfere with me ? ’ ’ 
“Why is somebody born, or why does somebody die, 
just to punish me?” “Why was my child blind, or 
this one crippled,* or that one-something else, just to 
make me more trouble?" Of course this attitude not 
only seea everything that is shadowy, but invites the 
shadows; goes out to meet them, rushes hither and 
thither to find difficulties, that “other people”^ arc 
always creating.

Just as soon as you begin to understand that you 
cannot get out of the universe if you try, you will 
make up your minds to be reconciled to your environ
ment and make the best of it wherever you may .be, 
and know, that when jt is time you will take the next 
step.- x

Most people are like babies. Of course the baby 
starts to go to a place in opposite side of the room, 
and goes, according to nature, in a straight line, 
never noticing the stool or chair that is in the way. 
Of course the baby falls. If it is a grown-up baby, 
“somebody put them there for people to stumble 
over.” Then the baby, like the grown-up baby, be
gins to reason, the bahy must learn to climb next 
time. Then before the baby begins to build roadways 
—another state of physical expression—the baby 
just knows the next best thing is to climb over the 
barriers. The primal ' men are good climbers, they 

■ ' 'go over the hills instead p£ around them ; they tip not 
hesitate to use their feet. It is only after they begin 
to build roadways—another stage of complex growth 
—that they go around the obstacle, and, do not climb.

' Undoubtedly when people return to the primal con- 
Jtrf ditions of the soul they will find that'the obstacles

< are there to surmount. It is a part of the develop
ment of the small babe to climb. If there is a flight 
of stairs anywhere the baby will find it. You have 
to put up a great many barriers to keep the baby 
from climbing; even if it has a tumble or two it does 
not make any difference, the baby will climb. The 
great secret of life is, that all people wish to climb ; 
they all want to gain- something that seems inacces
sible, yet if this or that, or the other barrier inter
venes they think somebody put it there purposely to 
hinder them. How do you know but what it is true, 
to make it necessary for them to climb ?

Then people seem to think.tliat somebody is always 
trying to do something against them. Sometimes 
people have natures that are suspicious, and they 
think this one or that one who has been a friend is 
always doing somethifl^ against them. Now the 
chances are nine to one, or ninety-nine to one they 
are not thinking anything about the suspicious ones 
at all. Of course this is not very gratifying to their 
vanity or self-esteem. But people usually do not go 
out of their way to do harmful things to other peo
ple, except when theyiwant to “hold them up” to 
get their money, or for some influence they want to 
compel them to bring for some purpose. It is only 
through revenge, which is very rare, or some selfish 
motive that people take the trouble to go out of their 
way to do anything to you.

For the most part the universe is not doing any- 
, thing to you. The .stars will go on, the earth will re

volve, earthquakes in South America and in the 
Sandwich Islands, or in Italy or in Greece will shock 
the earth and swallow up cities ; Mount Vesuvius will

not-be stilled for all that the Church bi Home, and 
all the other churches in the world can do. - The uni
verso is adjusted to the universal law and methods. 
Aik may be one with that law, all may be one with the 
things that are adjusted to that law. But yoil or we 
car.¿ot fight .the universe single-handed. We are a 
pqyt of it, and that is the sublimé beauty of the situ
ation. We only have charge bver our ego and 
thought, not fully over all tile environment, still the 
possession of the entity is ours,' but we cannot 
flounce out of the universe because we are offended; 
and' we cannot flounce back again because we wish 
again to enter the universe. We are held by that 
which is like unto ourselves. The part that is like

posing all these things fail ¡'supposing; your work 
fails; supposing your life fails; supposing the strain 
of material life is broken, you are not out of the uni
verse, ythi are not outof your soul, you are not away 
from God. The’luniverse holds all the propositions 
that you need; l^lds qyerytiling you want to know or 
want to understand. It is only a question of your 
arrival, of being ifeady? ' ' ' *

Now as the bafjy, thq little girl and boy, can ask a 
great many questions that cannot be answered until 
they are grown «jp; ti&l then they ask a great many 
questions that s&Mi to^e unanswered, but the answer 
is there. The trouble .with people is, they want the

* he dust is held by the laws that govern the dust ; the , 
part that is like the Intelligence of the uniyerse is ; 
aeld by that Intelligence. We did not decide to go ( 
some other way when we found out that the world ¡ 
was.moving on its axis. But while we can do that in ¡ 
our airships and by our motor powers, we do not de- ¡ 
cide that we shall have .some other laws than those 
that govern the mechanism, of the world. . ,

Power of the Spirit.
- We know, there are other forces in the liuman in- : 
’telligence that, not only pan co-operate with nature, ( 
but, if we take that part of thé universe rightly, we . 
believe the soul can transcend ^hysiial nature. Wé 
can never exceed material-law except by a knowledge 
of the power of the spirit ; and that is governed in its 
own realm by forces that-belong to the spirit. When 
we are one with God in the universe that belongs to . 
God we shall be adjusted. Now, of course, all laws 
of chemistry, all discoveries of men like Edison, all 
explorations in the realm of material science are but 
adaptations to the laws that govern the material uni
verse. If we go counter to the winds we go there by 
principles that can be mathematically calculated ; if 
we row up stream we take into account the strength 
of the current, _if the wind is against us too, we take 
that into account. We do not think that either the 
winds nor the currents of the stream are placed there 
just to baflle us. In this realm of the material uni
verse the greater the mind the greater the control 
over the elements. This is because the mind, is ad
justed to know that one must act in conformity with 
the great purposes of nature. The aim' of science js , 
not to overcome those purposes, pot to' sflt them 
aside, but to worje in harmony with them to the end 
that every tempest’shall be our pinion, every storm 
oúr source of strength.

We pray for rain; yet when the deluge comes we 
are scarcely prepared for it. We pray for. the puri
fying pinions of the winds; yet the tornade and the' 
cyclone seem to baffle us. We pray that all the 
forces of nature may bring an abundant, harvest to 
our doors and ships to our harbors with the. freight
age of the world —or a part of it—but we forget that 
the harvest of the fields and the freightage pf all the 
world are not the sole objects of nature, This man’s 
wheat or that man’s vineyard are not the only prop
ositions of the summer time. The reason people can
not better govern the éléments to-day is that people 
look upon the universe from the narrow standpoint 
of personal selfishness. “Now I want rain,” says 
one man. But he does nbt know about the man 
over there—he may not want it. One man says, “I 
want this or that or the other kind of weather,” but 
he does not think of the other man over there who 
may not want the same kind of weather. Now one 
can have rain and another sunshine just as soon as 
people adapt themselves to the methods that the uni
verse employs. When you know the methods that 
nature employs to get up a storm, you can have one. 
Most of you can have a domestic cyclone at any timé. 
But the elements seem to baffle you.

The truth is, the collection of thé necessary 
amount of vapor to produce rain is only a question of 
further knowledge of the methods of the universe; 
and all the study in a scientific direction along such 
lines will bring its fruitful results as soon as people 
are ready. But the people are not ready. The great 
intellect of man requires years to arrive at the knowl
edge.of the Spirit. This spirituality has been forgot
ten ; it has been either cloistered in the theology of 
the churches of the world and never used, or it has 
fallen upon the quicksands and rocks of materialism. 
The spirit of man must be more andjnore unfolded 
to meet the demands of the human 'being in adapting 
himself or herself to the universe.

How often people feel like aliens, how often they 
feel like orphans, how often they feel as though they 
had wandered far from the Father’s house, and from 
their kindred, and do not know how to retrace their 
steps. Fortunately you do not have to retrace your 
steps from the road however winding, or however 
deep and dark the valley, it leads to God and to the 
soul. You cannot be lost in the jungle, you cannot 
be lost on ships at sea, you cannot be lost anywhere. 
Therefore wherever you are you can adapt yourself 
to the universe of things and to the Infinite. Because 
■it is but a step from things to the greater realities.

Alexander Selkirk (or Robinson Crusoe), the tale 
of your boyhood and your grandfather’s boyhood, 
was an illustration of man’s adaptation to nature, of 
making the best of things. If he had had little 
larger gleams into the spirit, if the great universe of 
intelligence had been open to him, that particular hu- 

: man life would not have been of so much conse
quence. And the knowledge comes when still sup-

answer before tlifey .&’e ready. They do not know • 
what they want. A.great many people say when 
they have an opportunity to ask questions, thé most 
difficult thing is know what to ask and how to for
mulate the question.' To a person who can intelli
gently ask a question and understand it, the answer 
is not far away. । ,

The Çuijp.osp of the Universe.
Then people say:.“Oh, if I have done my best I do 

nofsee why this or th'at of the other calamity should 
befall me.” • Thousands, end thousands and thou- 
sands of people do their best and still things do seem 
to befall them. Thé meaning of this is, not that .they 
are singled. out M -exççptions for that thing to hap
pen to, blit that it is a part of the plan and purpose 
of the universe, that that thing comes inevitably 
along that way. ..But ..the. trial is not eternal, it does 
not'overwhelm you. Oftentimes the sorrow of to
day is so heavy it blinds; the eyes to Die sunshine, it 
shuts out. théì .biéomingi flower, it makes the whole 
earth seem dark, but in six months or less you won
der how you ever thought it waa so dark. All this 
change has coiu&.hecause you are once more adjusted 
to your surroundings. li'is true, of course, the first 
great sorrow must come to every human being. The 
dumb beast partaking of life of its kind, or of its 
master, hasiho great recuperative sources from with
in its soul, h.as not that' part of life that knows of 
something beyond physical life, is not filled with the 
hope that takes possession of you when you stand be
side the grave of your dearly loved one, that con
sciousness, that which, without one’s being aware of 
it sustains and strengthens you in the most wonder- 
fql ways; that vast other realm, to which you are not 
consciously .adjilted, but which impinges upon ,hu
man life and takes .possession of it, is what sustains 
every human being when that which is called death 
comes to the household; whatever be tbe faith.ór 
form of religion;,.pr the lack of it; Ingersoll by the 
aide of the grave of. his beloved one ; the Spiritualist 
by the side of the (grave of his or her loved ones; the 
chureb member bj* the side of the grave of his or her 
loved ones, theyJgabh draw from that vast other 
realm the only cogifort that there is. And it is sim
ilar in each case though it comes to them under dif
ferent names : Faith iff Christ, faith in the'universe 
or faith in the immortality of the soul. It does not 
matter what theunam^|is, the great universe of the 
soul adjusts you ¡to it after a while.

10 I' I
Adjusting Ourselves to the Universe. ’ 

C .Ut . _ ■
Bye and bye you eeasfc to try to adjust the universe 

to yourself and l&ginito adjust yourself to the uni
verse. Then thé^tòiw of the sea does not appall; 
you do.not run,^gains| the rocks; the thistles and 
thorns do not pierce you so fiercely. Let this extend 
through the moral and’ spiritual universe and you 
solve the proble^pf lifó. It is not everything to my 
standard, but my.stahdard to everything. It is like 
solving the question.of-political economy ; not every
thing for the croWnç'<iït>t everything for the kingdom, 
not everything foi* oné,'but everything for al).

When we begin to adjust ourselves to the universe 
we begin to adjust ourselves to people. We find 
that the people are not purposely running ^gainst us 
on. the street, they do not inténd to hurt us. Except 
they run against our favorite corn, our sore arm then 
we'think they are doing it just to hurt us. It is this 
or that or the other place just where we are so sensi
tive, it is in that direction that things hurt us. But 
the truth is, people are just going forward and these 
things will occur. We cannot think the whole human 
family is just trying to hurt us. When we cease to 
think that then we also begin to see that especial ones 
are not trying to hurt us. For the most part they are 
trying to "help us. They are no worse than 
we are, they are trying to-help themselves, just as we 
think we are. When this thought takes possession 
of the human race every human being will see for 
him or herself that he or she is a world to be con
quered by him or herself. But there is a universe to 
be adjusted too,* i. e., to all the otherjives that are in 
the .universe. It is this recognition, this conscious
ness of being ad^ted' to others.

Now it is no lack of principle for you to adapt 
yourself to your surroundings. It would not become 
martyrs to.beat their bodies against.prison walls or 
barriers. Pascal writing immortal poems survived 
longer than if he jiad knocked his brains out trying 

• to shake liis prison .walls. The conquest comes in 
: ' other ways. When physical things cannot be moved 
' spiritual things are the most triumphant. When the 

slave, could not leave his master because of the blood- 
■ hounds and gyves, his spirit was free in the prayer- 
■ meeting to know and prophesy of the day of freedom.

The Greater Readjustment.
Torduy whatever be the environment, whatever be , 

the difiieulties it is not worth while to dash your head 
against a stone wall. You cannot tear down the ; 
Trusts,-you cannot do anything with the powerrof j 
Mammon that way. Do not knock your brains out in ( 
any futile attempts. , The greater readjustment is the 
recognition of the fraternity'of human lives. When 1 
the church-member recognizes that' fraternity the 1 
walls crumble. There is no possible crystallization 
of mammon. Do you not change with this readjust
ment,, this change in your nature; the larger njethod 
is the only (true method? Curing Satan with Satanic 
methods is obsolete; it is a thing of the past, “Over
come evil with good ” is in the great readjustment of : 
the future. Get into line with the larger method, 1 
into co-operation with the greater and more potent 
forces. Let the Czar and Emperor, the king and roy
alty make treaties if they wilt. Let Satan chain 
Satan if he can. But the angels can break the fetters : 
for such as know them. Peter walked forth from 
prison^ and the Disciples conquered under thé domin
ion of thç larger power; your own lives become un
fettered because of this great loyalty to one another.

- When one is adjusted to the larger humanity, and 
the. larger universe, to the spiritual foreeß, loyalty to 
this king, or that emperor, or this government means, 
nothing. You cannot be disloyal if you are loyal to 
humanity. When William H. Seward announced the 
“higher law” in connection with slavery, those who 
were apologists for slavery called it ‘.‘treason,” and 
said he was disloyal to the government, and the Con
stitution, and the laws. But, being loyal to freedom, 
to humanity and to the law that included the slave 
and the slave-holder made him loyal unto the nation 
and unto God. Of course the flowering out of the 
past kind of loyalty was war. The flowering out of 
the highest loyalty then was the Emancipation Proc
lamation. But, friends, if it is a life of martyrdom, 
or the cost of a physical life, it is not so bad for free
dom as it is for serfdom and bondage, and military 
rule. Who deplores the millions of lives lost to ad
vance a Crown, of to advance a Government in a 
wrongful possession? Here are martyrs going 
straight to the gallows, or to the prison, or to social" 
crucifixion, and people think they do not want to die.

The coward is said to hesitate before he takes up 
arms for his country. The brave man and woman 
will not array themselves against the. universe, will 
not array themselves against the great immutable, 
principles. Those men who are ready in retort have 
said in parliament or congress or at other places, “we 
would rather be right than to be king or president,” 
they may or may not know the value of what they 
said. B.ut knowing the right, no human being can 
afford to be on any other side. Knowing the correct 
principles, no human being can afford not to speak 
and not to act. As that means that you place your
self in accord with the universe, even if martyrdom is 
there. But the marytr does not feel as you do about 
it, He who sacrifices what is called his life for truth 
gains his life. He does not feel that it is a sacrifiée. 
If you are cringing and cowardly in the tribute you 
give to truth ; if you say, ‘ ‘ Oh, yes, I am a Spiritual
ist, but it has cost me a good deal,” “I am a re
former, hut I have paid dearly for it,” what do you 
mean by that? What do you mean, when the gate
ways of heaven have been opened and your loved 
ones are restored to you? when these forces have 
been given you wherewith to interpret the meaning of 
life and death? It is because you fear this or that 
mail’s opinion, it is the thought of Mrs. Grundy, or 
something or other that some one has said. What is 
that? You cannot afford to slam the doors of heaven 
shut when they have been opened to you, because 
your neighbors criticise. In our adjustment to the 
universe Mrs. Grundy is not to be considered. Be
cause Mrs. Grundy believes in the “latest thing,” 
she believes in the most fashionable fad, and her life 
is devoted to the calumny of that which is highest 
and best. Edison does not eare a fig for Mrs. Grundy 
if he can understand the latest and highest electrical 
vibrations. Astronomers who cross continents and 
seas to find out what will fee revealed during an 
eclipse of the sun do not care whether Mrs. Grundy 
thinks the money well spent or not.

The Universe Is Ours.
In the total eclipse of the skies, the total spiritual 

eclipse that seems to fall upon the world, he who sees 
the corona of the spiritual sun illuming and lighting 
the world in the-midst of this eclipse, flashing its 
light athwart the tear-stained, dark valleys of sor
row, cannot afford to let the shadows of the valleys 
intervene.

Our great adjustment lies in knowing that tbe uni
verse is ours; that it holds all that we want, all we 
need to appropriate, all that eternity will require; 
and that here, in this small, pent-up space of time 
and sense and earthlinessr-the things that come and 
go, that meet and pass, that are born and perish, that 
abide for a time and disappear are so many stepping 
stones, little- obstacles that we must climb over in 
order to reach that upper kingdom, where the ad
justment is larger ; where there-is greater perception, 
where the powers of the spirit unfold more and 
more; where, even there as»here, we cannot be lost, 
because we are all in eternity, now and to-day, and 
the forces of the universe are ours.

AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE 
STORES EYESIGHT.

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned.
This instrument is in the form of e 

pocket battery, which the inventors 
have patented and which they call “Ac 
tina,” a word which is (heir trade mark 
and owned by them.

In the treatment of eye diseases the 
inventors of “Actina” claim there is no 
need for cutting or drugging the eye tor

any form of disease, 
cataracts, pterygiums 
aijd other abnormal 
growths can be re-

• moved and weakened 
vision restored.fey tho 
new and more humane

method, u tnis ig a fad, there will be 
up need to go blind or to wear epee* 
taeles. “Axjtina" has been tested in ' 
hundreds of cases and has effected mar* 
velous cures. So confident are the in* 
ventors thai this device is an article of
great merit that they give an absolutely 
free trial. They want every one iner- 
ested to make a thorough investigation 
and a personal test of the “Actina." As 
It is sent on trial postpaid, any person 
can give it this test ‘

They issue a book of 100 pages—a 
complete dictionary of diseases—which 
tells all about "Actina," the diseases it 
will cure, what others think of it, what 
marvelous cures it has effected, and all 
about the responsibility of its owners, 
and it is sent absolutely free upon re
quest. Tills book should be in the li
brary of every family. Address New 
York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. 342R, 029 Walnut Street, Kansas 
City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plies, Fistula, Ulcere, 
Edema and all SHnand Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address e

DRTBYEiM^Kansas City, Mo,

NOTICE!
The Woolley Sanatorium, the only institu

tion in the United States where the Opium, 
Cocaine and Whisky habits can be cured with
out exposure, and with so much ease for tho 
patient, Only30davs* time required. Describe 
your ease and I will write you an opinion as to 
what I can accomplish for you. Ask your family 
physician to investigate. Dr. B. M. Woolley. 
106 N. Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga.

831
TLo above li the number ot the pro», 

ant issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand comer. U this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to reoeva 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand- comer of the first page !s ad
vanced each week, showing the numbes 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued op to 
date. Keep watch of the numbet on 
tee tag of your wrapper.

A. SCHOPENHAUER E86AÏ8.
Translated by T, B. Saunders. Cloth. 75 cents. 
“Schopenhauer is one of the few philosophera 
who can .he generally understood without a 
commentAry. AIL his theoriea claim to be 
drawn direct from facts, to be suggested by ob
servation, and to Interpret the world oaltls: 
and whatever view he takes, he la constant in 
his appeal to the experience of common life. 
This characteristic endows his style with a 
freshness and vigor which would be difficult to 
match in the philosophic writing of any coun
try, and Impossible in that ot Germany.’*— 
Translator

ENCYCLOPEDIA 
...OF... 

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM 
. ..OR.. .

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and 2Vew 

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualism;

Together With a brief hUtory of the origin of many of 
tbetmponm books of the Bible.

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that Is In thl# book appeared In an abridged 

form in a series of nine fun pages of The Progress- 
ite Thinker. Tbe»oaritclen were prepared nt tbs 
allot hundreds of Bplrhualhu who felt tbe need of 
some kind of document for ready reference. The* 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more*, hence the 
publication oX this work.

Theauthor. Moses Hull, has written many volumes 
on BpIritaaUsllstlo and other themes and each ouc Is 
full of careful study on tbe subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, in his introduction of this work says:

'’Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
out of the wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from: 
Its ‘sanctified* enemies, it will not •spike* it, but will 
use It to batter down tbe walls of Christian supeml-1 
tlon and Ignorance. I send It out on Its errand of en t 
nghtenment with tho humble prayer that It will pror| 
a divine benediction to every reader.'*

The Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualise 
contains 885pages, beautifully printed ou good paper- 
contains a full-pigc portrait of the author and is 
handsomely bound In cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

TO MICHIGAN SPIRITUALISTS.

Notice of Appointment of State Mis
sionaries.

me in the dance, 
tender maid, -

. trips
And won 

I love this
To mo her heart is true, 

In her I see displayed ■ ,
The red and white and blue.* 

' JOHN A. MORRIS/ 
; Los* Angeles,,Gal. ..

n«—«441- n i I progress we have made in the past, and President Durrett S Keoori. l«o bravely forward to meet the duties 
r ' of the new yeqj. The signs are ail 

a- (Continued from page 3.) I propitious, the outlook is splendid, and 
_______________________________-—: it is now for us, the followers of Spirit-

RED, WHITE AND BLUE.

lualism, to prove Its worth to the chil
dren of men by our devotion to it, and 
by the use we make of the splendid 
truths it has given to us. .

-All of which is respectfully' submit
ted. HARRISON D. BARRETT, 

President N. S. A.

recommend that this convention extend 
lo Treasurer Mayer some special recog
nition of his splendid example and gen
erous offering.

Our Trustees.
Our trustees have worked- together 

throughout the year in perfect har
mony and each and every member of 
the board has faithfully etìdéavored to 
do his best for the N. S. A.. The . re
sults of their stewardship are now be
fore you as delegates, and I trust that 
the outcome of their labors is not one 
of disappointment to you. To every 
member of the board, I desire to re
turn my heartfelt thanks for favors re
ceived.

Conclusion.
I have endeavored to present to you 

an honest outline of the work ot the 
past year, and have made such recom
mendations as I felt to be for the best 
good of the N. S. A. and our cause as a 
whole for the year to come. The past 
year has been one of great ■ activity 
along nearly all lines of effort, and 
many trying episodes have arisen, all 
of which have received the considerate 
attention of the officers of tho N. S. A. 
I feel that good has resulted from the 
labors of the year and fully believe 
that, while some mistakes may have 
been, made, tire work’,“ on the whole, is 
the best in the history of the N. 8. A. 
,The signs of the times are auspicious 

. for a steady, healthful growth .of our 
beloved cause during the year next, en- 

■aulng. There is nothing pessimistic 
about Spiritualism, and the sunny skies

She was a patriot-maid, 
. My girl so sweet and true;
The colors she displayed

Were the red, white and blue!
Her cheeks were red as roses,— 

Her lips so good to kiss,
Her eyes were heaven’s own blue, 

This sweet-faced, gentle miss.
Her teeth were white as milk, 

Her hair a wavy-brown.
Her skin as soft as silk,— 

She captured* all the town!
Her neck of swan-like grace? ' 

Her ears pink-shells most fine;
When I her form would trace 

SES^iemed to .me divine!
Red cheeks and wooing, smiling lips, 

Blue eyes of merry glance,
White feet that o’er the green grass

At the last annual meeting of the offi
cial board of the Michigan State Spirit
ual Association, held in Lansing, it was 
deemed advisable to put forth . some 
special efforts to advance the interests 
rot only of the association'and its sub
ordinate societies, but the cause gener
ally throughout the state; and in view 
of tte great good resulting from the la
bors of the N. S. A. missionaries, and 
as well of state missionaries in-other 
states, and being convinced that much 
good might be accomplished by. like 
methods in this state, and that the best 
interests of the .state and all subordi
nate societies could be best subserved 
by this plan, it was decided to appoint 
official missionaries whose duty it 
should be to visit the various societies i 
throughout the state whenever their 
Services were needed; also to devote 
themselves to the labor of extending 
the organization into new fields.

The advantages of this plan are ob
vious. First; those societies that are 
not in a position to. employ speakers 
and mediums regularly, may enjoy the 
privilege of the services of the mission
aries for short periods of from one 
week to one month, at a very nominal 
cost. _ \

Second.* Societies desiring to make 
special efforts to extend themselves and 
increase their membership may have 
the assistance of these missionaries 
with no extra cost for.the extra work.

Third. Disconnected Spiritualists in 
localities where there,is no society; may 
have' the privilege of calling into their

* - “—.' ' " ' 'midst official .workers of . their- own
( The Oomxhknflmenti¡-AaalyaM, ptM.¡state, who have no local prejudtees, butnF m «•« A*. A /vP 3Fa * AU” %AJmAUEM«wAi»W>*IO IHrWV I’DlalU, WuU Ha Yu UU XUI>al. pE^yuulCcD*. UULroWiiFTn n?' 15 cent»; Big BIMe StorS,» eptt, R ’who have at heart alike the interests-ef 

gnlatic spirit -Letus .rejoice* in-we -■ 77 . । - l.

powered to organize new and to re-or
ganize old and weak or defunct ones.

Fourth. Speakers and»mediums seek
ing appointments in this state may be 
materially aided tn securing same by 
communicating with the missionaries 
who will always be in intimate touch 
with every society in* the state, and 
therefore able to give information of 
value concerning the:* conditions and 
general needs of each society and every 
locality, and thus help to bring about 
satisfactory arrangements between 
workers and .societies'.
, It will be the ainPôf thééfe missiona
ries to make their ^vork* harmonious 
with and in some degfee subordinate to, 
the work of the N. 33: A. Missionaries. 
Complete reports of!'the Work of the 
state missionaries Will be*Tmade to the 
state board, and publlshed’în the Spir
itual press iromtimè to tlnM *

The fullest co-opéMatiouîrom all so
cieties, and ’ Spiritualists0 generally 
throughout the Btatèii>wlth>Ühe mission
aries, is desired by thfe staff! officers, to 
the end that our united efforts may re
sult in a renewed interest ih our be
loved causé and a broadeP .dissemina
tion of its grand trillb throughout our 
fair state. : J • tii

In view of the fdfègolng;-tho board 
has appointed and cdrnmisiflbned as offi
cial missionaries for the'M. S. S. A., Mr. 
and Mrs. E. WûrdenWhite of Detroit: 
All correspondence should* be addressed 
to m 1
MR. AND MRS. E. WORÜEN WHITE, 

292 Harrison Ave., Detroit Mica.

"CosAfan Hymn Bock.” A collection 
of original and rejected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical. societies, tor schools 
and'the home; compiled'by L. .K- Wash- 
burn. This. volume -meets a*, publie 
want It compriBe3 -2®.cholce-'6elee- 
Ilona or poetry .and' inhale; embodying

'all Bocietles/and nil localities, fully em-" ¿0®

BRIGHT POINTS OF LIGHT.

Reflections in Reference to Them, by 
Mrs. Peters!lea.

To the Editor:—In a recent issue of 
The Progressive Thinker, T. F. Lee of 
Lakeport, Cal., speaks of little, bright 
points of light, which he thinks are 
little life entities. He says that a lady 
of his acquaintance can also see them. 
Now, Brother Francis, I can also see 
them, and have done so all „my life. 
Twenty years ago, my dear husband , 
and myself, after watching these dart
ing points of light for a long time, 
asked his spirit father, Franz Peter- 
silea, what ¡they were. Hé told.us, and 
also wrote it in "The Discovered Coun- 
try,” "Oceanides,” and’a number of 
other books, that this earth was sur
rounded by an ocean of spiritual germs; 
that these little, darting, points of light 
were the great sea of-germs. Not only 
was it written in the books, and wholly 
explained, but it has been written 
through me times without number» and 
also published a number of times in 
your most excellent paper. In fact, I 
have been influenced to write it so 
much that at length I became weary 
of doing so, utterly discouraged, as no 
one paid the slightest attention to It, 
and at last, when it would appeal; in 
my writing from the spirits, I would 
strike it out when I copied them. I 
also gave explicit directions how to see 
them, for they afe.visible to everyone, 
if they will looit right, 'and without 
prejudice. It does not; require clair
voyant sight to see them. If you are 
sitting in a room. look toward the light 
of a window. Dp not look at anything. 
Let.the eyes rest, upon the air a few 
yards in frontier you. * Look steadily 
fqrxa-.shatt*Unre,-pnd you ’Win ' see in-
numerable; points* of light, transparent*

thither, and never at rest for a mo
ment. After once seeing them one can 
see them at almost any time and any
where. They are the spiritual life en
titles or germs of all things that exist 
upon the-earth; and there can be no life 
without them.

MRS. CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

In

A FIGHT IN CHURCH.

Which Blood Flowed Freely—The 
Blood of the Redeemer Will

‘ "Wipe Out" Their Sins.

St. Thomas.1—County Magistrate 
Hunt at Port Burwell Thursday investi
gated the Otter Valley Baptist Church 
scandal, following a feud between the 
pastor, Rev. Wm. Walker, and his sup
porters, and an opposing faction headed 
by Deacon Thomas McCurdy.

The evidence showed that the fight 
had been rather furious in which blood 
flowed.

Magistrate Hunt expressed his regret 
at the disgraceful occurrence. “No one 
deplores it more than I do,” said Mr. 
Walker. c. - '

Benjamin Grandsen, one of the princi
pals in the church fight, was fined ?30 
and 16.50 costs; Deacon Thomas McCur
dy was fined J20 and 316.30 costs; Dea
con Thomas-Harvey was fined 510 and 
316.30 costs, and George Walker, the 
pastor’s son, was'fined 35 Without Costs, 
the magistrate taking his age into’ ac
count. . -

I The trial was marked, to use. Magis
trate Hunt’s own words, by “some of- 
the tallest swearing he ever heard,” and

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications. “ 
They are neatly and substantially, 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then thé excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche in your 
library.

Then follows “Ghost* Land,” “Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed’* 
and "A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands,1* 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
"Letters From the Spirit World," writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersllea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price ' 
never before known tn ancient or mod
em times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light yon. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and yobr family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressiva 
Thinker—a miracle in modem business 
enterprise!

BEAR IN MIND when ordering 
Premium Books, that you must always 
accompany the order with a year’s sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

The Refiaion of Spiritualism;
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By the Rev. 

Samuel Watson. Thia work was written hy a 
modern Savior, a grand and noble man. Price, 
tl.OO. A valuable book for the money.

te. asserts that »‘'the evidence In whisky* 
cases was nothing compared to it.”—

■«tût ■ and-? - translucent, 'darting' mtW and Woodstock^Uülärlöj BehAnel. 
t ■ • • .

AFTER fiER DEATH.
The Storyota Sumrinsri .By-IAUm-Whlttaff. 

• Pervaded vrtilt pure-and. beauHfnl-spttlttnUlty 
of thought nwtmcMTO and holpful toallwiio 
lore and seek tho higher and finer wan of 
Spiritual experience. Price, tl.00.



until further notice.UHUl lUlWCI UULi^C.
R. F. Ring of Galveston, Tex., writes: 

"It is strange that people will stand in

was nòt pro
to attend what I was Informed would be

* nd - , ¿is, -

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

.: ’¿Religious and. Theological. Works ot 
Thomas Paine;" contains his celebrated 
’.’Age of Reason,’’ and a number of let- 
tert and discourses on’ religious Md

once work I have never been fortunate Yet many of the seed fell 
enough to see anything that was satis-1 side and upon ground that was’ab 
factory. I was invited a short time ago . pared to receive it. The world

The Spiritualistic Field—-Its Workers, Its Work, | 

and General Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may he 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason wiiy they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly । 
understood that our space Is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY,—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it Is essential that all copy, to in
sure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 

, generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may re
quite.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
tbe full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The Items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket

■ KEEP COPIES ol your poems.sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

E. R. Fielding writes from Washing
ton, D. C.: "W. J. Colville lectured be
fore the Secular League in Pythian 
Temple, Oct. 14. The Auxiliary of the 
First Association gave one of its social 
teas at Mr. Woods’, the president. The 
Temple League will hold meetings In 
the Pythian Temple for the month of 
October. Mrs. A. M. Zoller Is the test 
medium for the month. Mr. Emil 
Nobbes' meetings are well attended at | 
the Spanish Veterans’ Hall, Sunday 
evenings."

Dr. Juliet H. Severance will be back 
from a two months’ visit East about 
November 1. Address her at her home, 
578 E. 60th street, Chicago.

Harry J. Moore and Mrs. ’Eva McCoy 
will continue to serve the Montana 
State Spiritualists Association. ’ They 
served that Association during May 
and June, September and October. Ad
dress either of them at Billings, Mont.,

their own light, call themselves Spirit
ualists, and not take a Spiritualist pa
per of any kind. They seem to think 
they have got the 'brimstone hell’ put 
out, and there is nothing to fear. They 
do not consider the Spiritualists have a 
a worse hell, and there is no getting 
around it by forgiveness or long pray
ers, but each one has got to be his or 
her own savior."

G. W. Thompson writes: “1 have 
been reading The Progressive Thinker 
now or three or four months, and feel 
as though I would not want to be with
out it. I am not a Spiritualist in the 
t ense ot being a member of any society, 
but I thoroughly believe in the truths 
of genuine Spiritualism. I have been 
much interested in a number of articles 
touching upon the very important mat
ter of true spirit phenomena. In se-

a genuine materialization seance, but 
the finale was. to my mind, a general 
hold-up. It seems to me there is a way 
to put these frauds and toggered-up-me- 
diums out of business,”

Eva L. Stewart writes: "The Hyde 
Park Occult' Society was entertained 
last Sunday evening by two frlenas in
platform work. Prof. McCard gave 
some very satisfactory palm-readings, 
showing him to be quite an adept in 
that Une. Our surprise was the great
est when Mrs. O. B. Wilson let her con
trol take her and«gave Many very satis
factory messages. This was her first 
experience in a hall, and she did fine 
and now we know what to do when we 
are short on mediums. On November 1 i 
we expect to give another social dance. 
Prof.- M. Moran will furnish the music. 
Admission 25 cents, including refresh
ments and cloakroom.”

Mra. C. Kirchner writes: “An exceed-’ 
iiigly large audience greeted Mr. John 
W. Ring of Texas, Sunday afternoon, 

' Oct. 15, at the Rising Sun Mission.- He 
delivered his last lecture ere going to 
his home in Galveston to take up the 
work of the National Lyceum. In his 
remarks he dwelt entirely upon our 
beautiful philosophy. Words fall to ex-, 
press the grand inspiring thoughts he 
(eft with us, and at the. conclusion of 
his lecture he was roundly applauded. 
Brother. Marshall, president of the Psy
chical Research Society of Denver, oc
cupied the platform with our speaker 
and the president. In the evening, 
Bro. Chas. Tisdale of California, deliv
ered n telling .discourse through tfis an
cient Greek guide. ; His subject was An
cient and Modern Spiritualism, and by 
following him through the lecture, we 
gleaned lots of-knowledge as to how tbe 
ancient people spread the gospel of' ; 
Spiritualism in their time, and how they । 
are working, in spirit now to uplift, hu- , 
inanity. The selections of bur choir ■
were of the usual high order. Brother 
Thompson and Sister Thompson; gave 
messages which were : well received: 
We cordially invite’ all to ..attend our 
services every Sunday afternoon at 3/ 
evening at 8. at Star Lodge.Hall,378 
So. Western avenue. Our speaker for 
Sunday, Oct. 29, will be Dr. L. Rowell, a 
former Methodist minister. Our next 
social will .be held.on All Hallowe’en 
night,-Oct 31, at Sister Foote’s,. 1006 

’ k Washington Boulevard. All welcome."

Filili

AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

When writing’ for tins paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

! ALWAYS GIVI! YOUR FULL NAM0 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET. .

.Dr. Peebles is coming to Chi dago to 
(speak for the League, Saturday even
ing, Nov. 4, and he will speak tor the 
Rising Sun Mission, Sunday afternoon, 
Nov. 5, and In the evening for tbe Ait
ken Society, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. -

The First Spiritualists Association, 
which meets in i. O. O. F. hall every 
Sunday eyening, will organize a lyceum 
to be held each Sunday afternoon, cor
responding with the orthodox Sabbath 
school. On Sunday, October 15, the ; 
Rev. Baade, of Detroit, Mich., who is 
now In charge of the pastoral work, 
gave a lecture to a 'large audience. 
Mrs. Baade Is an old and tried worker 
In Spiritualism, having served the 

^guse in every section of the United 
States, and the association here. reels 
itself fortunate in again securing her 
for a few months. She was here a few 
years since and it was with much diffi
culty and bard worjt bn the part of the 
board of trustees that she was again 
secured, os her services are so much in 
demand that her engagements some
times run months ahead. She is strict
ly a Bible Spiritualist and her lectures 
are both eloquent and lucid pictures of 
the different phenomena recorded in 
that book, together with an explanation 
and defense of the philosophy of Spirit
ualism.—Wheeling Register.

Irene Gay writes from Willoughby, 
0.: "I would feel as though I had lost 
a dear friend should The Progressive 
Thinker fail to put in a weekly appear
ance. Willoughby had an intellectual : 
feast Oct. 11, when one of the best in- 1 
splratlonal lectures ever given here । 
was delivered by Dell Herrick, in Col- - 
lege Hall.” ’

J. H. Collins writes of his various ex
periences in connection with Spiritual
ism. He has heard the various promi
nent lecturers, and read various books, 

i and profited thereby. In conclusion he 
eays: “I have recently returned from 
a western trip. While there I visited 
the home of Hon. Geo. Walser. In his 
pleasant home I witnessed some sights 
and heard things that will be held In 
sweet memory through the . eternal 
ages.”

I Dr. A. S. Hudson, a venerable Spir- 
, itualist, lately passed to spirit life at 
Mount Vernon, Ohio, wrote the follow
ing to us on ^ept. 29. He was 86 years 
of age. and a most excellent ■ man: 
“Dear Mr. Francis, I am in a quandary. 
I am puzzled between two objections as 
deep as an oil well. The grand" Pro
gressive Thinker comes to hand every 
Tuesday. I look for it with lively ex
pectation. The two articles referring 
to ’Aladdin’s Lamp,’ I cut out tor my 
scrap book. The last item' related to a i 
■request made by a member ot the circle 
that a fish from the sea be brought be
fore them. In a few minutes a shovel- 
nosed shark a foot and a^ half long, lay 
on the table .before them. The paper 
having this item I have mislaid. Sorry 
I can’t find it. If you have an extra 
copy please send me one." . -

J. L. Foster writes from Elwood, 
Ind.: “If my word Is good for anything 
I wish to be permitted to say a few 
Words in favor of our worthy sister, 
Mrs. F. V. Jackson, who has been at
tending the Progressive Spiritual So
ciety of Elwood since the Chesterfield 
camp, about six or eight weeks. In oil 
the time she was our worthy guest. 
Sister Jackson has sowed good seed 
liere, and we expect a bountiful crop. 
Yet many of the seed fell by .tbe way- RliiA nnri itnnn J ---

_____ _ - W V4 ,d, the 
churches, and all the unregenerated can 
not receive the beautiful truths of tn'e 
new dispensation, and those who advo
cate the true doctrine . of Spiritualism 
will not be met with favdr from such a 
class; but those who have been made 
acquainted with this sublime doctrine, 
by an experimental knowledge -of the 
philosophy and phenomena will hail all 
such pure-minded workers with joy. 
We have no objection to either her doc
trine, or spirit messages, but can heart
ily endorse them all, and sincerely rec
ommend her to all lovers of truth. All 
mail sent to her present address will be 
duly forwarded.” ' '

Omega writes from Wichita Kansas: 
“Mra. Jaquet and her very worthy 
guides gave their farewell lecture to 
the Independent Free Thinkers and 
Spiritualists last evening. After -the 
lecture which was one of the finest ever 
given In this city, and which was upon 
marriage and the products of such 

' unions, the dear little Indian girl-took 
possession of Mrs. Jaquet’B organism, 
and gave a nice, little talk, and ■ then 
gave fine,messages; such as only Sun
beam can' give, all being recognized. 
We as a body of Spiritualists regrdt her 
going away from our. city, and she 
leaves us with the best wishes for her 
success wherever she goes, and any so
ciety employing her will find' In ner all 
she represents herself to be."

B. W. Gldney writes from Lynn, 
Mass.: “I have been a reader of your 
grand paper for many years, and glad | to add a word of praise to the resolu- 

|tions adopted, by the Washington State 
Spiritualist Association? I would like 
io see those resolutions' adopted by ev
ery state organization of Spiritualists 
in these United States. I want to quote 
Article 3 of the resolutions:. ‘The uni
versal brotherhood implies the neces- . 
sary .active steps in the- transformation 
of existing political, social and indus
trial conditions into such a system that- 
will recognize and guarantee to each In- . 
dividual a full ’ measure" of justice . m 
equal' rights and„oi>pbrtunitles.’ I en- 
doree, that'rtsolutibm “ Let one,. take 
note,, as I haye, of the many Spiritualist 
cirdlbs. I hAye"i.atieiide<lC' Eighty 'per . 
cent of,all questions asked and .tests 
wanted are on business-matters.: Ttie 
higher.life, the grand'truth of spirit re-" 
tura/is a secondary matter. Spiritual-1 
Ists should stand forth'tls workers for I 
tlie new and better conditions for all fad-1: 
manklBd" • • " ■ ’1

to Mrs. M. E. CadwalMer, ot Philadel
phia, for the active part she took in se
curing items' and reported officials for 
The Progressive Thinker,;, at the con- 
ventiou in Minneapolis,..,

MRS- CARRIE M.’HINSDALE, OF 
FORT WORTH, TEXAS, HAS LATE
LY BEEN ELECTED PRESIDENT OF 
THE STATE ASSOCIATION, SHE 
WRITES: “I AM GLAD TO SAY MY 
HEALTH IS-NOW ENTIRELY RE
STORED AND I HOPE TO DO SOME 
WORK FOR SPIRITUALISM. LET 

! ME ADD MY THANKS TO THE 
MANY YOU RECEIVE FOR THE NO
BLE WORK YOU ARE DOING IN GIV
ING TO ALL SPIRITUALISTS SUCH 
A PAPER, AND PRESENTING EACH 
SUBSCRIBER WITH THE GRAND 
BOOKS YOU ISSUE. THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKER IS, WITHOUT I 
DOUBT THE MOST POPULAR, MOST 
WIDELY READ OF ALL THE SPIR
ITUALIST PAPERS, AND I SHALL 
TAKE GREAT PLEASURE IN COM
MENDING IT, AND IN TRYING TO

..........  . t..n*’--
. H. Arhold writW:”''Kie November 

tlia.,;Cbicago Spiritualists 
, League will be held at Handel Hall 40 
-Randolph street, Saturday evening, No
vember 4. Dr. J.afv Peebles, one ot Ute 

I most prominent sSeakers on the Bplrlt- 
1 ualistlc platform Drill deliver the ad
dress. The Do®or never fails to 
please his audiences, and will certainly 
give investigators something to think 
about. Message-Rearers are Mrs. Grace 
Aitken, Mr#; C.j jSchwahn and Mrs. 
Georgia G. Gpojey.. The musical pro
gram is excellent. Don’t fall to be 
present." 01

SO ■ . 1 ' ' :

■N. CONVENTION.
Continued from page 2.

tarian AsBOfliatlon imd are unwilling to 
Include the Universaliste aud do ignore 
the Spiritualists; therefore, be it

Resolved, That the National Spiritual
ists Association do instruct its Incom- 
ingming SeereUiwto open correspond- ¿.Tina viUl» +t. - m- ' ’enee with the liberal churches and free GET SUBSCRIBERS WHILE ON MY thinkers of tlie United States and re

TRIPS THROUGH THIS STATE. MY quest, those bodies to form a federation 

tor the purpose of developing . thé t.Yw cause of liberal religion and prevent- LONG AND PROSPER, AND MAY Jng dogmatic 'and intolerant religious 
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER SCAT- domlnaiion
TER ITS S^EDS OF KNOWLEDGE, TRIBUTE TO THE PRESS. 
HELMAND COMFORT FAR AND By a rlfeBlng vote°in eve^

. -, ,, r> voted in tlie affirmative, a vote of, The veteran lecturer, N. 1. Ravlin, thanks was extended to tlie Minneapo- 
writes from Portland, Oregon, where he Ii0 presa for its fair aqd impartial re- 
Is lecturing: Enclosed Please find ports ot the Convention and for the lib- 
money order for $1 tor which send The e].a] amount of - Spaee so donated. 
Progressive Thinker to Mrs. A. K. T]lanjts were a]B0 extended to the Min- 
Graves. Mrs. Graves is 90 years of.age, neBOta state Association, J. S. Maxwell, 
hale and hearty. She earns her living ¡n partiCU]ar fOr the services rendered 
by making the most expensive point in providing for the. Convention. ' : 
lace, and by teaching the art to others. «„ru nuemiiuBn niifiiuea« 
She walks over a mile to the meetings, UNFINISHED BUSINESS,
reads the finest print without glasses, Ib „ Tlle closing business session of the 
lively as a young woman of thirty, and Convention yesterday afternoon was 
in every way is a remarkable woman, crammed full of routine work and-many 

I I am having good success with the First matters had to be placed on the table 
Spiritual Society. Artisan’s Hall,'with to go oyer until the next Convention, 
a seating capacity of three or four hun- The report of the Children’s Lyceum 
dred crowded every Sunday night, work was read byjts Superintendent, 
No test mediums follow my lectures.. I John W. Ring. It received favorable 
am getting hold of a large number, of consideration at the hands of the aele- 
young people and many prominent citi- Rates and an appropriation tor the car- 
zens are coming in. Altogether the rying on of sudi work was made, 
outlook is encouraging ” The finance Committee took subscrip-

Henrietta L.'Lichtig is now pema-
nently located in her new home, 4709 n of the Association and something 
Indiana avenue, where she will be over $1,100 was raised n that manner, 
pleased to meet her friends. Readings
Haiiv frnm in m d Annual Convention was one or the lastwù a g official acts of the business session and t

m resulted in the acceptance of an invita-meetlng of the Golden Rule Spiritualist t|on from ^le Chicago Commercial Club 
gociety, Sunday, October 15, both after- lo meet in other cities after
noon and evening, was very enjoyable. the Conventlon

were Milwaukee, Seat- We were favored in. the afterMon. by oe Los Angeles, Philadelphia and 
short talks by Sister Hill and Brother yvaghin-ton •
French, and messages by the same. In ovation» for rarrett 
the evening, Mrs. Eva Travel of Aus- „ OVATIONS FOR BARRETT. -
tin, lectured. She held the closest at- æh® election of officers for the en-
tentlon of all. Messages’were given by suing year resulted in the Convention 
Sister Hill and Alice Sexsmith, which declaring itself to be unanimously in fa- 
were recognized. Strangers are re- v°t °f th® re-election of Harrison D. 
quested to attend our meetings as there Barrett, of Canahn, Me., as President, to 
is always proof given of spirit return, succeed himself. .This makes his thir- 
The social given at the home of Mrs. teenth year as prqrident of the Assocla- 
Nora Hill, 705 Madison street, Thursday tlon. The action Qf the delegates was 
evening, Oct. 12,- was Indeed an enjoy- th® signal for an Ovation for Mr. Bar
able affair, and long to be remembered. r®tt- He gracefully accepted the honor. 
The evening consisted of singing and AH other officers were also re- 
short talks by Bister Hill and Brother elected as follows: «,
John W. Ring, each giving some grand Vice-Presl^nt—-^r. George B. Warne,
thoughts. Brother French and Sister. Chicago. ' ■ _ _
McIntyre gave messages; a solo by . Secretary-^Mar/'T. Longley, Wash- 
Alice Sexsmith. Lunch being served, ington. •’.o .
then came the fun of the evening in the Treasurer—-Theotjore J. Mayer, Wash
way of raffling off a cake made by Mrs. ington. n <
Hill. Mr. Sexsmith being the winner, Board of Trus^eeS-C. I. Evans,Wash- 
gave it back and it was sold to the high- ington; Callus L.’nStevens, Pittsburg; 
est bidder; Mr. Sexsmith bidding the Thomae Grimshaw, St. Louis ; Mrs. Car- 
highest, he presented it then to Miss r'e ®- 8. Tsilng. Wiestfield, N Y.; Ste« 
Jennie Francis and Mr. Ring. ■ This Phen D. Dyt^Los. Angeles.
wound up’the^evening with a good, PRESIDENT $VEN A FLAG 
hearty laugh, and well wishes to all. Last evening’s session, the final one 
Our dance bn Saturday evening, Oct. 14, % the Convention Of thè National Splr- 
was not so largely attended as we ex- ‘itualists’ Astóóiation, was perhaps the 
pected, but all had a'jolly time. Our most animated -one. of the week. For 
next dance will be Saturday evening, the musical numbers of the program, 
Oct. 28. Don’t forget our meetings ev- which were all the old-time songs given 
ery Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., at O’Don- bÿ thé Sappho quartet, and by Miss 
nsii’c — - Helene Paulson, there were persistent

encores. For the spirit messages given 
by Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, and the 
Soul-Readings by Mrs. E. T. Bosley, 
interested attention was exhibited' un
til their conclusion, for the lectures by 
Rev. George W. Kates and Mrs R. S. 
Lillie there was>hearty applause of ap
proval.

_ __ _ v p. <*L V XJUp' 
nell’s College Building, Paulina street, 
between Washington Blvd and Park 
Ave. All welcome. Open door."

Mrs. Augusta Grant writes from Elk
hart, Ind-: "The Elkhart Spiritual So
ciety has been enjoying a successful se
ries of lectures given by Oscar A. Ed- 
gerly. His inspirations are of a high 
standard of thought, and intensely in
teresting, and brought forth much ap
plause. We regret his time with us 
was so limited, but hope, to hear more 
of him in the future.”

Mrs. P. E. McArthur writes that she 
bas witnessed the same phenomenon as 
described by T. F. Lee. She has seen 
these activities ever since a child.

Mrs. S. E. Carey writes: "The ladies 
of the Kenwood Spiritual Society will 
give another enjoyable social aud dance 
on Manday evening, Oct., 30, at Ken
wood Hall. 4308-10 Cottage Grove ave
nue; refreshments served; wardrobe, 
free. The ladies intend to givo-one so- I cial each month to increase, friendship, 
good fellowship and sociability of our 
co-workers and Investigators, the pro
ceeds to be used to help the society. 
We cordially invite all who wish a good 
time to come and join us in the merry
making. We win insure you a good 
time.’ Come and bring your friends.”

Mrs. A. Turbett writes: “The Band of 
Hqrmony expects to have a grand ba
zaar, December 7, 1905. All friends of 
the cause come and help us make this 
the greatest success of all. We had a 
delightful time at the card party given 
Thursday, Oct. 19.- Four-beautiful sofa 
pillows wore the prizes given to the 
winners.” ■

The invocation was offered by the 
Rev. B. F. Austin.

An audience wa8 .present that filled 
the church to the doors.

But the program was broken by one 
event, the most pleasing one of the en
tire Convention to delegates and offic
ers, and which -found much of its sig
nificance in the common history of all 
the twelve preceding conventions. Par
tially in recognition of his ability as a 
presiding officer, partially in token of 
the" signal of honor bestowed upon him 
by- the Association in’ choosing him' as 
its President thirteen times in succes- 

1 sion, and- in large Measure because of 
the work-done by'him for the cause of 
Spiritualism, President Harrison D. 
Barrettwas presented during the 
course of the evening with a magnifi
cent silk flag by the lady. delegates. 
; Just after a song by the. Sappho quar

tet, President Maxwell of the Minneso
ta Spiritualist Association took the 
chair and called upon Mrs. Id. E. Cad- 
wallader, the delegate from Philadel
phia, who made the presentation ad- 
press in behalf of the ladies of the con
vention. ■ ’
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INSPECT THIS PROPOSITION CAREFULLY,
r

Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. -Search the annals of hie- 
tory, anejent and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, ’’LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD,” written through the 
mediumship ot that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care
fully’.

out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.'

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker, We repeat that tbe world 
has never seen the like of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR 13.75.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Twelve Premium Books;
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1,
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain Invaluable data.

and
We have now TWELVE magnificent 

premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one ot the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. Tno paper, cue 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two ot the Twelve Premium 
Books you may or.der, price 70 cents.

Any three of the' Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10?

Any four ot the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50. 

I Any five of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium . .......... „^.viononaMm
Books you ma/ order, price $2.05. • ,p^t ~d PreBent, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

Any seven of the Twelve Premium v, ------ -
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.90.

Any ten of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of pie Twelve Premium 
Books you may drdpr, price $3,40.

Lastly, all of these TWELVE' Pre
mium Books here- announced are sent

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. '

5-^GHbst Land, Spiritualism, Occult- 
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me- 
dlunu

7—The Occult Lite ot Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in thq Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send In a yearly sub
scription for The Progrualve Thinker.

This Offer Ltas No Parallel!
THE.CAUSE IN TEXAS.

Some Words From the Secretary of the 
State Association.

HAS VISION HER HUSBAND IS ILL.

■ The First Progressive Spiritualist So
ciety of Smithville, Texas, is still in the . 
ring, and is now dealing very success-

„.ut. xi.------- • • - -

Mrs. Florence Ackley, a Chicago Singer, 
Reaches Cleveland Too Late to 

See Him Alive.

Mrs. Maggie Henry, secretary, 
writes: "Interest In the-.meetings • at 
(old-77) Spiritual Mission Uhapel is in
creasing. We see new. faces in. the au
dience'every Sunday. After the scrip
ture lesson, our speaker, F. M. Stoller, 
took the subjects for his lecture from 
the audience; the discourse .was very 
interesting, and highly appreciated. 
The lecture was followed by spirit mes
sages by-Madame Lucile DeLoux. Her 
messages were all recognized. Mr. 
Stoller, who is a fine psychic, lollowed 
with many psychometric - 'readings. 
Strangers and skeptics are welcomed to 
pur meetings.”

Wm. Duerea writes: "The Fraternal 
Spiritualist Society ot Greenup, Ill., was 
faVored by a,visit' from Sister Schu
macher, the pastor of the Spiritualistic 
Church Students of Nature,' Chicago, 
who ordained our worthy brother, J. K. 
Dillon, as a minister and a teacher ot 
Spiritualism. Quite a number of peo
ple was present to witness the impress
ive ceremony. Her lecture on ordina
tion was irom a Bible stand-point. Her 
words fell like the showers on the 
parched ground, and so soul-inspiring, 
no doubt they will be the means of lead
ing some into the light/ The following ( officers for. tlie Fraternal Spiritualist 
Society were elected at our annual, 
meeting: President, J. K. Dillon; vice- 
president, Lenora Janies; secretary, 
William Durea; treasurer, M. J. Star
buck; trustees, M. M.'James and J.' H. 

. Ward, The circle meets Thursday and
Sunday evenings.” ' '
TOP OFCOL '< -

Maurgerlte Mac writes: “Thursday 
evening; Oct 26, Mrs. Jeffrey Burland 
will hold a test social at-tier residence, 
3019 Vernon- avenue. • Good psychics 
and palmists are always present to ,en-_ 
lentaln with spirit messages and short, 
readings pertaining to business and: so
cial Affairs, and. all .have a. pleasant 
social' time. Refreshmehts' shrved <all 
for 25'cents. ' ’ .: A".'‘.

The unanimous re-election of the en
tire board pt trustees was the signal for 
a storm of applause, It being considered 
that this actibn ‘by the convention was 
an endorsement of the- work accom
plished by them, the entire year. Mr. 
Hudson Tuttle was elected" Edltor-at- 
Large; Lyman C. Howe, Historian, and 
John W. Ring, Superintendent of the 
Lyceum work. The convention passed 
into history as one of the most success
ful of any held. The delegates were 
earnest in seeking.'to do all in their 
power to promote harmony and do effi
cient work. The ’reports of the com
mittees are a sample of the character of 
the buslnes3EJians^cted by the dele
gates. Every important issue that re
lated to the interests of tlie Spiritual
ists of the WàHd kias carefully consid
ered.- The apjion .of the delegates in 
selecting Chi^go aa tbe place ot their 
next annual coridaye was ■' a wise 
choice. . ' - 3 -

s JAPAN AND RUSSIA.
. >bi v

Witte has a tiea^, but not a heart, ■ 
Japan chooses the better part ;
The world will ble^sthe little Japs, 
More and mote, as itime shall- elapse. 
Better do'rigtft ani suffer wrong, 
Than to the laftrld war prolong; 
It requires more courage to yield. 
Than fight ttpgp .th^Jiattlefleld < 
Too many lives have been, sacrificed, 
Better methods can be devised, 
Even if censured for doing Tight, 
Wrong, purpose never yields delight 
Brave enough to be called,a coward 
Is'to be most'richly dowered; 
Do the right If the heavens fall! 
This wise injunction- is foraB! '

MRS. C. K. SMITH. ' 
• San Diego, Cal.

Mrs. Florence Ackley, a Chicago sing- 
----------—Duticw er, had a premonition that her husband, fully with the spiritual unfoldment, and Thad Ackley, a violinist, was ill at 

is on the progressive road. i Cleveland, Ohio, and she left that even-
We'are expecting to have with us ¡ng for the Ohio city. On her arrival 

soon Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner, who is a she learned that her husband had died 
favorite with .the Spiritualists here and --J’’ ■ ‘ '
the different parts of the state, and 
welcome her with thankfulness 
and. gratitude of having as true noble 
and grand a medium as our state mis
sionary, as is our good sister. She has 
made many warm friends in Smith; 
ville during her several visits, and al
ways winning many to her in her usual 
lovable and motherly way, and it will 
be with hearts.full of welcome and good 
will extended her from this society, 
whenever she comes this way.

I have just returned home from our 
state convention, lately held in Dallas, 
Texas, which proved under the man
agement of Mrs. Laura B.- Payne, a 
grand success.

suddenly an hour before her train ar
rived in the city. "I had a vision, said 
Mrs. Ackley, “in which I saw my hus
band dying.' Vague at first, the impres
sion grew upon me so that I was forced 
to take the first train for Cleveland. 
Still I was too late—my husband was 
dead when I reached his bedside.”—Chi
cago Examiner.

I want to extend mÿ sincere thanks to 
one and all ot the friends who have 
been so kind in assisting me the past 
year, and I-have tried to labor as suc
cessfully as T could, on the official 
board of the Texas State National Asso
ciation of Spiritualists as their secre
tary, and I wish again to thank those in 
the.Lone Star state for the honor con
ferred upon me, in my re-election to the 
office, and I trust that one and all 
through the state and elsewhere will be 
as kind and prompt in replies to my 
.letters as they have been -during the 
past year, and that this year may bring 
forth much fruit and prove to be the 
banner year of the Texas State National 
Association of Spiritualists. May all 
in the state have the work of truth at 
heart, and work in unity for It? progres
sion. -'MINNIE MALONE.

;. Secretary T. S. N. A. b. 
Smithville, Texas.

A LITTLE OF THE, GOOD.

A little sun, a little rain,
A soft wind blowing from the west, 

And woods and fields are sweet again, 
And warmth within the mountain’s 

breast .
So simple is tbe earth we tread,

So quick with love and life Her frame, 
Teh. thousand years have dawned'and 

fled,
' And still her magic is the same.
A little love, a little trust,

A soft impulse, a sudden dream, 
And life as dry as desert dust

Is fresher than a mountain stream.
So simple is the heart of man.

So ready for new hope and joy, 
Ten thousand years since it-began 

Have left it younger than a boy.
- —Stopford H. Brooke.

,PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

(Obituaries to the extent of ten.Unes 
only will be-inserted free. All in excess 
of ten Unes wlll.be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per. line. About .seven 
words constitute one line.1

An Easy Way to Mak« Money.
' I have made 8550.00 In 80 days soiling Dish 
washers. I did-my housework at. , the sam 
time. T don't canvass. Pooplecome or send for 
the Dish-washers. I handle the Mound City 
Dish-washer. It is the best on the market, . It 
is lovely to sell. It. washes and dries the dishes 
perfectly in two minutes. Every lady who sees! 
it wonts one. I wilt devote all my fdtnre time i 
to the business aud expect to clear 84,ooaoo this 
year. Any intelligent person can do as weU aa 
I havedonc. Write for particulars to theMound 
CltyDLsh-Wasbcr Co., 8585 A R LaClodo are., St.
Locls. Ho. . .. Mils. W. B.

Passed to spirit life suddenly, Octo
ber 2, 1905, at her home, 318 Jennings 
avenue/- Cleveland, Ohio, . Magdelena, 
wife of J. C. Hemmeter, -ex-secretary of 
.0. S. A- She leaves husband and two 
children who deplore her . going away, 
es she was one of the best, noblest and 
truest of women. Rev. C. H. Figuers, 
assisted by Rev.'Wm. H. Kees, offi
ciating.

*Tho light of Egypt." Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in itself, aiwun «« uwuiv uurury in HS61I, -ft . w.3 uuu umuuui.Be» uu religious and of aJLon Trail." ByCb®, tezt-book . of esoteric knowledge as'¡.theolozical subjects. Cloth binding, 439.1?®: Newcomb. Excellent In gplritaaJ taught by Adepts of Hennetio PhUcso* 

pages." Price - ouggesUveness. Cloth, §14®. shy. Price ga g®t volume.

RHEUMATISM-
Oct. 284 1905.

CURED
Through the Feet

Don’t Take Medicine, External Remedy,
Brings Quick Relief. FREE 

on Approval. TRY IT.
We want everyone who lias rheuma

tism to send us his or- her name. We 
will send by return mail a pair of 
Magic Foot Drafts, the wonderful exter
nal cure which has brought more com
fort into tlie United States than any in
ternal remedy ever made. If they give 
relief, send us One Dollar; if not don’t 
send us a cent.

This serios of new works on Modern Carpen 
tery and Joinery are to day the approved and 
most helpful sot of practical builders' "educa
tors.' published, consisting of the Steel Square 
In two volumes. Modern Carpentry aud Join
ery, and Common Sense Handrailings. Price 
per set of 4 vols., cloth. 81.00; or 81.00 each; hall feather. 86.00.

FARM ENGLES

o

I Magic Foot Drafts are worn.on the 
I Boles of the feet and cure by absorbing 
the poisonous acids In the -blood 
through the large pores. They cure 
rheumatism in every part of the body. 
It must be evident to you that we 
couldn’t afford to Bend the drafts on 
approval if they didn’t cure. Write 
today to the Magic Foot Draft Co., X028 
Oliver Bldg., Jackson, Mich., for a 
trial pair of drafts on approval. We 
send also a valuable booklet on 
Rheumatism.

Practical, Mechanical
SE.RIÊ.S

The Carpenter’s and Builder’s 
Standard Library.

By Fred T. Hodgson, Architect.

I Modern 
Carpentry 
and Joinery
A Practical 
Manual. 
Just Published 

By Fred T. Hodgson, 
M. O., A. A.

The-well-known Technical writer. It Is one of, 
the best works ever turned out by him. Copi
ously. Illustrated with diagrams and figures, 
making themost Intricate problems simple, def
inite and easily understood. Price. 81.00.

FflRM ENGINES,
and

HCW TO RIN THE.

The Young Engineer’s Guide

te«

This book 
treats upon 
how to run a 
farm engine. 
The young 
engineer’s 
guide. Fully 
illustrated.
A complete 
instructor. 
This is the 
greatest of 
all works for 
the farmer. 
Price, cloth, 
?i.oo.

By James II. Stevenson, and Oth
er Expert Engineers.

The New Air-Brake Book 
Jnvaluab'e to Trainmen, 
Engineers, Firemen, 
Conductors, Electric 
Motormen end Mechan
ics. The Latest and 
Best 1904 Edition.
Modern Air Brake Practice, 

its Use and Abuse.
With Questions and Answers 

tor Locomotive Engineers and Electric Motor
men. By FRANK IL DUKESMITH. Price, ttoth, 
11.50

DYNAMO~T^DIN(^
For

ENGINEERS
Or, Electricity for 
Steam Engineers.- 

8y HENRY C. HORSTMANN 
Mid VICTOR H. TOUSLEY, 
Authors of “Modem Writing 
Diagrams and Descriptions 
for Electrical Workers. "Cloth 
100 Illustrations. Price,

I The Handy Vest-Pocket

ELECTRICAL DICTIONARY.
NEW EDITION.

A book every Engineer and Electrician should 
have in his pocket. A Complete Electrical Ref
erence Library in Itself. Cloth, red edecs. In
dexed, 25 cents; full leather, gold edges, indexed, 
50 cents.

Practical Methode to Insure Buccee«, 
A valuable Utile work, full ol practical in- 

etructlon in matters pertaining to physical, 
mental and spiritual health. -Worth many 
times its cost. Price 10 cents.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lectures by tbe Bwaml VivetadJaid*, ou RsUTogat 

or Conquering tbe Internal Naurs, and other sub
iteti; suo, Paunjiu'i Yoga. Aphorisms, trilli com- . 
nenurtss and a copious dossarr ot Ssnikrli tenne. 
Revised and enlarged, limo.. Cloth, »1, SO. Ill Is Yoga 
Is an ancient system ot Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the tour chief mntliodB Itosi the Vedanta Philosophy 
otters to obtain freedom and perfection, Sramlvlv- . 
ekananda became a familiar figaro inseverai Amori- . 
can cities during the three yean following tbe Par ' 

-Uament of Religions atCbieago: heirs« cordially re- - 
catvodln America, where the breadth end depth of , bin leach Inga were noon recognised, Hb leaching, 
Uhl nnlreratl in tbetr sppllcatton. Tho book U ohsta Stilla For Kl»U lib office.

wlll.be
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more.
Two days later I heard lie had started

again, we win ijunicu .„p —
for our marriage and ail that love and

bo it would be all right. , ■ 'don’t ’you behove and life desirable. •■But you will not do 
y 5 .. n**t-_ _ vvia dûnroôt Tnnt mV"Mother," I said,

an-

1

oc-
entire sen-

me toeearth.

doing drudgery, nature has never fitted

look back to 
a ■ week in

tences as one word,' ,As I 
it, it seems to me 1 lived 
those few minutes, f

Clifton’s voi.ce recalled

any more that the Lord is coming 
soon?” .

out.
While here the writer enjpygd the 

hospitality of Brother and Sister Sheets 
who are ardent advocates of the new 

There is

affecting I have no doubt, but you un
derstand I do not associate with a

shall never be mentioned between us 
again. We will hasten the preparations •• ■ ’ - ____ 1

my stay. . 
The second evening, conditions being

Blakes?”
A wave of something seemed to roll

bave.”
I was glad when night came and

it, little one. Tell me, dearest, that my 
love means something to you now.”

| Mrs< Lee. I was surprised. Mother 
said if I was not.to be married.,soon L
would have to go । out to work, . She 
talked about the nice clothes I would 
have after I was married and the places

not a word spoken but I felt the pres
ence of many, and sensed. entire

A WOrVW --- --- .. .
over me and I felt as if I Was six feet fatuatlon in the coWrse &?'a few months 
tall and large accordingly,'and X looked and then as you %11'on day after day

**v,m w . and said I had' brought her the only-
ism, If it be true to its,name, is toosacred, too sublimely exalted in pur-11101’0 or comf°rt sth had got since her 
nose to bo thus prostituted, daughter's death.’

yòupg lady .wUo 'àsBoclateB.wltb such 
people as the Blaîæs." 1 ’

“I do.not undeßsthwluiöu.-” ■ I said;

A WANDERER'S TRAVELS.

Will J. Erwood -Writes of His Work 
Various places.

ever do in ....
give your promise? ' I'feuess the sun 
will rise without ri&y of jtour assistance. 
Just mind, your own Ixusiness -and lee

-------------  ------ : ■ ——-j a ai ...
♦SU CUtton llstenedi'Ab my.e"story impa- said. “I wish .you only good, and al-

WHTlvv, t'ently, and when jl hrid |Blghed ho said, ways think-qf me,qs a friend.1' I walked 
■ sneeringly: “It is Ve|^ beautiful and rapidly away and saw him .no

©Ot. 28, 1905,

B Gbarminglç Interesting

they are all ladles, can form ourselves 
Into a woman's club of some sort and 
meet in the parlors _of our various

and then leave some of the strange 
casions untold.”

asked me many questions aud I 
swered them frankly.

bad there is la him. I feel that there 
must be some deep-seated reason for 
such antipathy, but I cannot fathom it.”

She sighed and her face was very 
sad. After a ihoment 'she went on:

Œbe Xigbt Hmonditbe Ibills
------—------------- p .‘J ; ,-■

v This department is under the man
agement of
, ' HUDSON TUTTLE.
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

,, NOTE—The Questions and Answera
- have called forth such a host of re

spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels, toe answers to be made in 
the mopt condensed form,. and often 
Clearness îb perhaps sacrificed to thia 
forced brevity. . Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary, 
(With waiting for the. appearance of 
(their, questions and write letters of in- 
tauiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the apace given, 
land lienee there is unavoidable delay.
Every one has to wait his time and 1 
place, and- all are treated with equal 
favor. -NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 

7 the name will not .fie published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
,become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private pn- 
swers, arid while I freely give what
ever Information Lam able, toe ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected.. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Light Among 
Bethel, Vt It

Most Beautifully. Suggestive is “The 
the Hills,” by Mrs. L L. Lewis, of

, is a narrative, founded;on facts alohe, and every 
Spiritualist should read if;■ M.

' (Continué’^ from No. $30.) , '
After supper—such a lovely supper 

as it was—Mrs. Lee asked me to come 
into' her room. : She said she wanted to 
hâve a niçô; jittie talk with me while 
Çlifton showed-Mother' around- the gar-

riot'know how Mong for a daughter's i 
■love and .companionship.”
. * Just then we heard Mother rind Clif
ton come in, and Mrs. Lee arose, but' 
before we passed out of the room she 
kissed me and said', “Y.ou have got to

dens. We went into a beautiful room 
and sat upon a sofa with lovely soft pH-, 
lows upon it and Mrs. Lee was just as 
nice as could’be; but I felt uneasy as if 
something wap going to happen.

After some little conversation about 
plants and flowers which she noticed I 
am very fond of, she told me that Clif
ton had told h'er tijat I had some novel, 
experiences while I was with my aunt, 
bnt Bhe was sorry I took them bo seri
ously. She said niy aunt must be a 
very innocent and confiding lady to be> 
deceived for such a length of time. She

O. F.: Q. I wlsfi advice as to a 
nephew of mine. We began going to 
circles a year ago. Now this young 
man goes Into a trance at every se
ance, and we have great difficulty in 
bringing him out He .appears in such 
Ogpny that we fear he may die. The 
next day he complains of a headache, 
and Is prostrate with weariness., 

. A- . R toe seance has speh deleteri
ous, effect the only remedy is, not to 
furnish the cause. That the influence 
produces such results Indicates a state 
of nervous derangement' and exhaus- 
tlgn, and persisted in might lead to 
most undesirable .prostration.

.It Is not to be understood that there 
IS danger of what is called “obsession,” 
wjbich is a fad name, applied to almost 
every nervous disorder, but a nervous 
prostration may be produced which 
will be difficult to control, and may be

lead your own llfe und do your own 
work, Martha, bo what/you-thlnk is 
right always, regardless1 of whftt others 
think or say.; Be true io'your,higher 
self at whateyercost."

Those were her last .words to me, ex
cept to say good bye, and I feelas it 
they cost her a great effort.

Mother talked all the., way home 
about how poor we are and how wealthy 
Mrs. Lee Is. I never knew before that 
there Is a mortgage oh our farm, but it 
seems there is apd it is to :be paid to

"they are old audTeebltrand very poor, 
but they are imhefeU resJffielable people. 
You profess to ba’à'féuowër of Jesus 
Christ, and only ri short time-ago you 
urged me to acçept your religion, but I 
think the onri l haVB ComéA mûch near
er being tha genuine " article, When 
Christ was on earth to’e went.'about 
among the, poor and 41} and lowly, did 
He not?” ; . . ! ■• ■ '. i ,

Clifton shrugged? Ills' shoulders and 
said coldly, “I ¡suppose, Hq .'.did, ' but 
please remember that you.are not Jesus

for thé far riofffii" ' .
O Marah,Vpar^what'have.jl dqne?: 1 

don’t know why ! ask, for I know I,have 
done right. -1 -told father all about it, 
¿nd he sqid,' “YonRave done welji Mar- 
dle; you arc k true Weston, and X am 
proud of you.” ■ . ■ ;
- I have hot said a' word about the mat
ter, to mother, kpt judging, by symptoms 
I shall, catch'’boon.. I rim very much 
interested in your happiness., Pleass 
write Just asisoon as you can.

Lovingly yours, 
MARTHA WESTON.

• (To be continued.) ■

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.
Womanly Beauty of Form and Feature. By Albert Turner, Price, $t.
Wqmqn, Church and State, ; A historical account qf the status of 

woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Matri- 
archate. By Matilda Jpslyn Gage. Price, clq|h, $1.50; paper, 75 cent's.

Woman. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual risa 
fromjlayery. and bondage of arjeient times. By Susan H, Wixon. A' 
lecture of great value." Price 10 cents.

Works of E, D. Babbitt, LL. D. M, D, “Human Culture and Cure.” 
Part Fir8,t. ’ R’he Philosophy of .’C^ Price, board coyer, 75 cents.

* ‘Human Cplture,.and. Cure,’’ Part Second. Marriage, Sexual De
velopment and 'Upbuilding.; Price, cloth, 75, cents.

“Human Culture and Cure.”. Parts Third and Fourth. In one vol
ume. Part Third being devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, 
and Part Fourth to the Nervous System and Insanity. Price, $1. •

said that now I was at home where ev
erything is quiet and free from evil in
fluences I would be all right, and she 
patted my hand and told'me It did not 
look as if it was made to do hard dirty 
work. I told her she was mistaken in 
me, that I shpuld neyer forget toe expe
riences I had while I was with Aunt 

•Laura and Mrs. Austin, and I never 
wanted to, but if she thought me free 
from such influences at home she was 
mistaken, for stranger things had hap
pened in my own home than I had ever 
seen anywhere else.

She seemed surprised, and asked me 
to tell her about it, and I did so. She

Christ. Now we comp to a vital ques
tion: 'Will you- or will you not promise 
me that froin this day henceforth you 
wjll have nothing'more to do with 
Splrltualisjn or anything pertaining to 
it?” w

As I was about to answer’ he con
tinued: “You knoyf. what this means, 
Martha, so do not be in haste and make 
a mistake. If you .ipake this promise 
that detestable w.qydiSpjrituaXlsiri and 
the subject we have 'been discussing

I would go to, and ft seemed, to me she 
thought of everything nice for the fu
ture and everything disagreeable for 
the present. Then she went, on to say 
that probably MfB. Lee would want me 
to join their church and if wouldn't 
matter If I didn't believe ,the whole 
creed; I could tell the minister I didn’t, 
and she guessed he would it for ms

a limited amount of money can do for j 
anyone will be done for you,'little one,” 
he said,‘very, gently. , , , .

"And If I refuse to inake the promise, 
what then?” I asked. ■

“Then our engagement is ended, and 
you renounce' a devoted' husband, a 
beautiful home and the hundred anil 
one things that make a woman happy

To toe Editor:—In my last letter, in 
which were botes of the camp work at 
Ottawa, Kansas, I overlooked the name 
of J. E> White, who was one of the vis
iting mediums at the camp. The 
writer had the privilege of visiting one 
of his "fire test" seances in which he 
played with flames and fire with an 
abandon that was not altogether con
ducive to tire comfort of the author of 
these lines. I would very much rather 
someone else had that phase than my
self, though it shows very great con
trol of spirit over matter'.

Lawrence, Kansas, was toe first point 
visited after leaving the Ottawa Camp. 
A very pleasant visit was enjoyed there. 
Three meetings were held, the audience 
and Interest growing nightly. Being 
entertained lb the home of Bro. H. W. 
Henderson, and meeting so many good, 
earnest souls, made my stay very home
like Indeed and it was with regret that 
I turned my face away from Lawrence

“-Human Culture and pure.” Fart Fifth. The Bodily Organs, 
Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure. 
Price, $1. •

“Health and Power.” A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Price, leather, 
35 cents.

“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent. Price, cloth, 
$1;-paper, 50 cents. Postage 10 cents.

“Social Upbuilding,” including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Hunjanity. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Zanoai. By Bulwer Lytton. Price 50 cents.
. Zodiacal Influences, Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches 

how to use the powers derived at birth from the position and influence 
of the planets. By Charles H. Mackay. Price 25 cents.

A Conspiracy Against the Republic. By Judge C. B. Waite, author 
of “History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price 25 cents.

A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradluugh, the great Eng-

of long continuance. _
With such symptoms of deficient vi

tal force, the young man is on toe 
brink of danger, even if he does not at
tend seances. A more vigorous life in 
the open air, and observance of the con
ditions requisite for health, are with 
him imperative, if he does not suc
cumb to the abnormal state which he 
Is in. ,

Mrs. M. A. F.: ‘ Q. I enclose a clip
ping which makes, it seems to me a 
very just demand, and would it not be 
well for Spiritualists to prove their 
cause by following toe suggestion 
made?

; ; An opportunity Is to be afforded our 
Spiritualistic friends to prove what has 

( never been proven heretofore—that the 
' souls of the departed not only revisit 
’ the pale glimpses of the moon, but that 

tlrey may lend material aid to their 
friends who still inhabit the flesh. 
Mrs. Mary E., Schall, a medium of St

, Lpuis, claims to have, lofcated (spirit- 
dally) $80,01)0 in'gold which is thought 

- '-to -have been burled by Indians in Har
din county, Iowa. Mrs. Schall and her 
friend, MtB. Murphy, have written to 
Gov. Cummins of Iowa, offering to dis
cover the treasure and turn it over to

For a little while she sat still and 
looked at me. Then her whole man
ner changed and her face grew soft and 
tender, and she took my hand in hers 
and said in a very different tone, "You 
are a good girl, Martha, and 1 like you. 
You have got in you the making of a 
noble woman. I am going to tell you 
something—yes, for this once at least I 
am going to lay all pretensions aside 
and be myself. Martha, my husband 
died a firm believer in Spiritualism.”

I know I started, but before I could 
say a word she went on:

"No one but myself knows it, I have 
never dared tell Clifton. I don't know, 
I can’t even Imagine what makes him 
so bitter, unjust and unreasqnanle about 
such things. To speak the word Spir
itualism-, is sufficient to awaken all . the

She started as ;guiltily aB t used to 
when she caught: me near ^ne sugar 
bowl and said hastily, "Why,'' Of course 
I- b'lleve He’s cornin’. What made ye 
think of that jest now?"

“If He is coming right away,” I said, 
“I don’t see why. you peed to care 
whether I marry Mi!. Lee -or- not?' I 
don’t see what good the money and the 
clothes will do me seeing the Lord will 
burn them when he comes."

She looked at me suspiciously, but 
seeing me very sober she replied. “We 
can't say jest for_ certain when He'll 
come. If He comes right off you won’t 
be any worse on’t for havin' good things, 
and if He don’t come for quite a spell a 
little property will be real handy to

I stood still and thought as I never 
had before.. There' seemed to be two 
of me. One said, "Martha Weston, 
don’t be a fool and condemn'yourself to 
a life of poverty drlidgery- Let 
your religion -take, cure* of itself; you 

| can believe It if It is called by some

and Lawrence friends.
From there a short' trip was made to 

Burlington, Kansas. This is a conserv
ative little town in which the spirit of 
progress has not yet been aroused to 
action. ’ .

Four meetings were held here—these 
were not largely attended, though the 
people who , did come were of toe 
“thinking” order, and the speaker was 
accorded the closest attention through-

£ I lish freethought leader, with a story of his life as told by himself and a 
history of his Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents.

After Her Death. * The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 
reflect almost to entraneement. By. Lilian Whiting, Price $1.

Age of Reason. Being an investigation of true and fabujous theol
ogy. A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type; 186 
pages. By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Ancient India, Ite Language and Religions. Translations of the ar
ticles “Religion of the Veda,” and “Buddhism.” The Study of the 
Sanskrit. By Prof. H. Oldenberg. Price 25 cents.

A New Catechism. By M. M. Mangasarian. A book suited to ex
press the thoughts of men, women and children living in the new times. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Angell Prize Contest Recitations. To advance Humane'Edueation in 
all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price 25 cents.

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries, of the 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50.

A. P. A. Manual. A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro-

other name and yi®r spirit friends can
come to you just a big bouse oId trutlls of Sptritual;g^.
as in a little one, .¿Whakgood will you need of work in Burlington, tor there 

the world IflJyou refuse to are many who are striving to break the 
onnaarvaflRm

the state, provided that the governor 
will send them transportation to and 
from the site of toe buried gold. Gov. 
Cummins comes back with a counter 
proposition to allow the ladies to keen 
all the gold they may find, If they pro
vide their own transportation. And 
there the matter rests.

We trust that some enterprising rail
road will now step into the breach and 
provide the necessary transportation. 
It is an opportunity of too great im
port, both to Spiritualists and skeptics, 
to be ignored. If'it can be proved that 
spirits can find lost articles; or will di
rect the living where, to find them, the 
world will not be Blow to accept toe 
belief. This is a grossly- material and 
practical age, and has been slow toac- 
cept the doctrine of Spiritualism be
cause the "spooks" have really done 
nothing , useful. We may wonder at 
table-tipping,, slate-writing, bell-ringing, 
etc.; but "cui bono"? Such things do 
not help us, and as entertainment they 
do not equal vaudeville. ' But let the 
spirits show us where the clothes
brush has disappeared to, or where we 

' can find the missing ?5 bill that we are 
sure we had in our pocket when we

“Mr. Lee was sick a long time, and Clif
ton was in college and was not at home 
for any length of time, so he novor hap
pened to see any of the strange Bights 
his father and 1 saw. I could talk to 
you until to-morrow morning, Martha,

was alone In my room. X hoped and 
prayed that some spirit friend would 
come and tell me what to do, but none 
did. - A whole weejii went by" and ihaii 
nothing of Clifton, and I think It was 
the hardest week of my life. I had 
never thought of myself as being weak 
and cowardly, but I began to suspect I 
might be, for sometimes I .wanted to 
die and get out of it all. I called and 
called, but not one thing did I see or 
hear of the superhuman until a week 
from the day we went to see Mrs. Lee. 
That morning early I was awakene^ by 
a voice speaking my name.' I ' sat up

other people’s beliefs alone.”
The other one bf me said, "Martha 

J^net Weston, do you b.p. true to your
self and your highest .qpnvlctionB of 
right. Happiness, comes from within 
and does not depen’d upon outward con
ditions. Joy ajiV pfia’ce are born of 
the spirit, arid dAftger^'and poverty 
caniioLjai) you.. ^^qal. wealtji. 
Ixive-seeks hot itgcojy&rijeasure to the 
exclusion of another's, ;but is unselfish 
and kind. Love tramples riot upon any
one’s conviction at right, but is patient 
and respectful. Better be free to lead 
your own life in your own way, even 
though it be In poverty, .than to be a 
slave ta a, palace. ’

Then there came, to me a sensing of 
spiritual things and I seemed to be lift
ed up and away from .myself. I heard

shell of conservatism. ., 
The next place to be made the 

“breathing .spot" of the Wanderer was 
Wichita, Kansas, a place which seemed 
indeed to besppak a welcome home for 
here the writer found his good old-time 
friends of Clear Lake, Iowa, Mr. and 
Mrs. David Vandenburg, in whose 
pleasant home he was entertained.

This town is a beautiful little city of
homes; and the citizens are of the pro
gressive, wide-awake type. Three good 
meetings were held here, the audience 
doubling in size .each night, Mrs. E. J. 
Jaquet qf Chicago,, is making a visit to 
thia town, holding successful meetings 
every Sunday. She honored our meet
ing with her presence and able assist
ance one. evening, giving many excel- . 
lent messages; illness detaining her at [ 
home the balance of the time .during J

manism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents.
Apocryphal New Testament, being.all the Gospels, Epistles, and other 

pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New Testa
ment by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, aud now. 
collected into one volume. Price, $1.50.

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder
ful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianity. Price cents.

Around the Year With Ella Wheeler Wilcox. By Ella Ruddy. 
Price $1,

Aryan Sun-Myths. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity 
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titcomb. Price, cloth, $1.

A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrooker, author of “Helen Harlow’s 
Vow,” “The Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
other works. Price 25 cents.

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr. Thomson J.

started home, and we win become con- I 
verts at once and keep in constant 1 
communication with the citizens of the I 
ghmkly world.—St. Louis pappr.

Apparently this is a fair proposition, 
and the writer is honest in his opinion. 

. Many Spiritualists judge the value of 
their cause on the same plane of util
ity. The spirits, if of any value to man, 
must'become Pinkerton detectives. It 
they cannot tell us where - we ’ have 
Carelessly mislaid the hair-brush, or $5 
bill we thought we had, then "cui

"Then you are a Spiritualist!” I ex- i 
claimed joyfully.

She smiled and said, “I know the so- 
called dead can and often do make 
themselves seen and heard and felt, but 
it is of you and Clifton I want to talk. 
I have hoped and prayed that my hus
band would return and convince our 
son that Jils father still lives and loves 
us as he used to do, but I have no rea
son to think my prayer has ever been 
answered. You are a medium, Martha, 
and I feel sure that through you Clifton 
will In time- become convinced of the' 
truth, and all will be well. I know he 
will ask—yes insist that you promise 
not to have anything more to do with 

, Spiritualists or Spiritualism, but If you 
are shrewd you will manage to exempt

and heard these words; “Let this be 
the unvarying rule of your life and 
know that it is the yyill of God that you 
should-choose your own course accoid- 
ing to the best light you have, and then 
go steadily and unhesitatingly onward 
with faith and hope until a clearer light 
is given you.” ■ ' ■

That night Clifton came.. . Me had an 
elegant new carriage and ;a, handsome 
horse, and he asked me to ride with 
him. I wanted to go, but X would not. 
Wo went out into the orchard. I felt 
that he was angry with me, for his face 
was stern and hard. As soon as we

your private life from the promise and i 
then we will be free, you and I, dear, to 
plan for ourselves. I will tell you for 
your encouragement,” she said eagerly, 
“that in my own church there are ten 
members who are firm believers in 
spirit return, but not for a fortune 

I would they have it known. But we,

were out of Charlie's bearing he burst 
out:

“I hear strange stories about you, 
Martha!"

I could not think what he meant, and 
i said so. He looked at me sternly and 
| said;

He was saying, "Well,! little girl, you 
are not quite ready to throw away, my 
love, are you?" ; "

HIb voice was tender and pleading, 
and I never saw him,look so handsome 
before as he did then, with the ■ golden 
light of toe sinking aim'shirilng full 
upon him. He.put out his hands to me, 
and for a moment I • wavered. Yes, 
Marah, I did, although I had first stood 
in the gateway of heaven. I felt that 
I then and,,there must choosy between 
the material and the. spiritual and I

just right, the writer surprised the au
dience by giving a few messages him
self, something he very rarely does in 
public meetings now-a-days.

The meetings closed with great good 
feeling, and the writer has in mind 
some bright day in toe. future when he 
hopes to meet these friends again.

From Wichita a quick trip was made 
to Spring Hill, Kansas. Quick as was 
the trip, I found I had been beaten by 
one "DanCupld” with the inevitable re
sult. At 5:30 p. m. Oct. 5, the knot 
which' makes “the twain one” was tied 
by your scribe. The contracting par
ties were Dr. P. Anton Pierson and 
Miss May Cook, both of Spring Hill.

Many' friends of the principals were 
present during the services, remaining 
for the delightful repast. The house 
was very tastëïully decorated and ev
erything bespoke the utmost harmony, 
but this could not have been otherwise 
for the whole event took place in the 
home of J. H. Pratt, which has long 
been dedicated to the -spirit world, and 

• the work ôf thé denizens thereof.
i Readers of the Spiritualist press and

Hudson. Price $1.50.
As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual book 

and gives a beautiful account of the process of dying. Price, $1.
Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by 

Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price $‘l.

Astral Worship. With a ehart in the front cover with signs of the 
Zodiac. By J. H. Hill, M. D. Priee.$l'.

Atlantis, the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnelly, is a book 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2.

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbine. "Price, 50 cts.

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences of the 
author. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price, cloth, $1.

bono!"
There are sleuths, servants and er- 1 

rand boys enough in this world without , 
calling on the spirit realm. If there is : 
one thing that should be emphasized it 
Is that the mission of Spiritualism is 
to spiritualize. Of materiality—the 
muck-doctrine of getting a living; of 
getting ahead, there is sufficiency., al
ready, and to spare.' Thé truth of Spir
itualism is not to be tested by detec
tive work, or the help spirits may give 
in earthly affairs. It is true that occa
sions may come when spirit friends, 
seeing the great necessities of those 
near to them, may give them great as
sistance, but as a general . expression 
the influence of spirits must be spirit
ual and lead away from material things.

What would be the verdict if this 
same test was applied to religion? If 
religion cannot find our missing hair-1 
brushes, or restore five-dollar bills to 
our pockets “cui bono?" The answer 
is plain, religion is not for such pur
poses. It is not to encourage neglect 
of duties, but attention to all' dùtlés and 
obligations—to lift up the mind In de
votion tothe highest ideal. '

If this proposition was made to sci
ence, it would seen the drivel of an id
iot. “What good your calculating 
eclipses, or passing of planets? Get to 
something practical, That will give us 
dollars and cents. Tell us of odr lost

homes once a week if we like, and in 
that way, my dear child, you can use 
your priceless gift and comfort mar.y a 
sad heart Church creeds have no 
power to comfort the broken-hearted 
nor to dry. the tears of the mourner. O 
Martha,” she exclaimed as she looked 
at me piteously, “you have no idea of 
the sorrow and wretchedness concealed 
by lace and diamonds. You think I 
must be happy because I have a good

. "Cousin Flora told me that when' she 
was passing the Blake farm this, week 
she saw you come out of the'house and 
hurry away toward home, She was cu
rious to know what my intended wife 
could be doing in a place like that, so 
she walked slowly back and seeing 
Mrs. Blake come out by the road she 
ssked her if you were there and toe old 
woman said that you had gone home, 
but Flora drew from her the greatest 
yarn about her daughter’s spirit coming 
back and talking to her through you— 
bosh! What do you mean by such con
duct? Don’t you know better than to 
associate with, such a low class as the

chose the latter-. The moment I made 
my choice a great peace and strength . 
came to me and I said calmly:

“No, I.will be fr.ee tp ®ay and do what ' 
I believe to be right. I will not give 
you the promise yod ask. Good bye."

I tamed to fly, not Wanting to say an
other word, but he „^aright me by my 
arm and said hoarsely, “Child, you are 
mad, you cannot know what you are do
ing. You imagine you áre going to do 
great things and .reconstruct ; society 
and convert the .world to. a belief in

"Rendlng the Wil" will remember the 
Pratt home. While there it was also 
the writer’s privilege to meet Brother 
J. H. Nixon, Mr. and Mrs. House, and 
several other old^. time Spiritualists 
•more or less connected with the work 
of Spring Hill.

Spring Hill, by the way, honored the 
writer by giving him the smallest audi
ences to which he has ever spoken. 
Aside from this, a most pleasant visit 
was enjoyed there. The sound of the 
“wedding bells’’ still ring in our ears— 
how could a visit under such circum
stances be other than pleasant?'

Leaving Spring Hill, the next stop 
was made at Kansas City, Mo. Here

ghosts, but you will find out when you 
come to try it that sqtae'will laugh at 
you, some scorn. yjpu, some find fault 
with your best efforts and . none will 
thank you. I tell you, Martha,' I know 
the world much böttei' t6an'yoü. do, and 
I know you will' ’^ver t^ter it .in any 
way, evefi thoughgjou ¿xe your life in 
the attempt. Yoiiowlll got over this in-.

hair-brushes, then you will be. some use 
to US.”- ■ t ’

•What-is more,-the spirits who ven
ture on this border of-materiality and 
communicate about lost treasures and 
worldly business, ni e on • toe - selfish— 
earth plane. . They‘are. rightly called 
"earth bound,” and if falsehoods and 

• deceptions are met with in Intercourse 
with them, thrire should not be disap
pointment. They are to be expected, 
and will be the constant accompani
ment, of all such communications.

Spiritualists should scorn the propo- 
.xitlon to make sucn a test of spirit-

home, fine clothes and beautiful .things 
about me, but I would exchange it all 
for the humblest home in this town if 
I could have with it the love I crave 
and the power you possess of receiving 
messages from the spirit world. O, if I 
could only see my husband once more, 
or. if he could speak but one word to 
me”—;She paused and began to sob.

I felt so sorry for her I never stopped 
to think what I was doing, but put my 
arms around her neck and kissed her. 
She hugged me closely to her and cried 
Edi the harder for a minute, and then 
she got control of herself and went on':

“I would not have you sacrifice your
self for my sake, dear child; but you do

down on Clifton Lee and 'he looked 
small and mean to me, and I laughed. 
O it was so strange, Marah, I cannot 
understand it but I was calm and 
strong, and that was the main thing. 1 
told him that I was passing by. the house 
and. saw -Mrs. Blake in toe yard- and 
something in her bent figure, ' white 
hair, and ¡pale, sad face filled me with 
pity. Then it seemed to me toe woman 
Was my mother ahd I must go and com
fort her and tell her that ¿he had not

you for, you will latterly  Aegret your de
cision to-night Your ideas may be 
beautiful and cpi^tortin^to those who 
■are imaginative, egpugtyjto hold them, 
but when it comeSJiown>to®veryday life 
they are useless» qs .y^ will learn .to 
your sorrow. Spirit frha&svas you call 
your - phantoms, will noPffio your work; 
for you, furnish yLiir dishing, pay bills, 
nor mortgages; feknonevwhat I am

your correspondent was delightfully en
tertained In the home of Brother and 
Sister Reckard. ■ Saturday afternoon an 
informal reception was tendered the 
visitor from -Wisconsin. Representa
tives of nearly all the societies, locaj 
workers and Spiritualists, were pres
ent, and by their cordial expression of 
good will did much in making toe Wan
derer feel at home. Among the work
ers present were Rev. Alice Baker, 
Mrs. Glen G. Stephens, Mrs. Ella Bald
win, Mrs. Pierce, Mrs., Jennie Sain, Mr. 
J. E. Dlmett. and Mrs. Sue Drogmund, 
the able editor of toe Kanas City Light, 
a new advocate of Spiritualism recently 
born in Kansas City.

Among toe - societies represented 
were the People’s Spiritual-Church, the 
Psychical Research, the First Spiritual, 
the. Literary, and the School of Psychic

Paper, 50 cents. . .
Behind the Veil. Written hy a spirit in a most interesting manner, 

and describing his life in the spirit world. Price 75 cents.
Bevond the Vail. A Sequel to Rending the Vail, given through the 

mediumship of W. W. Aber. Price, $1.50; postage 25 cents.
Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power winch helped or 

mode them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal XraeSties of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam. Price, 75c
Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing a de- 

Rcrintion of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of 
the principle personages of the Christian .Bible, and an examination of 
their doctrines. By itersey Graves. 1 rice $1.7o.

Biff Bible Stories. Placed in the crucible of Mathematics, they are 
mndn too absurd for anyone who can count on his fingers, one, two, See etc New and unique. By W. 11 Bach. Price, 50 cents.

Can Telepathy Explain. J?y Minot J. Savage.
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature. Just the book for mental healers or students in the 
SCChSact1e?BuS& Thought Power. A dainty little book and hclp- 
r.u Bv Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 3o cents.
Conflict Between Religion and Science. By J. W. Draper. Price, $1 75.

Child Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear clnl- 
drenaccording to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental sug
gestion! By Newton R. Riddell. Price Go cents.
g Children’s Progressive Lyceum, a manual with directions for the 

mid management of Sunday-schools, something indis- °rSLbTe By lid^w^ Davis. ' Price, 25 cents; postage, 5 cts.. 
PCh2s of LePastand Present. By Rev. Moses Hull. A valuable 
h6ok Price, cloth, 35 cents; paper, 25 cents.

C^irvoyance. A book of 109 neatly-pnnted pages, pertawmg to a 
sysS Philosophy of ¿airvoyance ite law, nature and unfoldment 
DV t c F. Grumbine. Price, cloth, $1.50.

ntninn Sense A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
prSdayS A bookw inspire the reader to love his free America. By 

symbol cards and a valuable pamph- i 5 n ?™eentotion, meditation and inspiration, with instructions how 
Sewer 1113161111081 faOulticS' Laura

LtfeT Cosmic Truth. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, the 
I ^kn^wn^lecturer. ■ Those who have had the privilege of hearing 
Prof/Swood leeturd will understand and appreciate the character 

SnSt^Life. and the Recent Experiences of Samuel 
BowS GiSSugh the mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twing. Price,

mated and judged by their spiritaal ln- 
fluences. Let us dot be beguiled to 
drag into the mire of everyday worldly 
antagonism this nngel 'philosophy, or 
allow it to be measured by its useful
ness to the money grabber. Spirituaf-

jost me, that I still lived' andjoved hen 
The'feeling grew so strong-1 .went and 
told her what I have told you. The wo
man began to cry and'asked me-to go in 
the house and I.did. „She called her 
husband and her. sister . and ; we sat 
down, I do not know_now what 'I said 
to her but I am sure it'was What her 
daughter wanted me to. When11 came 
away they were, all- crying, and Mrs. 
Blake prayed God to;bless nnd keep me,

talking about.”- ' : ; .
“ And I know,”'said I^'tiat a tall, 

slender man'With curling dark hafr and 
large dark eyeS;is standing’fight beside 

1 you now. He looks ¡very sad and mo
tions me away from syou with a large 
sheet of writing paper he holds in his 
hands.” ■' '
.. “My God! it is my father,” burst from 
Clifton's lips, and looking at him I saw 
he was a deathly white-and trembling 
visibly. ■ _ ; * ;
-1 stood still, not knowing; what to do 

lor a moment and then a compelling 
power came upon me. "Good bye/'

Science. -
Three meetings were held in the hall 

occupied by the School of Psychic Sci
ence, which, fs conducted by Mrs. Ella 
Baldwin. The musical features of 
the meetings were attended to by Mrs. 
Smith,-Mrs. Drogmund, assisted by

I Mrs. Walru th, Mrs. Drogmund has 
marvelous control,of the piano, and 
Mrs. Walruth is the proud possessor of 
one of the. finest, and. most remarkable 
voices the writer, has ever heard, being 
a heavy "baritone. One wonders, upon 
hearing it, where the little lady carries 
it all, but. when told it is largely due to 
spirit control, much is explained.

This closed a pleasant trip and the 
Wanderer-lias ceased, his labors to 
spend a. few. days with wife and babies 
and old friends at Milton, WIb.

, ... n WILL J. ERWOOD,
"Continuity-of Life a Cosmic Truth.” 

By Prof. W. M. I-ockwood. The work of 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply

J important subject. Price, doth, SI.

50«e^‘nn TTvmn Book. A collection of original and selected hymns 
« Sdethical societies, for schools and the home. Compiled
t0IT K wSbS Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents..
tjy u n.. n p-pnnhers. This book is just what its title indicates—a elSe oTthe inner life of those elect of earth. A very in- 
thprougn e r • Price 55 cents.
terSfetion of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Borner. Price, 50c.

Ethics By Herbert Spencer. Price 50 cents.’ nSh DeSed, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young. By 
DeTM Peebles Cloth bound. Price $1.

D Ite^Meaning and Result.': By John K. Wilson, a member of tha
"Price $125 /Pe^ «Sv Dreams.' One Thousand Dreams and Their Interpret». 

Dictionary 01 "i« Grc^ ' ,
tions. By• j. - k iprafi By Chas. B. Newcomb.. A book that will

a Ihrilltag «PF«S1 to all. who we inter««
• the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are
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IMPORTANT WORK;-.

B. r. POME, 
t43Svtiteton Ave.. Chicago. CU

PaTADDH Cured While Ton Bleep; 
vAlAKKIl, Two months free. Hard eases 
actum* preferred. 'A" C, Co., 1840 Van 
ASI HMA, Buren St,, Chicago,

Dear Mr. Poole :HTonrs?bctacles are perfect I 
can Bay-perfectioujr I ehuil recommend them to 
my friends, Evetf your friend. Mrs. M. M. Holt, 
Keene, N. H.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE r»?« 
ll.OQ; short reading. 60 ole ; three question» ®n- 
Bwered. cts.; Uy mall only, .43 Ashland flouL, 
Chicago. ....

DBÀDÏNfl BY MAIL ONLY, 26 CENTS..SEND 
JI date of birth*, ' QueBtioue answered. Mrb. Mid
dleton, HO Sierra St., Los Angoleu, Cal.

MARY W. TWS,'ä
Readinga by mall only. . fiend ¿elf-addressed 

envelope and fl.00 for full reading. Bend date of 
birth and month. , ,

Vegetable Magnetized Tablets, 
81-00; JPerTSox. '

Forgeneral debility, Bestores health and strength 
No. 7 Washington St, Bradford, Pa.

IV A MTCh A middle-agbd woman witU some. 
Vy AIN 1 CD gifts, wantb;work for room 
and board in SplHtuollet family. Object, deveK 
opment. Address Mrs. Esther H. Parsons^B. IL 
No. 10, box 8i, Mt Vernon, Ind. \

Business Medium and Psychometrist,
Bend date of birth, ask‘three questions, which 

wiji be answered, and a trial reading, for 26 cents. 
For psychometry. send article or specimen to 
read from. THBBESB DUANE, Box 87, Berkeley. 
Cal. •

OWING OFFER
■Sand three- IwocBnt stamps, «lock of. 

..hair, age, name and- the loading symp- 
torpi.and your disease will-be diagnosed 
tree by spirit power. ■: ",

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,
SaWorth Hlichk St.
- San Jose, Call

8ft Warren St.,

A Conclusive Statement of Her Views 
bn Spiritualism.

wrote:
■ “Every fact is a word of God, and I 
call It irreligious to say, ‘I will.deny 
thi” because it displeases me.’ Twill

mpv THTG 'When you are ’physically or 
xlXX iUj-tt mentally • unbalanced. Seufi 
date of blrlh aud,26otB. (Silver)', for your birth
day Balt, and note the change In your condition, 
Address The ZONE Cu„ m I St, han Bernardino, 
Cal. . ■ •' .-
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The Progressive Thinker Stands Evnr Keady to Battle for Spiritualisa^Pure ànd Unadulteratedj ahd for-All That' Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity

Elizabeth Barrett Browning
When in the latter part of June, or the ( 

first of July, 1861, the news of the ( 
death of Elizabeth Barrett Browning , 
was received lii Fort Wayne, I observed । 
a number of my relatives and friends . 
weep like children. Being but sixteen , 
years'of age myself, at that time, I ( 
pould not quite understand, why such , 
marked, emotion should be manifested , 
fqr one who lived and died so far away, । 
and who was unknown save by the - 
thoughts she breathed out. upon the . 
world in her sublime poetry. ।

, I afterward discovered that a literary 
society to which these relatives and 
friends belonged were, and had for 
some time been engaged in studying 
her poetry 'and prose, and had become 
bo attached to her spiritually, that they 
felt they were actually losing one of 
their own members.

I was not personally acquainted with 
her writings at this time. If I had been 
familiar-with them my surprise at the 
feeling displayed at her death .would 
have been still more marked, for I find 
that she was a Spiritualist—a Spiritual
ist, too, in spite of the ridicule- cast 
upon the subject fit Spiritualism by 
many of her friends, including her own 
husband, Robert Browning, who was 
Himself a great poet. At this period I 
would have also shared in the husband's 
ridicule of the subject, but now it is dif
ficult for me to understand how any 
man or woman can be a true poet with- . 
out being a true Spiritualist, conscious
ly or unconsciously.

I have heard it quite frequently de
nied that Elizabeth Barrett Browning 
was a Spiritualist. The following ex
tracts from her letters ought to settle 
the question. The scientists of that 
day, among whom may be mentioned 
the great chemist Faraday, explained 
the phenomena of Spiritualism (table
tipping etc.,) upon the theory of uncon
scious muscular activity of the medium.- 
But Mrs. Browning took a different 
view of it as follows

“You will have seen Faraday's letter. 
I wish to reverence men of science, but 
they often will not let me. If 1 know 
certain facts on this subject, Faraday 
ought to have known them before he 
expressed an opinion on it. His state
ment does not meet the facts of the 
case,—it is a statement which applies 
simply to various amateur operations 
without touching on the essential phe
nomena, such as the moving of tables, 
untouched by a finger.”

In a letter to an intimate friend she 
wrote as follows:

“If I am right, you will none of you 
be able to disbelieve much longer; a 
new law, or a new development of law, 
is making way everywhere. We have 
heard much,—more than 1 can tell you 
ih a letter. Imposture is absolutely out 
of the question, to speak generally; 
and unless you explain the phenomena 
by 'a personality unconsciously pro
jected’ (which requires explanation of 
itself), you must admit the spirit the
ory. As to the simpler forms of the 
manifestation (it is all one manifesta
tion), the ‘turning tables,’ I was con
vinced long before Faraday’s letter that 
many of the amateur performances 
were from involuntary muscular • ac
tion—but what then? These are only 
imitations of actual phenomena. Fara
day's letter does not meet the common

look away from that because it will.do 
me harm,’. Why be afraid of the truth? 
God is In.the-truth, and 'He.is called 
also,,Love. "The evil results bf.certain 
experiences of this class result mainly 
from the superstitious and distorted 
views held by most1 people concerning 
the spiritual world. 'We have to learn 
—we in the body—that death does not
teach all things. Death is simply an 
accident. Foolish Jack Smith who died 
on Monday is on'Tuesday still foolish 
Jack Smith. If people who'on Monday 
scorned his opinions prudently will on 
Tuesday receive his least words as or
acles, they very naturally may go mad, 
or at least do something as foolish , as 
their inspirer Is.' Also, it is no argu
ment against any subject, that it drives 
people mad who suffer themselves to be 
absorbed in It. That would bo an ar
gument against all religion, and all 
love, by. your leave.

“Ask. the Commissioner of Lunacy; 
knock at the door of mad-houses in gen
eral, and inquire what two causes act 
almost universally in filling them. An
swer,—love and religion. The common 
objection of the degradation of knock
ing wjth the leg of the table, and the 
ridicule of the position for a spirit etc., 
I don’t understand it at all. Twice i 
have been present at table experiments, 
and each time I was deeply impressed 
—impressed, there’s the word for it? 
The panting and shivering of that dead, 
dumb wood, the human emotion con
veyed through it—by what?—had to me 
a! greater significance than the St. 
■Peter’s of (his Rome. O poet! do you 
not know that poetry is not confined to 
the clipped alleys, no, nor to the blue 
tops' at ‘Parnassus hill?’

“Poetry is where we live and have 
our being—wherever God works and 
man understands. * * ♦ If you are In a 
dungeon and a friend knocks through 
the outer wall, spelling out by knocks 
the words you comprehend, you don’t 
think the worse of the friend standing 
in the sun who remembers you. He is 
not degraded by it, you rather think; 
Now apply this."

From another letter written by Mrs. 
Browning, 1 take the following:

“As to the 'supernatural,' if you mean 
by that the miraculous, the suspension 
of natural law, I certainly believe in it 
no more than you do. What happens, 
happens according to a natural law, the 
the development of which only becomes 
fuller and nfore'observable. The move
ment, such as it is, is accelerated,' and 
the whole structure of society in Amer
ica is becoming affected more or less 

. for good or evil, and very often for evil, 
through the extreme tenacity or slow
ness of those who ought to be leaders 
in every revolution of thought, but who, 
orf this subject’, are pleased ■ to leave 
their places to the' unqualified and the 
fanatical. Wise men will be ,sorry 
presently. When Faraday was asked 

To go and see Hume, to see a heavy 
table lifted without the touch of a fin-

fact of tables being moved and lifted. 
■. without tpe touch' of'a finger. It is a 

most arrogant letter-and singularly in
conclusive. Tell me any -facts you may 
hear."' ' ■

1 ■ ■ In another letter to a friend she tots

6
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Betters Answered.

ger, lie answered that ‘he had not 
time.’ Time has its ‘revenges.’ ”

That time has had its revenges since 
the, above was written is proven by the 
recent scientific researches of such 
men as Hodgson, James, Hyslop, Rev. 
Minot J. Savage, Rev. Dr. Heber New
ton, Prof. T. J. Hudson, Rev. Dr. Funk 
and scores of other leaders .in scientific 
and theological thought of the present 
day.

And right here is an opportune place 
to introduce an extract from Sir Will
iam .Crookes’, address, as president of:

writes . i
“By the way, I heard regd the other ] 

day a very interesting letter from । 
Paris, from Mr. Appleton, Longfellow's i 
brother-in-law, who is said to be a man ! 
of considerable ability, and who is glv- , 
Ing himself wholly just now to the In- , 
vestfgation of this spirit subject, termed 
by. him the 'subllmest conundrum ever 
given to the world for guessing.’ He 
•appears still in doubt whether the intel
ligence is external, or whether the phe
nomena are not produced by an uncon
scious projection in the medium of a 
second personality accompanied with 
clairvoyance and attended by physical 
manifestations. This seems to me to 
double the difficulty; yet the idea is en
tertained as a doubtful sort of hypothe
sis by such men as Sir Edward Lytton 
and others. Imposture is absolutely 
out of the question, be certain, as an ul
timate solution, and a greater proof of 
credulity can scarcely be given than a 
belief in imposture as things are at 
present.

“But I was going to tell you Mr. Ap
pleton has a young American friend in 
Paris, who, 'besides being a veiy sweet 
girl’ says he, 'is a strong medium.’ By 
Lamartine's desire he took her. to the 
poet's house; 'all the phenomena, were 
reproduced, and everybody present con
vinced,’ Lamartine himself ‘in ecsta
sies.' Among other spirits came Henry 
Glay, who said, 'J’aime Lamartine.’ We 
shall have it in the next volume of biog
raphy. Louis Napoleon gets oracles 
from the ‘raps,’ and it is said that the 
Czar does the same,— your Emperor, 
certainly,—and the King of Holland is 
allowing the subject to absorb him. 
‘Dying out! Dying out!’ Our accounts 
from New York are very different, but 
unbelieving persons are apt to stop 
their ears and exclaim, ‘We hear noth
ing now.’ On one occasion the Hebrew 
Professor at New York was addressed 
in Hebrew, to his astonishment.”

’ Upon another occasion Mrs. Brown
ing thus’-wrote:

“As far as I am concerned, 1 never 
heard or read a single communication 
which impressed me in the least; what 
does impress me Is the probability of 
there being communications at .all. I 
look at the movement. What are these 
intelligences, separated yet relating and 
communicating? What is their state? 
What their aspiration? Have we had 
part or shall we have part with them? 
Is this the corollary of man's life on the 
earth? or are they unconscious echoes 
of his embodied soul? That any one

the British Association of Scientist?, de, 
livered six or seven years ago. Prof, 
Crookes; it will be! remembered» was 
pne of., the few noted scientists who ac; 
ce^ted ‘ the ■Spiritdalistic’hypothesis 
nearly forty years agp, at a time when, 
his scientific brethren regarded such 
acceptance as hazardous, ill-advised and 
premature. But the time which has 
elapsed since then has only strength
ened his convictions upon the subject 
and added to his own great name the 
names of many illustrious scientists of 
the present time who share his convic
tions of the truth of Spiritualism.' But 
here is what he says in his address:

“These then, are some of the sub
jects, weighty ‘ and far-reaching, on 
which -my own attention ha's been 
chiefly concentrated. Upon one other 
interest I have not yet touched,—to me 
the weightiest and the farthest reach
ing of all. No incident in my scientific 
career is more widely known than the 
part I took many ’'ears ago in' the cer
tain psychic researches. Thirty years 
have passed since 1 published an ac
count of experiments tending to show 
that outside a scientific knowledge 
there exists a force exercised by intel
ligence differing from the ordinary in
telligence common to mortals. * * * * 
And were I now Introducing for the first 
time these inquiries to the world of sci-

should admit a fact (.such as a man be; 
ing lifted into,the air, for instance), and 
not be interested in it, is so foreign to 
the habits of my mind (which can’t in
sulate a fact. from an inference, and rest 
there) that I have not a word to say

' “No truth can be dangerous. What 
if Jesus Christ be taken for a medium, 
do yon say? Well, what then? As per
fect man. He possessed, I conclude, the 
full complement of a man’s faculties. 
But if He walked on the sea as a medi
um, if the virtue went out of Him as a 
mesmerizer, He also spoke the wprds 
which never map spoke, was born for 
us, and died for us, and rose from the 
dead as the' Lord God our Savior. But 
the whole theory of Spiritualism, all the 
nhenomeha, are strikingly confirmatory 
of-revelation ¡ nothing strikes me more 
than that Hume’s argument against 
miracles (a strong- argument), disap
pears before it, and . Strauss’ conclu
sions from a-priori assertion of impos
sibility fell in pieces at once.” ,

At ■ another time Mrs. ' Browning
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To Our Old Patients and Friends.
1 I know not if you are all living in the 
real life’(Spirit) or not, or if yon are 
still in the .physical suffering with the 
cares and sickness pertaining to this 
'life." . '

First let me say that I too, have been 
very Hl'for over two years. I would get’ 
better, then another.blow would come, 
of sorrow—sickness and sorrow, sorrow 
and slckpess; jn fact, I have been down 
In the dark valleys, and have suffered 
as few haye suffered; but through it all 
I have felt that night -would not last 
always, and that some time the dawn 
of the morning would come, and to-day 
I find that d am full, of confidence in 
.the lovp’of. (He Father anil- Mother God 
and for, aif:fit their, children, and I find

clean, did not hold ‘by the Lord,’. He 
distinctly said that In the first nntallen । 
churches there was Incessant-commun
ion, and that the new' church, as it 
grew, would approximate more and 
more to that earlier condition. There 
.is a distinct prospect given in Sweden
borg of an increasing aptitude In men 
in the physical body, toward communi
cation with those who have passed, out 
from the body.' I consider that he fore-; 
saw not only what we are seeing, but 
greater and, more frequent-phenomena 
of the same class, The • teachings- of 
Spiritualism are much like the teach-, 
ings in the world. There are excellent 
thihgs taught and . Iniquitous things 
taught.” ;. . .

While I originally intended to devote 
this contribution to the memory ‘ and 
writings of the lamented Elizabeth Bar
rett Browning, upon the subject of Spir
itualism, it may not be amiss to convert 
it into a sort of.melange or symposium 
and reproduce the thoughts of other 
noted people upon the same subject.

, It was Addison, I believe, who, as far 
back as 1710, thus wrote:

“For my own part, I am apt to join 
in the opinion with those who believe 
that all the regions of nature swarm 
with spirits; and that we have multi
tudes of-Bpectators on all our actions,, 
when we think ourselves most alone; 
but Instead of terrifying myself ; with 
such a notion, I am wonderfully pleased 
to thtnk that I am always engaged with 
such an innumerable society in search
ing out the wonders of the creation, and 
joining, in the same concert of praise 
and adoration. Milton has finely de
scribed this mixed communion of men 
and spirits in Paradise; and had 
doubtless hiB eye upon a verse in old 
Hesiod, which is almost word for word 
the same with his third line in the fol
lowing passage:
* * ♦ ‘Nor think, though men were none, 
That heaven would want spectators,

God want praise;
Millions of spiritual creatures walk the 

earth
Unseen, both when we wake and when 

we sleep;
All these with ceaseless praise his 

works behold
Both day and night. How often from 

the steep
Of echoing hill or thicket have we 

heard
Celestial .voices, to the midnight air,
Sole, or responsive each to 

note, 
Singing their great Creator?

other’s
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ence, I would choose a starting-point 
from thSl of old. It would be well to 
begin with telepathy; with the funda
mental law, as I believe it to be, that 
thoughts and images may be transfer
red from one mind to another without 
teh agency ..of the recognized organs of 
sense,—that knowledge may enter the 
human mind without being communi- 
the agency of the recognized organs of 
sense.”

To return again to the subject of this 
communication, I record several more 
extracts from the letters of Elizabeth 
Barrett Browning:

“Why do we make no quicker ad
vances, do you say? Wh'y are our com
munications chiefly trivial? Why, but 
because we ourselves are trivial, and’ 
don’t bring serious souls and concen
trated attentions and holy aspirations 
to the spirits who are waiting for these 
things? Spirit comes to spirit by affin
ity, says Swedenborg; but our pousin- 
ship is not with the high and noble. * *

“If you have seen Sir David Brewster 
lately I should like to. know whether he 
has had more experience, concerning 
the tables, and has modified his conclu
sions in any 'respect. I myself am con
vinced as I can be~of any fact, that | 
there is an external intelligence; ..the 
little I have seen is conclusive to me. 
And this makes me more anxious that 
the subject should be examined with 
common fairness by learned persons.' 
Only the learned won't learn—that’s 
the worst of them. Their hands are tod 
full to gather simples. It seems to me 
a new development of law In the human 
constitution, which' has worked before 
in exceptional cases, but now works in 
general." ; .

Upon another occasion, she wrote:
“Don’t fall out of heart with invests 

gation. It takes patient'investigation' 
to establish the number of legs of a 
newly remarked - fly. • Nothing “riles’ 
me so much as .the dogm'atlBm of the 
people who pronounce on there being 
nothing, to see, because in half a dozen 
experiments, perhaps, they have' seen

groups in their own'town among their 
friends will find enjoyable and profit
able work doing thé same in other 
towns.

Order a copy now and- spread the 
glad tidings. Price »2. Special terms 
to those who can sell a number of cop-- 
ies through personal effort of'letters.
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cn in our ranks. This Official Register 
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.that once again am I strong in the Spir
it and toit die dawn is coming. I have 
had new strength given me, and I have 
taken up my- ' Médical and' . Spiritual 
work again. Ï know, dear friends; that 
as I once more resume my work, I have 
your best’wishes.

Now I will inform you of our LAT
EST- AND GRANDEST TRUTH that 
basicome to us. ■ It in a new method by 
which we make medicines out of the 
green roots and herb's, gathered out of 
God’s great garden of Nature, at just 
the right season of the year. It is by 
a process which gets rid. of the EVIL 
EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL, which all 
other liquid medicines contain. Alco
hol destroys thé very medicinal proper
ties in. the 'root and herb that cures. By 
our method we preserve these proper
ties. No one knows this method but 
ourselves. We wish_ you to believe us 
when we say that we are meeting with 
the most wonderful success since we 
began’this.new method. We prepare 
-the medicine for each case, out: of the 
fresh green ; root-and herb. The .pro
cess at present In making this medicine 
costs us much.more money, than -if we 
used the ordinary“ and
tiqctuyes; and, it takes.uq twice, yes, 
thféé times ad long to make the medl-' 
cine, but the results are just grand. 
Now in order to introduce this new 
method oÇqqring tljé sick, we are offer
ing to our-old patients and friends, who 
may be ill,-a-trial treatment for only 
Five Dollars a month, and with this 
condition ; only, that at the end of two 
months’, treatment they will allow us to 
publish,results. We are curing old 
chroiiie eases In two months’ time that 
used to take us six months to cure, the 
same kind of . disease; curing cases in 
three months’ time yvhich used to take 
us a year.

Now, kind friend, do you not know of 
some'popr sick one, that, by informing 
them or&ar new method, you’ may be 
the means of restoring to health and 
happiness? II you db, or not, we wish 
to hear from you again. While this is 
a printed letter, still- it is a personal 
one to you all. But I desire to tell you, 
my triends, of this wonderful discovery, 
and cannot .write each one a letter. 
Kindly let 'ÜB heÿr. from you, giving 
your prêfeerit address; and it ill, leading 
symptoms and your "present weight.

Yours kindly,
.DR, G. E. WATKINS.

Hotel Westland, “ ok Bay, Boston, 
Mass.

bands,
While they keep ' watch, 

.. - rounding walk, .
With heavenly touch of 

sounds,
In full harmonic number 

songs

Oft in

In his boqk entitled “The Evolution 
of. Immortality,” the Rev. S. D. McCon
nell, D. D., D, C. L., after exhausting 
the merely presumptive orthodox evi
dences of a future life, quotes as a 
clincher from another scientific author, 
Prof. Shaler, Dean of the Scientific 
Faculty of Harvard, who, in bls book 
upon “The Individual” writes as fol
lows: ,

"A number of men, of no mean au
thority as naturalists, some of them 
well trained in experimental science,' 
have, after, long and apparently careful 
inquiry, become convinced that there is 
evidence of the Burvival of some minds 
after death.’ “Tills,” says Rev. Dr. 
McConnell, "is a conclusion .which sen,- 
Bible men will reach very Hesitatingly, 
The evidence if evidence it can be 
called, is fount} by an analysis of the 
enormous but unsavory mass of ‘Spirit
ualism,’ ’Occultism,’ ’Telepathy,’ ‘Hyp
notism,’ and Buch like. It is a material 
with which sane men are very reluctant 
to deal. It Is so contaminated by 
fraud, charlatanry, credulity, and hys
terics that one’s natural inclination is 
to pass by it as far on the other side 
of the wav as the width of the road 
will allow.

“But, at the same time it must be 
confessed that there is a gibwing wil
lingness to admit that ‘there’s some
thing in it.’ * * • it is not easy to find 
even an educated man who will cate
gorically deny the assertion, that there 
are instances wherein one human per
sonality communicates with another 
without physical media of intercourse. 
* * * He has the impression that he is 
here in the presence of some kind of 
natural phenomena which are real, but 
which are exploited by the wrong peo
ple. He is not much better satisfied 
when he finishes the Report of the Sey- 
bert Commission of lawyers and scien
tists appointed by a great university, to 
investigate the alleged facts. He feels 
that here again the question is in the 
wrong hands. If the set are too credu
lous thè others are too dogmatic. * * * 
Notwithstanding this urgent disincli
nation to meddle with, or be muddled 
by the problems of Spiritualism, the 
men of science have a natural interest 
In the Inquiries of the few true observ
ers who are dredging that dirty sea. 
Trusting to the evident scientific faith
fulness of those hardy explorers, it ap
pears evident that they have brought 
up from the deep certain facta which, 

’ though still shadowed by doubt, indi
cate the persistence of the individual

or nightly

instrumental

joined, their

nothing conclusive. -
‘Yet could not. ail creation pierce .
Beyond the bottom of his eye.! >

Mediums cheat Certainly. So do people 
who are not mediums.”

“I don’t think that you apprehend 
Swedenborg's meaning very-accurately. 
If he Saw sin and danger • in:- certain 
communications, why did he consider it 
a privilege on-his own part to live in 
the world -of spirits as he did? True, 
lie spoke of ‘danger,’-but- it' was to 
those who. themselves weak and un-’

“Success, and ^How to Svin IL” A' 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles of some of ; the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan-' 
ciai Success; Ideals; •Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy,Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help, Price 25 cts.

“Voltaire’s Romar.ce t.” Translated 
from the French; With numerous il
lustrations. These .lighter works of -.thi 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the Catholic chiuvh, are worthy 
of wide reading. .Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined; with Rie f-kill of 
a master mind. Price $1-50.

“Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J. 
S. Harrington. A patnpblet containing 
79 pages of racy /readlng.. Price 25 
cents. .

meats upon the Texts." Heston's 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, $L 
Cloth. $1.60.

, ?A Conspiracy Against Jha Republic.” 
By Charles B. Walta; A; M.,'author of 
“History, jof. .the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed’state
ment of facts concerning-the efforts of 
church-leaders to get’control of the gov 
ernmenfr An important« work. Paper, 
25 cents. "

“Heliocentric Astrology er Esientlals 
of Ast'.cnomy andl.Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of-Epheffierisrfrom 1880 to 
1910.” Bv .Yrtriho. Vcdra. For sale at 
lives. Price, ti)i:nmilvfi$l/

. “Tne Klngsbte ’Alscoatr«."' By - 
Wm. George ;Jfrrdan: t' It treats of the 
crimes of tha tbnguéjn the Red - Tape 
duty, the suprOne; dfarity ot the world, 
the revelatloni.ef; reserve power, etc. 
Price 20 cents.1- -
.."Chtld. Cuitiá’e,, Jdecorítag to the 

Laws ot PbyslbbglcsaE Psychology and 
Mental Suggestlon.”i; By . Newton N. 
■Riddell. • A -most excellent work for all 
whq have the toaré entraining of chll* 
dren. Price ;. -

“The MsledSar Hypothesis of Na* 
ture." By Prdtfa. WitiS M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwooi&s retidgnlzed an one of 
the Ablestlectfcners oithe spiritual ros* 
truing In this 'ltttle vtilume he presents 
Jn succinct fohn thensubstance of his 
lectures bn - tiie. Mblebular-Hypothesis 
of Nature; an’dopresehts. his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism.: The .book is commended to 
all w$o love, to study < and think.

“Mediumship and.? its. Development, 
and How to MeSmerize tt' Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek-to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment; and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 centspaper, 25 cents.

“The - Spiritual Signiucance,-or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian-Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’S most sug
gestive; intensely interesting; spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality.- Price $1. ■ •-

"The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremcnfes for the Use of 
jáberalB;” Price SB oeata,-’ - <

SOMETHING NEW.
The Spiritual Science Association 

of America.
An Incorporated Society under the'laws of the 

■ btate of Massachusetts,

Wants 100,000 Members.
There is no charge made to join, nor 

dues to be paid afterwards.
OBJKCT—To study and dovelop our Psychic 

gifts^ To all Who join win be given instructions 
■fbom time to tithe, how tOTormybur home circles 
andliow to sit for development. Address all let
ters to our Secretary,

MRS. HANNAH WOTTON,
101 Pearl SL, Somerville. Mass.

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
Wbohpshad

Forty Years* Experience in the Study 
and. Practice of Medicine, Two

Years Prof, in a Medical • 
College, Ten'Years 

‘ JN SANITARIUM WORK, 
ahA is » Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
falls In diagnosis,.Ho has given Bpeolal attention 
Weye, bar, throat and lung troubles, al&o all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Nevbr 
fails to cure piles,. If you would like an opinion 
of your case FREE, write lust how you feel with 
your own hand and hold t no letter in your hand- 
five minutes. Enelosostamp for reply.-

Address, ANDREW, D. SPINNEY; M. D.
Prop. Pelding Sanitarium and Retvefit, Belding, 

Michigan.

Books on Development.’
EP^Hcre.are Ftandnrd.’.pracUcal, -long-tested 

books on Spiritual Develapment, at ¿“nominal 
cost. They will appeal to vou. '

fSTCtnlrvoyance.—150 pages, cloth; teaches 
how to see spirit*, practice telepathy, enter spirit 
world at will, commune with the so-called dead, 
develop second sight, locate minerals and find 
hidden treasures. Endorsed by Lilian Whiting. 
Henry Wood,- W. J. Colville, Prof. Harradin Rud 
all leading teachers. Prlceuil.5O,

GTAariiB and Color«.—A wonderfully help
ful book on how to see and rend auras aud colors, 
leant people’s .atmospheres: contains a color die* 
tionar.v; Price Ml cts.

¡fjrpsvchometrr.—How to read the soul of' 
things. ,-TIHs^ooR teaches you how to bocohie a 
pEycborhetrlst. Price, 50 cts. .

A book that opens the way 
to the real teation of one’s divinity.. It teaches 
yon how- to enter the super-consclousueSB. Price, 
50 cts. > •' r -.

ryDcnth And Beyond.—A book of revels- 
lion»», price,cloth.50cts. . . . ■ - . > .■

PTSccdrea Inrpecn'Stal for crystal gazing or 
reading.. Price. 12.25; postage prepaid. ,

Send moneys id . .
J; ® F. URUMIBTNE,

Algonquin Rbad, Chestnut Hill Stn., 
Boston.Mass.

Divide the night, and lift our thought to , 
heaven.”

It was Canon Wilberforce who ut
tered the following

“It is à strengthening, calming con
sideration that we are in the midst of 
an invisible world of energetic and glo
rious life, a world of spiritual beings 
than whom we have been made for a 
little while lower. Blessed be God tor 
the knowledge of a world like this. It 
is evidently that region or condition of 
space in which the departed find them
selves immediately after death; prob
ably It is nearer than we Imagine, for 
Saint Paul speaks of our being sur
rounded by a cloud of witnesses. There, 
it seems to me, they are waiting for 
us.”

But while we have here and there a 
preacher in the orthodox ' pulpit like 
Canon Wilberforce, Rev, Dre. Heber 
Newton and Isaac K. Funk, Bishop Fal
lows, Minot J, Savage, and a few others 
„who accgpt . and preach the Spiritual
istic doctrine, philosophy, or grand cen
tral truth of Spirit communication, the 
existence'of spirit distinct from matter, 
the possibility of communion with the 
spirit world, and the return of the de
parted, for some unaccountable reason 
the great majority of the ministers of 
.the gospel of Jesus Christ, full of the 
evidences of the truth of Spiritualism, 
ignore.the subject entirely, thus con
stituting themselves a great factor in 
the establishment of a doctrine they 
seek but, are powerless to combat—that 
of materialism. Materialism, agnosti
cism and infidelity are the natural, le
gitimate results of the pulpit's attitude 
toward the subject of Spiritualism, and 
is the logical explanation why it is los
ing its hold upon the masses. If the 
pulpit can not speak with the assurance 
of one who knows hy incontrovertible 
evidence and experience that death 
does not end all, it can have but a very 
indifferent, transient, questionable in
fluence upon the pew. If materialism 
Ie untrue, then its antithesis, ito logical 
opposite. which is Spiritualism, must 
be true. If the spirit dies with the 
body, if death ends all, then material
ism must be true, if the spirit sur
vives the body, if death does not end 
all, and Spiritualists have unanswer
able, satisfactory proof thereof by hav
ing received communications from the 
dead explainable by no other theory or 
hypothesis, then there can be'no ques-' 
tion or doubt of the truth of Spiritual
ism. Why. then, should the orthodox 
church ridicule, antagonize and reject 
the subject or seek to ignore it by main
taining a “discreet silence” upon it 
with the vièw of treating it with “silent 
contempt?” The time has arrived, 
however, when its ‘silence’ ceases to be 
‘discreet’ and its “silent contempt" has 
lost its force. The pew wants to know 
whether materialism or Spiritualism is 
true and it very naturally expects this 
information from the pulpit. To the 
extent of the ability of the pulpit to 
satisfactorily answer this question will 
be the measure of the parishioner's in
terest in hjs church.

Notwithstanding the studied silence 
of the church on the subject of Spir
itualism, it is becoming more and more 
influenced by the teachings of the lat
ter. I have before me as I write an as
sociated press dispatch announcing the 
resignation of the noted Methodist di
vine in England, the Rev. Dr. Joseph 
Agar Beet, from his position as head ot 
the Wesleyan College in London, be
cause he.no longer believed in “a mate
rial bèll and everlasting physical tor
ment.” He cannot preach this fossil
ized doctrine any longer. Whether he 
Is aware, that .his renouncing and de
nouncing it .is the, result of the., influ
ence of Spiritualism upon the. thought 
of the world, I cannot determine, but I 
opine that he is more familiar with Its 
philosophy and religion than he has

consciousness ofter death, it has, 
moreover, to be confessed that these 
few as yet Imperfect observations are 
fortified by the fact that through all 
the ages of his contact with nature man 
has firmly held to the notion that the 
world was peopled with disembodied in
dividualities who could appeal to his 
own Intelligence. Such a conviction is 
worth something, though it be little. 
Supported by any critical evidence it 
becomes of much value. Thus we may 
fairly conjecture that we may be on 
the verge of something like a demon
stration that the individual conscious
ness does survive the death of the 
body by which it was nurtured."

Now, what does the reader think of 
the foregoing as coming from an emi
nent "D. D.,” and “D. C. L.’’? Think of 
it. He acknowledges and not very 
gracefully either, that the only satis
factory evidence under God’s heavens 
of a future elstence, is that which has 
been "dredged” from the bottom of the 
“dirty sea of Spiritualism." It "may be 
somewhat humiliating to get such im
portant and valuable evidence from 
such a source, but what difference does 
it make as long as it is eviuence? The 
diamond is often extracted from the 
dirtiest mire, and the pearl-diver en
counters no little filth in his search for 
the pearl of great price. Our reverend 
friend would doubtless not have been 
satisfied with other than “bottom 
facts” even if “dredged from the dirty 
sea of Spiritualism.” No matter from 
whence truth is obtained, it can be 
cleaned and polished and made to re
flect the image of its author and cre
ator—God. H. V. SWERINGEN.

Fort Wayne, Ind. - . ■

CHESTERFIELD camp.

WOMAN:
the present statu» oi woman, physically, men
tally, morally and sp-rltually. The divine law 
of true mK-monlal marriage, etc. Price, IDs.

yet revealed.
While the church has been all these 

years engaged in ridiculing the sub
ject of Spiritualism, Spiritualism has 
ridiculed the church’s doctrine of "a 
material hell, everlasting physical; tor
ment;. infant .damnation, predestina
tion,” etc. Spiritualism has well with
stood the church’s ridicule, has pot only 
held its own and constantly progressed, 
bitt has now the satisfaction of witness
ing the conversion to its doctrines of 
such men as the above-mentioned Rev. 
Dr. Joseph Agar Beet of England Meth
odism. -

The. time is now certainly not very 
far distant when the orthodox church 
will adopt and preach Spiritualism. It 
must either do. this or preach material- 
ism'as it has done by Inference all 
these years pash for by the mouth of 
one of its prominent bishops It has 
confessed that it did not know -that 
death did not encLall. .

All Over the State of Indiana a Feeling 
of Distrust of the Chesterfield Camp 
Has Arisen, and a Blight Has Settled 
on That Once Favorite Place of Re
sort, Which Can Only Be Dissipated 
by a Vigorous Effort Against the 
Fake Element.
To the Editor:—We receive The Pro

gressive Thinker regularly and study 
it as closely as we formerly did our 
Bible, but with far more benefit; but 
we SEE and HEAR so much fraud, 
that we often look for that first; then 
the correspondents for a remedy, but 
they all steer clear of that, as much so 
as a crowd from a bomb with a lighted 
fuse, fearing it might explode.

There is a very good, easy, and sure 
remedy which all can apply, and which 

(would reduce the fakes ninety per cent 
'the first year: At all seances let the 
sitters demand strict test conditions, 
and if refused, not sit, and the fakes 
would have to get out, and leave the 
work to honest mediums, who then 
would be able to make’a good living 
and give us something we could de
pend upon; but when old and estab
lished camps will send out invitations 
for all mediums to ccme and work, and 
make ail they can, what is the public 
to expect?

I was at Camp Chesterfield last Au
gust where fifty-three mediums (so- 
called) were at work; fourteen being 
materializing mediums, and as one of 
our missionaries writes, all first-class;^, 
but I think there was one too many;' 
the one in front of the four (14). and L 
am willing to donate $100 to the me- 1' 
dium fund of the N. S. A. if anyone 
can show’ me more.

I heard while on the ground that one 
of our oldest Spiritualists sat through a 
seance, and then offered $25 for one ma
terialized form, but the seance was 
closed, and nothing could be had that 
night; they were sick and held no se
ances while that person remained on. 
the ground. It was reported to the 
chairman in charge who replied, "The 
camp must protect its mediums"; also, 
to the president with no better result, 
and still they expect the public to pat
ronize them.

Let every camp test their mediums 
before allowed to work, and every cir
cle demand test conditions. Let test 
conditions be the watch word with ev
ery Spiritualist and fakes and frauds 
would soon be among the things that
were.

Fort Wayne, Ind.
E. G.

•In tho World. Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually - uplifting. .Cloth; 
pound; Rtice $L . •

“Spirit Echoes.” - My"Mattle E. HuIL 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven' 
of the author’s latest and choicest' 
poems. Neatly bound In cloth, and with' 
portrait of the author. Price 76 oenW.' 
Cloth, $1.

“Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D.( Ph.'D. Contains, 
the address rejected by the Philosoph
ical Society of Great Britain, with In
troduction and Explanatory Letter, 

' Trice. 15 cents. ■
' . ¿bricsA tho
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He was in many respects a most remarkable medium, 
and yet in his professional career he was when 
least expected erratic and unreliable, which often 
gave rise to earnest controversy. His good deeds 
and great service to the Cause of Spiritualism will 
be reared into a monument to perpetuate his mem
ory, while the imperfections of his nature will soon 
be forgotten. The N. S. A. did a most commend
able act in overlooking the weaknesses in his nature, 
and tenderly taking care of him ih his poverty and 
old age.

DR. HENRY 8LADE.

■ HI» ■ Early History—Old Friend and 
Neighbor Writes Entertainingly In 
Regard to the Famous Slate-Writer.

Johnson’s Creek, Sept. 28.
■ Having read with interest the articles 
In your columns regarding Dr. Henry 
Slade, I desire to correct some state
ments and relate some facts that came 
under my personal observation.

Henry Slade was not born in John- 
Bon’s Creek, but in some eastern coun
ty of this state, his parents, becoming 
residents of this village when Henry 

? was two years old.
. He was 71 years old at the time of 

his death Instead of 80 aa has been 
stated. As a school boy It is stated by 
those who remember him, he was quiet, 
inoffensive and below the average in in
tellect, but good natured and affection
ate. I have heard him relate that as a 
child he possessed powers that In after 
years made him a noted character.

On one occasion being required to 
write with other of the scholars of his 
school a composition, he produced one- 
readily much beyond his normal pow
ers, as well his comprehension and re
ceived a severe punishment for denying 
having copied it from some book or pa
per. Also of being punished by his 
mother for insisting that he .saw per
sons in houses where he accompanied 
her that were Invisible to others and 
that were so-called dead.

1 The slate-writing “trick" as it. Is 
called by Kellar was but one of many 
manifestations of psychic power thaC 
occurred through tho mediumship of 

: Dr. Slade.
To be in his company for a day ' or 

yvdays as in the case of the writer, hav- 
¿'s'jig entertained.him on several ocea- 
'oirL «118, was to w*teess, often most unex- 
out tyedly, a series of occurrences which 
Often \<1 be explained to an unprejudiced 
no cK>d only as the operations'of an un- 

ve/seen force possessing intelligence and 
* a knowledge of occult laws and how to 

use them,
These were accomplished without a 

confederate, without trick tables, open
ings in floors or any of the devices or 
jmraphernalia that are the invariable 
accompaniment of those who practice 
feats of legerdemain.

When m his early twenties Henry 
Slade moved with his parents to Michi
gan. It was aboqt the time that the 
subject of the Rochester rappings and 
table tipping was being discussed and 
people all over the country were trying 
experiments with sitting at tables with 
various results.

In this manner Slade discovered that 
he had a variety of phases of medium
ship. During a trance'he was instruct-
ed to try slate-writing, to what results 
thousands if they were living could tes
tify of messages written on any table, 
in any house to which he was invited, 
messages containing names of friends 
who had departed and conveying be
tween sometimes locked slates, facts 
known only to the sitter and the friend 
invisible.

Messages were written in Greek and 
German and submitted to scholars for 
interpretation, which was impossible 
for him to write as his only education 
was received in a Johnson-Creek dis
trict school and was confined principal
ly, if not wholly 4o the three Rs, and be
ing anything but proficient in .either. 
He developed also the power of diagnos
ing diseases and prescribing remedies 
and being threatened with arrest for 
practicing without a medical diploma 
he went before a medical faculty and 
astonished that body by the readiness 
with which he answered all questions, 
thus securing a diploma and a legal 
right to the title which he afterwards 
bore, of M. D.

The exhibition of power in lifting the 
heavy objects was truly wonderful. In 
two instances I have seen him place 

' the tips of his fingers upon the shoul
ders of men, neighbors of mine, each of 
them weighing not less than 200 pounds 
and of seeing them lifted, chair and 
man to quite a height from the floor, 
then let quietly down again.

Aftyr a quarterly meeting at Yates 
Center which Dr. Slade attended, quite 
a number of people were being enter
tained at the home of Mr. Eli Clark. 
-After the long supper table had been 
cleared, a member of the company, a 
gentleman, asked of. Slade if he ; sup
posed he could be lifted from: the floor 

■ with the table while he-sat upon it. 
Slade asked his guides if they could do 
it and a response of three raps came 

. upon the table, meaning yes.
The gentleman accordingly seated 

himself in the center of the table, Slade 
standing at the end with the fingers of 
one hand resting upon it It at once 
began to rise until it was at least one 
foot from the floor, and standing, there 
firmly and steadily until 100 was count
ed, was quietly replaced upon the floor.

tion he visited Europe. He was accom- 
paniedby his orphan niece, whom he 
adopted, Miss Agnes Slade, whom he 
educated in the convent of the Sacred 
Heart in New York, and Mr. Simmons, 
his secretary, and his daughter.

On his arrival in England he en
countered Prof. Lankester, one of a 
type of those who have sought to ob
struct the progress of every discovery 
in science or spiritual revelations from 
the days of Galileo even until to-day. 
Under an old English law which impris
oned for practicing palmistry he caused 
Slade to be arrested for practicing 
sleight-of-hand with a trick table and 
slates written on in a sleight-of-hand 
manner with the help of an accomplice.

A recent article in the New York Sun 
stated that he was arrested in England 
by Prof. Lankester and imprisoned for 
three months when he fled from Eng
land to more hospitable lands in which 
to practice his fraudulent business.

Scores of other papers have sought to 
vlllify him by like reports.

I well remember the anxiety and in
terest felt by friends of Henry Slade in 
Johnson Creek on the news of his ar
rest, and there are three at least living 
here that remember some of the partic
ulars of the trial. The dealer who sold 
the table upon which the writing was 
produced, testified that the table was a 
common deal table, without a drawer 
and with only a plain top anid legs..

The result of the long trial was pub-, 
lished at the time when he was com
pletely vindicated and Prof. L. dlscom- 
fittod.

He was entertained by invitation by 
the Czar of Russia, also the Grand 
Duke, his brother, and gave them nu
merous demonstrations of his psychic 
powers, beside other of the crowned 
heads of Europe. From "each of- these 
be received costly and elegant gifts 
which H was his delight to display to 
his friends on his return home. . ,

Among them were pieces of jewelry 
containing elegant diamonds :.and a 
beautiful jeweled and enameled watch, 
also large sums of money.

Prof. Zollner of Leipsic University, 
with several other professors invited 
Dr. Slade to a series of experiments to 
discover whether there was a fourth di
mension in space, and if matter could 
be passed through matter.
. He gave them his entire time for two 
weeks and the description as published 
by Prof. Zollner in a boofc entitled 
“Transcendental Psychics,” was mar
velous and thrilling in the extreme. .

Not only was it demonstrated that 
there is a fourth dimension and that 
matter can pass through matter, bjit 
that invisible and excarnate scientists 
were assisting in the experiments and 
produced the results.

Apart From the Evil Motive, We Have 
In Christendom, In the Story of the 
Crucifixion, the Counterpart of This 
Doctrine of the Piling Up of Available 
Merit by Enduring of Suffering—As 
Set Forth in Light, London, England. 
Mr. John Campbell Oman’s absorbing 

and important work on “The Mystics, 
Ascetics, and Saints of Indip." (London: 
T. Fisher Unwin) gets right under the 
confused medley covered by his title, 
and by his sub-title, “A Study of Sadhu- 
Ism, with an Account of the Yogis, San- 
yasls, Bairpgis, and Other Strange Hin
du Sectarians.” The antiquity of tills 
phase of Indian life is the first notice
able fact. The word “Sadhu" covers a 
vast deal of the ground. The Sadhu is 
the ascetic and perhaps the Balnt whose 
amazing - proceedings mainly occupy 
the pages of this profoundly interesting 
work. He is "no recent importation, no 
modern excrescence, but has flourished 
in India, a veritable indigenous growth, 
from a time which dates many centu
ries before the advent of Christ, or even 
the preaching of Buddha of lie eight
fold path leading to enlightenment and 
deliverance.” ,

Sadhulsm is the expression of moods 
and experiences which inevitably tend
ed to produce a. morbid, ascetic and 
self-degrading state of mind. “Prob
ably the earliest promptings towards 
ascetic practices came from a desire of 
self-humiliation before the Unseen Pow
ers, in order to propitiate them"; and, 
naturally enough, "in times of great 
national troubles, when the protecting 
gods seem to have turned away in 
wrath, ascetic practices become more 
common, widespread, and intense, till 
sometimes whole communities seem to 
be smitten by. a mania for self-abase
ment, self-imposed hardships, and se
ver? austerities.” : .

Such turning away of the. gods 
seemed frequent in the old days, and 
even In later times, India, for many 
centuries, has been the prey .of despoil- 
ers; Individualism has been crushed, 
and the tedium of existence has pressed 
upon weary souls, tilled out with sor-

After his return from the trip to the 
old world he rented a brown stone 
house up-town in New York. His niece, 
Agnes, presided over his house, assist
ed by Mr. Simmons’ daughter, both 
young ladles. Mr. Simmons'attended 
to receiving callers and the correspond
ence and all. matters of business, A 
schoolmate from Johnson Creek, who 
visited him at that time stated that his 
time was constantly occupied and many 
could not be admitted.

Carriages stood before his door al
most constantly. The elite of t^ie town 
visited him, telegrams for sittings were 
of daily occurrence. I will relate one 
of many instances related by this 
friend..

A gentleman came and desired a sit
ting and was admitted to the seance- 
room by Mr. Simmons. He came out in 
tears. He related to Mr. Simmons 
what he had received and the retjson of 
his coming. He had previously lost a 
dear wife by death. He had a beautiful-- 
young daughter whom he had turned 
from his home because she had gone 
astray. He was wealthy and aristocrat
ic and was grief-stricken with wounded 
pride and the thought of the conduct of 
his daughter.
- Between clean slates came this mes

sage: -
“Dear (calling him by name). -Take 

our child (name given) to your heart 
and home and all .will be well.

“Your lovingwife, (name given).’’
Money flowed in freely. Checks came 

to him for large sums beside the regular 
fee charged for his sittings. .A rail-

On occasions of his visits at our 
house invariably when partaking of our 
meals the dining table would be tipped 
without spilling tea from cups, or water 
from glasses; raps would come upon 
the plates and an empty, chair, which 
we would place at the end of the table 
remote from Slade, would perform va
rious feats during tne entire meal. Our 
parlor on such occasions was given up 
to Mr. Slade’» use for sittings, we fur
nishing,him with a pine table and pur
chasing his slates at our home store. 
People came for miles to have sittings 
with-him, and I never knew of but one 
person who did not leave the room not 
only satisfied but enthusiastic and often 
strong men in tears. v The one person 
referred to Insisted up'on putting a nail 
instead of a pencil between the slates 
and denounced Slade as a humbug be
cause he refused.

The fame of his wonderful powers 
-pread over cur own country and «vent-

The Editor of Harbinger of Light, Aus
tralia, Makes Some Pertinent Reflec
tions In Regard to the Same, Which 
Will Prove of Interest to All Spirit
ualists. ' ; -
Many Spiritualists, -and especially 

those who are hot conversant with the 
difficulties that' pertain to' the. trans
mission of matters of fact from the spir
it world to the -mortal Iplane, are terri- 
bly disconcerted at th^ receipt of con
flicting or contradictory communica
tions, and apt to imagine that where 
tills oçcutb in ¿connection with any 
prominent person,•tliai, .it will be a se
rious check to the Advancement of 
Spiritualism. We.ar.e not of that sort; 
large experience has convinced us .that 
in the present state/df human and spir
itual development1 such conflict and 
contradictions are, inevitable, and can 
only be avoided -by. a careful study of 
the philosophy of ¿spiritual intercourse 
and the practice; of, more philosophical 
methods. In private circles they are of 
little conséquence;;; if the .individuals 
persist in their investigation rationally, 
experience will enable them to avoid 
the difficulty by realizing the cause, but 
where teachings ¿having an Important 
bearing upon the nature'of the future 
life—professedly.froni exalted intelli
gences and received through a medium 
of culture and undoubted integrity, 
which have been published and read 
with faith by thousands of people—ap
pear to be flatly,contradicted by the 
translated spirit of the Same medium, it 
is to be expected : that .many who have 
not the experience to.' enable’ them to 
discern the weakness pf the source of 
the contradiction, will Jjave their faith 
shaken in the-reliability of the teach
ings referred to, viz.,, "Spirit Teach-, 
tags” through the- mediumship of the 
late Wm. Stainton-Moses,M, A. (Oxon). 
The number of people in- Australia who 
read the reports of Rhe British Society 
for Psychical Research/, where the con
tradictions first appeal',; are few, and 
the price of the particular one we refer

row, want and misery. ■;
It was this, probably, working upon a j 

peculiar temperament "whose most - 
striking characteristics are imaginative- : 
ness, emotionalism, mysticism, credul- ’ 
ity, religious fervor and impressionabill- 
ity, all in a. very exaggerated degree,” J 
that led on. to the root' doctrine of In
dian asceticism and to the spread and 1 
Influence of Sadhulsm. This “root doc
trine” is that the body is the cause of 1 
all evil; and. that spirit is Intrinsically ' 
good. Hence, the main business of the : 
man who would attain to sanctlty.Is to 
insult, degrade, contradict and utterly 
triumph over the body. The Sadhu is 
one who devotes himself to this, who In
vents strange,'disgusting. and horrible 
ways of outraging his body, and who, in 
consequence, poses as a winner Of men 
it, or of power for the spirit.

•Mr. Oman cites six reasons which 
prompt to these ascetic practices:

1. A desire, which is intensified by 
all personal or national troubles, to pro
pitiate the Unseen Powers.
• 2. A longing on the part,of the In
tensely religious to follow in the foot
steps of their master, almost invariably 
an ascetic.

3. A wish to work out one’s own fu
ture salvation, or emancipation; by con
quering the evil inherent in human na
ture, i. e., the fleSh.

4. A yearning to prepare one’s self 
by purification of mind and. body for en
tering into present communion with the 
Divine Being. .

5. ' Despair arising from disillusion
ment and from defeat in the battle of 
life. , .

And lastly, mere vanity, stimulated 
by the admiration which the multitude 
bestow upon tne ascetic.

To tell the truth, the Sadhus, in their 
efforts to compete with one another; 
and to invent strange and horrible self
degradations and mutilations, have be
come a kind of showman-craft, or wan
dering mendicants, to the. number of 
hundreds of thousands. "Their calen
dar of fairs and festivals is comprehen
sive and accurate. They ¿now well 
how to time their devious wanderings 
so as to make them fit in; with the fes.- 
tai events of each locality within their- 
annual round of pilgrimages .to sacred 
places where, on all important occa
sions, they congregate in-hosts.” • ■

, Referring in a more general way to 
the Hindu practitioners of .bodily degra
dation, the fact comes out strongly that, 
a vast amount of it Is entirely uncon
nected with ethics—that, in fact, the ef
fort to lay up merit by bodily misery 
has or had largely for its object the win
ning of power over occult forces-—and, 
as often as not for sinister purposes.-

“According to Hindu theory,” said Sir 
Mohler Williams, “the performance of 
penances was like making deposits in

road man.sent him a check for ?500 dur
ing his stay, in gratitude for a message 
received. • '
. This constant tax upon, his nervous 
system drained him of vitality. Paraly
sis slowly crept over his nervous sys: 
tem and his brain became affected. He 
did not become insane as papers have 
stated, but senile. He resorted to stim
ulants to tone up his system, with the. 
usual results. Like thousands pt oth
ers he lost whatever he had acquired by 
gift and his profession. Poets, sages 
and even ministers of the gospel have 
gone down in like manner,. 1

During his days of health and’ pros- 
'perity he had continually helped, his 
relatives with his means. Mr. Sim' 
mons told of his profuse generosity to 
the poor and needy and none applied to 
him for help in vain. .

On his last visit to Johnson Creek he 
was but a wreck of his former self. He 
returned again to Michigan -where he 
spent the last few years of his life in a 
free sanitarium, cared for by friends 
and the National Association of Splrit- 
ualicts. -

Bigotry and zeal of so called religion 
has set thousands of pens in motion to 
blacken his character and undermine 
his work. But the trutl^ ot immorlality 
and of the intercommunion-of the two 
worlds which he so amply helped Ao 
demonstrate cannot be.written down by 
prejudice nor obliterated by calumny.

' - ■ e E. T.

Evidences of Spirit Power and Influ-

had never met, she was thinking how 
strange it was that she did not even 
know him by sight. While she was 
writing she received a letter or a 
pamphlet about vegetarianism, and fin
ished her letter with that subject in her 
mind. Her correspondent in his reply
remarked, incidentally, “in the very

THE HUMAN WILL.

It Is Amenable to Reason, and Should 
Be Governed Thereby.

to was prohibitive of a large, circulation 
anywhere; but a-translation of M. 
Sage’s review of ‘Mrs? Piper and the' 
Society for Psychical Research,” recent
ly published, which/contains a printed 
repetition of the mattey,'" and further 
reference to it, in M1'. "pharles . Daw
barn’s “After DeathrrWhat-" published 
tn our last issue, bring.it under the no
tice of a large nunfijerjof people and 
prompts .us to. endq^vor-to throw some 
light bn the subject,and ease the minds 
of some, at .least, '^¿dje “hearts are 
troubled" over the master; we judge, 
from-remarks that,have been made to 
us that these are .no.t a .Xew.The case is 
as follows:

■In Dr. Hodgson’s lengfliy.yepert pf 
his Investigation of. Mr^- Piper’s medi- 
■umship, published'm fiie jpumal- of-the- 
English -/Psychical '’ Research Society, 
some years' since,- iherp, occurs an ac
count of a sitting given to: Professor 
Newbold , where .that; gentleman, in the 
course of his questions ;to the communi-, 
eating intelligence, asjisi "Does-/the 
soul carry . with it Inta its new life all 
Its passions and animal appetites?” To 
which George Pelham, (a name that the 
controlling spirit has adopted but which 
does not belong to him); replies: "Oh, 
no, indeed; not at, ¿1),; Why, my good 
friend and scholar, ypu/would have this 
world of ours a decidedly .material one- 
if it were so.” On /which: Professor 
Newbold remarks, that, the writings.of- 
Stainton Moses-claimed that the soul 
carries with it all Its passions and appe
tites, and was very Slowly purified of

ence—Remarkable Escape From Be- words In which the Bame thought had 
Ina Murdered—Impressions, Dreams, shaped itself" in her mind while she 

u.. Rnlrlf Husband and was writing to him, on the strangenessTelepathy—Her Spirit Husband and of their never havlng. metj and ,he 
Son Come to Her—As Set Forth In I touebed on vegetarianism, a subject 
Light, London, England. they had never before discussed.
The discussion In the “Dally Graphic” The Rev. Forbes Phillips, Vicar of 

on “Curiosities of Coincidence," to Gorleston, says:
which we alluded in Light of September “A few days ago a fishing firm asked 
16, on p. 440, has elicited a number of me to communicate to a mother in my 
striking letters from well-known per- parish thé sad fact that her son had 
gonBi been lost at sea. As soon as I entered

The Rev. S. Baring-Gould tells how the cottage she cried out, "I know! I 
he once greatly desired to consult his know! Bertie is drowned!" Already 
sister, who was traveling in Wales, bo the poor dear had taBted to the dregs 
that he did not know her address. Next the bitterness of thé cup that I was sup
day but one, in the morning, he re- posed to be bringing. Yet not a word 
ceived a letter from her, Baying that his of his death had reached her. The glib 
form had come to her bedside in the explanation, would be, something in 
night and asked her to write to him, as voice and manner gave her the suspi- 
he had something very particular to cion. .Not at all. My manner possibly 
consult her about. ’ would have given the secret away. But

Mr. F. C. Selous narrates a remark- I found her with the blinds down, in the 
able escape from being murdered by na- depths of her despair." , „
tives in Africa. Visiting a family of When fourteen years of age the Rev. 
which one of the members was medium- F. Phillips had a dream in which he 
istlc, he was induced to try automatic saw his father, who was in the Reve- 
wrlting, and without his own volition a nue, in danger of falling through a gap 
message was repeatedly written warn- in the Hook Bridge about two miles 
ing him to go out of the country, or he from Goole. Awakening, and finding 
would be murdered by the natives.-The that his father was absent from home, 
message purported to be from a friend he dressed and rang up the junior offi- 
of his own, who was a brother of the cer and induced him to accompany him 
medium, and who had suffered that fate to the bridge, where, he says: 
not long before. Mr. Selous could not . "We heard steps coming in our direc- 
well give up his journey, but some six tion and I ran forward, and there was 
months afterwards he was repeatedly before me the whole picture of my 
attacked and, he says, "for days I lived dream. A cloud of steam was coming 
in the verv shadow of violent death, up through a wide opening in the 
and my escape was little less than mi- bridge, and my father'was within twen- 
raculous. The warning had, indeed, ty feet of ft, coming to his doom, with 
very nearly proved true.” Ibis swinging, quick stride that I knew

A number of the cases related are of so well.
exact impressions, whether in dreams "I had never been on the bridge be
er otherwise; which were afterwards fore. No one was allowed to cross 
verified; cases are also ^iven In which save the officials of the company and. 
the same peculiar chain of circum- the officers of Customs, who did so at 
stances was repeated at a year’s inter- their own risk. There was never a 
val. The fact of a fancied recognition doubt in my father’s mind that my ap- 
being followed by a-meeting with the pearance saved him from death, as it 
actual person thought of is referred to was Impossible to see the opening bé
as ofcommon: occurrence,'. while in cause of the fog and the steam; and 
some instances, when an unexpected never expecting part of the bridge to be 
meeting of former friends has taken taken up, he would have continued 
place one of.t^em ¿as seen the “double” walking on throughout the length of the 
or, form of the other, this being usually bridge." 
distinguished from-a real person by ----------- -- —--------------
the fact that It takes.no, notice pf any
one and does hot respond to a saluta
tion. (This trait in “Phantasms of the . , ,
Living” is well illustrated in Mr. Span’s ^-1® Kxleldoscoplc in Character, and 
article-on p. 283 of Light.) Common to all Humanity, Coming In

■ -Dr! John Watson ("Ian Maclaren”) a Great Variety of Ways and Circum- 
g(ves four instances In which he re- stances—A Curious Case at Ravenna,
ceived. strong impressions to preach Oh) a8 g t Forth b the cleveland
certain sermons.or to go to certain ’ h
places;-all of them were amply justified riain ueaier.
by the results, and in,;the one case in .Ghost stories are old and probably no
Which he did not yield to ’.the impulse town iBi witliout some Btory of a "myste-
hC-fduhd-that'li^ -"missed a -gra- ridte’splrit," hut Ravenna has-one that 
-ctoiiauspportunlty and failed to render a will cause all tho old timers to sit up 
timely service,” He. concludes, w^.U apd take.notice. ..
this fineeYpresildn'bfheW ' ' Sidney-Veon has been, living in a 

“My conviction is that. a spiritual small house about two miles southeast

SPIRIT RETURN.

-them. ' /
George Pelham'.rejpinS: “It is all un

true.” Professor Newbpld adds, “and 
that the souls of the'bad hover over the 
earth, goading' sinners ‘tè destruction.” 
George Pelham:persìsta in his denial, 
says he claims to understand about 
this : . "Sinners are .sinners only, in one 
life. An argument takes placò about 
this and George is asked to look up 
Stainton Moses . and beg him to come 
and communicate. This he is supposed 
to have accomplished. The-Professor 
thereupon interrogates .the newcomer 
thus: “You taught' that evil spirits

thebank of heaven. By "degrees an 
enormous credit was accumulated 
which enabled the depositor to draw to 
the amount of his savings, without fear 
of his drafts being, refused payment. 
The power gained in tills way by weak 
mortals was sb enormous that gods as 
well as men. were equally at the mercy 
of these all but omnipotent ascetics, 
and it Is remarkable that even the gods 
are described as engaging in penances 
and austerities, in order, it may be pre
sumed, not to be outdone by human be
ings.” Wonderful stories are told by 
Hindu sages and in Hindu scriptures of 
men who entered upon the ascetic’s 
path and endured most awful tortures 
on purpose to pile up spiritual power In 
order to overpower and destroy their 
enemies.

Apart from the evil motive, Mr. Oman 
points out that we have in Christendom 
(in the story of the crucifixion) the 
counterpart of this doctrine of the pil
ing up of available merit by the endur
ing of suffering.' He says: “If the 
Hindu were to point out that a kindred 
idea seems to be at the root of the 
story of the Crucifixion, as well as of 
the motive assigned for that astounding 
voluntary humiliation on- the part of 
the Deity, it would be impossible for 
the unbiased seeker after truth to deny 
the validity of the contention, since In 
the 'cross-and passion’ of the Redemp
tion we-distinctly find-the .notion of the 
efficacy of voluntary hardships, poverty, 
physical buffering and death, for the 
attainment of a great- object otherwise 
unachievable even by the Deity him
self.”

tempt sinners to-their destruction?” To 
which the spirit repliés:' “Lhave found 
■out differently since ••I-^sm./ oyer here. 
This particular statement given: me by 
my friends as their medium when in the 
body is not true,” u Professor N —“Your 
second statement, was that the soul 
carries its passions and appetites with 
it”. • W. S. ; M:?~"Materjal, passions. 
Untrue; • It is : not/hq. ■ •J*'believed : that 
we had-every desire .after reaching this 
life that we hadi jn thé body, but I find 
that we leave, all.such behind.: In other 
words, evil thoughts-fiie;wühflhe body.”

In the-first place'fc will be observed 
that Stainton' Moses is charged with 
teaching what George -Pelham declares 
to be untrue, but as a matter of fact 
“Imperator/’the' most exalted spirit 
who communicated with .him. was the 
teàchèr, and his teachings as a whole 
cannot fail to impress'/any--unbiased 
reader as emanattngdrqm a refined and 
highly cultured mind. Critics and re
viewers have invariably ¿admitted their 
high tone. ' Moreover, they are in ac
cord with the communications received 
and accepted.by the'most advanced me
diums and "seers; On the other hand 
we have George Pelham, who has only 
left this world a year or two, professing 
to know and dogmatically affirming 
that the teachings .are erroneous, and, 
at the suggestion of tlie Professor, 
hunting up Stainton Moses and bring
ing him'to Mrs? P-iper to recant, ,and 
confirm his (Pelham’s) vieWh. We 
doubt very much whether it was Stain-, 
ton Moses’ spirit who responded; Pel
ham was a stranger'to him in the body, 
and would not be; likely, do get him at

power guides every man in his lite; of Ravenna, next door to the' country 
that this.power acts upon Ills will home of W. J. Hayes, the Cleveland 
through hls.soul. by which 1 mean the banker. Mr. Veon’s home has been 
spiritual part of him; that through cal- broken up by a ghost. He lived there 
lousriess and-obstinacy we are insensl- for seyeral months but the ghost only 
hie at .times to this power, or even con- made its appearance a short time ago. 
tend ¿gainst it; and that if our souls The ghost appears in the form of an 
were finer instruments to record spirit- old man walking with a cane and comes 
ual impressions we should never miss each night between the hours of 9 and 
the Will of God. or fail in the work 12, and Mr. Veon says that strange 
God has committed to our hands.” things have happened right in midday.

Sarah Grand; writing in the issue of This strange thing, whatever it is, 
-the 18th Inst;,/thinks that the theory has been kept up until Mrs. Veon was 
“that ■- thpughtb ; are Indestructible frightened frantic, and carried from the 
things, that; thought is creative, and house in an unconscious condition a 
that by thought transference there is few nights ago. ..They are Belling oft 
continually ,-going on between human their household goods and will not live 
beings. - a system of communication there any more.
which. Is at present for the most part . The ghost slams the doors and win
involuntary, but which must in time, dows, plays the piano, moves the furnl- 
when the laws which govern it have tuie about and does any number of 
been discovered, come under control," those things that seem impossible. At 
opens up “a.more emphatic and aston- noon when the family was seated at 
ishlng reason for a complete, revolution the dinner table the piano began play
in otir habits of mind”, than anything ing and as their little boy was not in 
else "in this, age of scientific discovery eight Mrs. Veon called to him to get 
and psychical research." sway from the piano. The boy began to

Although she never studied telepathy laugh, and then Mr. and Mrs. Veon 
some of- her experiences seem to prove went into the room. The instrument 
that there is a means of communication had been playing “Blue Bell,” and as 
between mind-and mind. For instance, they entered the cover went down with 
when writing to a neighbor, whom she a smash.

So much Is written and talked, at the 
present time, about the human will and 
its accomplishments. It is said to be 
the principal motor In all activities.

Let us see. What is it that supplies 
the will for its action? It is wholly 
dependent upon the sense activities. 
The senses can only furnish such ma- 
terial as the acquired mental infold- 
ments permit, then what is so produced 
is to be first submitted to reason to 
pass judgment upon. The will is then 
expected to work in harmony with that 
judgment. We see thus, that the will 
Is not onlv subordinate to reason, but 
Its strength for achievement depends 
upon the quality of mental activities.

When a man or woman sees but one 
side of a question or problem, instead 
of all sides, the will Is as a rule wrongly 
exerted and works damage instead of 
blessings;

The will itself is a blind force, so to 
say, that needs to be governed by rea
son and guided by wisdom for good re
sults. True, will-power, or what passes 
for’that, even wrongly exerted, may, and 
often does accomplish craved results, 
but such results give pain and sorrow. 
In the end.

As we behold such mental output of 
mortal desires and thought, both voiced 
and silent, and see the same supple
mented by strong willing to thus se
cure for themselves some worldly gain, 
etc., we feel exceedingly sorry for them, 
seeing that they thus overstep the limits 
of right and abide not in truth, and are 
then in constant need to tell untruths 
to hide their motives and selfish efforts.

This Is the chief cause of so many 
detrimental fluctuations which make 
nearly all the troubles mortals experi
ence beside retarding soul growth, thus 
progression.

There are too many mortals, even In 
this enlightened age, who prey upon 
their fellow-travelers and work them 
harm in subtle ways, wearing masks 
of assumed kindness and even iriend- 
shlp to further their wicked ends. It 
was always thus. Paul of old realized 
it even among those whom he taught, 
and counted aa friends. In Galations, 
he cries out, “O foolish Galations, who 
hath bewitched you that ye should not 
obey the truth?” He saw In spirit that 
not obeying the truth or being truthful, 
caused these detrimental vibratory fluc
tuations, and that their active vibratory- 
ratios were on the lower levels, there
fore, even when they wished to enter
tain higher thought and meditation, the 
opposite lower force currents -would 
seek ingress to their minds and would 
not be put aside, for the reason that 
they had been previously invited by 
selfish desires and thoughts.

Now these differences in vibratory 
ratios are what fix gulfs in life's pur
suits, and these are. not passed over 
easily when once constructed.

You see the thoughts of mortals on 
the lower. qtrata. of life’s expression arc 
one-sided, imperfect, thus the exercise 
of their will power cannot result in 
blessings, and O. such a chebkered life 
record these would-be-good, yet really 
wicked people make, and what painful 
after experiences when Earth-life is 
ended.

It is each one’s duty in accordance 
with his own best interest to adhere 
strictly to the rules of rignt, no matter 
what betides him. Thus menial firm
ness and true character is acquired 
which can command and suoside ill 
force and remove all barriers in life's 
true progress, because thinking and 
acting nobly strengthens the will in the 
true sense so it can have the full sup
port of the Omniflc Will in all worthy 
efforts, as well as the defence of im
mutable and general laws.

MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio.

Roosevelt Versus Cleveland.
Ex-President Cleveland's article 

against woman suffrage, in the Ladies’ 
Home Journal, following close upon his 
article against women’s clubs, calls at
tention afresh to the great difference 
between him and President Roosevelt. 
The two are opposite types in many re
spects; and nowhere is the contrast be
tween the older and the younger man 
more marked than in their views on the 
woman question.

Both of them believe in the great use
fulness and value of woman’s work iff 
the home and the family. That is a 
point upon which we all agree. But 
Mr. Cleveland seems to think that wo
man’s sphere is the home and nothing 
else. He solemnly assures us that if a 
woman joins even a single club, her 
home and her character will be in dan
ger; while If women could vote, disas
ter would overtake both them and their 
country.

Mr. Roosevelt, on the other hand, was 
the first governor of New York to rec
ommend woman suffrage in his mes
sage to the Legislature. Instead of urg
ing women to limit their interests ex
clusively to the home, Mr. Roosevelt in 
his public addresses has again and 
again urged upon them the importance 
of interesting themselves also in the 
welfare of the world outside. In 

.speaking to the New York State Assem
bly of Mothers, he said: “A woman, to 
be a true mother, must be more than a 
cross between, the head nurse and the 
house-keeper. She must have an inter- 
dst in outside things to keep her own 
self-respect. No'family can become all 
that It should be if the mother does not 
keep in touch sufficiently with outside 
Interests and. what is going on in the 
world.” In ¿is recent addrdss to the 
National Congress of Mothers, after 
speaking of the great Value of the work 
done bv the mass of men and women 
for their own families, he added: “Of 
course there are exceptional men and 
exceptional women who can lead and 
ought to lead great careers of outside 
usefulness in addition to—not as sub
stitutes for—their home work."

In general, it may be said that Mr. 
Cleveland’s attitude of mind in regard 
to the woman question is archaic and 
looks toward the past, while Mr. Roose
velt’s is modern and faces toward the 
future. >' •

ALICE STONE BLACKWELL.

' - Mr. Veon says that the windows will
fly up and the doors come open and 

x >¿1 ' -xt- it ', , , - close again from some mysterious
ear^y theological bias. cau8e;. few nights aro one of the 

The idea that man s nature is mlracu- windows opened and the'outline of the 
L0US>tkClla^sed and .purged of all evil man and his cane stood there. Mr. 
by the process of transition -will not Veon made a grab at lt> only t0 see lt 
hear the light of reason he must work vanjgh and hear one of the most horri- 
out his salvation, not in fear and trem- tie laughs imaginable. Quite often this 
bling, but with courage repentance and , b jB heard ab t tb h wh 
eeeds of atonement. Dr Peebles re- tb re no vjaions Mr Veon’s hat 

v''as on a nail in the wall a few £ nights ago and as he sat there looking
r S|n at I(- hat be8aa sPin, then TOS6

°ff the nai’> fl°ated ab0Ut the r00m and 
tMAhtal hi ficaliy u8hted at his feet.

A^traHa revived over forty yeara The bed in whlch Mr8' Veon’s sl8ter 
since, the MS. of which is in our pos- ^„1?Ir^d^urine^h/“^^ 
session, caution us against them; in- P.tetely around nuring the night and 
deed few ínvestieatora have'been ex- awoke in the morning theXtftom S^ P'a^d «Bht
careful study of the subject in all its as- •■am
pects before commencing a practical in- 
vestigation will enable the investigators THCelTury
to ward off any serious interference on ??d cb?se ^r.
the part of mischievous -spirits, and Veon started pfter the ghost and ran it 
harmonious conditions combined with ‘^0® wound the house and then just 
high’aspirations will opén a path aa be .tll0uSht he was going to get hold 
through “Xogland” to the plane of truth. ?£ V? yanlsbed agaln.with same 
and affirms that “some unknown infiu- . * .
énce caused a picture of that bridge to friends of Mr. Veon have been 
appear'in my. mind, and to project a “abinS;^onsiderabie sport over what 
situation of immediate danger while myd ?e,^.as ¿een telling them about ghosts 
father was some three or four miles dis- hut he always stoutly maintains his sin- 
tant from the scene.” - cerlty and after his wife was carried

The Ven. Archdeacon Colley, in his
sermon at Stockton Parish' Church, on
Sunday evening, the 17th inst., is re- S
ported, in the “Leamington Chronicle” m°rniug. 
of the 19th to have referred to the re- ~— • ' ’ —
cent death of, two of his parishioners, BRIGHT POINTS IN MOTION, 
who, he said, had no fear of death be- - -
fore pasBing over. The first was a Mrs. Thcy Are composed oí Animalcules. 
Berry, a widow, who had no knowledge - ;. .
of Spiritualism, but shortly before her I ■ „
death she assured the Archdeacon, that I In The Progressive Thinker, T. F. 
her husband “often came to her bed- gives an experience under the head 
side, as also did her son Oliver George.” °f “Bright Points in Motion,” which 
Mrs. Berry in a sense rebuked hlm l PPP®^8 o£ swarms of animalcules in 
“for speaking of her husband as dead, space. The author wishes to ask who 
when, to her quickened perception, he | baB bad asimilar power of sight? I 
v,as then at her bedside.” In the other have had three such experiences .and 

1 case, Mrs. Noon, before she departed, «nder the same-conditions as T. F. 
felt the actual touch of an invisible I Lee’s.. These bright points traveled in

call in the spirit world ; but even if it 
were, Mfs.'YÎRerJwas nôt à fit instru
ment for him to cpinimwicate through. 
Up to this : tlmei'ihrpiigh. voluminous 
records of her. mè^lumsçip, we fall to 
find anything of ahjexalted or religious 
nature; she was merely,^ machine for 
tests and common places,: with no evi
dences of soul'Inspiration, and a con
siderable amount of unreliable and 
contradictory matter had..been passed 
through her by her leading control.

At a .later, period, when all her old in
fluences haà>jséep dismissed and she 
had- been, taKdfl tinder ihe control of 
“Imperator” : arid his assistants, the 
whole character of what cpme through 
net was changed and the Idiosyncrasies 
of the higher ^nelllgetioes were dis
tinctly manifest Had Stainton Moses 
been- brought into Mrs; Riper’s sphere 
at the period first referred to, he-would 
have veritably fopsd himself in what 
Mr. Dawbarn ealfe and, like
a hypnotised sublet, wààsmleally re-

HOW FAR.

How far are heaven and hell apart?
No farther than from heart to heart;

Some souls taste both ere death.
How far is spirit life away?
The thickness of this veil of clay, 

The journey of a breath.
C. L. H. /•

Sbe was suffering from a dislod all directions, right and left, up and 
limb, and was startled at first ¿down, toward me and from me, in 
the hand was laid upon it to as- 'curves, circles and • parabolas, then 
the pain, but she clalraudiently -skipping off in a straight-line. I re- 

____ her husband (Who had been on ’membered having read “The Discovered 
the other side for two years and a half, : Country,” by Petersilea, in whlchvthey 
and who used to rub her to relieve her are described, as holding the male and

hand, 
catcd 
when 
stiage 
heard

.. -
"We exaggerate misfortunes and hap

piness alike -We are never so wretched 
or so happy as we say we are.—Balzac.

We are not sent into the: world to do 
juaythlng- Snto.-w

Have a heart that never hardens, a 
temper that .never tires, eafi a touch ..wc.eEsnGtgnt os?

sufferings from rheumatism) say that j .female principle of life, 'and those of 
he could do “her more good than the I certain species are inhaled by men and 
doctors could do." The; Archdeacon's j go from their lungs to the blood. I 
whole earmon was an outspoken plea I went away thinking how beautiful is 

end 1 the nature.
™- - sw-.'a -smsss«»«-

No one will ever find a fact in the uni
verse that will harm the truth, al
though science may make discoveries 
(hat will 'discredit the dogmas of the 
^nrch.““-Wa3h(»>fn^ ...

bring.it
takes.no
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centrated on the brain and 
lowing of but little sleep.

At times the nerve, or 
seemed to be drawn from

A Crime or a Blunder?-
r,Not only so. How is it possible for a woman in a department store 

or other public institution to meet the demands of fashionable society 
as to dress, and meet other necessary expenses on ten cents a day? And 
yet the parvenus of society who wither a sensitive girl with a glance of 
scorn if her garments, show evidences of a month’s wear, are thè very 
first to complain of high wages, to denounce any effort to better thé con
dition of the dependent classes, and who hoot at the possibility of mer
chandise being made of virtue in order to subsist and meet the false de- 
mands of à false aud unholy economic system.”

So says Mr. Dryden. We desire to say that our space is too limited 
to introduce in our paper a discussion of Socialism, finance, or the labor 
question. Send such articles to the secular press in the'future.

I quite agrée with Sister Payne that our Govern
ment is not to blame for any individual’s mistake 
or misdoing; but how many of us are individually 
to blame for our Government’s mistakes and blun
ders that are worse than crimes ? ”

No 828 of The Progressive .Thinker 
was so well filled with good things that 
In observing my usual custom ot select- । 
ing scrap-book clippings, almost one- 
half of the paper was appropriated. ; 
The poetical effusions were all good; 
the editorials meaty; the discussions of 
the relationships existing between Spir
itualism and Theosophy were especially 
Interesting, to me, because for some ( 
time past I have been carefully Investi
gating along that Une and am both sur
prised and delighted to find so many 
points of agreement, notwithstanding 
the efforts of certain representatives of 
each to establish antagonisms between 
the two.

But that which Interested and pleased 
me most of all was the masterly man
ner in which Laura B. Payne dealt 
with some of the defects In the world’s 
systems of government generally, and 
with the management of affairs in our 
own vineyard particularly. Talleyrand, 
referring to a certain policy of®Napo- 
leon Bonaparte said ot it: “It was worse 
Ihan a crime, it was a blunder." In 
like manner, a careful consideration of 
some of the detects in our industrial, 
educational and social systems to whlcn 
she refers, leads to the Inquiry which 
heads this article, -were they merely 
crimes, or something worse?

There are two principles of govern
ment which constitute the key-note and 
give assurance of the continued great
ness of our nation, and they are, first, 
In a Republic, such as ours claims to be, 
the whole people are the government. 
Second, all just government derives Its 
power from the consent ot the gov
erned. The very existence of the de
fects referred to Is proof that these fun
damental principles are being disre
garded. The rising tide of uncertainty, 
dissatisfaction and unrest indicates 
clearly that the affairs of government 
are neither being conducted by, nor 
with the consent of the whole people. 
And the existence of these things fur
ther indicates that each passing day in
creases In the minds of the people the 
conviction that the social and .political, 
defects, pr blunders of which' 
plain, are not only unjust, onerous and'

been crowded out, but the young men 
find themselves facing the alternative 
of accepting the wage scale forced 
upon' girls and children, or else step
ping down and out The increased cost 
of living and the uncertainties of ob
taining steady remunerative employ
ment, deter multitudes of young men 
from marrying, claiming that their in
comes are not sufficient to meet their 
own and Increasing demands of wife 
and children. Consequently we have 
for the past four decides wlnessed an 
alarming increase in celibacy; until, 
based upon the census of 1900, it is safe 
to say that 65 per cent ot the tollers of 
America are unmarried. The moral and 
spiritual results of such a condition are 
obvious.

Angels and ministers of grace shield 
us from the social hell that yawns in 
our pathway not very many years 
ahead.

oppressive, but they are inexcusable 
and unnecessary, because there are 
other and better conditions at hand 
ready to be ushered in.

The Indictment which the writer of 
the article referred to frames against 
our industrial and educational systems 
is severe, but amply supported by evi
dence. The school laws of many of the 
states are crammed with compulsory at
tendance and truancy provisions which 
possess about as much vital force and 
effect as a mummy from Thebes; be
cause the god of the empty stomach is 
superior to all such enactments, and 
his harsh edicts of hunger and naked
ness cause tens of thousands of parepts 
and children to quietly evade or openly 
violate them with impunity. .

Why with impunity? Because the 
self-interest of the employer and em
ploye, and the profits hoped for by the 
law-making and law-enforcing fraterni
ties, all demand that children should 
swell the Income of the lords and mas
ters, rather than cumber their own

Nov. 4* 11)05.

ery house in the land and create a 
bonded indebtedness of six or eight bill
ions of'dollars, so as to enable the fren
zied financiers to locate a national bank 
at every cross roads. The proposed 
measure Is so thoroughly in keeping 
■with the broad business methods of the 
oil Icing, and'his Wall street-associates 
that we need not be surprised to see it 
done. ■ ■•: mo f.

I-quite agree with Sister Payne that 
our government is riot to blame, for any 
individual’s mistake or misdoing; biY. 
how many of us are individually to 
blame for our government’s mistakes 
and blunders that are worse than 
crimes?

I feel almost ashamed to write in this 
fault-finding, carping manner, because in 
the first place I helped to ‘ establish 
conditions as they now exist, and am 
doing but very little to better them; 
and in the second place, the people 

. want just such a government and such 
conditions as now exist, because the 
majority rules, and. the majority votes 
for their continuance at each election.

When we read of the colossal legisla
tive grafters, and land frauds, and in
surance misappropriations, and the le
gion of wholesale peculations, and brib
ery and theft in every branch of busi
ness, we can but ask “What in heav
en’s name is the condition of public con
science and private integrity? Do they 
not take their character and Coloring 
from the Individual factors comprising 
the public? Can we expect the stream 
to rise above its fountain head?"

Every Item suggested by Mrs. Payne 
in answer to her question, “What is the 
remedy?” is pertinent and, essential In 
effecting tile remedy. But how are any 
of them to be brought into active exer
cise until the individual conscience is 
quickened, and the public sense of right 
and justice aroused. The first and 
most essential factor in building the co
operative commonwealth, is direct leg-

Unmarried labor is migratory labor. 
Like the newly-fledged quail, the bach
elor toller carries his home on his back 
and tramps the highway in search of 
better conditions and something to eat. 
With none but himself to support, he 
can camp close to the line of starvation 
wages; and casting his lot with the 
Cheap Johns and other foreign pauper 
bachelors who are flocking to our 
shores by increasing thousands each 
vear, he comes squarely in competition 
with the home-loving married laborer 
and outbids him every time in the auc
tion of capitalistic greed, where jobs 
are sold to the lowest bidder. As a re
sult the toiling father must either ac
cept the wages of the foreign pauper 
bachelor and bind wife and children to 
the tread-mill of toil in order to obtain 
family subsistence? or else join the 
tramp brigade while the family share 
with the dogs the crumbs that fall from 
Dives' table, called charity.

Mrs. Payne further informs us that 
there are now a “million and a half un
employed, a gigantic army of the disin
herited for whom there is no job of 
any kind." According to the other es- 

.-.tlmates claiming to bo reliable, she 
Jcould add another half million without 
¡doing violence to the truth. But even 
this army, vast and disgraceful to our 
American civilization as it is, is to be 
increased five fold In the next two 
years. John D. Rockefeller, the busi
ness deity of the world to-day, predicts 
that the worst financial panic ever 
known is to be inaugurated in 1907, and 
that from seven to ten million toilers 
will be thrown out of employment in ad
dition to those already out And every 
intelligent observer of the signs of the 

[ times knows that the chances in favor 
| of his prophecy coming true, are almost 
ninety-seven and one-half out of a hun
dred. His prediction is based upon the 
some old cause assigned for all finan
cial panics by legislative grafters, fren
zied financiers and business thieves.

"Over-production,” which being inter- 
। preted means: the many producers 
■ have nothing wherewith to buy back for 
i their own use the products which they 
■ made and gave to the few. The great 
I American idol, high protective tariff, 
■ has wrought out Its legitimate results.

mlnds with “book larnin.’ ” An indus
trial system that brings father and son 
in sharp competition for the same job 
of work, and drives mother and four- 
year-old babes to the sweat shops and 
cigar factories in order to obtain a bare 
family subsistence, is in direct antago
nism to our educational or any other 
system that has a tendency to lessen 
the supply of cheap labor.

The wages paid female tollers tn New 
York and Chicago, as stated In the ar
ticle referred to, is indicative of the 
earnings of millions of toilers in the 
United States to-day. Through the cap
italistic press the reading public is 
promptly informed of every advance of 
wages, however slight, but never in
formed of the reductions; and the aver
ages of yearly earnings paraded by the 
various Reporting Agencies are invari
ably based upon official salaries and 
■wages of skilled labor; not upon the 
pitiful earnings *of the unskilled multi
tude.

Joseph Cook, the Boston clergyman, 
in one of his celebrated Monday Lec
tures, defines starvation wages as be
ing "any sum less than double the cost 
of un-cooked food." The logic upon 
•which this proposition is based is that 
clothing, house-rent, doctors' bills and 
other necessary and unavoidable ex
penses must of necessity equal the cost

3=====5=W’iS=«£ä^====^^
THE NE^ THOUGHT IDEA. I WILL POWER VERSUS OBSESSION.

tomber 9, David. 4’LeIsk of this city, 
under the caption, “fudged From â Spir
itualistic StittdpbinUl' in à half-page ar
ticle, presents a good argument in favor 
of the so c^ljed, "Npw Thought Idea,” 
that every num mu^t, if he would ad
vance, develop his own innate powers.

which Is cei»e.less''hnd untiring in its 
energy making all things new."

With all that Mr. Letek says in the 
article along that line, I agrpe; but to 
some other assertions' I cannot give my 
assent. Alluding0 to the capital-labor 
problem he says:, v

“Social reformers, particularly of the 
political class, desire to legislate the 
people into peace find plenty through 
the power of a righteous and equitable 
government. Socialists, like nil other 
classes of extremists, are one sided and 
tenacious to a fault’ of that particular 
side of the question which they have 
espoused. * * <. Individual man must 
first be reformed, and the social and po
litical questions, will find true solution 
through reformation; It isn't so much 
the environments'that make the man

islatlon; the initiative and referendum; 
by which alone can thé management of 
affairs be taken out of the hands of 
scurvy lawyers, pot-hopse politicians, 
corrupt legislators, truculent judges 
and a venal press, and placed back In 
the hands of the whole people where 
they rightfully belong.

These essential measures cannot be 
obtained until constitutional amend
ments are grafted upon the national 
and nearly all the state constitutions.

These amendments must originate in 
the United States Senate, and in the 
state legislatures; and with all these 
bodies owned and controlled by capital
istic machine politicians, it seems to me 
that the first and most essential duty 
of all who really desire better condi
tions, Is’ to support at the' ballot-box 
only such legislative candidates as will 
give unqualified assurance of a willing
ness to submit such amendments to 
popular vote. I feel confident that a 
majority of the people are ready and 
anxious to adopt such measures.

Yours for a People’s Government, 
San Diego, Cal. J. L. DRYDEN.

I am spending the months of Septem
ber and October amtd the beautiful hills 
and vales of the old Empire State. My 
only sister in the flesh, and her three 
children with their families, have each 
fine stock farms, with commodious 
houses, barns, etc., all within about five 
miles of ,DeRuyter, my. native town, the 
nearest railroad station. Last -spring' 
my sister and husband, leased their 
farm and purchased a home in Llnck- 
laen Center, a little settlement which 
contains as its only business enter
prises a postoffice and two churches, 
Adventist and Seventh-Day-Baptist.

Last Sabbath (Saturday) -I accompa
nied mv sister to the meeting oi. the 
former with whom she is affiliated. The 
minister preached from the text, “The 
heart of man is deceitful above all

It has not only protected home labor by 
excluding foreign cheap productions 
and admitting the foreign pauper labor
ers, but it has closed and hermetically 
sealed the “Open Door” to Oriental 
and European markets which we fondly 
hoped would furnish an outlet for the 
Increased products of our cheap labor 
■and improved machinery. The ever-in
creasing current of combination and 
cencentration having swept more than 
90 per cent of the nation's wealth into 
the pockets of 1 per cent of the popula
tion, the Impoverished millions have 
nothing with which to relieve the glut
ted markets. Consequently the busl-

of .un-cooked food. Accepting the 
amount stated by Miss Auten (76.74) as 
the average earnings ot shop girls, 
seamstresses, etc., and applying the 
above rule, we have $38.37 with which 
to supply uncooked food for 365 days, 
or 10 cents per day, or 3 1-3 per meal. 
How much food for a toiler’s meal can 
Jie bought on any market for 3 1-3 
cents? Under the existing Meat Trust 
prices, bow far would that sum gó to
ward procuring a shin-bone for soup?

Not only so. How is it possible for 
a woman in a department store.or other 
public institution to meet the demands 
of fashionable aoclety as to dress, and 
meet other necessary expenses on ten 
cents a day? And yet the parvenus of 
society who wither a sensitive girl with 
a glance of scorn if her garments show 
evidences of a month’s wear, are the 
very first to complain of high wages, to 
denounce any effort to better the condi
tion of the dependent clashes, and who 
hoof at the possibility of merchandise 
being made of virtue in order to sub
sist and meet the* false demands of a 
false and unholy economic system.

That such sacrifices are made upon 
• the altar of commercial greed, is unfor

tunately too" true, and I almost feel 
- tempted .to congratúlate- those who 

through ignorance deny that such is the 
casexfor “where- ignorance is bliss, 
’twefteifollytO be wise;”

Beoause of the ever-widening field of 
occupations in which young women are 
engaging, not only-havc-riie "old men

ness arteries are congested, the pro
ductive energies becoming paralyzed, 
and the industrial machine demands 
rest and repairs; while almost one-half 
of the vast population of the Republic 
will see the bottom of Mark Hanna's 
full dinner pail.

The world s history fails to present a 
parallel to the magnificent display ot 
wisdom and benevolence contained in 
Mr. Rockefeller’s plan to relieve the 
distress of the unemployed; which is 
that government shall construct wagon 
roads and auto boulevards and Appian 
•Ways from Ocean to Ocean and from 
the lakes to Florida so as to furnish 
this disinherited multitude a chance to 
earn bread! When we reflect that Mr. 
Rockefeller has more ready cash on 
hand than the United States govern
ment has, that he has done more than 
any and aU the other agencies at work 
to turn adrift this mighty army ot 
tramps (this suggestion seems to be 
equivalent to saying to the public, 
“Here, I have squeezed the lemon dry, 
now you can take care of the rind.”

But when we consider the financial 
side of the proposition, the benefits to 
the public and the disinterested unself
ishness of the great god of the business 
world—stand forth in their colossal 
majesty. Let us hope that the oily 
prophet’s lowest estimate will be real
ized and only, seven mlUion Weary Wil
lies be employed by government

Doubtless a Christian »government 
like our own would not think of paying 
less than $1.50 per day, nor demanding 
more than 300 days’ labor per year. 
This would necessitate an outlay of 
only $3,150,000,000 for labor, alone, aside 
from picks, shovels, scrapers, andother 
tools and implements. -

SOUTHERN CASSADAGA.

Views of Various Wrlters—A Medium's 
Painful Experience, Illustrating the 
Kaleidoscopic Character of Spirit Re
turn—The World Advances, at the 
Same Time Encountering the Good as 
Well as the Bad.
In the present symposium of our 

earnest, liberal Progressive Thinker the 
common belief of Spiritualists is being 
clearly defined; here we find Lyman C. 
Howe specifying Important points of 
agreement, one is that, “AH varieties of 
spirits exist after death and are liable 
to share in the communications re- 
cslvcd.** ■*

Mrs. Mary T. Longley adds “The sub
ject of obsession I consider important; 
I think that nine-tenths of our experi
enced Spiritualists believe, with reason, 
that human beings who are malicious 
on tills earth tarry a period in earth’s 
atmosphere and torment sensitive mor
tals,” therefore obsession can properly 
be called a common ground of belief.

Spirit John Pierpont, Faraday and a 
host from the spirit realms do know of, 
and have taught the facts concerning 
obession; all thé testimonies com
piled In thé many books now published 
on obsession are actual experiences, by

as it is man whoicreates and makes the 
environments.”. , ;

Now, Mr. Editor, I have no deslrp to 
provoke a debate with my friend Leiek. 
I wish only to say.that no well in
formed Socialist contends that individ
uals should not endeavor , to develop, to 
the fullest, their moral and Intellectual 
powers. No prominent teacher of so
cialism relies wholly on legislation to 
bring about a jester condition of 
things. Socialism says let manhood 
and womanhood, be devélbped individu
ally, by education add instruction, let 
us, in a collective capacity, by city, 
state or nation' adopt such rules, or en
act such laws as will provide conditions 
or environments favorable tor individ
ual development. The Socialist says, 
“faith without works is dead." Why 
think good thoughts and plan kindly 
plans, if you execute none of them? Is 
not the “New-thoughter" ' an “extrem
ist," for contending that environments 
(laws, customs, eto.,) count for little or 
nothing?

What would a “New-thoughter” have 
done in the days of negro slavery, to 
have told the slave'to be good, and to 
the slave woman to live a virtuous and 
chaste life if they desired to gain lib
erty? Did these enslaved negroes 
make the environments, or did the en
vironments hold three millions of hu
mans In bondage? .The Socialist would 
do what he could to instruct tne slave 
in goodness and chastity, but like Lin
coln, he would improve the conditions 
at the same.Alme by law.

To-day nearly tiro millions ot tender 
children are .being overworked, and 
practically efislaveffi in the mines and 
mills of thisreounfify. The environ
ments create andi^trenuously main
tained by gfpedy - monopoly, are so 
stunting thode children at a tender age, 
that later in’Ilfe, théÿ will be totally un
fitted to develop ttair Intellectual and 
spiritual posters. §ow ridiculous to 
talk of these jittle cjjlld-slaves develop
ing their iritiàte powers regardless ot 
environments? °

The peasants of Russia are the vic
tims of the.t qruql environments 
made by the government. One hundred 

■ • millions can nfeitherl'read nor write, and 
the wbmem htoritepff in a- most degraded 
condition by.) the “Hply Church” with 
government,.sanction. Now, Socialism 
says, while you cannot legislate good
ness into people, you ‘ can legislate as 
to compel heartless tyrants to get off 
the backs of their victims, thus creating 
environments under which they are

prefaced his remarks by explaining i 
that in the past people supposed that : 
thoughts, feelings and impulses pro- ’ 
ceeded from the heart, etc. 1

I wondered if anyone in the audience ’ 
queried if that was the word of God as : 
he called it, didn’t know better?

After the meeting there were seven 
baptized in the brook that runs through ■ 
the place. With one exception they 
were little boys and girls and in less 
than two hours they were clubbing 
apple trees across the way and pocket
ing the fruit. Verily “The ways of the 
Lord are mysterious and'past finding 
out.”

The preacher doubtless was sincere 
and devoted, and I could in my mind’s 
eye see him brought in contact with 
some manifestations that convinced 
him of the communion between the 
earthly and decarnate man, simply 
transferring his blind allegiance to 
God and Jesus to the “dear spirits” and 
accepting every communication as au
thority without reference to the intel
lectual or moral standard of the com
municant. From such sources we get 
our over;CredulouB Spiritualists, those 
who believe In churches, pastors, ordi
nations, christenings and the whole
retinue of ceremonials belonging to ec- 
clesiasticlsm. So long as men have 
not outgrown a belief in rulership, au
thority, tffey will bow down in servile 
subjection to popes, bibles, laws or spir
its, it matters little which.

When the child condition in develop
ment is superseded by that of manhood, 
all authority will cease. Men will be 
ruled alone by their highest sense of 
truth and right and acknowledge no one 
as master, having become selLmaster- 
ful. Then all worship will cease with 
its flummeries and'ceremonials.

’ All will come to know that every 
thought and act will bring forth its nat
ural fruitage, that cause and sequence 
is a law of nature, and that there is a 
law of nature, and that there ara no 
means of escape from the results of 
action. Thus knowing, every one will 
feel he cannot afford to do a wrong to 
others or himself, either physically in
tellectually or morally.
«, I have found only one Spiritualist 
who knew me through The Progressive 
Thinker which she has taken for years 
and highly appreciates. Mrs. Beard is 
now 87 years old; has been a healing 
medium in the past and is credited 
with much good work m that direction.

My sister was telling me of a talk 
she had with a supposedly orthodox 
man who believed that spirits entered 
the next life in the same state as they 
left this, likening life, (as I often do) to 
a graded school, and believing in pro- 

. gression after death. She told him that 
■ was the belief of Spiritualists which he 
; denied knowledge of. The world 

moves on.
JULIET H. SEVERANCE, M. D.

But such a gigantic process of indus
trial recuperation and cultivation' of 
public charity could; not be'consum- 
mated intone year. The history ot all 
past financial crises informs us that the 
debris, the human'wrecks, the flotsam 
and jetsam left upon the .shores of- a 
stupendous business depression Brich 

;as the coming one. is likely to be, can
not be gathered-up'in' one year.'’ The 
chances are that the carnival will last 
long enough to enable government to 
construct at least a to ev-

Spiritualist Camp-Meeting at Lake 
Helen, Florldh, February 4 to 

March 18, 190?.

As the fall advances, the people are 
hastening from the north and west to 
the “Land of sunshine and flowers,” es
pecially to the genial climate of this 
charming winter home.

In preparation tor the hundreds to 
cóme, a number of new cottages for 
rent are being builded, and additions 
made to cottages already erected.

RHEUMATISM
ÌHIRE lì By New Discovery that 
WllbU Cures by Opening ths 

without
MEDICINE

The makers of Magic Foot Drafts, the 
great Michigan discovery which Js curing 
thousands all over the world, want your 
name if you have Rheumatism, either 
chronic or acute, muscular, sciatic, lum
bago, gout or in any other form. Don't

conscious Intelligent persons; there
fore, obsession Is not only a belief, but 
a knowledge.

Hudson Tuttle says: "A spirit may 
be in error, misinformed and preju
diced, just the same as before leaving 
its earthly body.”

Read Dr. J. M. Peebles' and Walter 
DeVoe’s books on obsession, and Dr. G. 
Lester Lane’s experiences direct and in
directly through his patients.

All Spiritualists hold the'eommon be
lief that truthful, Intelligent spirits do 
communicate and control for the unlift- 
Ing of humanity, and Faraday says, 
“That by the same law as come the 
good, so edme those of evil intent,” the 
motive being as different as the motive 
of the honest college professor from 
that of the criminal holdup.

A July issue of your excellent paper 
contained a most Important article on I 
the “Will as a Remedial Power in Cases 
of Obsession," one that should be In the 
hands of every developing sensitive, 
and yet the noble author was compelled 
to seek aid beyond the power of her 
own will aided by mental science.

In the case of the author, Nora 
Batchelor, I And almost a duplicate of a 
Mrs. N., of Boston, whom I interviewed 
two years ago, and who had prided her
self that she could not be hypnotized or 
impelled to do anything against her 
will, a claim made by that majority who 
do not fully consider the facts in case 
of obsession.

Mrs. N. had attended lectures, se
ances, and sat for development, at-

mentally than they would In a condi
tion of slavery.

Luther Burbank, the wonderful wiz
ard of the plant world, finds environ
ments—conditions—very important in 
his marvelous work of developing 
plants. Air, sunlight, soil, water, and 
temperature, are as important, as the 
latent germ life principle contained in 
the seed. In fact; good seed, or the 
New-thoughter’s "innate powers,” ' 
amount to nothing unless-the environ
ments or conditions are provided fa
vorable to the growth of the plant. For 
centuries small-pox carried oif its mill
ions. One citv in England abolished 
the slums, cleaned up the town, changed 
the environments of the poor, and abol
ished small-pox in that city.

Socialism appeals to every man’s love 
of justice and equality; proclaims the 
brotherhood of all men: orders the ty
rant to get off the bapk of his brother; 
shouts to the "man with the hoe” to 
look up and assert his manhood—all 
this to the individual. Turning to so
ciety, to all the people collectively, it 
says: we demand the abolition of child
slavery; we want laws more equitable 
and just toward the working people; 
we insist that ,war shall cease; we fa
vor equal rights, for men and women 
alike; we contend that the houe.st toiler 
shall have a large share of the product 
of his labor; We want the state to pro
vide life insurance; ,we want the people 
to own collectively public utilities; we 
want more public schools and libraries; 
we insist that all children shall be edu
cated at the public expense—all this 
to the end that every man, woman and 
child, shall be placed In conditions, or 
environments, in Which' they may have 
opportunity, for the development of 
their innate powers.'

I am rejoiced to see the wave of “New 
Thought” rising higher and higher. It 
means much for this and future genera^ 
fions. I,agree with much found in its 
creed. I affRhpweybr compelled to dis
sent from that plank which would con
fine all of its reforifi work to the task 
of malting spiritual' philosophers and 
savants, one by onej'out oteighty mill
ions of people} by .“^inking, thinking, 
praying, praying ceaselessly, praying 
for their own1‘personal unfoldment and 
spiritual .illumination,” and at the same 
time declinmg(to join other progressive 
people who tÿe no^, only praying for 
themselves, but for ¡others, and are al
so working with their fellows, in a col
lective capacity, to’l’abolish environ
ments in whlcfi- poverty, vice, crime and 
disease do thrive, and to inaugurate 
other environments which make fbr in
telligence and' mofility. Yes; there 
are "extremists” atfiong Socialists, I 
freely admlt,„8^d>I -have a suspicion 
that there mt& possibly.’ be a little 
sprinkle of extremisra among thé New-

1 thoughters., tl ■B'

TO..W0MEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD
taformatlon How They May <Bve Birth to Happy, 

Healthy Children Absolutely With.
' - out Ppln—Sent Free.

. No woman need any longer dread the pains of 
child-birth, or remain childless. Dr. J. w Dre

‘ has deroted hla Ute to reUevlnp the sorrows or 
, women. He ha* proved thaiall-palntn childbirth 
may be entirely banished, and he will- pladly ten ‘ 
yonhow It may be done absolutely tree ot charro 
Send your hum andaddresi to Dr. J.H. Dyo: IM 
Dewlo Block, Buffalo. N. Y„ and ho wUiaetia you. 
poiupald, hi» wonderful boo* which idlahow u

Mr. Bedell has about completed a bago, gout or tn any other form. Don t 
four-tenement house on. the Stevens delay, but write today, and you will 
property. He is also putting down an get by return ©I Ewaa
artesian well for the new village spring- mail to try, a I ail llQv 
ing up just north of the gate. The Be- Give the Drafts a thorough trial when 
dell family have remained on his or- you get them and then if you are fully 
ange grove all summer, satisfied with the benefit received, you

Mrs. Hurley’s house on Prospect can Bend ub One Dollar. If not, you 
Heights is well advanced. have only to say so, and they cost you

Mr. Bartholomew has a cozy cottage nothing whatever. Hundreds of thou- 
ot three tooms ready for rent, in addi-1 sands of persons have tested Maglo 
tion to his two other cottages. Foot Drafts without paying a cent in

Lake Colby Is full of water, and the advance—you have the same opportu- 
fleet of boats is ready for the lovers pity. If we can’t cure you we don’t 
of moonlit nights. want y°ur money. No other remedy

Mrs. Pratt’s cottage on the Huff Pen- ever stood such a test—there is no 
insula, has been begun. otlier remedy like Magic Foot Drafts,

The dining-room of Hotel Cassadaga which cures after doctors and baths and 
has been let to Mrs. Sherman and Mrs. medicines fall—after, in many cases, 
Lloyd. thirty and forty years of suffering. •

Mrs. Huff has had the hotel well ren- Thousands have written us happy let- 
ovated and (t is now ready for guests, tors of gratitude „nici.

Mi’s, Haviland has a gem of a cot- anjune at our omce.
can be seen by

tage on. the Stevens property, next to 
the gate tence.

The new Beckwith cottage is occu
pied by a tenant, as Mr. Beckwith will 
not be at camp this season.

I RAO« UM« Don’t you want 
to try this won* 
derful external 
cure without 
cost? Then send
pour name to

To St. Pahl
and

Minneapolis

The Mytn oi tne Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann. A complete and over« 

whelming refutation of the Bible story of the 
Deluge. Price, 15 cents.

Tickets, 211 Clark St., 
Chicago. 'Phone, Central 
JUT. F. A, BELL, City Pas
senger Agent.

Three Journeys Rroun3 the WorfS "•on—
- Travels in the PacIHo Island«, - 
New Zealand. Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peablea, . 
A. M., M. D, Ph. D. In this splendid luga- 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated a tut 
amount ot valuable Information. It U exceed- < 
Ingly entertaining and readable, and Sptritnal. ' 
ism M he found It everywhere in hie travel-

The bicycle path of clay has been .... , v^-
completed from camp to Lake Helen i8? 10 “-e Magic Foot Draft Co., X04 
village, where it joins the one running Uldb-< Jackson, Mich. A valu
ta DeLand. Riders should bring their au-e -ookiet rhat tens why and contains 
wheels; both ladles and gentlemen. “’“IBwbub comes free with the 
Bicycle riding is popular in Florida for Drafts. Send no money—only your 
both sexes. Clyde steamships carry uame and address.
wheels free. They need not be crated. 

Mr. F. J. Norman, with bls children, 
are living at camp.

Dwellers at camp write that the 
weather is superb—the health ot the 
people Is good—and no malarial condi
tions have been observed the past sum
mer.

Mrs. Phllbrook has a neat lawn and 
beds of flowers around her pretty cot
tage, which have attracted the admir
ing attention of visitors the past sum, 
mer.

Mrs. Fisher and friend will occupy 
rooms in her cottage, as wed as Mrs. 
Bacon.

People who intend to keep house, 
should engage rooms early, as the de- I mi . _
mand Is large. Address for rooms in 1116 SCI'VICC Oil Bur- 
Apartment House, Mrs. J. D. Palmer, i; > _ , . . ,
Willoughby, Ohio; for sleeping rooms l llUgLOIl ll’aillg IS SO thor- 

, , ; . , . -ju , Hn Brigham- Hall, address Mrs. Sarah i i ,i ,
alned to spiritual sight and hearing, Brlgham, FltchbUrg,Mass; for new cot- OUgDly ffOOQ that VOU 

had found her ideal religion, one of addre8s H M clarl Lake Helen> * J. & J VU
knowledge, spirituality, love and im- and Mr Bede)Ij game place Will GEL OV CVCrV h0Ul' Ot
mortal life. I j^r Johnson, the builder, has com- ii A v

A change of location became neces- p]e[e(] a six-room house on the Stevens tDe tllD. 
sary, but the new environments property anq moved in. He is now en- 
seemed to possess an unhappy, intan- gaged jn bulling a cottage on Prospect 
gible something, an uncertainty as to ^e| hts for w B Greenwood. The L 1Y1 train fnr
her spiritual sight and hearing arose, H M c]ark galls for Florida wlth a ‘ ,lCU Wr tile
then a restlessness, a fear, and yet she )a t Oct 31 He will erect an. Twill CitifiS (110 extra fflrp^ 
began to be impressed as to the small- other cottage on Prospect He!ghls. CXlra lare)
tolly an the hlppTtovl^^ te^ »Xt ” b°ard*ng C^agO dally at 6130
peace of mind and former bright anticl- Some twenty-five people from Lily D. 1T1. arrivinP1 efirlv next 
pations seemed blotted out Dale, N. Y„ are expected in November. r WHy KCAL

The presence of strange, shadowy be- Mrg Elfzabeth ThOmpson is to have FllOming. ComDarfme»- . 
ings dwarfed and maliclous in thou^ht, lth Mrs Hardenburg in the . c-l-n J J i • %k
began to be sensed. Bond Cottage anti Standard Sleeping Cnmem

YT M. had only heard of the true Arthur .Underbill and son are kt z j , • <• , , F ®
and beautiful from the lecturer and se- camp. the attending 8Chool at stet. (eICCtrIC lights ID CVfil v
ance room, or with her own spiritual University at DeLand. Judge Un- k,,ff„4. i'k
vision and the truth tot death does ls much better in healtb) and ln. Denn), Duiiet-librarv car, 
not change the evil-minded, nor law, tenda t0 g nd llie wlnter ab camp Bla , . „„J r> r ,
nop God withhold them from using ht F j nl ac00mpaay cnair cars, and Burlington 
their will power unon sensitives, burst kjm ’ b ’
upon her consciousness with terror. proposed rose garden near the dining Car, Serving SDlen-

All her power of will to oppose, com- te[ hag ‘not t materiaiIzed) but j: J i . £
mand persuade, or reason they babl sometbing be dOne next Qla meaiS a la Carte, 
scoffed; she was unable to lay hold of ^onth gome shafe tree8 ought to be I 
them and force them to leave, or to get out around n tbiS fa]k as this js the 
cease their talking, sho was told, that b(Jst time ¡n tbe year ior sucb workj 
they were there first and meant to stay and roges need shade from the 
or go when she did. scorching effect of the summer sun.

The reading of beautiful literature, ^,be Btore ba3 been moved back ot 
became as blank, as soon as read, tk Apartment House, and 1b now used 
names and placing of articles could not f carpenter’s shop, 
be remembered, the brain cells were be- ,HerberJ. Halllly has recovered his 
ing Injured by a current like force con- h Rh d ls >ki for Mr. Bartbol. 

spine, al- omew 
<♦ i fl ,< j My excursions for November, sail No- 

n a vember 10, 21 and 28. The Apache will 
. , ., . , ,,, , . be used for the first two and the Cochest as If invisible mist, depleting her manche for the thlrd- These 8blps are

Thffi is a condition that is never Very I MATFRlfll I7ATI0N
taken into account by those declaring P^rrlte me for Bpecial low party prices Mme. e. d’Esperanoe. and ••Ma^miizatton a 
there is no such thing as obsession that d th lnformatlon> encl0Blng four «toK AQSt'U' A
a person cannot be impelled against her ln t for t on fo)d Mllonl «°rlt- I0°- 
own will, nor do they remember that H A BUDINGTON --------------------------------------- —---------
LVrVne wU“%Wo*ffidT^ 9i Sherman street, Springfield, Mass. TftE WORLD BEAUTIFUL,
half-dozen hold-ups and vanquish them? Series one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting.

Whon through dnvs nmi niehts of ABRAHAM LINCOLN. Three choice volumes, each com ' te in Itself,
„„„I „ J1 „h„»¿ot Lt" _______ ln spirituality Is related to- vtryday lifesuch mcutdl contest and physical pain, | in such a way m to make the world beau tiro L
walled in as it were by such persistent His Farewell Address on Leaving Price.61.00each.____________________________

ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

cruelty, holding on to consciousness, Springfield, III., Monday, February 11, »
%XXe^aven^er had to cling 1861’%t0 »6 0^^^^
to consciousness that they might be augurated President, Delivered on the By Prof. Ernest Haeckel, 
conscious at all. with toe fact in mind Car Platform In Springfield, Illinois. Of the University of Jena

„r«« «.««va I ~ . This is an English translation of Professorthat when consciousness was gone, FriendsNo one who has never Haeckel’s magnificent work “Die Weitrathset.” 
what the world thought to be Mrs. N., been placed In a like position, can un- The main strength of the book lies in a terse 

ierstand m5: feeliTat “Wesra^consciousness and deeds of these evil- the oppressive sadness I feel at this "TheRiddieottheUniverse." Dr. Haeckel has
minded beings controlling her, those parting. I a world-wide reputation, and this is his su-
who have never looked at obsession In FOr more than a quarter of a century Preme Pf*“. cloth, »1.50.
this light are In no way fitted to criti- 1 bave lived among you, and during all --------------------------------------------------  
else. Mrs. N. had been Impelled to that time, have received nothing but CTUMRUff R RAAI/C 
hear, to think and to do things against kindness at your hands. Here I have A I niMI JfllYU DUlJl\«$ 
her will. . lived from my youth until now I am an w 1,11111 "VUHC/,

Listen to the testimonies in our old man. Here the most sacred ties of pi D;nri;no- iA™ Park
court rooms, men and women testifying, earth were assumed; here all my chil-1 '“’1 'Jill LHUUiUg, JUL. CdLIl.
”1 felt impelled to do so and so. I did I ¿ren were born, and here one of them | --------
not wish to.” It was relief from the fles buried. Tlle following books by well known ,
unseen forces, that was needed, and To you, dear friends, I owe all that I I and popular writers, we have selected
not a loathsome cell. have, all that I am. All the strange I with the thought that they will be ot in-

Like did not attract like, for Mrs. N. I chequered past seems to crowd now | terest to our readers. They are printed 
was spiritual and honest. upon my mind. To-day I leave you. I

Nora Batchelor with all her self-es- go to assume a task more difficult than
sertion of the divine within and her just that which devolved upon General

Write me down, Mr. Editor, as being 
for the "reformation of the individual” 
man, and for’ the removal of bad en
vironments as: welL ' The wise farmer 
does not depend alone on good seed. 
He has a careAbout the soil and other 
conditions necessary to produce a 
good crop. '

He who would develop his own innate 
goodness must assist his fellow-man in 
developing his, . R. A( DAGUE.

Alameda, Cal ’ ’ _ , ,
“The Commandments Analyzed.” Sy 

W. H. Bach. . . The Commandments ar» 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passiuer; showing great In» 
osngraities. -Price 25 cents

••The New Life.” By Leroy Berrler. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines ot 
"new thought** -Excellent In tong eaS

— ... us,..’. —

right to life, health and happiness found Washington. Unless tbe Great God, 
the necessity of something more than who assisted him, shall be with me, and 
will power. * aia me> i n-.ust fall. But if the Omnis-

In Mrs. N.’s case Dr. G. Lester Lane cient Mind and the same Almighty arm 
was called to her aid, and with the co- that directed and protected him, shall 
operation of his spirit physicians and guide and support me, I shall not fall— 
Oriental healers the destructive ma- i shall succeed. Let us all pray that 
liclous obsessing forces were made to the God of our fathers may not forsake 
desist and depart, the depleted mind us now. To him I commend you all. 
and body were restored to normal Permit me to ask, that with equal sin- 
health, the spiritual sight and hearing cerlty and faith, you all will invoke Tils 
made possible, to the unspeakable joy wisdom and guidance. for me. With 
of Mrs. N. and the dear departed who these few words I must leave you, for 
had not been able to protect her from how long I know not Friends, one and 
the spirit side. all, I must now bid you an affectionate

Mrs. N.’s gratitude and praise for ur. farewell.”
Lane and his .noble, loving spirit co
workers was unlimited; she became 
able to see their methods of healing, the 
spiritual colors and chemicals used, the I sensitive of the presence.of the obses- 
white healing vapor supplied by the Ori- sors on their first attack, and on their 
entals, and sensed their kindly advice number, And an immediate defense on 
for her future. the part of the sensitive. . .

The instruction and kindly advice BARTON STEWART,
given free by the Doctor are well worth Chicago, DI.
the taking ot a course of treatment to I ~L—T“
acquire. "Immortality, Its Naturalness, its

The very atmosphere of this kind doc-1 A M’
tor and his lovely psychic wife and |?eeW^’ A A J0- 
their spirit guardians fill , their home I ^ected<by toe>Phfl^^
with an atmosphere not of this earth, l^al Society of Great. Britain,-with In- 
only in its transplanting from spiritual I Explanatory Letter.
t&’a ^,ritnal oa’te ’mld “a-1 P to & toeattM,” by Dr. T. A.

To any one who may be suffering
from annoying spirit forces, or any ner doth

My Matue E. Hull.
I T^^ll _ P _ contains fifty-sevenration from some tried and true ape- of to author's latest and choicest

- , „<» _ 1 Neatly bound in cloth, and withI ■

on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic In History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as PoeL The Hero as Priest The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer."
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book Is written In such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Slnnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore." . ' \

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be" obtained for SO cents, a miracle . 
of cheapness.



THETlATE N. S.A. CONVENTION.

A Commendatory Review of Its .Work, 
by Moses Hull.

ss«

The Important Question.,

by giving its facts and incidents.
And in this is a hint for mediums: If mediums would organize, even 

bo far as concert of action in’ that direction, and by an understanding 
■with the press to give their reports of seances, as news, they would give 
a “boom” to Spiritualism such as the most optimistic hdve not dreamed

Suggested by Dr. Alex. Caird, of Lyao, Mass.
Massachusetts steps to the front and demands a hear

ing. Alex. Caird, M. D., an influential Spiritualist, 
suggests a Symposium on an exceedingly import
ant subject. It will be inaugurated in his special 
honor as a leading and highly respected Spiritualist 
of the Old Bay State, one who is constantly work
ing for the spread of the Truth as manifested in 
Spirit Return.. It will prove especially interesting, 
suggestive and valuable to every reflective mind.

What Does Spiritualism Teach That Spirit 
ualists Believe in Common?

And now about “toggery.-” Lace-making, as it is called, was a very 
common and one of the very earliest physical manifestations, as by 
Honto in the seance of the Eddy brothers. Its evidentnesses was the 
ability and facility of spirit chemists to change the form oLitubstanee 
or fabrics—a handkerchief being transformed into lace-or similar ap
pearing thing of ten-fold the original size, and reproduqed inrits origi
nal integrity. • This has been manifested before our eyebTor’ihore than 
fifty years, yet its obvious purpose has not been apprehended by the 
' wo-seance philosophers, who strangely persist in treatifife spirits as be
ings without sense or purpose—a sort of puppets whp 'pos^iu queer 
planks for show purposes and our entertainment. Spph minds fitly 
furnish the very fallow ground for fraud.
' And again, why is.white the predominant color of drapery .«material-- 
ization? Because white is the normal or neutral color© In $e earlier 
stages of the planet before the sun exercised so potent a force as now, 
white was the color of vegetable life—of all flowers. ItU'equiVes a force 
to produce the' chemical combination that makes colors.. Wliite has 
always been an emblem of purity, because it has not been subjected to 
influences that modify primal conditions. Yet the fault-finder has 
never got along that fpr as,to nature—and spirit is very close to nature 
and its manifestations always lessons—if we so take tliep

Suppose your friend who died at eighty years comes to you, and you 
have him in your mind at forty ? Unless he comes as in your mind it is 
a fraud. Our magazines are prolific in biographical sketches of noted 
men with photographs at ten-year intervals—no two of which would be 
taken for the same man by a stranger. And compare the young Queen 
Victoria with her long hair smoothly combed down the sides of her face 
and in hoop-skirts, with the matron Queen of the' anniversary year. 
Recognition of spirits is subject to these conditions, Time and time 
again .when suggestion was made .as to how the presentation differed 
from the memory, has (jhange to more familiar personality been made. 
Yet all these things are overlooked—or were never- within the experi-

TI16 Eminent Sar-qls Expresses Hir Views.
To the Editor:—Your letter asking a contribution to a symposium as 

to Dr. Caird’s topic, “What Does Spiritualism Teach That Spiritualists 
Believe in Common,” has been received, and of course it is flattering to 
be deemed eligible to that class,. But to write even to satisfy oneself 
requires to be imthe mood. But of Jate the Spiritualistic'’atmosphere 
has been so charged with insolubrious gases that a smothering feeling is 
felt when trying to treat the subject by writing. And if what follows, 
may sometimes seem to wander from the text it must find excuse in this 
condition. .

You say “the secular press is stealing our'thunder.” No, hot our 
thunder, but are giving the thunder of our facts, minus the depreciation 
that is too common in our own circles.. The ill-concealed war on medi
umship will kill the “movement,” unless the “secular.” press rescues it

»
s

(2) That many who discuss the matter in the public prints are of this 
ill-advised, inexperienced class. To remedy this condition is not to 
deal in epithet and to the great outside world throw discredit on medi
umship, per se. .

If, as all agree that “Spirit Return” is the common ground, the key 
to universal concord, then it is absolute that it is only by and through 
mediumship that this Return has been or can be demonstrated. The 
business of organizations—as mediumship is a thing of persons who 
have to live.-as all live—is and ought to be first the care and conserva
tion of mediumship and mediums. When this condition is restored, 
the millennial time in our ranks will coxne again.

And to close—what is this Return ? The spirit man is as he was 
here. The demonstration is, and logically ought to be as varied as are 
the returning dead, and as the living visited. No two minds in all the 
universe are alike—be it the living or the dead. To convince the living 
man the evidence must meet his mental demand. To meet the demand 
the dead man must come as his capability will allow. This Is the mu
tual situation in Spirit Return. .The Return must meet the demand of 
the party to whom it is made. Unless it is so the- visit is vain. And 
who is to decide ? Is it the man who knew the dead man, or the specta
tor who knew neither of the parties? This covers the ease as to a ma
jority of the criticism that seeks the use of types.

All the organizations that ever existed or can be devised cannot alter 
that fact—it is fundamental and organic. Some minds may be reached 
by forensic methods from our platform—but that only incites belief. 
The vast aggregate must have proof palpable. And that proof must be 
through the senses and with mental endorsement. Common agreement 
on these lines organizes itself. SAR-GIS.

Practical, Mechanical

The Carpenter’s and Builder’/ 
Standard Library.

By Fred T. Hodgson, Architect.

This series of new works on Modern Cxrpea 
tery and Joinery are to-day the approved and 
most helpful sei of practical builders' '‘educa
tors,’ published, consisting of the Steel Square 
In two volumes. Modern Carpentry and Join
ery, and Common Sense Handrailings. Price 
Kei of < vol»., cloth. U.M: or tl.oo each: half 
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once of tiie rusher into print. Expose on.the instant the mèdium or the 
pretended medium detected with “toggery," but first be sure you have 
at least some knowledge of spirit power or that of the transformation.

For example: Here is an experience’absolutely exact in every de
tail. .Sitting in an open double parlor, in broad sunlight, at two o’clock 
of an August afternoon, with every window and door open to the street 
end rear of the house, with the thermometer in the eighties, with no 
intent or expectation of a “sitting,” talking socially with a lady, medi- 
umistie but not a professional medium. A change in her'features be
gan to show. To ihe inquiry if she felt anything unusual, the reply was 
“no.” As the change involved one feature after another and the fact 
was told her, she simply replied that the observer -was trying to be 
funny. And when at last she had entirely disappeared and an old man, 
semi-bald, gray hair, mustache and beard had taken her place, she 
laughingly insisted that the observer was jesting, _ -

It was then that the overshadowing influence spoke, in a strong mas
culine voice and in a foreign accent: “I must now.entrance the lady,"so 
as to talk with you,” And he did for many-minutes. He stated that 
finding conditions unusually favorable he wanted to show the observer 
an example of materialization and transfiguration, only the same in de
gree of power, so that all skepticism in his mind might be removed. He 
then said that if the lady had more materializing power he could pre

pent himself as he was in life, six feet tall and sixty-two years old.

At this date, October 21, though tired 
out, I am filled with the spirit of the 
convention just closed. It was the 
largest, most harmonious, and in every 
way the best convention the Spiritual
ists ever held. The beautiful, progress
ive and thorough-going city of Minneap
olis is just the place to hold such a con
vention. The Spiritualists of Minneap
olis, St. Paul and surrounding country 
are just the people to entertain and 
take care of such a convention. The 
Spiritualists of Minnesota, and especi
ally the members of the state associa
tion, well officered as it is, are wide 
awake, and ready for almost any emer
gency. r

Bro. E. W. Sprague said in his llttlè 
talk at :the general reception on Mon- 

. day night, before the regular conven
tion began, that he had it directly from

LAW RETRIBUTIVE.

When she touched those little ringlets 
and those little handsvshe kissed;

When she pressed them to her bosom 
with a love that ¿an exist

But within a mother’s spirit, did she 
think they e’er would turn

And in cold and cruel actions all her 
tender feelings spurn?

As she watched them and grew weary 
thro’ each night and livelong day, 

Did she ever think another could entice

Modern 
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and Joinery
A Practical 
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Just Published

her babes away? .
Did she think the love they bore her By Fred T. Hodgson,

a “boom to Spiritualism such as tlie most optimistic nave nor areameu •«« .. ¿ • ? í Z\
of. The way is open, for at last the press has given a hearing by print- After farther conversation he said he mqst retire, but noir abruptly so 
ing thehews as to Spiritualism as of any other matter of public interest, a® to shock the medium. .Finally he said; Place your hand on my 
and there is not a city in the country with a daily paper but would give shoulder and see how quickly ! will disappear and your hand rest on the 
the reports of mediumship—as news—divested of course of advertising Jady, which occurred as he said. ■ ....
features As to “frauds”-the average reporter would see to that Now, the observer had before him an,example and illustration of both. 
with a discrimination and efficiency to which the present, method is materialization and transfiguration, and theirexplanation by the spirit 
crudeness itself. Such a course would soon bring the platform and operator, under conditions absolute and all unexpected . The lady was 
“Rev " managers to terms entirely in her normal condition as the changes were taking place, wip-

Our enemies—the priesthoods—get all their ammunition for offensive ing her face with her handkerchief, as the air was warm and sultry, 
attack from our own wranglings-platform and press-but a short ap- ^d laughingly insisting she was being’ jested with-trtitil èhtranced. 
plication of this remedy would settle the trouble for good. But here was a man in her chair, with coat and othe? ga^entg.of man s

As it looks to the subscriber, the consequential bigotry that now PPParel, while the woman with a full head of hair, no gray m=.it, fresh, 
openly decries mediumship is the beginning of the end if it is encour- blonde complexion, in a light summer dress, had disappeared as com- 
aged by the channels through which the modern public is reached. pletely as if out of the room. These’are the simple, uni^orn’^ facts. 

■ The “fraud” question is not for discussion here. Enough has been Now,-had the lady been in a cabinet, and bròught opt thus trans- 
and is being written on that subject to give a healthy mind an aggra-1 formed, and thè observer had,put his hand on the old man s Shoulder— 
vated case of dyspepsia. The supercilious fling of the agitators: “Do or “grabbed" him-and rested as it did on the lady-bud then what? 
>on advocate condoning fraud ?” is simply the insult of a shallow mind This is a good place to refer the matter to the imagination of ge reader. 
AX cannot be fittingly answered beyond arm’s length. This cry is as The two-seance tester would go wild at such an overwhelmmgiCxposure

' ■old ns the cracking of the toe and knee joints of the Fox girls. Its too pi ‘fraud.” _ - ,
often\effect is to disparage mediumship and discourage mediums, and ’ That such things are, or may be, should, make investi^titof into phe
no one of the sponsors for it can put their finger on a Spiritualist who I nomenathe business of ; cóol-headed, wellrbalapcéd .woiqen,,
ever favored it with at least some appreciation of what spirit power andunediumship

' But'aside from all this, there is a serious side to it. Every article in means, and how impossible the ope without the other? Without the 
the Open Court has been read, also those before the Court of Appeals, lady, the spirit would still Fave been mvisible-and .ge. lépson lost, 
those even when the courts were in vacation. And truth, from this But the blending of spirit force and mediumistic chemical elements en- 
standpoint compels the statement that never has been aggregated so I abled the one to make himself by a change of the conditions of feature 
much crudeness as to spirit phenomena in twenty-five years’ observa-1 and- clothing of the one displaced. The how cannot bè ascertained in 
tion experiences and familiarity with it. a hot room at a camp meeting, crowded with people to whom spirit

Ignorance is a harsh term, and should not be used toward people who coming is simply a show to whielr they have bought tickets of admis- 
ns a rule are honest and intelligént, many of them persons of culture aion. _ . - . . .
end refinement. But anyone who has given time and a wide investiga- ■ It may not be out of order to say that in a fifteen years familiarity 
tion, with experience as' to phenomena, could not fail to be impressed with the mediumship of this lady this was the only time a materializa- 
with the want of knowledge manifested by many who for years have tion was ever witnessed through it,’and she said the only one ever men- 
been accredited as teachers of our rank and file. The evidence is in- tioned by any one. Another very interesting fact.
nate in their writings. A man may make an address full of learning Now, this may seem wandering from the Dr. Caird text-all eontribu- 
and culture, but as a teacher of the conditions of mediumship, as barren tions to which have been read up to date, but under all that and like dis- 
as an almanac. cussions lul-ks those of mediums and their work. Nor is what is here

Particularly is this true as to materialization. The popular, concept said any attempt at “condoning fraud.” If there is anything'odious 
as to this phase is so absolutely material as to eliminate the element of »vèr the ordinary it is simulation or assumption of spirit manifestation 
spirit agency altogether. That the one is from and of the other is to by anybody, medium or fakir. But until the platform deals exclusively 
them unthinkable. There is only one way to the understanding of this in discourses, lectures and expositions original with the speaker, clear, 
phase—long,"patient observation, opportunity and study. ~ of plagiarisms, it should be modest as to faults that have no greater mo-

In the first place, spirit manifestation and mediumship are indissolu- tive than desire for popular applause and patronage. (
ble and inseparable. The one cannot be without the other. Material- A little matter in parenthesis-which is often the best part of a 
ization is not from the volition of the spirit manifesting alone, but re- speech. There is a sort of superior class among us who decry anything 
inforced bv the elements’or conditions in the medium—the temporary I but “cultured talent” on the platform—such as the “Rev." people. To 
growing out from the stable form. The whole process is chemical, and this class Indian controls are anathema. They neyer stop to think that 
like all visible compounds must have the needed elements in the proper the people who go over to the spirit world are those who come back, and 
proportions. that the Indian has been going over for ages before the Spanish butch-

Thus, when the spirit form that came from Dr. Monek’s_form was ers discovered them. But to the parenthesis: . '
given an apple and bit into it, the mouthful bit off by the spirit form By the journal of the Lewis and Clárke expedition, of October 14, 
came out of Dr. Monck’s mouth. To the student and investigator of ex- 1804, they were in camp on the tipper Missouri river in what is now the 
penence this was the natural and inevitable result, but to the average Dakotas, in the^ country,, of the Rickaree Indians. This is the extract 
discusser of fraud it is as inexplicable as the corona of the sun to the I from their journal-. “One of the soldiers, tried by a. courtf.m'ártial for 
smoked glass observer of an eclipse. And npw às lo the manifesting of mutinous conduct, was sentenced to receive seventy-five gashes on the 
phenomena: bare baek. The.sentence was then and there carried out.- 'A Rickaree

Suppose it comes to the ear by words. To utter words requires a chief, who accompanied the party for a time, was so affected by the 
larynx. No power on earth can talk without a larynx. The “control” sight that he cried aloud during the whole proceeding. He stated that 
will tell you he ‘ ‘ borrows ’ ’ the vocal organs of the entranced medium, his people never whip, even their children at any age. ’ ’ .
This has been told ten thousand times, yet to the general it goes in at I What a contrast is this to another record: Proverbs 13:24, “He that 
one ear and out of the other. spareth his rod hateth his son; but he thatìoveth him-éhasteneth him

Again, words come from the trumpet? Why? Because the walls of betimes.” -Also Proverbs 23:13-14, “Withholdnot correction from the 
the horn help to concentrate substances to materialize .a larynx. In I child,for if thou beatest him with.the rod.he shall not die. Thou shalt 

-this case the power to form is “borrowed,” instead of borrowing the beatTiim with the rod,.and shalt deliver his soul from hefl.’A^Eét us be 
already formed organ as by the control. The writer has seen one of frank and honest—which of the two is¡tó be -preferred as a “control" in 
those long club gourds used as a trumpet and as satisfactorily ás the j this twentieth century, A. D.—the Rickaree Indian chief or Solomon? 
most elaborate manufactured ones. Independent voice mediums are But this is only a parenthesis© . . . ; ■
rare, having the power to form the larynx without the aid of the trum-1 Mrs.-Clara Watson scores religion with a force thht is ahnost relig- 
pet, bitt those familiar with Mrs. Hollis-Billings’ or Louie Lowe, know ions in itself. But Dr.Uaird wants to know what wéin com- 
hew marvelous and superior is this rare form of niediuinship. - I mon. The two are almost synonyms. Religion consists whojiy in be- 

As to slate-writing: ? So open, so free from criticism is this fohn of I lief, and belief is simply eredenèe, trust, opinion,, faith. Neither'has 
manifestation, that the crusaders have not yet attacked it, although a I any anchorage in knowledge, but in. essence are witfibut knowing— 
foot-print here and there shows it is.ònly a question of time and sympa- speculation., What is knowledge or to know, is to comprehend a fact, 
thy, which is being sedulously cultivated. . l a certainty, without doubt—demonstration. ’’n -

Bút to return : Materialization, so-calledj is essentially a matteb of I Now,.what are we asked to do? To pass over the facts Of phenom-: 
power, depending upon the force the spirit chemists can obtain from ena, of demonstration, and agree to organize on what outride .these 
the.medium and the circle—the storage battery in other words. This facts we may think probable. This is simply what alighe religious or- 
foree varies of necessity on each change of the sitters. The condensa- gánizátions in the history- of man/have been trying to Ao, with the suc
tion of substance to produce form is as a mie within the aura or atmos- cess we can see. Can we do any better by patterning after their meth- 
phere of the^medium, where it can be utilized free from the impinging I ods? - ni: J”
aura óf the sitters. This is why so large an aura is required between As Ervin A. Rice so forcibly says: “Spirit Return”^ theonly com- 
the circle and the cabinetr-the latter serving the same purpose, as the món point of belief among Spiritualists. And it is sojtbecaiise demon
wallsof the trumpet—condensing substance. strated. And while E. W. Baldwin says there are man-f things we have

Again, the most unripe mentality ought to realize that a materializa- in common, yet “the corner-stone of the faith is mediunfshipÈ Without 
tion must traverse all the stages from the invisible to the tangible, lit and thè heavens, would again be shrouded in darkness.” True as the 
Your fire-poker came from the ore and ih that form it is unknown. ? It stars. ■ - ii- . w?
may cost you from a shilling to a dollar a'ceqrding to the skill and Mrs. Longley says in effect we can all agree to disagree.? That is 
knowledge employed—but the cruder one is not necessarily a spurious about what.we are doing. . And if only those disagreèing wòuìd be less 
article. ' ■ . _ disagreeable things would be better. / . ,c

Manifestation, they tell us, is simply a matter of force or power. We .Now^ everybody who reads, observes and thinks dispassionately 
measure force by units we call horse-powers. When we wish increased I knows that the mental emancipation of this age, in so far as it has pro- 
results we. increase the horse-power of our machines. Precisely analo- rgfesséd, is due to the mediumship of Modern Spiritualism. But for.it 
gons is spirit power in all physical manifestations. One unit may pro- the human mind would still be in the shackles of a god idea that 
duce a rap, five a hand, ten a face; twenty a form. And the power of [.shocked thè Rickaree chief the first white men Ac had ever, seen. When 
persistence of-this form andthe more or less perfectness of manifesta- will our organizations see what is needed? More mediums and their 
tion is just in proportion to the units available, from the conditions of I restoration to their original status in the “movement." They can see 
the circle—or the storage battery-may supply. This explanation ought I what the discussion of “fraud” has disclosed—that is two facts: (1) 
tc be material enough for any one-to comprehend. Spirits are but peo-1 That there are persons who for gain simulate mediiunislie phenomena 
pie and they manifest in conformity to nature and its laws. |i J 1 - ' - - ------------- 3 v.. ..................... -

the psychic side of lite that this was to 
be the best convention the Spiritualists 
had ever held. He was right. It was 
the largest, and in every sense of the 
word the best convention . I ever at
tended.

The Universalista, the Woman Suf
fragists, and, I believe, the . American 
Sunday-school Unión all held conven
tions in Minneapolis while ours was in 
session. All exchanged greetings with 
us. The Universalista sent a Rev. Mr. 
Rose to our convention to make a 
speech to our people, in exchange for 
one of our speakers, I believe, who went 
and spoke to their audience. I hap
pened to be on our committee on reso
lutions, which. suspended work long 
enough to hear Mr. Rose. One cannot 
vzell imagine a more eloquent, rhetor
ical and logical speech than this man 
delivered. Nothing ever came from a 
Spiritualist speaker in the directions 
mentioned, that excelled this .address. 
It set me to longing more-than ever for 
an educated ministry in our ranks.

Right here I am reminded that the 
world of Spiritualists is becoming in
terested in the Morris Pratt School. 
Eresident Barrett made a fine present- 

. ment of the-Bchool and its needs in his 
reports The committee on the report 
gave the school a place on the' pro
gram. After making a few remarks 
myself, I called upon Rev. Will J. Er- 
wood, who made a telling speech in be
half of the school, then John D. Vail, 
another of our trustees, and our auditor, 
said he had spent over two months in 
examining our books from the very first 
to the last item of receipts and ex
penses, and that the books were not 
kept orthodoxically., our secretary, Mrs. 
Stewart, ■ not being an experienced 
book-keeper, but he could not find a 
mistake of even one cent in the books, 
nor could he find one cent of misappro
priation of funds After remarks by 
Mrs. Stewart and others, Attorney 
Willing, of Iowa, after a few eloquent 
remarks, moved that the N. S. A. appro
priate five hundred dollars to assist the

could be smothered by a kind
That is only lit for mating in the youth-. „ „ , „ . .

fnl unman mind? The well-known Technical writer. His oneof .iui numan minur • the best works ever tupied outby him. Copl-
ously Illustrated with diagrams and figures, When she rubbed their little bodies, making themostlntrlcate problems simple, def- 

and she pinched their little toes, | inite and easily understood Price, ti.oa
Did that mother ever wonder or for e’er 

once pre-suppose,
That her sacred, tender feelipg, and 

her loving words and thought,
To her babes grown into manhood, 

would be wasted, would be naught?
Oh, how cold must be the human,, aye, 

how callous to the core, I xz r-
Who in passion or in calmness turns-a | The YOling engineer SUUIde 

mother, from his door!
Such must sometime, in full justice, be 

rewarded for his crime,
And be taught a loving mother is a be

ing most sublime.
Ev’ry cloud of gloom and sorrow, ev’ry 

sneer and ev’ry spurn,
He has cast upon his mother must upon 

his life return.
Ev’ry tear of pain and anguish he has 

caused her soul to shed, 
Shall return .In bitter sorrow in due 

time upon his head.
T. WILKINS. .
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GREAT POWER AT SMALL COST.

Some Pertinent Reflections on Criti
cism, by the Chicago Chronicle.

There is only one way In which the 
investment of 2 cents gives the investor . 
the right to visit unsparring criticism , 
or condemnation upon the conduct of a 
business involving an Investment of 
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Morris Pratt school in its work. At
torney Hulbert of Iowa, moved to ■ 
amend by raising the appropriation to 
one thousand dollars. The amendment 
carried, and the Institute is one thou
sand dollars better off as a result. Our 
secretary, Mrs. Stewart did yeoman 
service both for the school and- the N.
S.JL

The resolutions passed by the Asso
ciation had the true ring and embraced 
a variety of subjects. After affirming 
that our cause is based on the demon
strable facte of spirit life, and communi
cations with the denizens of that life; 
that the facte and philosophy of Spirit
ualism have enlisted the attention of 
the learned people of the world, and 
that Spiritualism Is being .accepted as 
based upon fact, wé hereby declare that 
we are proud to proclaim its rapid 
progress in bringing thls great fact and 
its resultant philosophy to the world.

The resolutions began by affirming 
the existence of a spiritual world filled 
with spiritual things and. peopled with 
spiritual beings who were as tangible 
in their world as we are in ouri / that 
we can become so spiritually developed 
.as to come in touch with those things 
ahd that people. Spiritualism is a re-, 
ligion which works for every good for 
its devotees. A practical application of 
Spiritualism provides for the material 
wants as well as for the spiritual wants 
of those who are in need.

These are followed by strong resolu
tions on education, and particularly en
dorsing the work of the Morris Pratt 
school. Capital punishment, wars, and 
the cultivation of the war spirit in our. 
schools, were condemned as something 
which were calculated to keep up the 
spirit of war and murder. A resolution 
followed these urging a systematic 
course of reading, to’be pursued under’ 
the management of a wise committee 
for the use of the home and of small 
churches and societies where regular 
speakers cannot be had. In fact a com
mittee was chosenby the convention to 
prepare such reading matter as would 
build up Spiritualism in the minds of 
those who read or listen to such read
ing. Equal suffrage without regard to 
sex was. the subject of another resolu
tion. The spirit of commercial medi
umship, and of societies looking more 
after the dollars than after the good of 
the people was condemned in further

This book 
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The young 
engineer's 
guide. Fully 
illustrated. 
A complete 
instructor. 
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greatest of 
all works for 
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Price, cloth, 
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By Janies H. Stevenson, and Oth
er Expert Engineers. <■
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for Locomotive Engineers and Electric Motor
men. By FRANK IL DUKBSMITH. Price, cloth, 
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When S man buvs a copy of a daily 
newspaper he feels that he is ipso facto 
entitled to expostulate with the man
agement of that journal when its edito
rial policy does not conform to his 
views.

In many cases if is probable that the 
critic does not even, make the prelimi
nary Investment of 2 cents, but acquires 
his right of censorship vicariously by 
reading a newspaper for which some
body else has paid 2 cents. As a gen 
eral thing, howevey, we may concede 
that the 2 cents has been invested and 
the right of review thereby acquired. DyNAMÍ) TRNiÍTNÍt 

Thereupon the investor proceeds to 17 X i M}
exercise his prerogative of telling the PoP
newspaper management wherein it is ENGINEERS

I have read your paper for ten _ H <
years”—which may mean ten days or Or' Electricity i»r
ten minutes—“and I have usually found Steam Engineers,
it safe, sane and sensible. In this | p* henry c. Mobstmann
■morning’s Issue, however. I find an ed- ¿4 VICTOR H. tousley,
itorial article which is the climax of im-1 Authra of "M«4«rn Writing
beclllty and dishonesty. I refer, of Diagrama ' an4 Description«
course, to the driveling disquisition on" for Electrical Workers."Clotb
—anything from the tariff to the weath- illustrations. Price, H.so.
er which does not meet the complain- ———-  
ant’s views. The critic has paid his 2-----------------Monde Vo<t.Pnckotcents and proposes to get his money s The Han®y Vest Pocket 
worth. Every editorial office in the EI FfTDIf ÀI hlfTIAN ARV
country is familiar with tho proposi LLLVI RIVAL 1HV1 ÌUH AR I <
tion. NEW EDITION.

cr*tlc Is moderate in A book every Engineer and Electrician should 
nis reprehension; oflener he is savage have in his pocket. A Complète Electrical Ref- 
and unsparing in his denunciation of erence Library In Iteelf. Cloth, red edges. In- 
what he deems a journalistic departure síímts5con'a' fullleaUlel''gol<1 ^8“' indexed, 
from the path of rectitude in any mat- ___________ ,_____________________

resolutions. Other Important resolu
tions were passed, but I do not at this 
moment recall them.

The night meetings were so large 
that it was with great difficulty that we 
could get all into the.house that came 
determined to hear. Some nights ■ the 
crowds" couid not be accommodated. 
The last night I personally know that 
hundreds were turned away for want 
even of standing room.

All went away from the convention, 
so far as Lknow; determined'that their 
own Spiritualism should In the future

-- -- — - — - - --  ----------------- ---—««uvwv pKunautu* t» more of a working factor than it
and deceive some very good, but very credulous, ill-informed neonla. »hart ever besn hefore.

, r Our président, vice-president, secre-

ter than can"be mentioned. The 2-cent Practical Methods to insure Success, 
investment has armed him with plenary I valuable little "work, full of practical in* 
powers in the way of eversight and Btrnction in matters pertaining to physical, 
regulation. Woe to the editor who falls JKJS1}, Wonh
short of the high requirements of the
^“oTcourse the critic would not dream VCRANTA PUH (KfiPUY 
of carrying out his policy of severe ILUn 111 n rniLUwUilMI 
criticism under similar conditions in Lecture, by iho Swami VlrclmMoadc, onRnJorog»! 
other directions He would not for in-
Stance, having bought a pound Of butter mentarlcB and a copious Eloiiary of Sanskrit terms, 
at the corner crocerv nroceetl to RnnkP Barbed and enlarged, 12mo., Cloth. »1.50. Raja Yogi snaKe leananclent ayuem of Indian Pblloaophy, and one of 
a minatory finger , under the grocer s the four chief methods that tUcVcdanu Philosophy 
nose and inform him that his religious offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami VtY- 
vh.nrc j vi ri ekaoanda became a familiar figure in several Amen*Views Were heretical and damnable. He I can cities during the three years following the Par* 
Would not Consider himself warranted liamcnt of Religions at Chicago; he was cordially re* 
In flonnnnninc i CGhred In America, where the breadth and depth ofin aenouncing the milkman S political hUiteochlnga were soon recognized. His teachings 
beliefs by virtue Of having bought a •wunlverwd tn their application. The book is 
pint of milk from that tradesman. His ^bS0, For«*io»tu>“offlc». _
mission of criticism and regulation is < ir r.nAucn
confined to the newspaper, and he ac-, WlULLIt r ANUH 
quires his. authority by the payment of The Brooklyn Enigma.
the 2 cents. Was ever such a valuable I An authentic statement of facts to the life of 
Privilege acouired nt snrh n. omaii Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel of nrini' kcqutrea ac sucn a Smail th0 ■'nlnotccnlii century. Unimpeachable testl- 
l,rlce • mony of mahy witnesses. By Abram H- Dalley.

Yet the critic of newspapers is all With illustrations. Price, cloth. »1.60.
right—bless him! If he sometimes con- - T T 

Force and Matter ^la^6“ also auoras^an occasional index to pub* | book, a profound wont upon & profound sub- 
lie feeling. His impulses are usually 13®°^ Price, doth. u.oo.
commendable, and if his language is I '
»wXTtX’KM.te'SM THE TO-MORROW Of DEJTH, 
bls convictions. Sin nw" tv ■

At any rate, we shall always have s- B- Crockee. A very fascinating work. This 
him with us so Inntr n« ho ho. fine volume might well have been entitled Splr-nim witu us bo long as he has the nec- ituallsm Demonstrated by Science. It Iswrlt- 
essary 2 cents to establish his authority ten In that peculiar Interesting style to which 
or so long as he can get hold. - of the French writers excel when they would popular- 
newspaper which has cost someone else ^¿“¿h^ge^
2 cents. Tradition and precedent have 1 “There is a true and respectable Idea In Spirit- 
made him the supreme censor uallsm,” and regards as proved “the fact ofcommunication between superhumans ana IM

I Inhabitants of earth." Price. 51.60.

tary and treasurer, together with the
«riel". Development «1 Destins 

tton determined to elect them again and Of Man.
give them another year’s trial. The re- -------
suit was a re-election of every officer. A Sdentlfio and Philosophical 

I cannot close this letter without con- Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.
gratUlating everybody that The Pro- | donxnai TbsB.llank>B| TtnlMonM Trine 
gressive Thinker is to publish a report tM¡ e»"' •
of the reports of each officer and Berv-
ant of the N. S. A., and then re-issuing Raa-m« Attonun» «#aTn««T»> t> • seal—t« i 
that report in pamphlet form. I shall
be disappointed if the pamphlets con* Ewreajr Eihsr-, how to the buu 
talning these reports are not acattered &
like, autumn leaves. The N. 8. A. holds P»’«: Th" bim« •"« Th« snanntry: 'wim

Vita aext convention in Chicago. An'' MOSER wnr.r. * Price, cloth, S1.0& laperovc.
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The Progressive Thinker is a magnificent pa
per. I have been a subscriber to it since you 
issued the first copy. I like it better the longer 
I read it. I have been an editor and publisher 
of newspapers for thirty years, and how you can 
furnish such a splendid publication for $1.00 per
year, and keep out of the hands of the sheriff, 
is a problem I cannot solve. R. A. DAGUE. 

■ Alameda, Cal.

1Q(|| THEY COUNT 1QA| Religion Define£and ApplieF
**. 9 for Something . . . * A Masterly and Pfiilosopfiical Analysis of the Subject,

Io Swelling the Mammoth Subscription List
Cl 10. - - - - ;- - - - - - - - - - - -T- ' ’ i. '‘J >U. \

A true Spiritualist of Ft. Worth, Texas, is a PHILANTHROPIST at 
heart and trying to do all he can'in the cause of reform. He'recognlzes 
the great Rvalue:‘of The Progressive Thinker in the fields of progress, 
hence he steps to the' front and subscribes for ONE HUNDRED AND 
EIGHTY COPnLS of the paper for one year, He read our special edi
tion of twelve magnificent pages, and-was no doubt veryjnuch surprised 
at the grqa^ amount of tlirillingly interesting matter therein, and all 
furnished for the small price of 2 cents. He would like to see 
TWELVE SUCH PAGES issued weekly, and he realizes that in-order

By Prof. J. S. Loveland
Ab municipalities in various places 

have Imposed licenses upon Spiritualist 
mediums, Bome mediums have refused 
to. secure license on the ground that 
Spiritualism is one phase of religion, 

| and that mediumship is a manifestation 
or mode of religious activity.' For this

The Spiritualists’ organization being 
in the initial stage of formation, is 
obliged to leave many things to local 
and individual management. In many 
ways the practice of the old church 1» 
followed, whose ministers are paid- 
supported—and that support Is fur
nished in different ways. For baptisms, 
confirmations, marriages, masses, etc., 
direct payment Is made. Collections 
are made, tithes imposed, and subscrip
tions taken. But no attempt is made 
to compel these priests and preachers 
to take out a license. Why not?

The Spiritualists authorize their min
isters to do their work and leave them 
to adopt various methods for support, 
thus they follow, in part, the same 
methods practiced by ministers of other 
systems of religion. The clergyman 
contracts with a church for his services 
at so many hundred or thousand dol
lars a year. Surely this Is business, 
for a contract means business In the 
financial sense. The Spiritualist min
ister stipulates that each attendant 
pay a dime at the door, a specified sum 
at the circle and for a private reading. 
Is this more of business than the priest 
taking pay for masses, etc? The object 
in both cases is to secure support to 
the means by which religion can be 
kept before the people. The objection 
offered to this Is that the Spiritualist 
minister, the medium, gives advice 
about secular matters, tells where lost 
things may be found, and sometimes 
foretells the future. Very well, the 
priest in the confessional gives advice 
and direction as to secular matters; 
and the sermons ot the clergy abound 
with discussion of secular and business 
affairs. Is there any great question af
fecting the welfare of the people finan
cially, socially or morally, that the 
clergy do not discuss? Then why 
should not the medium minister? Do 
they tell where lost things may be 
found? Very well, so did the great 
prophet Samuel. Was it not part ot 
his business? And did he not take a 
recompense therefor? But the Los An
geles municipality would term him a 
fortune-teller, then arrest and fine him 
unless he took out a license.

But the crowning sin of mediums 
seems to be foretelling the future. Is 
there anything more absolutely demon
strated than the fact of prophecy? 
That a most wonderful prediction was

refusal to obtain license some have 
been attested and fined as violators of 
a supposed legitimate law. ■

Since the Constitution of the United 
States guarantees complete religious 
liberty to every person, the crucial 
point to be settled in the decision of 
these cases consists in answering the 
following questions. Is Spiritualism 
religion? Hence is mediumship a man
ifestation of religion. .■

To settle this question there must be 
a correct and exhaustive definition of 
the word religion. It is .a somewhat 
singular fact that our churches are 
continually using the word, and yet it 
is found but twice in the New Testa
ment Jesus never used it. Paul used 
it once when he declared that he lived 
after “the straightest sect of our relig
ion”; which Is the Jewish. James uses 
It once and gives a free definition. He 
says: “Pure religion and undented be
fore God and the Father Is this : To 
visit the fatherless and widows in their 
affliction and to keep himself unspotted 
from the world.” If James be author
ity, religion te service to humanity and 
keeping a moral character. In other 
words it is conduct and character, opin
ions being entirely eschewed. Accord
ing to Paul thé Pharisees were a relig
ious sect, but they had doctrines and a 
vast mass of ceremonial observances. 
At the present time we have a great 
number of systems which are termed 
religious, and it is assumed there is a 
true religion and many false ones. It 
tills position be granted, it would still 
be a fact that our constitution guaran
tees protection to the false system of 
religion as absolutely as to the true, for 
It makes no distinction. It makes no 
definition of the term religion, but 
leaves that to the professors them
selves. No one of the many assumed 
systems of religious teaching has any 
right to impose its "definition upon com
munity as authoritative. The Brah
min, Buddhist, Jew, Mohammedan and 
Christian are all protected by our con
stitution. But there are most essen
tial differences in these systems; for 
Instance, the vast majority of Chris
tians worship Jesus Christ as God. He 
is the second person of the triune God
head. The Jew and the Mohammedan 
reject this with horror, for to them 
Christians are the greatest idolators,

to do that our: circulation should be greatly increased. During the 
coming year inHhy THOUGHT-PROVOKING PROBLEMS will be sub
mitted to our readers, and you can not afford to be without the paper, 
unless you prefer to walk in the rear of thé advancing column.

The Progressive Thinker is not like any other Spiritualist paper pub
lished. It Ivas been à success all along the line. It is original. It is 
adventuresome. It.explores new fields of thought. It tells some un
palatable truths." It is educational. It will increase the number of 
your brain cells, and make, you wiser and happier in all respects.

If this Spiritualist can afford to send out ONE HUNDRED AND 
EIGHTY COPIES of the paper each wgek, can not YOU aid in the great 
work to the extent of hunting up one new subscriber? Now is the time 
to move. This ¿entleman wishes his name withheld from publication.

A Question of Science and Ethics.
Leaving out of view the question ot 

th© value and efficacy of vaccination as 
a safeguard against small-pox, is there 
not something absolutely inhuman, and 
morally debasing and abhorrent in tor
turing Innocent helpless animals for the 
purpose of assuaging the ills of human 
beings?

That our readers may fully under
stand the purport of our question, we 
will here state the methods employed 
to secure the vaccine virus, as set 
forth by an eminent London M. D. He 
says: .

“They take a calf, strap it down to a 
table, bo that It 1b absolutely helpless. 
The next thing Is to scrub the stomach 
well, and after having scrubbed it, to 
shave off all the hair. AfterThe calf 
has been scrubbed and, shaved, It is cut 
in 100 to 120 places upon the stomach 
with a lancet, and into these places Is 
rubbed the so-called small-pox virus. 
After it has been well rubbed into these 
sores, the poor creature is unstrapped 
and tied up in a stable, with Its head 
to the wall, so that it shall not lick It
self, for eight days. Some of you know 
what you have suffered from a single 
pustule on your arm. You know the Ir
ritation and the inflammation—fency 
having 100 or 120 on your stomach 
with no opportunity of assuaging the 
torment!

“At the end of eight days the calf Is 
brought back, and once more tied to 
the table, and In order to get the dirty 
decomposing matter out, tire pustules 
have to be squeezed. You cannot pro
cure the contents as you can from a 
child’s arm, so the hard sores must be 
squeezed with Iron clamps. Often the 
tops are cut off and the matter from the 
scabs scooped out; this filthy exuda
tion is then mixed with glycerine, and 
used.”

Does not this whole transaction 
strike you as Inhuman, disgusting, and 
morally abhorrent?

And the serious question arises In 
every thoughtful and sensitive mind: 
Can that which shocks the finer es
thetic feelings and th©/ higher moral 
sense, be scientifically right?

Possible Fountain of Church Frauds.
In a protracted correspondence, sev

eral years ago with a prominent Euro
pean scholar, well versed in French, he 
wrote In one of his letters':

“There are many French words, Gre- 
cianized, In the Pauline Epistles. They 
are so numerous we must infer the au
thor of the original Greek from which 
the Epistles have been rendered into 
modern European languages, was a 
Frenchman, with an imperfect knowl
edge of classical Greek?’

The writer then fluggested;
“To thoroughly ventilate this subject 

requires the services of an honest, well- 
learned, and deeply read Frenchman, 
whose only ambition should be to gain 
the truth. It will be, found modern 
European languages have been drawn 
upon, hot only in the composition ot the 
.New Testament, but I find traces ot 
them In the Septuaglnt, sufficient to 
raise a question as to its ancient ori
gin."

The College of Sorbonne, at Paris, 
chartered by the French government in 
1253, at the instance of an ecclesiastic, 
Its object to educate youth for the Cath
olic priesthood, demands consideration 
when in search of stupendous church 
frauds.

Butler’s Hudibras refers to the char
acter of the Doctors composing the fac
ulty of that institution in the distich:

“He a rope of sand could twist
As tough as learned Sorbonnlsts."
The professors of this college were 

resorted to for dogmatic opinions and 
decisions in canon law. The coliege 
was in active operation when the Coun
cil of Trent was Convened in 1545, the 
object of -that council, to defeat the 
Protestant heresy of Luther and his co
reformers. Its students were ever act
ive in Tendering learned aid to Catholi
cism. The professors justified burning 
at the stake Joan of Arc, as It did the
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Valuable Geological Facts.
A learned writer in the Scientific 

American says:
“The Horseshoe Falls, at Niagara, 

has receded more than 260 feet within 
the memory of living men, and is now 
advancing at the rate of 500 feet in a 
century."

This advance will equal a mile In a 
thousand years. Continued at that rate 
of recession in from 22,000 to 25,000 
years, where now is Lake Erle, will roll 
a mighty river, an expansion westward 
of the St Lawrence to Toledo, possibly 
to Detroit. The wide expanse of 
waters will be narrowed to a broad 
channel while probably lesser lakes 
will mark its course. The general bed 
ot the old lake will show cultivated 
fields, with flocks and herds; and the 
bhnks of-the new river-will be dotted 
with populous and prosperous cities 
and homes of a highly cultivated 
people.

This is projecting unwritten history 
by a single bound a little way into the 
future, and applying our knowledge of 
the past to what is to be.

The whole surface of the earth is a 
history of the eternity that has been. 
Hills and mountains upheaved by inter
nal fires, show the erosion of waters 
which have dashed upon their Bides, the 
rivers bearing the debris to the ocean, 
and silting up its bed. Continents 
have gone down, and others have 
emerged from the watery abyss. Noth
ing is stable. Tennyson, in his Memo- 
riam, has rendered the idea:

"There rolls the deep where grew the 
tree.

O earth, what changes thou hast 
seen!

There where the long sea roars, hath 
been

The stillness of the central sea.
“The hills are shadows, and they flow

From form to form, and nothing 
stands;

They melt like mist, the solid lands, 
Like clouds they shape themselves and

go.”
Every grain of sand the wide world 

over, or in tbo depths of the ocean, is 
but the fragment of a rock, broken in 
pieces by the crushing waves, rock 
dashed on other rocks, producing sand 
and dust as the ultimate. Every par
ticle of salt held in solution by sea or 
ocean came from disintegrated rock. 
The minerals, all. of them, seem to have 
been laid down by electrical action, 
originally, Ilk© salt, held In chemical so
lution. The same Is true of the lime- 
rock and gypsum. Marble Is but melt
ed and granulated lime rock. The 
beds of coal, whether anthracite, bitu
minous or lignite, are remains of an
cient forests, prostrated by wind or 

’ wave, and burled for countless eons by 
drift and ocean.

Thus a very feeble conception ot the. 
eternity of years which have been. 
They suggest the eternity that Iles be
fore. The 6,000 years the-Bible relates 
since the dawn of creation are but the 
minutest fraction of time compared to 
the infinite whole.

It is well to keep these things In 
mind when th© preacher is relating the 
story of creation; for though ten thou
sand Gabriels shall shout. “Time shall 
be no longer,” this grand old earth will 
still revolve on its axis, will still swing 
th. its annual circuit around the sun, 
obeying the primal law common to com- 
panion worlds, and roll on forever. 
Change awaits them all, and Is ever go
ing on, but destruction never!

massacre of St. Bartholomew. The 
Encyclopedia Britannica, vol. 18, p. 288, 
says: "The decisions of the Sorbcnne 
were well nigh as authoritative as 
those of Rome.”

The first works printed in France 
were from the press of the Sorbonne, 
which was established by Jean de la 
Pierre, prior of the university, in 1463. 
The first piece ot printing which bore 
date, was on Indulgence, seven editions. 
of which were Issued to raise money to 
fight the Turks. Any crime was toler
ated so the offender supplied the cash.

How much this ecclesiastical institu
tion contributed in shaping Cathollclsni, 
commencing white the Crusaders were 
yet active, we cannot know. We do 
know It became so oppressive It was 
suppressed by the people in the French 
Revolution of 1789.

Was Paul invented, and were his 
Epistles written to supply a real want 
In Catholic literature about the time 
Luther entered the ministry? and is 
that literature false which half-learned 
scholars quote with self-laudation, con
firming the antiquity of that ecclesias
tical literature? Hardouln, near 200 
years ago, said it was. Prof. Johnson 
reached the same conclusion, while yet 
Ignorant of what Hardouln had written. 
And last. Hon. Alexander Del Mar, 
writing as a Christian author, con
firms their statements.

As Spiritualists are not legitimately 
an engraft, nor a scion of Christianity

The Grand Rapids Spiritualists So- 
‘ctety of which Dr. W. O. Knowles is 
president and Mrs. Lou E. Johnson is 
secretary, is prospering gradually as 
the result of faithful and persistent 
labor in behalf of the cause of truth.

Dr. Edson A. Titus has been serving 
the society during the month of Octo
ber, and his services are proving a 
great benefit to the Society. He lec
tures every Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30 
and the eloquence with which his lec
tures have been delivered is appreci
ated by the society at large, and the in
terest displayed by the outside people 
will prove a benefit to the society finan
cially and otherwise.

He seems to be possessed ot the 
power of not only attracting people to 
him with his social nature but his high
er spiritual development gives him a 
foresight over matters In general un
usually manifested by the most ot 
speakers. The harmonizing power

Mrs. Lole F.' Prior, Who Is Now at 
Work In Austrafia, New Zealand, and 
New South Wales,
Under the auspices of the Victorian 

Association of'Spiritualists an address 
was given before a limited attendance 
at the Mechanics’ Hall last night by the 
Reil Mrs. Lote F. Prior, who for three 
yeare has been pastor of toe Spiritual
istic Church at Seattle, U. S. A. It had 
been intended that she should speak 
for only half an hour, and then give a 
demonstration of the future life, but the 
lecturess warmed up to her work, and 
kept going till 9:40 p. m. The demon
stration was therefore considerably 
curtailed.

Dealing with Modern Spiritualism, 
Mrs. Prior said it was a religion. Many 
people who knew' little or nothing 
about It preached against it, because 
they feared It might possibly undermine 
the corner istone of their orthodox 
creeds. They villlfled it not only ig
norantly, but possibly maliciously. She 
simply would ask- them to use their 
brains and think, and not let other peo
ple do it for them- If they did think 
she was perfectly' Bure they would see 
the truths that underlay, sustain, sup
port and are building up the religion of 
the future. ,

She refuted the. ideas that Spiritual
ism was of'the devil; that they denied 
God; had nothing to do with the Bible, 
and did away with the saving of the 
Nazarene. ,,Their great foundation was 
spiritual communication, just as it was 
the foundation ofb every religion. If 
they took-the spiritual communications 
out of the Bible and destroyed them 
they would only have a dry husk.

In support of these assertions of spir
itual commrinicatlons the lecturess cited 
the cases of Buddria, Zoroaster, Confu
cius, and l^te examples In Babylonia 
and Nineveh. Let them read their 
Bibles Intelligently—take off the blind
fold' and rdtnbve the church spectacles,

was in England, and It was' his mother 
—they were her favorite flowers. Mr. 
Bannister could not recollect. Contin- 
ulng, the lady said his father was tell
ing her of his movements. When 14 he 
went on a short joilmey, and when 16 
went on a journey and stayed away. 
Mr. Bannister said the latter portion of 
the statement was correct, but when an 
infant sister Mary was mentioned he 
could not recall her. Mrs. Prior per
sisted, and he admitted amidst laughter 
“that there was one before he was bora, 
but he did not know her.” The lectur- 
ess said this sister was speaking to 
him, and said that had she lived she 
would have been called Mary.

Mr. Herbert could not place John, 
one of the five spirit forms who ted 
him In the things he undertook; and 
near the lady alongside him the spirit 
form seen by the demonstrator was ot 
an elderly woman, who had a Bible, 
and wore half-mlts on her hands. There 
was a picture of the person In existence. 
The lady said It was probably an aunt, 
of whom she believed she had a photo
graph.

Another lady remembered the spirit 
of a relative who was kilted In a ma
chinery accident; and was also the re
cipient of love from Maggie, to whom 
she was kind before consumption car
ried her away.

A message from Alice discovered a 
medium by that name in the ball. A 
well-known gentleman said he could not 
understand the epecial significance of 
the years 1875 and 1889, given to the 
lecturess. A female relative, however, 
remembered an uncle in Glasgow to 
whom a communication would bring 
news of missing papers that meant 
money.

The meeting closed with a brief pray
er to the Infinite One.—Geelong Adver
tiser.

worshiping a mere man as the
There is hardly 
Christianity does 

and while Catholic

Su- 
any 
not 
and

bitterly opposed to each 
claim to be Christian.

What Does It Mean?
The National Dally Review of this 

city during an article beaded “Study 
Aboriginal Tribes," telling of the tribe 
of Tafahumares. who are cave dwell
ers, who are represented as exceedingly 
primitive in their manners and cus
toms, and residing in the Sierra Madres, 
of Mexico, who were lately visited by 
Prof. Carl Lumholtz, and reports:

“These cave-dweller Indians, like 
many other tribes worshiped the holy 
cross even before the conquest of Mex
ico by Cortes. There were three 
crosses worshiped by these Indians. 
One represented the sun, another the 
moon, and the third the planet Venus. 
They derived the cross from nature. It 
■was conceived, from the position shown 
by a man standing erect with his arms 
outstretched, forming a cross." ।

This is no new discovery of the em
blem of the cross in Mexico. It is ev
erywhere found among the ancient 
ruins, with proofs that it was venerated 
by the natives, before the Spanish Inva
sion, as it was among the Oriental ns? 
tions of the old world many centuries 
before the advent of Christianity. It 
■was a sign of victory, and as such ap
peared on the ensign at the head'd the 
Roman armies when engaged in battle.

Ignorance supposes the cross first ap
peared as an emblem of Christianity. If 
so then: Christianity must have ante
dated by more than a thousand years 
the birth of its alleged founder.

Some Pointed Questions.
Any calamity befalling humanity, the 

preachers tell us is the direct interpo
sition of Almighty God, to punish of
fenders for some infraction of his law. 
Lightning, wind, and wave, and flood, 
are represented as God’s messengers to 
wreak vengeance on the guilty. The 
world was drowned, and nearly all life 
in it, because of the wickedness of the 
race; while Sodom and Gomorrah were 
wiped out because there were not ten 
righteous people in the cities. We have 
frequently noted how God seems to hate 
the churches, hurling his thunder-bolts 
at them, and sparing the saloons at 
their side, which should »be offensive to 
any God.

All were saddened because of the 
late destruction of life and property in 
Calabria by an earthquake. Official re
ports to the Vatican from the bishops of 
the dioceses most afflicted, bring the 
mournful information the number of 
churches destroyed, or seriously dam
aged by that terrible act of God Is 300, 
Including seven cathedrals. Every 
church and every cathedral is reputed 
in church literature the dwelling place 
of God. Is he dissatisfied with those 
structures? Are they lacking in grand
eur to meet his approbation? Or do 
they represent “tainted money” 
wrenched with unfeeling hands from 
.the Industrious toller, at the bidding of 
priests, pretendedly to save their souls 
from purgatorial fires? Wherein are they 
different, save in greater magnificence, 
than olden heathen temples, wherein 
the worshipers of Jupiter assembled to

which he manifests will no doubt, while 
he is here with us, elevate and place the 
Spiritualists of Grand Rapids on a 
higher plane ot spirituality.
• Having been a minister in the 
church in his early life has given him a 
large range ot experience along spirit
ual lines, and with people in general, 
and his knowledge ot the Bible and Its 
spiritual interpretation seems to feed, 
broaden and spiritualize all who hear 
him. He seems to draw all the splrlt- 
ually-minded to him, and the power 
with which he Is surrounded is sensed 
by all who come in contact with him, 
and the Grand Rapids Spiritualist So
ciety gives thanks to God and the an
gel world for his coming among them.

A message circle is held every Fri
day evening at the different homes, for 
the benefit of the society, at which Dr. 
Titus is present and takes part.

The Ladies’ Aid is especially a model 
of business courage and push, working 
with zeal and method in every depart
ment of possible opportunity by which 
they may increase the fund for the 
building of the temple which Grand 
Rapids Spiritualism so much needs.

The general interests of the society 
are also in a prosperous condition. The 
Sunday and week-day services are 
well attended, and the outlook for the 
season’s work Is encouraging.

MARY PUROELL, 
Corresponding Secretary.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Th© Better Way,
The dally papers bring the news that 

the women of Philadelphia are going to 
fast and pray on election day, for the 
success of Mayor Weaver and the de
feat of the robber gang of politicians 
and grafters that have dominated the 
city for years past

How much better and more effectual 
It would be, if the women might cast 
their votes to down the gang.

. - If the women could reinforce their 
prayers with their votes, their “effect
ual fervent prayers” would be vastly

Mother darling, Brother true, 
What is now this life to you ? 
You are through with pain and strife, 
You are both in spirit life. 
You have passed the harbor bar, 
Is there aught your joy to mar? 
As I sit alone at eve. 
Visions fair my fancy weave, 
Of your home beyond the tide, 
Where your souls in."peace abide, • 
Free from illness, want or pain, 
There desires are not In vain. 
All you wish for good and true, 
In my visions, come to you. ■ 
Ah! your presence oft I feel 
As on bended knee 1 kneel, ; 
Praying that my life may run 
Usefully till set of sun. 
May I ever worthy be 
Of the love you bear for me; • 
May my life down here below, 
As I journey to and fro, 
Be of use to fellow-man, 
Doing all the good I can, 
So that when my work is done, " 
At the setting of life's sun, 
I can enter that fair land. 
Join your happy, .joyous band, 
Journey onward by your side. 
And in peace and love abide. 
Watch and wait, I pray of you, 
•Mother darling,-Brother true.
>-• - MARY L. BETTES.

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

letting np.xmfi'interpret the Bible for 
them. Subsequent.to the eiucifixion ot 
the Nazarene they, had cases of commu
nication in St. Cecelia and Joan of Arc. 
As a religious body they demanded’ 
free thought in all religious matter that 
would draw men together as brethren. 
If communications had taken place in 
the past what was there to prevent 
them taking place to-day? Luther, 
John and Charles Wesley were cited as 
later evidences of spiritual communica
tion. In the early infancy ot the Meth
odist Church preachers were really 
called to do their work.

Dealing with Biblical manifestations, 
the lecturess referred to the healing of 
the blind and lame, and said to-day 
they had magnetic healers who pro
duced remarkable results by the simple 
laying on of the hands. , To-day In the 
Church of England a society exists for 
the study of psychical questions, and 
that great body known as the Anglican 
Church had come to the recognition of 
the fact that they must study these 
things to keep abreast of the times.

They had never heard of a Spiritual
ist who denied God, and, once a Spirit
ualist, a Spiritualist always. There 
was no backsliding. The Spiritualist’s 
God was such a big God that he could 
not measure him by his own height, 
breadth and depth.. Men-measured God 
according to their .own minds—if they 
were revengeful, God was revengeful; 
if a man was benevolent his God was 
like unto him. People accepted the as
surances of scientists about .their dis
coveries, but let her say she had heard 
and seen spirits, and because of their 
preconceived orthodox ideas they said it 
was not so. But men were at the back 
of her the wide world over, and it would 
not be many years before it was be
lieved in.

It had no pageantry, but simply 
taught man how to live to benefit his 
brother man. ’Some said it was the 
devil, and wanted nothing to do with it 
Why? Because the world had been 
taught to fear death. They taught how 
to live so as to never fear death; but 
as they expected death, to turn their 
faces towards If, and.pass through the 
open door between this and the "spent 
life as Intelligently and clear-minded as 
possible. As they lived here, they 
would find their life on the spirit plane."

People believed they did not believe 
in the Nazarene. - As a divinely good 
man, a wonderful teacher and re
former, as one who had gone before and 
shown them .the way, so did they be
lieve in the’'Nazarene; but she could 
not say they- beiteved in Him as the

New York, October 18.—The positive 
assertion that the theory of immortali
ty is susceptible of proof was made to
night by Dr. O. 0. Burgess, a San Fran
cisco scientist, at the opening of the 
fall meeting of the Medico-Legal So
ciety at the Waldorf-Astoria. Dr. Bur
gess read to an audience of noted phy
sicians a paper on “Demonstrative 
Proof of Immortality,” and drew upon 
the demonstrations of Spiritualists for 
his material. He declared, that the 
Heubner spiritualistic demonstration, 
which he has watched closely, is not a 
fraud, and that the reports of commu
nication with the tenants of the after
world are true, thus pointing to an ex
istence after death.

The paper war read to closely atten
tive listeners, and give them much food 
for discussion. The sincerity of Bur
gess and his standing in the profession 
guaranteed him a respectful hearing.

"The Electrical Action of the Organs 
of the Human Body" was the title of a

only divine [ope. ¿They believed in His 
divinity and;the Bod-principle in Him. 
He did not (each ceremony or ritual but 
taught,“I afid My''Father are one, and 
ye are My brethren." ■

The leoturjess related how in America 
58 years ago, a 12ry?ar old girl had dis
covered spirit knocks, and people next 
saw and h^rd spirits, and in 58 years 
they had increased from- a family of 
five to a family of (five millions. This 
had been aqiteved .without shedding a 
single drop ,df blood—let them compare 
It with the’Mstory ;of the orthodox re
ligion. Spiritualism had spanned the 
chasm between science and religion. It 
demonstrated that if a man died he 
does live again,-arid It led men to lead 
nobler, better and truer lives.

In the brief interval remaining, Mrs. 
Prior gave, demonstrations of th© fu
ture life. .. In front of two ladies In the 
hall she saw two spirits—an old man 
and a young man. The latter had died" 
from chest troubles.

Again there was a little girl who filed 
in infancy from croup or dlphtneria, and 
a fourth spirit arose dripping with 
water—a fourth relative- had been 
drowned. .The two younger male cases 
were described by the ladies as correct.

To Mr. J. Bannister, Sr., Uie lectori 
I ess described asplrit, hud -said -she saw 

in hts coat a bunch of clove-pinks; It

The mikado October 16, issued an im
perial rescript announcing the conclu
sion of peace with Russia and explain
ing why peace was made. The rescript 
asserts that Japan’s arms have 
achieved a glorious success and that 
the position of the empire has been 
strengthened after twenty months of 
war.

The emperor admonishes the Japa
nese people against vainglorious pride, 
and urges them to take up the avoca
tions of peace in order to maintain the 
prosperity of the country.

The text of the emperor’s rescript is 
as follows:

“We have always deemed it a funda
mental principle of our international 
policy to maintain peace in the east and 
thus assure the security of our empire, 
and the promotion of this high object 
therefore has been our constant alm; 
but last year, tor reasons dictated by 
the necessity of self-preservation, we 
unfortunately were forced into hostili
ties with Russia.

"Since the war began our army and 
navy have made adequate provision for 
home defense and military preparations 

"within the empire itself, and have with
stood hardships of all kinds during 
their campaigns abroad, and thus have 
achieved a glorious success. Our civil 
officials, in concord with our diet, have 
diligently performed their duties in 
furtherance of our will.

"Al! measures for the prosecution of 
the war and for the administration of 
domestic and foreign affairs have been 
properly taken, as the exigencles.of the 
situation demanded. Our people, fru
gal and prudent, cheerfully have borne 
the heavy burden of national expendi
ture and generously have contributed 
to the war fund,, thus assisting, as witli 
one will, in advancing the prestige and 
maintaining the dignity of the state.

Gives Ancestors the Credit
"THE RESULT IS DUE 'IN- A 

LARGE MEASURE TO THE BENIGN 
SPIRITS OF OUR ANCESTORS, AS 
WELL AS TO THE DEVOTION TO 
DUTY OF OUR CIVIL AND MILITARY 
OFFICIALS AND THE SELF-DENY
ING PATRIOTISM OF ALL OUR PEO
PLE.” % -

The Japanese are; in fact, a nation ot

The question. What is religion? be
comes more and more important in 
view of these, and other analogous facts 
which are not here presented. A cor
rect definition must cover all these 
cases, or else we shall be compelled to 
say that only one ot them is religion 
and all the rest mere pretenses. A 
true definition will cover all these 
cases and all others where the claim ot 
religion is put forth. The definition is 
this: Religion Is the mental and emo
tional attitude of intelligent beings to
ward the invisible. This definition 
makes all men religious. But they are 
divided into two classes, positive and 
negative. The positive class affirm that 
the invisible is more real than the vis
ible and that man will live on in the in
visible future as conscious as In the 
visible present. The attitude ot the 
negative class is that the present life 
is all, and that the invisible future is a 
perfect blank so far as any continued 
consciousness after physical death is 
concerned. Death to them ends all of 
conscious, sensual Ute. No one can 
fall to see, that based upon this funda
mental definition of religion, there 
may be an infinite diversity of ideas 
and practices, depending upon time, 
place, and evolution. There will be the 
monotheism of certain phases, the poly
theism of some, the trlthelsm or trlnita- 
rlanism of others; and atheism and pan
theism of still others; while ancestor 
worship will embrace hundreds of mill
ions more. When we come to the ob
servances of rites and ceremonies, the 
variations are absolutely innumerable, 
and are from the most absurd to the 
most revolting and barbarous. But 
all these are systems of religion.

This definition being true, Spiritual
ism is religion, and Spiritualists are re
ligious people. They are also positive 
religionists, for they affirm the most 
positive conviction of continued con
scious existence. They go as far as 
the Apostle Paul and say, “We know” 
that if this physical body be dissolved 
we have a "spiritual body” which will 
live on through the ages of the future. 
Hence, they ar© the most positive of 
any class of religionists to be found.

So far as public manifestations are
concerned, the Spiritualists 
elaborate forms. They are 
tively simple. The circle, 
•lecture, and message giving

given to a company ot utter slAptlcs m 
the early period of the Frencl^RevoIu- 
tlon Is doubted by no one familiar with 
history. When ijophecy comes it is 
like an overwhelming wave, for it 
sweeps everything from the conscious
ness but itself and then gives Itself ut
terance. Sometimes it comes In a 
dream, as’in the case of the Empress of 
Japan, when the wonderful success of 
the Japanese navy was foretold.

In accepting recompense for religious 
rites and observances the Spiritualists 
are in accord with all forms of religious 
service through all the ages. Hence, to 
segregate Spiritualists from other re
ligionists, and mediums from other min
isters, and t o seek to reduce their relig
ion to a level with fortune-telling ariB 
jugglery, and to place duly authorhrs/ 
and reputable mediumistic Spiriiul 
1st ministers on the plane of cheats al 
frauds is an act of the grossest inju\ 
tice. It is a flagrant violation of th\ 
principle of the Declaration of Inde-” 
pendence. and an overturning ot our 
constitutional guarantee of protection 
for one’s religious rights.

Foregoing a legitimate criticism ot 
our license system, there seems but one 
reason for a license law; namely, a 
method to raise means to carry on gov
ernment. In this case all forms of le
gitimate business should contribute in 
proportion to the profits realized. Me
diums would not object to license on 
that ground, if ministers of other sys
tems of religious teaching are required 
to do the same, but their contributions 
would then be infinitesimal in amount

The true medium cannot afford to be 
licensed, as this would be an acknowl
edgment that he is not engaged in a re
ligious work, that the authority which 
chartered the Spiritualist organization 
acted illegally and that Spiritualists 
have not the same right in the liberty 
of conscience respecting their methods 
of teaching and worship as those who 
differ from them in their religious be
lief.

Every American citizen should be 
proud that the religious liberty earned 
by the founders of our government has 
made a lasting impression upon the 
whole of earth’s inhabitants which will 
grow and expand until a universal free
dom of conscience shall open the door
way for loosening the bonds that have 
held human minds in slavery to ignor
ant superstition and letting the redeem
ing light of scientific knowledge into 
the darkness of transmitted ignorance.

J. 8. LOVELAND.
Los Angeles, Cal.

LIFE AND DEATH.

have no 
compara- 
platform 
are the

principal phases. The lecturers are

A little blindness when ’tis needed 
most;

A little kindness in a troublous time;
A little waiting at a wayside post;

normal, Impressionai, and trance
speakers. The circle was the primal 
place where mediumistic manifestations 
were first given, and messages from 
the departed are given in the circle, 
from the platform ,and in private read
ings. There are two purposes In all 
manifestation of the different systems 
of religion: 1, The edification ot Its 
adherents; and 2. The conversion of 
outsiders. Spiritualists • follow the 
common practice; they work for the en
joyment of their own .religious belief 
and to convert others to thgir mode of 
thinking. The most potent method for 
the conversion of unbelievers are the 
tests given In private' readings, at the 
circles, and on the platform.» This In
auguration of giving tests and mes
sages was for the express purpose ot 
convincing the skeptical masses. It was 
not commenced with any thought or 
purpose of commercialism, but it soon 
became so much in demand that it took 
all the time and energies of the acting 
mediums. The question then arose, 
how could they live? Since time and 
energy were consumed, the medium 
must be remunerated or quit the work. 
The real medium like Paul declares: 
"Woe is unto me, if I preach not the 
gospel,” for to him it is a matter of 
conscience, the imperative demand ot 
duty, because he holds the gates be
tween the invisible future and the vis1 
ible present.

This makes him the called minister 
of the positive religion. The Spiritual
ists accept and recognize him as such, 
and he proceeds to do his duty, impos
ing a charge for hia labor as a recom
pense and means to live. Whereupon, 
because he is performing hia duty ac
cording to his religious belief as set 
forth In his article ot faith and receiv
ing-compensation- tor time and service 

<ln the -best.way he knows, the.munici-' 
¡polity - of Los Angeles akrests him for 
not paying a license.'

A little lie when 
crime.

A little anger that 
quelled;

A little bitterness 
tale;

truth were halt a

we should bava

that writes its <

A little word unsaid—too long with
held;

A little courage when we nearly faiL
A little meeting of the Ups of love;

A little sorrow, and an hour to weep;
A little holding of the hands of friends;

“A little folding of the hands 1?
sleep.”

—R. Henderson Bland,

THE PESSIMIST.

Behold the soured pessimist. 
With frown he goes around;

He never sees the smiling sun, 
He gazes on the ground;

The only skies his eyes e’er greet
Are in the puddles at his feet
Though flowers bloom along the way

Their grace he never heeds, 
He searches out with acid eye 

The rank, forbidding weeds;
The dainty rose he spurns and scorny 
And only finds the bitter thorns.
He never hears the ringing laugh, 

But listens for the sighs;
He always wears a veil of mist

Before his gloomy eyes;
The way he goes is full ot gloom, 
He’s always looking to the tomb.
Behold the gloomy pessimist,

He’s gladdest when he’s sad. 
And if you give these words a twist 

He’s saddest when he’s glad.
—Exchange.

“Th© Light of Egypt.” Votumea * 
> and 8. An occult library In itself, « 
■ text-book of esoterlo knowledge u 
- taught by Adepts- of Hermettc Phitaae.' 

Price $2 volume.
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To What Extent Are Ministeri^ Spirits and Teachers Responsible for the 
Human Lives? ' '

Guidance of

À Lecture by W. J. Colville, Before the First Association of Spiritualists of Washington, D. C.

The subject for our lecture this evening is, “To what extent are min
istering spirits and teachers responsible for the guidance of human 
lives ? ’ ’ While you may hold the lecturer responsible for the method of 
treatment, you must hold the president of the congregation responsible 
for the subject, for it was at Mr. Woods’ kind invitation,that that par
ticular subject was announced for this evening. .

When we speak of “ministering spirits and teachers” we are using^ 
language entirely above criticism. We may object and we have a right? 
to object to the word, “control,” for no human being should be domi
nated or coerced by any other; but, however much objection may be 
taken to the word “control,” and to,all kindred terms, no objection can 
be maintained, if it ever be offered, when the words “guides, directors, 
teachers and ministers” shall be employed. “They are all ministering 

- spirits sent forth to minister to heirs of salvation.” These are the 
great words which have sounded down the ages and which to-day are 
a challenge to humanity seeking foi further spiritual enlightenment.

Inspiration and Illumination.
, "When it is understood that spiritual light, that spiritual life, that 

Bpiritual illumination belongs to all humanity alike, that it is the prop
erty of no special age or of no particular people, we must consider in
spiration and illumination as vastly different from the possession and 
exercise of certain limited spiritual gifts. Not every one is clairvoyant 
or dairaudient, not every, one is mediumistic or psychical or sensitive 
in the modern sense of the term, and yet it has very often been declared, 
and not wrongfully, that ¿very one is mediumistic or sensitive more or 
less, meaning that no one is altogether void of sensitiveness or of sensi
bility.

Occasionally we might meet with someone.so far removed from what 
is now denominated a psychical condition that we might, compare it 
with someone who was color blind, or deaf, or at least with someone 
who hears very imperfectly. But while there are instances here and 
there where people are so marvelously obtuse that thpir obtuseness is 
a matter for general comment, on the other hand there are some Tew so 
highly gifted that their genius calls for universal comment, and the 
great majority of people—the rank and file of humanity—stand some
where between the extreme of sensibility and the extreme of insensi
bility.

But even though we be insensible to spiritual guidance, even though 
we may not be aware of spiritual teachers we are not deprived of that 
teaching or the ministration of the immortal gods; we are only uncon
scious or unaware of it. Many people are greatly enlightened during 
their sleep, yet they know not whence their enlightenment comes. They 
arise in the morning with knowledge they did not possess at bedtime 
the night before—they awake re-enforced and reinvigorated with re
newed ability to cope with the difficulties which may beset them during 
the coming day, but know not how they know, nor whence they.receive 
this spiritual reinforcement. They have been spending their nights in 
contact with spiritual instructors; they have been, to a degree at least, 
educated during slumber, and instead of sleep being spent in idleness 
the eight hours out of the twenty-four which people on the average 
pass in repose may be the time most fruitful in the results that it brings 
forth in human enlargement of vision. Instead, therefore, of feeling 
that the time we are asleep is time wasted, instead of allowing our
selves to believe that our education is interrupted and that if we were 
never called upon to sleep we might be much more enlightened than 
we now are, let us realize that we are always under the direction, al
ways blessed with the guidance of those ministering angels, those spir
itual teachers who are the elder brothers and elder sisters in the hu-
man family. 
A The Idea of God.

fiAe idea of God stands out beyond all other concepts, unique in its 
Éub^mity. We have just received from, London á recent copy of that 
admirable weekly paper, “Light,” devoted to the consideration of all 

a “mystical and spiritual subjects according to its title, and we find in the 
editorial columns of the number dated September 23, that the discussion 
of two views of Deity is now in the mind of the writer and in the mind 
of those who contribute to the correspondence columns of our worthy 
English cotemporary. These two views of God are only the two old 
conceptions, one that God transcends all, and the other that God is im
manent in all; that God is sovereign over all; that God abides in all and 
that wo are all recipients, partakers of the one divine life.

The idea of one God stands forth unique, sublime, unparalleled; that 
God is one who has no second, that Deity is absolute, is the contention 
of all enlightened philosophers and ever has been, not only from the 
days of Plato who said “God geometrizes;” not only from the days of 
the author of the nineteenth Psalm who says, “The heavens declare the 
glory of God, and the firmament showeth his handiwork;” not only 
from the days of the Egyptians who had realized their god-concept long 
before the time of the Israelitish exodus, but from the very remotest 
days of history or tradition every mention of the root idea is of one 
supreme being, one infinite eternal intelligence.

But God is called “God of Gods,” “lord of lords,” “king of kings.” 
That language would have been meaningless if those who have written 
or spoken it had no idea of many gods and many lords and many kings. 
How could we use the expression “Lord above lords, God above gods, 
king above kings,” if we did not first realize that there were many 
lords, gods and kings? So the word Elohim in Hebrew, and many 
other words are constantly employed to suggest the thought of the 
many divine messengers, the many appointed spiritual leaders who are 
the guardians of planets and the rulers of planetary systems.

No more can a world make itself than this Masonic Temple.could 
build itself. No more could man come into existence without a spirit
ual cause than there can be the material effect known as a cup and 
saucer without an intelligence to devise it and to manufacture it. 
There cannot come into the world a single individual without & divine 
purpose, and there are only two reasonable theories concerning the ori
gin of man. One is that man is sent into the world by Deity; the other 
is that man comes into the world of his own accord. One is that the 
soul is created by God, and the other is that the soul is self-existent and 
is an eternal finite entity. One is that every human being has volun- 
tarily come here to live, in order to bring forth in expression that which 
is involved within the soul, and the other is that the soul itself is com
missioned by the Most High to realize that in itself it. has all possibili-; 
ties of divine expression.

The Soul Like God.
Now, if God creates the soul, then the soul must be like unto the God 

iwho creates it. If the soul is sent into the world to fulfill a divine mis
sion, then that soul is appointed to do the very work which it is now 
fulfilling. Does not this conception raise our thoughts, elevate our 
ideas, ennoble our conceptions, and remove once and for all every ves
tige of lingering pessimism from our philosophic system whatever that 
may be. I have come into the world; I have not dropped into the 
world accidentally; I have descended; I have not fallen; I have come 
down the ladder; I have not lost my balance and tumbled; I have 
walked down, and I am here tb-day because my soul is seeking to mani
fest its inner powers and is here in an intelligently designed workshop, 
school and laboratory.

I care not which aspect of the great many-sided truth is insisted upon, 
whether I think of myself as God’s creation or whether I think of my
self as living forever as a spiritual entity and being here now of my 
own volition; I am here for a definite purpose, I am here in the fulfil
ment of destiny, I am here to master circumstances, to control fate, to 
rise superior to environment, to demonstrate the truth penned by Ella 
■Wheeler Wilcox, ‘ ‘ There is nothing we cannot overcome, ’ ’ and “ Behind 
parents and grand-parents stands the great eternal Will.”

All these gods and lords and kings mentioned in sacred story, all the 
mystic characters we meet in mythological treatises, every one belongs 
to the great family of intelligent entities to which we also belong— 
they are intimately related to us. How-often the western world to-day 
struggles with the Oriental problem of Nirvana—how many who are 
studying Vedanta philosophy are endeavoring to translate Sanscrit into, 
intelligent English and wish to know precisely what the Oriental 
thought means when it identifies rest not with unconsciousness but with; 

\ super-consciousness. . -
The Doctrine of Nirvana, -

The doctrine of Nirvana is so exceedingly simple when reduced to its 
ultimate that it need not perplex evfenthe wayfaring man though he is 

l ' illiterate. . Suppose all of us constituted a congregation of full work- 
’■ votéis, of co-operators, the spirit of. competition thoroughly expelled or 

'. .which

means that4 there is another great realm peopled with spiritjial intelli
gences knowing more, seeing more, hearing more, feeling more and do
ing more than we comprehend.

The Mission of the Soni. .
“Now if every soul has a mission in expression to fulfil shall not that 

soul be left alone,” says one, “to work out its own salvation? Shall 
we not depend entirely upon the Over-Soul, upon Deity, and have noth
ing whatever to do with any angelic intermediaries?” Why so? when 
every soul on earth ushered into mortal existence comes through the. 
gateway of motherhood, Surely we do not wish to abolish the mother 
—only to perfect her for her function. We do not wish to abolish the 
mother love that is tender and sweet and kind—the mother ministry 
which makes it possible for the child to grow and thrive. In the course 
of years, or months, or perhaps weeks, some ministry may be over
come, surpassed, superseded, because no longer needed; but as long as 
the child needs the mother, so long the mother needs the child ; they 
need each other; but there comes a time when the human mother must 
wean her babe, as there comes a time when the mother eagle will let the 
little eaglets fly and no longer bear them upon her widely outspread 
pinions. The mother instinct tells her when all her little family are 
strong enough to fly alone. The very instinct that made her carry 
them, now makes her send them out to ferret for themselves. Is not 
that the order, of universal nature, of the cat with kittens, the dog with 
puppies; even as with the human mother and the human child; is not 
that the order in every school of life? Graduate from school, say good
bye to the,old school house, do honor to your alma mater; graduate 
from the university, leave the college walls behind you and ¿o out into 
the world to practice your trade or profession, but always think kindly 
of the university which has harbored and helped you.

But will you ¿ever go hack to college as a teacher? Have you said 
good-bye forever to dear old Heidelberg, to Harvard, to Yale, to Ox
ford, to Cambridge; will you never see the old úniversity again ? Have 
you young men and women who are now engaged in the teacher’s ad
mirable profession said to the school houses, “I will never see you 
again?” The bright young girl graduates, the bright young men who 
are graduating ñ-om the same schools in these days with their sisters, 
proving that co-education annihilates all false belief in the superiority 
of one sex and the inferiority of the other—as these young men and 
young women return to those very schools may they not go there again 
as teachers where they were once learners? May not the children of 
the next generation be learning from the pupils of the generation be
fore? And so with angels,*ministers, messengers; and archangels, min
isters and messengers of higher grade.

Archangels and Angels.
Archangel means a spiritual architect. An architect is one who 

plans, designs. Angels are builders; archangels are architects. It 
takes more intelligence to be an architect than to be simply a work
man employed in the raising of some majestic pile. How many men 
you can find—good men and true—who are masons. How many car
penters, glaziers; how many work together and build a great Masonic 
temple, yet one architect with his.complete design is sufficient to be the 
captain, yea to be the general and direct the employment of them all. 
In the spiritual spheres there is a parental soul, an archangel having 
charge, a supervising guardian. We have all our spiritual guardians 
and directors and when everything is well planned on earth the words 
apply: “See thou make all things belpw according to the pattern which 
is shown to thee from above.”

We should not depend slavishly upon our teachers. We go to school 
and acknowledge our teachers, but we study for ourselves. Our teach
ers do us very little good if we are idlers. A teacher does not say, 
“My dear child, I am paid by Uncle Sam to do your lessons for you,” 
or “I am drawing my salary from the Government in order to work 
out examples for you upon the slate, so you need not have the trouble of 
working them out yourself.” The teacher says, “Look at me, see how 
I work out the example.” One teacher goes to the blackboard and 
figures away with his piece of chalk; another goes to the piano and 
plays a selection admirably, perfectly; another teacher says, “This is 
the way to pronounce this word;” or “This is the correct translation 
of this passage from a foreign tongue.” And just as wise teachers on 
earth know their vocation and keep their place, as they are our guard
ians, guides and directors, so are our spirit friends who have ascended.

Character of Communications.
Your friends are not necessarily wiser than you because they passed 

into the spirit world a few years ago. You get communications from 
your uncles, aunts, cousins, sisters, brothers, business partners, em
ployes, employers and intimate friends. You get communications from 
many who were well known to you on earth and they malee themselves 
manifest with all their idiosyncrasies. Professor Hyslop declares in his 
new book entitled “Science and a Future Life”—which is well worth 
studying and reading many times over—that the communications which 
a majority of people get from the spirit world are exactly such commu
nications as people get who ring their friends up over the telephone. 
“Hello, is that you?” calls Prof. James to Prof. Hyslop, when one is at 
Harvard and the other at Columbia—one in Boston, the other in New 
York. “Fine weather we are having. Very warm for the season; it’s 
very hot in Washington for October.” That’s a sample message from 
one learned professor to another.

“Well, how’s your wife and the children? Give my love to Harry; 
tell Julia that when she comes to the city we shall be very glad to en
tertain her.” That’s from one learned professor to another. These 
men have been college chums, intimate friends, and that’s the kind of 
conversation they carry on over the telephone wire. Is it disgraceful 
or demeaning? Certainly not; but it is-commonplace.

Professor Hyslop has found that when people have passed over into 
tjie next state of existence they do very much the same and indulge very 
often in the same ordinary trivial friendly intercourse. Why, that’s 
brother Jack, and that’s sister Mary? Certainly. You don’t expect 
them to stand upon their dignity, and you don’t expect your college 
chum' to deliver a classic oration when he comes to make a friendly 
call upon you. You don’t expect your mother is going to appear before 
you with stilted phrases as though she had composed an essay which 
she is going to read before a very critical audience. When we enter 
into communion with our spirit friends do we not love and prize the 
tender tones, the old familiar accents of affection. We do not expect 
an oration every time an aunt comes to visit us; we do not expect to 
hear majestic sentences dealing with profound philosophical subjects, 
every time an uncle comes, even though he is an astronomer, a geolo
gist or a biologist in some great university.

So when we hold communion with the bulk of our spirit friends, it is 
with Tom, Dick and Harry, because they are our friends, our brothers, 
our companions of a few years ago; and it is from your brother Tom, 
and from your son Harry, and from your uncle George that you want to 
hear, and you are a great deal more satisfied to hear from your beloved 
friend than from some distinguished philosopher-whom you may have 
read about when you were at school, but of whom you would say, “I 
never knew him individually, and while I admire him greatly I have 
never felt the same intimate regard that I felt for my bosom friend who 
was my confidant in all times of trouble and sorrow as well as in hours 
of exaltation and delight.”

Higher Intelligences.
There are higher intelligences; there is a Socrates and a Sophocles in 

the spirit world. There is even a great spiritual guardian who may 
be to us a messiah or master; there are those on still higher planes who 
occasionally make themselves clearly known to us; they guide, direct, 
counsel, warn, exhort, but they never coerce. Emma Hardinge Britten 
used to say her guides always recommended what course she should 
pursue but never insisted on her following it. The daemon of the emi
nent Greek Socrates was, according to his biographers, both the voice 
of'the soul W/Shinnnd the speech of a guardian angeL

A guardian angel never says, “You shall,” but only, “I advise you.” 
The guardian angel never says, “You must, or I will make you,” for 
the guardian angel never hypnotizes or mesmerizes, never attempts to 
make himself an operator and you a subject. Your guardian angel 
never says “I have more power than you, and as the stronger force will 
always prevail; as I command you to do you will have to do, because I 
say so.”' That is not the tone of a guardian angel who says, “Beloved 
children, I advise you to follow this counsel, for my experience has 
taught me that it is a path of wisdom, and wisdom’s ways alone are 
ways of pleasantness and peace.”

The guardian angel truly says, “If you follow this road blessing will 
attend you; joy and success will crown your endeavor.”. The guardian 
angel warns you from the path beset with snares and pitfalls, but 
always adds, ‘ ‘ My child, you must do as you please; you must give the 
deciding vote; it is for you to. say whether You will follow as I. direct or 
not.” If the guardian angel did not thus warn and guide, direct and 
exhort, but attempted to coerce; he would be no longer a teacher and 
minister but simply a mesmerist, h hypnotist, controlling his subject by 
the exercise of greater mental ability.

The Problem of Obsession,
How many intellectually lazy people there are in the world, even 

though they are very busy phjmcally. A number of people think it
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never, introduced, and every one of us said “I havetf;place in the uni
versal temple—I am a living stone helping to constitute it, I am a mem
ber.” There is no spiritual temple, there is no house,q£ .God apart from 
the intelligent entities which compose it, for every soul is a living stone 
within this mighty edifice. .

But some are in the roof, some are in the floor, some iff one wall and 
seme in another, some may be in a window, some in a chandelier, some 
may be at an altar, some close to the entrance; but no matter where 
they are the temple of God is holy through and through and all God’s 
handiwork. Just as in the orchestra and in choir one nnlsjcian, instru
mentalist or singer, is not necessarily above or below another. Let one 
play the first violin and another play the second violin, iu talking we 
should speak of first and second but we should hot be speaking about 
superior‘and inferior, for those two might be' equally £ood musicians 
and one might be quite as necessary to, the rendition of a symphony as 
the other. ■

So we say in a choir that one voice is higher than another or lower 
than another; but we do not mean-that the soprano or treble is any 
higher in a spiritual sense than the contralto or bass. We do not mean 
because one is in the chorus and another is a soloist that one is not 
equal to another or that one is any more necessary to the unity of the 
whole than the other.

And so we are here on earth to-day; some of us aye jn high stations 
and some in low places. Here in Washington there ate 'a few senators, 
a few congressmen; one man is President. One man is King of Eng
land, one man is Czar of Russia, one man is Mikado .of Japan, one man 
Shah of Persia, and though all these different individuals may be 
■called kings, rulers, and exalted representatives, yrf tliev shall die like 
all other men, for princes rise and fall like peasants. We are all mem
bers one of another. If I meet a King I shall say, “Brother;’ if I meet 
a Queen I shall say “Sister.” I have no objection to meeting the gods 
and goddesses of Egypt and Persia.. I am willing to meet the millions 
of gods and goddesses of India.

Our Guides and Teachers.
An eminent man, widely traveled, who is .doing a great work in Los 

Angeles, said last spring in the course of an interesting address, that he 
had been-told that in Hindu mythology there are three hundred and 
sixty-five million divinities—a million divinities for every day in the 
yeay. If that is the doctrine of certain Hindus, what does it mean but 
that there are three hundred and sixty-five million souls who are now 
so far advanced that they can be guides and teachers, directors, over
seers and instructors of others. Now, how do we get our overseers, our 
foremen and forewomen? A boy in a New York hotel is running an 
elevator, he is told by the proprietor of that hotel that in a few years, if 
he does his work well'and deserves promotion, he may become a head 
clerk. Now when that boy has become a head clerk there will be a 
great many boys under him in a large hotel. He may direct the af
fairs of many; he may be, a few years hence, a head . waiter and there 
may be a large number of men serving under him, yetito-day he may be 
one of the bell-boys subject to everybody's'call. The clerk behind the 
counter tells him to go and he has to run, but be can lobk f^ward to the 
time when he will be a director. -. • > 01

All the way from a city hotel to the very heavenS’bending over the 
earth our guides and teachers may be found. You9ask, who are our 
guides, who are our teachers, who are the ministering-,ang^s that come 
to-day as they^ime in days of old? Men and women in Auman form 
manifesting human attributes. i

A lady said’Recently: “Some years ago I wrote iff ’ my Bible sarcas
tically, ‘What, angels eat and driffk!’ and I though^ wag very smart 
when I thus criticised the biblical text.” But she added: f/During the 
past several years I have had spiritual revelations which have led me to 
feel it is perfectly reasonable that they should eat a^S diAjk, and now 
I am older and wiser and I am no longer sarcastic, £ Is ¿not that the 
history of intellectual progress ? Do we not find a'number of people 
turning up their noses, so to speak, at anything like spiritual revela
tions—skeptics, agnostics, materialists, they do notjoelisve in ghosts; 
they do not believe in “spooks.” They are perfectly justified in not 
believing in ghosts and spooks; they are perfectly justified in not be
lieving in “galvanized astral shells,” and in paying no attention to a 
fanciful story of a wraith, of a vision of some imagined visitor from the 
unseen world when their nerves were unduly excited. But when we 
take an intelligent view of spiritual revelations we do not go to church
yards to have interviews with angels, nor do we consider that our spirit 
friends usually awake us in the night in ghastly presence as well as in 
ghostly raiment and frighten us out of our sleep by coming back to 
this world and returning only to scare us.

I wish we could once for all drop the phrases “spirit return,” “spir
its coming back,” “spirit ebntrol” and all the other misleading 
phrases and statements which have caused a great many people to look 
with contempt upon what would otherwise'have won their respect.

A great many people use language which is utterly unscientific and 
go on using it when they know better because they have grown accus
tomed to the old erroneous forms, of speech. We are always deter
mined in our ministrations to use only terms which we are prepared to 
standby. “Do you believe in spirit control?” says aome one. I may 
believe in it because it may exist, and if it exists I have no right to dis
believe in it. If one says, “Do you desire spiritual communion?” I re
ply, Yes, I do, I know that spiritual communion is a mighty truth. I 
do not speak falteringly or hesitatingly on the question of spirit com
munion. I know it to be true, to be desirable and profitable and I re
joice in it. I rejoice in the certainty of it. There is no incertitude in 
such a tone, and there is no mentally uncertain ring when, that doctrine 
is promulgated by those who know.

Meaning of Spirit Communion.
What do we mean when we speak of “spirit communion?” People 

say, “Have you a God?” Why not? “Have you teachers?” Why 
not? We are not ashamed of going to a university-to study under a 
professor. We are not ashamed to read a valuable book by a scientific 
author and of‘being profited by its contents. We are not ashamed of 
sitting at the feet of some great maestro and learning music, painting, 
or sculpturing. Why should we then be ashamed, here,- of meeting 
with some master who has passed on to the unseen world? Why may 
he not be still what he was while on earth—a'music master there even 
as he was here? Why not be still the teacher1 as well as the artist? 
Why not be still the writer, the inspired and inspiring litterateur? 
Why say “gone” and “dead” of Sir Walter Scott, Circles Dickens or 
Thackeray ? Why say no more poems from Longfellow, and Browning, 
and no more essays from Emerson ? Why say that the great patriarchs 
and prophets of olden time have merely left legacies and testaments 
behind them? I abhor the word “testament” whether.with old or new, 
as a prefix; let us use “testimony;” older and younger testimony, but 
not “last will and testament.” « ;n<-

When God spoke to the world in days of old, God not,^ay, “this is 
my last message to humanity, now good-bys I am going to-leave you.” 
When God sent angels to enlighten the generations %one»by these an
gels didn’t come with a heavenly mission to earth saymg, “these are the 
last utterances ¿which will ever come down to eqrth fypm celestial 
spheres.” There is not a record in any bible,- ancienti.or modern, 
which has led any intelligent student to believe or WdnfeY that in any 
special age or country all divine revelation was eonffiied revelations 
which are very old to-day though they were very ^ewiiwo or three 
thousand years ago. They were followed by other Srevelatdons and by 
angelic ministrations which have extended down tp5the present’ time. 
I have received many letters in which the writers hav^ sai^tliey had re
ceived more help by. one statement through my lips ^haniby anything 
else, and that was the statement, “It is always nowy andut is always 
here.” _ . ’ ■ ■ 9° - ‘

We preach the Now-Here and the Here-Now philosophy., ’Are we not 
now in the universe; are we not now iff eternity? Some people think 
they are going into eternity when they die; that when they drop their 
mortal bodies they will pass out of time into eternity* but there never 
Wks any time outside eternity; Eternity always holds poor¡little Time 
in its embrace and time, no matter how long, eventhough it be an incal
culable age, can never be a competitor with eternity. How can we get 
out of space into infinity, and say when we die we are. ho longer in 
space but that after death we are in infinity. We are in.the infinite now, 
in the eternal now. What we call time on this planet is not the time of 
Mercury, Mars, Jupiter or Saturn, and what we call space is not only, 
what we limit by our own three dimensional peculiarities. • The fourth 
dimension in spaceds.aivery'.scholariy term'vwhich-people, bandy about 
and enjoy repeating the phrase:• ■ TherfourtA-diineiision. in space unljj
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sure insertion in the paper, all other re-1 L ICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
quirements being favorable, should be 11 OBLIGATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
written plainly with ink on white WILL FIND THEJIR WAY TO THE 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on I WASTE BASKET.
one side of. the paper. Please bear this I ■ ------ --------- :— ----------------------
"items.—Bear in mind that items for ,^r8’ *• M. Powderly writes: "There

the General Survey will in all cases be h0 a Halloween social at the res- 
adjusted to the space we have to occu- w aDd Mrs. Hurlbut, 6320
py, and in order to do that they will aydaue'.°a Tuesday even-
cenerallv have to be abridged more or }P°’,uct’ under the auspices of the fe“7oKwlse many items would be Splr'tual Union Come out
crowded out. Sometimes a thlrty-Une a“d have a. good time and bring your 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten friends, also come to the Sunday serv- 
Unes to two lines, as occasion may re- «« held at toe new G. A. R. hall,'-6236 
cnlre. I Brln(»ton avenue, just north of 63rd

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all'items (street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.” 
for this page must be accompanied by | C. W. Bennett writes: “ The Pro
the full name and address of the writer. I gresslve Thinker, No. 830, is grand, and 
It will not do to say that Secretary or I though I know little of Spiritualism as 
Correspondent writes so and so, with- comparefl with what I wish to know, I 
out giving the full name and address of I like the stand you have taken. I want 
the writer. The items of those who do 1 nothing spurious, and lf we cannot have 
not comply with this request will be the genuine I want nothing to do with 
cast into the waste basket ■ I Spiritualism. Your condemnation of

KEEP COPIES ot your poems sent to 181108 has the true ring, and every hon- 
Hiis office, for they will not be returned 08^r0ader of your paper win voice the 
if.we have not space to use them. Lp“rgd ?,entlment> th® others can be

============::==:=========:^^ ®roo^s kas secured rooms at
THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART- Wis. All

ucaiT iq nmv iMTcmncn Tn J, ft aa? telegrams should be Bent to WENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO that number. He will respond to calls 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS for funerals and mid-week meetings. 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME- His meetings in Milwaukee are well at- 
DIUM8. A REPORT OF WHAT THE tended. .
VARIOUS . SPEAKERS SAY WILL Thomas Kizer writes from Decatur, 
NOT BE PUBLISHED; AS WE HAVE laat> after a stay of
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT ROR THAT w th us, Mr. Donleyy andPlinpORF 8UFFICIfcNT WK 1 «A I p and BeU and daughler( 
PURPOSE. . all of Chicago, left our city for Centra
_________________________________I Ma- They came here independently, 

I renting a hall two Sunday evenings.
T. B. Grunwald, pastor, writes favor-1 Mr. Fraser and Mrs. Bell lectured, fol- 

ably of the Church of the Soul, Louis- ¡owlng wito tests that were satisfac- 
ville, Ky. The hall has been filled with tory in almost every Instance. They 
eager listeners, and much good is being ®av® two test seances at my home 
done. • ' each week> and assisted in our mid-

The Independent Church of Truth, “®®t,ng8' aad J® that their
corner 47th street and Grand Boule- fltKa“°ngua to great be^^^
vard, under the leadership of Georgia Be]> d wh<ilnirtainedA1?£8’
Gladys Cooley, is meeting with grand | Eentiempn n and
success. The capacity of the hall is d T n of,the time, and 
taxed each Sunday evening. ‘ of “7 Per‘

__ . ~ I sons remaining with us the same lencth
Mr. and Mre. E. D. McCormick of the of time that we became so attached to

Cottage Inn, Billings, Mont., were in the as these people. They, go southward 
city last week. for the benefit of the health of the

Mrs. G. CM of Chicago, writes: "Will I daughter Myrtle, expecting to return in 
the members of the Psychic Circle the spring.” -
please try to relieve my husband of ob-1 Mrs. A. Sexsmith writes- "The meet- 
sessiom He is suffering terribly from ing of the Golden Rule Spiritualist So- 
this affliction, and any help toe circle ciety on Sunday, Oct. 22 was well at- 
can give him will be greatly apprecl- tended, both afternoon and evening In 
ated by his family. We are members the afternoon we were interested bv 
of toe circle and wish to be remem- short talks by different ones present- 
bered by all the friends.” I then forming a circle there were mes-

Mrs. Johnson writes from Three Riv-1 sages given to all by different mediums, 
ers, Mich., warning toe people against 1° toe evening a large audience gath- 
the deceptive "spirit” manifestations ere^ to listen to our veteran brother 
that come forth in toe seances held by Ian^ co-worker, James E. Coe, who gave 
a trumpet medium by the name of Var-1 reminiscences or the work and growth 
noil. Spiritualism since ' its commence

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond will ad- “eat;„ ^rs- Frankie Cole sang that 
dress Mrs. Mary Hill's meeting, 320 I T°®autlful, soaS- -,Kn°w There Are 
Flournoy street, Sunday evening, Nov. L, ®vS ea:ve „
5 1905 given by Mrs. A. Sexsmith to many

„ ™ t, ' ..»r. f, strangers. Our speaker -for Sunday,
Mrs. T. Barry writes: “Miss Emma November 5. will be Mrs. Nora Hill

Gibbs, of Grand Rapids, a new worker Everyone welcome each Sunday after
in toe field as public speaker, but one noon and evening at O’Donnell’s Col 
whose whole soul is in the work filled lege Building, Paulina street between 
he Spiritualist rostrum very satlsfai- Washington Blvd, and Park avenue, 

torlly in Battle Creek, October 1, 8 and Open door. Don’t forget our series of 
16-” dances the second and fourth Satur-

Henry Smiyi writes: “The Spiritual-1 days of each month. Tickets 25 cents.’.’ 
Istlc Church of toe Students of Nature I Wm. Hassmann writes: “The regular 
service was held as usual, Van Buren Sunday service of the North Star Splr- 
Opera House, corner Madison street itual Union at its hall. No. 1546 Mll- 
and California avenue. Last Sunday waukee avenue, was very interesting, 
evening the pastor delivered a very in- Organ concert by Silas Arthur Hunt in
teresting address to a large audience, spirational musician.' Lecture by Rev. 
Dr. L. C. Koehler, the assistant pastor, I Dr. P. M. Esser. The closest attention 
followed with teachings of the Master. | was paid by the audience. The test 
We all felt repaid for listening to the. medium, Mrs. Johanna Rennau, gave 
messages which were demonstrated by remarkable proof of spirit return. The
the pastor, and brought sunshine to 
all.”

Mrs. Kirchner writes: "Our beauti- 
tul philosophy was demonstrated thor
oughly on Sunday afternoon, Oct. 22, at 
the Rising Sun Mission, by Mrs. M. 
Schumacher. Her tests were given 
with only one thought in view and that 
was, consoling messages from the loved 
ones on the spirit side of life. Sister 
Thompson also gave some very inter
esting messages. In the evening a large 
audience greeted Dr. J. McFarland, who 
electrified his hearers. He was heart
ily applauded. Sisters. Weaver and 
Andrews gave grand demonstrations of 
the return of spirit We cordially in
vite all to attend our services every 
Sunday afternoon at 3; evening at 8, at 
Star Lodge Hall, 378 So. Western ave
nue. Our speaker for Sunday after
noon, Nov. 5, will be Dr. J. M. Peebles, 
of Battle Creek, Mich., and in the even
ing, which will be medium’s night, a 
short talk by our president, followed by 
spirit messages by six of our well- 
known mediums.” . -

A Kokomo (Ind.) special says: “The 
police department of the city building 
la haunted. Strange noises of nights 

-are heard’in the ‘bum room’ depart
ment Generally the sounds are those 
of some one walking about, but investi
gation fails to i eveal any one in the 
flesh. Locking doors is no relief from 
the nocturnal visitors, who seem to de
light in making their presence 'known 
when everything is deathly quiet Now 
and. then a board will creak as if dis
turbed from its place by the foot of an 
intruder, but when the desk sergeant 
goes to see if some one has entered by 
a rear window or back door, he has 
his pains for nothing and gazes upon 
empty air. The bluecoats are not 
afraid but they have creepy feelings 
sometimes when these noises start 
Believers in spirits say the disturb
ances are caused by some former mem
ber of the force who is attracted to the 
place.” .

Mrs. Sarah A. King writes: “I am a 
subscriber to The Progressive Thinker. 
I don’t let anything so good pass by. 
Thanks to the angel world for what 
you and friends are doing. I want to

L. H.. Warren writes : “Allow me to 
congratulate you for the bold stand 
you have taken against frauds and 
trickery practiced by so many pretend

ing mediums, I have been a tho'rough 
investigator for over 60 years with my 
wife and others, wife being a good me
dium, so vou see It is hard for bogus 
mediums to deceive us. I met with 
Mr. Winans sqme ten years, ago at 
Clinton camp, Iowa, and many were 
telling what a wonderful medium he 
was, but the most wonderful part of it 
to me was the ignorance of the people 
to allow a man to Impose upon them, 
and do it so easily.” -

The Sunflower Club gave its second 
tea party, Tuesday, Oct. 24, and was 
well patronized. These gatherings are 
becoming great social events. Many 
salesladies from the leading stores of 
the city plan their lunch hour on these 
days, that they may enjoy a cup of 
tea and receive a reading. The gentle
men In attendance are gaining in num
ber each time. The next tea party will 
be held Nov. 14. The ladles will meet 
early for the transaction of business 
and be ready to serve the friends at two 
o’clock. Tuesday evening, Nov. 7, for 
the club, Mrs. Henrietta L. Llchtig will 
entertain at her home. No. 4709 Indiana 
avenue, third flat, at an Orange Social. 
The price of admission is one orange. 
Many will be anxious to carry home the 
prize oranges, which will be Imported 
for this occasion. Every minute of thé 
evening will be Interesting. Don’t miss 
it. Bring your friends. The young : 
people are especially Invited. 1

Maurgurlte Mac writes: "Quite a 
number attended the social at Mrs, 
Burland’s. It was exclusively a ladies' 
entertainment, as there was not a gen
tleman present. All had a good time. 
Psychics present gave readings and 
messages: Mrs. McCleary, Mrs. Daven
port, Madam LaBell, and Mrs. Maggie 
Henry; and Violet, Mrs. Burland’s lit- 
tie Indian control always exerts herself 
to give messages and entertain so all 
can have a pleasant time. For re
freshments we had coffee and pumpkin 
Pie.” .

Mrs. J. Wheelock writes from Long 
Beach, Cal.: “I have no thought of los
ing a single issue of your most valu
able paper; almost any issue is several 
times worth the price of the paper, and 
as long as I can spare the dollar, I will 
have the grand and. uplifting thoughts 
and lessons this wonderful paper ever 
spreads out before me. ■ .

J. I. Hollingsworth writes: "Having 
read with Interest the article 'of Mr. 
Channing Severance of JLos Angeles, 
Cal., in The Progressive Thinker of Oc
tober 14,1 wish to say that I fully agree 
with him. And further, while there Is 
a. great deal of humbuggery, in this 
world, yet there is more humbuggery in. 
religion than in all other humbugs put 
together, and not one particle of evi
dence can be produced to show that all 
the religions of the world combined 
ever kept one single soul out of hell or 
sent one to heaven. And why the lead
ers of the National Association will in-
slst upon conducting it as a religious or
ganization, I cannot conceive. Spirit
ualism being a science pure and simple, 
as much so as astronomy, telegraphing 
or telephoning; the latter science it ap
proaches nearest to. and if Spiritualism 
had been placed before the people and 
conducted as such, it would have 
spread equally as rapid. And if the 

. ____  ... _ leaders of the National Association in
' Messages were I S18t on conducting It as a religious or- 

ganizatlon, Instead of scientific, then I 
am in favor of forming an association

ser, a special attraction which is given 
in evidence of spiritual facts at every 
meeting. The Progressive Thinker, 
the true Spiritualists’ friend, was at 
hand and given out On Thursday, 
Oct. 26, two members of this church 
will be united In holy marriage, by Mr 
Esser, at the home of Mrs. Herman' 
1800 North Ashland avenue. Let us 
hope that the blessings of the holy 
spirit may come down in enduring rays 
of sunshine and happiness upon them.”

separate and distinct, to be conducted 
as a science only, and for the express 
purpose of educating and enlightening 
the people in spiritual science, and will 
be glad to hear from any one having 
similar views.”

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: “At old 
77, Spiritual Mission Chapel, we cer
tainly had one of the finest meetings I 
ever attended. The home was full of 
intellectual people. . At the close of 
the scripture lesson, our speaker,' F. M, 
Stoller, took his subject from the audi
ence, and they frequently interrupted 
him with applause. We also had the 
pleasure of listening to a few remarks 
from Dr. Charles Arthur Burdett of 
New York, professor of psychology. 
He was followed by messages by Mad
ame Lucile DeLoux; then Mr/ Stoller 
gave thé best psychometric readings I 
ever heard. Our musician was accom-. 
panted on the piano by Prof. Lq.Londe, 
on the violin. Strangers in the city 
and skeptics are especially invited to 
attend our meetings to open promptly 
at 8 p. m. every Sunday.” ’ ' .

Eva L. Stewart writes: “The.. Hyd*j 
Park Occult Society enjoyed a pleasant 
evening on Sunday last. Miss Warren 
gave us a beautiful talk under control. 
She afterwards sang, ’Beckoning 
Hands.’ She has a fine delivery and a 
sweet voice. Mrs. Ruth A. Coombs 
gave fine readings from articles placed 
on-the table, followed by Mr. E. 
Dierkes; after which Mr. T. D. Jones 
finished them, and also gave spirit mes
sages. On November 5, we have en-

E. R. Fielding writes from Washing
ton, D. C.: “Prof. W. J. Colville is lec
turing to good audiences in the Capitol 
City, under the auspices of the First 
Association of Spiritualists.’ He lec
tures in the Masonic Temple, Sundays, 
at 11 and 7:45. 'He also holds classes 

m different parts of the city. His lec- - . __________
tures are free from dogmatism. Any- eaged Mrs. E. J. Hanson to speak for 
one wishing a larger unfoldment and a | us- She is well known and always 
ma., «ft™—!— _. .....................................draws good houses and gives a fine lec

ture. We have another social dance on 
Wednesday, Nov. 1. Admission 25

higher expression will do well to attend 
his lectures. The studeiit is led from 
lesson to lesson by an enchanting 
story. Every step one feels on awak
ening or an unfolding influence. Every 
lesson is uplifting. He gives his last 
lecture at Mrs. Dr. Butts’, Saturday, 
October 28. The Auxiliary holds meet- 
ing^every Thursday evening at Mr. F. 
A. Woods. Something new and inter
esting at every meeting. The Temple 
League has rented a hall in the Pythian 
Temple. Meetings are held every Sun
day evening, with good music and 
speaking. Mrs. A. M. Zoller follows 
with tests.’’. .
• Correspondent writes: “Dr. Beverly’s 
parlors' were filled to overflowing by 
friends of Madame Lora Holton, in 
honor of her birthday. A special mu
sical program had been prepared, and 
was participated in by a large'number 
of young people, the Madame giving 
two fine vocal solos of her own compo
sition. Prominent psychics were pres
ent and all received readings. Re
freshments w’ere served, and several 
nice presents were, presented Madame 
Holton, among toem a beautiful light 
blue and white beaded chain. She re
sponded by appropriate remarks, and 
all returned to their homes feeling hap
pier and brigliter for the few hours 
spent, in friendly intercourse. That 
many happy returns would come to this

cents including refreshments."
Dr. D. S. Hager, a prominent physi

cian and a profound thinker along spir
itual lines, writes: "It is with pleasure 
that I congratulate your special depart
ment, in ‘Questions and Answers,’ in 
reply to Mrs. McC. This really shows 
that thinking men are molding the 
course of Spiritualism. I also note in 
Moses Hull's letter, ‘No so-called tests 
wanted.’ If there is anything-disgust
ing to intelligent persons -Who would 
gladly become units .in your beautiful 
cause, it Is the fact that so. many 
‘Profs.!,-'pseudo doctors,’ ‘Mrs. Drs,' 
etc., etc!, are allowed to prey upon an 
honest investigating public. ‘He that 
entereth by any other way’ than a 
thorough study and foundation,' In a 
thief and a robber. Every Spiritualist 
ought to thoroughly understand the 
laws of health and the cause of disease, 
but they must study to know’ this. The 
future religion will. be a practical one, 
and how to live here and now will enter 
largely in that icllglon." ■

Sarah Stone Rockhill writes from Al
liance, Ohio: "I will tell you of our dis
couraging conditions, "nd see if through 
the General Survey aid will come to us; 
We have, as many of toe lecturers 
know, a nice chtircli building,-free -of 
Tent or. debt, but our president moved 
to another place, and some of the work-

;to are from agh and ill health Inoapac- 
tated to shoulder toe responsibility of 
seeping up meetings for the winter, and 
ho younger ones lack the enthusiasm 
hat insures, euccessi so It looks as if 

. ve would have a closed house in the fu- 
ure Indefinitely; sog am wondering it 

. here may not be some person who, 
snowing of the conditions, will come 
aud carry on toe good work independ
ently, or, wJtoHbur cooperation.- I see 
several have ripened meetings in other 
cities, and up^r proper conditions' the 
effort might prove very successful here. 
Nothing bogus or fraudulent need re- 
spondf as toelrustees reserve the right 
to close toe ddors at> once upon any dis
honest or frqpdulgpt presentation of 
Spiritualism. 0 If Jecturers passing 
here could give us a date and time to 
announce, and' take' the collection,- we 
may still have' Borno signs of life.” 
..^Ire^,i'’rauce8 ■ Spangler writes:
The Pittsburg (Kansas) Spiritualist 

Society is very much alive. Mr. Wal
ser lectured last Sunday evening, and 
Mrs. Walser rendered one of her beau
tiful solos. We intend to hold the at
tention of the public, and give them a 
pleasing variety all winter. We ex
pect to alternate, between Prof. S, A. 
Weltmer, Mrs. Sara C- Scovell, Mr. and 
Mrs. Walser, and our local talent, and 
possibly some one from among the 
workers from a distance. Please do 
not place us in the list as dead, wound
ed, or missing, but ready to answer to 
tne roll call.” ” -
.Dr. G. B. Warne lectured In Rockford« 

111., last Sunday. ,
J- W. Ring of Galveston, Texas, who 

lately illuminated Chicago with his 
presence, has several engagements in 
Missouri. He went last week from St. 
Louis to Springfield................
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Have Yom P©m©dlTry_This fiÆ^
Our Library of Premium Books?

Yesterday, I organized toe Spiritual I 
Progressive Lyceum, with the following , 
officers: President, Frederic Schaub’ I 
secretary, Miss Etta Brunhaus; treas-1 
urer, C. P..Richardson; librarian, Lucy I 
bchaub; pianist, Mrs. M. D. Bryan. In I 
toe evening I addressed a large and ap- 
preciatlve audience, This society at 
Wheeling has efficient officers and I 
earnest workers.
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Don't let your piles run 
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Write for my wonderful 
J-foId absorption treatment wlilclf Is cur
ing thousands. '

5

o en

Tru It Free-Pau When Satisfied 
vertteeS »I®”0“ answerine this ad- 
leirisement at once we will send—Free 
ibsoroto?nUr con)plete “ew three-fold 
absorption cure for Plies, Ulcer, FIs- 
and ’aJlPí^»l8<;, T“mor’> Constipation 
ana all rectal troubles. If you are ful- 
nonaBt Bfied wlUl 016 benefit received, 
send us one dollar. If not we take 
your word and It costs you nothing; you 
treatmenM«r a. thorouSh trial. This 
»«a 8 ?u’'inS even, cases of 80
the nn°riu.arat standlnS- a8 well as all 
the earlier stages. Act now and save 
tor<£?o™ThT unt01d BuffetiDB Our 

^treatment cures to stay cured
S it? 1S constitutlonal as well as 
local, and we want you to try it at our 
expense One dollar Is little to pay if 
cured. Our valuable new Pile Book (In 
colors) comes free with the approval

*“ pla,n Pac'tage. Send no 
money-only your •name—to Dr. Van 
MnC Mtoh Xw Building, Jack
son, Mich. Write to-day.

Mr. Brunhaus, the president, Is a I 
whole-souled man, presides with great I 
dignity at each meeting and is a power I . . __________ -____

genial presence Truly, the world has never seen th« n *
?»PnB tde. ,roatrum one could. scarcely Ute before. Search the annals of Ms ?hi™ postaSe PrePald. for »3.75, some

. fail, and his good wife Is also an earn- tory, ancient and modern ; criticaBv « e«uallad ‘a
est worker, a power-behind toe throne amine the history of Spiritualism • ^look 
finnV»°y0?IngS?lpnB' In faot’ the Oi' I here and there* la every noo" ’̂d cm^ 

aUj n,embers are all doing their ner of the world, and you cannot find best to advance our, cause, and with the I a Parallel to the offer made in reference 
to follow us, such as to these twelve remarkable PremiumMre. Carrie . Curran: and Mr. Gëo. H. I Books. They constitua a wonderfully 

Pr.°?ftks’,^e besPealr for this society a valuable Spiritualistic and Occult 1. 
spiritual succès^. I .am told that the I brary> a?d are furnished at a nominal 
Rev. Way Of this city, who is the regu- I BUnlft‘, A" are substantially bound and 
Jar pastor of this society, was instru- I “oat*? Printed, and those who purchase 
mental in organizing:the same, but at I theDl are del*ghted with them. The last 
present is speaking for the spiritual so- 2^?m8ppear' “LETTERS FROM THE 
c.ety in Washington, Pa. • Hè is a ge- BP*RIT WORLD.” written through the 
niai, pleasant . and., spiritual-minded “edlu™sh p-of thet remarkable roe
man, and is doi.ng his best for the good I £a5lyle Betersilea, should be in
of the cause. ’He hh's many friends I llbrary' Read the following care
here and Is respectedi<by all. I. _ _

I shall remain here until January 1, TWBLVE magnificent
Pjoeeed to ptoer.felds of labor I &ÍÏÏL%)“,I you can 8e‘ect 

find The Progressive Thinker is thn fn. I toem as follows: 
vorite spiritual’paper1 and the enlarged Books von m TweIvo Premium edition was a great surprise to ^11 and Th?s isriie nX°rder’ prlca 25 ceat8' 
this last editlp.n Js certainly worth a I ordt oniv remember, when you 
yeare.ppbacffipt^ to valuable s yearly’UsUüom Th”pX.Te 

ta^1/eaJleS^8 *1Ü1 Wh,ch you at- yeAnyantVo”Premium 
ent èlement ln our I Books you may order, price 70 cents 

ranks is highly ¿commendable, and ev-1 Any three of the Twelve Premium

some time ago some' one sent an ar- Books you may order, price S1.50 
X,01l°uyodr ??per say>ng no one I Any five of toe Twelve Premium 
should be considered a good test medi-1 Books you may order, price SL76 
um unless they could get the name of Any six of the Twelve Premium 
every spirit in full. That may be so Bo°ks you may order, price ?2.05. 
but in all of my years of mediumship „ A“7 8°ven of the Twelve Premium 
and earnest investigation I have never I Booko y°u may order, price $2.36. 
found one honest medium that at all I „ elgbt o£ 016 Twelve Premium 
times could do this. Of course some I .ka you may order> prloe ?2-«5.
get more names than otoere, and often I „ A?y nlne °1 the Twelve Premium
that is about all they do get; while oto-1 .okfl y?u ma? order> prlêe *2-90- 
ers see, describe, and give tests of « A?y ten ot the Twelve Premium 
spirit presence that are undeniable B°?ks V”1 “ay order, price 53.10.
So let no one In their egotism presume » eleven 01 ‘J10 Twelve Premiumto say just what shall come“efore thfe I B°okB you ??ay 0,rder- 53.40. 
medium, or In just what manner the I 01080 TWELVE Premessage must be given. This eternal I ‘Um B00kS herS announced ar0 80nt 
Clamoring for what cannot at all limes I 
be given, has been the means of bring-1 
Ing our cause -ln disrepute, and without 
doubt some who started out honest, 
earnest and true, ' when they fouûd I ■ 
more was, demanded of them than they : _____could honestly give,: have, resorted to I : CHARLES J. BARNES, 
fraud and deception, lowering ' théir I —------ -
people Standard and deceiving the An Ohio Spiritualist Certifies to His

ex- country or Europe.’ -- ------- 'th‘S
111 mind that every order for a 

Bremium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the Uko of .it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.76.
.. T¥ W“ow*ug IB tne list of titles of 
toe Twelve Premium Books:

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
L1i® the_Splrlt World, Vol. 2.

3—The Encyclopedia of Death and 
World’ Vol. 8. These 

three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

'4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun- 
oane and Super-Mundane Spiritism by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. '

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mre. Emma Hardmge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mra. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable me- 
diuna

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersllea.

Each Spiritualist shou]d at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send In a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

But come and let us reason together. I
Make the best possible conditions for _ .. _
our spirit friends to approach us and L To °1? Editor:—Since Charles J. 
with a clean and pure body a fit tem I Barnes> the true and trled trumpet me- 
ple for our own spirit, and with the' ?Ium’ ¿®<?ently came t0 Canton’ tke 
kindest thoughts for all make hanno-1 writer kas had the pleasure of attend- 
nious conditions, then we shall -have lns several of his seances which were 
•far better, results than at the present U^eed-interesting, and in which the 
time. For instance as an illustration Prooi of continued life, spirit return and 
four years ago in a large city where 1 communion were proven, without toe 
was speaking for a spiritual society I shadow of a doubt, . and among toe 
one of the Officers Came to me for a manyconvincing proofs I would like to 

He was_»n. old gentleman. n»ake mention of a few,, . . .
faultlessly ..attired, well spoken, etc Proof Na An old acQuaintance of 
but while In conversation with him I ^r’ Beniamin Lint, now of Canton, but 
I was obliged to keep as far away from formerIy oi Missouri, by the name of 
him as possible; he was so thoroughly f WiHiam Hauch, who also formerly lived 
saturated with the poisonous nicotine ln Missouri, but who.claims to Have 
as to make me deathly sick whenever I Passed ^ke spirit side from that state 
he approached me, and then he won- Eeveral years ago, came to Mr. Lint, 
dered why I, anil ’no medium he had calllnS kis full name, and when Lint 
ever met, could not see and describe asked 'who was speaking, he replied in 
bis spirit friends,-when.the fact was a clear ami distinct tone of voice, 
not one of them could come into his “Bi"y Hauch, from Missouri.” This 
aura.' So do not let us be so unchari- al'-rprised Mr. Lint, since he .was not 
table as to blame thè medium òr spirit I aware o£ the fact of his 01d frlend’a 
but let us look within and see if our PassinE to the other side of life. Spirit 
lives are such as to attract the higher I Hauch also sald: “To prove to you 0181 
and oetter infli\epces;, when we all do 11 am Billy Hauch, 1 will relate an inch 
this we shall receive far more satis- dent that happened when we lived in 
factorj’ results; And with the aid of the I Missouri. I was driving a span of mules 
dear Progressive Thinker, that reaches attached to a heavily-loaded wagon and 
thousands of investigators every week 1116 waS°n got stuck in a mud-hole, and 
of : the year our cause-will become purl- whUe in that predicament you drove 
lied, and the truUt'go marching on I along. got out, hitched your team to toe 

". NELÙE S. BAADE wagon and through the two teams the
Wheeling, W-fya. 1 ; ’ wagon was pulled out.” Mr. Lint re-

___ members well the incident and verifies
“Arter Her Déatn, .’UThe Story -r n Itilc truthfulness of the statement.

Summer." By,Lilian Whiting No No’ 2-—Dr- House, a physician of the
mind that loves „spiritual thought can I homeopathy school,, who passed to the 
fail to be fed arid 'delighted with this spirit side-of lite ■from Canton a few 
book. Beautifuí splritQal thought com- I years ag0> came to Mr. Benjamin Reed, 
bluing advanced-ideas on toe finer and I an old irlend and Patron of the Doctor 
ethereal phases,qf Spiritualism, leading I practicing medicine in. Canton, 
the mind onward, into.the purer atmos- To prove t0 Mr- Reed> '"’ho was attend- 
phere of exalted spiritual truth, a ln5 his &st seance, therefore quite 
book for theb’hlgtíer- Ute. Price skeptical, that it was really he, Dr. 
toloth, $1. . y : . . * House, who spoke to him, he, House, re-

"Religious and Theological Works at I 'ated sóinewhat of an amusing incident 
Thomas.Paine,” contains his celebrated Ithat took placo a Iew months before 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let- I his death. Said he, “Don’t you remem
levs and discourses oil religious and hor coming to my office, saying you 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 480 I were sick and when I told you what 
pages. Price JL . . . - * ailed you, you.saiil, ‘Doctor, give me

"The Moleeülar Hypóttatoaf Na. " ‘-- ------------  
tare." By Prof. Wm. M Lockwood 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros- -------------------
trum. In this little volume, he presents- .of William Reed and claiming to be an 
In succinct form the substance of his ‘ 
lectures on toe Molecular Hn>othesis 
of' Nature; and presents hla views as 
demonstrating a scientific basts of Bulr.
:ttuall*m. The book le Commended to 
all who love to study and' think.

uncle of Mr. Benjamin Reed, , came to 
the seance expecting, he claimed, that 
Mr. Benjamin Reed would; be there as 
he had promised, and .seeing hehad 
tailed to come» was disappointed. Mr. 
Benjamin Reed clalfen that no one in
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INCOOKED FOODS
And How to Live on Them—With 

Recipes for Wholesome
Preparation.

Proper combinations and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food Is best 
»nd to p.r.om°Gon of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Christian. Illustrated. 8 0

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proner 
preparation increases the palatabillty of 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

It will simplify methods of living— 
help to settle toe servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
Price »l.iOr many t0 Per£ect healt11’

FREETHOUGHT AND
LIBERALPAMPHLETS

These pamphlets were published bv 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents'

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inge?!
soil. Price 3 cents. b

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Plngault. Price 3 cents mU0
nnt^mnLlnC01n' Hla Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.
i and Whittier. Some of Their 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof 
Char es G. Brown. Price 5 cents. 
„Religion in toe Republic. By 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents. • 

Reliopel Worship. A lecture dèi’
hrvenrTP Ì0 ChlCag° LlberaI SOCI 
8yc?ntsT‘ B’ Greeory oi Chicago. Fa

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D in 
Stedman. Price 8 cents. J -

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents

Revelation Under the Microscope of 
M?1, Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents.

Mrs.

Ohio, outside of himself, knew he had 
an uncle by that name. Another 
clincher.

No. 3.—The deceased husband of a 
lady who sat in the circle next to the 
writer, came to bis wife, calling her by 
her given name, and then gave his 
name in full, and for the purpose of 
asking his widowed wife's forgiveness 
for acts of his before passing to the 
spirit side. After being told by her 
that she forgave him, and assuring him 
that she still loved him, Uis reply was: 
“Katie, you have no idea how much 
good that does me. I can now progress 
better and faster.” After this con ver-- 
satlon had been apparently finished, I 
said to the spirit, "Henry, do you know 
who I am?” His reply was, "Yes, it’s 
Ed Kidd; I’m glad to see you." I will 
here state that I have known him for a 
number of years and it was his custom 
when addressing me to call me Ed.

Brother William Davis, whose life for 
many years was devoted to Spiritual
ism and the grand truths therein con
tained, also known as the old boatman, 
he having, had charge of the boats at 
Lake Brady’for a number of years, and 
was known by thousands of Lake Brady 
patrons, came directing his remarks to 
the writer, also saying, "I want you, 
Brother Kidd, to deliver a message for 
me to Judge Underhill (Judge J. W. Un
derhill to. whom he referred lives In 
Canton).” The message: "He and 1 
promised each other that the one first 
to pass over should return and send a 
message to the one left on earth, and 
as I have come over first, am here to
make my promise good.” Brother Will
iam Davis passed out and into the spirit 
world last winter, in Cleveland, Ohio.

There were many other convincing 
tests and messages given, but will ask 
you for no more space in which to re
cord them. In conclusion I wish to say 
to. all truth-seekers that I cheerfully 
recommend Brother Charles J. Barnes, 
through whose mediumship the truth 
and proof of continued life will be satis
factorily demonstrated. His home ad
dress is 642 N. Lake street, Warsaw, 
Ind. • E. R. KIDD.

Canton, Ohio.

. “The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug- 
gestlve, Intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. • It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price $1.

“The Present Age ana inner 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi 
fled and explained." By And tew Jack- 
con Davis. We have a few copies o| 
this work by the celebrated w. 
Cloth. SLID. ’

Life and Career of Charles Brad
laugh. By George Jacob Holvoake. Price 10 cents. «oiyoake.

Religion and Science. The “Recon, 
dilation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus oi 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Re 
futed by Corvinus." Price 10 cents;-

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu- 
Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman. ' 

With his portrait and life sketch. Price 10 cents. eton*
The Priest and the Church—What 

Have They Done for the World? Bv 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.

Johz Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches of the life of this great man. 
Price 10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology. Bv 
Vindex. Price 10 cento. J

Church and State. The Bible in th« 
Public Schools. The New American 
Party. A Criticism by “Jefferson’• 
Price 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or What the 
Editor of toe Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

“Why An Expurgated Bible?" By 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un 
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents

Christianity; its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal’ 
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T.
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil. By 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption. By Henry M.
Price 10 cents.

Liberalized Christianity. 
M. Taber. Price 5'cents.

Taber.

By Henry

The Republic in Danger. By Henry ■
M. Taber. Price 10 cents. '^Sr-

In Place of Christianity. By Henry 
Taber. Price 10 cento. >4M. Taber. Price 10 centi.

By

AFTER HER DEATH.
And hoipful to al! who 

the higher and finer ways of eptritual experience. Price, 11.00. °r

—THE-
Christs of the Past and Present.

By MOSES HULL,
A comparison of the Christ-work or Medium

ship of Biblical Messiahs and tho conditions 
they required, with similar manifestations in 
Modern Spiritualism. Tills is a good work to 
study for arguments with which to meet tho 
very common orthodox question, "Why do you 
always require conditions for your spiritual 
manifestations’" Cloth bound, 35 cents ; paper 
B5 cents. For sale at this office.

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting, - 
"Afto Beantltol,» "Kate Flew,» ■

From Dreamland Sent," eta " portrait. 16mo. Cloth. xdlK Price ti th«
haauiTOwn’lnlnJ,’1 vri°fBarrettBrownlM» • 
»"oliow*“ W M k Int01'TocllBPt'r«. with tub tlUoi 

WITH VISIONS. ‘'SuwrnerSnowof Annt« 'Sn«?“’ Mu,,cFl0,f<>fphal*r;FS

Fisa and Poctrr; Tn Cue ■

“W® °LiL°BENCB. Poetic Bank: Solrttsal 
»Ho^oro^'S80“’ 80 Tbouit“’< The CoBtM» 

For Sale at till ¿nee. „ '
WOMAN ' 5 Defiverea to Ladle«

H ' Only. 3? Mrs. Dr. HulburL a? 
the present status o! woman, physically, men. 
o« sP-ritually. Tho alvino law

Uue harmonlal marriage, etc. Price, 10c. '
. . '■» -......- ■' -,



This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Kov. 4. isóà.'■ ■ ■- f

AW©

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to bo made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and tire stylo becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to bo dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter Ib always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
Snrrespondenco of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an- 
«wers, and while I freely give what
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex- 
peeted. HUDSON TUTTLE.

I

Ube Xígbt Mmong tbe 1bíUs

John Whitworth: Q. Why is It that 
at times men confess to crimes they 
have not committed, and take on them
selves the crimes for which others have 
been convicted?

A. This question is called out by 
what is almost like an epidemic of con
fessions. A' letter confessing to a mur
der committed in Ohio, has recently 
been widely published, being written 
Just before its author committed suicide 
¿t so states. As & man was duly tried 
and executed for the crime, this con
fession, if true is a deplorable reflec
tion on the justice of law, but all con
nected with the affair are positive the 
real criminal suffered, and .it becomes 
obligatory to conclude that this cqnfes; 
slon was made by one Innocent of the 
deed.

Tho guilt of the famous Biddle 
brothers was indisputable, yet now a 
person confesses that he alone commit- • 
ted the crime.

The most remarkable part of the con
fession Is the strict adherence to de
tails, and the addition of ingenuous evi- 
d6DC8

Volumes might be filled with in
stances, and when . these confessions 
have come from innocent persons be
fore the conviction ot the guilty, they 
have caused a miscarriage of justice, 
and Instances áre recorded where thè 
Innocent confessor has been executed 
or imprisoned.

There may be two explanations, both 
plausible, and perhaps both required by 
the different facts.-

. By constantly brooding over a crime, 
^susceptible person may become hyp- 

sd^ed, and an implicit believer in any 
election thus, received. This is a 
ognk aberration often seen In forms 
ma^nlty... ..

’ WOJagnetizer would have no difficulty, 
whaling bls subject believe, himself 

guilty of a given crime.
There Is no reason why a -spirit 

should not influence ' such a person, 
making him think as desired. Hence 
many of these freak confessions may be 
at the instigation of over-influencing 
spirits. Each case requires a separate 
and independent investigation and 
study.

ÍO9
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H Gbavmingl^ Interesting Narrative.
Most Beautifully Suggestive is “The Light Among 

the Hills,” by Mrs. I. L. Lewis, of Bethel, Vt. It 
is a narrative founded on facts alone, and every 
Spiritualist should read it.

■ (Continued from No. 831.) 
New Light Cottage.

My Dear Martha:—I was so surprised 
when I got your letter, which John car
ried In his pocket so long, telling of 
your engagement to Clifton Lee, that I 
had not gotten over it when I got your 
letter saying the engagement was 
broken. I feel more like congratulating 
you over the breaking than ot the mak- 
lug of the engagement.- ‘This may 
sound cruel but it is not, arid I feel sure 
you will be glad some day not far away. 
You are a dear brave girl and I am 
proud of yoii.' , ; .

When I get where I know I am a Spir
itualist I shall call myself one and peo
ple may say what they please. I will 
never sneak, for ( despise a coward. If 
anyone says ariytiling bad about me, I 
will live in such a way as to prove it a 
He. When I get Spiritualism—it I ever 
do—I will live-it and make my life tes
tify to the fact that it is grand, beauti
ful, pure, and uplifting in every sepse 
of the word, For some reason I believe 
It is all of that, but if I find that it is 
•not I will have nothing to do with It I 
suppose I got these ideas from John— 
I wish you could he acquainted with 
him—for he always, tells me not to be

H. H.: Q. What has become of 
Emma Goldman, and what was her 
early'life and later influence?

A. She was-born in Russia, but at 
an early age was taken to Germany by 
her parents. Even then her soul was 

■fired with anarchy and her favorite 
words were “Kill the,oppressors!” She 
came to this county in 1886 and after 
the hanging of the anarchists in Chi
cago in 1887 she started out boldly ad
vocating riot. She went to New York 
and mingled with the lowest and most 
criminal, taking one ot the latter for a 
husband. On his leaving her she added 
free love to her creed. She, became 
more malignant in her speech against 
God, religion and government, and 
became intimately attached to John 
Most.

An early lover of hers, inflamed by 
her teachings shot Henry C. Frick, and 
Czolgosz asserted that he was led by 
her burning words to assassinate Mc
Kinley. In 1893, in a speech in Union 
Square, New York, she advised those 
who could not find employment to take 
up arms and demand bread, and it re
fused, to help themselves. For this she 
was sentenced to the penitentiary for 
one year, which time she served.

She has preached anarchy all her life, 
and been one of the most active and 
most venomous of nihilists. The day 
after the attempt to kill King Humbert, 
she gave a burning speech to the group 
at Paterson, N. J.

She is pre-eminently the queen of an
archists and one of the most dangerous. 
Even the extreme nihilists, although 
■working for the destruction of all gov
erning powers and persons, are .pos- 

--SesBed of a self-devotion,.making <he 
sacrifice of themselves for the benefit 
of others in the future, that sheds a 
halo over their careers and give a rude 
justification of their crimes. But Emma 
Goldman seems possessed with one de
sire—vengeance on the oppressors. 
She incites to destruction, assassina
tion, conflagration, riot, the breaking 
down of all barriers, as a tiger would 
destroy for the pure pleasure of de
stroying. She is now in New York; os
tensibly occupied as a hair-dresser, but 
biding opportunity.

Wm. H. Curran: \Q. Would not Wo? 
man’s Suffrage give us God in the Con- 

. stitution, and are we ready for such a 
calamity. ’ It two-thirds of the church 
members are women, and three-fourths 
of them would cast their ballots for the 
candidate their dear pastor desired 
elected, and nine-tenths of the pastors 
in favor of God in the Constitution; it 
seems to me that it certainly would be 
a dangerous step in that direction. - :

A. This objection to Woman’s Suf
frage has been often urged by free
thinkers who saw in It a menace to 
liberty of thought If It were possible 
to give woman the ballot at once, to al
low her to vote at the next presidential 
election; the consequences might be dis
astrous, as Is always the case when a 
large number of people are given the 
ballot before prepared to .exercise the 
privilege with'discretion.' It was forced 

■ on the southern slave to his own. detri
ment and that of the whites,, and has 
ever since been a perplexing problem, 
the solution of which will be the task 
of the future. . . >•

governed by circumstances and condi
tions but to rise superior to them and 
compel them to .serve my purpose.' He 
says we ought to be glad of everything 
however hard that tests our strength of 
character and reveals to us our real 
selves.

How I wish you were here with us! 
Things are getting real interesting. 
You see I have got our house named. 
Perhaps the light may not be new to ev- 
eiyone but it is new to us. About a 
week after .1 wrote last, Aunt- Jane— 
mother’s-aunt—came to make us a long 
visit Aunt Jane is a very decided 
character. She says she has a very 
strong will, hut .John says he thinks 
her won’t is a good deal stronger than 
her will. It may be bad grammar but. 
it expresses the truth. The first day 
Aunt Jane was here she went all over 
the house and at the supper table she 
asked us why we did not fix up the big 
chamber over the kitchen. She said she 
thought it the pleasantest room in the 
house and if we were willing she Would 
like it for barroom.. Mother looked, at: 
"John with a helpless;’ appealing,-, look 
that was pitiful.

After a moment’s hesitation John 
said, “Aunt Jane, do you believe in 
ghosts?”

“Probably," she said scornfully, “do. 
I look as if I do?”,

We could not . truthfully say we 
thought she did, but John went ofi 
bravely : “Lam glad you do not, for now 
yon will not be afraid to help us solve 
a mystery.”,

“What mystery?” said Aunt Jane, 
sternly. »

“The mysteiy of the baby, -for one 
thing,” said John. "Every night be
tween eleven and one o’clock we have 
heard an infant wailing in the room you 
want for yours, and several times we 
have. heard footsteps as of a woman 
walking to and fro.”

ever find a solution^ I ■ /J

kjW that Splr-

mother says, and I turned to Aunt Jane 
and said with some warmth, "I sup
pose If you should hear, see and feel a 
ghost, you would not believe In it?”

"Certainly not, for there is no such a 
thing,” was the prompt reply.'

"Wliat would you think if you saw 
some one standing before you and then 
saw the person vanish-instantly?”

Aunt Jane looked at me severely and 
said, “Marah Weston, I Bhaj'l never see 
anything of the sort, for it is only those 
who believe in such things, those who 
are not emancipated from the slavery ot 
superstition, who see such things.”

“If you feel in this way about it, it 
will be better not to tell you what we 
have seen, but I am surprised to find 
you do not believe the Bible.”

Aunt Jane looked up in 'great sur
prise and said quickly, “I disbelieve the 
Bible? Why, Marah Weston; ! believe 
every word of it!” ■

“Then,” Bald I calmly, “how do you 
get along with the ghosts in it? Frpm 
beginning to end the Bible is full of ac
counts of spiritual belngs who appeared 
and vanished. One moment they -were, 
the next they .were not/and ifyou can 
believe those things I should .think you 
ought to be able to believe what mother 
arid I tell you.”

Aunt Jane looked at mother. "Helen 
Weston, what does all this mean?" Bhe 
said. "Have you all been' deluded 4>y 
some modern witch calling herself a 
spirit medium? Speak!” she said ex
citedly ; “surely. I have a right to - ex
pect an answer from my own sister’s 
child.”.

* Mother arose to the' occasion and 
said, calmly, “Do not be alarmed; we 
have never had anything to do with a 
spirit medium so far aS I know, but we 
have had some strange experiences 
since we came Into Jills house. \ The 
room over the kitchen which you pro
pose to occupy we calf the Shadow 
Room. When we came here the one 
door leading to it was fastened by nails 
at top and bottom. I thought it very 
strange and so did John when he came 
to open the door for me.. We went in 
and found everything just as you found 
it to-day. We examined the furniture 
which Is very good, as perhaps you no
ticed. I went to the bureau and.opened- 
the.- drawers .and .foundrthem- all empty 
but-Xhe'bqttoffi''drawfe¥;'fii'whicii, ili my 
Burprise, I found an infant’s wardrobe 
all complete. As I was lifting the arti
cles out one by one I became conscious 
of a darkness suddenly enveloping inef 
The sun was pouring into, the' room, 
through the-curtainless west windows, 
lighting every corner when we entered,

itualism, as one ot l£a advocates, Mrs. 
Drury of Steelville,¡‘prodAns It, is just 
what I want, whai^y l^ul has long 
been hungering foi/rjlie grandest, most 
beautiful, helpful, > ennobling religion 
the world has everuknowil1. Last week 
when I went to Stelilvifle^n business, I 
went to hear Mrs; ¿Drury[,speak and I 
wish you could have been there with 
me. I'waa never so surprised in my 
life. I expected she was going to offer 
us something that would suggest the 
coarse, cheap, tarnisjbed finery of a 
dirty minstrel show.?but it seemed to 
me when she had finished her remarks 
that she had gathered.the best of every
thing ever offered to' the world under 
the name of religion,.and given it to us 
under the name of Spiritualism. She 
Is refined and ladylike'in her speech 
and manner find dress,‘dead in earnest, 
sympathetic, and kind arid respectful 
when dealing with tire opinion^ of oth
ers, and I am determined I will attend 
lifer meetings in the future. .

“While she was giving the dressages' 
she told me a tall man with dark hair 
and eyes stood beside, me and she could 
see the letters 11. W. oyer my head and 
she felt impelled to say to me, ‘the mys
tery will be explained to you and a new 
life opens before yqu.’; The family 
where I stayed seemed Inclined to 
laugh over the message, but I told 
them I knew what it meant if no one 
else did, and the letters R. W. stood for 
Ripley Wilder, my father’s name. They 
Baid probably she had been around 
reading the grave-stones,- but they could 
not explain, how she could make any 
connection between a gravestone in the 
far west and me whom she had never 
seen before.- It 1b strange’how some 
people will belleye the most senseless 
things rather, than accept a new truth, 
or rather a truth that is new to them. 
It takes more credulity-to believe their 
explanations than to. belleve what they 
are trying to explain, away,”

John says the next time Mrs. Drury 
comes to, Steelville T may go to the 
meeting with him, and 'it does not seem 
to me I can wait fprjtjie time to come,, 
but as John says we.-always.do things 
when we have to. -i X)h, I am bo glad 
John Is my half-b'rothei£r seeing he 
couldn't be a whol^orie^ jor he is the

. test brother a girli eyer ¡had !
. The next day Aunt Jaiie went up to 
Shadow Room and 'bbgtfiL operations. 
She declined our help,', son]ye kept away 
from her and let'i^r have things her 
own way. About fOdr-oWck she came 
down looking pale dhd; titod and asked

entered the room the light went out. 
He struck a whole card of matches one 
by one and then went down and got his 
safety lantern and that burned all right. 
While John was gone Aunt Jane and I 
looked upon a strange scene. The fair 
girl sat down In the print-covered rock
er and rocked her baby sobbing piteous
ly as she did so. The room appeared 
dimly lighted by a tallow candle which 
sat upon a small table which was not in 
the room—I mean really—and there 
was an odd-looking little stove in one 
corner with a lire in it. A tall man with 
thin white hands bent over the stove, 
and a large woman with a heavy mass 
ot gray hair, fumbled in the lower 
drawer of tho bureau. Puff after puff 
of icy air blew over me, but it was a 
very hot night

When John came he asked us what ■ 
we were staring at, and then iCcamd 
out that. Aunt Jane had seen nothing 
but semi-luminous figures • moving 
about, ’‘which proves,’’ she said, ob
stinately, “that neither of us saw any- 
thig but what our imagination conjured 
up.” • .

What has happened in the room since 
then I do not know. She goes to her 
room every night with'a stern white 
face, and we all. admire her courage. 
To-morrow night we go to hear Mrs. 
Drury, and I do hope she will tell me 
some of the things I want to know.

Write just as soon as you can' qnd 
tell me all about your dear self.

. Lovingly yours, 
MARAH WESTON.

(To be continued.)

CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

That Which Man Has Done, Man May, 
arid; Can Po.

“Cats or rats,” said Aunt Jane in a 
decided tone.

“Did you ever know a cat or a rat to 
wail like an infant?” asked John.

Aunt Jane sniffed. “One can hear 
anything in the night,” she Baid, "and 
to think the noise you have heard is 
made by cats is the only sensible con
clusion.”

"Different persons have different 
Ideas of what constitutes sense, I have 
observed,” answered John quietly.

There was a moment’s silence and. 
then Aunt Jane said to John, “Yoti said 
‘the mystery of the baby, for one tiling,’ 
now I want to know what the other 
thing is.”
' “You will have to answer that ques
tion for her, mother," said John, and ex
cusing himself, he left' the house. 
Mother turned pale and stammered, “I

I can’t” . , .
Aunt Jane looked at her in surprise, 

and then as mother remained, silent, 
said irritably, "Helen Weston, what alls 
you? Do speak out! One would think 
that you were trying' to conceal a 
crime or that all of-you have been 
struck with “idiocy. No one but a luna
tic or a fool béiiéves in ghosts.”

This starred my Weston : blood, as

able to carry the election ot such candi
dates as it pleases. With twice the 
strength, it is readily seen what ■ a 
menace it would hé'to the liberty of 
the. people. This Catholic element is 
proverbially ignorant, and the women 
are several degrees more incapable and 
superstitious, than the men, and hence 
they will require a longer time to be- 
(. safe citizens—safe to have the 
bandt placed in their hands.

There can be no doubt that the time 
will come when women will stand equal 
to man at the polls. Before that time 
che should be educated out of supersti
tion. What is more—what is most vi
tal—is there should be a test of qualifica
tions to vote. Simply being a man, or 
woman, should not be all that is re
quired. To vote should .demand a 
knowledge-of our government, and the 
duties of .citizenship. It should demand 
ability to. read, write and speak the 
English language. ,

With saf^uards there would - be no1 
danger. - As It', is now, however, ■ the 
'greatest menace to the national life; is 
the masd of voting superstition and' ig
norance. The assimilating power of 
the nation has. reached its limits,- and

and I was startled by the sudden dark
ness. I turned to speak to John and 
saw him standing before the big mirror 
on the south wait I called his- name 
but he did not answer, so I went to him 
and saw a strange sight. John's and 
my own reflection in the glass and at 
John’s right hand the shadowy, form of 
a woman with an infant in her .arms. I 
was startled and looked about me but 
all I saw out of tne -Usual was the shad
ow of a woman upon the opposite wall. 
I clutched John’s'arm. ‘What does it 
mean?’ I said. .‘Tie room seemed real 
dark, but the sun-still, shone brightly 
through the windows.

“ T am blessed if I know,’ said John. 
T guess th,e air Is bad.’ He went across 
the room to the west windows1, and the 
shadow womdn glided along with him. 
He threw up the windows and the room 
filled with the pure out-door air, but the 
shadows still remained. I felt as if in 
ah ice-house, and-shivered. ■ ‘I want-to 
go down stairs; I cannot stand this any 
longer,’I said. '

“John never said a word, but he took 
my hand and we -came down stairs to
gether, and i'have not been in the room 
since, but Màrah has, several times.”

“And seen a shadow everytime, prob
ably,” isaid Aunt Jane, sarcastically. 
“Well.-.ï will tell you this: To-morrow 
I shall clean and air that room ’■thor
oughly, shadows or -no shadows! The 
idea of being routed by a shadow!” and 
she leaned badk In her chair and 
laughed heartily. . .
~ “He laughs, best who laughs last?’ 
said I, and Ï went down to tho barn 
where I found John feeding the' calces 
and I sat' down on a box and watched 
hlnû We have some beautiful calves 
and they have; just the cutest little 
faces. I can’t see how anybody caû 
kill such dear little things—it gives me 
the creeps just to think of It- Accord
ing to the Bible God made a wardrobe 
for Mr. and Mrs. Adam out of the skins 
of animals, so I suppose he first killed 
the animals.. What a God! Just think 
of it! I will never, to please anybody, 
either worship; Or pretend to worship a 
God that is no.' bigher than my highest 
ideal of manhood. John always makes 
me think of a king of the ideal sort. It 
makes no difference what he is doing 
nor how poorly he is dressed, he looks 
noble and the wofk he is doing assumes 
an exaltedness when he is doing it He 
always seems Io want to do everything 
he has to do. T hâve not got to that 
point, yet but I sm going to. After the 
calves were fed I- Invited «John to ait 
beside me on the grain-bln and then-1 
asked him if he knew anything about 
Spiritualism? -

“Not as much as I Intend to,” was 
the cnswer.

"John,” I eaid. “do tell me all you 
■ knowabout It”

- "I kno# we are confronted by a mys
tery here in this house, and I think

us to go up and iooj; aftii.g’.room. John 
had just come In, an,d sq be ^ent up 
with us. The room .-looked real clean 
and nice and all1 the fiirMtiire was ar- 

rrbffghd'' dittereiit'iy.oi T^irst'-th'ing/I." 

noticed when I steppedJfltto, the room 
was the shadow of, a woman upon the 
south wall whera-the mirror had been. 
Mother noticed it,'too; and grabbed my 
arm tight. - .

Aunt " Jane talked rapidly and acted 
decidedly nervous. John went over to 
the mirror and stood for a moment and 
then said, “Please .come here,- ladles." 
When we stood betpre the mirror we 
saw our own reflections and the shad
owy figure of a womiiri with an Infant 
in her arms. Mother ^almost shrieked, 
“What does It mean,,John?” .

“Don’t be a? fool, Helen Weston," 
snapped Aunt Jane. ‘ Then turning to 
John she said,‘“If’that hemlock tree 
out’there whs out of .the way, this shad- - 
ow business wouldbe stopped, for 1 
have noticed when the> wind blows the 
tree, shadows glide’ailing the wall.”

John' smiled in a peculiar way and we 
all left the room. A little , later the 
hemlock was lying’on-the ground.- “I 
hated to cut down the-tree/’ said he, 
when I went out to bee what he was do
ing,, "but those who pray at’.the shrine 
of Truth must be willing to sacrifice 
something upon her altar.” ' 
. The next' morning1 Aun't Jane came 
down to breakfast with a burning spot 
upon.either cheek and she.looked ill, 
but she held her head very - high and 
talked and laughed-In a way I never 
knew "her to'before.1 ^erhapp. she de- 
ceived:herself Into thinking she had de- 
cieved us, but she did not After break
fast I noticed a mysterious noise in the 
shed Chamber and went.to: investigate. 
I found Aunt Jane, thumping the wall 
between the unfinished' she'd chamber 
and the Shadow Rodim' She started

I. wish to relate an anecdote connect
ed with my dearly beloved husband, 
Carlyle Petersilea. Mr. Petersilea, 
from early youth, had been in the habit 
of smoking. ■ He contracted the vile 
habit, as other boys do, at the age of 
ten or twelve years.

After being graduated from the Leip
zig Conservatory of Music, he pur
chased a very expensive smoking set of 
meerschaum; ail of the separate pieces 
bearing the exquisitely carved profile of 
King Wilhelm.

Petersilea was naturally very proud. 
and pleased with this beautiful smoking 
set, which hé preserved very carefully 
for many- years, up to the time when he 
became fifty years of age.

During fils career as a great piano 
virtuoso, lié was invited to dine with 
Longfellow, the poet. After dinner, 
Longfellow proffered him a cigar, say
ing, “These cigars were onè dollar 
each;” and If my memory serves me, 
Longfellow himself did not smoke, but 
kept these cigars, which had been pre
sented to him, for his invited, gifted 
and honored guests. Then, during the 
eyenlhg, Mr. Petersilea played to Êong- 
ifellqw tW'pieées df mtïslç which Long
fellow loved best. Mozart’s principally, 
ending with Beethoven’s grandest so
nata.

O, how many times he has told me ot 
that visit, and the smoking of that 
cigar which cost one dollar; but such 
folly was in his younger life; and now 
comes the part of my story which inter
ests we most.

Shortly after Mr.- Petersilea reached 
his fiftieth year, he said to me:

“Amelia, what do you think of my 
leaving off smoking ?”

’ I answered, “Carlyle, dear, I do not 
know whatadvice to give you. I great
ly fear that.’ai your age, after smoking 
for forty'yeaté, it might go very hard 
with you, perhaps make you very ill 
and weak; consequently, I dare not ad
vise you.” <

“Well,” he replied, “I shall be
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obliged to leave off smoking when I go 
to spirit life, unless, indeed, I return as 
a spirit, and attach myself to some in
veterate smoker; thus making him and 
myself - worse tiffin before. The very 
thought Is becoming horrible io me. 
No; I must gather up my will-power 
and leave it off now. There is no bet
ter time than now; then I shall not car
ry fhe vile habit with me when 1 enter 
the higher and Bhorild-be better life. 
Besides, I am a spirit now, and Us an 
Immortal soul, I will not continue the 
nasty habit. My darling, the house is 
scented with it. All your clothes are 
scented with it, and I well know you ab
hor tobacco smoke,” which was true.

“Well, dear,” I said, “I dare not ad
vise you to leave off the habit’, but if 
you do, I will go against your ever tak
ing it up again; with all my might.”

“Agreed!" he answered, “and from 
this moment I shall never smoke the 
vile weed again.” '

That evening he presented hiB beauti- 
fursmoking set to a young Prussian, who 
desired it as a memento, and keepsake, 
on account of King Wilhelm’s por
traits; and from that hour until the day 
of Mr. Petereilea's departure- for the 
higher life he never smoked again.

IJe had, occasionally, when very 
weary, after exhaustive pjaying, talrefl 
a glass of good old German lager beer; 
from that moment he never took an
other. He also nearly discontinued the 
use of meat; and would have done, bo 
entirely, but living out of town, as we 
did, he often had to dine at a restau
rant, and here he could get little else; 
and they really were not willing to 
serve him unless he took the regular 
dinner course; but I think he ate very 
little of it

Now I write this to encourage both 
young meh and old to leave off the vile 
habit of smoking. No matter how? many 
years you may have had the habit, 
leave It off—leave it off. It is never 
too late »to mend. I hear young men 
often say: “Oh, I can’t leave off smok
ing. The habit is toó deeply seated.”

“You can.- You must. Gather up 
your will forces and stop on the instant, 
as I did. You will never regret it, but 
it will be a source of joy and content to 
you as-long as you live on earth, and 
forevfer after you have entered the spir
itual spheres.”

Carlyle and Amepn Petersilea.
(This last sentence / .r. Petersilea 

took the control entire\,,)

. "Continuity of Lite a Cosmic Truth.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
important subject Price, cloth, $1.

- "Death, its Meaning and Results." 
By J. K. Wilson, of-the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol-' 
ume, ' of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events in • the au
thor’s experience. - Cloth; 660 pages, 11- 
luBtratefl, M.25.

- gpirttsam EEfi Mo. tea n piper, 
and Dr. Ttemson J.' Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to' It 3? ExJudge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demónstrate: futility and

wheii ‘she. saw me'.looking at her, and 
said sullenly, “I thought there must be 
some room connecting with my room, 
but I find thei'e is not,' so-T am hunting 
for a’Aliding board dr Something of the 
sort. I am going t^solve the mystery 
of those shadows-ilfeit. takes me six 
months. I don’t believe iri 'spirits,” and 
she shut her jawsj^th g|&n, determina- 
tIon- „ . ' ' -Jn ■: 'e- ' ■

“I thought you said tluxhemlock tree 
explained the shaddws/ui sald. a little 
wlcke’dly I am afrdjd, birt she took no 
notice of me. She' hadybeen in her 
room tut a few mih.utesJ.hat night be
fore I .heard .her callingJjO me to bring 
up a light. I foufid'hef in the dark. 
She said her Ught '^ent’^ and so hat 
all the matches shj; j jiadj lighted. I sdt 
my lamp upon tba Jablei but before I 
got three feet awaf'frdJPit^there came 
a breath of icy air^nd ¿fee-light flared 

up'and went out.,3I hardly noticed it 
though, for I saw a strange sight which 
held, me fascinated; for some reason 1 
have never felt, afraid in, this room. 
What I saw was > four, human figures, 
mist-like in appearance and slightly lu- 
minouB. They moved aboqt'the room 
•and one of them.held in her arms an in
fant. As I watched her she glided be
fore the-mirror And reflected there. - I 
saw -»lie was a beautiful young girl with 
fair .complexion- and, dark , luminous 
eyes. ' '

Aunt Jane s'etenmed, "Joitn; for heav- 
en’s sake, bring light and some 
snatches?' , '

j Weh promises most, the hierarchy iä la danger ta giving the ballot to ¡ass.

the time threatens when* the. anarchy 
imported ;by capital in its greed/may 
turn on its master. ' ? ,

Let « not forget the tact that there

There are over 2,000,000 .Catholic vot- 
. jers In this country, and suffrage grant- 

• r ed to women would add-2,000,000 more 
’»Ao this vote. ■ As it is, by casting the 
- ^yote of. the church solid with the party

W pata through B Will
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appealing, look

it and so ha'dShe said .her

a

hesitation John 
you believe in

all the matches, shg.'Jiada lighted. I sët 
my lamp upon tha Etablis ibut before I

(there came 
light flared

got three feet awrij 
a breath of icy alt

That Which Man Has Done, Man May, 
and Can Do.

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER

B Gbavminol^ Interesting Barrative

quired. To vote should .demand

John with a helpless, 
that was pitiful.

After a moment’s 
said, “Aunt Jane, do 
ghosts?”

Nov. 4, 1903. 
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This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
[Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions arid write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and -hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
tjorrespondence of tills department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers,, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is e& 
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

^be Xigbt ^mongUbe Bills
Most Beautifully Suggestive is “The Light Among 

the Hills,” by Mrs. I. L. Lewis, of Bethel, Vt. It 
is a narrative founded on facts alone, and every 
Spiritualist should read it.

John Whitworth: Q. Why is it that 
at times men confess to crimes they 
have not committed, and take on them
selves the crimes for which others have 
been convicted?

A. This question 1b called out by 
what is almost like an epidemic of con
fessions. A'letter contessing to a mur
der committed in Ohio, has recently 
been widely published, being written 
Just before its author committed suicide 
jt so states. As a man was duly tried 
and executed for the crime, this con
fession, if true is a deplorable reflec
tion on the justice of law, but all con
nected with the affair are positive the 
real criminal suffered, and ,it becomes 
obligatory to conclude that this confes
sion was made by one innocent of the 
deed.

The guilt of the famous Biddle 
brothers was indisputable, yet now a 
person confesses that he alone commit
ted the crime.

The most remarkable part of the con
fession is the strict adherence to de
tails, and the addition of ingenuous evi
dence.

Volumes might be filled with in
stances, and wnen these confessions 
have come from innocent persons be
fore the conviction of the guilty, they 
have caused a miscarriage of justice, 
and instances are recorded where thè 
innocent confessor has been executed 
or imprisoned.

There may be two explanations, both 
plausible, and perhaps both required by 
the different facts.-

By constantly brooding over a crime, 
uscepUble person may become hyp- 

so'-^ed, and an implicit believer in any 
election thus received. This is a 
ogni- aberration often seen in forms 

; matt^jty,-. . .
_ - woytgnetizer would have no difficulty 

inaking his subject believe himself 
guilty of a given crime.

There is no reason why a spirit 
should not influence such a person, 
making him think as desired. Hence 
many of these freak confessions may be 
at the instigation of over-influencing 
spirits. Each case requires a separate 
and Independent investigation and 
study.

• (Continuei from No. 831.), ?
New. Light Cottage,

My Dear Martha:—I was bo surprised 
when I got your letter, which John car
ried in his pocket so long, telling of 
your engagement to' Clifton Lee, that I 
had not gotten over it when I got your 
letter Baying the-engagement was 
broken. I teel more like congratulating 
you over the breaking than pt the mak
ing of the engagement.''This -may 
sound cruel but it is not, arid I feel sure 
you will be gladsome day riot far away, 
You are a dear brave girl and I am 
proud of you.' L L

When I get where ! know I am'a Spir
itualist I shall call myself one and peo
ple may say what they please. I Will 
never sneak, for I despise a coward. If 
anyone says anything bad about me, t 
will live In such a way as to prove it a 
lie. When I get Spiritualism—if I ever 
do—I will live it and make my life tes
tify to the fact that it is grand, beauti
ful, pure, and uplifting in every sepse 
of the word, For some reason I believe 
it 1b all of that, but if I find that it iB 
not I will have nothing to do with it. 1 
suppose I got these ideas from John— 
I wish you could -be acquainted with 
him—for he always, tells me not to be 
governed by circumstances and condi
tions but to rise superior to them and 
compel them to .serve my purpose. He 
says we ought to be glad of everything 
however hard that tests our strength of 
character and reveals to ub our real 
selves.

How I wish you were here with us! 
things are getting real interesting. 
You Bee I have got our house named. 
Perhaps the light may not be new to ev
eryone but it is new to us. About a 
week after I wrote last, Aunt Jane— 
mother’s aunt—came to make us a long 
visit Aunt Jane 1b a very decided 
character. She says she has a very 
strong will, but John says he thinks 
her won’t Is a good deal stronger than 
her will. It may be bad grammar but. 
it expresses the truth. The first day 
Aunt Jane was here she went all over 
the house and at the supper table she 
asked us why we did not fix up the big 
chamber over the kitchen. She said she 
thought it the pleasantest room in the 
bouse and if we were willing she would 
like it for her. room. Mother looked at;

H. H.: Q. What has become of 
Emma Goldman, and what was her 
early life and later Influence?

A. She was born in Russia, but at 
an early age was taken to Germany by 
her parents. Even then her soul was 
fired with anarchy and her favorite 
words were “Kill the oppressors!" She 
came to this county in 1886 and after 
the hanging of the anarchists in Chi
cago in 1887 she started out boldly ad
vocating riot. She went to New York 
and mingled with the lowest and most 
criminal, taking one of the latter for a 
husband. On his leaving her she added 
free love to her creed. She became 
more malignant in her speech against 
God, religion and government, and 
became intimately attached to John 
Most.

An early lover of hers, Inflamed by 
her teachings shot Henry C. Frick, and 
Czolgosz asserted that he was led by 
her burning words to assassinate Mc
Kinley. In 1893, in a speech in Union 
Square, New York, she advised those 
who could not find employment to take 
up arms and demand bread, and if re
fused, to help themselves. For this she 
was sentenced to the penitentiary for 
one year, which time she served.

She has preached anarchy all her life, 
and been one of the most active and 
most venomous of nihilists. The day 
after the attempt to kill King Humbert, 
she gave a burning speech to the group 
at Paterson, N. J.

She is pre-eminently the queen of an
archists and one of the most dangerous. 
Even the extreme nihilists, although 
working for the destruction of all gov- 

, erning powers and persons, are pos- 
-fiessed of a self-devotion,«making <he 

sacrifice of themselves for the benefit 
of others in the future, that sheds a 
halo over their careers and give a rude 
justification of their crimes. But Emma 
Goldman seems possessed with one de
sire—vengeance on the oppressors. 
She Incites to destruction, assassina
tion, conflagration, riot, the breaking 
down of all barriers, as a tiger would 
destroy for the pure pleasure of de
stroying. She is now In New York, os
tensibly occupied as a hair-dresser, but 
biding opportunity.

“Probably,” she said scornfully, "do 
I look as if I do ?”

We could not truthfully say we 
thought she did, but John went oil 
bravely: “Lam glad you do not, for now 
you will not be afraid to help us solve 
a mystery."

"What mystery?” said Aunt Jane, 
sternly. •

“The myste®r of the baby, for one 
thing,” said John. “Every night be
tween eleven and one o’clock we have 
heard an infant wailing in the room you 
want for yours, and several times we 
have heard footsteps as of a woman 
walking to and fro."

mother says, and I turned to Aunt Jane 
and said with some' warmth, “I sup
pose If you should hear, see and feel a 
ghost, you would not believe In it?”

“Certainly not, for there Is no such a 
thing,” was the prompt reply.'

"What would you think if you saw 
some one standing before you and-then 
saw the person vanish-instantly?”

Aunt Jane looked at me severely and 
said, “Marah Weston,;! shall iiever see 
anything of the sort, for it is only those 
who believe in suqh things, those who 
are not emancipated from the slavery ot 
superstition, who see such things.”

‘‘If you feel in/this way about it, It 
will be better not to tell you what we 
have seen, but I am surprised to find 
you do riot believe the Bible.”

Aunt Jane looked up In 'great sur
prise and said quickly, “I disbelieve the 
Bible? Why, Marah Weston, i believe 
every word of itl" -

“Then," said I calmly, "how do you 
get along with the ghosts in it? Frpm 
beginning to end the Bible is full ot ac
counts of spiritual beings who appeared 
and vanished. Ofie moment they were, 
tire next they were not?and if you can 
believe those things I should think you 
ought to be able to believe what mother 
and I tell you.”

Aunt Jane looked at mother. “Helen 
Weston, what does all this mean?" she 
said. “Have you all been' deluded Ay 
some modern witch calling herself a 
eplrlt medium? Speak!" she said ex
citedly; “surely I have a right to ex
pect an answer from my own sister’s 
child.”.

• Mother arose to the occasion and 
said, calmly, “Do not be alarmed; we 
have never had anything to do with a 
spirit medium so far as I know, but we 
have had some strange experiences 
since we came irto thls house. The 
room over the kitchen which you pro
pose to occupy w^ call the Shadow 
Room. When ife came here the one 
door leading to It was fastened by nails 
at top and bottom. I thought it very 
strange and so did John when he came 
to open the. door for me. We went in 
and found everything just as you found 
it to-day. iye examined the furniture 
which is very good, as perhaps you no
ticed. I went to the bureau and opened 
the. drawers and found-them all empty 
but-the bottom drawrii,'Iri which, to my 
surprise, I found an infant’s wardrobe 
all complete. As I was lifting the arti
cles out one by one I became conscious 
of a darkness suddenly enveloping mef 
The sun was pouring into the room 
through the curtainless west windows, 
lighting every corner when we entered.

ever find a solution^ I kpqw that Spir
itualism, as one of its advocates, Mrs. 
Drury of Steelville, I proclaims It, is just 
what I want. whaPiny ypul has long 
been hungering ior^pie gjandest, most 
beautiful, helpful, j ennobling religion 
the world has ever'ItriowUV Last week 
when I went to Steelville on business, I 
went to hear Mrs. ^ruryj,speak and I 
wish you could havp been there with 
me. I-was never so surprised In my 
life. I expected she was going to offer 
us something that ; would suggest the 
coarse, cheap, tarnished 'finery of a 
dirty minstrel show.-but it seemed to 
mo when she had finished her remarks 
that she had gathered.the best of every
thing ever offered' to' file world under 
the name of rellglon„and given it to us- 
under the name of Spiritualism. She 
is refined and ladylike’in her speech 
and manner find dfhss^dead in earnest, 
sympathetic, and kind arid respectful 
when dealing with the opinion^ of oth
ers, and I am determined J will attend 
iter । meetings in the'future. -

“While she was giving the messages' 
she told me a tall man with dark hair 
and eyes stood beside' me and she could 
see the letters R, W.oyer my head and 
she felt impelled to say to me, ‘the mys
tery will be explained to you and a.new 
life opens before yqu.’, The family 
where I stayed seemed inclined to 
laugh over, the message, but I told 
them I knew what it meant if no one 
else did, and the letters R. W. stood for 
Ripley Wilder, my- father's name. They 
said probably she had been around 
reading the grave-stones, but they could 
not explain how she could make any 
connection between a grave-stone In the 
far west and me whom she had never 
seen before; It is strange how some 
people will believe the most senseless 
things rather than accept a new truth, 
or rather a truth that is new to them. 
It takes more credulity to believe their 
explanations than to believe what they 
are trying to explain away,”

John says the next time Mrs. Drury 
comes to Steelville T may go to the 
meeting with him, arid it does not seem 
to me I can wait toft tpe time to come, 
but as John says we always do things 
when we have to. i Oh, I am so glad 
John is my half-brothef? seeing he 
couldn’t be a whol^one^Jor he is the 
best brother a girl ever had!

The next day Aunt Janie went up to 
Shadow Room and begdli operations. 
She declined our hel^,, so^e kept away 
from her and let b&r hqye things her 
own way. About foUr o’cfock she came 
down looking pale and tiled and asked 
us to go up and look at th^ room. John 
had just come in, an,d so k® went up 
with us. The room.-looked real clean

entered the room the light, went out. 
He struck a whole card of matches one 
by one and then -went down and got his 
safety lantern and that burned all right. 
While John was gone Aunt Jane and I 
looked upon a strange scene. The fair 
girl sat down in the print-covered rock
er and rocked her baby sobbing piteous
ly as she did so. The room appeared 
dimly lighted by a tallow candle which 
sat upon a small tables which was not in 
the room—I mean really—and there 
was an odd-looking little stove in one 
corner with a Are in it. A tail man with 
thin white hands bent over the stove, 
and a large woman with a heavy mass 
of gray hair, fumbled in the lower 
drawer of the bureau. Puff after puff 
of icy air blew over me, but it was a 
very hot night

When John came he asked us what 
we were staring at, and then it”cams 
out that. Aunt Jane had seen nothing 
but semi-luminous figures ■ moving 
about, ’’which proves," she -said, ob
stinately, "that neither of us saw any- 
thig but what oiir imagination conjured 
up.”

What has happened In the room since 
then I do not know. She goes to her 
room every night with a stem white 
face, and we all admire her courage. 
To-morrow night we go to hear Mrs. 
Drury, and I do hope she will tell me 
some of the things I want to know.

Write just as soon as you can' and 
tell me all about your dear self.

Lovingly yours,
MARAH WESTON.

(To be continued.)

BOOKS IW ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.
A Conspiracy Against the Republic. By Judge C. B. Waite, autlioe 

ot History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price 25 cents.
A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Enef- 

lish ireethought leader, with a story of his life las told by himself and a 
history of his Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents. I

After Her Death. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 
reflect almost to entrancement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1.

Age of Reason. Being an investigation of true and fabulous theol- 
ogy. A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type- 186 
pages. By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents’.

Ancient India, Its Language and Religions. Translations of the ar
ticles Religion of the Veda,” and “Buddhism.” The Study of tha 
Sanskrit. By Prof. II. Oldenberg. Price 25 cents.

A New Catechism. By M. M. Mangasarian. A book suited to ex
press the thoughts of men, women and ehildreii living in the new times. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents • paper, 50 cents.

Angell Prize Contest Recitations. To advance Humane Education in 
all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas.. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price 25 cents.

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in
tensely interesting work,-carrying one deeply into the mysteries of the 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50.

A- P- A. Manual, , A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro
manism as.it is to-day. Price 15 cents.

Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New Testa
ment by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, and now 
collected into one volume. Price, $1.50.

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder
ful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents.

Around the Year With Ella Wheeler Wilcox. By Ella Ruddy 
Price $1.

Aryan Sun-Myths. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity 
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titcomb. Price, cloth, $1.

A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrooker, author of “Helen Harlow’s 
Vow,” The Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
other works. Price 25 cents.

Wm. H. Curran: -,Q. Would not Wo
man’s Suffrage give us God in the Con
stitution, and are we ready for such a 
calamity. It two-thirds of the church 
members are women, and three-fourths 
of them would cast their ballots for the 
candidate their dear pastor desired 
elected, and nine-tenths of the pastors 
in favor of God In the Constitution, it 
seems to me that it certainly would be 
a dangerous step in that direction. - '

A. This objection to Woman’s Suf
frage has been often urged by free
thinkers who saw in it a menace to 
liberty of thought If It were possible 
to give woman the ballot at once, to al
low her to vote at the next presidential 
election,-the consequences might be dis
astrous, as is always the casé when a 
large number of people are.given.the 

, ballot before prepared to .exercise the 
‘ privilege'with discretion? It was forced 

■ on the southern slave to his own detri
ment and that of the whites,.and has 
ever since been à perplèxing problem, 
the solution of which will be the task 
of the future. *•

There are over 2,000,000 Catholic rot- 
■x/ers in this country, and suffrage grant- 
tyed to women would add 2,000,000 more 
'to 0118 Tote> As 11 is> bY casting the 
pte of the church solid with the party 
which promises most, the hierarchy in

"Cats or rats,” said Aunt Jane in a 
decided tone.

"Did you ever know a cat or a rat to 
wail like an infant?" asked John.

Aunt Jane sniffed. "One can hear 
anything in the night,” she said, "and 
to think the noise you have heard Is 
made by cats is the only sensible con
clusion.”

“Different persons have different 
ideas of what constitutes sense, I have 
observed,” answered John quietly.

There was a moment’s silence and 
then Aunt Jane said to John, “You said 
‘the mystery of the baby, for one thing,’ 
now I want to know what the other 
thing is."

“You will have to answer that ques
tion for her, mother," said John, and ex
cusing himself, he left' the house. 
Mother turned pale and stammered, “I 
—I can’t”

Aunt Jane looked at her in surprise, 
and then as mother remained silent, 
said Irritably, “Helen Weston, what ails 
you? Do speak out! One would think 
that you were trying to conceal a 
crime or that all of-you have been 
struck with -Idiocy. No one but a luna
tic or a fool believes in ghosts."

This starred my Weston blood, as

able to carry the election of such candi
dates as it pleases. With twice the, 
strength, it Is readily seen what a 
menace it would be' to the liberty of 
the people. This Catholic element is 
proverbially ignorant, and the women 
are several degrees more incapable and 
superstitious, than the men, and hence 
they will require a longer time to be
come safe citizens—safe to have -the 
ballot placed in their hands.

There can be no doubt that the time 
will come when women will stand equal 
to man at the polls. Before that time 
she should be educated out of supersti
tion. What is more—what is most vi
tal—is there should be a test of qualifica
tions to vote. Simply being a man, or 
woman, should not be all that is re-

knowledge- of our government, and the 
duties of .citizenship. It should demand 
ability to read, write and speak the 
English language. ...

With safeguards there would - be no' 
danger. As it* is now, however, • the 
greatest menace to the national life; is 
the mass of voting superstition and ig- 
norance. The assimilating power of 
the nation has. reached its limits,-and 
the time threatens when' the -anarchy 
imported ';by capital'In its greed,-may 
turn on its master. ' ! '

Let us not forget the fact that there 
is danger in giving the ballot to men.

and I was startled by the sudden dark
ness. I turned to speak to John and 
saw him standing before the big mirror 
on the south wall. I called his name 
but he did not answer, so I went to him 
and saw a strange sight. John’s and 
my own reflection in the glass and at 
John’s right hand the shadowy form of 
a woman with an infant in her .arms. I 
was startled and looked about me but 
all I saw out of tne usual was the shad
ow of a woman upon the opposite wall. 
T clutched John’s arm. ‘What does it 
mean?’ I said. The room seemed real 
dark, but the sun still, shone brightly 
through the windows.

" T am blessed if I know,’ said John. 
T guess the air is bad.’ He went across 
the room to the west windows, and the 
shadow woman glided along with him. 
He threw up the windows and the room 
filled with the pure out-door air, but the 
shadows still remained. I felt as if in 
an ice-house, and shivered. T want -to 
go down stairs; I cannot stand this any 
longer,’ I said.

‘John never said a word, but he took 
my hand and we came down stairs to
gether, and I have not been in the room 
since, but Marah has, several times.”

"And seen a shadow everytime, prob
ably,” Bald Aunt Jane sarcastically. 
“Well, I will tell you this: To-morrow 
I shall clean and air that room-thor
oughly, shadows or no shadows! The 
idea of being routed by a shadow!” and 
she leaned badk in her chair and 
laughed heartily.
' “He laughs best who laughs last,'’’ 
said I, and I went down to the barn 
where I found John feeding the calves 
and I sat down on a box and watched 
him. We have some beautiful calves 
and they have just the cutest little 
faces. I can’t See how anybody cafi 
kill such dear little things—it gives me 
the creeps just to think of it Accord
ing to the Bible God made a wardrobe 
for Mr. and Mrs. Adam out of the skins 
of animals, so I suppose he first killed 
the animals.. What a God! Just think 
of itl I will never, to please anyb.ody, 
either worship Or pretend to worship a 
God that is not higher than my highest 
ideal of manhood. John Always makes 
me think of a king of the ideal sort It 
makes no difference what he is doing 
nor how poorly he is dressed, he looks 
noble and the work he is doing assumes 
an exaltedness when he is doing it He 
always seems to want to do everything 
he has to do. I hâve not got to that 
point yet, but I am going to. ' After the 
calves were fed I invited John to sit 
beside me on the grain bln and then I 

■ asked him 11 he knew anything about
Spiritualism?

“Not as much as I intend to,” was 
the answer.

“John,” I said, “do tell me all you 
know about it"

■ “I know-we are confronted by a mys
tery'here in this house, and I think 
that paly through BpirituaRsm will w?

and nice and air the forbiture was ar- 
ranged differently.0J Tfa^’first thing T 
noticed when I stepped ,j^tp the room 
was the shadow of, a wqman upon the 
south wall where-the mirror had been. 
Mother noticed it, too, and grabbed my 
arm tight. -

Aunt Jane talked rapidly and acted 
decidedly nervous. John went over to 
the mirror and stood for a moment and 
then said, “Please come here,-ladies.” 
When we stood betpre the mirror we 
saw our own reflections and the shad
owy figure of a woman with an infant 
in her arms. Mather almost shrieked, 
“What does It mean,.John?”

"Don’t be a? fool, Helen Weston," 
snapped Aunt Jane. ' Then turning to 
John she said, “If that hemlock tree 
out théte was out of the way, this shad
ow business would be stopped, for 1 
have noticed when the wind blows the 
tree, shadows glide'airing thè wall.”

John smiled in a peculiar way and we 
all left the room. A little later the 
hemlock was lying on the ground. • "I 
hated to cut down thè tree," said he, 
when I went out to see what he was do
ing, “but those who pray at the shrine 
of Truth must be willing to sacrifide 
something upon her altar."

The next morning Aunt Jane came 
down to breakfast with a burning spot 
upon either cheek and she . looked ill, 
but she held her head very high and 
talked and laughed -iri a way I never 
knew her to before? ^Perhaps she de
ceived herself Into thinking she had de- 
cieved us, but she did not After break
fast I noticed a mysterioùs noise in the 
shed chamber and went to investigate. 
I found Aunt Jane, thumping the wall 
between the unfinished Bhed chamber 
and the Shadow Room? She started 
when she saw me looking at her, and 
said sullenly, “I thought there must be 
some room connecting with my room, 
but I find there te nót,-so-1 am hunting 
for a sllding board 6r something of the 
sort. I am going tp solve the mystery 
of those shadows -ifnit- takes me six 
months. I don’t believe fif 'spirits,” and 
she shut her jaws.'^th ^i&n, determina
tion. ' : 'fin - '»■'

“I thought yóu said tharhemlock tree 
explained the shadCws/sq sald, a little 
wicke’dly I am afrfid. lxtff she took no 
notice of me. Sheriadybeen in her 
room tut a few miri.utesj.hat night be
fore. I .heard, her .oallingito-i me to bring 
up a light. I foufid'hér' in the dark.

up 'and went out ¡gl hardly noticed it 
though, for I saw a strange sight which 
held, me fascinated;, for some reason 1 
have never felt afrajd in. this room. 
What I saw was > four , human figures, 
mist-like in appearance and. slightly lu
minous. They moved aboqt the room 
and one of themjreld in her arms an in
fant As I watched her she glided be
fore the mirror And reflected there. - I 
saw she was a beautiful young girl with 
fain, complexion ... and. ■ dart . luminous 
eyes. ■

• Aunt Jane screamed, "John,'for heav- 
en’s sake, bring ujva light-and some 
matches,” t I

John camo quickly but the minute he

I wish to relate an anecdote connect
ed with my dearly beloved husband, 
Carlyle Petersilea. Mr. Petersilea, 
from early youth, had been in the habit 
of smoking. He contracted the vile 
habit, as other boys do, at the age of 
ten or twelve years.

After being graduated from the Leip
zig Conservatory of Music, he pur
chased a very expensive smoking set of 
meerschaum; ail of the separate pieces 
tearing the exquisitely carved profile of 
King Wilhelm.

Petersilea was naturally very proud 
and pleased with this beautiful smoking 
set, which he preserved very carefully 
for many years, up to the time when he 
became fifty years of age.

During his career as a great piano 
virtuoso, he was invited to dine with 
Longfellow, the poet. After dinner, 
Longfellow proffered him a cigar, say
ing, “These cigars were one dollar 
each;” and If my memory serves me, 
Longfellow himself did not smoke, but 
kept these cigars, which had been pre
sented to him, for his Invited, gifted 
and honored guests. Then, during the 
evening, Mr. Petersilea played to Long
fellow tire pieces of music which Long
fellow loved best. Mozart’s principally, 
ending with Beethoven’s grandest so
nata.

O, how many times he has told me of 
that visit, and the smoking of that 
cigar which cost one dollar; but such 
folly was in his younger life; and now 
comes the part of my story which inter
ests roe most.

Shortly after Mr. Petersilea reached 
his fiftieth year, he said to me:

“Amelia, what do you think of my 
leaving off smoking?”

I answered, "Carlyle, dear, I do not 
know what advice to give you. I great
ly fear that, at your age, after smoking 
for forty years, it might go very hard 
with you, perhaps make you very ill 
and weak; consequently, I dare not ad
vise you.” r

“Well,” he replied, “I shall be 
obliged to leave off smoking when I go 
to spirit life, unless, Indeed, I return as 
a spirit, and attach myself to some in
veterate smoker; thus making him and 
myself worse than before. The very 
thought Is becoming horrible 1o me. 
No; I must gather up my will-power 
and leave it off now. There is no bet
ter time than now; then 1 shall not car
ry (he vile habit with me when 1 enter 
the higher and shou!d-be better life. 
Besides, I am a spirit now, and as an 
immortal soul, I will not continue the 
nasty habit. My darling, the house is 
scented with it. All your clothes are 
scented with it, and I well know you ab
hor tobacco smoke,” which was true.

“Well, dear,” I said, “I dare not ad
vise you to leave off the habit', but if 
you do, I will go against your ever tak
ing it up again, with all my might.”

“Agreed!” he answered, “and from 
this moment I shall never smoke the 
vile weed again.” '

That evening he presented his beauti- 
fulsmoking set to a young Prussian, who 
desired it as a memento, and keepsake, 
on account of King Wilhelm’s por
traits; and from that hour until the day 
of Mr. Petersilea’s departure for the 
higher life he never smoked again.

IJe had, occasionally, when very 
weary, after exhaustive playing, takeil 
a glass of good old German lager beer; 
from that moment he never took an
other. He also nearly discontinued the 
use of meat; and would have done so 
entirely, but living out of town, as we 
did, he often had to dine at a restau
rant, and here he could get little else; 
and they really were not willing to 
serve him unless he took the regular 
dinner course; but I think he ate very 
little of it

'Now I Write this to encourage both 
young mèri rind old to leave off the vile 
habit of smoking. No matter how many 
years you may have had the habit, 
leave it off—leave it off. It is never 
too late do mend. I hear young men 
often say: “Oh, I can't leave off smok
ing? The habit is too deeply seated.”

“You can. You must. Gather up 
your will forces and stop on the instant, 
as I did. You will never regret it, but 
it will be a source of -joy and content to 
you as long as you live on earth, and 
forever after you have entered the spir
itual spheres.”

Carlyle and Amelia Petersilea.
(This last sentence Mr. Peters yea 

took the control entirely.)

. “Continuity of Lite a Cosmic Truth.” 
. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 

a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
important subject Price, cloth, JI.

■ “Death, Its Meaning and Results.” 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events in ■ the au- 
ithor’s experience. Cloth, 560 pages, il
lustrated, ?1.25.

gplrltm ESS Eirs. Xstmom E. Piper, 
and Dr.. Thomson J. Hudson’s-Theories 
in Regard to'It By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrate; futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson's sxplan&tioas o£

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr Thomson J 
Hudson. Price $1.50.

As It Is to Be. By Cora Iqynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual book 
and gives a beautiful account of the process of dying. Price $1

Asphodel Blfioms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by 
Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters 
Price $1.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with sitrns of tie 
Zodiac. By J. H. Hill, M. D. Price $1. b

Atlantis, the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnelly is a book 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2.

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbine Price 50 cts

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences of the 
author. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price cloth $1. 
Paper, 50 cents. ’ ’ * '

Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit in a most interesting manner 
and describing his life in the. spirit world. Price 75 cents. ’

Beyond the Vail. A Sequel to Rending the Vail, given through the 
mediumship of W. W. Aber. Price, $1.50; postage 25 cents °

Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power which helped or 
made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam ’ Price 75c

Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing a de 
scription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character-of 
the principle personages of the Christian Bible, and an examination of 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.75.

Big Bible Stories. Placed in the crucible of Mathematics they are 
made too absurd for anyone who can count on his fingers ’ one two 
three, etc. New and unique. By W. H. Bach. Price, 50 cents ’ ’

Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot J. Savage. Price’ $1.
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature. Just the book for mental healers or students in the 
science. 107 pages. Price $1.

Character Building, Thought Power. A dainty little book and hHn. 
ful. By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 35 cents.
Conflict Between Religion and Science. By J. W. Draper. Price $1 75

Child Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear chil
dren according to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental 
gestioni By Newton R. Riddell. Price 65 cents. . '

Children’s Progressive Lyceum. A manual, with directions for the 
organization and management of Sunday-schools. Something indis
pensable. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, 25 cents; postage 5 cts'

Christs of the Past and Present. By Rev. Moses Hull. A'valuable 
book. Price, cloth, 35 cents; paper, 25 cents.

Clairvoyance. A book of 109 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a 
system of philosophy of clairvoyance, its law, nature and unfoldmenf 
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Common Sense. A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
present day. A book to inspire the reader to love his free America By 
Thomas Paine. Paper, 15 cents. ’ 7

Concentration. A series of six symbol cards and a valuable pamph
let on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with instructions how 
to conquer yourself and develop your innermost faculties. Bv Lnr» 
G. Fixen. Price 50 cents. > J

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood the 
well-known lecturer. Those who have had the privilege of hearing 
Prof. Lockwood lecture will understand and appreciate the character 
of this work. Price $1.

Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences of Samuel 
Bowles. Given through the mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twing. Price 
50 cents. ° ’

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection of original and selected hymns 
for liberal and ethical societies, for schools and the home. Compiled 
by L. K. Washburn. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its title indicates—a 
thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. A very in
teresting book. Price 25 cents.

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Berrier. Price 50c.
Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. Price 50 cents. ’
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young Rv

Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth bound. Price $1. '
Death, Its Meaning and Result. By John K. Wilson, a member of the

Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth. Price, $1.25.
Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their Interpreta

tions. By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, 25 cents.
Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will 

help you see the beauty and joy of life. Price, $1.50. .
Echoes from the World of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 

songs, with music and chorus, in book form. By C. P. Longley? Price, 
$1; postage 15 cents.

Edith Bramley’s Vision. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested 
in learning how the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are seek
ing to prevent* the progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents.

■plate's Little Brother Tom. An interesting story for children. Allen 
Thurber, author. -This book fills a need for literature for small folks 
as there are but a few books, and we recommend this as being interest
ing and instructive. Price, 75 cents.

Encyclopedia of/Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the prin
cipal passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove or 
imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1.

Evolution of the Devil. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published. By Hei?ry;
Frank, the independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 centt

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimke, Ph. B«
Cloth cover. Price, $1.50.

Every Living Creature, or a heart-training through the animal world, 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Cloth. Price, 35 cents. ..

Father Tom and the Pope and the History of the Pope’s Mule. Price, 
paper, 25 cento; cloth 50 cents. ' . ..

Fasting, Hydropathy and ^Exercise. By Bernarr. Macfadden and
Felix Oswald, A. M., M. D. Cloth bound. Frice$l.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome. A book that has done more to 
enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other two published. By/
Rev/Ohas. Chiniquy, ex-priest. Price $2.25. ,

Force and Matter, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a Sys. 
tern of Morality Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition, 
By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1. '

From Dreamland Sent. . A book of poems. Verses of life to coma, 
By Lilian Whiting.; price, $1, , '
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MINISTERING SPIRITS.
(Continued from fifth puge.)

would be truly glorious if they could ojily find an easy cut to all en
lightenment. i “Ask tliejguardian spirit und; be will tell you every
thing. ’ ’ Those dear people get mistaken and misled. They desire dog- 
matie and peremptory teachers; they attract those who assume master
ship- but not genuine masters. Dogmatists say, “Do as I tell you, ask 
no questions,” and sometimes sensitives are threatened with dire con
sequences if they disobey. Then comes.the problem of obsession. 
Some poor’ victim of the results of his own stupidity complains of the’ 
mismanagement of the universe. Remember, you can be free from al! 
unpleasant influences.if you wish to free yourselves;' yon can relate 
'yourselves with the highest intelligences if you desire, but there are 
certain people who never do more than demand what they want 
on the lower plane, and then find great fault because the higher is not 
made manifest to them. ■

Take a few typical biblical instances. Samuel was approached by 
some young men who came to him to inquire concerning the where
abouts of strayed asses. Samuel did not rebuke the yoimg men who 
came to him to inquire whither their father’s donkeys might have 
strayed, for the question was thoroughly legitimate, therefore Samuel 
the prophet said, “Make your minds' easy concerning the asses for they 
have returned home.” He exercised his clairvoyance and told the 
fact very quickly and very reasonably, and put their minds at ease 
concerning the beasts of burden. Then he said to the young man Saul, 
“You are to be king over Israel. You thought you came to me to in
quire about donkeys, and so you did, but there is a very much higher 
question to be answered, and a very much nobler work to be done with 
you than to merely tell'you those animals are safe and sound. You are 
to be the king of Israel; your destiny is to he king; you were born to be 
king, and king you will be.”

Fortune-Telling, Witchcraft, Eto.
Sometimes a fortune-teller so-called, a clairvoyant misnamed a witch, 

says “I see a crown before you.” One might have said it many a year 
1 ago to Edward, Pnnce of .-Wales. She might have said," “When you 

are sixty years of age you will be on the throne of England; you will 
be richly blessed if you are a wise king.” But whether a man rules 
well and wisely or not depends upon himself. Samuel was inspired of 
heaven to tell Saul he would be king; Saul’s destiny was outlined be
fore him, but whether Saul was happy or unhappy, whether he attract
ed to him holy or unholy influences did.npt depend on his being king 
or peasantbut upon his own conduct. The youthful David who was to 
be his successor, while yet a shepherd boy played exquisitely upon his 
harp and charmed away the king’s insanity brought about by his own 

-ungodly conduct. David dared to stand before the monarch and with 
heaven’s inspiration told that monarch that, king or no king, his'health 
and sanity depended entirely upon his own behayior. And this is true 
wherever one may stand high or low in “the. world ’s esteem, wearing a 
crown or cleaning shoes or selling newspapers on the street corners, it 
matters not, every one’s happiness, every one’s blessedness depends, 
upon himself and no one need be unhappy, no one need be unsuccessful, 
and no one need be ill. That is a very bold but a thoroughly true state
ment. No matter what a destiny may be, Saul never drew an evil 
spirit to him because he was king, and never drew a good spirit to him 
because he was a king. When Saul was ruling righteously hie drew 
angels of heaven to him, when ruling unrighteously he drew dark influ
ences to his side. . •

No matter whether you are Theodore Roosevelt or the colored man 
who opens the gate that leads to the White House grounds, no matter 
■whether you are ruling or serving in the world’s esteem,.health and 
happiness, safety and blessedness depend upon the individual, and no 
truer doctrine was ever proclaimed than this. No other doctrine has 
ever been spoken from heaven, and when people learn to discriminate 
between genuine spiritual revelation and foolish witchcraft, mere 
empty-headed fortune4elling, there may be some improvement in the 
laws of various countries. . •

It was only very recently that a lady in .Montreal was obliged to give 
her word of honor to a magistrate that she will give no sittings, because 
the Canadian government is opposed to-witchcraft.. There is some
thing for organized Spiritualists to look into^-not necessarily in'Wash- 
ington, because the laws of the United States have nothing to do with 

‘ Canada, which is under another flag; but wherever people are. perse
cuted. wherever any are interfered with in the legitimate carrying out 
of their business they should be protected by the strong arm of the law, 
but where people do not bestir themselves but are merely apathetic and 
indifferent, then it is their own negligence more than the persecuting 
spirit of their neighbors which gets them as a community into any sort 
of trouble. ' . ■

The Work of the Guides.
But why don’t the guides do it all ? Why don’t the guides protect 

their mediums? Why don’t our dear spirit’friends look after all our 
interests? Why do they allow us to get into trouble? You might just 
as well say, why does a father or mother allow a child to fall down and 
hurt itself when the parents have the muscular ability to prevent the 
child from falling. Do we deny for a moment that a child can be pro
tected by paternal arms ? Do we deny that the mother ft strong 
enough of muscle to lift the child and carry him so that he cannot fall? 
And yet if parents always did so, there would be no development of in
dividual strength,|no formation of character, no unfolding of incipient 
manhood or womanhood.

What would be the condition of a man dr woman always carried, or 
always wheeled about in an enlarged perambulator or baby carriage; 
only altered in size but not in nature to accommodate the increased 
number of pounds in weight, and feet and inches in height, of the per
son who was still occupying it ? Can, there ever be spiritual, moral, 
mental, or physical development so long as there is simply guidance, 
simply ministration that does not work out the evolution of individual 
consciousness? Now, the mother and father are the guardians of the 
baby’s welfare and are in their places truly teachers and superintend
ents while any child has need of their fostering care, yet every child 
must work out salvation, every one must be thrown upon his own re
sources.

Can you point on the pages of history to a single great man or woman 
who has ever achieved real greatness by having it forced upon’ him? 
You may turn to the career of Abraham Lincoln, and ask, Why .did,the 
guardian angels allow that boy to be so poor in his early youth; why 
did they allow him to gain so little education and that obtained with sb 
much difficulty and hardship? Why didn’t they provide, everything 
for him if he was going to be President of these United States, savior of 
the nation, and freer of the slaves? Why didn’t they give him at the 
time of his birth not only a silver spoon but put even a golden spoon 
in his mouth ? Why did they not rear him in the lap of luxury and look 
well after their oyn? Because the higher intelligences knew full well 
that the hardihood, the nobility of character, the genuine strength 
within, and everything else that made the real Abraham Lincoln was 
only to be procured by having him inured to hardship. Had the dear, 
little boy had .his food handed to him on a golden platter and always 
been put to bed'under eiderdown covers, and sent to an aristocratic 
school, he would never have been on earth what he became, for the ¡very 
discipline that made him grow noble and hardy would have been want-, 
ing- ‘ ;

Can we expect a great character to be evolved by taking a child and 
keeping it a child forever? When people ask why they don’t get more 
enlightenment than they do. we reply, You get all you deserve, and 
when you deserve more you will get more. If you want a higher reve
lation, do you deserve it, do you work for it ? 7

Flammarion has obtained great astronomical knowledge; but he has 
worked for it most diligently.

. Madame and Monsieur Curie, the discoverers of radium, have 
achieved great results after working for them indefatigablyi

. Marconi has practically perfected his system of wireless telegraphy 
after working to that end tirelessly.

Edison has done a glorious work, but wherever there has been a great 
work accomplished .there has been great working.

■ Heaven has inspired Edison, Flammarion, Marconi and the Curies, 
and heaven is ever inspiring inventors and discoverers. ' Great musi
cians, authors, poets, painters, sculptors, reformers, liberators—they 
are all inspired.

The Angels of Peace. -
You are taken into a fraternity if yod are faithful, you become 

brother Mason, a working member in a society, you are an active mem-; 
ber of a congregation, you are one of the federation, and those bright 
and holy intelligences who guide and direct you regard you as a fellow । 
member. Suppose we have a president, vice-president, secretary, treas-1 
urer and board of trustees or directors; they are only fellow, members 
holding office for the time being and exercising supervision over con
gregational affairs. The President of the United States is in the .posi-. 
Son which he ndw holds and is sustained therein; that he may be the 
leader of the people. --. ■. /
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Give Us the Truth, the WhoB Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

Spiritualist Meetings.
It Is Important when a meeting U 

suspended, that notice be given ub, bo 
that Inqulrere may not be mislead. Wo 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public balls at the present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
nt 8 p: m. in Garselman’a Hall, corner 
Ashland-avenue and W. IStli street.

Centrar Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Supday afternoon at 2:36, at 
Fasklng's hall, 30th and Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and: Mrs. Howes.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service; Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, In 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue.- Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. All wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p, m., at Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue.' Good speakèrs 
and music. Mrs. Grace E. Altlien, pas
tor and test medium. Come and bring 
your friends. . ,

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at .183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session; Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds-services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number Is 361- 
863 East 43d,street, Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland. ;- . .

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall.’N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after-, 
noon meetings, free; evening servfbe, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the’ child wonder, will always be in at-, 

.tendance. Others will- assist. / These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street

A' Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann,.at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services.held every Sun
day and Thursday -evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musu at every ser
vice. ;

The Spiritual Church of the Students 
of Nature will hold services every Sun
day at 7:30 p. oi., at Van Btir’en Opera 
House,- corner Madison and California 
aventie. Good speakers and test medi
ums.--,-Mrs:'M-.; Schumacher, pastor.-

The German-English Society, Bund 
der Wahrholt No, 18,-holds .pervices ev
ery'Sunday evening. at ' 8 o’clock iû 
Brand's'Hall. 152 North avenue, . be- 
twëen rHalsted and''' Çlybéurn. Also 
every Thursday evenlngiiit-Math. Jung’s 
Hall, 1071 Lincoln avenue, southeast 
corner ..Ashland and Lincoln avenues;- 
entrance first door north of Howard’s 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium. Ev
erybody welcome. 1 -

The Christian Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall, 3245 Stat es treat.' 
Every Sunday evening fit. 7:^0. Test 
messages given by good, mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance. ’ - .

The Golden Rule Spirltualist. Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3. 
and 8 p. m.,'at O'Donnell College Bldg,, 
South, Paulina street, between Washing
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. All 
cordially Invited. '

Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
sia avenue, near, Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and’spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 i>. m.,-by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services. 7:45 
o’clock, at 819 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for ail 
meetings. To'spread "thé truth is the 
object of this society, Address 'all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
■corresponding, secretary, 455 E. 55th 
street" Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th 

¡ street ’■ ■ •
1 The Spiritual Association of Slxty- 
,'ninth street and Wentworth avenue, 
' meets every Sunday at' Alberta Hall, 
6922. , Hon. D.; Gilmour’ will address the. 
meeting at 7f30 p;.m. Conference at 
2:30 p.m. ..... ■■ \ .?

The Rising .Sun Mission will hold, 
services .until further, notice. Sunday af
ternoons at 3, evenings at 8 o’clock, at 
Star Lodge Halt 378 Sb; Western ave
nue. Al! welcome. -

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first street.' Services ev-, 
ery Sunday at 8 o. m. Scientific a!nd' 
philosophical -lectures. Best psychics, 
and message bearers always in, attend
ance; Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor. -

Church of the SoulCommunion meets 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., in Lin
coln Park Lodge Hall, 869 N. Clark 
street,-opposite main entrance to Lin
coln Park. Lecture,’tests and messages 
at each meeting. R. S. Ray, pastor.

Lake View Spiritual Union holds 
meetings Sunday afternoons at 3 
o’clock, at Wells’ Hall, 1629 North 
Clark street; corner Fletcher street. 
Services conducted by Dr. and Mrs. 
Carl A. Wickland, assisted by others. 
■Friends and co-workers condially in
vited. Residence 616 N. Wells street.

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
in room 309 Masonic Temple. ■ Service 
11 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a. m. Pas
tor’s address, 3802 Ridge avenue, Rog
ers Park. Day at home, Friday.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
i the Church of the Soul, meets at room 
i 512 Masonic Temple, every first and 
-third Thursday of the month. After- 

: noop session, 3 o’clock; evening ses- 
l Bion, 7:30. Everyone attending is re-' 
i quested to furnish refreshments for 
I 6:15 supper. Coffee tickets. 10 cents.

Church of the North Star Spiritual' 
Union, incorporated.’,Meetings Sundays 
at 8 p. m. sharp, atvPerls Hall,-1546 I 

rMilwaukee avenue, near Western ave-; 
I nue. Lecturer, Rev. Dn.P. M. Esser, 82 
I Willow street; president; W. Hassmah, 
340 Humboldt avenue;, medium, Mrs;

¡■Rennau,'and visiting, mediums. All 
welcome. ■ , >

The Independent Chur.ch of Truth 
will hold meetings.every Sunday eVen-

I Ing at: 730 sharp; in, Grand' Bbulevard 
Hall, comer 47th and Grand Boulevard. 
Speaker and message beater, Georgia

Urs. J. K. D. Conant-Henderson, 
. . (Formerly Banner of Light Medium.)

Psychometrlst and Business 
Medium,

108 Mnrtinouni Street, Boston, Maas.
• Hear Copley Square, Room, 5-6..

ßlHlnjrB Dally, 10 to 4, Evening by appointment.
Public Circle, Fridays, 2;3(l; Sundays 7,

Can Be Engaged ibru Funerals 
and Platform Work.

betters Answered,

PATADDH Cored WltHo. Yon Sleep.
Two-months free. Hard caaus 

actux* A - preferred. E. O, Co., IMO Van AbininA, Buren St., Chicago;

0DPV H1TTTQ when yon are physically, or AHA A1AAO mentally unbalanced. Send 
date of birth aud 25 cuu (silver) for your birth
day Galt, and note thexchmiR® in your condition, 
AddrebB The ZONE ban Bernardino,
Cal.

DR, CHARLES E. WATKINS,
The Chronist,
Will Diagnose
Disease FREE,

To all who will write, sending him their nge, 
name and leading symptom. Consult him today, 
do not put' Ifolf. Everyone ought to have their 
physicalcondition examined twice a year, •

Dr. Charles E. Watkins,
HOTEL WESTLAND, 

L Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

FRANK N. FOSTER, 

Spirit FhoiooraDiisr, 
Sittlngsby Mail. Write for Circular.

• 01 Fitzhugh Bt, Grand Rapids, Mich.

THE ELEMENTS OF ETHICS.
Founded on tho Natural Laws of Mind, as Re

vealed by Hnman Condxict, By B. J. SCHBLD- 
HOU8, M, D,. The author, disregarding all theo
ries, ompioys a strictly scientific method,entirely 
npw, after the manner of physical science. The 
true province of Ethical Science is to secure Jus- 

4tce and regulate affairs in the moral worm, as 
physical science serves the material interests of 
mankind^ The great desideratum la tho equal 
advapce of moral with man’s physical welfare, 
AD orders promptly filled. Price. 50 cents, post
age prepaid. Address, E. J. SCIIELLHOUfl,2928 
Mercier §t.. Kansas City, Mo.

DON’T READ THIS.
- Frances L.-Loucks, 'one ot tho greatest Psychic 
w.ondors living that pees the spiritual X-ray with* 

; out any leddipg symptom to direct, and locate all 
| Internal diseases, A trial will convince you. 
i Nervous, exhaustion and lost vigor ot both sexes 
: successfully- treated, as hundreds can testify.
Send name, age, sex; complexion and 10 cents in 
stamps, and receive a correct diagnosis of your 

; case, fred, worth dollars to you. Address,
FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

B6 Warren Bt.»’ Itoash&m. Mast.

Business Medium and Psycliometrist.
Send date ot birth/ask three questions, which 

will be answered, awl®.trial reading, for 25 cents. 
For psychnmetry. send-article or. speeiinen to 
read from. THJ2KE8E- DUANE, Box 87, Berkeley. 
Cal.-

MARY I. TITUS,
Readings by mail only. Bend self-addressed 

envelope and 11.00 for full reading. Scud date of 
birth and month.

Vegetable; Magnetised Tablets, .
Sl.oo Pxiir Box.

Forgeneral debility, Restoreshealth and strength ■ 
No. 7 Washington st., Bradford, Pa. - . !

Greatest Money Maker on Earfli.
Guaranteed IzeEKtlmate Benefactor, 

In reach of tho poorest. Opportunity of your 
life. Barely risk a postal card for particulars.- 
The address of oneof.the beat known mediums, 
will be • forwarded to those desiring It. whoso 
guides declare the graud enterprise will be a suc
cess. AddresS; A. W, COURCHAINE, Port OHn- 
ton,O., Agent,

Dark Seance, 81.50; SW Light Seance. Tho In. 
fallible fibre trumpets»* cardinal enamel finish. 
Guaranteed, belter thammetal, insulated top and 
bottom 36 centOAi Booklet for development, 12 
cts., In stamps. BoIf-diVeloplnff cabinet; physi
cal combinations battery cabinet; planchets. 
Send stamp for circulars •
JAS. OWTOJh «»»orr St,, Toledo. O.

C.C. BEVERLY, A. M., M. D.
SO Years In reaular-practlce; 10 years mental 

and Magnetic Healer.
CURESiCnpOxXIO CASES, 

Reverses evil Influences; bad habits and obsess- 
I'.ion.'-TrlatTeleptthteoVIbrationsTlabsent! treat? 
, menf); only. tl.Q&per montbJ t Development class. 
Tuesday evenlngicfl.p.dnÿ'iU >E;'51it st., Chicago.,

Psychical Development.
HTMy pystem «f development will1 afford you 

the results in. your special phase,’ You untold 
your.overy-pQwen If you wlau to become a psy- 

I chometrist. clairvoyant. telépatbisVMate writer, 
I intuitional .reader, inspl rational.épeakec, test me- 
Ldlum. healer, ôeor, adept, then try my. ^system, 
! Hundreds have succeeded. ' J,-I begin to see and 
1 feel thé forces at all time» around me," writes. 

Mrs, Agnes Gray. Vancouver. “I wouldnotex- 
ohauge what ¡your syotem has ' taught me for the 
.wealth of Rockefeller.”—Mr. C. strohmeyer. Gi
rard, O. Spacial reduced f< e3.. .Send stamped ad
dressed envelopeior prospectus and terms to tho 

'specialist, F. GRUMBIXE. Chestnut
Hill Station, Boston, Mass, . i -

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual anti Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velous; hisexamtnaUons are free to all who send 
him name, age. sex, ami lock of bait, and & cents 
in stamps. He doesn't ask for leading symptoms. 
Ho treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will, 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
•land. Ho curcs you.lnyour own homa-

Address, J, 8. LOUCKM. M.
»■•I^ckBQK 1203Stoneham Masa.

fl LlhhrVppfiir Restores Lost Vision; 
n WullUUilul Write for Illustrated Circular 
SnonFanra showing styles and prices and 
UuuuLGuIüi photo of Spirit Yarma, whode- 
veloped.lhiB Clairvoyant power in mo. I con ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mail,* as1 if you wehe in niy office. Thousands will 
tastily. B. F. POOA«.

' iNJivaaston Ave.. Chicago. CU

Victor Vogel’s Orchestra.
First Class Music Furnished

for Parlies, Balla. Receptioua. Weddings, Enter- 
talaments, «tc. Office and residence. U18 Cham- 
£lalnavenue,Ohlcajo-JH.-' Mr.Vopelia a well- 

nowri Spiritualist of Cblcajo. and a natural born 
muolcian and composer of some note/His Or
chestra la composed otfirst class musicians, and 
with tho extensive RspertoiTof tho
Latest and Most; Popular Music, 
we feel confidant that he will <ivo perfect satis
faction at the dances and entertainments riven 
by Bpiritaallst Cktcaee, Give
him a trial. A postal card to him will receive 
prompt answer,

P/tSSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obltnarles to the extenLof ten lines 
only will ba. inserted free. All in excess, 
of ten Bnes wlll besebarged aCthé rato 
of fifteen cents pér-line. About seven 
words constitute ono Mine;] ■

Mrs.. Susan A. Rose. passed to her 
spirit home, October '16;'T905, at Twln- 
burg, Ohio. She was bortt in Jefferson 
county/- New Ycrlt/Nov; -6, 1823,- com; 
ing to Ohio-in early girlhood. ■ She was 
a.firm believer jn spirit: return- and had' 
been a reader' bt"’The Progressive 
Thinker for many years; ’: She leaves a 
daughter, son' and three grandchildren1 
to mourn her Jóss. < ’ <- - - - C;

Thomas Hope . passed to spirit life 
from the home oMhis. son’ John, Cad
mus, Kansas; after an' illness of six 
.weeks’: duration, atdhe Age of 85 years, 
7 months and 17 -days: He was true, 
in ills devotion to the cause of Spirit
ualism, and -p faithful -reader of The 
Progressive Thinker * and; -Banner of 
Light for.many-years;: - His wife passed 
to spirit life nine months before.

Cadmus, Kansas-; ; JOHN HOPE.

Mrs; Barbara A; ¡Renollet,1 wife of 
Daniel Renollet, pissed-to spirit life, 
Sunday, Oct. 28, 19B5, at the age of bl 
years,. The lamliythavo-beeir firm be-’ 

’¡levers in the > ¡-Spiritualist philosophy 
for several years. At'the funeral, which 
was held on. T(iesdny, Oct. 24-; not only - 
the house was- IUled with friends and 
neighbors buthUie front yard ot her I 
homo was alsodhronged with represen-1 
tative citizens? who: seemed to enjoy i 
tho spiritual discourse that was given | 
by Fred.D. Dunakin;;of Cecil, Ohio;

' ” COR. i

ÎIÎ6-ÜÎ6 0Ï J6SUS Translatod'If™om 
the original French.\ 888. pages, well bound in 
cloth, ft cents. -

"Just How 'Ua Wake the Solar Plex
us." By Elizabeths Towne. Valuable 
for health; -Price 2u’C6nts.

“Spiritual- Sohgs tor ¡the Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetings and .Other Spirit- 
ualfstis Gatherings." '-By ..Mattie E. 
Hull. Price 10 cent®. /

“The Romance; ar jnde. A Story ci 
the Life nnd Tlmee of the NaEarene aafi- 
Hia People.'- Through the mediumship 
of lira. M. _T. Longley. An intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound in doth

gilt. Galy 53

A CALL FOR TEACHERS. I
There is a large field for healers and. 

teachers in small towns. After a little 
study of “Healing Currents from the 
Battery of Life’’; (by Walter DeVoe), 
students start groups for study, and re
alization of the healing power.’

So helpful is this book that as many 
as 21 copies have been sold to a group 
formed to hear it read. Manifestations 
of healing are common where students 
unite to study and practice the instruc
tions given in this ■ wonderful book. 
Many are willing to pay for Instruction 
in healing truth, but there is need of en
ergetic persons to get them together.

Those who can successfully form 
groups in their cwn town among'their 
friends-will find enjoyable and profit- 
ablo work doing the same in other' 
towns. . .

Order a copy now and spread the 
glad tidings. ■ Price 32. Special terms 
to those who can sell a number of cop
ies through personal effort or letters.

COLLEGE . OF FREEDOM, 
Woodlawn P.- - - Chicago, Ill.

electric- and',47th street cross line 'cats. 
Speaker’s- residence, . 567 East 62nd 
street,.Chicago, III. .- - - -

The E!ngjewo®d Spiritual Union 
meets ev&y^8un&sat'-.2:SD and 7:30 at
the, G. Ä.-B. ths®; 8336 ¡Princeton äye^

"Principles ot Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. ,D.,.LL. D. i; A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The r&ult of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered । 
and made amenable to the vrell-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and'1 
scientists, general readers hnd students ' 
pf occult forces will find Instruction of1 
great value and Interest; A large, four, 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. : Price, postpaid,’' 
SB. It is a wonderful work and yon wii]

©Elicited with IL -
WW'“

The Spiritual Phenotnena of the Bible.
Materialisation,

Genesis 111:8.
Genesis xvHl:l;.xxxll:Z4.
Exodus xxlv:10,ll.
Ezekiel xl: 9.
Daniel v:C.-
Luke xxiv: 15,16, 29,30, 31. * 
John xx:19, 80: ...
Luke xx:80, 81.

Spirit Writing.
II. Chronicles xxl:12, 
Daniel v:5.

Independent Spirit Writing.
Exodus xxlv:12. '
Exodus xxxl: 18.
Exodus xxxil: 16.
Exodus xxxiv:l.
Deut. v:22, 
Deut. lx: 10.

Trumpet Speaking, 
Exodus xix:13,16,19.
Exodus xx:18. . ;
Revelations 1:10. .

Trance.
Genesis xw.12,17.
Daniel viii; 18.
Daniel x:9.
Acts lx:8, 9.
Acts xxll:17.
II. Cor. xil:3.

-Healing—Old Testament.
Numbers xxl! 8, 9.
II. Kings v;l, 14.
I. Kings xvli:17, 24.

<«. Kings iv-.lS, 37.
Disciples Charged to Heal the Sick.
Matt. x:8. .
Luke lx: 2.
Luke x: 9.

Disciples Heal the Sick.
Acts xiw.8,10. 
Acts 111:1,8.

Healing: New Testament—-Jeaue th) 
Healer. ,

Matt, viii: 5.13
■Matt, xil: 10,13
Luke xiv: 2, 4.
Mark ill: 2, 5.
Luke v: 17, 25.
John iv: 47, 54.
Luke ix.Tl.

Gifts of Healing.
I. Cor.xli:9, 28.
Healing by Magnetised Articles.

II. Kings iv:29.
Acts xtx:ll. 12,

• Independent Spirit Voices.
Deut. ix:12,13.
I. Samuel 111:3, 9,
Ezekiel 1:28.
Matt, xvl!: 5.
John xli:28. 29, 30.

' Acts 7:30, 31..
Acts 9:4, 7.
Apts 11:7, 8. 9.

Spirit Levitation.
I. Kings 18:12.
Ezekiel. 3:12, 13, 14.
Ezekiel 8:3.
Acts 8:39.
Possibly also Matt. 4:1.

' Spirit Tests.
Genesis 24:14,19.
Exodus 4:14, 31.
Judges 6:36, 40.
I. Samuel 1:10, 11, 17. 26, 27.
I. Samuel 10:2, 6, 9,10.

* Spirit Communications in Dreams.

Job 33:15.
Joel 2:28.
Genesis 28:12.
Genesis 31.24.
Genesis 87:5.
Genesis 41.

” Í
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AN ASTONISHING OFFER 
-. Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 
hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will tie diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Obbsan-Barker, 
230 North Sixth St.

Ban Jose, Call

| voice of all wise Americans, the voice of Columbia and of the guiding 
spirit that has charge of this Republic. Theodore Roosevelt responded 
to the heavenly voice, answered to the call, and we verily aver that 
when he called together the plenipotentiaries at Washington and then 
at Portsmputh; that when he invited the Russians and the Japanese to 
confer with him; when he invited first one and then another representa
tive of the estranged nations to Oyster Bay to meet him and be friendly 
with him in his summer home, he was answering to the call of heaven. , 
The guardian angel of Russia said, “I want peace.” The guardian an
gel of Japan said, “I want peace.” And the guardian angels of Russia 
and Japan held a spiritual conversation with the guardian angel of 
America and decided between them to inspire the President of the 
United States to make a move to bring about on earth the work that had 
been planned in heaven. The guardian angels of the nations saw that 
the war did not terminate fatally on either side. They saw that the 
best and highest good would result from allowing them to go so far and 
no farther, then they cried “Hold!” and put a stop to it..

The people read in their newspapers one day that the peace negotia* 
tions were practically qt an end and that the war would doubtless con
tinue, that Russia was determined to prolong the war and would not 
pay any indemnity while Japan insisted upon it; the next day cam« 
that wonderful demonstration of the power of the peace angel which 1 
astonished the trembling world. When it was darkest, when the cloudi 
above seemed black as a raven’s plnme, when the world was trembling 
upon the. verge of an awful precipice—the war ended suddenly and J 
thanksgiving services were held for the renewal of peace. .1

Do you think that was all brought about on one side the mystic ve^ 
Do you think that all took place on earth ? Do you think that onlv 
plenipotentiaries and the President, the Mikado and the CzarQ 
those directly in their confidence, had to do with this? Theri i
great upheaval in the spiritual world and it was responded io onBa^— 
But it would not have been, consummated had the people not bein' -J 
ready. We may pipe unto you when you do not answer, we may call 
unto you when you do not respond, as the prophets of old were wont 
to say.

It may be the voice of the guardian angel that whispers in your ear 
as an elder brother or sister, as a faithful monitor; and it is for you and 
for all of us to eo-operatc, if we will. We are never coerced but always 
guided by celestial legions.

Dear Mr.Poofo:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 
cannay perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, fiver your friend. Mrs. M. M. Holt. 
Keene, ÿ.,H., _____ '

Books on Development.
lay“Here are nandard. practical, long-tested 

books on Spiritual Development, at a nominal 
coat. They will appeal to you.

^^Clairvoyance.—150 pages, cloth; teaches 
how to see spirits, practice telepathy, enter spirit 
world at will, commune with the so-called dead, 
develop second sight, locate minerals and And 
hidden treasures. Endorsed by Lilian Whiting. 
Henry Wood. W. J. Colville. Pro! Harradin and 
all leading teachers/' Price,11.50,

jar-Aura» and Color«.—A wonderfully help
ful book on how to see and read suras and colors, 
'learn people's atmospheres: contains a color dic
tionary;. Price 50 cts.
ty’Psychomètry.—How to read the soul of 

things. This bobKteacbcs you how to becomes
: psychometrlst. Price, 50 eta.

RealUat Jon,—A book that opens the way 
to the realization of one's divinity, It teaches 
you how to enter thé anper-consciousnoss. Price, 
50 cts. •

gyBeatli^nd Beyond.—A book, of revela
tions. price; cloth. 60 cts.

EÿSecuro a large crystal for crystal gazing or 
reading. Price, <2.25; postage prepaid.

Send moneys to
_ J. O, F. GRUMBINE, 

Algonquin Road, Chestnut Hill Sta..
Boston. Mass,

The Wonders of Life.r, 
' By ERNEST. HAECKEL; Author bt “The 
Riddle of the Universe;" This book Is confined 
to the realm of organic science, and treats of 

. "The Knowledge, Nature, Functions and Hlsto-’ 
' ry of Life.'.' Price, cloth, 81.50.

THE SUPERNATURAL AND THE SPIRITUAL.
To the Editor of the SunI have received a sympathetic letter from 

one who has come, apparently through mental tribulation, to the" con
clusion that he must jive up “supernaturalism.” But so have we all, if. 
by the supernatural is meant anything above or contrary to nature; that 
is, to the order of the universe. If there is a supreme power at work, it 
works in every thing and its workings in all things are alike natural,, 
As was said long ago by a Roman poet:

As far as eye can range or feet can rove, 
Jove is in all things, all things are in Jove.

In giving up the supernatural, therefore, my correspondent is not 
giving up the spiritual or anything implied in its existence. What he 
probably means to give up, and if he is true to reason must give up, is 
miracle. Simultaneously with his letter I get the declaration of a sim
ple soul who has been converted, or reconverted, to the faith by witness
ing the miraculous liquefaction of the blood of St. Januarius. He says 
that he actually saw with his own eyes the solid suddenly become liquid. 
Unquestionably the simple soul did. There is another periodical mir
acle of the same kind at Amalfi, where the bones of a saint exude on a 
certain day in each year. Does American Catholicism believe in these 
miracles? ’ -

To a Galilean peasant living before the dawn of science miracle was 
natural, and belief in its occurrence, even in such a case as the demoniac 
miracle at Gadara, would not interfere with his moral perceptions or 
destroy his trustworthiness as a moral and general reporter.

I am not sure whether I ever referred in your columns to a case which 
fell under my own notice. Many year's ago a convent in the Tyrol was 
the alleged scene of miracle wrought upon the persons of two nuns. 
The Addolorata bore the stigmata; the Estatica was miraculously raised 
from the ground in prayer. There was a great controversy about the 
case, in which, if I remember rightly, Lord Shrewsbury, the leading 
Catholic layman, took part. I happened to allude to the case-in prinks, 
as probably one of hysteria. Thereupon I received a visit from a fellow^'-’ 
of a college at Oxford, whoaf ter ward became a Roman Catholic, but'e, 

.who was a:man, I should have said, not only of superior cultivation, but 
of remarkable good sense in ordinary matters, and certainly of the 
highest character. He assured me that he and tvzo companions, also 
fellows of colleges and'in every respect, except that of their extreme 
High Church bias, eminently trustworthy, Hid actually witnessed , the 
miracles and had seen the blood run upward on the Addolorata’s fore- . 
head. Those miracles were in the end” completely exposed and with-
drawn. GOLD WIN SMITH.

“BRICK POMEROY’S PHILOSOPHY. -
, Let every one enjoy his own. belief till you can educate him into a 
better one. . - < 7 ;

That day is best spent iu which the most is accomplished for the good 
of others. ' z ■.

A man has a right to judge himself by what he does regardless of the 
opinion of others..

Every person desirous of quarreling can easily catch on and be made 
still more uncomfortable;. •"

The man who cannot quickly and quietly control himself is not fully, 
competent to control others. ; ■ -

The one who gives us new thoughts is better to us-than the one who 
gives only material presents. ,

The more we do to add to the happiness of others the more sunshine 
and contentment comes to us. ; .

The less of reasoning power and the fewer ideas a man has the more’ 
arbitrary and egotistical he is.. . ■

- Almost any man can dread to attempt, and there are those who can 
perform while the other, is dreading. ■. ■ ' '

When a sick man is able to grumble, growl and wrangle he is’ablc.to 
get up and do his own chores at least.
' Thought is the pioneer and action its servant who gets there or is 
left, as ho is active or lazy^and indifferent.

.Never mind the righteous, as they are all right. The sinners and;
sufferers arc the ones who should have our love and ouï efforts to up- 

Ar; vA


